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GORDON-CASTLE.
GORDON

CASTLE, or Castle - Gordon, the
Scottish seat of the Duke of Richmond, formerly the
residence of the Dukes of Gordon, in the parish of
It stands on the eastern verge
Bellie, Morayshire.
of the county, between the old and the new course
It is
of the Spey.'about a mile north of Fochabers.
approached, on the high road between Fochabers
and the Spey, by a gateway, consisting of a lofty
arch, between two domes, and elegantly finished.

The road thence winds about a mile through

a

green parten-e, skirted with flowering shrubbery,
and groups of tall spreading trees, till it is lost in
an oval in front of the castle. There is, besides
this, another approach from the east, sweeping for
several miles through the varied scenery of the park,
different pleasant views of the
country around, the river, and the ocean. The
castle stands on a flat, at some distance from the
Moray frith, from which the ground gradually as-

and enlivened by

but it possesses a much finer view than
cends
might be supposed in such a situation, commanding
as it does the whole plain, with all its wood, and a
variety of reaches on the river, together with the
;

town and shipping of Gamiouth. The original of
the castle was a gloomy tower, in the centre of a
morass, called the Bog of Gight, and accessible
only by a narrow causeway and bridge. See Bog
But the present pile is a grand palatial quadrangular mass of edifices, with a frontage
of no less than 568 feet.
Its breadth, however,
OF Gight.

various, and its whole style a harmonized diinsomuch that the breaks arising from
versity
the different depths create a variety of light and
shade which obsiates the appearance of excess in
uniformity throughout so great a frontage. The
body of the pile is of four stories. In its southern
front stands entire the tower of the original castle,
harmonizing ingeniously with the modern palace,
and rising many feet above it. The wings are magnificent pavilions of two lofty stories, connected by
galleries of two lower stories ; and beyond the pavilions are extended to either hand buildings of one
floor and an attic story.
The whole edifice is externally of white, hard, finely dressed Elgin freestone,
and finished all around with a fine cornice and a
handsome battlement. Its internal arrangements
and decorations, as also the embellishments of its
park, are in good keeping with its imposing exterior.
The dukedom of Gordon was created in 1 6-84. The
fifth and last Duke died in 1836. He was also Marquis of Huntly, Earl of Huntly, Viscount of Inveris

;

IT.

ness,

and Baron of Badenoch, Lochaber, Strath-

aven, Balmore, Achindoun, Gartly, and Kincardine,
and Earl of Norwich,
in the peerage of Scotland
and Baron (Jordon of Huntly, in the peerage of
;

At his death, his estates passed
Great Britain.
partly to the Earl of Aboyne and partly to the Duke
of Richmond his titles of Marquis of Huntly and
Baron of Badenoch passed to the Earl of Aboyne,
and his other titles became exrinct.
;

GORDON-PORT.

See Port-Gordos.
See Marybcrgh.
MILLS, a small village, on the south

GORDOXSBURGH.
GORDON'S

shore of the Cromarty frith, at the mouth of the
Resolis bum, in the parish of Resolis, Cromartyshire.
An establishment here was occupied for
some time as a snuff-manufactory, and afterwards
as a wool carding-mill.
MILLS, Aberdeenshire. See Aberdeen.
GORDONSTOWN, a village in the parish of
Auchterless, Aberdeenshire.
Population 98. See
ACCHTERI.ESS.
(The), a rivulet of the south-east of EdinIt is formed by the confluence of the
burghshire.
north and south Middleton bums, at the centre of
the parish of Borthwick; and it runs 3 J miles northwestward tlience, to a junction with the South Esk,
at the picturesque locality of Shank Point.
GOREBRIDGE, a post-office ^-illage, in the detached district of the parish of Temple, Edinburghshire.
It stands on Gore water, contiguous to the
village of Stobbs, 10 miles south-east by south of

GORDONS

GORE

It has an United Presbyterian church,
and a subscription library; and is a
station of the county police. There is a station for it
on the Hawick branch of the North British railway
but the distance of that from Edinburgh, by the

Edinburgh.

tivo schools,

;

railway route, is
S«e Stobbs.

12 miles.

Population 240.

Houses,

58.

GORGASK

(The), a bum, occasionally swelled
into an impetuous torrent, in the parish of Laggan,
Inverness-shire.

GORIESHILL.

See Dox (The).
(Loch), a small lake, excellent for angling, in the parish of Kiltarlity, on the north border
of Inverness-shire.
(Loch), a considerable lake, of picturesque
character, in the parish of Assynt, Sutherlandshire.
(Loch), a lake of 600 acres in extent, and
from 5 to 7 feet deep, in the parish of Kilchoman,
island of Islay.
It abounds in small trout.

GORM
GORM

GORM

A

GORTLICK.

GOUROCK.

GORMACK.
GOKTHY.

See Cai-utu.
See Fowlis Wester.
or
GORTLICK,
Gortleg, a post-office station, in
the parish of Dores, Inverness-shire.
See Dores.
GOSELAND, a hill, alx)ut 1,700 feet high, in the
parish of Kilbucho, Peebles-shire.
GOSFORD. See Aberlady.
GOSSABURGH, a post-office station, subordinate
to Lerwick, in Shetland.
GOULDIE, a village in the parish of Monikie,
Forfarshire.

See Kiljianv.
Cdrrie.
"

GOURDON, a fishing- village in the parish of
Bervie, 1 J mile south of the town of Bervie, Kincardineshire. It has about 20 boats employed variously
in fi?hing, and is also a shipping-place for grain,
and a place of import for coals, lime, and other
common bulky

articles.
Its harbour was improved
a few years ago, at a cost of about £2,000, and now
eei-ves as a place of commerce for a tract of seaboard intermediate between Stonehaven and MonVessels drawing 12 feet of water can enter
trose.
it at ebb tide, and lie at anchor till the flood carry

to the point of the quay,

where

it

rises 17 feet.

Contiguous to the harbour are several large excellent granaries, with extensive sheds for lime, &c.
Population, about 250.
GOURDON HILL. See Bervie.
GOUROCK, a post-town, burgh of barony, small
sea-port, and fashionable watering place, in the
It commences
parish of Innerkip, Renfrewshire.
at a spot about 2J miles below Greenock, and wends
about 1^ mile along the shore. Its main part is
Gourock proper, extending from the extreme east
to Kempock Point, in a sweeping curve round
Gouroek bay, the eastern portion looking northward, direct across the frith to Roseneath, and the
western portion looking eastward, or east-northeastward obliqueljr to Helensburgh. The part below Kempock Point is Ashton, extending in a slight
curve along the shore towards the south-west, and
looking noilh-westward direct across the frith to
ICilmua hill, and the Holy Loch, and Dunoon. See
A large proportion of the whole town
AsHTON.
lines the landward side of the Greenock and Inner-

kip road, running nearly on a dead level close to
the beach, only two or three feet above high-water
mark ; and two-thirds of this in Gourock proper, as
well as a small portion past Kempock Point, consists mainly of continuous lines or blocks of two
or three story houses, the lower story much disposed
in shops.
But some of Gcmrock proper toward the
east, and tlic greater part of all Ashton, are principally chains of villas and cottages orn6es. The
central part of the town, also, onward to the vicinity
of Kempock, rises backward in a gentle brae, partially occupied with short transverse streets, and
here and there crowned either with the public buildings, or with the most ambitious of the private residences. The view seaward from tlie town is everywhere charming, and comprises mucli diversity
the ground behind rises rapidly to steep faces of
trappcan hills, whoso sides olKcr a tempting ramble
;

and lead up

to exquisite Clyde-comthe gentlest part of the ascent,
situated toward tiio east end of Gourock proper, ami
comprising some exquisite close scenery, is occupied
by tfio nark and mansion of Gourock Imuse, the seat
of D. Darroch, Esq. and the whole town, for its
neat, cleanly, cheerful aspect, for its smig, spruce,
to pedestrians,

manding summits

;

;

Us well-built, convenient
and for its ready command of
good nathing-grouiid, and of the general conveniences and comforts of life, is well- worthy of the \v~

comfortable abodes,
stone-i)ior

and

place.

;

citizens of all

always

their many watering-places, it is
crowded in summer, and sometimes con-

few sojourners even in winter.
of Gourock possesses great advantages
for a sea-port, being well-sheltered, and unobstructed
by bank or shoal, and having depth of water for
vessels of any burden
nevertheless, the shippingtrade has been attracted higher up the frith.
So
as
the
when
Greenock was a mean
early
year 1494,
and
before
Portwas
fishing-village,
long
Glasgow
known even by name, the eligibility of Gourock as
a haven was appreciated. Tliis appears from an
indenture entered into at Edinburgh on the 27th of
December, 1494, between that redoubted seaman,
Sir Andrew Wood of Largs, and other two persons, on behalf of the King, on the one part, and
"
Nicholas of Bour, maister, under God, of the schip
called the Verdour," on the other part, whereby it
was stipulated that " the said Nicholas sail, God
willing, bring the said Verdour, with mariners and
stuff for them, as effeirs, to the Goraik, on the west
tains not a

The bay

;

GOULE'S DEN.
GOURDIE. See

them

it has acquired as a fii"st-class
wateringWere it situated much further than it is
from Glasgow, it could not fail to obtain favour but
happening to be the most accessible to the Glasgow

putation

jetty,

for

bordour and sey [sea], aucht mylis fra Dunbertain,
or tharby, be the first day of the moneth of
May
nixt to cum, and there the said Nicholas sail,
with grace of God, ressave within the said schip
thre hundreth men bodenforwer [equipped for
warj,
furnist with ther vitales [victuals], harnes, and ai'efieirand
to
sa
to
with
the
tilzery,
mony men,
pass
kingis hienes, at his plessore, and his lieutennentes
and deputis, for the space of twa monthis nixt, and
immediat folowand the said first day of May, and
put thaim on land, and ressave thaim again ;"
for which there was to be given to the
shipmaster
£300 Scots money, being at the rate of £1 Scots for
each man. From the terms of this agreement, and
from the spot appointed for the rendezvous being on
the west coast, it is evident that the vessel was fitted out for the use of the King himself, Jam«s IV.,
in one of the voyages which he undertook, about
the time in question, to the Western isles, for the
purpose of bringing their turbulent inhabitants
into subjection
and at Gourock, in all probabihe embarked. The lands of Gourock formed
the western part of the barony of Finnart, which
belonged to the great family of Douglas. On the
forfeiture of their estates in 1455, this portion
was conferred b}-^ the Crown on the Stewarts of
Castlemilk, from whom it was called Finnart-Stewart.
It continued in their possession till 1784, when
;

lity,

it

was

Duncan Darroch, Esq., to whose
now belongs. About the year 1747,

sold to

scendant

—

de-

the
Gourock was entirely removed, and the
mansion
near
erected
its
site.
present
The town of Gourock has, we believe, been resorted to for sea-bathing longer than any other
In 1694 it was created a burghplace on this coast.
of-baronv, with the right of holding a weekly market on 1 uesday, and two annual fairs. Power was
it

old castle of

also given to form a " harbour and port," in viituc
of which there was probably constructed the old
quay, wiiieh was supplanted about 15 yeai-s ago by
the present substantial and convdiient one.
great proportion of the permanent inhabitants are
engaged in the herring and white fishery. This
was the first place in J5ritain where red herThe practice was introduced,
rings were prepared.
towards the end of the 17th century, by Walter

A

Gibson, an enterprising Glasgow merchant, who
WHS provost of that city in 1 088, and of whom our
anthoritv
Scmplo, in his History of Renfrewshire
—says, he "mny justly bo styled' the father of the

—

GOYAN.

GOUliOCK.
The curing of re i
trade of all the west coasts."
as
herrings has long since been abandoned here;
has also the preparation of salt in connection with
considerait, for which pans were constructed.
ble rope-work was carried on from 1777 to 1851 and
whinstone for street-paving is quarried in the vici-

A

;

About 1780, an attempt was made

nity.

for coal in

the neighbourhood
but meeting with copper ore,
the undertakers were diverted from their first ob" Tills new
discovery." says the Old Statisject.
"
well both in richness and
tical
;

promised
but being wrought by a company

reporter,

quantity

;

who

were chiefly engaged in England, it was so managed as to defeat the expectation."
Kempock Point, which fonns the western termination of the bay, is crowned by a long upright
"
fragment of rock, called Kempock stane," which,
it is said, indicates the spot where a saint of old
dispensed favourable winds to the navigators of the
adjacent waters. The stone is without any sculp-

Some superstitious belief apture or inscription.
pears to have been connected with it in former
times ; for at the tinal of the Innerkip witches, in
1662, one of them, Mary Lamont, an infatuated
creature, aged only 18, confessed that she and some
other women, who were in compact with the devil,
held " a meeting at Kempock. where they intended
to cast the long stone into the sea. thereby to destroy boats and ships."
Kempock Point consists of
a mass of light blue columnar porphyry, abutting
fi-om a hill of the same materials whicb has been
In our own time, this
qnaiTied to a great extent.
abrupt point of land has become memorable on account of two melancholy accidents which took place
on the frith close to it. The first occurred to a
vessel called the Catheiine of lona, which was run
down by a steam -boat during the night of the 10th
of August, 1822, when 42 persons perished out of 46.
The other catastrophe was that of the Comet steamer,
which, when rounding the point, at about the snnie
spot, was run on boai-d, and instantly sunk, by another steam-vessel, about 60 human beings losing
their lives.

A

chapel of ease, a very plain edifice, was built
Gourock about the year 1776
and a burying-gronud which was attached to it is
still in use.
A new chapel of ease, a neat structure, with a square battlemented tower, and con947
sittings, was built by subscription in
taining
1832, on the face of the brae, near the nuddle of
Gourock proper; and though it cost only about
£2,300, it has a pleasing, prominent, and almost orat the east end of

;

An attempt has recently been
constituted a quoad sacra parish
church. There are also a Free church congregation,
who have now an elegant new church in the course
of erection, and an United Presbyterian church
built in 1845.
The town has likewise a school in
connexion with the Established church, a school
in connexion with the Free church, a school of
industry. Established church and Free church

namental

made

eftect.

to get

tliis

public libraries, a circulating library, a clothing society, a gas-light company, and a pier and harbour

company; and

it enjoys such near and constant
communication with Greenock as to sliare readilv
in the facilities of that town's banks, markets, and
general institutions. Omnibuses run hourly in summer, and frequently in winter, throughout every
day to Greenock and steamers call almost as often
at the quay, sometimes several within an hour,
in transit between Glasgow and the wate;
ing places
farther down the frith.
Gourock is also a station
of the coast guard, and has a ferrv of its own to Kil;

creggan.
2,194.

But

Population in 1841," 2.169; in 1851.
this population is
perhaps trebled, or

nearly so, duiing the greater part of the bathing
season.
GOUROCK BURN, a bum rising near the east-,

em

limits of the parish of

West

Kilbride, Ayrshire,
to the

and running westward through that parish
frith of Clyde.

GOVAN,

a parish, partly in Renfrewshire, but
It contains the post-town
chiefly in I^anarkshire.
of Govan, the village of Srrathbungo, and the greater
It is bounded
of
Partick.
of
the
part
post-town
by

New

glen,

Kilpatrick, Barony, Glasgow, Gorbals, RutherCathcart, Eastwood, Abbey - Paisley, and

Renfrew. Its length north-westward is about 6
miles its greatest breadth is about 3 miles and
Part of it quoad
its area is about 10 square miles.
civilia comprises the larger portion of the great
southern suburb of Glasgow ; but this was long
ago annexed quoad sacra to the small parish ol
Gorbals, and is now cominonly included, in the
census returns and otherwise, in what is called the
barony and parish of Gorbals. See Glasgow. The
rest of the parish, though containing some of the
outskirts of Glasgow, chiefly lines of -^-illas, and
notwithstanding its own towns of Govan and Par;

;

are in a large degree straggling or outbe regarded as all landward. It extends along the left bank of the Clyde from the
boundary witii Rutherglen to the foot of the town ot
tick,

which

may

spread,

Govan

and thence it continues along the same
a point in the vicinity of the town of Renfrew, and also comprises a tract on the right bank
of nearly square outline, about 2 miles each way,
bounded on the side next Glasgow by the river
Kelvin. The tract on the left bank of the Clyde
used to be called the township or teiritory of Govan and the tract on the right bank, the township
or territory of Partick. The portion in Renfrewshire comprises the lands of Haggs, Titwood, and
Shields, and contains the village of Strathbungo.

bank

;

to

;

The upper part of the parish is all a rich flat
ground. The lower part also is a richly cultivated
plain throughout the centre, skirted on both sides
by ground slightly elevated, and of soft, undulating ornate appearance. All the land is arable and
most of it has excellent soil. Part was once a
heathy waste, called Govan moor but even this is
;

;

now

disposed in well-cultivated fields, producing
as luxuriant crops as any in the kingdom. The common enclosure throughout the parish is the quickall

set hedge
trees are sufliciently numerous to produce here and there a feathery or tufted appearance villas, with their attendant decorations, are
;

;

profusely sprinkled in many parts, particularly in
the upper district and around Partick ; and the very
appliances of manufiicture, mining, and commerce,

which figure prominently on

tlie

Clyde, happen

to produce picturesque effects; so that the aggregate aspect of the parish, especially to any eye
which delights most in the English style of land-

The principal landscape, is eminently pleasing.
owners are the patrons of Hutchison's Hospital
in Glasgow, the city corporation of
Glasgow, the
incorporated trades of Glasgow, Sir John Maxwell, Bart., Oswald of Scotstown. Smith of Jordanhill, Speirs of Elderslie, Johnstone of Sliieldhnll,
Rouan of Holmfauldhead, and Steven of BellaThe valued rental is not quite £5,000
Scots; yet the yearly value of real property as ascei-tained in 1855 is £75.409 17s. 9d. sterling, and the
average yearly value of raw produce, as estimated
in 1840. £90,0'45.
On Whiteinch farm, a low-lying
tract of 68 acres on the right bank of the Clyde,
a
mile
below
about
Partick, there has been deposited, throughout a series of years, at vast expense
to the Clyde trustees, aji enonnous amount of the
houston.

GOVAN.

GOVAN.
mud which is lifted by the dredging machines from
the bottom of the river, and brought hither from
long distances in punts ; the proprietor of the farm
simply having given his permission under fixed conditions of depth and extent, but deriving an ample
compensation in the speedy enhancement of the area
deposited upon to nearly double of its previous value.
Within the last sixty years the salmon-fishings
in the Clyde, belonging to the heritors of Govan,
used to be valuable, and have been let for so much
as £330 annually but the mass of pernicious matter now held in solution by the river, the refuse
of the manufactories along its banks, and the everlasting stirring and turmoil of its waters from the
revolution of steam-boat paddles, have so deteriorated these fisheries as to reduce the rental to £25 per
annum and the wonder is that salmon can exist in
it at all.
The mineral wealth of the parish yields
no less than about four-ninths of the entire yearly
value of its raw produce, coal, £30,000, and quarryThe
stones, ironstone, and brick-clay, £10,000.
coal has been worked from a very remote period,
and forms part of the celebrated Glasgow field,' to
which the city is so miich indebted for its wealth
and population. This coal is of the best quality ;
and in some parts of the parish it is so abundant
that, within 50 fathoms of the surface, no fewer
than 16 separate beds have been found, the thickness of which varies from 4 inches to 2 feet. There
likewise occur along with them, in some parts, valuable seams of black-band ironstone and clay-band
ironstone, the former varying from 10 to 15 inches
in thickness, and the latter from 6 to 12 inches.
Extensive iron-works are in operation at Govanhill, in the south-east outskirts of Gorbals, comprising hot -blast furnaces which produce about
4,000 tons of pig-iron yearly, and puddling furnaces
capable of producing 400 tons of bar-iron weekly.
There are various manufactories at Partick, which
conwill be noticed in our article on that place.
siderable aggregate of the manufacturing industry
of Gorbals, together with some of the special seats
or premises of it, might be identified with Govan
;

;

—

'

A

parish but being worked by Glasgow capital, and
intermixed with strictly Glasgow industry, may be
allowed to stand properly to the account of Glasgow. At the town of Govan is an extensive dyework there also is a large, well-built, trimly-kept
silk factoiy, which was the first of its kind in Scotland, and erected in 1824; and both there and on
;

;

the opposite bank of the Clyde, immediately below
the influx of the Kelvin, are extensive ship-building
where of late years many noble vessels have
yards,
been constructed, and where often the multitudinous clang of hammers in driving the rivets of
iron hulls is almost deafening to persons on board
In a yard at tlie
the passing steamers on the river.
right side of the mouth of the Kelvin, are two recently-constnicted glazed sheds, of sufficient size to
contain each a very large hull, and of such architectural design as to be fine ornaments to the locality.
Govan parish, from its all lying in the vicinity of
Glasgow, and being partly dovetailed into that city's
outskirts, necessarily enjoys extraordinary facilities

Four great roads traverse it.
of communication.
One of these leads from Glasgow to I'aisley ; a second from Glasgow to Kilmarnock and Ayr; a third,
with, and on the south bank of the Clyde,
Jmrallel
eads through Renfrew to Port-Glasgow and the
fourth, also parallel with, but on the north bank of tlic
river, forms the carriage road to Dumbarton and the
West Highlands. The Glasgow, Paisley, and Joiin;

stone canal also passes throtigh the southern division
and tlie branch of the Forth and
of tlie parish
Clyde canal, which joins the Clyde at Bowling bay,
;

skirts for a short distance its northern boundary.
The great joint trunk to Paisley of the Glasgow and

Greenock, and the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock,
and Ayr railways likewise passes through the parish
A commodious ferry at the foot
for nearly 3 miles.
of the town of Govan, maintains constant communication with the opposite bank of the Clyde, and is
provided with a horse and caniage boat, and with
good landing-places. Here also the river steamers
land and receive passengers. The scenery of active
life along the Clyde here is thrillingly animated and
remarkably picturesque. Morning, noon, and night,
traversed by steam-vessels of every size,
vessels, bound to and from the most
The river's
distant parts of the earth's confines.
banks also exhibit much variety of landscape
beautifully cultivated fields and thriving belts of
plantation, sprinkled with the handsome villas of
while the rural towns of
the Glasgow citizens
Govan and Partick burst upon the gaze with a truly
panoramic effect. Nowhere has the hand of improvethe river

is

and by sailing

—

—

ment been more decidedly apparent than upon this
In some old legal instniments
portion of the Clyde.
in the Glasgow chartulary, there are mentioned,
"
The islands between Govan and Partick " but
Even so late
these have long since ceased to be.
as 1770, the depth of the river at the mouth of tlie
Kelvin, as surve3'ed by the celebrated James Watt,
was only 3 feet 8 inches at high-water, and 1 foot
6 inches at low water and Patrick Brjce, tacks;

;

man

'

of the Gorbals
coal-heugh,' complains, in
1660, to the magistrates of Glasgow, that he could
not get his coals loaded at the Broomielaw from a
scarcity of water, and that he had been necessitated
on this account to crave license to lead them through
the lands of Sir George Maxwell of Nether Pollock,
" neare to
for the purpose of loading them
Meikle
Govane." Up till 1770, indeed, this portion of the
be
with
vessels
could
navigated by
difliculty
Clyde
of more than 30 tons burthen; but now the depth
of water is from 1 6 to 17 feet, and foreign merchantmen of 600 tons burthen sail along it from the sea
See artic e
to the harbour of the Broomielaw.
Clyde (The). Population of the parish in 1831,
5,677; in 1851, 14,996. Houses, 1,221.
Population
of the Renfrewshire section in 1831, 710;
1851,
139.
3,046.
Houses,
This parish is in the presbytery of Glasgow, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Univereity
of Glasgow.
glebe, £24; unStipend, £432 Is. 8d.

m

;

appropriated teinds, £672 Is. 5d. The parish church
is situated within 100 yards of the Clyde, at the
foot of the town of Govan, and was built in 1826,
after a plan by Mr Smith of Jordanhill, and conIt is a simple Gothic
tains nearly 1,100 sittings.
structure, with battlements and lancet windows, and
has a tower and spire, in imitation of those of the

The churchyard
church of Stratford-upon-Avon.
lias a romantic appearance, and is fringed with a
double row of venerable elms. There is a chapel of
ease at Partick, which was built in 1834, and contains 580 sittings, and is in tlie presentation of the
subscribers and managers. Tliere is also achnpelof
ease at Strath bungo, which was built in 1841, and
the presentation of the subscribers.
Tiiere is
a Free church at Govan, with an attendance of 370;
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855
was £391 13s. 4Jd. Tiicrc is also a Free church at
Partick, with an attendance of 300 and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £501 2s. OJd.
is in

;

There is an United Presbyterian church in Govan,
which rose out of a preaching station maintained for
many years in aschoolhouse. Tiierc are two United
Presliytcrian churches in T'artick, the East and Ihe
West, both built in 1824, the former containing 60P

GOYAX.

GOVAX.
Tliere is also a Wessittings, and the latter 840.
layan Methodist meeting in Partick. There are also
threa liome missionaries in the parish, one of them
for the Govan district, and the other two for the
Partick district. The parochial school is situated in
tlie to^vn of Grovan ; and the income of the master, besides fees, amounts to £34 4s. 4j^d. of salan,' and about
£46 other emoluments, for part of which gratuitous
education is given to ten poor children. There are
also in the town of Govan a Free church school, an
United Presbyterian school, a subscription school,
and a school of industry for females there are in
Partick a west-end academy conducted by four
masters, another academy conducted by one master,
an old subscription school, a Free church public
school, a Free church school of industry, a ladies'
school, a general public school, a school of industry
for females, Samuel Wilson'g school, and a Roman

—

;

Strathbungo and
Threeniilehouse, other non-parochial schools. There
are two public libraries, the one in the town of Govan,
the other in Partick, the former bequeathed by a
former minister of the parish, and called Thom's
library, the latter connected with what is called
Catholic school

;

and there

are, at

—

Partick popular institution.
Under grants by David I., confirmed by the
bulls of several popes, the whole parish of Govan,
including the part now annexed to Cirorbals, belonged formerly, both in property and in superiority, to
the Bishop of Glasgow, and was included in the

—

The church of Govan or
royalty of Glasgow.
Guvan, as it was formerly termed with the tithes
and lands pertaining to it, was constituted a prebend
of the cathedral of Glasgow by John, Bishop of
Glasgow, who died about 1147; and continued so
till the Reformation.
The prebendary drew the
emoluments, and paid a curate for serving the cure.
The patronage belonged to the see of Glasgow but
at the Reformation was assumed by the Crown. In
1577 the parsonage and vicarage of Govan, with all
the lands and revenues, were granted by the King,
in mortmain, to the college of Glasgow
and by the
new erection of the college, at that date, it" was
ruled that the principal of the university should
officiate in the church of Govan
every Sabbath.
This practice continued from 1577 till 1621, when
the principal was absolved from this duty, and a
separate minister was appointed for the parish, to
whom a stipend was assigned from the tithes. For
more than a century previous to 1825, the university
of Glasgow, by successive renewals from the Crown,
enjoyed a beneficial lease of the feu-duties, rents,
and revenues, which were paid by the heritors of
Gkivan to the Crown, as coming in the place of the
Archbishop but the lease was discontinued at the
time stated. To make up for it so far, however, the
Crown granted to the college, in 1826. an annuity
of £800 for fourteen years.
The first minister of
Grovan after the Reformation was Andrew Melville,
who was at the same time principal of the univerand it is related by his nephew, that the Resity

—

;

;

;

;

gent Morton offered this "guid benefice, peying tburand-twentie chalder of victuall " to him, on condition
tliat he would not
urge upon the government or the
church his peculiar views of ecclesiastical
polity.
For the pui-pose of winning Melville to his side, the

Regent kept the living in the hands of the Crown
for nearly two years ; and
finally granted the temporalities to the college of Glasgow, imposing upon

the principal the duty of serving the cure. Morton
"
intending thereby, as Melville's nephew states. to
demearit Mr. Andro, and cause hira relent from
dealling against bischopes; but God keepit his awin
servant in uprightnes and treuthe in the middis of
manie heavie tentations."

hospital of Polmadie was situated in this parnear the place which still bears its name. It
was a refuge for persons of both sexes, and was endowed with the church and temporalities of Strathblane. along with part of the lands of Little Govan.
No trace of the ruins of the hospital now remains.
St. Ninian's hospital, for the reception of persons afflicted with leprosy, was founded by Lady Lochore
in the middle of the 14th century, and is understood
to have been situated near the river, between the
ilain-street of Gorbals and Muirhead-street. A considerable extent of ground, including that upon

The

ish,

—

which part of Hutchesontown is built, was called
^Yhen the house of Elphinstone
St. Ninian's croft.
obtained the lands of Gorbals, the revenues of the
hospital were misapplied, and the care of the lepers
devolved upon the kirk-session of Glasgow. Hagg's castle, in this parish, is a very inter'

'

afte Inwards

—

It was built by an
esting and picturesque ruin.
ancestor of the house of Maxwell of Pollock, and
was, for a long time, the jointure-house of that
It appears to have been a building of confamily.
It is intimately and
siderable strength.
painfully
associated with the transactions of those iron times
when Scotland groaned under a broken covenant
and a persecuted kirk.' In November 1667, the
Episcopal authorities of Glasgow, having heard that
a conventicle had been held in Hagg"s castle, summoned the persons reported to have been present to
appear before them on the 20th of the same month.
'

Logan was aiTaigned, and he
Amongst others, John
" that he was
present at ye said
boldly confessed
conventickle. and not onlie refused to give his oath
to declare who preached, or wer then present, but
furder declared he would not be a Judas, as otheris,
The names
to delate any that wer ther present."
of Logan and of others in the same situation, were
but
the
in
to
the
Archbishop
punishment
given
which was meted out has not been recorded. Wod;

row, in his history, states that, in 1676, Mr. Alexander Jamieson, who had been thrust forth the parish of Govan on account of his refusal to confonn to
'•
black prelacy," ''gave the sacrament in the house
of the Haggs, within 2 miles of Glasgow, along with
another clergyman. Mr. Jamieson did not again
drink of the vine till he drank it new in the Father's

kingdom."
Pollock
copacy,

It is

well

known

that the family of

sufl\;red severely for their resistance to Episand for succouring the Covenanters, and al-

lowing them a place of meeting

John Maxwell was

for their

conven-

fined

by the privycouncil in 1684, in the sum of £8,000 sterling; and
when he refused to pay this tyrannical exaction he
was imprisoned for 16 months. See Glasgow.
ticles.

Sir

The Towx of Govan stands on

the road from
Renfrew. It consists principally of a
single street, extending along that road, and about
a mile in length. Its upper end is about a mile from
Tradeston, the nearest part of the Glasgow suburbs;
and its lower end is about 3 miles from the centre of

Glasgow

to

Glasgow. The Qyde, opposite to it, makes a gi-and
so that the
curve, with the convexity to the north
town and the rivers curve are related to each other
in
like the string and the bow, being
contact only
at the ends, and most widely separated at the middle.
A great part of the space between them, however, is
the lower
ornate with grass and gai-den-ground
part is occupied by the ship-building yards and the
dye-works; and the whole is fringed, upon the
The town, as to
river's bank, with an open walk.
its edifices, is far from town-like, consisting largely
lines
of
of straggling
one-story houses, numerously
inhabited by weavers, and many of them old and
has
of
late been assuming a sprucer
but
it
dingy;
character; it borrows much beauty from the near
;

;

6
GRAMPIANS.
GOWANSBANK.
— some of which may be pastoral care of the minister of Stromness, and has
vicinity of numerous
villas,

and it is at present undergoing both
improvement and extension by the erection of new
lines of elegant buildings. It is a place of comparasituated far more advantagetively high antiquity,
ously for trade than the original Glasgow; and,
having always maintained some local importance,
insomuch as to be reckoned in the 16th century one
of the lai'gest villages in the kingdom, it might almost have been expected, rather than the place
of St. Mungo, to become the nucleus of the great
modern commercial city, the more so as that city,
without having extended many hundred yards eastward or northward from its original site, has come
travelling down, in a broad mass, miles of distance,
toward Govan, till it promises soon to reach and ensaid to be in it;

—

—

compass it. Tlie chief things of interest in the
town of Govan, have already been mentioned in our
account of the parish and we have only farther to
say that the town has a savings' bank, a ladies'
clothing society, and a branch-office of the city of
Glasgow bank, and that omnibuses run several times
a-day from it to Glasgow and Renfrew. Population
;

in 1841, 2,,555

;

in 1851, 3,131.

Houses, 29G.

GOVVANSBANK,

a village in the parish of St.
Vigeans, Forfarshire. Population, 72. Houses, 22.
GOWELL, an islet in the bay of Stomoway,
island of Lewis, forming a breakwater and shelter
to

Stomoway

harbour.

GOWER

See Port-Gower.
(Port).
a village in the parish of Carnock,
Fifeshire.
Population, 196. Houses, 34.
GOWKSHILL, a village in the parish of Cockpen, Edinburghshire. Population, 219. Houses, 41.
GOWRIE, an ancient district of Perthshire, lying
on the eastern side of the county, and extending
See Blaikgowfi om Stormont to the frith of Tay.
lUE and Carse-of-Gowrie.

GOWKHALL,

GOYLE

(Loch). See Goir- (Loch),
an extinct village in the parish of
Coldstream, Berwickshire.
GRADKN-BUKN, a rivulet of 3 miles length of
course, in the parish of Coldstream, north-eastward
to tlie Tweed, at a point 2 miles above Ladykirk.
PLACE. See Limon, Roxburghshire.
GRAEMSAY, one of the Orkney islands. It lies
in Hoy sound, immediately south-east of Hoy mouth,
J a mih; south of the town of Stromiiess, and ^ a mile
east of Bow kirk in Hoy island. It is alx)ut 1 J mile
It was formerly a
in length, and 1 in breadth.
vicarage, united to the ancient rectory of Hoy, and
was served by the minister of Hoy every third
Sunday; but it neither pays stipi'nd, nor has any
glebe. It is in the presbytery of Cairston, and synod
of Orkney. A great part of it is arable. The whole
The
is level, and seems to be of an excellent soil.
interior parts, under a thin soil, contain a bed of
schist or slate, through almost its whole extent.
Two lighthouses, for guiding the navigation of Hoy
sound, were erected ni Graemsay in 1851. The
high light stands in 58° 56' 9" north latitude, and 3°
16' 33" west longtitude, is 115 feet above the sea,
and can ho seen at the distance of about 10 nautical
miles the low light is elevated 55 feet above the
sea, and can be seen at the distance of about 7 nauand the two hear from each other southtical miles
The high light
east i cast, and north-west J west.
is a fixed red light, and tiie low a fixed bright light.
The red light iUuminatcs an arc from SE by E to
8E i S towards 8K; and the high tower containing
it also shows toward Stromntiss a bright fixed light
from SSIC J E to W8W, and towards Cara an arc

GRADEN,

GRADEN

;

;

from
^

N

NNW

i

shows

its

W

W

to N i
southerly. The low
bright fixed light from E J 8 to
f;u;ing northward. The island is now under the

light

W

a school belonging to the Society for propagating
Christian knowledge.
Population in 1831,225; in
Houses, 48.
1851, 286.

GRAHAM'S DYKE.

See Astonikus' Wall.
a neat and important suburb
It has a post office of its
of the town of Falkirk.
own, and a station on the junction railway from the
Scottish Central to the Edinburgh and Glasgow. See

GRAHAMSTOWN,

Falkirk.

GRAHAMSTOWN,

a village in the parish of
Neilston, Renfrewshire. It stands upon the Levern,
3 miles southeast of Paisley and is one of the chain
of manufacturing villages which render the Barrhead and Neilston part of the valley of the Levern
;

It was
practically a large town.
the year 1780.
Population, 706.

GRAITNEY.

commenced about

See Gretna.

GRAMPIANS

(The), that broad mountain
fringe of elevations which nins along the eastern
side of the Highlands of Scotland, oveilooking the
western portions of the Lowlands, and forming the
natural barrier or boundary between the two great
The name is so indefindivisions of the kingdom.
itely applied in popular usage, and has been so obscured by injudicious and mistaken description, as
to want the definiteness of meaning requisite to the
The
purposes of distinct topographical writing.
Grampians are usually described as "a chain" of
mountains stretching from Dumbarton, or from the
hills behind Gareloch opposite Greenock, or from
the district of Cowal in Argyleshire, to the sea at
Stonehaven, or to the interior of Aberdeenshire, or
to the eastern exterior of the shores of Elgin and
Banff.
No definition will include all the mountains
which claim the name, and at the same time exclude
others to which it is unknown, but one which regards them simply as the mountain-front, some files
deep, which the Highlands, from their Southern continental extremity to the point where their flank is
turned by a champaign country east of the Tay, present to the Lowlands of Scotland. But thus defined,
or in fact defined in any fashion which shall not
limit them to at most two counties, they are far from
being, in the usual topographical sense of the word,
"
a chain." From Cowal north-eastward to the extremity of Dumbartonshire, they rise up in elevations
so utterly independent of one another as to admit
long separating bays between, and are of such various forms and heights and modes of continuation as
to be at best a series of ridges and single elevations,
some of the ridges contributing their length, and
others contributing merely their breadth, to the ccmtinuation.
East and north of Loch-Lomond in Stirlingshire, their features ai"e so distinctive and pecuamassment or congeries so overlooked
and
their
liar,
by the monarch-summit of Benlomond, as to have

become more extensively and more appropriately

known

as the

Lomond

hills,

than as part of the

Along Brcadalbane and the whole
Grampians.
Highlands of Perthshire, they consist chiefly of la
teral ridges running from west to east, or from north
west to south-east, entirely separated by long tra
versing valleys, and occasionally standing far apart
on opposite sides of long ai:d not very narrow sheets
of water; and they even
as iu the instances of Schiinclude solitary but huge and
challion and Beniglo
conspicuous monarch-mountains, which, either by
their iscdatedness of position, or their remarkable
peculiarity of exterior character, possess not one
feature of alliance to any of the groups or ridges
except their occupying the confines of the Highland
In the north-west and north of Forfarterritory.
shire and the adjacent parts of I'erthshire and Aberdeenshire, tlie^-At last assume the character of a

—

—

GRANGE.

GRAMPIANS.
or broad mountain elongation, so unifonn and
d stinctive in character tliat we must strongly re-

cli iin,

gret the non-restriction of the use of the word
Grampian exclusively to this district. In Kincardineshire, they fork out into detached courses, and

almost lose what is conventionally understood to
be a Highland character; and at the part where

they are popularly said to stretch to the coast and
terminate at the sea, are of so comparatively soft

an outline and of so inconsiderable an elevation,
that a stranger who had heard of the mountaingrandeur of the Grampians, but did not know their
locality, might here pass over them without once
suspecting that he was within an hundred miles of
their vicinity.
Northward, or rather westward and
north-westward, of the low Kincardineshire ranges
which loose popular statement very fiequently represents as the tenninating part of "the chain," they
consist partly of some anomalous eminences, hut
mainly of two ridges, one of which hems in the district of Mar on the south-west, and the other separates Aberdeenshire from Banffshire.
A mountain-district so extensi'^e and chequered,
and so varied in feature, cannot be described, with
even proximate accuracy, except in a detailed -^-iew
of its parts. Yet, if merely the main part, or what
occupies the space from Loch-Lomond to the north
of Forfarshire, be regarded, the following description
" The front
will, as a general one, be found con-ect.
of the Grampians toward the Lowlands has, in many
places, a gradual and pleasant slope into a champaign
country, of great extent and fertility; and, notwithstanding the forbidding aspect, at first sight, of the
moimtains themselves, with their covering of heath
and rugged rocks, they are intersected in a thousand
directions by winding valleys, watered by rivers and
bi-ooks of the most limpid water, clad with the richest pastures, sheltered by thriving woods that fringe
the lakes, and run on each side of the streams, and
are accessible in most places by excellent roads.
The valleys, which exhibit such a varietj" of natural
beauty, also form a contrast with the ruggedness of
the surrounding mountains, and present to the eye
the most romantic scenery. The rivers in the
deep
defiles struggle to find a passage
and often the
opposite hills approach so near, that the waters
rush with incredible force and deafening noise, in
proportion to the height of the fall and the width of
the opening. These are commonly caUed Passes,
owing to the difficulty of their passage, before
bridges were erected ; and we may mention as examples, the Pass of Leney, of Abertbil, of Killiecrankie and of the Spittal of Glenshee.
Beyond
these, plains of various extent appear, filled with
In the interstices
villages and cultivated fields.
are numerous expanses of water, connected with
stored with a variety of fish, and covered
riyulets
;

with wood down to the water-edge. The cragand
gy tops are covered with flocks of sheep
numerous herds of black cattle are seen browsing on
;

the pastures in the valleys.
On the banks of the
lakes or rivers is generally the seat of some nobleman or gentleman. The north side of the

Grampians
and the huge masses
are seen piled on one another in the most awful
is

more nigged in

magnificence.

its appearance,

The height

of the

Grampian moun-

tains varies from 1,400 feet to 3,500 feet above the
level of the sea ; and several of them are elevated
still

higher."

The range whose highest summit-line forms the
western and northern boundary of Forfarshire, while
quite continuous and of uniform appearance, and
specially entitled to be known by a distinctive and
comprehensive name, is probably, in despite of its
local appellation of " the BincHinnin
mountains,''

more frequently grouped, in popular speech, under
the word Grampians than any other part of the border Highland territory. None of the summits here
are so abrupt and majestic as those of Perthshire and
the Lomonds, nor are they covered with such herbage as those which form the screens of Glenhou,
and some others of the more southerly Grampian
The mountains are, in general, rounded
valleys.
and tame, and covered for the most part with
moorish soil and stunted heath. On the south-east
they exhibit ridge behind ridge, rising like the
benches of an amphitheatre slowly to the background summit range, but laterally cloven down at
side,

intervals by glens and ravines emptying out rills or
torrents toward the plain ; and on the north-west
side,

dity,

they descend with a considerably greater rapiand occupy a smaller area with their flanks.

—

The etymology

word '• Grampians is so obworthless though the topic be has oc
scure, and
casioned so many disputes and so much theorizing,

—

"'

of the

—

-

that we may be excused for not rushing among the
melee of antiquarians in a vain eflbrt to ascertain it.
Nor would it be much wiser to make any attempt at
"
fixing the locality of the battle of tlie Grampians,"
fought between Galgacus and Agricola.
a small island, north of Lismore, in

GRAMRy,

Loch-Linnhe, Argvleshire.

GRANDHOLil".

GRANDTULLY,
ishes of Dull

and

See Abeedeex.
a compact district

m

the par-

Dunkeld, Perthshire, meaextreme length, 5 miles in extreme
Little

suruig &i miles in
breadth, and 32i miles in superficial area. Though
not a parish, it was erected, in 1820, by the presbytery of Dunkeld, into a mission, under the committee
for managing the Royal bounty.
The church is
supposed to be several centuries old and was formerly a chapel subordinate to the church of Dull. It
contains about 450 sittings. The Grandtully estate
;

belongs to Sir W. D. Stewart, Bart., of Murthly.
Grandtully castle, the mansion on that estate, stands
contiguous to the public road. 3 miles east-north-east
of Aherteldy. It is an old structure, kept in a habitable condition, and rendered interesting for being
the author of Waverley's type of Tullyveolan, the
picturesque abode of the old Baron of liradwardiue.
See Dli.l.
GRANGE, any district or locality which, in the
olden times, was extra- parochial, and in the possession of

monks.

The name had

special reference

to a peculiar local aiTangement under the Romish
ecclesiastical government ; but is still retained in
many localities in Scotland, where all popular memits original signification has long been lost.
See, among other of our articles for it, Bcrxtislasd,
Cui.HOSS, EdiKBCRGH, FjFESHJP.E, KlKOHOP.X, StevexSTos, East Gkaxge, and the articles which imu.ediately follow.
a village in the parish of St. Andrews,
Fifeshire.
Population, 84. Houses. 20.
a village in the parish of Errol, Perthshire.
Population, 68. Houses, 15.
a parish in the Strathisla district of
Banfl!'shire.
Its post-town is Keith, about 3 miles

ory of

GRANGE,
GRANGE,
GRANGE,

south-west of the parish chmch. It is bounded on
the south by Aberdeenshire, and on other sides by
the parishes of Keith, Deskford, Fordyce, OrdiquhiU,
Mamoch, and Rothiemay. Its length southward is
6 miles ; and its greatest breadth is 5 miles.
The
river Isla runs across the southern district, and receives the chief drainage of the parish through two
indigenous bums, flowing southward to it from the
northern border. The tract on the south side of the
Isla is chiefly part of the Balloch ridge of hills.
The
district on the north of the Isla, after an intenral
of low ground, rises in three low, parallel, continu-

GRANGEMOUTH.

GRANGE BURN.
0U8 ridges, terminating in the heights of Knock -hill,
These heights are of
Lurg-hill, and Altmore-hill.
considerable elevation, one of them rising to at least
The low grounds and
1,500 feet above sea-level.
parts of the hills are finely cultivated and enclosed.
On the banks of the Isla, the ground, having a fine
southern exposure, is dry and early; but the northern district is naturally more cold, wet, and unproductive, the soil being a poor clay on a spongy,
The whole parish was formerly
mossy bottom.
covered with wood. There are inexhaustible quarries of the best limestone, which is burnt with the
The ruins of 'the
peats dug from the mosses.
Orange,' once the residence of the abbots of Kinloss,
and a place of great splendour, whence the parish
derived its name, were till lately to be seen on the
small mount on which the parish church now stands.
This castle was surrounded by a dry ditch, and over-

looked extensive haughs then covered with wood,
the small river Isla meandering through them for
several miles of a district then celebrated for its
Several trenches or encampments, upon
beauty.
the haughs of Isla, with the defensive side thrown
are supposed to have been made
up towards the coast,
" Two of tlie fields of
battle," says
by tlie Scots.
the writer of the Old Statistical Account of the par"
are clearly to be seen, being covered with
ish,
cairns of stones, under which they used to bury the
slain.
One of these fields is on the north side of the
Gallow-hill, not far from the encampments above
mentioned and the other is on the south side of
Knock-hill, to which there leads a i-oad, from the
encampments, over the hill of Silliearn, called to this
day, the Bowmen's road.' Auchinhove, which lies
near the banks of Isla, was another field of battle;
and in a line with it, towards Cullen, upon the head
of the burn of Altmore, some pieces of armour were
said to have been dug up several years ago, but were
not preserved; and in the same line, towards the
coast, upon the top of the hill of Altmore, there is a
cairn, called the King's cairn, whei'e probably the
Danish king or general was slain in the pursuit."
The parish contains Edingight-house, the residence
of Sir. J. M. Innes, Bart. and is traversed by the
roads from Keith to Banff and Turriff. Population
in 1831, 1,492; in 1851, 1,851.
Houses, 379. Assessed property in 1843, £5,299 8s. 6d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Strathbogie,
and synod of Moray. Patron, the Earl of Fife.
Stipend, £164 12s. 2d.; glebe, £7.
Unappropriated
Schoohnaster's salary, £34 4s.
teinds, £332 1 98. 2d.
4d. fees, £"20, besides interest of a legacy of £100
The parish
lis., and a share of the Dick bequest.
church was built in 1795, and contains 616 sittings.
There is a Free church and the sum raised in con;

'

;

;

;

nexion with it in 1855 was £99 lis. 7d. There is also
an United Presbyterian church, s:iid to be the oldest
in the north of Scotland.
There are an Assembly's
school and two other schools.
Grange once formed
of
the
of
part
Keith, and was made a separate
parish
parochial erection in 1618.
BEIL. See Beii. Gkange.

GRANGE
GRANGE BURN — sometimes

—

called

West Quar-

ter-burn a rivulet in Stirlingshire.
It rises in the
parish of Falkirk near Barleyside, and having flowed
a very brief distance eastward, pursues a course of
3i miles north-eastward to Laurieston, and thence
of 2^ miles northward to the Carron at Grangemouth, forming, over the whole distance, except 4
or 5 furlongs above its eml>oucliuro, the boundaryline between I'aikirk and Poltnont,
GRANGli-BURN. a brook, rising at the northern
limit of the parish of Kirkcudbright, and traversing
that parish southward so as to divide it into two
not very unequal parts. It is first called Hart burn.

next Buckland bum, and only in the lower part of
It falls into the estuary of
its course Grange-burn.
the Dee below St. Mary's Isle.
GRANGE-EAST. See East-Grange.
GRANGE-FELL, a hill of about 900 feet of altitude above sea-level, in the parish of Tundergarth,
Dumfries-shire.

GRANGE-HALL.

See Kinloss.
a post-town and sea-port in
It takes its
the parish of Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
name from the mouth of the Grange burn, and
stands at the confluence of that rivulet with the
Canon, 1^ mile above the influx of the united
streams into the Forth, and 3 miles from the town
Here is the entrance of the Forth and
of Falkirk.
Clyde canal ; and to that circumstance, together
with facility of inland access to great part of Stirlingshire, the town owes most of its importance.
Though a small place, it is built on a regular plan,
and contains some neat good houses. In its vicinity, a little to the south-west, stands Kerse-house,
a seat of the Earl of Zetland, 'i'he Carron foundry
attracted, after 1760, the maritime trade formerly
enjoyed by Airth, long the chief sea-port of Stirlingshire; and the subsequent formation of the Forth
and Clyde canal, occasioned, in 1777, the erection
of Grangemouth by Sir Lawrence Dundas.
The

GRANGEMOUTH,

incipient port speedily rose into notice, and acquired
an attractive influence; and, from nearly the date
of its erection, it has been the emporium of the commerce of Stirlingshire. It was early provided with

a dry dock, commodious quays, and lofty extensive
storehouses; and since 1841, its harbour accommodation has been greatly enlarged and improved.
There is now a wet dock of 4 acres in area there
are two basins for timber, 17 acres in area; the entrance to the dock is by a lock 250 feet long and 55
feet wide, capable of admitting large steamers; the
channel of the Carron, down to low-water mark on
the Forth, is confined to a width of 120 yards by
well-built embankments faced with stone; the depth
of that channel is 21 feet at high water of spnng
;

tides,

and 17

feet at

high water of neap tides; and

a lighthouse marks the eastern approach to the
hai-bour.
But the aggregate appearance of these
works, together with the canal, and with the low
flat character of the surrounding country, gives
Grangemouth the aspect of a Dutch port. The
Carron company have here a spacious wharf, and
conduct a large trade. The Stirling merchants unload their cargoes here, floating their timber from it
up the Forth, and transporting their iron by land.
All the great traffic along the canal from the Forth
to Port-Dundas and the Clyde, makes lodgements on
Grangemouth in passing, or adds, in various ways,
to its interest.
Timber, hemp, flax, tallow, deals,
and iron from the Baltic, and grain fiom foreign

and from the east coast of Scotland and
Previous to
England, are landed on its quays.
1810, Grangemouth was treated as only a creek
of the port of Borrowstownness; but since that
time it has had a custom-house of its own. In
1854, there belonged to it 46 sailing-vessels, of
aggregately 8,252 tons, and 7 steajn-vcssels, of agDuring the year 1853, its
gregately 828 tons.
coasting trade comprised a tonnage of 38,569 inwards and 32,556 outwards and its foreign and colonial trade comprised a tonnage of 12,374 inwards in
British vessels, 44,523 inwards in foreign vessels,
18,032 outwards in British vessels, and 44,462 outwards in foreign vessels, liopenuiking and shipbuilding employ a number of haiuls. The constructThe
ing of steam vessels also is carried on.
maiden-effort of the place in this department was
completed in the autunui of 1839 by tiie launch of

countries,

;

GRANGE-OF-LINDO RES.
the steam-ship Hecla, 80 feet long, 36 feet across
the midships, designed for towing trading-vessels
over the Memel bar in Prussia. The town has
branch offices of the Commercial Bank, and the
Royal Bank, a library, four schools, and four places
of worship.
One of the places of worship is a large
school-room, belonging to the Earl of Zetland, used
a
of
as
ease; another is a Free church, a
chapel
neat edifice in the Norman style, built in 1838; and
the others are temporary places for U. Presbyterians
and Baptists. Population. 1,722. Houses, 348.
GRANGE-OF-LIXDORES. a village in the east
side of the parish of Abdie, Fifeshire.
Population,
166.

Houses, 34.

a village on the coast of the
parish of Carriden. i a mile east of Borrowstownness, Linlithgowshire. Here were formerly a chemical work and extensive salt pans.
Population, 517.

GR.\NGEPANS,

Houses, 127.

GRANNOCH

(IjOCh), a romantic sequestered
long and J a mile broad, in the northem extremity of the parish of Girthon, KirkcudOn an island in its mouth, eagles, not
brightshire.
many years ago, used to build their nests and rear
their voung.
See Girthos.
GRANT-CASTLE. See Cbomdale and Graslake, 3 miles
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GRANT'S HOUSE.
keeping with the joyousness of the natural scenery,
and contrasts most advantageously to the dinginess
and dirt of most of the other Forth ports. A short
line i)f good houses confronts the frith eastward fiom
the hotel, and two small groups of poor cottages are
situated westward of the Place but all other parts
of the town, excepting yards and some appliances
of the harbonr. are yet to be.
Comparatively good
bathing ground lies" between the pier and the breakwater, and attracts some summer visitors. The
village of Wardie is sufficiently near on the east to
be almost a part of Graiiton. Omnibuses run between the pier and Edinburgh in connexion with
the steamers; and all the trains of the Edinburgh,
Perth, and Dundee railways afford ready communication.
Granton is a station of the county police.
The English, under the Elarl of Hertford, landed on
Granton shore in 1544.
GRANTOWN, a post-town in the parish of Crom;

It stands in the valley of
dale, Inverness-shire.
the Spey, at the intersection of the road from Focha-

bers to Kingussie with the road from Fort-George
to Braemar, 13J miles north-east of Aviemore, 22
south of Forres, 30J south-east of Fort-George, and
34 south-south-west of Elgin. Its site is about ^ a
mile from the left side of the Spey, and, previous to
The
TOWX.
1774, was part of a barren untenanted heath.
GRANTON, a post-town and sea-port, in the par- town was founded in 1776, by Sir James Grant of
ish of Cramond, 2 J miles north-west of Edinburgh
Grant, Bart., in connexion with extensive plans for
It was founded only in 1835, and is but a small seat
improving all the surrounding tract of country.
No place of its size in the north of Scotland can
of population; yet it possesses more stir and importance than the great majority of sea-ports ten or compare with it either in beauty of situation or in
twenty times its size. It is the chief ferry from neatness of structure. Its alignment is regular, and
Edinburgh to Fife, lies on the line of the Edin- comprises near the centre an oblong of 700 feet by
180. Its houses, though small, are well suited to the
burgh, Perth, and Dundee railway, has the best
harbour in the frith of Forth, and is the port of circumstances of the inhabitants, and are all built
Edinburgh for the steamers to Stirling, Aberdeen, of fine-grained whitish granite, and are of pretty
and London. It was founded by the Duke of Buc- uniform dimensions. On the south side of the oblong stands the Speyside orphan hospital, a neat
cleuch, in his capacity of proprietor of the neighbouring estate of Caroline park. Its chief feature is structure built in 1824, for 30 poor orphans, on the
rea magnificent pier 1,700 feet in length, and from 80 plan of the Edinburgh orphans' hospital.
to 160 feet in breadth.
This was commenced in markably neat commodious school-house was built,
about
1
in
on
the
north
side
of
the
7
towm,
years ago,
1835, partially opened in 1838, and completed
The parish church of
1845, with some trivial exceptions, at the cost of by the Earl of Seafield.
and
Cromdale
also
in
that
there are
stands
each
Four
of
90
£80,000.
vicinity
extending
jetties,
pairs
two slips, each 325 connected with the town a Royal Ixjunty church, a
feet, occur at regular intervals
Free church, and a Baptist meeting-house.
The
feet long, facilitate the shipping and landing of cattown has offices of the National Bank, the Caletle and heavy goods at all states of the tide; a
strong high wall, cleft with brief thoroughfares, donian Bank, the Royal Bank, and seven insurruns along the middle of the whole esplanade ; the ance agencies. Sheriff's small debt courts are held
railway advances upon the east side to about the on the first Monday of January, May, and Septemmiddle, and is there provided with offices for its ber, and on the first Wednesday after the second
traffic, and with powerful fixed engines and hydrauMonday of February, June, and October. Fairs are
held on the Thursday before the third Wednesday
lic cranes for lifting down laden trucks to the deck
of the steamer lying at the slip; a lighthouse sur- of April, on the Monday after the third Wednesday
mounts the extreme point of the pier, exhibiting a of April, on the Monday after the second Wednesbrilliant distinctive light; and a grand breakwater
day of May, on the Wednesday before the 25th oi
commences at the shore al)out three-fourths of a May, or 26th, if a Wednesday, on the Monday after
the second Wednesday of June, on the Monday after
mile west of the pier, and curves in a demisemithe third Thursday of July, on the 1st day of Aucircle to terminate on a line with the pier-head, thus
into
a
shelall
the
intermediate
gust, on the Monday in August, in September, and
space
converting
in October after Beauly, on the Monday after the
tered basin. 'The depth of water at the pier- head,
second Wednesday of November, and on the Wedin spring tides, is nearly 30 feet; and it shallows
slowly enough along the sides to afford to large nesday before the 22d of November, or 23d if a
Com markets are held fortnightly
steamers a comparatively extensive accommodation. Wednesday.
A spacious area landward from the foot of the during the season, beginning each year on the first
Public conveyances run
pier is planned to be permanently open as a sort of Wednesday of November,
Place.
The east side of this is flanked by a neat to Carr Bridge, Fochabers, and Elgin. About IJ
of
the
embosomed in broad
mile
to
the
east
and
on
town,
commodious hotel, in a style of building
a
scale of grandeur which would be perfectly suitable
forests, yet commanding a superb view, stands Casfor the heart of the metropolis
and the- west side tle-Grant, the magnificent ancient residence of the
chief of the clan Grant, now one of the seats of the
is flanked by edifices of con-esponding character,
which are subdivided into private residences. The Earl of Seafield. Population of the town, about 1,000.
GRANT'S HOUSE, a post-office station, also a
appearance of this Place and of the pier, with their
station on the North British railway, on the northelegant, massive, white-sandstone masonry, is in fine

A

;

;

;

GRASHOLM.
ern Lorder of the parish of Coldingham, 4f miles
soiith-east of Cockburnspath, Berwickshire.
GRAPEL. See Garpel.

an islet in Orkney, Ij'ing contiguoiis to the west side of Shapinshay.
GRASSHOUSES, a village in the parish of Glammis, Forfarshire.
Population, 74. Houses, 20.
a Roman camp, in the parish of Scone, about 3 miles north of Perth.
General
Roy supposes it to have been of sufficient dimensions to contain the whole of Agricola's army, after
passing the Tay and has given a plan of it. The
farm of Grassywalls has taken its name from its
situation within the eartlien intrenchments.

GRASHOLM,

GRASSYWALLS,

;

GRAY-HOUSE.

Sae Liff and Benvie.
See Glen-

GREAT GLEN OF SCOTLAND.

more Nax-Albin, and Cale»osian Canal.

GREAT NORTH OF SCOTLAND RAILWAY.

See North of Scotland Railwav.
GREENAN CASTLE. See Maybole.
GREENAN LOCH, a small lake in the parish of
Rothesay, IJ mile west of Loch Fad, in the island
of Bute.

GREENBANK,

a post-office station and a manNorth Yell, Shetland.
Renfrewshire. See Eastwood.
a post-oiuce station, subordinate

sion, in tlie parish of

GREENBANK,
GREENBARN,
to

Whitburn, Linlithgowsliire.

GREENBARN.

a locality in the parish of Newhills, Aberdeenshire, where fairs are held on the
second Tuesday of May, old style, on the second
Thursday of June, old style, on the day in June
oefore St. Stairs, on the last Thursday of July, old
of September, and on
the third Tuesday of October, old style.
GREENCRAIG, a hill in the parish of Creich,
Fifeshire, co:nmanding a superb view of the lower
basin of the Tay, part of Stratliearn, and a long
stretch of the Sidlaws and the Grampians.
On its
summit are vestiges of an ancient fort.
a village in the parish of Old Monkland, Lanarkshire.
Houses, 79.
Population, 502.

style,

on

tlie last

Wednesday

GREENEND,

GREKNFOOT,

a locality with an inn, in

tlie

parish of Sorn, on the road from Galston to Auchinleck, and about J of a mile fi'om the village of
Sorn, Ayishire.

of

GREENLAW.
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GREENGAIRS, a thriving village in the parish
New Monkiand, Lanarkshire. Population, 184.
GREENHILL, one of the villages of the Four

Towns

in the parish of Lochmaben, Dumfnes-shire.
Population, 89. Houses, 22. See Four Towns (The).
GREENHILL, the western junction of the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway with the Scottish Central railway, in the vicinity of Castlecary, on the
western verge of the parish of Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
It is situated 15^ miles north-west of Glasgow. It is a place of stir in connexion with the
junction trains, and has a station for the Scottisli
Central railway, but is not itself a seat of population.

GREENHILL, a mining locality in the parish of
Old Monkiand, Lanarkshire.
OREEXHILL, Roxburghshire. See Hounam.
GREENIIOLM, an island in Shetland, abont 3
miles in circumference, lying off tlie cast coast of
'i'ingwall, 'jj miles north-north-east of Lerwick.

GREENIIOLM

(Little and Muokle), two islets
See Eoav.
See (Jlash-Ellan.
GREEN KNOVVE. Sd^ Goui.ov.
GREENLAW, a parish, containing a post-town
It is of an obof its own name, in JJcrwicksliin!.
long form, extending from north-wt'St to soutli-east
in exanui measures, in extreme length, 8 miles,
treme breadth, 4 miles, and in superficial area, 25

of the parish of ICdav in Orkney.

GREEN-ISLAND.

—

—

;

square miles. It is bounded by Longformacus, Polwarth, Fogo, Eccles, Hume, "Gordon, and Westruther.
The southern division, comprising rather
more than one-half of the whole area, is well enclosed and highly cultivated, and presents in general
a level surface, variegated with several low detached
rounded hillocky eminences, of the class called
laws, from one of which the parish derived its
name. Thi'oughout this division the soil is a deep
strong clay, and produces excellent wheat, prime
grain of other species, and fine pasture. The northern division is, for the most part, a moorland tract;
some portions of which are dry and in good cultivation, while otliei's are wet and covered with short
heath, and adapted only for sheep-walks and the
Across the moor, over a
raising of young cattle.
distance oi" fully two miles, stretches an irregular
gravelly ridge, about 50 feet broad at the base, and
between 30 and 40 feet high, called the Kaimes.
The ridge bends round in the form of a semicircle,
presenting its face or hollow to the hills. On the
south side of it is Dogden moss, 500 acres in extent, and in some places 10 feet in depth, yielding
peats which, when properly cut and dried, are a

—

fuel little inferior to coals.

Blackadder water comes

down upon

the parish from Westnather, runs along
and then, includits western boundary for 2 miles
ing a considerable bend in its course southwards,
at the extremity of which lies the town of Greenlaw, it passes through to the eastern boundary
over a distance of about 4 miles. In summer, and
even in winter, it is, in general, but a tiny stream ;
;

but, being fed
tain torrents,

of rills and little mounsometimes swells suddenly to a

by a number
it

great size, and overflows, to a considerable extent,
the grounds adjacent to its banks. The stream is
of much local value by giving water-power to a
rill of about 4
fulling-mill and two flour-mills.
miles in length of course comes in upon the parish
from the north, and flows southward through it to the
Blackadder. Another stream, of about 8 miks in
length of course, comes down from the south-west
upon its most southerly angle, forms its south-east
boundary-line over a distance of 2J miles, and then
passes onward through the cont rminous parish of
Eccles to fall into the Leet. The high and precipitous banks of the Blackadder, before the river
reaches the town, afford abundant quarries of red
sandstone, and, at the point of its leaving the parish, exhibit a coarse white sandstone, witb a supcrincumbence of dark ciaystone porphyry. At Greenlaw, which is well sheltered by hills, the air is
mild in the southern division of the parish it is
more gentle and dry than in tlie northern division
and, in the entire district, it very rarely floats the
miasmata of any epidemical disease, and is pecuTwo miles north-west of the town,
liarly healthy.
on the verge of the bold banks of the Blackadder,
and its confluent stream from the north, are vestiges of an encampment ; and leading off directly
opposite to them, an intrenchment, wlience numerous coins of the reign of Edward IH. have been
dug up, runs first along the banks of the river,
and then goes due south in the direction of Hume
castle.
About a mile north from the town, an old
wall or earthen mound, fortifkid on one side with a
ditch, but of unknown original dimensions, formerly
ran across the parish, and is traditionally reported
a
to Iiave extended from a ])lnce called the Jioon
word whieli in Celtic means boundary or termination
in the parish of Legerwood, all the way to
Berwick; but at what time, or by whom, or for
what purpose, the wall was constructed, is a matter not known.
The principal mansion in the parish is Rochester
the beautiful one of Maivhmont.

A

;

;

—

—

;

\
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with its extensive and wooded pleasure-grounds belonging to Sir H. H. Campbell, Bart., the proprietor
of two-thirds of the soil, being within the limits of
the conterminous parish of Po'warth. The parish
is traversed by the road from Edinburgh to Coldstream, and bv a branch going off toward Dunse.
The valued rental of the parish is £6,836 4s. Scots.
The average yearly value of raw produce was estimated in 1834 at il3,160. The value of real proPoperty, as assessed in 1843, was £7,410 4.«. od.
pulation in 1831, 1,442 in 1851, 1.378. Houses, 250.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunse. and
;

synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, Sir H. H.
Campbell, Bart. Stipend, £254 15s. 5d.; glebe, £25.
Unappropriated teinds. £759 18s. 9d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £25 fees, and £1 6
other emoluments. The parish church is ancient,
but was repaired about 22 years ago. and contains
476 sittings. There is a Free church attendance,
There is
360 sum raised in 1855, £150 18s. 9d.
also an United Presbyterian church, with an attendance of 280. Tiiere is a non- parochial school. The
interest of a legacy of 2,000 merks Scots, left in the
year 1667 by Thomas Broonifield, and called the
:

;

in

P>roomfield nioi-tification.
currently expended
alleviating the sufferings of the poor, and educating
The church at Greenlaw, and chatheir children.
pels respectively at Lambden, and on the old manor
of Halyburtoii, belonged, till the Reformation, to
The ruins of the two chapels
the monks of Kelso,
have not long disappeared. During the 12th, 13th,
and 14th centuries, the kirk-town of Greenlaw
or Old Greenlaw, was the residence of the Earls of
Dunbar, the ancestois of the family of Home.
The Town of Greenlaw is a burgh of barony,
and was for some time the capital of Benvickshire.
but now shares that honour with Dunse. It stands
7J miles south-south-west of Dunse, 10 north-west
by west of Coldstream, 12 east by south of Lauder,
20 west-south-west of Berwick, and 27 south-east
sdll commemof Edinburgh. The original town
orated by a farm-stead on its site called Old Greenlaw stood on the top of a verdant eminence, or
green laic, about a mile south of the present town.
At some distance to the east stood the ancient castle
of Greenlaw, vestiges of which have long since disappeared. When the modem town rose from its
foundations, its bai-onial superiors, the family of
Marchmont. who had great political influence after
the Revolution, speedily invested it with very considerable importance.
In 1696 in spite of the
superior intrinsic greatness and the more advanrelative
tageous
position of Dunse, which, jointly
with Lauder, wore at that time the county-honours
it was
constituted by act of parliament the
county-town of Berwickshire. Yet, apart from its
public ci'v-il buildings which belong j-ather to all
Berwickshire than properly to itself it is a mere
village, inconsiderable in bulk, sequestered in position, and innocent of the activities and the productiveness of trade or manufacture. It consists
simply of one long street, with a square marketplace opening from it on the north side. Over part
of the recess or further side of the square, the
parish-church on the one side and the old courtis

—

—

—

—

—

—

house on the other, send up between them an
ancient and sepulchral-looking steeple, formerly
occupied as the prison; and the entire group of
building its seat of justice and its place of worship
iamming up the gloomy narrow jail between them,
and all backed by the buiying-ground of the town
and parish suggested to' some wag the severe

—

couplet:

—
'•

—

Here stand the gospel and
atwcen the

\Vi' hell's hole

GPvEEXOCK.
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tlie I.iw,

twii

"

;

But both the court-house and the prison have been
superseded by new ed'fices which, in an architectural
point of view, are higlily ornamental to the town,
and whose position is less liable to satirical remark.
In the centre of the square fo'Tnerly stood an elegant Corii'tliian pillar, surmounted in sculpture by
ti'.e armorial bearings of the Earls of Marchmont,
and serving as the market-cross. The site of this
defunct antiquity and some circumjacent spaces are
now occupied by the new county-hall. This is a
chaste yet elegant Grecian edifice, built solely at
the expense of Sir W. P. H. Campbell, Bart., the
successor of the powerful family of Marchmont, and
presented by him to the county. In front, it has a
In the
beautiful vestibule surmounted by a dome.
interior is a hall, 60 feet long, 40" feet wide, and 28
feet high, adorned at each end with two fluted
In the dome is a
pillars with Corinthian capitals.
fire proof room for the coiiservation of documents.
There are in the building, also, several other apartments fo" the accommodation of the sheriff and other
county ofFcials. The new jail, at a little distance,

was

built in 1824.

It

has 2 day-rooms

for felors,

1
day-room for debtors, 18 cells, and 3 courts for the
use of prisoners; and is surrounded and rendered
quite secure, by a high wall bristling up in a chevaux-de-frieze.
The town, besides 2 or 3 inferior
inns or alehouses, has one large inn, a new, neat,
and commodious edifice. It has also a branch of
the City of Glasgow bank, a public subscription
library, a friendly society, a branch Bible society, a

regular hiring-market for servants, and two annual
one on the 22d day of May, and the
other on the last Thursday of October. Greenlaw,
as a burgh -of-barony, holds of the proprietor of
Marchmont. Nearly the whole town is feued; and
the feuars, about 80 in number, are a respectable
class of persons.
Population, in 1831, 895; in
cattle fairs,

1851, 842.

GREENLAW,

a locality in the parish of Glencross, Edinburghshire, where there is an extensive
range of barracks, 2 miles from Penicuick, on the

road thence to Edinburgh.
The old mansion of
Greenlaw was converted into a prison for French
soldiers in 1804, and was for a number of 3-ear8 the
only French prison in Scotland. In 1813, a spacious depot was founded, of capacity to lodge 7,000
prisoners, with suitable barracks for the accommodation of the guarding soldieiy; but the prison never
came to be used, in consequence of the war ending
next year; and the barracks were aftenvards set
apart for the occasional use of reserve companies of
the line stationed in Scotland.
GREENLAW, Renfrewshire. See OfjkSGOw,
Paisley, axd Greexcck Railway.
GRP:ENL0ANING, a village in the parish of
It has a station on the
Dunllane, Perthshire.
Scottish Central railway, 4A miles north-east of the
town of Dunblane.
Here is an United Presbyterian church.
Fairs are held on the first Tuesday
of February, on the second Tuesday of April, on the
last Tuesday of July, on the Tuesday in September
before Perth, and on the first Tuesday of October.
Population, 58,
GREENMILL, a village in the parish of CaerIt stands on Lochar
laverock, Dumfries-shire,
Water, at the eastern verge of the parish, contiguous to the post-office village of Bankend, 2 miles
east of Glencaple, and 5^ south-south-east of Dumfries.
Here is the parish church of Caerlaverock.
GREENOCK, a parish, containing a large town
of its own name, in the north-west of Renfrewshire.
It is bounded on the north by the frith of Clyde, and
on other sides by the parishes of Innerkip, KilmalIt stretches about
colm, and Port-Glasgow.
4^

GREENOCK.
miles along the shore, and extends
more up tlie country to the south.
hilly, with the exception of a stiipe of
by the water-side, varying from less
The soil
niile to a mile in breadth.

considerably

marine island which

The land

commonly

is

level ground
than half-aof this level

is light, mixed with sand and gravel; but
been rendered very fertile, owing to the great
encouiagement given to cultivation, from the constant demand for country produce by the numerous
In the ascent the surface is diversified
population.
with patches of loam, clay, and till. Farther up,
aad towards the summits of the hills, the soil for
the most part is thin, in some places mossy; the
bare rocks here and there appearing. The land in
this quarter is little adapted to any thing but pasOn the other
turage for black cattle and sheep.
side of the heights, except a few cultivated spots on
tlie southern border of the parish, chiefly on the
banks of the infant Gryfe, heath and coarse grass
The greatest elevation attained by the
prevail.
The views thence are
Ciireenock hills is 800 feet.
varied, extensive, and grand, combining water,
shipping, the scenery on either bank of the Clyde,
and the lofty Highland mountains. The declivities
of the hills overlooking the town and the river are
adorned with villas, and diversified with thriving
f)()rtioii
las

plantations so that they present a very pleasing
appearance. The part of the hills directly behind
the town, too, is cloven to a low level by a fine
narrow vale, which takes through the road to Innerkip; the contour of the declivities both toward
that vale and toward the Clyde is rolling and
diversified; and the general summit-line, in consequence of being at such short distance from the
shore, looks, from most points of view, to be much
higher, perhaps twice higher, than it really is.
Hence does the landscape of the parish, particularly
around the town, appear to be decidedly picturesque. The rocks are chiefly the old red sandstone,
with its conglomerate, near the shore, and various
kinds of trap, principally basalt and greenstone,
throughout the hills. Both the sandstone and the
trap are quamed. The distribution of tRe parochial
area was computed in 1818 to comprise 2,315
Scotch acres of arable land, 930 of sound pasture,
2,780 of moor, 40 of wood, and 300 in sites of houses
;

and in roads; and that distribution has, since then,
been altered chiefly by the reclaiming of a very
small amount of tlie waste land, and by a considerable extension of the aggregate for houses and for
villa-ground.

The Clyde

opposite the parish of Greenock varies
" In the middle
2 miles to 4 miles.
of the frith there is a sandbank which, commencing
almost immediately above Dumbarton Castle, or
alwut nine miles above Greenock, and running
longitudinally, terminates at a point nearly opposite
to the western extremity of the town, well known
to merchants and others by the name of the tail of
the bank.'
During spring-tides, part of the bank
oppoBite to the harbour is visible at low water; and
the depth of the channel on each side of this bank
Beis such as to admit vessels of the largest class.
tween Port-Glasgow and Garvald-point, a remarkable
promontoiy, about IJ mile to the eastward of Greenock, the high part of the bank is separated from tlie
upper portion, (part of which opposite to I'ort-Glasin

width from

'

gow,
alsodry at low water,) by a narrow channel
significantly called the 'Through -let,' through
wlii(;li the tide passing from the lower part of the
is

a north-ensterly direction, and obstructed in
its progress by Ardmore, a promontory on the Dumbartonsliire side of the river, rushes with such impetuosity as to produce iiigh-water at Port-Glasgow
H few minutes earlier than at Greenock. The sub-

frith in

GREENOCK.
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called the

is

thus formed, and which

is

Greenock bank,

to distinguish
opposite to Port-

from the high part of the bank
Glasgow, was granted by His Majesty's Government
to the Corporation of the town of Greenock, during
the magistracy of the late Mr. Quintin Leitch.
The charter by the Barons of Exchequer is dated 30th
September 1816, and contains the following words
expressive of the object which the corporation had in
view in applying for the grant
Pro proposito sedificandi murum, vel acquirendi ad ripam antedictam
ex Australi latere ejusdein quantum ad Septentrionem
eadem possit acquiri.' The southern channel is the
only one for vessels passing to and from the different
ports on the river, the greatest depth of water in the
Through-let being quite insufficient in its present
state to admit of vessels of any considerable burden
passing that way. The width of the channel, opposite to the harbour of Greenock, does not much
exceed 300 yards. Ascending, it rapidly diminishes
in width,
a circumstance which, but for the application of steam to the towing of ships, must have presented for ever an insuperable obstacle to the progress of the trade of Glasgow."
The earliest person mentioned in record in connexion with the district now forming the parish of
Greenock is " Hugh de Grenok," who is recorded
in Ragman Roll as one of the many Scottish barons
who, in 1296, came under subjection to Edward 1.
of England.
Crawfurd, the historian of Renfrewshire, does not appear to have been aware of the
existence of this person, and in his account of the
barony of Greenock goes no farther back than the
reign of Robert III., (1390-1406) during which he
mentions it was divided between the two daughters
and heiresses of Malcolm Galbraith, the proprietor,
one of whom married Shaw of Sauchie, and the
other married Crawfurd of Kilbirnie.
The two
divisions were from that time held as separate
baronies Wester Greenock by the Shaws, and
Easter Greenock by the Crawfurds till 16G9, when
John Shaw purchased the eastern portion, and thus
it

;

'

—

'

'

—

—

—

became the proprietor of both. John Shaw Stewart
—
afterwards of Blackball, Baronet — succeeded

to

the conjoined baronies, on the death of bis granduncle, Sir John Shaw, in 1752; and in this family
the property has since continued.
The castle oi
Easter Greenock, a square tower, stood at BridgeIt
end, about a mile east of the town of Greenock.

was ruinous when Crawfurd wrote (1710), and probably was not inhabited after the sale to the Shaws

An engraving of the ruin, exhibiting only
a portion of the north wall with spaces for two small
windows, at different heights, was published in the
Scots Magazine for October 1810. The castle of
Wester Greenock occupied the site of an edifice
which stands upon an eminence above the assemblyThis edifice formed the residence of the
rooms.
in 16G9.

Shaws, the feudal superiors of the district, and
thence received the name of " the Mansion-house,"
a name it still retains, although it has not been
occupied by the proprietors since 1754, two years
after the accession of Mr. Shaw Stewart to the estate.
The older portion of this house appears to have
been built in the 17th century. Over a back entrance is the date 1674 a well close by bears the
date 1629; and over one of the ontrances to the
garden is affixed the date 16:55. The front and the
gn-ator part of the building is of more modern con-

—

;

Before the hous(!S
struction: it is still inhabited.
of the town encroached upon it, this mansion, with
its terraces and pleasure-grounds overlooking the

must have had a very striking aspect. It
WHS thus noticed by Alexander Drummond, when
speaking of Vabro in Italy, in the travels he per

river,

GREENOCK.
fbrmed in 1744: — " Here

the Count de Merci
possesses a beautiful house, that stands upon the
of
the
with
fine
terraced
hill,
top
gardens sloping
down to the river side, which yield a delicious prosto
the
beautiful
as
this
situation is,
pect
eye yet
the house of Grreeneck would have been infinitely
more noble, had it been, according to the original
plan, above the teiTace with the street opening down
to the harbour; indeed, in that case, it would have
been the most lordly site in Europe."
During the papacy, the baronies of Greenock were
comprehended in the parish of Innerkip. Being at
a great distance from the parish-church, the inhabitants had the benefit of three chapels within their
own bounds. One of them, and probably the principal, was dedicated to St. Laurence, from whom
the adjacent expanse derived its name of the Bay of
St. Laurence.
It stood on the site of the hotise at
the west comer of Virginia-street, belonging to the
heirs of Mr. Roger Stewart.
In digging the foundations of that house, a number of human bones were
which
that
a
found,
proves
burjnng-ground must
have been attached to the chapel. The usually accurate Chalmers states that this place of worship
'*
"
disappeared in the wreck of the Reformation
but, in point of fact, it remained in some preservation so recently as the year 1760.
On the lands
still called
Chapelton there stood another chapel,
to which also there must have been a
cemetery attached for when these grounds were formed into a
;

;

;

kitchen-garden, many gravestones were found under
the surface.
A little below Kilblain, there was
placed a third religious house, the stones of which
the tenant of the ground was
permitted to remove
for the purpose of
enclosing his garden. From the
name it is apparent that this was a cell or chapel
dedicated to St. Blane.
After the Reformation,
when the chapels were dissolved, the inhabitants of
Greenock had to walk to the parish-church of Innerkip, which was 6 miles distant, to join in the celebration of public
worship. To remedy this inconvenience, John Shaw obtained a grant from the King,
in 15S9, authorizing him to build a church for the
accommodation of the people on his lands of Greenock, Finnart. and Spangock, who, it was represented,
were " all fishers, and of a reasonable number."
Power was also given to build a manse and form a

This grant was ratified by parliament
The arrangement resembled the erection
own times. Shaw having,

churchyard.
in 1592.

of a chapel-of-ease in our
in 1591, built a

church and a manse, and assigned a
churchyard, an act of parliament was passed, in
1594, whereby his lands above-mentioned, with

and ecclesiastical duties, were disjoined
from the parsonage and
vicarage oif Innerkip, and
ei-ected into a distinct
parsonage and vicarage, %vhich
were assigned to the newly erected
parish-church of
Greenock and this was ordained to take effect for
the year 1593, and in all time thereafter.
The parish of Greenock
continued, as thus established, till
1636, when there was obtained from the lords commissioners for the plantation of churches a decree,
whereby the baronies of Easter and "Wester Greenock, and various other lands which had belonged to
the parish of
Innerkip, with a small portion of the
parish of Houstoun, were erected into a parish to be
called Greenock, and the church
formerly erected
at Greenock was ordained to be the
parochial church,
their tithes

;

of which

Shaw was
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the patron.
The limits which
were then assigned to the parish of Greenock have
continued to the present time.
This parish is the seat of a
presbytery in the
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. But though still treated
as one parish for some civil and
political purposes,
it now constitutes, both
ecclesiastically and quoad

three separate parishes, the West, the MidThe West parish, also called the
the
continuation of the original parish, and
Old,
western
the
comprises
part of the town, together
with the western half of the landward district.
Patron, Sir M. R. S. Stewart, Bart.
Stipend, as reported by the Commissioners in 1838, £286 14s. 11^.
from teinds, £25 from annuity -bond of the town of
civilia,

dle,

and the East.

—

is

Greenock, and £406 12s. 4d. from feu-duties from
in all. £718 7s. 3jd. The minister has
glebe-land,
also a manse and glebe.
The original church,
built in 1591, a low cruciform structure with a small
in
the
middle
of
an
extensive
belfry,
bmying-ground
close by the shore, continued to be used till 1837,

—

when

it was
formally condemned by the presbytery;
and an elegant new church, containing 1,400 sittings, was afterwards erected on a fine open site in
the upper outskirts of the west end of the town, but
suffered serious obstruction to its completion, and
did not receive its finishing decoration, in the form
of a handsome spire, till so late as 1854.
The Mid-

—

dle parish, called also the New parish, was disjoined
from the Old in 1754. It is wholly a burghal parish,
comprising only the middle part of the town. Patron,

the town-council, the session, and feuars. Stipend,
The
£275, with £20 for communion elements.
minister has a manse and garden, but no glebe.
The church stands in Cathcart-square, in the very
centre of the to^vn, confronting a street which leads
down to the quays. It was built in 1757, at the
cost of £2,389, and contains 1,497 sittings; and a
steeple which adorns it, and is 146 feet high, was
built at a separate cost, by subscription, in 1787.
The East parish was disjoined from the Old parish
in 1809.
It comprises the eastern part of the town

—

and the eastern half of the landward district. Patron,
the town council and a committee of
proprietors.
Stipend, £250, with £20 for sacramental expenses.
The minister has a manse, but no glebe. The
present church is a handsome stracture, with 1,050
There were in G eenock,
sittings, built in 1853.
for a short period previous to the disruption, no
fewer than five quoad sacra parishes, additional to
the three quoad civilia parishes, and all of ecclesiastical creation
but there are now, in connexion with
the Establishment, in addition to the three quoad
civilia parish churches, only two places of worship,
the Gaelic chapel, and the Cartsdyke missionary
chapel; and the former of these was constituted by
the Court of Teinds, in the summer of 1855, a quoad
sacra parish church.
The Census of 1851 returns

—

;

Establishment places of worship
an aggregate of 5,000 sittings, and an attendarce of
for four of the five

2,283.

The Free churches in Greenock, together with
amoimt of money raised by each in 1854-5,

tot^l

the
are

:— the West, £908 15s.; the Middle,
£1,881 14s. 4d.; the Gaelic, £617 6s. 5d.; Wellpark, £1,021 4s. 8id.; St. Andrew's, £573 15s. lOd.;
and St. Thomas's, £612 5s. Id. The Census of 1851
returns the number of Free chitrches as 7, and gives
the aggregate sittings in 6 of them as 5,286, and the
aggregate attendance at all the 7 as 4,749. All
the Free church edifices are more or less creditable
structures; and one of them, just built, in the eastem part of the tovm, is a handsome pile, surmounted
by a Gothic spire which figures conspicuously in the
burghal landscape, as seen from the Clyde. The
United Presbyterian churches in the town are four,
one in Nicholson-street, built in 1791, at the cost
of £1,400, and containing 1,106 sittings; one in
as follows

—

—

Union-street, built in 1834, at the cost of £2,400, and

containing 950 sittings; one in Nelson street, a
neat structure, built in 1842, to afford increased ac-

commodation

to a

congregation whose previous place
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of worship in Innerkip-street containecT 730 sittings;
and one in Sir Micliael-street, a large, elegant, syuimetrical stracture, Luilt in 1854, on the site of a
erected in 1807, and
predecessor, which had been
contained 1,498 sittings. The Census of 1851 gi^-es

4 United Presbyterian churches, with aggregately
4,555 sittings, and an attendance of 2,888. The
other places of worship in Greenock are a Reformed
built
Presbytei-ian church, in West Stewart-street,
in 1833, with 550 sittings, and an attendance of 450;
a Congregational chapel in George-square, a neat
edifice with Gothic font, built in 1840, and containan
ing 850 sittinsrs, with an attendance of 550;
Evangelical Union chapel, with 600 sittings, and an
in
Westattendance of 450 three Baptist chapels,

—

;

burn-street, in Sir Michael-street, and in Hamiltonconstreet, two of them returned in the Census as
of 84; an
taining 520 sittings, with an attendance
Episcopalian chapel in Union-street, built in 1824,
with 600 sittings and an attendance of 350; a Me-

thodist chapel, built in 1814, containing 400 sittings,
a Roman Catholic chapel,
built in 1815, at the cost of £3,000, containing 1,600
with
an
attendaiico
of 900; another Roman
sittings,
Catholic chapel, formerly a Free church a Catholic
apostolic church, in little use; a handsome Seamen's
chapel, built in 1852; and a place of worship, confronting the west end of Hamilton-street, built in
1823 as a chapel of ease, commonly known as the
Noiih church, containing 1,165 sittings, and notable
for having long stood vacant and useless.
The
Census of 1851, also gives a Mormonite place of
witli
and
an
120
attendance
of
worship,
70,
sittings
and the place of worship of an isolated congregation,
with 360 sittings, and an attendance of 384.
The Greenock academy was established some time
l>efore the middle of last century.
The present edifice is an elegant one, in the old monastic style,

with an attendance of 115;

;

opened in September, 1855, with accommodation for
a course of education in four departments, under a
r.'cror and several masters. The Highlanders' academy, a handsome building erected in 1836, in the
south-west part of the town, has apartments and
teachers for two schools, a juvenile and an infantile,
together witli a spacious play-ground and all suitable
There are also a ragged school, a seaapparatus.
men's children's school, a charity school, and a school
of industiy. There are likewise schools in connexion
with a number of the churches or congregations.
Established, Free, United Presbyterian, Independent,

And the private schools, beCatliolic.
sides being numerous, have a wide range and present
much variety. Yet the aggregate state of education
in the town is understood to be comparatively low.
Tlic returns to the parliamentary commission in
and Roman

1834 gave 36 schoo's, 52 teachers, and 2,937 scholars;
and the Rev. Dr. Macfarlar.e, six years later, gave
the number of scholars as 2,450, or somewhat less
than one in twelve of the whole population.
GREENOCK, a burgh of barony, a parliamentarj'
burgh, a seat of manufacture, an extensive sea-port,
and the sixth town of Scotland in point of po))ulation,
stands about the middle of the sea-board of the pnrisli of Greenock, in 55° 57' 2" north latitude, 4° 4.5'
30" west longitude, 3 miles west-north-west of PortGlasgow, 7 by water east of Dunoon, 8 by water
west of Dumbarton, 1.5J by railway west-north-west
of Paisley, and 21 by water, but 22 J by railway, west
by north of Glasgow. According to the popular belief, Greenock received its name from a (frcen oak,
which, it is said, once stood ujwn the sliore but
tiiis seems a mere play upon words, and theie is no
reason to supjiosc that any such oak ever existed.
Tiie name may be derived from the Hritish Graeii-off
signifying a gravelly or sandy place; or from the
;

Botli
Gaelic, Grian-alg, signifying a sunny bay.
these terms are applicable to the site of Greenock,
which has a sandy and gravelly soil and is finely exposed to the sun on the margin of a beautHul bay;
and the latter term receives some countenance from
the fact that the name of the place is still pronounced
Grian-aighy the Highland portion of the population.
The bay front of the town is comparatively narrow

m

seaward and comparatively long sriorewise, leaving
the view of the frith upward and downward, as well
as in front, fully open to every part of the quays
and the beach. The ground inward, for about a
quarter of a mile, is low and flat, but slightlj' elevated above high-water level, and is occupied, to
the extent of about two miles in length, by either
the quays and docks, the most business streets of
the town, or long stretches of straggling outskirts

and suburban

villas.

The ground behind

this

low

belt immediately begins to rise, in some parts slowly,
in others somewhat steeply; and thence it continues
to ascend, with a very pleasing diversity of terrace,
undulation, and acclivity, till it becomes lost in the
country and climbs aloft ijito the hills; and all this
varietj' of rising-ground, to the extent of about halfa-mile in breadth and nearly a mile in length, is oc-

cupied,

in

a pleasingly chequered manner, with

streets, edificed areas, villas, plots, places of

facture, garden- spaces,

manu-

and

raral openings.
parts of this upper ground,

The view, from many
and even from the quays and the beach, is perhaps
the finest commanded by any sea-port in the British
dominions. See Clyde (The). Even the extent of
the view is considerable, embracing a semi-panorama of 12 miles along the chord, all perfectly defined,
with a clear middle ground of 5 or 6 miles in depth
but the variety and the romance of it are extraordi;

nary, combining sea and mountain, woods and alps,
civilization and savageness, in grand masses and
with most picturesque magnificence. The relative
situation of Greenock, too, is remarkable,
on one
of the throngest thoroughfares of the Lowlands, and
"
at
the
vestibule
of
the
But
yet
very
H'gblands.
a few miles off, across the frith of Clyde," remark
the Messrs. Chambers, " the untameable Highland
territory stretches away into alpine solitudes of the
wildest character; so that it is possible to sit in a
Greenock drawing-room amidst a scene of refinement
not surpassed, and of industry unexampled, in Scotland, with the long cultivated Lowlands at your
back, and let the imagination follow the eye into a
blue distance where things still exhibit nearly the
same moral aspect as they did a thousand years ago.
It is said that, when Rob
Roy hiiunted the opj)Osite
coasts of Dumbartonsliire, he found it very convenient to sail across and make a selection from the
goods displayed in the Greenock fairs; on whicli
occasion the ellwands and staves of civilization would
come into collision with the bioad-swords and dirks
of savage warfare, in such a style as might have
served to sbow the extremely slight hold whicli
the law had as yet taken of certain parts of our

—

"
Wordsworth, also, who approached
Greenock from Inverary, by way of Hell's glen, was
strongly struck with tfie contrast which l;ere presented itself to the wild alpine wastes around LochLong. iSiiid he,

country.

'•

Vk'c

We

hnve not passed into n

tlolofnl city,

who were led to-diiy down a (jrini dill,
By some too lioldly niuned llie Jiiws of Hell
Where lie the wretched ones, the siphts lor pil.\
'

'

:

?

—
no plahitive diliy:
'
As from the hlvo where tiees in snnnncr dwell,
Sorrow seems here excluded, and that knell,
It neither d»n)|is the pay. nor checks the witty.
Alas! too hnsy rival of old Tyre,
Whose merchants luinces were, whose decks were thrones'J'liesc

crowded

streets resonnd
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Soon may the ptmctual sea in Tain respire
To serve thy need, m union with tliat Civile,
Whose rustling current brawls o'er noisy stones.

while after, ale, not ardent spirits, formed the cc-n
mon drink of the labouiing people.
Since 1773, several acts of parliament have been
Tiie poor, the lonely, herdsman's joy anil pride!'*
passed for regulating the afiairs of the port, which
In the beginning of the 17th centnry, Greenock are under the management of trustees or commiswas a mean fishing village, consisting of a single sioners, consisting of the magistrates and townrow of tliatched cottages. In 1635, Charles I., as conneil, and ten gentlemen annually elected by the
ailministrator-in-law of his son Charles, then a minor.
shipowners of the place. Of the original harbour
Prince and Steward of Scotland, granted a charter in scarcely a vestige remains, successive repairs and
favour of John Shaw, proprietor of the barony of new erections having nearly effaced it. More
capaGreenock, holding of the Prince, erecting the village cious harbours, with dry docks and other appropriate
of Greenock into a free burgh-of-barony, with the accommodations, have, from time to time, been
formed at an immense expense. These works are
pri\'ilege of holding a weekly market on Friday, and
two fairs annually. This creation was confirmed as commodious and elegant as any in the kingdom.
and renewed by Charles II., as Prince and Steward, The Custom house quay measures 990 feet in extent;
the Albert quay and slip, 906 feet in extent; the
in 1670, and received the ratification of parliament
in 1681.
In the course of that century the town ac- West harbour and quays, 3,940 feet girthed, the
quired some shipping, and engaged in coasting, and, entrance to the harbour, 130 feet wide; the East
to some extent, in foreign trade.
The herring-fish- India harbour and quays. 3.200 feet girthed, the
ery was the principal business prosecuted and in it entrance to the harbour, 170 feet wide; the Victoria
no less than 900 boats, each having on board 4 men, harbour and quays, 2,200 feet gi. thed, the entrance
and 24 nets were, during some seasons, employed. to the harbour, 150 feet wide. The quays run into
Besides the home consumption, immense quantities deep water, and are approached by steamers at
any
of heiTings were exported to foreign markets; in state of the tide; and a large extent of the outer ones
particular, in the year 1674, 1,700 Ifssts, equal to has just been widened, so as to afford increase of
20.000 barrels, Avere exported to Rochelle, besides accommodation, •with decrease of bustle to the tranwhat were sent to other ports of France, to Sweden, sit steamers. Vessels of the largest class have sufto Dantzic, and other places on the Baltic.
This ficient depth of water and good anchorage in the
branch of industry is still prosecuted here. In 1684, roadstead outside, and c;in be admitted into the
a vessel sailed from Greenock with a number of the harbours. The Victoria harbour has a
depth of 14
persecuted religionists of the West of Scotland, who feet at low water of spring tides ; and on its quay is
were sentenced to transportation to the American a crane capable of lifting 75 tons weight. Within
Next year a party connected with the these few weeks ground has b -en purchased in the
colonies.
Earl of Argyle's invasion landed here; the bay pro- west, at the cost of upwards of £30,000, with the view
bably affording some facility for such a purpose. In of forming another harbour, and providing dry-dock
1699, as appears from Borland's History, and not in accommotlation for the largest sea-going steamers.
The prosperity of Greenock began at'the auspici1697, as is usually represented, part of the Darien
expedition was fitted out at Cartsdyke, which at ous era of the Union with England in 1707, wliich
that time was separate from Greenock, and had a opened new views to the traders of the Clyde, by
quay, while Greenock had none.
giving them a free commerce to America and the
The baronial family of Shaw took a deep interest VVest Indies, which they had not before enjoyed ;
in the progress of the town, which indeed may be
and they soon began to send ont goods to the colonies,
said to have been formed under their patronage.
returning chiefly with tobacco. After the completion
In 1696, and again in 1700, Sir John Shaw applied of the harbour, Greenock was established a customto the Scottish parliament for public aid to build a
house port, and a branch of Port-Glasgow, by an
harbour at Greenock; but his applications were un- exchequer commission, dated the 16th of September,
successful.
The importance of the measure induced 1710. In 1719, the first vessel belonging to Greenthe inhabitants to make a contract with Sir John by ock crossed the Atlantic. The growing prosperity
which they agreed to an assessment of Is. 4d. sterling of the port excited the jealousy of the traders of
on every sack of malt brewed into ale within the London, Bristol, Liverpool, and Whitehaven, who
Hniits of the town ; the money so levied to be apaccused those of Greenock and Port-Glasgow of
plied in defraying the expense of forming a pier and
defrauding the revenue; but the charge was triharbour. The work was begun in 1703, and not umphantly refuted.
The commerce of Greenock
finished till 1734.
Within two circular quays a continued to increase gradually till about 1760, when
mid quay or tongue intervening, consisting of above the increase became very rapid, and continued its
2,000 feet of stone were enclosed abotit 9 imperial course till it met with a check from the American
acres.
This formidable undertaking, the greatest of war. After the
peace in 1783, tlie increase became
the kind at that time in Scotland, incurred an ex- still more
rapid; and during the 7 years from 1784
of
about
the
of
which
pense
to 1791, the
£.5,600,
magnitude
shipping trade of the place was nearly
alarmed the good people of Greenock so much, that
About the beginning of the
tripled in amount.
on Sir John Shaw's agreeing to take the debt
upon present century it had increased to a much greater
himself, they gladly resigned to him the harbour amount than that of any other port in Scotland.
and the assessment. Such, however, was the effect The
principal intercourse is with North and South
of the harbour in increasing the trade and the
pop- America, and the East and West Indies; and here
ulation of the town, that by the year 1740 the whole it deserves to be remarked that it was in
Greenoc'-,
debt was extinguished, and there remained a
surplus in 1813, that the first movement was made for breakof £1,500, the foundation of the present town's funds.
ing up the monopoly of the East India Companv.
In our day it may seem strange that the above tax The Greenland
whale-fishery, commenced here in
on malt should have produced so large a sum as 1752, was never of
any importance, and is now dis£5,600; and Messrs. C'haml)ers, in their Gazetteer, continued. The coasting trade at this port lias depleasantly remark that the speedy liquidation of clined since 1800. This, however, does not indicate
Uie expense aflFords a proof, either of the
great a general failure of that trade on the Clyde, which,
trade carried on, "or of the extreme thirstincss of
upon the whole, has preatly increased, but merely
the inhabitants," at the time in question; but it is
an alteration of tlie mode of carrving it on.
to be recollected that at that time, and for a
In 1728, tlie gross receipt of the customs at Greengood

—
—

—

;

—

—
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ock was jei5,231; in 1770, £57,336; in 1802,
in 1838, £417,673;
£211,081; in 1831, £592,008
in the average of the five years 1840-1844, £357,173
in the average of the five years 1845-1849, £365,422
and in the year 1854, £548,472. In 1784, the shipping
trade of the port comprised a tonnage of 6,569 inwards in British vessels, 580 inwards in foreign
vessels, 7,297 outwards in British vessels, and 520
outwards in foreign vessels; in 1814, it comprised a
tonnage of 40,447 inwards in British vessels, 1,007
inwards in foreign vessels, 43,685 outwards in British vessels, and 986 outwards in foreign vessels
in 1831, it comprised a tonnage of 49,887 inwards
in British vessels, 4,100 inwards in foreign vessels,
54,236 outwards in British vessels, and 3,405 outwards in foreign vessels; and in 1838, it comprised
59,014 inwards in British vessels, 8,267 inwards in
foreign vessels, 58,714 outwards in British vessels,
and 6,521 outwards in foreign vessels. In the average of the five years 1840-1844, it comprised a tonnage of 141,414 in the foreign and colonial trade in
British vessels, 3,904 in the foreign and colonial trade
in foreign vessels, and 158,456 in the coasting trade;
and in the average of the five years 1845-1849, it
comprised a tonnage of 173,256 in the foreign and
;

;

;

;

colonial trade in British vessels, 3,492 in the foreign
and colonial trade in foreign vessels, and 121,050 in
the coasting trade. In 1852, it comprised a tonnage
of 98,041 inwards in the foreign and colonial trade
in British vessels, 2,133 inwards in the foreign and
colonial trade in foreign vessels, 72,543 inwards in
the coasting trade, 49,704 outwards in the foreign
and colonial trade in British vessels, 2,666 outwards
in the foreign and colonial trade in foreign vessels,
and 23,674 outwards in the coasting trade ; and in
1853, it comprised a tonnage of 94,720 inwards in
the foreign and colonial trade in British vessels,
13,764 inwards in the foreign and colonial trade in
foreign vessels, 77,839 inwards in the coasting
trade, 54,986 outwards in the foreign and colonial
trade in British vessels, 12,650 outwards in the
foreign and colonial trade in foreign vessels, and
19,414 outwards in the coasting trade. In 1825, the
registered sailing vessels belonging to the port were
241, of aggregately 29,054 tons; in 1837, tney were
386, of aggregately 47,421 tons; and in 1853, they
were 404, of aggregately 71,886 tons.
In 1853,
the number of steam-vessels belonging to the port
was 14, of aggregately 2,012 tons; and in 1855, the

number daily arriving and departing was 87.
The exports of British manufactures from Green-

in 1830 were 15,300; in
1840, 13,741; in 1855, 44,651; the tons of molasses
in 1830 were 3,057 in 1840,9,131; in 1855,22,437.
Numerous ships annually clear out with emigranis
for America and Australia.
vast amount of local
trade is done also, through the Glasgow river
in
constant
as numersometimes
steamers,
transit,
ously as five or six in the hour, to all the watering
places and provincial markets in the frith.
The manufactures of Greenock are various and
extensive.
Ship building was commenced soon
after the close of the American war, and eventually
rose to great prominence.
During a number of
years previous to 1840, from 6,000 to 7,000 tons of
shipping were annually launched and in that year
21 vessels, of the aggi-egate tonnage of 7,338, were
All the building yards have great facility
built.
for launching; and most have a rich provision ol
artificial appliances.
Boat-building is carried on as
a distinct business from ship-building and has for
years in succession prepared from 700 to 800 tons
yearly for the launch. Iron- working is earned on in
six establishments for all sorts of cast-iron work and
machinery, but particularly for the construction of
steam-boilers, steam-engines, locomotives, and iron
steam-vessels. The making of anchors and chaincables is carried on in two separate establishments.

2,447;— the tons of sugar
;

A

;

;

is prosecuted here to a greater extent
than anywhere else in Scotland. The first house
for this purpose was erected in 1765; and now there
are eleven sugar-refineries, some of them on a large

Sugar-refining

scale.

There are also in the town or neighboiu-hood

two

sail-cloth factories, five roperies, five sail-making establishments, a large cotton mill, two woollen
factories, a flax mill, a paper mill, three dyewood
mills, four saw mills, six grain mills, five tanneries,

a large cooper work, a distillery, three breweries,
an extensive biscuit bakery, two soap and candle
works, a pottery, a straw -hat maniii'actory, and
chemical works for saltpetre, sulphate of zinc, sulphate of copper, and phosphate of soda. All the
ordinary kinds of handicraft, also, are prosecuted in
a brisker manner and on a larger scale than in towns
with a mere stagnant population.
An extraordinary work connected with Greenock
is

that

by which the town

with water

is

plentifully supplied

domestic use, and machinery to a
It was accomprodigious extent can be impelled.
plished in 1827 by an association called the Shaws
for

Water company, constituted by act of parliament in
1825.
The work comprises an immense artificial
and
tlie
of
and
colonial
lake
or reservoir situated in the bosom of the hills,
ock,
imports
foreign
produce,
have of late years been greatly affected by the arti- behind the town, formed by turning the course of
ficial deepening of the Clyde to Glasgow, much of
some small streams, the principal called Shaws
the commerce of that city now being done directly water, whfch
formerly ran into the sea at Innerkip,
from its own quays, which formerly was done in- and from which the
company takes its name. From
directly through lighters at Greenock. The declared this reservoir an aqueduct passes along the hillvalue of British and Irish goods exported from range, ninning for several miles at an elevation of
Greenock to foreign parts was, in 1831, £1,493,405; 500 feet above the level of the sea. The whole
in 18.34, £1,459,086; in 1838, £1,141,765; and in
length of the aqueduct is 6^ miles; the reservoir
The items in the last of these covers 296J imperial acres of land and there is a
1851, £491,913.
years were as follow, coals, £12,128; cotton by compensation -reservoir covering 40 acres, besides
the yard, £249,315 cotton by value, £5,725 cotton smaller basins.
Sidf-actirig sluices, most ingeniyarn, £40,155; herrings and other fish, £178; hab- ously constructed, prevent the danger of any overand
erdashery
millinery, £12,276; hardware and flow, and completely preserve the water during the
linens by greatest floods.
There are also two extensive
cutlery, £1,707; iron and steel, £36,377
the yard, £12,096 linens by value, £959;
machinery filters. The whole of this magnificent work vas
and mill-work, £7,618; silk manufactures, £248; planned and executed
by Mr. Kobert Thom, at the
woollens by the piece, £5,534
woollens by the expense of £90,000.
In approaching the town, it
yard, £7,643; woollens by value, £2,404; woollen pours down a current of water in successive falls, at
all other articles, £97,358.
Two prin- the rate of 1,200 cubic feet per minute, impelling
yarn, £192
The a series of mills ami factories, with both a steadiness
cipal articles of import are timber and sugar.
loads of timber in 1830 were 21,245; in 1840, and a
cheapness superior to steam.
in
the
hundreds of deals and
A remarkable one of the factories on the Shaws
1855, 44,619;—
47,048;
battens in 1830 were 283; in 1840, 1,973; in 1855, water is a cotton
mill, which was founded with lua-

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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June 1838. The mill is an oblong
building 300 feet in length, 65 in width, and four
The elevation is plain, but chaste
stories in height.
and elegant. The centre portion projects, with a
pediment on the top, and finishes with an octagon
Each room in each
belfry, surmounted by a vane.
The ceilings.
flat is 215 feet long "and 61 broad.
which are lined with timber, are supported by two
ranges of cast iron pillars, of which there are 40 in
each room ; and over these pillars are transverse
beams, each 9 feet apart. The apartments at the
east end are used for cotton and for blowing rooms,
and are fire-proof; they are separated from the
work rooms by a stone gable; their ceilings are of

sonic honours in

23 tons, and the pinion and main shaft into the
The spur wheel, the diameter
mill weigh 13 tons.
of which is 18 feet 3 inches, revolves at the rate of
600 feet per minute, and the whole act together so
smoothly that not the slightest shaking or noise is
The cisteni conducting the water to
pei-ceptible.

—

of iron rivetted together, and is supby two cast-iron beams the full width for the
wheel-house. The water strikes the wheel six feet
the wheel

is

i)(>rted

from the top of the diameter. The governor of the
wheel, which is of beautiful workmanship, and the
rack for the sluice, are placed on a level with the
cistern. To the east of the wheel-house is a store for
The
cotton wool, capable of containing 800 bales.
arched brick-work resting on cast-iron beams, and building is fire-proof, having an arched roof of brickand
matters
are
so
arstone
side-walls
west
work
and
Those
at
the
are
of
Arbroath
the floors
flngs.
end are employed as a counting room, and for warp- ranged that, in the event of fire, the whole could
The wheel-house be covered with water in fifteen minutes. Behind
ing and winding apartments.
stands at a distance of 21 feet from the east end of the wheel-house stands the gas-work for lighting
Its roof is fomied by the troughs
the mill; and is a large building, of plain but neat the manufactor\-.
for conveying the water from the ordinaiy channel
Its length is 90 feet, and its breadth 33.
design.
The base is nearly 50 feet below, while the roof is to the wheel, as is also that of the boiler-house for
about 35 feet above, the level of the road. From heating the mill by steam-pipes.
its bottom a tunnelled tailrace rans under the road
One of the reservoirs of the Shaws water-works,
called the VVhinhill dam, having been constructed
in an oblique direction, for a distance exceeding
100 yards. This tunnel, a considerable proportion before these woiks were projected, was purchased
of which is 50 feet beneath the surface, and the
by the water-company as it stood, and proved to be
under part of the wheel-house, were cut through unsound. On the night of Saturday the 21st of Nosolid whinstone rock.
The arch of tiie tunnel, and veml er, 1835, this reservoir, in consequence of a
the arc on which rests the axle of the wheel, are pressure from heavy rains, suddenly burst its banks,
constnicted of dressed freestone, the joints of which and poured its contents, consisting of three milare joggled and filled with cement.
The stones lions of cubic feet of water, upon the grounds beforming the arc weigh from one to ten tons each, low, ovei-whelming the eastern extremity of Greenand the whole consists of 5,000 tons of dressed ock, and part of the suburb of C'artsdyke. The
mason work, ten feet thick. The wheel itself is lateness of the hour, and the darkness of the night,
the largest and most magnificent structure of added to the appalling character of the scene. About
the kind in the world
it measures 70 feet
40 persons lost their lives, and an immense amount of
2
inches in diameter, or 220 feet 6 inches in circum- property was destroyed. So sweeping and so sudden
wi!S the torrent, that many of the victims were surference, and is capable of working up to 200
horses' power with a full supply of water.
Jt
prised in bed and drowned before they could leave
is constructed on what is called the tension or
their houses.
Many persons made most remarkasuspension principle the shrouding or outer rings ble escapes. In one instance, a man who volunof the wheel being braced to the centre by 32 chain
teered, when the Hood was at its height, to rescue
cable iron bars or arms 2| inches in diasneter, and two children who had been left behind in a house,
an equal number of diagonal braces of the same discovered the Ixd on which they had been laid
thickness.
The axle of the wheel is of cast-iron, floating on the water, and its occupants sound
and weighs 11 tons. The bearings in which the asleep, altogether unconscious of their danger.
wheel revolves, are 24 inches long and 18 inches In the summer of the same year (25th July, 1835),
;

—

;

;

—

in diameter, resting in cast-iron bushes.

tres or naves, into

The

cen-

which the arms and braces are

a dreadful accident occurred at the quay by the
bursting of the lioiler of the Earl Grey steamer,

fixed with gibs and cutters, are 10 feet in diameter,
and wei^rh 8^ tojis each. They are of a ribbed

when

form, with punched covings, and have prominent
sockets, for recei\-ing the ends of the arms.
They
have a rich and elegant app-^arance, and the arms
radiating towards the periphery of the wheel, give
an impression of lightness to the ponderous machine.
The shrouding is of cast-iron, and is of 17 inches in
depth. On the side which is not covered by the
gearing, there are two sunk pannels with a neat
"egcr and dart" moulding all round the styles; and,
in the body of each
paniiel, there is a very elegant
branch of the water-lily in has relief, which has a
very handsome efiect, by relieving this part of the
wheel from that inexpressive plainness which is
usual in such structures. The weight of tlie wheel
is 117 tons.
The shrouding is composed of 64, and
the teethed segment of 32 pieces, containing in all
704 teeth. The buckets are 160 in number, and
each contains 100 gallons of water. The sole of the
wheel is constructed of iron plates fastened with no
fewer than 20,000 rivets.
The wheel performs
nearly one revolution in the minute. The spur wheel
and segment pinion, which works in the teethed
segment of the water-wheel, weighs with its shaft

Greenock, as a town, consi-sts of Greenock proper in the centre and the we t, and Crawfordsdyke
or (.'arlsdyke in the east ; and these, though now
stood at
compactly united into one town, originally
some distance from each other. " Both," says Dr.
"
Macfarlane,
may lay claim, as villages at least, to
some antiquity. It is evident that they had their
origin in their vicinity to the mansion-houses of
the respective proprietors of Greenock and Crawfordsburn, and that at one time they were cherished
by these proprietors, not without some degree of
rivalship, from motives of patriotism, or as the
means of increasing at once their wealth and their

ir.

6 persons lost their lives,

and a number were

sei-iously injuied.

At

they were probably nothing
but, at an early period,
each appears to have had its harbour capable of receiving and mooring vessels of considerable burinfluence.

more than

first

fishing- villages

;

den." The earliest description of Greenock which
has come under our notice occurs in the work of a
French writer who visited it about the year 1670,
who calls the place " Krinock," and says, " Thia
town is the passage of the Scotch post and packetIts port is good, sheltered by the
boat to Ireland,

—

B
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mountains which surround it, and by a great mole,
side of which are ranged the barks and other
vessels for the conveniency of loading and unload"
ing more easily." The
great mole," here mentioned was merely a rude landing-place. Crawfurd,
who wrote in 1710, at the time when the harbour
was in progress, describes Greenock as " the chief

by the

town upon the

coast, well built, consisting chiefly
of one principal street, about a quarter of a mile in
length." About this time the houses were covered
with thatch; in 1716, there were only 6 slated
houses in the place. In 1782, Semple, the continuator of Crawfurd's work, said " About two years
ago John Shaw Stewart of Greenock, Esq., caused
survey and draw a plan of the town, and laid off' a
great part of the adjacent ground regularly for
building upon, having feued off a number of steadings, where several good houses are built, part of
which is to be called the New Town of Greenock.
The town has greatly increased in building within
these thirty years, being compact with elegant
houses, a number of them slated. Good streets, and
well-causeyed, some of them veiy broad, particularly north of the New church."
:

The town, in its present appearance, is very diThe terraces facing the quaj-s are partly

versified.

spacious and pleasant, partly narrow and dirty, and

aggregately irregular and crowded.

The

old por-

town have generally bad alignments,
contracted thoroughfai'es, and an ill-conditioned
sewerage and they abound in narrow alle3's, filthy
closes, and dingy houses; so that even the very
small part of them which has to be traversed from
the railway terminus to the steam-boat quay is far
from agreeable to strangers. The central streets of
the old town, particularly Cathcart-square, and the
tions of the

;

three streets leading from it to respectively the east,
the north, and the west, are decidedly good, and
make a grand display of shops. Most of the streets
in the west, as also some of those on the face of the
ascent in the centre, are regular, airy, and well-ediThe western outskirts extend far and plentificed.
fully,

and are altogether clean and

riant,

abound-

ing in villas, looking freely out to the frith or to the
Highlands, and combining most beauteously a series of fine foregrounds with a diversified range of
rich perspective.

The most conspicuous public building in Greenock is the custom-house, an oblong Grecian edifice,
with a splendid portico, situated upon the quay,
wheie
not being encumbered with contiguous

—

—
buildings

it is seen to much advantage.
It was
erected in 1818, at the expense of £30,000. The
old town-hall and public offices were planned in
1765 by James Watt, and finished the following
year; and large additions were afterwards made to
them. The new town-hall and public offices, an
extensive and elegant pile, are at present in course of
erection. The tontine, an inn and hotel in CathcartBt eet, is a substantial and handsome structure erected, in 1801, at the expense of £10,000.
Nearly opposite are the exchange buildings, finished in 1814,
at a cost of jE7,000, and containing two assemblyrooms and other accommodation,
liehind these
buildings is the theatre, which has recently been
sold to be made into a provision warehouse.
An
or infirmary was erected in 1809, and a jail
hospital
A commodious news-room
or oridewell in 1810.
was opened in Cathcart-square in 1821. The gaswork was constructed in 1828, and cost £8,7;51.

The mechanics'
Greenock

institution

an

was

built in 1840.

Elizabethan

The

structure in
Union-street, was built in 1837, at the cost of
about £3,000, which was defrayed by Mr. Watt of
Soho, only surviving son of .James Watt, a native
library,
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of Greenock, the celebrated improver of the steamfine marble statue of James Watt,
engine.
by
Chantrey, the expense of which was raised by subscription, adorns the interior of the libraiy. On the
front of the pedestal of the statue is the following
"The
inscription from the elegant pen of Jeffrey:
inhabitants of Greenock have erected this statue
of James Watt, not to extend a fame already identified with the miracles of steam, but to
testify the

A

—

pride

and reverence with which he is remembered
and their deep sense of

in the place of his nativity,

the great benefits his genius has conferred on mankind.
Bom 19th January, 1736. Died at Heathfield in Staffordshire, August 25th, 1819."
On the
right of the pedestal is a shield, containing the arms
of Greenock, and, on the left, emblems of strength
and speed. On the back is an elephant, in obvious
allusion to the beautiful parallel drawn by the
writer of the inscription between the steam-engine
and the trunk of that animal, which is equally qualified to lift a pin or to rend an oak.
Wood's hospital
or the mariners' asylum is a splendid palatial-looking edifice, in the Elizabethan style, on the High
Gourock road, beyond the western outskirts of the
town, built in 1851, at the cost of about £10,000,
and liberally endowed for the maintenance of aged,
infirm, and disabled seamen belonging to the
counties bordering on the Clyde. This fine institution arose out of a bequest of £80,000, by Sir
Gabriel Wood, who died in London in 1845. The
places of worship in Greenock, aggregately considered, are creditable to the town; and the three
of them with steeples ai'e appropriate and conbeautiful new cemeter\', already well
spicuous.
decorated with tasteful monuments and other dewas
laid
out a few years ago in the southsigns,
western outskirts of the town.
The grounds of
Wellpark, comprising five acres, and situated not
far from the centre of the town, were given
by Sir
M. R. S. Stewart in 1851 to be laid out in public

A

walks.

For a long time the inhabitants of Greenock
were almost exclusively devoted to commerce, and
gave little countenance to literature or science. In
1769, when John Wilson, a poet of considerable
" the
merit, the author of the well-known piece on
Clyde," was admitted as master of the grammar
school of Greenock, the magistrates and ministers
made it a condition that he should abandon " the
profane and unprofitable art of poem-making," a

—

stipulation which 30 years afterwards drew from the
silenced bard the following acrimonious remarks in
a letter addressed to his son George when a student
at Glasgow college:
"I once thought to live by
the breath of fame; but how miserably was I disappointed when, instead of having my performances
applauded in crowded theatres, and being caressed
by the great for what will not a poetaster in his

—

—

—

I was
intoxicating delirium of possession dream ?
condemned to bawl myself to hoarseness to wayward
to
cultivate
sand
and
wash
brats,
Ethiopians, for
all the dreary days of an obscure life
the contempt
of shopkeepers and brutish skippers."
Since that
time a better taste, and more liberality of sentiment,
have prevailed, and some attention has been paid to
the cultivation of science.
In 1783, the Greenock
library was instituted; and, in 1807, a collection of

—

Foreign literature in connexion with it was commenced. This library contains upwards of 12,000
volumes, and is the one already mentioned as occupying the btiilding erected by Mr. Watt. Another library, the mechanics', was formed in 1832;
and the inHtitution connected with it very soon had
so many as 800 students.
A book club was institiiled in 1849.
Tlicre arc also a Watt club, an Ard

GREENOCK.

club, a philharmonic society, a medical and
an
chirurgical association, a horticultural society,
Chrisagricultural society, a society for promoting
tian knowledge, and two correspondencies in connexion with the fine arts. Letter-press printing was
established here in 1765, by one MacAlpine, who
was also the first bookseller. It was confined to
handbills, jobbing, &c., till 1810, when the first
book was printed by William Scott. In 1821, Mr.
John Mennons began the printing of books; and
many accurate and elegant specimens of typohis
graphy, oi'iginal and selected, have issued from
With regard to newspapers, the Greenock
press.
Advertiser, published twice a-week, has existed

gowan

since 1802; the Clyde Commercial List, published
for some time thrice a-week, is defunct; the Intelligencer, begun in 1833, and the Observer, begun
in 1840, are also defunct; and the Greenock Herald,
of later origin, is published twice a-week.
There are in Greenock a Provident Bank, and
branches of the City of Glasgow Bank, the Bank
of Scotland, the Clydesdale Bank, the Royal Bank,
the National Bank of Scotland, the British Linen

Bank, and the Union Bank. The town has
fifty-two insurance agencies, a trade protection
society, a Lloyd's register, a Lloyd's agent, a local
marine boai'd, a chamber of commerce, a merchant
seamen's fund, a fisheiy oflice, and full staff's of
officials connected with the harbour and the public
A weekly market is held on Friday; and
revenue.
fairs are held on the first Thursday of July and the
fourth Tuesday of November.
Hotels, inns, and
public houses are veiy numerous and of every class.
Remarkably abundant facilities of communication
are enjoyed with Gourock by omnibuses, with
Paisley and Glasgow by railway, and with all
places on the Clyde, as well as with the chief ports
in the Western Highlands, in Ireland, in Galloway,
and in the west of England, by steam-vessels. In
the Greenock district of the herring fi.<hery, thei-e
were cured, in the year 1853, 13,794^ barrels of
heirings, there were employed in the fishery 2,503
persons, and the total value of boats, nets, and lines
engaged in it was £18,649.
Till 1741 the burghal affairs of Greenock were
superintended by the superior, or by a baron- bailie
appointed by him.
By a charter dated in that
year, and by another dated in 1751, Sir John Shaw,
the superior, gave power to the feuars and subfeuars to meet yearly for the purpose of choosing 9
feuars residing in Greenock, to be managers of the
burgh funds, of whom 2 to be bailies, 1 treasurer, and
6 councillors. The charter of 1751 gave power to
hold weekly courts, to imprison and punish delinquents, to chose officers of court, to make laws for
maintaining order, and to admit merchants and
tradesmen as burgesses on payment of 30 merks
Scots £1 13s. 4d. sterling.
It is believed there is
no instance on record of any burgesses ever having
been admitted. The qualification of councillor was
being a feuar and resident within the town. The
election was in the whole feuars, resident and non-

Co

's

—

The municipal
are clear and accurate."
government and jurisdiction of the town continued
to be administered under the charter of 1751, without any alteration or enlargement, until the burgh
reform act of 1833 came into operation. Under that
trusts

town-council consists of a provost, 4 bailies,
a treasurer, and 10 councillors, for the election of
whom the town is divided into 5 wards, 4 of which
return 3 councillors each, and one returns 4: the
ward having 4 councillors has a preponderance of
The bailie-court of Greenock has now the
electors.
same jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, competent to a royal burgh.
By an act of parliament
passed in 1840, Cartsdyke forms part of the burgh
In 1839 40. the corporation revenue
of Greenock.
was £22,564; and in 1854-5, it was £30,454. The
and
town-council, together with nine
magistrates
persons elected by the feuars, householders, and
ratepayers, are a board of trustees for paving, lighting, cleansing, and watching the town, and for
supplying it with water. Previous to the passing
of the reform act in 1832, Greenock bad no voice in
the parliamentary representation but since then it
sends one member to parliament.
Its parliamentary boundaries are the same as the municipal.
Constituency in 1854, 1,134. Till 1815, the slierifTcourt for the whole of Renfrewshire was held at
Paisley; but in that year an additional sheriff-substitute, to be resident at Greenock, was appointed
and by an act of court promulgated by the sheriffdepute, dated 3d May, it was declared that the district or territory falling under the ordinary jurisdiction of the court at Greenock should be termed
" the Lower
Ward," and that it should in the meantime consist of the towns and parishes of Greenock
and Port-Glasgow, and the parish of Innerkip. To
this ward the parish of Kilmalcolm has since been
annexed.
sherift-court is held every Friday; a
sheriff small debt court, every Mondaj'; and a
justice of peace court, every Thursday. Population
of the burgh in 1831, 27,571; in '1851, 36,689.
act, the

;

;

A

Houses, 1,714.
The noble family of Cathcart take from this town
their second title in the peerage. Baron Greenock,
conferred in 1807. They are descended from Sir
John Shaw of Greenock, who died in 1752, through
his only child Marion, and inherit feu-duties in the
town to a considerable amount, being that part of
the Shaw estate which was not entailed on the
family of Shaw Stewart of 151ackhall, now also of
Greenock. Much the most famous names in the

—

history of Greenock are those of the Shaw Stewarts,
and of James Watt. Gait the novelist also passed
part of his early days in Greenock; and, having returned to it toward the end of his life, died here in
"
"
1839. Burns'
Highland Mary likewise died here,
and a monument in memory of her was raised in the
old church-vard, with masonic honours, in 1842.
See Glasgow, PaisLEV, AND GkEENOCK RaILWAY.

GREENOCK RAILWAY.
GREENS.

See

Tyne

(The).

GREEN SIDE. See Edixblkgh.
GREENSTONE POINT, the headland

The mode of election of the magistrates
and council was by signed lists, personally delivered by the voter, stating the names of the

on the
north side of Loch Ewe, on the coast of the parish
of Gairloch, Ross-shire.

councillors he wished to be removed, and the persons whom he wished substituted in their room.
In 1825, 497 feuars voted. The commissioners on
municipal corporations stated in their Report, in
"
this manner of electing is much
1833, that
of in the town."
approved
They also reported, that
" the affairs of
this flourishing town appear to have
been managed with great care and ability. The
expenditure is economical, the remuneration to
officers moderate, and the accounts of the different

about the middle of its course, in
the parish of Largs, Ayrshire.
GREINORD, a bay, a burn, and an island, on
the west coast of Ross-shire.
The name is also
written Gruinard and Greenyard. Greinord bay,
or Loch Greinord, lies between Little Lochbroom
and Loch Ewe, nearer the former than the latter.
It measures fully 6 miles across the
entiance, pene-

resident.

t

GKEINOKD.

ly

GREENYARD. See Gheisord.
GREETO BURN, a tributary

rivulet, joining it

of

the

Gogo

GRENNAN.
and has in its
upper part a somewhat semicircular outline. It
abounds with haddock, cod, whiting, and shell-fish;
and its shores, especiallj'^ on the east side, are a
trates the land 5 miles southward,

rocky knolls and pleasant little inlets.
burn descends northward, through a
mountainous tract, to the head of tlie bay, tracing
the boundary between the parishes of Lochbroom
and Gairloch, and abounding in its lower part with
salmon. Greinord isle lies nearly in the middle of
the mouth of the bay, is about l| mile long and inhabited, and belongs to the parish of Lochbroom,
series of

Greinord

GRENAND CASTLE.

See Maybole.
a small bay and a hill near the
middle of the east side of the parish of Kirkmaiden,
Wigtonshire.
GRESS. See Stoexoway.
GRESSALLACH (Loch), a bay on the east coast
of Harris, south of East Loch-Tarbet.
GRETNA, a parish, containing the post-office
station of Gretna, the hamlets of Old Gretna, Rigg
of Gretna, and Brewhouses, and the village of
Gretnagreen or Springfield, on the south-east verge
It is bounded on the north by
of Dumfries-shire.

GRENNAN,

Half-Morton; on the east by the river Sark, which
divides it from England; on the south-east and
south by the Solway fiith on the west by Dornock
and on the north-west by Kirkpatrick- Fleming. Its
greatest length south-westward is GJ miles; its
greatest breadth is Sh miles; and its superficial
;

;

The surface
18 square miles.
level, and only slightly diversified
The highest
grounds or hillocks.
area

is

Gretna-hill,

which

rises

is,

in general,

with

rising
elevation is

about 250 feet above sea-

and commands a delightful prospect of the
coast of Cumberland, the Solway frith, the How of
Annandale, and the mountain-ranges of upper
Annandale, Eskdale, Liddesdale, and part of Nortliuniberland.
Near the extremity of the frith, which
terminates at the influx of the Sark, a large tract of
marsh land of a lively green colour has been formed,
and is progressively enlarging, in consequence of a
recession of the waters on tlie Dumfries side, and
an encroachment of them on the side of Cumberland.
Excepting some small patches of inoss, the parish is
everywhere enclosed, cultivated, and luxuriant. In
several parts, particularly on a strip of land along
the frith, the soil is a fine rich loam, and in other
parts it is of a wet and clayey nature but, in genlevel,

;

eral, it is dry, sandy, and mixed with stones, powerful in its fertility, and abundant in its autumnal
response to the call of cultivation. Perennial

springs,

welling up from the fissures of sandstone-rocks, or
through beds of reddish coloured sand, arc numerous, and aflTord a luxurious supply of excellent
water.
Some mineral springs also send up their
treasures, but have been neglected owing chiefly to
their being sometimes submerged by the tide.
Tlie
Sark forms the boundaiy-line for .S§ miles, and over
all that distance intei-venes between Gretna and

Cumberland. The Kirtle comos in upon the parish
from the north, iiitiMSects it over its greatest
breadth, flowing along an almost liorizontal sandstone bed, and falls into the Solway 7 furlongs west
of the mouth of the Sark, forming at its embouchure
a veiy tiny bay. The Black Sark comes down
upon the north-western angle of the parish, forms
its Ixmndary-linc for a mile with Half- Morton, and
then flows circuitously through it over a course of
2J niilcB, and falls into the Sark at Newton. The
line of sea-coast, somewhat sinuous, and about 4i
miles in lenglh, is low, and consists of mixed sand

and clay. Kedkirk-point.

GRETNA.
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U mile, and TordolT-point,

3^ miles distant from Sarkfoot, alono break the unifonnity of the level; and the latter is, on a small

There are several small
scale, a bold headland.
ports or landing-places, particularly those of Sark
and of Brewliouses; but Ihey are of trivial importance, and facilitate chiefly the landing of coals from
the ports of Cumberland.
Vessels of 120 tons
burden may sail up to Sarkfoot vessels of 100 tons
may put into the other landing-places and all maj',
at any time, lie in safety on the fiat sandy groun
The Solway, from
stretching out from the beach.
;

;

1

Sarkfoot to Redkirk point, opposite to which it
receives the waters of the Eden, is only 1^ mile
broad; but, lower down, it expands to a breadth of
2f miles. The tide of the Solway here of a whitish
colour, owing to its traversing and tearing up a vast
expanse of sand flows due east, or directly along
the bed of the frith, with auir.zing impetuosity.
Abundance of salmon, and occasionally supplies of
cod, sturgeon, and herrings, are here obtained froin
its waters.
The climate of the parish is remarkably
About 600 of the inhabitants, men,
salubrious.
and
women,
children, ai'e employed in cotton weav-

—

—

subordinately to manufacturers in Carlisle.
parish is traversed by the gi-eat roads fiom
Western and Southern Scotland to Carlisle, and by
the Caledonian railway, and the Glasgow and
Southwestern railway; it contains the junction in
which these two railways unite; and it has a station
on the Caledonian at the Gretna junction, and a
station on the Glasgow and Southwestern at Gretnaing,

The

green.
Population in 1831, 1,909; in 1851, 1,830.
Assessed property in 1843, £6,068
Houses, 355.
15s.
Real rental upwards of £9,000.
Estimated
average yearlv value of raw produce, in the vears
preceding 1834, £50,000.
On the farm of Gretna-mains stood, 65 years ago,
considerable remains of a Druidical temple, oval in
form, enclosing about half an acre of ground, and
formed of large rough whinstones, which must have
been brought from a distance of at least 1 or 12 miles.
One of the largest of the stones the only one not re-

—

moved

in a process of agi-icultural

improvement

—

measures 118 cubic feet, and is computed to weigh
upwards of 20 tons. This temple is traditionally
fan;ous as the scene of the formation of ancient alTraces
liances between Scotland and England.
exist, in various localities, oF old square towers, very
thick in their walls, which appear to have been
strongholds of freebooters, or places of defence
against marauders from the English Border. The
hamlet of Old Gretna stands on the east bank of the
Kirtle, in a hollow about half-a-mile from the Sol-

—

way; and

— remarkable chiefly
is

for

giving

name

to

the parish,
the words Gretan-hol, or Gretan-hoio in
the Anglo-Siixon, signifying the great hollow,' and
describing tlie topographical situation of the hamlet.
Rigg of Gretna stands on the west bank of the
Kirtle, opposite the former hamlet, and 5 furlongs
distant from it; and is noticeable solely for being
Brewthe site of a United Picsbyterian chapel.
houses, situated on the bay or slight inland bend ot
the frith between Redkirk and TordofT-points, is
noticeable only as a tiny seaport.
Gretr.agreen.
originally called Meg's hill, is in reality a hamlet
in the vicinity of Springfield
but in popular parlance, is very generally identified with that village.
It is composed of tlie parish church, a simple and
unassuming little pile ny the road-side, the manse,
the j)ari8h school-liouse, the schoolmaster's dwelling, two farm-lionst's, and two or three cottages,
will be described in its own alphabetical
Springfield
'

—

;

Gretnagreen has been famous for runaway
marriages between parties from England, who take
advantage of the facility with which the law of
Reotlnnd allows a valid marriage to be contracted.
'I'he celebration of these marriages hero is carried
place.

GREr-HOPE.

on as a trade which long brought the celebrators
about £1,000 a-year; but it was ever disreputable
aiul very scandalous, ai:d has been now driven from
its old prominence by the stern gaze of public scorn.

— On

tlie

Cumberland

side

of the frith,

opposite

Gretuagreen, on a place called Burgh-marsh, stands
a monument, marking the spot where death arrested
the proud and impetuous career of the first Edward,
as he was marching with giant-strides across the
border to conquer Scotland. Nearly in the same
direction, Skiddaw, Helvellyn, and Scawfell, with
other mountains in the lake-district of Cumberland,
rear their tall blue summits in the distance, and
seem to plant an insuperable barrier against the

Northman venturing south. Tiie
progress of ths
liills, extending all along the horizon, appear, when
the sun is high in summer, to form one regular and
unbroken chain from Penrith to Whitehaven. As
soon, however, as the rays of the sinking sun liegiu
to fall upon the earth with considerable obliquity,
and to tinge with a golden hue the long steep flank
of this sierra, it is cut and broken into a thousand
individual masses and deep ravines, and winding
valleys, and rugged slopes, present all the beautiful
Tariety of their forms, which, though perfect in outline, the distance sometimes renders indistinct in
;

coloor.

The parish of Gretna is in the presbytery of Annan, and synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Earl of
Mansfield.
Stipend, £237 Gs. lid.; glehe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds. £365 19s. lOd. The parish
church was built in 1790, and contains alout 1,000
Tiie United Presbyterian church was
sittings.
built in 1832, at the cost of about £1,000, and contains 357 sittings.
There are two parochial schools
with equal salaries of £25 attached to them; and
there are three private schools and a mechanics' institute.
The present parish comprehends tlie old
parishes of Gret ui-How and Ren-Patrick, which
were united in 1609. The churches of both parishes
were, in the r2th century, bestowed by Robert de
In" 1609, John
Bruce, on the monks ofGisburn.
Murray, the first E irl of Annandale. obtained the
church-lands of Ren-Patrick, and the tithes of both
it and Grctaa-How.
The church of Ren- Patrick
was dedicated to Saint Patrick by the predilections
of the Scoto-Irish colonists, and, according to the
meaning of its name in tiieir language, was 'St. Patrick's portion;' but owing to the colour of the stones
of which it was constructed, it was popularly called
the Red-kirk, and it gave that name to the headland
or point on which it stood.
Its ruins, as well as its

cemetery, have

now

entirely disappeared, havitig

been worn away by the powerful attrition of the
tide on the headland, in careering round to the
mouth of Kirtle water. The whole district of Gretna,
in consequence of lying on the frontier of Scotland,
contei-minously with the debatable lands between
the Sark and the Esk, down to the period of the
unioii of the Crowns, was the scene of almost incessant feuds and forays; and even after that date,
down to half a century ago or even later, it was
nearly as much demoralized, and as completely a
stranger to the arts and comforts of civilized life,
by being the retreat of numerous bands of desperate
and incorrigible smuarglers, as in formerly
having
been the scene of constant petty predatory warfare.

GREYERIARS.

GROAY.
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See Edixbuugu, Glasgow, Aye,

Dumfries, Elgin, Stiklino, Perth, and Axdrbws.
(St.).

GREY-HOPE, a small bay, north of the bay of
Nigg, and close by the Girdleness lighthouse, near
the north-easteni extremity of Kincardineshire. The
Greenland ship, the Oscar, was lost here in 1813,
•vhen 55 persons on bxird of her perished.

GREY MARE'S

TAIL, a

celebrated waterfall

mountainous region of the northern verge
of Dumfries-shire, f of a mile from the northern
boundaiy of Moffat parish, and geographically 8J
in the

miles north-east of the town of Moffat. Loch-Skene
collects among the mountains superfluent supplies
of waters, at the height of about 1,000 feet above
the level of the sea, and sends them off' in a considerable stream south-eastward, to Mofl"at water. See
Skene (Loch). The stream, about f of a mile after
its efflux from the lake, is precipitated over a stupendous breast of rocks, 400 feet in height, marred
in its sublime descent only by slightly projecting
ledges ; and with a thundering noise, dashes down

between two high, precipitous, and rocky hills, in
a long stripe of foam, darkened, or made greyish
in its whiteness, by the foil of black rock behind
it, and bearing, on a magnificent scale, a resemblance to the object whence somewhat fantastically
it has derived its name.
The cataract is seen to
most advantage after a heavy rain for then, escapor
the
ing
ledges, it becomes almost
overleaping

—

—

;

strictly a cascade, and appears to be, from top to
bottom, an unbroken sheet of water. A short distance from the water-fall is a hollow space called
The entire scenery of tlie ravine
the Giant's grave.
A footis savagely gloomy and dismally sublime.
path along the face of one of the sides conducts a
visitor to a vantage-ground, whence he looks down
on great part of the water-fall and to adopt the
words of Sir Walter Scott,

—

;

—

"There deep deep down, and
Toils with the rocks

tlie

far within
loariug linn.

Then, issuing forth one foarnhig wave.
And wheeling round the Giant's grave,

White

as the

Drives

down

snowy charger's tail
the pass ot Mort'at dale."

GREY

MARE'S TAIL, a waterfall in the parish
of Closebum, Dumfries-shire.
See Closeburx.
GRIAN (Loch), a lake about 2 miles long, at the
western extremity of the parish of Lairg, SutherIt approaches very near the west end
landshire.
of Loch Shin.
GRIBTON. See Holyavood.
GRICENESS, a headland flanking

the north side
of Mill bay, on the east coast of the island of Stronsav, in Orkney.

GRIESHERINISH. See Dcirixish.
GRIMNESS, a headland on the east side

of South
Ronaldshay, 2 miles south of the nearest part of
BuiTav, in Orkney.
GRIMBISTER HOLM, a small island in the bay
of Firth, on the east side of the mainland of Oikney.
GRIME'S DYKE. See Axtonixus' Wall.
GRIMSAY, an island belonging to the parish of
North Uist in the Outer Hebrides. It is about 3
miles long, and lies in the middle of the eastern part
of the sound between the island of North Uist and
the island of Benbecula. It was formerly considered
barren and of trivial value, but has been turned to
good habitable account. Population in 1841, 269 ;
in 1851, 268.
Houses, 48.
GRIMSHADER (Loch), a marine inlet in the
of
east side of Lewis, in the Outer
Lochs,
parish
Hebrides.
It enters at a point 4^ miles south of
Stornoway, and penetrates the land to the extent of
3 miles.

GRIMTSTA (The), a salmon frequented stream,
flowing into Loch Roag, in the parish of Uig, island
of Lewis, Outer Hebrides.
GRITMOOR, a mountain, rising about 1,800
feet above sea-level, on the mutual border of the
parish of Teviothead and the parish of Castleton,
Roxburghshire.
GROAY, a small uninhabited island,

l>"ing 2

miles

GRIJGAIG.

south-west of the southern extremity of Harris, in
the Outer Hebrides.
GRUCULA. See Shapinshay.
GRUGAIG BURN, a livulet running northward

through the parish of Eddertoun,
frith, in

to the

Dornoch

Ross-shire.

yet the loch is a place of safety for small vessels,
In 1588, a strong party of the Macleans from Mull,
headed by Sir Lauchlan Maclean, landed here to
contest with the Macdonalds the proprietorship of
the island, and were met by Sir James Macdonald
at the head of a force much inferior to tlieir own.
Taking possession of a hill at the side of the loch,
which the Macleans had ineffectually endeavoured
to secure. Sir James attacked their advanced guard,
which he forced to fall back upon their main body.
desperate struggle tlien took place, in which
Sir
great valour was displayed on both sides.
Lauchlan was killed figiitiiig at the head of his men,

A

who were at length compelled to retreat to their
boats and vessels. Besides their chief, the Macleans
left 80 of their principal men, and 200 common
Lauchlan Barsoldiers, dead on the field of battle.
roch-Maclean, son of Sir Lauchlan, was dangerously
wounded, but escaped. Sir James Macdonald was
also so severely wounded that he never fully recovered from his wounds.
About 30 of the Clandonald
were killed, and about 60 wounded.
(Loch), Ross-shire. See Gretsord.
GRUNA, a small uninhabited island, 1^ mile
north of Fetlar, in Shetland.
GRUTXESS. See Dunkossxess.
(The), a river of Renfrewshire. It rises
in the western part of the county, among the highlands of the parish of Greenock, and runs eastward.
At Walkinshaw it joins the Black Cart and after
a short course, bending to the north, a junction is
formed with the White Cart at Inchinnan bridge.
Having flowed about half-a-mile farther, the united
streams, which now bear the general name of Cart,
fall into the
Clyde at Blythswood house, 7 miles
below Glasgow, and 3^ miles north of Paisley. The
whole run of Gr3'fe is about 17 miles. On its banks
are some cotton-mills, and other works. AncientI}',
this stream gave the name of Strathgryfe to the
district it traverses, if not to the whole of what now
forms the county of Renfrew.
GUALLAN, a summit upon a base of moorland,
and rising to an altitude of about 1,350 feet above
sea-level, on the mutual border of the parishes of

GRUINARD

GRYFE

;

Buchanan and Drymen,

Stirlingshire.
a locality on the river Eden,
at the northern verge of the parish of St. Andrews,
It occurs at the point where the roads
Fifeshirc.

GUARD-BRIDGE,

from Cupar and Dundee to St. Andrews meet; and
takes its name from a bridge of six arches, constructed upwards of four centuries ago by Bishop
It

is

the site of a post-office, and also
St. Andrews railway.

has a station on the

GUELT

See Gelt Water.
See Goodie (The).

WA'J'ER.

GUI DIE fTuE).
GUILDIL, a village

of Monikio,
in the
parish
Ilouses. 18.
Population, 83.
GUILDIEMOOR, a village in the parish of Moni-

Forfarshire.

Ilouses, 20.
Population, 75.
a post-office village in the parish
Perthshire.
Martin's,
Population, 178.

kie. Forfarsbire.

GUILDTOWN,
of

St.

Houses,

'4.

GUIRM

i

i

(Loch), a sheet of water, about 4 miles

There are
in circumference, in the island of Islay.
remains of a fortalice of the Macdonalds upon a
small island in it.

GUIRSHADER. See Storkoway.
GUISACHAN (The). See Dek (The).
GULANK, a post-office village in the

i

I

GRUINARD (Loch), a marine inlet on the northwest side of the island of Islay. It penetrates the
land about 4 miles in a southerly direction, and approaches witliin 3J miles the middle of the west
A great part of it is dry at low
side of Lochindaal.
water, and the channel is intricate and has a bar;

Wardlaw.

GUTHRIE.
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parish of
It is situated 3 furDirleton, Haddingtonshire.
the
between
from
the
shore, half-way
villages
longs
of Dirleton and Aberlady, on the road between Edin-

burgh and North Berwick and, though irregularly
good modern houses. Till
the year 1612, when, by act of parliament, the original parish-church was abandoned, and a new one
erected at the village of Dirleton, Gulane gave name
The name is the
to the parish in which it stands.
British Go-lyn, signifying 'a little lake;' and seems
to have been suggested by the vicinity to the village
of a lochlet which is now drained.
Gulane is the
site of a school-house, of two establishments for the
training of race-horses, and of the venerable ruins
The village is famed
of the ancient parish church.
for its extensive sandy downs, thinly carpeted with
herbage, which abound with gray rabbits, and are
fanned at a high rent as a rabbit-warren, and, at
the same time, form the finest coursing-ground in
See Dirleton.
Gulane common comScotland
;

built, possesses several
|

i

|

i

,

i

I

{

|

|

:

prises nearly one-half of the links or downs of the
Grose, in his Antiquities, gives a view of
parish.
which are still
the ruins of the old parish church,

—
—

and says though without
good preservation
mentioning his authority that the last vicar was
expelled by James VI. for smoking tobacco. The
church, which is very ancient, was dedicated to St.
Andrew and after having been, for some time,
partially in the possession of the Cistertian nuns ot
Berwick, was given, in the reign of William the
in

;

—

;

monks

Subordinate to
of Dry burgh.
limits of the parish, there were
one on the
tlian three chapels
isle of Fiddrie ; another built, in the 12th century,
by the laird of Congleton ; and another built, in the
reign of Alexander III., by Alexander de Vallibus,
at the village of Dirleton.
Population of Gulane,
273.
Houses, 66.
Lion, to the

and within the
anciently no fewer

it,

;

GULANE-NESS. a small promontory composed
of greenstone rock, in the parish of Dirleton, HadIt is 13 miles distant from the isle
dingtonshire.
of Maj'; and is regarded by some as the point where
the frith of Forth opens into the German ocean.
GULBERWICK, an ancient parish in the mainland of Shetland.
It was annexed to Lerwick in
and was previously incorporated with TingIt lies to the south of licrwick, and measures
about 5 miles by 2. There are, or lately were, remains of several chapels in it.
GULBIN (The), a streamlet, running northward
to the Spean, at a point about \ of a mile below the
foot of Loch Laggan in Inverness-shire.
GUMSCLEUGH, a mountain on the south-west
border of the parish of Traquair, Peebles-shire, and
the northern border of the parish of Yarrow, Selkirkshire, forming at its summit the water-line between the two cotmties. It rises 2,485 feet above
the level of the sea and is one of the stations of the
1722,
wall.

;

trigonometrical survey of Britain.
GUNNA, a small island of the Hebrides, lying in
the sound betwixt the islands of Coll andTiree.
It
is about a mile long, and half-a-mile broad.
GUNNISTER, one of the smaller Shetland isles,
in the parish of Northmaven, a mile north of tha

mainland.

GUNSGREEN.

See Eyemouth.

GUTHRIE, a parish in the Sidl.aw district of
Forfarshire.
Its post-town is
Arbroath, 8 miles
sonth-cast of the parish church but a nearer post;

GUTHRIE.

The parish
is Forfar, 7 miles west by south.
inconveniently divided into two parts, one of
The
of
the
other.
which lies 6 miles south-west
northern part measures in extreme length, from
east to west, 3 miles, and in extreme breadth 3
miles and is bounded by Aberlemno, Famell. Kirkden, Ivinnell, and Reseobie. Almost the whole of
this division, from the hill of Guthrie on the west,
rising at its highest point about 500 feet above the
level of the sea, slopes gently to the south and east.
About 370 acres of it on the north-east, are part of
the moor of Montrithmont. All its southern boundary is traced by Lunan water. On the north-east
is a lochlet, whence issues the main head-stream of
Torr water, a tributary of the South Esk. The
southern division of the parish has the distinctive
name of Kirkbuddo, and is in form a triangle,
two of whose sides measure each 1 f mile, and the
other 2| miles and it is bounded by Inveraritj',
Dunnichen, CarrayUe. and Monikie. Though it has
no hill, it all lies high ; the lowest ground in it
being, not improbably, 700 feet above the level of
But nearly all of it, as well as the greater
the sea.
portion of the northern division though not rich in
well
is
soil
cultivated, and agreeably sheltered
with wood. On its south-western limit, but partly
in the parish of Inverarity, are traces of a Roman
camp, which covered at least 15 acres. The vallum
and fosse are yet distinct, and of considerable height
and depth.
The landowners of the parish are
Guthrie of Guthrie, Caniegy of Lower, and Ogilvy
of Kirkbuddo. The northern di^^sion is Guthrie
proper, and contains the castle, chm"ch, and kirktown of Guthrie, and is adjacent to the Arbroath
and Forfar turnpike, and to the Arbroath and For-

far railway, and has a station on the latter in its
junction with the Aberdeen railway. The castle of
Guthrie, supposed to have been built by Sir Alexander Guthrie, who was slain at Flodden. is a massive building, with walls about 60 feet high, and 10

town
is

feet thick, and has just been repaired and enlarged,
so as to make a grand appearance amid a mass of

;

wood. The family who inhabit it is perhaps the
most ancient in the county. The kirktown, situated
about J of a mile from the castle, is a mere hamlet,
with only about 50 inhabitants. Poptilarion of the
Houses, 86.
parish in 1831,528; in 1851, 469.
Assessed property in 1843, £2.727.
This parish is in the presbytery of Arbroath, and
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, Guthrie of
Guthrie. Stipend, £158 7s. 6d.
glebe, £9. with 3
acres of moor. Schoolmaster's salary, £26, with
about £18 fees. The parish church was built in
There is a sub1826, and contains 306 sittings.
scription school in Kirkbuddo. The ancient church
of Guthrie belonged to the monks of Arbroath, and
was purchased from them, and erected into a collegiate church for a provost and three prebends, in
the 15th century, by Sir David Guthrie and the
church of Klirkbuddo, then a rector}', was attached
to this collegiate church, so as to be served by it^
;

;

—

HABBIpyS HOW.
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—

;

;

officiates.

GUVAN.
GUYUD.

See Govax.
See Eluot (The).
CASTLE. See Kerrkra.
(LocH;, a small lake in the upper part
of the north side of the parish of Kingussie, Inver-

GYLEN
GYNAG

On an islet in it are vestiges of what
supposed to have been a castle. The Gynag rivulet runs about six miles southward to the
ness-shire.

|

is
{

!

Spey.

H
HA' BURN, a small affluent of Deskford bum,
in the parish of Deskford, Banffshire.
It washes
the base of a mound, called the Ha' hill, about 80
feet long, 18 broad, and 20 high, which is supposed
to have been used in the feudal times as a seat of

justice.

HA' BURN,

a small affluent of the Medwin, in
the parish of Walston, Lanarkshire.
HA' HILL, a mound several acres in area, and
about 65 feet high, near Mauldslie castle, in the
It is supposed to
parish of Carluke, Lanarkshire.
be, in a considerable degree, the accimiulation of
an ancient burial place ; and it now is all covered
with large trees, except in a small level part on the
top where the last two Earls of Hyudford were
buried.
HA' HILL, Banffshire. See Ha' Bckx.

HAAFGRUNIE, a grazing island, about 8 miles
in circumference, lying 1 mile south of the southern
extremity of Unst in Shetland.
HABBIE'S HOW, the scene of Allan Ramsay's
This has been contended by
Gentle Shepherd.'
many persons to be a spot on Glencross bum, about
7J miles south by west of Edinburgh. Towards
the upper part of a elen, a small stream falls, from
between two stunted birches, over a precipitous rock,
'

;

j

|

i

feet in height, and inaccessible on each side of
the linn and beneath, the water spreads into a small
basin or pool.
So far the scenery exactly corresponds with the description in the pastoral

20

;

:

"

—

Between twa

birks, out o'er a little linn.
fa's, and maks a singan din ;
pool breast-deep, beneath as clear as glass.
Kisses, with easy whirls, the bord'ring grass."

The water

j

A
j
|

But, though there may be one or two other coincidents sufficiently close to satisfy an easy critic, the
Habbie's How of Glencross is far from being a place
like the Habbie's How of the pastoral,

—

'

Where

a'

the sweets

o'

spring an" sumnier grow."

The locality is bare, surrounded with marshes, and
not in the vicinity of human abodes it has scarcely
a birch or a shrub, except a solitary stunted thorn or
rowan-tree, projecting from a fissure as if dropped by
accident from a rock; it is adorned with not a flower
or patch of lively verdure, but only, where the soil is
and it seems never
dr)', with a few tufts of whins
to have claimed connexion with Ramsay, and probably never met the gaze of his eye, or was mentioned in his hearing.
Tytler, the celebrated antiquary, the restorer of
;

;

IIABBIE'S

HOW

Ramsay's fame, and the proprietor of a mansion and
an estate in the very parish of the Glencross Habbie's How, had no difficulty in identifying all the
scenery of 'the Gentle Shepherd' with the exquisite
landscape in and around the demesne of Newhall,
lying near the head of the North Esk, partly within
the parish of Penicuick in Mid-Lothian, and partly
" While I
within that of Linton in Peebles-shire.
says he in his edipassed my infancy at Newhall,"
"
near Pentland-hills,
tion of King James' Poems,
where the scenes of this pastoral poem were laid,
the seat of Mr. Forbes, and the resort of many of the
literati at that time, I well remember to have heard

Ramsay recite as his own production, different scenes
of the Gentle Shepherd,' particularly the two first,
Between the house and the
before it was printed."
little haugh, where the Esk and the rivulet from
the Harbour-Craig meet, are some romantic grey
crags at the side of the water, looking up a turn in
the glen, and directly fionting the south. Their
crevices are filled with birches, shrubs, and copsewood ; the clear stream purls its way past, within a
few yards, before it runs directly under them and
beyond their bases, they give complete
Erojecting
ield to whatever is beneath, and form the most inviting retreat imaginable
'

;

:

—

" Beneath the south side of a
cra?g-y bield,
Wliere crj'stal springs the halesonie water yield."

Farther up, the glen widens immediately behind the
house, into a considerable green or holm, with the
brawling burn, now more quiet, winding among
At the head of
pebbles, in short turns through it.
"
this
howm," on the edge of the stream, with an
aged thorn behind them, are the ruins of an old
washing-house; and the place was so xtH-calculated
for the use it had formerly been applied to, that another more convenient one was built about 36 years
ago, and is still to be seen
:

"

A

—

howm

between twa verdant braes.
flowery
Where lasses use to wash and spread their claes
A trotting burnie wimpling tlirough the ground ;
Its channel-pebbles shining giuooUi

;

and round."

up, the bum, agreeable to the description in the dialogue of the second scene, the hollow
beyond Mary's bower, where the Esk divides it in
the middle, and forms a linn or leap, is named the
bum ; a small enclosure above is called the

Still farther

How

Braehead park; and the hollow below the cascade,
with its bathing-pool and little green, its birches,
wild shrubs, and variety of natural flowers in summer, its rocks and the wliole of its romantic and
rural scenery, coincides exactly with the description
Farther up still, the grounds beof Habbie's How.
yond the How burn, to the westward, called Oarlops
a contraction for Carline's Loup were supposed
once to have been the residence of a carline or witch,
who lived in a dell, at the foot of the Carlops hill,
near a pass between two conic rocks from the op-

—

—
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;

posite points of which she was often observed at
nights, by the superstitious and ignorant, bounding
and frisking on her broom, across the entrance. Not
far from this, on a height to the east, stood a very
ancient half-witliered solitary ash-tree, near the old
mansion-house of Carlops, overhanging a well, with
not another of 30 years' standing in sight of it; and
from the open groimds to the south, both it and the

"

The open field; —a cottage in a glen,
auld wife spinning at the sunny end ;
At a small distance, by a blasted tree,
With faulded arms, and half-raised look ye
Banldy his lane."

—

An

see,

HACKWOOD

BURN, a small tributary of the
Clvde, in the parish of Lamington, Lanarkshire.
HADDENRIG. See Spkouston.

HADDINGTON, a parish, containing a royal
burgh of its own name, and the hamlets of Abbey
and St. Laurence, in the centre of Haddingtonshire.
It is bounded by Aberlady, Athelstaneford, Prestonkirk, Morham, Yester, Bolton, Salton, and Gladsmuir.
It is of very irregular figure, having a main body of
a coffin outline, and, at various points, no fewer than
five projections, two of which run respectively north
and south to a considerable distance. Exclusive of
its projections, it is 6 miles long from east to west,
and, on the average, 2 or 2?^ miles broad but inclusive of the projections, it is 8 miles long from
north-north-west to south-south-east, and about 7
miles broad. Its superficial area is about 22^ square
miles.
The parish, as a whole, presents a lovely
and fascinating landscape. Along the north side of
the main body are the soft summits and green
;

declivities of the Garleton hills, frilled

down

their

southern slopes by rows of plantation. Through the
middle of the parish from west to east, flows, in
beautiful sinuosities, between wooded and variegated
banks, and under the shade, now of the town of
Haddington, and now of emiliug and superb mansions, with a width generally of from 50 to 56 feet
of waters, the river "Tyne.
All the rest of the district is a beautifully undulating surface, here almost
subsiding into plain, there lifting its grassy elevaup to nearly the height of hills, and everywhere exhibiting either luxuriant fields, green meadows, thriving plantations, or elegant seats and
ornamental lawns and policies. Agriculture is here
in its glory, and exults in its highest achievements.
Upwards of 9,000 imperial acres are under cultivation ;
nearly 1,300 are covered with wood; and only about
250 have been untouched by the hand of culture.
All the parish, in fact, is arable, except a few unimportant patches on the summits of the Gaileton-hills.
On nearly ,000 acres at the western extremity the soil
is thin, though
mostly covered with profitable plantation ; and, in nearly all other parts, it is rich and
highly fertile. The climate is temperate, serene,
and remarkably salubrious. Nine children of parents
who were married in 1657, attained the aggregate
age of 738 years, making the average age of each
member of the family no less than 82. Yet Haddington was the first place in Scotland visited by
malignant cholera. There are few ruins in the parish.
Coal has been sought for, but not found. There is
a mineral spring, a weak chalybeate, called Dobsou's
The average
well, about ^ a mile west of the burgh.
yearly value of raw produce was estimated in 1835
at £52,225.
Assessed property in 1843, £33,648
tions

1

—

3s. 2d.

with the village and some deaiyed cottages in
and the Carline's loups at its mouth, are seen.
Ramgay may not have observed or referred to this

A mile and a quarter south of the town stands the
mansion of Lennoxlove, anciently called Lethington,
I'art of it, consisting
the seat of Lord Blantyre.
chiefly of a square tower, was built by the Giffords,
and dates high in antiquity, and was a very strong
high fortalice. Lethington was the birth-place and
residence of John, Duke of Lauderdale, the home of
Secretary Maitland and Sir Richard Maitland, and,
for a long period, the chief seat of tlie Lauderdale
The contemporary Dulte of York having
family.

but it is a curious circumstance that it should
be there, and so situated as to complete the resemblance to the scene, which seems to have been taken

sarcastically said that, before his first visit to Scotland, he understood the country to be unimbellished
with a sinjrle park, John, Duke of Lauderdale,

glen,
It,

tree

;

''roin

the place

:

—

piqued by the sarcasm,

built,

it

is said,

the

first

HADDINGTON.

a defined parish; and both then and aftenvards, was
Till the
of much larger extent than at present.

park-wall of Lethingrton, euclosing an area of more
than a square mile, in the space of six weeks, and
Three
raised it to the massive height of 1 2 feet.
quai-ters of a mile south of Lethingtou or Lennoxlove, is the mansion of Coalston, the seat of the
family of Brown, the most ancient in the parish, and
now the property of that family's representative, the
Marquis of Dalhousie. Three quarters of a mile
east of Lennoxlove is Monkiig, a beautiful modern
mansion built by the Honourable Captain Keith.
R.N.
On the soutii bank of the Tyne, f of a mile
east of the town of Haddington, is the mansion of
Amisfield, the property of the Earl of Wemyss and
March ; and a mile east of it, is Stevenson, the seat
of Sir John Gordon Sinclair, Bart. On the north of
the Tyne, and west of Haddington, are the mansions
of Clerkingtt^n, Lethem, Alderston, and Huntington
the first on the banks of the river, and the rest at
On Byres, or Bjrie-hill, one
intervals northward.
of the summits ot the Garletons, stands, prominent

year 1674, it comprehended a con.siderable part of
Athelstaneford and till 1692, it comprised also a
The ancient church
large portion of Gladsmuir.
was dedicated to the Virgin Mary, the common
patron of similar establishments in the circiuujacent
;

—

—along with

;

—

—

1134,

David

I.

granted

it

chapels, lands, tithes, and every
thing belonging to it in the parish to the priory of
St. Andrews.
Soon after he gave to the priory, as
a largess or endowment on this chm-ch, the lands of
Clerkington on both sides of the T\-ne, a toft in the
town, and the tithes of the mills and of all produce
within the parish. All these grants were confirmed
by Davids gi-andsons, Malcolm IV. and William, as
well as by the successive bishops of St. Andrews;
and they occasioned the church of Haddington to be
held by the St. Andrews priory, and sened by a
Connected with the
vicar, till the Reformation.
church, and within the limits of the parish, were six
hamlet
to
At the
which it has bequeathed
chapels.
its name, was a chapel dedicated to St. Lawrenc*.
In the town or its immediate vicinity were four
one dedicated to St. Martin, one dedichapels,
cated to St. Catherine, one dedicated to St. Kentigem, and one, probably the property of the
its

—

—

and distinctly visible from Edinburgh,

a monument to the memory of the celebrated Earl
of Hopetoun, one of the heroes of the Peninsular
war.
Haddington, in the suburb of GilFord-gate,
contests the honour of having given birth to the
Eeformer Knox; but is somewhat sternly resisted in
The parish is
this claim by the village of Gifibrd.
traversed across one of its projections by the North
British railway, and has a branch of that railway
within itself to the burgh. It is also intersected 6
miles from west to east by the great road between
Edinburgh and the east of England and it sends
off a road to North-Berwick, and is cut in all directions by a profusion of subordinate roads.
Population iu"l831, 5,883; in 1851, 5,525.
Houses, 823.
Haddington is the seat of a presbj-tery in the sjTiod
of Lothian and Tweeddale. The charge is collegiate.
Patron, the Eail of Hopetouu.
Unappropriated
First ministers stipend,
teinds, £775 lis. 7d.
minister's
2d.
Second
£343 2s.
; glebe, £2-4.
stipend.
£333 6s. 9d.: glebe. £25. The parish church is
supposed to have been built in the r2th or 13th centmy, and was last repaired in 1811, and contains
There is also a church connected
1,260 sittings.
with the Establishment, called St. John's; but it is
not at present used for public worship. There are
two Free chm'ches, St. John's, with 862 sittings,
and Knox's, with 385 sittings; and the sum raised
in 1855 in connexion with the fonner was £332 3s.
in connexion with the latter, £168 9s. l(kl.
lOJd.,
There are two United Presbyterian churches, the
East and the West, with respectively 549 and 450
There are also an Lidependent chapel,
sittings.
with 240 sittings, an Episcopalian chapel, with 279
sittings, and a Roman Catholic place of meeting;
and there were formerly places for Methodists and
for Baptists.
There is a grammar or burgh school,
with English, mathematical, and classical departments, conducted and supported in the usual manner of bvngh schools. There is also a parochial
school, with an attached salarj- of £34 4s. 4Jd., and
about £125 fees; and there are a ladies' boarding
and day school, a very efficient ragged school, the
public subscriptions to which in 1855 amounted to
£142 16s. 5d., and several private schools.
Haddington was of old the seat of a deanerv, and
of the synodical meetings of the diocese. The
parish seems, through the medium of its
town, to have
derived its name from a Saxon chief of the name of
Haden, who sat down here on the banks of the
Tyne, after the commencement of the Scoto-Saxon
period; and its origin is so ancient as to be untraceable amid the obscurities of that early
epoch, and
the ages which followed. At the accession of David
L to the throne, it stands clearlj- oat to the view as

About the year

district.

—

in its position,

HADDINGTON.

I'O

'

'•:

I

I

1

1

—

—

—

—

Knights Templars, dedicated
there

to St.

And

John.

was a chapel within the barony of Penston,

which, previous to the erection of Gladsmuir parish,
lay within the limits of Haddington. At the Reformation, the property of all these chapels, w^ith
that of the church to which tliey were attached, belonged, as part of the immense possessions of the
priory of St. Andrews, to James Stewart, the notorious Earl of Moi-ay, the bastard brother and the
minister of Mary of Scotland. The possessions weve
soon after usurped by the Earl of Morton, during
the period of his regency; and when he was put to
death for his participation in the murder of Damley,
they were forfeited to the Crown. Esme, Duke of
Lemiox, the cousin and favoiuite of Jam.es VI. now
obtained the whole, as a tempoi-al lordship, from the
King. In 1615, Thomas, the first Earl of Haddington, purchased the Haddington portion of the lordship consisting of the patronage and property and
emoluments of the church and its chapels from
Ludovic the son of Esme; and, in 1620, obtained
from the King a confirmation of his purchase. In
the 18th centur}', the patronage and propertv were

—

—

transferred, by another purchase, to Charles, tlie first
Eail of Hopetoun; and they have since continued
in the possession of his descendants.
From the
period of the utter curtailment of ecclesiastical revenue at the Reformation till the year 1602, the
church of Haddington, the chapel of St. Martin, and
the church of Athelstaneford, were all served by one
minister. The chapel of St. Maitin now received

an incumbent of

its own
but, at the expiiy of his
period of ser^^ce. it was abandoned and, at the present day, it still exhibits, on the east side of the suburb of Nungate, in its external walls, a memorial of
an age of supei-stitious substitution of supernumerary
chuivhes and tedious ceremonials, for the simple
appliances and spiritual duties of trae religion. In
1633, the church of Haddington was appointed one
of the 12 prebends of the
chapter of Edinburgh;
and, in 1635, the magistrates of the town concurred
with the Bishop of Etlinburgh in pronouncing the
necessity of it having for itself not one minister only
but two; and they assumed the responsibility of
providing for a second minister. The magistrates,
;

;

naturally enough, thought themselves entitled to
the patronage of the additional ecclesiastical office ;

—resisted

but

j

in their

claim by the patron of

tlie

i

HADDINGTON.

—

parish as settled at the Reformation they pushed
their case first before the College of Justice, and
uext up to the House of Peers, and, suffering a defeat in both appeals, raised a precedent -which has
been a famous one in Scottish law for the settlement
of similar questions.
Additional to the ecclesiastical edifices which have

been enumerated, Haddington had two monastic establishments, one in the burgh, and one in the village of Abbey. The former, a large and venerable

—

structure,

built apparently in the 12th or 13th cen-

—

and still in considerable preservation^ was a
monastery of Franciscan or Grey Friars. Lord Seaton
appears to have been one of its principal benefactors,
tury,

was buried within its walls. The
monastic part of the edifice was defaced by

and, in 1441,
strictly

Edward

Even

the choir and the transept of the
somewhat dilapidated state; but
the square tower, 90 feet high, is still entire and
the western part of the cross, fitted up in a superior
On acstyle in 1811, is the present parish church.
count of the beauty of its structure, and because
from
its
the lights constantly exhibited at night
lofty windows were seen at a great distance, this
" Lucerna Laufine edifice was anciently called
The length of the
doiiiae," the lamp of Lothian.
fabric, from east to west, is 210 feet; the length of
the transept or cross, from north to south, is 110
feet
and the breadth of the nave is 62 feet. The
convent at the village of Abbey, was an establishment of Cistertian nuns. Only a very small fragment of one of the walls now remains. Tlie edifice
was founded, in 1178, by Ada, Countess of Northumberland, and mother of Malcolm IV. and William
the Lion and it was dedicated by her to the Virgin,
and endowed with extensive and valuable possesThe lands called the Nunlands, now Huntsions.
ington, and the churches of Athelstaneford and Crail,
with their tithes, were also tlie property of this convent. In 1292, Alicia the prioress, did homage, with
her nuns, to Edward I. In 1296, Eve, the successor
of Alicia, submitted to the same overbearing prince,
In
and, in return, had a restoration of her rights.
1358, the convent was strongly menaced, and well
nigh swept away, by an inundation of the Tyne;
and, according to the absurd legend of the times, it
was preserved by the intervention, through means
of tlie prioress, of a wooden image of the Virgin
Mary. In 1359, it was more tangibly conserved
and benefited by an inspeximus charter from the
Bishop of St. Andrews, which, while speaking
of tlie convent as near the hostile border and
I.

church are now

in a

;

—

;

;

exposed

to depredation,

recognises
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its

privileges,

and confirms its rights. In 1471, the lairds of Tester
and Makerston, provoked to cupidity by its wealth
and its fine manors, unceremoniously and rapaciously
The prioress had
seized their lands of Nunhopes.
no resource but to appeal to the civil power; and,
failing to get from them a disgorgement of their prey
by command of the privy-council, she eventually
procured tlie interference of parliament to commit
their persons and restore her property.
But such
was the anarchy of the ago that, in order to protect
their granges from the depredations of the aristocratic robbers in their vicinity, the nuns had to get
them fortified, and, in particular, had a fortalice
In 1548,
erected on their establishment at Nuiiraw.

the Estates held a parliament in tlie convent, and
there adopted their resolution to send their infant
Queen to France. In 1561, the prioress, Elizabeth
Hepburn, in ol)edience to tlie new authorities established by the Keformation, gave a statement of her
estate preliminary to the suppression of the convent;
and she reported the number of nuns to be 18, and
the revenues to be £308 17s. 6d., besides 7 chal-

and 1 1 bolls of wheat. The property was conferred by the Queen on her secretary, William Maitland of Lethington, tlie sou of Sir Kichard, and
afterwards was converted into a temporal lordship
in favour of the family of Lauderdale.
a royal burph, a town of great
antiquity, and the metropolis of East Lothian, is pleasantly situated within a bend of the Tyne, and on
the left bank of the river, surrounded on all sides by
a landscape rich in the beauties of nature and of art,
and overlooked at a little distance to the north by
the soft sylvan declivity of the Garleton hills.
It
ders,

HADDINGTON,

stands on the great road between the metropolitan
Scotland and England, 4^ miles south-east
of the Longniddry junction of the North British
railway, 11 miles by road south-west of Dunbar, and
cities of

17j by railway east of Edinburgh. Though comparatively small in bulk, and though, for a long time,
or indiff"erent in appearance, it is now one of
the neatest, best-built, and most cheerful towns of
Scotland, everywhere clean and tidy in its streets,
generally tasteful and frequently elegant in its
buildings, and all around gay and joyous in the
character of its immediate environs. Approaching
it eastward from
Edinburgh, the traveller passes on
both hands a considerable number of villas, enters
a straggling outskirt of the town called the Gallow
green, and at the termination of this, finds the road
he is pursuing joined on the north side by the road
from Aberlady, and directly opposite on the south
side by the road from Pencaitland.
Here the town
properly commences; and hence stretches the Highstreet
called in the early part of its progress the
West port due east over a distance of 600 yards,
forming the most conspicuous part of the burgh.
About 270 yards from the commencement or western
end of High-street, another important thoroughfare,
bearing the mean of Back-street, goes off at a very

mean

—

—

sliarp angle from its north side, and continues slowly
to diverge from it till, at its termination 330

yards
from its commencement, it and the High-street
are about 80 yards asunder.
The line or lines of
building between them are, in three places during
the progress of Back-street, cloven by connecting
Across the termination or east end
thoroughfares.
of the two streets, and at right angles with them,
runs a street called Hardgate, 700 yards in length,
stretching northward and southward a considerable
way beyond the slender latitude formed by the east-

ward and westward streets. All the three streets
we have described have the graceful property so
commonly awanting in the thoroughfares of old
towns of being straight.
But from Hardgate,
nearly opposite the end of High-street, a thoroughfare goes off eastward to the Tyne and to the suburb
of Nungate and this, though only about 210 yards in
length, makes two considerable divergencies before
reaching the bridge. The town thus far has nearly

—

—

;

the figure of a Latin cross, the transverse or intersecting part ninning north and south and in point
of fact it deviates from a close resemblance to this
;

northward from Backfigure mainly by sending
street, and nearly parallel to Hardgate, a thoroughfare called, over most of its length of 370 yards, Newton
port, but bearing, toward its extremity, the fantastic
and unaccountable name of Whisky row. Connected
with the town by a bridge of 4 arches, stands the
suburb of Nungate. This, from a point opposite the
of back-street, stretches southward along the
Iiarallel
)ank of the river over a distance of 340 yards and
chiefly consists of two parallel streets lengthways
one of which, or that next the river, bears the
name of Gifibrd gate and three brief intersecting
off

;

—

—

streets.

The

entire

an*angcment of town and suburb, un-

HADDINGTON,

HADDINGTON.
nsually good though

it

is in itself,

receives from

its

I

Tyne material aid in conveyimpression. The river, when ap-

relative position to the

ing an agreeable

on a line
proachinjr, flows in a northerly direction
with Gallow green, or the western extremitv of the
but when at 560 yards distance, it debouches
;
in a beautiful curve, and, with two slight bendings,
flows due east, till it passes the whole town, and is

embalmed him
;

i

town

^

;

l

then making another
graceful turn, it flows slightly to the west of north,
washing both the town and the suburb, till it passes
the northern extremity of both and immediately it
once more goes suddenly and beautifully round onefourth of the compass, and pursues its conrse to the
The High-street is a spacious and handsome
east.
thoroughfare, with excellent high houses, some elegant and even imposing edifices, and a good array
of shops.
Back-street, though not so spaciotis or

on a

line

with Nungate

;

;

;

i

;

{

|

•

—

extensive, presents no unpleasing picture to the eye.
and was formerly the busy scene of the spirited
weekly grain market. In Hardgate also, and its extremities or continuations northward and southward,
called respectively the North port and the South

numerous good houses, many of them altogether or comparatively new. and two or three in
the style and with the accompaniments of villas.
The various thoroughfares enjoy the luxury so
scantily found in provincial towns, and so indicative
of tasteful and opulent imitation of metropolitan
comforts of side-pavements ; and they are likeport, are

—

—

wise lighted up at night with gas.
At the west end of the town stand the County
buildings, erected in 1833. from a design by Mr.
Burn of Edinburgh, at a cost of £5,500. They are
in the old English style of architectitre, spacious
and elegant built chiefly of stone prociared near
the town, but. in the front, mainly with polished
stone brought from Fife and thej- contain the sheriflT
and justice-of-peace court-rooms, and offices and
;

;

apartments

for various functionaries

connected with

the county. In Court-street, immediately east of
the County buildings, stands the Com exchange,
erected in 1854. at the cost of upwards of £2.400.
It measures, within walls, 128 feet in length, and
Its front elevation, though
50 feet in breadth.
somewhat plain, is massive and not inelegant ; its
interior

arrangement

is

commodiously adapted

to

the joint uses of seller and buyer; and its roof
closely resembles that of a railway terminus, and
At the point
has a light pleasant appearance.
where High-street and Back-street separate stand
the Town's buildings; containing the council-room,
the assembly-room, and the county and burgh jail
erected at various dates and in successive parts,
but producing an embellishing eff"ect upon the
burghal landscape, and now surmounted by a handsome and highly ornamental spire, erected in 1831
;

from a design by Mr. Gillespie Graham, and raising

summit to the height of 150 feet.
Near the west end of the town are the gas works.

aloft its tapering

On

a line with Hardgate. or the South port, at a
point in the eastward course of the Tyne south of
the town, a bridge of one arch, called Waterloo
bridge, spans the river, and opens the way to SalSt. John's church, erected in 1838. is a very
ton.
pleasing Grothic edifice. But the principal structure,
combining the attractions of antiquity. Grot hie magnificence, and bulky grandeur, is the pile, already
noticed in our ^-iew of the parish, as the church of
the ancient monastery. This is finely situated on
an open area south-east of the body of the town,
Around is
skirted by the gently flowing Tyne.
the spacious cemetery of the parish, embosoming the
remains of much departed worth ; and, in particular, those of the devout and illustrious John

Brown, whose excellencies long shed a lustre over
whose pious and useful writings have

the town, and

<

j
i

|

in the affections of the truly ChrisWithin the edifice ittian of every denominarion.
self are a vault containing the remains of John,
Duke of Lauderdale, as well as those of various
members of his family, and an imposing monument,
24 feet long, 18 broad, and 18 high, consisting of two

compartments supported by black marble

pillai-s

with

white alabaster capitals of the Corinthian order, and
containing, in the one, full length alabaster figures
of Lord-chancellor Thirlestane and his lady in a

recumbent posture, and,

in the other, similar figures
of John, Earl of Lauderdale, and his Countess. At
the southern extremity of Giftbrd-gate is a field
which those who claim the reformer Knox as a
native of Haddington, point out as having been attached to the house in which he was bom. At the
north-east extremity of Nimgate stand the ruins oi
St. Martin's chapel, suiTOunded by a cemetery.
in its suburb of Nun gate,
seat of a considerable manu-

Haddington, particularly

was

for

some time the

Dming the pefactory of coarse woollen fabrics.
riod ot' Cromwell's usurpation, an English company,
in which the principal partner was a Colonel Stanfield, expended a very large sum of money in estaband, for this purpose,
lishing the manufactory
;

purchased some lands which formerly belonged
to the monastery, erected fulling mills, dyeing
houses, and other requisite premises, and imposed
After the
on the whole the name of Newmills.
the company, for their encourageseveral Scottish acts of parliament,
exempted from some taxes, and Colonel Stanfield
was raised to the honour of knighthood. But after
his death the affairs of the company going into disorder, and throwing embarrassment upon the manufacture, Colonel Charteris purchased their lands and
houses, and, in honour of the very ancient family
in Nithsdale from whom he was descended, changed
In 1750, a
the name from Newmills to Amisfield.
company was established, and contributed a large
but the trade
sum, to revive the manufacture
Soon after
proving unsuccessful, they dissolved.
Eestoration,
ment, were,

by

;

another company was formed, but
proved equally unsuccessful in their eflforts. Haddington would hence seem desrined though from
what actual cause is not very apparent not to partake the benefits, or become the scene, of any such
their failure,

—
—

movements as, in peaceful times, have
rapidly raised not a few hamlets and villages of
Scotland to the condition of thriving and populous
towns. At present it has only one small woollen
manufactory; yet it conducts a considerable trade
in wool, is the centre of mercantile supply to an extensive and wealthy agricultural district, and has
an iron-forge, a coach-work. 2 breweries, a distillery,
and establishments for the tanning and curiying
of leather, and for preparing bone-dust and rapecake for manure. But its chief trading importance
consists in its being a leading market for the expoIts fairs
sure and sale of agricultural produce.
have gone into desuetttde ; but its weekly market,
held on Friday, attracts, on the one hand, the large
stirring

and very

intelligent

body of East Lothian farmers

as sellers, and a vast number of com-dealers and
others from Edinburgh, Leith. and more distant
places as pitrchasers. and is always but especially
at the most suitable seasons for agricultural trafficking a very stirring and important scene. In the
morning, butter, eggs, and poultry are discussed
at noon and half-an-honr past it, oats and barley
and at one o'clock, wheat
East
are exposed
Lothian wheat, the primest produce of the kingdom

—

—

;

—

;

—challenges

attention.

As a wheat market,

it

is

HADDINGTON.

pointment of the town-clerk, the fiscal, the gaoler,
and other burgh-officers, and of the burgh-schoolmasters. There is no guildry in Haddington but
there are merchant-burgesses, who have a fund
called the guildry fund, devoted to charitable purabout
poses, from which they generally distribute
£25 a-year. The fees of entry are, to a stranger
children
to
of
to an apprentice £6 Is. 2d.,
£10,
burgesses £2 13s. 4d. There are nine incorporated
trades,
hammermen, wrights, masons, weavers,
fleshers, shoemakers, bakers, tailors, and skinners;
all of them, except the weavers, enjoying the ex-

at all events, is,
probably the first in Scotland and,
as a market for general agricultural produce, ricounties
valled in tlie south-east
only by Edinburgh
and Dalkeith.
large cattle-fair is held on a Friis fixed by the East Lothian
vs'hich
in
day
April,
;

;

A

fat cattle
Agricultui-al society, at which some prime
second cattle market is held on the
are sold.

A

—
—

—

fair.
Friday preceding the Edinburgh Ail-hallow
Haddington was at one iuno the seat of a circuit
all its justiciary
justiciary court, but now sends
business to Edinbui-gh. It is the seat, every Monand
during session, of the county-

day
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—

Thursday,

courts of the sheriff; eveiy Thursday, of a sheriff'
small debt court on the second Tuesday of every
month, of a justice of peace court; on the first
Tuesday of ilay and the last Tuesday of October,
of a meeting of justices for granting publicans' certificates ; and on the first Tuesday of March, May,
and August, and the last Tuesday of October, of a
of comgeneral quarter sessions. Excellent facilities
munication are enjoyed by means of the North Jiiiare
town
of
the
The principal inns
tish railway.
the George", the Star, the Black Bull, the C;rown, the
The town has a
Britannia, and the Railway.
;

clusive privilege of exercising their crafts within
The property of the town consists of lands,
Ijurgh.
mills, houses, feu-duties, customs and market-dues,
and fees on the entry of burgesses. The debt at
Michaelmas 1832, was £6,901 6s. 3d.; contracted
market at
chiefly in the erection of a new butcher

—

the cost of upwards of £2,000, in the expenditure
of £1,500 upon tlie church and manse, and of £2,000
upon the spire and renovation of the town-house,
and of £1,500 in an unsuccessful search for coal on
the lands of Gladsmuir. The income of the town in
1831-2 was £1,422 16s. 3d. in 1853-4, £965 12s. lOd.
;

Municipal constituency in 1854, 177. Haddington,
inclusive of larger space than the municipal burgh,
but all within the parish, unites with Dunbar, Jedburgh, Lauder, and North Berwick, in sending a
member to parliament. Parliamentary constituency
in 1854, lyy
i'opulation of the municipal burgh
in 1841, 2,786; hi 1851, 2,887. Houses, 353. PopulaLothian, the East Lothian horticultural society, and
the ancient fraternity of gardeners of East Lothian. tion of the parliamentary burgh in 1851, 3,883.
a mechanics' school Houses, 473.
It has likewise a
curihig club,
of arts, a museum of scientific specimens, a public
Haddington was, at a very early period, a royal
in the charter of confirmation and de
reaiiing-room, a presbytery library, a parochial burgh and
novo damns of James VI., dated 30th January, 1624,
library, a subscription library, a town-library originally founded in a bequest of books from the Rev. by which it now holds its privileges and property,
John Gray of Aberlady, and also a town and country record is made of its great antiquity, and of ancient
It is also the depot or head-quarters of charters of the town having been lost or destroyed
library.
the itinerating librai'ies, devised for the enlighten- during the international wars. The earliest recorded
ment and moral cultivation of the towns, villages, and notice of it exhibits it to view in the 12th century
David 1.
parishes of East Lothian by the late philanthropic as a demesne town of the Scottish king.
Samuel Brown, the worthy offshoot of the venerable l)ossessed it as his burgh, with a church, a mill, and
John Brown. Of benevolent and religious institu- other appurtenances of a manor; yet, so far as docua society for females mental evidence is concerned, he does not appear to
tions, there are a dispensary',
have had a castle in its vicinit}'. Ada, the daughter
for the relief and instruction of tire aged, poor, and
the East Lothian society for propagating the of the Earl of Warren, received it, in 1139, as a
sick,
knowledge of Christianity, and the luast Lothian regal d<nver, on her marriage with Earl Henry, the
Bible society, probably the earliest organized in son of David, and the prince of Scotland and, till
her decease in 1178, this mother of kings, in other
Scotland.
Prior to the dnte of the burgh ri form act, the matters than the founding of the Cistertian nunnery
Town-council ol' Haddington, according to an act of in its neighbourhood, seems to have been attentive
the convention of royal burghs passed in 1 665, con- to its interests. William the Lion now inherited it
as a demesne of the crown and appears though no
sisted of 16 merchants' and 9 trades' councillors.
The number of council remains, as formerly, 2.5
royal castle is yet spoken of in the place to have
and they are elected according to tlie provisions of sometimes made it his residence. In 1180, William,
the burgh reform act. The magistrates are a pro- supported by his brother, Earl David, and by many
vost, 3 bailies, a treasurer, and a dean-of-guild. The clergymen and a vast assemblage ol laity, heard here
council nominate a baron-bailie of the suburb of and decided a tumultuous though unimportant civil
Nungate, and another of a portion of the parish of controversy between the monks of Melrose and
Gladsumir which holds feu of the burgh; butneitlier Richard Morvilie, the constable of Scotland. In

savings' bank, a number of insurance agencies,
and branch-offices of the Bank of Scotland, the
British Linen Co.'s Bank, the Commercial Bank
It is
of Scotland, and the City of Glasgow Bank.
also the seat of the United East Lothian Agricultural society, the new Agricultural club of East

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

of tliese functionaries holds baron-bailie courts. The
magistrates have jurisdiction over the whole royalty,
and hold a weekly court in wJiich, assisted by tlie
town-clerk, they try civil causes. 'J'hey are in the
practice also of trying criminal causes brought before them by the procurator-fiscal of the burgh and
they maintain order in the t/)wn, by imposing summarily fines not exceeding 5 shillings, for olfences
in matters of police.
'J'hc sheriff of the county exercises a ctniiuhitive autliority with thorn within tlie
'i'ho dean-of-guild and his council judge
royalty,
of all questions of boundaries and disputed nnirchcs,
and must be consulted previous to the erection of
any new building. The magistrates have the ap;

1191, the

same King

affianced at

to her

—

—

Haddington

his

second husband, in 1198,
the town became the birth-place of Alexander 11.,
the son of William.
During the reigns of David I.,
Malcolm IV'., and William the Lion, Haddington
.seems to have luxuriated in the comforts of peace
anil the smiles of royal favour.
It was first involved
ill the miseries of war, after Alexander 11. had taken
part with the English barons against their unworthy
sovereign and in 1216, it was burnt by King John
of England during his incursion into the Lothians.
In 1242, on occasion of a royal tournament liehl at
the town, and in revenge of his having overthrown
Walter, tlie chief of the family ol' Bisset, Patrick,

daughter Isobel

;
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Earl of Athole. Wiis assassinated within its walls.
the town, after being reduced to ashes by John,
hid been hastily rebuilt of wood, it was, a second
But, at
time, in 1244:. destroyed by the flames.
that period, all the towns and cities of Scotland
were constructed chiefly or wholly of woo i, and
covered with thatch and when we learn from Fordun that Stirling. Eoxburgh, Lanark, Perth, P'orfar,
Montrose, and Aberdeen, were all burnt at the same
time as Haddington, we can hardly believe though
several historians concur in telling us so that Had-

As

;

—

—

dington, on this occasion, owed its conflagration to
accident.
The town, though formally demanded, in
1293, by Edward I., of John Baliol, does not seem
to have sutfered much from the wars of the succession.
In 1355-6, Edward III., in revenge of the
seizure of Berwick by the Scottish troops during
his absence in France, making a devastating incursion over the whole countrj' south of Edinburgh,
Haddington fell a prey to his fury, and was a third
time reduced to ashes.
This disaster happening
about the beginning of February, it was many years
afterwards remembered by the name of tiie burnt
'

Candlemas.'
In April 1548. the year after the fatal battle of
Pinkie, the English, under Lord Grey, took possession of Haddington, fortified it, and left in it a
garrison of 2,000 foot and 500 horse, under Sir Jolm
Wilford. The Scots were, at the time, so much
dispirited, that this ganison ravaged the country to
the very gates of Edinburgh. But Andrew de Montalembert, Sieur D'Ess^. the French general, having
landed at Leitli on tlie 16th of June, at the head of
C,000 foreign troops, composed of French, Germans,
and Italians, in concert with a force of 5,000 Scotch
troops, under Arran, drove the English within the
foi-tiiications, and laid siege to the town.
Wilford,
the governor, made a gallant defence, and even so
out-manoeuvred the Frenchman's activity, as, in
spite of him, to receive into the town from Berwick
a reinforcement of men and a supply of provisions.
Wiiile DEsse maintained the siege, and environed
the Cistertian imnnery at the village of Abbey with
his camp, the meeting of the Estates of parlLiment
in that edifice, which we noticed in our ecclesiastical
sketch of the parish, took place on 17th July. As
the siege of Haddington continued, and bothattack
and defence grew increasingly spirited, the vicinity
became the principal theatre of war between the
two nations. Sir Thomas Palmer, at the head of
1,500 horse, made an attempt to throw supplies into
the town; but was repulsed, with the loss of 400
Admiral Lord Clinton, brother of Somerprisoners.
set the protector of
England, was now directed to
draw the attention of the Scots from the siege
their
by menacing
coasts; while Talbot, Earl of
Shrewsbury, was sent to reinforce and conquer at
the head of 22,000 men.
The admiral, though
repulsed at different points where he attempted
a landing, achieved his main object of distracting the attention of the besiegers of Haddington;
while the Earl of Shrewsbury raised the siege, supplied the garrison with every necessarj- and an additional forco of 400 horse, and then marched to Musselburgh to look into intrenchments which D'Ess^

had suddenly thrown up for his army. But he in
vain attempted to diaw the wary Frenchman from
Lis camp
and becoming tired of his sentinelry,
marched off with his troops, burned Dunbar and
other places in his route, and departed into England.
D-Esse now resolved to attempt Haddington by a
The enterprise was conducted with
ccuj) de main.
so much secrecy and adroitness, that the
English
advanced guards were slain, and the has c<)urt before
the east gate was gained, before the garason was

The assailants were employed in breaking
open this gate, when a soldier— who a few days
before had deserted from DEsses camp fired upon
alarmed.

—

them a piece of artillery which killed many of them
and threw the rest into confusion while a party
sallied out through a private postern, and made
;

such a furious onset with spears and swords that
few of the assailants who had entered the has court
D'Esse, in June 1549, was
escaped slaughter.
succeeded in the command of the foreign auxiliaries,
and in the prosecution of measures for the capture
of Haddington, by the Chevalier De Thennes, who
brought over with him from France a reiuforcemeni
of 1,000 foot, 100 cuirassiers, and 200 horse.
His
first act was to build a fort at the
sea-port of Aber-

ganison by cutting ofi' from
Wilford, reduced to exsupplies by sea.
from
want
of
tremity
provisions, and informed that
a supply had arrived at Dunbar, marched out at the
head of a strong detachment, in order, if possible,
to cut his way to the supply and convey it to Haddington; but he was attacked by a large body of
the French troops, overpowered by numbers, and,
after an obstinate resistance, during which most of
his detachment were hewn down, was taken prisoner.
The English now found the tenure of Haddington
impracticable, on account at once of the distant and
inland situation of the town, of the determination of
the French comnsander at all hazards and at any
lady, to straiten the

them

all

cost to take it, and of the appearai:ce among the garrison of that fell, insidious, and inconquerable foe,
the plague; and they resolved to contend no longer
for its possession.
The Earl of Eutland determined,
however, that neither soldiers nor military stores
should fall into the hands of the Scots or tlieir auxiliaries ; and, marching into Scotland at the head ol
6.000 men. he entered Haddington in the night, and,
on the 1st of October, 1549, safely conducted all the
soldiers and artillery' to Berwick.
Of the fortifications of Haddington not a vestige i;ow remau.s, exa
few
of
the
old
town-wall.
cept
portions
In 1598, Haddington was a fourth time consumed
by fire. The calamity is said to have been occasioned by the imprudence of a maid-servant, in placing a screen covered with clothes too near the fire
of a room during night.
In commemoration of the
event, and as a means of preventing its recurrenct-.,
the magistrates made a law, that a crier should go
along the streets of the town every evening during
the winter months, and, after toiling a bell, recite

some admonitorj' rh^-raes. This nnusual ceremony
"
Coal an' can'le," and still congot the name of
tinues to be observed during winter.
The rhymes
recited are sufficiently rade; but, in connexion with
the fact of Haddington having so often and severely
suffered from
**

A'

fire,

girfd

Keep

they are no: without interest:

men's servants wlitre'cr ye be.

coal an' can'le for charitie!
your kitclieu an' yonr lia',

Baicli ia

fires whate'er Ijefa' !
bakehouse, breniiouse, bani. anU byre,
a' keep weel your lire !
For often times a little spark

Keep weel your

Ill

I

wani ye

mony hnnds to luickle nark!
iiourrices that hae bairns to keep.
Sec tliat ye fa' nae o'er sound asleejt,
For losing o' your puid renoun,
Criiigs

Ye

An' banifhiii^

o' this

barrous toiiu!

'Tis for your sakes tliat I do erj'
Tak' warning by your ueigLbours bye ! "
:

;

Haddington gives the title of Earl, in the peerage
of Scotland, to the descendants of the Hamiltons of
Innerwick, the remote kinsmen of the ducal
of Hamilton.

family
In 1606, Sir John liamsay, brother of

George Lord Eamsay of Dalhousie, aiid the chief
protector of James Vl. from the conspiracy of the
Earl of Gowrie, was created discount Haddiaijrton

HADDINGTONSHIRE.

in 1615, he was raised
the peers of England, by the titles

Spartleton-hill, one of their summits, rises 1,615
feet above the level of the sea
they are rather a

and Baron Kingston-upon-

wide stretch of upland moor, tlian either a chain or
a congeries of mountains, and, apart from their deep
solitude and their pastoral character, possess none
of the bold or wild features of the properly highland
districts of Scotland.
The lowlands of the county,
with the Ijammermoors for a back ground, and the
burnished or surgy or bright blue waters of the frith
and the ocean for a foil, exhibit, from the summit of
any of the few elevations which command them, a
finelv diversified and very beautiful and brilliant
The surface, while generally though
landscape.
very gently declining from the foot of the Lanimermoors to the frith of Forth, is sufficiently broken
and swollen to be relieved from the tameuess of
aspect distinctive of a plain, and has its elevations
lifted up in such softness of form and picturesque-

and Lord Kamsay of Barns;
to a place

among

of Earl of Holderness

—

in 1625, without issue, he left
be disposed of at the royal will

Thames; but dying,
all his

honours

to
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either as forgotten toys or as the award of future asIn 1627, Thomas Hamilton of Priestfield—
pirants.
who was eminent as a lawyer, and had become Lordpresident of the Court of Session, and Secretary of
State, and had been created Baron of Binning and
Byres in 1613, and Earl of Melrose in 1619 obtained the King's permission to change his last and
In 1827,
chief title into that of Earl of Haddington.

—

Thomas, 9th Earl, while only heir-apparent, was
created Baron Melrose of Tynningham, in the peerage
and this nobleman, during
of the United Kingdom
;

the brief administration of Sir Robert Peel in 1834-5,
was Lord-lieutenant of Ireland. The family seats
are T3mningham-house, 8 miles east of Haddingtqn,
and Lennel-house in Berwickshire.
HADDINGTONSHIRE, or East Lothian, a
beautiful county, maritime in position, but pi'incipally agricultural in character, in the south-east
of Scotland.
It is bounded on the north-west and
on the north-east by
north by the frith of Forth
the German ocean ; on the south-east and south by
Berwickshire; and on the west by Mid-Lothian.
With the exception of four very inconsiderable rills,
which divide it respectively toward its north-west
and south-west angles from Mid-Lothian, and
toward its south- east and south-west angles from
the two rills at the south-west angle
Bei"wicksliire
making a confluence at the point of leaving it and
of the water-shedding summit-line of the Lammernioor hills over about one-half of the march with
Berwickshire, it has, along the south-easteiTi, the
southern, and the western frontier, no natural or

ness of variety as to let it retain, in the strictest
sense, and with fascinating attractions, a lowland
In the south-east division the ground
character.
stretches away from the hills for several miles like

;

—

—

geographical features to mark its boundaiy. The
county stretches between 55° 46' 10", and 56° 4'
north latitude, ami between 2° 8', and 2° 49' longitude west from Greenwich. Along the frith of
Forth to North Berwick it extends, in a straight
line, 15J miles; thence, along the ocean till it
touches Berwickshire, it extends, also in a sti'aight
line, 16^ miles; in a chord from the eastern to the
western point of its contact with Benvickshire, it
extends 25 miles; and in a chord from the southern
to the northern points of its contact with MidLothian, it extends 13 miles. But on the sides of
the frith and of Berwickshire it sends considerable
projections beyond this line of measurement; on the
Mid-Lothian side it makes a considerable recession
from that line; and on the ocean side it both
though not to a great extent recedes from that
The extent of its superficial
line and overleaps it.
area is variously computed at 224, 250, and 280
The highest computation, though
square miles.
probably beyond the truth, seems to have been made
with the most care, and upon the best authority.
The county consists of highlands and lowlands,
each broadly and distinctly marked in its features,
and both stretching cast and west with an exposure
The highland or southern district is
to the north.
part of the very broad but comparatively low Lainmermoor range, which, coming off at an acute
divergency fiom the middle of the lofty chain which
intersects the south-west of Scotland, runs eastward
by Soutra to the sea. In their more upland regions,
or in the degree of tln^ir lying near the southern
Iwundary, the hills of this district are chiefly brown
heaths, fit only to be used as a sheep-walk; but as
they descend toward the plain they become capable
of cultivation, and yield a fair though genonilly a

—

—

in
late return to the labours of the husbandman,
general height and form and appearance tliougji

—

J

a bowling-green, and is surpassinuly fertile in its
soil and opulent in its vegetable dress.
Along the
centre and toward the western limit of the county
the rich vale of the Tjnie comes doAvn with a gentle
slope from the hills, and fonns a lo]ig, beautiful,
thoroughly cultivated broad stripe, stretching east
and west. On the north side of this vale, a low swelling hilly range comes down from Mid-Lothian, runs
eastward to the parish of Haddington, and there,
after having gradually sunk till it is almost lost in
the plain, rises up again in the more marked but
simply hilly and soft form of the Garleton range,
and runs along several miles farther to the east.
North of the Garleton hills is another stretch of
plain, extending its length eastward and westward;
and between this and the noithern angle of the
county, a very low or moundish ridge rising at
Gulane, stretches eastward to the northern division
of the parish of Whitekirk.
Beyond this ridge
North Berwick law lifts, singly from the plain, its
form
conical
feet
above the level of
800
beautifully
the sea; and from the bosom of the sea itself rises
the remarkable and commanding form of the Bass;
and away in the plain which stretches from the foot
of the Lammermoors, rises, 8 miles due south from
North Berwick law, a lival to that beautiful hill as
to both form and position, in the solitary cone
called Traprain law.
The whole lowlands of the
county, though distinct and fascinating as beheld
either from the Lammennoors or from other elevations, are seen to best advantage and unfold their
inequalities most distinctly to the eye from the
Garleton hills in their centre. The ascent of the
county from its northern shore to the foot of the
Lammermoors, is there perceived to be accomplished, not in an inclined plane, or in shelving esplanades, or in ridges of uniform heights, but in alternations of variegated plain and diversified hilly range
extending invariably from east to west; and from
the foot of the Lannnermoors to the southern boundary it is seen to be achieved in easy swells and by
The central
gentle and very gradual progress.

summits of the Garletons, some of the Lammermoor
and especially North Berwick law and

elevations,

'i'raprain law, are

exceptions to the generally soft

and gentle graduation of the features of the

district;

but, while conspicuous objects in its topography,
they add munificently to the brilliant attractions of
its

scenic beauty.

Haddingtonshire, owing to its geographical position and its limited extent, has few wateis of any
and none of considerable magnitude.
descrij)tion,
The 'lyne, entering it as a mere rill on the west,
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and traversing tlie whole width of its lowlands to
the sea at Tyuiugham, is the only stream which
can, in any sense, claim the name of river. Several
Dums or rivulets, from among the many which rise
in the Lammermoors, either flow down upon the
Tyne, or run through the whole lowlands in independent courses to the sea, and are of magnitude
suiEcient to claim separate notice in the details of
topographical description. But a strange circumstance connected with the Haddingtonshire streams
owing, probably, to their dearth and their beauty,
and to the eagerness with which they are locally
claimed is that they very generally glide from
place to place under such a confusion of names as
almost defies the management of a topogi'aphist.
The stream, for example, which joins the Tyne on
the lands of Clerkington, bears, during its brief
course from the head of Garvald parish, the names
successively of the Hope, the Gifibrd, the Bolton,
and the Coalston. The rivulet, too, which rises in
the same parish as this, a little to the east, traverses
the parishes of Garvald, Whittingham, Stenton, and
Duubar, and falls into the sea at West Belhaven,
and which is next in length of course, if not in
volume of water, to the Tyne, glides from the
county under an appellation imposed on it within 2 or
3 miles of its embouchure, and previously wears and

—

—

casts aside and assumes names with such rapidity
of succession that it is coolly allowed to figure anridiculously contrasted
onymously on the map.
instance is, that two streams which rise respectively
on the north-eastern and the south-western limit of
the parish of Athelstaneford. and which flow respectively westward to the frith at Aberlady bay,
and eastward to the ocean at Ravensheugh, are
both called Peffer-bum. The only inland sheets of
water of any extent are Presmennan and Danskine
the former of which is an artificial formalochs,
tion.
The county's poverty in waters, however, is,
in a large degree, compensated both by the beauty
and the alluvial deposits of such streams as it possesses, and by the far-spreading brilliance and the
abundant fishy productiveness of the frith and the
ocean.
Kist-hill-well, in the parish of Spott, several
mineral springs in the parish of Pencaitland, and an
acidulous spring in the parish of Humble, have, at
various periods, been more or less in repute for their
mineral spring near Salton
medicinal properties.
house is said to be of the same nature, and to have
the same virtues, as the Bristol waters.
The county, in its upland or Lammermoor division, is geologically composed of the transition
strata,
chiefly those of aquatic formation and, in
its lowlands, except in a few localities where
traprock has been forced up to the surface through the
entire intermediate strata, consists of the various
alternating strata of the secondary formation. Old
red sandstone, superincumbent on the transition
strata, looks out at various places on the coast,
flanks the Lammermoor hills over their whole

A

—

—

A

—

;

range, and bears aloft limestone, coal, fire-clay,
ironstone, shales, clay, and sandstone.
Coal, in
continuation of the Mid-Lothian coal-field, and coextensive with the northern half of the western
frontier, stretches eastward through the parishes of

Prestonpans, Tranent, Ormiston, Pencaitland, and
Gladsmuir. But toward the extremity of the last
parish, and on its entering Haddington, it becomes
so interrupted with dykes and so thin in the seam
as not to repay the cost of mining.
So early as the
year 1200 coal was discovered and worked on their
lands of Prestongrange by the monks of Newbattle.

A
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charter, which must have been granted between
1202 and 1218. and which confers on these monks
exclusive power to work coal on their lands of

Preston, bounded by the rivulet Pinkie, is still in
Another charter also exists, granted by
existence.
James, steward of Scotland, and dated 20th of
January, 1284-5, which confers a grant of coal, and
authority to work it, on his lands in Tranent. Yet
many persons ver\- erroneously, as these doca
ments show have supposed that the earliest coalmine in Scotland was opened at Dunfermline about
the year 1291. Coal is either known or very probably conjectured to stretch from the main coal-field
all its breadth north-eastward to the very extremity
of Haddingtonshire, and it even, north of the village
of Dirleton, crops out near the sea; but, in spite of
numerous and expensive attempts, in various localities, to find it in sufficiently thick and available
seams, it will never probably be found workable
elsewhere than in the parishes west of Haddington.
Limestone in great abundance and of prime quality
is so generally met with as nowhere to be undiscoverable within a longer interval than 5 or 6 miles;
and it is in general from 12 to 14 feet in thickness,
and so level and near the surface as to be procurable
at a moderate cost.
Shell-marl has been foimd at
Salton and at Hermiston but, owing to the plenty
and the cheapness of lime, is no such treasure in
East Lothian as it would be esteemed in less
favoured districts.
Clay ironstone suitable for

—

—

;

smelting was, some time ago, worked at Gulane
by the Carron company; but, though occirrring
there and in some other spots in considerable
quantity, it ceased to attract notice, or to be treated
as an article of value, till the quite recent estaVlishment of extensive iron-works in the parish of
Gladsmuir. Sandstone for building is plentiful and
of easy access; but, though durable, it is of a dark
reddish colour so disagreeable to the eye as to give
buildings or towns constracted with it, especially
when compared in recollection with the buildings of
Edinburgh, a sombre and rueful aspect. Clay suitable for the manufacture of brick and tiles, occurs,
of various colours in the uplands, and of a blue colour in the lowlands and in the vale of the western
Peficr-bum occurs in beds of from 10 to 25 feet
deep, and stretches away into the sea beneath the
wide flat sands of Aberlady. Dr. Buckland, in an
essay read before the Geological society, states that
a large portion of the low lands between Edinburgh
and Haddington is composed of till, or the argillaceous detritus of glaciers, interspersed with pebbles.
In the valley of the river Tyne, about one
mile east of Haddington, he obser\ed a district
longitudinal moraine, midway between the river and
the high road, and ranging parallel to them; and he
directs attention to the trap rocks which commence
a little further eastward, and are intereected by the
Tyne at various points for 4 or 5 miles above Linton, as likely to afibid scored and striated surfaces
in the most contracted parts of the valley.
About
4 miles west of Dunbar, another long and lofty ridge
of gravel stretches along the valley, parallel to the
right bank of the river and for 3 miles south-east
of Dunbar there occurs a series of lateral moraines,
modified into terraces by the action of water.
In early times the Lammermoor division seems to
have been abundantly clothed with natural woods
and shrubberies. This fact even if documentary
evidence were awanting is very strongly attested
by the frequent recurrence, in its topographical nomenclature, of the syllables, wood,' oak,' pres,'
and shaw;' the two last signifying, respectively in
;

;

—

—

'

'

'

'

and in Saxon, a copsewood. Thus we have
Braidwood. Presmennanwood, Humbiewood. Woodhall, Woodley, Woodcot, Cranshaw, Crackinshaw,
Pyotshaw, and a host of others. But in the lowlands of the couutv woods do not h«;em ancientlv to
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hive existed nor can they be traced in the names
of its localities or in the statements or allusions of
The first park or pleasure-ground in the
charters.
county was tlie Duke of Lauderdale's, 500 acres in
extent, formed during the reign of Charles II., and
already noticed in our account of the parish of Haddington. In 1683, John Keid, the Quaker gardener,
in his book entitled The Scots Gardener,' showed
the whole population of Scotland "how to plant garBut
dens, orchards, avenues, groves, and forests."
the inhabitants of the lowlands of East Lothian were
somewhat incredulous as to the arboriferous capacities of their country. The first Marquis of Tweeddale, who died in 1697, Lord Kankeilour, who died in
]
707, and their contemporary the fifth Earl of Haddington, were, on a small scale, considerable planters,
and sufficiently tested tlie powers of the soil to excite a desire for the luxuiy of sylvan shade and
shelter. Tlie Earl of Mar trode close on their heels,
introduced the system of planting in forests, and
polished the taste and provoked the imitation of
;

'

The ninth
of his aristocratic neighbours.
who figured soon
Earl of Haddington, however
after the Union as likewise an important improver of

many

—

—

The trees
agriculture was the first gi'eat planter.
he reared about the year 1730, on his estate of Tynningham, were all of the hardwood kind, and with
subsequent additions now form the most beautiful
forest in the south of Scotland.
Planting, ever
since his time, has secured a fair amount of atten-

—

in some places, aggregated into groves
tion, and
and sylvan wildernesses in many, or most, dismaintains
posed in sheltering tufts and rows,
dominion over between 6,000 and 7,000 acres. Humbie and Salton woods lying contiguously, and form-

—

—

ing together a broad expanse of forest, sloping away
the Lammermoors to their base, present a
beautiful feature, in the magnificent and vast landscape which stretches out before a spectator on
Soutra hill, and exquisitely chequers his path and
variegates his prospect as he descends to the plain.

down

Hence, says

Scott, imliis

'•The precn-sward

Marmion,

way was

Through Humbie's and

sniDOth

—

iiiid

(food.
throiigli Saltoii'u wood

—

A

forest glade which varyiiifr still
Here gave a view of dale and hill,
There narrower closed, till over head
A vaulted screen the branches made."

of the woods of Pencaitland arc said to have
suffered much from squirrels, which attack the young
Scots firs, the larch, and the elm.
very frequent
fence in the country is the luxurious hedge of white-

some

A

thorn, mixed with sweet-briar, honeysuckle, and
hedge-row trees.
Till a comparatively recent date the mass of the
population were in a state of villanage, astricted to
the land on which they dwelt, and transferable only
with its soil. The charters of David I., Malcolm
IV., and William the Lion, exhibit the county as
distributed in large districts among a few domineering and enslaving barons. The kings, the nobles,
and the ecclesiastics were then all agriculturists;
eveiy manor had its place, its church, its mill, its
kiln, and its brewhouse; and the villains or retainers were chained down around the baron on a house,
a croft, some arable land, a meadow, and a right of
commonage. The monks, in particular, were keen
and skilful cultivators, and seem to have laid the
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lands, the parishes were anciently — as they are

sti!l

—so distributed

that each, while stretching away
into the fertile plain, had attached to it a section of
the Lanimermoor aw a necessary adjunct to its agricultural practice of summer pasturage.
Even the
nomenclature shows that each parish had its pasor
in
Oldhamstocks
are
Thus,
shieling.'
turage
'

Ivuckyshiel and Powelsliiel; in Innerwick, Auldshiel; in Stenton, Gamelshiel and Airnleshicl; and
in Whittingham, Penshiel and Maysliiel.
While
mills were everywhere numerous, and in much requisition in the lowlands, and evinced, by the
activity with

which they were employed, how com-

paratively vast a quantity of grain was raised, pasturage was, at the same time, much followed, curing summer, by all who had ea.sy access to the
Lammermoors. Hay also was raised in abundance,
and, so early as the 13th century, was subjected to
tithes. From tiie fact that the English soldiers subsisted, during the siege of Dirlton castle in 1298,
on the pease which grew in the neighbouring fields,
pulse likewise appears to have been early an object
of attention.
But, what is greatly more surprising,
gardens and orchards, so early as during the 12th
and the 13th centuries, were numerous and large.
Agriculture and its sister-arts, however, received a

and even were compelled to recede,
duiing the disastrous period of the wars of the succession. Yet, in 1336, East Lothian, in its infantile
movements, resembled so singularly the paramount
fearful check,

greatness of its adult agricultural character of the
present day, that the labour of no fewer than 100
ploughs was suspended by the arousing effects upon
the people of Allan of Wynton abducting one of
the daughters of Seton.
Against the middle of the
17th century improvements had so far advanced
tliat the English soldiers Avho entered Scotland with
Cromwell in 1650, were astonished to find in East
Lothian " the gieatest plenty of corn they ever saw,
not one of the fields being fallow," and made no
scruple to trample down the crops in their march,
and feed their horses with the wheat.
may

We

suppose, however, that Whitelocke, who makes this
report, indulged somewhat in exaggeration and we
must perceive, also, that implements of the iiidest
and most clumsy sort being still in use, the husbandry, notwithstanding its superiority at the period,
was still, as compared with the state of things at
;

present, in a sufficiently primitive ar.d lumbering
condition.
The era of georgic improvement in East I.i0thian,
was about the period of the Union, in 1707. Lord
Belliaven led the way, by tendering advice to the
farmers, and endeavounng to inoculate them with
new doctrines. Lord Haddington, and some of his
tenantry, followed in a path less lofty and commandthe path of
ing, but more alluring and successful,
experiment and example. Through means of some
English servants among his retainers, he introduced
over his estate the practice altogcthernovcl in the
country of sowing grass-seeds. Fletcher of Salton,
"
after he saw his own political career at a close by
the Un on," emulated Lord Haddington in a race
along the new road to fame and in 1710. patronized
a mill-wright of tiie name of Meikle, sent him to

—

—

—
;

foundation of the country's agricultural greatness.

Holland to observe and invent improvements in
maclnnery, and, by his means, introduced "the fanners," and set up a manufactory of them at S<\lton,
and also constructed a mill for the manufacture of

There were undoubtedly many lands cultivated
under the baronial lords of manors, and under the
monks of Newbattle and Kelso, and the nuns of
Haddington, l)y tenants and subtenants for certain
A curious fact is that, along
rents and services.
the conterminous Hue of the uplands and the low-

decorticated barley, thenceforth everywhere known
as Salton barley.
A ready nuirkct being offered for
this species of corn, the erection of the mill, and of
others elsewhere in imitation of it, occasioned a rapid
In 1723, a great soiniprovement in agriculture.
ciety of improvers arose, and endeavoured to impart

i
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to the ploughmen its own energy.
About 1736, tlie
elder Wight introduced the horse-hoeing husbandry
in all its vigour, raised excellent turnips and cabbages, fed cattle and sheep to perfection, and attempted, though without adequate success, to extend
the horse-hoeing husbandry to wheat, barley, and
Patrick. Lord Elibauk, and Sir Hugh Dalpease.
ryniple, each claim the merit of having introduced
the practice of hollow di-aining. Two farmers of the
name of Cunningham were the first who levelled
and straightened ridges. John, Marquis of Tweeddale, and Sir George Suttie. were the earliest and
most successful practisers of the turnip- husbandni-.
In 1740, John Cockbum, younger, of Ormiston, retired from political business, and zealously endeavoured to introduce the agricultural practices of
England. Before 174.3, there was a farming society
at Ormiston.
In 1740, the potato was introduced;
and about 1754, was first raised in the fields, by a
farmer of the name of Hay, in Aberlady. Very
early in the century, another farmer, John Walker
in Prestonkirk, prompted by the advice of some
gentlemen from England, successfully tested the
beneficial effects of fallowing, and, by his example,
incited his neighbours to adopt the practice.
In
1776, when 40 years of progressive improvements

resinous and partly oleaginous, is spread over the
whole IxKly of the sheep, at the commencement of
winter, or soon after the separation of the fleece,
and is believed to protect the animal from vermin, to
protect it against the acerbities of the climate, and
even to improve and increase its wool. In the lowlands, the fattening of stock of all sorts for the shambles has long been an object of attention, and essencially figures in the economy of every regularly conducted larm. Yet not one variety has arisen in the
district of any species of stock.
Some of the cattle
are of the short-homed breed ; but most are those
either
from
the
brought
Highlands,
directly or
through the medium of the north-eastern counties.
Black-faced Highland wedders were, at one time,
very generally fed off on turnips, and annually sent
away to the butcher but they have recently been,
in a considerable degree, displaced by half-breed
hogs, from Cheviot ewes by Leicester rams. Grassfed sheep are. for the most part, ewes, bought in
autumn with the view oftheir lambing in the spring,
and then fattened with their lambs, and sold with
them to the butcher.
;

East Lothian owes its agricultural superiority, not
wholly, nor even, perhaps, in a chief degree, to the
advantageoHsness of its situation and its soil. Having throughout a northern exposure, it seems averted
from the sun's rays, and exposed to the tierce and
chilling blasts which proceed from the shores of the
Baltic.
The soil also though upon the coast, and
in a variety of localities, consisting of a light loam,
or of a loamy admixture is in general of that sort

had elapsed, every agricultural practice had been
attempted in East Lothian which the most intelligent
could think of as beneficial.
All the youthful
farmers had adopted the mode of intermixing broadleafed plants with white corn crops, and speedily,

—
—

by their superior gains, provoketl their seniors to
follow their example.
They still, however, worked
their ploughs with four horses
and in not a few
which
rticulareon
more
modem advancesin science
pa
were destined to throw light, were very materially
inferior in their notions and professional practice,
to their highly intelligent successois of the present

which clay predominates. Yet, in point of climate, the lowlands are highly favoured. In winter,
snow, though brouglit down by winds in every point,
from the wost round by the north to the east, almost
never lies many days. Spring is, in general, dry,
with only occasional severe showers of hail or rain
from the north-east. During the whole of May,
the winds usually blow from some point to the
north, with a bright sun, and a dry, keen, penetrating air. During the sunmier and autumn, the only
rainy points are from the south and the east. The
district is all but totally unacquainted with those
heavy falls of rain, brought from the Atlantic by
westerly winds, which so frequently deluge the
westam parts of Scotland. The greater part of the
clouds which come from the west are intercepted
in

;

Progressions have subsequently been made,
and continue to move on. chiefly by so concentrating
the skill and science and practical tact of the countv.
in societies, that the knowledge of all becomes tlie
knowledge of each. In 1804. a farmers' society was
organized by General Fletcher of Salton, and was
supported by a large body of intelligent and respectable agriculturists, and exerted a propellinginfluence
on general improvement. In 1819-20, another society, on a more extensive scale, and combining
nearly every available energy in the county, started
day.

into being, took the Salton society into its fellow" The
ship, and assumed the appropriate name of

United East Lothian Agncultural society." Tiiis
association, wielding all the power which the nobility, wealth, intelligence, and tact of the county can
produce, has hitherto worked with such effect as,
jointly with the individual and detached labours of
its members and followers on their
respecrive properties and farms, to have enabled East Lothian,
amidst the general aspirations of many agricultural
districts of Scotland after celebrity, to'maintain that

pre-eminence which it so early acquired, and which
It has not once allowed to be
disputed.
Great care has been used by the pastoral fanners
of the Lammermoors to improve the breed of their
stock as to both wool and carcass. The
English
large breed of white-faced sheep have been tried on
these hills but they have climbed only the lower
ascents, and even there have been found to grow lean
and meagre. The active and restless black-faced
breed seem more at home in the region, and are retained in considerable numbers on its pastures. But
the Cheviot breed greatly predominates,
being generally preferred on account of the superior value of the
;

wool, Sineanng or salving is everywhere practised
in the Lammennoor district, A
coinpobition, partly
ir

and broken by the mountain-range or high grounds
which occupy the eastern limits of Lanarkshire and
the few which escape are. for the most part, broken
and divided by the Pentland hills, part of them being
sent off by way of Arthurs seat to the frith of Forth,
and part sent away by the Moorfoot hills, and
Soutra hill, along the summits of the Lammermoors.
The district, therefore, viewed in connexion with
the aggregate character of its climaj^e, and with the
amount and the skill of georgic operation to which
it has been subjected,
must be regarded as peculiarly favourable to the growth of com.
;

—

|

—

^^'heat. accordingly, is the staple produce of Haddingtonshire, and is cultivated chiefly in its white
variety, but to a considerable extent, also, in its red.

Hunter's sort has long been a favourite, and, after
many trials of competition with other sorts, has
been found, on the whole, the best adapted to the soil.
The Taunton-dean, likewise, has come into considei-able favotir.
In particular localities, though
not for general difiiision, the woolly - eared and
the blood-red are found to be well adapted, and
very valuable. Of late oats, the grey Angus is
everywhere the most suitable of early oats, the
;

potato and the Hopeton compete for ascendency,
according to the nature of the soil ; and of barley,
the Chevalier has as.serted luuiisputed superiority

f
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all other varieties.
In the most fertile district,
comprising the lowlands of Oldhamstocks, Innerwick, Dunbar, Spott, Stenton, Whittingham, and Garvald, every acre annually teems with an exuberant

over

produce either of the finest quality of grain, or of
food for the fattening of stock and there the system
of cropping begins with turnip, which is partly
eaten on the ground, and partly carted to the yard,
it proceeds with wheat sown at any period after
the ground is cleared, or with baidey sown in the
it next has clover or rye grass, either cut
spring,
;

—

—

or pastured,

—and

it

usually finishes in the fourth
In a district a degree less

}'ear by a crop of oats.
fertile than the former,

and larger in extent, comprising the parish of Morliam, the lowlands of Tester, and all the western parishes of the county, the
system of cropping is, in general, based on summer
fallowing, and then proceeds first with wheat, next
with cut or pastured grass, and now, in many inin otiiers,
stances, concludes with sown grass,
goes on to a sixth year course, with grass, oats, a
mixture of pease and beans, and finally wheat. In
the northern district, considerably different in character from the others, more retentive in its subsoil,
often of a heavy loamy surface, and comprising the
parishes of Whitekirk, North Berwick, Dirleton,
Athelstaneford, Haddington, and Prestonkirk, the
system of cropping commences, in some places, with
summer fallowing, and in others with turnips, has
wheat in the second year, grass pastured with sheep
in the thii-d, oats in the fourth, drilled beans in the
fifth, and finishes, in the sixth year, with wheat.
According to agricultural statistics of the county,
for the year 1853, obtained under sanction of the
Government, by the Highland and Agricultural So-

Wt

ciety, Haddingtonshire then comprised 107,2 69f
imperial acres of arable land, and a total area of
There were under wheat 15,339§
149, 173 J acres.

acres; under barley, 12,809§; under oats, 16,802;
under lye, 4Cf under beans and pf\ase, 4,809 under
;

;

under turnips, 16,260; under pounder mangel wurzel, 48J under
tatoes, 4,246J
under turnipunder cabbage, 15|
carrots, 107
in imseed, 157|; under alternate grasses, 26,885
vetches, 1,01 If

;

;

;

;

;

;

pioved permanent grass enclosures, 6,228^ in irrigated meadows, 87 in bare fallow, 2, 127 J in sheep
in house steads, gardens, roads,
walks, 28,630f
fences, &c., 2,586^ in woods, 9,313f and in wastes,
The number of horses was 4,450 of milk
,660f
cows, 2,377 of other bovine cattle, 7,576 of ewes,
36.979 of tups and wethers, 29,597 and of swine,
;

;

;

;

;

1

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

The average produce

of wheat was 50,341
quarters, 5 bushels, 2 pecks; of barley, 67,079
quarters, 7 bushels, 2 pecks of oats, 94,823 quarters,
2 bushels; of beans and pease, 16,734 quarters, 3
of turnip-seed, 206 quarters, 4
bushels, 1 peck
bushels, 2 pecks; of turnips, 203,154 tons, 15 cwt.;
of potatoes, 23,976 tons, 13 cwt. of mangel wurzel,
619 tons, 10 cwt.; and of carrots, 1,378 tons. The
machinery applied to agriculture, comprised 158
sfcam- engines, giving the power of 1,053 horses; 81
water-wheels, giving the power of 436 horses ; 107
horse-macliines, of aggregately 499 horses' power
5,580.

;

;

;

—

;

373 engines and machines, of aggregately
1,938 horses' power.
Haddingtonshire appears to have so entirely exhausted its energies on agriculture ns to liave had
in all

left for a successful attempt at manuIn a few instances, it has threatened comwith
the manufacturing districts of the
petition
kingdom, and endeavoured to reap fruit from its advantageous position on the scalnjard and on a coalfield
but it has uniformly failed.
Repeated and
even prolonged efforts to naturalize a woollen manufactory in the town of Haddiiigtoii, have left no

no strength
facture.

;
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other memorial than the records of them in history.
variegated fabric of wool seemed for a time to
have become a staple in Athelstaneford, and won for
the dress which was fashioned out of it the distinctive
epithet of the Gilmerton livery, but has ceased to be
manufactured, and will soon be remembered only by
the antiquary.
In 1793, a flax-mill was erected at
West Barns, and, in 1815, a cotton-factory established at Belhaven, both in the parish of Dun !.iar;
but they only entailed pecuniary losses on their proprietors, and let loose a swarm of paupers on the
parish.
Haddingtonshire, in fact, figures only as
a blunderer and a bankrupt in almost every manufacture which it has touched.
In the parish of Salton alone were the earliest manufactory in Britain
for the weaving of Hollands, the first bleachfield
belonging to the British Linen company, the earliest
manufacture of docorticated or pot-barley, and also a
paper-mill and a starch work but all failed, and
have utterly disappeared, and excepting the famous
barley-work, now converted to other uses have not
even left a wall of their edifices to commemorate
their existence. The only noticeable existing manufactures in the county are the iron-works of the parish of Gladsmuir, a pottery in the parish of Prestonpans, a manufactory of agricultural implements in
Tranent, two foundries in the parish of Dunbar,
two or three extensive distilleries, several breweries,
two or three tan-works, and one or two establishments for the preparing of bone-dust and rape-cake.
So late as thirty years after the Union, Haddingtonshire, in common with the contiguous part of

A

—

;

—

Mid-IjOthian, was so savagely deficient in facilities
of communication, that it was the work of a winter's
day to drive a coach with four horses from the town
of Haddington to Edinburgh
no small effort being
requisite to reach Musselburgh for dinner, and to
get to the end of the journey in the evening. The
first really practicable road in the county was commenced in 1750, from Riivenshaugh-bridge at the
;

boundary with Edinburghshire, to Dunglass-bridge
at the boundary with Berwickshire.
Now, however,
no district in Scotland is provided with roads more
in a state of
laid
or
maintained
out,
commodiously
better repair.
One good line of turnpike runs along
the whole coast of the frith of Forth eastward to
North-Berwick; another nins southward from Dirleton to Haddington
another the great quondam
mail line between Edinburgh and London runs
the
Avhole
breadth of the county eastward
along
through Haddington to Dunbar, and then along the

—

;

—

till it enters Berwickshire
another leaves the
former at Tranent, and passes through Salton and
Giftbrd, and over the Lammermoor hills, to Dunse;

coast

;

and another, the post-road between Edinburgh and
Lauder, intersects the south-west wing of the county
at Soutra.
The North British railway affords to the
greater part of the lowlands of the county exceedingly valuable facilities of communication; entering
from Edinburghshire a little north of Fallside, pass-

ing between Prcstonpans and Tranent, proceeding
north-eastward to Drem, sending oft' two branches
respectively from Longniddry eastward to Haddington, and from Drem northward to North Berwick,
and curving from Drem through all the north-eastern
districts, by way of East Fortune, Linton, Dunbar,
and Innerwick, to Dungla.«8. The harbours of the
county are nil, in point of connncrce. very inconsiderable, and even in po'nt of comniodiousness, arc
very inferior. Their extent, and other particulars,
will be found noticed
the articles Phestonpans,
CofKExziE, Bkrwk'r (Nokth), and DnNiun.
'J'he royal burghs in Haddingtonshire are Haddington. Dunbar, and North IJerwick. 'J'lic only
other towns are Tranent and Prcstonpans.
The

m
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villages and principal hamlets are Aberlady, Athelstaneford, Belhaven. Bolton, Cockenzie. Divleton,
Drein, East Barns, West Barns, Garvald, Gifford,

Gladsmuir, Gulane, Humble, Innerwick, Kingston,
E-ist Linton, Oldhamstocks, Oi-miston, Pencaitland,
Penston, Port-Seaton, Prestonkirk, Salton, Samuelston, Spott, Stenton, Tynningham, and Whitekirk.
The principal mansions are Broxmouth-park, the
Duchess-Dowager of Roxburgh Yester-house, the
Marquis of Tweeddale Coalstone-house, the Marquis of Dalliousie; Gosford-house and Amisfieldhouse, the Earl of Wemyss; Tynningham-house, the
Earl of Haddington
Onniston-hall, the Earl of
Hopetoun Dunbar-house, the Earl of Lauderdale
;

;

;

;

;

Herdmanston-house, Lord Sinclair; Humbie-house,
Lord Polwarth Ballencrieff-house, Lord Elibank
Lennoxlove-house, the Dowager Lady Blantyre
Pencaitland-house and ^Yinton-house, Lady Ruthven; Woodcot-house, LordWood; Seaton-house, Lord
Neaves Balgone-house and Prestoncrrange-house,
Sir George Grant Suttie, Bart.; Dunglass-house, Sir
;

;

;

;

John Hall, Bart, Fountainhall-house,
Dick Lauder, Bart.
Gilmerton-house,

John
David
Kinloch, Bart.; Letham-house, Sir Thomas B. Hepburn, Bart.; Lochend-house, Sir John Warrender,
Bart.
Newbyth-house, Sir David Baird, Bart.
Stevenson-house, Sir John Grordon Sinclair, Bart.;
Sir

;

Sir

;

;

;

ClerkingtO'.i-house, Lieutenant-General Sir Robert
Houston; Eaglescainiie-house, General Sir Patrick
Stuart
Alderston-house, James Aitchison, Esq.
Archeriield-house, Mrs. Hamilton N. Ferguson
Bower-house, Lieutenant-General Carfrae CockenDrummorezie-hous3, Hew Francis Cadell, Esq.
;

;

;

;

;

house, William Aitchison, Esq.; Elvingstone-house,
Robert Ainslie. Esq.
Gifford-bank, Thomas G.
Dixon, Esq.; Gulane-lodge, Robert Riddell, Esq.;
Nolyn-bank, Henry M. Davidson. Esq.; Hopeshouse, Williaui Hay, Esq.; Huutington-house, Mrs.
Campbell; Leaston- house, William Park, Esq.;
Luffness-house, G. W.Hope, Esq.; Monkrig-house,
Wm. Middleniass, Esq.; Morham-bank, Mrs. Martine;
NunrawNewton-hall, W. W. H. Newton, Esq.
house, Robert Hay, Esq.; Phantassie-house. T. M.
Innes, Esq.; Pilinore, R. B. Baird, Esq.; Pogbie;

;

house, Tiiomas Maitland, Esq.; Redcoll-house, A.
J. Field, Esq., R. N.; RockviUe-house. J. S.
Hay,
Esq.; Ruchlaw-house, T. B. Sydserff, Esq.; SaltonAndrew
hall,
Fletcher, Esq.; Skedolmsh- house,
George Park, Esq. Spott-house, James Sprott, Esq.;
St. Germain's house, David Anderson,
Esq.; Thuiston-house, J. W. Hunter, Esq.; Tynholm-house,
Arthur Trevelyan. Esq.; and Whittingham-house,
J. M. Balfour, Esq.
The most remarkable feudal strongholds in Haddingtonshire, either extinct, extant, or in ruins, are
those of Dunglass, long the guard of the main
pass
from Berwickshire to the Lothians, Innerwick, for
the
inheritance
of
the
ages
Stuarts,
Dunbar, the
tumultuous seat of the redoubtable Earls of Dunbar
;

—
—

—

and March, Dirleton, demolished by Cromwell in
and Tantallon, famous for its strength, on
1650.
the coast, 2 miles east of North Berwick.
Haddingtonshire, in consequence of confronting the borderfoe with the broad strong shield of the Lammermoorhills, and of being somewhat removed from the posts
of greatest danger, never could boast of the same
number of towers and bastel-houses as the strictly
border counties of Berwick and Roxburgh. In
eveiy
point of view, the most instructive antiquities of
Haddingtonshire are the radices and component
of its topographical nomenclature, which il-

—
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obscurities in the history of its early coloniand indicate the presence and ascendency of
successive classes of settlers. The Tyne, the Peffer,
f)arts
ustrate

zation,

Abnlady, Trebum, Tranent, Traprain, Pencaitland,

[

!

Tester, and many other Cambro-British names, attest
the British origin of the Ottadini whom the Romans
found in possession of the county. Tlie preponderating prevalence, in the composition of names, of the
Anglo-Saxon, shiel, lee, law, dod, ham, ton, dean, rig,
icicle, hy, cleitgk, as well as some entire names, but
especially the name Lammermoor, attest the eventual predominance of the Saxon people, and the superinduction of their tongue upon the Brirish.
more
frequent recurrence of Gaelic names here than in
Berwickshire such as in the instances, Dunbar,

A

—

Dunglass. Garvald, Kilspindie, Tantallon, and many
others—evinces that the Scots, when they acquired

power in the south-east of Scotland, settled more
numerously on the northern than on the southern
side of the Lammemioors.

The original erection of East Lothian into a shire,
or sheriffdom, is involved in great obscurity.
In the
charters of David I., Malcolm IV., and William the
" the shire of
" is mentioned
but
Lion,
;
Haddington
it seems then to have been
nearly or quite identified
with the ancient parish of Haddington, and though
placed under the control of a sheriff, does not appear
to have been a constabulary.
But in an ordinance
of Edward I., in 1305, for settling the government
of Scotland, the shire or sheriffdom of Edinburgh is
distinctly recognised as extending, not only over
Linlithgow on one side, but over Haddington on the
other.
grant of Robert I. to Alexander de Seaton,
expressly mentions for the first time the constabulary
of Haddington.
The office of sheriff of Edinburgh
and constable of Haddington was held, under Robert
III., by William Lindsay of Byres, and from 1490,
till the forfeiture of the odious James, Earl of Bothwell, in 1567, bj' Patrick Hepburn, Earl of Bothwell,
and his lineal descendants; and again it was held
by the restored Francis, Earl of Bothwell, from 1584
till that ingrate
reaped, in 1594, the forfeiture earned
by a thousand treasons. The regimen of a s: eriffof
principal
Edinburgh, combining the office of sheriff
of Edinburgh for the constabulaiT of Haddington,
long continued. Though "the office of sherefscip"
was conferred by James VI. on the corporation oi
Haddington within their limits, all the rest of
the county continued to be a constabulary' at the
Restoration, and perhaps throughout the reign of
Charles II. At the period of the revolution, however, Haddingtonshire comes distinctly into view in
the character and independence of its present form.
For a considerable number of years previous to his
death, in 1713, the sheriff was John, the second
Marquis of Tweeddale and from 1716 till his death
in 1735
though at first appointed only during the
King's pleasure the sheriff was Thomas, Earl of
Haddington. At the epoch of the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions in 1748, Haddingtonshire made
but few and inconsiderable claims on pubiic com-

A

—

;

—

pensation.
There are in Haddingtonshire 24 quoad civilia
Fifteen of the
parishes, and 2 chapels of ease.
parishes constitute the presbytery of Haddington;
two of these parishes contain the tv*-o chapels of
ease
eight of the parishes, together with one in
Berwickshire, constitute the presbytery of Dimbar
one of the parishes is in the presbytery of Dalkeith
and the whole are in the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale. In 1851, the number of places of worship within the county was 49 of which 22 belonged
to the Established church, 15 to the Free church,
8 to the United Presbyterian church. 1 to the
Episcopalians, 1 to the Independents, 1 to the
Roman Catholics, and 1 to the Mormonites. The
number of sittings in 15 of the Established places of
worship was 7.718; in 14 of the Free church places
of worship. 5,837; in 7 of the United Presbyteiinn
;

;

;

;
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meeting-houses, 3,205; in the Independent chapel,
300; and in the Mormonite chapel, 100. The maximum attendance, on the Census Sabbath, at 15 of
the Established places of worship was 4,305 at 14
of the Free church places of worship, 3,570; at 7 of
the United Presbj'terian meeting-houses, 1,805; at
the Episcopalian chapel, 120; at the Independent
chapel, 100; and at the Mormonite chapel, 44.
There were in 1851, in Haddingtonshire, 52 public
day schools, attended by 2,264 males and 1,745
18 private day schools, attended by 439
females,
males and 398 females, 5 evening schools for adults,
attended by 75 males and 41 females, and 50 Sabbath schools, attended b_v 1,342 males and 1,422
;

—

—

—

females.

Haddingtonshire, as a county, sends one member
The
Constituency in 1854, 695.
three burghs of Haddington, Dunbar, and North
Berwick have also a preponderance in a district of
burghs, being joined only by Lauder and Jedburgh,
in sending a member to parliament.
The various
county courts are held at Haddington at the times
which we have noted in our article on the town of
Haddington; and sheriff small debt courts ai-e held,
in addition, at North Berwick on the third Tuesday
of January, on the second Tuesday of April, on the
third Tuesday of July, and on the second Tuesday
of October, at Tranent, on the fourth Tuesday of
to parliament.

—

January, March, May, July, September, and Noand at Dunbar, on the third Tuesday of
vembei",
February, April, June, August, October, and
December. The road trustees comprise four bodies

—

for respectively the great post road, the north district, the Kilpallet and south districts, and the
Ormiston district; and the first meet at Haddington

—
—

in March, May, August, and October,
the second,
at Prestonpans generally in August,
the third, at
Giffoid generall)^ in July,
and the fourth, at Tra-

—

nent generally in September.
The county police
force are distributed into eleven districts, with stations at Haddington, Athelstaneford, North Berwick, Dirleton, Linton, Tynningham, Stenton, Dunbar, Gilford. Garvald, East Salton, Pencaitland,
Tranent, Ormiston, Gladsmuir, Prestonpans, Oldhanistocks, Aberlady, Gulane, and Humble. The
number of committals for crime in the j^ear, within
the county, was 32 in the average of 1836
1840,
46 in the average of 1841 1845, 63 in the average
of 1846—1850, 63 in the year 1851, 57 in the year
The number of per1852, and 56 in tlie year 1853.
sons confined in Haddington jail within the year
ending 30th June 1853 was 322; the average duration of the confinement of each was 27 days; and
the net cost per head was £12 Is. Twenty of the

—

—

parishes of the county are assessed for the poor, and
four unassL'ssed.
The number of registered poor in
the year 1851-2 was 1.380; in the year 1852-3. 1,424.
The number of casual poor in 1851-2 was 582; in
1852-3, 416. The sum expended on the registered

poor in 1851-2 was £7,600; in 1852-3, £8,065. The
Buni expended on the casual poor in 1851-2 was
£319; in 1852-3, £262. The assessment in 1854,
on a real rental of £185,325 16s. 4d. was £950 for
police, £250 for rogue-money, and £298 158. 7d. for
The valued rental in 1674 was £168,873
prisons.
Scots; and the annual value of real property, as
assessed in 1843, was £246,153 128. 9d. Population
in 1801,29,986; in 1811, 31,050; in 1821,35,127;
in 1831,36,145; in 1841, 35,886; in 1851, 36,386.
Males in 1851, 17,610; females, 18,776. Inhabited
houses in 1851,6,444; uninhabited, 424; building, 41.
Wiien the Romans, in the first century, invaded
Scotland, the great tribe of the British Ottadini
iniiabitod the whole lowlands of EMst-Lothian.

The

topographical nomenclature,

tlic

hill -foits.

the
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caves, the weapons of war, the ornaments, the modes
of sepulture, which have all been investigated, are
evidence of the British descent of the original
settlers, and of the genuine Celticism of their speec!).
The abdication of the Roman government left them
in the quiet possession of the country.
Neither the
congenerous I'icts be3"ond the Forth, nor the Scots
in Ireland, disturbed their repose.
At the end of a
century, however, they were taught their insecurity
by the iiTuption of a Teutonic people, who came from
the settlement of a kingdom on the south of the
Tweed, to seek on the banks of the Tyne an enThe Saxons, after
largement of their territories.
ha-ving obtained the ascendency, were occasionally,
after the battle of Drumnechton, annoyed by incursions of the Picts they were next, after the suppression of the Pictish dominion, overpowered by
the Scots ; and eventually, in 1020, they and their
territory were ceded by their Northumbrian superior
to the Scottish king.
During almost a century, the
Scots had here, as elsewhere, undisturbed domination.
In the reigns of David I., Malcolm IV., and William
the Lion, the town of Haddington and its environs
were special objects of royal attention and favour.
Except during the devastating inroad of John of
England in 1216, Haddingtonshire suffered little
from foreign or domestic hostilities till the wars of
the succession.
In 1296, the heroic resistance of
the castle of Dunbar, and the battle fought under its
walls, if they did not protect Scotland from Edward
I.'s usurping interference, showed him at least the
bold bearing and the indomitable spirit of its people.
In 1298, when the enterprises of the patriotic Wallace dared and taunted Eilward again to subdue the
kingdom, the vigorous resistance of the castle of
Dirleton, combined with the subsequent dearly-won
victory on the field of Falkirk, so shook the self-possession of the invader that he afterwards penetrated
to the utmost verge of Moray before he could think
himself secure as the self-constituted superior of
Scotland.
From the date of the battle of Bannockburn, or
the early part of the 14th century, till the year 14S5,
the history of Haddingtonshire an almost continuous narrative of warlike enterprises and machinations and miseries
is nearly identical with that of
the Earls of Dunbar,
a full outline of which is
sketched in the article Dunbar; and even after
1435, it presents but a gleaning of events additional
to the bulky ones detailed in that article, and some
of limited importance noticed in the article HadDi.vGTOx.
The forfeiture of the powerful family
who had all but dragged the county at their heels,
"
Several
frightened it from its propriety."
nearly
of its landholders, who formerly held under the superiority of the E«vrls of Dunbar, now became tenants
in chief of the King; and others placed themselves under the immediate protection, and swelled the retiinio
and the array, of tlie potent family of Douglas. In
1446, some sensation was produced by the i-ebellious
broils of the Hepburns and the Homes for the litigated spoils of the forfeited estates. The profligacy,
the artifice, and the turbulence of the Duke of Albany, who obtained from his father James II. the
earldom of Dunbar, with all its jurisdictions, destroyed the peace and im}>crilled the safety of the
whole county. One of the first eflects was the incitement of hostilities with England.
In 1482, an
English army, which was introduced by his intrigues,
encamped in the very heart of the county. During
tlie long minority of James IV., Patriek, Lord Hailes,
and Alexander Home ruled the district as the King's
lieutenants, with more than royal power, and so oppressed and over-reaehod the inliahitiints astoniaiic
iiie welkin vocal with theii- groans.
Hut after the
;

—

—

—

HADDO-IIOUSE.

majority of James IV., and during tha reign of James
v., the county, as to its domestic affairs, enjoyed
In 1544, the English, on their return, under the
Eirl of Somerset, fro.n the siege of L^ith, burned
and i-azed the castle of Seaton, and reduced to ashes
the towns of Haddington and Dunbar. In 1547, the
invading anny of the protector Somerset, razed the
castle of Dunglass, captured the c:istles of Thornton and Innerwick, stained the soil in their progress
with several skirmishes, and, prelusive to the victory of Pinkie, defeated a party of the Scottish army
at iFallside brae on the confines of Edinburghshire.
In 1548, Lord Gray advanced from strong positions
in which Somerset, the previous year, had left him
on the border, and took the castle of Tester, fortified and garrisoned the town of Haddington, and
wasted the county by every mode of inveterate
Till March, 1549-50, when the ancient
hostility.
limits of the conterminous kingdoms were restored
by a treaty of peace, Haddingtonshire passed under
the power of the English, and became the prey of
their German mercenaries. Except that Seaton and
Dunlmr castles afforded a retreat to Mary, the county
was little affected by the turbulencies and distractions of her reign; and during the 30 years of civil

which followed, it seems to have suffered
more of mortification than of waste. It had its full
share, however, in the devastation and murderous
achievements of Cromwell's invasion in 1653; and
in that year was the theatre of the great conflict by
which he became temporary master of Scotland.
See DcsBAR, No further event of note occurs, except the battle of Preston, fought in 1745, between
Prince Charles Edward and the royal ti'oops. See
broils

Prestospaxs.

HADDO. See Forgce.
HADDO-HOUSE. the seat

of the Eari of Aberdeen, in the parish of Methlick, 6J miles westnorth-west of Eilon, Aberdeenshire. It is a splendid
modem mansion, in the Palladian style, built after
designs by Baxter of Edinburgh. The predecessor
of it was built early in the 17th century, and stood
a siege of three days in 1644 by the Covenanting
army under the ilarquis of Argyle. The policies
are of great extent and much beanty and within
them stands a granite obelisk, erected by the present
Earl to the memory of his brother, Sir Alexander
Grordon, who fell at AYaterloo.
;

HAFTON.

See Dunoox.

Renfrewshire.

See Govan.

H AILES, the estate of Sir Thomas G. Carmichael,

a brook flowing southwestward on t'le boundary between the parishes of
Newlands and Ljme, and falling into Lyne water,
at a point about 2 miles above Lyne church, in
Peebles-shire.

HAGGS,

a village in the south comer of the par-

Denny, 5 miles from Kilsyth, and 6J miles

from Falkirk, Stirlingshire. It stands nearly halfa-mile north of the Forth and Clyde canal, on the
road between Kilsyth and Falkirk, near the intersection Oi' that road by the turnpike between Glaskind of continuation of it exgow and Stirling.
tends nearly a mile along the road to Broomage
In 1836, a remarkably neat row of collier
toll-bar.
cottages was erected at Haggs, terminating at one
end in a large building intended as a store and in
1840, a handsome place of worship, in connexion
with the Established church, and containing about
700 sittings, was erected. This was for some time
ecclesiastically a quoad sacra parish church, but is
now a chapel of ease. In 1841, the population of
the temporary quoad sacra parish was 1.905 and
in 1838, the population of the village of Haggs itself, together with the adjoining hamlet of Bankier,

A

;

;

>vas 764.

inburgh.
in part to

west of Ed-

The lands of Hailes anciently belonged
the monks of Dunfermline, and in part to

Anthony at Leith ; and they constituted parochially a vicarage which lx)re indifferently the name of Hailes and the name of Colinton.
the canons of St.

Somepereons say that the present mansion of Hailes
stands on the site of the ancient parish church.
There is on the estate a famous quarry of dark grey
sandstone, of a slaty structure, easily divisible into
flags for pavement and blocks for steps of sta-'rs,
while the smaller portions suit well for rubble work.
Daring the year 1825, when the building mania was
at its height in Edinburgh, 600 cart-loads of stones
were sent daily thither from this quarry, yielding
the landlord that year about £9,000 ; but after the
mania subsided, the quantity sent daily fell so low
as 60 or 70 cart-loads. Contiguous to the quaiTy
is a village which takes from it the name of Hailes
Quarry, and has a population of about 160.
HAILES (New), a seat on the west side of the
parish of Inveresk. about ^ a mile from the frith of
It is
Forth, in the north-east of Edinburghshire.
famous for having tjeen the residence of Sir Da\-id
Dalrymple, Lord Hailes, one of the most distinguished of Scottish historians and antiquaries. The
grounds around it are well-wooded and beautifully
disposed ; and in tha vicinity of the mansion is a
column, erected to the memory of the great Earl of
Stair.

HAILES-CASTLE, a fine old rain, on a rock on
the right bank of the Tyne, in the parish of PresIt is noted as having
tonkirk, Haddingtonshire.
been anciently the property of the notorious Earl of
Bothwell, the temporary residence of Queen Mary,
and the place to which Bothwell conducted her,
after seizing her near Linlithgow.

HAILE^^QUARRY. See Hailes.
HAILSTON-BURN, a brook in the parish

of Kil-

svth, Stirlingshire, noted for its containing blocks
of jasper.
a locality in the parish of Neilston,
Renfrewshire, where a battle w.as fought between
Malcolm III. of Scotland, and Donald, Lord of the
Isles, in which the latter was beaten and routed.
Here is now an arrificial reservoir, 72 acres in extent, and 16 feet deep, fed by a stream from Long-

HAIRLAW,

Loch.

HAGENHOPE BURN,

•

HAGGS,

Bart., in the parish of Colinton, 4 miles

quiet.

ish of
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HALBEATH, a post-office village on the eastern
border of the parish of Dunfermline, 2 J miles eastnorth-east of the town of Dunfermline, Fifeshire.
Around it are extensive coal-mines. The village
has a station on the Dunfermline branch of the
Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway. Population,
Houses, 101. See Dcxfermlixe.
HALBORN-HEAD. See Holbcrx-Head.
HAL EN, a quoad sacra parish, comprising the
peninsula of Vatemish, within the quoad ci\rilia
It was
parish of Duirinish, in the island of Skye.
constituted by the Court of Teinds in July, 1847.
The church is a government one, under the patronage of the Crown.
Stipend, £120; glebe, £11.
The post-town is Dunvegan.
HALF-DAVOCH. See Edexkillie.
HALF-MORTON, a parish, politicaUy on the
south-east border of Annandale, but topographically
ntennediate between Annandale and Eskdale, Dumfries-shire. Its post-town is Canonbie, 5 miles eastnorth-east of its church.
It is bounded on the
south-east by England, and on other sides by the
parishes of Gretna, Kirkpatrick-Flemiug, Middlebie,

461.

Langholm, and Canonbie.
eastward

is

about 5 miles

;

Its length south-south-

and

its

greatest breadth

HALKIRK.

about 3J miles. Excepting the lowest spurs of
the Eskdale hills on the north, and a small patch of
bog on the south-west, the whole surface partakes
the beauty and fertility of the terminating plain of
Dumfries-shire. One of two principal head-waters
of the Sark rises on the north-western limit, traverses the breadth of the parish to its eastern limit,
and, being there joined by its sister head-water,
traces the boundary of the parish southward over a
Another stream rises also on
distance of 4 miles.
the north-west boundary, half-a-mile south of the
former, and traverses the parish south-eastward or
diagonally', over a distance of 4 miles, passing the
The
parish church, and falling into the Sark.
Black Sark coines in from the west, forms for
flows
half- a mile the western boundary line,
through the parish for If mile, first eastward and
before
forms
and
next southward,
leaving it,
again,

is

—

—

mile the western boundary-line. The banks
of all the streams are tufted with wood, and fall
gently baak in carpetings of fine soil and luxuriant

for

1

vegetation.

on the north.

The principal mansion
The only antiquities

is

Solway bank

are vestiges of
About one-sixth of the population
three towers.
The
are aggregated into 4 or 5 small hamlets.
principal landowner is Sir John H. Maxwell, Bart,
rental
is
£972 sterling.
of Springkell.
The valued

Assessed property in 184.3, £3,175 12s. 6d. Population in 1831, 646; in 1851, 687.
Houses, 121.
This parish is in the presbytery of Langholm,
and synod of Dumfries. Patrons, the Crown and
the Duke of Bucclcuch.
Stipend, £140, paid as a
voluntary contribution by the Duke of Buccleuch
The parish church was built in
anil the heritors.
1744. and enlarged in 1833, and contains 212 sittings.
There is a Free church in the parish, with a comparatively large attendance and the sum raised in
connexion with it in 1855 was £99 12s. SJd. There
is anUnited Pi-esbyterian church at Chapelknowe, f of
a mile south of the parish church, built in 1822, and
containing 244 sittings. The district comprehending the present parish of Half-Morton and about
one-third of the present conterminous parish of
Cuionbie, formed the ancient parish of Morton. About
the year 1650, it was divided into two parts, and
the eastern half annexed to Canonbie, and the western
half to Wauchope; and Wauchope itself having
subsequently suffered annexation to Langholm,
When this anHalf- Mortem followed its fortunes.
nexation took place, the General Assembly ordained
;

—

that the minister siiould hold both benefices, on
condition of his preaching at Half-Morton every
The condition came eventually to
fourth Sabbith.
be forgotten and during 12 years previous to 1833,
there was no public worship connected with the
;

Establishment at Half-Morton.
By a temporary
arrangement, an assistant minister, whose time
should be entirely devoted to the district, was in
that year appointed; and in 1836, the arrangement
became permanent.
HALF-WAY. See Irvine.
HAL(JKEEN. See Canondie.

HALH1LL.
HALH(JUS1*].

See GLAssKoiin,
See Canonbie.

HALIDAY-HH.L,
HALIDEAN. See
HALIVAILS.

HALKIRK, a
lage of

its

own
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See Dunscoue.

Bowden.

See DiJiKiNisH.

a post-office vilparish, containing
It is
name, in Caithness-shire.

by 'i'hurso, Bower, Watten, Latheron,
Kildonan, and Keay. It extends north-north-eastward from the l)oundary with Sutherlandshire to a
bounded

centre of Caitiniesspoint somewhat north of tlie
and from
shiro, and measures 24 miles in length,
The surface is prevail3 to 12 miles in breadth.

ingly flat, yet comprises several hills which slope
gently from their summit to the surrounding plains.
On tile boundary with Watten, also, about 3 miles
south-east of the village of Halkirk, is a hill of conhill, which is green
and commands a magnificent map-like view
of nearly the whole count}', together with the Pentland frith and tha Orkneys. About 6,000 acres are
under the plough about as many more are in pasture or meadow; and about 61,000 are moor, moss,

siderable elevation, called Spittal

all over,

;

or water.
The soil of the arable lands is partly clay
or loam mixed with moss, and partly gravef on a
cold rock}' bottom.
Forse water drains part of the
western border; and Tiiurso water rises on the
south-western border, and runs north-eastwai'd and
northward through all the interior. There are upwards of twenty lakes; one of them, the loch of
anCalder, about 3J miles long and 1 mile broad,
and most of the
other, Lochmore, nearly as large,
"
rest
small.
all

—

comparatively

abound with

and

eel of different kinds and sizes.
fishes differ also in colour, according to the

excellent trout,

These

They

—

nature of the lake where they were spawned. In
the lake of Calder, there are trouts which are found
no where else in the country, of a reddish beautiful
colour, a pi-etty shape, very fat, and most pleasant
Marl is found in the loch of Calder and in
eating."
one of the other lakes. Limestone is quarried in
several places. Flags for flooring and for paving are
extensively raised, not only for home use, but for
Ironstone and lead ore are found.
exportation.
The principal landowners are Sir George Sinclair,
Bart., Sir P. M. Tliriepland Bart Sinclair of Forse,
Guthrie of Scotscalder, Home of Langwell, and four
others.
The principal mansion is that of Sir George
The value of real property, as asSinclair, Bart.
sessed in 1843, was £6,052 3s. 8d.
Population in
in
1831, 2,847;
Houses, 567.
1851, 2,918.
An interesting antiquity is Djrlet- Castle; which
see.
Another antiquity is the castle of Brawell, situated on an eminence, at a small distance from the
It is a square building of a large
river of Thurso.
area, and wonderfully thick in the walls, which are
,

partly built with clay, partly with clay and mortar
mixed, and in some parts with mortar altogether.
The stairs and conveyances to the several stories
are through the heart of the walls. These stories
were all floored and vaulted with prodigiously largo
stones.
deep, large, well- contrived ditch secures
the castle on the north.
It has the appearance of
having been fortified also with other outworks, sucii
as walls, moats, &c.
It is not known by whom or
when it was built, though tradition says that it was
built and inhabited by the Harolds, who came from

A

Denmark, but more immediately from Orkney, where
they bore princely sway. A more modern building
was br\oun, close to the liver, by one of the Earls of
Caithness. Tiie design of this was magnificent, and
worthy of its princely site; and had it been finished,
appearance, have been one of the
edifices in the North,
according to the style of those times. But the
work was carried only a few feet above the vaults.
Though there were abundance of stones ready at
hand, and well-calculated for building on any plan,
yet, to suit the grandeur and elegance of the design,
vast numbers of large freestone were brought from
the shore, at the distancR of 8 miles.
Over these
foundations was erected
Hthin the last year, the
new mansion of Sir George t^inclair, a handsome
edifice in the old Scotch i)aronial style.
Another
it

would, in

all

most stately and commodious

Lochmore castle, situated on the banks
of Lochmore, over the efflux of the water of Thurso,
and Slid to have been built by a famous sportsman;
and still anothcu- is Achnavarn castle, a ruin of great
antiqiiity is
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loch of
strength, but of unrecorded origin, near the
There are also in the parish vestiges of two
C-ilder.
ancient chapels. The ^-illage of Halkirk stands on
the northern verge of the parish, on the right bank
of Thurso water, 7 miles south by east of the town

|

—

i

i

j

;

;

An annual fair is held here on the
of Thurso.
Tuesdiv before the 26th of December and another
fair is held on Ruggv-hill. 2 miles distant, on the

j

;

,

j

mutual boundary witb Thurso parish and Bower.
Th!S parish is" in the presbytery of Caithness, and
Patron, Sir
svnod of Sutherland and Giithness.
James Colquhoan, Bart. Stipend. £237 18s. 9d.;
Unappropriated teinds, £278 9s. 3d.
glebe, £S.
Schoolmasters salary, £34 -is. 4|d.. with about £15
fee^.
The parish church was built in 1753, and enlarged in 1833, and contains 756 sittings. There was
formerly a chapel of the Royal bounty at Acharainey.
containing 403 sittings, but serving also for parts of
the parishes of Watten and Reay. There is a Free
church of Halkirk, with an attendance of 680; and
the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £1 89
There is also a Free church charge of
Os. lOd.
Westerdale. Acharainey, and Halsarj-,with an aggregate attendance of 860; and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £81 45. 5d. There are
twelve non-parochial schools, and two or three friendly
socieries; and several of the schools are aided or sup-

—

ported by public bodies. The present parish of Halkirk comprehends the two ancient ecclesiastical disThe union of these
tricts of Halkirk and Skinnet.
took place some time after the Reformation. Circumstances make it probable, that Halkirk was no parish
at all before the Reformation ; but that Skinnet was a
stated parish of very early date, i' Halkirk, by all
I can learn or conjecture," says the writer of the
old Statistical Account, '"was originally no more
than a chaplainry occupied by the Bishop's chaplain,
who also served the great family that had one of its
seats at Brawell.
a place very near the chapel.
Here also the Bishop had one of his seats, within a
few yards of the present manse. It was here as I
have it from report that the Bishop was assassinated by a set of ruffians firom Harpsdale, a place
belonging to the chaplainry. These savages were
the sons of John of Harpsdale, wliom the then Earl
of Caithness suborned as instruments very fit for the
execution of that horrid deed, in revenge of the
Bishop having assessed his lands in the chaplainry
with an addition to the chaplain's living. The spot
where the chapel formerU- stood, and where now
the kirk of the two united parishes stands, is a small
round hill, in the middle of a large extensive plain.
From this spot, as the centre, there is a very gentle
rise, almost in every direction, to the surrounding

—

—

—

—

From this circumstance it is more than probable the parish derives its name ; for the rising
ground whereon the kirk stands is called Tore-Harlogan, and the kirk, Teaumpul-Harlogan ; and so
they retain the original Irish names, though the
parish is called by the name of Hacrigg, and more
frequently of Halkirk, manifestly [?] a corruption of
the original name, Tore-Ollagan.
Now, laggan, in
'
a low place,' the lowest in the
Erse, signifies
neigh bourliood, and tore, a mount,' or small hill.'
As to the name of the other parish, it is sometimes
pronounced Skinnet, sometimes Skinite, sometimes
Skinilt, somerimes Skinnon, sometimes Skinine
but I have reason to believe that the real name
'
should be Slclea-Xovlte. the Wing of the Bum.' "
An extensive poorhouse. intended to serve for a
combination of parishes, is at present (September
1855) in course of erection, on the left bank oi Thureo
water, near the village of Halkirk.
HALLADALE. a river and a strath, in the northeast of Sutherlandshire. The strath, together with
hills.

—

HA:NriLTOX,
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'

'

;

—

j

i

forms the Sutherland district of the
in several head
parish of Reay. The river rises
streams, on the lofty uplands on the confines of Kil
donan ; and, taking a northerly direction, after a
course of 20 miles, falls into the Pentland frith at
the Tor. or Bighouse-bay, 5 miles south-east of
It is a rapid stream, and receives
Strathv-head.
many tributary rivulets from the neighbouring
mountains to Golval, whence it flows through level
ground to the sea. The tide flows about 2 miles up
the river ; but it is only navigable by boats. Strathhalladale is under the ecclesiasrical charge of

its hill-screens,

who

ofiiciates at Acharainey,
on Halkirk. Here also is
a Free church, which forms a joint charge with a
chtirch in Strathy; and the siun raised in connexion
with which in 1855 was £14 lis. 2d.

the same missionary

mentioned

in our article

HALLBAR. See Caei.cke.
HALLEATHS. See Dbtfe-sdaie

and Lochxa-

BEX.

HALLERHIRST.

See SrETKssToy.

HALLGREEX. See Bervie.
HALLIBLADE. See DtrstEKJU-ixE.
HALLIDAY HILL, a hill on the north-east border of the parish of Dunscore, Dumfries-shire.
HALLYARDS. a quondam estate in the parish
of West Calder, Edinburgh shire. John Graham of
Hallyards, who became a lord of session in the latter
part of the 16th century, brought the Court of Session
and the General Assembly into violent collision on
a question arising out of a private affair of his own,
and eventually embroiled himself with the Duke of
Lennox, and was slain in a fracas on the public
streets of Edinburgh.
H.\LSARY, a locality in the KMith-west of the
parish of Watten, Caithness-shire, where there is a
mission-station of the Royal bounty, under the care
of the same missionary who officiates at Acharainey
in Halkirk, and at Halladale in Reay.
HALTREES. a hamlet, and an ancient chapelry,
on Gala water, 5J miles northwest of Stow, Edinburghshire.
HALYBURTOX. See Geeexi-aw.
HALYHILL. See Foeteviot.
HAM-, an Anglo-Saxon prefix or suffix in topographical names, signifying variously a home, a
farm, a property, a habitation, a hamlet, and a
small town.
HAM. or Holm. See Dtsxet.
HAMER. an ancient parish comprehended in
the moilern parish of Whitekirk in Haddingtonshire.
See WurrEKiRK.
HAMILTOX, a parish, containing the town of
Hamilton and the ^•illage of Fernigair, in the midIt is bounded by Bothdle ward of Lanarkshire.
well. Dalziel, Cambusnethan, Dalserf. Stonehouse,
It has nearly a square
Glassford, and Blantvre.
outline, extending 6 miles each way; and contains
2225 square miles, or 14,240 imperial acres. Ori-

ginally its name was Cadyhou, Cadyou, or Cadzow;
and the latter designation is still retained by one of
The name was. however, changed from
its bums.
Cadzow to Hamilton in 1445, by virtue of a charter
granted by James II. of Scotland to James, first
Lord Hamilton. The parish was at that time erected into a lordship. Hamilton of Wishaw says
" This
lordship was anciently the propertie of the

—

kings of Scotland, there being severall old charters
be Alexander the Second and Alexander the Third,
kings of Scotland, dated apud castrum nostrum de
Cadichou,' call'd afterwards the castle of Hamilton.
'

tyme when this lordship was given to
of Hamilton his predieessors is not clear;
but there is ane charter extant, granted by King
Robert Bruce in the 7th year of his reigne, 1314, to

The
the

precise

Duke
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Walter the sone of Sir Gilbert de Hamilton, of
and the tenendry of Adelwood, which
formerly belonged to his father Sir Gilbert, and
heth, without any intenoiption, continued in that
Sir

this baroiiie

familie since."
The river Clyde flows about 5 miles in connexion
over most of that distance
the north-eastern boundary, but cutting off a small
wing on the right; the river Avon flows 3J miles
across the south-eastern district, to a confluence
with the Clyde about a mile fiom the town; and
nine ri^nilets or burns water various parts of the
interior, six of thera falling into the Avon, and
"
tiiree into the Clyde.
All these burns have their
origin in the high grounds in the west and southwest of the parisli. By time and perseverance they
have forced their way through great chasms in the
sandstone rocks, forming magnificent heughs or
ravines of great magnitude, infinitely varied, and
richly wooded. These constitute part of the beauties of Scotland.' of which a stranger passing along
the highway knows and sees but little."
The
scenes along the Clyde are still richer, and in another style, while those along the Avon are surv/ith the parish; tracing

'

passingly romantic; but they have already been
sufiiciently described in our articles Clyde and
Avon. The surface of the parish inward from the
streams, is considerably diversified, and aggregately
pleasant.
Along the Clyde lie extensive valleygrounds of a deep and fertile soil. Thence the land
rises gradually to the south-west, to a considerable
height in the higher parts to more than 600 feet
above the level of the sea. Still it is not a hilly
district, these ascents being formed of an undulating upward swell. The soil of the heights is niostl}'
of a clayish nature. The lower pnrts of the ascent
are tolerably fertile and well-cultivated; but from
the nature of the soil and bottoms, it is not an early
disti-ict
the higher parts often producing scanty
and late crops. There are a few swampy meadows
in the upper parts; but with this exception, and
that of the woods, it is almost entirely arable.
After all, this parish is rather a beautiful than a
fertile one, and according to the Old Statistical
"
Account, cultivation has been more successful in
enriching the scenery than in multiplying the an:

—

nual productions."
The district is exceedingly
well-fenced and wooded, and the crops raised comprise every thing included in the usual agricultural
catalogue.
Orchard-produce is not cultivated here
so extensively as in many parishes in Clydesdale;
but there are nevertheless many large gardens,
which are not only productive in themselves, but
add vastly to the beauty of the landscape. There
is some fine wood in tlie parisli, particularly the
"old oaks" behind Cadzow, which are scattered
over a noble chase of 1,500 acres, and are supposed
to have been planted by David, Earl of Huntingdon, afterwards King of Scotland, about the j'ear
1 140.
Many of these trees have attained a vast
size, and there is one of them called the Boss tree,'
near Wood-house, which is capable of accommodating eight persons in its interior. In the glades of
the Cidzow forest, a number of the ancient Caledonian breed of cattle, noticed in our article on
Cunibernanld, are kept browsing. Their bodies are
purely white, with the exception of the ears, muzzles, and hoofs, wliicli are black; and they are
'

perfectly safe and docile, excepting when they liave
young, to which they manifest a more than usual
A number of fallow deer are kept in a
^.ft'ection.
park on the opposite bank of the Avon. Coal, lime,
and ironstone abound. The coal is most extensively
worked at Quarter, about 3 miles from Hamilton.
It is
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brought from Quarter by a railway

laid

along

the banks of the Avon; and is stored at Avonbri:lge
within half-a-mile of the town. Coal is worked also
at Plotcock and Ijangfaugh.
Limestone of good
quality, in beds respectively 4 feet and 6 feet thick,
at
occur
Crookedstone and Boghead, in the south-

west of the parish; and a seam of ironstone, about
18 inches thick, lies there below the limestone.
Sandstone is raised in 6 or 7 quarries.
The
yearly produce of the parish was estimated in 1835
at £14,329 in grain, £7,336 in hay, potatoes &c.,
£6,000 ill produce of pasture lands, £600 in produce
of gardens and orchards, £3,000 in coals, metals,
and stones, and £1,000 in miscellaneous pi'oduce,

—in

The value of assessed property
all, £32,265.
1843 was £38,180 12s. 6d. The old valued rental
and
the real rental in 1835 was
£9,377 Scots;
£20,176,— of which £8,638 was for the town.
The parish contains rains or vestiges of many
old edifices, whose pristine glory has long since
departed, among which may be named Silverlon
hill, Plirnoek, Ross, Motherwell, Nielsland, Barnin

is

Edlewood, Mirritoun,
and Udstoun, which were formerly seats of dilTerent
scions of the house of Hamilton.
But much more
interesting than any of these is Cadzow castle,

cluith, Allansliaw, Darnga])er,

situated on a precipitous rock by the side of the
Avon. This castle is of very remote but unrecorded
origin, and belonged to several of the Kings ot

Scotland, down to Koljert Bruce, who granted it to
the ancestor of the ducal family of Hamilton.
It
seems to have been repaired at diff'erent periods;
but was dismantled amid the events of the civil
wars, in the time of Queen Mary. The keep, with
the fosse around^it, a narrow bridge over the fosse,
and a well in the interior, are still in a fair state of
preservation.
They are constructed of a reddish
polished stone. The walls of some attached buildings, probably chapel and offices, also several
Cadzow castle is
vaults, are likewise still visilile.
the subject of a fine well-known ballad by Sir
Walter Scott.
On the opposite side of the Avon
stands the modern chateau of Cliatelherault, a
sumptuous pile, built in 1732 in imitation of the
cita !el of Cliatelherault in Poitou, and rivetting attention at once by its accompanying pleasuregrounds, by its romantic position in the Avon's
ravine, and by its own red walls, square towers,
and curious pinnacles. In the dell of the Avon also
are situated the ancient terraced gardens of Barncluith, or Baron's Cleugh, the property of Lady
Ruthven. The house is situated on the top of a
bold bank, with walks cut out of the rock, one
under the other descending towards the river, supported by high walls, and beautified by fruit-trees
of various kinds, and commands an enchanting
prospect of the wooded banks of the Avon, and the

Near
delightful amphitheatre around and beyond.
Meikle-Earnock, about 2 miles from the town,
occurs a Roman tumulus. It is 8 feet high, and 12
feet in diameter.
When broken up many years ago,
a number of urns wei'c found containing the ashes
of human bones, and amongst them the tooth of a
There was no insci-iption seen but some of
horse.
the urns
wliich were all of baked earth
were
and
otliers decoi*ated with moulding, probably
plain,
to mark the
of the deceased. In the haugh,
quality
in the vicinity of the pilace of Hamilton, an ancient
inoathill or seat of justice is pointed jut.
It is
about 30 feet diameter at the base, and 15 feet high,
and is evidently a construction of great antiquity.
The celebrated Dr. Cullen was a native of this parHe
ish, having been born in i* Ajiril 15, 1710.
was a magistrate of llann'lton for a number of years.

—

;

—

—

Lord Cochrane, now the Earl of Dundonald, spent
many of his younger years in the parish. The
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lather of the late Professor Millar of Glasgow was
one of the parochial clergymen; as were also the
father of the late Dr. Baillie of London, and his
caiebi-ated sister
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Joanna.

The town, woods, and

ravines of Ilamilton have,
from early times, been the scene of important
events.
They weie partlcnlarly so in the times of
the persecution, ia consequence of the majoiity of
the parisliioners being devoted adherents to the
In the winter of 1650,
cause of the Covenant.
Cromwell despatched General Laml)ert and Commis-

sary-general Whilley to Hamilton, with five regiments of cavalry, for the pui-pose of keeping the
Covenanters of the district in check, or of seducing
them over to his own views. They were attacked
by a party of 1,.!>00 horseman from Ayrshire, under
Colonel Kerr, and a gr^^at number of horses fell into
the hands of the Covenanters; but Lambert having
rallied his forces, attacked the Covenanters in turn,
at a spot 2 miles from Hamilton, killed Colonel
Kerr, with about 100 of his men, and took a
great number of prisoners. In June 1679 Graham
of Claverhouse, when upon his way to the field of
Drumclog, seized, near the town of Hamilton, John
King, a field-preacher, and 17 other persons, whom
he bound in pairs and drove before him in the
direction of Loudon hill.
After their success at
Dmmclog, the Covenanters marched to Hamilton,
and resolved upon an attack on Glasgow; but, as is

well-known, they were severely repulsed, after
which they again retired to Hamilton, where the
more moderate portion of the body drew up the
document which afterwards obtained the name of
the Hamilton declaration,' the purport of which
was to deny any intention of overturning the
government, to forbear all disputes and recriminations in the meantime, and to refer all matters to a
free parliament and a general
assembly lawfully
cliosen.
This proposition was scouted by the
violent party, and their guard being attacked in the
night-time, near Hamilton ford, one of their numAfter the
ber, named James Cleland, was killed.
'

disastrous battle of Bothwell Brig, the fugitives fled
in all directions through the
parish, and Gordon of
Earlston, who had reached the parish with a body
of men under his command from Galloway, met his
vanquished brethren near Quarter, at which place

he was killed.
About 1,200 men were taken
prisoners in the parish by the King's troops; and
many of the persecuted 'hill folk' only
'
escaped
death by hiding in Hamilton woods.
For this
were
much
indebted to the amiable and
safety they
generous Anne, Duchess of Hamilton, who begged
the Duke of Monmouth, the commander, that his
soldiers misrht not Iw permitted to enter lier
plantations; and thus many lives were saved which, but
for her interference, would have been sacrificed.
Ilamilton gives the title of Baron, Marquis, and
Duke, in the peerage of Scotland, to the noble family
of Hamiltoti-Douu-^las.
This illustrious family is
said to be descended from Sir William de
Hamilton,
one of the sons of William de Bellomont, third Earl
of Leicester.
Sir William's son. Sir Gilbert Hamilton, having spoken in admiration of Robert the
Bruce, at the court of Edward XL, received a blow
from John de Spencer, who conceived the discourse
was derogatory to his master. This led, on the
following day, to an encounter in which Spencer
fell, and Hamilton fled for
safety to Scotland in
1323.
Having been closely pursued in his flight,
Hamilton and his servant changed clothes with two
woodcutters and, taking the saws of the workmen,
they were in the act of cutting an oak-tree when his
pursuers passed. Pei-ceiving his servant to notice
them, Sir Gilbert cried out to him
Through
;

'

'

I

which word, with the oak and saw through it, be
took for his crest in remembrance and commemoration of his escape. He afterwards became a favourite
with Robert Bruce, and from an old manuscript it
appears that he was one of seven knights who kept
the king's person in the field of Bannockburn, and
afterwards contiinied with him till his death, and
Sir Walter
attended his burial at Dunfermline.
'

'

de Hamilton, the son of Sir Gilbert, acquired the
lands of Cadzow, in the sheriffdom of Lanark, and
others; and from him was descended, in the fifth degree, Sir James Hamilton of Cadzow, who was the
first peer of the family. He was originally attached
to the powerful family of Douglas, and was an important adherent of the Earl of that name, when in
1455 that nobleman took the field in open rebellion
against his sovereign. Sir James, however, deserted
from Douglas to the King, almost upon the eve of a
battle, upon Avhich the chances appeared as much in
favour of the subject as the sovereign and his example being followed by others, the army of Douglas
rapidly disappeared, and ruin came upon his once
potent house. For this notable sen-ice Sir James
was created a lord of parliament, and he also obtained
a grant, dated 1st July, 1455, of the ofiicc of sheriff
of the county of Lanark, and subsequently grants of
extensive territorial possessions. He maiTied for his
second wife, in 1474, Mary, eldest daughter of King
James II., and widow of Thomas Boyd, Earl of
Arran. Dying in 1479 he was succeeded by his only
son, James, second Lord Hamilton, who obtained
a charter of the lands and eai'k'.om of Arran in 1503.
This nobleman was constituted lieutenant-general
of the kingdom, warden of the marches, and one of
the lords of the regency in 1517. He was succeeded
by his son James, the second Earl, who had only,
betwixt him and the throne, Marj- daughter of James
In 1543 he was
v., and afterwards Queen of Scots.
declared heir-presumptive to the Crown, and was appointed guai-dian to Queen Man,-, and governor of the
kingdom during her minority. He was mainly instrumental in bringing about the marriage of the
youthful princess to the Dauphin, in opposition to
the wishes of Heniy VIII. of England; and in
token of his approval of these services, the French
king Henr}' the Second conferred upon him the
title of Duke of Cliatelherault, in addition to a penHe continued to take
sion of 30,000 livres a-year.
an active part in public affairs till his death in 1575,
when he was succeeded in the earldom of AiTan by
James his eldest son, the dukedom of Chatelherault
having been resumed by the French crown. This
;

—

—

nobleman, upon the arrival of Queen Mary, in 1561,
openly aspired to the honour of her hand; but having
opposed the enjoyment of the Queen's exercise of
her religion, and having entered a protestation
His love,
against it, he entirely lost her favour.
inflamed by disappointment, gradually undermined
his reason, and at last he broke out into ungovernable frenzy. He was in consequence declared by
the cognition of inquest to be insane, and the estates
of his father devolved upon his brother, Lord John
Hamilton, commendator of Aberbrotbock, who, in
1567, was one of those who entered into an association to rescue Queen Mary from the castle of Lochleven; and upon her escape she fled to his estate of
Hamilton, and there held her court. From thence
she proceeded to Langside where her forces were

by the Regent Murray. Tlse castle of
Hamilton was besieged and taken, and Lord John
went into banishment. The fealty of this nobleman
to his unhappy Queen never swerved for a moment;
and so well aware was she of his fidelity that one
of her last acts wae to transmit to him a ring, which
defeated

is still

preserved in the family.

He was recalled bj
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to the family-estates, and
created, in 1599, Marquis of Hamilton.
Dying, in
he
was
succeeded
1604,
by his only son, James,
second Marquis, who obtained also an English peerage by the titles of Baron of Ennerdale in Cumberland,
and Earl of Cambridge. He died in 1625, and was
succeeded by his eldest son, James, third Marquis,
who was created Marquis of Clydesdale, and in 1643
Duke of Hamilton, and received a grant of the
hereditary office of keeper of Holyrood palace.
This nobleman, the first Duke of Hamilton,
warmly espoused the cause of King Charles I., and
promoted the engagement to raise troops for the
service of his sovereign.
As is well-known, he was
defeated at the battle of Preston, where he was
made prisoner; and being bi'ouglit to trial by the

Jaines VI., restored

'
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same court by which the King had been condemned,
he was found guilty of having levied war upon the
people of England, and»suffered decapitation in Old
Palace-yard on 9th March, 1649. His Grace was
succeeded by his brothei", William, the fourth Marquis, and second Duke, who had previously been
elevated to the peerage as Lord Macanshire and
The Duke was
Polmont, and Earl of Lanark.
mortally wounded in the cause of Charles IL at the
battle of Worcester and by Cromwell's act of grace,
;

passed in 1654, he was excepted from all benefit
thereof, and his estates forfeited, reserving only out
of them £400 a-year for his Duchess for life, and
£100 to each of his four daughters and their heiis.
His Grace's own honours fell under the attainder,
and his English dignities expired but the dukedom
of Hamilton, in virtue of the patent, devolved upon
;

his niece, the eldest daughter of James, the first
Duke. Lady Anne Hamilton, Duchess of Hamilton,
introduced the Douglas name into the family by
marrying Lord William Douglas, eldest son of Wiland she obtained
liam, first Marquis of Douglas
by petition for her husband, in 1 660, the title of Duke
of Hamilton for life.
His Grace had previously
been elevated to the peerage as Earl of Selkirk.
This peer sat as president of the convention parliament, which settled the crown upon William and
Mary. He died in 1694, and was succeeded by his
eldest son, James, Earl of Arran, who, upon the
;

Duchess, a few years afterwards, surrendering her
honours, became then, by patent, Duke of Hamilton,
with the precedency of the original creation of 1643,
in the same manner as if he had originally inherited.
He was created an English peer in 1711, as Baron
of Dutton in tlie county of Chester, and Duke of
Brandon in the county of Suffolk; but upon proceeding to take his seat in the House of Lords, it
was objected, that by the 23d article of the Union,
"
no pvCr of Scotland could, after the Union, be
created a peer of England;" and the house came
to this resolution after a protracted debate.
The
Duke having accepted a challenge from Charles,
Lord Mohun, fouglit that nobleman in Hyde Park
on 15th November, 1712, and having slain his opponent, fell himself, through the treachery, as was
suspected, of General Macartney, Lord Mohun's
second, for whose apprehension a reward of £500
was subsequently offered.
Macartney eventually
surrendered, and was tiied in the court of king's
bench in June 1716, when he was acquitted of the
His
murder, and found guilty of manslaughter.
Grace was succeeded by his son, James, fifth Duke
of Hamilton and second Duke of Brandon, who died
in 1742-3, and was succeeded by his eldest son,
James, the sixth Duke, who died in 1758. Ho was
succeeded by his son James George, the seventh
Duke, who succeeded to the Marquisate of Douglas
and Earldom of Angus, upon the demise, in 17('>1,
of Archibald, the last Duke of Douglas.
The

guardians of his Grace asserted his right and hiid
claim to the Douglas estates, upon the ground that
Mr. Stewart, son and heir of Lady Jane Stewart,
and
sister of the Duke of Douglas, was not her son
this led to a most unwonted legal contest, ending in
the defeat of the Haniiltons, and known as the celebrated Douglas cause. His Grace died unmarried
in 1769, and the honours devolved upon his brother
Douglas, the eighth Duke, who, in 1782, again
brought up the point decided against his pieclecesi-or.
the fourth Duke, relative to his right to a seat in the
house of lords; and after the opinion of the judges
had been taken, he obtained a resolution in his
;

and was consequently summoned to the
house of lords as Duke of Brandon. He died in
1799 without issue, and tlie title and estates reverted
to his uncle, Archibald, the ninth Duke of Hamiltor
and sixth Duke of Brandon, eldest son, by his third
Archibald
wife, of James fifth Duke of Hamilton.
died on 16th Febrnar)', 1819, and was succeeded bv
Alexander Hamilton Douglas, the tenth Duke, whc
also died in 1852, and was succeeded by his son.
Alexander, the present Duke.
Many honourable
families of the name of Hamilton have sprung from
It is the
the junior branches of this noble house.
favour,

premier peerage of the kingdom, and its possessors
have acted a conspicuous part in all the stirring
Both from this cause
ir.cidents in Scottish history.
and from the circumstance that, failing the Brunswick line, it is the next Protestant branch of the

royal fiimily in succession to the Crown of Scotland,
the title cariies with it much of the respect and
veneration of the country'.
The dukedom of C'hatelherault still finds a place in the roll of titles belonging to the family, on the ground that it was nevei
formally abandoned by them; but it is now a mere
courtesy title, unrecognised by law in either Greal
Britain or France.
The ducal palace is the main object of attraction
in the parish.
It is situated in the immediate
neighbourhood of the town, on the side next the
Clyde, with enchanting grounds, laid out in lawn,
Avoods,

and gardens, stretching

far

away around and

The germ

of this magnificent structure
originally a small square tower, and the oldeii
part of the present house was erected about the yeai
The structure was almost entirely rebuilt oi
1591.
renewed more than a century afterwards.
grand
modern addition was commenced in 1822, and cariied

beyond

it.

was

A

on for nearly twenty years, which has ejitirely altered the character of the edifice, and made it one
of the most magnificent piles in the kingdom, and
not inferior to the abode of royalty itself. " The
modem part comprises a new front, facing the north
264 feet 8 inches in length, and 3 stoiics h gh, witl:
an additional wing to the west for servants' apartments, 100 feet in length. A new corridor is carried akmg the back of the old building, containing
The front is adorned by a noble portico,
baths, &c.
consisting of a double row of Corinthian columns,
eacli of one solid stone, surmounted by a lofty pediment. The shaft of each column is upwards of 2£
feet in height, and about 3 feet 3 inches in diameter,
These were each brought in the block, about 8 miles
from a quarry in Dalserf, on an inmiense wagcon
constioicted for the purpose, and drawn by 30 horses,

The

principal apartments, besides the entrance-hall,
a sort of saloon or hall, from which
many of the principal rooms enter a dining-room,
71 feet by 30 a library and billiard-room state bedrooms, and a variety of sleeping apartments; a
are, the tribune,

;

;

;

The galleiy, 120 feet by 20,
kitchen, court, &c.
and 20 feet high, has also been thorongldy repaired.
This, like all the principal rooms, is gilded and ornamented with marl)le, scagliola, and stucco-work "

H.A3IILT0N.
The

interior furnishings are, in all respects,

well

worthy of the imposinsr exterior; and the cabinets,
the Sv-'lect articles of fiiniituro, and the services of
attraction
plate are exceedingly rich. But the grand
is the picture gallery, the most celebrated in ScotThe portraits of Charles I. in armour on a
land.
white horee, and the Earl of Denbigh in a shooting
dress, standing by a tree, with a black boy on the
masteropposite side pointing to the game, are
An Ascension-piece, by Georpieces by Vandyke.
a
Christ
by Poussin, dying
gione. an entombment of
Madonna by Corregio, a stag-hunt by Sneyder, a
and a faithful
de
Vinci,
Leonard
laughing-boy by
from the oriportrait of Napoleon by David, painted
value. Upon the
ginal, are rare specimens of art and
east staircase is a large altar-piece, by Girolarao dai
Libri, from San Lionardo nel Monte, near Verona;
and, in the breakfast-room are a picture by Giacomo
da Puntormo. of Joseph receiving his fother and
brethren in Eg>pt, and a portrait of Artonelli of
Mycena. said to have been the first painter in oil,
The great gallery, the saloons, and the
date 14^74.
principal rooms, contain splendid paintings by many
of the first masters, among whom may be named

Vandyke. Kneller, Rubens, Corregio, Rembrandt,
Guido, Titian, the Carracci, Salvator Rosa. Carlo
Dol e, Poussin, Spagnoletti. But the most admired
of all is Daniel in the Lions' Den by Rubens,— which
exhibits the prophet standing naked, with his legs
twisted, his arms uplifted, and his hands elapsed,
wliile six lions and two lionesses yawn listlessly in
the cave below, ^aiid on which Wordsworth wrote

the sonnet,

—

—

" Amid a

And

fertile region, green witli wood
fresh with rivers, well doth it become

The Ducal owner, in his paliice home
To nataralize tliis tawny lion brooit
;

Children of

art,

\r
IL\^1ILT0N
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that claim strange brotherhood.

Couched in their den, with those that roam at large
Over the burnini; wiideniess, and cliarpe
The wind with terror while they roar for food.
Satiate were these; and still to eye and ear;
Hence, while we gaze, a more enduring' fear!
Yet is the prophet calm, nor would the cave
J)ain!t him— if his companions now bedrowsed.
Outstretched and listless, were by hunger roused
M:iii placed hiui here, and God, he knows, can save."

—

;

parts of the parish, very rich facilities of communication.
The ilotherwell branch of the same railway, connecting with the Caledonian main western
fork, is also easily accessible, and indeed nearly impinges on the small wing of the parish on the right
The Lesmahago railway also
side of the Clyde.
will benefit the south eastern district of the parish.
A small cavalry barrack is situated at Almada hill,
on the Glasgow road, about a mile north-west of the
town. The manufactures of the parish will be na
ticed in connexion with the town.
Population of
the parish in 1831, 9,513 ; in 1851, 11,7-10. Houses,
1.31»j.

This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Duke of
Hamilton. The charge is collegiate. Each of the
ministers has a stipend worth i'313 13s. lOd.; and
the first used to receive £107 10s. in lieu of manse
and glebe, while the second has a manse but no
The church stands on high ground, origiglebe.
nally out of the town on the south, but now embraced by town extension and was erected in 1732,
from designs by the eider Adam. It is an elegant
structure, with a circular body, and four cross aisles,
and contains about 800 sittings. There is a Free
church, with 1,000 sittings, and an attendance of 780;
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was
upwards of £1,200. There are four United Presbyterian churches, one of them in Muir-street with
1J05 sittings, one in Brandon-street with 940 sittings, one in Chapel-street with 700 sittings, and
one in Blackswell with 582 sittings and the aggregate attendance at the four on the Census Sabbath
There are also an Episcopalian
in 1851 was 1.211.
chapel, with 214 sittings, and an attendance of 92;
an Independent chapel, with 550 sittings, and an
attendance of 400; a meeting- house of an isolated
congregation, with 250 sittings, and an attendance
of 100 and a Roman Catholic place of worship.
The schools of Hamilton are numerous and good,
and have raised the place to a comparatively high
rank in educational fame. The chief is the grammar school, of ancient date, combining also the parochial school, and conducted by a rector, an English
master, and a commercial master. The rector has
£34 4s. 4jd. of salary as parochial master, and receives large fees and considerable additional emoluments. A rival establishment is St. John's seminaries, conducted by a rector and an English master.
There are several seminaries for young ladies,
a private academy and boarding establishment,
several well-conducted English and writing schools,
several ordinaiy adventure schools, and schools
of the Old orphan society and of the Orphan
and charitable school association. There is also
In 1808, a public suba mechanics' institution.
in the town,
scription library was instituted
of the late Dr.
exertions
principally through the
John Hume, and attained considerable bulk, but is
;

—

;

;

—

riiere are within the parish of Hamilton 15 miles
of tnnipike road, and about 30 miles of parochial road.
The great Glasgow and London road passes through
the town ; and a great improvement was made upon
it there, about 20 years ago, by cutting a new line
for it, to the extent of upwards of 700 yards, in such
a manner as to avoid a brae np one of the streets,
and to cut off an awkward elbow at the cross. The
old Edinburgh and Ayr road, made in 1755, the
oldest turnpike except one in Scotland, also traverses
the parish.
On the Glasgow and London road,
above Hamilton green, there is an imposing bridge
over the Cadzow-l.urn, of three arches, of 60 feet
span, and the parapet of which is 60 feet above the
The charitable institutions belongl>ed of the streamlet.
There is also a new bridge now extinct.
over the Avon on the same line of road. Farther ing to the town and parish are of a very respectable
up the stream is an old bridge of 3 arches, said to order. The Duke's hospital is an old building, with
have been built long since at the expense of the a belfry and bell, situated at the Cross, and erected
monks of the monastery of Lesmahago. Hamilton in lieu of the former one, which stood in the Netherton.
The pensioners do not now reside here; but
bridge, over the Clyde, upon the Edinburgh road,
has 5 arches, and was built by authoritr of parlia- it contributes to the support of a dozen old men, at
ment in 1780. Bothwell bridge, also over the Clyde, the rate of £8 18s. yearly, with a suit of clothes
Aikman's hospital in Muir-street, was
is the oldest bridge in Lanarkshire, and famous in
biennially.
built and endowed in 1775, by Mr. Aikman, a prohistory, but now greatly altered and modernized.
About half-a-mile below it is a very handsome prietor in the parish, and formerly a merchant in
Four old men are here lodged, have £4
recently erected suspension bridge. The Hamilton Leghorn.
branch of the Clydesdale Junction railway, belong- per annum, and a suit of clothes every two years.
\r\cr to the Caledonian
railway system, and having Rae's, Robertson's, and Lyon's, and Miss Christian
very conveniently situated terminus in the town, Allan's mortification also proditce considerable sums
•car the county buildings, afibrds to all the lower for the support of the poor, and some other funds
i

.
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have been placed at the disposal of the kirk-session
for the mitigation of distress.

procured the very parish to take their name, and
were also indisputably the founders of the burgh-of" In the
tynie
barony. Hamilton of Wishaw says

—

The ancient pirish of Cadzow comprehended the
Lord Hamilton
present parish of Hamilton, in addition to the cha- of King James the Second, James
in tiie midst of
pelry of Machan, now the parish of Dalserf. David erected here ane burgh of baronie
I
with consent of his son, Earl Henry, made a ane large and pleasant valley, extending from the
grant of the church of "Cadihou," with its perti- mouth of Aven to Bothwell bridge, near 2 myles
Hamilnents, to the liis!iops of Glasgow, and the grant was along the river, with a pleasant burn, called
The ton jjurn, running through the town and gardens,
confirmed by the bulls of several Popes.
church of Cadihou was afterwards constituted a pre- now belonging to the Duke; giving out severall
bend of the cathedral church of Glasgow, by John, lands to the inhabitants to be holden of the family,
the Bishop of that sea ; and his successor, Herbert, reserving to themselves the superioritie, jurisdiction,
granted to the dean and canons the lands of Bar- and nameing of the magistrates. This Lord Hamilton also founded here ane provostrie, consisting of
lanerk and Badlernock, in augmentation of the pre
bend. Long before the Reformation, however, the ane provost and eight prebends, giving to each of
chapelry of Machan was erected into a separate them ane manse and yeard, and glebe in the Haugh
of
parish by tlie name of Dalserf; but the rectory of of Hamilton and gave them the vicarage teinds
the parish churches of Hamilton and of Dalserf the parishes of Hamilton and Dalserfe, together witli
continued to belong to the prebend of the dean of severall lands lying within those two pari.shes and
Glasgow down to the epoch of the Reformation. the parish of Stonehouse. He also built new the
AVhen the church was erected into a prebend, a vi- parish kirk of Hamilton, the queere and two cross
carage was instituted for serving the cure. In 1589, isles and steeple, all of polished stone."
The site of the town may, in a general view, be
the King granted to James, Earl of Arran, and his
heirs male, the right of patronage of the deanery of called a rising-ground, sloping gently toward the
Glasgow with the parsonage of the churches of east, and pleasantly overlooking the ducal palace
Hamilton and Dalserf; and this part was ratified and policies. But it really is a diversified piece of
to the Earl's nephew, James, Marquis of Hamilton,
ground, with swells, terraces, and hollows, and is
in 1621.
The patronage of the collegiate church of considerably bisected by the Cadzow burn. The
Hamilton has ever since remained in the noble country immediately around it is profusely ornate,
house of Hamilton. At the period of the charge and almost gorgeously rich. The outskirts of tlie
being made collegiate in 1451, James, Lord Hamil- town ai'e extensive and scattered, and present many
The old
ton, built a fine Gothic church, with a choir, two delightful specimens of villa architecture.
cross aisles, and a steeple ; and this continued the parts of the town have undergone much modern
parish church down till 1732, when the new church improvement; and the new parts comprise some
was built, and the old one removed with the excep- admirably built streets and not a few fine residences.
In 1831, a gas-work, on an elegant plan, was erected
tion of the aisle, which has been used as the buryThat too, at the cost of £2,400. In 1853, an act of parliament
ing vault of the family of Hamilton.
a
few
was
obtained for supplying the inhabitants with
the
erection,
however, has been superseded by
years ago, of a very splendid and costly mausoleum water by gravitation. In 1816, a spacious trades'In June, 1834,
hall was erected in Church-street.
within the grounds of the palace.
HAMILTON, a market -town, a parliamentary the new prison and public ofKces were founded with
burgh, the capital of the middle ward of Lanark- masonic honours. These comprise apartments for
the sherift'-clerk, town-clerk, a court-room, a hall
shire, stands on the Glasgow and Carlisle road,
about a mile west of the conflux of the Avon with for county-meetings, and the prison and governor's
the Clyde, 7 miles north of Strathaven, 8 south of house. The prison contains 43 cells, and is surAirdrie, lOf by road south-east of Glasgow, 15 rounded by a high wall, enclosing also a large open
north-west of Lanai'k, and 36 by road west of Edin- court, or airing-yard, half an acre in extent. These
burgh. The original town stood farther to the east, buildings stand in the west end of the town near the
within the Duke's pleasure-grounds, and was called cavalry barracks. The old piison was erected in
the Netherton. Even the present town comprises the I'eign of Cliarles I., but has been dismantled, with
an ancient part and a modern part and has suffered the exception of the steeple and clock. It was sitthe fate, so common to old towns in juxta-position uated in the lower or olden portion of the town,
with noble denjesnes, of being curtailed in the old immediately adjoining the park wall of Hamilton
part and pushed away in the new, in order to give palace.
" That
Hamilton has, in some degree, a kind of aristoincreased seclusion to the palace.
part of it
wliich stands near the fiesh-market and the public cratic character, yet is not a place without manumanufacture of lace was early introgreen," says the Rev. W. Patrick, "appears to be the factures.
most ancient. The rocks behind the flesh-market duced by one of the Duchesses of Hamilton, afterare about 20 feet high, and were once occupied by a wards Duchess of Argyle, who brought over a native
mansion called the Ha' or Hall and on the oppo- of France to teach it and, as it was esteemed, in
the circumstances, fully more a noble than a plebeian
site side of the burn stood a mill called the Ha' miU,
wiiich has given the name of Shilling-hill to the thing, many respectable females, who had no need
When the tun, ton, or town of it as an avocation, became pupils and workers.
street where it stood.
collected round this place, it was called Ha-mill-ton. The Hamilton lace was long in repute among the
but
B() says tradition
history, wliich is more to be higher classes, but eventually went out of fasliion.
depended on, gives a different and more satisfactory But about*20 years ago, when the manufacture of it
account. The date of the foundation of the lower was nearly extinct, the manufacture of a sort of
town cannot now bo ascertained it has been long tamboured bobinette was introduced as a substitute
swept away but that the upper town is also of for it and this rose suddenly into such importance
great antiquity appears from the fact, that it was that, within eight years, upwards of 2,500 females
considerable enough to bo erected into a burgh-of- in the town or neighbourhood were employed upcm
barony in the year 145G by James II." The whole it. The making of check shirts for the colonial
of pecuplace, both the extinct and the extant, both the old market, and the making of black silk veils
and the new, evidently had both its rise and its liar patterns, also rose rapidly into importance. The
name from the Hamilton family ; who, at alluvents, imitation of cambric weaving of the finest kindf
,

;

;
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;

;

—

;
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chief seat at Hamilton after the introdnction
cotton trade into Scotland and it prospered
much that whole streets of houses were built to
accommodate the industrious weavers, no fewer than
about 1,250 looms being in the town; but alwut 35

took

of
80

its

tlie

HAMMER

HAMMERSXESS, a headland in t!:e north-west
of the island of Fetlar in Shetland.
a bay on the west side of the
parish of Nor'hmaven in Shetland.
a
AMXAYOE, bay on the north side of the par
ish of Northmaven in Shetland.
It is an excellent
place for vessels riding at anchor, but has a very
small entrance.
a bay, forming a good natural harbour, in the middle of the south end of the island of
Yellin Shetland.
HANDA, an island belonging to the parish of
Edderachillis in Sntherlandsbire.
It lies within
about a mile of the mainland, and has a somewhat
circular outline, of about 1-^ mile in diameter.
It
formerly was inhabited, but has of late been uni)ihabited.
Its name is derived either from the Celtic,
'
Aonda, the Island of one colour,' or fi oui Aon- Taobh.
'the Island of one side;' in either of which senses
the appellation is just and applicable.
For viewing
it from the sea
upon the south it appears whollv

HAMMERSVOE,
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and a fair proing, shoe-making, tanning, brewing,
kinds of artificersbip are
portion of the ordinary
also carried on.

Hamilton has a considerable local trade in the
geneval supply of the surrounding country.
weekly market is held on Friday. A cattle and
of April
hiring' market is held on the third Friday
and the third Friday of October. Five fairs in the
year, of considerable importance, were formerly held
"for the sale of flax and wool, but tliey have become
The town has offices of the British Linen
extinct.
Company's Bank, the Commercial Bank, the Royal
Bank, the City of Glasgow Bank, and the Bank
It has also a national security savof Scotland.
The prinings' bank, and eleven insurance offices.
cipal inns are the Commercial, the Bruce Arms, the

A

ritory of the regality is very extensive, and the
magistrates exercise the same jurisdiction, both in

and criminal

cases, as the magistrates of royal
burghs. The sheriff-court for the middle ward of
the county, and the quarter-sessions fur the peace
are held here.
Tlie greater part of the burgh-territory is in possession of the Duke of Hamilton ; but
the town still derives a considerable revenue from
Its income, in
its feu-duties and other propertv.
183:', was £654; in 1840, £715'5s. 2id.; in 1854,
£1.081 8s. 3d. Hamilton presents the anomaly of
having been at one time a royal buigh, and of having
afterwards denuded itself of its status and privileges.
The earliest charter of the burgh in the possession
of the town-council is dated 23d October, 1475, and
was granted by James Lord Hamilton. It recognises the burgh as a then existing burg!i-of-barony,
and grants to the community and bailies certain
lands, and the common moor, a considerable portion
of which is still retained by the burgh.
The next
charter was granted by Queen Man,-, on loth Januerected
and
it
Hamilton
was
into a
a.y, 1548;
by
royal burgh with certain privileges; but it would

appear that two bailies, named James Hamilton and
Ja.iies Naismith, agreed to resign that privilege in
1670, by accepting of a charter from Anne, Duchess

by which she constituted the town the
chief burgh of the regality and dukedom of Hamilof Hainilton,
ton.

Long subsequent

to this, in 1726, the then
made an effort to throw

magistrates and iuhibitants

Hamilton family, and reburgh; but
the charter of Duchess Anne was found to be the
governing one, by the court of session, in an action
of declarator of the privileges of Hamilton, as a royal
off the superiority of the

sume

their long disused rights as a royal

burgh, to the free choice of its magistrates. The
court sustained the defence of the Duke of Hamilton,
that the privileges of the burgh had been lost by
It was not, therefore, till the passing
prescription.
of the Reform bill, in 1832, that the inhabitants wei-e
invested with the privilege of sharing in the election
of a member of parliament; and the burgh was associated for this purpose with Lanark, Falkirk, LinConstituency in 1854, 290.
lirligow, and Airdrie.
!'>;nilation in 1841. 8.876; in 1851, 9,630. Houses, 967.

Fokth axd Cltdf

(The), a bold headland, about 200 feet
high, in the midst of an equiilly bold high coast, in
the south of the island of Bressay in .Shetland.

—

Black Bull, and tlie King's Arms. Kailway trains
run to Glasgow, omnibuses to Motlierwell, and
coaches to Larkhall, Stonehouse, and Strathaven.
Hamilton is a burgh of regality governed by a
The terprovost, three bailies, and a town-council.

See

Canal.

;

and not many
or 40 years it began to decline,
a point where it could
years afterwards it reached
a degree or two above staryield a sustenance only
vation. The manufacture of galas, Btocking-mak-

civil
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dusky and green, and

rises gradually by a
gentle
ascent toward the north so as to consist of one face
or side, having upon the north a tremendous cliff' of
from 600 to 700 feet in height. " No tourist." say
the Messrs. Anderson, "ou2ht to omit a visit to
Handa. The island is formed of red sandstone, on
which a highly comminuted and beautifully grained
conglomerate overlies. The strata dip on "the landward side; and the seaward front is a range of precipices perfectly perpendicular, and for the most as
smooth and mural as the most perfect masonrv. and
washed by the ocean depths. They form a line of
about two miles, ranging from perhaps 600 to
fully
700 feet. This is so stupendous as to be almost unin
the
British
islands.
equalled
Happily for the
view-hunter, they are admirably disposed for being
seen to the best possible advantage from the summit, though in fine weather, when they can be ap-

proached by boat, new, and in some respects, most
But
striking effects may be obtained from beneath.
they are widely indented, so that from opposing entis
the eye commands the various sections, and as the
ground slopes upwards to the veiy verge, the spectator can approach them without apprehension.
In
one of these indentations two detached columns rise,
at the distance of a stone-throw, and near to each
other one about a fourth of the height, the other

—

A

of the full height of the adjoining cliff".
fissure
in the rock exhibits the sides of the larper one,
which is perforated underneath its upright lines
seemingly at a few yards distance from the perfectly
perpendicular parted lines of the contigijous cliff.
At another, the highest spot of all, a mural face of

—

prodigious length demands undivided admiration of
truly majestic dimensions.
Again, an enormous
perforation reaches down to the level of the ocean,
which makes its flux and reflux by two natural
arches on either side of a huge supporting block,
underneath the seaward wall of the perpendicular
The island is remarkable also for haraperture."
bouring clouds of sea-fowl upon its cliffs, and for
commanding a sublime view of the lofty seaboard ot
the mainland.
HAN'DERICK, a promontory at the north side of
the entrance of Little Lochbrooni. in the parish of
Lochbroom. on the west coast of Ross-shire.
HANGCLIFF. See No.-.«.
HANGINGSHAW, a village in the parish of
Cathcart, Renfrewshire. l'oj>ulation, 143. Houses, 7.
its

HANGINGSHAW-LAW.
j

HANGINGSHA^Y-LAAV, a mountain rising 1,980
above tlie level of the sea, and situated on the
boundary between the parishes of Traquair and Yarrow, in the counties of Peebles and Selkirk. Hangingshaw-honse, which was once an extensive edifice,
is now an undefined ruin, having been devastated by
situation
fire, and never again rebuilt, although its
is one of the most romantic in the beautiful vale of
Yarrow.
IIANLEY. Sec Gogar.
HAPLAND BURN, a brook in the parish of
feet

j

—

Durrisdeer, Dumfries-shire.
MARBOUR-CRAIG. See Habbie's How.
HARBURN, an estate in the south-east of the
and a station
parisli of AVest Calder, Edinburghshire;
on the Edinburgh fork of the Caledonian railwa}^,
the station for the village of West Calder, 15 miles

south-west of Edinburgh.
CASTLE, the ancient residence of the
Scotts of Harden, and a fine specimen of a Border

HARDEN

deep narrow vale of Borthwick water,
2i miles above the point of that stream's junction
with the Tcviot, and 4 miles south-west of Hawick,
Roxburghsliire. The lobby is paved with marble;
the ceiling of the old hall is formed of curiouslycarved stucco-work; and the mantel-piece of one of
tlie rooms commemorates the ancient noble title of
the liouso of Harden, by bearing aloft an Earl's coronet, inscribed with the letters W. E. T., the initials
The house is emof " Walter Earl of Tarras."
bosomed in wood, and was of old fortified at every
point where an assailant might have approached
and it overlooks, or overhangs, a deep precipitous
glen, alike romantic for the mingled gloom and verdure of its thick sylvan dress, and darkly interesting
as the )-eceptacle of the droves of cattle which the
well-known Border chieftain, Wat of Harden, swept
The scenery and
before him in his nightly raids.
fortress, in the

;

associations of the place are finely

described by Leyden
"

:

—

and succinctly

hoarse, that loads the meads with sand.
Rolls her red tide to Teviot's western strand.
slaty hills, whose sides are shagrged wilh thorn,
Where springs in scattered tufts the dark preen com,
Towers wood-girt Harden, far ahove the vale,
And clouds of ravens o'er the turrets sail.
hardy race who never shrunk from war,
The Scott, to rival realms a mighty bar,
Here fixed his mountain-home, a wide domain.
And rich the soil, had purple heath been grain;
I?ut what the niggard ground of wealth denied,
From fields more blessed his fearless arm supplied."

Where Bertha

Through

A

—

Mary Scott, the Lady of Harden, and the descendant
of hor namesake, the Flower of Yarrow, fostered, it
is said, an unknown child brought liome by Wat of
Harden, from one of his wild excursions, a child
80 gifted that he is believed to have been the modest anonymous author of not a few of the Border

—

songs.

HARDGATE, a village, a seat of manufacture,
with a cotton-mill and a dyework, within a mile of
Diintocher, and associated in industry with that
pl'ice,

in the pnrish of old

Kilpatrick,

Dumbarton-

See Duntocheh.
MARDGATE, a village in the parish of Urr,
Kirkcudbrisrhtshire.
Population, 46. Houses. 11.

shire.

Population, 467.

HARDGATE

OK CLATT, the modern village
It
of Clatt, in the parish of Clatt, Aberdeenshire.
of the old village, and may be
south
stands a little
regarded as a continuation of it; but the old village
is nearly extinct. Population of Ilardgatc in 1854, 46.
HARDIE'S HILL.

HAELAW.
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See Earkston.

HARDMOOR. See Dvke and Mov.
HAREKAULDS. See Fokfausiiiuk.
HARKLAWHHJ.. See Ca.vonbik.
HARESTANES BURN, an affluent of the Tweed,

lower part of the parish of Tweedsmuii',
It rises on Cairn-law, near the
boundary with Lyne, and runs north-westward to
in the

Peebles-shire.

the

Tweed

in the vicinity of Crook-inn.

HARKERS
HARLAW,

(The). See Eyemouth.
a farm in the parish of Chapel-ofGarioch, Aberdeenshire, noted for a battle fought on
it, on the 24th of July 1411, between a rebel army
under Donald, Lord of the Isles, and the ro3'al forces
under the Earl of Mar. Dona-d, in alliance with
England, and at the head of 10,000 men, overran
Ross-shire, marched through Inverness-shire and
Moray, acquired accessions to his strength in those
districts and in Banffshire, and resolved now to
carry into execution a threat he had often made, to
burn the town of Aberdeen. He committed great
excesses in Strathbogie and in the district of Garioch,
which belonged to the Earl of Mar. The inhabitants
of Aberdeen were in dreadful alarm at the near approach of this marauder and his fierce hordes; but
their fears were allayed by the speedy appearance of
a well-equipped army, commanded by the Earl of
Mar, who bore a high military character, assisted by
many brave knights and gentlemen in Angus and
the Mearns.
Advancing from Aberdeen, Mar
marched by Inverury, and descried the Highlanders
stationed at Harlaw, on the water of Ury near its
junction with the Don. Mar soon saw that he had
but although his
to contend with tremendous odds
forces were, it is said, as one to ten to those opposed
to him, he resolved, from the confidence he had in
his steel-clad knights, to risk a battle.
Having
placed a small but select body of knights and menat-arms in front, under the command of the constable of Dundee and the sheriff" of Angus, the Ear]
drew up the main strength of his army in the rear,
including the Murrays, the Straitoris, the Maules,
the Irvings, the Lesleys, the Lovels, the Stirlings,
headed by their respective chiefs. The Earl then
On the
placed himself at the head of this body.
other side, under the Lord of the Isles, were Mackintosh and Maclean and other highland chiefs, all
bearing the most deadly hatred to their Saxon foes.
On a signal being given, the Highlanders and
Islesmen, setting up those terrific shouts and yells
;

which they were accustomed to raise on entering
upon their opponents
but they were received with great firmness and
bravery by the knights, who, with their spears
levelled, and battle-axes raised, cut down many of
their impetuous but badly armed adversaries. After
the Lowlanders had recovered themselves from the
shock which the furious onset of the Highlanders
hid produced, Sir James Scrymgeour, at the head
of the knights and bannerets who fought under him,
cut his way through tlie thick columns of the Islesmen, carrying death every where around him but
the .slaughter of hundreds by this brave party did
into battle, rushed forward

;

;

not intimidate the Highlanders, who kept pouring
in by thousarids to supply the place of those who
had fallen. Surrounded on all sides, no alternative
remained for Sir James and his valorous companions
but victory or death, and the latter was their lot.
The constable of Dundee was amongst the first who
suffered, and his fall so encouraged the Highlanders,
that seizing and stabbing the horses, they unhorsed
the riders, whom they despatched with their daggers.
In the meantime the Eiirl of Mar, who had penetrated with his main army into the very heart of
tlie enemy, kept up the unequal contest with great
bravery, and, although he lost during the action
almost the whole of his army, he continued tiie fatal
struggle with a handful of men till nightfall.
The disastrous result of this battle was one of
the greatest rnisfortmus which had ever happened

HAROLDSWICK.
numerous respectable families

in Angus and
of these families lost not only
th -ir heal, but every male in the house.
Lesley of
Balquhain is said to have fallen with six of his sons.
Besides Sir James Scrymgeour, Sir Alexander
Ogilvy the sheriJ of Angus, with his eldest son
George Ogilvy, Sir Thomas Murray, Sir Robert
Miule of Panmure, Sir Alexander Irving of Drum,
Sir William Abernethy of Salton, Sir Alexander
iStraiton of Lauiiston, James Lovel, and Alexander
Stirling, and Sir Robert Davidson, provost of Aber-

to the

the Meariis.

Many

deen, with 500 men-at-arms including the principal
gentry of Buchan, and the greater part of the burgesses of Aberdeen wlio followed their provost, were
among the slain. The Highlanders left 900 men
dead on the field of battle, including the chiefs,

Maclean and Mackintosh.

Tiiis

memorable

battle

was fought on the eve

of the feast of St. James the
Apostle, the 24tli day of July, in the year 1-111;
"
and from the ferocity with which it was contested,
and the dismal spectacle of civil war and bloodshed
exhibited to the country, it appears to have made a
deep impression on the national mind. It fixed itself in the music and the poetry of Scotland; a
march, called the Battle of 'Harlaw,' continued to
be a popular air down to the time of Drummond of
Hawthornden and a spirited ballad, on the same
event, is still I'epeated in our age, describing the
meeting of the armies, and the deaths of the
Mar and the few
chiefs, in no ignoble strain."
brave companions in arms who survived the battle,
were so exhausted with fatigue and the wounds
they received, that they were obliged to pass the
night on the field of battle, where they expected a
rene>val of the attack next morning; but when
morning dawned, they found that the Lord of the
Isles had retreated, during the night, by Inveiniiy
and the hill of Benochie. To pureue him was impossible, and he was therefore allowed to retire,
without molestation, and to recruit his exhausted
'

;

BtrenGftli.

HAROLD-S TOWER. See Thurso.
HAROLDSWICK, a post-office station

and a bay
Unst

in the middle of the east side of the island of
in Shetland.

HARPORT

(Loch), a ramification of Loch
Bracadale, on the south-west side of tlie island of
It
deflects
to the south-east, extends in
SUye.
lenETth about 6 miles, and separates the lower part
of Minginish from the rest of the island.
It affords
safe liarlx)urasre to vessels.

station subordinate to Pertli.
a
a
HARRIS, parish, containing post-office station
of its own name, in the Outer Hebrides of Inverncss-shire.
It comprehends the southern
part of
Lewis, and the small atijacent islands.
It is
lx)unded, on the north, by the parishes of Lochs and
Uig in Lewis on the east, by the Minch and the
Little Minch; on the south, by the sound of Harris,
which divides it fiom North Uist; and on the west,
by t!ie Atlantic ocean. Its length, from north to
south, measured along the Fne of communication, is
alwut 50 miles; its breadth varies from 8 to 24
miles; and its superficial extent is upwards of 146
square miles. These measurements, however, are
exclusive of the island of St. Kiida, which lies a
See Kilda (St.).
very long distance to the west.
Tiie other isles and islets belonging to it are
verj'
numerous, and some of them very small; but the
inhabited ones are onl}- eight,
Scalpay, Taransay,
;

—

Pabbay,
Anabich.

(^

Ensay,

Killigray,

The northern part of the mainland of Harris is
separated from Lewis by an isthmus of about 9 mUes
across, formed by the approximation of the two harbours of Loch-Resort on the west coast and LochThe whole length, from the
Seaforth on the east.
isthmus to the southern end of Harris, where the
Sound of

Hiirris separates

Bemera,

aiicj

from North

Uist, may
Its breadth is exof
in
its
being deeply
consequence
tremely various,
intersected by several arms of the sea; but it genermiles.
is again
from
to
extends
8
6
ally
naturally divided into two districts by two arms of
it

be estimated at 25 or 26 miles.

Hams

the sea, called East and West Loch-Tarbert, which
approach so near each other as to leave an isthmus
of not more than a quarter of a mile in breadth.
The northern district, between Tarberc and Lewis,
is termed the Forest, though without a tree or
shrub. It is also sometimes called Xa Beannibh,
Its surface is exceedingly
that is the Mountains.'
mountainous, rising in Clisheim [which see] to
The mountains
nearly 3,000 feet above the sea.
but the valleys conare in general bare and rocky
tain tolerable pasturage; and the interstices of the
mountains contain some coarse grass. The largest
stream empties itself into Loch- Resort. Along the
eastern and western shores there are a number of
creeks or inlets of the sea most of them commodious harbours at each of which a colony of tenants
contrive, by a wonderful exertion of industry, to
raise crops from a soil of the most forbidding aspect ;
but in the whole of this tract there is not a piece of
good arable land of the extent of 4 acres. There
are several lakes in the valleys, at various altitudes,
but none exceeding 2 miles in length. On the east
coast is the low swampy island of Scalpay ; and on
the west, the high and rocky island of Scarp.
The surface of tlie ground south of Tarbert 13
much of the same appearance as the northern disThe
trict; but the mountains are not so elevated.
highest are Ronaval. Bencapoal, and Benloskencir,
'

;

—

—

•

which have an altitude of nearly 2,000 feet.
The
aspect of this region, as seen from the Minch,"
says a writer in the Edinburgh New Philosophical
" is
Journal,
singularly uninviting, almost the
whole sur.'"ace appearing to consist of bare white
rock.
Indeed, a more perfect picture of sterility
can scarcely be imagined. Viewed from the west,
however, this district has a very different appearance.
the shores being in general sandy, and the
hills for the most part covered with a green vegetation.
Along the east coast which is everywhere
rocky and low there are numerous inlets and
creeks, here denominated bays, that word being
supposed to coiTespond to the Gaelic baigh, which
latter, however, appears to be nothing else than a
corruption of the Danish roe. Many of these afford
good harbours. Many small islands lie along this
coast.
The southern shore partakes in a great
measure of the nature of the eastern, being rocky
and low; but toward the west side it exhibits a few
sandy beaches, and ends in a tremendous precipice,
with a high neck of land running out from it, in
which there are two fine caves. On the west coast
there are, besides several sandy beaches, two great
sands or fords, as they are he;e called namely,
the sand of Northtown and that of Loskentir. They

—

—

HARPSDALE. See Halkirk.
11 ARRAY.
See Bir.say.
UARRiOTFlELD, a post-office

Scarp,

HARK IS.
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—

—

—

consist of nearly level expanses, each extending upwards of a mile from the sea.
At their mouth
there is a long bar formed by the surf and winds,
broken only in one place, close to the adjacent rocky
land, where a channel is formed which admits the
waters of the sea at each tide.
These, at springThe rest of the coast
tides, cover the whole sands.
is rocky, but low, excepting toward Tarbert. where
there are ti-emendous cliffs.
This division is iuter-

HARRIS.

sacted bv two great valleys, one passing from the
sand of Loskentir to the east coast, the other from
the farm of Borg. The bottom of a gi-eat portion of
the latter is occupied by a lake about 3 miles long,
the largest in the district. There are thus formed
three natural subdivisions that to the south of the
lake mentioned consists of six mountains, including
the peninsular one of Ben Capval, which are separated by broadish valleys.
The vegetation here is
;

tolerable, excepting on Eonaval, which is rooky
and bare, and exhibits on its eastern side a fine exIt is
cavation, resembling the crater of a volcano.
cliiefly

heathy, however, excepting along the west

The
where the pasturage is rich and varied
middle division, from Loch-Langavat to the northern valley, is marked by a ridge of very rugged
side,

mountains, i-unning in the general direction of the
range, and situated nearer the western side. Along
the west coast of this subdivision, tliere is some
good pasture but on the eastenr side, the only soil
;

being peat, and even that existing only in patches
among the rocks, the vegetation is extremely coarse
and scanty. From one of the summits of the ridge
mentioned, I have counted upwards of eighty small
lakes on its eastern side. The northern subdivision
consists of Benloskentir, which gradually lowers to
the eastward. The lakes in the low grounds on its
eastern part are also extremely numerous.
'J'lie
water of all these lakes is brown. There are no
harbours on the west coast of this southern division
of the mainland of Harris, and it is even very difficult for boats to land on the beaches, owing to the
high surf. It possesses no sylvan vegetation, excepting a few bushes in nits and on islets in the
lakes.
The principal island is Taransay, on the

west coast, the greater part of which is rocky, although it contains good pasture. This division has
no general name applied to it in the country; but its
western part is called the Machar, i. e. the Sandy
and its eastern, Na Baigh, the Bays,' or
district;
'

'

'

the Voes.' "
Harris contains no minerals of great value, except
some iron and copper ore. Granite and fi-eestone

more correctly
abound

'

in eveiy part

and

as-

potstone, sei-pentine,
bestos occur here and there but the predominating
;

;

tion.

gneiss, which has undergone little decomposiThe kelp manufactory was formerly of great ex-

tent,

rendering the rental of the parish about douljle

rock

is

what it is at present. Various attempts were
made by the former proprietor, Alexander Macleod,

of

Esq., to establish fishing colonies; but they all
proved unsuccessful. Some of the best farms have,
in recent times, been converted into sheep-walks.
The whole parish was purchased by Lord Uunmore,
about 20 years ago, for £60,000. The yearly value
of raw produce was estimated in 1841 at £1 1,1*00;
and the yearly value of real property, as assessed
An annual cattle fair
in 1843, was £4,015 8s. 9d.
is held in July
but the amount of traffic of every
kind throughout the year is comparatively small.
On the mainland are many monuments of Uruidism,
and several religious edifices erected about the time
;

Tlie churches,
tlie introduction of Christianity.
togetlier with the smaller chapels, all seem to have
at Kodil or
depended immediately on the
of

monastery

Clement which, though
foundation be attributed to David I., is generally
supposed to be of more ancient date. Population of
the parish in 1831, 3,900 ; in 1861, 4,260. Houses,
liowadill, dedicated to St.

;

its

794.

This parish is in the presbytery of TJist and
synod of Gienelg. Patron, the Earl of Dunmore.
Tlie parisli
glebe, £12.
Stipend, £158 Gs. 7d
(rhnrch was erected in 1840, and contains 400 sit;

tiugs.

The

HAKTFELL.

4a

islands in the

Sound of Harris

liave

been constituted into the quoad sac:a parish of
Beuneka: wliich see. There is a mission station
of the Royal bounty, with church and manse, at
Tarbert.
There is a Free church of Harris, with
an attendance of about 900 and the sum raised in
connexion with it in 1855 was £40 14s. 9d. There
is also a Free church for Bemera and Trumisgany,
;

The

salary of the parochial schoolmaster is or.ly
£21, with scarcely any fees. There are four otliir
three of them supported by public bodies.
schools,
" Till of
late," says the Old Statistical Account,
" this
parish has been designed Kilbride, from one
It is now
of the churches or cells in it so called.
denominated, in English, Harris, and, in the vernacular dialect, N'a Ileradh, that is, the Herries,'
a name which seems to be Gaelic, though we can
A
not pretend to trace its origin with precision.
fanciful etymologist might derive it from na har-

—

—

'

'

'

the Heights
this parish being
dubh, signifying
in reality the highest and most mountainous part of
the Long-Island, in which it is situated; and
another circumstance, which seems to give countenance to this derivation, is, that the highest part
of the island of Rum, another of the Hebrides, is also
called Na Ileradh."
HARRIS (Sound of), a navigable channel between the islands of Harris and North Uist; 9 miles
in length, and from 8 to 12 in breadth.
It is the
only passage for vessels of burden passing from the
east to the west side of that long cluster of islands
wliich see.
It is much
called the Lo>g Island
;

:

incumbered with rocks, shoals, and islets but, with
a skilful pilot, can be passed in safety.
A few of
them may me>;sni-e a mile in length, and about halfare
covered
with
heath
a-mile in breadth.
They
and moss, and afford pretty good summer-pasturaae.
;

The people

of the larger islands repair to them with
families and cattle in smnmer; and here they
get peats for fuel, there being no moss in any of the
inliabited islands of this district, excepting CalliThe names of the largest isles are Hemiigray.
tlicir

Hulmitray, Saartay, Yotersay, Neartay, OpVaaksay, Haay, Suursay, Torogay, Siiarvay,
Lingay, Groay. Gilisay, Sa^ay, Stromay, Skeilay,
and Copay. There are, besides these, a vast number of islets, holms, and high rocks, for all of which
the people have names. A remarkable variation of
the current happens in this sound, from the autumnal to the vernal equinox the current in neap-tides
passes all day from east to west, and all night in a
tray,
say,

;

contrary direction.

After the vernal equinox,

it

changes this course, going all day from west to east,
At spring-tides the
and the contrary at night.
current corresponds nearly to the common course.
(Loch), a small lake, abounding in
trout, in the north of the parish of Kells, Kirkcud-

HARROW

brightshire.

HART BURN.

See

Gkange Burn, Kirkcud-

brightshire.

IIARTFELIj, a mountain on the mutual boi'der
of the parish of Moffat in Dumfries-shire, and the
It has an
jjarish of Tweedsmuir in I'eebles-shire.
elevation of 2,635 feet above sea-level
but has
been very generally assigned a much loft'or elevation, and erroneously regarded as the liighest
mountain in the south of Scotland.
It is hroadbased and of gentle acclivity, insomuch that the
greater part of it may be ascended on Iiorseback ;
and by a broad flat sunnnit, carpeted with verdure,
spread out like a field among the clouds, and commanding a vast, a magnificent, and a varied landscape, it invites the approach of the tourist to tlic
survey of the far-spreading prospect which it commands. To the north, over a wide and billowy st.a
of mountains, the spectator gees, in certain states
;

HARTFELL.

of the atmosphere, the snowy cap or cloud-wreathed
hrow of I3€nlo:Tiond ; to the east, he looks atlnvart
the green hills of Tweeddale and the Forest, generally shaded beneath a gorgeous aerial sea of clouds,
to the
till his eye rests on the far-away Cheviots
west, he looks along the rugged and wild scenery
of the Lowthers. till he descries the towering summit of Hlaeklarg; and to the south, he surveys the
magnificent uplands of Dumfries-shire, and finds no
limit to his view till it is pent up by the Cumberland mountains, presided over by the lofty Skiddaw.
;

But Hartfell, though strictly the single summit we
have described, is often understood to mean the
whole group of alpine elevations at the centre of the
great mountain-range which runs from Northumberland to Loch Ryan, Whitecomb, B oadlaw,
Ettrick-Pen. Queensberry, Saddleback, and Lochraig, all worthy, in their grenadier proportions and
picturesque dress, to be attendants on Hartfell, and
forming, as a group, the points of radiation for most
of the spurs or ranges of the southern Highlands.
A spa, on the south side of Hartfell, and bearing
its name, is scarcely less noted than the mountain
itself.
This is one of two chalybeate springs in the
parish of Moffat, which more than any kindred
fountains in Scotland possess, and hitherto have

—

maintained, the character of presenting in their
waters a slow but safe and certain remedy for
diseases which a chalybeate has power to remove.
The Hartfell spa issues from a rock of alum slate
in a tremendous ravine on the side of Hartfellmountain, nearly 4 miles distant from the village
of Moffat.
Mr. Jamieson observ-ed, in the ravine,
frequent efflorescences of yellowish grey-coloured
natural alum and Dr. Grarnet found in it crystals
of natural iron-vitriol.
In the alum-slate, from
among which the spa has its efllux, Mr. Jamieson
observed also massive and disseminated iron-pyrites.
A wine gallon of the water, as analyzed by Dr.
Garnet, contains 84 grains of iron-vitriol, or sulphate of iron, 12 grains of sulphate of alumina, 15
grains of oxide of iron, and b cubic inches of azotic
acid gas.
The sulphuric acid maintained in combination, seems to be supersaturated with the oxide
;

of iron, and deposits it either gradually by exposure
to the air, or
immediately by ebullition. Owing to
the atmosphenc water, during heavy rains, passing
through channels in the alum-rock more Hchly impregnated with the minerals of the spring than
those which it traverses during a long-continued
drought, the water of the spa, after a copious and
protracted fall of rain, is always increased in qualiThe principal mineralizers being
ty and strength.
the sulphates of iron and alumina, the water, if well
corked, will keep unimpaired for months, and perhaps for years, and does not need to be drunk by
invalids in the wild scene of its origin, but may always be procured in a fresh state in the vilhige of
Moffat.
Dr. John.ston, speaking of its properties,
apart from its acknowledged power as a tonic, and
usefulness in all cases of debility, says,
consequent
'•
I have known
many instances of its particular
effects in coughs proceeding from phlegm,
spitting of blood, and sweatings ; in stomach complaints, attended with headaches, giddiness, heart-

good

burn, vomiting, indigestion, flatulency, and habituin gouty complaints affecting the
stomach and bowels and in diseases peculiar to the
fair sex.
It has likewise been used with great advantages in tetterous complaints, and old obstinate
ulcers."
The spa was discovered about a century
In 1769. Sir George
igo. by John Williamson.
Maxwell erected over his grave, in the churchyard
al costiveness

;

;

ot

Moffat, a

his

to transmit to future times

name, and the date of his discovery.
II.

£

monument

HASSENDEAN".
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HARTHILL,

a village in the parish of Shotts,
Population, 176. Hou.ses, 40.
HARTIE CORRIE, a wild pass through the
CuchuUin hills in Skve.
HARTSG.ARTH FELL. See Ewes.
Lanarkshire.

HARViESTON.
HASCUSSAY, an

See Tillicoultry.

island about 2 miles in length,
extendin r east and west in the middle of the sound
and
Fetlar
in Shetland.
between Yell
Population
in 1841, 42; in 1851, 13.
Houses, 2.
HASSENDE-AN. or Hazeldeax. a suppressed
parish, cont lining a hamlet of its own name, on the

bank of the Teviot, opposite Cavers, RoxburghThe surt"ace is so gently beautiful as to have
made the bosoms of tuneful poets thiob. and drawn
from them some of their sweetest numbers. What
par excellence constitutes Hassendean, and gave
name to the ancient church and the whole parish, is
a winding dell, not much different in its curvatures
from the letter S, narrow aiul varied in its Ijottom,
gurgling and mirthful in the streamlet which threads
it, rapid and high in it3 sides which are alternately
smooth, undulating, and broken, richly and variedly
sylvan in hollow, acclivity, and summit. and coiled
so snugly amid a little expanse of forest, overlooked
by neighbouring picturesque heights, that a stranger
stands upon its brow, and is transfixed with the
left

shire.

—

—

sudden revelation of

its beauties, before he has a
suspicion of its existence. Near its mouth some neat
cottages peep out froui among its thick foliage, on
the margin of its stream; on the summit of its right
bank are the umbrageous grounds which were famed,
for upwards of a century, as the nursery-gardens of
Mr. Dickson, the parent-nurseries of those which
beautify the vicinity of Hawick, Dumfries, Perth,
and Edinburgh, and either directly or remotely the
feeders of nearly one-h.tlf of the existing plantations
of Scotland. The dell, at its mouth, comes exnltingly out on one of the finest landscapes of the

The river, on receiving its rill, is just halfwaj' on a semicircular sweep of about f of a mile in
on
the side next the dell, it has a steep and
length
wooded bank and on the side which the dell confronts, a richly luxuriant haugh occupies the foreground, the rolling and many-shaped rising grounds
of Cavers, profusely adorned with trees, occupy the
centre, and the naked fiowning fonn of Rubberslaw
cuts a ragged sky-line in the perspective.
The monks of Melrose, to whom the ancient church
belonged, fonned a cell at Hassendean, which was
to be a dependency on their monastery.
From the
date of this establishment, the old tower of Hassendean was called the Monk's Tower; and a farm in
the vicinity continues to be called Monk's Croft.
After the Reformation, the church, with its pertinents, was granted to Walter, Earl of Buccleuch.
Various attempts to suppress the parish seem to have
l)een rendered alK)rtive by the resistance of the parishioners. But in 1690, amid scenes of violence which
rarely attended acts of suppression, and which evinced
sui-passing indignation on the part of the people, the
church was unroofed, and otherwise so dilapidated
as to be rendered useless.
The workman who first
set foot on the ladder to commence the demolition,
is said to have been strack and killed with a stone ;
and so general and furious a tuni-out was there of
females to assist in the fray of resistance that an old
song, still well-known in the district, says
Te^-iot.

;

;

—

"

They

And

are

leli

a'

away

to

Hassendean bam.

both wheel and cards,"

.fee.

While the parties who had pulled down the church
were carrying off whatever parts of it might be serviceable at Roberton, the people of IIa.«sendean pursued them, engaged them in a sharp conflict at

D

HATHERSTAN-LAW.
Hornsliole, halfway to

Hawick, wrenched from them

the church-bell and flung it into a very deep pool of
the Teviot at the place, and jrave tiiem so rough a
handling that the sheriff" of the county, an ancestor
An
of Douglas of Cavers, was obliged to interfere.
old woman, it is said, uttered in true weird-style, a
denunciation upon Douglas for abetting the destruction of the cluirch, and foretold— what seems as
little likely to happen in the line of his posterity
as in that of any other great family the extinction
of his race by a failure of male heirs. The parishioners, though bereft of tbeir chui-ch, continued to
use the cemetery of their fathers, till some of it was

—

laid
swept away, and many of its remaining graves
The site of
open, in 1796, by a flood of the Teviot.
the old church is supposed to be now identified with
a sand- bank on the opposite side of the Teviot to
the river having
that on which the edifice stood
swept away the whole of a low projecting point of
land wliich it and its cemetery occupied. The parish
was distributed to Minto, Robert-on, and Wilton,
the major part of the territory being given to Minto,
and all the vicarage or remaining teinds to Rober-

—

—

ton.

Walter, the son of Alan, received

tlie

lands of

David Scott, who lived
in the middle of the 15th century, and was the eldest
son of Sir William Scott of Kirkurd who exchanged
Murdiston for Branxholm, was the first of the Scotts
Satchell alludes to him in the
of Hassendean.
Hassendean from David

I.

lines,—
" Hasseiiilean came w;tliout a call,
Tiie ancientest liouso of them all."

Population, 21.

Houses,

4.

a mountain on the mutual border of the parishes of Lamington and Culler, in Lanarkshire.

HATIIERSTAN-LAW,

HATTON.
HAUGH, a
Ayrshire.

See NEwxyrE.

village in the parish of Mauchline,
Here is a woollen factory, which works

chiefly in subordination to the carpet manufactory
of Kilmarnock.
Population, 79.
URR, a post-oflice village in the
It is situated on
of Urr, Kirkcudbrightshire.

HAUGH OF

parish
the Water of Urr, and on the road from Kirkcudbright to Dumfries, 4 miles north-east of Castlcdouglas.
Population, 240. Houses, 54.
HAUGH-HEAD, a post-ofFice village in the parish of Campsie, Stirlingshire.
Population, 328.

HonseB, 65.

HAUGIIMILL, a village in the parish of Markflax spinning-mill was erected
inch, Fifesliire.
here in 1794, and enlarged in 1835; and a bleachfield was added in 1836.
Population, 170.
AUSTEll fBuKN of), a rivulet of Caithness- shire.
on the mutual border of
lieadvvaters
its
It collects

A

H

the parishes of Wick and Latheron, and runs about
8 miles north-eastward to the Water of Wick, at a
mile above the town of Wick.
point

U
HAVEN

See East Haven
(East and West).
and West Haven.
HAVER.\. See Heveka.
HAVEKSAY. Sec Bhacadale.

HAWICK,

h pari.sh, containing a f.ost-towii of

own name,

in the south-west of Roxbu! glisldre.
It
bounded by Roberton, Wilton. Cavers, Kirkton,
and Teviothead.
Its extreme length, north-eastward, is nearly 6 miles; and its breadtli is nearly 3
is

miles at the head, but gradually diminishes to a
mere acute angle at the foot. Prior to 1850, the
superficial area was computed at about 24 square
miles or 15,360 imperial acres
but in that year
there was annexed to the nmv parish of Teviothead
more than two-thirds of that area.
The "sweet
and silver Teviot " runs along the entire length of
the parish, receiving Borthwiek water 2 miles above
the town.
The Slitrig comes in from the south,
traces for IJ mile the boundary with Cavers, and
then runs sinuously across the parish over a distance
of 1 J mile, and falls into the Teviot at the town.
Down tlie whole length of the parish, along the
course of the Teviot, bending sinuously witli the
stream, stretches a valley pressed throuphout into
;

narrow limits by overhanging heights, beautified in
every part and greatly enriched as to both soil and
vegetation by the sparkling progress of the river,
and set in an upland frame-work remarkable for the
graceful forms and the verdant clothing of its summits. The bottom of the valley is throughout loamy
and luxuriant, frilled or dotted with plantation, cai-peted with waving crops of grain, or mirthful and
picturesque with the rival enterprises of agriculture

and manufacture; and at several stages of its long
and narrow progress, it embosoms or spreads out to
the view objects and scenes which have been celebrated in story and awarded with the ou' pourings of
Another vale of brief length compared with
song.
the former follows the course of the Slitrig, paving
the bed of that stream with rough stones and declivitous shelves, pressing in upon it at times with
high and almost perpendicular banks of bare rock,
garlanded or capped with young wood, and presenting altogether an aspect of mincled wildiiess, seclusion, beauty, and romance. While passing along the
valleys southward or eastward, respectively tov^'ard
Duinfries-shire or toward Liddesdale, a tourist,
though never indulged with more than a limited
view, is delighted and surprised at very brief intervals by the constantly changing beauties and varieties of the landscape, and all around is environed
with chains and congeries of hills, delightfully variegated iii»form and dress, presenting an endless gra-

—

—

Sir Alexander Scott of Hassendean fell, in 1513,
The lands of the original
at the battle of Flodden.
barony of Hassendean are now distributed into the
estates of Hassendean-bank, Hassendean-burn, and
Teviot-bank, and some lands belonging to the Duke
of Buccleuch. The tract of Hassendean is now intersected by the Hawick branch of the North British
railway, and has a station on it, 4^ miles from
Hawick, and 48| from Edinburgh. The hamlet of
Hassendean stands in the dell, about a mile from the

Teviot.
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its

dation of aspect.
The soil, in the baugbs, is a mixture of loam,
gravel, and sand; on rising grounds, between the
valleys and the hills, is loam with occasionnlly a
mixture of gravel and on the hills is, in some plnces,
light and dry, in some soft and spongy, and in others
wet and stiff. All the high-lying wet lands liavo
either been or are at present in the course of being
thoroughly drained. Moss and heath occur only in
small patches. The valleys and their adjacent lising grounds, though not thickly carpeted with soil,
are far from being unfertile; and the nills, where not
cultivated to the summit, are everywhere an excellent sheep walk.
liather more than one fourth of
the whole area of the parish is in tillage; about
200 acres are underwood; and all the rest, with deductions for roiids and the s^tes of the town and
The estimated
scattered buildings, is in pasture.
average yearly value of raw produce in the years
preceding 1839, which of course applied to the old
The yearly value
uncurtailed parish, was £19,800.
of assessed real property in that parish in 1843 was
£12,022; and in the new or curtailed parish in 1853,
£I8,()98. The principal antiquities in the landward
districts are the towers of Goi.diei.anhs and Bijanxnoi/M, which we have already noticed in their own
Tlie I^dinburgh and Carlisle
alphal'ctical place.
;

HAWICK.
post-road enters the pas isli at the foot of the town
then runs 2 miles alonp the right bank of the
Teviot, and crosses to the left; and it then runs 4
miles along the left bank. Tiie road into England
through Liddesdale diverges from the fonner within
the town; and runs up the valley of the Slitrig, a third
of the way on the right bank of the stream, and two
The
thirds on the left till it leaves the parish.
;

it

post-road from Hawick to Kelso and Berwick follows the course of the Teviot. In the lower part of
the parish are two otiier roads, one leading due
south, the other due east, and both diverging from
the town. The Hawick branch of the North British railway does not enter the parish, yet has its
A project was
terminus adjacent to the town.
some time ago entertained of a railway from Edinburgh to Hexham, crossing the Teviot about 4 miles
to the east of Hawick ; but this project seems to
have been abandoned. Population of the paiish in
Houses, 597. The
1831, 4,970; in 1851, 7,801.
increase of the population is attributable to tlie extension of the woollen manufactures.
This parish is in the presbytery of Jedburgh, and
Patron, the Duke
syn()d of Merse and Teviotdale.
of Buccleuch.
Stipend, about £300; glebe. £t)2.
Unappropriated teinds. £636 16s. Id. The old parish
church, now used as a chapel of ease, was built in
new paiish
1764, and contains 704 sittings.
church was lately completed at the expense of the
Duke of Buccleuch, and contains 1,500 sittings.
The Free church was built soon after tiie disruption
in 1843, and contains 1,000 sittings; and the sum
raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £665 6s.
1 Jd.
There are three United Presbyterian churches,
the West End church, built in 1823 and containing 639 sittings; tlie East Bank church, built a
year or two ago to supersede an old one. containing

A

—

752 sittings; and AUars church, built in 1811,
and containing 750 sittings. The other places of
worship are an Independent chapel, built in 1836.
and containing 300 sittings; a Baptist meetinghouse; a Morrisonian chapel, recently erected; a
Roman Catholic chapel, built in 1843; and a
Quakers' meeting-house, built in 1822, but not now
frequented. The parochial school is conducted by
three male teachers; and has attached to it a salary
of £33, with school fees, and £19 other emoluments.
There are 12 non-parochial schools conducted by 6
male and 6 female teachers, and attended on the

—
average by 1,400 scholars. The
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parish is probably
as ancient as the date of the ISaxon settlement.
The church was, in 1214, dedicated to St. Mary,
and, previous to the Reformation, was a rectory.
The edifice, long after the Scottish canons had prohibited such an abuse, was employed not only as a
place of worship, but as a court house; and it was
occupied for the discharge of county business by the
sheriff, during the period of the English having
In
possession of the castle and town of Roxburgh.
1342, while William Ramsay, one of the most
gallant men of the age, was here seated on the
bencli, he was seized by William Douglas, the
knight of Liddesdale, carried off to Hermitage
castle, and there starved to death in solitary confinement.
HAWICK, a post-town, a burgh of regality, and
an important seat of manufacture and of inland
traffic, is situated at the confluence of the Teviot
and the Slitrig, 10 miles south-west of Jedburgh,
11 south-east by south of Selkirk, 20 north of New
Castleton, 20 south-west of Kelso, 24 north-northeast of Langholm, 43 south-west of Berwick, and
50 by road, but 53 by railway, soutli-east by south
of Edinburgh.
Till the opening of the North British railway, it was one of the most landlocked

towns in Scotland, being distant from the sea at its
In 1850. when the railway
nearest point 43 miles.
to Berwick was completed. Hawick was for the first
time placed on a level with the towns previously
more favoured in point of intercommunication.
The Teviot approaches the town in a northeasterly direction, makes a beautiful though small
bend opposite the upper part of it, and then resumes
and pursues its north-easterly course. Just after it
has completed the bend, the Slitrig comes down
upon it from the south at an angle of about 50
degrees; but, opposite the bend of the Teviot, is not
far from being on a parallel line.
Either the curving reach of the Teviot, or the crook made bv the
confluence with it of the Slit, ig, seems, in combination with an adjacent house or hamlet, to have
suggested the name Hawick. ha or haw, a mansion or village, and wic or wick, the bend of a
stream or the crook or confluence of the rivers.

—

The town adapts its topographical arrangement
almost entirely, and even very closely, to the course
of the streams, and ttj the auj^le of their confluence;
and maintains a delightfully picturesque seat upon
both, amidst a somewhat limited but magnificent
hill-locked landscape.
The Slitrig approaches the
Te%'iot with a narrow plain, immediately backed by
hills on the further bank, and with an abrupt and
considerable acclivity fiilling off in a fine slope on
the hither liank; and the Teviot, coming down in a
narrow and sylvan vale, begins, when it touches the
town, to fold out its banks into a limited haugh,
framed on the exterior with sloping ascents, and
somewhat acclivitous but beautifully rounded verdant hills. The town occupies ail the narrow vale
on the right bank of the Slitrig, and all the summit
;.8 well as the
slope toward the Teviot of the high
ground on its left bank; and, aided by its "common
haugh," or public burgh ground, and by its subm'b
of Wilton, it likewise stretches over all the little
haugh of the Teviot, and mounts the softer rising
eminences on the back ground. Both up and down
the latter stream, also, it sends oflT environs of
no ordinary attraction,^ here extensive nursery
grounds, there tufts of grove and lines of plantation
casting their shade upon luxuriant fields, and
yonder a factory busy in industrious pursuits, yet

—

sequestered and tranquil in appearance, and combining as the rural aspect and the pure air and
the bright sky indicate the town itself to do the

—

athletic

—

and productive

toils of factorial industiy,

with the healthful habits and the peacefulness of
almost a pastoral life. Seen from almost any point
of view, but especially from the Edinburgh road,
where it comes over the brow of the hill beyond the
Teviot, Hawick and its environs spread out a picture of loveliness to the eye which the mere imagination would have in vain tried to associate with the
seat of a great staple manufacture, or with any
other town than one whose site had been selected
taste, and whose arrangements had been made
with a view to poetical effect.
Entering the town on the Kelso road from the
noi'th-east, a stranger finds himself in the principal

by

street.

A

short

way

on, a

new and

neath' built

an acute angle on
his right hand, bringing down the Edinburgh and
Carlisle post-road. The main street now runs along
parallel to the Teviot, with no other winging on
that side than back-tenements and brief alley's, and
sending off on the other side two streets, called
Melgund Place and Wellgate, till it passes on the
same side, first the town hall, and a little farther
on, the Tower inn, and is terminated by two hou.ses
which disperse it into diveigent thoroughfares. A
street, at this point, breaks away on the east, up the
though short

street

comes

in at
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although less disastrous. The inhabitants had a
high reputation for martial valour; and the great
loco-descriptive poet of Teviotdale, Leyden, is believed to have done them no more than justice in
these well-known verses

bank of the SHtrig, disclosing, in a snug and
almost romantic position, a curved and beautifully
right

A

terrace called the Crescent.
bridge,
off, at the commencement of this street,
leads across the Slitrig, to an eminence surmounted
by the old parish church. Anothei- bridge, spacious
and of modern structure, spans the Slitrig nearer the
Teviot, and carries across the continuation of the
Edinburgh and Carlisle post-road. From its farther
edificed
carried

HAWICK.
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'•

end, Teviot Square runs westward to communicate
by a bridge across the Teviot with the suburb
of AVilton; another street, called the Howgate,
diverges in the opposite direction, and after ascending the rising ground, splits into three sections,
called the Back, the Middle, and the Fore Row,
which again unite and form what is called the
Loan; and the main thorough tai'e, containing tiie
post-road, runs right forward, lined with new and
elegant houses, and adorned at its extremity with
the beautiful new parish church.
The earliest notice of tlie place which has been
discovered is contained in the chartulary of the monastery of Melrose, where the church of Hawick is
stated to have been dedicated by the Bishop of Caithness in 1214, in honour of the Virgin Mary. The
learned Chalmers, however, in his Caledonia, assigns
it a much higher
In the earliest record
antiquity.
extant, (the Scottish lioUs,) the barony qf Hawick
is stated to have been held by Richard I>oyel Dominus de Hawic and his ancestors for time immemorial
from the Crown. This was in 1347. Subsequently
the barony appears, by a grant of King David II.,
to have been vested in Maurice de Moravia, Earl of
Strathearn.
In the reign of James I., as is proved
by a charter of that monarch granted at Croydon,
while a captive in England, written with his own
hand, and now in possession of the Duke of Buccleuch, the barony was confirmed to Douglas of
Drumlanrig, the ancestor of the Dukes of Queens-

The general appearance of the town has of late
years been greatly improved. Besides the erection
of entirely new streets, uniformly edificed, or pleasingly diversified, with a rivalry of taste in the structure of the houses, many old tenements with their
thatched roofs or titick walls, and clumsy donjonlooking exterior, have been substituted by airy and
neat buildings, accordant in their aspect with modern
taste.
Villas also are springing up in the vicinity.
In the unrenovated parts the town still presents a
and
clownish exterior; but as a whole, it canrough
not offend even a fastidious eye. All its edifices are
constructed with a hard bluish-coloured stone, which
does not admit of polish or minute adorning, yet
pleases by its suggestions of chasteness and its indications of dui'ability and strength. But though lighted up at night with gas, and always clean and airy, and
in other respects tasteful, the town utterly disappoints
a stranger by its poverty in suitable public buildings.
Excepting the handsome bridge which carries the
Edinburgh road across the Teviot, the elegant new
parish church, the Catholic chapel, and the recently
improved town-house, it contains not one public
edifice on which the eye can rest with satisfaction.
All the places of worship, too, with the exceptions
already mentioned, are, in the aggregate, plainer
than the average of any equal number in the secluded villages or sequestered valleys of the country.
The principal or Tower inn, however, strongly arrests attention, if not for architectural elegance, at

berry and Buccleuch. The original deed erecting
the town into a burgh has not been discovered.
In
the oldest charter extant, granted by James Douglas
of Drumlanrig in 1537, the ancient records are stated
to have been destroyed by the hostile incursions of
the English and thieves; and to supply the defect
tlius occasioned he i-e-erects the town into a free
burgh-of-barony, stipulating merely that a lamp of
oil should be sup))orted
by the gi'antces in the church
of Hawick in all time thereafter on holidays, in
honour of our Saviour and for the souls of the barons
of Hawick.
Tliis charter was confirmed in
very
ample form by the guardians of Queen Mary in
1545, wherein the important services rendered to the
Crown by the inhabitants are acknowledged, alluding, it is supposed, particularly to the battle of
Flodden, where the fighting men were nearly exterminated. Under these charters, and a decree of the
court of session in 1781, regulating the set of the
burgh, the town exists altogether independent of the
superior, the burgesses having riizlit to choose their
own magistrates and councillors. The corporation
consists of 2 bailies chosen annually, 15 councillors
chosen for life, and 14 other councillors termed
quartermasters, chosen yearly by 7 trades, making

least for its spaciousness, its imposing appearance,
and especially its connexion with antiquity. I'art
of it was an ancient fortress of a superior order, surrounded with a deep moat drawn from the Slitrig,
and originally the residence of the barons of DrumAt a later period,
lanrig, the superiors of the town.
it was the scene of the
princely festivities of Anne,
Duchess of Buccleuch and Monmouth. This building connects modem and ancient Hawick, having
been the only edifice which escaped the several fearful devastations to which the town was subjected.
The wiimowing-machine or cornfanner, according
to the statement of the writer in the Old Statistical
Account, first made its appearance in Hawick.

—

"
Andrew Roger," he says, " a farmer on the estate
of Caveis, having a mechanical tuni, retired from
his farm and gave his genius its bent; and probably
from a description of a machine of that kind, used in
Holland, in the year 1737, constructed the first maThis inchine-fan employed in this kingdom."
genious person, it seems, pushed a considerable trade
in the article of his manufacture, and bequeathed it
to his d(!scendants; and when the reporter wrote,
they made and disposed of about CO in the year, and
found a market for many of them in England.
Until about a century ago, the town appears to
have had little traflic oi" any importance. In 1752,
however, the manufacture of carpets was commenced, and from that time the town dates the commencement of its prosperity and extension. Thia
was followed in 1771 by the introduction of the

in all 31 persons.
From its frontier position Hawick was in early
times exposed in a peculiar degree to the constant

incursions of tiie Englisli.
Accordingly v.c find
th it it was burnt by Sir Robert Unifraville, viceadmiral of England, so early as 1418. Again in
1544 and 1570, it suffered severely; and it is believed
to have been burnt down on various other occasions.
It has also suffered

from inundations; one in August
1707 Iiaving carried ofl" 15 dwelling-lKmses and a
mill, and another in July, 1810, crealeil much alarm,

—

Boast! Hawick, boast! tliy structures rear'd in blood,
Sliall rise triuinpliaiit over flame aiui flood;
Srlll dooni'il to prosper, since on Flodden's field
'J'hy sons a hardy band, unwont to yield.
Fell with their martial Kinfe', and (glorious boast!)
Gain'd proud renown where Scotia's lame was lost."

stocking manufacture, commenced by Bailie John
and afterwards more extensively carried on
by Mr. .John Mixon. The inkle manufacture was

liardio,
|
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introduced in 1783; and the manufacture of cloth in
At first the woollen yarn used was spun by
1787.
the hand; but about 1787 machinery was introduced,
which has gone on gradually extending ever since ;

at the present time all the modern mechanical
appliances are in operation. In a recent publication
(1850) the following statistical table of the trade is

given

:

—

COMPARATIVE VIEW OF THE TRADE OF HAWICK, 1771-1850.
1S38.

1850.

11
1.

Carding

which watei
and steam.)

(one of wliicli partly
(
by steam.)

mills,

(6 of

<

2.

Engines or scribbling machines,

3.

Spinning jennies,

4.

Annual consumption of wool,

5.

Quantity of yarn mannfactnred,

6.

Number

f

44

(

100 (h.ind)
f 12.00(1 stones
of 24 11)3.
\
290,000 lbs.

510

of stocking frames,

7.

Number

8.

Articles of under-clothing,

9.

Number

of weaving looms,

Number

of operatives,

108,162 St. of 24 lbs.
value £65.000.
854.462 lljs.

I.2,000 pairs.

of stocliings made,

1,209

106 engines, or
53 sets.
2.0I6.()00 lbs.t

value £142,100.
1,209,600 lbs,
1,200

3,500 pairs lambs"

wool— 600

paii-s

32S,000

1,049,676 pairs.*

cotton.

10.

12.5.52

5

J
j

Quantity of soap consumed,
12. Annual amount of wages,
13 Value of property employed
manufactures,
14. Value of manufactures,
15. Quantity of coal consumed,

C

men

w

>nuMi.

14

men

women.

51

16.

Population,

.

and

/

1.788

(

(liesides females.)

11.

.

120,000
268 power
li^ nd-ioumg.

226

102.899

207.378

lbs.

£48,726

lbs.

£81,650

in)

£101.861

£185,616

£140.000

£280.904

)"

...

P. 2,800

10,000 tons.
T. 8,800 iu 1S45.

T. 3,684 in 1821.

Since that time two additional mills have been
and the trade in general greatly increased,
particularly in the article of tweeds, which are
manufactured to a very great extent, one individual
being the most extensive tweed merchant in Scot-

other ancient remain was the bridge having a ribbed
arch crossing the Slitrig, supposed to have been coeval with the church erected in 1214; but this was
removed in 1851 to make way for a more commodious

Steam power has been largely taken advantage of of late years, water-power being no longer

Hawick has the merit of instituting the first
Farmers' club in Scotland. This was in 1770. The
first Sabbatii school in Scotland is also said to have
been established here about 35 years ago. There is
an excellent library, established in 1762, now containing 4,000 volumes and another supported by
tradesuien, containing between 1,000 and 2,000
volumes. The town has offices of the British Luien
Company's Bank, the Commercial Bank, the Koyal
Bank, and the National Bank, a number of insurance agencies, a mechanics' institute, a savings'
bank, a clothing society, several benefit societies,

erected,

land.

But, excepting those trades common to
provincial towns, the woollen manufacture may
be considered as engrossing the entire industry and
There are indeed the tanning
capital of Hawick.
of leather, the dressing of sheep-skins, and the
manufacture of leather thonsrs; but these are not
carried on to any considerable extent.
The old architecture of the town, remarkable
chiefly for its houses vaulted below with stone
stairs outside projecting into the streets, has now
almost entirely disappeared; and the rapid iinwhich now characterizes the place is
[irovement
ikely to be still more accelerated by the recent opening of the railways to Edinburgh and Berwick.
The extension of the line to Carlisle is anxiously
looked for but should this fail, it is thought that
a connexion with the Border Counties line at
Plashets in North Tyne, only 25 miles distant,
would go far to render perfect intercommunication
with the South. Hawick possesses few antiquities
but these few are not without interest. The Mote,
primarily the place of sepulture probably of an archdruid or chieftain long before the introduction of
Christianity, and subsequently the forum where
justice waB dispensed, is situated at the end of the
town, on a conspicuous spot of rising ground. It is
in a conical form, 30 feet high, 1 17 feet in circumference at the top, and 312 at the base.
It would
appear to have been the place where all the religious
ceremonies were performed, the Beltane fires,
among the rest, which occurred yearly in May and
it would thus be a
spot commanding the reverential
In the vicinity of the town
regard of the natives.
also passes the Catrail: which see.
The only
obtainable.

all

;

;

—

;

•

The statement in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Article Scotland, published in 1841 or 1842, specifying 500,000 pairs as the
annual proiluction, is undoubtedly erroneous.
+ The wool consumed is now of much iiner qualitv than hi
1 838.

structure.

;

and some other institutions. Gas light was introduced about 25 years ago. The general police act,
3 & 4 William IV., cap. 46. was first adopted in
1845, and is found, by enabling the commissioners
to

impose assessments, to be highly beneficial.

In

virtue of this statute, courts are held daily when required for the trial of petty oflfences. The other
ordinary criminal jurisdiction of the bailies, as well
as their civil jurisdiction, is identical with that e.xer.ised by the magistrates in royal burghs.
The
justices of peace, who exercise a cumulative jurisand the sheriff sits
diction, also try petty off'ences
once in two months for the summary despatch of
;

causes not exceeding £12 in amount.
Markets for cattle and for hiring servants are held
on the 17th of May and on the 8th of November for
sheep on the 20th and 21st of September; and for
horses and cattle on the third Tuesday of October.
A market for hiring hinds and herds is held generally on the first, second, and third Thursdays of
April ; a wool fair in July, on the first Thursday after
St. Boswell's Fair
and a sheep fair, at which from
2,000 to 3,000 Cheviots are genenilly shown, on the
20th and 21st of September, or the Tuesday after 'f
the 20th falls on a Saturday. Hawick tryst is held
on the third Tuesday of October, where some young
horses, and a few Highland cattle from the Falkirk
A winter cattle market is held
tryst, are shown.
on the 8th of November, or on Tuesday after, if the
;

;
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secretary to his Queen, was a scholar and poet of
no mean reputation. General Elliot, created l_.ord
Heathfield, the heroic defender of Gibraltar, Admiral
John Elliot of Minto, the conqueror of Tliurot, and
Miss Jane Elliot, his sister, authoress of the Flowers
of the Forest, Gilbert Elliot, first Earl of Minto,
Crovernor-General of India, and William Elliot of

8th falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or Monday. Till
1778 no regular corn market existed in tlie town
but one was, in that year, established hy the Farmers'
cluh.
Not only in this matter, but in others of a
similar nature, and in most things bearing on agricultural improvement, the Farmers' club has been
a vigilant, active, and highly useful association.
The club holds its meetings on the first Thursday
of eveiy mouth. A kindred association of wider range
;

Wells, M.P. lor Peterborough, private secretary
both eminent statesmen, and Dr. John
Leyden, one of our best modern pocts, were all born
in tlie immediate neighbourhood, as w;is also Gen
eral Simpson, the present commander of the British
forces in the Crimea, who, with the Elliots just
named, are all sprung from the House of Stobs. Dr.
Thomas Somerville, author of the History of the
reign of Queen Anne and other works, was a native
of the place
and Samuel Charters, author of admirable sermons and other works, characterized by Dr.
Chalmers as the most interesting Scottish clergyman
of his time, was fifty-two years minister of ^^ ilton,
whivh includes a suburb of the town.
In conclusion, it may be stated that H.iwick is
now a very thriving place, taking the lead in that
cluster of towns on the Border, engaged in the
woollen trade, cemprising Jedburgh, Kelso, Earlfor Ireland,

and more powerful influence owes its paternity to
the patriotic and enlightened James Douglas. Esq. of
Cavers, and was formed in the town in 1835, under
This
the patronage of the Duke of Buccleuch.
association
the A<j;ricultural society for the west
of Teviotdale
includes in its sphere of action 13

—

—

and holds an annual general meeting in
Hawick on the first Thursday of August. A school
of Arts originating in the same judicious and benevolent quarter as the Agricultural society, was established in 1824, and has procured the delivery of
Two reading and news
several courses of lectures.
rooms, which enrich the town, are liberally conducted, and possess appliances equal to the best in
almost any town in Scotland.

parishes,

;

A plentiful supply of water has, at difiV:rent periods,
been brought into the town, at the expense of the
corporation, by whom also the wells are kept in
good repair. 'J'he middle of the principal street,
which has of late been macadamized, and forms a

ston, Galashiels, Selkirk, Ijangholm, Innerleithen,

and Dumfries and it is steadily increasing in trade
and importance. Further information may be obtnined from Annals of Hawick, by James Wilson,
published in 1850, and Companion thereto published
;

part of the turnpike road, is kept in repair at the
sum is amuially
expense of the road trustees.
granted by the statute labour trustees, from the
statute labour fund of the parish of Hawick, towards
keeping the paved streets and bye- lanes in repair;
but owing to the circumstance of one of the magis
trates only being, ex-ofiicio, a trustee npon the public
roads, the power of the magistrates, with relation
to the repairs of the streets and lanes, is very limited; and in consequence, these are not in good
o.der.
The property of the burgh consists in the
common moor and conmion haugh of Hawick, certain superiorities, the town-bouse, an adjoining
dwelling house, and the water works; and in 1850
it was valued as follows

A

Population of the town, exclusive of the
Wilton suburb, in 1841, 5,718; in 1851, 6,625.
450.
Houses,
Population of the Wilton suburb in
1841, 52; in 1851,58.
Houses, 6. The population
of the whole town at present (1855), is supposed to
in 1854.

be at least 10,000.
HAWICK, the most southerly of the four districts
or political subdivisons of Koxburghshire.
Its
and its greati st
length southward is 27^ miles
breadth is 20A miles,
it comprehends the lioxburghshire parts of the parishes of Selkirk, Ashkirk, and Boberton, and the whole of the parislu s
of Wilton, Hawick, Castleton, Cavers, Teviothead,

—

:

;

—

Land

.
rents, £384 at 30 years inircliase,
2 Ken duties, £03 Ht '2J years piiicliase.
.
3. Small rents and cattle stent, £74 at 20 years
.
.
.
tmrcliase, .
4. Water-duty, £32, at 20 years purchase,
.
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Kirkton, and Minto.

Population in 1831, 12,342
Houses, 1,822.
RAILWAY. See jSokth Biinisii

;

in 1851, 16,095.

HAWICK

£ll..i2n

IJilo

Railway.

HAWKHALL.

1.480

.

640

IIAWKHEAD,

of

Paisley, about 2 miles south-east of that town, on
the left bank of the White ('art.
It anciently belonged to a family named Ross, who were raised to
the peerage about the year 1503, under the title of
Baron Ross of Hawkhead. Tiu; title became extinct
on the death of William, 13th Lord Ross, in 1754;
and the estate devolved, first, on his eldest sister,

jei.'5,215

The debt amounted to £940. and is now £1,850.
The revenue in 1853 was £725 and the expendi;

ture, including the annual grant towards the police
of the burgh of £150, was £G77, thus exhibiting a
surplus of £48. On the last Friday of May, old
style, a procession, consisting of tlie magistrates
on horseback, and a large multitude of the burgesses
and inhabitants on foot, and graced with the banner
of the tov\'n, tlie copy of an original which is traditionally reported to have been taken from the English soon after the battle of Flodden, moves along
the boundaries of the royalty greeted by tlie hilarious demonstrations of youths and cliildren, and
ostensibly describing the limits of their ])ropcrty,

Mrs. Ross Mackye, and afterwards on another sister,
widow of John Boyle, 3d Earl of Glasgow. On her ladyship's death, in 1791, the estate
was inherited by her son, George, 4th Earl of Glasgow and in 1815 the title of Baron Ross of Hawkhead, a peer of the Ciiited Kingdom, was revived in
his favour.
Hawkhead house is an irregular pile, of
which Crawfurd says: " 'J'his i'abric is built in the
form of a court, and consists of a large old lowei-,
to which there were lower buildings added in the
reign of King Charles 1., by James, Lord Ross, and
Dame Mars;aret Scott, his lady, and adorned with
Elizabeth,

;

and publicly asserting their legal rights thus very
idly and childishly ])erpetuating the ancient and
;

once necessary practice of " riding the marches."
Several eminent men have adorned tlie town.
Among these may be named Gawyn Douglns, rector
of the parish in 1496, and bishop of Dunkeld, the
translator of Virgil's luicid, although doubts have
lately been started as to the good IJishop's connection with the place.
William Fowler, who held the
incumbency in the reign of James \ I., and was

See Fougle.
an estate in the Abbey parish

|

large orchards, fine gardens, and pretty terraces,
with regular and stately avenues fronting the said
castle, and almost surrounded witli woods and enclosiues, which adds much to the pleasure of this
seat."
This was one of the earliest attemjits made
in Retifiewshire to introduce the Dutch
style of
gardening, and to construct low buildings approach-

SMliif^f'
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suggested to Peter Pindar tlie caustic remark
respecting Dr, Samuel Johnsou, that he

ing to the n)Oflern fasliion, in addition to the Iiigh
castellated places of defence which anciently formed
tlie habitatiop-s of the nobility and gentiy.
Very
little alteration was made upon the place from Crawfnrd's time till 1782, when the Countess-dowajrer

liouse,

of Glasgow greatly repaired and improved the
house, and formed a new garden, consisting of
nearly 4 aci-es. a short distance to the south. The

(Loch. of), a lake, about 1^ mile
long, in the centre of the parish of Dunnet, CaithIt sends off its superfluent waters, by
ness-shire.
the Corsback burn, 4 miles northward to the Pent-

estate
in his

is

still

finely

r.dorned with

trees.

— Law,

Memorialls,' has recorded as one of tlie
memorable events in his time, that in October,
1681, when Scotland was under the administration
of the Duke of York, afterwards King James II.,
''
dined at the Haleat with my
his royal highiiess
Lord Ross." For notice of minerals wrought in
'

—

this quarter, see

Huklet.

HAWKLEYMOOR.

town

the upper part of SinclairIts popula-

in the p-irish of Dysart, Fifeshire.

See Sixclaihtown.
a village in the parish of
Madoes, Perthshire. Population, 5L Houses,
See LUNCARTY.
tion is about 500.

HAWKSTOXE.

St.

IL

HA WTHORNDEN, the

seat of Sir James WalkDrummond, in the parish of Lasswade, Edinburghshire. The house stands on the south bank

er

of the North Esk, amidst exquisitely picturesque
and romantic scenery, and contributes, in its own
figure and in the fine grounds which surround it,
interesting features to the wannly tinted landscape.
Constructed with some reference to strength, it
surmounts to the very edge a grey cliff which, at

one sweep, rises perpendicularly up from the river.
"The

spot

is wili], tlie

banks are

sleep,

With eglantine ,niiil hawthoni blossom'd o'er,
Lychnis, and daffodils, and liareliells blue:
lofty granite crag's precipitous,
Tlie oak, with sciiity footing, topples o'er.
Tossing his limbs to heaven; and, from the cleft,
Fringing the dark-brown n.itural battlements.
The hazel throws his silvery branches down:
There, starting into view, a castled cliff.
Whose roof is lichon'd o'er, purple and green.

to

Hawtbornden's

fair .scene

by

night,

HAYLAND

land

frith.

HAYOCK. See Stevesston.
HAYSTONE. See Glex.«ax.
H AZELBANK, a village in the
haao, Lanarkshire.

IIAZELllEAD.

HEACAMHALL.
HEADS.

parish of LesmaPopulation, 238. Houses, 48.
See PEiTH and Newhjijj?.
See Uisx (South).

See Gt-as-'fokd.

HEADS OF AYR, two or three precipitous rocky
projections, about 200 feet high, running out from
Brown Carrick hill into the sea. in the north of the

parish of Maybole, Ayrshire.
They flank the south
side of the bay of Ayr, or mouth of the basin of the
Doon. They consist of a black, earthy, tufaceous
trap, traversed at one part by a thick, hard, basaltic
vein.
LOCH, a small lake, containing
excellent marl, in the parish of Ashkirk, about a
mile north of the village of Ashkirk, Roxburghshire.
It sends off its supei-fluence eastward to the Ale

HEADSHAW

HEADSTONE. See Glescross.
HEATHER-STACKS. See FohFAR.

HEATHERWICK. See Dusbar
HEATHET. See Caxosbie.
HEATHFIELD. See Gabnkirk.
HEBRIDES (The) or Western Isi.akds,

a large

comprehended also the islands and islets in
the frith of Clyde, the peninsula of Kintyre or part
of the mainland of Argyleshire south of the Lochs
Tarbert, the isle of Rachlin off the north-east coast
of Ireland, and eveii the island of Man and the islets
contiguous to it, in the centre of the Iri.sh sea;
while the modem Hebrides comprehend only the
islands, isles, and islets extending from 55° 35' to
58° 37' north latitude, and lying westward of the
peninsula of Kintyre on the south, and of the main
land of Scotland in the middle and on the north.
The Hebrides, thus defined, are, for the most part,
ever,

O'erhangs thy wandering stream, romantic Esk,
rears its head among the ancient trees."

And

Beneath are several remarkable artificial caves, hollowed with prodigious laliour out of the solid rock,
communicating with one another by long passages,
and possessing access to a well of vast depth bored
from tlie court-yard of the mansion. The caves are
reported by tradition, and believed by Dr. Stukeloy,
to have been a stronghold of the Pictish kings, and,
they bear the names respectively
of the King's gallery, the King's bed-chamber, and
the Guard-room; but they seem simply to have been
in three instances,

hewn

out, no person can tell by whom, as places of
refuse during the destructive wars between the
English and the Picts. or the English and the Scots;
and during the reign of Da^^d II., when the English
were in po.ssessiou of Edinburgh, and strove to deal
death to Scottish valour, thej' and the adjacent caves
of Gorton gave shelter to the adventurous band
of the heroic Sir Alexander Ramsay of Dalhousie.
Hawthornden was the property and residence of the
celebrated poet and historian, William Dnimmond,
the friend of Shakspeare and Ben Johnson.
sort
of seat cut in t\v face of the rock adjoining the
house, and called Cypress grove, is pointed out by
tradition as the place where he composed many of

A

Ben Johnson journeyed on foot from
spend some weeks with him at Haw-

thornden.
Drummond was zealously attached to
the cause of Charles I., and is said to have sunk in
health, and been crushed to the grave, by the blow
from the unhappy monarch's fate.
prolusion of
beautiful wood in the opulent landscape around the

A

Went

Lest e'er a Scottish tree should wound his sight."

elongated grimp of islands, isles, and islets, flanking
They
nearly the whole west coast of Scotland.
were called by the ancients Hebridge, Hebudes,
The ancient Hebrides, how-lEbudpp, and rEinodte.

From

his poems.
London to

"

disposed in groups, jxt not, in every case, with
distinctness of aggregation, or without leaving
particular islets to stand in doubt as to the group to
which they belong. On the south, opposite Kintyre
and Knapdale, lies the Islay and Jura group. The
most southerly individuals of it are Gigha and a
trivial islet near its southernmost point both stretching north and south near the coast of Kintyre, and
screening the entrance to Loch Taibert from a
south-west wind. On a line with Gigha to the
west, but three times farther from it than Gigha is
from the peninsula, conmiences the large island of
Islay; and though not elongated in its own fonn, it
has resting on its north-east side, with the intervention of the narrow strait or sound bearing its own
name, the base of the slenderly pyramidal figure of
Jura, and is so continued by that island as to form
with it a stretch of territory extending from the
south-west to the north-east," and separated, in the
Jura part of it, from the districts of Knapdale and
Lorn, on the mainland, by the sound of Jura. West
of Jura, north-west of the sound of Islay, and north
of the island of Islay, lie the islets Oionsay and CoNorth of Jura, and pretty near the coast of
lonsay.
;

HEBRIDES.
Lorn, Scarba, Seal, Easdale, and various other

of this chain, or opposite the districts of Lorn and
Appin, and along the whole south-west coast of tlie
district of Morvern, but separated from it by the
narrow stripe of water called the Mull sound, lies
the large island of Mull. On its east side, in the
mouth of Loch-Linnhe, stretches Lismore near its
south-west limb, is lona in a deep broad bay on
;

;

west side lie Ulva, Gometra, StafTa, and some
otiier islets; due west, at a considerable distance,
lies Tiree; and on the north-west, not so far from
its

'I'iree

and Coll forming in their

Mull, is Coll.
elongated- shape and continuous position, a stretch
of territory extending from the south-west to the
north-east.

Innnediately north of Mull, the long promontory
of Ardnamurchan runs out into the sea, and so far
intervenes between the two Hebridean groups we
have noticed, as, if not strictly to separate them
from the groups on the north, at least to give fair
occasion for their being respectively designated the
The Skye
southern and the northern Hebrides.
group lies in general very near the coast, and flanks
the whole of the little continental districts of
Moidart, Arisaig, Morar, Glenelg, Kintail, Lochalsh,
Commencing a little
Applecross, and Gairloch.
north of the point of Ardnamurchan, and at a greater
distance west of the district of Moidart, Muck, Eig,
Hum, Sandy, and Canna form, with the intervention
of

two

consideral)le belts

and two thin stripes of

sea,

a stretch of territory extending from the south-east
Northward of it, and very
to the north-west.
slenderly detached by sea from the districts of
Glcnelg and Kintail, stretches north-westward the
very large island of Skye, the largest in the
Hebrides except the compound or double-named one
of Harris and Lewis. North of Skye, commencing

—

very close on

its

shore,

and running

dii-ect

north-

north-western horn and the continental disti-ict of Applecross, is a chain of islets,
From a
consisting of Scalpa, Kasay, and Rona.
point nearly due west of Ardnamurchan, but at a
of Loch
west
to
a
great distance,
point considerably
Inchard in Sutherlandshire, and, in its central part,
westward of the island of Skj'c, and separated from
it by the Little Minch, extends curvingly from tlie
south to the east cf north, through an extent of 150
of all the Hebri.Tiilcs, the largest and most compact
dean groups, quite elongated and continuous in its
form, and cut asunder from all other territory by a
broad sea-lxilt, that which is conmionly designated

ward between

its

—

tlie

Long

Island, is

sometimes called the Western

Hebrides, or the Outer Hebrides, and has, by some,
been made to usurp the whole Hebridean name.
At its sontliern point Berncra, Miiigala, I'abba,
Sandora, Muldonick, Vaterea, Harra, Fhulda, Hellesa,
Fudia, Linga, Eriska, and some other islets, are
closely concatenated, and, as they have IJarra for
their mainland or monarch of the scries, are usually
called tiie ISarra islands, innnediately on the north,
with a profusion of islets in the sound whicii
separates tiieni, and a noticeable sprinkling of islets
on their flanks, stretch continuously the islands of
In the
South Uifit, Henbecula, and North Uist.
sound of Harris, north of North Hist, the series is

continued

and

Iiy P>orera, Hernera, Killigra,
the
various other islets.

From

Ensa, Pabba,
north .side of

sound, Harris and Lewis, the contimwus part
nf one great island, the monarch one of the whole
Hebrides, stretches away to the northern extremity

tiiat

of the group, flanked, in various parts of its progress,
by Sralpa and numeious tiny islets on the east, and

islets,

form a chain which belongs pieogrjiphically, in its
Bouthern end, to the Islay and Jura group, and in its
northern end to the Mull group, bur, which strictly
connects them, and might over its whole length be
pronounced independent. West of the northern part

—
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;

by Taransa, Scarpa, Berensa, and some smaller

on the west. Far away to the west of the
western extremity of Lewis, lies the desolate and
pigmy group of St. Kilda, consisting of the islet St.
Kilda" itself, and its tiny attendants Levenish, Soa,
and Borera
Classified geographically, the whole Hebrides
thus consist of five groups; three, or those of Islay,
Mull, and Skye, of considerable and nearly equal
bulk, close upon the coast, almost continuous and
concatenated in their range, and flanking the continent from the district of Kintyre to the district of
Gairloch, one group, so large in its proportions, or
in the aggregate extent and the number of its isles,

islets
j

j

i

:

'

—

.

^

—

—

—

and so distinctive

in its position at a considerable

distance from the coast and from the other groups,
as to have occasionally won the plea of being exclusively Hebridean,— and another group so distant
and solitary as to be visited at seasons or on occasions " few and far between," and so exceedingly
inconsiderable as to attract notice solely on account
of remarkable features in its natural iiistory, and
patriarchal peculiarities in the character of its inhabitants.
They shelter the whole western coast
of Scotland from the fury of the Atlantic ocean, and,
in a certain and no mean degree, do it service as a
sort of umbrella; and they seem, especially the three
groups nearest it, to have once been a continuation
of its shores, and to have become disconnected by
the dissevering action of the elements.
In their politic al classification, the islands belong
to the shires oi XFgyTe, fn verness, and Eoss, very
nearly in the line of their coincidence with the coasts
of the respective counties. Their entire number,
including considerable rocks and utterly inconsiderable islets, has been usually stated in round numbers
at 300; but understanding islands and islets to be
objects which, on a large map, have a distinct figure,
and characteristic outline, it amounts to only about
Of this number 70 are inhabited throughout
160.
the year 8 are provided with houses, but abandoned
by their inmates during winter; and 40 are either
transitorily inhabited or turned to some productive
account during summer. In area, the Hebrides,
measured on the plane, comprehend rather more than
3,184 square miles, or 1,592,000 Scottish acres, or
2,037,760 English statute acres, nearly one-twelfth
of Scotland or one- thirtieth of Great Britain; and,
in consequence of the general ruggedness and inountainousness of their character, they might, if measured over the undulations of their superficies, be
;

comprehend between 3,600 and 3,700 square
These measurements, however which are
those of Mr. James Macdonald in his General View

found

to

—
of the Agriculture of the Hebrides' — include the
Clyde islands, and must suffer a subtraction equivalent in value to their aiea, — that of Arran alone
—
being about 100,000 Scottish acres. The islands

miles.

'

The
are distributable, as to size, into four classes.
first class, consisting of the largest in dimensions,
includes Islay, .Fura, Mull, Skye, Lewis, Harris, and
Uist, and comprehends 1,323,000 Scottish acres, or
about eight-nniths of the whole Hebridean area.
The second class includes (ligha, Colonsay, Tiree,
Coll, J^iismore, Ulva, (ilonietra, Bcrnera,

Luing,

Seil,

Tiie third
Eig, Hum, Kasay, Hona, and Barra.
class includes Scarba, Lunga, Shuna, Eisdale, Inchkeimetii, StafTa, Muck, Canna, Ascrib, Fladda, and
St. Kilda.
The fourth class includes about 120 tiny
islets, which are chiefly satellites of the others, and
which have some productive vahui also an unascertained number of rocks and clottings -on the sea,
which figure in the flauntuig announcement of three
;

1
I
'

|
i
|

'
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hundred Hebrides
and multitudinous
names.

;

both classes too unimportant
to require the spccifici\tion of

Dr. M"C'ulloch classifies the Hebrides according to
their p;eolopoalc^;]''aprpr imHer the heads schistose,
and gneiss. The schistose islands
tTiip. sandstoue,

are the Islay and Jura group, with all the islets,
even including Lisuiore, whicli connect it with the
group of Mull. Though not of schistose structure
as to every rock which they contain, they consist
micaceous
chiefly of those primary stratified rocks
schist, quartz rock, argillaceous schist, chlorite
^which all,
schist, and other assoc'ated substances
in a greater or'less degree, present the schistose
character. They are capable, however, of subdivision into three portions, the islands in each of which
have f&itures of mutual resemblance peculiar to
them from those of the other islands. Kerrera.
Seil, Luing. and Torva, are characterized by the
prevalence of clay slate, and may be called the slate
islands.
Islay. jura, Scarba, Lunga, Oransay, C'olons:»y, and the Garveloch islands, are characterized,
in the main body of the group, by the prevalence of
quartz rock, and in the wings by community or alternation of the other leading strata of that rock, and
may be designated the quartz islands. Gigha,
( arra. St. Cormac, Lismore, and Shuna, are distinguished by a series of schistose rocks, in which
chlorite schist predominates, and may be entitled
the chlorite islands. The trap islands, excepting
Tiree, Coll, loua. Rona, and some islets, are the
Mull, the Skye, and the St. Kilda groups, with a
cluster of very small islets called the Shiant isles,
off the west coast of I-ewis.
Some individuals in
tiie groups contain few masses or none of trap, yet

—
—

—

they present conspicuous and interesting tracts
both of the primary and of the secondan,- rocks, the
illustration of which mainly depends on a joint
view of the structure of all the neighbouring parts,
and are included in the classification, less in methodical accuracy than lor scientific convenience.
The
Mull and the Skye groups, while connected, yet distinct in geographical position, are blended yet respectively peculiar also in their geological character.
is
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The trap which distinguishes them in common
distributed into fields corresponding to their

groups, occurs in detached but connecting masses,
either in the intermediate islands or on the mainland, and again looks up at the Shiant isles, and far
to the west
but without any connecting links in
the little group of St. Kilda. The connections of
the Skye subdivision with the continent are formed
solely by the primary strata ; and those of the Mull
subdivision are traced chiefly,, in the secondary
strata, and in the superincumbent masses of trap.
The sandstone islands are, for the most part, a few
inconsiderable islets close on the coast of the continent, either of doubtful geographical aggregation
with the Skye group, or far distant from it, and disso-jiated from all the Hebrides.
They consist of
Soa, in the Skye gionp, Lunga and the Crouliu isles,
at the mouth of Loch Krisliorn, the Summer isles,
oft' the entrance of Loch IJroom,
Handa, "lying between Scourie bay and Loch Laxford, and two or
three other islets ; and present similar features to
those of the sandstone field of the continent. The
gneiss islands are lona, Tiree, and Coll, belonging
to the Mull
group, Kona, belonging to the Skye
group, and, with the very trivial exception of the
Siiiant isles, the whole of the largest of ail the Hebridean groups that of the Long Island. The granitic subdivision of gneiss is that which
prevails;
and it is characterized, not only by a large granular
;:nd iiiiperfectly foliated substance, but
by frequent
Often as in Tiree,
I>artial transitions into granite.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

it exhibits, for a conBenbecula, and other islana
siderable space, a dead level ; the naked rock being
accessible only by some breach in the super-incnmbent surface, or by the iui perforation of a pool ot
lochlet; occasionally— as in I-ewis ^it looks np
throngh the soil in protuberant masses; and, in
some instances as in C\Al and Bona it rises aloft
in such i-apid congeries of low hills, intersticed in

—
—

—

the hollows with herbage and lochs, that, seen from
a distance, or from low vantage-ground, only a sea
of rock seems presented to the view.
The Hebrides abound in the grand and the sublime, the picturesque and the wild, the desolate and
the savage features of sceneiy. From the soimd of
Jura, the conical aiid far- seeing paps of that name
close up the view immediately on the north, and
tower up to the height of 2,240 feet; the northeastern point of Islay is screened by the dark and
broken precipices of M'Karters Head ; the eastern
entrance of the sound seems dotted over with islets,
or walled across with the spray of the vexed waters

attempring to make an ingress Colonsay appears
in pei-spective on the west ; and eastward, the rugged summits of Arran tower aloft in the distance
over the intervening seas and the peninsula of KinFrom the castle of DunoUy. in the vicinity
tyre.
of Oban, the eye waudere over a wide expanse of
Hebridean and mainland scenery, fully depicted in
;

the tints of Highland panorama, and wanders southward through the picturesque group of the Mull
islands, presided over or backed by Benmore, in
Mull, rising aloft to the height of more than 3,000
feet.

'•

mouth,

Leaving Tobermorj'," says Lord Teignwe started early for Staffa and loua.

•*

gleams of sunshine illuminated the bold
rugged headland of Anlnamurchan. and were reflected dimly from the distant, lofty, and conical sumPartial

mits of the isle of Rum. The point of Cailliach in
Mull was sheathed in foam, by the waves of a wild
sea mingling their hoarse uproar with the shrill

innumerable sea-fowl, hovering around itsummit. The grouping of the numerous islands ofl
Mull is extremely picturesque; Stafla, amongst
them, rearing its basaltic piUars. forming a long
causeway, gradually terminating in a majestic colonnade, crowned by a green and overhanging brow."
'•
The grandest scenery of Skye. and perhaps of Scot'•
cries of

occurs in the
land," says the same noble tourist,
south-eastern division of the island. Crossing Loch
Slapin, I proceeded alon$; the rugged coast of Strath
to its point called the Aird, a promontory which
penetrated by caverns, or severed into buttresses,
in some places projecring far in tabulated ledges
over the sea, tinted richly with yeUow. green, and
other colours, presents a strikingly beautiful and
majestic front to the stormy ocean to the ravaees
of which its shattered and perforated precipices bear
ample testimony. Reflecting the rays of an unclouded sun, it offered a brilliant contrast to the
dark forms of Rum, and the neighbouring islands
rowed slowly
which rose to the southward.
under the Aird, as every cove or buttress deserves
attention, till the opposite headland beyond Loch Scavig discovered itself; and as we entered the bay, the
precipitous and serrated ridges of the Coolin motintains towering [about 3,000 feet in height] in all
their grandeur above the shores, terminating a perspective formed by the steep side of the two prominent buttresses of the range, and enclosing the
gloomy valley and deep dark waters of Loch Coruisk,
from which the principal peaks rise abruptly."

—

—

We

'•
Let any one who wishes to have some conception of the sublime," says William Macgillivray,
" station himself
Esq.,
upon a headland of the west
coast of Harris during the violence of a winter tern

J
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The blast howls among
pest, and he will obtain it.
Black
the grim and desolate rocks around him.
clonds are seen advancing from the west in fearful
masses, pouring forth torrents of rain and hail.
sudden flash illuminates the gloom, and is followed
by the deafening roar of the thunder, which gradually becomes fainter, until the roar of the waves
upon the shore prevails over it. Meantime, far as
the eye can reach, the ocean boils and heaves, presenting one wide-extended field of foam, the spray
from the summits of the billows sweeping along its
No sign of life is to be
surface like drifted snow.
seen, save when a gull, labouring hard to bear itself
up against the blast, hovers overhead, or shoots
athwart the gloom like a meteor. Long langes of
giant waves rush in succession towards the shores.
The thunder of the shock echoes among the crevices
and caves the spray mounts along the face of the
the rocks shake to
cliffs to an astonishing height
their summit, and the baffled wave rolls back to
" Scenes of surmeet its advancing successor."
passing beauty, however," remark the Messrs. Anderson, "present themselves among these islands.
What can be more delightful than a midnight walk
by moonlight along the lone sea-beach of some
secluded isle, the glassy sea sending from its surface a long stream of dancing and dazzling light
no sound to be heard save the small ripple of the
idle wavelet, or the scream of a sea-bird watching
In the short
the fry that swarms along the shores
nights of sunnner, the melancholy song of the
throstle has scarcely ceased on the hill-side, when
the merry carol of the lark commences, and the

A

;

;

—

!

plover and snipe sound their -shrill pipe. Again,
how glorious is the scene which presents itself from
the summit of one of the loftier hills, when the great
ocean is seen glowing with the last splendour of the
setting sun, and the lofty isles of St. Kilda rear
their giant heads amid the purple blaze on the extreme verge of the horizon." But pictures bright
and interesting as these with their wild beauty, or
bewildering and impressive with the grandeur of
desolation, or mixedly playful and sublime in the
twistings and aerial ascents of rock, or the melee and
upro;ir of conflict among sea and wind and beetling
occur so often and so variously throughout

clifis,

the Hebrides, that no general description, and
scarcely any limited selection of views, can convey
an id ea of their aggregate features.
o part of the known world is more watered from
above and from below than the Hebrides. Where
sea
does not indent and almost bisect the islands
the
in almost every conceivable direction, they abound
in rivulets and fresh-water lakes.
Upwards of 40
streams carry salmon, and diffuse beauty and the elementsof opulence along their banks. SkyehasSnizort
and Sligachan, the largest of the region, and 1 3 other
streamlets.
Islay has two streams of considerable
size, fit for moving machinery and for other practical
Mull has about 10 rivulets, and the
applications.
Long Island has 8. All these abound, not only in
but
in
fronts and eels and many of them
salmon,
abound also in other species, l^akes ami lociilcts
are so numerous in some of the islands that they
and defy enumeration. In North
perplex the view
Uist, for example, the agricultural reporter on the
Hebrides counted 170, and then despaired to ascertain how many small lochlets remained unreckoned.
Tlie Hebridean lakes may safely be computed at
1,500 in number, covering an area of 50.000 acres;
those of Lewis and Uist alone being 2r),000 acres in
But the lakes, while they frequently inextent.
terrupt communication and occasion otlier incon;

veniences, offer few compensating advantages; and
they have, in general, au iuconsidcrablo depth, none

them approaching that of the continental lakes of
or 4 fathoms water.
Scotland, or indeed exceeding
But though the fresh-water lakes are chiefly of a
character which the genius of improvement sliould
seek to dislodge from tlieir possession of the soil, the
inlets and arms of the sea which multitudinously and
in the most various directions indent the islands, and
which mainly among the Hebrideans and the Highlanders receive the name of lochs, possess, as to both
scenery and utility, many features of engrossing interest. Traced along the line of their deep incisions
and their sinuosities, they give the islands the enormous aggregate of 3,950 miles of coast and they
offer a vast number of harbours, some of which are
equal, in jjoint of spaciousness and security, to any
in tlie world.
Westerly winds, which prevail on the average
during 8 months in the year, bring deluges of rain
from August till the beginning of March. But often
in October and November, and, in general,
early in
March, a stubborn north-east or north-north-east
wind prevails and, though the coldest that blows,
of

.'5

;

;

generally diy and pleasant. Dne north and south
winds are not very frequent, and are seldom of more
than two or three days' continuance. The mountainous tracts of Jura, Mull, and Skye, sending up
summits from 2,000 to upwards of 3,000 feet above
the level of the sea, intercept the clouds from the
Atlantic, and draw down on the lands in their
but they, at
vicinity a large aggregate of moisture
the same time, modify the climate around them, and
serve as a screen or gigantic bield from the stem
onset of careering winds. The comparative!}' low
islands, Coll, 'I'iree, North Uist, and Lewis, though
sharing plenteously enough in moisture, are probably
as dry as any district in the western section of the
Scottish continent.
Snow and frost are almost unknown in the smaller isles, and seldom considerably
is

;

incommode those of larger

extent.

The medium

temperature in spring is 44°; and in winter is probably never known, on the lowe;' grounds or in the
vicinity of a dwelling-house, to descend lower than
5° below the freezing point.
Owing to the comparative Avavmth of the region, and to the lowness
and the vicinity to the coast-line of the arable
grounds, grasses and corn attain maturity at an earliness of period altogether incredible by one who,
while he considers the high latitude, the saturating
moisture, and the unsheltered position of the islands,
does not duly estimate the mollifying eftects of their

own mountain-screens, and

the powerful influences
of their being so deeply and variously serrated by
cuts of the sea.
In the soutlievn isles sown hay is
cut down in the latter end of June and till the
middle of July, and in the northern isles, 10 or 14
days later in all the isles barley is often reaped in
August, and crops of all sorts secured in September;
and in Uist, Lewis, and Tiree, bear or big has ripened or been cut down within ten weeks of the date
of sowing.
Nor is the climate less favourable to
animal life than to vegetation. Longevity is of as
occurrence
as among an equal amount of
frequent
population in any part of Europe; and diseases for
merly deemed of peculiar i)revalence are gradually
losing their malignant and epidemical characteristics.
So salubrious, in fact, are the Hebrides, that
the natives, if the otiier natural advantages of the
islands could bo enjoyed in a degree proportionate
to the pure and bracing air, might, in spite of their
local seclusion, and llie rough character of tiieir
Higldand and insular home, be pronounced on a par,
as to tlio nhvsical appliances of real well-being,
with the inlial)itants of some of the finest countries
of the world.
;

The Hebridean minerals may,

for popular pur-
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and witli reference to their practical value,
be better viewed apart tlian if they had been glanc«d
at in connection witli the geological distribution of
the islands. Coal lias been discovered in all the
large islands except t!;ose of tha Long Island group,
but either in so small quantities or under such disadvantageous circumstances, that attempts to work
it either have not been made or have unifornily
That of Skye either arcurs among stratified
failed.
rocks, in thin seams of rarely a few inches, overwhelmed or cut oif by trap, or it lies enclosed in
from one-fourth of
trap, generally in irregular nests
an inch to a foot in thickness. The largest mass
of it hitlierlo known lay in Portree harbour, and.
after yielding 500 or 600 tons, was ovenvhelmed by
the fall of superincumbent rocks of trap. The coal
of iluU occurs, in one place, in a bed nearly 3 feet
thick, but though subjected to repeated attempts at
being worked, it has hitherto probably from the
interference of trap offered stubborn resistance,
and sent away the miners in discomfiture. Wherever else this valuable and much desiderated mineral
as in Eig and in several parts of
occurs, it seems
i>oses,

—

—

Skye

—

—

to lie

embedded

in

sandstone, alternating

with some of the calcareous sttata, and to be so
very thin and unpersistent in its lamins as to oflFer
no hope of repaying search and labour. Copper was
probably discovered and wrought in ancient times
by the Scandinavians in Islay but it now offers no
appearances there which are tempting, and does not
occur elsewhere in the Hebrides. Lead seems to
;

exist in Coll. Tiree, and Skye, particularly in the
district of Strath, but h?is lieen wrought in no island
except Islay. No fewer tliau in five places in Islay
was it mined from, as it would seem, distinct masses
or independent veins ; and in all of them it has been

abandoned. To the north-west of Port Askaig were
mines wliich yielded, between 1761 and 1811, produce to the value of £12,000, whose ore consisted of
galena, intennixed v/ith copper pyrites, and cor.taining enough of silver to have bequeathed to the
present proprietor of tlie island the rare boast of
iiaving a large part of his family-plate manufactured
from material found on his own estate. I:on is met
with in almost every one of the Hebrides and, in
many of the islands, especially in Lewis, Skye, and
Mull, the ore appears to be particularly rich. Some
ore which occurs in Islay is occasionally magnetic,
and is said to produce good iron, and has furnished
Tlic want of coal, howsupplies for exportation.
ever, has hitherto prevented the Hebridean mines
of intrinsic iron wealth from being practically more
than nomirial. The most remarkable of the Hebridean metals is quicksilver. In a peat-moss on
the western face of the eastern ridge of Islay, two
;

quarts were, about 80 years ago, collected. Reports
though without such substantial evimight convince an incredulous or even
perhaps a cautious inquirer that manga'iese, cobalt,'
euierj-, and native sulphur, have all likewise been
found in Islay.
Fuller's earth is found in the district of Strath in
Skye, and alum earth in the neighlxmrhood of Megstadt in Trotteniish.
Limestone, the most useful
mineral for the Hebrides, occurs in several of them
in inexhaustible abundance.
Regular lime-kilns
are erected in many parts of Islay, in three places

—

exist also
dence as
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—

Lismore, and in some localities in Skye, and produce vast quantities of lime for exportation. Marl
is found in most of the large islands, and has been
turned to great account in Islay, and some parts of
uble of tolerable quality has been quarried
Skye.
on the Duke of Argyle's property in Tiree, and on
Lord Macdonald's estate of Strath in Skye and it
.Occurs also of interesting character, though not well
in

M

;

capable of adaptation to the arts, in lona. 'I'hc
marble of Skye, where there are hills of the noble
stone,

and where chief though faltering attention

has been paid to its claims, exhibits several varieties.
Though all white in its groimd colour, and, in one
varletv, unmixed with any tint, it has one variety
with a scarcely discernible shade of grey, another,
with variously disposed veins of grey and black, resembling the common veined marble used in arclii
another with narrower and
tectural ornaments,
well-defined veins often almost regularly reticulated,
another distinguished, independently of the veins,
by a parallel and regular alternation of layers of pure
white and greyish white, and another variously
mottled and veined with grey, yellow, purple, light
green, dark green, and black. Of all the varieties
the most valuable is the pure white, which appears

—

—

—

—

the best adapted in its qualities to the uses of staSlates form one of the principal articles of
tuary.
Hebridean export. Easdale. and the adjacent islands, yielded for some period before 1811. upwanls
of 5,000,000 a-year, and employed nearly 200 workmen in preparing them for the market. As the
slates sold at 30s. per 1,000, the annual value of the
produce was £7.500, ^a vast sum for ground which
would not let for £20 in corn or grass. Luing and
Sell and other islands now greatly attract the notice
of tourists in the steamers from the Crinan canal
northward, by their great diversity of forms, and by
the lively scenes of their extensive slate- quarry

—

ing

establislimeiit.s.

So rife are the Hebridean shores in materials for
and in the fish common to
the manufacture o f
kelp,
the west of Scotlancl. t!i:it their annual produce, for
a long series of years, was computed to be four times
Duriiig
greater in amount than that of the land.
the war the kelp-shores annually yielded from 5.0U0
to 5,500 tons of kelp, at the average value of £16
per ton ; and their 50.000 acres covered by sea at
high-water were thus in nett annual value £80.000,
a sum exceeding five times the rent of the 30,00C
acres of Hebridean arable land. This vast manufacture of kelp, however, was carried on under a
system of protective duties, which prevented a fair
competition by barilla and other forms of alkali ;
and on that system becoming first modified and
then overthrown, the manufacture received a series
of severe shocks, fell suddenly in amount, struggled
fitfully for a while to retain a tolerable existence,
and now, for the last few years, has dwindled alA very extensive quondam
most to extinction.
landowner in the Hebrides wrote in 1829 to Lord
Glenelg, then Secretary of State, '-The production
of and manufacture of kelp which has existed more
than 200 years, had, for a veiy great length of time,
received a vigilant and special protection against
the articles of foreign or British growth or manufacture which compete with it in the market, namely,
barilla, pot and pearl ash. and black ash ; the last
of which is formed by the decomposition of salt,
effected chiefly by the use of foreign sulphur, wliich
sulphur foi-ms three-fourths of the value of the manufactured alkali.
Up to the year 1822, considerable
duties were leviable on all the commodities just enumerated but in that year the duty on salt was
lowered from 15s. to 2s. a bushel. Shortly afterwards the impost on barilla was considerably reduced. This measure was quickly succeeded by a
repeal of the remainder of the salt duties (duties
which had lasted more than 130 years), and of the
duty on alkali made from salt. Close upon this followed a considerable reduction in the duty on pot and
pearl ash, and an entiie removal of that on ashes from

—

—

;

Canada; and

this last step

was accompanied by a

diminution in the duty on foreign sulphur from £15
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to 10s. a ton.
Such is the succ( ssioii of the measures which now threaten the total extinction of
the kelp manufacture, and with it the ruin of the
landed proprietors in the Hebrides and on the west
coast, the most serious injury to all descriptions of
annuitants on kelp estates, and the destitution of a
"
population of more than 50,000 souls
The fishenes, though not by any means so extensive as tlie capacities of the region admit, and

though long damaged by an injudiciously distribated
parliamentaiy bounty, yield annually a considerable
sum. Tiie shores of the Hebrides and the western
coast of the mainland seem, indeed, to present as
richly furnished and as facile a fishing-ground as
the fancy can well imagine. Tlie herring-fisherj',
however, which is naturally the most important, has
undergone fluctuations so great and sudden, from
causes so utterly beyond the control or prevision of
the fishermen, as to render it a very precarious
source of dependence. During the ten or twelve
years preceding 1840, in particular, it underwent a
great decline. In the New Statistical Account it is
stated that, " Barra has been in former times much
frequented by great shoals of herrings, but its lochs
are almost now entirely deserted by that useftil fish."
Of the parish of Portree, in the island of Skye, it is
stated that, " It is a matter deeply to be regretted
that the herring- fisliery in this quarter has been

much on the decline for sevei'al years past; so much
so, that failure in this branch of industry, together
with other causes operating injuriously, has produced
the ever-memorable destitution of the years 1836 and
In the account of Kilmuir, also in the island
1837."
of Skye, we read " At one period the herring appeared in prodigious shoals, not only around the
coast of the parish, but in all the lochs, creeks, and
bays of the island it then formed an extensive and
lucrative source of traffic, and the benefits derived from
it by the country in general were very great.
It
was caught at comparatively little expense, as the
natives could, for the most part, make their own nets
and reach their own homes. In every creek and
:

;

bay large fleets of schooners, brigs, sloops, wherries,
and boats of all sizes and descriptions, were to be
seen eagerly engaged in the securing of stores for
private families, and of cargoes for the southern mar-

now the irregular appearance of the migratory
together with the small quantities of it which
frequent, at the present day, its wonted haunts, have
deprived the natives of one of their most lucrative
sources of support, and have been in no small degree the means of reducing the redundant popuhition
to poverty, and of unfitting them to meet such seasons of destitution as those of 1836 and 1837." Tiie
rebound from this depression was so great, the return
of large shoals of herrings in 1840 so sudden, that
the people were utterly unprepared for it, liad not
even salt to cure such herrings as they caught, and
could, in most instances, realize little other advantage, for that year, than a temporary increase to
their own immediate supplies of food.
But in later
years the fishery has been comparatively regular
and good. Of the twenty-two fishery districts into
which the coasts of Scotland are divided, those of
Stomoway, Loch-(yarron and Skye, Loch-Shieldag,
Loch-Broom, and In verary, comprehend the Hebrides
and the western coast of the mainland and the
statistics of the lierring-fishery in these, for the year
Total number of barrels of
1853, were as follows:
herrings cured, in the Stomoway district, 16,347;
in the Loch-Carron and Skye district, 9,.'J51i; in the
Loch-Shiehlag district, 6,91 3^; in the Loch-Broom
district, 4,797; and in the Inverary district, 23.739;
total number of persons employed in the fishery,
in the Stornoway district, 3,198; in the Loch-Carron

kets;
fish,

;

—

—
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and Skye

district, 5,829; in

the Loch-Shieldftg dis-

trict, 1,510; in the Loch-Hroom district, 2,530; ai:d
in the Inverary district, 4,466;
total vahie of 1 oats,

—

and

in the fishery, in the Stornoway district, £16,870; in the Loch-Carron and
Skye district. £20,624; in the Locli-Shieldag district,

nets,

lines

employed

t!.e. Loch-Broom
district, £23,289; and
Inverary district, £37,156.
other
As regards the
fisheries of the Hebrides, the
following report of Mr. li. Graham, addressed to Mr.
Fox Maule, in 1837, gives a better view tlian could
be afforded by a vidimus of even more recent, because
" It is the
more uncertain, information
opinion of
some people, that tlie cod and ling and lobster fisheries of the West Highlands and Islands, might be

£.5",922; in

in the

:

—

much improved by encouragement and assistance,
and would be a source of benefit to the tenantry and
the people.
Tliis is a subject which has attracted
public attention from the time of James V. downand
wards;
everything which royal support, and the
establishment of associations, corporations, and
boards could effect, has been done to promote the
herring-fishery in particular. No branch of industry
has repaid the encouragement so ill, from its precarious nature and upon the whole it may be doubted,
whether it can be considered as an increasing source
;

of wealth in this country.
Its failure, generally on
the west coasts, for several years back has had a very
serious effect upon the circumstances of the people*
and the migrating character of the fish ought to deter the local fishermen from trusting entirely to tliat
one branch of the art. Probably, however, in many
situations the general white-fishery might be further

improved by the countenance and support of Government singly, or by Government conjointly with the
maritime and insular proprietors, though all parties
should guard against flattering descriptions of tlie
coasts, as if the seas were everywhere full of the
finest fish, and as if the demand could be procured
for any amount of supply.
Many accounts rest on
the idea that fish exist on all the coasts; I have
found this frequently contradicted the greater part
of the western coast of the Long-Island, from the
nature of the shores and the violence of the sea, is
almost precluded from the possibility of being fished.
Some of what were formerly considered the best
Gairloch was once
stations have greatly fallen off".
a famous station, but for the last eight years it has
been unproductive. Loch-Broom never was much of
a station, except for herrings, and there has not been
a good fishery tliere since 1811. At Arisaig, Tobermory, Ulva, and lona, it was alleged that the people
were inactive, and did not take the full advantage
;

of their opportunities of fishing. The parislies of
Knock and Lochs were the only portions of the
Lewis which seemed to be considered as favourable
stations; there is said to be none in Harris; and
Boisdale and Barra were the only favourable jioints
spoken to in the southern portionsof the Long-Island.
There are none of these stations where the fislieries
could be much advanced, but by assistance in procuring for the inhabitants boats and tackle, and perhaps the example of a few more practised fishermen

than themselves; but it might be an object of great
importance to have the soundings more extensively
ascertained, on the west coast of Scotland and northwest of Ireland, to show the fishing-banks. Tlie
piers and quays
of the stations."

would be an improvement

at

many

The Hebrides may be said, with the exception of
a little knitting, and now tiiat the making of kelp
has nearly ceased, to have almost no manufacture
and, with the exception of bartering the produce of
the sea, the mine, the natural aviary, and the limited soil, for the wares of more favourably situated
;
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communities, to have no commerce. Projects for
establishing regular manufactories at Tobermory
were made dependent on the unplastic. intractable,
and slow-movinjr inhabitants of >Iull tor the supply
of workmen, and braved the competition not only of
Glasgow, but of the favoured though clumsy native
manufacturers: and they, in consequence, failed.
An attempt of Mr. Campball of Islay to introduce
the weaving of book-muslin on his property, by importing some families from Glasgow, providing them
with cottages, and placing around then, in a locality
where provisions are cheap, the appliances of a manufacturing colony, was well made and duly prolonged,
but did not succeed. The spinning of yam. at one
time, formed a staple in Islay. and continued to prosper till superseded by the Glisgow manufactories.
While it flourished it employed all the women on the

island, and produced for exportation so much as
£10.000 worth of yarn in a year. Tiie distillation of
whisky in its illicit form was, for a long time, so extensive as to have all the business of a great manuf;iccure, with little else than the effect of a great

power of demoralization, but happily has now

for

j'ears been nearly extinct, while the distillation, in a legal form, in large distilleries, is carried

many

with the results of a productive
manufacture, accompanied by no otiier effects than
such as belong elsewhere to distillation iu even the
most favourable circumstances.
All the other manufactures of the Hebrides or
what, in the absence of better, must be called such
on, at least in Islay,

Hebrideans hitherto evinced indifference to acquire
the arts with which free intercourse with the continent of Scotlav.d has of late years made them ac
quainted. and even shown an indisposition to learn
lessons advantageously offered respecting them, they
might already have Ijeen in a state of far advanced
transition from their patriarchal usages to those of
incipient competition with the neighbours who are
invading their markets and revolutionizing their
But even the inhabitants of the South
social tastes.
Saa islands, who 45 years ago were almost wholly
in a degenerately savage condition, have, proportion
ately to their previous attainments, prospered no e
in the acquisition and the tact of manufacturing skill
than Scotland's Western islandere.

The Hebrides, though more populous and aggregately producrive than the same extent of the continental Highlands, or even of the mountainous part
of Northumberland, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, and possessing, in comparison with ail Scotland, an amount of value nearly proportionate to
their relative extent are but a few degrees superior in the arts of agriculture to what they are in
Yet the islands are not, in
those of manufacture.
the aggregate, naturally sterile.
Though a stranger may hastily excite suspicion respecting them

—

—

by talking more with a view to poetic effect than
from regard to ascertain and convey a correct estimate of their character of Jura's mass of weatherbeaten barrenness,' and of the obtruding sterility of
and though
the stormy, cloud-enveloped Kum,'
are of remarkably patriarchal and simple character.
he may even be misled by the state of total neglect
in which several isles have lain for ages, by the
Clusters of twenty or more farmers give employment
to women and girls in carding and spinning wool, and
scarcity of timber, by the broken and desultory
to men, accommodated with looms in little worksystem of tillage extensively followed, and by the
shops or cottages, in weaving it into plaiding, blan- absence, to a great degree, of enclosures, and of the
results of draining and improvement, to form conkets, and other coarse fabrics and they maintain,
in the same way, wrights, tailors, smiths, shoemakers,
scientiously an unfavourable opinion
yet, on a
and other handicraftsmen, in their rr-pective voca- close inspection, he will find, in many parts, aa
tions.
Eich customer provides the material for the fertile a soil, and, but for the want of a fair shelterwork to be done, and makes payment, either in ing and anoniing with trees, as varied and beautimoney, or by conceding the temporary use of a por- ful a surface, as in almost any portion of Great
tion of land and, in the article of cloth, he receives
Britain, and he will distribute his feelings into adit as it comes from the loom, and acts the part of
miration of the bountifulness of the Creator, and
dyer for himself, very probably tincturing it with a poignant, condemnatorj' regret for the ingratitude
hue destructive of its whiteness by a process very and the sloth, or for the ignorance and the ill-directed exertions of man.
.:
primitive, and not unlike what was practised a few
In a region so extensive, a great diversity of soils
years ago by the untamed natives c:' the gorgeous
" I was assured
islands of the Pacific.
an
and
of
surfaces
be
to
exist
old
so
by
may
expected
great
man in Jura," says Lord Teignmouth, " that the as, with difficulty, to be even remotely represented,
coat which he wore cost but two shillings." Most in a rapid and geneial statement.
has
36
Islay
persons who enjoy the luxuiy of stockings must pro- square miles of a thin stratum of decomposed limecure it either from their own kssitting-wires or from stone, occasionally intennixed with clay and gravel,
those of some member of their family. The making several miles of rich clay upon gravel, and some
of brogues, as a succedaneum for shoes, while very
thousands of acres of fine old loam. Jura despite
extensive, is a somewhat peculiar and strictly a home
the rashly rhetorical sarcasm of Pennant which we
manufacture. The material, cow-leather, is stripped have quoted contains some fertile patches of clayof its hair by prolonged immersion in lime-water, ey gravel, and of loam mixed with caUloux roitles,
and then tanr.ed by being steeped iu watcrof oak-bark. and many hundred acres of improveable moss.
The brogue is stretched with thongs of calf-leather, Mirtl, while very various in soil, has generally, in
instead of the rosined thread of hemp employed on the south and south-west, a thin but sharp and
shoes, and freely admits water; but it is fortified at
fruitful surface of decomposed granite and basalt,
the toe with a double pl^^ or a patch of leather to occasionally mixed with clay, upon gravel or rock;
and, in the north and north-west, a thin soil of deprotect it from the eflects of the edgy collision of the
heath; and, though only an eighth or a seventh less composed whinstone, carpeted with comparatively
a
than
it
seems
shoe,
expensive
very extensively, poor and scanty pasture. Skye has, excepting pure
even where the latter might be obtained, to occupy sand, all the diversities of soil in all their modificaa favourable place on in two senses of the word
tions; in one parish it has 4,000 acres of as fine
the understandings of the natives.
E.xcept in the loam, and loam and clay, upon a gravelly bottom,
Outer Hebrides, however, the facilities of steam- as are to be found in Scotland and, in general,
navigation, and easy access to the grand emf>orium
throughout its diversity of aiable tracts, it has a
of Scottish manufactures on the Clyde, have alreadv
surface rich in agricultural capacities and loveljntfiS—
very much curtailed the range of the native manu- The Long-Island group possesses extensively a soil
a
and
created
taste
for
the more refined of decomposed granite which, when mixed with
facture,
fabrics imported into the islands.
Had not the clay, or with n)arine productions, or when assisted

—

—

'

'

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;
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by the manm-es plentifully furnished on the spot
yields abundant crops of the coinnion grains of the
district.
Lismore is all limestone
and, where
tolerably well- managed, exhibits great luxuriance
;

of vegetation. Gigha, thougii surfaced with recidish
clay and gravel, and an admixture of decomposed
schist, granite, quartz, and sandstone, and inferior
in natui-al capacities to other islands, is one wide
field of intersected agricultui'al beauty, and an evidence to the world of what a large portion of the
Hebrides might beco:ne under t!ie operations of improvement. Tiiough, tlien, two-thirds of the whole
Ilcbridean surface must be deducted for moss— a
deduction from arable ground only, but a real and
valuable addition to the wealth of the district in the
supply of fuel, and, to a large extent, a territory
olfering scope for the play of georgical enterprise
and though a considerable fraction more must be

—

yet, considering how highland
the character of the region, a large aggregate remains to be classified as productive, and even as
Mr. James Macdonald, in 182
Iiighly fertile soil.
estimated the whole Hebrides, including the Clyde
islands, to contain 180,000 Scottish acres of arable
and meadow land
20,000 occupied by villages,

deducted for sand

;

is

1

,

;

gardens, and gentlemen's parks;
10,000 occupied as glebes and churchyards, and by
schoolmasters; 5,000 under plantation and natural
wood; 700,000 of hill - pasture, paying rent and
30,000 of kelp-shores, dry only
^partially enclosed
at low-water; 22,000 dug for peat, or occupied bv
roads, ferry-houses, and boats; 25,000 of barren
s-mds and 600,000 of inountain, morass, and undrained lake, yielding little rent; in all 1,592,000
Scottish acres.

farm-houses,

;

—

;

L..

The Hebrides were, for sometime preceding 1811,
distributed into 49 estates
10 of which yielded from
£50 to £500 of yearly rental, 22 from £500 to
£3,000, and 8 from £3,000 to £18,000 and 6 of the
But
largest were in the possession of noblemen.
in SluU and Skye, and some of the smaller islands,
the number of propi-ietors often fluctuates.
fifth
part of the wholf region is under strict entail and
The
three-fifths are the property of absentees.
great estates are managed by resident stewards or
factors, who usually reside on them, and superintend the conduct of the tenants. The state of pro;

;

A

;

is neither very favourable, nor tlie reverse, to
Nor, amid the mixture
agricultural improvement.
of large and of small estates, is it easy to determine
on which class, in general, the spirit of improvement has been most abroad. Four sets of men arc
in contact with the soil, and wield its productive
destinies,
proprietors, who keep their lands under
their own management,
tacksmen, who hold lands
lease
of
the proprietor,
tenants, who hold lands
by
without lease and during the proprietor's pleasure,

perty

—
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—
—

—and

sub-tenants, who hold from year to year,
either of the proprietor or of the tacksman.
Some
of the proprietors who work their own lands, have
extensive estates, and are keen and successful agriculturists; and others are resident simply because
their properties want capacity to support both their
own families and those of tacksmen, 'i"he tacksmen a totally different class of persons from the

—

Ivowland farmers, connected with the proprietors
by clanmanship or consanguinity, possessing leases
of from 9 to 99 or even a much larger number of
years, valuating their grounils, not by llie acre or
by productiveness in corn, but solely by capacity
of rearing and maintaining cattle, and making pretensions, in many instances just ones, to the st.'itus
of gentlemen are, from various causes, in possession of the greater part of the Hebrides, and have,

—

with some exceptions, seriously prevented the

in-

gress, or blocked up or impeded the march of agricultural improvement.
But while some such as
those of Mr. Campbell of Islay have, under the
inspection of their landlord, moved in the very van
of improvement, and been, in general, an honour to
their order, all, as a class, act a useful and even

—

—

necessary part in maintaining government and
good order in the district. Tenants are becoming

more numerous as the tacksmen die out, and pay
from £5 to £20 of yearly rent; but, in consequence
of the inseeuiity of their tenure, they seldom attempt improvements. The sub-tenants are a class
similar to the cotters of the Lowlands, responsible
for a rent rarely exceeding £3, which
they usually
pay in labour; and as they almost always support
f
large imilies in a state bordering on complete idleness, they would i'are much better, and prove more
useful members of society, were they, in the strict
sense of the word, day-labourers.
They are oppressed and rendered actionless by a spirit of enslavement they often prefer having their children
about tliem in a state of abject misery to what they
esteem the hardsliip of driving them into service
;

;

and, destitute of

any prospect of independence, and

in number to probably 40,000, they sit
so heavily on the soil as very greatly to daunt exof
its being soon brought under those
pectation
georgical influences wliich have so generally dif-

amounting

fused beauty and exultancy over the face of the
Lowlands of the continent.
Until after the middle of the last century, the
land appears to have been occupied exclusively by
tacksmen, generally the kinsmen or dependents of
the proprietor, with sub -tenants holding of the

tacksmen, and joint-tenants holding farms in common, eacli with a defined share. About that date,
many of the farms held by tacksmen seem to have
been taken directly from the proprietor by jointteiiants, who grazed their stock upon the pasture
in common, and tilled the arable land in run-rig,'
'
tliat is, in alternate
rigs,' or ridges, distributed
Since the comiiiencement of this centannually.
'

ury, the arable land has in most cases been divided among the joint-tenants or crofters, in separate
portions, the pasture remaining as formerly in common. The first eff'ect of this division into separate
crofts, was a great increase of produce, so that districts which had forinerly imported food, now became self-suppoiting. i5ut evils followed which
iiad not been foreseen.
So long as the farms were
iicld in joint-tenancy, there was a barrier to their
farther subdivision, which could r.irely be overcome.
But when each joint -tenant received his own
separate croft, this restraint for the most part ceased.
The crofters who had lived in hamlets or clusters
of cottages, now generally established themselves
" Their
lunises, erected
separately on their ci'ofts.
" are
of
by themselves," says Sir John M'Neili,
The only materials they
stone and earth or clay.
purchase are the doors, and, in most cases, the
rafters of the roof, on which are laid thin turf,
The crofters ftu'uiture concovered with thatch.
sists of some rude bedsteads, a taldo. some stools,
chests,

and a few cooking

utensils.

At one end

of

the house, often entering by the same door, is tlic
byre for his cattle; at the other, the barn for his
crop. His fuel is the peat he cuts in the neighhouring moss, of vvhich an allotted portion is often
His capital consists of his
attached to each croft.
cattle, his sheep, and pcriiaps one or more horses or
ponies; of his crop, tiiat is to feed him till next
harvest, provide seed and winter provender for his
animals
of his furniture, his implements, the
rafters of his house, and ptmerally a boat, or share
of a boat, nets, or other fisiiing gear, with some
;

1/
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hemngs, or buiidies of dried cod or
ling for winter use."
As originally portioned out, the crofts appear to
have been quite sufficient to maintain the crofters
But
fauiiiy. and yield the landlord liis yearly rent.
barrels of salt

wlien kelp was largely and profitably manufactured,
when potatoes were extensively and successfully cultivated, when the fishings were good, and the price
of cattle was high, the crofter found that his croft
was more than sufficient for his wants; and when
a son or a daughter married, he divided it with the
young couple, who built themselves another house
upon the ground, sharing the produce and contributing to the rent. Thus many crofts which are entered on the landlord's rent-roll as in the hands of
one man, are in fact occupied by two, three, or even
in some cases fottr families. On some estates effbrfs
were made to prevent this subdivision, but without
much success. If the erection of a second house on
the croft were forbidden, the manried son or daughter
was taken into the existing house and though the
land might not be formaily divided, it was still re:

support one or more additional families. It
appears that attempts were made in some cases to put
an end to this practice; but it was found to involve
quired to

Barra afterwards passed into the hands of a new
proprietor, but still continued to be the scene of
some highly ingenious and beneficial regulations ;
Colonsay is famed for good farming, excellent cattle,

and admirable economical management and Gigha
is regularly portioned out in measured farms, and
Macleod of Easay, so
cultivated with great skill.
far back as 45 years ago, extensively enclosed and
raised
some
of the best sown
his
estate,
planted
grasses and green crops in the Western isles, and
was distinguished by his kindness to his tenantry.
Coll, Kum, and Staffa also partook, about the same
;

period, of similar benefits from their proprietors.
Even the Long-Island group, so much more back-

ward than the

easteily Hebrides, have

had some

On Lord Macdonald's fine
spirited improvers.
estates in Skye
though that large island is devoted
chiefly to pasturage, and is far behind the southern
several tacksmen have conisles iu agriculture
siderably improved the soil, while others are distinguished by their skill as grnziers. But the chief
Hebridean improver, as to both extent and energy^
was Mr. Campbell of Islay, who so revolutionized

—

—

the agricultural character of the island of Islay
during the 18 years preceding the 3ear 1838 that,
from a condition of being obliged to import grain
to the value of £1,200 ainuiaHy, it passed into
a condition of being able to supply a sufficiency
of corn for all the Hebrides and the Western
But some of the other Hebridean
Highlands.

much apparent cnielty and injustice, and it was
6o revolting to tlie feelings of all concerned, that
children should be expelled from the houses of
their parents, that the evil was submitted to, and
The population thus proStill continues to exist.
gressively increasing, received a still farther sri- islands, in almost everything which Ijelongs to
This pursuit their agriculture, still continue in a rude or semimanufacture.
from
the
mulus
kelp
required the labour of a great number of people, for barbarons state; while even the best of them,
about six weeks or two months in eacli year; and in various important particulars, are only in a state
as it was necessary to provide them with the nieaiis of transition. The system of spade husbandry or
of liviiig during the whole year, small crofts were petite culture, practised in Belgium and some other
assigned to many persons in situations favourable parts of Continental Europe, has been recommended
as a means of enabling the whole population to
for the manufi;cture, which, though not alone able
maintain themselves and pay rents. But the croftto maintain a family, might, with the wages of the
manufacture, suffice for that end. When a change ing system, throughout all the period of its existence,
has been precisely a system of petite culture, arid
in the fiscal regulations destroyed this manufacture,
the people engaged in it were thrown out of employ- has been caiTied on in most places by spade liusment; and had they not been separated by habits bandry. The difference in the results arises from
and language from the majority of the population the difierence of the climate and controlling circumof the kingdom, they would no doubt have gradually stances under which it is carried on, and from the
dispersed and sought other occupations. But having different habits and character of the people who
Mr. Clark of Ulva repaired to Belgium
little intercourse with other districts, which were to
practise it.
them a foreign country, they clung to their native in 1846 on purpose to study the system of petite
soil after the manufacture in which they had been
culture, in order that he might introduce it on his
"
engaged was abandoned. Their crofts were then Hebridean estate ; and he says, The result of my
insufficient to afford them subsistence.
Emigration investigation was to convince me that the Belgian
somewhat retarded the increase of numbers but the system was altogether unsuited for Ulva or any
emigrants were the more prosperous of the tenants other part of the Hebrides, in consequence of the
and crofters, not the per.«ons who had difficulty in better soil and finer climate and the vicinity of
markets, also the comparative smaliness cf public
supporting themselves at home. The proprietors
anxious to check the redundant population, and to burdens."
Oats of the white potato variety are grown in
increase their rents, so materially reduced by the
decay of the kelp manufacture let the lands vacated Islay both for home-consumption and for exportaby the emigrants to tacksmen who were able, by tion, and cultivated, to some extent, in most of the
The common wild black oat is raised
their large capital, and the new system of sheep- large islands.
farming, to pay higher rents than the crofters could in Skye and the remoter Hebrides. Barley is prooffer.
These increased rents were at the same time duced in Islay, Jura, Colonsay, and Gigha. Wheat,
collected at less cost, with less trouble, and with more though experimented in Islay, does not promise to
The proprietors were thus led to take suit the Hebiidean climate. Bigg, or the four-row
certainty.
every opportunity of converting lauds held by- grained barley, forms one-half of the grain-crops of
the whole region.
crofters into large farms for tacksmen, planting the
Rye is raised in sandy districts.
displaced crofters on fishing crofts, and crofts on Tuniips, so peculiarly adapted to the Hebrides, were
waste land. The crofters who had thus supplanted introduced with such rapidity, that the little island
the first race of tacksmen, were now in turu sup- of Gigha alone had more acres of them in 1808 than
the entire region had in 1707.
Pease and beans
planted by a second race.
Three gentlemen of the name of Macneil, the seem not adapted to the climate. Rape and cabproprietors respectively of Barra, Colonsay, and bages, though of easy adaptation, have been tried
Gigha, all, about the beginning of the present cen- only in some garden-plots. Potatoes hold a similar
tury, greatly improved the cultivation of their place in the Hebrides to what they do in Ireland, and
constitute four-fifths of the foo<l of the inhabitants;
estates, and the condition of their dependents.
so

;

—

'
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sorts most commonly cultivated are the
Scottish, the round Spanish, the pink-eye, the longand
the Surinam or yam.
Clover, both red
kidney,

and the

and white, is indigenous all over the Hebrides, and
grows spontaneously on sandy and mossy soils near
the shore yet, through some unaccountable over;

sight,

it is

very limitedly cultivated.

The meadows and

pastures of the Hebiidcs are to
as important as the arable grounds.
Meadows, in the strict sense of the word, lie near the
shore, exposed either to the overflow of the sea in
high spring- tides, or to the inundations of lakes or
streams; and, though aggregately extending to
about 25,000 acres, they receive no further aid fioin
art than a very imperfect and partial draining in
spring and summer, and produce about IJ ton of
hay per Scottish acre. The pastures comprehend
by much the larger portion of all the islands, and
niaj^ be viewed in two great classes, the high and the
low.
The high pastures yield herbage all the 3-ear
round, consisting of the hardier plants which deand the
light in pure keen air and a high exposure
low ptstures, though luxuriant and rich during
summer and autumn, are totally useless in winter
and spring.
vast extent of very rich pasture
occurs in Skye, Islay, Lismore, Tiree, Uist, and
the

full

;

A

Lewis; and were

it
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pi'operly

managed,

it

might

annually rear and maintain some thousand head of
fat cattle for exportation.
In 1811, the aggregate
number of black cattle in the Hebritles was 1 10,000;

u

I

which was annually exported to Britain,
and brought, at a low average, £5 a-head.
The breed of cattle was originally the same in all
one-fifth of

the islands; but it now varies so considerably that
the parent-stock, or its unmixed offspring, cannot
with certainty be anywhere found.
Tslay and

Colon say, though not possessing what can be called
a peculiar breed, have, by judicious selections from
tlie native Hebridean and the western
Argyleshire
breeds, and by skilful attention to their grazing,
attained such superiority that, for whole droves,
50 or even 100 per cent, more has been obtained
than the average market value of cattle from the
other islands.
The size preferred by all skilful
graziers, as best adapted to the Hebrides, is that
which, when fattened at the age of 5, weighs, if a
bullock or ox, from 30 to 36 stones avoirdupois, and,
if a heifer, from 24 to 30 stones.
Though breeding,
and not fattening, is the principal object throughout
the islands, yet the latter receives some attention.
The acknowledged excellence of Hebridean cheese
and butter, is the effect, not of skill or economy in
dairying, but of the intrinsic goodness of the milk.
One of the best and one of the worst milk cows
yield together, during tlie summer-season, about 44
pounds of butter and 88 pounds of cheese. Though
a very large portion of the Hebrides is adapted
poculiarly or solely to sheep-pasturage, no proprietor
or fanner, till a comparatively recent date, thought
of rearing sheep with any other view than the supIkit
ply of his own family with mutton and wool.
now, and for a numlier of years pnst, three different
breeds occur, in considerable numbers, on almost all
the larger islands.
The native, or more properly,
the Nonvegian breed the smallest in Europe, thin
and lank, with straight horns, white face and legs,
a very short tail, and various colours of wool was
kind known in the region from the period
the
only
of the lianish and Scandinavian invasions down to
about 55 year" ago, find so late as 1811 continued
to be more numeious than all other sheep-stock on
the islands.
'JMie Linton or Tweeddale or blackfaced sheep, is here three times heavier and more
valuable than the former, and, at the same time, is
equally hardy. The Cheviot breed has been suc-

—

—

The Hebri
cessfully introduced to Mull and Skye.
dean breed of horses is small, active, and remarkably
durable and hardy, and reseml)lcs that found in
almost all countries of similar climate and surface.

The

ass, notwithstanding its seeming adaptation to
the region, is unknown in the Hebrides,
Hogs,
once an object of antipathy to the Hebrideans, are
now j-eared in the Islay and the Mull groups, and
scantily and carelessly attended to north of Ardnamurchan point. The whole of the Hebrides rear
fewer poultry than the island of Bute does, and do
not contain one rabbit-warren.
Most of the larger islands of the three groups
next the west coast of Scotland are as well-provided
as most Highland districts with roads. In 1809 the
whole of the very hirge Long-Island group had only
two pieces of carriage-road, one of 15 miles between
Stornoway and Barvas in Lewis, and one of 7 or 8
miles in North Uist,—-both made at the expense of
the proprietors.
Many substantial and some elegant bridges, all built of stone and lime, carry the
roads across interruptions. In numerous instances,
however, bridges are desiderata in parts of road
already made and, in some districts, roads themselves are still a-wanting.
Floodgate bridges occur
in some localities —principally in places recovered
from water, or occasionally exposed to the access of
high spring-tides; and they are generally composed
of earth and clay, faced with stone, of consideiable
breadth so as to be nearly impenetrable by water,
and ai'e all furnished with floodgates which open
for the outgoing and shut against the incoming cur
rent.
The Hebrides received a great accession to
their facilities of communication with the lowlands
of Scotland by the formation of the Crinan Cakal,
[see that article,] and a still greater by the invenFine
tion and enterprise of steam-navigation.
steam-vessels, communicating by portage across
the narrow intervening isthmus with regular steamv(!ssels from the Clyde at East Tarbert, ply from
West Tarbert to Islay, and to some other islands.
Other steamers, either independent of connexion, or
communicating with the great line of steam-navigation between the Clyde and the Caledonian canal,

—

;

ply from Oban to Staffa and lona, to I'ortree in
Skye, and even to Stornoway in Lewis. Others regularly and directly ply from the Clyde to Tobermory in Mull, either as their destination, or as a
place of call and of stoppage on their way to Inverness.

The Hebrides have three towns or considerable
villages, Tobermory in Mull, Stornoway in Lewis,
and Bowmore in Islav, and have also some hamlets;
which have rather been
but, notwithstanding'these
imposed on them by speculators from without, than
reared up from their own resources they are almost
strictly, throughout their whole extent, a sequestered
region of dissociated and, for the most part, secluded

—

—

habitations.
fairs,

They

have, accordingly, no regular

and only such country-markets and

such

mercantile gatherings of graziers with their cattle
as are secured by appointment of influential persons
on the different isles, or by notification at the various pnrish-churchcs. 'i'he whole of the islands are
civilia into 26 parishes,— Bracadistributed

—

quoad

dale, Duirinish, Kilmuir, Portree, Sleat, Snizort,
Bai-vas, Lochs, Stornoway.
Strath, in Skye,

and

—
and
— Killarrow, Kilchoman, and KihlalDig, in Lewis,
—
ton, in Islay,
Kilninian, Kilfinichen, and Torosay,
in Mull, — and Barra, Gighaand Carra, Harris, Jura,

Lismore, Small Isles, Tiree and Coll, North List,
and South Uist, in the smaller islands. Fourteen
districts, however, have of late years b(!en detached
from them, and erected into quoad sacra parishes.
These are Waternish and Stenscholl, in Skye,

—
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Cross and Knock, in Lewis,
I'ortnaliaven.

iu

Islay,

—

Kiluieny, Oa,
— Tobermory,
Salen,

—

antl

and

Kinlochspelvie. in Mi>il, and lona, Ulva. Bernera,
in the smaller islands.
These
forty parishes constitute the three presbyteries of
Skye, Uist, and Lewis, in the synod of Glenelg, tiie
presbytery of Islay and Jura, in the synod of Ariryle,
and the greater part of the presbytery of Mull, in
the synod of Argyle.
The social condition of the Hebrides, both in its
moral and in its economical aspects, is closely similar to that of the Highlands, and has l)een controlled
and modified by the same or similar causes so that
any account of it here would only be an anticipation
of what we shall have to say in the article High-

and Truniisgarry,

;

LAXDS.

A public

report in 1S50, carefully prepared

from very extensive data, says respecting it, with
"It is evident that were
reference to emigration,
the population reduced to the number that can live

—

in tolerable comfort, that change alone would not
secure the future prosperity and independence of
It maybe doubted whether any
those who remain.
specific measures, calculated to have a material influence on the result, could now be suggested that
have not been repeatedly proposed. The operation
of the poor law will contribute, with experience
of the past, to prevent the occuiTcnce of the evils
from which all cla.ssrs are now suflering.
Increased and improved means of education will
tend to enlighten the people, and to fit them for
seeking tlieir livelihood in distant places, as well as
tend to break the bonds that now confine them to
their native localities.
But to accomplish these
objects, education must not be confined to reading,
The object of all educawriting, and arithmetic.
tion is not less to excite the desire for
knowledge,
than to furnish the niean^ of acquiring it ; and in
this respect, education in the Highlands is
greatly
deficient.
Instruction in agriculture and the management of stock would facilitate the production of
the means of subsistence.
A more secure tenure of
the lands they occupy would te d to make indus-

trious and respectable crofters more diligent and
successful cultivators.
But the effects of all such
measures depend on the spirit and manner in which
they are carried out, as well as on the general man-

agement with which they are connected through a
series of years; and it would be useless to dwell
upon improvements which every one admits to be
desirable, though few have succeeded in promoting
them to any extent.
It is curious and
perhaps

mortifying to observe how little the difference of
management and the efforts of individuals appear
to have influenced the progress of the
population,
and how uniformly that progress corresponds to the
amount of intercourse with the more advanced parts
of the country, and the length of time
during which
it has been established."
The early history of the Hebrides except in its
ecclesiastical department, for which see the article
loxA is scanty, interrupted, and somewhat uncertain.
The original inhabitants seem to have been
Albanich, Caledonians, or Picts, displaced or overrun in the southern islands by Scots, and entirely
modified in their character by settlements of Scandinavians. The pirates of Norway were acquainted
with the Hebrides, and made occasional descents
on them so early a.s the close of the 8th century,
and during the whole of the 9th. Some petty Norwegian kings, who resisted the celebrated Harald
Harfagers monopoly of kingcraft in their hyperborean territories, made permanent settlements about
the year 880 on several of the islands, and thence
In 888.
I'tically infested the coasts of Norway.
raid retaliated on the pirates, and added the Isles

—

—
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kingdom. In 889, the petty kings or tiiingr,
shook off" his authority, and bearded him anew in
his NoiTvegian den
and next year they were again
pent up in their insular fastnesses, and completely
enthralled.
But Ketil, their subjugator, and the
emissary of Harald, worked himself into their favour, renounced the allegiance of his master, proclaimed himself King of the Isles, and established a
dynasty who. though they maintained brief possession, are the only fignrants in the annals of aboat
50 years.
In 990, the Hebrides passed by conquest into the
possession of Simird. Earl of Orkney, and under the
government of a jarl or vice-king of his appointment. They soon after were under the power of a
king or usurper called liagnal Macgophra. In 1004,
they were again seized by Sigurd, and probably continued under his sway till his death. 10 years later,
at the famous battle of Clontart' in Ireland.
In
1034. they were, after some alienation, reconquered
Earl
the
of
son
From
to
1064
Thorfin,
by
Sigurd.
1072. they were annexed to the Irish dominions of
Diarmed Macniaeluambo and they next passed
to his

:

:

into the possession successively of Setric and his
sou Fingal, kings of the isle of Man. Godred Crovan,
a Norwegian, having landed on the Isles as a fugitive
in 1066, gradually drew around him influence and
force, and, iu 1077, after a desperate struggle, sub-

dued and ejected Fingal and he afterwards extended
his conquests to the Scandinavian vikingrship of
Dublin, and a large part of Leinster, and stoutly
tried the tug of war with Malcolm Canmore, King of
;

Scotland.
Barefoot.

In

King

1093, Sigtird, the son of Magnus
of Nonvay, in revival of the Norwe-

gian claims which had long lain in abeyance, was
placed by a powerful and conquering forc« on the
throne of the Isles; and two years later Godred
Crovan. the dethroned prince, died in retirement on
the island of Islay.
Sigurd being called away, on
the death of his father, in 1 103, to inherit his native
dominions, Lagonan, the eldest son of Godred Crovan, was, seemingly with Sigurd's consent, elected
King of the Isles ; and, after a reign of seven years,
he abdicated in favom- of his brother Olave, a minor,
and went on a pilgrimage to Palestine.
Donald
Mactade, a nominee of Murchard O'Brian, King of
Ireland, was sent at the request of the Hebridean
nobles, to act as regent during Olave's minority
but he played so obnoxiously the part of a tyrant as
to be indignantly turned adrift after a regency of
•

two years. Olave assumed the sceptre in 1 113, and
swayed it peacefully and prosperously till 1154,
when he was miudered in the isle of Man, by his
nephews, the sons of Harald. Godred the Black,
Olave's son, succeeded him, and, early in his reign,
conducted some successful wars iu Ireland; but,
puffed up with vanity, and dispoced to domineer, he
speedily alienated the affections and poisoned the
allegiance of his subjects.
Somerled. the powerful and ambitious lord of Argyle, who had married Ragahildis, the daughter of
Olave, who had some remote claims on the Hebridean throne by his own ancestors, and who became
the founder of the great family of Macdonald, Lords
of the Isles, now carried his son Dugall, the infant
nephew of Godred, through all the islands except
that of Man, which was the seat of the royal residence, and compelled the principal inhabitants to
give hostages on his behalf as their King. Godred,
infonned late of the rebellious proceedings, sailed
away with a fleet of 80 galleys, and gave battle to
the rebels; but was so gallantly resisted, and became
so doubtful of success, that, by way of compromise,
he ceded to the sons of Somerled the Scottish Hebrides south of Ardnamuix'han.
The kingdom of
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was now, in 1156, divided into two dominand rapidly approached its ruin. In 1158,
Somerled, acting nominally for his sons, invaded
and devastated the isle of Man, drove Godred to seek
a refuge in Norway, and appai'ently took possession
of all the Isles
and in 1164, becoming bold in the

wife, and more accommodating and wily than Godfrey
his eldest son, who claimed the wliole possessions,

spirit of conquest, he menaced all Scotland, landed
a powerful force on the Clyde near Rt:nfrow, and
there perished either in battle with Malcolm IV.,

of the Isles.

the Isles
ions,

;

in his tent.
Tlie northern isles
retui'ned with the isle of Man to Godred; Islay
was allotted to Reginald, a son of Somerled ; and all
the other isles were inherited by Dugall, in whose
name they and the whole Hebiides had been seized
by Somerled. All the princes, and afterwards three
successors to their dominions, were contemporaneously called Kings of the Isles, and appear to have
held their possessions in sixbordination to the Kings

or

by assassination

now

of Norway.
The Scots having long looked with a jealous and
ambitious eye on the existence so near their shores,
of a foreign domination, Alexander II. died on the
coast of Argyleshire, at the head of an expedition
intended to overrun the Isles. In 1255, Alexander
III. ravaged the possessions of Angus Macdonald,
Lord of Islay, and descendant of Reginald, in revenge of his refusing to renounce fealty to the King
of Norway, and give it to himself.
In 1263, Haco
of Norway poured down his northern hosts on the
intrusive Scots, drove them from the Isles, chased
them into Ayrshire, but, seeing his army shattered
by adverse elements, and by a rencontre at Largs,
retired to an early grave in Orkney. Alexander 111.
now resumed his schemes with so great vigour, that
in 1285, he obtained from the successor of Haco, a
cession of all the Isles to Scotland.
Islay, and the
islands adjacent to it, continued in the possession of
the descendants of Reginald ; some of the northern

were held by the descendants of Ruari, both
sons of Somerled ; and Skye and Lewis were conferred on the Earl of Ross,
ail in vassalage to the
Scottish monarch.
In the wars of the succession,
the houses of Islay and of the North Isles gave
strenuous and hearty support to the doubtful fortunes
of Robert Bruce.
In 1325, Roderick MacAlan of
isles

—

the North Isles, intrigued against Robert, and was
stripped oi' his possessions and about the same date
Angus Oig of Islay received accessions to his territories, and became the most powerful vassal of the
crown in the Hebrides. John, the successor of An;

gus, adopted different politics from his father's,
joined the standard of Edward lialiol, and, when
that prince was in possession of the throne, received
from him the islands of Skye and Lewis. David II.,
after the discomfiture of Baliol, allowed John to have
possession of Islay, Giglia, Jura, Scarba, Colonsay,
Mull, Coll, Tiree, and Lewis and granted to Reginald or Ranald, son of Roderick MacAlan, Uist,
Ranald dying, in 1346, withBarra, Eig, and Rum.
out heirs, Amie, his sister, married to John, became
his heir
and John, consolidating her possessions
with his own, assumed the title of Lord of tlie Isles.
The wearer of the new-born title and wieldcr of
;

;

power which it implied, resisting or revenging
some fiscal arrangements of the Scottish governtlie

ment, broke loose into I'ebcUion, and, after being
witli difficulty subdued, was, in 1369, reconciled
ll., a year before the King's death.
Having previously divorced his first wife Amie, and
married Lady Margaret, daughter of Robert, High
Steward of Scotland, lie, in 1370, when Robert succeeded to the throne, altered the destination of the
Lordsliip of the Isles, so as to make it descend to
his offspring by his second wife, the grandciiiidren
of the King.
Rnnald, a younger son of the first
with David

expressed formal acquiescence in the alienating
arrangement from the rightful line of descent, and
was rewarded by a grant of the North isles, as well
as lands on the continent, to be held of the Lords

John died in 1380, after having propimonkish favour by liberal largesses to the
church, and obtained from the cowled and insatiable
beggars, who happened to monopolize all the pitiful
stock of literatui'e which existed at that period, the
posthumous and flattering designation of "the good
John of Islay." Donald, his eldest son by the second
marriage, succeeded hiin as Lord of the Isles and
marrying Mary Leslie, who afterwards became
Countess of Ross, was precipitated, with all the
clans and forces of the Ilebrides at his heels, into
the well-known contest with the Regent Albany
respecting the earldom of Ross, and into its celebrated upshot, the battle of Harlaw. Acknowledged
by all the Hebrides, even by his half-brothers, as
indisputably Lord of the Isles, admitted to have
earned in liberality and prowess and lordly qualities
what he wanted in strict justness of claim, and possessing strictly the status of the first Elarl of Ross
tiated

;

of his family, he died, in 1420, in Islay, and, as his
father had been before him, was pompously sepultured in lona.
Alexander, the third Lord of the Isles, was formally declared by James I. to be undoubted Earl of
Ross, and, in 1425, was one of the jury who handed
the Duke of Albany, and his sons, and the aged Earl
of Lennox, over to tlie slaughter.
Having become
embroiled with his kinsmen, the descendants of tlie
first I^ord of the Isles by his fiist marriage, and

having shared in conflicting agencies which had
thrown the Ilebrides into confusion, he was, in 1427,
summoned, along with many Hebridean and Highland chieftains, to appear before a parliament convened at Inverness. No sooner had he and his subordinates arrived than, by a stratagem of the King,
they were arrested, and conveyed to separate prisons.
Though suffering himself no other inconvenience
than temporary imprisonment, he was galled by the
execution of not a few of his chieftains, and roused
to revenge by the indignity practised on his own
person; and, in 1429, he made a levy throughout
both the Isles and his earldom of Ross, and at the
head of 10,000 men, devastated the crown-lands in
the vicinity of Inverness, and burned the town itself
to the ground.
The King, informed of his proceedings, so promptly collected troops, and led them on
by forced marches, that he confounded the Lord ot
the Isles by suddenly overtaking him in Loehaber,
won over, by the mere display of the royal banner,
the Clan Chattan and the Clan Cameron, two of his
most important tribes, and so hotly and relentlessly
attacked and pursued him that he vainly sued for terms
of accommodation. The Lord of the Isles, driven to a
fugitive condition, and despairing to escape the pursuers whom the King, abandoning personally the
chase, had left to hunt along his track, resolved to
cast himself cm the royal mercy; and, on the eve of
a solemn festival, clothed in the garb of pauperism
and wi'etehedncss, he rushed into the King's presence, amidst his assembled court in Holyrood, and,
surrendering his sword, abjectly sued for pardon.
Though his life was spared, he was endungeoiied for
two years in the castle of Tantallon; and he learned
there such lessons of rebuke from his chastisement,

that, when afterwards pardoned by parliament for all
his crimes, lie conducted himself peaceably, and even

rose into favour.
During the minority of James II.,
ho held the responsible and honourable ofiice of Justiciary of Scotland north of the Fnrtli; and, prohaldy

,
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gnres for preventing the ascendency of any one
family throughout the Isles ; and, proceeding warily
and liberally to work, he went in person to the West
Highlands to receive the submission of the vassals of
the lordship.
Alexander of Loehalsh. who was the
presumptive heir before the last lord's forfeiture,
John of Islay, who was the descendant of a side
branch from the first lord. John Maclean of Lochbuy,
and other chief vassals immediately waited on the
King, and were favoured with an instatement by
royal charter in their possessions : and the first and
the second received, at the same rime, the honour of
knighthood. But several other vassals of power and
influence delaying to make their submission, the
King made a second and a third visit to the western
coast, repaired and garrisoned the castle of Tarbert,
and seized, stored, and garrisoned the castle of Dunaverty in Kintyi-e. Sir John of Islay. deeply ofiiended
at the seizure of Kintyre, on which he made some
claims, came down on the peninsula when the King,
with a small rear-body of his followers, was about to
sail, and stormed tbe castle of Dunaverty, and hanged
the governor before the King's view. James IV.,
though unable at the moment to retaliate or punish,
soon after had Sir John and four of his sons captured, carried to Edinburgh, and convicted and executed as traitors. A year after, he made a fourth
expedition westward, and received the submission of
various powerful vassals of the defunct lortlship,
who hitherto had declined his authority. In 1496.
an act was passed by the Lords of Council, making
even.- chieftain in the Isles responsible for the due
he gave loose anew to his rebellious propensities, execution of legal writs upon any of his clan on pain
and, in 1461, sent deputies to the King of England of becoming personally subject to the penalty exiwho agreed to nothing less than the contemplated gible from the oftender. In 1497. Sir Alexander of
conquest of Scotland by the forces of the Lord of the IxKrhalsh first invaded Ross, and was driven back by
Wliile his dep- the Mackenzies and the Munroes, and next made an
Isles jointly with an English army.
uties were yet in negociation. he himself impatiently
ineffectual attempt to rouse the Isles into rebellion
round his standard, and drew upon himself, in the
burst limits, pourvd an army upon the northern
counties of Scotland, took possession of the castle of island of Oransay, a surprise and slaughter from
Inverness, and forsnally assumed a regal style of ^lacian of Ardnanmrchan. aided by Alexander, the
address and demeanour. In 1475 though he had eldest surviving son of Sir John of Islay.
been previously forborne for 14 years, and allowed,
In 1499. the King suddenly changing his policy,
by compromise or connivance to run unmolestedly revoked all the charters he had granted to the vassals
a traitorous and usurping career he was sternly in the Isles, and commissioned Archibald, Earl fo
denounced as a rebel, and summoned to appear be- Argyle, and others, to let, in short leases, the lands
fore a parliament in Edinburgh to answer for his
of the lordship within all its limits as they stood at
Held back by a sense of guilt from con- the date of forfeiture. The vassals, seeing preparacrimes.
his
or
face
to
his
accusers,
fronting
showing
judges, tions afoot for their ejection, and having now amongst
he incurred sentence of forfeiture ; and, menaced with them Donald Dubh. whom they viewed as the righta powerful arma.nent to carry the sentence into ful lord, and who had just escaped from an inc;irexecution, he gladly put on weeds of repentance, ceration, one main object of which was to prevent
and, under the unexpected shelter of the Queen and him from agitating his claims, formed a subtle,
of the Estates of parliament, appeared personally at slowly-consolidated, and very dangerous confederacy.
Edinburgh, and humiliatingly delivered himself to In 1503. Donald Dubh and his fcllowers precipitated
the royal clemency. With great moderation on the themselves on the mainland, devastated Badenoch,
part of the King, he was restored to his forfeited and wore so formidable an insurgent aspect as to rouse
possessions ; and, making a voluntary sun-ender to the attention of parliament, and agitate the whole
the Crown of the earldom of Ross, and some other kingdom.
Though all the royal forces north of the
continental possessions, he was created a baron and Clyde and the Forth were brought into requisition,
a peer of parliament by the ritle of Lord of the Isles. and ca.stles in the west were forrified and garrisoned,
The s'lccession, however, being restricted to his and missives, both seductive and menacing, were
bastard sons, and they pro\'ing rebellious, John,
thrown among tlie rebels, two years were required
either actually participating in their measures, or
for the vindicating of the King's authority. In 1504,
unable to exculpate himself from the show of evi- the army acted in two divisions, the northern,
in
1
was
dence against him,
493. deprived of headed by the F>arl of Huntly, and the southern,
finally,
A few months after his for- rendezvoused at Dumbarton, and led by the Earls of
his title and estates.
a
virtue
of
Arran and Argyle. Macian of Ardnamurchan, and
feiture, making
necessity, he voluntarily
surrendered his lordship ; and, after having become,
Macleod of Dunvegan; but. except its besieging the
for some time, a pensioner on the King's household,
strong fort of Carneburgh, on the west coast of MuU.
he sought a retreat in Paisley Abbey, which he and and probably driving the islanders quite away from
his ancestors had lil>erallv endowed, and there sighed
the continent, it did little execution. But next year,
out the last breath of tlie renowned Lords of the the King personally heading the invasion of the Isles
on the south, while Huntly headed it on the north,
Isles.
Jaines IV. seems now to liave resolved on mea- such successes were achieved as completely broke

its occupant, than in the use of his power
as Loi-d of the Isles, he drove the chief of the Clan
Cameron, who had deserted him in his conflict with
the Crown, into banishment to Ireland, and virtual
In 1445. however, he took
forfeiture of his lands.
part in a treasonable league with the Earls of Douglas and Crawford against the infant-possessor of the
royal. throne, and probably contemplated nothing
short of aiding an usurparioii ; but, before his tre;^sons bad time to be sunned into maturity, he died,
in 1449, at his castle of Dingwall.
John, the 4th Lord of the Isles, and the 3d Earl
of Ross, having sold himself to the rebellious and
mischief-making Earls of Douglas, who had severely
reaped the fruits of the royal displeasure, despatched,
in 1455. an expedition of 5.000 men to Ayrshire
against James II.. but gained little other advantage
than the ravaging of Arran and the Cumbraes. the
wringing of some exactions from the isle of Bute,
and the driving into exile of the bishop of Arg^-le.
Finding himself balked by his faithless allies, the
ELarls of Douglas, John, Lord of the Isles, made his
submission to the King, and seems to have been fully
In 1457. he 611ed the
received into royal favour.
very injportant and respousihle office of one of the
wardens of the marches; and, in 14C0, previous to
the siege of Roxburgh castle, he offered, at the head
of 3,0<X) armed vassals, to march in the van of the
royal army so as to sustain the first shock of conflict
from expected invasion of the English, and was ordered to rtmain, as a sort of body-guard, near the
King's person. But on the accession of James III.,
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up the insurgent confederacy. Torquil Macleod of
Lewis and some other chiefs still holding out in despair, a third expedition was undertaken in 1506,
and led to the capture of the castle of Stornoway,
and the disp.'rsion of the last fragmentary gatherings
Donald Dubh, the last male in the
of rehellion.
dii-ect line of the forfeited Lords of the Isles, was
again made prisoner, and shut up in Edinburgh castle.
Sheriffs or justiciaries were now appointed respectively to the North Isles and to the South Isles, the
courts of the former to be held at Inverness or Dingwall, and those of the latter at Tarbert or Lochkilkerran; attempts were made to disseminate a knowledge of the laws; and the royal authority became
so established that tlie King, up to his death, in 1513,

was popular throughout the

islands.

In November, 1513, amid the confusion which followed the battle of Flodden and the death of James
IV., Sir Donald of Lochalsh seized the royal
strengths in the islands, made a devastating irruption upon Inverness-shire, and proclaimed himself
Lord of the Isles. The Earl of Argyle, and various
other chieftains in the western Islands, exhorted by
an act or letters of the council, adopted measures
against the islanders, but only checked and did not
subdue their rebellion. Negotiation achieved what
anns could not accomplish, and, in 1515, brought
the rebels into subjection, and effected an apparently
cordial reconciliation between Sir Donald of Lochalsh and the R-gent Albany.
In 1517, however.
Sir Donald was again in rebellion; but he so disgusted his followers by deceptions which they
found him to have used in summoning them to
arms, that they indignantly turned upon him, and
were prevented, only by his making an opportune

from delivering him up

to the

In

Regent.
1527, the tranquillity of the Isles was again menaced by the inhuman conduct of Lauchlan Cattanach
flight,

Maclean of Dowart
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to his wife.

Lady

Elizabeth,

daughter of Archibald, second Earl of Argyle. On
a rock, still called " the Lady's Rock," between
Lismore and Mull, the lady was exposed at low
water by this monster, with the intention of her
being swept away by the tide; but, being accidentally descried by a boat's crew, she was rescued and
carried to her brother's castle.
One of the Campbells

unceremoniously taking revenge by assassinating the truculent chief, the Macleans and the
Campbells both ran to arms for mutual onset, and
were prevented from embroiling the Isles only by
the special intei'fcrence of Government.
In 1528, all grants of the Crown lands in the
Isles, made during the regency of the Earl of Angus, and considerable in extent, having been withdrawn, the Clan Donald of Islay and the Macleans,
who were interested parties, rose up in insurrection,
and drew down a devastation upon large portions of
Mull and Tiree, by the Campbells, in revenge of
sanguinary descents upon Rosencath and Craignish.
In the same year, disastrous broils accrued in the
North Isles from a feud between the Macdonalds
and the Macleods of Harris. Nearly the whole Hebrides being, in 1029, in a state of insubordination
and tumult, James V. nitide vast military and nava!
for visiting them in person, and inflictpreparations
ing on them a royal castigation; and ho so overawed
the Islesmen by the multitudinonsness and the might
of the hosts which he seemed about to precipitate
on their territories, that many of their considerable
chiefs hurriedly poured in letters and messages of
submission.
The King no longer esteeming his
personal presence necessary, the Earls of Argyle
and Moray, respectively, in the north and in the
!-outh, headed departments of the expedition, and,
more by the mere display than by the application

of the force which they commanded, reduced all the
islands to obedience and order.
Alexander of Islay,
the most active mover in the insurrection, having
in an abject manner placed himself wholly at the
King's mercy at Stirling, was not only, on some
easy conditions, freely pardoned, but even enriched
with accessions to his estates; and in 1532, this
pardoned insurgent was despatched at the head of
7,000 or 8,000 men to Ireland, to make a diversion
in favour of the Scots in their war with England.
Ill 1539, Donald Gorme of Sleat, the next lineal
male heir of the I^ords of the Isles after Donald
Dubh, who continued in imprisonment, became the
centre of an extensively ramified conspiracy for reedifying the lordship of the Isles and the earldom
of Ross on their ancient basis; and, strengthened b\'
a numerous alliance, made a descent from Skyc,
upon Ros.s-shire, and wasted the district of Kinlochen; but while attacking the castle of Elandonan, he was mortally wounded by a poisoned
arrow, and bequeathed to his followers only the disasters of a hurried retreat, and the responsibility of
a fraitless insurgent expedition. Though the insurrection was now at an end, the King, strongly resenting the object of it, sailed, in 1540, with a
powerful armament, from the Forth, round the north
of Scotland, to the Isles, and landed successively on
Lewis, Skye, Mull, and Islay, took on board his ships
all the principal chiefs, disembarked at Dumbarton,
and thence sent the chiefs captive to Edinburgh.

stringent regulations seem now to have been
made, though they have not come down to posterity,
respecting the future preservation of Hebridean
order and subordination and several of the more
intractable and dangerous chiefs were denied their
personal freedom; others who were liberated, were
obliged to give hostages for their good conduct; and
all the islanders were overawed by the garrisoning
with royal troops of some of the strengths of their
The early death of the King, however,
territory.
in 1542, prevented his vigorous measures
the only
ones of competent energy which had ever been hitherto adopted toward the turbulent Hebrideans
fi'om bringing their fruit to maturity.
Donald Dubh, the immediate heir of the lordship
of the Isles, after having been forty )'ears a prisoner
from the period of his attempt to seize his inheritance, again broke from his jailers in 1543, and was
received with enthusiasm by the people of the Isles.
The Regent Arran in miserable policy exulted in his

Some

;

—

—

escape, as in the prospect it afforded of carving out
embarrassing work for the Earls of Argyle and
Huntly, who had large possessions within the territories of the forfeited lordship; and, in order to give
indirect but most efhcient aid, shortsightedly liberated the chiefs and hostages whom the late King
had placed in custody for the conservation of the

Hebridean peace.

Donald Dubh, supported by

all

the chiefs of the Isles except James Macdonald of
Islay, made a descent on the Earl of Argyle's territories, and performed such feats of plunder and
slaughter as detained the Earl from prosecuting
some intrigues of state. The Regent Arran suddenly changing his views on the leading political
question of the day support or resistance of the
views of the King of England made nmnificent
offers to Donald Dubh and the liberated chiefs to
induce their detacinnent from the English party,
but was mortified with total failure, and
doubly
mortified to reflect, that, by connivance at Donald,
and the liberation of the chiefs and hostages, he had
himself originated the evil which he now vainly
In 1544, during the expedition
negotiated to avert.
of the Earl of Lennox to the Clyde, the islanders
readily responded to a call by that commander and

—

—

HECK.

the Ensflish King, perpetrated liostile excesses in all
accessible quarters where support was given to the
Earls of Argyle and Huntly, and, in some instances,
gave bonds of future service to England. Among
the English in their defeat, in 1545, at Ancrum,
was Neill Macneill of Gigha, one of the Hebridean
chiefs.
present, possiblv, as an ambassador from

—

In June, 1545, the Regent Arran and his privy
council, learning that the islanders were in couise
of formally transferring their allegiance from Scotland to England, issued against them a smart proclamation, and, afterwards, seeing this to be regarded as a mere " brutum fulmen," commenced prosecutions for treason against the principal leaders.
On the 5th of August, however, Donald Dubh and
his chiefs, in capacity of Lord and Barons of the
Isles, appeared, with 4.000 men and 180 galleys, at
Knockfergus in Ireland, and there, in the presence
of commissioners sent to treat with them, formally

swore allegiance

to Englind; yet, acting under the
advice of the Earl of Lennox, and regarding him as
the real regent of Scotland, they did not consider
themselves as revolting from the Scottish monareh.
Four thousand armed men were, at the same time,
left behind them under leaders in the Isles, to watch
and check the movements of the Earls of Argyle
and Huntly; and these, in common with the 4,000
in attendance on Donald, were
kept in pay by the
English King to take part in a contemplated but
abortive expedition against Scotland, and, immediately after Donald's return, quarrelled among
themselves respecting the distribution of the English
Donald dying toward the close of the year,
gold.
at Drogheda in Ireland, seemingly while in the
train of the bafBed and retreating Earl of Lennox,
the islanders elected J;ime8 Macdonald to succeed
him in his titular lordship of the isles. Yet the
Macleods, both of Lewis and of Harris, the Micneills of Barra, the ilackinnons and the Macquarries, who had supported Donald, stood aloof
from James Macdonald, and asked and obtained a
reconciliation with the Regent; and, in the following
year, the Island-chiefs, in general, were exonerated
from the piosecutions for treason which had been
commenced against them, and sat down in restored
good understanding with the Scottish government.
James Macdonald now dropped the assumed title of
Lord of the Isles, and seems to have been the last
person who even usui-pingly wore it, or on whose
behalf a revival of it was attempted.
At this date of the utter extinction of the celebrated title of the Lord of the Isles, we
properly
close our historical account of the collective and
dis:tinctive Hebrides.
Almost all the events which
followed were either strictly common to the Islands
and the Highlands, and fall to be exhibited in our
article on the Highlands, or clannish feuds, or other
occurrences transacted in limited localities, and occur to be noticed, so far as
they are worthj- of mention, in our articles on particular islands or particular Hebridean objects.
HECK, a village in the parish of Lochmaben,
Dumfries-shire.
It is one of the Focr Towns;
see.

Population, 57. Houses, 15.
See Uist (South).
See Eden (The).
HEISKER. an island of the Inverness-shire Hebrides.
It lies 7^ miles west of the middle of the
west coast of North Hist. It extends south-eastward, with a length of about two miles, and a comIt has a sandy soil,
paratively narrow breadtli.
yields very little grass, and formerly was of value
for
its
shores.
only
kelp
Population in 1841, 39;

HECLA.

HECKSPETH.

in 1851, 70.

Houses, 12.

HEITON, or Hightowx, a post-office village in
the parish of Roxburgh.
It stands on the road
from Berwick to Hawick, 2^^ miles south by west
of Kelso.
It has a ding}' appearance, sadly out of
keeping with the joyous scenery aroiuid it. Here
is a parochial school. Population, 214. Houses, 53.
AZA Y, an island, of a somewhat circular
outline, about a mile in diameter, Iji'ing 3J miles
west of the Tingwall part of the mainland of Shetland.
HELENSBURGH, a post-town and burgh of
barony, partly in the parish of Cardross, but chiefly
in the parish of Row, Dumbartonshire.
It stands
on the shore of the frith of Clyde, and on the road
from Dumbarton to Inverary, contiguous to the
entrance of the Gairloch and directly opposite
Greenock, 2 miles south-east of the village of Row,
4 by water north of Greenock, 8 west- north-west of
Dumbarton, 9 south by west of Luss, 17 south by
east of Arrochar, and 23 west-north-west of Glas-

HELD

Donald Dubh.

which
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j

I

gow. Its site is partly an alluvial flat, immediately
flanking a fine sea-beach, and partly the skirt of a
long, broad, gentle hill, rising slowly from the flat,
and ascending easily to the countiy. The town
comprises a terrace toward the beach, and parallel
streets or lines of houses behind, with short intersecting streets which cut the main thoroughfares at
right angles, and is thus a slender parallelogram ;
but, at both ends, it straggles pleasantly along the
shore, and melts gently away into rural scenery,
through the medium of successive villas. As seen
from the opposite shore, it is a town dressed in
white, and seems to be keeping perpetual holiday;
and, in certain and not infrequent combinations of
shade and sunshine, it appears to be a miniature Venice, a city of the sea, resting its edifices, with their
clearly-defined outlines, on the bosom of the burnished or silvery waters. Though its streets are
not compact, and are altogether destitute of the
finer adoniings of architecture,

—
—

they present even
where the buildings are capriciously asunder an
Most of the
agreeable appearance to the eye.
houses have been built solely or chiefly as sea-bathing quarters

;

many are

ornate cottages, surrounded

by beautiful bits of lawn, garden, or shrubbery ;
and a large proportion are not unworthy of their
pretensions to be residences of respectable retired
annuitants, or summer-retreats of the families of

wealthy Glasgow merchants.
The town, with the exception of a little weaving,
has no manufacture, nor any suitable employment
for its inhabitants, but depends for subsistence almost wholly on its capacities as a watering-place.
It is joyous, bustling, and full of life
during the
bathing-season, but fades away and languishes toward the approach of winter, and, like the vegetable
creation and the hybemating dormant animals,
waits in inaction the return of the spring for the
revival of its energies.
The smallness and incoramodiousness of its quay would seem to be a hinderance to its prosperity.
Yet six or seven steamers
touch daily at it in transit between the Gairloch
and Glasgow during 7 months of the year, making
each three trips, one up and two down, or two up
and one down in the day ; and even during winter,
2 or 3 make daily trips, and keep up the communication ; while there is almost hourly communication with the opposite port of Greenock, and thence
by railway to Glasgow. At the west end of the
village is the mansion of Ardincaple, surrounded
with pleasure-grounds which charm the eye with
their beauty.
Directly opposite, on the Roseneath
side of Gairloch, rise the stately towers of Roseneath castle from amidst a sea of forest A mile
and a quarter beyond Ardincaple are a snug spot

HELENSBURGH.

Row church, and a projecting point into
Gairloch, from both of which splendid views are
obtained east, south, and west. All along the bosom of the loch, and into several of its little bays
and landing-places, upward to its head, the steamers
around

a treasurer, and a superintendent of
electors of the municipal authorities
were originally the feuars of house and garden
plots, but are now the tenants, owners, or lifei-onters of heritable subjects of the yearly rent or
value of £10 or upwards.
The constituency in
1854 was 241. In terms of its charter, the town is
authorized to have a weekly market on Thursdays,
and 4 aimual fairs. The town was founded in 1777
councillors,

works.

wny, introducing tourists and pleasurepnrties both to fairy-nooks for feasting on beauteous
close scenery, and to vantage-grounds for surveysteer their

ing extensive,

brilliant,

and romantic combinations

of the picturesque.
But, even apart from its environs, Helensburgh, within its own limits of observation, is curtained round by quite enough of beauteous landscape to shut out the tormentors from
every sort of ennuyee except the cynic. In front
of it, but some points to the west, rise the gentle
swells of Roseneath, rolled into variety of surface,
belted in some places, and clothed in others with
wool, and foiled by the deep In-own or the snowy
white summits of the Argyleshire mountains cutting the sky-line with their rugged edges in the
distance; south-eastward, the broad low peninsula
of Ardmore brings an invasion of forest on the frith
of Clyde on the foreground, and the Renfrewshire

After the comthe present century, it was the scene
of the successful eflbrts of the ingenious Henry
Bell to propel vessels by steam. After all the original steam-projectors had ceased to make experi-

John, 19th Earl of Sutherland.

mencement of

ments,

and Greenock. Though confronted with piratical
claims, and obliged to combat powerful influence
exerted on their bahalf, he wrung from the jury of
the civilized world an acknowledgment of his hav
ing been the first person in Europe who success
fully propelled a vessel by steam on a navigable
river; and, so far as scene of residence makes
genius the common property of a limited community, he wreathed the garland of his fame round
the brow of the smiling little town of Helensburgh.
He died at the Baths of the town in March 1830,
63, and was interred in Row buiying-ground.
project for connecting Helensburgh by raiiivay
with Glasgow, through junction with the Dumbartonshire railway, has long been agitated, and is
now in the fair way to be carried into execution.
Population in 1821, about GOO; in 1835, about
But tliis
Houses, 362.
1,400; in 1851, 2,841.
population is more than doubled during the seabathing season.

aged

A

A

town

has a gas-work, two reading-rooms, an
branch offices of the Clydesdale and
Union banks, and fire insurance agencies.
Helensburgh was erected into a liurgh of barony
of Luss;

It liolds of Sir

and

is

James Colquhoun,

governed by a provost, 2

Birt',

bailies,

8

Bell, having emplo3'ed Messrs. John
Co., of Port-Glasgow, to build a steam

vessel of 30 tons burden, personally constructed an
engine for it of 3 horses' power, applied the paddles,
imposed on it the name of the Comet, and, aftei
several experiments, dismissed it, in January 1812,
on a course of regular navigation between Glasgow

combine town and country landscape, and repose
against such an immediate background of miniature
highland hills, and behind so beautiful an expanse
of land-locked water, with its stir of ship and
8teani-boat and wherry, as, if thej' do not astonish
and thrill, impart the more prolonged enjoyment of
calm delight.
The beach in front of the town is dressed off in
A grassy public promenade inartificial neatness.
tervenes betAveen the beach and the western half

athenaeuin.

Mr.

Wood and

;

A

its superior.

named

slowly recede up a frilled and chequered gentle
ascent of verdure, till their summits undulate on the
and right in front
horizon in the back-ground
Port-Glasgow, just visible pnst the point of Ardmore, Greenock, with its grove of masts in the
front, and its terraces or straggling buildings climbing the acclivity in the rear, and Gourock, beautifully foiled by the intervening and thoroughly
wooded Castle-point of Roseneath, stretch out before the eye at such intervals of distance as finely

of the town.
large chapel of ease, built in 1847,
stands contiguous to the beach at the east end of
the promenade, displaying one of the flanks of an
oblong outline to the M'ater, and adorned in front,
or rather made half-ridiculous, with a square tower
which rises gauntly up without feature or graduaFree churcli,
tion, and is closed over by a roof.
built in 1852, stands in a small square not far from
the middle of the town, and sends prominently aloft,
as a marked feature in eveiy view of tlie place from
the frith and from the countr\', a finely tapering
Gothic spire, of good proportions, resembling,
though somewhat roughly, the exquisite spire of
the Assembly hall in Edinburgh.
An United
Presbyterian church, built in 1845, stands a little
east of the Free church, and has a neat Gothic
front.
There are also in the town an Independent
chapel and an Episcopalian chapel, both of them
good modern buildings. There aie likewise a good
school of the Establishment, a good Free church
school, and two excellent boarding schools, respecThere is at the east
tively for boys and for girls.
end "of the town a commodious edifice, which was
liuilt long ago as a hotel, and took the name of the
Baths from its containing every appliance for all
sorts of sanitary and luxurious immersions.
1'he

The

Sir James Colquhoun, Bart., and
after his wife Helen, the daughter of William, Lord Strathnaver, son and heir apparent of

by

hills

in 1802.
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HELLISAY,

an inhabited island, about a mile

long, belonging to the parish of Barra, and lying 2^
miles north-east of the island of Barra, in the Outer
Hebrides. Population in 1841, 108; in 1851, 7.

House,
j

'

j

1,

HELLMOOR LOCH,

a lake, about | of a mile
long, on the mutual boundaiy of the parishes of
Yarrow and Roberton, in Selkirkshire, It sen.is off
its superfluence southward to Ale water.
HELL'S CLEUGH, or Pyked Stake, a mountain in Peebles-shire, comprising the point in
which the three parishes of Kirkurd, Broughton,

and Stobo meet, and possessing an altitude, according to Armstrong, of 2,100 feet above sea-level.
The name Pyked-Stane belongs strictly to the summit, and is derived from a small cairn with which
it is crowned; while the name Hell's Cleugh stems
to belong to the northern or Kirkurd declivity,
which is furrowed by a torrent, tributary to the
The summit of the mountain commands
Forth.
one of the most extensive views in Scotland, though
one which is nuvrrcd and broken by a surgy sea ot
and it lifts
lieigiits whiidi compose the foreground
the eye in one direction, to the hills around LochLomond, in another, *a the Eildou Hills, behind
and in a third, to the blue, dome-like
Melrose,
summits of the Cheviots, in Northumberland.
;

—
—

HELL'S HOLE. See Fokkks.
HEEL'S LUM. See Gamhik.
HELL'S SKERRIES, a cluster of islets,
miles west of

Rum,

iu the

Hebrides.

about 10

They

derive

HELMSDALE.
name

and psriloiisncss of
which runs through them.
HELMSDALE, a posr-ofnee village and small

tiieir

fiorn tlie violence

the tidal current

sea-port, in tlie parisli of Kildonan, Sutherlandshire.
It stands at the mouth of the Helmsdale river, and
on the road from Inverness to Wick, 2 miles north-

east of Portgower, 16| north-enst of Crolspie, and
41^ south-west of Wick. It stands on the property
of the Duke of Sutherland, and was built for the
accommodation of cottagers who were driven fro:n
the inland districts of the county by the introduction
It dates from
of the large-fann sheep husbandry.
the same period as Portgower and Golspie, and has
all along had similar sources of sustenance to theirs;
but. in addition, it possesses, in the small bay or
estuary of its river, a better natui-al harbour for the

herring fishery than any other within a long range
of adjacent coast, and has in consequence been
made the head-quarters of a district of that fishery.
Its harbour has been improved, and is the regular
rendezvous of great numbers of herring busses.
During the year 1853, the numljer of barrels of herrings cured here was 37,2(53, the number of persons
employed in its herring fishery was 1,428, and the
total value of boats, nets, and lines used by these
The village has a fishery
persons was £7,866.
otHce, a branch of the City of Glasgow Bank, a
Free church, an Assembly's school, a subscription
school, and a female industrial school.
Population, 526.

Houses, 73.

Hehusdale-castle, a plain-looking ruin, on a rising
ground oveidooking the river, was a hunting seat of
the Sutherland family and is noted as the scene,
in 1567, of the murder by poison of the eleventh
Earl of Sutherland and his Countess. The assassin,
Isabella Sinclair, had for her object the succession
of her own son to the earldom, and suffered the
startling retribution of seeing him drink, to his
immediate dest'Tiction, a poisoned cup which she
had prepared for the only son of Lord Sutherland ;
and when she was condemned for her crimes to die
ignominiously in Edinburgh, she committed suicide
on the day appointed for her execution, and attempted to fasten the odium of her wickedness upon her
cousin, George, Earl of Caithness, whom she asserted to have been her instigator.
HELMSDALE, or Ilie (The), a river of Suther;

landshire.

It

gathers

its

HERIOT.
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head-waters from Loch

Fisach, Loch Coyn, and several other lakes, in the
upper parts of the parishes of Farr and Kildonan
it is
augmented by numerous torrents and upland
brooks, comingdown to it from among the mountains
and hills on its flanks; it runs generally along a
fine strath or hill-flanked valley, of from 1^ mile to
3 miles in width across tlie low ground and it rolls
down, with many graceful curves in its course,
amidst holms and haughs of the brightest verdure,
and occasionally through birch-covered plots that
partially cor.ceal some of its bends and reaches, until it
enters the ocean at the village of Helmsdale.
Its
total length of course is about 26 miles; and its
The
general direction is toward the south-east.
greater part of its run is through the centre, from
end to end, of the parisls of Kildonan but the concluding part is across the district recently belonging
to the palish of Loth.
It abounds with salmon.
HEL^HETTER. See Keay.
HELVELS, or Halivaii.s, two mountains in the
western peninsula of the parish of Duirinish, in the
island of Skye.
Both have an altitude of about
1,700 feet, and are remarkable for at once the verdure of their surface, the regularity of their
slope,
and the tabular or perfectly level form of their sumwhich last feature has procured for them
mit,
among mariners the name of Macleod's tables but
;

;

;

—

;

they are popularly distinguished from each other as
A range goes oft' from
the Greater and the Lesser.
the Greater to terminate in the vast precipice of
Dun vegan-head; and a similar range goes oif from
th3 Lesser, to terminate forkedly in the sublime

and VVaterstone.
See Blackhouse and Lyxe.
HENDERSIDE. See Edxam.
HENLAWSHIEL. See Kikkton.

cliff-points of Idrigil

HENDEKLAND,

HENRIETTATOWN,
Avoch

a section of the village ol

in Ross-shire.

HEOGALAND,

a pastoral islet adjacent to

Unst

in Shetland.

HERBERTSHIRE.

See Denxt.

HERDMANSrON. See Hermistok.
HERIOT (The), a stream of the Moorfoot district
of Edinburghshire. It rises in three head- waters,
at the south-western extremity of the parish of

The two of longest couree, called respec
Blakeup water and Hope burn, rise within a
mile of each other, and make a confluence at Garval,
after having flowed north-eastward about 4 miles ;
and the third, bearing from its source the name of
the Heriot, rises farther to the east, and after a
northerly course of 3 miles, unites with the other
streams half-a mile below their point of confluence.
Heriot.
tively

The Heriot now pursues a course generally to the
north of east, over a distance of 3f miles, swelled in
its progress by Row bum from the south, and Heckle
bum from the north. It then bends south-eastward,
receives the waters of Dead bum from the west,
traces for 5 furlongs the boundary between the
parishes of Heriot and Stow, and, at Hal tree, pours
its accumulations into the Gala.
The Heriot is, in
strict propriety, the parent stream, and the Gala the
tributary the former having, at the point of confluence, flowed 8 miles, while the latter has flowed
;

Both streams, before uniting, afford excellent fronting.
The Heriot drains a large proportion of the Moorfoot hills, and frequently brings
upon the low grounds impetuous freshets.
HERIOT, a parish, containing a post-office station of its own name, in the south-east of Edinburghonly 4^.

It is bounded by Peebles-shire, and by the
parishes of Temple, Borthwick, Fala, and Stow. Its
and its greatest
length, north-eastward, is 7^ miles
breadth is 4^ miles. It consists of the basin of
Heriot water, and a small portion of the uppermost
part of the basin of the Gala. Except on tlie banks
of the streams in the north-east, where there are
some flat low lands, the entire parish is a congeries
of mountainous hills; and, viewed as a whole, it is
a strictly pastoral district. Though the grounds on
the lower part of Heriot water are fertile, and when
duly culti vated yield an abundant produce, only about
one-tenth ofiheentireareaofthe parish isarable. The
hills are, for the most part, covered with heath and
of bleak aspect ; though, in some instances, their
sides are ploughed up into fields, and being cropped
for a few years, and sown out, afford a rich pasture
for sheep.
The hills along the sides and centre are
the two ranges of thi Moorfoots, with their spurs,
running along from Peebles-shire, to join the main
body of the Lammennoors at Soutra hill, in the parish of Soutra.
The highest is Blakeup Scars, and
the next in height is Dewar hill which rise respectively 2,193 and 1,654 feet above the level of
the sea. The climate, though cold, is remarkably
healthy. .There are seven Lmdowners. The average yearly value of raw produce was estimated in
1839 at £5,644; and the yearly value of real proThe
perty, as assessed in 1843, was £3.854 9s. Id.
parish is traversed across the middle by the road
from Edinburgh to Innerleithen, and across the
lower end by the road from Edinburgh to Galashiels,

shire.

;

;

i

HERMATKA.
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and by the Hnvick branch of the North British
railway; and it has a station on the railway, 19J
miles from Edinburgh. On the summits of some

which they achieved not

of the hills are traces of ancient camps, consisting
of three or more concentric circles, with spaces for
gateways. On the farm of Dewar, on the boundary
with Peebles-shire, are the head and footstones of what
"
is called
the Piper's grave." Sec Dewar. Not far
from Heriot house is a stone, on which an unfortunate
woman was burnt for the imputed crime of witchcraft, and which is called from her Mary Gibbs. On
Heriot-town-hill-liead and Borthwick-hall-hill-heal,
respectively, are a circle of tall stonesTO or 80 fi.-et in
diameter, and three concentric rings or ditches about
50 paces in diameter, which Chalmers says are the
only Druidical remains in Scotland, except those in
the parish of Kirknewton. Population in 1831, 327;
in 1851, 352.
Houses, 70.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the Karl
of Stair. Stipend, £158 6s. 7d. glebe, £30. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £25 fees, and £4
15s. other emoluments.
The parish-church was
built in 1804, and contains about 200 sittings. There
is a Free churcli for Stow and Heriot.
'I'lie ancient
church of Heriot was of considerable value, having
been rated in the Taxatio at 30 marks. The manor
of Heriot belonged to the Morvilles, and next to tlie
Lords of Galloway, and certainly was possessed by
Koger de Quincey, the constable of Scotland. In
the division of De Quincey's great estates, Elena, the

were brought off in triumph and after travelling
all night on horseback across the Lammermoors,
arrived next morning at Polwarth, guarded by their
two young champions, whom they soon after married, which gave rise to the old song of Polwarth
on the Green ;' and from them descended the succeeding B.irons of Wedderburn and the Earls of

;

youngest daughter, who married Allan la Zouche,
an English Baron, inherited Heriot; and she
granted the church, with its tithes and other rights,
to the monks of Newbattle. In 1309. William Blair,
the vicar of " Heryeth," having resigned his vicarage to Lamberton, bishop of St. Andrews, the monks
of Newbattle obtained a grant from the bishop of all

—

The monks obtained also
though from whom, or at what date, does not apthe vicarage dues.

—

pear the lands of Heriot and they were proprietors of the whole pai'ish at the epoch of the Reformation.
fair is held at Heriot-house on the
Friday after the 26th of Mav.
;

A

HERMANI).

HERMATKA,

See Calder (West).
a small inhabited island, in the

Sound of Harris, If mile north-east of the nearest
of North Uist, in the Outer Hebrides.
A fishpart
ing station was established on it by Charles I.
Population,

8.

House,

a village in the parish of Currie,
Edinburghshire. It stands on the road from Edinburgh to Mid Calder. adjacent to the north bank of
the Union Canal, If mile north of the village of
Currie.

Population, 164. Houses, 36.
or Herdmanston, an estate in
the parish of Salton, Haddingtonshire.
Here are
some remains of an ancient castle or fortalice of the
Sinclairs, of which the following tradition is related:
In the year 1470, Marion and Margaret Sinclair,
co-heiresses of Polwarth, being in the full possession of their estates of Polwarth and Kimergham,
were decoyed by their uncle Sinclair to his castle of
and there they
Herdmanston, in East Lothian
were cnielly detained prisoners. The feudal system
then reigned in all its horrors; and every baron had
the power of life and death within his territory. The
two young heiresses were in great perplexity and
terror. Marion, the eldest, conveyed a letter by the

HERMISTON,

—

;

hands of Johnny Faa, captain of a gang of gipsies,
George Home, the young Baron of Wedderhum,
her lover, acquainting liim of her own and her sister's
upon the receipt of which, the
perilous situation
P>aron and his brother Patrick set out with a liundred chosen men to relieve the two fair captives;
;

;

'

M irehmont.

HERMITAGE CASTLE.
HERMITAGE WATER,

Sf-e

Castleton.

a rivulet of Castleton

It is formed at
or Liddcsdale, in Roxburghshire.
a point about 3J miles from the watershed with tlie
head of Teviotdale by the confluence of Twislehope
It then flows 1^ mile
burn and Billhope burn.
eastward, and 2f southward of east, receiving, in its
progress, several inconsiderable mountain rills,
sweeping past the dark tower of Hermitage castle,
and fringed in the lower part of the course with
natural wood and plantation, but generally over-

looked by wild mountain-scenery. It now receives
from the north the waters of Whithope l#urn, a
tiibutary of 4 miles course, and, half-a-mile down,
those of Roughley burn, which rises only half-amile from the source of the former stream, and flows
and the Hermiparallel to it over its whole course
tage, swollen by its feeders, and driven aside by
their collision, makes an abrupt turn, runs in a direction nearly due south, over a distance of 3| miles
along a vale of much mrjil beauty, and 1^ mile
;

above the village of New-Castleton,

falls into

the

length of course, measuring
from the head of Twislehope burn, is between 1 1
and 12 miles.
river Liddel.

Its entire

HERMITRAY. See Hermatra.
HERRIOTFIELD. a village in

the parish

of

Monzie. Perthshire. Population, 106. Houses, 32.
HESTON, an islet belonging to the parish of
Rerrick in Kirkcudbrightshire. It is of an oval
outline, about If mile in circumference; and lies
across the mouth of Auchencaim bay, with a smooth,
green, and comparatively high surface, giving to the
bay a lake-like or landlocked appearance.
HEUGH-HE AD, a hamlet in the parish of Strathdon, Aberdeenshire.
Population, about 50.
HEUGHMILL LOCH, a lake of about 20 acres,
driving a corn-mill, in the parish of Craigie, Ayrshire.

1.

HERMISTON,

to

witliout the loss of lives on
both sides, as Sinclaii- made a stout resistance with
The fair captives
all the force he could collect.

HEVERA, an island, about a mile in diameter,
belonging to the parish of Bressay in Shetland. It
lies in the bay of Scalloway, 2 miles south of Burra.
It has the appearance of a high rock, and is accessible only by one wild creek, ovei-hung by cliffs.
Five families formerly inhabited it, in houses frightAn islet,
fully situated on the brink of a precipice.
called Little Ilevcra, adjoins its south side.
I E R-CA I RNS.
See Monikie.
HI ETON. See Heiton.

II

HIGGINS NOOK. See Airth.
HIGH-CHANGE-HILL. See Cumnock
HIGH-HOLM. See Dunfeummne.

(New).

HIGHLANDS

(The), a thinly inhabited division
of Scotland, comprehending somewhnt more than
one-half of its surface, and remarkable for the peculiar character of its ancient inhabitants and historj',
and for a pervading mixture of wildness, beauty,
and subli iiity in its scenery. To define the limits
of the Highlands, or rather to trace the boundaiy-

with tlie Lowlands, requires a previous fixation
If by
of the characteristic features of the region.
the Highlands be meant the territory commensurate
with the use of the Gaelic language, and with marked
vestiges of ancient Celtic manners, the limits must
line

HIGHLANDS.

lilGHL.AJN^DS.

or valley or flanking plain, do not exhibit the physical features which are strictly Highland.
district so extensive can be but faintly pictured

exclude consideraMe districts in the present day,
such as the island of Bute, and large tracts in the
»hires of Dumbarton. Perth, Forfar, and Aberdeen,
which were undoubtedly included at comparatively
a rerv modem date. If high lands, in the literal
signification of the words, be understood, the broad
mountain-belts south of the Forth, and south and

sometimes popularly called
the Southern Highlands, were never included by
communitv of peculiar name or history or manners
in the Highlands properly so designated, and stand
far apart from them in geographical position ; while,
on the other haid. the stretches of low country which
intervene amongst the Highland mountains, and, in
some instances as in Dumbartonshire and Caithness come down from these mountains in gentle
slopes to points where they are tenninated by a great
natural bariier, never were included in the Lowlands.
Though, with these excf ptions, mountainousness of
surfa -e. and the perpetuation to the present day of
the Celtic language and some Celtic usages distinctively characterize the whole HighlaniL, yet the
definition of the territory which best suits the purposes of history, and, in all respects, most nearly
accords with those of political and moral geography,
is one which makes it commensurate with the country or locations of the ancient Highland clans.
This definition assigns to the Highlands all the
continental territory north of the Moray frith, and
all the territory, both insular and continental, westward of an easily traceable line from that frith to
the frith of Clyde. The line commences at the month
of the river Nairn it thence, with the exception of
a slight north-ea.etward or outward curve, the central point of which is on the river Spey, runs due
south-east till it strikes the river Dee at Tullach,
nearly on the third degree of longitude west of
Greenwich ; it then runs generally south till it falls
upon West-water, or the southern large head-water
of the Xorth-Esk; it thence, over a long stretch,
runs almost due south-west, and with scarcely a deviation, till it falls upon the Clyde at Ardmore in
the parish of Cai^dross ; and now onward to the Atlantic ocean, it moves along the frith of Clyde, keeping near to the continent, and excluding none of the
Clyde islands except the comparatively unimportant
Cumbraes. All the Scottish territory west and northwest of this line is properly the Highlands. Yet
both for the convenience of topographical description,
and because, altogether down to the middle of the
13th century, and partially down to the middle of
the 16th. the Highlands and the Western Islands
were politically and historically distinct regions, the
latter are usually viewed apart under the name of the
Hebrides, and in that light are treated in our work.

A

general and rapid description. Mountains,
chiefly covered with heath or ling, but occasionally,
on the one hand, displaying siJes and summits of
naked rock, and, on the other, exhibiting a dress of
verdure, everywhere rise, at short intervals, in
chains, ridges, groups, and even solitary heights.
Their forms are of every variety, from the precipitous and pinnacled acclivity, to the broad-based and
round-backed ascent; but, in general, are sharp in
outline, and wild or savagely grand in feature.
Both great elongated ridges, and chains or series of
s'lort parallel ridges, have a prevailing direction
in a

east of the Clyde, tliough

—

—

from north-east to south-west, and send up summits
from 1,000 to upwards of 4,000 feet above the level
of the sea. Glens, valleys, and expanses of lowland
stretch in all directions among the mountains, and
abound in voluminous streams and large elongated
lakes of picturesque appearance, nearly all the inland lakes extending in stripes either north-eastward and south-westwar-J, or eastward and westward. Along the whole west coast, at remarkably
brief intervals, arms of the sea, long, narrow, and
sometimes exceedingly rugged in outline, run northeastward or south-eastward into the interior, and
assist the inland fresh water lakes in cleaving it

—

into sections.

;

See article Hebrides.

The mainland Highlands,

or the Highlands after the Hebrides are deducted,
extend in extreme length, from Dimcansby Head, or
John o' Groats on the north, to the Mull of Kintyre
on the south, about 250 miles ; but over a distance
of 90 miles at the northern end, they have an average breadth of only about 45 miles, over a distance
of 50 or 55 miles at the southern end, they consist
miinly of the Clyde islands, and the very narrow
peninsula of Kintyre, and even, at their broadest
part, from the eastern b ise of the Grampians on the
east to ArJnamurchan Point on the west, they
scarcely if at all extend to more than 120 miles.
The district comprehends the whole of the counties
of Caithness, Sutherland, Ross, Cromartj-. Inverness,
and Argyle, large parts of Nairn, Perth. Dumbarton,
and Bute, and considerable portions of Elgin, Banfi",
Aherdeen, Forfar, and Stirling. Considerable parts
of this district, however, such as all Caithness-shire,
all the island of Bute, and some
large tracts of moor

i

:

|

i

j

I

{

'

j
'

i

'

—

—

The

rivers of the region are chiefly

impetuous torrents, careering for a while along
mountain-gorges, and afterwards either expanding
themselves into beautiful lakes and flowing athwart
delightful meadows, or ploughing long narrow valleys, green and ornate with grasses, trefoils, daisies,
ranunculi, and a profuse variety of other herbage
and flowers. Native woods, principally of pine and
birch, and occasionally clumps and expanses of

;

;

;

plantation, cli:nb the acclivities of the gentler
heights, or crowd down upon the valleys, and embosom the inland lakes. On the eas: side, along
the coast to the Moray frith, and toward the frontier
in the counties of Nairn, Elgin, and Perth, gentle
slopes and broad belts of lowland, fei-tile in soil and
favourable in position, are carpeted with agricultural
luxuriance, and thickly dotted with human dwellings, and successfully vie with the south of Scotland in towns and population, and in the pursuit
and display of wealth. But almost everywhere else,
except in the fairyland of l>och-FjTie, and the
southern shore o:' Loch-Etive, the Highlands are
sequesteied, sinless of a town, a semi-wilderness,
where a square mile is a greatly more convenient
unit of measurement than an acre.
district characterized by such features as we

—

—

A

have named " necessarily exliibits, within very
circumscribed limits, varieties of scenery of -the
most opposite descriptions; enabling the admirer of
nature to pass abraptly from dwelUug on the loveli
ness of an extensive marine or champaign landscape
into the deep solitude of an ancient forest, or tlic
dark craggy fastnesses of an alpine ravine ; or from
lingering amid the quiet grassy meadows of a
pastoral strath or valley, watered by its softly-flowing stream, to the open heathy mountain-side,

whence 'alps

o'er alps arise,'

whose summits aie

shrouded with mists and almost perennial
snows, and their overhanging precipices fuiTowed
by foaming cataracts. Lakes and long arms of the
sea, either fringed with woods or surrounded with
rocky barren shores, now studded with islands, and
anon extending their silvery arms into distant receding mountains, are met in every district while
the extreme steepness, ruggedness, and sterility of
many of the mountain-chains impart to them as imposing and magnificent characters as are to be seen
often

;

{
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in the much higher and more inaccessible elevations
of Switzerland.
No wonder, tlien, that this land
of mountain and of flood should have given birth
to the song of the bard, and aftbrded material for
the theme of the sage, in all ages; and that its in-

his marriage with the princess Margaret, became
that of the Scottish court. This circumstance made
tliat language fashionable among the Scottish nobility, in consequence of whiL-h and of the AngloSaxon colonization under Lavid I., the Gaelic

habitants should be tinctured with deep romantic

language was altogether superseded in the Lowlands of Scotland in little more than two centuries
A topographical line
after the death of Malcolm.
of demarcation was then fixed as the boundary between the two languages, v^hicli has ever since been
kept up, and presents one of the most singular

'

'

feelings, at once tender, melancholy, and wild ; and
that the recollection of tlieir own picturesque native
dwellings should haunt them to their latest hours,

wherever tliey go.
Neither, amid such profusion
and diversity of all that is beautiful and sublime in
nature, can the ixnqualified admiration of strangers,
fiom every part of Europe, of the scenery of the
Highlands fail of being easily accounted for; nor
can any hesitate in recommending them to visit the
more remote or unknown solitudes." Nor do only
tiie natives of the Highlands, who have lived among
the mountains, but also the natives of the Lowlands,
as far away at least as to be familiar with some
peaks of the Grampians figuring dimly on the
horizon, ever retain such an enthusiastic attach-

ment to their country as neither distance of place
nor length of time can efface. Not a man of them
all, who possesses any heart or fancy, but will
encore to the echo the words of the poet NicoU,

—

''There are rich garden lands wi' their skies ever fair;
Hut tlieir riches or beauty we niak na our cai-e.
Wherever we wander, ae vision aye fills
Om- hearts to the burftin' our ain Hieland hills.
O! the bonnie Hieland hills
01 tlie bonnie ilielnnd bills
Tlie bonnie liills o' Scotland

—

The bonnie Hieland

The Highlands,

hills."

about a century ago, were
exclusively occupied by a people whose manners,
language, and framework of society were strikingly
peculiar, and quite as different from those of the intill

habitants of the soutli of ticotland, as if the two
races had been separate nations, mutually removed
by the intervention of an ocean. At the time when
the Romans invaded North Britain, the whole population of both ends of the island consisted of a
Celtic race, the descendants of its original inhabitants.
Shortly after the Roman abdication of
North Britain, the Saxons, a people of Gothic
origin, established themselves upon the Tweed, and
afterwards extended their settlements to the frith
of Forth and to the banks of the Solway and the
About the beginning of the 6th century,
Clyde.
the Dalriads landed in Kintyre and Lorn from the opposite coast of Ireland, and colonized these districts;
whence, in the course of little more than two centuries, they overspread the Highlands and Western
islands, wliich their descendants have, ever since,
continued to possess. Towards the end of the 8th
century, a fresh colony of Scots from Ireland settled
in Galloway among the Britons and Saxons, and
having overspread the whole of that country, were
afterwards joined by detachments of the Scots of

Kintyre and Lorn, in connexion with whom they
But notwithstanding these
peopled that peninsula.
early settlements of the Gothic race, the era of the
of
Baxon colonization
the Lowlands of Scotland is,
with more propi-iety, placed in the reign of Malcolm
Canmore, wlio, by liis marriage with a Saxon

princess, and the protection he gave to the AngloSaxon fugitives who souglit for an asylum in his
dominions from tlie persecutions of William the
Conqueror and his Normans, laid the foundations of

those great changes which took place in the reigns
of his successors.
Malcolm Caninore had, before
his accession to the throne, resided for sonic time
in ICnglaiul as a fugitive, under the protection of
Kdward tlie Confessor, where he acquired a knowledge of the Saxon language, which language, after

phenomena ever observed

in the history of phiio

logy.

1 he change of the seat of government by Ken
neth on ascending the I'ictish throne, from Jnver
locliay, the capital of the Scots, to

Abernethy, also

followed by ttie removal of the marble chair, the
emblem of sovereignty, from Dunstafi'nage to Scon(>,,
appears to have occasioned no detriment to the
Gaelic population of the Highlands; but when Malcolm Caninore transferred his court, about the year
1066, to Dunfermline, which also became, in place
of lona, the sepulture of the Scottish kings, the rays
of royal bounty, which had hitherto diflused its piotecting and benign influence over the inhabitants of
the Highlands, were withdrawn, and left them a
"
The people," says
prey to anarchy and poverty.
General David Stewart, " now beyond the reach of
the laws, became turbulent and fierce, revenging in
person those wrongs for which the administratois
of the laws were too distant and too feeble to afl'oid
redress.
Thence arose the institution of chiefs,
who naturally became the judges and arbiters in
the quairels of their clansmen and followers, and
who were surrounded by men devoted to the defence
of their rights, their property, and their power; and
accordingly the chiels established within their own
teriitories a jurisdiction almost wholly independent
of their liege lord."
The connexion which Malcolm
and his successors maintained with England, estranged still farther the Highlanders from the
dominion of the sovereign and the laws; and their
history, after the Gaelic population of the Lowlands

had merged into

tlie Anglo-Saxons and
adopted their
language, jiresents, Avith the exception of the wars
between rival clans, nothing remarkable till tlieir
first appearance on the military theatre of our national history in the civil wars in the time of the

Stuarts.
The earliest recorded history of the Highlanders
presents us with a bold and hard}^ race of men, filled

with a romantic attachment to Iheirnative mountaiiiF
and glens, cherishing an exalted spirit of independence, and firmly bound together in septs or cians

by the

ties of kindred.

Having

little

intercourse

with the rest of the world, and pent up for many
centuries within the Grampian range, the Highlanders acquired a peculiar character, and retained
or adopted habits and manners differing widely from
those of their lowland neighbours. " 'I'he ideas and
employments, which their seclusion from the world
rendered habitual, the familiar contemplation of
the most sublime olijects of nature, the habit of
concentrating their affections within the narrow
precincts of their own glens, or tl)e limited circle of
their own kinsmen,
and the necessity of union and
self-dependence in all difiiculties and dangers, com
billed to form a peculiar and original character.
A
certain romantic sentiment, the offspring of
deep
and cherished feeiing, strong attachment to theii
country and kindred, and n consequent disdain of
submission to strangers, formed the character <>!
independence; while an habitual contempt of danger
was nourished by their solitary musings, of which
the iionour of tludr clan, and a long descent from

—

—

—

.
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and warlike aiicestore, formed the frequent
Thus, their exercises, their amusements,
their modes of subsisfence, their motives of action,
their prejudices and their superstitions, became charFirmness and
acteristic, permanent, and peculiar.
Ijrave

theme.

decision, fertility in resources, ardour in fiiendship.
and a genei'ous enthusiasm, were the result of such

and such habits of
thought. Feeling themselves separati'd by Nature
from the rest of mankind, and distinguished by their
languige, their habits, their manners, and their
a situation, such

modes of

life,

dress, they considered themselves the original pos-

sessors of the countiy, and regarded the Saxons of
the Lowlands as strangers and intruders."
The ancient Highlanders were tall, robust, wellIn parformsd, and had remarkably hardy habits.
ticular, thuy felt great indifference to cold, and
thought nothing of sleeping in the open air during
tlie severity of winter.
Birt, who resided among
tliem and wrote in the year 1725. relates that he
has seen the places which they occupied, and which
were known by being free from the snow that
deeply covered the ground, except where the heat
of their bodies had melted it.
The same writer represents a chief as giving offence to his clan by his
degeneracy in forming the snow into a pillow be"The Highlanders were so
fore he lay down!
accustomed to sleep in the open air, that the want
of shelter was of little consequence to them. It was
usual before they lay down, to dip their plaids in
water, by which the cloth was less pervious to the
wind, and the heat of their bodies produced a
warmth, which the woollen, if dry, could not afford."
This hardiness became allied to the peculiar costume
ofthe plaid and the philaljeg; and the two are noticed
conjointly in old historical accounts of their ap-

pearance.

Beacrue,

a Frenchman,

who wrote

a

liisfory of the campa-gns in Scotland in 1546, printed
in Paris in 1556, states that, at the siege of Had'*
dington, in 1594,
they (the Scottish anny) were
followed by the Highlanders, and these last go al-

most naked

;

they have painted waistcoats, and a

sort of woollen covering, variously covered." Lind" The
other pairt northeme
say of Pitscottie says,

—

ar full of mountaines, and very rud and homelie
kynd of people doeth inhabite, which is called the
Reid Schankes. or wyld Scottis. They be cloathed
with ane mantle, with ane schirt, fachioned after
the Irish manner, going bair legged to the knie."
Another who wrote before the year 1597, observes
the Highlanders "dethat, in his time, "they"
light much in marbled cloths, especially that have
of
long stripes
sundry colours; they love chiefly
their predecessors used short
purple and blue
or
mantles,
plaids of divers colours, snndrie ways
divided, and among some the same custom is observed to this day ; but, for the most part now, they
are brown, most near to the colour ofthe hadder, to
the effect when they lye among the hadders, the
bright colour of their plaids shall not bewray them,
with the which, rather coloured than clad, they
suffer the most cruel tempests that blow in the open
fields, in such sort, that in a night of snow they

—

—

;

sleep sound."

The Highlanders, in a higher degree than some
other contemporary nations, have been addicted to
The peculiar aspect of their country,
superstition.
in which nature appears in its wildest and most romantic features, exhibiting at a glance sharp and
rugged mountains, with dreary wastes, widestretched lakes, and rapid torrents, over which the
thunders and lightnings, the tempests and rains of
heaven exhaust their

terrific rage, wrought upon
the creative powers of the imngination ; and from
these appearances, the Higtilanders "were naturally

led to ascribe every disaster to the inflaence of superior powers, in whose character the predominating
feature necessarily was malignity towards the human
The most dangerous and most malignant
race."
creature was the kelpie or water-horse, which was
supposed to allure women and children to his suba-

queous haunts, and there devour them. Sometimes
he would swell the lake or torrent beyond its usual
limits, and overwhelm the unguarded traveller in
the flood. The shepherd, as he sat upon the brow
of a rock in a summers evening, often fancied he
saw this animal dashing along the surface of the
lake, or browsing on the pasture ground upon its
verge. The urisks, who were supposed to be of a
condition somewhat intermediate between that of
mortal men and spirits, "were a sort of lubberly
supematurals, who, like the brownies of England,
could be gained over by kind attentions to perfomi
the drudgery of the fanu and it was lielieved that
many families in the Highlands had one of the
;

Older attached to it." The daoine shi' or men of
peace, who are the fairies of the Highlanders,
"
though not absolutely malevolent, are believed to
be a peevish repining race of beings, who, possessing
themselves but a scanty portion of happiness, are

supposed to envy mankind their more complete a5:d
snbstnntial enjoyments.
They are supposed to enjoy, in their subterraneous recesses, a sort of shadowy
happiness, a tinsel grandeur, which, however, they
would willingly exchange for the more solid joys of
Nor was belief in these imaginary beings
mortals."
more general or fervid than other forms of superstition, particularly witchcraft, charms, and the s<;cond
the last of which is alluded to as follows by
sight,
Collins

—
—
:

"How

thpy whose sight snch dreary dre.ims engTc*,

own vision oft nstonish'd droop.
o'er the wat'ry strath or qiiafrgy inos^
Tliey see the gliding ghosts unbodied troop.
Or, if in sports, or on the festive green.
Their destined glance some fate<i youth descry.
Who now, jterhaps, in histy vigour seen.
And rosy healtli. shall soon lamented die.
For them the viewless forms of air obey.
Their bidding heed, and .it their beck repair.
They know what spirit brews the stomiful day.
\Vitli their

When,

And heartless, oft like moody madness, stare
To see the phantom train their secret work prepare."
Tlie transition of the Highlanders from their ancient condition to a state of enlightenment and of
begun community of character and interests with
the inhabitants of the I^owlands, did not commence
None of the many attempts
till the 18th centurj-.

which successive kings and governments had made
to break down their peculiar framework, or divest
them of the wild power which they riotously sported
within the mountain-walls of their

fortress-lik«

country, or tame them into tiie spirit and obseiTances
of a people living as one family and acknowledging
the sway of one ruling power had, up to the year
1715, been, even in a slight degree, permanently
successful. Even the disarming act which followed
the rebellion of that year, had little other effect than
to strip the few clans who were favourable to government of their means of rendering it service, and
place them blcedingly at the mercy of the exulting
majority who brandished defiance at the magnilo-

quent but pithless attempt to seize their claymores
and their dirks. Cromwell, indeed, tamed, for a time,
their martial ferocity, and taught them to feel the
presence of a master, by the severe rigour of his
martial proceedings, and even threw a ray of enlightenment over their minds, and conferred la.sting
benefits on the town of Inverness, by promulging a
knowledge of those arts which deeply affect for
good a people's social well-being. A revival of hit
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policy, too, in the constructing of foi'ts at intervals
over the country, and in the posting within them of
strong garrisons to overawe the clans, achieved, in
a small degree, during the first half of the 18th cen-

tury, that silent though sullen respect for the power
of government which the results of the disarming
act were fitted only to turn into derision.
Still, till
influences of a moral kind, or higher influences than
appeals to their fears and attempted abridgments of
their physical power, could be made to bear upon
them, the Highlanders remained among their mountain-fastnesses very nearly the same in chai'acter as
their ancestors had been for ages.
The breaking
up of the patriai-clial or clan-system by vigorous
acts of the legislative and the executive,
the opening up of the country by facilities of communication,
the formation of societies, and the conducting of

—

—

engage it in productive industry,—
and the invigovation and extension of its scanty appliances of education and religious instruction, are
the grand means which have effected a change, both
on the social system of the people and on their inand they shall now be rapidly
dustrial pursuits
enterprises, to

—

;

detailed, not jointly nor in the order of the dates of
their origin, but separately, and in such order as

seems

to give

most promise of clearness of

illustra-

tion.

Two years after the quelling of the last rebellion,
or in 1748, two acts were passed, and an old one revived, with a view of entirely destroying the clansystem of the Highlanders. One of the new acts
abolished hereditary jurisdictions, and was designed
to cut asunder the bands of power on the one side,
and of feudal servitude on the other, which united
the chieftain and his followers; and the other proscribed the use of the Highland dress, and was intended to desecrate those ancient recollections, and
fling into oblivion those cherished feelings of clans
nianship and predatory mountaineer habits, with
which the very sight of the kilt and the philabeg
were associated. The revived act was that which
hitherto had been so feebly, or rather mischievously
exhibited, in ttrrorem, for disarming the Highlanders; and it was now backed with precaution,
and carried into execution with a vigour which
promised speedily to sweep the mountains of their
tools of defiance and rebellion. So energetically did
the acts overrun the Highlands, that the system

made war took instantly and
to flight, making not a stand and
not
a
attempting
rally for existence. The Highland
peasantry were now made masters of their own
actions, but, at the same time, were suddenly driven
away from all the modes of life in which they had
with which they
precipitantly

been used to employ their energies. They were
freed, not only from the domination, but also from
the guidance, of superiors to wliom they had been
habituated to look for both the regulation of their
conduct, and the supply of their physical wants.
They were disencumbered of at once the tools and
the plunder of petty war,
the servitudes and
the rewards of watching the will, and following the

—

motions, of their chieftains.
They acquired the
roaming the world, or. in anv form, attempting honourable adventure, but lost the security
of a home and of employment suited to their predilections by attachment to specific localities of
soil.
And altogether at the mercy of whatever
new character their quondam chieftains might assume, if they remained on their native grounds, or
uiipiloted by knowledge of the world, and unaided
by habits of civilized industry if they moved abroad
liberty of

—

—
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they went off", in their new career, like greyhounds in the slip, uncertain whither the chase
might lead, and ignorant whether they might pant

disappointment, or give voice in the exultanc}- of
success at its close.
In numerous instances the chieftains now converted into plain landed proprietors came down,
with trae dignity of character, from their barbarous
grandeur amid the heath of the mountains, to the
morally great position of cultivators of the soil and
encouragers of an industrious tenantry in the valin

—

—

ley; and, combining enlightened regard for their
own respectability and income, with patriotic concern for the welfare of their quondam clansmen, so
apportioned tlieir estates into farms, and constructed
a macliinery for giving general employment in the
cultivation of the soil or the rearing of stock, as
speedily to weave between themselves and their
people a bond of connexion quite akin to that
which unites encouraging landlord and industrious
farmer in the Lowlands, and unspeakably more
conducive to the happiness of both, while a thousand
times worthier of admiration, than the bond of feudalism which had just been burst.
In all such instances, the transition, aided by the appliances

which we have yet

to explain, was rapid on the
part of both proprietor and tenant, from the character of useless or mischievous romance which had
formerly distinguished them, to the quiet and common-place but comfortable and praiseworthy character of peaceful pations and labourers of agiicultural and pastoral life.
While the landholders
became honourably richer than before, and moved
in contact with the amenities of
polished society,
and imbibed a taste for the refinements of art and
of mental cultivation, the tenants speedily acquired
both taste for humble luxuries, and a power to procure the means of its gratification, and, before the
lapse of many years, exchanged the swinish hovel
for the snug cottage, an adherence to uniformity of
dress for a fondness to import recent fashions, and
a recklessness and ignorance of the methods of
cookery for a considerable appreciation of the
delicacies of food.
Estates which were laid out at
the disruption of the feudal system for the joint
welfare of proprietor and inhabitants, in fact exhibit
at the present daj' such close i-escmblance to the
majority of estates in the Lowlands, that, but for
their mountain-aspect, the prevalence of the Gaelic
language, and the remains of a strong dash of
ancient superstitions, they might be pronounced to
have not a physical or a moral feature of difference.
Additional to the lairds and the farmers, young
gentlemen of family displayed the phases of a beneficial change.
Deprived of the wild turbulent
resources in which they might once have hoped to
revel among the mountains, and invited away to
the trial of new modes of life abroad, they entered
and soon loved liberal professions, or became servants of their country in her army or navy, and
speedily acquired a greatly more relished enjoyment
in systematically expending their energies as aspiring members of one great connnonwealth, than they
could have done in lavishing them upon the limited
and doubtful interests of a Highland clan.
But while the estates to which we have been refei-ring careered onward to prosperity, a very largo
portion of the Highland territory became the scene
of accumulated disasters upon the people, and, in the
first instance, was reclaimed from the evils of feudalism only to originate miseries and occasion depravation of morals, different in kind from those of
the middle ages, but scarcely inferior in degree.
Many landlords ])erhaps very considerably the
majority seemed so to recoil from the fall of their
feudal grandeur as to earth themselves in the deepest sordidness of spirit, or to seek an amends for
the power of despotism which they had lost, in the

—

—
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rigorous find inglorious doiiiineerings of a hard
taskmaster.
Dissevered from their people as to
bonds which enslaved their wills and dictated their

reduction of the duties on spirits, and the numerous
establishment of large legal distilleries, the practice
of illicit distillation disappeared entirely from some

services, and disdaining to seek enrichment from
their estates by the slow, systematic, humble means

and was suppressed substantially in all.
Emigration, also, except from some pieces of the
seaboard and from the Western islands, cime wholly
to a stand. And with the suppression of illicit distillation, the prevalence of fearfully intemperate habits
to which it seems to have given birth, or with which
it was intimately associated, has Ijeen
pent up within
linnts, and ceases to offer chase to the pureuing
moralist over a measureless waste of mountain and
flood.
The miseries which threatened nearly to
overwhelm large portions of the Highlands, therefore, may be regarded as now in a fair course of
Nor ought we much to regret iu the
amelioration.
long-run, that the sweep of improving influences
comes over a scantier population than they must
have encountered, had not emigration drained off
cun-euts of the people to foreign .shores.
The
Highlands, on principles of quiet industry and
modern refinement unless, by some magic, manufactures could be introduced to their recesses
are
utterly incompetent to maintain the same number
of human beings as on the happily exploded principles of contentment with a dog"s food and a pig's
lodging, and of predatory incursions into the neighbouring Lowlands. A distribution of the territory
of estates which, on frequent and skilful experiment,
is found to be most exuberant in proiluce, and is,
consequently, best, not only for the landlord, bat
for tlie aggregate interests of the national community, comports ill with such over-minute allotments as would make farmers of all the successors
of the clansmen who followed the chieftain to
the foray. The breaking up of the feudal system,
then, may have been none the less propitious in
its eventual and abiding results for its
having,
in the first instance, given birth to extensive dis-

of a minutely apportioned farming and pastoral
tenantiy, they spent not a thought on the destinies
of their quondam clansmen, or unceremoniously
consigned them to adventure in the countries beyond the mountains, and rented out to one grasping

—

and monopolizing tacksman who was high-sounding in pretensions, and who promised to make

goiden returns to his landlord without taxing his
a wide expanse of ternobility with vulgar cares

—

ought to have bjen distributed among
large numbere or even several scores of farmers.
Many valleys which formerly teemed with population, and glens once Tocal with the wild notes of
the pibroch, were, in consequence, aljandoned to
the solitary and silent wanderings of vast flocks of
black cattle and siieep.
Enormous numbers of the Highland peasantry
now exchanged their once deep devotion to the
protecting chieftain for towering scom and hatred
of the unbenignant and selfish landlord
and,
spurning the country which they had fondly loved,
but which seemed, in biting ingratitude, to Hing
them from its embrace, sought, on the far-away
shores of a foreign land, a retreat where they might
nurse their rage and toil for subsistence. Thousands
after thousanils crowded along in small bands to
the sea-ports of Scotland, and thence sailed away to
America; and, sending back accounts of the Canadian wilds which seenied fascinating to an outcast
and half-beggared Highlander, induced thousands
upon thousands more of their countrymen to follow.
Nor was the work of deportation limited to a few
ritory wiiich

;

years immediately succeeding the imposition upon
"the Highlands of a strictly pastoral and agricultural
landlords wlro, at first, were measured
Ciiaracter.
and relenting in the expatriation of their people,
and even some probably who, for a time, regarded
the quondam clans as all entitled in justice to remain on the lands to which they had been feudally
attached, gi'adually found profit or convenience in
making large allotments of territory to tacksmen,
and caused the great scene of depopulation at the
commencement to be continually repeated with the

So late as during the year 1835,
no fewer than 3,522 Highlanders, parting with the
whole of their little possessions in order to obtain
sufficient passage-money, found their way from the

efflux of j'ears.

ports of Campbelton, Cibiin, and Tobermory alone,
to the United States and the British colonies, besides great numbers
the quota probably from much
the larger portion of the Highlands
who embarked

—

—

Greenock and Port-Glasgow. Other Highlanders, not few in number, were driven into demoralization of feeling of a kind quite unredeemed by
any

at

of the occasional dashes of nobleness which occasionally flitte€ across the vices of the clansmen.
Some, coopud up within spheres of action too
limited to admit their earning a full sustenance,
fell in debt to their
superiors, or became partial
paupers on their bountj^, or contrived mean strataof
gems
petty-chicanerj-, and were speedily meshed
in wretched habits of low cunning and
duplicity;
while others plunged into the excitement of illicit
distillation, and indolently stretcliing themselves at
one time on the heath or in the cave to watch the
progress of their occupation, or boldly executing, at
another, daring or mendacious schemes to outwit
the exciseman, became habituated to fraud and perjury.
In later years, however, in cousequence of the

districts

|

|

—

—

asters.

But the beneficial effects of obliging the Highland
population to employ themselves chiefly as husbandmen and graziers could never, to any considerable
degree, have been realized, had not the country been
laid open by facilities of communication.
The
Highlands, in their original state, were almost utfrom without, and were travereable,
limits, only by the lightfooted peno
heavier a load than the accoutredestrian, bearing
ments of war. During the rebellion of 1715, when
terly inaccessible

within their

own

the royal troops made a vain attempt to penetrate
farther than Blair-Athole, Government began to see
the necessity of cutting paths through the mountain
fastnesses, even as a measure of national police. In
1730, several great lines of road were commenced,
one from Luss, both by the head of Lochlomond
and by Inverarj-, to Tyndnim, another from Callendar near Stirling, to the same point, another,
in continuation of these, from Tyndrum, through
Glencoe. to Fort William, and thence along the

—

—

—

—

Great glen to Fort-George, another from CuparAngus by Braemar to Fort-Gcoige, and another
from Crieff and from Dunkeld, by Dalnaeardoch and
Dalwhinnie, to Fort-Augustusand Inverness. These
principal roads, and various connecting ones, eventually extended in aggregate length to about 800
miles, and were provided w4th upwards of 1,000
bridges.
They were constructed with various expeditiousness, the most important lines being completed within 6 or 8 years after the date of com
mencement, and those of secondary importance continuing to be in progress till near the close of the
The workers employed on them were
centuiy.
parties of soldiers, rewarded by additions to theii
militarv' pay, directed by master-masons and over-

—

!
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and supyrintended by a functionary called
the baggage-master and inspector-of-roads in NorthBritain, who was responsible to the commander-inchief of the forces in Scotland. The roads were

BCcrs,

formed and kept in repair by annual parliamentary
grants of from £4,000 to £7,000, and, in some inBtances, were carried forward or ramified at the expense of proprietors through whose estates they
passed. They were very far, however, from being
a competent provision for the vast and impracticable
region which they professed to have laid open.
Soon ceasing to be required for military purposes,
or for those of pouring in forces to overawe the
disrupted chins, they offered, for the purposes of
traffic, comparatively limited and imperfect facilities.
Tiiey passed thi-ougli the wildest and most mountainous districts they drained the produce chiefly
of territories so poor and so thinly inhabited as to
be totally unable to bear the costs of keeping thein
;

in repair; and, while leaving many interior and
richer districts not far from tlie Lowlands untraversed and quite untouched, they went no farther
northward than the great Caledonian glen, and
made no provisun whatever for the counties of
Caithness, Sutherland, Cromarty, and Ross, the
greater part of Invei'ness-shire, and the vast region
of the Western isles. Yet, just at the moment when

they required

to
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be vigorously extended, they lay

£60,000,—in all £541,000. Since 1820, the
military and the parliamentary roads have been
strictly under one management, and are maintained
in repair at the average cost of £10,000 a-year,
£5,000 of which is contributed by parliament.
So great a social and moral revolution as the formation of the Highland roads has accomplished,
cannot easily be conceived. During a considerable
period after the military roads were completed, the
region continued in nearly its original state of wildness and anarchy. Attempts to traverse the new
tracks were made for many years, either simply on
foot, or at best on garrons or little highland ponies
they were, at first, totally, and, after a period, slowly
and hesitatingly aided by the erection of inns; and,
for some years succeeding the suppression of the
last rebellion, they were rendered perilous by the
truculency and ruffianism of gangs of the broken clans
or dispersed rebels, who haunted the mountain-passes
for prey.
In 1760, a post-chaise was seen for the
first time in Inverness, and, for several years, continued to be the only four-wheeled carriage in the
region. But even when vehicles of its class became
somewhat known, they were hired with cautious
timidity, and packed to suffocation by parties of travellers confederated to bear the heavy costs of hire ;
and, with not a few risks and adventui'es in the accidents of springs and harness, they lumbered heavestates

;

some risk of being utterly abandoned.
ily along with their load, occupying eight days in
Government, wearied witli the annual drain of moving fi-om Inverness to Edinburgh. The mails to
these roads on the public treasury, and doubtful of Inverness also which were not established till after
their practical utility, reqviested a statement of rea- the Union, and which, for fifty years, were cariied
sons from Sir Ralph Abercromby, the commander- only once a-weekand by foot-runners continued, to
the end of the century, to have no more dignified a
in-chief, and Colonel Anstruther, the general inBut both conveyance than either saddle-bags or single-seated
spector, why they should be continued.
of these officers, as well as the Highland society, cars.
When the new road act came into practice,
while admitting that the roads were, for the present, however, the change which had so slowly advanced
no longer requisite for their original objects, so con- made rapid and large bounds in the onward movevincingly showed the maintenance and the exten- ment. In 1806, the Caledonian coach began to run
sion of tiiein to be indispensable to the prevention between Perth and Inverness, a distance of 115
of a revolt into barbarity and feudalism, or to the miles and performed the journey in two days; and,
progression of the begun work of civilization and at the sole risk of one individual, maintained its pre-

in

—

—

;

improvement, that parliament, in 1802-3,
passed an act for maintaining, at the public cost,
the roads which had been made, for contributing
one half of the estimated expense of whatever additional roads and bridges might be desiderated, the
other half to be paid by proprietors or counties, and
for empowering commissioners to insure the efficient and economical performance of the works. The
military roads now continued, for a time, to be kept
in repair at the cost of from £4,000 to £7,000 a-year;
but, the allowance for them from 1814 to 1819 becoming limited to £2,500 a-year, they fell, except on
the two most important lines, into comparative nesocial

Nor, in the new state of things, was their
Constructed on the
decline to be much regretted.
old and very absurd principle of moving, as nearly
as possible, in a straight line, they were carried
rapidly down into hollows, and driven stiffly up the
face of acclivities, as if to exclude from the regions
to whicii they led the way the luxury of a wheeled
vehicle and were, in all respects, much inferior to the
roads whicli might have been expected, and which
have actually been constructed under the new act.
The Highland counties, particularly those which
continued still to be closed up, made prompt claims
upon the offered contributions of uarliament, by paj'ing down their own moiety for lines of desiderated
road.
So rapidly were new roads formed all on
that against the
principles of expert engineering
year 1820, they extended, in the aggregate, to 875
miles provided with 1,117 bridges, and had occisioncd a cost to parliament of £267,000, to the
counties £214,000, and to individual proprietors of
glect.

;

—

—

carious ground till, after a lapse of years, it provoked
rivalry or imitation. In 181 1, a coach, carrying the
mail, was started between Inverness and Aberdeen.
As the various parliamentary roads were opened, or
the old military ones improved, coaching on other
lines was commenced. In 1819, a mail-coach, aided,
in the first instance, by the counties and by large
allowances for the mail, penetrated to the extreme
north, connecting all the southern towns of the ki)igdom, with Tain, Wick, and Thurso. In 1827, the
number of public coaches converging to Inverness
had multiplied to 7, making 44 arrivals and the
same number of departures weekly; 3 of the coaches

—

running up from Aberdeen, 1 running up from I'erth,
2 coming in from Tain, Cromarty, Invergordon, and
Dingwall, and 1 coming in from Thurso and Wick.
Nor have comparatively sequestered and very thinly
peopled districts been eventually without the luxury
either of public coaching or of interpenetration bv
some small comfortable kind of public vehicle till
now almost every village of any note, and every
of commanding interest to tourists, no matter
point
now secluded, can be reached by regular swift public
;

convej'ance.
Inns those

—

momentous accommodations to traand unerring indices to the true state of tiafHc
in a country
began, soon after the commencement
of the present century, to spring up in vast numbers,
and generally of a quality to indicate a prodigious
vellers,

—

transition in the social circumstances of tlie region.
In the south Highlands, in the (Jreat glen, on the
roads between Fort- William and Stirling and between Dingwall and Portree, and along the grand
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trafricking intercommtinication with their neighbours.
But a prodigious addition to what the roads have
effected, is found in the results of cutting the CriNAS Casal, and of constructing the magnificent
work called the Caledomax Canal.
[.See these
As regards also the whole coast-line of
articles.]
the continental Highlands, the whole length of the
Great glen, and the entire extent of the Western

road from Perth to Thurso, tliey are, for the most part,
commo-lious and comfortable, sometimes wearing a
dash of low country pretension or even metropolitan
elegance, and rarely justifying any of the ideas of
discomfort with which many frothy talkers still
Even on the least
rashh'- associate the Highlands.
frequented roads, except in the north and west of
Sutherlandshire, and some less considerable districts,
accommodations occur at intervals of from 10 to 15
miles, which, merely claiming to be public-houses,
present two-storied and slated exteriors, and floored
and apartmented interiors, and display an arraj' of
com brts five centuries in advance of the best which
Bailie Xicol Jarvie, or any living original whom he
represented, could find on the very frontiers and
garden-ground of the Highlands. Post-chaises and
other travelling vehicles for hire, though not proportionate to the public coaches and the inns, exist
in sufiicient number to unite with them in the indication of social improvement. On the great road between Perth and Inverness, in many parts of the
southern Highlands, at Inverary on the west, and
at Tain, Dingwall, and other towns on the east,

—

post-chaises, gigs, post-horses, and riding-horses
are maintained at the inns.
In the south, the east,
and the north, one-horse cars, or one-horse fourwheeled vehicles have been very generally intro-

duced and at Fort-William, Ballachulish, Oban,
and other places in the west, carts with a swingseat across the centre are let as a succedatieum for
;

Private carriages, from being altogether unknown
previous to the road-making period, and exceedingly
rare several years after the commencement of the
present centuiy, have become comparatively numerous. Even 28 years ago, 160 coaches and gigs
might be seen in attendance on the Inverness yearly
races and then also, new ones were so numerously
ordered, as to keep four coach-manufactories in Inverness in employment.
Regular carriers have,
for a considerable period, been established on all the
principal roads, carrying goods, at all seasons of the
year, to the towns and to entirely landward districts,
and contributing mightily to the demonstration of a
vast and beneficial change in the frame-work of soComuii;nicatioa of intelligence by letters and
ciet}-.
newspapers, or the working of the post-otUce system,
is the same on all the great lines of road as in the
Lowlands, and penetrates the recesses of the country
and the remote positions of the islands with a minuteness of ramification and a frequency and regularity of despatch which seem, at first glance, utterly
unattainable among the physical resistances of the
Nor has even the railway animus found
region.
difficulty to look keenly and calculatingly into the
very heart of the Highlands ; for, to say nothing of
the Great North of Scotland scheme for connecting
Inverness with Aberdeen, together with subordinate
schemes obviously enough suited to the comparatively thick population of the eastern sea-board,
projects were wannly entertained some years ago,
though eventually abandoned, to construct one railway from the head of Loch Lomond by way of Tyndrum to Ooan, and another northward from that line
to Loch Leven, and thence to Fort AVilliara and
along the Great glen. Altogether, the state of
things which everywhere meets the eye along the
public roads in the Highlands especially when
viewed hi connection with the aspect of husbandry,
;

—

—

—

—

and the

fticilities for
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conveying produce and working

the ground, which present themselves on the private
side -roads
affords abundant demonstration that
benign results have been very extensively and rapid-

—

ly achieved by unlocking the mountain-gates of
the Highlanders, and paving pathways for them of

|

improvement has been achieved probably
the constructing and amending of
harbours, and by the introduction and exploits of
steam-na\-igation, than in otlier districts by all sorts
of wheeled conveyances along the roads. Parts adjacent to the Clyde, and to the principal ramifications of its estuary, and portions of the western coast
and of the islands, have, with the simple appliance
islands,

much more by

of steam-navigation, suddenly passed from a state of
wildness and desolation to the possession of almost
a suburban character. Large villages or considerable towns as in the instances of Helensburgh,

—

—

Dunoon, Campbelton, Bowmore, and Oban have
either sprting up from the unoccupied soil, or arisen
out of poor and inconsiderable hamlets and traffic
to an extent which, on a highway, would employ a
regiment of carters, now flourishes and goes regu;

larly forward in quarters where, in the early part of

the present century, scarcely any interchange of commodity existed superior to the rude trivial barter
known to uncivilized tribes. Nor are the changes much
or any less marked in the Gaiedonian glen, and especially on the east coast from the point whence the
Highland frontier diverges into the interior to the
Pentland frith. From the private resources of enterprising individuals and companies, and nearly to
the same amount from the proceeds of estates forfeited at last rebellion, a sum total of £110,000 has
been expended on harbours and piers. The consequent increase of traffic, not only by the new method
of steam-navigation, but by the old one of sailingvessels, has been proportionate to the gigantic movements of everything connected with Highland amelioration.

Certain patriotic institutions, also, have operated
powerfidly to rouse the mind of the Highlander from

dormancy, and ir.cite and direct him to avail himadvantages which were accumulating
round his position. The Highland London society,
established in 1778 by General Eraser of Lovat and
other native Highlanders, the Highland Club of
Scotland, the Celtic society, and the St. Fillan's
Highland society, have probably worked with less
its

self of the

beneficial results, by indulging a spirit of antiquarianism, and attempting to perpetuate attachment to
Highland peculiarities, than if they had launched
their whole influence to freight the population on-

ward

in strictly practical

and

modem

improvement;

yet they have' laboured so to polish taste, to diffuse
refinement, to obliterate the offensive features of the
ancient character, and fix attention on those which
fully comport with civilization, that they may be
regarded as having, to some extent, assailed the
foibles of the Highlanders through the very avenue
of their prejudices. The Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland, on the other hand, has steadily
directed its powerful energies to the promotion of
the immediate and most tangible interests of the
Highlands, and to the introduction, extension, and
adaptation of whatever promises most efficiently to
work out their temporal prosperity. This noble institution embodies the patronage and the skill of
most of the nobility, landed-gentry, and gentlemenfarmers, throughout the country, and of not a few

men of science and of the leamed proSurveying a width of range and a niulti-

distinguished
fessions.
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of objects somewliat worthy of its wealth of
and its opulence of resources, it promotes
the erection of towns and villages, the formation of
and
roads
bridges, the exptsriuients and enterprises
of agriculture, the improving of farm-stock, the
sheltering processes of planting, the extension of
fisheries, the introduction of manufactures, the adthe coaptation of machinery to the useful arts,
operation of local influence witli public or legislative
measures, the diffusion of practical knowledge, the
progress of general industry, and the consolidating
of the population of the Highlands and the I^owlands
The society
into one great fraternal community.

plicity
lutellect

awards large and numerous premiums
desiderated enterprises; and in 1828,

to stimulate

began the
publication of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,
for prize essays, and the dissemination of the newest
annual
practical information. It also patronizes great
cattle-shows successively in different towns, and by
means of them, excites and directs a stirring and proand. in
fitable spirit of emulation among graziers
general, it keeps in play upon the community a variety
mere
as
as
far
of influences which,
earthly
regards
well-being, have singularly transformed and beautiThe British Fishery society, estabfied itscharacter.
it

;

—

from having accomplished
what seemed easily within its reach, and feeble or
at least unsuccessful in movement upon the water
compared with the Highland Society of Scotland
upon the land, yet seems ordinary in importance
only when the vastness of its scene of action is take;,
into view, and has worked out very considerable advantages to the population of the coasts and the
islands.
Several towns and fishing-villages, such
as Tobermory, Ullapool, and Pulteney-town, near
Wick, are indebted to it both for their origin, and
lished in 1780,

though

far

of the prosperity whicli they, and the disaround them, enjoy.
The appearances of beneficial change, or rather of
total revolution, everywhere meet the eye in the
walks of agriculture. Previous to the era of improvement, tiie cultivation and management of the
soil were little better than savage.
Crops were
raised either with or without manure, just as the
commodity happened spontaneously to offer itself,
or to lie at a slightly inconvenient distance; they
were confined to detached and trivial patches of
ground naturally fertile; they were wrung year after
year, in increasingly scanty pittances, from its exsiccated and disheartened bosom, till they could no
longer compensate the cost of the effort, and were
then forgotten during a period of the land's exhausted
the
rest, and of slowly acquiring "heart" from
growth and decay upon it of spontaneous weeds and
grasses and, either when they succeeded or when
they failed, they merely whetted the appetite or

for

much

tricts

;

mocked the cravings
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of misery,

—the people, in the

one case, acquiring no higher an indulgence than
coarse oaten cakes and whisky, and, in the other,
subsisting themselves on broth of nettles, or the
blood of living animals mixed with oatmeal, or whatever was digestible in the spontaneous produce of
Cattle the chief article of wealth,
the mountains.
the main resource for subsistence, and the object of
frequent forays and cause of continual intestine commotion were so overstocked upon the natural pastures common to a tribe or clan, that they were annually starved in large numbers to deatii and in
every position, they were jostled out of their rights
by absurdly large establishments of horses, maintained
nominally for the purposes of tillage and of carrying
peats, but really, in a ci)ief degree, for the pampering
of laziness or the demonstrations of beggarly conseFarms wore let on the monstrous principle
quence.
of runrig to a whole comnninity or township
they

—

—

;

;

passed, in their various subdivisions, successively
from hand to hand of the co-occnpants they were
the temporary grounds, distinctively of no one, but
diffusively of all
they sucked down the labours of
the industrious and the skilful to compensate their
master for the idleness of the besotted and the blundering; and as if to amass every conceivable ele;

;

—

ment of absui'dity

—

they were held, with all their monstrous conditions, not of the proprietor, to whom the
tenants owed prime service, but of a principal middleman to whose underling authority they became
douldy enslaved.
The introduction of the potato, from the eagerness with which the exotic was adopted and the
delight with which its easiness of cultivation was
observed, might, in other circumstances, have

worked a favourable change;

but, for a considerable
only facilitated early marriages, occasioned
an increase of population, and, in years when the
crop failed, made a distressing addition to the former
aggregate amount of misery. Improvement on a
great scale, or to an extent which marked either an
era or a state of rapid progression, did not actually
commence in the Highlands, till the formation of

period,

it

the parliamentary roads, or some A^ears after the
beginning of the present century. The substitution
of carts for ponies, by the saving it caused of time
and expense and labour, and the fticility it afforded
for carrying manure from a distance, gave a powerNo sooner
ful impulse to sluggishness of movement.
were the parliamentary roads opened than the peoin
every direction;
ple constructed small side-roads
and, finding how easily they could now bring fuel
from their mosses, or sea-weed from the shore, or
loads of manurial substances from the storehouses
of the mountains, felt joyously aroused from their
slothful indolence to a state of industrious energy
vying with one another in the substitution of the
neat gardened cottage for the lumpish squalid hovel,
and in the adoption of new and stirring doctrines

—

which they found promulged around them respecting the reclaiming of land and the improving of
The introduction of carts was so sudden, so
stock.
general, and so wondrously inspiriting as itself to
have formed an era; and it immediately led to the
introduction, or at least to the multiplication from a
few units to hundreds and thousands, of ploughs,
iron-teethed harrows, and other implements of husbandry, which indicated both acquaintance with the
best methods of working the soil, and determination
to ply them.
At the commencement of the century,
stripes of land along the coast or on the frontier
were almost the only sceres of cultivation; and
even these continued to a great degree loaded with
the al surdities of the ancient system, till the invasion of carts and ploughs effected a revolntion.
In Ross-shire, where <a barley-mill was unknown
till 1813, wliere the arable grounds were formerly

detached patches, irregularly worked, and free from
the arrangement of either field or riilge, many a
single farm came, in tlie course of about twenty
years, to produce as nuich as had formerly l)een exWlieat
tracted from the area of the whole countj'.
alone came to be produced to the amount of 20,000
quarters a-year, and grain came to be raised, not only
for local consumption, and for Inverness, Dingwall,
Tain, and other Highland localities, but for exportation, to the amount of lO.OnO quarters a-yeai', to
Leitli and the great ports of England.
Inve nessshiro,

though possessing a more limited

field

for

agricultural operations than Koss-shire, was equal
to it in the energy of improvements, and scarcely
In Sutherlandsin're,
inferior to it in their extent.
where HO late as 1806 or 18(17. the inhabitants retained nearly all their ancient uncultivated iiabits,
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Jiving ill the most miserable iuits, and strangers to
every species of comfort and iudustiy, and whero
the lower grounds were almost wholly neglected

and uninhabited, tiie liijeral exertions of the Marquis of Stafford and other proprietors effected a revolution as complete as

it

was sudden.

The popu-

lation were drawn down from their wretched and
useless position in the upper parts of the county, to
crofts or small portions of ground marked out for
them near the const, and incited, by the erection for
their use of comfortable cottages, by the location of
their lands in the neighbourhoo<l most prolific of
advantage, and by every encouragement of advice
and motive, to ply the arts of husbandry productively for them.^elves and their country. The higher
grounds, which they vacated, and which are as well
adapted for pasturage as they were ill-suited to be
the sites of man's residence, were converted into
extensive sheep and cattle farms; and, in less than
twenty years from the first act of innovation, the
wliole county, as to its modes of tillage, the appearance of its farm-buildings, and all its agricultural

properties and appliances, was in a condition to bear
comparison with not a few districts of the longfavoured and happily-situated Lowlands. In Caithness, in spite of many of the lands being harassingly
fettered by entails, and in spite of the
stimulating
advantage of roads ha\-ing been of later attainment
than in other districts, improvement displayed her
trophies as exultingly as elsewhere, and was not a
little aided in
obtaining them by the ludicrous
blunder, so characteristic of a besottedly ignorant
of the inhabitants who occupied the seaEeople,
card and naturally arable distiict, having diiven
the first and grand line of
parliamentary road as far
as possible from their dwellings, and
procured it to
be cai-ried inland along the base of the mountains.
The blunder which, of course, was discovered immediately after the road was completed— led to the
careful cultivation, both of
every practicable comer
of land below the road-line, and of
every patch
above it, on the face or among the interstices of the
hills where the
could
eain
admission
and
plough
;
it occasioned or aided the
building of a village at
Bonar bridge, the planting of a great tract of country by Messrs. Houston of Creich and Dempster of
Skibo, the invasion of the mountain's side at iSkibo
to the amount of a whole fann, and the
trenching of
most of the arable part of the Creich estate, and the
of
all
of
it
with
the
best
enclosures. Nor
sheltering
have the southern Highlands been behind the
northern in the race of improvement, or unuiindful
of their greater advantageousness of
position; and,
but for the tedium of prolonging instances,
they

—

might be exhibited, county after county, in aspects
of renovation which excite
pleasure and almost provoke astoaiishment.

" In
my various journeys to the different parts of
the country," says the superintendent of the
parliamentary roads in 1826, respecting the Highlands in
''

I notice
general,
improvements extending in ever)'
direction; and during my short recollection, a considerable extent of moorland, in various places, has
been enclosed and converted into cultivated fields.
It may also serve to show how
systematic farming
has become, that societies for the promotion of
agriculture and the rearing of stock have been established in all the northern coiuities.
Nor have
plantations been behind in this general state of imthousands
of
acres
within
have,
provement. Many
the last 25 years, been planted.
Upon the Dunrobin estate alone, there have been planted, within
f'i« last 25
years, above 9,000,000 of trees; and
inugh the climate is somewhat unfavourable
rhe growth of large trees, yet the
attempts made

IT.
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and advantage
any other species of
The rapid improvements in agriculture
culture.
have been accompanied with a correspondirig change
promise to be attended with
in

'

many

profit

situations incapable of

ranks in the Highlands.
Proprietors have expended large sums in the erection and ornamenting of suitable niansiou-honses ;
ar.d, in the houses of gentlenien-tacksmen, every
species of comfort and convenience is to be found ;
while the cottars are gradually exchanging their
huts of mud or ruif for neat and substantial cotNo surer criterion of the vast amount of
tages."'
agiicultural improvement which took place within
a period of from 25 to 40 years can he found
even
abating for the advantageous influence of the warperiod upon lauded property than in the fact that
the value of Highland estates underwent in that
in the habitations of all

:

I

'

'

:

j

i

I

—

—
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period a fourfold, a sixfold, and, in some instances,
nearly a tenfold increase. The lands of Merkinch,
in the vicinity of Inverness, rose in '2b years from a
rental of between £70 and £80 to a rental of £600.
The estate of Castlehill, belonging to the ancient family of the Cuthberts, was sold in 1779 for £8,000,
and resold in lots in 1804 for between £60,000 and
X70.000. The barony of Lentroii was bought in
1787 for £2,500, and sold 25 years afterwaitls for
£20.000. The property of Redcastle, in Koss, was
sold, in 1790, after a short competition, for £25,000,
and resold, in 1824, to Sir William Fetter, Bart.,
for £135.000.
In Lord Reay's country, in Sutherland, property which formerly yielded a rental of
£2,000 rose, in the course of a few years, to a
rental of £15.000.
The estates of Chisholm, in the
romantic district of Strath glass, from being, in 1783,

worth only £700 a-year, became, in 1826, worth
upwards of £5,000. The lands of Glengarry at the
death of their proprietor, Duncan Macdonald, in
1788, yielded him not more than £800; and, in
1826, they yielded between £6,000 and £7,000.
Owing to the very great extent of surface which
is available only as grazing-grouud and sheep-walk,

much

of the attention which

was anciently paid in

an engrossing way to stock, required to be perpetuated and enlightened. Great effort and skill
have been employed in improving the black cattle,
by diffusing over the region the best breeds of its
choicest districts, and by importing cows from Ayrshire.
The Highland cattle are small; but they
furnish the shambles with beef of a peculiarly delicate quality; and are driven southward for sale to
the number annually of about 20,000 from Inverness-shire, about the same number from the other
northern counties, and a still larger number from
the southern Highlands.
Besides due care being
used, on account of the very tine flavour of its mut-

—

sheep which the commenceera found in possession of the
sheep-walks, attention is universally given, on account of the fineness of their wool and the largeness
of their size, to imported cross-breeds, and especially
to the Cheviots.
Caithness, in the face of agricultural distresses which were just beginning when the
incitement of the parliament roads entered its limits,
ton, for the black-faced

ment of the improving

exported annually, for some years preceding 1826,
80,000 fleeces of' wool and 20,000 Cheviot sheep!
Sutherlandshire, for some time preceding 1834, furnished yearly about 180,000 fleeces, and 40,000
A report by a committee appointed, in 1832,
sheep.
to inquire into the state of traffic in sheep at InA-erestimated
the annual exportation of sheep from
ness,
Inverness-shire to be 100,000, and that from all the
other northern counties to be about the same number.
Considerable attention has been paid to the
breed of horses, for the purposes both of tillage and
of d'.-aught, and has even, in some instances, been

—

F
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successfully directed to the rearinp; of horses of the
finest desci'iption.
HigliLind ponies are small, but
strong, hardy, and capable of enduring great fatigue;
and are annually driven southward in large numbers
for the uses of the Newcastle coal-mines, and for
general disposal in the lowland and the English
markets. The larger breed of horses, when properly
cared for, are stout, hardy, and serviceable beasts of
draught, and, for the purposes of the saddle, as well
as of the cart and the plough, are noAv very generally
the ofFshot of crossings with south-country horses.
Several valuable species of pigs, both pure and
crosses, w^ere introduced at an early period of the
career of improvement and though not a prime or
a prominent object, have drawn considerable attention.
For the disposal of the stock of the Highlands, various trysts or markets are held in the interior, and along the southern boi'ders of the region.
To supersede the inconveniences of a scattered market, and of purchasers having sometimes to seek
out their commodity at the homes and fanks of the

—

;

—

farmers, a great annual sheep and wool market was
established, in 1817, at Inverness; and here all the
disposable fleeces and sheep in tlie north of Scotland,
are usually sold or contracted for in the way of con-

signment.
The manufactures of the Highlands, except in the
article of whisky, are so trivial as to be seen or estimated only by a minute statist. In commerce, liowever, or in the exportation of the produce of the soil

and of the seas, and in the importation of the conveniences and the luxuries of life, the region exhibits
an increase of importance quite sufficient to demonstrate that a process of enrichment, or at least of

growing prosperity,

The

is

going on throughout

its terri-

will be seen
reference to our articles "Caledoxian Canal, Cri-

tory.

state of traffic

by navigation

by
NAN Canal, and those on the various ports; and that
of the fisheries, by I'eference to the articles, Wick,
Lybstei!, Helmsdale, Croiiarty, Fixdkorn, InVEHARY, LOCHCARKON, LoCH ShIELDAO, HEBRIDES,
Ullapool, Tobermory, and Stornoway. The annual exportations from the whole of the Highlands
and Western Islands, are estimated by the Messrs.
Anderson, in their Guide to the Highlands,' at
£1,100,000, consisting of sheep and wool £250,000;
'

—

black cattle £250.000; heriings £200,000; grain
£100,000; whisky £200,000; salmon, kelp, wood, pork,
&c. £100,000. Two remunerating productions of a
kind not very likely to be generally adverted to, may
be particularly specified, timber and game. Highland timber consists principally of pine and birch.

—

The

when

raised fiom planting, is disposed
of chiefly in the form of props for coal-mines; and
the latter is sold as material for herring-barrels. Between 200 and 300 cargoes of props, logs, and deals,
are annually shipped from the Moray frith.
Game,
tliough not strictly an article of exportation, draws
to the country as directly as if it were,
frofits
lighland proprietors now so very generally let the
right of sporting on their lands that moors, varying
in their accommodations and resources to suit the
diflferent classes of bidders in the market, may be
rented at all prices from £50 to £500. Partridges
and hares in the low grounds, the ptarmigan and the
mountain hare in the lofty uplands, the stately reddeer in the sequestered wilds, the roc in the lower
coverts, the heath-fowl as a substitute for the pheasant,
these, and grouse, woodcocks, snipes, wildducks, and other game, arc what attract tlic sportsman, and bring rental to the proprietor. The wild

former,

—

which still occasionally gyrates round tiie bleak
Bumniits of the pinnacled mountains, and builds its
eyry in clifrs which claim ooininunion with the clouds,
in too sublime an object to be thought of by tho!<e
eagle,
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whose eyes are earthward even when tliey ti-ead the
outworks of nature, and may be profitably con-

templated only or chiefly by those who desire to
''mount up on wings as eagles" into an atmosphere
purer and loftier than belongs to the every-day walks
of

life.

We

have chosen, for the sake of continuity of
in temporal
topic, to trace Highland improvement
matters to its limits, without adverting to the religious and the educational influences which were at

work

and direct ameliorating changes;
should utterly fail to give a correct view of
the region, and of the means of its amelioration,

but

to stimulate

we

r.ot to show in detail how powerfully and
steadily these influences have been bearing upon its
Had constructors of roads and harbours,
welfare.
members of civil government and secular societies,
exerted a tenfold greater force than they have ac-

were we

tually done upon the Highlands, they would probably have recoiled in astonishment from the futility
of their efforts, had not the Bible, the Christian
minister, and the schoolmaster been abroad to mould
the minds of the population into a coincidence with
the object of their labours.
The Highlands and Western Islands, after the extinction of Culdeeism and the full establishment of
Popery, were distributed into the six dioceses of
Dunkeld, Argyle, Moray, Ross, Caithness, and the
The number of secular clergy who ofliciated
Isles.
as parish-priests and as chaplains, though it cannot
now be ascertained, seems to have corresponded, so
far as the resources of the region would permit, with
the sumptuousness and the earthly pomp of the Romish ritual. The monastic orders of all classes appear to have had only 18 establishments, 6 of which

were in the Western Islands. There seem to have
been only 2 collegiate churches for regular canons,
at Kilmun in Argyleshire and at Tain in Ross-shire,
besides the cathedrals or diocesan churches of DunOn
keld, Fortrose, Elgin, Dornoch, and Lismore.
the abolition of I'opery in 15l)0. the first draft of the
constitution of the Refbrnied church, portioned the
Highlands and Islands, including the Orkneys, into
the three districts of Argyle, Ross, and Orkney, and
assigned to them 3 of the 10 superintendents which
it
provided for the kingdom. But there followed

struggles between Presbyterianism and Episcopacy,
alternate ascendencies of the two systems, and shit'tings of scene in the persons and character and creed
of the officiating ministers, which operated with a
most malign influence, and occasioned almost the

whole region to send up rank and fetid crops of
poisonous herbage from the manurings of Popery left
upon its soil. In the earlier years succeeding the
Reformation, the paucity of preachers which could
be found for the whole kingdom, the obstacle of the
Gaelic language, and the poverty, thinness of poj)ulation, and physical obstructions of the Highlands,
prevented many parts of the region from becoming
the scene of any pastoral ministrations, or even ocSo late as 1050, Eochacasional religious services.
ber, and some other equally important districts, remained untrodden by any Protestant pastor. Even
localities which were earlier and somewhat regularly
supplied, received, in many instances, no advantage
in consequence of the ministers' ignorance of the
vernacular l.'Uiguago. The j)eopl(! were profoundly
ignorant of the art of reading; and, even though the
schoolmaster had gone amongst them, they possessed
not a single copy of the scriptures by appeal to which
they could have reaped benefit from his labours.
Tiiroughout th(! 17th century. Popery was allowed
to riot nearlj' at will in the Western Highlands, and
in those of the Hebridean islands which belong to
the counties of Ross and Inverness; and Ei)iscopa-
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Uanistn, in the feeble and worthless form, or with
the uuinfluential and iinenlightening appliances
which characterized it in li^cotland, niaintained full
possession of the south-east of Koss-shire, the shores

of Loch-Linrihe, the districts of Stiathnaim and
Strathdearn, the vicinities of luveniess. Dunkeld.
and Blair, and also exerted considemblo dominion in
Strathspey, Badenoch. and Morayshire. Presbyterianism, or the working liepartnient of the refoimed
commanity, even when in ilie ascendant, was met,
theretbre, with moral obstacles in the way of attempting to plant a regnlar ministry, quite as embarrassing as the physical resistance of mountainbarriers and intersecting amis of tlie sea.
Yet, a
century, all but 14 years, elapsed after the legal establishment of the Refonuation, before the General
Assemblv seems to have made any very fonnal attempt either to exercise regular pastoral care over
the Highlands, or to demonstrate a consciousness
In 164tj reddenthat the region was in existence.
ing apparently w^ith a sense of shame for former
neglect, or with harassing apprehension as to the
the
fate of the Reformation beyond the mountains
Assembly at lengtii resolved that a ministry lie
planted among the Highlands, that ministers and
exhorters who understotxl the Gaelic language, be
sent to them,— that kirks be provided in them, as in
and that, agreeably to act of parliathe Lowlands.
ment, schools be eiected in all their parishes. But
these rtsolutions were more ea.-ily made than attempted to be carried into execution. Back to the
very year of their being adopted, indeed, the town
records of inverness bear evidence of salaries having
been paid to schoolmasters of the bur;ih, and respectively, in 1662 and 1667, they prohibit all persons
except the town-teachers from giving lessons in
reading or writing within the royalty, and enacted
that " Mary Cowie shall not teach reading beyond the
Proverbs;" and. in these particulars, they m<iy possibly bear out an inference that, in a rudiraental and
cnide fomi, the educational part of the Assembly's
pui-pose was immediately executed in a few of the
more populous localities. As to the strictly ecclesiastical part of it, however, few ministers could he
found who understood Gaelic, and the few who did
declined to accept, amongst a barbarous people, situ•
ations
so poor as not to afford bread."'
After the Revolution, in 1(588, and the immediately subsequent settlement of the Established church
upon its present basis, considerable solicitude was
evinced to make more extensive religious and educational provision for the Highlands.
Bodies of
ministers and probationers were sent, in tenns of
successive acts of the General Assembly, to itinerate
in the unprovided districts, and were
supported,
while on their missionan,' tours, by grants from the
vacant stipends. All licentiates who undersood the
Gaelic language, if on the list of probationers, were
from accepting settlements in the Low[»rohibited
ands; and, if already in posse.ss'on of an incumwere
bency,
obliged, in the event of receiving calls

—

—

—

—

from Highland par shes. to accept thesn. Commissions having, in 1617, and at subsequent dates, been
appointed by parliament to plant kirks, modifv stipends, and remodel parishes, and all their powers
becoming, in 1707, vested in the court of .session,
committees were now nominated to visit parishes
which had been civilly settled, with a view to the
erection of churches and schools.
In 1701, an association was formed called " The Society in Scotland for propagating Christian Knowledge " for •* the
increase of piety and virtue within Scotland, especially in the Highlands, Islands, and remote cornere
thereof;" and, after acquiring })ecuniar_v strength,
royal patronage, and a charter of incorporation,

commenced,

in 1712. a series of entei-prises.

widch

gradnally increased in extent, and afforded m) mean
aid in the departments at once of the mission.' ry,
the schoohnaster, and the religious publisher.
In
1705, a grant was made by Queen Anne, from proceeds of the quondam bishopric of Argyle, of sams,

whose annual

interest, in 1838,

amounted

to

£142

be expended by the synod of Argyle in
supporting preachers, catechists. ar.d schoolmasters,
in 1725
in response to an application exhibiting the
moral destitution of a people separated into thin and
detached clusters by arms of the sea, impetuous torrents, lofty mountains, and extensive moors
£1.0tK)
of annual royal bounty, increas'ed at a later peiiod
to £2.000, was placed at the disposal of the General Assembly, and was immediately devoted to the
los. 7d.. to

—

—

support of 20 preachers and 20 catechists appointed

most destitute districts. About this period,
the Established church somewhat aided probably,
though in an incidental way. by the routings of
Popish priests, and of Jacobitical Episcopalian
ministei-s. which followed the rebellion of 1715
had considerably struck its roots into the thir. soil
of the Highlands, and begun to spread over them
a numerous though stunted ramification of presbyteries and kirk-sessions.
In 1724. tlie presbyteries
of LochcaiTon, AbertarfF, and Skye were erected,
and. along with the previously formed presbytery
of the Long Island, constituted into the synod of
In 1726. the presbytery of Tongue was
Glenelg.
est-sblished; in 1729, those of Mull and of Lorn
were formed; and in 1742. that of the Long Island
was divided into the two presbyteries of Lewis
to the

—

—

and Uist.
\\ hile the Highlands were thus becoming better
provided with pastoral superintendence, they experienced the iutiuence upon them of the schoolmaster and the press. In 1616, an act of the privy
council, which had for its avowed object the promo-

tion of ''civilitie, godliness, knowledge, and learning," originated the system of parochial education ;
and. in 1633, the act was incorporated with the
laws of the country.
In 1646, the CJeneral Assembly in the same act by which they oi-dered the
supply of destitute districts with ministers made
an effort to enforce attention to the formation of

—

—

two yeai-s later, they appointed
ever\- congregation to contribute an annual collection for aiding tiie attendance of Highland boys at
school.
In 1690
the Highlanders then receiving,
for the first time, a b<K)k in their native tongue
parish -schools; and,

—

—

a Gaelic version of the Psalms, and a translation
of the Shorter Catechism, were published by the
synod of Argyle. In the same year, the General

Assembly published, for distribution in the Highlands, 3.000 copies of Bishop Bedells Irish Bible,
and 1.000 copies of an Irish version of the New
Testament.
In 1696, new and comparatively
stiingent laws were made, appointing a school to be
set up in every parish in Scotland, and securing to
every parochial schoolmaster a house and garden,
In
"a
salary of from 100 to 200 merks Scots.
1699, a Gaelic vei-sion of the Confession of Faith
was published by the synod of Argj'le. In 1705
and 1706. 19 prtsbyterial and 58 local libraries were
In 1712, the Society
erected in various districts.

and

for

propagating

t hristian

Knowledge commenced

its

operations by the erection of five schools; and, from
that time, it has been in constant movement and
inert asing activity, extending its sphere of usefulness, both in adding to the number of its schools,
and in strengthening its coqis of catechists and mis
So rapidly did this society increase the
sionaries.
jnoinentimi of its influence that. inste<»d of only the
5 schools with which it commenced, it had, 7 years
•
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afterwards, 48,

—

and at the belater, 109,
In 1738, the
present century, 200.
society, in extension of its phms, instituted schools
of industry for instructing females in spinning, sewing, and knitting; and it afterwards gradually augmented their number till, 30 years ago, they amounted
to 89.
In 1769, the first edition of the Gaelic New
ginning of

tlie

Testament, consisting of 10,000 copies, was pubby the same society; and, in 1797, it was
followed by an edition of 21,500 copies.
Still, in
spite of all the efforts of teaching and publishing
which we have named, the 18th centuiy closed without any considerable enlightenment of the HighThe monland population having been effected.
strous mistake was acted on, all the way along, of
attempting to educate the young through the medium, not of their vernacular tongue, but of the
Children were taught, not to
English language.
read or to comprehend a book, or the words of
which it was composed, but to imitate sounds and
repeat the deciphering of signs belonging to a
language of which they knew nothing; and when
they left school, they found themselves possessed
of acquirements which were utterly incapable of
being turned to practical account. But even had
the schools been framed and conducted on the most
judicious principles, they were unspeakably too few
in number to make a general impression on the population, and left many a large district extensive
patches and far-away nooks of the enormous parishes
lished

—

—

of the Highlands practically as unprovided for as if
there had not been a school in the land.
Since the commencement of the 18th century,
however, the ecclesiastical, educational, and literary history of the Highlands partakes largely of the
bright tints of improvement which depict the history
of their agriculture and their political condition. In
1802, 5,000 copies of the Graelic Bible the first edition of the complete Gaelic scriptures
were published by the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge in 1807, 20,000 copies were published of a
carel'ul translation, prepared under the direction of
Dr. John Stewart of Luss, Dr. Alexander Stewart
of Dingwall, afterwards of Canongate, Edinburgh,
and the Kev. James Stewart of Killin. In 1811 a
Gaelic school society was formed at Edinburgh, for
the purpose of promoting education exclusively in
the Gaelic language; and in the course of 10 years
it raised the number of its schools to 77, attended
by
4,300 scholars. In 1812 a similar society was formed
in Glasgow, but with the object of promoting education both in Gaelic and in English; and, in 1818,

—
—

;

another was fomied in Inverness, of seemingly an
energetic character; and this, jointly with the Glasgow society, had, in 1827, 125 schools, supposed to
be attended by at least 5,000 scholars.
In 1823
the sum of £50,000 was gianted by Government for
the purposes of church-extension in tlie Highlands
and Islands. With this money were erected, under
the superintendence of the inspector of Highland
roads and bridges, 33 places of worship, each at a
cost of £720, and with from 300 to 500 sittings, and
42 man.sefl, each at a cost of £750, with the appendages of a garden and a small glebe, the surplus
number of manses being apportioned to churches
previously in existence, but without resident ministers.
Connected with these erections 42 addilional
ministers were provided for the Highlands, at
an annual expense to the country of jtl20 each, or
X5,040 in tlie aggregate. In 1825 a committee of
their own nuinber was appointed by the General
Assemlily to increase the means of education and
religious instruction in tlie Higiilands and Islands;

—

and they went
energy as \cry

to

work with such judgment and

gooii to set u])
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nunierous and eih-

—

ciently conducted schools,
giving to each school
In the same
the valuable appendage of a library.
1825- was established at Inverness the
year
Northern Institution, for the promotion of science

—

—

and

literature in general, and more particularly with
the view of investigating the antiquities and the
and natural history of the Highlands and
In 1831 a Gaelic Episcopal society was
Islands'.
formed for aiding the education of students for the
ministry, publishing prayer-books and other productions in the Gaelic language, and providing
catechists and schools for the poor of the EpiscoIn
palian communion throughout the Highlands.
1836, and following years, the co)rimissioners of
civil

instruction, appointed
religious
by parliament,
response to loud demands on the part of the
General Assembly for church-extension, expended
much time and laborious investigation in minute
in

inquiry into the conditiim of the Highland and the
Hebridean parishes; and, in consequence of their
report, the parliament of 1838 enacted that if the
heritors of any parish divided quoad sacra provide
Under this act [1"
schools, tliey may be endowed.
and 2° Victoria, c. 87] the lords of the treasury assumed, as a fit endowment for the schools erected in
41 Highland parishes or districts which have been
divided quoad sacra under the act 5° Geo. IV. c.
90, the interest of a sum equal in amount to double
the estimated value or cost of the school, schoolmaster's house and garden, so provided in each district.
At various dates, from near the commencement of tlie century, the United Associate Synod,
the Congregational Union of Scotland, and' the
Baptist Society, adopted measures for contributing
influence and labour to the religious amelioration oi
the Highlands; but, except in instances which are
too few in number or too inconsidei"able in result,
to loom out in a general statistical sketch, they
have hitherto been hindered in their efforts by the
great obstacle which so long obstructed the measures of the Established church after the Keformathe want of suitable men who are acquainted
tion,
with the Gaelic language. In recent years, however, the movements of the Free church, together
with some changes in the system of the public
schools, have given a great momentum to inoinl
improvement in almost every district of the Highlands.
Up to the year 1826, 35,000 copies of the Bible and
48,700 copies of the New Testament, in the Gaelic
language, were issued by the British and Foreign
Bible society, making, along with the issues of the
Society for Propagating ('hristian Knowledge, a total
of 60,000 copies of the Bible and 80,000 copies of
the New Testament and since that period several
large editions have been issued, particularly by the
Edinburgh Bible society. In 1828 a large Gaelic
dictionary, in two thick quarto volumes, and compiled by Mr. Maclachlan of Aberdeen and Dr. Mackay of Dunoon, to supersede two inconsiderable vocabularies which aloiic previously existed to direct
tlie scholar, was
published by the Higliland Society
of Scotland
and, about the same period, another
Gaelic Dictionary, completed in one large octavo
volume, and compiled by Dr. Dewar now of Aberdeen, and Dr. Maeleod now of CJlasgow, was issued
in numbers.
Other dictionaries also a 4to one
edited by Mr. Aiinstrong of Eondon, and a pocket
edition by Mr, Macalpine of Islay
have been pub.lislied.
In 1829 a monthly sixpenny
miscellany,
called The Gaelic Messenger,' and filled entirely
with Ciailic composition, was commenced under the
editorship of Dr. Maeleod; but though it had, at
the first, a considerable circulation, it rapidly declined, and, after aljout three years, becaine extinct; but,

—

;

;

—

—

'

1
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was revived under the title of ' Tlie New
Gaelic Messenger.' Other accessions to Gaelic literature, issued previous to I83G, and almost wliolly
since the commencement of the present centuri", are
in 1885, it

—

11 original prose works, principally sermons,
10
separate collections of hymns on sacred subjects, that
of Dr. Buclianan's hymns in 1 1 different editions,
5 editions of Alleine's Alarm to Sinners, S of Baxters Call to the Unconverted, 2 of Boston's Fourfold State,
2 of Doddridge's Eise and Progress,
2
of Guthrie's Great Interest.
2 of Willison on the
Shorter Catechism, 5 of Willison's Mother's Catechism, 2 of Willison's Communicant's Catecliism,
2 of Thomson's Catechism,
single editions of about
40 religions treatises long known in the dress of the
English language, and, for the most part, of highly
approved character, 9 or 10 school books, and
alwut 50 secular works, almost all single editions,
and chiefly in the department of Gaelic songs and
poetry.
According to the report of the General
Assembly's Committee, in 1833, the Highlands and
Islands, including the Orkneys and the Slietlands
or the synod of Argyle, the presbyteries of Alford
and Kincardine O'Neil in the synod of Alierdeen,
and the synods of Moray, Ross, Sutherland and
Caithness, Glenelg, Orkney and Zetland, comprehending 220 parishes, and a population, in 1831, of
504.95.5
contained 273 parochial schools, attended
by 14.202 scholai-s, 315 societies' schools, attended
by 18,085 scholars, 137 privately endowed schools,
attended by 6,314 scholars, 372 unendowed or
voluntary schools, attended by 13,728 scholars,

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

418 Sabbath schools, 20 week-day evening schools,
and about 80 schools of industiy supported by the

—

Society for propagating Christian Knowledge and
according to the Report of the Commissioners of
Religious Instruction, there were, in 1838, in the
Highlands and Islands, 35 missionaries and 8 catechists supported by the annual royal grant to the
General Assembly, 10 missionaries and 33 catechlsts supported by the Society for propagating
Christian Knowledge, and 3 preachers and 7 catechists assisted or maintained from the fund admin;

—

—

by the synod of Argyle. More recent statistics do not differ materially from these,
except
by the addition of the machinery of the Free church;
and summaries of them, as a.scertained in the Census
of 1851, will be found in our articles on the several
Highland counties.
Notwithstanding the multiplicity and power of
the means of moral improvement with which the
istered

Highlands have been plied

—notwithstanding a per-

fect amplitude or almost an excess of these
means,
in some districts, since the Free church went so

—

into competition with the Establishment
there still is, in many large tracts,
particularly the
less populous ones, a
very serious deficiency. While
the Highlands, too, have been emancipated to a delightful extent from the superstitious, immoral observances, and vicious customs which not long ago
enthralled them, and while they .seem to be. ina
general way, rapidly progressing in a career of
temperance and of proper behaN-iour at funerals, so
contrasted to the character which they formerlv
bore, they still, in the more sequestered districts,
are the scenes of folly,
superstitious absurdities, and
discreditable moral feeling which would be far more

warmly

in
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keeping, in the present day, with the moral

scenerj' of Spain or Brazil than with that of Scotland.
Ample scope and verge enough exists in the

Highlands for the enterprise of enlightened benevolence; and claims loud and urgent are made bv
them on the attention of both the patriot and the
(hristian.
niGHTAE. a post-office village in the parish of

Ix)chm3Vien. Dumfries-shire.

It is the largest of the

FouRTOWxs: which see. It stands 2^ miles south south-east of the burgh of Lochmaben, on the road
thence to Annan.
Here is a Reformed Presbvterian meeting-house.
Hightae loch is a lake midway between the village and the burgh, coverinE: a
surface of 52 acres, and contributing its quot<\ to the
rich displays of water scenery, and the variety and
abundance of fishy produce, for which the parish of
Lochmaben is remarkable. Population of the village. 43fi.

Houses, 101.

HIGHRIDGE-HALL.

See Ei.xam.
See Heitox.
See Dundee.

HIGHTOWN.
HILLBANK.
HILLEXD. a

post-office village, partly in the
parish of Dalgety, and partly in that of InverkeithHere is a parochial school belonging. Fifeshire.
ing to Dalgety. Population, 281. Houses, 63.
HILLHEAD, a village in the parish of Cockpen,

Population, 76.

Edinburghshire.

Houses,

18.

HILLHEAD. Perthshire. See Dc.nkeld.
HILLHOUSE. See Dcxdo-nald.
HILL OF MENIE, a post-office station subordi-

nate to Aberdeen.

HILLS

(Castle of).

See Lochkuttox.

HILLSIDE, a

straggling village with a postoffice, in the parish of Montrose, 2 miles northnorth-west of the burgh of Montrose, Forfarshire.
HILLSIDE, a post-office station subordinate to

Aberdeen.

HILLSWICK, a post-office %-illage and small seaIt
port, in the parish of Xorthmaven, in Shetland.
stands on a creek or voe of St. Magnus bay, 12
miles south by west of the northern extremity of
the mainland. The voe penetrates the land 3 miles
north-north-eastward, is flanked on the west side
by a naiTOw peninsula, terminating in a point called
Hillswickness, and is considered a very safe harbour,

and

is

compai-atively

much

frequented by

Populationof the village, 21 1. Houses, 34.
HILLTOWX. See Dcm.ee and Hii.tox.

vessels.

HILLYLAXD,

a village in the parish of Tibber-

more, Perthshire.

Houses, 43.
I'opulation, 202.
an ancient parish in Berwickshire,
united, in 1735, to that of Whitsome, which see.
The old church stood on a small hill, and hence
drew the name Hilton, or Hilltown, upon the hamlet in its vicinity.
The church was aiciently a
rectory, rat«d in the Taxatio at 18 marks. In 1464,
there appears to have been a litigation at the Papal
court respecting this church.
In 1362, David 11,
granted to Williani de Wardlaw some lauds in the
manor of Hilton the manor having been forfeited
to the Crown by Adam de Hilton's adherenc« to the
English king.

HILTON,

;

HILTON, a fishing village in the parish of
Fearn, on the east coast of Ross-shire. It is situated
on the Moray frith, 6^ miles east-south-east of
Tain. Population, 310. Houses, 67.
HILTON, a village in the parish of Inverness.
Population, 64.

Houses,

10.

HINDIGARTH

(He.^d of), a headland, flanking
the north side of the entrance of }iIid-Yell voe,
near the middle of the west coast of the island of
Yell, in Shetland.
HIRSEL. See CoLDSTREA^r.
HIRST HILL, a hill in the parish of Shotts,
I^anarkshire.
Its summit is on the watershed between the tUyde and the Forth, and commands a
very extensive and beautiful prospect. The headstream of Almond water rises on the east sidr- of
the hill.

HIRTA.

See Kilda (St.).
See Dcrsess.
HOHDWEEL. See Buxki.e.

HOAN.
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HOBKIRK.
HOBKIKK — ancitiitly and properly IIoiekikk— ister
a parish in the district of Teviotdale, RoxburghIt extends in a stripe north-nortii-eastward,
shii-e.
frotn the watershed with Liddesdale to tlie centre of
the county.
It contains the post-ofKce station of
Bonchester- Bridge, 7 miles east-south-east of Hawick. It is bounded hy Cavers, Bedrule, SouthIts
dean, Castleton, Teviothead, and Kirkton.
length is nearly 11 miles; and its bieadth varies
Kule water
from less than 3 miles to about 1|.
is formed by several liead-streains in the sontliern
part of the parish, and runs th -nee first some distance through the interior, and then along the
boundary with Bedrule. It is strictly a mountainstream, has a considerahle declivity of channel, and,
in consequence, is impetuous and subject to extremelj' sudden floods and ebbs in the volume of its
All the parish except the south-west
waters.
corner, which is watered by one of the head-streams
of the Slitrig, and has a north-westerly exposure
consists of the vale of the Rule, scarcely on the
aveiage J of a mile broad, and backgrounds of

—

—

mountainous hills. Slightly more than one-fifth of
the whole area is in tillage or parks; about 1,000
acres are under plantation; and all the remainder is
waste or pastoral. The soil, all along the vale of
the Kule, is a very fertile, deep, strong clay, some
parts of it mixed with small channel, and other
parts with sand; and, at a distance from the stream,
light and sandy, l3'ing upon a subsoil of cold
The most retill, and, in general, very barren.
markable mountains are Winbrough, Fanna, Rub-

it is

The first and second,
beralaw, and Bonchester.
situated in the southern extremity of the parish,
rise to about 1,600 feet above the level of the sea.
and have such breadth of base as to be each 1^
mile in ascent to the summit. Winbrough commands

vistas

among circumjacent mountains, and

looks out over the great intervening distarice, in
each case of about 40 miles, upon the marine waters
which gird both the western and the eastern coasts
of Scotland.
Rubberslaw, situated near the northern extremity, on the boundary with Kirkton and
Cavers, and belonging partly to these parishes, lifts
its dark, rugged, heath-clad form 1 ,420 feet above
the level of the sea.
Bonchester, on the east side
of the parish, a little north of its middle, rises to the
of
about
1,260 feet, and presents to tiie eye
height
a round-shouldered and grassy mountain-form of

—

The parish abounds with freestone, in
beauty.
the upper district of a whitish colour, and in the
lower of a reddish, both suitable material for
building. Extensive masses of limestone also occur
in the south, and in s^'veral places have long been
quarried and burnt. At Robert's Linn, near Limekiln-edge, is a stratum of agate or coarse jasper, out
ol which many seals and other trinkets have been
cut. Parts of it are beautifully clouded and streaked,
upon a reddish ground, with blue, crimson, anil
On Bonchester- hill, on Rubberslaw, at
yellow.
Wauchope, and in other places, are vestiges of en-

—

or fortifications.
Those on Bonchester
indicate a fortalice, round and square encampments,
and, in some places, circumvallations of a more
modern date intin-secting others more ancient. The
situation being naturally one of united strength jim!
convenience, the Ronians appear to have called it
" the
good camp," Buna Castra, a name easily
The celeconvertible by usage into Bonclu^ster.
brated Elliott, Lord Heathfield, governor of Gibraltar, whodefend(;d that place with great heroism and
military skill against the united naval and military forces of the house of Bourbon, was a native ot
Ilobkirk.
The Rev. Robert Riccalton, the author
of two well-knowu volumes of Sermoua, was min-

campments

—

IIODDAM.

of tbe parish from 1725 to 1769.
Thomson,
the poet, spent some years with Mr. Riccalton, and
is reported to have planned his "Seasons" in the
parish, and borrowed from it and adjacent districts
much of the scenery in bis descriptions. Oiie road
runs up the vale of Rule water for about 7 miles,

when it diverges into Southdean; another runs
across the parish nearly at its centre; another intersects its south-Avest corner; and two branch ones
run briel distances in its interior. The lands of the
The
parish are distributed among nine heritors.
real rental in ]821 was £7,005.
The estimated
yearly value of raw produce in 1836 was £12,800.
Assessed propeity in 1843, £6,269
in 1831,

676; in "iBol. 720.

6s.

Population

Hou.«es. 131.

This parish is in the presbytery of Jedburgh, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £240 17s, 8d. glebe, £40. Unappropriated
;

teiuds,

£420

with £22

i3s.

tecs,

lid.

and £4

Schoolmaster's salary, £31,
13s. 4d. other emoluments.

Therearetwonon-p.'irochial schools. The church was
built soon after the beginning of last century, and
contains 412 sittings.
The ancient church ori-

—

ginally called Hopekirk, from its standing in one
of those small vales to which the name Hope is
generally applied in the south of Scotland— belonged,
from an early date till the Reformation, to the canons
of Jedburgh.
United to Hobkirk is one-half of the
ancient small parish of Abbotsrule on the east bank
of Rule water; the other half being annexed to

Southdean.
See Ai!botski;i.f.."
There is a Free
church at Wolllee, with an attendance of 180; and
the sum raised in connexion with it in 18o;i, was

£oS

6s. 7id.

HODDAM,

a parish, containing the post-town

of

It is
Ecclefcchan, in Annandale, Dumfries-shire.
bounded by Tundergarth, Middlebie, Annan, Cnmand
St.
Its
southward
is
mertrees,
Mungo.
length
and its gieatest breadth is 3j miles. It
r>^ miles
;

sends

aloft, at its northern extremity,
hill of Biuikswark,

and far-seeing

the beautiful

[which see;]

it

thence subsides by a gentle slope into a fine central
from this, it glides oft",
plain, about 2 miles square
on the east and south and south-west, into luxuriant
haughs and it is, on all sides, surrounded by gently
swelling hills winch, like a frame-work, enclose it,
with its thriving hedges, its rows and clumps of
flourishing wood, and its fascinating expanse of
vegetation, as a picture of no common beauty, 'i'he
river Annan, over a distance of nearly 4 miles, traces
the south-western and southern l>oundary, rolling
along a body of waters about lHOfeet broad, flanked
everywhere with wood-tufted banks, and tempting
the fish-catcher by its stores of salmon, herling. and
trout.
The water of Milk comes down fVom the
north, and after tracing the western boundary for f
of a mile, falls into the An)ian.
A rill rises'a brief
way within the limits of Tundergarth, and conn'ng
in upon lioddam, traces its eastern boundary over a
Mein water, coming down at
distance of 3 miles.
this point from the enst, drinks up the rill, traces
the boundary for nearly a mile, and then runs across
the parish
here only a mile broad and then, nearly
;

;

—

—

at right angles, falls into the Annan.
Though "a
mere rivulet, and ofsbortcoursi:, the Mein frequi iitiy

banks, sometimes changes its channel,
gravelly materi;\l of the embankments raised to confine it within limits, constantiv,
in rainy weather, meriaces the fiehis in its
vicinity
with damage or desolation. The soil, in the liaugli
lands, is a rich alluvial loam, dcej). and exceedingly
overflows
and,

its

owing

to the

i'ertile; in the central plain, it is light andgraveliv,
but comjiaratively free fiom stones, and, with
proper
culture and a fair proportion of n:oistnre, jnoduees
rich ciops both of grass and of coin; in tlie rising-

HODDAM.
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grounds and ascent toward Bruiiswark hill on the
north, it inclines today, has in many places a subsoil of cold till, and in a few places lies ujwn rock,

HOGGAN FIELD LOCH,

a small lake in

the

barony parish of Glasgow, discharging itself through
the Molendinar bm-u, and supplying water-power

is nearly as producyot, when properly cultivated,
tive as the soil of tlie low grounds.
Excepting

to the city mills.

lirunswark, and one or two small patches of surface,
all profitably u.eed as sheep-pasturage, the entire
area of the parish is arable, well enclosed, and in a
state of high ';ultivation.
Sandstone, limestone,
Coal
slate-clay, and ciay-ironstone are abundant.
has
induced the expenand
is found in thin seams,
diture of a considerable sum in exploratoiy borings.
Close on the Annan, about a mile below the point
where the river firet touches the parish, is Hallguards, the site of the ancient castle of Hoddam.
This stronghold is reported to have been the seat
of one of tlie families of the Bruces and was demolished several centuries ago, in terms of the Border
In the loth century, it was rebuilt, or
treaty.
rather a new and now venerable structure bearing
its name was erected by Lord Herries, but not on the
sime bank of the river, and, in consequence, beyond
The
the limits of the parish: see Cummf.rtrees.
chief modern mansion is Knockbill. about ^ a mile
from the Annan. There are four landowners. The
real rental, twenty vears ago. was about £7,000.
The
Assessed property in 1843. £5.209 7s. 6d.
turnpike from Gfasgow to Carlisle, and the main
trunk of the Caledonian railway, pass through the
pnrisli; and the latter has a station at Ecclefechan.

headland, 2
miles north by west of the town of Tliurso, and 7^
on
the
north coast
miles south-westof Dunnet-head,
It flanks the west side of the
of Caithr.ess-sliire.
entrance of Thurso bay. The rocks contiguous to
it exhibit astonishing scenes of natural grandeur ;
and one, called the Clett, situated about 240 feet
from its own extremity, rises to the height of 400
feet, is covered in summer by vast flocks of sea-fowl,
and often sports sublimely with the wild seas which
rush against it with ten)pestuous power.
HOLEHOUSE. See Gtlsockie.
HOLEHOUSE-HILL. See Glexkiln.
BRIDGE, a village in the parish of Kettle, Fifeshire.
Houses,
I'opularion, 280.

;

Population in 1831, 1,532; in 1851, 1,797.

Houses,

HOLBCKX. See Aberdeen.
HOLBURN-HEAD. a magnificent

HOLEKETTLE

70.

HOLEM ILL-LOCH,

a small lake in the parish

of Craig, Forfarshire.

HOLE OF-MURROES.

vSee

Mleroes.

HOLLAND- BUSH.
HOLLAND'S BAY,

See Troqueer.
a bay on the south side of
the island of Stronsay in Orkney.
HOLLEE ANi> FAIRYHALL, two small contiguous villages, in the parish of Kirkpatrick-FlemDumfries-shire. Population, 114.
BURN, a brook of the parish of Muir-

inir,

HOLLOCH

291.

avonside. Stirlingshire.

This parish is in the presbytery of Annan and
6ynod of Dumfries. Patrons, the iJuke of Buccleueh and Sharpe of Hoddam. Stipend. £259 8s.
Schoolmasters salary. £34 4s. 44d.,
glebe, £43 10s.
with £10 fees.
The parish church was built in

the parish of Lochwinnoch, Renfrewshire. It stands
3i miles east-north-east of the town of Lochwinnoch,
on the road thence to Paisley. Population, 252.

;

HOLLOW -WOOD,

or

How-wood, a

\-iUage in

Houses, 29.
See Gilxockie and Caxoxbie.
situated upwards of a mile from Ecclefechan,
the name of many an estate or farm or
and contains about 500 sittings. There is a Free
church at Ecclefechan; and the sum raised in con- other locality, comprising meadow-land or haugh,
nexion with it in 1855 was £82 4s. Id. There is in the southern counties of Scotland; also the name
also an United Presbyterian church at Ecclefechan,
of many a small low green island in the Orkneys.
a parish containing the village of St.
with nearly 600 sittings. There are three private
schools.
The present parish of Hoddam compi-e- Mary, in Orkney. Its post-town is Kirkwall. 2§
hends the three ancient parishes of Hoddam, Luce, miles north-west of the nearest part of the boundary,
and Ecclefechan, which were united in 1609. and 7 north-west of the parish chnrch. The parish
In the charters of the 12th century, Hoddam is spelt comprises a tract in the south-east of Pomona, and
Hod-!iolm and Hod-olm, and is composed of two the island of Lambholm. The tract in Pomona is
Anglo-Saxon words signifying the Head of the bounded on the east, the south, and the south-west
Holm.' The ancient church stood on the haugh or by the sea, and on other sides by the parishes of
holm on the east bank of the Annan, at some dis- Kirkwall and St. Andrews; it measures about 6
tance below the old castle; and near it was a hamlet miles in length south-eastward, and about 3 miles
called Hoddamtown.
The lands and church be- in extreme breadth and it sends out two promonin the exlonged anciently to the bishop of Glasgow. Luce tories, that of Roseness south-eastward
consisted of the portion of the united parish which
treme south-east, and that of Howquoy southward
lies south of Mein water.
The church stood on the 4 miles west of Roseness. This tract is separated
Annan below the influx of the Mein, at a place from the island of Burray on the south by Holm
the island of
dotted with two or three houses, which still bears
soiind, in the middle of' which lies
the name of Luce, and where anciently there was a
Lambholm. See Holm Socxd. The shores of the
the soil
hamlet; but, like the old church of Hoddam, it has parish, for the most part, are rocky ; and
been utterly demolished. The lands of Luce and is a good thin loam, tolerably fertile, producing
the patronage of the church belonged, before the more oats and barley than are sufficient for the conThe principal landReformation, to the noble family of Carlisle; and,
sumpt of the inhabitants.
Attention is given
in the 17th century, they passed to the Duke of owner is Graeme of Gvsemehill.
the to the herring and cod fisheries. Population in 1831,
Ecclefechan, or P^glisfechan,
Queensl^erry.
church of Fechan
an Irish abbot of the 7th cen- 747 in 1851, 749. Houses, 162. Assessed property
tury consisted of the eastern part of the modern in 1815. £256.
The ancient church stood on the south side
This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkwall, and
parish.
of the village, but has quite disappeared.
Ceme- synod of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
£4. Schoolmaster's
teries around the site of it, and of the other two deStipend, £157 Is. 6d. ; glebe,
molished churches, and glelies in three distinct ter- salary, £26. The parish church stands on the south
and was built in 1818.
ritories belonging to the minister, continue to be
shore. If mile from Roseness,
memorials of the threefold parochial division of the There is an United Presbyterian chnrch in the
modern parish.
north-east comer of the parish, contiguous to St
CASTLE, See CrMMERTi:EE.s.
Andrews. The present parish comprehends the an
1817,

is

HOLLOWS.
HOLM,

HOLM,

—

'

—

—

HODDAM

—

'

;

;

HOLM.

Holm and I'aplay, the I'ormer o\v
the west, the latter on the east.
Taplay is a name
also
in some other of the Orkney parwhich occurs
is
a
It
ishes.
always
comparatively fertile tract,
and is supposed to have heeu the glebe land of the
papa Of priest in the times of Popery.
HOLM, a suburb of the north side of Stornoway
in Lewis
also a small island at the mouth of Stornoway harbour.
HOLM, a small harbour in the parish of Dunnet,
on the north coast of Caithness- shire. See Dunnet.
HOLM, a small island, contiguous to the middle
of the east side of the island of Papa-Westray, in
eient distriets of

;

Orkney.

HOLM OF AUSKERKY. See Auskerky.
HOLM OF BALFKOX. See Balfron.
HOLM OF FARA, a small island contiguous
the south-eastern end of the island of Westray,

ish of Alloa, Clackmnnnanshire.
Houses, 58.

HOLY

BUSH.

HOLYDEAN.

Population, 295.

See Dalrvmple.
See Bowi.ex.

HOLY LOCH,

an elongated bay, about 2 miles
in length, and 1 in extreme breadth, penetrating
the land west-north-westward, between the parishes of Kilniun and Dunoon, in Cowal, Argyleshii'e.
Its north side is steeply flanked by the high
heathy hill of Kilmun, yet has the villages of Strone
and Kilmun on its shore its south side has some
little breadth of land before rising into mountain,
and is adorned there Avitli the village of Sandbed,
the beautiful policies of Hafton house, and the villas
its head leceives
contiguous to Hunter's quay
Eachaig water, and blends softly into the fine glen
its centre looks right
leading up to Loch Eck
across to Ashton, and the adjacent pleasant shores
;

;

to
in

Orkney.

;

of Renfrewshire
its mouth folds round, on the one
hand, direct into Loch Long, and on the other to
the Kirn portion of the town of Dunoon and its entire
periphery is picturesque and joyous, gay with handsome dwellings, screened round with Highland
scenery, and a favourite sea-bathing retreat of the
;

HOLM OF

GRIMBISTER,

a small uninhabited

island belonging to the parish of Firth in Orkney.
a small island contiguous
to the southern extremity of the parish of Orphir in

HOLM OF HOUTON,

Orkney.

IIOLYWOOD.
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See Houton.

HOLM OF MIDGARTH, asmall island, inhabit-

ed by a single family, contiguous to the north end
of the island of Stronsay, in Orkney.
HOLM-BURN, a brook with small beautiful waterfalls, and pleasant woodland scenery, in the parish of Inverness.
HOLMFAULDIIEAD. Sec Govan.

HOLM-NICK MOUNTAIN.

See Hoj.ms

Wa-

ter.

HOLM-POINT, a small headland in the parish of
Stornowav, in Lewis.
HOLM-SOUND, the belt of water between the
Ilolm district of Pomona and the island of Burray,
in Orkney.
It varies in breadth from I^ to 2 J
It affords secure anchorage, and has on the
miles.
north-west coast a pier where vessels of 50 tons may
unload. The small circular island of Lambholm,
about 3 miles in circumference, lies nearly in the
middle of it, and affords much shelter.
Another
island of similar size, called Glim's holm, lies south-

;

citizens of Glasgow. It is traditionally said to have
received its name from the stranding within it of a
vessel freighted with earth from the Holy Land,
for laying beneath the foundations of Glasgow cathedral.
ISLE, an island about 2J miles long and
1 mile
broad, of an irregularly conical figure, and
nearly 1,000 feet high, extending across the mouth
of Lamlash bay, on the east side of Arran. Its surface is picturesquely variegated with heath-clad acthe
clivities, grassy ridges, and columnar masses,
last consisting of clinkstone on bases of sandstone,
and rising tier above tier to the summit. Its height
as seen from the water, immediately adjacent, looks
almost grander than that of Goat-fell; and its sum-

HOLY

—

is more difficult to be reached, and commands
nearly as brilliant a view. It is said to have got its
name fi-om being the retreat of a Culdee anchorite,
called Saint Maol Jos, whose hermitage, in the form
of a natural cave, is still shown on its western side;

mit

this is a spring, "a holy well," which had
a surpassing reputation among the superstitious
during centuries, for curing all sorts of diseases.
See Akran.
ISLES. See Garvellocij Isles.
HOLYROOD. See Eoinburgh.
HOLYTOWN, a post-office village in the centre

to Burray.
small islands, near the
north-west coast of Unst, in Shetland.
HOIiMS OF HUIP, two small islands, contiguous to the north end of Stronsay, in Orkney.
OF lYE, two small islands contiguous
to the shore of the Durness district of the island of

and near

Sanday, in Orkney.

of the eastern division of the parish of Bothwell,
middle Avard of Lanarkshire. It stands on the road
from Glasgow to Edinburgh by way of Whitburn,
and about a mile east of the transit of the Glasgow
fork of the Caledonian railwsxy, but has a station on
the latter 2f miles north of the Motherwell junction,
and 13^ east-south-east of Glasgow. It is surrounded
by a well- worked part of the Lanarkshire mineral
field, and it partakes largely in the consequent industry. Here are a chapel of ease and a Free chui ch.
Population, 900.

west of Lambiiolm, and contiguous

HOLMS

(The),

three

HOLMS

HOLMS OF

"SPURNESS, two

small islands.

between the island
of Stronsay and the island of Sanday, in Orkney.
nearly in the

middle of the

HOLMS WATER,

strait

a rivulet of Peebles-shire,

giving name to the ancient parish of Glenholm, and
traversing its whole length. The stream rises at
Holm-Nick mountain, on the boundary with Lanarkshire, pursues a direction to the east of north,
over a distance of 6J miles, and then falls into Biggar water J of a mile above the confluence of that
stream with the Tweed. In the commencing part
of its course it is pent up by the mountains within
a gorge; but, as it proceeds, it has a gradually widening basin till it commands a strath of a mile in
width, overlooked on both sides by gently ascend-

ing grass-clad hills; audit flows softly and siimonsly along with such easy motion as is just sufHcient to exempt it from the tamcness of a sluggard
stream. Over most of its course the rivuh^t and its
basin, with their soft mountain frame-work, form
one of the loveliest of those landscapes for which
Tweeddale is celebrated. See Gi.e.nholm.
HOLTON-SQUARE, a collier village in the par-

HOLY

HOLYWELLHAUGH.

See Ladykirk.

a parish on the western border of
It contains the post-ollice village
Dumfrics-shirc.
of Holy wood; also the small village of Cluden.

IIOLYWOOD,

bounded by Kirkcudbrightshire, and by tiie
of Dunscorc, Kirkmahoc, and Dumfries,
farishes
ts length eastward is 0^ miles; and its greatest
It

is

breadth

2A miles. All the surface, except some
and inconsiderable hills on the west,
and forms part of the beautifully dressed

is

soft-featured
is

level,

and richly encinctured vale of lower Nithsdale.
About 300 acres of moorland, and 350 of moss, cmbrown the gentle and limited uplands; about 120 of

.

UOLYWOOD.
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last abbot, was prosecuted by the
Regent Moray for assisting Queen Mary, after her
area, amonnting to upwards of 7,500 imperial acres,
escape fiom Lochleven and he incurred forfeiture,
The river Xith, in stretches and folds of in August 1568. The monks exercised complete
is arable.
charming beauty, traces, for about 5J miles, the jn.risdiction over many lands in Nithsdale and East
In 1544, the rental of the monastery
eastern and southem boundary. Though fordable Galloway.
amounted to £700 Scots, 19 chalders 14 bolls of meal,
at three different places, and tranquil in its current
during summer, it sometimes comes down in winter 9 bolls of bear, and 1 chalder of malt but, at the
with such speed and bulk as nearly defy the oppo- Reformation, it was reduced by plunder to £395 18s.
In 1587, what remained of the property, con8d.
sition of embankments in the more exposed grounds.
The Cairn or, as it is here usually called, the Clu- sisting of the churches and ecclesiastical property
den approaches, in a considerable body of waters, of Holywood, Dunscore, Penpont, Tynron, and
from the north, and has connexion with nearly the Kirkconnel. was vested in the Crown and in 1618,
whole length of the pnrish, but chiefly along its it was erected into a temporal barony, in fiivour of
western and southern boundary, generally in fine John Murray of Lochmaben, and his heirs. At the
Ijends and with pleasing appearance, to a confluence
abbey of Holywood, in the reign of Robert I., Edwith the Nith at the point where the latter takes ward Bruce, the King's brother, and lord of Galloleive of the pirish. Glengabber burn and five other way, founded an hospital and a chapel, and endowed
the aggregate,
them with some lands in Galloway. The establishi-ills, which are noticeable only in
water the parish, and lose themselves in the Cluden. ment was ruined during the wars of the succession;
Both the Nith and the Cluden are excellent trouting- but in 1372, it was re-edified by Archibald Dougla.s,
lord of Galloway, and endowed with the Gallowegian
streams, and produce salmon, herlings, sea-trout,
and a few pike. Near the centre of the pirish are lauds of Crossmichael and Troqueer. Opposite the
bend of the Nith, at the eastern extremity of the
limestone, and a hard red freestone; but they are
not worked. On the lands which cover them con- parish, but on the west side of the confluent waters
of the Cluden, and hence strictly within Kirkcudsiderable little blocks of lead ore have been turned
up by the plough. The modern mansions are New- brightshire, though .sending their shade, and throwon
the
and
and
Grihton-honse
toiiairds
Cluden,
ing their attractions upon Holywood, stand the
Broomrig-house, Cowhill-house, and Portract-honse, ruins of the ancient college, or provostry, of Lixon the Nith. There are seven principal landowners. CLUDES which see. Within J a mile of the parish
The real rental in 1837 was £7,436. The yearly church, are a number of large stones arranged in the
value of real property, as assessed in 1843, was form of a Dnaidical temple, enclosing a space of about
£7.437 6s. 3d. The pirish is traversed by the turn- 80 yards in diameter. A grove of oak trees, with
which this temple had intimate connexion, seems anpike from Ayr to Dumfries, by the turnpike from
Glasgow to Dumfries, and by the Glasgow and ciently to have stretched away from the spot 6 or
i^uth-westem railwa}- and it has a station on the 8 miles north-westward, into the parish of Glencaim;
The village of and this sacred grove, this '"holy v.ood," appears to
litter, 3| miles from Dumfries.
Holywood stands on the Glasgow and Dumfries have given name to the parish.
and is
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
road, in the vicinity of the railway station
an agreeable modem place, with about 180 inhabi- Dumfries. Patron, Otto of Skeoch." Stipeiid, £234
tants.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,066; in 14s. 4d. glebe, £10 lOs. There are three parochial
1851. 1,060.
Houses. 195.
schools, with attached salaries of respectively £25
Holywood was anciently celebrated for its abbey. 6s. 8d., £16, and £10 6s. 8d. There has for 56
Though no traces of that pile are now visible, me- years been a subscription library. The parish church
mnriils of it exist in two excellently- toned bells, was built in 1779, has a plain square tower, and
which continue to do duty in the belfry of the parish contains 530 sittings. Previous to the Reformation,
church. The abbey stood within the area of the the church belonged to the abbey of Holywood, and
present buiying-ground, and was built in the cruci- was seiwed by a vicar. Dr. Bryce Johnston, the
form style. A handsome semicircular arch spanned author of a work on the Apocalypse, was long minthe entrance and a fine Gothic arch strode across ister of Holywood, and furnished the article on the
the body of the edifice, supporting the oaken roof.
parish in the Old Statistical Account. The only

meadow, and 550 of wood,

the fine strerch of lowlands;

and beautify
the rest of the

variefjate

and

all

Campbell, the

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

;

of the cross was used as the parochial
place of worship so late as 1779; but it was then
with a taste and a parsimony worthy only of a miser
tiken down to furnish materials for the present
Before the abbey was built, and
parish church.
back to a very early age, there was on its site a cell
a
hermit. An Irish recluse of the name
occupied by
of Congal seems to have been the founder; and he
bequeathed both to the cell and to the abbey the
name of Derco«gal. signifying the Oakwood of
the name by which even the pirish itself
Oongal.'
IS usually designated in the charters and bulls of the
13th century. The date of the founding of the ab-

The upper part

—

—

'

—

1)ey, though unnscertained and disputed, must have
been between 1121 and 1154. The founder is said
to have been John, Lord of Kirkconnel, who was of
In 1?57, the monks had a
the family of iLixwell.
litigation with their rivals of Melrose, respecting the
In 1290, the abbot sat in the
tithes of Dunscore.

great assembly of the Instates at Brighara. In 1296,
Dungal. the abbot, with his monks swore fealty to
In 1365, the abbot and
Edward I. at Berwick.
convent received from Da^-id II. a protection, and
Thomas
certain privileges "de sacra nemore."

other noticeable
Irvine, surgeon,

name is that of a native, Charles
who received from government a

grant of £5,000 for the discovery of the method of
rendering salt-water fresh.
HOME. See Hlme.
HILL. See Tarboltox.
HOPE, a name in Scottish topography, designata
small
narrow
vale, whose hiil-screens approach
ing
each other so closely at the bottom as to leave

HOODS

level ground.
"See Garvai.d
(Res). See Bex-Hope.
BURN. See Gifford Blrx.
HOPE-HOUSE. See Selkirk.
HOPEKIRK. See Hobkirk.
(Loch), a sheet of water in the parish of
Durness in Sutherlandshire. about 6 miles in length
by half-a-mile in breadth. Its mean depth does not

scarcely

any

HOPE.

HOPE
HOPE
HOPE

exceed 6 fathoms, and it is gradually filling up by
deposits from the water of Strathmore which flows
into its head. It has no claims to picturesque beauty.
HOPE (The), a river in the parish of Dumes.s,
It may be regarded as a continuaSutherlandshire.
tion of Strathmore water, which rises in Glengollie.

HOPEMAN.

llOIJNAM.

90

runs a course of about 11 miles due north, when
enters Loch Hope; whence, after a course of about
a mile, it falls into tlie sea 3 miles east of Loch EriThere is good salmon-fisliing here.
bole.
a post-office village and small seaIt is sitthe parish of Dixtfus, Mora3^shire.
port, in
uated in an open part of the coast, 2f miles east Ijy
north of Burghhead, 6 west of Lossiemouth, and 6|
It is quite a modern place, and
north-west of Elgin.
has risen very steadily imder the management of
A Free church was
the proprietor. Admiral Duff.
recently built here, entirely at the expense of the
There are 17^ feet water up to good
inhabitants.
berths in the harbour, touching the pier at spring-

West Lothian, in East Lothian, and
—died
in 1823, and was succeeded by
his son John, the
E — who died in 1843. and

It

Edinburgh,

it

in

HOPEMAN,

tides and tlie harbour is completely sheltered, having an entrance of only 36 feet, at right angles to
the coast, leading from the outer to the inner harThere are 5 feet at low water spring-tides at
bour.
the end of the pier, thus affording coinniunicatioii
with steamers at all times of tide. At the top of the
outer harbour is a sandy bjacli, where vessels may
lie in a northerly gale, if unable to clear the land,
with little or no risk to either vessel or cargo. Fishing-boats are on the fishing-ground when a mile
and all kinds of fisli
outside the harbour or less
caught on the coast are found close to the entrance
Some curious caves have recently been
of the port.
discovered here. Population. 580.
Houses, 116.
;

;

HOPETOUN HOUSE,

the princely seat of the

Earl of llopetoun, in the parish of Abercorn, Linlithgowshire. It stands on a beautiful terrace, overlooking the frith of Forth, 3 miles from South
Queensferry, and 12 from Edinburgh. This magni-

commenced by the famous architect Sir
William Bruce, and finished by Mr. Adam, may
compare, in the graces of its architecture, with most
ficent pile,

palaces in Great Britain and, in the scenic opulence
of its demesne, and the gorgeous landscape of wood
and vale, of burnished sea and emerald upland which
it surveys, it lias scarcely a superior and but few
In August 1822, Hopetoun-house was the
rivals.
last festal-hall of royalty in Scotland; George IV.
having been entertained there previous to liis embarkation at Port-Edgar, in the vicinity, for England.
The Ivarls of llopetoun are a junior branch of the
family of Hope of Craighall and Pinkie. Sir Tho:nas
Hope, their ancestor, who himself held the office of
Lord Advocate, gave no fewer than three sons as
senators to the college of justice, Sir James Hope,
his eldest son, wlio was appointed a senator by the
Sir Thomas
title of Craighall in 1632 and 1041,
;

—

—

Hope, his second son, who was appointed in 1641,
by the title of Lord Kerse and Sir John Hope, who
was appointed in 1649, by the designation of Lord
Hopetoun. In 678, the last of these, Sir John, purchased from Sir William Seton the barony of Abercorn and about the s ime time or eirlier, he was

—

1

;

sheriff of Linlithgowshire.
appointed hereditary
Having perished in 1682, in the same shipwreck
which nearly proved fatal to the Duke of York, his
slieriffalty

who was

lay in abeyance

for

his son,

born only in the preceding year.

Charles,

In

i7t>2,

Charles became slieriff in his own right; and, in
1703, was created Earl of llopetoun, Viscount
In 1742, he was sucAirthrie, and Lord Hope.
In
ceeded in his office and titles by his son John.

the Pentland

frith,

between Swina and S uth Kon-

aldshay.

HORISD.VLE, a small inhabited island, belonging to the par sh of Gairlocli in Ross-slure. Population in 1841, 27; in 1851, 24.
Houses, 5.
IIOKNDEAN, a post-office village in the parish
of Ladykirk, Berwickshire.
It is an ancient
place,
and stands in the northern corner of the parish, 7
miles north-east of Coldstream. Here is an United
Presbyterian church. Population, 124. Houses, 39.
HORXSHOLE. See Hassk.ndeax.
HORSE-ISLAND, an islet of about 12 acres, with
low surface and good pasture, about a mile north-west
of the town of Ardrossan, in Ayrshire.
It affords
some shelter to the harbour, and is the site of a beacon-tower.
HORSE-ISLAND, a Hebridean islet, contiguous
to Muck, in the parish of Small Isles, Argyleshire.
HORSE-ISLAND, an islet, a little north of Copinshay, and 3 miles east of Deerness, in Orkney.
lioRSE-SHOE, a safe and commodious harbour
in the island of Kerrera, near Oban,
Argyleshire.
HOSELAW. Sec Linton, Roxburgh.shire.
HOSPITAL FIELDS. See Vigeans (St.).
HOSPITAL MILL, a village in the parish of
Here is a mill for spinning t')w,
Cults, Fifeshire.
which was transmuted out of a previous corn and dax
mill, at the cost of about £4.000.
a small bay and a headland, at
the south-western extremity of North Uist, in the
Outer Hebrides. The bay is capable of being formed,
at small cost, into a good local harbour.
HOUNA, or Hi:.\a, a small headland, post-office
station, and ferry-station, on the south side of the
Pentland frith, 2^ miles west of Duncansby-head,
See Caxisbay.
parish of Canisbay, Caitlmess-shire.
HOUNAM, a parish, containing a post-office village of its own name, on the eastern border of Ro.xburghshire. It is bounded by England, and bv the
parishes of Oxnam, Jedburgh, Eckford, and lilorebattle.
Its length, northward, is 7 miles
and its
greatest breadth is 4j miles. A broad range of the
Cheviot hills runs along the south, and sends offshoots so far inland as to make the whole
parish
Wliere the hills are boldest, the
hilly and pastoral.
surface is a mountainous undulation,
beautifully
rounded and vordurcd in its elevations, wearing occasionally a russet dress of heathy and moorland soil,
and sinuously cleft into deep narrow dells, or romantic stripes of valley, watered by sparkling brooks.
In the entire parish only about 900 acres are arable.
At the north-eastern extremity, on the boundary
with Morebattle, rises Hounam-Law, the loftiest elevation of all the Cheviots except that from which
the ranges take tlieir name, conical in form, 9 miles
in circumference at its base, 1,730 acres in its super-

HOUGWHARY,

;

1,464 feet in height, accessible up its gently
rising sides on horseback, and commanding, from its
flat grass-clad summit, a brilliant view of Teviotdale and the Merso, till tlie far-spreading landscape
From this mountain,
sinks into the German sea.

ficies,

burn rises in three head-waters on the southern
boundary, and runs 4 miles northward to the Kalo.

gowshire.

mmy

irl,

Earl.
a small island of the Orkneys, lying in

whose exploits figure largely
battles
and are commemorated by monuments

;

hifltory,

HOHDA,

Baron Niddry of Niddry castle, in LinlithThis distinguished nobleman, and hero

and he
toun
the renowned

in

fifth

was succeeded by John Alexander, the present

and the sunimiis which concatenate with it along
the cast and south, the district declines in elevation
toward the west and north-west, till, at these extremities, it becomes little more than a rolling plain.
Kale water conies down upon the jtarish trom the
south, and traverses it over a distance of 0^ miles,
nearly on the line of its greatest length. Capehope

1809, James, the third E.irl, was raised to the peerage of Great Britain by the title of Baron llope-

in 1814,

in

Fifeshire

was succeeded by his h.ilf-brotlier,
General Sir John Hope, created,

—

in
in

nOUNDWOOD.

HOUSEHILL.
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sum

Both streams have nliernately a grarelly and a rough
rocky cliannel, and tumble along with a strength
and velocity Ijefitting their mountain nurtuie; and
a short way above their confluence, the Kale bounds
over a precipice, and forms a little cascade called
"the salmon leap." In the rocks of the parish, which
are chiefly porphyritic, are found beautiful jaspersand

raised in connexion with it, in 1855, was £2-">l
Population in 1841, 1,334. Hous 8.282.
a village in the parish of Wesrmther. Berwickshire. It stands 6^ miles east o.
Lauder, on the road thence to Greenlaw. It was

abates, and veins of gi"ey amethyst and ro.'k crystal.
Whoever combines the tastes of a mineralogist and
an angler will find Hounam a delightful retreat.
Hut the district is maiiily remarkable for its pasturing and breeding of sheep. About l.S,000 of the best
variety of the far-iamed Cheviot sheep usually oc-

(Loch), an arm of the sea. dividing the
district of Glenelg prop?r from the district of Knoy
dart, in the parish of Glenelg. ou the west coast of

cupv

its pastures.

Sv,-venty years ago,

they were

known and celebrated as a distinct variety under
the name of the Kale-water breed and latterly they
;

have been improved by crossing a portion of the
ewes with Leicester rams. The parish produces
39,000 pounds of wool. A Roman
annually about
"
causeway, or street," as it is here usually called,
forms for 6 miles the western boundary-line. On
the hills in its vicinity are traces of encampments
and semicircular intrenchments. But the largest
and most remarkable caiiip is on the summit of
Hounam-Law. Little more than lialf-a-century ago,
a large iron gate, taken down from the camp, was
to be seen at Cessford castle, belonging to the Duke
of Koxburgli. Greenhill-house, delightfully situated

the hills toward the south, and surrounded
by a tastefully arranged and decorated demesne, is
a seat of the Duke of Roxburgh,
ilost of the
farm-houses are commodious and substantial. The
yearly value of raw produce was estimated in 1836

among

at £9,335.
Tiie value of real property, as assessed
in 1843, was £5.171 3s. 5d.
The village of Hou-

nam, though of some antiquity,

is

small, having

only alwut 50 inhabitants; but it has recently received some architectural additions, and n^iy not
improbably become a place of some rural importance.
A little terrace of houses, in the immediate
vicinitv of the vill:ige, though not reckoned to belong to it, is whimsically called Thimble- Row, in
allusion to the original proprietor having been a

The village is pleasantly
knight of the needle.
situated on the east bank of the Kale, at the base of
gently ascending rising grounds, which lead off to a
and almost mountainous back-ground ; and it
maintains regular communication by carriers with
Kelso.
Up the vale of the Kale, an excellent road
traverses the parish lengthways
and both it and
some subordinate roads are provided with good
hilly

;

I'opulation in 1831, 200; in 1S51, 252.
Houses, 46.
This parish is in the presbytery of Jedburgh,
and synod of Xlerse and Teviotdaie. I'atron, Sir
John Warrender, Bart.
Stipend, £239 17s. 5d.
glebe, £11.
Unappropriated teinds, £789 13s, 4d,
bridges.

;

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £15 fees,
and £9 other emoluments. The church was built
in 1844, and contains 180 sittings.
J'he former
cluirch was a very old building, originally cruciFrom the 12th
fonn, but latterly much altered.
Century till the Reformation, the church belonged to
the monks of Jedburgh, and was served by a vicar.
HOU.NDW(H)D. a quoad sacra parish, coinprising the western part of the quoad civilia parish of
Coldiugham, and traversed by Eye water, bv the
North British railway, and by the road from Edinburgh to Berwick, in Benviokshire.
It was
originally constituted by the ecclesiastical authorities in 1836, and reconstituted
by the Court of
Teinds in July 1851. Its church was built in 1836,
at the cost of £800. and contains 500 sittings.
The
Patron is Home of Paxton.
Here also is a Free
church, with an attendance of about 325; and the

3s, 2id,

HOUNSLOW,

erected within these seventy years.

Population.

al)out 100.

HOURX

Inverness-shire. It enters from the Sound of Sleat,
with a width of about 3 miles, and penetrates the
land south-eastward and eastward to the extent of
about 13 miles. MaccuUoch says that this inlet of
the sea forms three distinct turns, nearly at right
angles to each other. The cliaracters of these three
parts are ditierent and it is the innermost which
;

contains the peculiar scenery that renders LochHoum so remarkable. About the middle it appears
to ramify into two branches; but one of these soon
tenuinates in a deep and spacious bay, surrounded
The other
by magnificent but wild mountains.
branch is continued for some miles, and from one
end to the other displays a rapid succession of
scenes no less grand than picturesque, and not often
equalled in Scotland, but of a character so peculiar
that it would be difficult to find a place to which
they c;ni be compared. The land, on both sides is
not only very lofty, but verj' rapid in the acclivities;
while, from the narrowness of the water, compared
to ti'.e altitude of the boundaries, there is a sobriety
in some places and a gloom in others thrown over
the scenery, which constitutes a peculiar and striking feature. Where this arm of the loch terminates,
a wild and deep glen conveys the road towards
'*
The sceneiy that surGlengarry. Pennant says.
rounds the whole of this lake has an alpine wildness and magnificence ; the hills of an enormous
height, and for the most part clothed witli extensive forests of oak and birch, often to the very summits.
In many places are extensive tracts of open
space, verdant, and only varied with a few trees
scattered over them.
Amidst the thickest woods
Nor are
aspire vast grey rocks, a noble contrast
the lofty headlands a less embellishment; for
through the trees that wave on their summit, is an
awful sight of sky, and spiring summits of vast
mountains. It is not wonderful, that the imagination, amidst these darksome and horrible scenes,
should figure to itself ideal beings, once the terror
of the superstitious inhabitants.
In less enlightened times a dreadful spectre haunted these hills,
sometimes in form of a great dog. a man, or a thin
!

The exoreist was
gigantic hag called Glas-lich.
called in to drive it away.
He formed circle within
circle, used a multitude of charms, forced the demon from ring to ring, till he got it into the last
entrenchment, when, it it proved very obstinate, by
adding new spells, he never failed of conquering
the evil spirit, who, like that which haunted the
daughter of Raguel, was
'

From Media

Witii a vcii'reaiice sent
"
i>osL to Egypt, there fast lioimd.'

HOUSE, an island, about 5 miles long, and from
J a mile to a mile in breadth, in the parish of BresIt extends north-east and southsay, in Shetland.
west between Burra and the ilainland; and is so
near the former in one place as to be connected
with it by a bridge. Its coast is rocky; and the
greater part of its surface is a hilly ridge. Population, about 145.
HOUSEHILL, an estate in the east of the Abbey parish of Paisley, Renfrewshire, Here ure an
iron-work, a brick-work, coal-mining, and au ex
=11

HOUSTON.

Tiie mansion-house of
tensive sandstone quarry,
a modern building, stands between tlie
a
little above their conand
rivulets Levern
Brock,
This estate, which for a long time befluence.
Ilouseliill,

longed to a family named Dtinlop, was purchased a
few years ago by William Galloway, Esq. of Paisley,

HOUSE OF MUIR.
HOUSTON, a parish

HOUSTON.

92

S.;e

Gle.vcuoss.

near the centre of Renfrewshire.
It comprises the two ancient parishes of
Houston and Killallan, wliich inconveniently inter]t
sected each other, and were united in 1760.
contains the post-ofHco villages of Houston and
It
is
of
Crosslee.
and
the
village
Bridge of Weir,
bounded on the south by the river Gryfe, which
separates it from Kilbarchan ; on the west by Kilmalcolm and on the north and east by Erskine.
It is about 6 miles in length and 3 in breadth, and
In tlie upper or western discontains 7,500 acres.
tinct the soil is thin and dry, and the surface is uneven, mixed with rocks and heath, but affording in
the intervals good pasturage. About the old church
of Killallan there is a finely sheltered tract of fertile
The lower district is among the flattest
ground.
and most fertile land in the county, the soil being
Here there is a moss
partly clay and partly loam.
of about 300 acres, which, however, is every year
becoming less, from cultivation, the land thus recluimed producing good crops. The minerals are,
Two
limestone, whinstone, coal, and sandstone.
;

—

brooks, called Houston burn and Barochan burn,
drain most of the interior south eastward to the
Gryfe. There are nine or ten principal landowners;
but the only resident one is Freeland of Gryfe-castle.

The real

40 years contrast strikingly with the long tenure on
the part of the Houstons.
The castle of Houston
was a large and ancient structure, surrounded with
woods and gardens, and stood upon an eminence
overlooking the extensive plain to the eastward.
It formed a complete square, with a large area in
the inside.
There was a high tower on the northwest corner, which was the oldest part of the building, with a lower house joined to the east end of the
tower, having vaults below, and a long and wide
paved hall above, with antique windows in the
front, and without plaster on the roof. The timbers

were arched, and made of massy oak.
other parts of the building appeared to be additions made as they became necessary.
On the
front to. the south were two turrets, ijetween which
was the main entry into the area, arched above and
secured by a portcullis. This edifice which was
so interesting as an old baronial residence, and
which was so much calculated to dignify the surrounding scenery remained entire till the year
1780, when the wiiole, except the east side, was demolished by Mr. Macrae, who, in tlie true spirit of
utilitarianism, caused the stones to be employed in
in the
building the new village of Houston.
north-east of the parish is the estate of Barochan,
with an old mansion-house, pleasantly situated on
a hill, and well-sheltered with wood.
This estate
belongs to the very ancient family of Fleming, who
occur so far back as the reign of Alexander III.,
when William Fleming of Barochan appears as a
witness to a charter granted by the Earl of Lennox.
One of his successors, William Fleming of Barochan,
was killed at Flodden, and it is said that six of his
sons fell with him, a 7th son succeeding to the
estate.
On the left bank of the Gryfe, at the eastern angle of the parish, is the estate of Fulwood,
which contains land of remarkable fertility. It was
acquired by Mr. Speirs of Elderslie, about the year
1777, soon after which the mansion-house, a large
modern building, was demolished.
Blackburn, in
of the roof

The

—

—

—

rental, twenty years ago, was about £9,000;
and the assessed value of real property in 1843 was
£18,292 15s. 5d. The spinning of cotton, which
was begun in 1792, is carried on at 4 mills, 3 of
which are on the Gryfe, and 1 on Houston burn.
On the latter stream also a small thread bleachfield
has existed for more than half-a-century. In consequence of these works, an increased population,
collected from all quarters, has gradually been this neighbourhood, was acquired by Mr. Speirs at
formed. The parish lies adjacent to the Glasgow the same time. North-west of Fulwood is Boghall,
and Greenock railway, and has a station on it 3 now belonging to Mr. Alexander of Southbar.
miles from Paisley. I'opulation in 1831, 2,745; in
With regard to antiquities we have several to
notice.
On the estate of Barochan there stands a
1851, 2,753.
Houses, 257.
Houston was anciently called Kilpeter, that is, monument, called Barochan cross, which is evithe Cell of Peter,' the tutelary saint whose name dently referrible to a remote period.
It consists of
a stone cross, which has been neatly hewn, set in a
is preserved in a well to the north-west of the
church, in a burn passing hard by, and in a fair, pedestal of undressed stone: the height, pedestal
called St. Peter's day, which was annually held in
No letters appear,
included, being about 11 feet.
the village in the month of July.
In the reign of but there is much wreathed work all round, and two
Malcolm IV. Hugh of Padviiian obtained a grant of compartments on the east side, and two on the west,
the barony of Kilpeter from Baldwin of Biggar,
containing various figures. In the upper compartsheriff of Lanark,
The barony was now called, ment of the east side four persons are represented,
from its proprietor, Hugh's-town, corrupted into clad in garments reaching to the ground; and in
Houston vvhich, in process of time, when surnames the lower one other four appear, bearing spears, or
came into use, was assumed as the surname of his other weapons, in their right hands. In the upj)er
descendants. These Iloustons were the chiefs of compartment of the west side a combat betwixt a
that name, and were for centuries of great considerknight on horseback and a person on foot is disation in Renfrewshire.
They repeatedly received tinctly traced. The knight is in the act of couching
his lance, and the footman is prepared to meet the
the honour of knighthood and, in 1668, a baronetcy
About the year 1740, attaint on his shield. In the under compartment
was conferred upon them.
there are three figures, the centre one being less in
after the family had held the estate for nearly six
stature than the other two, between whom he apcenturies, it was sold by Sir John Houston to his
relation. Sir John Shaw of Greenock, and by him,
pears to be the subject of dispute, the figure on the
From Sir right evidently interposing a shield over the head
soon after, to Sir James Campbell.
James's heirs it was purchased by James Macrae, of the little fellow to save him from the uplifted
ex-governor of Madras, who left it to James weapon of the one on the left. The sculpture is
M'Guire, eldest son of Hugh M'Guire of Drutndou, much defaced by the weather, whicli probably led
to the vague and erroneous stiitement of
in Ayrshire, on condition that he should bear his
Semple,
name and arms. This James M'Guire, or Macrae, that the objects represented are " such as lions and
was succeeded by his son James, who, in 1782, sold other wild beasts " When, by whom, or on what
'I'he
occasion this monument was erected, there is no
the estate to Alexander Speirs of Elderslie.
frequent transmissions thus made in the course of record. The warlike appearance of the figures for'

;

;

;

HOUSTON.

the supposition, entertained by some, that it
An enaravinir
a devotional cross for travellers.
of it forms the frontispiece of Hamilton of Wishaw's
Description of the shires of Lanark and Renfrew,
printed by the Maitland clnb. in 1831. Appended
to that work there is an article, written by Motherwell, in which it is ingenionsly conjectured that this
was the place whore Somerlcd. Lord of the Isles.
WIS defeated and slain in 1 164. and that the monument is commemorative of that event; but as the
chronicles of Man and of Melrose distinctly state,
that Someried landed at Renfrew, and that his defeat
and death occurred at that place, " ibidem," and
as Barochan is 7 miles distant thence inland, the
liids

was

—

corjectnre seems c^roundiess. There is a local tradition which ascril>es the erection of this memorial
Whatever
lo a defeat sustained here by the Danes.
may have been the occasion, the sculptures e^^dently
relate to some warlike achievement; and that a
battle did oc ur here is rendered more probable by
the fact, that there have, from time to time, been
disinterred, in this neiffhbourhood, many stonecofnns, containing qnantities of human bones, the remains, it may be supposed, of those who fell in the
In an aisle adjoining the east end of Housconflict.
ton church, there are several sepulchral monuments,
respecting one of which the following curious information is given in the Old Statistical Account:
'
Upon the south wall of the aisle, there is a large
frame of timber, on which [are] two pictures, seemingly done with oil coloui-s, but much worn out.
On the right side a man in complete armour, resembling that of a knight templar, with an inscription in Saxon characters over his head, some words
'
of which are efface;!,
Hie Jacet Domimts Joannes
Houstonn de eodem. miles, qui obiit anno Dam.
m'.ccxxj".'
On the left hand a picture of his lady,
also much effaced, and over her heal the following

—

—

Hie jacet Domina Maria Colquhoun,
quondam died Joannis, qu<B obiit septimo die
'

inscription:

sponso
men-gig

Oefobris, an.

Dom.

This

m'^.cccc°. quinto.'

passage having attracted the attention of Pinkerton.
he copied it in his Scottish Gallery, published in
Thus
1799, accompanied by the following remarks:
it
appears that in the commencement of the loth
century, a.d. 1400. 1405. painting was so prevalent
in f?cotland as to be
employed in funeral monuments,
not only of great peere, but even of knights of no
nor
eminence
In the aisle, above
fame.' "
great
mentioned, there is a tomb of neat workmansliip, in
freestone, containing two statues, the size of the
life,
The one is an effigv
reclining under a canopy.
of Sir Patrick Houston, who died in 1450, and the
other of his lady. Agnes Campbell, who died in
1450. The knight is dressed in a coat of mail, his
iiead lying on a
pillow, and his feet on a lion, which
holds a lamb in its paws. The lady is dressed as
in grave-clothes.
The hands of both are elevated,
as in a supplicating posture. Round the verge of
'

the

tomb there

now much

is

an

inscription, in Saxon
—The
cross of Houston

letters,

an
octagonal pillar, 9 feet long, having a dial fixed on
the top, crowned with a globe; the
pedestal forming
a kind of platform, with two
This
steps all round.
cross is supposed to have been set
up by the knights
of Houston. The min of the church of Killallan is
effaced.

is

standing. The font stone for holding the holy
water long stood without the choir door, after the
Reformation; but it is now built into the churchyard wall. Killallan seems to be a modification of
KHfillan. 'the Cell of Fillan.' the tutelary saint.
This belief is supported by an inscription on the
church bell, and by some names still presen-ed.
Thus, in the vicinity of the churoh, there is a large
stone, with a hollow in the middle, called Fillan's
still
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seat ; and near that there is a spring of water, called
Fillan's well, issuing from under a rock shaded with
bushes, in which the country women used to bat'ie
their weak and ricketty children, leaving on t':<
bushes pieces of cloth as offerings to the saint.
Such was the force of ancient prejudice, that this
superstitious practice was persevered in till the end
of the 17th century, when the minister pu* a stop to
it by filling
fair held
up the well with stones.
annually in January is called Fillan's day.
This parish is in the presbytery of Paisley, and

A

s\mod of Glasgow and Ayr.
Patrons. Speirs of
Elderslie and Fleming of Barochan.
Stipend, £300
2s.
glebe. £15.
Unappropriated teinds, £630 9s.
4d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £"24
fees, and £9 other emoluments.
The parish church
was built in 1775, and contains 800 sittings. There
is a Free chureh at Houston, with an attendance of
410: and the sutn raised in connexion with it in
1S55 was £.302 5s. 9d. There is also a Free church
at Brid<re-of-Weir; whose receipts in 1855 amounted
to £200 18s. ll^d.
There is a Roman Catholic
chapel in the parish, built in 1841, and containing
about 400 sittings. There are four private schools.
The Village of Houston stands in the southeastern part of the parish, on Houston burn,-and on
the road from Paisley to Greenock, about 5 miles
west-north-west of Paisley.
It has arisen since
1781, when it was planned, and began to be feued
out in steadings for building upon by ilr. Macrae,
;

then proprietor of the barony. It chiefly consist*
two streets, one on each side of Houston bum,
and has a neat appearance, the houses being of good
mason work, and generally two stories in height
and slated. The old village of Houston, a little
farther down the rivulet, was mostlj- demolished by
Mr. Macrae when the new one was commenced.
There is a library in the village. Fairs are held
yearly in May for milch cows, young cattle, and
of

—

Highland

cattle.

Population, 623.

Houses, 70.

HOUSTON, Linlithgowshire. See Uphall.
HOUTOX, a headland, a bay, and a small island,
at the southern extremity of the parish of Orphir, 5

miles south-east of Stromness, mainland of Orkney.
rises about 300 feet above the level of
the sea, and is pierced, at the height of 90 feet, by
a cave to the depth of 14 feet.
The bay is contiguous to the headland, forms a good natural harbour, and can be entered by ships at low water.
The island shelters the bay. but is not quite a quarter of a mile long, and is entirely pastoral.
HOVA-HEAD. the south headland of Xoss in
Shetland.
It is about 200 feet high.
OF ANGUS. See Axc.us.
OF
See Asxam.ale.
OF FIFE. See Fifeshirk.
OF EARNS. See Mearxs.
SOUND, the belt of water, a? out 1 mile
broad and 5 miles long, between the islands of Rou-

The headland

HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOWA

ANNANDALE.

M

sav and Eglishav, in Orknev.
HOWBURN." See Habbie's How.
HOWGATE, a village in the p iiish of Penicuick,
Edinburghshire. It stands on the road from Edinburgh to Dumfries, If mile south-east of Penicuick,
and 11 miles south of Edinburgh. Here is an
United Presbyterian church, built about the jear
1750, and at present in the course of being rebuilt.
Houses, 22.
Population. 81.
HOWIESHILL, a small village district of Cambuslang. in Lanarkshire, contiiining 10 houses, and
about 62 inhabitants.
HOWMIRE. See Pinkie.
HOWMORE, a post-oflice station, subordinate to
Lochmaddv. in North Uist, in the Outer Hebrides.
HOWQUOY. See Holm.

HOY.
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HOW- WOOD.

And when

See Hollow-wood.

the fiyiug stonn doth scourge
Around his base the rushiiij; surge,
Swift to his airy clefts they soar,
And sleep amid the tempest's roar,
Or with its howling round his peak
Mingle their drear and droniy shriek!"

HOY,

the largest of the Oikney islands, except
Pomona. It lies at the south-west of the Orkney
and
extends from nortli-north-west to southgroup,
It is separated from the Stvomness dissouth-east.
trict of Pomona by Hoy Sound, which has a minibreadth of about Ij mile; from the islands of

mum

Burray and Soutli Ronaldshay, by Scapa Flow,
which bus a breadth of from 6^ to 11 miles; and
from Caithness-shire, by the western part of the
Pentland frith, which has a minimum breadth of
The island measures about 13J miles
6f miles.
long, and generally from .3} to 4f miles broad; lixt
its south end, by an
the sea, called the Long Hope, penetrating
it from the east-north-east, and forming one of the
most magnificent natural harlxiurs in the world.
Daring the hist war it was no uncommon thing for
a fleet of upwards of a hundred large vessels to set
sail t02ether from this harbour; and a fine sight it
was to behold so many sliips spreading tlieir canvass
to the breeze, and moving majestically along the
shores of the island. The part of the island round
the Long Hope is principally a fine plain, in a state
of goo 1 cultivation; but the parts to the north,
constituting the gnsat body of tlie island, are almost wholly occupied by three large hills, ranged
in the form of a triangle, of which that to the
north-east, called Wardhill, is the largest, rising
from a plain, with a broad base, to the height of
1,600 feet above the level of the sen.
Except
along the north shores which are bordered with
a
a loa'ny soil and
rich verdure
the soil is comthe former of which
posed of peat and clay
commonly predominates. The ground destined for
the production of grain, and that appropriated for
feeding cattle, bear but a very small proportion to
is

very nearly dissevered, near

arm of

—

—

;

what

covered with heath and allotted for sheepThe township of Kackwick, H^ miles from
pasture.
the north end of the island, is beautifully situated in
the extremity of a valley to which it gives name,
is

in on two sides by very lofty precipices of sandstone, but opening with a fine bay towards the western entrance of the Pentland frith, so
that every vessel which passes the frith must neAll the extent of
cessan'ly come into view here.
coast which faces the Atlantic, from the south-western extremity of the island, but especially from Melsetter in the vicinity of the head of the Long Hope,
all the way north, past Rackwick, on to the very entrance of Hoy Sound, is a series of stupendous rock-

being closed

scenery, occasionally exceeding 900
—
sometimes perpendicular and smooth, —

feet in height,
in otlier

places rent, shivered, and broken down in huge
fragments, occasionally overhanging the deep,
and frowning on the stormy surges of the Atlantic.
And. at one place, a vast insulated rock, called the
Old Man of Hoy, and shaped like an immense pillar,

—

with arciies beneath, stands so well apart from the
cliffs as to be a conspicuous object even
from points of view in Caithness, and has obtained
its name from being fancied to present a rough outadjacent

line of similitude to the

human

form.

" Sec
Iloy'd

nlrl Mnn ; wliose summit bare
Pierce* tlie (inrlc l)liic fieldii of airl
It.tMd iti (lie nen, liist fearful form
Oloomn like tlie spirit of llic storm;
An ocean Hnln-i, rent and worn
By time and tide - all wild and lorn,

A (fiant ttiat hath warred with heaven.
Whose ruined »cnlp seems thinxler-riven, —
Whose form the misty spray dolh shroud,
Whose head the dark and liovorinsf cloud;
Around

his

In sailhi);

dread and lourhifr mass,

swnnns

the sea-fowl pass;

But when ihe nl|.'ht-cloud o'er the sen
lUiiifs like u salilu canopy,

Hoy is the most interesting district of Orkney to
either the geologist, the- botanist, or the ornithologist; and well deserves the attention of any naturalist who may liave an opportunity of leisurely
examininc: it at different seasons of the j'ear. It is
the Highlands of Orkney, scarcely second to many
parts of the Continental Highlands in various kinds
of attractions, and opulently combining these with
interesting features of vale and sea-beach. Some of
its clifl's are of sandstone, intersected i)y amygdaloid
and by other kinds of trap; while the parts inland
consist variously of sandstone, clay slate, and calcareous strata. Grouse are abundant; hawks common a beautiful, bold, fierce, large kind of falcon to
be seen and several kinds of eagles on the cliff's.
The island is politically divided between the parish
of Hoy and G-raemsay on the north, and that of
Walls and Flotta on the south.
;

;

HOY AND GRAEMSAY,

an united parish in
Its post-town is Stromthe so'.ith-west of Orkney.
ness, within from | of a mile to 1 J mile of its northIt
ern extremity.
comprehends the island of
Graemsay and the noi tliern part, to the extent of
about 4f miles each way, of the island of Hoy. See
GitAKMSAY and Hoy. There are four landowners;
but tlie real rental is only about £300. Population
in 1831, o4t5; in 1851, 615.
Houses, 110.— This
parish is in the presbytery of Cairston, and synod
of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland. Stipend,
Schoolmaster's salary,
£158 6s.' 8d.; glebe, £8.
£26, with about £5 fees. The parish church was
built about the year 1780, and contains 182 sittings.
Tliere are two non-parochial schools.
Hoy was
anciently a rectorv, and Graemsay a vicarage.

HOY" SOUND.'

See

Hoy and Graemsay.

IIUMHIE,

a parish in the south-western extremity of Haddingtonshire, consisting of a main body,
and a small detached section. The main body is
nearly a parallelogram, stretching north-west and
south-west, measuring 5 miles in length, and nearly
and is bounded by Ormiston,
3 in average breaiUh
Salton, Bolton, Yester, Berwickshire, Soutra, and
Edinburghshire. The detached part is wholly embosomed in Edinbiirghshire, measures IJ mile by f,
and lies about a mile south-west of the nearest part
of the m.-i.in body.
The main body contains the village of Upper Keith, and approaclies within 2 miles
of the post-towns of Salton and i'encaitland, and
the detached section contains the ])ost-oifice hamlet
of Blackshiels.
The surface of the parish, at the
south-eastern and south-western extremities, climbs
up to the summits of the highest range of the
Lammcrmoor hills, and, for some distance inward,
descends in a somewhat rapid declivity and tlieu
it stretches away in a gently inclined plain to the
In the inunediate vicinity of
northern boundaries.
its south-eastern angle rises Lammerlaw, the eminence which gives name to all the Lammernioors,
and towers aloft as the king-mountain of the wliole
range. On the highest grounds, and for some way
down the declivity, the parish is strictly pastoral.
But in its lower grounds it partakes, in a degree, of
the luxuriant and highly-cultivated character for
;

;

which Haddingtonshire is distinguished as a county;
and, as the result of recent and very vigorous agricultural improvements, sends the plough and its
attendant imj)lements of culture, a considerable way
up the acclivity <if the Lammcrmoor distiict. Sheltering plantations run athwart nearly two-thirds of

I

IIUMBIE.
tlie

area

;

and, near

tlio

north-east angle, a planta-

tion of oak, birch, and other trees, covering several
hundreds of acres, presses on the boundary with
.Saiton,

IIOIE.
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and forms, with a large contiguous plantation
compact and extensive forest. This

in that parish, a

wood constitutes a beautiful feature on the foreground of the tar-stretching landscape of the Lothians, to a tourist approaching the district over the
Keith water, or the longest
Lamsnermoor hills.
1> jiid-streara of the
Tyne, comes new-born from its
source upon the detached portion of the parish, flows
its northern boundary, and through the inter.secting part of Edinburghshire to the east, traces for
half-a-mile the boundary of the main-body, and then
traverses the parish If mile north-eastward, and
1^ mile northward, and leaves it at its north-east
Humbie burn rises near the south-eastern
angle.
Ixjundary among the highest of the uplands, and intersects the p Irish 3f miles nearly through its middle,
flowing past the parish-church, and making a confluence with Keith water a little above Keith mill.
Birns bum rises 5 furlongs east of the source of
the former stream, and, after a course of half-a-mile,
forms the north - eastern boundary -line along the
whole side of the parallelogram, and tlien, at the
point of leaving the parish, unites with Keith
water to form the Tyne.
All the streams afford
excellent trouting, and have a suflicient quantity
of water to drive machineiy.
Iron-ore abounds
in many places; and there are
appearances of coal.
The principal landowners are the Earl of Hopetoun, Lord Polwarth, Lady Buchan, the Christian
Knowledge fiociety, and Anderson of Whiteburgh.
The yearly value of raw profluce was estimated in
1835 at £20,257; and the value of real property assessed in 1843 was £7,603 3s. 8d.
Keith-house' one
of the seats of the Earl Marshal, though of no

along

of Keith

water.

David

1.

gave the

district

of

Keith-Marshall, or the north-west half of the present parish, to Hervey, the son of Warin, and
Keith-Hundeby, or the south-east half, to Symon
Eraser.
As the church stood within the latter district, Hervey erected a chapel in his own territory
for the accommodation of his tenants, and, according to established custom, settled an yearly
tribute to the mother or parish church. Keith-Hundeby being afterwards given to the monks of Kelso,
a dispute so keen arose between them and the proprietor of Keith-Marehall respecting the amount o;
the tribute, that it could be decided only by a special adjudication

on the part of Joceline, bishop of

Glasgow, and Osbert, abbot of I'aisley. By iutermaniages, the manors of the two districts came, in
the 13th century, to be united in one family. During
the reign of Alexander II., Keith-Marshall was
made a distinct parish with its chapel for a separate
and independent church. In the reign of Charles !.,
William, Earl Marshall, who lineally held the patronage of this church by grant of Robert Bruce to
his ancestors, and, at the

same time, inherited the

manors of both

districts, sold the whole property in
of the inextricable difiiculties in which

consequence
he had become involved bv his

HUMBLE-BUMBLE
May

politics.

(Tue).

See Comkie and

(The).

HUME, or HoifE, an ancient parisli at the southern verge of Berwickshire, now annexed to Siitchel
in Ro.xburghshire.
See Stitchel. This parish was
anciently four times its present extent, and, in the
r2th century, comprehended n. considerable part of
Gordon and Westnither.
The Earls of Dunbsir,
who were of old the lords of the manor, originally
held the patronage of the church.
But, in the
r2th century, the monks of Kelso obtained possession,
higher antiquity than 1590, and entirely dilapidated not only of the church, but of the whole parish ; and
by subsequent proprietors, deserves special notice. they obtained the territory of Goixlon and a large
Built in the form of a hollow square, one entire side part of Westruther, to be erected into parochial inof it, 110 feet in length, and 3 stories in height, was dependence.
The old parish of Hume was, in confitted up and used as a hall
and the edifice was. in sequence, reduced to nearly its present limits.
other respects, suited to the splendour of a family
or
HUME,
Home, a small village and an ancient
who, at the period of its erection, were the most castle near the centre of the abrogated parish of the
powerful and opulent in the kingdom. The timljer same name, 3 miles south of Greenlaw, and 5 northemployed in constnicting it, was a present from the north-west of Kelso. They stand on the summit ot
King of Denmark, as an expression of the high a conspicuous hill, which rises 898 feet above the
opinion he conceived of the Earl, when negociating level of the sea. The village is in a decayed and
the marriage of the Princess Anne of Denmark decaying condition; but anciently it spread out to
witli James VI.
AVhiteburgh- house, built about a considerable extent, and teemed with the retinue
50 years ago, is a fine mansion. On the estate of and the dependents of one of the most powerful
are
lairit
The castle, once
Whiteburgh
vestiges of a Roman castellum baronial families of a fornser age.
stativuin, which consisted of 3 concentric circular the seat of the potent Earls of Hume, and one of the
walls 15 feet distant from each other, each 16 feet chief objects of antiquarian interest in Benvickshire,
was about 70 years ago in so prostrate a condition
thick, and the exterior one enclosing an area of more
than an acre. Population in 1831,875; in 1851. as to exist only in vestiges nearly level with the
925.
Houses, 184.
ground. But it was, in a nide sense, restored from
This piirish is in the presbytery of Haddington, its own materials by the last Earl of Marchmont,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patrons, the or at least some walls of it were re-edified and batCrown and the Earl of Hopetouu. Stipend, £287 tlemented; and seen from some distance, it now
16s.; glebe, £10.
Unappropriated teinds, £849 4s. appears, on its far-seeing elevation, to frown in
6d.
There are two parochial schools, each with a power and dignity over the whole district of the
salary of £29, and about £14 fees. There is likewise Merse, and a considerable part of Roxburghshire,
an endowed female school. The parish church was and constitutes a
very picturesque feature in the
built in 1800, and contains about 400 sittings. There centre of the
In its
wide-stretching landscape.
is a Free church with an attendance of
130; and original form, it was a lofty and imposing structure;
the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £85 and from the end of the 13th
century, when it be18s. o^d.
There are ruins of an ancient chapel. came the seat of its
proud barons, increased in
The parish comprehends the ancient districts of
strength with the gradual augmentation of their
Keith-Hundeby and Keith-Marshall. The adjunct werdth. But as it could not resist the play of artilHundeby was the name of a hamlet near the church ler\-, it was carelessly allowed, after the invention
of the fonner district, and has been
vulgarized into of gunpowder, to go to ruin. A drawing of it may
Humbie. The name Keith seems to be the British be seen in Grose's
anriquities.
Caefh, confined or narrow,' and may have alluded
The castle figured largely in the history of the
to the strait channel henmied in
by the steep bank.s times preceding the Restoration, and comes pro;

*

HUME.

minently, or at least distinctly, into notice toward
tlie cloSB of the 13th centuiy.
The family of llume
or Home sprang, by lateral branches, from tlie
Ada, the
powerful and noted Earls of Dunbar.
daughter of Patrick, the sixth of these Earls, obtained from her fatlier in the early part of the 13th
century, the lands of Home, and married her own
cousin, William, the son of Patrick of Greenlaw,
who was the second son of the 4tli Earl of Dunbar,
William assumed the name of Home
Gospatrick.
from the lands brought to him by Ada, and transferred it to his posterity. During the reign of Kobert
III. Thomas Home acquired by marriage the lordship of Dunglass. The family held Home, Greenlaw,
Whiteside, and other lands in Berwickshire, under
the Earls of March; and, after January 1435, when
these P^;irls incurred forfeiture, they acquired independence, and became tenants of the Crown. As
they had risen on the fall of tlieir chiefs, and now
followed the fortune of the Dunglasses, they were
often appointed consen^ators of the peace with
Sir Alexander Home, who succeeded to
iMigland.
the property in 1456, was appointed, by the prior of
Coldinghnm, bailie of the several lands belonging to
an office on whicii he and his succestlie convent,
sors placed a high estimate, which they found, by
means of an alchemy of their own, to be not a little
lucrative, and for the retention of which in their
possession they strenuous!}' and perseveringly contended.
In 1465, Sir Alexander sat in the estates
among the barons; and, in 1473, he was created a
lord of parliament.
Using with stringent vigour
his power as bailie of Coldingham to seize the pro])erty of the convent, and make it liis own, he was
enraged by James III. 's annexation of the prioryand
its pertinents, in 1484, to the chapel-r03'al of Stirling, and now attached liimself and all his strength
to the
party of traitorous nobles who plotted the
King's death. In 1488, immediately after the unhappy monarch fell a victim to their machinations,
Alexander Home, the heir of the first Lord Home,
obtnined a joint share of the administration of the
Lothians and Berwickshire during the nonage of
James IV., and was constituted great chamberlain

—

for life; and, in 1490-1, lie was
appointed by pailiament to collect the King's rents and dues within

the earldom of March, the lordships of Dunbar and
Cockburnspath, Stirlingshire, and Ettnck Forest:
and he was thus made dictator of Berwickshire and
a ruler of the land.
In 1492, he or a son of his

—

same name,

for there is inextricable confusion
in the historical authorities
succeeded to the lord-

of the
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—

ship of Home, on the death of the first Lord; and
he soon after obtained from the infancy of James
IV. various lands in the constabulary of Had-

dington.
In 1506, Ak'sander, the third Lord Home, succeeded to his father's office of great chamberlain, to
his estates, and to his political power; in 1513, he
engaged, as warden of the eastern mai-ches, in a
sharp Bkirmish at Millfield on the Tweed, and,
leaving his banner in the field and his brother in
captivity with the enemy, sought safety in flight;
later in the same vear, lie led, jointly with Huntly,
tlie left wing of the Scottish army at the liattle of
Flodden, and left many of his kinsmen and clansmen dead on the field, who fell in a strenuous defence of tlieir valorous and unfortunate King; and
immediately afterwards, lie was declared one of the
standing councillors of the Queen-regent, and appointed the chief justice of all the territories lying
south of the Forth. After the expulsion of Margaret from the regency, and tlie accession to it of
the Duke of Albany, Lord Home who had been
venially using his great power and influence for the

—

amassment
intrigues

of wealth and the promotion of miserly
—plotted
with the dowager queen and her

husband Angus to seize the person of the infant
King, and drawing upon himself the scourge of
civil war, saw bis fortlet of Fast castle razed, his
seat of Home castle captured, and his estates overrun and ravaged, and was obliged to cross the
He afterborder, and cry for help to the English.
wards made predatory incursions into Scotland, was
ensnared by Albany and made prisoner, effected
his escape from Edinburgh castle, became restored
to the Regent's favour and to his own possessions,

anew embroiled himself with Albany, and, bting
inveigled to Edinburgh, was convicted in parliament of

many

crimes,

and,

in

October 1516,

publicly and

His
ignominiously put to death.
many offices of great importance were bestowed
upon aspirants who had no connexion with his
family; and his titles and lai-ge estates were forfeited, and, till 1522, remained vested in the Crown.
His kinsman, however, took fearful revenge. Home
of Wedderburn beset Anthony de la Bastie, who
had obtained the office of warden of the marches,
and put him to death at Langton in the Merse with
circumstances of savage ferocity; and, heading a
strong party of his border marauders, he seized the
castles of Home and AVeddeiburn, and maintained
possession of them in defiance of the government.
Though formally accused before parliament of
treason, the Homes, partly by compromise, and
partly by intrigue, were not only saved from conIn 1522,
viction, but reinstated in political favour.
George Home, the brother of the attainted lord,
was restored to the title and the lands of the family;
and, though he repeatedly embroiled himself, and
was twice castigated and imprisoned, by indulging
the turbulent spirit which bad ruined his predecessor, he did good service in J 542, first by repulsing, jointly with the Earl of Huntly, an incursion
by Sir Kobert Bowes and the Earl of Angus, and
next by opposing and liarassing the army led into
Scotland by Norfolk. In 1547, in a skirmish which
preceded the battle of Pinkie, he received a avouiuI
of which he died; and his son and heir being at the
same time taken prisoner, Home castle, after a
stout res'stance by Lady Home, fell into the ham's
of the Protector Somerset, and was garrisoned by
a detachment of his troops.
In 1548-9, Alexander,
the fifth Lord Home, distinguished himself in the
campaigns against the English, and, retaking his
family castle by stratagem, put the garrison to the
sword. In 1560, he sat in the Reformation parliament; in June 1567, he signed the order for imprisoning Mary in Loehleven castle; and after the
Queen's escape, he led 600 followers to the battle of
Langside, and, though he received several wounds,
is said to have there turned the fortune of the field.
Ill
1569 he veered about, and joined the Queen's
friends; in 1571. he was taken prisoner in a factional or party skirmish with Morton, in the suhinbs of Edinburgh; in 1573, he was convicted in
parliament of treason; and 1575, he died in a state
of attainder. Alexander, his son, was put by parliament, in 1578. into possession of fiis title and
estates; in 1580, when James VI. sailed to Denmark to marry the Princess Anne, he was named
among those nobles to whom the conservation of
the
be confided; in subsequent
public peace could
years he struggled to defeat the seditious purposes
of the turbulent Earl of Bothwell, and was rewarded
with the grant of the dissolved priory of Coldingham; ill 1599, being a Roman Catholic, he was sent
by the King on a suspicious enibassy to the Papal
court; in 1603, he accompanied James VI. to England; and in 1605, he was created Earl of Home.

HUNDA.
James Home, his

son, succeeded

him

in his titles

uid estates in 1619; and he was, in his turn,, succeeded, in 1634, by Sir James Home of Cowdensnows, Daring the civil wars which succeeded,
le is said to have been distinguished for his loyalty;
ind he seems certainly to have been not a little obibxioas to Cromwell.
In 1650, immediately after the capture of Edinburgh castle, Cromwell despatched Colonel Fenwick
It the head of two regiments to seize the Earl's
;astle of Hume.
In answer to a peremptory sumnons to surrender, sent him by the Colonel at the
lead of his troops, Cockbum, the governor of the
jastle, rctnnied two missives, which have been prelenred as specimens of the frolicking humour
lehich occasionally bubbles up in the tragedy of
"
var.

The first was:
Kight Honourable, I have
cceived a tnimpeter of yours, as he tells me, with)ut a pass, to surrender Hume castle to the Lord
general Cromwell.
Please you, I never saw your
As for Home castle, it stands upon a
general.
ock.

Given

at

Home

day, before 7
>'clock. So resteth, without prejudice to my native
most
humble
T.
Cockburx."
servant,
jountiy, your
castle, this

rhe second was expressed in doggerel lines, which
!Outinue to be remembered and quoted by the peasmtry, often in profound ignorance of the occasion
nrhen they
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were composed

:

—

extremity of the parish of Knockando, in

Moray

shire.

HUNTINGTON. See Hadd;xgtos.
HUNTINGTOWER, an estate in the

parish of
Tibbermore, Perthshire. Here. 2J miles west of
Peith, on a charming site amid wooded grounds,
stands Huntingtower-castle, formerly called Ruthvcn-castle, the ancient seat of the Gowrie family, a
very old building, but never apparently a place of
great strength. This castle was the scene of the
enterprise well known in Scottish history as the
Raid of Ruthven, the enticement of James VI.
hither, and the detention of him here, by the Earl
of Gowrie and others, with the view of detaching
him from the influence of his two early favourites,
the Luke of Lennox and the Earl of Arran. An
extraordinary exploit of a IViir lady has likewise
added to the notoriety of the castle, and has given
the name of the Maiden's Leap to the space between
its two towers, which,
though long ago united by

—

were originally separate. The lady
of the first Earl of Gowrie; and her
exploit consisted in leaping, in a fit of terror, irom
the leads of the one tower to the battlements of the
said to be a space of 9 feet 4 inches over a
other,
late buildings,

was a daughter

—

chasm

of 60 feet.
After the forfeiture of the last
E&tI of Gowrie, the castle and the circumjacent
estate were bestowed by James VI. on the family
of Tullibtirdine and they afterwards passed by marriage to the ducal family of Athole. But they are
now famous, and have long been so, for something
remarkably contrasted to the olden tricks of statecraft and warfare,
nothing less than the printing
;

'I, Willie Wastle.
Stand tinn in

And

my

a' tlie dopns o'

castle;

yonr lown

Will no pull Willie'Waatlc down."

—

Elome castle, however, when it felt the pressure of
.'olonel Fenwick's cannon, and saw his men about
:o rush to the
escapade, very readily suiTcndered to
lis power, disgorged its own
garrison, and received
vithin its walls the soldiery of Cromwell.
James,
vho was Earl when the civil wars began, survived
dl their perils, and, in 1661, was reinstated in his
lossessions.
Dying in 1666, he was successively
bllowed in his earldom by three sons, Alexander,
who
died in 1688.— and Charles, who did
—James,
lot concur in the Revolution, and
opposed the
Jnion.
Hume castle and the domains around it
lassed aftenvards into the possession of the Earls
•f
Marchmont; a branch of the Hume family, who,
or a considerable period, were wealthier and more
nfluential than the main stock, but who failed tovard the close of the last century to have male
leirs, and, in consequence, ceased to perpetuate
heir titles.
The earldom of Home still survives in
he descendants of the ancient
family, who now have

—

heir seat at Hirsel.

1^ mile long and f of
mile broad, lying contiguous to the west end of
liarray, and belonging to the parish of South Ronddshay, in Orkney.
Population in 1841, 6: in
i

1851, 5.

i

I

I

j

House, 1.
HUNIE, an islet, abounding with rabbits, near the
outh-west shore of Unst in Shetland.
HUNISH-POINT, or Rhu-Humsh, the northrestern extremity of Trotternish, 3 miles west of
Vird-point, in Skve.
HUNTERFIELD, a village in the parish of
/Ockpen, Edinburglishire.

Population, 90.

Houses,

HUNTERS BAY. Sec Ric4G Bay.
HUNTERS BOG. See Salisbuky Ckags.
HUNTERS QUAY. See Dlxoox.
HUNTERSTON. See
HUNTHILL, a village

Kilbride (West).

in the parish of Blantyre,
Population, 60.
Houses, 16.
HUNTHILL, an upland tract at the northern

l^narkshire.
ir.

—

HUNTLAW.

See Gala (The).
IIUNTLY, a parish, containing a post town of
its own name, in the Strathbogie district of AberIt is bounded by the parishes of Rothiemay, Forgue, Drumblade, Gartly, Glass, and Cairnie.
Its length, north-eastward, is about 10 niUes; and
its breadth is about 4 miles.
It comprehends the
ancient parishes of Dumbennan and Kinore, which
were united in 1727 and it took the name of Huntly
in compliment to the Duke of Gordon's eldest son.
Dumbennan is surrounded by hills, and is siiid to
have thence got its name, which signifies " the foot

deenshire.

;

HUXA. See Houxa.
HUXDA. an island, about

I

and bleaching of calico. The works are extensive;
and they present the curiosity of being supplied
with water through an artificial canal, nearly 18
feet broad and 3 feet deep, which debouches irom
the Almond, intersects the extensive meadow of
Huntingtower-haugh, has altogether a length of
about 4| miles, and was formed so very long ago as
to rank among the most ancient extant works of
Alexander II. having menutility in the kingdom,
tioned it in his charters as his mill-lead; and havin
a
1244.
ing,
granted pipe from it to the monasteiy
of Black friars of Perth.

of the hill."
It is situated at the termination of the
straths of the Bogie and the Deveron, and comprises
the peninsular hill of Clashmach, of considerable
height, above the confluence of these streams.
Kinore extends about 5 miles along the right side
of the Deveron, below the influx of the Bogie, but

separated from Dumbennan, for more than a
quarter of a mile, from the confluence of the rivers
The
upwai-ds, by an intersection of Dnimblade.
Bogie divides the united parish, for about 2 or 3
miles, from Dnimblade; and the Deveron, from
The
portions of Glass, Cairnie, and Rothiemay.
whole district is hilly, and was formerly bleak; but
have
been
and
there
effected,
great improvements
are many acres, especially on the banks of the
rivers, which are naturallj' fertile, and form fine
is

amble

land.

pasturage;

The hills and eminences afford good
and many of them are adorned with

G

HUNTLY.

thriving plantations of oak, fir, elm, birch, and
other trees. In particular, the whole of St. Mungo's
hill, in the Kinore or eastern distinct, is enclosed
and planted. On the west side of this hill is St.
Mungo's well ; and on the summit is a small lake,
the bed of which resembles a crater; and abundance
Df hard porous matter, like lava, or the scorias of a
forge, with a light spongy stone like pumice-stone,
has been found around it. The arable soil of Dumbennan is generally a good deep loam; while that
Granite is
of Kinore is of a cold clayey character.
Limestone occurs in small
the prevailing rock.
quantity; some of it susceptible of a high polish,
and not much inferior to marble.
Plumbago, of
very fine quality, but in such minute quantity as
not to be worth working, has been found near the
confluence of the rivers. Excepting a small poition
of the lower part of Kinore, wliich belongs to Mr.
Gordon of Avochy, the whole of the united parish
The real
is the property of the Duke of Richmond.

about £5,056.

On

the Avochy estate are
a plain mansion and the ruins of an old castle.
Near the bridge of Deveron and the town of Huntly
stand the ruins of Huntly castle, the ancient residence of the Gordon family, which was destroyed
after the battle of Glenlivet, in 1594; and in the
same vicinity, on the opposite side of the Deveron,
rental

is

their elegant modern mansion, Huntly lodge,
surrounded by plantations and pleasure-grounds.
Tlie castle was built so late as 1602, but comprises
is

some vestigts of the ancient castle of Strathbogie,
which originally belonged to the powerful family of
the Comyns, and was conferred on the Gordons,
along with the surrounding estate, in guerdon of
tlioir services to Bruce in the wars of the succession.
The lodge was at first biit a shooting-box, but was
enlarged, about the year 1832, into the present

handsome and commodious edifice; and after the
death of the last Duke of Gordon, it became the residence of the Dowager-duchess. See the articles
Gordon and Gokdox-Casti.e. The parish is traversed by the great road from Aberdeen to Inverness, adjoins the present northern terminus of the
Great North of Scotland railway, and is a focus of
communication for most of the main scats of population between the Moray frith and the Dee. Population in 1831, 3,545; in"l851, 4,061.
Houses, 726.
Assessed property in 1843, £7,245.
This parish is in the presbytery of Strathbogie,

and synod of Moray. Patron, the Duke of Richmond. Stipend, £185 13s. 9d.; glebe, £25. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^(1., with about £60 fees,
a share in the Dick bequest, and £S other emoluments.

The

built in 1805.

parish church is a plain structure,
and containing 1,800 sittings. The

a neat building, founded in 1840, in
consequence of the celebrated Strathbogie proceedIt contains 900 sittings; and its receipts in
ings.

Free church

HUNTLY.
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is

1855 were £564 4s. lOd. The United Presbyterian
church was built in 1809, and contains 340 sittings.
The Independent chapel is a Gothic structure, with
480 sittings, built in 1851. The Scotch Episcopal
chapel is a small elegant Gothic pile, with a spire,
and was erected in 1850. The English Episcopal

The Roman Catholic
chapel was built in 1843.
chnpel was Imilt in 1834, and has a curious tower,
with a top in the form of a crown, and conA large and very handsome
tains 350 sittings.
building was erected, about 16 years ago, on a situation looking down the principal street of the town,
])y the Duchess-dowager of Gordon, to serve the
double purpose of being a monument in memory of
lier husband, and a place of accommodation for
schools.
Tiie parochial school and the Free church
school are held in it: so also are an infant school and

a

There is likewise in the
girls' industrial school.
tovvn a ladies' boarding and day school; and there
are in the parish seven or eight adventure schools.
Scott's hospital, on the south-east side of the town,
is a fine building erected in 1854, by bequest of the
late Dr. Scott, for behoof of aged men and women.

HUNTLY, a burgh- of- barony, and a neat modeni
town, in the above parish, occupies a dry, sakibrious, and beautiful situation, in the centre of a fertile
district, on the peninsula formed by the confluence
of the Deveron and the Bogie, 18 miles south-east
of Fochabers, 21 south-south-west of Banff, and 39
north-west of Aberdeen. It owes much, as a seat of
and population, to the vicinity of Huntly lodge;
much, to facility of intercourse with neighbouring
villages and towns; much, to the transit through it
of the great road from Aberdeen to Inverness; and
still more, of late, to the termination hei-e and the
opening of the Great North of Scotland railway.
ti'ade

The circumjacent

country, before the rise of the

little else than barren heath and
marshy swamps; but it is now in a state of high
cultivation, adorned with artificial features of
scenery. ICven the hills in the less immediate vicinity
are in general covered with thriving plantations.
Having arisen since the beginning of last century,
Huntly has been lajd out on a neat and regular plan.
The place has altogether an air, not only of comfort,
bu even of elegance. The town comprises a series
of well-built streets; the two principal crossing each
other at right angles, and forming a spacious mar-

town, consisted of

ket-place or square. The various places of woiship,
the public schools, a lai-ge edifice in the square containing one of the banking-offices, together with a
number of very superior private buildings, give tlie
town architecturally a pleasing appearance. The
chief objects in the environs also blend with it into
some fine scenes. The view from the south is
especially beautiful, whei'e, in addition to the general
features of the town, the eye takes in the castle and
the lodge with their embosoming plantations, and
rests on the brilliant back-ground of Brimhill, whose
surface of 2,500 acres, partly within the parish of
Huntly, and partly within that of Cairney, is all one
mass of forest. The streets of the town are lighted
with gas.
considerable number of families of
At one
independent means reside in the town.
time the chief manufactures were those of linen
thread and linen cloth and several bleachfields of
great repute were long in operation on the Bogie.
But all these have ceased. A tan work, an exten-

A

;

sive distillery, and a-Jorick and tile work, now give
employment to a considerable number of people. A
great amount of miscellaneous trade is done with

the surrounding country, in supplying all sorts of
goods by retail; and in receiving agricultural produce, particularly pork, eggs, and the produce of the
dairy, for exportation to England. Of late also then'
has sprung up a large trade in grain; which has received a great stimulus by the opening of the railway.
A weekly market is held on Thursday; and fairs arc
held once a fortnight during the first half of the year,
and once a month during the second half. The town
has ofiices of the Union bank, the North of Scotland
bank, and the Aberdeen town and county bank.
I'uhlic communication is maintained by railwny
trains with Aberdeen, and by coaches with InverThere are in the town a
ness, Portsoy, and Banff".
reading-room, an agricultural lihrnrv, an evangclicnl
subscription library, a circulating library, a literary
society, a farmers' club, a dispensary, a savings'
bank, a total abstinence s(x;iety, and several religious
and benevolent societies. The town is a burgh of
barony under the Duke of Richmond, 'i'hc title of

Earl of Huntly belonged

to

the

noble family of

HUNTLY

COT-HILLS.

Gordon previous to their elevation to the dukedom,
and was then raised into a marquisate; and the
title of Marquis of Huntly was inherited, at the
death of the last Dnke of Gordon, by the Earl of
Abovne. During the great floods in August 1829,
the town of Huntlr was almost surrounded with
water; but fortunately no lives were lost, and little
damage was otherwise sustained. The ancient onearched bridge across the Deveron in this vicinity,
from the middle of which the ^^ews are veiy fine,
withstood the pressure of the current, and still
exists.
Across the Bogie, and leading from the
south-east side of the town, is another good bridge
of 3 arches. Population of the town in 1831, 2,585;
in 1851. .3.131.

HUXTLY.

Houses. 564.
Berwickshire.

See Gordox.

HUNTLY

COT-HILLS, a part of the Moorfoot
range of mountain, on the southern border of the
of
parish
Temple, Edinburghshire. It has an altitude of 1.606 feet above sea-level.

HURKLEDALE.

See Cummertrees.

HURLET,

a post-office village on fhe south-east
border of the Abbey parish of Paisley, Renfrewshire.
It stands 3 miles south-east of
Paisley, and 6 southwest of Glasgow. It is inhabited principally by

colliers and other miners, employed in extensive
works in its vicinity. Here coal lias Ijeen wrought
for upwards of 300 years.
The seam is 5 feet 3
.inches thick, declining eastwai-d with a dip, which
is variable, but
may. on an average, be accounted 1

in

The

coal at this place is nearly exhausted
abounds on some neighbouring lands.
The manufacture of sulphate of iron or copperas,
was introduced into Scotland by Messrs. Nicolson
and LightlxKlv of Liverpool, who established their
works at Hurlet in 1753. having previously secured
by contract a supply of the pyrites, and other material fit for their
processes, found in working the
coal, at 2id. per hutch of 200 weight.
Till 1807
when a similar mannfactiire was begun on the adjoining lands of Nitshill, this was the only copperas
work ill Scotland. In 1820, the Hurlet
7.

bnt

it

;

still

copperas

works were purchased by Messre. John Wilson and
Sons, and converted into an extensive manufactorv
of alum. The alum manufacture was also first introduced into Scotland by Messrs. Nicolson and

who

Lightbody.
prepared considerable quantities at
Hiu-let in 1766 and 1767; but their
process being
defective, it was abandoned in the course of two
years; and it was not till 1797, when works were
erected here by Mr. Mackintosh of Crossbaskct, and
Mr. Wilson of Thomly, and their partners, that the

mnking of that article was successfully established.
Since that period, the works now rnentioned, as
well as that established in 1820, have been
producing a large and steady supply of alum, manufactured
on correct chemical principles.
Large quantities of
muriate of potash and sulphate of ammonia, are also

made in connexion with this alum process. Ironstone abounds at Hurlet; and the
working of it was
some years ago actively commenced by Messrs.
Wilson. Population of the village, 287.
HURLFORD, a post-office village in the parish
of Riccarton,
It has a station on the
Ayrshire.
Glasgow and South-western railway, 2 miles southeast of Kilmarnock.
It is inhabited
principally by
colliers.
Population, 371.

HURLY-COVE.

an isolated

district of the parish of

Dnirinish. in Skye.

HUSKER.

See Heisker.
See Glasgow.

HUTCHESONTOWN.

HUTT. See Eckford.
HUTTON, a parish, containing the

lages of Hutton and Paxton, on the south-east
lx)rder of Berwickshire.
It is bounded by the
liberties of Berwick, by England, and by the
parishes of Ladykirk, Whitsome, Edrom, Chimside,
It has an irregularly
Foulden, and Mordington.
triangular outline, and measures 4J. 4J, and 3^
miles along its sides.
The Whitadder is its
boundary-line over the whole of the north, and 1^
mile of the east, and runs there partly between
rocky banks of considerable height. The Tweed
rolls its majestic volume of waters, in a beautifully
curved line. 3^ or 3f miles along the south-eastern
boundarj-, overlooked by gentle undulations of the
surface along its banks, and brings up the tide with
a sufficient depth of waters for wheiTV navigation.
The inequaliries of the surface along its banks, and
similar inequaliries along those of the Whitadder,
possess capabilities, with the aid of more plantation
than they now have, of producing a pictui-esque eflect;
and though rising, in the average, to only about 150
feet above sea-level, they beautifully diversify the
luscious j'ct tame plain in the midst of which they
rise, and relieve its luxuriant but flat expanse from
an aspect of monotony. All the surface of the parish, inland from the rivers, is, with some scarcely
noriceable exceprions, nearly a dead level ; but
it is thoroughly cultiTated. and spreads
out before the eye of an agriculturist the most
The soil on the
of
all
features of scenery.
pleasing
banks of the streams is a deep, rich loam, remarkably
ferrile. and well-adapted to wheat;
but, over a
breadth of about a mile in the interior, it is thin,
and rests on a strong clay, and, though not infertile,
demands the expenditure upon it of skill and labour.
Sandstone, though at a considerable depth beneath
the surface, eveiy where abounds; and on the banks
of the Whitadder, is a small stratum of prime
Paxton house and Tweed-hill, both
gvpsum.
situated on the Tweed, at a short distance from each
other the latter a neat mansion, and the former a
massive pile constnicted from a design by the famous Adams send down their wooded demesnes to
the margin of the river, and reciprocate with it
enhancements of beauty. Spittal house, near the
centre of the parish, is a neat new mansion and
Broadmeadows house, situated on the Whitadder,
lifts np a Grecian front of fine white-coloured sandstone.
Hutton hall, standing on the Whitadder, in
the north-west comer of the parish, and now uninhabited, consists of a square tower of remote but
unascertained antiquity, and an attached long manIn
sion of patch-work structure and various dates.
its most ancient part it is a remarkable specimen of
Theie are seven princian old Border strength.
The yearly value of raw produce,
pal landowners.
inclusive of £1.000 for fisheries in the Tweed, was
estimated in 1834 at £19.657. Assessed property
in 1843, £10,446 33. 8d.
On the estate of Paxton is
a manufactory of bricks, house-tiles, and tiles for
In various localities are 3 corn-mills,
drains.
whence flour and decorticated barley are sent, in
considerable quantities, to Berwick, for exportation.
Near Tweed-hill honse a suspension bridge, 360
feet in length, extremely light and elegant, and
constnicted, in 1820, at an expense of upwards of
£7,000, conducts a carriage-way across the Tweed.
The parish is intersected by the turnpikes between

everywhere

—

—

;

Berwick and Dunse, and between Berwick and

See Pesiccick.
See Stirlisg.
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post-office vil-

Kelso, by way of Swinton: and has near access
both to the North British railway and to the English
North-eastern railway. The village of Hutton stands
about the middle of the northern border of the parish, J a mile south of the Whitadder, 3 east-southeast of Chimside, and 5J west of Berwick.
It contains about 260 inhabitants.
Population of the

IIUTTON.
parish in
225.

1831, 1,099;

in

1851,

Houses,

1,102.

Tliere are

three non-parochial schools,
4|d.
and two small public libraries. The present parish
comprehends the ancient parish of Hutton and Fishwick. Hutton, signifyinf^ wood-town
was the
northern district; and Fish wick or 'the fishing
hamlet' was the district on the south and along
the Tweed. The monks of Coldingham obtained
Fishwick from the Scottish Edgar, and held it till
The ruins of its church and
tlie Reformation.
cemetery still exist. The Eev. Philip Kedpath, the
editor of the Border History, and the translator oi"
Boethius' Consolations of Philosophy, was minister
of Hutton.
AM> CORRIE, an united parish in
Annandale, Dumfries-sisire. Its post-town is Lockerby, 7 miles south-south-west of the parish church.
'

'

—

—

—

HUTTON

It is bounded by Moffat, Eskdalemuir, Wcsterkirk,
Tundergarth, Dryfesdale, Applegarth, and WamIts length southward is 13j miles, and its
phray.
average breadth is somewhat less than 3 miles.
The mountain water-shed between Annandale and
Ebkdale,and that between the basins of the Dryfe and
the Waniphray, form about one- iialf of the boundarylines. Dryfe water rises neariy at the northern point
of the parish, intersects all the northern division
nearly along its middle, and, bending to the southwest, passes away into Applegarth, a mile below Hutton church. Milk water comes in from the noi'th-east
about 1^ mile below its source, and, over a distance
of miles, traces the south-eastern and the southern
Corrie water rises in a lochlet of its own
boundarj'.
name on the eastern boundary, flows south-westward
4^ miles tlirough the parish, and then, tracing the
western boundary over a distance of 2 j miles, falls
into the Milk.
Of 23,000 imperial acres, which the
whole area is computed to comprehend, about 3,000
are arable, about 4,500 are employed for the rearing
and grazing of black cattle, and about 15,000 are
occupied as sheep pasture. The black cattle are
Galloways and the sheep, with some trivial excepThere are in
tions, are all of the Cheviot breed.
In various
the parish 3 inconsiderable hamlets.
localities are remains of ancient fortifications, two
of which only are noticeable.
In an angle formed
by the Dryfe, 6 miles from its source, Carthur hill,
rising almost perpendicularly to the height of 400 or
500 feet, bears aloft on its pinnacled summit the
vestiges of wliat seems to have been a strong fort.
;

I.

See loNA.

or Ykskeh, a Sm-iU island belonging
to the parish of Kiinuiir, in the e-vtreme nortii of

lASGAlR,

Skye.

iURIS.

IBROT.
RAIIiWAV.

On

one side of the vestiges there

was evidently bored by

This parish is in the presbytery of Ciiirnside, an^
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £245 5s. 5d.; glebe, £28.
Unappropriated
Sclioolmastor's salary, £34
teinds, £74 13s. 4d.
4s.
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Sec Eye«uochy.
See Glasoow, Paisley, and Gheenoc k

artificial

a well, which
in the rock,

is

means

and which still holds water. A hill opposite to Carthur, immediately on the other side of the Dryfe,
has similar vestiges, though no well and between
the two hills, on the banks of the stream, there appear to have been two strong square enclosures,
which may have served as a connecting link between
tiie elevated fortifications.
The parish, though hilly
and SL^questered, and long treated as if but the outskirt of a wilderness, is now intersected by two important lines of road, and ti'a versed by several suboidinateroaf's. There are ten principal landowners;
and four of them are resident. The yearly value
of raw produce was estimated in 1836 at £11,929
;

10s.
Assessed property in 1843, £5,300 3s. 3d.
Population in 1831,860; in 1851,836. Houses, 144.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lochmaben,
and synod of Dumfries. Patron, Johnstone of Annandale.
Stipend, £260 7s. lid.; glebe, £20.
Schooln)aster's salary, £27, with £20 fees, and £2
10s. other emoluments.
A schoolmaster for the
southern division of the parish receives a small salthe
from
and
has altogether an income
heritors,
ary
of about £55. The parish church was built about the
and
in
year 1710,
enlarged
1764, and contains 312
Hutton consists of the northern division
sittings.
of the present parish, or the part of it which is watered by the Dryfe.
It was originally a chapehy
dependent on the church of the old parish of Sibbald-

bye, now annexed to Applegarth and after various
disputes and settlements, was erected into a separate
parish previous to the 13th centur}'. In 1220 it was
converted into a prebend of the chapter of Glasgow.
Corrie, or the southern division of the united parish,
was, as to its lands and ecclesiastical patronage, held
in the 12th century by a vnssal family of Robert de
;

Bruce and it continued in their possession, and
gave them its name till the reign of James V.; and
it passed then
by marriage into the possession of the
Johnstones, and was sold in 1853 to Jardine of
Lawrick.
Hutton and Corrie were consolidated
into one parish in 1609.
;

HUTTON (Little). See Dkyfk-dai.e.
HYND CASTLE. See Monikie.

HYNDFORD, a barony near the centre of the
upper ward of Lanarkshire. It gave the title of
Earl to the noble family of the Cannichaels of Hyndford.
Sir James Carmichael of Hyndford was elevated to the peerage by the title of Lord Carmichael,
in 1647, and his grandson was created Earl of HyndThe peerage became dormant at the
ford in 1701.
demise of the 6lh Earl, in 1817. See Biudoemi,
(IInYDFOI!!)).

ICOLMKILL. See Iona.
JDOCH (Watek of). See Dai:a (The).
IDRIGIL POINT. See DtnuNisn.
IDVIE. See KiKKDEx.
ILAN, a prefix signifying "island."
ILAY. See IsLAY.
ILIE (The). See Helmsdale ('1'iil).

Sic Kii.an

ILLERAY

one of the Hebrides, about 4 miles
and 1 J broad, lying to the westward of Xortii
The soil is
Uist, and insulated only at high-water.
partly sandy and partly black loam, yielding tolerable crops of b;\rley, and pasture for cattle.
IMACHAR. See Kilmorie.
lilEKSAY, an islet belonging to the parish of

ILLERAY,

long,

Kildalton, in the south-east of the island of Islay.
INAILITE. a suburb of the north side of the to\vn
of Stomowav in Lewis.
IX
IE.
See Deskford.
INCH, a word signifying an island, deiived either
from the British Ymjs, or the Gaelic Inis. It is used
in Scottish topography sometimes alone, and very
frequently as a prefix; and when used in the latter
way. it is sometimes written Inish or Innis. The
word is said to occur with the same signification, in
some of the aboriginal languages of Noi'th America.
In Scotland, but more frequently in Ireland, the
word is also used to denote level ground near a river.
INCH, a parish in Inverness-shire, united to that
of KixGLSsiE which see.
INCH, a parish, containing the post-office villages
of Cairnryan and Lochans, and the hamlet of Aird,
in the north-west of Wigtonshire. It is bounded, on
most of the west, by Loch Ryan, on the north, by
Ayrshire, and on other sides, by the parishes of

ALTER

;

—

—

New

Luce, Old Luce, Stonykirk, Portpatrick, Lesand Stranraer. It measures lOJ miles in length
southward, 7^ in extreme breadth, and about 4^ or
4^ in mean breadth. The southern division comprising more than one-third of the whole area —has
a surface so gently undulating, that when viewe
walt,

—

1

from the neighbouring hills, it appears to be entirely
level.
All of it forms part and that the larger one
of an isthmus between Loch Ryan and Luce bay,
and is believed to have been anciently covered ty
the sea
and it is bored at intervals into curious

—

—

;

hollows, called by the peasantry "pots," which varjin measurement from 1,000 feet in circumference and
100 feet in depth, to comparatively small dimensions,
and are supposed to have been scooped out by an
eddying motion of the retiring billows. North-eastward and northward of the plain, the parish rises
into ranges of beautiful hills.
The southern face of
these is partly arable land and partly green pasture
their tops, and interior sides inland and toward the
north, are rugged, heathy, and incapable of culture;
and a declivity, which they make toward the whole
of the eastern boundarj', again becomes partly verdant and partly subject to the plough. The soil, on
the west side of the plain, is a good loam ; in the
rest of the plain, and other arable parts, is light and
sandy and, on the hills, is to a great extent mossy.
The cultivated acres of the parish as compared with
the uncultivated, are nearly in the proportion of two
to three. About 700 acres are under wood. Toward
the end of the last century the face of the country
underwent an entire renovating change, under the
skilful agricultural improvements and incentives of
the Earl of Stair.
Main water, a rapid stream, on
a rocky bed, comes down from Carrick on the north,
traces the eastern boundary for 5 miles, is joined by
Luce water from the east at Waterfoot, or opposite
New Luce, and thence deputes to the new stream,
with the aid of its own trioute, to trace the eastern
boundary-line, over a farther distance of IJ mile.
The Piltanton comes down from the north-west,
within the Rinns of Galloway, and, in a placid, and
even sluggish course during part of which it
abounds in tiny sinuosities traces the south-western and southern boundary, over a distance of 7
miles.
No fewer than 12 lakes spread out their
little expanses of water in the parish,
most of them
;

;

—

—

—

in its level or

INCH.
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southern division.

They abound

in

pike, pei-ch, carp, tench, roach, and white and red
trout ; are frequented by wild ducks, teals, widgeons,

and cormorants and during the winter-months,
especially if the temperature be below the average,
become the resort of immigrant swans from Ireland.
Those of Saulseat and Castle- Kennedy are beautiful
sheets of water, and possess, in a marked degree,
the gentler features of fine lake scenery.
The loch
of Saulseat, f of a mile long, and J of a mile broad,
called
the
Green
loch, during part of
formerly
the year, is sheeted over with a substance which
an
of
gives
appearance
watery verdure. It is of
the form of the arc of a circle, has its concavity or
peninsula covered with wood, and appears to liave
anciently had a deep fosse or trench stretching like
coots,

;

a chord between its projecting points. In its vicinity stood an ancient abbey. See Saulseat. CastleKennedy loch is cut so very deeply by injecting
peninsulae, as sometimes to be rci koned rather two
lakes than one.
The parts ran parallel to each
mile in length,
other, the one a mile, and the other
from, north-west to south-east, and are each about ^
a mile in breadth.
In each section is an islet and
on the western peninsula are the romantic edifice
and demense of Castle-Kennedy, the property of the
Earl of Stair. Castle-Kennedy, in its original form,
was a spacious, stately, square edifice, built probably in the reign of James YI. It belonged at first
to the Earls of Cassilis. who had extensive possessions in ^Yigtonshire but, in the reign of Charles
II., it passed, with its adjacent property, into the
hands of Sir John Dalrymple, younger <>f Stan
The
castle was burnt bj' accident in 1715, and has never

H

;

;

The grounds and plantations
were planned bv Alarshal Stair; and, if
destitute of the graces which adorn more modish
since been habitable.

around

it

demesnes, possess attractions nearly peculiar to
themselves. Along l^och Ryan, the parish has a
This includes most of
coast-line of about 8 miles.
the southern part or head of the l(,t:h, and the whole
of its west side, till within 2^ miles of its opening
into the sea.
In the northern part, the shore is bold
and rocky, and is perforated with several caves, which
run 80 or 100 yards under ground but elsewhere
it is flat,, and covered with .sand or gravel.
The loch
has an extensive fishery of salmon, haddock, whit;

ing, cod, flounders,

A

hening and excellent

oysters.

quarry is wrought on the estate of Loch
Ryan. Repeated but vain attempts have been made
to find coal.
Granite occurs in detached blocks.
There are eight principal landowners, but the only
ones resident are Lord Daliymple and General Sir
J. ^Vallace.
The average rent of arable land is
about £1 per acre. The yearly value of raw produce
was estimated in 1839 at £30.240. Assessed property in 1843, £10.985 16s, 8d.
Sepulchral caimsare very numerous in the uplands
on the average, about 60 feet in diaof the parish
slate

;

meter, and 7 feet in height consisting of stones
which, in the case of many, must have been fetched
and generally
from a distance of several miles
found, on examination, to have a large interior
cavity* containing incinerated human remains, in
some instances loose, in othei-s in an urn. On the
moorland farm of Caimairan are nine of these cairns
within the range of a Scottish mile. Burrows or
tumuli occur in the lowlands, of exactly similar
character to the cairns, except that they are formed
of earth instead of stones; and they have the same
;

;

interior cavity and sepulchral contents, and are supposed, in common with the cairns, to be monuments
of the British tribes who inhabited Galloway during
the early centuries of the Christian era. On the

farm of fnnermessan, on Loch Ryan, 2i miles northwest of Stranraer, stood the ancient Rerigoninm, a

INCH.

town of the Novantes, and in more modern times, the
town and castle of Innerniessan. Symson, in his
" Innermessan was
Description of Galloway,' says
the greatest town thereabouts till Stranraer was
built."
Only faint vestiges of it, however, now re'

—

such as cannot be detected except with the
aid of a cicerone.
In its vicinity lises a beautiful
moat, 336 feet in circumference at the base, 60 feet
main,

INCHARD.
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in perpendicular elevation, 78 feet in sloping ascent,
with a fosse encincturing its base, and an esplanade
view
shaving off its summit, and commanding a fine
" On the
of the expanse and shores of Loch Ryan.
24th November, 1834," says the Rev. James Fergus-

son, the minister of the parisli, in his report in the
New Statistical Account, " I caused a hole 3 feet
deep to be dug in the centre of the plain on the top.
After passing through a fine rich mould, we came to

a stratum consisting of ashes, charred wood, and
fragments of bone. In the days of the ancient Novantes, this was probably the public cemetery of
On the farm of
the adjacent town, Rerigonium."
Larg, near Main water, are remains of an old castle,
once the property and seat of the Lyns of Larg.
The Castle of Craigcaffie, formerly the seat of the
extinct family of the Nelsons of Craigcaffie, is still
entire, and has been transmuted into a farm-house.
The monthly Stranraer cattle-market, held from
April to October, has for its arena a spot within the
western limits of Inch. The parish is traversed along
the whole of its western border by the turnpike between Glasgow and Portpatrick, and across its southern division by tlie turnpike between Dumfries and
Stranraer. Sir John Ross, the celebrated arctic navigator, is a native of the parish, and adopts it, at
his residence of North-west-castle, as the home of

advanced years. Population in 1831, 2,521 in
Houses, 515.
1851, 3,122.
This parish is in the presbytery of Stranraer, and
of
synod
Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,

his

;

£258I2s. 3d. glebe, £15 15s. Schoolmaster's salary,
£26, with about £20 fees and £6 other emoluments.
The parish church was built in 1770, stands on the
south-west side of Castle-Kennedy loch, 3 miles
There
east of Stranraer, and contains 400 sittings.
is a chapel of ease at Cairni-yan, with an attendance
of 75.
There is a Free church at Inch, with an attendance of 300 and the sum raised in connexion
with it in 1855 was £249 10s. Id. There is a Free
church also at Cairnryan; and the sum raised in
connexion with it in 1855 was £81 9s. 5|d. There
The present parish comare five private schools.
prtdiends most of the ancient parish of Inch, and
;

;

the ancient parish of Saulseat. On the island or
"inch" in Castle-Kennedy loch, opposite the present
parish -church, is supposed to have stood the earliest
place of worship in the district; and from this circiunstance the parish seems to have derived its
name. Before the Reformation, the church of Inch
belonged to the bishops of Galloway, and was served
by a curate; by the annexation act of 1587, it was
vested in the King; in 1588, it was granted for life
to Mr. William Melville, the commendator of
Tongueland; in 1613, it was returned to the bishop
of Galloway; in 1641, it was transferred to the Uniall

versity of Glasgow; in 1601, it was again restored
to the bishop of Galloway; and in 1689, it finally
In the old parish of Inch
reverted to the Crown.
there were two chapels. St. John's chapel stood at
the head of Loch Ryan and the east end of Stranraer; and, though in ruins in 1684, wlien Symson
wrote his 'Large Description of Galloway,' it was
conunen)orated in the names of various objects in
its vicinity.
modem castle, or large building
near its site, was called " the castle of the chapel "
a piece of land which had belonged to the cliapel.

A

;

was

called St. John's ci"oft; the part of Stranraer
lying east of the rivulet which intersects the town,
was popularly called the Chapel; and a copious
spring of water, which rises within flood-mark, is
still called St. John's well.
All these objects were
detached from Inch, and included in the modern
A second chapel,
parish and burgh of Stranraer.
dedicated to St. Patrick, and giving name to the

modern town of Portpatrick, stood on the west coast
site of that town, and served the south-west
division of the old parish, which was popularly
called the Black quarter of Inch. This district was
detached in 1628, and erected into the separate parish of Portpatrick. What the old parisli lost by this
on the

disseverment was afterwards compensated by the
annexation to it of the parish of Saulseat. The
church of Saulseat belonged, before the Reformation,

monks of its abbey. When vested, by the act
annexation, in the Crown, a portion of the
revenues was settled as a stipend on its minister;
and in 1631, the remainder was granted b}' Charles
to the

of

I.

to the minister of Portpatrick.

Aberdeenshire. See Insch.
(Loch), an expansion of the river Spey,
about 2 miles long and upwards of a mile broad, 4
miles south of Alvie church, in Badenoch, Inver-

INCH,

INCH

ness-shire.

INCH-ABER, a small island in the south-east
corner of Loch-Lomond, f of a mile south-west
of the mouth of the river Endrick.
It belongs to
the parish of Kilmaronock in Dumbartonshire.
INCHAFFREY, an ancient abbey on the banks

Pow or Powaff'ray water, in the parish of MadThe name is said to mean the
derty, Perthshire.
Island of masses'
the island where masses were
said; and certainly is written in Latin, Insula missarum. Its site is a small rising ground, wliieh
seems to have been insulated by the Pow. The
abbey was founded in 1200, by Gilbert, Earl of
Strathearn, and his Countess Matilda, and dedicated
to God, the Virgin Mary, and John the Apostle;
of

'

—

it was endowed with
many privileges and immunities by David and Alexander, Kings of Scotland. The inins have been nearly all carried away,
as materials for modern houses and roads in the
A small adjacent territoiy, formerly atvicinity.
tached to the abbey, belongs to the Earl of Kinnoul,
and constitutes him patron of about 12 parishes,
over which the abbots anciently had right. Mauritius, one of the abbots, attended Robert Bmce at
the battle of Bannockbum, and carried with him,

and

in the superstitious spirit of the times,

an arm

of

The abbey

furnished the first of two
titles of nobility, which were conferred on its commendator. James Drnmniond, a younger son of
St.

Fillan.

David, Lord Drummond, was first styled Lord
Inchaffrey, and afterwards, in 1607, was created
Lord Madderty. He married Jean, daughter of Sir
James Chisholme of Cronilicks, and with her got
lands of InnerpefTray, she being heiress,
throngh her mother, of Sir John Drummond, the
the

that property.
From the first Lady Madtwo sons, John, Lord Madderty, and
derty sprang
Sir James, the first Laird of Machony.
INCHARD (Loch), an arm of the sea, projecting
from the Minch east-south-eastward into the nortliern part of the parish of Edderachillis, in Sutherlandshire. It is iibont 2 miles wide at the entrance,
and has there several islands, but contracts much
in the interior, and has altogether a length of about
.5 miles.
It forms a fine natuial harbour, is pretty
well inhabited round the shoves, and can boast some
fine features of the picturesque; yet, on the whole,
is rather bleak and desolate.
INCHARD (The), a stream of about 5 miles in

owner of

IXCHBARE.

length of course, expanding into two lakes, and
tenninating at the head of Loch Inchard. in the
Its
parish of Eldderachillis, in Sutherlandshire.
direction is north-westerly.

It affords

good salmon

bestridden above its mouth by a
large bridge, conveying over it the great west coast

fishing,

and

is

road.

IXCHBARE, a small scattered village, with
about a dozen houses, in the parish of Strickathrow,
Forfarshire.

INCH BELLY, a locality on the nothem border
of the parish of Kirkintilloch, IJ mile east-northeast of the town of Kirkintilloch, in the detached
Here is a bridge over
district of Dumbartonshire.
the Kelvin, on the road from Glasgow to Falkirk.
This locality, together with Inchbreck in the same
parish,

and

Inchterf,

Inchwood, and Netherinch in

the parishes of Campsie and Kilsyth, owes the prefix
part of its name to its having been originally an
island in the expanse of water which formerly occupied the great transverse valley, that now traversed by the ship-canal, between the Forth and
the Clvde.
IXCH-BRAYOCK. or Rossie Islaxd, a low flat
islet of about 34 acres superficial area, in the channel of the Forfarshire South Esk, between Montrose
basin and the German ocean. It belongs to the
of Craig, but was included by the boundaryill within the burgh of ^lontrose, and is becoming
Earish
the site of a suburban appendage to that town.
At
The currents which
its east end is a dry-dock.
narrowness
of
its
to
the
sides, owing
pass along
their channels compared with the expanse of Montrose basin, which is filled and emptied at every
Till the latter part of the last
tide, are very rapid.
century, the great north road along the east coast
of Scotland was continued across the South Esk only
by the incommodious expedient of a ferry below
Inch-brayock. at Ferryden; but now. by means of
connecting bridges, it is carried across the island,
and cuts it into two nearly equal parts. The bridge
on the south side where the channel has greatly
less breadth than that on the north side
is a
work of solid and massive stone masonry. The
original bridge on the north side was one of rimber,
a great work of its kind, but constantly needing
repair, and too fragile to resist fully the careering
tide; and about 26 years ago, it was substituted by
a suspension-bridge, which, if it want the intrinsic
magnificence and the circumjacent splendour of
scenery which distinguish the fanwus Welsh bridges
across the ilenai, is at least one of the most interesting public works in the lowlands of Britain.
See ilosTROSE. Inch-brayock, together with some

—

—

—

—

adjacent territorj-, was anciently a separate parish,
but in the year 1618 was united with that of St.
Skeoch or Dnnuinald to foiin tlie parish of CYaig.
The ancient church and cemetery were on the
bland; and the latter continues to be in use for the
onited parish.
Inch-brayock, or Inis-Breic, means
'the Church or chapel island.' Population, 157.

Houses. 42.

INCHBRECK.

See Ixchbellt.
an islet in Loch-Lomond, 7
furlongs
length and nearly 3J furlongs in
breadth, f of a mile north-west of the mouth of the
river Endrick, in the parish of Buchanan, Stirlingshire.
Its name signifies 'the island of old
women.' Amidst the green and the golden islands
of a landscape unsurpassed in its beauties by the
most fairy districts of Scotland, Inch-Cailliach is one
of the most beautiful.
It is the property of the
Duke of Montrose, exquisitely wooded, and turned
to some account in husbandry.
In ancient times it
was the site of a nunnery, whose inmates are

IXCH-CAILLIACH.
in
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its name
and down to a more modem
ga%e name to the parish which now wears
the usurped title of Buchanan, and was the site of
the parish-church and cemetery.
IXCH-CLAIR, or Clair-Ixch. an islet in LochLomond, J a mile from the eastern bank, in the
parish of Buchanan, Stirlingshire. It is J of a mile
long from north-east to south-west, and runs parallel with Inch-Cailliach, about ^ of a mile distant
from it on its south-east side. The i.slet is finely
wooded, and resembles in general appearance the
larger and very beautiful islet in its vicinity.
IXCHCOLM, an island belonging to the parish of
Aberdonr in Fifeshire. It lies in the frith of Forth,

alluded to in
period,

;

it

5 fiirlongs south of the nearest part of the mainland,
2 miles south sou tli- west of the village of Aberdonr,
and 3§ miles east-north-east of North Queensferry.
It is scarcely a mile in length, and is of a bleak ap•'

A

considerable
pearance, though partly arable.
portion of it is composed of greenstone, exhibiting
either tl-.e earthy, syeniric. or common appearance,
and which, by the felspar being replaced by steatite,

frequently passes into an imperfect serpentine. On
the south side of the island, a variety of greenstone
occurs containing numerous scales of pinchbeckbrown mica ; it is traversed by a number of contemporaneous veins of greenstone, which frequently
passes into steatite. This mineral occurs also in

minute strings without exhibiting any such transition, and in them sometimes there may be obser\-ed

On

threads of amianthus.

the south of the island,

where a junction of the trap and the sandstone

is

exposed, the latter dips to the north at 52' while the
greenstone, as it approaches the sandstone, passes
into a compact yellowish-white claystone, a vein of
which occurs ninning parallel with the strata. With
the exception of a body of sandstone, which is enveloped in the greenstone, the western half of the island
is entirely composed of trap, having in some places
a slightly columnar disposition." The island is inhabited by only one family.
Inchcoim, ttough destitute of scenic beaaty, is
rich in historical associations, and contains the ruins
of an extensive monastic establishment. The ancient name of the island was -lEmona, which in
the Island of Druids ;' so that it
Celtic means
would appear that before the introduction of Christianity the Druids had a place of worship here.
After Christianity had been introduced, the island
seems to have be«n taken possession of by some of
the followers of St. Colnmba, who here erected a
small chapel dedicated to that saint; and from that
circumstance the present name of the island is deAbout the year 1 123 Alexander I., in conrived.
sequence of having found refuge here from a terrible
tempest while he was crossing the frith, and in fulfilment of a vow made by him at the crisis of his
and richly endowed, a
peril, founded on the island,
;

*

monastery for Augustinian canons-regular, dedicating it to St. Columba. Allan de Mortimer, Lord
of Aberdonr, gave to the monks the moiety of the
lands of his town of Aberdonr for a burying-place to
himself and his posterity in their church. Walter
Bowmaker, abbot of Inchcoim. was one of the conHe
tinuators of John Fordun's Scoti-Chronicon.
died in the year 1449. James Stewart of Beith, a
cadet of Lord Ochiltree, was made commendator of
Inchcoim, on the surrender of Henry, the abbot, in
1543 and his second son. Henry Stewart, was, by the
special favour of King James II., created a peer, by
the ritle of Lord St. Colm, in the year 1611. The
ruins of the monastery were described as follows in
1789 by Grose, and are now little different from
what they were then: " Great part of the monastery is still remaining. The cloisters, with rooms
;

—

INCH-CONACHAN.
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over them, enclosing a square area, are quite eutire.
The pit of the prison is a most dismal hole, though
The refectory is
lighted by a small window.
up one pair of stairs; in it, near the window, is a
kind of separate closet, up a few steps, commanding
a view of the monks when at table; this is supposed
to have been the abbot's seat.
Adjoining to the refectory is a room, from the size of its chimney, prothe
The
kitchen.
bably
octagonal chapter-house,
with its stone roof, is also standing; over it is a
room of the same shape, in all likelihood the place
where the charters were kept. Here are the remains of an inscription, in the black-letter, which
began with stultiis. The inside of the whole building seems to have been plastered. Near the water
there is a range of offices.
Near the chapter-house
are the remains of a very large semicircular arch."
INCH-CONACHAN, or Colquhous's Island,
an islet in Loch-Lomond, a mile south-east of the
village of Luss, one of a cluster of .3 islets of nearly
equal size, in the parish of Luss, Dumbartonshire.
It has Inch-Tavanach immediately on the southwest, Inch-Moree immediately on the south, and
Inch-Cruin, in Stirlingshire, not far distant on the
The islet is nearly 6 furlongs long, and 3 fureast.
longs broad, and comprehends 94 Scottish acres
under natural oakwood and some fir, but is uninhabited.
INCH-CORMAC, an islet in the mouth of Loch
Swin, on the west coast of North Knapdale, Argyleshire.
Here are remains of an ancient chapel, with

an interesting sculptured sarcophagus.
INCH-CKOIN, an islet in Loch-Lomond, J a mile
north-east of Inch-Munin, 3 furlongs soutli-west of
Torrinch, and 1^ mile from the bank of the south
end of the lake, in the parish of Kilmaronock, Dumbai'tonshire.
It is nearly a square, with the angles
rounded off, measures about 3 furlongs on each side,

INCH-GARVIE,

a rocky

islet

in

the frith

of

Forth, about 5 furlongs in circumference, lying IJ
mile from the southern shore of the frith, and 1 mile
from the northern shore, immediately south of the
passage at Queensferry. In the reign of James IV.
a fort was erected upon it by Duiulas of Dandas,
which in later times was used as a state prison.
Ruins either of the original fort, or of a castle afterwards built on its site, still grace the summit of the
islet.
In 1779, after the alarm occasioned by the
appearance of Paul Jones and his squadron in the
frith, the fortifications were repaired and provided
with four iron 24 pounders, but they have since
been dismantled.
INCHINNAN, a parish on the north border of
Renfrevi^sliire.
Its post-town is Renfrew, IJ mile
east of its parish church.
It is bounded, on the
the
bv
north,
Clyde, which divides it from Dumbartonshire; on the east and the south, by the Cart
and the Gryfe, which divide it from Renfrew and
Kilbarchan; and on the west, by Houston and
Erskine.
Its length westward is 3^ miles; and its
It takes the
greatest breadth is nearly 3 miles.
name of Inch from being peninsulated by the rivers,
and the name of Innan from its old patron saint, St.
Inan.
Its area comprises about 3,0G0 acres, which
may be classified thus :— arable in cultivation,
2,600; Avoodlands, 300; natural pasture, 100; sites

The yearly proestimated at £14,000. The soil is excellent,
consisting chiefly of strong productive clay; while
on the banks of the rivers it is of a rich loamy
I'lie land is in a jiigh state of cultivation.
quality.
The surface is diversified by rising grounds, some
of them arable to the summit, others beautifully
wooded, and all commanding extensive views of the
of houses, roads, and waters, GO.

duce

is

Few parishes aflPord so many
In
delightful situations for small country-seats.
and is finely wooded.
the Clyde, adjacent to the farm of Gamaland, is an
INCH-CRUIN, an islet in Loch-Lomond, I of a island, containing about 50 aci'es, called Newshot
mile north-east of Inch-Moan, f of a mile northIn the Cart, before its
corraptly Ushet Isle.
west of Inch-Fad, and about mid-distance between confluence with the Clyde, is a much smaller one,
the westeiMi and the eastern banks of tiie lake, in the called Colin's Isle, which, according to tradition,
It is more than
parish of Buchanan, Stirlingshire.
originated in the stranding of a vessel. Limestone
\ a mile long, and 3 furlongs broad, has little wood, and coal abound. J'reestone of superior quality is
and was fonnerly the site of an establishment for wrought at Park and Rashielee; and at the latter
the insane. Its name signifies the round island.'
place large quantities of whinstone have, since 17G0,
INCH-DRYNICil. See Glenokcuy.
been procured, forming excellent materials for the
INCHEFFRAY. See Inchaffrat.
construction of jetties and other improvements on
INCHES, an estate and a burn, in the parish of the Clyde. The population is chiefly agricultural.
The burn has some beautiful small Towards the end of the 18th century, there was a
Invei'ness.
cascades.
distilleiy at Portnaul.
The lands of Inchinnan were granted by King
INCH-FAD, tlie long island,' an islet in Lochof
a
mile
from
the
eastern
bank
of
the
Malcolm IV. to Walter the high steward, in 1158;
Lomond, J
lake, and ^ a mile north-west of Inch-Cailliach, in and a portion of them remained in the possession of
the parish of Buchanan, Stirlingshire. It is 7 fur- a branch of the Stewart family till the beginning of
longs iu length, and nearly 3 in breadth, and stretches tlie 18th cc'.ituiy, when it was sold by the Duke of
Tiie islet is but Ijcnnox to the Duke of Montrose.
from north-east to south-west.
It now belongs
partially wooded, but lias a very fertile soil, and is to Mr. Camplxdl of Blythswood, whose ancestor
inhabited.
purchased it from the Duke of Montrose in 1737.
INCH-FRIECIILAN, the shaggy island,' a rock Mr. Campbell is the principal landowner in tiie
in Loch-Lomond opposite the village of I^uss, in
called a palace
Tiie mansion of Inchinnan
parish.
Luss parisli, Dumbartonshire. The name alludes
was built by Matthew, Earl of Lennox, in 1506.
to the feiTi jjy which tlie appearance of the little
It stood near the site of the farm-stead of Garnaislet is characterized.
Crawford menland, looking towards the Clyde.
INCH-GALBRAITH, an islet of only a few tions that there were " some considerable reacres of area, in Loch-Lonioiid, 3 furlongs from the mains" of it in 1710; but before the end of the
western bank of the lake, and the same distance century it had altogether disappeared, and the very
south of Inch-Tavanach, in the parish of Luss, Dum- foundations had become arable land. The greater
It is chiefly noticeable as having been
bartonshire.
part of the estate of Northbar was acquired in 1741
the site of an ancient castle, once the residence of by Lord Sempill, who built a house upon it on the
bank of the Clyde.
In 1798 it was sold to Mr.
th(j family from which the islet derives its name.
The ruins of the castle still exist amidst a few James Buchanan, from whom it was acquired by
overshadowing trees, and are now the habitation of Lord Blantj're, about 14 years afterwards. Souththe osprey.
bar, the property of Boyd Alexander, Esq., was
surrounding country.

—

—

'

'

'

—

—

IXCH-KEITfl.

acquired by his family in 1785. A splendid mansion
now stands on the site of the old house, which was
mostly desti-oyed by fire in 1826. The estate of Park
was parchased in 1839 b}- John Henderson, Esq,
At tlie church of Inchiiinan the Gryfe and the
Wiiite Cart unite. Here there was formerly a public ferry, which gave name to a property, still called
Ferrycraft. In 1759 a bridge was built, a few jards
below the point where the rivers join. It consisted
of 9 large arches, with a communication from the
middle of the biidge by an arch connecting it with
the point of land between the rivers. It cost only
£1,450. Tlie foundations of this structure were so
insecure, and the work so imperfect, that it gave
new bridge
way at a flood, in the spring of 1809.
on a different site was completed in 1812, at an expense of £17,000. It is composed of two divisions,
which cross the streams 30 or 40 yai-ds above their
junction; an end of each division resting on the intermediate peninsula. They do not nin in a straight
line into each other; but the road takes a bend in
the middle, where they join, and forms nearly a

very in-egnlar and rocky, yet
places productive of rich herbage. Near
the middle, but rather towards the north end, it rises
gradually to a height of ISO feet above the level of
the sea; and here stands a lighthouse. There are
abundant springs of the most excellent water, which
is collected into a cistern, from which the shipping
in Leith roads are supplied. Inch-Keith is supposed
to be the Caer Guidi of Bede, and must have been
In Maitland's Hisfortified previous to his time.
there is an order from the
tory of Edinburgh
Privy council to the magistrates of Edinburgh,
breadth.
is

Its surface is

many

'

dated September 1497, directing ••that all manner
of persons within the freedom of this burgh, who
are infected of the contagious plague called the
ffrangore, devoid, rid, and pass furth of this town,
and compeer on the sands of Leith at ten hours before noon ; and there shall have and find boats
ready in the harbour, ordered them by the ofiicers
of this burgh, ready furnished with victuals, to have
them to the Inch (Inch-Keith), and there to remain
till God provide for their health."
It early belonged
to the family of Keith, afterwards Earls Marischal,
and from them received the name it now bears.
How long it continued in possession of this family
does not appear, as it afterwards belonged to the
Crown, and was included in the grant of Kinghom

right angle, each of them crossing its own water at
a right angle also. This structure is both substantial and elegant, and has a fine effect amidst the

suiTounding scenery, which is de.sen-edly admired
for its amenity and tranquil beauty.
The old highroad from Glasgow to Greenock, by R.'ufrew, intersects the length of the parish ; and two good roads
communicate with Paisley.
Population in 1831,
642; in 1851, 649.
Houses, 91. Assessed property in 1843, £6,308 7s, 8d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Paisley, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Campbell of
Blythswood.
Stipend. £"254 4s. 2d.; glebe, £15.
Unappropriated teinds, £57 16s. 7d. Schoolmaster's
£34
4s- 4^d., with about £22 fees, and £5
salary,
other emoluments. There are a school of industry
and a parochial library. According to ancient historians, St. Conval, or Connal, taught Christianity
at Inchinnan, where he died in 612. David I. gave
the church of Inchinnan, with all its pertinents, to
the Knights Templars, to whom it continued to lie-

I^rd Glammis. With this family it remained
1649. when, according to Lainont, it was bought,
along with the mill of Kinghorn and some acres of
land, by the well-known Scot of Scotstarvet^ for
20,000 merks. It afterwards became the property
of the family of Bucclengh, and formed pai^t of their
barony of lioyston, in the parish of Cramond, in
Mid-Lothian. In 1549, Inchkeith was fortified by
the English, then in Scotland, under the Duke of
Somerset. But the French, then in possession of
Leith, dislodged them, threw down their works,
<ind ei^ected a better fort.
In 1567, by
command of
the Scottish parliament, this fort was demolished, to
prevent its being seized and turned to account by
the English.
The island is manifestly a strong
to

till

point in the frith, for giving cover to the shipping
of Leith and to everything westward up to Stirling;
and since the commencement of the present war
with Russia, it has. in that view, drawn attention

long till their suppression in 1312, when all their
property in Scotl-tnd was transferred to the Knights
of St. John, who enjoyed the rectorial tithes and
revenues, and had the cure served by a vicar of
their own appointment, till the Reformation.
The
fonner church of Inchinnan which was pulled
down in 1828 ^was a very ancient fabric, 50 feet in
length, by only 18 in breadth, with an antique
scarcement to throw off the rain from the foundation.
The walls were of great thickness. " In the churchyard all the old tomb-stones, of which many remain,
have crosses of difi'erent forms sculptured upon them.
Tlie parishioners point out what tradition has taught
them to call the Templars' graves. The stones
covering them, now reduced to 4 in number, aie
not flat, but ridged; and upon their sloping sides,
If ever
figures of swords may be distinctly traced.
there were stone coffins under them, it is long since
they have disappeared, and the graves themselves
have been approp iated. from time immemorial, to
the use of the parishioners,' The present churcli
is Gothic, with a massive
square tower, and is much
admired. It occup"es the situation of the fonner
one, upon the Gryfe. n&ar its Junction with the
>\Tiite Cart.
There is a neat place of worsliip in
the parish, erected by Mr. Henderson of Park, and
hitherto supplied by
preachers of the Free church.
IN'CH-KElTH.an island belonging to the parish

from the anthoriries, both local and governmental.
The lighthouse on it was erected in 1803. The
light at first was a starionary one; but in 1815, it

—

of

Kinghom in Fifeshire. It lies in the frith of
Forth, 2i miles south-south-east of Pettvcur, and 17
west-south-west of the Bass. It is rather more than
half-a-mile in length, and about an
eighth of a mile in

in

'

A
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was changed to a revolving light, to distinguish it
from the fixed light on the Isle of May. It is elevated 235 feet above the medium level of the sea,
and can be seen at the distance of 18 nautical miles.
In 1835, it was changed from a reflecting character
to a dioptric one; and now it consists of seven annular lenses, which circulate round a lamp of three
concentric wicks, and produce bright flashes once
in every minute, and of five rows of curved mirrors,
which being fixed, serve to prolong the duration
of the flashes from the lenses.
In clear weather,
the light is not totally eclipsed between the flashes,
at a distance of 4 or 5 miles.
Population. 9.
IXCH-KEXNE I'H, a very fertile little Hebridean
island, belonging to the parish of Kilfinichen in
Argyleshire. It lies in the month of Loch-na-Keal,
adjacent to the west coast of Mtdl, 12 miles westsouth-west of Aros, and 13 north-east of lona.
" This
island," says the New Statistical Account,
" is
about a mile long, and less than half a mile
broad, and supposed to take its name from Kenneth,
a friend of St. Columba, whom he is s;iid to have
rescued by prayer from drowning during a storm
in undo.sis Charybdis Brecani,'
This Kenneth is
supposed to have died abbot of Achabo, in Ireland,
in 61K>.
According to Donald Monro, Dean of the
'

,

INCHLAW-HILLS.

who visited this amongst other islands in
1549, Inch-Kenneth at that time belonged to the
" It
is a fair lie, fertile
prioress of lona; and he says,
and fruitful, inhabit and manurit, full of cunnings
about the shores of it, with a paroch kirk, the
m;ust parochin being upon tlie main shoar of Mull,
being onlie an half myle distant from the said ile, and
the haill parochin of it pertains to the prioress of
Tlie ruins of the parish church, or it
Colmkill."
may be chapel, are still very entire; they stand
feet
in length by 30 in breadth.
about 60
Near to
the ruins are the remains of a cross. The cemetery
around the chapel is covered witli tombstones of
chieftains and other personages, and still continues
to be used as a place of sepulture
The remains of
Sir Allan Maclean's cottage, where, with his two
daughters, he so hospitably entertained Dr. Johnson
and his friends, are yet to be seen. The description
which their learned guest has given of his visit is
one of the most interesting and pleasing passages
in his narrative.
The ashes of Sir Allan rest near
the spot where he related to the Doctor his American
campaign but the estate has long since gone from
the family.
It is now the property of Colonel Robert
Macdonald, who has built a mansion-house on tlie
island; and like Sir Allan, resides there in agi-eeable
retirement, after having fought and bled in the
cause of his country."
INCIILAW-HILL, a hill about 600 feet high, in
the east end of the parish of Logie, about 5 miles
from the shore of the German ocean, in Fifeshire.
INCH-LONAIG, an islet in Loch-Lomond, f of a
mile from the village of Luss, and 5 furlongs from
the eastern bank of the lake, in the parish of Luss,
Dumbartonshire. It is about a mile long, stretching from north-east to south-west, and nearly ^ a
mile broad; and contains an area of 145 Scottish
acres.
About one-half of its surface is covered with
a natural forest of very old yew-trees. This islet
has long been used as a deer-park by the Colquhouns
Isles,

;

of Luss, and has about 150 deer.
Its only human
inhabitants are the inmates and keepers of a boarding-establishment, or place of restraint and cure, for
persons who luive been addicted to drinking.
INCHMAHOME, the larger of two islets in
Monteith-loch, parish of Port-of-Monteith, on the
southern verge of Perthsliire. This islet possesses
such historical and antiquarian interest as to liave
been the subject of a quarto volume, by the Kev.
Mr. Macgregor of Stirling. In itself it has an area
of only about 5 acres, and is an object of simple
beauty, an emerald gem on the bosom of the smiling lake. But it was the site of an extensive and
noted priory, the ruins of which still sufficiently indicate its ancient grandeur.
One arch of very elegant Gothic architecture, a considerable extent of
wall, and the dormitory and vaults, are embosomed
in a grove of large and somewhat aged trees.
The
vaults have long been used as sepulciires by several
ancient families; and in the choir of the church are
sculptured figures of the last Earl arid Countess
who bore the dormant title of Monteith. Immediately to the south-west lies tile smaller islet of
Tulla, the site of a ruined castle, anciently the prinInchniacipal residence of the Monteitli family.
home united with Tulla to form the castle's insulated
and
it
still
bears
in
an
intermemorials,
demesne;

—

mixture of aged fruit-trees with its little forest, of
having been laid out in garden and orcliard. Several
forest-trees are chestnuts, planted before tlie
Reformation, one of them liaving a girth near the
The priory belonged to the
giound of 18 feet.

of
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its

canons regular of the Augustinian order, and was
founded by Edgar, king of Scotland. It had four
df.Dendent chapels, and was represented in 15(52 to

Government as having property of the annual value
of £234, besides tithings in grain. Originally it was
connected with the abbey of Cambus- Kenneth; afterwards it was attached by James IV. to the royal
chapel of Stirling; and eventually it was bestowed
by James V. upon John, Lord Erskine, as commendaIn 1310 it was visited by King Robert
tory abbot.
Bruce, and was the scene of his exercising some
In 1547, when the English inroyal prerogatives.
vaded Scotland with the view of forcing a marriage-contract between Edward VI. and Mary, the
infant Queen, then 5 years of age, she was carried
to the priory, and remained there, protected by
her attendants, till she was sent off to France. The
priory was visited likewise by James VI., and was
occasionally honoured with the presence of many
distinguished subjects.

INCH-MARNOCH, an isle in the frith of Clyde,
on the south-west of the isle of Bute, to which it
is politically annexed.
It is about a mile long; and
lies 2 miles west of St. Ninian's point.
On the west
side are vast sti'ata of coral and shells.
The ruins
of a chapel dedicated to St. Marnoch are still to be
seen upon it. This island belonged, in former times,
to the monastery of Sadell in Kintyre; it is now in
the parish of Rothesay.

INCH-MARRIN. See Inch-Murrin.
INCHMARTIN. See Erkol.
INCH-MICKERY, a rocky islet in the

frith of

miles and a furlong from the southern
shore, and 3J miles from the northern shore, lying
a little south of Cramond island and Inchcolm, and
at about mid-distance between them.
It is only
about 3 or 4 furlongs in circumference, and is chiefly
remarkable for an extensive oyster-bed on its shore,
and for the profusion of sea weeds, lichens, and mosses
on its beach and surface.
INCHMILL. See Vigean's (St.).
INCH-MOAN, or Moss-Island, a low, flat, boggy
islet in Loch-Lomond, f of a mile from tlie western
bank of the lake, and immediately south of InchTavanach and Inch-Conachan, in the parish of Luss,
Dumbartonshire. It stretches from east to west
is 6^ furlongs in length, and 3 furlongs in breadth
contains 99 Scottish acres, chiefly moss and supplies the villagers of Luss with turf-fuel.
INCH-MURRIN, or Incii-Marrin, an islet in
Loch-Lomond, the largest, and, with one exception,
the most southerly of tlie beautiful earth-gems which
are sprinkled on the bosom of that brilliant and joyous sheet of water lying f of a mile from the westForth, 2

;

;

;

;

ern bank, the same distance from the southern bank,
and upwards of 2 J miles from the efflux of the river
It forms, with Inch-Croin, Torrinch, and
Inch-Cailliach, a belt of islets from south-west to
north-east, on a straight line across the broadest par)
of the lake; and lying direct in front of the navigation from Balloch, is the first object on which tlie
eye of a nautical tourist rests when commencing a
The islet is uptrip upon the lake from the south.
wards of IJ mile in length, and nearly i a mile in
breadth.
It is beautifully wooded, is used as a deer
park, and has a hunting seat and oftiecs on it belonging to the Duke of Montrose. At its south-west
end, in a grove of venerable oaks, are the ruins of
an ancient castle, once the residence of the Earls,
and afterwards of the Dukes of Lennox. Tlie islet,
as regards position, adjoins decidedly to Dumbarton-

Leven.

shire, and might be comjieted for with nearly equal
claims by the parishes of Lusa, Bonliill, and Kilmaronock but it belongs politically to the parish
;

of Buchanan, in Stirlingshire.

a hamlet on the shore of
in the parisii of Assynt, SutherlandFairs are held here on the first Thureday of

INCli-NA-DAMPH,
Loch Assynt,
shire.

INCH-TAVANACH.

January, on the Friday in August before Kyle of
Sutherland, and ou the Monday of September before
Bcaulr. See Assynt.
INCHRORY. See Aves (The), Banflfshire.
INCH-TAYANACH. or Moss's Islaxd, an islet,
in Loch-Lomond, stretching north and south at about
^ ot a. mile's distance from the western bank of the
lake, and | of a mile south-east of the village of
Luss, in Iaiss parish, Dumbartonshire. It measures
nearly a mile in length, 3 furlongs in breadth, and
135 Scottish acres of superficial area. Its sides are
steep ; its surface is higher than that of any other
islet in tlie lake; and 127 of its acres are covered
with natural oakwood. One family resides on it.
IXCHTERF. See Ixchbelly.
INCH-TORR. or Torr-Ixch, an islet, i a mile
long, and beautifully covered with oaks and lofty
beeeh-trees, in Loch-Lomond lying between InchCailliach and Inch-Croin, and forming with these
islets and Inch-Murnn, a belt across the broadest
It is situated upwards of a mile
part of the lake.
respectively from the southern and from the eastern
biink, and within the parish of Buchanan, Stirling;

shire.

INCHTURE, a parish in the carse of (Jowrie.
Perthshire.
It contains the post-ofEce village of
luchture, and the villages of Ballendean and BalledIt is bounded by the frith of Tay, and by
garno.
the parishes of Errol, Kinnaird, Abernyte, and
Longforgan. Its length, southward, is about 4 miles;
its greatest breadth is about 3 miles
and its coastline, or line of beach upon the Tay, is only about 1
mile.
A rill rises in the interior, runs 1^ mile down
to the western limit, traces for If mile the boundary
with Errol, and, aided almost at its mouth by a brook
of more than twice its own length of couree coming
in from Errol, foims at Powgavie, a small but not
;

unimportant harbour. Another brook, coming down
from the north-west, forms for B^ miles the northeastern and eastern boundary -line, and diverges
into Longforgan.
The parish, with very trivial exceptions, is a dead level, but commands a delightful
view of water and hill sceueiy; and is one of the
most fertile and beautiful in the exulting district in

which

it lies.

The

soil is

opulent carse-land, well-

improved by lime and other appliances suited to clay
and, in general, produces heavy crops of prime grain.
The area is embellished with fine enclosures, sheltering plantations, and gentlemen's seats. Rossie priory, a superb monastic-looking pile, spacious and
elegant within, imposing in aspect without, and surrounded by extensive pleasure grounds, lifts up its
fine form near the northern
extremity of the parish.
This mansion belongs to the noble family of Kinnaird,
whose ancestor, Sir George Kinnaird of Inchture,
was raised to the peerage in 1682 by the title of
Baron Kinnaird of Inchture ; and was built by
;

Diimmie
Charles, 8th Lord Kinnaird, in 1817.
house, the predecessor of the priory, stood within the
limits of Longforgan, but spiead out most of its attendant pleasure-grounds in Inchture.
Near the
south-eastern extremity of the demesne, and close
on the eastern boundary of the parish, stand the
nn'ns of the ancient castle of Moncur, embosomed in
shrubbery and plantation. Ballendean house is delightfully sitimted, near the northern boundary, at
the foot of the rising ground which Ixjunds the Carse
of Gowrie on the north.
It was built chieflv bv
the late Mr. Trotter, and is characterised by fine
taste. The parish has several quarries of whinstone
and of good freestone, and a complement of mills
and thrashing-machines.
good many of the inhabitants are employed in linen-weaving.
The
Perth and Dundee railway traverses the parish, and
has a station in it. The road from Perth to Dundee

A

INXERKIP.

l(h

The village of Inchture stands
also traverses it.
on this road, 13 miles from Perth and 9 from Dundee.
It is a cheerful place on the summit of a rising
ground, in the centre of a luxuriant expanse of the
Its name was originally Inchtower;
carse-lands.
and

its site

was probably an

island, bearing aloft

a

tower, on the bosom of the sheet of sea-water by
which the carse of Gowrie is believed to have been
covered. There is in the village an extensive brewery.
Population of the village, 243. Houses, 67.
Population of the parish in 1831, 878; in 1851, 745.
Houses, 166. Assessed property in 1843, £8.011.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dundee, and
svnod of Angus and Meams. Patron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £224 10s. 7d.; glebe, £30.
salary,

£34

4s. 4id..

with about £27 fees, and £8
parish church, a neat Go-

The

other emoluments.

was built in 1834, and is situated at the
The present parish comprevillage of Inchture.
hends the ancient parishes of Inchture and Rossie,
which were united in 1670. The church of Rossie,
upwards of sixtv "vears ago, was a ruin.
thic edifice,

INCHWOOD. See Ixchbeu.y.
INCHYRA, a small district and a village on the
north bank of the river Tay, between the parishes

of Kinfauns and St. Madoes, Perthshire. The district measures If mile along the coui^se of the river,
but only 1 mile direct east and west, and f of a mile
north and south, and is a detached part of the parish
of Kinnoul. The village is a port, 8 miles distant
from Perth, and a little south of the road between
It has a good harbour,
that town and Dundee.
which admits vessels of considerable burden, and a
ferry which communicates with Fingask in the parish of Rhynd.
INELLAX, a post-oflSce village in the parish of
Dunoon, Argj-leshire. It stands on the coast, 3
It was founded
miles south of the town of Dunoon.
only a few years ago, and is already a fashionable
on the route of the Glaswatering-place; and, being
gow and Rothesay steamers, has very abundant faHere are a chapel of ease
cilities of communication.
and a Free church preaching station.
a
INGANESS BAY, bay, about 4 miles long and
1
J mile broad, penetrating the mainland of Orkney
south-westward, between the parish of Kirkwall and
the parish of St. Andrews. It is entered 3 miles to
the east of the entrance of Kirkwall bay, and forms
a fine natural harbour for vessels of any size. The
headland on the west side of it is called Inganes«head.
INGANS (The). See Ci.eish.

INHALLOW. See Exhallow.
INISH. See Inch.
INISHAIL. See Giexorchy,

INISH-FRAOCH. See Awe (Loch1.
INISH-KENNETH. See Lnch-Kexxeth.
INNER, or I>^"er, a Celtic topographical name,
signifying a tract of ground contiguous to the mouth
It is used, in a few instances, by itself,
of a river.
and veiy extensively as a prefix. It is compounded
of two words, which jointly mean what is worthy
of being tilled;' and indicates that, in the opinion
of the pristine agricultiu-ists, the tracts of land round
the mouths of rivers were the most suitable for cul'

tivation.

INNERCHADDEN. See Fortixgal.
INNERDALE. See Exdrick (The).
INNERGELLY. See Kilrensy.
INNERKIP, a parish, containing the post-towns
of Innerkip and Gourock, at the western extremity
It is bounded by Ayrshire, the
of Renfrewshire.
frith of Clyde, and the parishes of Greenock and
Kilmalcolm.
its

Its

length westward is 6J miles ; and
is 5f miles.
The coast is in-

greatest breadth

INNERKIP.

dented, but not deeply, by tiie bays of Goui-ock,
Lunderstone, Inncrkip, and Wcmyss. There are
several rivulets, the principal of which ai'e Shaw's
burn, the water of which is turned from its proper
course towai'ds the sea for the supply of the works
at Greenock; Kelly burn, which forms the boundary
on tlie side of Ayrshire and the Kip and the Daff,
which unite at the village of Innerkip, and then
fall into the sea.
From the shore to the south-east
is a gradual ascent,
beautifully varied with plains,
gentle declivities, winding streamlets, and heathcovered hills. There are fine fertile tracts, embellished with plantations, around the bays of Innerkip
and Gourock. The other arable lands are nearly
limited to narrow stripes along the shore, or by
the sides of the rivulets. The greater part of the
parish consists of bleak moors and pasture ground.
Jt contains 12,540 English acres, which may be
thus arranged
moss or moors, 5,860
arable,
4,500; sound pasture, 1,500; woodlands, natural oiplanted, 540; sites of houses, roads, and rivulets,
140.
The principal landowners are Sir M. R. S.
Stewart, Bart., J. Sojtt of Kelly, Macfie of Langhouse, and Darroch of Gourock. Ardgowan-liouse,
the seat of Sir M. K. S. Stewart, on the coast immediatel_y north of the Kip, surrounded by beautiful
plantations, is a stately stracture, built about the
beginning of the present century. Elevated on a
terrace overhanging the frith, it commands an extensive prospect of the shipping, and the surrounding
Near the house is an ancient square tower,
scenery.
probably a portion of tlie castle of Innerkip, which
was iield by the English in the time of Robert Brace,
;

:

;

and

to which Sir Pliilip de Mowbray escaped, after
being discomfited by Sir James Douglas. Barbour

in

liis
poem distinctly indicates the course of the
flying knight as having been bj' Kilmarnock and
Kilwinning, to Ardrossan
:

"

Syne tlirow
Till

tlie

Largis,

him

Ennerkyi),"

all with Inglessnien," wlio received him in daynt6.'
Kelly house,
the seat of James Scott, Esq., is another beautiful
mansion upon the Clyde, erected in 1793.
The
'

Wallaces, for 60 years
of Kelly, and liave lor

till
lately, were proprietors
many ages l)een connected
with Renfrewshire. In this neighbourhood is the
range of braes mentioned in a fantastic old song,

by Burns

:

" There lived a carle on
Kelly -burn-br.acs,
(Hey and the rue friows bonnie wi' thyme!)
And he had n wife was the plaj-'ue o' his days,
(And the thyme it ii withered and rue is in pfimel'")

On an

eminence, overlooking the coast, stand the
ruins of a large square tower, called Laven castle.
The lands of Laven, of old, belonged to a family

named Morton, from whom they

pal means of communication with the West Highlands.
One road, coming up from Largs, wends
along all the coast and anotlier deflects from this
near the village of Innerkip, and goes
transversely
through the parish, up the course of the Kip, direct
toward Gieenock. The village of Innerkip stands
in a beautiful ravine, at the mouth of the
Kip, 3J
miles by water south-east of Dunoon, and 6 southwest of Greenock. It was made a burgh of barony
before the Union, and has the privilege of
holding
three annual fairs.
It is so pleasant a
place that it
might have been expected to ttike high rank as a
sea-bathing retreat; and always since the commencement of steam navigation, it has been a regular
place of call for the Largs steamers but, through
some popular caprice, it has failed to come into favour.
Population of the village, 431. Houses, 52.
Population of the parish in 1831, 2,088; in 1851,
Assessed property in 1843,
3,018.
Houses, 370.
;

;

£14,205.
This parish is in the presbytery of Greenock, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Sir M. R. S.
Stewart, Bart.
Stipend, £284 7s. lOd.; glebe, £12.
Unappropriated teinds, £536 4s. 4d. Schoolmaster's
In the 12th
salary, £30 15s., with about £26 fees.
century the church of Innerkip, with all the land
between the rivulets where it stood, was granted to
the monastery of Paisley by Baldwin of Biggar, who
appears to have held these lands under
alter, the
first Steward; and to the monastery the church continued to belong till the Reformation. At Christwell there stood a cluipel, which was founded in the
reign of Robert III., and was endowed with lands in
this parish.
In 1594 Innerkip was deprived of part
of its territory by the formation of the parish of

W

Greenock, which had previously been comprehended
it.
A new church having been built at Greenock

in

at that time, tlic old place of

was termed

itllane,

which (says Barbour) was "stuffyt

altered
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passed, in 1547, to
the noble house of Sempill. Tliey are now the proof the Siiaw Stewarts, to whom also belong the
tierty
ands of Dunrod, an ancient possession of the branch
of tiie Linds.ays, wlio, from the time of Robert Bruce,
made a considerable figure, but came to an end, in
161 9, in tlie person of Alexander Lindsay-, who alienated the estate to Sir A. Stewart. See Dunuod. On
the brow of the rock, at Clocli-point, stands a lighthouse, consisting of a circular tower, 80 feet high,
with a stationary light of a star-like apix^arance.
It bears north-east4 miles from the Point of
VVemyss,
and 6 miles north-east
hy east from Tovvard-point.
The jurisdiction of the river-bailie of Glasgow terminates at this point. In the innnediate nciglibnurhood is a ferry across the frith, which is here nuich
narrowed, to the oijpositc bliore at Dunoon. Before
the introduction of steamboats this was the
princi-

worship at Innerkip

'

the auld kirk,' which, by a natural
figure of speech, is now the name popularly applied
to the village of Innerkip itself.
There is a chapel
of ease at Gourock.
There are two Free churcl.es,
at
and
at
Gourock
attendrespectively
Innerkip
ance at the former, 150, at the latter, 650; receipts
of the former in 1855, £228 18s. 6d.,— of the latter,

—

;

£791 4s. 2Jd.
There is an United Presbyterian
church at Gourock, with an attendance of 600.
There is an Independent chapel at Innerkip. There
are an endowed school and two public libraries at
Gourock, and a public library at Innerkip.

INNERLElTIUiN,

a parish partly in Selkirk-

and containing,
shire, but chiefly in I'eebles-sliire
in the latter section, a post-oflice village of its own
name. It is bounded, on the north-east,
Edin;

by

burghshire and the Selkirkshire part of Stow; on
the south, by the Tweed, which divides it fiom

Yarrow parish in Selkirkshire and Traquair parish
in Peebles-shire ; and on the west,
by the parishes
of Peebles and Eddlestonc.
It has a somewhat triangular outline; and measures, along the northeast
11^ miles, — along the south
7^miles,
—
6 miles.
The Selkirkand, along the west
side,

side,

side,

shire section is a stripe on the south-east side, ascending 5J miles from the Tweed, Avith a breadth
of from 7 furlongs to 2^ miles.
The suiface of the
entire parish gradually rises from the Tweed to the
northern extreinity, and has, in geneial, a broken,
rugged, and precipitous appearance, llills, forming part of the bi'oad range which diverges at an
acute angle from the ccntnd chain of the southern
Highlands at the Hartfell group, and runs northeastward to St. Abb's head, and
attaining here, in
maiiy of their summits, the elevation of about 1,000
feet above sea-level, crowd
nearly tlie whole area,

and,

ill

.some places, leave, in their interstices, scarce-
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ly sufficient space for the breadth of a road. The
highest ground is Wiiullestrae-law, If mile from
the bomidary with Edinburglishire, and f from the
nearest point of the north-east boundary of the parish, yet standing on the boundary-Hne between
Peebles-shire and Selkirkshire. The hills are cloven
asunder from north to south by several deep glens,
each bringing down the tribute of a crystal stream
The largest of the rivulets is the
to the Tweed.
Leithen, which, rising within f of a mile of the
north-west angle, and running 5^ miles south-eastward, and 3i miles southward, cuts the parish into
two not very unequal parts, and contributes the
main quota of its name. Craighope-burn, IJ mile
in length of course, Woolandslee-burn, 2| miles in
length, and Blakehopebyre-burn, also 2^ miles in
length, all rising close on the north-e.istem boundary, come down in a south-westerly direction upon
the Leithen in the upper or south-easterly part of
its coarse, and, in common with their mimic tributaries, find their way along cleughs or glens.
Spittlehope-buni rises on the side of Carcsman hill, and
after a course of f- of a mile in the parish, forms, for
If mile, the boundary with Peebles, and then falls
into the Tweed. Another streamlet, parallel to this,
1^ mile eastward of it, and 2f miles in length of
course; Walker's bum, l^ mile eastward of the
Leithen, and 3 miles in length and Gatehope-buni,
If mile farther to the east, and of miles in length,
all pursue a
southerly course to the Tweed, and,
along with Leithen water and Spittlehope-burn,
cleave the lower part of the parish into nearlj' regular sections, divided from one another by parallel
glens. The couree of the Tweed, in majestic sweeps
along the southern boundaiy, especially for 3^ miles
above the influx of the Leithen, and over some distance below it, is exquisitely beautiful. Along its
banks, and also along those of the Leithen for 3 or
4 miles above the confluence of the rivers, are level
stripes of very rich haugh ; behind these are narrow
borders of gravelly loam, skirting the foot of the
hills ; and farther back, gentle ascents, waving with
com or covered with plantation, lead the eye gradually upward to an array of rocky or heath-clad
;

—

summits, chequered and patched on their sides with
verdure. Though, in passing along the Tweed from
Kelso to Peebles, a stranger might suppose the interior to be a hilly wilderness of rocks and desolation, yet the soutiiern exposure of the general surface occasions the growth of much succulent herbage, and the carpeting of much excellent sheep-

Estimating the whole area at soinewhat
more than 30.000 acres, nearly 26,000 are enclosed
and constant shecpwalk, about 2,500 have been occasionally ill tillage, nearly 550 are under wood,
chiefly plantations of oak, larch, and elm, and about
1,500 are in a waste condition, or carelessly open
pasturage.

for sheep.

All the farms of the parish, with two exceptions,
are pnstoral. having either limited scope or none for
the use of the plough and, for the most part, are
of large extent.
About 16,000 black faced and
Cheviot sheep, much improved in the breed, and
nearly 400 black cattle, feed upon the pastures. The
sheep-walks, though elevated, are much valued by
the farmer as sure spring-ground, and produce a
;

vegetation which, botli for its earlinessand its succulency, gives sustenance to the sheep just at the time
when they most need to be rallied from the wasting
effects of the winter, and when the dam needs
nourishment fur her tender brood. In the arable
parts of the parish the most fertile soil is that part
of the haughs formed by the subsidence of the Tweed
and the Leithen and, in consequence of this being
occa.sionally flooded by the rivers, the most man;
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ageable is the gravelly loam on the hanging plains
behind, fonned, in the course of ages, by the decomposing action of the atmosphere on the rocks
and the decay of vegetable substances, but obstiiicted
at intervals by blocks of stone, and curiously traversed by what are called blind springs bursting
from fissures in the subjacent rocks. A quaiTy of
'

'

which

finely combines with the
form a tesselated stone floor, was
wrought for some time at Holylee and a quarry of

pavement

slate,

Arbroath stone

to

;

was wrought at the eastern
angular extremity below New Thomylee. Peat is
clay-slate for roofing

abundant at the north-west angle, and occurs in
smaller patches on Windlestrae-law but is so difficult of access as not to prevent a demand on the
Lothian coal-mines for fuel. At the mouth of almost every defile tower-houses are met with in a
rainous condition and if similar scenes of iniquity
were practised in all of them to some which the
archives of the presbytery of Peebles ascribe to one
of their number, they have deservedly become the
habitation of owls.
On a rising ground in the im;

;

mediate vicinity of the village, are vestiges of the
fossnm and the circumvallating lines of a strong
fortification. The lines appear to have been formed
without cement by a compact masonry of a vast
mass of stones, fetched from a distance and the
third of them encloses a space of rather more than
an English acre. Horsburgh castle, the property
of the Horsburgh family, about the origin of whose
;

possessions in the parish a gossiping tradition
points to a romantic hawking expedition of a king
of Scotland, is an ancient edifice on the Tweed, near
the mouth of 8pittlehope-bum. The most noticeable
modem mansions are Glen-Onniston and Holylee,
both on the Tweed, the fomier near the village.
The principal landowners are Chambers of Gien-Urmiston, Ballantyne of Holylee, Horsburgh of Horsburgh, and the Earl of Traquair. The valued rental
is £7,298.. The yeaily value of raw produce was estimated in 1834'at £14,653. Assessed property in
1843, £7.070 16s. Population in 1831, 810; in 1851,
1,236,
Houses, 169.
Population of the Selkirkshire section in 1831, 64; in 1851, 60.
Houses, 11.
This parish is in the presbytery of Peebles, and
svnod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Patrick

UnBooth. Stipend, £289 lis. 9d.; glebe, £20.
appropriated teinds, £113 12s. 7d. Schoolmaster'a
The parsalary, £34 4s. 4^d., with about £40 fees.
ish church was built in 1786, and contains 350 sitan
with
attendance
There is a Free church,
tings.
of 130 and the sum raised in connexion with it in
;

18.55 was £73 14s. 9Jd. There is an United PresbyThere
terian church, with an attendance of 140.
In 1674, the parish
is also an Independent chapel.
of Innerleithen was enlarged by the annexation to
it of about one-third of the old parish of Kailzic.
See IvAii.ziE. The church of Innerleithen was given
by Malcolm IV. to the monks of Kelso, and endowed
with a power of giving refuge to persons fleeing

from justice but, as the village and tlie circumjacent district continued to be a part of the royal demesne dining the reign of Alexander II., it mast
have been given to them without its appurtenances.
A natural son of Malcolm IV. was drowned in a
pool near the mouth of the Leithen and his hotly,
during the first night after his decease, was deposited in the church.
William, an ancient parson of
the parish, was one of the witnesses to a charter of
was constable of Scotland
who
William Morville,
from 1189 to 1190.
The Village of Ixxekleithex stands on the
road from Kelso to Glasgow, on the hangh-ground
of Leithen water, about ^ a mile above the influx ol
that stream to the Tweed, 6 miles east-south;

;
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and 28 south-soiith-cast of Edintoward the close of last century, it

east of Peebles,

burgh.

Till

wns a

tiny sequestered hamlet, comprising only a
mill, and a church; but it
acquired importance, first, by the erection in it of a
large woollen factory, and next by the attraction of
visitors from a distance to drink the waters of a spa
in its vicinity.
Three other factories have been
erected in the vicinity within the last 9 years, and
another 2 miles to the east; so that the place is
now a well-i'amed seat of the same kinds of manufactures which have in recent years brought such
The
large well-being to Hawick and Galashiels.
spa does not appear to have been remarked for its
medicinal properties till about the commencement
of the present century. Till then it was noted
chiefly or altogether as the resort of pigeons from
the circumjacent country, and bore the name of the
Doo-well. Had any saint in tlie Romish calendar
been acquainted with it, the priests of the age preceding the Reformation would have pictured him to
their gullible flocks as performing a far different
exploit in connexion with its waters, than that
which Meg Dods ascribes to the patron saint of
the Aulton in reference to St. Ronan's Well, and

few thatched houses, a

'

'

would hardly have failed to send down to posterity
the fame of miracles achieved by the naturally
salutiferous properties of its waters.
Even after it
into late notice, the well was a trivial, repulsive-looking fountain, bubbling up amidst a little
marsh; and had no better appliance than a rude
bench placed at its side for the accommodation of
the infirm invalids who crept or were carried to it
in quest of health.
simple pump afterwards
rose gauntly from its mouth, amidst the wet miry
around
it.
But
about
35 years ago, or not
puddle

came

A

much

with i-emarkablo suddenness,
a way nearly unaccountable, became celebrious among valetudinarians of all classes in EdinThe
bui-gh and throughout the south of Scotland.
well, in the decorations built over and around it, in
the character assigned it by popular opinion, and
in the influence it exerted on the village in its
vicinity, now rose, as if by magic, from the status
of a watery hole in a quagmire, to that of an infant
In
competitor with the proud spas of England.
1824, the publication of Sir Walter Scott's tale of
St. Ronan's Well, greatly enhanced its celebrity,
and poured down upon it some rays of that lustre
which popular opinion then assigned to the Great

and

earlier, the spa,

in

'

Unknown

'

;

for nearly all the readers of light liter-

ature, in spite of the utter difficulty which a topograpliist would have felt to discover resemblances,
unhesitatingly identified the Marchthorn and the St.
Ronan's of the tale with Peebles and Innerleithen.
The well springs up at the base of the Lee- pen,

about 200 feet above the village. In its original
state, it issued in small quantities, and at only one
spring; but, when the ground was dug to its source,
in order to clear away .admixtures near the surface,
in two streams of different
it became emitted
On analysis, a quart of the less impregstrength.
nated stream w;i8 found to contain 5*.3 grains of
carbonate of magnesia, 0*5 grains of muriate of lime,
in all, .'50 grains;
21 2 grains of muriate of soda,
and a quart of the other stream, 10'2 grains of carl)onatc of magnesia, 10.4 of muriate of lime, and 31
in all, 60-6 grains. The waters,
of muriate of soda,
of the fine
jointly with the salubrious influence

—

—

climate, are efficacious chiefly in cases of ophthiilmic complaints, old wounds, and dyspeptic and
bilious disorders.
'JMio village is overlooked on the cast and the

west

iiy

mands
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high and partially wooded hills, and comespecially toward the south, a limited but

It stands partly on the estate
delightful prospect.
of Pirn, on the east side of the Leitlien, but chiefly
on the estate of the Earl of Traquair, on the west
side of tlie stream.
It consists principally of one
neatly cdificed sti'eet along the public road, winged
with detached buildings, and little clusters of
Most of the structures have been erected
houses.
as accommodation for summer-rusticators and invalid visitors to the spa, and are not unworthy to
receive as inmates the persons to whom mainly the
those accustomed to the
village looks for support,
delightful city-homes of the metropolis of Scotland.
In the village are some good shops, two large and
commodious inns, one inn of secondary spaciousa circulating library, with an attached readness,

—

—

—

—

ing-room,

—and appliances

for concerts, balls, public

and occasional histrionic exhibitions.
Over the medicinal well is an elegant stnicture
erected by the late Earl of Traquaii-; and the
pump-room combines with its proper character that
recitations,

of a public news-room.
Across the Lei then is a
stone-bridge, connecting the two parts of the village, and carrying over the Glasgow and Kelso
Over the Tweed, in the immediate
turnpike.
vicinity, is a beautiful wooden bridge, affording a
ready communication with the grounds of Traquair,
and with the northern section of Ettrick Forest.
club, formed in 1827 by upwards of forty noblemen and landed proprietors, managed under the
auspices of the most distinguished individuals
connected with Tweeddale, Selkirkshire, and the
Border districts, and_ bearing the name of the St.
Ronan's club, patronized for some time at Innerleithen a great annual celebration of athletic sports,
called "the Border games;" and though the club
no longer exists, and tlie interest which it excited has in a very great degree subsided, yet the
games on a diminished scale are still held. The vil-

A

lage altogether, when viewed in connexion Avith its
environs, is well worthy of all the fame it has acquired as a retreat for fashionable rusticators and
for invalids.
To persons who are fond of angling
it offers the teeming waters of the Leithen and the
and
is
within an easy distance of the Quair,
Tweed,
St. Mary's loch, and various other fronting waters.
To lovers of ease and quiet, who, while they enjoy
the luxuries of rustication, deprecate the toils of
travelling, and the dulness of far removal from the
busy scenes of life, it presents, at the distance of a
comfortable ride from Edinburgh, a retirement
stilly and delightful in pastoral
repose, where walks at will and solitary rambles
are liable to hardly an intrusion.
To persons who
luxuriate in drives or pedestrian incurs'ons among
the beauties of landscape, it offers in profusion the
romantic dells and softly highland expanses of
green Tweeddale,^ a gorgeous stretch westward to

almost Arcadian,

—

Peebles, and eastward to Abbotsford and Melrose,
of the magnificent Tweed,
the retreats of Elibank
and Horsburgh wood, the classic scenes of the

—

—
bush aboon Traquair,' — and, above

'

no great
distance, those thrilling charms of the braes and
waters and dowy dells' of Yarrow, which have
drawn melodious numbers from so many of Britain's
To invalids it presents a dry and healthy
poets.
all,

at

'

—

the medicinal prO])erties of its well, in
various aj)pllances expressly framed to bear salutiferously upon visitors, and, what persons who arc
rc'iliy or judiciously in quest of health will highly
prize, I'omparative freedom from the fashionable
dissijjation which absurdity has contrived to make
ascendant in som<>. wati'ring-places of Britain.
Even to nuMi of intellectual pursuits or of a literary
taste, it possesses a suHicient character for attracting persons of their class, to afTord a hope that they
climate,

—

INNERPEFFRAY

want suitable society; and it offers, on the
enough of books and periodical literature to
prevent habits from becoming rusted; and everywhere in its vicinity, it holds out objects of antiPopulation, exquarian and scientific research.
will not
spot,

clusive of visitors, about 630.

IXNERMESSAN. See I.vch, Wistoushire.
INNERPEFFRAY, a small district on the

left

I)ank of the Earn, 3 miles south-east of CriefT, belonging politically to the parish of Trinity-C4ask,
but ecclesiastically to that of Muthill, Perthshire.
Here are a public library, founded by Lord Madderty,
a school, an old church, now used as the buryingplace of the Perth and Strathallan families, and the
See Ixchaffrey.
old castle of Lord Maddertv.

INNERTIEL. See FiFEsniRE.
INNERTIG, a locality at the mouth

of the rivulet
The
Tig, in the parish of Ballantrae, Ayrshire.
ancient name of that parish was Kirkcudbright-Inand
the
ruins
of
the
former
church
nertig;
parish
are still standing at Innertig.
INNERWELL, a small headland and a small
bay, the fonner called Innerwell-point and the latter
Innerwell-port, in the parish of Sorbie, 2 miles
north-north-west of Eagerness. Wigtonshire. There
is a fishery at the bay for salmon, herrings, mackerel,

and cod.

INNERWICK,

a parish, containing a post-ofBce
village of its own name, and the village of ThomtonIt is bounded,
loch, in the east of Haddingtonshire.
on the north-east, by the German ocean; on the

by Oldhanistocks; on the south, by Berwickand on the other sides b\' Spott and Dunbar.
It is of somewhat a horse-shoe form, with the convex side facing the west, and measures about 9^
miles in length by about 2J in average breadth.
east,

shire;

Two-thirds of the surface stretch across the LamThe highest ground is about midhills.
distance between the sea and the southern boundary.
Upward by a slow ascent, from the south to this
point, and downward by a considerable descent from
it, till within 3 miles of the sea, the surface is in

mermoor

general heathy and wildly pastoral, yet contains
some patches of arable soil, and is occasionally relieved by verdure on the hills, by the cheerful
aspect of the cottage and the farm-stead, and by the
lively movements and green banks of its pastoral
streamlets. Along the northern side of the Lammermoors. in a belt which connects them with the plain,

are ravines which break precipitously down in
dresses of wildness and of hanging woods, to brooks
which trot noisily along their stony bottoms, and
dells clothed in verdure and various
herbage, and
disclosing here and there a pleasing prospect over a
richly cultivated valley to the sea.
Intervening
bstween this chequered belt and the sea is a luxuriant and very fertile plain,
rich in all the features
of scenery which kindle the enthusiasm of a keen
farmer, variegated in three instances with plantation, but, in general, not sufficiently tufted with
wood to awaken a sensation of unqualified pleasure
in a person of taste.
The coast which, followed
along its indentations, is about 2J or 2^ miles in
extent partakes, in a general way, but tamely, of
t!ie rocky boldness with which the ocean is con
fronted from Dunbar to St. Abb's Head.
About
five-ninths of the area of the parish are in natural
pasture; nearly four-ninths are in tillage; and about
350 acres are under plantation. There are seven
The real rental toward the
principal landowners.
close of last century was about £4,000; it afterwards rose to about £15,000; and before 1836 it fell
to about £9,500.
The yearly value of raw produce

—

—

—

was estimated

in

1836 "at £30..558.

perty in 1843, £10,383 12s. 8d.
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Assessed pro-

Monynut water
common, near the

rises in a

peat-moss in Innerwiek

centre of the highest ground ol
the parish, flows southward alongside of the hilly
ridge called Monj-nut edge, and, assuming now a
south-easterly direction, traces for 2J miles the
eastern boundar)-,
performing from its source to
the south-eastern extremity of the parish, a course
of Ah miles.
Philip-bum rises on Peat-law, and,
not far from its origin, begins to trace for two miles
the southern boundary, when it falls into the Monynut. Craig-bum rises at the central heights of the

—

parish, and fonns, from its origin to its junction
with the Whitadder at St. Agnes, over a distance of
4i miles, the western boundary-line
and, in its
;

progress it is joined generally at right angles, by a
surprising number of brief rills, whose cleugh-beds
or glens form, with its valley, a sort of rib-work of
vales.
Back-bum rises within 3 furlongs of the
former, has about the same length of course, and,
like it, fonns all the way the western boundaryline; but flows in an opposite direction, and cheerily
moves along the plain to the sea. Thornton water
rises within J of a mile of the source of Monynut
water, flows 2 miles eastward, 1^ northward, and
3 north-eastward,
recei^^ng several indigenous
little tributaries among the hills, turning a grinding
middle
of its course, and curving
the
mill about
round the village of Innerwiek at a brief distance on
and falls into the sea at the village of
the plain,

—

—

Numerous springs, welling up in a
plenteousness quite in keeping with the profusion
of streams, supply the inhabitants with abundance
Limestone abounds on the
of excellent water.
lands of Skateraw, and is there burned in such
quantities as supply a large part of the circumjacent
Coal seems to have been
agricultural district.
anciently worked, but has ceased to draw attention.
Sandstone is abundant, but is quarried only for
Thomtonloch.

local use.

On a steep eminence overhanging a rocky glen,
near the village of Innerwiek, stand the venerable
niins of Innerwiek castle, an ancient strength of
considerable importance. Grose gives a drawing of
it in his Antiquities.
Originally, it was the property of the Stewarts; but aftenvards it passed into
the possession of the Hamiltons of Innerwiek. On
an eminence opposite to it, on the other side of the
glen, anciently stood Thornton castle, a stronghold
of Lord Home. Both of the fortresses were attacked
and beaten into ruins by Protector Somerset, during
A short way south (rf
his invasion of Scotland.
their site are slender remains of a bridge variously
called Edirkens, Edinkens. Etlincain, and King Edward's a name which has been connected by antiquarian criticism sometimes with Edward of England, and more frequently with Edwin of Northumbria, to whom the metropolis of Scotland is supposed
Near the bridge stood, till
to owe her designation.
a modem date, four grey stones, which were conjectuied to indicate the sepulchre of some ancient
In a field near Drybum
person of great note.
bridge, two stone coffins, containing a dagger and a
The parish is
ring, were not long ago discovered.
intersected along the coast by the road from EdinNorth
British
and
the
to
Berwick,
railway;
by
burgh
and it has a station on the latter, 4f miles southA small harbour on the Skateraw
east of Dunbar.
property senes for some small pui-poses of export
and import. The village of Innerwiek stands at
the base of a steep but cultivated hill, about a mile
west of the Edinburgh and Bei-wick road; and.
though clean, and not unpleasing in appearance, is
Population of the parish
planless and straggling.
Houses. 198.
in 1831, 987; in 1851. 1,012.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunbar, and

—

INNOVAL.

synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Ladj'Mary
N. Hamilton. Stipend, £277 18s. 4d.; glebe, £15.
Unappropriated toinds, £480 Gs. 7d. Schoolmasters
salary, £31, with £40 fees, and other emoluments.
Tlie parish church is a plain structure, built in 1784,
and situated on an elevation in the village of Innerwick. There is also a Free church and the sum
raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £130 14s.
There are a private school for girls and a
9|-d.
parochial library. Walter, son of Alan, the first
;

Stewart, received a grant of the extensive manor of
Innerwick from David I. and he gave to the monks
of Paisley, at the epoch of their establishment, the
church of Innerwick, with its pertinents, a mill, and
a carrucate of land. Various English vassals settled
within the manor. The second Walter, the Stewart,
gave to the monks of Kelso some land, and pastures
within the manor, and liberty to erect a mill. In
1404 the barony, jointly with all the possessions of
the Stewarts, was erected into a free regality as a,
principality for the eldest sons of the Scottish kings.
As part of that regality, it was annexed to Renfrewshire at the erection of that distiict into a county.
In 1670, and 1671, Sir Peter Wcdderburn of Gosford obtained grants of the rectory, vicarage, and
tithes of Innerwick, and the baronies of Innerwick
and Thornton.
Anciently, there was within the
parish a chapel dedicated to St. Dennis. The ruins
of the building existed till a recent date on a small
promontory on the Skateraw coast, but they have
;

now

entirely disappeared.
INNERWICK, Perthshire.

Sec Glexlyon.
See Urquhakt.
INN IS. See Inci^.
INNISHAIL. See Glexokchy.
INNISKENNETH. See Ischkenseth.
INNOVAL, a headland on the west coast of the

INNES.

island of

Westray

in

INORD

Orkney.

(Loch), a sea-loch, nearly 3 miles long,
at the south end of the district of Trotternish, in
the island of Skye. It enters opposite Scalpa, and
penetrates the land in a south-westward direction.
INSCH, a parish, containing a post-office village
of its own name, in the Garioch district of AberdeenIt is bounded by Drumblade, Forgue, Cnlgliire.

salmond, Oyne, Premnay, Leslie, Kennethmont,
and Gartly. Its length south-eastward is 5 miles
and its breadth is 3 miles. Shevock water runs on
the western and southern boundary, taking leave
about a mile above its confluence with the Ury.
Several rills, of sufficient power to drive thrashing;

machines, water the interior.

The

parochial area

a diversity of hill and dale, classified, according
to the New Statistical Account, into 5,312 imperial
acres of cultivated la)id, 2,196 of uncultivated land,
about 200 capable and worthy of cultivation, 5 of
is

undivided common, and about 47 under wood. Part
of the Foudland hills is within the northern district,
rising 1,100 feet above the level of the sea, commanding a fine prospect of the valley of Garioch,
and containing valuable slate quarries. See FoudDunnidcer hill, in the southern disi,AM) liii.Ls.
trict, is a conical eminence about 3,000 yards in
circumference at tbe base, and rising, insulated from
the level plain of the Garioch, to the height of COO
feet.
According to that veracious historian. Hector
Roctliius, the pasturage of this hill

was wont

to

turn the teeth of sheep, in cropping it, to the semneed scarcely say that though
blance of gold.
the sheep themselves arc tnrned into gold, the pasturage has now no such eflect on the teeth in parOn the summit of this hill are the vitrified
ticular.
ruins of a castle said to have lieen erected by King
Gregory. The other hills of the parisli. tliough rising
abruptly from the low grounds, arc comparatively

We
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so small as, when seen from the summit of FoudThe soil
land, to look like mere hillocks or knolls.
of the arable lands is chiefly loamy.
Tiie principal
rocks are gneiss and granite. A"
Dru-

good many

remains, and several old standing stones,
occur on the hills. Tiierc are six
principal landowners. The average rent of tbe arable land is not
more than IBs. or 20s. The yearly value of raw
idical

produce, inclusive of £1,000 for slates, was estimated
in 1842 at £18,050.
Assessed property in 1843,
The parish is traversed by tbe road from
£5,334.

Aberdeen to Huntly, and by the^Grcat North of
Scotland railway and it has stations on the latter
at Insch and Wardhousc,
respectively 26 and 29J
miles north-west of Aberdeen.
The village of
Insch staiids at the southern extremity of the
parisli,
about a mile east of the base of Dunnidcer. It is a
and
had
a
of
market
burgh
barony,
formerly weekly
it has now only a monthly market, and that
only
in the months of winter and spring; and fairs are
held at it on the Friday before the 18th of May, and
on the third Tuesday of October, old style. Population of the village, about 220.
Population of the
parish in 1831,_ 1,338; in 1851, 1,519. Houses, 284.
This parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Sir William Forbes,
Bart.
Stipend, £204 7s. 9d.; glebe, £15. UnapproSchoolmaster's salarj'-,
priated teinds, £47 Os. 9d.
£27, with about £16 fees, and a share in the Dick
;

—

The parish church was built in 1613, and
bequest.
There
repaired in 1793, and contains 413 sittings.
is a Free church, with an attendance of 300; and
the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was
£140 3s. 6d. There is also a Baptist place of meetThere are an Assembly's school, two other
ing.
schools, a savings' bank, and a total abstinence
The name of the parish is supposed to
society.
have arisen from the insulation of the site of tlie
village by water; though the evidence of such insulation is in part conjectural, and in part suggested
by the appearance of the ground.
INSCH, a district, with a government church, in
It politically belongs
Badenoch, Inverness-shire.
in part to the parish of Kingussie, and in part to
the p:irish of Alvie; and is ecclesiastically within
the presbytery of Abernethy and synod of Moray.
It was constituted a quoad sacra parish, under the
act 5° Geo. IV. c. 90, in 1828. Its church is an old
building, situated on the Spey, at the foot of Loch
Inch, 8 miles north-east of Kingussie, and contains
300 sittings. Stipend, £120, paid by Government,
with a manse and glebe. The post-town is Kingussie.
Population in 1841, 613. Houses, 141.
INVER. See Innek.
INVER, a village in the parish of Little Dunkeld,
Perthshire.
It stands on tlie river Braan, immediately above its confluence with the Tay, on the
great road from Perth to Inverness, opposite the
town of Dunkeld; and, previous to the erection of

Dunkeld

bridge,

it

was the

ferry station

to

that

Inver was the birth-place of Kiel Gow.
Houses, 28.
I'opulation, 106.
INVER, a fishing village in the parish «f Tain,
south side of the Dornoch frith, Ross-shirc. Cholera
in 1832 nnido extraordinary ravages here.
Population, about 160.
INVER, or LocHiNVEK, a post-office village in
the parish of Assvnt, Sutherlandshii'c. It stands at
the head of Locli Inver, at the foot of a zone of
craggy hills, on the west coast of Scotland, nearly
due west of Golspie on the east coast, through
wiiich it holds its postal connnunication, 245 miles

town.

It consists of only
north-nortii-west of I'".(linl)urgh.
a few scattered houses and cottages, yet has a good
inn and a considerable pier, conducts a good salmon

INVER.

fisheiy, and is the resort of a great number of herring busses during the fishing season.
large
block of buildings was erected here, sutBcient to accommodate the curing of 800 barrels of herrings at
a time; but it has been converted into a temporary
residence for the Duke of Sutherland when visiting
the circumjacent parts of his estates.
INVER (Loch), a small arm of the sea, penetrating the land eastward, in the parish of Assynt, near
the sonth-west extremity of Sutherlandshire.
It is
about J J mile wide, and about 3 miles long, aifords
good natural harbourage, has the village of Inver

A

at its head, and is surrounded by grandly picturesque scenery.
stream, called the Inver, enters it
at the village of Inver, bringing down west-southwestward the superfluence of the beautiful Loch
See Assyxt.
Ass>Tit.

A

lis'YER (The).

See Ixver (Loch).

IXVERALLAN. See Cromdale.
INYERALLOCHY, an estate in

the parish of
Rithen, on the north-east coast of Aberdeenshire.
Here is an old castle which belonged to the Cuuiines.
and which formerly bore an inscription recording
that it and the estate around it were obtained for
There was recently
building the abbey of Deer.
erected on the estate a chapel of ease.
INVERAN, a post-ofEce station in the parish of
Criech, 4J miles north-west of Bonar- Bridge, on the
road thence to Scourie, in Sutherlandshire.
INVERARITY, a parish, containing the postoffice stations of Fotheringham and Kincaldrum, in
the Sidlaw district of Forfarshire.
It is boimded by
Kinnettles. Forfar, Dnnnichen, Guthrie, Monikie,
Murroes, Tealing, and Glammis. It has a somewhat circular outline, of about 4J or 4^ miles in
diameter.
Arity water, a large tributary of Dean
water so large, and so greatly longer in course
than that sluggish drain of Loch-Forfar, as to be
comes in upon the parish
really the parent stream
from the east, and intersects it right througli the
middle; and about halfway across it is joined on its
left bank by Corbie bum, which rises in several
head-waters at and lieyond the south-western

—

—

boundary, and comes bendingly round, first eastward, and next northward, to the point of confluence.
Where the streams unite, or a little eastward, a little strath commences, and stretching
thence to the western boundary, forms a sequestered
level, overlooked and encinctured
by an amphitheatre of hills.
Ascending gently on almost all
sides from this
valley, the surface rolls upward to the
boundaries in soft hills, variegated, and, in some
instances, covered with plantation.
But though
the parish seems not
naturally favourable to the
plough, two-thirds of it are cultivated, and onesixth under plantation,
only another sixth being left
in a waste or uncultivated condition.
The soil, in
the valley, is
alluvial
on the high grounds,
chiefly
is
a
hard
in
numerous
disloam; but,
extensively
Sandstone and grey
tricts, is clayey or various.
slate abound, and are
worked.
There
plentifully
"
are three
The mansions are
principal landowners.
Fotheringham and Kincaldram, both in the central
The average rent of the arable land is
valley.
about £1 per acre. Tiie vearlv value of raw
produce was estimated in 1835 at £17,341. Assessed
in
1843,
£5.593.
On
the
eastern
propery
boundary,
and partly in the parish of Guthrie, are traces "of
the outer ditch and
a
of
Roman
rampart
camp,
called
Haer Faads.'
The parish is traversed
northward by the great western road between Dundee and Aberdeen, and is otherwise well
provided
with roads. It also has easv access to the railwavs
at Forfar.
Population in 1831, 904; in 1851, 948.
Houses, 193.
;

This parish is in the presbytery of Forfar, and
synod of Angus and Meams." Patron, Fotheringof Powrie. Stipend, £245 7s. lOd.; glebe, £18.
Schoolmasters
Unappropriated teinds. £65 13s.
salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with about £25 fees, and about
£7 other emoluments.
The parish church was
built in 1754, and repaired in 1854, and contains
600 sittings. The present parish comprehends the
ancient parishes of Inverarity and Meathie. The
old church of Inverarity stood on Arity water immediately above its confluence with Corbie burn;
and hence the name Inverarity. There Ls an indus-

ham

trial school.

INYERARXAN, an inn in Glenfalloch. a short
distance above the head of Loch-Lomond, on the
road thence to Killin.
INYERARY, a parish, containing a royal burgh
of its own name, in the Argyle-proper district of
Argyleshire. It is bounded, on the north and northeast, by the parish of Innishail; on the east, by
Dumbartonshire and Loch Fyne on the south, bv
Loch Fyne; on the south-west, by KUmichaelGlassar^'; and on the west and north-west, by
Dalavich and Kilohrenan. Its length, southward,
is about 15 miles; and its breadth is from 3 to 6
miles.
Its extent of coast, along Loch Fyne, is
about 10 miles, and presents a series of projecting
The coast, for the most
points and retiring bays.
part, is flat and sandy, but, in the south, is high and
There
are two headlands, Kenmore and
rocky.
Stronshira, which command remarkably fine views.
The interior of the parish commences, on the north
and north-east, in the crests of a lofty water-shed,
and extends southward to Loch Fyne mainly in the
two glens of the Ary and the Shira, which converge
at the burgh, but has a crescental outline, and a
" Its
diversity of feature.
general appearance is
mountainous, presenting that diversity of form
which is always the result of the meeting and mingling together of two different mountain rocks. Here
a mountain of micaceous schist may be seen rising
upward to the height of between 2,000 and 3,000
feet, a huge and isolated mass, or stretching along
in uniform height and unbi'oken surface, with its
sloping sides clothed with heath and verdure; and
there, collected around the base of their prouder
and older brethren, ridges of porphyry are grouped,
sometimes in masses of naked rock 700 or 800 feet
;

high, and sometimes in low and gentle hillocks,
mantled with trees or covered with soft succulent
herbage. The result of the whole is an outline so
diversified, so waving, and so beautiful as is sufiicient to delight the eye, and to give noble and characteristic features to the scenery.
Benbni is the
most lofty of the moitntains, being alx)ut 2,800 feet

high; and Duniquoich and Dunton-il, which rise
perpendicularly in front of the Duke of Argvle's
castle to the height of 700 and 800 feet, are" the
most remarkable of the porpluriric elevations.
Both the Ary and the Shira are picturesque
streams, with rich diversity of character, commencing in the wildly highland, with abundant cascades,
and subsiding into the gently lowland, with rich
In the lower part of the Shira is the curiamenities.
ous lacustrine expansion of the Douloch; which see.
Springs are exceedingly numerous; and some of
'

them are slightly chalybeate. The rocks, in addition to the prevailing mica slate and porphyry, comprise roofing slate, limestone, chlorite rock, and

'

II.
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greenstone.

The

soil

of the arable lands adjacent

Loch-Fyne is, for the most part, a thin light
loam on a gravelly bottom and that in the best
to

;

part of the valleys, particularly Glenshira, is a deep
dark loam on either a sandy or a clayey bottom;
but much of that elsewhere is mo.ss, mingled with

H

INVERARY.

a small proportion of detritus from the hills. The
land continued till the middle of last century in
nearly its pristine state insomuch that tenants were
;

who had sufficient capital
and enterprise to attempt to cultivate. Extensive
improvements were commenced at that time by the
then Duke of Argyle, and others have since been
carried on; yet, up to the present time, cultivation
then

difficult to
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be found

has neither been extended over so large a surface,
nor been ripened into such good agricultural practices, as might have been expected.
I'lantations,
at various times since 1746, and even at an earlier
date, but especially since 1831, have been formed to
so great an extent that they now occupy about
12,000 acres; and the timber of them, as cut down

or families, some of whom have not now a descendant in it. " By what right, whether of purchase or
the sword, or by grant from the sovereign, they first
obtained their possession here, is uncertain but it
was not till a recent date that the whole parish be;

came

their property, by that gradual and natural
process by which talent, intelligence, and power

extend their influence."
Tills parish is the seat of a

presbytery in the sy-

nod of Argyle. It was originally under the charge
of one minister; but by the commission of parliament in 1650-], it was placed under two, with separate kirk-sessions, and presiding respectively over
what are called the Highland and the Lowland congregations, or the English and the Gaelic churches.
and sold, is of great value. Cattle-rearing and the Both churches were built under one roof, in 1794,
The at the expense of the Duke of Argyle, the patron
sheep husbandry engage large attention.
local fisheries also are of great importance.
One of and only heritor. Stipend of the English minister,
the old military roads, to the extent of 10 miles, tra- £168 15s. 8d.; glebe, £45: of the Gaelic
minister,
verses the parish; a county road to the extent of £157 15s. 7d.; glebe, £30.
The churches were
8 miles, also traverses it; and about 36 miles of much injured by lightning in 1837, but
repaired at
road within the parish, exclusive of walks and paths, great expense in 1838; they form a long
inelegant
are maintained by the Duke of Argyle.
with
a
fiom
the
centre
of the
structure,
Population
spire rising
in 1831, 2,133; in 1851, 2,229.
Houses, 321. As- roof, but look well at a distance, and make a handsessed property in 1843, £6.836 Is. 3d.
some termination to the street, as seen from the apA short distance above the burgh, on a level space proach to the town; and the English one contains
on the south bank of the Ary, slightly elevated 450 sittings, the Gaelic one, 470. There is a P'ree
above the sea, stands Inverary castle, the principal church, which was built in 1844, and contains
seat of tlie Duke of Argyle.
Very noble avenues 480 sittings; audits receipts in 1855 were £213 15s.
lead up to it from the burgh; and the lawns, woods, 4d.
1'liere is
an United Presbyterian church,
drives, and decorations of the surrounding grounds which was built in 1836, and contains 205 sittings.
have a character and an extent, harmonizing well There are a town parochial school, with a salary
with the magnificence of the natural scenery, and of £39 16s. 8d.; a country parochial school, 3| miles
quite worthy of the greatest palatial residence in west of the burgh, with a salary of £25 13s. 4d.; a
the west of Scotland. The castle is a large quad- Free church school; two town female schools, salrangular building, with a round tower at each cor- aried by the Argyle family and four country schools,
ner, and a high glazed pavilion, by which the stair- all of them aided by the Argyle family, and two
case and saloon are lighted, shooting up above the salaried also by the Society for propagating Christowers in the centre. It was founded in 1745, and tian knowledge. The present parish comprehends
the ancient districts of Kilmilieu and Glenary;
is built of a talcose chlorite slate, brought from the
other side of the lake, which is extremely soft, but and it anciently had churches at Kilmilieu, Glenary,
Auchantobbart, Kilbride, Kilblane, and Kihnun, and
will, in all probability, long stand the eftects of the
weather. This stone is of a blue grey colour; a burial-grounds at most of these places, and also at
At Auchantobbart were not
single shower of rain turns it almost black, but a Glenshira and Kilian.
gleam of the sun restores its original colour. The long ago several stone crosses of considerable size and
On
the Duke of Ai-gyle's lawn,
in
hall is hung round with arms very neatly arrangcid,
good presei-vation.
and other ornaments suited to the grandeur of a close to the castle, is a large stone resembling the
Highland castle; but the rest of the liouse is fitted relics of Druidical times. On the farm of Benbui,
up in a modern style, and some of the rooms are at the inner extremity of the parish, stands the
hung with fine tapestry. Both the castle itself, the house in which Rob lioy M'Gregor received wood
park, and the burgh displayed high splendour on and water from the Duke of Argyle while he lived
occasion of a brief visit of the royal family in Au- at the expense of the Duke of Montrose.
Among
The eminent natives of the parish, or jiersons connected
gust, 1847, when on their way to Ardverikie.
scenery in view from the lawn is very fine. The with it, are the Kev. Geoi'ge Campbell, Professor of
Ary, with its beautiful cascades, the expanded Divinity in Edinburgh, the Kev. Claudius Buchanan,
bay of Loch-Fyne, which here forms an irregular of East Indian celebrity. Generals Charles Turner,
circle of about 12 or 14 miles in circumfei'ence,
Dugald Campbell, and Duncan Campbell, and above
the hill of Duniquoich, rising in the form of a pyra- ail the Earls, Marquis, and Dukes of Argyle, whose
mid to the height of 700 feet, clothed to near its deeds and greatness belong to the national annals.
summit with a thick wood of trees, and surmounted
INVERARY, a royal mirgli, a post town and
with a rude watch-tower, tlie richly wooded banks sea-poi't, the county-town of Argyleshire, and one of
towards Essachossan, and the distant screen of the Jissize-towns of Scotland, stands on a small
mountains, form a noble assemblage of grand and bay, at the mouth of the Ary, 7 miles south-west of
A winding walk leads to the the head of Loch-Fyne, 22^ north-north-east of
beautiful objects.
summit of Duniquoich, whence are seen, in gor- Lochgilphead, 39 south-east of Oban, 39 north by
geous picturcsfiueness, all this landscape, all the west of Rothesay, 71 J north by east of Campbi3ltt)n,
oi'namented ducal grounds, nearly 30 miles in cir- and GO north-west by west of Glasgow, by way of
cumference, and a rich eneineturement of glen and Arrochar and Dumbarton, but a less distance either
The former castle was a very large by way of Hell's glen and Loch Goil, or by way of
mountain.
Kihnun. It consists principally of a
strong edifice, in the vicinity of the site of the pre- Loch Eck and
sent one, nearer tlu; riv(M% and was taken down row of houses fronting the bay, and a street divergat
from
this
within these forty years. The Ai'gyle family did not ing
right angles, and terminating at
'I'lie houses are well-built and
the parish church.
settle in the parish till the 14th century; and, when
The county court-house is a
covered with slate.
tiiey worked their way into it, they found it distributed in possession among no fewer than eight septs neat edifice, constructed of the conunon porphyry of

—

;

—

—

—

—
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was recently improved and
number of prisoners confined in
it in the year 1853, was 118, at the average net cost
per head of £15 8s. lOd. There are two very good

The

the district.

jail

enlarged; and the

In a garden beside the parish church stands
a small obelisk, erected to the memory of several
gentlemen of the name of Campbell, who were put
to death, for their opposition to Popery, during
In the principal
Montrose's inroad to Argyle.
street, near the quay, stands a beautiful stone cross
which is believed to have been brought from lona,
and which served for many years as the town cross
of the old town of Inverary, and, after being long
thrown aside and neglected, was drawn again into
The old
notice and placed in its present position.
town stood on the lawn immediately before the old
castle, and never acquired a higher character than
that of a dirty ill-built village; and, about the year
1742, at the time of the commencement of the improvements on the ducal estate, it was entirely reinns.

moved, and the greater part of the present town
built as a substitute.

The

trade of Inverary, either as a place of inland
The tract of
or as a seaport, is not great.
country for which it serves as a depot is not populous; and the trade through it is little more than
the exchange of Highland produce for general
traffic

merchandise.

Its

main support

is

derived from

from its steam-boat communication
with Glasgow, from the transaction of the county
law business, and from the residence of the
A wool market is held on the
Argyle family.
third Thursday of July, and a cattle market on
the last Friday of May, and on the last Thursits

fisheries,

A herring fishery appears to
day of October.
have subsisted here from time immemorial. The
bay, which served as a natural harbour, was anthe gullet where
ciently called Slochk /chopper,
vessels barter fish;' and the arms of the town represent a net with a herring, with the motto, Sem'

'

pendeat halec' It appears also, that the
merchants of France were in use to come here and
barter their wines for herrings; and a point of land,
called the Frenchman's point, is stated by tradition
to have been the place where the merchants transacted their affairs. The harbour is not suited for
ships of heavy burden.
Only a very nide pier existed prior to 1809; but it was then improved and
per

tibi

enlarged; and in 1836, it was further improved by
the addition of a slip to suit every state of tide, at
an expense of £1,200, paid jointly by the Fishery
In the
board, the Duke of Argyle, and the burgh.
year 1853. the number of barrels of herrings cured
in the fishing district of Inverary was 23,739, the
number of persons employed in the fishery was
4,466, and the total value of boats, nets, and lines

employed was £37,156.

The town has branch

the National bank and the Union bank.
It has also a
public library, a circulating library, a
gas company, and a corps of archers. Communica-

offices of

tion is maintained daily with Glasgow, both
by
steamer by way of the Kyles of Bute, and by ferrysteamer and coach by way of Hell's glen and Loch
Goil; and daily during summer, by coach, with
Oban, Tarbet, and Loch Lomond.
Prior to the 14th century, Inverary probably
was never more, or little more, than a fishermen's hamlet. But when the Argyle family came to

reside at

it,
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as the hereditary jurisdictions of sheriff

and justiciary were vested in them, it became the
seat of the courts and the county town.
In 1472, it
was erected into a burgh of barony; and in 1648,
into a royal burgh.
The territory belonging to it
for municipal purposes is more extensive than that
belonging to it for the parliamentary franchise. By

the charter, the council comprised a provost, 4 bailies,
a dean of guild, a treasurer, and 12 councillors; but
under the reform bill, it comprises a provost, 2 bailies,
and 16 councillors. The magistrates possess both
and the council concivil and criminal jurisdiction
Great improvements
trols all matters of police.
have in recent times been made in drainage, in the
supply of water, and in other matters. The only
corporate revenue arises from the right of ferrj'ing
passengers and cattle to the opposite side of the loch,
certain petty customs, and the rent of a common,
called the moor of Auchenbreck. But in 1750 Duke
;

how

inadequate this revenue was
added to it a perpetual annuity of £20, secured on his estate of StronThe total revenue in 1839-40 was £157 in
shira.
1852-3, £275.
Inverary unites with Oban, Campbelton, Irvine, and Ayr, in returning a member to
The
constituency in 1854, both muniparliament.
cipal and parliamentaiy, was 51. Population of the
Archibald, seeing

for the occasions of the burgh,

;

municipal burgh in 1841, 1,233; in 1851, 1,164.
Houses, 113.
Population of the parliamentary
burgh in 1851, 1,064. Houses, 94.
lis'VERAVEN, a parish partly in Morayshire,
but chiefly in Banffshire. The lower part of it contains the post-office station of Ballindalloch ; and the
upper part, the post-office station of Glenlivet. The

parish extends north-westward from the Grampian
watershed with Aberdeenshire, quite across Banffshire, to the Spey, and approaches within 3 miles of
the market villages of Tomantoul on the south-west,
It
and Charleston of Aberlour on the north-east.

boimded by Knockando, Aberlour, Mortlach, Cabrach, Glenbucket, Tarland, Strathdon, Kirkmichael,
and Cromdale. Its length is about 20 miles and
its breadth varies from 3^ to 9.
The river Livet
intersects the upper part of it, rising from numerous
sources within its limits, and flowing north-westwhich
wardly through the celebi'ated Glenlivet
occupies a considerable portion of this parish to
the Aven. whence the name Inveraven is derived.
The Aven, however, only skirts the parish on the
west, in its course to the Spey, which runs across
the north-western boundary. See articles Avex and
Glexuvet. Most part of this parish consists of
moor and mountain, giving the district a bleak aspect, except along the banks of the rivers, where the
land is arable, and occasionally adorned with attracis

;

—

tive

and picturesque scenery.

however, has Ijeen redeemed

Much waste

—

la-id,

particularly in Glenlivet.
There is a considerable extent of oak wood
on the banks of the Spey and copses of birch and
alder abound on the banks of the other streams.
;

•

Inveraven-Proper

is

studded with plantations.

The

woods of Ballindalloch are extensive, and contain
some noble trees, particularly two silver firs near
tile mansion-house, and a number of splendid trees
adorning the lawn. Koe deer are numerous on this
estate, and game is abundant throughout the parish.
Benrinnes, noticed in the article Aberlour, is partly
in this parish.

On

its

top

is

a small basin usually

with water, and a cave in which Grant of Carrion — James of the Hill — said
have made his

filled

'

'

is

to

hiding-place. The chief mineral production of this
parish is the peculiar limestone of Glenlivet, imbed-

ded in gneiss.

It is extensively burnt with peat by
the farmers.
Many of the houses here two storied
and slated are of a highly respectable order. The
house of Ballindalloch was formerly a fine specimen
It comprised a
of the old Scottish stronghold.
square building flanked by three circular towers,
and
of
the central
which, containing the gatelargest
wav, was surmounted by a square watch-tower, called
But the edifice was,
the' cape house, built in 1602.
a few years ago, much enlarged in the castellated

—

—

INVERBROTIIOCK.
style,

and

is

now

a very splendid mansion.

INVERCAULD. See Braemar.
INVERCHAOLAIN, a parish in

At

Kilmaiclilie there are some ancient firs, the trunk of
one of which raeasuree no less than 11 feet in circumfoi'ence at the base.
At Blairfindy are the ruins of
a hunting-seat of the Earls of Huntly; and at the
confluence of the Livet with the Aven are the ruins
of the ancient castle of Drumin.
There ai"e traces
of three Druidical temples. The old bridge over the
Livet at Upper Downau was destroyed by the great
floods of 1829; but in 1835 an elegant one was built
a little further down the river. Three miles higher
up is Tomnavoulen bridge. Over the Aven at CragAchrochan, and over the. rapid burn of Tommore
there are also bridges.
Eoads go down the streams
and across Glenlivet; but excepting in the vicinity
of Ballindalloch and the church, they are all bad.
The principal landowners are the Duke of Richmond
and Grant of Ballindalloch. The real rental is about

Assessed property in 1843, £5,031 17s. Id.
Population in 1831, 2,648; in 1851, 2,714. Houses,
503.
Population of the Banfl"shire section in 1831,
in 1851, 2,552.
Houses, 474.
2,4S4_;
Tliis parish is in the presbytery of Aberlour, and
of
synod
Patron, the Earl of Seafield.
Moray.
Stipend, £251 6s. lid.; glebe, £7.
Unappropriated
The parish church stands on
teinds, £126 13s. 4d.
the Spey, about a mile below the influx of the Aven;
and it was built in 1806, and contains about 550 sitTliere is a chapel in Glenlivet, 8 miles distings.
tant from the pai'ish church, served by a missionary
of the Royal bounty, built in 1825, and containing
300 sittings. There is a Free church of Inveraven;
whose receipts in 1855 amounted to £75 15s. There
are two Roman Catholic chapels in Glenlivet and one
at Tombia, pretty far up the glen, containing about
900 sittings, the other at Chapelton, in the Braes
of Glenlivet, containing about 300 sittings. The
parochial schoolmaster's salary is £28 17s. 5d., with
about £18 fees, and a share in the Dick bequest.
Tliere is a Society's female school in the lower end
of the parish; and there are three Protestant schools
and two Roman Catholic ones in Glenlivet, most
of them either supported by public bodies, or aided
by private beneficence. Previous to the Reformation, Inveraven was a parsonage held by the chancellor of the diocese of Moray, and having the vicarages of Knockando and the Inverness^shire Urquhart
dependent on it. Four cattle and feeing fairs are
held yearly a little to the east of the parish church.
INVERAWE. See Glenorciiy.
INVERBERVIE. See Bekvie.
INVERBROTHOCK, a quoad sacra parish on the
sea-board of Forfarshire. It comprises the greater
part of the suburbs of Arbroath, or northern division
of the parliamentary burgh of Arbroath and belongs
politically to the parish of St. Vigean's. It was con£6,.50O.

;

—

;

by the ecclesiastical authorities in 1834, and
reconstituted by the Court of 'J'einds in 1854.
It is
in the presbytery of Arbroath, and synod of Angus
and Mearns. The parish church was built in 1828,
at the cost of about £2,200, and contains 1,224 sitThere are two Free churches, called the Intings.
vcrbrothock and the Maulc-strcct churches and the
receipts of the former, in 1855, amounted to £447 3s.
of the latter, to £102 16s.
There is also a
Id.,
Wcsle^'an Methodist chapel, which was built in
1772, and contains 405 sittings.
INVEUCANNICH, a post-office station also two
hamlets, called Easter Invcrcannich and Wester Instituted

;

—

—

—

at the convergence of Glencannich
with Strathglass, 14 miles south west of Bcauly, In-

vercannicli
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vcrness-shire.

IN VERC AKRON, a part of the territory of Stonehaven, round the mouth of the Carron, on the seaboard of Kincardineshire.

Cowal, Argyl.--

bounded, on the north-west, by Kilon the
on the noi'th-east, 1»y Kilmun
south-east, by Dunoon on the south-west, by the
East Kyle of Bute and on the west, by Loch Ridand
Its length southward is about 15 miles
dan.
It is

shire.

modan

;

;

;

;

;

Its post-town is
greatest breadth is 8 miles.
Greenock. It is intersected for 8 miles by Loch
Striven, an arm of the sea, and watered by a small
The
i-ivulet which flows into the head of that loch.
surface is for the most part rugged.
ridge of
all
a
ascent
with
rises
mountains
along the
steep
In some places there are small flat fields
coast.
nigh the shore; but, for the most part, the ascent
from the sea is immediate. About half a mile inland, the soil is thin and sandy, only adapted for
pasturage. All the mountains formerly were covered with heath, but many of them are now clothed
with a rich sward of grass. There is a considerable
extent of natural wood, which forms an article of
importance to the proprietors. The only plantations
are around the seats of South-hall and Knockdow.
The total extent of arable land is about 1,300 acres.
The scenery from South-hall to the head of Loch
Riddan is brilliantly picturesque, in the same style

its

A

as the entrance to the Trosachs, and regarded by
some persons as finer and South-hall itself, situated
near the eastern extremity of the Kylcs, both luxuriates in beauty, and conunands an excellent prospect. There are seven landowners, 'i'he real rental
;

about £3,400. Assessed property in 1843, £3,282
road goes from South-hall to Kilmodan,
and is kept in the best order. An annual fair is
held in the parish. Sepulchral tumuli occur in various
Ei.LAN Dheihrig [which see] belongs to
places.
Inverchaolain. Population in 1881,596; in 1851,
is

lis. 7d.

A

474.

Houses, 84.
This parish, formerly a vicarage, is in the presbytery of Dunoon, and synod of Argyle. I'atron, the
Marquis of Bute. Stipend, £169 19s. 5d.; glebe,
£13 10s. The parish church was built in 1812, and
contains 250 sittings. The ancient church stood on
the side of a hill, about 200 yards above the present
one.
There is a Free church for South-ball and
Kilmodan: attendance, 100; sum raised in 1865,
£70 14s. 5d. There are two parochial schools, with
salary of respectively 400 and 200 merks, and about

£10

fees.

INVEREBRIE.

See Ebrie

(Tiii;).

INVERERNAN. See Ernan (The).
INVERERNE. See Finuhokn and Forres.
INVERESK, a parish in the extreme north-east
of Edinburghshire.
It contains the post-town of
Musselburgh, the town of Fisherrow, the villages
of Inveresk, Cowpits, Craighall, Monktonhall, and
Stonyhall, and part of the village of New Craighall.
It is bounded, on the north, by the frith of Forth ;

and on other sides,
east, by Haddingtonshire
by the parishes of Cranston, Dalkeith, Newton, LibIts
erton, and Duddingstone.
length, westward, is
3)^ miles; and its greatest breadth is 3^ miles.
Along the shore stretches a broad belt of pleasant
downs, formed by the subsidence of the sea, and only
a few feet above the level of highwatcr, funiishing
a charming field for tlie exercises of golf and walkBehind this plain which is about half a mile
ing.
in breadth
the surface rises in a very slow ascent
of verdant fields, variegated with soft and irregular
undulations, and sending up across the south-western extremity the hills of Fallside and Cnrbcrry, 510
feet alwve sea-level.
Beginning at the eastern extremity, the ascent innnediatcl}- behind the plain,
pxtentls westward in a swelling cinve to the beauon the

;

—

tiful rising

—

ground, called the Hill of inveresk, on

IXVERESK.
which has
church,

stood, from time

immemorial, the parish-

commanding a most

brilliant prospect,

and

forming itself, in its present form, with its tall spire,
an attractive object from man\' points of view, in a
limited but opulent part of the landscape of the
Lothiaus. This rising ground which is about |
of a mile from the sea, and a little westward of middistance between the eastern and the western boundaries
has the form of a crescent, with the concave
side toward the south, and the rich rale of the river

—

—

Esk ploughed curvingly round

its southern and
western base; and, though of very inconsiderable
elevation above the level of the sea, it has so free an
exposure on all sides, except the east, as both to
seeiu conspicuous from a little distance, and to com-

town which hangs on its sides, deOn
prospects and healthful ventilation.
the concave side, in particular, the clustering town,
with its adjacent ornamental woods, sloping gardens,
and elegant villas, gives to the view from its south
side one of the finest village landscapes in Britain ;
and, in its turn, commands such a prospect of the
luxuriant haugh and beautiful water-course of the
Esk, the splendid paik of Dalkeith-house, and an
expanse of richly clothed country stretching away
to the Moorfoot hills, as affords an almost perennial
feast to the taste.
The situation of the village, and
of places adjacent, is as healthy as it is agreeable, and
long ago obtained for the locality the name of the
Moutpelier of Scotland.
The river Esk, combining just at the point of entering the parish the waters of the North Esk and
the South Esk, comes in on the park of Dalkeithhouse from the south, and bisects the parish into
considerably unequal parts, in a beautifully winding
course norttwai-d to the sea between Musselburgh
and Fisherrow. An unimportant rill begins to touch
the parish a few yards from its source in Haddingtonshire, and forms the ejistern boimdary over a distance of 2J miles to the sea. The celebrated Pinkie
bum rises a little south-east of Inveresk hill, and
flows first northward and then north-westward to
the Esk, between ilusselburgh and the sea ; but
being littie more than a mUe in length of course, it
derives all its interest from historical a.ssociation
with the disastrous battle to which it gave name.
Pinkerton bum comes in upon the parish from the
south-west, and flows 1 J mile north-eastward to tlie
Esk near Monktonhall. Springs, though none of a
medicinal kind, are abundant, and supply the parish
with excellent water. The soil, on the flat grounds
mand,

for the

lightful

round Musselburgh and Fisherrow, is sa:idy, but
havisig been for ages in a high state of cultivation
for gardens and small fields, is abundantly fertile
on the fields above Inveresk, on both sides of the
river, it is of a better quality
and toward the
highest ground on the south-eastern district, it is
clayey, and, when properly managed, carries heavy
Almost the
crops of grain, especially of wheat.
whole surface of the parish exhibits a highly cultivated appearance, and is well enclosed with stone
fences or thriving hedges; and, though probably
less planted than comports with fulness of
beauty
and shelter, it is adorned on the south-west by the
extensive woods of Dalkeith park, and on other sides
by the fine plantations of New Hailes, and the rising
woods of Drummore.
Freestone abounds, and is
worked in several quarries. Limestone also abounds,
but is not much worked. Coal, of remarkable
aggregate thickness of seam, of comparatively easy acand
ces-S,
of good quality, stretches beneath the whole
;

;

parish.
hall,

It is. at present,
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mined

chiefly at

New Craighall, and Edmonstone, and

Monktonproduces,

with the labour of upwards of 550 persons, nearly
Under Eskgrove-house, and
55,000 tons a-year.

terminating in the circumjacent plantation, is a subterranean aqueduct or tumiel, which was cut with
enormous labour a little before the middle of last
century, as a channel for a stream drawn from
the Esk to drive a wheel for draining the coal mines
at Pinkie.
The manufactures, fisheries, gardenproduce, and commerce of the parish, are of considerable importance, and will be seen by reference to
the articles on its towns and villages. The principal
landowners are the Duke of Buccleuch, the Earl of
Wemyss, Sir Archibald Hope, Bart-, Elphinstone of
Carberry, Aitchison of Walliford, and three others.
The real rental is about £17,000. The yearly value
of raw agricultural produce is about £37,000. Assessed property in 1S34, £26,676 19s. Id.
Carberry-hill, Pinkie, and Pinkie house are obSee articles Carjects of deep historical interest.
BEREV-HiLX and Pixkie; See also Haile.s (New).
Carberry-house, on the northern slope of Carberiy
hill, in the south-eastern part of the parish, is a
modernized mansion of unknown antiquity, and
curiously combines, both in its exterior and in its
interior, the massive and gloomy character of a
baronial strength, with the sprightliness and comfort of a modem gentleman's seat. Monkton-house,
situated at the south-western verge of the parish, a
mile west of the river Esk, is a moilem mansion,
the seat of Sir Archibald Hope, but it has attached
to it as farm-otBces an ancient structure, reported
to have been the erection and the favourite residence of the celebrated Gleneral Monk. Stonyhillhouse, the property of the Earl of Wemyss, situated
half-a-mile south-west of Fisherrow, seems, in its
present form, to be the offices of an ancient mansion, which, in former times, was the property and
the residence successively of Sir William Sharpe,
the son of Archbishop Sharpe, and of the inglorious
Colonel Charteris; and it has remnants in its vicinity, especially a huge buttressed garden-wall, the fit
accompaniments of a verj' ancient mansion. Antiquities of an interesting kind occur; but they
chiefly fall to be noticed in the article Mcsselbukgh.
The beautiful hill of Inveresk, so exquisitely adapted to their object, did not escape the notice of
the Romans as a fit place for fortif\-ing their hold of
the circrmijacent part of their province of Valentia.
Repeated exposure of ruins, the finding of coins, and
some hints in history, indicate their having covered
tlie whole northern face of the rising ground with
Even the site of the pretorium has
fortifications.
been conclusively traced to the summit or apex of
the hill now occupied by the parish-church. The
village of Inveresk consists chiefly of cottagesomees, villas, and neat houses, aU of modem structure, concatenated on both sides of a round along
Inveresk hill, commencing with the parish-church
and Inveresk-house, at the west end, sweeping
gracefully round the concavity of the rising ground
a curve corresponding to a beautiful bend in the
Esk and extending altogether to a length of about

—

—

The tout-ensemble, however, presents
the aspect rather of a pleasing and rapidly occurring
series of rural and gardened dwellings, than of compact or continuous ranges of buildings. The parish
church is a lumpish edifice, built about the beginning of the present century, and originally looking
more like a huge bam than an ecclesiastical strucTo relieve the ungainliness of its appearture.
ance, a spire was afterwards added, so beautiful as
to have been proposed
though not eventually followed as a model in the erection of the exquisitely
fine spire of St. Andrew's church in Edinburgli.
What the present church oi Inveresk for it is not
a little spacious has gained in the important property of accommodation, it has lost in the properties
half-a-mile.

—

—

—

—

INVERESK.

which most interest the antiquarian. Its predecessor was an edifice of whicli its last and enlightened incumbent, the Rev. Di-. Carlyle, speaks with
The church was dedicated to St.
enthusiasm.
Michael, and was built, as Dr. Carlyle supposes,
soon after the introduction of Christianity, out of
the ruins of the Roman fort, the site of whose pretorium it usurped. In its main part, it was 102 feet
long, and only 23 feet wide within the walls; but it
had four aisles, two on each side, built at different
periods; and, in its ends, it had double rows of
So antique a structure, though ill suited
galleries.
to the legitimate objects of a modern place of worship, would now be a feast to the eye which loves
to look upon the venerable monuments of a faraway age. In minds of the most hallowed cast, too,
it would excite a thrill of emotion, from the associated idea of its having been ministered in by the
reformer Wishart on the eve of his martyrdom. In
1745, the army of the Chevalier erected a battery in
the churchyard, but abandoned it on their commencing their march toward England. The parish
is cut from west to east near the shore, through
Fisherrow and Musselburgh, by the great road
from Edinburgh to London. It is traversed also by
the North British railway, and has a station on it
for Inveresk, and a liranch diverging to Musselburgh. Population in 1831, 8,961 in 1851, 8,653.
Houses, 1,187.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the Duke
of Buccleuch.
Stipend, £352 lis. 5d.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds, £2,374 17s. 6d. The parish
church contains 2,400 sittings. There is a chapel
of ease in Fisherrow, called North Esk church, built
in 1838, containing 1,000 sittings, and under the
patronage of trustees. There is a Free church, con;

taining 1,000 sittings; and the
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sum

raised in con-

nexion with it in 1855 was £786 10s. 3|d. There
are two United Presbyterian churches,
the one
called the Mill-hill church, with 800 sittings,
the
other called Union church, built in 1820, with 600
There are also an Episcopalian chapel,
sittings.
built about 55 years ago, with 200 sittings; an Independent chapel, built in 1800, with 320 sittings;
a Wesleyan Methodist chapel, built about the year
1833, with 250 sittings; and a small Evangelical
Union chapel, built in 1845. There is no parochial
school; but the rector of a grammar-school, and the
teachers of two English schools, receive from the
town-council of Musselburgh salaries respectively
of £27 5s. 4d., £20, and £10.
At the grammarschool, two boarding-schools, and an academy, all
the branches of a classical and commercial educa-

—

—

There is likewise a comparatively
large number and diversity of other schools; and
altogether the parish, or at least Musselburgh, is
famous, and deservedly so, for its educational estabThere is likewise a fair amount of
lishments.
tion are taught.

other institutions; which, however, will better fall
to be noticed in the article Mu.sselburoh.
At the epoch to which record goes back, there

—

were two manors of Inveresk, Great Inveresk
Malcolm Canmore and his
and Little Inveresk.
queen Margaret granted Little Inveresk to the
monks of Dunfermline. David I. gave to the same
monks Great Inveresk, which included the burgh
and port of Musselburgh; he gave them also the
churcli of Inveresk, with its tithes and other perTlic monks got "a free warren" estabtinents.
lished within the manors by Alexander 11.; ni:d
they had, in virtue of David I.'s grants, a baronial
jurisdiction over them, which they afterwards got
enlarged into a regality. The church was in early
times of great value; and even tlic vicars who

served it, while the monks enjoyed the revenues of
the parsonage, appear, among men of consequence,
as witnesses to many charters. In the church were

endowed altars, with their respective chapIn Musselburgh were anciently three
chnpels, one of them of great note for the pilgrimages made to it, "and its historical associations,
and dedicated to
Our Lady of Loretto." Sec
Musselburgh. Within the grounds of New Hailes
was another chapel, dedicated to Mary Magdalene.
From this chapel, Magdalene-bridge, and the liamseveral
lains.

Magdalene-Pans, corruptly called Maitlandbridge and Maitland-Pans, at the north-western
angle of the parisli, have their name. The patronage of the chui'ch and of its various subordinate
chaplainries, and the lordship and regality of Musselburgh, or of the whole of the ancient Great Inveresk and Little Inveresk, were granted by James
VI. to his chancellor, Lord Thirlcstane, the proMuch of this
genitor of the Earls of Lauderdale.
vast estate, notwithstanding the profusion of the
noted Duke of Lauderdale and the dangers of
forfeiture, came down to Earl John, who died in

let of

From him Anne, Duchess of Buccleuch
1710.
and Monmouth, purchased, in 1709, the whole property, with some inconsiderable exceptions.- Inveresk parish claims, among its eminent men,
either as natives or as residents. Lord Hailes the
historian, Logan the poet. Professor Stuart and his
son Gilbert, and David Macbeth Moir, the "Delta"
of Blackwood's Mngazine, in the walks of literature;
Walker, Burnet, and the Ritchies, in the fine arts;
and Sir Ralph Abercromby, Lord Clive, MajorGeneral Stirling, and Admiral Sir David Milne, in
the walks of warlike enterprise.
INVERESRAGAN. See Esragan.
INVEREY (The), an affluent of the Aberdeenshire Dee, descending fiom the mountains on
the southern skirts of Braemar, and flowing northeastward to the Dee a little above Mar bridge. The

—

ruins of Inverey castle are still visible, a little to
the right of the mouth of the stream.
INVERFARIGAG (Pass of), a beautiful defile,
leading up toward the head of Strathnairn from the
middle of the south side of Loch Ness in Invernessshire.

INVERGARRAN.
INVERGARRY, a
side of

See Girvan.
post-oflice station on the left

Loch Oich, near the mouth of the Garry, 7J

miles south-west of Fort Augustus, on the road
In the
thence to Glenelg, in Inverness-shire.
vicinity stands Invergarry- castle, the ancient
It
stronghold of the Macdonalds of Glengarry.
consists of an oblong square of five stories, of which
the walls only are now standing, the whole having been sacked and burnt after the rebellion in
Near it is the modern mansion-house of
1745.

Glengariy, a plain, narrow, high-roofed building.
See Gakky (The), and Glexgarky.
INVERGORDON, a small post-town and seaIt
port in the parish of Rosskeen, Ross-shirc.
stands on the west side of the Cromarty frith, on
the road from Inverness to Thurso, 6 miles west of
Cromarty by water, 1 1 J south by west of Tain, and
13 north-east by north of Dingwall.
It is a place
of considerable mark, substantially built, well situated for traiiic, and of growing importance for the
shipment of the firm produce of the surrounding
It has an excellent inn, a fine pier, a
country.
harbour with 16 feet water at spring tides and 13 at
neap, and a ferry noross the frith, connecting the
Inverness to Thurso with that
])Ost-road from
througli the Black Isle. Regular communication is
niaintained, by both smacks and steamers, with
Aberdeen, Leith, and London. A market is held
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firet Thursday of every month, under the
auspices of the Easter and Wester Ross Fanner
societies, for the disposal of corn, cattle, sheep, pigs,
and all sorts of produce, to suit the sailing of the London and Leith steamers. Fairs also are held on the
third Tuesday of February, on the second Tuesday
of April, old style, on the first Tuesday of August,
on the second Tuesday of October, and on the

on the

second Tuesday of December, old style. The town
has branch-offices of the Commercial bank and the
North of Scotland bank, three insurance agencies, a
subscription library, and a connexion with the Art
anion of Scotland. In the town or its neighbourhood are the Rosskeen parish church, a Free church,
a parochial school, a Free church school, and a

Sheriff circuit
ladies' boarding and day school.
small debt courts are held quarterly; and justice
of peace small debt courts, on the first Wednesday of every month. In the vicinity is Invergordoii-castle, the seat of ilacleod of Cadboll, in the
midst of very beautiful and extensive pleasuregrounds.
Population of the town, 998. Houses,
188
INVERGOWRIE, an ancient parish, a bay, a
biu-n, and a village, at the south-western extremity
of Forfarshire. The parish was of small extent,
and is now incorporated with Liff and Benvie. The
bay is a small indentation into the Carse of Gowrie,
on the boundary between Forfarshire and Perthshire,
affording facilities for the landing of lime and coals

from the opposite coast of Fife. The bum is formed
within less than a mile of the frith, by the confluence
of two streamlets from respectively Fowlis Easter in
Perthshire and the north side of Dundee-law it runs
southward, within Forfarshire, to the head of the
bay, but is often, by popular mistake, regarded as
running on the county boundary and it waters the
bleachfield of Bullion, and drives the flour-mills
;

;

of Invergowrie. The village stands at the mouth
of the bum, and head of the bay, 3 miles west of
Dundee; and it has a station on the Dundee and
Perth railway. It is a small place, but ancient, and
figures in history as a place of royal embarkation.

Alexander I., having had a donation made to him
at his baptism of the adjacent lands of Invergowrie
and Liff, by his godfather, the E^rl of Gowrie, began,
as soon as he succeeded to the throne, to build a palace in the vicinity; but some of his people from
Mearns and Morayshire having formed a conspiracj',
and attacked him in his newly-finished residence,
he took shipping at the village, and sailed away

to the southern parts of his kingdom to gather
In exforces for quieting and punishing the north.
pression of his gratitude for having escaped the conspirators, he made over to the monks of Scoon the
These lands, in the
lands of Invergowrie and Liff.

usual style of ancient manors, had their respective
churches. The church of Invergowrie is remarkable
for being traditionally reported to have been the
The
eai-liest Christian structure north of the Tay.
original edifice is said to have been built at the vilor
misin
a
the
7th
legate
lage
century, by Boniface,
sionary, who landed there with some attendants
from Rome, and who afterwards penetrated the interior of Forfarehire, and founded various other
churches. Apparently a much later erection than
the original one survives in the form of a commonplace mouldering ruin, half-covered with ivy, near
the brink of the water.
The church\-ard is on an
eminence, a mound of singular shape, washed on
one side by the Tay. From the variety of mould
which'is turned up in digging, all or great part of
the mound is supposed to be forced earth.
Population of the village, 108.
Houses, 22.
INVERIF^ See Gi.esei.o.

INYERINATE

BAY. a small bay in the parish
of Kintail, south-west of Ross-shire.
INVERKEILOR, a parish near the middle of the
east coast of Forfarshire.
It contains the post-oflice
station of Chance-Inn, and the villages or hamlets
of Inverkeilor, Chapelton of Boysack, March of
Lunanbank, Millfield, Leysmill, and Ethiehaven.
It is bounded by the German ocean, and by the parishes of St. Vigeans, Carmylie, Kirkden, Kinnell,

and Lunan.

Its length eastward is 7J miles
and
Keilor bum, from
greatest breadth is 4^ miles.
which the parish has its name, rises on the southern
boundary, and for 1^ mile flows along it eastwai-d;
and then runs If mile farther, still eastward, through
the expanded coast-district of the parish, to Lnnan
bay. Lunan water comes in from the west, after traversing the south-west part of Kinnell; flows 3 miles
across the expanded northern wing of the parish ;
traces for 2 miles the boundary with Lunan ; and
In its progress it
falls into the sea at Redcastle.
turns the wheels of numerous mills ; it flows with a
clear cuiTcnt, and as it approaches the sea, frolics in
many beautiful sinuosities. Gighty bum comes
down from the north-east, forms for 2J miles the
boundarj'-line with Kinnell, and falls into the Lunan. The coast, including curves, is between 5 and
6 miles in extent, and makes a considerable recession,
over a distance of 2 J miles from the northern limit,
to admit the waters of Lunan bay.
Along this bay
;

its

—which, except in easteily winds, affords a safe ansandy, and overchorage for ships— the coast
is flat,

grown with bent
and rocky, and,

but thence, southward, it is high
in its progress, sends out the remarkable headland, called Redhead. Northward of
;

Lunan water, the surface of the parish rises in a
beautiful gently ascending bank of good arable land;
between the Lunan and the Keilor, it recedes from
the coast away westward, in a level expanse of fertile ground ; and south of the Keilor, it gi-adually
rises into heights which slightly partake the charThe soil
acter of the southern part of the coast.
About
varies, but is, in general, dry and fertile.
about
126
250 imperial acres are under plantation ;
are scarcely, if at all, fit for cultivation ; and all the
At Leysmill,
rest of the surface is arable gixjund.
in the extreme west, is a quarry for what are called
Arbroath-stones, which are here dressed b}' machinery
propelled by steam. At Redhead is an inexhausrible
quarry of fine freestone and below the rocks, Scotch
pebbles, some possessing the colour and density of
amethyst, have been nimierously gathered. On the
sands of Lunan bay, and on the estate of Ethie to
the south, are considerable salmon fisheries. The
landowners are the Earl of Northesk, Lord Panmure,
;

liiiit, Finlayson, and Skair.
are Anniston, Kinblythmont, Lawton,
and Ethie-house, the last the seat of the Earl of
Northesk, situated on the coast, and built and in-

and

Messi-s. Carnegie,

The mansions

—

habited by Cardinal Beaton.
On an eminence, at the mouth of Lunan water,
stands a venerable ruin, called Redcastle. Chalmers,
in his Caledonia, ascribes the erection of it to Walter
de Berkeley, called the Lord of Redcastle, in the reign
of William" tlie Lion. But tradition asserts it to have

been built by King William himself, and to have
been used as a royal hunting-seat and it seems to
be aided in its verdict by the names of some localities
;

in the neighbourhood.-^Kinblythmont, being a contraction of Kings-blyth-mount, and Court-hill aiid
Hawk-hill being names still in use. About a mile

north-east of Ethie-house on the coast, are the mins
of a religious house called St. Murdoch's chapel, in
which the monks of Arbroath officiated. At Chapelton, nearly 3 miles west of the village of Inverkeilor, are remains of the chapelry of Quytefield.

INVERKEITHING.

now tilt; burying-place of the family of Boysack.
Ou the lands of the Earl of Nortliesk, and on those
of Mr. Carnegie, are vestiges of Danish camps and
those of the latter lands are near a farm-house which
;

seems

to

have borrowed from them

its

remarkable

name of Denmark. The parish is traversed by the
road from Arbroath to Montrose, by that from Arbroath to Brecliin, and, across its west end, by the
Arbroath and Forfar railway. TJie village of Inverkeilor stands on the Arbroath and Montrose road,
and on the right bank of Lunan water, 6 miles north
by east of Arbroath and it contains 26 houses, and
141 inhabitants. There are in the parish three flax;

Population in 1831, 1,655; in 1851,
Houses, 370. Assessed property in 1843,

spinning-mills.
1,871.

£8,761 10s.

This parish is in the presbyteiy of Arbroath, and
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £246 14s. 5d.; glebe, £8 15s.
Unappropriated teinds, £182 2s. 5d.
Schoolmaster's salary,
£34 4s. 4Jd., with about £23 fees. There is a school
at the west end of the parish with a small endowment. The parish church was built in 1735, and
enlarged about 1830, and contains 703 sittings.
There is a Free church attendance, 280 sum
raised in 1855, £514 Os 8|d.
There are a public
The ancient name of
library and a savings' bank.
:

the parish
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;

was

Conghoiilis.
a paiish on the south coast
of the western part of Fifeshire.
It contains the
royal burgh of Inverkeithing, and the post-office vilof
Hillend.
It
the
ancient parlage
comprehends
ishes of Inverkeithing and Rosyth, which were conjoined in 1636. The united parish is bounded by
the frith of Forth, and by the parishes of Dunfermline and Dalgetty.
The island of Inchgarvie and
the rock of Bimar belong to it.
peninsula called
the Ferry hills, projects southward into the Forth
from the eastern part of the mainland of the parish,
containing at its extremity the village of North

INVERKEITHING,

A

Queensferry, and formerly belonging to Inverkeith-

The maining, but now annexed to Dunfermline.
land territory forms two belts, the one extending
east and west along the shore, except where inter-

—

cepted by the Ferry hills peninsula, and measuring
about 3J miles in length, by from J of a mile to ij
in breadth,
the other going northward at right
angles from the eastern pai't of this, to the vicinity

—

of Crossgates, and measuring, from the shore, nearly
in length by generally about 1 mile in
breadth.
The surface of the Ferry hills peninsula
is chiefly a range of greenstone hill, not exceeding
300 feet of altitude above sea-level the surface in
the north is partly rising ground, with southerly
exposure; and the rest of the surface is principally
low or undulating. A small portion of the land is
under wood ; a small portion also is in pasture and
all the rest is in a state of high cultivation.
There
are seven principal landowners, and a number of
smaller ones. The valued rental is £6,866 Scotch.

4 miles

;

;

Assessed property in 1843, £7,430

15s.

Greenstone,
sandstone, and limestone are quarried. About a
mile west of the burgh are the castle and lands of
Rosyth, the property of the Earl of Hopctoun.
Rosyth anciently belonged to a branch of the great
family of Stuart, descended from James Stuart of
Durrisdeer, brother-german to Walter the great
steward of Scotland, father to Robert II., the first
of the family who ascended the Scottish throne. The
family of Stuart of Rosyth continued to flourish till
about the beginning of last century, when, according
to Sibbald, the last laird dying witliout issue and unmarried, disponed the estate to a stranger, by whom
it was sold to the Earl of
Roseberry. Tiie old castle is situated on a rock on the shore, connected with

All that now remains
the mainland by a causeway.
is a ruined square tower, which formed the northof
what
have
been a pretty large
eastern angle
nmst
square building. Tliis ancient castle is alluded to
by Sir Walter Scott in his novel of the Abbot and
the tradition is though we know not on what authat the wife of Oliver Cromwell was born
thority
here.
Population of the parish in 1831, 3,189; jn
1851, 2,499.
Houses, 359. The decrease in the
population is partly accounted for by the transfer of

—

—

;

Nortli Queensferry to Dunfermline.

This parish is in the presbytery of Dunfermline,
and S5'nod of Fife. Patron, Miss Preston of Valleyfield.
UnapproStipend, £276 7s. 4d. glebe, £40.
Schoolmaster's salary,
priated teinds, £29 13s. 1 Id.
£34 4s. 4^d., with about £70 fees. The parish
church is a handsome structure, in the Gothic style,
built in 1826, and containing 1,000 sittings.
There
is an United
Presbyterian church, with an attendance
of 700.
There are a large school connected with
the U. P. church, and three private schools.
The Town of Inverkeithing, a royal burgh and a
;

seaport, stands on the coast, in the south-east of the
parish, 2 miles north of North Queensfeny, 4 southeast of Dunfermline, and 6^ west-south-west of

Burntisland.

Its site is a pleasant rising-ground,

with southern exposure, at the head of a small bay
of its own name, which projects in a north-westerly
direction from the frith, behind the Ferry hills peninsula.
Two little headlands protrude into the bay,
separating the outward part of it from a sheltered
inward part, and called respectively the East Ness
and th j West Ness. The town consists of a main
street of considerable length,

running north-east and

south-west, and sevei-al lanes diverging from it, with
a number of houses fronting the harbour, and a rowcalled Preston-crescent, running between the East
Ness and the harbour.
Many houses have been
so that
built or rebuilt within the last forty years
The parish
the place has an improved appearance.
church, the parish schoolhouse, and the grain stock
market are fine stnrctures a rather lofty stone pillar at the cross is curious
and the town-house and
the United Presbyterian church draw attention.
lazaretto on the West Ness long gave the place a
quarantine notoriety; but was sold by GoveiTuuent
in 1835 for a trifling sum.
The harbour is pretty good, though it might be
deepened and greatly improved. Vessels of 200 tons
burden can load and sail from it at spring-tides ; but
There
it is usually frequented b}' smaller vessels.
are at present 25 vessels belonging to it, varying in
burden from 20 to 100 tons, which are chiefly employed in the coasting trade. A considerable number
of foreign and English vessels load coal here, which
is brought from the coal-works of Halbeath, CuttleThere are in
hill, Townhill, Whitfield, and Fod.
the town, or connected with it, a patent slip, a ship;

;

;

A

building yard, a foundry and iron ship-building establishment, a distiller}', tan- works, rope-works, and
fire-brick and retort-works.
weekly grain market
Five anis held on Monday, and is well atteiuied.
nual fiirs also are appointed to be held; but they
The town has
have long been merely nominal.
branch offices of the Eastern bank and the National
bank, eight insurance agencies, a gas company, a
public library, a masonic lodge, and a curling-club.
Inverkeithing as a royal burgli is of great antiquity; tiie oldest existing charter having been
granted by William the Lion, confirming one of a
This charter was confirmed by
previous date.
James VI. in 1598. The burgh is governed by a
provost, 2 bailies, a dean-of-guild, a treasurer, 9
other councillors, and a town-clerk. The charter of
James VI. contivins a grant of customs from the

A
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great stone uear Milnathort on the north, to the
middle of the Forth on the south, and from the
Water of Devon on the west, to the Water of
Leven on the east; and under this grant the town
was in the hahit of levying custom within the included territory. About 85 years ago it sold the
right of levying custom at Dysart to the town of
Dysart; but it still levies customs at Kinross and
North-Queensferry. The charters contain very considerable grants of land and the town property at
one time extended to near Crossgates. The town
;

had

also property at Fenyhill.

These properties

may now

be worth from £500 to £1,000 a-year; but
the}- were feued for verj- small feu-duties, when in
a state of nature, about or previous to the beginning
of the last century.
Besides the right of customs,
the present property consists of the East and West
loans and Bois acre, the Town-lane, one third of the
school and school-house, the stock-market, onethird of the parish-church, the town's mill and kiln,
the inner and outer harboui-s, and certain debts due
to tlie burgh.
The revenue arising from these
different sources, in the year 1832, was £564 17s.
5id.: in 1840, £500 8s. 8d.; in 1854, £454 4s. 7d.

luverkeithing unites with Dunfermline, Stirling,
and South-Queensferry in sending a member to parliament.
Municipal constituency in
1854, 46; parliamentaiy constituency, 49. Population of the municipal burgh in 1841, 1,674; in 1851,
Houses, 206.
1,497.
Population of the parliamentary burgh in 1851, 1,852. Houses, 240. The
widowed Queen of Robert III., the beautiful Arabella Dnimmond, resided for some time in Inverkeithing. She is said to have wished for a dwelling, from which slie could behold the castle of
Edinburgh, and made choice of a spot called Rott
mell's Inns; but how long she resided there, there
is neither record nor tradition to tell.
There is a
tradition, however, that the Queen had a private
in
tlie
for
and
herself
her
domestics.
Inns,
chapel
INVERKEITHNIE, a parish, containing a postoffice station of its own name, on the north-east
border of Banffshire.
It is bounded by Aberdeenshire, and by the parishes of Rothiemay and Marnoch.
Its length eastward is 6 miles; and its
It forms a projection
greatest breadth is 5 miles.
from the main body of BanfTshire, being surrounded
on all sides except the north by Aberdeenshire, and
separated over even greater part of the north, or for
a distance of 3J miles, by the river Deveron. That
river is crossed at Boat-of-Inverkeithnie by a bridire ;
and its banks, all along the parish, are beautifully
ornate.
The rivulet Keithnie traverses the interior
of the parish northward to the Deveron, near the
parish church ; and hence the name InverkeiAnie.
The surface of the parish is variegated with hill and
dale. About 4,000 acres of its entire area are either
regiilarly or occasionally in tillage; about 800 have
never been cultivated, and are either waste or pasture ; nearly 10 are in a state of undivided common
and about 800 are under wood. There are ten landownere. The real rental is about £3,000. Assessed
property in 1843. £3,343. Population in 1831, 589;
in 1851, 835.
Houses, 148. This parish is in the
presbytery of Tun-ifF, and synod of Aberdeen.
Patron, T. G. Bremner, Esq. 'Stipend, £214 18s.
Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s.
3d.; glebe, £10.
4^d., with £30 fees, a share in the Dick bequest,
and £5 other emoluments. There is a Free church
preaching station and the sum raised in connexion
with it in 1855, was £27 Is. 6d.
INYERKINDY, a post-office station in the valley of the Don, contiguous to the mouth of Kindy
bum, on the mntnal confines of the parishes of
Strathdon and Towie, Aberdeenshire.
Culross,

;

—

;
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See Gusxkislabs.

INYERKIRKAG. See Asstxt.
INVERLEITH. See Edinblegh.
INVERLEI THEN. See IxxERi-EiTnEN.
INVERLEVEN. See Dubbie.<ide.
INVERLOCHY, an estate in the parish

of Kil-

monivaig. on the left side of the influx of the Loehy
to Loch Eil, 2 miles north-east of Fort William, Inverness-shire. Here, according to a fabulous tradition, stood an ancient city where the Pictish
kings occasionally resided, where King Achaius, in
790, signed a treaty with Charlemagne, where vast

numbers of Frenchmen and Spaniards resorted, and
which was eventually destroyed by the Danes, and
never afterwards rebuilt.

Here, however,

is

the

castle of Inverlochy, a pile of undoubted auriqiiity,
and of much military interest. This castle stands
alone, in solitary magnificence, after having seen

the river Lochy, that fonnerly filled its ditches,
run in another course, and after having outlived all
It is a quadrecord of its own builder and age.
rangular edifice, with round towers of three stories
each at the angles, measuring 30 yards every way
within the walls. The towers and ramparts are
at the
solidly built of stone and lime, 9 feet thick
bottom, and 8 above. The towers are not entire,
nor are they all equally high ; the western is the
highest and largest, and" does not seem to have been
less than 50 feet when entire ; the rampart or screen

between them is from 25 to 30 feet in height. About
12 yards from the exterior walls are the trace* of a
ditch, which has een fi-om 30 to 40 feet broad. The
whole building covers about 1,600 yards; and within
the ditch there are 7,000 yards, or nearly an English
From the name of the western
acre and a half.
tower, and other circumstances, it is probable this
I

was occupied, in the time of Edward I. of
England, by the Comyns, who were then at the
zenith of their power, and, it may, previous to that
period, though not with equal probability, have
been occupied by the thanes of Lochaber, particularly by Banquo, the predecessor of the royal

castle

family of Stuart.

Near this place, on the 2d of Februarj-, 1645, a
was fought between a Jacobite army under
the celebrated Marquis of Montrose, and an anny,
partly Highland and partly Lowland, under the
Marqins of Argyle. Montrose had come up' from
battle

devastating Argyleshire to attempt the seizure of
Inverness, and was marching thither through the
eastern part of the Great glen, when he suddenly
learned that Argyle, witli a force nearly double
He turned instantly
his own, was following him.
about, made a forced march eircuitously and secretly
to the foot of Glennevis, and found himself there in
the vicinity of Argyle's army, encamped at InverHe arrived in the evening of the 1st, and
lochy.

arms all night. Arg}le, seeing battle to
be at hand, and excusing himself on account of some
recent contusions he had received, committed his
army to the charge of his cousin Campbell of AuchAt
inbreck, and went on board a boat in the loch.
the dawn of the 2d, both armies made preparation
for battle.
Montrose drew out his army in an extended line. The right wing consisted of a regiment of Irish, under the command of ilacdonald,
his major-general; the centre was composed of the
Athole-men, the Stuarts of Appin. and the Macdonalds of Glencoe, and other Highlanders, severally
under the command of Clanranald, M'Lean, and
Glengarry; and the left wing consisted of some
Irish, at the head of whom was the brave Colonel
O'Kean. A body of Irish was placed behind the
main body as a reserve, under the command of
Colonel James M'Donald, alias O'Neill. The genlay under

INVERMORISTON.

eral of Argyle's army formed it in a similar manner.
The Lowland forces were equally divided,
and formed the wings, between which the Highlanders wei'e placed. Upon a rising ground, behind
this lino. General Campbell drew up a reserve of
Highlanders, and placed a field-piece. Within the
house of Inverlochy which was only about a
pistol-shot from the place where the army was
formed he planted a body of forty or fifty men to
protect the place, and to annoy Montrose's men
with discharges of musquetry.
At sunrise, Montrose gave orders to his men to

—

—

The attack was commenced by his left
wing under O'Kean charging the right wing of
Argyle's army. This was immediately followed by
a fui'ious assault upon the centre and left wing of
Argyle's army, by Montrose's right wing and
centre.
Argyle's right wing not being able to readvance.

left, turned about and
which circumstance had such a discouraging
effect on the remainder of Argyle's troops, that after
discharging their miTskets, the whole of them, in-

sist

the attack of Montrose's

fled,

cluding the reserve, took to their heels. The rout
now became general. An attempt was made by a
body of about 200 of the dismayed fugitives, to
throw themselves into the castle of Inverlochy; but
a party of Montrose's horse prevented them. Others
of the fugitives directed their course along the side
of Loch Eil; but all these were either killed or
drowned in the pursuit. The greater part, however,
fled towards the hills in the direction of Argyleshire,
and were pursued by Montrose's men, to the distance of about 8 miles. As little resistance was
made by the defeated party in their flight, the carnage was veiy great, being reckoned at nearly 1,500
men, or about the half of Argyle's army; and many
more would have been cut off had it not been for
the humanity of Montrose, who did every thing in
his power to save the unresisting fugitives from the
fury of his men, who were not disposed to give
quarter to the unfortunte Campbells. Having taken
the castle, Montrose not only treated the officers,
who were from the Lowlands, with kindness, but
gave them their liberty on parole. The loss on the
side of Montrose was extremely trifling. The number of wounded is indeed not stated, but he had only
three piivates killed.
Immediately after the battle
he sent a messenger to the King with a letter, giving an account of it, at the conclusion of which he
exultingly said to Charles, "Give me leave, after I
have reduced this country, and conquered from Dan
to Bcersheba, to say to your Majesty, as David's
general to his master, Come thou thyself, lest this
name." When the King
country be called by
received this letter, the royal and parliamentary
commissioners were sitting at Uxbridge negotiating
the terms of a peace; but Charles was induced by
a circumstance
it to break off the negociation,
which led to his ruin.

my

—

IN VERM AUK-CASTLE. See Esk (The North),
Forfarshire.

INVKRMAY. See Forteviot and May (The).
INVERMOKISTON, a post ofiice station, at the
left side of Loch
Ness, 7 miles north-east of Fort-Augustus, InverHere also arc an inn, and the mansion
ness-shire.
of Invermoriston.
INVERNESS, a parish on the north-east border
It contains the town of Inverof Inverness-shire.
ness, and the villages of Halloch, Clachnaharry,
Culcabock, Hilton, Resaudrie, and Smithtown of
CuUoden. It is Iwunded on the north-east by the
lieauly and the Moray friths; on the east by Petty;
on the south-cast and south by Croy and Daviot;
on the south-west l)y Loch-Ncss and the parish of

mouth of Glenmoriston, on the
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Dores; and on the west by Urquhart, Kiltarlity,
and Kirkhill. Its length from south-west to northeast is 14 miles; and its average breadth is about 2J
miles.

It consists principally of

the north-eastern-

most portion of the Great glen of Scotland, extending from the lower part of Loch Ness to the friths;
but is also flanked on both sides by the terminating
hill-screens of the glen, which constitute its only
upland or rocky grounds. The surface of the valley
has some pleasant diversification of hillock and
terrace, but is otherwise smooth and but little elevated above the level of the sea. The most remarkable diversification is the hill of Tomnahurich, on
the left side of the Ness, near the town.
It is a
beautiful isolated mount, nearly resembling a ship
with her keel uppermost.
It stands on a base,
whose length is 1,984 feet, and breadth 176; its elevation, from the channel of the river, is 250 feet.
A little to the west of this is another gravel mount
called Tor-a'-Bhean, which liscs to the height of
The appearance of the flanking
about 300 feet.
heights, together with that of the intervening
and
the
contiguous marine waters, will be
valley
described in our account of the environs of the town.
Loch Ness, which projects into the south-west end
of the parish, and the river Ness, which traverses
it 8 miles north-eastward to the Beauly frith, will
be separately described. See Ness (Loch), DoohFouii (Loch), and Ness (The). The affluent streams
are all inconsiderable; yet some of them, as the
bums of Aberiachan, Dochfour, Holm, and Inches,
have beautiful cascades and fine woodland scenery.
The coast-line is flat, and has a well-cultivated seaboard.
The soil of the arable lands in the upper
part of the parish is light and sandy, with a subsoil
of hard gravel but that in the vicinity of the town
is a fine clayey loam, originally formed by deposit
from the river and the friths. When the Old Statistical Account was written, the number of arable
acres was supposed to be about 5,000; in the New
Statistical Account they are calculated at from
;

8,000 to 9,000, with about 1,000 improveable. The
land-rent of the whole parish was, in the year 1754,
3,268 bolls and 3 firiots victual, and £575 7s. lljd.
The boll at that period was valued to the
sterling.
tenant at 9 merks Scots, or 10s. sterling, with customs and services, which were of little value to the
proprietor, but often of distressing consequences to
the tenant. The present rental is about £20,000.

The principal proprietors have mansions on their
estates; the largest and most elegant of which are
Culloden-house, Darochville, Muirtown-house, Raigmore-house, and Dochfour-honse. There were sevnear the town, and due east from it,
on the upper plain of the parish, several Dniidical
Some of these still remain, but others
temples.
have been destroyed by the tenantry. At some distance from the mouth of the river Ness, a considerable way within flood-mark, there is a large cairn
of stones, the origin of which is of very remote anIt is called Cairn Aire, that is, the Cairn
tiquity.
of the sea.' There is a beacon erected on Cairn aire,
to apprize vessels coming into the river of danger
from it. In the Rcauly frith, due west from tliia
cairn, there are three cairns at considerable disThe largest is in the
tances, one from the other.
middle of the frith, and accessible at low water. It
a
have
been
to
burying-place, by the urns
appears
which were discovered in it. Oliver Cromwell's
fort, and other ancient buildings, will be noticed in
our description of the town. The vitrified fort, on
the summit of Craig-Phadric, is a very remarkable
eral years ago,

'

See Ckaio-Phadkic. The town and all
neighbourhood were frtquently disturbed, in the
olden times, by bloody clan conflicts; and on the

structure.
its
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north-eastern border, in 1746, was fought the memorable battle of Culloden. See Clllodex. The
roads and other communications of the parish, both
in number and in qualit\% are worthy at once of its
country parts as a rich rural district, and of its town
as the beautiful, enterprizius:, much frequented
capital of the Highlands.
Population in 1831,
14.324; in 18-51, 16,49*5. Houses, 2,412. Assessed
p-operty in 1843, exclusive of the burgh, £19,758
^. 8d.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
sviiod of Moray. There are three parochial charsrcs,
and three parochial churches, the High, the Gaelic,

and the West. The patronage of the first and the
second is held by the Crown and Professor H. Scott;
and that of the third, by the Crown. The stipend
of each of two of the ministers is £276 10s. 2d., with
a glebe worth about £80; and that of the third is
£200, with a glebe worth £25; but none of them
a manse.
The value of the unappropriated
is £1,073 lis. 6l1.
There are three Free
churches, the High, the East, and the North two
United Presbyterian churches, the English and the
Gaelic; an Independent chapel, an Episcopalian
chapel, a Wesleyan Methodist chai>el, and a lionian
h.is

teinds

;

Catholic chapel. The number of sittings in the three
parish churches is 4,670; in the three Free churches,
3,170; in the two United Presbyterian churches.
1,016; in the Independent chapel, 530; in the Episcopalian chapel, 600; in the Wesleyan Methodist
chapel, 320; and in the Roman Catholic chapel. 400.
The maximum attendance, on the Census Sabbath
in 1851, at the three parish churches was 1,750; at
the three Free churches. 2,747 at the two United
Presbyterian churches, 794; at the Independent
chapel, 281; at the Episcopalian chapel, 300; at the
Wesleyan Methodist chapel, 92; and at the Roman
Catholic chapel, 201.
The receipts of the High
Free church in 1855 were £730 15s. 6d.; of the
East Free church, £419 7s. 7d.; of the North Free
church, £479 19s. The educational establishments of
the parish comprise the royal academy. Bell's institution or Favraline - parli school, Bells central
school. Bells Markinch school, the Raining scho«il,
the Free church institution, the Roman Catholic
school, several boarding establishments, and a
number of miscellaneous and private schools. The
chief of these establishments, together with other
institutions, will be noticed in our account of the
town.
The present parish of Inverness comprehends the ancient parishes of Inverness and Bona.
;

See Bona.

INVERNESS, a market town, a sea-port, a royal
burgh, the capital of Inverness-shire, and the supposed original metropolis of Pictavia, stands 19 J
miles south-south-west of Cromartv, 38^ west-southwest of Elgin, 61 J north-east of Fort- William, 118^
west-north-west of Aberdeen, and 156| north-northwest of Edinburgh. Its site is on both banks chiefly
the right one of the river Ness, from ^ a mile to Ih
mile above its entrance into that long and beautiful
demi-semi-circular sweep of marine waters which,
inward from this point, is called the Beauly frith or
loeh, and outward, is assigned a community of name
with the great gulf of the Moray frith. Three large
openings, the basin of the Beauly frith from the
west, that of the Moray frith from the north-east,
and the divergent termination of the Glenmorenan-Albin from the south, meet at the town, and
})our around it a rich confluence of the beauties of
landscape and the advantages of communication.
A plain, marked with few inequalities, lying at but
a slight elevation above sea-level, travereed by the
river Ness, from south-west to north-east, and luxu-

—

—

—

—

and

its

,

;

;

I

ward from the friths, and bears on its bosom tlie
whole of the town except the southern outskirts. A
bank from 80 to 90 feet high, part of a great teiT !ce
which sweeps along from the vicinity of Loch-Ness
to the river Spey. rises behind the town, and
gives
a charming site to a sprinkling of villas and the
newest suburban erections.
Stretching into the
from this bank, and forming a table-land
it in elevation, lies a
plain from one to three
miles broad, worked into high cultivation, feathered
at intervals with trees, and
numerously gemmed
with country-seats.
The mountain-ridges which
screen the Glenmore-nan-Albin, seem to do
homage
to this plain; they subside from their sternness into
picturesque hill-beauty thev lose, as they approach
it, both their loftiness and their asperity; and they
file off, on the east side, into a smooth and
gentlydeclining ridge about 400 feet high, and, on the
west side, into a gorgeous range of many-shaped
and many-tinted hills, rocky, scaured, or wooded on
their sides, tabular or rounded in their summits,
and terminating about two miles west of the town
interior
equal to

;

the magnificent Cniig-Phadric, which lifts a
forest into mid-air, and is " distinguished
by
its beautiful tabular summit, and a succession of
bold rocky escarpments along its acclivities."
The enviror.s of the town, comprising these variin

mimic

ous features, are very beautiful; and yet they do
not please either eye or imagination more than the
The
expanses of scenery immediately beyond.
mountain-barriers which rise up on the comparatively near horizon, and foiTn along their summits,
a bold well-defined sky-line, exquisitely contrast as
a back-ground with tte amenities of the vales and
the waters which they enclose. A serrated range on
the south-west and south lifts up at its temiination
in the far distance the fine cnpola of Mealfourvounie. well-known to the navigators of the friths
ns a land-mark, and to the natives as a barometer.
Peaks, which in mid - summer are capped with
clouds, and over a large part of the year are snowclad, tower aloft in clusters toward the west, round
the head of Eoch-Beauly. A hilly range, very picturesque in its features, flanks the opposite shore of
the friths, and runs off toward Fortrose to terminate
in the nigged heights called the Sutors of Cromarty ;

beyond this, though at no great distance, rises
huge form of Benwyvis, upwards of 3,500 feet
height, seldom snowless even in summer, and

but.

the
in

sending off extensive ramifications, in long roundbacked outline, overtopping some nearer eminences;.
The Moray frith, or that part of it which is here
made to monopolize its name, carries the eye northeastward, between shores which, while they rival
each other in attracrion, jointly rival any others in
Scotland, to the dim distant mountain -ranges of

While
Elgin, Banff, Sutherland, and Caithness.
smile, then, at the enthusiasm of the not very
enthusiastic Dr. M'Culloch. we can hardly refrain
from sympathizing with it when, comparing Inverness with the superb metropolis of Scotland, he
" When I have stood in
Queen-street of Edinsays:
burgh, and looked towards Fife, I have sometimes
wondered whether Scotland contained a finer view
of its class. But I have forgotten this on my arrival at Inverness.
Surely if a comparison is to be

we

made with Edinburgh, always excepting

its

own

romantic disposition, the frith of Forth must yield
the pahn to the Moray frith, tire surrounding country must yield altogether, and Inverness must take
the highest rank. Everything is done, too, for Inverness that can be effected by wood and cultivation;
the characters of which, here, have altogetlier a
richness, a variety, and a freedom which we miss
embellishments, stretches in- round Edinburgh. The mountain-screens are finer,

—

rious in its soil
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more various, and more near. Each ontlet is different from the others, and each is beautiful; whether
we proceed towards Fort-George, or towards Moy,
or enter the valley of tlie Ness, or skirt the shores
of the Beauly frith, while a short and commodious
ferry wafts us to the lovely country opposite, rich
witli wood, and country-seats, and cultivation.
It
is the boast, also, of Inverness to unite two
opposite
and
each
in
the
the
qualities,
greatest perfection,
characters of a rich open lowland country with those
of the wildest alpine sceneiy, both also being close
at hand, and in many places intermixed; while to
all this is added a series of maritime
landscape not
often equalled."
Many persons, indeed, estimate
the sceneiy around Inverness at a much lower value;
yet some of even these follow Dr. M'Culloch in saying
that it comprises " rich open lowlands and the wildest mountain-scenery, often intermixed, and a series
of maritime landscapes, each different and all beautiful."
The very name of the Ness, which gives
name to Inverness, is associated with notions of
most magnificent scenery; for that name, in this

—

case, is generally understood by competent judges,
to be, not ness " a promontory," but ess " a waterfall," and to refer to the superb cataracts and cascades, by which the waters of the Ness are fed.
Approaching the town by the old military road
from Fort-Augustus along the right bank of the
Ness, we pass the parliamentary boundary at Anltnaskiach bum, and travel 5 furlongs due north, with
the river immediately on our left, and a rich studding of mansions and villas on our right. At the
end of 3J furlongs Ave pass the Haugh, with Ness
Bank close to the river; and immediately beyond it,
at a point whence the Culduthil and the old Edin-

burgh roads sharply diverge, we enter the main body
of the burgh.
A few j'ards before us, close on the
margin of the river, is the Castle-hill, a mere projection of the bank or terrace which flanks the lower
A cluster of streets and alleys
plain of the Ness.
near the Castle, on the side towards High-street, are
the oldest existing parts of Inverness; occupying
the site of its humble tenements when a mere village, and exhibiting not a few antiquarian remnants
of its condition during the later ages of feudalism.
Eighty or a hundred yards below the Castle-hill,
the river ig spanned by a fine bndge; and thence,
or rather from the Castle-hill, it rans for half-amile north-north-westward, and over that distance,
carries down in the same direction, and on its right
bank, the chief district of the town. The Highstreet, at first narrow, and bearing the name of
Bridge-street, but afterwards spacious and airy, extends 320 yards north-eastward, on a line witli the
bridge, cutting nearly at right angles the thoroughfares which run parallel with the river. Petty-street
continues the High-street for about 100 yards, and
leads to the great road along the Moray frith to
Aberdeen, and also to the great Highland road
through Badenoch and Athole to Perth.
risingground, called the Crown, situated a little east of
was anciently surmounted by the oriPetty-street,
ginal castle of Inverness, and overlooked the earliest
houses of the town, and the site of the ancient
cross.
Church-street, at about 130 yards' distance

A

from the river, extends 500 yards north-north-westward, and is continued about 170 yards by ChapelFrom the upper end of Chapel-street, and
street.
going off from it at a very acute angle, Academystreet extends 450
yards south -eastwai'd and
north-westward. All tlie space lying between it
and High-street, is a dense phalanx of alleys, brief
streets and interior courts,— the most crowded
Six or seven streets,
district in the Imrgh.
wholly or partially edificed, run down from Cliurch-

street and the end of Chapel-street to the river; and
on the last of these touching it, it makes a rapid
bend from the north-north-west to the north-northeast, so as to be spanned 300 yards lower down by the
lower bridge, carrying across a thoroughfare which
approaches nearly on a straight line from ChapelA few yards below this bridge is the old
street.
pier, and 300 yards farther down is the new harbour,
both flanked by Shore-street, extending due north,
now on the maigin of the river, and now at a con-

siderable distance.
The part of the town which lies on the left bank
of the Ness, though all modein, and
gracefully laid
out, is not strictly continuous or compact, and presents such diversity of street arrangement as cannot
in sufficiently few words be
properly described. Its
streets, proportionately to its aggregate bulk, are
surprisingly numerous, and agreeably interlaced.
In a general view, it is a belt of edifices between 5
and 6 furlongs in length, and from 100 to 420 yards

wide, folded along the margin, and following the
curvature of the river, fiom the upper bridge to a point
opposite the new harbour.
Tomnahurich-street,
running upwards of 400 yards off nearly on a line
with the upper bridge, leads out to the road along the
north side of Loch i>ess by Urquhart to GlenmorisGlenshiel, and Skye.
King-street, running
with the river, and Telford-Street, continuing
but
King-street,
curving away to the east-northeast, point the way across the commencement of the
Caledonian carial, and past the canal basin at little
more than ^ of a mile's distance to the great north
road by Beauly to Dingwall and Tain.
On this
road, immediately above the sea-lock of the canal,
and just within the parliamentary boundary of the
burgh, lies the fishing-village of Clachnaharry. In
the extreme north, and in the vicinity of the lower
bridge, the western division of the town, after having become narrowed, opens in a half fan-like form
into Grant, North King, Nelson, BroAvn, and other
streets, and sends oft" a brief road to Kessock ferry,
which, from a pier at the mouth of the Ness, maintains easy and frequent connnunication with the
beautiful coast along the Koss-shire side of the
ton,

parallel

frith.

All the western town, and nearly all the outskirts,
as well as some of the interior of the eastern town,
may at present compare, in general neatness and
taste of masonry, and in the aggregate properties

which produce a pleasing impression, with any
modern town of its size in the United Kingdom.
Even the older streets compensate for their want
of regularity and beauty, by interesting remains
of a picturcsqueness which, at a veiy recent date,
arrayed them in gable-end constructions, arched
gateways, hanging balconies, projecting towers, and
lound turnpike staiis. Though a crowded winterseat of aristocracy, and packed with man.sions in the
Flemisli style, belonging to the landed proprietors of
an extensive circumjacent country, the town even
so late as the middle of last century had few houses
which were not thatched witli heath or straw, or

—

—

which contained ceiled or plastered rooms; while, at
a still later date, it knew nothing of the luxuries
of municipal police.
About 75 or 85 ycara ago,
the magistrates, in order to induce parties to edifice
the airy and modern tlioroughfai'es, granted perpetual feu-rights for very trifling sums, and urged
forward the erections by the most condescending
encouragements. As the last century closed, Provost

William Jnglis, a patriotic and energetic citizen, who
died in 1801, achieved great improvements in nioand polisliing tlie burgh, and strongly imtoward its present jjosition. In 1831, a process was commenced, and soon afterwards was comderiiizing

pelled

it
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pleted, of causewaying the carriapje-ways with
granite, lading the side paths >%-ith Caithness- flag,

and ramifying the town with common sewers. The
cost of this great and beantifying improvement exceeded £6,000. and was defrayed by an assessment
of 2^ per cent, on house rents. A suit of gas-works,
erected at the expense of £8.757. lights the town
with gas, said to be the best in the kingdom; and
water-works, which, along with the conveying pipes,
cost about £7,000. aflPird an ample supply of water.
The public buildings of Inverness, though possessing no remarkable features of elegance or beauty,
are both creditable and interesting. The castle, or
suit of county rooms, was built on the Castle-hill, in
1835. at a cost of alwnt £7,500, and after a design
by Mr. Burn of Edinburgh; and the new jail was
built alongside of this, and in unison with it, eight

—

years later. The commanding site of these edifices,
the neatness of their architecture, their resemblance
to a spacious English castle, and their interior comniodiousness, uni^e to render them superior to most
Scottish buildings of their class.
At the comer of
Church-street and High-street stood the old jail,
connected with a remarkably handsome spire 130
feet high.
It was built in 1791, at the cost of about
£3,400, only £1,800 of which was expended on the
The spire resembles that of St. Andrew's
jail itself.
church in Edinburgh, and was built by the same
architect, but excels it in symmetry, and is remarkably handsome. Its top was severely twisted by
the earthquake of 1816, so as to become ragged and
niinons; but, instead of being left in that state as a
curious monument of the event, was, soine time after,
The j.ail was taken down in 1854. In
repaired.
High-street, nearly opposite the head of Churchstreet, stand the Town-hall and Exchange, an unornamented building, erected in 1708. In front of this
is the ancient cross of the town; and at the base of the
cross a curious, blue, lozenge-shaped stone, reckoned
the palladium of the burgh, and called Clach-na-cudden, the Stone of the tubs,' from its having been a
noted resting-place for the water-pitchers or deep
tubs of bygone generations of women when passing
from the river. I n the front wall of the Exchange and
Town-house, the armorial bearings of the town a
'

—

and supported by
the motto Concordia

shield representing the Crucifixion,

an elephant and a camel, \vith
et Fidelitis
together with the royal arms, are beautifully carved. In the town-hall are good portraits of
Sir John Rimard and Sir Hector Munro. benefactors to the town, the former painted by Ramsay; a
full-length portrait, by Syme of Edinburgh, of Provost Robertson of Aultnaskiach. hung up as a testimonial of respect by his fellow-citizens; and a copy
'

'

—
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of the original portrait, by Ramsay, of the celebrated
Flora Macdonald, presented by Mr. Eraser of Madras,
a native of the town. Near the head of Churchstreet stands a high and spacious but clumsy and
heavy edifice, called the Northern Meeting-rooms,
built bj' subscription, and elegantly fitted up into a
l)all-room and a dining-room, each 60 feet long and
30 wide, and respectively 20 and 18 feet high.
On the noi-th-east side of Academy-street stands
the Inverness Academy, an extensive erection, handsome but not showy, opened, in 1792, for the education, on a liberal scale, of the families of the upper
cla-sses throughout the Xorthem Highlands.
It has
a large pleasure-ground behind for the recreation of
the scholars; and is distributed in the interior into
class-rooms for five masters, and a public hall embellished with a bust, by Westmacott, of Hector
Eraser, an eminent teacher of Inveniess, and with a
masterly painting of the Holy Family variously ascrilied to Sasso Ferrato and to Perino de Vaga.
The
Academy was erected bv numerous and munificent

subscriptions, is upheld by a fund of upwards of
£4.000, besides an annual grant of £81 from the
town; has a body of directors who are incorporated
by royal charter; and aflbrds liberal tsaining in all
departments of a commercial and a classical educa-

with the elements of mathematics and philosophy. Attached to it is a small museum, collected
by the Northern institution for the promotion of
tion,

science and literature, which was established in 1825.
With the Academy is connected a bequest, left in
1803, by Captain William Mackintosh, of the Hindostan JEast Indiaman, for the education of boys of
certain branches of the Clan Mackintosh, the present
value of which is estimated at £25,000. A proposal
was made a few years ago for amalgamating the
Academy and the ^Mackintosh funds, with the view
of so i-aising the institution, and eventually obtaining for it such government support, as shoiild render
it equal in character to some of the Scotch colleges,
and a general school of resort for the North Highlands. Close to the Academy grounds is the terminus
of the Inverness and Nairn railway, opened in November, 1855. Off Academy-street by Margaretstreet, with spacious groimd in front, stands the

Farraline-park school, a handsome and conspicuous
institution recently erected by the magistrates and
council as Dr. Bell's trustees, and aflbrding instruction to a large attendance of children on the Madras
or monitorial system. The old academy, situated

near the lower end of Church-street, was bequeathed
in 1668 to the community by Provost Alexander
Dunbar; and, after the transference of its funds to
the new academy, it was fitted up for a public library
and some similar uses, and is now the poor-house.
In 1747. Mr. John Raining of Norwich bequeathed
£1,000 for building and endowing a school in any
part of the Highlands the General Assembly should
The school was founded at Inverness, unappoint.

der the management of the Society for propagating
Christian Knowledge, and placed under the conduct
of two teachers; and it continues still to be in a
flourishing condition.

The Free church model

in-

stitution is a veiy effective school, with a department
for Latin, Greek, and geometry, a commercial depart-

ment, an English department, and a female indusInverness on the whole as may
trial department.
be infened from these statements, and from what
we said in our account of the parish is peculiarly
well-supplied with the means of instruction, both in
public schools and in private ones, for all ranks of

—

—

and in all departments of education.
the left bank of the Ness, 3 furlongs above the
upper bridge, stands the Infirmary of the northern
counties, built in 1804, and supported chiefly by
voluntaiy contributions. It consists of a large central front and two wings, and is suiTounded at some
distance with iron palisades, enclosing a spacious
area.
It is commodiously and salubriously fitted up
in the interior, has a suit of hot and cold baths, and
is provided with regular medical attendance and
every other requisite. The new Caledonian bank,
in High-street, opposite the Exchange, and looking
up Castle -street, is a lemarkably fine edifice,
erected recently, after a design by Mr. Mackenzie
of Elgin, and somewhat resembles, on a small
sciile, the superb Commercial bank in Edinburgh.
" Above the
basement, which contains two finely
carved archways, is a large portico with four
fluted columns, having beautifully carved Corinthian capitals, which support a massive pediment,
within which are arranged a group of allegorical
of Mr. H. Ritchie
figures, from the classic chisel
The centi-e figure is Caledonia,
of Edinburgh.
holding in her hand the Roman fa.sces, emblematical of unity. On the right is a figure rcpresociety,

On
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Bonting the Ness, from whose side rises anotlier
female form symbolic of a tributary stream. On
the extreme right are two small figiires rowing a
bark, representing Commerce. On the left is Plenty
pouring out the contents of her cornucopia a reaper
with an armful of cut corn, a shepherd and sheep,
emblematical of the rural interests of the countiy."
The post-office and the Union hotel are also handsome new buildings and not a few private edifices
in the town, so beautiful as to be public ornaments,
as well as beautiful villas in the suburbs and the
;

;

environs, have of late years been erected.
The Established High church, situated near the
foot of Church-street, and devoted to English preachwith
ing, is a large plain edifice, standing compactly
an old square tower, which is said to have been built
by Oliver Cromwell, and wliose soft clear toned bell
is believed to have been brought by him from the
The Established
ancient cathedral of Fortrose.
Gaelic church, situated beside the High church, and
to
Gaelic, has no exterior
appropriated exclusively
attraction, but possesses within an old and elegantly
carved oaken pulpit. The Estaldished West church
and the Free High church are handsome new ediThe North Free church, situated in Chapelfices.

The Episcopalian
street, is a large good building.
chapel, in Church-street, is a very handsome structure, though still wanting a tower to render it comThe Roman Catholic chapel also is finely
plete.
ornamental; and the other places of worship are
pleasant and creditable ecclesiastical edifices.
wooden bridge, which existed in the time of
Cromwell, and is characterized by one of his officers
as the weakest, in his opinion, that ever straddled
over so strong a stream,' stood near the site of the
present upper bridge, and communicated with the
town on the right bank of the river by an arched
way which was surmounted by a house. In September 16G4, upwards of 100 persons formed a crowd

A
'

this frail structure, and caused its fall, yet all
In 1685, a handsome stone
escaped destruction.
bridge of seven ribbed arches was built instead of
it, at a cost of £1,300, defrayed by voluntary conBetween the
tribution throughout the kingdom.
second and third arches, was a dismal vault, used
This
first as a jail, and afterwards as a madhouse.
appalling place of durance, whose inmate was
perched between the constant hoarse sound of the
stream beneath, and the occasional trampling of feet
and rattle of wheels overhead, was in use so late ns
45 years ago, and is said not to have been abandoned
till its last miserable inmate, a maniac, had been
devoured by rats. The bridge was overthrown by
a great flood in January 1849 and an iron suspension bridge in lieu of it, a large imposing structure,
was raised in 1855, at the cost of above £26,000,
The lower bridge, nearly on aline with Chapel-street,
is a wooden erection built in 1808 by subscription,

upon

;

now

At two beautiful
fast going to decay.
the Ness, very nearly united, measuring
respectively IJ and IJ furlong in length, and lying
about a mile above the town, two handsome suspension bridges have been flung across to connect
tiicm, the one with the right bank and the other
with the left. Tliese islands once noted as tlie
scene of rural feasts and semi-bacchanalian orgies
given by the magistrates to the judges at the assize
liave been tastefully cut into pleasure
courts
and

is
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islets in

—

—

walks, profusely phiTited aiul variously l)c:uitificd
as pul)lic promenades
and, easily approached by
the ornamental bridges, and lying in the bosom of
an almost luscious lanascapo, they lank among tlic
most pleasant public grounds in Scotland.
The extinct and ancient public structures of tho
town present various associations of stirring interest.
;

The

or original castle of Inverness, that
the Crown,' has for centuries been
untraceable, except by traditional identification of
This edifice was very probably, as Shakits site.
speare assumes, the property of Macbeth, who, being
by birth the maormor or great man of Ross,' and
becoming by marriage that also of Moray, could
hardly fail to have the mastery of a stronghold at
the mouth of the Ness and, true to the description
of the prince of dramatic poets, this castle had a
oldest

which stood on

'

'

;

'

pleasant

seat,'

the air around which

"Nimbly and sweetly recommends
Unto our gentle senses."

itself

But, according to the concurrent opinion of modern
antiquaries, it was not, as Shakspeare represents,
and as Boethius and Buchanan relate, the scene of
King Duncan's murder by Macbeth, that deed having been perpetrated at a spot called, in the Chro-

—

nicon'Elegnicnm, Bothgqfuane, 'a smithy,' and placed
by some near Inverness, but by most near Elgin.

When Malcolm Canmore

vanquished his father's

murderer, he naturally seized his strongholds, and
dealt with them at will and he then razed his castle
of Inverness, and built instead of it, and as a royal
residence, a fortress on the summit of the Castle-hiil,
the site of the present county buildings. This new
castle figured for several centuries as unitedly a seat
of royalty and a place of military strength ; receiving
at intervals within its precincts the persons of the
;

kings and princes of Scotland, and regularly serving
as a vantage-ground, whence they or their servants

overawed the insubordinate and turbulent north.

Shaw Macduff, son

of the sixth Earl of Fife, the

assumer of the name of Mackintosh, the assistant
of Malcolm in crushing an insurrection in Moray, and
the acquirer of great property in the north, was made
hereditary governor of the castle. In 1245, it became the prison of Sir John Bisset of Lovat, for the
imputed crimes of coimection with the murder of the
Earl of Athole, and of fealtyship to the Lord of the
Isles.
Soon afterwiirds it was captured, during the
minority of one of its hereditary keepers, by the
Comyns of Badenoch; and thence till the begin-

ning of next century,
In 1303,

it

was

it

remained in their possession.

by the partisans of Edward I.
turn, it was captured by the

seized

of England
anrl, in
friends of Robert Bruce.
The patriot founder of a
new dynasty of Scottish kings was a wanderer in the
Western islaiuls when this key fortress of the North
became his and he is said to have been inspirited
by the news of the acquisition, to tiiat course of dar;

;

ing enterprise which conducted him to triumph and
the throne.
From Bruce's time till that of James I., the castle
was retained in the immediate power of tiie Crown;
and at the accession of the latter monarch, it was
repaired and refortified, and again put into tiie hereditary keeping of tiie captain of the clan Ciiattan,
In 1427, James I.,
the chief of the Mackintoshes.
when in a progress through the north, to castigate
some turbulent chiefs, held a parliament in the castle, summoning to it all his nortlicrn barons. Alexander, Lord of the Isles, was, on this occasion, made
for a year
and, wlien freed from durance,
Krisoner
c returned with an army at his heels to wreak vengeance on his prison and, imposing on tlie authorities by pretence of friendship, and consigning the
town to burning and pillage, he made a hold attempt
to seize the castle, but was repelled by its governor.
In 1455, John, his sucees.sor, quite as turbulent as
he, or more prol)ahly Donald Balloch of Isla, acting
as John's lieutenant, rushed down upon the town,
and, while abandoning it like Alexander to the flames
and plunder, made a more successful effort against
;

;
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the castle, and took

In 1464, the
it by surprise.
was visited and temporarily occupied bv James
In 1508, the
and in 1499, by James IV.
III.
keepership of the castle was conferred hereditarily
on the Earl of Huntly; and though eventually becoming the most merely ideal of offices, it went regularly down to his descendants, but was given to the
county by the late Duke of Gordon. In 15.55. the
castle received the Queen-regent. Mary of Guise, and
was the scene of a convention of estates and extraordinary courts summoned by her to quiet the Highlands, and punish caterans and political offenders
and, at the same time, it endungeoned the Earl of
Caithness, for breach of her laws and defiance of her
castle
;

;

authority, in affording his protection to freebooters.

In 1562, Queen Mar}-, having entered the town attended by the Earl of Moray, was repelled from the
castle-gates by the governor of the fortress, a creature of the Earl of Huntly, and was obliged to take
up her residence and to hold her court in a private
house; but strengthened by the accession to her
troops of the Mackintoshes, the Erasers, and the
Mnnroes, she reduced the castle, and put the governor to death. In 1644, on intelligence of the descent of a party of Irish on the west coast to join
the Marquis of Montrose, the castle was put into
full trim, and fully garrisoned
and next year, it
successfully held out, under Urry, the parliamentary
general, aided by all the parliamentaiians of the
town, against a regular siege by Montrose's troops.
;

In

1

649,

Mackenzie of Pluscardine, Sir Thomas Ur-

qnhart of Cromartj', and other royalists, took the
castle, nearly demolished its fortifications, and devoted its tapestries and decorated chambers to decay and desolation. Soonafteithe Revolution thedilapidated pile now scarce half a fortress was patched
up into a stronghold of the Jacobites, by the magistrates, who were warmly attached to the cause of the
dethroned dynasty; but it was soon wrested from their
possession, and converted isito a means of keeping
them in check. In 1718, the reigning authorities
repaired it, converted the ancient part into barracks
for Hanoverian troops, added a new part to serve
as a governor's house, and gave the whole structure
the name of Fort-George. In 1745, it was occupied
successively by Sir Join Cope and the Earl of Loudoun, on behalf of the Government; and next year
it was taken
by Prince Charles Edward, and by his

—

—

destroyed by explosion. The French
enghieers who lighted the train which was
to explode it, is reported to have been blown into
the air and killed.
Though the castle was now rendered uninhabitable and useless, a large part of its
walls, till a very recent period, remained entire.
A vast fort one of four which he constructed for
was built by
checking and overawing Scotland
Oliver Cromwell, in 1652-7, on the north side of the
town, near the mouth of the Ness, and is now popuIt cost £80,000 steriing,
lariy called the Citadel.
occupied nearly five years in building, and was constructed with fir from Strathglass, oak-planks and
beams from England, and stones from the religious
houses of Inverness, the priory of Beauly, the abbey
of Kinloss, and the cathedral and bishop's castle of
It was a regular pentagon, surrounded
Fortrose.
with ramparts, having the Ness on one side, and a
fosse on all the others so deep and broad as at full
tide to float a small bark
This great ditch still

command was
officer of

i

—

exists, rotains its capacities,
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—

and

is

widened on the
The breastwork

south side into a regular harbour
of the fort was three stories high, constructed of
hewn stone, and lined on the inside with brick. The
principal gateway looked to the north and was approached, firet through a vaulted passage 70 feet
and next over a
long, and seated on each side,
;

—

strong oaken drawbridge, overhung by a stately
"
structure, inscribed \N-ith the motto, Togam tuentiir
arma." The sally-port looked toward the town.
At opposite sides of the area within the ramparts
stood two long buildings, each four stories high,
the one called the English building, because built
by Englishmen, and the other called the Scottish
building, because built by Scotchmen. In the centie
of the area stood a large square edifice, three stories
liigh, the lower part occupied as a magazine and provision-store, and the highest part fitted up as a
church, covered over with a paWlion-roof, and surmounted by a tower with a clock and four bells.
The fort had accommodations for 1,000 men ; but it
so annoyed and chafed the Highland chiefs under
the keen administration of Cromwell, that, at their

—

request, and in acknowledgment of their lovalty to
the Stuarts, it was destroyed immediately after the
Restoration.
Its ramparts and houses
though a
considerable part of the former still remains became
a quarry to the burghers : and were freely carried
off for the construction, as is believed, of
many of
the existing houses of the town.
The street called Castle-street, leading from the
east end of the Exchange and Town-house to the
Terrace along the southern outskirts of the town,
takes its name from the old castle on the Castle-hill,
part of whose wall was on the street's west side.

—
—

This street

—which
—

is

nanow and

ill-drained,

a relic

of bygone times
has some very old houses, and
was anciently called Doomesdale-street, on accoiant
of its conducting to the Gallows-moor. The houses
of Petty-street, in the vicinity of the site of Macbeth's castle on " the Crown," were till quite recently low slateless tenements, remains of the period
of meanness and thatch.
house in Church-street,
the third below the Caledonian hotel, was the domi-

A

occupied successively by Prince Charles Edward
and the Duke of Cumberland, amid the closing
scenes of the civil war of 1745-6.
It is said to have
been the only house then in the town wliich had a
parlour or sitting-room without a Ijed; and it belonged to Cathei-ine Duff, Lady Drummuir, and
went down to her descendant, the proprietor of the
Buburban mansion of Muirtown. But this royal residence, with others adjoining it, has been removed
to make way for a range of fine houses and
shops.
At least two suites of ecclesiastical buildings, which
anciently belonged to Inverness, were swept away
cile

as building materials for Cromwell's fort. One was
a chapel, dedicated to the Virgin Mary. Another,
the probable one. was a convent and church of Franciscars or Grey friare. The third was the monastery
and church of a community of Dominicans or Black
friars, who were established in the town during the
The cemetery of the Domireign of Alexander II.
nicans survives, and is the large bruying-ground
still in use. called the Cliapel-yard, and situated in
entrance to it
Chapel -street; and, before the present
was formed, it had a neat and richly-sculptured
" Concordia
gateway, inscribed with the words,
parvse res crescunt."
Inverness, though possessing many advantages
for productive industry, has but inconsiderable manuwhite and coloured linen thread manufactures.
facture, which, at the end of last centurj', had its
seat in the burgh, and was ramified over the northern

A

and employed about 10,000 persons, has
almost wholly disappeared before the energetic comof Foifarshire. A bleachfield
petition of the towns
on the Ness also proved a failure. A large hemp
the area of Cromfactory was built, in 1765, within
well's fort, principally for the making of coal and
cotton bagging, and was for some time so prosperous
as to employ about 1,000 persons, but came down

counties,
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long ago to employ not more than 300. Another
Iiemp factory was established at the time of the pi-eceding one's prosperity, but was eventually discontinued.
A woollen factory on the Ness, about two
miles up the liver at Holm, produces tweeds, tartnn,
plaids for the Highland market, &c., and is a flourishing though liiiiited establishment. There are two
tanneries, a sail-cloth manufactory, two rope-works,
two iron foundries, and a brass foundry. Ship-building was, a number of years ago, commenced in an enterprising manner and is now carried on in two building-yards.
Malting was for generations a chief employment in the tov/n, and enriched the members of
ijy far the largest ancient corporation in the burgh.
;

Dissipation was unhappily very general throughout
the Highlands ; and, having as yet neither yielded
become acquainted with the weaning influence of tea, it expatiated in its orgies upon the produce of the brewery.
Inverness enjoyed almost a monopoly in the art and
practice of malting, and supplied all the Northern
counties, the Hebrides, and the Orkneys with malt.
One-half of the aggregate architecture of the town
was a huge and unsightly agglomeration of maltingBut from the date of
liouses, kilns, and granaries.
the Revolution onward, this trade has suffered a
decline
at
one
gradual
and,
time, it threatened to
involve the whole interests of the community in its
fall.
So low had the town sunk even at the date of
the civil war of 1745-6, that it looked almost like a
field of ruins the very centi'e of it containing many
forsaken and dilapidated houses, and all the other
parts of it exhibiting in every alternate space, and
that the larger one, the ruin of a kiln, a granary, or
some homogeneous building. Had not succedanca
for the nearly defunct and once general occupation
opportunely sprung up to revive the town, and to
occasion the ruined parts of it, some years before the
close of the century, to be almost wholly new built,
it
might already have been on the brink of extinction.
few of the old large malt-kilns and granaries are still in existence; and there are two
breweries.
Inverness had anciently a large share in the limited
commerce of Scotland. During several centuries
previous to the Union, it was the adopted home of
foreign traders, or was annually visited by German
merchants; and it conducted, with the ports of Holland and other parts of northern continental Europe,
an extensive trade in skins and other Highland proto the seduction of ardent spirits, nor

;

;

A

duce, in exchange for foreign manufactures. The
Northern counties, and even the Highlands generally,
as well as the Western and the Northern Islands,
looked to it as the only mart for their commodities,
and the only depot whence they could obtain the
produce of otlier lands. But during the effluxion of
the former half of last century, the Highlanders of
the western and southern districts found their way
by agents to Glasgow, and, adopting it as a superior
market, abandoned Inverness to the incompetent
suppoit of the infertile north. Trade, which synchronized in its decline with the falling away of the
malt-manufacture, began to revive with the era of
renovation which succeeded 1746. 'J'he money circulation by the Hanoverian army after the suprcsgion of the Rebellion, the great influx of mtmey from
the East and the West Indies, the opening up of
the vast circumjacent country by easily traversable
roads, the establishment of manufactures, the improving of agriculture, the rise in the. value of lands,
and the causes as well as the immediate results of
the great social and meliorative revolution which
took place in tlie Higiilands, all conspired to educe
before lh(! close of the century, a considerable, a
About the year
various, and a not insecure trade.

had

1803, its merchants

their attention turned,

by

convenience, and a view of the cheapness of British
maimfactures, to London in preference to foreign
ports and they commenced with it, as their great
mart of connnerce, an intercourse which has been
generally prosperous, and has steadily increased.
So late as 35 years ago, the town annually imported about 8,000 to 10,000 bolls of oatmeal but
since then it has gradually reversed the process, and
for a good many years past it has annually exported
from 4,000 to 5,000 bolls of oats. In its customhouse district, which extends on the east coast from
the mouth of the Spey to Bonar-Bridge, and on the
west coast from Fort- William to Rhu-Stoer, including Skye, Rasay, Canna, and some other islands,
there were, in 1831, 142 sailing vessels of aggregately 7, 104 tons, and in 1853,248 sailing vesselsofaggregately 10,731 tons. About one-third of the vessels
and about one half of the tonnage belonged to the
town itself in 1831 and a considerably larger proportion in 1853. The trade of the port, in the year
1853, comprised, in the coasting trade, 100,803 tons
inwards, and 87,115 tons outwards, and in the
foreign and colonial trade, 1,456 tons inwards in
;

;

;

—

British vessels, 445 inwards in foreign vessels, 1,649
outwards in British vessels, and 572 outwards in

foreign vessels. The principal imports are coals,
pig-iron, hemp, wines, bacon, fish, boots, shoes, linen,
woollen draper}', hardware, china, glass, and general
merchandise and the principal exports are grain,
potatoes, wool, woollen cloth, sail-cloth, ropes, castiron, dairy produce; leather, oak-bark, whisky, and
malt liquors. Excellent steamers ply regularly, at
intervals of only a few days, with goods and passengers, to Aberdeen, Leitb, Glasgow, and intermediate places
and regular sailing traders ply to Leitli
and to London.
great transit trade also, with
local
beneficial effects to Inverness, is conlarge
ducted along the Caledonian canal, and has been
much increased since the recent improvements on
that public work. See Caleddxian Caxal.
Three harbours, all small, but good and easily accessible, were at different periods constructed in the
Ness; the lowest admitting vessels of 250 tons burAt the
den, and the others vessels of 200 tons.
Caledonian canal wharfs, within a mile of the town,
large ships may receive and deliver cargoes, and
in Kessock roads they have safe and excellent an;

;

A

chorage.

The piere, inn, and offices at Kessock
midway between the mouth of the Ness

ferry station,

and the sea-lock of the Caledonian canal, were erected
by Sir William Fettes, the proprietor, at an expense
of about £10,000.
The accumulation of connnerce
round the peninsula enclosed by the Ness and the
canal, terminating in Kessock-point, and bearing
the name of Merkinch, raised the rental value, within
the 35 years preceding 1840, from between £70 and
£80 to upwai'ds of £600. An act was obtained in
1847 for making improvements on the harbour,
deepening the channel of the river, forming a wet
dock and quays and breastworks adjacent to the
timber bridge, and between it and the citadel quay,
BO as to bring the trade close to the town, and to

—

the cast side of the river, contiguous to the

S))ot

which was then fixed upon for the terminus of the
Great North of Scotland railway, also enlarging the
Thornbush pier, near the mouth of the river, on

—

the west side, for the reception of the largest-sized
steamers; and these improvements combine with
the accommodations at the entrance of the Caledoninn canal, to give Inverness a verv ample harbour,
and to render it, in connexion witli the cheapness
of labour and of timber, a peculiar!}' suitable place
for Ihe building and repairing of vessels.
Inverness is well provided with the ajiplinnccs of
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trade, of landward conimunicatioii, and of social
comfort. Its inus have long been noted for their
good properties ; and the chief of them, the Caledonian and the Union hotels, are equal to almost
any in Scotland. Its banking offices are branches
of the Bank of Scotland, the British Linen company's
bank, the Commeicial bank of Scotland, the National bank of Scotland, and the head-office of the
There are in tiie
Caledonian banking company.
town a national security savings' bank, a sea insurance club, a life assurance society, and twentyThe Great North of
eight insurance agencies.
Scotland railway was projected to connect Ina
route of 105^ miles
verness with Aberdeen by
and after the modified execution of it only from
Huntly to Aberdeen, a project was carried into parliament for a line from Inverness to Nairn which
has been constructed at a cost of about £5,000
from Inper mile. Public coaches at present
;

;

nm

verness to Tain, Perth, Elgin, and Huntly; and
these, together with the steamers, and with the connecting lines of coast and of railway, atford a very
Some curious
large amount of communication.
facts respecting the lateness of the introduction of
wheeled-carriages to Inverness, the veiy modern
acquaintance of the town with public vehicles, and
the slow and progressive accession of the luxuries
of a mail, are stated in our article on the Highlands:
which see. Weekly markets lor poultry-yard, farm,
and garden produce, are held every i'uesday and
Friday.
Hii-ing-fairs for farm-servants are held on
the last Friday of April and of October.
Annual
fairs for cattle, for general produce, and for coarse
household stufts manufactured by the Highland
women, are held on the first Wednesday after the
11th day of February, old style, or on Wednesday
of the 11th for sheep and wool on the second Thurs;

day of July, and

Wednesday

for general produce
after the 18tli of tlie same

on the

mouth

first
;

for

dairy produce, on the firet Wednesday after the loth
of August, old style, or, if that date be a Wednesday, on the 26tli, new style; and for general produce, on the firet Wednesday after the 11th of NoThese fairs, excepting that of
vember, old style.
July, are only vestiges of the great commercial

gatherings, the vast provincial trysts, for the exchange of all sorts of commodities with the produce
of the whole North Highlands, which often drew

together a prodigious and most motley population,
and were sometimes continued during successive
weeks. The establishment of shops throughout the
interior of the countr)', and of cattle trysts in various
competing localities, have reduced the fairs to the
mere skeleton of their former bulk; and they became restricted, as to time of continuance, between
the forenoon of Wednesday and the afternoon of the
following Friday, or between the forenoon of Thursday and the at'itemoon of the following Saturdav.
But at the July wool and sheep fair the
principal
sheep-fanners throughout the north of Scotland are
met by the sheep dealers of southern counties, and

by wool-staplers and agents from England, and sell
them annually sheep and wool to the value of between £150,000 and £200,000.
Inverness is the place of meeting of the Inverto.

ness-shire farming society, and the Association of
the Northern counties. The latter of these is a
body
of noblemen and
to whom
the

gentlemen,

belongs

we noticed for the Northern meetings, and who are associated to patronize Highland
games and fashionable amusements, and to fling, by
means of these, what they conceive to be attributes

building which

of refinement over the northern
The insticapital.
tutions of the town, literary, social,
benevolent, and
additional
to
the
religious,
goodly number we have
II.
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instialready had occasion to notice are a mechanics'
tution! established in 1831, with an excellent library,
the Exchange reading rooms, circulating libraries,
a parochial library, a Free church congregational
library, a dispensary and vaccine institution, three
mason lodges, two building societies, a total abstinence society, a temperance society, nine sick and

burial yearly societies, a gardeners' society, and some
There are likewise thirteen
religious associations.
charitable bequests vested in the hands of the magistrates and town-council, to the aggregate value of
£30.765 15s. but nine of these vary in value from
only £222 to less than £7. The six incorporated
trades and the guildry incorporation also have now
the character practically of mere benefit societies.
;

Two newspapers are published in Inverness, both
the Inverness Advertiser on Tuesday
weekly,
morning, and the Inverness Courier on Thursday
evening.
Inverness, such as we have described it. exhibits,
in almost every feature, marks of recent and entirely
Only about 55 years have
renovating transition.
elapsed since its streets were a continuous nuisance,

—

altogether unwitting of a single appliance or process
of cleanliness.
In September 1709, the town-clerk
"paid an officer 4s. 6d. Scots, to buy a cart of peats
to be burnt in the tolbooth to remove the bad scent :'
and, in December, 1737, the magistrates ordered the
town-clerk to purchase "an iron spade, to be given
In the
to the hangman for cleaning the tolbooth."
year 1740, harness and saddlery of all sorts continued
to be so little in requisition, but were beginning to
be just so much appreciated, that the magistrates
advertised for a saddler to settle in the town. Prior
to about the year 1775, when the first bookseller's
shop was opened in the burgh, the few persons in
the town, and throughout the great e.Ktent of country,
dependent on its market, who were able and had occasion to make use of writing materials, were supplied with stationery by the post-master. About the
middle of last century! a hat had not graced any
head in the north except that of a landed proprietor
or a minister and when it was first assumed by a
burgher, in the person of the deacon of the weavers,
it excited the highest ridicule of the blue-boimeted
multitude, and drew from them such constant twitting and raillery as only the stoutest pertinacity and
the sturdiest independence could have enabled the
;

worthy deacon to resist. At a comparatively late
date, intemperate drinking is understood to have
been practised, even among the most polished classes, with such horrific defiance of all moral obligation and all social decency, that a guest would be
thought discourteous or perhaps insulting to his

who did not drink till he became insenand had to be carried away like a mass of carAbout ninety
rion from the presence of the living
years ago, a leg of mutton, a neck of veal, and a
gallon of ale, are said, by tradition, to have been
purchasable for a shilling; and even till recently,
meat, poultry, fish, and ale, sold at lower prices than
entertainer,
sible,

At the middle of last century, the universal costume was Celtic and primitive ;
so late as 75 years ago, only three ladies with straw
bonnets were to be seen in the High church ; and
down to quite a recent day, the great bulk of the
population dressed" and behaved in daily life with
many remnants of the olden time.

in the southern towns.

But now both town and people display all the
Old customs,
points of modem improvement.
usages, and costume, have almost entirely disapRenovation and refinement have gone on
peared.
more rapidly here than almost any where else in Scotland. Games of foot-ball, shintie. bowls, and throwing the stone and hammer, which formerly were
I
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common among

now

adults of the lower orders, are

practised only by school-boys and apprentices on
pala days.
Appliances of fashionable folly, the
theatre, the ball-room, the turf, and kindred means
of killing the time and squandering the moral energies of the upper classes, have not half the prominence in Inverness as in several Scottish towns which
are very far behind it in the resources of wealth and

Knowledge and general intellectual
attainment distinguish the higher orders, and are
swelling upward with steady tidal flow in every recess and crevice of socisty. Gaelic, though not long
ago the prevailing language, is nearly unknown to
many of the rising generation, even among the poorer
classes and though still spoken by some, and understood by most, is rapidly becoming extinct. The
Inverness pronunciation of English has long been,
and is still, justly noted for its intrinsic purity,
and for its being but little, if at all, affected by such
broad Doric provincialisms as are everywhere impressed on the varieties of the Lowland dialect.
Tliis comparatively correct and elegant English
purer by far than that of most parts of England itself
is generally ascribed to the modelling influence of
the soldiers of the Commonwealth during the years
of their occupying Cromwell's fort; but it seems
rather to have arisen, and to be even yet occasionally
arising, from the circumstance of English being acquired, not by the lessons of imitation, but by the
process of translating from the Erse, acircumstance
which conducts, not to a corrupted spoken language,
but directly to the pure English of literature. Ii-eland exhibits along the debateable ground in the far
west, between the strictly aboriginal or Erse district
and the Anglo-Irish territories, just such a phenomenon as Scotland has in Inverness, and there pours
forth, from the lips of her peasantry, an English so
untainted by brogue and provincialism as would delight the ears of a master of orthoepy.
Inverness, viewed in connexion with its environs,
aristocracy.

;

—

—

—

is perhaps the most delightful town-retreat in Scotland; and were it situated farther to the south, or
not so remote of access, would speedily become the
adopted home of numerous classes of annuitants.
Its gorgeous encircling natural panorama,
its pui"e
and salubrious air, its rich resources of school and
market,—its charming promenade of the Ness isand its vicinity to a profusion of objects
lands,
which demolish ennui and delight the taste, render it almost the paragon of provincial towns. The
grounds of Muirtown, embosoming in wood f of a
mile north-west of the town a handsome and tasteful mansion, and stretching away in the embellishments of lawn and glade and forest to the base of
the romantic Craig-Phadric, form a constant haven,
a nook of repose to the eye, after its bold and faraway rovings athwart the general landscape. Otlier
mansions and their grounds, particularly the houses of
CuUoden, Raigmore, Darrochville, Leys-castle, Nesscagtle, Culduthel, and Dochfour, adorn the neighbourhood. Associations connected with the curious little
hill of Tomnahurich, feathered all over with trees,
peopled by the dreams of ancient superstition with
colonies of faiines, regarded by many as the sepulchral mound, the stupendous grave, of Thomas tlie
Rhymer, and used in the olden time as a ward hill
assofor noting the approach of unfriendly clans,

—

—

—

—

—

ciations connected with this picturesque object may
allure a saunterer into many a pleaaing reverie;
and walks all around its base, and along the banks
of the tree-fringed Ness that river which is alike

—

"

—

may both
noble, broad, clear, and strong,"
ister to health, and daily draw a well-toned
into

holy meditation.

which
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min-

mind

Other objects and
places,
and are accessible by

interest the feelings,

short walks or easy drives, are the rocky eminences
and the columnar monumtnt above Clachnaharry,

the high gravelly ridge of Tor-a'-Bhean, partly enand ramparts, the Ord Hill of
Kessock, the site of a vitrified fort, the Druidical
of
the
famous battle-field of Culloden
temple
Leys,
moor, the stone monuments at Clava, Castle Dalcross,
Fort-George, the Roman station at tiona, the vale of
the Beauly, the falls of Kilmorack, and the multitudinous glories of the north-eastern half of the
Great glen, with its lateral attractions of Glenurquhart and the falls of Foyers.
Inverness was erected into a royal burgh by
David I. Four charters were given to it also by
William the Lion; a number of other charters were
circled with ditches

given by subsequent monarchs; a special charter,
embodying eight previous ones, was given by James
111.; and a greater governing charter was given

by James VI., and ratified by the estates of parliament in the time of Charles II. The corporation
still possess three of William's charters, and several
others of the oldest; and can boast an ampler series
of ancient municipal records than can be found in
the possession of almost any other burgh in the
kingdom. The old royalty excluded many important parts of the modern town; but a new municipal roj'alty, established by the burgh act of 1847,
extends the boundaries to the parliamentary royalty
as fixed by the reform bill of 1832 and this comprehends all the town and the principal suburbs.
The town-council comprises a provost, four bailies,
a dean of guild, a treasurer, and fourteen councillors.
There is nothing peculiar in the jui-isdiction of the
magistrates. The powers of police within the burgh
are founded on the act of 1847.
The magistrates
and town-councillors are the commissioners; and
the sheriff of the county or his substitutes, the
bailies, and the dean of guild are the judges in the
The court of assize for the Northern
police court.
counties, the sheriff's court for Inverness-shire, the
commissaiy court, the court of quarter sessions, and
justice of peace small debt courts, are held at Inverness.
The value of the available property belonging to the burgh corporation in 1855 was estimated
at £27,616 10s. 5d.; and the amount of debt due at
;

The corpora6s. 9d.
derived from a variety of sources;

Michaelmas 1855 was £15,210
tion

revenue

is

and amounted in 1831-2, to £1,838 "l2s. 6d.,— in
1838-9, to £1,985 IBs. l^d.,— and in 1854-5 to £1,556
Inverness unites with Forres, Fortrose,
in sending a member to parliament.
Constituency in 1854, both municipal and parliaPopulation of the old municipal
mentary, 532.
burgh in 1841, 9,100; in 1851, 9,969. Houses,
1,255.
Population of the parliamentaiy burgh in
Houses, 1,704.
1851, 12,793.
The history of Inverness has so freely mixed with
various sections of our description, that but little of
The town is invested with
it remains to be told.
a fictitious interest, and assigned an origin at least
60 years before the Christian era, by Boethius and
Buchanan connecting it with one of their apocryphal kings. Yet it probably was a seat of population, and certainly occupies a site, in the centre
of what was a closely peopled district in the remote
16s. 3d.

and Nairn

British hill-strengths and vitrified forts.
Scottish antiquaries, however, have raised so many
and such conflicting speculations respecting it, while

age of

they have no documents and but few monuments to
guide them, that they may be allowed a monopoly
of dealing out a history of it in ages for which no

Columba, the apostle of Scotland,
history exists.
as stated by his biographer and successor Adamnan.
" ad ostiam
Nessite," to the residence at that
went,
of Bridei or Brudeus, king of the Picts:
locality

j
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and remained there sufBciently long to be the instrnment of converting the monaicb, and to hold several
conferences, and make some missionary arrangements with the Scandinavian chief of the Orkney
" Ostia Nessise " means
Islands.
very nearly in
" Inverness " does in
Latin what
Gaelic; or, understood even rigidly, it designates the mouth of the
river on which the town stands, and points either to
the town's precise site, or to some spot in its immeInverness is hence believed to have
diate ^-icinity.
been the onginal seat of the Pictish monarchs; and
is supposed, even after Abemethy and Forte^not became a sort of Pictish capitals, to have retained its
pre-eminence, and not altogether lost it till the
union of the Scottish and the Pictish crowns. Malcolm Canmore, in the face of the fact that royal
burghs did not exist till several ages later, is fabled
to have granted it its first charter, erecting it into
In the reign of David I., it figures
a royal burgh.
as a king's burgh, was made the seat of a sheriff
whose authority extended over all the north of
Scotland, and is designated in a legislative enactment, one of the chief places of the whole kingdom,
'•
Loca capitaiia per totum regnnin." It was thus
one of the earliest free towns of the kingdom, and
inferior to none in the dignity with which it gi-eets
the view at the epoch of record.
William the Lion as we have seen granted it
four charters, appointing it a regular magistracy,
exempring it from many burdens, and conferring
upon it various privileges as to manufactures.
During the whole period on which history throws
light p^e^ious to the invjjsion of Scotland by Ed-

—

—
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—

ward

I., the Scottish kings occasionally visited it
or resided in it, and were at rapid intervals required
to repel from it the incursions of the .Danes and
tlie northern Yikingr, or to quell the insurrections
of the reckless inhabitants and the turbulent chiefs
In 1229, a powerful
of the adja.cent country.

Highland savage, named Gillespick MScourlane,
attempted an usurpation, levied a war of rebellion,
burnt the town, spoiled the adjacent Crown lands,
and put to the sword all persons who would not
acknowledge him as their sovereign; but he was
defeated, captured, and ignominiously beheaded.
After the accession of Bruce, and during the successive reigns of the Stuarts rill near the Union,
Inverness was frequently oppressed by the constables of its own castle, and constantly exposed to the
predatory visits of the Islesmen and the Highland
clans; so that its annals abound with accounts of
burnings, piUagings, ransackings, skirmishes be-

tween assailants and its inhabitants, stratagems of
fikill and prowess against foes, and pecuniaiy levies
and other expedients for purchasing the forbearance
or averting the menaces of truculent and rapacious
neighbours. An incident which occurred in 1400
will exemplify the prominent events and illustrate
the social condition of the period: Donald, Lord of
the Isles, having approached at the head of a small
army to the north side of Kessock-ferrj-, and sent a
message menacing the town with destruction if a
large ransom were not paid for its safety, the provost affected to agi'ee to the terms dictated, and sent
a large quantity of spirits as a present to the chief
and his followers; and, when the Islesmen, delighted
with their fiery beverage, and emulating one another
in dissipation, were generally actionless with intoxication, the provost, followed and zealously aided by
his burgesses, pounced upon them like the eagle on
his quarry, and devoted them, with the exception of
one man, to indiscriminate destruction.
Attacks upon the town were the more frequent and
unrelenting, that few of the wealthy burL^esses were

Highlandmen, and most were a community- of foreign

merchants, or merchants of foreign extraction, connected with Holland, and with the continental seaboard northwai-d thence to the Balric. In 1280, the
town was visited by a French Count as a suitable
place for building a ship to replace one which he
had lost in the Orkneys; and from that time as is
indicated by the Flemish and Saxon names of its
ancient inhabitants it became increasingly the

—

—

and the adopted home of the children of commerce, persons differing more in habits than even
resort

—

from the wild native septs who restheathy recesses of the north. The
of
such a commercial community was
nurturing
happily regarded by the Scottish kings as a wise
policy for at once promoring the general interests of
the country, rearing a class of peaceful and loyal
subjects, checking the exorbitant power of the barons,
and exhibiting an example of the prosperous tendencies of arts which were despised or held in small
esteem by the clans; but by provoking the envy
and tempting the cupidity of the marauding chiefs
in extraction

lessly scoured the

and their followers, and occasionally giving body to
the filmy pretexts which were urged for the rancorous quarrels almost constantly existing among the
clans, it obliged the sovereigns to be often on the
spot, discharging the offices of chief magistrates of
justiciary and police. To tell of the extraordinary as
well as ordinary interferences of the Crown to punish

and pillage, of citation to chieftain-culprits
by the King's summons to attend at the market-cross
the
of
burgh, and of executions of the convicted on the
sedition

Gallow's-hill, as well as of military executions in the
elee of mimic civil war, would only be a disgusting
repetition of the most revolting and least instructive
elements of history. One of the last royal visits to
the town was that ali-eady glanced at in our notice
of the castle of Queen Mary to quell an insurrection of the Earl of Huntly.
Mary is said to have
formed during her visit a strong attachment to Inwhile
there, a small squadron in
verness; she kept,
the harbour to insure her safetj- ; she was sedulously
ir

—

—

attended by the greater part of the Highland chiefs;
and she had soon the satisfaction or the appropriate
feeling, be it what it might, which such an event
could impart of hunting down the Earl of Huntly,
and putting him to death in a fair field fight, James
VI., who laboured much to quiet the turbulence of
the northern Highlands, was particularly friendly
to the burgh.
The Invemessians distinguished themselves after
the Revolution by enthusiastic and bold attachment
In 1691, when a
to both Prelacy and Jacobitism.
presbyterian minister was for the first time after
the at)olition of Episcopacy appointed to the vacant
parish-church, armed men were, by the magistrates,
stationed at the doors to prevent his admission ;
they repulsed Duncan Forbes of Culloden, father of
the famous Lord- President Forbes, in an attempt to
force him into the interior ; and they did not
eventually give way till a regiment marched up by
order of Government, and lifted the presentee into
At the same
the pulpit on a couch of bayonets.
period, and for years afterwards, the magistrates
used every means to support or forward the Jacobitical cause ; and. at the accession of George I. to
the throne, they openly opposed and endeavoured
to prevent his proclamation, and roused the populace
to a riot.
During the rebellion of i74i>-6, and
especiallv amid the stir which preceded and followed
its closing-scene in the neighbouring field of Culloden, the town had the harassing distinction, and
i-eaped the bitter awards, of being the virtual capital
of the losing party in that trial of the dreadful game
of war; and among other characters of lugubriousness and horror which it was obliged to wear, it wan

—

—
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the scene of the public execution of 36 of Prince
Charles Edward's men.
Up to the period of the
disarming act, its inhabitants stood constantly accoutred, or at least prepared for war; but, since

to one another, the three first to the north-west side
of the Great glen, and the last to the head of Loch
The Aird, the parish of Inverness, the
Beauly.
lordship of Petty, and the parish of Ardereier, are

1746, they have witnessed an uninterrupted peace,
liave learned to regard the stirring and sanguinary history of their town as belonging to a state
of things which has entirely and for ever passed
awav, and have moved silently and fleetly along
the (lelightful path of social amelioration and intelNo modem event
lectual and moral improvement.
of note has occurred except the earthquake on the
night of the 16th of August, 1816, when the ground

small districts aggregately constituting what may
be called the lowlands of the county, and comprising
tlie seaboard of Loch-Beauly and the upper Moray
frith.
Stratherrick is a wild tract parallel with the
middle of the south-east side of the Great glen.
And Strathnairn, Strathdearn, and Badenoch are the
basins of the upper parts of respectively the Nairn,
the Findhorn, and the Spey.
The divisions of
Skye will be noticed in our article on that island ;
and the other divisions of the Hebridean part of the
county are little other than insular and parochi.il,
comprising the seven parislies of Skye, the parishes
of Harris, North Uist, South Uist, and Barra, and
the island of Eig in the parish of Small Isles.
The aspect of Inverness-shire, as entered anywhere except by the coast of the Moray frith, is
rudely grand and forbidding. The dark blue mountains piled upon one another, and stretching away
in immense chains, with hardly a pass or an opening
to afford access, form a barrier which requires a

and

was

sensibly and alarmingly tremulous, the chimney-tops of many houses were projected into the
the bells were

streets,

set-a-ringing,

and many

animals were strongly affected with terror.
INVERNESS-SHIllE, one of the most extensive
counties, and by far the most mountainous, in ScotIt is bounded on the north by Koss-shire and
land.
part of the Moray frith on the east by the shires of
Elgin, Moray, and Aberdeen; on the south by those
and on the west by the
of Perth and Argyle
It comprises a part of the mainAtlantic ocean.
land, extending from the head of the Moray frith to
the Deucaledonian sea, and a part of the Hebrides,
lying opposite the mainland part, and extending
;

;

away

theijce to

mainland part

St.

Kilda.

The

outline

of th

A

narrow
exceedingly irregular.
tract in the middle of the north-east runs out from
Inverness away between the Moray frith and Nairnshire; a district in the extreme south-east, containis

ing Cromdale and Inverallen, lies isolated between
Moraj'shire and Banffshire; the south-western side
is indented up the middle, about 25 miles, up to
near the foot of Loch Lochy, by a part of Argyleshire
and the north-western side is indented, about 16
miles, up toward the head of Glenmoriston, by the
Glenshiel district of Ross-shire. The Hebiidean
part of the county also is somewhat capriciously
outlined for, though containing the main body of
the Skye group, it excludes Muck, Rum, and Canna
and though containing all the south and centre of
the Long Island group, it is bounded on the north
by the artificial line between Harris and Lewis.
Playfair estimates the superficies of the mainland
part of the county at 2,904 square miles, or 1,858,560
acres; while Robertson estimates the supei'ficies of
;

;

;

this part at 7,200 square miles, or 4,608,000 acres,
and that of the islands at one-half more. The

—

certain degree of fortitude to attempt. The frequent
sight of poles set up by the side of the public roaa
in the defiles, as beacons to guide the weary traveller in exploring his way, when the fog is .so thick
that he cannot see, or the snow so deep that the
proper path is concealed from view, is a proof of the

danger which is sometimes to be encountered. The
mountains stretch across the island, and lie parallel
to every valley,
rising like immense walls on

—

sides; while the inhabited country sinks
deep between them, with a lake or rapid river flowing in the cpntre. The grand south-western entrance
to the county comes in from the foot of Glencoe
across Loch-Leven, and, in its course through the
foot of Lochaber to the Great glen at Fort-William,

both

is

its

overhung by

lofty

mountains, whose base in

several places hardly afl'ords room for the public
To catch the leading features of the county
road.

thence north-eastward, one must suppose a deep
valley beginning at Fort-William, and stretching
across the whole county, nearly through the middle,
This valley [see
from south-west to north-east.

Caledonian Canal and Glenmore-nanAlbin] has a range of lofty mountains on both sides,
at
the north-east extremity, sink down into
which,
the sandstone strata of Nairnshire.
The rivers,
articles

though an approximation
only is doubtless nearest the truth but to it must
be added 132 square miles, or 84,480 acres, for the
lakes.
The surface of the Hebridean part is equal
to 1,150 square miles, to which we may add 59
square miles of lakes, making in all 1,209 square
miles, or 773,760 acres. The length and the breadth
former admeasurement

flowing between the openings of these parallel
mountains, meet one another, and discharge their
streams into the bottom of the valley as a common
reservoir, and feed Loch-Lochy, which falls westward, and Loch-Oicli and Loch-Ness, which fall
north-east.
But after we penetrate back through
these parallel ranges of mountains for several miles,
of the mainland part, according to the directions in either to the right or to the left hand, we arrive at
which the measurements are made, are variously lofty alpine watersheds, whence other streams flow
in directions opposite to the former, and take tlieir
92 miles and 79 miles, 85 miles and 55 miles.
The divisions of the mainland part are chiefly course, through independent basins of their own,
determined by natural boundaries. Moydart, Ara- toward either the western or the eastern sea.
The range of watershed between the Great glen
saig, Morar, Knoydart, and Glcnelg are divisions of
the western seaboard, separated I'roni one another and the Atlantic is the highest and wildest throughand
all
from
the
out
all the forbidding surface of the county, and has
interior
separated
by 8ea-loehs,
by
a water-shed line of mountain.
Lochaber is the got the name of the rough bounds.' It extends from
the head of Moydart, which joins the county of
basin of the Spean, together with the wild mountain
tract south-westward thence to Loch Leven aiul the
Argyle, to the hoad of Glensheil in Ross-shire, a
There descend from
distance of 70 miles or more.
liead of Loch-Linnhe. The Great glen, or Glenmorenan-Albin, though not itself a territorial division, this general range of elevated land five or six lines
of
lower but very rugged ground, which penetrate
is a grand dividing line, right across the centre of
into the Atlantic, and I'orm so many bold promonthe mainland of the county from south-west to nortiiwhole
tories.
Loch -Shell, however, which is 12 miles
the
two
into
east, separating
nearly equal
parts.
Glengarry, Glenmoriston, Glenui'({uhnrt, long, divides the .south end of the seaboard, or tho
Into the
and Stratliglass are river-basins descending paralltl (lislrict of Moydart, from Argyleshire.

—

;

—

'

—
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Moydart nins an arm of the sea called
On the north of Moydart a narrow

Loch-Moydart.

stretches 6 miles along the
which is called Loch-Ailt; and the
river flowing from it, after a course of 6 miles, is
lost in Loch-Aylort. an arm of the sea.
Then succeeds Loch-Nanuagh, a beautiful bay; and turning
northward to the ferrj- of Arasaig on the sea-coast.
is a branch of
salt water called Loch-na-gaul.
Nearly all the interior of both Moydart and Arasaig,
except on the margin of the waters, is either gloomy,
barren, heathy upland, with comparatively little
road,

j

|

hardly 2 miles. From the
is a glen of 6 miles
more, stretching forward to the watershed, and
called Glenpean.
a beautiful green grazing.
It is
a singular feature in the complexion of this countrv.
that the lower grounds are in many places covered
with barren heath gi'owing on a poor soil; while
the high parts of the mountains, to their summit,
are clad with a rich carpet of green grass, springing
from a fertile mellow earth.
From the head of
Glenpean, a noble landscape is presented to view.
In front at some distance, is a wide expanse of sea
sprinkled with islands, at different distances and of
is

head of Loch-Archaig there

—

magnitude. Skye, the chief of these, appears on the right, with Rum, Eig, and Canna; and
the distant horizon the long train of the Outer
Hebrides appears like a dark cloud resting on the
bosom of the ocean. More at hand, and on the seaboard, Loch-Morar, a fresh-water lake, whose
length is lOJ miles, is beheld at the spectators
feet; while on the north, Glendessary stretches
away in a direct line 4 miles. At the head of this
glen is the pass named Maam-Chlach-Ard, which
leads down to Loch-Nevis, an arm of the sea 12
miles in length, having North-Morar on the left
and Knoydart on the right. Both sides of LochNevis are very rocky; but the side next Knoydart
has more green ground than the other.
The second Inverness-shire basin on the northwest flank of the Great glen is Glengarry. Four
miles up this lies Loch-Garry, which is 4 miles long,
closely wooded with natural firs on the south side,
and birch and alder on the north. The river flowing into the head of Loch-Garry, comes from the
south end of Glenqueich, which stretches northward, and from Glenkingle, which ascends southward.
In the former is a fresh-water lake 7 miles
The ground from the head of these glens
long.
makes a rapid descent of about 3 miles to the head
of Loch-Houm,
a long, deep, gloomy branch of the
sea. with high rocky banks, dividing Knoydart from
Glenelg. In all this stretch, from the foot of Glengarry to Loch-Hourn, the lower ground is generally
clad with heath, while the higher parts of the mouiftains are covered with rich green pasture.
The
basin or glen next beyond Glengarry is Glenmoriston.
This glen may be entered by a Maam, or

different

m

—

—

The latter is the easiest ascent; but the
the military road, and forms a much
shorter communication between Fort- Augustus and

former
{

|

is

militaiy post at Bemera in Glenelg. These
two roads meet a little below a place called Anoch.
About 8 miles from Anoch is a small lake called
Loch-Cluany; and about 6 miles further is the
watershed at the head of Glensheil. Here is the
boundary with the intruding part of Koss-shire;
and here terminates a lofty mountain ridge of
country which extends continuously hither from
tlie

Morvern. The road deflects again from Glensheil
into Inverness-shire, by a pass called Maam-Kaitachan, into Glenelg, which is 8 miles long, and is
the richest spot, both in grass and com, hitherto
mentioned in the Highlands of this county.

day.

charged, the distance

lique direction

Moriston.
j

bare rock, or congeries of pastoral hills generally
green on their north sides, but studded with rock in
such constant succession, from tiie lx)ttom of the
valley' to their summit, that their aspect puts one in
mind of the fine freckled sky which generally covers
the aerial vault of heaven, in the evening of a serene

The tract of land intermediate between Moydart
and Arasaig on the one hand and the south-west
end of the Great glen on the other, belongs to
Argyleshire. The tract immediately north-west of
this, comprising the first Inverness-shire basin between the Great glen and the western watershed,
is that which cradles the splendidly picturesque
Between the mouth of this lake
Loch-Archaig.
and Loch-Lochy, into which its contents are dis-

hills. — in an oIjfrom Fort-Augustus, which points
north-west, and is 7 miles long; or by another road,
from Invermoriston, in the direct line of the river

pass between the shoulders of two
J

lake of fresh water

public
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The

basin beyond (ilenmoriston is Glenurquhart.
scenen.^ of the Great glen itself down to tlie
foot of Glenurquhart. from the foot of Glengarry',
but especially from Fort-Augustus at the head of
Loch-Ness, requires to be noted. Fort- Augustus is
one of the most pleasant spots in the Highlands,
situated on a smooth green hill, with a river on
each side, washing the base of the hill, and flowing
A person of any taste,
gently into the lake.
travelling down the north-west side of Loch-Ness,
must be struck with the beauty of the noble sheet
of water, nearly 2 miles broad, which stretches
away before him for a distance of nearly 24 miles.
The sides present a continued line of bold rocky
ground, rising immediately from the lake to the
height of mountains, without any opening on either
hand, except at Invermoriston, at Urquhart, and at
These lofty banks consist of shelves of
Foyers.
earth incumbent upon rock, and afford nourishment
for copse of various kinds.
Where the rock is
covered with soil, hazel, oak, and alder abound;
and there is also a number of aged weeping birches,
whose pendulous ringlets frequently overhang the
face of rocks, and reach down to the ground. Rocks,
rivulets, trees, and mountains are reflected in the
smooth mirror below, with an effect which neither
description in words can accomplish, nor delineation
by the pencil produce. Passing over a ridge of
high bleak moor, and descending by a northerly
direction into Glenurquhart, the scene is reversed.
In place of the lofty barriers of Loch-Ness, which
present nothing but barrenness and the rude grandeur of Nature, in Glenurquhart, a bottom of about
2 miles in diameter, and flat as a bowling-green, is
beautifully diversified with wood, water, and enclosed fields.
The glen narrows in a westerly
direction, going up to Corrimony, which is more or
less confined in difi'erent places, but very much
beautified by neat houses, well-dressed fields, and
plenty of wood, chiefly ash, beech, and birch. Here
cultivation reaches an altitude of 800 or 900 leet

But the

;

—

—

above sea-level.
Strathglass, the most north-westerly basin of the
county, descending to the head of Loch-Beauly,
may be entered near its middle, by a road leading
westward over a small barren moor from the head
of Glenurquhart.
The bottom of this strath is
almost a dead narrow flat, in which some meadow
and arable land and several small lagoons and

marshes are interspersed. The sides of the strath
precipitous, and in most places are strewed
with fragments of broken rock. The river Glass
has in many places the appearance of a narrow
lake, by reason of the slowness of its motion, which
in most places is scarcely perceptible, occasioned

are
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it meets with in
discharging is
confluence with the Farrer. In the
head of Strathglass there is much green pasture,
and an extensive fir- wood; and tlie lower parts of
the valley, in the approach to the castle of Chisliohn
of Chisholm, abound with alder on both banks of
the river. The scenery is uncommonly engaging
from the castle of Erchless to the Aird; a majestic
river winding its course through a bottom of considerfible breadth abounding with wood, and the

by the

difficulty

waters at

its

mountains retiring on either side as you advance,
and indicating approach to the low country. Between the Aird and Glenurquhart, in the mountains
towards the north-east end of Loch-Ness, whose

summit

is tolerably level, the vestiges of ridges are
very distinctly seen in the heath, that in the furrow being uniformly shortest for want of soil.
The rich beautiful low country, forming the
sea-board of Loch-Beauly and the Moray frith, from
the Aird round to Ardersier, has been so fully described or indicated in the introductory part of our

—

on the town of Inverness, descriptive of the
envii-ons of the town, that we need not here say
Fort George, near the exanytliing respecting it.
tremity of Ardersier, is a beautiful place, situated
on the point of a low tongue of land, projecting into
the Moray frith opposite a similar tongue of land
in Ross-shire.
Culloden moor forms a low tabular
ridge, from 3 to 6 miles east of Inverness, between
the Moray frith and the river Nairn, the latter of
wliich here flows parallel to the former at the average distance of onl}' about 4 miles. Str.itherricii is
a table-land extending along the south-west side of
Loch-Ness, with an elevation of about 400 feet
article

above

but generally separated from it by a narand cut across by the rivers
Foyers and Farigag, both of which fall into the
lake.
Strathnairn commences immediately east of
the north-eastern part of Stratherrick, and descends
north-eastward, parallel to Loch-Ness and to the
Upper Moray frith, flanked for the most part by
barren heathy heights, and possessing little wood
and not much arable land.
Travelling south-westward by the great road from
Inverness to Perth, we cross Strathnairn, where at
once we find ourselves among bleak, brown, barren
mountains, and arrive in two or three miles at the
small lateral valley of Moy, where there opens to
the view a rich plain of arable and meadow land.
At the foot of this valley is Freeburn-inn, whence a
number of mountain waters are seen flowing from
the north, the west, and the south, in their several
glens, to meet below in a point, from which the
united stream of Strathdearn holds its course
through a narrow chasm eastward to Findhorn,
where it is lost in the German ocean. The next
the
place worthy of notice is Sloch-mhuic-dhu,
Black boar's den,' which forms the entrance, in
this direction, from the north into Strathspey. The
road over this defile has undergone great repairs.
From hence eastward there is little variety all the

row

it,

I'ange of hills,

—

—

'

to Grantown.
J^xtensive fields of dark-brown
heath, studded by stocks of fir-trees, with some
spots of corn and grass ground on the sides of rivuOn the
lets, form the prospect for several miles.
opposite side of Strathspey, the dark-blue mountain
of TuUochgorum, and his associates in the distant
horizon beyond the Spey, studded with perennial
patches of snow, rear their heads to the clouds.
Beyond the church of Duthil, situated in a tract of
Morayshire between the main body of Invernessshire and its detached section, the country lays aside
much of its gloomy appearance. The Dulnain,
which runs past the church of Duthil, to fall 5 miles
north-eastward into the Spey, lias some good land

way
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on its banks, which becomes better and more extensive as the stream advances.
And at length,
the Spey itself, the river-monarch of this region,
comes into view, winding his majestic course within
green banks to which the heath dares not approach.
The farms are now more frequent; patches of turnips and fields of potatoes appear on either hand
;

and lime

is

wrought

for sale.

The

face of the country up the Spey, from the
centre of the detached district of Inverness-shire to
points a little above where the river is touched by
the interesting parts of Banff'shire and Moraj'shire,
is very much diversified.
The natural fir-woods of
Rothiemurchus are the most extensive in the
county, or probably in tise island. At a short distance above this place, and on the opposite side of
the Spey, Kinrara is happily set down.
The vale,
in which the river flows, is narrowed
considerably
at Kinrara.
The banks on both sides ai-e richly
wooded by a variety of trees, whose green foliage
far up the acclivity of the hills gratifies the eye,
while the sweet fragrance of the birch embalms

the air.
Between Kinrara and Kingussie the
aspect of the country is considerably changed.
There are fewer black moors of low ground
The plains are all
contiguous to the river.
green, of considerable extent, and elevated bat a
i'ew feet above the tract of the Spey.
Wherever
there are hollow basins in this flat land, water
stagnates when the river has subsided after an inundation. This occasions marshes and lagoons of
greater or less extent in proportion to these inequalities of the surface; and the alders, willows, and
other useless shrubs which grow upon this swampy
ground, disfigure the country. 'Jhe ravages of the
Spey in the whole of Badenoch, especially in this
upper part of the district, are a great hinderance, or
rather an entire obstruction, to the success of agriculture within the reach of its inundations. Tlie
mountains on both sides of the country being so high,

and reaching so far back, every bi'ook occasionally
becomes a torrent; and there being no reservoir iu
any part of this long strath to receive the water
from these numerous torrents, the river must swell
suddenlj'^, become furious, and in a mighty stream,
both broad and deep, sweep all before it that coines
within

its reach.
great culmination of mountain ranges occurs in
the S(juth-west of Badenoch. Glentraim, proceeding
laterally from the Spey, takes up the Inverness and
Perth road to the central Grampians. Loch-Ericht,
near the head of that glen, stretches across tlie boundary into Perthshire, and commences on that side
the basin-system of the Tay.
Loch-Laggan extends
parallel to Ijoch-Ericht, 8 or 10 miles to the northwest; and though lying within Badenoch, and receiving some small streams thence, discharges its siipcrfluence, in the form of the river Spean, into Lochabcr.
To the north of Loch-Laggan occurs very
high ground, whence souie waters take their course
toward the Atlantic, and others toward the German
ocean. The rivers Pattack and Massie run almost
parallel to each other for the space of 2 miles; yet
the former, after joining the Spean, is discharged
into the Western sea, while the latter, uniting its
waters with the Spey, flows eastward into the German ocean. The inn of Garviemore, in this neighbourhood, announces the extremity of the long vale
of Strathspey and Badenoch, and the head of the
Spey which derives its source from a small lake of
the same name in the northern mountains. Si'.ven
miles beyond Garviemore. the military road which
leads from Perth to Fort-Atigustus, by Corryarricl',
being confined between a deep ravine on the one
hand, and a cliain of rock on the other, ascends by

A
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no fewer than seventeen traverses, mountiug zigz.ig, to the summit of Monadhleadh. or 'the Gray
mountain,' so called because the surface is mostly
grey rock and moss, the soil having been worn oii
by the storms. The descent on the north side of
this bold and tremendous pass, is by the westeni
bank of the Tarf, which holds a winding course,
through thick groves of large trees, to the head of
Loch- Ness.
The mountain torrents, purling brooks, and
minor rivulets of Inverness-shire, are exceedingly
multitudinous, and display great diversity of character, with, in many instances, fine waterfalls and
highly picturesque banks. The chief of the larger
streams are the Spean, the Lochy, the Garry, the
Moriston, the Glass or Beauly, the Ness, the Foyers,
the Nairn, the Findhorn, aud the Spey.
great
number of small fresh water lakes, of various character, occur throughout both the moorlands and the

A

and some fine large lakes also, chiefly of
glens
picturesque character, occur in the glens all the
principal of which, however, have incidentally been
mentioned in the course of our description of the
The western shores, particularly of the
surface.

—

;

MoyJart, Arasaig, Morar, and Knoydait,
are indented with numerous bays, creeks, and arms
of the sea
called lochs
which might be rendered
excellent fishing-stations.
Non-fossiliferous rocks, variously plutonic, raetadistricts of

—

—

and eruptive, chiefly granite, gneiss, micaporphyry, aud trap rocks, prevail through
The old red
the greater part of Inverness-shire.
sandstone prevails on the low borders of Loch- Ness,
and throughout the seaboard of the Beauly and the

morpliic,
slate,

Moray friths. Limestone is found in every district
of the county, and approaches in many places to the
nature of marble. On the southern border of Locliaber, near Loch-Leven, there is a fine rock of an
ash-coloured marble, beautifully speckled with veins
of copper pj'rites, and intersected with small thready
In the parveins of lead ore which is rich in silver.
ish of Kilmalie, near Fort-William, in the bed of
the Nevis, is a singular vein of marble, of a black
ground, with a beautiful white flowering like needlework, or rather resembling the frosting upon a window, penetrating the whole vein. In the parisli of
Kingussie a rich vein of silver was discovered, and
attempted to be wrought, but without success. In
other places veins of lead, containing silver, have
been observed. Iron-ore has also been found, but
not in sufficient quantity to render it an object of
manufacture. In the isle of Skye there are several
valuable minerals. See Skte.
Th-i climate of Inverness-shire is, in one respect,
On the
similar to that of all the rest of Scotland.
west coast, the rains are heavy, and of long continusnow
and
when
ance; but the winters are mild;
fiiUs, it soon disappears, owing to the genial influence
of the sea-breeze, unless the wind be northerly.
On
the east coast the heaviest rains are from the German
ocean; but tlie climate, upon the whole, is not so
rainy as in those districts which are adjacent to the
Fort- William, Inverary, and Greenock,
Atlantic.
have been said to be the most subject to rain of any
in Scotland; and Dr. Robertson thinks "there
doubt of the truth of this remark, as applicable to that coast in general, when the wind is
In the New Statistical Account it is
westerly."
stated that the annual number of rainy days at the
Inverness end of the Great glen is about 60 less than
at Fort- William at the other extremity of the glen.
The hai"vest is comparatively early on the eastern
seaboard, all round from the head of Loch- Beauly
and the foot of Loch Ness to the extremity of Ardersier ; and that fact arises from the joint operation

towns

is little
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of climatic causes with other ones, the superior
dryness of the climate, the lowness of the surface,
the free exposure of every part to the sun, the reflection of the sun's rays from the adjacent mountains,
the lightness and quickness of the soil, the free use
of lime, and the comparative skilfulness of the agricultural practices.

A very great proportion of Inverness shire is
covered with heatii. When Dr. Robertson wrote,
some persons were of opinion, that 39 parts out of
40 of the entire surface were clad with its russet hues.
The dominion of the heath is, however, daily losing
ground before the progress of agriculture and the
industry of the inhabitants. A considerable tract is
under wood ; much is rock ; and nearly as much is
covered with water. Clay, in a pure state, is but a
small proportion of the arable soil. Along the river
Beauly, near its confluence with the sea, aud on the
side of the Beauly frith, there is a certain extent of
a rich blue clay, producing the dififerent crops peAbout
culiar to such soil in the southern counties.
Inverness, and down the l;order of the Moray frith,
where creeks and bays abound in which the tide
ebbs and flows very gently, some small fields of a
clay soil present themselves. Nevertheless the proportion which this species of soil bears to the general
extent of the county is very inconsiderable. Haugh
is more frequently to be met with, and the fields of
it are far more extensive, than any other valuable
In the whole lordship of Badensoil in the county.
och, from Kinrara on the east, to the place where the
Spey descends from the hill of Corryarrick, a tract
of more than 20 miles, haugh abounds, almost
without interruption, on both sides of the river.
The head of all the arms of the sea, on the west
coast, where they receive their respective brooks
from the valleys "behind, have less or more of this
kind of soil, all the way from Moydart to Glenelg.
Along the course of the river Moriston are various
In the bottom of Urquhart by
spots of this soil.
the sides of the river, but more especially on the
south side, soil of this description is frequent and
abundantly productive ; that next to Loch-Ness is

—

—

the richest.
Strathglass is similar to Badenoch in
various i-espects, besides being all either hill or a
dead flat of land formed by water. Its valley, however, is much narrower, and the hills more abrupt
and barren. The Glass has a slower current than
the Spey, which prevents its devastating the banks,
and the' fonnation of beds of gravel. In the Aird
On the banks of the Ness
there are few haughs.
there is some soil of this complexion; but that river

issuing pure from Loch-Ness, carries dowTi stones,
fine earth; and the
gravel, and sand, rather than
weight of its water, flowing with a magnificent and
a quantity of these
such
powerful stream, has forced
materials into the Moray frith, in a transverse direction, that a bar has been formed nearly three-fotirths
across this arm of the sea at the ferry of Kessock.
"
Dr. Robertson predicts that this growing headland
will, in future ages, approach so near the opposite
shore as to allow no more water to escape than what
is brought into the frith of Beauly from the higher
grounds around it, and the frith itself will become a
of fresh
lake, first of brackish, and afterwards
water." Strathen-ick has little of haugh soil, exlakes.
Along
cept some patches on the sides of the
the Nairn there are small haughs in different places,
all the way from the head of that strath to Cantrav,
where it joins the county of Nairn. Ijoam, properly
Sand and
so called, is very rare in Inverness-shire.
in a great variety of
gravel form a part of the soil
Strathnairn, and particularly Strathdeam
places.
abound
so far as they are within this county
with this light free soil.
great proportion also ol

—

—

A
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Strathspey and of Badenoch is of this complexion.
next to a sandy or gravelly soil, is the most
common in the county; and, if the mountains are
taken into account, the proportion of till exceeds all
the other kinds taken together.
Till,

Moss, moor, and heathy ground, in the opinion of
some intelligent persons as already noticed cover
two-thirds of Inverness-shire.
If one-fortieth only
be arable land, there are probably twenty-six of the
remaining parts covered with heath incumbent on
moss or on a till bottom. Heath generally produces
a crust of moss on the surface, whatever be the soil
below. The land occupied now or formei-ly by natural firs assumes the same appearance, because
they seldom grow so closely, or shade the ground so
The higher
completely, as to destroy the heath.
mountains are not covered with heath to the sumnor
are
the
in
all
the
districts
mountains
mit;
equally
gloomy and forbidding. The hills of Lochaber present a good mixed pasture of grass and heath.
Glennevis is of this description, though it forms the

—

skirts of the highest

—

mountain in

The

Britain.

—
—

Arasaig, freckled as they are with rocks,
those of Glendessary, of Glenpean, of Glenqueich,
those on the north of Glenpean, those of Glenroy,
those on both sides of Loch-Lochy, particularly
at Lowbridge, where the hills in general are as green
as a meadow, those on the sides of Loch-Oich, to
its northern
extremity, where the dark brown heath
begins on the west, those in both Glenelgs, those
at the head of Strathglass, and on the braes of Badenoch, all are more or less of the same hue, and
But on the confines of
yield most plentiful pasture.
Strathspey the aspect of the mountains is very different.
At the head of Strathdearn and of Strathin Stratherrick,
from behind the head of
nairn,
Glenurquhart, and across Glenmoriston to the source
of the Oich, and in several other districts, the
mountains are gloomy, black, and steiile to such a
degree that, in a distance of 12 or 14 miles, hardly
any verdure is to be seen, except where a solitary
rivulet, by its occasional flooding, produces some
green ground in part of its course. In all the
mosses, the roots of fir-trees stick up, which are dug
out and dried for fuel. So plenteous are they, and
so singular in their appearance, that there have been
seen in Strathspey three tiersof fir-stocks in the moss;
indicating no doubt that wood had there thrice come
hills of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

to maturity, after every former growth had,
by its
destruction, formed a soil capable of nourishing the
all
forest.
Almost
the
mosses
are
succeeding
deep
situated on land which is more or less elevated
above the general level of the valleys, and lie on
None of these fields of
gravel, or stones, or till.
moss except a patch at Corpach, and a very few
more are in the bottom of a valley, like the famous
Flanders moss of the county of Perth; nor, like it,
have tliey in any case a bottom of rich claj'.
The fir woods on the mutual confines of Invemessshirc and Morayshire arc supposed to be far more
extensive than all the other natural woods of Scotland together. Natural woods and copses of vai'ious
kinds occupy a considerable aggregate area in other
districts of the mainland of Inverness-shire.
Plantations also, to a considerable aggregate extent,
have been made. Both the Great glen, and the
glens lateral to it, as well as the gentlemen's parks
almost everywhere, are beautifully wooded. The
high woodlands and the moors abound with game,
in rich variety,
the red deer and the roe deer, the
alpine and the common hare, black game, grouse,

—
—

letting of the

moors

now very common

for the right of shooting is

in Inverness- shire, moors being
let at prices from £50 to £700, for the season, with
diversity of accommodations. The sale of the woods
carried
also, in some parts, has been a great traffic,
to the extent not only of abundant thinnings, but

—

almost to that of clearings.
The landed property of Inverness-shire is divided
among about 83 proprietors. Many of the estates
are of great extent, and of comparatively great
value.
The county is chiefly pastoral, only about
500,000 acres of it being arable. The chief articles
of export are black cattle, sheep, and wool.
The
cattle are chiefly of the Skyu or Kyloe breed.
Sheep of the Cheviot breed, and of the Linton vari" Farms are of all
ety, have been widely difi'used.
sizes.
Some grazing farms extend over several
square miles of country while some of the small
arable farms include only a few acres but a certain
extent of hill pasture is for the most part joined
to the latter.
The number of these small holdings
has, however, rapidly decreased since the introduction of sheep farming, and there has, in consequence,
been a great saving as well of the labour of horses
as of men, a great increase of disposable produce,
and also a great increase of comfort and industry.
Large farms are uniformly let on lease but many
small ones are held from year to year." The practices of the arable husbandry exhibit every variety,
from a very highly improved state on the eastern
seaboard, to a state of comparative nideness in the
Western islands. In the year 1854, according to
statistics obtained under the direction of the Highland and Agricultural society, the gross produce of
the county comprised 47,573 bushels of wheat,
93,100 bushels of bariey, 437,584 bushels of oats,
23,068 bushels of here or bigg, 2,572 bushels of beans,
89,984 tons of turnips, and 6,519 tons of potatoes.
The average produce per imperial acre was 28 bushels 1 peck of wheat, 35 bushels of barley, 32 bushels
of oats, 22 bushels 3 pecks of here or bigg, 30 bushels
of beans, 16 tons 11 cwt. of turnips, and 1 ton 17
cwt. of potatoes. And the number of cattle was
3,038 horses, 7,867 milk cows, 8,460 other bovine
;

;

;

animals, 5,482 calves, 368,921 ewes, gimmers, and
ewe-hogs, 173,107 tups, wethers, and wether hogs,
and 1,529 swine.
The manufactures, the commerce, the fisheries,
the social improvements, and the political history of
Inverness-shire will be sufficiently understood by
reference to our articles Highlands and HEBKirjEs.
The Gaelic is the language of the people on the
northern, western, and southern borders; but, in the
neighbourhood of Inverness, the better sort use the
English language. While the feudal system yet.
existed in the Highlands, and any factious chief liad
it in his power to embroil the neighbourhood in war
as had been proved in 1715 and 1745 it became
necessary to erect military stations to keep the
Highlanders in sulijection. Accordingly in the tract

—

—

tlie Great glen, Fort-George, Fort-Augustus, and
Fort-William, were erected, as a chain of forts across
the island.
By means of Fort George on the east
all entrance up the Moray frith to Inverness was
prevented; Fort-Augustus curbed the inhabitants
midway; and Fort- William was a check to any attempts on the west. Detachments were sent from
these garrisons to Inverness, to Hernera opposite the
in the isle of Mull.
isle of
Skye, and to Castle-Douart

of

—

The English garrisons which necessarily occupied
the forts, and the number of travellers to whom the
military roads gave access, undoubtedly induced
gentler and more polished nianncs, and assisted in
banishing tho.se exclusive privileges and partialities

ptarmigan, pheasants, and partridges. Foxes and
wild cats likewise are numerous; and otters fre-

quent the lakes and the rivers. There are also owls,
hawks, and eagles, and multitudes of water-fowls.

'J'he
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which had acquired such a withering strength under
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the system of clanship. The militaiy roads in this
county, made by the sokliers under General Wade,
never fill I to excite the astonishment and gratitude
ot travellers.
They are executed with the utmost
and
industry and labour, and lead over mountains

through mosses and morasses which before were
impassable to the lightest vehicle. The military
roads maintained in repair in the county are: 1st,
the Badenoch road, from Inverness through Badenoch to Dalwhinnie, and further to the borders of
Perthshire, reckoned at 52 miles ; and though part
of this, to the extent of 13 miles, goes through the
is
intersecting district of Morayshire, yet that part
compensated by a reach of about the same extent,
lying through "the detached district of Invemess-

—

and usually ascribed to Morayshire; 2nd, the
lioleskine road, from Inverness to Fort-Augustus,
33 miles, whence a road, 30 miles in extent, turning
to the left over Corryarrick, reaches Dalwhinnie,
and joining the Badenoch road enters Perthshire by
sliire,

a road onginally military, and now under repair as
3d, the road from Fort- Augustus
a turnpike road
to Fort-^YiUiam, and farther to Ballachulish ferry,
reckoned at 45 miles;
1th, the road from Inveniess,
along the coast to Fort-George, sending off some
The
offsets, and reckoned altogether at 16 miles.
Caledonian canal traverses the county through the
centre, and is of far more value to it than any road.
By the spirited exertions of the landed proprietors,
;

—

—

the commerce and industry of the inhabitants have
of late been greatly increased and to facilitate tlie
communication with the more remote parts, roads
and bridges have been formed, under the direction
of the parliamentary commissioners, through every
district of the county.
The only burgh in Invemess-shire is Inverness.
The only other considerable town is Grantown. The
villages and principal hamlets are Canipbelton,
;

Stuarton, Connage, Petty, Balloch, Clachnaharry,
Culcabock, Hilton. Resandrie, Smith town of Culloden, Lynchat, Kingussie, Newtonmore, Ralia,

Fort-Augustus, Fort-William, Invermoriston, Lewiston, Beauly, Glenelg, Kyleakin, Portree, Broad-

and Lochmaddy. Among the principal
and Balmacaan, tjie Earl of
Seafield; Ness-castle, Lord Saltouu; Beauibrt-castle,
LordLovat; Inverlochy, Lord Abinger; Invergarrj',
Lord Ward; Armadale-Castle, Lord Macdonald;
Avonsuidh, the Earl of Dnnmore; Invereshie. Sir
George Macpherson Grant. Bart.; Fassfem-Castle,
Sir D. Cameron, Bart.; Dochfoixr, Evan Baillie,
Esq.; Abertai-ff, A. T. F. Eraser, Esq.; GlenmasAirds, John Macqueen,
cran, C. Macintosh, Esq.
Esq. Raigmore. E. W. Macintosh. Esq. Cnlloden,
Arthur Forbes. Esq.; Balnain, Capt. W. F. Tytler;
Leys, John F. Bailie, Esq.; Congash, Capt. J.
Grant; Cluny-Castle, Cluny Macpherson, Esq.;

ford, Stein,

seats are Castle-Grant
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March, May, and August, and the

last

Tuesday of

debt courts are held at
Grantown on the first Monday, at Kingussie on the
first Tuesday, at Beauly on the second Monday,
and at Fort-Augustus on the second Tuesday of
Justice of peace
January, Maj-, and September.
The
courts are held monthly at nineteen places.
court of lieutenancy is divided into the districts of
Inverness, Petty. Strathnaim, Strathdeam, Badenoch, Boleskine, Kilmonivaig, Urquhart, Strathglass,
Skye, Hai-ris, North Uist. South Uist, and Small
The county prison Ijoard has under its care,
Isles.
not only the county prison at Inverness, but district
prisons at Fort-William, Portree, and Lochmaddy.
The constabulary force has stations at Inverness,

October.

Sheriff small

Moy. Can-Bridge,

Klingussie, Rothiemurchus.

Lag-

gan. Dalwhinnie, Stratherrick, Fort- Augustus, Urquhart, Dores, Beauly, Phoinas, Croy, Campbelton,
Fort-William, Spean-Bridge, Glengarry, Knoydart,
Ara.saig, Glenelg, Portree, Broadford. Dunvegan,
Lochmaddy. Harris, and South Uist. The number
of committals for crime, in the year, within the
county, was 58 in the average of 1836-1840, 118 in
the average of 1841-1845, 175 in the average of
1846-1850, 195 in 1851, 155 in 1852, and 145 in
The total number of persons confined in the
1853.
prison at Inverness, within the year ending 30th
June 1853, was 183; the average duration of the
confinement of each was 45 days; and the net cost
of their confinement per head, after deducting earnAll the parishes of the
ings, was £23 6s. 6d.
county, except three, are assessed for the poor.
The number of registered poor in the year 1851-2
was 4,100; in the jear 1852-3, 4,117. The number
of casual poor in 1851-2 was 2,579; in 1852-3, 687.
The sum expended on the registered poor in 1851-2
was £11,556; in 1852-3, £11,977. The sum expended on the casual poor in 1851-2 was £2,528; in
The assessment for rogue money
1852-3. £1,301.

was £150; for prisons, £727 14s. lOd. The
The
valued rent in 1674 was £73,188 Scotch.
annual value of real property, as assessed in 1815,
was £185,565; as assessed in 1849, £196.825.
Population of the county in 1801, 72.672; in 1811,
77,671; in 1821.89.961; in 1831.94,797: in 1841,

in 1854

Males in 185i, 44,961;
97,799; in 1851, 96,500.
Inhabited houses in 1851, 17,536;
females, 51,539.
uninhabited, 390; building, 79.
There are in Invemess-shire 29 quoad civilia
parishes, part of 7 other quoad civilia parishes, and
5 parliamentarj' quoad sacra parishes, in all 41
parishes, or parts of parishes, exclusive of ancient
ones now incorporated with these. Two of the 41
;
parishes are in the presbytery of Dingwall, and
synod of Eoss; 7 are in the presbytery of Abemethy,
3 are in the presbyteiy of Nairn, and 7 constitute
all in the synod of
the presbytery of Inverness,
Glenmoriston, James M. Grant, Esq.; Erchless- Moray; and 1 is in the presbytery of Lochcarron,
Castle, Chisholm of Chisholm; Ardmore, Major A. 5 constitute the presbytery of Abertarff. 10 constiMacdonald; and Balranald, James T. Macdonald, tute the presbytery of Skye, and 6 constitute the
presbytery of Uist, all in the synod of Glenelg.
Esq.
Invemess-shire sends one member to parliament, In 1851, the number of places of worship within the
and has four polling places. Its constituency in county was 131; of which 50 belonged to the Estab1854 was 932; of whom 426 were in the Inverness lished church, 44 to the Free church, 10 to the
United Presbyterian church, 3 to the Episcopalians,
district, 161 in the Strathspey or Kingussie district,
140 in the Western or Fort- William district, and 1 to the Independents, 4 to the Baptists, 1 to the
136 in the Hebridean or Skj-e and Long-Island dis- Wesleyan Methodists, and 18 to the Roman Catrict.
The sheriff holds his courts at Inverness, tholics. The number of sittings in 28 of the Estabwith jurisdiction over the whole county; but sheriff lished places of worship was 16,416; in 30 of the
substitutes also hold distributed jurisdiction in the Free church places of worship, 16,564; in 3 of the
four districts of Inverness, Fort- William, Skye, and United Presbyterian places of worship, 1,316; in
Long-Island. The sheriff court for the county is the 3 Episcopalian chapels, 900; in the Independent
held every Thursday and Friday during session; chapel, 530; in 3 of the Baptist chapels, 336; in the
the commissary court, everj' Thursday; and the Wesleyan Methodist chapel, 320 and in 1 7 of the
court of quarter sessions on the first Tuesday of Roman Catholic chapels, 4,536. The maximum at-

—

;

;

—

—

;

INVERNETTIE.

tendance on the Census Sabbath at 35 of the Established places of worship was 3,790; at the 44 Free
church places of worship, 10,583 at 4 of the United
Presbyterian places of worship, 984; at the 3 Episcopalian chapels, 315; at the Independent chapel,
281 at the 4 Baptist chapels, 457 at the Wesleyan
Methodist chapel, 92; and at 17 of the Roman Catholic places of worship, 2,033.
There were, in
1851, in Inverness-shire, 142 pulilic day schools,
attended by 5,883 males and 3,833 females, 20
private day schools, attended by 565 males and 452
and 75 Sabbath schools, attended by 2,250
females,
;

;

;

—

—

males and 2,235 females.

The shire of Inverness, in the early periods of the
Scottish monarchy, may be considered rather as a
sort of vice-royalty, than as one of the secondary
divisions of the kingdom.
The earliest notice of
the existence of the office of sheriff is in the acts of
David I., about the middle of the 12th century; and
the sheriffdom of Inverness comprehended, at that
time, the whole of the kingdom to the north of the
Grampians. An act which allows any man accused
of theft a certain period to produce the person from
whom he might allege that the goods had been
" Aif ane dwellis bezond
bought, runs in this style:
Drum-Albin, in Moray, Ross, Caithness, Argyle, or
in Kintyre, he sail have fylteen dales and eke ane
month, to produce his warrand before the schiref;
and gif he goes for his warrand dwelland in Moray,
Ross, or in any of the steids or places pertaining to
Moray, and can nocht find nor apprehend his warrand, he shall pass to the schiref of Innerncss, wha
The shires of Moray, Nairn, and Cromsail," &c.
arty were erected in the latter pai"t of the 13th
century; but those of Argyle, Sutherland, and
Caithness were not erected before the year 1633,
and that of Ross was not defined till 1661. Inverness-shire took nearly its present limits at the latter
date; and as a county, it has not since then, except
by the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions in 1748,
undergone any material alteration,
INVERNETTIE, an estate in the parish of

—
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perforated through the projecting wall with three
square apertures, to admit of missives being dropped or shot upon persons at the gate. On one side
of the front of the edifice, are some vestiges of a

wing, reported to have been demolished in 1445, by
the Earl of Crawfui'd in a feud between the Lindsays and the Ogiivies.
INVERSNAlD, a hamlet in the parish of Buchanan, Stirlingshire. It stands at the mouth of Inversnaid burn, on the east shore of Loch-Lomond,
3J miles geographically north-north-west of the
summit of Benlomond, and 5 miles west by south
of the nearest part of Loch-Katrine.
It has a ferry
across Loch-Lomond, here only f of a mile wide;
and is the station at which the Loch -Lomond
steamers, plying in connexion with the Dumbartonshire railway,

communicate with Loch-Katrine and

The

old road hence to Loch- Katrine as
cending a steep long acclivity and wending among
Stirling.

bleak moors,

was

practicable only for pedestrians or
new road, finished in the spring
of 1855, is easily traversable by wheeled vehicles.
barrack-station was formed in the vicinity of
Inversnaid, early in the 18th century, to repress
the depredations of certain turbulent Highlanders in
the vicinity, especially the Macgregors; and it continued to be garrisoned during the reign of George
IL, but has long been utterly disused. Some interest
attaches to it from its having been for some time
the quarters of General Wolfe when a subaltern.
Inversnaid bum brings off the superfluence of LochArklet, distant about 3 miles; and, in the latter
part of its course, it has a romantic run and makes
a fine cascade.
INVERTIEL, or West Bridge, a village in the
parish of Kinghom, Fifeshire. Here is a chapel of
for ponies;

but a

A

.

ease, containing 800 sittings, and in the presentation of the male heads of families.
Here also is a

Free church, with an attendance of 410; the sum
raised in connexion with which in 1855 was £186
3s. 3d.
Population of the village, 568. Houses,
Tiie lands of Invertiel belong to the Earl of
57.

See Peterhead.
A Rosslyn.
Peterhead, Aberdeenshire.
brick work, on this estate, about a mile south of the
INVERUGIE, a small village at the mouth of the
town of Peterhead and within the parliamentary river Ugie, 2 miles north of Peterhead, on the Aberburgh boundaries of that town, has been in opera- deenshire coast, but politically belonging to Banfftion for about 60 years, producing tiles and buildshire.
Near it are the ruins of Inverugie castle,
ing-bricks of excellent quality, from a bed of clay long a place of great note. See Fergus (St.).
INVERUGLAS, a hamlet and a small bay, on
wrought to the depth of from 30 to 40 feet. A
large quantity of the bricks is exported, from a the west side of Loch-Lomond, at the mouth of the
small harbour, erected for the purpose, in the Douglas buiTi, 4 miles north-north-west of Luss,
Dumbartonshire. There is a ferry across the lake
vicinity of the brick-work.
INVERQUHARITY, a barony in the north-west here to Rowardennan.
of the lower section of the parish of Kirriemuir in
INVERURY, a parish, containing a royal burgh
Forfarshire.
Sir John Ogilvie, the founder of the
of its own name, in the Garioch district of Aberfamily of Ogiivies, of Inverqiiharity, third son of deenshire. It lies between the Ury and the Don,
Walter Ogilvie of Auchterhouse, received in 1420, extending to the confluence of these rivers, and dethe lands and barony of Inverquharity from his riving thence its name.
It is bounded on the west
brother, the heir of Auchterhouse.
Alexander, one and north-west, by Chapel of Garioch on the north
of his descendants, was captured at the battle of and east, by the Ury, which divides it from KeithPhiliphaugh, fighting with Montrose, and was hall ; and on the south, by the Don, which divides
executed at Glasgow. Another descendant fought it from Kintore and Kenmay. Its length eastward
with the dethroned James at the battle of the Boyne is nearly 4 miles and its breadth is somewhat more
than 2 miles. Its lower parts, around the town and
in Ireland, and eventually fell in an engagement on
the Rhine. The castle of Inverquliarity, a Gothic along the rivers, comprise about 1,000 aci'cs of vale
and haugh, with a light fertile loamy soil incumbent
edifice of cut stone, erected previous to the 15th
and in a state of good preservation, stands chiefly on sand. The ground rises gradually thence tocentury,
of
and
ward
the west, and terminates in three hills within tlie
the
the
South
near the confluence
Carity
Esk. Three stories consist each of one apartment; parish, called Manar, Knockinglaw, and Drimmies,
and a fourth story is divided into two. The walls almost equidistant from each other, and separated
About 3,000 acres are in tillage, 1,000:
are about 9 feet tliick, projecting considerably near by vales.
under wood, and 1,100 uncultivated. The princinalj
tlio top, and terminating in a parapet, not more
than a foot thick. A path is carried round between landowners are the Earl of Kintore, Gordon of Mathe parapet and tlic roof wide enough to allow three
nar. Count Leslie, Slmnd of Drinnnies, and (Jranli
men to walk abreast; and over the gateway, it is of Braco. 'J'he real rental in 1839, exclusive of the
;

;

1

|
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Assessed property in 1843,
was £2,647.
The mansion of Manar is beautifully sit£6,395.
lated, among well wooded grounds, on the southera
The
face of Manar-hill, 3 miles west of the burgh.
burgh,

building, occupied from 1799 till 1829 as the Roman
Catholic college of Aquhorties, previous to the erection of the college of Blaii-s in Kincardineshire,
jtanison the Don, and is a handsome edifice in a

An interesting antiquity is nobeautiful situation.
Robert the
ticed in our article Bass of Isverurt.
Bruce lay at Stonehouse, in the south end of Inverover the Comyns beiirv, before his great victory
tween Barra and Old Meldrum.
body of the Pre-

A

tenders troops about 700 strong was defeated and
3'spersed at Inverury, on the 23d of December 1745,
by a body of the King's troops about 1,200 strong.
The action was fought in moonlight, and lasted only
about 20 minutes. The parish is traversed by the
jreat road from Aberdeen to Inverness, and by the
Great North of Scotland railway, and has a station
on the latter. Population in 1831, 1,419; in 1851,
Houses, 402.
2,649.
Tills parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
synod of Al)ei-deen. Patron, the Earl of Kintore.
Stipend, £257 lis. 6d. ; glebe, £15. Schoolmaster's
salary, £30, with £35 fees, a share in the Dick beThe parish
quest, and some other emoluments.
chuich is a beautiful granite Gothic structure, built
There is a
in 1842. and containing 1,330 sittings.
Free church, with from 700 to 800 sittings; and the
receipts of it in 1855 amounted to £449 16s. lOd.

There are also an Independent chapel, built in 1822,
and containing 360 sittings a Wesleyan Methodist
chapel, built in 1819, and containing 200 sittings;
a neat Episcopalian chapel, built in 1843, and having an attendance of about 60 and a small Roman
;

;

Catholic cfiapel, a portion of the old Roman Catholic
There are five private schools. The ruins
college.
of the ancient chapel of St. Apolonarius, the old
patron saint of the parish, stand on a fann, which
has corruptedly taken from them the name of Polander, on the estate of Manar.
The Town of Ixvercrv, a post-town, a place of
traflic, and a royal burgh, stands on the road from
Aberdeen to Inverness, on the route of the Great
North of Scotland railway, and at the inner end of
the quondam Aberdeen canal, 3 miles north-northwest of Kintore, 11 south-east of Insch, and 15
north-west of Aberdeen. Its site is low ground in
the angle formed by the confluence of the Ury and
the Don ; and was naturally accessible only in one
direction, but now communicates with two other directions by substantial modern bridges across the
rivers. The place looks rather like a large straggling
village than a town, yet possesses far more real importance than many a place of more pretentious apwas long a place of very trivial trade ;
pearance. It
but after the opening of the Aberdeen canal, it began
to present scenes not dissimilar to those of the quays
of Aberdeen, hundreds of carts sometimes in a day
delivering grain, and canying away coals, lime, bones,
iron, timber, and building materials ; and now it is
a point of concentration, in a pretty wide extent of
country, for its station on the Great North of Scotland railway. Cattle markets are held in it monthly
and are well
in summer and fortnightly in winter
frequented, and yield the burgh a customs revenue
The town has branch-offices
of about £60 a-year.
of the Union bank, the Aberdeen Town and County
of
the
North
Scotland bank, a national
and
bank,
security savings' bank, and two good inns.
Inverury is traditionally said to have been erected
into a royal burgh by Robert Bruce ; but its oldest
extant charter is one granted by Queen Maiy in
Its town council consists of a provost, three
1558.
;

bailies, a

mon

dean of guild, a treasurer, and three com-

The jurisdiction of the magistrates
extends over the whole royalty but it has been
very little exercised. Petty delinquencies are tried,
and diligence granted on bills of exchange against
debtors within the territory. Courts are also held
!'or
granting warrant of removing before Whitsunday. Sheriff small debt courts also are held four
times a-year. The burgh revenue in 1832 was £143
3s. 7fd.,
of which £96 9s. 7fd. arose from customs
and feu-duties and in 1839 it was £185, in 1853,
£400. The town has for a considerable time been
The parliamentary boundaries
lighted with gas.
are more extensive than the mruiicipal, and include
councillors.

;

—

—

;

Port-Elphinstone in the parish of Kintore.

The

burgh unites with Kintore, Peterhead, Banff, Cullen,
and Elgin, in sending a member to parliament.
Municipal constituency in 1854, 122 parliamentary
132.
Population of the municipal
burgh in 1831, 994; in 1851, 2,084. Houses, 316.
Population of the parliamentary burgh in 1851,
2,264.
Houses, 340. Invenary gives the title of
Baron to the Earl of Kintore.
INVERWICK. See Foktixgal.
ION A, a sm.all but celebrated Hebridean island,
containing a post-oSice station of its own name, and
constituting part of the quoad sacra parish of lona,
within the quoad civilia parish of Kilfiuichen, iu
the
I, pronounced Ee, signifying
Argyleshirc.
island,' and sometimes written Hi, Hii, or Hy, is
the name commonly in use by the natives and other
Hebrideans, the place being, among the Ebudeau
archipelago, the island par excellence. But when
necessity is felt to speak distinctively, the name
used is 1-columb-kill, or abbreviatedly, I-colmkill,
the Island of the cell of Columba,' the saint to whom
;

coiistituencv,

'

'

the place owes all its importance, the patron-saint
of the Hebrides, and long the patron-saint of all
Scotland.
The name lona is either I-thonna, the
Island of the waves,' or, I-shonna, 'the Holy or
Blessed island,' most probably the former, and in
that sense quite descriptive of its appearance in a
storm. This name is sometimes written Hyona ;
'

and

—

used by historians, poets, and strangers,
itself to them by its enphoniousness.
History' and poetry have rivalled each other in speaking enthusiastically of this place, lavishing upon it
is

commending

the choicest epithets, and calling it a gem iu the
ocean, the star of the Western sea,' the luminary
of the Caledonian regions, whence savage clans and
roving barbarians derived the benefits of knowledge,
and the blessings of religion,'
'

'

" Isle of Colamba's
cell.
Christian piety's soul-cheeriiijr spark
(Kindled from heaven between the li^ht and
Of time) shone like the morning star."

Where

lona

d.-»rk

about 3 miles long, from north-north-east
about a mile broad, and about
It lies f of a mile
1,300 Scottish acres in area.
west of the south-western extremity of Mull. 9
of
miles south-south-west
Staffa, and about 36 miles
west of the nearest part of the Scottish mainland.
The strait which separates it from Mull is deep
enough for the passage of the largest ships, but dangerous from sunken rocks. Islets and rocks tlie
most conspicuous of which is Soa on the south-west
are numerously sprinkled round one-half of its
coast.
heavy swell of the sea, but not such as to
imperil navigation, usually rolls toward it from the
north. The scenery around it is, in general, desois

to south-south-west,

—

—

A

and cold in its tints, requiring the
aids of the burnished or tempestuated sea, the fleet y
or careering clouds, and, above all, the tranquil or
the stirring associations of history, to render if interesring or grand. lona has the attractions neither
late in its aspect

lONA.
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simplicity, nor of highland
it utterly wants both the
fertile and cultivated loveliness of Lismore, and the
dark and savage magnificence of Mull ; and, though
relieved by some green panoramic views of Coll,
Tiree, and other islands, it would seem to a person

The

history an altogether tame expanse
of treeless sward and low-browed rock. All round,
it has a waving outline, approaching on the whole

clouded with white and yellow opaque spots, and
diminishes in brightness as it increases in size.
Specimens free from blemish, and of good colour

of pastoral beauty

and

wildness and sublimity

ignorant of

;

its

stone

a fluor or crystallized homogeneous

is

substance, somewhat resembling quartz, formed in
the veins of sei^pentine rock, and dislodged from
them by the waves, and found in nodules, from the
size of a pea to that of a large apple, along tlie
shore.

It

semi-pellucid and

is

green, sometimes

an oval, but exhibiting an almost constant alternation of projection of land and indentation of sea.

and transparency, are extremely beautiful when
polished, and are highly valued by jewellers and

however, though termed bays by a

lapidaries; but, in consequence of the great demand
for them, they are annually increasing in scarcity.
The marble of lona is white and semi-pellucid,
composed of small irregular, laminons masses, the

to

Its recesses,

topographist, would, in general, be refused the name
by navigators, and afford no harbour, nor, in boisterous weather, even a tolerable landing-place. The
bay of Martyrs, on the north-east side, is merely a
little creek; yet it both forms the chief modern succedaneum for a harbour, and was anciently, as tradition reports, the place of deba)kation for funeral
parties coming hither to inter the illustrious dead.
Port-na-Currach, the bay of the boat,' on the southwest aide, is a still more inconsiderable creek, lined
with perpendicular rocks of serpentine marble and
derives both its name and all its importance from
a tradition of its having been the landing-place of
the currach, the hide and timber boat, of St. Columba.
On the shore of thiscreek are some irregular heaps of
but one of
pebbles, thrown up apparently by the sea,
'

;

heap about 50 feet long, is represented by
and an exact model
legendary gossip as a memorial
of St. Columba's boat, while others are alleged to be
results and monuments of acts of penance performed
by the monks.
wliich, a

"

The surface

of theisland consists of small, pleasant,
in most places along the shore, and
of rocky hillocks and patches of green pasture, with
intermixture of dry boggy moorland, in the interior.

fertile plains

At the southern extremity, excepting a low sandy
tract near a creek called Bloody bay,
vexed and broken expanse of rocks.

it is

merely a

The highest
near the northern extremity, and rises
Numerous
sea-level.
only about 400 feet above
small springs afford an ample supply of pure water;
and several of them combine their treasures to send
a pleasant rill past the ruins of the ancient nunnery.
Adjoining the gardens of the abbey, and sun-ounded
by little hillocks, extends a morass, the remnant of
an artificial lake of several acres, anciently traversed
through the middle by a broad green terrace, and
fringed round the edge with agreeable walks. At
one side of it are traces of a sluice, and ruins of a
corn mill. The pasture of the little hills consists,
during three-fourths of the year, of a fine verdure,
and is celebrated among the surrounding islands for
About 500 Scottisli acres, or fiveits excellence.
ground

is

A

thirteenths of the whole area, are arable.
light
sandy soil prevails along the shore, excepting where
of
manures
have
convertcultivation and abundance
ed it into a dark loam. The land was formerly held
in run-rig,

but

is

now

disposed into regular lots

;

and many places produce good crops of barley and
Fuel can be obtained only from Mull, and in
oats.
the form of peat, and is procured at great hazard
and expense. The whole island is the property of
the Duke of Argyle, and yields a rental of only
about £300.

The geognostic structure of lona exhibits peculiarities, and has been the subject of dispute among
Its principal minerals, iioweminent geologists.
The Port-naever, are various and of much value.
Currach stone has its name from the bay or creek
in the vicinity of which it is found, and possesses
fame both as a gem much coveted by modern virwith
tuosi, and an amulet superstitiously invested
miracalons virtues by the people of the Middle ages.

laminae being plain, parallel, and resplendent. It
breaks with a shining plain surface, strikes fire
with steel, cuts freely, receives a fine polish, exhibits,
its micaceous particles and larninous masses, a
glittering exterior, and, in its finest specimens, will
remain for centuries exposed in the open air witli-

by

out exhibiting other change than a mellowing of
its whiteness.
lona hier;)cite, or hawkstone, resembles in its hues the plumage of a Hebridean
but
is
known
hawk,
only as having formed the thick
slates with which the monastery was roofed, and
possibly occurs nowhere on the island except among
the ruins.
Serpentine probably the most beautiful
stone which is found in large quantities in Scotland
may be quarried to any extent in lona. Sienite
or red granite, nearly as hard as the granite of
Mull, occurs in extensive rocks in the south-west,
and may be ciit in any form, and of all dimensions.

—

—

Spotted schistus, difficult to be worked, and too
coarse for slates, is the chief stone on the north-east.
On the bay of Martyrs, near the ruins which constitute the grand attraction of the place, stands the
a collection ot miserable huts,
village of Thrcld,
and the scene of much poverty and filth. In common
with the rest of the island, it was long left to thrive
or starve for the future world upon its dim traditions
of the moral influences which once bathed all its
neighbourhood in beauty; for though it received a
visit some four times a-year from the minister of
Kilfinichen, it was utterly destitute of every substantial means of either education or religious in-

—

Now, however, it has both ecclesiastical
and educational appliances as ample as almost any
other seat of equal population in any part of Scotland.
Yet it fags far behind many a Highland village in
general improvement or well-being, and is still in
struction.

a comparatively rude condition. Its inhabitants,
besides conducting a poor trade in fish, live, to

some

extent,

on the

Aware how much

gullibility

and vanity of

visitors.

of the island are in
request, young and old run in a mass to the beacli
on the aiTival of a vessel, and vie with one another
in

the

gems

palming upon strangers,

for

twopence, for four-

sixpence, or for Avhatever they can
obtiiin, anything that is likely to be received bj' a
Wordsself-conceited starer as a precious stone.
worth, alluding to the part taken in this traffic by
children, and fixing the warm gaze of a Christian
upon the means of religious instruction which they

pence,

now
"

for

enjoy, says,

How

sad

ft

welcome

Some ragged

!

To each voyaper

child holds up ibr sale a store

Of wave-worn pchbles, pleadhi(f on the shore
Where once cftnie monk and nun with frentle
IJIessings to i;\\c, news ask, or suit prefer.
Yet is yon neat trim cliurch a grateful speck
Of novelty amid the sacred wreck
Strewn

stir,

far and wide
Think, proud philosopher!
Fallen thouKh t^he be, this Glory of the West,
on her sons the beams of mercy shine;
And hopes, perhaps more heavenly bright than tliinOi
A grace, by thee unsought and unpossess'd.
Still

lONA.
A

faith

more 6xed, a niptnre more

Sliah gild

tlieir

diTiiie,

passage to eternal rest."

Prince Albert, the Prince of I.einengen, the Duke
Grey, and Sir James Clark, landed
August 1847, while the Queen herelf was contiguous in the royal yacht, at the time
f the progress northward to Ardverikie ; and they
lad a reception from the people as primitive and
lecorous as probably was ever given anywhere to
few plainly
,ny ancient Lord of the Isles.
ressed islanders stood on the shore, carrj-iug tufted
an
as
escort the
to
act
and
pillow-wands,
prepared
K)dv of the people, for the most part decently
ressed, stood behind, looking eagerly on as specators, yet all maintaining a respectful distance;
nlv a few children, in the usual fashion of the
sland, otfered pebbles and shells for sale; and, when
he august visitors, after quietly sun-eying the
uriosities of the place, returned to the barge, all
he population gave loud voice in a hearty farewell
The islanders, in spite of the rudeness of
heer.
heir condition, are a simple and hardy race, not

A

;

remarkable for their poverty, than for the
and the content with which their large numlers secure a sustenance on so narrow and niggard
m arena. By the reaiing of cattle on their little
Tofts, and selling them in Mull, and by their tiny
nore

hrift

rade in other matters, they procure a small imwrtatiou of oatmeal, and then, for every other
lecessary of life, depend on their own little island
md its encincturing sea. Population of the island
n 183 1, 350; in 1842, 500.
lona was probably uninhabited, or at best but
(ccasionally visited by the people of Mull, previous
the time of Columba, and, at all events, comes
irst into notice as a quiet retreat gifted over to the
mint for the uses of his missionary establishment,
lis having been accosted upon his landing by some
Druids in the habits of monks, who, pretending to
lave also come to preach the gospel, requested him
ind bis followers to seek out some other asylum,
md who, on his detection of their imposture, made
speedy and complete departure, is either one of the
1

die legends with which his biographers barbarously
imbellished their accounts of his life, or points to
iome conspiracy formed among the heathen eccleiiastics on their getting bruit of his purpose to atColumba was a
:erapt an inroad on their territory.
lative of Ireland, descended by his father from the
King of that country, and by his mother from the
King of Scotland; and, after having travelled in

countries, and acquired great reputation for
.earning and piety, he concocted a scheme of misuonary enterprise, with Scotland and Ireland for its
5eld, which, at once in the Christian heroism of its
spirit, in the far-sightedness of its views, and in the
brilliance of its immediate success, has had no parlUel or even distant imitation in the missionary
movements of any subsequent age. He wished to
apply to Scotland and to Ireland a moral lever which
should lift them up in the altitude of excellence, and
bring them acquainted with the moral glories of heaven; and he sought a spot on which he might rest
the fulcrum of the simple but mighty instrument he
designed to wield. What he wanted was, not an
arena crowded with population, or a vantage-ground
of political influence over the rude tribes whom he
wished to be the instmment of converting, for, iu
that case, he would have remained in bis fatherland, or taken a place in the kingly courts to which
his birth gave him access; but it was a secluded
';
where he could lubricate his own energies for

nany

—

labours which he had protask, and where he could
train and habituate \ numerous body of youths to
.

,ile yet herculean
.i to himself as his

the hardy moral gymnastics which should fit them
acting with equal nimbleness and strengtL
against the battle-array of the idolatries and barbarity of united nations.
In 563, or, according to Bede, in 565, when
Columba was 42 years of age, he left Ireland, achim
companied by a chosen band who were akin to
in character and the companions of his councils,
whom a grateful but incipiently papisticated posterity canonized, as they did himself, and asserted to
be more than mortal, and whom the usages of Columba's successors pronounced to be 12 in number,
after the example of the 12 apostles of the Redeemer,
though the recorded list of their names shows them
to have been 13, and the beautiful simplicity of
Columba's character might have demonstrated them
to amount to just as many as could be made to appreciate and reciprocate the motives of moral granfor

f Norfolk, Earl
n the island, in

.,
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deur which impelled his movement,

by this band, the

saint, since

—accompanied

we must

call

him

so,

or rather the energetic missionary, ran iu among the
Hebrides as a tenitory common, in a sense, to Ireland and Scotland, and offering fair promise of the
retreat which he sought.
Oronsay, lying only 60
or 65 miles from the mouth of Loch-Fovle, the
grand outlet of Ireland on the north, and botii nearly
of the same size as loua, and similarly situated
with relation to Colonsay as lona is with relation to
Mull, was first tried, and became, as is said, the
seat of such commencing operations as afforded
some promise of stability. But / the island par
excellence was destined speedily and permanently
to receive the bold and apostolic missiouaiy. Either
while his tent was fixed at Oronsay, or after having
made a passing visit to lona, he went into the eastern parts of Scotland, or the territories of the Picts,
and was the instrument with the aid of miracles,
of converting
say his romancing biographers
Brude or Bridei, the Pictish king, whose i-eign terminated in 587. From either this monarch, or more
probablv from Conal, king of the Scots or, as Dr.
Jamieson conjectures, from both, the frontiers of
their respective kingdoms not being well ascertained
he received a grant of either whole or part of the
island which was henceforth to be rendered illusHe now
trious by the association of his name.
erected on lona a mission-establishment, whence
emanated for centuries such streams of illumination
over Scotland, Ireland, the north of England, and
even places more distant, as shone brilliantly in contrast to the midnight darkness which had settled
down on the rest of Europe, comiscating through
the sky and beautifully tinting the whole range of
upwarcl vision, like the play of the Northern lights
when a long night has set in upon the world. But
the establishment was very far from being monastic,
and cannot, as to its external appliances, be traced
in any of the existing ruins which possess so strong
attractions for antiquaries and the curious. Columba
and his companions were strangers to all the three
vows which unite to constitute monkery; and made
a brilliant exhibition of the social spirit, the farstretching activity, the travelling and untiring regard for the diffusion of the gospel, the enlightened
respect for every art which could improve and embellish human society, and the freedom from mum-

—

—

—

—

—

—

mery and religious mountebankism, which monks
are as little acquainted with as the red Indians who
scour the American prairies are with polite literature or the refinements of a kiug's drawing-room.
Columba, for some time, took up his residence
with king Brude at Inverness, and, while there,
met with a petty prince of the Orkneys, and found
an opportunity, by his means, of settling Connac,
one of his disciples, in the extreme north, so as to

U2
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introduce Christianity to the Ultima Thule of the
known world. He also made a voyage in his currach to the north seas, and spent twelve days in
adopting such preparator}'^ measures as gave his
companions and successors an inlet to the northern
Constantine, a quonparts of continental Europe.

dam king

of Cornwall, who had renounced his
throne that he might co-operate as a missionary
with the saint, founded a religious establishment in

imitation of Columba's at

Govan on

the Clyde, and,

after diffusing a knowledge of the gospel in the
peninsula of Kint3a-e, passed away from the world

Other
through the golden gate of martyrdom.
members of the lona fraternity their leader guiding the way in every movement traversed the
dominions of the Picts, the Scots, and the Irish, and
speedih-- numbered most of the first and many of
the second and third of these nations among their
followers. The Irish annalists state, in round numbers, that Columba had 300 churches under his inspection; and, adopting the language and ideas of a
later and corrupted age, the}' add that he also superintended 100 monasteries. Their figures, as well as
their words, are probably in fault. Yet, even mak-

—

—

ing large allowances, the number of missionary
centres modelled after the parent one of lona, and

mistakenly called monasteries,' and the number of
fully organized and self-sustained congregations,
which seem to be indicated by the word churches,'
must have been surprisingly great to be, in any
'

'

Cosense, estimated at respectively 100 and 300.
lumba's personal influence, too, and the bright and
far-seen star of fame which, from very nearly the
commencement of his enterprise, stood over lona,
are evidence of the striking greatness of his missionary success. Aidan, the most renowned of the
Scottish kings, having to contest the crown with
bis cousin Duncha, did not, even after the complete
discomfiture of his opponents, think his title to
I'oyalty secure till inaugurated by Columba according to the ceremonial of the Liber Vitreus; and, in
all his great enterprises, he was pi-ayed for in a
So
special meeting of the Iji'otherhood of lona.
numerous were the missionaries, both in Columba's
own day and afterwards, who went out from the
so wide was the range of their movements,
island,
and so eminent was their success, indicated in
their being popularly canonized,
that, throughout
France, Italy, and other parts of Europe, all the
saints of unknown origin were, at a later period,
reputed to be Scottish or Irish.
The Culdees, servants of God,' as the fraternity
of lona and the communities connected with them

—

—
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wielded supreme ecclesiastical influence over Scotland; yet he seems to have acted rather on principles of advice than on those of authority, and in the
character, not of a prelate, but simply of the founder
and guide of a great Christian mission. He never
renounced the humble office of a presbyter; nor
ever held higher office than the abbotcy,'as it was
termed, or first and governing function, of the colMissionlege or ecclesiastical community of lona.
establishments, or monasteries as history improformed
perly designates them,
by colonization from
the parent one, or under its sanction, usually had
each 12 presbyters, and a superior or 'abbot;' but
both the presbyters who continued in the colleges
and are called monks,' and those who went abroad
in charge of congregations and wore the name of
bishops,' were all on a footing of equality among
themselves, and in the case of each community, all
acknowledged the authority of their own superior
or abbot.'
Nor does the college of lona seem to
have differed from its off'shoots in authority, or in
'

'

'

'

'

particular whatever except in its being the prohive whence successive swarms of industrious
and honeyed missionaries went off" to raise accumnlations of sweets in the various nooks of the moral
wilderness.
Even 'the abbot' does not appear to
have been, in all respects, the superior of tJie other
members of a college; for he ranked only as a
presbyter or 'a monk;' and, in particular, he acted
strictly in common with the others in cases of
The Culdees were sober, charitable,
ordination.
and contemptuous of worldly grandeur, " modest
and unassuming," says Bede, " distinguished for
the simplicity of their manners, diligent obsei-vers
of the works of piety and chastity, which they had
learned from the prophetic and apostolic writings."
They despised the ceremonies of a costly ritual, the
pageantiy of the choir, and the tricks and gambollings of priestcraft.
They guarded, to a degree,
against the innovations attempted by the wily
emissaries of Rome; and, considering the circumstances of the period, made a comparatively long
resistance to the influences of degeneracy which
had already precipitated the most of Europe into
gilded barbarism and antichristian superstition.
Their doctrines probably were tinged, to a considerable degree, with heterodoxy; yet, when compared
with those of the great body of contemporary
Christians, and when seen in the rich fruits of moral

any
lific

—

worth which they produced, they may be suspected
to have leaned toward eiTor more in words than in

'

reality.

lona was the retreat of science and literature,
fine and useful arts, almost as conspicuously as of religion. Columba himself excelled in

have had no connexion whatever with the corrupt and multitudinous sect which,
from an early period in the 4th century, claimed the

and of the

alliance of the state, arrogated to itself the title of
'the Catholic church,' and was already far advanced, all indeed but completely matured, in the
Columba acted, to all
innovations of Romanism.
as the
appearance, in the same independent manner
founders of some eight or ten considerable bodies in
in
various
degrees,
Africa, Italy, and the East, who,
maintained orthodoxy and apostolicity long after
these were utterly lost in what are usually called

ledge of medicine and the practice of eloquence, and
laboriously instructed the barbarians in agriculture,
gardening, and other arts of civilized life. Not a
few of the members of his community, in successive

were

called,

seem

to

—

the Latin and the Greek churches, and who but
two circumstances of their records having
been destroyed during the inquisitorial persecutions
of the dark ages, and of the fountain-heads and all
the main streams of ecclesiastical history lying
within the territories of parties who regarded dissenter and heretic as synonymous terms would
annals of the
figure illustriously in the religious
He is represented as ' the
Christian dispensation.
arch-abbot of all Ireland,' and is known to have
for the

—

all

secular learning,

was a

proficient in the

know-

generations, were eminently skilled in rhetoric,
poetry, music, astronomy, mathematics, and genAbout the beginning
eral philosophy and science.
of the 8th century, learning of every sort, in fact
with the exception of some poor remains of philosophy and the arts in Italy was hunted out of
every part of Continental Europe, and concentrated
its energies and its glories on the little arena of
lona.
Even Ireland, which was at the time bril-

—

—

liant in distinct literary establishments, concurred
with the general voice of the civilized world, in pronouncing lona the pre-eminent seat of learning, in.
acknowledging the paramount influence of its college, and in awarding to its ablwt the designation
of Principatus. The arts and sciences which formed

the cuiTiculum were writing, arithmetic, the computation of time, geometry', astronomy, jurisprudence, and music So much was the last of these
valued at the period, that heaven was believed to
have bestowed musical powers only on its favourites.
At first, it allured the barbarians to the Christian
modes of worship; and was attended to simply in a
degree proportioned to its subordinate importance;
but eventually it acquired a predominating influence, far too largelj' engaged the attention, retarded
the progress of deeper studies, and contributed not
a little to produce a general deteriorarion which at
lengtli became submerged by the influx of popery.
Only a rapid and interrupted outline of the history of lona can be here attempted. A continuous
list of abbots is preserved from Buithan, who succeeded Columba, and died in 600, to Caoin Chomrach, who died in 945. Another and succeeding list
has perplexed antiquaries, but distinctly exhibits
four more abbots, beginning in 1004, and terminat-

ing with Duncan, in 1099. Under Buithan, St. Giles,
a graduate of lona, introduced Culdeeism to Switzerland, was the instrument of converting several
thousands of the inhabitants, rejected the bishopric
of Constance, held out as a bribe to lure him from
his simple creed, and planted an establishment
whose superiors, in after ages, were less proof than
he to the blandishments of civil greatness, and came
to be ranked as considerable princes of the empire.
Under Ferguan, who died in 622, and who was con-

and learning, the scientific and
had to straggle with diffiunscathed.
Under
culties, but went through
who
died
in
and
who was distinguished
Cumin,
658,
for his scholarsliip, the seminary, though sending
siderable in piety

literary interests of lona

out fewer missionaries than formerly to Switzerland,
Germany, and other continental countries, continued
its assiduity in training men in the arts and sciences.
About this time, Aidan and some other alumni, in
compliance with an inntation of Cswald, king of

Northumbria, who had been discipled to Christianity when an exile among the Scots and Picts, introduced a knowledge of Christianity among the
Northumbrian Saxons, and planted the scions of
Christian excellence and literary renown among
that people, from the northeni limits of their territory along the Forth, to their southern limits in the
centre of England. Aidan is said to have in seven
days baptized 15,000 converts; and he commended
his cause by great moderation, meekness, and piety;
but in common with many others who went from
lona to England, he cared little to retain the simple
ecclesiastical discipline of Culdeeism ; and he was
appointed the first bishop of Lindisfanie or Holy
Island. Eata, one of those who accompanied Aidan
from lona, after labouring for a season in Northumbria, became the apostle of the tribes who inhabited the basin of the upper Tweed, and laid the
foundation and was the first superior of the Culdee
establishment of Melrose, which was the predecessor for centuries of the greatly more celebrated

but incomparably less worthy popish abbey. During nearly the same period as that of Aidan and
Eata'8 activity, all the other principalities or king-

doms

of England, excepting Kent and Wessex, and
the little state of Sussex, were traversed by missionaries from lona, and received from them their
chief initial instruction, or their revival from total
declension, not only in Chiistianity, but also in the
arts and sciences.
No institution, either of its own age or of any
which intervened till after the Reformation, did so
much as that of lona, at this time, to diffuse over a
benighted world the lights of literature, science,
ind the Christian faith. But as the 7th century

drew toward a close, its glory became visibly on the
wane, and began to assume sickly tints of remote
a.'similation to Romanism, or more properl_v. of substituting frivolous external observances for the
celebrated but
spirit and energy of simple truth.
very stupid dispute at Whitby, in Yorkshire, between Colman, one of its alumni, and Wilifred, a
Romanist, on the precious questions as to when
Easter or the passover should be celebrated, and
with what kind of tonsure the hair of a professed
reliiiieuse should be cut, conducted on the one side
by an appeal to the traditional authority of John
the apostle, and on the other to the interpolated
dictum of Peter, the alleged janitor of heaven, and
supported on the part of Colman with all the zeal
and influence of his Culdee brethren, ended, as it
deserved to do, in the total discomfiture of the people
of lona, who totally forgot the moral dignity of their
creed both by the silliness of the questions debated,
and by the monstrous folly of appealing to the verdict of the Northumbrian prince Oswi, a diademed

A

"
ninny, who determined on no account to disregard
the institutions of Peter who kept the keys of the
kingdom of heaven," this dispute gave a ^"irtual
death-blow to Culdeeism, and the influence of lona
in England, and even paved the way for the march
of the van-guard of popery upon the delightful institutions both of the island itself, and of the farextending territory over which its moral influence
Colman, with a whole regiment of hia
presided.

—

clerical brethren, i-etreated upon Scotland, and left
the sunnier clime of the south in possession of the
corrupted and corrapting Romanists. Under Adamnan, who died in 703, lona proclaimed to the world
its having commenced a career of apostacy, and incited the multitudinous communities who looked to
it as the standard-bearer of their creed, to follow in
its steps.
The ecclesiastics of the island put some

trappings of fineiy upon their originally simple

form of church goveniment; they fraternized with
the Romanists on the subject of keeping Easter;
they preached the celibacy of supeiior clerks and
professed monks, prohibited the celebration of
marriage on any day except Sabbath, prayed for
the dead,
enjoined immoderate fastings. and distingrnshed sin into various classes; and they, in
general, yielded themselves, with a surprising degree of freedom, to the power of fanatical zeal and
Though still far from being
superstitious credulity.
as corrupt as the Romanists, and though continuing
to maintain the islands literary fame, they very
seriously defiled the essential purity of Clmstian

—

—

faith

—

—

and devotion.

lona underwent, in the course of divine providence, frequent scourgingsforils spiritual declension,
and henceforth was conspicuous, not more for tiie
loss of its purity, than for the destruction of its peace.
In 714, the ecclesiastics, or the monks as they may
now, with some show of reason, be called were
temporarily expelled by Nectan, king of the Picts.
In 797, and again in 801, the establishment was
burnt by the northern pirates. In 805, the pirates
a third time made a descent upon it, and put no
fewer than 68 of its monks to the sword. Next year
the inhabitants of the island built a new town in
814, they went in a body to Taraeh to curse the
king of Scotland, who had incensed them by his
vices; and in 818, their abbot, Diarmid. alarmed
by new menaces from the pirates, bundled up some
saintly relics to aid in averting perils, and ploughed
the seas for two years in making a retreat to Ireland.
In 9S5, the abbot of the perioti, and 15 monks, or
doctors,' were killed, and the whole establishment
In 1069, the buildings, after having been
dispei-sed.

—

—

;

'

re-edified,

were once more destroyed by

fire.

The
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place had long before bidden farewell to its pristine
glory, and now loomed dimly in the increasing gloom
of its evening twilight; and, at last, in 1203, it was
formally mantled in the sable dress of night, and became the seat of a new and regular monastery, tenanted by the cowled and mass-saying priests of Rome,
The Culdee monks, with the decline of their religious excellence, grew in earthliness of spirit; and
though they originally held little communication
with powerful barons except to aid their spiritual
well-being, and would not accept from them any
donation of land, yet they eventually made no
scruple to send their fame to the money-market, and

accumulate whatever possessions were ceded by
popular and opulent credulity or admiration. They
received numerous and large donations of churches
and their pertinents, and of landed property from
the lords of Galloway, and are said to have obtained

Wordsworth has dedicated three memorial sonnets

to lona; and Blackwood's Delta has penned the
following lines on this far-famed islet, and its surrounding scenery:
"

beaut ifiit, beneath the morninpf-sky,
level sea outstretches like a lake
Serene, when not a zephyr is awake
To curl the gilded pendant gliding by!
Within a bow-shot, Druid Icolmkill
Presents its time-worn ruins hoar and grey,
monument of eld remaining still.
Lonely, v/hen all its brethren are away.
Dumb things may be our teachers; is it strange
That aught of death is perishing! Come forth
Like rainbows, show diversity of cliange,
And tade away Aurora of the Kortli!
Wlicre altars rose, and choral virgins sung,
And victims bled, the sea-bird rears her young."

The

A

—

to

]

3 islands

from the Scottish kings.

No tolerable

esti-

mate can now be made of the amount of their wealth,
nor even a certain catalogue exhibited of their islands.
Raasay, Canna, Inchkenneth, Soa, and Eorsa, seem
certainly to have belonged to them; Tiree, Colonsay,
Staffa, and the Treshinish isles, were probably theirs
and the three Shiant isles, the three Garveloch isles,
and the isle of St. Cormack, Dr. M'Culloch thinks,
are awarded them by the evidence of the ruined cells
and other antiquities. In 1180, all the revenues derived from Galloway, and other quarters, were taken
;

The
to the abbey of Holyrood.
Romish monks who succeeded the Culdees, inherited
from them little or no property, except the island of
lona, and were left to make what accumulations

away, and granted

they could from the fame of the place, and the
trickeries of tlieir

own

craft.

lona thus concentrates most of the teeming interest of its renowned name within the period of about
150 years succeeding the landing of Columba; and
is seen in its real moral sublimity when the doubtful
or positively fabulous story of its having been originally an island of the Druids, and the associations
of its monkery, and its existing ruins of popish edifices, either are entirely forgotten, or are employed
only in the limnings of poetry as foils to the grand
features of the scene.
Regarded as the source of
Christian enlightenment to the whole British isles,
and as the fountain-head of civilization, literature,
and science, to all Europe, at a period when the vast
territory of the Roman empii-e, and nearly all the
scenes which had been lit up by primeval Christianity were turned into wilderness by barbarism and
superstition, it excites holier and more thrilling
tlioughts by far than tiie most magnificent of the
thousand rich landscapes of Scotland, than even the
warmest in the colourings of its objects, and the
most stirring in its antiquarian or historical asso"
were now treading that illustrious
ciations.
island," says Dr. Johnson, in a passage familiar to
almost every Scotsman, " which was once the
luminary of the Caledonian regions, whence savage
clans and roving barbarians derived the benefits of
knowledge, and tlie blessings of religion. To abstract tlie mind from all local emotion would be

We

it were endeavoured, and would be
were possible. Whatever withdraws
US from the power of our senses, whatever makes

impossible, if

foolish, if it

—

the past, the distant, or tlie future, predominate
over the present, advances us in the dignity of
thinking beings. Far from me and from my friends
be such frigid philosophy, as may conduct us indifferent and unmoved over any ground which has been
man
dignified by wisdom, bravery, or virtue! That
is little to be envied, whose patriotism would not
whose
or
of
the
Marathon,
piety
plain
gain force upon
would not grow warmer among the ruins of lona."

How

If

any

relics of the

Culdees exist on the island,

appearance, be sought only among
the oldest of the tomb-stones, defaced, without inscriptions, mere blocks of stone, which cannot now
be identified with any age, or twisted into connec-

they must,

to all

any individuals or events. The ruins of
buildings are extensive, but all posterior in date to
Whatever structures were
tlie invasion of popery.
erected by Columba or his successors, are contended,
successfully, we think, by Dr. M'Culloch, to have
tion witli

been comparatively rude, and probably composed of
wicker-work or timber; and even had they been
elegant and of solid masonry, must Itave been de-

stroyed by the frequent devastations of the northern
When Ceallach, the leader of the Romish
invaders, took possession in 1203, he could scarcely
have fciiled to appropriate an ecclesiastical edifice,
had one existed, or even to have renovated or re edified any ruins which could have been available
for housing his monks; yet he built a monastery of
Even Ceallach's edifice, soon after its
his own.
erection, was pulled down by a body of Irish, sanctioned by an act of formal condemnation on the part
of a synod of their clergy, who still sided with the
pirates.

Culdees, and resisted Romanism.
St. Oran's chapel, the oldest existing ruin, is probably the work of the Norwegians, and, were it not
confronted with historical proofs which raise very
strong doubts of its dating higher than near or toward the year 1300, it might have been esteemed as
The building is in the
prior to the 11th century.
Norman style, rude, only 60 feet by 22, and now
entire.
otherwise
but
unroofed,
Excepting that the
chevron moulding is, in the usual manner, repeated
many times on the soflit of the arch, it is quite without ornament; and, even in the poor decorations
which it possesses, it displays meanness of stj'le and
clumsiness of execution. In the interior, and along
the pavement, are some tombs, and many carved
one of the latter ornamented, in a very unstones,
tomb pointed out as
usual manner, with balls.
St. Oran's, but more probably belonging to a seawarrior, and very evidently of a more modern date
than the chapel, lies under a canopy of three pointed

—

A

arches, and possesses more elegance than most of
On the south side of the
the relics of the island.
clinpel, and adjacent to it, is an enclosure called
the
burying-place of Oran.' This was
Relig Oran,
the grand cemetery of lona, the clierisiied and farfamed spot whither, for ages, funeral parties voyaged
from a distaiice to inter the ilhistrious dead. According to Donald Munro, Dean of the Isles, who
visited the place in the lOth century, and to the historian Buchanan, and a thousand other writers wlio
copied the Dean, or copied one another, there stood
within this area three tombs, formed like little
chapels, bearing on their ends or gabels the inscrip" Tumulus
"
'

tions,

Tumulus Regum

Scotia;,"

Ivoguiii
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" Tumulus
KegUTn Norwegise,"
HybemiiB," and
and enclosing the ashes respectively of 48 kings
of Scotland. 4 kings of Ireland, and 8 kings of
Norway. The tombs, if ever they existed, and
have utterly
tliey almost to a certainty never did
disappeared. King Duncan of Scotland, indeed, and

—

—

Neill Frassach, the son of Fergal of Ireland, who
died in 778, actually were buried in Zona; but some
of the other kings pleaded for were fabulous, some
died prior to the date of Columba's landing on the
island, some are known to have been interred at
Dunfermline or Arbroath, and the small remainder
may or may not, for anything either documents or
monuments say on the subject, have been, as Mun' eirded in this
ro says,
very fair kirkzaird, well
biggit about with staine and lyme."
lump of red granite is pointed out as the tomb
of a French king; but may have been the monumental stone of a person nearly as nameless as itYet the grave-stones of lona are so veiy nuself.
merous, and have collectively so imposing an appearance, as to impress a visitor with a much stronger
conviction of the former grandeur and reputed sanctity of the island, than is conveyed by the contemplation of its ruined structures.
They seem to lie in
rows in a north and south direction, but, on the
are
huddled
in
a
manner rather conwhole,
together
fused than orderly or tasteful. ^Yhile the greater
proportion are plain, the rest are, in many instances,
finely carved with knot^and sculptured imitations
of veeretables with figures of recumbent warriors,
and wjth other emblems and devices, and seem to
be moTi imental of the chiefs of the isles. Norwegian
sea-kings, influential ecclesiastics, and other persons
of considerable station or note.
None of the entire
collection exhibit ceitain or intrinsic evidence of

A

Some with Runic

sculptures may
be as old as the 9th centurj-, the date of the commencement of the Danish invasion, but may, on the
other hand, be just as probably more modern
Two, with mutilated Erse or Irish inscriptions one
of them commemorative of a certain Donald
Longshanks appear to be among the most ancient. One
commemorates a Macdonald, and another the Angus

high antiquity.

—

—

Og who was

with Brace at Bannockburn. Many
and monuments, additional to the profuse
mass which previously lay exposed, were, in 1830,
discovered and laid bare in a search conducted by
Mr. Rae Wilson and they possibly, though not very
statues

;

probably, suggest the concealed existence of a suflicient number of others to verify the assertion of
Sacheverel, that, about the year 1600, copies were
taken of the inscriptions of 300, and deposited with
the family of Argyle.
The chapel of the nunneiy—usually the first of the
ruins shown to visitors
seems next in antiquity to
the chapel of St. Oran.
The nuns to whom it" belonged were canonesses of St. Augustine, and were
not displaced at the Reformation.
Nor, while pop-

—

had they any Culdee predecessors
no monastic establishment for females
having existed
the
The
during
period of Columba's discipline.
building is in good preservation, about 60 feet by
20. its roof anciently vaulted and partly remaining,
and its arches round, with plain fluted soffits. As
the architecture is purely Norman, without a
vestige
or a concomitant ornament of the
pointed style, it
if
might,
judged simply by its own merits, or apart
from the evidence of circumstances, be assigned a
higher date than the period of the Romish influence.
Though a court is shown, and also some vestiges of
what is pronounced to have been a church, the other
buildings belonging to the nunnery have so far disappeared that they cannot be intelligibly traced. In
the interior of the chapel is the tombstone of the
ish themselves,

II.
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;

last prioress, with a Latin inscription, in old British
characters, round the ledge.
figure of the lady,
in has relief, in barbarous style, and in the attitude
of pra\-ing to the Virgin Mary, is supported on each
side by the figure of an angel, and has under its feet
"
Sancta Maria, ora pro me."
the address,
The
Virgin Mary holds the Infant in lier arms, and has
on her liead a mitre, surmounted by a sun and moon.
Within the building are many other tombs, but none
with inscriptions or carvings.
Tiie chief rain on the island is that of the Abbey
church or cathedral. Originally it seems to have
sustained only the former character- but aftenvards
it became cathedral as well as Abbey church, the
bishops of the Isles occasionally adopting lona as
the seat of their residence and the centre of their
The building is manifestly of two disinfluence.
tinct periods, both difiicult or impossible of fixation.
The part eastward of the tower is probably of the
same date as the chapel of the nunnery; and the
other part belongs probably to the 14th century.
"At present," says Dr. MCnlloch, "Its form is that
of a cross; the length being about 160 feet, the
breadth 24. and the length of the transept 70. That
The tower is about 70
of the choir is about 60 feet.
It is lighted
feet high, divided into three stories.

A

side, above, by a plain slab, perforated by
and on the other by a catherine-wheel,
The
or marigold window, with spiral mullions.
tower stands on four cylindrical pillars of a clumsy
Norman design, about 10 feet high and 3 in diameter.
Similar proportions pervade the other pillars in the

on one

quatrefoils,

their capitals being short, and, in some part,
;
sculptui-ed with ill-designed and grotesque figures,

church

very sharp and well-preserved; among which
that of an angel weighing souls (as it is called by
Pennant), while the devil depresses one scale with
his claw, is always pointed out with great glee.
This sculpture, however, represents an angel weighing the good deeds of a man against his evil ones.
It is not an uncommon feature in similar buildings,
and occurs, among other places, at Montvilliere ;
where also the devil, who is at the opposite scale,
tries to depress it with his fork, as is done elsewhere
with his claw. The same allegory is found in detail
in the legends
and it may also be seen in some of
the works of the Dutch and Flemish painters. The
arches are pointed, with a curvature intermediate
between those of the first and second stj^les, or the
shai-p and the oniamented, the two most beautiful
their soffits being
periods of Gothic architecture
still

;

;

with plain and rude moulding. The corded
moulding separates the shaft from the capital of the
pillars, and is often prolonged through the walls at
The larger windows vary in form,
the same level.
but are everywhere inelegant. There is a second,
which is here the clerestory tier; the windows sometimes terminating in a circular arch, at others in
trefoil bends the whole being surmounted by a corWithin the cathedral are several monubel table."
ments, the most noticeable of which is one of an abbot in the table form, exhibiting a fine recumbent
sacerdotal figure in high lelief with vestments and
crosier, having four lions at the angles, and bearing
an inscription.
Other rains and relics are either very much dilapiVarious
dated, or of inconsiderable importance.
parts of the abbey may be traced but they are unarches
of
Four
ornament.
interesting and without
fluted

;

;

the cloister are distinct three walls exist of what
was probably the refectory. The remains of the
but do
bishop's house, also, are clearly traceable,
not deserve notice. Various little clusters of stone
and fragments of wall are supposed to have been
Buchanan says that there were on the
chapels.
;

K
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island several chapels founded by kings of Scotland
chiefs of the Isles
but, as he joins the romancers respecting the tombs of the kings and other

IRVINE (The), a i-iver in Ayrshire, forming,
from a short distance beneath its source, to its en-

he fails to command unhesitating belief.
A causeway, called Main-street, ran between the
cathedral and the nunnery, and was joined by two
others called Martyr-street and Royal-street, which
are said to have communicated with the beach.
The remains of the causeway are, in some places,
but, in others, they have, like
sufficiently perfect
the removeable stones of the buildings, been carried

between the districts of Cunningham and Kyle.
What, in the region earliest drained, bears the name
of the Irvine, rises in two head-waters, the one in a
moss at Meadow-head, on the eastern boundar}' of
the parish of Loudon or of Ayrshire, and the otiier
a mile eastward in the parish of Avondale in LanThe
arkshire, near the battle-field of Drumclog.
rills making a junction a mile below their respective
sources, the united stream traces the boundary of
Ayrshire a mile southward, and then tunis westward, enters the interior of the county, and thence,
till very near its embouchure,
pursues a course
which with the exception of veiy numerous but
is uniformly due
brief and beautiful sinuosities

and

;

subjects,

;

by the inhabitants for the erection of cottages
and enclosures. A current story says that there
were, at one time, 360 crosses on the island, and
tliat, after the Reformation, the synod of Argyle
orlered 60 of them to be thrown into the sea.
Whatever may have been the real number, traces
now exist of only four. One of these is beautifully
carved; this and another are little injured a third
has been broken off at the height of about 10 feet;
and a foui'th exhibits only its stump in a little eartli-

oiT

;

en mound.

Various fragments, converted into gravestones, appear, from the devices and inscriptions
wliich they bear, to have certainly been votive.
Numerous spots on the island, slightly marked in
some cases by natural and in others by artificial
features, are identified in various ways with Columba,
and, for the most part, pointed out as scenes of pro-

Even Columba's own
digies and saintly exploits.
successors. Cumin and Adamnan, men who ^vT0te
within about a century after his death, and were at
the head of the lona establishment at the period of
greatest glorj^, betrayed, to a surprising degree,
the weakness of magnifying the remarkable, events
of his life and the Romish monks who succeeded,
and who belonged to a community notable for the
invention everywhere of the wildest saintly legends,
could hardly fail, in such a place as lona, to be carried round in such a whirl of creativeness as would
prevent their getting a correct view of any one matter which they related to visitors or sent down the
current of tradition. The destruction or irrecoverable dispersion of an alleged great library of lona,
ascribed to the execution of an act of the Convention
of Estates in 1561, and usually spoken of with
mingled lugubriousness and indignation, as if it occasioned the irretrievable loss of valuable books, and
was an act more Gothic than any ever perpetrated
its

;

by Goths, has probably done little else than relieve
sober inquirers into facts from a thousand perplexities
additional to those of the traditions current on the
island, and almost certainly made away with no book
worth possessing which was not elsewhere preserved.
ION A, a quoad sacra parish, comprising the island
of lona and five farms in the Ross district of the
island of Mull, within the quoad civilia parish of
It was constituted by
Kilfinichen, in Argyleshire,
the Court of Teinds in June, 1845. It is in the
presbytery of Mull, and synod of Argyle. Patron,
the Crown. Stipend, £120; glebe, £1 10s., with
right of peats. Tiie parish church is a government
one.
Tiiere is also a Free church
whose receipts
in 1855 amounted to £20 Os. 9d.
Tliere are a government school, a charity school, a Gaelic school,
and two female schools.
lORSA. See Eakhay.
;

IRELAND-HEAD. Du.nkossne><8.
IRISHLAW, a hill, of 1,576 feet of altitude

above

sea-level, in the parish of Largs, Ayrshire.

IRONGATE-IIILL.

See Bokuowstowness.

IRONGRAY. See Kirkpatkick-Irongray.
IRON ISLE, a sunken rock of considerable length,
but visible only at low water, about a mile from tlie
shore of Brown-head, on tlie south coast of the island
of Arran.

trance into the frith of Clyde, the boundary-line

—

—

west. About 2| miles from the point of its entering
the county, it is joined from the noi'th by Glen
water.
This, in strict propriety, is the parentstream, on account both of its length of course and
its volume of water; for the stream of the Glen rises
at Crossbill in Renfrewshire, a mile north of the
Ayrshire frontier, and runs 6 miles southward,
drinking up five rills in its progress, to the point of
confluence with the Irvine. Swollen by this large
tributary, the Irvine immediately passes the village
of Derval on the right,
If mile onward, the village
at 2^ miles farther on, the village of
of Newmilns,
nMe and a quarter below
tralston, on the left.
Galston it receives from the north Polbaith burn
it is joined from the south
|- of a mile lower down,
by Cessnock water; and 3 miles westward in a
straight line though probabl}'' double the distance
along its channel, the course here being almost emulative of the lesser windings of the Forth
itpnsscs
Kilmarnock and Riccarton on opposite sides, and
receives on its right bank the tributary of Kilmarnock water. Nearly 2f miles onward, measured
in a straight line, but 4 miles or upwards along its
bed, it is joined on the same bank by Carmel water;
and 2J miles farther on, it receives, still on the same
bank, the tribute of the Annack. The river now
runs 1 J mile in a direction west of north, passing
through the town of Irvine at about mid-distance

—

—

A

;

—

—

;

then suddenly bends round in a fine sweep till it
assumes a southerly direction and opposite the town
of Irvine at 3 furlongs' distance from its channel
when running southward, abniptly expands into a
basin f of a mile broad, which receives Garnock
river at its north-west extremity, and communicates
by a narrow mouth or strait with the frith of Clyde.
Tiie parishes which come down on the Irvine's
south bank are Galston, Riccarton, and Dundonalil
and those which it washes on its north side are
Loudon, Kilmarnock, Kilmaurs, Dreghorn and Irit

—

;

—

;

vine.
If the beauty of the stream, gliding slowly
on its pebbled bed, the richness and verdure of its
haughs, the openness of its course, the quality of

the adjacent soil, the progress of agriculture along
its banks, the array of noblemen's and gentlemen's
seats looking down upon its meanderings, the crowded population and the displays of industry and wealth
wiiich salute it in its progress, are taken into view,
the Irvine will be pronounced, if not one of the
thrillingly attractive rivers of Scotland, at least one
of the most pleasing, and one on whose scenery

combined patriotism and taste will Px a more satisfied eye than on that of streams which have drawn
music from an hundred harps, and poesy from clusters of men gifted with tlie powers of description.
The mansions of note situated near the river demand
notice in crowds, and must ])e disposed of in simple
Loudon castle and Cessnock- house,
enumeration.
both the residence of noble owners, Lanfine, Holms,

IR\aNE.

Kilmamock-house, Peel-liouse, Caprington, Fairlyhouse, Craig-house. Newfield, Auchens, Shewalton,
some of them the homes of men distinguished by
these
title or important influence in tlieir country,
mansions and others, besides many handsome vilof
its
triOn the banks
las, overlook the river.
such as Crawbutaries, too, are similar adoniings.
fordland and Dean-castle on the Kilmarnock, Rowallan, Kilmaurs, and Bnsby castles on the Carmel,

—

—

and Lainshaw, Annack-loilge, and BourtreehiU on
the Annaek.
IRVINE, a parish, containing a royal burgh of
its own name, on the southern border of the district
of Cunningham, Ayrshire. It is bounded by the
Stevenston, Kilwinning, Stewarton. DregEarishesof
On all sides, except the
orn, and Dundonald.
north-east, its boundary is traced by rivers on the
on the south,
east and south-east, by the Annaek,
by the Irvine, on the south-west, by the Gamock,
and on the north-west and north, by the Lugton.
and
Its length north-eastward is about 4^^ miles

—

—

—
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;

;

A

smiU district
greatest breadth is 3J miles.
on the left bank of the river Irvine, on which stands
the large suburb of Fullarton, was formerly viewed
as belonging to the parish
but in 1823 it was decided by the court of session to l)e comprehended in
Dundonald.
The south-western division of the
parish is low and sandy but in some parts it conand with the exception of a
sists of a light loam
sandy common of about 300 acres north-west of the
town
it all produces heavy crops of all sorts of
com and grass. The north-eastern division, especially toward the extremity, is more elevated, though
not strictly hilly, and has a soil of stiffish clay. In
this district, the burgh possesses a considerable tract
of land which, half-a-century ago, yielded a revenue
of about £500 a-year.
The face of the country is
greatly beautified by circular clumps of plantation
on most of the eminences. Most of the farm houses
are large, neat, and indicative, both in their own
aspect and in that of the offices and lands around
them, of prosperity and opulence. The real rental
of the arable lands in 1841 was £o,273.
Assessed
property in 1843, inclusive of the burgh, £10.156 53.
Id.
BourtreehiU, on the Annaek, about IJ mile
from the town, is the only gentleman's seat. But
the beautiful and finely wooded policy of Eglixtos
Castle [which see] stretches far into the interior,
and comes down into conterminousness with the
town-lands of the burgh. From some of the rising
grounds toward the north-east, fascinating views
are obtained of the lower part of the parish and adjacent districts on the foreground, and of the brilliant scenery of the frith of Clyde and the bay of Ayr
in the distance.
Near BourtreehiU is an old castellated structure, called Stone-castle, belonging to the
Earl of Eglinton, whicii is said to be the remains of
an ancient nunnery, where there were a chapel, a
cemetery, and a small village. The parish is traversed for about a mile lietween the Gramock and
the Irvine by the Glasgow and Ayr railwav; and is
cut northward, north-eastward, and eastward, by
great lines of road from the town respectively to
its

:

;

;

—

—

Kilwinning, Glasgow, and Kilmarnock.

Popula-

There is a Baptist chapel, which was
sittings.
built in 1839, and contains 600 sittings.
There is
also a Roman Catholic chapel.
On the Census Sabbath in 1851, the maximum attendance at the parish
church was 950; at the Free church, 380; at the
856

two United Presbyterian churches. 1,140; at the
Baptist chapel, 130; and at the Roman Catholic
chapel, 220.

The

principal

school

is

the Irvine

academy, which was built in 1814 at the cost of
£2,250, and contains accommodation for about 500
pupils. It comprises three departments, and is conducted by a rector and two masters, each of whom

A

receives £30 of salary, besides fees.
great many
of the pupils attending it come from a distance, and
board in the town. The other schools are a subscription school, with an attendance of 65 a charity
school, with an attendance of 90; two male adventure schools, with an attendance of 260; and two
ladies' schools, with an attendance of 30.
These
statistics are entirely proper to Ir^-ine. as parish and
municipal burgh; and do not include anything
within the suburb of Fullarton. which, though
within the parliamentary burgh, belongs to the
parish of Dundonald.
The ancient chnrch of Irvine belonged to the
monks of Kilwinning, and was served by a vicar.
In 1516. the produce or value of its property, was
annually 39 bolls of meal, 9 bolls and 2 firlots of
bear, "4 hnggats of wine," and £17 6s. 8d. for a
leased portion of its tithes. Before the Reformation
the church had several altars, one of which appears
On the hank
to have been dedicated to St. Peter.
of the river, near the church, stood a chapel, dedicated to the Virgin Mar\-; and in 1451, Alicia Campbell, Lady Loudon, granted four tenements in the
town, and an annual rent of 5 merks from another
tenement, to maintain a chaplain for its altar. To
a chapel in the town but whether this or another
does not appear the provost of the collegiate church
of Corstorphine granted, in 1540, extensive possessions within the burgh, such as yield a considerable
revenue. At the south comer of the present churchyard stood a convent of Carmelite or White friars,
founded in the 14th century by Fullarton of Fullarton.
In 1399, Reynald Fullarton of Crosby and
Dreghom, granted to the friars an annual rent of
6 merks and 10 shillings from his lands. In 1572,
the houses and revenues of the friars, with the property of all chapels, altarages, prebends, or colleges
within the royalty, were granted by James VI. to
the burgh, to be applied to a foundation bearing the
name of " The king's foundation of the school of
Irvine."
This parish was the birth-place of the extinct fanatic.ll sect called Buchanites, whose principal tenets
were, that there should be a community of goods
and bodies, and that true believers had no occasion
to die, but might all pass into heaven, as Elijah did,
in an embodied sfcate.
Its founder was a woman of
the name of Simpson, or Mrs. Buchan, who, having
been captivated by the preaching of Mr. Whyte,
the Relief minister of Irvine, at a sacrament in the
vicinity of Glasgow, insinuated herself into favour
with him and with some influential members of his
;

—

—

began to draw wondering
She possessed a most per-

tion in 1831, 5.200; in 1851, 5,719.
Houses, 632.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the synod

congi-egation. and soon
attention in the burgh.

of

suasive eloquence, and, among her converts, or enthusiastic adherents, numbered a lieutenant of
marines, an old lawyer, and Mr. Whyte the minLsBut her ravings became so wild as to arou.se
ter.
popular indignation, and draw down upon the
place of her nocturnal assemblies, mobbings and
as-saults which only magisterial interference wag
able to quell. In May 1784. the magistrates thought
it prudent to dismiss her from the town, and, in

Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Eail of Eglinton.
Stipend, £311 12s. 6d.; glebe, £25.
Unappropriated
The parish church was built
teiiids. £137 5s. 8d.
in 1774. and extensively repaired in 1830, and contains 1,800 sittings. There is a Free church whose
There
receipts in 1855 amounted to £313 4s. 2d.
are two United Presbyterian churches, the East and
the Relief, the former built in 1810 and containing
ROO sittings, the latter of older date and containing
;
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order to protect lier from insult, accompanied her distance of 530 yards passing the gas works, and
about a mile beyond the royalty; yet they could receiving at an acute angle the termination of Cotnot prevent the mob from pushing her into ditches, ton-street. Three other streets complete the
groupand otherwise inflicting upon her contempt and ing of the burgh, one nearly parallel with Mainmaltreatment. She lodged for the niglit with some street on its east side, but very partially edificed,
of her followers at Kilmaurs; and being joined in another parallel to it on its west side, but
compactly
tlie morning by Mr. Whyte and others from Irvine,
edificed over only a brief distance,
and a third,
the whole company, about 40 in number, marched going off" from it at a point 200 yards below the
onward to Mauchline and Cumnock, and thence to centre of the town, diverging at an angle of about
Closeburn in Dumfries-shire, singing as they went, 45 degrees, and going down over a distance of 220
and saying that they were going to the New Jeru- yards to the slaughter-house. The suburbs consalem.
But though the bubble soon burst, it oc- sist chiefly of two streets, straight and uniformly
casioned a great sensation for several years, and edificed, the one, called Halfway, leading right
even yet is occasionally talked of in the soutli-west across the isthmus, formed by the elongated horseof Scotland as a notable instance of raving fanati- shoe bend of the river, to the harbour of the town,
and the other, called FuUarton, running up at a
cism.
The Rev. Greorge Hutchison, the author of
an Exposition of Job and some of the minor pro- right angle from the bridge, or parallel with the
the Rev. Mr. Dickson, tlie author of several river, and pointing the way to Ayr. On a line with
phets,
well-known works, and the Rev. Mr. Nisbet, tlie the west end of Halfway, where the river, just beauthor of Expositions on Ecclesiastes and the Epis- fore expanding into its basin or estuary, suddenly
tles of Peter,
were all ministers of Irvine. " There bends from a southerly to a westerly course, is the
were many learned, grave, and pious ministers," pier or harbour, lined, for about 220 yards, with
says Mr. Warner, in his preface to one of Nisbet's buildings, and sending out a pierhead upwards of
" who in
Expositions,
suffering times being put from 500 yards into the basin.
The general appearance of the town is good. The
their own charges, came and resided in this place,
of Messrs. Hutchison's Main street is well causewayed, clean, and handthe
times
especially during
and Stii'ling's ministry here." The town of Irvine some.
The private houses in most parts of tiie

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

in modern times, the seat of a Moravian settlement, whose small place of worship was
eventually converted into a weavers' shop.
IRVINE, a royal burgh and a sea-port, is pleasantly situated on the right bank of the river Irvine,
J of a mile east from the basin, but 2 miles from it
along the channel of the river, and a mile in a direct
line noi'th-east of the nearest point of the frith of
3J miles south-south-east of Kilwinning,
Clyde,
6J west of Kilmarnock, 7 east-south-east of Saltcoats, 11 north of Ayr, and 23 by road, but 29§ by
railway, south-west by south of Glasgow. The site
of the main body of the town is a rising ground, of
a sandy soil, stretching parallel with the river. At
a point J of a mile north of Annack water, and the
same distance east of Irvine water, is the Townhead or commencement of the Main-street. This
thoroughfare stretches from end to end of the town,
running about 600 yards in a direction north of west,
and then over a further distance of about 500 yards,
Over its
assuming a more northerly direction.
whole length, excepting a small part in the centre

was likewise,

—

spacious and airy, and wears an
to that of the principal street of
most Scottish towns of its size. Expanding southward of it, and partly lying between the first 450
yards of it and Irvine river, are the Golf-fields, with
the minister's glebe, the parish church, and some
other objects of interest. Three hundred yjvrds from
the commencement of the Main-street one thoroughfare of very brief length leads off into the Golf-fields,
and another, 400 yards long, called ('ottpn-street,
leads off" in the opposite direction. At the further
extremity of the latter street stand the gas works,
and one of the dissenting meeting-houses. Nearly
200 yards down from the debouch of Cotton-street,
tlie Main-street, having already sent off a briefer
thoroughfare to the church, sends off one of 220
yards in length to the river; and immediately after
]t is itself bisected into two thoroughfares by the
town-hall and the jail. About 80 yards below these,
the Main-street reaches what may be esteemed the
From this point a street of
centre of the town.
great burghal importance goes off, over a distance
of 200 yards, to a bridge comnninicating across
Ii-vine river with the suburbs and the harbour; and
mid-distance,

it is

appearance superior

another,

little

built upon, goes

direction, pointing the

way

to

an opposite
Glasgow, and at a
oft'

in

town are substantial and commodious. Several fine
villas adorn the suburbs and environs; and
plenty

of eligible sites may be found for more.
The public buildings of the town are
very creditable. Tlie
town-hall and jail, containing court-hall, council
chambers, library-room, and gome other apartments,
was built in 1745, looks well, and does not offer by
any means such an obstruction to the carriageway as its very obtrusive position would seem to
The bridge which connects the town
threaten.

with its suburbs was built in 1746, and materially
widened and improved in 1837, and is one of the
most handsome in Ayrshire. The academy, situated
a little west of the northern termination of MainThe parisli
street, is an ornament to the town.
church, standing on a swell of the ground in the
is
ar.
edifice
feet
80
Golf-fields,
oblong
by 60, with
a very beautiful spire at its north-west end, and
makes a conspicuous figure. All the other places
of worship are neat edifices. A magnificent market
cross stood anciently in the centre of the town, but
was taken down in 1694, and used for the erection
of the meal market.
Two ports or archways formerly stood at the chief entrances of the town, the
one across the Main-street, aiul the other across
Eglinton-street.
Irvine is a sea-port of considerable importance.
both commands a considerable industrial territory
of its own, and being the nearest port to Kilmarnock, has shared the results of that town's increase
It

manufacturing productiveness. Besides shipping
vast quantities of coals both coastwise and for Ireland, the town, with its dependencies, exports very
largely carpeting, tanned leather, rj'c-grass seed,
and tree plants, also, on a smaller scale, cotton
yarn, cotton cloth, herrings, sheep-skins tawed, and
other articles; and it imports from Ireland oats,
butter, orchard |)roduce, feathers, uutanned hides,
linen cloth, (piilts, limestone, and other articles, and
from America timber, staves, nnd spars, as well as
exports to the latter market carpeting, woollen
The
cloth, and articles of leather manufacture.
harl)our has a regular custom-house establishment.
Across the mouth of the basin as at the mouth of
the river Ayr is a bar which long very seriously
in

—

—

impeded navigation, and which even yet prevents
the entrance of vessels of any considerable burden.
The depth of water from the quay to the bar is gen-
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erally from 9 to 11 feet at spring tides; and in high
storms, with the wind from the south or south-west,
it is sometimes 16 feet.
Vessels of larger size than
80 or 100 tons are obliged to take in or deliver part
of their cargoes on the outer side of the bar.
In

1790 the port had, in strict connexion with the town,
51 vessels of aggregately 3,682 tons, besides some
other vessels nominally belonging to it, but properly
connected with Saltcoats and Largs. In 1837, the
vessels registered at it were 106, of aggregately
11.535 tons. In 1854, the sailing vessels registered
at it were 118, of aggregately 18,908 tons, and the
The
steam vessels 3, of aggregately 476 tons.
trade at the port in the year 1853 comprised, in the
coasting department, 44,472 tons inwards and
273,883 tons outwards, and in the foreign and
colonial department, 7,984 tons inwards in British
vessels, 2,916 inwards in foreign vessels, 48,818
outwards in British vessels, and 37,689 outwards in

The average yearly customs, in
foreign vessels.
the years 1840-1844 amounted to £2.901; and, in
The average
the "years 1845-1849, to £1,574.
amount of yearly dues levied at the port a considerable number of years ago was about £450.
The manufactures of Irvine also, and its general
Hand-sewtrale, are of considerable importance.
ing was introduced about the year 1790; and now,
for a number of years past, it has employed, in the
town and neighbourhood, nearly 2,000 females.
Hand-loom weaving, particularly in the departments of book-muslins, jaconets, and checks, employs about 400 weavers and about 200 winders.
The number of hand-looms in 1838 was 580. Shiprope-makiug, tanning, leather-dressing,
anchor-making, magnesia-manufactiire, and all the
ordinary kinds of artiticership, are, in various deThe traffic in connexion with
grees, carried on.
building,

the railway, and in

the interchange of general
merchandise for country produce, is comparatively
market
is held on Monday, and
large.
grain
other weekly markets on Tuesday and Saturday.
Fairs are held on the first Wednesday of January,
on the first Tuesday of May, on the Wednesday
after the first Monday of July, and on the third
Monday of August. Tlie town has offices of the
British Linen Co.'s Bank, the Union Bank, and
the Clydesdale Bank, a savings' bank, and eleven
insurance agencies.
The principal inns are the
Queen's arms, the Eglinton arms, and the Wheat
sheaf.
There are in the town a Mechanics' institution, a news' room, a subscription library, and a

A

horticultural society.
The affairs of the burgh are managed by a provost, 3 bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and 12
councillors
The municipal constituency in 1854
was 176. The corporation-property is consider<ible

—including among other items, 422

acres of arable
land, the town's mills, the towK-house, with its
shops, the public meal-market, shambles and washThe income in 1832 was £1,497 19s.
ing-houses.

in 1854, £1,900 4s. 6d.
The ordinary expenditure is, in general, so much less than the amount
of revenue, as to admit of extensive
repairs
7d.;

upon

the burgh-propertv', and occasionally of the purchase of additions to the common good. The juris
diction of the magistrates does not extend to the
suburbs; and their patronage is limited to the election of their officers.
The burgh court is the only
one in which they preside, and is held every MonAffairs of police ai"e managed by the magisday.
trates, and maintained at the cost of the burgh
fund.
justice of peace court is held every Mon-

A

day; and a sheriflP court on the first Thursday of
February, April, June, August, October, and
There are six incorporated trades,
December.

—

squaremen, hammermen, coopers, tailors, shoemakers, and weavers; but they early and voluntarily renounced their exclusive privileges, in advance of most similar bodies in tjcotlaud. Irvine
unites with Ayr, Campbelton, Inverary, and Oljan
in sending a memljer to parliament.
The parliamentary burgh is more extensive than the royal
burgh, and includes Halfway and Fullarton. The
parliamentary constituency in 1854 was 248. I'opulation of the municipal burgh in 1841, 4,594; in
1851, 4,790.
Houses, 533. Population of the parliamentarj- burgh in 1851, 7,534.
Houses, 811.
Irvine is a very ancient royal burgh.
A charter
of the supposed date of 1308 is still extant, granted
by King Robert Bruce in consequence of the services of the inhabitants in the

wars of the succes-

Twelve renewals and confirmations of their
rights by successive monarchs, evince the importance which the burgh continued to maintain down
sion.

to 1641,

when

all its

immunities were formally

rati-

by parliament. From a charter granted by
Robert II., it appears to have once had jurisdiction
over the whole of Cunningham but it could not
long maintain its ascendency against encroachments
on the part of neighboui-ing barons. Its armorial
bearings are a lion rampant-guardant, having a sword
in one of his forepaws, and a sceptre in the other,
with the motto, ''Tandem bona causa triumphat;"
and these are sculptui-ed over the entry to the
council-chamber in the town-hall. In August, 1839,
Irvine became temjwrarily crowded with an infiux of
strangers, pouring in from sea and highway to witness the fooleries of the Eglinton tournament. The
fied

;

—

town is distinguished as the birth-place of James
Montgomery, the poet, and Gait, the novelist.
Montgomery's father long officiated as minister in
the little chapel then known as
the Moravian
kirk
and the poet was bom in a house near it, on
'

'

;

the north side of the entrance to an alley, called
Braid close. Gait's natal spot was a neat two*story
house, on the south side of the Main-street, near its
northern termination. Bums' name, too, is connected in a degree with the town; for here thouch
in what precise locality is disputed
the bard tried
to establish himself as a tlax-dresser, and sulfered a
severe reverse in the burning of his shop.
Ir\-ine,
at one time, gave the title of Viscount, in the Scot-

—

—

—

tish peerage, to an English family who had no
proThe first Viscount Irvine was
perty in its vicinity.

Henry, the eldest surviving son of Sir Arthur Ingram
Temple Newsom, near Leeds, and received the
title in 1661.
Charles, the 9th and last A'isconnt,
of

died in 1778.

IRVING, an ancient parish, now comprehended
in the parish of Kirkpatrick-Fleming, in DumfriesIt takes its name from a very ancient and
respectable family which, in former times, enjoyed
large possessions in this part of the country. See

shire.

Kip.kpatrick-Flemixg.
ISHOL, an islet in Loch-Linnhe, in Argyleshire.
ISHOL, an islet contiguous to the south-west
coast of Islay. in Argyleshire.
ISHOUR. a lake in the Parf or western division
of the parish of Durness, in Sutherlandshire. It
abounds with trout.
ISLA (The), a river of Forfarshire and Perthshire
It gives the name of Glenisla to the higldand Forfarshire parish, containing the upper part of its
It rises among the highest summit-range
course.
of the Forfarshire Grampians, near the point where
that county and the shires of Perth and Aberdeen
meet. Combining, 2} miles due east from that point,
two head-waters, each of which had flowed 2 miles,
it flows due south to the base of Mount Blair, over
a distance of 7 J miles, receiving numerous mountain-

ISLA.

—

the chief of which are the
torrents in its progress,
Brighty, the Cally, and the Fergus, giving their
names to the glens which they traverse. Driven off

the straight line by Mount Blair, the stream nins
first ?^ miles south-eastward, and next 1 mile eastward to the church of Glenisla, and then 2J miles
south-eastward to the boundary between Glenisla
and Lintrathen. It now, for 3 miles southward
and westward traces that boundary, receives on its
right bank a tributary of 4 miles length of course,
and, for 3J miles eastward divides Lintrathen on
At this point
the north from Alyth on the south.
it is joined by a small tributary which had run nearly parallel to it from the west, and, on the opposite
bank by the large tributary of Back water. Flowing li mile due south between the parishes of Airly
and Alyth respectively in Forfarshire and Perthshire,
it touches the parish of Ruthven, flows round it 1§
mile south-westward and south-eastward, dividing
it from Alyth, and receiving from the west the tribute of Alyth burn, and then bisects Ruthven IJ
mile south-eastward, and after a farther course of 1 J
mile south-westward between Airly and Alyth, takes
leave of Forfarshire. At the point of entering Perthshire it is swelled by the influx from the east of Dean
water; and 3 miles lower down in a straight line,
though about double that distance along its channel,
it is greatly increased in volume by Ericht river,
coming in from the north-west. Its course in Perth-

abounds in

sinuosities, but imiformly maintains
a general south-westerly direction, and extends 8f
miles geographically, and about 16 or 17 miles along
The parishes here upon its left bank,
its windings.
are Meigle, Cupar- Angus, and Cargill; and those
upon its right bank are Alyth, Bendochie, Blairgowrie, and Caputh.
The Isla disembogues itself into the Tay nearly
opposite Kinclavin, and greatly increases the body
of its water.
In the upper part of its course it flows
along a rocky bed, between bold and steep banks,
covered in many places with natural woods, and afBelow the
fording some very romantic scenery.
narrow vale of Glenisla, it forms a cascade, called
the Reeky linn, a fall of 70 or 80 feet in depth, over
several ridges of broken rock. After passing the
linn, it forms a pool called the Corral, probably a

shire
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corruption of Quarry-hole, there appearing to have
been at some remote period a quarry on its east side.
This pool is deep and broad, but becomes more shallow toward the south, and ends in a broad ford which
"
is famous in the annals of
black fishing." On

leaving the ford, the river forks into two branches,

forming an islet, called Stanner Island, containing
about 6 acres; and afterwards now careering in
rapid currents, and now gently moving in slow
meanderings it flows generally through level and
It is
fertile fields till its confluence with the Tay.
altogether a finely picturesque stream, abounding in
variety and transition, impressively highland in its
upper course, and lusciously"lovely in its lower reaches.
Dr. Macculloch says,
Three yards of the Isla
and its tributaries are worth all the Tweed put toin
The rich haughs,
some parts of it, are
gether,"
subject to occasional serious injury from its freshets.
It is well stocked with trout and salmon.
Its total
length of course is about 41 miles.

—

—

—

ISLA (The), a small river of the central parts of
It rises in Lochpark in the southern
Banffshire.
district of the parish of Botriphnie, runs north-eastward to the centre of the parish of Keith, curves

round there to an easterly direction, and runs thence
eastward and south-eastward, through Keith and
Grange, and along the boundary between Banffshire
and Aberdeenshire, to a confluence with the Deverou a little above the church of Rothiemay. Its

length of course, exclusive of minor sinuosities, is
about 17 miles. The scenery along its banks is diversified, but generally pleasing, and occasionally

very beautiful.
ISLAY, the chief island of the southernmost

group of the Hebrides.' Its north-east coast is separated from Jura by a sound about 8 miles long and
1 mile broad, called the sound of
Islay; and its east
coast, from the south end of that sound to the Mull

of Islay at the south-eastern extremity of the island,
lies from 10 to 17 miles west of the nearest parts of

Knapdale and Kintyre.

Islay belongs to Argyle25 miles long from north to south, and
20 miles broad fiom east to west but is indented,
from the south-west or north-eastward to the very
centre, by an arm of the sea, called Lochindaal,
shire.

It is

;

it into two peninsulas.
of the east side of Lochindaal expands
into a capacious bay, called the bay of Laggan, which
The
is terminated on the south by the Mull of Oa.
west coast of the island, nearly opposite the head of
Lochindaal, is indented to the extent of 3 miles by

which divides great part of

The middle

Loch-Gruinard, which is shallow, has low alluvial
shores, and appears to have been formerly connected
with Lochindaal. All the rest of tlie island's outline
is comparatively unindented, or indented only by
very small bays; and the two sides of all of it north
tlie centre, gradually converge, like two sides of
an equilateral triangle, till they terminate in the
headland of Ruvaill point.

of

The surface of Islay exhibits considerable diversity
both of structure and of contour. None of it is so
high as to be strictly highland nor is much of it so
low as to be flatly lowland. The north-eastern seaboard, along the Sound of Islay, is a high tract of
micaceous schist. " From either extremity of this
tract, a broad ridge of hills of quartz rocks exteiids
southward, on the east to the Mull of Oa, and on
the west to Loch Gruinard, not reaching much farThe northern
ther than the head of Lochindaal.
central portion is composed of fine limestone rock,
;

—

disposed in rocky eminences or irregular undulations.
An ample and fertile alluvial plain encompasses the

npper portion of Lochindaal from Laggan bay, with
the exception of a stripe of clay slate, bordering the
west side of the loch and this level ground, wJiioh,
where not cultivated, is covered with peat, extends
in a broad belt, along the termination of the western
;

hilly range, to that side of the island.

The

rest of

the adjoining peninsula declines from the ridge of
low hills which skirts the western coast, in fine araThe northble slopes to the shores of Lochindaal.
ern and western hills are of moderate height and
easy inclination, and are covered with heath, pasture,
and fern. Those on the east are more elevated and
rocky." The highest ground here, which is the
highest on the island, has an altitude of about 1,5U0
feet above the level of the sea.
The coast is, in general, bounded by low rocks or
by flat shores and sandy beaches. But, about Saneg,
on the north-west side, there are several large caves,
one of which has a labyrinth of passages and at
the Mull of Oa, the clifls rise to a great height, and
contain another large cave.
Lochindaal, tliough
open to the south-west and containing little dej)tli
Loch
of water, is much resorted to by shipping.
Gruinard is almost the oidy place on the west coast
which affords any anchorage. The small bays on
the east coast are, for the most part, dangerous of
approach on account of sunken rocks. Yet boatports are numerous; and sea-ports for sailing vessels
or steamers, with various accommodation of quay or
pier, exist at Port-Askaig on the sound of Islay, at
Port-Ellen on the soutli-east coast, 4 miles fronr the
Mull of Islay, at Bowmore near the liead of the east
;

ISLAY

of Lochindaal, at Port-Charlotte on the west
side of Lochindaal, and at Portnahaven immediately
north-west of the south-western extremity of tlie
All the ordinaiy kinds of sea-fish abound
island.

arable, about 22,300 are green pasture, about 700
acres or more are under wood, and all the rest is
heathy pasture. The rental of it in 1843, exclusive

siile

of the pleasure-grounds, the woods, the fishings, and
the stockings, was £19,713. The mansion house
stands in a pleasant situation, amid extensive tasteful pleasure-grounds, at the head of Lochindaal;
and is large and commodious, great part of it being
of quite recent erection.
The island of Islay comprises the three quoad
civilia parishes of KilaiTow, Kilchoman, and Kildalton, and the three quoad sacra parliamentaiy parishes of Kilmeny, Oa, and Portnahaven ; and these
six parishes, together with the united parish of Jura
and Colonsay, constitute the presbyteiy of Islay and
Jura, in the synod of Argyle. There are in Islay
also three Free churches, and one Free church

and the catching of them employs
a large number of the inhabitants, and is industriouliy
pursued, and productive. The lobster and salmon
round the coast

;

net fishings also are valuable.
The climate is moist, but on the whole tolerably
Numerous small streams water the island,
healthy.
abound with trout and salmon, and afford plenty of
water-power for any kind of manufactory. Near
the centre of the island is Loch-Finlaggan, .ibout 3
miles in circuit, with an islet of the name of FinlagThere are likewise several
gan in the middle.
smaller lakes and these, together with the streams
and the encincturing sea, afford ample sport to the
angler. There is much variety of valuable minerals.
Lead was long ago mined in the island. Silver has
been found in the lead ore, to the amount of from 16
Iron ore of the best
to 18 ounces pure in the ton.
quality has been found, and tried on a considerable
scale.
Copper, manganese, graphite, and other
Good
metallic minerals also have been discovered.
marble has been qufiriied. Beds of excellent slate
;

preaching station; and these, together with a preaching station in Jura, constitute the Free church presbyteiy of Islay. There is in Islay likewise an Independent chapel. There are six parochial schools,
and four Free chureh schools. The only place which
can properly be called a town is Bowmore and the
villages are Bridgend, Port-Charlotte, Portnahaven,
Port-Ellen, and Port-Askaig. A sheriff court is held
on the island once a-quarter and a justice of peace
small debt court, on the first Monday of every month.
There are on the island an ofiice of the National
bank, an agency of the Phoenix insurance company,
;

and have been worked to
Beds of fine silicious sand
occur, from which cargoes have been shipped for
the manufacture of glass.
Lime, shell sand, seaweed, and moss for composts are inexhaustibly
within
reach.
Game of every
and
abundant,
easy
description, both four-footed and winged, is plentiful.
Li one district there is an extensive stock of wild
fallow deer; and the woodcock shooting is equal to
the best on the Scottish mainland. Weasels, otters,
eagles, peregiine-falcons, herons, and a great varietj'

abound

in different parts,

;

a considerable extent.

and an agent

;

2,100.

On the island of Finlaggan, in the lake of Finlaggan, the Macdonalds, Lords of the Isles, resided in
royal pomp; and here still stand the picturesque
ruins of their castle. In the same lake is another
the Island of
little isle, called Eilan-na-corlle, or
'

Council,' where a
decide differences

new district
island, was commenced so late as 1841.
a brick and tile work, which affords important aid in the drainage operations.
Meal mills are
in abundance.
The improved system of husbandly
Bridgend to Port-Ellen, opening up a

of the

is

was established a good many years ago, and led immediately to the permanent great increase of white
crops, and to a very profitable production of green
to

be almost

starved in winter; but they are now well sustained
throughout the year, by the same sei-ies of means as
in the Scottish Lowlands.
The oxen are understood
to be a very choice variety of the West Highland
breed; and they command the highest prices. The
estate of Islay, belonging to Mr. Campbell of Islay

and Shawfield, and comprising 139,700 imperial acres,
or by much the larger part of the entire island, was
put into the market in 1843, having come under
claims of bondholders and personal creditors to the
amount of £700,000. About 34,000 acres of it are

is

consumption. The great staple article of exportation
is black cattle, of which nearly 3,000 head are sold
Gaelic is the general language of the comyearly.
mon people but English is well understood, and is
tanght in all the schools.
Population in 1801,
Houses,
6,821; in 1831, 14,982; in 1851, 12,334.

;

formerly used

food for cattle

The whisky

A

cattle

much

and manure for the land.
considered of verj' superior quality,
and is mostly sent to Glasgow. The spinning of
yarn was at one period extensively conducted here,
and formed a staple of Islay, no less than £10,000
worth having been exported in a year; but this trade
has been annihilated by the Glasgow manufactories,
and spinning is now limited in Islay to domestic
fuse,

advantageously subjected to regular tillage.
Agricultural improvements have proceeded with astonishing rapidity. Enclosing, draining, and roadmaking, were commenced many years ago, and have
been steadily carried on till large part of the island
looks as well-dressed as many an equal extent of
very large
country in the Scottish Lowlands.
grant was obtained under the recent drainage act,
in virtue of which a great extension of operations
was undertaken, the tenants in every case paying
the government per centage. The roads are everywhere excellent, and have good bridges and a very
important new line, about 15 miles in length, from

The

Steam -boat communica-

distillation of

be

crops.

for Lloyd's.

maintained with Glasgow twice a-week. The
whisky is carried on to a large extent,
in 14 distilleries, consuming greatly more than the
barley grown on the island, and affording, in its retion is

of other wild creatures likewise are found.
The soil of the arable lands is very various, but
generally fertile and well cultivated. Islay is, beyond all comparison, the richest of the Hebrides in
Pernatural capabilities, and the most productive.
haps more than one half of its entire surface might

There
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body of judges constantly sat to
between the sabjects of the Mac-

donalds, and received for their trouble the eleventh
In the first
part of the value of the contested affair.
island were buried the wives and children of the
Lords of the Isles ; but their own persons were deIksides
posited in the more sacred ground of lona.
the castle on this island, these powerful lords had a
castle on an island in Loch-Guirm to the west of
Lochindaal, and another on Freuch isle in the sound.
After their expulsion from the Isle of Man, in 1304,
the Lords of the Isles made Islay their chief place
of residence. There is a tradition, that even while
the Isle of Man was part of their domain, the rents
and feus were paid to them in Islay and this tradition is rendered probable from the names of two rocks
which lie opposite each other, at the bottom of a harbour on the south side of the island the one rock
being still called Craig-a-ne.one, or the Rock of the
the other, Craig-a-nairgid, the Rock
silver rent,'
In the times prior to those of
of the rent in kind.'
;

;

'

—

I

'

ISLAY SOUND.

the Lords of the Isles, Islay appears to have been
under the dominion of the Dines and Norwegians,
as there are many duns and castles, evidently of

Danish origin, besides, many places which have
Danish names; as Kennibus, Assibus, Torrisdale,
It continued under the
Torribolse, and the like.
Lords of the Isles till the reiga of James III.; and,
when their powers were abolished, their descendants,
the Macdoiialds, were proprietors holding directly of
the Crown. See the article Hkbiudes. James VI.
resumed the grant to the MacJonalds made by his
predecessors, and transferred the lands of Islay, Jura,
Scarba, and Muckairn, to Sir John Campbell of Calder then a great favourite at court for an annual
feu-duty, of which the proportion was £500 sterling
for Islay.
All these lands were sold again to Campbell of Shawfielcl for £12,000; and the islands of
Jura and Scarba were afterwards sold for a larger

—

—

sum than

that paid originally for the whole.

The

emigrant ship, tlie Exmouth, in May, 1847, struck
on an iron-bound part of the north-west coast of
Islay, and went almost instantly to pieces, when
220 persons were drowned.
ISLAY SOUND, the narrow channel, about 8
miles long, between the islands of Islay and Jui-a.
but its naviIt is little more than a mile in width
gation is very dangerous from the rapidity of its
tides and the cross and short seas which sweep it.
;

The

shores are abrupt but not high, rarely exceeding

100

feet.

ISLE-MARTIN,

a small island, and fishing-sta-

tion, in the north-west of the sea-loch of Lochbroom,
and in the parish of Lochbroom, 5 miles north-west

of Ullapool, nominally in Ross-shire, but really in

Cromartyshire.

ISLE
ISLE
ISLE
ISLE
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OF BENLEVEN. See Benleven.
OF LOCHAR. See Lochae Moss.
OF MAY. See May (The).
OF WHITHORN, a village and small

sea-

port in the parish of Whithorn, on the east coast
of Wigtonshire 2 miles north of the promontory of

Burgh-head, and 3 miles south-east of the burgh of
It stands at the head of a small
bay,
is almost land-locked by a
peninsula ^ a
mile long, formed by an islet, lying across its moutli.
The harbour is, in consequence, well-sheltered and
safe, and possesses internal capaciousness and exterWliitliorn.

which

nal advantages of position which might apparently
be turned to large account.
pier, erected about
65 years ago by the aid of the Convention of Royal
offei's
accommodation
to
the few vessels
Burghs,
which the unimportantcoinmerceof the district keeps

A

employed. The Galloway steamer touches here on
her way to and from Liverpool; and small vessels
sail weekly hence to Whitehaven, and other
English

engaged principally in the importation of
The little port communicates by good public
roads with Whithorn, Wigton, and Garlieston. On
the shore at the village are vestiges of an ancient
chapel or church of small size, which the learned
ports,
coals.

author of Caledonia says is traditionally reported to
have been the earliest place of Christian worship in

Near the village is a weak chalybeate
whose waters are sufficiently celebrious to

Scotland.
spring,

draw

to the place invalid visitors.
There is a Free
in the village.
Population, 495. Houses, 78.

church

ISLE-ORONSAY, an island, about ^ a mile long,
contiguous to the middle of the north coast of the
island of North Uist, in the Outer Hebrides.
It is
insulated only at high water; and is the best landing place for the contiguous district of North Uist.
Here is a post-office station.
ISLE-TANERA, or Taxeramore, the largest of
the Summer Islands, in Lochbroom, Ross-shire. See
Summer Islands.
ISSAY, an island, nearly 2 miles long, lying in
Dunvegan bay, opposite the middle of Vaternisli,
and belonging to the parish of Duirinish, in the island
of Skye.
It is also called Elian- Isa or the Island of
Its surface is fertile.
Jesus.
Population, 90.

ITHAN.

See Ythan.

;

JACKSON-HILT., a hill, about 500 feet high, in
the east of the parish of St. Cyrus, Kincardineshire.
JACKTON, a modern village in the parish of
East Kilbride, Ijanarkshire. It stands on the road
to Eaglesham, about a mile from the White Cart, or
boundary with Renfrewshire.
JAMES (St.), an ancient parish, now included in
the parish of Kelso, in Roxburghshire. See Kelso.
JAMES (St.). free Forfar and Qi.asoow.
JAMESTON, a small village pleasantly situated
on Meggot water, in the northern part of the parish
of Wcsterkirk, about 9 miles north-west of the town
It was built about
of Langholm, in Dumfries-shire.
the year 1790, to accommodate 40 miners and their
families, in consequence of the discovery of a mine
of antimony a little to the eastward of its Bite. Tliis
mine, the only one of its class in Britain, produced,
from 1793 to 1798, 100 tons of regulus of antimony,
valued aggregately at £8,400 sterling, besides a ])roportionate quantity of sulphuretted antimony of less

A

value.
company, one-half of whose shares was
retained by Sir James Johnstone of Glendinning,
the proprietor of the soil, made very spirited exerThe
tions at the commencement of their enterprise.
village

was provided with grazing-grounds, a

store,

and other appliances of convenience and comfort;
the miners were expected to work only six hours aday, and were provided with a library for their own
use, and a school-house for tlieir children; a sniclting-house and all requisite apparatus were furnished
at the mine; and an excellent road, with 4 bridges
in its course,

Meggot

was constructed down

the

to connect the village with the

v.ile

of

main

tlic

lines

of communication through the country.
Yet, from
some cause which seems not well-explained, mining
operations were suspended about the close of the
century, and have not since been resumed.
JAMESTON, a village in the parish of Contin,
Ross-shire.
Population, 115.
JAMESTON, a post-office village in the parish of

JAXETOWN.

jp:dburgh.
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Dumbaitonsbire. It is also called Dambead.
Houses, 64.
JAMIMA. See Jemima.

Jonhill,

Population. 314.

JANETOVVX, a fisbing villaere in tbe parish of
It stands on the north side
[jochcarron, Ross- shire.
)f Locb-Carroii, 3 miles from its head, and on the
•oad from Stiome-ferry to Dingwall, at the point
where tbe branch roid goes off to Gairlocb, 4 miles
lortb-east of Strome-ferry, 14 south-south-east of
shieldag on Locb-Torridon, and 49J south-west by
west of Dingwall. It has a good inn and a few pretty
good shops and cottages, but otherwise consists of a
straggling row of poor huts, about a mile in length.
Each family, for the most part, tenants a small lot
of land, and owns a fishing boat.
Population, 513.
Houses, 85.
JARDINE HALL, the seat of Sir William Jardine, Bart., in the parish of Applegartb, DumfriesIt is an elegant modern edifice, situated on
shire.

rich low ground on tbe left bank of tbe Annan, 4i
miles north-north west of Lockerby. Opposite to it,
on the right hank of tbe river, and within the parish
of Lochmaben, stands Spedlin tower, tiie residence of
This is vastly thick in its
Sir William's ancestors.
walls, has round turrets at its angles, and is strongly
vaulted.
Over its strong arched entrance door, are
the armorial bearings of the Jardines, with tbe date
1(505; and over much of its walls are coatings of ivy.

Tbe suiTOunding population long made

this tower

produce many a scene of picturesqueness and romance. To its other attractions it adds that of being
an excellent trouting-stream.

JEDBURGH, a parish in tbe south side of the
Teviotdale district of Roxburghshire. It contains
tlie royal burgh of Jedburgh, and the villages of
Bongate, Bonjedward, Lanton, and Ulston. It consists of two sections, southern and northern, lying
a mile asunder at their nearest point of mutual approach, and both stretching lengthwise from south
to north.
The southern division, though the
smaller, is the original Jedburgh; and it is bounded
on tbe north-east and east by Oxnam. on the south
by Northumberland, and on the west by Southdean,
Its form is nearly a circle of 3^ miles in diameter,
with a projection northward of irregular outline, 2^
miles long, and about f of a mile in average
Its surface rapidly descends from the
breadtl}.
water-shed of tbe Cheviots on its southern boundary
to an undulating plain, shooting up occasionally in
beautiful, and in some instances high, green conical
hills, and ploughed toward the north by the narrow
vale of the Jed.
The northern and larger division
has the outline of an irregular pentagon, with a
small oblong figure projecting at a wide angle and
from a brief line of attachment on the east; and it

bounded by Ancrum, Crailing, Eckford, Hounam,
In extreme
Southdean, and Bedrule.
length, it measures &J miles, and, in extreme

is

Oxnam,

the scene of one of their most notable ghost stories;
so that tbe place figures largely in the legends of
Lowland superstition; a striking contrast to tbe
association of Jardine-Hall itself, in tbe present proprietor's time, with the advancement of physical

breadth, exclusive of tbe eastward projection, 5^
miles.
Tbe projecting part stretches north-west

science.

sides,

—

JED

(The), a small river of Roxburghshire. It
on the south-west side of Carlin-Tootli. one of
the Che\not mountains, in the upper part of the parrises

ish of Southdean, at a spot If mile south of the summit of Peel-fell on the boundarj'-line with England;
and to the parish-church of Southdean, a distance of

5 miles,

it

pursues a southerly direction, and receives

Black-bum and Carterflows 2f miles eastward, and then resumes its southward course. Over the last mile,
and likewise over 1 J mile further, it divides Southdean on its left bank from the upper part of Jedburgh
on its right. It now runs across a small wing of
the latter, and then flowing 2 J miles south-westward

in its progress the watei's of

burn.

It

now

washes Upper Jedburgh and
Oxnam and Lower
Jedburgh on its right. At Groundiesnook it enters
tbe lower division of Jedburgh, and thence to the
Teviot a little below Bonjedward, bisects it lengthto Groundiesnook,

Soutiidean on

it

bank, and

its left

wise from south to north through the middle, cutting
into two not very unequal parts, and flowing joj^-

it

ously past the town of Jedburgh. Its entire length
of course, exclusive of its numerous little sinuosities,
is about 17 miles.
Its tributaries, though numerous,
are all tiny.
Its vale, as seen from Carter-fell, is
gorgeously lieaatiful and even, as seen in detail,
exhibits many a close scene, so full of character as
to have fired the muse of Thomson and Burns, as
well as of many a minor poet.
tourist, indeed,
sees nothing in it to compete with the largeness of
the Tweed or the Nitb; yet, within tbe brief diitance
of 2 or 3 miles
especially in the parts immediately
above the town of Jedburgh be will survey, though
on a small scale, more of the elements of landscape
than during a whole day's ride even in the Highlands.
The rockiness of the river's bed, the brisk>f its current, tbe
pureness of its waters, and,
all, the endless combinations of slope and
ice. of scaur and grassy knoll and mimic haugh,
witli shrubs and coppices on its richly sylvan banks,
;

A

—

:

—

and south-east, and measures 2f miles by IJ. From
tbe deep, and, in some places, furrow-like vale of
undulatingly on both
an enchanting variety of form, to the
height of al)out 300 feet above the level of the
stream, cut by numerous ravines, and exceedinirly
varied in the outline of its knolls and hillocks. But
on its west side, first along the boundary from the
southern end onward, and next in the interior, it
rises into the regularly ascending and elongated
Dunian, and at the site and in the ^-icinity of the
town sends off the roots of that lofty hill almost
from the very edge of the Jed, leaving hardly suflicient space for a convenient street arrangement of
the burgh.
See the article Duxian. Behind the
northern part of tbe hill, or along the southern
frontier, tbe surface is a level lu.xuriant haugh,
watered by the Teviot, which here forms, for 3^
miles, the boundary-line, and spreads freely around
it
the wealth of soil and the mirthfulness of
landscape which distinguish the lower and longer
part of its course. On the east Oxnam-water. flowing northward to the Teviot, fomis for a mile the
boundaiy-line, and, for another mile, nins across
the connecting part or neck of the projecting
tbe Jed, tbe surface rises
in

district.

About sixty years ago. not more than a fifth or a
sixth part of the parish was arable ground, while
all the rest was pastoral; but now tlie superficies
of lands in tillage, in pasture, and under wood, is
nearly in the proportion respectively of 29, 15, and
The fami buildings are neat, and, in some in5.
stances, almost elegant; the enclosures are tasteful
and sheltering; the sides of the Dunian and of
other lofty hills are lieautified with enclosure and
culture a considerable way up their ascent; and
almost all tbe land which modern methods of improvement could reclaim have been subjected to the
plough. The soil is necessarily various; in some
places a toughish clay. in others, a mixture of
clay with sand or gravel, and in the lower parts
of tbe vale of the Jed, as well as in the valley of
the Teviot, a rich and fertile loam.
The higher
parts of the Dunian, and especially the uplands

—
—
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along the boundary with EngUmd, are the sheepwalk of the famed Cheviot breed, browsing here,
as in coterminous districts, on their original grounds.
A great natural forest, called Jed forest, formerly
covered nearly all this parish, together with Southdean and part of the neighbouring parishes; and
the remains of it, to the extent of many hundred
acres, were cut down only in the course of last
century. The rocks of the parish, variously crystalline and stratified, atford a pleasing study to the

—

Iron ore, three feet thick in the bed, ocgeologist.
curs near the burgh. White and red sandstone, of
excellent quality, is wrought in several quarries.
Limestone of excellent quality is abundant at Cartand occurs at
er-fell, on the boundary with England,
Hunthill 2 miles south-east of the burgh; but, owing to the dearth of fuel, it has not, for some time,
been -\vorked. Coal seems in one or two localities
to be indicated, and even appears to have been at
one time found on the Hunthill property; but it has
more than once, in recent times, eluded expensive
and laboi-ious search. Two chalybeate springs well
up near Jedburgh, and others seem to exist in other
localities.
One of the former, called Tudhope well,
has been successfully tried for scorbutic and rheumatic disorders. The principal landowners are the
Marquis of Lothian, the Earl of Minto, Rutherford
of Edgerston, Chief-Justice Lord Campbell, Mein of
Hunthill, Ormiston of Glenburnhall, and Fair of

Langlee. The mansions are Edgerston, Mossburnford, Langlee, Hundalee, Hartrigge. and Bonjedward
in the vale of the Jed, and Hunthill, Lintalee, and
Glenburnhall in other localities.
There are six
corn-mills on Jed water, two of them at the burgh.
The yearly value of raw produce was estimated in
1834 at £40,310.
Assessed property in 1843,
£22,369 19s. 9d. The Berwick and Carlisle road
traverses the northern border of the parish, up the
valley of the Teviot and the Edinburgh and Newcastle western road goes up the vale of the Jed, and
over Carter-fell. Had it not been for the obstruction
of the Cheviots, on the boundary with England, the
vale of the Jed would have been adopted as the route
of the gi-and railway communication between P^dinburgh and the valley of the Tyne. A railway from
Jedburgh to the Roxburgh station of the North
;

invest it with interest and importance. On the 7th
of July, 1575, some Scotsmen, resenting the unprovoked or unjustifiable slaughter of one of their
counti-ymen, made a vengeful attack on the offenders,

and were repulsed.

i5ut

meeting in their

flight

a body of the men of Jedburgh who joined them,
they wheeled round on their pursuers, completely
routed them, killed Sir George Heron, an eminent
Northumbrian, and carried prisoners to Dalkeith, Sir
John Forster, the warden, and some considerable
Elizabeth of England bepersons, his attendants.
ing enraged at the event, the Earl of Huntington as
her envoy, and the Regent Morton on the part of
Scotland, met at Foulden in Berwickshire, and arranged a general pacification. The scene of the
conflict was the Reid Swire, a projecting part of

—

the word 'swire' meaning 'a neck,'
Carter-fell,
and being used in the nomenclature of Scottish
The
topography to denote the neck of a hill.

skirmish has supplied the Border minstrels with a
subject for song, entitled the Raid of the Red Swire,'
which says, in reference to the part which the men
'

of

Jedburgh acted,

—

"Then
Fy

raise the Slojrnn with ane shout,
'I'yndale to it! Jedilart's liere!'
*
*
*
*

—

And

surely then tlie game gaed right,
tlie foremost ot them iell;
Then ower tlie knowe without good night
They ran with many a shout and yell."

Frae time

An interesting object on the Jed, linking together ancient and modern times, is Fkrniiukst
Castle: which see. The parish appears to have
been at one time thickly dotted with peels, and

—

several of which
towers, and minor strengths,
were massive and formidable; but all, except a
tower at the village of Lanton, and the ruins of a
stronghold at Timpan, in the vicinity of Lanton,
have disappeared. Vestiges of artificial caves exist
on the banks of the Jed, particularly of two large
ones excavated in rock at Hundalee and Lintalee.

They

recede in such a

cipices as to be

now

manner from

the face of preinaccessible; but they were

described to Dr. Somerville by aged persons who
had entered them when a degree of access existed,
as consisting of three apartments, one on each side
British is in progress of formation.
Population of of the entrance, and another of larger dimensions
the parish in 1831, 5,647
in 1851, 5,476.
Houses, behind; and they seem, without a doubt, to have
been used as hiding-places or strongholds in cases
775.
The name Jedburgh is popularly pronounced of emergency from invasion. On the summit of
Jeddart; and the latter form of the word is vastly the bank above the Lintalee cave, are the remains
less a corruption of the true name than the former.
of a famous camp, which Douglas formed for the
The ancient name Avas Jedworth or Gedworth, defence of the Borders during Bnice's absence in
sometimes spelled Jedword or Gedworde; and was Ireland, and which is described in Barbour's Bruce.
formed from Jed or Ged, the name of the river, and Richmond, the English warden,
having crossed the
weorth, the term for a hamlet which occurs in the Border at the head of 10,000 men provided with
termination of so many names of places in England. hatchets to destroy Jed forest, fell, in a
personal
]iut the earliest form of the name of the river was,
rencounter with Douglas, in the vicinity of the camp.
not Jed, but Gad and a conjecture has thence been Near Monklaw is a Roman
camp, which stems to
generally entertained that the district was the prin- have been about 160 yards square. At Scarsburgh
cipal seat of the Gadeni, a British tribe who in- is a well-defined circular camp, about 180 feet in
habited the whole tract of country lying between diameter, with
ramparts nearly 20 feet in height.
Northumberland and the Teviot.
Its position
At Fernihirst, llowdean, Camptown, and Swinnic,
on the Borders, its forming often a debateable ter- are vestiges of other
camps which have been greatly
An ancient military road passes over thV
ritory between conflicting powers, its facilities of defaced.
fortification and entrenchment, the shelter of its
Dunian from Ancrum bridge toward the town. Tin'
forest and the seclusion of its glens, occasioned it to
Roman causeway passes along the north-eastern
be the rendezvous of armies, the arena of baronial district at the distance of 2 miles from the
burgh,
gatherings and feuds, and the scene of conflicts both and is here paved with whinstone, and almost entire.
national and predatory, from the earliest period of At Old Jedworth, on the Jed, 4 miles above the
authentic Scottish history down to an epoch im- town, and at the northern extremity of the southern
The last section of the parish, are situated, amidst a little
mediately succeeding the Reformation.
onslaught on its soil, though little else than the grove, the ruins, or rather vestiges, of a chapel
hasty squabble of irascible men at a Border tryst, founded ))y Ecgred, bishop of Lindisfarn, who died
was followed by consequences of pacification which in the year 845. Verdant mounds and
carpetings of
;

;
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ank grass respectively indicate the position of the
from view the
hapel walls, and almost conceal

Flint arrow-heads
onb-stones of the cemetery.
sometimes found in various localities. Ancient
wins and medals—particidarly the former—have
At
jeen found in almost incredible numbers.
Lie

in other
stewartfield, at Bongate, at Swinnie, and
on the side of
ocalities, but especially at a place

Jed near the burgh, where deposits were made
rubbish from the town and its abbey, coins have
'jeen picked up of the reigns of Canute, Edred.
Ethelred, Edward I., Edward III., and of
:be
jf

Edwy,

later'monarchs both Scottish and English.
Jedburgh is the seat of a presbytery in the synod
of Mei-se and Teviotdale.
Patron, the Crown.

£48 13s. UnapproStipend, £323 l-4s. od.; glebe,
The parish church
Id.
priated teinds, £2,069 17s.
consists of the western half of the nave of the abbey
of Jedburgh, and was fitted up about the year 1793,

The district
and contains about 1,000 sittings.
around Edgerston, comprising the southern section

Jedburgh parish and portions of Southdean and
Oxnam, was recently constituted a quoad sacra
The church was built in 1838, and is under
parish.
There is a
the patronage of the four chief heritors.
Free church in the burgh, containing 750 sittings;
and the receipts of it in 1855 amounted to £265 7s.
There are two United Presbyterian churches,
BJd.
Blackfiiars chnrch and High-street church both
built in 1818, and containing respectively 1,200 and
1,100 sittings. There are also in the burgh an Independent chapel, with 300 sittings, and an Episcopalian chapel, with 150 sittings; and in Bongate a small Roman Catholic chapel. There is a
of

—

;

parochial school in the burgh, united to a grammar
school which, even so early as the commencement
of the 17th century, had attained considerable
eminence ; and the joint institution affords a wide
range of education. Tliere are also parochial schools
at Lsnton and at Rink; and the three parochial
schools have divided amongst them the maximum
There are likewise an Episcopalian school.
salary.
a sessional school, an Educational society school,
two schools supported by the Marquis of Lothian,
and several adventure schools.
The present parish of Jedburgh comprehends the
ancient parishes of Jedworth, Old Jedworth, and
Old Jedworth is the southern
Upper Crailing.
section of the present parish; and Upper Crailing is
what we have described as the eastern wing of the
northern section. The two Jedworths are the earliest Scottish parislies distinctly noticed in history.
So early as the record of the year 882, they are
mentioned by Hoveden; and two centuries later.
Eadulfus, a younger son of one of the Earls of
Northumberland, is recorded by both Simeon and
Hoveden to have been buried in the church of Jedworth, a fact which shows how early these powerful Earls had connection with the manor of Jedbnrgh. As appears from the charters of David I.,
one of the Earls, amid the darkness which preceded
the dawn of record, laid out on and around the site
of tlie present burgh, a manor on which were built
a castle, a church, and a mill. When David I.
founded the monastery of Jedburgh, he gave its
monks the churches of the two parishes, and also a
chapel which then existed at Scarsburgh. in a recess of the forest east of the Jed.
In 1147, Gospa''
trick, the
vicecomes," granted to the same monks
the tithes of the church of Upper Crailing.
In
1754, the Relief denomination of dissentere mainly
in
under
Mr.
and
a
originated
Jedburgh
Boston;
curious manuscript was prepared by the kirk-session
of the epoch, narrating the rise of the new sect.
Dr. Macknight, the critical commentator, and Dr.

—
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Somerville, the historian of Queen Anne, were ministei-s of Jedburgh, the former during 3 years, and
the latter during 57. John Rutherford, principal
Andrew
of St. Salvators college, St. Andrews,
Young, regent of philosophy in the University of
land-surEdinburgh, John Ainslie, the eminent
vevor, and Sir David Brewster, the distiugiusbed
the parish as
living philosopher, are all claimed by
Samuel Rutherford, the pious principal of
natives.

—

—

—

Mary's college, St. Andrews, and Thomson tlie
whose father was minister of the conterminous
have been
parish of Southdean, are believed to
St.

poet,

educated at the grammar-school of the town.
JEDBURGH, a post and market town, a seat of
manufacture, the centre of traffic to a considerable
extent of country, a royal burgh, the county town
of Roxburghshire, and the seat of the south-eastern
circuit court of justiciary, occupies a pictui-esque
site on the river Jed, 10 miles north-east of Hawick,
10 south-south-west of Kelso, 12 north-north-west
of the nearest part of the English bonier, and 46,
by way of Lander, south east of Edinburgh.
correct idea of the town cannot be conveyed but
through the medium of a previous idea of its site.
The Jed, in approaching it, has a due north direction ; and after running alongside of it for 230 yards,
it bends round, flows 250 yards due east, again

A

bends and flows 800 yards due north and about 660
yards north-east, and, now resuming its northerly
course, takes leave of the town and its suburbs.
The east or right bank of the river, while traversing this aggregate distance, is remarkably varied in
appearance but, in geneial, may be described as a
glen or narrow vale, with a scaured and riclilywooded back-ground of rising bank or undulating
hill.
The west or left bank may be compared to a
stupendous wedge, with its hither edge rounded otf,
laid close along the margin of the early part of the
river, the head or thick end being on the south, and
the point, or end which subsides into a level, lying
about two-third's way down the rivers long northWhat the figure of the
erly stretch of 800 yards.
wedge illustrates is a spur or projection of the
Dunian; but the main body of this vast though
beautiful hill swells up at an average distance of
about J of a mile from the river, along the whole
extent of the town, and over a considerable distance
;

and forms a gigantic
adorned as it recedes with
hanging gardens and orchards. A quarter of a mile
east of the southern termination of the town or oi
its suburb, stands the elegant mansion of Stewartfield in the midst of a little grove; and leading up
to it north-eastward from a bridge opposite the
middle of the town, is a wooded avenue, whose
trees, as well as those around the mansion, are of
great age and dimensions, and might almost vie
with the sylvan constituents of the vast American
forest.
The disclosures northward and southward
of the winding vale of the Jed, though not extenboth above and below
natural screen in

it,

its rear,

Altogether, the
are as exquisitely
are
attractive as they
singularly peculiar.
At the south end or highest ground of the town,
at the distance of only about 110 yards from the
river, stands the castle, afterwards to be described,
sive, are singularly picturesque.
site and the environs of the burgh

appearing, from its size and its position, like tlie
head of the scorpion-formed streets and back lanes
which stretch away from it down tlie hill to the
plain» and, owing to the elevation of its site, presenting a conspicuous appearance from every point
of view whence the burgh is visible. Close to the
castle, on the north-west side, comes down the turnpike, from Hawick, after surmounting the Dunian
at a point 2 miles distant, and making rapid slant-
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Immediately in
ing descent on its hither side.
front of tlie castle commences the town, in the
This street nins almost
street called Tovvnhead.
due north-east down the hill, over a distance of 370
yards to the cross; and has, in general, especially
in its upper part, a dingy, antiquated appearance.
At the cross is an open area, extensive enough to
give the core of the town an airy pleasant appearance; while both in itself, and in the parts of concentric thoroughfares adjacent to it, are many good
houses, some of which have neat shops on the
ground story. Fi'om the south-east corner of this
area a thoroughfare goes off, running 120 yards
south-eastward, and about the same distance southward to a biidge across the Jed, where the river has
an easterly direction and there it points the way up
This
the vale of the pai-ish toward Newcastle.
thoroughfare, over most of the way before reaching
the bridge, is only partially edificed; but it has on
the west side the superb ruin of Jedburgh abbey,
and commands in the finest perspective the views
;

From

the north-east comer of the
area at the cross, a street called Canongate runs
down 260 yards eastward to a very ancient and
curious bridge of three semicii"cular ribbed arches,
across the Jed.
Spanning the roadway of the
bridge at its centre, was formerly a gateway which

along the Jed.

some modern Goths who happened to have authority
in the burgh caused to be destroyed. On the northcross, at a point directly
opposite the commencement of Canongate, a street
110 yards in length files off north-westward leading

west side of the area at tbe

to an acclivitous roadway over the Dunian to tbe
village of Lanton. Bisecting this short street nearly
at its middle, is a streamlet, called Larkhall burn,
which, though onl}^ about a mile in length of course,

up

comes down through a wooded vista, and, flowing
parallel to the main street line of the town over its
whole length, greatly enriches the orchard scenery
Continuous of Townwith which it is flanked.
head, and nearly on a line with it, the High-street
runs down the hill north-eastward over a distance
of 360 yards, and, having gained the plain, leads
over a few additional yards eastward to the Townfoot-bridge, a neat modem erection pointing the
street of 250
way to Kelso and Edinburgh,

A

only partially edificed, goes off at
right angles from the north side of Canongate, and,
running parallel with the Jed, joins the High-street
at a very acute angle about 100 yards above its termination. The entire length of the town, along
Townhead and High street, is almost exactly halfa-mile; and its greatest breadth from Canongate
bridge upward is about 380 yards, or something less
Two inconsiderable suburbs
than J of a mile.
stand on the right bank of the Jed; one diverging
in three brief lines from near the end of Canongate

yards

in length,

bridge; and the otlier called Bongate, straggling
upwards of 500 yards alongside of the turnpike to
Edinburgh and Kelso, from near the cast end of

Townfoot-liridge to a point where,
bridge, the turnpike passes to the left

by another
bank of the

river.

The

general appearance of the town

is

good.

The

streets are aiiy; tlie environs are charming; and the
buildings, public and private, in spite of intermixtures of the old and the shabby, are substantial and

aggregately pleasant.
conspicuous, massive,
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'J'he

county

modem

pile;

jail is

a large,

and bears the

name of Jedburgh castle, partly because it is in the
castellated style of architecture, and partly because
the site of a very ancient and famous
it
occHjjies
It comprises neat capacious erections,
stronghold.
for the prison accommodation, and spacious attached
courts for ventilation and exercise, and is sur-

rounded by high walls surmounted by chevaux de
Tlie massiveness of the encompassing walls
and the air of seeming comfort and baronial splendour which, as seen from vantage-groiind higher up
the Dunian, is possessed by the enclosed area and
erections, suggest ideas widely different from the
real moral associations of the place; and the contrast is singularly heightened by the magnificence,
and the hundred features of minute beauty, which
emblazon the landscape beheld from the great gatefrise.

Avay or place of public execution. The county liall.
situated between the Abbey and the lower end ot
the Townhead, very near the area at the cross, is a
neat modern edifice. The dispensary is a commodious edifice, with rooms and baths for patients from
a large section of Koxburgb shire; and was built at
the expense of the Mai'quis of Lothian, in 1822.
The two United Presbyterian churches, the one in
a recess off the High-street, and the other presenting
its front to that street, are large tasteful structures,

ornamental to the town. The Episcopalian chapel
is a small but beautiful modern building.
At one
end of the suburb of Bongate is a large stone, sculptured with figures of animals and some indistinct
characters, which seems to be part of an ancient
obelisk, probably the cross of the suburb.
The ancient castle of Jedburgh is of unknown
origin ; and figures in the earliest records of the

country. It was occasionally a royal residence, and
for centuries a place of great strength, and an object
of sharp contest between antai:onist kingdoms.
In 1165, Malcolm IV., who had adopted it as his
favourite home, died within its walls.
During the
reigns of William the Lion and Alexander II., it
was frequently honoured with the royal presence.
In 1263, it was the birth-place of a son of Alexander
III., and, several years later, the scene of that bereaved monarch's festive lejoicings on occasion of
his marriage to Jolande, the daughter of the Count
de Dreux. After the battle of Durham, it passed
and in 1409 it
into the possession of the English
was captured {\nd laboriously demolished by the
Scots.
Of so great importance did the Scottish
court esteem the demolition of a strength which was
liable to be seized by the enemy, and powerfully
used by them in purposes of mischief, that it proposed, for the complete accomplishment of the object, the imposition of a tax of two pennies upon
Such few and slight
every hearth in Scotland.
vestiges of it as remained till modern times, were
all removed at the erection of the present jail.
After the demolition of the ancient castle, the
town was defended by six bastel-houses or towers.
The Earl of Surrey, writing to his master, Henry
VIII., says respecting it: "There was two times
more houses therein than BerAvick, and well-buildod
;

many honest and fair houses in garrison, and
The towers, however,
good towers therein."
have all disappeared. Both the rains of the Abbots'
now
of
stands the dispensite
which
on
tbe
tower,
sary, and a tower which was used as the jail, and
which stood in the middle of the street near the
cross, were destroyed in the course of the last cenThe other towers probably were demolished,
tury.
or at least much injured, when, just before writing
his account of it to Henry, the Earl of Surrey set
fire to the town.
A house, however, in which
Queen Mary lodged and spent a period of sickness
after her visit to Bothwell at Hermitage castle, still
with
six

stands entire.

It is a large building, situated in a

has small windows and very thick
walls, with a sort of tunet behind, and resembles a
The
mansion-house of the reign of Charles II.
apartment occupied by the Queen is a small twoiron)
windowed room on tte third story, reached

back

street,
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floor by a narrow winding stair, and
from the ground by a broad stone stair,
he house is called, in the record of the privy coun" the house of the I^ord
1,
Compositor," and was

e

second

lither

the possession of the family of Scott of An" With its screen of dull trees in
front,"
" the
.ys the author of the Picture of Scotland,
)use has a somewhat lugnbnous appearance, as if
mscious of connexion with the most melancholy
In an
le that ever occupied the page of history."
Ijoiuing orchai-d is a group of pear trees, sprung
p from the inhumed branches of a tree which is

ng in
um.

have been blown down on
night of James VI.'s entering England to assume
le crown.
A Maison Diea anciently existed in the town, bat
as left no vestiges.
A convent of Carmelites was,
1
1513. founded in the town by the inhabitants;
lit it also has utterh*
disappeared. In this convent,
ved and died the writer of a History of Scotland
ora remote antiquity to the year 1535.
Adam
The exist€11, the author of "Rota Temporum.'
ice of other ecclesiastical institutions, and the enaditio;ially reported to
le

—

re
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ascendency of ecclesiastical influence, are indi-

by the names of various localities in the town.
a garden behind the north-west side of Highrect. which is designated in some old documents
Femple Garden,' the lower works of ancient buildigs have Ijeen found at a considerable depth beearh the surface ; and here, about 40 years ago,
as dug up a stone sarcophagus, containing a large
rn, three small urns, and fragments of human skulls
nd bones.
But the grand antiquity of Jedburgh, and, to the
resent hour, its prime architectural ornament, is
•'
le ruin of its ancient
This venerable
abbey.
riicture," says the New Statistical Account of
" stands on the
south side of the town on
Gotland,
le declining bank of the river, which winds
past
in front, washing some remnants of its outworks,
he chapter-house, cloisters, and other appendages
ive perished ; and nothing remains but the church.
Inch, in the form of a cross, extends from east to
est 230 feet. The choir is much dilapidated, bearitel
1

marks of great antiquity. The two lower stories
msist of massive pillare and semicircular arehes,
ith the diagonal or zigzag mouldings of Saxon
•chitecture, whilst the upper windows and some
;her parts are Gothic, evidently added at a more
icent period.
The north transept is entire, presnting traceried Gothic windows, especially one of
reat size and beauty.
The south transept has disAbove the intersection of the transepts
jpeared.
ith the nave and choir, a
large square tower rises
1 four
piUars to the height of 100 feet, surmounted
a
Y
projecting battlement, and crowned with tursts and pinnacles.
The nave, measuring 130 feet
ing. presents on each side three tiers of arches;
le first opening into the aisle consists of
pointed
relies, deeply recessed and richly moulded, suported by clustered columns with sculptured
capitis
the second, which opened into the galleries,
insists of beautifully moulded semicircular arches,
ith two pointed arches inserted in each and the
The lofty westlird, of elegant pointed windows.
m gable possesses a Norman door of uncommon
eauty, the archway exhibiting a profusion of ornalented mouldings, supported by slender pillars to
le depth of TJ feet.
Above it is a large window,
'ith a semicircular arch flanked
by small blank
ointed arches, in long slender shafts, and this is
irmounted by a l>eautiful St. Catherine's wheel.
n the south side of the choir, there is a chapel
'hich was once appropriated to the use of the gramiarsch(X)l. * * But the chief object of architectural
ig

:

;

abbey is the Nonnan door, which
formed the southern entrance to the church from
the cloisters. This, for the elegance of its workinterest in this

manship, and the symmetry of

its proportions, is
Its sculptured mouldings
unrivalled in Scotland.
springing from slender shafts, with capitals richly
wreathed, exhibit the representations of flowera,
men, and various animals, executed with surprising
'This venerable pile,'
minuteness and delicacy.
says the late Archibald Elliot, architect, in his report to the heritors respecting some of its projected
repaii-s, 'in my opinion, is the most perfect and
beautiful example of the Saxon and early Gothic in
Scotland.'
Its grand appearance is imposing, and
admirably accords with the scenery of the romantic
valley in which it is situated."
St. Kennoch is reported to have been abbot of
Jedburgh in the year 1000, and to have laboriously
but effectually exerted his influence, during a considerable period, for the conservation of the international peace.
The traditional history respecting
him, and the apparently high antiquity of the remains of the choir, would seem to indicate that the
abbey had a very early existence. But the Melrose
Chronicle, under the year 1174, has the entry,

"Obiit Osbertus primus abbas de Jeddewrtha;"
and, on this and other grounds, the abbey is perhaps legarded con-ectly, by the author of Caledonia,
and other writers, as having been, not re-edified or
extended, but originally founded in the year 1147,

by

David

I.

brought, in the

Its
first

monks were canons-regular,
The
instance, from Beauvais.

abbey was endowed, by its royal founder, with the
tithes of the two Jedworths, of Langton, of Nisbet,
and of Crailing, and with other important property;
by Malcolm IV., with the churches of Brandon and
Grendon in Northamptonshire, and with some lands
and a fishery on the Tweed; by Kanulph de Soulis,
with the church of Dodington, near Brandon, and
the church in the vale of the Liddel; and by
William the Lion, and various barons, with many
other churches and lands. During 20 years from

commencement of the 13th century, the abbot
was embroiled with the bishop of Glasgow, fighting
a stiff" battle for the prerogatives of the crosier; and
he was eventually compelled to acknowledge more
the

of the bishop's authority than comported with the
loftiness of his own pretensions.
During the early
wars of the succession, the abbot and his canons
were involved in niin, their house becoming so
unsafe that they could not inhabit it, and their possessions so wasted that they could not enjoy them;
and, at the end of the year 1300, they threw themselves on the bounty of Edward I., and were billeted

—

by him on some
bert

I.

Roreligious houses in England.
by his generosity what the

tried to restore

of his antagonist had destroyed, and
granted to the canons the hospital of St. Mary Magdalene at Rutherford, and apparently also the
priories of Restenet in Forfarshire and Canonbie in
Dumfries-shire.
The canons, at all events, possessed these priories during the best days of their
hostility

prosperity, sent oft'^me of their number to occupy
their cells, and used that of Restenet as a place of
custody for their records and other valuable documents against the depredations of the Border marauders. During the long succession of international
conflicts which followed the peace of Northampton
in 1328. the abbey rocked under the violent rush of
invasion and repulse, .and undei-went many a deso-

In 1523, it was pillaged and partly
lating change.
burnt by the Earl of Surrey; and, in 1545, it was
extensively dilapidated by the Earl of Hei-tford.
Even in very recent times, portions of it have been
demolished by some worthies of that class who

JEDBURGH.

sagaciously calculate the worth and beauty of an old
ornate building by the number of shillings which
they can procure for its stones. But now a better
taste prevails, and what remains of the old pile is
After the Reformation, the
carefully preserved.
abbey became vested in the Crown by annexation.
As the Kers of Fernihirst had long been the bailies
of Jed Forest, they, after a while, became bailies of
the canonry of Jedburgh.
In March, 1587, Sir
Andrew Ker obtained from James VI. a grant of
the bailiary of tlie lands and baronies of the abbey;
and the transition being easy in those times from

—

connexion of any sort with ecclesiastical property
to entire possession of it
he afterwards obtained a
charter converting the whole into a lordship, by

—

the

title

of

Lord Jedburgh.

The town,

proportionately to its size, makes a
conspicuous figure in manufacture. Its staple produce is in woollens, akin to that of Hawick and GalaThe prinshiels, with a trifling addition in linens.
cipal fabrics are checked woollens for trousers and
for shepherds' plaids, woollen shawls with fringe,
coarse and large check pattern, a fine tartan, coarse
Scotch blankets, coarse white plaiding for drawers,
There are three
carpets, druggets, and hosiery.
Tlie number of hand-looms, in
large factories.
1828, was 20; and, in 1838, had increased to 75.
There are also an establishment for the making of
an iron and brass foundry, some
Erinting-presses,
usiness in the dressing of leather, and a full proportion of most of the ordinary branches of artificerBut bread, which is sent hence in considersliip.
able quantities to the north of England, and is in

much

request for the excellence of

its quality,

may

be viewed as an additional manufacture; and the
produce of the orchard, which is raised and sold in
greater quantities here than in any district of Scotland except Clydesdale, must be regarded as an
The ecclesiastics
important article of commerce.
of the abbey appear to have been fully aware of the
peculiar adaptation of the soil and site of Jedburgh
to the growth and luxuriancy of fruit-trees, and to
have introduced at various periods such species as
their deep practical insight into the pleasures of the
peculiarly
palate pointed out as most grateful.
fine species of apple, and not a few kinds of luscious
in
are
the
very ntiinerous
plentifully grown
pears,
private orchards and gardens of the inhabitants.
Many of the existing pear-trees are supposed to be
three centuries old and individuals of them have

A

;

occasionally produced, in one year, from 50 to 60 imperial bushels.
weekly market is held on Tuesday, when much

A

grain is sold by sample and another weekly market
Fairs for cattle and horses are
is held on Friday.
held on the first Tuesday after Whitsunday; on the
second Tuesday of August, old style; on the 25th
of September, if not a Saturday, a Sabbath, or a
Monday, and if otherwise on the first Tuesday after;
and on the first Tuesday of November, old style.
Monthly markets for sheep and cattle are hold on
the tliird Saturday of every month, from January
till May.
Hiring markets for#ervants are held at
Whitsunday and Martinmas. The town has a savings' bank, a number of iDsuranco agencies, and
branch-offices of the Royal Bank, the City of Glasgow Bank, the National Bank, and the British
Ijincn Company's Bank.
Public coaches run
in connexion with the North British railway.
the
institutions
are two readingAmong
public
rooms, a very large public library, several smaller
public libraries, a farmers' club, a horticultural
;

society, and
sociations.

Jedburgh

some
is
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piiilanthropic

and religious

governed by a provost, 3

as-

bailies, a

dean of guild, a treasurer, and 15 councillors. It
had property in lands, houses, and mills which used
to yield a rental of about £500 a-year; but this was
sold, under legal proceedings, in 1845 to pay the
burgh debts. In 1833, the total income from all
sources

was £650

14s. 9d.; the expenditure was
and the debt was £5,223 18s. 4d. In
There are eight
1854, the income was £37 2s. 3d.

£599

4s. 2|d.;

incorporated trades, smiths, weavers, shoemakers,
masons, tailors, wrights, fleshers, and glovers; and
they used to make a veiy rigid exaction of entrance
dues, witli no advantage to themselves, and with
much injury to the community. The magistrates
claim a right of jurisdiction over a tract beyond the
burgh, and are also the ruling authority over the
great St. James' fair held in the vicinity of Kelso;
and by a late act of parliament they are likewise
The
commissioners of police within the burgh.
sheriff' court for the county, and the commissary
held
on
are
court,
every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday during session. The sheriff small debt court
The
is held on the third Tuesday of every month.
court of quarter sessions is held on the first Tuesday
of March, May, and August, and on the last Tuesday of October. The justice of peace court for the
Jedburgh district is held on the last Tuesday of
every month. Jedburgh unites with Haddington,
Dunbar, North Berwick, and Lauder in sending a

member
is

to parliament.

The parliamentay burgh

more extensive than the municipal burgh, and

includes all the suburbs.

Municipal constituency
163; parliamentary constituency, 187.
Population of the municipal burgh in 1841, 2,697;
in 1851, 2,948.
Houses, 311.
Population of the

in

1854,

parliamentary burgh in 1851, 3,615. Houses, 402.
The council-records of Jedburgh extending back
to only 1619, and all the ancient charters having
been destroyed during the wars with England,
neither the date of the origin of the town, nor that
of its erection into a burgh, can be a.scertained.
All earlier charters were renewed and confirmed by
Queen Maiy, in 1556. A fac-simile of a charter
granted by William the Lion, in 1165, to the abbot

and monks of the town, was published at Edinburgh
in 1771.
The town in connexion with its castle
and its abbey, the courts of the kings of Scotland,
and the influence of a very wealthy fraternity of

—

priests

—must, so

early as the 12th century, have

become a place

of very great consequence. LHiring
the festal scenes which occurred in its castle, in
1285, on occasion of Alexander III.'s second marriage, a masker dressed so as to resemble the

skeleton figure of Death, glided among the dancers
at the ball, and struck such terror into the Queen
and the other revellers, that they fled to their retirements.
Though this monstrous piece of foolery
was intended merely as a joke, it excited a sensation throughout the kingdom, and was afterwards
gravely regarded as an omen of the King's childlessness and early death, and of the consequent
After the
disasters which accrued to the country.
close of the 15th century, Jedburgh figures prominently in the history of the international wars;
and partly after, partly before that date, is said to
have been seven times burnt, and to have as often
In 1523, the
risen like a phoenix from the flames.
Earl of Surrey, at the head of 6,000 men, marched
against the town, and was so oljstinatcly resisted
by the inhabitants in bis attempts to take it, that,
in hostile guerdon of their bravery, he no sooner
got it under his power than he gave it up to plunder
and the faggot.
In the civil contentions which
followed the expulsion of Mary from the throne, the
people of Jedburgh espoused the cause of the infant
James, in opposition to their powerful neighbour,
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ver of Femihiist, the ancestor of the Marquis of
x)thian, who declared for the captive Queen ; and
yheu a pursuivant was sent to them to proclaim the
lullity of all proceedings against her while she was

n Loch-Leveu castle, they publicly inflicted on
lim some acts of contempt scarcely more insulting
o his person, than offensive to private modesty
md public decency. Ker of Femihirst, in revenge,
captured and hanged ten of the burghers, and deitroyed by fire the whole stock of provisions laid up
)y the inhabitants for a winter's consumption.
During the rebellion of 1745, the Pretender and his
irmy of Highlanders created an alarm in the town,
ivhich was long remembered by the inhabitants,
rhough the town is now eminently prosperous or
prosperous beyond most towns of its class in the
ichievemeuts and results of industry, it threatened,
for some time, to pine away to rain.
After the age

—

—

Jedburgh, or environed far and wide with so welltoned and tranquilly industrious a country.
JEMIMA, or Jejomaville, a village in the parish of Kirkmichael, within the original district of
Fairs are held here on the first
Cromartyshire.

Tuesday of April, the first Wednesday of August,
and the last Tuesday of Octoljer. An uni of very
antique form was found, about 25 years ago,
within an earthen tumulus hei'e. Population, 139.
Houses, 28

JERICHO, a hamlet on the south-western border
of the parish of Tinwald, at the confluence of the two
rivulets which form Lochar Water, in Dumfriesshire.

JERUSALEM. See Pexcutlasd.
JERVISWOOD. See Goedon.
JESUS (Island of). See Issay.

JOCK'S GILL, a ravine in the parish of Carluke,
an end, the in- Lanarkshire.
habitants availed themselves of the unequal taxaJOCKS LODGE, or Piershtll, a village in the
tion of England and Scotland, to diive a quiet and
parish of South Leith, Edinburghshire. It stands
irerv' advantageous contraband trade.
Into Eng- on the road from Edinburgh to Bei-wick, ^ a mile
land they carried salt, skins, and malt, which, till south-west of Restalrig, and nearly midway between
the Union, paid no duties in Scotland
and from Edinburgh and Portobello. Its site is on the low
England tliey imported wool, to be shipped, at a ground at the north-east base of Arthurs seat, im^reat profit, fix)m the frith of Forth to France. But mediately above the subsidence into meadow; and
the commingling of the legislatures of the two
is suiTounded with
a rich variety of pleasant
kingdoms drove the ladder from the feet of the scenery. A principal feature of the \-illage is a
contraband Border trader, and left him dangling neat and spacious cavalry barrack, forming three
'•
The vestiges of 40 malt sides of a large quadrangle, and presenting a wall,
perilously in the air.
barns and kilns," says Dr. Somerville, in the Old perforated with a high gateway, to the line of the
Statistical Account, "are now to be seen in the
This barrack was built in 1793, and
turnpike.
town of Jedburgh, while at present there are only called Piershill in honour of Colonel Piers, who ocin actual occupation
5
and the corporation of cupied a villa on the spot in the reign of George li.,
skinners and glovers, formerly the most wealthy in and at tlie same time commanded a regiment of
the town, liave, since the Union, greatly diminished,
cavalry stationed in Edinburgh. Behind the bar[)Oth in regard to opulence and number."'
In 1833, rack, on lower ground, contiguous to the Kestalrig
:he corporation of glovers had become reduced to
meadows, are the engine depot and coking establish'3C0 members.
ment of the North British railway. These features,
Such renown as expertness in fight is fitted to together with the size and character of the private
in
no
stinted
to
the inhabitants dwellings, give the village the appearance of a
^ve. belongs
degree
)f Jedburgh during Scotland's lighting
To the east of it, along the road toperiod. The small town.
"
of
the
Jeddaits
here " ward Portobello, are a number of oraate cottages
proud war-cry
burghers,
ind their recorded dexterity in wielding a dangerous and neat villas and all around, except on the ad"
x)ol of strife which earned the designation of
the jacent meadows, which are redolent of foul-water
leddart staff," are no mean evidences of their iirigation, lie features of culture and ornamentation
general prowess. Their bravery is believed to have suitable to the near vicinity of the magnificent
lecided in favour of Scotland the last, though com- metropolis.
The name Jock's Lodge occurs as
paratively unimportant, feat of arms which she tried early as the time of Cromwell, but is of uncertain
(vitli England, — the skinnish
mentioned in our origin. Population, 449. Houses, 51.
lotice of the parish as bearing the name of
JOHN KNOX'S. See Edlsbukgh and Abekthe
" I assure
Eiaid of the Keid Swire.'
your grace," DEEX.
JOHN O'GROAT'S HOUSE, a quondam famous
says the Earl of Surrey, in his letter to Henry VIII.
"
that I found domicile, in the parish of Canisbay, on the flat
respecting his attack on Jedburgh,
he Scots at this time the boldest men and the hot- downy shore of the Pentland frith, about 1^ mile
:est that ever I saw in
any nation, and all the west of Duncansbj-head, in Caithness-shire. Not
iourney.
Upon all parts of the army, they kept up a fragment of the building remains, except a few of
jf cattle-liftiug

and forays came

to

;

;

!

;

'

such continued skirmishes, that I never beIf they could assemble 40,000 as
as the 1,500, or 2,000 I saw, it would be
Sfood
lard to encounter them."
The coi"poration of shoenakers still possess a trophy taken from the English at the battle of Newburn
while the weavers
[KJssess t^vo trophies, carried off from the celebrated
Selds of Bannockbum and Killiecrankie. " Jeddart
justice," a phrase familiar throughout the Lowlands
)f Scotland, means the
summary execution of a
ivith

leld the like.

men

;

jriminal previous to his trial, and is supposed to
liave been originally and solely practised by the
reckless and tyrannical Dunbar, in his lording it
)ver rhe Jedburgh courts of justice. But the phrase,
1
gitimately rendered, and seen in the light of
.

:Ae and modern administration, appears
rapidly
losing ail meaning.
Scarcely a town in quiet
is so
exemplarily peaceful as

Knd loyal Scotland

the lower stones of the foundation, or, if Dr. Macculloch is to be credited, not even that, but only " a
piece of green turf, as flat and as bare as the back
of one's hand."
John O'Groat's house is said to
have been founded under the following circumstances:
During the reign of James IV'., a Lowlander of the name of Groat or, according to some
versions of the legend, a Dutchman of the name of
John de Groot along with his brother, arrived in
Caithness, bearing a letter from the King, which
recommended them to the gentlemen of the county.
They procured land at this remote spot, settled,
and became the founders of families. When the
race of Groat had increased to the amount of eight
difi'erent branches, the amity which had hitherto
characterized them was unfortunately internipted.
One night, in the course of some festivity, a quarrel
arose as to who bad the best right to ait at the bead

—

—

—

JOHN'S CLACHAN

of the table next the door.
High words ensued, and
the ruin of the whole family, by their injudicious
In this emergency,
dissension, seemed at hand.
one of them, named John, rose, and having stilled
their wrath by soft language, assured them tliat at
their next meeting he would settle the point at
issue to the satisfaction of all.
Accordingly, he
erected upon the extreme point of their territory an
a
door
and window at
octagonal building, having
every side, and fui-nished with a table of exactly
the same shape and when the next family festival
was held, he desired each of his kin to enter at his
own door, and take the corresponding seat at the
The perfect equality of this arrangement
table.
satisfied all, and the former good humour of the
There are many different
fraternity was restored.
versions of this story, but all bearing a resemblance
to the well-known fable of the knights of the round
;

table.

JOHN'S

(St.).

See CJovington, Edinburgh, For-

Glasgow, HAoniNGTON, Leith, and Montrose.
JOHN'S CLACHAN (St.), the original name,
now entirely disused, of the village of Dairy in
Kirkcudbrightshire. See Dalry.
JOHN'S^LOCH (St.). See Dunxet.
JOHNSHAVEN, a post-office village and small
far,

sea-port in the parish of Benholme, Kincardineshire.
It stands on a small bay of its own name, 4 miles
south-south-west of Bervie, 9 north-north-east of
Montrose, and 29 south-south-west of Aberdeen.
Its harbour is very small, but could be, readily
Several small
enough, enlarged and improved.
sloops belong to it, and are employed chiefly in importing -coal and exporting grain. A fishery of
some local importance is carried on, but is not now
so extensive as formerly.
The manufacture of linen
for the Forfarshire merchants employs a good number of the inhabitants. But the village on the whole
has, for a long time, been remarkably stationary.
Here is an United Presbyterian church. The coast

rocky and desolate. Population,
Houses, 312.
JOHNSTONE, a parish, containing the postoffice station of Johnstone-Bridge, in Annandale,
in the vicinity is

1,172.

It is bounded by KirkpatrickDumfries-shire,
Juxta, Wamphray, Applegarth, Lochmaben, and
Kirkmichael. It has a somewhat triangular outline, and measures 7J miles in length southward,
and 3 miles in average breadth. The river Annan
traces all the eastern boundary; and the Kinnel
runs partly in the interior, and partly on the western
Along the Annan stretches a belt of
boundary.
level land, carpeted with loam and gravel.
Thence
surface
the
gradually rises till it attains a height of
700 or 800 feet; and then it slowly subsides towards
the Kinnel, forming a broad-based hilly ridge between the rivers. Westward of the Kinnel are
between 2,000 and 3,000 acres, which ascend from
its banks till, at Mallin's hill, and Deer-edge, on the
extremity of the parish, they attain the height of
probably 1,300 or 1,400 feet. Across the Kinnel,
about a mile after it enters the interior, stretches
St. Ann's bridge, commanding nearly as delightful
a view of glen and sylvan scenery as any other in
Scotland.
Three-quarters of a mile north of this
bridge, a little west of the river, stands the magni-

ficent

mansion of Kaehills, the seat of

J. J.

Hope

Mr. .lohnstone
Johnstone, Esq. of Annandale.
counts ancestors who were proprietors of his own
estates and of others in Dumfries-shire up to the
and who, as the leaders of a borderepoch of record,
clan, waged constant warfare, during the 15tb and
l(!th centuries, with the Douglases and the Maxwith a small exception,
The whole
wells.
parish,
is his property; and it exhibits in

many
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(St.)

respects,

in all parts, but particularly on his own pleasure-grounds, the results of a liberal and skilful expenditure of capital. Only the genei'al poverty of
the soil, or the difficulty of keeping up its fertility
when reclaimed, seems to have prevented the district from affording an eminent instance of agricultural improvement.
About 1 ,500 acres are under

and

wood; about 700 or 800 are waste lands, chiefly
mosses; and the remaining 10,700 or 10,800 acres
are very nearly distributed in moieties of arable
land and pasture. Much of the wood is oak and
ash, very ancient, and exhibiting specimens of great
girth and height. The mosses have all a sul)stratum
or ramified under-bed of timber, principally oak,
and seem to have grown up, like some more notable
mosses in the country, from the wreck of the Caledonian forest. The arable grounds, except in a few
instances, are not powerful enough to yield a remunerating produce in wheat, and are laid out
Sandstone is quarried
chiefly for oats and barley.
on a small scale in the south. Lead ore occurs in
circumstances to have induced a search, but has
not answered expectations. The total yearly value
of raw produce was estimated in 1834 at £12,000.
The real rental, according to the new valuation in
Population in 1831, 1,234; in 1851,
Houses, 214.
Three-quarters of a mile from the northern boundis

1855,

£5,706.

1,261.

and mid-way between the Annan and the
Kinnel, at a mile's distance from each, stand the
ruins of Lochwood's lofty towers, where dwelt the
Lords of Annandale.' Lochwood castle is said to
have been built in the 14th century. It commands
a very extensive prospect, especially toward tiie
south, and has a retinue of ancient forest trees, one
of which, an oak, measures 17J feet in circumference.
The castle is immediately environed with almost
impassable marshes; and, both from the nature of
its position and the enormous thickness of its walls,
must have been a place of great strength. James
ary,

'

VI,, alluding to its inaccessibility and its capacities
"
the man who built Loeh
of resistance, said that
wood, thouffh outwardly honest, must have been a
knave in his heart." About the year 1593, Robert,
the natural brother of Lord John Maxwell, fired the
castle, exclaiming, when it began to belch aloft the
" I'll
flames,
give Dame Johnstone light enough to
show lier to set her silken hood." In revenge of
the deed the Johnstones inflicted the fearfully sanguinary castigation on the Maxwells at Dryfe-sands,

which
castle,

noticed in our article on Dryfesdale.
having been fully repaired, continued

is

— three
1724,

The

to be
years after the death of

inhabited till
The Glasgow and
the first Marquis of Annandale.
London road, the Edinburgh and Dumfries road Ijy
way of Moffat, and a turnpike between Moflat and
Lochmaben, all traverse the parish south and north,
the first and second each 5 miles, and the third 6

—

miles.

These

prime repair.
at Johnstone

roads, and their bridges, are kept in
One of the bridges spans the Annan

mills, a little above the parish-church,
arch 80 feet in width. The Caledonian
railway traverses the near vicinity of the eastern
in a single

boundary, and is readily accessible at its stations of
Dr.
Wamphray, Dinwoodie, and Nethercleugh,
Rogerson and Dr. Matthew Ilalliday. successively
first physicians to tlie Empress Catherine of Russia,
A large proportion
were natives of Johnstone.
of the inhabitants of the parish are Johnstones by
name, and a considerable number are Hallida3'8.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lochmaben,
and svnod of Dumfries. Patron, Johnstone of AnStipend, £165 13s. 2d.; glebe, £10.
schoolmaster's salary, £26, with £21
'llie
fees, and £5 lOs. other emoluments,

nandale.

Parociiial
10s.

JOHNSTONE.

and eiilargecl in
parish church was built in 1733,
There is a Free
1818. and contains
sittings.

bW

church for Johnstone and Waniphray, with an attendance of 200; and the sum raised in connexion
Tliere are three
witli it in 1855 was £114 2s. O^d.

and two public libraries. The
present parish of Johnstone compreliends the whole
of the ancient parish of Johnstone, and part of the
suppressed parishes of Dunpree and Garvald. See
DuxGBEE and Gakvald. Tlie ancient parish was a
rectory in the deanery of Annandale.
JOHNSTONE, a post-town and seat of manufacture in the Abbey parish of Paisley in RenfrewIt stands on the right bank of the Black
shire.
Cart, and on the road from Paisley to Locliwinnoch.
3^ miles west by south of Paisley, lOJ west by south
of Glasgow, and 14 soutli-east by east of Greenock.
Previous to 1781 its site was occupied by the dwelliion-parochial schools

ings of only ten persons, near the bridge over the
" the
river, called
Brig o' Johnstone,'' which is still
a popular appellation of the town itself; but in that
year there was erected on it a large mill for tlie
spinning of cotton; and thenceforth it acquired
habitations and factories with a rapidity wliich
passed in a few years from the bulk of a village to
that of a small town. The same gentleman who
built the mill also planned the town ; and l>eing the
superior of the ground, the proprietor of the estate
ef Johnstone, George Houston. Esq.. he had large
influence, and used it well, both to give the place
a graceful fonn and to infuse into it an animus of

The town is regularly built, consisting
prospeiity.
of one main street from east to west, with several
other streets branching at right angles from both
its sides.
There are also two squares, namely,
Houston-square in the centre of the town, which is

now

built up on eveiy side, and another to the southward, partially enclosed with houses, and intended
for a market-place.
The houBes are built of stone,
for the most part two stories
high, with garden
attached
to
each.
From an eminence on tlie
ground
a
of
a
mile
Paisley road,
quarter
eastward, the place
has a picturesque appearance.
So many cotton
mills have been built in the town and its vicinitv as
to give employment to
upwards of 2.000 person .
There are also extensive foundries, extensive machine manufactories, large saw -mills, and a varietv
of esrablishments and
workshops in minor departments of industry.
In the neighbourhood, also,
is
done
to
a
mining
great extent. The town has
offices of the Union bank, and the
City of Glasgow
bank, six insurance agencies, a gas-light
company,
two news-rooms, a subscription
library, a mechanics'
institution, and several religious and benevolent
societies,
A fair for horses is held on the Friday
before the second
Wednesday of January and one for
hordes and cattle on the
Thursday after the second
of
Monday July. There are also great cattle shows.
The canal from Glasgow, intended to have been cut
to Ardrossan, terminates at
Jolnistone; and luggage
boats on it arrive and depart three times
a-day.
The Glasgow and South-westeni railway passes the
town, and has a station at it. A chapel of ease in
tlie town,
containing 995 sittings, was built in 1793,
at the cost of about
£1,400; and a light elegant
.

;

was added to it in 1823. The right of electing
the minister is vested in the
congregation. There
is also a Free church, with an attendance of
320;
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was
£238 98. 3d. There are likewise two United Presbyterian churches,
the one built in 179', at the
cost of about £900, and containing 616
sittings,
the other built in 1829, at the cost of about £1,500.
spire

—

and containing 810 sittings.
the

—

The

civil aifaii-s

of

town are managed by a committee elected anil.

JURA.

IGl

nually by the feuars. A justice of peace court is
held on the third Monday of every month. About
a mile to the south-east of the town is Johnstonecastle, a splendid modem mansion, the seat of Mr.

Houston, surrounded by pleasure-groiuids and plantations; and about a mile to the west is Millikenhouse, an elegant mansion in the Grecian style, the
seat of Sir R. J. Milliken Napier, Bart.
Population
of the town in 1851. 5.872. Houses. 311.
JOHNSTONE-BlilDGE, a post-office station in
the parish of Johnstone. Dumfries-shire.
JOHNSTONE LOCH, a lake about a mile in
circumference, in the east end of the parish of Cadder, and about a mile south of the village of ClmsIt belongs to the Forth and
ton, Lanarkshire.

Clyde Canal company.

JOPPA,

a modern
to Benvick,

Edinburgh

on the road from
and on the shore of the

village

within the Ijoundaj-ies of the parlia-

frith of Forth,

mentaiy burgh of Portobello, situated a little eastward of that town, and almost compact with it, in
It
the parish of Duddingston, Edinburghshire.
extends about 30<) yards along the highway, but
has buildings on the west both close on the shore
and northward of the road. Part of the village

A

mineral well gives
consists of very neat villas.
it importance with invalids, and attracts to it a
share of the patronage so profusely heaped on Portobello.
It has a station on the North British
The beach at
railway, Sf miles from Edinburgh.
successive layers of shale, sandstone,
exhibits
Joppa
and coal, in nearly vertical strata. Population, 275.
JOPPA, a village in the parish of Coylton, Ayrshire.
Population, 168. Houses, 40.

JORDAN. See Blackfokd Hill.
JORDANHILL. See Govan.
JORD.\NSTONE. See Al^h.
JUNIPER-GREEN, a post-office

village in the
It stands on
palish of Colinton, Edinburghshire.
in
the
to
the road frem Shiteford
Currie,
vicinity of
the King's-Knowe staticn of the Caledonian railway. Population, 325. Houses, 74.
JURA, one of the Hebrides belonging to ArgyleIt extends from the vicinity of Scarba on
shire.
the north-east to the vicinity of Islay on the southwest, being separated from the former by tlie narrow gulf of Corrievrekin, and from the latter by
the narrow sound of Islay and it lies opposite the
southern extremity of Lorn and the greater part of
Knapdale, being separated from them by the sound
of Jura, which varies in width from 3J to 7^ miles.
Its length is about 20 miles; its breadth, overmuch
of the north-east end, is only about 2 miles; and its
It is the most
greatest breadth is about 7 miles.
inigged of the Western islands, and sends up its
highest ground to the altitude of about 2, .500 feet
It is composed chiefly of huge
above sea- level.
;

utmost

disorder,
rocks, piled on one another
—
naked and incapable of cultivation, and presentin tlie

ing

" one continued tract of

brown and rocky moun-

The mountains extend

in the form
of a ridge from north-east to south-west nearly in
the middle of the island. Three of them rising
near the south-west end, of an irregular conoidal
fonn, and termed the Paps of Jura, are conspicuous
at a great distance. The southernmost one is termed
Benachaolais, the Mountain of the Sound.' as being
near to the sound of Islay; the next and highest,
Benanoir, the Mountain of Gold ; the third, BenThere are
shianta, 'the Consecrated mountain,'
five conical peaks, but only three of them are dis'
tinguished as the Paps. Corrabhain, or the Steep
peak,' is the most precipitous but lowest of the
See Bexasoir. Loch-Tarbet, a long narcluster.
row anil of the sea, opening on the west coast,

tain pasture."

'

'

'

JURA.

nearly divides the island into two. There are soiiie
small lakes in the vicinity of the Paps; and a few
streams, descending from the mountains, flow into
the sound of Jura. Tlie west side of the island is
altogether wild and rugged, and is intersected by

numerous torrents. It presents only rocky abnxpt
shores; and has been deemed so inhospitable that
very few person choose to reside in it. The bulk of
the inhabitants live on the east side.
Here, along
the margin of the sea, the coast is level but, at a
little distance from tlie shore, there is a gradual
ascent.
The whole of this side forms a pleasant
scene; the coast, in several places, is indented with
bays and harbours; and the arable and pasture
grounds extend from the shore to the summit of the
gentle acclivity, terminating at the base of the huge
rocky mountains, which form a romantic and awful
background. A principal rock of the mountains is
white or red quartz, some of which is brecciated, or
filled witli crystalline kernels of an amethystine
colour.
The other rocks of tlie island are a bluish
coloured slate, veined with red, and so fine as to be
used as a whetstone; a micaceous sandstone; and,
at the northeni extremity, a quarry of micaceous
;

granite.
great abundance of iron ore, and
a vein of the black oxide of manganese.
On the
west coast there is a fine kind of sand, which is
used in the marmfacture of glass. The climate of
Jura is very healthy, owing to its high situation,
and its exposure to the winds. Deer were anciently
so abundant as to have given the island its name,
which is simply a corruption of the word Dhuira,
'a deer;' and they still exist here to the number
of from 400 to 500 but the principal tenants of tlie
mountains now are goats, grouse, black game, and

There
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is

;

eagles.

Only about 4,000 acres are arable. The soil ahmg
the shore is thin and stony higher up it becomes
moory, with patches of improveable moss; and
along the foot of the mountains, it is spouty and
unworkable from numerous springs. Great georgic
improvements have been eff"ected, not on the arable
lands only, but also on the pastm-es.
Extensive
tracts have been changed from heath to verdure;
much draining has been done; much enclosure has
been made; roads and bridges have been constructed; and good farm steadings have been
erected.
The landowners are Campbell of Jura and
Lord Murray of Ardlussa; and both have good
mansions on tlie island. Tlie blackfaced breed of
sheep were introduced about 55 years ago, and
the Clieviots about 15 years ago.
So many
as from 1,000 to 1,200 black cattle are exported
from the island yearly. Fairs are held on the second
last Friday of May, on the Friday after the last
Tuesday of June, on the Friday after the last Thurs;

day of July, on tlie Tuesday in August before Islay.
and on the second last Fnday of October. There

'

!

\

OF).

—

are two good roadsteads on the east coast, tho
one 3 miles from the southern extremity, called the
harbour of Small Isles, from the number of islets
which shelter it, the other a few miles to the north,

—

called

Lowlandmau's bay.

There are

also

some

There aj-e
anchoring places on the west coast.
three regular ferries, all provided with quays and
the mainslips, two of them communicating with
land at Craignisb and North Kiiapdale, and the tiiird
communicating with Islay at Port-Askaig, and there
linking Jura to the benefits of steam communication
with the Clyde. Miltown, including Craighouse,
and here are a large inn and a
is the only village
There are several barrows and duns in
distillery.
the island and on the coast, near the harbour of
Small-isles, are the remains of a very considerable
encampment. It has a triple line of defence, with
and near the
regular bastions towards the land
east end is a pretty large mound, seemingly formed
of the earth thrown out in forming the ditches.
;

;

;

Population in 1831, 1,312; in 1851, 1,064.

Houses,

200.

JURA AND

COLONSAY, a parish, containing
the post-office station of Jura, in the Argylesliire
It comprehends the islands of Jura,
Hebrides.
Colousay, Oronsay, Scarba, Lunga, Balnahuagh,
and Garvelloch. it was originally called the united parish of Killearnadale and Kilcliattan; Jura
forming the former, and Colonsay the latter. The
islands of Gigha and Cara were disjoined from it
about the year 1729. This parish is in the presby
tery of Islay and Jura, and synod of Argyle. Patron,
the Duke of Argyle. Stipend, £158 6s. 8d. ; glebe,
£12. The parish church was built in 1776. and
enlarged in 1842, and contains 249 sittings. There
is an assistant minister in Colonsay, with a salary
There is a Free church preaching station
of £50.
in Jura; and the sum raised in connexion with it
There are two parochial
in 1855 was £20 18s. OJd.
schools in Jura and one in Colonsay, which have
among them a salary of £34 4s. 4^d. There are
also in the parish two Society's schools, and three

—

private schools.
JURA (SOUND OF), a belt of the sea, about 20
miles in length and from 3J to 7^ miles in breadth,
separating the island of Jura on the west from the
southern extremity of Lorn and the greater part of
Knapdale on the east, in Argyleshire. It is narrower in the north than in the south, and merges
there into the careering waters of the gulf of Corrievrekin.
The parts of its eastern shore adjacent to
the mouths of Loch Craignisb and Loch Swin are
considerably variegated with offsets and islets; but
most of the other parts of its shores are pretty
regular.

JUXTA KIRKPATRICK.

See KjimrATiucK

K^ULZIE

KATEIXE.

1G3

K
KAII^ See Kale.
KAlLZiE. a suppressed parish lying on both
Two-thirds
sides of the Tweed in Peebles-shire.
lying on the south bank arc annexed to Traquair. and one-third lying on the north bank is anof

it

nexed to Innerleithen.

O the slieep-herdiiig's
(

|

:

;

The
Geeesi.aw. KixGOLDKCM, and some others.
occurs als<3 in application to a rivulet, probably in apposition from the character of the screen-

Dura Dex.
KAIMES BAY, a pleasant

iiig

heights.

See

Millport, in Buteshire.

the beautiful bay on which PortBannatyne is situated, 2^ miles north-north-west of
Rothesay, in the island of Bute. See Port-BaxxaTYXE.
KAIMES CASTLE, the ancient scat of the Bannatyne family, but now the propem" of Mr. Hamilton, within a mile of Kaimes bay, in the island of
Bnto.
It stands in the low fertile valley which ex'- across the island from Kaimes
bay to Etterick
One part of it is a tower which was built pro.„ .y in the 14th century, and was long surrounded
by a ditch and another part is a modem house
added to the tower by the late Lord Bannatyne. In
the neighbourhood of it are the ruins of Wester
Kaimes castle, formerly the seat of the Spences.
;

K A IN A U I>D.
KALE (The),

rises

among

See "Dorxoch.
a rivulet of Roxburghshire.
It
the Cheviots, at the south-western verge

Bat

my

—

my

See Calligray.
See Kaui.
KAMES. See Kajwes.
KANNOR. See Caxxor.
KATERLIXE. See Kixxeff.
KATRINE. See Cateise.
KATRINE (Loch), a celebrated Highland lake,
lying partly within the parish of Buchanan in Stirlingshire, but extending mainly, east and west,
along the mutual border of the parishes of Abeifoil
and Callander in Penbsliire. It is about 10 miles
In its whole extent it
in length and 1 in breadth.
and it forms a
is surrounded by lotty mountains
which, after
receptacle for the hundreds of streams
" white as the
rain, foam down their rugged sides,
snowy charger's tail." It discharges its watei^ by
a stream at its eastern extremity, which runs into
Loch-Achray, afterwards into Loch-Vennaclioir, and
ultimately into the Forth, about 3 miles above the
bridge of Stirling. The greatest depth of the lake
is 78 fathoms, and occurs about its middle
nearly
opposite the farm of I^etter. Only small portions of
the lake have ever been known to freeze. Its name
is written Loch-Katrine by the inhabitants of the
Lowlands, who have adopted this spelling ou the
authoiity of Sir Walter Scott, the minstrel of the
lake but it is pronounced Kettum or Ketturin by
The latter portion of the
the natives of the district.
name, when thus pronounced, bears a near resemblance to that of many other places in the Highlands,
the appearance of which is wild and savage. Thus

KA^IE.

,

:

;

;

;

]

,

;

KAIMES BAY.

a'

KALLIGRAY.

i

j

small bay. with flat
sandy shores, on the south-east of the island of Big
end
of the village of
Cuinbrav. adjoining the east

And
And

'

;

name

linttvhite aiid maris sing sweet frae the thorn.
blithe lilts tl;e laverock abooii the green com.
thin^ rejoice in the sinnner's glad prime
love in the far foreign climel
heart's vn'

There the

;

The parish was suppressed

in 1674.
The ruins of Kailzie church stand on a
streamlet wliich is called from it Kirkburn, and
which falls into the Tweed from the south.
KAIM. any ridge of ground, either nioundisq or
mountainous, with enough of sharpness and zigzag
in its outline to give it some resemblance toa cocks
comb. The name occurs pretty frequently in Scottish topography, both in the singular form and in
the plural and is appUed very variously to ridges
of small or of great length, of small or of great
height, of artificial appearance or of grandly natural
Instances of it will be found mentioned
character.
in our articles Ctrcs (St.), Duffus, Ecci.es. Fowla,

lightsome anang tlie green hnea
Where Kale wimplrs clear 'iieath the white-blossomeil slaea —
Where the wiid-thytne and meadow queen scent tlie satfi gsie^—
And ilie cushat cnixls leesoniely liovni in llie dale !

'

;

;

;

;

i

Inveniess-shire, we have Loch-Urn, or LochUrrin. which signifies 'the Lake of Hell;' and in
Cowal, Glenurrin. or Hell's Glen.'
The scenery of Loch-Katrine was. comparatively
in

*

speaking, but

known, notwithstanding its magthe publication of The l.ady of the
Lake ; but the splendid descriptions of that fine poem
soon spread its fame as far as the Enjilish language
is understood ; and the lake is now visited by almost
everv stranger who makes the tour of Scotland. It
mav i>e approached in different directions; but the
little

'

nificence,
'

till

of the parish of Oxnam, adjacent to the boundary
with England. It runs first 2 miles north-eastward,
and next 1 1 miles nortb. ward, bisecting the parishes of
Oxnam, Honnam, and Morebattle; and then it flows
5 miles westward, tracing the southeni boundary of
Morebattle parish, sweeping past Morebattle village,
bisecting the parish of Eckford, and falling into the
Teviot about a mQe below Eckford village. P'rom
near its source till a short way after it takes a wes-

and that by which it is oftencst
east, by the way of Callander.
This enters upon the eastern extremity of the lake,
where its finest scenery is situated, and where occur
the principal localities of Sir Walter's poem. As

it flows
through "ferny howms."
along a nanow vale, generally pleasing and frequently romantic, whither come laterally down
among the Cheviots delightful delis and picturesque

has been the case with every poem or tale from the
graphic pen of this gifted man, the world has given
almost a reality to the charactei-s and incidents of
The Lady of the Lake and the Highlanders now

an excel-

point out the scenery of this poem to strangere. as
if it had formed one of the ancient traditions of tlieii
romantic father-land.
Oh who woold think, in cheerless solitude.

terly direction,

It is
ravines, ploughed by tributary rills.
lent trouting-stream. and long gave the
'

name

of

Kale Water Sheep to the peculiarly fine breed of
ots pastured within view of its banks.
Miss
in supplementing a fine fragment of the Scoti>oric muse, which opens thus,
'

'^^

'

.

-

"

O

—

Uie ewe-bughting's bonny, baitb e'eniiig

in the true scirit of the original sir.gs

xnd mom,'*
:

—

—

principal road,
visited, is

fiom the

'

'

;

*-

!

Who o'er

these t» ilight waters giiiied slow,

That geniu*. with a time-surviving glow,
Tliese wild lone scenes so proudly hath embocd !
'
Or thai fh)m ' hum cf men gn far remote.
Where blue waves gleam and motintains darken round.
And trees with broad boi^shs shed a cioom ivofound.

KATRINE.
A poet here stiouUl from liis tractlpss thought
Elysian prospects conjure up, and sing
Of bright achievements in tlie olden days,
When chieftain valour sued for Beauty's praise,
And magic virtues charmed St. Fillan's spring;
Until hi worlds,

KATRINE.
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where Chilian mountains

raise

Their cloud-capt heads, admiring souls should wing
Hither tlieir flight to wilds, wliereon I gaze."

—

—

The TuosACHS [which see] form a main point
of attraction witli strangers visiting Loch-Katrine.
The road fron Callander passes through the Tiosaclis; and they are first entered upon by the travelThe
ler, about half-a-mile west of Loch-Achray.
access to Loch-Katrine is through a narrow pass of
half-a-mile in length, where the rocks are of a stupendous height, in some places seeming to close
above the travellers head, in others, ready to fall
down and bury him in their ruins. The sides of the
heights are in many places covered with aged weeping birches, which hang down in waving ringlets,
if to cover the bare rocks out of which they seem
to grow.
Before the present road was formed, the
lake could be approached in tliis direction only by
as

was generally termed *the Ladders'.' These
consisted of steps very imperfectly cut out of a precipitous rocky bank, by means of which, and with
the aid of ropes suspended from trees to be grasped
by the hand, the intrepid natives of this romantic
land were accustomed to pass often laden witli
considerable burdens from the lower district of the
Trosachs to its more elevated parts. The road was
formed witli incredible labour, partly by encroaching
on the eastern end of tlie lake, and partly by blasting the solid rock, which rises to a great height,
particularly in one place, where it shoots up perpendicularly from the water to a height of scarcely less
than 150 feet. The traveller approaching from Callander, passes through the narrow defile of the Trosiichs, where Fitz-James's "gallant horse exhausted
"
fell
and will mark the "narrow and broken plain "
where Sir AValter represents the Scottish troops
under the Earls of Mar and Moray to have paused
ere they entered " the dangerous glen."
Nor will
the vivid description of the scene which took place
when the archers entered the defile be forgotten.
No trace of a ioe could at first be seen but

and presents new and picturesque views

—

;

;

"

At once there rose so wild a yell
Within that dark and narrow dell.

As all the fiends, from heaven that
Had pealed the banner-cry of hell!

fell,

Forth from the pass in tumult driven.
Like chaff before the wind of heaven.
The archery ajjpenr;
For life ! for life their flight they ply
!

at almo.st

isle will

imme-

—

"

Moray pointed with

And

See

cried

none are

I

—

'

his lance.
I'ehold yon isle

left to

guard

its

!

—

strand

But women weak that wring the hand,
Tis there of yore the robber-band
Their booty wont to pile
;

My purse,

—

wiih bonnet-pieces store,

To him will swim a bow-shot o'er
And loose a shallop from the shore.
Lightly we'll tame the war-wolf then,
Lords of his mate, and brood and den!'
Forth from the ranks a spearman sprung.
On earth his casque and corslet rinig.
He plunged into the wave
•
•
*
«

He

—

nears the isle and lo!
is on a shallop's bow.

His hand

marked Uuncraggan's widowed dame,
Behind an oak I saw her stand
A naked dirk gleamed in her hand;
It darkened
iiut amid the moan
Of waves I heard a dying groan."
I

;

When the Clan-Gregor, or Clan-Alpine, held the
surrounding district, there can be no question that
on this island their wives and children often sought
shelter from the numerous enemies of their name
and it is said that during Ci-omwell's usurpation, one
;

of his soldiers

who had swam

to the island,

and was

about to seize one of the boats, met his doom from
the hand of a

woman

in the

manner described

in the

poem. But, whatever" be the truth of the legends
the mighty minstrel " has
connected with it,
" waved his visioned
wand," antl they have now
obtained an absolute and permanent existence in tli
imagination.

Having now fairly opened up the lake, we have
more than 6 miles of water in length under the eye.
Benvenue rises high over head to the left and the
mountains of Arroquhar terminate the prospect to
the west. Gazing from some of the heights or promontories which here surround him, the stranger
"
must, like Fitz-James, feel raptured and amazed,"
and with him, may well exclaim,
;

—

—

And shriek, and shout, and battle-cry,
And plaids and bonnets waving high,
And broadswords flashing in the sky,
Are maddening in the rear.
Onwards they drive In dreadful

Helen's

"
It was from this
diately arrest attention.
isle,
rock" that, at the blast of the Knight of Snowden's
bugle, started forth the little skiff which brought
Helen Douglas to the "beach of pebbles bright as
snow;" and on the island was the rustic retreat
where Fitz-James spent the night. It was to the
same island that the women and children of the t'lanAlpine are represented to have fled for refuge :

vv'hat

—

we advance.

every step as

race,

Pursuers and pursued."

Although this is the dcscri))tian of a merely imaginary fight between the Scottish troops and the men
of Clan-Alpine, yet it has become so familiar to every
reading mind as almost to be considered the account
and we believe few pass
of a real transaction
through the Tiosachs without thinking of Roderic
;

Dim and

his Macgregors, and those days when their
"
cliffs oft-echoed to
dying moan and dirge's wail."
The first appearance of the lake at this extremity
little promise of the wide and varied expanse
which it stretches out as the traveller proceeds.
Sir Walter has indeed well-dcHcribed it here as

gives

"

What

a scene were here

For princely pomp or clmrchman's pride
On this bold brow n lordly tower.

!

In that soft vale a lady's bower,

On yonder meadow

far away,
turrets of a cloister grey.
blithely might the bugle-horn
Chide, on the lake, the lingering morn!
sweet at eve, the lover's lute

The

How

How

Chime, wlien the groves were

still

and nintel

And when

the niidnight-m(x>n should lave
the silver wave.
How solemn on the ear would come
The holy matin's distant hum:
While tiie deep peal's commanding tone

Her forehead on

Should wake in yonder islet lone,
A sainted hermit from his cell.
To drop a bead with every knell.—
And bugle, lute, and bell, and all.
Should the bewildered stranger

To

friendly least,

and lighted

call

hall !"

to

"

A

Whether the stranger pursues

narrow

and deep,

Affording scarce such breadth of biini.
As served the wild duck's bnwd to swiui."

In advancing onwards, the lake is lost for a few
minutes, but it again opens with increasing grandeur,

his route

by the

northern sliorc of the loch, or embarks upon its placid bosom, he will continue to be
Now he will behold bluff lieadlands,
delighted.
where the black rocks dip down into unfathomable
and
now
water;
deep retiring bays, their beachcH
covered with white sand and gravel which has been
road along

inlet still

tlie

KEACLOCH.

KEIG.
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cached for ages by the waters. Rugged and stuclitfs rise on erei-v hand, waving with wood
hich seems to grow from the solid rock; every
evice or cavern returns its echo; every grove is
Jed with the melody of birds; and from the far
sights or distant valleys is heard the melancholy

cis'on.

leating of the sheep, the cry of the careful sliepherd,
•
the barkinsr of his dog.
Benvenue, the highest
lountain which rises from the lake, is probably one

and without competitors, its apparent alritude is
greater than that of any single mountain in Scotland excepting perhaps Ben Xevis,"

the most picturesque mountains in Great Britain.
n its northern side it presents immense masses of
(cks which appear to have been torn by some conalsioii of nature from its summit, and hurled below,
t one time it was finely covered for about twolii-ds of its height, with alders, birches, and niounlin-ashes of ancient growth; but much of these
as cut down about 40 years ago. The Coir-nanriskin, or Cave of the Goblins,' which has been
indeied venerable from Highland tradition and
iperstition, is situated at the base of Benvenue,
here it overhangs tlie lake in solemn grandeur.
is a deep circular amphitheatre in the mountain,
bout 600 yards in diameter at tBe top, but narrowig towards the bottom, surrounded on all sides

KEALLIN. a harbour at the southern extremity
of North Uist. in the Outer Hebrides. It is formed
bv a headland of its own name and by the island of
Ronay. It is considered safe for small vessel*.
AN, or Kix. a" prefix in Celtic nanies of places
"
signifving a head or projecting piece of land. The
" head " which it
designates may be either small or
Thus Kinkell, or
great, either inland or maritime.
" the head of the
church," is a small local projection
" the head of
into the river Earn; and Kintyre, or
the country," is a great peninsular projection into
the .=ea.
The most proper spelling of the prefix
is Kean; and either that or Cean or Can is the

having forgotten to bring up the barometer.
But though it seems to have been completely overlooked by mapmakere and travellers, it must be

^dou8

the highest mountains of the west coast, if
not of Scotland; while, as it rises immediately from
the sea by as steep an acclivity as is well possible,

among

KE

'

;

ith

stupendous

rocks,

spelling used by almost all Cclto-English writers;
but the spelling now generally in use iu the Scottish Lowlands is Kin.
KEANLOCH. See Kim.och.
KEANNOATH. See Oa.
KEARN, See ArcmsDOiE and Foebes.
KEAVIL, See Dusfebmuxe.
KEBAT (The\ a small tributary of the Aven, in
the parish of Kirkmichael, Banffshire.
KEDSLIE. See Eaelstox.
KEEN (Mouxt). one of the central Grampians,
to the west of Mount Battock, and on the mutual
border of Forfarshire and Aberdeenshire, Its altitude above sea level is 3.010 feet.
KEEN OF HAMMER, a high headland on the
east side of Unst, screening one sicie of the north
entrance to Balta sound, in Shetland,
{Tm] a small tributary of the North
Esk, in the parish of I^ochlce. Forfarshire.
KEESHORN (Loch). See Eoss-shibe.

and overshadowed with

which render it impenetrable to the ravs
the sun. On the south and west, it is bounded
y the precipitous shoulder of the mountain, to the
eight of 500 feet; and towards the east, the rock
ppears to have tumbled down, strewing the whole
lope with immense fragments, which now give
tielter to foxes, wild cats, and badsrers.
Farther
p the mountain than Coir-nau-Uriskin is Bbalochirch trees,
r

AMBo: which

see.

Loch-Katrine, in its upper part, or as first seen
y a traveller approaching it from luversnaid, does
ot prese!it such picturesque or romantic scenery as
t its eastern end ; but there is a rude
grandeur, a
mely sublimity about it, which at least inspires
we, and fills the mind with pleasing melancholy.
Vhen we look upon the utter desolateness which
preads around, the bluff headlands which project
lieir weather-beaten fronts into the water, the noble
utline of the lofty mountains, the bare and rugged
Dcks with which they are covered, the deep ravines
raversed by the many streams which flow down
heir sides, the heath-covered moors that intervene,
nd the contrasted stillness and purity of the transarent lake, we feel tliat it is altogether highly
haracteristic

Highland scenery.

This upper end

within that extensive district which
fas anciently the country of the Macgregors; but
rom the greater portion of which they were, from
ime to time, dispossessed by their more crafty
eighbours. In the fastnesses at the head of Lochf

the loch

is

Catrine they often sought refuge from oppression;
nd to these they usually retired after those predaory excursions into the Lowlands, to which they

prompted alike b_v the cravings of hunger and
he desire of vengeance,
A small iron steamer of
ix horse power was started on Loeh-Katrine in the
ammer of 1843. An act of parliament was obtined by the town- council of Glasgow in 1855 for
'ere

applying that city with water from Loch-Katrine,
KEACLOC'H, a magnificent mountain, between
ioch Greinoi-d and Little Loch Broom, on the west
oast of Ross-shire.
It consists wholly of sandtone, but has the general aspect of granite.
Macalloch says. " it overtops all the neighbouring land,
nd commands a wide extent of the interior countrv,
isplaying all the details of Loch Broom and Loch
treinord, and losing itself eastward in a series of
eep valleys, ridges, and ravines, of bare white rock,
haracterized by an aspect of desolation not easily
xceeded.
Of its height I cannot speak with pre-

KEENY

KEIG, a parish, containing a post-office station of
own name, in the Alford district of Aberdeen-

its

It is bounded by Leslie, Premnay, Oyne,
Alford. and Tull\-nes5le.
Its
southward
is about 5J miles; and its greatest
length
breadth is 4 miles. It is traversed in the south by
the river Don. and skirted on the west by a tribu-

shire.
\

Monymusk. Tough,

tary of that river. Its surface is a picturesque assemblage of haugh, plain, arable acclivity, and pastoral height.
The haugh along the Don lies at a
height of from 350 to 4(h) feet above sea-level the
plain, in the central part of the parish, lies piXH
bably, on the average, about 70 feet higher; the
arable acclivities ascend the sides of the hiils on the
east and the north nearly 300 feet higher; and the
pastoral heights are offshoots or connexions of con;

spicuous hills in neighbouring parishes, particularly
The total
Bennochie, Mothertop, and Menaway,
area, according to the New Statistical Account,
comprises 3.039 acres of arable land, 2,488 of pasture,
moor, and waste, 2.278 under wood, and 93 in roads,
The principal landowners are Lord
rivere, &c.
Forbes, the Master of Forbes, Sir Andrew Leith
Hay of Rannes, and Mr. Farquharson of Whitehouse. Castle- Forbes, the seat of Lord Forbes, is an
elegant, large, modern, castellated edifice, on the
left bank of the Don, on the slope of the south-west
comer of Bennochie, at the termination of the valley
of Alford, commanding a brilliant view along the
Don for nearly 20 miles. The real rental of the
parish is about £3,177. The yearly value of raw
produce was estimated in 1842 at £7.041. Assessed
property in 1843, £2,563. The chief antiquities are

KEIL.
two Drnidical

south-western verge of the parish stretches, for 4
miles, a height called Keir hill, having an altitudt

circles.
Population in 1831, 592; in
Houses, 146.
This piirisli is in the presbyteiy of Alford, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Crown. Stipend
£158 13s. 6d.; glebe, £12. Schoolmaster's salary,
£36,-with£40fees, and a share of the Dick bequest.
The parish church is a neat Gothic structure, built
in 1835, and containing about 490 sittings. There is
a Free church, with an attendance of 350 and its reThere are a Free
ceipts in 1855 were £110 14s. 7d.
church school and a girls' school. Keig first belonged
afterwards
formed
to the priory of Monymusk, and
part of a regality in which the Archbishop of St.
Andrews sat as supreme judge in criminal causes.
The bailie of this regality was first l^ord Foibes
The
and afterwards the Marquis of Hnntly.

1851, 772.

of 1.172 feet ab<ive sea-level.
A continuation of it,
called Capenoch hill, trends a little into the interioi
on the north. South-east of the southern extremitj
of Keir hill rise the short parallel ridges of Kilbridt
and Blackwood hills. Along the banks of the Scaui
and the Nith the surface is a rich fertile holm; anr

it ascends in a
steep wooded-bank, in a tabh
and in a somewhat rapid acclivity to the summit of Capenoch and Keir hills. The table-lane
over most of the distance is of considerable breadth
and, being all of alluvial soil, appears to have beer
anciently the bed of a large lake, formed by tin
Nith before the river ploughed its way through t
hilly obstruction on the south; and afterwards ii
glides up into the gentle slope of Kilbride hill, anc
finally
along with the holm and the intervening

thence

;

land,

Bishop of St. Andrews was anciently called to
parliament as Lord Keig and Mouymusk.
KEIL, an estate in the parish of Southend, opposite the island of Sanda, and 7^ miles southsouth-west of Campbelton, in Kintyre, Argyleshire.
Here are a modern mansion, an ancient ecclesiastical ruin, and some large and remarkable caves.
KEiLLOR. See Fowlis (Wester).
KEILLOR (Chapel of). See Chapel of Keillor.
KEILLOR BURN, a brook of about 3 miles in
length of course, running south-eastward, chiefly

bank

hill, which presses
upon the Nith. Most of the parish is thus a
and
descent
from
a hilly sumniil
variegated
regular
over a base of 2^ miles to the Nith; and seen fioni
the highway between Thornhill and Closeburn, il
presents a picture of no common beauty; and wlien
the continuation of that road closes in upon the
river, and at last crosses into the parish at its

KEILLOR.

KEILLS, a promontory and a hamlet on the west
coast of the parish of North Knapdale, Argyleshire.
The promontoiy is situated between Loch Swin and
the Sound of Jura and all the coast adjacent to it is
bold and rocky, rising niurally in many places to the
height of about 300 feet. The hamlet is connected
by road with Lochgilphead, and is the ferry station
;

to Lagg in Jura, whence communication is maintained with all the central parts of Jura, with the
north of Islay, and with Oronsay and Colonsay.
At Keills are an ancient cross and the ruins of an
ancient chapel.

KEIL'S DEN. See Largo.
KEIR, a parish in the centre

of Nithsdale,

Dum-

bounded by Penpoiit, Closeburn,
Kirkmahoe, Dunscore, Glencairn, and Tynron. Its
is 6^ miles; and its greatest
south-eastward
length
It is

breadth is 2J utiles. Its post-town is Thornhill, 2J
miles north-east of the parish church; but the postoffice stations of Penpont and Auldgirth-bridge adjoin respectively its northern and south-eastern exShinnel water, coming in from Tynron,
tremities.
forms for If mile the north-western boundary.
Scaur water, drinking up the Shinnel, and flowing
between picturesque banks, forms for 2^ miles the
Iwnndary on the north and north-east. The river
Nith, absorbing the Scaur, and strong in the attractions of river-beauty, traces the north-eastern boundary over 4| miles to the south-eastern exti'emity.

Allanton burn rises in the interior, flows a mile
southward, traces over 2A miles the southern bouridSix rills,
ary, and then losis itself in the Nith.
each about IJ mile in length, rise in the interior,
and flovr almost in parallel lines, and nearly at
regular intervals, eastward or north-eastward, to the
Nith and the Soaur. All the rills beautify the face
of the country, and fling verdure and herbage on
their bank.s; and one of them traverses a romantic
wooded ravine, and forms, during its course, a ren)arkai)ly beautiful cascade.

Springs are every-

where abundant; and two small lakes, both nearly
drained, and converted into luxuriant meadow,
out th(ur treasures on the opposite side of
spread
tiie parish to that watered by the Nith.
Along the

—
— becomes lost in Blackwood

close

on the boundary between the parishes of Collessie
and Moiiimail, to the river Eden in Fifeshire.
KEILLOR BURN, Forfarshire. See Inver-

fries-shire.

KEIR.

1G6

southern extremity along Auldgirth bridge, the
scenes of picturesqueness presented by Blackwood
the narrowed vale of the river, are
hill, and
But fine as the
singularly varied and delightful.
landscapes are within the parish, they arc very
second rate both in power and in expansivenesa
to those which its own
higher gTounds command.
Blackwood hill, in particular, lifts the eye along the
brilliant valley of the Nith from Drumlanrig castle
to the Solwa}', giving to the view all the richest
part of both upper and lower Nithsdale, screened at
one extremity by the central mountain-chain of the
lowlands of Scotland, and, at the other by the
mountains of Cumberland. The lower grounds of
the parish are abundantly tufted lioth with natural
wood and with plantation. Sandstone and lin>estone are abundant; and the latter is worked at
Leeches were found in a
B.irjarg and Porterstown.
loehlet lately drained.
One-half of the parish is
is
and
the
other
half
distributed into pasture,
arable;
meadow, and woodlands. The mansions are Capenoch on the north; Blackwood on the Nith, at the
base of Blackwood hill and Baijarg, 2^ miles above
There
the latter, and half-a-mile from the Nith.
are five principal landowners. The real rental, according to the new valuation in 1855, is £4,990.
The yearly value of raw produce was estimated in
Two hamlets, Keirniill and Bar183(3, at £15,1)82.
jarg. stand in the vicinity respectively of the parisli
The Glasgow anc
church and Barjarg house.
South-western railway runs near the soutlueasterr
extremity of the parish, and has a station there n'
The road from Dumfries t<
Auldgirth bridge.
;

I

Penpont traverses the whole length of the parisli
and that from Thornhill to Minnyhive impinges oi
northern end. Population in 1831,987; in 1851
Houses, 164.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Penpont, aiu
synod of Dumfries. Patron, tlie Duke of Buccleuch
its

960.

Stipend, £233

ghbe, A'18. Unappiopriatcf
There are two paroehia
schools; each having a salary of £25 13s. 4d., au'
the two together about £43 fees, besides some othe
emolunienls. The parish church is situated on tli
teiiuls,

£87

Is. 7d.;

18s.

5d.

|

Scaur, a mile from the northein boundary, was builj
Th
in 1814, atid contains about 4.5U sittnigs.
ancient church appears to have belonged to son)
monastery. On Kilbride hill once stood a chape
every vestige of which has disappeared. A ranki

KEIR.

There are in the parish a tannery, a distillery, a
tobacco work, two woollen-mills, a' flax-mill, a dvework, a brewery, and eight grain-mills. The parish is
traversed by the great road from Aberdeen to In-

luxuriant spot, very distinguishable from the circumjacent ground, is believed to have been the site of
the cemetery. There are several small antiquities,
of some hx^il interest.
KEIR. or Keir-Hill, any locality taking name
from the ancient existence upon it of an artificial
military strength; the word Kcir Ijeing simply an
See the
ill-spelled form of the ancient word Caer.
Various kinds of localities of the
article Caer.
name of Keir occur in the parishes of Keir, Pen-

heights of the
islies

of

verness.

Population in 1831, 4.464; in 1851, 4,986.
Population of the Banflshire section
Houses, 1,026.
This parish is in the presbytery of Strathbogie,
and synod of Moray. Patron, the Earl of Fife. Stipend, £243 5s. 3d.; glebe, £20. Unappropriated
The parish church is an eleteinds. .£558 6s. 2d.
gant edifice, built in 1816, at the cost of £6,223;
it has a
square tower 120 feet high, with clock and
The Free
bell; and it contains 1,650 sittings.
,084.
in 1851, 4,690.

Houses,

Lecropt, and others; and
of Keir-hill occur in the par-

Dmiblane,

ninghame,

name

Keir,

Skene, Kippeu, and

Dolphintou,

Gargunnock.

KEIRMILL. See Keir.
KEISS. an estate in the north-east extremity of
It comprises
the parish of Wick. Caithness-shire.
and has. as an inlet
part of the coast of Sinclair bay,
thence, a small bay and harlxtur of its own name.
government church, containing 338 sittings, was
built in 1827, at the cost of £1.500, on a rising
ground on the north side of the bay of Keiss ; and
a quoad sacra parish was assigned to it by the
Ge;ier;il Assembly in 1833, out of the parishes of
Wick and Canisbay. The stipend is £120. There
See
is also a small Bfiptist congregation of Keiss
a parish partly in Elginshire, but chiefly
It contains the post-onice station of
Keith, and the villages or small towns of Old Keith,
New Keith, Fife-Keith, and Newmill. It lies at one
of the narrowest parts of Banffshire, extending from
side to side of that county; and is bounded by the
parishes of liathven, Deskford, Grange, Cairney,

KEITH,

for

Assessed property in 1843, £^,001 5s. 8d.

young

at

traffic,

in the Banffshire section of the parish of

It stands on the banks of the Isla, on the
great road from Aberdeen to Invemess, environed
by a semicircle of hills, 9 miles south-east of
Fochabers, 10 north-west of Huntly. 12 southsouth-west of Cnllen, 20 south-west of Banff, and
It consists of three
48 north-west of Aberdeen.
parts, or rather comprises three mutually contiguous towns, Fife-Keith, Old Keith, and New Keith.
Fife-Keith is situated on the left bank of the Isla,
and has already been described in the article FifeKeith. Old Keith and New Keith are situated on
the right bank of the Isla, the former north-west of
the latter; and they will be successively described
in the two following paragraphs.

Keith.

;

m

built in

ladies.
There is a large endowed school
There are public schools also at
Newmill.
Achinacy, Tarrycroys. and Oldmore; and there is
a number of private schools.
KEITH, a post-town and seat of considerable

northward through the interior, between Old Keith
and Fife-Keith, to an artificial cut; and, passing
direction
along that cut, it proceeds in an easterly
onward to a confluence with the Altmore bum on
The
the boundary with Grange.
parochial siuface,
though not generally of an attractive appearance,
contains fine tracts of corn-land along the Isla. and
comprehends the greater part of the fertile district
of Strathisla.
It anciently extended from Fordyce
to Movtlach, and comprised all the good lands in the
Isla's basin; and. even within its present limits, it
excels most parishes in the North of Scotland in
large expanse of fertile arable surface. It anciently
belonged to the abbots of Kinloss, to whom it was
granted by William the Lion and it yielded them
a heavy rental, even in the IGth centuiy, when it
was very ill cultivated. The soil is chiefly loam
and clay, with some of a lighter quality. It is

'

was

school is a large building, erected in 1833, for the
accommoilation of two teachers and about 260
The salary connected with it comprises
scholai-s.
£34 from the heritors, a share of the Dick bequest,
and upwards of £40 from two endowments, besides
a largo amount of fees. There are in the town a
neat Free church school, and an endowed seminary

Glass, Botriphnie, and Boharm. It has an elliptical
outline, with an average diameter of about 6 miles.
The river Isla enters it from Botriphnie, and runs

Near Old Keith the Isla
the principal proprietors.
forms a fine ca.scade, called the Linn of Keith.' In
this vicinity are the ruins of a castle once the seat
of the family of Oliphant. Several Druidical circles
have been found; and near two of these are fountains of excellent water, formerlj- supposed to be
of sanative properties,— to one of which,
possessed
the memory of individuals living at the date of
the Old Statistical Account, the superstitious resorted, and made offerings, for the restoration of
health. Limestone is worked at Blackhillock, Douglasbrae, and Maisley, to a gieat amount; and a
grey variety of fluor spar has been found, associated
Edinwith green antimony, in calcjireous spars.
tore-house, a good modem mansion, is the seat of
The real rental is about
the only resident heritor.

Catholic chapel

It is an elegant
1828, and contains 340 sittings.
and much admired edifice, in the Roman Doric style
of architecture, after the beautiful model of St.
Maria-de-Vittoi ia. at Rome; and its interior is
tastefully ornamented, and contains a splendid
altar-piece, on the incredulity of St. Thomas, presented by Charles X. of France, by whose principal
The parochial
artist it was painted on purpose.

in Banffshire

all in a high state of cultivation, chiefly
effected since the period of the revolutionary wars.
There are fine plantations on the estates of some of

The Roman

organ.

Wick.

almost

1

church was built at the period of the straggle preceding the disruption, and contains 700 sittings.
The United Presbyterian church was built in 1853,
and is a handsome symmetrical structure, in the
Gothic style, containing 500 sittings.
The Independent cliapel contains 240 sittings. The Episcopalian chapel contains 150 sittings, and has a fine

A

£6,500.

KEITH.

167

j

Old Keitu

is

at least

b(^>0

years old;

but

its

trade and jiuisdiction of
it was, at one period, superior in con.sequence to Banff, Cullen, and Fordyce, then the only
other towns in the county. The court- of-regality
sat in the church, and judged of pleas in general,
civil or criminal, even including the four Crown
Some of the regality barons genei-ally aspleas.
sisted the bailie, as his asses.sors. The panels were
put for trial into a window called 'the Boss window;'
and were committed, on conviction, to the steeple,
as a jail. In capital convictions they were executed
on the hill where New Keith has since been built.
The old town appears to have corresponded in
magnitude to the extent of its judicial authority,
stretching along the Isla to a considerable length.
Early in last century it was celebrated for the
Summer-eve fair,' still held, but then one of the
origin is
regality,

unknown.

By

its

'

KElTH-IIAr.L.

greatest fairs ia >fcotLind, lasting a week in the
initldie of September, and resorted to by multitudes
"
80 great,
that the place was by no means fit to
contain them, and they lay by dozens, male and
female together, for miles round the whole country."
Being built in a very irregular and inconvenient
manner, the old town was gradually abandoned;
dwindling, latterly, into a mean village. During the
ci\al wars of 1645 and 1745, Old Keith was the scene
cf events meriting some notice. On the 30th June,
1645, the army of Baillie occupied an advantageous
position near the old church, which then stood at
the south-western extremity of the town. Montrose

endeavoured

to

draw him from

this position b}' offer-

ground;' but the Covenanter
declined the proposal. In 1745 Captain Glasgow, an
Irishman in the French service, encountered a
ing to fight 'on

fair

Government party stationed here, defeated tliem,
The only other
and carried off 150 prisoners.
skirmish recorded by tradition to have occurred in
this vicinity,

was about a century

before this period,

when Peter Roy Macgregor, a Highland free-booter
who infested this part of the country with an organized gang of robbers, was taken by Gordon of
Glengerack, after a desperate resistance, and executed at Edinburgh.
New KfirrH was begun to be built about the year
1750, on the eastern declivity of a gentle eminence
south-east of Old Keith, on the same side of the
It
Isla, and then forming part of a barren moor.
is built on a regular plan, consisting of three principal streets, intersected by lanes, with the marketplace, a spacious square, near the centre of the town.
The town-house, situated in the market-place, is a
In 182,3 the Earl of Seafield,
plain building.
superior of the barony of Keith, erected a commodious inn, containing a large hall for the courts. The
several places of worsliip, and the parochial school,
are ornamental to the town.
large excellent
The
subscriptio7i library was established in 1810.
town has offices of the Union bank, the Abjr>leen
Town and County bank, and the North of Scotland
bank. It has also a savings' bank, several insurance agencies, a total abstinence society, and a literThe town is lighted with gas.
ary association.
Several of the manufactories, noticed in our account of the parish, are situated in it; and, previous to the general introduction of the cotton trade,
considerable work was done in yarn and linen
maiuifiictures.
A weekly market is held on Friday
for grain and other agricultural produce; and fairs
are held on tlie first Friday of .January, tlie first
ireh, the first Tuesday of April, old
Friday of
style, tlie Friday after the 22d of May, the first
of
June, old style, the Frida^y after the 1st
Tuesday
of July, the Wednesday after the first Tuesday of
September, old style, the tliird Tuesday of November, old style, and the Friday before Martinmas.
Several of tliese fairs are large cattle markets.

A

M

Public coaches pass tin-ongli, connecting Elgin and
Inverness vvitii the Great North of Scotland railway at Huntly; and an extension of that railway is
at present in course of construction to Keith.
Population of New Keith and of Ol
Keith, in 1841,
1

1,804; in 1851, 2.101.
Houses, 446.
See HtuiiUK.
Kl'ilTH, in
iddingtonshire.

H

See l\<MiKKiTn, and KKrrniNCH.
See Hi.vikuowuik and IIiimiiie.
and KINKICLL, an united parit
the district of (rarioeh. Aberdeenshire,

KEI'l'II (lN(;n).
(Tub).

KKITH
KEITH-HALL
ish

in

KELHEAD.
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contains tlie
station of Keith-hall, and is
post-office
a.ljacent on the west side to the burgii of Inverury,
and at the south-west extremity to the burgh of
Kiiitore.
It is bounded by the parishes of Chapel
of Gari(X!h, Itourtie, Udny, New Machar, Fintray,

Its length southward is
Kintore. and Inverury.
about 5^ miles; and its greatest breadth is about 5

miles.
The rivers Ury and Don trcice the whole of
Keith-hall was anciently
the western boinidary.
called Montkeggie, and took its present name after
the greater part of it became the property of Keith,
the Earl Marischal.
Kinkell took its name, whicii
" the head
clutrch," from the circumstance
signifies
that si.x subordinate clnxrches anciently belonged to

In 1754, the Lords Commissioners
annexed about one-third
of the parish of Kinkell to Kintore, annexed the
remainder of it to the parish of Montkeggie or
Keith-hall, and ordained that the latter, with its
annexation, should thenceforth be called the united
its

parsonage.

for the plantation of kirks

parish of Keith-hall and Kinkell. The parochial
surface is hilly, though not mountainous; and the
soil is various, being generally fertile on the western side, towards the rivers, but inferior towards
the east.
There are several extensive mosses; but
some parts otherwise unfruitful are now uiuier
thriving plantations; and agriculture is in an improved state. The total extent of land under the
plough is about 5,000 acres; of land under wood,
about 400 acres; of waste land, about 2,000 acres.
The Earl of Kintore is proprietor of about threefourths of the united parish; and Gordon of Balbithan and Irvine of Kinmuck are the other prinKeith-hall house, the residence
cipal proprietors.
of the Eai-l of Kintore, is a magnificent edifice.

The

parish

was mnch

facilitated in its georgic im-

provements by the Aberdeen and Inverury canal;
and now it enjoys ready access to the Kintore and
Inveruiy stations of the Great North of Scotland

The
was estimated
railway.

total yearly value of raw produce
in 1842 at £13,750.
Assessed pro-

Cairns were formerly numerous, but have been all swept away. Druidical
but
also
occurred
temples
only one stone of one of
them now remains. There are vestiges of an encampment on Kinmuck moor, where a great battle
is traditionally said to have been fougiit between
perty, in 1843, £4,067.
;

the Danes and the Scotch.
Many persons who fell
at the battle of Ilarlaw are said to have been buried
at Kinkell. The estate of Kpith-hall was the birth*
place of the distinguished scholar, Arthur Johnston;
and it lays claim, as do some places far distant
from it, to "the Lass o' Patie's mill."
Population of the united parish in 1831, 877, in 1851, 920

Houses, 167.
This parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, ant
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Earl of Kintore.
Stipend, £216 17s. lid.; glebe, £30.
Unappropriated teinds, £42 14s. lid. Schoolmaster's sal.iry,
£30, with a sliare of the Dick betiuest and about
£15 fees.
The church was built in 1771, and
Tliere
repaired in 1823, and contains 600 sittings.
is a Quaker's niecting-liouse at Kinmuck.
A lair
for cattle and horses, called the Michael fair, is held
at Kinkell on the Wednesday after the last Tuesday
of September, old style.
KEITH-HUNDEBY. See HiiMniE.

KEITHICK. See Coupau-Anous.
KEITHINCII, the small island between the town
of Peterhead and the sea, in Aberdeenshire; aiid
the town itself, in the charter-of-erection by George
Earl Marischali, in 1593, is named Keith-Inch, alias
Peterhead.

KKirH-MARSHALL.
KEITHNIE WATER.

See Humbie.
See Invekkeithnie.

KEITHTOWN, a modern village in the parish of
Foddertv, Ross-shire, i'opulation, 64. Houses, 17.
KELiUJKN. See Lakos.
KELHEAD, a village connected with the limcworks in the pariah of (\iniinertrees, Dumfries-sliire.

KELLAS.
KELLAS,
^orfarsliiie.

KELLES.
KELLIE.

a hamlet

in the parish of Muri-oes,

I'opulHtioii, 25.
!See

Dallas.

See FiFEsiiiKE and Cakxbee.
KELLO WATER, a rivulet of Dunifries-shire.
t rises on the north side of ToiTvburnrig on the
loundary with Ayrshire, traces that boundary 1^
nile northward, and then runs 4^ miles eastward,
ind 1^ north-eastward, between the parishes of
iirkcounel and Sanquhar, and falls into the Nith 1^
Over its
nile below the village of Kirkconnel.
vhole course it is strictly a mountain-stream.
KELLOCK BURN, a'tribntary of the Ury, in the
ipper part of the district of Garioch, in Aberdeenshire.

KELLOE.

See Edrom.

KELLS, a parish, containing the post-town of
New Galloway, in Kirkcudbrightshire. It forms
south-western part of the Glenkens; and is
bounded by Carsphaim, Dairy, Bahnaclellan, ParIts length
ton. Balmaghie, Girthon. juid MinnigafF.
south-eastward is 16J miles; and its breadth is 9^
miles at one part in the north-west, but gradually
The
tapers to an acute angle in the south-east.
Ken and the Dee, the former on the east and the
latter on the west, trace all the lateral boundaries,
to a mutual confluence at the south-eastern extremity and they are joined by many brooks from
the

;

of the interior.

all

parts
— Loch-IIarrow,
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In the north are three lakes

this spot, but sontii of the Rhinns, and in the interior of the parish, are stinted remains of an an
cient and very large forest, supposed to have been

originally a hunting-ground of the lords of Galloway, and adopted as a royal forest by the dynasty
Two large farms on the locality have
of Bruce.
the names of the Upper and the Nether Forest; and
remaining patches of wood, and a large expanse of
meadow, are still called respectively the Kings
forest and the King's holm.
Tlie surface of the parish, in most other parts
than tiiose we have noticed, is either dismally moorish, sequesteredly pastoral, or grandly upland.
On the south-west side, from the old bridge of Dee,
5 miles south-eastward to a point opposite the head
of Loch-Ken, stretches a range of high hills, which
press close upon the Dee, and have a bieadth or base
These hills consist of granite,
of 3 miles inland.

almost naked, but occasionally patched with heath
and on their slopes, as well as on the flat grounds
at their base, for about a mile on the south-west,
are detached blocks, many of them 10 tons in
weight, and all lying so thickly that a pedestrian
might almost make his way along the suiAice by
stepping from stone to stone. On the north-west and
north sides of the parish extend for about 9 miles the
Rhinns of Kells, visible at 40 miles' distance, capped
with snow during eight and sometimes nine months
in the year.
On the side of one of them is a rock;

Loch-Minnick, and Loch-Dungeon, the last and largest f of a rrtile in length. In
tile south are Stroan-locb, formed by the expansion
of the Dee, Black-loch in the interior, and Loch
Ken, formed by expansion of the Ken, for about 5
The flat
miles, to a width of from J to | of a mile.
expanse of land at the head of Loch-Ken. enriched
by the ovei-flowings of the river which here
diff"uses its alluvial wealth in the manner of a mimic
Nile is probably unsurpassed in its fertility by any
perpetual soil in Scotland. So late as 65 years
ago, when it owed comparatively little to the dressings of modern improvements in agriculture, some
of it had been cropped 25 years successively without other manure than the Ken's deposits. The
whole vale of the Ken, in the hills of its background, in the undulations and ravines of its
slopes, in the verdure and wood of its plain, in the
sumptuousness of its mansions, and in the meauderings of its river, affords a series of scenic views
abundantly rich enough to vindicate the fame which
the district of Glenkens has acquired for its landOver 5 miles from tlie southern extremity is
.«capes.
the fine scenery which overhangs Loch-Ken. Over
another mile northward are the brilliant groupings
around Kenmore Castle, and the burgh of NewGalloway. Two miles to the north is a richly cultivated tract, enclosed in the form of an amphitheatre by the circumjacent hills. Here, amid other
attractive features, are the beauteous grounds of
Glenlee-park, the fine modernly enlarged mansion-

ing-stone 8 or 10 tons in weight, so poised that the
pressure of a finger may move it, and so positioned
that the united force of a considerable number of
men could not hurl it from its place. To eftect the
agricultural improvement of various districts, but
chiefly of Kells, in the latter part of last century,
Mr. Gordon of Greenlaw, the sheriff of the county,
not only encouraged the draining of Castledonglasloch. which lies 7J miles distant from the confluence
of the Ken and the Dee, and was sui-passingly rich
in its store of shell marl, but at his own expense
cut a canal of 3 miles in length to the Dee, and constracted a number of flat-Lottomed boats for the
portation of the valuable manure. Nearly the whole
improveable part of the parish began suddenly to

house of these grounds, a pleasing variety of wooded
decoration and natural feature, and, at the northern
boundary of the grounds, a romantic defile, with
two picturesque waterfalls. Three miles north of
Glenlee, the houses of Barskeech, Stranfasket, and
Knocknalling in Kells, and that of Earlston in
Dairy, with their surrounding pleasure-grounds,
lie under the
eye. all very nearly from one point;
Poliiarrow l)urn, the largest of "the minor streams
of the parish, comes down with wooded banks be-

shire traverses the

—

—

'

'

tween two of these seats; the Ken, rippling along
narrow plain, displays new attractions; and the
back-ground of upland scenery recedes in the northwest into the cloud-cleaving Khinns of Kells, the
highest mountains in Galloway.
North-west of

its

wear a totally renovated aspect; and when marl
could no longer be obtained, so aroused were the
population to the enterprising habits of keen improvers, that they found means, in the form of lime
and other aids, to maintain a luxuriance in the arable stripes among their wild hills, which might
almost compare with the fertility of the best cultivated districts of Scotland. There are eight prin-.
The real rental is about £5.000.
cipal landowners.
Assessed property in 1843. £5.246. Iron ore abounds
in one locality, but is not worked.
Lead ore occurs
on the estates of Glenlee and Kenmure; and at a
place where that ore was formerly mined to some
Excellent
extent, there are appearances of copper.
slates were formerly quarried in the north-eastern

The turnpike from Kirkcudbright

to Ayrwhole length of the parish up
the vale of the Ken. and that from Dumfries to
Newton-Stewart traverses 6^ miles from east to
the roads intersecting each other at the
west,
burgh of New Galloway. Population in 1831. 1,128;
in 1851, 1,091.
Houses, 187.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcudbright,
and synod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £299 9s. 8d.; gK'be, £12. Schoolmaster's salary
£34, with ^30 fees. The parish church was built
The ancient
in 1822, and contains 560 sitrings.
church was given in free alms by Robert Bruce to
Gilbert, archdeacon of Galloway, and appended to
district.

—

the archdeaconry; but early in the 16th centuiy, it
was transferred by James IV. to the chapel-royal of

KELLY

I3URN.

and it contimii'd to be one of its prebends
In 1640 a large section of the
the Reformation.
ancient parisli on the north was detached, and,
witli
a
from
section
alonsj
Dahy, erected into the
parish of Carsphairn. New Galloway in Kells was
the birth-place of Robert Heron, tiie editor of Sir
John Sinclair's Statistical Account of Scotland, and
the author of numerous works.
BURN, a small tributary of the Ythan,
in tiie parish of Methliclc, Aberdeenshire.
BURN, a brook of about 4 miles in
length of course, running westward, on the boundary
between Ayrshire and Renfrewshire, to the frith of
Stilling;
till

KELLY
KELLY

Clyde.

"KELLY BURN, a small tributary of the Devon,
running on the b uiidary between the parish of
Dollar in Clackmannanshire and the parish of Muckhart in Perthshire.

KELLY-CASTLE.

See Arbielot.
a range of hills in the parish
of Newlands, Peebles-shire, extending parallel to
the range of the Pentlands.
KELLY-HOUSE. See Inxerkip.
KELSO, a parish, containing the post-town of
Kelso, and the suburban village of Maxvvellheugh,
in the north-east of Roxburghshire.
It is bounded

KELLYI-IEADS,

bj' Nenthorn in Berwickshire, and by Stitchel, Ednam, Sprouston, Eckford, Roxburgh, Makerston,
and Smailholin. Its length southward is 4f miles;
its greatest breadth is 4J miles; and its average
The Tweed
breadth is not more than 2J miles.
comes in on the west, forms for a mile tlie boundary
with Roxburgh, makes larue bends for two miles
till it passes the town, and then goes away IJ mile

north-eastward to the point of its leaving the parish.
The Teviot, after tracing ibr J of a mile the western
boundary, comes in at a point only ^ of a mile south
of the Tweed, and, vj-ing with it in the cuiwing
beauty of its course, and the sumptuous richness of
its scene rj', so coyly approaches as not to make a
confluence till opposite the town, a mile below the
point of entering. At the average distance of If or
2 miles fi om the Tweed, and nearly parallel with it,
runs the Eden; but it merely touches a projecting
angle, and passes on, serving chiefly to give the
northern division of the parish a peninsular charThe Tweed, in its transit, averages about
acter.
440 or 450 feet in width, and the Teviot aiiout 200.

The two

rivers are sometimes sinniltaneously floo;land run riotously into confluence, combining the
might of their swollen waters to introduce to the
generally tranquil scene the elements of sublimity
and terror. The peninsula at their point of confluence, is one of the loveliest in Scotland; but is
marred in its beauty by a mill-lead carrying off
from the Teviot a considerable body of its wealth,

ed,

just Avhcre all its opulence is most needed, to make
a suitable approach to the magnificent monarch-river
Half-a-mile south of the
to which it pays tribute.

town, the Wooden, a rill of about a mile in length
of course, joins the Tweed from the south, making
at one point a tiny but very beautiful cascade, and
flowing along a romantic ravine. Seen fioin the
whole
Iieights of Stitchel 3 miles to the north, the
parish appears to be part of an extensive fertile
and
two
intersected
a
rivers,
richly
by
strath,
jdain

—

adorned with woods; but

s(!en

from

tlie

low grounds

close upon the Tweed, near the town, it is a diverlow
a gently receding amphitheatre.
sified basin,

—

—

cut by the rivers, and cinctured in the
distance by a boundary of sylvan heights. On the
north side of the Tweed it slowly rises in successive
wavy ridg( 8, tier behiiul tier, till an inconsiderable
summit- level is attained; and on the south side,
while it generally nuikes a gradual rise, it is cut

where

it

is
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down on the west into a diverging stripe of lowlanii
by the Teviot, ascends, in some places, in an almost
acclivitous way from the banks, and sends up in the
distance hilly and hard-featured elevations, which,
though subject to the plough, are naturally pastoral.
The whole district is surpassingly rich in the features of landscape which strictly constitute the
unmixed with the grand, or, except in
beautiful,
The views prerare touches, with the romantic.
sented from the knolly height of Roxburgh castle,
and from the immediate vicinity of the ducal mansion of Fleurs, are so luscious, so full and minute in
feature, that they must be seen in order to be apThe view from the bridge, a little below
preciated.
the confluence of the rivers, though greatly too rieli

—

be depicted in words, and demanding consumskill in order to be pencilled in colours, admits at least an easy enumeration of its leading
features.
Immediately on the north lies the town,
with the majestic ruins of its ancient abbey, and the
handsome fabric of Ednam-house; Ij mile to the
north-west, rises the magnificent pile of Fleurs
castle, amidst a profusion of park-scenery, coming
down to the Tweed in wooded decoration in front
to

mate

;

are two islets in the Tweed, and between that river
and the Teviot the peninsula of Friar's or St. James'
Green, with the fair green in its foregroui;d, and the
venerable ruins of Roxburgh castle, IJ mile distant;
on the south-west, within a fine bend of the Teviot.
are the mansion and park of Springwood, and away
behind them, in far jierspective, looking down the
exulting vale of the Tweed, the Eildon hills lift up
their triple summit a little to the east, close upon
the view, rises the fine form of Pinnacle-hill; away
in the distance behind the town, appear the conspicuous ruin of Hume castle, and the hills of Stitchel
and Mellerstain; and, in addition, are the curvings
and currents of the rivers, the beltings and clumps
and lines of plantation,- the precipices of Maxwell;

—

—

heugh and

Chalkheugh,— exuberant displays of
and remiagricultural wealth and social comfort,
niscences, suggestible to even a tyro in history, of
events in olden times which mingle delightfully in
the thoughts with a contemplation of the landscape.
who often revelled amidst this
Sir Walter Scott
scenery in the latter years of his boyhood— ascribes
to its influence upon his mind the awakening within
him of that " insatiable love of natural scenery,
more especially when combined with ancient ruins
or remains of our fathers' piety or splendour," which
at once characterized and distinguished him as a

—

—

writer,
ficence

and imparted such a warmth and muni-

to all his literary pictures.
had aiound him in the vale of
" dens " of its
the
the Teviot, and
tributary rills in
the immediate vicinity of his homo at Denhohn,
of a lesser poet,
quite enough to exhaust the efforts
sung impassionedly the beauties of Kelso:-

of colouring

Leyden, too

"

— who

Bosom VI

woods where mifihty

rivers run,
vale e.\i>an<ls before the siui;
in vernal beauty swell.
Anil fringed with haile, winds each flowery (loll;
Green spangled plains to dimplinp lawns succeed.
And Tenipe rises on tlie banks of Tweed:
nine o'er the river Kelso's shadow lies.

Kelso's

And

In

fiiir

Its rising

downs

copse-clud

isles

amid

tlic

water

rise."

About 19 parts in 22 of the parish are arable
in
ground; and the rest of the surface is disposed
On
the site of the town.
plantation, pasture, and
the banks of the rivers is a rich deep loam, on a
subsoil of gravel; in the north-western division, it
is a wot clay; and in the south, it is thin and wet,
the general
upon a ro.l aluminous subsoil. Before
manurial use of lime and marl, the district was
remarkably poor, scarcely yielding

to the

farmer—
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especially on the wet soils a compensation for his
labour.
So grossly was the land neglected, too,
and so sluttishly were all the present meadows allowed to exist as marshes and stagnant pools, Inxuriant only in reeds and llags, and the resort of the
wild duck and the sea-mew, that the very climate
was rendered pestilential. But nowhere in Scotland does the practice of agriculture now exist in
more skill, or achieve higher results proportionately
to the capabilities of the soil.
The Duke of Roxburgh owns about nine-sixteenths of the valued
rental and there are six other principal landowners.
The total vearlv value of raw produce was estimated
;

Assessed property in 1843,
Besides the mansions already
£19.754 18s. lid.
incidentally noticed, are Pinnacle-hill on the south
bank of the Tweed, seated, opposite the east end of
Kelso, on the summit of tlie precipitous eminence
from which it derives its name, and sending
down its attendant woods to the edge of the river,
Wooden, within whose grounds is the exquisite
sceneiy of Wooden-bum, and Rosebank, on the
north side of the Tweed, opposite Wooden. Turnpikes radiate in various directions from the town
toward Edinburgh, Greenlaw, Leitholm, Col;lsti"eara,
Sprousion, Yetholm, and Hawick, two of these
lines being part of the great road from Berwick up
the Tweed and the Teviot leading onward to Carlisle.
The Kelso branch of tlie North British railway enters the parish from Roxburgh, crossing the
Teviot on a viaduct of 15 arohes, and pursuing an
embankment for about 1^ mile along the couree of
that river, then enters a deep cutting, and anives
at the Kelso station in the suburb of Maxwell heugh;
and the Kelso branch of the English North-eastern
in

1838 at £19,330.

—

—

—

railway commences at the same station, in strict
continuity with the preceding branch, and passes
down the right bank of the Tweed, by way of
Spronston, into England toward Tweedmouth.
Thus !u\s the parish direct railway communication,
on the one hand with Edinburgh, and on the other
hand with Berwick. Population in 1831, 4.939; in
1851.5,634. Houses, 628.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery, in the
svnod of Merse and Teviot iale. Patron, the Duke
of Roxburgh.
Stipend, £320 1.3s. 6d.; glebe, £54
15s.
Tiie parish church was built in 1773. altered
in 1823, and enlarged in 1833, and contains 1,314
The Free church, originally intendeti to
nitfings.
be a quoad sacra parish church, was bxi It in 1838,
at the cost of £3.460, defrayed by
subscription, and
contains 800 sittings. Its' receipts in 1855 were
ISs. 6d.
The Spronston Fiee church also
groups with the town of Kelso. The first United
Presbyterian church was built in 1788, and contains
955 sittings. The East United Presbyterian church
was buiit in 1793. and contains 768 sittings. The
lietbrmed Presbyterian church was built about 1785.
and contains 320 sittings. The
Episcopalian chapel
was built about 17 years ago. to supersi-de a fonner
one built in 1763. "There are also a
Baptist chapel
and an Independent chapel.
Of the schools in
the parish one is a classical school, whose teacher
employs an assistant, and has £34 4s. 4^d. of
salary, with £80 fees, and £10 other emoluments;
one is an English school, ranked,
jointly with the
former, as parochial, whose teacher has £5 lis. 6d.
of salan,-. with fees; two are
boarding schools for
young ladies; one is the Friendly school, whose
teacher is guaranteed £40 a-year'
by a voluntary

£633

association; three are schools varioxislv receiving
w>me nublic aid; two are Free church schooLx; one
is a private commercial and classical
and

the rest are

The

common
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academy;

adventure schools.

present parish

comprehends the ancient

parishes of Kelso or St. Mari-'s. Maxwell, and St.
James. The first of these lay on the north side of
the Tweed, and was within the diocese of St.
Andrews; and the second and third lay on the
south side, and were within that of Glasgow, the
river being here the boundary.
David 1., at his

—

accession to the throne, witnessed the existence ol
St. Mary's chui-ch of Kelso; and, in 1128. with the
consent of the bishop of St. Andrews, he tiansplanted to it the monks of Selkirk. The church became now identified with the monastery, and was
henceforth called the church of St. Mary and St,
John, the Tyronensian monks being accustomed
to dedicate their sacred edifices to the Virgin and
the Evangelist.
In the church were anciently
several altars dedicated to various saints and endowed for the support of chaplains. AMien the
Scoto-Saxon period began, the ancient parish of St.
James, or of Old Roxburgh, was provided with two
churches, the one dedicated to St. James for the
use of the town, and the other dedicated to St. John
for the use of the castle.
Malcolm IV. granted
both churches and their appurtenances to Herbert,
bishop of Glasgow. But the monks of Kelso to
whom Diivid I. made mention of it in their charter
considered that of St. James as part of their property, and drew from it a considerable revenue;
and, being little attentive to it except for its ministrations to their avarice, they, in 1433, received a
mandate from the abbot of Drjbnrgh, as delegate of
the Pope, commanding them to provide it with a
chaplain. The parish of Maxwell, or according to
its ancient orthography, Maccnswell, derived its
name from the proprietor of the manor, Maccus, the
son of Uuwein, who witnessed many charters of
David I. Herbert de Maccuswell gave the church
to the monks of Kelso; and he built a chapel at
Harlaw, about a mile from it. dedicated it to St.
Thomas the martyr, and gave it also to the monks.
On the left bank of the Teviot stood anciently a
Franciscan convent, consecrated by William, bishop
of Glasgow, in the year 1235. Till near the end ot
last centusy. a fine arch of the church of the convent, and other parts of the building, were in preservation.
On the right bank of the Teviot. nearly
opposite to Roxburgh castle, stood a Maison Dieu,
an asylum for pilgrims, and for the ir.firm and the
aged. On the estate of Wooden were, till lately,
vestiges of a Roman tumulus, consisting of vast
layers of stone and moss, both of a different species
from any now found in the parish; and near
Wooden-bum stone-coffins were dug up which enclosed human skeletons.
KELSO, a post and market town, a burgh of
barony, the second largest town in the eastern
bonlers of Scotland, is situated near the centre of
the parish of Kelso, 4^ miles west of the boundary
with England, 9 sout!i-west of Coldstream, 10 eastnorth-east of Jedburgh, 23 soutli-west of Berwick,
and 42 by road, but 52J by railway, sonth-east bv
east of Edinburgh.
It stands on tlie left bank of
the Tweed, opposite the influx of the Teviot; and
stretches along a plain in the centre of the gently
rising and magnificent amphitheatre formed by the
basin-configuration of its parish, commanding from
every opening of its streets bird's-eye views of ex-

—

—

—

—

—

quisitely lovely scenerk', and constituting in its own
Imrghal landscape an object of high interest in the
midst of its beauriful enviioiis. The svmptnous
architectnral character of its venera'de abbey,
the
air of pretension woni by its public buildings,
the
liglit-coloured stone and the blue slate roofs of its

—
—

—

the graceful sweep and the tidv
<iwel!ing-hor!8es,
cleanliness with which it winds along the river.-^
and the airiness and generally pleasing aspect of its

KELSO.
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all impress upon it, as seen either from
without or from within, a city-like character, and
combine with the teeming beauty of its encincturing
landscapes to vindicate, in a degree, the enthusiasm
of tasteful natives who exhaust their stock of superlatives in its praise.
Patton, so far back as tiie

streets,

reign of

Edward

VI., described

it

as " a pretty

market-town,"—an euloginm of no mean measure
in an age when most British towns were ciiaraeterizable only by their various degrees of meanness,
lumpishness, and filtli.
The town consists of a central square or marketplace, and diverirent streets and alleys. The square
is spacious and
airy, very large for a provincial
town, presided over on the east side by the elegant
Townhouse, and edificed with neat modern houses
of three stories, some of wliich have on the groundfloor good and even elegant shops.
From the
square issue four thoroughfares— Roxburgh-street,
Bridge-street, Mill-wynd, and the Horse and Wood
markets. Roxburgh-street goes off from the end of
the Townhouse, and runs sinuously parallel with
the river, sending down its back-tenements on one
side to the edge of the stream.
Though irregular,
and not anywhere elegant in its buildings, it has a
pleasing appeaiance, and bears the palm of both
healthiness and general favour. At present, it is
upwards of J of a mile in length; but formerly it
reached to what is now tlie middle of the Duke of
Roxburgh's garden, having been curtailed at the
further end to make way for improvements on the
pleasure-grounds.
Bridge-street goes off from the
square opposite the exit of Roxburgh-street; and

though inferior to it in length, is superior in
general appearance, and contains many elegant
houses. This street sends off Ovan-wynd, leading
to Eilnam house, and the Abbey-close, anciently
the thoroughfare to the old bridge.
Mill-wynd
leaves the square, and pursues a course, parallel
with Bridge-street.
The street called the Horse
and Wood markets goes off in a direction at right
angles with the other thoroughfares, and points the
way to Coldstream and Berwick. At one time it
was, over part of its extent, very narrow and inconvenient; but about 35 years ago it was widened,
and otherwise improved.
The Townhouse is a large edifice of two stories;
the ground-floor open in piazzas; the front adorned
with a pediment supported by four Ionic pillars; the
summit displaying a handsome balustrade, and
sending aloft a conspicious lanthorn and cupola,
The bridge, leading off"
surmounted by a vane.
from the end of Bridge-street to the suburb of Maxwellheugh, was commenced in 1800, and finished in
Its length, in180.^, at a cost of about £18,000.
cluding the approaches, is 49-t feet; its width between the parapets is 25 feet; and its height above
It consists of 5
the bed of the river is 42 feet.
elliptical arches, each 72 feet in span, with intervening piers each 14 feet. 'J'he bridge is built of
beautiful light-coloured polished stone, exhibits on
each side six sets of handsome double columns, as
as ornamented parapets, and, for general
efftrct, whether in itself or grouped with
the rich picture in the core of which it stands, is unsurpassed by any structure of its class in Scotland.
Tlie design was furnished by the late Mr. Rennie,
and was afterwards repeated or adopted by that distinguished artist as the design for Waterloo-bridge
at London. The pontage and management of Kelso
bridge recently gave rise to riotous disputes, but
Materials are at
are now placed on a new footing.
present in preparation for an iron suspension biidge
to connect Fleurs castle with St. James' green.

well

elegance and

The dispensary
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occupies a healthy and airy site

near the Tweed at the upper end of the town.
It
was founded in 1789, enlarged and provided with
baths in 1818, and annually admits from GOO to 800
patients. The Kelso library is a handsome build ng,
on the Chalkheugh .n- Terrace overlooking the
river; and contains a valuable collection of books,
first formed in the year 1750, and now
comprising
about 8,000 volumes.
The Tweedside physical
and antiquarian society's museum is a tasteful
edifice of two stories, adjoining the Kelso
library,

and fronting toward Roxburgh-street. Though the
society was formed so lately as 1834, the museum
has for years past been rich in both extent and
variety, eminently honouring to the town, and well
worth the attention of visitors. The parish church
is an octagonal edifice
nearly 90 feet in diameter
within the walls, and built originally with a concave or cupola roof, for the accommodation of about
3,000 persons. The Free chuich stands in an open
space on the north side of the town, and, surmounted by an elegant Gothic tower, is a conspicuous and pleasing object in the burghal landscape.
The First United Presbyterian church is a piece of
architectural patchwork; yet, with the accompaniments of its neat large manse, and a fine open area,

makes an agreeable impression. The East United
Presbyterian church is ornamental to the Horse market.
The Reformed Presbyterian cliurch is plain.
The Episcopalian chapel, though small, is a tasteful
Gothic building, snugly ensconced on the skirt of
it

the pleasure-grounds of Ednam-house, overlooking
the Tweed.
The grand architectural attraction of Kelso, and

one which would be highly piized in any city, is
the ruinous abbey. Viewed either as a single object or as a feature in the general landscape, the
simply elegant, unique, tall, massive pile, presents
an aspect too imposing and too untiringly interesting to be adequately depicted in description.
Though built under the same auspices, and nearly
about the same period, as the abbeys of Melrose and
Jedburgh, it totally diflTers from them in form and
character, being in the shape of a Greek cross.
''
The architecture is Saxon or early Norman, with
the exception of four magnificent central arches,
and is a beautiful
specimen of this particular style, being regular and
uniform in its structure. The nave and choir are

which are decidedly Gothic;

The north and south aisles
wholly demolished.
remain, and are each nearly 20 paces in length.
False circular arches intersecting eadi other, ornament the walls round about.
The ruins of the
eastern end present part of a fine open gallery; the
Two
pillars are clustered, and the arches circular.
sides of the central tower are still standing, to the
of
about
70
must
but
have
been
feet;
height
tbey
There is an uniformity in
originally much higher.
the north and south ends each bearing two round
towers, the centres of which sharpen towanls the
roof.
The great doorway is formed by a circular
aixsh, witli

several

members

falling in

the rear of

each other, and supported on fine pilasters. It is
not certain when this abbey was first used as a parish-church after the Reformation; but the record
informs us that it was repaired lor the purpose in
the year 1648, and that it is very little more than
half-a-century since, on account of its dangerous
The
state, public worship was discontinued in it.
buildings of the abbey must at one time liavo occupied a very considerable space of ground, as not
many years ago they extended as far east as the
present parish-school; and, from appearance, tlioy
must originally have readied a considerable way
towards the banks of the Tweed, near which it is
situated.
In three upper windows were hung the
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bells, wbich are now removed; and
Townhouse was taken down, the
was put up in another window of this build-

;ame number of
vlien

^lock

the old

remained for several years; but is now
Uso removed, and placed on the front of the new
The ruins of the abbey were, till
fownliouse.
ad;at( ly, greatly disfigured by several modem
of
iitioiis; but of thtse, part were removed by order
the late Uuke William, in 1805, and the remainder
were taken down by the last Duke, James, in 1816,
by which the ruins were restored to their onginal
By the removal of these excrescences,
simplicity.
the noble transept, together with several windows
and side-arches, whieh were by them hid, are now
restored to view."
[Haig's Account of the Town
ng, where

it

'

of Kelso.'

Edinburgh, 1825.]

The establishment was oiiginally settled in Selkirk for monks of the order of Tyrone; but after
a few years, was. in 1128. removed by David I. to
its site at Kelso, in the vicinity of the royal residence of Roxburgh-castle. David, and all his successors on the throne till James V.. lavished upon it
Whether in wealth, in political inroyal favours.
fluence, or in ecclesiastical status, it maintained an
eminence of grandeur which dazzles and bewilders
a student of history and of human nature. The convent of L •smahago, with its valuable dependencies,
33 parish-churches, with their tithes and other

—

pertinents, in nearly every district, except Galloway
and East-Lothian, south of the Clyde and the Forth,

—

— the

parish-church of Culter in Aberdeenshire,
the forfeitures within the town and county of
Berwick, several manors and vast numbers of

all
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farms, granges, mills, fishings, and miscellaneous
property athwart the Lowlands. so swelled the
revenue as to raise it above that of all the bishops
in Scotland.
The abbots were superiors of the regality of Kelso, Bolden, and Reverden. frequent
ambassadors and special commissioners of the royal
court, and the first ecclesiastics on the roll of parliament, taking precedence of all the other abbots
in the kingdom.
Herbert, the first abbot, was celebrated for his learning and talent, filled the ofiice
of chamberlain of Scotland, and in 1147 was removed to the see of Glasgow. Eniold or Arnold
succeeded him; and in 1160, was made bishop of
St. Andrews, and the following year the legate of
the Pope in Scotland.
In 1152, Henrv', the only
son of David, and the heir-apparent of the throne,
died at Roxburgh-castle, and was, with pompous
In 1160. John, a
obsequies, inten^ed in the abbey.
canon of the monastery, was elected abbot, and,
aiTiving in 1165 mitred from Rome, held the abbacy
till his death in 1 1 78 or 1 180.
Osbert. who succeeded
him. and was in repute for his eloquence, was despatched at the head of several influential ecclesiastics and other parties, to negqciate with the Pope
in a quaiTcl between him and William the Lion,
and succeeded iu obtaining the removal of an excommunication which had been laid on the kingdom, and in procuring for the King expressions of
In 1208, a dispute between the
papal favour.
abbeys of Kelso and Melrose respecting property,
having excited sensations throughout the country,
and drawn attention to the papal court, was by injunction of the Pope formally investigated and decided by the King. In 1215, the abbot Henry was
summoned to Rome, along with tlie Scottish
bishops, to attend a council held on the affaire of
Scotland.
In 1236, Herbert, who, a short time before, had succeeded to the abbacy, performed an
act of abdication more rare by far among the
wealthy wearers of mitres than among the harassed
owners of diadems; and solemnly placing tlie insignia of his office on the great altar, he passed

—

away
of

into retirement.

Beniham, biehop of

In 1253, the body of David
Andrews, and lord-chan-

St.

cellor of Scotland, a man remarkable for his vices,
was, in spite of the refusal and resistance of the
monks, interred in the abl>ey.
Edward I. of England having seized all ecclesiastical property in Scotland, received in 1296 the

submission of the abix)t of Kelso, and gave liim
In consequence of
a treaty between Robert Bruce and Edward III.,
Kelso abbey shared, in 1328, mutual restitutions
with the English monasteries of property which had
changed owners during the international wars. In
letters ordering full restitution.

1420, the abbots, having their right of superiority
all the other abbots of Scotland, wJiich they
had hitherto uniformly possessed, now contested by
the abbots of St. Andrews, and brought to a formal
adjudication before the King, were compelled to resign it, on the ground of the abbey of St. Andiews
being the first established in the kingdom. In
1493, the abbot Robert was appointed by parliament
one of the auditors of causes and complaints. On
the night after the battle of Flodden, in 1513, au
emissary of the Loi-d of Hume expelled the abbot,
In 1517 and
and took possession of the abbey.
1521, the abbot, Thomas, was a plenipotentiary to
the court of England; and in 1526, he was commissioned to exchange with Heniy or his com mit
sioners ratifications of the peace of the pievifl^p
In 1522, the English demolished the vaults
year.
of the abljey and its chapel or church of St. Mary,
fired all the cells and dorniitories, and unroofed all
Other inroads of
the other parts of the edifice.
the national foe, preventing immediate repair or reedification, the abbey, for a time, crumbled toward
total decay, and the monks, reduced to comparative
poverty, skulked among the neighbouring villages.
From 1537 till his death in 1558, James Stuart, the
illegitimate son of James V., nominally filled the
office of abbot, and was the last who bore the title.
The abbeys of Melrose, Holyrood. St. Andrews, and
Coldingham, were, at the same date as the abbey of

over

Kelso, bestowed on James' illegitimate off"spring;
and, jointly with it. they brought the royal family
an amount of revenue little inferior to that yielded
by all the possessions and resources of the Crown.
In 1542, under the Duke of Norfolk, and again in
1545, under the Earl of Hertford, the English renewed their spoliations on the abbey, and almost
On the latter occaentirely destroyed it by fire.

resolutely defended by alx)ut .300 men
posted themselves in its interior, and was
entered only after the corpses of a large proportion
of them formed a rampart before its gates. In 1560,
the monks were expelled in consequence of the
Reformation; and both then and in 1580, the abbey
was despoiled of many of its architectural decoraIts
tions, and carried far down the decline of rain.
enonnous possessions becoming now the property of
the Crown, were, in 1594, distributed among the
sion,

it

was

who had

King's favourites.
Kelso is as poor in the aggregate productiveness
of its manufactures, as it is showily rich in their
The dressing of skins, the tanning of
variety.
hides, the currying of leather, the weaving of flannel, wo<5llen cloth, and linen, the making of hats and
of stockings, the working of iron, and the manufacture of candles, shoes, tobacco, and other articles,
but they do not jointly
all have a place iu the town
employ 200 workmen, and are all, with the excepThe
tion of currj-ing, stationary or declining.
number of looms in 1828 was 70; and in 1838. it
bad become reduced to 41. Yet the place has a
very important trade in com and cured pork. A
;

weeklv market, crowdedly attended from Roxburgh-
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Berwickshire ami rsovthumber- abbey, the earliest noticeable one on record occurred
on Friday for the sale of com by in 1209. when, on account of a Papal interdict being
handsome
corn-exchange, for the uses imposed on England, the Bishop of Rochester left
sample.
of this market, was lately erected by subscription, his see, and took refuge in Kelso.
Ten years later

sliire

and

pai-ts of

land, is held

A

at the cost of £3,000. It is in the Elizabethan style, William de Valoines, Lord-chamberlain of Scotland,
after a design by Mr. Cousins, measures 124 feet (lied in the town.
In 1255, Henry III. of England
in length by 57 in breadth, and contains 60 stalls.
his queen, during the visit \vhich they made to
"
"
Twelve high markets are annually held on the rbeir son-in-law and daughter, Alexander III. and
day of the weekly market, for the hiring of servants lis royal consort, at Roxburgh-castle, were iiitroand hinds, and for the sale or exchange of horses. luced with great processional pomp to Kelso and
A. market is held on every alternate Monday for its abbe}', and entertained, with tlie chief nobility of
Fairs are held on the second i)Oth kingdoms, at a sumptuous royal banquet.
cattle and sheep.
In
Friday of May, the second Friday in July, the 5th 1297, Edward I., at the head of his vast army of inThat on the vasion, having entered Scotland, and relieved tlie
of August, and the 2d of November.
5th of August is called St. James' fair, and is the siege of Roxburgh, passed the Tweed at Kelso, on
Truces, in the years
greatest in the Border-counties except tiiat of St. 'lis way to seize Berwick.
Boswell's.
Originally it belonged to EoxI)urgli; 1380 and 1391, were made at Kelso between the
but owing to the extinction of that burgh, it counts Scottish and the English kings. On the death of
as a fair of Kelso.
'I'he
town has insurance lames II. by the bursting of a cannon at the siego
agencies, a savings' bank, and offices of the Bank of Roxburgh-castle, his infant son, James III.,
of Scotland, the Commercial Bank, the National jeing then with his mother in the camp, was
Bank, the City of Ghisgow Bank, and the British larried by the nobles, in presence of the assembled
Linen Company's Bank. Kelso also has consider- irmy, to the abbey, and there pompously crowned,
able rank in matters connected with publication and md treated with royal honours.
In 1487, commisliterature.
It was the birth-place of the famous
ioners met at Kelso to prolong a truce for the coiiBallantyne press, and has given a considerable •ervation of peace along the unsettled territory of

md

number of books to the world. Two newspapers
are at present published in it,
the Kelso Chronicle
rf8d the Kelso Mail.
It hns, as already noticed, a
It
great public library and a scientific museum.
has likewise two other public libraries, two newsan
and
several philanrooms,
agricultural society,
thropic and religious institutions; and it is the
scene or centre of meetings of various kinds for
athletic exercises and public sports.
By a charter of James VI., dated 2d July, 1G07,
the abbacy of Kelso was erected into a temporal
lordship and barony, called the lordship and barony
of Halidean,' comprehending the town and lands of
Kelso. The governing charter is considered to be
one dated 8th Kovemiier, 1634, by which the town
is specially erected into a free
burgli-of- barony, and
the power of incorporating it is conferred on Robert,
Earl of Roxburgh, and his heirs.
peculiar kind
of government was established over it; but now,
by
the adoption of the police act for Scotland, a body
of commissioners chosen by the rate-payers manage
all police affairs, and three bailies
preside in the
burgh courts. The property of the burgh consists
of various items, and yields about £300
a-year.
The customs and market dues belong to the superior.
A sheriff's small debt court is held on the
second Tuesday of Februaiy, April, June, August,
October, and December; and a court of quarter
sessions is held on the first Friday of every month,
Kelso is the seat of a union poors' house for 16 circumjacent parishes. Tiie building was recently

—

'

A

erected,

A

and

is

plain, substantial,

and commodious.

spacious public park, situated to the east of the
town, was recently presented to the inhabitants by
Mrs. Robertson of Ednam-house. From her nephew,
who perished in the search for Sir John Franklin,
it is called Shedden
park. A noble gateway to it
was erected by subscription of the inhabitants to
)nark their gratitude.
Population of tlie town in
1841, 4,594; in 1851, 4,783.
Houses, 491.
Kelso was originally called, or rather had its modernized name originally written, Calchow, a word
identical in nx^aning with Chalkheugh, tlic existing
designation of one of the most remarkable natural
In its aricient history if
objects in its landscape.
figures as a rendezvous of armies, as a place of international negociation, as a scene of frequent conflict, and MS a spot smiled upon by kings and nobles.
Of events not identified with the history of its

—

he Borders, and to concoct measures preliminary
o a treaty of marriage between the eldest son of
James HI. and the eldest daughter of Edward IV.
The disastrous results of the battle of Flodden, in
in consequence of James IV. 's deatli,
1513, seem
md of the loss of the protection which his authority

—

and presence had given

—

to have, in some way,
temporarily enthralled the town to the Lord of
Hume, and occasioned, as we have already seen, the
xpulsion of the abbot from his monasfery, the
irst of a series of events which terminated in tlie
uin of the pile.
In 1515, the Duke of Albany,
cting as regent, visited Kelso in the course of a
>rogress of civil pacification, and received onerous
iepositions respecting the oppressive conduct of
Lord Hume, the Earl of Angus, and other barons.
In 1520, Sir James Hamilton, marching with 400
men from the Merse, to the assistance of Andrew
Ker, baron of Fernihirst, in a dispute with the Earl
of Angus, was overtaken at Kelso by the baron of
Cessford, then warden of the marches, and defeated
in a brief battle.
In 1522, Kelso and the countiy between it and
the German ocean, received the first lashings of the
scourge of war in the angry invasion of Scotland by
the army of Henry VIII.
One portion of the
English forces having marched into the interior
from their fleet in the Forth, and having formed a
junction with another portion which hung on the
Border under Lord Dacres, the united forces, .among
other devastations, destroyed one moiety of Kelso
by fire, laid bare the other moiety by plundering,
and inflicted merciless havoc upon not a few parts
of the abbey.
So irritating were their deeds, that
the men of Merse and Teviotdale came headlong on
them in a mass, and showed such inclination, accompanied with not a little power, to make reprisals,
that the devastators prudently retreated within their
own frontier. After the ruptme between James V.
and Ilenrj' VII I., the Earl of Huntly, who had been
appointed guardian of the marches, garrisoned Kelso
and Jedburgh, and, in August 1542, set out I'rom
these towns in search of an invading force of 3,000
men, under Sir Robert Bowes, fell in with them at
Ilaldon-Rigg, and, after a hard contest, broke down
A
their power and captured their chief officers.
more numerous army being sent northward by

—

Henry, under the Duke of Norfolk, and James
stationing himself with a main army of defence on

,
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Kelso on her way from Jedburgh to Berwick, spent
two nights in the towis, and held a council for the
settlement of some dispute. In 1569, the Earl of
Moray spent five or six weeks in Kelso, in attempts
to pacificate the Bordere. and in the course of that
period had a meeting with Lord Hnnsdon and Sir
John Foster, on the part of England, and made concitrrently with them arrangements for the attainment of his object. In 1570 an English army
entered Scotland in revenge of an incupion of the
Ix)rd8 of Femihirst and Buccleuch into England,
divided itself into two co-operaring sections, scoured
the whole of Teviotdale, levelled fifty castles and
strengths, and upwards of 300 villages, and ren-

the Earl of Huntly received detachwhich rxiicrm nted his force to 10,000 men,
nd so checked the invadei-s along the marches as
preserve the open country from devastation. In
pite of his strennons efforts, Kelso, and some
and
"illiiges in its vicinity, were entered, plundered,
civeii up to the flames; and they were eventually
'elivered from ruinous spoliation, only by the foe
teing compelled by want of provision, and the in-

^'ala-inoor,

laents

clemency of the season, to retreat into their own
enitory. When Henry VIII.s fury against Scotand became rekindled about the affair of the pro-

wsed marriage of the infant Queen Mary and
Edward of England, an English army, in
1544. entered Scotland by the eastern marches.
)lundered and destroyed Kelso and Jedburgh, and
avnged and burned the villages and houses in their
This anny having been dispereed,
ieighlx)urhood.
Prince

dezvoused at Kelso preparatory to its retreat. The
Earl of Bothwell. grandson to James V., and commendator of Kelso, made the town his home during
the concocting of his foul ar.d numerous treasons;
and during 10 yeare succeeding 1584, deeply embroiled it in the marchings and military manceuvrings of the forces with which first his partisans,
and next himself personally, attempted to damage

sti'ong. specially selected for their
mterprise, and led on by the Eail of Hertford, next
rear trod the same path as the fonner invaders, and
nflicted fearful devastation on Mei-se and Teviotlale.
Tiiey plundered anew the towns of Kelso and
redburgh, wasted their abbeys, and also those of

mother, 12,000

the kingdom.
Kelso, in 1639, made a prominent figure in one of
the most interesting events in Scottish history, the
repulse of the armed attempt of Ciiarles I. to force
Episcopacy upon Scotland by the army of the

—

Melrose and Jedburgh, and burnt 100 towns and
While Kelso was suffering the infliction
tillages.
>f their rage,' 300 men, as was mentioned in our
lotice of the abbey, made bijld but vain resistance
vitliin the precincts of that pile.
The Scottish
irmy shortly after came up. and took post at Max-

Covenanters under General Lesley.
This army,
amounting to 17,000 or 18.0CK) men, rendezvoused
at Dunse, and marching thence, established their

The King, personally at the
quarters at Kelso.
head of his anny of prelacy, got intelligence at
Birks, near Berwick, of the position of the Covenanters, and despatched the Earl of Holland, with
1 ,000
cavalry and 3,000 infantry, to tiy their mettle.
General Lesley, however, easily repelled the Earl of
Holland from Kel.so, made a rapid concentration of
all his own forces, and next day, to the surprise of the
royal camp, took up his station on Dunse-hill, interposing his arms between the King and the capital,

vell-heugh. the suburb of Kelso, intending to realiate; but they were spared the horrors of inflictng or enduring farther bloodshed, by the retreat of
he invaders.
In 1553, a resolution was suggested by the

Jueen-Regent, adopted by parliament, and backed
)y the appointment of a tax of £20.000, leviable in
iqual parts from the spiritual and the temporal
itite, to build a fort at Kelso for the defence of the
borders; but it appears to have been soon dropped,
>r not even
incipiently to have been canied into
iffect.
In 1557. the Queen-Kegent having wan-

and exhibiting his strength and his menaces in full
view of the royal army. The King, now fully con-

only, at the instigation of the

King of France, pro•oked a war with Elizabeth, collected a numerous
irray for aggression and defence on the Border.
Jnder the Eirl of Arran, the army, joined by an

vinced of the impracricability of his attempt on the
public conscience of Scotland, held a consultation
two days after with the leaders of the Covenanters,
made them such concessions as effected a recon-

luxiliary force from France, marched to Kelso, and
sncainped at Maxwell-heugh; but, having made

ciliation,

and procuring the dispersion of their army,
returned peacefully to England. The Covenantere
of Scotland and the Parliamentaiians of England
liaving made common cause against Charles L,
Kelso was made, in 1644, the depot of troops for re-

vain efforts to act efficiently on the offensive,
vas all withdrawn, except a detachment left in
rarrison at Kelso and Roxburgh to defend the
Borders.
Hostilities continuing sliarp between the
dngdoms. I^rd James Stuart, the illegitimate son
)f James V., built a house of defence at Kelso, and
hrew up some fortifications around the town. In
1557. a great altercation took place at Kelso berween the Queen Dowager and some of her principal
loblos, respecting the invasioti of England, she
In
irging that measure, and they opposing it.
'"- the detacliment of the
anny stationed at
marclied out to chastise an incursion, in the
,,.. -c of which the town of Dunse was burnt, came
ip with the English at Swinton, and were defeated.
In 1561. Lord James Stuart was
appointed by
^ueen Mary her lieutenant and judge for the sup
jression of banditti on the Borders, and brought
ipwards of 20 of the most daring freebooters to trial
ind execution and, about the same time, he held a
neeting at Kelso with Lord Grey of England, for
In 1566, in
jacificating the affairs of the Bordere.
iie course of executing the magnanimous
purpose
)f
putting down by her personal presence the Border
naraudings. from which she was wiled by her
X)niantic and nearly fatal expedition to the Earl of
»iiie

inforcing Greneral Lesley "s army in England. Next
year the detachment under the Marquis of Douglas
and Lord Ogilvie, sent by ilontiose to oppose the
operations of Lesley in the Merse. marched to Kelso
on their way to the battle-field at Selkirk, where
they were cut down and broken by the Covenanters.
Two years later, the town was the place of rendezvous to the whole Scottish army after their successes in England, and witnessed the disbandment
of six regiments of cavalry after an oath having
been exacted of continued fidelity to the covenant.
In 1645, Kelso was visited and ravaged by the
In 1648, an hundred English officers
plague.
arrived at Kelso and Peebles, in the expectation
which happily proved a vain one of finding employment by the breaking out of another civil war.
In 1684. the town was totally consumed by an

—

:

Both well at Hermitage-castle,

Queen Marj*

visited

—

i

—

accidental fire; and sixty years later it suffered in
the same way to nearly the same extent. On the
fonner occasion, a proclamation called upon the
whole kingdom to make contributions to alleviate
the sufferings of the imhoused inhabitants, and to
aid the rebuilding of the town.
However severe
and awful the calamities were at the moment, they
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were the main, perhaps the sole, occasion of Kelso first 6 miles south-eastward through the eastern
wearing that nniformly modern and neat aspect division of the parish, then 2 miles southward along
which so singularly distinguishes it from most other the boundary with Kilmadock; and falls into tlic
In 1715, the whole of Teith 2| miles below the
Hcottish towns of its class.
In
village of Callander.
the rebel forces of the Pretender, the Highlanders its progress it is swollen by several
ti-ibutary torrents.
fi-om the north, the Northumbrians from the south,
for
5
miles
wild
Flowing
hills, it emerges
among
and the men of Nithsdale and Galloway under Lord through the romantic glen and down the
singular
Kenmure, rendezvoused in Kelso, took full posses- waterfall of Bkacklin, [which see,] and afterwards
sion of the town, formally proclaimed James VIII.,
skirts the park of Cambusmere, and makes its conand remained several days making idle demonstiva- fluence with the Teith in front of Cambusmere
tions, till the approach of the royal troops under mansion.
General Carpenter incited them to march on to
KELTNIE BURN, a rivulet of the Breadalbane
In 1718, a general commission of Oyer district of Perthshire. It rises in the south-eastern
Preston.
and Terminer sat at Kelso, as in Perth, Cupar, and part of the parish of Fortingal, and flows southDundee, for the tiial of persons concerned in the re- eastward to the boundary with Dull, and along that
bellion; but here they had only one case, and even boundary, to a confluence with the Lyon, a little
it
So attached were the above the latters confluence with the"
they found irrelevant.
Tay. The
Kelsonians to the principles of the lievolution, that, scenery along the Keltnie is wild, rugged, and rothough unable to make a show of resistance to the mantic and at one place, in the vicinity of Coshierebel occupation of their town, they, previous to ville inn, the stream makes a seiies of beautiful
that event, assembled in their church, unanimously falls, the highest of which issues from a dark narsubscribed a declaration of fidelity to the existing row opening, and leaps sixty feet over perpendicular
government, and offered themselves in such num- rocks into a deep gloomy dell.
bers, as military volunteers, that a sufficient quanKP'J/rON, a parish nearly in the centre of the
southern half of Kirkcudbrightshire. It contains the
tity of arms could not be found for their equipment.
In 1745, the left of the three columns of Charles post-town of Castle-Douglas, the post-office village
Edward's army, on their march from Edinburgh of Kelton-hill or Rhonehouse, and the village of
It is bounded by Crossmichael, Buittle,
that column of nearly 4,000 men, Gelston.
into En,ij:hind,
which was headed by the Chevalier in person, spent Rerwick, Kirkcudbright, Tongueland, and Balmatwo nights in Kelso, and, while here, suffered nu- ghie. Its length, south-westward, is 6^ miles; its
merous desertions. In 1797, a flood, extraordinary greatest breadth is 5f miles and its medium breadth
both in bulk and duration, came down the Tweed is under 3 miles. The liver Dee divides the parish
and the Teviot, and swept away the predecessor of 5f miles from Balmaghie and Tongueland. DoaehFrom November, 1810, till burn rises on the noith side of iJungyle, a small
tlie present bridge.
June, 1814, Kelso was the abode of a body, never hill near Gelston, on which there are remains of a
more than 230 in number, of French prisoners on Roman encampment, and traces the boundary with
a distance of 3| miles. Carlinwaik or
parole, who, to a A-ery noticeable degree, inoculated Buittle over
the place with their follies.
Castle-Douglas loch, f of a mile in length, lies near
Kelso counts, either as natives or as residents, the northeiTi exti'emity; and formerly yielded up,
very few eminent men. One of its monks called at the expense of diminishing its own bulk, a very
James, who lived in the 15tli century, was one of large quantity of shell marl, the aspersion of which
the most celebrated Scottish writers of his veiy in- over the face of various parishes formed an era in
Its prior Henry, who flourished the history of Galloway agricultural improvements.
celebrious age.
about 1493, was the translator into Scottish verse of North-westward from it, over a distance of 1^ mile
Palladius Rutilius on Rural Affairs, and the author to the Dee, is a canal, traced most part of the way
The chief names along the boundary with Crossmichael. This was
of some litei-ary performances.
which have graced the town in modern times are formed for the purpose of offering transit to thr
those of Dr. Andrew Wilson, author of the treatise marl of the lake, but afterwards became the mere
on Morbid Sympathy, Morton, author of the Mo- channel for the superfluence of Carlinwark loch to
nastic Antiquities, Stoddart, the writer on angling, the Dee. Toward the southern and south-eastern exthe Rev. James Ramsay, long a leader in the ti'emities of the parish, steep and rocky hills, chiefly
ecclesiastical judicatories, the Rev. John Pitcairn, clad in heath, exhibit an aspect of desolation,
the
famous for contributing to reform pulpit oratory, highest of them rising 1,100 feet above the level of
and among living authors, the Rev. Dr. M'Culloch, the sea. Elsewhere the surface displays a singuthe Rev. Dr. Horatius Bonar, and the Rev. Mr. larly knobbed or knolly appearance, sending iq>
But
tumoni's, or abounding in little round hills.
KELSO RAILWAY. See North British Rail- over th's oddly rolling suri'ace, as well on the n'sing
way.
grounds as in the hollows, the parish, though not
KELTIE, a village partly in the parish of Cleish, luxuriant, is arable. The soil is generally thin in
in
that
of
Fifeand
some places is a fine loam and in others, especially
Kinross-shire,
Beath,
partly
It stands on Keltic Burn, and on the road on the little hills, is a
shire.
deep watery till. About
from Edinburgh to Perth, 5 miles south by east of 2,721
imperial acres of the total parochial area are
Kinross, and 10 north of North Qucensferry. There under cultivation; about 1,327 are waste or pasis a coliieiy in the vicinity.
There are
Population of the Kin- toral; and alx)nt 570 are under wood.
ross-shire section, 164.
Houses, 39, Population of about twent}' landowners; and five of them are
the Fifeshire section, 257.
The old valued rental was £3.528 Scots.
resident.
Houses, 57,
KELTIE BURN, a rivulet of Fifeshire and Kin- Assessed property in 1843, £9,170. Real rental in
ross-shire.
It rises in the north-west corner of the
Estimated yearly value of raw j)ro1855, 4:8,157.
The modern mansions are
parish of Dunfermline, and runs 7 miles eastward, duce in 1844, £22,771.
but
on
the
within
Fifeshire,
boundary Gelston-castlo, Carlinwark-housc, and Daldawii.
chiefly
partly
with Kinross-shire, to a disemboguement into There are three corn-mills within the parish, 'i'he
Loi-h-Orr.
famous ])iece of ordnance called Mons Meg, is beKELTIE WATER, fv romantic stream in the lieved to have lieen made at Buchan's-croft, in the
It rises on the
The parish is travcjscd
parish of Callander, Perthshire.
vicinity of Castle-Douglas.
west side of the mountain Stuic-a-chroin, and flows by the great road from Dumfries to Portpatrick.
;

—

;

—

;

;

1

KELTON.
opulation in 1831, 2.877

KELVIN.
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in 1851, 3,186.

;

Houses,

27.

the stream of the Fin glen coming down from the
and on the other hand the Luggie creeping in
from a region of moors and knoUy flats. But it still
continues languid, andean boast no higher ornament
for several miles than the luxuriant Balmore haughs.
Below these it is joined on its right side by the Allander, and passes into a total change of scenery.
Its basin is henceforth a rolling surface of diluvium,
a region of earthy swells and knolls, with no
overhanging fells and few extensive prospects, but
with intricate and endless series of winding hollows,
abrupt diversities, and charming close views. And
here at Garscube, 4f^ miles by the road from Glasgow, the Kelvin awakens into activity, and commences a romanric career. Its path thence to Partick, about i a mile above its influx into the Clyde,
lies generally along a dell of similar character to
that of the North Esk between Hawthomden and

fells,

This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcudbright,
nd s\-nod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stiend,' £252 17s. 4d.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated
The parish church stands on
jinds, £187 14s. 7d.
le east side of Kelton-hill, was built in 1806, has
ndergone recent repairs and increase of accomnioation, and contains about 1 ,000 sittings. There is a
Vee church in Castle-Douglas, built in 1844 and
1855 amounted to
lie receipts connected with it
There is also a Reformed Presbyte
;217 2s. 2d.
There are three
ian church in Castle-Douglas.
larocbial schools at respectively Castle-Douglas,
ihonehouse, and Colston. The salary of the Castle)ouglas schoolmaster is £17 2s., with about £120
ees,and£22 10s. other emoluments; and that of each
if the other two schoolmasters is £17 2s., with about
There
'32 fees, and £10 10s. other emoluments.

m

;

—

The present parish
also three private schools.
omprehends the three old parishes of Kelton, Gel-

,re

Of the united parish, Kelton, and Kirkcormack.
on forms the north comer, Kirkcormack the soutliTh.e
rest, and Gelston the south-east comer.
ihurches of Kelton and Kirkcomiack belonged first
the monks of Icolmkill, and next to those of Holyood and, at the establishment of Episcopacy by
Charles I., they were given to the bishop of Edinmrgh. See Gelstox.
KELTON, a village and small port, on the mutual
wrder of the parishes of Dumfries and Caerlaverock,
It stands on the left bank of the
3umfries-shire.
^ith, on the road from Dumfries to Glencaple, li
nile north of Glencaple, and 3 J miles south of DumAs a port, it is strictly identified with Dumi-ies.
;

being visited only by vessels employed in the
rade of that burgh, and unable to proceed further

ries,

The New Quay between it and the
own, Glencaple to the south, and Kelton in the
are
;entre.
simply a chain of ports to accommodate
he difficult navigation of the river. Ship-building
ip the Nith.

s to a small extent carried on at Kelton.
KELTON-HILL, a post-office village in the parsh of Kelton, 2J miles south of Castle-Douglas.
Kirkcudbrightshire. Here is annually held on the
irst Tuesday after the 17th of June, old style, one
Here also
)f the largest horse-fairs in Scotland.
ised to be held six other fairs. See Castle-Douglas.
Che village likewise bears the name of Rhonehouse.

KELTY.

Dalkeith-park, but with less brilliance and more
diversity. Some parts contract into gorges, and others
expand into bits of vale ; some wall in the watercourse between steeps or precipices, and others flank

with stripes of meadow or with shelving descents;
also are comparatively tame and soft, while
others are wild and harsh. But the dell, as a whole,
most of it clothed with
is all feature, all character,
trees as thickly as a fowl's wing is with feathers
with
cascades or other
some parts finely streaked
natural markings, and many picturesquely studded
with mansions, mills, bridges, and artificial decoraThe wings of the vale, too, or lands impintions.
ging on the top of the banks, are highly omate, have
generally a knolly surface, and often wind and un
dulate with a face of beauty and a richness of gannent

it

some

—

The tract alrival those of the vale itself.
which the author
together exults in many charms
'*
Kelvin grove " seems
of the well-known lyric on
not to have observed ; and it as certainly knows
nothing of the fairies, mountains, and lofty waterso that his
falls which form his main machinery
descriptive touches are more poetical than graphic,
and have passed muster with the public only amid
the rolling music of his appeal to the passions.
which

;

Says he,

—

'•

I^t us haste to Kelvin grove.
its mazes let us rove.
the rose iu all its pride
Decks the hollow dingle's side.
Where the midnight fairies glide.

Through

Where

See Keltie.

We will wander by

KELVIN

(The), a river of Stirlingshire, DumIt rises in the great
lartonshire, and Lanarkshire.
strath of the Forth and Clyde canal, at a point about
i miles east of the town of Kilsytli, and runs westsouth-westward to a confluence with the Clyde opposite the town of Govan. It is very slow and slugIt forgish over a number of miles from its head.
merly was choked there with aquatic vegetation, and

and wide in a manner beBut it was straitened,
leepened, and embanked and now it crawls along
jften dispread itself far

lake and morass.

twixt

;

with the appearance of a large ditch.
It is for sevjral miles one of the tamest lines of water in the
has
green and wooded
kingdom but afterwards it
banks ; farther on, it is winged with luxuriant
baughs, and overlooked by pleasant braes or hang;

and

along till near its entering its
borrows much interest from Camp3ie fells, which flank the north side of its basin.
The affluents which come down to it from these fells
contribute the larger portion of its volume; and
it least two of them are better entitled than itself
See G.vevald and
to rank as the parent stream.
ing plains

;

all

far-f;\med dell, it

Cajipsie.

At

Kirkintilloch, the Kelvin receives on one

II.

hand

—

tlie mill.

To the cove beside the rill.
Where tlie glens rebound the

Of the

lofty water-

Through

tiie

call

fall.

mountain's rocky bail."

The lower

rocks of the district belong to the coal
formarion, and possess all the interest of the mines of
Some of the shales are rich in
central Clydesdale.
vegetable fossils and some of the sandstones, of buff
or cream colour, possess celebrity among builders.
The upper strata, and those which constitute most
of the knolls, are chiefly diluvial, and aflbrd distinct
evidence of having been deposited and contoured by
currents from the north-west.
Many boulders lie
;

embedded

in

them, which must have been brought

thither from distances of 25 or even 70 miles ; and
occasional blocks exhibit scratches and grooves,
which indicate the presence of heavy icebergs on
the depositing currents. The district likewise contains a very fair proportion of simple minerals, and
of wild plants and animals. The lower part of it,
for about 1^ mile from the Clyde, comprises beautiful suburban extensions of Glasgow, together with
the Botanic garden and the new West-end park ;
and as a whole, with its wealth of scenery and its
warbling of birds, it forms as charming a stroll for

KELVIN-HAUGH.

an intelligent population as could well exist in the
vicinity of a great city.
KELVIN-GROVE. See Kelvin (Thk), and

Glasgow.

KELVIN-HAUGH, a post-office station subordinate to Glasgow.
(The). See Dura Den.
KEMBACK, a parish, containing the village of
Blebocraigs, in the Stratheden district of Fifeshire.
Its post-town is Cupar, 3 miles west of its parish
church. It is bounded by the parishes of Dairsie,

KEM

Its
Leuchars, St. Andrews, Ceres, and Cupar.
length east-north-eastward is about 3 miles, and
All its northern
its breadth rarely exceeds 1 ^ mile.
boundary is traced by the Eden. Its surface, at the
west end, is level, with a gentle declination toward
the Eden; but about the centre it becomes varied

and beautifully picturesque. Here
by Dura Dex: which see. East of

it is

intersected

this,

the surface

formed and now finely
hill, but now more
hill runs from north
generally Kemback
to south, or at right angles to the range of hills
which bound the How of Fife, and thus terminates
this valley on the east.
The entire area of the
parish comprises about 2,200 imperial acres; of
which about 1,700 are in cultivation or pasture, and
about 320 are under wood. The soil exhibits every
variety, clay, black loam, light sandy soil with a
dry bottom, and thin gravel and is upon the whole
rises

a

into

wooded

hill,

beautifully

formerly called Nydio

This

hill.

;

very

fertile.

The rocks

are sandstone, ironstone,

Lczid ore occurs on the lands ci
shale, and trap.
S. Blebo, and was at one time attempted to be
worked. There are five principal landowners ; the

most extensive of

whom

is

Bethune of Blebo.

Tiie

Assessed property
real rental in 1841 was £3,889.
in 1843, £3,512 2s. At Yoolfield is a spinning niili,
built in 1839; at Blebo-mills are a spinning mill, a
scutching mill, a meal mill, and a barley mill ; and
at Kemback-mills is a saw mill, and were lately two
other mills. All these places are on the
burn,
which traverses Dura Den. The parish is intersected in tlie south by the road from Ceres to St.

Kem

Andrews; and has ready access on the west and
north to the Cupar and Dairsie stations of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway. Population in
1831, G51; in 1851, 956.
Houses, 165.
This parish is in the presbytery of St. Andrews,
and synod of Fife. Patron, the United College of
St. Andrews. Stipend, £157 7s.; glebe, £24. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £16 fees.
The parish church was built in 1814, at the cost of
about £700. Tliere is a Free church preaching
station in Dura Den; the receipts of which in 1855

amounted

to

£30

6s.

There are two private schools.

The

ancient parisli was a rectory belonging to the
bishopric of St. Andrews, and was bestowed by
Bishop Kennedy on the College of St. Salvator at
the founding of that institution. Tiie name Kemback was probably derived from the rivulet Ketn.
KEMNAY, a parish, containing a post-office
statioti of its own name, in the Garioch district of
It is bounded by the parishes of
Alxirdeenshire.
Inverury, Kintore, Skene, Cluny, Monymusk, and
Its length southward is beChapel of Garioch.
tween 4 and 5 miles, and its breadth is about 3
The burn of Ton traces part of the western
miles.
boundary, to the river Don; and tliat river itself
traces tlie rest of the western boundary, and all the
northern boundary. The surface of the parisli, on
the whole, is rather flat; and is intersected, for
about 2 miles, by a furzy alluvial ridge, called the

Kembs. On the l)anks of the Don tliere arc beautiful
but the soil is elsewliere a very stony
fertile haughs
The low grounds, in general,
light mould on sand.
;

KEN.
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There are two mineral springs, tlie
well and the Spa well, at the foot of the
Kemnay- house is beautifully situated
plantations, and tasteful pleasure-grounds,
on the banks of the Don. There are three principal
landowners. The Inverury and Kintore stations of
the Great North of Scotland railway are within easy
reach.
Population in 1831, 610; in 1851, 680.
are arable.

Kemb

Kembs.
amongst

Houses, 134. Assessed property in 1843, £2,340.
This parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Earl of Kintore.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £158 19s. 2d.; glebe, £10.
£34 4s. 4Jd., with a share in the Dick and
Milne bequests, and £50 other emoluments, besides
fees.
The school-house and its appurtenances are
remarkably spruce and the school attained, some
years ago, a singularly high character. The parish
church is an elegant structure, lately erected on the
site of the former one.
The ancient church was a
dependency of the parsonage of Kinkell. There is
salary,

;

a parochial library.

KEMPOCH-POINT. See Goukock.
KEMPSTANE-HILL. See Fetteresso.

KEN-, a prefix in many Celtic names of places;
signifying, in some instances, "white" or "clear,
and then applied generally to a stream and signif\
" a head " or "
ing, in other instances,
promontoi'y,"
and then being only an orthographical variety of
;

Kean: which

see.

KEN

(Loch), an expansion of the river Ken, immediately above its confluence with the Dee, in
It is about 5 miles long, and
Kirkcudbrightshire.
from J to f of a mile broad. On its west side a
range of hills comes down from the interior, terminates abruptly at its southern corner in a huge rock
called Benin-hill, and over the central and northern
part of the lake presses almost close upon its edge.
Loch-Ken, approached from the south by a road

leading up from Kirkcudbright along its left bank
into the interior of the Glenkens, offers delightful
scenery to the view. Some islets, wholly or partially covered witli wood, are sprinkled on its surface.
Its shores are occasionally fringed and tufted with
At its head, a little westward of tlie
plantation.
river, appear Kenmurc-castle, and the small burgh
of New Galloway,
with an intervening grove of

—

stately elms, beeches, and pines.
(The), a river of the district of Glenkens,

KEN

Kirkcudbrightshire.
hill

and Longrig

hill

lises between Placklarg
on the boundary with Ayr-

It

shire, and, after a course of 1^ mile south-eastward,

and of 2 miles south-westwai'd thi-ough the northern
extremity of Dairy, begins to be, over all its extent,
the boundary-line between Carsphairn and Kells on
the west, and Dairy, Balmaclellan, and Parton on
the east, cutting the district of Glenkens, formed by
all these parishes excei)t the last, into two not very
unequal parts. Its leixgth of course, while dividing
the parishes, is 21 miles; and over this distance it
describes the figure of the segment of a circle, running, in its ujiper part, toward the south-west, and,
in its lower part, toward the south-east.
At the
southern extremity of the parish of Kells, it forms
a confluence with the Dee.
The streams which
flow into it, though numerous, are small.
But one
of them, Deugh or Carsphairn water, which joins it
at the point of its first touching the parish of Kells,
is of longer course than itself, rising in three headwaters in Ayrshire, and draining in two main basins
nearly the whole of the extensive parish of Carsof its length, is singuphairn. The Ken, over most
larly rich in the landscape-features, both of its imSee
mediate banks, and of its niountain-liasin.
articles Cahsi'maiiin, Glenkk.ns, Ki;li.s, and Ken
(Loch).

v^
^.^

I

KENLOWIE.
KENDAR

(Loch".

KENMORE.
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See Kinder (Loch\

At the lower end of the

land.

lake, from tlie nar-

KEXDLUM. See Rerbick.
KENDROCHAD. See Bridgexi>.
KENEDAR. See Kisg-Edward.

row

KENLOCH. See Kixloch
KENLOWIE, or Kjixlt (The),

points where the larger lateral streamlets enter
Loch-Tay, are deltas or little plains, rich in their
soil, and lovely in their aspect, but inconsiderable
in extent.
With these exceptions, the whole surface rises in a not very gentle ascent from both
In most parts, it is
sides of the long belt of water.
all, for nearly a mile, either arable land, green
pasture, or woodland; but behind this verdant zone,
it
generally ascends in bleakness and heath to the
boundaiy, attaining in one place, at the summit of
Benlawers, an altitude of 3,944 or 4,015 feet above
the level of the sea.
The western detached section, besides being cut
with the head-streams of the Lochy, is bounded for
5J miles by Loch-Lyon and the maiu stream which
that lake receives and disgorges, and is traversed
on its north-west side by three rills tributary to the
Lyon ; and it is all a mountainous district, cloven
in very various directions by ravines and glens.
The eastern detached section forms the basin of the
chief and lower part of the Quaich, before its entrance into Loch-Fi aochy ; and, consisting of the
wider portion of Glenquaich. with its screen of
flanking heights, it considerably resembles, in the
configuration of its surface, the main body of the
parish ; but for upwards of a mile at its lower extremity, it has on the banks of the Quaich, a dull
flat face of morass, which seems to offer defiance
to the agriculturist's arts of improvement.
The
total surface of the parish
main body and detached
parts is classified by the writer of the New Statistical Account, into 5,400 acres in tillage. 8,600 in
pasture, 21,000 in moor and mountain, and 5,000
under wood. Excepting the property of Shian in
Glenquaich, the whole parish belongs to the Marquis
of Breadalljane. The real rental in 1838 was £9.360.

shire.

It rises in

two

efflux of
pands into a

west of the parish of Cameron, and rans eastward
through tlie parish of Dunino, and along the boundary between the parishes of St. Andrews and Kingsto the southertfpart of St. Andrew's bay. Its
length of course is about 8 miles. It abounds with
It is sometimes called Pitmilly
excellent tront.'
burn.
KENMORE, a parish, containing the post-office
village of Kenmore. and the villages or hamlets of
Acharn, Bridgend, Blairmore. and Sronfeman, in
It comthe district of Breadalbane, Perthshire.
prises a main body and two detached sections. The
main body, in a general view, may be regarded as
forming the frame-work of the beautiful mirror of
Ijoch-Tay, and as bounded on the north by Fortingall. on the east by Dull, and by detached parts of
various parishes, on the south by Comrie, and on

bams,

the west by Killin.
But it embosoms a detached
part of Weem, 3 miles by 1 J, in the north; it is intersected by parts of Weem and Killin, with the
effect of having very nearly cut off a district of 6i
miles by 3 in the west; and it is extruded from connexion with the upper part of Ijoch- Tay, by the intervention of parts of other parishes, over a distance
of 6 miles on the south.
One of its detached sections. 8J miles by 6. lies between Fortingall and
Killin, on the confines of Argyleshire; and the
other, 3^ miles by 2J, lies If mile eastward of the
nearest point of the main body. The greatest length
of the whole parish, exclusive of intervening teni-

about 20 miles; its greatest length, measured across these territories so as to include them,
is 30 miles; its greatest breadth is 7 miles; and its
superficial area is about 62 square miles
The main body of the parish has been fashioned
by the uplieaving of mountains on its sides, and by
the passage of a river through its centre, expanding
over most of the way into lake.
The features
of its scenery are well known to fame, and attract
tasteful
visitors
the
months
of wannth
many
during
and verdure. But nearly all are either identified or
grouped with Loch-Tat, the river Tay, and the
noble pai-k of TATMOurn-CASTLE, and properly occur
to be noticed under these heads,
which see. The
Ix)chy rises in several head-streams in the western
detached portion of the parish, and afterwards intersects a small part of the main body, before uniting
with the more impetuous Dfwhart in the haughs of
Killin, at the head of Loch-Tay. That lake, stretching from south-west to north-east, nins through
the centre of the main body; but, at the lower end,
is subtended
by three or four times more breadth of
surface on its south-east than on its north-west side.
tories. is

—

Tay river, emerging from Loch-Tay, a few yards
above the village of Kenmore, has a course of 2
miles within the parish, and at the point of leaving
it, is joined by the Lyon, after the latter having
run IJ mile along the north-east boundary. Numerous streamlets come down on lx)th sides of the
intersecting stripe of water whether lake or river
but are all of brief course, and in no instance
come from beyond the boundary. The district is
thus, with some exceptions, an elongated basin,
sending up, either at or within its lateral boundaries,
a water-shedding line of heights, and
draining off
the produce of its own springs by one central and
continuous channel. At the upper end of Loch-

—

—

Tay, in the centre of the glen,

is

some

rich

meadow-

river, the surtace

gradually ex-

beautiful plain, about a mile wide,
the park of Taymouth-castle. At the

occupied by

a livulet of Fifehead-streams in the south-

Tay

—

—

Assessed property in 1843, £8,265

18s. 2d.

Yeariy

value of agricultural produce, inclusive of live stock,
as estimated in 1838, £34,073.
The principal rocks
are mica, clay, and chlorite slates; and some of
them make excellent building- stones, and are
worked as such. Primitive limestone and white
quartz rock also occur, and are worked. Appearances of lead, iron, and other ores exist among the

mountains.

The only

antiquity worth notice

priory, founded in 1122

is

the ruins of a

by Alexander

I.,

and

situ-

ated on a picturesque islet at the north-east end of
"
The
Loch-Tay. a few yards above the bridge.
rains on the isle," says Sir Walter Scott, "now

almost

shapeless, being overgrown with wood,
rose at one time into the towers and pinnacles of a
where
slumbered the remains of Sibilla.
prior)',
daughter of Henry I. of England, and consort of
Alexander I. of Scotland. It was founded by Alexander, and the care of it committed to a small body
of monks."
But these monks appear to have been
expelled, or to have found occasion to retire; for the
last residents of the place, according to Sir Walter,
were three nuns, distinguished by a very suignlar
species of recluse habits.
Shutting themselves

professionally out from society, they periodit-ally
rushed into its embrace; and then they "seemed
determined to enjoy it in i:s most complicated and
noisy state; for they came out only once a-year.
and that to a market at Kenmore, Hence that fair
is still called, Feill nam ban naomha,
the Market
of the Holy women.'
There are no precise data by
which to determine the time of tlie existence of
these nuns.
It must have been subsequent to Iho
year 1 565, for that was the vear when a market was
'

KENMORE.

time lield at Kenmore." In after times
wore another face. When the bravery
of Montrose canied every thing before him in defence of the royal cause, which was nearly in its
wane in England, a numerous body of Campbells,
against whom the rigour of Montrose was chiefly
directed, took possession of this island, where they
Montrose
fortified themselves among the ruins.
took, and garrisoned it; and it continued in the
hands of the loyalists till 1654, when Monk retook
for the first

this island

—An

elegant monumental structure, called the
bank of the Tay, midway between
Tayraouth-castle and Loch-Tay, is constructed of a

it.

KENMUEE
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Cross, on the left

beautiful kind of talcose chlorite slate, and exhibits
few coins of Edward
exquisitely fine chisellings.
I. of England and Alexander III. of Scotland have
been found in tlie parish, in situations where they

—A

could scarcely have been expected.

Population in

1831, 3,126; in 1851, 2,257.
Houses, 449.
This parish is in the presbytery of Weem, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Marquis
of Breadalbane. Stipend, £253 14s. 9d.; glebe, £20.
Sclioolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £20
The
fees, and at least £13 10s. other emoluments.
parish church is a handsome, substantial, cruciform
it
was
with
tower
at
the
east
and
a
structure,
end;
built in 1760, and contains about 700 sittings.
There is a Free church of Kenmore, with an attendance of 400; and the sum raised in connexion
with it in 1855 was £204 18s. 7|d. There are Free
churches also at Ardeonaig and Lawers, the one on
the north side of Loch Tay, the other on the south
side of the lake, the receipts of which in 1855

CASTLE.

KENMURE

CASTLE, the quondam residence
of the Viscounts Kenmure, about J a mile south ol
the burgh of New Galloway, in the parish of Kells,
Kirkcudbrightshire. It stands on an insulated circular mount, which, previous to observing the rocky
texture of one of its sides, an observer would suppose to be artificial; and it appears to have been
anciently surrounded by a fosse, supplied with water
from the Ken. The castle is approached by a beautiful avenue, has around it a fine plantation, and
forms a conspicuous feature 'in one of the most
picturesque landscapes in the south of Scotland.
See articles Ken and Kells. The edifice is an assemblage of several buildings of different ages; the
older parts exhibiting the turreted character which
distinguished the 15th century, and all of it having
a castellated form and imposing aspect. When or
by whom the original portion of the present pile,
or rather the whole of a previous one which it must
have supplanted, was built, is a matter not known.
In early times, and even at a comparatively modern
date, it suffered much from the ravages of war, having been burnt both in the reign of Mary and during
the administration of Cromwell. Originally, it is
said to have been a seat or stronghold of the Lords
of Galloway. John Baliol, who succeeded to a great
part of the estates of those feudal princes, is reported

have often made it his residence; and omitting to
reserve it when he resigned his Scottish possessions
to the English king, he had it restored to him by a
Kenmure, after the triumph of the
special deed.
dynasty of Bruce, passed into the possession of the
to

Douglases; upon their forfeiture, it was granted by
were respectively £68 Os. 6d. and £66 8s. Ifd. the Crown to the Maxwells of Caerlaverock and in
There is a Baptist chapel at Lawers, with 150 sit- the end of the 14th century, or the beginning of the
There are within the parish five non- 16th, it was purchased, along with the lands of
tings.
parochial schools, upheld by public bodies or by Lochinvar, by a younger brotlier of Sir Alexander
endowment, and one or two private or adventure de Gordon of Berwickshire, the ancestor of the
schools. The chief historical occurrences connected Dukes of Gordon.
The Gordons of Lochinvar or of Kenmure claim
with the parish are some provincial events, which
have been noticed in the article Breadalbane, and strictly the same stock as the Gordons of the north,
the visit of Queen Victoria in 1842, which will be and were originally from Normandy; and after
noticed in the article Taymouth-Castle.
sitting down at Kenmure, they gradually acquired,
The Village op Kenmore stands on a peninsula by grant, purchase, or marriage, the greater part ot
They were disprojecting into the north-eastern extremity of Loch- the lands in Kirkcudbrightshire.
Tay, on the south side of the river, at the point of tinguished by the confidence of their sovereigns,
and by extreme hereditary attachment to theii
its efflux, 16 miles east-north-east of Killin, and 23
miles west-north-west of Dunkeld.
The village, persons and fortunes. Sir John Gordon of Lochwith its neat white cottages, its commodious inn, invar was an unswerving follower of Mary, and
ran serious hazards in her cause. His son and sucits parish-church, its handsome bridge of 5 arches
across the river Tay, and its close proximity to the cessor was one of the most distinguished Scotsmen
Taymouth pleasure-grounds, is well-known to in the court of James VI. In May, 1633, Sir John
tourists as one of the most beautiful in Scotland.
Gordon, the contemporary of Charles I., was raised
Fairs are held at it on the first Tuesday of March, by that monarch to the dignity of the peerage, by
This nobleman,
old style, on the 28th of June, on the 26th of July, the title of Viscount Kenmure.
on the 17th of September, on the Friday in Novem- singularly combined attachment to the house of
ber before Martinmas, and on the 22d of December. Stuart with unflinching fidelity in the profession of
the Presbyterian religion and, much as he is known
In the
neighbourhood of the village are a saw-mill
and a small woollen manufactory. The poet Burns for the honours conferred upon him by Charles, ho
wrote over the parlour mantel-piece of the inn at is greatly better known for his intimacy with John
Kenmore what Lockhart pronounces to be among Welsh and Samuel Rutherford, for the important
services he did the latter, and for the tone of deep
the best of his English heroics:
religiousness which flung its melody over the closing
" Poetic ardours in
l)osoin
swell,
my
scenes of his life. His lady, too tlie third daughter
Loiie waiiduriiiB by tlie hermit's mossy cell.
of Archibald, 7th Earl of Argyle, and the sister of
The sweeping tlicatro of lianpng woods,
Lord Lorn is intimately known to a numerous
The iiicensani roar of headlong-lnmbling flotwis.
;

;

—

—

—

mi;,'lit wake her lieaven-tauslit lyre,
look thron;;)! nature with creative tire;
to the win;;s of fate half reconciled.
Misfortune's lijjliteneil steps might wander w'M
And disappointment in tlieso lonely bounds,
Find balm to sootli her bitter rankling wounds.
Here heart-struck grief might heavenward stretch her scan,
And injured worth forget and pardon man."

Here Poesy

And

Here

;

KENMORE,

KENMUKE

Aroylesiiire. See Inverary,
See Galloway (New),

(Mains of.)

class in Scotland as the correspondent of the pious
Kutherford. In 1715, William, the Cth Viscount,
took an active part in the Rebellion, and next year
was beheaded on Towerhill in London, entailing
upon his family the forfeiture of their title. His
descendants, inheriting his estates which by pni-

—

dent management were purchased from the Crown
endeavoured, by seeing in the army, to make

—

amends

for their ancestor's error,

and distinguished

KENNET.

liemselves by patriotic concern for the interests of
heir tenants,' and for the general welfare ; and, in
of the forfeited Vis182-t, they were, in the person
!0unt'8 grandson, restored, by act of parliament, to
He who thus liecame the
;heir ancient honours.
in 1750, and continued to
and estates till his 91st year. He
succeeded by his nephew, Adam Gordon, Esq.,

rth Viscount,

mjoy
iras

was born

his title

officer, who displayed great gallantry
severe actions on the American lakes during the war; and at the death of this 8th Viscount
;n 1847. the peerage became extinct.
KENMURE-HILL. See C.^stle-Seuple Loch.
KENNET, a village and an estate, in the parish
The village stands about a mile
»f Clackmannan.
east of the town of Clackmannan, and alx)ut the
same distance north of the frith of Foith. It is a
neatly edificed place, inhabited principally by colliers; and has an exceedingly handsome schoolhouse, built and endowed by Mr. Bruce, the proprietor of the estate. Population, 288. Houses, 60.
Two large collieries are contiguous. The mansionhouse of Kennet, though a mile distant from the
Forth, perfectly overlooks it, and commands a
charming view. It is externally handsome, and in-

brave naval

I

n
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many

The famous Thomas Boston
ternally very elegant.
of Etterick, the author of several well-known theoacted
for
some time as tutor here
logical works,
when a young man.

See CL.iCKMAXXAs.
KENNETHMOXT. a parish on the western border of the district of Garioch in Aberdeenshire.
It
has a post-office station of its own name; and it is
situated al)out seven miles south-south-east of the
town of Huntly. It is bounded by Gartly, Insch.
Leslie, Clatt, and Rhynie. Its length eastward is 6
Tiie river Bogie
miles; and its breadth is 3 miles.
traces the western boundary and the Malshach hill,
on which is a medicinal spring of some local
repute,
stands on the mutual Ixtrder with Gartly. The
general surface of the parish is much divei-sified
with high ground and low ground; but with the
exception of two or three eminences, none of it can
be properly called hilly.
During the last fifty years,
several hundred acres of marsh have been converted
into arable land,
many acres of moor have been subjected to the plough, and agricultural improvement,
in the general treatment of all the
farms, has been
very largely eiFected. Sir Andrew Leith Hay of
Rannes owns upwards of one half of the valued
The other
rent; and is the only resident heritor.
;

principal proprietors are the Duke of Richmond,
Gordon of Wardhouse, and Grant of Drumminer.

The chief antiquities are remains of two Druidieal
temples. Several annual fairs, chiefly for cattle, have
long been held in the parish, and monthly markets,
">f
much promise, have lately been established.

ITie north-eastern
part of the parish has a station
of its own name on the Great North of Scotland

railway; and the south-eastern part is within easy
distance of the Insch station.
Population in 1831,
in

1,131;
1851, 1,108.
Assessed
Houses, 235.
property in 1843, £4,578.
This parish is in the presbytery of Alford, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Hay of Rannes and
Leith-Hall.
Stipend, £195 2s. Id.; glebe, £15.
Schoolmaster's salary, £25 13s. 4d., with a share of
the Dick
bequest, and about £35 fees and other

emoluments. The parish church was built in 1812,
and contains about 600 sittings. There is a Free
jharch
sum raised in 1855,
attendance, 320
:

;

£101 12s. 4d. There are two
non-parochial schools,
md a small public library. The name Kennethmont is said to have been derived from the circumstance that one of the
Kings Kenneth, according to
tradition, was buried in what became the church-

yard,

and which

is

a small mount.

An

ancient

parish, called Christ's Kirk, was at some remote
period, of which history has t.iken no note, annexed
to Kennethmont.
Here, on the green surrounding
the site of the church of that ancient parish, a fair
was at one time held in the night, and by the people
It is contended, from
these curious circumstances, that this was the scene
of ' Christ's-kirk on the Green,' ascribed to James I.
of Scotland.
Among disringuished persons connected with Kennethmont, as natives or otherwise,
must be named General Hay of Rannes, Lieutenant-

hence called Sleepy-market.

General Sir James Leith, Rear- Admiral Sir James
A. Gordon, and the still surviving Sir Andrew
Leith Hav.
KENNETH'S ISLE. See Ixchkexxeth.
KENNETPANS, a small village, with a harbonr.
in the parish of Clackmannan, 1^ mile south of the
village of Kennet, and 1 J west of the town of Kincardine.
It is a creek of the port of ArxoA: which
see.
railway, about a mile in length, connects it
with the distillery of Kilbagie. Adjacent to it is

A

the mansion of Kennetpans, commanding a fine
view of the Forth.
KENNETSIDE. See Eccles.
KENNIL-HOUSE. See Earx (Loch).
WATER. See Douglas (The).
a parish, containing the postofiice village of Kennoway, the village of Baneton,
and part of the village of Star in the centre of the
south of Fifeshire. It is bounded by Kettle, Scoonie,

KENNOT
KENNOWAY,

Wemyss, and Markinch. It forms an irregular
parallelogram, 3J miles in length from east to west,
and rather more than 2 miles in breadth from north
to south; ascending gradually from the south towards the north. The prospect from almost every
part of it is extensive and beautiful; comprising a
distinct view of the island of May, the Bass rock,
Inchkeith, and the coast south of the Forth, from
Dunbar to the west of Edinburgh, including the
Lammennoor hills. From the northern part, the
view likewise embraces almost all Fifeshire, and
great part of the counties of Angus, Perth, and
The
Stirling, and of the Grampian mountains.
streams which water the parish are all mere bums,
either tributaiy to the Leven, or pursuing an independent course through Scoonie to the Forth; and
one of them which passes close to the village of
Kennoway flows there in a sweetly picturesque
ravine.
About 30 acres in the parish are waste or
pastoral; about 250 are under wood; and all the
rest of the surface is in tillage.
There are twelve
Tlie mansions are Auchterprincipal landowners.
maimie, Kingsdale, and Newtownhall. The total
yearly value of raw produce was estimated in 1838
Assessed property in 1843, £4,653 13s.
Id.
There are in the parish two grinding mills for
oats and barley, a saw-mill, and a small tow-spinning mill.
good many of the inhabitants are
weavers. Coal is wrought in the eastern district.
The southern border is near the Cameron-Bridge
station of the Leven railway; and all the rest of the
In the southern district is a
parish has good roads.
round hill called the Maiden-castle, which seems to
have been the site in ancient times of a British fort.
Tradition points it out as having been a castle belonging to Macduff, Earl of Fife; but this does not
appear to be probable, nor is there the slightest
evidence of the faci. In the village of Kennoway
is an old house in which it is said Archbishop
Sharp
at £14.400.

A

passed the nigltt previous to his being murdered.
Tiie village of Kennoway stands in the southern
district of the parish, on the road from Dysart to
Ceres, and on that from Largo to Leslie, 2^ miles
west-north-west of Leven. Two fairs were formerly

KENTAILEN BAY.

KET.
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but tliey have fallen into disuse. The
lighted with gas; and, were it situated in
a sequestered region, is both large and bustling
enough to rank as a town. Here are the parish
church, and the other places of worship. Population of tlie village, 1,101.
Houses, 234. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,721; in 1851,2,257.
Houses, 486.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Kirkcaldy, and
synod of Fife. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £242
17s.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds, £9 13s.

frequent, the valleys so deep, and the whole so intermixed, that the toil of walking over it is inIts want of beauty is, however, much
credible.
recompensed by the noble prospects which it aflbrds
of the bay of Oban, and of that magnificent I'ange
of mountains which encloses the Linnhe-loch, with
all the islands that are scattered about its vaxiegated sea. The southern shore of the island aflfords
one very wild and pictui'esque scene, of which
Gylen-castle proves the chief object. On the margin of a high cliff impending over the sea, is

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd. with about £35
fees.
The parish church is in the old Norman style,
vsras erected in 1850, after a design by T. Hamilton
There is
of Edinburgli, and contains 650 sittings.
a Free church, also a new building; and the sum
raised in connexion with U in 1855 was £111 12s. 2d.

perched this tall grey tower; the whole bay, rude
with rocks and cliffs, presenting no traces of land
or of verdure,
appearing as if it had, for uncounted
ages, braved the fury of the waves that break in
from over the whole breadth of the inlet and far out
to the sea.
It was in Kerrera that Alexander II.
died, when preparing to invade the Western islands,
then under the supreme dominion of Norway and of
Haco."
Population in 1841, 187; in 1851, 164.
Houses 24
KERROCHTREE. See Minnigaft.
KERRYCROY, a small neat village, at the bay

held in

it;

irillage is

There

is an United Presbyterian church, with an
attendance of about 330. There are several benefit

and religious societies. The name Kennoway sig"
nifies
the head of the den," and alludes to the
situation of the village along the top of a ridge at
the head of a ravine of the kind provincially called
a den.

KENNOX WATER.

See Douglas (The).
KENKIVE. See Kilmuik Easter.
KENTAILEN BAY, a small bay on the north
coast of Appin, about 2^ miles from the mouth of
Locli Ijcven, Argyleshire.
It is well sheltered by
high wood-clad lands, and affords the safest retreat
to small vessels.
KENTURE BAY, a small bay on the east side
of the island of Islay, about 4 miles from the south
end of the Sound of Islay.
KEOLDALE BAY, a bay, or small sea-loch,

with rugged precipitous screens, midway between
Loch Eriboll and the bay of Durness, t)n the north
coast of the parish of Durness, Sutherlandsliire.
KEPP, a hamlet in the Perthshire section of the
Houses, 11.
parish of Kippen.
Population, 43.
KEPPELMOUNT. See Glenmuick.
KEPPING BURN, a streamlet running west-

ward

—

of Scoulag, in

the parish of Kingarth, 2J miles
south-south-east of Rothesay, in the island of Bute,
Population, 97. Houses, 18*.
KERSE-HOUSE. See Falkirk and Grange-

mouth.

KERSE-LOCH.

See Dalrymple.

KERSHOPE (The), a rivulet of the mutual border
of Scotland and England.
It rises on the east side
of Whiteknowe, within a few yards of one of the
chief head-waters of the English Tyne, within the
limits of Liddesdale; and, after flowing half-a-mile
eastward, it forms over its whole remaining course
of 8 miles, during which it generally i-uns southwestward, the boundary-line between Liddesdale on
its right, and Northumberland and
its left.
It falls into the Liddel 2|

Cumberland on

miles below the
village of New Castleton, and the same distance
above the point where the stream leaves Roxburghshire.

the general Grampian range in the parish of
Strachan, and trending eastward to the coast in the
parish of Banchory-Devenick, Kincardineshire. Its
highest point has an altitude of 1,890 feet above

KERSHOPE-HILL, a pastoral hill in the parish
of Yarrow, about 9 miles west-south-west of Selkirk.
On the top of it stood a monumental stone
called Tait's cross.
Chalmers informs us, from a
manuscript description of the shire of Selkirk by
John Hodge, in 1722, "that there was then to be
seen, at Tait's cross, boughted and milked, upwards
of 12,000 ewes, in the month of June, about eight
o'clock at night, at one view." Boughted is a verb,
from the substantive bought or bught, which in the
speech of shepherds means a fold for ewes,'
while they are milked. Every one knows the old

sea-level.

song,

into the frith of Clyde, north of the village of
Fairley, in the parish of Largs, Ayrshire.

KEPPOCH.

See Cardross.

KEPTY HILL. See Vigeans (St.).
KERBET BURN. See Glammis.
KERERA. See Kerreea.
KERILAW. See Stevenstox.
KERLOAK, a mountain spur,

deflecting

from

'

KERNIGERG,

two islets, united at low water,
lying between Coll and Tiree, in the Argyleshire

—

" Will
yc

go

And wear

to the ewo-bu';Iits, Marion,
in tlie

sheep wi'

me?"

liebrideB.

KERRERA,

an island in the parish of Kilbride,
It extends from
district of Lorn, Argyleshire.
north-east to south-west, with a lengtii of 3J miles

and a

lireadtli of nearly 2 miles, parallel to the
mainland, at an average distance from it of less than
1 mile, and contributes to form the excellent and
romantic harbour of Oban. Its west side is about 4
miles distant from Mull, and communicates with it
Its surface is very hilly, and many of
l)y a ferry.
Kerrera
the roclvH have a volcanic appearance.
possesses two good harbours, called the Ardintraive

"
find HorBe-Bli<)e hays.
Kerrera," says an intelligent tourist, "excepting on its shores, has no
to
attract
kind
featurcH of any
attention, unless it
he tlie inequality and confusion of the surface,
Not only is thi-ic nothing like
tvliic'h is extrcmo.
I. lit
li'v.l rMiiiud
till" ]\\\\v
i):ii-|.s
MIC so strcii and

KERSLAND.

See Dalry, Aykshike.
KEKWIC BAY, a small bav near Capo Wrath,
in the parish of Durness, Sutherlandshire.
Hert
are vast stacks, resembling Gothic pillars, anc
forming a most romantic scene.

KESSOCK FERRY,

a ferry between Inverness'
and Ross-shire, across the strait between th(
Moray frith and the Beauly frith, immediatelj
north of the mouth of the river Ness, forming tin
main thoroughfare from the town of Inverness
the niack Isle, Dingwall, and the west of Rosf
shire

shire.
The strait is about | of a mile broad; an
the ferry is one of the safest and most facile in th
north of Scotland.
Tiic view from the middle of il
|)articularly about the time of high water, is ej(
fccdingly line.
KICT riiic), ;\ sfrcanilct «f 5(| niilos lengtii o

I

KETTIXS.

a hill at the southern extremity of the parish stood
the castle of Dores, traditionally reported to have
been the residence of Macbeth.
At Baldowrie,
near the northern extremity, is an erect Danish
monument, six feet high. On the estate of Lintrose, about 15 years ago, tliere was discovered
a cave about 50 feet long, with built sides, paved

It describes the figure of
coarse, in Wigtonshire.
a semicircle, having a point a little north of Burrow-head for its centre. Rising near the sea in the
the burgh of
parisli of Glasserton, it flows through
Whithorn; and, driving a corn-mill near its mouth,
enters the sea at the little bav called Port-Yarrock.
KETLAND-GLEN. See GLESKETiJk.xD.

KETLOCHY

(The). See Donkeld.
a parish, comprising a main body on
the south-west border of Forfarshire, and a detached
district, 6 miles south-west of the nearest part of
the main body, in Perthshire.
It contains the
villages of Kettins, Peatie, Campmuir, Ford of
of
and
Haliburton.
Its
Pitcur,
Ley
post-town is
The main body measures 4 miles
Capar-Angus.
from east to west, and 3 miles from north to south
and is bounded on the north-east by Newtyle, on the
east by Lundie, on a small part of the north-west
by the Forfarshire portion of Cupar Angus, and on
ail other sides by Perthshire.
The detached district measures 1 mile in length and f of a mile in
and
is
surrounded
breadth;
by CoUace, Kinnaird.
The main body comKilspindie, and St. Martins.
mences at the water- shedding line of the Sidlaw
hiUs. descends all the slope of these hills, and glides
Its
gently down into the plain of Strathmore.
greater or western part is nearly level, well culti-

and two fire-places, supposed by some to
have teen a winter-retreat of the ancient Caledonians, and by others a hiding-place of the

floor,

KETTINS,

persecuted Covenanters. The parish is traversed
by the road from Cupar-Angus to Dundee, and enjoys ready access to the Scottish Midland and the
Newtvle railwavs. Population in 1831, 1,193; in
Houses, 228.
1851,"995.
This parish is in the presbytery of Meigle, and
s\'nod of Angus and Meams.
Patron, the Ciown.
Sniiend, £235 13s. 5d.; glebe. £10 Is. 4d. Schoolmaster's salary. £30, with £32 fees, and about £1 1
lis. other emoluments.
The parish church was
built in 1768, and has an attendance of about 320.
The ancient church had six subordinate or dependent chapels, situated respectively at Peatie, South

;

vated,

and thoroughly enclosed.

land part

KETTLE.
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The

lesser or up-

partly heathy, partly covered with
The
plantation, and partly disposed in pasturage.
is

throughout the low-grounds is in general ferbut in the uplands it is thin and light. The
total extent of arable land in the parish is 6,182 imperial acres; of pasture land, 180 acres; of plantasoil

j

!

1

i

1

I

i

Coston, Pitcur, Muiryfaulds, Denhead, and Kettins,
and most of them surrounded with cemeteries; and
it belonged to the ministry of the Red Friars at
Peebles.
KETTLE, a parish, containing the post-oflice
village of Kettle, and the villages of Balmalcolm,

Bankton-park. Coalton, Holekettle, Muirhead, and
Myreside, in the centre of Fifeshire. It is boimded

tile;

by CoUessie, Ctilts, Ceres, Scoonie, Kennoway, Markinch, and Falkland. Its length, eastward, is about 8§
miles, and its breadth is nearly 3 miles at the middle,

tions, 1,579 acres; and of space miscellaneously
occupied by roads and otherwise, 297 acres. The
real rental, according to the new valuation in 1855,
is £9,609.
The most extensive landowners are
Lord J. F. G. Hallyburton, Lord "VYhamcliffe, and
of
Lintrose.
Two rivulets one of 6 miles
Murray
length of course, which comes in from Perthshire
and flows partly on the boundary and partly in the
interior, and one of 4 miles length of course, which
issues from a lochlet in the south-east extremity of
the parish, and cuts it north-westward into two
unite a few hundred yards
nciirly equal parts
above Cupar-Angus, or the point of their pft'ssing
into Perthshire, and, in their progress, drive a considerable number of mills.
A proportion of the
population are employed in the weaving of linen
fabrics, subordinately to the manufacturers of Dundee.
The \-ilIage of Kettins stands about a mile
south-east of Cupar- Angus, on one of the rivulets,
embosomed in a magnificent wood, and consists of
neatly kept cottages and gardens, with a central
Half-a-mile east of it stands the
village green.
modem mansion of Haliburton-house, situated in a
surrounded
with stately plantations, and
plain,
formerly the ordinary residence of the family whose
name it bears; a family well known in connection
with the distinguished figure which they
made in
"
the scenes of the Scottish Reformation.
Nearly 2
miles south-east of the village are the ruins of the
castle of Pitcur, whence the chief branch of the
mile south-west of the
family derived their title.
village, environed by fine plantations, is Lintrosehouse, formerly called Todderance, and once the
seat of a lateral branch of the Haliburton familv,
one of whose offshoots had a seat in the collegeof-justice. under the title of Lord Todderance. The

but contracts exceedingly toward the ends. The river
Eden traces the western half of the northern boundary', but is rapidly receded from by the eastern half
of that boundary. The parochial surface, in the
parts not adjacent to that river, ascends and goes
over the hills which flank the south side of Strath eden.
The arable land, both in the flat tract upon
the Eden, and in the skirts and ascents of the hills,
is very various in soil ; but even the highest
grounds
in the parish are clothed with verdure, and afford

—

—

A

other mansions are Kewhall and lialdowrie, in the
main body of the parish, and Bandirran in the detached district. At Campmuir, close on the bounckry with Cupar-Angus, are vestiges of a camp
supposed to have l)een Roman. On the summit of

excellent

summer

pasture for all sorts of cattle.
are chiefly of the coal formation. Sandstone, limestone, coals, and a fine kind of whinstone are worked; and some ironstone is found.
There are sixteen principal landowners; but only
six of them are resident.
The yearly value of raw
produce, inclusive of woods and mines, was estimated in 1836 at £20.676. Assessed property in
considerable number of the
1843, £8,674 14s. 8d.
parishioners, perhaps about 400, are linen weavers.
On the lands of Clatto, at the south-eastern extremity of the parish, there are remains of an old
tower which is said to have anciently belonged to a
family of the name of Seaton, of whom tradition
says that tliey were very notorious robbers and
murderers. The old road from Cupar to Kinghom
passed through Clatto-den; and in the face of the
hill, which forms its boundary, there is alleged to
be a cave, which communicated with the tower of
Clatto and had another opening to the road, from
which the bandits rushed out upon the unsuspecting
passengers, and dragging them into the cave, robbed
and murdered them.
The other principal antiquities are eight barrows and two eminences which
are supposed to be remains of circumvallations.
The parish is traversed by the road from Kirkcaldy
to Newburgh, by the road from Leven to Auchtermuchty, and by the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee
railway ; and it has a station on that railway, of the
name of Kingskettlc. 6 miles from Cupar, 12 from
Kirkcaldy. 18 from Tayport, and 19 from Perth.

The rocks
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The village of Kettle stands adjacent to the railway
station, on the low ground of Stratheden; and its
skirts are reached by the freshets of the river.

skine, Inchinnan, Renfrew,

winnoch, and Kilmalcolm.

of the other villages of the parish may be regarded
as mere appendages to this; and two more are distant from it respectively ^ a mile and 1 mile.
Population of the village of Kettle, 480. Houses,
128.
Population of the parish in 1831, 2,071; in
1851, 2,601.
Houses, 536.
This parish is in the presbytery of Cupar, and
synod of Fife. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £268
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
15s.; glebe, £8.
4|d., with about £65 fees and other emoluments.
The parish church is a Gothic structure, with elegant tower and pinnacles, built in 1834, and con-

There is a Free
taining nearly 1,200 sittings.
church for Kettle and Cults, with an attendance of
170; and the sum raised in connexion with it in
There is an United Pres1855, was £197 5s. 7§d.
byterian church in the village of Kettle, a neat edifice
built in 1853, and having an attendance of about 450.
The parochial schoolhouse is an excellent modern
The
There are three private schools.
building.
ancient

name

of the parish

was Lathrisk,

or, as it is

sometimes spelt in old charters, Lorresk, from the
circumstance of the parish-chuich being formerly
situated on the lands of that name at the west end
of the parish.
The church, manse, and glebe, having been removed about 1636 to the village of Ketthe
has
from that time received the name
tle,
parish
of the village.

In old deeds the

name

of the village

sometimes written Catul, sometimes Katul. In
consequence of that portion of the lands of Kettle on
which the village is situated having belonged anciently to the Crown, the village as well as the
is

parish

is

often called

The ancient

Kingskettle.

Abbey- Paisley, Loch-

length eastward ia
average breadth is about
boundary-line on the
north the Black Cart on tlie east and south and
the Locher and Bride's burn, on the south-west.
The lower district, towards the east, is flat, partly
fertile land, and partly unreclaimed moss.
Towards
the west the surface becomes diversified with gentle

Two upwards of 7
2 miles.
;

miles; and

Its

its

The Gryfe forms

its

;

risings, of which a great portion is cultivated. The
whole abounds in beautiful scenery, and is much
embellished with plantations. There are several
pretty cascades on the rivulet Locher, which, after
bounding the parish for a short distance, enters it
and runs nearly its whole length, finally falling into
the Gryfe. Coal and limestone are wrought to a
great extent; and clay band ironstone has lately begun to be worked. The low partof the parish contains
excellent freestone, and the north-west osmond stone,
which is in great request for ovens. The principal
freestone quarry is one of great depth on the western
declivity of an eminence called the Barr-hill, adjacent to the town of Kilbarchan, on the east; and
from it the houses in the town were mostly built.
The stratification of the rocks in this qnai'ry has

much attention, being scarcely in accordance with the prevailing theories. Over the freestone there is a stratum of coal; and above this,
next the surface, there is whinstone. On the north
side of this hill there is a precipice of perpendicular
trap rocks, nearly basaltic, incumbent on coaL
The rising grounds to the westward of the town,
though of inconsiderable elevation, command a
brilliant panoramic prospect, over a great extent of
rich low country, away to Ailsa Craig, to the Argyleshire and Perthshire Grampians, and to the
bounding heights on the upper part of the basin of
attracted

church was a vicarage, belonging to the priory of
the Clyde.
St. Andrews; and there were two chapels, respecOn an elevated plain about 2 miles west of the
tively at Chapel and at Clatto.
town is a fragment of rock, about 22 feet long, 17
KETTLETOFT. See Sanda, in Orkney.
KEVOCH BURN, a brook of about 4 miles in broad, and 12 feet high, called the Clochodrick stone,
length of course, running east-north-eastward to and supposed to have formed part of a Druidical
Mains water, in the parish of Eaglesham, Renfrew- temple. On the top of Barr-hill are remains of an
shire.
encampment, supposed from its form to be Danish,
KIEL BURN, a small brook, ninning southward consisting of a semicircular parapet of loose stones
to the Forth, in the parish of Largo, Fifeshire.
towards the south, and defended on the north by
KIEM (The). See Esk (The North). Forfar- the precipice already mentioned. In the north-east
of the parish are the ruins of a narrow castle, called
shire.
KIEK. See Keir.
Ranfurly, anciently the residence of the Knoxes.
KIL, or Kill, a prefix, of very frequent occur- About 120 yards south-east of this, on an elevated
nomenclature. rock, overtopping the castle, is a green mound, all
rence, in Scottish topographical
Some antiquaries derive it from the Saxon king; of forced earth, named Castle-hill, of a quadrangular
others, from the Latin cella; others, from the Gaelic form, 330 feet in circumference at the base, 70 feet
cill
pronounced keel which means a circle,' and in diameter at the summit, and 20 feet high. This
in which some et^'mologists have found the radix of may have been an outpost of the Roman camp at
the Latin ccelum. According to the latter, all places Paisley, distant 6 miles, of the site of which it commands a full view. From the Knoxes of Ranfurly
in Scotland having the prefix cill or kUl, originally
derived their names from the proximity of a Druidi- were descended John Knox, the Reformer, and
Andrew Knox, who was appointed Bishop of the
It is, however, an historical fact, that a
cal circle.
place whose name begins with this prefix, is gener- Isles on the restoration of Episcopacy, in 1606, and
ally found to have been originally the cell or her- was transferred to the see of Raplioe in Ireland, in
mitage of a saint, whose name usually forms the 1622. From them are also sprung the Irish family
second half of the appellation; and the presumption of Knox, Viscounts Northland, who, although not
is that the word was borrowed by the Gaels from
possessed of any property here, took from this place
In the Highland dis- their British title of I?aron lianfurly, and their Irish
the old Monkish Ijatin cella.
a
Kil
often
tricts,
implies
burial-place,' probably one of Earl, conferred, respectively, in 1826 and
from there having been originally a cell or chapel, 1831. The estate of Ranfurly remained in possesor station of an early Christian missionary, in the sion of the Knoxes till 1665, when it was sold to the
ICarl of Dundonald, from whose family it was not
neighbourhood.
KILARROW. See Killauuow.
long afterwards acquired by the Iiamiltons ol
KILBAGIE. Sc;e Kexnkti'ans.
Aitkenhcad, now Holmhead. Another old baronial
KILBARCHAN, a parish, containing the post- castle stood on the estate of Auchinames, but was
and
demolished
in 1762.
Auchinames belonged to a
of
tlie
town of Kilbarchan,
Linwood,
village
of the Crawfords from the 14th century till
part of the village of Bridge of Weir, in the centre branch
the 18th, when it was sold in portions to diflferent
It is bounded by Houston, Erof Renfrewshire.

—

—

'

'
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The most extensive present proprietor in
persons.
the parish is Sir Eobert John Milliken Napier,
Bart., of Milliken, the direct male representative of
the distinguished family of Napier, who first flourThe manished in the reitm of Alexander III.
sion-house of Milliken, a handsome structure in the
bank
of the
left
Grecian style, situated near the
Black Cart, was built in 1829. The chief part of
called Johnstone, bethis estate formed a
barony

of Houstoun, from
lonsing to a branch of the family
whom it was purchased in 1733,' by the present pro-

who gave to it his own name of
Milliken. while the name of Johnstone was transferred bv the Houstouns to their estate of Easter
The
river.
Cochrane, on the opposite side of the
other mansions in Kilbarchan are Blackstone-house,

prietor's ancestor,

Glentyan-house. Craigends. and Clippens.

A

very

are employed in
large proportion of the parishioners
cotton-mills and in handloom weaving. The Glasgow and South-western railway traverses the southwest border of the parish, and has a station there at
and is also
Milliken-park, llj miles from Glasgow;
Population in
readily accessible at Johnstone.
Houses, 464. As1831, 4,806; in 1851, 5,474.

sessed propertv in 1843, £17,394 7s. 9d.
This parish 'is in the presbytery of Paisley, and
Sir R. J. M.
synod of Glasgow and Avr. Patron,
£32. UnNapier, Bart. Stipend, £300 2s.; glebe,
Schoolmaster's
2s. 6d.
appropriated teinds. £1.553

£34 4s. 4Jd., with about £15 10s. fees, and
£9 other emoluments. The parish church, situated
salarv,

in the town, is a structure in the form of a St.
about
George's cross, built in 1724, and containing
620 sittings. But this edifice being too small to
same
at
the
and
accommodate the congregation,

time not in suflScient disrepair to be legally condemnable, a subscription of upwards of £2,000 was
more comrecently raised to erect a new and
modious church; and it was said, though incorrectly,
that the old edifice would be used as a missionary
church, at the expense of the Dowager Lady NaThere is a Free church at the Bridge of
pier.
Weir, formerly an Original Burgher church, built
the
in 1826; and the attendance at it is about 230.

—

£200 18s. lljd. There is an
United Presbyterian church at Kilbarchan, built in
1788, and containing 906 sittings. There is a Chartist
place of meeting at Kilbarchan, with 136 sittings.
There are five non-parochial schools. The ancient
church of Kilbarchan was dedicated to St. Barchan,
and was a dependency of the monastery of Paisley.
In 1401, King Robert III. conferred an endowment
made by Thomas Crawfurd of Auchinames for the

sum

raised in 1855,

support of a chaplain to officiate at the Virgin
Mary's altar in the parish-church of Kilbarchan,
and also in a chapel dedicated to St. Catherine, which
had been erected by Crawfurd within the churchOn a farm, still called Prieston, a little to
yard.
the east of the castle of Ranfurlv, there was another
which
was founded by tte proprietor of the
chapel
estate.
It was dedicated to the Virgin; and the
property called Kirklands was annexed to it.
The Towx of Kilbakchax stands near the centre
of the parish, IJ mile west of Johnstone, 5^ miles
west by south of Paisley, and 12^ west by south of
Glasgow. Its site is a gentle rising ground, sloping gradually to the south, and terminating on a
watered by a clear brook called Kilbarchan
Elain
It is sheltered on three sides by eminences
urn.
finely wooded, and rising in some parts to the
height of nearly 200 feet. Kilbarchan was made a
burgh-of-barony shortly before the year 1710; but
it had no trade till 1739, when a linen-manufactory
was established; and three years afterwards the
manufacture of lawns, cambrics, &c., for the Dublin

fc.

KILBIRNIE.

market, was introduced. The principal occupation
of the inhabitants is now the weaving by bandloom, of silk and cotton goods. In the centre of the
town is a steeple, erected in 1755, with a schoolhouse of later date. In a niche of the steeple there
was placed, in 1822, a statue of Habbie Simpson,
piper of Kilbarchan, who died about the beginning
of the 17th century, and on whom Robert SempiU,
of Beltrees, wrote a well-known poem. The town
has a public library, several friendly societies, a
masons' lodge, bearing the name of St. Barchan, instituted 1784, an agricultural society, and a curlers'
societv. Two annual fairs are held here the one on
Lillias day, the third Tuesday of July, old syle:
and the other on Barchan's day, the first Tuesday of
December, old style. The public afiairs of the town
Robert Allan,
are managed by a committee.
weaver in Kilbarchan, wrote a number of songs,
and other poetical pieces of merit, which have b^n
in 1838, 2,333;
published. Population of the town
Houses. 220.
in 1851. 2.467.
in
the parish of
KILBAG-HEAD, a headland
Lochs, east side of the island of Lewis.
KILBERRY. See Kjlcalmoxell.
KILBIRNIE, a parish, containing a post-town of
its own name, in the north-west of Cunningham,
Avrshire. It is bounded by Renfrewshire, and by
Its length south-eastBeith. Dairy, and Largs.
ward is about 7i miles; and its average breadth is
about 2^ miles. Gamock water bisects it lengthwise through the middle. Routen-bum comes in
from Renfrewshire, traces the north-eastern boundary over a distance of 3^ miles, and falls into KilSeveral rills rise in the western divibirnie-loch.
sion, and flow eastward or southward to join the
Gamock. Kilbimie-loch, a beautiful sheet of water
1
J mile long and half-a-mile broad, stored with pike,
perch, trout, and eel, stretches from south-west to
north-east on the boundary with Beith. Upwards
of 250 acres of excellent land have been reclaimed
from this ancient lake. More than a third of the
parish on the north and north-west is wildly
pastoral, running up to the water-shedding line of
division with Renfrewshire, coming down thence
in a congeries of heathy hills, separated from one
another by moorland and moss, and altogether fit
only for the purposes of the sportsman and the
;

j

i

j
,

I
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rearer of stock. About a third declines gently from
the hills with a southern exposure, and presents
soils of sand, clay, and earth, which are far from
being infertile, and admit of transmutation into rich
The remaining part of the surface conloam.
siderably less than one-third lies low along the
Gamock, and is carpeted with some of the finest
and most fertile deep moulds of earth and clay in
Scotland.
Except near the gjuthem extreniity,
there is little or no plantation. The New Statistical Account, written in 1840, distributes the entire
surface into 1.280 Scotch acres under crop. 2.200
in cultivated grass lands and meadows, 1,000 in
green hill pasture, 4.000 in heath, moss-land, water,
&c., and 78 under wood. The lowest ground in the
parish is about 93 feet above the level of the sea;
and the highest ground, which is the summit of the
Hill of Staik on the north-west boundary, is 1,691
feet above that level, and commands one of the
most extensive and most brilliant panoramic views
in Scotland.
An interesting and valuable district of the parish
has been noticed in our article Glexgabsock. The
whole parish is nominally composed of the three
baronies of Kilbimie, Glengamock, and Ladyland,
which anciently belonged to three different families,
though the latter two have come to be distributed

—

among no fewer than about twenty

—

proprietors.
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Kilbirnie barony is much the most extensive of the
three, and also comprises the southern or most fertile district.
It belonged anciently to a branch of
the Barclays of Ardrossan but passed in the 1 5th
century, by marriage, to a branch of the family of
Crawford; and was latterly inherited in 1833 by
the fourth Earl of Glasgow. Kilbirnie castle, «ituated about a mile west of the town, and once surrounded by fine gardens and beautiful policies, was
built by the Crawford family nearly 360 years ago,
and long inhabited by them as Viscounts of Garnock; but, along with a modern adjoining mansion
erected about 160 years ago, and soon after being
repaired and beautified by the Earl of Crawford, it
was destroyed by fire, and became a roofless ruin.
The barony of Ladyland occupies the northern part
of the parish, to the extent of upwards of 1,800
acres; nearly one half of which are arable. The old
house of Ladyland, described in 1609 as "a strong
tower," was, with the exception of a fragment, all
demolished in 1815; and the present mansion, an
elegant and commodious edifice, was built by the
late Mr. Cochran in 1816.
Coal, ironstone, and
limestone are extensively worked in the parish; and
building sandstone and flagstone are quarried. The
average yearly value of raw produce was estimated
in 1840 at £14,898.
in 1843,
Assessed
property
A very large proportion
of the in£7,677 19s.
habitants are employed in mining operations, in
tilings connected with these operations, in three
spinning factories, in two net manufactories, in a
;

rope-work, and in hand-loom weaving. The parish
is traversed by the Glasgow and South-western
railway, and has a station on it contiguous to the
town. Population in 1831, 1,541; in 1851,5,484.
Houses, 458. The increase in the population has
arisen fiom the prosperity of trade and manufactures, the extension of mining operations, and the
facilities of communication afi'orded by the railway.
This parish is in the presbytery of Irvine, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Earl of
Eglinton.
Ctipend, £192' 12s. lOd.; glebe, £18.
Parochial schoolmaster's salary, £25 13s. 4d., with
The parish church stands about ^ a mile
fees.
south of the town, and is an old building of various
repaired in 1855, comprising an oblong
standing east and west, with wings or aisles transverse at its east end, and a plain square tower at
its west end.
It is remarkable for profuse carvings
in oak on the pulpit and on the Ci'awford gallery;
and it contains about 500 sittings. There is a Free
church, with an attendance of about 375; and the
sum raised in connexion with it in 1865 was £217
2s. 7d.
'i'hei-e is also a Keformed Presbyterian
church in the town, built in 1824, and containing
480 sittings. There are a Free church school ami
an adventure school in tlie town, and a company's
dates,

Glengarnock. There are also in the town
a subscription library, a total abstinence society,
and a friendly society. The St. Birnie or Birinus
U) whom the original clmrch of the parish was dedicated, and from whom it liad its name, is said to
liavc been a bishop and confessor, who was the instrument of converting the West Saxons, and who
died in tlie year G50.
Other churches or chapels in
Scotland seem to have been dedicated to him. The
sciiool at

churcli of Kilbirnie belonged anciently to the monks
of Kilwinning, and was sei-vcd liy a vicar.
The Town of KiLiniiNiE is pleasantly situated on
the Garnock, 9J miles, by railway, north of Irvine,
12 J south- south-west of Paisley, and 19§ son th- west
(»f
Glasgow. It consists principally of a long street,
extending north and soutii on the right bank of the
river, and of a shorter street extending westward
from the upper end of tliat street; but comprises

also a suburb, containing two of the public works,
together with rows of dwelling-houses, on the left
bank of the river. Many of the houses being new
or recent, and built of a light-coloured sandstone,

the town has a cleanly and cheerful aspect. In
1742, it contained only three houses; in 1792, it
contained only about 80 families; and even in 1831,
it had less than 1,000 inhabitants; while in 1851,
it had 186 houses and 3,399 inhabitants; so that it
is one of the most prosperous small seats of population in Scotland. It was long ago lighted with gas.
The manor on which it stands was made a free
burgh of barony before even the germ of the town

had any existence.

Here

is

now

City of Glasgow bank, and a fair

KILBLANE.

See

a branch of the

held in May.
Gheenock, Ikveuaey, and
is

KntKMAHOE.

KILBKANDON, a parish in the district of
Nether Lom, Argyleshire. It contains the posttown of Easdale, and the villages of Ellen-a-baich,
It consists of a portion
Colipole, and Toberonochy.
of the mainland, 4 miles long and 2 miles bi'oad, and
of
a group of islands, five
which. Sell, Luing, EasIt is
dale, Torsay, and Shuna, are inhabited.
bounded, on the north-west, by the south end of the
Sound of Mull; on the north-east, by the Sound of
Clachan; on the east, by the parish of Kilninver;
on the south-east, by Loch-Melfort; on the south,
by the north end of the Sound of Jura; and on the
west, by the Atlantic ocean. Its length, from north
to south, inclusive of the belts of sea which interIts
sect it, is 10 miles; and its breadth is 6 miles.
inhabited islands will be noticed in their respective

alphabetical places. Its mainland district consists
bridge connects that
chiefly of hill pasture.
The highest
district with the island of Sell.
grounds in either islands or mainland have not
an altitude of more than from 600 to 800 feet
above sea-level. Agriculture has been greatly im-

A

proved; and much waste land has been reclaimed.
A chief feature of the parish is the extensive slate

Marble also
quarries of Easdale, Sell, and Luing.
has been quarried in one place; and ores of silver,
copper, lead, zinc, and iron are found. The coasts
possess several excellent harbours, and abound with
fish.
The Marquis of Breadalbane is proprietor of
three-fourths of the parish; and Macdougall of
Ardincaple, Campbell of Melfort, and the TownArdcouncil of Glasgow are the other proprietors.
maddy-castle, a very old building, situated on an
eminence on the main-land, at the head of a fine
hay, commanding an extensive prospect, is a seat of
the Marquis of Breadalbane. The only other manis Ardincaple-house, built about 60 years ago.
Population of the mainland district, together with
Sell, Luing, and Torsay, in 1841,2,002; in 1851,
1,765. House, 393. Population of the whole parish
in 1831, 2,833; in 1851, 2,375.
Houses, 512. As-

sion

sessed property in 1843, £4,928 3s. 6d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lorn, and
synod of Argyle. Patrons, the Duke of Argyle,
(iiid the
Marquis of Breadalbane. Stipend, £173 7s.
There are two parochial
Id.; glebe, £14 10s.
schools.
The salary of one master is £34, with
£26 fees, and a house and garden; of the other, £25,
with £25 fees, but no other eniolninciit. The parisli
cliurch is situated at the south end of the island of
Seil, was built about 112 years ago, and contains
about 600 sittings. There is a Free church; and its
receipts in

1H55 amounted to £73

Is.

l^d.

There

are also a F. c. school, a Pefonned Presbyterian
church, and an Independent chapel. The present
parish comprehends tlie ancient parishes of Kilhrandon, Kilchattan, Kilbride, and Kiiclioan; and it is
commonly called, in (ecclesiastical usage, the united

KILBKANDON SOUND.
—
pariah of Kilbrandon and Kilchattan, and, by

its

own

inhabitants and those of the surrounding
country, the parish of Choan or Cuan.
SOUND, the belt of sea which
separates tlie island of Arran from the peninsula of
Kintyre. It is 21 miles long, with a breadth of from
4 to 8 miles; and merges, at the north end, into the
mouth of Loch Fyne. It is usually a good herring

KILBKANDON

fisliing station.

a post-office station, subordinate to
in the Outer Hebrides.
a
KILBRIDE, post-office station, subordinate to

KILBRIDE,
Lochmaddy,

Lochgilphead, Argyleshire.
for

distinction's

sake,

It is often designated,

ELilbride-

Lochswein.

See

Glassary.

KILBRIDE,

an ancient chapeliy in the parish of

Strath, in the island of Skye.

KILBRIDE, an ancient chapelry in the southeast of the parish of Kii-kmabreck, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Its chapel stood near the shore of Wigton
bay; where there is still a hamlet bearing the name
of Kirkbride.
KILBRIDE, an ancient chapeliy in the parish
of Inverary, Argyleshire. See Ixverary.
KILBRIDE, an ancient chapeliy in Nether Lom,
Argyleshire, now incorporated with the parish of
Kilbrasdon: which

KILBRIDE.
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see.

KILBRIDE, a parish on the east side of the
south end of the Sound of Mull, ia Argyleshire.
It comprises the island of Kerrera, the burgh of
Oban, and a part of the mainland south-east and
south of these but it is conjoined to the parish of
Kilmore, fomiing with it the united parish of Kilmore and Kilbride so that our description of it,
except so far as given in the articles Kerrera and
Oban, must be reserved for the article Kilmore.
It was anciently a vicarage; and is supposed to
have been united to Kilmore soon after the Reformation. Population in 1831, 2,109; in 1851, 2,579.
Houses. 312.
KILBRIDE, a parish comprising the east side of
the island of Arran, except about 2 miles at the
south end of the island, in Buteshire. It has the
post-office station of Loch-Ranza at its north west
extremity, and contains the post-office villages of
;

;

school at Whiting bay, and a very handsome, recently erected, endowed school at Brodick. There
are public libraries at Brodick and at Lamlash.
KILBRIDE (East), a parish, containing the post
town of East Kilbride, the villages of Aldhouse,

Jackton, Braebead, Kittockside, Nerand Maxwelltown, iind part of the postoffice village of Busby, on the west border of the
middle ward of Lanarkshire. It is bounded by the
counties of Ayr and Renfrew, and by the parishes
of Carmunnock, Cambuslang, Blantyre, Glassfoid,
and Avondale. Its length soutiiward is nearly 10
miles; and its breadth varies from 2 to 5 miles.
Crossbill,

ston,

In general it is a high-lying district. Crossbasket,
the least elevated ground, is about 200 feet above the
level of the sea; and the summit of Eldrig, nearly
7 miles south of Crossbasket, is computed to be, at
From Crossbasket to Eldrig there
least, 1,600 feet.
is a gradual ascent, formed by a regular succession
with
of little hills,
very little expanse of level

ground between them. A moorland tract commences about 2 miles to the north of Eldrig, and

continues a considerable way down the south side
of the ridge, where Kilbi ide borders with Ayrshire.
Four streams rise in the parish, and inin diverthe Powmillon,
gently to effect its drainage;
south-easterly and for about 2 miles on the southern
boundary, to fall afterwards into the Avon, the

—

White Cart, north-westerly for more than 4 miles,
the Kittock,
chiefly along the western boundary
north-westerly through the centre, past the town of
East Kilbride and the village of Kittockside, to fall
afterwards into the Cart and the Rotten Calder,
north-westerly for upwards of 7 miles, chiefly along
the eastern boundary, to fall afterwards into the
Clyde. Coal exists only to a limited extent, and ia
Limestone and freeof very indifferent quality.
stone, however, both of excellent quality, abound
in the parish, and are carried in large quantities to
other places.
The principal lime-works are at
;

;

Blackbiaes, Thornton-hall, Braeliead, and Buchan-

dyke and there are extensive freestone quarries at
Lawmuir, Bogton, Benthall, and Torrance. There is
an ironstone mine at Basket, and tile-works at Springbank and Millhouse. Roman cement is extensively
found and worked in the parish. Agricultural imCorrie, Brodick, and Lamlash, at nearly regular intervals on its coast.
It extends from Loch-Ranza
provement has been very extensive and successful.
on the north-west to Dippin-point on the south-east, Dairy produce, in particular, is at least four times
a distance, in a direct line south-south-eastward, of greater than it was 55 years ago. Planting, howabout 20 miles; and from the shore to the mountain ever, has been much less extensive than in many a
watershed, a distance varying from about 2 miles similar district. There are 18 landowners of above
to upwards of 4^ miles. It has been fully described,
£100 of old Scotch valuation; and a very great
in a general way, in the article Arran
and some number of smaller valuation. The parish is traof its principal features or parts form the subject of versed by the road from Glasgow to Muirkirk, and
the articles Goatfell, Glen?!annox, Glenrosa, by that from Eaglesham to Hamilton; and the
Glensherrig, Glbncloy, Brodick, Holy Isle, Lam- lower part of it is not far distant from the stations of
All of it, except one farm, be- the Clydesdale Junction railway. Population iu
lash, and others.
longs to the Duke of Hamilton. The real rental in 1831, 13,789; in 1851, 3,760. Houses, 325. As1840 was £4,512.
Assessed property in 1843, sessed property in 1843, £24,190 5s. 6d.
;

;

£4,547 14s. 7d.

Population in 1831, 2,656; in 1851,
Houses, 520.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Kintyre, and
synod of Argyle. Patron, the Duke of Hamilton.
Stipend, £273' 10s. 8d.; glebe, £20. Unappropriated
The parish church is situated
teinds, £72 8s. 3d.
in Lamlash, was built in 1773, and contains 560
There is a chapel of ease at Brodick
sittings.
built as an extension church in 1839.
There are a
Free church of Kilbride, and a Free church of LochRanza; the former with receipts, in 1855, of £149 14s.
1
the latter with £6 10s. There is an IndepenId.,
dent chapel at Glensannox, containing 260 sittings.

2,533.

;

—

Tliere are 3 parochial schools.
The .schoolmaster
at Lauilitsh receives £19; at Curric
£4; and at LochRanza £(\ per annum. There are an Assembly's

Nearly two-thirds of this parish belonged anciently to the powerful family of the Comyns, but
were forfeited by them in the time of Bruce. Hamilton of Wishaw says, " This barouie and paroch
was given by King Robert Bnice as ane part of
the mariage portion of his daughter Marjorie, to
Walter, the Great Stewart of Scotland; and heth
been alwayes reckoned since as a part of the PrinThese lands afterwards passed into the
cipalitie."
possession of Lindsay of Dunrod, whose predecessor
assisted the King at the killing of the Red Comyn
at Dumfries.
This family, once a potent one in the
has long been extinct, and they have left
"
a very unenviable reputation behind them.
They
flourished in great wealth and splendour," says
"
Ure's History of East Kilbride,
till little more
district,

KILBRIDE.

than a century ago, when the estate was sold to
pay the debt which the extravagance of its owner
ibrced him to contract.
It is reported that the last
proprietor in the Dunrod family greatly exceeded
all his predecessors in haughtiness, oppression, and
vice of every kind. He seldom went from home
unless attended by 12 vassals well-mounted on
white steeds." The Maxwells of Calderwood, who
are still connected with the parish, have been connected with it since the reign of Alexander III.
the Stuarts of Torrance also have been very long
connected with it; and these two families have
frequently given to the nation men of distinguished
The ruins of Mains-Castle, once the splenability.
did residence of the Comyns and the Lindsays, and
aftenvards the property of the Stuarts, are still seen
about a mile distant from the town. Calderwoodhouse, the seat of Colonel Sir William A. Maxwell,
Bart., is a splendid edifice, enlarged and beautified
in 1840. Torrance-house is an assemblage of buildings of various dates, the oldest about 500 years old.
The other mansions in the parish are Crossbasket;

house, Lawmuir-house, Limekilns-house, Kirktonholm, and Cleughern-lodge. The celebrated Mrs.
Jean Cameron resided for several years in East KilShe was of an ancient and distinguished
bride.
family; and her enthusiastic attachment to the
cause of the exiled royal house of Stuart, with the
efforts which she made to sustain its fortunes in

She
1745, made her name well-known in Britain.
kept the farms of Blacklaw and Koddenhead in her
possession, died in 1773, and was buried amid a
clump of trees, near the solitary house of Blacklaw
The place has since been
at which she resided.

—A
—

called Mount Cameron.
peculiar interest also
attaches to this parish as being the birth-place of
Dr. VVilliam Hunter, emithe celebrated Hunters,
nent as a physician and a scientific inquirer, and
Dr. John Hunter, eminent for his medical investigations, and his munificent bequests to aid the
cause of science. They were bom at Long-Calderwood, a place about l| mile noi'th of the town of
East Kilbride.
This parish is in the presbytery of Hamilton, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £339 IBs. 4d. ; glebe, £18.
Unappropriated teinds, £1,212 12s. 9d. The parish church is
situated in the town, was built in 1744 and repaired
in 1838, and contains 900 sittings.
Attached to it

a small steeple which belonged to its predecessor.
is a Free church
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £216 10s. 3jd. There is
an United Presbyterian church which was built in
1791, and contains 913 sittings. It formerly belonged to the Relief. There are a principal parochial
school in the town, with a salary of £34, and two
side parochial schools at Aldhouse and Jackton,
with each a salary of £8 10s. There are a private
school in the town, and an endowed school at Maxwellton. There are a parochial library, a subscripis

There

;

;

—

The
library, and several friendly societies.
parish is called East Kilbride to distinguish it from
VVest Kilbride in Ayrshire.
Its ancient church belonged to the Bishops of Glasgow. The present
also
the
ancient
parish comprehends
parish of Torrance, whose church stood about ^ a mile from the
mansion of Torrance, adjacent to the boundary with
tion

Blantyre.
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The Town of East KiLnRn)E stands in the northeastern part of the parish, on the road from (ilasgow
to Muirkirk, 6 miles west of Hamilton, 7j southBouth-east of Glasgow, and 8^ nortli-wcst of Strathaven. It is a poor place, with no considerable trade
or manufacture, and largely dependant on mere
handloom weaving. It was erected into a burgh-of-

barony in the reign of Queen Anne; and the burghers were authorised to hold a weekly market and
four fairs in the year.
The market was discontinued seventy years ago; three of the fairs have
fallen into desuetude, and the fourth, which is held
in June, is not regarded as of much
importance to
the surrounding country. Population in 1841, 926;
in 1851, 1,113.
Houses, 128.

KILBRIDE

(West), a parish, containing a small
own name, on tlie coast of the district
of Cunningham, Ayrshire. It is bounded by
Largs,
Dairy, Ardrossan, and the frith of Clyde. Its length
southward is about 6 miles and its greatest breadth
is about 8J miles.
A continuation of the rolling
ridge of hill which commences at Greenock, and
forms a sea-screen down the coast of Renfrewshire,
comes boldly in upon the parish, especially on its
eastern verge, and undulates over its whole area,
softening in character as it approaches the south.
Along the east, the hills form a natural boundary,
and send up one summit that of Kaim nearly
In the interior, they
1,000 feet above sea-level.
post-town of its

;

—

—

some instances concatenated, in others insulated; and, in general, they decline in height as
they approach the frith. Many of them are green
to their summit, and command magnificent views of
the frith of Clyde, with both its eastern and its
western screens; and they embosom various romantic little vales. Five burns, with their tiny
tributaries, all begin and end their course within
the parish, and are the only streams by which it is
watered; but, in rainy weather, they sometimes
come down with much bulk and power. Kilbrideburn, the largest of them, rises on the west side of
Glenton-hill, flows past the town of West Kilbride,
and enters the frith at Sea-Mill. Southannan-bui-n,
are in

near the northern boundarj', pursues its course
through a romantic glen, and forms a series of beau-

The coast-line of the parish, owing
tiful catai'acts.
to the advantage gained by peniiisularity of form,
At the angle, or southis about 7 miles in extent.
west extremity, projects the promontory of Portin300 feet high,
called Ardneil bank, or Goldberry-head, separated
from the margin of the sea only by a very narrow
belt of verdant land, and extending in a straight
Natural wood, conline of about a mile in length.
sisting of oak, hazel, ash, and hawthorn, runs in
thick tuftings along the base of the precipice; and
ivy, with gray and golden coloured lichens, im•
presses a beautiful tracery athwart its front. Everywhere, except at this remarkable headland, the
coast of the parish is low and shelving.
From the
northern boundary to a point about two miles south,
stretch the sands of Southannan, of half-moon form,
cross, terminating in a wall of rock

sheltered by a curving recess in the land, measuring
at their centre, when the tide is out, about a mile
in breadth, rich in their beds of shell-fish, and in
The prevailing rock of the
flocks of wild fowl.
parish is coarse sandstone, with veins of basaltic

and porphyritic

Excellent millstones have
trap.
long been quarried on the Kaim. The soil, over
nearly iour-fifths of the parish, or up the sides and
over the summits of its almost incessant heights, is
poor, mossy, and moorland, on a subsoil of coarse
the bases and on the
till, yet admitting, around
lower sides of the heights, not a few patches of
loamy and calcareous land of kindly and fertile

About two-thirds, or a little more of
character.
the entire area, is regularly or occasionally subjected
to the plough; and nearly one-third is
pastoral.
Large attention is given to the dairy. Only about
150 acres are under wood. The parish comprises
seven estates or baronies, all of ancient fonnation,
but two of them now much divided. The road from

KILBRIDE.

Greenock traverses the parish; the harbour and the railway of Ardrossan are within easy
access; and at Portincross is a small quay, offering
accommodation at high water to vessels of 40 or 50
tons burden, and used in making shipments for the

S.iltcoats to

Topalation in 1831, 1,675; in 1851, 2,021.
Houses, 261. Assessed property in 1851, £9,805

Clyde.

2s. 8d.

On a ledge of rock, close upon the sea, tinder
Ardneil bank, stand the i-uinous yet tolerably complete walls of the very ancient castle of Portincross.
The promonton,- here being one of the most westerly
points of the Lowlands of Scotland, and lying conveniently between Edinburgh and lona, and between Dundonald and Rothesay, the castle was
probably a halting-place of the Scottish kings on
embarking either for Bute or for the buryiug-place
of their early ancestors.
Some chartere of the
first and the second Stuarts purport to have re"
ceived the sign-manual at
Amele," and may poshowever small and incomsibly evince this castle
modious to have worn, in a limited degree, similar
honours to those of the castle of Dundonald.
brief distance seaward from the promontory, at a
spot where the depth of water is 10 fathoms, sunk
a principal ship of the famous Spanish armada.
The most remarkable of the hills of the parish, especially Tarbet-hill, the L iw, Auld-hill, and the Kaim,
were used as signal-posts during the period of the
Danish invasions. On Auld-hill are remains of a
circular building, which probably was occupied as
a watch-tower. On the Law, overlooking the village, are the ruinous walls of Law-castle, a stately
and very ancient tower, formerly one of the seats of
the Earls of Kilmarnock.
Near a fine cascade of
Southannan burn, stand the ruins of a very elegant mansion, formerly the residence of the family
of Semple, and now the property of the Earl of
Eglinton. The house was built in the reign of
James VL by a Lord Semple, who brought the
model of it from Italy. Immediately adjoining the
ruin stands a neat modem cottage omee.
Near the
coast about 1 or 1^ mile south of Southannan, in a
position which originally was a narrow small peninsula running into a morass, stands the ancient mansion of Hunterston, now occupied as a farm-house,
and sending up a square tower of apparently high
The modern mansion, a handsome new
antiquity.
Dr. Robert Simson, the
edifice, is nearer the sea.
well-known professor of anathematics in the univerof
and
the
translator
and editor of
sity
Glasgow
Euclid, and General Robert Boyd, Lieutenantgovernor of Gibraltar during the notable siege of
that great fort in 1782, were natives of West Kil-

—
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—

A

—

bride.

confessor at Ii-vine, and to have died in the vear
839.
The Town of West Kilbride stands on the road
from Saltcoats to Greenock, f of a mile from the
nearest part of the coast, 4^ miles north-west of
Ardiossan, and 7J south of Largs. Its site is a
finely sheltered depression, on the course of the
Kilbride burn, which has a south-south-westward
direction, and on which are two mills for grinding
on which likewise were formerly a number of
oats,
other mills and works of various kinds, which have
The chief employments are
all now
disappeared.
weaving and hand-sewing in subordination to the
manufacturers of Glasgow and Paisley. In 1838,

—

85 harness-looms and 5 plain looms were employed
on fabrics in all the three departments of cotton,
The condition of the weavers,
silk, and woollen.
as in most other places, is painfully depressed. Near
the centre of the town, on a gentle rising ground,
stands the parish-church, a long narrow mean-lookIn
ing edifice, low in the walls and deep- roofed.
the town also are the other places of worship, the
schools, and the librarj-.
Population, about 1,030.
KILBRIDE-BAY, a small bay near the southern
extremity of the parish of Kilfinan, district of CowaJ,

Arg>'leshire.

KILBRIDE-CASTLE,

the seat of Sir

James

PerthCampbell, Bart., in the parish of Dunblane,
shire.
The old valued rent of the estate connected
with it is £754 Scotch.
KILBRIDE-HILL. See Dumfries-shiee.
KILBUCHO, a parish on the west border of Peebles shire, united to Broughton and Glenholm. See
Broughtox. It is bounded by Lanarkshire, SkirIt has a trianguling, Broughton, and Glenholm.
lar outline, measuring 4^ miles on the north side,
the same on the south-east side, and 3| on the southwest side. Biggar-water, coming in from the northwest, traces nearly the whole of the northern
Kilbucho-water rises on the side of
boundary.
Cardon-hill at the southern angle, runs 1^ mile due
north, and thence flows north-eastward parallel with
the south-east boundary, till it falls into Biggarwater. Cardon-hill rise's 1,400 feet above the level
of the Tweed, which is at 3 miles' distance. From
this hill a chain runs north-eastward till it strikes
Biggar-water and over the whole distance it forms
a water-shedding line, constitutes the boundary,
;

and consists of heights whose sides and summits
At the base of
are covered with heath and grass.
this ridge is a narrow and pleasant vale watered
by the Kilbucho. Screening this vale on the northwest side, and parallel with the first ridge, is a
broader and less strongly featured stretch of heights,
also clothed in mingled russet and green.
Beyond

This parish is in the presbytery of Irvine, and
synod of Glasgow and Avr. Patron, the Earl of

this ridge, a beautiful valley, comparatively broader
and finely decorated with wood on the west, some-

Stipend, £259 i5s. Id.; glebe, £13 12s.

it advances eastward, and again
forms an angular junction with the
former valley, stretches along Biggar-water. In
the north-east angle stands the church of the united
parishes; and Ij mile inward, from the southern
angle is the site of the ancient church of Kilbucho.
The saint from whom the pai-ish has its name was
either a female called Bega, of whom nothing is
known, or, more probably, by a corruption of the
Tradition reorthography, the celebrated Bede.
ports that a number of monks of Bede's order setsome beauraised
that
tled in the parish, and
they

Eglinton.

Unappropriated teinds, £258 4s. 9d. Schoolmaster's
The parish church was built in 1732,
salary, £28.
and contains about 800 sittings. There is a Free
church: attendance, 240; sum raised in 1855, £240
63.
There is an United Presbyterian church, with
an attendance of about 135.
There are a Free
church school, a public library, and three friendly
The ancient church belonged to the
societies.
monks of Kilwinning, and was served by a vicar.
In the parish there were, previous to the ReformaOne stood on the coast, IJ
tion, several chapels.
mile south of the church, at a place to which it gave
the name of Chapelton.
Another stood at Southannan, in the immediate vicinity of the ancient mansion of the family of Sempell; and was built
by
John, Lord Semple, in the reign of James IV., and
dedicated to Saint Inan, reported to have been a

—

what contracted as

expanding as

it

A

well of excellent
banks which still exist.
water, also, bears the name of St. Bede's well. The
parish was anciently a rectory in the deanery of
Peebles. The barony of Kilbucho belonged, at the
accession of Robert I., to the Grahams of Dalkeith
and Abercorn; it passed, in the reign of David II.,
tiful

laLCADZOW
to the
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Douglases it afterwards passed successively
Lord Fleming and the Earl of Morton and was
acquired, during the reign of Charles I., by John
Dickson, whose descendants continue to possess it.
;

to

;

Population in 1831, 353; in 1851, 345. Houses, 57.
Assessed property in 1843, £3,229 13s. lOd.
KILCADZOW, a village in the pai-ish of Carluke, Lanarkshire.
Population, 160. Houses, 40.
Kilcadzow-law, contiguous to it, is the highest
ground in the parish, and has an altitude of 150 feet
above the gate of Cleghom avenue, and about 895
above the level of the sea.
KILCALMONELL and KILBERRY, an united
It
parish in Kintyi-e and Knapdale, Argyleshire.
contains the post-town and sea-port of Tarbei't, and
the post-office village of Clachan.
Kilcalmonell is
in Kin tyre, and comprehends the whole breadth of
that peninsula, from Loch Tarbert on the west to
Loch-Fyne on the east, till separated from the latter
by the naiTow but long parish of Skipness. Its western side extends the whole length of Loch-Tarbert,
which is about 12 miles, and stretches 4 miles beyond it, along the coast of the Atlantic ocean. Its
breadth is from 3 to 5 miles. Kilberry lies in Knapdale is bounded on the south by Loch-Tai'bert, on
the west by the Atlantic ocean, and on the northeast by South Knapdale and has a somewhat triangular outline, measuring about 7 miles along each
''
of its sides.
Kilcalmonell rises sometimes with a
gentle acclivity, at other times with greater abruptness from the sea to its greatest elevation. The
;

;

general altitude of the range of hills in which it
terminates on the south east, does not exceed 1,500
feet
whilst the few valleys by which the uniformity of the acclivity is disturbed, rise not more than
100 or 150 feet above the level of the sea. Kilberry is bisected from west to east by a ridge of
hill which rises gradually till it is lost in the cloud
which frequently envelopes the lofty Sliobh-ghoil,
one of the two bases of which extends out into considerable breadth of soil, well fitted to reward the
labours of the husbandman while the other possessing equal extension, is of a more moorland character.
The coast of Kilcalmonell is not remarkable
for variety of aspect, excepting along the shore of
Loch-Tarbert, which is overhung along a considerable portion of it, by the birch, the alder, and the
oak, growing in careless profusion towards the summit of the abruptly ascending hills. The shore is
The sea coast of Kilberry presents
chiefly sandy.
a bold front to the billows of the Atlantic. Tlie
only bay worth noticing in the united parish is
Stomoway, in the neighbourhood of which is the
headland of Ardpatrick, where tradition affirms
Saint Patrick to have landed on his way from Ireland to lona." The principal landowners are Camp;

;

the family of Campbell, who are known to this day
by the name of Clann Dhiarmaid, the Children of
Diarmid.' Population of the united parish in 1831,
'

3,488; in 1851, 2,859. Houses, 497. Population
of Kilcalmonell in 1831, 2,495; in 1851, 2,170.
Houses, 375. Assessed property of the united parish in 1843, £7,563 9s. 2d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kintyre, and
synod of Argyle. Patron, the iDuke of Argyle.
There are
Stipend, £218 5s. lid.; glebe, £17 10s.
two parish churches; and service is performed in
them alternately. Kilcalmonell church was built
about the year 1760, and enlarged in 1828; sittings

Kilberry church was built in 1821; sittings
There is a chapel at Tarbert, wliicli was built
in 1775, and contains 400 sittings, and is served by
a missionary of the Royal bount3^ There is a Free
church at Tarbert: attendance, 400; sura raised in
1855, £84 16s. 3Jd. There is a Free church preaching-station in Kilberry; sum raised in 1855, £16 5s.
4d.
There is an Independent chapel at Clachan,
erected about the year 1815.
There are two parochial schools, with each a salary of £25, and five
600.
700.

or six non-parochial schools.

monell

signifies

the

The name

Kilcal-

burying-place of Malcolm
Kilbeny probably signifies

O'Neill; and the name
the buiying-place of Mary.

KILCHATTAN,
to

a parish in Argyleshire, united

KiLBRANDOs: wliich

see.

KILCHATTAN,

a post-office village in the parish of Kingarth, in the island of Bute. It stands on
a bay of its own name, 6 miles south of Rothesay.
The bay has a semicircular outline, measures about
1^ mile across the mouth, and looks eastward opPopulaposite the south end of the Big Cumbray.
tion of the village, 167.
Houses, 44.
KILCHENZIE. See Killean.
KILCHERAN. See Lismore
KILCHOAN. See Ardnamurchan and Kil-

BUANDOS.

KILCHOMAN,

a parish, containing the postvillage of Port-Charlotte and the fishing
villages of Portnahaven and Port-Wemyss, in the
It comprises the
Islay district of Argyleshire.
south-western peninsula of the island of Isla}'-, beoffice

tween Loch-Gruinard and Lochindall, two farms on
the north side of that peninsula, the islets near the
mouth of Loch Gruinard, and the islets adjacent to
Its length, north and south,
the Rliinns of Islay.
is 14 miles; and Its greatest breadth is about 6
A sufficient general description of it is conmiles.
tained in our article on Islay. The New Statistical
Account classifies its surface into 4,500 imperial
acres of cultivated land, 20,000 capable of being
cultivated, 20 under wood, and 25,480 in pasture.
Sunderland-house, the mansion of one of the landowners, was built about 33 years ago, and stands
on an elevated declivity about a mile from L<x:hinA lightliouse was built on Isle-Orsay, addall.

Campbell of Kilberry, and Maeand there are six others, of above
£50 of annual valuation. Limestone occurs, and
scaware is plentiful. There are several harbours jacent to the Rliinns, in 1824. The yearly Vi\lue of
with fishing-villages, from which busses are sent the raw produce of the parish was estimated in
out to the heiring fishery. The entrance to Kin- 1844 at £23,428. Assessed property in 1843, £7,430
tyre was formerly defended by a chain of foits, one 3s. 5d.
Population in 1831, 4,822; in 1851, 4,142.
at each side of the isthmus of Tarbert, and one in
Houses, 713.
The principal of them, the castle of
the centre.
This parish is in the presbytciy of Islay and Jura,
and synod of Argyle. Patron, the Crown. Stipend
'I'arbcrt, is a fine old ruin, surmounting the rocks nt
the entrance of the harbour.
Thcie are remains of £158 68. 8d.; glebe, £12. Schoolmaster's salary
many other old forts in the parish, particularly one £25 138. 4d. The parish church was built in 182,'
with vitrified walls, and another with a very thick and contains 608 sittings. There is a parlianiei
wall of dry stones, both built on the hill of Dnn- tary church, with the usual government provisio
at "Poi-tnahaven
and in May, 1849, it was const
skcig, which commands the opening of Loch-Tnrtuted by the Court-of-Teinds a quoad sacra jiari.';!
bert. There are also numerous cairns. Sliabh Gaoil
Tlierc are a Free church of Kilchomau
or the Hill of Love' is celebrated in ancient story church.
as the scene of the death of Diarmid, the Achilles and a Free church preaching-station of Portni
of the Fingalian heroes, and the great progenitor of haven; and the receipts of the former in 1855 woi
bell of Stonefield,
don.ald of Lorgie ;

i

;

'

KILCHRENAN.
£21
od. —of the
£46
latter,

7s.

Is. 8d.

There

is

an

Independent chapel at Port-Charlotte, built in 1830,
and containing 200 sittings. There are ten nonof them maintained byparochial schools; four
within the parish ruins
public bodies. Tliere are
of five ancient churches, all with attached buryinga very
grounds. In the parochial charch-jard is

There are also

fine ancient cross.

in the parish

several ancient obelisks.

KILCHREGGAN.

KILCHRENAN

See Kilceeggax.

axd DALAVICH, an

united
station of Kilparish, containing the post-office
chrenan, in the district of Lorn, Ai-g_yleshire. It is
of the
entirely inland, and lies along both sides
Its length is 15
south-west ai-m of Loch-Awe.
The
surface
miles, and its medium breadth is 8.
rises by a gradual ascent, on each side of the lake,
to a line of watershed at the distance of about 4
miles, yet

is

much
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diversified

hollows, and with the beds
general scenery, as may be

with heights and
of streams.
inferred from

The

our
on Loch-Awe, is brilliantly picturesque.
Heath abounds on the uplands; but. since the introduction of sheep-farming, the pasture is more
luxuriant, and the hills have assumed a greener
article

hue. On the shores of the lake are some excellent
arable land, natural pasturage, and much valuable
wood. The principal landowners are the Marquis
of Breadalbane, Malcolm of Poltalloch, Campbell of
Sonachan, and Campbell of Monzie. The mansions
There are
are Eridine-house and Sonachan- house.
interesting antiquarian recollections connected with
Dalavich: see that article.
Population of the
united parish in 1831, 1,4G6; in 1851, 776. Houses,
162.
Populaticm of Kilchrenan in 1831, 851; in
Houses, 105. Assessed property of the
1851, 494.
united parisli in 1843, £4,279 14s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lorn, and
Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
synod of Argyle.
There are two
Stipend, £170 15s.; glebe, £11.
parish-churches, about 9 miles distant from each
other, both erected about 84 years ago; and service
is performed in them on alternate Sabbaths.
There
is a Free church preaching-station in Kilchrenan;
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was
£5 143. There are three parochial schools,—one of

them in Kilchrenan, with £17 2s. salarj', £3 fees,
and £11 10s. other emoluments, the other two in
Dalavich, with respectively £17 4s. salary, £10 fees,
and £1 15s. other emoluments, and £17 lOs. salary,
£7 fees, and £1 other emoluments. There are a
female school of industry and a parochial librarv.

peninsula and an island as the lake and river are
low or in tlood, and evidently altogether an island
when the castle was built. The oldest part of the
castle is said to have been erected by the lady of Sir
Colin Campbell of Glenorchy, the ancestor of the
noble family of Breadalbane. Sir Colin, who was a
Knight-Templar, was absent on a crusade at the
time; and for seven yeare the principal portion of
the rents of his lands is said to have been expended
in its erection by his lady. The great tower was
five stories in height, the second story being entirely occupied by the baronial hall. That necessary
appendage of a feudal castle, the dungeon, is on the
ground- floor, and appears to have been sufficiently
dark, damp, and wretched to render utterl/ miserable the unfortunate beings who, from time to time,
were forced to tenant it. The remaining portions
of the castle, which form a square enclosing the
court-yard, though of considerable antiquity, are
certainly not so ancient as the tower, and doubtless
were added at some more recent period.
The
second Sir Colin of Glenorchy, sumamed Zhtbh, or
Black, son of the Knight-Templar, was proprietor
of seven different castles, a sufficient evidence of

—

the great wealth which must have been possessed,
even at that early period, by the ancestors of the
now powerful family of Breadalbane. So late as
1745, Kilchum-castle was gairisoned by the King's
troops; and at a much more recent periotl, it was
fit to be inhabited.
One of the factors of the
Breadalbane estates caused the roof to be taken off,
merely to obtain an easy supply of wood, to the
irreparable injury of the castle, and the unavailing
regret of its noble proprietor, who was then absent.
The greatest care is now taken of its preservarion;
but open and exposed as it now is, time and the
Wordswinter-storms will soon work its decay.
worth has addressed some fine lines to Kilchumcastle, concluding thus:

—

••

Shade of departed power.
Skeleton of unfleshed humanity.
The chronicle were welcome tliat should cnU
Into the compass of distinct regard
The toils and struggles of thy infancy
Yon foaming flood seems motionless as ice;
1

dizzy turbulence eludes the eye.
Frozen by distance; so, majestic pile.
To the perception of tliis Age appear
Its

—

KILCHRIST.

See Cilliechkist.
a noble relic of feudal

KILCHURN-CASTLE,

ages, in the parish of Glenorchy, Argyleshire.

It

stands near the head of Loch-Awe, under the impending gloom of the majestic Bencruachan, which
rises in rocky masses abruptly from the
opposite
shore of the lake.
Amid the grandeur and variety
which that fine lake derives from its great expanse,
and the lofty mountains with which it is surrounded,
Kilchum-castle forms a leading and most pictur-

esque object.
"
It is paramount, and rules
Over the pomp and beauty of a scene
Where mountains, torrents, lakes, and woods onite
To pay it homage."

No

Western Highlands
point of magnitude; and

other ancient castle in the

can compete with it in
none, even throughout Scotland at large, can be
compared with it for the picturesque arrangement
of its buildings, the beauty and fine efiect of its
varied and broken outline, or its happy appropriateness to its situation.
Its site is a rocky elevation,
at the mouth of the water of Orchy, alternately a

fierce beginnings, softened and soboueii.
qnieted in character the strife,
the fury uncontrollable
"
Lost on the aerial heights of the Crusades!

Thy
And
The

—

i>ride,

KILCHUSLAND. See Campbelton.
KILCOLUMKILL. See Morven.
KILCONQUHAR, a parish in the south-east

of
contains the post-town of Colinsburgh, the royal burgh of Earlsferry, and the villages of Kilconquhar, Barnyards, Williamsburgb,
and Liberty. It extends in a stripe north-northwestward from the frith of Forth ; and is bounded
by that frith, and by the parishes of Elie, Newbum,
Fifeshire.

It

Largo, Ceres, Cameron, Cambee, and St. Monance.
about 9 miles; and its average breadth
The surface is highly diversified.
is about 2 miles.
Immediately from the beach at the lower end of the
parish, Kincraig hill rises to the height of about
200 feet above the level of the sea. Its southern
front presents a perpendicular rugged wall of trap
Its length is

From the summit
rock, of picturesque appearance.
of this hill the ground gradually descends towards
the north, rill it becomes nearly level, and then
gently ascends to Keres and Kilbrackmont, where
600 feet above the level of the sea. North of
this it descends into a deep ravine, and from thence
it again rises for two miles till it reaches its
greatest elevation, about 750 feet, at DuxMKrEK-LAw:
which see. From thence it again declines for two
it is

KILCONQUHAR.

miles; and then again ascends to Bruntshields, at
the northern extremity of the parish.
Copious
springs of excellent water everywhere occur. The
largest stream, though a mere brook, drives five
corn-mills and a flax-mill, and falls into Largo bay
at Shooter's-point, on the boundary between Kilconquhar and Newburn. The tract north of Dunnikierlaw belongs to the basin of the Eden. Kilconquhar
loch, lying immediately south of the village of Kilconquhar, is a beautiful sheet of water, about two
miles in circumference, fringed on three of its four
It has long been a favourite
sides with wood.
haunt of swans; and a famous reputed witch of
Pittenweem is said to have been drowned in it.

Hence the
"

lines,

—

They took

And
And

licr to Kiiiniucliar locli,

threw

tlie liminer in;
the swans took to the
Scar'd wi the unliaely din."
a'

KILDA.
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hills,

spoken of by mistake as being in Elie, built in 1851,
and containing 160 sittings. There are five non-

The

parochial schools.

border of Eoss-shire. It comprises 977 imperial
acres of arable land, 881 of wood, and 1,182 of pasture.
Here is an old castle, now a rain, once the
seat of the family of Mackenzie of Kilcoy, and the
birthplace of the distinguished Lieutenant-General
Mackenzie Eraser. A fair is held at Kilcoy in the

month

of

May.

KILCEEGGAN,
The

of the parish is considerably vaiious,
but generally fertile, and nearly all under cultivation.
Coal and lime are woiked, to the value of
about £6,000 a-year. There are in the parish nearly
1,000 imperial acres under wood. The most extensive landowner is Sir John Trotter Bethune, Bart.;
whose seat, Kilconquhar-house, is situated immeIt is a
diately east of the village of Kilconquhar.
handsome edifice, surrounded by beautiful pleasuregrounds. Sir John is a lateral descendant of the
noble family of Crawford, and represents the Lindsays of Pyatstone; and his predecessor. Sir Henry
Lindsay Bethune, was created a baronet for distinguished services in Persia. Tlie next most extensive landowner is Sir Coutts T. Lindsay of Balcarres, Bart., also a descendant of the noble family of
Crawford, and whose seat of Balcarres is situated
immediately north of Colinsburgh. See Balcarres,
The other mansions in the parish are Lathallan.
The family of
Charleton, Falfield, and Cairnie,
Gourlay have been proprietors of the estate of Kinsoil

about 600 years. Anciently it formed a
barony, and included many other lands in various
The original of the fomily was Ingelramus de Gourlay, who came from England, and settled
in Scotland during the reign of William the Lion.
There are altogether thirteen landowners of the
parish; and the real rental is nearly £10,000. Assessed property in 1843, £10,997 14s. Id. Estimated
average yearly value of raw produce in 1837, £30,632.
The parish is traversed in all directions by excellent
turnpike roads. The village of Kilconquhar stands
in the southern part of the parish, 1 mile south-east
of Colinsburgh, and 4^ miles east of Largo.
Population of the village, 334.
Houses, 77. Population of the parish in 1831, 2,540; in 1851, 2,489.

craig for

counties.

Houses, 528.
This parish
and synod of
and Balcarres.

is

in the presbytery of St.

Andrews,

Patron, the Earl of Crawford
Stipend, £314 168. 8d.; glebe, £27.
SchoolUnappropriated teinds, £246 lis. 2d.
master's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd. The parish church is
Fife.

a handsome Gothic building, with a tower 80 feet
high, situated on a small knoll in the middle of the
village of Kilconquhar, built in 1821, and containing 1,035 sittings. A cliapel of ease at Largoward,
in the part of the parish contiguous to Carabee and
Cameron, was built in 1835, and contains 400 sittings; and is in the presentation of the seatholders.
There is an United Presbyterian church in the village of Kilconquhar, built in 1795, and containing
270 sittings. 'I'here is also an United Presbyterian
church in Colinshurgli, built about the year 1800, and
containing 300 sittings. There is an Independent
chapel on the southern border of the parisli, often

ancient parish of Kilcon-

quhar comprehended also the parish of Elie and the
barony of St. Monance. There are in the locks of
Kincraig hill several caves, called Macduff's cave.
Hall cave, and the Devil's cave; and tradition says
that Macduff concealed himself in that which bears
his name, when fleeing from the jealous rage of
Macbeth.
KILCOY, an estate in the parish of Killearnan,
contiguous to the Beauly frith, on the south-east

a post-office village in

Rose-

neath, Dumbartonshire. It is situated on the coast
at the south-west extremity of Eoseneath, at the
east side of the entrance into Loch Long, about 3
miles east of Strone, and about the same distance
north-north-west of Gourock. It has recently become one of the fashionable watering-places of the
Clyde, and now makes a display of numerous neat
new houses along the shore. Steamers ply to it
daily, or several times a-day, direct from Greenock.
It takes its name from an ancient chapel, of which
no ruins remain.
KILDA (St.), or Hirta, an island belonging to
the parish of Harris in Inverness-shire. It is situated in north latitude 57° 29' and west longitude 8°
32', nearly due west of North Uist, and 37 miles
south-west of the Flannan Isles; and, though classed
with the Hebrides, lies far distant from even their
outer main group, and is much the most westerly
piece of Scottish ground,

—

Resign

tlie

" Whose
lonely race
setting sun to Indian worlds."

It measures about 3 miles from east to west, 2 from
north to south, and 9^ in circumference. Its coast
is all faced with perpendicular rock, of prodigious
height, except a part of the bay or landing-place on
the south-east; and even there the rocks are of
great height, and the narrow passage to the top is
so steep, that a few men armed only with stones
could prevent any hostile multitude from landing.
The bay is also of difficult access, as the tides and
waves, except in a calm, are impetuous. The surface of tlie island is rocky, rising into four distinct
summits. The highest of these, called Conachan,
was estimated by Dr. Macculloch to be 1,380 feet
above the sea-level; and presents on one side a
" It is a
precipice of nearly this elevation.
dizzy

"
to the spectator who
looks from above on the inaudible waves dashing
below. There are some rocky points near the bottom of this precipice, one of them presenting s
magnificent natural arch, which, in any other situation, would be striking, but are here lost in the
overpowering vicinity of the cliffs that tower abovt
them. In proceeding, these soon become low; bu
at the north-western extremity, the island agaii
rises into a hill nearly as high as Ccnachan, tenni
nating all round towards the sea by formidnble pre
cipiccs, which are continued nearly to the south |
eastern point of the bay. Here a rock,
separate<|
by a fissure from the island, displays the remains o
an ancient work; whence it has derived the nami
Dune." Other insulated rocks, at greater distances
flank other parts of the island; the chief of whici
are called Soa and Borcra.
altitude," says Macculloch,

—

'

i

KILDALTON.

All the inhabitants of St. Kilda live in a \'illage,
on the sloping base of a steep ascent, about J of a
mile from the landing-place. Their houses are mere
huts, built of large stones, nearly flat in the roofs,
miserably furnished, and kept in a very filthy conAll the men are both tillers of the ground
dition.
and catchers of birds; and the whole population
subsist chiefly on the coarse produce of the soil and
on sea-fowl eggs. The crops of oats and here are
much better than might be expected on such high,
bleak, insulated ground, but are often destroyed by
terrific storms; and were it not that the landowner
sends annually to the island a supply of meal, the
inhabitants might be in risk of stai-ving. They are

a diminutive but most hardy race, cherishing stiong
attachment to their natal spot and its characteristic
pursuits; and they carry on their occupation of birdcatching

among

the

clifls

in so perilous a

manner as

kind of constant romance, and at the
same time so successfully as to obtain from it
enough of feathers and fowls wherewith to purchase
to live in a

the sum of small articles they require by import.
The air here," says Macculloch, " is full of feathered

all

"

animals, the sea is covered with them, the houses
are ornamented by them, the ground is speckled by

like a flowery meadow in May.
The town is
paved with feathers, the very dunghills are made of
feathers, the ploughed land seems as if it had been
sown with feathers, and the inhabitants look as if
they had been all tarred and feathered, for their
hair is full of feathers, and their clothes are covered
with feathers."
The rent is paid in the produce of the soil and of
the cliffs, principally in sheep, butter, and wildfowl.
A kind of rude justice is maintained by a
resident baron bailie.
A church and a manse, both
respectable buildings, are remarkable features of the
but
for
a
number
of years past there has
village
been no minister; neither is there any medical man.
Yet St. Kilda had in former times no fewer than
three chapels; and has been the scene of some remarkable religious imposture. Who the St. Kilda
was from whom it takes name does not seem to be
known. The language spoken is Gaelic. Population in 1851, 110.
Houses, 32.
KILDALLOIG. See Campbelton.
a
KILDALTON, parish in the Islay district of

them

—

;

Argyleshire. It comprises the south-eastern part
of the island of Islay, together with the adjacent
islets, the chief of which are Texa, Cavrach, Inersay,
the Ardelister islands, and those off the point of
Ardmure. Its length north-eastward is 14 miles;
and its breadth is about 6 miles. It contains the
village of Port-Ellen; and its post-town is Bowmore.
sufficient general description of it is contained in our article on Islat. The whole of it beThere are remains of
longs to the Islay estate.
four old places of worship, and three ancient forts.
Two of the forts appear to have been Danish ; and
the third was built by the Macdonalds, and was
their last stronghold in
Islay. There is a handsome
light monumental tower, 80 feet high, erected by
Mr. Campbell to the memorv of his ladv. Population in 1831, 3,065; in 1851, 8,310.
Houses, 498.
Assessed property in 1843, £4,562 6s. 8d.
This parish, formerly a vicarage, is in the presbytery of Islay and Jura, and synod of Argvle.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe,
£25.
Schoolmaster's salaiy, £25, with about £20

A

The parish church was built about 1824, and
contains 450 sittings.
There is a government
church at Oa; which was constituted quoad sacra
parochial, by the Court of Teinds, in May 1849.
There is a Free church of Kildalton and Oa; whose
There
receipts in 1855 amounted to £135 2s. Ofd.
fees.

II.

IvILDONAN CASTLE.
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are ten non-parochial schools, some of them adventure schools, and others supported by public
bodies.

KILDAYIE GLEN. See Southend.
KILDEAN, the site of a famous bridge

on the
Forth, the spot where the English army crossed
to the fatal battle of Stirling, about half-a-mile
above the present biidge of Stirling. Here probably
stood one of those numerous cells or chapels which
existed throughout Scotland before the Keformation,
but of which the name alone has survived to ths
present dav.

KILDINGUIC.

See Stroxsay.
a parish, containing the post-office
village of Helmsdale, in the north-east of Sutherlandshire.
It is bounded by Caithness-shire, the

KILDONAN,

German ocean, and the parishes of Loth, Clyne,
Its length east- south-eastward is
Farr, and Reay.
about 25 miles; and its breadth varies from 4 to 16
miles.
all
its inland boundary-line is a
Nearly
mountain watershed.
The strath of Helmsdale,
or the strath of Kildonan, as it is sometimes called,
comprises the principal arable land. Into the head
of this strath a number of minor straths run down
from the high grounds, giving to the whole parish
a configuration somewhat resembling the form of a
tree, of which Strath-Helmsdale forms the trunk,
and the minor diverging straths the branches. The
general appearance is mountainous; but on the
haughs, or low grounds, the soil is light, fertile, and
productive of tolerable crops.

The most

elevated

mountain, Bengrianmore, has an altitude of nearly
2,000 feet. In the upper part of the parish are
several small lakes, all abounding with trout, and
some of them with char. The principal of these are
Lochnacuen, Lochleamnaclavan, Lochbadanloch,
and Lochinruar. Red deer, grouse, ptarmigan, and
black-cocks, are plentiful on the moors. The dis-

numerous Pictish castles or towers;
and there are said to be three subterranean passages
under the Helmsdale, from fortifications on one side
trict contains

on the opposite side of the river.
subject to inundations from the sudden risings of the river, and has been occasionally inundated by water-spouts.
By the introduction of sheep-farming between 1811 and 1831, the
of
the population, which amounted in
great bulk
the former of these yeare to 1,574, was removed to
the coast district, which then belonged to the parish of Loth; but, by the annexion of that district to
Kildonan previous to 1851, the balance of population became more than restored.
Population in
1831, 257; in 1851, 2,288. Houses, 374. Assessed
property in 1843, £28.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dornoch, and
svnod of Sutherland and Caithness.
Patron, the
Duke of Sutherland. Stipend, £158 5s. 2d.; glebe,
to fortifications

The parish

is

£40.
Schoolmaster's salary, £27 13s. 4d.
The
parish church is a recent erection, situated at
Helmsdale.
There is likewise a Free church at
Helmsdale: attendance, 900; sum raised in 1855,

£335

16s. 6Jd.

There

is also

ing station of Kildonan

:

a Free church preachraised in 1855, £34.

sum

There are three public schools in Helmsdale, and
several private schools in other places. The church
of Kildonan, previous to the Reformation, belonged
to the abbot of Scone.
CASTLE, an old square tower, at
the south-eastern extremity of the island of Arran.
It crowns a precipitous sea-cliff, nearly opposite the
island of Pladda. It was originally the residence of
a branch of the clan Macdonald, but seems to have
served mainly as one of a line of watch-towers, extending along the margin of the frith of Clyde.
Around it is a comparatively extensive plain, called

KILDONAN

N

KlLDEmiMY.

KILFINAN.
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the plain of Kildonan, and traversed by the glen of

Aucninchew.

KILDRUMMY,

a parish in the district of Alford,
Aberdeensliire.
Its post-office station is Mossat,
situated on Mossat- water, which forms the eastern
boundary south-eastward to the Don. The parish

bounded by Auchindoir, TuUynessle, Alford,
Leochel-Cushnie, Towie, and Cabrach. Its length
south- south-eastward is 7 miles; and its greatest
breadth is 4 miles. It is situated on the Don, about
20 miles from its sources; and is surrounded on all
sides by hills, but comprises a level valley, between
2 and 3 miles square, with a narrow strip stretching between the north side of Auchindoir and the
mountains, in an easterly direction, for 3 or 4 miles,
"
suggesting by its form, to a fanciful imaginasuch as that of the author of the Old Statistition,"
"
cal Account of it himself, it would appear,
the
idea of the pasteboard kite which Dr. Franklin first
raised into the thunder-cloud."
The soil is for the
most part a rich deep gravelly loam, supposed to be
amongst the most fertile in the county, and well
is

—

—

The hills around afford excellent pasturage. There are plantations of forest and fir trees
at Clova, Brux, &c. ; and a considerable extent of
natural birch-wood covers a bank overhanging a
rivulet winding near Kildrummy castle. There are
four landowners.
The real rental is about £1,500.
The mansions are Clova-house and a cottage in the
Elizabethan style in the immediate vicinity of the
castle.
Population in 1831, 678; in 1851, 643.
Houses, 119. Assessed property in 1843, £2,282.
Kildrummy castle stands on an eminence in the
south-west of the parish, about a mile from the Don.
That river's basin is here dotted with knolls, some
of which are covered with wood; while on every
side, lofty mountains form such a barrier that the
eye can discover no passage out of the strath. Two
small deep ravines flank the eminence on which the
cultivated.

stands, and rendered the place naturally
The original castle, it is said, consisted
strong.
only of one great circular tower, five stories high,
the foundation of which alone now remains but the
work was early extended into a system of seven
towers, of diflferent form and magnitude, with intercastle

;

mediate buildings, all arranged on an irregular
pentagonal outline, with enclosed court, and occupying a space of about a Scotch acre; at the same
time having attached outer fortifications, occupying
an additional space of about two Scotch acres. The
chapel, situated in the middle of one of the sides, is
supposed to have been occupied as a magazine of
forage during a great siege by the forces of Edward
I. in the year 1306; and it is said that the besiegers
despaired of success until a piece of red-hot iron,
thrown through one of the windows of the chapel
into the forage, occasioned such distraction by the
conflagration, that the castle was won by surprise
and storm. This castle at an early period was the
property of the royal family. David, the brother
of William the Lion, and grandson of David I., was
at the same time Earl of Huntington in England,

andofGarioch in Scotland; and Kildrummy castle
was then the capital mansion of Garioch. With the
daughter of David, it went to the family of Bruce;
and from them, with the sister of Robert I., to the
family of Marr, when it became the capital of Marr,
as well as of Garioch; and thenceforth till it became a final ruin in the time of Cromwell's wars, it
partook largely in the hot events and changing fortunes of the house of Marr.
Kildrummy parish is in the presbytery of Alford,
and synod of Aberdeen.
I'atron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's salary,
Stipend, £159; glebe, £10.
£25 13s 4d., a share in the Dick bequest, and about

fees.
The parish church is situated ii
the south-east of the parish, contiguous to the Don
and has an attendance of about 250. The nam(
"
Kildrummy signifies the little burial mount," anc
Th(
probably alludes to the site of the castle.
Kildrummy oat is well known in many parts o
Scotland as a light thin oat, with abundance o

£11 or £12

straw, ripening comparatively early, and very suit
able to high situations.

a parish, containing a post-offic(
in Cowal, Argyleshire.
I
is bounded by Stralachan, Kilmodan, Loch Riddon
the West Kyles of Bute, and Loch-Fyne.
Iti
length southward is about 17 miles; and its breadth
in general, is from 3 to 6 miles, but contracts at the
south end to the narrow peninsula terminating ii
the headland of Ardlamont. The surface, for th<
most part, is very rugged; yet the hills, thougl
Tht
numerous, are not remarkable for height.
highest ground is on the boundary with Kilmodan
and commands splendid views of the Kyles of Bute
the lower reaches of Loch-Fyne, and the lower partf
of Knapdale across to the Hebrides.
The southerr
division is called Kerriff or Kerry, which is from s
Gaelic word which signifies a quarter or fourth-parl
of any thing. As it is by far the most extensive
division, and the parish church is within it, the
whole parish often goes by the name of Kerry. The

KILFINAN,

station of its

own name,

northern division is called Otter, which is also a
Gaelic word, descriptive of a shallow place ovei
which runs a gentle current. This division of the
parish is so called from a beautiful sand bank,
which juts out into Loch-Fyne, in a serpentine
This
form, near the seat of Campbell of Ballimore.

is 1,800 yards long, from water-mark to its
remotest extremity at low water, and forms, witli
the land on the south side, an oblique, and on the
north an obtuse angle. In time of spring-tides, il
is entirely covered at high- water; but about three
hours after the turn of the tide, the whole appears
On the
to within a few yards of its extremity.
north side of the bank the water is veiy deep;
on the south side where, according to conjecture,
the surface has been peeled oflf by the united force
of storms and a strong current it is very shallow,
and ebbs a great way out in spring-tides. There
are several small lakes, which abound with trout;
and the district is beautified by a considerable exMica slate is the prevailing
tent of natural wood.
rock; but trap occurs in two or three places, and
The soil is varistratified limestone in the north.
ous for the most part, thin and sharp. A considerable extent of moorland has recently been brought
under the dominion of the plough. The principa'
landowners are Lamont of Lament, Campbell o
Ballimore, Rankin of Otter, Nicol of Ardmarnock
and M'Allister of Loup the first of whom is pro
Th(
of the parish.
prietor of about one- third
mansions are Ardlamont-house, Ballimore-house

bank

—

—

;

;

There an
Otter-house, and Ardmarnock-house.
two corn -mills and a gunpowder manufactoiy
About 65 boats are eranloycd in the herring_fishin|
of Loch-Fyne.
Ample communication with th
Clyde is enjoyed by means of the Loch Fyn
steamers.
Population in 1831, 2,004; in 1851
Houses, 321. Assessed property in 184?
1,695.

£5,545 16s. 4d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunoon, an
Patron, Lamont of Lamon
synod of Argylc.
churo
Stipend, about £221 glebe, £8. The parish
was rebuilt in 1759, and contains 450 sittingi;
Tiiere is an accommodation church, built 20 yeaW
ago, with 400 sittings. There is a Free church, wit
330 sittings; and the amount raised in connexir
with it in 1855 was £64 14s. lOjd. There arc a pr
;

KILFIXICHEN.

vnth a salarj- of £28 4s. 4^.,
together with considerable other emoluments, and
two subordinate parochial schools, with each a salary
There are also three non-parochial schools.
of £3.
cipal parochial school,

KILFDflCHEN axd KILVICEUEN,

in the

Mull

district of* Argyleshire.

a parish

It

comprises
the islands of lona, Eorsa, and Inchkenneth, several
small contiguous islets, and the south-western part
of the island of Mull; and it contains the post-office
Its boundaries
villages of lona and Bonessan.
within Mull are Loch-na-Keal, separating it from
Kilninian, and a mountain watershed, separating it

from Torosay; and

its

boundary everywhere

else is

the ocean.
Its length, within Mull, or exclusive of
the islands, and east-north-eastward, is aljout 22
miles; and its greatest breadth is about 12 miles.
The principal islands are separately described; and
the general features of the main body, also, will be
indicated in the article on Mull.
The main body
is intersected 8 miles east-north-eastward from the
west by an arm of the sea, called Loch-Scridain
and is divided into the three districts of Ross, BroThe districts of Ross and
lass, and Ardmeanach.
Brolass are nearly of equal extent, and separated
from each other by a ridge of hills of no great height.
They stretch in a line from the sound of lona to the
boundary with Torosay, 22 miles, which, as already
mentioned, is the greatest length of the main body
of the parish. Their breadth is from 3 to 6 miles.
Ardmeanach joins Brolass at the head of LochScridain, and is about 12 miles in length, and from
3 to 6 miles in breadth.
The parish, in general,
Part of it is flat,
presents a very barren aspect.
but the greater part of it is hilly, and only calcu;

for grazing.
Ross is flat, except where it
marches with Brolass; and the greater part of the
surface is moss and heath.
Brolass has a northern
exposure, rising in a gentle ascent from LochScridain.
The soil is light and dry, and the greater
part of the surface consists of heath and rocks.
Ardmeanach faces the south, rising to a considerable height from Loch-Scridain.
Its soil and sur-

Brown coal occurs in sevsafety from all storms.
eral places, and has drawn much attention.
There
are eight principal landowners; but the Duke of
Argyle alone owns considerably more than one half
of the valued rental. The mansions are Kilfinichenhouse, Pennycross-house, and the house of Inchkenneth. The chief antiquities are small round
watchtowers, of the period of the Norsemen, and a
number of standing stones. Population in 1831,
3,819; in 1851, 3,053. Houses, 570. Assessed property in 1843, £4,568 16s. lOd.
This parish is in the presbytery of Mull, and
svnod of Argvle. Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
There are two
Stipend, £180 iOs. 3d.; glebe, £15.
parochial churches, the one on the southern border
of Ardmeanach,"the other at Bonessan in Ross, both
built in 1804 and repaired in 1828. the former containing about 300 sittings, the latter about 350.
The island of lona and part of the district of Ross
have separate ecclesiastical provision as a quoad
sacra parish. See Ioxa. There is a Free church
preaching station in Kilfinichen, and the sum raised
in connexion with it in 1855 was £23 3s. 2d. There
There is a small
is also a Free church in lona.
Baptist meeting-house in Kilviceuen. There are
two parochial schools, with salaries of respectively
£30 and £2 1 6s. 6d. ; and there are seven non-paromost of them supported by public
chial schools,

—

DOdlG**

KILFINNAN. See Kilpixas.
KILGOUR. See Falxuxd.
KILGR ASTON. See Du>-bar.\ie.

KILKADZOW. See Caelukz.
KILKERRAN. See Dailly.
KILKIVAN. See Campbeltox.

Lited

A

face are similar to Brolass.
part of this district,
called Gribun, presents some good arable land. The
only mountains in the parish are those along the

boundary with Torosay the
monarch height of Bexmore:
There are three lakes in
them not above 1^ mile in
;

chief of which is the
see that article.
Ross; the largest of

length, and about J
a mile in breadth. In times of rain a thousand
streams fall down the rocks of Burg, and the rocks
at Inimore and Carsaig.
These rocks being in
some places perpendicular, and in all places nearly
80, and some hundreds of feet in height, the
streams rushing down them form very magnificent
cascades; and when a high wind blows against
them, the water is raised up in columns like smoke
to the skies. The shores of the
parish may be called
bold and rocky throughout almost their whole extent.
Upon the south side there is only one creek
in Ross, called
Portuisgen, where a vessel of about
30 tons may anchor, but not in safety if the weather
be stormy.
Upon the Ross side of the sound of
lona there are two creeks, one called the Barachan.
and the other Polltarve, or the Bull-pond, where
vessels of considerable bvirden may anchor in
safety,
with proper pilots.
Loch-Lahich, about 3 miles
east of the sound of lona, runs two miles into Ross,
tnd is one of the safest anchorages about the island
of Mull. A small arm of it
running west, and called
Loch-Coal, is too shallow for any vessel to anchor
in.
The whole of Loch-Scridain may be called a
road; but the best anchoring-grounds in it are at
Kilfinichen church on its north side, and at the

—

Narrows at

its
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head, where vessels

—

mav

ride in

KILL-.

See Kil-.
ElILL. or CoTL, (The). See Cotl.
KILLACHONAN. See Fobtixgal.
KILLALLAN. See Hocstox.
KILLANTRINGAN BAY. See Portpateick.
KILLARROW, a parish comprising the central
and northern parts of the island of Islay in Argyleshire.
It extends from Laggan Bay on the east
side of Lochindaal to the northern extremity of the
island; and contains the post-town of Bowmore,
the village of Bridgend, and the jwst-office village
Its length
and small sea-port of Port-Askaig.
northward is about 15 miles; and its breadth is
about 8 miles. A sufficient general description of
It all belongs
it is contained in our article on Islay.
to the Islay estate, and contains the mansion of
Islay-house. The real rental of it in 1843 was
£8.400 and the value of assessed propertv, £8,888
8s.' 8d.
Population in 1831, 4,898; in 1851, 3,469.
Houses, 605.
This parish is in the presbytery of Islay and
Jura, and svnod of Argvle.
Patron, the Grown.
The parish
Stipend, £158 68. 8d.; "glebe, £10.
church was built in 1767, and enlarged in 1828, and
contains 831 sittings; and it is situated at the town
of Bowmore, from which circumstance the parish
;

—

often popularly called Bowmore.
The present
parish comprehends the ancient parishes of Killaris

row and Kilmeny; but the latter, which is the
eastern district, and had been provided with a
government church, was created into a quoad sacra
parish, by the Court of Teinds, in May 1849. There
a Free church of Kilarrow and Kilmeny, with an
attendance of about 300; and the amount of its
There are in
receipts in 1855 was £164 10s. 5^d.
the parish a small Independent chapel and a small
There are a parochial
Baptist meeting-house.
school in Bowmore, with £34 4s. 4d. of salary, and
about £25 fees, and a parliamentary school in Kilmeny, with £35 of salary. There are also three

is

KILLEAN.

other schools, variously supported by salary or endowment, and several adventure schools, most of
them of a temporary character.
KILLEAN, a beautiful secluded vale on the river
Foyers, in Inverness-sliire. It is encompassed on
all sides by
steep mountains; but at the north end
there is a small lake about 1^ mile in length, and
half-a-mile in breadth, from which the river sweeps
to the northward, through richly birch-clad hills.
The remainder of the glen is a perfectly level tract,
of the same width with the lake, and about 2 J miles
in length, covered with rich herbage, and traversed
by a small meandering river which flows into the
lake.
See Foyeus.
KILLEAN AND KILCHENZIE, an united parish,
containing the post-office village of Tayinloan, in
Kintyre, Argyleshire. It occupies the west side of
the peninsula, Killean on the north and Kilchenzie
on the south, from a point opposite the north end of
the island of Gigha to a point within 4 miles of
the burgh of Campbelton. Its length is 18 miles;
and its breadth is about 4 miles. Eunahaorine point
in the north is a narrow neck of mossy land projecting about a mile into the sea. The coast southward of this is an alternation of small sandy baj-s
and low rocky headlands, till, toward the southern
extremity, it first admits the bay of Bealochintie,
about 2 miles in circuit, and then becomes comnarrow stripe of low
paratively bold and rugged.
alluvial land every where lies along the coast. The
surface inward gradually rises from that stripe to an
upland watershed along the eastern boundary,
diversified by tumulations, and intersected by three
nan'ow glens. The skirts of the hills, occasionally
to the extent of half-a-mile, are everywhere cultivated but the upper parts are prevailingly heathy,
and altogether pastoral or waste. The height of the

A

;

summit

line is generally about 700 or 800 feet above
but rises in Benantuirc, at the head of
There are nine principal
glen, to 2,170 feet.

sea-level,

Barr
landowners

and the Duke of Argyle is the most
;
extensive. The real rental in 1843 was £9,483; the
value of assessed property, £9,533 7s. 3d. There
are in the parish several Danish forts, some rude
One
obelisks, and the remains of a vitrified tower.
of the obelisks measures 16 feet above ground, and
4 feet broad, and 2| thick. The parish is traversed lengthwise by the west road from Tarbet to
Campbelton. Population in 1831, 2,866; in 1851,
Houses, 377.
2,219.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Kintyre, and
synod of Argyle. Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
There are two
Stipend, £178 9s.; glebe, £10.
churches, one in Killean, and the other in Kilin
which
service
is
chenzie,
performed alternately.
There is a Free church in Killean and the sum
raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £206 17s. 2d.

is

—

;

There are two parochial schools, with salaries of
respectively £31 6s. 6d. and £20, three schools supported by public bodies, and several private or subAn annual fair is held in the
Bcription schools.
parish, but the chief business done in it is the hiring
of servants for the harvest.

KILLEARN,

a parish, containing a post-office
in the west of Stirlingshire.
bounded by Dumbartonshire, and by the par-

village of its
It is

ishes of

own name,

Drymen,

Balfron, Fintry, and Strathblane.

length westward is nearly 7 miles, and its
breadth, for the most part, docs not exceed 3| miles,
but suddenly expands by a southerly projection at
the west end to nearly 7 miles. The river Endrick,
for about 8 miles, traces the northern and the western boundary the Blane, coming in from Strathblane,
flows 2 miles north-westward to a confluence with
the Endrick, at the point where the latter deflects
Its

;
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into Diymen ; and several streamlets flow into these
rivers from the interior.
The parochial surface consists of beautiful valley along the Endrick and the

Blane, and of picturesque flanking portions of the
hills.
The lowest part of the valley ground
has an elevation of about 40 feet above the level of
the sea the highest part of tlie arable land, with
one small exception, about 500 feet; and the highest
summit of the hills, about 1,200 feet. The general
landscape exhibits exquisite blendings of lowland
and upland, of park and pasture, of wood and water;
and both the courses of the streams and the glens
among the hills disclose some fine close scenes. On
Endrick- water, where it traces the western boundary,
is the Pot of Gartness, a deep linn
shaped like a
caldron, into which the river makes a tumbling
descent over a rock of three or four times alternated
precipice and ledge. On the estate of Croy, south of
the Blane, and on the western verge of the parish,
are two attractive objects, Dualt glen, and the
waterfall of Ashdow.
The sides of the glen are
very steep, and, for a long course, exhibit a great
variety of trees and shrubs grouped in almost every
conceivable form; and they are at last connected
by a breastwork of freestone rock, which rises perpendicularly to the height of 60 feet at their end,
over which the rivulet Dualt makes an unbroken
Half-a-mile from this place is a narrow,
leap.

Lennox

;

winding, and remarkably picturesque ravine, about
70 feet deep, through which the rivulet Carnock has
worn a passage. The overhanging rocky banks
are wild beyond description, nearly meeting in some
places at the top, widening below into beautiful
curvatures, and everywhere romantically adorned
with wood. The rocks of the low grounds of the
parish belong to the old red sandstone formation ;
and those of the hills are eruptive. Sandstone is
quan-ied in several places for building, and in one
place for an inferior kind of millstones. The soil
of the arable lands is principally argillaceous or
loamy. The total area under the plough is about
7,000 acres ; in hill pasture, 8,860 acres; and under
planted wood, 1,140 acres. There are eleven prinThe real rental in 1841 was
cipal landowners.
£6,900 ; the estimated value of raw produce, in the
same year, was £18,008 and the value of assessed
property in 1843 was £6,850.
The greater part of the parish anciently belonged
to the family of Montrose; and the old mansion of
Killearn, built in 1688, and situated a little south
of the village of Killeani, was a seat of theirs.
The modern estate of Killearn was purchased in
1814 by John Blackburn, Esq., of Jamaica, who
aftei-wards built an elegant mansion on the Blane.
One of the most extensive estates is Carbeth on
which a showy castellated mansion was erected in
1840. The other chief mansions are Ballikinrain,
Boquhan, and Moss. On the estate of Balglass, in
the north-east corner of the parish, is an antiquated
castle, or large dwelling-house, said to have
anciently been well-fortified, and to have, on one
occasion, oflered Sir William Wallace a safe retreat
from danger. A small farm-house on the estate of
Moss, part of which with a thatched roof stood till
1812, was the birth-place of the famous George
In the village of Killearn, and comBuchanan.
manding an extensive prospect, stands a monument
to his memory, erected by the gentlemen of the
parish and neighbourhood in 1788. It is a well-proportioned obelisk, 19 feet square at the base, 103
feet high, having a cavity which diminishes from 6
feet square at the ground to a point at the height of
54 feet, whence a Norway pole is continued to the
At Blairessan Spout- iiead, a little north of the
top.
village, tradition reports a sanguinary battle to have
;

;

s
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been fought between the Romans and the Scots.
So late as 1743, the parish was subjected to the incursions of Highland freebooters, and paid exactions
of black mail. But only 49 years later it partook so
largely in the effects of the social revolution which
passed over Scotland, as to become the seat of a
The mill, indeed,
cotton-mill and of a printfield.
was burnt in 1806, and never rebuilt ; the printfield
also was, about the same time, given up; but a
small woollen factoiy continues to be in operation.
The parish is traversed by tlie south road from
Stirling to Dumbarton, and will be largely benefited

by the opening of the Forth and Clyde railway.
The village of Killeam stands on the road from
Balfron to Glasgow, midway between the Endiick
and the Blane, 2^ miles south of Balfron, 16f northnorth-west of Glasgow, and 20 south-west of StirPopulation of the village, about 400. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,206 ; in 1851, 1,176.
ling.

Houses, 201.
This palish

is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,
and sjaiod of Glasgow and Ayr, Patron, the Duke
of Montrose, Stipend, £152 4s. 9d.
glebe, £12.
Schoolmaster's salary, £31, with fees, and £14 other
emoluments. The parish chui-ch was built in 1826,
and contains 500 sittings. There is a Free church
ei Killeam and Balfron and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £152 9s. 9id. There
The ancient church
are three private schools.
Killeam was erected in 1429 into a prebend of the
and
cathedral of Glasgow,
was thenceforth till the
Beformation served bv a vicar.
KILLEAEXADALE. See Juea.
KILLEARNAN, a parish on the south-east border
;

;

of Ross-shire. Its post-town is Inverness, separated
from its east end by little more than Kessock ferry.
It is bounded on the south by the Beauly frith, and
on other sides by the parishes of Urray, Urquhart,

and Kilmuir- Wester.

Its

length eastward

is

5

miles ; and its greatest breadth is from 2 to 3 miles.
Its shore is sandy and clayish, without any bays
or headlands; and its interior rises gradually to the
summit of the Millbuy. It is all comprised in the
two estates of Redcastle and Kilcoy and it contains
2,453 imperial acres of arable land, 2,533 of woodThe prevailing rock is
land, and 1,760 of pasture.
the old red sandstone; and the quality of the soU is
various.
The yearly value of raw produce was recently estimated to amount to £7,632. Assessed
There were
property in 1843. £4,275 9s. lid.
ibrmerly two castellated mansions on the two estates,
jnd that ot Redcastle has been modernized in the
interior, and is still habitable, but that of Kilcoy is
a ruin. There is on each of the estates a grain
mill.
The parish is traversed by the great north
load from Kess'Xik ferry.
Population in 1831,
1,479; in 1851, 1,794.
Houses, 326.
This parish is in the presbytery of Chanonry, and
synod of Ross. Patron, the Marchioness of Stafford.
.Stipend, £199 16s. 7d.; glebe, £9.
Schoolipasters
The parish church is an old
salary, £27 lis. 5^d.
uruciform structure, repeatedly altered and repaired,
>f large
capacity, but very uncomfoi-table. There
s a Free church, with a very large attendance ; and
;

1855 amounted to £153 13s. There
two non-parochial schools. Two fairs are held
in the parish in March and
July.
KILLELLAN. See Houstox.
KILLERMONT. See Kilpatrick (Ne^v).
ts receipts in

ire

KILLEVIN. See Glassaey.
KILLIECRANKIE, a celebrated

mountain-pass
im the river Garry, 1^ mile above the point of its
ixmfluence with the Tummel, 15 miles north-northwest of the town of Dunkeld, and on the western
verge of the parish of Moulin, in the district of

w
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Athole, Perthshire. The dark lofty hills which fall
abraptly or precipitously down on both sides of the
narrow vale of the Garry, approach here so close
that the shadow of the one range flings a perpetual
night over the face of the other. From the present
road, which is carried along a sloping part of the
ridge on the left side of the river, the traveller looks
up, on the one hand, to the bare acclivitous ascent
of the hills toward their summit, and listens, on the
other, to the tumultuous roar of the Garry storming
its angry way along the bottom of the
deep gorge
below.
But the place is so tufted with birch-trees

clinging to the clefts of the rocks, that the river is, in
most places, invisible, and makes its presence known
only by its deafening noise and, when it does come
into view, it appears rolling headlong over a
precipice, lashing the waters of a deep pool into a little
sea of foam, and expending its energies in
throwing
up amid the romance around it a scene of awfiu
magnificence. The pass is between two and three
miles in length, and, previous to the era of laying
open the Highlands by the construction of mihtary
roads, was the most wild and perilous of all the inlets to that vast fortress of mountains, or to
any of
its interior retreats.
footpath, hanging over a
tremendous precipice, and threatening destruction
to the pedestrian as the result of the least false
step,
was then the only facility which it offered; but
now an excellent road is carried along in such
safety as to occasion no uneasy emotion to persons
acquainted with even the turnpikes of Wales and of
the Southern Highlands of Scotland, and sends oS^
at the south end of the defile, another road, by a
picturesque arch across the Garry, to run up the
glen of the Tummel.
On some rough giound on the left bank of the
river, at the north-western extremity of this pass,
was fought, on the 27th July, 1689, the celew-ated battle of Killiecrankie.
General Mackay, the
Covenanters' leader, marched through the pass on
the morning of that day, at the head of 4,500 men,
and debouched on the haugh at its head. Viscount
"
Dundee, the bloody Clavers," who had long been
notorious as the chief leader of the Jacobites, was
at Blair castle, with 2,000 Highlanders and 500
Irish, when Mackay approached the pass; and, instead of descending right down to meet the foe, he
went up the water of Tilt, fetched a compass round
the hill of Lude, and made his appearance in battle
order on the hill side about the positioh of the house
of UiTard. Mackay immediately pushed forward
;

A

his

main body

to

a terrace midway between his

antagonist and the haugh, forming them there in
battle-line three deep, with his cavalry in the rear,
and leaving his baggage in the glen. The two
armies observed each other in silence till late in the
afternoon, when, after a small preliminarj' skirmish,
and only about half an hour before sunset, Dundee's
army broke simultaneously into motion, and marched

slowly down the hUl. The Highlanders, who stript
themselves to their shirts and doublets, and whose
appearance resembled more a body of wild savages
than a race of civilized men, advanced, according to
their usual practice, with their bodies bent forward,
so as to present as small a surface as possible to the
fire of the enemy, the upper part of their bodies beTo discourage the
ing covered by their targets.
Highlanders in their advance by keeping up a continual
officers

Mackay had given instructions
commanding battalions, to commence

fire,

to his

firing
by platoons, at the distance of a hundred paces; but
this order was not attended to.
The Highlanders
having come close up, halted for a moment, and
having levelled and discharged their pistols, which
did little execution, they set up a loud shout and

KILLIECRANKIE.

rushed in upon the enemy sword in hand, hefore
they had time to screw on their bayonets to the
end of their muskets. The shock was too impetuous to be long resisted by men who, according to
their own general, " behaved, with the exception of
Hasting's and Leven's regiments, like the vilest
cowards in nature." But even had these men been
brave, their courage would not have availed them,
as their arms were insufficient to parry off the tremendous strokes of the axes, and the broad and
double-edged swords of the Highlanders, who, with
a single blow, either felled their opponents to the
earth or struck off a member from their bodies, and
at once disabled them. At the same time with this
overthrow of Mackay's infantry, and immediately
under his own eye, there occurred a crash upon his

and his cavahy. At this critical moment
Mackay, who was instantly surrounded by a crowd

artillery

of Highlanders, anxious to disentangle his cavalry,
so as to enable him to get them forward, called
aloud to them to follow him, and putting spurs to
his horse galloped through the enemy; but, with
the exception of one servant, whose horse was shot
under him, not a single horseman attempted to
follow.
When he had gone sufficiently far to bo
out of the reach of immediate danger, he turned
round to observe the state of matters; and to his
infinite surprise he found that both armies had disTo use his own expression, "in the
appeared.
twinkling of an eye in a manner," his own men as
well as the enemy were out of sight, having gone
down pell-mell to the river where his baggage
stood.
Hence has Professor Ayton made the
victors say,

—

tempest down

the ridges
"Like a
Swept the hurricane of steel,
Rose tlie slogan of Macdonald,
Flash'd the broadsword of Lochiel!
Vainly sped the withering volley
'Mongst the foremost of our band
On we poured until we met them,
Foot to foot, and hand to hand.
Horse and man went down like driftwood,
When the floods are black at YuIc
;

;

And

their carcasses are whirling
Garry's deepest pool.

III tlie

Horse and

man went down

before us

;

Living foe there tarried none

On

the

of Killiecrankie
that stubborn fight

field

When

Mackay hastened
many fugitives as

was done."

across the river, collected as
he could, led them prehills, and succeeded, after a
perilous retreat, in conducting about 400 of them to
Stirling. But had not h's baggage at the foot of the
battle-field arrested the attention of most of the
victors, and had not the ground ovei- which he retreated been impracticable for pursuing horsemen,
ho might not have been able to lead away from the
scene of his defeat scarcely a man. If the importance of a victory is to be reckoned by the comparative numbers of the slain, and the brilliant
achievements of the victors, the battle of Killiecrankie may well stand high in the list of military
Considering the shortness of the combat,
exploits.
the loss on the part of Mackay was prodigious. No
fewer than 2,000 of his men fell under the swords
and axes of Dundee's Highlanders, and about 500
were made prisoners. But as the importance of a
victory, however splendid in itself, or distinguished
by acts of individual prowess, can bo appreciated
only by its results, the battle of Killiecrankie, instead of being advantageous to the cause of King
.James, was, by the death of Dundee, tlio precursor
of its ruin. After he had charged at the head of his
hnrso, and driven the enemy from tlieir cannon, he
was about to proceed up the bill to bring down Sir
cipitately over the
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regiment, which appeared
motions, when he received a
musket-shot in his right side, immediately below
his armour.
He attempted to ride a little, but was
unable, and fell from his horse mortally wounded,
and almost immediately expired. He and his friend
Pitcur, who also fell in the engagement, were interred in the church of Blair- Athole.
KILLIECUMING. See Angustus (Fort).
KILLIEDRAUGHT, a small bay in the parish
of Eyemouth, about a mile north-west of the town
of Eyemouth, in Berwickshire.
KILLIESMONT. See Keith.
KILL! GRAY. See Calligray.
KILLIN, a parish, containing the post-office
villages of Killin and Tyndrum, also the village ot
Clifton, in the district of Breadalbane, Perthshire.
It consists of two detached sections and a large
main body. One of the detached sections, measuring 3J miles by 4, stretches southward from LochTay at the distance of 3^ miles from the eastern
extremity of the main body; and is bounded by
This tract
portions of Kenmore, and by Comrie.
partakes strictly of the beautiful and romantic
which
contribute
character of the parts of Kenmore
to form the basin of Loch-Tay; possessing at the
edge of the lake a broad belt of gently rising arable
ground, embellished with plantation, and rising up
toward the southern boundary in grand mountainous elevations. See Kenmore. The other detached
portion, a square of IJ mile deep, lies on the north
side of the river Lochy, 2^ miles north of the
nearest point of the main body, is bounded by

Macdonald's

rather tardy in

its

Kenmore, and a part of Weem, and parThe
takes the general character of Glenlochy.
main body of the parish extends, in a stripe averaging about 7 miles in bi-eadth, from the head of LochTay to the boundary with Argyleshire, a distance
or extreme length of 22 miles. It is bounded on the
north by detached parts of Kenmore and Weem ; on
the east by the main body of Kenmore, by Loch-Tay,
and by a part of Weem on the south by Comrie
and Balquidder; and on the south-west, west, and
north-west by Argyleshire. The district is strictly
Highland, and takes its configuration mainly from
the course of the chief head-water of the Tay. This
stream which rises on the extreme western boundary, bears for 8 miles the name of the Fillan, expands for 3 miles into a series of lochlets which
assume the general name of Loch-Dochart, and then
runs 10^ miles farther under the name of Dochart
river bisects the district through nearly the middle over its whole length, and gives it the aspect of
a long glen, bearing the designation first of Strathfillan, and next oF Glen-Dochart, and flanked by
Fortingall,

—

;

—

—

lofty hills, covered with grass and heath, and
ascending on both sides to a water-shedding lino
along the boundaries. But from a point IJ mile
soutii-west of the head of Loch-Docliart, a glen 4J
miles in length, and watered by the romantic, rockstrewn Falloch, descends south-westward toward
the head of Loch-Lomond and with the exceiition
of a brief part at its lower end this, with its flank;

i

;

,

—
—

ing hills, and two or three tiny later glens,
within the district.
See articles STRArnFiM.AN,
DociiART, and Fallocii. Over a distance of 3 miles
above the confluence of the Lochy and the Dochart,
jnst before the united stream enters Loch-Tay, the
district includes likewise the glen of the former
river; though here it has embosomed within it a
small detached part of Kenmore, stretcliing from
the side of the Lochy to near the Dochart. Numorous rills or mountain-torrents, all, from the nature
of the ground, brief in length, rise near the northern
and southern boundaries, and run down to swell tlic

:

^

also lies

i

1

,

'•

'

KILLIN.

High hills, few or none
bisecting central stream.
of them rockv, and almost all available for pasturage, extend in ridges on nearly all the boundaries
except the eastern, and roll down in congeries or in
insulated heights as they approach the central glen.
The highest is the well-know Benmore, of a fine
conical form, with an elevation of 3,903 feet above
the level of the sea. It ascends from the pass between Glendochart and StrathfiUan, on the south
side of Loch-Dochart, and was, in former times,
a deer-forest, but is now occupied as a sheepwalk.

The soil of the arable lands, at the west end of
Loch-Tay, and in the bottoms of Glenlochy and
Glendochart, where it suffers from frequent overflowings of the rivei-s, is wet and marsh}'; but, in
other parts it is in general light and d^y, and, in
favourable seasons, abundantly fertile. The bottoms
of the valleys are disposed chiefly in meadows
and arable grounds; the hills rise with a gentle
and inhabited to a conslope, and are cultivated
siderable height; and the summits of the hills and
the heights of the mountains, in places where grass
gives place to rank heath, have been extensively
improved into available sheep-walks. About 2,500
acres of the entire area are in tillage, about 1,000
under wood, and about 86,000 in pasture. The
Marquis of Breadalbane owns more than one half of
all the land; and the other heritors are Campbell of
Glenfalloch, Campbell of Coninish, Place of Glenure,
Macnaughton of iSuie, and Shaw of Craignasie. The
real rental in 1843 was about £8,640; the value of
assessed property, £18,136 16s. lid.
Mica slate, in
great variety of mineral character, is the prerock.
limestone
abounds.
dominating
Crystalline

Lead

ore is plentiful, and is worked at Tyndrum.
Cobalt is found in an ore every ton of which yields
60 ounces of silver.
rich vein of sulphuret of iron
occurs near the village of Killin. Several kinds of
and other rare minerals are found. There are
va the parish two saw-mills, two grain mills, and a

A

^ms

spinning and carding wool mill. The mansions are
Kinnell-house, Achlyne, Glenure, and Boreland.
Objects of antiquarian interest will be found noticed
in the articles Fixlarig and Strathfillax. In the
west end of the parish is a convergence of roads
from respectively Aberfeldy, Fort-William, and

Oban toward the head of Lochlomond, whence there
is daily communication
by steamboat with the Dumbartonshire railway at Balloch. Population in 1831,
in
2,002;
1851, 1,608. Houses, 308.
This parish is in the presbytery of Weem, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Marquis
of Breadalbane.
Stipend, je240 19s. 5d.; glebe, £13
'lOs.

Unappropriated teinds, £566 19s. 6d. School^
master's salary, £34 48. 4^d. with about £9 fees, an#
£10 other emoluments. The parish church is situated at the village of Killin, was built in 1744 and
There
repaired in 1832. and contains 905 sittings.
are Free Churches at Killin, at StrathfiUan, and at
Ardeonaig. The attendance at the first is about 40,
—at the second, about 140; and the receipts of the
first in 1855 were £166 16s. 8d.,
of the second,
£78 2s. 9d.,— of the third, £68 Os. 6d.
There is
also in Killin a
Baptist place of worship. There are
in the
parish eight non-parochial schools; most of
them supported by public bodies or by the Breadalbane family. A small rising- ground in the
neighbourhood of the village of Killin is pointed out
by
tradition as the grave of
Fingal, and was the site of
the ancient church and
burying-ground of the
parish; and it is supposed, by some antiquaries, to

—

oe the spot
strictly designated by the name Killin,
" the burial
'vhich they interpret to
signify
place of
The parish was visited, in September,
I'ingal."

\=
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1842,

by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, on

their

way from Taymonth-castle to Stratheam.
The Village of Killfx stands on the road from
Aberfeldy to Oban and Loch-Lomond, about J a
mile from the head of Loch-Tay, within the peninsula formed by the confluent rivers of Dochart and
Lochy, 15f miles south-west of Kenmore, 18J eastnorth-east of Tyndrum, and 40 north-north-west of
The windings of the rivers in the plain
Stirling.
around it, the precipitate advance of the Dochart,
over a ledgy bed in a profusion of little cascades,
the calm gliding movement of the gentler Lochy,
the aspect of the surrounding hills, frilled in many
places with wood, and the long expanse of the ex-

—

—
—

—

ulting Loch-Tay, with its magnificent heights of
flanking hills, serve to render the site and neighbourhood of this village grandly picturesque. So
pleased was Mr. Pennant with the scenery around
"
it, that he gave a view of it in his tour.
Killin,"
" is the most
says Dr. M'Culloch,
extraordinary
collection of extraordinary scenery in Scotland,
unlike everything else in the country", and perhaps

—

—

on earth, and a perfect picture-gallery in itself,
since you cannot move three yards without meeting
a new landscape. A busy artist might here draw
a month and not exhaust it. Fir-trees, rocks, tormills, bridges, houses, these produce the
great bulk of the middle landscape, under endless
combinations; while the distances more constantly
are found in the surrounding hills, in their varied
woods, in the bright expanse of the lake, and the
minute ornaments of the distant valley, in the rocks
and bold summit of Graig-Cailliach, and in the lofty

rents,

^nsion of Ben-Lawers, which towers like a huge
the monarch of the scene."
giant in the clouds,
bridge which bestrides the Dochart, with five
unequal arches, offers good vantage-ground for surveying some of the most striking features of the

—

A

landscape.
Immediately below the bridge is a
picturesque island formed by the Dochart, covered
with a fine verdant sward, and richly clothed with
pine-trees, in the dim centre of whicfi is the burialplace of the Macnabs, once the potent chieftains of
this district, but whose lineal representative emigrated to Canada, with a number of his clansmen.

The

village, though straggling and small, is a place
of considerable importance.
It has three places of
worship, three schools, a public libraiy, a savings'
bank, an ofiice of the Union Bank, an office of the
Central Bank of Scotland, an insurance agency, a
resident sheriff's officer, and two inns. Fairs are
held on the third Tuesday of January, on the 5th
and 12th of May, on the 27th of October, and on the
first Tuesday, old style, of Kovember.
There is a

daily mail to Crieff; and coaches run daily in sumto Dunkeld, Callander, and Lcch-Lomond.
Population, about 400.
KILLIN ESS, a headland and a small bay, on the
east side of the parish of Kirkmaiden, 3J miles
north by west of the Mull of Galloway, Wigton-

mer

shire.

KILLOCK.
KILLOE.

See Edzell and Glekkillock.
See Kello.
(The). See Fortingall.
KILMACOLM. See Kiljialcolm.
KILMADAN, or Kilmodax, a parish, containing
the post-office station of Glendaruel. in Cowal,
Argyleshire. It is bounded by Loch-Riddan, and
by the parishes of Kilfinan, Strachur, Dimoon, and
Inverchaolain. It consists chiefly of a glen, flanked
by high hills, and extending southward; and is
about 12 miles long. The river Ruel traverses the
upper part of the glen, and falls into the head of
Loch Riddan. The extent of coast is upwards of 3
miles. The scenery is of the grandest
description,

KILLYHOUNAM
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opened up by the recent formation of a road through
and by the erection of a stone pier, suitable for

it,

superb views of the basin of the Forth, the Stirling
and the frontier Grampians. The soil exhibits

hills,

steamers, near the mouth of the loch. The mountains are broken by crags, all shaggy with wood
and the glen has a rich alluvial soil, in a high state
of cultivation, and well adorned with wood. AgriLimestone is
culture has been much improved.
abundant. There are six landowners. The manThe
sions are Glendaruel, Onnidale, and Dunans.
i-ental, accordin-g to the new valuation, is £3,222.
Assessed property in 184.3, £3,439 4s. 3d. Population in 1831, 648; in 1851, 500.
Houses, 83.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunoon, and
the
Duke of Aigyle.
of
Patron,
Argyle.
synod
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £173 18s. 5d. glebe, £20.

every variety, from the richest carse clay on the
moor
plains of the Forth, to the poorest heath-clad
on the hills of the north. The whole vale of the
Teith, the carse-grounds on the south, and much of
the other sections, are highly cultivated. Georgic

£27 10s., with about £10 fees, and £4 other
emoluments. The parish church is situated in the
There is a
glen, about 3 miles from Loch Riddan.
Free church and the sum of its receipts in 1855 was
£70 14s. 5d. There are two non -parochial schools.
Colin Maclaurin, professor of mathematics in the
university of Edinburgh, was a native of Kilmadan.

may

;

;

salary,

:

KILMADOCK,

a parish, containing the post-

towns of Doune and Deanston, and the villages of
Buchany, Drumvaich, and Delvorich, nearly in the
middle of the southern border of Perthshire.

bounded by

Stirlingshire,

It is

and by the parishes of

Port-of-Monteith, Callander, Strowan, Dunblane,
Lecropt, and Kincardine. Its length southward is
10 miles; and its breadth is 8 miles at the middle,
but averages only from 2 to 3^ toward the ends.
The Forth runs in serpentine folds along the southern
boundary, making a distance of 3 miles in a straight
line from the point of touching to that of leaving,
but probably 6 miles along its channel. The Teith

runs diagonally from north-west to south-east,
through nearly its broadest part, tracing the boundary f of a mile before entering, and 2 J miles before
leaving, flowing 5 miles in a direct line within the
boundaries, and bisecting the parish into nearly equal
Goodie water comes in from the west near
parts.
the southern extremity, and runs 2J miles eastward
to the Forth.
Keltic water comes down from the
north, and runs If mile along the western bounto
the
A stream rises in the northern
Teith.
dary
extremity, flows 4 miles in the parish, makes a detour of 3 J miles into Dunblane, and then flowing 2
miles, chiefly westward, falls into the Teith in the
Four other considerable streamvicinity of Doune.
lets, one of them about 6 miles in length of course,
rise in the north, and disgorge themselves into the
Teith.
Springs are numerous and good; and one
in the side of Uaighmore in the north, leaps out
from the solid rock in the manner of a jet or spout.
Three lochlets also make their contribution to the
general wealth of waters, Lochanaghaig, or the
Lake of the level field,' in the centre of the northern
division; Loch of Watston, on the boundary, IJ
mile south-west of Doune; and Loch-Daldurn, near
the south bank of the Teitli, IJ mile after it receives
the Keltic. The general appearance of the parish

—

'

variedly and beautifully picturesque. The surface, for a considerable way upward from the Forth,
is level.
From a point 2 miles west of Doune, and
2J north of the Forth, a gentle hilly ridge runs
parallel with the Teith, 4 miles north-westward to
the extreme western point of the parish. Parallel
to this ridge, at a distance from it of 3 miles, runs
another and similar ridgo, quite across the parish,
the two ridges forming in their interior sides the
basin of the Teitli. Up the whole north corner of
the parish rise the Braes of Doune, till at the bounThe
diiry they send up considerable elevations.
low grounds near the streams abound in rich close
Hcencs ; and almost every eminence commands
is

—

effected in a style to
Europe. See Deanston. The
of Moray, Drumthe
Earl
are
principal landowners

improvements have here been
give lessons to

all

Dmmmond, Murdoch of Gartincaber,
Lanrick, Buchanan of Cambusmore,
Graham of Coldoch, Stirling of Keir, and Home of
Argate. There are fine mansions on most of the

mond

of Blair

Jardine of

and among interesting modern stractures

estates;

be mentioned Deanston-house, and Lanrickcastle and suspension bridge. The chief antiquities,
manufactures, and communications are noticed in
our accounts of Doune and Deanston. Population
in 1831, 3,752; in 1851, 3,659.
Houses, 409. Assessed property in 1843, £18,200.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunblane, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Lady Wil-

loughby d'Eresby. Stipend, £288 7s. Id.; glebe,
£7.
Unappropriated teinds, £625 2s. 9d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4jd. The paiish church
was built in 1822, and contains 1,121 sittings.
There are two Free churches, designated the Kilmadock church and the Doune church; and the reof
ceipts of the former in 1855 were £665 3s. 7d.
the latter, £73 12s. 2Jd. All these places of worship, and also an Independent chapel and a MethoThere is an United
dist chapel, are in Doune.
Presbyterian church, a neat modern structure, at
are
in
the parish six nonBridge of Teith. There
parochial schools; and at Doune and Deanston are

—

The

various institutions.

ancient parish church,

which continued to be in use till 1746, stood at a
place which properly bore the name of Kilmadock,
where there was, in remote times, a mission of St.
Madoc, a Culdee evangelist, with six dependent
The hill Uaighmore in the north of the
chapels.
parish whose name signifies the great cave
is the Uamoar of the Lady of the Lake; whose sur"
" and " wild
face is a series of
heaths,"
heights
and whose rocky side is deeply pierced

—

'

"

With the cavern where

A

giant

made

his

'

'tis

—

told

den of old."

KILMAHOG, a pleasant village in the parish of
It is situated on the left
Callander, Perthshire.
bank of the northern head-stream of the river Teith,
immediately above its point of confluence with the
southern head-stream, and f of a mile south-east of
the celebrated pass of Leny. Here is a cemetery
in which formerly stood a chapel dedicated to St.
Chug.

Population, 116. Houses, 25.
See Invkkaven.

KILMAICHLIE.

KILMALCOLM,

a parish, containing a postthe lower ward of

office village of its own name, in
Renfrewshire. It is bounded by

the frith of Clyde,

and by the parishes of Erskine, Houston, Kilbarchan, Lochwinnoch, Largs, Innerkip, Greenock,
and Port-Glasgow. Its lengtii eastward is 7 J miles;
and its greatest breadth is 6.i miles. A great part,
particularly on the south and west sides, is moorish
land, rising to a considerable height, and very
bleak and barren. On the south side is the extenThe greatest expanse,
sive moss of Kilmalcolm.
unilbmi feature, is a hollow plain, shelving
ft
fiom both south and north, towards the Gryfe and
This is
its tributary streamlets in the centre.
thickly scattered with farm-hamlets; whilst the
soil, which is incumbent on rotten rock, is naturally
of

fine pasture-land.

Much

of

it,

indeed,

is in cultiva-

KIL>L\LIE.

and produces good crops. There are altogether
in the parish about 8,000 acres in tillage, 22,000
constantly waste or in pasture, and 225 acres under
wood. About 1,000 acres of the waste or pasturetion,

lands might be profitably cultivated, and about
There are five
5,800 are in undivided common.
landowners. The houses of Duchall, FinErincipal
lyston, Carruth, and Broadfield are elegant modem
mansions; and there are some pleasant villas on the
north side toward the Clyde. There are three mea!
and barley mills. The yearly value of raw produce
was estimated in 1836 "at £17,930. Assessed property in 1843, £9,024 12s. The parish is traversed
across its sea-board by the Glasgow and Greenock
railway, and has ready access to the Port-Glasgow

and Langbank

stations.

An

extensive estate in the parish is Duchall,
See Duwatered by a stream of its own name.

The barony of Dennistoun originally
belonged to a family of the name of Dennistoun,
from whom it passed, about the end of the 14th
century, to Sir William Cunningham of Kilmaurs,
ancestor of the Earls of Glencairn, by marriage with
Margaret, eldest daughter and co-heiress of Sir
Eobert Dennistoun.
Finlayston, surrounded by
extensive woods and plantations, on the banks of
the Clyde, is the mansion-house of this estate, and
was long the chief residence of the noble family of
Glencairn. On the death of John, the 15th Earl,
in 1 796, it and the barony of Dennistoun (long better
known by the name of Finlayston), devolved on
Kobert Graham, Esq., of Gartmore, who was son of
Margaret, eldest daughter of William, the 12th
In the time of that Earl of Glencairn, who
Earl.
chall (The).

the first of the nobility that made profession of the Protestant religion, his house of Finlayston was a place of refuge for those of that faith,
and there John Knox dispensed the sacrament of

was among

the Lord's Supper. The greater part of the barony
of Newark is in this parish, but the ancient castle is
in that of Port-Glasgow.
Newark also belonged to
the Dennistouns. On the death of Sir Robert Den-

devolved on Sir Robert Maxwell, of
who had married his second daughter,
Elizabeth.
It long afterwards passed to a family
named Cochran, then to the Hamiltons, and then
to the family of Shaw Stewart.
The village of Kilmalcolm stands on the east border of the parish,
about a mile from the left bank of the Gryfe, 4 miles
Bouth-east of Port-Glasgow, on the road from that
town to Johnstone.
Population of the village,
about 400. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,613;
in 1851, 1,399.
Houses, 225.
This parish is in the presbytery of Greenock, and
svnod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patrons, the heirs of
D;-. Anderson.
Stipend, £246 3s. 2d.; glebe, £16.'
nistoun,

it

Calderwood,

SchoolUnappropriated teinds, £634 8s. lid.
master's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £10 fees.
The parish church is situated in the village, was
built in 1833, and contains about 1,000 sittings.
There is a Fiee church preaching station ; and the
sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £26
lis. 6d.
There are also a Reformed Presbyterian
church and a Baptist meeting-house. There are
tive non-parochial
The ancient parish
schools.
church was dedicated to King Malcolm III.
KILMALIE, a Highland parish, partly in InverIt contains
ness-shire and partly in Argyleshire.
the post-town of Fort- William, the post-office viland
the postof
and
lages
Ballachulish,
Corpach
office station of Corran-Ardgour.
It is bounded
.1 the south-east
by Perthshire, and on other sides
the parishes of Appin, Morv'en, Ardnamurchan,
Its length from north'ienelg, and Kilmanivaig.
'est to south-east is about 60 miles; and its greatest
.'
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breadth

is 30 miles.
It has an irregular outline,
and is intersected by the three arms of the sea,
Loch Linnhe, Loch Leven, and Loch Eil. Much of
its character is depicted in our articles on these
lochs, on the Caledonian canal, on Loch Lochy and
Loch Archaig, and on Ben-nevis, Glen-nevis, LochNot one acre of
aber, Ardgour, and Fort- William.
it in 300 is cultivated or
capable of cultivation.
The greater part of it consists of mountains and
lofty hills, extensively covered with heath, yet
affording excellent pasture for numerous flocks
of sheep. The most conspicuous of the mountains

is Ben-nevis.
The arable lands lie chiefly in stripes
in the bottoms of the glens, or on the
margins of
the waters; and their soil, though various, is for

the most part shallow and sandy. The lakes Archaig and Lochy are most interesting sheets of
fresh water; and the rivers of their own name flowing from them, together with the Nevis, are the
An aggregate extent of about
principal stieams.
Gneiss and
14,000 acres is covered with wood.
mica slate are the predominating rocks; granite,
syenite, porphyry, quartz rock, and hornblende rock
are also common; transition rocks likewise occur;
limestone is plentiful; marble, of beautiful colours,
is quarried; and roofing slate, in the tract around
There are several veins
Ballachulish, is worked.
of lead ore, with a comparatively large proportion
of silver.
The fisheries are various and good.
The landowners are Cameron of Lochiel, Sir
Duncan Cameron, Bart., Maclean of Ardgour,
and, to a very small extent the Boarl of Ordnance.
Achnacarry-house, the ancient seat of the Camerons
of Lochiel, is a large and h indsome mansion. Ardgour-house, situated near Corran-feny, was burnt
about 30 years ago, but afterwai'ds rebuilt and enThere are several extensive caves in the
larged.
parish, particularly one about 8 miles up the river
'
known
Nevis,
by the name of Samuel's Cave.' It
is of difficult access.
In 1746, this cave afforded
a safe retreat to some Highlanders who had been
engaged in the rebellion. Immediately opposite to
it is a beautiful cascade, formed
by a small rivulet,
which, falling down the side of Ben-nevis, forms an
uninterrupted torrent for half-a-mile, before it joins
its waters to the Nevis in the bottom of the valley.
Upon the banks of the Lochy, on the top of a
picturesque rock, are the remains of an ancient
castle, around which are the distinct traces of
On the summit of a green hiU, 1,200
fortifications.
feet in height, are the remains of a vitiified castle,
long forgotten in the annals of fame, and of which

even tradition has preserved nothing but its name.
It is supposed to have been a sort of out-work for
strengthening Inverlochy-castle, when that ancient
edifice was a royal seat.
The parish abounds with
traditions respecting the rebellion of 1745, in which
many of its sons acted a conspicuous part. It
served also as a nursery for the Ilighland coi-ps of
the royal army in the great continental war which
terminated at Waterloo; and it contains an obelisk
to the memory of Colonel John Cameron who fell at
the head of the 92d Highlanders at Quatre Bras.

traversed by the road from Dumbarton and
to Inverness; and enjoys large facilities of
communication by means of the Glasgow and Inverness steamers. Population in 1831, 5,566; in 1851,
5,235.
Houses, 886.
Population of the Argyleshire section in 1831, 2.821 in 1851, 2,369. Houses,
437.
Assessed property of the whole in 1843,
It is

Oban

;

£8,078 15s. lid.
This parish is in the presbytery of Abertarff, and
Patron, Cameron of Lochiel.
synod of Glenelg.
Stipend, £287 15s. 8d.; glebe, £40. Schoolmaster's
The
salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £50 fees.

KILMANIVAIG.

parish church is situated at Corpach, was built in
1783, and contains about 700 sittings. There are
two government churches, respectively at Ballachulish and at Corran of Ardgour, served by one
minister, under the patronage of the Crown, and endowed in the same manner as other goveniment
churches. There are also two missionary churches,

the Braes of Lochaber, built about the year 1826,
and containing 400 sittings. There are in the parish an Assemblj^'s school, a Society's school, and
several private schools. The parish of Kilmanivaig
was so prominently concerned in the events of
1745 that it got the name of "the ci'adle of the
rebellion."
a parish in the Cupar district of
Fifeshire.
Its post-town is Cupar, 2 miles south of
its south-west corner, and 5 south-south-west of its

KILMANY,

respectively at Fort William and at Loch Archaig,
upheld by the Committee for managing the royal
bounty. There are three Free churches, of respectively Kilmalie, Fort- William, and Ballachulish.
The attendance at the first is about 350, at the
second, about 460; and the receipts of the first in
1855 were £85 13s. 3d.,— of the second, £258 19s.
6d.,— of the third, £106 10s. 8|d. There are Epis-

It is bounded by Balmerino, Forgan,
Its
Logic, Dairsie, Cupar, Moonzie, and Criech.
length east-north-eastward is 6 miles; its greatest
breadth, near the middle of its western half, is 3^
miles; and its average breadth, throughout its eastern half, is less than 1 mile. It is traversed lengthwise by the road from Edinburgh to Newport; and
contains on that road the two hamlets of Rathillet
and Kilmany, the former 3J miles, the latter 5
In the west, it is a succession
miles, from Cupar,
of softly swelling hill and pleasant valley; and
towards the east, it occupies the southern slope of a
range of hills, and a portion of the bottom of a
valley through which the water of Motray seeks
its way to the sea.
Immediately north of the hamlet
of Kilmany, in the course of the Motray, is a

church.

—

copalian chapels at Fort-William and Ballachulish,
and a Roman Catholic chapel at Fort-William.
There are in the parish 12 schools belonging to the
Establisliment, 2 to the Fi-ee church, and 1 to the
Episcopalians. Kilmalie and Kilmanivaig anciently
formed one parish, under the name of the parish of
Lochaber; but they were disunited upwards of 220

years ago.

KILMALUAG.
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See Lismore.

KILMANIVAIG, a Highland parish a little west
of the centre of Invemess-shire.
It contains the
post-ofSce station of Invei'garry; and its west side
is adjacent to the post-town of Fort-William,
its
east side, to the post-town of Fort-Augustvis.
It
extends quite across the country, from Fortingall in
Perthshire to Kintail in Ross-shire; and is elsewhere bounded by the parishes of Kilmalie, Glenelg,
Its length from south to
Boleskine, and Laggan.
north is about 60 miles; and its greatest breadth is
20 miles. It contains nearly 15 miles of the Great
glen of Scotland, from the west end of Loch Lochy
to the east end of Loch Lochy
and comprises the
district of Glengarry on the north-west side of that
glen, and great part of the district of Lochaber on
the south-east side.
Either its principal parts, or
some of its most interesting features, will be found
fully noticed in our articles on Loch Lochy, Loch
Oich, the Caledonian canal, Lochaber, Glcnspean,
Glenroy, Glengloy, Glengarry, Glcnquiech, InverAn enormous aggrelochy, and Inverness-shire.
gate of it is wild lofty mountain. Its south-east

romantic dell which appears to have been formed
by a trap-rock disraption and next by the
action of running water.
Its banks have been
planted with trees, and walks made through it,
which render it of easy access; and assuredly,
though on a small scale, it is eminently picturesque, and its little wateifalls and overhanging rocks
present a variety of scenes of great interest. Excepting about 190 acres of woodland in this dell and
on the hill-top, the whole area of the pnrish is

—

first

arable.
The most extensive landowner is Gillespie
of Montquhany,
whose mansion of Montquhany

—

;

and Rathillet-house form interesting features in the
landscape; and there are nine other landowners.

The real rental is about £9,000. The yearly value
of raw pi-oduce in 1838 was £20,240; and the value
of assessed property in 1843, £7,937 5s. 8d.
A few
of the inhabitants are weavers; and there is a sawmill.
The lands of Rathillet were the property of
the Crown till the reign of Malcolm IV., when, on
the marriiige of Duncan, Earl of Fife, sixth in descent from Macduff", with Ada, niece of Malcolm, the
crown-lands of Strathmiglo, Falkland, Kettle, and
Rathillet in Fife, and of Strathbran in Perthshire,
were conferred upon him by a charter, which ig
quoted by Sibbald. The lands of Rathillet formed
a portion of the lands belonging to the earldom at
the time of the forfeiture, when of course
they again
reverted to the Crown. They afterwards became
the property of a family of the name of Hackston or
Halkerston. One of this familj^ David Hackston,
proprietor of Rathillet, was a leading man among
the Covenanters during the latter part of the 17th
century; and obtained a great and permanent
notoriety.
Population of the parish in 1831, 707;

in particular, is occupied by alpine masses,
over a space of nearly 20 miles in length and from
10 to 15 miles in breadth, frequently rising to an
altitude of about 4,000 feet or upwards above sealevel, and cloven only by a few narrow, profound,
The aggregate of arable land is
gorge-like glens.
There are eight landowners.
remarkably small.
side,

The only mansions are Invergarry-house and the
cottage-ornce of Lctterfinlay. The real rental in
1842 was £10,717 15s. 8d. Assessed property in
The salmon fishings of the
1843, £12,745 7s. 7d.
river Lochy are rented at £320.
There is a disLarge communicatillery on the western border.
tions are enjoyed by the roads along the Great glen,
and by the Caledonian canal. Population in 1831,
Houses, 449.
2,869; in 1851, 2,583.
This parish is in the presbytery of Abertarff, and
synod of Glenelg. Patron, VValker of Crawfordton.
UnapproStipend, £303 19s. lid.; glebe, £30.
Schoolmaster's
priated teinds, £275 12s. lid.
and
other
salary, £34 48. 4Jd., with about £8 fees,
emoluments. The parish church is situated in the
Great glen at the mouth of Glcnspean; and was
built. about the year 1812, and contanis 300 sittings.
There is a mission cluirch of the Royal bounty in
There arc two preaching stations of
Glengarry.
the Free churcli, at Kilmanivaig and Glengarry;
and the sum raised in connexion with them in 1855
was £29 8s. 'J'licre is a Roman Catholic chapel in

in 1851, 662.

]

Houses, 148.
This parish is in the presbytery of Cupar, and
synod of Fife. Patron, the United College of St.
Andrews.
Stipend, £225 7s. lid.; glebe, £30.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with about £19
The parish
fees, and £5 lOs. other emoluments.
church stands on a pleasant rising-ground at the
hamlet of Kilmany, was built in 1768, and is a verjplain structure, containing about 320 sittings,
riiere is an United Presbyterian church, also a very
plain building, at Rathillet. There arc two private
schools.
Kilmany is famous as the scene of the
ministry of the celebrated Dr. Chalmers, previoui*
to his removal to Glasgow.
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See Ardxamurchax.
(The), a considerable rivnlet of
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Over most

the district of Cunningham, Ayrshire.
part of its course it is a double stream, or flows in

two head-waters. Both of these rise in the southeast comer of Renfrewshire, IJ mile beyond the
limits of Ayrshire, and at points 3 J miles asunder;
and they pursue a course respectively of 9 and 10
miles, in a direction west of south, gradually approaching eich other as they advance, till they
The western or shorter
unite at Dean-castle.
branch flows past Kingswell inn, and the ^^l]age of
Fenwick, and very generally is called Fenwickwater and the eastern branch, after having received
from the east a tributary nearly equal in length and
bulk to itself, is overlooked by the fine mansion and
demesne of Crawfurdland. The united stream has
a course of only 2 miles, flows past the town of Kilmarnock, and falls into the Irvine 3 furlongs below
;

Riccarton.

KILMARNOCK, a parish, containing a large
post-town of its own name, in the district of Cnnningham, Ayrshire. It is bounded, on the south,
by the river Irvine, which divides it from Kyle;
and on other sides, by the parishes of Kilmaurs,
Its length west-southFenwick, and Loudoun.
westward is about 9 miles; and its greatest breadth
Its interior parts are mainly
is about 5 miles.
Its surface is in
drained by Kilmarnock water.
general flat, with a very gentle declivity to the
south.
The soil is deep, strong and fertile; but
runs a little into a kind of moss toward the northeast.
All the area, with some trivial exceptions, is
arable.
Nowhere, perhaps, in Scotland, has agricultural improvement been conducted with more
But
enterprise, or can-ied out into happier results.
great attenrion, as in other parts of Ayrshire, is
the produce in cheese alone bepaid to the daiiy,
ing about equal in value to that in oats, and double
Plantations occur
the value of produce in wheat.
arotrnd the mansion of Crawfurdland, and in some
places in the east and north-east; but, in the other
and aggregately large districts, they are represented
by nothing better than the hedge-enclosure. Coal
is very extensively worked; nearly three times more
being exported than what is locally consumed. A
firm and beautiful white sandstone has long been
wrought, and furnishes excellent building material.
Fire bricks are made.
There is a number of meal
and flour mills. The yearly value of raw agricultural produce in 1839 was £2 6,258, and the real
The value of assessed prorental, about £12,000.
perty in 1843, inclusive of the town, was £37,569

—

railway, and the Kilmarnock and Troon railway, as
well as excellent roads in every direction, afibrd
very ample facilities of communicarion.
Popularion in 1831, 18,093; in 1851, 21,287.
Houses,
1,720.
This parish is in the presbytery of Irvine, and

synod of Glasgow and Ayr.
Though only one
parish quoad civilia, it contains two parochial
churches, and also a chapel of ease. The charge of
the Laigh kirk, or original parochial church, is colPatron, the Duke of Portland.
Stipend
minister, £145 3s. 7d.; glebe, £20.
of
the
second
7s.
£148
Stipend
minister,
9d.; glebe,
£11. The charge of the High kirk, or second parochial church, is single.
Patron, a body of eight
directors.
Stipend, £150. The chapel of ease is
called St. Andrews, and is under the patronage of
the communicants.
The Laigh kirk was built in
1802, and erJarged in 1830; the High kirk was
built in 1732, at the cost of £1,000; St. Andrew's
church was built in 1841
and the three jointly
contain 3,502 sittings, and were attended, on the
Census day in 1851, by 1,415 persons. There are
three Free churches,
High, Henderson's, and St.
legiate.

of the

first

;

Andrew's

—
—whose receipts in 1855 were respectivelv

£1,205 13s. 9d., £426 15s. lljd., and £319 lis.
lOJd. and the three jointly contain 3.159 sittings,
and were attended on the Census day by 2,030 persons. There are three United Presbyterian church;

respectively in Prince's-street, in Wellingtonand in King-street, the first built in last
century, with about 750 sittings, the second built
in 1841, with 800 sittings, and the third built in
1832, with 1,493 sittings; and the three jointly
were attended on the Census day by 1,718 persons.
There are also a Reformed Presbyterian church,
built in 1774, and containing 730 sittings,
attendance, 150 ; an Original Secession place of worship,
containing 70 sittings, attendance, 60; an Inde-

—

es,

street,

—

—

pendent chapel, built in 1826, and containing 600
attendance, 70; an Evangelical Union
sittings,
a
attendance, 790
chapel, with 875 sittings,
Baptist chapel, with 40 sittings, attendance, 25 ;
a Roman Catholic chapel, witli 650 sittings, attendance, 600; and places of worship of three
isolated congregations, with collectively 420 sitThere is also
tings, and an attendance of 74.
standing unoccupied, an extension church, called
St. Marnoch's, built in 1836, at the cost of £5,000.

—

principal landowners are the Duke of Portland, the Marquis of Hastings, Crawfurd of Crawfurdland, Blane of Grougar, Porteous of Monkland,
Parker of Aisloss, and Dunlop of Annanhill. A
ominent antiquity is Deas-Castle: which see.
iwallan-castle, situated on the north-west verge
the parish, about 2J miles from the town, con-ts of a very ancient tower, in which Elizabeth
Fore, the first wife of Robert II., is believed to have
•en born, and of large and ornamental addirions
ected about the middle of the 16th century; but,
m all its parts, it is hastening to decay. Crawfurd-

The

;

IJ

mile

north-east of

Dean

-castle,

exhibits a tower of high antiquity, and of great
thickness of wall, and a central structure of quite
modem erection and of fine Gothic architecture.
In the outskirts or neighbourhood of the town are
several mansions and mills; and in various parts
are villages and hamlets, principally attached to the
collieries, and containing in the aggregate at least
I 000 inhabitants.
The Glasgow and South-western

—

—

;

—

The Kilmarnock academy was built in 1807, and
is conducted by three teachers.
The classical
teacher' is the parochial schoolmaster, and has a
the
other
teachers
of
4s.
each
of
£34
4^d.
salary
;

the three have comat the academy is about 400. There are side parochial schools
at Rowallan and at Grougar, with each a small
salary, and an attendance respectively of 17 and 25.
The other schools, together with the attendance at
them, are the Free church school, 200; the Episcopalian, 62; the Roman Catholic, 50; the ragged
school, 160; the charity school, 170; Stewart
Brothers' school, 130; five adventure schools kept
by ladies, including two boarding schools, 272 ; and
nine adventure schools kept by gentlemen, includ-

has a salary of £15

10s. lOd.

land-castle,
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;

•flfftatively large fees.

and

all

The attendance

ing one boarding school, 1,189. A salary of £150
is attached to the ragged school, and one of £70 to
the charity school; and Stewart Brothers' school
is endowed.
The saint from -whom the parish has its name
was St. Mamock, said to have been a bishop or con-

and to have died in 322, and
been intened in this parish. Yet, though

fessor in Scotland,

Erobably
e was' the patron-saint of several other Scottish
parishes, he is known only by vague tradition, and

KILMARNOCK.

cannot be referred to either in evidence of the very
early evangelization of the country, or as a waymark in the path of its ecclesiastical history. The
ancient church belonged to the monks of Kilwinning, and was sei-ved by a curate. In 1619, the
patronage, then held by Archbishop Spottiswood,
was transferred to Robert Boyd, the ancestor of the
Earls of Kilmarnock; in the isth century, it passed
to the Earl of Glencaim; and about the year 1790,
it was purchased from him by Miss Scott, who afterwards became Duchess of JPortland. In 1641, the
northern division of the old parish was detached,

and erected into the separate parish of Fenwick;
and in 1811, a district in the upper part of the burgh,
about ^ of a mile in extreme length, and less thin
J of a mile in extreme breadth, was constituted a
quoad sacra parish in connexion with the High
kirk.

KILMARNOCK, a post and market town, a parliamentary burgh, a seat of manufacture, the largest
town in the west of Scotland south of Paisley, occupies a low site, amid a flat rich country, on both
sides of Kilmarnock water, immediately above its
point of confluence with the Irvine, 6J miles east of
the town of Irvine, 9§ north-north-west of Mauchline, 12 north-north-east of A}^', and 21J by road,
but 33i by railway, south-south-west of Glasgow.
In the reign of James VI., it was a mere hamlet,
dependent upon the neighbouring baronial mansion.
Dean-castle; and when, through the wealth of the
coal-mines in the vicinity and the enterprising
pursuits which these suggested and facilitated, it
rose to the stature of a town, it had all the coarseness of aspect and the meanness of dress indicative
of the vocation of a collier.
At the close of last
century it consisted solely of narrow irregular streets,
and was extensively edificed with thatched houses.
But two events concun-ed with the influence of the
improvement-spirit of the age, to effect a rapid and
beautifying change on its appearance. In 1800, a
fire broke out in the lower part of the town called
Nethertonholm, and, aided by drought and a stiff"
breeze, ran rapidly along both sides of the street,
and made short full work of demolishing a long
array of thatched roofs and this afforded occasion
for a spirited effort, by subscription, both in the
;

town and among

patriotic persons at a distance, to
replace the old roofs with improved ones of slate.
About the same period, commissioners appointed hj'
an act of parliament which had been obtained by
the magistrates for improving the town, unspar-

ingly removed nuisances, planned new streets, and
speedily flung over the place a renovated, airy, and
Yet the town is still remarkable for
neat aspect.
the litter disproportion of its breadth to its length,
for the shortness, numerousness, and irregularity of
the thoroughfares at its nucleus, and for the strag-gling and dispersed position of several of its outskirts.
At the .south end of the town, on the left bank of
the river Irvine, communicating with Kilmarnock
by a bridge which carries over the Ayr and Glasgow turnpike, stands the suburb of Ricc.vuton:
which see. From the north end of the bridge, 700
yards above the confluence of Kilmarnock water
with the Irvine, a street, bearing the names successively of Glencairii-stroet and King-street, runs duo
north, and in a straight lino over a distance of 1,.'')00
or more than f of a mile, giadually approachyards,
ing Kilmarnock water over 1,100 yards, running
alongside of it for 320 yards, and then, as the river
makes a sudden bend, passing over it, and opening
the market-place or centre
into an irregular area,
of the town.
Nearly 400 yards from its southern

—

end,

tliis

from the

street

siiles

of
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expands into Glencaim square,
which East Shaw-strect and West

Shaw- street, each about 200 yards in length, run
at right angles with Glencairn-street respectively
to the rivers Irvine and Kilmarnock.
hundred

off"

Two

yards north of Glencairn-square, two very brief
streets go off" eastward and westward, the former
sending off" at a short distance unedificed thoroughfares to Richarland brewery, situated on the Irvine,
to Wellbeck-street, 320 yards eastward, and to a
locality 120 yards to the north.
Opposite the last
of these points Glencairn-street sends off Douglasstreet 120 yards to Kilmarnock water.
A little
more than 400 yards farther north, the same street,
or rather the continuation of it now bearing the
name of King-street, sends off" a long zigzag but
otherwise regular street-line 120 yards eastward,
120 southward, 320 south-eastward, and again 200
southward to Irvine water, bearing as it approaches
the river the name of Wellbeck-street.
All the
section of the town which consists of these streets,
with the exception of the north end of King-street,

quite modern, and has a neat appearance, its
houses presenting fronts of polished ashler, and a
building material of fine freestone; yet it is destitute of that compactness which is generally associated with the idea of a town, and exhibits mainly
an elongated and slightly intersected street- line
running down the peninsula formed by the two
rivers, and a subtending zigzag street-line drawn
across the peninsula. Portland- street, 380 yards
long, Wellington-street 280, and Dean-street 450,
are continuations nearly due northward of the Glencairn-street and King-street line, and, with these
streets, make the extreme length of the town about
2,610 yards, or very nearly 1^ mile. The line, however, from King-street northward is but partially
is

edificed,

and

for

some distance,

is

bending and rather

narrow. Nowhere, too, is the town broader than
700 yards; and over a very considerable part of its
length it has but a single street. From the north
side of the central area, at a point eastward of the
commencement of Portland - street, and slightly
radiating from that thoroughfare. High-street runs
along 600 yards, till it is pent up by a small bend
of the river.
brief street intersects it 150 yards
from its south end, and sends off" northward a
thoroughfare parallel with Portland-street and HighFrom the south
street, and running between them.
side of the central area go off" two brief thoroughfiires
respectively north-eastwai"d and south-eastward, the
latter leading down to the academy situated within
a curve of the river. From the north side of the
area also two streets debouch. The more southerly
of these runs past the Laigh kirk 220 yards, to a
point near Kilmarnock house, and the vicinity of the
Kilmarnock and Troon railway, and forms the longest side of a nearly pentagonal district of buildings
which has five exterior streets, and two intersect-

A

ing ones, all brief and more or less irregular, and
on whose outskirts are the cattle-market and the

gas-works.
The town, as a whole, has a pleasing and airy aspect, abounds in good and even elegant shops, and
exhibits a fair display of public buildings. At the
north end of King-street is a very broad bridge over
Kilmarnock water, which not only carries across a
bears aloft on its east
spacious roadway, but also
The
sule the town-liouse and the butcher-market.
is
a neat structure of two
town-house, built in 1805,
a
a
and
contains
surmounted
stories,
belfry;
by
court-room and public offices. Tiie Exchange buildings, erected in

1814, arc of pleasing architecture,

and have a largo liall, which servos botii as a wellfurnislicd news-room, and as a i)lace of mercantile
resort.
Tiic principal inn erected by tlio merchants'
society, is not a little ornamental to the town; and

the building opposite to it, originally occupied by
the Ayrshire banking company, is a very fine ediThe station-house of the Glasgow and Southfice.
western railway, a viaduct of 24 lofty arches by
which that railway crosses the town, and especially
the parts of that viaduct which span Soulis-street,
Portland-street, and the river Irvine, are striking
features both in themselves and in grouping with
The academy, two or
the

circumjacent ground.
three of the schools, the workhouse, and five bridges
over Kilmarnock water, and one over the Irvine, if
not elegant structures, are at least agreeable for

Kilmamock-house aiTests attention
their utility.
and excites musing thoughts, from its having been
the mansion whence the last Earl of Kilmarnock
issued to take part in the enterprise which cost him
his

life

and the

forfeiture of his title

and

estates.

court-house, near Kilmamock-house, is an
Shaw's monuelegant structure erected in 1852.
ment is a fine colossal statue by Fillans, recently
erected at the junction of King-street and PortlandStreet, in honour of Sir James Shaw of London.
Soulis' cross, which gives name to a quarter of the
town, is a stone pillar 8 or 9 feet high, placed at
the south entrance of the High church, and erected
in memory of Lord Soulis, an English nobleman,
who is said to have been killed on the spot in 1444,
by an arrow from one of the family of Kilmarnock.
As it was mouldering to pieces in the latter part of
last century, the inhabitants re-erected it by subscription, and placed a small vane upon its top with
the inscription, '• L. Soulis, 1444."
The Laigh kirk is remarkable for having spacious
square staircases at the angles leading to the galleries, and still more so for the event which occasioned their peculiar confoinmation, as well as the
re-edification of the entire structure.
In 1801,
while a crowded congregation were assembling on
a Lord's day for public worship, the falling of a
piece of plaster from the ceiling of the former church,
excited a general and sudden fear in the masses
who were already seated in the galleries that the
roof was about to come down, and prompted a universal pell-mell rush to the stairs.
stream of
who were in the act of ascending were met
Eei-sons
the
torrent
of
the
mass
y
headlong
moving downward, precipitated to the bottom, and made the
lowest stratum of a broad high pile of human beings
vainly struggling to move ofl" from the rush in the
rear, and too numerous to be speedily extricated by
the efforts of paities clearing the passages below.
About 30 persons died from suffocation on the spot;
and numbers more received serious and permanent
.damage to their health. The place of worship being now condemned by the heritors, its successor,
the present edifice, was constructed more on the
principle of securing confidence in its strength and
ttcilities, than with a view to contribute an architectural decoration to the town.
The High church
aspires to be, in some degree, a counterpart of the
very elegant church of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields,
at Charing-cross, London
;
and, though it wants the
portico, that very important part of the original, and
s destitute of
of
the
ornaments of its model,
many
nd sends aloft a tower of only 80 feet in
height,
and, in general, is much curtailed in its proportions.
It will
pass as a decidedly fine piece of ecclesiastical
architecture, and has been regarded as the most
successful production of the Scottish architect, Gibb.
ts roof, as to its interior
ceiling, displays much
iste, and is supported by two rows of very beauti-

The new

A

:

St. Marnock's church is a
with an imposing front and a sumpuous tower. The King-street United
Presbyterian
-hurch has a fine tower and spire, and is a conil

'

composite

'Othic edifice,

pillars.
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spicuous and arresting object in the scenic groupings of the town. The Independent chapel possesses neatness in the exterior, and some novelty
Other
and pleasing arrangement in the interior.
edifices in the town, whether civil or ecclesiastical,
direct adaptation to their
of
rather
ideas
suggest
or ornate prorespective uses, than of accidental

|

i

I

perties.

Kilmarnock is the well-known seat of very important manufactures. Its advantages, as to position and facilities, are abundance of coal, the circumjacency of a rich, agricultural district to supply
it amply and cheaply with provisions, healthiness
of climate, populousness of neighbourhood, and the
current through it, or at its side, of two considerable streams; and these are so rich as very fully
to compensate its only disadvantage, the necessity
of land-carriage over a distance of 6 or 7 miles to a
seen in much if not all, of
port, and were speedily
their value by the clear eye of the improvementspirit which, during last century, peregrinated
athwart Scotland.
Though the incorporations of
the town are of long standing the bonnet-makers
having been incorporated in 1647, the skinners in

—

1656, and the other bodies possessing documents
which, while of later date, are ratifications of fonner
grants yet during many years and several generations, the manufactures were very limited as to both
Kilmarnock bonnets,' and
variety and amount.
Kilmarnock cowls,' the former broad flat bonnets
which were extensively wore in lien of hats by the

—

'

'

—

Lowland peasantry, and the latter thick striped
nightcaps which many old men loved to wear by
day as well as by night were, for a long period, the
only productions by which the town's manufacturAbout
ing character was known or maintained.
100 years ago, three or four individuals conducted
the principal trade, buying serges and other woollen
articles from private manufacturers, and exporting
them to Holland. The demand for woollen goods
afterwards increasing, a company was formed, and
laid the foundation of the modem and hitherto uniformly flourishing productiveness of the place, by
the erection of a woollen factory. About the same
time was introduced the trade for which Kilmarnock, Ayr, and Irvine, continue to be noted, the
making of shoes and boots. Some fifteen years
before the close of the century, spinning-jennies for
cotton, and a carding and spinning machine for
In 1791, when the Old
coarse wool, were erected.
Statistical Account of the parish was written, there
were annually manufactured, as to value, £21,400
carpets, £21,216 shoes and boots, £15,500 leather,
£6,^f90 printed calicoes, £3.700 snuff and tobacco,
£3,500 leather-gloves, £2,251 cotton -cloth, £2,000
cabinet-work, £1,200 milled caps and mitts, and
£7,800 bonnets, coverlets, blankets, plaidings,
serges, mancoes, saddlers' cloth, saddlery, knit
Since that date
stockings, iron, and dyers'-work.
the town has boldly and rapidly advanced in all the
ancient departments of its manufacture, and has

—

—

made very important

additions in the articles of
printed shawls, gauzes, and muslins of the finest
and
some
small
addition likewise in the
texture,
department of silk fabrics. Almost a characteristic
property of the town is boldness and blitheness of
enterprise, issuing uniformly in success, or, at worst,
in encouragement.
In 1824, at a time when muslin-weaving was the work of an ill-fed drudge, the
manufacture of worsted printed shawls was introduced to the Greenholm printfield of this town, by
an inventive and spirited calico-printer, Mr, William
Hall, and, not only at the moment greatly relieved
the muslin-weavers, by providing them with re-

munerating employment, but almost instantaneously

KILMARNOCK.

most important manufactures
So early as from 31st May, 1830,
to 1st June, 1831, only four years after its introduction, it employed about 1,200 weavers and 200
printers, and produced no fewer than 1,128,814
In
shawls, aggregately worth about £200,000.
1837, the annual aggregate value was estimated at

grew

to be one of the

of Kilmarnock.

£230,000.

The making of carpets may, amidst conflicting
claims, be I'egarded as now the staple manufacture
of Kilmarnock. This has been brought to so great
perfection as to secure the liberal premium from the
trustees for the encouragement of manufactures in
Scotland. Even 35 or 40 years ago, it rivalled that
of Kiddei-minster in England, and had no competitor
in Scotland; and about that time, or a little later,
it was greatly improved by the mechanical inventions of Mr. Thomas Morton, a citizen who gives
name to a locality in the vicinity of the gas-works.
During the year 1830-1, upwards of 1,000 weavers
were employed in producing Brussels, Venetian,
and Scottish carpets and rugs, the quality and patterns of which were not surpassed by any in the
country. Three chief classes of carpets are manufactured, all of which are woven with harness,
Brussels carpets, of the kinds called "points" and

—

"
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combers," Wilton carpets, woven exactly like
the former except tliat the brass wires are grooved,
and that the rib is cut open with a sharp knife after
and Scotch carpets of three
it has been fastened,
qualities, 9 porters, lOJ, and 13 J. With the Wilton
carpets Buckingham palace was furnished. Another
very beautiful fabric called Persians, is woven in
the town for fire-screens, the weft being tied into
perpendicular warps by the hand, after the manner
of making rugs.
The yearly value of the carpet
manufacture was estimated, in 1855, at £100,000.
The total number of hand-looms in the town, in the
various departments of woollen, cotton, and silk,
was, in 1828, 1,150, and, in 1838, 1,892; but since
the latter year the number has greatly decreased.
The carpet factories have all, in recent years, been
either built, rebuilt, or very much enlarged.
Six
mills, five of them on Kilmarnock water, and the
sixth and largest on the Irvine, are employed
principally in spinning woollen or worsted yarn for
the carpet factories and bonnet-makers. The annual manufacture of bonnets, chiefly forage-caps
and bonnets for the army, now exceeds 18,000

—

are the George, the Black Bull, and the Turf.
The
banking offices are those of the Bank of Scotland,
the Commercial, the Union, the Clydesdale, the
Royal, and the National. There are a savings' bank,
twenty-five insurance agencies, a gas company, a
water company, a reservoir company, a public read
ing-room, a public library, an athenaeum, a mechanics' institution, a philosophical institution, a
farmers' club, a horticultural society, and a number of philanthropical and religious institutions.
The gas company erected their works in 1823,
on shares of £10; and their affairs are managed
weekly newspaper, called the
by a committee.
Kilmarnock Journal, is published in the town on

A

Friday.

was made a burgh-of-barony in
by a charter of novo damns in favour of
Thomas, Lord Boyd, holding of the Prince and
Kilmarnock

1591,

Steward of Scotland. According to this and subsequent charters, ratified by a charter from the
Crown in 1702, power was given to the inhabitants
to act as in other free burghs- of-barony, and to the
magistrates to present annually a leet of five persons to the superior, fi-om which he should choose
two bailies for the succeeding year. In 1700, the
magistrates purchased from the superior the whole
customs and common good of the burgh. After the
passing of the act 3 and 4 William IV., cap. 77, on

the 9th August, 1831, an invitation was given by
the magistrates and town-council to the burgesses
to elect annually eight persons, each rated at £12
rent and upwards in the police books for their
dwelling-houses, from among whom the council
should choose by ballot four new councillors ; and
no opposition being made by the superior, the inThe
vitation was acted on, and passed into a law.
governing body are a provost, four bailies, a

The property of
the Commissioneis on
municipal corporations at £3.675 5s. 9d.; and the
The
debts due to it stated at £989 16s. ll^d.
revenue during the year preceding their inquiry
was £380 lis. 6}d.; and the expenditure £256
In 1839-40, the revenue was £644 18s.
14s. 9d.
treasurer,

the burgh

lOd.;

and

fifteen councillors.

was valued

and in 1853-4,

it

to

was £594

15s.

The

Id.

magistrates exercise the jurisdiction reserved by the
jurisdiction act to burghs-of-barony then independent of the superior; they entertain civil causes to
any pecuniary amount in the bailie- court, and are
dozens in number, and amounts to about £12,000 in assisted by the town-clerk as assessor; they exervalue.
The manufacture of boots and shoes was cise, in the bailie-court, the functions of the deanestimated, as to the annual worth of the produce, in of-guild's jurisdiction; they exercise a criminal
1837, at about £50,000, and the manufacture of jurisdiction in cases of assault, but remit other cases
leather at £45,000; and it is believed that these to the sheriff; they hold in turn what is called the
amounted to about the same in 1855. Mr. Thomas convenue court, which exercises a summary jurisMorton, the same ingenious mechanist to whom the diction, upon a verbal citation in cases not exceedcarpet manufacturers acknowledge so much obliga- ing 6s. 8d. sterling, and proceeds by poinding and
tion, introduced the rather novel manufacture of arrestment; and they appoint the town-officers, and
Calico printing, though not including five of the fifteen directors of the academy, with
telescopes.
The
calicoes themselves, has of late years reached the whom lies the appointment of the masters.
value of about £185,000 a-year.
The principal provost, the four bailies, the baron bailie, an the
articles are shawls and plaids
and the number of town treasurer, are also ex-officio commissioners of
I

;

printers is above 600,

and of hands

old

and young,

nearly 1,400. Of miscellaneous manufactures, including linens, cottons, silks, hose, telescopes, machinery, saddlery, hats, tobacco, and candles, the
value of annual produce may range between £70,000
and £100,000.
There arc also in the town, or connected with it, breweries, rope-works, and ironfoundries, and in the vicinity four extensive nurseries.
Weekly markets are held on Tuesday and Friday.
grain market is held between 1 and 2 o'clock on
every Friday. Fairs arc held on the second Tuesday of May, on the last Thursday of July, and on
the last Thursday of October, 'the principal inns

A

with
police and act conjointly, in that capacity,
sixteen conunissioners chosen by the five wards of
on
held
sheriff ordinary court is
the burgh.

A

every Wednesday; a sheriff" small-debt-court is held
on every Thursday; and a justice-of-peace court is
Kilmarnock
held on every alternate Monday.
was constituted in 1833 a parliamentary burgh; it
comprises, in that capacity, not only the town properly so called, but also a suburban tract in the
narish of Kiccarton ; and it unites with Dumbarton,

Port-Glasgow, Kenfrew, and Kuthcrglcn in sending
a member to parliament.
Constituency in 1840,
630; in 1854, 600. Population of the municipal
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burgh, comprising all the parts of the town within
the parish of Kilmarnock, in 1841, 17,846; in 1851,
19,201.
Houses, 1,374. Population of the parlia-

on the Endrick is upwards of 3,000 acres in extent;
and is carpeted with a deep rich loam, very favour-

mentary burgh in 1851, 21,443. Houses, ],6o2.
Kilmarnock figures in the poems of Robert
Burns, and is the place where the first edition of his
poems was published, which realized to him £20.
It figures also in published poems of considerable
merit by other Ayrshire bards. Its suburb of Ric-

southern projection of the parish is moorish upland,
sending up summits about 1,000 feet above sealevel; but it contains some excellent limestone, has
patches of arable ground, and aflfords considerable
pasturage. "Where it is ploughed by Gallangadd
burn, it sinks into a fine glen, and is beautified by
a rather large and fine wateifall on the stream.

carton

is

intimately associated with the

name

and early exploits of Sir William Wallace, See
RiccARTOx. Kilmarnock gave the title of Earl, in
the peerage of Scotland, to the noble family of
Boyd, descendants of Simon, brother of Walter, first
Lord High Steward of Scotland. In 1661 William,
9th Lord Boyd, was created Earl of Kilmarnock. In
1745 William, the 4th Earl, took part in the rebellion under Prince Charles Edward, and on the
18th August, 1746, was beheaded, along with Lord
Balmerino, on Tower-hill. The eldest of his three
sons became, in right of his mother, Lady Ann
Livingstone, Earl of Errol; and in 1831, his grandson, WiDiam, Earl of Errol, was created Earl of
Kilmarnock in the peerage of Great Britain.
KILilARXOCK (New). See Fexwick.
RAILWAY. See
Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarxock, axd Ayr Railway.

KILMARNOCK AND AYR

KlLifARXOCK AND CUMNOCK RAILWAY.

See

Glasgow am> South-westerx Railway.

KILMARNOCK AND GLASGOW RAILWAY.
See Glasgow, Kilmakxock, akd Akdeossak Rail-

way.

KILMARNOCK AND TROON RAILWAY,

a

from the Glasgow and South-western
Kilmarnock to the harbour of Troon.
It proceeds through Dundonald
parish, past the seabathing quarters of Barassie, across the Glasgow
and Ayr i-ailway, and on to the peninsula of Troon.
It is the oldest railway in Scotland, having been
completed in 1812 at the cost of upwards of £50,000,
and intended chiefly for the transportation of coals
and the importation of lime, slates, timber, and
grain, together with the tiansit of general merchandise.
An attempt was made so early as 1816 to
work it by means of locomotives, but was soon
abandoned. It has a double line of rails and the
elevation of its terminus at Kilmamock is
only
80 feet higher than that of its terminus at Troon.
KILMARON. See Ccpar-Fife.
KILMARONOCK, a parish near the centre of
Dumbartonshire.
Its west end is within 2 miles
Bonhill, and its east end within f of a mile
Drymen but its post-town is Dumbarton. It
inks nearly all the foot or south end of LochLomond, and is elsewhere bounded by Stirlingshire, and by the parishes of Dumbarton and BonIts length west-south-westward is
7|^ miles;
l._
1 its
breadth, for the most part, does not exceed
but
at
the
middle
to 5
miles,
suddenly expands
les.
The river Endrick runs along the north~t
5
miles
in
a
direct
and
line,
boundary
nearly
ible that distance
along the sinuosities of its
uinnel: it has a sluggish motion,
is navigable
!or flat-bottomed
threads its mazy way along
craft,
a large tract of level and
very opulent land, and
comes
down
in such floods as convert
o<^C4isionally
ne hundreds of acres into a lake isleted with
imps of trees. Gallangadd bum comes in on the
extreme south, 1^ mile from its source in the parish
of Dumbarton, flows 2 miles northward into the inand then runs 3| mUes eastward to the
*';'rior,
ndrick, forming, for 2| miles of that distance, the
Two rills rise in
joundary-line with Stirlingshire.
the parish and run north-eastward, the one to LochLomond, and the other to the Endrick. The plain
railway direct
at the town of

;

*"

;

-

—

—

—

able for either

North of

meadow-ground

or tillage.

The

this hilly district, at If mile's distance,
on the south-east, from the bosom of

rises slowly,

an opident plain, the green and wooded hill of Duncrnin, to the height of about 450 feet; and pinnacling aloft into nearly a pointed summit, it breaks
abruptly down on the west and north sides into the
This hUl occupies a central position in the
plain.
parish, forms a conspicuous and romantic feature
in its landscape, and commands from its summit
fine groupings of the magnificent scenery of the
county. On the extreme west, running from Balloch in the neighbouring parish of Bonhill, along
the shore of Loch-Lomond to Ross, is a hilly ridge,

Mount-Misery, 2J mUes long, and about If
At the north end, and on its declivity toward the lake, it is richly planted.
Sending up
summits 800 or 900 feet above sea- level, and situated in the centre of scenes which description and
song have laboured unsuccessfully to depict, it commands prospects of surpassing beauty. Away from
its base, on the north, flatmting far onward in a
called
broad.

contracting stripe of water, stretches Loch-Lomond,
gemmed with its wooded islands, and screened with
bold romantic mountains, Benlomond lifting his
towering summit in the north, and the lofty Benledi
breaking the sky-line in the distant north-east.
On the east, and toward the south, is spread the
richly tinted carpeting of the parish's own luxuriant plains, foiled in the centre by Duncmin; and
farther off" is seen the most part of Strathendrick,
with a varied rich back-ground of hUl, from the
far-away Ochils on the one hand, to the neighboturing Kilpatrick heights on the other. On the south,
the vale of Leven, with its thickly sprinkled objects
of interest, Ues expanded like a map; at its further
end are seen the town and the castle of Dumbarton ;
and, in not very distant perspective, some ot the
beauties of the Cl}-de, and the soft hills of Renfrewshire.
On the west, the eye is carried in easy and
pleasing transition from the lusciousness of Lowland scenery, to the savage wildness of the sceneiy
of the Highlands; resting for a moment on the
sylvan slopes which there gird Loch-Lomond, and
passing^ver the hiUs of Cardross and Row, away
to the bold moimtainous elevations of Cowal.
very large proportion of the parish is arable,
and well-enclosed.
Nearly 670 acres are under
wood. The moorland districts maintain about 500
sheep, of the black-faced breed, and some Highland
black cattle.
The principal landowners are the
Duke of Montrose, Lady L. Buchanan, Buchanan of
Ardoch, Mackenzie of Caldarvin, and Macadam of
Mains. On a rising-ground about J a mile from
Loch-Lomond, stands Battnrich-castle, the seat of
Findlay of EasterhiU, built about 21 years ago, on
part of the ruin of an ancient castle' of the same
name, which seemed to have been once a magniTwo miles north of it is Ross-house,
ficent edifice.
immediately on the banks of the lake. On a rising
ground in the vale of the Endrick. 2| miles east of
the nearest part of the lake, is Catter-house, a fine
old mansion on the estate of the Duke of Montrose, commanding a full view of the lawn and

A

wooded pleasure-grounds around Buchanan-house,
the Duke's principal seat, on the Stirlingshire side

KILMARTIN.

Another good mansion is Caldarvin,
west of Duncruin hill. At Catter is a large

of the river.

a

little

artificial
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earthen mound, anciently the
-

seat

of

some of his early years in this neighbourhood, and
has commemorated these scenes as follows in his
Gertrude of Wyoming
;

Near it the Duke of Lennox had
courts-of-justice.
a place of residence, no vestige of which now remains. Kilmaronock-castle, a ruin on the estate of

" But

Mains, seems the remnant of a massive and impor-

The

There are three meal mills, respectively
The parish is
at Catter, at Mavie, and at Aber.
traversed by the roads from Drymen to Dumbarton
and Glasgow, and has two stations on the Forth
and Clyde railway. An annual fair for horses is
held at Craftammie, on the 2d Tuesday of Febraary;
and another, principally for milk-cows, is held at
the farm of Ardoch, on the last Thursday of April.

Thy
And

an United Presbyterian church, which was built
about three years ago. There are a parochial library
The saint from
and one non - parochial school.
whom the parish has its name is the same as he
who gives name to the parish and town of Kilmarnock. A powerful spring in the vicinity of the
church still bears the name of St. Marnoch's well.
The church was given, in 1325, by Kobert I. to the
monks of Cambuskenneth and continued to be
their property, and to be served by a vicar, till the
Reformation. The parish had anciently two chapels,
is

;

vestiges of which

KILMARTIN,

still exist.

a parish, containing a post-office

village of its own name, on the west coast of ArIt lies in the district of Argyle proper,
gyleshire.
opposite the north end of Jura, the gulf of Corrievrekan, and the island of Scarba; and is bounded
on the south-west by Loch-Crinan, on the northwest by Loch-Craignish and the parish of Craignish,
on the north-east by the parish of Dalavich, on the
east by Loch- Awe, and on the south-east and south
by the parish of Glassary. Its length north-eastward is about 12 miles; and its breadth is about 3^
miles.
But it also includes the two principal islands in Loch-Craignish, and several other islets and
insulated rocks.
Its mainland is exceedingly diver-

and vale, with wood and water, with
lofty pastures and low farm-fields; and both comprises within itself, and commands from its hillsified

with

hill

tops, a multitude of beautiful landscapes. Its northeast end skirts for 5 miles the margin of Loch Awe,

and

rises abruptly thence to the elevation of about
1,000 feet; and a continuous ridge of hills extends
thence along the boundary with Craignish, and
down the sea-board to the vicinity of the mouth of
Loch-Crinan. Another range of hills extends along
much of the other side of the parish; and both
ranges, together with their offshoots, are beautifully
featured with intersecting depressions, and with
wood and verdure. The valley of Kihnartin lies
between these ranges, extending from north-northeast to south-gouth-wcst, watered by the rivulet
Skeodnish which runs into the head of Loch-Crinan.
It is one of the most beautiful valleys in the Highlands, at first winding and narrow, but afterwards
expanding into a level plain of between 5,000 and
6,000 acres, part of which passes into the parish of
The views from some of the western
Glassary.
hills range through the frith of Clyde on the one
side, and along sixty miles of the Deucaledonian
sea on the other, from Islay to Appin, and are ex-

ceedingly magnificent.

'I'ho

poet Campbell spent

is

he a dearer land

Kemembers, over tlie hills and far away?
Green Albyii, what though he no more survey

tant pile.

Population, in 1831, 999; in 1851, 1,033. Houses,
Assessed property in 1843, £7,444 4s. 6d.
167.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,
and synod of Glasgow and Ayr.
Patron, the
Duke of Montrose. Stipend, £137 9s. 8d.; glebe,
£11. Schoolmaster's salary, £31, with £26 fees,
and £5 10s. other emoluments. The parish church
was built in 1813, and contains 400 sittings. There

who

—

ships at anchor on tiie quiet hay,
lone sepulchral cairn upon the moor,
distant isles that hear the Corrievrekaii roar."

The New Statistical Account of the parish, written in 1844, distributes its total area into 3,456 acres
of arable land, 396 of meadow, 19,488 of pasture,
and 1,189 of coppices and plantations. There are
The real rental in
seven principal landowners.
1844 was £5,101; the estimated value of raw produce in that year, £10,527; the value of assessed
An object of
property in 1843, £5,851 15s. 2d.

much

interest is

Dukthoon-castle

;

which

see.

Kilmartin-house, the residence of Mr. Malcolm of
Poltalloch, the most extensive landowner of the
parish, and the proprietor of Duntroon-eastle, stands
about i a mile north-west of the village of Kilmartin. The ruins of Kilmartin-castle, anciently
the residence of the rectors of Kilmartin, are situated on a bank immediately north of the village.
A number of large circular stone cairns occur along
the valley of Kilmartin, and in other parts of the
Loch-Crinan is a good harbour, affording
parish.
excellent anchorage, and

is

much

frequented by
stormy weather.
traversed lengthwise, up its central
valley, by the road from Lochgilphead to Oban.
The village of Kilmartin stands on that road, near
the middle of the valley, 8 miles north-north-west
of Lochgilphead, and 29 south of Oban.
It was

vessels, as a place of shelter, in

The

parish

is

entirely rebuilt

and

is

now one

and remodelled about 20 years ago,
of the neatest and most pleasant

Its dwelling-houses
villages in the Highlands.
are nearly all substantial slated cottages, each with
a neatly enclosed garden-plot. Fairs are held here
on the first Thursday of March, and the fourth
Thursday of November. Fairs are held also at the
Ford on the first Thursday of August, and the first
Thursday of September. Population of the parish
in 1831, 1,475; in 1851, 1,144.
Houses, 214.
This parish is in the presbytery of Inverary, and
Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
synod of Argyle.

Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £189 3s. 2d.; glebe, £15.
salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with nearly £3 from a bequest.
The parish church was erected in 1835, is a handsome Gothic edifice with a square tower, and contains 520 sittings.
There is a Free church preaching-station; and the sum raised in connexion with
it in 1855 was £41 6s 2d.
There are two schools
at tlie extremities of the parish, and a girls' school
of industry within a mile of the village, all aided

by Mr. Malcolm of Poltalloch.

KILMAUES, a parish, containing the post-town
of Kilmaurs, and the villages of Knockantiber,
Kirkton, Milton, and Crosshouse, in the district of
It is bounded by Stewarton,
Fenwick, Kilmarnock, Dundonald, and Dreghorn.
Its length south-westward is 6 miles; and its greatest breadth is 2f miles.
The streamlet Garrier is
its boundary on the west.
Carmel water liero
very generally called Kilmaurs water cuts it
lengthways into two nearly equal parts; but makes
a debouch to the west, and runs upwards of a mile
in that direction, receiving the Garrier in its way,
before failing into the Irvine.
The Irvine runs on
the southern boundary for nearly 2 miles.
Thb

Cunningham, Ayrshire.

—

—

surface of the parish is a plain, undulated at various
and in various forms, with knolls and
Its little heights are generally
rising grounds.

intervals,

KILAIAUKS.

tufted with plantation, and give it a pleasant appearance; and many of them command delightful
of the frith of
prospects of Kyle and Cunningham,
mountains.
Clyde, and of the Anan and Argyleshire
is all good; the soil strong, deep, and
the grazing fields very rich, and eminently
Great improvenients have
suited to the dairy.
recently been effected by means of tile-draining.
The old valued rental is £5.310 Scotch. Assessed
property in 1843, £12,969 19b. lid. Coal abounds,
and is extensively worked. The principal mansions are Craig, on the Irvine, the seat of W. Pollok Mounis, Esq.; Thornton, a handsome edifice on
a commanding eminence, A. Cunningham, Esq.;

The land
fertile;

Tour, a fine modern erection, Robert Parker Adam,
Esq.; Carmel-bank, Mrs. Cunninghame; and TowerBusby-castle stands on
hill, Charles Forgan, Esq.
the right bank of the Carmel. The parish is traversed by the Kilmarnock and Irvine turnpike,
and has ready access to stations of the Glasgow
and South-western railway.
Population in 1831,
Houses, 473. The increase
2,180; in 1851, 3,144.
of the population is owing to mining operations.
This parish is in the presbytery of Irvine, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Earl of
Stipend, £276 17s. lOd.; glebe, £12.
Eglinton,
Unappropriated teinds, £684 3s. 5d. Schoolmasters
salary, £34, with about £48 fees, and £22 other
emoluments. The parish church is said to have
been built in 1404, and was repaired in 1804, and
contains 550 sittings. There is a Free church; and
the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was
There is an United Presbyterian
£88 15s. 2d.
church, which was built in 1789, and contains 450
There are a subscription school and an
sittings.
adventure school, the former with a salary of £16
The saint from whom the parish has its name
lOs.
is variously stated to have been the Virgin
Mary,
or Marie, and a Scottish saint called Maure, who is
said to have died in the year 899. The name of the
original kirk-hamlet was Cunningham; and this,
too, became, from it, the name of the family who
held the manor.
By the forfeitures of the heir of
the Morvilles, the Cunninghams became tenants in
About the year 1450, they
capite under Robert I.
acquired the dignity of Lords Kilmaurs; and in
1488 they rose to be Earls of Glencaim. Their
3emetery occupies a place near the church, was
Jrected in 1600 by Earl James, and contains a
beautiful but defaced piece of monumental ancient
sculpture, to the memory of the 9th Earl, the Lord-

—

liigh-chancellor of Scotland.

The name Kilmaurs

iuperseded the ancient one in the 13th century.
The church was given, during the reign of Williain,
by Robert, the son of Wemebald, the progenitor of
the Glencaim family, to the monks of Kelso; and
was held by them till the Reformation, and served
by a vicar. In 1633, when Charles I. erected the
of Edinburgh, he granted to the dean of
iMshopric
St Giles the church of Kilmaurs, with all its tithes
uid revenues. In 1403 Sir William Cunningham
:oanded at Kilmaurs, and endowed with lands,
.'©venues, and a mill in the vicinity, a collegiate
ihurch for a provost, six prebendaries, and two
onging boys. After the Reformation the Earl of
Gllencaim took possession of the property.

A

with

an

appropriate endowment for its
jhaplain, anciently stood at Busby.
The Town of Kilmaurs stands on the right bank
)f Carmel water, 2 miles north-north-west of KilIt is
aiamock, and 6 east-north-east of Irvine.
ihapel,

pleasantly situated on a gentle ascent, looking
towards the south and consists chiefly of one street,
decorated at its middle with a small town-house and
a steeple, and flanked by some by -lanes and back;

IT.

r
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houses.

Its inhabitants are principalh'

shoemakers,

and subordinates to the manufacturers of
At one time about 30
Glasgow and Paisley.
cutlers, and a good many tinkers, gave the town its
character and tone. The work of the cutlers wag
excellent.
The breakfast-knives of their manufacture were alleged to be superior to the produce of
even ShefBeld or Bii-mingham and were of the best
metal, neatly shaped, finely polished, and set in a
haft of tortoise-shell, or stained honi, girt with
silver virlets.
The fame of the cutlere survives in
an Ayrshire proverb, "As gleg as a Kilmaurs
whittle."
On the left bank of the river stands an
old mansion called the Place. This was the proof
the Earls of Glencajm but is only a fracperty
tion of the edifice which was intended to be erected.
colliers,

;

;

The 9th

Earl, the chancellor, laid the foundation of
a veiy extensive building; but, owing to pecuniary
embaiTassments which he incuned in the service
of Government, and from which he vainly hoped to
obtain relief he never was able to execute his plan.
The Place was occupied in the latter pait of last
little north of it, on
centuiy by Lady Eglinton.
the farm called Jock's Thorn, are some vestiges of the
or
more
ancient
residence
of the Glencairn
original

—

—

A

Kilmaurs had formerly a weekly market,
which was swamped by the neighbouring one of
Kilmarnock; and it still has annual fairs in June,
It was erected on the
August, and November.
2d June, 1527, into a burgh-of-barony, by James
v., at the instance of Cuthbert, Earl of Glencaim,
and William, his son. Lord Kilmaurs. The charter
contained powers to create burgesses, and elect
bailies and other officers. In November of the same
year, the Earl of Glencaim granted a charter of the
family,

lands erected, consisting of 240 acres, to forty persons in equal portions, "for buildings and policy to
be kept up and maintained by them and their heirs,"
and to be held " in feu farm and heritage and free
buigage in barony for ever." This charter so unusual in its main provisions contains seveml curious particulars, especially a c4ause that "no woman
succeeding to an inheritance in the said burgh,

—

—

shall

marry without our

special

licence."

The

granting to each of the original settlers so
large a patch of rich land as 6 acres, though intended to make the place the seat of manufacture,
was to convert the next generation into a race of
petty landholders, averee to sedentary employments,
and contented with producing kail-plants for mareffect of

kets throughout Ayi-shire, Clydesdale, Nithsdale, and
Galloway. In 1793, the practice required by the
original charter that the burgesses should be
resident, and should, in no instance, possess more

than one tenement, began to fall into abeyance.
The burgh, therefore, no longer exhibits the curious
aspect impressed by the peculiar character of its
tenures, and has suffered a great reduction in the

number of its burgesses. From the sale, division,
and particularly the union of tenements, the number of persons entitled, in 1832, to be burgesses was
only 18 or 19; and even that number was, by instances of non-residence, minority, and succession
of females, reduced to 12.
The burgesses are all
councillors, and have the exclusive power of electing two bailies, a treasurer, a fiscal, and a clerk.
The property of the burgh is very trifling. The
revenue amounts to about £11 or £12, and is expended in keeping up the market-place, and the
town-house with its spire and clock.
Population
in 1851, 1,083.

KILMAVEONAIG. See Blaie-Athole.
KILMELFORT. See Kllsixver.
KILMENY, a quoad sacra parish in the
east of the island of Islay, Argyleshire.

O

north-

It belongs

'

KILMICHAEL.

civilia to the parish of Killarrow; and was
constituted a quoad sacra parish in 1826, and reconstituted in 1849.
Its greatest length is from 11 to
12 miles; and its greatest breadth from 8 to 9.
Its
church is a government one, under the patronage of
the Crown, with a stipend of £120, and a glebe
worth £3 10s. There is a government school at
Ballygrant, with a salary of £35.
KILMICHAEL, a locality in the parish of Glaseary, Argyleshire, where formerly there was a
populous village, where anciently the Campbells of

quoad

Achnabreck held their baron bailie courts, and
where still there are cattle fairs in May and
See Glassart.
KILMICHAEL. See Arran, Campbelton, and
Kilbride.
KILMILTEU. See Inverary.
KILMINSTER LOCH. See Wick.
KILMODAN. See ICilmadan.
KILMONIVAIG. See Kilmanivaio,
KILMORACK, a parish, containing the postoffice village of Beauly, in the north-east of InverIt is bounded on the west, the north,
ness-shire.
and the north-east, by Eoss-shire, and on other
sides by the river Beauly and by the parishes of
Kirkhill and Kiltarlity. Its length nortt-eastward
is 34 miles; and its greatest breadth is about 13
miles.
Its upper or south-western division has a
October.

rough, wild, alpine character, and comprises the
glens of the Affrick, the Farrer, and the Cannich,

with their many diversities of hill and lake; its
middle division comprehends the rich picturesque
valley of the Beauly, from the point where that
river is formed by its three head streams, down to
the point where

it

precipitates itself in the falls of

Kilmorack; and the north-eastern division is a
fine open plain, about 3 miles in diameter, bounded
along the south side by the now placid Beauly.

Many

of the chief features of the parish will be

found noticed in the articles Glass (The), Farrer

Affrick
(The), Cannich (The), Stratiiglass,
and Drhuim
(Loch), Aigas, Erchless-Castle,
The falls of Kilmorack constitute one of
(The).
the finest pieces of scenery in Scotland, yet are remarkable less for their height than for their breadth
and volume, and for the beautiful assemblages of
lofty rocks, green banks, and hanging woods which
The river, emerging from a narrow
encircle them.
channel into which it has been confined by high
rocky banks, suddenly expands into a fine semicii'cular basin, over the lower eclge of which it is
precipitated in a series of small cataracts. The extent of land under tillage is about 2,900 acres. The
soil varies from clayey loam to gravelly sand.

old red sandstone is a prevailing rock, and is
black lead mine, in heavy spar traquarried.
versing gneiss, was for some time worked, but did
The landowners are
not prove compensating.
Lord Lovat and Chisholm of Chisholm. The chief
a chain
antiquities are remains of Druidical temples,
of ancient forts, the ruins of Beauly prioiy, and two

The

A

upright monumental pillars, nearly 6 feet high.
'Hieso last are on the Moor of Ord, where the most
is
important cattle market in the north of Scotland
held.
See Oui>. Population of the parish in 1831,
Assessed
Houses, 539.
2,709; in 1851, 3,007.
Ss. 7d.
property in 1843, £9,931
of
This parish is in the presbytery
Dingwall, and
Hercules Scott.
synod of Ross. Patron, Professor
£8. The parish church
Stipend, £212 5s. 6d.; glebe,
was built in 1786, repaired about 1835, and contains

630

sittings.

There

is,
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in the upper part of the

station upheld by the committee
parish, a mission
of the royal bounty. Tiicre is a Free church of
Kilmorack; and the sum raised in connexion with

it in 1855 was £135 2s. 4d.
There are two Roman
Catholic chapels respectively at Beauly, and near
the house of Fasnakyle.
There are two parochial schools and a non-parochial one and the salary
attached to each of the former is £25 ISs. 3d.
KILMORE, a parish in Lorn, Argyleshire. It
is united to Kilbride:
which see. The united
contains the post-town of Oban; and is
Earish
ounded on three sides seaward by Loch-Feachan,
the sound of Mull, and Loch-Etive, and elsewhere by
the parishes of Muckairn, Kilchrenan and Kilninver.
It comprehends the island of Kerrera: which see.
Its mainland district
the eastern portion of which
;

—

—

Kilmore has a somewhat circular outline, and is
about 6^ miles in diameter. Its surface, in a general view, is hilly; but the hills are not high, and
contain much good pasture for sheep and cattle;
while the valleys are cultivated and fertile, and have
for the most part a light quick soil. A considerable
extent of moss lies unreclaimed. There is, near the
is

centre of the united parish, a lake called Loch-Nell,
about 2 miles in length and ^ a mile in breadth,
from which a small stream runs to Loch-Feachan.

The coast is of a semicircular figure, and, including
creeks and bays, is nearly 20 miles in extent. In
general, it is high and rocky, possessing, however,
two excellent harbours, one at Oban, and the other
at Dunstaff'nage, besides two in the island of Kerrera.
There are three ferries, viz., Connel- ferry over LochEtive, Port-Kerrera, between the mainland and that
island, and Mull ferry, between the latter and the
island of Mull.
Slate and sandstone are quarried.
The fisheries are various and valuable. There are
nine principal landowners. The real rental, exclusive of Oban, is about £6,750.
Assessed property
in 1843, £8,744 Is. 6d.
Two antiquities of great
interest are noticed in our articles Dcxstaffn>>ge

—

and DuNOLLY.
in

1851, 552.
united parish
Houses, 415.

Population of Kilmore in 1831, 727;
Houses, 103.
Population of the
in

1831,

2,836;

in

1851,

3,131.

This parish is in the presbytery of Lorn, and
synod of Argyle.
Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
Stipend, £249 8s. 6d; glebe, £30. There are two
That
of Kilmore was built about
churches.
parish
360 years ago, and repaired about 14 years ago, and
contains upwards of 350 sittings; and that of Kilbride was built at a later date, and repaired about
11 years ago, and contains upwards of 300 sittings.
There is a chapel of ease at Oban, which was built
in 1821, and contains 530 sittings, and is under the
patronage of the royal bounty committee. There
are also in Oban a Free church, whose receipts in
1855 amounted to £166 10s. 5d., an United Presbyterian church, built in 1838, and an Independent
There are two parochial
chapel, built in 1820.
schools, with salaries of respectively £25 and £21.
There are also an Establishment school at Oban, a
Free church school, an United Presbyterian school,
a ladies' school, a ladies' boarding school, and two
ladies'

charity female schools.

The

Kilmore and Kilbride are supposed

to

partslics

of

have been

united soon after the Reformation. The former was
anciently a rectory, and the latter a vicarage.
KILMORE, a parish in the island of Mull, united
to Kilninian: which sec.
KILMORICH. See Lochooilhead.
KILMORIE, a parish, comprehending the island
of Pladda and the south end and west side of th<
Its southern district
island of Arran, in Buteshire.
contains the post-ofl[ico station of Kilmorie; and itJ
northern extremity adjoins the post-oflicc statioi
of Loch-Ranza.
Its length south-south-eastward ii
24 miles; and its breadth near the southern ox
Arran
of
is
8f miles, but does not elsewliep,
tremity

KILMUIR.

exceed 6 miles. Its coast-line in AiTan extends semicircularly from the mouth of Loch-Ranza to the
mouth of Glenashdale. Its interior line of boundary is principally the line of watershed. Its surfiu» has been described in the article on Arran;
and most of its chief features and objects of interest
About 6,650
are the subjects of separate articles.
Scotch acres are arable, and about 68,350 waste or

The Duke of Hamilton is proprietor of
pastoral.
about ten-elevenths; and Mr. Westenra and Mr.
The
Fullerton are proprietore of the remainder.
Assessed property in
real rental is about £6,610.
Estimated value of raw pro1843, £6,806 7s. lOd.
duce in 1840, inclusive of £2,200 for fish, £14,255.
There are two small hai'bours at the south end of
Arran and at Blackwaterfoot but communication
Is maintained chiefly through Lamlash and Brodick
on the east coast. There are several natural caves
of great extent, particularly one called the King's
Cove, which is said to have given shelter to Robert
;

Bruce when in distress, previous to his ascending
There are also numerous cairns and
the throne.
tumuli, and several rude upright stones or obelisks,
which are usually attributed by the natives to FinPopulation in 1331,
gal and his brother heroes.
3,771; in 1851, 3,414. Houses, 673.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kintyre, and
synod of Argyle. Patron, the Duke of Hamilton.
Unappropriated
Stipend, £242 6s. 8d.; glebe, £12.
The parish church was built
teinds. £263 Is. lOd.
in 1785, and enlarged in 1824, and contains 832
There is a Free church at Shisken, built
sittings.
in 1805, and containing about 640 sittings; and the
amount of its receipts in 1855 was £192 7s. 2Jd.
There is likewise a Free church at Loch-Ranza.
There are four parochial schools, respectively at
Kilmorie, with £17 10s. of salary, at Shisken, with
£15, at Loch-Ranza, with £10 10s., and at Imachar,
with £5 16s. There are also eight other schools,
some of them supported by public bodies, and others
Two yearly fairs for
supported wholly by fees.
horses are held at Shedog, and one at Lag.
KILMORIE-CASTLE. See Rothesat.
KILMORY. See Glassary.

KILMUIR,
station of its

a parish, containing

a post-office
the

own name, and comprehending

northern extremity of the island of Skye, together
with the islets lasgair, Altavig, Fladda, Fladdachuain, Tulm, and Trodda, in Inverness-shire.
It is bounded on the south by Snizort, and on all
other sides by the sea. Its outline, exclusive of the
islets, is somewhat semicircular, measuring 1 6 miles
in length, and 8 in breadth.
Its coast is indented
by numerous bays, and has an aggregate extent of
upwards of 30 miles. Its shores abut in some grand
promontories, and display some magnificent ranges
of cliff scenery, particularly in the part which will
be noticed in the article Staitin (Loch).
The
general character of the sea-board, and the main
teatures of the interior will be described in the article
Skye. The arable lands comprise the largest continaons piece of cultivated country in the island,
called the plain of Kilmuir.
The next best lands

j
j
^^
Ij

'\
1]

J

^y
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are congeries of little hills, principally green,
many
of them isolated, with intervening little glens, traersed by rivtdets or occupied by lakes. The central and interior tract, down to the northern seaboard, is the extremity of a mountain range which
extends through the parishes of Snizort and Portree,
and which has here a maximum elevation of about
In the moun1,200 feet above the level of the sea.
tains, at an altitude of nearly 1 ,000 feet, there is a
singular secluded piece of ground, called Quiraing,
surrounded on all sides by high rocks, and accessible only in three or four plawies. This valley
ap-

pears to have been a place of concealment for the
natives, when obliged to leave their houses on
account of invasion, and is so capacious that ii
could hold conveniently 4,000 head of black cattle.
There is a pool of beautifully limpid water, called
the sacred lake,' long
Loch-Shiant, or Sianta,
famed as a cure for many ailments; and near the
church is a weak chalybeate. The total extent of
arable land is 4,827 acres; of green pasture, 4,339

—

'

The yearly
acres; of hill pasture, 20,120 acres.
value of raw produce was estimated in 1840 at
£5,936. Assessed property in 1843, £2,883 8s. 6d.
The chief antiquity, one of great interest, is noticed
in the article Dcxtulm.
There are vestiges of
several old chapels and six ancient forts.
The
is
divided
into
the
three
districts of Kilmuir
parish
and
and
in
each
of
SteinschoU;
proper, Kilmaluag,
them is a meal-mill. The celebrated Flora Macdonald, the guide of Prince Charles Edward, lies
buried in Kilmuir church-yard. Population in 1831,
3,415; in 1851, 3,177.
Houses, 595.
This parish is in the presbytery of Skye, and
synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown.
Sripend,
£158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £8. Schoolmaster's salary,
£30. The present parish comprehends the ancient
parishes of Kilmuir, Kilmaluag, and Kilmartin.
The present parish church serves only for the first
and second of these; and it was built in 1810, and
contains about 700 sittings. The parish of Kilmartin, together with a small part of the parish of
Snizort, was erected by the Court of Teinds, in
1847, into the quoad sacra parish of SteinschoU,

which has a government church, under the same
provisions as other government chui-ches. There
are two Free church preaching stations, respectively
in Kilmuir and in SteinschoU; and the sums raised
in connexion with them in 1855 were £43 10s. 4d.
and £29 IBs. 6d. There are three non-parochial
schools, all exteriorly supported.

KILMUIR,

a

district

in

Dcirixish:

which

see.

KILMUIR-EASTER,

a parish, containing the

post-office village of Parkhill, also the villages of

Barbaraville and Portlich, and partly lying in Rossshire, partly comprising a small detached district of
Cromartyshire, along the west side of the northern
It is bounded by Edpart of the Cromarty frith.
dertoun, Kincardine, Nigg, the Cromarty frith,
Its length is 10
Rosskeen, and Logic Easter.
miles; and its average breadth is about 4 miles.
The coast is flat, and consists of red sandstone.
The sea retires very far at the recess of the tide,
and leaves an almost unintemipted passage to the
east shore.
The sea-board, over a considerable
breadth, is low and level, has a sandy, but in general fertile, soil,
and is all in a state of fine cultivation, and richly adorned with wood. The sarface
farther inland rises, becomes poor, and passes
eventually into barren moor. The entire area comprises about 2,500 acres of arable land, 4,500 of
plantations and coppices, and 10,000 of meadow,
There are six landowners.
pasture, and waste.
The mansions are Kilmount, Kindace-house, Tarbat-house, and Balnagown-castle, the last an
elegant edifice, partly ancient and partly niodeni,
surrounded by extensive plantations. New Tarbat,
once the beautiful residence of the Earls of Cromarty, has fallen to decay; and Delny, once the seat
of the Earls of Ross, is also in ruins.
An excellent

—

—

—

white sandstone

is

quarried at Kinrive; and an inelsewhere.
The

ferior red-sandstone is quarried

yearly value of raw agricultural produce was estimated in 1838 at £9.221. Assessed property in
1843, £3,391 7s. 7d. The parish is traversed by the
road from Dingwall to Tain ; and there is a harbour

KILMUIR-WESTER.
Balintraid:

at

which

see.
Population in 1831,
Houses, 288.
This pai-ish is in the presbytery of Tain, and
synod of Ross. Patron, the Marchioness of Stafford.
Stipend, £211 13s. 3d.; glebe, £8 10s.
Schoolmaster's salary, £32 2s. 9|d. with about £12
fees.
The parish church was built in 1798, and
contains 900 sittings. There is a Free church, with
an attendance of about 700; and the amount of its
There are three
receipts in 1855 was £158 Os. 4f d.

1,551; in 1851, 1,437.

non-parochial schools.

KILMUIR-WESTER AND SUDDY,

an united

now

generally

parish in the south-east of Ross-shire,
called Knockbain. See Knockbain.

KILMUN,

see.

a post-office village in the parish of
It stands on the north
shore of the Holy Loch, 4 miles by water north
of Dunoon, and 8 west-north-west of Greenock.
It
was formerly a paltry clachan; but in 1829 a

KILMUN,

Kilmuu, Argyleshire.

change was given to it by David Napier of Glasgow
and thenceforth it rapidly became one of the favoiuite
;

watering-places of the Clyde, edificed with the neat
villas, ornate cottages, and substantial dwellings
which these watering places are remarkable. It
has an Established church, a Free church, a parochial school, and a Free church school; it enjoys
frequent daily communication by steam-boat with
for

Dunoon, Greenock, and Glasgow; and it figures
prominently in the artificial accessories to the fine
scenery of the Holy Loch. See Holy Loch.
"A
collegiate church for a provost and six prebendaries was founded at Kilmun, by Sir Duncan
Campbell of Lochaw, who Avas also afterwards the
first of that family who assumed the title of Argyle.
His grant is dated 4th August 1442; and this
munificent gift to the church, stated to be pro
salute animse quondam Marjoriae conjugis mea;, et
'

modemse

consortis meae, et

quondam

year 1793 or 1794, when the cemetery now standing
It is a simple square building,
was erected.
pavilion roofed, without any arcliitectural ornament;
and the family of Argyle still continue to use it as
their place of sepulture."
in Argyle proper.
See Inveeary.
a small village in the parish of
Aberdeenshire.
Woollen
clotli was at
Longside,

KILMUN,
KILMUNDY,

one time manufactured

celestini

filii

mei primogeniti.'
Other grants of land to the
church of Kilmun by the family of Argyle are
found recorded in the chartulary of Paisley, to
which abbey Kilmun appears to have been ecclesi-

The foundation thus
Kilmun appears to have

astically attached or subject.

here

to

a

considerable

extent.

KILMUX. See Fifeshibe.
KILNENAIR. See Glassary.
KILNINIAN AND laLMORE, an united parish
in the

a parish in Cowal, Argyleshire, united

Dunoon: which

to

KILNINVEll.
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Mull

district of Argyleshire.

It

contains the

post-town of Tobermory, and the post-office stations
of Ai'os, and Ulva.
It comprehends the islands of
Ulva, Gometra, Little Colonsay, StafTa, and Treshinish, and all the northern peninsula of Mull, or the
part of that island lying north of Loch-nan-gaul.
The separate islands will be separately described.
The length of the Mull part, from east to west, is 13
miles; and the breadth is 12 miles. It marches on
the south with Torosay and Kilfinichen. Its general
appearance is hilly. The arable land lies generally
near the shore, and is tolerably fertile. The hills
are extensively covered with heath, yet contain a

There are five
large aggregate of good pasture.
The
lakes, all abounding with excellent trout.
principal residences are Calgarry-castle and Torloisk-house. The whole parish is distributed among
eleven landowners, and has a valued rental of £329
There are good harl.ours at Tobermory
3s. Scotch.
and Aros. The principal antiquities are a Druidical
temple on a height above Kilmore, and vestiges of
strong fortifications on Cairnbulg, one of the Treshinish islands.
3,954.

Population in 1831, 4,830; in 1851,
Houses, 674. Assessed property in 1843,

£7,900 6s.
This parish is in the presbytery of Mull, and
Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
synod of Argyle.
Kilninian is
Stipend, £230 19s. 3d.; glebe, £10.
the southern part of the united parish, and Kilmore
the northern part. They were united after the Reformation. Large portions of them were erected by
the Court of Teinds, in June 1845, into the quoad
sacra parishes of Ulva, Tobermory, and part of
Salen.
The original parish is now restricted quoad
sacra to less than the western half of the Mull peninsula, and to the Treshinish islands; and it contains the original sites or kirktowns of both Kilninian and Kilmore. There are parish churches at
both of these places, about 7 miles distant from each

granted to the church of
raised it to some i-ank of importance in the vicinity.
The tower of the church indicating it, by the style of
its architecture to have been erected about or subseto the period of the grant constituting it a
quently
The
collegiate church, still stands almost entire.
form, and size of the body of the church itself
Elan,
ave been obliterated by more recent erections; other, both built in 1754, and repaired in 1842.
but so far as can be traced, the church formed a There are government churches, with the usual
building of pretty extensive dimensions; and to cor- appointments, in Ulva, Tobermory, and Salen.
respond witn the portion of it extant, the tower, the There are a Free church preaching station in Kilmore, and a Free church regular congregation in
style of its architecture must have been respectable.
The tower is square, and stands about forty Tobermory; and the receipts of the former in 1855
feet in height, and contains within a stair of peculiar were £11 7s. lOd.,— of the latter, £103 17s. lOd.
construction, built on geometrical principles, of There is a Baptist place of worship in Tobermory.
which it is thought there are but very few speci- There are a parochial school, and four extraneouslv
mens to be found in the architecture of the period. supported scnools in the restricted parish of KilIt is partly effaced by the gradual decay of the niiuan and Kilmore, two side paiochial schools and
masonry. Kilmun is also known as the place of a Society's school in the quoad sacra parish of Ulva,
According to and a parochial school, a school of industry, .md
sepulture of the Argyle family.
Douglas, in his Peerage of Scotland, Sir Duncan three Free church schools in the quoad sacra pai -li
Lord
Campbell, and grand- of Tobermory.
Campbell, afterwards
i

father of Colin, the first Earl of Argyle, is stated as
the first of the family interred at Kilmun. But even
from the terms of the grant founding the collegiate
church, there is ground to believe that it had been
the family's place of burial prior to the date of this
grant in 1442. The place of interment was within
the ancient church and the access to it continued
to bo through the body of the parish church till the
;

KILNINVER AND KILMELFORT,

an uniud

parish, containing the post-office stations of Kiln'ii
ver and Kilmelfort, in the district of Loni, Aip:}
It is bounded by the Sound of Mull, Loilishire.
1'

Feachan, and the parishes of Kilmore, Kilchrcnaii,
Dalavich, Craignish, and Kilbrandon. Its lenptli
and breadth are each about 12 miles. Kilninvcr is
the northern part, and Kilmelfort the soutlidii.

I

KELPATRICK.
The

sea-coast has an extent of about 1 4 miles, and
number of bays and inlets, which afford
safe anchorage.
Loch-Melfort, an ann of the sea
indenting Kilmelfort, gives upwards of 6 miles of
The eastern and
coast, with large beautiful bays.
southern districts are mountainous, and exhibit a
of
feature
in
and
hollow, woodland and
height
variety
water. Gleneuchar intersects Kilninver for about
6 miles, and has good arable land along its bottom.
Another glen, called the Braes of Lorn, extends
parallel to Gleneuchar on the south; and, though
inferior in area and in tillage, is notable for the
good pasture of its hill-screens, and for abundance
of limestone and peat.
tract of about 3 miles of
arable land lies on the sea-board, all of good soil
The highest bill in the
and highly cultivated.
parish bears the name of Ben-chapull, has an altitude of about 1,500 feet above sea-level, and commands a very extensive and superb prospect. The
other hills are principally comprised in four ranges,
extending from east to west. There are about
twenty lakes in the parish, the two largest of which,
Loch-Scammadale and Loch-Tralig, the former two
miles long, the latter upwards of a mile long, send
off respectively the rivxilet Euchar and the rivulet
Oude to the sound of MuU. Parsons lake, upwards
of a mile in circumference, and lying about a mile
from the head of Loch-Melfort, is remarkable for a
beautiful wooded islet, containing the ruins of a castle

contains a

A

A comparatively great aggregate
or monastery.
The landextent of the parish is under wood.
owners are the Duke of Argyle, the Marquis of
the Lorn
and
other
four
Breadalbane,
gentlemen,
Furnace company. The salmon and berring fisheries
are valuable. There are large powder-works. The
chief antiquities are cairns, tumuli, standing-stones,
the ruins in Parson's lake, similarly situated ruins
in Line lake, and a very ancient watch-tower, of
iiiiknown origin, called Ronaldson's tower, on the
The parish is traversed by the road from
ooast.
Oban to Ijochgilphead; and the former of these
towns is about 8 miles from Kilninver. Population
>3f Kilmelfort in 1831, 425; in 1851. 265.
Houses,
.59.
Population of the united parish in 1831. 1,072;
ai 1851, 714.
Houses, 163. Assessed property in
1843, £4,882 14s. 2d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lorn, and sy:M>d of Argyle.
Patrons, the Duke of Argyle and
-ita Marquis of Breadalbane.
Stipend, £165 17s.
There are two parish churches.
£20
10s.
Id.; glebe,
The Kiliibout 8 miles distant from each other.
ninver church was built about the year 1793, and

450 sittings. The KUmelfort church is a
Tery old building, and contains about 250 sittings.
Tliere is a Free church; and the amount of its

(X>ntains

There are two
The
schools.
of
one
schoolmaster
is £34 4s.
the
narochial
«lary
with about £2 fees; that of the other, £25, with
tbout £7 fees. Two yearly hiring markets were
Sormerly held, but thev have gone into disuse.
KILPATRICK (EAS.T or New}, a parish partly

receipts in 18.55 was £28 19s. ejd.
]Mrochial schools, and two other

a Stirlingshire, but

chiefly in Dumbartonshire. Its
Stirlingshire section contains the post-ciiice village

Milngavie; and

KILPATRICK.
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der water flows partly along the northern boundary,
and partly in the interior, but chiefly along tfie
eastern boundary, to the Kelvin. There are three
small lakes. The Forth and Clyde canal traverses
the parish near its southern boundary, from the
Kelvin bridge 4 miles westward. The northern
comer of the parish, comprising an area of about 4
square miles, is occupied by part of the range of
heights called the Kilpatrick hills or braes. The
loftiest of them here rises about 1,200 feet above
sea-level.
From these heights the surface slopes
in bold undulations toward the Kelvin and the Allander; almost everywhere arable, yet presenting
stiff work to the plough, exhibiting a
very variegated landscape, and only wanting more decoration
from wood to be pleasingly picturesque. The proportions of the whole snrface regularly or occasionally in tillage, and either waste or strictly pastoral,
are as 12 to 5. Freestone, of a very beantiful colour,
and much in request, is worked at Netherton of

CoaL on the extremity of the Lanarkmined at Garscube and four
other places. Limestone is burned at Lanrfaulds.
worked
a short time in the coal
iron-ore
was
Clay
Garscube.

shire

coal-field, is

but proved not to be remunerating.
An
expensive but vain search was, at one time, made
in the Kilpatrick hills for lead.
The yearly value
of raw produce, inclusive of minerals, was estimated
in 1839 at £43,393.
Assessed property in 1843,
£13.893 2s. 6d. The principal residences are Garscube-house, Killermont-house, Garscadden, Maine,
and Kilmardinny. In the parish, chiefly at Milngavie, and other places on Allander water, are a
district,

cotton factory, two bleachfields. three printfields, a
distillery, a paper-mill, a snuff-mill, and several
corn-mills,
employing aggregately about 900 persons.
The portions of the wall of Antoninus which
intersects this parish, remain nearly in the same
distinct state as when described by Gordon in his
'
Itinerarium Septentrionale.' The parish is traversed lengthways by two lines of turnpike, and
across its breadth by one, and has a profusion of
subordinate and connecting roads. The village of
New Kilpatrick stands on the road from Glasgow to
Drymen, 2 miles south-west of Milngavie, and 5J
fair used to be held here
north-west of Glasgow.
on the first of May, but is now extinct. Population
of the yillasre. 40.
Houses. 10. Population of the
parish in 18^31, 3,090; in 1851, 4,286. Houses. 555.
Population of the Dumbartonshire section in 1831,
1,675; in 1841, 2,394. Houses. 406.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,
and synod of Gla.«gow and Ayr. Patron, the Duke
of Montrose. Stipend, £270 3s. lOd.; glebe. £11
13s. 4d. Unappropriated teinds, £24 Is. 8d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd.. with £30 fees, and
about £45 other emoluments. The parish church
was built in 1808, is situated at the village of New
Kilpatrick, and contains 700 sittings. There is a
chapel of ease at Milngavie; a recent erection,
under the patronage of its own male heads of families.
There is also an United Presbytf rian church
at Milngavie, built in 1799, and containing 517
There are six non- parochial schools,
sittings.

—

A

Dumbartonshire section con- and two public libraries.
East Kilpatrick and
New Kilpatrick, and West Kilpatrick were originally one parish, and
flie
That parish
villages of Bluerow, Craigton-Field, Dalsholm, continued so till the year 1649.
Knightswood, and Netherton-Quarry. It is bounded took its name from St. Patrick, the patron -saint
the south by Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire, and of Ireland, and claimed him as a native. Its chtirch
ja other sides by the parishes of West Kilpatrick, before the end of the 12th century, was, in honClleam, Strathblane, and Baldemock- Its length our of St Patrick, very richly endowed with
loathward is 7J| miles and its greatest breadth is lands by Alwin, Earl of Lennox; and soon after
miles. Kelvin water, for 3 miles if measured in a it was, with all its property, given by Maldowen,
itraigbt line, but for about 5 miles if measured along Earl of Lennox, to the monks of Paisley, and, till
its dnuosities, traces the southern boundarw
Allan- the Reformation, was served by a vicar. In the
rf

its

tains the post-ofnce village of

m

^

;

KILPATRICK.

James V., Lawrence Crawford of Kilbirnie
founded a chapel at Drumry, within the limits of the
modem New Kilpatrick, and dedicated it to the
Virgin Mary, endowing it with the five-pound lands
Some ruins remain
of Jordan-hill in Renfrewshire.
on the spot but they appear to be, not those of the
a
or
tower
strength.
chapel, but the ruins of
KILPATRICK (West or Old), a parish in
It contains the post-town of
Dumbartonshire.
Duntocher, the post-office villages of Yoker, Dalmuir. Old Kilpatrick, Dun glass, and Milton, and

reign of

;

the villages or traffic-scenes of Faifley, Miltonfield,
Hardgate, Dalmuir-shore, Bowling, Frisky, LittleIts outline has four sides.
mill, and Dumbuck.
One of these faces the north, measures 1 J mile, and
is bounded by Stirlingshire; another faces the east,
measures 6 miles, and is bounded by East Kilpatrick
and by Lanarkshire ; another faces the south-west,
measures 7f miles, and is bounded by the river
Clyde, which separates it from Renfrewshire; and
the fourth faces the north-west, measures 6J miles,
and is bounded by the parish of Dumbarton. AUander water, from a point a brief way below its source,
runs across the noi'thera border, and expands there
into an elongated lake, which serves as the reservoir
stream of great
of the mills on the Kelvin.
value for its propelling water-power, issues from
two lochlets near the boundary with Dumbarton,
runs 4 miles south-eastward to Duntocher, and then
If southward and south-westward to the Clyde at
Dalmuir. One-half or rather more of the area of the
parish, from the northern boundary downwards, is
occupied by the range of variegated heights, called
The range at the
the Kilpatrick hills or braes.
eastern boundary is upwards of 2 miles broad; it

A

extends almost due west in undulating and parallel
lines of elevation till near the western extremity;
and there it converges veiy nearly to a point, and
breaks suddenly down in the bold, beautiful, stoop-

ing brow of

Dumbuck

hill,

which commands Dum-

The greater part of the surface of
the parish lies fully exposed to the eye of a passenon
of
a
steam-boat sailing down the Clyde,
board
ger
and will be found described in a paragraph of our
article on the Clyde on page 281 of our first volume.
All the surface south of the hills, generally speaking, first subsides into inclined plane, and then
barton-castle.

spreads into low flat.
The arable lands, the pastures, and the woodlands,
are respectively in the proportions to each other of
about 177, 161, and 19. Whinstone for road-metal,
and freestone of excellent quality as building maMines of
terial, are wrought in several quarries.
ironstone, limestone, and coal the last resembling
the Newcastle coal in quality are wrought in tlie

—
—

vicinity of Duntocher. Some interesting antiquities
are noticed in the articles Duntocheu and Dunoi/ASfl.
Antoninus' wall, which came in from the
east and terminated at Dunglass, can now be identified only in a few places, and even there is traceable only in its fossa, and with the aid of writings

which describe it before agricultural improvement
The
levelled its last vestiges with the ground.
Dunn of
principal landowners are Lord Blantyrc,
of
Hamilton
Duntocher, Buchanan of Auchentorlie,
Barnes, Stirling of Edenbamet, Campbell of BarnThe real rental of the
hill, and Geils of Dumbuck.

was not more than £12,500; and
The estimated value of
about £23,000.
raw land produce in 1839 was £30,70(5 the value of
assessed property in 1843, £23,523 19s. lOd. The
manufactures of the parish are many, great, and
various, but will bo found noticed in our articles on
parisli

in 1839

now

is

it
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Duntocher and some of the villages. The facilities
All the
of communication arc singularly rich.

Clyde steamers call at no fewer than five places.
The Dumbartonshire railway commences at Frisky,
and communicates with the vale of the Leven. Two
ferries

convey carriages,

carts,

and

cattle, across the

Clyde, serving in all respects as bridges; one called
Erskine-ferry at Old Kilpatrick, and the other immediately beyond the eastern limit of the parish,

between Yoker-toU and Renfrew. The Forth and
Clyde canal, from the point of its commencement at
Bowling to that of its leaving the parish, traverses
a distance of 4^ miles, and offei'S important advantages in the transmission of coal and manure. The
Glasgow and Dumbarton road traverses the parish
at its greatest length near the Clyde; and another
turnpike communicates between Old Kilpatrick and
Glasgow, through Duntocher. The village of Old
Kilpatrick stands on the Glasgow and Dumbarton
road, 1 mile east of Bowling, 2 miles west by south
of Duntocher, and 9 west-north-west of Glasgow.
It is a neat, tranquil, pleasant place, with a
prosperous appearance, but with little stir of manufacture.
It was erected in 1679 into a burgh of barony, but
has allowed its privileges to go into abeyance.
Population of the village, 936. Houses, 201. Population of the parish in 1831, 5,879; in 1851, 5,921.
Houses, 537.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,

and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Lord
Blantyre. Stipend, £250 5s. 2d.; glebe, £32 lOs.
Schoolmaster's salaiy, £34 4s. 4|d., with £40 fees,
and£10otheremoluments. The parish church was
built in 1812, and contains 810 sittings.
It is situated at the village of Old Kilpatrick, and has a neat
battlemented
which
square
tower,
figures pleasantly in the landscape. There is a chapel of ease
at Duntocher, which was built in 1836, and contains
800 sittings. There are two Free churches, respectively at Old Kilpatrick and at Duntocher; and the
receipts of the former in 1855 were £273 15s. 5d.,
of the latter, £212 8s. 6^d. There are three United
Presbyterian churches, one at old Kilpatrick, with

—

—

587 sittings, one at Duntocher, with about 670 sitings, and one at Craigs, with 500 sittings. There is
a Roman Catholic chapel at Duntocher, with an
attendance of about 400.
There are 9 private
schools, several public libraries,

and some other

in-

stitutions.

KILPATRICK BAY, a small open bay at the
of the Blackwater, on the west side of the
It is also called Drimadown bay.
island of Arran.
mouth

KILPATRICK HILLS.

See Lenkox Hills, and

Kilpatrick (West).

KILPETER.

KILPIRNIE.

See Houston.
See Newtyle.

KILRAVOCK-CASTLE, an old picturesque
residence, belonging to the ancient family of Rose
of Kilravock, on the west border of Nairnshire. I;
surmounts a rocky bank, on the left side of the rivei
Nairn, 6 miles south-west of the town of Nairn. I
comprises a very ancient square keep, and a lonj
range of high-roofed additions, most of which an
said to have been designed by Inigo Jones; and i
surrounded with dense woods, containing many fim
In the house is one of the richest col
old trees.
lections of old writings, old armour, and old paint
ings in the north of Scotland; and one of the writ
ings, a curious diary by successive tutors an
chaplains of the place, was recently published
the Spalding Club. The Roses came into posse
sion of Kilravock about the year 1280; and the
have continued in possession by uninterrupted ma
descent.
The mother of Henry Mackenzie, tH
author of tlie Man of Feeling,' and tlio lady ai
mired by Lord President Forbes, the heroine of h
Ah Chloris, could 1 now but sit,' we
song,
'

'

KILKENNY

daughters of the house of Rose, and residents at Kilravock-castle.
The name Kilravock is popularly
pronounced Kilrawk.
KILKENNY, a parish, containing the post-town
of Kilrenny and the large fishing-village of Cellardykes, on the south-east coast of Fifeshire. It is
bounded on the south by the frith of Forth, and on
other sides by the parishes of Anstruther, Cambee,
and Crail. Its length eastward is abont 3 J miles;
and its breadth is nearly 2 J miles. The surface
rises from the shore to the northern boundary in a
gentle acclivity, unbroken by any eminence deserving notice; and it presents to the eye a fertile and
highly cultivated appearance. A few acres along
the shore are constantly in pasture, about 10 or 12
acres belonging to the town are in wasteful commonage, and a small aggregate of the estates of Innergelly and Thirdpart are under wood but all the
The beach
rest of the land is regularly in tillage.
is covered with large sandstone blocks; and the interior is incumbtnt on rocks of the coal formation.
;

Limestone, sandstone, and coal are worked. There
are eight landowners; but the only mansions are
Innergelly-house and Rennyhill. The valued rental
Assessed property in 1843,
Scotch.
is £8,470
Tlie parish is traveled by the
£5,805 43. lOd.
road from Crail to Largo, and has ready access to
the steam-boat communication of Anstruther. Population in 1831, 1,705; in 1851, 2,194. Houses, 315.
This parish is in the presbytery of St. Andrews,
and svnod of Fife. Patron, William Baird of Elie.

UnapproStipend, £269 2s. 2d.; glebe, £27 lOs.
priated teinds, £218 13s. 3d. Schoolmaster's salary,

The parish
43. ^i., with about £40 fees.
jhurch was built in 1806, and contains about 800
The ancient church was given by the
sittings.
Countess Ada, mother of Malcolm IV. and William
the Lion, to the monks of Dryburgh, and was served
by a vicar tiU the Reformation. There are in Cellar-

£34

dykes two boys' schools, a

girls'

school,

and an

infant school.

The Towx of Kilrexxt stands about § a mile
from the nearest part of the shore, f of a mile northeast of Cellardykes, and 3 miles west-south-west of
Crail.
It claims to be called a town only in con-

—

•equence of wearing burgh honours, for, in all
other respects, it is only a small village. Even in its
burgh capacity too, it shares all its honours with
Cellardykes, being itself called Upper Kilrenny
while that place is called Nether Kilrenny; and
eren the two together acquired a place among retoming burghs only by an accident, and are properly no more than a burgh of regality.
Kilrenny,
so far as is known, never had a royal charter; and
it holds feu of a subject superior, Bethune of BalIt appears, however, to have at one time sent
four.
• member to the Scottish parliament; and, in 1672,
the magistrates presented a supplication to parliament, setting forth that it never was a royal burgh,
and praying that it might no longer be considered
as such, but continue a burgh-of- regality.
This
supplication was submitted to the privy councU, and
Kilrenny was expunged from the rolls. Yet, after
a time, it again sent a member to parliament without being objected to ; and at the Union, it was inadvertently classed with four other burghs to send
a member to the British parliament ; and by the re-

A

was conjoined with Cupar, St. Andrews,
'*
Crail, Pittenweem, and the two Austruthers for the
same purpose. It was disfranchised, however, upj vards of 20 years ago, and placed under the man.

.

'.*

^

form
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bill, it

agement of three persons resident

in Cellardykes.
Population in 1841, 1,652; in 1851, 1,862. Houses,
251.
But these statistics, it will be remembered,
are inclusive of Cellakdykes: which see.

KILRY HILL, a hill extending east and west in
the parish of Glenisla in Forfarshire, and dividing
it into two districts of nearly equal size.
KILSPINDIE, a parish, containing the postoffice village of Rait, and the villages of Kilspindie
and Pitrodie, in the Gowrie district of Perthshire.
bounded by St. Martin's, Collace, Kinnaird,
and Kinfauns. Its length south-westward is
about 5 miles and its greatest breadth is about 3J
miles.
A narrow belt on the south-east side lies in
the Carse of Gowrie, and is carpeted with a deep
All the other
rich soil of mixed clay and moss.
parts of the parish are hilly but the slopes of the
hills, toward the Carse, are cultivated to the sumIt is

Errol,

;

;

mit,

and have a very

fertile soil.

Among

the hills,

spots in hollows and
eminently good. The sumhills in the interior, and
away
to the northern extremity, are generally barren, and,
in many places, are covered with a wet heath sward,
thickly sprinkled with whitish or grey whinstone
boulders. Upwards of 200 acres are under plantation.
Some interesting features have been noticed
in the articles Evelick and Fixgask
which see.
The streams which traverse or touch the parish are
all mere bums, six in number.
The principal landowners are Sir P. M. Thriepland, Bart, of Fingask,
Moodie Stewart of Annat, Ramsay of Kinkell, Steele
of Evelick, and Robertson of Tullybelton.
The
rental is about £6.304.
Assessed property in 1843,
£5,821 16s. 4d. The parish is traversed by the old
road from Perth to Ehmdee, and has near access to
stations of the Perth and Dundee railway. Population in 1831, 760; in 1851, 684. Houses, 146. The
village of Kilspindie stands on the southern border
of the parish, at the debouch of one of the little
glens from the hills, f of a mile south of Rait, and 3
miles north-north-west of Errol. It anciently had a
and it was the place
castle, which is now extinct
in which the mother of Sir William Wallace found
refuge in the young hero's boyhood, and whence he
went to attend school at Dundee, and whither he
fled after one of his early exploits in that town.
Says Blind Harry respecting his mother and him,
too, are

many

pleasant

glens, where the soil
mits and sides of the

little

is

:

;

—

**

To Gowrie passed, and dwelt in Kilspindie.
Tbe luiicht, her father, thither he them sent
To his ancle, that with fbU good intent
In Gowrie dwelt, and bad gude living there,
the whilk received them fair."

Ane aged man,

This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patrons, the Crown
and Robertson of Tullybelton. Stipend, £233 17b.;
glebe, £12. Unappropriated teinds, £72 6s. Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £10 fees. The
parish church stands in the village of Kilspindie,
and is a plain modem building, containing about
350 sittings. There is a private school in Rait;
and there is a parochial library. The present parish
comprehends the ancient parishes of Kilspindie and
The walls
Rait, which were united prior to 1634.
of the church of R;iit are

still

standing.

Haddingtonshire. See Aberladt.
a parish, containing the post-town of

KILSPINDIE,

KILSYTH,

Blilsyth, and the villages of
mully, in Stirlingshire. It is

Bauton and Aucliinbounded on the south

by Dumbartonshire, and on other

sides

parishes of

Kinians,

Campsie,

Fintry,

St.

by the
and

Denny.
length west-south-westward
is 7 J miles; and its greatest breadth is 4f miles.
Carron water flows eastward 3^ miles along the
northern boundary.
Kelvin water rises in the
south-east comer, and flows westward 5J miles, in
a deep artificial channel, along the southern
boundary. Several streamlets which rise in the interior, and flow southward, are remarkable for tli«
Its greatest

KILSYTH.

nuraerousness and variety of the cascades and cataracts which they form, and for the vast aggregate
amount of machineiy which they drive.
Bushburn flows on the eastern boundary, and is a tribumile westtary or head-stream of Bonny- water.
ward of it, flows another head-stream of that water,
Auchincloch-burn.
Next are Shawend-burn and
Garrel-burn, both natural tributaries of the Kelvin,
but now collected into a large artificial lake lying
about a mile east of the town of Kilsyth, covering
upwards of 70 acres, shut up within romantic banks,
and serving as a resei-voir to the Forth and Clyde
canal.
Further west are Quinzie-burn and Inchwood-burn, the latter flowing for about a mile on
the boundary, and then running into the interior.
The southern district of the parish, comprising nearly
one half of its entire area, is pai't of the great strath
of the Forth and Clyde canal, and contains the
watershed or summit-level of that strath. The surface, for a little way northward from the boundary,
is nearly a dead level, little moi-e than 160 feet
above the level of the Forth at Grangemouth; and
farther north it makes an undulating, broken, and
rough ascent. Though very bare of trees, this dis-

A

in consequence of being well-cultivated and
Between this
enclosed, presents a pleasing aspect.
district and a belt of meadow-land along the northern boundary, the whole area swells boldly and
variedly up in wild pastoral heights, a continuation
of the Campsie fells, called the Kilsyth hills, lifting
their summits from 1,000 to 1,368 feet above the
The loftiest of these hills comlevel of the sea.
mands a prospect which, if less beautiful and variegated than that from the top of Benlomond, is richer
and, more continuous. Part of at least fourteen, if
not sixteen counties, is under the eye at one glance.
Scotland is seen from sea to sea, and over a still
more extensive area from south to north. The contrast between the Lowland and the Highland part
of the vast scene, strongly arrests the attention. " If
you turn your eye southward from the frith of Forth
to Clyde, and from Pentland and Galloway to the
Ochils and Kilpatrick hills, the whole seems one
extended fertile plain, or rather like a beautiful
garden sheltered on all hands by the surrounding
mountains, and divided into numberless beautiful
enclosures, like the compartments of a flower
trict,

garden. Nothing can possibly be a more striking
contrast to this than the prospect to the north.
For
70 or 80 miles it appears to be an endless succession
of hill upon hill, overtopping one another till they
are lost in the distance of the prospect, and blended
with the blue clouds or azure sky. In a foggy day,
or frosty morning, the prospect is truly picturesque.
Being raised entirely above the fog, the whole plain
to the south appears like the sea in a calm ; while
the hills on the north seem to rise like islands out
of the main, or like the tumultuous waves of the
ocean in a storm."
The soil of the parish in that part of the southern
which is skirted by the Kelvin, is a rich fertile
Idain
oara, from 2 to 2 J feet deep; in the smaller part of
that plain whoso waters run eastward, it is tliin,
channoUy, and siliceous; and in the upland districts
it is in general sandy, or
gravelly and light, and, in

some

places, almost wholly yields to a carpeting of
small stones of from four ounces to two or three

weight.

The

climate, though moist, is salu-

Eounda
rious.
The agriculture of the parish probably exhibits no peculiarity except the historical one, that
it introduced to Scotland the open cultivation of the
potato.

In 1728,

when

it

was known
Thomas Pren-

that esculent

and treated only as a tender
tice,

exotic,

a day-labourer here, set the example of raising
open field and eleven years later, Robert

in the
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Graham, Esq. of Tomrawer, had here brought the
such perfection, that he rented lands
near Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, Perth, and Renfrew, for supplying the public. Sir Archibald Edmon stone of Duntreath, Bart., is by far the largest
practice to

landowner of the parish, and resides in it at Colzium; and there are nearly twenty other landowners, but only six of them resident. The real
rental in 1841 was £9,517; the estimated value of
raw land produce in that year, £24,127; the value
of assessed property in 1843, £9,288.
beautiful
light coloured sandstone has long been quarried.
Coal occurs throughout a large part of the parish,
and is extensively worked. Limestone of excellent
quality also is worked, but not to so great extent as
formerly. Ironstone has very long been extensively
worked by the Carron company; and is now extenvein of
sively worked also by another party.
copper ore was wrougnt during last century by the
York Building company. Large masses of grey
and variegated dull-coloured flint, and specimens of
yellow and red jasper, were discovered in 1791, or
rather were then brought into notice; for the jasper
possessing a very fine grain, had even at that date
found its way to the lapidaries and seal engravers

A

A

of Edinburgh

and London.

A famous battle was fought

in the parish of Kilsyth, on the 15th of August, 1645, between the
army of Montrose and an army of Covenanters.
The scene of action was the tract immediately
around the hollow which now contains the reservoir
of the Forth and Clyde canal, a field so broken
and irregular, that, did not ti-adition and histoiy
concur in identifying it, few persons could believe
it to have been the arena of any military operation.
Montrose and his men took up their ground to their
own liking, to abide the onset of forces specially
deputed against them by the Scottish council under
the command of Baillie, an officer of reputation.
But when Baillie arrived to make the attack, he
found his authority all but entirely superseded by a
committee, headed by Argyle, and shorn of power
to exert subordinating influence on the portion of
the army placed specially under his control. Montrose's army consisted of only 4,400 foot, with 600
horse, while that of his antagonist amounted to
6,000 foot and 1,000 horse; but he had the high advantages of having chosen his ground, of possessing
the supreme command, and of having arranged his
troops in the best possible manner for confronting
his opponents. The weather being very hot, Montrose bade his fellows doff^ their outer garments,
a
circumstance which gave rise to a tradition that

—

—

they fought naked; and, making a general assault,
he almost instantly aided or rather led by the impetuosity of his Highlanders threw his antagonists,
resei*ve and all, into such confusion, that prodigies
of valour, on the part of their nominal commander,
utterly failed to rally even a portion of them, and
incite them to withstand the foe.
total rout
taking place, Montrose's forces cut down or captured almost the whole of the infantry, and even
coolly massacred many of the unarmed inhabitants
of the country.
Though liaillie's cavalry, for the
most part, escaped death from the conqtieror, veiy
many of them met it in fleeing from his pursuit
across the then dangerous morass of Dullater bog.
Incredible as it may seem, only seven or eight persons in Montrose's
were slain. " It

—

—

A

army

belong

not to me," says the Rev. Robert Rennie, in the
Old Statistical Account, " to give anj' detail of that!
engagement, in this place. Snfiice it only to say^
that every little hill and valley bears the name, OB
records tlie deeds of that day; so that the situation
of each army can be distinctly traced.
Such as th<

KILSYTH.
Bullet and

Baggage-know, the

Dnim-bum, the and Castlecary

stations of the Edinburgh and GlasThere are in the parish a sickle- work
at Upper Banton, a paper-miU at Townhead, a
brick and tile work at Currymire, a waulking factory
at Quinzie-miU, and a power-loom factory in the

Slaughter-how or hollow, KiU-e-many butts, &c. &c.
In the Bullet-know and neighboui'hood, bullets are
found eveiy year; and in some places so thick, that
you may lift three or four without moving a step.
In the Slaughter-how, and a variety of other places,
bones and skeletons may be dug up everywhere
and in every little bog or marsh for 3 miles, especially
in the DuUater bog, they have been discovered in
almost every ditch. The places where the bodies

gow

any number may be

easily

known

;

town of Kilsyth.

as the grass

—

number the following

parish

all lies

spring.

immediately on the Caledonian

side of Antoninus' wall, and possesses or has yielded
up antiquities in keeping with its position. At
Westerwood and Barhill, beyond the limits of the
parish, are two distinct Roman forts; and corresponding to these, within the limits, are two Pictish
forts, respectively at Cunny-park and at Balcastle.
That at Balcastle is perhaps the most beautiful, regular, and entire of ail the I'ictish forts in Scotland: situated in a peninsula formed by two rills,
rising on all sides at an angle of 45 degrees, 300
feet in diameter at its base, and 150 feet on its at
summit. Several circular fortifications called Ches-

United Presbyterian church at Kilsyth, built in 1768,
and containing 559 sittings. There are also an Independent chapel and a Wesleyan Methodist chapeL
There are three parochial schools, and two non

the Gaelic name for camps, have a strong
mutual resemblance, and bear such marks of high
antiquity as to have been supposed coeval with the
Roman forts, or of earlier construction than Antoninus' wall. Various tumuli once existed but have
been levelled in the course of agricultural improvement.
There are also monuments of the feudal
times.
In the Barwood is an eminence, still called
the Conrt-hiU, where tlie haughty barons were accustomed to sit in judgment. Near Quinzie-bmn is
another eminence called the Gallow-hill, where
their unrelenting sentences were put in execution.
Half a mile north of the town of Kilsyth are the

parochial, the former situated respectively in the
burgh and in the west and east baronies. Salary oi
the burgh schoolmaster, who emplojs an assistant

ters,

£30, with £58 fees, and £9 other emoluments; of
the east barony schoolmaster, £12 6s. 3d., with £31
fees, and £1 Is. other emoluments; of the west

;

barony schoolmaster, £9, with £23 fees, and £22
other emoluments. The east barony was formerly
called Monaebrugh, and constituted the whole parish
1 649, and was a
The west barony is
rectory.
Kilsyth proper, and, till 1649, belonged to Campsie;
and it did not impose its name on the parish, to the
expulsion of the ancient one of Monaebrugh, till the
close of the 17th century.
In this barony, at a

tiU

ruins of Kilsyth-castle, anciently the baronial residence of the junior branch of the family of Living-

place still called Chapel-green, there was anciently
a chapel. Supposing this to have been dedicated to
a Romish saint of the name of Cetae, the word Kilsyth may be derived from that name, with the prefix
Cella, a church, chapel, or burying-ground. Or the
word may be an abbreviation of the Gaelic Kiland the
abhuirnisith, Church of the River of peace
brook in the vicinity of the church may have been
considered as haunted by the Daoine iSith, or Scottish fairies, called men of peace,' for tear of their
malign influence.
Kilsyth is remarkable as the
scene of two religious re\-ivals which occured respectively in the years 1742 and 1839, and excited
great interest throughout the country. Narratives
of them were written and published
by the Rev.
Mr. Robe and the Rev. Mr. Bums, the incumbents

stone.
Sir James Livingstone offered to hold out
the castle against Cromwell, and otherwise main-

tained loyalty to the house of Stuart during the
period of the interregnum, and at the Restoration
was created Viscount Kilsyth, and Lord Campsie.
His second son, William, the third Viscount Kilsjrth, engaged in the rebellion of 1715, suffered forHe married first the
feiture, and died in Holland.
widow of Viscount Dundee, who brought him a son,
and next Barbara, daughter of Macdougal of Mac-

'

'

who brought him a daughter. The family
borying-vault, 16 feet square, having been entered,
in 1795, for the
purpose of plunder, the embalmed
bodies of one of these ladies most probably the second and her inftint, were found in a state of
apparently as complete preservation as immediately
ter death.
The vault is now so closed up as to
-

—

at their respective dates.

inaccessible.

This parish is ti-aversed along its southern border
the north road from Glasgow to
Stirling it is
where more than ^ a mile, and generally not more
-an 200 or 300
distant
from
the
Forth and
yards
yde canal, and it enjoys ready access to the Croy

'

;

kerston,

—

of the parishioners are

manufacturers. Among distinguished natives of the
may be mentioned Sir William Livingstone,
who became a senator of the college of justice in
1
609, the Rev. John Livingstone, one of the founders
of the Presbyterian church in Ireland, Dr. Jeffray,
professor of anatomy in the univei-sity of Glasgow,
Sir Archibald Edmonstone, author of a narrative ol
travels in Egypt, W. A. Cadell, Esq., author of two
volumes of travels in Italy, and the Rev. Dr. IL
Rennie, minister of the parish from 1789 to 1820,
and author of several essays on peat-moss. Population of the parish in 1831, 4,297 ; in 1851, 5,346.
Houses, 641.
This parish is in the presbytery of Glasgow, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £271 63. 7d.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated
The parish church stands at
teinds, £78 12s. 8d.
the west end of the town, is an elegant structure,
built in 1816, and contains 8o0 sittings.
There is
a chapel of ease at Banton, a little north of Kelvinhead, a neat building, erected about 16 years ago,
containing upwards of 400 sittings, and under the
patronage of its own subscribers and managers.
There is a Free church of Kilsyth, with an attendance of about 400; and the sum raised in connexion
with it in 1855 was £204 4s. 7jd. There is an

always of a more luxuriant growth in sujumer,
and of a yellowish tinge in spring and har%est."
In 1769-70, when the Forth and Clyde canal was
cut through DuIIater bog, myriads of small toads,
each about the size of a nut or turkey bean, issued
from the morass, hopped over all the adjacent fields
northward to the extent of several miles, and were
so numerous as to resemble in motion the rebound
of hail-stones in a heavy shower, and to count 10,
or even 20 or 30, in the space of a square yard.
They aU went directly north, yet were never seen
beyond the summit of the hill, nor anywhere in con-

The

Many

parish

is

siderable

railway.

hand-loom weavers, in the employment of Glasgow

i

lie in
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j

The Town of Kilsyth stands on the north road
from Glasgow to Stirling, f of a nule north of the
Forth and Oyde canal, 5^ miles west by north of
Cumbernauld, 12 west-south-west of Falkirk, 12J
north-east of Glasgow, and 15 south by west of StirSeen from the banks of the canal or from the
ling.
neighbouring heighte, it seems to be bleakly situ-

KILTARLITY.

Its streetated, and has a dingy appearance.
arrangements are straggling and irregular; and
its edifices indicate tlie narrow competency of a

community of cotton-weavers subordinate to Glasgow. The original village ran along the banks of
the Garrel, at a time, of course, when that stream
was not diverted toward its present reservoir receptacle; and it then bore the name of Monaebrugh.
But about the year 1665, an entirely new town was
built on a small rising ground, called Moat-hill, and
took the name Kilsyth from the title of the proThis, for some time, derived consequence
prietor.
from being a stage on the great thoroughfare from

Glasgow to Stirling, Falkirk, and Edinburgh; and,
after being forsaken by that traffic, it continued to
maintain

itself

by connexion with the cotton manu-

facturers of Glasgow.

A

factory

was erected here

about 10 years ago which itself employs a good
number of weavers. The town is lighted with gas,
and well supplied with water. Fairs are held on
the second Friday of April, and the third Friday of
November and a large cattle-show is held in June.
The town has a savings' bank, and a branch-office
of the National bank of Scotland. It was erected
Its governing
into a burgh-of-barony in 1826.
body comprises a bailie and 4 councillors; and it
has also a commission of police, comprising the
bailie, one of the councillors, and 5 other commis;

Population in 1841, 4,106 in 1851, 3,949.
Houses, 422.
KILTARLITY, a parish, containing a post-office
station of its own name, and reaching on the east
within 2 miles of the post-town of Beaulj'', in Insioners.

verness-shire.

the

;

It is

parishes of
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bounded by Ross-shire, and by

Kilmorack, Kirkhill, Inverness,

and Urquhart and Glenmoriston. Its length eastward is about 37 miles; and its average breadth is

The water-course of Strathglass,
about 6 miles.
from the head of Glenaffrick all the way down to
within 2 miles of Beauly, forms, with two excepThe one exceptions, the northern boundary line.
tion gives the Davoch of Erchless and Annat, on the
north side of the river, to Kiltarlity and the other
gives the three farms, called the Crochails, on the
All our
south side of the river, to Kilmorack.
articles which give a general account of Sti'athof
or
an
account
its
most
remarkable
features,
glass,
such as Affrick (Loch), Glass (The), Strathglass,
and
Eechless-Castle,
Inverness-shire, Aioas,
DuHUiM (The), are thus descriptive of Kiltarlity.
Excepting about 9 square miles of a low-lying tract
;

at its eastern extremity, the entire parish consists
of hilly and rocky upland, cut into sections by glens,
and fringed on the north by one half of the valleyground of Strathglass. Its heights are generally
rounded, and do not anywhere exceed an altitude of
2,000 feet above sea-level, and yet, in the west, are

almost a wilderness, and in some places inaccessible
by man. There are numerous lakes ; some of them
grandly romantic. There are also extensive woods,

chiefly recent plantations. The principal proprietor
ifl
Lord Lovat, whose residence, Beaufort-castle,
stands near the eastern extremity of the parish,

amid extensive wooded policies, on the site of the
ancient fortress of Beaufort or Dunie, wliich figures
in history so early as the time of Alexander I., aud
sustained a regular siege in 1303 by the troops of
Edward of England. Another extensive landowner
is J. Stewart, Esq., whose estate stretches up Glencon veth southward from Beaufort-castle, an(l is traversed by a new road into Glenurquhart; and
whose mansion of Bolladrum stands amid brilliant
pleasure-grounds, and is one of tlio most elegant in
the Highlands.
Chisholm of Chisholm also owns
The principal antiquities arc
part of tlie parish.

Druidical temples and vitrified forts.

The lower

part of the parish adjoins, and the upper part is
traversed by, the north road from Inverness to
Skye. Population in 1831, 2,715; in 1851, 2,965.
Houses, 638. Assessed property in 1843, £6,160
9s. 9d.

This parish is in the presbytery of Inverness, and
synod of Moray. Patron, Professor Hercules Scott.
Stipend, £283 14s. glebe, £60. The parish church
stands about 3 miles from the eastern
boundary, and
was built in 1829, and contains 790 sittings. The
upper part of the parish is included in the Royal
bounty mission of Strathglass. There are a Free
church of Kiltarlity, and a Free church
preaching
station of Strathglass and the
receipts of the former
in 1855 were £131 9s. lOd.,— of the
latter, £32 10s.
lOd.
There is a Roman Catholic chapel, with 500
There are three parochial
sittings, at Eskadale.
schools at respectively
Kiltarlity, Mauld, and
;

;

Knockfin.

Salary of the Kiltarlity schoolmaster,
each of the other schoolmasters, £12
by law, but £25 by voluntary gift of the Chisholm and of Mr. Marjoribanks of Guisachan. There
is an endowed female school at
The
Kiltarlity.
present parish comprehends the ancient parishes of
Kiltarlity and Conveth. When these parishes were
united is not known.
Conveth is the south-east
portion of the united parish.
a
KILTEARN, parish, containing the post-office
village of Evantown and the village of Drummond,
in Ross-shire.
It is bounded on the south-east by
the frith of Cromarty, and on other sides by the

£25

16s.; of

18s.

parishes of Dingwall, Fodderty, Contin, Lochbroom,
and Alness. Its length south-eastward is about 20
miles; and its breadth along the coast is about 6
The huge
miles, and in the interior is variable.
mountain Benwyvis is on the boundary with FodAll
of
the
rest
the
interior, excepting a tract
derty.
of from one mile to two miles in breadth along the

and uncultivated,
consisting of a mass of hills covered with heath,
and interspersed with extensive tracts of moor and
mossy ground, and vallej'S covered with coarse
Along the coast the parish is arable, and
grass.
the fields are regularly
exhibits a rich appearance
enclosed, and several elegant seats are seen, surcoast, is continuous upland, wild

;

rounded with thriving plantations. The total number of cultivated acres is about 3,000. The principal
waters are those noticed in our articles Aultgrandk
and Glass (Loch). The rivulet Skiack, formed by
the union of several mountain-torrents, falls into the
frith about i a mile from the mouth of the Aultgrande; and there are several other streamlets,
which take their rise from lakes among the mounCoal has been found, but could not be protains.
Lead and iron ores also occur, but
fitably worked.
have not hithei'to promised or induced any attempt
Sir Charles Munro of Fowlis, Bart.,
at mining.
whose seats are Fowlis-castle and Arduliie-hcuse,
is the proprietor of about two-thirds of the parish,
and counts as the thirtieth in descent from Donald

Munro, to whom Malcolm II. granted the tract of
country between Dingwall town and Allness water,
for assisting him to extirpate the Danes; and part
of that tract was afterwards erected into the barony
of Fowlis.
The other landowners are Munro of
Novar, Mackenzie of Mountgerald, Munro of Balcony, and Davidson of TuUocli. The real rental in
1839 was about £5,300; the estimated value of raw
produce in that year, £15,090; the value of assessed
property in 1843, £5,106 7s. 8d. There are meal,.
Hour, barley, carding, and saw mills on the Skiackl
and the Aultgrande. The chief anticiuities are remains of five chapels and burying places. There

was formerly,

to the

west of the house of Clync,

&
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remarkable piece of antiquity, which the progress
of the plough some 25 years ago swept away.
It
figure, formed with large stones set upStonesimilar
on
a
smaller
scale
to
right,
though
henge in Wiltshire; and is supposed to have been
used by the Dniids as a place of worship. The
p'lrish is traversed by the road from Dingwall to
Tain. Population in 1831, 1,605; in 1851, 1,538.
Houses, 286.
This parish, formerly a vicarage, is in the presbytery cf Dingwall, and svnod of Ross. Patron,
the Crown.
Stipend, £249 9s. 6d.; glebe, £12.
Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with about £20 fees.
The parish church was built in 1791, and contains
524 sittings. There is a Free church, with about
350 sittings
and its receipts in 1855 were
£142 8s. lOJd.
There is a piivate school at
Evantowii.

was an oval

—

—

;

KILTUIXTATK. See Morven.
KILVICEUEN. See KiLFixicHsy.
KILWINNING, a parish, containing

the post-

town of Kilwinning, and the villages of Fergus-hill,
Doura, and Dalgarven, in the district of Cunningham, Ayrshire. It is bounded by Dairy. Beith,
Dunlop, Stewarton, Irvine, Stevenston, and Ardrossan.

about
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Its greatest length south-south-westward is
7 miles; and its greatest breadth is about 5

Along the east and north-east, the surface
and thence to the south, south-west, and
west, it slopes gently down in knolly or waving
curves.
Many of its heights and 'hillocks are
crowned with plantation, and are agreeable features

miles.

is hilly;

in a lovely landscape.
The southern extremity is
beautified by the mansion and part of the
pleasuregrounds of Eglixton-castle : see that article. The

views from the upper

district are extensive and
some of the finest groupings
of the frith of Clyde and its screens, with a rich low
country on the foreground.
good many hundreds
of acres of the parochial area are under wood; a
considerable aggregate in the upper district is moss ;
from one-fourth to one-third of the entire area is
under crop; and all the rest is disposed in field
pasture, subordinate to the dairy. The soil of nearly
one half of the cultivated lauds is a stiff
clay and
that of most of the remainder is a light
sandy loam.
Gamock and Lugton waters intersect the par'sh,
the former south-eastward and the latter southwestward, making a confluence about a mile below
Eglinton- castle. Caaf water traces the boundary
a short distance with Dairy, and falls into the Garnock.
small lake, called Ashenyard or Ashgrove
loch, lies on the boundary with Stevenston.
Rocks
of the coal formation underlie the whole
parochial
surface.
Coal abounds, and is extensively worked.
Limestone, of excellent quality, is also extensively
worked. Three blast furnaces, together with suitable accompanying
buildings, were erected in 1845,
under the name of the Eglinton iron-works ; two
others were erected afterwards; and the resident
population there Ls now about 1,000. Good building
sandstone is quarried, and was
long ago in request
for places
beyond the parish. There are 35 landowners drawing rental of £50 or
upwards; but the
only mansions, besides Eglinton-castle, are Mountgreenan, Monkcastle, and Ashgrove. The farms,
general, are small; many of them not more than

beautiful, comprising

A

;

A

m

50 acres, and all
averaging only about 80. The
average rent of arable land is about £1 15s. per
acre. There are four corn mills and three saw
mills.
The parish is traversed
by the Glasgow and Southstern railwiiy, in both its
Ayr fork and its Kil:}rnock, and it has a station on the Ayr fork 26
miles from
Glasgow, and contains the junction with
U of the Ardrossan railway.
Population in 1831,

3,772; in 1851, 6,359.
Houses, 851. Assessed
property in 1843, £15,260 14s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ii-vine, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Earl of
Eglinton. Stipend, £316 8s. 5d.; glebe, £14. Unappropriated teinds, £670 9s. Id. The parish church
was built in 1775, and contains 1,030 sittings.
There is a Free church, with an attendance of about
265; and its receipts in 1855 were £211 9s. 8Jd.
There are also an United Presbyterian church, and
an United Original Secession cfiurch, each with an
attendance of about 200; the former containing 600
There is likewise a Morrisittings, the latter 550.
sonian place of worship. The schools in the parish
are the parochial school, two penny-a-week schools
for respectively boys and girls in the town, two adTenture schools for respectively boys and girls in
the town, an adventure school at Byres, a school at
the Fergushill coal-mines, a school at the Eglinton
iron-works, and four subscription schools at AuchenThe
tiber, Bullerholes, Doura, and Dalgarven.
salary of the parochial schoolmaster is £40, with
£31 10s. other emoluments. The present attendance at the parochial school is 243, and at all the
other schools collectively 629. The parish figures
prominently in record as the site of an abbey, and
was anciently a vicarage of that abbey, and derived
its name from St.
Winning, a Scottish saint of the
8th century. Near the manse is a fountain still

—

called

Soon

Winning's well.

after the erection of

the abbey, Kilwinning was known, in all the circumjacent countiy, under the name of Saigtown,
thought by some to be a corruption of Saints'-town ;
and by this name it still is, or very recently was,
well known to the inhabitants. Before the Reformation the church of the abbey served as the parish
church and even when the abbey itself was demolished, the church was allowed to stand, and continued to be used till the erection of the present
;

edifice.

The abbey

was founded in 1140,
Tyronensian monks from Kelso, by
Hugh de Morvilie, lord of Cunningham, and Lord
High Constable of Scotland, and dedicated, like a
church which preceded it, to St. Winning. Robert
I., Hugh de Morvilie, John de Meneleth, the lord of
Arran, Sir William Cunningham of Kilmaurs, Sir
John Maxwell of Maxwell, and other opulent and
powerful personages, endowed it with very extensive possessions.
Besides granges and other property, the abbey claimed the proprietorship of the
tithes and pertinents of 20 parish-churches,
13 of
of Kilwinning

for a colony of

—

them in Cunningham, 2 in Arran, 2 in Argyleshire,
and 2 in Dumbartonshire. " According to the traditionary account of the entire revenue of the monas"
it is
tery," says the statist in the Old Account,
asserted that its present annual amount would be at

From Robert II. the
sterling."
charter, erecting all the lands of
of Kilwinning into a free regality, with

least £20,000

monks obtained a
the barony

ample jurisdiction; and they received ratifications of
this charter from Robert III. and James IV.
The
monks appear to have been unusually expert in the
of
chicanery
priestcraft, and to have enthralled the
judgments and superstitious feelings of men in the
dark ages of their influence,
fully more than most'of
their contemporaries.

some pretended

They made such

use of

on the credulous faith
of their virtues, to draw
many offerings; and they,
at the sanae time, made such an exhibition to the
public eye of shallow austerities, as to win for themselves the credit of being
superhuman in character.

James

IV.,

relics

as,

when passing

their place in 1507,

made

an offering of 14 shillings to their relics.
Hoveden,
thoroughly gulled with their legends, gravely re-
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lates, that a fountain in the vicinity of their monastery ran blood for eight da3^s and nights, in the year
The last abbot was Gavin Hamilton, of the
1184.
family of Rosslock, a hot opponent of John Knox,
and a zealous partizan of Queen Mary. In 1538, he
succeeded James Bethune, archbishop of Glasgow,
as abbot; and in 1561, was killed in a skirmish in
the Canongate of Edinburgli.
According to tradition, the buildings of the abbey, when entire, covered several acres, and were

In 15G0, Alexander, Earl
stately and magnificent.
of Glencairn, one of the most active and distinguished promoters of the Reformation, acting by
order of the States-general of Scotland, almost destroyed them, leaving only the church and a steeple,
and so totally demolished what was strictly monastic,
that all traces of even the foundations of the walls

—

have long ago utterly disappeared. In 1603 after
the abbey had been under the commendatorship,
first of the family of Glencairn, and next of the family
of Raith
its lands and titles, and various pertinents,
were erected into a temporal lordship in favour of
Hugh, Earl of Eglinton. The church continued to
be in use as the parish church till 1775, when the
greater part of it was taken down to make way for
the present parish church. So much of the ruins
as i-emained were afterwards repaired, at very considerable expense, by the then Earl of Eglinton;
and, from a drawing of them made in 1789, they

—

are exhibited in Grose's Antiquities. The steeple
mainly consisted of a huge square tower, 32 feet on
each side and 103 feet high; and in 1814 it fell
from natural decay.
new beautiful tower was
built in the following year, about the same height,
28 feet square, on the same site, and separate from
tlie church.
The south gable of the old church's
transept, and one of its finely proportioned arches,
a Saxon gateway, and some mouldei-ing walls, are
now the only extant remains of the ancient abbey.
The ToAVN OF Kilavinning stands on a gentle
rising-ground, on t!ie right bank of the Garnock, on
the road from Irvine to Paisley, and on the route of
the Ayr fork of the Glasgow and South-western
railway, 2f miles north-north-west of Irvine, 3J
north-east of Saltcoats, 3 J south by east of Dairy,
and 26, by railway, soutli-west of Glasgow. The

A

ancient, and has a

town is
dull, antiquated, dingy
appearance; yet borrows sufficient splendour from
the loveliness of its environs, from reminiscences of
its historical importance, and from the beautiful
remains of its old church, with the contiguous
elegant modern tower, to be an object of interest.
It consists principally of one narrow street, winged
by some lanes, and of some rows of modern houses;
Its exand stretches westward from the river.
tremities are somewhat detached; and the western
one is called the Byres, from a belief that the monks
kept their cattle there while the eastern one bears
the name of Crossbill, from being the place where
;

they set up the cross to receive the homage of approaching pilgrims. The environs of the town are
richly adorned with wood; and its higher parts
command a gorgeous view of the frith of Clyde and
The male inhabitants are employed
its screens.
in
chiefly in weaving and mining, and the females
sewing. In the various departments of silk, woollen, and cotton, the town had, in 1828, 370 looms,
and in 1838, 350. In the latter year, 60 of the
looms were narness, and 290 plain. The number
of looms is now smaller ; and they are employed
There is likeprincipally in the weaving of silk.
wise a foundry in the town. Fairs are held on the
first day of February, and the first Wednesday of
November. The principal inns ai'e the Eglinton
Tlie town has two
arms and the Winton arms.
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offices, a savings' bank, a reading-room,
friendly societies, and a total abstinence
Houses, 360.
society.^ Population in 1851, 3,265.
Kilwinning was the cradle of free-masonry in
Scotland.
Fraternities of architects were fonned
on the Continent of Europe, in the 11th and 12th
centuries, to carry out the principles of the Gothic
architecture; and being favoured with bulls from
the Popes of Rome, securing to them
peculiar
privileges wherever they might go, called themselves free-masons.
One of these fraternities came
to Scotland to build the abbey of
Kilwinning; and
there they took some of the natives into their fellowship, making them partakers of their secrets and
their privileges.
What the secrets were, and some
of the privileges, is not known; but the fraternities
which sprang up in Scotland, together with all
those on the Continent and in England, soon passed
from their original character into one of mere
haughty exclusive consociation, with little or no
reference to any purposes of architecture.
In this
new character Scottish free-mason y sank suddenly
into obscurity, and even into odium; but it eventually revived; and in the reign of James I., it walked
abroad with the high bearing which has ever since
characterized it. That monarch, not long after his
return from England, patronized the mother-lodge
of Kilwinning; and presided as grand-master till
he settled an annual salary, to be paid by every
ninster-mason of Scotland to a gi'and-master, who

banldng
several

should be chosen by the brethren, and approved by
the Crown,
who should be nobly born, or a clergyman of high rank and character, and who should
have his deputies in the different towns and counties
of Scotland. James II. conferred the office of grandmaster on William St. Clair, Earl of Orkney and

—

—

Caithness, and made it hereditaiy in the family of
his descendants, the Barons of Roslin.
Earl
William and his successors held their head-courts,
or assembled their grand-lodges, in Kilwinning, as
the seat of the earliest fraternity.
An uncommon
spirit for free-masonry becoming diffused, many
lodges were formed throughout the kingdom, receiving their charters of erection from the Kilwinits name with their own
in their distinctive titles.
In 1736, William St.
Clair of Roslin, obliged to sell his estates, and
destitute of an heir, resigned to an assembly of the
lodges of Edinburgh and its vicinit}', all claim to
the grand-mastership, and empowered them, in
common with the other lodges of the country, to
declare the office elective.
On St. Andrews'-day

ning lodge, and combining

of that 3'e.'ir, the representatives of about 32 lodges
received the resignation, elected William St. Clair
himself their grand-master, set an example which
has ever since been followed, of testifying respect
for the part he acted, and constituted themselves
into the grand-lodge of Scotland,
an institution
whose influence or power has in a great measure
shorn the ancient Kilwinning lodge of its peculiar
honours, or at least superseded it in its paramount

—

place among the lodges.
Yet, whoever tjikes any
interest in free-masonry, still looks with feelings of
or
veneration
to
the
pride
Kilwinning lodge.
Kilwinning is remarkable also for its continuation
to the present time, almost uninteiTuptedly, of that
of archery which was anciently enjoined
Eractice
y acts of the Scottish parliament upon the young
men of every parish. Its company of archers are

known, though imperfectly, and only by

tradition,

have existed prior to the year 1488; but from
that year downward, they are authenticated by
documents. Originally enrolled by royal authority,
to

they appear to have been encouraged by the inmates of the abbey; and they, in consequence,
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instituted

customs which easily seciired their sur-

viving the discontinuance of archery as the principal
Once a-year, generally in the month of
art of war.
June, they make a grand exhihition. The principal
shooting is at a parrot, anciently called the papingo,
and well known under that name in heraldry, but
now called the popinjay. This used to be constructed of wood; but in recent years has consisted
of feathers worked up into the semblance of a
to the top of a
parrot; and is suspended by a string
on the steeple of the
pole, and placed 120 feet high,
town. The archer who shoots down this mark is
" the
called
Captain of the popinjay;" and is master
of the ceremonies of the succeeding year. Every
person acquainted with Sir Walter Scott's novels,
will recognize the Kilwinning festival, though
fictioned to be on a different arena, in the opening
scene of Old Mortality, when young Milnwood
achieves the honours of captain of the popinjay,
and becomes bound to do the honours of the HowtF.
is practised for prizes at
T!ie
butts, point-blank distance, about 26 yards.
or ornamental
prize, in this case, is some useful
to
the
company by
piece of plate, given annually

Another kind of shooting

the senior suiTiving archer.
KIMELFORD. See Kilsixver.
See Edrom.

KIMMERGHAM.
KIN-.

See Keax-.

KINALDY. See Dcxino.
KINBEACHIE, a small lake

at the western exIts
tremity of the parish of Eesolis, in Koss-shire.
superlluence forms the bum of Resolis.
inexhaustible
an
KINBEAN, a hill, containing
supply of peat-moss for fuel, in the parish of Aberdour, in Aberdeenshire.
KINBETTOCK. See Towie.
KINBLITHMONT. See Ixverkeilloe.
KINBROOM. See Ftvie.
KINBUCK, a village in the parish of Dunblane,
2J miles north-north-east of the town of Dunblane,
in Perthshire.
It has a station on the Scottish
Central railway. Population, 131. Houses, 14.
KINCAID. See Campsie.
KINCAIRNIE, a village in the parish of Caputh,

Perthshire.

Population, 83.

KINCALDRUM,

a

Houses, 20.

post-office

station

and an

estate, in the parish of Inverarity, on the road from
Forfar to Dundee, Forfarshire.
a village in the northern district of

KINCAPLE,

the parish of St. Andrews, 3 miles west-north-west
of the town of St. Andrews, Fifeshire. Population,
186.

Houses, 40.

a parish lying on the northern
border of Ross-shire, and comprising two detached
It adjoins the postportions of Cromartyshire.
oflBce village of Bonar; and is bounded by the
county of Sutherland, and by the parishes of Ed-

KINCARDINE,

dertown, Rosskeen, Fodderty, and Lochbroom. Its
length eastward is upwards of 35 miles; and its
breadth is from 5 to 20 miles. Part of its boundary-line with Sutherland shire is the Altax-xanCralgach, which see; but a much greater part is
the river Oikel, together with the upper portion of
that river's long narrow estuary, called the Kyle, or

—

Upper Dornoch

frith.

The

parish, at its east end,

narrow; but it gradually widens, till, at the
western extremity, where the forest of Balnagown'
which is a group of rude hills of great extent is
It consists of a
situated, it is 20 miles in breadth.

is

'

—
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number of straths or glens, watered by rivulets, and
of mountains covered with fine soft heath, and
The coast of the
affording excellent sheep-walks.
Kyle is flat and sandy, and affords safe harbours for
small vessels. There are several salmon-fishings.
Knockbimy, a mountain on the boundary with

Assynt in Sutherlandshire, abounds with niarLle,
both white and coloured; and on Cairnchuinaig, a
lofty mountain in the interior, topazes similar
to those of Cairngorm have been found.
There
all non-resident; and the
are eight landowners,
real rental is about £5,000.
Assessed property
in 1843, £5,172 Is. 6d.
sanguinary contest,
called the battle of Tuiteam-Tarbhach, was fought
in tliis parish, in the 14th century, between the
Macleods and the Mackays. The last battle of the
Marquis of Montrose also was fought here, at a
place called Craigcaoineadhan, in April 1650,
whence he fled into Assynt, where he was captured.
Both battk'S seem to have been rather onslaughts than aflairs of strategy; and the former
has left a dismal memorial in a small unenclosed
buryirig-ground, where its victims were buried;
while the latter is commemorated in the present
name of its locality, which entirely superseded the
"
the Rock of Lamenprevious name, and signifies
tation."
The hamlet or kirktown of Kincardine
stands on the coast of the Kyle, within a mile of
the eastern boundary of the parish, and about 2
miles south-east of Bonar- Bridge, and has a small
harbour. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,887;
in 1851, 1,896. Houses, 384.
This parish is in the presbytery of Tain, and
synod of Ross. Patron, the Marcliioness of Stafford.
SchoolSripend, £278 2s.; glebe, £8 16s.
master's salary, £34 4s. 4^3., with about £5 fees.
The parish church was built in 1799, and contains
600 sittings. The quoad sacra parish of Croick lies
wholly within Kincardine and the mission district
of Rosehall lies partly within it.
See Croick and
Eosehall. There is a Free church of Kincardine:
attendance, 450; receipts in 1855, £64 7s. 4d. There
are seven non-parochial schools, a parochial library,
and a reading-club.
KINCARDINE, a parish in the distinct of Menteith, about the middle of the southern verge of
Perthshire.
It contains the post-office village of
Thomhill, and the post-office station of Blair-Drummond, and the villages of Norrieston, Kirklane, and
Woodlane. It consists of two parts, both bounded
on the south by the river Forth, and detached from
each other, at the average distance of 2| miles, by
the southern part of the parish of Kilmadock. The
larger or eastern section stretches between the
Forth and the Teith, from their point of confluence
westward, 4 miles in a straight line up the former,
and 4} up the latter; and measures on its west side,
or along the boundaiy with Kilmadock, 2f miles.
The lesser or western section stretches northward
between Port-of-Monteith on the west, and Kilmadock on the east, to an extended wing of the
latter parish on the north, in a stripe of mean length
3^ miles, and of mean breadth 1 J mile. The Teith
divides the larger section from Kilmadock and Lecropt on the north-east; and the Forth divides both
In consections from Stirlingshire on the south.
sequence of the Forth bending from its general
easterly course, and making a sweep 1^ or If mile
northward to the point of junction with the Teith,
the area of the parish is greater than would appear
from the measurement we have stated, and is sup-

—

A

;

posed to amount to about 7,500 imperial acres.
Goodie-water runs If mile along the western boundary of the smaller section, and the same distance
south-eastward through it, to fall into the Forth, in
the intervening projection of the parish of Kilmadock. Both this stream and the Forth are here
dark-coloured in their waters, and have a muddy
bottom; and both in the bulk of their united
volume, and in the beauty of their banks, they are
excelled by the Teith. The surface of the parish
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which stretch

teith

upwai'ds from the Forth, of carse-lands, and over
the remaining third on the north of dryfield. The
greater part of it is nearly a dead level; and the
only elevated part of it is a very gentle ridge which
commences at the mansion of Blair-Drummond, and
ascends westward by easy undulations, from about
40 to about 300 feet of altitude above the level of the
sea, at the highest part of the road from Thornhill
This ridge slopes laterally to the
to Callander.
Teith on the north, and to the carse on the south
and lying in the widest part of the strath of Menteith, screened in the distance by the Benlomondhills on the west, Benledi on the north-west, Benvoirlich and Stoontachrone on the north, the Ochils
on the east, and the hill-chain of Stirlingshire on
the south, it is the centre of a finely-featured and
warmly-tinted picture, set in a frame of superbness
and grandeur. The soil of the dryfield district is a
light loam, formerly studded with numerous boulders, which greatly obstructed tillage till they were

shire

consists, over two-thirds of its extent

;

blown with gunpowder, and removed.

The

soil

of

a rich blue clay, lying upon a
bed of gravel, which comes near the surface at the
northern extremity, and thence dips at the rate of
one foot in a hundred toward the Forth, allowing
a great average depth to the supermcumbent clay.
At various depths, the carse has many thin beds of
shells, particularly of oysters. About 85 years ago,
nearly one-half of the whole carse-lands were
covered with a deep bog, well-known under the
name of the Kincardine-moss, which was of no
other value than for its produce in peats; and, owing
to the boldness and novelty of the pi'ocesses by
which it was rendered arable and richly luxuriant,
has obtained more notoriety than probably any
other scene of agricultural improvement. Various
methods of improvement were tried, so slow in their
the carse district

is

progress, so limited in their range, and of so little
value in their results, that a doubt arose whether
the arena of them would not have been worth more
to the proprietor had it been the bed of a lake.
Henry Home, Lord Kames, a senator of the college
of justice, and the distinguished author of several
learned publications, within whose estate of BlairDrummond the moss lay, conceived the project of

cutting it away pieoe-meal, and sending it adrift on
the Forth; and having commenced operations, was
succeeded in the conducting of them by Mr. Home
Drummond, his son and heir. See the article BlairDkummond. Very little moss now remains in the
parish; and even that little is in process of extinction.
About 350 acres are under wood, about 500
are in permanent pasture, 142 are waste moor, and
all the rest, excepting the remains of the moss, are
under the plough. About two- thirds of the entire
area belong to Mr. Home Drummond; and the rest
is distributed among 20 landowners.
The average
rent of the carse land is about £2 7s. per acre; of

Assessed property in 1843,
dryfield, jEI 7s.
£12,500. There are in the parish two mc.al mills, a
and
a
tile-work.
Sandstone is quarried,
saw-mill,
both for house-building and for road-making. There
is, in the vicinity of Blair-Drummond, a tumulus,
called Wallace's Trench, 63 yards in circumference,
tlie

which, on being opened, was found to liave been
sepulchral. 'J'here arc, within the grounds of Blair-

Drummond, two much larger tumuli, which have
not been opened. There were found, in the course
of the georgical operations on the moss-lands, a
number of portable lioman antiquities, and a con'I'here was also
siderable stretch of Koman road.
found, imbedded in the cla}' under the moss, a porThe parish is tration of the skeleton of a whale.
versed by the roads from Stirling to Port-of-Mon-

and to Callander; it is connected with Stirlingby a suspension bridge, erected in 1831 from
a design by Smith of Deanston; and it will derive
benefit from the opening, through Gargunnock, of
the Forth and Clyde railway. Population in 1831,
2,456; in 1851, 1,993. Houses, 380.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunblane, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Lady \M1-

loughby de Eresby. Stipend, £255 8s. Id.; glebe,
£14. Unappropriated teinds, £401 9s. 7d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £14 fees,
and £12 other emoluments. The parish church is
an elegant Gothic structure, built in 1816, and containing 770 sittings. There is a chapel of ease at
Nonieston, 4 miles west of the parish church, built
in 1812, repaired in 1833, and containing 870
sittings. There is a Free church at Konieston and
the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was
There are four non-parochial
£106 18s. 2^d.
The ancient church of Kincardine beschools.
longed to the abbey of Cambuskenneth.
KINCARDINE, a post-town and sea-port in the
parish of Tulliallan, on the southern verge of the
detached district of Perthshire. It stands on the
;

shore of the frith of Forth, 4 miles west-north-west
of Culross, 5 south-east of Alloa, and 22 southsoutli-west of Perth.
The name Kincardine has
been interpreted to signify either " the head of the
shore," or "the head or meeting-place of friends;"
and it evidently bears the former of these senses, both
as applied to this town and as applied to Kincardine
in Monteith.
The frith of Forth manifestly ex-

tended at one time far above Stirling, depositing all
the clay of the carses, as well that which ever lay
bare after the retiring of the waters, as that which
subsequently became overgrown with moss; and in
the course of the frith retiring farther and farther to
the east, it probably had the head of its shore for
currachs at Kincardine in ^Monteith, when the first
church of that place was founded, and the head of
its shore for sea-borne vessels at Kincardine in
Tulliallan, when the original houses of this town
were built. Even yet the frith so nai-rows here,
though afterwards slightly expanding, as to have
rendered this place, up to the recent epoch of the
opening of railways, the grand ferry station on the
route of direct connection between all Fifeshire and
Kinross-shire on the one hand, and all the southwest of Scotland on the other; while, for a long
period, the commerce here was a commerce for
nearly all places round the head of the frith, just as
the commerce at Leith was a commerce for nearly
all places along the lower parts of its south side,
and the commerce of ICirkcaldy was a central commerce for places along the lower part of its north
side.

The town

of Kincardine has been very irregularly
of the houses are of one story, and
covered with tile; but the newer ones are of two or
three stories, and covered with slate. The parish
church of Tulliallan is in the town, and is an elegant modern building; here also are a Free church
and an United I'resby terian church here too, and
in the neighbourhood, are some good villas; and the
town, as a whole, exhibits unmistakable marks of
built.

Most

;

past impoilance and present well-doing; yet is
the aggregate appearance of the place not at
The vessels belonging to it
all prcpossesshig.
comprise about 9,000 tons, and are worth about
There are about 50 shipowners; but
£108,000.
they mainly buy or build their vessels elsewhere,
and employ them in the trade of the Mediterranean,
the West Indies, South America, the East Indies,
and Australia. Ship-building was once important
here, so many as nine vessels being sometimes

I
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nultaneously on the stocks; but that trade has
itly declined. Extensive distilleries, salt-works,
i

collieries,

which formerly gave large emplo}'-

nt to the inhabitants, are extinct.
But there are
1
a sail-cloth factory, and a rope-work; and a

persons are employed in the weaving of plain
n cloths and damasks. The quay or pier is good;
1 the roadstead
adjacent to it is capable of accom-

jmodating 100

Kincardine has a
large vessels.
on the Stirling and Dunfermline railway,
•nd is a regular place of call for the Stirling and
Granton steamei-s. It has two good inns, three insurance agencies, and branch-offices of the Union
bank and the Commercial bank. It is a burgh-ofharony, and is governed by a bailie. Sheriff small
Jebt courts are held on the first Monday of February,
May, August, and November. Two extensive emIwuikments were recently formed along the Forth
adjacent to it, respectively on its west side and its
aast side, for the reclaiming of valuable land from
the tide, with the incidental effect of improving the
local climate.
The embankment on the west is 11
feet high and 2,020 yards long, was completed in
at
of £6,104, and reclaimed 152 acres
the
cost
1823,
rf land; and that on the east is 16 feet high and
3,040 yards long, was completed in 1839, at the cost
rf nearly £14,000, and reclaimed 214 acres of land.
Itation

Population of the town in 1841, 2,875;
^,697.

in 1851,

Houses, 513.

KINCARDINE,

a decayed village in the parish

of Fordoun, 4 miles west-south-west of Auchinblae,
Kincardineshire. Adjacent to it are the ruins of an
ancient castle, a seat of royalty, noticed in our article
Castleton op K1SCA.PJDIXE. The village is now
jiminished to a few houses ; but it once extended
from the ground at the foot of the castle to the vici-

nity of Fettercaim-house.

It

was anciently the

county town, and still gives its name to the county;
and it continued to be the seat of the sherifFs courts
all the time of James YL, when they were removed
to Stonehaven.
It had its church, its cemetery, its
'Sast
its west port, and its market cross
the
port,
;

of which

was

carried off to Fettercaim, and still
Several places in the vicinity of the
village and the castle continue to bear names which
indicate their ancient grandeur.
KINCARDINE, Inverness-shire. See Aberxetht.
KINCARDINE-GLEN, a beautifully romantic
^en, traversed by the rivulet Madrany, in the parish of Blackford, Perthshire.
The Scottish Central
railway crosses this glen by stupendous works, the
middle portion of which is a viaduct of six arches,
nearly 100 feet above the stream. On the grounds
of the glen are the ruins of an ancient ducal castle.
See Blackford.
KINCARDINE-O'NEIL, the South-western district of Aberdeenshire.
It comprehends all the upper part of the basin of the Dee, as much of the
central portion of that basin as belongs to Aberdeenshire, a small part of the lower portion of that basin,
and a small part of the right side of the central portion of the basin of the Don.
Its general character
may be readily inferred from our articles Abeedbensawt and Dee (The). It comprises the parishes of
Craithie and Braemar, Glenmuick, Tulloch. and Glengaim, Logie-Coldstone, Tarland, Coull, Aboyne and
fflentannar, Birse, Lumphanan, Kincardine-O'Neil,
Midmar, Cluny, and Echt. Its length, in the direction of east by north, is 57 miles
and its breadth
varies from 8 to 16 miles.
Population in 1831,
last
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figures there.

;

15,415; in 1851, 15.940.

Houses, 3,136.
a parish, containing a
Kincardinebounded on
south-east and south by Kincardineshire, and on

KINCARDINE-ONEIL,

post-office village of its own name, in the
O'Neil district of Aberdeenshire.
It is

by the parishes of Birse, Aboyne, Lumphanan, Tough, Cluny, and Midmar. Its length
southward is upwards of 8 miles and its gi-eatest
breadth is upwards of 5 miles. The river Dee traces
the south-western boundary, dividing this parish
from Abovne and Birse. Belty bum traverses the
interior of the parish in a south-easterly direction,
bisecting it into nearly equal parts, and passes into
other sides

;

Kincardineshire, to

Dee.

speedily there

fall

into the

A streamlet, called the Neil, drains the western

^ving of the parish into the Dee, at a point where
that river is on the boundary; and this streamlet,
by washing the site of the ancient church, which is
also that of the present village, gave rise to the
suffix of the name Kincardine-O'Neil.
The surface
of the parish may be described as comprising three
of
or
with
considerstraths,
straths, together
parts
able intervening hills. The southern and the central
straths have an elevation of from 400 to 500 feet
above the level of the sea and the northern strath
is higher.
The hiU which divides the southern
strath from the central one is Ordfundlie ; that
which divides the central strath from the northern
;

is Leamey; and this may not improperly be
regarded as a continuation of the hill of Fare, part
of which is on the eastern boundary. See Fake
(Hill of). There are in the parish upwards of 2,000
acres of plantation. The rocks are variously sand
There are 12 landowners.
stone, trap, and granite.
The principal residences in the parish are those of
Kincardine, Leamey, Desswood, Camfield, Craigmyle, and Stranduff. There are 6 saw-mills and 5
meal mills. The real rental in 1842 was about
£6,000; the estimated value of raw produce in that
vear, £17,576; the value of assessed property in
The village of Kincardine-O'Neil
1843, £7,018.
stands on the side of the Dee, and on the road from
Aberdeen to Ballater, 5 miles east by south of
Charleston of Aboyne, 8 west-north-west of Banchory, and 26 west by south of Aberdeen. Its situation is a pleasant one, and commands an extensive
\-iew along the valley of the Dee, and up to its enclosing mountains. This village is deemed an excellent summer resort for invalids. A bede-house for
eight old men was founded here in the Roman
Catholic times by a bishop of Aberdeen, but became
extinct at the Reformation.
Fairs are held on the
second Tuesday of May, and on the Wednesday and
Thursday after the last Tuesday of August, all old
style.
Population of the village, about 300. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,936; in 1851, 2,098.
Houses, 383.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the synod
of Aberdeen. Patron, Sir W. Forbes, Bart. Stipend,
£232 4s.; glebe, £12. Unappropriated teinds, £162
15s. 7d.
The parish church is an old edifice, burnt
down and restored in 1733, and repaired in 1799 and
There is a Free
1820, and containing 640 sittings.
church: attendance, 250; sum raised in 1855, £106

one

There are three parochial schools, with
fees, and
all aided by the Dick bequest.
There are four other
schools and three circulating libraries.
12s. 8d.

average salary of £25 each and about £20

KINCARDINESHIRE — popularly

Meakss

The

called

—a maritime county of the east side of Scotbounded on

tlie north by Al)erdeenshire,
a great measure, it is divided by the
on the east, by the German ocean and
river Dee
on the south and west, by Forfarshire, from which
Its outline
it is mainly divided by the North Esk.
is triangular, with the most acute angle stretching
of
to
the
north-eastward
Aberdeen, and tervicinity
minating at Girdleness. Its greatest length is along
the coast-boundary south-westward, 32 miles and
its greatest breadth, from east to west, is 24 miles.

land.

It is

from which,
;

in

;

;

KINCARDINESHIRE.
The county

four

districts,
naturally divided into
—the Grampian,
the Dee-side, the How of Mearns,
is

and the Coast-side.

The Grampian or mountain district consists of
the eastern termination of what is popularly called
the lower chain of that mighty rampart of ancient
independence, the Grampian range: see Grampians.
This sterile, rugged, dreaiy region stretches from
west to east, through the whole breadth of the
county, softening down almost to the verge of the
ocean, and separating the Dee-side district, on the
Ris
north, from the How of Mearns, on the south.
ing, in the midst of highly cultivated land, about 3
miles from the coast, with a height of 500 to 600 feet
if not rather forming, first of all, the promontory
of Glrdleness itself it rapidly increases in altitude,
with a vast congeries of dark brown hills, until, at
the western extremity of the district, about 20 miles
from the sea. Mount Battock, nearly 3,500 feet

—
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above sea-level, towers in height beyond them all.
On the top of this mountain, Kincardineshire meets
About 6
the counties of Forfar and Aberdeen.
miles eastward is Clochnaben, or the White stone
hill, remarkable for a protuberance of solid rock on
its summit, about 100 feet in perpendicular height,
appearing, fi-om the sea, like a watch-tower, and
forming an excellent land-mark to coasting vessels.
About 4 miles from Clochnaben is Kerlook, from
the top of which, at an altitude of 1,900 feet, is
commanded a most noble view over the greater part
of Aberdeenshire to the north, and over extensive
regions to the south, as far even as the Lammermuir
hills in East Lothian.
Six miles to the north-east
is Cairnmanearn, almost covered over its whole surof
face with great blocks
Cairniemount,
granite.
in the south front of the Grampians, is about 2,500
feet in height,
over it passes the public road from
the Howe to the Dee-side.
Strathfinella, also on
the south, is remarkable for the manner in which it

The Howe district is a low, champaign, and highly
cultivated country, diversified and ornamented by
thriving plantations, gentlemen's seats, and villages.
The ground being, in many places, composed of a
bright red clay, gives the surface, when newly
ploughed, a very peculiar, but rich, warm, and
pleasing appearance, finely relieved with the green
This district
plantations, grass fields and hedges.
constitutes the eastern termination of the great
strath or valley of Strathmore, extending southwestwardly from Stonehaven, in this county, with
Its
trifling interruptions, to the frith of Clyde.

length, within Kincardineshire, is about 16 miles.
It is about 5 miles in breadth at the western boundary; but it narrows towards the east, till, at the
water-shed, 4 miles west of Stonehaven, it is little
more than half-a-mile broad. It is sheltered from
the cold northern blasts by the towering Grampians,

which here present a wall rising from 500 to 2,500
feet above the level of the Howe while, from the
ungenial easterly winds, it is protected by the heights
of Garvock and Arbuthnot, forming a range of hills
with here and there an altitude of 500 feet, and, in
most places, displaying a surface cultivated nearly
to the summit.
By the continuation of the Sidlaw
hills, extending from that range, and including it,
;

the surface on the southern border of the county,
more especially along the banks of the North Esk,
is

much

diversified

with

hill

and

dale.

The Howe

either

of the Mearns constitutes the only proper access to
the north of Scotland, owing to the hills and mountains occupying, uninterruptedly, the whole breadth
of the country, except at this point; and it has,
therefore, been the common passage for armies since
the earliest periods of history,
yet it does not appear to have been the scene of any great militai-y
achievement. The square area of the Howe district
is about 50 miles, or 32,000 acres.
The Coast -side district is subdivided. From
Stonehaven southwards to the North Esk it extends
about 18 or 20 miles in length, by 4 to 5 in breadth,
flanked, on the west, by numerous hills not exceed
ing 500 feet in height, some of which, generally the
most barren, cross it, and terminate close to the
sea, particularly between Stonehaven and Bervic.
The shore is bold, rising, in general, from 100 to

but there reigns
dry channels or furious torrents
throughout even these a cheerless, gloomy solitude,
devoid, except in a veiy few places, of human
habitation or of marks of human industry. In some
of them, however, are spots of surpassing natural
beauty. Tlie Kincardineshire section of the Grampians is, on an average, from 16 to 18 miles in
length, by 6 to 8 in breadth. Square area 120 miles,
or nearly 80,000 acres.
The Dee-side district extends from the sea westward, along the southern bank of the Dee for about
13 miles, and then along both banks 9 or 10 miles

300 feet in height, and presenting a pei-pendicular
face of rock; whence the country expands inland
into plain and highly cultivated fields, laid out in
all directions, according as the rivulets or deep ravines bend their course to the ocean from the conThe most conspicuous range of
terminous hills.
rocks here is Fowlsheugh, noted as a rendezvous,
during summer, of innumerable flocks of sea-fowl of
In the face of this rock are several
various kinds.
caverns with natural arches, galleries, &e. of great
extent and magnificence.
Notwithstanding the
vicinity of the ocean, this part of the county is

further; and comprehends also the valley of the
Feugh. In this district, which is peculiarly favourable to the growth of timber, the face of the country
is highly embellished
by plantations, which here
a greater proportion of land than in
occupy
any
'
'"' ^^'^
county the fir-plantations extendhp?'^^''
to the summits of the adjoin9^
places,
^^ome
At many points, especially in the viciniV^^'tj^Wb
*"° .
t^vcing valley of Banchory, the prospect
'" "°^' ^"*^ beautiful.
That part of
1 nC '^^
of the river, and to
^\gtrict 'ch lies north

adorned with some thriving plantations; and almost
close to the shore itself are trees of considerable
magnitude. From Stonehaven northward to the
Dec the shore is also bold and rocky; but the face
of the country is generally of a very inferior deas wretched and uninviting as can well
scription

—

stands isolated fi'om the main body of the ridge,
being cut off by a narrow vale, of very pleasant
aspect, but in many places not 100 yards in breadth.
In summer the glens and deep hollows among the
Grampians are somewhat enlivened by the fringe of
green pasture springing up by the sides of the
different brooks,

which alternately become
;

;

^'

^
^ icb
\

tbe PV'ng observations most specially

is tnuci ergjfied j^ heights and flats, and
'J goui"*''aoutVict' osurc
osurc.
It contains about 26

r>\v

*PV
has

or

O

lilee,
nare in"^"'.
the distn
.

1v,r. of

The southern porabout 54 square miles,

acres.
i.^j„g

—

—

In the vicinity of Stonehaven and
of Aberdeen, however, aiid in some other parts, the
a
lands display totally difl'erent appearance, strenuous and extraordinary exertions having been made
for the improvement even of the most barren and
The square area of thi|
unpromising localities.
northern division of the Coast-side district is abodi
45 miles, or 28,800 acres; that of the southern 88
miles, or 54,400 acres.
The rivers Dee and North Esk, though belongin|
to Kincardineshire only in common with the c<M|
be conceived.

—

KINCAKDINESHIRE.

;iguous counties, are by much the most conspicuous
)f its streams, and contribute a fine fringe-work
f sceneiy to respectively its northern and its southMost of its interior streams rise either
borders.
mong the Grampians or among their offsets, and
low to either the German ocean, the Dee. or the
The principal ones falling into the
fiorth Esk.
ierman ocean are the Cowie and the Carron, rising
n the parish of Glenbervie, and flowing through
Petteresso to Stonehaven; and the Bervie. rising in
Pordoun, and flowing between that parish and the
:«rishes of Glenbervie and Arbuthnot. intersecting
:he latter in its course to Bervie. Those falling into
:he Dee are the Sheeoch, intersecting Durris parish;
he Aan and the Dye, which rise near Mount
(attock, and water the parish of Strachan northfrard; and the Feugh. which comes in ftx)m Abereenshire, drinks up the Aan and the Dye, and runs
orth-eastward to the Dee in the parish of Banhory-Teman. The only noticeable Kincardineshire stream running to the North Esk is the Luher. which rises among the Grampians, in the parish
;f Fordoun, by two principal sources, and falls into
:he Esk near Ballinaqueen. These streams, though
)f inconsiderable magnitude, abound with trout and
:ar; and their banks and overhanging trees, with
lolls and braes adjoining, are, in
many plac«s.
lighly picturesque. No less so are many of the
nmerous other smaller streams and mountain5vnlets which enliven the stem alpine solitudes

m

lown which they

The Loch-of-Leys

flow.

the
argest lake in the county, being about 2 miles in
The
lircumference, and well-stored with pike.
nins of an ancient edifice are here supported bv
ffles of oak on an artificial island.
The mineral treasures of the county are of no
Over the whole Grampian district
fieat value.
The hiU of
jTanite is the most prevalent stone.
ftrathfinella,

—

is

however separated, as already noGrampian range ^is one entire mass

—

rioed, from the
)f sandstone,
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Sandstone is the
perfectly isolated.
:hief building material in the Howe district. Blocks
)r boulders of
both
of
a
whitish
colour like
granite,
;he granite of Aberdeen, and of a reddish colour
"
;e that of
Peterhead, are scattered over all the
loontry round the Grampians. The other prevail3g rocks, especially along the coast, are basalt,
-reenstone. and breccia or
plumpudding - stone,

imestone is found at Mathers on the Coast-side,
Thence considerable quantities are taken for man-je and building
purposes; it is also found in
arious other places, as at
Tillvwhilly, in the Deeiide district, and near Fettercairn, and at Laurencedrk, in the Howe of Meams ; but as no coal has
pet been discovered, it is principally on the coast,
wBere that important mineral can be more easilv

The
trict

soils are

very various.

may. in general, be said

to

The Grampian

dis-

be as devoid of

soil

as of vegetation
but there are considerable exceptions, particularly along the base and lower altitudes
of the exterior hills and slopes on the Meams-side,
where a deep rich loam is frequently found. The
soil in the Dee-side district, south of the Dee. as in
Durris and Maryculter, is, in many parts, stony and
thin, on a rocky substratum ; but there is also some
deep black loam, though, on the river side, in
Maryculter. it is naturally thin and sandy. Clay
North of the
and gravelly soils are also foundDee the soil consists chiefly of decomposed granite
mixed with a portion of moss. It is not naturally
;

—

very productive, though greatly ameliorate
by
The soil on the southern side of the
Grampians, in the Howe district, is pretty uniform
in its nature.
On the northern side of the Howe,
fronting the south, it may be defined as a loam deand on the opposite side, frontrived from gravel
ing the north, a loam derived from clay. In both it
resembles in colour the red or grey sandstone, the
chief kind of quarried stone known in the district.
Throughout the whole it is commonly productive,
yet with varieties in its fertility. The soU of the
Coast-side, south of Stonehaven, is of every descriprion, in the lower parts, from the richest and most
productive loam on clay or gravel, to the most
It is oddly interworthless sand, clay, or moss.
mixed, entire wastes lying, in some places, contiguous to the most fertile fields. The greater proportion, however, is of the latter description ,^-Bome
of the lands near the shore containing ^e most producrive soils in the county. North of Stonehaven,
as in Fetteresso and Ihmottar, the soil is chiefly
moss on a hard stony bottom, with a little clay,
In Banchory-Devinick it is light, and
loam, &c.
either mossy or sandy, and in various parts has
been much improved.
i

cultivation.

;

—

The

climate of this county

is

different in the

In winter and spring, the
weather in the mountainous parts is extremely
while
in
summer, especially in the deep
severe,
glens amongst the Grampians, the atmosphere at
rimes becomes insufferably hot. In the low country
the climate has been improved of late years by the
draining of bogs and mosses, and the spread of
plantarions and it is now in no way inferior to the
different

districts.

;

climate of other Scottish districts in the same laritude.
The average heat on the east coast, in N lat.
56" 58'. and 150 feet above sea-level, between the
years 1805 and 1816. was 43'' 8'; the average
greatest heat 64° 4'. The average number of fair
days in the year was 212.

l>btained, that

Agriculture, in this county, has made rapid pro
gress during the present century. The writer of the
Old Statisrical Account of Kinneff remarks. and the

siderable extent.

same senriment

limekilns are wrought to anv conAt Stonehaven, and at Laurieston,
the Coast-side district, quarries of sandstone
iflford excellent and durable materials for
building.
<Vt
Whistleberry, in KinneflT parish, millstones of
izeellent quality are made from the
pudding-rock
'Jnnd on the coast. Native iron has been found in
field at Balnakettle ; and indications of iron-ore
IB met with elsewhere
throughout the county. In
he vicinity of Cowie
pipe- clay is dug for household
«ipo9es. Jaspers, porphvry, and specimens of asia

.

CBtos, have
f great

been found in different parts
pebbles
variety and beauty of colour, and some
ivlne, are procured in every brook, particularlv in
Aibathnot and St. Cyrus
and the Scottish topaz,
r Cairngorm, is sometimes found
amongst the
'
pian streams. Zeolite is found ; and some of
on the coast near Stonehouse abound
iB^cavems
^'
;

;

stalactites.

II.

—

repeated by Sir John Sinclair in
his Staristical Analysis, that "the farmers owe
is

—

their superior skill and management to Mr. Barelay
of Ury, a gentlemen, whose acknowledged merit

—

him to have his name transmitted to posterity as the first, the most extensive, and judicious
systemaric improver of land in the north of Scorenritles

land." The improvements thus begun about twenty
years previous to the date of the Old Staristical
Account, or in the middle of last century, have
been carried on with great spirit and success, down
to the present time. Draining, trenching, planting,
and enclosing, have been vigorously extended, and
are stiU in progress; and the extraordinary exerrions
made to reclaim even the most forbidding and hopeless soUs, already aUuded to, are said to have been
nowhere excelled. Since the construction of new
roads, affording easy access to every part of the

—

—

P
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county, lime has been most extensively used as
manure ; upwards of 20,000 bolls having been imported yearly at Stonehaven alone for that purpose,
exclusive of all that might be burnt in the county
The most approved
itself, or elsewhere imported.
systems of husbandry are adopted, and the soil is
cultivated in a style equal to any in Scotland.
In the statistics of agriculture, obtained in 1854,
for the Board of Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, 208,580 imperial acres
in Kincardineshire were returned as in tillage,
2,327 under wheat, 7,815| under barley, 29,451
under oats, 62 under rye, 664| under here or bigg,
474f under beans, 77^ under pease, 182 J under
vetches, 16,087j under turnips, 2,645J under potatoes, 5J under mangel wurzel, 21 under carrots,
8J under cabbages, 37 under flax, 20 under tumipseed, and 319| in bare fallow. The estimated gross
produce was 72,137 bushels of Avheat, 302,860
bushels of barley, 1,244,304 bushels of oats, 24,752
bushels of here or bigg, 16,497 bushels of beans,
225,228 tons of turnips, and 12,169 tons of potatoes.
The estimated average produce per imperial acre
was 31 bushels of wheat, 38| bushels of barley, 42|
bushels of oats, 37J bushels of here or bigg, 34f
bushels of beans, 14 tons of turnips, and 4 tons and
12 cwt. of potatoes.
The number of acres not in
tillage comprised 36,961f under grass in the rotation
of the farm, 13,029 in permanent pasture, 196J in

—

irrigated meadows, 59,041J in sheep walks, 16,652^
under wood, 19,466J in a state of waste, and 3,003|
in house-steads, roads, fences, &c.
The numbers of
live-stock comprised 3,835 horses, 6,616 milch cows,
6,316 calves, 12,477 other bovine cattle, 14,951

ewes, gimmers, and ewe hogs, 20,211 tups, wethers,
and wether hogs, and 2,863 swine.
The number of estates in Kincardineshire is upwards of eighty, and some of the largest of them
have long been in the same families. About thirteen of them are comparatively very large about
forty- three of medium size and the remainder comparatively small. The sheep farms in the hilly
districts are generally of great extent; but the
arable fanns are very various in size, some of them
from 400 to 500 acres, a large number about 200
In
acres, and many of them comparatively small.
1855 no fewer than 715 holdings, comprising in the
aggregate 3,625 acres of arable land, were rented
each at less than £10. The valued rental of the
The annual
county in 1674 was £74,921 Scots.
value of real property, as assessed in 1815, was
in
The
rental
in 1855,
£94,861
1849, £135,584.
as ascertained under the new valuation act, was
;

;

;

£153,788 19s. l^d. The average of the liar prices from
1848 to 1854, both inclusive, was oatmeal, 15s. Of d.;
white oats, without fodder, 18s. ll?-d. white oats,
with fodder, 26s. 7d. ; potato oats, without fodder,
20s. afd. potato oats, with fodder, 27s. ll^d.
here,
without fodder, 24r. 9^d. here, with fodder, 31s. 5d.
pease, without fodder, 27s. 6Jd.
pease, with fodder,
35s. 3jd.; barley, without fodder, 26s. If d.; barley,
with ibdder, 32s. 9d. wheat, without fodder, 48s.
Ifd.; wl)eat with fodder, 56s. 1 Of d.; beans, without
fodder, 298. ll§d.; and beans, with fodder, 37s. 8^d.
Among the wild animals of Kincardineshire are
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the fox, tlic badger, the otter, the wild cat, tlie
weasel, the polecat, and the hedgehog. Hares and
rabbits swn rm in extraordinary numbers ; and roedeer are often found in the woods. Grouse abounds
black game is not uncommon parin the moors
tridges are plentiful; and pheasants are on the
;

increase.

;

Woodcock, snipe,
curlew, and heron
abundant; and wild geese, and occasionally swans,
frequent the county between autunni and winter.

plover, teal,
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wild-duck, landrail,
are all more or less

Falcons and span-ow-hawks are often met with.
The mountainous and moorland districts, altogethei-,
have great attractions for the sportsman. Some of
the larger streams also afford valuable salmon-fisheries, while a number of the smaller ones are very
inviting to the angler. The coast fisheries, particularly in herring, haddock, skate, turbot, cod, and
ling, are of such great extent as to engage the attention of the inhabitants of about fourteen fishingvillages, as well as of some of the inhabitants of the
towns, scattered along the coast.
Neither the manufactures nor the commerce of
Kincardineshire are of much note. The weaving of
coarse linen is carried on in various places for the

houses in Aberdeen, Montrose, Arbroath, and Dundee.
There are several flax spinning mills, some
little trade in the making of coarse woollen
cloth,
several distilleries and breweries, and a fair propor-

work in all the ordinary handicrafts. Laurencekirk shares with two towns in Ayrshire the
tion of

fame of manufacturing finely-jointed wooden
boxes.

snuff-

The only

Stonehaven,
—portsofaresmall
extent;

Gourdou,
yet considerable business is done through Aberdeen, and
some through Montrose. The principal exports aie

and Johnshaven,

all

grain, potatoes, cattle, pork, butter, eggs, whisky,
and granite; and the principal imports are
coals, lime, timber, slates, salt, and groceries. The
Dee- side district of the county enjoys largely the
benefits of the Dee-side railway ; and the other districts, from Nigg to Marykirk, are traversed by the
Aberdeen railway. The commutation roads of the
county are classified into the five districts of St.
ale, fish,

Cyras, Laurencekirk, Stonehaven,

Lower

Dee-side,

and Upper Dee-side; the principal cross roads are
Slug road, the Netherby roads, and the South Deeside road; and the turnpikes comprise the great
lines of communication between the north and the
south of Scotland, from the bridge of Dee to the
Upper and Lower bridges over the North Esk.
The only royal burgh in Kincardineshire is
Bervie.
The only burghs-of-barony are Laurencekirk, Fettercaira, and the old town of Stonehaven.
Tlie only town containing so many as 2,000 inhabitants, and also the county-town, is Stonehaven.
The villages and principal hamlets are Johnshaven,
Auchinblae, Drumlithie, Banchory, St. Cyrus, lioadside,

Lochside, Milton, Tangleha, Gourdon, Mary-

kirk, Lutliermuir, Catterline, Crawton, Portlcthen,

Downie, Cove, Torry, and Burnbaidcs.
the principal seats are, Glendye Lodge, the
Earl of Southesk; Benholme- castle. Lord Cranstoun; Arbuthnott-house, Viscount Arbuthnott; Inglismaldie, the Earl of Kintore; Crathes, Sir Alexander Burnett, Bart. Dunnottar-house, Sir W. R.
Murray, Bart.; Fettercairn, Sir J. S. Forbes, Bart.;
Fasque-house, Sir Thomas Gladstone, Bart.; Balmain. Sir Alexander Ramsay, Bart.; Fetteressocastle, Robert Duff, Esq.; Kingcausie, J. I. Boswell, Esq. Benholme-house, Lord Benholme; Moiiboddo, James B. Burnett, Esq.; Netherby, James
Silver, Esq.; Ilallgreeu, James Farquhar, Esq.;
Durris, A. VV. Macticr, Esq.; Drumtochtic castle,
A. Gemmel, Esq.; Tillwhilly,
Henry Lumsden,
Esq.; Blackball, Col. John Campbell; and the
I'ark, Major William M'Inroy.
Kincardineshire sends one member to parliament;
and has its polling places at Bourtrie-Bush,
Banchory-Ternan, Stoneliaven, Drumlithie, FetterThe parliamentary
cairn, and Bush of Woodstonc.
constituency in 1855 was 954. The sheriff court,
the commissary court, tlic sheriff ordinary smalt
j
debt court, are held at Stonehaven on
Findon,

Among

.

;

;

;

;

j

Wednesday during
small

dcl)t

session.

The

evei]vj
sheriff circuit!

courts are held at Bervie on the third]

m

i^
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most interesting antiquities are Dunnottar

2ii
.nday of January, April, July, and October; at
Laurencekirk, on the first Monday of Februar}-.
June, and October; and at Durris on the second
Monday of February, June, and October. The
justice of peace small debt court is held at Stone-

ruins, or at least sites, are still pointed out; and th";
vestiges of that ancient seat of royalty. Kincardinecastle,

and for prisons
Jd.
Population of the county in 1801, 26,349; in
1811, 27,439; in 1821, 29,118'; in 1831, 31,431; in
Males in 1851,
1841. 33,075; in 1851, 34,598.
Inhabited houses in 1851,
17,008; females, 17,590.
6,636; uninhabited, 260; building 40.
There are in Eoncardineshire 18 entire quoad
(uvilia parishes, parts of three other quoad civilia
parishes, and 1 chapel of ease. Thirteen of the parishes constitute the presbytery of Foi-doun, in the
synod of Angus and fleams ; one of the parts is in
the presbytery of Brechin, in the synod of Angus
and Meams two of the parishes are in the presbytery of Kincardine O'NeU, in the synod of Aberdeen;
and three of the parishes, two of the parts, and the
chapel of ease, are in the presbytery and svnod of
Aberdeen. In 1851. the number of places of worship within Kincardineshire was 53; of which 20
belonged to the Established church, 17 to the Free
church, 3 to the United Presbyterian church, 7 to
the Episcopalians, 3 to the Independents. 2 to the
Baptists, and 1 to the Roman Catholics. The number of sittings in 18 of the Established places of
worship was 13,883; in 14 of the Free church
places of worship, 6,613; in the 3 United Presbyterian meeting-houses, 1,160; in 6 of the Episcopalian chapels, 1.229; in 2 of the Independent
lAapels, 600; and in the two Baptist chapels, 290.
£1

Roman, and by others Caledonian.

The name Meams, popularly
reign of James I.
applied to the county, is probably a word of local
meaning, but

—

—

—

and 90 Sabadults, attended by 42 males,
:h schools, attended by 2,187 males and 2,-545
iiales.

Kincardineshire has figured very little in history.
"h incidents as possess any interest or importance
11 be found
detailed under the special localities
i:h which they were immediately connected.
The

is

commonly supposed

to have been

derived from Memia, a brother of Kenneth II., on
whom the territory, comprising the modem county,
was conferred. ' The men o' the Meams ' has been

a proverbial expression from very old times, indicating a character for feats of skill and strength.
Hence an old saying in the surrounding districts,
I can dae fat I dow: the men o' the Meams can
dae nae main'
KINCHARDINE. See ABEEMrrnr.
KINCHAT. See Bexholmx.
KINCLAYEN, a parish, containing the village ol
Amtully, in the district of Stormont, Perthshire.
Its post-town is Meikleour, adjacent to its northeast border. It is bounded on the north by Caputh,
on the east by Cargill, on the south by Auchtergaven, and on the west by Auchtergaven and
Little Dunkeld.
It is of nearly an oval form, extending north-eastward and south-westward; and
measures 4f miles in extreme length, and 3 miles
in extreme breadth.
The Tay circles round more
than one-half of its whole frontier, coming in on the
'

;

7,098; at 15 of the Free church places of worship,
8,908; at the 3 United Presbyterian meeting houses,
574; at the 7 Episcopalian chapels, 717; at 2 of the
ildependent chapels, 140; and at the two Baptist
There were in 1851, in Kincardinediapels, 290.
ahire, 77 public day schools, attended by 2,335 males
and 1,490 females, 47 private day schools, attended
'"*"
484 males and 847 females, 3 evening schools

In Tnrris and at

Aquhorties are Dmidical circles. On the top of Garvock hiU are two large Dmidical cairns; and in the
same neighbourhood is the Sherifi""s kettle, where
the laird of Glenbervie was boiled to death in the

sterling, for police |d.,

The maximum attendance on the Census Sabbath,
at 16 of the Established places of worship was

adjacent to the extinct town of Kincardine,

from which the county has its name. In Fordoun
and near Stonehaven are remains of Roman camps;
and at Raedykes are remains of an ancient camp
which has been pronounced by some antiquaries

The sums
1852, 21 in 1853, and 30 in 1854.
paid for expenses of criminal prosecutions in the
years 1846-1852 ranged from £448 to £1.036 aThe total number of persons confined in
year.
the jail at Stonehaven within the year ending
30th June, 1854, was 83; the average duration
of the confinement of each was 40 days; and the
net cost of their confinement per head, after deEleven parducting earnings, was £25 7s. Id.
ishes are assessed, and eight unassessed, for the
The number of registered poor in the year
poor.
1852-3, was 1,286; in the year 1853-4, 1,298. "The
number of casual poor in 1852-3 was 216; in 1853The sum expended on the registered poor
4, 204.
in 1852-3 was £5.814; in 1853-4, £5.864. The sum
expended on the casual poor in 1852-3 was £205;
The assessment for rogue-money
in 1853-4, £204.
td. per

castle,

formerly the chief seat of the great Earls Marischal,
now an extensive and singular ruin ; the ruins of
the castle of Finella, noted for its curious legend;
of the Kame-of- Mathers, an ancient strongEart
old, pitched, like an eagle's nest, on the point of a
projecting rock, in the parish of St. Cyrus; Greencastle, Kmnefi'-castle, the castle of Morphie, Whisteberry-castle, the Thane of Cowie's-castle, whose

naTen on the first Monday of even.' month. The
stations of the county police are Stonehaven. Portlethen, Marycnlter, Banchory, Fettercaim, Marykirk, Auchinblae. Laurencekirk, Johnshaven, and
The number of committals for
Qashendmm.
crime, in the year, within the county, was 23 in
the average of 1836-1840, 18 in the average of
1841-1845. 27 in the average of 1846-1850, 16 in

is
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north-west, flowing in large and sweeping sinuosities round the north, receiving the Isla on the
north-east, and leaving the parish on the south.
Including windings, it runs along the boundary over
a distance of at least 10 miles ; and almost everywhere wears marks of destructiveness and impetuosity which do not in general characterize its course.

Though embankments were

early thrown up along
has at various periods cut them down,
and made large invasions on the rich corn-fields
which they were designed to protect. Three or
four desolate tracts which it has abandoned, and
its

course,

it

several islets in its present channel, are evidences
of its power and fury.
Just before leaving the
parish, it forms a cascade, and falls into a very
deep linn, called the Linn of Campsie. Nearly in
the centre of the parish, is a lake half-a-mile in

length, whence a stream, sufficient in water-power
to drive machinery, runs eastward to the Tay.
The parochial surface rises gently from the Tay,
and is diversified with rising grounds, all accessible to the plough, and of inconsiderable elevation.
Along the north and east it is well cultivated

and enclosed, and in some parts wooded but in the
and toward the west, it j-ields only patches
to the plough, and has expanses of unkindly moor;

interior,

land.

The

total extent in tillage is 3,900 imperial

under wood, 1,500 acres; in moorland or
improveable pasttire, 800 acres; and in lakes or
moss, 1,200 acres. The soil, in most parts, is light
acres;

KINDALLACHAN.

and sharp; in a small part on the south-west, is a
rich black loam and in the moorlands, has an intermixture of mossy earth. There are five landowners
and the real rental in ] 843 was about £4,800. The
;

;

value of assessed property in that year was £4,537
The salmon fishings are highly valuable at
several stations on the Tay.
The principal antiquity is Kinclaven-castle, a ruin on the Tay,
the
mouth
of
the
Isla, anciently a royal
opposite

5s. 9d.

residence, and said to have been built by Malcolm
Canmore. One of the chapters in the well-known
metrical history of Sir William Wallace is partly

how that hero "won KinThis parish is traversed by the road from
Dunkeld to Perth, and has ready access to the
Stanley station of the Dunkeld-road branch of the
Scottish Midland railway.
Population in 1831,
890; in 1851, 881. Houses, 189.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Dunkeld, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Eichardson
occupied in describing
claven."

Ballathie.
Stipend, £276 lis. 5d.; glebe, £18.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £24
The parish
fees, and about £7 other emoluments.
church is an old building, containing 320 sittings.
o'f

There is an United Presbyterian church, which is
one of the original seats of the Secession, and has
always been attended by a prosperous congregation.
There is a private school in AmtuUy. Kinclaven
feriy is a passage station on the Tay, with a chain
boat or flying bridge.
See Kilcojiquhar and EarlsKINCRAIG.
ferry.
KINCRAIGIE. See Alford.
KINDACE. See Kilmdir-Easter.
KINDALLACHAN, a village in the parish of
Dowally, about a mile distant from the church of

Dowally, in Perthshire.

KINDER

(Loch), a lake IJ mile south of the
village of Newabbey, in the south-east part of NewIt is IJ mile
abbey parish, Kirkcudbrightshire.
long from north-west to south-east, and f of a mile
It abounds with trouts, and produces bulbi'oad.
rushes and reeds. It receives on the north Glenbum, a stream of 3 miles in length of course, and

discharges its sui-plus waters by a stream running
2 miles south-eastward to the Solway frith. Rising 6
or 7 feet above the surface of the lake, is an artificial

mount

of stones, resting on a frame of large oak,

and supposed to have been constioicted as a place of
safe stowage for goods from the maraudings of the
Borderers. The surrounding manor, which anciently
constituted the parish, bore the name of the lake.
Loch-kinder. Even the whole of the present parisli,
previous to the erection of the church at Newabbey,
was called Loch-kinder, or, by an absurd pleonasm.
Loch-kinder-loch. On an islet in the lake stood the
original parish-church.

KINDY

Sec Glenkinpy.
an ancient parish in the

(The).

KINEARNY,

KINFAUNS.
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district of

Kincardine-O'Ncil, Aberdeenshire, now divided between the parishes of Cluny and Midmar. It is 6
miles north-west of Skene.
KINEDAR. Sec King-Edward.
KINEDER. Sec Drainie.
KINELLAN. See Contin.
KINELLAR, a parish, containing the post-offico
station of l>lackburn, in the Aberdeen-proper disIt is bounded by Fintray,
trict of Aberdeenshire.
Dyce, Newiiills, Skene, and Kintore. Its length
south-westward is about 4 miles ; and its breath nowhere much exceeds 2 miles. The river Don traces
its northern boundary; and the town of Kintore is
within 2 miles of its north-west border. It enjovs
large facilities of communication by means of the
Great North of Scotland railway. Its surface is un-

dulating, and much exposed though the eminences
are partly covered with wood. Excepting the small
aggregate of woodland, and a patch or two of rocky
moor, the whole parish is under the plough. There
arc seven landowners and the real rental is about
Assessed property in 1843, £2,840.
£3,000.
;

;

A

large heathy undivided common lies between it and
Kintore and the question cannot be decided as to
whom this belongs. On this common are a great
number of tumuli, indicating it to have been the
scene of some great ancient battle ; but neither hisIn
tory nor tradition tells what the battle was.
one of several small cairns formerly existing, were
found, when opened, three concentric circles oi
stones, within the innermost of which were bones,
still perfect, but white, as if burnt with fire, and
black within. On the farm of Upper Auguhorsk,
within sight both of Drum and Harlaw, there is a
large stone called Drum stone,' on which, says
tradition, Irvine, the redoubted laird of Drum,
made his testament, immediately before he went to
the battle of Harlaw.
Population of Kinellar in
1831, 449; in 1851, 590. Houses, 106.
This parish is in the synod and presbyteiy ol
Aberdeen. Patron, the Earl of Kintore. Stipend,
;

'

£15912s.3d.; glebe,£1315s. Schoolmaster's salary,
£26, with about £13 fees, and a share in the Dick
The parish church was built in 1801, and
bequest.
contains nearly 250 sittings. Kinellar, previous to
the Reformation, was a vicarage of Kinkell, belonging to the deanery of St. Andrews.
KINETHMONT. See Kennethmont.
KINFAUNS, a parish, containing the post-oiBce
station of Glencarse, at the western extremity oi
It is bounded
the carse of Gowrie, in Perthshire.
on the north by Kinnoul and Kilspindie, on tlie
east by Errol, on the south-east by St. Madoes and
a detached part of Kinnoul, and on the south and
west by the river Tay, which divides it from Rhynd
and Perth. Its length eastward is fully 5 miles
and its average breadth is about 1^ mile. The Tay
touches it over a distance of nearly 4 miles has
here neap-tides of 6 feet, and spring- tides of 9 or
10^; and is navigated by steamers and sailing-crafi
on their way to Perth. Three streamlets rise in the
The surface is
interior, and run to the Tay.
picturesquely varied. The lands on the banks o:
the river are flat
and at the west end form a narrow belt, but rapidly expand eastward into the cars*
of Gowrie.
The lands next to these rise by an easj
ascent to the base of the western part of the rang<
of the Sidlaw hills
and these hills occupy all tin

;

;

;

;

rest of the parochial area, and present acclivitie
replete with character, in various styles of beaut;

The most remarkable of them i
Kinnoul-hill, partly within the western border c
The sum
this parish, and partly within Kinnoul.
mit pi'ojects in rugged cliffs of a seamy texture, an
an
almof
at
over
difterent
sent
has,
times,
down,
precipitous declivity, large masses of rock, to tb
Both the steep front and the bol
plain below.
summit, the latter rising G32 feet above the lev(
of the Tay, are picturesquely featured with woO(
This hill, and others of the range, afford a variet
From some places is b<
of delightful prospects.
held the course of the Tay, for 18 or 20 mile
enlivened by the sailing craft and fishing -boa'
and romance.

—

—

its bosom, and superbly rich in tl
banks, till the prospect terminate
beyond Dundee, in the German ocean while wet
ward are seen all the east end of Strathcani, and
considerable part of the Bouthem screens of th
gorgeous strath, terminating on the moor of Auchtd
arder. The soil, on the flat grounds along the rive
is a strong and very fertile clay
on tJie grouni

which

flit

along

garniture of

its

;

;
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rising toward the hills, it is an easy, deep, rich,
black mould; and in the level parts of the eastern
division inland from the Tay, it is black mould,

mixed in some places with

clay, and, in others,
parts refuse subjection to

Whatever

with sand.

the plough, are almost all covered with plantation,
and contribute both to picturesqueness and utility.
The mansions are Kinfauns - castle, Seggieden-

—

house, Glencarse house, and Glendoig-house, all
modem buildings. The first of these is a superb
edifice, the seat of Lord Gray, built in 1822, from a
design by Smirke. Lord Gray is by much the most
extensive landowner; and there are five others.
The parish is traversed by the road from Perth to
Dundee, and by the Perth and Dundee railway;
and it has stations on the latter at Kinfauns and
Glencarse, respectively 3J and 6 miles distant from
Perth.
Population in 1831, 732; in 1851, 650.
Assessed property in 1843, £8,881
Houses, 144.

18s. 3d.

This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and
Patron, the Crown.
synod of Perth and Stirling.
Stipend, £242 lis. 6d.; glebe, £11. Unappropriated
£381
ISs.
9d.
Schoolmaster's
teinds,
salary, £34 4s.
The parish church
i^d., with £13 Is. 6id. fees.
comprises three parts of different dates, the oldest
of them very old, and contains 416 sittings. There
is a Free church
attendance, 260; sum raised in
There is a private school on
1855, £284 lis. Id.
the northern border of the parish.
KINGAIRLUCH, a district about 12 miles in
length, stretching along the north-west side of the
Linnhe-loch, in Argyleshire. It contains a postoffice station of its own name, and
belongs to the
:

parish of Lismore and Appin.
KIXGARTH, a parish, containing the post-office
station of Kingarth, the post-office village of Kilchattan, and the villages of Kerrycroy and Piperhall, in the island and county of Bute. It comprises
the southern part of the island
and is bounded on
the north by the parish of Rothesay, and on all other
sides by the frith of Clyde.
Its length southward
is 6^ miles
and its average breadth is 2^ miles.

'^

;

;

It has an irregular outline,
being indented by
several small bays on both its east and its west

but it gradually narrows from its northern
boundary southward till it becomes an isthmus of
IJ mile in breadth, and thence it forms a peninsula
sides

;

of 2 miles in length, terminating in the promontory
Garroch-head.
Its coast on the east and the
^ south is for the most part rocky and bold, but on
the west has a more gentle rise. Its interior attains
an extreme elevation on the summits of Blane's-hill
n and Suidhe-Chatain, or Seat of Catan,' which have
"
an altitude of respectively 486 and 520 feet above
'
•J sea-level. All the features of principal interest will
" be found noticed in our
articles Bute, A.«cog,

.^of

'

T

iLst-Stewart, Kilchattan, Gakroch-head, and
axe's (St.) Chapel.
The soil of the arable lands
The extent of these
light and sandy, but fertile.

is 3,937 acres;
of moor and pasture land,
acres; of land which might be profitably reamed, 377 acres ; and of land under wood, 940
es.
The Marquis of Bute is by far the most exsive landowner ; and there are four others.
Bev.s the
principal mansions of Movmt-Stewart and
The
cog, there is a number of handsome villas.
irly value of raw produce, inclusive of £710 for
-iieries and £550 for
was
estimated in 1840
lime,
£12,808. Assessed property in 1843, £3,954 3s.
Population in 1831, 746; in 1851, 1,007.
lids
'71

;

.

'Uses, 154.

'
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rhis parish is in the presbytery of Dunoon, and
•Mod of Argyle.
Patron, the Marquis of Bute.
Stipend, £196 10s. lid.; glebe, £9. Schoolmaster's

silarv,

£25

£24 fees. The
and contains 600
a Free church, with an atten-

13s. 4d., with about
was built in 1826,

parish church

There is
dance of 150
and the sum raised in connection
with it in 1855 was £381 6s. There are two private
schools and a parochial librarj'.
sittings.

;

KING -EDWARD,—called popularly Kisedar,
and anciently Kejj-Edoae, a parish containing the
post-office station of King- Ed ward, and the postoffice village of Newbyth, in the north-west exIt is bounded on the
tremity of Aberdeenshire.
west and north by Banffshire, and on other sides by

—

the parishes of Aberdour, New Deer, Montquhitter,
Its length west-north-westward is
TuiTifF.
about 1 1 miles and its breadth varies from about
2 to 5 miles.
But a district of it in the extreme

and

;

north, comprising the estate of Montcofier, is separated from the rest of the parish by a narrow intersection of Banffshire, and extends to within half-amile of the town of Banfi".
The river Deveron
traces the western boundary of the parish for
several miles.
fine streamlet called King-Edward
bum, traverses all the interior from east to west,
what
is called the valley of King-Edward, to
along
a junction with the Deveron, about 5 miles from the
sea.
The surface of the parish contains no hill or

A

other remarkable eminence, yet is diversified with
high and low grounds. The eastern part abounds
in mosses, and is colder than the rest. About 7,351
Scotch acres of the parish are in tillage ; 2,860 are
waste or pasture land; 443 might be profitably
reclaimed; 1,982 are in moss; and 1,364 are under
wood. The soil of the arable land on the banks of
the Deveron is principally alluvium, very fertile ;
that of many other parts is either a loamy clay or a
black loam upon a gravelly or rocky bottom; and
that in the east is generally of a mossy nature, very
various in quality, and superincumbent variously
on gravel or on clay. Greywacke is quarried in the
west, and red sandstone in the east. The principal
landowners are the Earl of Fife, Urquhart of Craigston, Grant Duff of Eden, Urquhart of Meldrum,
Mackay of Balmaud, and Taylor of Mill of Balmand.
The real rental at present is about £8,000; and the
value of assessed property in 1843, was £6,103.
Two of the principal seats are Montcoffer-house
and Eden -house, both beautifully situated, and
commanding fine views in the valley of the Deveron.
On the right bank of King-Edward bum, on a rocky
eminence, stands the ruin of the ancient castle of

Ken -Edgar. It originally belonged to tlie once
powerful family of the Cumines, Earls of Buchan ;
and appears to have been a place of great strength.
Eden-castle is another ruin in this vicinity; but
Craigston-castle, built in the 17th century by Ur'

quhart of Cromarty, commonly called the Tutor,'
is a fine old edifice, in good preservation, and surrounded with pleasure-grounds tastefully laid out.
The house of Byth is also an ancient fabric; but it
has been greatly enlarged and improved, and is now
surrounded with thriving plantations. The parish
is traversed by the road fi-om Banff to Aberdeen,

and will enjoy increased facility of communication
from the Banfi" extension of the Great North of Scotland raUwav.
Population in 1831, 1.966; in 1851,
Houses, 534.
This parish is in the presbytery of Turriff, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£245 9s. 6d. glebe, £15.
Unappropriated teinds,
£467 14s. 7d. The parish church stands about li
mile from the western boundary, and is a tastefid
edifice, erected in 1848, and containing 600
sittings.
There has been a chapel of ease at Newbyth for the
last 64 years; and the present edifice there was built
in 1853, contains about 500
sittings, and is under
2,749.

;

KINGHORN.

the patronage jointly of the managers of its own
congregation, and the Society for propagating
Christian Knowledge. There is also a Free church
preaching station in Newbyth, with an attendance
of about 80; and the amount of its receipts in 1855

There is an Independent chapel
3s. lO^d.
at Millseat, built in 1831, and containing 210 sitone of them
There are four schools
tings.
parochial, with a salary of £34 4s. 4^d., a share in
the Dick bequest, and about £40 fees; the other
three variously aided by the heritors and by subThere are also a public library and a
scription.

was £29

;

The name King-Edward is a corsavings' bank.
ruption, and the popular name Kinedar is the true
name, signifying the head of the valley.'
'

KINGENCLEUCH. See Deanston.
KINGERLOCH. See Kingairloch.
KINGHOLM. See Dumfries.
KINGHORN, a parish on the north

coast of
have described in

Inchkeith, which we
The
alphabetical place, belongs to it.
mainland of the parish contains the harbour of
Pettycur, the post-town of Kinghorn, and the village of Invertiel, the last a suburb of Kirkcaldy.
It is bounded by the frith of Forth, and by the
Fifeshire.

its

own

—

parishes of Burntisland, Aberdour, Auchtertool, and
Abbotshall. Its length westward is 4f miles and
Its coast
its greatest breadth is about 3J miles.
extends eastward from the eastern vicinity of Burntisland to the southern vicinity of Kinghorn; it
forms there a small promontory, called Kinghorait extends in a northerly direction thence to
ness
Invertiel it has altogether an extent of about 4f
miles
and it exhibits a pleasing diversity of
character, with many features both to attract the
geologist and to gratify the lover of the picturesque.
The interior rises in some places abruptly, in others
gradually, from the shore; it exhibits beautiful
alternations of height and hollow, of cultivated
fields and narrow vales; it continues aggregately
to ascend 2J miles from the shore, attaining at that
distance its greatest altitude in the hill of Glassmount, 601 feet above the level of the sea; and
thence to the inland boundary, it has less diversity
of character, though still exhibiting beautiful knolls
and gentle swells. Only 170 Scotch acres of it are
under wood
only about the same extent is in a
and all the rest is under
state of waste or pasture
the plough.
The soil along the shore, and for a
considerable extent inland, is a deep dark loain,
very fertile. Tlie rocks in the north-east belong to
the coal formation; and limestone and sandstone
are there worked.
The rocks in other parts are
lake about 30 feet deep, and 20
chiefly trap.
acres in area, lies beautifully embosomed among
rising-grounds, a little north-west of the town of
Kinghorn. Tiicre are upwards of ten principal landA splendid mansion has just been erected
owners.
on the estate of Kilrie; and one is in the course of
;

;

;

;

;

;

A

erection on North Glassmount.
Balmuto are old mansions.

Abden-house and

A

combination poorhouse for Burntisland, Kinghorn, Abbotshall, and
on
The parish is trathe
shore.
stands
Kirkcaldy,
versed by the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway, and has a station on it at the town. Population in 1831, 2,579; in 1851,3,030.
Houses, 397.
Assessed property in 1843, £7,410 5s. 8d.
Contiguous to the town on the north there stood
an ancient castle, which was a royal residence, but
of which no vestige now remains. The castle and
lands of Kingiiorn were frequently pledged along
with others, in security for the jointure of the Scottish queens,

till

disponed them to Sir
his marriage with the
Patrick, 9th Lord Glammis, was

Robert
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II.

—

created Earl of Kinghorn by James VI., a tith
which was afterwards changed to that of Strath
more and Kinghorn, in the reign of James VII. Ii
was in riding from Inverkeithing towards the casth
of Kinghorn, that Alexander III. was killed ii
an accident which occasioned so mucl
1285-6,
trouble in Scotland. The road then wound alonf
the top of the rocks which overhang the sea th(
night was dark, and the King, contrary to th<
wishes of his courtiers, was anxious to proceed ; hii
horse stumbled at a place about a mile west o
Kinghorn, and the King was thrown over a loft^^
and rugged precipice and killed. Near the rocl
thus fatal to Scotland's peace, is a mineral wel
which was rather famous at an early period. Dr
Anderson, physician to Charles I., wrote a treatisi
on the nature and properties of this water, witl

—

;

directions for using it.
Seafield-tower, once th(
seat of an ancient family of the name of Moutrie
is a striking feature on the shore.
The estate o
Grange, which belonged for centuries to the ancien
family of Kirkaldy of Grange, lies within the parisi
of Kinghorn, about a mile north-east of the town o
Kinghorn, but is now attached to the estate o
Raith, in the conterminous parish of Abbotshall
Sir James Kirkaldy of Grange figured as lord
high-treasurer of Scotland, in the reign of Jamc!
V. ; and his son. Sir William, as governor of Edin
burgh castle, in the minority of James VI. Grangt
afterwards became the property of a family of tin
name of Skeen, and subsequently, by marriage witl
the heiress, was the property of Carnegie of Boy
sack.
The old castle of Piteadie stands on a hill o
the same name, within the property of the Earl o
It

Rosslyn.

and

is still

was inhabited about 120 years ago

not

much

dilapidated.

This parish is in the presbyteiy of Kirkcaldy anc
Patron, the Earl of Strathmore
synod of Fife.
glebe, £19.
Stipend, £280 6s. lid.
Unappropriat
ed teinds, £538 5s. 3d. Schoolmaster's salary, £25
with about £100 fees. The parish church was buili
in 1774, and contains. 700 sittings.
There is £
chapel of ease at Invertiel, containing 800 sittings
and in the presentation of the male heads of families
who are communicants.
There are two Fre(
churches, the one at Kinghorn, the other at Inver
tiel; and the sum raised in connexion with thi
former in 1855 was £129 Is. O^d., in connexioi
with the latter, £186 3s. 3d. There is an Unitei
Presbyterian church at Kinghorn, built in 1779, am
There is also a smal
containing 554 sittings.
Baptist place of meeting. There are private school
at Kinghorn and Invertiel; and a public library an
a museum connected with the parisli school, whicl
is also the burgh school, and has several
deparl
An ancient chapel stood on the lands (
rnents.
Glassmount and a field there, on which some ruin
of the building were not long ago extant, still beat
An old tower, whic
the name of Chapel-field.
seemed to have formed part of a religious housi
dedicated to St. Leonard, stood in the centre of tl
town, on the site now occupied by the prison.
KINGHORN, a post-town, and a royal burgl
stands on the coast, directly opposite Leith, 5
miles east-north-east of Burntisland, and 3^ soul
Its site is the face
by west of Kirkcaldy.
a sloping ground.
It was formerly one of tl
meanest and most irregular towns in Fifeshire; bi
;

—

—

—

;

it now
enjoys the effects of many improvement
and displays a comparatively neat and good appe
ance.
Its streets were for ages almost
impas^sab|
but they are now levelled and well paved,
former public buildings were all mean; but mosti

John Lyon, Lord Glammis, on

its

King's daughter.

and

Its town-hou
present ones are respectable.
jail are of Gothic architecture, after a designl

KINGLASSIE.

Hamiltoa of Edinburgh, and were erected at tlie
Its burgh school-house, situated
within an extensive ornate play-ground at the west
end of the town, was built in 1829, and has an external elegance and internal equipments and accommodation of a high order. Even a spinning
mill adjoining the town underwent such improvements about 16 years ago as rendered it a public
ornament. This mill and two other mills in the
vicinity, together with an extensive bleaching-field,
about i j mile to the east, afford large employment
to the inhabitants.
Hand-weaving is also a princiThe harbour at the town is of
pal employment.
little use, except for the accommodation of fishingboats; but the harbour at Pettycur affords good
conveniences for vessels, and was the regular ferry
station from Fife to Leith and Newhaven previous
to the opening of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway. That railway passes through a tunnel
cost of £2,500.

of 240 yards in length, in the vicinity of Pettycur,
under the Witch-hill, on which the reputed witches
of the olden time in the Kinghom district were ex-

and it proceeds thence for some way within
deep cuttings, and has its station for Kinghom in
the very centre of the town.
Kinghom was made
a royal burgh in the 12th century, and had its latest
charter from James VI. in 1611.
But, as a muni-

ecuted

cipal

;

burgh

it

was disfranchised

in 1841,

and placed

under the government of 4 managers while, as a
parliamentary burgh, it unites with Kirkcaldy,
Dysart, and Burntisland, in sending a member to
parliament.
Corporation revenue in 1853, about
£400.
Parliamentary constituency in 1855, 41.
;

Population of the municipal burgh in 1841, 1,389;
in 1851, 1,377.
Houses, 158. Population of the
parliamentary burgh in 1851, 1,568. Houses, 174.
This town, according to some authorities, derives
its name from the
adjoining promontory of land,
the Blue head.'
In
styled in Gaelic cean gorm,

—

—

'

the Old Statistical Account it is suggested that, as
the Scottish kings long had a residence in the
neighbourhood, the name may have been suggested
by the frequent winding of the King's horn when
he sallied out for the diversion of the chase in this

neighbourhood.

KINGLASSIE,

a parish, containing a post-ofBce
in the Kirkcaldy district

own name,

village of its
of Fifeshire.

bounded by Kinross-shire, and
of Leslie, Markinch, Dysart, Auchand
Its length eastward is
terderran,
Ballingry.
nearly 5^ miles and its breadth varies from 1 mile
to 3i miles.
The Leven traces its northern boundary eastward the Lochty flows eastward through its
centre and the Orr flows along its southern border.
The land is flat adjacent to the streams; and it
thence rises, by various gradients, in such a manner
as to form three ridges, wliich are
highest on the west,
and have a soft though varied character. About
It is

by the parishes

;

;

;

244 Scotch acres are waste or pastoral about 356
are under wood and all the rest of the surfiice is
The soil is partly a deep clay, partly a
tillage.
-ht loam, and partly an intermixture of
clay or
m with gravel, or with sand and moss. The
cks are partly trap, and partly of the coal forma11.
Coal and limestone were formerly worked, and
nstone has lately been found. There are 12 landners; but only one of them is resident.
The
value of assessed property in 1843 was £7,456 17s.
41.
and the yearly value of raw produce was estiited in 1836 at £24,568.
There is a blanket faeThe parish is traversed by the road from
ry.
virkcaldy to Cupar, and by that from Dunfermline to
Cupar, and enjoys ready access to the Edinburgli,
Perth, and Dundee railway, both in its main trunk,
and in its Dunfermline branch. The village of
;

;

;
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Kinglassie stands on the Lochty, 2J miles southwest of Leslie, and 6 north-north-west of Kirkcaldy.
Its inhabitants are principally handicraftsmen or
weavers. Fairs are held on the 3d Wednesday of
May, and on the Thursday before Michaelmas, both
old style.
Population of the village, about 380.
Population of the parish in 1851, 958; in 1851,
Houses, 237.
1,186.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcaldy, and
svnod of Fife. Patron, the Earl of Kothes. Stipend,

£236
£314

19s. 2d.; glebe, £18.
Unappropriated teinds,
14s. 4d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 43. 4^.,

fees.
The parish church is an old
ungainly building, repaired about 85 years ago, and
contains nearly 350 sittings.
There is a Free
church, with an attendance of 170 and its receipts
in 1855 amounted to £50 18s. 2d.
There are a

with about £34

;

private school, a parochial library, and an agricultural society.

KINGLEDOOKS.
KINGOLDRUM, a

See DBriniELziEE.

parish, containing a postof its own name, in the south-eastern
extremity of the Grampian district of Forfarshire.
It is bounded by Cortachy, Kirriemuir, Airlie, and
Lintrathen. Its length southward is 6J miles ; and
its average breadth is nearly 3 miles.
Prosen-water
runs 3 miles along the northern and north-eastern
boundary, and receives in its course Soho-bum,
flowing to it from Catlaw across the whole breadth
of the parish.
Back-water, a large tributary of the
Isla, traces the boundary for about half-a-mile on
the south-west. Cromby-bum, a considerable brook,
rises in the interior, and runs very circuitously over
a course of about 6 miles to Back-water. Several
other streamlets, tributaries of the Prosen or of
Cromby-bum, drain the parish and diversify its appearance. The surface on the north is mountainous, sending up on the northern boundary the
towering Catlaw, 2,264 feet above the level of the
sea, and other very considerable elevations; and on
the south it is hilly, but mildly featured and slopSeveral parallel
ing, and very generally arable.
ridges extend from east to south-west; and the
most of these consist of various kinds of trap rocks,
while the lowest, called the Karnes of Airlie, is
composed of conglomerate. Though there is but
little flat land, the
slopes, especially in the braes of
Kenny and Baldovie, are so fully available for agriculture as even to bear good crops of wheat. The
soil in the arable parts is, in some
places, a kind of
clay, cold and wet; in others, a light sand; but, in
office village

About 3,500 imperial
general, a rich black mould.
acres are in tillage
about 7,000 have never been
cultivated; about 800 are capable of reclamation;
and about 1,500 are under wood. There are seven
landowners.
The mansions are Baldovie and
Pearsie.
The real rental, according to the new
valuation in 1855, is £4,306.
Assessed property in
1843, £3,695, The castle of Balfour, situated in the
southem district, is a Gothic structure, built probably about the middle of the 1 6th century, and
formerly the seaf of the Ogilvies of Balfour, an
ancient family descended from that of Airlie. On
the summit of Catlaw is a very large circular cairn
bearing marks of fire. On Shurraeh-hill, westward
of the chiurch, are three equidistant circles of
large
stones, locally called Dmds altars,' a conniption of
Draids' altars. The village of Kiugoldram stands
on Cromby-bum, 4 miles west-north-west of Kirriemuir.
Population of the parish in 1831, 444: in
1851, 429.
Houses, 83.
This parish is in the presbytery of Meigle, and
svTiod of Angus and Meams.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £159 4s. Ud.; glebe, £9 6s. 6d. Schoolmasters salary, £23, with £10 fees, and about £a
;

'

KINGOODIE.

other emoluments.
The parish church was
in 1840, and contains 240 sittings.
The
ancient church was given about the end of the 12tli
century by Sir Allan Durward of Lintrathen to the
monks of Arbroath, and continued in their possession till the Reformation.
KINGOODIE, a village on the north shore of
the frith of Tay, near the south-east corner of the
parish of Longforgan, Perthshire; 3^ miles west of
Dundee, and 18^ east of Perth. It owes its origin
and chief support to the working of the quarry of
Kin goodie in its vicinity. The stone of this quarry

5s.

built

a singularly good building material, and has long
been in request. The tower of Dundee, built of it,
iu 1189, shows very little appearance of decay; and
the house of Castle-Huntly, built of it, in 1452, has
It is
scarcely a stone aifected by the weather.

is

what mineralogists call

grain-stone, bluish in colour,

very hard, and capable of the finest polish; and it
may be had in blocks of any reasonable size, even
50 feet long, 16 broad, and 3 thick. The stone,
besides being used in ordinary masonry, has been
much in demand for the construction of docks and
A small harbour was built at the village to
piers.
facilitate the export of the stone, and is used also
for the importation of coals; but it is accessible,

even at spring tides, only by vessels which draw
than 10 feet water. Population of the village,
263.
Houses, 57.
KINGPOOL. See Esk (The Black).
KINGSBARNS, a parish, containing a post-office
village of its own name, on the east coast of FifeIt is bounded by the German ocean, and by
shire.
the parishes of St. Andrews, Dunino, and Crail. Its
length south-eastward is 3^ miles; and its greatest
breadth is about 2J miles. Its surface contains no
ground of considerable elevation, and slopes graduIts coast
ally from the inner boundary to the sea.
is low and rocky, and has no prominent projection,
except at Randerstone. About 3,058 Scotch acres

less

of the parochial surface are in tillage; about 150 are
under wood; and only about 8 or 9 are waste. In
the lower district, the soil is partly of a light and
sandy kind, but fertile, and partly a deep black
loam, tending in some places to clay; and in the
upper district, it is partly strong and heavy, and
partly a thin clay and moorish, lying generally
The landowners are Sir
upon a wet bottom.
Thomas Erskine of Cambo, Bart., Balfour of Randerstone, Monypenny of Pitmilly, Cheape of Kippo,
and four others.
The real rental in 1836 was
£6,780. Assessed property in 1843, £7,848 15s. 1 Id.
The prevailing rocks are of the coal formation, but
have not hitherto been of much mineral value.
There is no regular fishery. A few persons are
The
employed in the weaving of coarse linens.
only noticeable antiquity is one which has ceased to
exist, an ancient royal residence, or at least appurtenance of royalty, a castellated building containing
bams or granaries of the royal household at Falkland, whence arose the name of the parish, Kingsbarns. The village of Kingsbarns stands on the
road from Crail to St. Andi'ews, J a mile from tlio
site of

Crail,

the old castle, 3 miles north-north-west of
east of St. Andrews.
7 soutli-east

and

by
Here was formerly a golf club, whose members met
be held in
disuse.

Two

annual fairs used to
village, but they have fallen into
Population of tlie parish in 1831, 1,023; in

four times in the year.
tlic

1851,893. Houses, 206.
This parish is in the presbytery of St. Andrews,
and synod of Fife. Patron, the Earl of Glasgow.
Stipend, £251 18s.; glebe, £29 15s.
UnapproThe church is situated
tcinds, £129 8s. 7d.
priated
in the village.

It
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was erected

in IG.'U,

and repaired

and enlarged in 1811, so as to hold 650 sitters. The
parish was disjoined from Crail in 1631. The parochial schoolmaster's salary is £34 4s. 4^d., with
fees.
There are a private school and a
public library.

about £45

KING'S-CAIRN. See Grange.
KING'S-COVE. See Aeran and Kjlmorie.
KING'S-CROSS. See Aeran.
KING'S-DALE. See Kennoway.
KING'S-DYKES. See Fetteresso.
KING'S-FERRY. See Alloa.
KING'S-FIELD. See Tyndrum and Dalry.
KING'S-FOREST. See Kells.

KING'S-HAUGH.

See

Blackwater,

Banff-

shire.

KING'S-HOLM.

See Kells and Dumfries.

KING'S-INCH. See Renfrew.
KING'S-ISLAND. See Laggan

(Loch).

KING'S-KETTLE. See Kettle.
KING'S-KNOT. See Stieling.
KING'S-KNOWE, a station on the Edinburgh

fork of the Caledonian railway, I^ mile north-east
of the Currie station, and 3 miles southwest of

Edinburgh.

KING'S-MUIR. See Dunino.
KING'S-PARK. See Stirling.
KING'S-ROAD. See Ettkick.
KING'S-SEAT.
See Alyth, Dowally, and
Benholme.

KING'S-SONS.

See Nigg.
See Arean.
a
KINGSTON, post-office village in the parish of
7
miles
of
north
Dirleton,
Haddington. Population,
about 120.
Lanarkshire.
See Glasgow.
KINGSTON,

KING'S-STABLE.

KINGSTON-PORT,

a post-office and sea-port

village, in the parish of Speymouth, Morayshire.
It stands between Garmouth and the sea, at the left

embouchure of the Spey, and might
emphatically than the parish be called
Speymouth. Excepting 3 or 4 houses, it has all
been built since 1810. In January 1854, the Spey
here was frozen completely over, so as to afford a
passage without the aid of a wherry, a circumstance unparalleled within the memory of the oldest
side of the

much more

—

inhabitants.

Population, 396.

Houses, 77.

KING'S- WATCH-TOWER. See Fop.tingal.
KING'S- WELL. See Fenwick and Kilmarnock
(The).

KINGUSSIE, a parish, containing the post-office
village of Kingussie, and the villages of Ralia and
Newtownmore, in the district of Badcnoch, InverIt is bounded on the south by Perth-<
ness-shire.
shire, and on other sides by the parishes of Laggan,
Moy, Dalarossie, and Alvie. Its length eastward is
about 21 miles; and its breadth is about 18 miles

It is flanked by the Monadhleadh mountains on tht
north, and by the great Grampian range on tht
south; and is more elevated above the sea, and farther distant from the coast in every direction, thai
almost any other parish in Scotland. The descen'
of the surface from the flanking mountain-ranges is
pretty gradual, and terminates in a fine valley o
That vallej
alluvial land, traversed by the Spey.
has an average elevation of about 850 feet above sea
level; it contains, together with the bottoms o
an(
some small lateral vales, most of the cultivated lan(
in the parish; it is sprinkled with alder and bin"
rclj

trees, and is overlooked variously by sylvan slope
by shaggy acclivities, and by abrupt rocks an|
en"
broken mountain surfaces, so as to form a seen

Six miles of Loch Ericht li
truly picturesque.
within the soutli-western border; Loch Incii lieso
the south-eastern border; and tliere arc severiij
other lakes, but none larger than IJ mile in Icngt

KINKELL.

and f of a mile in breadth. The rivulets Traim,
Tromie, Gynag, and Calder, as well as some smaller
streams, run from the flanks of the parish inward
to the Spev.
parish will be

Most of the great

features of the

found fully noticed in the articles
B.tDESOGH, Spey (The), Isverxess-shire, GlexTEUiM and Inch (Loch). By far the greater part of
the surface is heathy and mountainous, and consists
The soil of the arable
of extensive sheep walks.
lands is generally a light sandy fertile loam. There
are several plantations, of greater or less extent,
consisting chiefly of larch and Scotch pine, interspersed with mountain-ash and oak. The forest of
Gaick contains no wood, excepting here and there
a few birch trees, but abounds in deer, and is much
The Kingussie estate
frequented by sportsmen.
anciently belonged to the Comyns, the lords of
Badenoch; it afterwards became the property of the
Gordon family; and, at the death of the last Duke
of Gordon, it was purchased by James Evan Baillie,
Esq., formerly of Bristol. There are four other
landowners. The chief antiquity is the ruin of the
barracks of Ruthven, built by Government in 1718,
on a conical mound, on the south bank of the Spey,
the site of the old castle of Rathven, the seat of the
mine of silver ore was dislords of Badenoch.
covered at one time near the church, but was never
turned to any account and some specimens of silver
and lead ores have been found in the glen of the

A
;

The

great Highland road from Inverness
to Perth traverses the parish up the Spey, and up
Glentruim.
Population in 1831, 2,080; in 1851,
2.201.
Houses, 422. Assessed property in 1843,

Gynag.

IvINLOCH-RANNOCH.
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£4,625 lis. 9d.

This parish is in the presbytery of Abemethy,
and synod of Moray. Patron, the Duke of Richmond.' Stipend, £269 18s. 5d. glebe, £40. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with about £16
fees.
The parish church was built in 1792, and
contains about 650 sittings.
There is a government church at Ixsch which see. There is a Free
church at Kingussie, with an attendance of from
800 to 1,000; and the sum raised in connexion with
it in 1855 was £78 16s.
There are 5 or 6 nonparochial schools, most of them supported by public
bodies.
James Macpherson, the translator of
Ossian, was a native of this parish.
The Village of KisocssrE stands on the left side
of the Spey, on the great Highland road from In;

:

verness to Perth, 12 miles south-west of Aviemore,
44^ south by east of Inverness, and 72 north-northwest of Perth. Though merely a village, it is the
capital of Badenoch, and a place of considerable
provincial importance. It was founded, on the precincts of an ancient monastery, about the end of
last centiuy, by the Duke of Gordon, as an intended
seat of woollen manufactures.
in its intended capacity,

But it never prosand is now entirely

Sered
ependent for support on the small general trade of
the agricultural district around it. It has a good
inn, a court house, an office of the British Linen
Company's bank, a savings' bank, and two insurance offices. Its public buildings, and some of its
private ones, are substantially built of grey and

white granite.
It is a police station; and both
justice of peace courts and sherilT small debt courts
are held in it,
the latter on the first Tuesday of

—

Public coaches
January, May, and September.
pass through it, communicating between Inverness
and Perth. Population, 460. Houses, 91.
KINKELL, an ancient vicarage, now comprehended in the parish of Trinity-Gask, Perthshire.
It is situated on the Earn, 3 miles north-north-west
of Auchterarder.
Here are now a bridge over the
Earn, and an United Presbvterian church.

Aberdeenshire. See KErrn-HAix.
See Glexkutlass.
KINLOCH, a village in the parish of CoUessie,
It
Fifeshire.
was greatly reduced about 25 years
ago, declining suddenly from a population of 191
to a population of 58, many of its fajuilies removing
to Monkston in the same parish.
KINLOCH, a parish in the north-east of PerthIt was ecclesiastically united to Lethendy
shire.
in 1806, but lies topographically separate.
It is

KH^KELL,
KINLASS.

bounded by Blairgowrie, Clunie, and Caputh. Its
and its
length south-south-westward is 9 miles
breadth at the greatest is 2^ miles, and rarely ex1
mile.
ceeds
Its post-town is Blairgowrie. Three
lakes lie within the parish or on its boundaries.
runs
across it. at its broadest part ; and
Lomty-htim
Airdle water traces the whole of its northern bounThe mansion of
dary, yet runs there only Ij mile.
Marlee stands between two of the lakes, beautifully
;

in wood.
The surface of the parish, for
2J miles from the extreme south, is flat and thence
till within a mile of the Airdle, it rises in a slow,

embosomed

;

About 1,503 imperial
broken, and varied ascent.
acres are in tiUage, 1,000 pastoral or waste, 500
of
capable
profitable improvement, and 269 under
wood. There are five landowners; and the real
rental is about £2,200. On a projection of the steep
bank of the glen of Lomty-bum, stands the castle
of Glassclune, of very high but unknown antiquity,
and long a place of great strength ; and on a moor
called the Haer-Caims are a vast number of tumuli,
which some fond antiquaries have contended

to be

vestiges of the far-famed battle of the Grampians.
The parish is intersected by the road from Blairgowrie to Dunkeld.
Population in 1831, 402.

Houses, 73.

KINLOCH

See Lethexdy.
(The), a small stream falling into the

head of the Kyle of Tongue, in the parish of Tongue,
Sutherlandshire.

KINLOCHARD,

a post-office station subordinate

to Stirling.

KINLOCH-AYLORT, a hamlet with an inn, in
the district of Arisaig, on the west coast of the
mainland of Inverness-shire. Cattle fairs are held
here on the third Friday of May, and the third Friday of October.
KINLOCH-BERVIE, a quoad sacra parish, comprising the northern part of the quoad civilia parish
of Edderachillis, on the west coast of Sutherlandshire. It lies 8 miles north of the post-office village
of Scourie.
Its greatest length is about 20 miles,
and its greatest breadth about 10. It was erected
into a parish by the General Assembly ia 1834, and
re-erected by the Court of Teinds in 1846.
Its
parish church is a government one, erected in 1829,
and containing 350 sittings. Stipend, £120 glebe,
£2. There is a Free church, with an attendance of
and the amount of its receipts in t855 was
470
£29 3s. 9d.
KINLOCH EWE, a post-office station and an
;

;

on the road from Inverness to
Pool-ewe, 54^ miles west-north- west of Inverness.
KINLOCH-LUICHART, a quoad sacra parish,
within the quoad civilia parish of Contin, in RossIt has a government church, which was
shire.
inn, in Ross-shire,

erected in 1825.

KINLOCH-MOYDART, a post-office

station

and

a mansion at the head of Loch Moydart, at the
south-western extremity of the mainland of InverSee Ardxamurch.^n.
ness-shire.
KINLOCH-RANNOCH, a village in the parish
of Fortingal, in the north-west of Perthshire. It
stands at the debouch of the river Tummel from
Loch-Rannoch, and consists of about 30 huts, two
inns, the church of the quoad sacra parish of Ran-

KINLOCH-SNIZORT.

Fairs are held here on the
noch, and a manse.
Friday before the first Wednesday of May, on the
second Tuesday of August, and on the last Tuesday
of October.
KINLOCH-SNIZORT, an inn in the island of
Skye, 13 miles west of Portree, on the road thence
to

Dunvegan.

KINLOCH - SPELVIE, a quoad sacra parish,
within the quoad civilia parish of Torosay, in the
It was constituted by
island of Mull, Argyleshire.
Its church is a
the Court of Teinds in June 1845.
government
stipend

is

one,

and was

built in

1828.

The

£120.

See Kinloch-Luichart.
KINLOSS, a parish, containing the village of Kinloss and the post-town of Findhom, on the coast of
Morayshire. It is bounded by the estuaiy of the
Findhom, by the Moray frith, and by the parishes of
Alves, RafFord, and Forres. Its outline is nearly a
square of between 3 and 4 miles a side. Its surface is
a flat champaign and its coast is everywhere low,
with the exception of mounds of drift sand. About
2,850 imperial acres are in tillage, 200 constantly
waste, 1,765 in a divided common, and 250 nnder
wood. There are six landowners. The principal residences are Grangehall and Seapark. The real rental
in 1842 was £4,240; the estimated yearly value of
raw land produce in that year, £15,496, of fisheries,
£7,000 ; the value of assessed property in 1843,
£3,924 13s. The village of Kinloss is a small place,
situated at the south - eastern extremity of the
Here stands
estuarial expansion of the Fiudhorn.
the rain of Kinloss abbey, open to a beautiful view
of the Moray frith, and the hills of Ross and Inverness.
It was founded by David I., in 1150, for
monks of the Cistertian order, and confirmed by a
;

—

—

bull, in 1174.

extent

It must have been of very
and magnificence
but the

considerable
;
materials were taken, in 1 650, to aid in the construction of Cromwell's fort at Inverness, and little
else than a mere outline of its extent was left. Tlie
abbots were mitred and had a seat in parliament.
One of the most distinguished was Robert Reid,
official of Moray in 1530, bishop of Orkney in 1557,
and some time president of the court-of-session. At
the Reformation, the revenues of Kinloss abbey,
according to Shaw, collated with the Registram
Moraviense, amounted to £1,152, besides numerous
payments in kind. The whole of the property, including farms in the counties of Nairn, Inverness,
Moray, Banff, Aberdeen, and Berwick, besides the

lands in

its

vicinity,

was

seized;

and

Edward

Bruce, Esq., commissary of Edinburgh, and afterwards a lord of session, was appointed commendator
of the establishment, and, in 1604, was elevated to
In 1633, his
the rank and title of Baron Kinloss.
son, Thomas, was honoured, by Charles I., with the
higher dignity of Earl of Elgin, a title still enjoyed by his descendants. It was at Kinloss abbey
that Edward I., intimidated by the wild hills of
Ross and Inverness which he saw before him, was
arrested in his conquering career and, after staying
at the abbey twenty days, he retraced liis steps.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,121; in 1851,
Houses, 284.
1,370.
This parish is in the presbytery of Forres, and
and
synod of Moray. Patrons, the Earl of Moray
Brodie of Letlien. Stipend, £240 4s. 7d. glebe, £5.

—

;

;

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4.id., with about £12
about £10
fees, a share in the Dick bequest, and
other emoluments. The parish church was built in
There is
1765, and repaired and enlarged in 1830.
sum raised in
a Free church
attendance, 500
church
Free
There arc a
1855, £144 3s. ll^d.
:

nchool, a

The parish of Kinloss was disjoined from the
parishes of Alves, Rafibrd, and Fon-es, in 1657.
KINMOUNT. See Cummertkees.
KINNAIRD, a parish, containing the small villages of Kinnaird, Pitmiddie, Craigdallie, Flawcraig,
and Nethermains, in the Gowrie district of Perthshire.
Its post-town is Inchture, 2J miles to the
south-east.
It is bounded by the parishes of

CoUace, Abemyte, Inchture, Errol, and Kilspindie.
Its length west-south-westward is
nearly 3 miles
and its breadth is about 2 miles. Its south-eastern
and considerably smaller section stretches into the
Carse of Gowrie
and the rest rises gradually up
into what are called the Carse braes.
The soil, in
the former section, is of the rich character common
to the carse
on the south side of the braes, it is a
mixture in different proportions of black earth and
;

;

KINLOCHYCHART.

Papal

KINNAIKD'S-HEAD.
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public

;

what

called mortar, inferior to tlie carse soil, yet
not a little fertile ; and on the north, it is light and
shallow, producing alternations of heath, bent, and

verdure, and fit only for the pasturage of sheep.
The arable and the pastoral districts are to each
other as 31 to 30. Several vantage-grounds in the
uplands command extensive and brilliant views,
cinctured on some sides by the bold forms of the
Grampian ranges, and the gentle outlines of the
Fife hills.
The village of Kinnaird, and especially
the castle, situated a little north of it, occupy such

vantage-grounds and may, from this circumstance,
have obtained their name, composed, as it is, of
two Celtic words which mean the high end or head.'
Kinnaird-castle is an imposing edifice, erected 700
years ago by the Crown as a local fortalice, inhabited
for some days in 1617 by James VI., and externally
renovated in 1855 by the Fingask family, to wliom

and a friendly

society.

—

;

'

now belongs. The parish lies about midway
between Perth and Dundee, and has good facilities

it

of communication.
There are two landowners.
The yearly value of raw produce was estimated in
Assessed property in 1843, £3,195
1837 at £7,700.
4s. 6d.
Population in 1831, 461; in 1851, 370.

Houses, 87.
This parish

is in the presbytery of Dundee, and
synod of Angiis and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £220 19s. Id.; glebe, £16 10s. UnapproThe church was built
priated teinds, £18 2s. lid.
about 30 years ago, and is sufficiently commodious.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £24
fees, and £4 other emoluments.
KINNAIRD, a quondam parish in Forfarshire,
now divided between the painshes of Farnell and
Brechin. Here is Kinnaird castle, tlie superb seal

of the Earl of Southesk, late Sir James Carnegie.
Bart.
See Farnell.
KINNAIRD, a village and an estate in the parisi
of Larbert, Stirhngshire. The village is situated ii
the vicinity of the Carron iron-works, and is inhabited principally by colliers.
Population, 304
The estate belonged to the famous
Houses, 67.
Abyssinian traveller, Bruce: and the mansion npoi
it was the scene of his death, and of the seeminglji
trivial accident which occasioned it.
KINNAIRD, a hamlet in the parish of Moulin

Population, 70. Houses, 17.
a high promontory on thi
coast of Buchan, Aberdeenshire, supposed to be thi
Promontorium Taixalium' of Ptolemy: see Fra
SERBURon. From this point the coast trends du'
west, on the one hand, and on the other, cui-\es t
the south-east, forming the bay of Fraserburgh. Oi
the top of the promontory is the castle of Kinnaird's
Perthshire.

KINNAIRD'S-HEAD,

'

head,
since

;

library,

is

hit.

belongmg to Lord Saltoun, and occupied
December 1787, as a lighthouse: it stands

.57°

lantern

i;

42',
is

long.

2°

1'

west of London.

ThI

120 feet above the level of the tide at hig^

KINNEDER.

The
is lighted from sunset to sunrise.
naulight is fixed, and is seen at the distance of 15
weather.
tical miles in clear
Caimbulg bears, by
compass, 2 miles south-east, and Troup -bead, 9
of
this
west-north-west,
lighthouse.

water, and

an ancient parish, now comprised
The remains of the
Drainie, in Morayshire.
church are still to be seen here, and of an old palace
or castle adjacent to it, where the Bishop of Moray
resided before Castle-Spynie was built.
KIXNEFF, a parish, containing the village of
Citerline and the post-office station of Kinnefi", on
the coast of Kincardineshire. It is bounded by the
German ocean, and by the parishes of Bervie,
Arbuthnot, Glenbervie, and Dunnottar. Its length
along the coast is about 5 miles ; and its breadth
Its southern extremity
inland is about 4 miles.
range of clifis, about
adjoins the town of Bervie.
180 feet high, forms the whole coast, generally
standing close to the water, but occasionally falling
Some comparatively high
back into little bays.
grounds intersect the interior, and divide it into
several well-defined districts. Along the coast lies

KINNEDER,

in

A

a low tract of deep loamy soil, varying from i to f
of a mile in breadth.
Separated from this by the
hill of Slains, lies a district of inferior value, bounded
on the north by a range of elevated ground. Be-

a district which has recently undergone
The highest
agricultural improvement.
ground in the parish is Bruxie hill, on the northwest boundary, which has an elevation of 650 feet
alwve sea-level. About 4,798 acres are in tillage,
about 1.557 are waste or pastoral, and about 5.3 are
The prevailing rock, is the old red
under wood.

yond,

lies

great

sandstone, and

its

conglomerate

;

and

this is quar-

ried partly for local building, and partly as an excellent millstone. There are nine landowners. The
estimated value of yearly produce, in 1842, was £15
9s. lOd.

Assessed' property in 1843, £6,122

There are vestiges of three old

Is. 8d.

and two
traversed by the
castles,

The parish is
ancient chapels.
road from Montrose to Aberdeen.

Population in
Houses, 220.
in the presbytery of Fordoun, and

1831, 1,006; in 1851, 1,069.

This parish is
Patron, the Crown.
synod of Angus and Meams.
Schoolmasters
glebe, £28.
Stipend, £232 3s. 6d.
The
salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with about £12 fees.
parish church was built in 1738, and repaired in
There is a Free
1831, and contains 424 sittings.
and the
church, with an attendance of about 270
in
with
sum raised
connexion
it in 1855, was £76
There is a parochial librarj-.
The present
Os. 5d.
parish comprehends the ancient parishes of Kinneff
and Caterline and these were formerly united also
;

;

;

to the parish of Bervie.
The celebrated Dr. John
Arbuthnot, intimate friend of Pope and Swift, and
physician to Queen Anne, lived for some time in
Kinneff. His father, the minister of Arbuthnot,
was, at the Revolution, turned out of his living by
bis chief and patron, Lord Arbuthnot, who was then
very keen partizan ; on which, he retired to his
^n prope;-ty of Kingoniy, where he lived for some

having his son, the Doctor, a young man,
with him.
Mrs. Granger, the wife of a
inister of Kinneff, with her servant-girl, succeeded
conveying the regalia of Scotland out of Dunnot-ir-castie while besieged, and hid them under the
See Dunsottab.
pulpit in the church of Kinneff.
:ie,

mg

KINNEIL.

See Bokrowstowxsess.
(The), a stream of Annandale, Dumfries-shire.
It rises in the extreme north-west of
*be parish of Kirkpatrick-Juxta, within thrce furigs of the source of one of the highest head-waters
'; the Daer, or more
For 5J
properly, the Clyde.
miles it runs south-eastward, along a fine pastoral

KINNEL
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valley between the lofty Queensberry range of hillB
on the west side, and a less imposing hilly range on
and receives various tributary rills,
the east side
the chief of which are Earshag-bum on the left
bank, and Lochan-bum on the right bank, each 3
miles in length of course. The stream now runs 2^
miles southward, dividing Kirkpatrick-Juxta on
the west from Johnstone on the east and receives
from the west the tribute of the Duff Kinnel. after
the latter has flowed 4 miles from its source, chiefly
along the boundary of Johnstone. The Kinnel, from
the point of touching Johnstone, had become wooded in its banks and, running 2f miles southward
through the body of that parish, it sweeps past the
splendid mansion and park of Raehills, occasionally
ploughs its way along a very deep and finelyfeatured sylvan dell, and altogether wears an aspect of mingled picturesqueness and romance. Receiving on its right bank a beautiful little tributary
;

;

;

of 3 miles length of course, it forms, for 2f miles,
the boundary-line between Kirkmichael on the west
and Johnstone on the east. Running a mile into
the parish of Lochmaben, it is joined from the west
by the Ae and thence south-eastward, 2 miles in a
;

straight line, but at least 4 along its channel, it
flows in serpentine folds to the Annan at BroomhilL
In the lower part of its course, it has, in general, a
level basin, yet so various and pleasing in
aspect,
as to be a fine foil to the mirthful trotting of the

stream along its pebbly path. The Kinnel's entire
length of course is about 19 miles.
KINNELL, a parish near the centre of the maritime district of Forfarshire. Its post-town is Arbroath, 7 miles to the south-south-east, though there
are several post-ofBce stations nearer.
It is bounded by Famell, Maryton, Craig, Lunan, Inverkeillor,
Its length
Kirkden, Guthrie, and Aberlemno.
eastward is 4 miles ; and its greatest breadth is 2f
miles. Its southern part is watered for nearly 2
miles by the Lunan. and for a greater distance' by
one of that river's tributaries ; and its northern part
is watered by head-streams of the Pow.
risingground or steep hillock on the north bank of the

A

Lunan

is

crowned by the parish church

;

and from

name of the parish, signifythe head of the bank,' is supposed to have been
deiived.
Tlie surface of the parish is, in general,
this circumstance the
'

ing

and under good cultivation. On the east and
it is sheltered and beautified
by plantations.
expanse of moor in the north-east comer, which
was
formerly
waste, is now covered with wood.
flat,

noith

An

About 3,500 Scotch acres of the entire parochial
area are in tillage
and about 500 are either
;

moorish-pasture or waste. There are four landowners.
The real rental, according to the new
valuation in 1855, is £5,154. The estimated value
of raw produce in 1842 was £14.297. There are
three spinning-miUs, and one grain-mill.
The

by the Aberdeen railway, and
by the road from Arbroath to Brechin. Tradition
interior is traversed

assigns to Kinnell the battle-field of an action between the Lindsays and the Ogilvies in the reign
of James II., and adds that the spurred boot of a
man slain in the pursuit was taken off, and hung
up in an ash adjacent to the church, and belonging
to the family of Airly.
spur, covered with rnst,
measuring 8 inches in length and 4J in breadth,
and having a rowel as large as a crown-piece, remained on the wall at the date of the Old Statistical
Account. Population of the parish in 1831, 786;

A

in 1851, 826.

Houses, 162.
This parish is in the presbytery of Arbroath, and
synod of Angus and Aleams. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £229 10s. lOd. ; glebe, £14, besides 3 acres
of cultivated moor.
Schoolmaster's salary, £31,

KINNESHEAD.
with £15

The

fees.

parish church is a substantial
There is a parochial library.

edifice, erected in 1855.
Cattle fairs are held at

Glesteklaw, which

see.

KINNELLAR. See Kinellae.
KINNESHEAD, a station on the Glasgow

and

Barrhead railway, between Pollockshaws and Nittshili,

Renfrewshire.

KINNESSWOOD,

a post-office village in the
It is situated 5
parish of Portmoak, Kinross-shire.
miles east of Kinross, on the road thence to Leslie.
It was the birth-place of the youthful poet, Michael
Bruce. Population, 479. Houses, 116.
KINNETHMONT, See Kennethmont.
KINNETTLES, a parish on the mutual border
of the Sidlaw and Strathmore districts of ForfarIt contains the kirktown of Kinnettles, and
shire.
the post-office village of Douglaston. It is bounded
by Glammis, Forfar, and Inverarity. Its outline is
nearly a square of about 2 miles a-side. The sluggish Dean water traces its northern boundary and
the pleasant Arity or Kerbit water drains large
An oblong hill, rising 356 feet
part of its interior.
above the level of the sea, forms nearly the centre
of the parish
and the rest of the surface, in a
general view, slopes from this hill into plains. The
hill is a detached member of the Sidlaws
and the
tract to the north and west of it is in Strathmore.
The soil is various in some parts a brown clay ;
in others a loam
in others loam mixed with clay
or with sand
in others so light as to require rich
but in all exceedingly fertile.
Fine
manuring
enclosures, affluent fields, thriving woods, neat
mansions, and the curving line of beauty over the
general surface, make the landscape delightful.
There are three landowners. The real rental according to the new valuation in 1855, is £4,572. The
estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1835, was
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Whinstone, sandstone, and greywacke

£11,070.
flag

and

slate are quarried.

The

parish

is

traversed

by the Scottish Midland railway, and by the road from
Forfar to Cupar- Angus. The kirktown of Kinnettles is a small, handsome village, built in 1813, and
situated about 3 miles south-west of Forfar.
Population of the village, about 40.
Population of the
in 1851, 460.
parish in 1831, 547
Houses, 92.
This parish is in the presbytery of Forfar, and
of
and
Mearns.
synod
Angus
Patron, the Crown.
;

Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.

;

glebe, £11.

Schoolmaster's

The parish
salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £50 fees.
church was built in 1812, and contains 420 sittings.
There is a Free church
attendance 100
sum
raised in 1855, £103 Os. ll^d.
An ancient chapel
is
supposed to have stood on a rising ground, called
Kirkhill, near the present parish church. A popish
chapel was built after the Reformation in the
southern district, on the estate of Foffarty, and was
destroyed in 1745 by a party of royal dragoons.
The parish was less extensive before the Reformation than at present, and had a church of high
:

;

antiquity.

KINNIEL.
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See Bokrowstownness.

KINNIEUCHAR. See Kilconquhar.
KINNINMONTH. See Lonmay.
KINNORDY. See Garie (The).
KINNOUL, a dispersed parish, on the

left

bank

of the river Tay, in Perthshire. It consists of five
Its
parts, or four mutually detached sections.
principal part, containing about scven-nintiis of its
entire population, lies immediately opposite the city
of Pertn, strotches two miles up and down the Tay,
has a breadth of about 1^ mile, and is bounded on
tlio north and north-east by Scone, and on the
Houth-east and south by Kinfauns. Tiie larger portion of this district is inchided within the parliaAnother section
mentary boundaries of Perth.

called Balthayock, measuring IJ mile by IJ, lies a
mile to the west; and is slightly connected at its
northern extremity with a third section, a square f
of a mile deep, presenting angles to the cardinal
These two secpoints, and called Murrayshall.
tions, viewed as a continuous district, are sur-

rounded by Scone, Kilspindie, and Kinfauns. Another section, called Balbeggie, measuring IJ mile
by f, lies 1 J north-east of the nearest part of the
Murrayshall section, contains the post-office village of Balbeggie, and is bounded on the east by
Kilspindie, and on all other sides by St. Martin's.

The

last section, called Inchyra, stretches along the
first section, and 1 mile

Tay, 3 miles east of the

south of the section of Balthayock, and is bounded
on the north-west and north by Kinfauns, and on
the east by Kinfauns and St. Madoes. The Inchyra
section forms part of the extreme west end of the
carse of Gowrie, and possesses the flatness of surface,
and the fertility of soil, which characterize that dis-

The

other sections consist chiefly of the
sides of the commencing or southwestern part of the hill-range of the Sidlaws. The
entire parochial surface comprises about 3,100 imperial acres of arable and pasture lands, 580 under
wood, and 20 of undivided common. Trap is the
prevailing rock; the old red sandstone also appears;
and the soils are very various. The landowners are
the Earl of Kinnoul, Lord Gray, Blair of Balthayock,
Murray of Murrayshall, Crystal of Inchyra, Sir
Thomas Moncrieffe, Bart., and four others, besides
trict.

summits and

many

proprietors of villas

The

and villa-grounds.

real rental in 1823 was £12,303.
in 1843, £8,666 19s. 8d.

Assessed property

The hilly parts of the parish send up two summits, mutually distant 2 miles, one in the section
immediately adjoining Perth, and the other in the
Murrayshall section, both of which command uncommonly brilliant prospects. The former, wellknown to all lovers of scenic beauty under the name
of the Hill of Kinnoul, presents in itself one of the
most fascinating objects of its class in Britain, and
vies successfully in its attractions with Richmond
hill.
Its southern front in the pai'ish of Kinfauns
[which see], does not more strike by the boldness,
picturesque features, and sylvan dress of its rocky
declivity, than the slopes and curves and undulations
of the other sides, crowned and belted with wood,

and profusely embellished with little expanses of
garden and with numerous villas, peeping out from
environing shrubberies, excite thrills of pleasure by
their rivalries of beauty.
On the north side a sinn
ous road, called Montague's walk, in honour of tlu
Duke of Montague, who was in Scotland when it

was formed, offers an easy access for a wheeled
At the top, the hill is
vehicle to the summit.
cloven by a steep hollow, called the Windy Gowle,
near which, in certain positions, is a nine or ten
times repeating echo. In a steep part of the rock,
on the face of the hill, is a cave, called the Di-agonhole, which is traditionally reported to have been a
hiding place of Sir William Wallace, and which became, after the Reformation, the scene of some
annual superstitious observances which incurred the
The hill has
special censures of the reformers.
yielded up to research vast numbers of fine agates,
some oynx stones, and a few cornelians, and is remarkable for making choice contributions to the
herbarium of the botanist. Half-a-mile west of the
Tay stands the Perth Lunatic-asylum. Between it
and the river, and on all the lower slope of the hill,
or on the belt of lowland at its base, is a thick recurrence of mansions, villas, and neat houses an^
in other sections of the parish are the two fine man
sions of Murrayshall and Inchyra.
;

i

II
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KINROSS.

KINNOUL.
Close on the bank of the Tay, stretching chiefly
along in one street line, diverging at right angles
on both sides, from the end of Perth bridge, stands
Bridgend, a suburb of Perth, and containing a
popt^ation of about 1,600. Before 1771, when the
new bridge was built, Bridgend was a paltry and
disagreeable place, a straggling assemblage of
mean houses, for the accommodation of about 30

and armorial bearings. The
fomily-seat is Dupplin-castle, in the parish of Aber-

lished with escutcheons
dalffie.

KINORE. See Hcvtlt.
KINPIRNIE. See Newtyle.
KINRARA. See Alvie.
KINRFV'E. See Kn-Mum Easteb.

—

who

But
plied the ferry across the river.
its present edifices are all modem and pleasant, and
in many instances elegant. Three turnpikes, respectively from Dundee, Cupar- Angus, and Blairgowrie, converge in it, and debouch through it to the
boatmen,

At its south end, on a slight eminence
bridge.
overhanging the Tay, stands the parish-church, a
neat edifice, erected in 1826, at a cost of about
jE4,00G, from a design by Mr. Burn. Breweries and
some other works, though they do not aid its
South
beauty, give employment to its population.
of the church, along the bank of the Tay, is a
of
about
60
which
was
in
1767
acres,
nurseiy
begun
by Mr. Dickson of Hassendean and at the northern
extremity of the suburb is another nursery which
was begun about the year 1836. Bridgend lies
within the baronies of Kinnoul and Pitcullen, holding of the Earl of Kinnoul, and entitled by charter
to a weekly market and four annual fairs, which,
however, have long since gone into desuetude; and,
in terms of the charter, it is to be called, though it
has never popularly been so, the burgh of Kinnoul.
It is all lighted with gas, and is under the adminis;

—

tration of the same police act as Perth.
The ruins
of the old castle of Kinnoul, situated about J of a
mile south of the parish-church, were traceable a

few years ago, but have now disappeared.
At
Balthayock. the seat of an ancient family of the
Blairs, are the massive ruins of an old castle, ten
feet thick in its walls, and supposed to have belonged to the Knights Templars. Prince Charles
Edward ie said to have spent a night here in 1745.
The ruins occupy a romantic site at the upper end
of a deep dell, which is clothed with herbage, and
productive of some rare plants. Population, in

—

1831, 2,957; in 1851, 3.134.
Houses, 414.
This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. "Patron, the Earl of

Kinnoul.

Stipend, £269 16s. 9d. ; glebe, £20, Unappropiated teinds, £203 7s. lOd. The parish church
contains upwards of 1,000 sittings.
There is an

United Presbyterian church at Balbeggie. built in
1832, and containing about 350 sittings. The parish
schoolmaster's salary is £34 4s. 4id., with about £42
fees, and £10 other emoluments." There are three
The ancient church of Kinnoul
private schools.

was dedicated

to St. Constantine,
Scottish king of that name, and
eowl among the Culdees at St.

denominated

who was the third
who assumed the
Andrews, and

is

monk and martyr

in the Scottish
given, in the reign of
David Bruce, by Sir Robert Erskine,
proprietor of
the barony of Kinnoul, lord of Erskine, and
great
diamberlain of Scotland, to the monks of Cambnskenneth; but, contrary to the usual practice, it
calendar.

The church was

Was allowed by the cowled fraternity to be a
rectory, and was maintained by the rectorial tithes.
^-Kinnoul gives the title of Earl, in the Scottish
peerage, to a branch of the ancient and noble family
'>f
Hay. Sir George Hay, Lord-chancellor of Scotnd, was, in 1627, created Viscount Dupplin and
I-ord Hay, and, in
1633, raised to the dignity of
Earl of Kinnoul. He died next
year; and, in 1635,
an elegant monument was erected to his
memory on
the north wall of the aisle of the old church. In the
middle of it was a statue of his
lordship as large as
life, dressed in his robes as
chancellor, and embel-

a parish, containing a post-town of the
in Kinross-shire. It is bounded by Orwell. Portmoak, Cleish, and Fossaway. Its length
eastward is a little less than 4 miles ; and its breadth

KINROSS,

same name,

is

about 3i miles.

Loch-Leven flanks most of

its

east side, separating it from Portmoak; and three
streams, the North Quiech, the South Quiech, and
See
the Gaimey, drain it eastward to that lake.
Levex (Loch). The surface of the parish is often
called the laigh or level of Kinross, in consequence of
its being environed by hills in the four circumjacent
it does not anywhere rise higher than
100 feet above the level of Loch-Leven, yet lies
all upon a base of at least 360 feet above the level
of the sea. The soil is partly clay, but chiefly a
The
thin blackish loam on a gravelly bottom.
rocks are sandstone, limestone, and trap. The principal landownei-s are Sir Graham-Graham Montgomery, Bart., and the Earl of Kinnoul. The extent of area under wood is about 215 acres; in a
waste or pastoral state, about 121 acres; under
buildings, fences. &c.. about 24 acres; and all the

parishes ; and

The real rental in
1839, exclusive of the town, was £9,175; the estimated yearly value of raw produce in that year,
£20,835; and the value of assessed property in 1843,
£11,102 3s. 3d. Kinross-house is a large and elegant structure, built in 1685 by the celebrated
architect. Sir "William Bruce, for the residence of
the Duke of York, and, it is said, from the fines
It is now the property
levied on the Covenanters.
of Sir G. G. Montgomery, Bart. The old house,
of the Earls of
the
residence
for many generations
Morton, was taken down in 1723. There is an excellent trout-fishery on Loch-Leven, which is let
The parish is traat about £200 of yearly rent.
versed by the road from Edinburgh to Perth.
Population in 1831,2,917; in 1851, 3,227. Houses,
513.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dnnfermline,
and svnod of Fife. Patron. Sir G. G. Montgomery,
Bart." Stipend. £199 10s. 5d.; glebe, £35.
Unrest of the surface is arable.

The parish
£192 13s. Id.
church was built in 1832, at a cost of £1.537; and
is a Gothic edifice, situated on a rising ground.
There is a Free church; and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £183 Is. 6d. There
are two United Presbvterian churches, the First
and the East, the former with an attendance of
about 700, the latter with an attendance of about
225.
There are a parochial school, seven unendowed schools, and four schools tanght by females.
appropriated teinds.

Salary of the parochial schoolmaster, £34 4s. 4|d.,
with about £55 fees. The name Kinross signifies
the head of the promontory,' and alludes to the
position of the town, or of the original church, at
the extremity of a point of land which runs into
Loch-Leven.
The Towx of Kixross is pleasantly situated at
the west end of Loch-Leven, on the road from
Edinburgh to Perth, 13 miles north by east of In'

verkeithing, 16 south by east of Perth. 19 southwest of Cupar, 23 east-north-east of Stirling, and
27 north-north-west of Edinburgh. It was formerly
a very mean place; but it has in recent times been
much improved. The streets present a fair appearance, and are lighted with gas and a large proportion of the private houses are new or modem, and in
;

KINROSSIE.

good style. The county hall is a handsome edifice,
in 1826, at an expense of £2,000.
The town
built^
hall is also a good huilding, erected in 1837, at the
cost of about £600. The parish church is a fine

feature, both in its own neat Gothic style, and in its
conspicuous site. The general aspect of the town,
as combined with the landscape around it, particularly with Loch-Leven and the encincturing
The town was at one time
hills, is very pleasing.

famous

for its cutlery; but this manufacture has
It also produced brown linen to the

totally ceased.

value of between £4,000 and £5,000 annually; but
this manufacture also has ceased.
Its chief employments now are the weaving of cotton fabrics
for houses in Glasgow, the manufacturing of
damasks for houses in Dunfermline, and the making of tartan shawls, plaids, and other woollen

The woollen trade is recent; and at the
fabrics.
commencement of it two large grain mills, the one
in the immediate vicinity of the town, the other at
West Tillyochie about 3 miles distant, were transformed for its use.
weekly com market is
held on Wednesday. Fairs are held on the third
Wednesday of March, on the first day of June, on
the third Wednesday of July, and on the 18th day
of October, all old style.
The town has two large
inns, an office of the British Linen Company's
bank, an office of the Edinburgh and Glasgow
bank, several insurance agencies, a curling club,

A

two subscription libraries, and several benevolent
and religious societies. Communication is maintained by coach with the Cowdenbeath station of
the Dunfermline branch of the Edinburgh, Perth,
and Dundee railway; and schemes are in progress for constructing a branch railway to Kinross
itself.
The town is governed by a committee of the
inhabitants, annually chosen at a public meeting.

The

sheriff court is held every Tuesday.
The
sheriff small debt court is held every Tuesday during

session,

KINROSS-SHIRE.
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and once a-fortnight, or oftener

if

required,
during vacation.
justice-of-peace court is held
on the first Monday of every month.
Quarter
sessions are held on the first Tuesday of March,
May, and August, and on the last Tuesday of
October. Alexander III., in the early part of his
reign, held his court in Kinross; and here, in 1257,
he and his young Queen were seized by the faction
of the Comyns.
On the 6th of September, 1842,
Queen Victoria passed through Kinross, on her
wav to Perthshire. Population of the town in 1841,

A

2,062; in 1851, 2,590.
Houses, 389.
KINROSSIE, a village in the parish of Collace,
Perthshire.
Population, 157. Houses, 33.
KINROSS-SHIKE, a very small inland county in
Scotland. It is bounded on the east and south by
Fifeshire, and on the west and north by Perthshire.
Its length, from Auchmoor-bridge on the east to tlie
river Devon on the west, is about 12 miles; and its
breadth fiom Damhead on the north to Kelty-bridge
on the south, is scarcely 10 miles. Its area does
not exceed 70 square miles, or 44,800 imperial acres.
The Ochil hills are its boundaiy on the north, with
Strathearn; the Lomond hills are on its mutual
border with Fifeshire on the east; the Benarty hill
is on its boundary on the south-east;
tlie Cleish
IiilJB either flank or bound it on the south
and tlie
prolongation of the Ochils toward Alva flanks it on
the west. The county is thus nearly girt with hills.
But there is an opening between the ()chils and the
Lomonds on the north-east, leading toward Auchtermuchty; there is a narrow pass on the cast, traversed by tlie river Leven there is a level opening between Benarty and the Cleish hills on the
south, leading toward Edinburgh; and there is
another and more extensive level opening, at
;

;

the Crook of

Devon on the

west, leading toward

Stirling.

The central region of the county is partly occupied by Loch-Leven, and partly consists of a
level tract, called the laigh of Kinross,
principallv
comprised in the parish of Kinross. The surface of

the lake has an elevation of 360 feet, or a little
more, above the level of the sea; and, excepting the
bottom of a small part of the glen through which the
river Leven runs off from the lake, that elevation is
the lowest in the county. The general configuration of the land may be regarded as
simply a variety
of braes and slopes, declining down from the engirdling hills to the central region. The most rapid
descent is on the south-east, to the south shore of
the lake; but even there, the declivity is neither
abrupt nor rugged. The whole face of the county,
though destitute of any of the first class features of
landscape, has a rich appearance, both natural and
artificial, and presents some fine charms to the eye.
"
Few things are more beautiful than the view to be
obtained fi'om the rising ground on the eastern side
of Loch-Leven, in an autumnal morning, when the
mist which has enveloped the whole county may bo
seen gradually ascending from the lake, under the
influence of the rising sun, and unfolding to the
eye of the traveller the calm unruffled surface of the
waters, with the gray and lonely castle, connected
with many a strange tale in our history —reposing
on its bosom; and as the mist clears away, the
hills are seen girding in the whole, which presents

—

moment a picture highly interesting and
sublime."
The northern part of the county is drained by the
Farg and by the head-streams of the-Eden a small
all the
part on the west is drained by the Devon
central parts are drained by the North Quiech, the
South Quiech, and the Gairnie, running into LochLeven and the southern border is drained by the
Kelty, a head-stream of the Orr. Coal is found on
the southern border, contiguous to Fifeshire, but is
not wrought within Kinross-shire.
Limestone in
great plenty is obtained from the Lomond hills.
Sandstone of excellent quality is wrought in Cleish;
and red sandstone abounds to the north of Kinross.
A coarse whinstone prevails in most of the hills,
and contains, in some parts, small veins of lead ore.
Extensive plantations were begun in 1733, on the
Blairadam estate, on the southern border of the
at such a

;

;

;

now occupy about 1,300 acres,
and consist of oak, ash, elm, beech, Scotch pine,
Tiie total extent of plantations
larch, and firs.
The climate,
within the county is 2,938 acres.
owing to the general elevation of the land, and to
county; and they

the peculiar influence of the encircling hills, is cold
and wet; but it has in recent times been materially
improved by draining operations, and is upon the
whole considered healthy.
The soil of the greater part of the county is dry,
resting on a sharp gravel, and intermixed with
small portions of clayey loam but a good deal of it
The number of small prois of a moorish quality.
prietors, as compared with the extent of the territory,
is greater than in most other counties.
Many a
farm constitutes an entire property, and is occupied
;

A

its own proprietor.
large proportion of the farms were feued out about the end
of the nth century, or the beginning of the 18th,
for a feu duty; and they were ill defined in
thei|
marches, and kept in much confusion by tlie prao
tice of run-rig.
Owing to these circumstance
Kinross-shire was later and slower in the start
modern agricultural improvement than most othei

and worked by

districts in Scotland,

and continued

till

a compara

tively recent period, to be, to a very large extent'

j

-

KINEOSS-SHIRE.
wild and barren.

But

after agricultural improvehere, it made such very
the county up to an
tapid progress as soon to bring
or
so, with the best parts of Fife-

ment

did fairly

commence

nearly
«qaality,
fhire, or even vrith
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great part of the Lothians.

Farms, for the most part, vary in size from 50 to
SOO acres in extent and such as are let are generIn the sta2 1 years.
ally let on lease from 14 to
;

of agriculture, obtained in 1854, for the
Board of Trade, by the Highland and Agriculttiral
were reSociety of Scotland, 448^ imperial acres
tamed as under wheat, 3,136^ under barley, 8,234j
under oats, 15 tmder rye, 9i under here or bigg, ISftJtisrics

under beans, 11 under pease, 199f under vetches,
4. 141 1 under turnips. 8o7| under potatoes, f under
lOts, 2| under cabbage. 134J under flax, 15J
The
;er turnip seed, and 372f in bare fallow.
^^limated gross produce was 13,895 bushels of
wheat, 94.879 bushels of barley, 284,081 bushels of
304 bushels of here or bigg, 3,724 bushels of

oats,

beans, 67,717 tons of turnips, and 3,216 tons of
The estimated average produce per impotatoes.
acre was 31 bushels of wheat, SO^ bushels of
of here or
Erial
rley, 34^ bushels of oats, 32 bushels
Kfig, 26| bushels of beans. 16 tons and 7 cwt. of
The
number
of
tons
of
and
potatoes.
3j
turnips,
acres not in tillage comprised 15,150J under grass
in the rotation of the farm, 6,591^ in permanent
pasture, 249f in irrigated meadows, 9,31 3f in sheep
walks, 2,938 under wood, 1,205J in a state of waste,
The
and 840 in house-steads, roads, fences, &c.
numbers of live stock comprised 1,524 horses, 1,501

milch cows, 2,084 calves, 4,389 other bovine cattle,
11.174 ewes, gimmers, and ewe-hogs, 11,557 tups,
wethers, and wether-hogs, and 1,137 swine.
The manufactures of Kinross-shire, excepting in
the ordinary departments of handicraft, are of comparatively small amount, and will be found all
noticed in our articles on Kinross and MUnathort.
The roads of the county are all good ; and that extending north and south through the town of Eanross, connecting Edinburgh and Perth, is one of the
best in Scotland.
The only towns are Kinross and
Milnathort; and the chief villages are Kelty, Maty-

Kinnesswood, Scotland-well, Middleton,
Crook of Devon, Duncrivie, and part of Damhead.
Kinross-shire unites with Clackmannanshire in
burgh,

sending a member to parliament. Its constituency
in 1855 was 579.
Its sheriff courts are held at
Kinross. The average yearly number of committals
for crime within the conntv, was 9 in the years
1846-1850, and 11 in the years 1852-1854. The
sams paid for expenses of criminal prosecutions, in
Kiuross-shire jointly with Gackmannanshire in the
years 1846-1852, ranged from £975 to £1,155. The
total number of persons confined in the jail at Kinross within the year ending 30th June, 1854, was
49, and the average duration of their confinement

was 37 days.

Three parishes in Kinross-shire are
assessed for the poor; and the number of registered
in
these parishes, in the year 1853-4, was 156,
poor
of casual poor, 159.
The sum expended on the
festered poor, in that year was X895; on the
casual poor, £32.
The assessment for prisons
and rogue-money is Ijd. per £1 of real rent The
alued rent in 1674 was £20,250 Scotch; the annual
value of real property, as assessed in 1815,
£25,805;
and the real rent, as ascertained under the valuation
t in
1855, £46.725 19s. 2d.
Population of the
'.nty in 1801, 6,725; in 1811, 7,245; in 1821,
:
in
in
•.2;
1831, 9.072;
1841, 8,763; in 1851,
24.
Males in 1851, 4,305; females, 4,619. In-ited houses in
1851, 1,662; uninhabited, 67;

—

Iding, 12.

There are in Kinross-shire four entire parishes.

and parts of three other parishes.

Three of the en-

parishes are in the presbytery of Dunfermline,
and the other in the presbytery of Kirkcaldy, all in
the svnod of Fife. Two of the parts of parishes are
in the presbytery of Perth, and the other in the
presbytery of Auchterarder, all in the synod of Perth
and Stirling. In 1851, the number of places of
worship within Kinross-shire was 16; of which 5
belonged to the Established church, 6 to the Free
church, and 5 to the United Presbyterian church.
The number of sittings in 4 of the Established
Free
places of worship was 2,992; in 5 of the
church places of worship, 1,371 ; and in 3 of the
tire

United Presbyterian places of worship, 1,762. The
attendance on the Census Sabbath, at 4

maximum

of the Established places of worship, was 1,400; at
the 6 Free church places of worship, 1,416 and at
4 of the United Presbyterian places of worship,
There were in 1851, in Kinross-shire, 14
1,762.
public day schools, attended by 595 males and 438
females,—17 private day schools, attended by 173
males and 216 females. 1 evening school for
and
adults, attended by 1 6 males and 15 females,
14 sabbath schools, attended by 419 males and 537
females.
The ancient history of Kinross-shire is aU identified with that of Fifeshire ; and the modem history
of it, excepting so much of the incidents in the life
of Queen Mary as will be noticed in our article on
Loch-Leven, does not possess any point of noticeable interest.
Kinross-shire, up to the year 1426,
formed part of Fifeshire ; and when erected, in that
year, into a separate cotmty, it comprised only the
Its
parishes of Kinross, Orwell, and Portmoak.
subsequent enlargement took place in 1685, by the
addition to it of Cleish, Tnlliebole, and parts of
three Perthshire parishes.
Yet, though made a
separate county, it was placed under the jurisdiction
of the same sheriff as Fifeshire, as also at that time
Clackmannanshire was placed imder the jurisdiction
of the same sheriff as Stirlingshire. This state of
things continued till the year 1807; and then the
counties of Kinross and Clackmannan were united
into one sheriffdom.
KINTAIL, a parish, containing the post-office
station of Kintail, the post-oflice village of Doraie,
and the fishing village of BundaUoch, in the southwest of Ross-shire. It is bounded by Invernessshire, and by the parishes of Lochalsh and Glenand
shiel.
Its length eastward is about 18 mUes
Its western exits breadth is from 5 to 6 miles.
tremity commences at the forking of Loch-Alsh
;

—

—

;

into Loch-Long and Loch-Duich, and is separated
by these sea-lochs from respectively the parish of

This exLochalsh and the parish of Glenshiel.
tremity, particularly along the coast of the two seaIts
lochs, contains nearly all its inhabitants.
central and eastern parts are wildly highland, but
comprise hill-grazings which are well fitted for the
pasturing of all kinds of stock. Its most inland
district, called Glenelchaig, is separated from the
other districts by lofty rugged mountains, and is
very difiicult of access. The whole parish, in fact,
is one great fastness, which art alone could have
rendered accessible and abounds in scenery of stir" From
whatever quarter Kinpassing grandeur.
tail is entered, whether by sea from the west, or by
land from the east, a scene gradually unfolds itself,
which it is impossible to describe. Mountains of
immense magnitude, grouped together in the sublimest manner, with wood and water, scars and bens
;

intermingled, present a prospect seldom surpassed
in wild beauty, and equally interesting and astonishing in the storms of winter and in the calm
serenitv of summer." Tullochard is the loftiest of

KINTESSACK.

the mountains, and possesses some interesting associations.
See ToLLOciiAKD.
The shore of the
sea-lochs is, for the most part, sandy and claj^ey.
The principal fresh water lakes are Loch-a-Bhealich
and Loch-(}lassletter. The principal streams are
the Elchaig and the Loing, flowing into Loch-Long,
and the Croe, flowing into the head of Loch-Duich.
One of the most interesting natural objects is the
fine water-fall of Glomach.
See Glomach (The).
An interesting antiquity occurs on the island of
Donan. See Ellandonan Castle. There are three
landowners. Population in 1831, 1,240; in 1851,
1,009.
Houses, 205. Assessed property in 1843,

£3,017 4s. 6d.

This parish is in the presbytery of Lnclicarron,
and synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£117 5s.; glebe, £25. Schoolmaster's salary, £26,
with about £2 fees. The roof of the parish church
fell in during divine service on Sabbath, 7th October,
1855, but without injuring any of the congregation.
The building was old, and contained 290 sittings.
There is a Roman Catholic chapel at Domie. There
are two Society schools.
The name Kintail is
derived from words signifying " the head of two
seas."
of

KINTESSACK, a village in the part of the parish
Dyke and Moy which lies within Morayshire.

Population, 122.

Houses, 38.
See Kintulloch.

KINTILLO.
KINTORE, a

parish, containing the post-town of
Kintore and a suburb of the burgh of Inverury, in
the Garioch district of Aberdeenshire. It is bounded

of Inverury, Keith-hall, Fintray,
Its length northKinellar, Skene, and Kemnay.
ward is about 6 miles ; and its greatest breadth is a
The river Don forms its
little upwards of 3 miles.

by the parishes

boundary on the north and on the east. The Tuach
burn rises on the south-west border, and runs northeastward to the Don. The surface of the parish is
low and flat along the Don, and rises thence graduand does not
ally, but with frequent inequalities
anywhere attain a greater altitude than on the
hill
of
whose
summit
beautiful wooded
Thainston,
has an elevation of about 140 feet above the ordinary
level of the Don at the town of Kintore, and about
280 feet above the medium level of the sea. The
;

soil along the Don is a deep rich alluvial loam; that
in the higher situations is generally a thin, light,
shallow, sandy mould; and that of some other tracts
of considerable extent is moss, either altered by
The
cultivation, or remaining in its original state.

tract along the Don is liable to inundations, which
have occasionally so far covered it, as to give it the
appearance of a lake about a mile in breadth. The
total extent of arable land is about 3,900 imperial
acres ; of permanent pasture or waste lands, 1,986

acres; of waste lands capable of cultivation, 160
acres and of lands under wood, 1 ,892 acres. Granite
abounds, both loose on the surface, and in rocks
which have been or may bo quan-ied. The chief
landowners are the Earl of Kintore and Mitchell of
Thainston. The only considerable private residence
;

Thainston-house, which is handsome and commodious. The estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1842 was £10,749 the value of assessed
is

;

in 1843, £4,525.

This

district is said to

Property
ave anciently formed part of a royal forest, extendand the
ing eastward hence to the church of Dyce
name Kintore, which seems to have been applied to
the western or upper end of the forest, certainly
" the head of the wood."
Part of the
aignifies
Hall
forest, with a hunting-seat or castle called
Robert do
Forest, was given by Rf)bert Bruce to
Keith, great marischal of Scotland, after the battle
of Bannockburn and the district still remains in
;

;

KINTULLOCH.
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the hands of his descendants, the
family of Kinton
having been bestowed, in the 17th century, by th
Earl Marischal, on his son Sir John Keith,'wlio wa

created Earl of Kintore

by Charles II., in 1677, o
account of his alleged instrumentality in preservin
the regalia of Scotland during the troubles of th
civil wars.
The castle comprised four stories, wit
battlements; and it still exists in a state of imposin
ruin, a little south of the town of Kintore.
On
moor between Kintore and Kinellar are numerou
tumuli. See Kinellar. The road from Aberdee
to Inverness, and the Great North of Scotland rail
way, pass up the Don and the latter has a statio
for Kintore.
Population of the parish in 1831
1,184; in 1851, 1,342.
Houses, 257.
This parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, an
of
Aberdeen.
synod
Patron, the Earl of Kinton
Stipend, £184 8s. lOd.; glebe, £23. Schoolmaster'
salary, £30, with about £28 fees, and a share in tli
Dick bequest. The parish church was built in 18U;
and contains 700 sittings. There is a Free church
attendance 380; sum raised in 1855, £302 5s. 6ci
There are a side school, a Free church school,
;

subscription school, two congregational libraries
and a sa\-ings' bank. The present parish of Kintor
comprises part of the ancient parish of Kinkell.
The Town of Kixtoke is a royal burgh.
I
stands near the Don, on the road from Aberdeen t
Inverness, 3 miles south-south-east of Inverury, an
12 north-west of Aberdeen.
It consists chiefly c
one well-built street, and has a neat town-house
It contains several very good shops, and is a focu
of communication for the surrounding country; yei
in point of size, it is a mere village.
As a roya
burgh, it is of great antiquity, claiming priority t
Aberdeen and indeed, according to the writer c
the Old Statistical Account, and others, prioritj
by no less than three centuries, to the very earlies

—

—

;

period when burghal privileges were first known i
Scotland. That it was elevated to the rank of

royal burgh by Kenneth Macalpine is by no mean
probable ; but it may have been so in the 12th cer
The only old charter it now possesses is or
tury.
by James IV., in 1506, confirming others of a moi
ancient date—-destroyed, it is alleged, by one of ii
own provosts in the 17th century. By the goven
ing charter it was appointed to be governed by
provost, two bailies, a treasurer, a dean-of-guil
and eight councillors. It has no coi*porate revenu
It unites with Inverury, Peterhead, BanflP, Culle
and Elgin, in sending a member to parliament,
constituency in 1855 was 35. It gives the title
Earl, as we have already intimated, to the young
branch of the Keith family, or Keith-Falconer
1838, Anthony, the eighth Earl, was created Ban
Kintore, in the peerage of the United Kingdoi
Population of the town in 1841, 402 in 1861, 47
;

Houses, 91.

KINTRA, a post-office village in the south of t
It stands at t
of Kilmelfort, Argyleshire.
parish
head of Loch Craignish, on the road from Lochgi!
head to Oban, 8 miles south by east of KilmeLfr
It has a good inn.
KINTRADWELL, a small bay and an estate
tlie south of the parish of Loth, about 3 miles no
of Brora, Sutherlandshire.
KINTULLOCH, a village in the parish of Di
barnie, about J a mile south of the cnurch of Di
barnie, Perthshire. It is remarkable for the taste
condition of its cottages. Hugh Say, an Engl
man, obtained a grant of the lands of Kintullo
under William the Lion and his sister Arabe
who became his heir, granted part of tlicm to
monks of Scone. Population of the village, ]
;

Houses,

33.

KIXTYRE.
KLSTYKE.

the southern division of Argyleshire.

a peninsala lying between the frith of Clyde
and the Atlantic ocean, and joined to Knapdale by
the narrow isthmns of Tarbert. It extends about -M
inUes from north to- south, and is about 6J miles in
average breadth, consisting partly of low and partly
of high land and embraces the parishes of Campbelton, KillieiTv, KilcalmoneU, KiUean, Kilchenzie.
It contains the
Saddle. Skipness, and Southend.
royal burgh of Canipbelton, and the villages of Dalintober, Dramlemble, Tarbert, Clachan, and some
It is

;

fishing hamlets. As a district also, it comprises the
insular parish of Gigha and Cara. Population of the
district in 1831, 20,632; in 1851, 17,916.
Houses,
2,502.

Kintyre, down to the 17th century, was reckoned
part of the Hebrides, and figured as one of these
=lands in history. The origin of this was a stratan of Magnus Barefoot, king of Norway, who
ving conquered the Isles, made an agreement
with Malcokn Canmore, by which the latter was to
leave Magnus and his successors in peaceable pos>sion of all the Isles which could be circumnavigai.
Magnus had himself drawn across the narrow
jothmus between Kintyre and Knapdale in a galley;
by which, it was allowed in these simple times, he
succeeded in adding Kintyre to the possessions accorded him by the treaty. When the Lords of the
Isles ruled in all the pomp of royalty, Kintyre was
reckoned part of their dominions. Bruce bestowed
the keeping of Tarbert castle, then the most important position on the Argyle coast, on Robert, the
son and heir of Walter.' the high-steward. Under
David II. the lands of Kintyre reverted to the de^ndants of Angus Oig. In 1498, King James
Id his court at a new castle he had caused to be
L-rected at the head of the bay of
Campbelton, and
Argyle was appointed keeper of Tarbert castle.
The Macdonalds, however, stoutly and often successfally resisted the influence of the Campt)ells in

—

and final suppression in
the Earl of Ross was compelled to
and Knapdale to the Crown.
(McLL of), the promontory at the

this quarter, until their last

1615.

In

1-176,

resign Killt^Te

KINTYRE

southern extremity of the peninsula of Kintyre, in
Argyleshire. It was called by the Romans Epidium
Promontorium. It is the nearest point of Great
Britain to Ireland, being only 11^ miles distant from
It presents a
Tor-point in the county of Antrim.
strong front to the waves of the Atlantic; and exin
time of a storm, a very wild and sublime
hibits,
mountain called Knockmoy adjoins
appearance.
it. and commands a most
magnificent prospect of
?
surrounding seas and coasts.
lighthouse
mds on the promontory, on the rocks called the
Merchants, elevated 297 "feet above the level of the
sea at high-water.
The light is fixed, and is seen
at 22 miles distance in clear weather.
The point of
CorsewaU bears south- south-east from this, 26 miles;
Portpatrick light, south by east 37 miles; the Maidrocks south by west ^ west distant 20 miles;
peland light, south by west J west distant 38

A

A

1

KIPLAW.

See Moxedie.
See Isxeekip.
See Lktox. Roxburghshire.

KIPPEN, a parish partly in Stirlingshire, and
partly in Perthshire, yet quite compact, and all lying
on the south side of the Forth. The
Stirlingshire
section contains the
villages of
Kippen

post-office

id

; and the Perthshire section contains
villages of Shirgarton, Cauldhame, Amprior,
and Kepp. The
parish is Iwunded by Port-of-Monteith. Kincardine,
Kilmadock, Gargunnock, Balfron,

Buchlyvie

le

and Drymen.
TT.

Its

length eastward

is

greatest breadtli is 4 mOes. The Forth wends
slowly along the northern boundary, within a narrow
channel, between banks from 10 to 20 feet high, and
exhibiting a very tame appearance. Yet. from vantage-grounds in its vicinity, magnificent views are
its

obtamed of the far-stretching strath through which
flows, from Gartmore on the west, away to where
the rocks of Abbey-craig, Craigforth, and Stirling
castle, appear like islands in the distance. Boquhanbum comes in from the south near its source, and
flows for 4J miles along the south-eastern and eastem boundary to the Forth. The Pow of Glinns
rises on the southern border, and flows southward
to the Endrick.
Along the Forth stretches a narrow
belt of haugh, very fertile, and equally adapted to
it

tillage

and to pasture.

Behind this

lies

a belt of

carse-ground, generally from half-a-mile to a mile
in breadth, but in some places broader, and forming
part of the great plain which extends on both sides
of the Forth from Gartmore to Borrowatounness.
From the carse the surface rises at first abruptly,
and then very gradually in most places for about a
mile, and in others further; and continuing for a
considerable space to be flat or to form a table- land,
it declines toward the south.
Where this upland
ten-itory springs from the carse, it exhibits the distinctive appearances of a river-bank deserted by its
stream. The land on the slow northern slope, above
the basement skirting, exhibits a pleasing view of
fruitful fields, generally well-enclosed, and occasionally intersected with glens, pouring down their tiny
rills.
The table-land, and part of the southern slope
of the uplands, are a continuous moor, known as the
moor of Kippen. The southern slope, altogether
little

more than
and less

lighter

a soil
than that of the northern
The interjacent valley, at its base between
half-a-mile, is carpeted with
fertile

slope.
this parish

and Gargtmnock, where it is traverBed
That bum, says
is very narrow.
General Campbell, "which, descending from the
rock of BaUochleam, makes little impression on the
strata of limestone or iron, meets at last with the
red sandstone, through which it has opened a passage,
and wrought its soft materials into a number of
curious shapes, such as the wells and caldrons of
the Devon. It is yet remembered when it burst
through a large projection of the rock, and threw
the mill, with all its appendages, on the other side
of the bank."
About 1,807 imperial acres of the

by Boquhan-bum,

entire parochial area are arable carse-land; about
3,431 are arable dryfield; about 4,256 are pastoral
or waste ; and about 562 are under wood.
Red sand-

stone abounds in the moors, and is quarried for
and limestone occurs on the southern borThere are seven
der, but has been littie wrought.
principal landowners, besides a number of smaller
The estimated yearly value of raw produce
ones.
in 1841 was £16,069.
Assessed property in 1843,
£8.775.
distillery, now extinct, paid £17,000 ayear of duty. The parish is traversed by the road
from Stirling to Dumbarton, and by the Forth and
Clyde railway. On five or six small heights are oval
building,

A

plains, surrounded by ramparts, averaging 130 yards
in circimiference, and variously conjectured to be of

uiiles.

KINRAID.
KIP (The).

KIPPEN.
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6^ miles ; and

Roman, of Pictish, and of feudal origin. In former
times, the district was much infested by marauding
parties of the Highland clans; and, in 1691, it suffered special loss from an irruption of the gillies of
Rob Rov. Population of the entire parish in 1831,
2.085; in 1851, 1,892. Houses, 367. Population of
the Perthshire section in 1831, 691; in 1851, 613.
Houses, 118.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunblane, and
s3mod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Galbraith of
Biackhouse.
Stipend, £250 6s. 9d.: glebe, £12.

Q

KIPPET HILLS.

Unappropriated teinds, £511 10s. The parish churcli
Duilt in 1825, and contains 800 sittings.
There

was

a chapel of ease at Buchlyvie, built in 1836, containing 352 sittings, and under the presentation of
There are two Free
its own male communicants.
is

churches, respectively at Kippen and at Buchlyvie
and the receipts of the former in 1855 were £88 14s.
9p., of the latter, £54 17s. 6d. There is an United
;

—

Presbyterian church at Buchlyvie, built in 1751,
and containing 554 sittings. There are two parochial schools, five non-parochial schools, and two
small public libraries. The salary of the first parochial schoolmaster is £27 15s. 6d., with £20 fees ;
of the second, £5 lis. Id., with £5 10s. fees, and
£11 14s. other emoluments. The ancient church,
according to one account, belonged to the monks
of Cambuskenneth ; but, according to another and

more probable

it

one,

was, in 1288, erected

by an

ecclesiastical convention, acting under the authority
of the Pope, into a perpetual canonry in the church

A

of Dunblane.
chapel formerly stood near the
eastern boundary, and is said to have been erected
during the period of post-Reformation Prelacy in
Scotland, in consequence of the indulgence granted
by King James. The parish is celebrated for the
covenanting zeal of its inhabitants during the persecution by the Stuarts. In 1675, the Lord's supper
was administered here to a very numerous " conAt the battle of Bothventicle " during the night.
well, in 1679, a body of 200 or 300 countrymen,
partly from this parish and partly from Galloway,
were placed as a guard upon the bndge, and defended it with great gallantry. Various parishioners,
in particular James Ure of Shargarton, underwent,
till the Revolution, such severe hardships as were
long feelingly remembered in the country, and are
pathetically and minutely detailed by Wodrow.
The Village of Kippen stands on the road from
Stirling to Dumbarton, 5 miles east-north-east of
Buchl3rvie, and 9 J west of Stirling. Fairs are held
here on the second Wednesday of April, on the third
Wednesday of May, old style, on the 23d of October,
and on the first, second, and third Wednesdays of
December. Fairs are held also on the moor of Kippen. The village, during half-a-century, was the
seat of extensive whisky distillation. An old act of
parliament permitted a somewhat free manufacture of
whisky on the north side of the boundary between
the Highlands and the Lowlands; and Kippen,
claiming to be on the privileged side of the boundary,
took full advantage of that act, till a new one was
Population of the village, 397.
passed in 1793.

Houses, 106.

KIPPENDAVIE.
KIPPET HILLS,

See Dunblaxe.
a ridge of gravel heights, intersecting the parish of Slains, and surrounding
three sides of the Loch of Slains, in the Ellon district of Aberdeenshire. It rises, by an easy acclivity,
to the height of from 50 to 60 feet above the level
of the lake.

KIPPLEDRAE.
KIPPOCHILL, a

See Fifeshire.

Barony parish of
Glasgow, Lanarkshire. Population, 235.
KIPPS. See Kinosbauns.
KIPPS (The), a hill, having an altitude of 1,785
feet above .sea-level, in the parish of Temple, Edinburghshire.

KIPROCII.

See

village in the

Ale

KIRKBEAN.
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(The).

KIRBISTER-LOCH. See Orphir.
KIRK, an Anglo-Saxon word signifying 'church,'
used in the Scottish dialect as a substitute for that
word, and frequently employed as a prefix to topographical names.
KIRK, a village in the parish of Lundie, Forfarshire.
Population, 75. Houses, 17.

KIRKAIG.

See Assynt.
See Nixian's (St.).
KIRKANDREW. See Borgue.
KIRKAPOLE-BAY, a bay on the north-east
coast, near the north-east extremity, of the island
of Tiree, in the Argyleshire Hebrides. It measures
about 2 miles across, and about 2 miles inland; and,
though unsheltered across the entrance, it contains
good anchoring ground.
KIRKBEAN, a parish, containing the post-office
village of Kirkbean, and the villages of Carsethorn,
Southerness, and Prestonmill, at the south-eastern
extremity of Kirkcudbrightshire. It is bounded by
the Solway frith, and by the parishes of Colvend and
Newabbej'. Its length south south-westward is 5
miles and its greatest breadth is 3f miles. Southwick water traces, over a distance of 4 miles, the
western boundary.
Kirkbean-burn rises in the
north, runs 4^ miles circuitously through the inteto
the
sea
at
Carse
rior,
bay, and is joined a mile

KIRKAMUIR.

;

its mouth by Preston-bum, after the latter,
also of local origin, has performed a semicircular
course of 4 miles in the interior. The coast line is

from

9^ miles in length.

and ebb seven

The

tides here flow five hours

and, owing to their rapidity, they
occasionally upset vessels, and have been known
to tumble a ship's anchor a considerable way from
its place.
The coast is low and sleechy, and slowly
gains accessions of excellent salt pasture from the
recession of the sea. On Southerness point, the
most southerly land, running f of a mile into the
sea from a base of 1 mile upon the body of the
parish, stands a lighthouse which is of much use to
mariners. Vessels often come to anchor here in three
or four fathoms at low water, to escape the collision
of the flood tide. Carsethorn bay, near the northern
extremity of the parish, and 11 miles south of Dumfries, is a safe anchoring-place, and ofiers shelter to
vessels waiting a spring tide to take them up the
;

Nith, or encountering contrary winds when coming
On the northern boundary of the parish
rises the magnificent mountain Criffel which sec.
Along the western boundary, or a little inward from
it, over a distance of 2f miles, runs a spur or offshoot
of Criffel.
From these heights the surface of the
parish inclines to the shore, and exhibits a rich,
and
extensive prospect, fields well-enclosed
beautiful,
and highly cultivated, and several clumps and belts
of plantation.
The soil, in general, is fertile ; on
the north-west and west, it lies on limestone; on
the south-east, it is a rich and deep clayey loam ;
and on tlie south and south-west, over a tract of
1,000 acres, called the Morse, it is a light and sandy
About
conquest from the sea, nearly all arable.
one-half of the parochial area is in tillage and the
in
in
or
rest is variously
waste.
pasture,
commonage,
The rocks are chiefly granite, limestone, and a very
coarse sandstone. I'he limestone is worked. Some

down.

:

;

partial

but vain searches have been made for

coal.

The landowners

are Balfour of Arbigland, Oswald of
The
Auchencruive, and Stewart of Southwick.
mansions are Arbigland-house and Cavens both ol
them, but especially the former, very ornamental to
the district. The only noticeable antiquities are the
remains of the castle of Wreaths, which belonged
to the Regent Morton, and remains of a moat and
The commerce ol
ditch, called M'Culloch's castle.
the parish is so limited as to employ only two oj
three small vessels. The yearly value of raw pro<
duco was estimated in 1844 at £13,765. Assessed
property in 1843, £5,758. The village of Kirkbcar
stands on Kirkbean-burn, 12 miles south of Dum
fries.
It is one of the most beautiful villages ii
the south of Scotland, both for the swectncns
;

its situation,

and

for its well-kept cottages.

1

op j

i

KIRKCALDY,
alatioa of the parish in 1831, 802
Houses, 162.

;

in 1851, 982.

This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Dumfries.
StiPatron, the Duke of Buccleuch.
Schoolmaster's
pend, £202 12s. 8d. ; glebe, £18.
salary, £25 13s. 3^., with £28 fees, and upwards
of £25 other emoluments.
The parish church was
built in 1766; and a handsome tower attached to
it, and surmounted by a dome, was built in 1840.
There is a Free church for Kirkbean and Southwick,
with an attendance of 800 ; and the sum raised in
connexion with it in 1855 was £136 16s. 3d. There
are a private school, and a public subscription
library. The ancient church belonged to the college
of Lincluden.
KIRK-BORTHWICK. See Bobthwickbrae.
KIRKBOST. See Kirkjbbost.
KIRKBRIDE. See Kilbride, Matbole, and

KiRKPATRICK-DcEHAM.

KIRKBUDDO.
KIRK-BURN.

See Gutheie.
See Cambcslasg and Dceeis-

DEEE.

KIRKCALDY,

a political district in Fifeshlre.
extends from the frith of Forth at Dysart to the
south foot of the Mid-Lomond hill, and from the
west side of Largo bay to Benarty hill, on the
Its length southboundary with Kinross-shire.
westward is 14 miles and its breadth is 9 miles.
It contains the parishes of Kennoway, Scoonie,
It

;

Wemyss,

Markinch,

Leslie.

Kinglassie. DVsart,
Kirkcaldy, Abbotshall, Auchterderran, Ballingry,
and
Burntisland.
Auchtertool, Kinghom
Population in 1831, 41,760; in 1851, 51,819.
Houses,
7,257.

KIRKCALDY, a parish, containing a

royal burgh
the south coast of Fifeshire. It
is bounded by the frith of Forth, and
by the parishes
of Abbotshall, AuchterdeiTan, and Dysart.
Its
length northward is about 2J miles and its breadth
is less than 1 mile. Its extent of coast line is about
J of a mile. The beach is level and sandy and the
surface thence inland is for a short way flat, then
ascends rather abruptly, and afterwards ascends
more gradually to the northern boundary, attaining
altogether an extreme elevation of about 300 feet
above the level of the sea. About 160 imperial acres
are planted and all the rest of the area,
except what
of its

own name, on

;

;

;

occupied by houses and roads,

is in tillage.
The
of the low district is light, and that of the
higher
is
cold and stiff. The rocks belong to the
grounds
coal formation.
Coal is worked; and considerable
of
iron ore are found. Seven-eighths of the
quantities
land belong to Oswald of Dunnikier; and the other

18

soil

eighth is much divided. Tlie only mansion is Dunnikier-house but there are several fine villas.
Population in 1831, 5,034; in 1851, 5.719.
Houses, 504.
Assessed property in 1843, £18,238 17s. 4d.
This parish is the seat of a
presbytery, in the
synod of Fife. Patron, the Crown. Sripend, £246
lis. 5d.; glebe, £30.
Unappropriated teinds, £268
16s. 7d.
The parish church stands near the middle
of the town, on the
rising-ground to the north of
the High-street.
It was built in 1807, and contains
1,500 sittings.
There is a chapel of ease at Port
;

and containing 840 sittings.
There is a Free church at
Kirkcaldy; whose receipts
in 1855 amounted to £673 18s. lid.
Tliere are also
Brae, built in

1842,

an United
Presbyterian church, erected in 1822, with
750 sittings; an
Independent chapel, erected in 1803,
with 480 sittings a Scottish
Baptist chapel, erected
1822, with 350 sittings; and an Episcopalian chapel, erected about eight years ago, with 300
sittings.
Within the parliamentary burgh of Kirkcaldy, which
includes parts of the parishes of Abbotshall and
Kinghom, there were in 1851, at the time when the

m

;
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Census was taken, three Establishment places of
worship, with 2,329 sittings, and an attendance of
1 .467 ; four Free church
places of worship, three of
them with 2,190 sittings, and the four with an attendance of 1,668; three United Presbyterian places
of worship, with 2,370 sittings, and an attendance
of 1,307 one Independent chapel, with an attendance
of 161; two Baptist chapels, with an attendance of
222 one Episcopalian chapel, with an attendance of
85; one Roman Catholic chapel, with 300 sittings;
and two places of worship belonging to isolated congregations, with 210 sittings, and an attendance of
74.
There are in the parish of Kirkcaldy a burgh
school, conducted by a rector, who has a salary of
£50, and an assistant, who has a salary of £40; a
charity school, supported, in common with kindred
schools in Pathhead, Linktown, and Kinghom, by a
bequest of £75,000, left by Robert Philip, Esq,, in
1828; three schools for young ladies, in the higher
departments of education five for girls, in the ordinary departments of education ; and six of the ordinary class of private schools. The parish of Kirkcaldy, previous to 1 650, comprised also the territory
which now fonns the parish of Abbotshall. Its
name is derived from a place of worship in the ancient times, belonging to the Culdees.
This was
called Kilculda and that word was easily corrupted
;

;

;

;

into Kirkcaldy.

KIRKCALDY, a royal burgh, a seaport, and a
market town, stands on the coast of Fifeshire, 10
miles in a direct line north of Edinburgh, but 14
miles thence by railway, and 18 miles south-southwest of Cupar. As a royal buigh, it stands wholly
within the parish of Kirkcaldy, extending from side
to side of the seabdard of that parish ; but as a parliamentary burgh, it also extends southward across
the parish of Abbotshall, and into the parish of
Kinghorn, comprising Linktown in the foi-mer of

these parishes, and Invertiel in the latter and as a
town, it is prolonged on the north by Pathhead,
Sinclairtown, and Gallaton. Its length, as a royal
burgh, is less than a mile ; but its length as a town,
from Invertiel on the south to Gallaton on the north,
is about 3J miles ; so that it well merits the name,
"
by which it has been long known to fame, the
lang toon o' Kirkcaldy," the more so as it has no
where any considerable breadth, but consists in
great measure of little more than one line of street.
The royal burgh extends along the low flat ground
adjacent to the shore. It comprises one principal
street, and several cross streets and lanes the latter
partly running from the principal street towards the
sea, and partly ascending the high bank to the
north, where there is another street partly built,
running parallel to the principal one. The principal
street is in general narrow, crooked, and inconvenient but in 1811, an act of parliament was obtained
for widening and pa^nng the streets, and lighting
and watering the town, since which considerable
improvements have been made. The town is welllighted with gas, first introduced in 1830, and is also
well-supplied with water. The principal street has
;

—

;

;

been in many places widened and though many of
the houses are still irregularly placed, it has beeu
much improved by the erection of numbers of substantial and elegant buildings.
A number of elegant shops of various kinds, especially those of
drapers and haberdashers, tend considerably to ornament the town, as also to indicate the wealth and
;

When

taste of large part of the inhabitants.
the
town used to be traversed by strangers, only in conits

it

veyances along
principal street-line,
presented
such a prolonged, close, dingy, monotonous appearas
to
leave
a
ance,
very unpleasant impression on
the mind but now, as seen from the Edinburgh,
;

KIRKCALDY.
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and Dundee railway, it looks altogether difThat railway approaches it from the south on
a high viaduct of six arches, and passes along the
entire north side of the town, amid pleasant suburbs
of bleachfields and ornate cottages, commanding
thence comprehensive views of the town as a whole,
and of the sea and country around it. A principal
building in the town is the town-house and jail, the
former in the front, the latter in the rear, and the
two together forming one edifice. It stands in the
principal street, near the middle of the town it is
in the Norman style, small, but very handsome and
it was built about 25 years ago, at the cost of about
£5,000. The parish church, also, is a handsome
Perth,

ferent.

;

;

structure, in the Gothic style, built at the cost of
One of the other places of worship,
in the High-street adjacent to the sea, is likewise
an elegant building, erected in 1842, at the cost of

about £3.000.

nearly £2,000.

Kirkcaldy first comes into notice in history in
1334. It was mortified in that year by David II.
and it became a
to the monastery of Dunfermline
burgh of barony, holding of the abbot and monasIn 1450, it was conveyed by the monastery,
teiy.
;

together with its harbour, its burgli-acres, its small
customs, and its municipal rights, to the bailies and

and immediately thereafter it was
erected into a royal burgh, with all the customary
Its original charter, and all the privi[)rivileges.
eges -which it contained, were not only specially
ratified by a charter of confirmation granted by
Cliarles I. in 1644; but the burgh, for good and gratuitous services performed by it, was erected de novo
into a free royal burgh and free port, and new and
larger immunities granted to it.
Nothing is authentically known of its state at the time of its being
of
from
the
Dunfeimline
but as
disjoined
lordship
the churchmen were among the earliest cultivators
of foreign commerce, it seems reasonable to suppose
that Kirkcaldy was the port of the monks of that
abbey, and that it consequently must have received
benefit from the foreign commerce of the period, sucli
At a later period, and before the Union
as it was.
with England, we know that the whole of the burghs
on the coast of Fife enjoyed a large share of trade,
not only with the Continent, but with England.
They were extensively engaged in the fisheries, and
exported not only salted fish, but salt and coals.
Of the commerce of the period, Kirkcaldy enjoyed a
principal share; and tradition relates, that when
this charter was renewed by Charles I., it had 100
This tradition is supsail of ships belonging to it.
ported by the evidence of an authentic account preserved among the records of the burgh, from which
it appears that 94 vessels belonging to the port, had
been either lost at sea, or taken by the enemy, between the year 1644 and the period of the RestoraThese are said to have amounted in value to
tion.
the sum of £53,791 sterling. This severe loss must
have tended greatly to check the prosperity of the
town but other occurrences connected with the unhappy disputes of the period, must have increased
At the time that Dundee
this in a great degree.
was taken by General Monk, the inhabitants of
Kirkcaldy lost goods to the value of £5,000 sterling,
which they had deposited there as a place of security
and Severn I of the wealthier inhabitants suffered
the loss of considerable sums of money which they
had lent to the committee of estates for the public

community;

;

;

;

service, and which they found it impossible afterwards to recover. During the course of the civil
war, 480 persons belonging to this burgh were slain

in battle; of whom 200 were said to have been
killed at the battle of Kilsyth alone.
All these losses, aggravated by the suspension

of the trade with Holland after the Kestoratior
brought ruin and deep distress upon the burgh; s
much so, that in 1682, an application was made t
the Convention of burghs to consider its property
and to take measures for easing it of its publi

burden. The burgh, however, having fallen unde
the displeasure of the Court, for the part it hai
taken during the civil war, was not only refusei
all relief, but was rather burdened
by an additioi
to its annual assessment of 2,000 merks.
h
1687, a new application was made to the Con
vention, when a visitation of the burgh was or
A committee for the purpose met at Kirk
dered.
caldy the following year, which, after proper inves
"
that the customs pabable to Hi;
tigation, reported
Majesty were not the half of what they had beei
some years before; that this was occasioned by th(
death of many substantial merchants and skippers
and loss of ships and decay of trade; that many o
the inhabitants, some of whom were magistrates o
the burgh, had fled from and deserted the same
that so great was the poverty of the inhabitants
that all the taxations imposed on the town could d(
no more than pay the eight months' cess payable t<
the King, and that with difliculty."
Before th(
effect of this report could be known, the Kevolutioi
took place, into which the inhabitants of Kirkcald]
entered with alacrity; and in consequence of thei:
conduct on the occasion, and a representation o
their poverty, they obtained an abatement of £1,00<
Scots from their annual assessment. This relief
and the security which the country enjoyed afte

had such effect upon this burgl
languishing commerce began speedily ti
revive, and wealth again began to circulate amonj
its inhabitants.
The treaty of the Union, however
again, for a time, put a stop to the prosperity o
In
consequence of the taxes and cub
Kirkcaldy.
this great event,

that

its

toms which were imposed in Scotland, and th'
numerous restrictions with which the trade of th
country was fettered by the English, commerc
every where declined; nor did any place suffer mor
than the various towns on the coast of Fife. T
shipping of Kirkcaldy, on which it had hithertj
mainly depended, fell rapidly into decay; and th
different wars which followed for more than half-£
century, so continued to depress trade, that in 176<
Kirkcaldy employed no more than one coaster of 5
tons, and two ferry-boats of 30 tons each.
On the return of peace in 1763, the shippin
trade immediately began to revive. In 1772, it hf
increased to 11 vessels, carrying 515 tons, and ^
men and although its progress was retarded by tl
Amei'ican war, it amounted at tlie close of that w:
j
to 12 vessels, carrying 750 tons, and 59 men.
1792, its shipping consisted of 26 square-riggi
;

vessels, 1 sloop, and 2 ferry-boats, carrying, by tl
register, 3,700 tons, and employing 225 men. Sor
of the larger vessels were employed in the trade

the Mediterranean, the West Inclies, and Americ
but the greater proportion were employed in t
The small
trade to Holland and the Baltic.
Sin
vessels were employed chiefly as coasters.
then, its shipping trade has gone on prosperous
with some fluctuations indeed, but on the wh'
In 1831, it had
witli progressive increase.
vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of 10,610; i\i

'

had 96 sailing vessels, with an aggrcg.)
tonnage of 8,738, and one steam vessel, of 62 to
Its limits as a port extend from Fifeness on
east to Downey-point on the west, and compi
in 1855, it

'.

the creeks of Crail, Cellardykes, Anstruther, Pitt
weem, Elie, Largo, Leven, Methill, Buckhav
Wemyss, Dysart, Kinghorn, Burntisland, and Al
dour. The amount of dues levied on ships wit

KIRKCALDY.
its port,

in the year 1852,
leaned at its

£1,322 was

was £3,172;

own

of

which

harbour, £78 at

£263 at Anstruther, £100 at Pittenweem,
Largo. £185 at Leven. £87 at Metbill, £207 at Buckhaven, £113 at Dysart, £30 at
Kinghorn, £632 at Burntisland, and £124 at Alierdour.
During the year 1854, the trade of the port
eomprised, in the foreign and colonial department,
a tonnage of 5,273 inwards in British vessels, 8,716
inwards in foreign vessels, 5,713 outwards in British vessels, and 16,673 outwards in foreign vessels;
and in the coasting department, 25,347 inwards in
British vessels, 143 inwards in foreign vessels,
55,113 outwards in British vessels, and 282 outwards in foreign vessels. There are regular conimnnications, by smacks or other vessels, with London, Glasgow, Leith, and various parts of the coast.

Crail,

£27

The

at

foreign ships visiting the port are principally

Norwegian, Danish, German, and Prussian. The
principal articles of import are flax and timber; and
the principal articles of export are coals

and linen

yams.

The harbour

is

situated near the east end of the

town, yet is under
of parliamentary commissioners.
It has been improved and extended at various times;
''" till
only a few years ago, it was destitute of
t
every accommodation suitable to the large
It is the property of the

bargh.
the

management

:ls

frequenting

it,

—dry at

low water, even

at

liie ebb of neap tides, and boasting nothing better
than ample space and substantial piers. In 1836 a
In 1843 a relight was placed on the east pier.
solution was taken to extend that pier and to effect
other improvements, at the cost of £10,000.
In
1850 still more extensive improvements were resolved upon, comprising a new dock of about 2f
acres, an inner harbour of 3 acres, an outer harbour of about IJ acre, with a total wharfage of
3,110 feet, to be effected at the cost of about

These latter improvements, it was calwould slightly affect the current at the
harbour mouth, but would do so beneficially, and
prevent accumulations of silt. The rise and fall of
the tide at the harbour is about 10 feet in neap
tides, about 18 feet in ordinary spring tides, and
about 21 feet in extreme spring tides. The flow of
the current runs right across the harbour mouth,

£30,000.
culated,

from east to west, or from west to east, at the rate
of from 1§ to 2 miles an hour.
The new quays
were to be formed to the height of about 2 feet above
high water, and would have 16 feet of water abreast
in ordinary spring tides.
The principal employment in Kirkcaldy is the

manufacture of linen cloth.
This was little attended to till after the desti-uction of the foreign
At that time,
trade, in consequence of the Union.
however, the manufacturers wove their own webs,
and probably purchased in the surrounding district;
so that they
employed but little capital. In 1733,
the whole amount of linen cloth
stamped at
In
Kirkcaldy, was no more than 177,740 yards.
1743, it had increased to 316,550 yards, the computed value of which was nearly £11,000 sterling.
But this included not only the manafactnre of Kirkcaldy, but that also of circumjacent parishes as far
as Leslie.
The linen trade continued to be diligently prosecuted, and gradually to increase, till
about 1755, when it amounted to about the value of

£22,000 sterling. In consequence, however, of the
war which then began, interrupting the intercourse
with America and the West Indies, the manufacture

began to decline; and, in 1773, it had fallen to
and in the following year it was
still lower.
But Mr. James Fergus, an enterprising manufacturer of the period, sncceeded in openi-15,000 sterling,

laRKCALDY.
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new channel

for disposing of the manuof Kiikcaldy, by introducing them into
England; and since that time tliey have gone on

ing up a
factures

In 1792, they employed about
rapidly increasing.
810 looms, of which about 250 were in the parish of
about
in the parish of Abbotshall,
300
Kirkcaldy,
about 100 in Dysart, about 60 in Largo, and the
rest in other parishes.
The total value of the
manufacture at that time was supposed to be about
£45,000 sterling; and at that time the manufacturers of Kirkcaldy purchased from the neighbouring districts goods to the farther value of about
£30,000 sterling. In more recent times the linen
trade of the town, together with that of the surrounding districts, which are either identified with
it or
intimately connected with it, have been computed to amount in annual value to about £200,000.
Its chief articles of produce are ticks, dowlas,
checks, and sail-cloth. Connected with this trade
also, and to an extent somewhat corresponding to
it, are carried on flax-spinning, yam-bleaching, and
machine -making. There are at present, in the town
and its neighbourhood, 13 flax spinning mills, 7
There are
bleachfields, and 3 machine-factories.
likewise a rope-work, two extensive iron-works,
an iron-ship-building yard, a chemical work, a distillery, breweries, and flour mills.
large retail trade is earned on in Kirkcaldy for
A
the supply of a populous circumjacent cotuitry.
weekly stock-market for the sale of grain is held
every Saturday, at which not only the farmers and
corn-factors of a large surrounding district attend,
hut also corn-merchants from the south side of the
Forth. Cattle-markets are held in the months of
Februar}', July, and October, which are well attended. The town has oflices of the Bank of Scotland, the Commercial bank, the Union bank, the
National bank, and the City of Glasgow bank. It
has also a savings' bank, a number of insurance
agencies, a chamber of commerce, a public reading
room, a subscription library", a mechanics' library,

A

agricultui-al society, a hortictiltural society, a
scientific association, a ciu^ling club, and a number
Its princiof charitable and religious institutions.

an

pal inns are the National, the George, the Harbourhead, and the Balsusney. An.ple fticilities of communication are enjoyed by means of steamere and

the railway.

The burgh is governed by a provost, two bailies,
a dean-of-guild. a treasurer, sixteen other councilThe magistrates have all
lors, and a town-clerk.
the powers possessed by magistrates of royal
burghs, and hold regular courts for the decision of
Justice ofcivil causes and the trial of crimes.
peace courts for the recovery of small debts for the
town and several surrounding parishes, are also
held here at stated periods and circuit small-debt
courts, in the months of January, March, May,
July, September, and November. The income of
the'burgh for 1838-9 was £1.942, and for 1854-5,
£637 19s. 7d.; but the latter is exclusive of £1,633
The ex6s. 0^. of harbour commission revenue.
penditure in 1838-9 was £1,511; and the debt in
1832 was £8,646. The old incorporated trades arc
the smiths, the wrights and masons, the weavers,
the shoemakers, the tailors, the bakers, and the
I'revious to the Union, Kirkcaldy sent a
fleshers.
member to the Scottish parliament; and after that
it
sent
one to the British parliament in conevent,
junction with the neighbouring burghs of Dysart,
Kinghorn, and Burntisland. This arrangement has
been continued since the passing of the Reform bill,
Kirkcaldy being the returning burgh. The municipal constituency in 1840 was 277; in 1855, 313.
The parliamentary constituency in 1840 was 298;
;

j

KIRKCHRIST.

in 1855, 460. Population of the royal burgh in 1841,
4,785; in 1851, 5,093. Houses, 422.
Population
of the parliamentary burgh in 1851, 10,475. Houses,
894.

The town of Kirkcaldy, in ancient times, had two
gates called the East Port and the West Port. These
gates, and a cross which stood at the market place,
were taken down early in the last century; but the
places where the gates or ports stood still retain
their names.
Stone cofSns and large quantities of
human bones have been discovered in various places
in digging for modem foundations; and these indicate that the locality, long befoi-e the era at which
the town figures in record, was a considerable seat
of population.
Sculptured arms and inscriptions,
as well as some other relics, found in a place on
the north side of the High street, indicate that a
conventual establishment at one time stood on
that locality. Henry Balnaves of Hallhill, who
figured in the latter part of the reign of James
v., and during that of his daughter Mary, and
the regency of her brother Murray, is said to
have been a native of Kirkcaldy. In later times,
Kirkcaldy had the honour of giving birth to the
celebrated Adam Smith, who successively occupied
the chairs of moral philosophy in the universities
The house in which
of Glasgow and Edinburgh.
he was born stood till not many years ago, and
was situated immediately to the west of that
now occupied by the Bank of Scotland. The
Hon. Mr. Oswald of Dunnikeir, an eminent statesman and patriot, who long represented the burgh in
parliament, was also a native of this town.

—

KIRK-CAMBUSNETHAN.

See Cambusnethan.
a suppressed parish, forming the
southern part of the present parish of Twynholm,
Kirkcudbrightshire. The etymology of the name is
The cemetery, and the ruins
sufficiently obvious.
of the church the former still in use are situated
on the right bank of the Dee, opposite the town of
Kirkcudbright. A nunnery, the site of which cannot now be exactly ascertained, anciently stood in
the parish; and is commemorated in the names of
two farms and a mill. High Nuntown, Low Nuntown, and Nunmill, near the southern boundary.
KIRKCHRIST, Aberdeenshire. See Chuist's
KlEK.
KIRKCOLM, a parish, containing the post-office
stations of Kirkcolm and Ervie, in the extreme north

KIRKCHRIST,

—

—
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of the Rliinns district of Wigtonshire. It is bounded
on the west and north by the Irish sea on the east
by Loch Ryan; and on the south by the parish of
;

Leswalt. Its length southward is 5^ miles; audits
breadth is a little upwards of 5 miles. Its draining
streams are all little burns, rising in its own interior; and there is a fresh water lake, called LochConnel, about a mile in circumference. The coast
At one
line along Loch Ryan extends 5J miles.
part of it, nearly 2 miles from the southern boundary, a shelving sand-bank, J of a mile broad, runs
south-eastward, or obliquely, 1^ mile into the Loch,
and is not quite under water, even in the highest
Between tlio
It is called the Scar.
spring-tides.
south-west side of this and the coast, is a beautiful
basin, called the Wig, capacious enough to shelter
a large number of small vessels. Beyond a small
point of land, called the Scar, is a bank of prime
Crabs and lobsters, whitings, cod, and
oysters.
herring are taken in the Loch; but, on the west
and north coast, where fisliing might be productive,
The coast, for 2| miles on
it is much neglected.
Loch Ryan, from the southern bounilary, is low and
sandy; and thence excepting at the small bay of
Portmore, IJ mile to the north, which offers good

—

anchorage and shelter to large vessels

—

it is, all

the

way round

to the southern boundary on the west, a
breastwork of bold and ridgy rocks, torn with fissures, and near the entrance of Loch Ryan deeply
perforated with caves. On the north-west is Corsewall Point [which see], with its conspicuous light-

house. The surface of the parish is gently undulating, the rising grounds so easy in ascent as to be
ploughed and cultivated to the summit. The soil,
on a narrow belt round the shore, is thin and sandy
or gi'avelly; in a few patches, it is
mossy or moorland; and, in most places, it is either a rich loam, a
The propordeep clay, or a mixture of the two.
tions of arable land, and land either meadow, moss,
As regards
pastoral, or waste, are as 17 to 2.
plantation, the district is exceedingly bare; but it
is rich in the
variety of its botanical specimens.
Near the north coast are the ruins of Corsewallonce
a
castle,
place of strength, a tower of great
thickness of wall.
East of it, overlooking Loch
Ryan, is the modern mansion of Corsewall house.
There are nine or ten landowners. The estimated
value of raw produce in 1837, was £19,600. AsReal
sessed property in 1843, £6.266 lis. lid.
rental in 1856, £9.009.
Population in 1831, 1,896;
in 1851, 2,018.
Houses, 321.
This parish is in the presbytery of Stranraer, and
synod of Galloway. Patrons, the Earl of Stair and
Moore of Corsewall. Stipend, £265 Os. lid.; glebe,
£20. Unappropriated teinds, £195 4s. lid. Schoolmaster's salary, £34, with £30 fees, and £10 othei

emoluments. The parish church was built in 1824,
and contains 650 sittings. There is a Free church;
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 185c
was £176 8s. There are two non-parochial schools,
The patron saint to whom the ancient parish church
was dedicated was St. Columba, the name being abbreviated into Colm.' The church was a free parsonage till the 13th century; and afterwards, till
'

the Reformation, it was held by the monks of Newabbey, and served by a vicar. The lands of Galdenoch and Barjary, at the south end of the old
parish, were detached from it, in the middle of the
In tht
17 th century, and annexed to Leswalt.
south-west corner of the parish, on the shore o
Loch Ryan, are vestiges of an ancient chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and called Kilmorie, th(
church of Mary. Beside it is the Virgin Mary's
well, celebrated among ancient Romanists fo
alleged miraculous powers of healing, and resortei
to so late as the close of the 17th century by th'
deluded peasantry in the neighbourhood, for th
cure of the sick.

a parish, containing a post-offic
village of its own name, at the northern extreniit
of Nitlisdale, Dumfries-shire.
It is bounded b
Ayrshire, Lanarkshire, and the parish of Sanquhai
is
17 miles; and it
Its length west-south-westward
breadth is 7 miles. The river Nith, coming in froi

KIRKCONNEL,

the west, flows eastward 4^ miles through the ii
terior, and IJ mile along the southern boundan
Kello water, coming in from the south-west, not ft
from its source, runs 5J miles along the san:
boundary, and falls into the Nith. Crawick wat<
flows 5J miles along the south-east boundar;
Spango water, a head stream of the Ci'awick, runs
the north-east. Two mineral wells, on the farm
Rigg, IJ mile west of tlie village of Kirkconncl, r
i

semble respectively Merkland spa in Galloway
Hartfell spa near Moffat, but excel them in
strength of their waters, yet have never acquil
,

much

celebrity.

The

surface of the parish, in

general features, is pastoral and mountainous,
tlie south-west a range of lofty elevations, chie
moss-clad and swampy, or clothed in heath wi
slight intermixtures of verdure, occupy all the

KIEKCONNEL.

till within a mile of the Nith.
the north side of that stream, the surface rises
from 1^ to 3 miles by a very slow and gradual
ascent; and then sends np, parallel with the river,

from the boundaries

On

a ridge of irregularly formed heights, chiefly covered
with verdure, and extending from the towering
Corsoncone, on the boundary with AjTshire. away to
North of this
the opposite extremity of the parish.
range the surface is cold and marshy, and exhibits
an irregular congeries of hills covered with heath
grass, and variously intersected with narrow
Twovalleys, deep glens, and winding rivulets.
thirds of the whole area is hill pasture; about 6,100
acres are arable; about 180 acres are under wood;

and

is principally meadow and low
of the arable part is poor and
attention is given to the dairy.
Coal abounds, but is not extensively worked; limestone and ironstone occur, but are neglected; and
lead is supposed to exist in several hills toward
Crawick. All the land, excepting a very small proThe
portion, belongs to the Duke of Buccleuch.
The estimated
real rental in 1855 was £6,122.
yearly value of raw agricultural produce in 1835
was £17,562. The parish is traversed, along the
vale of the Xith, by the road from Glasgow to Dumfries, and by the Glasgow and South-western railway; and it has a station on the latter, 28f miles

and the remainder
pasture.
gravelly.

The

soil

Much

from Kilmarnock, and 29J from Dumfries. The
village of Kirkconnel stands on the left bank of the
It is a
Kith, 3J miles north-west of Sanquhar.

modem

place, of pleasant appearance.

The

site of

Old Kirkconnel, and of the former parish church,

is

If mUe north of the present village. Population of
the parish in 1831, 1,111; in 1851, 1,245. Houses,
204.

This parish is in the presbytery of Penpont, and
synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch.
UnapproS'tipend, £240 19s. 2d.; glebe, £18.
priated teinds. £569 12s. 7d. Schoolmasters salary,
and
other
emoluments.
The
with
£3
£30
fees,
£26,
church was enlarged about 50 years ago, and
parish
The ancient church was dedicated
18 commodious.
to a saint Connel, whom a very old tradition asserts
to have been buried on Glenwhurry hill, near Old
Kirkconnel and the present minister of the parish
;

lately satisfied himself, by personal inspection of
the spot, that the tradition is true.
a locality in the parish of New-

KIRKCONNEL,

Here is a neat Roman
which was erected in li^23.
KIRKCONNEL. an ancient parish, now in-

abbey, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Catholic chapel,

corporated with that of Ivirkpatrick-Fleming, in
the south-east of Dumfries-shire.
Its cemetery
still exists in a rich holm, half surrounded
by Kirtle
and
contains
the
ashes
of
"Fair
Helen of
water;
Kirkconnel Lee," and those of her lover Adam
Fleming, whose patheric tale has been so often told
both in prose and in verse. The instrument of the
fair Helen's death has been
variously reported a
dagger, an arrow, and a bullet; but the last of these
is favoured
by one of the best of the dd songs, which
says,

—

"

^^_

Wae to the heart that firam'd the thought J
Curst be the hand that fir'U the shot!
When iu my arms Burii Ellen
And died for lure ot uie."

^^^h

^^B
^IRKCORMACK.
a
KIRKCOWAN,

village of its

own

KIKKCUDBRIGHT.

24^

diopp'i],

See Kzltox.

parish, containing a post-office
name, in Wigtonshire. It is

mUes. Bladenoch water runs 3^ miles along the
northern boundary, and falls, at the north-east extremity of the parish, into Loch Macbeaiy. This
lake having expanded itself southward over a
length of \^ mile, with a breadth of J a mile, Bladenoch water re-issues from it, and thence, till it
leaves the parish, traces the long and sinuous eastem boundary. Tarf water, a mile after its origin
in the north-west comer of the parish, appears on
the western boundary, and, measuring in a straight
line, runs along that boundary 10 miles; then suddenly debouches, and flows 3} miles eastward to
the Bladenoch.
number of boms and of small
lakes water the interior. The surface of nearly the
whole parish is naturally a series of bleak moors,
with poor and thin soil; which, though chiefly
adapted to pasture, are not unsusceptible of cultivation.
The proportion which the grounds under
tillage bear to those which are either pastoral or
waste, is as 17 to 5. Granite and greywacke are
extensively quarried. There are nine landowners.
Craighlaw-house is the only mansion. The castle of
Mindork formerly stood on the southern border.
singular rocking-stone was discovered a few years
ago, on the farm of Urrall in the north-east, and
was inserted by the royal sappers and miners in
their map as a great curiosity.
It is a granite
boulder 4^ feet high, 16J feet in girth, sitting upon
a flat rock, with a base in the form of a wedge, so
very nicely balanced that it can be easily moved to
and fro by the pressure of a finger, and is even set
in motion, and kept in motion, by a slight breeze of
wind. The parish is traversed crossways by the
road from Port-Patrick to Dumfries, and lengthways by a road from Wigton to Ayrshire. The
village of Kirkcowan stands on the latter road, and
on the left bank of Tarf water, 7 miles west- southwest of Newtown-Stewart, and 7 north-west of
Wigton. Near it. on the river, is a woollen mill.

A

A

Population of the parish in 1831, 1,374; in 1851,
1.541.
Houses, 24b. Assessed property in 1843,
£5.393 4s. 6d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Wigton, and
synod of Galloway. Patron, Agnew of Sheuchan.
Stipend, £292 Us'. 8d.; glebe, £6. Schoolmaster's

£35 13s. 4d., with £40 fees, and £5 or £6
other emoluments. There are three non-parochial
schools.
The ancient church seems to have been
dedicated to St. Keuin, an abbot of the Western
Isles, at a time when these isles were scarcely

salary,

The parish, accordingly, was
peopled by Scots.
anciently called Kirknan. The church was granted
bv James IV. to the chapel-roval of Stirling.
KIRKCUDBRIGHT, a parish, containing a royal
burgh of its own name, on the coast of Kirkcudbrightshire. It is bounded on the north by Kelton ;
on the east by Rerwick ; on the south by the Irish
sea and on the west b\- the Dee. which divides it
;

from Borgue, Twynholm, and Tongueland.
Its
and its greatest
length southward is 8f miles
breadth is 3J miles. Its stirface is, for the most
But
part, hilly, having but little extended plain.
the hUls are neither high nor rocky; they come
down in gentle slopes, and form very obtuse angles
with the plain; and they are generally arable to the
summit, or at worst afibrd excellent pasture. The
soil of the parish is, in some places, wet. upon a
hard cold till but in most, it is a light friable earth,
with a sharp gravelly subsoil, exceedingly fertile ^
;

;

some

deepest at the

summit

bounded on the north by Ayrshire, and on other

and, in
of the

by the parishes of Penningham, Kirkinner,
Its length
•Vlochrum, Old Luce, and New Luce.
southward is 14 miles; its greatest breadth is 5^
•niles
and its average breadth is not more than 2^

about 500 are waste or constantly in pasture ; and
about 500 are under wood. The feeding of sheep
and of black cattle is a prime care and the quality
of the beef produced is famous. The Earl of Selkirk

?ides

:

hills.

instances,

it is

About 3,000 acres are

;

in tillage

•

KIRKCUDBRIGHT.

the principal landowner. The mansions are St.
Mary's Isle, Balmae, Janefield, St. Cuthbert's Cottage, and Fludha. The estimated value of raw produce in 1843, including £500 for gardens, £1,000 for
fisheries, and £1,500 for miscellaneous matters, was
£24,890 and the value of assessed property in that
is

;

The prevailing rock is greyyear was £11,541.
wacke, with occasional masses and dikes of porphyry. A chalj'beate spring exists near the burgh.
King-burn traces the eastern boundary for 4 miles,
and falls into the sea. Grange-burn rises near the
northern extremity, and runs 5 miles south-westward to the estuary of the Dee. Loch-Fergus, a
lake now^ converted into a meadow, f of a mile east
of the burgh, contained two islets called Palace Isle
and Stable Isle, both of which bear decided marks
of ancient fortification, and appear to have been the
sites of castles or strengths of Fergus, lord of Gallobrook, 3 miles in length, comes down to
Avay.
this place from the northern boundary. The stream-

A

and some lesser ones, refresh and cheer
the aspect of the country, and afford excellent
The Dee, first running along as a river,
trouting.
and next expanding into an estuary, is interesting
at once for its scenery, its fishery, and its navigation.
The cataracts in it a little below the point
where it first touches the parish of Kirkcudbright,
lets noticed,

—

and opposite the church of Tongueland

these cain flood, are exceedingly
picturesque.
Montgomery is believed to have
alluded to them in the following passage of his
'
Cherry and the Slae,'—
taracts,

when

"

the river

is

But as I looked me alane
saw a river rin
Out o'er a steepie rock of

I

stane.

Sine lichced in a liun.

With tumbling and rumbling
Amaufr the rockis round,
JJevalling

and
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falling

Into a pit profound."

are, in this parish, vestiges more or less
no fewer than eight ancient British camps,
and three Roman ones. Indeed, the whole eastern
banks of the Dee, which formed the western frontier
of the Selgovae, seem to have been studded with
ancient fortifications. The most important in size
and strength is situated on the highest part of the
farm of Drummore, and commands a very extensive
prospect of the Solway frith and the Irish sea. It
is large and surrounded with a deep fosse. Judging
from its position and extent, the Britons probably
assembled at it in considerable force to repel either
the Romans, or the plundering Danes and Norwegians. Chalmers, in his Caledonia, supposes this
to have been tlie Caerbantorigum, the fort on the
conspicuous height,' mentioned by Ptolemy. Near
it is a large circular stone-built well, which seems
A little south-west
to have supplied it with water.
of it, at the entrance of Kirkcudbright bay, or the
estuary of the Dee, are vestiges of a strong battery
erected by William III., when his fleet was windbound in the bay on his passage to raise the siege
of Londonderry. A little eastward, in a precipice
on the coast, is a cave running 60 feet into the rock,
of unequal height, naiTow at the mouth, widening
and rising as it proceeds till it attains the height of
12 feet or upwards, and then contracting toward the
It was artificially furnished with a lintelled
end.
door, and seems from its sequestered situation, and
the difficulty of access to it, to have anciently been
an important hiding-place. Not far from this cave
is a deep fosse, which marks the site of Raebcrrycastle, one of the strongholds of the once powerful
family of MaclcUan of Bombic. This castle overhung a very dreadful precipice on tiic coagt, and

There

entire of

'

was protected on tlie north side by a deep fosse, a
thick wall, and a strong drawbridge. Sir Patrick
Maclellan, its proprietor, near the middle of the
15th century, was forcibly carried out of it by the
truculent Earl of Douglas to undergo a tragical fate,
which roused the slumbering indignation of the
country against the despotic Douglases. Nearly 2
miles east from the burgh are utterly dilapidated
that
vestiges of another castle of the Maclellans,
of Bombie, whence they took their designative title.
Some antiquities of note fall to be noticed in connexion with the burgh. There have in recent years
been dug up, in various parts of the parish, some
flint hatchets, an old stone sarcophagus, a cup of

—

Roman metal, a plate of pure gold worth £20, and
quantities of silver coin of the reign of Edward I.
Population of the parish in 1831, 3,511; in 1851,
Houses, 544. See Mary's Isle (St.).
3,555.
This parish is the seat of a presbyteiy, in the
9)mod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£305

8s. 5d.; glebe,

£16.

Unappropriated teinds,

The

parish church was built in 1838,
at the cost of about £7,000, and contains 1,510 sitThere is a Free church of recent erection,
tings.
containing 850 sittings and the sum raised in con-

£581

7s. 4d.

;

nexion with it in 1855 was £430 17s. lid. There
is an United Presbyterian church, built in 1822, at
the cost of £1,100, and containing 550 sittings.
There is a Roman Catholic place of worship, witli
252 sittings. The principal school is the Kirkcudbright academy, which has long maintained a high
It
reputation, and is attended by about 200 pupils.
is under the patronage of the magistrates and towncouncil, and the salaries of its masters are paid by

—

the burgh.
There are three departments in it,
the classical, the commercial, and the English, with
salaries of respectively £50, £50, and £40, besides

There is also an endowed female school,
whose mistress receives a salaiy of £20 from the
burgh. In 1845, a bequest of £5,500 was left by
William Johnston, Esq., for the immediate erection
and endowment of a free school in the town £2,000
of it to be expended upon the building, £2,000 in a
fees.

;

mortification for a schoolmaster, £1,000 in a mortification for a schoolmistress, and £500 as a contingent
fund.
There are also four other schools.
The ancient church of Kirkcudbriglit was dedicated so early as the 8th century to the celebrated
Saint Cuthbert, a name strangely transmuted, in
"
the appellation of the parish, into Cudbright," and
still more oddly fused, in popular pronunciation,
into " Coobry."
The site of the ancient church is

—

commemorated by a cemetery J

of. a mile north of
the burgh, still called St. Cuthbert's churchyarf,
and used as the burying-place of the town's people.
In this cemetery are some interesting ancient sepulchral monuments. The church was given, in the
12tli century, by Uchtred, son of Fergus, lord of
Galloway, to the monks of Holyrood, and was a
vicarage under them till the Reformation; in 1633,
and when
it was given to the bishop of Edinburgh
Episcopacy was abolished, it reverted to the Crown.
In the town, previous to the Reformation, stood a
church dedicated to St. Andrew; the chaplainries,
cemetery, and other pertinents of which were conferred on the corporation of tlie burgh at the overthrow of I'opcry. In the northern extremity of the
parish was a chapel called Kilbride, dedicated to St.

i

;

;

When

post- Reformation Episcopacy was
Scotland, the people of Kirkcudbriglit; '
tumulfuously rose to prevent the settlement of an
judicial
lCl)is(;opalian minister in their church.
commission, appointed by the privy council, niadt

Bridget.
forced on

A

inquiry

into

tlieir

conduct,

women, as the ringleaders,

and adjudged 8<>nic(
"
Whether

to the pillory.

KIRKCUDBRIGHT.
women

the

or the privy council," sardonically re-

marks the author of Caledonia, " were, on that occasion, the most actuated by zeal, it is not easy to
decide."

—To

the ancient parish of Kirkcudbriglit.

which was small compared to the present one, were
annexed, a little after the middle of the 17th cenDunrod
tarv', the parishes of Dunrod and Galtway.
forms the southern part of the united parish. See
DcsROD. The ancient parish of Galtway forms the
middle part of the united parish. The name signifies
The cemetery,
the bank or ascent on the water.
sill in use, overlooks one of the streamlets which
A place near it is
flow into the estuarj' of the Dee.
called, by a pleonasm not ancommon in the Scottish
See
topographical nomenclature, Galtway-bank.
A convent for Franciscans or Grey
Galtway.
in
the
Friars was founded at Kirkcudbright
reign of
Alexander II.; but, in consequence of the ancient
records having been carried off at the Reformation,
John Carit is very obscurely known to history.
penter, one of its cowled inmates, in the reign of

—

was distinguished for his mechanical
genius and, by his dexterity in engineering, he so
fortified the castle of Dumbarton as to earn from the
King an yearly pension of £20 in guerdon of his
service.
In 156-1:, the church of the friary was
granted by Queen Maiy to the magistrates of the
town to be used as a parish church and when it
became unserviceable, it yielded up its site to a sucDavid

II..

;

;

cessor for the use of the whole

modem

The ground occupied by the convent

united parish.
itself, and the

adjacent orchards and gardens, were given, in 1539,
Thomas Maclellan of Bombie.
KIRKCUDBRIGHT, a market and post-town, a
sea-port, a royal burgh, and the county town of
Kirkcudbrightshire, is pleasantly situated on the
left bank of the Dee, 6 miles north of the point
where that river liecomes lost in the sea, 10 miles
8outh-8outh-west of Castle-Douglas, 21 south by
east of New Galloway, 28 south-west of Dumfries,
33 south-east of Newton-Stewart, 60 east of Portpatrick, and 101 south-south-west of Edinburgh,
It is flanked on one side
by the river, and on the
other by a sweetly picturesque tract of countiy.

to Sir

Sylvan slopes come down to

it

from a back ground

of gentle heights, or stretch southward in a broad
belt of luxuriance till they become identified, at a

mile's distance, with the almost isleted peninsula of
Is'.e, sending out an invasion of wood on
bosom of the estuary. Seen from a little distown seems gay and almost grand, more
resembling a small proud city than an inconsiderable town.
In the interior, it is regular, neat, and
clean, and contains a larger proportion of recently
built houses than almost
any other small town in

St.

Mary's

the

tance, the

Scotland.

Its principal streets

run parallel to one

another, or at right angles, and present pleasant
lines of buildings.
So long ago as 1764, it became
supplied with excellent spring water by conveyance
leaden
it did not fail to provide
through
pipes
Itself, at an early period, with the modem
Itixtiry of
gas light; and as to other appliances of convenience
and comfort, it has them in a
style in keeping with
:

these.

An imposing group of buildings in the town is
the jail and the county hall.
The jail was erected
in 1816. at the cost of "about
£4,500. It is of a castellated form, and rises in some
parts to the height
of 75 feet.
The court-room is contiguous to the

and

a spacious and elegant hall. The old
and is a large and curious edifice,
with a conspicuous
The academy is a casteeple.
pacious and elegrant sti-uctnre, with three large class
rooms and a
library; and has in front a kind of
piazza, for the shelter of the scholars in bad weather.

jail,

lail still

is

stands,
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The parish church is an elegant building, with a
tower and spire of considerable height. Not many
paces west of the parish church, stands the ruinous
but venerable form of the castle of Kirkcudbright,
built in the year 1582 by Thomas Maclellau of
Bombie, the ancestor of the Lords Kirkcudbright.
It is a strong, massive, Gothic building, lifting its
upper work so boldly into view as to give, conjointly
with the towers oif the jail, distinctiveness and
markedness of feature to the burghal landscape
and, at the time when it was reared, it must have
been a splendid, as it is still a spacious edifice. A
little west of the town, very near the river, are
some mounds surrounded by a deep fosse, the remains of a very ancient fortified castle. The tide
probably flowed round it in former times, and filled
the fosse with water. The castle now vulgarly
called Castledykes, but known in ancient writings
as Castlemains belonged originally to the Lords of
Galloway, when they ruled the province as a regality separate from Scotland and seems to have
been built to command the entrance of the harbour.
;

—

—

;

Coming into the possession of John Baliol as successor to the Lords of Galloway, it was, for some
time, during the war of 1300, the residence of Edward I. and his Queen and court ; and passing into
the hands of the Douglases, on the forfeiture of
Edward Baliol, it remained with them till 1455,
when their crimes drew down upon them summary
castigation,

and

in that year

was

visited

by James

when on his march to crush their malign power.
Becoming now the property of the Crown, it otFered,
II.

in 1461, a retreat to
VI. after his defeat at
Towton, and was his place of residence while his
Queen Margaret visited the Scottish Queen at Edinburgh. In 1508, it was the temporaiy residence of

Hemy

it, was hospitably
by the burgh ; and, next year, by a
it
was gifted, along
dated
at
charter,
Edinburgh,
with some attached lands, to the magistrates for the
common good of the inhabitants. The town of
Kirkcudbright was formerly fortified. At a time
when it consisted chiefly of a single street running
up from the harbour, it was surrounded by a wall
and a deep ditch, the latter filled from the flowing

James

IV., who, while occupying

entertained

and it had at its two ends, strong gates, which,
only about 70 years ago, were pulled down to make
way for new houses. An English party who
marched against the town in 1547, in the stupid
warfare about the marriage treaty between Mary
tide

;

and Edward VI., narrate that as they approached
'
Kirkobrie, they who saw us coming barred their
gates, and kept their dikes, for the town is diked
on both sides, with a gate to the waterward, and a
gate on the over end to the feUward," and that, in
consequence, English force was repelled by Scotch
No part of the town wall now exists
precaution.
but the fosse is still open in several places.
Kirkcudbright has never been the seat of any
considerable manufacture or trade. Heptor Boece,
" ane
rich town,
indeed, describes it as, in his day,
full of merchandise " but he seems either to have
been totally misinformed, or to have, amid the penury of his age, reckoned that "riches" and "merchandise " which, in the present stirring era, would
be esteemed a bare competency. During the disturbed period when the Dick Hatteraiks of the contraband trade infested the coasts of the Solway frith,
the inhabitants had such a connection with the
desperadoes as comported ill with the prosperity of
the town, and exerted a malign influence upon the

—

;

;

habits of their posterity at the moment when other
parts of Scotland were starting in the career of modem productive industry. By a strange infatuation,
too, the town, when proposed to be the adopted site
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of the first

and very promising attempt to introduce
the cotton manufacture to Galloway, rejected the
offered advantage, and sent away the gentlemen
who would have done it a service to build their factories at G-atehouse-of-Fleet.
Hardly were the erections on tlie Fleet completed, when Kirkcudbright
saw its error, and made a hasty attempt to retrieve

the Commercial, and the Royal.
Communication
is maintained across the river by means of a large,
Two
flat-bottomed, chain ferry-boat.
public coaches
run daily to Dumfries; and the Portpatrick mail
coach passes within 4 miles of Kirkcudbright. A
branch line was contemplated to this town from the
original project of the Glasgow, Dumfries, and

Mules and jennies were erected, weavers were
brought from a distance, and a woollen manufactory
was commenced. But the attempt, though vigorously
made, and long maintained, proved an utter failure.
There have also, at various times, and with a variety of promise, been manufactures of gloves, of
boots and shoes, of leather, of soap and candles, of
malt liquors and of snufF; but all these likewise
have proved failures.
The commerce of Kirkcudbright is not much better than its manufactures.
Only 20 sailing vessels
belong to it, and they have an aggregate tonnage of
Steam communication, however, is
only 1,144.
maintained regularly with Whitehaven, Liverpool,
and Glasgow. Considerable quantities of oats, barley, and potatoes are exported to the Clyde, but
The merchants are obliged to
chiefly to England.
make coal and lime their principal import yet they
a
send
small
vessel across the Atlantic,
occasionally
principally for timber, and bring wine and other
luxuries from England. The harbour ranks merely
as a creek of the port of Dumfries and the dues

Carlisle railway.

it.

;

;

levied at it in the year 1852 amounted to £340.
In
point of accessibility, spaciousness, and shelter, it is
much the best harbour on the south coast of Scotland; though, owing to the almost complete recession
of the peculiar tide of the Solway, it is fully suitable
for such vessels only as can take the ground.
It is
naturally safe, has good anchorage, affords shelter
from all winds, and extends from the mouth of the
river to the town, about 6 miles. An islet, called the
Little Ross, lies across its entrance, allowing a channel on the east IJ mile wide, safe and bold on both
sides, and having behind it a roadstead with 1 6 feet
at low water, and 40 feet at high water, where vessels may ride at safety in gales from any point round
three-fourths of the compass. Above Little Ross
are Balmangan bay, a considerable inlet on the west,
and Manxman's lake, a large bay running up the
east side of St. Mary's Isle.
Off the Isle a bar runs
so far across the channel as to impose on vessels the
choice of sailing over, in about 20 feet water, at ordinary spring tides, or steering along a narrow
waterway close in with the rocks. On the shore at
the town is a fine shelving beach, offering to vessels
the alternative of lying dry on its sands, or of riding
at anchor in the channel, with a depth of water 8
feet in the ebb and 28 in the flood.
Here also is a
dock, one side of which is of wood, and two sides of
stone.
The rise of the tide being 20 feet, vessels of
200 tons have facility for sailing 2 miles beyond the
town to Tongueland, where a natural barrier terminates the navigation.
Most of the importance of Kirkcudbright arises
from its being the adopted home of a considerable
number of small capitalists, and the county town of
Kircudbrightshire.
weekly market is held in it
on Friday, but is not well attended. Some ancient
fairs are within its privileges, but have fallen into
desuetude.
Hiring fairs are held on the last Friday
of March, on the Friday before Castle-Douglas midsummer fair, and on the last Friday of September.
The town has offices of the Hank of Scotland and
the Western Bank, fourteen insurance agencies, a
public reading-room, a law library, a literary insti-

A

tute,

with reading-room and library, and a number

The princharitable and religious institutions.
cipal inns arc the King's Arms, the Selkirk Arms,
i)f

Kirkcudbright was anciently a burgh-of-regality,
and held of the Douglases, lords of Galloway, as
superiors. It was erected into a royal burgh, in 1455,
by charter from James II.; and, in 1633, it received
another charter from Charles I. The town is governed by a provost, 2 bailies, a treasurer, and 13

ordinary

councillors.
in 1832-3, to

The

corporation

revenue

£936 9s. lOd.; in 1854-5, to
£1,041 18s. 7d. The whole of this revenue, except
about £26, is derived from burgh property. The
expenditure in the year 1832-3 amounted to £864
14s. 4d. and the debt then due by the burgh was
£4,343 2s. The incorporated trades are the hammermen, the shoemakers, the squaremen, the tailors,
the weavers, and the clothiers. Steward-courts and
the commissary court are held in the town on Thursdays and Fridays. Steward small debt courts are
held on every second Friday during session and
justice of peace small debt courts on the second
Tuesday of every month. The quarter sessions are
held on the first Tuesday of March, May, and August,
and on the last Tuesday of October. Kirkcudbright
unites with Dumfries, Annan, Lochmaben, and Sanquhar, in sending a member to parliament. Con-

amounted

;

;

stituency in 1832, 111; in 1855, 99. Population of
the royal burgh in 1831, 2,690; in 1851, 2,778.
Houses, 414.
Population of the parliamentary
in 1851, 2,687.
Houses, 397.
Kirkcudbright gave the title of Baron, in the
Scottish peerage, to the family of Maclellan of
Bombie. This family, once very powerful, the proprietors of several castles, and wielding not a little
influence in Galloway, has already been incidentally
Sir Patrick Maclellan, proprietor of the
noticed.
barony of Bombie, in the parish of Kirkcudbright,
incurred forfeiture in consequence of marauding
depredations on the lands of the Douglases, lords of
Galloway. Sir William, his son —incited by a proclamation of James II. offering the forfeited barony
to any person who should disperse a band of gypsies

burgh

who

infested the country, and capture the body of
their leader, dead or alive, in evidence of success
nished boldly in search of the proscribed marauders,
and earned back his patrimonj'', by carrying to the
King the head of their captain on the point of his
sword. To commemorate the manner in which he
regained the barony, he adopted as his crest an

—

erect right arm, the hand grasping a dagger, on the
point of which was a Moor's head couped, proper;
the steadiwith the motto, ' Think on,'
intimating
ness of purpose with which he contemplated his
en-|
Sir Robert, the fourth in descent from Sir
terprise.
William, acted as gentleman of the bedchamber to
James VI. and Charles I.; and, in 1633, was created
by the latter a baron, with the title of Lord Kirkcudbright. John, the third Lord, commenced public
life by a course of fierce opposition to Cromwell and
the Independents ; and being, at the time, the proprietor of greater part of the parish, he compelled
Ills vassals to take arms in the cause of the
King,|
brought desolation upon the villages of Dunrod and
Galtvvay by draining off nearly all their male in-!

—

^

1

habitants, and incurred such enormous expenses ap
But at the Restoration,
nearly mined his estates.

when any royalist but himself thought eveiy
thing gained, and ran to the King in hope of com
pensation and honours, he shied suddenly rotiml

just
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opposed the royal government, sanctioned the riot,
slightly mentioned in our parochial notice, for preventing the induction of an Episcopalian minister,
and, at the time when the women Avere sent to the
pillory, was captured, along with some other influential persons, sent a prisoner to Edinburgh, and
driven to utter ruin.
His successors never afterwards regained so much as an acre of their patrimonial property
and, for a considerable period,
were conceded their baronial title only by courtesy.

—

;

One

them was

of

the

'

Lord

Kilcoubrie,'

whom

Goldsmith, in his sneers at the poverty of the Scottish nobility, mentions as keeping a glove-shop in
In the reign of George III. they were
Edinburgli.
at last formally and legally re-instated in their honours but, in 1832, at the death of the ninth Lord,
the title alteraately a coronet and a football, now
glittering on the head, and now tossed in the mire
by the foot of every wayfarer sank quietly into
extinction.
Among eminent men whom the town
or parish of Kirkcudbright has boasted, as natives
or residents, may be mentioned John ^Yelsh, sonin-law of John Knox, and minister of the parish,
John Maclellan, the author of a Latin description of
Galloway, of some celebrity in the 17th century,
Dr. Thomas Blacklock, a blind man, an elegant
William Lord
writer, and minister of the parish,
Daer, a great agricultural improver of KirkcudThomas, Earl of Selkirk, a distinbrightshire,
guished author and politician, who died in 1820,
;

—

—

—

—
—

—

'

—

—

and James Wedderbum, Esq., solicitor-general of

who

Scotland,

died in 1822.
Dumfries-shire.

KIRKCUDBRIGHT,

See Gles-

CAIRN.

KIRKCUDBRIGHT-INNERTIG.

See Inxee-

TIG.

KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE,

prescriptively called
a stewartry, but in every practical point of view, a
sheriffdom, shire, or county, in the western part of
the southern border of Scotland, constituting the
eastern portion, and very nearly two-thirds of the
whole extent, of the province of Galloway. It is
bounded on the north-west and north by Ayrshire
on the north-east and east by Dumfries-shire ; on the
south by the Sohvay frith and the Irish sea and on
the west by Wigtonshire.
Its outline is irregular,
but approaches the figure of a trapezoid.
It lies behveeu 54:° 4-i' 35" and 55° 19' north latitude, and
;

;

and 4° 35' longitude west from Greenmeasures in extreme length, from northwest to south-east, 44 miles in extreme breadth 31
miles; in minimum breadth 21 miles; and in superficial area 855 square miles, or 547,200 statute acres.
These are the measurements given in Chalmers'
Caledonia ;' but those brought out in a survey by
Mr. Ainslie, and adopted in the Rev. Samuel Smith's
between
wich.

3° 33'

It

;

'

'

Agricultural View of Galloway,' assign to it 882-57
square miles, or 449,313 Scottish acres. Its southern
half has, as natural boundaries, the river and
estuary
of the Nith on the east, the sea and the Sol
way frith
on the south, and the river Cree and
Wigton bay on
the west
but its northern half is traced by natural
boundaries only partially and at intervals,
by the
Cairn for 7§ miles above its confluence with the
a
of
line
mountain
sumNith,
by water-shedding
mits for 1 1 J miles south-eastward of its north-east
ingle, and, with trivial exceptions, 15 or 16 miles
sinuously westward of that angle,
by Loch-Doon
and its tributary Gala-lane for 8J miles on the
and by the river Cree, from the northnorth-west,
west extremity southward to the southern division
of the
county.
Kirkcudbrightshire has no recognised or nominal
subdivisions, except that the four most northerly
parishes are called Glenkens; but it admits, or rather

—

;

—

—

—
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exhibits, a very marked natural subdivision into a
highland district and a champaign country thickly
undulated with hills. A straight line drawn from
about the centre of Irongray parish to Gate-houseof-Fleet, or to the middle of Anwoth parish, has,
with some exceptions, the former of these districts
on the north-west, and the latter on the south-east.
The highland or north-west district comprehends
about two-thirds of the whole area, and is, for the
most part, mountainous. Blacklarg, at the point
where the stewartry meets with Dumfries-shire, has
a height of 2,890 feet above sea-level and it is
;

nearly equalled in altitude by numerous other summits.
The heights, all along the boundary, and
for some way into the interior on the north, are part
of what is often termed the southern highlands, or
the broad alpine belt which stretches across the
middle of the Scottish lowlands they ascend, in the
aggregate, to elevations little inferior to those of
any other part of that great belt and extending
themselves down to the sea on the west, and parallel
to Dumfries-shire on the east, they form, in their
highest summits, a vast semicircle, whence broad
and lessening spurs run oflf into the interior. The
glens and straths among these mountains, even
when reckoned down to the points where their
draining streams accumulate into rivers, form an
inconsiderable proportion, probably not one-tenth of
the whole district. The other district, the southeastern one, when viewed from the northern mountains, appears like a great plain, diversified only by
a variety of shades, according to the colour, size, or
distance of the heights upon its surface.
So gentle,
too, is its cumulative ascent from the sea, that the
Dee, at the point of entering it, or even a long way
up the strath, on the highland side of the dividing
line, is only 150 feet above the level of the sea.
Yet about one-fourth of its whole area is either
roughly hilly, or, in a secondary sense, mountainous ; while much the greater proportion of the other
;

;

—

three-fourths,

though fully under cultivation,

is

a

rolling, broken, hilly surface, and, for the most part,
continues its bold undulations down to the very
shore.
On the south-east the conspicuous Criffel
rises up almost from the margin of the Nith to a
height of 1,895 feet above sea-level, and sends off a
ridge 8 or 9 mUes westward in the direction of Dalbeattie, and a second low ridge away south-westward parallel with the coast to the vicinity of Kirkcudbright. These heights are far from being incon-

and lifting their craggj' cliifs and dark
summits immediately above the margin of the sea,
they form scenery highly picturesque and occasionOver all parts of the county the uplands
ally grand.
are, for the most part, broken by abrupt protuberances, steep banks, and rocky knoUs, diversified into
every possible variety of shape; and even in the
multitudinous instances in which they admit of
tillage, either on their lower slopes or over all their
sides and their summit, they rarely present a smooth
and uniform arable siuface.
In the neighbourhood of Dumfries, throughout
most of Terregles and part of Troqueer and Ironsiderable

;

—

gray, where, apart from artificial division, the territory forms a portion of the beautiful strath of Nithsdale, stretches a smooth level tract, carpeted with a
mixture of sand and loam, and possessing facilities
of cultivation beyond any other part of the county.
Along the banks of the Nith, from Maxwelltown
downward, and for some distance lying between the
former tract and the river, extends a belt of merse
land, at first narrow and interspersed with 'flows,'
but broader in Newabbey and Kirkbean, and com-

prehending about 6,000 acres either of carse or of a
rich loam, partly on a gravelly bottom, and
partly
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on a bottom of limestone. From Teri'egles, southwestward to the Dee, extends a broad tract, comprising Lochrutton, Kirkgunzeon, and Urr, and
part of Kirkpatrick-Durham, Crossmichael, Kelton,
Buittle, and Rerwick, which, while hilly, has comparatively an unbroken surface, carpeted with a
strong soil, though often upon a retentive subsoil,
and peculiarly adapted for tillage. The broken portions of this tract, and the general area of the other
parts of the comparatively champaign district, are
subject to exceedingly less waste than a stranger
to their peculiarities, who should glance at their
appearance, would imagine. The knolls conceal, by
the perspective of their summits, considerable flat
intervals amongst them
and while themselves
;

seeming, from the brushwood which crowns them,
to be unfit for cultivation, are usually covered with
soil, of sufBcient depth for the plough.
Of an extremely broken field, not more than or<ehalf of which would seem to a stranger available for
a very kindly

tillage, the proportion really and easily arable often
amounts to four-fifths. Except in loamy sand and
the merse tracts near Dumfries, the soil of
nearly all
the ploughed ground of the stewartry, comprehend-

ing not only the great south-eastern division, but
the fine strath of the Ken and the narrower vale of
the Cree. is dry loam of a hazel colour, and therefore locally called hazelly loam, but often
degenerat-

more or less, into gravel. The bed of schist on
which it lies is frequently so near the surf^xce as to
form a path to the plough, and probably where the
rock is soft, adds by its attrition to the iiepth of thu
soil.
In the highland division rich meadows, luxuriant pastures, and arable lands of considerable aggregate extent, occur along the banks of the rivers,
ing,

on the sloping sides of the hills, in vales
among tlie
mountains, and along the margins of little streams.
large part of the Glenkens, too, exhibits highland
in such green garb as
characteristically disspenery
But with these exceptions,
tinguishes Tweeddale.

A

the far-stretching highland district is in
general
carpeted with heath and flows,' a weary and almost
desolate waste, a thin stratum of
soil
mossy
yielding,
amidst the prevailing heath, such poor grass that
the
which
feed upon it, and are strongly atsheep_
tached to it, would, were there not intervening'pieces
of luxuriant verdure, soon
perish by emaciation.
With large bases, lofty summits, and small intervals
of valley, the mountains exhibit
aspects of bleakness
diversified by picturesqueness and romance; and,
sometimes sending down shelving precipices from
near their tops, they are inaccessible to the most
'

adventurous quadi-uped, and offer their beetling
cliflfs for an
eyry to the eagle; while far below,
among the fragments of fallen rocks, the fox finds a
retreat whence he cannot be unkenneled
by the
huntsman's dogs.
Kirkcudbrightshire sends out a few very trivial
head-waters of the Ayrshire rivers, and receives

some equally unimportiant contributions

in return
with these exceptions, it is a continuation of
the great basin of Dumfries-shiro, and, as far as the
joint-evidenco of the disposal of its waters and the
configuration of its great mountain-chain could
decide, it was naturally adjudged to the place which
it long
legally held as a component part of that
beautiful county,
Wliat Eskdalo is to Dumfriesshire on the cast, Kirkcudbrightshire, in the
sweep
of its mountain-chain to near the coast beyond the
Dee, is on the west; and all the vast intervening
tenitory is a semicircular area, with an arc of liigliland ridges sweeping round it from one vauI till nearly
the other of the noith side of its chord, and pouring
down all its waters to the south. Tiie stewartry,
unlike DuniiVies-sliire, has no expanded plain fojl)ut,
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;

concentrating its streams before giving them to the
sea, and, in consequence, discharges much of the
drainings of its surface, in inconsiderable volumes of
water.
Apart from the Nith, the Cairn, and the

which belong only to its boundaries, its chief
streams are the Urr, the Ken, the Dee, and the
Fleet.
Lakes are veiy numerous; and some of
them are remarkable for either the rare species or
the great numerousness of their fish but, excepting Doon on the boundary, and Ken and Kinder in
the interior, they are individually inconsideiable
both in size and in interest.
Perennial springs
eveiy where well up in great abundance, and afford
Cree,

;

an ample supply of excellent water. Of chalybeate
springs, Avhicli also ai'e numerous, the most celerated is that of Lochenbrack, in the parish of
Balmaghie.
The Solway frith, becoming identified on the
west with the Irish sea, sweeps round, fi-om tlie
head of the estuary of the Kith to the head of
Wigton bay, in an ample semicircular coast-line of
60 miles, exclusive of sinuosities.
The coast, on
the east, is flat; but elsewhere it is, in general,
bold, rocky, here pierced with caves, and there lined
with cliffs. Along the whole of it, a permanent
recession of the sea has taken place,— not very apparent or productive of any great advantage, indeed, in the liigh and rocky regions, but very evident and resulting in a bequest of the rich territoiy
of the Merse, in the flat tract along the Nith, Besides the estuary on the east, and the gulf or largi
bay on the west, the Solway forms, at points wherv
it receives streams, very considerable natural harbours, ranning up into the country in the form of
bays or small estuaries. The principal are Rough
frith, at the mouth of the Urr, Heston bay, and
Auchencaim bay, at the mouth of rivulets a little
1

eastward, Kirkcudbright bay, at the mouth of the Dee,
and Fleet bay, at the mouth of the Fleet. Though
all the waters which wash the coast are rich in the
finny tribes, they rarely tempt the inhabitants of
the coast to spread the net or cast the line, and have
not prompted the erection of a single fishing village,
or the formation of any community of professed
fishermen. Sea-i5hells and shelly sand, which are

have greatly contrithe adjacent grounds; and they
are accompanied, for lands to which it is more suitable, by large supplies of sea-weed.
The most prevalent rocks of the stewartry are
those of the transition series of Werner, comprising
varigreywacke and slates. The strata are mixed,
Some of them, locally called
ous, and dissimilar.
whinstone, are of hard and compact grain, blue or

thrown up

buted to

in great profusion,

fertilize

greyish brown in colour, for the most part taking
an irregular fracture, but fiequently splitting into
as coarse slates. The
parallel slices fit to be used
beds vaiy from half-an-inch to many feet in thickWith the harder grain is mixed, in all difness.
ferent proportions, a soft, shivering, argillaceous
stone, which easily yields to the weather, and locally

bears the name of "slate-band. The strata are, in
general, not far from being perjjendicular, though
vertical to
they lie at every dip from an absolutely
and they arc often
a nearly horizontal position
intersected
singularly c(mtorted, and are sometimes
with veins or dykes of porphyry. Much of the
nioimtainons part consists entirely of granite, hi
various spots along the shores of Colvend and Rerwick, a softer species of granite occurs, and is
Limestone, sandstone,
quarried into millstones.
and other secondary strata, occasionally intermixed
with plumpudding-stone, appear eastward of Kirkcudbright, but do not extend far into the country.
;

The

district in the

neighbourhood of Dumfries

lien

,

|
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on sandstone. In Kirkbean limestone of excellent
quality abounds and in other districts it occurs,
but so poor, or in such small quantity, as not to
draw attention. From the rocky nature of the
stewartry, abundance of suitable material is everywhere found for buildings and fences. Coal has
been sought in laborious and expensive searches;
but has promised to reward exertion only in Kirkbean, and even there has been found in too great
;

paucity to pay the costs of mining. Shell-marl of
the finest quality has been event-where found at
intervals, in lakes and mosses, within 12 miles of
The richest supply of it has been furnished
the sea.
by Carlinwork loch. Ironstone seems to abound in
Kells, Urr, Carsphaim, Buittle, Berwick, Colvend,
and other parishes but owing to the want of skill,
of enterprise, of fuel, or of all three united, it has
been turned to little account. A copper mine was
worked for some time in Colvend, but seemingly
strawithout sufficient reason, was abandoned.
tum of lead ore seems to run through the county
from Minnigaff on the Cree, in a north-east direction,
to Wanlockhead and Leadhills, on the boundary
between the counties of Dumfries and Lanark.
Tein of lead, of a rich ore, exists also in the parish
of Anwoth.
In early times, the stewartry appears to have
been covered with woods; and at a comparatively
recent period it had several extensive forests; but it
retains only scanty portions of its natural woodlands, and these chiefly along the banks of the
;

A

A

was commenced
by the settlement
among the rude inhabitants of colonies of monks,
and was carried to a greater extent both in tillage
and pasturage, than could well have been expected
rivers.

Agricultural improvement

in the 12 th century, principally

in the rough circumstances of the period.
From
various and very unequivocal intimations, the
country appears to have been much more fruitful in
grain and other agricultural produce in 1300, than
at the beginning of the 18th century.
But disastrous wars and desolating feuds swept in rapid succession over cultivated fields, and soon reduced them
almost to a wilderness. So ruthlessly was agriculture thrown prostrate that, toward the close of the
17th century, small tenants and cottagers, who had
neither skill, inclination, nor means to improve the
soil, were allowed to wring from it, in the paltry
produce of rye and here and oats, any latent ener'
"
which it still possessed, and on the
gies of heart
miserable condition of paying the public burdens,
were pennitted to sit rent-free on farms which now
let for at least

£200 a-year.

Modem

improvement

commenced

early in the 18th century, and was not
a little remarkable both in the character and in the
early history of its firet measure. Sir Thomas Gordon of Earlston having erected upon his property a
stone fence about 4 miles in extent, several other
proprietors sparingly, but firmly, followed his exBut fences seemed to the semi-savage
ample.
squattere to whom utter mal-administration had
given almost entire possession of the soil, not less
an innovation upon their rights, than a signal of
^ar; and, in April and May 1724, they provoked an
insurrection, and were all thrown down by the
"levellers." The insurgents having been dispersed
l>y six troops of dragoons, the work of

was resumed with greater vigour than at

enclosing
first,

and

speedily resulted in difi'using a skilful care for the
right management of the soil. The discovery, or at
manurial application, of shell-marl in 1740,
formed an important era, and occasioned the conversion into tillage of large tracts which had been
employed exclusively in pasture. The suppression,
in 1765, of the contraband trade with the Isle of
least the
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ilau pointed the way to the exportation of agricultural produce, and occasioned it rapidly to become a considerable trade. The institution, in
1776, of the society for the encouragement of agriculture in Galloway and Dumfries-shire was a still
more important event. William Craik, Esq. of Arbigland, the chairman of the society, introduced
rotations of crops, new methods of cultivation,
machinery, and new modes of ti-eating cattle,
and is justly considered as the father of all the
grand agricultural improvements of the stewartry,
At the commencement of the present century,
Colonel M'Dowal of Logan made great achieveIn 1809, the
ments in the reclaiming of mosses.
Stewartry of Kirkcudbright Agricultural society
arose to urge forward a rivalry with Dumfries-shire
and other adjacent counties; and before being a

new
new

twelvemonth old, it numbered 130 members, aU
landholders and practical farmers, with the lordlieutenant and the member of parliament at their
head.

Both before the close of last century and during
the course of the present, plantations, especially on
the grounds of Lord Daer and the Earl of Selkirk,
have risen up to shelter and beautify the country;
but, even with the aid of about 3,500 acres of copsewood, remaining from the ancient forests, they are
far from being suflicient in extent or dispersion to
shield the country from imputations of nakedness of
aspect, or prevent it from appearing to a stranger
The fences, in
characteristically wild and bleak.
far the greater proportion of instances, are the dry
stone walls, distinctively known as Galloway dykes;
but, in the vicinity of Dumfries, and a few other
localities, they consist of various sorts of hedges, all
ornamental in the featuring they give the landscape.
Agricultural implements are simply the approved
ones known in other well-cultivated counties.
Systems of cropping are necessarily various, not
only throughout the stewartry but very often in the
same parish. In the statistics of agriculture, obtained in 1854, for the Board of Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, 1,895^
imperial acres were returned as under wheat, 1,848J
under barley, 32,147 imder oats, 22 J under rye, 37§
under bere, 467f rmder beans, 8J under pease, 73f
under vetches, 13,502 J under turnips, 3,349 under
potatoes, 54J under mangel-wurzel, 45J under carrots, 4J imder cabbages, 2| under flax, 29i under
Tlie estiturnip-seed, and 361f in bare fallow.
mated gross produce was 49,276 bushels of wheat,
60,068 bushels of barley, 1,068.887 bushels of oats.

946 bushels of bere, 14,149 bushels of beans, 212,660
tons of turnips, and 8,372 tons of potatoes. The
estimated average protluce per imperial acre was 26
bushels of wheat, 32^ bushels of barley, 33J bnshels
of oats, 25J bushels of bere, 30J bushels of beans,
15f tons of turnips, and 2§ tons of potatoes. The
number of acres not in tillage comprised 70,2 78f
under grass in the rotation of the farm, 65,660 in
permanent pasture, 8,338f in irrigated meadows,
289,234f in sheep walks, 10.331 underwood. 12,562 j
in a state of waste, and 4,663 in house-steads, roads,

The numbers of live stock comprised
fences, &c.
5,829 horses, 9,028 milch cows, 6,794 calves, 21,079
other bovine cattle, 172,376 ewes, gimmers, and
ewe hogs, 71,167

tups, wethers, and wether hogs,
and 9,351 swine.
The breeding and rearing of cattle has long been a
favourite object of the farmers.
Few countries can
boast of pastures whose grass has such a beautiful
closeness of pile, and which, after a scourging course
of crops, so rapidly return to their natural verdure and
The breed of Galloway cattle peculiar
fertility.
to the district, though now extensively known
by

—
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—

importations from it are almost universally polled,
and rather under than over the medium size,
smaller than the horned breed of Lancashire or the

—

midland counties, and considerably larger than any
of the Highland breeds.
Their prevailing colour is
black or dark-brindled.
The breed has, in some
parts of the country, been materially injured by intermixture with the Irish, the Ayrshire, and some
But the ofF-shoots of foreign
English breeds.
crossings or admixtures are recognizable among
the native stock even after fifty or sixty years have
elapsed to effiice their peculiarities; and they are
now held in little estimation, and sought to be substituted by the purest and choicest propagation of
the native variety. Few of the cattle are fed for
home consumption. Excepting fat cows, for the
small towns and villages, and about one-fortieth of
the prime cattle for the tables of the opulent, the
whole stock are sent chiefly, at 3 and 3| years old, to
the markets of Dumfries and England. The principal sales are at St. Faiths and other markets in
Norfolk; but many are effected on the spot, and
many more in the cattle-market of London. Vast
numbers of transfers, too chiefly from inferior or
are made at the weekly or monthly
better lands
trysts of Castle- Douglas and Gatehouse in Kirkcud-

—

—

brightshire, and Glenluce, Stranraer, and Whithorn
In the moor and mountainous disin Wigtonshire.

sheep-husbandry has long been sedulously
plied; but, in other districts, it meets very trivial
attention.
Long-woolled Lincolnshire sheep here
were tried and failed. The Leicestercalled mugs
shire merinos, the Herefords, and the Shetlands
were also introduced, but secured little favour.
The Southdown, the Cheviot, the Morf, and the
Mendip breeds, have had more success, and, jointly
with varieties previously in the district, tenant the
tricts,

—

—

sheep-walks in singular motleyness of character.
is practised.
Great attention

Smearing or salving

here, as in Dumfries-shire, is paid to the produce of
Dumfries market, and,
pork,
chiefly for the
through it, for supplying the demands of England.
Bees are much attended to in Twynholm, Borgue,

—

Tongueland, and Kirkcudbright, and there produce
not superior, to any in the world.
except the Highlands,
are more abundant than Kirkcudbrightshire, both
in number and variety of game.
The valued rent of Kirkcudbrightshire in 1G74
was £114,597 Scots. The annual value of real
property, as assessed in 1815, was £213,308; in
The rental in 1855, as ascertained
1849, £192,474.
under the new valuation act, exclusive of the

honey equal,

Few
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if

districts in Scotland,

manufacture, though seriously attempted, never had
success.
The cotton manufacture has been tried
in most of the towns and villages; but, with rare
exceptions, it has either died out, or wears an emaciated appearance.
Other manufactures are too

Comunimportant to challenge separate notice.
merce is almost wholly confined to the exportation
of grain, wool, sheep, and black cattle, and the importation of coals, lime, wood, groceries, and soft
goods. The harbours of the district, as compared
to what they were a century ago, exhibit marvellously little of the progress which elsewhere gener-

Those situated to the
ally characterizes Scotland.
west of Kirkandrew-bum are creeks of the port of
those
situated
to the east of that burn are
Wigton ;
creeks of the port of Dumfries ; and the whole yielded
a revenue of dues on ships or on goods carried in
ships, in the year 1852, of only £413.

Kirkcudbrightshire, considering the highland comof the greater part of its surface, is not beElexion
ind any part of Scotland in the important accommodation of roads.
Within the parish of Kells
are vestiges of an ancient road.
Lithgow the trav-

"the roadway inns," and, at
makes no complaint of the roads,
seeming to imply, by his silence, that they were not
bad.
In 1764, a great military road was constructed

eller praises, in 1628,

the

same

—

time,

from Carlisle to Portpatrick, and, of course, traverses
the stewartry.
Since then, much attention has
been paid to roads of all sorts, from the main-line
to the ramification of the parish-road leading

up

to

a single farm, as a grand ancillaiy of agricultural
improvement. In consequence of the acts of 1780
and 1797, which converted statute labour into money
payment, and then doubled the assessment and authorized tolls, the roads of the stewartry, both in
their structure and as to their extent, have been
greatly improved.
During the heat of the railway
speculation, two projects were concocted, but soon

abandoned, for railways in Kirkcudbrightshire, the
one for a line through it to be called the British and
Irish Union railway, and the other for a line thence
at a point near Castle- Douglas, north-westward toward Ayr; and more recently, a project has been
entertained for a line to connect Kirkcudbright and
Castle-Douglas with Dumfries.

The royal burghs in Kirkcudbrightshire are Kirkcudbright and New Galloway. The burghs of barony are Maxwelltown, Castle-Douglas, Gatehouse,
and Creetown. The villages and principal hamlets
are Shawhead, Newbridge, Terregles, Newabbey,
Drumbarn, Carsethora, Kirkbean, Prestonmill, Scaur
Mainsriddle, Gateside, Kirkgunzeon, Lochfoot, Dalbeattie, Hardgate, Haugh, Springholm, Crocketford

burghs of Kirkcudbright, New Galloway, and Maxwelltown, was £214,088 10s. 7d. The number of
landowners in 1854 was 413; of whom 180 had a
valuation not exceeding £50 Scots, 66 others not
exceeding £100, 65 not exceeding £200, 55 not exceeding £500, 26 not exceeding £1,000, 14 not exceeding £2,000, 3 not exceeding £5,000, 3 not exceeding £10,000, and 1 upwards of £10,000. Farms,
in the highland district, usually vary in size from 6

Kirkpatrick-Durham, Palnachie, Auchencaim, Dundrennan, Gelston, Khonehouse, Crossmichael, Clarebrand, Parton, Corsock, Balmaclellan, Dairy, Carse-j
phaim, Dee-Bridge, Laurieston, Tongueland, Ring!
ford, Twynholm, Borgue, Chapelton, Kirkandrewsl
Blackcraig, Creebridge, and Minuigaff. Among tin
principal seats are Cumloden, the Earl of Galloway
St. Mary's Isle, the Earl of Selkirk; Earlston, Cap

to 12 square miles; and, in the arable tracts of the
lower district, they sometimes extend to 500 or 600

John Muir Mackenzie,

acres, but probably

average about 200.

In 1855, not

more than 198 holdings, comprising an aggregate
of 738 acres of arable land, were rented each at less

The ordinary currency of leases is 19
than £10.
The average of the fiar prices from 1848 to
years.
both
inclusive, was wheat, 49s. B^d.; barley,
1854,
27s. 5*d.; potato oats, 19s. lOd,; common oats, 16s.
53d.; Deans, 48s. 6d.; and oatmeal, 14s. 8^d.
The manufactures and commerce of the stewartry
are very inconsiderable.
Soap, leather, and paper
The woollen
are manufactured to a small amount.

tain Sir

William Gordon, Bart.

;

Cassencarie, Si

Bart.; Netherlaw, Sir G. S
Bart.; MoUance-house, John Hall, Esq

Abercromby,
Kusko, Robert Hannay, Esq. Woodhall, W. K
Lawrie, Esq.; Ardwall-house, James M. MaccuUocI
Esq.; Bargally-house, John Mackie, Esq.; Terrt
Cardonnesi
gles-house, M. C. Maxwell, Esq.
William Maxwell, Esq.; Cainismuir-house, Jame
William
Stewar
Stewart, Esq.; Shambelly-house,
Esq.; and Southwick, M. S. Stewart, Esq.
irlii
Kirkcudbrightshire sends one member to parlij
ment. The parliamentary constituency in 1855
1
,277. The several courts for the whole stewartry
;

;

1

i
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held at the times which we have noted in our article
on the town of Kirkcudhright. The stewartry circuit
small debt courts are held at New Galloway on the
4th of March, the 3d of June, and the 23d of September at Creetown. on the 8th of March, the 7th
;of June, and the 27th of September; at CastleDouglas, on the 8th of January, the 8th of April, the
8th of July, and the 30th of September; and at
Maxwelltown, on the 9th of January, the 9th of
JusApril, the 9th of July, and the 1st of October.
tice of peace small debt courts are held at Kirkcudbright on the second Tuesday of every month at
Castle-Douglas, on the first Monday of every month;
at New Galloway, on the second Monday of every
month at Maxwelltown, on the first Thursday of
every month; at Gatehouse, on the first Saturday
of every month and at Creebridge, on the first Saturday of every alternate month. The number of
committals for crime, in the year, within the stewartry,
was 36 in the average of 1836-1840, 24 in the average of 1841-1845, 23 in the average of 1846-1850,
39 in 1852, 20 in 1853, and 32 in 1854. The sums
;

I

;

;

;

paid for expenses of criminal prosecutions in the
years 1846-1852, ranged from £820 to £1.265. The
total number of persons confined in the jail at Kirkcudbright, within the year ending 30th June, 1854,
was 135; the average duration of the confinement of
each \vas41 days; and the net cost of their confinement
per head, after deducting earnings, was £16 14s. 4d.
Twenty-three parishes are assessed, and five unasThe number of registered poor
sessed, for the poor.
in the year 1852-3, was 1,593; in the year 1853-4,
1,549. The number ofcasual poor in 1852-3, was 695;
The sum expended on the registered
in 1853-4, 712.
poor in 1852-3, was £8,436; in 1853-4, £8,228. The
sum expended on the casual poor in 1 852-3, was £452
'"
There is a combination poor-house
^53-4, £440.
of the parishes of the stewartry, containing
for
umodation
250 persons and the number of
ito inmates on the Ist of July, 1851, was 21, and on
the 1st of July, 1854, it was 75.
The assessment
for prisons, rogue-money, and other stewartry rates,
is 2d. per £1 sterling.
Population of the stewartry
in 1801, 29,211; in 1811, 33,684; in 1821, 38,903";
in 1831, 40.501; in 1841, 41,119; in 1851, 43,121.
;

^

—

1,848 females.
During the

Roman

—

period in Britain, Kirkcud-

was occupied, along with other extensive
the Selgovae, east
territories, by two British tribes,
of the Dee, and the Novantes. west of that stream.
Brirish strengths line the whole frontier of the two
tribes along both sides of the Dee, and occur in considerable numbers both eastward and westward in
brightshire

—

the interior, interspersed with the sites of Roman
garrisons, placed to overawe a people who could not
be easily subdued. Caves, subterraneous excavarions, and other remarkable hiding-places, resorted
to by the inhabitants in barbarous times, perforate
the clifTs on the rocky coast, and occur in various
inland localities. The most notable is one in the
parish of Buittle. Druidical temples, or circles of
upright stones, occur in sections, or entire, in the
parishes of Kirkliean, Colvend, Kirkgunzeon, Lochrutton, Parton, Kelton, Rerwick, Kirkmabreck, and
remarkable rocking-stone exists in
Minnigaff.
Kells.
Cairns and tumuli abound, and, in numerous
instances, have yielded up to research some curious
the
Picts' kilns and murder -holes
antiquities.
former of which abound in Minnigaff and Kirkma-

A

—

breck — seem

fosse.

;

A

similar ecclesiastical division

— simply

substituting synods and presbyteries for bishoprics
and deaneries continues to exist.
The district
west of the Urr belongs to the synod of
Galloway,
and is distributed into 18 parishes, 16 of which constitute the
presbj'tery of Kirkcudbright, while two
are included in that of Wigton and the district east
of the Urr, distributed into 10
parishes, belongs to
the synod and the
presbytery of Dumfries. In 1851,
the number of
places of worship within Kirkcudbrightshire was 62; of which 30 belonged to the
Established church, 17 to the Free church, 7 to the

—

;

United Presbyterian church, 2 to the Keformed
Presbyterian church, 1 to the Episcopalians, 3 to
Roman Catholics, and 2 to isolated congregations.
The number of sittings in 21 of the Established
places of worship was 11,939; in 16 of the Free
church places of worship, 7,502; in the 7 United
Presbyterian meeting-houses, 2,410; in the two Reformed Presbyterian meeting-houses, 1,039; in the
three Roman Catholic
chapels, 640; and in the meeting houses of the two isolated congregations, 450.
The maximum attendance on the Census Sabbath at
the

I

—

Nith.

Males in 1851, 20,223; females, 22,898.

I

;

;

Inhabited
houses in 1851, 7,009; uninhabited, 225; building. 36.
The part of Elirkcudbrightshire west of the Urr
belonged anciently to the bishopric of Galloway, and
composed the deanery of Desnes and the district
east of that river belonged to the bishopric of Glasgow, and was comprehended in the deanery of the

;

j

22 of the Established places of worship was 5,.586; at
16 of tlie Free church places of worship, 3,980; at
the 7 United Presbyterian places of worship, 600;
at one of the Reformed Presbyterian places of worship ,
539 at the 3 Roman Catholic chapels, 474 and at the
meeting-houses of the 2 isolated congregations, 301.
There were in 1851, in Kirkcudbrightshire, 83 public day-schools, attended by 3,544 males and 2,443
24 private day-schools, attended by 237
females,
males and 345 females, 3 evening schools for
and
adults, attended by 62 males and 12 females,
57 Sabbath schools, attended by 1,857 males and

to be peculiar to Galloway; and if so,
are comparatively modem works rather than strictly
ancient.
Roman road, branching ofl" through
Glencaim from the great road up Nithsdale, passed
lands
of Altry in Dairy, to the farm of
the
through
Holm in Carsphaim, proceeded thence across the
ridge of Polwhat to the north-west extremity of the
parish, and there entered Aj-rshire to penetrate by
Dalmellington to the frith of Clyde. Vestiges of
the part of this road which traversed Kirkcudbrightshire still exist.
very ancient work, probably
erected by the Romanized Britons, and intended for
defence of the inhabitants on its south side, consists
of a strong wall 8 feet broad at the base, built for
the most part of stones, but occasionally of stones
and earth, and strengthened on the north side by a

_'

,
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A

A

See Deil's

Dyke

(The).

ecclesiastical antiquities are the

The

principal

abbeys of Dundren-

nan, Tongueland, and Newabbey, the prioiy of St.
Mary's Isle, and the convent, and afterwards the
college, of Lincluden.

The civil history of Kirkcudbrightshire is rapidly
sketched in the article Galloway.
The Gaelic
people of the district, who for so many years retained
their own laws and practised their own usages, would
not permit the introduction among them of a sheriflT-

dom. Till 1296, what is now the stewartry, was
considered as a part of Dumfries-shire. Throughout
the 13th century, a violent struggle was maintained
between the power of ancient usages, and that of
the municipal law of recent introduction. The influence of the Comyns, under the minority of Alexander III., introduced a justiciary, a beneficial
change which was continued after Bailors dethroneThe forfeiture of the Comyns placed the
ment.
lordship of Galloway in the possession of the illus"Western Galloway being already
trious Bruce, and
tmder the jurisdiction of the sheriff of Wigton
seems to have occasioned the erection of iSistem

—

—

—

KIEKDEN.

and Central Galloway into tlie present stewartry.—
In 1369, Archibald Douglas the Grim wrenched, for
himself and his heirs, from the weakness of David
II., the lordship of Galloway, and with it the stewartry to which it gave appointment and power.
But in 1455, when, on the forfeiture of the Douglases,
the lordship of Galloway reverted to the Crown, the
steward of Kirkcudbright became again the steward
of the King. Though, for a long time, the territory
continued to be nominally viewed as, in some respects, comprehended in Dumfries-shire, the steward
was quite as independent as the sheriff, and, within

There are five landowners
interspersion of wood.
The real rental in 1855 was £5,581. Assessed pro
perty in 1843, £4,012. Estimated value of ra\
Excellen
agricultural produce in 1840, £27,630.

sandstone is quarried.
Lunan water, coming ii
from the west, i-uns 2^ miles along the northen
boundary; and Finny-burn, coming in from tli
south-west, flows 3J miles along the boundary, an(
then 2 miles sinuously in the interior, joined in thi
way by a rill of 4 miles length of course from thi
south-west, and falling into the Lunan just befori
it leaves the
The streams furnish eels an(
parish.
excellent burn trout; and are subordinated to thi
driving of machinery. Manufaetui es, in connexioi
with Dundee, and in the linen staple, engage a largi

his own territory, regularly executed, in discharge
of his office, the writs of the King, and the ordinanBefore the commencement of
ces of parliament.
the civil wars under Charles I., all trace of jurisdicin
tional connexion
any form whatever with Dum-

had disappeared.

But from 1488

part of the population.

till

;

residence, somewhat resembling the castle of Glam
mis.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,039; ir
1851, 1,763.
Houses, 318.
This parish is in the presbytery of Arbroath, anc
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown
Schoolmaster'!
Stipend, £157 18s. 5d.; glebe, £13.
salary, £25 I5s. lOd., with about £12 fees, and £t
other emoluments. The parish church was built ii

There is a chape
1825, and contains 525 sittings.
of ease at Friockheim, in the presentation of sucl
male heads of families as are communicants. There

is also a Free church at Friockheim, with an attendance of about 250; and its receipts in 185!
amounted to £208 15s. 6d. There is also a Morrisonian chapel at Friockheim, with an attendance ol
about 55. There are a subscription school and s
parochial library. This parish was anciently callet

consequence of its glebe being situated ir
barony of Idvies and it takes its modern name
of Kirkden from the circumstance of its church being
placed in one of those dells which are provinciall}
termed dens.
KIRKDOMINjE, an ancient chapelry within th»
old parish of Girvan, but included in the moden
Idvie. in
tlie

stewart-depute, at a salaiy of
Miller, advocate, who,
rising to the top of his profession, became president
of the Court-of-session, and left a baronetcy with a
first

£150 a-year, was Thomas

name

to his family.

KIRKDALE.
KIRKDEN, a

KIRKFIELDBANK,

See Kiekmabbeck.

and its breadth
is not more than two miles
one part does not exceed a stone-cast. Its surface lies on a basis of about 250 feet above the level
of the sea but it is not in itself hilly, except at the
west end, and even there has more an undulating
than an upland aspect. About 1,200 acres arc dry
kindly land, mixed with small stones, and called by
the farmers a beachy soil about 900 acres are deep
dry land, upon a bed of till and the rest is naturally
wet and spongy, lying upon a bed of cold clay, but
has been greatly improved by draining. Nearly tiie
whole parish ia adorned and sheltered by a judicious

or

Kuikland, a village

i

the parish of Lesmahago. It stands about 1 mil
west of Lanark, on the road thence to Glasgow, Tfc
river Clyde passes contiguous to it, making a beaut
ful sweep, and containing a romantic little woode
island, and is here spanned by a substantial bridg
of three arches.
The village consists chiefly of tM
ranges of houses, along the two sides of the roa.
Nearly adjoining it is another range of houses, call
Dublin, on the south side of the road and cU
upon this row of houses is the village of Linvil
Tlieso two villages may be regarded as a contim
tion of Kirkfieldbank; and all the three are inhabit
principally by weavers. Population, 1,023. Hou»

parish, containing the post-office
village of Friockheim, in the maritime district of
Forfarshire. It is bounded by Dunnichen, Rescobie,
Guthrie, Kinnell, Inverkeillor, and Carmylie. Its
length eastward is nearly 7 miles; its greatest

breadth

;

parish of Barr, in the south of Carrick, Ayrshire
The chapel stood on an eminence on the north ban!
of the Stinchei', and belonged to the monks of Cross
The inhabitants of the circumjacent coun
raguel.
try petitioned, in 1G39, to have it erected into a par
ish church, but do not seem to have been heart
When the parish of Barr was erected in 1653, th
roof of the chapel was, with singular economy, cai
j
ried off and placed on the new parish-church,
great annual fair is held at Kirkdominaj. See Baei

were likewise separate jurisdictions. When all the
feudalities were overthrown, the emancipated stewartry was placed under a stewart- depute, whose
functions were the same as those of the sheriff-

fair

is travcj'sed bj

;

jurisdictions perplexed and chequered the district.
The Stewarts of Garlics, who became Earls of Galloway, had a separate jurisdiction over all their
estates in MinnigafFand Kirkmabreck, and, in 1747,
received for it £154 9s. lOd. The Lords Herries
ruled separately over 'the regality of Terregles,'
and, in 1747, were allowed for their jurisdiction
£123 4s. Id. The provosts of Lincluden, the abbot
of Dundrennan, the abbot of Tongueland, the abbot
of Newabbey, and the bishop of Galloway also had
territories independent of the steward. The regality
of Alraoreness, and some eight or nine baronies,

The

parish

—

of Thrive-castle, with their revenues, their lands,
and their fisheries. Early in the reign of James V.,
Robert Lord Maxwell obtained a similar grant for
19 years; and in 1526, he received the offices and
their pertinents as a regular hereditary possession.
At the abolition of heritable jurisdictions, Henrietta,
the Countess-dowager of Hopetoun, and the legal
representative of the Maxwells, was allowed £5,000
in compensation for the stewardship.
Various other

depute.

The

tlie road from Arbroath to Forfar, and by tin
Aberdeen railway
and it contains the Guthrii
junction of that railway, and also a station for Friock
heim, the latter, 7 miles from Arbroath, and 51i
from Aberdeen. The mansions are Pitmuies-house
Middleton-house, and Gardyne-Castle the last o
which is a very fine specimen of an old baronia

the
abolition of heritable jurisdictions in 1747, the stewartry was enthralled by the imposition of a baronial
or feudal character upon its supreme office.
After
the fall of James II. in that year, Patrick, Earl of
Bothwell, obtained a grant of the powers of steward
till the infant James IV. should attain the age of
In 1502, Sir John Dunbar of Mochrum
21 years.
got, for himself and his heirs, a grant for 9 years of
the offices of steward of Kirkcudbright, and keeper
fries-shire

KIRKFORTHER.
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;

at

;

;

;

201.

;

KIRK FOREST.
KIRKFORTHER,

,

See Carluke.
an ancient chapelry 8 mil
north of Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire. About the beginnij

KIRKGUNZEON.
it was annexed to
The chapel is in ruins, but

of the 17th century,

Markinch.

ground

is still in

and a great extent of plantations.

the parish of
the buiying-

use.

a parish, containing the postof Kirkgunzeon. and the village of GateIt is
side, in the south-east of Kircudbrightshire.
bounded by Lochrutton, Newabbey, Colvend, and
Urr. Its length southward is about 7 miles; and its
Kirkgunzeon burn,
greatest breadth is 4f miles.
called also Dalbeattie bum, a tributary of the Urr.
the
flows sinuously through
interior, and along the
lower part of the western boundapi-. Three or four
The surface, of
minor brooks water the interior.
the parish is, in general, hilly ; yet contains a considerable proportion of fine flat land. The hills, the
greater section of which ranges from north to south
along the east, are, in some instances, heathy ai;d
fit only for sheep pasturage, but, in other instances,
are covered with soil and venlure, and serve either
The
for tillage or for the feeding of black cattle.
lowlands are, for the most part, very fertile; but.
till improved by draining and the removing of obstructions, were rendered in a great degree impracticable to tha plough by swamps, little stony hills,
and large isolated blocks of stone. The prevailing
Granite abounds in
fences are whinstone dikes.
the south and this parish supplies the surrounding
country with beautiful and remarkably durable pillars for gates and steps for stairs.
There are five
landowners and the most extensive of these is Mr.
Maxwell of Terregles.
At Barclosh, Corrah, and
Drumcultran are ancient towers or castles, the first
once the seat of the family of Herries, and the second built by Sir John Maxwell, who obtained by
marriage the estate and titles of Terregles. There
are also a Druidical temple, and several Roman
The village of Kirkgunzeon stands on
camps.
Kirkgunzeon bum, and on the south road from
:.e Douglas to Dumfries, 4 miles north-northof Dalbeattie.
Population of the parish in

office village

:

;

ic^l, 652; in 1851, 7.34.
Houses, 10.5. Assessed
property in 1843, £4,081.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Dumfries. Patron. Maxwell of Terregles. Stipend,
£158
6s. 6d.; glebe, £12.
Schoolmaster's salary,
'
^
with about £15 fees. The parish chnrch was
in 1790, and contains 224 sittings.
In its
The old
.....ity is a spring called Winning-s well.
name of the parish was Kirkwinnyn. or Kirkwinong.
and was taken from the same saint as that of Kil-

I

i

The church, with its perwas given by Uchtred, the son of Fergus,
Lord of Galloway, to the monks of Holm-Cultram,
in
Cumberland; and continued with them till they
took part in the English wars
against David Bruce;
and it was then, in 1369, given to Sir John Herries

winning in Ayrshire.
tinents,

A

Terregles, and made a free parsonage.
separate
commissariat, independent of that of Dumfries, anciently extended over Kirkgunzeon, and was hereditarily held by the Earis of Nithsdale; but. like
other jurisdictions of its class, it was abolished in
of

1747.

KIRKHILL, a

parish on the north border of
is bounded on the east and
parish; on the west, by Kiltarnorth, by the Beauly river, and

Inverness-shire.
It
^~"th by Inverness

and on tlie
Beauly frith, which separate it froni Kilmorack
from Ros.s-shire. Its
post-town is Inverness.
ij&nu
'
Its
length is about 8 miles; and its breadth is from
;e to 3 miles.
Its surface, for 4 miles is a nar<trip, declining to the Beauly frith; and thence
•rd, it consists of hills, pretty high and covered
heath. The soil of the low
grounds is a rich
but that higher up is thin and gravellv.
,^ }sy loam;
:

^.

•

j

iuere are some natural woods of birch and
alder,
II.

The landed pro-

distributed among seven landowners, the
most extensive of whom is Lord Lovat. 'J'he mansions are Reelick, Newton, Lentram. Fingask, and
Auchnagairn. On a moor are a number of tumuli,
which are said to be memorials of a desperate engagement between two rival clans. There were
recently remains of two Druidical temples. On the
coast are two landing places, Fopachy and WesterLovat, where vessels import lime and coals, and
export timber and grain. Population of the parish
in 1831, 1.715; in 1851, 1,730.
Houses, 377. Assessed property in 1843, £6,806 lis. 2d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Inverness, and
synod of Moray. Patron, Professor Hercules Scot*.

perty
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is

Stipend, £247 glebe, £16. Schoolmasters salary,
£30, with about £20 fees. There is a Free church :
attendance, 700; sum raised in 1855, £286 17s. O^d.
There are also two Free church schools. The present parish comprehends the ancient parishes of
Wardlaw and Famua. "On the summit of the hill,
behind the manse, stood the old church of Wardlaw.
'The Chapel,' as it is called, which occupies the
locale of that building, has long been the burjnngand of the cadets nearest
place of the Lovat family,
The walls are hung round with
tliem in blood.
escutcheons and tablets of many generations and
the monuments of the Lords Thomas and Simon
Eraser of Lovat are particvdarly worthy of notice.
Around the chapel the poorer classes of the clan,
and the other inhabitants of the parish, inter their
dead."
KIRKHILL, a village in the paris^h of Peuicuick,
on
Edinburghshire. It stands on a rising ground
the left "bank of the north Esk, half-a-mile northeast of the village of Penicuick; and is inhabited
weavers. Population,
chiefly by papermakers and
;

I

;

315.

Houses, 64.

KIRKHILL, one of the group of villages conof Cambnsstituting what may be called the town
Cambuslang, Lanarkshire.
inhabitants are employed in trade and
manufacture. Population, 216. Houses 26.
KIRKHILL, an eminence, with an altitude of
about 850 feet above sea-level, in the parish of
lang,

in the parish of

Most of

its

Avondale. Lanarkshire.
KIRKHILL, Dumfries- shire. See Deyfesdale.
KIRKHILL. Forfarshire. See Kisxettle-s.
KIRKHILL, Clackmannanshire. See TilliCOCLTRT.
KIRKHOLM, a small island in the mouth of
It
Selivoe, in the parish of Sandsting, Shetland.
presents every appearance of having at one time
been put in a state of militaiy defence.
KIRKHOPE. an ancient parish in Selkirksliire.
It was incorporated with the ancient parishes of
Duchoire and St. Mary's to form the modern parish
of Yarrow; and it then constituted the north-east
Its
and the south-east districts of that parish.
church stood in a close-headed vale or "hope,"

called from

it

Kirkhope, along which a

rill

runs to

the Ettrick at Ettrick-brldge. The parish of Kirkhope was disjoined from Yarrow, and reconstituted
Its post-town is
into a separate parish in 1852.
Selkirk.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend, 18 chaklers.
The territory will be described, and the statistics
given, in their old connection with Yarrow. See
the article Yahrow.
KIRKIBBOST. an island in the parish of North
It lies contiguous to the
Uist, Inverness-shire.
south-west side of the island of Uist, and is
It is about a
insulated only at high water.
It commile long, but of no great breadth.
prises low fertile land, and was at one time of considerable value, but was desolated and reduced iby

KIRKIBOLL.
the fury of the western gales.
14.

Houses,

Population in 1851,

2.

KIRKIBOLL, a village in the parish of Tongue,
Sutheiiandshire.
It stands on the slope of a hill, a
little upwards of a mile from Tongue-house, and
ahout 4 miles north of Loch Loyal. It contains
only the manse, a commodious inn, and a few scattered cottages.
Population, 92.
KIRKINNER, a parish, containing the postoffice village of Kirkinner, and the villages of
Marchfarm and Slohabert, in the south-east of
Wigtonshire. It is bounded on the east by Wigton
bay, which divides it from Kirkcudbrightshire, and
on other sides by the parishes of Sorbie, Glasserton,
Mochrum, Kirkcowan, and Wigton. Its length
southward is 6f miles; and its greatest breadth is
5J miles. Wigton bay, over the 2f miles of its
touching the parish, diminishes in width at highwater fi-om 4f to 2J miles, and at low water, from 3
or 3J miles to 2 furlongs, leaving at the efflux of tiie
tide a belt of dry sands, on the Kirkinner side, from
f to If of a mile broad. For a mile, and occasionally upwards of a mile, inland, stretches from north
to south a belt of carse ground,
flat, deep, and
very fertile fields of clay. All the rest of the surface is a congeries of little hills, gentle in their out-

—

verdant in their clothing, and, in some instances, wearing crowns of plantation on their summits.
Except for about half-a-mile inward from the
carse, it has, in general, a thin and light soil, and
line,

does not seem to have been naturally fertile but
by the best of known means it has been richly improved; and now it everywhere exhibits a well;

cultivated and cheerful appearance.
Even mosses
have been reclaimed and made arable and not an
acre can properly be called waste.
Dowalton Loch
is on the southern
Bladeroch-water
boundary.
traces most of the northern boundary, to Wigton
bay, Tlie streams Malzie and Mildriggen drain the
interior north-eastward to t"lie Bladenoch.
There is
a small proprietory harbour on the Bladenoch at
;

Baldoon, wliich ranks as a creek of the port of Wigton, and at which £12 of dues were paid in 1852.
Tlie parish comprises the estates of Baldoon, Barn-

The fine
barroch, Longcastle, and Dalreagle.
modern mansion of Barnbarroch, the seat of Agnew
of Sheuchan, adorns the centre of tlie parish. The
ancient castle of Baldoon, situated on tlie Bladenoch, and once the seat of the Dunbars of Baldoon,
from whom it passed by marriage to the Earls of
Selkirk, and afterwards by purchase to tlie Earls of
Grailoway, was the scene of an incident which is
believed to have suggested the plot of Sir Walter
Scott's
Tale of the Bride of Lammermoor.'
There are vestiges of two circular camps.
The
estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1838 was
£33,800. Assessed property in 1843, £10,997 9s. 9d.
A few persons are employed in linen weaving.
The village of Kirkinner stands 3 miles south of
Wigton, on the road thence to Whithorn. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,514; in 1851, 1,914.
'

Houses, 304.
This parisii

is in the presbytery of Wigton, and
synod of Galloway. Patron, Agnew of Sheuchan.
Os.
lid; glebe, £20. Unappropriated
Stipend, £265
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
teinds, £411 Is. 3d.
with
£28
fees, and £G other emoluments.
4jd.,
There are three private schools. The parish ciiurch
is a handsome edifice, built in 1828, and containing
GOO sittings. The ancient churcli was dedicated to
St. Kinneir
abbreviated into Kinner in the name
of the parish a virgin said to have suffered martyrdom at Cologne in 450. The church was granted
by Edward Bnice, Lord of CJalloway, to the monks

—

—

nf Wliithorii

;

but, in 1603,
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was exuhaiiged by

tbcin

Kirkaiidrew in Kircudbrightshire, in
order that it might be annexed to the chapel-royal
of Stirling.
As taxed in Bagiment's roll, it was the
highest benefice in the county. The present parish
comprehends, as its north-Avest cornei', the small
ancient parish of Longcastle, named after an edifice

for that of

—

islet in Dowalton or Longcastle-loch.
The
ruins of the church still exist about halt'-a- mile from
the lake. The parish was anciently a rectory, and
was annexed to Kirkinner in 1630.
KIRKINTILLOCH, a parish, containing a posttown of its own name, in the detached district of
Dumbartonshire. It is bounded on the east by the
parish of Cumbernauld, and on other sides by the
Its length westcounties of Lanark and Stirling.

on an

is 6f miles; and its greatest breadth is nearly
3^ miles. Kelvin-water comes in from the east, and
except over a space of f of a mile where the frontier
overleaps it, flows along the whole of the northern
boundary; but has not here reached any of its
scenes of beauty and romance, and crawls sluggishly
along, with the aspect more of a Dutch canal than
of a Scottish stream. Luggie or Logie- water comes
in also from the east, runs 1^ mile along the southern boundary, and flows chiefly westward, but
partly northward, to the Kelvin at the town of
Kirkintilloch; and though it generally has the same
dull, repulsive aspect as the Kelvin, yet, for about
a mile from Duntiblae to Oxgang, it moves between
high, wooded, and interesting banks. The Forth
and Clyde canal extends from east to west, a little
inward from the northern boundaiy. The surface
of the parish, lying all within the great valley, traversed by that canal, though shielded by the lofty
and often abrupt range of Campsie-fells on the north,
and screened by considerable undulating elevations
on the south, is an almost imperceptibly declining
varieplain, with a northern exposnie, everywhere
gated with waving swells, and nowhere, except in
one place of small extent, warted with rugged or
rocky protuberances. The soil along the Kelvin is
of a deep marshy nature, and liable to be overflowed; on a small tract in the north-east corner, it
is a light reddish earth, on a whinstone and gravelly
bottom; around the town of Kirkintilloch, it is a
light black loam, 16 or 18 inches deep, on a reddish
and eastern districts,
tiliy bottom; in the southern
and in detached little patches in
it is a strong clay
various localities, amounting in the aggregate to
about 140 acres, it is black peat moss. Hardly onehalf of the area is in regular tillage; about 300 acres
are underwood; about 300 more are waste; and ar
aggregate number not easily estimated, are verj

ward

;

unpicturesquely, though very usefully, occupied hy
the canal, by railways, by roads, by the town o
Kirkintilloch, by the "works and yards of collieries
and by the multitudinous appliances of a busy ant
multifarious manufacture. Coal abounds, and is ex
Barrhill
tensively mined at Siiirva, Strow, and
Limestone, and sandstone, and ironstone are plenti
ful.
The annual rental of the minerals is abon
£3,000. Tiie number of landowners is about 13C
There are two or three elegant mansions, and man;

and manor-houses. The real rental i:
Assessed property in 184S
1839 was £13,759.
£18.070 18s. 9d. The parish is traversed bv th
TOad from Glasgow to Kilsyth, by the Monklan
fine villas

and Kirkintilloch railway, by the Edinburgh ar»
Glasgow railway, and by the (Jampsie Junction rai
way; and it has such ready access to the statioi
of "these railways, and to the canal, as to enjc
Al
singularly ample facilities of communication.
toninus' wall ran tlirough the parish for 6 niih
from cast to west, and liad here three large fon

and watch-towers.

Its

most easterly post

wan,.

KIRKINTILLOCH.
fort, still traceable,

to trade

enclosing an area of 150 square

and

commanding
yards on the summit of Barrhill,
a view of almost the whole course of the wall from
middle
The
the Forth to the Clyde.
post, now
of it by the
nearly effaced from the intersection
was at the village of
canal", and from other causes,
Auchendowie, and appears to have been a rectangular fort of 150 yards by 70. The westerly post,
Btill

in

most parts tolerably

distinct,

was a

fort,

now

of distinction the Peel, on a rising
ground at the' west end of the town of Kirkintilloch,
enclosed an area 90 yards by 80, and had the sinsituated on the north side of
of
called

by way

being
gular property
the wall. An ancient quadrangular tower, once a
Kilmarnock, exists
strength of the Boyds, Earls of
in a nearly entire but ruinous condition. Population of the parish in 1831, 5,888; in 1851, 8,426.
Honses. 826.
This parish is in the presbytery of Glasgow, and

—

svnod of Glasgow and Avr. Patron, Fleming of
Cumbernauld. Stipend, £323 8s. 2d.; glebe, £21.
The parish
Unappropriated teinds. £629 3s. 5d.
church was built in 1644. and repaired in 1840, and
contains 822 sittings. There is a chapel of ease
Davids, built in 1837, at the cost of
£2.300, and containing 1,012 sittings; and is under
the patronage of subscribers and managers. There
is a Free church with an attendance of 650, and
whose receipts in 1855 amounted to £268 Os. Id.
There is another Free church, formerly a Secession
one, built in 1765, and containing 620 sittings.
There is an United Presbyterian church, built since
the autumn of 1854. There is an United Original
Secession church, built in 1806. and containing 700
There is also a Wesleyan Methodist
sittings.
place of worship. There are nine schools in the
parish one of them parochial, two endowed, and the
rest unendowed.
Parochial schoolmaster's salary.
£34 4s. 4id., with about £30 fees, and £4 other emoluments.
Kirkiiitilloch, anciently written Kirkintulach,
and etymologically Caerpen-tidach, ' the Fort at the
end of the hill,' thus taking its name fiom the
Roman post at the west end of the town, anciently
comprehended both the present parish and that of
Cumbernauld; but, at the close of the reign of
James IV., it began to be called Lenzie, after the
name of the barony. The ancient church was
dedicated to St. Ninian, and stood near Oxgang,

called St.

;

and it was given,
before 1195, to the monks of Cambuskenneth, and
continued to be a vicarage under them till the ReIn the town stood a chapel dedicated
formation.
to the Virgin Mary, and endowed with the lands
and miU of Dun tibiae. This is now the parishchurch; and, though incommodious and very old,

where

its

cemetery

still

exists;

withstood a recent sharp litigation for being superseded by a new edifice. In 1649, a decree of the
commissioners for planting new. churches ordered
the division of Lenzie into two parishes, and, a few
years afterwards, was carried into execution. The
new parishes were for some time called Wester
Lenzie and Easter Lenzie; but eventually took
their modern names from the sites of their
respective churches.

The Tows

of Kxrkixtilloch is a burgh of barony.
on Luggie water, and on the road from
Glasgow to Kilsyth. 3J miles south-east of Lennoxtown, 5 south-west by west of Kilsyth. 7 north-east
by north of Glasgow,' and 49 west by south of Edinburgh. Its site adjoins the Forth and Clyde canal
and the Campsie branch of the Edinburgh and
It stands

It is an irregularly built,
strangely aiTanged, confused looking town, conveyBig by its aspect the idea of such entire devotement

Glasgow railway.
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and manufacture as precludes nearly

all

A

attention to the graces of exterior appearance.
steeple surmounring a court-house and jail gives it
a sort of burghal feature.
gas-work, sending
aloft its slender stalk, evinces also regard for comBut the vast majority of the edifices indicates
fort.
the mass of the inhabitants to be cotton-weavers,
The castle of Kirkintilloch, once a considerable
strength, the property- first of John Comyn, and
next of the ancestor of Fleming of Cumbernauld, has
The town has an office of the
entirely disappeared.
Western bank, an ofiice of the City of Glasgow
bank, a National security savings' bank, four insur-

A

j

I

j

I

I

{

'

1

I

j

!

ance agencies, a subscription library, an agricultural association, a horactiltural society, and some
A small weekly
charitable or friendly institutions.
market is held on Saturday; and annual fairs,
chiefly for cattle, are held on the second Tuesday
of May, on the last Thursday of July, and on the

There are in Kirkintilloch a
and workshops of
almost every variety of handicraft. A burgh court
is held weekly
a justice of peace court is held on
the first Saturday of everj' month; and a sheriff
small debt circuit court is held on the second Thursday of February, May. August, and November.
The town is said to have been erected into a
bnrgh-of-barony by William the Lion. From its
successive superiors, the Comyns. the Flemings,
and the Earls of Wigton, it received charters granting and confirming the rights of electing magistrates, holding a weekly-market, and maintaining
burgh-courts. From time immemorial the burgh baa
included two kinds of property, the Newland mailings, which may be considered the landward part,
and the burgh acres, upon which the greater part of
the town is built.
A Newland mailing is a piece of
land rated in the cess-books at £18 Scots.
The
2l8t day of October.
calico printfield,

an

iron-fonndrj-,

;

—

right of electing the magistrates is in the burgesses;
but it is the immemorial practice of the burgh to
admit as such only the proprietors of the Newland
mailings, to the exclusion of the proprietors of the
burgh acres, and all others. The magistracy consists of two bailies, eight councillors, a treasurer,
and a town clerk. The jurisdiction is of the same
kind as that in royal burghs.
Police affairs are
managed by a body of 15 commissioners, with
treasurer and collector. Population of the town in
Houses, 512. When the army of
1851, 6.342.
Prince Charles Edward came down upon the town
from Stirlingshire, in 1745. one of their number was
coolly shot from a lurking-place in one of the
streets.
The inhabitants were, in consequence,
subjected to a heavy fine; and next year, when the
was
army
returning from the south, they fled everywhere in panic, falsely apprehending that their
town was destined to the flames. Kirkintilloch was
the first place in the west of Scotland scourged by
Asiatic cholera.
KIKKLAND, a village in the parish of Wemyss,
Fifeshire.
It stands on the right side of Leven
water, 1 mile east of the town of Leven, and 1 mile
north-north-west of Methill.
Here is one of the
most extensive flax-spinning mills in Scotland ; and
its
are
almost
the
workpeople
only inhabitants of
the village. There is a school in connection with
the factory. Population, 466.
KIRKLAND, a village in the parish of Glencaim,

—

Dumfries-shire.

Population. 71. Houses, 16.
a village in the parish of Tinwald,
Dunifries-shire.
Population, 116. Houses. 28.
KIRKLAND, Lanarkshire. See Kirkfieldbask.
KIRKLANDS. See Kilbap.chax.
KIRKLANE, a village in the parish of Kinc«r«
dine, Perthshire. PopolatioD, 310.
Houses, 61.

KIRKLAND,
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KIRKLISTON, a parish, bisected by the river
Almond, having the part on the left side of that
stream in Linlithgowshire, and the part on the right

pike, are thought to commemorate the battle, and
to indicate the principal scene of the contest.
Stone
coffins, heads of spears, and other relics of a general

side in Edinburghshire. Its Linlithgowshire section
contains the post-office villages of Kirkliston and
Winchburgh, and the hamlet of Niddry; and its
Edinburgh section contains the village of Newbridge.
It is bounded by the parishes of Abercorn, Dalmeny,

engagement, have, at various periods, been found in
the vicinity. On the left bank of the Almond, f of
a mile after it enters the parish, stands a very ancient baronial pile, called Eliston, supposed to have
been anciently a hunting-castle of the kings of Scot-

Cramond, Corstorphine, Ratho, Kirknewton, Uphall,
and Ecclesmachen. Its length eastward is 5^ miles;
and its greatest breadth is 4J miles. The Edinburgh

land.

about one-fourth of the whole. The Almond has, in the parish, a course of 4J miles from
south-west to north-east measured in a straight line,
but of about 6| or 7 measured along the sinuosities
of its channel; and it runs upon a broad bed, in many
laces rocky, occasionally between high sloping
Eauks, pleasing and cheerful in its appearance, but
at times so flooded and impetuous that its beauty
has, in some parts, been necessarily impaired by
Brox-burn, coming in from
high embankments.
the south-west, flows f of a mile along the western
boundary, and then IJ mile through the interior to
the Almond. Springs are abundant and not a little

lum for a night of Mary of Scotland, when fleeing
from Lochleven to join her party at Hamilton. The
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway traverses the parish,

section

is

ample supplies of pure water, and
The
offering solutions of magnesia, lime, and iron.
vai"ious, affording

Edinburgh Union canal goes IJ mile westward
through the southern wing, and, having passed into
Uphall, re-enters Kirkliston, and passes IJ mile
through it northward. The surface of the whole
a slightly elevated plain, diversified with
very gentle swells. The soil varies from a strong
clay to a rich black mould, the only exceptions
being a few haughs of light earth and deep sand.
In a few places the clay land is very wet, and demands much labour from the cultivator. The extent of wood is not great.
Sandstone, limestone,
and whinstone occur, all of kinds suitable for maA
beautiful
and
durable
sonry.
building stone is
quarried on the farm of Humbie, ^ a mile from the
area

is

Union canal.

Tlie

new exchange

in

Glasgow was

from this quarry. There are nine landowners.
old valued rental was £12,846 18s. Scots. Assessed property in 1843, of the Linlithgowshire section, £10,774 16s. 9d.; of the Edinburghshire section,
£3,966 5s. 7d. Tlie principal residences are Foxbuilt

The

hall, Clifton-hall, Ingleston, Hallyards, and
liston.
The last of these was built about 62

Newyears

M. Hog, Esq.

But the
estate of Newliston was formerly the property and
the favourite retreat of the Stair family; and its
pleasure grounds were laid out by the celebrated
John Earl of Stair, who resided here twenty years,
and ai'e said to have been disposed, in the lines and
clumps and other figures of their trees, in exact

ago, and

is

the seat of J.

I'esemblance of the array of the British troops on
the eve of the battle of Dettingen. The Earl of
Stair, and his grandmother. Dame Margaret, the
first Lady Stair, and the original of Lady Ashton
in Scott's tale of the Bride of Lammermoor,' lie interred
the former without monumental marble or
in the family vault in Kirkliston church.
inscription
field south-west of the village of Kirkliston is
pointed out on which Edward I. encamped, in 1298,
monumental stone on
on his way to Falkirk.
the right bank of the Almond, less than J of a mile
limits
of
within the
the parish of Cramond, bears
the name of the Catstane, supposed to be a corruption of Constantino, and is believed to commemorate
the slaughter near the spot of Constantine the
usurper, in a pitched battle in the year 995, with
Kenneth the brother of Malcolm, King of Scotland,
and the commander of his army. Some large stones
in a field 2i miles higher up the river, and immediately adjoining the Edinburgh and Glasgow turn'

—

—

A

A

Half-a-mile south of the village of

burgh stands the
tlie

Winch-

fine old ruin of

Niddry castle, once
property of the Earls of Wintoun, and the asy-

has here its stupendous viaduct over the Almond,
and has a station for Winchburgh. The Edinburgh
and Falkirk turnpike also traverses the parish to the
north of the railway. The village of Kirkliston is
pleasantly situated on a rising-ground between that
turnpike on the north and a bend of the Almond on
the south, 7^ miles east by south of Linlithgow, and
9 miles west of Edinbui-gh. It possesses some good
modern houses, yet presents, on the whole, a poor
appearance. At its west end is a distillery of 37
A fair is held here on the last
years standing.
Tuesday of July.
foot-bridge upwards of 100
feet in length, was constructed across the Almond,
in 1846, about ^ mile south-west of the village, to
form a communication with the Ratho station of the

A

Edinburgh and Glasgow railway.

Population of

the village, 840. Houses, 166. Population of the
Linlithgowshire section of the parish in 1831, 1,692;
in 1851, 1,471.
Houses, 273. Population of the
entire parish in 1831, 2,265; in 1851, 2,029. Houses,
379.
This parish is in the presbytery of Linlithgow,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the
Crown. Stipend, £285 10s. 2d.; glebe, £27. UnSchoolmaster's
appropriated teinds, £29 3s. 3d.
salary,

£34

4s. 4^A.,

with about £20

fees,

and £30

other emoluments. The parish church is very anOn its south
cient, and contains about 750 sittings.
side is a doorway, not now used, which exhibits a
fine

specimen of Saxon architecture.

There

is

a

Free church, with an attendance of 310; and the
amount of its receipts in 1855 was £505 lis. 8^il.
There are four non-parochial schools, a total abstinence society, and a friendly society. The parish
church anciently belonged to the Knights Templars;
and from that circumstance the parish was anciently
But the kirktown acquiring
called Temple-liston.
the name of Kirk-liston to distinguish it from several
other places which were also called Listen with some
other prefix, Kirkliston came to be the parochial
The manor of Listen was granted to
designation.
the Knights Templars in the 12th century, and, with

some dilapidations, was enjoyed by their successors,
the Knights of St. John, till the Reformation. The
church, with much of the adjacent lands, was granted
though at what date is uncertain to the bishop
of St. Andrews and while served by a vicar, was
An
enjoyed by the bishop as a mensal benefice.

—

—

;

—

Lisentirely detached portion of the parish, called
ton-Shiels, and usually reckoned to belong to KirkListonSee
newton, lies among the Pcntlands.

SuiELS.

KIRK LOCH. See Lochmaben.
KIRKMABRECK, a parish, containing the

postof Crcetown, on the south-west border of Kirfc
the
west
an«
on
is
bounded
It
cudbrightshire.
south-west by the estuary of the Crec, cxpandinj^

town

and dividing it from Wigtonshire
bounded on other sides by the parishes oj
and Anwotli. Its Icngtli south'*
Minnigaff, Girthon,
ward IS 10 miles; and its greatest breadth is 4f

into VVigton bay,

and

it

is

KIRKMABRECK.

The estuary of the Cree expands on the
western boundary, from a breadth of '2J furlongs to
a breadth of 3 J miles. Pilnour water traces the
north-western boundary f of a mile before falling
One of the two chief head waters
into the estuary.

memorated by its cemetery. If mile south-east of
Creetown was now superseded by a new church

miles.

of the Fleet traces the north-eastern and eastern
boundary for 3J miles. There are several mineral
springs and one of these at Pibble has some mediThe country all along the estuary of
cinal repute.
the Cree has a delightful appearance, chequered and
tufted -vvith wood, dotted with gentlemen's seats,
carpeted with a rich soil of clay and gravel, and
finely featured with enclosures and cultivation. But
the surface rises everywhere upward from the bordering belt, and soon becomes a congeries of mountains, partly green and partly clothed in a mixture
of heath and verdure.
Yet the mountainons region,
except along the north-west frontier, breaks down

—

in that little town,

and pleasant vales,
watered by meandering streams, and worked by art

at intervals into gentle slopes

The

extent of area
under the plough is about 5,300 acres; and there are
in addition, about 900 acres of meadow.
beautiful
tot'xl

'

I

i

i

I

I

1

:

I

I

i

A

extensively quarried for building purposes,
and has been used in the constructing of some fine
A large quarry
edifices, and of the Liverpool docks.
of it was opened about 1830 by the trustees of the
and
the
Liverpool docks;
working of this is now
carried on within the limits of the glebe, and
employs
at present above 200 hands. Lead mines were
opened
in recent years at Glen and at Blairs, and a
copper
mine at Craigneuk; bnt they all proved failures.
There are 14 landowners. Tlie old valued rental
granite

is

Scots. Assessed property in 1843, £5,889.
principal mansions are Kirkdale-house, Barholm-house, Hill-house, and Cassencarrie. On the
sea-board of the estuary are two quadrangular towers
with battlements; and, in various localities are
tumuli, one of which, called Caimholy, or the Holy
Cairn, is an object of mnch local curiosity, and the
traditions.
subject of conflicting but

was£3,199

The

magniloquent

The

parish is traversed by the road from Dumfries
to Port-Patrick.
Population in 1831, 1,779; in
1851. 2,266.
Houses, 311.
This parish is in the presbytery of
"NVigton, and
synod of Galloway. Patrons, the Crown and Macculloch of Barhoim.
£305
8s. 5d.; glebe,
Stipend,
£20.
Unappropriated teinds, £117 18s. 8d. School-

masters salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £26 fees.
parish church is situated near Creetown, and

The
was

built in 1834.

It is

a handsome

edifice. co:i-

There is an United
taining about 800 sittings.
Presbyterian church in Creetown, containing about
300 sittings.
There are a subscription school of
industry, three adventure schools, and a subscription
To
the
ancient
library.
parish of Kirkmabreck was
annexed, in 1636, the whole of the old parish of
Kirkdale, except a verv small part, which was assigned to Anwoth. The church of Kirkdale. dedicated to the arclian<;el
Michael, stood in the valley
of a small stream which falls into
about

Wigton bay

balf-a-mile below Kirkdale-house; and is commemorated by its cemetery, which is still in use.
In tlie reign of James IV. it
belonged to the Crown
and it was then given to the monks of
Whjthorn'
and continued with them till the Reformation. The
church of the ancient
of
Kirkmabreck
beparish
longed, in popish times, to the abbey of Dundrennan
and, in 1621 it was, with all its tithes and pertinents!
granted to Sir Robert G^^rdon of Lochinvar and his
;

;

.

heirs.

away

Kirkmabreck and Kirkdale, after this
gifting
of the temporalities of the
former, were an-

nexed to the parish of Anwoth; but, in
1636, were
placed in their present position. The old church of

Ku-kmabreck—still

visible in its ruins,

and com-

j

I

I

I

j

!

—

anciently the site of a chapel.
south of the old cemeteiy, at a place now
called Kirkbride mills, there was of old a chapel dedicated to St. Bridget, and called Kilbride. Dr. T.
BroTi\ni. the philosopher, was a native of Kirkmabreck.
KIRKMADRINE, an ancient parish now incorporated with the parish of Sorbie. and forming the
eastern district of that parish, in Wigtonshire. The
ruins of its church are still to be seen on the farm
of Penkiln; and adjacent to them is the buryingground, which is still in use. See Sorbie.

A

;

into finely arable lands.
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little

KIRKMAHOE,
shire.

a parish in Nithsdale, Dumfries-

It contains the post-office

villages of Dal-

swinton, Duncow, and Kirkton. It is bounded by
Closebum, Kirkmichael, Tinwald, Dumfries, Holywood, Dunscore, and Keir. Its length southward
is 7^ miles; and its greatest breadth is oi miles.
The river Nith traces most of the western and south-

western boundary, over a distance of 6J miles. The
water of Ae runs 2^ miles on the north-eastern
Several bums, of beautiful or even
boundary.
romantic character, drain the interior. The stuface,
in all the southern division, is nearly level, or but
slenderly diversified; and, in general, rises gently
from the Nith, till, in the northern division, it becomes a congeries of heights, some of which rise
from 600 to nearly 800 feet above the level of the
sea.
From some of the summits of its uplands, a
brilliant view is obtained of the beautiful valley of
the Nith, fringed in the distance by the Solway tide,
and foiled in the far back-ground by Crifiel and the
Cumberland hills. Along the Nith is a rich holm
or haugh.
About 10.000 acres within the parish
are arable about 4,000 acres have never been cultivated ; and nearly 600 are under wood. There are
;

large landownere, and about 24 othere, who
have each a rental of upwards of £50. The total
real rental in 1855 was £10,529; assessed
property
in 1843, £9,356 14s. 6d. ; estimated value of raw
fottr

produce in 1834, £20.000. The principal mansions
are Dalswinton, Milnhead, and Camsalloch. There
are several tumuli, circular moats, and vestiges of
ancient forts. The parish has ready access to the
Auldgirth and Holywood stations of the Glasgow
and South-western railway. The village of Kirkmahoe or Kirkton is pleasantly situated 4 miles
north of Dumfries, on the east road thence to Thornhill.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,601 ; in
1851, 1,553.
Houses, 286.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Dumfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch. Sti-

pend, £238 8s.

glebe, £36.
Unappropriated
There are three parochial
schools, respectively at Duncow, with a salary of
£25 13s. 3d., at Dalswinton, with a salarj- of £17,
and in a remote corner of the parish, with a
salary
of £8 Os. 6|d.
There are also a Fi-ee church school
and a subscription school.
The parish church
was built in 1822, and is a fine Gothic edifice, pleateinds,

£341

4<l.;

lOs.

6d.

santly shaded by trees.

There

is

a Free church;

and the sum
was £78 1 Os.

raised in connexion with it in 1855
7d.
There was formerly a Reformed
Presbyterian church at Quarrelwood, If mile north
of Kirkton, which served as a cradle of Cameronianism in the south of Scotland, but was deserted after
the erection of the Reformed Presbyterian church in
Dumfries. Chalmers derives the name of this parish, like the name Mayo in Ireland, from the Irish
'
magh, and makes it mean the Church in the plain

The church was dedicated to St. Quintin,
and, notwithstanding a grant of it by David II. to
the monks of Arbroath, continued to be a
rectory;
but, in 1429, it was constituted a prebend of Glat>field.'

KIRKMAIDEN.
gow, and made a perpetual vicarage.

In the nortliern section of the parish, at a
place still called
Kilblane, anciently stood a church dedicated to St.
Blane,
KIRKMAIDEN, a parish, containing the postoflBce villages of Drumore and
Port-Logan, at the
southern extremity of the Rhinns of Galloway,
Wigtonshire. It is bounded on the north by Stoneykirk, and on all other sides by the sea; and runs
southward, in a peninsular stripe, terminating in
the Mull of Galloway. See Galloway
(Mull of).
Its greatest length is 9J miles; and its
average
breadth is about 2|- or 2J miles. Great
part of the
coast-line, especially on the west, is a continuous
curve of bay and headland. The bays of East Tarbet and West Tarbet are
mutually opposite, and
narrow the connexion of the Mull of Galloway with
the body of the parish to an isthmus
2| furlongs
broad.
Portnessock and Clanyard bay, each running a mile inward from the general coast-line, both
on the west side, the former If, and the latter
3^
miles at its head or centre from the northern boundare
the
indentations
made
ary,
deepest
by the sea.
Cliapelrossan bay at the northern boundary, and
Drumore and Killiness bay, respectively 5^ and 6^
miles south of it, are the principal
bays in the east,
but make indentations only two or three furlongs
Portnessock and Drumore bays afford good
deep.

ancli-orage and shelter, and are provided, respectively
at Port- Logan and Di-umore, with small
quays. Tlie
coast, particularly toward the Mull, is

rocky and bold
and along the west, it is curiously perforated with
and
rent
with
fissures. Many of the caves are
caves,
difficult of access, and small at the
mouth, but of
interior.
Sea-weed is abundant on the
capacious
beach, and samphire plentiful among the precipices.
;

Two-thirds of the surface of the parish consists
partly of a broad but not high mountainous belt,
extending from sea to sea, and partly of congeries
of heights, many of which,
are
though not
lofty,

bleak and wild, while others are slightly tufted
with plantation. Even the more level third of the
surface is rolling and hillocky.
About one-eighth
of the whole area is rocky or
mossy moorland conmore
than
one-half
is disposed in
siderably
pasture;
;

about 250 acres, chiefly around Logan-house, near
the northern boundary, are under wood; and between a fourth and a "third of the whole is arable.

A

large proportion of the soil is of quality to require
draining. Slate-rock was, for some time, extensively worked in several quarries. Greywacke
and whinstone everywhere abound. The most extensive landowner is Macdouall of Logan, and the
next in extent is the Earl of Stair. The
principal
antiquities are the old house of Logan, castles
Drumore and Clanyard, and vestiges of ancient
strengths said to be Pictish.
Population of the
parish in 1831, 2,051 ; in 1851, 2,681.
Houses, 4G3.

much

Assessed property in 1843, £6,395
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16s. 4d.

TJiis parish is in the
presbytery of Stranraer, and
synod of Galloway.
Patron, the Earl of Stair.

Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £150 I6s. 5d.; glebe, £8.
The parisli church was built in
salary, £25 13s.
1638, and contains 275 sittings. There is a Free
church; and tlie sum raised in connexion with it
in 1855 was £122 7s.
There are two non-parochial
schools.
The ancient church of Kirkniaiden was
dedicated to St. Medan, of whom little is known;
and stood in the south end of the parish, on tlie
lands of the Mull. In the vicinity of its site are a
cave called St. Medan's cave, and a cylindrical hollow in tlie rock, filled with the overflowing tide, associated with various very modern antics of superstition, and called Chapel well, or tlie well of the
Coe. The church, previous to the Reformation, was

a vicarage under the monks of Saulseat. At
Maryport- haven anciently stood a chapel dedicated to
the Virgin Mary. In consequence of this
parish
being the most southerly land of Scotland, running
out to a latitude south of that of the city of Durham,
its name, reversed into Maidenkirk, is sometimes
coupled with that of John O'Groat's house, to
indicate the extremities of the kingdom.

KIRKMAIDEN OF GLASSERTON.

See Glas-

SERTON.

KIRKMICHAEL,

a parish, containing the post-

Kirkmichael and Crossbill, in CarIt is bounded by
rick, Ayrshire.
Dalrymple,
Its
Straiton, Dailly, Kirkoswald, and Maybole.
southward
is
12
and
its
length
miles;
greatest
breadth is 5f miles. The river Doon flows for
several miles along the northern boundary
and
Girvan water, coming in from the east, and taking
its leave at the north, flows
windingly through the
interior.
Both rivers are beautiful in their scenery,
and valuable in their water-power. Dyrock water,
issuing from Shankston loch, nins 4J miles southwestward to the Girvan at Kirkmichael village, receiving in its way some large tributary rills. Five
lakes, one of them a mile north-west of Drumore,
three in the north-east corner of the parish, and one
on the eastern boundary, cover aggregately about
110 acres. The last and largest is Loch-Spalander,
not far from being equal to all the others united.
The vale of the Girvan is, in most parts, of considerable breadth; and though not a plain, has numerous patches of level ground, and undulates with a
office villages of

;

pleasing diversity of gentle outline. All the district
west of it is hillocky and swelling, but has not an
surface now level, and now diverupland aspect.
The parsified with heights, lies along the north.
ish, in all these districts, has an arable, enclosed,
sheltered, and very cheerful appearance. The whole
eastern division is of bolder features, rising as it
one of them
recedes, till it sends up lofty summits,
upwards of 1,600 feet above the level of the sea; yet

A

—

free from naked rock, nearly free from moss
and heath, and carpeted all over with fine green pasit is

ture.

About one-thirteenth

of the entire area of the

parish is covered with wood, planted and natural,
and disposed not in one great forest, but in such detachments as give out features pleasingly ornamental. Freestone occurs, and is worked in one
Limestone abounds, and is profusely
quarry.
worked. Shell-marl has been found in small quantities.
One hill is supposed to contain lead. Vain
searches have been made for coal. The landowners
are the Marquis of Ailsa, Sir James Fergusson,
Bart., Sir

David Hunter

Blair,

Bart, Kennedy

of<

Kirkmichael, Ritchie of Busbie, and three othersj
The old valued rental was £3,829; the real rental
in 1866, £10,800; the value of assessed property in
1843, £10,035 8s. 5d.

On a romantic site overlooking the Doon, and
surrounded by large lawns and a wooded demesne
stands Cassillis-castle: which see. On Girvanwater, a little south-east of Kirkmichael village
stands Cloncaird-castle, once a baronial mausioi
with a huge quadrangular tower in the style of thi
16th ^entury, but now modernized into one of th'

most elegant seats in Ayrshire, surrounded wit!
and occupying a picturesque sit*
Eleasure-gronnds,
Ipwards of a mile north-west of it, and on the wes
side of the village, is the huge fine mansion of Kirh
A mile and a-half south-east
niichael-house.
Cloncaird-castle, on the banks of the Girvan, witl'
in the limits of Straiton parish, yet flinging all if
attractions, and sending most of its pleasurj
grounds into Kirkmichael, stands the elegant mail

sion of Blairquhan.

An

extensive

tile- work,

a bon J

i

!

I

i

KIRKMICHAEL.

mill, a large saw-mill, a flax-mill, and several cornVery large eramills, exist in various localities.
ployment in hand-loom weaving and in needlework,
manufacturers, is carried on in the vil-

for'Glasgow
lages of Kirkmichael and Crosshill. Sixty-six years
Both
ago, hardly a house of these villages existed.
are large, neat,
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|

j

:

|

and clean, and present so agreeable an

appearance to tlie eye, that a stranger would be far
from suspecting them to be the abode principally of
Crosshill has been depoor hand-loom weavere.
scribed in its own alphabetical place. Kirkmichael
straggles picturesquely along both sides of the
Dyrock. between Kirkmichael-house and Cloncairdcastle, 3J miles east of Maybole, and 10 miles south

Around it are 'finely variegated rising
of Ayr.
grounds, and beautiful little expanses of plantation;
and interspersed with its houses are trees and little
gardens. At its north end, on Dyrock water, stands
the parish-church, with its romantic buryinggronnd, encinctund with large old ash trees. Population of Kirkmichael village about 600.
Popnlation of the parish iu 1831, 2,758; in 1851, 3,262.
Houses, 494.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £277 2s. 8d. glebe, £25. Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, X34 4s. 4Jd.,
teinds, £71.
with about £30 fees, and £16 other emoluments.
,The parish church was built in 1787, and contains
There is an Established place of
660 sittings.
worship at Crosshill, formerly a chapel of ease, but
erected in 1853 into a quoad sacra parish church,
and under the patronage of Sir James Fergusson,
Bart.
There is a Free church preaching-station at
Crosshill; and the sum raised in connexion with it
in 1855, was £64 6s. 8d.
There are in the parish a
General Assembly's school, a female school, and a
The ancient church was called
parochial library.
Kirkmichael of" Gemmilston, and belonged to the
prior and canons of ^Vhithorn.
KIRKMICHAEL, a parish in the north-west of
Annandale, Dumfries-shire. The post-office stations
of Johnstone-Bridge, Lochmaben, Amisfield, and
Duncow are not far from its borders but its posttown is Dumfries, 8 miles to the south-south-west.
It is bounded by the
parishes of Kirkpatrick-Juxta,
;

;

Johnstone, Lochmaben, Tinwald, Kirkmahoe, and
Closebnm.
Its length south-south-eastward is 9
miles; and its greatest breadth is 4J miles. Kinnelwater traces, for 2| miles, its eastern boundarv.
The water of Ae, coming down from the north
within a mile from its source, circles
along the
boundary on the west, south-west, and south, over
a distance of 12^ miles, to a
point only J of a mile
from its confluence with the Kinnel.
Glenkiln
and Garvald bums flow southward to the
Ae,
the
into
three
dividing
parish
nearly equal parts!
In the north, on a mountain summit, is a
very deep
lochlet of small extent, and without
fish; and in the
south is another lochlet, four or five acres in extent,
stored with pike and eel.
Between the Ae and
Glenkiln-burn, and between Glenkiln-burn and
Garrel-bum, two mountain-ranges run down from
the northern
boundary, to points south of the
middle of the parish, and send up summits of from
1,000 to 1,500 feet above the level of the sea.
The
surface in the south and south-east is a
plain,
diversified with rising grounds.
the
Ae
and
Along
the Kinnel are belts of beautiful holm. The soil on
most of the low grounds is
exceedingly fertile, but
yields in various localities to patches of moss,
aggregating about 500 acres; and in the middle
districts it is, for the most
part, dry and gravellv,
occasionally clothed with heath, but chiefly yielding
A little more than onegrain crops or pasture.

whole area is arable somewhat more
than one-half is sheep-walk; several little expanses
are meadow land; and between 300 and 400 acres
are covered with copsewood and plantation. Veins
of ironstone and ochre, and weak chalybeate springs,
are numerous. More than half of the parish belongs
to the Duke of Buccleuch, and the rest is distributed
among seven proprietors. The real rental in 1855
was £7,053. Assessed property in 1843, X6,894.
Estimated value of raw produce in 1834, £20.997.
The principal mansion is Kirkmichael house. There
are two grain mills.
A branch of the great Roman
road which led from Xetherby in Cumberland to the
chain of forts built by LoUius L^rbicus between the
Forth and the Clyde, can still be traced through a
moss in the parish, and seems to have terminated at
third of the

|

j

;

a castellum, which is now the minister's garden,
sides of which are still very distinct.
small fort in the Knockwood, occupying the summit of a steep rocky acclivity, and commanding an
extensive view to the south, bears the name of

A

and two

Wallace's-house, and is said to have been garrisoned
by the Scottish patriot to confront the castle of
Lochmaben. Not far from it is a large stone called
sax corses," or the six corpses, commemorative of
the slaughter on the spot of Sir Hugh of Moreland
and five of his men, who chased ^Vallace from an
•

attempt on Lochmaben-castle. Vestiges of ancient
fortifications and British camps are numerous. Not
a few ancient coins and other small antiquities have
been found beneath the soil. The southern district
of the parish is traversed south-westward by the
turnpike from Edinburgh to Dumfries. Population
in 1831, 1,226; in 1851, 1,124.
Houses, 202.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lochmaben,
and svnod of Dnmfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch.

Stipend,

£246

8s.

appropriated teinds, £61
salary,

£34

4s.

4id.,

Unlid.; glebe, £18.
Os. 8d.
Schoolmaster's

with about £30

fees.

The

parish church was built in 1815, and contains upwards of 500 sittings. There is a side-parochial
school.
The present parish of Kirkmichael comprehends the ancient parish of Kirkmichael, and a
large part of the ancient parish of Garvald. See

Garvald.

KIRKMICHAEL,

a parish, containing the postvillage of Kirkmichael and the post-office
station of Glenshee, at the north-eastern extremity
of Perthshire.
It is bounded by the counties of
office

Aberdeen and Forfar, and by the parishes of Rattray, Caputh, Bendochy, Blairgowrie, Cluny, Dunkeld, Logierait, Dowally, Moulin, and Blair- Athole.
Its length southward is 17 miles; and its greatest

breadth

is

7 miles.

district of 6 miles

Its south-western di^-ision,

a

consists of the greater part
of Strathardle, watered by the Ardle, and screened
on both sides by mountain ranges.
Its northern
and central division, considerably the larger district,
consists of the whole of Glenshee, watered by the
Shee, with its broad belts of mountain screens, and
the smaller glens which converge into it on the
north.
See Strathardle and Glenshee.
Its
south-east comer is a district nearly circular, somewhat more than 2 miles in diameter, lying on the
west side of the Black water. The whole parish is
of a mountainous character, more elevated, cold,

by 4i,

and unsheltered than either Athole

to the west or
Marr to the north. The soil, along the streams, is
thin and dry, upon a sandy bottom ; and on the
higher arable grounds, it is wet and spongy, requiring the aid of a dry warm season in order to be
The landowners are Farqnharson of
productive.
Tnvercauld, Ayton of AshintuUy, and seven others.
The principal mansions are Ashintnlly and Woodhill.
About 4,419 imperial acres in the parish

KIRKMICFIAEL.
are under cultivation

common; about 183

;

about 1,460 are in undivided
are under wood; and about

44,616 have never been cultivated. The real rental
in 1855 was £9,993.
Assessed propert}'^ in 1843,
£7,993 7.S. 4d.
The military road from Cupar-Angus to FortGeorge passes up Glensliee; and the road from
Blairgowrie to Blair- Athole passes up Strathardle.
In the midst of a large high moor, is a caim 270
feet in circumference, and about 25 feet in height;
surrounded at a little distance, and at different intervals, with a host of smaller cairns, in groups of
8 or 10.
furlong to the west are distinct vestiges
of 2 concentric Druidical circles, respectively 32 and
50 feet in diameter. In other directions round the

A

great cairn are vestiges of 6 or more single circles,

from 32 to 36 feet in diameter. About a mile northeast, on a flat-topped eminence, stands a i-emarkable
rocking stone. In shape, it is nearly a rhombus,
the greater diagonal 7 feet, the lesser .5; in weight,
it is about 3 tons; and in position, it so rests on
the succumbent rock, that by suflering repeated
pressure it will rock to the height of a foot, and
make 26 or more vibrations before returning to repose. At points, or on small eminences, respectively
60, 100, and 150 yards north of the stone, and 120
yards west of it, are pairs of concentric Druidical
circles, in every case 32 and 45 feet in diameter;
each pair having adjacent a single circle from 32 to
36 feet in diameter. In the vicinity are other relics
of similar character; and on the hills between
Strathardle and Glenderby, are other cairns and
circles.
The village of Kirkmichael is a small place
in Strathardle, 13f miles north-north-west of Blairhandsome biidge, built here across the
gowrie.
Ardle in 1842, was greatly damaged by the flood of
afterwards
but
1847,
repaired.
Population of the

A

parish in 1831, 1,568; in 1851, 1,280. Houses, 265.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunkeld, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Farquharson
of Invercauld. Stipend, £158 6s. 7d.; glebe £10.
The parish church stands at the village of Kirkmichael, was built in 1791, and contains 596 sittings.
There is a chapel of ease at the Spittal of Glensliee,

and containing nearly 400

sittings.

is a Free church of Kirkmichael;
raised in connexion with it in 1855

and the
was £94

built in 1831,

There

Bum
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128. 6id.
There ai"e two parochial schools; the one
in the village of Kirkmichael, with a salary of

£34

4s. 4Jd., about £15 fees, and £15 other emoluments,— the other in Glensliee, with a salary of £15,

There
fees, and £2 other emoluments.
are two non-parochial schools.
A detached part of
Caputh, called Craigton of Dalrulzeon, measuring
li mile by J, and lying on the south-eastern boundary, is considered by use and wont as belonging
quoad sacra to Kirkmichael.
KIRKMICHAEL, a parish, containing the postoffice village of Tomintoul, in the southern extremity
of Banffshire.
It is bounded on the north by the
parish of Inveraven, and on other sides by the counties of Aberdeen and Inverness.
Its length, from
south to north, along the course of the Avon, from
that stream's sources to its embouchure, is upwards
of 30 miles and its average breadth is from 3 to 4
miles.
Its upper part, to the length of 12 or 15
miles, lies wholly among the Cairngorm Grampians,
and is uninhabited. Its lower part consists of the
vale and both screens of the Aven down to near the
influx of the Livet, and is bounded on the one side
and on tiie other side by the estate of
ijy Glenlivet,
The water of Altnach traces the
Ballindalloch.
about £10

;

western boundary for about 6 miles; and lofty lines
of water-shed form most of the other boundaries, both
with the contiguous counties and with Inveraveti.

Natural barriers separate it almost everywhere from
"from
the surrounding and more open districts,
the parish of Strathdon, toward the south, by Leach''the
the
smith's
of
son;'
mhic-ghothin,
declivity
from the parish of Cromdale toward the north, by
the
Hill
of
the
dale
Ben-Chromdal,
winding
these are two long branches of hills, that, running
in an easterly direction, project from the noithern
trunk of the Grampian mountains. From the parish
of Abernethy toward the west, it is separated by
moors and hills, that connect Cromdale hill with
Glenavon
from the parish of Inveravan, by moors,

—

'

'

:

;

and

—
—

—

and narrow defiles." It is altogether a
wildly Highland region called, indeed, by the
Gaelic-speaking population, a strath, under the name
of Strathaven
but really being nothing else for
many miles than one of the wildest of the Highland
glens, and then softening little more, for a number
"
of miles, than to become barely inhabitable.
In
crossing the centre of it," observes the Author of
"
the Statistical Account,
few cheering objects atFrom detached hills
tract the eye of the traveller.
covered with heath, and destitute of verdure, where
here and there a lonely tree marks the depredations
of time, he naturally turns with aversion. But,
should he liappen to pass after a heavy fall of rain,
when the numerous brooks that intersect the country pour their troubled streams into tlie roaring Aven,
he must commiserate the condition of the inhabitants,
at such a season, precluded from the rest of the
world, and even from enjoying the society of each
other.
Frequently in winter the snow lies so deep,
that the communication between it and other coun-

—

hills,

—

becomes almost impracticable. The banks of
the Aven, however, are pleasant enough, and in
diffeient places tufted with groves of birch, mixed
with some alder." See the articles Avex (The),
tries

AvEx (Loch), and Glenaven. About 2,400 imperial
acres of the parochial surface are in tillage; and
about 140,000 have never been cultivated. About
nine-tenths belong to the Duke of Richmond, and
about one-tenth to the Earl of Seafield. The real
rental in 1842 was £2,760; the estimated value of
raw agricultural produce in that year, £5,000; and
the value of assessed property in 1843, £3,325 5s, 8d.
Granite is the prevailing rock of the mountains;
sandstone extends across the valley at Tomintoul ;
excellent grey slates and pavement slabs are quarried on the banks of the Aven ; limestone abounds
in many parts; and ironstone of a rich quality occurs
in the hill of Leacht.
Population of the parish in
1831, 1,741; in 1851, 1,558.
Houses, 306.
This parish is in the presbytery of Abernethy,
and synod of Moray. Patron, the Earl of Seafield.
Stipend, £226 8s. Id.; glebe, £9.
Unappropriated
teinds,

£47

13s.

lid.

Schoolmaster's salary, £34

and a share

of the Dick beThe parish church stands in the lower part
quest.
of the parish, 5 miles north of Tomintoul. It was
built in 1807, and contains 350 sittings.
There is a
government church at Tomintoul, built in 1826, and
containing 336 sittings. It was constituted a quoad
sacra parish church by the General Assembly in 1833,
and re-constituted by the Court of Teinds in 1845.
4s. 4Jd.,

with £20

fees,

The stipend connected witli it is £120, with manse
and small glebe. There is a Free church of Kirkmichael, with an attendance of 150; and its receipts lE
] 855 amounted to £44 14a.
There is a Roman Catholic
chapel at Tomintoul, built in 1838, and containing
464 sittings. There are two endowed schools ii
Tomintoul, and two or three adventure schools ii
other parts of the parish. Major-General W.
Gordon, who figured celebriously under Wcllingtoi
in tlie Peninsular war, is
in Nairn.

and now resides

a native of this parish

i

KIRIQIICHAEL.

KIRKMICHAP:L, a parish, popularly called
Kesolis, in the counties of Ross and Cromarty. It
contains the villages of Gordon's mills and Jemima;
but its post-town is Fortrose, 8 miles to the southIt is bounded on the west and north by
south-east.
the Cromarty frith, and on other sides by the parAvoch, and Urquhart.
length north-eastward is about 8 miles and its
breadth is between 3 and 4 miles. Its extent of
«Joast-line, including sinuosities, is about 10 miles.
The shore is gravelly, and has an interspersion of
low flat rocks. The inland surface rises gi-adually
from the shore for nearly two miles, then subsides
into a valley, and then rises rather abruptly to the
water-shed of the MuUbuy. See Mullbuy. The

I

ishes of Cromarty, Kosemarkie,
Its

;

bum of ResoHs traverses the central valley, drives
two or three mills, and falls into the frith at Gordon's
That valley extends from nearly end to end
mills.
of the parish, and contains by far the greater part
The soil, with few exceptions, is
of its arable land.
poor and unproductive. The prevailing rock is the
old red sandstone.
About one-half of the parish
belongs to Mackenzie of Newhall, about one-fourth

belongs to Monro of Poyntzfield, and the rest is
divided among seven proprietors.
The principal
Traces of
antiquity is Castle-Craio, w^hich see.

encampments and memorials of sanguinary
abound on the moors. There was formerly a

ancient
fights

Braelangwell.
Population in 1831.
Assessed
il,470; in 1851. 1,551.
Houses, 309.
[property in 1843, 3,699 r2s. 3d.
'! '"is
parish is in the presbytery of Chanonry, and
l
of Ross.
Patron, Mackenzie of Newhall.
.i, £252 6s. 8d.; glebe, £12.
Unappropriated
-, £190
Is. lid.
Schoolmasters salary, £30.
ilO fees. The parish church was built about
and rebuilt in 1830, and is sufficiently commoThere is a Free church, with an attendance
r
and the amount of its receipts in 1855 was
.1;
i£169 2s. Id.
There are two non-parochial schools.
The present parish of Kirkmichael comprehends the
of Kirkmichael and Cullicudden.
[ancient parishes
jdistillery

at

See Cllliciddex.

KIRKMUIRHILL. a village in the parish of
'Lesmahago, Lanarkshire. Population, 242. Houses
58.
;^

KIRKNESS,

a small headland in the parish of

Sandsting. Shetland.

KIRKNEWTON. a parish, containing the postvillage of Kirknewton, and the villages of
East Calder and AVilkinston, on the west side of
Edinburghshire. It is bounded on the north-west
by Linlithgowshire, and on other sides by the parishes of Kirkliston,
Ratho, Currie, and Mid-Calder.
Its
length northward is 6 miles; and its greatest
breadth is 3* miles.
Almond-water traces its bonnLinhouse-water traces
aary with Linlithgowshire.
all its western
boundary to the Almond. The water
of Leith runs 3 miles
along the upper part of the
eastern
boundaiy. Three head streams of Gogar
"Orn nse in the
interior, and one of them runs 2 miles
on the lower
part of the eastern boundarv.
The
southern district, or neariv one-half of the whole
area,
rang up
tlie
Pentlands. but is not rockv or
among
mountamous, and affords, in its green hills, excellent
sheep pasturage. The northern district is level, or
oat
gently diversified in its surface ; and is fertile,
office

well cultivated,
finely

adorned with

chequered with wood, and

mansions and parks. About
iJeautifully
two-thirds of the lands are tuider
tillage ; about 550
icres are under wood
and most of the remainder is
;
n permanent
pasture. From several vantage-gi-ounds
s seen one of the
richest and most beautiful
prospwts
Scotland,— the wide expanse of the I^thians
with a
view of

m

pictnresqae
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Arthur's seat, the

fritli

of Forth, a gieat part of Fife, the Ochil hills, portions, in fact, of 13 counties stretching magnificently
away from the eastern termination of the Lammermoors to the mountain-heights in the west of Scotland. The principal mansions are Linbnm. Bellfield,
Hillhouse, Meadowbank, Ormiston-hill, and Calderhall.
The estate of Meadowbank has given title to
two lords of session, father and. son and the lauds
of Mortoune give title to the Earls of Morton.
There are 16 principal landowners; and among them
are the Earl of Morton, the Earl of Buchan, and the
Earl of Roseberry. Sandstone, whinstone, and limestone are worked. Thei'e is a brick and tile work.
The parish is traversed by the south road from Edinburgh to Glasgow, and by the Edinburgh fork of
the Caledonian railway; and it has a station on the
The village of
latter, 10 miles from Edinburgh.
Kirknewton stands a little south-east of the railway
station, and 2^ miles east of Mid Calder, on the road
from that town to Cuirie. It is a station of the
county police. Population of the village about 200.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,445; in 1851,
1.630.
Houses, 284. Assessed property in 1843,
;

£5.485 8s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbyterj- of Edinburgh, and
Patrons, the
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Duke of Buccleuch and the Earl of Morton. Stipend, £300 9s. 8d.
glebe, £18.
Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £34
teinds, £118 17s. 8d.
4s. 4^., with about £37 fees.
The parish church
was built in 1750. ancl contains about 430 sittings.
There is a Free chureh for Kirknewton and Ratho ;
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855,
was £189 18s. There is an United Presbyterian
church at East Calder, originally built in 1776.
;

There are two private schools. The present parish
Kirknewton comprehends the ancient parishes of
Kirknewton and East Calder. There is also attached
to it quoad sacra a small isolated district, called
Liston-Shiels. which belongs quoad civilia to the

of

The celebrated Dr. Cullen
parish of Kirkliston.
was proprietor of Ormiston hill in Kirknewton, and
lies interred in the
parish cemetery.
KIRKNOW. See Cambcsxethax-kirk.
KIRKOSWALD, a parish, containing the posti.flice
village of Kirkoswald and the village of
Maidens, on the coast of Carrick, in Ayrshire. It
is bounded on the west
by the frith of Clyde, and
on other sides by the parishes of Maybole, Kirkmichael, Dailly, and Girvan. Its extent along the
coast is 6 miles; and its greatest extent inland is
about 7 miles. The coast is, for the most part, a
sand-beach, with a rich carpet of gi-ass to the very
sea-mark. The northern part is peculiarly favourable for sea-bathing and even in spite of the absence of a village, or a fair sprinkling of houses to
serve as bathing-quarters, attracts to the farmhouses and cottages in its ^ncinity a considerable
number of visitors. The surface inland luxuriates
in beauty
and the panorama seaward, over the
landlocked frith of Clyde, with Ailsa-Craig so clearly
defined in its centre, as to seem not more than 2,
while really from 11 to 18 miles distant, is thrilling
and magnificent. From many a point in the interior, too, but especially from the summit of
Mochrum-hiil, most part of AjTshire, and a sea of
heights far beyond its further" limits, are added to
the prospect. The surface ©f the parish is surprisingly diversified. To describe it as hilly, though
literally coiTect, is morally erroneous ; for it suggests ideas of ruggedness or boldness of outline, or
of cold and tame gatherings of pastoral
heights,
Its hills are neither
utterly foreign to the district.
;

;

numerous nor very high; and

yet, in

consequence
little of the

of the breadth of their bases, they leave

KIRKOSWALD.

area, except along the sea-board, to be smoothed
into level ground; and they are very diversiThe
fied in form, but generally waving in outline.

down

most remarkable is Mochrum, an exceedingly fiat
and broad-based cone, with undulating sides, mantled
all over in fine tiiriving plantations, and esplanaded
with a spiral carriage-way leading up to its summit.
This hill is an imposing feature in the general landscape of the country, as seen from almost any point
in the interior, but particularly as seen from the
So powerful, too, is its physical attraction on
this humid coast, that it frequently acts as an um-

frith.

around its eastern side. Between Mochrum and the sea, the forest which comes
down
its
slow
descent, continues to stretch
wavingly
brella to tiie district

very beach, slightly interrupted with
lake, and gorgeous castellated
the seat and park of tlie MarSee the article Colzeax- Castle.
quis of Ailsa.

away

to the

lawn and artificial
mansion and offices,

—

Along all the south-east part of the parish also is a
profusion of wood; and in some other districts, is
quite enough for the purposes of both shelter and
ornament.
Nearly all the rest of the parish is
regularly or occasionally under the plough.
Tlie soil west of the road from Ayr to Girvan,
which bisects the parish lengthways, is, in general,
a very rich loam mixed with a considerable quantity
of clay; and east of that road, the surface being
higher, the soil is more light and humid, intermixed
with some clay, and lying on a freestone bottom.
Several marl pits have yielded up large treasures to
the farmer. Two large hillocks within 30 yards of
sea-mark, and 10 yards apart, which had existed
from time immemorial, were accidentally discovered
to consist of a substance which resembled coal-ashes,
and w^hicli was found, for some purposes, to be a
valuable mine of coal, consisting
good manure.
of 5 seams, from 6 to 15 feet thick, caught fire about
the middle of last century, resisted all attempts to
extinguisii the combustion except being abandoned,

A

and though wearing toward extinction, continued to
burn at the date of the Old Statistical Account, 45
years after it became ignited. The output of coal
in recent years has amounted to about 1,000 tons

The white fishery on the coast is carried
a-year.
There
on, to the value of about £360 in the year.
are three tile works. The Marquis of Ailsa is proprietor of about three-fourths of the lands of the
parish. Sir James Fergusson, Bart., is the next most
extensive proprietor and there are eight other proTlie old valued rental was £3,014 Scots.
prietors.
;

Assessed property in 1843, £10,555 15s. 7d. The
chief antiquities are the vestiges of Turnberry castle,
and the ruins of Crossraguel abbey. See the articles
Turnberry and Crossraguel. Ilalf-a-mile south
east of Colzean is the house or castle of Thomaston,
traditionally said to have been built in 1335, by a
nephew of Robert Bruce, anciently very strong and
capacious, inhabited so late as a century ago. and
now the property of the Marquis of Ailsa. Within
a mile of Turnberry-castle, on the height which
swells up between it and the village of Kirkoswald,
lies the farm of Shanter, now annexed to another
farm, and denuded of its buildings, and the scene no

longer of such smuggling and bacchanalian exploits
as those of the Tam o' Shanter,' the tenant who
occupied it in the days of Burns. In other particulars, besides connexion, through this farm, with the
tale whose scenes are laid in Alloway kirk, the parThe
ish owes some notoriety to the Ayrshire bard.
village of Kirkoswald stands on the west or shore
road from Ayr to Girvan, 4 miles south-west of
Maybole, 8 north-north-east of Girvan, and 13 southsouth-west of Ayr. It is neatly edificed, and occupies
a pleasant situation. Here is a commodious inn;
'
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and formerly a

ffiir was held in
August. Population
of the village, about 300.
Population of the parish
in 1831, 1,951; in 1851, 2,242.
Houses, 378.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Ayr, and synod
of Glasgow and Ayi-.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£260 10s. Id.; glebe, £15. Unappropriated teinds,

£13

8s. 3d.

Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with £45

and some other small emoluments. The parish
church stands at the village of Kirkoswald. There
is a Free church preaching station; whose receipts
in 1855 amounted to £100 16s. 4d.
There are five
non- parochial schools.
The patron -saint of the
parish was Oswald, a Northumbrian king, whc
showed great zeal in propagating the form of professed Cliristianity with which he was acquainted,
but was slain at Oswestry on the 5th of August, 642,
and canonized after his death. The ancient church,
standing within Turnberry manor, was, for several
centuries, called Kirkoswald of Turnberry.
Oiiginally it belonged, by gift of Duncan, who became
fees,

Earl of Carrick, to the monks of Paisley, but seems
to have been granted to them on the condition, whicli
they did not fulfil, of their establishing in Carrick a

monastery of their order; and the monastery oi
Crossraguel being founded by Duncan a little before his death, the church was transferred to the
monks of that abbey, and continued to be a vicarage
under tliem till the Reformation. During part ol
the 17th century, it was held by the bishop of Dun-

In 1652, about one-fourth of the ancieni
parish, consisting of a tract on the north-west side
of Girvan water, was annexed to the parishes ol
blane.

Dailly and Girvan.

KIRKOWAN.

See Kirkcowan.

KIRKPATRICK. See Kilpatrick.
KIRKPATRICK-DURIIAM, a parish,

contain-

ing the post-ofiice village of Kirkpatrick-Durhani,
the village of Bridge of Urr, and part of tlie post-

office village of Crocketford, in Kirkcudbriglitshire.
It is bounded on the north by Dumfries-shire, and

on other sides by the parishes of Kirkpatrick-lron-

gray, Urr, Crossmichael, Parton, and Balmaclellaii.
Its length southward is 10§ miles; and its greatest
breadth is 4^ miles. Urr-water traces the whole of
the western and south-western boundaiy. Auchenreach-burn runs 3^ miles along the eastern and
south-eastern boundary. Two head-streams of the
mile within the eastern
Old-water of Cluden rise
Four small lakes "in the interior, and one
border.
about a mile long on the eastern boundary, diversify
the landscape, and afl'ord amusement to anglers.
The surfoce of the parish has, in general, a southern,
exposure, rising slowly till about the middle, after-

H

i

wards ascending more boldly, and at

last

becoming
Tlie northern division has fe^i
entirely upland.
arable patches, and does not excel even in its pasture; but, for the most part, is clothed in lieath, anc
distinguished chiefly for the abundance of its game
Tlie southern division, though thin and sandy in itt
luxurian
soil, is almost entirely arable, and produces

About 8,000 acres of the entire parochia
crops.
area are in tillage, and about 450 are under wood
There are nineteen landowners with a valuation o
£.50 or upwards; and seven of them are resident
Assessed propert;
Tlie real rental is about £7.500.
The paiish is traversed by th
in 1843, £7,234.
The village (
to
road from Dumfries
Portpatrick.
Kirkpatnck-Durham stands IJ mile west of th^
road, and about twice that distance from the southe'
extremity of tlie parish, G miles noitli-noi-th-east
Castle-Douglas. It was commenced about the yfl
1785, and has a pleasant modern appearance. Br'
but vain exertions were, for some time, made-l
render it a seat of cotton and woollen nianufactuif
A fair is held here in the month of March, and.
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one time a scene of great concourse for balls and
races, but has of late years become quite inignificant.
Population of the village, about 500.

KIRKPATRICK-IROXGRAY.

t

kell,

^(»rse

know.

Population of the parish in 1831, 1,487; in 1851,
,508.
Houses, 276.
This parish is in the presbvterv and svnod of
>umfries. Patron, the Crown." Stipend, £288 19s.

L; glebe, £10 16s. The parish church was built
1748, and enlarged in 1797, and contains 374
There is a Free church, with an attendittings.
nce of upwards of 300; and the amount of its
There are three
(-•ceipts in 1855 was £192 19s. 9d.
'irochial schools.
The salary of the first is £31 6s.
with
alx»ui
and
the
£30
interest
of £200;
fees,
|d.,
the second, £16 10s.. with about £10 fees; of the
The ancient
iiird. £3 6s., with about £24 fees.
lurch was a vicarage under the monks of Xewabbey.
'n the bank of the Urr, at a
place still called
urkbride, stood, of old, a church dedicated to bt.
[1

:'

ridget.

KIRKPATRICK-FLEMING,

a parish, containthe post-office village of Kirkpatrick-Fleming,
nd the villages of Newton and Hollee. in the soutliist of Dumfiies-shire.
It is bounded by Middlebie,
Its
lalf-Morton, Gretna. Dornoch, and Annan.

iig

southward is 6^ miles; and its greatest
is 4J miles.
Kirtle-water runs 5 miles
.long the northern, north-western, and western
Two
loundary, and 2J miles through the interior.
lead-streams of the Black Sark drain the eastern
(Order.
Numerous perennial streams give copious
upplies of pure water; and one of these emits a
tream which, unaided by any tributary, has suficient water-power to drive a mill.
Four mineral
rings one of them similar to the Moffat spa, and
L'Ugth
ireadth

—
—are

f ree similar

to the celebrated Hartfell spa near
resorted to by invalids, and have ac[uired some fame for their medicinal properties,
rhe surface of the parish slowly rises in a pleasing
ariety of waving swells from south to north ; and
s furrowed into three sections
by the beautiful vale
if the
Kirtle, where that stream runs across the inerior, and by the trough of a brook called Logan)nm, which runs westward to the Kirtle, between
and 3 miles from the northern boundary. From
3veral vantage-grounds extensive and brilliant
lenery stretches in every direction, except northAbout 600 imperial acres are
•'•ard, before the eye.
inder wood; about 2,000 are in moorland pasture;
ibout 800 or 900 are unreclaimed moss and twohirds, or a trifle more, of the whole area are reBut the wood is
rularly or occasionally in tillage.
!0
dispersed along the whole vale of the Kirtle, and
a belts in the interior, and the unarable grounds
ire so
disposed in patches, or relieved in their apI'carance by neighbouring expanses of arable
ground.
:hat the surface, frilled with
hedges, gemmed with
aansions and parks, and finely variegated with its
iloffat

I

;

wn

undulations, universally weare a smiling aspect.
soil of nearly two-thirds of the
parish is decom[osed moss, from 6 to 18 inches deep, resting upon
lay and that of the remainder is generally light
Jid
kindly in many parts a strong red sandy earth
resting on a porous subsoil. Sandstone, red, grey,

The

;

—

vhite,

—

—

and chocolate-coloured, abounds, each vaof its own and is in request, even

riety in a district
in places far

;

distant, as a material for public buildmarble quarrv
ings and architectural ornaments.
:iear the northern
boundary, yields large blocks of

A

:?rey marble clouded
a fine polish, and

and tinted with red, capable of
vying with some celebrated variebeauty. Limestone occurs on the estate of
in beds 30 feet thick, and is burned with
Sprin^kell
coke
brought hither from Canonbie. The principal
ties in

landowners are Sir John Heron Maxwell of
Spring-

Bart.,

The

and William Graham, Esq.. of Mossreal rental in 1855 was £8,253.
As-

sessed property in 1843, £7.031 17s. 6d. Estimated
value of raw produce in 1834, £26.217.
This parish seems, in common with the district
around it, to have been thickly studded with towers,
generally three stories high, battlemented at the
top, and used as strengths during the feudatory
wars of the Borders. The old tower of Woodhouse,
on the Kirtle, is still partially standing; and is said
to have been the first house in Scotland entered
by
Robert Bruce when fleeing from Edward Long
shanks.
A little north of it stands the cross of
Merkland, an octagonal and slightly tapering stone
9 feet high, upon a socket of 2^ feet ;
supposed to
have been erected, in 1483, in memory of a Master
of Maxwell, warden of the marches, who, after a
victorious skirmish with the Duke of Albany and
the Earl of Douglas, was assassinated on the
spot.
The tower of Redhall. now extinct, but anciently
the chief seat of the Flemings, was, in one of Edward's later incursions into Scotland in favour of
Baliol, attacked, when only 30 fighting-men were
within its walls, by a whole English army ; and so
resolute were its defenders that thev kept the assailants in play for three days, and tben, rather than
surrender it, gave both it and themselves to the
flames. Moidem mansions occur at brief inte^^•als
on both banks of the Kirtle; and six of them are on
the left bank, or within the limits of KirkpatrickFleming.
Springkeli, the most northerly, is a
superb Grecian edifice, the seat of Sir J. H. Maxwell,
Bart. The others are Langshaw, Wyesbie, Mossknow, Cove, and Kirkpatrick. Here also is a com
bination poor-house, for six parishes, built in 1852,
and having accommodation for 119 persons. Here
too is a station of the Caledonian railway.
The
village of Kirkpatrick-Fleming stands on the Glasgow and Carlisle road, and on the banks of the
Kirtle, conriguous to the railway station, 6 miles
east-north-east of Annan, and 7 south-east of Ecclefechan. Popularion of the parish in 1831, 1,666:

Houses, .3.^^.
This parish is in the presbytery of Annan, and
synod of Dumfries. Patrons. Sir J. H. Maxwell,
Bart., and Graham of Mossknow.
Stipend, £225
The parish church was partly
15s. Id.; glebe, £25.
rebuilt about the year 1778, and contains about 600
There is a Free church of Kirkpatricksitrings.
Fleming and the sum raised in connexion with it
There are two parochial
in 1855 was £86 6s. 6d.
The salary of the
schools, and a parochial librarj-.
first schoolmaster is £25 13s. 3d., with £30 fees, and
£4 other emoluments that of the second, £25 13s.
3d., with £20 fees, and £2 10s. other emoluments.
The present parish of Kirkpatrick-Fleming comprehends the ancient parishes of Kirkpatrick, Irvine,
and Kirkconnel. Kirkpatrick church was given by
Robert Bruce to the monks of Gisebum. Logan
chapel, which belonged to it, stood on Logan-bum,
and is commemorated in the name Chapelknowe,

in 1851, 1,829.

;

;

The ancient Irvine, small
still applied to its site.
in its dimensions, forms the middle part of the united
See the article Kirkcosnel.
parish.

KIRKPATRICK-IRONGRAY, a parish, containing the post-office village of Shawhead, on the northeast border of Kirkcudbrightshire. It is bounded on
the north and the north-east by Dumfries-shire, and
on other sides by the parishes of Terregles, LochIts length
rutton, Urr, and Kirkputrick-Durham.
eastward is 8i miles ; and its greatest breadth is 5f
Glenesland-bum runs 3 miles along the
miles.
northern boundary to the Cairn or Cluden, and the
latter stream traces the rest of that boundary to
Terregles. The Old-water of Cluden runs across

KIRKPATRICK-JUXTA.
the interior to the Cairn.

A
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bridge across the Old-

Garpel traces for 2 miles the north-west boundary

mouth, resting on two perpendicular
rocks, within a gorge, bears the name of the Routing-bridge. Above the level of the eye of a spectator
on the bridge, right before him in the rocky chasm,
the stream wheels abruptly into view, commences
a tumbling descent over a rugged, rocky declivity
of 24 or 30 feet, and then leaps over a precipice 10
or 12 feet deep, so near the bridge as almost to wash
it with the spray.
Cargen-water, drawing one of
its huad- streams from the interior, is, for 2 miles,

and then runs 3 miles south-eastward through th
interior to the Evan, forming half-a-mile above th
confluence, a considerable cascade. The Duff Kin
nel expends nearly its whole course in
tracing par

the southern boundary-line. The north-west corner
of the parish is chiefly occupied by a mountain or
considerable hill called Bishop's Forest. This height

of land, partly level and partly hilly, lying alon]
the bank of the Annan, is the most valuable distric
of KirkpatrickJuxta.
range of considerabl

water near

its

has a very broad and irregular base, and is fringed
on all sides with woods or arable grounds, and
ploughed in some parts to the summit. On the side
next the Cairn it is clothed with plantation for
half-a-mlle from its base; yet, seen from a distance,
it seems patched with heath, and warted with naked
r«ck, and has a pastoral but commanding appearance.
The souih-west corner of the parish is a cold expanse of moorland sheep-walk, warming, as it proceeds eastward, into tracts of arable but not very
fertile land.
Along the course of the Old-water are
belts of level and well-cultivated ground. All eastward of this the surface, first slightly hilly and afterwards a plain, wears a rich and luxuriant appearAbout
ance, carpeted with a dry kindly mould.
7,125 imperial acres of the entire parochial area are
in tillage; about 5.225 are waste; and about 2,114
are under wood. There are five principal landownThere was erected a few years ago an elegant
ers.
mansion on the estate of Grove. The average rent
of arable land is 18s. per acre. Assessed property
in 1843, £6,206.
Population in 1831, 912 ; in 1851,

Houses, 155.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod o'
Dumfries. Patron, Oswald of Auchencruive. Stipend, £253 16s. lid. glebe, £35. Unappropriated
The parish church was built
teinds, £259 8s. lid.
There is
in 1803, and contains nearly 300 sittings.
a Free church, with an attendance of 180; and the
amount of its receipts in 1855 was £128 10s. 2d.
There are two parochial schools. Salary of the
masters, £50 16s. 8d., with about £30 fees. There
The ancient church was a
is a parochial libraiy.
rectory in the deanery of Nith. William de Herries,
the 2d son of Sir Herbert Herries, was rector in
1453. There were anciently two chapels, one neai'
Glenhead, in the south-west corner of the parish,
still commemorated by its cemetery, and the other
on the north side of the parish, on the bank of tlie
John Welsh, the greatCairn near Dalwharn.
grandson of John Knox was minister of KirkpatrickIrongray, and suffered ejectment in 1662. A spot
on Skeoch hill, in this parish, was a famous scene
Helen Walker, the
of Cameronian conventicles.
"
Jeanie Deans," was
original of Sir Walter Scott's
a native of Kirkpatrick-lrongray and a monumental
Btone, with an inscription by Scott himself, was
918.

;

;

erected to her

memory.

KIKKPATKICK-JUXTA.

a parish, containing

the post-office village of Craigielands, in the nor h
It is bounded by
of Annandale, Duinfiics-sbire.
Lanarkshire, and by the parishes of Moffat, WainJohnstone, Kirkmichael,and Closebuni. Its
fdiray,
ength Routljward is 7^ miles; and its greatest
breadth is 6j miles. The river Annan traces the
whole of the eastern boundary. Tlie Evan, coming
down from the nortli, flows for 3 miles nearly
parallel witii the Annan, at about a mile's distance
from it, between low ridges of bill, and then runs
eastward to the Annan at a point where Moftatwator disembogues itself ou the opposite bank. The

southern boundary.
Numerous perennia
springs n(jt only furnish the inhabitants amply witl
pure water, but send off supplies by pipes to th
Several chalybeate wells migh
village of Moffat.
draw attention, but for the vicinity and well-earne
fame of the spas in the coterminous parish.
bel
of the

A

A

heights, nearly mountainous, screens this belt, an
runs the whole length of the parish from north t
south.
basin, spread out at the bottom into
narrow vale, occupies the surface over a breadth c
2 or 3 miles westward, and is drained by the Kinnel
A broad range of mountains, slenderly cut by th
Kinnel's head-streams, rises up from this basin, oc
cupies all the area westward, and sends up on th
boundary with Closeburn the grand summit c
Queensberry, 2,140 feet above the level of the sea
One-third of the whole parish is in tillage, and two
thirds are pastoral or waste.
Wood is not abundant

A

.

— covering

little more than 500 acres.
Everywhere
except along the Annan, the general appearance i
bleak.
The soil of the arable parts is shallow, bu
dry and not unfertile. Greywacke or bluestone, am

Ther
trap rock, are quarried as building material.
are seven landowners.
The principal residence
are Craigielands-house, Auchen-castle, Marchbank
wood, and Beattock-house. The real rental in 185;
was £6,570; the estimated value of raw prodne
in 1834, £13,000.
There are vestiges of a camp ii
the line of the old Roman road up Annandale
Cairns are very numerous and also circular en
closures on hills, supposed to have been used fo
Of several ruin
sheltering cattle from marauders.
ous towers, which have been surrounded by ditche
and walls, the most remarkable is the old castle c
Auchincass, within the peninsula formed by th
Evan and the Garpel. It is strong in position, sui
;

mounting precipices and encinctured by morass, an
was 15 feet thick in its walls. The building b<
longed, at one time, to Randolph, Earl of Mora^
regent of Scotland; and at another to the Douglast
of Morton. The tower of Lochhouse, on the banl
of the Annan, was anciently of considerable strengt!
the property of the Johnstones of Corehead. Tl
parish is traversed down the vale of the Evan, ar
thence near the Annan, by the main trunk of t\
Caledonian railway, and has a station on it at Bea
tock, 60J mik's from Edinbui-gh.
I'opulation ;
Houses, 179.
1831, 981; in 1851, 1,097.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lochmabe
and synod of Dumfries. Patron, Johnstone of

A

Stipend, £195 Os. Id., besides vicarai
teinds; glebe, £10. The parish church was bu:
in 1799, and repaired in 1824, and contains abo
500 sittings.
There are two parochial schoo/
Salary of the first, £34 4s. 4^d., with £15 fees, ai
about £3 10s. other emoluments; of the secoii
£17 2s. 2d., with £15 fees, and £3 lOs. other emol
nients. 'J'here are three non-pnrochial schools. T'
ancient parish was a rectory in the deanery of A

nandale.

nandale.

The

afii.K

Jnxta was given

to this Kir

patriek on account of its l)eing nearer to Edinburi
than anv of the other Kirkpatricks.

KIRKHOW.

See

Hounam.

KIRKSIDE. See Cyhus (St.).
KIRKSTYLE. See Cahli^ke.

KIRKTON, any
wliich

is

or

was the

hamlet, village, or small to
1
site of a parish church.

KIRKTON.

in a few cases is used alone, but in most cases
coupled with the name of the parish ; and ocealonally, when the parish-town and the parish itself
ive the same name, it is locally employed to disinguish the former fiom other towns or villages in

ame

i

parish. The places to which it is applied are
ery numerous, and most of them very small. The
rinc'pal ones are in the parishes of Abbey-St.-Bathas, Airlie. Arbiriot, Auchterless, Avoch, Balmerino,
'anchory, Blantyre, Burntisland, Carluke, Cumbrae,
)unnichen. Ewes, Fetteresso, Fordoun, Fenwick,
^argunnock, Glenelg, Glenisla, Guthrie, Hobkirk,
Cilbride. Kilmaurs. Kinnettles, Kirkmahoe. Largo,
Awrencekirk, Liff. liintrathen, Neilston. New Deer,
ewtyle. Row, St. Cyrus, St. N'inian's. Slamannan,
tonykirk. Tealing. Tulloch, and Weem.
KIRKTON, a post-office village iu DumfriesSee KlEKMAHOE.
aire.
lie

KlRKTON,aparishin Teviotdale, Roxburghshire,
post-town is Hawick, 3 miles to tlie west. It is
ounded by the parishes of Cavers, Hobkirk, TeviotIts length north-eastward is 9^
ead, and Hawick.
A headliles; and its average breadth is 1^ mile.
;i-eam of Allan-water touches it for a mile on the
juth.
Slitrig-water runs across it 2^ miles from
IS south-west end, but has a course of only 1^ mile
Between these streams the suriithin its limits.
lice is rugged and mountainous, and fit only for
and north-eastward of the Slitrig, it chiefly
[asture
indulates in small green hills suitable as pasturage,
•at partly with the hollows between them subjected
b the plough. A section of the bold broad form of
inbbei-slaw lies within the north-east comer. The
bil on the arable grounds is naturally poor and
hallow, but has been much improved by art. There
re four landowners.
The real rental in 1856 is
3,782 9s. Assessed property in 1843, £3.599 Is.
Od.
Dr. Leyden, the celebrated orientalist, was
(artly educated in Kirkton school, and lived at the
'me with bis parents in a cottage at Henlawshiel,
»a the farm of Nether Tofts.
The road from Hawick
ii Newcastle, and that from Hawick to
Liddesdale,
ran at such intervals across tlie
parish as to cut it into
ts

;

Population in 1834, 294;
1. 282.
Houses, 60. This parish is in the
- -ytery of Jedburgh, and svnod of Merse and
I'teviotdale.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £184
Is. lid.;
glebe, £11.
Unappropriated teinds, £127
78.
Schoolmasters salary, £26, with £15 fees.
i'he parish church and the manse and offices were
".early equal parts.

»ailt in

—

1841.

:'

Kincroldnim, Forfarshire.

KIRKTON-HILL, an estate in the parish of
lankirk. Kincardineshire.
KIRKTOX-HOLM. See Kilbride (East).
KIRKURD, a parish in the west border of Peeblesnre.
Its postal communication is
through Noblewise, 5J miles to the north-east.
It is bounded
T

Lanarkshire, and by Linton, Newlands, Stobo,
rough ton. and Skirling. Its lensth eastward is 5^
3^ miles. Tarthalong the whole of
(5 northern
Dean-bum
rises close on
boundary.
Me southern
boundary, and rans northward to the
arth, cutting the parish into two not very
unequal
ales; and it.s breadth is about
ater runs east-south-eastward

1

1

:

!

}

I

i

j

I

Stane or Hell's Cleuch, 2,100 feet above the level of
See Pvked Staxe. The soil, toward the
the sea.
Tarth, is chiefly loam; in one large farm it is clay;
in
other parts, it is of a gravelly nature. Oneand,
tlijrd of the whole area is arable; 600 acres are under
plantation; and nearly all the rest is sheep-walk.
The woods and cultivated grounds being almost all

on the north, and phalanxes of plantation pressing
down upon the frontier from the conterminous parishes, the vale of the Tarth presents a rich appearance. Castlecraig-house and Cairamuir-house are
elegant motlern mansions. There are four landown-

The value of assessed property in 1843 was
£2.638; and the estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1834 was £5,126. Near Castlecraig is a copious sulphureous spiing, similar to those of Moffat
and Harrowgate, stronger than the former and
weaker than the latter. In the parks of Castlecraig
are two artificial mounds, surrounded with an irers.

regularly formed dyke, and supposed to have been
used as moats or seats of feudal justice. Respectively eastward and westward of them are two circular fortifications called the Rings and the Cheaters,

supposed to have been military erections. The parish is traversed by the road from Glasiiow to Peebles,
and bv that from Edinburgh to Moffat. Population
in 1831, 318; in 1851, 326.
Houses, 58.
This parish is in the presbjtery of Peeb'es.
and
Tweeddale.
of
Lothian
Patron, Sir
synod

and

W. H.

G. Camiichael, Bart. Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe,
£24. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4|d., with £12
The
fees, and about £2 10s. other emoluments.
parish church was built in 1766, and contains about
300 sittings.
There is a Free church; and the
amount of its receipts in 1855 was £254 16s. 3Jd.
There is a parochial library. The ancient church
of Kirkurd, with its pertinents, belonged in the 12th
century to the bishop of Glasgow, but was given by
him to the hospital of Soutra, and, in 1462, was,
along with the other property of that hospital, transferred by Mary of Gueldres to the Trinity church of

Edinburgh.

KIRKWALL,

a parish, containing a post-town
in the mainland of Orkney.
It
extends quite across the isthmus of the eastern
peninsula of the mainland, so as to be bounded both
on the north and on the south by the sea and it is
bounded on the west by the parishes of Firth and
Orphir, and on the east by the parishes of St. Andrews and Holm. Its greatest length southward is
about 6 miles and its greatest breadth is about 5^
of its

own name,

;

;

KIKKTON-BURN.

a brook flowing past the site
a parish church. The name occurs
particularly
n the parishes of
Campsie, Neilston, and Kilmelfort.
a
of
hiUs in the parish
KIRKTON-HILL, ridge
'
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The surface all lies hicrh above sea-level, is
MUtifully diversified, and, in general, rises gradufrom
the Tarth to the southern
ly
irts.

boundary.

A

ater-shedding chain of heights stretches along the
hole of the southern and south-western
frontier,
lid sends
up, among other sanunits, that of Pyked

Its shores are not

very high, but are prevailingly rocky; and part of those on the south exhibit
bold crags, pierced with deep caverns. Three bays
deeply indent the coast. Kirkwall bay on the north,
Inganness bay on the boundary with St. Andrews,
and Scalpa bay on the south. The first and the
second of these bays afford safe and capacious shelter
for ships of the largest size ; and the latter is the
ordinary resort of boats and small craft from the
southern Orkneys and from Caithness. The highest
ground of the parish is Wideford-hill, situated in
the north-west, and rising about 500 feet above the
level of the sea. The soil near the shore is generally
of a sandy nature in some places, especially near
the town, it is a rich black loam ; and in other
places, particularly toward the hills, it is a mixture
of cold clay and moss. The prevailing rock is clayslate, frequently alternating with coarse sandstone.
There are several ponds and rivulets; and at one
place, about 2 miles south of the town, there is a
miles.

—

;

pretty strong chalybeate spring, called Blakely 'swell.
Forest trees do not thrive, except under shelter, and
are very few in number; yet they seem to have
abounded in former periods, as they are found imbed-

KIRKWALL.

ded in peatmosses, in the same manner as in the bogs
of the Scottish mainland. There are six principal
landowners. The total extent of arable land does not
exceed 2,000 acres. On the east side of Kirkwall

bay are the mound and ditches of a fort, which
Cromwell caused his soldiers to construct, for protecting the town from attacks by sea. At Quantei'ness, about 2 miles north-west of the town, is a

famous Picts' house, described by Dr. Barry, which
bas unfortunately been filled up; and in the near
vicinity, about half-way up the west side of Wideford hill, is another Picts' house, which was laid
open in 1849. This has a conical shape, and conand the
tains four apartments, all on one level
tumulus comprising it measures 140 feet in circumference at the base, and 12 feet from the floor to the
;

Population of the parish in 1831, 3,721 ; in
Houses, 552.
1851, 3,990.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the synod
of Orkney.
It is a collegiate charge.
Patrons, the
town council of Kirkwall. Stipend of each minister,
£154 3s. 4d. glebe of the first, £70,—and the second

top.

;

has £50 in lieu of manse and glebe. The cathedral,
till a few
years ago, was the paiish church, and
again is being fitted up for it at a cost of £1,350.
new church, intended at first as an extension

A

church, was erected in 1841, in the close vicinity of
the cathedral, at the cost of £!,400, and contains
about 1,000 sittings. There is a Free church, with
582 sittings; and tlie amount of its receipts in 1855

was £232 Us.

KIRKWALL.
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;

reside here during part of the year; many othe
well educated persons also are residents; and th
general state of society is good. The place alto
gether, as a town, as a seat of ti'ade, and as a site c

great ancient buildings, even apart from its positio;
the isles of the north, is not a little interest
town so exten
ing.
Says Lord Teignmouth:
sive, on the northern shore of Orkney, on an isth
mus between tempestuous seas, is an object of muc!
interest; and there is something peculiarly strik
ing and imposing on such a spot, in the appearanc
of the massy pile and lofty towers of a cathedral
and the more so when it is viewed as almost th
only unimpaired specimen of those stately monu
ments of ecclesiastical grandeur which adorne
Scotland previous to the Reformation. On one sid
of the cathedral rise the venerable ruins of th
ancient castle of the Earls of Orkney, and on th
other those of the palace of the bishops whilst th
masts of the vessels, clustered together in th
harbour, indicate the present commercial impoi
tance of the metropolis of the Nortbeiui isles."
The cathedral of Kirkwall was dedicated to Si

among

"A

;

an United Presbyterian church, formerly Secession, which was built
in 1848 at the cost of £3,800, and contains about
1,300 sittings and a predecessor of it was built in
1796, at the cost of £1,600, and contained 1,411
Magnus, a Scandinavian Earl of Orkney, who wa
There is an Independent chapel, which assassinated in Egilshay, about the year 1110, h;
sittings.
was built in 1823, at the cost of £515, and contains his cousin Haco. This pile is the most perfecti;
410 sittings. The principal school is a burgh or preserved cathedral in Scotland, " and looks," say
grammar school, of about five centuries standing, Miss Sinclair, "almost as large as the whole cit;
and affording a wide range of instruction, but yield- put together." Rognwald, Count of Orkney, w
ing the schoolmaster a salary of only £38, with are told, laid the foundation of it in the year 113^
about £50 fees. There are also a Society's school,
Bishop Stewart, who lived in the time of James IV
a subscription school, a private school for young made an addition of three pillars or arches to the eas
an
infant school, and 3 adventure schools.
end of it; with a window, which, for grandeur an
ladies,
The parish of Kirkwall, excepting only the ground beauty, is far superior to any others in the fabric
the
bears
the
name
of
St.
Robert Reid, the last Popish bishop of the see (
town, properly
occupied by
Ola. It wa« in all probability a parish before the
Orkney, added three pillars to the west end of i
town was built, and derived its name but at what which were never completely finished, but whicl
in point of elegance, are much inferior to the forme
period, or on what occasion, it is uncertain— from
Olaufi or Olave, a saint and also a king of
Norway. The length of the cathedral on the outside, is 22
KIRKWALL, a post-town, a sea-port, a royal feet; its breadth 56; the height of the main roof
burgh, and the metropolis of Orkney, stands at the 71 and, from the level of the floor to the top of tl:
head of Kirkwall bay, near the centre of the parish steeple, 133 feet.
The present spire, liowever,
of Kirkwall, in north latitude 58° 59', and longitude
merely a plain pyramidal roof, a paltry substitu'
3° 23' west of Greenwich, 12 miles east-north-east
for an elegant spire which was destroyed by lightnin
of Stromness, 25 miles north of Orkney ferry on the in 1 670. The roof of the cathedral is quite entire, ar
south side of the Pentland frith, and 41 miles nortli is
supported by 28 pillars, each 15 feet in circumfe
by west of Wick. The isthmus here, from the head ence and the steeple is supported by 4 other pillar
of Kirkwall bay to the head of Scalpa bay, is about
each 24 feet in circumference, of great strength, ai
2J miles wide. The oldest part of the town stands beautifully ornamented. The east -window of tl
along the shore of Kirkwall bay; and the entire cathedral, constructed by Bishop Stewart, measur
town extends north and south, to the length of 36 in height by 12 in breadth, and is in the car
nearly a mile, but consists principally of one street. middle-pointed style, of four unfoliated lights,
There was formerly a fresh water lake at its west two divisions, its head filled with a rose of 12 leave
The window in the west end is somewhat simila
side; but, through an ill-managed attempt at drainand there is a window in the end of the south tra
ing, this was laid open to the sea, and it is now a
marine inlet, called the Picry sea, regularly swept sept with a rose of like form and size to that in tl
by the ebb and flow of the tide, which runs b)' the top of the east window. There are two perfa
back of the gardens at high water. The principal triforiii round chancel, transepts, nave, and tow
Street of the town is very narrow, and used to be in
Tlie western doors arc magnificent first-point
Buch a bad condition, with rough causeway, and for 'J'ho central one has five great orders, tooth-woi
want of side pavements, as to be very unpleasant to and flowers alternately the southern four, of donl
the northern also four, but ml
passengers; out it is now smoothly paved. Many toothed-work
of the houses have their gables toward the street.
'J'hc entire edifice looks to be much m<
plainer.
2Jd.

There

and windows of these are small, the walls remark
ably thick, and almost all the apartments narrow
gloomy, and irregular. So far as these houses an
conceraed, the town has both a foreign and ai
ancient aspect. Other houses, however, present
very different appearance; for such as have beei
lately repaired or rebuilt, and particularly such a
have been recently erected, will bear comparison
as to both conveniency and elegance, with th
houses of any other town of the same size in Scot
land.
Most of the principal landowners of Orkne;

is

;

—

•

:

;

—

;

;

;

And some, bear stioug maikjB of qld age.

The dours

extensive than

it

really is;

its.

interior appeanji

KIRKWALL.
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at first sight, to be larger than that of any English
•cathedral, although really much smaller; and this
is, in a good degree, accounted for by the excessive

dition has ventured to assert anything respecting
either the time or circumstances of its foundation.
So long ago as 1263, the year in which Haco, Kingof

narrowness of the nave and choir as compared with
the total length, the width of the nave and choir

Norway, undertook an expedition against Alexander

being only 16 feet. The material of the edifice is
chime of four very large and
red sandstone.
well-toned bells, which appears to have been cast
At Edinburgh in 1528, was given to the cathedral
This noble pile completely
by Bishop Maxwell.
:;scaped the fury of the devastators of the Keforma:ioii ; it was afterwards retarded in its natural progress of decay by such ordinary care as could be
bestowed upon it by the local authorities ; it was,
in more recent times, repaired and even ornamented
•jy means of a legacy of £1,000, left for the purand it
oose by the late Gilbert L. Meason, Esq.
has, within the last few years, been extensively
.euovated, at the cost of upwards of £3,000, de-

A

;

by government.
Opposite the cathedral, on the west side of the
street, stood the King's castle.
Time, and the
ravages of war, have long since laid it in ruins.
Xo tradition remains by whom it was founded;
:'rayed

though it is probable that it was built by some bishop
of Orkney.
The walls of it are very thick, the
dimensions large; and the stones with which it is
lionstructed are so firmly cemented together that it
is more ditBcult to dig them from the rubbish in
(which they are buried, than it would be fiom a
quarry. This fortress seems to have been in good
l-epair, and a place of no inconsiderable strength, in
the days of Patrick Stewart, Earl of Orkney.
This

man was

son of Robert Stewart, natural son of James
was created Earl of Orkney. Earl
[Patrick was a man of a haughty turn of mind and
iV.,

who,

in 1581,

Icruel disposition,

and having committed many acts

oppression against the people, and of rebellion
against his sovereign, in order to screen himself
iVom the punishment he so justly deserved on that
account, was forced to take refuge in this castle,
which he maintained with much desperate valour
for some time against the King's troops, till it was
^t last taken and demolished.
About an hundred yards south of the cathedral
•stand the remains of an extensive and elegant
mansion, erected by Earl Patrick, and known as
:he Earl's palace.
From the date above the princiIt
pal door, it appears to have been built in 1607.
is a beautiful
specimen of the castellated mansion;
and its hanging turrets, spacious projecting winlows, and balconies, have still a very fine eSect.
The chief part of it which remains is a very spaciiii

I

i

I

I

!

I

ous and elegant hall.
The dimensions of this are
58 feet long, 20 broad, and 14 high.
There is a
large chimney on the side, and a lesser one on the
north end.
fine Gothic window, 12 feet by 13,
lights it from the south ; and on the east there are
two, not much difierent in form, and each 12 feet by
12.
The building consists of only two stories.
The ground floor is divided into a number of vaults
or cells, with little slits of windows.
Near the
door, which is entered from the north, is a beautiful
stair, which, by three flights of steps, leads to the
hall; below which is a well built of cut freestone,

A

and furnished with water by leaden pip-s under
ground, from the high land to' the east of Kirkwall.
Like other fabrics reared at the same period, variety
seems to have been more studied here than uniformity. For a long time past it has been unroofed;
and no person has dwelt in it since Dr. M'Kenzie,

who

was bishop

died in 1638.

of this place.

Almost adjoining the Earl's palace stands another
denominated the Bishop's palace, of much
greater antiquity for neither record nor even tra-

ruin

;

—

III., King of Scotland, on account of a dispute that
had arisen about the Western Isles. it would appear to have been a place of consequence. This
monarch, on returning from the mouth of the Clyde
and the Highlands of Argj'leshire where he had

—

—

spent the

summer

in

—

waging war with the Scotch,
resolved to winter in Orkney;

with little success
and. for this purpose, stationed his ships in the harbours about the mainland, while he himself took up
Here he kept cotirt in a
his quarters in Kirkwall.
hall in the Bishop's palace for some time, till, worn
out with disease, occasioned, perhaps, by disappointment, and the fatigues of his unsuccesstul
campaign in the south, he expired after a lingering
illness, and was interred with much pomp in the
cathedjal of Kirkwall.
The Bishop's palace was

—

—

repaired and enlarged by Bishop Reid, but is now in
an exceedingly dilapidated state. The north part
of it consists of a handsome tower, built b}' Bishop
Earl
Reid, circular without and square within.
Patrick is believed to have joined this tower to his
in
a
such
a
manner
as
to
form
hollow
palace,
square
of buildings, 240 feet by 200, comprising altogether
a most magnificent residence.
The trade of Kirkwall cannot be called important,
yet is considerable and improving. The surrounding seas are -tempestuous, and the surrounding
country poor and limited; yet such as the northern
isles are, Kirkwall is advantageously situated to be
their focus of trade.
large interchange takes
place of miscellaneous goods for country produce.
An annual fair of a fortnight's continuance commences on the first Tuesday after the lith of August, and is attended by sellers from all parts of

A

Orkney; and a monthly cattle market was lately
begun. The town has ofiices of the Commercial
bank, the National bank, and the Union bank. The

A

principal inn is Snowie's, in the Main-street.
public conveyance runs to Stromness ; a mail steampacket plies daily to the Scottish mainland and a
;

steamer communicates weekly with the principal
ports in the east of Scotland, down to Granton in
the frith of Forth. The manufacture of linen yam
was introduced in 1747. flourished for about 20 years
and then declined. The mantifacture of kelp was
long series of years of great magnitude and
great value, but became extinct here as elsewhere,
after the introduction of foreign barilla.
The plaiting of straw for hats and bonnets was commenced
about the beginning of the present century, and
proved a considerable means of support to the poorer
classes, gi^'ing employment to about three-fourths
of the female population ; but this also is extinct.
There is within the parish a distiller}' which exports
a considerable quantity of whisky.
The harbour of Kirkwall was "constructed about
the year 1811. It is safe and commodious, and is
frequented by vessels both in the coasting trade and
for a

in the foreign trade, including some from Norway
and the Baltic. The customs port comprehends all
the Orkney isles and the Skerries; but the only
considerable creek within its limits, besides KirkThe number of sailing
wall itself, is Stromness.

vessels belonging to it in 1855 was 45, having an
in the
aggregate tonnage of 2,643. Its commerce
a tonyear 1854 comprised, in the coasting trade,
nage of 29.213 inwards, and 33,120 outwards, and
in the foreign and colonial trade, a tonnage of 301
inwards in British vessels, 408 inwards in foreign
vessels, 255 outwards in British ves.sels, and 610
outwards in foreign vessels. The amount of bar-
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hour dues in 1855 was £280. The principal articles
of export are cattle, slieep, pork, butter, tallow, hides,
calf-skins, rabbit-skins, salt fish, feathers, and grain.
The origin of Kirkwall, as to either date or

founders, is unknown. The Danes, we are informed,
Both Buchanan and Torfseus
called it Kirkivog.
are of opinion that this word should have been
written Cracoviaca, and that it has been corrupted
But all
first into Circua and thence into Kirkwall.
these words are said to signify the same thing,
namely, Kirkvaa or Kirkwaa, the Great church.'
charter of James III., dated 31st March, 1486,
"
speaks of the old erection of our burgh and city of
'

A

Kirkwall in Orkney by our noble progenitors of
"
worthy memory, in ane haill burgh royal,'' and of
the great and old antiquity of our said city." This
charter approves and ratifies all previous charters,
rights, and privileges conferred upon the burgh,
and contains an enumeration of lands and other
kinds of property. Another cliarter was given by
James V. in 1536 and this confirms the charter of
James III., was confirmed in its turn by Charles II.,
and is deemed the governing charter. Tlie value of
The
the burgh property in 1832 was £1,199.
revenue in 1855 was £123 13s. 5d. The magistracy
comprises a provost, four bailies, a dean of guild,
and councillors. The town-hall is a building of a
good appearance, forming a piazza in front; the first
story is divided into apartments for a common
prison; the second contains an assembly-hall, with
a large room adjoining for courts of justice; and
the highest is set apart as a lodge for freemasons.
The sheriff", commissary, and admiralty courts of
Orkney arc held at Kirkwall on Thursdays. A
justice of peace small debt comt is held on the first
Wednesday of eveiy month. Kirkwall unites with
Wick, Dornoch, Dingwall, and Tain, in sending a
;

member

t.^

1855, 95;

Municipal constituency in
parliamentary constituency, 109. The

parliament.

town has several

libraries,

and several charitable

"

The Orkney library," instituted in
of considerable extent.
Among distinguished natives of the town may be mentioned Sir
Robert Strange, the eminent engraver, Malcolm
Laing, the historian of Scotland, and Dr. Traill, the
editor of the current edition of the Encyclopedia
Britannica. Population of the royal burgh in 1841,
2,205; in 1851, 2,448. Houses, 333.
Population
of the parliamentary burgh in 1851,3,451. Houses,
457.
KIRK-YETHOLM, a village on the right bank
of Bowmont- water, opposite tiie village of TownYetholm, near the centre of Yetholm parish, 1^ mile
from the nearest part of the English border, and 8
miles south-east of tlie town of Kelso, RoxburghIt is ruled by a baion-bailie, under the
shire.
appointment of the Marquis of Tweeddale, the superior;
institutions.

1815,

lias

is

two annual

fairs,

one

in
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summer

for cattle

and

cheviot hogs, and one in winter for cattle, ewes, and
wedders; is the seat of tlie parisli-chui-ch and manse,
and a General Assembly's school and has a population of about 360.
Yetholm connnon, a wild moor
of several hundred acres in extent, at a little distance
from the village, on dcbateable ground between
Scotland and Eiigland, is claimed by the villagers,
;

and yielded to tlieir possession, for tlie cutting of
A portion
their turf and the grazing of their cattle.
of the villagers are a colony of wandering Irish, who
recently located themselves here; but a much more
characteristic portion are gypsies, varying in number
from 130 to 150, the descendants of a tribe wlio
settled here about the beginning of last century.

These liavc been much nioilified in their character
by the influence of a small benevolent society
which, under the direction of the parish minister,

by the education of the young, gradually to withdraw them from the erratic and prehabits
of
their forefathers.
Yet they have
datory
physical marks in their dusky complexion, their
Hindoo features, and their black penetrating eyes,
peculiar to themselves, and still broader peculiarities
of a moral kind, in their erratic habits, their deep
aversion to enlightenment, their attachment to
migratory occupations, and their almost thorough
seclusion from their neighbours, amounting very
nearly to the possession and conservation of the
Hindoo caste, which defy all doubt as to their being
in a very emphatic sense gypsies,
the most noted
and probably the largest tribe of that singular race
of men in Scotland.
They have a language of their
own, which they are chary of si)eaking when others
than gypsies are within earshot; and they very
labours, chiefl}'

—

—
—

or never, perhaps, except when Christianizrarely
ing influence biings them beyond the pale of their
caste
intermarry with persons not belonging to
their tribe.
Nearly the whole of them are 'muggers,' wandering dealers in earthenware; and, except during winter, they circulate in single families,
or occasionally in parties of two families, round
beaten tracts of country, pitching tiny tents by the
way-side, or on unenclosed grounds for their shelter,
and sleeping, with slender comibrts of blanket or
When on their excurniatress, upon the ground.
sions, they have a bad reputation among the general
peasantry, but when at home, they are quiet, or
quarrel only among themselves, and pursue a course
fitted, in a degree, to win the confidence of their
neighbours. One of their own number, chosen by
themselves, rules over them as a king; and Willie
Faa, who had long been their king, died in 1847, in
the 96th year of his age, when a successor to him
was chosen, and set apart to office amid an indescribable scene of drunken orgies.
CRAGS. See Pestland Hills.
KIRN, a prolongation of the town of Dunoon, and
a post-office station, in the parish- of Dunoon, Ar-

KIKKYETTAN

gyleshire.

See Duxoon.

KIRNAN. See Glassary.
KIRRIEMUIR, — vulgarly

pronounced,

Killa-

MUiR

—a

ton,

Padanaram, Southmuir, Westmuir, and

large parish, containing the post-town
of Kirriemuir, and the villages of Northmuir, MarySled-

muir, in Foriarshiie. It consists of two mutually
detached parts, 2J miles asunder at their mutually
nearest points, separated from each other by the
parish of Kingoldrum, and lying respectively among
the Grampians and in Strathmore.
The northern or Grampian district is bounded by
Clova, Cortachy, Kingoldrum, Lintrathen, and GlenIts length south-eastward is 11 miles; audits
isla.
greatest breadth is 4^ ujiles. The whole of it ia
and mountainous, commencing on the south
hilly
with Catlaw, the frontier mountain of the Grampians, and the highest ground in the parish, elevated
2,264 feet above the level of the sea, and stretching
away north-westward in two screens or series oJ
heights, whose inner sides form the basin of the
I'rosen, and both of which arc ribbed or laterally
cloven down by numerous glens and deep ravines,
sending along to the Prosen their tributary torrents.
Every part of the boundary, except the gorge through
which the Prosen makes its exit, and a line 2^ milet
down to that point from the north traversed by «
tributary rill, consists of a wat<;r-shcddiitg ridge
suininit.<«, dividing the interior from the basin of tfal
South Esk and its tributaries on the one side, ani
from that of the Isla and its head-waters on th<
other.
The liills of the district are, in a few in<
"

i

Ht,ances, rocky, and, in

summits; but tboy

a few, verdant, except at

theii

are, in general, clothed in heathi
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with stripes and patches of grass along the heds of
streamlets which trickle down their sides.
The soil is partly thin and light, partly mossy, and
in general wet.
Considerable patches and expanses
the remains
of natural wood still grace the district,
of an ancient pervading tumultuous sea of trees
which have bequeathed to the upper part the name
of the Forest of Glenprosen.
Excepting about 2,000
acres, partly arable and partly fine pasture and
meadow, the whole area is wildly pastoral, or altogether waste.
The southern or Strathmore district of the parish

the

little

—

bounded by Coi-tachy, Tannadice, Oathlaw, liesForfar, Kinnettles, Glammis, Airlie, and
Kingoldnim. Its length southward is 5f miles; and
For about a mile
its greatest breadth is 54 miles.
from the southern boundary the surface is almost
it
rises
for
2
miles
more
flat;
gently, and forms
nearly a continuous sloping bank; and it then, when
within a few hundred yards of the town, breaks
steeply down, and stretches north and south for
nearly a mile in a hollow or den about 100 feet deep.
East and west of the town it is nearly all level, or
but slightly diversified; and northward it delightfully undulates in dale and rising ground, and sends
is

cobie,

I

1

l
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up, in the north-west comer, hilly heights, called
the braes of Inverquharity, laden with plantation,
The soil, in conor cultivated to their summits.
siderable belts along the north and the south, is
sandy; but in the central and larger part of the
area, it is, for the most part, a black mould, on a
bottom of what is provincially called mortar. The
whole district is cultivated up to apparently its
highest capabilities of improvement, and is rich and
beautiful in aspect.
About 11,000 acres are regularly or occasionally in tillage; about 2,000 are under
plantation about 500 are occupied by houses, roads,
and water; and the remaining 2,500 consist, to a
small extent, of mosses, but are chiefly disposed in
The plantations are finely arranged in
pasture.
clumps and little expanses, in the"^orth, the east,
the west, and the centre; and the southern division,
which is now the barest, is traditionally said to have
been part of the forest of Platane, extending westward to the hill of Finhaven in the parish of Oathlaw, once the shelter during a winter of the forces
of Sir Andrew Murray, the copatriot of Sir William
Wallace, and so dense in the phalanx of its trees
that a wild cat might have leaped upon their boughs
;

regularly cut for supplies of fuel.

There are seven

principal landowners; and much the most extensive
of these is Sir Chailes Lyell of Kinnordy. The real
rental in 1855 was £21,546.
Assessed property in

1853, £11,590 18s. Id.
duce in 1833, £56,615.

Estimated value of raw proA little west of the town is

a large semiglobular artificial mound called the
Court-hillock, and beside it a pond called the Witchpool; both of which seem to have been in requisition
for the purposes of feudal justice and superstitious
jurisprudence. In various localities are tumuli and
uninscribed monumental stones. Within this parish were fought skirmishes arising out of the feuds
of the clan Ogilvie and, in particular, a sanguinary
battle, fought in 1447 between that clan and the
Lindsays, and fatal to 500 of the Ogilvies. The
sward was often ensanguined also by the rieving
expeditions, and the incursions for the levying of
'black mail,' made from the fastnesses of the
;

A considerable number of querns,
arrow-heads, and battle-axes have been found.
Two canoes or antique boats were discovered, one
little
in a cave, and the other imbedded in a bog.
north-west of the hUl which overlooks the town,
there were, till a few years ago, two remarkable
rocking-stones, one consisting of whinstone and the
other of porphyry, and both of them large and ponderous blocks. Near the confluence of the Carity
and the South Esk stands the castle of Inverquharity.
See Ijtveeqcharity. The principal mansions are
Kinnordy, Shielhill, Logic, Ballandarg, and Balnaboth.
The lower district of the parish is well provided with roads, and has a branch railway from
the town of Barriemuir to the Scottish Midland railway. Population of the parish in 1831, 6.425; in
Grampians.

A

Houses, 1,251.
1851, 7,617.
This parish is in the presbvtery of Forfar, and
of
synod
Angus and Mearns. Patron, Lord Doug

The parish
Stipend, £246 4s. 8d.; glebe, £11.
church was built in 1786, and contains 1,240 sittings.
There is a chapel of ease, called the South church,
which was built in 1836, at the cost of about £1,340,
and contains 1,021 sittings; and it is under the
patronage of such seat-holders as are communicants.
There is a church in the Glenprosen district which
is served by the same missionary minister on the
Royal bounty as the church of Oova. There are
two Free churches of Kirriemuir, the Xorth and the
South; and the receipts of the former in 1855 were
from end to end of its limits.
£157 lis. 3^.,—of the latter, £371 10s. 9|d. There
in
furthest
of
the
The river Prosen rises
the
nook
are two United Presbyterian churches; the one
upper district of the parish, and cuts the whole of built in 1853, and containing 500 sittings, the other
that district, lengthways, into nearly ecpaal parts,
fitted up in 1833, and containing 604 sittings.
swollen in its progress by ten considerable brooks, There is also an United Original Secession church,
and by other smaller rills and after traversing an which was built in 1807, and contain? 400 sittings.
iiitermediate territory, it strikes the lower district
There is likewise an Episcopalian chapel, which
near Prosen-Haugh, and runs for 2J miles along the was built in 1795, and contains 800 sittings. The
northern boundary. The South Esk, coming down parochial school is conducted by three teachers,
at an acute angle from the north-west, here swallows
English, commercial, and classical. Salaries, £36
up the Prosen, and hence traces the northern bound- 7s. 2d., with about £130 fees, and £10 other emoluary' for
in
mile.
The
from
Kinments.
There are two endowed schools, and 12
If
Carity, coming
Besides the parish
um, flows over oj miles in the interior, at a other non-parochial schools.
distance from the Prosen and the Esk, and church, there were anciently in the parish five places
uLs into the latter stream at
Inverquharity. The of worship one in the town of Kirriemuir, a piece
Giirie rises in the vicinity of the town, and bisects
of ground adjoining which is called in old writs the
the
southern division of the lower district of the Kirkyard; one in Glenprosen, which continued to
(
in
a
parish; but,
dry summer, it has scarcely sufii- be in use till the time when the modem chapel in
cfcnt water-power to drive a mill.
The lake of the district was erected one at a place called Chaa
little
north-west of the town, has been peltown, about 3 miles north of the town one at
Kinnordy,
DcarW all converted into meadow. The rocks of Killhill, about the same distance east of the town ;
the Grampian district are
principally mica slate, and one near Ballinshae, the site of which is stUl
hornblende slate, and gneiss; and those of the enclosed with a wall, and used as the
burying-place

\

\

i

j

I

j

I

(

J.

las.

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

Strathmore district are principally of the old red
andstone formation, with occasional protrusions of
The mosses of Kinnordy and Balloch are
trap.

of the Fletchers of Ballinshae.
The Towjj of Ktrkiemuir stands partly on level
ground, and partly on an inclined plain, in the cea-
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tre of the lower district of tlie parish of Kirriemuir,
5 miles north of Glammia, 5 west-north-west of
Forfar, 16 north of Dundee, and 58 north of Edinburgh, The lower part of it is screened and shut
in from a view of the circumjacent country by the
brow of the den but the higher part commands a
prospect of nearly the whole of Strath more. The
hill on the skirt of which it hangs, ascendinglj'^
recedes from it toward the north-west, breaks precipitously down on the south, has in every other
direction a gentle gradient, and exhibits from its
broad summit an extent and brilliance of panorama
;

many of the most celebrated landscapes in
Scotland.
On the east are the undulating heights
of Finhaven hill, and far beyond them the Grampians
of Kincardineshire, belted on the horizon with the
German ocean on the north and west are the shelving ascents, the mj^sterious vistas, the surgy sea of
elevations, the mist-gathering mountain-pinnacles,
the dark and frowning and vastly varied forms of the
Angus and the Perthshire Grampians ; and on the
south, away as far as the eye can reach, stretches
the many-tinted valley of Strathmore, with its picturesque array of towns, castles, churches, plantations, lakes, and streams, flanked by the soft forms
of the long range of the Sidlaw hills.
The town consists of several streets, arranged and
mutually connected in a manner similar to the arms
and shaft of an anchor. Though containing numerous
equal to

;

mean

houses, it has an improved and thriving appearance, and gives indications of the presence both
of taste and of successful industry. The parishchurch is a very handsome edifice, with a neat spire
and clock. The Episcopalian chapel also sends aloft
a spire, and contributes a fine feature to the burghal
landscape. One of the United Presbyterian churches
was originally the town-hall, built in 1815, and now,
in its altered form, figures pleasingly as an ecclesiastical edifice.
There are many good shops. The
principal inns are the Commercial, the Crown, Lowden's and Wilkie's. The only considerable trade is
the weaving of brown linen. This began to assume
importance about the middle of last century; and so
early as 1792, it produced osnaburghs and coarse
linens to the yearly value of about £30,000.
Before
the century closed, the number of yards annually
and
in
was
of
1,800,000;
1819-20,
stamped
upwards
it was 2,376,711.
In 1826, the trade sufi"ered a
a
which
caused
check,
great fall of
immediately
wages, and continued to be severely felt for many
Even so recently as 1841, when the number
years.
of weavers was about 2,100, the aggregate poverty
of the inhabitants was greater than it had been at
any time during the previous thirty years. The
weavers continue to be still poor, but are not in actual distress and, as a body, they are admitted to
be expert and skilful in their vocation. Some miscellaneous business is done in shopping and handicrafts for the surrounding country.
weekly market is held on Friday; there is also a fortnightly
and annual fairs are held in June,
cattle market
;

A

;

July, October, and December. The branch railway
which has just been formed, to connect the town
with the Scottish Midland railway, is likely to prove
beneficial.
The town has offices of the National,
the British Linen, and the City of Glasgow banks,
a savings' bank, nine insurance agencies, a gas light
company, a subscription library, two other pub-

a gardener's society, a horticultural
an education society, and a variety of phiand
religious institutions.
lanthropic
Kirriemuir is a burgh of barony, under Sir Cliarles
Lyell of Kinnordy but, as a burgh, it has neitlier
property, revenue, nor debt. A oaron bailie, appointed by the Buperior, is the only magistrate and
lic
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libraries,

society,

;

;

he did not use to exercise any jurisdiction, but now
presides as judge in a police and barony court.
Matters of police are managed by a body of commissioners, with the baron bailie as chairman. A
sheriff small debt court is held on the third Monday
of January, March, May, July, September, and November. Justice of peace small debt courts are held
on the first Friday of every month. The town has
a considerable antiquity; but no interesting events,
and few authentic ones of any kind, in its early hisA curious feud formerly existed
tory, are on record.
between the weavers of Kirriemuir and the sutors
of Forfar; and has been noticed in our article on

Population of Kirriemuir in 1841, 3,067 in
Houses, 498.
KIETA, a small island, near the west coast of
Lewis, in the outer Hebrides.
KIRTLE (The), a stream of the district intermeForfar.

;

1851, 3,518.

diate between Annandale and Eskdale, in the southeast of Dumfries-shire.
It rises in the exti-eme
north of the parish of Middlebie, within ^ a mile of
a head-water of the Milk, a tributary of the Annan
on the west, and within 1^ mile of a head-stream of
Wauchope-water, a tributary of the Esk on the east.
Flowing 3f miles due south, and receiving tributary
brooks from the hills, it falls upon the parish of
Kirkpatrick-Fleming, and for 5 miles divides it from
Middlebie, Annan, and a detached part of Dornock.
It then runs 2^ miles south-south-eastward through
its interior
and after a further course of 2 miles in
the same direction through the parish of Gretna,
enters the Solway frith at Kirtlefoot. See articles
;

Kirkpatrick-Fleming and Gretna.

KIRTLE-BEIDGE, a post-ofiice village on the
southern verge of the parish of Middlebie, Dumfriesshire.
It stands on the right bank of Kirtle water,
and on the road from Lockerby to Carlisle, 3 miles
south-east of Ecclefechan, and 4 north-west of
Kirkpatrick-Fleming. Contiguous to it, but within
Adthe parish of Annan, is a chapel of ease.
jacent to it also is a station on the main tnink of
the Caledonian railway; and over the Kirtle here is
a viaduct of that railway, comprising nine arches,
each 36 feet in span. The Kirtle, in the vicinity o)
the village, and downward thence to Kirkpatrick
but particularly in the tract noticed in our articL
Kirkconnel, is a beautiful stream, well worthy o
the muse of the laureate, who sings
:

" F.air

—

Helen Irvine, as she sat

Upon the braes of Kirtle,

Was

,

lovely as a Grecian maid,

i

Adorned with wreaths of myrtle."

KIRTLE-FOOT.

i

See Kietlk (Thk).

KIRTOMY. See Fakr.
KISHORN (Loch), a projection,

about 3 mil<
long, in a north-north-eastward direction, from tli
north side of Loch-Carron, and lying between tl
parish of Lochcarron and the parish of Applecros
in the south-west of Ross-shire.

KISSIMUL.

See Barra.

KITCHEN-LINN, an affluent of Briech water,
the east end of the parish of Cambusnethan, Lanar!
shire.

KITTERICK, a mountain overlooking the stren
Palmure, and suddenly rising to the height of l,Oi
or 1,200 feet, in the parish of Minnigaff, Kirkcu
At its base, on the bank of the strea'
brightshire.
shut out for six weeks in winter from the rays of t
sun, stood the hut in which Dr. Alexander Murrr
the celebrated linguist, was born; and around is t
wild and sterile, the rude and sublime scenery an

!

which his early genius was cradled.

KITTOCK (The), a streandet of the north-wi|
border of Lanarkshire. It rises in a marsh caLJI

¥

KITTOCKSIDE.

Kittock's Eye, about 2 miles south of the village of
East Kilbride, and runs north-westward past that
village, past the village of Kittockside, and across
the parish of Carmunnock, to a junction with the
White Cart, below the village of Busby.
KITTOCKiSIDE, a village in the parish of East
It stands on the northern
Kilbride, Lanarkshire.
border of that parish, about 4 miles south of Glasgow; and is a small but pleasant place.
KLETT, a small island, 2 miles south-south-west
)f

Loehinvar, belonging to the parish of Ass^Tit, on

:he

west coast of Sutherlandshire.

KLOACHNABANE. See Clachnabane.
KNAIK (The), a rivulet of the parish of Muthil,
Glenlich-horn, and flows
louth-eastward past the steep banks on the west
ooundary of Ardoch camps, to the Allan, a mile beow the bridge of Ardoch. Its length of course is 8
Perthshire.

It rises in

miles.

KNAPDALE,

a district of Argyleshire.

It is

wunded on the north by Loch-Crinan, the Crinan
on the east, by Loch-Fyne,
IJanal, and Loch- Gilp
which separates it from Cowal; on the south, by
Kintj-re and Loch-Tarbert; and on the west, by the
larrow seas which separate the mainland from the
;

slands of Islay, Jura, and Scarba. Its length southis about 20 miles ; and its greatest breadth is
(16 miles.
Except for the intersection of Loch-Tarit
is strictly a continuation northward of the
|t)ert,

vard

peninsula of Kintyre yet it is itself so deeply indented on the west side by Loch-Caolisport and LochSwin as to be in a great measure cut within its own
limits into three peninsulas, the most southerly of
;

which, between Loch-Tarbert and Loch-Caolisport,
is the largest, and the most northerly, between Loch5win and the Sound of Jura, is the smallest. Its
uame is compounded of two Gaelic words, which
signify a hill and a plain, and which, taken together,
ienote a country composed of hills and dales and
Its anchis is perfectly descriptive of the district.
;

name, however, was Kilvick-Charmaig, signifying the church or burying-ground of the son of
Garmaig and the Carmaig to whom that name alludes is said to have been an Irish missionary who
cient

;

irst preached Christianity to its natives.
It is not
now a political division of Argyleshire, but lies
in
the
and
district
of
partly
Argyle proper,
partly in
die district of Islay.
It formed one parish previous
to 1734, but was then divided into two parishes,

»lled North Knapdale and South Knapdale. The
whole district appears to have been anciently in the
«sion of two clans, the M'Millans and the
ills, whose descendants here have nearly disipp eared.

I'
!'

Lussa, extends from north-east to south-west ; the
slopes or flanks of this chain decline seaward into
gentle acclivities ; and the ground thence to the
east shore of Loch-Swin, a distance of nearly half-aThe soil of the
niile, is a gently inclined plain.
arable lands is variously sandy, gi-avelly, mossy,
and loamy; and, at the south-west extremity of the
There are about 21
parish, it is rich and fertile.
freshwater lakes; but the largest of them is not
more than 3 miles in circumference.
Excellent
springs are abundant; some of them sti^ongly imwith
lime.
About
3,400 imperial acres of
pregnated
land are in tillage about 22,126 are waste or pasThere are
toral; and about 2,181 are underwood.
four landowners, and the most extensive of them is
Malcolm of Poltalloch. The real rental in 1844 was
£5,446; the value of assessed property in 1843,
£5,891 Is. lOd.; the estimated yearly value of raw
produce in 1844, £14,990. Five or six small decked
vessels trade to Greenock, Liverpool, and Ireland.
The fisheries are worth about £100 a-year. The
principal anriquities, additional to Castle-Swin, are
a mound on which the Lords of the Isles are said to
have held courts of justice, remains of three old forts
or watch towers, the ruin of the chapel of St. Carmaig, an ancient cross nine feet high, and the ruins
The parish
of the religious house of Drimnacraig.
is traversed by the road from Lochgilphead to the
;

Jura ferry, and has ready access to the steamers
which pass through the Crinan Canal. Population
in 1831, 2,583; in 1853, 1,666.
Houses, 298.
This parish is in the presbytery of Inverary, and
synod of Argyle. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£164 6s. lOd.; glebe, £22. There are two parishchurches, the one at Kilmichael-Inverlussay, seat-

—

ing 432; the other at Tayvallich, seating 896; the
former built in 1819, the latter in 1827. They are
on opposite sides of Loch-Swin, and the minister
There is a Free
officiates in them alternately.
church, with an attendance of about 150; and the
sum raised in connexion with it in 1855 was £84
lis. 9d.
There are three parochial schools, with
each a salary of £17 2s. 2d., and about £10 fees.

There are likewise six private schools.

MajorGeneral Sir Archibald Campbell, who figured in the
time
for
some
as
American war, acted
governor of
Jamaica, and died in 1791, was a native of North
Knapdale.
KNAPDALE (South), a parish, containing the
post-town of Ardrishaig, and part of the post-town
of Tarbert, in the Argj'le district of Argyleshire.
It comprises all the district of Knapdale, excepting
what is comprised in the parish of North Knapdale.

south-south-westward is 21 miles; and
greatest breadth is about 10 miles. Loch-Caolisport penetrates its west side in a north-eastward
direction, to the extent of 5| miles, with an average
width of about 1^ mile. It has several fine bays,
which afi'ord safe anchorage and is flanked by
shores, which are partly bold and partly gradual,
Its length

KNAPDALE

(North), a parish, containing the
villages of Tayvallich and Bellanoch,
tin
Argyleshire. Though lying on the mainland,
it
belongs politically to the district of Islay. It
is bounded
by Loch-Crinan, the Crinan Canal, the
parish of South Knapdale, and the Sound of Jura.
Us length south-westward is about 13^ miles and
ts breadth is about 6 miles.
It is divided into two
nearly equal parts by the intersection of Loch-Swin.
See the articles Swin
(Loch), Castle-Swin, and
Kkills.
The extent of coast, along the Sound of
Jura and within Loch-Swin, cannot be less than 50
Tiiles.
The interior is much diversified by lowland
md upland, by wood and water, and both contains
ind commands very beautiful
Its highlandscapes.
!8t ground is
Cruach-Lussa, rising 2,004 feet above
1-vel.
See the article Cruach-Lussa. Other
if
conspicuous character are those of DunarDuntajTiish, Ervary, and Arichonan, the last
inch has an elevation of about 1,200 feet above
icvel. Achain of
heights, culminating in Cmach-

'1

KNAPDALE.
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post-oiEce

;

its

;

all richly covered with copsewood.
The general
surface of the parish is roughly upland.
One range
extends 12 miles from Invemeill to Bamellan, and
commands one of the most extensive, varied, and
grandly picturesque views in Britain, from Islay to
the Perthshire mountains, and from Mull to Ireland,
with everywhere a crowded intervening space of
mountain-heights and belts of the sea. Other elevations extend parallel to this principal range, and
are separated from one another by deep well-sheltered dales.
The extent of arable land beai-s but a
small proportion to the extent of waste and
pasture
lands, and is very much intersected by hills and
marshy grounds. The soil is chiefly of a mossy
nature, lying upon a stratum of sand; but in the

but

KNEES.
low ground

it is
loamy. There is a considerable
aggregate area under wood, both natural and planted.
There are five or six lakes, and very many rills and
torrents.
lead mine was wrought for some time
on the estate of Inverneill. There are nine landowners. The mansions are Auchendarroch, Inver-

A

Ormsary, Erines, Drimdrishaig, and Barraore.
fifty boats are employed in the herring-fishery
on Loch-Fyne. Large facility of communication is
enjoyed through Ardrishaig.
Population of the
parish in 1831, 2,137; in 1851, 2,178. Houses, 513.
Assessed
in 1843, £5,776 19s. 4d.
propertjr
This parish is in the presbytery of Inverary, and
of
Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
synod
Argyle.
£158 18s, 6d.,- glebe, £10. There are two parishchurches, the one built at Inverneill, and the other
at Achoish, both about the year 1775, and each containing 250 sittings. There is a Free church preaching station and the sum raised in connexion with
it in 1855 was £2 4s. 2d.
There are four parochial
schools, and they have divided amongst them the
maximum salary. There are also an Assembly's
school, and two or three winter private schools.
There were formerly within the limits of South
Knapdale seven ancient chapels; but the remains of
neill,

About

—
;

only three of these are now to be seen.
KNEES, a headland, consisting of a bold mass
of conglomerate, about 7 miles north-north-east of
Stomoway, on the east coast of Lewis, in the Outer
Hebrides.
KNIGHTSEIDGE, an estate in the parish of

A

hill on this estate,
Livingstone, Linlithgowshire.
in the north-east corner of the parish, called Knightsridge-hill or Dechmont-Law, has an elevation of 686
feet above the level of the sea, and commands a very
extensive pi-ospect.
a village in the Dumbartonshire
KNIGHTS
It stands on the southsection of East Kilpatrick.
eastern verge of Dumbartonshire, midway between
Yoker and Maiyhill, 5 miles north-west of Glasgow.

WOOD,

Population, 178. Houses, 31.
KNIPE. See Cumnock (New).
KNOCK, a Gaelic word, signifying a hill. It is
used by itself to designate many a hill in Scotland,
and in a few instances to designate an estate or other
It is also used in
locality characterized by a hill.
apposition with other names, particularly the names
of parishes or towns, as in the cases of Knock of

Knock of Bathgate, Knock of Crieff, Knock
of Fordoun, Knock of Fordyce, Knock of Grange,
Knock of Ordiquhil, and Knock of Renfrew. And
it is used in many instances as a prefix.
Alves,

KNOCK

KNOCKBAIN.
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See Edenkillie, Kildalton,

(The).

and Renfrew.

KNOCK (Tower of). See Glenmuick.
KNOCK AN DO, a parish, containing the

village

of Archieston, and the post-office station of Knockando, in the south-east of Morayshire. It is bounded
by Dallas, Birnie, Rothes, Inveriiven, Aberlour, CromIts length north-eastward is
dale, and Edenkillie.
about 15 J miles; and its breadth is from 2 to 6 miles.
The river Spey traces the whole of its north-eastern
boundary, from Cromdale to Rothes, a little beneath
Craigellachie bridge and in one part of that riverjs
course here occurs the rock of Tomdow, which is
the most dangerous point for the floats of timber
;

from the forests of Rothiemurchus and Abernethy
The burn of Aldyoulie, the bum of
to the sea.
Aldarder, the burn of Knockando, the burn of Ballintomb, and some other brooks drain the interior

some
rapid descents to the Spey, making
There
beautiful little waterfalls in their progress.
are two small lochs in the moorlands. The general
surface of the parish is considerably diversified with

down

haughs, rising grounds,

hills, glens,

and moorlands;

ascending on the whole, from beautiful low ground
on the Spey to tracts of wild heathy mountain o
the interior border, with an extreme elevation ther
which is commonly reckoned the highest ground i
Morayshire, and which, in fine weather, command
a very extensive prospect. There are many minera
springs. The rocks are variously granitic, schistose
and sedimentary. The soil near tiie Spey is sandy
higher up, it is black gravelly mould still highei
it is a
heavy clay; and toward the moors, it is mossj
There are large expanses of moss, particularly a
There ar
Milton, Monahoudie, and Mannoch.
;

considerable

plantations

at

Archieston,

Corgyle

Easter Elchies, and other places. The great floo^
of 1829 worked terrible devastation in the tract
of Aldarder burn, Knockando bum, and other part
of the parish. The landowners are Grant of Weste
Elchies, Grant of Ballindalloch, and the Earl of Sea

The mansions are Wester Elchies -house
Knockando-house, and Glengunneiy-cottage. Th^
old valued rental was £1,987 Scotch. Assessed pro
perty in 1843, £3,856 10s. 4d. There are four grain
mills, a waulk-mill, a carding-mill, saw and thresh
ing mills, and two distilleries. Population of thi
field.

parish in 1831, 1,497; in 1851, 1,771. Houses, 363
This parish is in the presbytery of Aberlour, anc
synod of Moray. Patron, the Earl of Seafield. Sti
pend, £158 6s. 7d.; glebe, £13. The parish churcl

was

and repaired in 1832, and contain:
There is a Free church of Knockando
and the amount of its receipts in 1855 was £58 10s
4Jd. There is an United Presbyterian churcli a
Archieston, with an attendance of about 175. Then
is also an Independent chapel, built in 1818, an(
containing 200 sittings. There are two parochia
schools, with each a salary of £25 13s. 34d., abou
£15 or £20 fees, and a share in the Dick bequest,
There are also three Society schools and a private
school.
The piesent parish of Knockando compre
bends the ancient parishes of Knockando and Mac
A smal
allan, both of which were vicarages.
vestige of Macallan church still remains; and ther
are two or three places in the parish where chapel
or religious houses are supposed to have stood.
built in 1757,

477 sittings.

KNOCKBAIN, a parish, containing the post-offic
village of Munlochy and the village of Charlestor
in the south-east corner of Ross-shire. It is bounde
by the Moray frith, and by the parishes of Avocl
Urquhart, and Killeaman. Its length south-soutl
westward is about 6| miles; and its breadth
about 5J miles.
It comprises the north side
Kessock ferry, extends thence along the Moray frit
toward Avoch, and is intersected westward by Mui
lochy bay. Its surface is smooth, and rises gradual
from the coast to the summit of the Mullbuy. S
the articles Kessock, Munlochy, and Mullbu
The rocks belong to the old red sandstone form
tion. The soil is very various, and lies upon a dive

:

<

About 3,0.'
is good.
sity of subsoil, but, in general,
are e
imperial acres are in tillage. The plantations

j

j

j
;

j

j
*

The
tensive; and there is no undivided common.
The mansion of Belmadutl
are five landowners.
is a princely abode, with a fine square of every otl
suitable accommodation. The real rental is upwaij
Assessed property in 1843, £6,772
of £6,000.
tliis parish, in the lii'
battle was fouglit
7d.
century, between the Macdonalds and the inhabitai
of Inverness. General Mackenzie, who fell at *
^
battle of Talavera, was a native.
Population of
parish in 1831, 2,139; in 1851, 3,005. Houses, 6
This parish is in the presbytery of Chanonry, i 1
the synod of Ross. Patrons, the Crown and
Marchioness of Steflford.
Stipend, £232 18s, i 5

I

j

A

m

j(

i

i

'^

Unappropriated teinds, £92 14s.
The pai^
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s, 4^d.

glebe, £22.

j.

I

KNOCKBRECK.

church was. repaired and enlarged about 35 yeare
There is a
ago, and contains about 750 sittings.
Free church, with an attendance of about 1,200;
and the amount of its receipts in 1855 was £223 18s.
Id.
There is also an Episcopalian chapel, with an
attendance of about 100. There are three non-

The parish of Knockbain was
by the union of the parishes of
Kilmuir- Wester and Suddy; and it took the name
of Knockbain from the spot on which the church
was built. Kilmuir signifies " the church of ilary "
8addy, "a good place to settle in;" and Knockparochial schools.
constituted in 1756

;

bain,

"the white

hill."

KXOCKBIRXEY. See Kixcardise, Eoss-shire.
KNOCKBRECK, a hill and a stream in the island
There

a salmon fishery on the stream.
See Laegs and Skte.
KNOCKDOLIAN. See Colmoxell.
See Isverchaolain-.
KNOCKELDERABOLL, a mountain on the
mutual boundary of the parishes of Loth and Kildonan, in Sutherlandshire.
KNOCKEXBAIRD, a hill in the parish of Insch,
Aberdeenshire.
KXOCKFARRIL, a conical eminence, crowned
with a vitrified fort, on the south side of the valley
)f StrathpefFer, in the parish of Fodderty, Ross-shire.
This hill-fort is one of the most beautiful and strongly
pnarked in Scotland. The ascent of it from the
of Jura.

is

KNOCK-CASTLE.

KNOCKDOW.

The vitrified
valley is very steep, almost vertical.
rampart on the top encloses an oval area of about
420 feet by 120; and is defended by breastworks,

down

the adjoining slopes. It comview of Craigphadric, in the
of Inverness, and of Dunskaith, on the

'which proceed

imands a distinct
ivicinity

A

porthern Sutor of Cromarty.
regular chain of
forts are in sight both toward the west
along the
breat Glen, and toward the east ; so that, on the
of
an enemy on either side of the island,
Appearance
in alarm could be given from Knockfarril to the
vhole country from coast to coast,
perhaps within
in hour.

KNOCKFIN.

See Kiltarlity.
KNOCKGEORGAN. See Ardrossas.
KNOCKGERRAN, a barony belonging to the
Marquis of Ailsa, in the parish of Dailly, and inJading the island of Ailsa, in Ayrshire.
KNOCKHALL. See Deekness and Foveeax.
KNOCKHEAD, a point of land, extending into
^

reef of rocks, at the north-eastern
extremity of the

)arish of Boindie, in Banfi"shire.
ti

It is situated

about

miles west-north-west of the

town of Banfi".
See Fokdyce, Hoddam, Fob-

KNOCKHILL.
ioous.

and Grange.

KXOCK-HOUSE. SeeToROSAY.

KXOCKIXGLAW.

SeelsvERURY.

KNOCKINHAGLISH, the site of an ancient
hurch, on the lands of Finnich-Dnimmond, in the
)arish of
Drymen, Stirlingshire.

'

KXOCKINTIBER,
'iiilmaurs,

a village in the parish of

Ayrshire.
a mountain on the mutual border
in Ross-shire, and of Assynt in

KNOCKIRNY,

f KincArdine

•sutherlandshire.

abounds in white and party-

It

oloured marble.

" the
hill of
lollows," on the west side of the parish of Eddertoun, Ross-shire.

KXOCKLAGAN,

a picturesque

hill,

:

KNOCKMADE,
1

I

a barony belonging quoad sacra

the parish of Beith,
Ayrshire, but formerly inin the
parish of Neilston in Renfrewshire' and

mded

MiU belonging quoad

civilia to the latter county.
a hilly ridge, between the hill
^^'^ ^^e Lomty burn, in the
parish of
J,, ?^*''"
It rises higher than the
I'lau-gowrie, Perthshire.
i

KXOCKMAHAR,

KYLE- A KIN.
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hill of Blair,

and

partly cultivated and partly

is

covered with plantations of Scotch pine.
KNOCKMAN. See Djllry, Kirkcudbrightshire.
KNOCKMOY. See Kixtyre (Mull of).
KNOCKNALLAIG. See Kells.
KXOCKNABARYVICH, a considerably high hill
in the parish of Reay, Caithness-shire.

KXOCKXAVIE,

a wooded

hill,

crowned by a

cairn, called the cairn of the gallows, in the parish

of Rosskeen, Ross-shire.

KNOCKXOWTOX,

an eminence in the eastern
part of the parish of Cambusnethan, Lanarkshire.
It commands a gorgeous view of Strathclyde, toEdinburghgether with distant backgrounds,
castle on the east, Loudon-hill and the peaks of
Arran on the south, and Dumbarton-castle, Benlomond, and the mountains of Argyleshire on the
west.
a village in the
parish of Coylton, Ayrshire.
Population, 102.

—

KNOCKSHOGGLEHOLM,

Houses,

19.

a hill, rising to the altitude of
above the level of the sea, in the parish

KNOCKSIDE,
1,419 feet

of Largs, Ayrshire.

KNOCKSLEITILL, a high hill in the parish of
Reav, Caithness-shire.
KNOCKSTIXG. See Dalry, Kirkcudbrightshire.
KNOCK-WATER. See Kxaik (The).
KNOCKWOOD, See Kirkmichael, Dumfriesshire.

KNOWE, a post-oflice station subordinate to
Newton-Stewart, in Galloway,
OF SKAE, a headland on the southwest of the island of Westray, in Orkney.
KNOWHEAD. See Dexxy.
KNOWS, a manufacturing locality, in the vicinity

KNOWE

town of Beith, Ayrshire.
(JoHs). See Aberdeen and Edixbcrgh.
KNOYDART, a district on the west coast of the
See Glexelq and
mainland of Inverness-shire.

of the

KNOX

IxVERXESS-SHIRE.

KOLLIEBEN, a hill on the mutual boundary of
the parishes of Clyne and Loth, Sutherlandshire.

KOOMB.

See Ellax-xa-coomb.

KOR-STONE. See Moxedie.
KYLE, a Celtic word, signifying

a frith or a
used in Scottish topograand
in apposiphical nomenclature, both as a prefix
tion, both in the singular number and in the plural.
The name Kyle, however, as applied to a district in
Ayrshire, is not this word, but a corruption of Coil

narrow

belt of sea.

It is

or Coyle.

KYLE, the middle dishnct, anciently the middle
It is bounded on the north
bailiewick, of Ayrshire.
by the river Irvine, which divides it from Cunningham ; on the north-east by Lanarkshire ; on the east
by Dumfries-shire; on the south by Kirkcudbrightshire on the south-west by the river Doon, which
divides it from Carrick; and on the west by the
frith of Clyde.
The river Ayr rising on its eastern
boundary, and traversing it westward to the Clyde,
divides it into Kyle-Stewart on the north, and
King' 3- Kyle on the south. Its chief streams, additional to the Ayr, are the Coyl and the Luggar, tributaries of that river,
the Cessnock, a tiibutary of
the Irvine, and the Nith, which drains its southIts
east corner, and passes into Dumfries-shire.
parishes are Dundonald, Riccarton, Galston, Craigie,
;

—

—

Symington, Mauchline, Som, Muirkuk, Monkton,
Tarbolton, Newton, St, Quivox, Stair, Auchinleck,
Ayr, Coylton, Ochiltree, Old Cumnock, New Cumnock, Dalrymple, and Dalmellington, all in the
presbytery of Avr. Population in 1831, 56,066; in

—

1851, 72.284.

Houses, 9,455.
the strait at the north-western

KYLE-AKIN,

KYLE-AKIN.

extremity of the sound which separates the island
It is very narof Skye from the Scottish mainland.
row, insomuch that a common fable represents the
old method of passage over it to have been by
leaping.

KYLE-AKIN, a post-office village in the parish
It stands on the
of Strath, in the island of Skye.
shore of the strait of Kyle- Akin, 8J miles north-east
of Broadford.
It was founded by the late Lord
Macdonald, on a grand plan, as an intended considerable sea-port, to consist chiefly of two-story
houses with attics;

KYPE'S-KIGG.
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but has never yet exceeded,

and gives no near prospect of exceeding, the limits
Yet it is one of the main
of a mere village.
thoroughfares between Skye and the mainland, has
a good inn, and is the seat or meeting-place of the
synod of Glenelg. Population, 23L Houses, 40.
KYLE-CASTLE. See Auchinleck.

KYLE-OF-DURNESS.

See Dukness.

KYLE -OF -KINCARDINE,
part of the Dornoch
(The).

frith.

the narrow upper
See Dornoch Frith

rugged acclivities, as artlessly situated as th
rocks with which they are strewn, appears the rudel
constructed shieling of the fisherman or shepherd
while at wider intervals is seen the farmer's bettei
constracted cottage, surrounded with a few patche
of cultivated soil, appropriated to the production (
About 1^ mile befoi
potatoes, oats, and barley.
arriving at the mouth of Loch-Riddan, the mos
picturesque part of the Kyles is reached. Here th
passage narrows into the size of a small river, an
the eye in vain searches for an opening throng
which to proceed the hills being so closely joine
as to appear like one immense barrier surrounding th
extremity of an inland lake. A little onward li
three small rocky islands, exhibiting the appearanc
of having once been exposed to the action of firi
from which cause they have received the name (
the Burnt Islands; and on one of them stand tli
remains of a vitrified fort. In the mouth of Loci
Riddan appears the small but celebrated isle

—

(

Ellan-Dheirrig, which was strongly fortified by tli
Earl of Argyie in his great military movement
At this point, the Kyles make a sudden d(
1685.
flexion.
They proceed hence 2| miles in the dire(
tion of south-west, retaining over that distance muc
of the narrowness of their previous course; and the
they deflect again, and proceed thence in a southerl
direction 6 or 8 miles toward Ardlamont-point an

(

the long narrow bay,
otherwise called Loch Laxford, which penetrates
the middle part of the parish of Edderacliyllis, on
the west coast of Sutherlandshire.
KYLE-OF-SUTHERLAND, the upper part of
the Dornoch frith.
KYLE-OF-TONGUE. See Tongue.
KYLE-RHEA, the strait at the north-east end
of the sound of Sleat, between the island of Skye
and the Scottish mainland. It is the thoroughfare
from Skye to the Great Glen by way of Glenelg,
Its width is about J of a mile, and the current of
the tide through it is exceedingly rapid; but the
ferry-boat^ upon it are substantial and well managed.
On each side of it stands a solitary inn, affording

KYLE-OF-LAXFORD,

pretty good accommodation.
KYLE-SCOW, the long narrow bay which forms
the mutual boundary of Assynt and Edderaohyllis,
on the west coast of Sutherlandshire, See Assynt

and Edderaohyllis.

KYLES-HILL. See Polwarth.
KYLES-MURE. See Mauchline.
KYLES-OF-BUTE, a narrow and

their

remarkably

picturesque arm of the frith of Clyde, separating
the northern part of the island of Bute from ArgyleIt commences between Bogany-point in
shire.
Bute and Toward-point in Cowal with a width of 2
miles.
It suddenly expands, on the Bute side, into
Rothesay bay, and soon after into Kaimes bay; and
then, 2 miles farther on, sends off the picturesque
Loch-Striven north-north-westward into Cowal. Its
direction up to Strone-point, at the commencement

of this loch, is north-westward, its length 4J miles,
its average breadth about 2 miles or somewhat
It has here all the character of a capacious
less.

and

and most beautiful bay, brilliantly diversified in the
lands which flank it, and commanding a view outward of the Big Cumbrae Island, and of a long
sweep of the coast of Ayrshire. At Strone-point it
suddenly contracts to a width of less than half-amilc; and thence it proceeds 5 miles north-westward to the mouth of Loch-Riddan. Everything,
in this stretch, assumes a truly Highland aspect.
The gler) becomes narrow, tlie hills steep t\m\ along
;

Inch-Marnoch, gradually expanding in their pr(
gress, till they become lost in the wide expanse
waters at the conjunction of Kilbrannan-sound an
Loch-Fyne. From the point of their last deflexio
they so gradually and gracefully evolve themselve
from their previous narrowness, and so grandl
open out toward a front view of Inch-Marnoch an
the peaks of Arran, that the effect of the wide gran
landscape upon the mind of a beholder, after hi
passage through the previous long strait, is in th
The Kyles are tn
highest degree enrapturing.
versed from end to end by the steamers which pi
from Glasgow to Loch-Fyne; and in all their low(
parts, from Rothesay-bay up to Loch-Riddan, the
are now traversed also by steamers of their ow;
which ply to various neat watering places on the
shores, and to I>och-Striven and Loch-Riddan.

i

KYMAGH

(The), a small affluent of the Livet,
the upper part of the parish of Inveraven, Banffshii
It rises near the boundary with Aberdeenshire, ai
runs about 7 miles south-westward, to the centre
Glenlivet.
(The), a stream of the south-western be
der of Lanarkshire.
It rises near the bounda
with Ayrshire, and runs 5 miles north-eastward,
the boundary between Lcsmahago and Avonda
and 3 miles north-westward, on the bounda
between Avondale and Stonehouse ; and th
falls into the Avon within a mile of Strat
avcn. In its upper course it is a bleak moorla
stream, capable of being suddenly swollen into
mischievous torrent; but, as it approaches the Av(

KYPE

•

it becomes
comparatively ornate, and makes a fi
waterfall, of about 50 feet in leap.
KYPE'S-RIGG, a ridge of hill, extending
the left bank of the Kype 2J miles south-wcstwil
in the parish of Avondale, Lanarkshire.
.

KYTON.

See Cai-Bdonian Canal.

LACKSTA.

LACHTALPINE.

See Dalmellixoton.

LACKSTA

(The), a stream abounding with trout
and salmon, in the parish of Harris, in the Outer
Hebrides.
LACOCK. See Fowlis.
LADADDA. See Fifeshire.
(The). See Kateixe (Loch).
LADHOPE, a quoad sacra parish on the northwest border of Roxburghshire. It was constituted
by the Court of Teinds in 1855. It comprises part
of the post-town of Galashiels, and the north-western
Its
part of the quoad civilia paiish of Melrose.
parish church was fonnerly a chapel of ease, has an
attendance of about S-tO, and is under the patronage
of such male seatholders as are communicants.
There is a Free church, with an attendance of about
360; and the amount of its receipts in 1855 was
See the articles Galashiels and
£20-i 18s. 4d.

LADDERS

LADIES' HILL.

See Stirling.

LADY, a name in the

topographical nomenclature
of Scotland, referring to the Roman Catholic times,
when the Virgin Mary, called by the Roman Catho"
lics
Our Lady," was an object of the national
worship. It is used in one or two instances alone,
but is used more commonly as a prefix.
LADY, a parish, comprising the north-eastern
Its
portion of the island of Sanday, in Orkney.
post-town is Kirkwall. It is bounded on the southwest by the parish of Cross, and on all other sides
by the sea. Its length south-westward is about 9
It
miles; and its average breadth is about 1 mile.
is
deeply indented on the north-west by Otterswick
bay, and on the south by Sty wick bay ; and it sends
out the promontorial headlands of Taftsness in the
extreme north. Start in the extreme north-east,
Tressness on the east side of Sty wick bay, and Elsuess on the west side of that bay. There is a lagoon
on the estate of Elsness, 100 Scotch acres in extent,
dry at low water, but capable of being easily converted into a fine harbour.
There is a lagoon of
similar character, and of at least twice the extent,
at Tressness.
About one-third of the land is waste
and heathy, and the rest either forms good natural

i*

under cultivation. The soil is very
most part is a fertile mixture of
mould and sand. There are several of the ancient

pasture or

is

various, but for the

I
»

The real rental in
buildings called Picts' houses.
1841 was £2,203.
Population in 1831,858; in 1851,
1,004.
Houses, 183.
This parish is in the presbytery of North Isles,
and synod of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Stipend,
I

;

;

£158

6s.
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8d.;

glebe,

£4

8s.

The

parish

church was rebuilt about 24 years ago, and is amply
commodious. There are in Sanday a Free church,
and an United Presbyterian church; and the sum
raised in connexion with the former in 1855 was
£295 Is. Id. There is one parochial school for the
three parishes of Sanday ; and the
salary attached
to it is £46 10s.
There is a Society's school in the
district of Sellibister in
Lady parish. There is a
See Start.
lighthouse on Start-point.
LADYBANK, a post-office village in the parish
of Collessie, Fifeshire.
It is situated about a mile
north of Kingskettle, and 5 miles south-west of

Cupar. It was formerly called Ladybog, and wa«
a mere linen-weaving village on the allotment
principle but it has acquired importance from being the point at which the main trunk of the Edin;

burgh, Perth, and Dundee railway forks into the
two branches toward respectively Perth and Dundee.
Here is a depot of the railway for engines and carriages; and in the vicinity are a meal mill and a
sandstone quarry. Population, 102. Houses, 17.
LADY- BAY, a small bay on the north coast of
the parish of Kirkcolm, in Wigtonshire.

a brook which rises in the parish
and flows 3 miles south-eastward to a
junction with the Eden, at the east side of the town

LADY-BURX,

of Monimail,

It traverses the northern
of Cupar, in Fifeshire.
suburbs of that town, and contributes materially to
the town's cleanliness and cheerfulness.

LADY-CRAIG. See Andrews (St.).
LADY-GLEN. See Dailly.
LADY-ISLE, an uninhabited rocky islet,

in the
parish of Dundonald, Ayrshire. It lies in the bay
of Ayr, 2 miles south-west of Troon-point, 5J miles
north-west by north of Ayr pier, and 5^ miles southsouth-west of the mouth of Irvine-water. Its length
southward is 3 J furlongs and its breadth is J of a
mile.
Importance attaches to it on account of its
affording, in the large open bay in which it lies, and
along a great extent of coast from Galloway to Fair;

ley-roads unprovided with harbour or anchorage for
large vessels, the only place of shelter from westerly
winds. See Lappoch.
LADYKIRK, a parish, containing the post-office
station of Ladykirk, the post-office village of Horndean, and the village of Upsetlington, on the southeastern border of Berwickshire. It is bounded on
the south-east by the Tweed, which divides it from
England, and on other sides by the parishes of ColdIts
stream, Swinton, ^Yhitsome, and Hutton.
length north-eastward is 4 miles and its greatest
breadth is 2J miles. The surface rises gently from
the Tweed, and is diversified with a few swells, but,
About one-fourth is
in general, is level and fertile.
disposed in perennial pasture, and devoted by a deed
of entail to the grazing of a highly valued variety
About 50 or 60 acres are
of short-horaed cattle.
covered witli trees. All the rest of the area is
in the most approved methods of husbandry.
cropped
A white micaceous sandstone lies beneath a large
part of the surface, and a reddish sandstone occurs
The
in the west but they are nowhere quarried.
Tweed rolls the full flood of its beauty in a thricerepeated cuiwe 3 miles along the boundaiy ; and is
;

;

stationed-off in several places for its salmon-fisheries.
On its opposite bank stands Norham-castle. Previous to the erection of Berwick-bridge built apparently in the reign of Elizabeth a ford at this
place often gave passage across the river to annies
of invasion, and occasionally pointed out spots in
the vicinity as convenient scenes of international
conference and negociation. Holywell-haugh, an
adjacent field, was the place of meeting between
Edward I. and the Scottish nobles, to adjust the dispute respecting the succession to the crown of ScotTlie parish-church, situated near the river,
land.
was, ill the reign of Mary, the scene of a treaty

—

—

LADYKIRK.

concluded by commissioners, and supplementary to
that of Chateau-Cambrensis.
James IV., when
crossing the ford at the head of his army, was in
hazard of being swept away by tlie swollen current,
and vowed, if he should be delivered, to build a
church in honour of Our Lady.' The erection
which sprang up in fulfilment of his vow, was called
Ladykirk, and, usurping the place of the more
ancient parochial chui'ch, imposed its name on the
Ladykirk-house, in the south-cast corner,
parish.
on the Tweed, is the only mansion; and the proprietor of it is the principal landowner.
The estimated
yearly value of raw produce in 1834 was £11,330.
Assessed property in 1843, £4,430 9s. Id. Population in 1831, 485; in 1851, 5G1.
Houses, 111.
This parish is in the presbytery of Chirnside, and
svnod of Mevse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend £170 16s. 2d.; glebe £20. Schoolmaster's
The
salary, £25 13s. 3Jd., with about £13 fees.
parish church was built in 1500, and contains about
300 sittings. It was originally a handsome cruciform Gothic edifice, but has been utterly disfigured
by modern alterations and additions. There is an
The
United Presbyterian church at Horndean.
'

present parish of Ladykirk comprehends the ancient
parishes of Upsetlington or Ladykirk on the south,
and Horndean on the north. The former was anciently a rectoiy and the latter belonged, till the
Reformation, to the monks of Kelso. Robert Byset,
who obtained, during the 12th century, the manor
of Upsetlington, founded, in the reign of David I.,
an hospital at Horndean, dedicated it to St. Leonard,
;

and gave

it,

with

its

pertinents, to tlie

monks

of

Kelso, obliging them to maintain two paupers on
the foundation, and to support an officiate in the
At a place still called Chapel-park,
hospital chapel.
a little north of Upsetlington, are faint traces of an
ancient building,— either the hospital, or some other
In the vicinity are three
ecclesiastical edifice.
fountains, graced with modern pillars, inscribed
respectively with the names of St. Mary's, the
Monk's, and the Nun's well.
LADYKIRK, a parish in the island of Stronsay,
in Orkney.
It compinses the south-western limb of
that island; and is washed on the north by Linga
sound, and on the east by Rousholm bay. Its length
north-north-eastward is 4 miles; and its greatest
breadth is upwards of ]| mile. Population in 1831,

274; in 1851, 356. Houses, 6G.— This parish is now
comprehended in the united parishes of Stronsay
and Eday. See Stronsay.
LADYKIRK, a locality adjacent to Duncansby,

formerly the site of a chapel dedicated to the Virgin
Maiy, in the parish of Canisbay, Caithncss-shire.
LADYKIRK, an estate on which stand tlie lemains of a chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, in
the parish of Monkton, in Ayrshire.
LADYKIRK, orNoRTiiKiHK, a parish, containing
the village of Northkirk, or Pierwall, and comprising
the northern part of the island of Westray, in Orkney. Its length south-Bouth-westvvard is 6J miles;
and its greatest breadth is 3§ miles. Population in
Houses, 193.— This parish
1831, 834; in 1851, 993.
now forms part of the united parish of Westray and
Papa Westray. See Westkay.
LADYLAND. See KiLiiinxiE.
TjADYLOAN. See Aubuoath.
LADY'S-ROCK. See Lismore.
LADY'S-WELL, or Ladywki-i., any well which
was formerly dedicated to the Virgin Mary, or any
from it.
locality containing such well, and named

The name was very common
times,

and

is still
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in

retained in a

Roman

number

Catholic
of places,

pnrticularlyAboync.Airth, Alloa, Avoch, lifUmarino,
Bcdrule, Daviot in Aberdeenshire, Falkland, Glns-

gow, Glenisla, Grange in Banffshire, Kincardine ir
Ross-shire, Mamoch, Stow, Traquair, and Whitekirk.

LADY-YESTER'S. See Edinbdkgh.
LAG, or Lagg, a Gaelic word, used

both as i
as a prefix in Scottish topographical nomenclature. It signifies a small round hollow plain
The plural of it is Laggan.
LAG, or Lagg. See Dunscoee, Kilmoeie, Ard

name and

NAMURCHAN, and Keills,

LAGAMHULIN,

a small bay on the south-eas
coast of the Island of Islay, 4^ miles north-east o
Port- Ellen, Argyleshire.

LAGANALLACIIY. See Ddnkeld (Little).
LAGGAN, a highland parish, comprising tlu

south-west of the district of Badenoch, in Inverness
shire.
It has a post-office of its own name, 1 1 milei
fj'om Kingussie.
It is bounded on the south bj
Perthshire, and on other sides by the parishes o

Kilmanivaig, Boleskine, and Kingussie. Its exten'
from north to soiith, and also from east to west, ii
about 22 miles; but only a tract of about 3 miles ir
breadth contains nearly all the inhabitants. Th(

general surface is wildly and confusedly mountainous, consisting of a congeries of lofty, heathy, barrel
heights, of gloomy aspect, looking as if huddled to
gethei', or heaped up summit on summit, j'et plentifully intersected by corries, ravines, narrow glens
the beds of lakes, and the upper part of the valley o
the Spey. The uplands, for the most part, are dismal to the eye, and of very small economical value:
but the inhabited parts, together with the hill slopes
adjacent to them, are pleasant and beautiful, comparatively fertile in soil, and aifording some noble
expanses of picturesque scenery. The central Grampians, overhanging Loch-Ericht, are on the southem
border ; the Monadhleadh mountains, in their alpine
heights around the sources of the Spey, are on the nor-

thern border; and the mountains which flank LochLaggan, and form the watershed between Badenocli
and Lochaber, are on the west. The interesting features of scenery

and objects of

merous, but nearly

all will

locality are very nube found noticed in oui

ARDVEniKiE, Clony, Garviemore, Monadhleadh, Benaldee, Ericht (Loch), Laggan (Loch)
Glentriiim, Badenoch, Spey, and Inverness-shire
Thousands of springs rise among the uplands, form
ing considerable brooks; and these are ever liabh
to be suddenly swollen by heavy rain-falls, into vo
luminous torrents. Those in the south find thei
way through Loch-Ericht to the Tay; those in tli
central parts of the west ran into Loch-Laggan, t
form the efflux of the Spean and all the rest ar
headstreams of the Spey, the remotest of them bein
the nascent Spey itself, coming in from the north
east corner of Lochaber.
Metamorphic rocks of th
gneiss kind predominate in the mountains; a bed «
articles

;

excellent limestone lies in the valley of the Spej
and slate of inferior quality is found. The soil i
the lower valleys is alluvial, and in some places hf
a depth of ten or twelve feet. The landowners ai
Baillie of Kingussie, Macpliersou of Cluny, and Mai
pherson of Glentruim. The mansions are Clun;
Falls- of- Truim-hous
castle, Glentruim -house,
On a rock
Ardverikie, and Glenshirra-house.
the ridge which separates Glenshiri-a from Strat
feet above tl
least
of
at
GOO
an
altitude
at
mashie,
level of the adjacent valley, are considerable reniaii
of an ancient fortification, witli walla upwards
nine feet thick, built of large flags or broad stone
without mortar. The parish is touched by the
road from Inverness to Perth, and traversed by tJ
roads thence from Fort-Augustus and Fort-Willin»
Population in 1831, 1,196; in 1851, 1,223. IIou8«
221.
Assessed property in 1848, £6,951 4s. Id.

gw

LAGGAN-BAY.

This parish is in the presbytery of AbertarfF, and
synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Duke of Richmond.
Schoolmasters
Stipend, £158 6s. 7d.; glebe, £14.
The parish church was built
salary, £34 4s. 4id.
It is sitin 18*42, and contains about 500 sittings.
uated on the Spey, in the lower part of the parish,
within 2 miles of Cluny-castle. There is a Free
church of Laggan, with an attendance of 220; and
the amount of its receipts in 1855 was £128 17s. O^d.
There is a Roman Catholic chapel, on a prominent
The ancient church of Laggan
site in Glenshirra.
is supposed to have been dedicated to St. Kenneth.
The ruins of it are still to be seen at the head of
Loch-Laggan, 7 miles west of the present church.
Mrs. Grant, who lived many years in the manse of
as the wife of the parish minister, and who
died at Edinburgh in 1838, is far known to fame as
the writer of several popular works on the Highlands

Laggan

and Highlanders.

LAGGAX-BAY, a bay on the east side of LochIt measures nearly
indaal, in the island of Islay.
5 miles across the mouth, but does not penetrate
It
the land to a greater extent than about 2 miles.
is flanked on the south side by the Mull of On.
LAGGAN-HILL, a picturesque conical hill in
the south-east of the parish of Monivaird, PerthIt serves, with some other similar hills, to
shire.
flank the north side of Strathearn, as an advanced
to
the background Grampians.
guird
(Locu), a lake on the south-west border of Badenoch, Inverness-shire.
It extends southwestward, with a length of about 8 miles, and a
breadth of from 1 to 1^ mile, and discharges itself,
by giving origin to the river Spean, on the northeast verge of Lochaber.
Although inferior in point

LAGGAX

of picturesque beauty to

Loch-Arkeg, Loch-Lag-

the Inverness-shire lakes, is a beautiful
expanse of water; and the surrounding mountains
are not deficient either in variety of outline, or in
grandeur of form. Its shores are deeply indented,
the hills in some places throwing out
lon^ narrow
promontories, while in other places the locJti dips in

gan,

LA^klBANESS.
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among

It is consequently
graceful bays over sandy flats.
impossible for the eye to catch more than a section
of the loch at one view.
The largest of numerous
torrents flowing into Loch-Laggan is the Pattaig,
which descends from the Benalder forest, and runs
into the loch with an ample current confined for
some short distance betwixt grey precipitous rocks,
but making its escape from this gorge by sweeping
o\-er a ledge of rock, with a fall of 8 or 10 feet, in a
broad and almost unbroken stream. Tradition has
been busy with Loch-Laggan and its shores, as with
almost eveiy lake or mountain in the Highlands.
In eai'ly ages its beauty, or the
game with which
" Ferits mountains abounded, attracted
royalty.
gus, the first of our kings," long prior to the time
when the castle of Inverlochy became a royal residence, made this lake and its mountains the scene
of his amusements.
Here, or in the near neighbourhood. Prince Cliarles Edward both made the first
movements of his enterprise of 1745, and lay a-hiding after his discomfiture at CuUoden. And here,
in recent
years, the present royal family of Great

made an autumnal sojourn. See Laggan,
Pattaig (The), Eeicht (Loch), and Aedverikie.
LAGGAN (Locu), a lake, about 1^ mile long,
formed by the expansion of the rivulet Evlix, in the
Britain

eastern part of the
parish of Criech, in Sutherlandshire.

LAGGAX-POINT, a headland flanking LochBuy, near the middle of the south-east side of the
island of Mull.
Here is a cavern, called Odin's
cave, 300 feet in length, from 20 to 45 feet in breadth,
and, over great part of its extent, 120 feet in height.

A

narrow,

difficult

passage from one point of

its

interior descends to another cave, 150 feet long, 12
In the vicinity of the headland
broad, and 24 high.

are

two small ancient chapels.

LAGGAX-ULYA,

a landing place on the west
coast of the island of Mull, serving as the most convenient point of communication with Stafia and
lona.

LAGGAYOULIX,

a small post-office village, 4

miles north-east of Port-Ellen, on the south-east
coast of the island of Islav.

LAGLEY.

See Fergus

(St.).

LAHICH (Loch). See Kilfimchen.
LAIGHTOWN. See Fexwick.
LAIGHWOOD. a barony, belonging o the Athole
f

family, in the parish of Clunie, Perthshire.

LAIXSHAW.

See Stewakton.

LAIRDMAXXOCH

(Lixx of^, a waterfall, or
rather series of waterfalls, in the middle of the
course of the rivulet Tarf, in Kirkcudbrightshire.
It can be all seen at one view, and, duiing a freshet,
is very picturesque.
See Takf (The).
LAIRG, a parish, containing a small post-office
village of its own name, in the centre of the south
of Sutherlandshire. It is bounded by Farr, Rogart,
Its length
Criech, AssjTit, and Edderachyllis.
south-eastward is about 25 miles, and its greatest
breadth is about 12 miles. It is intersected, through
the greater part of its length, along its centre, by
Loch-Shin, and by the upper part of the river Shin.
See Shin (Loch), and Shin (The).
lofty line of
watershed forms nearly all its boundary, except over
small distances at its ends. The summit of Benclybric, the loftiest land in Sutherlandshire, having
an altitude of about 3,200 feet above sea-level, is on
its northern boundan,'.
Its other heights have a
great variety of altitude, and they decline generally
to the central belt of water ; yet those on the north
side of that belt are intersected by two considerable

A

and Strath-Fyvie. There
Granite and trap are the
prevailing rocks but a large bed of limestone occurs at the side of Loch-Shin. A mossy soil is very
prevalent yet the soil of some of the arable land is
loamy and fertile. A large proportion of the surface
glens, called Glen-Figach
are about 20 small lakes.
;

;

A

number
formerly in tillage, is now sheep pasture.
of tumuli at a place called Knock-a-ehath, are said to
be the memorials of a battle between the Sutherlands
and the Maekays. The parish is traversed up the
centre by the road from Inverness to Scourie and to
Tongue. The village of Lairir stands on that road,
near the foot of Loch-Shin, 11 miles north-northAvest of

Bonar-Bridge.

Here

is

an excellent

inn.

Population of the village. 69. Houses, 16. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,045; in 1851, 1,162.
Houses, 225. Assessed property in 1843, £1,912
12s. 2d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dornoch, and
synod of Sutherland and Caithness. Patron, the
Duke of Sutherland. Stipend, £166 13s.; glebe, £13.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £8
10s. fees.
The parish church was built in 1846, and
contains about 500 sittings. There is a Free church,
with an attendance of about 330; and the amount of
its
in 1855 was £78 Os. 7d.
There is also
receipts
a Free church school.
LAITHERS. See Tckriff.
LAKEFIELD. See Glencrqghakt.
LAMAXCHA. See Xewlands.
LAMBA, an island, about 3 miles in circumfer
ence, lying in Yell sound, about a mile from the east
coast of the mainland part of the parish of Northmaven, in Shetland.
LAMBAXESS, a headland at the north-east extremity of the island of Unst, in Shetland.

LAMBANESS.

LAMBANESS, a small headland near the top of
the west side of Otteiswick bay, in the island of
Sanday, in Orkney.

LAMBDENO.

See Greenlaw.

LAMBEETON, a suppressed parish conterminous
with the liberties of Berwick, and now annexed to
Mordington, Berwickshire. The church stood on
an eminence 3 miles north of Berwick, on the road
to Eyemouth, and J of a mile east of the road to
Edinburgh. The site is still marked by part of the
ruin of the outer walls, and is the burying-place of
the family of Renton of Lamberton. The marriagetreaty of the Princess Margaret of England with
James IV. of Scotland stipulated that she should,
without any expense to the bridegroom, be delivered
to the Scottish king's commissioners at Lamberton
church and she is said by tradition to have been
married here, but really was espoused at Windsor,
and carried to the King at Dalkeith. In 1517 she
returned to Lamberton-kirk a widowed Queen. In
1573 a convention, which led to the siege of Edinburgh castle, was made at this church between Lord
Ruthven and Sir William Durie, the marshal of
Berwick. The parish of Lamberton was small, and
anciently belonged to the monks of Coldingham.
After the Reformation it was annexed to Ayton;
and in 1650 it was disjoined, and united to Mording;

—

ton.
Lamberton toll-bar which lies between the
ruins of the church and the line of the North British
railway, but is hid from passengers along the line
for some time vied with Gretna as a place of inglorious espousals between runaway couples from England.
three-feet seam of coal was discovered
here in 1841-2, which is now working. Limestone
and fireclay also exist in the district.
LAMB-HEAD, a headland at the south-eastern
extremity of the island of Stronsay, in Orkney.
an island nearly in the centre of
Holm Sound, in Orkney. It has a circular outline,
and measures about 3 miles in circumference. Population in 1851, 13.
Houses, 2.
LAMB-ISLE, an islet on the east side of the frith
of Forth, about 1^ mile north-west of North Berwick,
and belonging to the parish of Dirleton, in Had-

—

—A

LAMBHOLM,

dingtonshire.

LAMGARROCH. See Tynhon.
LAMHOGGA. See Shetland.
LAMINGTON, a parish, containing a post-office

village of its own name, in the upper ward of Lanarkshire.
It is bounded by Wiston, Symington,
Culter, Crawford, and Crawfordjohn. Its length northeastward is nearly 9 miles, and its greatest breadth
is about 4 miles.
The river Clyde traces all tlie
western and northern boundary, coming in at the
where
is
it
point
joined on the opposite bank by the
Glengonner, and taking leave within aboiit a mile of
the church of Symington. Wandell bum, Lamington
burn, Culter water, and some smaller streams drain
the interior, all toward the Clyde. There are some
fertile holm-lands
but the general surface is hilly
and bleak, and rises, at some points, to an altitude
About
of about 1,400 feet above the level of the sea.
2,280 imperial acres are in tillage, and about 9,010
are in pasture.
The estimated yearly value of raw
;

Assessed property in
l)roduce in 1840 was £10,853.
Tiie predominant rocks arc grey1843, £3,007 lOs.
wacke and porphyry. The only landowners are

Three
Doughxs.
Roman camps occur at Whitehill, on the north-east
in
other
')nrder; a number of British camps occur
places; a moat or tumulus, about 20 yards in diameand a curious series of
ter, occurs at Cauldchapel
ivorks, supposed by some to have been a British
fortress, but by others to have been a Druidical
The
inmple, occurs on the top of Arbory hill.
Baillie of

LAMMERMOOR-HILLS.
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Lammgton and Lord

;

—

castle or tower of Lamington
which was a splendid
building of the olden time, and of unknown antiquity
remained entire till about 80 years since, when an
ignorant factor demolished it for the purpose of
erecting farm-houses, byres, and stables from the

—

wreck of walls which had stood the storm and
sunshine of 600 years.
The Scottish patriot. Sir
William Wallace, is said, by a common tradition, to
have married the heiress of Lamington. The parish
is traversed by the i-oad from Edinburgh to Dumfries,
and by the main trunk of the Caledonian railway
and it has a station on the latter, 5 miles from Abington, and 37 from Edinburgh. The village of
Lamington stands on the Edinburgh and Dumfries
road, near the influx of Lamington burn to the
Clyde, 6J miles south-west of Biggar, and 12 southeast of Lanark.
It was entitled by charter from
Charles I. to hold a weekly market, and two annual
fairs but all these soon fell into decaj'.
Population
;

;

of the village, 122. Houses, 34. Population of the
Houses, 73.
parish in 1831, 382; in 1851, 369.
This parish is in the presbytery of Biggar, and
of
Lothian
and
Tweeddale.
Patrons, Baillie
synod
of Lamington and Lord Douglas. Stipend, £120
10s. 8d.
Schoolmaster's salary,
glebe, £15 10s.
;

£25, with £24 fees. The parish church is an old
building, repaired in 1828, and containing 300 sitThe cutty stool,' or stool of repentance,
tings.
remained in this kirk longer, perhaps, than in any
in
other
Scotland, having been removed only in
1 828.
The Jouggs also were but recently removed.
The present parish of Lamington comprehends the
ancient parishes of Lamington or Lambinstoun and
Wandell or Hartside, which were united in the 17th
century. The ancient church of Lamington was
dedicated to St. Ninian.
LAMLASH, a district, a hay, and a post-office
The
village, on the east side of the island of Arran.
whole have already been described in our article
Arran. See also the articles Holt Isle, and Kilbride. Regular communication is maintained by
steamers with Glasgow.
LAMLOCH, a lake in the parish of Cadder, Lan'

'

'

arkshire.

LAMMERL

AW, a mountain on the mutual border
of the parish of Gifford in Haddingtonshire, and the
in Berwickshire.
It has an altiof
Lauder
parish
tude of about 1,500 feet above sea- level, and gives
name to tlie whole range of the Lammermoors.
a broad range of moorish heights, stretching eastward from the vale of
Gala-water, in the soutli-east extremity of MidLothian, to the German ocean at the promontories
of Fast-castle, Ernscleuch, and St. Abb's-head, in
From the
the parish of Coldingham, Berwickshire.

LAMMERMOOR-HILLS,

middle of the lofty mountain-range which begins at
Cheviot in Northumberland, and, passing into Scotfrom the
land, extends quite across it to Lochryan,

—

most elevated part of

it,

called the

Lowthers or the

Hartfell heights, at the meeting point of the counties
of Dumfries, Lanark, and Peebles, a less lofty and
less remarkable range goes off north-eastward, and
tumultuously rolls across Peebles-shire to the vale
of the Gala, and, but for being cloven down by thif
vale, would join tiie Lammermoor- hills, so as to b<
continuous to the sea. The Lammermoors all li«

East-Lothian and Berwickshire commenc
ing at the extreme western limit of these counties
forming, for two-thirds of their extent, a souther
screen, to East-Lothian, and constituting if til
Lamnurnioor part of Lauderdale be included nearjj
one-half of Berwickshire. The range forms, wi^
tlie loftier and commanding chain of the Chevic
and the Lowthers, whence it diverges, the vast ti*
angular basin of the Tweed, shuts out from til
Avithin

;

—
—

—
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and
Ocbil-hills a prospect of the Cheviot range,
overlooks, stretching away from its north base, the
grand expanse of the great body of the Scottish
Lowlands, till they are pent up by the stupendous
barrier of the far-extending and thousand-summited
Grampians. The Lammermoors are, in themselves,
an extensive curvature of, for the most part, wild,
nowhere bold and
cheerless, unsightly heights,
imposing in aspect, and often subsiding into low
They were at
rolling table-lands of bleak moor.
one period clothed with forest, and must then have

—

been bewildering to the traveller. They still have
natural woods hanging on some of their steeps;
but over their summits, and down their higher
slopes, they are almost everywhere nakedly dressed
in heath.
Yet lovers of pastoral seclusion may find
pleasure in gazing on the great flocks of sheep
which tenant their higher grounds ; while stirring
agriculturists will look with glee on the considerable ascents which have been made by the plough

on their lower declivities. The soil in nearly all
the upper parts is a light peat mould; and even in
some of the lower parts as in the parish of Westruther it is a swampy moss. But elsewhere the
prevailing peat is mixed with sand and clay, or
gives place to comparatively kindly soil and in the
vales and lower slopes, inigated by the numerous
streams which are collected on the broad ridge, and

—

—

;

come cheerily
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to the plains, are belts of fertility

and of scenic beauty. The predominant rock of the
mountains is greywacke. The principal summits,
additional to Lammerlaw, are Criblaw, which has
an elevation of 1,615 feet above sea-level; Clint-hill,
1,544; Tippet-knowes, 1,323; Manslaughter-law,
Twinlaw-hill, 1,260; Earlston-hill, 1,200;
Great Dirrington-law, 1,145; Ayrhouse-hill, 1,054;
1,273;

Bemerside-hilj, 1.011; and

LAMMERTON.

Cockbum-law, 912.

See Lambertox.
LAMP- ACRE. See Cokstorphise.
LANARK, a parish in the upper ward, and nearly
in the centre, of Lanarkshire.
It contains the royal
burgh of Lanark, and the villages of New Lanark
and Cartland. It is bounded by Carluke, Carstairs,
Its length
Plttenain, Carmichael, and Lesmahago.
north-westward is fully 6 miles; and its breadth
varies from 3 to 5 miles. The river Clyde traces all
its south-western and its north-western boundaries,
over an aggregate distance of at least 10 miles; and
it here
performs all its celebrated falls, and otherwise luxuriates in scenery of surpassing beauty
and romance. See Clyde (The). The river Mouse
runs right across the parish, dividing it into two
not very unequal parts; and it too is famous for its
scenery, particularly through a tremendous ravine
a brief way before it falls into the
Clyde. See CartLAXD Crags. The general surface of the parish
may be regarded as an elevated plateau, bisected by
the deep irregular valley of the Mouse, and
declining,
sometimes in gentle slopes, sometimes in steep
to
the
The
declivities,
Clyde.
upper tracts, on both
sides of the Mouse, are flat and moorish, and have
an altitude of about 670 feet above the level of the
sea.
The predominant rock is the old red sandstone.
The soil adjacent to the rivers is light and gravelly;
in the west end of the
parish, is generally a stiff
clay; in the east, is also clayey and wet; on the
a
is
hard
till
and
in some localities, even in
moors,
the same field, is a rapid alternation of different
varieties.
About 6,500 Scotch acres are in tillage;
about 1,200 are waste or pastoral; about 600 are
lands belonging to the town; about 600 are under
wood; and about 36 are orchards.
Carboniferous
limestone occurs in one locality, accompanied by a
small seam of coal, and has been extensively worked.
The estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1834,
;

inclusive of £700 for lime, was £24,287. Assessed
property in 1843, £17,780 4s. 5d. There are ten
principal landowners, and a very large number of
small ones. The principal mansions are Sunnysidelodge, Cleghorn-house, Smyllum-house, Bounitonhonse, and Lee-castle, the last a noble castellated
pile, with lofty Gothic hall in the centre, the seat of
Sir Norman M. Lockhart, Bart. The old bridge over
the Clyde, about a mile below the town, is a poor
structure, erected about the middle of the 17th
century; but the new or Hyndford-bridge, about 2^
miles south-east of the town, is a modem erection

—

of gi'eat lightness and elegance.
There are five
bridges over the Mouse; and one of these, the Cartland bridge, which was constructed in 1822 by the
celebrated Telford, is remarkable for its beauty and
boldness of design. It has three arches, of 52 feet
span each; the height from the channel of the
stream to the parapet is 125 feet, and to the spring
of the arch is 84.
The upper part of the parish is
traversed by the Caledonian railway; and has a
stadon on it at Cleghom road, 29 miles from Glasgow; and a branch, which was opened in 1855, deflects from the neighbourhood of that station, down
the left side of the Mouse, to the vicinity of the
town.
There are few historical details connected with
the parish which do not more properly belong to the
town. The old Roman road passes through it, and
the remains of a Roman station are still visible in a
park in the neighbourhood of Cleghorn-house. The
ingenious General Roy conceives that this camp was
the work of Agricola.
It extended 600 yards in

by 420 in breadth, and would afford accommodation for two legions on the Polybian establishment, or 10,500 men. On Lanark moor, on the
side of the Mouse opposite to Cleghom, another
length,

small exploratory camp of the Romans is situated.
The great Roman road alluded to, and well-known
by the name of Watling-street, traverses this moor;
thence it passes the Mouse a little to the east of
Cleghom bridge; then through the enclosures at
Cleghom, leaving Agricolas camp on the right;
and thence by Collylaw, Kilcadzow, Coldstream, aid
About a
Zuilshields, to Balstane, near Carluke.
mile north of the burgh, and perched upon the very
brink of Cartland Craigs, 200 feet above the bed of
the stream, are seen the remains of a curious old
stronghold, called by some Castledykes, and by
others the castle of the Qnaw.
Nothing is known
of the date of its erection, or of its object.
The
ruins
of
a
tower
occupy a promipicturesque
lofty
nent situation on the banks of the Mouse. It is
called Castlehill, and the Lockharts of Cambusnethan take their title from it. The most ancient
families in the parish are those of Lee and Cleghom ;
but the names of many eminent and remarkable
men have been associated with it. Sir William
Wallace resided in it; and some interesting relics of
him are preserved at Eonniton-honse. Sir William
Lockhart of Lee, a great statesman and general under
the Protector Cromwell, and under Charles II., and
who was at the same time Lord-justice-clerk, was
bom in the parish, and received the rudiments of
his education at Lanark school.
Dr. WiUiam
Smellie, the author of the treatise on Midwifery, was
bom in the neighbouring parish of Lesmahago, but
educated at Lanark; and the learned and ingenious
General Roy, who was bom in the neighbouring
Dr.
parish of Carluke, was also educated here.
Smellie bequeathed to the school his valuable library,
with £200 to provide a room for its accommodation
William Lithgow, the noted traveller, was bom in
the parish, and set out from it in early life, returning to it after a lapse of many years, frightfully

LANARK.
maimed

in body,

and shattered

in constitution

;

and

he died here, and was buried in Lanark churchyard.
Robert Macqueen, Lord-justice-clerk of Scotland,
better remembered for heartlessness on the bench
than for his ability, was born and received his early
education in the parish. lie took his senatorial title
of Lord Braxfield from his estate of tliat name in
the neighbourhood of Lanark, The estate of Jerviswood, the patrimonial inheritance of Baillie the
martyr, is situated here and he found concealment
in a recess in the mansion-house from the ruthless
soldiery who pursued him. Sir John Lockhart Ross,
so distinguished for his naval exploits, was born in
Carstairs, but became connected with this parish by
his marriage with Lady Ross Baillie, by whom he
He built the
acquired the property of Bonniton.
present mansion-house, and frequently resided in
it.
The pious David Dale desei-ves an honourable
niche in the historical annals of the parish, from his
having founded the village and cotton manufactory
of New-Lanark; and his son-in-law, Robert Owen,
the founder of the new code called the " Social
System," is also well-known in the parish, from his
having been the manager and part-proprietor of the
New-Lanark works, where he made an abortive attempt to introduce the practice of his system. The
famous talisman, called the Lee Penny, which was
long in high superstitious repute for medicinal
It is a small
virtue, is preserved at Lee-castle.
triangularly shaped stone, of what kind lapidaries
are unable to determine, and is set in a silver coin
which, from the appearance of a cross upon it, is
supposed to be a shilling of Edward I. It has been
in the possession of the Lockharts of Lee since the
days of Robert the Bruce. It figures wondrously on
some great occasions for alleged cures done by it;
and it is finely introduced by Sir Walter Scott in
his novel of The Talisman.
Population of the parish in 1831, 7,672; in 1851, 8,243.
Houses, 930.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery, in the
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Crown.
;

£333 3s. 8d. glebe, £15. Unappropriated
£601 3s. lOd. The parish church was built
and
in*1777,
repaired in 1834. There is a chapel of
ease, called St. Leonard's, which is under the patronage of the male heads of families and the number
of sittings in this and in the parish church, is 1,800.
There is a Free church, containing 520 sittings; and
the amount of its receipts in 1855 was £206 3s. 5^d.
There are two United Presbyterian churches, respectively in Broomgate and in Hope-street; and
Stipend,

;

teinds,

;

the

number

of sittings in

them

jointly is 1,750.

There are also, in the town, an Episcopalian chapel
and a Roman Catholic chapel, and in New Lanark,
an Independent chapel. The principal school is the
burgh or grammar school. Tliis formerly enjoyed a
high celebrity, and is still a most respectable seminary, conducted by a rector and an assistant. Salary
of the rector, £40, with about £40 fees and £20
other emoluments; salary of the assistant, £20.
Connected with this school are 28 bursaries, of various value, but most of them simply discharging
school-fees, and leaving a surplus of £2 or £3.
Mrs. Wilson's charity school, for
poor children, a well-managed subscription
school, the Lanark educational institution, a ragged
8(!hool, St. Leonard's school, and a number of private

'J'hero are also
fifty

schools.

The ancient parish church of Lanark was dedicated to St. Kentigern, the founder of the episcopate
but it does not
of Glasgow, and the patron saint
;

was

erected,
by whom, it
nppear at what time,
although it is known to have been in existence at
the beginning of the 12th century. The large bell,

or

wliich

swung
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in it for centuries,

and was afterwards

removed

to the present parochial church, had upon
three several dates, one of them so far back as
1110. This old church, the ruins of which, now sadly
dilapidated, stand about a quarter of a mile southeast from the town, was an elegant Gothic building of hewn stone, divided in the middle from end
to end, by a wall supported upon pillars, forming
five or six fine ai'ches. Tiiis church, with its tithes
it

and pertinents, was granted by David I., in 1150, to
the monastery which he had previously founded at
Dryburgh; and it continued to belong to that monastery

till

At Cleghorn,

the Reformation.

in the

upper part of the parish, there existed in the twelfth
century a chapel, which also belonged to the canons of Dryburgh. On the lands of East Nemphlar
a chapel, the ruins of which were recently extant,
was erected by the Templars. Within the town a
chapel was dedicated to St. Nicholas, which at one
time contained four different altars. One of these
was dedicated to the Virgin, and called Our Lady's
altar;' another was consecrated to the holy blood of
our Saviour, and called the Haly bluid altar;' a
third was dedicated to St. Catherine; and a fourth
'

'

About half a-mile east of the town
stood St. Leonard's hospital, in connection with
to St. Michael.

which a chapel was founded, which served not only
the hospital, but the people upon the estates whicli
supported it. Several of these chapels were wellendowed; and it may be mentioned, in particular,
that Stephen Lockhart of Cleghorn granted in mortmain the place of Clydesholm, with the profits
arising from the passage-boat upon the Clyde, for
the support of a chaplain at the altar of St. Catherine, in St. Nicholas chapel, at Lanark; and this
grant was confirmed by the King in 1491. The
lands attached to St. Leonard's were, after the Reformation, formed into a parish of tlie same name;
but by act of parliament in 1609, St. Leonard's kirk,
with the greater portion of the territory belonging
to it, was incorporated with the parish of Lanark,
and the edifice fell into ruins. Almost all the chapels in the parish having been ruined by the ferment of the Reformation, and the lands and tithes
having passed into various hands, the old parishchurch of St. Kentigern remained the principal, if
not the only place of worship in the parish. In
February, 1589-90, the presbytery, taking this mat"
ter into consideration, resolved that
the kirk of
Lanark should be removed from the auld place to a
situation within the town;" yet this kirk, in the
" auld
place," though fast going to ruin, continued
to be regarded as the parish church till the present
edifice in the town was erected in 1777; and the
inhabitants of the town were for some time obliged to attend public worship in the chapel of St,
Nicholas, which had passed into the hands of the
magistrates, at the time of the Reformation.

LANARK, a post and market town, a royal
burgh, and the capital of the upper ward of Lanarkshire, is situated in 55° 34' north latitude, and 3° 5'
west longitude, 25 miles south-cast by east of Glasgow, 31 south-west of Edinburgh, 35 south by east
of Stirling, and 47 north-east by east of Ayr. Its
site is a beautiful slope of ground, about half a mile
from the i-ight bank of the Clyde, about 300 feet
above the level of the nearest part of that river, and
about 650 feet above the level of the sea. It is believed to have been originally a Roman station,
I(
and, at all events, is a town of great antiquity.
was, in early times, a place of high mark; and il
continued, till last century, to be a town of nnich
greater relative importance than at present. A parliament or assembly of the states was held in it, iif
and this is the first parliament
978, by Kenneth II.
mentioned in history. Lanark, both then, and pro*
;
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<% much
earlier period, was regai-ded as a
Malcolm IV., in granting a toft in it,
royal tovrn.
of
in
it
as
speaks
hurgo meo; and his successor,
William, mentions the town in the same terms.
The erection of Lanark into a royal burgh took
place in the reign of Alexander I. The burgh has
also a charter from Robert I., dated at Linlithgow
in the fourth year of his reign
another, without
date, from Alexander IIL; a fourth from the same
king, in the 13th year of his reign; a fifth and a
Bixth from James V. and a final one, confirmatory
of all the rest, from Charles I., learing date 20tii
February 1632. In the reign of David II., Lanark
had attained such importance that it was enacted by
a parliament held at Perth in 1348, that while the
burghs of Berwick and Roxburgh continued in the
possession of the English, the burghs of Lanark
and Linlithgow should be admitted in their place,
as members of the court of four burghs.
royal
castle also stood at Lanark, on a small artificially
on
the
side
of
the
town
toward
the
river,
shaped hill,
at the foot of the street called Cnstle-gate, and still
the
name
of
the
Castle-hill.
This
edifice
is
bearing
ascribed by tradition to David I.
It was the place
from which William the Lion, in 1197, dated his
charter in favour of the town of Ayr. It was also
mortgaged as part of the security for the jointure of
the niece of King Philip of France in the negotiation, in 1298, for the marriage between her and the
son and heir of John Baliol. History records likewise that, in the 13th centuri-, this castle was in the
In the neighmilitary possession of the English.
bourhood, too, there are places which, even to this
day, bear names which seem distinctly to indicate
that this was once a residence of royalty,
such as
King- son's -knowe. King -son's -moss, and KingAll
son's-stane.
vestiges of the castle, however,

bably at

;

;

A

—

have entirely disappeared.
The town of Lanark, in its present form, consists
principally of one main line of street, bearing the
names of High-stveet and Westport, with several
smaller streets or lanes diverging on either side. It

was long a place of rude, antique appearance, bearing the character of a "finished town," with a
large proportion of its houses in the thatched cottage form, which so generally prevailed in the old
Scottish towns in the last century. But, since about
the year 1824, many of the houses have been rebuilt in a somewhat handsome fashion, insomuch as
to give great part of the town a renovated and comparatively spnice appearance. Tlie materials principally used are ragstone and sandstone, the former
from quarries near the town, the latter from the
parishes of Lesraahago and Carluke. The parish
church occupies a prominent position, nearly in the
centre of the town ; and, in a niche, over its eastern
door, stands a colossal statue of Sir William WalThe other most
lace, cut by the sculptor Forrest.
noticeable buildings are the Clydesdale hotel, the
principal inn, and the property of a company of
shareholders the beautiful building erected by the
Commercial bank, for the accommodation of their
branch here and the county-buildings, containing
the county-offices in front, and the jail for the upper
ward behind. The last is a very chaste and graceful structure, built in the Grecian
style, the foundation-stone of which was laid in March, 1834, and
the erection completed in 1836. Previous to this,
the old prison of Lanark excited the derision of
every one, from its being such an exact representation of a small Scotch
burghal prison of the olden
time, where neither criminal nor debtor was found
to remain
longer within its walls than suited his
own convenience. Many of the shops in the principal street have a tasteful and rich appearance.
;

;
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The town

is lighted with
gas prepared at a work
erected in 1832, at a place called Steel's cross, in
the western outskirts.
It is also well supplied with
water. And, altogether, it is a pleasant,
quiet,
rural
healthful,
town, agreeable as a place of resi-

dence, and attracting many summer tourists from
proximity to the falls of Clyde.

its

A

principal industrial occupation is handloom
This employs about 900 persons, but affords them a veiy inadequate subsistence.
Shoe-

weaving.

making employs about 100 persons, and is in a comparatively flourishing condition. Handicrafts, of
the kinds usual in towns, employ a full complement of persons, both for the town itself, and for
the suiTOunding country. There are three breweries, in which business is done to some extent ; and
th)-ee mills for grinding flour,
chiefly for the supply
of the town and neighbourhood.
Upwards of 100
females are employed in flowering or embroidering
lace.
Weekly markets are held on Tuesday and
Saturday and there are seven annual fairs, one of
which, on the last Wednesday of May, old st^-le,
is for black cattle,
one, on the last Wednesday of
and one in Octooer,
July, for horses and lambs,
on the Friday after the Falkirk trjst, is for
There are offices of
horses and black cattle.
the Commercial Bank, the Royal Bank, and the
City of Glasgow bank. There are also a savings'
all

—

;

—

—

bank, eight insurance agencies, a mechanics' institution, a subscription library, a laorticultural society,
and several religious and benevolent institutions.
newspaper, called the Lanarkshire Advertiser, is

A

published monthly. Besides the principal inn, the
Clydesdale, which has an elegant assembly room
connected with it. there are the Commercial hotel,
the Meal Market hotel, and the Black Bull.
Omnibuses run from the Clydesdale hotel to the Lanark
branch railway, which connects it with the Caledonian at the Cleghom junction. The day after Whitsunday fair is held as a grand gala day, in the old
custom of riding the marches of the burgh, and in
horse and foot races, with other sports, on the burgh
moor. Till about 45 years ago, another great annual festivity, which had been observed from time
immemorial, was a Candlemas public procession of
the scholars of the grammar school.
The ruling charter of the burgh, that of Charles
I., has been lost; but the instrument of sasine is
among the records of the town. From the precept
of sasine the charter appears to have conveyed or
confirmed to the burgh large landed property, which
is particularly described.
considerable portion of
this property is alienated, but a large portion still
remains. By the charter besides the usual privi-

A

—

leges of a royal burgh in regard to fairs and customs there is granted a right of sheriffship within
the territory of the burgh. There is also specially
renewed a grant of Queen Mary made to the royal
^'
Fro avxiliosuorum hurburghs, and each of them,

—

eonim ministrorum, et paupeof the rents, altarages, and chapels witnin
the liberties "of the burghs.
Further, there are
granted to the provost, bailies, councillors, and
certain
of
the
lands, gardens,
burgh
community
houses, tofts, &c. within the burgh, which had beand
certain altarto
the
friars,
longed
preaching
ages, named and described, with the right and patronage and presentation of the hospital of St.
Leonard, for the benefit of the poor within the
burgh. In 1831, the gross yearly value of the burgh
property was £25,784, and the amount of debt was
£8,027. Almost all this debt had been contracted
subsequently to the beginning of the present century ;
but since 1831 the affairs of the burgh have been
under better management, so that they have yielded

gorum

rum"

et sttstentatione
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an improving revenue. In 1831, the revenue was £92 7

was £1,158; in 1855, it was
burgh is governed by a proA bm-gh
vost, three bailies, and nine councillors.
court is held by the magistrates for the town and
sheriff courts, commissary courts, and justice-ofpeace courts, are held by the county authorities for
the upper ward of the county. For more than two
18s. 8id.; in 1839, it
£1,951 14s. 4d. The

;

centuries, the keeping of the weights and measures
for Scotland was committed to the care of the town
of Lanark. The old act of the 20th June, 1617,
bears, "in respect that the keeping and outgiving
of the weights of old to the burrows and others, &c.
was committed to the burgh of Lanark," the " care
of the weights" should be again intrusted to it.
These olden national standards are still preserved,
and bear the arms of the burgh, viz. a spread eagle
with two heads. Lanark unites with Airdrie, Hamilton, Falkirk, and Linlithgow, in returning a
member to parliament. Municipal constituency in
1855,306; parliamentary constituency, 307. Population of the royal burgh in 1831, 4,266; in 1851,
Houses, 651. Population of the parliamen5,304.
tary burgh in 1851, 5,008. Houses, 601.
Lanark is celebrated in Scottish history, especially in the chronicles of Fordun and Blind Harry,
as the scene of the first exploits of Sir William Wallace. The accounts of these are somewhat obscure
but the popular tradition is, that the insolence and
oppression of the English sheriff of Lanarkshire,
;

William de Hesliope, having become insupportable,
Wallace joined or instigated a rising of his countrymen, and put the obnoxious sheriff to death in the
town of Lanark. The time of this occurrence is laid
Blind HaiTy relates that Wallace, ha-ving
married a lady of the name of Braidfoot, the heiress
of Lamington, lived with her privately at Lanark,
and that while there he and his friends raised a
scuffle in the street with a body of Englishmen.

in 1297.

The

having been overpowered,

fled first to
to Cartland Craigs, upon
which the sheriff, Hesliope or Hesilrig, seized his
In revenge, Wallace
wife, and put her to death.
gathered a party of his friends, attacked Hesliope
in the night, and killed him and 240 of his band.

his

patriot,

own house and then

Tradition says that the house in which Wallace resided was at the head of the Castlegate, opposite the
church; and that a private vaulted archway led
from this house to Cartland Craigs but the latter
part of this statement is manifestly wild fiction.
The English continued to hold the castle and the
town till 1310, but then surrendered them to King
Robert Bi-uce. Lanark is next noticed in history in
connection with the Covenanters, who, on 12th
January, 1682, entered the town, and affixed a declaration to the market-cross, denouncing Cliarles
II., as perjured, excommunicating him, and renouncing their allegiance. For this bold deed the
privy couneil fined the town in 6,000 merks, and issued processes against the landed proprietors, for
not having seized the insurgents, or prevented the
indignity which they had offered to the King. William Hervie and some other persons were soon after
executed for their participation in publishing the
;

Lanark declaration, or for having been present at
the battle of Bothwell Bridge. Hervie's grave is
Lanark gives
still pointed out in tlie churchyard.
the title of Earl to the ducal house of Hamilton.
William, the second Duke, who died of the wounds
he received at the battle of Worcester, was created
Earl of Lanark in 1639.

LANARK

(New), a large manufacturing village
Lanark. It stands on tlie right
bank of the Clyde, about a mile south-south-west
Its site is low ground, conof the town of Lanark.
in the parish of
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tiguous to the river, about ^ a mile below Con-a-linn,
within view of that romantic waterfall, and of the
fall of DundafF, and is completely surrounded
by
It is a handsteep and beautifully wooded hills.
some place in itself, as well as most superbly environed, and at the same time is one of the healthiest seats of manufacture in Scotland, clean, airy,

and of

rural aspect.

Its chief features are cotton-

spinning factories, which either directly or indii'ectly
employ all its inhabitants. It was founded in 1784,
by the well-known David Dale, who feued a piece
of ground for it from the Lord Justice-Clerk, Braxfield.
Its site, at that time, was little else than a
moi-ass in a shelving dell but it appeared to Mr.
;

Dale very

eligible for his purpose, by diverting the
waters of the Qyde into a power for the moving of
machinery. The first mill was begun in 1785, and

a subterraneous passage of about 300 feet in length
was hewn through a rocky mount for the purpose of
an aqueduct. The height of the fall of water is 28
In 1788 a second mill was built, and was
feet.
nearly roofed in, when the first was totally consumed by an accidental fire; but it speedily rose
from its ashes, and was rebuilt and ready for the
machinery in 1789. After that time various extensions were made till the village assumed the bulk
and bustle of a small town. Mr. Dale, as part-proprietor and manager, was succeeded by his son-inlaw, Mr. Robert Owen, whose visionary notions and
projects for the regeneration of the social system of
mankind have made his name too notorious in the

kingdom. He made vigorous trials of his social
schemes here for a number of years, and was well
seconded by a kindly appreciation on the part of the
people but, though winning from many of them
permanent respect and attachment to his person, he
eventually drew general ridicule and scorn upon his
schemes; and, in 1827, he ceased to have any connection with the village. The factories then passed
into other hands and under a superior management.
Connected with them is a large school, called the
;

institution.

Population

of

the

village,

1,642.

Houses, 337.

LANARKSHIRE,

a large, wealthy, and impor-

—

tant county in the Scottisli Lowlands, the most
populous county in Scotland. It is bounded on the
north, by the counties of Dumbarton and Stirling
on the east, by the counties of Linlithgow, Edinburgh, and Peebles on the south, by the county of
Dumfries ; and on the west, by the counties of Ayr
and Renfrew. It lies in north latitude between 55°
18' 40" and 55° 56', and in west longitude between
;

;

Its extreme length, from
3° 24' and 4° 22' 51".
south-east to north-west, is about 64 miles; its
breadth at the extremities is little more than 10
miles ; its greatest breadth, near the centre, is 33
miles; and its superficial area is 926 square miles,
or 471,278 Scotch acres, equal to 584,800 imperial
Hamilton of Wishaw says, " The shyre of
acres.
Lanark was anciently of greater extent than now it
is ; for there was comprehended in it the whole
sheriffdome of Ranfrew, lying laigher upon Clyde,
called of old the Baronie of Ranfrew, (and is yett
so designed when the Prince's titles are enumerate,)
untill it was disjoyned therefra by King Robert the
Third, in anno 1402, at such time as he erected what
had been his father's patrimonie before his accession
to the Crown, in ano principalitio in favour of luB
sone Prince James. And then, because of the largeness of its extent, it was divyded into two wairds,
called the Upper and the Nether waird; and tliu
Ijurgh of Lanark declared to bo the head-burgh of
the Upper waird, and Rutherglen of the Nether waird
and since the dissolving of the shire of Ranfrew
from the «heriff"dome of Lanark, the burgh of Lan:

!
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rk is the head- burgh of the sheiiflJome of Lanark.
nd Rutheroflen the head-burfrh of the Nether waird
lereof."
Other accounts affirm that the disjuncon of Renfrew from Lanarksliire did not take place
11 the reign of James II.
But whatever was the
ate of that disjunction, Lanarkshire, in its diminihed extent, continued to form two wards till the
liddle of the last century
and then, in consequence
f the increase of its population, it was divided into
;

wards, Upper, Middle, and Lower. Lanark
;nued to be the political capital of the upper
<^lA; Hamilton was constituted the political capil\i of the middle ward; and Glasgow was substituted
r Rutherglen as the political
capital of the lower
The superficial area of the upper ward is
:li6 Scotch acres; of the middle ward, 153,954
'Tch acres
of the lower ward, 40,078 Scotch
e

'..

:

;

?res.

The boundary lines
•e
'

of the upper half of the county
very nearly coincident with the mountain-rim

the basin of the Clyde,
ibutaries.

and of

The lower half

all that river's early
of the county also is

aversed nearly through its centre by the Oyde,
bounded, to a considerable aggregate extent,
the watersheds at the sources of its tributaries;
\'it it both receives some trivial streams from the
nntiguous counties, and discharges some others into
j.ese counties; and, around its lower extremity,
imprising most of the lower ward, it contains but
small breadth of the Clyde's basin, and has no
reat aggregate extent of natural
Its
boundary.
irface, in a general view, might be topographically
stributed into the two districts of upland and lowud.
The upland district, however, at least in the
ountainons sense, is nearly all comprised in the
acts drained by the head-streams of the Clyde, con:ituting about one-half or two-thirds of the upper
ard.
The principal summits are the Lowthers on
near the boundary with Dumfries-shire, which
:id is

;

;,-

•

^ve altitudes of from 2,450 feet to 3.100 feet above
level of the sea.
And among the other most
•ticeable summits are Culterfell, which has an altiide of 2,330 feet; Tinto, 2,236 feet; Caimtable, on
e boundary with
Ayrshire, 1.630 feet; Dolphinton
ill, 1,550 feet; and Dunsyre hill, 1,230 feet.
The
wland district has much diversity of hill and dale;
it, in a general view, down to nearly the lower
ctremity of the middle ward, it comprises a grand
How or trough traversed by the Clyde, and
aduated flanks which rise upward with diversified
^
le

and spread finally away into moorland.
along its south-western side it is so free from
jvated features, and lies so
open in its view toward
yrshire and the frith of Clyde, that from almost
y piece of vantage ground 150 feet or more above
e level of the sea, a
spectator may descrj-, on a
•aar
day, the serrated peaks of the island ofArran,
a distance of 50 miles.
Nearly all the character:ic
scenery of the county will be found incidentally

)ntour,
ad,

ii

;

!

'ticed in

our articles Clyde, Avon, and Douglas.

The upper ward, though
iW

so much more extensive
either of the other wards, is
comparatively far
valuable.
Its uplands occupy a

very large
a main degree
moorland, with
Yet, though by

iroportion of its area, and are in
iiian
t
tie else than
poor pasture or waste
It

\

I

on bills confusedly hurled.'
the larger portion of this ward is uncultivated,
d cannot be deemed
capable of much agricultural
provement, there are sunny and fertile spots ben, which are at once pleasing to the eye, and
table to the agriculturist.
Even in the wildest
s
of the upper ward, those vei-dant holms
ch to a considerable extent along both banks of
Clyde and its tributaries; and where they are
led with new plantation, or dotted with old

ills
r
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timber, the landscape is one of surpassing loveliness.
Many of the hills are covered with verdure to the
summit; and the quality of the sheep, which are
reared upon them, speaks intelligibly of the richness
of the pastures. Nevertheless, the general aspect
of the district is sterile and uninviting; and the
loftiness and stem grandeur which characterize even
the bleakest of the Highland mountains are unknown
to the hills of Lanarkshire.
Mr. Naismith, describ"
The
ing this part of the county in 1794, says,
mountains are so huddled together, that their
grandeur is lost to the eye of a beholder. When he
traverses a hollow, only the sides of the nearest
mountain are presented to his view; and when he
climbs an eminence, he sees nothing but a confused
group of rugged tops, with the naked rock freBut
quently appearing among the herbage."
as the hills undulate towards the lower part of
the ward, their aspect is much softened, and the
countiy presents every alternation of sylvan sweetdale, wood and wold, meadow
The scenery of various localities, in
the upper ward, is well known from this cause to

ness, with hill
and streamlet.

and

tourists; of which the Falls of Clyde, near the
town of Lanark, is not the least interesting portion.
There is no part of Scotland in which industry,
perseverance, and the lights of science, as applicable to agriculture, have more successfully developed themselves than in the upper ward where
native sterility has been overcome by the improved
practice and increased knowledge of the husbandman. Along the great line of road from Glasgow to
Carlisle, in particular, smiling arable farms have
risen up, where 45 years ago, there was nothing
;

but stinted herbage, unproductive moss, or luxuriant
furze or heather.

The middle ward, though predominantly lowland,
has a remarkable variety of contour.
High hills
occupy its south-west border; lofty moors occupy
much of its north-east flank; and bold undulations,
steep banks, and deep ravines, as well as the trough
of the Clyde itself, diversify its centre. Very little
of its surface is level, excepting belts of alluvial
ground along the sides of the streams, ilost of its
arable land lies at an elevarion of from 250 to 300
Its soil
feet, or upward, above the level of the sea.
is as various as its heights and imdulations; but, in
a general view, it is moss, more or less reclaimed,
on the grounds farthest from the Clyde, clay intermixed with sand, on the slopes and undulations of
the central parts, and a rich alluvium, incumbent
on gravel, on the low level tracts contiguous to the
Oj'de. The most fertile district is the central one,
along both banks of the Clyde, from end to end of
the ward, measuring upwards of 12 miles in length,
and nearly 6 miles in average breadth. The landscape here is peculiarly soft and inviting. For all
the elements of rural .sweetness, the drive between
Lanark and Bothwell is not equalled by any other
in the kingdom, if we except perhaps that
along the
banks of the Esk between Langholm and Langtown,
on the Scotch and English border. The hills swell
gently to a considerable elevation on either bank of
the river, and generally are covered with either
luxuriant pasture or thriving copsewood to the summit.
The glades, too, generally present the bold
front of some olden mansion, with its beauriful
policy, studded by timber of ancient growth, or the
elegant modem dwelling of a proprietor, who has
replaced it for the keep or tower which served as a
dwelling-place to his fathers. Here, too, are the
orchards which, in spring time and summer, are
well designated the pride of Clydesdale. In the
end of April, or beginning of May, when the gorgeous flush of blossom decks the trees, and the per-

—

—
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fume scents the gale, the traveller feels as if he
were in reality in the land of the Faery, where
*'
apple-blossom is strewn upon the wind."

The lower ward, while much

smaller in extent
at the same time,

than either of the other wards, is,
Its onlj'
less interesting in its natural features.
considerable height is the ridge of Dechmont and
Cathkin, along the upper part of its south-west
border; and even this is remarkable only for its
contrast to the adjacent plains, and for sake of a
grandly extensive view which it commands. Some
other parts of the ward might be called hilly, and
many are diversified by breaks and undulations;
but others are quite level, and most, when regarded
in the aggregate, are little else than outspread undulated valley. The soil, too, is exceedingly diversified, comprises a good deal of moss or moor, and
was, originally, in many of its arable tracts, either
churlish or barren. Yet this ward, in consequence
of enormous improvements upon its lands, and in
consequence of the presence within it of the entei'prise, industry, and wealth of the city and environs
of Glasgow, exhibits generally a munificent appearance, great in fertility, high in ornament, and rich
in the results of art.
Market-gardens, however,
do not press round the city here, to enrich the landscape, as they do in the case of many comparatively
smaller towns; for Glasgow depends, for its supply
of vegetables, very largely upon its immense steamboat traffic with the coasts of Scotland and of
Ireland.
The river Clyde is so characteristically the chief
stream of Lanarkshire as to give it popularly the
names of Clydesdale and Strathclyde. This stream
is not only the great drain of the country, but also,
by the vast improvements which have been made
upon its navigation, gives the lower ward all the
same advantages of commerce as if it lay upon the
Into this
coast, and had safe, deep, sea harbours.
river, likewise, with some very trivial exceptions, flow
all the other streams of the county, the whole coming
down to it either as head-streams or as affluents.
Highest up are the Little Clyde, the Daer, the
Elvan, the Midlock, the Camps, and the Glengonner, which may all be regarded as head-streams.
Next is the Duneaton, which rises near the highest
point of the boundary with Ayrshire, and runs
through the parish of Crawfordjohn to the Clyde, 2
miles below Abington. The Culter rises near the
highest point of the boundary with Peebles-shire,
and runs through the parish of Culter to the Clyde
opposite Symington. The North Medwin rises near
the boundary with Edinburghshire, runs through
the parish of Carnwath, and is joined by the South
Medwin a little before falling into the Clyde. The
Douglas rises near the sources of the Duneaton,
adjacent to the boundary witii Ayrshire, and pursues a grand course, through a district to which it
gives the name of Douglasdale, to a confluence with
The
the Clyde a little above the falls of Bonniton.
Mouse, rising in Carnwath, flows through Carstairs
into the parish of Lanark, winds through the romantic glen of Cartland-craigs, and falls into the
Clyde opposite Kirkfieldbank. The Nethan rises in

Lesmahago, and

after flowing

through a most beau-

of country, studded with gentlemen's
The Avon
seats, joins the Clyde at Clydesgrove,
rises on the borders of Ayrshire, intersects the pari.sh
of Avondale, enters Stonehouse, divides that parish
from Glassford and from Dalserf, traverses a most
romantic glen within the parish of Hamilton, and
The South
tails into the Clyde at Hamilton-bridge.
Calder comes in from the moors of liinlithgowshire,
runs between the parishes of Cambusnethan and
ShottB, and proceeds thence to the Clyde, at a point
tiful district

LANARKSHIRE.

about a mile below the influx of the Avon. The
North Calder rises at the boundary with Stirlingshire, and runs betAveen the parishes of Shotts and
Bothwell on its left bank, and those of New Monkland and Old Monkland on its right bank, to the
Clyde at Daldowie. The Rotten Calder rises within
3 miles of the common boundary with Ayrshire and
Renfrewshire, and runs through the parish of East
Kilbride, and between the parishes of Blantyre and
The
Camhuslang, to the Clyde at IMniwheel.

'

i

i

:

I

i

t

Kelvin, so far as connected with Lanarkshire, runs
chiefly along its north-western boundary, but also
traverses a small wing of the county, between
Govan parish and the Barony parish of Glasgow, to

|

a junction with the Clyde opposite the town of

Govan.
Lanarkshire is little celebrated for its lakes. The
Crane -loch, about a mile in circumference, is
situated in a wild bleak district in the parish of
Dunsyre, at an elevation of 800 feet above the level
of the adjacent streams. Tlie White-loch, also about
a mile in circumference, is situated in Carnwath,
and is fringed on two sides by some fine tin:ber.
Lang-loch, situated between the town of Lanark
and Hyndlbrd-brldge, is a slieet of water of considerable
length, though
remarkably nan'ow,
Bishop's-loch covers between 80 and 90 acres in the
parish of Old Monkland; Woodend-loch, 60 acres;

li

'

and Lochend-loch, 40 acres. Lam-loch is a large
sheet of water in the parish of Cadder; here is also
Loch-Grog, of smaller extent, and gradually becoming less, from the process of draining. There
are also Robroyston-loch, which is rapidly undergoing the same process; Johnston-loch, nearly a
mile in circumference; and Gastinqueen-loch, of less
extent.
There are the Hogganfield and Frankfield
lochs in the Barony-parish, the water from which
turns the wheels of the town mills; and there is an
artificial lake, or reservoir, with an area of upwards
of 300 acres, in the parishes of Shotts and New
Monkland, formed for giving supply to the Monkland canal and the Forth and Clyde canal. These
canals themselves are much more interesting than
all the lakes together, and figure almost as pro-j
minently as the Clyde in the hydrography of thei

*
'

The Monkland canal connects Glasgow!
county.
with the great mineral field of the Monklands, and
was of vast moment to that city, for heavy trnfli'*
previous to the formation of the railways.
Forth and Clyde canal, besides traversing the noi
east wing of the county, sends a branch into ju
tion with the Monkland canal at Glasgow, aiid tl
affords, both to Glasgow itself and to "the Monkl
mineral-field, a direct navigation across the king
to the frith of Forth and the German ocean.
The rocks of Lanarkshire present a wide rang'
the observation of the geologist, and comprise ev(
thing desii-able in almost every department
mineral economy. Greywacke is the predomin
rock among the uplands. Some varieties of tr
rock also abound there. The old red sandsi>
prevails in the lower part of the upper ward.
ticularly in the tract around the falls of Cl>
Rocks of the carboniferous formation predomin
throughout the middle ward and the lower ward
they very extensively present to the quarrier
the miner, the most useful members of that foni
tion, in the most desirable proportions, and in
cellent positions.
The strata, on both sides of
valley of the Clyde, all incline toward the river:
in other words, tliey ascend from the axis of
river's course, with a variety of gradient, till tl
reach the surface, or as the miners express it, n
out one after the other. Hence it often hapi>'
that the first scam of coal found in one mine lb t'
'I

:

]

;

i

>

i

i

r

i

j
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The
second, or third, or fourth ia another mine.
eoal strata extend through all the low or plain parts
of the region, and ramify thence up the vales of the
so that the general area occupied
principal streams;
by them is both very large and exceedingly conTcnient.
The rocks of the uplands are .argely metalliferous.
The tract around the sources of Glengonner water
contains such rich veins of lead ore as to have long
taken from it the name of Leadhills. Lead ores have
been successfully worked here for several centuries,
and still yield annually about 700 tons of lead.
The principal ores are common and compact galena;
bot there are also green lead ore, black lead ore,
of lead,
jellow lead ore, white and black carbonates
•alphate of lead, sulphato-carbonate of lead, and
in
the
Tiiere
are
same
of lead.
likewise,
phosphate

silver ore, copper-pyrites, azure copper ore,
malachite, iron-pyrites, grey manganese, calamine,
ealcareous spar, brown spar, heavy spar, sparry
The silver does
ironstone, and some other spars.
not exist in sufficient quantity to repay the expense
Gold occurs in minute particles in
<rf extracting it.
the till or cla}' nearest the rocks, and occasionally
Extensive search for it was made
also in quartz.
in the reign of James V., but did not prove to be
was abandoned. Veins of lead
and
compensating,
oecur in the parish of Crawford John, in circum-

nK^,

which might probably afibrd remunerative
Attempts have beeu made to discover
OOmpensatiug lead veins in the parishes of Lesmabago, Carmichael, and Dolphinton, but without
Itances

Hiining.

success.

Ironstone, in great plenty, and of valuable quality,
many parts of Lanarkshire. It began to
be worked at Wilsontown in Carnwath, in 1781;
it
now
worked in nine parishes to so great an
is
4lid
extent as to afford large employment to the inhabiits, and to be a very prominent article of export.
enormous iron-trade of (Scotland, which will be
noticed on pages 757 and 758 of our article on
Bgow, is mainly the produce of Lanarkshire;
the rapid increase of that trade in recent years,
index of the correspondingly rapid increase of
exists in

1

.

county's mining industry. The blast furnaces
"le production of pig iron are so numerous in
parts, particularly around Coatbridge, as to
a characteristic feature to the country. Even
[malleable iron- works are now prominent; and
engineering establishments, for the construcof steam-engines and of other large iron machinchallenge attention. The ironstone is particuI

1

i

;ly

abundant and specially valuable in the parish

New Monkland.

It occurs there partly in balls
partly in seams; and the most common seams
^ the mussel-band and the black-band.
The
ick-band, both in that parish and in the parish of
1
Monkland, is particularly valuable on account
i

occurring in connexion with large quantities of
itable coal.
In the parish of Govan also, a seam
excellent black-band ironstone, from 10 to 15
hes thick, is found above gas-coal; and farther
its

™^n are several

seams of clay-band, varying from

inches in thickness, and yielding from 30 to
per cent, of iron.
Ihe coal of Lanarkshire is still more important
aa the ironstone, and even gives the latter the
ain part of its value. The coal field of this
county
^tends from Douglasdale to the north-west lioundto 12

i

y, having a length of about 30 miles, an average
readth of nearly 4 miles, and an area of about 1 10
considerable variety of kinds of
juare miles.
al are contained in
it; and these, together with

A

eir

geological

position,

are

Uows by Mr. Naismith in his
IT.
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well described
Agricultui-al

as

Survey

—

"

A

number of these strata or seams
of Clydesdale
above that which is generally called, around the
city of Glasgow, the upper coal, because it is the
first that is found worth digging to any extent.
This stratum is composed entirely of what is called
rough coal in Scotland, except a small part near the
middle of it of a kind called splint. 2. About 16 or
17 fathoms under that lies the ell coal, so called because it was first found of this thickness, but it is
frequently from 4 to 6 feet thick. It is composed of
two kinds, called yolk and cherry coal, with sometimes a parting of splint, and sometimes not. This
is a fine caking coal, or what is called in England
a close-burning coal, and is much esteemed for the
blacksmith's forge.
3. At from 10 to 17 fathoms
below the last, lies the seam called the main coal,
from its possessing all the good qualities found in
any of the other strata. It contains rough coal,
splint, and parrot, or jet coal, and is prefened to all
Its thickness is
the others as the most profitable.
from 3 J to 9 feet. .Sometimes a thin bed of stone is
found about the middle of the seam, and the thickness is 10 feet. 4. About 13 or 14 fathoms lower
lies the humph coal.
It consists of yolk and rough
In some places
coal, with a thin parting of splint.
;

lie

without the splint, and unworkable, being
interlaced with these laminae of stone, and a
kind of petrified black clay CiiUed blaise, black
5. Below the
bituminous shale, and slate clay.
humph coal lies the hard coal, sometimes at 14
fathoms distant. It consists solely of splint and
parrot coal, and is found to be the best in the county
for the smelting of iron.
It is also very good for
6. At a fathom and a half lower is
family use.
found the soft coal, from 30 inches to 6 feet thick.
it

is

much

It is composed of the rough, yolk, and cherry coals,
cakes much in burning, and is esteemed a good coal
7. About 13 or 14
for the blacksmith's forge.
fathoms below this lies a coal, called about Glasgow
the sour-milk coal. As it burns slowly and affords
but a weak heat, it is what the miners call a lean
coal, and has therefore been but little wroughtThere are a number of these seams under the sourmilk coal, all of a lean quality, and generally much
interlaced with laminae of stone, blaise, or shiver.
Under the last mentioned have been found several

strata of excellent lime; and more of these thin
seams of coal again have been discovered under the
lime, but all of them which have yet been tried are
" The above is the order of the coal
of a lean quality,

everywhere along the Clyde, where they are
These are distinguished by the name of the
Clyde strata, or seams of coal, and not only lie along
the sides of that river, through all the plain country,
but branch out less or more along the principal
streams, on some of them to a great extent. Besides
these there are other seams of coal in the county, of
strata

entire.

In the parish of
a somewhat ditierent nature.
Sliotts a fine yolk coal is wrought, resembling the
coal found upon the sides of the Forth, and supposed
to be a continuation of one of the same strata. Upon
the sides of the Douglas river are extensive collieries, which supply some of the southern provinces
where that fuel is wanting. The coal here is also
On the south-west
similar to that of the Forth.

boundary of the county, is coal of the same quality
It
with that wrought on the coast of Ayrshire.
crops out at the surface about the middle of AvonThere are still some other variations
dale parish.
Near tlie
in the coal strata which merit attention.
northern boundary of the county a species is found
distingiiished by the name of the blind coal, from its
This
burning with intense heat without flame.
must uo doubt have been deprived of the fixed air
It is used for the
fire.
subterraneous
of
means
by

T
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same p'ni-poses as coke, and even preferred to coke
artificially made, its effluvia being still less offensive. The blind coal is always found under a cover-

severe and tedious, and the heats of summer are
often inteiTupted by chilling blasts. In every part of
the county also, the seed-time of any year is liable to

ing of horizontal whin; and where the same seam
is traced till it comes under the freestone rock, its

be severely damaged by wetness of weather; for,
when there does not happen to be a suflicient duration of drought, either the seed must be committed
to an uncongenial state of the soil, or not sown at

qualities are entirely changed, and it becomes in
every respect the common pit-coal. Another species

of coal, the qualities of which are directly opposite
to those of the last, is found in different parts of the
county. It is here called the cannel or light coal,
and is said to be the parrot or jet coal of the third
seam in the above enumeration, divested of the
other kinds which accompany it when the seam is

But when this is found alone, it seems to
more exquisitely inflammable; it takes flame

complete.

be

still

the moment it is brought in contact with the fire,
and a small fragment of it may be carried about in
the hand like a flambeau, and will continue for a

long time to give a vivid light." If the medium
thickness of the entire coal field of the county be
estimated at 15 feet, the contents of the entire field
will be 1,703,680,000 cubic yards of coal.
Limestone abounds in every part of the coal disIt occurs generally beneath the seventh seam
trict.
of coal, about 73 fathoms below the upper coal.
It
is found near the surface only in
places of considerable elevation, after the strata which lie naturally
above it have all cropped out, and are no longer to
be found. It occurs in the parishes of Carnwath and
Carluke, but more frequently on the other side of
the Clyde, particularly in the parishes of Douglas,

Lesmahago, Avondale, Stonehouse, Glassford, HamSandstone also,
ilton, Blantyre, and East Kilbride.
of excellent quality for building, and of very deversified appearance, abounds in all the coal districts.
It is found in distinct strata of red and

white, and sometimes of a mixed colour, and so
The
beautifully blended as to resemble marble.
colour of the houses, however, will generally denote the description of stone which prevails in the
vicinity but it is generally found that on the east
side of the Clyde the red sandstone predominates,
while on the west and south the white stone is the
standard.
Organic remains are so abundant in
many parts, particularly in the carboniferous strata,
as to render Lanarkshire more interesting to the
palaeontologist than any other county in Scotland.
Mineral wells also occur in almost every parish, and
have a great variety of character.
;

The westerly and south-westerly winds prevail
in Lanarkshire during about two-thirds of the year;
and, as they come up from the Atlantic very little
modified by any intervening land, they have all the
mildness of the ocean temperature, and at the same
time are heavily charged with vapour. In the lower
ward, during these winds, the rain falls in frequent
showers, or for series of days, between short intervals of fair weather; but, in the low country farther
up the Clyde, the rain is less frequent; and, in the
hollow immediately contiguous to the river, sometimes no rain falls even while there are showers on
the flanking braes. The winds from the east are
sharper than those from the west or the south-west,

blow less frequently, and their force is somewhat
broken by the high land on the east side of the
country; so that the cold damps, so prevalent on
the cast coast, do not often arrive here. Wind from
the north-east is next in frequency to that from the
south-west, and is generally attended by fair weather.
Rains from the north-west, north, and north-enst,
arc neither frequent nor heavy, but arc little conIntense frost is seldom of
ducive to vegetation.

long continuance, and deep, long-lying snow is rare,
But in the uplands of the county, heavy rains often
£all, fogs often envelope the hills, the winters are

all till

an unduly

late period.

The

agriculture of Lanarkshire, notwithstanding
all the drawbacks of climate, is in a high condition.
The progress of improvement has been broad, steady,
and rapid. The energy of mining industiy in the
mineral field, and that of manufacturing industry in
the towns, has been vied with, and perhaps in some
degree imitated, by that of niral industry on the
soil.
Agriculturists here have been as enterprising as agriculturists anywhere; and, though confronted by much stiffer obstacles than those in the
way of the Lothian agriculturists, they have as
The reclamation of
completely overcome them.
waste lands, the fertilization of naturally good lands,
and
of
and all the arts
agricultural ameprocesses

have been very largely and triumphantly
families, whose large estates lie
under the incubus of entail, have, in some instances,
done great things in the way of improvement;'
while many modem proprietors, whose wealth has
been transferred from commerce to landed proprietorship, have infused into the affairs of rural
economy all the animation and impulse which are
The whole agriculcharacteristic of city industry.
ture of Lanarkshire, in fact, has been "at once
stimulated and assisted by the means and facilities
which the commercial resources afford; and the
streams of wealth which are ever issuing from
Glasgow, as a grand reservoir, spread riches and
lioration,

plied.

Even ancient

beauty, not only over the adjacent portions of the
county, but over its remotest extremities."
In the statistics of agriculture, obtained in 1854
for the Board of Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, 190, 160 J imperial acres
were returned as in tillage, 6,440| under wheat,

\

2,290i under barley, 56,11 6f under oats, 164und«rj
rye, 252 J under here, 3,735f under beans, 430unde*i
pease, 1,581 under vetches, 10,885J under turnip^
8,016f under potatoes, 58 under mangel-wurzel, 28|j
under carrots, 239^ under cabbages, l,275f under!
flax, 10 under turnip seed, and l,519f in bare fd-j
low.
The estimated gross produce was 209,324 j
bushels of wheat, 80,1 58 bushels of barley, 1,936,0271
bushels of oats, 8,837 bushels of here, 108,336 bushelsl
of beans, 160,564 tons of turnips, and 34,872 tons of I
The estimated average produce per iia-l
potatoes.
acre was 32^ bushels of wheat, 35
bushel»jrfj
Serial
arley, 34^ bushels of oats, 35 bushels of here, t9l
bushels of beans, 14f tons of tuniips, and 4 tons 71
cwt. of potatoes. The number of acres not in
l£l-|
lage comprised 97,120J under grass in the rotatiool
of the farm, 68,155J in permanent pasture, 5,441 inl

meadows, 163,826i in sheep walks, 19,4461
under wood, 33,066 J in a state of waste, and 10,23Jil
in house-steads, roads, fences, &c.
The numbers oil
live stock comprised 7,241 horses, 30,528
mikd)|
irrigated

cows, 9,938 calves, 18,488 other bovine cattle, 108,000j
ewes, gimmers, andcwe-hoggs, 19,916 tups, wethejh,!
and wether-hoggs, and 8,891 swine. The number 9l|
'
agricultural occupants in the county, in 1855, pajf'
a yearly rent of £10 or upwards, exclusive of tens
of woods, owners of villas, feuars, householders,
the like, was 3,133. The number of occupants
W^-|
ing an annual rent of less than £10 was 338. Tb4
number of heritors of £100 Scots of valued rent lr|
1852 was 312; and the number of commissioners oj
supply was 462. The valued rental of the count
in 1674 was £162,131 Scots.
The annual value
i
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was £686,531 ; in
1849, £2.140,839. The average of the fiar prices
from 1848 to 1854, both inclusive, was, best wheat,
485. 2id.; second wheat, 44s. IJd. ; best barley, 27s.
Sfd. ; second barley, 24s. o^d. ; best here. 25s. 6§d. ;

real property, as assessed in 1815,

best oats, 20s. 7j3. ; second oats, 18s. 2-^. ; best
beans. 39s.; best malt, 52s. 2fd. ; best oatmeal,
16s. O^d.
The rise

;

ii

\,

ji
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and progress of the manufactures of
Lanarkshire belong so intimately to the history of
it is not necessary to treat of them at
that
Glasgow,
length here. Previous to the beginning of the last
century, manufactures either did not exist in Scotland, or were of the most contemptible kind. Hence,
for 20 yeara after its establishment in 1695, the
bank of Scotland could not employ £30,000 annually
n the business of the whole kingdom. Branches of
-he bank were established in several of the Scottish
Mwns, and Glasgow amongst the rest but after a
-rial, the bank directors found themselves compelled

even those of first class character for magnificence
and extent, are very numerous and elegant residences, of the villa kind, equal in most respects to
the manor-houses of other counties, can be counted
by the hundred. Our space will admit of our noticing only a few of the mansions, merely by name,
and with reference rather to their distribution over
the county, than to any other principle of selection.
Some of the chief are Hamilton-palace, Douglascastle, Both well- castle, Carstairs-house, Wishawhouse, Mauldslie castle. Core -house, Bonniton;

house,

Lee-castle,

Allanton-house, Airdrie-house,

Monkland-house, Carstairs-house, Stouebyres-house,
Milton -Lockhart, Dalziel -house, Cambusnethanpriory, Coltness-house, Woodhall, Clelaud-house,
Eosehall, Newton-house, and Castlemilk.
The burghs in Lanarkshire, possessing a parlia-

mentary representation, are Glasgow, Airdrie, HaGlasgow sends
milton, Lanark, and Rutherglen.
two members for itself; Airdrie, Hamilton, and
X) give up their provincial offices, and bring their
Lanark unite with Falkirk and Linlithgow to send
"
X)oks, notes, and specie to Edinburgh
by horse a member and Rutherglen unites with Renfrew,
Even so late as 1727, the counties of Port-Glasgow, Dumbarton, and Kilmarnock to send
(arriage."
Perth and Forfar possessed more extensive manu- a member^ The other towns in Lanarkshire having
About 1750, however, each a population of upwards of 2,000, are Calderllactures than Lanarkshire.
the beneficial effects of the Union had begun to be bank, Carluke, Coatbridge, Govan, Stonehouse,
felt, and the industry and resources of the county to
Strathaven, and Wishawton. The burghs of barony
Two banks were then started are Biggar, Strathaven, and East Kilbride. The
be fully developed.
in the city of Glasgow
the one by Dunlop, Hous- other small towns and the principal villages are
ton, and company, and the other by Cochran, MurDouglas, Uddington, Abbeygreen, Turfholm, lk>gdoch, and company. The trade with Virginia sprang
head, Crossford, Hazelbank, Kirkfieldbank, Kirkand
flourished
and
the
trades
and
various
new
ap
muirhUl, Newtrows, Crawfordjohn, Abington, CrawJianufactures whicli this called into existence and ford, Leadhills, Culter, Lamington.Wiston, Roberton,
extended their benefits over the whole Newton- Roberton, Symington, Walston, EUsrickle,
jbstered,
But the main commercial prosperity of Libberton, Quothquan, Thankerton, New-Lanark,.
l5omity.
;

;

—

;

be dated from 1784, when the cot[Lanarkshire may
ion trade was introduced, after Arkwright's magniliceut invention had become fully understood, and
Its practice was open to the whole country from the
Lanarkshire was particularly
lixpiry of the patent.
•juklified for embracing this new trade
first, from
its possession
of an exhaustless supply of coal,

—

next, from

possessing the sea-ports on the
means of which the merchants of Glasplyde, by
»>w could hold communication with almost all the
of the world.
Wealth flowed into the

jind

jrarkets

loonty ; old coal mines were worked on improved
ineiples with renewed spirit, and new ones opened ;
;he iron trade was called into existence ; crowds of
)palation thronged not only into Glasgow, but to
ose localities in the
county where the mineral
inures most abounded; the superficies of the
1, from the neal'
presence of a wealthy commerand manufacturing capital, grew in fertility and
j'

'

uty and thus Lanarkshire received an impetus
ch has long since accorded her the first rank for
;

Illation,

wealth,

and importance among

the

of Scotland.
Although a commercial
iities

and manufacturing aristohave now grown up in the county, there, still

:y
ain

many ancient families of note, the ancefstors
^ome of whom are not unworthily known to ScotA few may be named. ForenioSt j.S
history.
ducal
family of Hamilton, whose head is the
i

mier peer of Scotland. To this family also bethe noble houses of Belhaven and Dalziel, and
ny others of the same name of honourable status
the county.
The old Douglases of the Angus
e are
lineally represented on the female side by
ron Douglas, and
collaterally by other families
"
county. There are still^ too, the Lockharts
with many offshoots from the parent branch ;
Baillies of Lamington, the Rosses of Bonnithe Colebrookes of Crawford, the Veres of Stonetes, and many more. The mansions of the county,
er

,

Cartland, Braidwood, Kilcadzow, Yellshields, CarRavenstruther, Pettinain, Dunsyre, Camwath,
Newbigging. Braehead, Forth, Wilsontown, Kirknow. Overtown, Stewarton, Stane, Bonkle, Omoa,
Harthill. Newton-Shotts, Sallysburgh, Shotts-Ironworks, Motherwell, Windmillhill, Newarthill, Holy-

stairs.

Chapelhall, Bellshill, Uddingstone, BothArden, Ballochney, Greengairs, Riggend,
Watt's-Town. Braes, Carmyle, Causeyside, Dundyvan, New-Dundyvan, Langloan, Faskine, Greenend, Baillieston, Barachine, Craigend, Merrj-stone,
West-Merrystone, Swinton. Coatdyke, Gartcloss,
Gartsherrie". Summerlee, Femigair. Dalseif, Rosebank, Millheugh, Larkhall. Sandyford, Chapelton,
Westquarter, Blantyre- Works, Kirkton of Blantyre,
Bamhill. Auchintiber, Auchinraith, Hunthill, Stone-

town,
well,

field,

Kittockside,

Busby

(part of).

Cambuslang (the

connected villages of), Dalton, Lightbum, Silverbanks, Carmunnock, Partick, Auchinaim, Chryston,
Mollensbum, Moodiesbum, Muirhead, Bishopbriggs,
Springbum, Maryhill. Shettleston, Tollcross, Parkhead, Camlachie, Millerston, Kippochhill, and Finnieston.

Lanarkshire, exclusive of its burghs, sends one
Its parliamentary constito parliament.
tuency in 1855 was 3,225. Its facilities of commu-

member

by canal, by river, by road, and especially
by railway, are so exceedingly great as not to admit
Those of the lower
of any complete enumeration.
ward may be understood by a reference to our artiof
and
the
best
those in the other
on
cle
Glasgow;
nication,

wards, are noticed in our articles on the Caledonian
railway and the Monkland railways. The sheriff
ordinary court is held at Glasgow on every Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Friday ; the appeal court on every
Monday, VVednesday, and Thursday during session ;
and the small debt court on every Monday and
Thursday. Sheriff courts are held at Hamilton,
Airdrie, and Lanark on every Tuesday and Friday

daring session

;

and

circuit courts,

mider the sheriff

LANARKSHIRE.

small debt act, are held at Biggar on the second

Thursday of March, June, September, and December, and at Douglas on the first Friday of April,
August, and December. The number of committals
for crime, in the year, within the county, was 508
in the average of 1836
1840, 620 in the average of
1841—1845, 782 in the average of 1846—1850, 749
in 1852, 456 in 1853, and 795 in 1854.
The sums
paid for expenses of criminal prosecutions in the

—

years 1846—1852 ranged from £7,614 to £11,244.
The total number of persons confined in the jails of
Glasgow within the year ending 30th June 1854,
was 4,193, in the jail at Airdrie, 726, in the jail at
Hamilton, 350, in the jail at Lanark, 125 the average duration of the confinement of each, at Glasgow,
was 50 days, at Airdrie, 14 days, at Hamilton, 35
days, at Lanark, 37 days; and the net cost of their
confinement per head, after deducting earnings, was,

—

—

—

—
—

;

—

at Glasgow, £14 6s. 5d.,— at Airdrie, £15 19s. 6d.,—
at Hamilton, £16 17s. 4d.,
at Lanark, £26 14s. Id.
There are six poorhouses in Lanarkshire, namely,
one in Glasgow, with accommodation for 1,500
persons; one in Barony of Glasgow, with accommodation for 1,319 persons; one in Govan, with accommodation for 750 persons ; one in New Monk-

—

accommodation for 300 persons one in
Lanark, with accommodation for 58 persons; and
one in Douglas, for a combination of ten parishes.

land, with

;

The number

of parishes or quasi-parishes assessed
unassessed, 4. The number of
in
registered poor in the year 1852-3 was 22,261
the year 1853-4, 24,956. The number of casual
poor in 1852-3 was 5,954; in 1853-4, 5,471. The
sum expended on the registered poor in 1852-3 was

for the poor is 37

;

;

£70,610; in 1853-4, £76,442. The sum expended
on the casual poor in 1852-3 was £3,991 ; in 1853-4,
The assessment for prisons and rogue
£4,817.
If d. per pound of real rent. Population of
the countvin 1801, 147,692; in 1811, 191,291; in
1821, 244,387; in 1831, 316,819; in 1841, 426,972;
in 1851, 530,169. Males in 1851, 257,060; females,
Inhabited houses in 1851, 37,504; unin273,109.

money
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habited, 1,279; building, 328.
There are in Lanarkshire 49 entire quoad civilia
parishes, parts of 4 other quoad civilia parishes,
10 quoad sacra parishes, and 34 chapels of ease.
One of the part quoad civilia parishes is in the presbytery of Lochmaben, and synod of Dumfries; 9 of
the quoad civilia pai'ishes are in the presbytery of
Biggar, and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale 1 1
of the quoad civilia parishes, and 2 of the chapels of
ease, are in the presbytery of Lanark, and synod of
Glasgow and Ayr; 15 of the quoad civilia parislies,
and 8 of the chapels of case, are in the presbytery of
Hamilton, and synod of Glasgow and Ayr; and 14
of the quoad civilia parishes, 3 of the part quoad
civilia parislies, the 10 quoad sacra parishes, and 24
of the chapels of ease, are in the presbytery of Glasgow, and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. In 1851, the
number of places of worship within Lanarkshire was
327 ; of which 82 belonged to the Established
church, 63 to the Free church, 59 to the United
5 to the Reformed PresbytePresbyterian church,
rian church, 4 to the Original Secession church, 12
to the Episcopalians, 29 to the Independents, 12 to
the Baptists, 2 to the Society of Friends, 1 to the
Unitarians, 3 to the Moravians, 9 to the Wesleyan
Methodists, 4 to the Primitive Methodists, 1 to the
Glassites, I to the New Church, 1 to the Campbcllites, 4 to the Evangelical Union, 14 to the Roman
Catholics, 1 to the Catholic and Apostolic church,
6 to the Mormonitcs, and 17 to isolated congregaThe number of sittings in 50 of the Estabtions.
lished places of worship was 44,135; in 64 of the
Free church places of worship, 40,805 in 48 of the
;

;

United Presbyterian places of worship, 43,361 ; in
the 5 Reformed Presbyterian places of worship,
3,080; in 3 of the Original Secession churches,
2,020; in 8 of the Episcopalian chapels, 4,149; in
25 of the Independent chapels, 1 1 ,462
in 7 of
the Baptist chapels, 2,070 in 1 of the chapels of
the Society of Friends, 400 in the Unitarian chapel, 850; in 1 of the Moravian chapels, 200; in 6
of the Wesleyan Methodist chapels, 2,762 ; in the 4
Primitive Methodist chapels, 570; in the Glassite
chapel, 250 ; in the New Church chapel, 250 ; in 2
of the Evangelical Union chapels, 1,650; in 13 of
the Roman Catholic chapels, 12,834; in the Catholie and Apostolic church chapel, 150
in 3 of the
Mormonite chapels, 681 and in 1 1 of the chapels of
;

;

;

;

j

I

;

isolated congregations,

The maximum

3,610.

at-

tendance on the Census Sabbath at 50 of the Established places of worship was 24,539 at 58 of the
Free church places of worship, 26,097 at 51 of the
United Presbyterian places of worship, 28,214; at
the 5 Reformed Presbyterian places of woiship,
2,237 at 3 of the Original Secession places of worship, 950; at 10 of the Episcopalian chapels, 2,980;
at 27 of the Independent chapels, 5,026 at 9 of the
Baptist chapels, 1,238; at the 2 chapels of the Soat the Unitarian chapel, 400
ciety of Friends, 60
at 1 of the Moravian chapels, 55
at 7 of the Wes
Methodist
leyan
chapels, 1,772 at the 4 Primitive!
Methodist chapels, 408 at the Glassite chapel, 96
at 3 of the chapels
at the New Church chapel, 107
of the Evangelical Union, 1,600; at 12 of the Ro;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

man

Catholic chapels, 13,908; at the Catholic anc
Apostolic church chapel, 100; at the 6 Mormonit<
chapels, 659 and at- the 17 chapels of isolated con
gregations, 1,476. There were in 1851, in Lanark
shire, 281 public day schools, attended by 20,10
males, and 16,281 females, 250 private day schoolf|
attended by 8,776 males, and 8,110 females, 17
evening schools for adults, attended by 4,217 malef
and 2,594 females, and 622 Sabbath schools, a1
tended by 28,007 males, and 32,112 females.
The tract of country now constituting Lanart^
shire was anciently peopled by the Caledonian trib
called the Damnii; whose language may still I
traced in the names of some of the localities ar.
streams. The Romans not oidy overran all th
district, but held it for some time in complete po
session. Hence the Roman camps and Roman roai
which occiu- in many parts of it; also the Ronu
tombs, utensils, and weapons of warfare, which ha
often been turned up by the ploughshare or t
spade in the process of excavating and embankin
In subduing the original inhabitants the Roma
did much to civilize them, and introduce the arts
industry and peace and they were the first to bw' J
tify and enrich tlie face of the country by the plaiil
ing of those orchards for which Clydesdale has hi
ages been so famous. The inroad, however, of lM
Scandinavian and other savage tribes, pressing up i?
the heart of the Roman empire, induced them
;

—

—

—

:

:

ft

withdraw

their legions, artificers, and husbandirW
from the extremities of their dominions; and tlih
Clydesdale was again left in the possession of I
semi-barbarous Damnii. By them was founded af

kingdom of Strathclyde, which gradually extern^
until it included within its ample limits Liddesd
if)

Teviotdale,

Dumfries -shire, Galloway,

Ayrsh.lt?

Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire, part of Peebles-8li%
the western part of Stirlingshire, and the greif
portion of Dumbartonshire, forming, indeed, a kiS
dom which embraced the greater part of Scotlj
soutli of the Forth, excepting tlie Lothians {4
the Merse. Sometimes they were united imder^
valorous chief; and at others the leaders of snff
dinatc tribes in the general confederacy contei*

,'
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mastery.

Meantime these Strathclndensians

were often assailed by the Picts, from the northern
side of the Forth, by the Scoto-Irish from Kintyre,
or by the Saxons from the north of England, who
«»Tied them their fair domains on the Clyde. Their
capital was taken, their dominion circumscribed, yet
were they never formally conqnered, though it is
believed, that after the union of the Scots and Picts,
they were amalgamated with the other rude materials which formed the Scottish dynasty under
Kenneth. Many of the Strathclndensians prefeiTcd
expatriation to acknowledging any other sovereign
bat one of their own choosing; and with hea\-y
hearts they left the warm vales of Oydesdale, and
wend'mg their path southward, fonnd an abidingjfiace among the hills and dales of Wales.
After the formation of the Scottish kingdom,
Lanarkshire suflFered more or less from the domestic
eonflicts between the kings and Gallovidian chiefs,
or from the wars of England.
Tlie history of this
period is uninteresting, however, although Lanarkriiire continued to progress in wealth, and its ciri-

was accelerated by the foundation of tlie
bishopric of Glasgow, and' the settlement, in the
The
district, of several distinguished Flemings.
death of Alexander III., without male issue, left
the kingdom a prey to intrigue, contest, and competition, which only ended after years of domestic
strife by the consolidation of the
independence of
the kingdom, which was achieved by Bruce at
Bannockbum. But the precursor to this was the
patriotic career of the celebrated Sir William Wallace, whose first exploit was that of driving the
English out of the town of Lanark. The good Sir
Kiation

'

James Douglas,' perhaps, contributed more than
any other man to the eventful triumph of Bruce

;

in consequence, that part of the county in
his estates and castles were situated was

ich

re than once subjected to the fire and sword of
he English. After this, however, Lanarkshire enoyed a long period of domestic peace, until power
uid prospeiity had changed this celebrated
family
from being the best and first
subjects of the Crown
ioto its most turbulent and
rival.
See
dangerous
OocGLAS. In the reign of James II. the ambiHon
cf the Douglases, added to the
intrigues of the first
lx)Td Hamilton,
plunged Lanarkshire into the horr»n of civil war; so that, as is recorded in
Grey's
CTironicle, '-In March, 1455, James
Second cast doune the castel of Inveravvne;
incontinent
ladsyne
past to Glasgu. and paderit the
P)«st]and men, with part of the
Areschery [Irishery].
lai passed to Lanerik, and to
Douglas, and syne
tiiynt all Douglasdale, and all Avendale, and all the
t*id Hamiltoune's lands, and heriit them derive;
ind syne passit to
Edinburgh, and fra their till the
'"^t, with one host of Lawland men.
And all
t wald nocht cum till him
furthcwith, he tuke
:r
and
guids
brynt their places, and took faitle of
the gentilles clerlie. And all this time the Lord
niltoun was in England till have
gottyu suplie.
couth get name bot gif the Douglas and he
lid have bene
Englismen, and maid the aith."
i he
county remained in a state of peace, with
.9 noticeable
incident, from the time of James II.
the escape of Qneen
Mary from L<x;hleventhe
le,
assembling of her army at Hamilton,
its defeat
the
by
Regent Murray at Langside,
r
Glasgow. Again the county was peaceful till
30 years war of the
persecution, caused by the
stance of the Scottish
Presbyterians to submit to
ack prelacy,' which was
sought to be imposed
them by the royal Charleses.
The western
;nties were the chief scene of this devoted resist-e to
and
the
oppression;
punishment inflicted

llanascript
the

i

i
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by the Highland host,' the battles of Drumclog
and Bothwell, and the sufferings of the Covenanters
unto the death, by famine, ill-usage, and nulitary
persecution, are too well-known to require a minute
In all these Lanarkshire had her full
detail here.
But the revolution of 1688 brought more
share.
peaceful times; and the declaration of the Prince
of Orange was published at Glasgow before its
publication in any other part of Scotland. In proportion, however, as Lanarkshire ardently favoured

and supported the Revolution, it bitterly opposed
the Union of 1707.
The Duke of Hamilton and
several of the barons were also loud and sincere
in their opposition; and there was scarcely a town
or village in the county which did not make a demonstration against this then obnoxious national
measure. The Glasgow rabblers are spoken of in
terms the reverse of courteous by the historians of
the Union; but no outbreak of moment took place,
and it is no stigma cast upon the reflection of our
forefathers to assume, that while they regarded that
great measure as one which cut up their nationality
by the roots, they could not foresee the vast advantages which would result to this part of Scotland by
participating in the trade of England, and having
The only remarkable
free access to her colonies.
events which have occurred in Lanaikshire since
that time belong rather to Glasgow than to the
county at large, and will be found noticed in onr
article on Glasgow,
The sheriffdom of Lanark was formed at a very
early date, and is believed to have been in existence
In
so early as the reign of the lawgiving David I.
these early and troublous times, it was held by various persons; and it finally fell into the grasping
hands of the Douglas family, who held it as a
hereditary source of honour and power. After their
downfall, it was granted in fee to the Hamiltons,
who held it as a hereditary appendage to their titles
and possessions for many generations. Occasionally, but rarely, it was held by other noblemen, and
among others by the Earl of Selkirk, upon whom
the office was conferred in 1716, the heir of Hamilton being then under age, and held by him till his
death in 1739. Upon the death of the Earl, James
the sixth Duke of Hamilton took possession of the
ofiice, as hereditary sheriff, without any formal
grant; and upon a change of system being about to
take place, he claimed in 1747, the sum of £10,000,
This claim
as compensation for the sheriffdom.
was disallowed by the judges; but they allowed him
£3.000 for the lordship and jurisdiction of the re-

At this time, Mr. William
gality of Hamilton.
Cross, advocate, was appointed the first sheriff oi
Lanarkshire under the new system, the salary being

then £200 per annum.
LANGAVAT. See Uig.
LANGBANK, a station on the Glasgow and
Greenock railway, 4^ miles east-south-east of PortGlasgow, and 9 miles west-north-west of Paisley,
Renfrewshire.
(The), a head-stream of Slitrig
water in Roxburghshire. It rises contiguous to the
watershed between Teviotdale and Liddesdale, and
runs north-westward across the upper part of the

LANGBURN

parish of Hobkirk.
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See Kilpatrick (East).
See HAjnLTON.
parish, containing a post town
of its own name, in the district of Eskdaie, DumIt is bounded by Westerkirk, Ewes,
fries-shire.
Canonbie, Half-Morton, Middlebie, and TunderIts length eastward is 8 miles; and its
garth.
greatest breadth is 6J miles. The river Esk runs
southward through the interior, dividing about on©-

LAKGHAUGH.
LANGHOLM, a

1
2U

LANGHOLM.

third of the parish on its left bank from the remaining two-thirds on its right. Ewes-water rtins
through the north-east district to a confluence with
the Esk at the town.
Wauchope-water rises in
several head-streams on the western border, and
runs eastward through the interior to the Esk at
the town, a few poles below the point where that
river is entered on the opposite bank by the
Ewes. Tarras-water runs along all the eastei'n
Three
and south-eastern boundary to the Esk.
medicinal springs, one of them sulphureous, and
in
the
western
occur
two
the other
chalybeate,
district.
The ground along the Esk and the Ewes
is flat, and well-sheltered by plantations and thriv-

LANGHOLM.

tion,

&c.

"Oppidum sylvis paludibusque munitum quo,"
The castle of Barntalloch, near Staplegorton,

which surmounted a rocky precipice on the Esk,
and around which was a burgh-of-barony, with an
annual great fair, has utterly disappeared.
The
towers of Ii-vine, Nease, Hill, and Cawfield, also are
among the things which were. About 75 years ago
were found in the parish Roman coins, chiefly denarii aurei, of the reigns of Nero, Vespasian, Otho,
and Domitian. Population in 1831, 2,676; in 1851,
2,990.
Houses, 554. Assessed property in 1843,
£6,026. Real rental in 1855, £8,269.

ing hedges; and having a light loamy soil, cultivated with care, it yields most luxuriant crops.
Other parts of the parish, comprehending most of its
area, consist chiefly of smooth hills, verdant to their
summits, and parcelled out into sheep-farms. The
proportions of arable land and of pasture over the
whole area, are to each other very nearly as 2 to 1 3.
Upwards of 400 acres are under plantation. The
scenery in many parts, particularly along the Esk,
The rocks of the upper
is exceedingly beautiful.
part of the parish belong to. the transition series;
and those of the lower part, from the town down-

This palish is the seat of a presbyteiy in the
synod of Dumfries. Patrons, the Crown and the
Duke of Buccleuch. Stipend, £289 3s.; glebe, £25.
Unappropriated teinds, £556 2 s. 9d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34, with £40 fees, and £20 other emoluments.
The parish church is an elegant Gothic
edifice, built in 1846, and containing nearly 1,400
There is a Free church and the amount
sittings.
of its receipts in 1855 was £206 18s. 3d. There arttwo United Presbyterian churches; the one of tlain
formerly United Secession, built in 1822, and conthe other fonnerlv
taining about 500 sittings,
There is an endowed scli
Relief, built in 1807.
at Broomholm; and there are seven other sclii

Greywacke
ward, belong to the coal formation.
Lead ore occurs on the farm of
slate is worited.
Westwater, and on the estate of Broomholm. The
principal landowner is the Duke of Buccleuch, and

'i
in the parish, besides the parochial school,
present parish of Langholm comprehends the
cient parishes of Staplegorton and Wauch'
Staplegorton includes all the district east of

Maxwell of Broomholm and Little of
Arkinholm. The principal mansions are Langholmlodge and Broomholm-house, the former belonging
to the Duke of Buccleuch.
Over the Ewes, between Langholm-lodge and the town, stands an old
stone bridge of two arches. Over the Esk, uniting the
old and the new parts of the town, and forming the
otliers are

commencement

of the i"oad into
another bridge of three arches.

Upper Eskdale, is
The two bridges

stand nearly parallel, and are not above a gun-shot
each other, the two rivers uniting immediately
below them. About half-a-mile south of the town
is a third bridge of three arches.
The road from
Hawick to Carlisle traverses the parish down the
vale of the Ewes to the town, and thence down the
vale of the Esk.
Tlie Roman road of communication between Netherbie and Overbie can still be
traced to have entered the parish at its southeast corner, crossed the Esk a little above Broomholm, and run thence north-westward till it passed
into Westerkirk.
Langholm-castle, a plain square
tower or peel-house, now in a state of ruin, was
anciently the property of the Armstrongs, the
On Langpowerful family of Border freebooters.
"
johnie Armstrong of Gilnockie, and
holm-holm,

fro!n

his gallant companie of thirty-six men,'' when going
" ran their horse and
to meet King James V.,
brak
their spears," when

—

;

—

Esk, and some territory on its west bank.
church stood on the east side of the Esk, al>
Patholm, and is still commemorated by its buryi;
ground. The parish, as to its ecclesiastical
I

j

was

given, in the 12th century, by Willi
de Cunigburo, to the monks of Kelso; and itpa>
at the Reformation to the Earl of Roxburgh,
was purchased back by the Crown, and enjoyed.
a brief period, by the bishop of Galloway. The
parish of Wauchope consisted of the district
called Wauchopedale.
The church was given,
the 1 3th century, or earlier, to the priory of Canon
a cell of the abbey of Jedburgh and after the
formation it passed to the Earl of Buccleuch.
church stood near the old castle of Wauchope
perty,

'

i

i

i

;

i

;

its

burying-ground yet remains. The present

uii'

parish was erected in 1703. The presbytev\
Langholm was formed in 1743, at the demolitii>:
the presbytery of Middlebie, by uniting to the
parishes of Eskdale, the parish of Castletc
formerly in the presbytery of Jedburgh. An,'
eminent natives of Langholm are Admiral

'

—

Thomas

Pasley,

under Earl Howe,

who

played a conspicuous
June, 17
]

in the sea-fight of 1st

and Matthew Murray, v
made
wars against Tippoo ^
William Julius Meikle, the translator of CamO'
Colonels

John

Little
a figure in the

i

'

Lusiad;' Thomas Telford, Esq., the celebrated
engineer; Admiral Sir Pulteney Malcolm Gen'
Sir John Malcolm; and the litterateur, Dr. D^>
*

;

"The

ladies lookit frao their loft windows,
Saying', God send our men well back again

"
!

Irvine.

the Ewes is a
small fragment of a castle, formerly the property of
the Nithsdale family, lords of regality of Eskdale.
Wauchope-castle, romantically situated on the brow
of a precipice, overlooking the rush of Wauchopewater among pointed rocks, and the pendant oaks

At the confluence

of the

Esk and

and underwood of a picturiisquc bank on tlie opposite side, was the first residence of tlio Lindsays in
Scotland, but only its grass -covered foundations
now remain. Pennant, when visiting the house of
Broomholm, in the vicinity of which an old tower
was taken down a1)out 120 yeais ago, was of opinion that it stands in the centre of the site of an old

—

British town,

—

and corresponds

to Cajsar's descrip-

The Town of Lanohoi.m stands on the Esl<
the confluence with it of the Ewes and the Waucln
12 miles north ofLongtown, 18 north-east of
21 north of Carlisle, 23 south-south-west of Hawi
and 30 east-north-east of Dumfries.
It is
bosomed in one of the sweetest landscapes in Sr
neither extensive, romantic, nor grand,
land,

Am

>

—

1

the strictest sense, beautiful. The old part oi
or what is called Old Langliolm, stands on the
hank of the Esk, innncdiately below the inlluN
the Ewes, and stretches south-eastward along
Hawick and Carlisle road. It consists of one pr
eipal street, with a market-place near its mitl'
Many of tlie houses are in a superior style foi
in

<

'

I

LANGLOAN.

LANGTON.
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are roofed with blue slate
place of its size; and all
At the market-place stand
quarried in the vicinity.
the town-hall and jail, built in 1811, ornamented
with a spire, and handsome in appearance. In the
market-place is a handsome marble statue of Admiral Sir Pulteney Malcolm; and on Langholm-hill,
in the vicinity of the town, is a stately obelisk, in
Both of
honour of General Sir John Malcolm.
these monuments were erected within these few
years, amid enthusiastic expressions of public feelthe town, or New Langholm,
ing. The new part of
stands on the west bank of the Esk, immediately
above the influx of Wauchope-water, and bestrides
It consists of
the road leading to Upper Eskdale.
nearlv 150 houses, built in regular street arrangeThe inhabitants
ment," in the form of a triangle.
are
tradespeople, and pay a small quit-rent

version of fact, for neither the Queen nor her army
ever reached that hill; and as to the Regent, he
only took possession of it at the beginning of the
engagement. Indeed, the scene of the conflict was
so unpremeditated, that neither party had time to

fonn any intrenchment. That in question is probably of Roman formation. It commanded an extensive view of the surrounding country, and communicated easily with the Roman station at Paisley.
The battle of Langside forms the subject of some
stirring passages in Scott's historical romance of the
Abbot. See the articles Cathcart and Crookstoxk.

The

alludes to the battle in the
poet Struthers also
"
Dychmont,"
following lines of his

For law and

;

—

The principal inn is the Crown
newspaper, called the Eskdale Advertiser,
is published once a-month.
Langholm was erected
into a burgh-of-barony, by a charter from the Crown,
dated 7 th April, 1643.
the Duke of Buccleuch is
the sale of stock.

A

inn.

the superior, and appoints a baron-bailie, who again
ippoints a depute. Baron courts are held for trial
of petty offences, and circulating sheriff courts for
of small debts.
The town figures
jthe recovery
.:px)tesquely in history for the taming of shrews, and
the pretended pranks of witches.
Population in
jtbr
in 1851, 1,406.
Houses, 244. But
jl841, 1,305;
statistics appear to be exclusive of New Langjiiese
holm.

I

I

'

LAXGHOPE. See LxxcToy.
LANGHOUSE. See Ixserkip.
LANGLANDSDEAN. See Deax and Wiltox.
LAXGLEE. See Jedbckgh.
LAXGLEE-PAKK. See Dux.
LAXGLEY. See Fergus (&r.).
LAXGLOAN, a large mining and manufacturing
the parish of Old Monkland, Lanarkshire.
situated in the ^^cinity of Coatbridge, has six
eking furnaces, and partakes generally in the

illage, in
is

iracter of the
<

crowded iron-working

Coatbridge for its centre.

district

which

Population, 1,111.

'Uses, 215.

1

LANG-LOCH.

:

See Laxarkshire.
LAXGXEWTOX. See Axcrum.
LAXGSIIAW. See Kirkpatrick-Flemixg.
LAXGSIDE, a village in the parish of Cathcart,
nfrewshire.
It stands in a healthy situation in
north-east comer of the county, 2 miles southith-west of Glasgow, and 7 J east of
Paisley.
re, on 13th May, 1568, the adherents of Queen
uy were completely defeated by the Regent MurAt the field of battle, on the summit of a
y-ght called Camphill, there is a circular or ellip^\\
enclosure, about 360 feet in circumference, to
ich the
'iilv

name

attached.

'Queen Mary's camp' is comThis is manifestly a popular per-

of

—

mark

Kirkcaldy's uoble bearing;
Regent's army good,
Burst o'er the hill like "thunder cloud;
While to the crash the rocks reply,
With echoing shouts of victory."
I

;

—

ears;

ranks of spears,
liberty uprearing

I see the serried

for their "house

;

Now, as I scan the landscape wide,
Mine eye hath caaglit the fair Laugside.

A rushing sound is in my

mostly

and garden. New Langholm was
founded in 1778 and a cotton factory was built at
A considerable employment both here
it in 1788.
and in the old town is the weaving of serges, checks,
and shepherd's plaids, and the manufacture of woolThere are also a distiller}', a
len yams and hose.
The town has
brewery, and some dye-houses.
branch-offices of the British Linen Co.'s Bank,
and of the National Bank of Scotland; a large
subscription library, aided by a bequest a farming
society; a friendly society; and a savings' bank,
A weekly market is held on Wednesday and four
annual fairs are held, one of them on the 26th of
July for lambs, and a principal fair in the South of
and the others on the 16th of April, the
Scotland,
last Tuesday of May, old style, and the 4th Tuesday
of September, for the hiring of farm-servants and

—

"

I see the

LANGTON,

a parish, containing the post-office
village of Gavinton, nearly in the centre of Berwickshire. It lies partly in the Lammermoors and
partly in the Merse, and approaches within IJ mile
of the town of Dunse.
It is bounded by the parishes of Longformacus, Dunse, Edrom, and PolIt has a somewhat triangular outline,
measuring 6 miles on its north-east side, 4^ on its
south side, and 8J on its west side. About foursevenths of its area, from its northern angle downward, is pastoral upland, commanding a view of the
whole luxuriant expanse of the Merse and of NorthThe heights are
umberland, as far as Wooler.
called Langton-Edge, and have an extreme altitude
of about 900 feet.
The lowland division has, in
general, a reddish loam soil, and is all finely enclosed with stone or hedge fences, and beautifully
The proportions of
chequered with plantation.
arable ground, and of ground covered with wood,
are as 10 to 3.
Four rills rise in the interior, and
run eastward as tributaries of Blackadder water;
and two of them run for a considerable way respectively on the southern and on the noith-eastem
boundary, while one Langton-bum, a strong, clear
stream—drains a large part of the parish, flows, for
some time, between steep banks richly clothed in
C'lpsewood, and afterwards meanders among the
On a hill in the
fine scenery of Langton wood.
farm of Raecleugh-head are distinct traces of two
military stations, supposed to have been Danish.
On Camp-muir, in the farm of Langhope-birks, are
traces of an encampment made by a party of troops,
both foot and horse, stationed there, in the reign of
William and Mary, to overawe the Jacobites. In

warth.

—

the vicinity of a place called Battle-moor, several
The anstone-coffins have been found.
cient little town of Langton straggled over a length
of about half a mile, and during the unsettled
period of the international wars, was a place of

ums and

some consequence.

Like other border towns,

it

suffered at diflferent times from incursions, and, in
particular, was burned in 1558 by Sir Henry Percy
and Sir George Bowes. But, in 1760, it was peacefully rased to the ground, and substituted, at about
lialf a mile from its site, by the pleasant modem
The estate of Langton, invillage of Gavinton.
cluding very nearly all the parish, as well as part
of Dunse and Longformacus, was purchased, in

1758, by David Gavin, Esq., and immediately made
the scene of georgical and planting operations,
which raised it to opulence and mantled it in beauty.

Through his daughter, who became first Marchioness

LANGWALL.

it passed into the possession of the
present Marquis and now with the fine mansion
and ornate grounds of Langton-house in its centre is
one of the loveliest spots in the Merse. The parish
is traversed by the road from Dunse to Lauder.

of Breadalbane,

—

;

in 1831,

—

443; in 1851, 484.

99.

Houses,
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunse, and
the
Teviotdale.
Merse
and
of
Patron,
Marquis
synod
of Breadalbane.
Stipend, £214 19s. lid.; glebe,
£24 2s. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4|d., with
about £15 fees. The parish church stands at the
west end of Gavinton, and was built in 1798. There
is a Free church; and the amount of its receipts in
1855 was £200 3s. llfd. There is a parochial
Population

During the reif^n of David I., the manor
library.
of Langton, with the advowson of the church, belonged to Roger de Ow, a follower of Earl Henry,
the heir-apparent of the thi'one. De
gave the
church, with its pertinents, to the monks of Kelso;
and was succeeded in the possession of the manor,
first by the family of Vetereponte or Vipont, one of
whom fell in the battle of Bannockburn, and next
by the family of Cockburn, one of whom was cieated a baronet by Charles I., and the last of whom

Ow

sold

it

to

Mr. Gavin.

LANGWALL

(The), an alpine stream of the
It rises
parish of Latheron, in Caithness-shire.
within 2 miles of the boundary with Sutherlandshire, and runs eastward to a confluence with the
Berriedale, immediately above the latter's influx to
the sea. Its length of course is about 12 miles.
LANRICK. See Kilmadock.
LANEIG. See Loxgridoe.
LANTON, a village in the parish of Jedburgh,
It stands a little east of the
Roxburghshire.
Hawick and Kelso road, 2| miles west-north-west
of the town of Jedburgli, and 9 miles north-east of
Hawick. The road from it to Jedburgh passes over
the Dunian. The village has a parochial school.
Population, 175. Houses, 49.
LANY, an ancient parish in the Monteith district of Perthshire.
Its church belonged to the
priory of Inchmahome, and was granted, at the
Reformation, to the Earl of Mar. The parish was

dismembered

in

1615,

and part of

it

annexed to

Port-of-Monteith.

LAOGHAL

(Locii), a lake

on the mutual boun-

dary of the parishes of Tongue and Farr in Sutherlandshire.
It is the Largest of a chain of lakes,
whose superfluence forms the river Borgie.
Its

and its
length is 5 miles, extending northward
breadth is upwards of one mile. Its appearance is
picturesque, with two islets on its bosom, frequented
by wild fowl, and with rich verdure on its banks
and flanking hills, besides a beautiful fringing of
;

wood.

LAOIDEAN

(Loon), a lake, aboiit 8 miles west
in the parish of ForIts length is about 6 miles, extingal, Perthshire.
tending westward, and its breadth is about ^ a mile.
It has many little bosky creeks and headlands, and
is gemmed with several finely Avoodod islets.
LAPPOCH, a dangerous rock, about 100 yards
It
long, and dry at low watci", in tlie bay of Ayr.
lies about IJ mile south-south-west of the bar of
Irvine; and is in a lino with Irvine steeple, the
Behalf-tido rock, and Lady-Isle: See Lady-Isi.e.
tween it and the coast is a broad channel from 7 to
8 fathoms deep,
LARAN-BURN, a rivulet, rising on Shannanof

tlie

head of Loch-Rannoch,

and ninning southward along tlie mutual
boundary of the parishes of Row and Luss to the
Fruiii at Invcrlaran, in Dumbartonshire.

hill,

LARr>ERT, a

LARGIEBEG.
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parish in the east of Slirlingshire,
It contains the Carron ironworks, the villages of

Larbert, West Carron, Kinnaird, and Stenhousemuir,
the post-oflice stations of Carron and Larbert, and
part of the post-office village of Carronshore. It is

bounded by St. Ninians, Airth, Bothkennar, Falkirk,
and Dunipace. Its length east-north-eastward is
nearly 3 miles; and its greatest breadth is about 24
miles.

The

river Carron traces all the southern

and the streamlet called the Pow runs a
short distance on the northern boundary.
The
boundary

;

general surface of the parish slopes gradually from
south-west to north-east; but its highest ground
has an altitude of only about 100 feet above the level
of the sea, and occurs at the site of Larbert mansionhouse, whence there is an abrupt descent to the
Carron. Nearly all parts command a brilliant and
extensive prospect athwart the carses of Stirling and
Falkirk, and along the north flank of the Forth from
the Ochil hills to Queensferry. The soil is alluvial,
light and dry, but more generally argillaceous.
5iartly
Jocks of the coal formation, comprising sandstone,
several seams of coal, and some strata of balls ut
clay ironstone, underlie the alluvium. About 200
acres of the surface are occupied by plantations
and pleasure grounds and all the rest of the land
is arable.
The coals and the ironstone are extenThe appearance of the parish unsively worked.
derwent a total change, comprising immense improvement in almost everything affecting its interests, immediately after the establishment of the
Carron ironworks.
There are eight landowners,
additional to the Carron Company.
The principal
I'esidences are Larbert-house, Glenbervie, Kinnaird,
;

A

famous extinct
Carronhall, and Carron-park.
A
antiquity was Artiiok's Oven: which see.
Roman causewaj', communicating from Carmuirs in
Falkirk to Stirling castle, traversed the parish, and
has left some vestiges. Some Roman inillstom s
and fragments of Roman pottery have been dug up.

An

interesting object is the residence of the Abv.-See the article Kinnaii;i'.
sinian traveller, Bruce.
The chief manxxfactures and comnxei'ce are noticcil
in the ax'ticle Caeron-Works.
Within this parii-h
are held the Falkirk great cattle fail's. See Falkiisk.
The parish is traversed by the road from Edinburgh
to Stirling, and contains the jxxnction of the Scottish
Central railway with the branches thence to the

Edinburgh

aixd

Glasgow railway.

The

village of

Larbert stands along the Edinburgh and Stirling
road, at a point 2 miles north-west of Falkirk, and
miles soutii-soxxth-east of Stirling, and is delightfully
sitixated.
Population of the village, 487. Houses,
127.
Population of the parish in 1831,4,248; in
1851, 4,606.
Houses, 655. Assessed property in
1843, £26,246 5s. 4d.
This parish is in the piTsbytery of Stirling, am!
synod of Perth and Stirling and it is united to t!
which sec.
Patron, ti
parish of Dunipace,
','

—

Crown.

Stipend, £322

;

10s.

Id.; glebe, £25.

appropriated teinds, £1,174 15s. Id.

1

Schoolinasti

i

salary, £34 48. 4^d., with about £120 fees. The p
ish church was built in 1820, and is a bcautii
structure, in the Elizabethan style, after a dcoi
There is a Free chiU'
l)y Hamilton of Glasgow.
of Larbert; and the amount of its receipts in If-

•

There arc an endowed lu.i;
2s. 3d.
five unendowed schools, a p.irochin
parochial school,
libraiy, and a friendly society. Tlic ancient cliun
of Larbert wtxs a chapel subordinate to the chiin
of St. Ninians, and was given, along with ih
church, by one of the bishops of St. Andrews, to iii

was £161

I

monks

of Canibuskenneth.

LARG. See Inch, Wigtonshirc.
LARGIFBEG, a smair headland,

?>i miles b<>'i
of the soxxth entrance of Lamlashbay, on the
coast of the island of Arran.

n

,

I

'

LARGO.

the south coast of Fifeshire.
Largo, and the
zes of Upp^r Largo or Kirkton, Lundinmill,
Iside, New Gilston or Backmuir of Gilston,

a parisli on
ntaiiis the post-oiSce station of

LARGO,
-

.

r^wer Largo, comprising Temple and DrumIt is bounded by Largo bay on the frith of
Kilth, and by ths parishes of Scoonie, Ceres,
is
nquhar, and Newburn. Its length southward
and its average breadth is about 3
ily 6 miles
;

extent of coast-line is only about 2|
shore is in general low and sandy ; but
around soon begins to rise towards the north.
is exceedingly
general surface of the parish
sified by rising grounds and valleys, and beaukinds. On
various
Iv ornamented with wood of
ast side, at the distance of about 2 miles from
shore. Largo-law rises to the height of about
It is of a beaufeet alwve the level of the sea.
conical form, green to the summit, where it is
in two, and exhibits a series of basaltic columns.
!i this hill, a
splendid and extensive view of the
le surrounding countrj', the frith of Forth and
islands, and the opposite shore of the Lothians,
West of Largo-law a deep ravine,
>tained.
:\ Keil's den, through which flows a small bum,
the
sects
parish from north to south, for about
s

;

but

its

The

s.

.

:

iles.

It is finely

wooded,

is

exceedingly pic-

walk

persons
-que, and forms a favourite
iing at Largo during the summer for the benefit
a-bathing. Alx)ut 5,935 acres of the total area
in tillage ; about 290 are in pasture ; and about
Tlie rocks are partly crystalare under wood.

-

for

of the ei-uptive kind, and partly stratified, bethe coal formation. Coal of poor quality

-'ing to

'orked; excellent sandstone is quarried; and
limestone occurs in some places 15 feet thick.
soil in the north is generally thick black mould
a wet bottom ; in the south, partly of a
li^ht
.acter, but more commonly a black loam, in:bent variously on a wet and on a dry subsoil.
most extensive landowners are Durham of
ro and the Standard Assurance Company there
seven other chief landowners; and five have
.sions within the parish, and two have mansions
i's
The most conspicuous residence is
vicinity.
: of
Largo, an elegant and very spacious edifice,
t in
1750, situated on a pleasant slope with a
:hem exposure, a little west of Upper Largo.
;

;

richly ornamented pleasure-grounds, and com.ding an extensive and most brilliant prospect.
barony of Largo was conferred by James III.,
1482, by chai-ter under tlie great seal, on Sir
:rew Wood, his naval commander, in acknow-ment for his brilliant achievements against the
-rlish.
The real renfcil of the parish in 1837 was
ut £8,500.
Assessed property in 1843, £10,814
-.
8d.
The village of Lower Largo stands at
mouth of Keil-bum, at the top of I-iargo bay, and
die of the coast-line of the
parish, 2^ miles east:h-east of Leven, and 3^ west by south of Colins-h. Its harbour is not in good order, but might,
out much expense, be rendered one of the be^t
.1

A

south coast of Fifeshire.
trade was carried
in old times, with Holland in coal, salt,
sandstone, and other heavy articles, and more

;lie

iiere.
I.

with Norway in timber; but all this has,
a considerable time, been at an end.
Mucli
of
communication landward, and to the ferlily
= of
the Forth and the Tay, is
vicinitv
enjoyed by
the Leven
railway. The population of Lower
r^o is 265; of whom 156 are in Dmmochv. and
'are in Temple. The village of
Upper Largo,
Kirkton of Largo, stands about | of a mile to the
-r-north-east of Lower Largo, oa the road to
Its population is
:ushurgh and St. Andrews.
,'ntly

LARGO.
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houses 77. There are in the parish two
one of small extent for cleaning flax,
and the other for spinning it. Population of the
parish in 1831, 2.567; in 1851, 2,800. Houses, 43L
This parish contains some interesting antiquities.
Within the grounds of Largo-house is a circular
tower, which formed part of the old castle inhabited
by Sir Andrew Wood, and which, it is alleged, once
formed a jointure house of the queers of Scotland.
On the banks of Keil bum, to the north of Largo423,

and

its

factories, the

is an old square tower, part of the castle of
Balcmvie. anciently also called Pitcruvie. In all

house,

probability this castle was erected by Sir John
Lindsay, as a separate residence during his father's
The tradition is, that Balcmvie belonged
lifetime.
to the family of Crawford ; but this is a mistake
originating in the fact that the family of Lindsay,
at a subsequent period, succeeded to the estates and
In the centre of the
titles of the Earl of Crawford.
present house of Lundin, which is of modern erection, there is a square tower of great antiquity,
which formed part of the ancient castle of Lundin,
the residence of a family of the name of Lundin,
who held property here of great extent so early as
the reign of David II. South-east of Lundin-house,
Ijetween it and the high road, are three upright
"
the
stones, of red sandstone, commonly called
standing stones of Lundin." These are of great
size, and bear no trace of any sculpture or inscription.
Some persons have thought them to be of
Koman origin ; others have thought them to be
memorial stones of Danish chiefs who fell here in
battle in the time of Macbeth ; but others, with

much more probability, suppose them to be part of
a Druidical temple. Ancient sepulchres are found
near them.
Kunic stone stands on a pedestal in
the lawn in front of Largo house.
It consists <rf

A

pieces, which were found, a considerable number of yeai-s ago, at places a mile asunder, and were
put into their present position by General Durham.
This singular monument presents on the one side a
Maltese cross, sometliing like that on the cross at
Crail ; the upper part of the stone presenting a
circle, ornamented in the stj'le of a part of Crail
cross, and one of the side slabs of the St. Andrews
sarcophagus. On the right side of the body of the
cross, below the transepts, are two fishes or serpents
entwined, having heads like horses; and on the left,

two

like a figure sitting having an elephant's
head, of wliich the trunk is apparent. The body of
the cross has been ornamented with a variety of
carving, some of wliich would appear to have been
serpents intertwined. The reverse side of the
monument represents the usual hunting-scene which
this class of remains almost invariably represents.
On an artificial rising-ground or tumulus to the
north of Largo-house, called Norrie's law, there
were found, about the year 1819, some pieces of
silver defensive armour, together with a number of
small silver Roman coins of the earlier emperors.
Two remarkable natives of this parish were Alexander Selkirk, the prototype of Robinson Crusoe,
and Sir John Leslie, the distinguished natural

something

philosopher.
This parish is in the presbytery of St. Andrews,
and synod of Fife. Patron, Durham of Largo.
Stipend, £268 IGs. 4d.; glebe, £31.
Unappropriated teinds, £135 10s. lOd. Schoolmaster's salary,

£34 4s. 4^d., with about £20 fees. The parish
church comprises part of an old building with a
spire erected in 1623, and a new building erected in
and it contains upwards of 800 sittings.
1817
There is a Free church and the amount of its reThere are in
ceipts in 1855 was £161 5s. 2d.
Lower Largo an United Presbyterian church and a
;

;

LARGO-BAY.

Baptist chapel. There are within the parish four
schools, a subscription library, a weekly corn-market,
an office of the National bank, a savings' bank, and
an institution called Wood's-hospital for the maintenance of indigent persons. This last originated
in a bequest of £68,418 Scots, by John Wood in

1659; and, in its present form, was built in 1830, at
the cost of £2,000. It is an elegant and ornamental
edifice, in the Elizabethan style, containing accommodation for 16 inmates.
LARGO-BAY, an indentation of the frith of Forth
on the south coast of Fifeshire. It has a somewhat
semicircular outline is flanked on the east side by
Kincraig-point, in the parish of Elie, and on the
west side by Methill-point, in the parish of Wemyss
and it measures about 6 miles in width between
these points, and penetrates tlie land to the extent
of about 2J miles. In some parts of it, especially
in the east, are
very distinct vestiges of a submarine
;

;

forest.
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See Kilcokquhar.
a parish, containing the post-town of

Largs and the post-office village of Fairley, in the
extreme north-west of Cunningham, Ayrshii-e. It is
bounded by the frith of Clyde, by Renfrewshire,
and by the parishes of Kilbirnie, Dairy, and West
Kilbride.
Its length southward is about 9 miles;
and its greatest breadth is 3f miles. The hills
which begin to rise in the parishes of Greenock,
Kilmalcolm, Lochwinnoch, Kilbirnie, and Dairy,
meet in a kind of general summit at the eastern
boundary of Largs, and hem it in so curiously from
all the cultivated
country to the north, east, and
south-east, as to have occasioned the proverbial ex" Out of the
world, and into the Largs."
pression,

The uplands gradually descend as they approach
the shore; and they terminate in abrupt declivities,
some of which are almost perpendicular, as if part
of their base had been forcefully dissevered.
Yet,
though the hills are high, they have generally
a coat of piime pastoral verdure, and, in most
instances, exhibit undoubted marks of having once
For a mile from the
been cropped with grain.
northern boundary, the uplands form at their base
a bulwark of rock, rising in some places 50 or
60 feet above the road, and seeming to overhang it.
South of the point where this terminates, a conical
mountain, green to the top, contributes a feature
Farther
alike bold and beautiful to the landscape.
south, the grounds fall off in gentle gradients, and
yield in fine slopes to the course of a large indigenous brook, called Noddle or Noddesdale water. Beyond this, and behind the town of Largs, the country
opens into a beautiful plain of nearly a mile in
breadth from the foot of the mountains to the seabeach. All this sea-board both exhibits in its flanking hills and commands outwards over the frith a
Its
series of beautiful and romantic landscapes.
coast-line is almost parallel with that of Bute, and
looks right across to that beautiful island, to the entrance of tiio Kyles of Bute, to Toward-Point in
Cowal, to a profusion of fine headlands, Avoodcd
slopes, and broken surfaces coming down thence,
and from the Larger Cumbrae, to kiss the waters of
the Clyde, and to tiie magnificent alpine scenery
wliich rises up in the distance, and makes acquaintance with the clouds. Great improvements have,
in recent years, been made in the reclaiming and

About 1,145 acres, at present,
fertilizing of lands.
are in tillage, 3,300 in grass-land and meadow, 5,500
in hill pasture, 600 in woodlands and gardens, and

The pre8,598 in moorish and heathy upland.
dominant rocks are old red sandstone and trap.
for
local
building, has
Sandstone, of good quality
been extensively quarried. Two burns run on the

boundary with Renfrewshire, one of them westward
into the frith of Clyde, the other northward into
Renfrewshire; and two other and larger burns, the
Noddle and the Gogo, rise on the eastern border and
run through the interior into the frith of Clyde, the

former a little north of the town of Largs, the latter
at the south end of that town.
The fisheries along
the coast are of considerable valne.
The most extensive landowners are the Earl of
Glasgow and General Sir T. M. Brisbane, Bart. the
landowners next in extent are the Earl of Eglinton
;

and Scott of Hawkhill; and there are 15 other

land-

owners.

Kelburn-house, a seat of the Earl of Glasgow, 1^ mile south-east of the town of Largs, and
^ a mile from the shore, was originally a square

was modernised by enlargement. Imbehind it, in the grounds connected with
mediately
it, is a glen J of a mile long, of remarkably romantic
character. At the head of the glen is an abnipt,
rough, lofty precipice, over which leaps a brook into
a path just wide enough to permit the flow of its
waters.
From the sides of the path, the ground
rapidly ascends, mountain high, forming a chasm
which, if naked, would be tremendous, but which is
so clothed with trees, and othenvise decorated by art,
as to be beautiful. Near the house, the brook leaps
over another precipice, 60 feet sheer down, into a
vast basin which seems scooped out of both sides of
the glen.
Brisbane-house, the seat of General Sir
T. M. Brisbane, Bart., If mile nortii of the town, is a
fine mansion, surrounded with picturesque grounds.
Skelmorly-castle, 2 miles farther north, the property
of the Earl of Eglinton, was built partly in 1502,
tower, and

and partly in 1636, and is at present being greatly
improved and enlarged. Knock-castle, built about
360 years ago by a family of the Frasers, was
lately acquired by Robert Steele, Esq., who has
repaired it, and has built at a little distance from

a magnificent edifice with a tower. The castle
of Fairley, built in 1521, and now belonging toi
the Earl of Glasgow, was the property of the
ancient family of Fairley, said to be descended;
from a natural son of Robert II., and will be remembered as the scene of the ballad 'Hardiknute.'i
small hill called Margaret's-Law,
See Fairley.
having been opened in 1772, in search of materials

it

A

was found to be an artificial accumulation of stones, amounting to 15,000 cartloads, and having in its centre five stone-coffins
with human skulls and bones, and earthen urns,
wliich were believed to have been there since the
This battle was fought on the!
battle of Largs.
'"
2d October, 1263, between Haco of Norway.
Alexander III. of Scotland. Haco, to enforc
claims on the sovi'reignty of the Hebrides, up the frith of Clyde with a numerous flcci
army, and anchored in the sound between the
and the Cumbraes. Alexander had used every
for enclosures,

i

to gain time, and at length lay enc;i!
about 1,500 well-appointed cavalry, and
merous host of inferior soldiery, on the heigh;
hind Largs overlooking the sea. On the nigln
ceding the 2d October, Haco suffered vast dauiaj;'
from a storm blowing right up tlie frith upon hi,'
fleet; and, in the morning, he was obliged,

tagem

witii

i

.

V

most of his forces were either drowned or strup
for the preservation of his remaining ships, to
an embarrassed landing with a dispiritcit band
about 900 in number.
Iiistantly confronted
the fresh and strong force of Alexander, part
Norwegian little army was driven back into tli'
and part retired sword in hand, fighting all the
A few nn'
to a place a little below Kelburn.

'

i

the Norwegians having landed, the apparently
in a
powering force of Alexander was resisted

i

'

n

-i
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Ardrossan. If mile north-east of the north end of
the Big Cumbrae, 8 miles by water east-south-east
of Rothesay, 8J south of Innerkip, 9 north-west of
Its site
Kilbiruie, and 30 north-north-west of Ayr.
is a large deposit of gravel, which mast at one time
have formed part of the bottom of the frith. The
view from it seaward is that extensive, diversified,
and very brilliant one which we have noticed in our
account of the parish. Its environs inland are first
a rich tract of com land, in a high state of cultivation and beautifully ornamented, and next a series
of glades, glens, and grassy slopes, among the skirts
of the enclosing hills.
Its atmosphere is comparatively pure and dry; and its general salubrity enables it to compete stoutly witli Rothesay, the fame
of being the Montpellier of the west of Scotland.

till the cloud of night sheltered Haco's
shattered remnant, and allowed them to withdraw to their ships. Haco got leave from the Scottish king peacefully to inter his numerous followers

tiiiuous fight,
little

who had fallen ; and, in a few days afterwards, he
collected the relics of his fleet, and sailed away to
Orkney, there to die in December imder the pres•are of his sorrow.
The chief scene of the contest
was a plain to the south of the town, immediately
still retaining some small memorials
Within the parish of Dairy, immediitely beyond the south-east boundary of Largs, is a
fium called Camphill, where the Scottish army are
3aid to have encamped previous to the engagement.
Between that place and the town of Largs, is Routlon-bnm, having on its bank a cairn in which a
§tone-coffin was found, and supposed to have reaeived its name of Routdon or Routdane, from ha-ving
been the place where a detachment of Haco's army

below Haylee,
af the fight.

The beach in its neighbourhood is broad, gravelly,
and good for sea-bathing. A quay in front of the
town has sufficient accommodation for the safe and
An
speedy landing of passengers and goods.
esplanade of considerable breadth extends between
the quay and the town. A terrace or single- sided

were routed. Some way down the bum is Burlygate; nearer the sea, in the Earl of Glasgow's plantations, is Killing-craig; and farther to the south is
Kepping-bum, where, it is said, a number of the
Seeing Norwegians were met by Sir Robert Boyd,
mcestor of the Earls of Kilmarnock, afterwards the
tried friend of Robert Bruce, and put to the sword.
The parish is traversed by the road from Greenock
xa Ardrossan, and enjoys ample facilities of communication by steamboat.
Population in 1831,
2,848; in 1851, 3,715.
Houses, 532. Real rental
in 1842, £7.500.
Assessed property in 1843,

street, pleasingly edificed, overlooks the esplanade.
main street, of fair character for both airiness and

A

JB13.742 19s. 2d.
is in the presbytery of Greenock, and
Glasgow and Avr. Patron, the Earl of
Stipend, £296 "los. 7d.; glebe, £36 8s.
Unappropriated teinds, £625 9s. 7d. Schoolmasters
The parish church was built in 1812,
lary, £30.
A enlarged in 1833, and contains 1,268 sittings.

This parish
of

Eiod

linton.

a chapel of ease at Fairley, built in 1833,
containing 300 sittings. There is also a chapel
ease at Skelmorly. There are two Free churches,
one at Largs, with an attendance of 490, the
r at Fairley, with an attendance of 150; and
turn raised in connexion with the former in 1855
£872 Is. 5d., in connexion with the latter,

'Iliere is
"

—

architecture, extends inland thence, and forms the
backbone of the town. Villas and other houses of
a superior kind stand on the outskirts or look toward
the shore. House accommodarion of great aggregate
extent, and of much variety of chai-acter, but geneAnd
rally comfortable or elegant, exists for hire.
altogether the town is well worthy of a repute which
it obtained at the very commencement of the era of
steamboat navigation, and has continued to possess
to the present day, as a favourite summer resort of
families from Glasgow and other seats of manufacture on the Clyde.
Largs ranks as a creek of the port of Greenock.
Its quay was built in 1834, at the cost of £4,275;
and the average revenue from it yields a return of
about 6 per cent. The aflfairs of the harbour are

managed by a committee.

Six steamers touch

summer, and two daily in winter, on their
way between Glasgow and intermediate places on
the one side, and Millport, Ardrossan, or Arran on
the other; and they have access to the pier at all

daily in

states of the tide, the depth of water almost at the
very shore being several fathoms. A large part of
the inhabitants depend mainly on rents and profits
drawn from summer visitors; a few are maintained
by the fisheries and a considerable number are
handloom weavers, in the employment of the Glases, a Free church school, a Free church school
gow manufacturers. A weekly market is held on
idustry for females, a Free church infant school,
two private schools. The district of Cunning- Thursday; and annual fairs are held on the first
appears to have anciently formed two distinct Tuesday' of February, the Tuesday after the 12th
the southern and larger one called day of June, the third Tuesday of July, and the
*tories,
ingham, and the northern and smaller one called fourth Tuesday of October. The June fair falls on
On the death of Alan, lord of Galloway, in St. Columba's day, vulgarly called Colm's day; and,
the lordship of Largs was inherited by his though now of very diminished importance, it was
hler Devorgilla; from her it passed to her son anciently a grand rendezvous of Highlanders and
Lowlanders for the mutual exchange of their comBaliol, the competitor for the Scottish crown
on his forfeiture, it was confened by Robert modities, and probably exhibited more grotesque
on his son-in-law, Walter, the steward of scenes of manners and traffic than any which can
nd. Hitherto the church had been a rectory
now be witness>jd in Scotland. The town has offices
now it was given by AValter to the monks of of the National Bank, the Oty of Glasgow Bank, and
'ey, and it continued with them till the Re- the Royal Bank, eight insurance agencies, a gas-light

There

is an United Presbyterian
which was built in 1826, and contains 690
s.
There is also an Episcopalian chapel,
St. Columba's.
There are an endowed school,
the Brisbane school, a school of industiy for

16s. 2d.

ih,

;

—

|l

;

;

tion.
In 1587. the tithes and patronage, in
imon with the other property of the monks, were
;ed into a
temporal lordship, with the title of
vd
Paisley, in favour of Lord Claud Hamilton.
1621, they were inlierited by James, Earl of
•trcom and in the reiga of Charles I., they passed
?>ir Robert
Moiitgomerj' of Skelmorl}'. The church
IS dedicated to St. Columba.
rhe Tows of Lakgs stands on the coast of the
vish of
Largs, and on the road from Greenock to
;

company, a reading-room, two circulating libraries,
and some other institutions. An elegant suite of
baths was built in 1816 by pitblic subscription.
The parish church is a handsome as well as conof much
spicuoixs edifice, and has a tower and spire
more than ordinary pretensions to beauty. In the
of the
grave-yard in the town is the burying-place
Montgomerys of Skelmorly, an aisle of singular
and
built
character, belonging to the former church,
It is richly
in 1636 by Sir Robert Montgomery.

LARKHALL.
and

tastefully carved,
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and forms an arch and two

compartments, supported by 18 pillars of tlie Corinthian order, surmounted with cherubim. Above
the arch is a small pyramid, finished at top with a
On the roof are painted the twelve signs of
globe.
the zodiac, several views of the mansion of Skelmorly, and the figure of a lady, a member of the
Skelmorly family, receiving a mortal kick from a
In various parts are also texts of Scripture
horse.
and escutcheons. Below is a vault, to which Sir
Eobert usually repaired at night for devotion and
At
meditation, in a sense burying himself alive.
each end of the town is a moat, supposed to have
of
a
of
On
small
feudal
courts
seat
been the
justice.
holm at Outterwards, on Noddle-burn, were discovered the foundations of several huts or cottages,
said to have been the retreat of numbers of the inhabitants from a visit of the plague which, in 164-4,
desolated the town. Largs has no charter of any
kind to regulate its government, and is under little
other control than that of the county authorities.
A justice of peace court for small debts is held on
the first Monday of every month. Three men of the
coast guard are stationed in the town. Population
in 1851, 2.824.
Houses, 392.
LARKHALL, a post-oSice village in the parish

—

of Dalserf, Lanarkshire.

It stands

boundary with Hamilton parish, and

close to the
on the road

Tlie Aniistronprs arc flying,
The widows are crying,
Tlie Castletown's burning, and Oliver's

gone!"

LASSWADE,

a parish, containing the post-office
villages of Lasswade, Loanhead, Roslin, and Rosewell, in Edinburghshire. It is bounded by Colinton,
Liberton, Dalkeith, Newbattle, Cockpen, Carrington,
Penicuick, and Glencross. Its length north-northeastward is 8 miles; its greatest breadth is 6 miles;
but nowhere, except over a very brief distance at its
north end, is it broader than 3 miles.
projecting
wing at its north-west extremity is occupied by the
eastern termination of the Peiitland hills, covered
partly with heath, and partly with fine pasture.
An extensive tract, from the southern boundary to
about 2 miles into the interior, is moorish and
mossy upland, bleak and unsheltered. The rest of
the surface, comprising much the greater part, is a

A

rich

and beautiful

plain, generally fertile in its

soil,

primely managed in its husbandry, opulently shaded
and adorned with wood, and very picturesquely
featured and diversified in its scenery. About 1,000
acres are covered with Avood. The North Esk comes
down upon a point about a mile from the south-west
extremity, runs IJ mile along the western boundary,

and then, assuming a north-north-easterly

direction,

cuts the rest of the parish into nearly equal parts.
Its bed, while traversing the plain, is a deep,
romantic, sinuous, bold ravine; paved in many
places, at the bottom, with ledging and variform
rocks
often steep, perpendicular, and even over-

leading from Glasgow to Carlisle, midway between
the Avon and the Clyde, 3|- miles south-east of the
town of Hamilton. It stands chiefly on the Eapand almost everywhere, in
loch property, but partly also on the Hamilton pro- hanging on its sides
The Lesmahago branch of the Caledonian tiny plain, or slope, or swell, or precipice, profusely
perty.
railway passes adjacent to it. The inhabitants are adorned with shrubs and trees. Recesses, contracprincipally handloom-weavers and miners, the former tions, angularities, rapid and circling sinuosities,
employed for the manufacturers of Glasgow, and combine with the remarkably varied surface of its
the latter in the collieries, which have been rapidly sides to render its scenery equal in mingled picturextending in the neighbourhood. The village was esqueness and romance to any in Scotland. The
commenced, with slight exceptions, about the year river seems all the way to be merrily frolicsome
now rushing along a shelving gradient, now hiding
It did not undergo any great increase for 15
1776.
or 20 years; and it afterwards was rapidly enlarged,
itself behind rocks and weeping wood, and making
sudden but always mirthful transitions in its course.
It has
principally by means of building societies.
a salubrious air, good water, and abundance of fuel 'I'he rocks of most of the lowland tracts of the parish
and sandstone. Its neighbourhood is largely studded belong to the coal formation, and comprise very:
with hamlets, rows of houses, and separate dwell- abundant supplies of coal, limestone, and sandstone.'
ings, which may be regarded as coalescing with it The coal is worked principally in the vicinii^
to form a considerable town.
A chapel-of-ease :s Loanhead and of Rosewell. The estate of Dr.
built here in 1835 as an extension church, at the alone was recently computed to contain not
cost of about £900, and contains 720 sittings. It than 30,000,000 tons.
coal-mine on the boui:
has recently been endowed by the Duke of Hamil- with Liberton was accidentally set on fire if'
and
erected
into
a
the
and
it
burned
sacra
1770
church.
ton,
quoad
year
upwards of 20 vi iparish
An United Presbyterian church, then a Relief in spite of every effort to extinguish its fire, i'"'
chui-ch, was built about the same time as the chapel principal landowners are Lord Melville, Sir J
of ease, and contains 700 sittings. There are in the
\V. Drummond, Bart., Sir George Clerk, Bart..
village a side parish school, two other schools, a son of Pentlaiid, Ramsay of Whitehill, Sir No;
subscription library, a branch of the City of Glasgow M. Lockhart, Bart., Arbuthnot of Mavisbank, M
bank, a savings' bank, a mason lodge, and one or of Dryden, the Earl of Rosslyn, the Earl of II
two benefit societies. Population of the village in berry, and several others.
1841, inclusive of territory which was then conAlong the vale of the North Esk, cix)wninj:
joined with it in a temporary quoad sacra parisli, precipices, or sitting ensconced in its fairy ii.
are various interesting ancient edifices, and a ^
2,453. Population of the village itself in 1831, 963;
in 1851, 1.839.
of modern mansions and villas.
The most rem
Houses, 304,
LARKHALLBUKN. Sec JmuuRCiii.
able of the former are the castle and the chaj'
(Locu), a small lake in the parishof Criech, RosLiN, and the old mansion and the caves of 1
Sutherlandshire.
tiiorxden: which sec. Among the numerous
LAROCH. See IJallachulisu.
tlemen's seats which line both sides of the rii
an
estate
in
the
of
LARRISTON,
Castle- Mavisbank, resembling an Italian villa, Drydcii .i.
parish
ton, Roxburghshire. It is situated upon the Liddle,
Rosebank, on the left bank, and Springfield, Audi
about 6 miles above Newcastleton. It comprises indinny, Polton, Glenesk, Goston, and Eldiii, on t!i
about 5,000 acres, and contains excellent sheep- walk. right bank, are the chief. Eldin, the last of tli'
It was at one time the seat of a chief of the Elliots,
was the seat of John Clerk, Jlsq., the author of
whose fame has been commemorated in Hogg's celebrated work on naval tactics. Many villas
;

;

;

w

A

;

<

LARO

1

i.

spirited ballad,-

"Lock

-

the dooi, L.irrlHtoii, lion of Lldilesdalc
Iiock the duor, iiurrinton, IxiwUicr coitiM ou;
;

cottages straggle along at intervals, or hang on
outskirts of Lasswade and Roslin ; and arc occnp
chiefiy as summer-houses, as scenes of rurali/i

i

i

LASSWADE.

as places of convalescence, by the citizens of
bainburprh. One of the cottages near the village of
Lasswade was the residence, during some of the
happiest years of his life, of Sir Walter t>cott. But
the grandest modem structure is Melville- castle,
itaated nearly a mile below the village of Lasswade, on a secluded but charming piece of low
ground, on the left margin of the Esk, suiTounded

by high banks, picturesque, wooded, and adorned.
fine castellated edifice, with circular towers,

1*1118

seat of Viscount Melville, was built near the
last century on the site of an ancient edifice
of the same name, which tradition incorrectly says
belonged to David Rizzio, and was occasionally inMelviUe-castle was visited in
babited by Mary.

tlie

end of

I

Near the
1822, and much admired, by George IV.
bouse of Mavisbank is a supposed Roman station,
pointed out in (Jeneral Roy's maps as the place
where the Romans passed the North Esk on their

!

i

chief object is a circular
outhen mound of considerable height, begirt with
mmparts, now cut into terraces ; where have been
to

way

I

'

Cramond.

The

antique weapons, bridle bits, surgical instmments, and other relics. In a neighbouring farm is
a tamnlus, whence have been dug urns filled with
Near Roslin is the scene of a battle,
barnt bones.
rather of three battles in one day, fought, on the
|«r
and the
|!i4th of February, 1303, between the Scotch
jlish, conflictingly narrated by the historians of
two nations, but painted by those of Scotland in
loolours not a little flattering to Scottish bravery.
JDaring a truce, Ralph Confrey, treasurer to Edward
invaded Scotland at the head of 30,000 men,
[L,
With a view to
lllrell-armed, and mostly horsemen.
on
Iphinder, he divided them into three bodies, and,
ehing the neighbourhood of Roslin, encamped
em in three stations. Hearing of his invasion,
Simon Eraser and Sir John Comyn drew together
|al Biggar as many men as they could hastily muster,*
juuting to 8,000, or at most to 10,000 "and with
they expeditiously marched in search of the
emy. Falling unexpectedly on the first division
rthe English, the Scottish forces totally overthrew
routed them, driving those who escaped the
[>rd and
capture confusedly back on the second
While the Scotch were dividing the spoil,
ip.
fiHuid

I

I

'

;

^second English division, suddenly alarmed, and
notion, precipitated themselves to the conflict,
met the same fate as the first division. Scarcely
tthe Scotch begun to take a refreshment, when a
1 army appeared in view and the Scotch, though
aed in numbers and exhausted by fatigue, rushed
etaously on this third army, and overthrew it
I

;

Blundering tactics on the English side, and
and animation on the side of the Scotch, thus
ted out for the latter the boast of conquering in
[day three armies, each of which was fully equal
liem in numbers, and probably superior in apI

tments.
Tithin the parish, chiefly in

its central parts
the Esk, are a bleactifield, four paper-mills,
corn-mills, a very extensive gunpowder manni
and a manufactory of fine carpets and
iks.
The carpet manufactory was established
and it soon rose into extensive notice, and

le famous for its produce.
The parish has
been celebrated for its oatmeal. Through the
lendation, as is believed, of the first Lord Melits produce in this article, drew the notice of
III., became the breakfast material of his
erous family during their years of childhood,
was regularly furnished to the royal residence
miliar of the village of Lasswade. The parish
iversed by the Peebles railway, and has stations
it for
Hawthomden, Roslin, and Penicuick. Its
i

_

I
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limits also lie near the railway stations of Bonnyrigg
and Eskbank. It is also traversed crosswise by the
road from Edinburgh to Peebles, and lengthwise by
that from Edinburgh to Dumfries, by way of Howgate. The village of Lasswade stands on the Edinburgh and Peebles road, and on the left bank of the
North Esk, 2 miles west-south-west of Dalkeith,
and 6 miles south-south-east of Edinburgh. Its site
comprises the slopes and bottom of a very romantic
part of the dell of the Esk and is united by a good
stone bridge to the village of Westmill, on the right
bank of the Esk, and politically comprehended in
the parish of Cockpen. The two villages practically
coalesce to form one little town, and they can challenge comparison with any other little town in the
kingdom for picturesqueness of both interior and environs
but they stand on such exceeding irregularity of ground, as to want most of the ordinary
;

;

conveniences of street arrangement. The stated
population of Lasswade proper is about 300; but,
owing to the influx of summer lodgers from Edin-

burgh and elsewhere, the population in the summer
months is much greater. Population of the parish
in 1831, 4,252; in 1851, 5.821.
Houses, 1,060.
Assessed property in 1843, £21,832 lis. lid.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
Patron, Sir
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
George Clerk, Baronet.
Stipend, £180 4s. id.;
glebe, £35.
Unappropriated teinds, £15 lis. id.
Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s. 4^., with £48 fees.
The parish church was built in 1793, and contains
upwards of 1,000 sittings. It is a handsome edifice,
most beautifully situated on a height overlooking
the village of Lasswade. There is a chapel of ease
at Roslin, built in 1827, and containing 444 sittings;
and it is under the patronage of the male communiThere is a Free church at Roslin; and the
cants.
amount of its receipts in 1855 was £152 17s. 6d.
There is also a Free church preaching station at
Loanhead and the amount of its receipts in 1855
was £70 18s. 8Jd. There is an United Presbyterian
church at Lasswade, built in 1830, and containing
655 sittings. There is also an United Presbyterian
church at Bridgend, on the south-west border of the
;

popularly, but incorrectly, designated ot
Penicuick. There is a Reformed Presbyterian church
at Loanhead, built about 68 years ago, and containing 400 sittings. There are in the parish 12 nonparochial schools, and several benefit societies; and
there are subscription libraries at Lasswade and
Loanhead, and a congregational library at Roslin.
The present parish of Lasswade comprehends ail
the ancient parish of Lasswade, the chief part of the
ancient parish of Melville, and a considerable part
of the ancient parish of Pentland. Lasswade was
anciently the richest parish in Mid-Lothian except
St. Cuthberts.
The church, with its pertinents,
became, in the 12th century, a mensal church of
the bishop of St. Andrews; it afterwards was a prebend of St. Salvator's college, St. Andrews; and, in
the reign of James III., it was, by the Popes authority, transferred to the dean of the collegiate
church of Restalrig. Long after the large accessions
from Pentland on the west, and Melville on the
north, were made to the territory, the old parochial
place of worship, which had witnessed every change
from before the Reformation till the final settlement
of the Church of Scotland in her present form, continued to be in use; and it now exists not far from
its conspicuous modem successor, in the form of a
frail ruin, timidly ensconced from the public gaze
amidst a cluster of trees. One of its aisles is the
hurying-place of the noble family of Melville, and
contains the ashes of the first Lord Mellviile, the
distinguished figurant in the ministry of Mr. Pitt.
parish,
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The name Lasswade is derived by Chalmers from
two words, laeswe and lueyde, which signify a well
watered pasture of common use;' and this may be
taken as a good description of the site of the village
of Lasswade at the time when the original church
was built.
LATHALLAN. See Kilconquhar.
LATHALMOND. See Dunfekmline.
LATHERON, a parish on the south-eastern and
'

southern border of Caithness-shire.

It contains the

post-office stations of Latheron and Berriedale, the
post-office village of Lybster, and the villages of
Swiney and Dalbeath. It is bounded by the German

ocean, by Sutherlandshire, and by the parishes of
Its length northHalkirk, Watten, and Wick.
westward is 27 miles, and its general bi'eadth varies
from 6J to 14 miles. The coast has an extent nearly
co-equal with the extreme length of the parish. It
everywhere presents to the sea a bold vertical face
of rock, from 100 to 300 feet high, but is much indented by inlets at the mouth of streams, forming
very convenient, well-sheltered harbours for fishing
boats; and it is pierced, at the line of watermark,
with numerous caves, some of them from 300 to 360
feet long, and frequented at all seasons by great
numbers of seals. The interior surface of the parish

remarkably diversified, presenting a continued
succession of hill and valley, sometimes in rapid
alternation, and with bold features, strikingly contrasted to the tame flat appearance of most other
parts of the county. The boundary-line everywhere
is

the brink of rocky cliff's overhanging the sea, and
capable originally of being cut off" from connexion with the land by means of fosse and drawMost of them are now in ruins, but that of
bridge.

Dunbeath

inhabited.
Seal-catching, in the
is a considerable employment.
Sea-fishing, particularly in the hen-ing department,
but also in the cod, the salmon, and the lobster deis still

caves of the coast,

partments, is a very extensive employment, engaging
the main attention of a large proportion of the inhabitants, but conducted in an exciting manner, and
not a little precarious. See the article Caithness.
The estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1840
was £46,870 of which £19,260 was for herring,
£250 for cod, and £302 for salmon. Assessed property in 1843, £10,976 18s. 6d. Population in 1831,
7,020; in 1851, 8,224.
Houses, 1,568.
This parish is in the presbytery of Caithness, and
of
Sutherland
and
Caithness.
Patron, Sir
synod
James Colquboun, Bart. Stipend, £253 2s. lid.;
glebe, £15.
Unappropriated teinds, £191 15s. 8d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with from £20
;

to £30 fees.
The parish church was built in 1734,
and enlarged and repaired in 1822, and contains
about 900 sittings. There is a government church
at Berriedale, built in 1826, and containing 312
There is a chapel of ease at Lybster,
sittings.
built in 1836, containing 805 sittings, and under the
patronage of such male heads of families as are
communicants. There are four Free chuiches, re-

spectively at Latheron, at Berriedale, at Lybster,

with Sutherlandshire, and partly also with Halkiwk,
amounting altogether to not less than 20 miles, is a
and the interior thence,
lofty mountain watershed
to the aggregate amount of one-third or so of the

and at Bruan; and the receipts of the first in 1855
were £121 17s. 6d.,— of the second, £69 13s. 7d..—of
the third, £473 14s. 4Jd.,— of the fourth, £136 5s. Id.
There are 17 non-parochial schools, some of them
entire area of the parish, is lofty upland. The sum- supported by public bodies, and the rest conducted
mits in these parts have an altitude of from 1,500 to by private adventure. The distinguished Sir John
3,000 feet above the level of the sea and some of Sinclair, so famous in the agricultural and statistical
them command a most magnificent prospect, com- annals of Scotland, was an extensive landowner in
prising great part of twelve counties, together with Latheron, and resided much on his estate here, and
a large extent of the Atlantic and the German oceans. commenced on it some of his earliest georgical imTiie height on the coast part of the boundary projects provements.
The name Latheron may have been
in so alpine a manner to the sea, that the public derived either from LatJtair roin signifying the re;

;

road over

it,

connecting Caithness-shire with the

rest of Scotland, passes over it at an altitude of 1,200
feet above sea-level.
See Okd of Caithness. The
loftiest interior summit is Morven,
which also see.
The glens in some parts of the upland district, par-

—

Langwell-water and
Berriedale-water, exhibit as romantic ajid picturesque scenery as any in the Highlands. The principal stream, besides the Langwell and the Berrieand all the three rise on the
dale, is the Dunbeath
western border and run eastward to the German
ocean. But a head-stream of Thurso water, running
northward to the North sea, drains the north-west
district of the parish, and carries off thence the
ticularly along the course of

;

superfluence of three or four small lakes. The predominant rocks are variously clay flag-stone, the
old red sandstone, the red sandstone conglomerate,
and granite. The soil of the arable lands is of
various quality, but in general shallow, sharp, and
gravelly, and in
taclied rocks

many parts encumbered with deand large boulders. About 9,000 im-

perial acres are in tillage; about 9,000 are capable
of being cheaply reclaimed; about 720 are under
and about 121,000 are
wood, chiefly copsewood
The principal landownera arc
pastoral or waste.
Sir George Sinclair, Bart., Sinclair of Freswick,
Homo of Langwell, Sutherland of Forse, Gordon
of Swiney, Lord DufTus, Sir lialph A. Anstruther,
Bart., Munro of Latheron, and Smclair of Lybster.
No fewer than eight old castles Berriedale, Ach;

—

Dunbeath, Knockinnan, Latheron, Forso,
Swiney, and Clvth stand on the coast, chiefly on

astlc,

—

sort of seals, or from Latliair slionn signifying the
place of heroes.
LATHONES, a post-office hamlet, in the parish
of Cameron, Fifeshire.
It stands on the road fiom

Andrews to Largo, nearly midway between these
towns, and about 3 j miles east by south of Ceres.
Here is an United Presbyterian church.
LATHOCKAR. See Fifeshire.
RISK. See Kettle.
LATRICK. See Cambuslang.
LATTERACH-BURN, a small stream, running
along the mutual boundary of the parisht's of
Birnie and Dallas to the Lossie in Morayshire. Se«
St.

LATH

Glenlattehacu.

LAUCHOPE. See Bothweix.
LAUDER, a parish, consisting
and a small detached

of a

section, in

the

main ho^j
district

The main body
Lauderdale, Berwickshire.
tains the post-town and royal burgh of Lauder;
is bounded on the north by Haddingtonshire,
the east by the parishes of Longformacus, Cransl
Westruther, and Legerwood, on the south by 1
burghshire, and on the west by Edinburghsl
and by the parish of Channelkirk. Its length sen
ward is 1 1 miles; and its greatest breadth is 7 nn
The detached section lies Ij mile south of
nearest part of the main body, is bounded nartl\
the
and Earlston, but p
parishes of Legerwood
cipally by Roxburghshire; and measures about 'i
mile in length eastward, and about IJ mile in
breadth. Leader water rises in the extreme nori'
west corner of the main body, flows 5.1 miles nli
i

—

—

>
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boundary with Channelkirk, runs 4J miles
south-eastward through the interior, forms for f of
mile the boundary with Legerwood, and after
traversing the intermediate space, traces the whole
eastern boundary of the detached section, and then
passes away from the parish. Whaplaw-burn, 5J
iniles long, Eamscleuch-water, 6^ or 7 miles long,
and Blythe-water, 7^ or 8 mUes long, all rise in
various head-waters very near the north-east
iioundary, and flow south-westward to the Leader.
The last of these streams Blythe-water jointly
\nth its main tributary, traces for 6^ miles the
MMtth-east boundary. Perennial springs, both many
jid copious, well up from sand or gravel, or from
the

—

—

fiiinstoue rock, and give an abundant supply of
[Sime water. The boundary line along the north
uid the north-east, to the extent of 8 miles, is the
rater-shed of the Lammermoor hUls, and includes
he summit of Lammerlaw, which gives name to
The border for some distance
lie whole range.
POm that boundary is bleak, moorish, and highly upind; but the surface afterwards yields to the water
oarses, becomes verdant and even beautiful, modertes in height, and eventually yields to the dominion
f the plough.
The vale of the Leader, about third
ttj from the northern boundary, acquires a low open
kittom, and retains this to the southern extremity,
rith a width varying from 1 mile to 2 miles ; and all
vale, as well as much of the slopes which form
screens, is beautifully cultivated, and has a fine
ranee.
Depressions in the hilly ranges form
ings from its side, and pleasingly diversify the
ladscape. The soil of the arable lands is, in general,
"t and dry,
in many instances clayey,
and
r a considerable extent
richly loamy, and superMnimbent on sand or gravel. The uplands are, for
most part, excellent sheep-walks, aud maintain
lerotis flocks of Cheviots.
About 12,060 imacres are in tillage about 25,043 are pastoral
waste and about 650 are under wood. Rock of
teellent kind, both for masonry and for road metal,
The principal landowners are the
jlbondant.
iiri of
Lauderdale, the Marquis of Tweeddale,
lolm of Chapel, Scott of Harden, and Allan of
The estimated yearly value of raw
ileugh.
in 1833 was £29,270.
Assessed property

—

—

;

;

£12,595 17s. Many Pictish and Scottish
pments, either round or oval, are in the parish
neighbourhood ; and many tumuli exist on
r-moor, on the old road to Melrose.
Fragof swords, bows, and arrows, found on the
the arrows pointed with flint-stone indicate
e to have been the scene of ancient though
rded and forgotten battles.
Between the
and the Leader stands, on a beautiful lawn,

—

which
fort, now called Thirlestane Castle
Lauder was the birth-place of Sir John MaitLord Thirlestane, who, in the reign of James
:

^

ed the offices successively of lord-privy-seal,
-of-state, and chancellor of Scotland; and
goyed, for a brief period, the ministry of the
". James
Guthrie, the first of the Scottish martyrs
.: the Restoration.
The parish is traversed by
toad from Edinburgh to Kelso, but has not
to any nearer railway stations than those of
nbnrgh and Hawick railway in the valley
Gala.

Population in 1831, 2,063; in 1851,
Houses, 368.
parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Earl of
ierdale.
Stipend, £272 Is. 7d.; glebe, £18.
ippropriated teinds, £181 2s. 2d. Schoolmaster's
with
£70 fees, and £7 15s. other emoluy, £30,
ts.
The parish church was built in 1673. and

lired in 1820,
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and contains 773

sittings.

There

a Free church; and the amount of its receipts in
1855 was £189 13?. 6Jd. There is also an United
Presbyterian church, containing 432 sittings. There
are a Free church school, a voluntary school, and
two or three ladies' schools. The ancient parish
church appears to have been of considerable value,
having been rated in the ancient Taxatio at ninety
marks, while that of Channelkirk was rated at only
forty. In the reign of David I., the advowson, along
with almost the whole of Lauderdale, was given to
and
Sir Hugh Moi-ville, constable of Scotland
through many a changeful age it continued an appurtenant of the manor, till it passed into the possession of Devorgillar, the wife of the first John
Baliol. By this lady, the church, with its peitinents,
was given to the monks of Dryburgh ; and it continued to be a vicarage under them till the Refoi-mation. The parish church, which preceded the
present structure, stood on the north side of the
town opposite Thirlestane-castle, and was. in July,
1482, the scene of the meeting of the Scottish nobles
which issued in the murder of James IIl.'s menials
is

;

on Lauder bridge, and in the capture and imprisonment of the King. Subordinate to the parish church
were anciently two chapels. One stood at Redslie
in the detached part of the parish, and is commemorated in the name Chapel, home by a farm in its
vicinity and the other stood on the right bank of the
Leader, at the southern extremity of the main body
of the parish, and dedicated to St. Leonard's. The
former was confirmed by Malcolm IV., and the
latter given by Sir Richard Morville, who died in
1189, to the monks of Dryburgh.
Contiguous to
St. Leonard's chapel stood an hospital, dedicated to
the same saint, and founded, during the Scoto-Saxon
period, probably by Sir Hugh Morville. Both stnic;

tures are commemorated in the name St. Leonard's,
St. Leonard's
borne by a mansion near their site.
banks are celebrated in Scottish song.
LAUDER, a post-town, a royal burgh, the capital
of Lauderdale, stands in the southern part of the
main body of the parish of Lauder, on the west side
of the valley of the Leader, along the road from
Edinburgh to Kelso, 5 miles east-north-east of Stow,
7 north-north-west of Earlston, 12 west by north of
Greenlaw, 17 north-west of Kelso, 18 west by south
The
of Dunse, and 25 south-east of Edinburgh.
main part of it is a single street, 700 yards long, of
very various width, and not quite straight, stretching
from north-west to south-east along the highway.
Upwards of 400 yards from its north-west end, the
street attains its greatest width, and begins to be
split over the distance of about 110 yards into two
thoroughfares, by a line of buildings running along
The north-west end of the bisecting
its middle.
The parish-church stands a
line is the town-house.
little off" the street-line, immediately south-west of
the town-house; and, though cruciform and preThe site of
tentious, is a poor unimposing edifice.
an ancient cross in front of the town-house is marked
by a radiated pavement. Diagonally across the
north-west end of the main street, stretching nearly
east and west, is another street, partly one-sided,
and altogether 350 yards long. Describing the
segment of a circle on the south-west side of the
main street, and running nearly parallel to it on the
north-east side, are two thoroughfares, almost alto'

'

gether unedificed, and bearing the names of the
Upper and the Under Backsides. The park wall of
Thirlestane-castle screens the whole of the northeastern side of these thoroughfares, and forms on
that side the boundary of the burgh and the lawn
and other grounds of the noble residence occupy all
the space thence to the Leader. The whole town is
plain and irregular in its houses, and has a dull,
;

LAUDEll-BURN.

stagnant, desolate appearance. It has been altogether stationary for very many years, and gives no
promise of future extension. Yet it is the seat of
some local trade, and serves in various ways as a
centre of business to the surrounding country. There
are two principal inns, the Black Bull, and the

Communication, both for travelling and for
maintained chiefly through the Stow station of the Edinburgh and JHawick railway.
There
are in the town an office of the Bank of Scotland, an
office of the City of Glasgow bank, eight insurance
Eagle.
goods,

is

agencies, a subscription library, a mechanics' library,
a news room, a free masons' lodge, a gas company,
and a water company. There are likewise connected
with it an agricultural society, a horticultural society, a curling club, a clothing society, and a total
abstinence society.
Lauder is said to hare been erected into a royal
burgh in the reign of William the Lion. The early

charters having been lost amid the anarchy of tiie
Border wars, a charter of novo damns was given by
James IV. in 1502, and ratified next year by parliament. As defined under the reform act, the burgli
excludes the town's common, and a considerable landward district, comprehended in the old royalty, but
includes a small portion of formerly uncomprehended
kirk-lands to the south-west of the town.
The
burgh property is of veiy considerable value, and consists mainly of a common of upwards of 1,700 acres.
The common is said to have been possessed for a long
period by the burgesses as their private property,
and the rights of possession are also said to have
been anciently regulated by certain rules, varying
as the burgesses were resident or non-resident within
the town. The debt of the town having accumulated to an inconvenient amount, the magistrates,
about the year 1814, enclosed a part of the common
with the view of letting it as an arable fai-m to the
best bidder, and disposing of the rents for the purposes of the burgh. This enclosure was resisted by
some of the burgesses, who, in virtue of a clause in
the charter of James IV., claimed a feudal title to
the common.
long and keen litigation now ensued before the court of session, and in 1825 ended
in favour of the magistrates and town-council.
In
1833, the revenue of the burgh was £307 7s. 9d.
its expenditure £326, 18s. lljd.; the revenue from
its property included in the total revenue, £264 15s.
3d.; debts due to it, £341 19s. 9|d.; debts due by it,
£2,913 19s. 7fd. In 1854-5, the revenue was £318
12s. 9Jd.
The government of the burgh is vested
in two bailies and seven councillors.
Justice of
courts
are held as often as required.
Sheriff
peace
small debt courts are held on the third Wednesday
of February, the fourth Wednesday of July, and the
third Wednesday of October.
Lauder unites with

A

;

Jedburgh, Dunbar, North Berwick, and Haddington,
in sending a member to parliament.
Municipal
constituency in 1855, 55; parliamentary constituin
1851, 1,105.
ency, 58. Population in 1831, 1,075;
Houses, 194.
a
brook
of
LAUDER-BURN,
Roxburghshire and
Bei-wickshire.
It rises in the parish of Melrose,
runs a mile northward to the boundary with Berwickshire, traces that boundary 1 J mile north-westward, and then runs 3 miles across the parish of
Lauder, north-eastward and eastward, and past the
south end of the burgh of Lauder, to the Leader.
LAUDERDALE, the western one of the three
In geographical distridistricts of Berwickshire.
bution and agricultural properties, Berwickshire is
all strictly divisible into simply the Lammermoors
and the Merse the upper and the lower parts of
Lauderdale belonging respectively to these just as
The
distinctly as any other part of the county.
;
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of Lauderdale, as regards the usage of calliiij
a distinct district, cannot be defined, and n)us(
probably be understood as including simply tin
lin)its
it

basin of the Leader and its tributaiies, so far as tli«
basin is in Berwickshire. Even anciently the limiti

appear to have been very different in successive

and to have marked fluctuations both ir
the kind and in the extent of the civil jurisdictior

periods,

Maps of Lauderdale, Merse, and Lammcrmoor, were made by Timothy Pont in the reigr
of Charles I., and inserted in Blaeu's Atlas Scotise
The author of Caledonia guided apparently by thes(
maps states the area of Lauderdale to be 105 squan
that of Lammermoor to be 138J,
and tha'
miles,
of the Merse to be 202J.
At the abolition of here
of
the
Earl
Lauderdale
receivec
ditary jurisdictions,
the same compensation for the regality of 'i'hirle
within them.

—

—
—

—

stane as for the bailiary of Lauderdale,
Tiiirlestane-Casti-e.

—£500.

Set

LAURANCE (St.). See Slamaxnan.
LAURENCE (St.). See Gkeesock.
LAURENCE-HOUSE (St.), a hamlet

about
mile west of the town of Haddington, in East Lo

i

thian.

LAURENCEKIRK,
town of

its

own name,

a parish, containing a post
in the How district of Kin

It is bounded by Fordoun, Garvock
cardineshire.
and Marykirk. Its length west-south-westward
4 miles; and its breadth varies from less than
mile near its east end to about 3 miles near its wes'
The rivulet Luther comes in upon it fron
end.
Fordoun, and runs, west-south-westward, nearly

is

?

A small tract at its east end
its centre.
drained into the Bervie. The general surface con
sists of flat ground along the Luther, and of gentb
acclivities rising thence to the northern and tlr
southern boundaries. The elevation of the bed n
the Luther here is about 180 feet above sea-level!
the highest ground in the northern section has a
elevation of about 220 feet above sea-level and thj
highest ground in the southern section, on the bouiij
dary with Garvock, being on the northern slope (,
Garvock hill, has an elevation of about 450 feet abov
sea-level.
The soil on the flat ground contiguori
that in the
to the Luther is a fertile alluvium
through

ii

j

;

;

no!J

generally cold and moorish; and tb<
the southern tracts is all a deep clayey loam, ii!|
cumbent on sandstone or on clay, and generally ver
productive. About 5,000 imperial aeres within tl
parish are arable; about 120 are pastoral or wastt
and about 220 are under wood. The principal laii'
owners are the Earl of Kintore and Gibbon of Job
stone. The real rental in 1838 was S.h.llh; the vali|
of assessed property in 1855, was £7,512 Os. 4d)j
and the estimated yearly value of raw produce \\
1838 was £20,046. The only mansion is Johnston; t
lodge, a neat modern structure, commanding a fiij j
view of Strathmore and the Grampians. There wijj
tliern tracts is

in

\

:

only a few years ago, a flax spinning mill
Blackiemuir. The weaving of linen is an extensi
employment. The parish is traversed by the roj
from Forfar to Stonehaven, and by the Aberdcj
mi
railway; and it has a station on the latter, 26f
from Forfar, and 31 miles from Aberdeen. Popuj
Houses, 41G
tion in 1831, 1,886; in 1851, 2,125.
This parisli is in the presbytery of Fordoun, ai
svnod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, St. Mar,
till

I

'

1

\

j

'

\^

Stipend, £241 38. 7d.; glc.
College, St. Andrews.
£20.
Unappropriated teinds, £34 19s. 5d. Sohii;.
master's salary, £20, with about £30 fees, aniv,;
ll'Jf
considerable amount of other emoluments.
and enlarged
parish church was built in 1804,
jj
There iV-i
1819, and contains about 766 sittings.
Free church, with an attendance of 220; and }
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £138 178. Tli?
,
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an Episcopalian chapel, built in 1793, and containing 205 sittings. There is also an Independent
an Epischapel. There are two Free church schools,
a "public librasy
copal school, a parochial library,
of Laurencekirk," and a library deposited in the
Episcopalian chapel, and belonging to the Episcoof Brechin.
Dr. Beattie,
palian clergy of the diocese
tlie poet and moral philosopher, and his nephew
James Beattie, professor of natural history in Aberdeen, were natives of Laurencekirk. The celebrated
Thomas Ruddiman, the grammarian, was parish
schoolmaster of Laurencekirk from 1695 to 1700.
Dr. George Cooke, the historian of the Church of
Scotland, was minister of Laurencekirk from 1795
The original church was dedicated to St.
till 1828.
Lawrence and when the predecessor of the present
church, built in 1626, was taken down in 1804, there
were found in its walls some stones which appeared
to have belonged to a prior church, sculptured with
the figure of a man on a gridiron, supposed to represent the martyrdom of St. Lawrence. The name

IB

;

Laurencekirk was applied, till some time in last
century, only to the Kirktown; and the name of the
parish, before that time, was Conveth.
The Town of Lackexcekirk stands on the road
from Stonehaven to Forfar, in the south-west part
of the parish of Laurencekirk, 7 miles west of Bervie.
10 north by west of Montrose, and 14 south-west of
Stonehaven. It consists principally of one street,
about a mile in length, extending south-westward
along the public road. In 1730, the population did
not exceed 80 persons; and, in 1762, it had even decreased to 54. At this period the estate of John-

was purchased by the talented and eccentric
Lord Gardenstone, a judge of the court-of-session,
distinguished for his speculative turn of mind, and
His
his successful cultivation of the belles lettres.
lordship having determined on creating a town
atone

in 1765 laid out a part of his property in building-ground, began to build, and soon attracted setIn 1779, he obtained for his new village the
tlers.
atatas and privileges of a free burgh-of-barony, the
Orown charter empowering the inhabitants trienlually to choose a bailie and four councillors, and
to hold a weekly market and an annual fair, collect
dnes and customs, &c. The extent and nature of
the jurisdiction granted to the magistrates, howThe
•Ter, has been a subject of uncertainty.

liere,

pablic-spirited proprietor also built an elegant inn,
vith a select library and museum adjoining it,
and he enchiefly for the amusement of travellers
•onraged, and contributed liberally to, the establishment of a bleachfield, and the introduction of the
finen manufacture. At the present time a principal
nployment of the inhabitants is handloom linen
;

iving; and another employment, which has given
town a rivalry in fame with Cumnock and
luchline in Ayrshire, is the making of omamenwooden snuff-boxes. The town has an ofBce of
Aberdeen town and county bank, a branch of
L

Montrose savings' bank, a news room, a gascompany, a horticultural society, and a fai-club.
in 1851,
Population in 1841, 1,365
511.
Houses, 324.
^LAURIESTON, a small post-town in the parish
T
It stands on the eastern
Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
rge of the parish, on the road from Falkirk to
linburgh, about IJ mile east of the town of Faltk.
It is laid out on a regular plan along the
ies
of the road, having a square in the centre,
_
fcith lanes in the same direction on the south and
orth, and intersected by cross streets. It occupies
a comparatively elevated site, and commands a
very
brilliant view of the carse of Falkirk and the Ochils.
Itwasfeued out in 1756, by Francis Lord Napier,
it

;

]
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and took from him the name of New Merchiston ;
but it afterwards became the propeity of Sir
Lawrence Dundas, the ancestor of the Earl of Zetland, and took from him the name of Lawrencetown, which soon became abbreviated into LauriesHere is a Reformed Presbyterian church,
ton.
which was built in 1788, and contains 250 sittings.
Here also are two schools. Most of the inhabitants are employed in weaving, nail-making, agriculture, and ordinary handicrafts.
Population,
Houses, 311.
a post-office village in the parish
of Balmaghie, Kirkcudbrightshire.
It stands on
the road from Kirkcudbright to New Galloway, 6
miles west-north-west of Castle-Douglas. Here is
a parochial school. Population, 275. Houses, 80.
LAURIESTON, Lanarkshire. See Glasgow.
LAURIESTON, Kincardineshire. See Cykus
(St.) and Kincardixeshire.
LAURIN. See Gleske>-8,
LAVEN. See Ixserkip.
LAVEROCK. See Coldixgham.
1,198.

LAURIESTON,

LAW,

an Anglo-Saxon prefix or suffix, signihill or mount, generally of a coni-

fying an isolated
cal form.

LAW-CASTLE.

LAWERS.

See Kilbride (West).
See Kexmore and Moxivaikd.
See Whitekirk.
any isolated hill or mount of a coni-

LAWHEAD.
LAWHILL,
cal form, or

or mount.

word law

any locality designated from such bill
The name is tautological, seeing the

itself signifies hill

;

but

it is

nevertheless

It is applied, in particular, to
in considerable use.
localiries in Blantyre, in Craigie, in Deskford, in
in
West
Kilbride, in Kirkurd, in Maryton,
Dundee,
in Rayne, in Symington, in Tannadice, and in Tarbolton.
The name Lawknow, which is quite similar to Lawhill, is applied also to localities in Carnock, in Errol, and in East Kilbride.

LAWMUIR.

See Kilbride (East) and Kn/-

PATRICK. TEaST)

LAWRENCE

(St.).

See Laurexce

LAWTING. See Tixgwall.
LAWTON. See Ixverkeillor.
LAXAY, a rivulet and a small

(St.).

island in the
The rivuof Lochs, in the island of Lewis.
f»arish
et is formed by the superfluence of Loch-Trialivall,
on the boundary with Uig, and runs eastward across
the parish of Lochs, with a breadth of about 30 feet,
and an ordinary depth of about 15 inches.
a village and a rivulet in the parish
of Stomoway, in the island of Lewis. The village
is contiguous to the town of Stomoway
and the
rivulet runs eastward to Broad bay, a little north of
that town.
LAXFIRTH, a bay, about a mile in average
width, and penetrating the east side of the parish of
Tingwall, 2J miles west-south-westward, at a point
about 7 miles north of Lerwick, in the mainland of
Shetland.

LAXDALE,

;

LAXFORD

(Loch), a sea-loch, penetrating the
parish of Edderachyllis, 5 miles east-south-eastward,
with an average breadth of about a mile, on the
west coast of Sutherlandshire. The name is a corruption of Lax-fiord, and signifies the Salmon frith
The loch affords excellent anchorage.
(The), a stream, issuing from LochStack, and flowing north-westward to the head of
Loch-Laxford, in the parish of Edderachyllis, in
It is proverbially an excellent
Sutherlandshire.
salmon stream, and perhaps affords better angling
than any other stream of its size and breadth in

LAXFORD

Great Britain.

LAY-POINT.

See Glasserton.
See Kikkmichael, Banffshire.

LE ACHT (Hill of).

U

LEACHTON.
LEACHTON

(The), a rivulet ranning along
the boundary between tlie parish of Inverary and
the parish of Glassary, to Loch-Fyne, in Argyleshire.

LEADBURN, a post-ofSce hamlet on the southern verge of the parish of Penicuick and of EdinIt stands on a head- stream of the
burghshire.
North Esk, and on the road from Edinburgh to
Peebles, 3^ miles south of Penicuick.
Contiguous
to it is a station of the Peebles railway.
a
river
small
traversing the
(The),
district of Lauderiale, Berwickshire, and, for some
distance, dividing that county from Roxburghshire.
After leaving the main body of the parish of Lauder [which see], it pursues a course of 6 miles
almost uniformly due south to the Tweed, at Drygrange, 2 miles above Dryburgh. For IJ mile it

LEADER

divides Legerwood in Berwickshire from Melrose in
Roxburghshire; for 1| mile it divides Legerwood
and Earlston from the detached part of Lauder for
;

runs across a small projection of Eailto the Tweed, it divides Earlston
from Melrose. It runs with considerable rapidity,
is a good trouting stream, and boasts some fine
scenery on its banks, particularly as it approaches
the Tweed. Some of the localities which overlook
J of a mile
ston

it

;

it

and thence

are celebrated in the old song of

'

Leader haughs

and Yarrow.'

LEADHILLS, a small post-town, and the seat
of a mining population in the parish of Crawford,
Lanarkshire. It stands on the southern verge of
the county, adjacent to the sources of Glengonner
water, on a mountain road from Upper Nithsdale to
Upper Strathclyde, 1 mile north-east of Wanlockhead, 15 miles south-south-east of Douglas-mill, 16
north-north-east of Thornhill, 44 south-east by south
of Glasgow, and 46 south-west by south of Edinburgh. Its site has an elevation of about 1,300 feet
above the level of the sea, and is perhaps the highest
The aspect of the
inhabited land in Scotland.
country around is of the most sterile desci'iption,
consisting of hills above hills of scanty herbage or
heather; and elevated though it be, the village occupies a position in a valley, from one side of which
a bleak lofty ridge ascends to the height of 2,450
feet. The view from this point is truly magnificent,
embracing on the north the Pentland hills; on the
south, the Solway frith, the Isle of Man, and the
mountains of Cumberland ; and on the west, Ailsa
Craig, the peaks of An-an, Benlomond, and the Paps
of Jura. Lead was probably worked here in the
time of the Roman domination. The Romans, at all
events, are known to have worked lead mines in
Britain and they had camps and stations in the
neighbourhood of Leadhills, while one of their principal military roads traversed the parish of Crawford.
One of the recent lead veins, however, was not
discovered till 1517, and the records of the mining
than to about
operations do not reach farther back
the year 1600. The mineral field of the place extends across the watershed into Dumfries-shire, and
is perhaps the richest lead-mining district in the
kingdom. See Lanarkshire and Wanlockhead.
In the zenith of the trade, in 1810, Leadhills produced about 1,400 tons annually, valued, according
to the then current price, at more than £45,000;
but of late years both the price and the quantity produced have materially fallen off, the mines only yielding from 700 to 800 tons annually; and, in consequence, the circumstances of the inhabitants are not
so comfortable as they were wont to be. The works
are managed by the Scots Mining comj)any, who
have at all times a responsible agent resident upon
the spot; and the rent of the Earl of llopetoun, the
sixth bar of lead proproprietor, is said to be every
;
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The town has a chapel of ease, under the
a preaching
patronage of the Earl of Hopetoun
station of the Free church, in connexion with Wanan
endowed
with
a
lockhead;
school,
salary of £30
and a house and a good public library, established
so early as 1741, and now containing about 2,000
volumes. Fairs are held on the second Friday of
June, and on the last Friday of October. Population, 950.
Houses, 230.
LEADLAW. See Linton, Peebles-shire.
LEADLOCK-BURN, a headstream of Bnechwater, in the east end of the pjirish of Cambusnethan, in Lanarkshire.
LEAP-HILL, an isolated, pyramidal-looking hill,
in the parish of Teviothead, Roxburgh shii-e.
LEARNY-HILL. See Kincardine ONeil.
LEASTON. See Humbie.
LEATHEN-LOCH. See Portree.
LEBANON. See Ccpar-Fife.
LECKIE. See Gargunnock.
LECROPT, a parish on the mutual border of
duced.

;

;

Perthshire and Stirlingshire.
It contains part of
the post-office village of Bridge of Allan, and approaches within 1^ mile of the town of Stirling. It
is bounded by Dunblane, Logic, St. Ninians, KinIts length eastward is
cardine, and Kilmadock.
about 3 miles; and its breadth is about 2f miles.
The Allan traces its eastern boundary to the Forth
the Teith traces part of the southern boundary; and
the Forth, after receiving the Teith, traces the rest
of that boundary to the influx of the Allan. Through
the middle of the parish, almost from end to end,
extends a beautiful bank. All the surface south of
tliis is rich carse ground, without a single stone or
pebble, tastefully enclosed, and in the most luxuriant cultivation.
From the bank northward, the
surface rises with a gentle ascent, partakes the
character of what, in the vicinity of carse lands, is
called dryfield, is all enclosed either with stone walls
or with hedge and ditch, and exhibits many opulent
results of agricultural improvement.
great variety
of thriving planted tiees shelter and adorn the drj'From the bisecting bank, and from points of
field.
upland beyond it, magnificent prospects are obtained
of the rich flat basin of the Teith and the Forth,
and of the zone now of low heights, now of bold
hills, and now of grand mountain-summits, which
encinctures it. The principal landowners are Stirling of Keir, the Earl of Moray, and Foggo of RowThe old valued rental is £1,536. Assessed
speirs.
property in 1843, £2,226 15s. Near the mansion of
Keir, | of a mile north-west of the church, is
one of the chain of rude forts, all called Keirs,
which run along the north face of the strath of the
Teith, and were built by the Caledonians to watch
the motions of the troops stationed on the great
Roman wall. In the immediate vicinity of the
church are those very marked monuments of feudal
times and jurisprudence, a Court-hill and a Gallowhill.
The parish is traversed by the road from Stirling to Callander, and has ready access to the Scottish central railway.
Population of the Perthshirt
section in 1831, 189; in 1851, 171.
Houses, 30
of
the
entire
Population
parish in 1831, 443; in 1851
442.
72.
Houses,
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunblane, am
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Stirling o
Keir.
Stipend, £147 13s. 8d. ; glebe, £16 lOe
;

A

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with about £1'
The parish cliurol
fees, and £3 other emoluments.
The ancien
is a handsome modern Gothic edifice.
church belonged to the monks of Cambuskcnnetl
The name Lecropt signifies " the half of the hill,
and alludes to the configuration of the parocbii
surface.

LEDAIG.
LEDAIG,
Bonaw,

a

post ofBce

station

subordinate to

in Lorn. Arsrvleshire.

LEDBEG.

See

AkrsT.

LEDNATHY

(The), a rivulet of the upper disIt
trict of the parish of Kirriemuir, Forfarshire.
rises near the boundary with Lintrathen, and runs
where
a
little
above
south-eastward to the Prosen,
that stream first touches the boundary with Kingcldrum.
(The), a rivulet of the parish of
Comrie, Perthshire. It rises in the north-west extremity of the parish, and flows south-eastward to
the Earn at the village of Comrie, fonning, over
tiie last 2 J miles of its course, the boundary with
Mouivaird. See Glesledsock.
LEE (The). See Esk (The North), Forfarshibe.
LEE-CASTLE. See Lanark.
LEEDS (New), a village in the parish of Strichen,
Aberdeenshire. It stands on the east border of that
parish, on the road from Fraserburgh to Aberdeen,
Here is an United
4| miles north of Mintlaw.

LEDNOCK

-

Presbyterian clinrch.
LEEPEN. See Ixxekleithe.v.
LEES. See Eccles.
LEET (The), a rivulet of the Merse. Berwickshire.
It rises near the extreme north ©f the parish
>f Whitsome; flows 5 miles south westward through
that parish and Swinton,
divides, for 2 miles southward, Swinton and Coldstream on the east, from
Eccles on the west, and runs sinuously 5 miles
south-eastward through Coldstream parish to the
Tweed at the town of Coldstream.
LEETOWN, a village in the parish of EitoI,

—

—

Population, 112. Houses, 24.
LEGEliWOOD, a parish on the west border of
Berwickshire. Its post-town is Earlston, 4 miles
«onth-south-west of its kirktown. It is bounded by
Roxburghshire, and by the parishes of Lauder,
Its length
Westruther, Gordon, and Earlston.
Hmthward is 5f^ miles and its average breadth is
lietween 2J and 3 miles.
Its southern division is
wholly occupied by a very broad-based height, called
Peithshire.

;

Ar*gerwood-liill, whose summit is geographically from
M] to IJ mile within the interior of the parish, and
^\rhose sides slope gently to the southern, eastern,
^nd western boundaries.
The north comer sends
an imposing elevation, called Boon-hill, 1,090 feet
ve sea-level. From this height a hilly ridge runs
uthward near the western boundary till not far
om the north base of Legerwood-hill and thence
-ends off a ridge north-eastward to the most eastThe glens or Vales among
y point of the parish.
hills are of considerable width
and, together
:li the soft
slopes of the uplands, surrender very
one-half
of
the
entire
covered
rly
area,
generally
'h a deep dark-coloured mould, to the stated or
asional dominion of the plough.
About 300 acres
under wood. The predominant rocks are sand>

•

;

;

i

r

ne conglomerate and
greywacke. Blythe-water,
Boon-dreigh, traces all the north-western bouniv, a distance of 2^ miles; and Leader- water, into
lich the
Blythe falls, traces all the western bounSeveral brooks drain
ty, a distance of 2| miles.

and run along the glens. The chief
Marquis of Tweeddale
1
Kerr-Seymour of Morriston and there are five
i^rs.
Birkhillside, the seat of one of the landners, is the principal mansion, and stands on the
"ider.
The kirktown of Legerwood is situated
irly in the centre of the parish, about 1| mile from
Leader, but is only a small hamlet. Towers or
el-houses are at Corsbie and Whitslaid,
Two
cient British
camps could, not long ago, be traced
interior,

ided proprietors are the

;

•i

e
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the hill of Birkenside.
The estimated value of
raw produce of the parish in 1835 was £11,792.

Assessed property in 1843, £8,855 8s. There is n»
access to railway communication nearer than Mel
rose or Stow.
Population in 1831, 565; in 1851,
587.
Houses, 97.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lauder, and
Patron, KeiTsynod of Merse and Teviotdale.
Stipend, £223 4s. lOd.;
Seymour of Monnston.
glebe, £12.
Unappropriated teiuds, £66 17s. 4d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £2S, with £20 fees, and £5
lOs. other emoluments. There is a parochial library.
The parish church is an old building, repaired in
1717 and in 1804, and contains 203 sittings. Walter
Steward of Scotland obtained from Malcolm IV. the
lands of Legerwood and Birkenside, and gave the
church, with its pertinents, to the monks of Paisley.
LEINZIE. See Ccmberxacld.

LEITH,
between

it

a district suburban to Edinburgh, lying
and the frith of Forth, and comprising

principal port, some outskirts of its sti-eets, part
of its parliamentary burgh territoiy, and a considerYet Leith is distinct
able portion of its environs.
its

from Edinburgh both parochially and municipally.
In the former capacity, it comprises the two quoad
civilia parishes of North Leith and South Leith
and in the latter capacity, exclusive of environs or
open tracts, it is a large town of itself, and a parliamentary burgh, with all the ordinary appurtenances
of a municipality and a seaport.
The parish-of North Leith is bonnded on the
north by the frith of Forth on the east and southeast by the water of Leith, which divides it from
the parish of South Leith and on the south and
west by the parish of St. Cuthbert's. It is of an
oblong form, lying east and west measures about
1§ mile in length by ^ a mile of extreme breadth;
and has an area of only about 270 acres. Its surface
is level, or very slightly variegated; and. with the
exception of some garden grounds, and a few fields,
is all covered by villas, by the villages of Newhaven
and Trinity, and by the town of North Leith. Much
of the coast has, to a considerable breadth, been
washed away by the frith, and has received the aid
of a very powerful bulwark of stone to protect it
from further loss. In the year 1595, the links of
North Leith, lying along the coast, were let at an
annual rent of 6 meiks, while those of South Leith
were let at a rent of 30; so that they must then have
been one-fifth of the extent of the latter, or nearly J
of a mile long, and from 200 to 300 yards in breadth.
For many years, however, they have entirely disappeared; and what must formerly have been an
expansive and beautiful plain, is now an irreclaimable waste, regularly flooded by the tide, and conPopulation
sisting entirely of sand and bonlders.
in 1831, 7,416; in 1851,8,863.
Houses, 525. There
were also, in 1851, 136 military persons in Leith
;

;

;

;

fort.

This parish is in the presbytery of Edinburgh,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patrons, the
heads of families. Stipend, £285 9s. glebe, including sums derived from fees and rents, £394 168. 4d.
The parish church was built in 1816, and contains
There is a chapel of ease at New1,768 sittings.
haven, which was built in 1838, and is in the presentation of trustees and of male seat-holders above
18 years of age. There are three Free churches,
the North Leith, the Newhaven, and the Mariners';
and the receipts of the first in 1855 were £817 Is. 8d..
—of the second, £497 17s. 7d., of the third, £117
5s. Id.
There is an United Presbyterian church,
which was built in 1819, and contains 1,100 sittings.
There is also a small Baptist place of worship.
There are a parochial school, conducted by a master
and an assistant, and 15 non-parochial schools;
and one of the most remarkable of the latter is Leith
;

—

—

LEITH.

nautical school, in connexion with the Board of
Trade, which was opened in Septemher 1855. Parochial schoolmaster's salar}'', £21, with about £8 fees,
and £40 other emoluments.
North Leith, previous to the Reformation, belonged partly to the parish of Holyrood- house,
to that of St. Cuthbert's.
The port
of Inverleith, as it was then called, the village
of Newhaven and the adjacent fields, which jointly
constituted the St. Cuthbert's portion, were, along
with one-half of the fishery, given by David I. to
the monks of Holyrood.
chapel, in the reign of
James IV., was built in North Leith by Robert
Bellenden, abbot of Holyrood, endowed by him, and
dedicated to St. Ninian.
This chapel continued
subordinate to the abbey till the Reformation ; but,
along with the chaplain's house, the tithes, and other
pertinents, it was, after that event, purchased by
the inhabitants from John Bothwell, the commendator of Holyrood. The spirited purchasers immediately rebuilt both the place of worship and the parsonage; and, in 1606, obtained an act of parliament
In 1630, the
erecting the district into a parish.
commissioners for teinds and plantation of kirks
added Newhaven and the rest of the area which
had belonged to St. Cuthbert's. In 1633, the parish,
thus enlarged, was annexed to the episcopate of

and partly

A

Edinburgh. Anciently an hospital and a chapel,
dedicated to St. Nicholas, stood on the site of the
Citadel and they are commemorated in the name
of the alley called St. Nicholas'-wynd.
The parish of South Leith is bounded on the
north-east by the frith of Forth ; on the south by
Duddingston and Canongate; and on the west by
some parishes of the royalty of Edinburgh, and by
St. Cuthbert's and North Leith.
It is nearly triangular in form measures 2 J miles on the northeast side, 2| on the south side, and If on the west
The
side; and has an area of about 1,200 acres.
boundary is traced for some way with Duddingston
bv the Fishwives'-causeway; it then passes nearly
along the road between Edinburgh and Portobello,
till past Jock's Lodge; it next makes a projecting
sweep so as to include Parson's-green and after
skirting Arthur's-seat and the Queen's-park, it runs
along the north back of Canongate, debouches
;

;

;

Low

Calton, goes down Leithwalk till
nearly opposite the mansion of Pilrig, and then
moves due westward in a zigzag line to the Water
of Leith, and follows that stream to the sea. The
parish thus includes, besides its landward districts,
Calton-hill, parts of Calton and Canongate, Abbeyhill, Norton-splace, the cast side of Leith-walk, Jock's
Lodge, Restalrig, and the whole town of South
Leith.
Except on Calton-hill, the soil, not occupied
by buildings, is all susceptible of high cultivation,
has
been worked into a state of utility and orand
nament in keeping with its close vicinity to the

through

Irrigated and very fertile meadows,
metropolis.
green and beautiful promenading-grounds, neat and
extensive nurseries, and elegant fruit and vegetable
combine, with a few corn-fields, with the
{gardens,
ittle lake of Lochend, and with a profusion of fine
enclosures, and a rich sprinkling of villas and parterres, to render the open area eminently attractive.
The east corner is part of the lands formerly called
the Figgate Wliins, notable alike for having been
abandoned to barrenness, disposed of for almost a
nominal price, and georgically worked into fertility.
The built districts, whicli are compact with the metropolis, have been noticed in the description of
EmNBunan. Separate articles are devoted also to

Lodoe, Lochend, and RestalThe mansions and villas are so numerous that
Ria.
to notice all would be tedious, and to notice a few

Calton

LEITIT.
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uiLL, Jock's

would be invidious. The beach, all the way from
South Leith to the eastern boundary, is not a little
attractive to sea-bathers; a fine clean sandy bottom,
an inclination or slope quite gentle enough to assure
the most timid, and a limpid roll, or ripple, or burnished face of water, the very look of which is luxury
on a summer's day. Population in 1831, 18,439; in
1851, 24,126.
Houses, 1,723. There were also, in
1851, 293 military persons in Jock's Lodge barracks.

—

This parish

is in

the presbytery of Edinburgh,

and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron of the

The charge

charge, the Crown;
of the second charge, the kiik-session and the incorporations.
Stipend of the first minister, £395 19s.

is collegiate.

first

with a glebe worth £80, and an allowaace o<
a manse; of the second minister, £247 Is.
2d.
Unappropriated teinds, £636 2s. 4d. The parish church, situated in Kirkgate, is an ancient
building, in a high state of repair, and contains
1 Id.,

£80

for

St. Thomas' church, situated on
1,347 sittings.
Sheri iff-brae, contiguous to the water of Leith, is*.-!
modern structure, gifted to the Establishment by
John Gladstone, Esq., of Fasque; and was accepted
by the General Assembly on the stipulation that the
election of its ministers should be patronial; and
the patronage of it at present is in the hand of Sir
Thomas Gladstone, Bart. It was constituted a
quoad sacra parish church, first by the General
Assembly in 1840, and next by the Court of
There is also a place of worTeinds in 1847.
ship in connection with the Establishment at
There are three Free churches, called
Restalrig.
respectively South Leith, St. John's, and Junctionstreet churches; and the receipts of the first in
1855 were £399 18s. Id.,— of the second, £688
14s. 9id.,— of the third, £462 19s. S^d.
There!
one inare three United Presbyterian churches,

,

—

Kirkgate, built in 1775, and containing 1,025 sit-f
one in St. Andrew's Place at the Links,
tings,
and
built in 1826, and containing 1,254 sittings,
one in Junction-street, built in 1825, and containing

—

—

1,230 sittings. There is an Independent chapel
Constitution-street, built in 1826, at the co-

There is
£2,000, and containing 520 sittings.
an Episcopalian chapel in Constitution-street, v
James', built in 1805, at the cost of about £i
There is a WesL
sittings.
Methodist chapel at the foot of Leith Walk, p,;
a group of houses erected in 1818, at the cc£5,000, and containing 400 sittings. There
Morrisonian chapel in St. Andrews- street,
there is a large Roman Catholic chapel, of i\
erection, in a court between Kirkgate and Cons
St.

and containing 380

The principal schools are the
school, comprising departments for Englisli.
writing, arithmetic, and mathematics, for cl:i
and French, for dancing and calisthenics, for c;
tion-street.

1

ing and painting, for music, and for musir
needlework; Dr, Bell's school, for about 700 scli>
on the Madras system of mutual instruction,

r.

a superintendent and assistants ; the Leith
charity school; the Fiee church schools; aiii
Episcopalian school. The total number of S(
is about34; and the maximum attendance of scl.
I

!

is

about 2,370.

The ancient name of the parish of South
wag Restalrig, In 1214 Thomas de Restalii.
Restalrig, made a grant of some tenements v
1

1

he describes as situated "southward of the Hi
street," probably the present Leith-walk, "betwi
Edinburgh and Leith;" and, in conformity witli
usage of the period, he probably had a ciiurt
the manor, from which he took his name. A clir
with parochial jurisdiction, existed at Restahii:
I,

all events, in

1296;

for, in

that year,

Adam

oi

|

iv
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nunds, "pastor of Restalric," swore fealty to
and had a precept for the delivery of all
During the reign of Robert I., the Logans obtained possession of the manor and the advowson ; and they continued to exercise the power
of both barons and patrons till the comraencement
of the 17 th century, when they suffered forfeiture
A collefor participation in Gowrie's conspiracy.
giate establishment was organized in the church;
bat it does not seem to have interfered with the
patronage. The establishment was set up by James
ni., and at first included only a dean and canon,
npported by the revenue of the parish church of
Iiasswade; in 1512 it received from James IV. the
addition of six prebendaries, supported by the rerenues of the parsonage of St. Mary of Rothesay, by
a rent of £20 from the King's new works in Leith,
and by the chapelry of St. Trednan's isle, which
had been erected in Restalrig church and in 1515
h got from James V., the accession of two singing
hoys, and the grant of the ten pound lands of the
iiiiward I.,
his rights.

;

of Kirkhill,

and some rents and tenements in

A chapel, dedicated to the Virgin Mary,

Srish
nongate.
and situated

in the town of South Leith, preceded,
probably a century, the origin of the collegiate
establishment and was enriched with many donafons and annuities for the support, within it, of altars
or chaplainries dedicated to St. Peter, St. Barbara,
To this chapel the
and probably other saints.
ehoir of which was destroyed in 1544 by the English
invaders under the Earl of Hertford the General
Assembly of 1560 drove the parishioners, by doomfor

;

—

—

ing the parish and collegiate church to destruction
as a monument of idolatry. The revenues of the
chaplainries or altarages were now appropriated for
flie support of the reformed ministers
and half-aOcntury later, or in 1609, the chapel of St. Mary
tras constituted by act of parliament the parish^arch, and invested with all the revenues and
pBrtinents of Restalrig.
canonry or preceptory
<jf religions knights, called canons of St.
Anthony,
and the only establishment of its class in Scotland,
in 1 435, founded in the town by Robert Logan
was,
*
;

A

The canons were brought from St.
Restalrig.
thony of Vienne in France, the seat of their order;
1 they followed the rule of St.
Augustine. They
on the south-west corner of the alley which
Inamed from them St. Anthony's-wynd, a church,
netery, a monastery, and gardens they possessarious lands, tenements, and rents about Edinch and Leith they gut a grant of the church of
in East Lothian and they obtained a right
Scottish quart of every tun of wine which was
Jrted into Leith.
In 1614, the preceptory was
"7'pressed; its right of wine was transferred to the
zistrates for the uses of the town; and all its
er rights and possessions were
given to the kirk-sion for endowing a benevolent establishment
ler the name of
King James' hospital. Not a
;

;

;

I

_

now

=tige of the buildings

But the

remains, except some

—

seal of the convent
exhibiting
Anthony habited in a hermit's mantle, with a
k in one hand, a staff in the other, a belled sow
vaults.

:

iiis
-

foot,

and a cross over

legend,

•nii
''-•a'

riie

" 8.

Prope

Commune

—
Leicht,"

is

his head, and bearing
Preceptoriae Sancti Anpreserved in the Advo-

library.

Town

of LErrn is intimately related to Edin-

;gh, both in position and in interests ; and might
If \'iewed with reference to
variously defined.

ocbial limits, it might be regarded as
comprising
only its own proper mass of streets, but likewise
those parts of Edinburgh which stand within
e
parish of South Leith; or if viewed with reence simply to continuance of street -line, it

'''

'
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might be regarded as connected with Edinburgh by
the long street called Leith-walk, and as forming a
twin-town with the metropolis. Previous to 1827,
its limits, as a town, were not legally defined.
What popularly bore the name, comprehended the
barony of South Leith, part of North Leith connected with the burgh of Canongate, the regality of
citadel belonging to the corporation of Edinburgh,
and the bailiary of St. Anthony's belonging to the
In 1827. the bounkirk-session of South Leith.
daries were adjusted by a statute providing for the
municipal government of the town and suburbs ;
and, generally speaking, were. Seafield toll-bar on
the east, the frith of Forth on the north, the stonebridge at Leith-mills on the west, and the foot of
Leith-walk on the south. This territory was to be
More extensive bouncalled The Town of Leith.'
daries were assigned by the 2d and 3d Will. IV.,
cap. 65 and, in a general view, these are the frith
on the north, a line from the frith to Lochend on
the east, the middle of Leith-walk on the south, and
Wardie-bum on the west. The burgh, if it filled
this territory strictly as a town, would vie with the
metropolis in extent for, in that case, it would be
a town of 7 furlongs in breadth from north to south,
and of 2J miles or upwards in length from east to
west. The limits include all the parish of North
Leith, with, of course, the large suburb and sepaa portion of St. Cuthrate harbour of Newhaven,
bert's, about equal in extent to North Leith parish,
and very nearly one-third of the parish of South
Leith.
Viewed apart from arbitrary allocations,
and regarded simply as a compact field of streets
and houses, Leith, with the addition of its portion
of Leith-walk and of some small suburban and
straggling extensions, measures about f of a mile
'

;

;

—

—

in length, and, at its broadest part, half-a-mile in
the length being parallel with the frith.
breadth,
The site of the town is disadvantageous for the
purposes at once of the port, the police, and the
artist,
affording indifferent accommodations and
capacities for a harbour, poor facilities for the drainaee and cleaning of the streets, and little scope for
the imposing or agreeable intersectioning of thoroughfares, or location of public buildings. An expanse of low ground, generally as level as a bowl-

—

—

ing-green, receding from a flat sandy beach, which
is left dry by the ebbing tide over a miles iDreadth
from high-water mark, could not, by even stirpassing skill, be made the arena of either a picturesque
town, or a very prosperous and facile port. The
water of Leith, indeed, bisects the dreary level, or
but it is here a
the insensibly descending slope
sluggish stream, generally of small volume, having
its
own freight of
scarcely power enough to carry
alluvium into the sea, and no capacity for sweeping
well away the drainings of a large town, or of
bringing boldly up into its recess a deep flood, or a
The town,
sufficient sea-room of ship-bearing tide.
like its cognominal parochial territory, is cut by
this rivulet into the divisions of North Leith and
stone -bridge, built by Robert
South Leith.
Ballendean, abbot of Holyrood, to afford the inhabitants on the east side access to the chapel which he
erected in North Leith. was, for a long period, the
only medium of connexion between the two divisions. This venerable bridge having been at length
;

A

removed, its place was supplied by two wooden
drawbridges, which, besides doubling the facility of
communication, admit the entrance and the egress
On the southof vessels on the bosom of the tide.
ern outskirts of the town, too, a handsome stoneere
ted over the
a
number
of
years ago,
bridge was,
river, to caiTy a thoroughfare from the foot of Leithwalk direct into North Leith.

LEITH.

Seen from any of the high grounds of Edinburgh,
or even closely examined in a walk round its own
immediate environs, the town appears to be, if not
picturesque, at least neat, showy, in some places
beautiful, and in others eminently elegant.
large
portion of it, however, pai'ticularly of South Leith,
is really a confused arena of filthy alleys, squalid

A

—

encinctured with a broad
lanes, and dingy streets,
belt of pleasant buildings.
North Leith, which
contains the docks, and anciently comprehended
the citadel and the chief seat of traffic, was of old a

congeries of low houses, huddled into groups or
irregular lines, and straddling their way among
nuisance in front and in rear, very much in the
style of a Portuguese or Spanish town of the present day.
But within the last fifty years, particu-

about 1818, it has undergone great
changes and now, besides being disencumbered of
the ungainly citadel and a crowd of pauper tenements in the vicinity, it presents toward the south
and the west some entirely new streets, which vie
in elegance with those of the second-rate parts of
larly

since
;

New Town

the

may

of Edinburgh

;

be pronounced at once airy,

and altogether it
modern, and com-

paratively well edificed and regular.
Leith-walk,
which, in consequence of its connecting thoroughfare along the new bridge with North Leith, may
be viewed as common to the two divisions of the
town, though in its own direct northward course it
leads right into the principal thoroughfares of South
this spacious and beautiful street, so far as
Leith,
it belongs to Leith, is well lined on both sides with

—

good houses, rises with regular and almost imperceptible ascent, and commands over all its length a
good view of some of the most characteristic parts of
the Calton-hill. Diverging a little eastward from the
foot of Leith-walk, a brief thoroughfare leads the
way into Leith-links. This is a beautiful grassy
plain of nearly a mile in length from west to east,
and of very considerable breadth, used as a place
for athletic sports, and as a bleaching-ground and

On its north side, it is partly
public promenade.
closed up by a wing of the town, and partly looks
across the beach to the sea
on its east side, it is
skirted by some fine fields, villas, and pleasure;

and on its south and west sides, it is edirows of private houses, and in two or
three instances mottled with public edifices, which
would be as harmonious with the immediate outskirts of Edinburgh, as they are highly ornamental
to those of Leitli.
Immediately behind the west
side of the Links, but with the intervention of some
brief streets and places, modern in structure, and of
grounds

;

ficed witli

appearance. Constitution

fair

-

leads

street

down

northward from Leith-walk to the sea and from its
west side, near the foot, Bernard-street goes off westward to communicate with the quay at the lower
drawbridge, JJoth of these streets are modern and
gpaciouB, generally well-edificed, and in some places
liandsome. Somewhat parallel with Constitutionstreet, going off, like it, in continuation of Leithwalk, and forming with it at the point of plunging
into the town a very acute angle, is Kirkgate,^ a
street containing many modern houses, and display;

—

much

wealth, l)Ut, in general, orientally narrow,
and presenting curious mixtures of the ancient and
From the foot of Kirkgato, a thoroughmodern.
the

ing

narrower and more disagreeable still, bearing
the diamal but not unsuitable name of Tolboothwynd, goes off westward to tlie quay at the upper
This wynd and Kirkgato are noticedrawbridge,
able chiefly from tlieir having anciently formed the
outlet from the quay to the country, and the path
of communication between the harbour and the meThe quay is the most ancient part of the
tropolis.
fare,

lp:ith.
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and, apart from its accommodation for ves;
consists of a terrace or one-sided street, curivaried
in the appearance of its houses, and
ously
winding parallel with the river for about half-amile to the commencement of the pier. From this
terrace, alleys and lanes diverge eastward, to he

town
sels,

crossed and chequered with narrow thoroughfares
connecting them, and to form with these the great
body of the town, or at lenst the seat of by far the
But one broad daub
greater part of its population.
with the brush will give a picture of them all,
"
for
the
most
part, irregularly and conthey are,
"
fusedly built," and are
extremely filthy, crowd-

—

—

ed,

and inelegant."

The
and

public buildings of Leith are both numerous

interesting.

The custom-house,

situated

at

the North Leith or west end of the lower drawbridge, was built in 1812, at the cost of £12,000.
It is a large, massive, Grecian edifice, adorned in
the centre of its chief front with pillars and pediment, and having in the tympanum of its pediment
Leith-fort
a showy sculpture of the royal arms.
stands adjacent to the shore, on ground abruptly
overlooking the beach, about J a mile west of the
custom-house. Originally it was merely a battery
of nine guns, hastily constructed in an emergency
for defending the harbour toward the close of the
American war; but it was afterwards converted
into a spacious artillery barrack, which became the
head-quarters of the royal artillery in Scotland, and
The Exchange buildis kept in excellent order.
ings, situated on the east side of Constitutionstreet, opposite Bernard-street, were erected at the
cost of £16,000. They exhibit an elegant facade,
three stories high, with rusticated basement, surmounted in the centre by a massive, attached,!
Ionic portico; and they contain a hotel, a spacious
assembly-room, and a commodious public newsroom. The court-house or town-hall, situated iv
the angle of Constitution-street and Charlotte-street
was built in 1827, at the cost of £3,300. It disphtyf
an elegant Ionic front, on the side of Constitutionstreet, and has a Doric porch on the side of Chafi

—

—

—

It is far superior, in both size an(
ornament, to what might have been expected fron
its cost; and it contains accommodation both fo

lotte-street.

the sheriff-court and for the police establishment,
The jail, situated on the south side of Tolbooth
wynd, was built in 1822, .and is a plain castellatC'
edifice, in the Saxon style, now converted into dwell
It occupies the site of a previous jai
ing-liouses.
which was built in 1565. The office of the Nation
bank, formerly the office of the Leith bank, wa
It stands on the south side of Be;
built in 1806.
nard- street, and is ornamental to that localib
having a semicircular projecting front, ribbed wit
Ionic columns, and crowned with a dome. Tb
markets of Leith, occupying the site of the o)
custom-house and excise-office, a little east of tf
jail in Tolbooth-wynd, were erected in 1818, parti
by voluntary subscription, and partly by a loan
£2,000 from the Merchant Company of Leiti
They are comraodioue, and of creditable nppeft
and their areas are surrounded with ne
ance
stalls.
Tlio premises of the Edinburgh and Lei
gas company, situated near the shore, a little ea
of the foot of Constitution-street, are a huge u:
sightly mass of building, with a scries of squ»
ventilators along the ridge of the roof, so lofty,
spite of the lovvness of tlie situation, as to form
droll feature in some exterior views of the town.
The Seafiold batlis, situated at the eastern extr
mity of the Links, overlooking one of the fim
parts of the beach, were built in 1813, at the cost
The edifice
£8,000, raised in shares of £50.

—

—

;

—
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Its lower floors contain 17
large and handsome.
hot, cold, and tepid baths, besides a large plungebath; and the rest of it is occupied as a hotel and
the
lodgings, for the accommodation of visitors to
The Trinity-house, erected in 1817, at the
baths.
cost of £2,500, and occupying a confined site on the
west side of Kirkgate, is a handsome Grecian ediwhich
fice, the successor of a venerable building
stood on the same spot, and was erected in 1555.

—

It contains several

remarkable pictures, iiarticularly

curious old view of Leith, a portrait of Mary of
Lorraine by Mytens, a fine portrait of Admiral Lord

Duncan, and David Scott's grand painting of Vasco
de Gama passing the Cape of Good Hope. From
time immemorial the shipmasters and mariners of
Leith received from all the vessels of the port, and
all
*

Scottish vessels visiting

prime

gilt,'

it,

certain duties called

which were expended

in aiding poor

milors; and near the middle of the 16th century,
they acquired a legal right to levy the prime gilt
daes, and apply them in maintaining an hospital,
and sustaining poor, old, infirm, and weak mariPrevious to 1797, the association, though
Ders.'
The Corporation of Shipmasters of
eallinsr itself
the Trinity-house of Leith,' were a corporation only
r the
courtesy of popular language, and possessed
a powers of only a charitable body ; but in that
year they were regularly erected by charter into a
'

'

corporate body, whose office-bearers were to be a
master, an assistant- master, a deputy master, a
manager, a treasurer, and a clerk, and were vested

with powers to examine and under their common
aeal to license persons to be pilots, and to exact admission fees from the licentiates. Their income,
from all sources, inclusive of the proceeds of realized
The
property, amounts to about £2,200 a-year.
grammar-school, or High-school, stands on the
Bonth-west comer of the Links, and was built in

—

It is a spacious, oblong edifice, of two stowith neat front, consisting of one of its longer
in the centre by a small cupolasurmounted
Hdes,
ifovered square lanthem, vrith public clock.
The
[predecessor of it was an old building opposite
"'rinity house, in Kirkgate, originally used for
Itther pui-poses than tuition, and called King James"
Dr. Bell's school, situated on the south
'lospital.
ide of Junction-street, was built in 1839.
It is a
wge oblong edifice, extending backwards from the
toeet, with handsome gable fagade in the collegiate

1806.
ics,

—

ptyle

of architecture, flanked

by low,

small, battle-

ponted towers, and having in its centre a beautiful
with full-length statue. The Epispanopied niche,
opal school, on the north side of Junction-street,
» a large, double-roofed,
high-ridged, plain, Gothic
The Poor-house, also on
difice, erected in 1856.
be north side of Junction street, is a long, threetoned building, with dormer windows and crucicentre, airily situated within a high stone en-

—

—

ji

It
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was

erected in 1850, and contains ac-

—

lodation for 280 persons.
The Leith hospital
Gladstone's female asylum are good recent buildon the Sheriff-brae, adjacent to St. Thomas'
h. The former is under the management of a
ittee, with a full staff of medical officers ; and
latter contains means for the residence and
of ten females labouring under incurs 'jle

all

first

being comparatively elevated, the whole steeple
figures conspicuously in most exterior views of the
town. The predecessor of this church, re-erected
immediately after the Reformation, still stands in a
by-street near the end of the upper drawbridge,
to sectilar purposes, and represented by
a miserable spire. The parish church of South
Leith, situated in an open space occupied as a
cemetery between Kirksrate and Constitution-street,
is the representative of the ancient chapel of St.
It was formerly cruciform, in cathedral
Mary.
Gothic fashion, but underwent several great addi-

abandoned

situated at the

stem extremitv of the town, not far from Leith-

was

built in 1816, at the cost of £12,000.
It
an oblong form, having one of the ends as its
>'it, adorned with a
tetrastyle Ionic poiidco, surlunted by a tower of three stages, and an octanilar
The first and second stages of the
spire.
wer are quadrangular, the third is octangular,
t,

r>f

—

tions and dilapidations and it consists at present
of central and side aisles, which are very ancient,
and of western front and tower, which were erected
within the last few years. The edifice, as a whole,
;

harmonious and substantial; and the new parts
it
display a tasteful mixture of Gothic and Saxon,
while the tower terminates in a very elegant Gothic
balustrade.
David Lindsay, who baptized Charles
I., and became bishop of Ross, was a minister of

is

of

church; Logan the poet also was a minister of
Douglas,' was
interred in the surrounding cemetery.
St. Thomas'
church, on the Sheriff- brae, was erected, after a
this

it

;

and John Home, the author of

'

—

design by Henderson of Edinburgh, at a cost of
It is built in the Nonnan style, with
£10,000.
chevrons round the doorway, and is surmounted
by a heavy square tower and octangular spire.
The North Leith Free church and the Junctionstreet Free church make some slight pretension
to architectural character, but would have looked
better if they had been quite plain.
The Free
mariners' church, situated in an angle of streets
near the docks, is a conspicuous building, in the
early Gothic style, with handsome doorway and
main window, flanked by two small octagonal
towers and spires. The South Leith Free church
presents to the Links a treble-gabled Saxon facade.
St. John's Free church is an imposing edifice, in
early Gothic, ^vith a massive tower of two stages, the

—

first

stage quadrangular, and surmounted by pinna-

and
surmounted by balustrade and numerous pinnacles.
Adjoining the fagade, in the form of wings to it, and
in a style harmonious with it, are suites of schoolrooms.
The North Leith United Presbyterian church has a
Gothic front, with central pediment and balustrade,
and with flanking embrasured turrets. The Junction-street United Presbyterian church has a Roman
front, with Doric pilasters. The St. Andrew's Place
L^uited Presbyterian church has a tetrastyle Ionic
The Kirkgate United Presbyterian church
portico.
is a plain building.
St James' Episcopalian chapel
has a recessed porch, with two Corinthian columns.
The Independent chapel has a Roman front with
Lmic pilasters. The Roman Catholic chapel is a
craciform high -roofed building, in coarse early

cles at the angles, the second stage octangular,

—

—

—

—

Gothic.

The

extinct public edifices of Leith, and its relocalities, compete in interest with its
modem public structures. Not the least noticeable

markable

were

The parish church of North Leith,

—

the three have columns at the angles, the
Doric columns, the second Ionic, and the thii-d
Corinthian. The top of the spire is only 158 feet
from the ground; but, in consequence of the site

and

its fortifications.
Those which rendered it a
walled town were raised in 1549, amid the hurricane which swept over Scotland during the infancy
of Mary.
They were built by d'Ess6, the French
general, to give Mary of Lorraine's party a footing
against Edinburgh castle, which held out for the
Protestants; and were strong enough to offer successful defiance to all the besieging efforts of the
The rampart was octagonal.
Protestant forces.
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was a buik'.ing of rather elegant
exterior, situated in Qneen-street, formerly called

with a bastion at each of the eight angles, 'i'he
Ramsay's fort, was situated on

Oliver Cromwell,

the east side of the river between the beach and the
west end of the present Bernard-street, and was
designed to protect the harbour. The wall ran
from this in a south-east direction ; and the second
bastion stood on the site of the present Exchange
buildings, and long survived in some remains which
were ascended by a flight of stone steps, and used
as a promenade under the name of the Ladies' -walk.
The site of the third bastion was opposite the point
where Coatfield-lane now joins Constitution-street
that of the fourth was at the top of Kirkgate that
of the fifth is not accurately known. The wall
came down on the river exactly 115 yards below the
site of the new stone bridge at the saw-mills, and
was connected with its continuation on the west
side of the stream by means of a wooden bridge.
The sixth bastion, though its site, like that of the
fifth, is not precisely ascertained, must have stood
on the west side of the river, and in its immediate
vicinity; the seventh stood near the site of the citadel ; and the eighth stood at the Sandport, overlooking the harbour, and corresponding with Ramsay's
fort on the opposite side of the stream.
Of the
various forts, one was called St. Anthony's, from
the vicinity to it of St. Anthony's preceptory; and
another, and the chief, was called the Block-house,
and formed the grand outlet for sallies upon beThe wall was constructed wholly of stone,
siegers.
and seems to have been a line of stout masonry;
and the bastions were of great strength. The fortifications, after the triumph of the Protestant party
in 1560, were so ftir destroyed as to be rendered

the Paunch-market. The house was taken down
about 18 years ago. Its window-frames were all
formed of oak, richly carved; and the panellings of
the doors were of the same wood, and beaixtifuUy
A fine old mansion, spacious, of imembellished.
posing aspect, sculptured with crowns, sceptres, and
other decorations, and said to have been the residence of the Regent Lennox, stands between the
end of Tolbooth-wynd and St. Andrew's-street, in
a filthy court pompously called Parliament-square,
and entered by a small lane leading off from the

first bastion, called

;

;

useless; they were temporarily re-edified in 1571,
by the Earl of Morton, during the regency of the
Earl of Lennox but they have long since been so
entirely razed as to betray an occasional and small
vestige only during the yawn of some ephemeral
excavation. On the Links are still some moundish,
though inconsiderable, memorials of works thrown
up by the besieging Protestant forces, either to cover
their advance toward the rampart, or to mount their
Tlie
artillery for playing upon it and its defenders.
citadel of Leith was greatly enlarged, and, in fact,
chiefly constructed, by the army of Oliver Cromwell.
It stood on the North Leith side of the rivei", and
covered a considerable area. It was pentagonal in
outline, or in its exterior defence, with a bastion at
each of the five angles and it had a principal gate
opening to the east. In the interior it had a ledgy
ascent of fortification, excellent magazines, stores,
and houses for the garrison, a suitable place of worAfter the Restorship, and a spacious court-yard.
ation, these erections were in a great measure destroyed, and the site of them granted to the Duke
of Lauderdale, then prime minister for Scotland to
Charles II. No vestige of the defence now remains,
except a Saxon archway, and a few yards of the
;

—

—

;

wall, the archway
house.

now surmounted by a modern

Lord Balmerino's house, a

stately old mansion,
the line of Kirkgate, between Charlotte-street and Coatfield-lane, and was entered by
a low arched close from Kirkgate, and through a
garden from Constitution-street. Charles II., when
invited, in 1650, to Scotland bv the Scottish parliament, slept in this house on tlie night after ins arThe house was taken down about
rival at the port.
20 years ago. Various fabrics compete for the notoriety of having been the residence, during the period
of her military quarrel with the Protestants, of Mary
of Lorraine, the Qucen-rogent, and the mother of
Queen Mary. What seems to have been the real
lioiue, and that also which I'cccivcd for a season

stood a

little off

—

—

noi'th side of St. Andrew's-street, nearly opposite

the end of the Sheep's-head-wynd. The King'swork, a cluster of very ancient buildings, occupying
a large area, and occasionally graced with the presence of majesty, stood between Bernard-street and
the Broad-wynd. The house inhabited by the parents of John Home, the author of The Tragedy of
Douglas,' and in which he was born in 1722, stood

—

'

at the

comer of

Quality-street,

and was pulled down

make room
30 or 35 years ago,
new buildings.
—
The locality formerly called Little London
between Bernard-street and Quality-street. — The
to

for

is

is in the vicinity, and though enin appearance, it retains its ancient
slightly disguised in the corrupted form of

Timber-bourse
tirely

name,

changed

Tirnber-bush.

—The spot on which George IV.landed,

on occasion of his

visit to Scotland in 1822, is in
front of the Ship-tavern, and is indicated by an iron
plate with an inscription.
The original harbour of Leith was nothing more
than the mere gut formed by the discharge of the
water of Leith. It was narrow and curved, and,
entirely tidal.
Except for the gut being traversed
by the small shallow sti'eam, it was quite dry at low
water, or at least contained nothing but mud and
nuisance. And as the stream had to make its way
to the sea across the very broad flat beach called
Leith sands, and alternately flooded by the tide and
left entirely dry, the channel there was subject to
much fluctuation, according to tlie dift'erent direction
sue!'
of the wind and set of the tides.
bar, too
as is naturally throw up at the entrance of everj
river harbour lay across its mouth, at the poin'
where the antagonist currents of the river and th<
tide balanced each other, so as to let down in de
The river also
posit whatever silt they contained.
being the main drain of a tract of hill country whicl

—

A

—

much subject to droughts and to heavy rains, con
stantly altered both the depth of the harbour am
the height and position of the bar, according
the fluctuations which occurred in the volume of it
water, or in the rapidity of its discharge ; for, in
season of drought, it made no resistance to a fiUiHi
up of the channel and the harbour by sediment fror
the tides, and in a season of rain, it scoured tb
harbour, diininislied the bar and drove it scawart
and deepened the channel toward the side-streaUD
of the frith.
All attempts, therefore, to obtain
good or practicable harbour at Leith, were nece»
limited
to
the erection of broad piers far net
sarily
ward at points not touched by the river, or the COT
struction of long pier-lines fitted to divert the cu
rent of the tides and give the river a mastery 0T«
them, and etialle it to sweep away or diminish tl
Imr, and to the cutting of docks for the reception
vessels on the bosom of high water, and the mftii
taining of accommodation for them beyond the mtl
less
mercy of the receding tide.
woocfen pier was constructed, or a prcviot
existing one renovated, by the Earl of Hertftw
when he visited the por^ in 1544; but it was
is

'

A

Btroyed on his departure, and has

left

no

relic to

i
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Another wooden pier was
exact site.
early in the 17th century, resting on strong
s in a compact bed of whinstone and clay, and,
when it disappeared
Illy about 17 years ago,
)eiore the progress of extensive improvement, it
"rmly withstood the rough contacts of shipping and
Between the yeai-s 1720 and 1730 a
je weather.
which
tone-pier, in continuation of this wooden one,
ery trivially assisted the poor natural facilities of
100
was
carried
he harbour,
yards seaward, contructe I partly of stones from the ruins of a curious
reoal-pit at Culross; and this, in some degree,
ledied the dituculty and hazardousness of the naof the
igation inward, bat still left the entrance
arbour encumbered with a bar, shifting and unsafe,
'oateraporaneous in origin with this improvement
«s the oldest dock, commenced in 1720, and situted on the west side of the river, behind a house
ot far from Bridge-street, and bearing the date
622.
During the remainder of the 18th century,

d

Cubbitt, two eminent engineers in London, were
sent down in the winter of 1838-9, by the Lords of
the Treasury, to undertake jointly the duty of
pro"
with such a plan as will
viding their lordships
secure to the port of Leith the additional accommodation required by its shipping and commercial interests, including the provision of a low-water pier,"
the cost being limited to £125,000. These gentlemen,
after inspecting the ground, and considering the previous plans of various engineers, differed from each
other in opinion, and formed and recommended three
different designs.
Renewed perplexity and indecision followed; and though one of the designs, by Mr.
Walker, which adopted all the previous works as
parts or bases of its whole scheme, seemed to recommend itself to the special approbation of the
Lords of the Treasury, yet not till after another

survey and plan were made by another engineer,
Mr. kindell, with the effect of a further delay
of several years, could anything effective be commenced toward the remedying of the existing

arious sui-veys and reports were made with a view
but they led to nothing
» further improvement
xcept the construction in 1777 of a short pier, after;

evils.

" It

The
wrds known as the custom-house quay.
ocommodation for shipping was insutBcient and
nendurable, the common quays being the chief
smding-p'.aces, and the channel of the river offering
o vessels only a seat of uncovered and adhesive
;

The distinguished John Rennie, civil engineer,
now employed, in 1799, to examine the ground,
form designs of docks and extended piers on
cale somewhat proportioned to the amount of the
uoergency. The gravamen of his report was, that
permanent and uniform depth of water j\long the
ubotir or gut of the river could be obtained, and
achievement toward the extinction of a shiftiig bar could be effected, except by carrying a pier
f weir on the east side of the channel quite across
lie sands into low water, but that by this means 3
t
possibly 4 feet of additional depth of water might
>3 obtained
yet, though the soundness of his priniple has been vindicated by the result of subsequent
aerations which were undertaken by its guidance,
iiitle or nothing was done at his suggestion, nor for

lod to

engineers who have been consulted; yet. although
more than a quarter of a million of public money
has been laid out in its docks and other works (an
advantage not enjoyed by any other harbour in

Scotland), and its income latterly has exceeded
£25,000 a-year, still there is so great a want of accommodation that vessels are obliged to lie four and
five a -breast alongside the quays; there is no
patent -slip nor grav-ing dock that can take in
steamers, so that they have to be sent to Dundee or

;

London for repair ; no low-water jetty for landing
and the entrance to
passengers and light goods
the harbour at low tides is all but dry. Indecision
or half-measures seem to have been the bane of the
It was obvious some twelve years since that
port.
nothing but a good low-water landing-place, to
to

;

ii*ny years afterwards, with regard to the piers or
An immediate result, however, was the
3trance.

»aistruction of a splendid suite of docks, at the cost

1,500 feet so as to have an entire length of
or more than half a-mile, a western pier
breakwater was erected to the extent of 1,500
terminating within 200 feet of the other, and a
of the western end of the western dock was set
re as a
store-yard for the naval service. After
y and agitating movements to find some remedy
feet,

.

:

admitted," said the Tidal Harbours

flat, foreshore,
half-a-mile in extent, drifting sand, and other difficulties which had to be encountered in improving
the harbour, were great, but not such that unanimity on the part of those who had the management, skilful engineering, and pei-severance in
carrying out the plan recommended, might not have
overcome. The great principle of improvement at
I>eith, namely, to get a deep-water entrance to the
harbour channel, whether to the westward or to the
eastward, has been recognised by all the eminent

iie

'about X285,000. Two wet docks, each 250 yards
tmg and 100 wide, were, with three graving docks
13 their north side, commenced in 1800 and
completed
n 1817, and were protected from the sea by a strong
A third and larger dock on the
ing wall.
designed to reach nearly to Newhaven, was
and all kindred matters which
but
this
ted;
ed with the magnificence of Mr. Rennie's
8 and of the intentions of his employers, the
ouncil of Edinburgh, were thrown into al)e\'uring that eminent engineer's life by a total
of funds. In 1S24. in response to renewed
oused demand, Mr. W. Chapman of Newcastle
mploycd to make surveys and plans ; and as
It of his
report, and of subsequent voluminous
ndence with government on the subject of
and store-yard, the eastern pier was extended

is fully

"
Commission, in 1848, that a long,

the recess of the tides and as the trade of
port rapidly increased toward the close of the
lentury, the accommodation loudly demanded both
nlargement and amelioration.
lud at

Mr. Walker and Mr.

for the great existing evils,

its

i
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accommodate the passenger traffic between London
and Edinburgh, could retain the large steamers at
Leith. Instead of boldly grappling with the diflSculty, taking the best advice, and at once deciding
upon carrying out a wide substantial pier to the
westward or to the eastward, as might have been
found expedient, into 10 feet depth of water, an
eastern pier, too slight and narrow, and too exposed
to bear the traffic, or to lay a line of rails upon, has

taken 16 years to complete, and has just reached
low-water mark. The consequence is, as might have
been anticipated, that most of the steam-boat traffic
has been transfeiTed to a neighbouring pier, and the
loss to the harbour revenue is stated at £5,000

Complaints are made that the table of
shore-dues has not been revised for the last 60
that
it is full of anomalies ; that the dues
yeai-s

a-year.
i

;

are levied in Scottish money ; and that dock dues
are exacted of vessels that cannot possibly pass the
dock gates that rubbish and filth, without check
or control, is thrown into the water of Leith and
washed down into the harbour and that the fine
steamers that trade between London, Hull, and
Leith, are daily subjected to lie aground, with the
;

;

LEITH.
risk of strain to their hulls
in a dry hai'bour,"

and

to their

light, for exhibition during the period of there bemg
not less than 9 feet of water on the bar and some

machinery,

;

In 1848, a bill passed parliament both for revising
the schedule of rates, and for empowering the execution of Mr. Kendall's plan of improvements.
The principal features of that plan were, that the
eastern pier be extended 1,000 feet, to a point where
there would be 8 feet of depth at low water of
that the western breakwater be conspring tides
verted into a pier, and extended 1,760 feet in a
direction north by west, and be made substantial
enough to bear a railway that a low-water landingplace be formed at the extremity of the west pier,
350 feet in length, well-sheltered, provided with
every accommodation, having around it 9 feet of
that the chandepth at low water of spring tides
nel or fairway be so deepened by dredging as to
have 20 feet of depth at high water of neap tides,
and 25 feet at h'gh water of spring tides that a
new dock be formed contiguous to the existing east
dock, 700 feet in length, 300 feet in width, thus
comprising an area of 4f acres, with 1,900 feet of
lineal wharfage, averaging 100 feet in width ; that
this dock be so excavated as to have fully 21 feet of
water at the lowest neap tides, that its gates be 60
feet wide so as to afford ample scope for the passage
of the largest sea-going steamers,
and that its
walls be formed of substantial masonry, except on
the outside to the north and the west, to admit of
the construction of graving docks at a future peiiod.
The estimated cost, for the piers and the channel,
was £79,000; and for the new dock, £56,000,—
;

;

;

;

—

—

The works were begun and
altogether, £135,000.
carried forward with all possible expedition; and
they became fully available in the course of 1855.
Some minor works also have been executed ; and
the accommodations of the harbour as a whole are
now ample and satisfactoiy. Tlie quays have an
aggregate length of 8,400 feet, and ai"e well fui-nished with cranes and slieds. The quay of the new or
Victoria dock has a 30-ton crane, with every modern
improvement. Lines of railway communicate I'rom
the low-water landing-place, and from the sides of
the docks, to the terminus of the Leith branch of
the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway, in
Commercial-street. There are five graving-docks
and the construction of another on so great a scale
as to accommodate vessels of the largest class, with
;

a commodious building-slip alongside, is in contemThere is a sufficient number of pilots and
plation.
steam-tugs. The rates of pilotage are moderate
the charges formerly complained of for beaconage,
anchorage, berthage, and other matters, have been
and all the present dues, regulations,
abolished
and bye-laws, have been adjusted with a prudent
the
regard to
prosperity of the port's commerce, and
;

;

safety of its shipping.
Altogether,
believed that, as regards access, security,
facilities for loading and discharging, convenience
of railway connexion, and other internal accommodation, the harbour of Leitli is not now surpassed
by any seaport in the United Kingdom.
The general anchoring-ground of vessels is two
miles from land and, in the case of large steamers,
is westward of Leith, or nearly opposite Newhaven.
During the European war, the roadstead was the
station of an Aclmiral's guard-ship and several
cruizers; and during the recent war with Russia,
it was tiie winter station of some sliips of the Baltic
A round martello tower was constructed adfleet.
jacent to the entrance of the harbour, during the
European war, by the government, at a cost of
lighthouse, for the guidance of
nearly £17,000.
vessels entering the liarbour, was constmcted on
the end of the old cast pier, having a stationary
to the general

it
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is

;

A

was erected a
during the day a series
of signals indicative of the progress or retrogress of
the tide. After the pier was extended to the length
of 2,500 feet, and while doubts still existed whether
the grand recent improvements would be undertaken, a second lighthouse was erected at a distance
of 1,500 feet from the former one, exhibiting a
brilliant red gas light, and serving, with the inner
light, to guide vessels safely from the frith to the
channel of the harbour fair-way. Since the execution of the recent improvements, the guiding-lights
into the fair-way are that of the outer liglithousc
on the east pier, and that of a new lighthouse
erected at the extremity of the west pier. In the
early j'cars of the present century, there was erected
contiguous to the new wet docks, and parallel with
them, a long line of lofty spacious warehouses, tc
serve for the bonding of goods and for other purposet
connected with the general business of a great harbour.
This line of edifices is on an uniform plan,
and of great extent, forming nearly the whole of th(
The aggregate
north side of Commercial-street.
extent of warehouses in other parts of the town
particularly in the vicinity of the harbour, is alst
Some years ago, the whole line of the wei
great.
docks was lighted with gas, and a chain of waterwas
laid down in such a manner as to enable
pipes
all vessels to take in their .supplies of water at thei
berths.
The terminus of the Leith branch of thi

distance landward of

it,

on the

pier,

signal-tower for displaying

Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway, beside:
being conveniently near the docks in position, i
well furnished with suitable interior conveniences

and

also presents to the street a frontage of build
and the connexions Ci
ing pleasingly omamental
that railway at the Edinburgh station are so ampl
as
to
afford the readies
and facilely arranged
possible communication with all the great trunk
lines, radiating thence as a centre to every part (
Great Britain.
The right of property over the harbour of Lcif
;

11
formerly belonged to the city of Edinburgh.
deeds in which that light originated, and by v. hit
it was modified and confirmed, will be afterward
mentioned.
The district comprehended by tl
right included the whole shore, beach, sandlinks, between Seafield toll-bar on the eaAll tiie shore mi
Wardie-burn on the west.
levied within these limits went into the city
\v hii
general coffers, excepting a merk per ton
was appropriated toward the stipends of tl;
In 1788, the magistrates and com
clergy.
Edinburgh obtained an act of parliament au!
ing them to borrow £30,000 for the purpose
proving the harbour, and of opening up the .--..in its vicinity; and at subsequent periods, tiny
tained several other acts of kindred cliaractci-, «
Pi-evious ti
extended powers of borrowing.
exclnsive of sums borrowed and repaid, tlu'\
£25,000 to government, and £240,000 to oth'i
r
ties, for loans obtained for harbour improvi
and in that year they received from governni'
lin
of
the
consolidated
out
advance of £240,000
to enable them to take up the bonds which they h
-

i-

i

W

issued.
Three per cent, of interest was to
to government for tliis advance, and two per
was to go to a sinking fund ; but for twelve
one per cent, of the interest was to be ahni

p
i

>

'

consideration of an agreement to extend tiic
The considei
pier, and to improve its works.
given to government, in lieu of the entire d
of
of
the west d<K
were
the
cession
them,
part
shore-ground for the uses of the Admiralty,
<

i
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erable claim over the whole of the dock and haroour property, and a concurrent claim with other
reditors over the entire property of the city of
Hdinburgh. At the bankruptcy of the city in 1833,
he harbour of Leith shared largely in the city's
The operation of the sinkingmbarrassments.
uid, against that time, kad cleared off the £25,000
ae to the government previous to 1825; so that
le amount of debt then due to the government was

Various and protracted negotiations
£240,000.
n-ere carried on with the government and with the
ther city creditors, before any satisfactory arrangeBut at length, in 1838, an
iient could be reached.
3t of parliament was passed, providing that the
iianagement of Leith harbour should be committed
eleven commissioners, appointed variously by the
)wn of Leith, the city of Edinburgh, and the Lords
f the Treasury ; that the interest on the debt to
ovemment should be postponed; that a sum of
7,680 a-year, from the proceeds of the harbourand
aes, should be paid to the city of Edinburgh
utt power should be possessed by the commission's to borrow additional sums on the
security of the
xjks, not exceeding £125,000, to be expended iu
fecting additional harbour improvements.
Both the coasting trade and the foreign and
>Ionial trade of Leith are of great extent.
The
hole Baltic trade with the east of Scotland was
t one time concentrated here ; but this has been
;

ainly drawn ofif to Kirkcaldy, Arbroath, Montrose,
In connexion
berdeen, and especially Dundee.
ith the naval station in the roads, the port enjoyed
mch prosperity during the war as a place for
MB condemaation and sale of
prize-vessels ; and, in
msequence of Buonaparte's notable continental
theme of prevention, it was the seat of an extensive
«ffic for smuggling British goods into the contiHDt by way of Heligoland, which employed many
Is, crowded its harbour, and greatly enriched
a few of its inhabitants. The Greenland whaleide also, for a considerable time, engaged a large
It

innage of the Leith shipping. The present foreign
•ide of the port is very discursive, being carried on

with Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Germany,
south-western countries of Europe,
e Levant, America, the West Indies, the East
The shipping be-dies, Australia, and China.
gging to the port in 1692, comprised 29 vessels,
aggregately 1,702 tons; in 1740, it comprised 47
toels, of aggregately 2,628 tons; and in 1752, it
)lDprised 68 vessels, of aggregately 6,935 tons. It
Mnily and rapidly increased in tonnage, from the
.^t of these dates till the close of the
century ; it
areased slowly from the beginning of the present
till
and
it
1826;
decreased, to the amount
ntnry
Its average
^3,601 tons, between 1826 and 1835.
wont in the years 1840-1844 was 26,600 tons;
din the years 1845-1849, 24,536 tons; but these
-t
In
figures are exclusive of steam - vessels.

aariously

loUand, the

'

number

of sailing vessels was 181, of
of steam vessels, 28, of
tons,
•gately 3,946 tons ; in 1855, the number of
11
vessels
was
of
g
16.S,
aggregately 19,067 tons,
jf steam vessels,
25, of agoregately 6,326 tons.
the gross receipt of the customs was
1830,
^
"i411; in the average of the years 1840-1844,
,625; in the average of the years 1845-1849,
I,

^

the

-egately 24.357

I

—

year 1851, £499.204. The port,
custom-house relations, extends from the west
flfCramond- water, eastward to St. Abb's Head,
comprehends the creeks of Cramond, Granton,
.'irrow, Morison's haven, Cockenzie, Aberlady,
Berwick, and Dunbar. But, of the total of
534 reported for shore and harbour dues in the
1852, so much as £23,991 was levied at the
'36;

h
:•

in the
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harbour - proper or town of Leith ; three of the
however. Granton, Cockenzie, and Noilh
Berwick not having made any report.
The principal imports at Leith are grain, hemp,

creeks,

hides, tallow, timber, wine, and tobacco; and the
principal exports are linens, cottons, silks, woollens,
haberdashery, iron, hardware, machinery, fish, coals,

The declared value of
was £197,040; in 1836, £200,496;

and miscellaneous goods.
exports in 1831,

1841, £153,371; in 1846, £92,474; in 1851,
£389.293; in 1852, £491,293; in 1853, £575,067 ;
in 1854, £527,697.
The maximum in any year between 1831 and 1850, was £273,488, which was in
and the minimum was £88,349, which was
1833
in

;

in

The

1S45.

£5,128

coals,

tons,

;

items, as reported for 1851,
cottons, by the yard, £47,746 ;

by value, £2,528

;

cotton

yam, £25,232

;

were
cotfish,

£7,145; haberdasheiy and millinery, £7,921 hardwares and cutlery, £197; iron and steel, £49,249;
linens, by the yard, £67,090; linens, by value,
linen yarn, £68,960 ; machinerj- and mill£770
work, £5,319 ;' silk manufactures, £3.561 ; woollens,
by the piece, £4,471 ; woollens, by the yard. £8,278;
woollens, by value, £151; woollen yam, £25,177 ;
In the average of the
all other articles, £60,370.
years 1840-1844, the shipping trade of the port
comprised a tonnage of 71,401 in the foreign trade
in British vessels, 53,316 in the foreign trade iu
foreign vessels, and 537,523 in the coasting- trade;
and in the average of the years 1845-1849 it comprised a tonnage of 93,703' in the foreign trade in
British vessels, 64,814 in the foreign trade in
foreign vessels, and 567,084 in the coasting trade.
In 1853 it comprised a tonnage of 59.683 inwards
in the foreign and colonial trade in British vessels,
87,869 inwards in the foreign and colonial trade in
foreign vessels, 249,427 inwards in the coasting
trade, 42,959 outwards in the foreign and colonial
trade in British vessels, 28,929 outwards iu the
;

;

foreign and colonial trade in foreign vessels, and
239.446 outwards in the coasting trade ; and in
1854, it comprised a tonnage of 64.739 inwards in
the foreign and colonial trade in British vessels,
70,847 inwards in the foreign and colonial trade in
foreign vessels, 258,114 inwards in the coasting
trade in British vessels, 502 inwards in the coasting
trade in foreign vessels, 49,730 outwards in the
foreign and colonial trade in British vessels, 21,815
outwards in the foreign and colonial trade in foreign
vessels, 247,497 outwards in the coasting trade in
British vessels, and 1,042 outwards in the coasting
trade in foreign vessels.
Steam vessels, either from Leith or from Granton,

Hamburgh and Rotterdam every Saturday
London every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
to Newcastle every Wednesday and
Saturday to HuU every Wednesday to Arbroath,
Montrose, and Aberdeen, three times a-week in
summer, and twice a-week in winter; to Banff,
Cullen, Lossiemouth, Burghead, Findhom, Nairn,

ply to

;

to

and Saturday

;

;

;

Fort George, Inverness, Invergordon, and Cromarty,
every Tuesday to Wick and Thurso every Monday
and Friday in summer, and every Friday in winter;
to Kirkwall and Lerwick every Friday
to Elie,
Pitteuween, and Anstruther, every Monday, WedAlloa
and
to
and
Friday
Stirling, once or
nesday,
twice every day and to Burntisland, in communication with the railway trains of the Edinburgh,
Perth, and Dundee railway, several times a-day.
Packet vessels sail from Leith to London eveiy
Saturday and Wednesday; to Liverpool, once in
three weeks to Peterhead, once a-week to Fraserburgh, once a-fortnight; to Kirkwall, every Thursday to Lerwick, every three weeks to Greenock
to Stirling, evei-y
and Glasgow, twice a-week
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Wednesday and Saturday

to Charleston, the port
;
of DunfennUne, every Thursday
to Burntisland,
;

to E!ie, every Friday; to Kirkevery two days
Kailcaldy, daily; and to Leven, every Friday.
way trains run from Commercial-street in North
to
the
terminus
in
Leith,
general
Edinburgh, every
;

and omnibuses run from the head
thirty minutes
of Bernard-street, opposite the Exchange buildings,
to the middle of the High-street of Edinburgh,
every six minutes during the greater part of each
;

A

branch railway for goods traffic commences
day.
at the foot of Constitution-street, and extends along
the shore into communication with the old Dalkeith
railway, now amalgamated with the North British.
Leith, though not in a strict sense a manufacturing town, or the seat of any staple produce, possesses a great variety of productive establishments,
some of them of considerable or even great magnitude.
Ship-building is carried on in several yards,

—

and has produced many large steamers and bulky

The Fury, the first line-of-battle
sailing-vessels.
ship constructed in Scotland after the Union, was
built on the site of the present custom-house.
A
government steamer, larger than any steam-ship
ever previously built in Leith, and a merchant-ship
larger than any sailing-vessel ever previously constructed in the place, were both commenced in

—

The manufacture of glass has long been
1840.
conspicuous in Leith, and is supposed to have been
introduced by English settlers in the time of CromSeven huge brick conical chimneys, -situated
along the shore of South Leith, and forming a
marked feature of the burghal landscape, are devoted to this manufacture. One of these cones was
built, immediately after the rebellion of 1745, by
the soldiers then stationed in Edinburgh castle,
who were the only brick-builders that could be
well.

found.

—An extensive suite

of saw-mills

is

situated

on the right bank of the water of Leith, immediately
above the stone bridge. A very extensive engineering establishment occupies the same bank of the
river, immediately below that bridge. A very large
establishment for the refining of sugar, employing
upwards of 80 persons, and consuming nearly 4,000
tons of coals in the }'ear, is situated a little further
down, on the opposite side of the river. A large
establishment for the preservation of

all

kinds of

fresh meat and vegetables, for consumption at sea,
was established in 1838. The making of sail-cloth
and ropes is carried on to a great extent, in eight

A

establishments.
paint and colour work on a more
extensive scale than any other in Britain, was commenced about 1833; and now there are in the
town five colour-manufacturers. There are also 5

master-coopers, 4 iron-founders, 3 machine-makers,
2 ship-carveis, 2 candle-makers, 2 soap-makers, 5
skinners and wool dealers, 3 tanners, 6 tobacconists,
3 basket-makers, 1 pipe-maker, and a large variety
and full complement of masters and men in all the
ordinary departments of handicraft, as well as in
such as have any special connexion with the wants
of a pi'eat port.
very largo unsightly mass of
building, in the southern environs of the town, in
the vicinity of Bonnington, was long known as

—A

Leith distillery, but has been recently converted

A

into a gi-ain mill.
chemical work stands adjacent to it.
very large com mill, propelled by
steam, was commenced in ]8;!0, in the centre of the
town ; but it suffered severe damage by fire, and
was converted to otlier purposes.
large grain
mill was erected about eight years ago at Swan-

A

A

opposite Silverfield, and is still in operation.
Another very large one, looking to the eye like an
extengive factory, situated between the foot of Leithwalk and the Easter-road, was finislicd in 185C.
field,
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The banking offices in Leith are those
Bank of Scotland, the Royal Bank, the

of

thi

Britisi

Linen Company's Bank, the Commercial Bank
the National Bank, the Union Bank, and th
Clydesdale Bank. There is also a National Securit;
The institutions of the town
savings' bank.
additional to some whicH*iiave already been inci
dentally mentioned, and exclusive of those connect
ed with municipal affairs, are the incorporation o
traffickers or merchant company, the Leith chambe
of commerce, the Leith mercantile marine board
the

Exchange buildings association, the Exchang(
reading-room, the Leith public library, the LeitI
mechanics' subscription library, the shipwrecke(
fishermen and mariners' royal benevolent society
the Edinburgh and Leith humane society, the Leitl
society for relief of the destitute sick, the Leitl
auxiliary to the British and Foreign Bible society
the Leith religious tract society, the Leith loca
Sabbath school society, the parochial board o
managers of the poor, and various other niinoi

Two newspapers are published in th(
town, the Leith Commercial List on every Tuesdaj
and Friday, and the Leith Herald on every Saturday
The Leith races, commenced in the time of Charles
II., and annually held on Leith sands in July oi
August, were long the occasion of a carnival-weeli
of dissipation and folly to the inhabitants of Leitl
and Edinburgh, deplored by all the reflecting classes
of the community, and severely satirized by some
institutions.

—

public writers.
The ancient government of Leith was very anomalous, inefficient, and changeful, comprising {
variety of jurisdictions, separate from .one anotho
or in some degree conflicting, but all enthralled t(
In 1832, the parliamentary rcfom
Edinburgh.
bill bestowed on Leith, within limits of perfec
separation from Edinburgh, the privileges of
•

parliamentary burgh, empowering it, along witl
Portobello and Musselburgh, to send a member t
parliament; in 1833, the burgh reform act furthe
conferred upon it a separate and independent magif
tracy, consisting of a provost, four bailies, a trea;
surer, and councillors; and in 1838, the act, sepa
rating the property -relations of Edinburgh froi
those of Leith, transferred to the provost
magistrates of Leith, and vested in them, the con
mon good of the burgh, comprising all custom
rates, imposts, and market-dues, together with ii
The amount of the corporatic
jail buildings.
revenue in 1855 was £638 JOs. lOd. The provo
bears also the title of admiral of Leith; andtl
courts held by the magistrates are called tl
There ifl
admiral and bnilie courts of Leith.
society of solicitors for practising in these court
sheriff"'s small debt court is held every Tuesdi
Matters of police are manag;
in the court room.
by a commission, consisting of the provost,
bailies, the town clerk, and a superintendent,
assessment, for police purposes, not exceeding
Gd. per pound, is imposed on the occupiers of
The suppli
liouses of upwards of £3 yearly rent.
of water are from the same works as Edinburg
The constituency of the burgh in 1855, both ran:
was 1,850. Keal propei
'
cipal and parliamcntarv,

A

i

ropulation in 1841, 26,8C
Houses, 2,084.
On the 20th of May, 1329, the city of Edinbnr
obtained from Robert I. a grant by charter of "1
harbour and mills of Leith with "their appurteni

in 1855, £128,655 12s.
in 1851, 30,919.

payment of fifty-two merks yearl
The town-council of the city, not content with t

CCS, for the

privilege, took possession of the

ground adjacent

harbour, along the banks of the river. Towi
the close of the century, Sir Robert Logan of]

tlie

the baronial superior of the grounds, and a
of rapacious character, contested their assumed
claims, and obliged them to take a concession of
them from him by purchase and charter. On the
31st May, 1393, he granted them by charter a rigiit
to waste lands in the vicinity of the harbour for the
erection of quays and wharfs, and a liberty to have
shops and granaries on these lands, and to break
ie grounds of his barony with roads for the serSir Robert afterwards teased
vice of navigatiou.
-he town-council with points of litigation, and
aventually roused them to adopt a strong measure
nor satiating at once his avarice and their owu
unbition.
Bought over by them with a large sura
jf money, the unprincipled baron, in February 1413,
" an exgranted them an extraordinary charter,
talrig,

man

and enslaving bond," restraining
ie inhabitants of Leith from carrying on any sort
)f trade, from possessing warehouses or shops, and
arom keeping houses of entertainment for strangers,
wd thus flinging the place, in the guise of a manaMusive, ruinous,

ged slave, at the feet of the metropolitan purchasBut the town-council of Edinburgh, not even
/et content with the power accorded them over
Leith, oi-dained, in the year 1435, that no merchant
become partner in business
>f Edinburgh should
rith an inhabitant of Leith. under penalty of 40
Eliillings, and of a year's deprivation of the freedom
of the city; and on future occasions, they enacted
kat no revenue of the city should be farmed by an

ora.

ahabitant of Leith, or by any person in partnera Leithian, and that no staple goods
ihoald, except under a severe penalty, be either
"d in Leith, or deposited in any of its warehouses.
Edinburgh's extraordinary rights thus acquired

—

ihip with

were confirmed by royal charters.
by a charter "dated 4th November, 1454,
panted to Edinburgh the haven-silver, customs,
~d duty of ships, vessels, and merchandize coming
« the road and harbour of Leith." And James III.,
m 16th November, 1482, granted to them a charter,
Leith,

ames
Prer
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I.,

iontaining a detail of the custom.s, profits, exactions,
iprnmodities, and revenues of the port and road of
gaith.
By a grant of James IV., dated 9th March,
1810, a right was given to the city of Edinburgh to
:ke new port, denominated Newhaven, lately made
:t the said King on the sea-coast, with the lands
:Qerennto belonging, lying between the chapel of
and the lands of Wardie brae, with
jit, Nicholas
ertain faculties and privileges.
By a charter
earing the sime date, James IV. confirmed the
barter by Logan of Restalrig, formerly mentioned.
hi 8th October, 1550, Mary ratified an act and dereetof the Lords-of-session against the inhabitants
f North Leith, "
adjudging the provost and bailifi's
four said town of Edinburgh to be proi)er judges
'<» the said inhabitants in the
petty customs of
'«itb, belonging to our foresaid town of Edinburgh."
Queen-regent, Mary of Lonaine. indeed, in
'3. granted the inhabitants of Leith a contract
rect the town into a bnrgh-of- barony, to conle valid till she should erect it into a
royal burgh
i as a
preparatory measure, she purchased, overt-

quences of her hasty act from falling on the devoted town.
On the 2d of July, 1567, the citizens
of Edinburgh marched in military order to Leith,

went through some evolutions designed to represent
a capture or conquest, and formaUy trampled the
independence of the town in the dust. Many severe
laws, in years succeeding this epoch, were enacted
relative to the public and the private trade of Leith.
James VI. was plied by the inhabitants with appeals
and efforts designed to draw from him some deliverbut he accepted some
ance from their thraldom
private arrangement with the town-council of Edinburgh, and placed the powers and supremacy of
that body on higher vantage-ground than before.
On the 25th March, 1596, he empowered, by a letter
;

of gift under the privy-seal, the corporation of
Edinburgh to levy a certain tax during a certain
period, towards supporting, erecting, and repairing
the bulwaik, pier, and port of Leith ; and on the
15th March, 1603, he, by a charter of confirmarion
and novo damns, confirmed all the grants which had
been made to them from the commencement of their
ascendency. In 1636 also, another charter of confirmation and novo damns, rivetting firmly on Leith
all the chains of bondage which had been forged for
it, was granted by Charles I.
The earliest menrion of Leith which has been
traced occurs in the charter of the abbey of Holyrood, founded by David I., in which it is called Inverleith. In 13i3, and again in 1410, all the vessels
in the harbour were burnt by the English. In 1488,
it was seized by the insurgent nobles who rose
against James III., and was the scene of an interview between James IV. and the celebrated Sir
Andrew Wood, who kept the mastery of the frith of
In 1511, either in Leith or at Newhaven,
Forth.
•'
ane varie monstrous great schip called the Mi-

was built, and, according to Pitscottie. required such a mass of timber for her construction,
'•
that she waisted all the woodis in Fyfe, except
Falkland wood, besides the timber that came out of
Norway." In 1544, the Earl of Hertford, at the
head of 10,000 men, took possession of Leith, seized
all the vessels in the harbour, left the place jn keep-

chael,"

ing of 1 ,500 soldiers till he bunied Edinburgh and
wasted the circumjacent country, and then, on taking leave with his army and booty, committed the

Edinburgh the superiority of
-!i, redeemable for
1.000 merks; she requ sted
town-council by letter, in 1566, to delay the

whole port to the flames. Three years afterwards,
the same general, who had now become Duke of
Somerset, and was fresh from the fatal battle of
Pinkie, again set Leith on fire, though not with
such an amount of injurious effect as before and,
on this occasion, carried off 35 vessels from the harbour.
From 1548 to 1560, Leith, by becoming the
fortified seat of the court and head-quarters of the
Queen-regent's army and of her French auxiliaries,
figured prominently in the greater part of the stirring events which occurred during the civil war between Mary of Lorraine and the Lords of the conIts port received the shipping and the
gregation.
supplies which were designed for the Queen-regent's
service
its fortifications enclosed alternately a
garrison and an army, whose accoutrements had no
and its gates
opportunity of becoming rusted
poured forth detachments and sallying parties, who
fought many a skirmish with portions of the Protestant forces on the plain between Leith and Edinburgh. In October 1559, the Lords of the congregation regularly invested the town with an army,
and attempted to enter it by means of scaling-ladders but they could make no impression, and were
eventually, and with great slaughter, driven back
by a desperate sally of the besieged. In April of

imption of the superiority ; but she obtained
indulgence, and could not prevent the conse-

the next year, the forces of the congregation, now
aided by an army of 6,000 men rmder Lord Grey of

•i

;

use and with

money which they themes furnished, the
superiority of the town from
-an of Restalrig.
But she did not fulfil her en-sraents. and is generally alleged to have been
jed with 20,000 merks from the
city of Edin::h to break them.
Mary, her daughter, among
:>r their

-r shifts

-ed, in

Jtt

to raise
1535, to

money

in her difficulties, mort-

;

;

;

;
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Wilton, despatched to their assistance by Elizabeth,
again invested the town, and, on this occasion, inflicted upon it a protracted, disastrous, and sangui-

nary contest. Leith, though suffering dreadfully
from famine, kept the besieger?, during two months,
fully at bay, yet without acquiring any advantage.
Both parties being at length heartily tired of the
contest, and willingly entering into a treaty which
stipulated that the French forces in the town should
leave the kingdom, and be allowed to retire unmolested, Leith was immediately dismantled and
In August, 1561, Queen
restored to tranquillity.
Mary landed at Leith to take possession of the
throne of her ancestors, and was welcomed by the
inhabitants with great demonstrations of joy. No
vestige now remains of the pier which received her,
and which must have been constructed subsequently to the destruction of the original one by the P^arl
of Hertford.
During the minority of James VL,
Leith figured in various transactions which belong
to
the
general history of the kingdom.
strictly
From November 1571 till August of next year, and
again in 1596-7, the town was the seat of the High
and in 1572, it was the meetCourt of Justiciary
ing-place of a General Assembly which made some
important enactments. In 1578, an act of parliament was passed to prevent " the taking away great
quantities of victual-flesh, from Leith, under the
reconciliation
pretence of victualling ships."
having, in the same year, been effected between the
Earl of Morton and the Scottish nobles opposed to
him, the Earls of Morton, Argyle, Montrose, Athole,
and Buchan, Loi'd Boyd, and several other persons
of distinction, dined together in an hostelry of
In 1584, the town was appointed the chief
Leith.
fish-market for herrings and the other produce of
the Forth.
On the 6th May, 1590, James VL, after
lying six days in the roads, landed at the pier with
his queen, Anne of Denmark. In 1610, thirty-eight
;

A

English sailors were hanged within high -water

mark on the sands for
Islands,
thirty of them

—

piracies

in

the Western

and eight in December. In October, 1643, the Solemn League and
Covenant was sworn and subscribed with great
solemnity, and with many grave demonstrations of
thorough zeal by the inhabitants. Four years afterwards 2,430 persons, constituting about one-half of
in July,

the entire population, were, in the course of six or
eight months, swept away by the plague. The

churchyards being utterly deficient in accommodation for their bodies, many of them were buried in
the Links, near the site of Wellington-sti'eet, and
on the north side of the road leading to Hermitageliill.
So fearful were the ravages of the plague and
of an accompanying famine, that parliament, believing the number of the dead to exceed that of the

empowered the magistrates

to seize, for the
use of survivors, whatever grain they could find in
warehouses and cellars, and allowed 'them to make
payment at their leisure, and to find means of makliving,
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ing it by appeals to the humanity of their landward
countrymen.
In 1650, after Cromwell's defeat of the Scottish
forces at Dunbar, Ijambert, his major-general,
while he himself proceeded to Edinburgh, took
A monthly assessment of
possession of Leith.
about £22 sterling was now imposed on the town,
and, after so very recent and terrible devastations
from pestilence and famine, was felt to be a grievous exaction. On General Monk's appointment to
be commander-in-chief, he adopted liclth as his
head-quarters and his home; and, while residing in
the town, he induced many English families of considerable wealth and of great mercantile enterprise
to become settlers.
The incomers gave a grand

(WATER

OF).

impulse to the mercantile spirit of the port, and
In 1691, Viscount
established some manufactures.
Tarbet, afterwards second Earl of Cromarty, and
two other persons, raised a tavern brawl of great
notoriety in an hostelry in Kirkgate, and were concerned, while the brawl lasted, in the murder of a
French Protestant refugee and military officer. In
1705, Captain Green of the Worcester, and three of
his crew, were hanged within flood-mark on the
sands, for a very curiously discovered piracy and
murder, committed in 1703 on the crew of a Scotti.sh
vessel off the coast of Malabar.
During the rebellion of 1715, Brigadier Macintosh of Borlam, and a
party of Highlanders who followed his bannei,
briefly occupied the citadel, and, being menaced by
the Duke of Argyle who was at the time in Edinburgh, hastily plundered the custom-house, flung
open the doors of the prison, and made a night rer
In 1778 the
treat over the sands at low water.
revolted Seaforth regiment of Highlanders [see
some
of
of their
Leith
the
scene
Edinburgh], made
movements. Next year, 50 Highlanders, who had
been recruited for the 42d and 71st regiments,
mutinied at Leith, whither they were brought for
embarkation, and firmly refused to go on board the
A party of fencibles having been sent
transports.
from Edinburgh-castle to apprehend them, a conflict occurred on the quay, which was fatal to two
of the fencibles and twelve of the Highlanders, as
well as severely damaging to many more. In 1779,
the noted Paul Jones appeared in the frith, and
strack such a panic into the inhabitants that a
battery, the embryo of the present fort, was hastily
constructed to dispute his entering the harbour;
but he was driven away by a storm, and providentially hindered from inflicting damage on the
town. In 1822, Leith had all the eclat of being the
scene of George IV. 's arrival to visit his Scottish

metropolis; and in 1842, it was visited by Queen
Victoria and Prince Albert.
LEITH (Water of), a small river of Edinburghshire, entering the frith of Forth at Leith harbour.
It rises at the south-east extremity of the parish of
Mid-Calder, from three springs, at a place called]
'^t' "
Leith-head, within a mile of one of the sources^
It runs 3 miles north
tributary of the Tweed.
through Mid-Calder; 3 miles between Kirknw
on its left bank, and Mid-Calder and Currie on i;
right; 4f- miles through Currie, receiving on ih
right the waters of Bevilaw burn 2J miles throiigiij
Colinton 1 mile circuitously, partly across a tinyi
wing of Colinton, and partly between that paris-ln
and Corstorphine on its left bank, and St. Cuthbert's
on its right; 4 miles through St. Cuthbert's; and J,
Its
of a mile between North and South Leith.

,

1

:

j

;

;

general direction, after leaving Mid-Calder, is northand its entire length of course in a straight
;
line is about 19 miles, and including windings about
25 or 26.
During a drought, or even in weather
but moderately dry, the \\ ater of Leith is a trivial
stream, not greater than many a short coiirped
brook but, in a season of rain, it becomes swollen
and impetuous, and combines the characteristics o!
a river and a mountain torrent. It, in general, haia large share of the picturesqueness and romance
which distinguish so many of the rivers of Scotlanji
Atone time it runs along deep narrow glens, amii,
rocks and hanging woods; and at another it gliilof
among beautiful haughs, fertile in corn and gnuss
On its banks arc extensive plantations, many clo
gant mansions, several fine rural villages, one o
the most superb suburban districts of Edinburgli
and the most densely peopled portion of the town o
Leith.
Its bed through the suburbs of Edinburgh!
and thence toward Leith, was formerly, in drj
east

;

,

LEITH (WATER

reather, little better than a large, open, commonewer ; but, by means of skilful artificial improvenent, this nuisance has recently been, in a great

The Water of Leitli is probably
egree, abated.
he most useful stream of its size in Scotland ; for
en a good number of years ago, it drove, in the
oarse of 10 miles, 14 corn-mills, 12 barley-mills,
flour-mills, 7 siw-mills, 5 fulling-mills, 5 snulf2 lint-mills, and 2 leather-mills,
lills, 4 paper-mills,
-the rent of some of which, in tlie vicinity of the
of £20 sterling per
tropolis, was then upwards
jt of waterfall.

now a
op), an old large village,
barb of Edinburgh. It stands on the water of
ath stream, on the old road by the Dean from
linburgh to Queensferry, and immediately above
stupendous Dean-bridge which carries along
new road. Its site is partly the bottom of a

LEITH (Water

^ne, and partly rapid slopes descending thither,
le village is iiTCgularly built, and has an appearce which contrasts very disadvantageously with
superb uiban architecture in its vicinity but it
itains some extensive flour-mills and gfranaries,
i would look well enough in another situation.
e upper end of its west side is nearly adjacent to
;

village of

Dean and

the

Dean cemetery. Popu-

ion, 1.024.

LEITHEN (The), a rivulet of Peebles- shire,
"ng in the extreme north-west angle of the parish
Innerleithen, and falling into the Tweed a mile
See Inserpassing Innerleithen church.
lEITH-HEAD. See Lefih (Water of).
(EITH-LUMSDEX, a post-oiBce village

in the

tUk of Auchindoir, Aberdeenshire. It stands in
Bpper part of Strathbogie, 12 miles south by
It is of modern origin, and conit of Huntly.
Here is
is a few traders and handicraftsmen.
United Presbyterian church, which was built in
)8, and contains 203 sittings.
Population, 233.
JEITHOLM, a post-office village in the parish
It stands on the north
Bccles, Benvicksliire.
ilfrom Kelso to Berwick, 5 J miles east by south
Greenlaw, and 7^ north-north-east of Kelso.
and here
1% is an United Presbyterian church
;

was a
i^tly
~
,fitill

Roman Catholic chapel, the site of
name of Chapelknowe. Popu-

bears the

365.

NO.

See Aberlemxo.
PITLAW, a village in the parish of Sprousxburghsbire. It stands on the south-east
f the parish, 4 miles east-south-east of Kelso.
8ts of cottages and three small farm-steads,
ion, 119.
Houses, 28. An elevated ground
ng along the southern extremity of the parish
also
bears the name of Lempitlaw,
uston,
ibably gave that name to the village.
;ewise an ancient parish of Lempitlaw,
annexed to Sprouston.

There
which

DAL-BURN.

See Girvax.
See Lexy.
NEL, the ancient name of the parish of
m, also an existing village in that parish,
shire.
See Coldstream. The ancient vilkirktown, stood on the steep bank of tha
a mile below Coldstream, and was destroyed
redatory incursion during the Border wars.
iuins of the church still exist; but great part
^
cemetery has been swept away by the Tweed.
nodem village bears the name of New Lennel,

Y.

inconsiderable in size. The mansion-house
nnel is in the vicinity.
(The), a small stream tributary to
-ossie. in the parish of Bimie, Morayshire.
-NNOX, the ancient county of Dumbarton,
s

-XNOCK
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comprehending the whole of the modem county of
Dumbarton, a large part of Stirlingshire, and part
of the counties of Perth and Renfrew. The original
name was Leven-ach, the field of the Leven,' and
very appropriately designated the basin, not only of
the river Leven, but also of Loch-Lomond, anciently
called Loch-Leven.
Levenachs, in the plural number, came to be the name of all the extensive and
'

contiguous possessions of the powerful Earls of the
soil
and, being spelt and written Leveuax, was
easily and naturally corrupted into Lennox. In the
;

13th century, Lennox and the sheriffdom of Dumbarton appear to have been co-extensive; but afterwards, in consequence of great alterations and considerable curtailments upon the sheriffdom, they
ceased to be idenrical.
The origin of the earldom of Lennox is obscure.
Arkil, a &vcon, and a baron of Northumbria, who
took refuge from the vengeance of the Norman
William, under the protection of Malcolm Canmore,
appeai-s to have been the founder of the original
Lennox family. His son Alwyn seems to have been
the first Earl. But dying, when his son and heir
was a minor, early in the reign of William the Lion,
David, Earl of Huntingdon, received from the King
the earldom in ward, and appears to have held it
during a considerable period. Alwyn, the second
Earl, recovered possession some time before 1199,
Maldwen, the third Earl, obtained from Alexander
II., in 1238, a confirmatory charter of the earldom
as held by his father; but was not allowed the
castle of Dumbarton, nor the lands, port, and fisheries of Murrach. In 1284, Earl Malcolm concurred
with the Magnates Scotire,' in swearing to acknowledge Margaret of Norway as heir-apparent to Alexander III.'s throne ; and, in 1290, he appeared in
the assembly of the states at Birgham, and consented to the marriage of Margaret with the son of
'

Edward

I.
Next year, when Margaret's death
opened the competition for the Crown, Malcolm was
one of the nominees of Robert Bruce and resistance
;

to

England becoming necessary,

he, in

1296, as-

sembled his followers, and, with other Scottish
leaders, invaded Cumberland and assaulted Carlisle.
While Sir John Menteith, the inglorious betrayer of
the patriot Wallace, prostituted his power as governor of Dumbarton-castle, and sheriff of Dumbartonshire, in favour of Edward I., Malcolm went
boldly out, and achieved feats as a supporter of
Robert Bruce; and he continued, after Bruce's
death, to maintain the independence of the kingdom,
till, in 1333, he fell with hoary locks, but fighting
like a youthful warrior, at Halidon-hill.
In 1424, after the restoration of James I., Earl
Duncan became involved in the fate of his son-in-

Duke

of Albany, the Regent; and
merely imputed crime, which no
known history specifies, he was, in May next year,
along with the Duke and two of the Duke's sons,
beheaded at Stirling. Though Duncan left, by his
second marriage, a legitimate son, called Donald of
Lennox; yet his daughter Isabella, Duchess of Albany, while obtaining no regular entry to the earldom as heiress, appears to have enjoyed it during the

law, Murdoch,
for

some

reign of

real or

James

II.;

and she resided

in the castle of

Inchmurrin in Loch- Lomond, the chief messuage of
the earldom, and there granted charters to vassals,
as Countess of Lennox, and made gifts of portions
of the property to religious establishments. After
this lady's death in 1459, a long contest took place
for the earldom between the heirs of her sisters,
Elizabeth and Margaret, the second and third
daughters of Duncan, whose priority of age was not
ascertained by evidence, or admitted of keen and
The vast landed property of
plausible dispute.

LENNOX.

Lennox was dismembered between the disputants;
but the honours, the superiority, and the principal
messuage of the earldom the grand object of dispute could be awarded to only one party, and were
not finally adjudged till 1493. Sir John Stewart of
Darnley had married Elizabeth; and their grandson,
besides being declared heir to half the Lennox
estate, became Lord Damley and Earl of Lennox.
Sir Robert Menteith of Rusky had married Margaret;
and their moiety of the Lennox estate, came, with
the estate of Rusky, to be divided, in the persons of

—

—

great-granddaughters, the co-heiresscs, beSir John Haldane of Gleneagles, who had
married the elder, and Sir John Napier of MerchiesIn 1471, the
ton, who had married the younger.
earldom being in the King's hands by the non-entry
their

tween

any heir, was given, during his life, to Andrew,
Lord Avondale, the chancellor. After -the fall of
James III., John Lord Darnley appears to have
been awarded the Lennox honours by the new government and, in 1488, he sat as Earl of Lennox in
the first parliament, and received for himself and
his son Matthew Stewai't, the ward and revenues of
Dumbarton-castle, which had been held by Lord
Avondale. But only next year he took arms against
the young King, drew besieging forces upon his
fortresses both of Ciooksion and Dumbarton, suffered a defeat or rather a night surprise and rout at
Tilly-moss, on the south side of the Forth above
Stirling, saw the castle of Dumbarton, which was
maintained by four of his sons, yield to a vigorous
siege of six w^eeks, headed by the King and the
of

;

ministers of state, and, after all, succeeded in making
his peace with government, and obtaining a full
pardon for himself and his followers.
Matthew, the next Earl, whose accession took
place in 1494, led the men of Lennox to the fatal
field of Flodden, where he and the Earl of Argyle
commanded the right wing of the Scottish army,
and, with many of their followers, were hewn down
amid vain efforts of valour. John, the son and successor of Matthew, played an active part during the
turbulent minority of James V. In 1514, he, along
with the Earl of Glencairn, assailed the castle of
Dumbarton during a tempestuous night, and, breaking open the lower gate, succeeded in taking it; in
1516, he was imprisoned by the Regent Albany, to
compel him to surrender the fortress as the key of
the west, and was obliged to comply; and, in 1526,
he assembled a force of 10,000 men, and marched
toward Edinburgh to the rescue of the young King
from the power of the Douglases. Matthew, the
next Earl, a very conspicuous figurant in history,
obtained, in 1531, for 19 years, the tenure of the
governorship and revenues of Dumbarton-castle.
Early in the reign of Mary, some French ships arriving in the Clyde with supplies for the Queen, he,
by artful persuasion, got the captains to land 30,000
crowns of silver and a quantit}' of arms and ammunition in the castle; and he immediately joined with
other malcontents in an abortive but pardoned attempt to overthrow the government. In May and
June 1544, he secretly entered the service of Henry
VIII., engaging every effort to seize and deliver to
England the Scottish Qu en, the isle of Bute, and
the castle and territories of Dumbarton, and obtaining from the King the Lady Margaret Douglas in
marriage, and lands in England to the annual value
of 6,800 marks Scots. Sent soon afterwards to the
Clyde with 18 English ships and 600 soldiers, he
was civilly received by George Stirling of Glorat,
whom he had left in charge of Dumbartcm-castle as
his deputy; but he no sooner hinted to that official

and ofTercd him a pension from Henry,
than he and his Englishmen were turned out of the

his design,
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and compelled to return to their ships. Th'
and his party now ravaged and wasted, will
fire and sword, the islands of Arran and Bute, am
other places in the west; and in October, 1545, h
was declared by parliament to have incurred forfeit
ure. He continued an active partizan in the hostili
ties against Scothmd of Henry Vlll. and his sac
cessor, received from the former a grant of thi
manor of Temple-Newsom in Yorkshire, and duriiij
20 years remained in England an exile from hi;
native land. Father of the ill-fated Lord Darnley
the husband of Mary, and grandfather of James Vi,
fortress
P2arl

he eventually rose in the revolving politics of tin
period to the uppermost side of the wheel, and fori
period filled the office of Regent, and vice-regallj
swayed the sceptre of his grandson. Holding a
Stirling-castle, in September 1571 what the oppositi
party in politics called the black parliament,' h(
was mortally wounded in an attack made upon th(
town by a small force who designed to take the for
,

'

tress

by

surprise.

of Lennox now devolved on Jamei
VI. as the next heir; and in April, 1572, it and th(
lordship of Darnley, with the whole of the family
property and heritable jurisdictions, were given K
Lord Charles Stewart, the King's uncle, and Lore
Darnley's younger brother. But ho dying in 157t
without male issue, they again devolved to the King
and were given, in 1578, to the King's grand-uncle
Lord Robert Stewart, bishop of Caithness, resignei
by him in 1579, in exchange for the earldom o

The earldom

—

March, — and

given, in 1579-80, to Esme Stewart
In August, 1581, Esme, this las
favourite among the royal kinsmen, and the holde
of the office of chamberlain of Scotland, was raisei
to the dignity of the Duke of Lennox and Earl ci
Daimley; and his son Ludovic, the second Dukereceived from the King additional offices and grant
of property, and, among other preferments,
made custodier of Dumbarton -castle, and the owne
of its pertinents and revenues.
In 1672, Charlei
the sixth Duke, dying without issue, the peeragf-

Lord D'Aubigny.

with

all its

accumulated honours and

possession:

went once more

to the Crown, devolving on Chark
and
II., as the nearest collateral heir-male
revenues of the estates were settled for life on
;

In 1680, Charles II. granted'
his illegitimate son, Charles, born of Louise Rem
de Penancoet de Keranalle, Duchess of Portsmout
and D'Aubigny, the dukedom of Lennox and ear
dom of Darnley in Scotland, and the dukedom
Richmond and earldom of March in the peerage
England. After the death of the dowager Duche
in 1702, the Duke of Richmond and Lennox. 80
the whole of his property in Scotland, the Marqi:
of Montrose purchasing most of it, as well as mai
of its jurisdictions. In 1836, Charles, fifth Duke
Richmond and Lennox, Bucceeded to the Gord

dowager Duchess.

estates.

In the reign of James IV. the sheriffdom of Dui
bartonshire was made hereditary in the family
Lennox, Earl Matthew obtaining, in 1503, a gw
which united the office to the earldom. The off
continued a pertinent of the Earls and Dukes
two centuries, and was usually executed by depu
The MarqmB
sheriffs of their appointment.
Montrose, who was created Duke in 1707, f
chased at once the sheriffdom of the county,
custodiership of Dumbarton castle, and the lOi
diction of the regality of Lennox, along wiui
large part of the Lennox property bought from
first Duke of Richmond and Lennox.
The E»
and Dukes of Lennox had a very ample jurisdicf
over all their estates, both in and beyond DobbI
tonshirc, comprehended in the regality of Leiin

LENXOX-HILLS.

and their vassals also had powers of jiirisdiction
within the lands held by them, subject to the remarkable condition that all the criminals condemned
n their court should be executed on the Earl's gal0W3.

At the

abolition of heritable jurisdictions in
748, the Duke of Montrose claimed for the regality
of Lennox £4,000, but was allowed only £578 18s. 4d.

LENNOX-CASTLE.

"See Cajipsie

and Lexxox-

]«WX.

LENNOX-HILLS, a range of heights extending
ast-north-eastward from Dumbarton to Stirling,
long the middle of the ancient district of Lennox.
rhe range is interrupted by the valley of the Blane,
nd, from Dumbarton thither, is called the KilpaThe name Lennox-hills is more strictly
rick hills.
lied to the heights between the valley of the
ne and Stirling, which, in their various parts are
died the Killeam, the Campsie, the Kilsyth, the
tandaff, the Fiiitry, and the Gargunnock hills.
jntinuation of the range commencing immediately
9Tth of the Forth, passes on, under the name of the
tShil-hills, to the vicinity of the Tay.
Throughit the whole of the strictly Lennox-hills, and in a
in
the
are
degree
Kilpatrick-hills,
grand colonidies and precipices of basalt.
In the parishes of
illeam, Strathblane, and Fintry, in particular, the
rays of basaltic columns are magnificent. The
Us are composed chiefly of various kinds of trap,
lid offer many features of interest to the mineraloist; nor do thej- less challenge the attention of the
In the Dundaff secgriculturist and the grazier.
a stunted heath occupies a considerable
, indeed,
p«5e, though not to the exclusion of excellent pasmge; but everywhere else, the hills, with very
iTial exceptions, are carpeted with fine grass, unfor pasturage in Scotland.
The summits
urpassed
86 in Campsie to the height of 1 ,500 feet, and in
to
the height of 1,300 but in many places
Msyth
By ascend no higher than to be inconsiderable
M. See article Campsie- Fells.
lENNOX-LOYE. See HAUDrsGTOx and Hau-

2

A

;

iterOSSHIEE.

LENNOX-TOWER.

See

Ccbrie and

Edi.n-

HSHIKE.

IjENNOXTOWN,

a small post-town in the parish

It
''Campsie, Srirlingshii-e.
iter, at the terminus of the
li

stands on Glazert

Campsie branch of
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, about a mile
the south base of the Campsie fells, 3f miles
•north-west of Kirkintilloch, 6i west of Kiland
9 by road, but llf by railway, north by
*
Glasgow. It stands on the grounds, and is
the superiority, of Lennox of Woodhead, who
to be the direct descendant, and nearest heir
male line, of the original noble family of
<x.
A mile west of it, on a conspicuous site,
that gentleman's seat of Lennox-castle, one
most spacious and superb mansions in ScotThe town contains some of the mannfacturablishments of the parish, and is the centre
"c for them
east end of

all.

The Campsie alum-work

is

it
contributing, in its group of
ick chimney stacks, and in its great red
of burnt alum schist, a grotesque feature to
unding landscape. The town contains the
church, an United Presbyterian church, a
Catholic chapel, a mechanics' institute, and
Several trains run daily to Glasings' bank.
Sheriff small debt
and a coach to Balfron.
are held on the fourth Thursday of the
of February, May, August, and November,
tionin 1841, 2,821; in 1851, 3,108. Houses,
;

See Campsie.
'JTRAM. See Kirkhill.
See Listeathek.

NTRATHEN.
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LENTRON.
LENTURK.

See Highlands (The).
See Leochel-Cushxie.
(The Pass of), a romanric mountaingorge, in the parish of Callendar, Perthshire. Its
bottom is partly occupied by Loch-Lubnaig, and
partly traversed by the impetuous stream which
rushes thence as a head-water of the Teith. The
gorge commences 2 miles north-west pf the vUlage
of Callendar, and carries up a road, now much fre-

LENY

tourists, to Balquhidder and
It is described as follows by

quented by
head.

Loch-EaruJ^ir Walter

Scott, in the opening scene of the Legend of Mon" Their
trose:
course had been, for some time, along
the banks of a lake, whose deep waters reflected
the crimson beams of the western sun. The broken

path, which they pursued with some difficulty, was
in some places shaded by ancient birches and oaktrees, and in others overhung by fragments of bnge
rock. Elsew^here the hill which formed the northern
side of this beautiful sheet of water, arose in steep
but less precipitous acclivity, and was aiTayed in
heath of the darkest purple." Its beauties have
also been immortalized in the poem of The Lady
of the Lake.'
LENY-HILL, a low hill, of trap-rock fonnation,
on the west side of the parish of Cramond, Edin'

burghshire.

LENZIE.

KrEKrsriLLOCH

See

and Ccmber-

XACLD.

LEOCHDAN. See Glassart.
LEOCHEL (The), an affluent of the river Don.
It rises in a cleft of the hill of
in Aberdeenshire.
Cushnie, at the south-west angle of the parish of

Leochel-Cnshnie, runs 3 miles eastward through
that parish, 3 miles northward partly through the
same parish, and partly on its boundary, then 4
miles north-westward and northward, through the
parish of Alford. to the Don.
LEOCHEL-CUSHNIE, an united parish in the
Alford district of Aberdeenshire. Its post-town is
1 nt other
Alford, 6 miles to the north
post-office
stations equally accessible are "Wliitehouse on the
The parish is
east, and Tarland on the south.
bounded by Kildmmmie, Alford, Tough, Luraphanan, Coull, Tarland, and Towie. Its length eastward is about 6 miles and its breadth is from 3 to
6 miles.
Soccoch, or the Hill of Cushnie, rises on
the western boundary to an altitude of about 2,000
feet above the level of the sea, and commands a
very brilliant panoramic prospect. Four mountainous ridges extend from the base of Soccoch eastward, through the whole length of the parish, and
are separated from one another by valleys, each of
which is watered by a brook of its own. The crests
of the ridges are barren but the slopes of the hills
and the bottoms of the valleys are culrivated. The
lowest parts of the valleys have an elevarion of
about 500 feet above the level of the sea and the
;

;

;

;

highest parts of the cultivated acclivities have an
elevation of about 500 feet above the bed of the
streams. The predominant rock is granite. The
soil in general is clayey in some parts, on the hill
and, in some of the lower parts
slopes, a rich loam
The principal
of the valleys, a fine alluvium.
stream is the Leochel, and most of the others are
tributaries to it.
All are liable to sudden freshets,
and have at times done great damage to the haugh
About 5,455 imperial
lands along their banks.
acres are in tillage about 963 are in green pasture ;
about 3,790 are moorish or waste ; and about 1,000
are under wood. Upwards of one-half of the parish
belongs to Sir William Forbes of Cragievar, Bart. ;
and the rest belongs principally to Lumsden of
Cushnie, M'Combie of Lenturk, and Ferguson of
Hallhead. The yearly value of raw produce waa
;

;

;
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estimated in 1843 at £12,000. Assessed property
in 1843, £3,298.
The most conspicuous edifice is
See Craigievar. The mansion
Craigievar-castle.
of Cushnie was built in 1707 and that of Hallhead,
in 1688.
The castle of Corse was built in 1581, but
has long been a ruin. There was formerly a castle
of Lenturk but its site is now occupied by a farmhouse. There were formerly numerous cairns ; but
only one of them, a large one, now remains. Several Picts houses occur on the farm of Cairncoullie.
;

;

Some military entrenchments, which tradition associates with the closing scenes in the career of MacSee Corse. The
beth, occur on the hill of Corse.
principal manufactures are the making of some
woollen goods at a small carding-mill, and the knit-

ting of worsted stockings. The pai-ish is traversed
by the government road from Donside to Deeside.
Population in 1831, 1,077 ; in 1851, 1,068. Houses,
18y.

land consists of patches on the sea-board, and has a
The principal landowners
light, sandy, fertile soil.
are Sir Arthur Kicolson, Bart., the Earl of Zetland,
Hay of Laxfirth, Greig of Sandsound, Ogilvie ol
Sir A. Nicolson
Seafield, and Heddle of Helerness.
is the most extensive of the landowners, and has a
mansion at Gremista. There are several fine viUaa
in the neighbourhood of the town.
There are remains of a Pictish castle on an islet in a lake adjacent to the town. There lately were remains ot
several chapels at Gulberwick.
The predominant
rocks are the old red sandstone and its conglomerate.
The sandstone is quarried. The real rental in 1841

was £4,200.

Population in 1831, 3,194; in 1851,
Houses, 424.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
synod of Shetland. Patron, Earl of Zetland. Stipend,
£158 5s. did., with £50 in lieu of manse and glebe.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £34
fees.
The places of worship are the parish church,
the Free church, an United Presbyterian church, an
Independent chapel, and a Methodist chapel. There
3,390.

*

This parish is in the presbyter}'- of Alford, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patrons, Sir William Forbes,
Stipend, £1 96 10s.
Bart., and Lumsden of Cushnie.
The parish church was built in are four non-parochial schools.
od.; glebe, £18.
The Town of Lerwick is situated about the midThere is a Free
1798, and contains 500 sittings.
church preaching station of Leochel-Cushnie and dle of the coast of Bressay sound, 21 miles north by
the sum raised in connexion with it in 1855, jointly east of Sum burgh-head. It is the capital of Shetwith another station in the conterminous parish of land, and tlie seat of the custom-house for all the
Towie, was £51 lis. 6d. There is an United Pres- Shetland isles. It derives consequence from being
byterian church on the eastern border of Leochel- the focus of trade for Shetland, the seat of the courts
Cushnie, which is usually designated as if it were of law, the resort of whaling ships on their way to
within Tough. There are two parochial schools
Greenland, the rendezvous of busses employed in
and the salary attached to each is £25 13s. 3Jd., the herring fishery, and the residence of a considertogether with a share of the Dick bequest, and able number of respectable families. It consists of
about £12 or £15 fees.
There are three other one principal street ranged along the shore, and of
schools, one of them supported by the General As- several lanes branching off. The principal street issembly, and the other two endowed. There are exceedingly irregular, having been formed with an
two small parochial libraries. The present pai'ish utter disregard of every convenience, except that ol
of Leochel-Cushnie comprehends the ancient parish being as near as possible to the shore.
Its houses
of Leochel, the ancient parish of Cushnie, and quoad individually are good structures, mostly two or three
sacra the lands of Corse, which belong quoad civilia stories high, and roofed with a blue, rough, schistosi
to the parish of Coull.
The parishes of Leochel sandstone; but they stand in every imaginable kinc
and Cushnie were united temporarily in 1618, and of dislocation from one another, and some of tliem
The ancient church of projecting almost quite across the street. Tht.
permanently in 1795.
Leochel was dedicated to St. Marnan, and that of Messrs. Anderson remark, in reference to them,
Cushnie to St. Bride. Portions of the walls of both " The salient and re-entering angles of fortificatioi
are still standing.
There were anciently chapels at may be studied by observing the houses in Lerwick
Lenturk, at Corbanchory, and at Newton of Corse. or, in the more peaceful thoughts of Gray's descrip
Among distinguished natives of the parish may tion of Kendal, we may say 'They seem as if the;
be mentioned Patrick Forbes, who was bishop of had been dancing a country dance, and were oui
Aberdeen, several other members of the Forbes There they stand back to back, corner to cornei
" The street is laid wit
family, who were celebrated in various ways, An- some up-hill, some down.'
drew Irving of Lenturk, who was an eminent flags, but knows nothing of cart or carriage, and
lawyer and law writer of the I7th century, Andrew seldom trodden by anything heavier than a shell
Lumsden, who was private secretary to Prince laden with turf. The number of shops is compan
diaries Edward, and author of a work on the anti- tively large; and the bustle of traffic is sometime
The only public building, except tb
quities of liome, and Dr. Matthew Lumsden, a great.
famous oriental scholar, who died in 1835.
churches and the schools, is one which serves tb
LEOGH, a hamlet on Fair- Isle between Orkhey various purposes of town-house, court-house, prisoi
and Shetland.
and masonic lodge. The town was founded aboi
LEONARDS (St.). See Andrews (St.), Lanark, the beginning of the 17th century, but has a muc
older appearance than many towns of thrice its ag«
Lauder, and Edinburgh.
LERWICK, a parish, containing a post-town of yet it has, of late years, been much modernized ac
its own name, in the mainland of Shetland.
It is
smartened and, at the same time, its environs hai
bounded on the north by Tingwall; on the east by been reclaimed from a dull waste condition to
the sea; and on the south by Cunningsburgh.
Its state of pleasantness and beauty.
Tiie principal manufactures are the making
length southward is about 6 miles; but its breadth
is nowliere more than one mile.
The portion of the herring nets and the knitting of articles of hosier
sea washing the greater part of its coast is Bressay The fishery district of Lerwick comprehends elov<
sound, comprising the harbour of Lerwick, and one creeks; and, in the year 1854, the number of be
of the finest anchoring grounds in the kingdom. ring-boats employed in it was 665,
the number
Sec Bressav. The interior of the parish is predom- barrels of herring cured, 9,009, the number of pe
inantly rocky and liilly, yet does not anywhere rise sons employed in its fisheries, 4,268, and the villi
of boats, nets, and lines employed in its fisheri(
to a higher altitude than about 300 feet above the
level of the sea.
Peat or moss generally covers the £15,305. In 1855, the number of sailing vesK
The arable registered at the port of Lerwick was 58, with?
hills, and » deep to their very summit.
;

;

—

i

;

—

—

—

LESLIE.

aggregate tonnage of 1,683. Tlie trade of the port
in ISo-i comprised a tonnage of G33 inwards in the
inforeign and colonial trade in British vessels, 518

wards in the foreign and colonial trade in foreign vessels, 26,268 inwards in the coasting trade in British
essels, 148 inwards in the coasting trade in foreign
essels, 768 outwards in the foreign and colonial
trade in British vessels, 727 outwards in the foreign
9nd colonial trade in foreign vessels, and 25.937 out\7ards in the coasting trade in British vessels.
nstoms revenue, in the average of 1845-1849

The
was

A

steamer communicates
1333; and in 1850, £365.
The
r^eekly with Kirkwall, Aberdeen, and Leith.
and
heriff, commissary,
admiralty courts for Shetind are held at Lerwick on every Thursday during
38sion.
justice of peace small debt court is held
a the first Tuesday of May, and on the first "Wedesday of every other mouth. The town is a burgh
f baronv.
Population in 1831, 2,750; in 1851,
Houses, 331.
,904.
LESLIE, a parish, containing a small post-town
?it.<5 own name, at the middle of the western border
It is bounded by the county of KinFifeshire.
I8S, and by the parishes of Falkland, Markinch,
Its length eastward is between 4
id Kinglassie.
id 5 miles; and its breadth is between 3 and 4
iles.
The river Leven traces all the southern
mndary; and two brooks drain the interior, the
lie southward and the other eastward to the Leven,
short way below Leslie-house. The north-western
ad the northern borders are on the declivities of
the surface thence to the Leven
le Lomond hills
[generally an undulating descent; and the whole

A

;

mdscape is pleasingly diversified and very beautiAbout 4,324 imperial acres are in tillage;
iL
t 992 are pastoral or uncultivated
and about
are under wood.
Coal occurs in the eastern
Limestone
ct, but is not extensively worked.
occurs there, and is quarried. Trap, of a very
kind, abounds in the west and north, and has
;

quarried to a considerable extent for btiilding.
principal landowners are the Earl of Rothes,
;la8 of Stratheudry, aud Balfour of Balbirnie.
e-house. the seat of the Earl of Rothes, stands
magnificently wooded grounds, in the southpltof the parish.
This house was built, and great
iltions made to the plantations, by the celebrated
of Rothes, Lord-chancellor of Scotland during
It originally formed a
Charles II.
\ti reign of
idrangle, enclosing in the centre an extensive
but
of
the
three
sides were burnt down
Irt-yard,
December 1763. The fourth side was repaired,
I forms the
present house. The picture-gallery
this part of the building, which is hung with
its of connections of the family, is thiee feet
Strathiger than the gallery at Holyroodhouse.
ay-house is a handsome edifice in the Elizabethan
w. The yearly value of raw produce was estited in 1836 at £7.750.
Assessed property in
£5,488 9s. Id. There are in the parish six
b for spinning flax ; the largest of them at Prinle

^

.

moved partly by steam-power, and partly by
water-power of the Leven. There are also three
iphfields, and a paper-mill. And nearly 300 peri are employed in hand-loom weaving, chiefly
(pe manufacturers of Glasgow.
Population in
L-3,749; in 1851, 3,800. Houses, 466.

•8,
[2

ms parish

in the presbyter}' of Kirkcaldy, and
Patron, the Earl of Rothes. Stipend,
88. 6d.; glebe, £18. Schoolmasters
salary, £34
i^., with about £18 fees, and £7 other e'moluThe parish church was built in 1820, and
ifte.
handsome structure, containing 850 sittings.
is a Free church, with an attendance of
ifi^BvB
(,<•?* 390; and the amount of its receipts in 1855

Id of Fife.

is
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There are two United PresbyFirst, with an attendance of
the West, with an attendance of
about
also a small Baptist place of
There
is
about 400.
worship. There are five non-parochial schools, a
circulating library, and a total abstinence society.
The parish took its name of Leslie from the family
name of the Earls of Rothes but it was previously
The celebrated Dr. Pitcairu was a
called Fetkill.

was £187

16s. l^d.

terian churches; the

—
330, and

;

native of it. The Rev. E. Erskine, one of the
fathers of the Secession church, was for some time
tutor or chaplain at Leslie-house. Lord Reston, one
of the senators of the coUege of justice, belonged to
the family of the Douglases of Strathendry.
The Towx of Leslie stands on the south-east
border of the parish of Leslie, on the road from
to Kinross, and on one from Cupar to
Dunfermline, 3 miles west of Markinch, 9 north by
west of Kirkcald}', and 12 south-west of Cupar. Its
site is a ridge or small tableau of sand and gravel,
adjacent to the Leven, and rising about 100 feet
above that stream's level. At the east end of it is
a fine triangtilar common called the Green; and
there also are the plantations of Leslie-house pleasure-grounds. The town is ancient and irregularly
built; and the gables of many of its houses are
toward the street. Its records extend back about 300
It
years, but do not contain anything remarkable.
contests with various places the claim of being the
locality of King James' poem of Christ's Kirk on

Markinch

the Green and is supposed to have been anciently
a periodical scene of royal and noble games, a place
of pastimes much frequented by the princes and
nobles of Scotland.
Packmen always in great
numbers attended such assemblies; and packmen
on horseback kept up the relics of the ancient
games on the Green till quite recent times. A society of packmen also treated Leslie as their headquarters, and held here their annual meeting. The
town is a burgh of barony under the Earl of Rothes.
;

It is governed by two bailies and sixteen cotmcillors,
and is a station of the county police. Fairs are held
on the first Thursdav of April, old style, and on
the 10th dav of October. Poptilation in 184 1 1 ,207 ;
,

in 1851, 1,342.

Houses, 188.
LESLIE, a parish, containing a post-ofiSce station
of its own name, in the Gariooh district of Aberdeenshire.
It is bounded by Kinnethmont, Insch,
Bremnay, Keig, Tullynessle, and Clatt. Its greatest
length southward is about 3i miles and its greatest
breadth is about 2^ miles. A ridge of hills, part of
the range extending westward from Benochie to
Cabrach, lifts its watershed along the southern
boundary. An elevated ground, rising in some parts
into hills, and extending from east to west, divides
the rest of the parish into two nearly equal parts.
Round the base of this elevated ground, north, east,
south, and west, lie the arable grounds of the parish;
and the parts of these on the south, intervening
between the central elevated ground, and the southern ridge of hills, form part of the valley of the
Gadie, whose beauties have been celebrated in song.
See Gadie (The). Serpentine, of a greenish tinge,
variegated with grey streaks, abounds in the southem district, and has been extensively used by the
country people for making snuff-boxes and trinkets.
Steatite, manganese, abestus, schorl, albite, and
;

more common minerals, also are
found.
About 2,000 acres are in tillage. About
two-thirds of the land belong to Hay of Rannes;
aud the other third belongs to Leith of Whitehall.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1842 was
£7,070. Assessed property in 1843, £2,472. Lesliehouse, formerly the seat of the barons of Leslie, and
afterwards the residence of the Forbeses of Monyberyl, as well as

LESMAHAGO.
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musk, is a ruinous castellated mansion, built about
the middle of the 17th Century. The remains of a
Druidical temple were removed a few years ago as
materials for building a stone fence. The centre of
the parish is nearly equidistant from Inverury and
Huntly.
Population in 1831, 473; in 1851, 559.
Houses, 112.
This parish is in the presbytery of Gai-ioch, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Hay of Rannes. Stipend, £158 14s. 6d. glebe, £11 5s. Schoolmaster's
salary, £25 13s. 4d., with about £13 fees, and a
share of the Dick bequest. The parish church was
built in 1815, and contains nearly 300 sittings.
There is a Free church with an attendance of 140;
and the amount of its receipts in 1855 was £108
There is an Independent chapel at the
18s. 9Jd.
north-west extremity of the parish, built in 1818.
There was anciently a Roman Catholic chapel, at a
place still called Chapelton, south-west of the parish
church. Part of the lands of the parish anciently
belonged to the abbey of Lindores. A few cairns
and some vestiges of an encampment occur at a
place which tradition asserts to have been the scene
of a battle.
LESMAHAGO, a parish in the north-west of the
It contains the postupper ward of Lanarkshire.
;

Lesmahago, at the village of Abbeygreen, the post-office village of Crossford, and the
of
Turfholm, Boghead, Hazelbank, Kirkvillages
It is
fieldbank, Kirkmuirhill, and New Trows.
bounded on the south-west by Ayrshire, and on
other sides by the parishes of Avondale, Stoneoffice station of

house, Dalserf, Carluke, Lanark, Carmichael, and
Its length north-eastward is about 14
Douglas.
miles; and its greatest breadth is about 12 miles.
Upwards of three-fourths of the surface have an
average elevation of probably about 500 feet above
the level of the sea ; and the remainder, in the
upper part of the parish toward Ayrshire and Avondale, rises into considerable hills, some of which
have an altitude of about 1,200 feet.
The land-

The
scape, in general, is picturesquely diversified.
beautiful little river Nethan rises near the boundary
with Ayrshire, and runs in a northerly direction
through the centre of the parish to the Clyde. The
Logan and some other streamlets rise also within
the limits, and serve as feeders to the Nethan. The
Kype runs on the boundary with Avondale. The
Peniel traces most of the boundary with Douglas,
falling into Douglas-water ; Douglas-water thence
traces all the boundary with Carmichael, falling
into the Clyde and the Clyde thence traces all the
;

boundary with Lanark and Carluke, " perfonning
there the whole of its celebrated falls.
The banks
of the Clyde within Lesmahago are very bold, ris-

many places abruptly into hills of considerable height, everywhere divided into deep gullets,
formed by the numerous brooks and torrents which
fall into the river.
The intermixture of coppicewoods, plantations of forest trees, and sloping open
of
glades,
swelling eminences, deep ravines, and
towering hills on both sides of the river, added to
the windings of its copious stream, and the magnificent falls above-mentioned, exhibit to the eye of
the passenger, at every change of situation, new
ing in

landscapes strikingly sublime and beautiful." On
the south side of the parish is a fissure in the rocks
called Wallace's Cave. The predominant rocks arc
cither uphursts of trap or members of the carboniferous formation. Pit-coal is plentiful; and a
fine kind of canncl-coal is extensively worked.
Sandstone abounds, of various qualities, inclining in
some places to slate. Limestone is worked. Ironand lead
stone occurs both in balls and in strata
has been frequently sought for, but vainly, in suffi;

The soil, for the mo!
cient quantities for mining.
part, is either moss, or a sandy gravel, or a ligl
friable mould, resting on trap, or a yellow cla^
resting in some places on white sandstone. Aboi
21,300 Scotch acres are regularly or occasionally i
tillage; about 1,650 are underwood; about 50 ai
disposed in village gardens and orchards ; and aboi
The most extensiv
11,000 are pastoral or waste.
landowners are the Duke of Hamilton, Lord Dou^
bv
las, and W. E. Hope Vere, Esq. of Blackwood
there are a number of other landowners, several
whom are resident, and whose mansions have bee
erected within the last fifty years. The yearl
value of raw produce, exclusive of pasture lane
and of mines and quarries, was estimated in 183
at £38,950.
Assessed property in 1843, £27,05
15s. 5d.
The parish is traversed by the great roa
;

<

from Glasgow to Lanark and Carlisle, and has
branch-railway communicating with the Caledonia
railway at Motherwell. Population in 1831, 6,40S
in 1851, 7,746.
Houses, 1,234.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lanark, an
of
synod
Glasgow and Ayr. The charge is coll(
The Duke of Hamilton is patron of hot
giate.
Each of the ministers has a stipend
chai-ges.
£324 8s. 2Jd. and the first has a glebe worth £4
the second, a garden worth £5. Unappn
a-year,
The parish church
priated teinds, £999 3s. 3d.
situated at Abbeygreen, and was built in 1804, an
There is a Free cliurc
contains 1,500 sittings.
with an attendance of from 800 to 1,000; and it
sum raised in connexion with it, in 1855, was £41
14s. 4d.
There are two United Presbyttriii
churches, the one bearing the designation
mahago, the other at the village of Cr
There is also a Eefonned Presbyterian churcli. i
salary of the parochial schoolmaster is £34 4s. 4^c
with about £45 fees, and £22 other emolument
A few other schools receive some small assistan
from the heritors.
There is a subscription schc
There is also a subscri
for girls at Abbeygreen.
The ancient parish church was dec
tion library.
cated to a Saint Mn-chute or Mahago, who is said
have settled here in the sixth century. The wc
Les or Lis, in the old British language, signifies
green or garden; and this, with the name of
Saint, forms the name Lesmachute, which was
ancient designation of the parish, or Lesmahaj

(

—

;

i

'

i

—

(

more modern designation. In the reign of Da'
the church and lands of Lesmahago, with
their pertinents, were granted to the abbot
monks of Kelso, that they might hold the chni
At the same time, the Ki
as a cell of Kelso.
granted to the church of Lesmahago the privile
of a sanctuary, to which all persons might flee
protection, with the exception of those who w
Tlie abbot
guilty of murder or dismembering.
monks of Kelso accordingly erected buildings he
and transferred to them a number of their
order, dedicating the new monastery to the Yit
Mary and St. Macliutc. Being less liable tl
Kelso to be annoyed by the invasions of the E:
its
I.

i

lish,

the

Lesmahago frequently formed a safe reti-ea
monks of the former place but still it was
;

altogether exempt from the effects of these hos
About 1330, John of Eltham, Ear'
incursions.
Cornwall, and brother of Edward HI., rava
a body of English troojjs, and t
with
Clydesdale
up his residence for a time at the abbey of Lesi
hago; and before leaving it, he bunicd the m
astery and church, and sacrificed a number
people who had taken shelter witliin the Wi
Tiio monks of Lesmahago were enriched by
quests or donations, or by the purchase of 1»t
and at various times they received charters of
;

LESMAHAGO.

and immunity from the Scottish kings, by
horn also their territon,- was erected into a barony,
th the usual jurisdiction.
At the Reformation,
eir rental was as follows
£1,21-1 43. 6d. Scots ;
8
1
and
2 pecks of bear;
bolls,
firlot,
clialders,
8
and
©f meal ; and 4
3
firlots
bolls,
chalders,
Tlie property of the
lialders, 3 bolls of oats.
onastery passed in succession into the bands of

cction

:

reral great families until

—

it

was

finally purchased,

the early part of the 17tb century, from the Earl
Roxburgh, by James, Marquis of Hamilton,
iring the ferment of the Reformation, the fine
)nastic buildings fell a sacrifice to the fuiy of rhe
formers, with the exception of the tower which
pported the spire of the church. The precincts
the monastery were long celebrated for their
antifal gardens ;
and the present village of
ibeygreen is built upon a part of the olden lawn.
The parish retains, from the old charters of the
mastery, the privilege of holding a weekly niarThe weekly market
t, and several annual fairs.
gone into disuse and, though fairs are still
jd in March, August, and December, they are
The most
regarded as of much importance.
teresting ancient secular object in the parish is
ruin of Ci-aignethan-castle, situated on a bold,
^ged spot, overhanging the Nethan, a short way
»ve its influx to the Clyde.
Queen Mary, after
r escape from Loch-Leven, lodged a few days in
is castle ; and the room in which she
slept, before
passed on to the fatal field of Langside, is still
ited out amongst the ruins. This was anciently
residence of Sir James Hamilton, a bastard son
the Earl of Hamilton, who in the reign of James
acquired an unenviable notoriety from his fierce
In recent times, the
position and cruel actions.
ns of Craignethan have become still more famous,
m their identification with the Tillietadlem of
Id Mortality.'
See Ceaigxethan.
The inhabits of Lesraaliago acted a
prominent part in the
nggle against the imposition of black prelacy
ihe reigns of Charles II. and James II.
Many
the Covenanters who fell at Both well bridge
e natives of it ; and several of the pious heroes
:iiat time were buried in its
churchyard, where
;

'

ir

c

monumants

still exist.

It

was

'

in

Lesmahago

Colonel Rumbold, one of the chief movers in

Byehonse

plot,

was apprehended by Hamilton

rUploch in 1685, after the dispersion of the army
At a later period, Macdonald of KiuIxgyle.

aide-de-camp to Charles Edward
Art, was apprehended here, while on his way to
the Prince during his march in England, by a
ag clergyman named Linning, and a joiner
ed Meikle. For this service, Linning was afterfia rewarded by bein^ appointed one of the
listers of the parish
but the Highlanders, on
'r return north, burned Meikle's house in
revenge.
3
unfortunate Macdonald was conveyed from
to
and
thence
to
castle,
Edinburgh
pahago
A Roliale, where he was tried and executed.

ii-Moydart,

;

road is known to have passed through a part
he parish but it has long since been obliterated
he operations of husbandry.
Roman vase,
i Roman coins, and an old British stone battle;
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have been dug up.

There were formerly many
9
but all have been used up
sepulchral cairns
laterials for roads and fences.
aiAHAGO RAILWAY, a branch railway,
Sng southward from the Caledonian railway
;

therwell-bank, in the parish of Dalziel, to
iend, in the parish of Lesmahago, Lanarkshire.
I^as commenced in 1853, and completed in 1856.
'.versos a district rich in minerals, and will
a valuable traffic to the Caledonian.
The

funds with which it was constructed were a distinct
stock from the Caledonian funds.
very fine viaduct takes it across the river Clyde; and one very
remarkable for both height and beauty, visible at a
considerable distance to the north-east, takes it
across the ravine of the Nethan.
LESMORE. See Rhtxie.
LESMURDIE. S«e Cabeach.
LESSUDDEN. See Boswell's (St.).
LESUNDRUL. See Drcmblade.
LESWALT, a parish in the Rhinns of Galloway,
Wigtonshire. It contains part of the post-town of
Stranraer ; also a post-ofiice station of its own name,
3J miles north-west of that town. It is boimded on
the north by Kirkholm ; on the east by Loch- Ryan ;
on the south-east by Stranraer and Inch ; on the
south by Port Patrick; and on the west by the Irish
channel. Its greatest length southward is 8 miles;
and its greatest breadth is 7 miles. Its surface, ex-

A

cept along Loch-Ryan, where it becomes level, is
very hillocky and broken. Large tracts of moss in
some quarters compete for prominence with fine
meadows, pasture grounds, and arable lands. The
soil, over a great part of the eastern division, is rich
and fertile but, toward the Irish channel and along
;

the south, it is, in general, sandy, gravelly, or otherwise thin and poor. A considerable part of the land
The
is devoted to the rearing of sheep and cattle.
coast line, on the we»t, about 8 miles in extent, is
and
contorted, abounding in
bold, rocky, broken,
awfiil clifi"s, cavernous openings, and precipitous
chasms. Except in a creek, called Saltpan, where
salt used to be manufactured, and where a small
harbour might be constructed, about midway between the two extremes of the parish, access is nowhere possible to a vessel on the west. But in Solebum- bay in Loch-Ryan, 3 miles north of Stranraer,
vessels lie in gi-eat safety, and discharge manurial
cargoes for the use of the farmer, A number of
brooks rise in the interior, some running to the Irish
channel, and some to Loch-Ryan, while one is the
head-stream of Piltanton-bum, which has a comparatively long course to the head of Luce bay.
Red sandstone and greywacke the latter often of
a very fine appearance are quarried as building
material. The principal landowners are Sir Andrew
Agnew, Bart., the Earl of Stair, and Agnew of

—

Sheuchan

;

and there are

castle, the seat of Sir

—

five others.

Andrew Agnew,

Lochnaw-

the only con-

siderable mansion, stands on an eminence 5^ miles
north-west of Stranraer, is a very ancient edifice,
and bears marks, in the remains of a veiy deep
fosse, and in other particulars, of having once been
strongly fortified. On its west side is a very beautiful lake, nearly half a mile long, once drained,
and its bed turned into meadow-land, but reinstated
in its watery honours and decorations by the father
of the present proprietor. The estate of Lochnaw,
in the vicinity of the castle, has been

especially
monudecorated.
richly improved and tastefully
ment, 70 feet high, has been erected, by public subto the memory of
scription, on a conspicuous site,
the late Sir Andrew Agnew, and is visible at a great
roads
ran
Good
distance.
along Loch-Ryan, past
Lochnaw, and along the Irish channel. Popularion
in 1831, 2,636; in 1851, 3,021.
Houses, 494. Assessed property in 1843, £5,835 15s. 8d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Stranraer and
synod of Galloway. Patron ," the CroTsm. Sripend,
£142 13s. 7d.; glebe, £15. Schoolmaster's salary,
£25 13s. 3d., with from £10 to £20 fees, and from
£5 to £10 other emoluments. The parish church
was built in 1828, and contains 550 sittings. There
of ease, built in 1841. in Sheuchan,
is a
chapel
within the burgh bound;xries of Stranraer; and

A

LETHAM.

under the patronage of Agnew of Sheuclian.
There are two Free churches, the one of Leswalt,
and the receipts of the
the other of Sheuchan
former in 1855 were £195 15s. OJd., of the latter,
There
are three non-parochial
10s.
£187
4f^d.
The ancient parschools, and a parochial library.
ish church was a vicarage under the monks of
Tongueland.
ia

—

;

LETHAM,

a post-office village in the parish of

Monimail, Fifeshire. It stands on the west border
of the parish, 4 miles west by north of Cupar, and
5 east-north-east of Auchtermuchty. A fair is held
here on the second Wednesday of MaJ^ Population, 383.

Houses, 84.

LETHAM,
Dunnichen,

a post-office village in the parish of
It stands on the swell or
Forfai'shire.

summit of a
Forfar, and

table-land, 5 miles east-south-east of
11 west-north-west of Arbroath, and

commands

somewhat extensive

Atprospect.
hollow on the south, traversed by
Vinney-water, is a minor village called the Den of
Lethara and to the north is the long straggling
Letham is a place of
village of Drummietermon.
modern date, founded by the late Mr. Dempster of
Dunnichen, on a plan of such fine regularity and
tached to

a

it,

in a

;

great extent as indicated alike refined taste and
overheated expectation. The earliest settlers delighted in their old age to chaperone a stranger
through corn-fields, and along rugged paths, pointing
out to him, far away from the village, street lines
and sites of city greatness, which his most heated
fancy failed to see either in the rough spots before
him, or in the visions of futurity. Yet the place,
viewed simply as a village, has not wanted prosperity.
spinning-mill, in the Den of Letham, embut a large proportion
plo3^s a number of persons
of the inhabitants, women and youths as well as
men, are weavers in the employ of the manufacturers of Dundee.
Fairs are held on the Thursday
after the 22d day of January, on the 15th day of
on
the
Monday after the 21st day of July, and
May,
on the 23d day of November. Tlie village is a station of the county police, and it has a town hall, a
public school taught in that hall, a Free church
school, a public library, a chapel of ease, an Inde-

A

;

pendent chapel, an United Presbyterian church,
and a Free church. Population, 745. Houses, 184.

LETHAM -HILL,

a

hill

of

greenstone

rock,

crowned by a few loose blocks of greenstone, which
have been regarded by some observers as the remains of a Druidical temple, in the parish of Inverkeithing, Fifeshire.

LETHAM-HOUSE. See Haddingtonshire.
LETHAN. See Dunfermline.

LETHEN

BURN, a rivulet of Nairnshire and
Morayshire. It rises in the south-west of the parish
of Ardclach, and runs about 12 miles north-eastward to a confluence with the Findhorn at the southwest extremity of Findhorn-loch, in the parish of
Dyke and Moy,
a parish in the Stormont district
bounded by Clunie, BlairgowIts post-town is Blairgowrie,
rie, and Caputh.
Its length fi'om east to west
situated to the cast.
and its greatest breadth is 1^ mile. Its
is 5 miles

LETIIENDY,

of Perthshire.

LETHNOT.
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It is

;

Its
eastern boundary is traced by Lunan water.
surface rises gently westward through all its length
till within half-a-mile of tlie western boundary, and
then it falls .suddenly. The soil, in the western
half, is a black mould inclining to reddish clay, exceedingly rich, and adapted to every kind of crop;
but, towards the east, it becomes blacker, wetter,
and less productive. About 1,480 imperial acres
are in tillage; abont 16 arc pastoral or waste; and
about 128 are under wood. There are three land-

The real rental in 1842 was £1,797. As
sessed property in 1843, £1,815 4s. 6d.
Lethendy
tower, the property of Mr. Gemmel of Lethendy, i
a very old building, supposed to have been a fortalio
in times preceding the invention of gunpowder, i
owners.

about 3J feet in circumference, supposed to havi
been a Roman camp pot, was dug up a few year
ago in the peat-moss of Blackloch. Population o
Lethendy in 1831, 306. Houses, 68.
Populatioi
of Lethendy and Kinloch in 1831, 708; in 1851
556.
Houses, 108.
This parish is in the presbj'tery of Dunkeld, am
synod of Perth and Stirling; and it is united t
Kinloch: wliich see. Patron, the Crown. Stipend
£211 Is. Id.; glebe, £4 10s. There is one parisl
church jointly for Lethendy and Kinloch. There
also a Free church: attendance, 150; sum raisei
in 1855, £55 9s. l^d.
1'here is likewise an Unitei
Presbyterian church. There is a parochial schoo
for each parish.
Salary of the Lethendy school
master £25, with about £12 fees, and about £3 othe
emoluments of the Kinloch schoolmaster £35, wit)
about the same fees and other emoluments as th(

pot,

i

;

other master.

The

united parish acquired notoriety

Auchterarder and that o
Marnoch, from the working of the General Assem
See Auchterarder.
biy's Veto Act.
LETHINGTON. See Haddington.
LETHNOT, a parish in the Grampian district o

inferior only to that of

Forfarshire.
It contains the village of Balfield
but Its post-town Is Brechin, 6 miles south-east c
nearest limit. It is bounded by Lochlee, Edzel
Stiickathrow, Menmulr, Fearn, Tannadyce. it!
Cortachie. Its length south-eastward is 13
and its greatest breadth is 5f miles. Exceju
5^ miles in the east, the boundaries are all lol't
watersheds, comprising some of the loftiest summit
its

i

of the Forfarshire Grampians, and enclosing it
basin of all the upper streams of West-water. Thi
stream, under the name of the water of Saugh, ria
close on the western extremity, and flowing gen'
rally south-eastward, but making one large deton
cuts the parish lengthways into two nearly equ

parts; and it then, suddenly debouching, runs
miles north-eastward along its south-east boundar
About a dozen considerable brooks, besides small
ones, cleave down the congeries of hill and mounta
which occupies the main area of the parish, and v

'.

slantingly to West-water. Pelphrie-burn, approac
ing from the south-west, runs 2^ miles along t
south-east boundary, till it meets West-water, a:
Inward from this water boundary-li
falls into it.
altogether 5 miles in length Is a belt of aral

—

—

ground, averaging, even up to the ploughable lin
of the hills, not more than | of a mile in bread!
Nearly all the rest of the parish, except some haug
ground in the glen of West-water, is either stric;
The soil of the arai
pastoral or wildly waste.
land is, in some places, clayey, and, in others, an*
loam on a till bottom. There are a few mine
The predominant rocks are clay slate
springs.
mica slate. A vein of roofing slate was lor a sb
time worked. Some limestone occurs, but Is of
There arc two landowners,
practical use.
real rental, according to the new valuation In 18
is £2,762.
Assessed property in 1843, £1,399
There are remains of two or three small Dri'
ical temples.
There are also several small cair
said by tradition to be memorials of a skirmish
tween the Brucc's forces and the Englisli. Popti
i

tion In 1831, 414; in 1851, 408.
Houses, 86._
This parish is in the presbytery of Brechin,

i

synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Cro'
Schoolmasti
glebe, £5.
Stipend, £158 6s. Ud.
'
salary, £34, with £10 fees. The parish church
;

;

LEUCHAR-BURX,
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erected about 46 years ago, at Seggie on the Eden.
and contains about 250 sittings.
non-parocbial school, o miles from the church, aided An extensive employment is the handloom weaving
by endowment and subscription, is taught in winter. of coarse linens. Sea-borne communication is enITie
present parish comprehends the ancient parishes joyed through the small harbour of Guard-bridge
"
Lethnot and Navar, Ijnng respectively on the left on the Eden. The parish is traversed by the road
ind the right sides of West-water, and united in from St. Andrews to Newport, and by the Dundee
723.
Lethnot, previous to that date, formed one fork of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway.
harge with the very spacious adjacent parish of The village of Leuchars stands on the St. Andrews
and Newport road, nearly midway between these
[jochlee. Navar gave the title of Baron to the Earls
f Panmure.
places, and about a mile north of the head of
the estuary of the Eden. Two fairs for cattle
LETTER. See Katrixe (Loch).
See Gaibloch.
and small wares were formerly held here, but
have almost gone into disuse. There is a railway
LETTERFEARN. See Glesshibl.
station for Leuchars, 5 miles south of Tayport and
LETTERFINDLAY. See Kilmosivaiq.
9 north-east of Cupar ; and in the vicinity of this is
(Loch). See Moxteith (Port of).
LEUCHAR-BURN, a tributary of the Dee in the junction of the St. Andrews railway. Populaberdeeushire. It rises in the parish of Midmar. tion of the ^^llage, 592.
Houses, 162. Populaid runs 3 miles northward to the boundary with tion of tlie parish in 1831, 1,869; iu 1851, 1,991.
It
runs
eastward
and
souththen
7
miles
417.
Houses,
luny.
An interesting object in the parish is Earlshall;
VBtward, between Midmar and Echt on its right
and
and
Skene
on
its
left
exwhich
see.
North of Earlshall, and north-east oi
vnk,
bank,
Cluny
mding in one part into the loch of Skene. And it the village of Leuchars, is the mansion of Pitlethie.
lien runs 3^ miles south-eastward, through the
Here, it is said, there was anciently a royal hunting
uishof Peterculter, to the Dee, cutting that parish seat frequented by one or more of the Kings of
It has considerable waterScotland for the old sport of hawking. PitcuUo
to nearly equal parts.
The part of it below and Airdit are old castellated mansions, kept in
iwer, and drives some mills.
The ancient castle of Leuchars
Kh Skene also bears the name of the Culter.
partial repair.
LEUCHARS, a parish, containing the post-office was situated a short way north of the village of
of
Leuchars
and
the
of
on
It stood
has
but
Balmullo,
Leuchai-s,
village
Uage
entirely disappeared.
le north-east border of Fifeshire.
It is bounded upon a bank of earth, on the edge of a swamp, and
the German ocean, by the estuary of the Eden, was surrounded by a deep broad ditch, which end by the parishes of St. Andrews, Kemback, closed about three acres of ground, and must have
been a place of great strength. It was the resi'airsie, Logie, Forgan, and Feriy-Port-on-Craig.
length north-eastward is 9 miles and its greatest dence of the Celtic chief, Ness, the son of William,
leadth is 5 miles.
Tlie river Eden and its estuary whose daughter was married to Robert de Quinci ;
nn all the southern boundary. The rivulet Moul- and appears to have been the principal residence
flows
southward
through the interior, to the also of their son, Seyer de Quinci, Earl of WinchesY
liA of the Eden's estuary, dividing the parish into
ter, where he held his baronial court, as many of
not very unequal parts and is joined near its his charters are dated thence and in a dispute with
.tb by the Monzie bum,
flowing to it from the Duncan, the son of Hamelin, about the lands of
BL The tide retires from the shore about half-a- Duglin, in the Ocliils, he brought Duncan to acThe shore itself is flat and knowledge a release of his claims, in his court, " in
le at low water.
idy; and a considerable breadth of seaboard called
plena curia mea apnd Locres." In 1327, the castle
Btsmoor is a flat sandy tract, abandoned at some wag" taken and demolished by the English, under
recent
the
and
ocean,
period by
iparatively
long the Earl of Pembroke but no doubt it was afterswarming ground for rabbits, but now reclaimed wards rebuilt. On Craigie hill there was found, in
il nnder culture,
though even yet of a poor arena- 1808, an earthen vase containing nearly an hunns soil. The general aspect of the parish, not dred Roman coins in excellent preservation, stampIf over the Tentsmoor, but over an aggregate ed with the heads of Severus, Antoninus, and other
flnt of many square miles, is that of an extensive
Roman emperors.
The parish church, situated in the village of
.rather bare of wood, and not having an average
mition of more than 15 feet above the level of the Leuchars, is a very interesting object. The eastern
But to the west of this tract, the ground rises portion of it, which is supposed to have formed the
dually till it reaches the summit line of a range original church, is obviously of great antiquity, and
is a beautiful specimen of Norman architecture.
It
nils, on the boundary with Logie, at an elevation
idmut 250 or 300 feet above the level of the sea. consists of two parts, a rectangular portion which
rions points on these heights command a
map- formed the chancel, and a semicircular apse at the
view of the whole sea-board of the bay of St. east end, of less breadth and height, in which the
le
irews.
The soil of the flat parts of the parish altar was placed. Its extreme length within the
uprises every variety from the poorest sand to walls, from what had formed the western entrance
richest clayey loam; and that of the higher to the east end of the
apse is 33 feet ; the breadth
>inds in the west is variously gravel, soft loam, of the chancel about 18 feet, and of the
apse 12
1
aie
About
Scotch
acres
in
coufeet.
The
of
the
walls of the chancel is 22
6,310
clay.
height
nt cultivation, about 3.060 are either pastoral feet, and of those of the
The
apse about 18 feet.
Imt occasionally in tillage, and about 360 are thickness of the walls is about 3 feet. The walls
sandstone, of the new red forma- of the chancel on the outside, both on the south and
|l9r wood.
near the Eden, but is little suited for north, present two stages or stories. The lower
, occure
Bng. Trap rocks prevail on the high grounds, stage is ornamented with four double columns, and
«re extensively quarried.
There are ten land- two single columns at each end, with ornamented
Ws; and four of them are resident. The old capitals, from which spring semicircular arches,
jed rental is £10,541 Scotch.
The value of which interlace each other, forming pointed arches
wed property in 1843 was £15,527 3s. 9d. The at their intersection. Above these arches there is
Hated value of raw produce in 1836 was £37,300. a band or fillet forming the base of the second story,
e are in'the
parish a saw-mill, a lint-mill, and and supporting four double and two single columns
=d grain-mills.
An extensive distillery was as on the lower stage. From these spring fivj

built in 1827,

LETTEREWE.

LETTER

;

;

;

;

A
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semicircular arches, ornamented with a double
moulding, the inner being a zigzag or chevron
moulding, and the outer a billet moulding. Above
these arches is a range of corbels carved into grotesque heads, supporting the upper part of the wall
slightly projects, and from which springs
The wall of the chancel is pierced in the
second story with two windows on the south side
and one on the north they are narrow and semicircular at top, and are ornamented on the inside
witli pillars, and rich mouldings from the soffets of
the arches.
The apse also presents two stories.
They are both decorated with pillars and arches

which

the roof.

;

with chevron and billet mouldings, and surmounted
by a range of grotesque corbel heads, as on the
chancel but the arches of the lower stage do not
interlace each other as in the lower stage of the
The upper stage of the apse is also
chancel.
piei'ced with three windows similar to the chancel,
and similarly ornameated in the inside one of
these fronts the east, one the south-east, and the
other the north-east.
lofty arch opened from the
apse into the chancel, and another appears to have
formed the western entrance, both of which are ornamented with three slender pillars. The portion
of the church immediately west of this seems to
have been erected at a subsequent period, and to
have formed a nave, whilst the chancel then formed
the choir of the church. This nave, together with
an addition erected about the time of the Reformation, and another addition erected some time in last
century, forms the present place of worship. These
additions and other alterations have greatly damaged
the appearance of the original pile. The windows
on the south side of the chancel, and one in the
apse, have been built up, and square windows inThe roof
serted, divided by a single stone muUion.
of the apse, too, has been destroyed by the erection
of an ugly belfry over it and the other two windows are partially blocked up by a rude arch thrown
across the building to support it. Nothing is known
;

;

A

;

when this portion of the
but from the style of the archi-

as to the exact period

church was built

;

must have been in the I'ith, or early in
the 13th century. Robert de Quinci obtained the
of
Leuchars by marriage with the daughlordship
ter of Ness during the reign of William the Lion;
and his son Seyer de Quinci, Earl of Winchester,
succeeded him in 1190, and died in 1219. As he
resided at Leuchars-castle, and had his principal
court there, it seems extremely probable that it was
erected by him, some time between these two periods, as a place of worship for himself and his
tecture, it

family.

This parish is in the presbytery of St. Andrews,
and synod of Fife. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£253 3s. 4d.; glebe, £30. Unappropriated teinds,
£452 5s. 2d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 48. 4id.
with about £20 fees, and some other emoluments.
The parish church contains 850 sittings. There
are two Free churches, the one at Leuchars, the
other at Balmullo and the receipts of the former
in 1855 were £159 14s. lljd.,
of the latter, £61.
There are three private schools, and a parochial
There were anciently three chapels in the
library.
parish, one of them at Easter Tron, another near
the house of Airdit, and the third on the spot now
The famous
occupied by the parochial school.
Alexander llenderson was minister of Leuchars for
more than twenty years.
LEUCOPHIBIA. See Whithobn.
;

LEUTIIEK.

—

See Lutiiek.
a post-town and sea-port in the parish
It stands at the mouth of the
of Scoonie, Fifeshire.
river Leven, on the west side of Largo-bay, 2 miles

LEVEN,
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east-south-east of

Kennoway, 2^ west-south-west
Lower Largo, and 9 north-east of Kirkcaldy. It

of

is

a burgh of barony, under the family of Durie, and
includes the hamlet of Scoonie burn.
It lies on the
shore, on the left side of the mouth of the river,
and is connected with Dubbieside or Inverleven, on
the right bank, by a handsome suspension bridge,
which was erected at the cost of about £530. The

town

consists principally of two streets extending
each other, and of a number of bye-lanes.
chief employment of its inhabitants is hand-loom
linen weaving; but there are otlier considerable
employments both in the town itself and in its near
neighbourhood. At Kirkland, on the right bank of
the river, about J a mile above the town, are extensive works for the preparing and spinning of flax;
and on the left bank of the river, in the town and
its vicinity, are five flax-mills, an iron foundry, a
saw-mill and wood-yard, a brick and tile work, and
a bone-mill.
Fairs are held on the second Wednesday of April, old style, on the second Wednesday
of June, on the first and last Wednesday of July,
and on the third Wednesday of August, of SeptemThere are two principal inns,
ber, and of October.
Crawford's hotel and the Star inn. The town has
offices of the Commercial, the Royal, and the City of
Glasgow banks, a savings' bank, a gas company, a
Its harbour is engolf club, and a curling club.
tirely a natural one, formed by a creek at the mouth
of the river; and, at spring tides, it admits vessels
of about 300 tons burden, but is rather difficult of
joarallel to

A

A small quay was built about 23 years
The harbour ranks as a creek of the port of
Kirkcaldy; and the amount of dues levied at it in
the year 1822 was £185. Several vessels belong to
in the )'ear.
The princiit, and nearly 300 enter it
access.

ago.

pal impoi-ts are flax, timber, ashes, pig-iron, bones,

and malt; and the principal exports are

linen yam,
linen cloth, whisky, bone-dust, cast-iron, and pota-

A packet sails every Tuesday to Leith and
ample communication is enjoyed landward by nieaiif
In the town are a Fret
of the Leven railway.
church, an United Presbyterian church, and ar
and in the near neighlwur
Independent chapel
toes.

;

i

;

Sheriff smal
liood is the parish church of Scoonie.
debt courts are held on the second Friday of ]M
on the first Friday of June, and on the last
A board of polii
of August and of November.
"

i

'

!

The town lh
established above 20 years ago.
the title of Earl to the noble family of Mchiii
created Barons of Balgonie and Earls of Lcv( n
1641, whose seat of Melville-honse is in the piriof Monimail. Population in 1841, 1,827; iu liiiij,
I
Houses, 338.
2,083.
I
LEVEN-BANK. See Bonhii.l.
i

LEVEN- CASTLE. See iNNKRicir.
LEVENFIELD. See Bonhill.

|
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LEVEN

(Loch), a beautiful sheet of wntrKinross- shire. It lies in the south-eastern
that small county, receiving all its drainage
north, the west, and the south, and discharLi
superfluence by the river Leven on the east,
an elevation of about 360 feet above the level
sea and its annual average fluctuation in In
i

<

i

:

;

about 3

feet.

Its outline is

somewhat oval

the longer axis extending east-sonth-castwai
circumference is between 8 and 9 miles; a:
>i
area is about 4,000 acres.
partial drainage
was effected about 20 years ago, under an ad
parliament, at the cost of about £40,000; ami
reduced its area to the amount of about 1,00('
v.
chiefly on the eastern side, yielding up land
was mostly all of a whitish, arenaceous kind,
of small value. The surrounding scenery is p
dominantly soft and gentle, yet has bold fc.i

A

'

-

LEVEN.

east and south, and is altogether a piece of
See Kjxross-shise. The medium
landscape.
depth of the lake, since the draining took place, is
about 14 feet. Its trout have always been famed
but they
for fine flavour and a peculiar high colour
have decreased both in number and in quality since
';e

;

the draining.
There are several islets in the lake; but only two
the one called St. Seif s
of them challenge notice,
island, in the south-east, belonging to the parish of
Portmoak ; and the other called Castle island, containing the famous castle of Loch-Leven. once the

—

I

of Queen Mary, within a short distance of
The island of St.
16 town of Kinross on the west.
Srison
Serf has an area of about 80 acres, and lies 5 furlongs from Portmoak-proper on the eastern shore.
On this island anciently stood a priory, dedicated to
St. Serf or St. Servanus ; and at Portmoak were the
^te of its church, and the landing-place of its
ponks. The first superior of the priory, or of a
Caldee establishment which preceded it, is said to
^ve borne the name of Moak or St. Moak and,
from him, the landing-place, and aftenvards the
kirktown and the parish, are supposed to have been

i

1

I

I

I

I

;

I

Portmoak. The parish, however, appears to
originally borne the same name as the islet.

^led
^ve

Some small ruins of the prioiy still exist. The
establishment is said to have been founiled by a
and it
Inctish king, and given to the Culdees
jafterwards became a dependency of the Augustinian
of
in
St.
Andrews.
Its
revenues
1561 were
abbey
l^lll 13s. 4d. in money, 1 clmlder and 12 bolls of
and
4
chalders
and
bolls of oats.
Andrew
8
jljear,
Wyntoun, the famous old chronicler, was one of its
The islet is now inhiibited by only a few
priors.
and cattle, which feed upon its sward but,
I sheep
liMt a recent period, its appearance was improved by
iflie transporting of soil to it, and the
planting of a
;

I

;

I

few trees.

The Castle
was much

island has an area of about 5 acres.
increased in size, and looked to the
to rise much from the water, by the draining,
apprehension was even entertained, at that
(le, that, by the subsiding of the water, it would
jme joined to the mainland, and lose its classic
ciations.
This seemed the more likely to hapthat an ancient causeway extends from it,
er water, to the shore.
"When, or for what purthe causeway was formed, is not known ; but
sntinuous and high is it that, in a dry season,
bn the depth of the lake is at the lowest, a man
wade along it from end to end. The original
[
le on this island, or a fortalice out of which the
Ue sprang, is said to have been built by Congal,
son of Dongart, king of the Picts. " In the
rs which harassed Scotland,
during the minority
David II., the castle of Loch-Leven was held in
the patriotic interest by Allen de
Vipont, against
of Edward III., who acted in behalf of
•^he troops

|t

;

'I ward Baliol.
John de Strivilin blockaded it,
c'ted a fortress in the
churchyard of Kinross,
;oh occupies the point of a
neighbouring promonat
the
lower
end
of the lake, where the
y; and,
ner of Leven issues out of it, it is said, that he
a strong and lofty bulwark, by means of
^ed
.ich he hoped to
lay the castle under" water, and
.strain Vipont to suiTender.
The water conned to rise daih', and the besiegers
thought
•inselves certain of success, when, the
English

and most of his troops having left the
celebrate the festival of St. Margaret at

neral

camp
Dun-

the besieged, seizing the favourable oppornity, (June 19, 1335.) after much labour and perverance, broke through the barrier, when the
iter rushed out with such
impetuosity, as to over-

rniline,
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whehn the English encamped on that side." But
Loch-Leven castle derives its chief historical interest from having been the prison of Queen Mary,
after her sunender to the confederated Lords at Carberry hill. In the reign of Pobert III., a branch
of the family of Douglas had obtained a grant of
In
the castle, with lands on the shore of the lake.
the middle of the IGth century, Sir Robert Douglas
of Loch-Leven. the near kinsman of the famous
James Earl of Morton, and stepfather to the equally
well-known James Earl of Moray, natural brother
to the Queen, was, in consequence of his connexion
with the leaders of her disaffected subjects, selected
as her jailer ; so that she was imprisoned here on
the 16th June, 1567. Here, on the 4th July follow-

was visited by Lord Ruthven, Lord Lindsay of the Byres, and Sir Robert Melville, in name
of the confederated lords, by whom she was forced
to sign an instrument, resigning the crown to her
infant son, who, a few days thereafter, was inaugurated at Stirling under the title of James YI. The
scene which then occurred, as well as the subsequent escape of the Queen, were made leading incidents, by Sir Walter Scott, in his novel of The
ing, she

'

Abbot

and few descriptions

in fictitious narrative
can be compared, for graphic delineation and intense
pathos, with his account of the unhappy lady's resignation of the crown of her fathers. On the 2d of
'

;

May, 1568, after an imprisonment of about eleven
months, Mary efi"ected her escape from the castle,
by the aid of a young relation of the family.
previous attempt, made on the 25th of April preceding, had been discovered, and George Douglas,
the j'onnger son of Sir Robert, was expelled the
castle for being concerned in it.
Nothing daunted,
however, she still meditated her escape and George
Douglas, continuing to hover in the neighbourhood,
was enabled to keep up a correspondence with her.
There was in the castle, a lad, named William

A

;

Douglas, some relation probably of the baron, and
about eighteen years old, who stole the keys of the
castle from the table where they lay, while his lord
was at supper. " He let the Queen and a waitingwoman out of the apartment where they were secured, and out of the door itself, embarked with
them in a small skifi^, and rowed them to the shore.

To prevent

instant- pursuit,

he,

for

precaution's

sake, locked the iron grated door of the tower, and
threw the keys into the lake. They foimd George
Douglas and the Queen's servant, Beaton, waiting
for them, and Lord Sejton and James Hamilton of
Orbieston in attendance, at the head of a party of
faithful followers, with whom they fled to Niddrie
The Earl
castle, and from thence to Hamilton."

of NcJrthumberland also, after his rebellion in England and capture in Scotland, was confined in LochLeven castle from 1569 to 1572, when he was delivered up to Elizabeth, who condemned him to
death.
The castle of Loch-Leven, with its court-yard,
occupied a considerable portion of the old area of
the island
and the garden occupied most of the remainder. In 1840, the court-yard was cleared from
a rank growth of weeds, and the different parts of
the building swept clean of rubbish. The great
tower, or keep, of the castle, stood in the north-west
comer of the court-yard, on the side of the island
next Kinross. It is of a square form, four stories
in height, the walls being upwards of six feet thick.
The entrance is in the second story, and must have
been ascended to by an outside stair, having probably a drawbridge at top: but all vestiges of thig
;

stair have disappeared.
The door opened at once
into the great hall of the castle, which occupied the
whole of the second flat of the building. Imme-

LEVEN.

and at the entrance to
a square opening into the vaults below,

diately within the door-way,

the hall,

is

which must have been covered with wood. The
intention of this seems obviously to have been an
additional means of defence because, though after
all the outworks had been gained by the enemy,
and the defences to the door of the keep forced, the
garrison, occupying the hall, could have thrown
down this opening any of the assailants who might
attempt to cross it. The two upper stories of the
keep appear to have been occupied as bedchambers.
The court-yard, which was of considerable extent,
and surrounded by high walls flanked at the corners
by towers, contained a variety of buildings for the
accommodation of the family and the garrison.
;

these, not the least important was the
chapel, which stood west of the great tower, and on
the west side of the court- yard. At the south-east
corner is a round tower which flanks and must have
defended the south and east walls, in which it is
said Queen Mary was confined. The entire appearance of the castle, as seen from the shore, is gloomily

Among

picturesque.
"

No more its arches echo to the noise
Of joy and festive mirth no more the glance
Of blazing taper through its windows beams,
And quivers on the undulating wave;
But naked stand the melancholy walls,
Lash'd by the wintry tempests, cold and bleak.
That whistle mournfully through the empty hall.
;

Aud

piecemeal crumble

down

the tcrwer to dust."

LEVEN (Loch), an arm of the sea projecting
eastward from the head of Loch-Linnhe, and extending in a straight line between Argyleshire and
It has a length of 12 miles, but
Inverness- shire.
is comparatively narrow,
and contracts at two
to
a
strait, the one at Ballachulish-ferry in
points
its lower part, the other at Dogs-ferry, about 3 miles
from its head. A glen in continuation of it eastward is occupied by the rivulet Leven and a chain
of small fresh-water lakes. The whole glen, both
in this part of

it

and

in the

Loch-Leven

part, is
It is

—"
says

Macculiocli
grandly picturesque.
with justice that Glencoe is celebrated as one of the
wildest and most romantic specimens of Scottish
scenery but those who have written about Glencoe,
forget to write about Loch-Leven, and those who
occupy a day in wandering from the inns at Ballachulish through its strange and rocky valley, forget
to open their eyes upon those beautiful
landscapes
which surround them on all sides, and which render
Loch-Leven a spot that Scotland does not often
exceed, either in its interior lakes or its maritime
inlets.
From its mouth to its further extremity
this loch is one continued succession of landscapes
on both sides, the northern shore being accessible
by the ancient road which crossc-s tlie Devil's Staircase, but the southern one turning away from the
water near to the quarries. The chief beauties,
however, lie at the lower half; the interest of the
scenes diminishing after passing the contraction
which takes place near the entrance of Glencoe,
and the furthest extremity being rather wild than
;

beautiful."

shire.
It issues from the southera part of the east
side of Loch-Leven, in the parish of Portmoak, aud
runs 12 miles eastward to the west side of LargoIt traverses or bounds
bay, at the town of Leven.
the parishes of Portmoak, Leslie, Kinglassie, Mark-

inch,

Kennoway, and

Scoonie.

Lothry on

Its principal tribu-

bank, and the Orr
on its right. The Leven has a rapid current, falling
360 feet between the loch and the sea. Its waters
are pure and limpid, and peculiarly well adapted to
the purposes of bleaching and paper-making.
LEVEN (The), a river of Dumbartonshire. It
issues from the foot of Loch-Lomond at Balloch,
and runs southward, through the parish of Bonhill,
and between the parish of Dumbarton and the
parish of Cardross, to the Clyde at Dumbartoncastle.
Its length of course, measured in a straight
line, is little more than 5 miles
but, measured
along the windings, is about 10 miles. It is still
the " transparent" stream so beautifully sung by
Smollett and its banks, though no longer possessing the Arcadian character which he so sweetly
celebrates, but dotted with manufactories, and teeming with population, continue to be pleasingly picIts vale is nearly 2 miles broad, with
turesque.
luxuriant bottom, and well - featured hill -flanks.
taries are the

its left

;

;

The

river is remarkably limpid, pure, and soft, admirably suited for bleachfields and printfields. Its
from the loch to the Clyde is only 22 feet; and
its discharge, at times when it is rather below its
average height, has been computed at 59,939 cubic
feet per minute.
It is stemmed by tlie tide for 3
miles; and even the upper part of it, for nearly half
of the year, is navigable in the manner of a boatfall

canal.

LEVEN

(The), a rivulet, rising near the point

where the counties of Perth, Argyle, and Inverness
meet, and running 13 miles westward, along the
boundary between Argylesliire and Inverncss-shire,
to the head of the marine Loch-Leven.
See Leveh
(Loch).

LEVEN

(The), a rivulet having in its course the
picturesque cascade of Esscumhan, in the parish of
Kilmorie, in the island of Arran.
LEVEN
RAILWAY. See Dumbar-

VALLEY

tonshire Railway.

LEVERN

(The), a stream of Renfrewshire. It
issues from Long Loch, on the boundary between
the parish of Neilston and the parish of Mcams,
near the boundary with Ayrshire, and runs through
the parish of Neilston, and along the boundary between the Abbey parish of Paisley and the parish of
Eastwood, to a junction with the White Cart, near
Crookston-castle, about 3 miles east of Paisley. Its
course for the first 2 miles is north-westerly, but

afterwards

is,

for the

most

Its

part, north-easterl3\

about 10
miles.
Its principal affluents are the Kirkton and
the Brock burns.
It exhibits various scenes of
Retnrc
sequestered and even romantic beauty.
reaching the level ground, its velocity is veiy

length of run, exclusive of windings,

is

^

siderable,

and there arc several waterfalls which m

justify the derivation of the name from the CeUic
words laver-an, signifying the noisy stream.' The
cascades in Killock-glen form a miniature rcsc"l)Iance of the three celebrated falls on the Cly
The greater part of its valley is tliicklj' inhali;
by a mauufactiiring population, with centres at
villages of Neilston, Barrhead, and Ilurlet; ami
greatly aided in its communication by tlic GlasL
and Neilston railway.
clinpel of case within
Abbey of Paisley part of it bears the name of Levi
'

LEVEN RAILWAY,

a railway in Fifoshire,
forming a junction with the Edinburgh, Perth, and
Dundee railway. Its junction is at Thornton, in
the parish of Markinch; and it extends thence eastward to Burnmill, in the parish of Scoonie, with
branches to Kirkland works and Leven harbour.
Its length is about 6 miles.
It was completed in
1854. The authorized capital for it was £28,000.
It hag a station at
Cameron-bridge, a little south of

Kennoway.
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(The), a river of Kinross-sbire and Fife-

A

church.

LEWES OF FYVIE.
LEWIS,

See Fyvie.
the northeni part of the Long-Islaiul

•

LEWIS.
Oater Hebrides.

number

great

It

comprises one large island and

of isles or islets.

The

large island

consists of two parts. Lewis-proper on the north
and Harris on the south, which are united to each
other by an isthmus of about 9 miles in breadth.
Harris and the isles connected with it belong to
Inverness-shire, and have been fully described in
our article Harris. Lewis-proper and the islets

onnected with it belong to Ross-shire. The islets,
xcepting only the small group called the Shiant
sles. lie quite close to the coast, and are all very

and for the most part uninhabited, so that
they do not need to be separately noticed. The
aain body of Lewis-proper, in all its statistics, and
n many of its principal features, as well as in most
f its minor ones, will be found described in our
Tticles on its four parishes of Barbas, Loghs, StorowAT, and UiG. We reqixire in the present artile, therefore, to make only a few general stateMnall,

aents.

Lewis-proper has somewhat the outline of an
quilateral triangle, its base 30 miles broad, each of
sides 50 miles long, and its apex pointing to the
orth-east.
But the angles at the base are rounded
ff, and the apex makes a twist to the north, terninating there in a promontory called the Butt of

a

The general surface of Lewis-proper is not
mountainous and rugged as that of Harris but
ts low grounds are very extensively mottled with
About one -fourth of
swamps, and bogs.
lie whole is mountainous; and the rest is predomimoorish
or
with
here and there an
antly
mossy,
dulating tract of blue clay upon a rocky bottom.
)n some parts of the coast the soil is of a sandy
The rocky cliffs which
ture, tolerably fertile.
imn the Butt, rise to the height of 60 or 80 feet,
Tid are broken into very rugged and picturesque
nrtns.
The loftiest mountain is that of Suaneval,

LiBwis.

;

hich Dr. ilacculloch supposes to be nearly equal
height to Clisseval in Harris, or about 2.700 feet.
.group of hills, on the north side of Loch Bemera,
ctoin a height of about 800 feet.
Gneiss is the
I

Liedominant rock.

Numerous

sea-lochs or elon-

interior on both
and in some instances
much ramified, insomuch that they, and the
i-water lakes, produce, in many parts, a watery
"nth with the land.
But these sea-lochs afford
and the whole coast
quantities of shell-fish
favourable for the white fish and herring5.
The streams also abound with trout and
n.
Large roots of trees have been abundantly
p in the bogs, indicating the ancient existence

'rted

bays project

far into the

Sbs of the soutliern district,

;

extensive forest; but in later times, excepting
patch in the neighbourhood of Stomoway,

ill

hole country became utterly destitute of wood,
iting as bleak and almost as hyperborean an
.ranee as the most desolate inhabited tract in
rctic seas.
Its agriculture and its arts also,
ly a few years ago, were in a very rude state.
longed then to the Mackenzies of Seaforth ;
t was purchased for £190,000 by Sir James
eson of Achany, Bart. ; and, immediately after
g into that gentleman's possession, it began
dergo a series of sweeping improvements,
have greatly changed its character. Within
years a sum as great as the amount of the
ase-money was spent on these improvements,

a judicious way, and with admirable effect.
stance of improvement, in recent times, within
mited kingdom, has been more striking to the
if an
observer, more compensating to the proIts
>r, or more beneficial to the population.

have comprised draining, planting, roadg, the reforming of husbandry, the improving

Is
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of live stock, the introduction of manufactures, and
the encouraging of fisheries, aU on a great scale
and with good results. The focus of the improve-

ments has been Stomoway and

its

neighbourhood ;

so that a fuller account of them will fall to be given
in our article on Stomoway.
Population in 1831,
14.541 ; in 1851, 19,711.
Houses, 3.346.

LEWIS-EOXA.

See Roxa-Lewis.
(East and West), two villages in
the parish of Glenmoristou, Invemess-shire. PopuHouses, 38.
lation, 183.
LEY OF HALLYBURTON, a hamlet in the

LEWISTON

of

parish

Kettins,

Forfarshire.

Population, 48.

Houses, 11.
LEYS. See Bakchokt-Tersah, and Ebrol.
LEYS-CASTLE. See Crot.
LEYSMILL, a village in the parish of InverkeilIt has a station on the Aberdeen
lor, Forfarshire.
railway, If mile south-east of Friockheim, and 5J
miles north-north-west of Arbroath. Adjacent to it
is a quarry for paving flags, which are dressed here

by steam-propelled machinery.

LHANBRIDE,

or St.

Population, 173.

Andrews Lhaxbpjde, a

parish, containing a post-oflice village of its own
name, and a small part of the parliamentary burph
of Elgin, in Morayshire.
It is bounded by the
Moray frith, and by the parishes of Urquhart,
Elgin, and Drainie. Its length northward is upwards of 4 miles, and its breadth is about 3 miles.
Its
Its western boundary is traced by the Lossie.
surface is a plain, diversified with low hills. The
but
in
soil is sandy,
general fertile. About 4,000
acres are in tillage, and about 700 are under wood.
A fine druidical monument \^as destroyed a number
of years ago for the purpose of road making; but
another, nearly entire, remains. There are a distillery at Linkwood, a cast-iron foundery at Newmill, and two woollen manufactories on the Lossie
adjacent to the town of Elgin. The parish is travereed by the road from Inverness to Aberdeen;
and the -village of Lhanbride stands on that road, 4
miles east-south-east of Elgin. Population in 1831,
1,087; in 1851, 1,263. Houses, 228. Assessed property in 1843, £4,104 2s. 8d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Elgin, and
synod of Moray. Patrons, the Crown and the Earl

of Moray.

Stipend, £257 13s. 4d.

Unappropriated
Schoolmasters salar\-. £34,
with about £10 fees, and a share of the Dick beThe parish church is sufficiently commoquest.
The present parish comprehends the two
dious.
ancient parishes of Lhanbride on the south, and St.
Andrews on the north, which were united in 1782.
The name Lhanbride is Gaelic, and signifies the
church of St. Bridget.
LIBBERTON, a parish, comprehending the ancient parishes of Libberton and Quothquan, in the
upper ward of Lanarkshire. Its post-town is Camwath. It is bounded by the parishes of Camwath,
Walston, Biggar, Symington, Covington, and PetIts length northward is about 7 miles
tinain.
and
The Clyde
its greatest breadth is about 4^ miles.
and the
traces the whole of its western boundary
South Medwin traces the whole of its northern
boundary, into junction with the Clyde. The parish
is thus a peninsula between the Clyde and the
South Medwin and it ascends on the south-east to
a line of watershed between the river-system of the
Clyde and the river-system of the Tweed, along the
boundary with Biggar. A large extent of haughland, with a strong clay soil, extends along the
Chde the tract inward thence rises in some places
gently, in other places suddenly, to the height of 50
or 60 feet above the level of the stream, and extends,
with a fine, early, fertile soil, to the distance of i

£418

teinds,

7s.

7d.

;

;

;

;
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and the land further back becomes
later, and less productive in its arable
includes
also a large extent of uncultiparts,
vated surface. The banks of the Medwin comprise
some early fertile spots, but, in general, are poor
and moorish. About 5,703 imperial acres in the
parish are arable; about 2,500 are pastoral or waste;
and about 500 are under wood. The principal hill
;

more elevated,
till it

Quothquan-law. See Qoothquax. The estimated
value of raw produce in 1834 was £13,004. Assessed proijcrty in 1843, £4,730 8s. 7d. The most
extensive landowner is Sir N. M'D. Lockhart, Bart.
and tlie next most extensive is Chancellor of Quothquan and Shieldhill. This portion of the Lockhart
estates was sold by the fourth Earl of Carnwath, in
1676, to Sir George Lockhart, afterwards President
of the Court-of-session, who was assassinated in
March 1689; and they have remained in the family
ever since. The lands of Quothquan and Shieldhill
have, however, been in possession of the Chancellor
family for more than 400 years, a charter being still
extant, containing a grant of them by Lord Sommerville to the ancestor of the Chancellor family.
The
proprietor of the estate in the time of Queen Mary
took part with that princess, and was engaged at
the battle of Langside in consequence of which
his mansion at Quothquan was soon afterwards
burnt down by the adherents of the victorious Regent
Moray. The residence was then removed to Shieldshort distance south of it
liill, its present site.
is Iluntfield, the mansion of another landowner.
The parish is traversed by the road from Glasgow
to Peebles, and has ready access to the Thankerton
and Carnwath stations of the Caledonian railway.
There are two small villages of the same names as
the two ancient parishes, Libberton on the Glasgow
and Peebles road, 2 J miles south-east of Carnwath
and Quothquan in the south-west, 1^ mile east of
Thankerton. Population of the parish in 1831, 773;
in 1851, 800.
Houses, 151.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Biggar, and
synod of Lothian and Twecddale. Patron, Sir N.
M*D. Lockhart, Bart. Stipend, £226 3s. Id.; glebe,
£16. Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with about £20
fees.
There is also a school at Quothquan. The
parish church was built in 1812, and contains 450
sittings. The parishes of Libberton and Quothquan
were united in 1669.
LIBERTON, a parish in Edinburghshire. It extends from near the eastern termination of the Pentland hills to within a few yards of the frith of Forth
at Magdalene bridge, and from the immediate vicinIt
ity of Edinburgh to within a mile of Dalkeith.
contains the post-office station of Liberton, the vilof
and
Kirklages
Gilnierton, Grecnend, Niddry,
Li berton, part of the village of New Craighall, the
hamlets of Burdiehonse and Nether-Liberton, and
about fifteen other hamlets. It is bounded by the
parishes of St. Cuthbert'g, Duddingstone, Inveresk,
Its
Newton, Dalkeith, Lasswade, and Colinton.
length north-eastward is nearly 7 miles and its
breadth
is
about
4
miles
but
its northgreatest
eastern extremity, to the extent of about 2 miles, has
an average breadth of considerably less than 1 mile.
It is one of the richest and most beautiful
parishes
in the Lothlans.
Its surface is exquisitely diversified, with low broad ridges, gentle rising grounds,
undulating swells, and intermediate plains, nowhere
attaining sufficient elevation to be called a hill, nor
anywhere subsiding long from the constant and
ever-varying curve of beauty. The Braid liills and
the Blackford hills send down their cultivated eastern
Numerous vanslopes within the western limits.
tage-grounds command splendid views of the profile
of Edinburgh, the basin of the Forth, and the distant
is

;

;

A

—

;

;

;

hills of

and the Ochils.

Fifeshire

Two

brooks,

Burdiehouse-burn and the Braid-bum, run northeastward through the interior, and drive a number
The soil, in some parts, is a wet clay or a
of mills.
dry gravel, but, in general, is a very fertile loam.
Hardly an acre of waste ground exists; and where
the soil continues to be inferior, skill and labour are
rapidly enriching it. Nearly six sevenths of the

whole area are constantly subjected to the plough,
and the rest is disposed in gai'dens, shrubberies,
wood, and grass. Mines of great value, of various
produce, and of considerable antiquity, exist at
GiLMERTON and Buediehouse: See these articles.
Quarries of prime sandstone for building exist at
Straiton, Craigmillar, and Niddry. The yearly value
of

raw produce, including minerals, was estimated

in 1839 at £56,181.
Assessed property in 1843,
£23,715 Os. lid. There are fourteen principal landowners. At St. Catherine's, a mile south of Kiikis a bituminous spring, anciently
called the Balm well, which partly holds mineral oil
or petroleum in solution, and partly throws it up in
numerous little masses to the surface. This well was
held in great superstitious repute in the Roman Catholic times. Close on the western extremity of the
parish, is the hill of Galachlaw, famous as the site
of Oliver Cromwell's encampment, in 1650, with a
force of 1 6,000, previous to the battle of Dunbar.
little east of it, at Mortonhall, are some tumuli, supposed to have been of Roman origin. Large part of
the Borough-moor, a tract repeatedly made prominent in the warlike history of Scotland and its metroIn the park of Drum,
polis, is within the parish.
the ancient residence of the family of Sonierville,
stands part of the old market-cross of Edinbui'gli,
removed thither in 1756. But the grand civil antiquity of the parish is Ckaigmillar Castle: which
see.
Besides Mortonhall and Drum, there are the
mansions of Inch House, built in 1617, Brunstane,
built by Lord Lauderdale in 1639,
Niddry, an an-

Liberton village,

A

—

'j

i\

j
>

—

|

|

cient baronial edifice, modernized and extended by
a recent addition, Southfield, Moredun, St. Ca-

— Mount

therine's,
ral villas.

—

Vernon,

—
—
— Sunnyside, —and

North British railway. Population in 1831, 4,063;
in 1851, 3,528.
Houses, 703.
This parish is in the presbytery of Edinbui
and synod of Lothian and Twecddale. Patron,
Crown. Stipend, £326 14s. 7d. ; glebe, £20. \
SchoolmasU
appropriated teinds, £306 Os. 9d.
There arc nine non-paroeliiiU
salary, £34 4s. 4^d.
The
four of them partially endowed.
schools,
parish church is situated at Kirk-Liberton, wns
It i^
built in 1815, and contains 1,430 sittings.
vei'y handsonre building, with a beautiful tower
the Gothic style, and forms a fine object in the l.iii
scape. There is a chapel of ease at Gilmerton, built
in 1837, and containing about 300 sittings. The F:
church for Liberton is also that for Newington.
the parish of St. Cuthbert's, and stands in
southern part of Edinburgh. There is also a V
;

—

i

i

An
little

hospital anciently stood at

west of Kirk-Liberton

sioned the

Upper

and

;

in 1855

amou

Liberton.

may have

oi'

name Leper-town, supposed

original form of the

At the same place

modern
stood,

to be
appellation Liberia

till

within the

i

seve-

The village of Kirk-Liberton is a neat,
small place, on the summit of a low, broad-based
ridge, 2f miles south-south-east of the centre of Ediuburgh, on the road thence to Lasswade. NetherLiberton, | of a mile nearer Edinburgh, is only a
small hamlet. The broad part of the parish is traversed by three lines of road diverging from Edinburgh; and its north-eastern wing is crossed by the

church at Gilmerton, whose receipts
ed to £75 15s. 6d.

,

i

last

'.'>

|

i

j

!

|

,

'
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years, a tall peel-honse or tower, vrhich made some
)retensions to hare belonged to a baron called Macjeth, who held a considerable part of the lands of

Liberton during the reign of David I., and witnessed
some of David's charters. In connexion with this
barony, Liberton comes first ecclesiastically into
notice, as a chapelry erected by him, and subordinated to the church of St. Cuthbert. The chapel,
sitmted at Kirk-Libertoii, was probably dedicated
o the Virgin, there having been a spring near it
called Our Lady's well and it had attached to it a
glebe of two oxgates of land. With St. Cuthbert's
hurch. David I. granted the chapel to tlie canons
;

of Holyrood ; and he gave to them also bmshwood
of his woodlands of Liberton, and the tithes of a
In 1240, the chapelry, at
nill at Nether-Liberton.
he request of the abbot of Holyrood. was disjoined
from the pansh of St.
]iy the bishop of St. Andrews
(jathbert's, and constituted a rectory belonging to
the abbey ; and thence till the Reformation, it was
erved by a vicar. For a brief period succeeding
the year 1633. it was a prebend of the short-lived
ii
Hshopric of Edinburgh; and, at the final abolition
f episcopacy, it reverted to the disposal of the
rown.
Subordinate to the parish church, there

were in popish times two chapels. St. Catherine's,
he more ancient, stood in the vicinity of the existag cognominal mansion and bituminous well. The
hapel was surrounded by a burying-ground, but,
long with that accompaniment, was completely
The other
lemolished after the Reformation.
;hapel stood at Niddry, close to the site of the pret mansion, and is commemorated by its buryinground, which continues to be in use, and by some
int vestiges of its walls.
Its was founded in 1389
iy Wauchope of Niddry, dedicated to the Virgin
Huy; and was afterwards re-endowed by a dedant with a manse and glebe. At the Reforl»t;on, both the chapelry and its revenues were
ttached to Liberton church. A chapel built by
frames V. at Bridgend, and a Presbyterian chapel,
luilt at Craigmillar during the
indulgence given by
tftmes VII., still exist, and are used as stables.
Among distinguished natives of the parish of
iberton have been Mr. Clement Little of Upper
rton, who founded the college library of Edinrgh, Sir Symon de Preston of Craigmillar, in
4iose house as provost in Edinburgh Queen Mary
lodged on the night after the aMiir of Carbeny-

E

—

"ir John Gilmour of Craigmillar, who
l-president of the Court-of-session about

was

the
of the Restoration,
Gilbert Wauchope and
ohn Wauchope of Niddry, the former a member
e celebrated Reformation parliament of 1560,

—

the latter a distinguished Covenanter, and a
ber of the General Assembly of 1648, and Sir
Stewart of Goodtrees, who, from 1692 till
filled the office of Lord-advocate of Scotland.
Wauchopes of Niddry have had a seat in the
for nearly 500 years, and are probably the
t family in Mid-Lothian.
In the Transactions
le
Society of Scottish Antiquaries is a paper on
minute
and
learned notices of
m, containing

—

milies

and
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localities.

AND

BENVIE.

proach it at considerably aciite angles; and runs 16
miles south-westward, swollen at different stages by
the Hermitage, the Tweeden, the Blackburn, and
the Tinnis, when it is joined, on its left bank, bv
Kershope-water, the boundary, for 7J miles, with
England. For 10 miles from its source its banks
are bleak and naked. in most places, a mountain
gorge or glen ; but afterwards they are spread out
in a beautiful though not broad valley, carpeted with

—

adorned with beautiful plantations, and
screened by picturesque heights.
After its confluence with the Kershope, it continues its southwesterly direction, becomes beautifully sinuous, and
runs 7i miles to the Esk. dividing Castleton 2 J miles,
and Canobie in Dumfries-shire 5 miles, from England.
Its additional tributaries are numerous, but
all individually small.
In all the lower part of its
course, its banks are sylvan, picturesque, and, at
intervals, romantic ; and, at a cataract called Penton-linns, 3 miles from the confluence with the Esk,
fine verdure,

they are wildly yet beautifully grand. Stupendous
rocky precipices fall sheer down to the bed of the
stream, and wall up the water within a narrow
broken channel they have, along their face on the
Scottish side, a terrace-walk carried along a ledge,
and affording a view of the vexed and foaming
stream, torn into shreds and lashed into foam among
;

the obstructing rocks of the cataract ; and they are
richly fringed and patched in their crevices with
In the middle of the cataract rises
copsewood.
from the river's bed a solitary large rock crowned

with shrubs, whose broken and wood-adorned summit figures majestically in a conflict with the roaring waters during a high flood. At the Liddel'a
confluence with the Esk a sort of promontory is
formed, on which stand the ruins of a fort called in
the district the Strength of Liddel. The Liddel is
an excellent trouting-stream.
LIDDESDALE, a district of Roxburghshire,
drained by the Liddel, taking its name from that
stream, and identical, as to both limits and history,
with the parish of Castletox: which see.
The
lordship of Liddesdale seems to have been early the
property of remarkable men. It was forfeited, in
1320, by William Soulis, when he plotted against
Robert Bruce it was granted by Robert Bruce to
it was transhis son Robert, who soon after died
ferred, in 1342, by Da\-id II., to William, Earl of
Douglas; and, after various forfeitures, it went
finally into the possession of the prosperous and
potent family of Scott. In 1747, the Duke of Buccleuch received £600 as compensation for its hereditary jurisdiction, which was then abolished.
;

;

LIECHESTOWN.

See Deskford.

LIFF AND BENVIE,

an united maritime parish,
partly in Perthshire, but chiefly in Forfarshire. It
contains the villages of Liff, Benvie, Invergowrie,
Dargie, Muirhead, and Backmuir, the small posttown of Lochee, and part of the burgh of Dundee.
It is bounded by the frith of Tay, and by the parishes of Longforgan, Fowlis-Easter, Auchterhouse,
Strathmarrin, Mains, and Dundee, Its length west-

ward
miles.

is

about 6 miles and its breadth is about 4
Dighty water, and a small tributaiy of that
;

BERTY, a village in the parish of Balconquhar,

stream, trace the northern boundary.

hire.

bum, together with the head-streams which form
The surface of the
it, drains most of the interior.
parish rises gently from the Tay for nearly 3 miles,

BO

See Neilstox.
CHART. See Lcichakt.
DDEL (The), a river of the parish of CastleRoxburghshire, and of the western part of the
dary with England. It rises in the extreme
comer of Castleton, in a great bog called Dead
r,

(Loch).

some miles' distance of the
receives, in the early part of its

the source also at

;li8h

Tyne

many

;

considerable feeders, which all ap-

Invergowrie

till it attains an elevation of about 400 feet above
the level of the sea and then it declines northward
to the Dighty.
The soil of the lower grounds is
either clayey or a black mould inclining to loam ;
and that of the higher grounds is light and sandy,
upon a subsoil of rock or mortar. About 4,400 imperial acres are in tillage ; about 60 are in pasture ;
;

LIFF

AND BENVIE.

about 6,700 are undei- wood, chiefly in extensive
plantations in the north. Excellent sandstone is
extensively quarried. The principal landowners are
Lord Gray, the Earl of Camperdown, and Clayhills
find

of Invergowrie, Edward of Balruddery, and Wedderburn of Wedderburn. The real rental in 1855
was £11,383. Assessed property in 1843, £10,502
Estimated yearly value of raw produce in
19s. 4d.

1842, £31,330.
Near the centre of the parish stands Camperdownso named from Admiral Lord Duncan's vichouse,
tory of 1797. The edifice, now used as the familymansion in place of Lundie-house, is constructed of
white sandstone, has a massive octostyle Ionic
portico, and is now the property of Admiral Lord
Duncan's son, the Earl of Camperdown, raised to
the earldom in 1831. Lundie, the paternal property
of the Earl, lies in the neighboui'ing parish of
Lundie. llalf-a-mile south of the village of Liff
stands Gray-house, the family mansion of Lord
Gray, finely situated on a gentle ascent amid large
old trees.
Upwards of 2 miles west of Gray -house,
near the extremity of a western projecting stripe of
the parish, stands the spacious mansion of Balruddery, erected by the keen, skilful agriculturist, Mr.
Webster. Close on the western boundary of the
main body of the parish, 6 miles from Dundee,
stands the village of Liff; and, a mile south of this,
stands the hamlet of Benvie. Both are ancient, and
were for some -time prosperous, but have suffered
grievous decay and desertion. In the villages, in
some hamlets, and in detached houses, reside a large
population strictly suburban in position, employment, and character to Dundee. The weaving of
linen fabrics for the Dundee manufacturers is extensively conducted. There are several spinning-mills
at Lochee, and one at Denmiln and there is an extensive paper-work, belonging to an Edinburgh house,
at Bullion, near Invergowrie.
In an enclosure opposite the churchyard of Liff may be traced the site
of a castle, said to have been built by Alexander I.
of Scotland, and called Hurly-Hawkin. In the neighbourhood of Camperdown-house was discovered,
toward the close of last century, a subterranean building of several apartments, rude in structure, and uncemented by mortar. Close on the boundary with
Dundee is a place called Pitalpie, or Pit of Alpin,
from having been the scene of that memorable engagement, in the 9th century, between the Scots

—

;

and the Picts, when the former lost victoiy, many
and their king. The parish is traversed by
the roads and railways from Dundee to Perth and
Newtyle, and has stations on the railways. Popu-

nobles,

lation of the Perthshire section in 1831, 30; in
1851,
22.
Houses, 6. Population of the entire parish in
1831, 4,247; in 1851, 18,940.
Houses, 1,768. The

great apparent increase in the population

LILLIESLEAF.

oo4

is

explained

by the fact, that the parts of the parish nearest
Dundee, and containing the great bulk of the inhabitants, were formerly returned with the burgh
of Dundee only, and erroneously substracted from
Liff and Benvie.
The return for 1841 was made in
the same manner as that for 1831; and it gave a
population of 3,948, showing a decrease of 299.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dundee, and
synod of Angus and Meams. Patron, Lord Gray.
Stipend, £297 12s. 3d.; glebe, £18 18s.
UnapproSchoolmaster's salary,
priated teinds, £946 9s. lid.
48.
with
fees.
£34
£37
The parish church was
4^d.,
built in 1831, and contains 750 sittings.
It is an

two Free churches, designated of Liff and of Lochee:
attendance at the former, 300, at the latter, 460;
of the
receipts of the former in 1855, £123 17s. 8d.,

—

—

£215 4s. lOd. There is an United Presbyterian church at Lochee, with an attendance of 540.
There are a subscription school at Backmuir, a
latter,

quasi-parochial school at Lochee, a school of industry under the patronage of the Countess of
Camperdown, and several other schools. The original parish of Liff comprehended the space on which
the greater part of the town of Lochee now stands.
The old parish of Logie, together with the lands of

Balgay and Blackness, was annexed to Liff before
the middle of the 17th century: and this is the part
af the present united parish which is comprised in
the burgh of Dundee. The old parish of Invergowrie was annexed to Liff as early as Logie was, or
earlier.
The parish of Benvie was united to the
extended parish of Liff in 1758.

The

present united

parish, therefore, comprehends the four ancient parishes of Liff, Logie, Invergowrie, and Benvie. The
lands of Liff belonged in the Roman Catholic times
to the

monastery of Scone.
a village in the east end of the
parish of Cambuslang, Lanarkshire.
Pop«lation,

LIGHTBURN,

163.

Houses, 25.

LIGHT WATER -BURN,

a streamlet in the
parish of Falkirk, falling into the Carron, near the
village of Camelon, Stirlingshire.

LILLIEHILL. See Dunfeumlike.
LILLIESLEAF, a parish, containing a post-ofBce
village of its own name, in the north-west of RoxIt is bounded by the parishes of SelBowden, Ancrum, Minto, and Ashkirk. Its
length eastward is 5 miles and its greatest breadth

burghshire.
kirk,

;

about 2| miles. Ale-water runs 3 miles northeastward through the interior, and 3 miles eastward
and south-eastwai"d along the boundary. Several
broad low ridges, and waving alternations of slope
and valley, diversify the surface of the parish and
though all capable of cultivation, and at one time
is

;

subjected to the plough, are distributed in nearly

equal proportions into arable lands and pasture.
About 600 acres are planted, and about 50 are
mossy and waste. The soil is partly a light sand,
The principal
partly clay, and partly a rich loam.
landowners are Sprot of Riddell, and Currie of Linthill.
The mansion of Riddell stands on the left
bank of Ale-water, f of a mile west of the village.
This, till about the year 1823, was the seat of a
family of its own name, whose
history possesses a
" The
strong antiquarian interest.
family of Riddell," says Sir Walter Scott, in his Notes to the
"
have been very lon^
'Lay of the Last Minstrel,'
in possession of the barony called Riddell or Ryeof
which
still
bears
the
latter name. Tradale, part
dition carries their antiquity to a point extremely
remote, and is in some degree sanctioned by the
discovery of two stone-coffins, one containing an
earthen pot filled with ashes and arms, bearing a
the other dated 936, and filled
legible date, a.d. 727,
with the bones of a man of gigantic size. These
coffins were discovered in the foundations of what
was, but has long ceased to be, the chapel of Riddell; and, as it was argued with plausibility that
they contained the remains of some ancestors of the
family, they were deposited in the modern place of

—

—

elegant edifice, in the early Gothic style, with an
ornamental tower and spire, 108 feet high. There
is a
chapel of ease at Lochee, built in 1830, and con-

sepulture, comparatively so termed, though built in
1110."
well-informed and elegant historian supposes the family to have settled at Riddell in the
7th or the 8th century. Grants of land, or confirmation charters and bulls, were given to them before
the close of the 12th century, by David I. and

taining nearly 1,200 sittings; and it is in the presentation of the male communicants.
There are

der III.

A

Malcolm

II.,

and by Pones Adrian V. and Alexan-

From

the earliest traceable ancestor of

!

LIMEKILNS.

the family down to Sir John B. Riddell, Bart who
died in 1821, the lands of Riddell and the Whittunes descended, through a lonsf train of ancestors,
without once diverging from direct lineal succesMr. Archibald Riddell, brother to the laird
sion.
,

of Riddell,

was a devout,

zealous, distinguished
covenanting minister, a little after the middle of
the 17 th century, took part with the celebrated
Blackadder in conducting field -preachings in the
south, and, about the year 1679, suffered imprisonLilliesleaf moor, or as it
ment for his opinions.
is popularly called Lilsly-moor, was the scene of
many meetings of the Covenanters and both that
in the parish witnessed
place and other localities
attacks upon them, or skirmishes with them, by
The village of Lilliesof the royal troops.
parties
leaf stands a little north of the centre of the parish,
6 miles south-west of St. Boswells, 6 east-south-east
of Selkirk, and 10 west by north of Jedburgh. It
is a pleasant thriving place, rather irregularly built,
and of quite a rural character; but it anciently
was a centre of strength during the period of the
Border forays, possessing no fewer than at least
It is the seat of
fourteen peel houses or fortalices.
nearly one-half of the population of the parish.
The
There is much taste in it for floriculture.
yearly value of the raw produce of the parish was
estimated in 1834 at £10,030. Assessed property
in 1843, £5,684 Is. 2d.
The eastern boundary is
near the Belses station of the Edinburgh and Hawin 1851,
ick railway.
Population in 1831, 781
798.
Houses, 153.
is
in
of
This parish
the presbytery
Selkirk, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke
lof Roxburgh.
8s.
5d.
£243
;
glebe, £17.
Stipend,
1
SchoolmasUnappropriated teinds, £80 19s. 3d.
;

;

salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £40 fees, and
'22 other emoluments. _ The parish church was
It in 1771, and is
sufficiently commodious. There
[an United Presbyterian church, which was built
it the year 1808, and has an attendance of 250.

1181*8

are a non- parochial school and a public
In 1128, David I. granted to the monks of
the tithes of the mill of Lilliesleaf, and 30
of land lying between the Ale and the village,
ancient church of Lilliesleaf was of high but
certained date, and belonged, before the year
5, to the church of Glasgow, and was early conted to the bishopric of that city by several papal
B.
At Hermiston, in the western extremity of
[parish, there was anciently a church, which
belonged to Glasgow. At a place still called
pel, half-a-mile north-east of the village, forly stood a chapel, around which was a cemetery
Bre

»ry.

fed

Chapel-park.

tiLYBURN. SeeCAMPSiE.
[MEKILNS, a sea-port village, with

a post-

in the parish of Dunfennline, Fifeshire.
It
is contiguous to the east end of
Charleston, 3

B,

3 south-south-west of
Dunfermline, 3J west of
Brkeithing, and 4 east-south-east of Tonyburn.
statistics of commerce and trade are mixed up
-h those of
Chableston, which see. Its har-

—

good, and easily admits, at stream tides,
->els of 300 tons burden.
Here is an United
'sbyterian church, which was built in 1825, at
cost of £2,000, and contains 1,056 sittings.
!'e also are a
school, a mariner's benevolent so'y, and a marine assurance association.
Popula949.
'n,
Houses, 256.
ir
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LIMEKILNS, Lanarkshire. See KiLBErDE (East).
LIN, or LiNX, a topographical name, of Celtic
It signigin, used both singly and as a prefix.
s a
deep pool, a lake, or any piece of water but
commonly used in Scotland to designate a cas;

cade falling into a pool, and is often associated in
the Scottish mind, not with the pool but with the
cascade.

LINBURN. See Kirkxewton.
LINCLUDEN, an ancient and

ruined religious
house, IJ mile north of Dumfries, but situated on
the right bank of the Cluden or Caira, at its confluence with the Kith, in the parish of Terregles,
Kirkcudbrightshire. The house was originally a
convent for Benedictine or Black nuns, and was
founded by Uchred, son to Fergus, and father to
Roland, lords of Galloway. But about the end of
the 14th century, Archibald. Earl of Douglas, and
Lord of Galloway, called the Grim, expelled the
nuns on account of debauched conduct, and converted the establishment into a college or proaftenvards so
vostry. for a provost and 12 canons,
altered as to admit a provost, 8 prebendaries, 24
beadsmen, and a chaplain. The Earls of Douglas,
when in the zenith of their power, expended considerable sums in ornamenting the place, and, when
wardens of the West marches, adopted it as their
From what remains of the
favourite residence.
ancient building, which is part of the provost's
house, the chancel, and some of the south wall of
the church, an idea may easily be attained of its
former splendour. The choir, in particular, was
finished in the finest style of the florid Gothic; the
roof was treble, in the manner of that of King's
college, Cambridge; and the trusses, whence sprang
the ribbed arch-work, are covered with armorial
bearings. Over the door of the vestry are the arms
of the Grim Earl, the founder of the provostry, and
those of his lady, who was heiress of Bothwell.
Both he and Uchred, the founder of the nunnery,
were buried in the place. In the chancel is the
elegant tomb of Margaret, daughter of Robert HI.,
and wife of Archibald, Earl of Douglas, first Duke
of Teronan, and son of Archibald the Grim. Along
the walls of the ruin are a profusion of ivy and a
few dwarfish bushes around are a few trees which
form an interrupted and romantic shade; on the
north is a meadow, sleepily traversed by the Cluden ; on the east is a lovely little plain, spread out
like an esplanade, half its circle edged with the
Cluden and the Nith; on the south-east were, not
long ago, distinct vestiges of a bowling-green,

—

;

flower-garden, and parterres; and beyond is a huge
artificial mound, cut round to its summit by a spiral
walk, and commanding a brilliant view of the
meeting of the waters' immediately below, and of
the joyous landscape which environs Dumfries.
The place is much cherished by the inhabitants of
that polished burgh, and was a favourite haunt of
the poet Burns.
The provosts of Lincluden were in general men
of considerable eminence and several of them held
important oSices in the state. The first was Elese;
the second was Alexander Cairns, chamberlain to
the Earl of Douglas the third was John Cameron,
'

;

;

who became

secretary, lord-privy-seal, and chankingdom, archbishop of Glasgow, and
one of the delegates of the church of Scotland to
cellor of the

the council of Basil ; the fourth was John Macgilhauck, rector of Parton, and secretary to the
Countess-dowager of Douglas the fifth was Halyburton, whose arms were carved on the south wall
of the church
the sixth, John Winchester, who
afterwards became bishop of Moray; the seventh,
;

;

John Methven, who became

secretary-of-state and
an ambassador of the court; the eighth, James Lindwho
was
made
keeper of the privysay, in 1449,
the ninth,
seal, and aa ambassador to England
tenth, and eleventh, were persons of the name of
Livingstone, Henries, and Anderson, men of family
;

LINDEAN.
and note

;

the twelfth

was Andrew Stewart,

LINHOPE-GRAINS.

third

eon of Sir James Stewart, tlie Black linight of Lorn,
and he was, at the same time, dean of faculty of
the university of Glasgow, and afterwards became
bishop of Moray; the thirteenth was George Hepburn, uncle to tlie first Earl of Bothwell, and, while
he held several benefices, he was also lord-treasurer of Scotland, and eventually fell at the side
the fourof his monarch on the field of Flodden
teenth was William Stewart, son of Sir Thomas
Stewart of Minto, and he became, in 1530, lord-treasurer of Scotland, and afterwards bishop of Aberdeen and those who followed were a Maxwell and
three Douglases. The last was Mr. Robert Douglas, a bastard son of Sir James Douglas of Drunilanrig. He was appointed provost in 1647, obtained
an act of legitimation in 1559, and was allowed to
enjoy the benefice during about 40 years after the
Reformation. His grand-nephew, William Douglas,
the heir of Drumlanrig, obtained a reversion of the
;

;

provostry, and after Robert's death, enjoyed its property and revenues during his own life. Succeeding
to the family estates of Drumlanrig, and created
first Viscount Drumlanrig, and next Earl of Queensberry, he got vested in himself and his heirs the
patronage and tithes of the churches of Terregles,

Lochrutton, Colvend, Kirkbean, and Caerlaverock,
belonging to the college, and also a small part of its
But the major part of the property of the
lands.
establishment was, in 1611, granted, in different
shares, to Sir Robert Gordon of Lochinvar, and to

John Murray.

LINDEAN, an ancient parish on the north-west
border of Roxburghshire, now united to Galashiels.
See
It has a post-office station of its own name.
a post-oflice village in the parish of
Abdie, Fifeshire. See Abdie and Newburgh.
LINDORES (Grange of). See Grange of Li?fDOKES.
LINDSTON. See Dalrymple.
LINE LAKE. See Kilninver.
LINEN AFRON (The). See Mohtlach.

LINDOKES,

belonging to the parish of Stronsay and Eday, in Orkney. It lies off the northwest coast of the island of Stronsay. A strait enlarging itself on the south into a bay, and called in
both parts Linga sound, separates Lingafrom Stronsay, and forms an excellent natural harbour. Linga
is an island of the kind provincially called a holm
and sometimes bears the name of Lingholm. It is
inhabited by only one family and a small portion
of it is under cultivation.
LINGA, an islet belonging to the parish of Tingwall in Shetland. It lies alwut 2^ miles north-west
of Scalloway-castle, and about midway between the
mainland and the island of Hildasay. It is inhabited
by only one family.
LINGA, an isle about 2 miles long, extending
north and south about a mile from the mainland of
Shetland, and 3 miles south of the southern extremislet

;

;

ity of Yell.

a rivulet of the west side
of Edinburghshire. It rises among the Pentlands,
near the point where the counties of Edinburgh,
Feebles, and Lanark meet ; and runs southward,
along the upper part of West Calder, across the
upper part of Mid Calder, and along the boundary
between Mid Calder and Kirknewton, to a confluence
with the Almond, a little below the village of Mid
Calder.
The tract which it traverses is diversified
and picturesque.
Muirhouseton-water joins it on
its left side, contiguous to the village of Mid Calder.
The length of the Linhouse-water's course is about
10 miles.
LINKET BAY, a small open bay, on the east
side of the island of North Ronaldshay, in Orkney.

LINKS, any unenclosed tract, with light soil and
stunted herbage, of the character called in England
downs. The name is applied chiefly to tracts on the
east coast of Scotland, contiguous to towns, and in
a state of commonage. See Andrews (St.), Dcsbar,
Musselburgh, Leith, Montrose, and other articles.
LINKSHOUSE, a post-office station subordinate
to Lerwick, in Shetland.
LINKSNESS, a headland in the north of the island
of Stronsay, in Orkney.

LINKTOWN, a burgh of regality in the parish of
Abbotshall, Fifeshire. It forms part of the parliamentary burgli of Kirkcaldy, is a prolongation westward of Kirkcaldy-proper, and figures practically, in
" the
all j"espects, as a component part of
lang toon
o' Kirkcaldy."
Population in 1841, 4,100; in 1851,
Abbotshall
Kirk360.
See
and
4,342.
Houses,
caldy.

LINKWOOD. See Lhanbride.
LINLITHGOW, a parish, containing
burgh of Linlithgow, and part

the royal
of the village of Linlith-

gow-bridge, in Linlithgowshire. It is bounded on the
west by Stirlingshire, and on other sides by the parishes of Borrowstownness, Carriden, Abercorn, Eccles-i
^
machan, Uphall, Bathgate, and Toi-phichen.
br
westward
is
and
its
6
length
miles;
greatest
is5| miles. The river Avon traces all the boui.
witli Stirlingshire.
Nethermill-burn and Main-burr
rise in the south- west corner, and flow east-north-eastward through the interior into the neighbouring
.

.

parishes. Linlithgow-loch, lying immediately nortl
of the burgh, and measuring nearly a mile in length
by about J of a mile in breadth, is a beautiful shee
of water, skirted on the south side by the towi
gardens, on other sides by verdant or wooded rising
grounds, and overlooked, at a peninsular point, h}
The super
the noble ruins of the ancient palace.
fluence of the lake, under the name of the LocL

Th
burn, runs north-westward to the Avon.
southern division of the parish is gently uplanc
sending up what, in a champaign country like Wes
Lothian, are noticeable sununits. These are thre
number, all on a line, each two at an interval
1^ mile. Tiie eastern one, called Binny-craig, wa
once fabled by superstition to be a favourite haur
a
of the fairies
the middle one is
properly congerii
of heights, called Riccarton-hills and the wester
name
is
the
and
bears
the
which
one,
highest
Cocklerue, or Cuckold le Roi, rises about 500 feil
The northern division, tlionpi
above sea-level.
diversified in surface, may be regarded as nearly
The soil in the south and southeast is
plain.
in

;

one of the Trcshinish isles, belonging to
the parish of Kilninian and Kilmore, in Argyleshire.
is
a low plain, and its interior rises, by a
Its coast
succession of teiTacos, to an altitude of about 300
See Tkesfiinish Isles.
feet.
LINGAY, an islet belonging to the parish of
It lies 3i miles
Harra, in the Outer Hebrides.
south of Vatersay. It has excellent pasture, but is

LINGA,

uninhiibited by

See Frostly Water.

LINHOUSE-WATER,

Galashiels.

LINGA, an

LIXLITHGOW.
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man.

LINGHOL*M. See liiNOA in Orkney.
LINGORE-LINN, an afHiient of Breich-water,

;

<

strong clay, stiff, and upon a retentive subsoij
more suited to pasturage than to the plough; aiv'
in all other parts, is generally light and free, easilj
Coal occurs
cultivated, and rich in its returns.
thin seams in the southern district, but is not
E.xcellent limestone abounds
present worked.
the parish, and is worked in three places. San«
l)retty

i

at

the east end of the parish of Cambusnethan, in Lanarkshire.

|

LINLITHGOW

and whinstone are sufScientiy abundant ; and
former is worked in tAvo quarries, one of which.
East Binny, is remarkable for a bitumen, which
sometimes melted and made into bright flaming

—

[Btone
:he

13
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A

noch, and Rob Gib. Pmdovan possessed considerable property in the parish, was repeatedly provost
of the burgh, represented it in the last Scottish parliament, and wrote the remarkable statutory book
as to the proceedings of Presbyterian church courts,
which has long been the vade mecum of every
sciolist in the intricacies of Presbyterial law. Ninian
Winzet was rector of the burgh school at the Reformation, and is said to have been preceptor to some
of the royal family, but figures chiefly as the elected
champion of Popery in logical tiltings with John
Knox, and as a sort of confessor for the church of
Rome, having been banished from the kingdom,
and made abbot of the Scottish convent at Ratisbon.
James Kirkwood was rector of the same school at
the Revolution, and made himself remarkable by
satirizing the pragmatic town-council in a piece entitled
The History of the Twenty-seven Gods of
Linlithgow,' by offering valuable suggestions to the

silver-mine was anciently worked in
southern extremity of the jjarish, and is said to
much wealth to the Haddington family.
Iroat pieces, coined from its produce during the
^ime of Linlithgow being a royal residence, are still
a the repositories of the curious.
The place where
he metal was smelted, lies westward of the town,
nd is still called Silver-mill but the ore is either
xhansted, or hitherto has eluded modem search,
mineral well atCarrubber, of similar properties to
ie spa of Moffat, was formerly resorted to, but is
ow totally neglected. The parish abounds with
:opious springs of the purest water; a fact which
"Bs long ago commemorated in a popular rhyme,
'hich speaks of "Glasgow for bells," and "Linlithow for wells." The principal landowners are Mr. parliamentary commissioners on colleges, and by
tewart of Physgill, ilr. Seton of Preston, the Earl composing, at the commissioners' request, a Latin
f Roseberry, the Earl of
Hopetoun, the Earl of Sel- grammar, which held the place of universal textThe principal book in Scotland till displaced by Ruddiman's Rudiirk, and the Duke of Hamilton.
i«idences in the rural districts are Woodcockdale ments. Binnoch figures in a story afterwards to be
ad Champfleurie. There is a large aggregate and told which ascribes to him a singularly clever cap;ood distribution of wood
and, with, the exception ture of the castle, ranks him high as a patriot in
t* the
planted ground, and of a few acres upon hill the stirring period of Brace's struggle with Edward
inaccessible to the plough, the entire land of I., and reminds one of the stratagem ascribed to
(ips
parish is in tillage. The average rental is about Ulysses in the Trojan war. Some lands in the south
Scots acre.
Assessed property in 1843, of the parish were given to Binnoch as a reward,
[Ig. per
1,384 5s. 9d. The parish is traversed by the road and still bear his name softened into Binny. The
Edinburgh to Falkirk, by the Union canal, Binnings of Wallyford were said to be descended
the Slamannan railway, and 1»y the Edinburgh from him and, in allusion to the transaction which
Ihd Glasgow railway ; and it has a station on the
brought him fame and wealth, had for their arms a
iM of these at the burgh. There are on the Avon hay wain, with this motto, " Yirtute doloque. "
paper mill, several grain mills, and a large calico Rob Gib, of facetious memory, acted as buffoon to
noting establishment ; and in the burgh and else- James V. and gave, on one occasion, a severe re'Itere, a distillery, a brewery, two glue works, five
saying that he had
proof to the obsequious coin-tiers,
"
leries, and au extensive trade in boot and shoe
always served his master for stark love and kindtaking, besides a considerable amount of handness;" and received from the King the property of
ig for the Glasgow manufacturers.
Population West Carubber on the Avon, which his descendants
in 1851, 6,115.
continued to enjoy till some time during last cen
1831, 4,874
Houses, 636.
On the tract of ground east of the town, still called tur\-.
a
moor
no
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
oronghmoor, though
longer, but finely
svnod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron, the
lativated, Edward I. encamped on the night pre'ibns to his defeating the troops of Wallace in the
Crown. Stipend, £361 14s. lid.; glebe. £11. UniCtle of Falkirk.
On the same ground, upwards of appropriated teinds, £1,002 13s. 7d. The parish
years ago, were found in an earthen urn about church is a very fine ancient building, repaired in
L© Roman coins, probably the coUecrion of a vir1813, and containing 1,100 sittings, and will bo
Nearly a mile north-west of the town is the noticed in our account of the town. There is a Free
:toe of a sanguinary conflict, begun opposite the
church, with 450 sittings; and the amount of its reThere are two
of Manuel, but fought out here, between the ceipts in 1856 was £175 4s. 3d.
in
«lri of Arran and the Earl of Lennox,
during the United Presbvterian churches; the one built
ilwrity of James V.
Though the precise spot 1806, and containing 480 sittings; the other built
There is also
lot now be identified, it was long distinguished
in 1834, and containing 546 sittings.
The
le of those rude memorials to which
every pas- an Independent chapel, with 390 sittings.
contributed a stone, and which was called principal school is the burgh school, affording ttiition
mox's cairn." Near this spot, or possibly iden- in the ordinary departments, and in Greek, Latin,
with it, is a field anciently used for military French, and mathematics. The salary of the rectory
lises and feats, and still called the
There is a charity school for girls;
is £S0, with fees.
joistingImmediately west of the town are two ris- and there are seven private schools. The present
tunds, one of which is traditionally said to parish comprehends the ancient parishes of Linlithbeen the seat of feudal courts of justice. The gow and Binning, which were united after the Rebelow it still bears the name of Doomsdale. formation. Binning parish is the eastern district.
le hill of Cuckold le Roi are
vestiges of a mili- See article BixsrxG. The church of Linlithgow was
At the bottom also is the appearance dedicated to St. Michael, and, along with its perti[atation.
ditch ; and on the summit is a cavity, called nents, was given by David I. to the prior of Stice's cradle, which is reported to have given
Andrews.
perpetual vicar afterwards served it,
mt shelter to the Scottish patriot. On an and incidentally acted as the King's chaplain. John
snce in the south-east of the parish are more
Laing, one of its vicars, rose, in 1474, to be bishop
ict traces of a
But the grand anti- of Glasgow and George Crichton, another of them,
camp.
occur to be noticed in our account of the became, in 1500, abbot of Holyrood, and, in 1522,
Among noted pereons, natives of the parish, bishop of Dunkeld. Cricbton's attachment to his
connected with it. may be mentioned Stewart of old vicarage induced him to erect on the chancel of
the church a durable roof, adorned with the arms
rdovan, Ninian Winzet, James Kirkwood, Binlandles.
:he

iTC yielded

;

—

'

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

A

;

II.
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of the see of Dunkeld, and with the initials of liis
Within the parish church were erected several chaplainries; at the west part of tl)e town an-

name.

ciently stood a chapel dedicated to St. Ninian; and
at East Binning, in the southern extremity of the
In 1606 and 1608,
parish, stood another chapel.
In 1633,
genei'al synods were held at Linlithgow.
the minister of the parish was made one of the pre-

bendaries of the diocese of Edinburgh; and in 1635,
the advowson of the church, in common with otlier
property which had belonged to the prior of St.
Andrews, was given to the archbishop of St. Andrews as compensation for the loss of that part of
his diocese which was erected into the see of the
On the south side of the town, on an
metropolis.
eminence still called Friars' brae, in the vicinity of
a well also still called the Friars', anciently stood a
convent of Carmelites or White Friars, founded by
the inhabitants in 1290, and dedicated to the Virgin
Mary. In the east part of the town were not long
ago some remains of a religious house, probably
those of a monastery of Dominican or Black Friars,
which is said to have existed in the town. East of
the town, there was of old an establishment of Lazarites
and on their extinction or secularization, it

—

—

;

was

convei'ted by James I. into an hospitium, or
place of entertainment for pilgrims, and dedicated
to Mary Magdalene, and placed under the government of a preceptor. The eminence at the base of
which it stood, still bears the name of Pilgrim's-hill;
and one of the anciently instituted fairs of the town
is still called Mary Magdalene's fair.
Sir James
Hamilton of Finard obtained, in 1528, all the lands
belonging to the hospitium Ijut he afterwards plotted against the life of his sovereign, and was executed as a traitor.
;

LINLITHGOW, a post

and market town, a royal
burgh, the capital of Linlithgowshire, and formerly
the residence of kings, stands 8 miles south of Borrowstounness, 7 north by east of Bathgate, 8 east of
Falkirk, and 16 by road, but 17| by railway, west
of Edinburgh.
It is pleasantly situated in a hollow
along the south side of Linlithgow -loch, sheltered
by ridges of rising ground along both the north and
the south.
single street, running due west 650
yards from the toll to the site of the ancient cross,
afterwards making two bends, and ending in a southwesterly direction at the West Port, and measuring
altogether | of a mile in length, constitutes the great
body of the town. Very brief lanes and narrow
alleys wing both its sides, running off from it at
right angles; and a number of detached or straggling
houses stand on the eastern and southern outskirts.
The High-street is broad and airy toward the east,
becomes contracted for some distance westward of
its middle, and
again expands toward its southwestern termination. Many of the houses belonged
of old to the knights of St. John, who had their
preceptory at Torphichen ; and some were the property of grandees who nestled under the warm wing
of the royal court.
Nearly all these buildings have
a mean, decayed, yet substantial appearance. A
slow process of rebuilding has been going on during
upwards of sixty years, and has, to a considerable
But for a long period
extent, modernized[ the street.
after ceasing to be the home of kings and grandees
particularly after the union of the crowns, and
again after the union of the kingdoms the town
declined in opulence, in trade, and in every attribute
of importance and even in more recent times, notwithstanding a large amount of re-edification, it has
undergone very little enlargement. Yet it continues
to bear many marks of ancient grandeur, and is

A

—

—

;

grouped

with

which make it a
The magnificent ruins

objccita

for tne pencil.
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fine subject

of its royal

—

the venerable fabric used as the parisl
church, and situated so near the palace as to forn
almost a part of it, the grand terrace which bean
both aloft, and is sheeted on three sides with water
the lofty trees which look as if they were coeva
witli the sncred and royal piles which tliey adorn,—
the beautiful expanse of tJie lake halt'-encincturinf
these objects, and spread from end to end of th(
town like a mirror, to reflect a silvered copy of it!
the plantations alternated with pasture'
features,
ground, and waving fields all round the environs,—
and even the motley architecture of the town, th(
mixtui'e of dingy old houses with sprightly new
ones, and the spruce erections at and near the railpalace,

—

—

—

—

way station, form
common picture.
The

altogether an agreeable and un-

town-hall, situated in the High-street, at

thi

foot of the thoroughfare leading up to the churcli
and the palace, is an edifice of not unpleasiiig appearance, built in 1668, with spire and clock, and

containing the town-hall, the sheriff court- room, and
the jail. The county buildings, situated at the reai
of the town-house, have a plain exterior; but the
hall is a fine apartment, adorned with beautiful
portraits of the great Earl of Hopetoun and Sh
Alexander Hope of Rankeilour. Beside the towuhouse, on the site of the ancient market cross, in a
small open area, stands the Cross-well, an object ol

great architectural elegance and local celebrity,
The present structni-e was erected in 1805, and h
believed to be an exact fac-siniile of a previous
structure which had gone to decay, except that the
carvings are more finished, the proportions of the
figures more symmetiical, and the general grouping
more harmonious. It is of a fantastic and whimsica

appearance, hexagonal in form, profusely adornec
with grotesque sculpturings, constantly emitting 15
jets of water from the mouths of curious figuies o
animals, and surmounted by a lion rampant support
ing the royal arms of Scotland. In its renovatei

form

it

ecuted,

was planned, and its richest sculptui-ing ex
by Robert Giaj^, an Edinburgh artist, wLi

had only one hand, and wielded his mallet by
fixture upon the stump of his handless arm.
About 120 yards north of the well, or of the lin
of High-street, stands the parish church, a venerabl

and impressive pile, an exhibition of mingled ele
gance and strength, and one of the most entire an
beautiful specimens of old Gothic architecture
Scotland. It is 182 feet in length from east to wes'
100 feet in breadth, including the aisles, and abou
90 feet in height and it sends up from its centre
lofty tower, formerly terminating in an iniperit
crown, and contributing a highly ornamental fei
The crown, hoT<
ture to the burghal landscape.
;

Its weight being thougl
ever, no longer exists.
injurious to the structure beneath, it was remo?e
about twenty years ago. Some of the windows ai
number of statues ancient!
extremely elegant.
figured on the exterior, but, with one exception, wei
the
Reformation.
The statue whk
demolished at
escaped was that of St. Michael, the adopted patore
of the town ; and it too might probably have shan
the fate of its fellows, had it not stood higher bo
in popular estimation and in physical altitude,a place not easy of assault. The origin

A

cupying

edifice is oi uncertain date, but very probably w
erected by David I., the founder of so many ji'

and grand

ecclesiastical structures.
Its nave vi\
in 142-4, destroyed by fire, and, in its present fori
has a more modern appearance tlian the rest of t

The roof of the chancel, erected by Geoi"
pile.
Crichton, and ornamented with his armorial bearin;
as bishop of Dunkeld, is both elegant and durab
A plan was formed by James V. to erect in the

LINLITHGOW.

rior a throne and twelve stalls, for himself and the
oights of the Thistle but, in consequence of his
dden death, it was not earned into execution.
lie west end was of old used as a burying-place of
but
la great, a sort of mimic Westminster abbey
was stripped of its tomb-stones, and converted
CO a stable for the horses of his dragoons, by Oliver
omwell. Only the east end is now used as a place
worship, separated from the other end; and when
t repaired, it was put, at the expense of nearly
,000, into a condition corresponding with the
indeur of the fabric. Of the various chaplainries
i altars which anciently existed in the church,
Catherine's is the only one whose name survives.
e aisle in which the altar stood is a recess on the
ith side, covering the burying vault of the family
he attainted Earl of Linlithgow. While sitting
^evensong"' in the aisle, says tradition and eerily in the church, says history James lY. saw
strange masquerade, passed oflF upon him as an
|)arition, which warned him against his fatal exlition to England, terminating in the battle of
Sir Walter Scott has fitly introduced
:dden.
)i
vision into his Marmion, making Sir David
dsay the narrator, and depicting the affair exactly
it is described by the historians of the time
;

;

—

—

:

—

" Tlie
wondering

Monarch seemed to seek
For answer, and found none
And when he raised his head to speak,
The monitor was gone.
Tlie Marshal and myself had cast
To stop him as he outward past;
:

But lighter than the whirlwind's blast.
He vanished from our eyes.
Like sunbeam on the billow cast.

That glances

but,

and

dies."

mmediately north of the church stands the magcent ruin of the palace, the most remarkable
in Linlithgow.
Its site is a peninsula proing almost into the middle of the loch, and, when
ned from the north, has the appearance of an
Aitheatre, with a descent on the three sides, and
ace-walks on the west.
The palace occupies

an acre of ground, and though heavy in apiwice from its almost total want of windows, and
!-wom and haggard in a.spect from the ruinousof its condition, is still a picturesque and beauL object
and, within these few years, it has
i^one extensive repairs, with the view, both of
Mving it from dilapidation, and of making a
disclosure of its beauties, under the sanction
at the expense of the government. At the head
leading up to it from the street is a
^ avenue
'
gateway, formerly ornamented with now the
ofly traceable insignia of the knightly orders of
l|arter and the Golden fleece, St. ]>Iichael and St.
lew, the last founded by James V., and the others
>«ted to him respectively by Henry VIII. of Engl^JharlesV. of Germany, and Francis I. of France.
the east side, at the head of a sweeping avenue
BDed with trees, stands the grand gateway, with
liuce for the portcullis, but in an obsolete con>il.
Over the interior is a niche in which forIf stood an elegant statue of Pope Julius II., who
<mted James V. with the sword of state which
fbnns part of the Scottish regalia, and bought
Jip by flattery to oppose the progress of the
O&ation.
East of the grand gate lay the gar.
The palace consists all of polished stone, and
itt

;
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have been commenced by James IV., and finished
and decorated by his successor. Originally it was
a splendid apartment, with a beautifully ornamented
chimney at one end, and surmounting a magnificent
piazza but it is now a roofless, ragged ruin. On
the south side was the chapel, supposed to have been
built by James V.
At the north-west angle is a
;

small department, called the King's dressing-closet,
curiously ornamented, and looking out upon the
lake. In one of the sides is a room 90 feet long. 30^
feet wide, and 33 feet high
having at one end a
gallery with three arches.
Many of the windows,
and some of the doors, on the north or most modern
;

and magnificent side, have, with accompanying
ornaments, the initials of the name of James VI., by

whom it was erected shortly after his visit to Scot
land in 1617, the pediments over the windows bearOn the west or oldest side,
ing the date of 1619.
where a tower or peel-house formed the nucleus ot
the whole palace, is shown the apartment in which
Queen Mary was

Narrow galleries run quite
preserve the communication with
In one of the vaults below James
lU. found shelter from an attempt at assassination
on the part of some of his rebellious subjects.
The site of the palace was, at the dawn of authentic history, a Roman fort or station, and sent
off a communication, intended apparently to serve
both as a road and as a line of defence, to Antoninus'
waU, at a point in the parish of Falkirk nearly opEdward I., according to
posite Callendar-house.
Fordoun, built a peel or castle on the spot in 1300,
and spent there the Christmas of next year. On
settling the kingdom, and retiring to England in
1305, he left it garrisoned tinder the charge of Peter
Lubard. Two years afterwards it was taken and
demolished by Bruce, aided by the curious device
and successful stratagem of the peasant Binny or
"
Binnoch, the William Tell of Scotland.
Binny,
who was known to the garrison, and had been emin leading hay into the fort, communicated
Eloyed
is design to a
party of Scottish soldiers, whom he
stationed in ambush near the gate. In his large
wain he contrived to conceal eight armed men, covered with a load of hay; a servant drove the oxen,
and Binny himself walked carelessly at his side.
When the portcullis was raised, and the wain stood
in the middle of the gateway, interposing a complete
barrier to its descent, the driver cut the ropes which
harnessed the oxen; upon which signal the armed
men suddenly leapt from the cart, the soldiers in
ambush rushed in, and so complete was the surprise,
that with little resistance, the garrison were put to
the sword, and the place taken." The castle was
doomed to ruin by Bruce, who relied chiefly on the
moral energy of his followers' courage, and little on
the appliances of physical strengths and fortifications; but it appears to have been rebuilt by the
English during their brief possession of Scotland
under the minority of David II., and seems afterwards to have been improved or renovated by David
A precept of David granted the " peel of
himself.
round this

born.

side, to

the apartments.

to John Cairns, and enjoined him to
the King's coming." The place was
occasionally, but in a very subordinate manner,

Linlithgow"
"
build

now

it for

a royal residence. Though James I. but seldom
occupied it, several of his coins bear the legend,
" Villa de Linlithe." In
1424, in common with the
lar^ hollow quadrangle, generally five stories town and with the nave of the church, it was set on
with towers at the corners. In the centre of fire but whether it was slightly or ruinously ininterior square was a fine well, adorned with
jured, and who was its renovator or re-edificer. are
ad statues, and so constructed as occasionally matters not known. It was now called a palace,
>nii high and beautiful
jets d'eau, but now a but may have been only a tower, having vaults
i of confused ruin.
On the east side above the below and comfortable apartments above, and but a
id entrance was the Parliament hall, believed to
degree stronger or more commodious than a peel,

;
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house. James IV. built tlie enstern side of the present quadrangle, and preferred it to all his other
residences.
In the time of James V., who also
made large additions to it, his consort, Mary of
Guise, on being conducted to it, said "she had never
seen a more princely palace ;" and she afterwards
proved the sincerity of her compliment, as far at least
as the palaces of Scotland weie concerned, by preferring it to any other of the King's residences, and
spending in it a large part of her time. Tiie pile in

was completed by James VI. Though,
union of the crowns, it suffered from desertion, it continued to be habitable till January 1746.
When the royal army were on their march in pursuit
its final

form,

after the

of the Pretender's forces, Ilawley's dragoons occupied the hall on the north side of the quandrangle,
and, in the hurry of their departure, left some fires
in a condition to ignite the building.
Before the
danger was discovered, the roof was mantled in
flame and, being covered with lead, it sent down
such a shower of melted metal as entirely precluded
any attempt to arrest the conflagration. Its vestiges
of splendour and the beauty of its site, aided a little
view
by imagination, still bring before the visitor's
the princely pile so cheerily sung in the ' Lay of
the Last Minstrel:'
;

"

Of all the palaces so fair
Built for the royal dwelling,
In Scotland, far beyond compare

How

1

blyllie the blackbird's lay !
bells from ferny brake,

merry on the

lake,

—

The saddest heart might pleasure take
To see a scene so gay."

No other edifices of Linlithgow demand notice.
Nor even as to trade is there much to say. The
Union canal passes along the rising ground on the
south of the town, at the distance of from 70 to 450
yards from the High-street, and has a small basin
there which used to be the scene of some traffic.

The Edinburgh and Glasgow railway passes between
the canal and the town, and commands a good view
of the church, the palace, and the lake and its station there, besides serving for the town itself, is a
considerable focus of communication for the surrounding country. The principal inns are the Star
and Garter and the Red Lion. The town, in a genei'al view, is more or less interested in all the manufactures which we noticed in our account of the parish ; but its chief trade, for generations, has been
the making of leather and shoes. The art of preparing leather is said to have been introduced by the
soldiers of Cromwell
but, though still carried on
with a degree of vigour, seems to oe prosecuted with
diminishing success. In 1793, there were 17 tanners, 18 curriers, and 13 skinners; and, in 1826,
there were only 12 of the first class, 6 of the second,
and 5 of the third. Shocmaking has moved parallel
with the sister art, and shared its vicissitudes. During the continental war, the town supplied very large
quantities of shoes to the army, besides sending
supplies to Edinburgh and other markets; and it
;

;

and declining way, comthough
petes in the art with the brisker and more productive
towns of Ayrshire, Trade in lint and linen yarn was
at one time carried on to a great extent, and brought
several persons handsome fortunes but it long ago
became extinct. Manufactures in the departments
still,

in a noiseless

;

damask

of beautiful
linen, of diaper, of muslin, of
carpets, and of stockings, have all been sanguinely
introduced, flourishingly commenced, and carried on
to extinction,
weekly market is held on Friday;
and annual fairs are held on the Friday after the

A

criminal or civil, by the residence within the burg
of the sheviflT-substitute.
The corporation reveni
arises chiefly fi'om property, from the burgh mill
and from the market and bridge customs and
amounted in 1832 to £710 17s. 6d.,—in 1855
;

:

The wild buck

second Tuesday of January, on the 25th of Februar
on the third Friday of April, on the second Thursdi
of June, on the second
day of August, and on tl
first
Friday of November. The town has an ofl5i
of the Commercial Bank, an office of the City
Glasgow Bank, a news-room, a public librar
several friendly societies, a total abstinence societ
and some other institutions.
Linlithgow's earliest charter as a royal burgh,
dated in the reign of Robert II.; but it must ha'
been a royal burgh at an earlier date, for in 1348
and Lanark were made members of the court of foi
burghs in lieu of Roxburgh and Berwick, which h)
been seized by the English. Its council compris
27 members, including provost, 4 bailies, dean
The magistrates have pow
guild, and treasurer.
of jurisdiction over a mile in every direction beyoi
the royalty, but practically exercise it only with
burgh. The village of Blackness [see that articl
stands on the territory of the burgh, and is nominal
under the jurisdiction of the council, receiving ai
nnally from their nomination a delegate or baili
Except in the most trifling police offences, t'le mi
gisti'ates are relieved from all judicial care, whethi

£731

Linlithgow is excelling
And in its park in jovial June
How sweet the merry linnet's tune,

Tlie coot dives
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8s. Id.

Water abounds from

public wells, bi
is not distributed into the houses.
The town is wel
lighted at night with gas, the streets are kept tola
ably clean, and the public peace is, in general, suff
ciently preserved, all at a very small expense an
from the burgh funds. The incorporated trade
eight in number, were early of opinion that the
exclusive privileges did no good to themselves, ar

were mischievous to society. As at Hawick, Lai
ark, and some other places, the old practice of ridirj
the marches is still observed, and takes place

|

June. The town's seal has on one side the figuj
his wings expanded, ^'
of Michael the archangel,
foot treading on the belly of a serpent, and hi-

—

piercing the reptile's head. The arms proper
to some obscure legend respecting a dog i'!.
chained to a tree on the islet of the lake, and
sist of the figure of a dog tied to a tree with
fruit is fidelity to God and the Kiiif
motto
By act of parliament in 1621, Linlithgow was niah
custodier of the standard firlot measure, and intrust
with the distribution of copies of it among otllj
burghs; while Stirling was the appointed place ^
the jug for liquids, Edinburgh of the ell, Perth of tii
The firlot for oi.'j
reel, and Lanark of the pound.
and barley contained 31 Scotch pints, or 3,205| cu i

c

—

t

My

'

fi

—

and for wheat and pease 21 j pints, or 2,1'
inches,
cubic inches; but, since the introduction of the iig
perial measures, it is a matter merely of antiquar |
curiosity.
Linlithgow had once an exclusive ri; sl
of trade on the coast from the water of Craniond <i
tlie mouth of the Avon.
Blackness was its pe jS
and there it had warehouses and a custom-bo J
establishment, and carried on a considerable

i!j

cf|
Partly through its own decay, and pai'
through the influence of the family of llamilt»'i
Borrowstounness carried away its custom- ho >•
and altogether, by successful riva i;
honours
*
Queensferry took possession of its influence on
coast.
So strenuous an opposition did Linlithf'^
make to the erection of Queensferry into a bui'H
that it wrung by compromise, the hard terms fij^
its rival, of the latter payin» annually the sun '
*"
10 merks Scotch, admitting the freemen of LinI
gow to all its immunities without reciprocation, 'h
di
giving the Linlithgow burgesses through their
nierce.

;

i

I
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before it was
f-guild the option of purchasing,
laded, half the cargo of every foreisrn ship which

nn-

King Achaius, according

was very

f

1

rrived.
Linlithgow unites with Falkirk, Airdrie,
amilton, and Lanark, in sending a member to parEunent.
Municipal constituency in 1840, 77; in
?55, 92.
Parliamentary constituency in 1840, 80;
1855, 97.
Population of the municipal burgh in
Houses, 328. Popn31, 3,187; in 1851, 4,071.
:ion of the parliameutary borgh in 1851, 4,213.
juses, 348.
Linlithgow probably received its name from the

itons.

i

j

|
'

j

]

and

to fable

ibald, was the founder of the town, and erected
its site a cross which vulgar antiquaries have
Fiom the similarity of
lied King Cay's cross.

me, but without any other evidence, the town has
in identified with the Lindum of the Romans
d chiefly, if not altogether, on the vague testimy of tradition, it is thought to date ns high as
J existing town in Scotland. Before David I.'s
session, a chapel apryears to have been erected on
J
promontory now occupied by the church and the
and during that monarch's reign, he had a
lace

i

1

i

'

;

;

the place to overlo<jk a grange which belied to him, and to receive his person in the course

Htle in

ranging from manor to manor for consumption
But whether the castle occupied the
ti»e stock.

\a&

of the peel afterwards built and rebuilt by the
and made the nucleus of the palace, is a
at on which no document or monument seems to
any light. David granted to the abbot and
tns of Holyrood all the skins of the rams, sheep,
The
lambs of his demesne of Linlithgow.
was then the King's town in demesne; and
rents and profits, or finns,' were let by the
At the demise of Alexto the community.
in., before it had yet obtained a charter, the
glish,

'

was governed by two bailies, John Raebuck
John de Mar, who, along with ten of the burses or principal inhabitants, were compelled, in
The ' firms had
6, to swear fealty to Edward L
i mortgaged by Alexander III. to the King of
y, and after the former's death, were allowed
in arrear ; and at two different dates writs of
'

I. were addressed "prepositis de Linlithrequiring the payment respectively of £59 2s.
and of £7 4s. lOd., as arrears to the Norwegian
In 1334, Edward Baliol transferred to Edf.III. the constabulary, the town, and the castle
Aalithgow, as part of the price paid for the as-

',"

mce given him to his
\ Robert II. granted

short-lived usurpation. In
to his son-in-law. Sir Wilsterling out of the great customs

Douglas, £300
'ithgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, and Aberdeen ;
to other persons he granted various pensions
of the burgh-mails or great customs of LinlithThese grants are evidence that, in an age so
bmmercial, the town possessed some trade, and
risen to considerable importance.
Under the
it
Albany and James I., Linlitligow appears
ive been unfortunate, and was twice burnt,
in 1411, and next in 1424.
James II., at his
.lage
iage in 1449, settled on his bride, Mary of
as her dower, the lordship of Linlithgow
ler lands, amotmting in value to 10,000
James 111., at his marriage in 1468, to
J
;
t of Denmark, settled on her, as her dower
• event of his demise, the palace of Linlithgow
its circumjacent territory
and James IV., at
•arriage in 1503, with Margaret of England,
her, in dower, the whole lordship of Linlithgow,
;

its jurisdiction and privileges.
and bis followers, who had at-

the palace and
'17, Stirling

ted to assassinate

Meldrum on the road to Leitb,
moment probably when it

the palace, at a
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|

slenderly guarded bat they were speedily
pursued by De la Bastie, the regent's lieutenant,
and were beleagured and captured. In 1526 occurred the battle of Linlithgow, which was designed
to rescue James V. from the domination of the Earl
of Angus, and which led to the slaughter of the Earl
of Lennox by Sir James Hamilton, after quarter had
been given. Hamilton was rewarded by Angus for
his truculent deed with the captaincy of the palace;
and afterwards becoming a favourite of James V.,
he showed the faithlessness and atrocity of his nature by attempts, both in the palace of Linlithgow
and in that of Holyrood, to assassinate the King.
In 1540, James V., by a special charter, empowered the town, for the fiist time, to add a provost to
their magistracy; and in the same year, while
Mary of Guise, after her marriage festivities had
been celebrated in Fife and at Stirling, was delightinpT herself with the beauty and luxuries of Lin;

litligow palace. Sir David Lindsay's Satire of the
three Estates was represented before the King, the
Queen, the ladies of the court, and the authorities
and common inhabitants of the town, and appeared,
in spite of its utter grossness. to please all parties.

On

the 7th December, 1542, Mary, afterwards
Queen of Scotland, was bom in the palace and as
the infant remained many months there with her
;

mother, under exciting public circumstances, the
place became the frequent scene of political intrigue.
In 1545. a parliament met at Linlithgow on the Ist
of October, and again on the 1st and the 19th of
December. In 1552, a provincial council of the
cleigy was held in it. In 1559, the Earl of Arg\le,
Lord James Stewart and John Knox came to Linlithgow on their celebrated march from Perth to
Edinburgh, and demolished the monastic houses.
About this period some houses in the town were
the property and occasionally the residence of the
Duke of Chatelherault and other highly distinguished courtiers. On the 23d of January, 1569-70,
the Regent Moray, in passing through the town,
was shot, in revenge of a private injury, by HamilThe house from which
ton of Bothwellhaugh.
the assassin took his aim belonged to Archbishop
Hamilton of St. Andrews, and stood on a site now
occupied by a plain lumpish tenement ; and it had a
projecting balcony overlooking a narrow part of the
street, and affording full command of the Regent's
person while he moved slowly and on horseback.
Tlie murder is the subject of Sir Walter Scott's ballad of Cadzow -castle
and the carbine with which
'

'

:

was perpetrated is preserved at Hamilton-palace.
The assassin escaped, fled to France, and remained
in voluntarj' exile.
Some months after the murder,
the English army which entered Scotland to reit

venge the Regent's death, or readjust the arrangements which it had unsettled, burnt the Duke of
Chatelheratilt's house in Linlithgow, and threatened
to destroy the whole town.
The parliament, during that distracted year, was proposed to be held
in Linlithgow; but the Regent Lennox, marching
thither in October, prevented the intended meeting.
In 1584, the i-ents both of money and victual of the
lordship of Linlithgow were appropriated for supporting Blackness-castle. In 1585, a parliament
was held in the town for establishing the Protestant
councillors who had recently placed themselves at
the head of James VI.'s goverament.
At the
King's marriage in 1592, the barony, lands, and

palace were, according to fonuer usage, given in
dowry to his bride, the Princess Anne of Denmark.
In 1596, Linlithgow afforded refuge to the
King
from the tumult of Edinburgh ; and seven years
it
the
and
shared
later,
degradation of the megrief
tropolis, resulting from James's accession to the

LINLITHGOW-BRIDGE.

English crown, and his consequent abandonment of
native palaces.
In 1617, the King, in the

his

course of his visit to Scotland, made a progress to
Linlithgow and at his entrance to the town, was
met by James Wiseman, the burgh pedagogue, enclosed in a plaster figure resembling a lion, and
was addressed by him in the following doggerel
;

speech

:
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—

" Thrice
royal sir, here do I you beseech,
Who art a lion, to hear a lion's speech
miracle! for since the days of ^sop,
No lion, till those days, a voice dared raise up
To snch a majesty! Tlien, king of men,
The king of beasts speaks to thee from his den,
Who, though he now enclosed be in plaister,
When he was free, was Lithgow's wise schoolmaster."
;

A

LINLITHGOWSHIRE, or West Lothian,
county lying along the south side of the frith
Forth, nearly midway between the German ocei
and the frith of Clyde. Its outline, in a gener
view, is triangular, with sides facing the north, tl
The northern side
south-east, and the west.
nearly straight in outline, but suffers intrusioi
each about 1^ mile deep, upon both its angles; tl
south-west side is indented by the parish of Mi
Calder 2 miles by IJ; and the west side has an
dentation of a square, 1^ mile deep, along the non

ii

Blairmuckhill-bui'n, — a

side of
projection, imm
diately north of this, 8J miles long and 2J broad,and again an indentation nearly semicircular, '
miles along the chord, and 2^ miles deep. Tl

is bounded on the north by the frith
Forth, which divitles it from the detached part
Perthshire and from Fifeshire; on the south-ea*
except at the indentation from Mid-Calder, by tl
river Almond and its tributary Briech-water, whk
divide it from Edinburghshire; and on the we
by Blairmuckhill-burn, Barbachlaw-burn, Calde
water, and artificial lines which divide it from Lai

county

In 1633, Cliarles I., when at Edinburgh, intended
to visit Linlithgow, and had the palace put in order
for his reception, but did not accomplish his object.
In 1646, when Edinburgh was scourged by the
plague, Linlithgow afforded refuge to the senatus
of the university, and flung open her palace for the
In 1662, on the anniversary
session of parliament.
of the Restoration, the town signalized itself by so
strange an act of succumbency to the Stuarts as
was without a parallel even in the excited and
tumultuous times in which it occurred, the burning of the Solemn League and Covenant. The deed
must be regarded, however, rather as a wanton exof zeal to which the many were impelled
pression
by a few, than as an act authorized by the magistrates, or approved by the sober portion of the community. The chief actors were Mr. Milne, one of
the bailies, and Mr. Ramsay, then minister of the
parish, a renegade from the cause of the Covenant,
trimming in the most servile manner for ecclesiasThe town gave a sumptuous entical promotion.
tertainment to James VII. when in Scotland before
his accession to the throne; and it is said to have
long felt the pressure of the debt incurred by getting

—

Durup, on the occasion, a magnificent display.
ing the rebellion of 1745-6, Linlithgow suffered
have
denuded
of
seen,
severely, being then, as we
the physical attractions, as formerly of the political
In
amidst
an
uniof
its
1842,
importance,
palace.
versal turn-out of the inhabitants, as well as a great
from
the
surrounding
country. Queen
gathering
Victoria and Prince Albert, on their way from
Perthshire to Edinburgh, passed slowly through
"
Linlitiigow, when, it is said,
they looked long and
anxiously at wliat was once one of the noblest of
Scotland's royal palaces, and now only a picturesque
ruin."
Linlithgow gave the title of Earl to the
family of Livingstone, also Earls of Callendar, attainted in 1716 in consequence of James, the fifth
Earl, taking part in the first rebellion, in favour of
the dethroned Stuarts.

LINLITHGOW-BRIDGE,

a village partly in

the
of Muiravonside, Stirlingshire, but chiefly
pnrish
in tlie parish of Linlithgow, Linlithgow.shire.
It
stands at botli ends of the bridge over the Avon, on
the road from Linlithgow to Falkirk, about a mile
west of Linlitiigow. Tiie bridge was built about
1650, by Alexander, Earl of Linlithfj^ow and the
customs of it were granted by Charles II., in 1677,
A little above it is
to George, Earl of Linlithgow.
the viaduct of the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway
over tlie Avon, with 20 arclics of beautiful masonry,
some of them upwards of 90 feet high. Adjacent
;

to the village is a

large calico-printing establish-

ment, which affords employment to a good number
of the inhabitants.
Population of the Stirlingshire
portion, 186; of the Linlithgowshire portion, 447.
Houses in the Stirlingshiro portion, 36; in the Linlithgowshire portion, 87.

and mainly by Avon-water, and

arkshire,

its tribi

tary Polness-burn, which divide it from Stirlinj
shire.
Measuring in straight lines, it extends c
the north side 15 miles; on the south-cast side 20j
and on the west side 14J. But, in consequence
the peculiar outline of the west side, the south-wei
half of the county is nearly a parallelogram U
miles by 7J, while the other half is very nearly
regular isosceles triangle, the longest side lyin
The area, according to Am
along the Forth.
strong's map of the Lothians, is only 112 ?qua

>

miles, or 71,680 statute acres; but, according
Arrowsmith's map of Scotland, it is 121 squai
miles, or 77,440 statute acres.

•

The

surface,

waving and

though almost

all

champ.i)

beautifully diversified, nowhere

>

ing over more than a very small space into
Its eminences, with a few gentle exceptii
rising grounds, knolls, elongated hillocks,
considerable hills; and all, while they impart
i.

•'

^

riety and picturesqueness to the landscape, vc
trivially subtract from the value of the p
either bearing aloft arrays of thriving plantii
affording verdant and good pasturage, or y:
their sides and their summits to the dominion
the plough. The most remarkable of them f'"r"
range or rather line of summits from Bowr
the inarch of Torphichen and Linlithgow ]v

obliquely south-eastward through the middli
county. Cairn-maple, the most prominent ^
of the line, rising up on the march betw;
parishes of Torphichen and Bathgate, has
tude of 1,498 feet above the level of the sea
Kipps-hills, the Knock-hills, and the DriU;
,

form conspicuous parts of this ran

hills, all

do not

any great elevation. Cockl'
near its west end, is one of ii
Cuckold
cipal summits, yet attains a height of only a'
rise to

le Roi,

More noticeable eminences, because

deli:.:

picturesque, are variously distributed tine
the northern parts of the county along th(>
Tlio most conspicuous are Mons-hill, Craic

and Dundas-hill

in Dalmeny, Craigton-lii
Uinns-hill in Abercorn, and Irongarth in tin
of Linlithgow.
All the heights of the count
mand uncommonly varied and pleasing views
Lothians, of Stirlingshire, of the fine exp
the Forth, with its shores receding in gem'
uiululating slopes, sprinkled with the seat-

—

—

and
— andthegentry,
varied and

nobility

wood,

of

Fifeshire,

— and

of

'

richly ornament*

'

fine southern exp<»

dimly -seen

mountain

i

I
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forming a serrated sky-line in the far pei-spective.
rhe middle and western districts of the county are
die most hilly; the northern are the most heantiful,
ind become at intervals nearly luscious in their
the soutliern are the most tame and

sweetness;
least

containing much moorland and
and swelling into few considerable or plea-

valuable,

inorass.

sant rising grounds.
The principal streams of the county are the Almond, across its southern division and along its
M>ath- eastern boundary, and the Avon 12 miles
Jong its western boundary. Logie-water, a tributary of the Avon in Torphichen parish, drains much
if the western division, through its head -waters,
BroxHarbanchlaw-bum and Ballencrieff-water.
lam, and several smaller streamlets, drain the eastand
run
into
the
Almond.
Netherrn division,
aill-bum, Dolphinston-burn, and some tiny brooks,
nn northward to the Forth. The streams are sufiicient for the purposes of draining and irrigation,
nd enrich the county with much water-power for
he dri\-ing of machinery; but they are wholly nniteresting to the angler, the operations of agriculare and manufacture having forced the finny tribes
XHn their haunts. The only lakes are one on the

onndaiy between Dalmeny and Kirkliston, Lochoat in Torphichen, and Linlithgow-loch in the
The Forth, both as an obarish of Linlithgow.
act of ornament and as a contributor of profit, is of
teat importance to the county, cheering the inhaitants by its changeful phases of beauty, and suplying fish for food, sites for manufactories, and
arbours for traflac. On the beach at the western
rtremity, 2,000 acres are left dry at exeTv reflux of
be tide; but except at this point, the coast, for the
lOBt part, rises suddenly into a ridge adorned by
nttare and plantations.
The Forth, along the
and,
hole, displays a singular variety of aspects
ahing or forming hills and promontories, winding
W8 and mimic estuaries, lofty shores, cultivated
lads, and brilliant mansions and parks, takes the
[ipearance of a great lake, a noble river, or a broad
>a, according to the points of view in which it is
va.
Medicinal springs exist near the village of
jrphichen, on the estate of Kipps in the same
'jrish, near Carubber-house in the parish of Linhgow, near the church of Ecclesmachan, and in
10 ricinity of Borrowstounness.
linlithgowshire abounds with the most useful
;

iinerals.

Coal, in a workable state, exists in al-

district, and was well-known, and genlUy worked, so early as during the reign of Alex-

iwt every
der IIL

A

coal

mine
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at Borrowstounness

was

ked beneath the sea half-way across the frith,
had a principal outlet or shaft half-a-mile from
shore at a moat or quay in 12 feet depth of
ir.
The average annual coal-produce of the
ity, about 35 years ago, was 44,000 tons; but it
since then been greatly increased.
Limestone
ywhere abounds, and is manufactured at great
and
distributed to general advantage.
Freeit,
e seems to stretch beneath the whole
county
for the most part, but especially toward tlie
Several kinds of
tst, it is of excellent quality.
basaltic rock,
p-rock abound in the hills.
h many of its
pillars in the form of well-dei regular prisms, and the rest columnar masses
irated by grooves, forms an almost perpendir breastwork 60 or 70 feet high, and 750 feet
s. on the south side of Dundas-hill in the
parish
dalmeny. Shell-marl lies athwart a bog of about
;

:.

A

i

near the foot of the basaltic colonnade, and
also in Linlithgow-loch, and in the parishes
Abercom and Uphall.
Ironstone abounds in
res

irs

rowstounness, Torphichen, Bathgate, Abercom,

and probably other parishes. Veins of silver were
formerly worked in the parishes of Bathgate and
Linlithgow, but eventually became either uncomFuller's earth, potter's
pensating, or exhausted.
and red chalk are found in the
parish of Uphall.
clay, brick clay,

The county, though aggregately rich in its agricultural capabilities, has nearly all varieties of soil,
from bad to the best. Of the whole area, according
to proximate calculation, 19,900 acres are clay,
either of prime carse kind, or otherwise of good
quality; 22.700 are clay, on a cold bottom: 9,500
are loam 9.500 are l^ght gravel and sand ; 14,000
are moorland and high rocky grotmd; 1,500 are
moss ; and the remaining 460 are occupied by lakes
and rivers. Owing to the general lowness of the
county, its nearness to the Forth, and the prevalence of south-west winds, its climate is, in general,
temperate as to heat, and moderately dry, neither
very cold nor very sultry, characterized rather by
gentle showers than by violent rains, and is altogether, if not prime, at least of the second-rate
;

character enjoyed in the kingdom.
During the
Scoto-Saxon period, a profusion of natural wood
seems everywhere to have waved over the surface ;
and this, in an age when pasturage formed the
prime object of attention to the exclusion or depreciation of tillage, must have been quite congenial to
the interests of husbandry.
expanse of natural
wood, 70 acres in extent, still exists near Kinneil

An

house on the Forth. During very many years past,
the landowners have paid gieat attention to planting, and, besides richly embellishing the lower
grounds, have spread out expanses of thriving wood
on the moorland heights. All the area, too, is,
with fractional exceptions, enclosed by almost all
the variety of stone and hedge fences which ingenuity has contrived.
David I. was, in his day, the greatest farmer in
West as well as in Mid -Lothian; was probably
the introducer, or at least the improver, of horticulture; and certainly, on his grange at Linlithgow,
practised husbandry with a skill and success which
his barons could not excel, and which, however incognizant of the true principles of agriculture, must
have had benign results at the midnight hour of the
dark ages. Yet, while the cultivators were almost
all villeyns who laboured, not for their own profit,
but for the benefit of others, agriculture could not
be carried on with much amelioration to its art.

Throughout the Scoto-Saxon period, and for ages
every manor had its village, its mill, its
kiln, its malthouse, and its common for the general
use of the villagers. The husbandmen used oxen
in their ploughs and waggons
they cultivated the
same grain they pastured the same beasts they
aimed at the same profits. Yet, throughout the
afterwai"ds,

;

;

;

Scoto-Saxon period, especially during the peaceful
reign of Alexander III., there was a slow progress
of melioration, similar in its causes and character to
that experienced in Berwickshire, Haddingtonshire,
and Edinburghshire. But the rancorous war of 70
years which followed the demise of Alexander III.
plunged the whole county into ruin. The charters
of the period are crowded with records of devastation.
Domestic feuds were to the full as destructive as foreign inroads.
During the feud between
Earl Douglas and Crichton, the Chancellor, for example, Crichton, in 1445, ravaged the Earl's manor
of Abercom, and. among other waste, drove away a
race of mares, which he had brought from FlanAll the intercourses of life were oppressive,
the strong constantly overpowering the weak. The
art of cultivating the giound, with the exception
that giirdening became general in the reign of
ders.
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VI., appears to have lielplessly weltered
under the blows inflicted on it till about the close of
The formation of
the first quarter of last century.
the society of improvers in 1723 probably gave the
first impulse to Linlithgowshire, as to other counA sale of manure, at one shilling a bushel, by
ties.
one Higgins and his copartners at Cuffabouts, near
Borrowstounncss, in 1725, seems an indication of
returning entcrprize. John, Earl of Stair, began,
in 1728, to introduce, from his residence in the

James

parish of Kirkliston, new maxims of husbandry,
and new modes of cultivation he was the first who
practised the horse -hoeing husbandry; he sowed
artificial grasses ; and he cultivated turnips, cabbages, and carrots by the plough. Charles, first
Earl of Ilopetoun, imitated and even excelled the
but they both died in the
illustrious Earl of Stair
decade of 1740, before their plans were matured, or
;

;

About 25 years
their principles duly appreciated.
before the close of the centur}'-, a race of projectois
arose who went beyond tlie noblemen in usefulness,

—some

practical farmers, who, with clear heads,
enterprising hearts, and sufficient capital, professionally undertook to rent farms and estates with
design to improve them, and then, for an adequate
profit, relinquished them to farmers who had less
The system of
skill but were willing to learn.
agriculture now pursued is, in all respects, similar
to that of the other Lothians.
In 1854, the number of landowners in Linlithgowshire was 164; and the old valued rental, in
Scotch money, of each of 54 of them, was not above
£50,—of 24, not above £100,— of 35, not above £200,
of 22, not above £500,— of 13, not above £1,000,
—of 10 not above £2,000,—of 3, not above £5,000,
and of 1, upwards of
of 1, not above £10,000,
£10,000. The number of occupiers of land paying
each a rent of less than £10 sterling is 34. Most
farms have an extent of from 70 to 200 acres; but
some rise to 300 acres, while others comprehend
only 50 acres or less. The farm-steads, generally,
In 1854,
are in a creditable and neat condition.
according to the statistics obtained for tiie Board of
Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society,
tlie number of imperial acres under wheat was

—
—

—

2,850; under barley, 4,653^; under oats, 12,883|;
under rye, 35J; under bere, 5^; under beans,
l,763f under pease, 22 J; under vetches, 402 j; under turnips, 4,856J; under potatoes, 1,627 J; under
under carrots, Gi ; under cabmangel-wurzel,
;

33|
bage, lOJ; under flax, 187j; under turnip-seed, 57;
in bare fallow, 670; in grass in the rotation of the
in permanent pasture, 8,567j
in
farm, 20,358
irrigated meadow, 304; in sheep-walks, 3,163; underwood, 3,321^; in a waste condition, 2,594; and
;

;

;

in house-steads, roads, fences, &c., 1,587.

The

live

stock comprised 2,223 horses, 3,489 milch cows,
1,932 calves, 5,563 other bovine cattle, 8,056 ewes,
gimmers, and ewe-hoggs, 6,183 tups, wethers, and
The estimated
wether-hoggs, and 2,093 swine.
gross produce of the chief crops in 1854, was 89,775
bushels of wheat, 180,323 bushels of barley, 470,256
bushels of oats, 168 bushels of here, 50,707 bushels
of beans, 73,336 tons of turnips, and 5,532 tons of
and the estimated average produce per
potatoes;
imperial acre was 31 J bushels of wheat, 38^ bushels
of barley, 'M\h bushels of oats, 32 bushels of bore,
28f bushels of beans, 15 tons and 2 cwt. of turnijis,
and 3 tons 8 cwt. of potatoes. Tiic average (i.ir
prices in the years 1848-1854 were 47s. 5^1. f(n'
wheat, 28s. 5d. for barley, 2()8. Df ,1. for oats. 34s.
3d. for pease, 6l8. 64'i. for malt, and 16s. (^l- for
oatmeal.
G)nsidering its rich facilities as to coal, useful
minerals, central position, and ample
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means

of com-

munication by both land and sea, Linlithgowshire
poor in manufactures. A cotton-mill and a flax
mill at Blackburn, some tanneries and shoe-makinj
establishments at Linlitligow, a blcachfield and
paper-mill on the Avon, the ironworks and potter}
of Borrowstounness, a soap- making establishmen
at Qneensferry, about 540 hand-looms at Batbgat
and Whitburn, kept in motion by the nianufactur
ers of Glasgow, small ship-building yards, and tw(
or three distilleries and breweries, constitute nearb
the whole amount of outward manufacturing dis

is

i

The traffic in coal is very extensive, am
employs more persons than any thing else excep
agriculture the trafiic in freestone and iron is als(
of some importance but traflSc in all other depart
ments combined is very inconsiderable. The count]
is traversed by all the three great roads from Edin
burgh to Glasgow, by a great number of subordi
nate roads, by the Union canal, by the Edinburgl
and Glasgow railway, by the Bathgate branch rail
wa}"^, and by the Slamannan a;id Borrowstounness
portions of the Monkland system of railway.
The royal burghs of the county are Linlithgov
and Queensferry. Its seaports are Borrowstounness
Queensferiy, and Blackness. Its other towns an(
principal villages are Bathgate, Whitburn, Black
burn, Broxburn, Kirkliston, Linlitligow-Bridge
Bridgeness, Cufii"abouts, Grangepans, Muirhonses
Newton of Abercorn, Philipston, Dalmeny, Winch
burgh, Uphall, Ecclesmachan, Blackridge, Tor
phichen, Armadale, Longridge, and Livingstone
Among the principal mansions are Kinnel-house
the Duke of Hamilton
Hopetoun-house, the Ear
of Ilopetoun Dalmeny-park, the Earl of Roseberiy
Kirkhill and Amondell, the Earl of Buchan Binns
house, Sir W. C. C. Dalzell, Bart.
Polkemmet, Si:
William Baillie, Bart. Wall-house, Andrew Gil
Ion, Esq.
Grange-house, James John Cadell, Esq.
Carriden-house, James Hope, ICsq. Houston-house
Norman Shairp, Esq. and Craigie-hall, W. E
play.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hope

Vere, Esq.
Linlithgowshire sends one
Constituency in 1839, 702;

:

member
in

to parliamen)'

1855,

436.

Tli'

and commissary courts are held atLinlitlj
gow every Tuesday and Friday during session. Tli
sheriff

sheriff small debt ordinary court is held at Linlitl
The sheriff small debt circu:
Friday.
court is held at Bathgate on the third Wednesday

gow every

i

January, April, July, and October. The justice
peace small debt court is held on the first and thii
Tuesday of every month. The court of quarti
sessions is held on the first Tuesday of RIarc
May, and August, and on the last Tuesday of A'
The number of committals for crime, in tl
gust.
year, within the county, was 37 in the average
1836-1840, 83 in the average of 1841—1845, 82
the averageof 1846— 1850, 60 in 1852, 67 in
1853,_ai
83 in 1854. The sums paid for expenses of crin
nal prosecutions in the years 184(5
1852 vari'
from £811 to £1,487 in the year. The total numb
of persons confined in the jail of Linlithgow with
the year ending 30th June 1854, was 257 t
average duration of the confinement of each was
days and the net cost of their confinement f
head, after deducting earnings, was £20 iSs. <
All the parislies of the county, except one, are i
sessod for the poor; and a combination poor-hou

>

—

;

;

was built in 1855. The not
of registered poor in the year 1852-3 w'
1,061; in the year 1853-4, 995. 'JMie number,
casual poor in 1852-3 was 720; in 1853-4, 7(
The sum expended on the registered poor in 183
The sum ef
3 was £4,684; in 1853-4, £4,860.
pended on the casual poor in 1852-3 was £6
in 1853-4, £583.
The assessment for prisons
for 8 of the parishes

ber
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855 w,x3 X540 lis. lOd., and for rogue-money,
The valued rental in 167-4 was £75,018 Scots
he annual value of real property, as assessed in
849, was £122,242 and the real rental, as ascerminad under the valuation act in 1855, was £128,841
Ss. 61. PoDulationin 1801, 17,844; in 1811, 19,451
a 1821,22,635; in 1831, 23,291; in 1841,26 872;
a 1851,30,135. Males in 1851,15,194; femiles,
Inhabited houses in 1851, 4,059; uniu4,941.
£750.

;

;

;

iiabited,

116; building, 10.

There are in Linlithgowsliire 12 entire parishes,

One

of the parts is in
he presbytery of Elinbargh; but the other part,
in
are
the
entire
iid all the
presbytery of
parishes,
jinlithgow, which also comprises 2 parishes of Edinurghsiiire. and 5 parishes of Stirlingshire ; and the
fhole are in the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
n 1851. *he number of places of worship within
he county was 87 ; of which 12 belonged to the
iatablished church, 1 1 to the Free church, 6 to the
Inited Presbyterian chureh, 2 to the Original Seession church, 2 to the Independents, 2 to the
jvangelical Union, 1 to the Mormonites. and 1 to
n isolated congregation. The number of sittings
1 8 of the Established places of worship was 4.690 ;
i8 of the Free church places of worship, 2,675; in
.nd part of 2 other parishes.

of the United Presbyta -ian places of worship,
,658; in the 2 Original Sicessio i maeting-houses,
75; in the 2 Independent chapils, 590; in the 2
in the ilormonite
Srangelical Union chapels, 560
lUce of worship, 100.
The maximum attendance
the census Sibbath, at 6 of the Established
tlaces of worship, was 1,639; at 9 of the Fiee
ihurch places of worship, 1,950; at 5 of the United
*resbyterian places of worship, 1,830; at the 2 Oriftnal ^session meeting-houses, 195; at 1 of the
ndepeudent chapels, 100 ; at the 2 Evangelical
Joion chapels, 132 ; at the Mormonite place of
porship, 35 ; and at the isolated congregation's
lace of worship, 11,
There were in 1851, in Lin;

m

34 public day-schools, attended by
males and 1,302 females, 16 private dxyattended by 373 males and 438 females.

fligowshire,
.731

—

jbooiS.
)

evening-schools for

—

alults.

attended

—

by 183

and 61 females, and 51 Sabbath-s3hools, atby 1,142 males and 1,423 females.
A Culdee establishment was organized at AberWn about the year 650; and this, in 634. became

ttles

iiaded

n seat

of the short-lived bishopric of the Picts.
inlithgowshire was for several generations part of
la diocese of Lindisfarne, and was afterwards comrthended in that of St. Andrews. The ancient
wsonry of Linlithgow had probably the same limits
•4 the
modern presbytery, and, at all events, inioded not only the whole county itself, bat several
uishes in Stirlingshire and Edinburghshire. Af
Urkliston the bishop of St. Andrews had a sort of
trereignty under the King's grant, extending to
I the lands of the see south of the Forth.
During
IB short-live I Protestant
bishopric of Edinburgh,
was
included
in
its
talithgowshire
territory,
boagh tha knights of St. John had their seat at
ihichen, there were anciently in the county few
lous houses.
Two monasteries and a hospiat Linlithgow, and a Carmelite convent near
SeeToRPHiCHEx. The
nsferry, were the chief.
i of the
presbytery of Linlithgow, composad of
than
a
i,and largar
crown-piece, was discos'ere I
1 70 years ago in an old
Engraved
repository.
Bd it are tlie words, Sigillum presbeterii Lino;' and in the centre of it are a legend, some
ions, and the date 1583the Christian epoch, L'n'iithgowshire was intei by the Brirish triba of the Gadeni.
Bit its
history, so fir as peculiar to itscli', has almost

^

'
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been rapidly sketched in our articles on Linlith
Blackness. Cairns and sepulchral tumuli,
the monuments of the more ancient inhabitants,
exist on tRe Loch-coat hills, on the Forth near Bambougle-castle, in the vicinity of the village of Kirkliston, and on the south bank of the Almond at
Livingstone. Ramarkable standing-stones, Druidic il or monumental, occur in the wood of Abercorn,
in the vicinity of Bathgate, and in the parish of
Vestiges of British forts exist ou
Torphichen.

all

gowand

Cuckold

le

Roi

in Torphichen,

hill in Linlithgow, on Bowden-hill
and on Caimpaple-hiU and Binns-

south-eastward in the Bowden range. Agrieola,
conquering the Lochians, passed, in the year
from Carriden to the opposite shore of the Forth

hill,

after

83,
in search of the Horestii.

Twenty years later was
constructed from Carriden to the Clyde, Axxoxixus'
WALL : which see. Fro.m the Roman station at
Ci-amond, a Rjmau road proceeded by Bambouglehill, and across Ecklin moor, where its remains
continue distinct, westward to the end of the wall at
Carriden.
Roman towers were reared along the
Forth, but cannot now be traced. Vestiges of a
small Roman camp occur a little east of Abercorn.
Edwin, who assumed the Northumbrian sceptre ia
the year 617. stretched his jurisdiction from the
Humber to the Avon, and laid the foundation of a
power over even the northern extremity of this kingdom which occasioned Linlithgowshire, in common
with the other Lothians, to be known to Kenneth,
the son of Alpin, and the leader of the Scots to the
conquest of the country, by the name of Saxonia.
The chief strengths of the ages succeeding the
Scottish conquests, are the peel, afterwards enlarged
or re-elified into the palace, of Linlithgow, the peel
of Livingstone, the square tower of Newyeai-field,
the castles of Blackness, Barnbougle, Kinneil, Abercorn, Niddrie, Mannerston, and Bridge-house, vestiges of a castle which gave a retreat to Walter
Steward of Scotland, in a morass near Bathgate, the
tower-house of Meidhope, Castlelyon below Kinneil-castle. and now overdowed by the frith, the
tower of Torphichen, and a ruined baronial residence at West Binny. Existing peerages of the
county are Hopetoun, Torphichen, and Abercorn,
and extinct ones are Livingstone and Linlithgow.
West Lothian first appears on record as a sheriffdom or shire, in the reign of Malcolm IV. it continued to be so in full power during the long reign
of William the Lion, and nominally, though the
sheriffs passed away, till the accession of Robert
Bruce. The district now became a constabulary,
and remained under this subordinate form till probably the reign of James I. or James II. West
Lothian was agai-.i in andonbted possession of the
honours of a sheriffdom in the reign of James III.,
though when or how it reacquired them are points
not known. In the progress of weakness and distraction, the office of sheriff became hereditary. In
1600. it was granted to James Hamilton, the eldest
son of Claude, Ix»rd Paisley, and to his heirs; and
soon after the Restoration, it was given hereditarily
to John Hope of Hopetoun, the ancestor of the Earls
of Hopetoun.
At the abolition of here iitary jurisdictions in 1747, the Earl of Hopetoun claimed as
compensation jE3,000 for the sheriffdom of Linlithgow, and for the sheriffwick of Bathgate, the re;

gality of St.

Andi-ews at Kirkliston,

t!ic

bailiary

of Crawfordniuir, and the regality of Kirkhengli,
sums which made a total of £7,500, and was allowed
£4.509. Kirkliston and other lands were a regality
with an attached bailiary. Bathgate was long a
barony, and afterwards became a separate sheriffwick. Torphichen was a regality first of the knights
of St. John, and next of the Lords Torphichen.
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Other regalities wei-e Kiniieil under the Duke of
Hamilton, Philipston first under the monks of Culross, and afterwards under the Earl of Stair, and
Brighouse and Ogleface under the Earl of Linlithgow. Linlithgow was a hereditary royal hailiary
helonging, like the last-named regality, to the Linlithgow family. Baronial jurisdictions were Abercorn, Livingstone, Carubber, Dalmeny, Barnbougle,
and Strathbrock. These various jurisdictions, solicited by the ambition, and granted by the impolicy, of former times, confounded rather than promoted the justice of Linlithgowshire, and were long
prostituted to the interests of individuals rather than
dedicated to general convenience.
LINN. See Lin.
LINN OF DESKFORD. See Deskford.
LINNDEAN. See Lindean.
LINNHE (Loch), an arm of the sea, deflecting
from the Sound of Mull, opposite the eastern extremity of the island of Mull, and projecting northeastward between the district of Appin on the
right, and the districts of Morvern and Ardgour on
the left, in Argyleshire. It is about 22 miles in
It
length, and about 5 miles in average breadth.
contains the island of Lismore, the island of Shuiia,
and some smaller islands. It extends nearly on a
line with the' southern or broader part of the Sound
of Mull.
Its junction with that part of the sound
sends off the narrow part of the sound to the northand
Loch-Etive to the east- north-east.
Its
west,
south-east side, opposite the upper part of Lismore,
sends off Loch-Creran. Its head washes the south-

western extremity of Lochaber, in Inverness-shire,

and forks into Loch-Eil toward the north-east, and
Loch-Leven toward the east, both of which lie on
the boundary between Argyleshire and InvernessBut the part of Loch-Eil, so long as on that
shire.
boundary, or before suddenly deflecting westward
neighbourhood of Fort William, is often regarded as part of Loch-Linnhe, so as to share its
name.
LINNHE -WATER, a mountain streamlet, of
brief course, but brilliant current, flowing into the
head of Loch-Long, on the boundaiy between Argyleshire and Dumbartonshire.
LINN HO USE. See Linhouse.
LINNMILL-BURN, a streamlet running on the
boundary between Dalmeny and Abercorn, to the
in the

in Linlithgowshire.
It makes a
waterfall of 75 feet in leap over a whin-rock precipice, in the neighbourhood of Springfield.
frith of Forth,

LINTALEE.
LINTHILL.
LINTON, a

See Jedburgh.
See Eyemouth and Lili.iesleaf,
parish, containing the post-oflSce
village of West Linton and the village of Carlops,
in the north-west of Peebles-shire.
It is bounded
by the counties of Lanark and Edinburgh, and by
the parishes of Newlands and Kirkurd. Its length
southward is lOJ miles, and its greatest breadth is
The North Esk rises at its northern
7^ miles.
extremity, runs 4 miles south-eastward along its
north-eastern boundary, receives from within it tlie
pretty little tribute of Carlops burn, and, just when
entering Edinburghshire, partly washes, partly
forms the classic scenery of Habbie's Howk: see
that article.
Medwin-water flows 3f miles along
the western boundary to Garvaldfoot, there very
curiously splits itself into two streams, the larger
one, which retains the name of the Medwin, de-

bouching into Lanarkshire to fall eventually into
the Clyde, and the smaller one running 4^ miles
farther along the boundary, to assume the name of
the Tarth, and to join the Lyne in a progress to the
Tweed.
Lyne-water rises on the west side of
Weather-law, within lialf-ainilo of the source of

the North-Esk, and flows of miles south-eastward
through the interior of the parish, and 2 miles
southward along its eastern boundary. Numerous
tributaries of the Lyne drain the sides of the parish
but the most considerable of them is West-water, a
streamlet 4J miles long, running obliquely through
the interior to the Lyne's right bank. Slipperfieldloch, ]J mile west of the mouth of West-water,
measures about IJ mile in circumference. Around
;

on all sides stretches an expanse of heathy moor,
2,000 or 2,500 acres in extent, some small parts of
Avhich have been reclaimed. Three-fourths of the
entire area of the parish are hilly or mountainous,
either heathy upland of little value, or good hillIn the north-east corner is a moor similar
pasture.
to that around Slipperfield-loch, but smaller in extent.
Beautiful stripes of arable land stretch along
tlie Lyne, and the lower
part of the North Esk.
The soil on the low grounds of the Esk is clay
superincumbent on limestone, and on other ploughed
grounds is either a sandy loam upon a gravelly
bottom, remaikably well suited to the turnip and
the potato, or a reclaimed and progressively improving moss. The aggregate of ploughed land is
about 4,000 acres, and of land under wood about 400
acres.
The parish is famous for its variety of tlie
Cheviot breed of sheep. Excellent white freestone
it

—

worked at Deepsykehead and at Spittlehaugb,
and is carried from the former place to every part
of Peebles-shire.
Coal is mined at Carlops, at
Coalyburn, and at Harlamuir. Limestone is burnt
at Carlops, and at Wliitefield, and occurs also, of excellent quality, at Spittlehaugb and at Badensgill.
Lead has been repeatedly but vainly searched for
Fuller's earth occurs
in the hill called Leadlaw.
in a small seam below Bridgehouse on the Lyne.
Blue marl lies in a stratum two feet thick above
the lime-rocks of Carlops and Spittlehaugb. Many
pebbles are found of great beauty, and similar in
is

kind to the Cairngorm stone.

A

mineral spring,

called Heaven-aqua well, somewhat resembling the
spa of Tunbridge, bubbles up to the north of Linton
There arc 22 landowners with a rental of
village.
upwards of £100; and two of them are resident.
Assessed property in 1843, £7,695 12s. lOd. Esti-

mated value of raw produce in 1834, £14,000. The
road from Edinburgh to Biggar traverses the parish

south-westward, nearly through its middle; and a
branch road strikes off thence, down the Lyne toward Moffat and Peebles. The village of Linton,
or West Linton, stands on the latter road, on the
Lyne, 11 miles north-north-east of Biggar, and 16i
south-south-west of Edinburgh. It is irregularly
built, and has an antique and curious appearance,
of the houses presenting
considerable

proportion
Most of its inhabitants
their gables to tlie street.
are weavers, or traders dependent on its market
Though finely situated for a woollen manufacture
lying in the vicinity of coal, on a stream of mud
water-power, and in the midst of a sheep country
its manufacturing connexion is solely the weaving
of cotton fabrics for houses in Glasgow. It hei
been celebrated from time immemorial for its sheej
markets, four of which used to be held in the ye«r
but now all the business, though very great, is doni
The village is
on the last Tuesday of June.
burgh-of-regality uiider the Earl of Weniyss. Pen
nicuick, in his "Poetical Address, in 1689, to th'
" the
Prince of Orange, calls it
submetropolitan o|
Twecddale." The village gives the title of Baroi
to the Earl of Traquair.
Population of the vilUg;*
550.
Houses, 131.
Population of the parish ii
Houses, 280.
1831, 1,577; in 1851, 1,630.
This parish is in the presbytery of Peebles, an;
of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron, the Rai

synod

LINTON.
of

Wemvss.

Stipend. £232 14s. lid.; glebe, £20.

Schoolmaster's
Unappropriated teiuds. £115 7s.
salary, £34 4s. 4jd., with £35 10s. fees, and £10
other emolaments. The parish church was built in
There is a Free church preaching-station at
1781.
Carlops, whose receipts in 1856 amounted to £50
There is an United Presbyterian church
15s. Id.
The parish, or kirk-town,
at the village of Linton.
has its name from a linn or the Lyne, and anciently
name of Roderick. The
to
that
had the adjunct
church of Linton-Roderick, from the reign of David
I. till the Reformation, was a vicarage under the
monks of Kelso. In the 13th century, a chaplainry, dedicated to the Virgin Mary, was established at Ingliston, in the south-west comer of the
chapel, attached to an hospital, anciently
parish.
stood on the Lyne, at a place to which it gave the

A

name

of Chapel-hill.

LINTOX,

a parish on the north-east border of

Roxburghshire. It is bounded on the north-northeast by England, and on other sides by the parishes
of Yetholm, Morebattle, Eckford, and Sprouston.
and
Its length south-south-westward is 6^ miles
Its postits breadth varies from 1^ to 2J miles.
town is Kelso, 6 miles to the north-west; though
Yetholm to the east, and especially Morebattle to
the south, are much nearer. Kail-water forms the
boundary-line for a mile on the south, and a small
tributary of that stream for 3J miles on the west.
The south-west corner is a beautiful level, 300 acres
in extent, rising only a few inches above the Kail,
;

to inundations, and forming part of a lovely
plain of 12.000 or 15.000 acres, surrounded on all
ndes by green and arable ascents, and by mansions
and parks which delight, not less by their local aslociations with Allan Ramsay, Thomson, and other
In
Barnes, than by their fine landscape features.
fte Linton part of the valley lay Linton-loch, nearly
in
now
so
and
about
30
acres
drained
area,
eirctdar,
to exhibit the appearance of a green morass.
Near the other end of the parish is Hoselaw-loch. a
beautiful oblong sheet of water, about 30 acres in
off a little streamlet into England to
[area, sending
Ibfecome tributary there to Bo wmont- water.
About
The
1,750 acres are moss or otherwise waste land.
highest ground is Linton-hill, on the south-east
boondary ; and the surface thence to the valley of
Kail is an undulating descent.
Along the
Iftorth-west verge is an inteiTupted line of low
heights, the principal of which are Blakelaw, HoseIbwr, and Kiplaw; and parallel to it along the
runs a low ridge called the
[north-east boundary,
ISraden-hills.
Swells and rising-grounds also diItwsify the surface of the interior. All the emithe summit of Linton-hill, are
l^iknces, excepting
l"wholly arable and the level and low grounds, exunder plantation, and the
70
or
80
acres
jcepting
of moss, are in a state of rich cultijilrge expanses
ration.
The soil, on the plain of the south-west
•JOmer, is partly a strong retentive clay, and partly
I'ideep loam superincumbent on sand or gravel; and
{ia Other districts it consists variously or mixedly of

nbject

I

;

I

loam, sand, and gravel. Whinstone abounds,
occasionally encloses seams of rock-crystal.
Sstone is quarried at Frogden.
Coal exists in

f,

seams, but does not compensate mining.

The

landowners are Elliot of Clifton, Wauchope
AsNiddrv-Marshall, and Oliver of Blakelaw.
iHSaaed pfopertv in 1843, £5.586 88. 6d.
Estimated
of raw produce in 1834, £14,375.
Jftlne
The ancient fortalice or tower of Linton, the resilience of the ancestors of the noble family of Somer;lle till near the end of the 14th
century, stood on
eminence, now covered with trees, near the
orch.
It is almost entirely obliterated, but
ap^cipal

LINTON.
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pears, from the features of its site, to have been a
It bore the bnuit
place of considerable strength.
of much of the border conflict during the wars of
the succession; and, in the reign of Henry VJII., it
was first dilapidated by the warden of the English

marches, and next utterly destroyed by the Earl of
Surrey. The parish, both from lying immediately
on the Border, and from its being part of what were
anciently called the dry marches,' and one of the
most facile thoroughfares between the kingdoms,
was peculiarly exposed to the rough contacts of the
Border wars. Graden-place, f of a mile south-west
of Hoselaw-loch, shows traces of a fortalice surrounded by a moat, and was the seat of the Kerrs of
Graden, little inferior in the coarse fame of Border
warfare to their namesakes of Femihirst. On the
summits of Tarious risin? grounds are remains of
circular encampments.
On the farm of Frogden
is a spot called the tryst," marked by several upright
the
stones, anciently
place of rendezvous for parties
about to make a foray into England. A narrow
of)ening between two heights, along the side of
Linton-loch, bears marks of having been fortified,
was defended by the rising-ground of artificial
formation which now bears aloft the parish church,
and seems to have been viewed as a pass or as a
'

'

favourable point for standing at bay against a pursuing foe. In various localities tumuli abound, enand, in
closing earthen urns with human bones
one place, they are so numerous as to identify the
spot with the scene of some extensively murderous
:

Linton and Hoselaw, once villages of
have become extinct. The parish is traversed
by the road from Kelso to Yetholm, and lies within
easy distance of the Kelso and Sprouston stations
onslaught.
note,

of the No: til-Eastern railway.
Population in laSl,
462; in 1851. 630. Houses!! 98.
in
the presbytery of Kelso, and
This parish is
svnod of Jfclerse and Teviotdale. Patron, Elliot of
Clifton.
Stipend, £257 lis. 6d.; glebe, £20. Unappropriated teinds, £290 13s. 7d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 4s. i^i., with £13 fees, and £7 other

emoluments. The parish church is an old building,
repaired about 67 years ago, and containing UO
Tiiere was anciently a chapel at Hosesittings.
law. Mr. Dawson, the celebrated agricultural improver, was a fanner at Fi ogilen ; and Mr. Thor as
Pringle. the poet, was a native.
LINTON (E.\st), a post-office village in the
parish of Prestonkirk, Haddingtonshire. It stands
on the river Tyne, on the road from Edinburgh to
London, adjacent to a station of the North British
railway, 5i miles east-north-east of Haddington. 5j
west of Dunbar, 6^ south-south-east of North Berwick, and 23J by railway east by north of Edin-

The

river Tyne, while sweeping past it,
a large, deep linn, whence arose the name
and that name, without the prefix of
East, was given to the parish of Prestonkirk from
the earliest record tiU the Reformation. A grand
viaduct of the North British railway crosses the
Tyne here, and is the finest work on the line excepting only the viaduct of Dunglas. The village
of Linton is a prosperous place, the seat of a consideralile amount of provincial, rural trade, and has
a corn-market, recently established, and of rising
character.
Here are an office of the National bank,
a subscription library, several schools, an United
Presbyterian church, and a Free church and in
the neighbourhood is the parish church of Prestonkirk. The village was anciently a burgh of barony.
Population, 775. Houses, 177.
LINTON (New), a village in the parish of Pres
tonkirk. Haddingtonshire.
LINTON (West). See Ljxto.n, Peebles-shire.

burgh.

falls into

of Linton

;

;

LINTRATPIEN.
LINTRATHEN, a

parish, containing a post-office

own name, also the hamlets of Bridgend
and Pitmudie, in the Grampian district of ForfarIt is bounded by Kirriemuir, Kingoldrum,
shire.
Its length southward
Airlie, Alyth, and Glenisla.
is 12 miles; and its gi'eatest breadth is 5J miles.
It lies in the outskirts of the Grampians, and is, for
the most part, a sea of heights from 500 to 1,000
station of its

feet

above the level of Strathmore, of bleak, barren,

and chilly aspect. Along the southern boundaiy,
and some way up the middle of the interior on the
banks of the principal streams, are sloping belts of
arable ground, considerable in area, and not deficient
in fertility.
But most of the lands in tillage are
thinly carpeted with a moorish soil, and produce
corn of inferior quality.
terior are

several

The heights

Among the

valleys

fit

hills in

the in-

only for pasturage.
and, in

most part, heathy
the north corner, are wild and desolate.
are, for the

LISMORE AND APPIN.
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;

About

3,000 acres of the entire area are in tillage, and

about 1,200 are under wood. The river Isla flows
5J miles along the western and soiith-western

a rich black loam, formed from limestone, and
Deer and ox horns of uncomfertile.
monly large size have been frequently dug up in
is

extremely

the bogs. The name Lismore signifies 'the great
garden,' and probably alludes to the comparative
productiveness of the island, lying like a garden
amidst a great extent of sterile country, which it
considerably supplies with the necessaries of life.
It was anciently the seat of the bishop of Argyle,

who was frequently named

'Episcopus Lismoriensis;'

and a great part of the cathedral remains, the chancel
of which is used as the parish church.
The walls
of the bishop's castle remain pretty entire at AchinThere ~\?^
duin, 4 miles west of the cathedral.
formerly a Roman Catholic college on the island
but it was removed in 1831, and has left no trace.
There are vestiges of several fortified camps, and of
an old castle with a fosse and drawbridge, said to
have been erected by the Danes. A lighthouse
stands on the south-west end of the island, exhibiting
a fixed light, which is visible at the distance of 15
nautical miles. This lighthouse and a number of
;

boundaries, and achieves there its fine falls of the
Reeky linn and the Slug of Achrannie, from the
former of which arose the name of Lintrathen. The
rivulets Back-water and Melgam-water rise in the
nortliern extremity, and run southward through the
interior, making a junction a little above the parish
church, whence their united stream proceeds to the
Isla.
Lintrathen-loch, nearly circular in outline,
about 2^ miles in circumference, and of picturesque
appearance, lies J of ia mile west of the parish church,
and sends olf its superfluence to Back-water. The
principal landowners are the Earl of Airlie and Sir

among trees in its neighbourhood, are
sparkling oljjects in the extensive scenery at the
junction of Loch-Linnhe with the sound of Mull,
and looked particularly fine on the occasion of Queen
Victoria's voyage to Fort -William in the autumn of
1847. A fair is held in Lismore on the last Tuesday
of October, but is not much frequented. Population

Charles Lyell. The real rental in 1855 was £4,438.
Assessed property in 1843, £5,586 8s. 6d. Estimated
yearly value of raw produce in 1842, £12,480. The
nearest point of market traffic is Kirriemuir, 7 miles
east of the southern border,
I'opulation in 1831,
y98 in 1851, 926. Houses, 205.
This parish is in the presbytery of Meigle, and

orchy, Ardchattan, Kilmore, Torosay, Morven, and
Ardnamurchan. It comprises the three great districts of Lismore, Kingairloch, and Appin, the first
within Loch-Linnhe, the second on the north-west
side of that loch, the third on the south-east side
of that loch
and it has Loch-Leven, Loch-Creran,
Its
and the Sound of Mull, on its boundaries.
from
north-east
to south-west is not less
length
than 48 niiles; and its average breadth is about 10
miles.
Its principal parts will be found described
in our articles Lismore, Kingairloch, Glexsaxpa,

;

Angus and Mearns. Patron, the P>arl of
Airlie.
SchoolStipend, £159 2s.; glebe, £12.
master's salary, £29 18s. 9^d., with £26 fees, and
£5 other emoluments. The parish church was built
in 1802, and contains 450 sittings.
The ancient
cimrch belonged to the priory of Inchmahome.
There are two private schools.
synod of

LINTROSE.

See Kettins.
Sec Kikkfieldbaxk.
a
LINWOOD,
manufacturing village on the
north-east border of the parish of Kilbarchan, Renfrewshire.
It stands on tlie left bank of the Black
Cart, l.^- mile north-east of Johnstone, and 2 J miles

LliS'VlLLE.

west by nortli of Paisley. The river is spanned
here by a bridge of one arch, erected about the year
Tlie Glasgow and Greenock railway also
1762.
passes in the vicinity. The village stands mostly
on the estate of Blackstone, and was built on a
regular plan. It is of modern origin, having arisen
from a large mill for tiie spinning of cotton, whicii
was established at tliis place in 1792, burnt down
in 1802, and rebuilt in 1805.
This factory and the
iron minings in the neighbourhood employ most of
the inhabitants.

Population, 1,126.

LISM<JKE, an island in the Lorn
gyleshire.

district of ArIt contains the post-office station of liis-

morc, and the villages of Claclian and Portranisay.
It lies along the middle of the soutli-west end of
Loch-Iiinnhe, at the distance of 7 miles from Oban.
It consists of an uneven rocky ridge, ai)out 9 miles
long, extending from south-west to north-east, and

averaging about IJ mile in breadth.

Its basis is

entirely limestone ; and its surface is rugged and
sprinkled willi abrupt projecting rocks, but its soil

neat houses

in 1831, 1,790.
in 1815, £1,250.

Houses, 303.

Assessed property

LISMORE

AND APPIN, an united parish in the
north of Aigyleshire. It is bounded by the counties
of Inverness and Perth, and by the parishes of Glen-

;

Apmn, AiRDS, DuROR, Glencreran, Glencoe, Leven
of sea coast
(Ix)ch), and Bali^achulish. Its extent
Its land-surface comprises
is not less than 90 miles.

about 4,000 acres of arable land, about 4,000 acres
of woodland, and about 345,760 of hill pasture, moss,
There arc sixteen
moor, and barren mountain.
landowners having each a I'ental of upwards of £50.
Good comnmnication is enjo3'ed by means of steamers
passing through Loch-Linnhe and the Sound of
Mull to and from the Clyde. Population in 1831,
4,365; in 1851, 4,097. Houses, 782. Assessed property in 1843, £15,707 12s. 4d.
Tills parish is in the presbytery of Lorn, and
synod of Argyle. Stipend, £274 13s. lOd. glebe,
£17.
Unappropriated teinds, £58 7s. 3d. There
are two parish churches,
the one of Lismore repaired in 1749, the other of Appin built in that year;
and the number of sittings in the former is 550, iu
;

—

There is a government church at
Duror, built in 1826, containing 323 sittings, and
having the status of a quoad sacra parish church.
There are three missions of the royal bounty; one
of them wholly for Kingairloch, one shared between
Lismore and Morven, and one shared between
Glencoe and Ardchattan. There is a Free churoli
at Appin
whoso receipts in 1856 amounted to £69
the latter, 400.

;

an United Presbyterian chuiijh
There is ail'
12(1.
Independent chapel in Appin. There are EpiRCO*
and Glen
jialian chapels at Portnncroish, Duror,

98. 2d.

There

is

of Lismore, with an attendance of

I

i

LISTON-SHIELS.

and
creran, all under the care of one clergyman
there is another, constituting a separate charge,
at Ballachulish.
There is also a Roman Catholic chapel at Glencoe.
There are two parochial
schools of Lismore, and four parochial schools of
Appin ; the salary varj-ing from £30 to £6, and the
There are also two private
fees from £12 to £5.
schools.
The united parish of Lismore and Appin
was anciently called the parish of Kilmaluag and
the upper parts of Appin belonged, in some remote
period, to the ancient parish of Ellanraunde.
LLSTON-SHIELS, a district among the Pentland
hills, belonging quoad civilia to the parish of Kirkliston, and quoad sacra to that of Kirknewton, Edinburghshire. It lies south-east of both parishes,
distant, at the nearest point, f of a mile from the
The district is nearly
latter, and 4f from the former.
;

;

a square If mile deep; bounded by Currie, Penicuick,
It sends its tiny
Peebles-shire, and Mid-Calder.
streams northward from near its southern limits,
and is one of the most bleak parts of the Pentlands.
LITTLE BRECHIN. See Brechix (Little).
LITTLE COLOXSAY. See Colonsay (Little).
LITTLE CUMBRAE. See Ccmbrae (Little).
LITTLEDEAN. See Maxtox.
LITTLE DUNKELD. See Duxkeld (LrrrLE).
LITTLE FERRY. See Dorxoch.
LITTLE FRANCE, a hamlet at the foot of
Craigmillar-hill, in the parish of Liberton, EdinThe French servants of Queen Mary
fcarghshire.
Raided here, when in attendance upon her at Craigmillar-castle.

LITTLEMILL, a village in the parish of West
It is situated on the
Kilpatrick, Dumbartonshire.
^Qyde, a

balow Bowling.

Ship-building is
Population, 136. Houses, 28.
LITTLEMILL. See Forfarshire.
LITTLEROE, a small island in the parish of
JDelting, and lying off the west coast of the central
laart of the mainland of Shetland.
It is inhabited
little

|«*rried on in

it.

lly one faraih'.

LITTLE-ROSS, a small island at the mouth of
Ithe estuary of the Doe, in Kirkcudbrightshire.
It
within § a mile of the headland which separates
entrance of the estuaiy of the Dee from the en-

llies

|4te
liiEnce of

Wigton bay; and is situated sufficiently
command a view both across the whole
idth of the entrance of Wigton bay westward,
the whole length of the Solway frith on to its
It also
Brgence into the Irish sea eastward.
imands a gorgeous close view of the estuary of
Dee, up to the town of Kirkcudbright northward,
^lighthouse and two towers were erected on it a

laeaward to

1

years ago; the lighthouse showing a light
sh flashes once in every 5 seconds, and is visible
fthe distance of 18 nautical miles, so as to guide
1

navigation of the Solway ; and the two towers
line with the lighthouse, bearing
ith-west, in such manner as to lead a vessel over
i bar at the mouth of the Dee, into the
deepest
ater of the harbour.
LITTLE RYSAY, a small pastoral island, to the
uth of Pharay, in the parish of Flotta, Orkney.
LIVER (The), a streamlet of the parish of ArdIt has a westerly course of
lattan, Argyleshire.
out 6 miles in length, and falls into Loch-Etive
3

mding on a

'

-

Inverliver.

LIVET (The), a rivulet of the parish of Inveraven,
inffshire.
It rises on the confines of Mortlach and
ibrach, runs 3^ miles southward, 3^ miles westard, and 4^ miles south-westward, and falls into
le

Aven near Drummin-castle, on

ith

Kirkmichael.

LOANHExVD.

;uij

the boundary

Its principal affluents are the

vvma-barn on the left, in the upper part of its
JiXTse, and Tervie-water on the right, 1^ mile above

mouth. Its basin bears the
see that article.

its

name

of Glexliyet:

LIVINGSTONE, a parish, containing the village
of Livingstone, and the greater pari; of the post-office
village of Blackburn, on the southern border of Linlithgowshire. It is bounded by Edinburghshire, and
by the parishes of Whitburn, Bathgate, Ecclesmachan, and L^phall. Its greatest length north-eastward is 6J miles; and its greatest breadth is 2f miles.
Almond-water runs across the western part of its
interior, and along the eastern part of its southern
boundary. Eriech-water runs along the western part
of the southern border, into confluence with the Almond. The surface of the parish is nuTch diversified,
yet does not rise into any hill except at Dechmont-law
in the north-east coimer, which has an altitude of 686
feet aijove the level of the sea, and commands a very
extensive prospect. Limestone, coal, and whinstone
abound, but have not been very successfully worked.
An excellent sandstone has been extensively quarAbout 200 acres in the parish are moss; about
ried.
300 are under wood and all the rest are in tillage.
There are ten principal landowners. An ancient
hunting-seat of the kings of Scotland stood at NewAn ancient fortalice, called the peel of
yearfield.
Livingstone, surrounded by a high earthen rampart,
and by a very wide, deep fosse, stood a little east of
The parish is traversed by the
the parish church.
;

south road fiom Edinburgh to Glasgow; and it
has a station on tlie Edinburgh and Bathgate railway, 15| miles from Edinburgh. The village of
Livingstone stands on the Edinburgh and Glasgow
roaJ, and on the left bank of the Almond, 2^ miles
west of Mid-Calder, and 6 east of Whitburn. It is
ancient, and figures a little in history, but has now
The bonnie lass of Livinga decayed appearance.
'

well-known to Scottish song, is said to
have kept a drinking- house a mile west of the vilstone,' so

Population of the village. 111. Houses, 28.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,035; in 1851,
1,289.
Houses, 202. Assessed property in 1843,
£4.556 6s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Linlithgow,
and svnod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the
Eari of Roseberry. Stipend, £188 12s.; glebe, £12.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 44d., with £25 fees,
and some other emoluments. The parish church
stands at the village of Livingstone, was built in
1732 and repaired in 1837, and contains 263 sittings.
There is a Free church at Livingstone, with an attendance of about 200 and the amount of its receipts
There is an Independent
in 1856 was £127 6s. O^d.
chapel at Blackburn, built in 1826, and containing
200 sittings. There are two non-parochial schools
and a parochial library. A person of the name of
Leving resided here probably as early as the reign
of Alexander I., and gave name to the manor and
Thurstanus filius Levingi,' Thurstan the
parish.
son of Leving, witnessed a charter of Robert the
bishop of St. Andrews, confirming a grant of the
lage.

;

'

church by David

I.

to

the

monks

of Holyrood.

Under these monks the church was anciently a

Previous to 1730, the parish of Livingvicarage.
stone comprehended, not only all its present area,
but likewise all that which now forms the parish of

Whitburn.

LIX, a

post-office station subordinate to Crieff, in

Perthshire.

LOAK.
LOAN,

See Garry (The), Auchtergaven.
a post-office station subordinate to Linlithgow, and 3 miles distant from that town.
LOANHEAD, a post-office village in the parish
It stands IJ mile
of Lasswade, Edinburghshire.
west-south-west of the village of Lasswade, on the
rcMul thence to Roslin, and 5 miles south by east of

LOxVNS.

Edinburgh. The country around it is sweetly beauand comprehends, on the south side, a very
romantic part of the glen of the North Esk. The
village itself has a comparatively great length, extending in lines of cottages along the road to Edin-

Linds are neither rocky nor heathy, but afford excellent pasture and the declivities of its smaller hills,
as well as the hollows at their base, have a good
arable soil.
Its coasts contain several good fishing

burgh and, though inhabited partly by colliers
and by persons connected with the paper mills, it
contains a number of good houses, suitable for the
accommodation of genteel families, and serves as a
fine summer retreat for some of the inhabitants of
the metropolis. It is supplied with water by pipes,
and has a subscription library, a Free church preaching station, and a Reformed Presbyterian chui'ch.

it.

tiful,

;

Population in 1856, 1,400.

Houses, 280.

LOANHE AD-BY-DENNY.

See Denny-Loan-

HEAD.

LOANS,

a post-office village in the parish of

Dundonald, Ayrshire. It stands on the road from
Ayr to Irvine, 2^ miles east north-east of Troon.
Population, 205.

-

LOCHAR-MOSS.

\dO

LOCH, a Celtic name, signifying either a freshwater lake or an arm of the sea.
LOCHABER, a district in the south of the mainland of Inverness-shire. It is bounded by Perthshire and Argyleshire, and by the Great Glen and
Badenoch. Its length south-westward is 33 miles;
and its greatest breadth is 21 miles. Loch-Lochy,
the river Lochy, Loch-Eil, Loch-Linnhe, LochLeven, and the river Leven, form the greater part
of its boundary. The foot of Loch-Laggan, also,
is on its
boundary. The word aber elsewhere in
Scotland applies to the confluence of streams; but
here it seems to apply to the confluence of lochs.
Hence the name Lochaber. This district is one of
the most characteristically highland in the kingdom,
for at once the altitude of its mountains, the
depth
of its glens, the wildness of its surface, and the sub'

limity of

its

scenery.

The

'

greater part of it is
flank of the

identical with either the south-east

Great Glen, Glenroy, Glenspean, Glentreig, BenNevis, Glen-Nevis, or the glen of Loch-Leven.
The district belongs parochially to Kilmanivaig and
Kilmalie and the details of it have already been
noticed in our articles on these parishes. The last
wolf in Great Britain was slain in Lochaber, in 1680,
;

by Sir E. Cameron of Lochiel.

LOCH-A-BHEALICH,

a lake, abounding with

fine trout, in the parish of Kintail, Ross-shire.

LOCH-ACHALL.
LOCH-ACHILTY.
LOCH-ACHRAY.
LOCH-AFFRICK.

See Achall.
See Contin.
See Achray.
See Affrick.
LOCH AINORT. See Eyxsort.
LOCH ALINE. See Aline,
LOCH-ALLAN. See Ujst (South).
LOCH-ALSH, an arm of the sea at the southwestern extremity of Ross-shire. It extends from
Kyleakin, between the mainland and Skye, 8 miles
eastward, past Skye and into the interior of Ross-

where it forks
Loch-Long toward the north-east, and LochDuich toward the south-east. Its breadth is very
variable, but does not anywhere exceed 3 miles.
shire, to the vicinity of Castle- Donnan,

into

LOCilALSH, a parish, containing the post-office
villages of Lochalsn and Plocton, in the south-west
of the mainland of Ross-shire.
It is bounded by
Loch-Carron, Loch-Alsh, Loch-Long, the streams
of
and Lochinto
the
heads
Loch-Carron
running
Long, and the mountain-line of water-shed near the
sources of these streams. Its lengtii south-westward
is about 28 miles; and its greatest breadth is 8 miles.
But its inhabited part, which is at the south-west
end, measures only about 10 miles by 5. The general
suriaco of the parish is mountainous, but not so
much so as that of neighbouring parishes. Its up-

;

harbours; and four or five sailing-vessels belong to

About

1,478 acres of

its

surface are in tillage;

about 2,889 are green pasture; about 44,730 are hill
pasture; about 778 are moss; and about 2,148 are
under wood. The only landowner is Lillingstone of
Lochalsh, whose mansion of Balmacara, a bow-windowed structure, with long, irregular wings, stands
at the head of a fine semicircular bay of Loch-Alsh.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1838 was
£5,841. Assessed property in 1843, £3,097 2s. The
village of Lochalsh stands near the mansion of Balmacara, ]J mile west of Bundalloch, and 5 miles
south-south-east of Plocton. It comprises only the
parish church, a Free church, the parish school-house,
a farm- house, and a few huts. Population of the
parish in 1831, 2,433; in 1851, 2,299. Houses, 477.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lochcarron,
and synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£160 17S. lOd.; glebe, £48. Schoolmaster's salary,
£25 13s. 6d., with about £25 fees, and £5 other

emoluments. The parish church was built in 1806,
and contains 650 sittings. There is a government
church at Plocton, with the status of a quoad sacra
There are two Free churches, reparish church.
spectively at Lochalsh and at Plocton, both under
the care of one minister; and the amount of their
There are five
receipts in 1856 was £160 15s. 2d.
non-parochial schools.
LOCH-ALVIE. See Alvie.
LOCHAN-BURN. Sec Kinnel (The).
a chain of lakes, about 2 miles
in length, very reedy, but abounding with trouts, in
the west of the parish of Muckairn, Argyleshire.
LOCHANDUNTY, a lake in the parish of Pettie,
It is situated on the ridge towards
Inverness-shire.
Croy; and its name signifies the loch of the black

LOCHANDOW,

'

hillock.'

LOCH-AN-EILEAN, a lake along the south base
of the hill of Ord-ban, in the parish of RothiemurIt is upwards of a mile in
chus, Inverness-shire.
length, and varies from a J to j^ mile in breadth.
Its banks are fringed with weeping birches and
noble tall pines, remains of the old forest of Rothiemurchus. On an island in it are the ruins of a castle which is said to have been one of the strongholds of the Wolf of Badenoch.

—

LOCH-AN-FALLOCH.

See

roRT
Monteith (Port

op).

LOCri-AN-LEAMHAN. See Glassaey.
LOCH-AN-MUAN. See Monivaird.
LOCHANS, a post-office village in the parii

It standi
of Inch and Portpatrick, Wigtonshire.
the road from Stranraer to Portpatrick, 1 J mile fr^
the former town, and 5 miles from the latter. Population, 103.
Houses, 20.
LOCHARBRIGGS, a village in the east side of
the parish of Dumfries, contiguous to Lochar-moss,
Dumfries-shire. Population, 213. Houses, 44.
LOCHAR-BURN, a small tributary of the Avon,
in the parish of Avondale, Lanarkshire.

LOCPI-ARD.

See

LOCH-ARKEG.
LOCHAR-MOSS,
Dumfries,

Ard and Dowally.
See Archaic.

a morass in the parishes of
Tinwald, Torthorwald,

Caerlaverock,

Mousewald, and Ruthwell, Dumfries-shire. It extends northward from the Solway frith in a stripe
10 miles long, and from 2 to 3 miles broad; and.
over its whole extent, it is nearly a dead level
Tradition asserts it to have been first covered witl
wood, next overflowed by the sea, and made so deef
as to be navigable to nearly its head, and nex'

LOCH-ARNIZORT.

choked up with silt, mud, and aquatic vegetation,
The
till it became successively a marsh and a hog.
peasantry around it presei-ve the tradition in the
following couplet:

—

" First a
wood, and then a ges.
Now a moss, and e'er will be."

Beneath the moss is a thick stratum of sea-sand, ocmixed with shells and other marine deFrom this stratum have been dug many
josits.
arge fragments of ancient vessels, some antique
canoes, formed from the trank of single trees, and
several iron grapples, small anchors, and other relics
One of the excavated canoes
of local navigation.
was of lai'ge size, formed of the trunk of a venerable
out
and
hollowed
oak,
apparently by fire. Antiquarian investigation has suggested curious probabilities as to the ancient existence of a sea-port near

casionally

Above the
:he north-east extremity of the morass.
stratum of sea-sand are found many large and seemingly aged trees. These are chiefly fir, but also inthe last with their nuts
;lude oak, birch, and hazel
and husks; and they all lie with their tops towards

—

the north-east, seemingly indicating by their posifion that they were eradicated and thrown prostrate
aided probably by
)y the rush of the impe.uous tide,

The river Nith, some persons contend, anciently flowed along this tract; but
lome swells in the ground between the head of the

the south-western blast.

norass and the present bed of the river, seem unfavourable to the theory. Robert Bruce if tradition
nay be credited could not pass the moss in his progress from Torthorwald castle to meet Comyn at
)umfries, but pursued the very circuitous route of
The moss,
ikirting it round by the Tinwald hills.
ven so late as his time, seems thus to have been
mpassable; but it is now tia versed by four lines of

—

—

oad,
ray.

LOCHBROOM.
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and by the Glasgow and South-Westem

rail-

The morass

is far from being useless or of generPortions of it abound with
repulsive aspect.
rouse and other game, and have their own attracother portions are regularly
ions to the sportsman
ut into excellent peats, and furnish supplies of fuel,
of
and
in
great value to a county
irge
quantity,
ependent on marine importation and inland carriage
coal; and other portions, of very considerable
gregate extent, are converted into pastures and
lable grounds, and are tufted or frilled with planMuch of it is green and pleasant, resemtion.
Near
ling more a pastoral valley than a morass.
a north end is the spacious racing-ground of Tinin
ald-downs, once surpassed
Scotland, as to the
ind of celebrity which such an object possesses,
of
Kelso.
the
On one of the
nly by
racing- ground
ads which traverse it stands the pleasant little vilge of Trench; and close on its margin, in various
liWJtions, are the villages of Roucan, Collin, Lochand Greenmill. In
pbriggs, Blackshaws, Bankend,
"85, after a very dry summer, the moss accidenty caught fire, and burnt to a great extent till the
9 was extinguished by a heavy fall of rain; and
the dry summer of 1826, it became once more

,lly

;

:

ted, burnt with rapidly-extended progress, and
(we the destructive flames could be subdued,
^ed them beneath and around the sites of several
stages.

LOCn-ARNIZORT,

a ramification of Lochon the west side of Skve, Inverness-shire,
M)CHAR- WATER, a small river of Dumfriesre, cutting Lochar-moss lengthways into nearly
tal parts.
It rises in the parish of Kirkmahoe,
4 after running a mile eastward to the boundary,
izort,

limes a southerly direction, and flows 11 miles
ween the parishes of Kirkmahoe, Dumfries, and

Caerlaverock on the west, and those of Tinwald,
Torthorwald, and Mousewald on the east. It now,
over a distance of 4 miles, describes a demi-semicircle between Caerlaverock and Ruthwell; and,
before losing itself in the Solway. it forms an estuaiy,
ih mile in length, and half-a-mile in mean breadth.
Between Dumfries and Tinwald it so splits its waters as to enclose an islet, f of a mile long, and J
The stream
of a mile broad, called Tinwald Isle.
and wears, in most
is, in the last degree, sluggish,
places, the appearance of a mossy, stagnant, vegetating pool. From head to foot of Lochar-raoss a
course, including windings, of at least 12 miles it
has a fall of onlv 1 1 feet,
LOCH-ASSYNT. See Asstxt.
LOCH-AVEN. See Avex.
LOGH-AVICH. See Avich.
LOCH-AWE. See Awe.
LOCH AY. See Lochy.
LOCH-BADANLOCH. a lake about 3i miles
long, in the upper part of the parish of Kildonan,
Sutherlandshire. Its superfluence is a chief headstream of Helmsdale- water.
LOCH-BAY, a ramification of I.och-Dunvegan,
on the west side of the island of Skye. It projects
from the north side of Loch-Dun vegan into the
peninsula of Yatemish, has a length of about 2 miles,
and affords good anchorage in ordinary weather.
LOCH-BEAULY. See Beaclt.
LOCH-BEE. See Bee.
LOCH-BEG, a ramification of Loch-Bracadale, on
the south-west coast of the island of Skye.
LOCH-BEXEVAN, a lake about 3J miles long
Its scenery is
in Strathaflnck, Inveniess-shire.
sublime; and the mountain Maum-Soule, on the
north side of it, is sheeted with tlie largest known

—

—

mass of perennial snow

in Britain.

LOCH-BOARLAN. See Altax-xan-Cealg.\chLOCH-BOISDALE. See Boisd.^le,
LOCH-BORLEY. See Dursess.
LOCH-BRACK. See Balmaclellax.
LOCH-BRALLAIG. See Brallaig.
LOCH-BROLUM. See Brolum.
LOCH-BROOM axd LOCH-BROOM (Little).

See Broom.

LOCHBROOM,

a parish on the north-west of
It contains the
Cromartyshire.
post-oflice station of Loclibroom, and the post-oflSce
It is bounded by the Minch,
village of Ullapool.
by Sutherlandshire, and by the parishes of KincarRoss-shire and

and Gairloch. Its length westward is
about 36 miles; and its greatest breadth is about
20 miles. Along its coast, and belonging to it, are
the Summer-isles, Horse-isle, Martin-isle, Priestsmaller islands.
isle, Greinord- island, and some
Its coast is indented by Loch-Enard, Big LochBroom, Little Loch-Broom, Loch-Greinord, and a
number of bays; and, though not more than 20
miles in extent in a straight line, it measures at
The boundaryleast 100 miles along its windings.
dine, Contin,

along the interior is scarcely less irregular and
The general surface of the parish is a
" To a
wild, heathy, alpine labyrinth.
spectator
on
an
eminence in the inland part of it, the
placed
and
is
that
of
a
wide
appearance
dreary waste of
bleak and barren heath, as if a segment of the great
ocean, agitated and tossed and tumbled, not by an
ordinary storm, however violent, but by some frightful convulsion of nature, with here and there a rude
and loity peak of rugged rock towering to the skies,
had been suddenly condensed, and formed into a
solid shapeless mass of unproductive desei't, without
one spot of green on which to rest the eye. On descending from the heights, however, and advancing
toward the sea, the ground assumes a verj' different
line

intricate.

LOCII-COKR.

LOCII-BUILG.
and more pleasing aspect. Here, along the shores
of the ocean, on the sides of the great arms of the
sea by which the parish is intersected, and the rich
the hills, the eye is
valleys which extend far among
refreshed by the sight of fertile fields and populous
hamlets, with numerous flocks and herds, and woods
and waters." The arable soil is shallow, but toler-

The

disparish is divided into four
tricts: namely, the Aird of Coigach, Lochbroomis a
There
the
and
Laigh.
proper, the Little strath,
mountain-lake called Loch-Broom, about 3 miles in
from which a rapid river,
length, and 1 in breadth;
called the Broom, descends into the Big-loch below
The Laigh is watered by the
the parish church.
fertile.

ably

south-east side above the ferry. The loch, as seen
thence, presents the appearance of a fresh-water
lake, about 20 miles in circumference, embosomed
in hills, the flanking ones of which project their
bases into it in tlie manner of promontories, while
those at its head rise to a considerable altitude.

Loch-Carron is a rendezvous of herring-boats, and
gives name, jointly Avitli Skye, to a district of the
The produce of that district in
herring fishery.
1854, was 2,056 barrels of herrings cured, and 6,500
caught but not cured the number of persons em;

ployed in

its fisheries

was 751

was 5,513;

tlie

number

of

and the value of these boats, together with nets and lines, was £24,400. See Cauboats

;

Meikle river, which descends from Loch-na-Sealgh, RON (The).
LOCHCARRON, a parish, containing the posta beautiful sheet of water about 6 miles in length.
The parish contains many of the ancient drystone office station of Lochcarron, and the village of Janetown, in the south-west of Ross-shire. It extends
circular buildings, of the kind called duns. There
from the mountain water-shed near the sources oi
are five landowners, all except one non-resident.
Population in 1831, 4,615 in 1851, 4,813. Houses, the rivulet Carron south-westward to the peninsula
at the forking of Loch-Carron into Loch-Kishoni,
Assessed property in 1843, £6,343 14s. 8d.
919.
This parish is in the presbytery of LochcaiTon, and is bounded elsewhere by the parishes of AppleIts length is 2o
and synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Marchioness of cross, Gairloch, and Lochalsh.
Schoolmaster's miles, and its greatest breadtii is upwards of IC
Stafford.
Stipend, £298 10s. 9d.
miles.
Its surface consists principally of the glei)
salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £6 fees. The parish
church was built in 1844, and contains 650 sittings. and hill -screens of the rivulet Carron, and those ol
the
The glen of tbt
There is a government church at Ullapool, with
upper part of Loch-Carron.
stream widens as it approaches the loch, expandthe status of a quoad sacra parish church. There
a
into
of
extent
to
are two Free churches, one at Ullapool with an ating
valley
equal
any on the wes(
tendance of 1,240, the other at Coigach with an atcoast, and furnishing a fine subject for georgical
tendance of about 600; and the amount of their improvement. The peninsula at the south end ol
There are 7 non- the parish also presents a series of gentle and irrereceipts in 1856 was £183 19s.
parochial schools. Lochbroom is a rendezvous of gular hillocks, diversified with wood. About 1,240
herring-boats, and gives name to a district of fish- acres of the entire area are in tillage, and about
eries comprising 43 creeks.
The produce of that 1,500 are under wood. The j'early value of raw
district in 1854 included 1,328 barrels of herrings,
produce, including £3,000 for fisheries, was estiand 117,194 cod and ling fish; the number of persons mated in 1836 at £10,090. Assessed property in
in
it was 2,414
number
the
of
boats
was
There are two landowners.
1843, £2,889 5s. lid.
employed
570 and the value of these boats, together with A fair for cattle used to be held at New Kelso or
nets and lines, was £23,370.
the first Monday of June, but it has completel}
LOCH-BKORA. See Brora.
fallen away.
The only antiquities are an old cirLOCH-BROWN. See Mauchline.
cular fort behind Janetown, and tiie remains o:
LOCH-BliUIACH. See Bruiach.
Strome-castle, anciently the property of the Mac
LOCH-BUILG, a mountain lake, upwards of a donalds of Glengarry. The Gaelic poets Willianj
mile long and about ^ a mile broad, abounding in Mackenzie and Alexander Mackenzie were natives
of Lochcarron.
trout, in the upper part of the parish of Kirkmichael,
Population in 1831, 2,136; in 1851
Banffshire, contiguous to the boundary with Aber1,612.
Houses, 337.
deenshire.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery, in thi
LOCH-BURN. See Linlithgow.
synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown. Stipend
LOCH-BUY, a bay on the south coast of the £158 6s. 8d. glebe, £17 10s. Schoolmaster's salary
island of Mull, Argyleshire.
It enters about 7J
£34 4s. 4Jd., with about £15 fees.
The parisl
miles west-north-west of Easdale, and has a length church was built in 1751, and contains upwards o
of about 3 miles, with a breadth of about 1 mile.
300 sittings. There is a Free church, with an at
LOCH-CAILM. See Reay.
tendance of about 800 and the sum I'aised in con
a
on
the
coast
of
the
LOCH-CALVA, bay
parish nexion with it in 1856 was £42.
of Edderachyllis, Sutherlandshire.
LOCH-CARROY. See Carroy.
LOCH-CAOLISPORT. See Caolisport and
LOCH-CATHERINE. Sec Katrine.
Knapdale.
LOCH-CHROISY. See Contin and Coxan (Th«
LOCH-CLACHAN. See Clachan.
LOCH-CARNABATTAN, a lake, attractive to
LOCH-CLUNIE. See Clunie.
anglers, in the parish of Kiltarlity, Inverness-shire.
LOCH-COIRUISK. See Corriskin.
LOCH-CARRON, the estuary of the rivulet CarIt extends
LOCH-CONNEL. See Kirkcolm.
ron, in the south-west of Ross-shire.
about 15 miles south-westward, from the influx of
LOCH-CORR, a very picturesque but seclude
tlie rivulet till it becomes lost in the sea off the
lake, about 3 miles long, on the east side of Bor
north-east of Skyo.
Its breadth for about 8 miles
Clybric, Sutlierlandshire.
nowhere exceeds 1 mile but it then suddenly exLOCH-COTE. See Torphichen.
LOCH-COULTER. See Coulter.
pands to about 3 miles; and it thence maintains
ramifithat breadtii on the average to the sea.
LOCH-CRAGGIE. See Craggie.
cation of it goes north-north-eastward, under tlie
LOCH-CRAIGNISH. Sec Craignish.
name of Loch-Kishorn, from the north side of the
LOCH-CULLISAID. See Cullibaid,
The
where it obtains its sudden expansion.
LOCH-DAMPH. See Damph.
[)art
LOCH-DA YEN. See Daven.
och is crossed, about 3 miles above its expansion,
the
is
on
line
of
which
the
LOCH-DEE.
See Dee (The), Kirkcudbrigt
great
by Strome-ferry,
west-coast road of Scotland. A noblo view of the sliire.
loch's basin is obtained from an eminence on its
LOCH-DERCLEUCH. See Stuaiton.
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

A

LOCH-DHU.

LOCH-FENZIES.
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a Like of 7 acres in extent, iu the
Rothesay. Island of Bute.
LOCH-DHU, Caithness-shire. See Wick and

LOCH-EIL.

LOCH-DHU,

a lake 2 miles long, sequestered

nd picturesque, lying at the foot of the Dim-i-ock,
ising abruptly 200 feet above it, and forming a
:x)jection of Ben-Laoghal, in the parish of Tongue,
I

I

i

atherlandshire.

LOCH-DOCHART.
LOCH-DOC H FOUR.

See Dochart.
See Dochfour.
LOCH-DOINE, a small picturesque loch in the
It is an expaniirish of Balquhidder, Perthshire.
>nof the same river, the Balnaig, which afterwards
rms Loch-Voel and Loch-Lubnaig, and, in time of
lods, foi-ms one sheet with Loch-Voel.
LOCH-DON, a bay on the east coast of the
It entere 3 miles
land of Mull, Argj-leshire.
ath by west of Duart -castle, and directly opposite
middle of Kerrera. It penetrates the land northIt is ^ a mile
jstward to the extent of 4 miles.
oad at its mouth ; but it speedily contracts to a
JT yards, and continues thence to be narrow to its
ad.

LOCH-DOW AL, an

expansion of the rivulet Carabout 2 miles long, terminating about 5 miles
>m the head of Loch-Carron, in the south-west of
,

IBS-shire.

LOCH-DOW ALTON.

See Dowalton.

LOCH-DOWL. See Dunakt (The).
LOCH-DRUIDIBEG. See Druidibeg.
LOCH-DRUM. See Baschory-Ternax.

LOCH-DRUMMELLIE,

a lake, about 1 mile
and J a-mile broad, lying on the mutual border
me parish of Clunie and tlie parish of Kinloch, a
tie west of the house of Marlee, in the Siormont
ig

trict

of Perthshire.

LOCH-DUBH.
LOCH-DUICH.

See Shira (The).
See Dcich.

LOCH-DUN DELCHACK. See DrsDELCHACK.
LOCH DUNGAN. See Kells.
LOCH-DUNTALCHAIG. See Dcntalchaig.
LOCH-DUNVEGAN. See Dunvegan.
TiOCH-EARN.

See Earn.
a post-office village in the
It stands at the
riih of Balquhidder, Perthshire.
~
of Loch-Earn, on the road from Rillin to Calat the junction of the road to CrieflF, 8 miks
14 north of Callendar, and 19 west
^of Killin,
iff.
A mail-coach runs daily between it and

liOCHEARNirEAD,

',

A

gold mine was recently opened in its
Population, 46. Houses, 10.
H-ECK. See Eck.
HEE, a small post-town on the east border
It
parish of Liff and Bcnvie, Forfarshire.
1 J mile north-west of Dundee, but is included
the parliamentary boundaries of that burgh,
iV be regarded as, in all respects, a suburb.
pies a comparatively large space, being unous and dispersed, and presents the appcarbeing a busy seat of manufacture. It has
^ spinning-mills ; and a great number of its ints are hand-loom weavers, in the employment
manufacturers of Dundee. Several quarries
illent sandstone have been wrought here for a
period and the stones from one of these were
def material in the construction of Dundee barr.
Lochee has a chapel of ease, a Free church.
_
and their respective
Ignited Presbyterian church,
lols.
The principal manufactory of the place is
of Cox Brothers, who employ about 2,000 perlurhood.

;

« in
1

See Eishast.

LOCHENBRECK, a

powerful chalybeate spring,
the parish of Balmaghie, Kirkcudbrightshire.
water
is
The
strongly impregnated with sulphate
of iron and carbonic acid, flows copiously, is transparent, and not unpleasant to the taste, and acts as
In cases of dyspepsy
a powerful tonic and diureric.
and debility, patients given up by the faculty have
found it a restorative in cases of ague, patients
have been relieved by it; and even iu obstinate intermittents, they have found it a cure when other
remedies have failed.
Improved lodgings were
erected 30 years ago in its vicinity, and an excellent road to it made from the town of Gatehouse-ofSee Bai^maghie.
Fleet, 7 miles distant.
LOCHEND, a small lake, a mile north-east of
Edinburgh, and J of a mile west of Restalrig, in the
On the top
parish of South Leith, Edinburghshire.
of a rock overhanging it, and close to the modern
farm-stead, are the ruins of the castle of Logan of
Lochend, at one time, supplied the town
Restalrig.
of Leith with water.
LOCHEND. a small lake, attractive to anglers,
and containing a small, wooded, artificial islet, at
the foot of Lowtis, in the parish of Newabbey,

in

Jraig-Dhcloch.

LOCH-DIRN,

See Eil.

LOCH-EISHART.

larish of

spinning, dyeing, bleaching, power and
loom, linen and carpet weaving, and who are at
nt erecting another mill which will employ 500
hands. Population of the town in 1851, 5,332.

;

Kirkcudbrightshire.
LOCHEND, a post-office station, in the west of
the parish of Colvend, Kirkcudbrightshire. Lochend is also a Free church preaching-station, whose

were £21 6s.
a lake of 40 acres in area, in the
Very large
parish of Old Monkland, Lanarkshire.
pike are sometimes caught in it.

receipts in 1856

LOCHEND,

LOCHEND, Haddingtonshire. See Dcxbak.
LOCHEND, Fifeshire. See Duxfermlixe.
LOCHEND-HOUSE. See Haddixgtoxshire

LOCH-ENNICH. See Exxicu.
LOCH-ENOCH. See Mixxigaff.
LOCHENURT-CASTLE. See EDisBCRCHSHreE.

LOCHER

(The), a rivulet of Renfrewshire. It
on the south-east border of Kilmalcolm mo?s,
and runs 6J miles eastward, chiefly within the
parish of Kilbarchan, to a confluence with the
Gryfe, at a point 1} mile east of the village of
Houston. There is on its banks a petrifying spring,
from whicli many beautiful specimens of dendritic
carbonate of lime have been obtained.
LOCHER (The), Dumfries-shire. See Lochar.
LOCH-ERIBOLL. See Eriboll.
LOCH-ERICHT. See Ericht.
LOCH-ERISA. See Mill.
LOCH-ERISORT. See Erisort.
LOCH-ERNCRAGS. See Ekxckags,
LOCH-ESK. See Esk.
LOCH-ETIVE. See Etfve.
rises

LOCH-EWE. See Ewe.
LOCH-EYE. See Eye.
LOCH-EYLT. See Eylt.
LOCH-EYNORT. See Etxort.
LOCH-FAD. See Fad and Colossay.
LOCH-FAIL.

See Fail.

LOCH-FANNICH. See Faxxich.
LOCH-FEACHAN. See pEAcnAif.
LOCHFELL, a mountain, rising to

an altitude

upwards of 2,500 feet above the level of the sea,
having its summit at the point where the parishes
of Moffat, Hutton, and Eskdalemuir meet, in Dumfries-shire, li mile south of the boundary with Sel-

of

one of the Hartfell group.
a small lake on the eastern
boundary of the parish of Kinloch, veiy near that
parish's point of contact with Lethendy, in Perth-

kirkshire.

It is

LOCH-FENZIES,

shire.

LOCH FERGUS.

See Ayr.

LOCHFOOT.

LOCH-FETTY. See Beatii and Dunfermline.
LOCH-FEWN. See Fewn.
LOCH-FINLAGAN. See Finlagan.
LOCH-FITHY. See Fokpar.
LOCH-FOLLART. See Follart.
LOCHFOOT, a post-office village in the parish
of Lochnitton, Kirkcudbrightshire.
130.
Houses, 27.

LOCH-FRAOCHY.
LOCH-FYNE. See

LOCHGOILHEAD.
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Population,

See Fkaochy.

Fyne.

LOCH-GAIR.
LOCH-GAIT.

See Gairloch.
See Galston.
LOCH-GAMOSLECHAN. See Skiport.
LOCH-GARRY. See Garry.
LOCHGELLY, a lake and a post-office village,
in the parish of Auchterderran, Fifeshire.
The
lake is on the boundaiy with Auchtertool, measures
and
sends
off
miles
in
3
its
circumference,
nearly
superfluence by a small stream north-eastward to
the Orr. Its north bank is wooded and finely enclosed, and forms a pleasant piece of scenery but
its other banks are bleak and tame.
The village
stands f of a mile north of the lake, on the road
from Dunfermline to Kennoway, 6 miles east-northeast of Dunfermline, and 8 west-north-west of Kirkcaldy; and it has a station on the Dunfermline branch
;

of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway.
It
is a thriving place, having risen rapidly in
populainhabited
is
weavers
and
tion, yet
principally by
miners.
Coal is extensively worked in its neighan
and
iron-work
was recently erected.
bourhood,
Fairs are held on the first Thursday of April, old
style, on the third Wednesday of July, and on the
third Wednesday of September.
The village has a
chapel of ease, a Free church, and an United Presbyterian church, and is a station of the county police.
T^he foundation of the chapel of ease was laid in
June, 1855. Popixlation, 770. Houses, 154.
LOCn-GILP. See Gilp.

a government one, under the patronage of thf
Crown, and contains 480 sittings. The sum raisec
in connection with the Free church in 1856 wai

£132

2s. 4d.

Population of the town in 1851, 1,703

LOCH-GLAISSEAN. See Glaissean.
LOCH-GLASS. See Glass.
LOCH-GLASSLETTER. See Kintail.
LOCH-GLASSY. See Logierait.
LOCH-GLENGAP. See Twynholm.
LOCH-GLOE. See Dunfermline.
LOCH-GOIL. See Goil.

LOCHGOILHEAD,

a parish, containing a postoffice village of its own name, in the north of Cowal,
It is bounded by Perthshire and
Argyleshire.

Dumbartonshire, by Loch-Long and Loch-Fyue,
and by the parishes of Kilmun, Strachur, Inverary,
and Glenorchy. Its length southward is about 35
miles; and its breadth varies from 6 to 20 miles.
Its southern division lies between the upper part
of Loch-Long and the upper part of Loch-Fyne, to

the extent of 12 miles along the former, but to a
much smaller extent along the latter, and is intersected on the east side by Loch-Goil and its north
em division extends along the border of the county
The surface in geneto the vicinity of Ben-Loy.
ral is very rugged, consisting of wild mountains,
interspersed with huge rocks and precipices, which,
till of late, were covered with heath
but, since the
introduction of sheep, they have begun to exhibit
the appearance of verdure.
Upon the west side of
;

;

Loch-Long, and upon both sides of Loch-Goil, the
is bold and steep, and the hills high and
craggy. The shore, upon both sides of Loch-Fyne,
as far as this parish extends, is more flat and accescoast

sible; the land is high, but not so rocky or stoin

The barrenness

of the ground along the conLoch-Goil and Loch-Long is partly concealer
of
the
scene agreeably diversified, b}
the wildness
extensive natural woods which cover the land neai
the coast, and rise to a considerable distance fron
the shore.
Some of the mountains, which form th(
western extremity of the Grampian range, are situ
ated in this parish as Benuna, so called from thi
richness of its grass Benanlochan, from the fresh
water lake which washes its base; Benluibhain
abounding in herbs Benthiolaire, remarkable fo
and Bendonicl
its springs and water - cresses
called after a saint of that name.
These, and som

LOCHGILPHEAD, a small sea-port and posttown, in the parish of Glassary, Argyleshire. It
stands at the head of Loch-Gilp, on the road from
Campbelton to Oban, 2 miles north of Ardrishaig,
13 north by west of Tarbert, and 40 north-west of
Rothesay. It has risen rapidly from the condition
of a poor village to that of a thriving small town.
;
It is linked with Ardrishaig, and with the south
end of the Crinan canal, as if these were strictly
contiguous to it. Its trade is a kind of focus of the other hills, rise to a- great height. There are tw
communicationg between the Clyde and the Western small lakes, well-stored with trout. The coast
Highlands, and at the same time comprises a con- well-cultivated, and its produce repays the fannt
Limestone
siderable amount of local interchange with the imfor the labour he bestows on it.
A vein of lead on
mediately surrounding country. It has horse mar- worked in several quarries.
kets on the third Thursday of March, and on the said to be very rich in silver, occurs at the head
second Thursday after the fourth Thursday of Loch-Fyne. Jasper, a variety of spars, and Borr
November ; and cattle markets on the Tuesday and other interesting minerals are found. The fislierie
Wednesday before the first Wednesday of June, on in Loch-Goil, Loch-Long, and Loch-Fyne are vah
the second Wednesday of June, on the Thursday able. The old valued rental is £4,392 Scots. A
Theri
before the first Tuesday of October, on the Tuesday
sessed property in 1843, £5,601 13s. 9d.
and Wednesday before the first Thursday of No- lage of Lochgoilhead stands at the head of Loci
vember, and on the Wednesday fortnight after that Goil, on the shortest route of comnuuiication b
Wednesday. There are in the town an office of the tween Glasgow and Inverary, and is distant fro
Union Bank, an office of the Clydesdale Bank, and the latter place about 8 miles. A steam-boat pli'
four insurance agencies.
Steamboats ply daily to daily between it and Glasgow, and a stage-<50ii(
Glasgow, and either once a-woek or oltencr to al- communicates between the steamer and St. Catli _
most every considerable port in the Western High- rine's ferry on Loch-Fyne, opposite Inverary. Tl
lands and Islands.
A sheriff court is held once a- village has a good inn, and a number of neat ne
sii
quartcr, and a justice of peace court on the first villas; and in its vicinity is Drumsainy-hou.so,
Tuesday of every month. The bishop of Argyle rounded by fine woods. Population of the pari
and the Isles, in the Scottish Episcopal communion, in 1831, 1,'l9G; in 1851, 8.34. Houses, 150.
has his diocesan chapel in Lochgilphead, and liis
There are in this parish three old castles, call
residence in the neighbourhood,
'i'liero are also in
Dunduranih, Ardkinlass, and Carrick. The caslj
the town a quoad sacra parish church, a Free of Dunduranih is a large and strong tower, of an
duirch, a Reformed Presbyterian church, and a regular figure, with siiiflll turrets above the ang
It stands in a low situation, clow
Baptist chapel. The quoad sacra parish church is in the wall.
:

;

;

i

(

LOCHGOILHEAD.

and, as the access to it by land must have
most frequent communication
rould probably be by boats. The castle of Ardkin-

he sea

;

verj' bad, the

leen

formerly comThe space between
i-ised three separate towers.
le towers was defended by a strong wall about 15
In the course of this wall was the great
jiet high.
kite, which was defended by small round turrets in
|ank, with apertures, through which those who asjiiled the gate might be annoyed with arrows, or
ith fire-arms.
The gate was defended by a small
Around the
vrer, rising immediately above it.
ea, and within the walls, were smaller buildings,
for storeand
for
lodging servants,
holding arms,
nses and cellars. The period when this castle was
lit is not known
but there is evidence of its
ying been repaired in the year 1586. The old
fldence of the family of Ardkinlass of which the
ins can now scarcely be traced
was at a small
Ktance from this strong castle, but in a more comThe castle of Carrick stands
ioding situation.
on a rock, which was formerly surrounded by the
means
of
a
by
deep ditch. The entry to the
tie from the land was by a drawbridge, which was
'ended by a strong wall and two small towers.
e castle itself is of an oblong figure, but not pertly regular, as the architects, in laying the founion, kept in some places by the very edge of the
k.
It is 66 feet long, and 38 broad, over walls;
side-wall is 64 feet high, and 7 feet thick.
Beeen the castle and the sea, there is a part of the
ik which was surrounded
by a high and strong
11 built round the
edge of the rock; within this
ice 100 men
might conveniently stand, for the
nee of the castle, if it was attacked by sea.
5»re the invention of
gunpowder, the castle of
•rick could be taken
only by surprise; it was
rcely possible to storm it, nor could it be taken
yockade, as it had always a free communication
ll the sea, for a vessel of
any burden may swim
side of the rock.
The time in which this
was built is not ascertained. It can be traced
&r as the end of the 15th century; but it is
The tradition of the country
ily much older.
hat it was built by the Danes. Nothing now
JUns but the walls and these are not entire.
U& parish is in the presbytery of Dunoon, and
;«i of
Argvle. Patron, Callander of Ardkinlass.

has nearly disappeared

iss

;

but

it

I

;

—

—

Rthe

;

£167 9s. 9d.; glebe, £37 10s. SchoolmasThe ancient
salary, £30, with about £5 fees.
o( Lochgoilhead was an archdeanenr', and

«id,
)

A

dismembered, about the middle of the 17th
oy, into the three parishes of Lochgoilhead,
and Strachur; and the first and second of
9 parishes were afterwards re-united, and are
comprised in the present parish. There are
iierich

'sh churches,

ng 305

— the

sittings,

at Lochgoilhead,
— theoneother
at Caimdow,

on Loch-Fvne-side, containing 258
and the parish minister officiates two Sabthe former, and the third Sabbath in the
*.
There are 5 non-parochial schools.
»CHGOIN. See Fexwick.
"
"«-GORM. See Qokm.
rich,

H-GREINORD.

See Greixord.

H-GRIAN. See Grian.
II-GRIMSHADER. See Grimshader.
II-GRUINARD. See Gruinard.
H-GUIRM. See Guirm.
II-GYNAG. See Gvxag.
li-H ARPORT. See Haeport.
H-HOPE. See Hope.
H-HOURN. See Hocrn.
H-HOUSE.
See Kilpatrick-Jl-xta and
:;iEs-SHiRE.

~j

LOCHLEE.
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LOCHIEL. See Eil (Loch).
LOCH-INCH. See Inch, Invemeas-shire.

LOCH-INCHARD.

See Ixchard.

LOCH-IN-DAAL. an arm

of the sea, deeply indenting the south side of Islay, in Argyleshire. It
enters between the Point of Rhinns and the Mull of
Islay, with a width of about 11 miles, and penetrates the land north-north-eastward, to the extent
of about 12 miles, narrowing its upper part to a
vndih of not more than 2 miles. The middle of its
east side forms the considerable expansion called

The whole loch is comparatively
shallow, but abounds in fish, and is much frequented by shipping. See Islay.
LOCH-IN-DAAL, a bay projecting from the
north-west side of the Sound of Sleat into the island
of Skye, and
from the head of Lochseparated
Eishart by an isthmus of only ^ a mile in breadth.
LOCHINDORB. See Cromdale and Ediskellie.
Laggan-bay.

LOCH-INORD.

See Ixokd.

LOCHINRUAR. See Kildoxan.
LOCHINTALLAN, a small bay on

the east side
of the island of Islav.
LOCHINVAR. See Dalry, Kirkcudbrightshire.
LOCH-INYER. See Assyxt and Ikvke.

LOCH-IORSA.

See Earsay.

LOCH-ISHOUR. See Ishocr.
LOCH-KATRINE. See Katrixe.
LOCH-KEESHORN. See Ross-shire and Lochcaerox.

LOCH-KIXELLAN. See Contix.
LOCH-KNOCK, a small bay, 3 miles

southsouth-west of Ai"dmore-point, on the east side of the
island of Islav.

LOCH-LAGGAN.
LOCH-LAOGHAL.
LOCH-LAX FORD.

See Laggax.
See To.xgle.
See Laxford.
LOCH-LEAMXACLAVAN. See Kildoxait.
LOCHLEE, a parish, containing the iwst-office
hamlet of Tarfside, in the extreme north of the
Grampian district of Forfarshire. It is bounded by
Aberdeenshire, and by the parishes of Edzell, LethIts length eastward is
not, Cortachie, and Clova.
13 miles; and its greatest breadth is 8 miles.
Everywhere, except over 6^ miles on the east, it is
hemmed in by a water-shedding line of mountains.
Its whole surface is ruggedly highland, consisting
of wild and high mountain-ranges, partially and
narrowly cloven by glens. Mount Keen and Mount
Battock, both on the boundaiy, the former on tlie
north, and the latter on the north-east, rise respec-

and 3,010 feet above sea-level. Other
summits along the boundarv and in the interior attain altitudes of from 2,000 to 3,000 feet.
The
heights are, for the most part, steep, rocky, and
covered with heath, bent, or moss; and even the
lower slopes and the valleys are, to a considerable
extent, dressed in russet.
Only a trifle more than
tively 3,465

is inhabited; all the rest
being triumphant mountain-wilderness, or the free
walk of the wandering flock. Not more than 1,400
acres have ever been tilled and but small additions
The soil of
could be advantageously reclaimed.

one-fourth of the area

;

the arable grounds is thin and light, generally superincumbent on gravel. Natural woods are small
in extent, and plantations are unknown.
Limestone abounds; and a vein of lead ore has been
traced for several miles, but, after a trial, was found
to be uncompensating to the miner.
All the headstreams of East-water, or the North Esk, rise in the
parish, and swell the stream to considerable bulk,
See Esk (The North).
liefore it passes into Edzell.
Three-fourths of a mile west of the church, a little
south of the centre of the parish, and in the course
of the river Lee, is a very beautiful little lake IJ

LOCHLEE.

mile long, and 3 furlongs broad, at the east end of
which stood the ancient church, and which imposed
its own name of Lochlee on the whole parish.
Opposite the manse are the ruined walls of the castle
of Invermark, built in the early part of the 16th
century, and inhabited by the family of Lindsay of
Lord PanEdzell, the ancient lords of the soil.
mure is now the sole heritor. Several roads penetrate far into the interior, and one leads across the
The
bold mountaiu-boundary into Aberdeenshire.
value of raw produce was estimated in 1833 at

Assessed property in 1843, £1,331. Real
£4,580.
rental in 1855, £1,469.
Population in 1831, 653; in
Houses, 129.
1851, 615.
in
This parish is
the presbytery of Brechin, and
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £158 6s. 7d.; glebe, £20.
salary, £34 4s. 4id., with some other emoluments.
The parish church was built in 1803, and contains
270 sittings. There is a Free church, with an attendance of 150; and the amount of its receipts in
1856 was £111 2s. 4Jd. There is also an Episcopalian chapel.
There are two public non-parochial
schools, and a parochial library.
LOCHLEE, a locality, taking name from the
small lake, Lochlee, the source of the rivulet Fail,
in the upper part of the parish of Tarbolton, Ayrshire.
The poet Burns spent his most joj'^ous days,
and wrote his most admired poems, in this locality;
and he makes allusion in his writings to many
places around it. Coilficld-house, in the vicinity,
"
IB the
Castle of Montgomery," in his song of
"
Highland Mary," and was one of his most fa-

A thatched cottage, about a mile
from Lochlee, was the birthplace of his great illustrator, Thorn, whose sculptures of Tarn o' Shanter
and Souter Johnny are so famous.
LOCHLEE, a small lake in the parish of Auldearn, Nairnshire, lying somewhat below the level of
vourite resorts.

the sea.

L0CH-LEG6AN,

a lake about a mile in circumference, and mostly surrounded with wood, in the
moor of Kippen. It gives rise to the burn of Broich.
LOCHLETTER. See Glen-Uuquhaut.
LOCH-LEVEN. See Leven.
LOCHLIN. See Fearn.
LOCH-LING. See Long, Eoss-shire.
LOCH-LINNHE. See Linnhe.
LOCH-LOCH Y. See Locnr.
LOCH-LOMOND. See Lomond.
LOCH-LONG. See Long.
LOCH-LOYAL. See Tongue.
LOCH-LUAG. See Luar.
LOCH-LUBNAIG. Sec Lubnaio.
LOCH-LUICHART. See Luichaut.
LOCH-LUIN. See Luin.
LOCH-LYON. See Lyon.
LOCHMABBERY, a lake partly in Ayrshire,
but chiefly in Wigtonshire. It lies on the mutual
border of the parishes of Colmonell, Pcnningham,
It is 1^ mile in length, and ^ a
and Kirkcowaii.
mile in breadth. It has several islets and on one
of these are remains of a large castellated building.
The lake discharges itself by the river Bladenoch.
There is adjacent to it a i>oat-office station of its
own name, subordinate to Girvan.
LOCHMABEN, a parish near the centre of AnIt contains the royal
nandale, Dumfries-shire.
;

burgh of Lochmaljcn, the post-oftice villages of
Ilightac and Templand, and the three villages
which, jointly with Ilightae, arc called the Fourbounded by Johnstone, Applegarth,
'J'inDryfe.sdale, Dalton, Mousewald, Torthorwald,
Its length southward JB
wa'ld, and Kirkmichacl.
miles.
82 miles; and its greatest breadth in SJ

towns.

It

is

LOCHMABEN.
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highest ground is along the western boundaiy
the summit merely of a long waving <^^''!l
and all acknowledges the dominion of the j^^
The surface descends in a very gentle and
diversified gradient, till nearly mid-breadth of IIk
parish; and thence, excepting some easy rising
grounds toward the north, it everywhere subsidei
into a rich and beautiful plain.
Excepting three
small mosses, which are of great value to the inhabitants for fuel, the whole parish is arable, though
a considerable proportion of it is disposed in mendow-land and pasture. The soil toward the m
light and gravelly, but, in other parts, is ii
monly rich, consisting over a large area of tljt- finest alluvial loam, occasionally nine feet deep, and

but

it is

.

eveiywhere abundantly fructiferous in evei

v de-

The land is too valuable to
scription of crop.
of much plantation; but it has fine enclos'.i
sheltered

by wide

files

of trees, and comprise.'-

90 acres of plantation. Red sandstone is ([ii
at Corncockle-moor, in thin slabs for roofiiiin blocks for building.
The river Annan, in
folds, runs along most of the eastern bou,!
The Kinnel runs diagonally across the north nul,
south-eastward to the Annan, over a distance of 2f
miles in a straight line, but at least 5 miles
its pebbly channel.
The Ae runs a mile
north-west boundary, and one-fourth of a mi!
the interior to the Kinnel. Eight lakes lie
'

.

(

—

i

most of them so
interior,
as to make it appear, from

surrounding the
some vantage g!
in the neighbourhood, to be situated on an
in the midst of a curiously -outlined largi
Five of them are of considerable extent.
Castle-loch, immediately south of the burgli.
sures 200 acres; Halleath-loch, east of the
80; the Mill-loch, north west of the burgh, 7'
Kirk-loch, west of the burgh, 60; and Hi
Two kii
loch, south-west of Castle-loch, 52.
loch-trout, one usually weighing from 2 to 5 [luuin
and the other from 12 to 14 pounds, pike, occaj
sionally weighing from 25 to 35 pounds,
percl;
'

i

1

—

.-

—

loach, roach, skelly, banstickle, and eel, are takei
in all the lakes; and green back, bream, and vev.
dace or vendise, are taken in addition, in the Cas
The last of these the vendace is be
tle-loch.
lieved to be peculiar to this lake, and has^raw
great attention both from naturalists and from ep
The number of landowners, in conseqiiem
cures.
of the singular distribution of the lands of Fon
towns, and the minute parcelling out of the burgl
roods, is about 270 ; but the principal are Johiistr
of Halleaths, Dickson of Elshicshields, the Marqn
of Queensberry, Sir W. Jardino of Applegartl
of Henderland, and Flint of Biw
Lord

—

—

Murray

chapel.

The

chief residences are Halleaths, Elshi

The pari;
shields, Broadchapel, and Todhillmuir.
has good roads, and lies within 2 miles of tl
Cal
Nethercleugli and Lockerby stations of the
donian railway, but is not traversed by any grci
communication. The real rental in 18
was £11,263. Assessed property in 1843, £7,7(
Population in 1831, 2,795; in 1851, 3,127. HousiJ"

line of

618.

,

A curious antiquity is Spedlin's tower, notic«<l
But the gr»
our article on Jakoine- Hai.l.
attraction of the parish is the paternal residence
Tiiis stands ft »
the Bruce, Loch maben -castle.
from the burgh, on the extreme point of a I
shaped peninsula which juts a considerable
Acro«8
into the .south side of the Castle-loch.
isthmus at the entrance of the peninsula arc vft
ends
at
admitted
both
which
ges of a deep fosse,
waters of the lake, and converted the site of
castle into an island, and over which a well guari

I

,|

,

LOCHMABEN.

lows constantly stood, and was seldom seen during
the Border wars without the dangling appendage of
one or two reivers. The baronial courts of Lochmaben, and even occasional warden courts, were
probably held on the summit of the Castle -hill,
whence the judges beheld their sentences promptly

Hwbridore gave ingress, or refused it to the interior.
^ithin this outer fosse, at brief intervals, are a
oond, a third, and a fourth, of similar character.
he last stretched from side to side of the peninsula
1
mediately at the entrance of the castle; it was
ijtected in front by a strong arched wall or ledge,
ehind which a besieged force could shield themilvefs while they galled, at a distance, an approachand it had at the centre a drawbridge
d into the interior building, and which was
...
V the last post an enemy required to force
order to be master of the fortress. Two arch
ys at the north-eastern and south-western angles
the building, through which the water of the
But
se was received or emptied, remain entire.
idea can now be fonned of the original beauty or
ish either of this outwork or of the magnificent
which it assisted to defend. Gothic hands begenerations ago to treat the castle of the Bruce
merely a convenient quarry ; and, for the sake of
stones, they have peeled away every foot of the
ler work which lined the exterior and the inor of its walls.
So far has barbarian rapacity
1 carried, that now
only the heart or packing of
lie of the walls is left, exhibiting giant masses of
lU stones and lime, irregularly huddled together,
i
nodding to their fall.
Afany portions of the
.

and rigidly carried into execution.
Robert de Brns, the son of that noble knight of

Normandy, who came into England with William
the Conqueror, and first possessed the manor of

;

.

,

have been precipitated from
in heaps upon the groiind

wed

aloft,
;

and

lie

the stone and

lime so firmly cemented, that scarcely any elfort
disunite them.
The castle.
h its out-works, covered about 16 acres, and was
strongest fortress in the Border, and, till the intion of gunpowder, all but impregnable.
But

remains can hardly suggest, even to fancy
the greatness of what the Goths have stolen.
one
or two small apartments can bs traced.
ly
they stand in the remoter part of the castle, and
ite but little interest.
The enclosed spot around
.t

If,

aturally barren, fitted only for the raising of
i ; and its present growth of trees harmonizes
1 with the ruin.
The view of the loch and of
circumjacent scenery, from all points in the

calmly beautiful. The date of the casbut probably was the latter part of

is uncertain,

tSth century,

—the period of the competition

of

Qpowns.

though unsupported by documentary
mce, asserts this castle to have been not the

i'sdition,

Lochmaben residence

of the Braces, but only
enkirged dimensions, and augmented
At a brief distance south of the town,
iigth.
Ifc-north-west side of the loch, is a large rising
nd called Ca.stle-liill, which is pointed out as
site of the original castle, and even as the
That a
birthplace of the first royal Bruce.
ig of some description anciently crowned the
is
from
an old
evident
the
remains
of
(Rice,
Btill dug
up an inch or two beneath the surface
and from the vestiges of a strong
jlie summit,
deep intrenchment carried completely round
^se. Tradition says that the stones of this
(« were transferred from the Oistle-hill across
litervening part of the lake, to the point of the
>«haped peninsula on the southern shore, as
rials for the more modem erection ; and it
that a causeway was constructed, and still
across the bed of the lake, to facilitate the
ience.
But here monuments, documents,
ysical probabilities, concur in refusing conoevidence.
The Castle -hill commands a
ije
lew of the burgh, of the adjacent lakes, and of
nderable expanse of the How of Annandale.
it is a lower hill or mount, called the Gallowswhich, in ancient times, a formidable galinal

'JCessor of

-.

Skelton, being in a state of friendship with our
David I., while prince, received from him, when he
came to the throne, the lordship of Annandale, witli
a riglit to enjoy his castle there, with all the customs appertaining to it. This grant was made a.d.
1 124.
charter, granted by William the Lion to
Robert, third Lord of Annandale, confirming to him
the property possessed by his father in that district,
is dated at Lochmaben.
This is supposed to have
been granted between the years 1165 and 1174.
The church of Lochmaben was one of those which
Robert Bruce, Lord of Annandale, gave to the monks
of Gisbum, in Yorkshire, about the year 1183.
Bruce, the competitor for the throne, and the grandfather of Robert I., died at his castle of Lochmaben,
in 1295, or, according to Leland, in 1296.
In the
year preceding his death, he granted a charter,
dated at this fortress, confirming a convention between the monks of Melrose and those of Holmcultram. " This old castle of Lochmaben," says
Chalmers in his ' Caledonia,' " continued the chief
residence of this respectable family, during the r2th
and 13th centuries. Robert de Bruce, the first Earl
of Carrick, of this dynasty, probably repaired the
castle at Annan."
As a stone, taken from the
ruins of Annan-castle, bears his name, with the
date 1300, the conjecture seems to be formed, with
great probability, that the family had continued
previously to reside at Lochmaben.
After the death of John Bohun, Earl of Hereford,
Lochmaben - castle was given to Edward, of the
same name. In 1335, it was in the keeping of
William Bohun, whom Randolph, Earl of Moray,
" found in
his own castle of Lochmaben, and bearing sway over all his own lands of Annandale,
when he returned from his captivity in France."
In 1366 it is spoken of as the property of Humphrey
de Bohun, who is authorized to victual and repair
it.
In July 1298, Edward I. took possession of it;
and in 1300, he strengthened it, and the castle of

A

human power can

nity, is
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Dumfries, placing adequate garrisons in them, with
ample supplies, and appointing a governor for each.
To this fortress Bruce fled in 1804, on his way from
London, before erecting his royal standard. Having met, near the west marches, a traveller on foot,
whose appearance was suspicious, he found, on examination, that he was the bearer of letters from
Comyn to the English King, urging the death or
the immediate imprisonment of Bruce.
He beheaded the messenger, and pressed forward to his
castle of Lochmaben, where he arrived on the
seventh day after his departure from London.
Hence he proceeded to Dumfries, where the fatal
interview between him and Comyn took place.
At the accession of the Bruce to the Scottish
throne, he conferred liis paternal inheritance, with
its chief seat, the castle of Lochmaljen. on RanWhen Edward III. obtained
dolph. Earl of Moray.
from Edward Baliol the county of Dumfries as part
of the price for helping him to a dependent throne,
he appointed a variety of officers over Lochmabencastle, and garrisoned the fortress in defence of
the cause of England.
In 1342 the Scots made a
strenuous attempt to capture the castle, but were

repulsed

;

and next

year David

II. 's

particular

LOCHMABEN.

foices whom he was imprudently leading into England, were stoutly resisted and severely harassed by
its garrison.
David, exasperated by the repeated
disasters inflicted on him, in 1346 vigorously assaulted the fortress, took it, and executed Selby its

governor. But after the battle of Durham, which
speedily followed, the castle changed both its proprietor- and its tenants.
John, Earl of Moray, failing in that battle, the castle passed by inheritance
to his sister, Agnes, the Countess of March, and
from her was transmitted, through the reigns of
Robert II. and Robert III., to her son, Earl George;

and David

becoming the English king's prisoner,
more opened its gates to an English
after David II.'s restoration, Edretained the district of Annandale, and
II.

the castle once
garrison.

ward

III.

Even

kept the fortress well-garrisoned to defend it but
though connived at by the pusillanimity of the
Scottish king, his dominion was pent up, by the
bravery of the people, within the castle's own nar;

row

limits.

Sallies
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and forages of the garrison

provoked frequent retaliations, occasioned incursions into England, and led, in particular, to a hostile race, in 1380, into Westmoreland, and the carrying away of great booty from the fair of Penrith.
In 1384 the Earl of Douglas, and Archibald Douglas,
Lord of Galloway, whose territories had been infested by the garrison, marched in strong force against
the castle, besieged and captured it, and, by effectits reduction, drove the English from Annandale.
In 1 409 the castle was resigned by the Earl
of March to the Regent Albany, and conferred,
along with the lordship of Annandale, upon the
Earl of Douglas. In 1450, when the Earl of Orkney was sent to quell some fierce outrages of the
dependents of the Douglas, and, though acting by
the King's authority, was opposed and defied, James
II. marched an army into Annandale, and took and
garrisoned Lochmaben-castle. In 1455 the castle,
in common with the lordships of Annandale and
Eskdale, became the property of the Crown by the
attainder of the Earl of Douglas. Till the union of
the Crowns it was preserved as a Border strength,
and belonged either to the kings personally or to
their sons; and it was maintained and managed by

ing

a special governor.
From 1503 to 1 506, James IV. made great repairs
and improvements on the castle, and built within it
a large hall.
In 1504, during a public progress in
the southern parts of his kingdom, he made it a
In 1511 he committed the keeping
personal visit.
of it for seven years, with many perquisites, to
Robert Lauder of the Bass. During the minority
of James V., Robert, Lord Maxwell, being a favoured
counsellor of the queen-mother, was by her intrusted
with the keeping of the castles of Lochmaben and
Thrleve for nmeteen years, with the usual privileges.
In 1565, when Queen Mary pursued, into Dumfriesshire, those who had broken into rebellion on accountof her marriage witli Darnley, she, accompanied
by iiim, visited Lochmaben-castle, wiiich was then
in the keeping of Sir John Maxwell. In 1588, when
James VI., in the prosecuting of his quarrel with
Lord Maxwell, summoned his various castles to
surrender, Lochmaben-castle made resistance, but,
In 1612, the
after two days' firing, was given up.
governorsliip of tliis castle, together with the barony
of Lochmaben, was granted to John Murray, grome
of iiis Maiesties bedchalmer,' who was created Viscount of Annan and Lord Murray of Lochmaben,
From him
and afterwards Earl of Annandale.
descended the noble family of Stormont, now merged
The title of constable and
in tluit of Mansfield.
hereditary keeper of the palace of Lochmaben is
eiaimed both by the Earl of Mansfield and by the
'

Tl
representative of the Marquis of Annandale.
govei'nor of the castle had a salary of £300 Scol
and the fishing of the lochs. He had also, for tl
maintenance of the garrison, from every parish
Annandale, what was called laird a mairt, or,
lairdner mart cow, which, it was required, should
one of the fattest that could be produced, besid
thirty-nine meadow geese, and Fasten's e'en her
Little more than a century has elapsed since tli
tax was exacted. Although the right of fishing
all the lochs was granted, by a charter of Jam
VI., to the burgh of Lochmaben, yet the proprieto
of the castle always enjoyed the exclusive privilei
of fishing in the castle and mill- lochs with boat
About the year 1730 the inhabitants
nets, &c.
Annandale, galled with the exactions made up(
them by the Marquis of Annandale, the governc
resisted payment of his wonted claims, stout
litigated his rights, and obtained from the court-c
session a decree forbidding the future levying of h
usual receipts. At the abolition of hereditary juri
dictions, in 1747, the Marquis claimed £1,000
compensation for his governorship; but was m
allowed a farthing.
The dilapidation of the castle was probably con
menced not long after the place was abandoned
useless; but it must have been mainly incited 1
the triumph of the people over pretensions based c
the ludicrously sinecure ofiice of its noble governo
Our good old Bellenden, in his translation of Boec
has given a very curious picture of the character
the ancient inhabitants of this district, and of tl
" 1
original reason of the erection of the castle.
Annandail is ane loch namit Lochmaben, fyue myl
of lenth, and foure of breid, full of uncouth fisch
Besyde this loch is ane castell, vnder the san,
name, maid to dant the incursion of theuis. F:
nocht allanerlie in Annandail, bot in all the dal
afore rehersit ar mony Strang and wekit theui
inuading the cuntr6 with perpetuall thift, reif,
Tl
slauchter, quhen thay s6 ony tmblus tyme.
theuis (becaus thay haue Inglismen thair perpetui'
ennymes lyand dry marche upon thair nixt bordoi
inuadis Ingland with continewal weris, or ellis
quiet thift and leiffis ay ane pure and miseru
In the tyme of peace, thay are so accustor
lyfe.
with thift, that thay can nocht desist, bot inuai
the cuntre with ithand heirschippis. This vail

1

'

'

i

i

;

—

Annand wes sum tyme namit

Ordouitia, and

pepill namit Ordouices, quhais cruelteis wes
gret, that thay abhorrit nocht to eit the flesche
yolding prisoneris. The wyuis vsit to slay tb

husbandis, quhen thay wer found cowartis, or
comfist be thair ennymes, to give occasioun
otheris to be more bald & hardy quhen danger
currit."
Whatever might be their character in

<

early period, they have in later ages showed,
least, a good deal of humour in their depredatic
Of this we have an amusing proof in the ballac
the Lochmaben Harper,' who, having been sei
with a strong attachment to the Lord Wardf
Wanton Brown,' made his way to Carlisle-cas
although blind, and so enchanted the whole c<
pany, and even the minions, by the charms of
'

'

music, tliat he found means, not only to send oflf
warden's charger, but to persuade liim, that w
he was exerting himself to the utmost to gratify
company, some one had stole his own gude g:
mare,' and thus to secure far more than the vi
'

of all his pretended loss.

"'Allnce! nllacc!' quo tlie cunninjf mild linrpor,
And ever allace Hint I eain licrc
Ill Scollniid I lost n brnw cowt foal;
III England they've stowii my glide gray iiiarel
'

!

'

LOCHMABEN,
**

Then aye he harped, and aye he carped
Sae sweet were the harpings he let them hear:

the parochial incumbent.
Some other chapels existed in the parish, but cannot now be very distinctly

;

He was paid for the foal
And three times ower

he had never
for his

'

lost.

gude gray mare.'

"

Additional to the castles there are, in the landirard part of the parish, two or three other civil
Half-a-mile north-west of the town,
mtiquities.
verlooking the Mill-loch, is a rising ground called
Woody or Dinwoody-castle. The summit, though

ossessing no Testige of huilding, is surrounded
a trench very distinctly marked. In a field
onth-west of the town is the circular trace of a
ower, which anciently possessed a wild fame. It

iTith

one John Cock, or
was one of the most
nowned freebooters of Annandale. An old ballad,
till extant, details his feats of arms, dilates on his
called

'Cock,

Cockie's-field, from
resided in it, and

who

and narrates the manner
party of the King's foresters, to

reat
personal strength,
'
f his

death.

A

hom he had been an
e

intolerable pest, and whom
deer, chanced

had relieved of the care of many

ne day to find

him

asleep in the forest, cautiously

and were determined upon his destruction,
ohn, suddenly awaking, and perceiving at once
le snare into which he had fallen, and the hopelessess of escape, resolved to make his captors pay
early for his life; and before they could overpower

eset him,

im, he laid seven of their

number dead

n the south-west comer of the paiish
ery beautiful artificial
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is

at his feet,

a large and

mound

of earth, perfectly
ircular, quite entire, and terminating in a sharp
ower.
It is called both Rockhall-moat and the
eacon-hill and possibly served both as a moat or
eat of feudal justice, and as a beacon-post for desrying the movements of the Border marauders, and
iving alarm in the event of predatory incursions,
ts position is on the summit of a low but conspiuous ridge which divides Nithsdale, or rather uie
;

Lochar-moss, from Annandale, and com
ands a map-like and very brilliant view of a very
ige part of the champaign country of Dumfriestire, a portion of Galloway, and all the Solway
Tlie parish has remains of several Roman
ith.
icampments; and must have been traversed, along
path easily pointed out, by Agricola on his march
om Brunswark hill to Glota and Bodotria.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
Tied of Dumfries.
Patron, the Earl of ilansfield.
:ipend, £289 Os. 6d.; glebe, £10.
Unappropriated
Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s.
inds, £333 7s. 3d.
with
and
other
£2.5
£10
emoluments,
W-,
fees,
be parish church was built in 1819, and contains
,200 sittings.
There is a Free church of Lochlaben, with an attendance of 450; and the sum
MWd in connexion with it in 1856, was £358 2s. 6d.
here is an United Presbyterian church in the sub-tof Barrows, built in 1818, and containing 800
There is a Reformed Presbj-terian church
iffings.
t
Hightae, built about 1797, and containing 325
There are six non-parochial schools, one
ittings.
ffliem an endowed school at Hightae. The ancient
Inich of Lochmaben was given by Robert de

istrict of

race, the ancestor of the royal Robert,

uband

and the

of Isabel, the natural daughter of William
« Lion, to the monks of Gisburn but it afterwards.
ith reservation of some of the pertinents to the
anks, resumed its status as a rectory, immediately
In the 15tii
spected by the Bishop of Glasgow.
ntory the magistrates of the burgh endowed in
* church an altarage or chaplainry dedicated to
• Virgin Mary. On the lands of Rokele, now
"led RiockhAll, in the south-west comer of the
irish, anciently stood an endowed chapel; the
of which, though seized by lay hands
pertinents
r the Reformation, now yield some proceeds to
;

traced.

The Tows of Lochmabex, a very ancient seat of
population, a royal burgh, and a post-town, stands
nearly in the centre of the parish of Lochmaben,
encinctured by lakes, 4 n)iles west-north-west of
Lockerby, 8 north-east of Dumfries, 15 south of
Moffat, and 65 south by west of Edinburgh. The
town is 3^ ftirlongs in length, and, in its principal
Over 1 J
street-line, stretches due north and south.
furlongs from the south end there is but one street,
overlooked by the parish-church on the south, and
the cross and" town-house on the north. This street
is spacious, and has several
genteel houses, most of
them small and neat. The rest of the town consists
of a narrowed continuation of the principal street on
a straight line with it; a street contracting into an
alley, running 250 yards north-west from the cross;
a street longer than this, going oft" from it near the
cross, and running due west along the road to Dumfries; and, a street of 400 yards, branching off from
the last, and running north-eastward to the northern
extremity of the town. All these thoroughfares are
of mean appearance, relieved at long intenals by a
large or good house, but predominantly lined with
one story buildings. The parish church is a handsome edifice in the pointed style, with an elegant

square tower, and cost upwards of £3,000. Its predecessor stood at the west side of the town, on the
margin of the Kirk-loch; and was a Gothic edifice,
with a large choir, dedicated to Mary ilagdalene.
The Maxwells, after their defeat, in 1593, by the
Johnstones, in the fight of Dryfe sands, having
taken refuge in this church, the Johnstones fired it,
and compelled them to surrender. Near the site of
it is St. Magdalene's well, enclosed with a stone and
lime walL and a roof of freestone. The town-house
is a small unimposing structure, built in 1723, with
a steeple added in 1743. Before it is the public
a tall stone fixed in a freestone socket, and
cross,
presenting a very time-worn appearance.
considerable manufacture of coarse linen cloth,
for sale unbleached in the English market, was a^
one time carried on in Lochmaben, but has totally
The chief manufacture now is the
disappeared.
making of flannel shirts and socks.
large trade
if trade it can be called
is driven both in the town
and throughout the parish, in the feeding of pigs,
to aid supply for the smart demand of England for
A good number of the inDumfries-shire pork.
habitants farm small crofts. A fortnightly market,
for pork and grain, is held during winter and spring.
There are also two hiring fairs. The town has an
office of the National bank, three inns, and a subThe municipal authorities are a
scription library.
provost, one hailie, and seven councillors, including a dean of guild and a treasurer. The burgh
property, at one time, was very considerable, but
was so squandered and alienated that the burgh

—

A

—

A

—

became bankrupt; and its corporation revenue in
1855 amounted to only £21 Is. Id. The town, in
many respects, is now nothing better than many a
village, and has less prospects of prosperity than
some hamlets; yet it looms largely and magnificently to the view when seen through the haze of
Under the fosterage of the Bruces. it
antiquity.
must have sprung into energy before the close of
the 12th century, and speedily acquired probably
more importance than any other town in the southwest of ijcotland. Like other border-towns, it suffered severely and lost its records from the incursions of the English^ but it is traditionally asserted
to have been erected into a royal burgh soon after
Bruce's accession to the tlarone. Its last charter

LOCHMADDY.
was

graiiteci, in 1G12, by James VT., and confirms
the early charters.
The town was twice burnt
by the English,—first, in 1463, by the Earl of Warwick, and next, immediately before the granting of
its last charter.
In 1484 the recreant Earl of
Douglas and the treacherous Duke of Albany atto
tempted
plunder the town on St. Magdalene's
fair day: but they were repelled by the inhabitants.
Lochmaben unites with Dumfries, Annan, Sanall

quhar, and Kirkcudbright, in sending a member to
parliament. Constituency, in 1855, 35. The parliamentaiy burgh is less extensive than the royal
bui'gh.
Population of the parliamentary burgh in
1831,966; in 1851, 1,092. Houses, 222'. Topulation of the royal burgh in 1831, 1,100; in 1851,

Houses, 288.

1,498.

LOCHMABERY. See Lochmabheky.
LOCHMADDY, an inlet of tlie sea, a

post-office

and a considerably-frequented harbour, on
the east side of the island of North Uist, in the
Outer Hebrides. The marine inlet stretches into a
low, flat country, consisting of brown, peaty land;
and cuts it into innumerable islets and little peninvillage,

sulas,

which

afford a scanty summer herbage for
of the inlet do not cover an area

The waters

cattle.
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more than 9 square miles and yet its coast-line
has been found by measurement to have an aggregate extent of 200 miles. The interior of the inlet
contains not one harbour but many harbours, safe,
of

;

capacious, and wanting nothing bixt sufficient trade
to make them one of the finest groups of natural
harbours in the world. About J mile inward from
the sea are two remarkable detached rocks, about
100 feet high, consisting of columnar basalt, and

yards square, several feet thick at the surface its
texture was loose, but below was hard and com;

posed of granular concretions, and had much of the
We met with parties of topazglacier character.
diggers in search of the topaz, beryl, and rock-crystal, which occur in this and other granite mountains of the distnct, in the granite, either in drnsy
cavities or as disseminated ciystals.
The topazdiggers find the gems only in the alluvium, or
broken granite, and generallj' in that covering the
bottoms of corries, or spread round the foot ol' the
higher granite summits.
LOCHNAGAUL, a bay, about 3 miles long, and
less than a mile broad, penetrating the coast of
A parliamentary road
Aiisaig, in Invemess-shire.
leads from the north side of it, 37 miles, to Fort
William.
LOCHNAKEAL. See Lochnangaul.
LOCHNAMHOON. See Aviemore.
LOCHNANEAN, a small mountain lake, in a
lofty situation, abounding with excellent trout, in
the parish of Kirkmichael, Perthshire.
LOCHNANGAUIj, or Lochnakeal, a sea-loch,
penetrating the middle of the west side of the island
of Mull, in Argyleshire.
It has a width of about
8 miles across the entrance, and penetrates the land
eastward to the extent of about 8 miles, diminishing
gradually to a width of only aliout 1 mile; so that
its genei'al outline is not much different from that of
an equilateral triangle. But its ai-ea is much occupied with islands, including those of Inchkenneth,

serve as

Eorsa, Little Colonsay, Ulva, and Gometra; and
the part of it to the north of the last of these two
islands has but slender communication with the
rest, and bears the separate name of Loch-Tna.
The island of Staffa also, and the Treshnish isles,

tion is

lie off its

Maddy-More and Maddy-Grisioch, which

called

marks to mariners. Regular communicamaintained with Skye and the Scottish mainland by mail-packet. The village has a jail, and is
a seat of justice-of-peace courts.
LOCH-MAKEE. See Maree.
LOCH-MEIKLE. See Meiki.e.
LOCH-MERKLAND. See Merklaxo.
LOCH-MIGDALE. See Migdale.
LOCH-MOIR. See Moir.
LOCH-MONAR. ' See Monar.
LOCH-MORAR. See Morar.

LOCH-MORE. See More and Halkirk.
LOCH-MORLICH. See Moulich.
LOCH-MOY. See Moy.
LOCH-NABO. See Nabo.

LOCHNAGAR, a lofty mountain of the Grampian ridge, in the united parish of Crathie and Bi-aeIts elevation is 3,777 feet
mar, Aberdeenshire.
above sea-level. On the top there is snow all the
'
The daik Loch-na-gar' has been
year round.
celehrated by Lord Byron in a well-known ballad of
great beauty. In the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal' for 1830, the view from the summit of
the mountain is thus desci'ibed : " In one direction
our view extended to the sea at Aberdeen; in another the vast granite group of Cairngorm, witli its
'

well-known summits, viz., Bcn-na-muick-dhu,
Cairngorm, Benal)ourd, Ben-Aven, rose before us in
massive magnificence; to the south, in the distance,
rose the trap-iiill named Dundee-law, the trap
cones of the Lomonds in Fifeshire, and the beautiful porpliyry range of tlie Pentland« near Edinburgh and, towards tlie west, the wild and rugged
alpine country of Athole and Badenoch added to
;

Amund tlie
the interest of this varied scene.
mountain we observed several frightful conies,

bounded by dreadfully rugcrcd precipices. We descended into one of them in order to examine tlie
snow which remains all
Hiiow which it cxintained,
the year round.
Tho mass of snow was thirty

—

mouth.

LOCH-NA-NUA. See Na-Nua.
LOCH-NA-SEALGH. See Lochbroom.
LOCH-NAVER. See Naver.

LOCHNAW.

See Leswalt.
See Nell.
See Ness.
LOCH-NEVIS. See Nevjs.
LOCH-OICH. See Oicn.
LOCH-ORR. See Balling r v.
LOCH-OSCAR. See Oscar.
LOCHPARK. See Isla (The), Banffslirre.
LOCH-POOLTIEL. See Skye.
LOCH-PORTREE. See Portree.
LOCH-QUOICH. See Quoich.
LOCH-RAN NOCH. See Rannocii.
LOCH-RANZA. See Ranza.
LOCH -RESORT. See Resort.
LOCH-ROAG. See Roag.
LOCH-ROWDILL. See Rowdill.
LOCH-RUEVAL. See Rpeval.
LOCH-RUTHVEN. See Daviot and DuNLicniTT.

LOCH-NELL.
LOCH-NESS.

a parish, containing the postLoehfoot, in the eastern division of
Kirkcudbrightshire. Its centre is about GJ miles
west-south-west of Dumfries.
It is bounded by

LOCHRUTTON,

office village of

Kirkpatrick-Irongray, Terregles, Troqueer, Newabbey, Kirkgunzeon, and Urr. Its length eastward
is 5i miles; and its greatest breadth is about 4J
miles.
The surface, toward the south, the west,
and the north-west, is hilly ; but elsewhere it is an
arable valley, interspersed with knolls, mosses, and
meadows. The soil, in general, is a light shallowl
loam.
Aliout 5,105 Scotch acres are in tillage or iiii
meadow; about 278 are moss; about 209 are undeir
wood and about 400 arc pastoral or waste. The
;

landowners are Maxwell of Terregles and
M'Culloch of Ardwall; and tliere are fourteen othorii
The value of raw produce in 1841 was estimated at
jirincipal

LOCHWINNOCH.

LOCHS.
-:8,14G.

'

Assessed property iu 1843, £3,836.

A

ailed Lochnitton, from which the parish has
lie, lies a little east of the centre of the parish.

In the
)vers an area of 123 Scotch acres.
iddie of it is a circular islet, about ^ a rood in ex-

and everywhere covered with
rge stones, resting on a frame of oak planks.
of
the
lake is the head-stream of
The supei-fluence
cnt, partly artificial,

argen water. Merklaiid-well. within the parish,
a strong chalybeite, serviceable in agues, and in
yspt-ptic and nervous disorders, and is exceedingly
ght and very diuretic. It formerly was very celeand still is resorted to by persons of the
iddle and lower classes.
On a hill in the extreme
ist there is a Druidical circle of 9 stones and about
The spot commands one of
70 feet in diameter.
le richest and most extensive prospects in the east
Galloway. Vestiges exist of several peel-houses,
•me of which appear to have been surrounded with
fosse.
One of them very ancient, and called Casi-of-hills in a Scottish Chronicle of the reign of
imea VI., is still entire. On the corner-stone of a
irter's lodge attached to it, as a modem excresThe parish is traversed by
nce, is the date 1.598.
roads from Dumfries to New -Galloway and

rated,

latle-Douglas.
Population in 1831, 650; in 1851,
6.
Houses, 119.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
>umfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch. Stipend,
Schoolmaster's salary,
182 63. 4d. ; glebe, £10.
30, with £15 lOs. fees, and £5 10s. other emoluents.
There is a private school.
The parish
bnrch was built in 1819, and contains upwards of

30 sittings.

The ancient church was a vicarage
first to the nunnery of that
to its collegiate church.

Lincluden, belonging
ace,

and next

LOCH-RYAN.

See Ryan.

the northern district of the parish of
pplecross, on the west coast of the mainland of

LOCHS,

)8s-shire.

a parish in the south-east of Lewis,
Its post-town is Storaoway, about 10
lies north-north-east of its
It
parish church.
)mprehends a district of the mainland of I^ewis,
d a number of islets, the chief of which are the

LOCHS,

Ks-shire.

liant isles.

The mainland

wris, Uig, Storaoway,

district is

and the Minch.

bounded by
Its

length

rth-north-eastward is about 18 miles; and its
wage breadth is about 9 miles. Its coast is
:iierally very bold and rocky, especially about the
dlands.
Its surface is, in a large degree, cut
to a labyrinth
by intersections of the sea and by
h-water lakes. Hence its name of Lochs. The
lief sea-intersections are Loch-Seaforth on the
)ath, Loch-Clay and Loch-Brolum on the southist, and Loch-Shell, Loch-Dungeon, Loch-Erisort,
id Loch-Grimshader on the east.
A large part of
surface is a peninsula called Park or the Forest
between
Loch-Seaforth and LochLewis, lying
liaort, and connected with the rest of the parish
«n isthmus of f of a mile in breadth. Part of
3 Park,
particularly in the south, is mountainous
id pastoral; but almost all the rest of the
parish,
iiecially the interior, is flat, and yields nothing but
i coarsest heath.
About 3,000 imperial acres are
^"

^arly or occasionally in tillage; and probably
tout 120,000 are either
pastoral or waste. Lochell and
part of Loch-Seaforth and Loch-Erisort
J good natural harbours. The
population reside
groups of forty families or less, each group form"
sort of village.
The improvements noticed in
iticle on Lewis
strongly concern the parish of
!i

IS.

ises,

Population in 1831,8,067; in 1851,4,256.
801.
Assessed proijerty in 1843, £2,514

This parish is in the presbj-tery of Lewis, and
s\Tiod of Glenelg.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend,
£158 6s. 7d. ; glebe, £20. Schoolmaster's salary,
£28. The parish church was built about 30 years

and contains about 700 sittings. There is a
Free church, with an attendance of about 800, and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £1 18 93. Ifd.

ago,

There are four non-parochial schools,

bv public

all

supported

bodies.

LOCH-SCAVIG.

See Scavig.
LOCH-SEAFORTH. See Seafortu.
SERESORT. See Rcm.
LOCH-SERIDON. See Seridox.
LOCH-SHELL. See Lochs.
LOCH-SHIEL. See Shiel.
LOCH-SHIX. See Shix.
LOCH-SHURIRY. See SHuniKv.
LOCHSIDE, a village in the parish of St. Cyrus,
Kincardineshire. Population, 66. Houses, 17.
LOCH-SKAVAIG- See Scavig.
LOCH-SKENE. See Skene.
LOCH-SKIACH. See Skiach.
LOCH -SKI PORT. See Skiport.
LOCH-SLIGACHAN. See Sligachax.
LOCH-SLOY. See Arbochae.
LOCH-SMADDY. See Crossmichaki..
LOCH-SNIZORT. See Smzobt.
LOCH-SPEY. See Spet.
LOCH-SPULAXDER. See Kirkmichaei..
LOCH-SPYNIE. See Spy.me.
LOCH-STAFFIN. See Staffix.
LOCH-STRATHBEG. See Strathbeg.

LOCH

LOCH-STROAN. See Keu^.
LOCH-SUNART. See Suxart."
LOCH-SWIX. See Swix.
LOCH-TAY. See Tay.
LOCH-TAYSIDE. See Ardeonaig.

LOCHTHORX,

a village in the paiish of
Houses, 14.
LOCH-TOFTINGALL. See Toftingai.l.
LOCH-TOLLA. See Glexorchv.
LOCH-TORRIDON. See Torridox,

Dum-

Population, 64.

fries.

LOCHTOWX.

See Loxgfoegan.

LOCH-TRALIG. See Tralig.
LOCH-TUA. See Lochxangaul.
LOCH-TURRET, a lake, about a mile

long, and

Monivaird, Perthshire.
LOCHTY (The), a rivulet tributary to the Lossie,
in the parish of Dallas, Morayshire.
LOCHTY (The), a rivulet, rising on Binnartyhill in the south-east comer of Kinross-shire, and
running about 8 miles eastward to the Orr, at a
with
point about 1^ mile above the latter's junction

^ mile broad,

in the parish of

the I.^ven.

LOCH-URR.

See Urk.

LOCH-USKEVAGH.

See U;<kevagh,
See Fodderty.
LOCH-VENACHOIR. See Venacuoir.
LOCH-VOEL. See Voel.
LOCH-VRIXE. See Vrise.
LOCHWESTER, a lake and a post-office station

LOCH-USSIE.

in the parish of

Bower, Caithne«s-shire.
a parish, containing the posttown of Lochwinnoch, the post-ofBce village of
Hollow- wood, and the village of Newton-of-l^ltrees,
on the south border of Renfrewshire. It is bounded
by Ayi-shire. and by the parishes of Kilmalcolm, Kilbarchan, Abbey-Paisley, and Neilston. Its length
east-south-eastward is about 12 miles; and its
greatest breadth is about 6 miles. The surface is
greatly diversified. The end parts consist of high
and the central part is a low winding valley
hills
This valley, with the
of great fertility and beauty.
shelving country towards it on both sides, contains
nearly the whole population. In its centre is a fine

LOCHWIXXOCH,

;

LOCHWINNOCH.

lake; and it is also ornamented with plantations,
wiiilst the houses of its numerous small propiietors
are each set down under the shade of a few old tiees
in the midst of well-cultivated spots of ground. The
whole strath has a warm and cheerful appearance, insomuch that worthy George Robertson, in his description of 1818, waxing poetical for once, justly
"
pronounced it the very Vale of Tempe of Renfrewshire."
The highest hills in the county are situated
in the western extremity of this parish.
One of
these heights appropriately called Misty-law
is
about 1,240 feet above the level of the sea; and anThe
other, the hill of Staik, is a few feet higher.

—

—

prospect from Misty-law extends over twelve counties, including the frith of Clyde and its islands.
This hill is surrounded by moorlands, which abound
with game, and afford tolerable pastui-e for sheep.
The range of high land in the east end of the parish
is mostly arable.
The soil of the lower grounds is
clay and loam and that of the higher grounds, exclusive of the moors, is of a light, dry quality, on
rotten rock or whinstone.
About 9,000 English
acres are either cultivated or capable of cultivation
about 100 are disposed in gardens and orchards;
about 700 are under wood; about 300 are under
water; and about 9,120 are variously pastoral or
waste. Coal is worked at Halhill; limestone at
Hollow-wood; and sandstone and whinstone in
several quarries.
The lake in the centre of the parisli
ought properly to be called Loch-Winnoch, but
is
commonly called Castle-Semple-loch. See the
article Castle-Semple.
In the north-west of the
parish is a sheet of water called Queenside-loch,
containing about 21 acres; and in the opposite extremity is one much less, called Wa's-loch, whicli
is remarkable for the quantity of water-lilies it
produces.
The river Calder runs wholly within the
It rises on the north-west, on the borders
parish.
of Ayrshire, and pursues a winding course towards
Castle-Semple-loch, which it enters near the town
of Lochwinnoch.
On this river are some romantic
waterfalls and its banks, which are overhung with
wood, both natural and planted, are exceedingly
picturesque. Their beauties were first pointed out
by Alexander Wilson, the ornithologist of America,
who, although not a native of this parish, resided in
it for some years before his emigration, and founded
;

;

;

poems on its scenery and incidents.
thus lamented the neglect to which, all his time,
the banks of the Calder had been doomed:
several of his

He

—

"

Say, ye blest scenes of solitude and peace.
Strayed e'er a bard along this liermit shore?
Did e'er his pencil your perfections trace?
Or did his muse to sing your beauties soar?

Alasl methiiiks the weeping rocks around,
And the lone stream, tliat murmurs far below,
And trees, and eaves, with solemn hollow sound
'"
Breathe out one mournful melancholy No!
'

A

principal estate in the parish is that of Castle-

Semple, which has been noticed in our article on
Another principal estate is Barr,
Castle-Semple.
which anciently belonged to a family of the name of
Glen, and was purchased in the latter part of last
century by the family of Macdowall, wlio greatly
improved it, atid rebuilt its mansion. The ancient
castle of Barr is agreeably situated on an eminence
on the south side of the road leading from Lochwinnoch to Kilbirnie. It is a high oblong tower, of
four stories, the walls of which are entire, but with-

From

the walls having both slits for
the building may be
referred to the 15th century, when the people of this
country were passing from the one mode of warfare
to the other.
In the Bonth-eastern extremity of the
out a roof.

arrows and ports

parish

is

for guns,

a barony called Auchcnbathie-Wallace, to
it from another called Auchenbathie-

distinffuish

LOCHWINNOCH.
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Blair, which belonged to a different family.
Tlu
former belonged to the Wallaces of Elderslie, anc
is mentioned by Blind
Harry as one of the places
that Malcolm Wallace, father of the hero, "had ir

On this property there are the remain!
heritage."
of a small castle called the tower of Auchenbathie
The lands of Beltrees belonged to a distinguisher
family, the founder of which was John Sempill
youngest son of the third Lord Sempill, and husbanc

Livingston, sister of Lord Livingston, anc
to Queen Mary.
Hif
son. Sir James Sempill, enjoyed the confidence oi
James VI., and was the author of several works in
Robert Sempill, the son, and
prose and verse.
Francis, the grandson, of Sir James, inherited his
The only noticeable antiquities,
poetical talent.
additional to those already mentioned, are the remains
of two hill-forts, the one on the farm of Castlewa's,
and the other on Knockmade. On 18th June, 1685,
a skirmish took place at Muirdykes, in the eastern
part of the parish, between the Government troops
of

Maiy

one of the maids of honour

commanded by Lord Ross
remnant, to the number of

of

Hawkhead, and

75, of those

who

a

had

joined in the rising under the Earl of Argyle. The
latter, under the command of Sir John Cochran,
having taken up a position within some enclosures,
bravely repelled the enemy, and kept their giound
till nightfall, after which both
parties withdrew
from the field. Sir John's men then dispersed, and
the Earl himself having been previously taken
prisoner near Inchinnan, the unfortunate enterprise
came to an end. The number of principal landowners of the parish is seven, three of them
resident and the number of small landowners is
about 130. The estimated value of raw produce in
Assessed
1836, exclusive of minerals, was £14,067.

—

;

property in 1843, £17,887 16s. The parish is traversed by the roads from Paisley to Irvine and
Ardrossan, and by the Glasgow and South-western
railway; and it has a station on the railway, 15|
miles from Glasgow.
Population in 1831, 4,515;
in 1851, 4,153.
Houses, 515.
This parish is in the presbytery of Paisley, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patrons, the Heritoi-a.
UnapproStipend, about £330; glebe, £19 10s.
Schoolmaster's salary,.
priated teinds, £998 2s. 6d.
£34 4s., with fees, and £25 otlier emoluments.

The parish church was built in 1806, and contains
about 1,150 sittings. There is a Free church and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £282 12s. lOd.
There is an United Presbyterian church, built ir
There are sever
1792, and containing 503 sittings.
The
non-parochial schools and a public library.
;

name

of the parish
ways before

was

spelled in nearly forty difpresent spelling was finallv
adopted; and while the first part of it is universMll},
believed to refer to the lake in the middle of thi]
parish, the latter part is supposed by some antii
quaries to be innich, the genitive of the Celtic won J
mnis, referring to an islet in the lake, and by other |
to be Winnoc, the name of an ancient saint to whonj
some old chapel here was dedicated.
The Town of Lochwinnoch stands on the rom
from Paisley to Kilbirnie, 3^ miles north by wes
of Beith, and 9| south-west of Paisley. Its situatio
is very pleasant, on Calder- water, in the neighbom
hood of Castle-Semple-loch, sheltered on all sidefj
except the south-east, by rising-grounds or thit'i
ferent

its

—

J

The old part of it is comparativeli
plantations.
mean, irregular, and small; but the new town con|
prises a main street ^ a mile long, with some strec
crossing it at right angles, and was built on a regidij
Most of the houses are two stories in hcigli;
plan.
and covered with slates; but a few are of superi'j
character, inhabited by wealthy persons or pi'i

LOCHY

LOCKEKBY
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There are two large cotton mills
fessional men.
and a wool mill. Most of the inhabitants are employed in these mills, but some are hand-loom
weavers, and others are employed in bleaching.
There formerly were manufactures of linen, of
thread, of leather, and of candles; but they all
'^The town has an office of the
proved failures.
City of Glasgow Bank, a total abstinence society,
and several religious institutions. Fairs are held
on the second Tuesday of May, ajid on the first
Tuesday of November,' both old style. Population
in 1851, 2.271.
Houses, 213.
LOCHWOOD-CASTLE. See Johsstone, Dum-

It traverses
the parish of Kirkmichael, Banffshire.
a small, inhabited glen, descending to the left side
of the Aven.
a post-town in the parish of Dryfes-

LOCKERBY,

It stands on the road from
and on the line of the Caledonian
railway, mid-way between the Annan and the Milk,
4 miles east-south-east of Lochmaben, 6 north-west
of Ecclefechan, 10 north-north-west of Annan, 12
east-north-east of Dumfries, 17J west by south of
Langholm, and 74 by railway south by west of
Edinburgh. The country around it is one of the
The town
most pleasant tracts in Annandale.
stretches north and south, and is flanked on the
fries-shire.
LOCHY (Loch), the south-westernmost of the east by a pleasant rising-ground, called Lockerbychain of fresh-water lakes in the Great Glen, Inver- hill. Like most towns on the Borders, as well as
ness-shire.
It is about 14 miles long, and not more
some in other localities, it originated in the protecthan a mile broad. Its boundaries on either side, tion and influence of a castle or fortalice. On a
ftroughout its whole extent, are lofty mountains, ridgy rising ground, nearly surrounded by two lochwhich rise up sudden and unbroken. Their outline lets, now drained, and one of them anciently trais without variety
and after passing the mouth of versed by the gi-eat Roman road up Annandale,
the water of Archaig, there is neither bay, promon- stands an ancient quadrangular tower, the seat, in
of
nor
the lake, of size sufficient to old times, of the Johnstones of Lockerby, a branch
tory,
turning
break the disagreeable uniformity. Near the west- of the family of Johnstone of Lochwood, the ancesem end of the lake, however, where the water of tor of the late Marquis of Annandale, and of the
Around this
Archaig enters, there is some relief to the sceneiy. present Marquis of Qneensberry.
The fine bay which here sweeps on towards tfie tower grew up a hamlet, which graduallj^ swelled
the broken rocks and rich into a village, and eventually, by the liberal policy
glens of Aehnacary,
oods which ornament these little valleys, the of granting feus and long tacks, increased to the
wooded and heathery knolls which are scattered bulk of a small provincial town. But though the
the mansion-house of Lochiel, and the plea- place is of remote origin, and is the scene of some
abont,
sant farm-house of Clunes,
afforded an agreeable curious traditionary tales, it comes mainly into
relief to the tourist.
notice as the sent of a vast lamb-fair, and of conLOCHY (The), a river of the Great Glen, Inver- siderable pastoral traffic. After the union of the
ness-shire.
It issues from the south-west end of Crowns, and the commencement of international
Loch-Lochy by a new channel artificially cut for it, friendly intercourse, English dealers annually met
about 600 yards south-east of the point at which here the sheep-farmers of Dumfries- shire, to buy

dale,

Annandale.

Glasgow

to Carlisle,

;

—

—

—

—

Ae

lake receives the Caledonian canal. Continuing for some time to run in its new channel, it is
oonveyed at Mucomre-bridge, a mile below LochLochy, into the course of its former tributary, the
^ean, and it becomes lost in that stream for j of a
mOe, but resumes its name when the united current
fiJls into the old channel of the
parent stream at
Its length of ran is about 10 miles,
Qarelochy.
to
the
line
of
the
canal, and it falls
^nerally parallel
BBto Loch-Eil at Fort-William, within a few
yards of
the embouchure of the Nevis,
precipitating itself
with such force and rapidity into the marine lake,
to preser\'e, for a considerable distance, both distinctness of current and freshness of water.
An
excellent ferry is maintained on the river, about 2
miles above Fort-William, and is
provided on each
«de with a good quay yet it forms for all classes,
bat especially for cattle-dealers, a
poor succedaneum

U

;

kr a

substantial

LOCHY

and commodious bridge.

(The), a small river of Breadalbane,
It rises on the north side of Benchallin,
in the extreme south of the most
westerly detached
of
p«rt
Kenmore, and runs 3f miles northward, and
t| north-eastward, to the eastern limit of that disSrict
It now, for 3 miles eastward, bisects a
part
(»f
Weem, but has on its north bank a small section
of Killin; it next, for
miles
runs
south-eastward,
4^
Perthshire.

across parts of Kenmore, of Weem, and of Killin ;
and it finally flows IJ mile through Killin to the
Dochart, into which it gently flows, a little above
the entrance of that river into
Loch-Tay. The
IiOchy is a stream of very varied and high attracin
the
lower part of its course, contritions; and,
butes its quota to the
superb scenery round LochTay-head. It is about 15 miles in length of course,
*na gives the name of Glenlochy to the vale which
it traverses.

LOCHY

(Thk), a small tribut^iry of the Aven, in

their surplus stock for the southern markets.
The
tryst.' as the meeting was called, was held on the
skirt of Lockerby-hill; but it increased in extent,
with the augmentation of intercourse between the
nations, till it could no longer be held within the
limits of its original arena.
Some person though
no document or tradition gives the name of the
'

—

—

public-spirited individual now granted for the
holding of the tiyst, the whole hill in perpetuity as
a common to the town. This common above
100 acres in extent was once, in some way or
other, dependent on the city of Glasgow; but the
right of superiority having been bought up by the
ancient and now noble family of Douglas of Lockerby-house, it is let out by auction to a person who
exacts a small sum per score for the lambs shown
on it, and who, in some good years, pays £30 to the
'

'

—

—

proprietor for one day's collection.
The lamb-fair of Lockerbv is the largest in Scotland, no fewer than from 30,000 to 50,000 lambs
being usually on the ground ; and the day for it is
late in the season, being the second day of August,
old style, unless that be a Saturday, a Sunday, or a
Monday, and in that case the following Tiaesday.
Besides the lamb-fair, and a market for wool on the
hill, there is on the same day a general gathering
for fun and frolic in the town, at which the whole
country, for 10 or 12 miles round, is generally assembled. Another fair, but much less notable than
the former, is held on the second day of October,
old style, with the same exception as to date as the

Hiring-markets for servants, attended by
great concourses of people, are held on the second
Thursday of April, and on the 16th day of October,
both old style. Free markets, chiefly for the sale of
and in some instances of cattle and horses, are
!)ork,
leld on the second Thursday of Januaiy, February,
March, April, and May; on the third Thursday of

other.

LOGAN.

June, called the Midsummer market; on the 16th
day of October, if a Thursday, and if not, on the
Thursday following; on a Thursday in November,

weeks after that of October, and called the
Martinmas market; on a Thursday, a fortnifjht after
this Martinmas one
and, lastly, on the Thursday
preceding Yule or Christmas. All are calculated
in old style.
During winter also, there are, chiefly
and so great
for the sale of pork, weekly markets
three

;

;

pork, that sometimes £1,000 is paid
down for it by bacon-curers in one day. Lockerby
is likewise a retail-depot of every sort of goods for
The
all central and much of northera Annandale.
town has offices of the Royal Bank, the Commercial Bank, the Clydesdale Bank, two principal
inns, a reading-room, a public librar}'-, a paiish
church with 640 sittings, a Free church with 800

the

is

traffic in

sittings,

an United Presbyterian church with 570

sittings,

and several schools and other

A

institutions.

of the Caledonian railway is situated
within its east side, and aifords the readiest possible
facilities of communication.
Population in 1841,
1,315; in 1851, 1,569.
LOGAN, or Logie, a Celtic name, used in Scottish
topography both singly and as a prefix, and signifying a hollow place, or plain, or meadow, surrounded
station

by rising-grounds.

LOGAN, Wigtonshire. See Port-Logan.
LOGAN, Ayrshire. See Ccmnock (Old).
LOGAN-BANK. See Glengkoss.

LOGAN-WATER, a rivulet of the parish of Lesmahago, Lanarkshire. It rises on the confines of
Ayrshire, and runs about 6 miles north-eastward to
the Net! an.
LOGAN- WATER, or Loganhouse- Water, a pastoral rivulet, associated with various interesting antiquities and reminiscences, and traversing to the
North Esk a sequestered vale which diagonally
cleaves the Pentland-hills in the parishes of Penicuick and Glencross, Edinburghshire. Tlie stream
is known as the Logan,
only or chiefly in history
and song ; and is now popularly called Glencrossburu. See Pexicdick and Glencross.
1

LOGGANLEE.
LOGGIE.

LOGGIE

LOGIE.

3G4

See Edinburgh.
See Dunfermline.
(The). See Luggje.

•LOGIE, Morayshire. See
LOGIE, a quondam parish

I'^denkillie.

in the south of ForSee LiFP and Benvie.
a
in
the north-east of Fifeshire.
LOGIE, parish
It contains the villages of Logie and LucklawhillFeus; but its post-town is Cupar, 5 miles southwest of its parish church. It is bounded by Kilmany, Forgan, Leuchars, and Dairsie. Its length
nortli-eastward is nearly 4 miles and its greatest
breadth is about 1^ mile. Occupying a portion of
the south-eastern extremity of the Ochil-hills, which
are hero broken into several parallel ridges, its gen-

farshire.

;

oral surface is irregular

and

hilly,

and considera))ly

elevated above the valley of the Eden. The highest
eminence is Lucklaw-hill, near the eastern extremity, which rises about 600 feet above the level of the
sea, and commands an extensive view, particularly
towards the north, where it commands the whole of
This hill consists
the east coast as far as Arbroath.
of a yellow coloured felspar porphyry, very Iiard, and
susceptible of a fine polish ; the suiinnit is compact
Tiadition savs that the Kings of
flesh-red felspar.
Scotland, when residing at Falkland, or St. Andrews,
used to follow the chase on this hill in consequence
About 2,770
of which it is called the King's-park.
imperial acres in the parish are arable; about 307
are pastoral or waste; and alK>ut 266 are under
The landed property is at ])r('.sent much
wood.
divided.
Tiie old valued rental is £2,916 6.s. 8d,
;

Assessed property in 1843, £4,012 13s. 8d. On the
south side of the parish, and not far from the church,
are the place and lands of Logie, which belonged, in
the reign of Robert III., to Sir John Wemyss of
Reres and Kincaldrum, ancestor of the Earls of
Wemyss. In the reign of James VI., the lands of
Logie were possessed by a younger branch of this
noble family.
In the Minstrelsy of the Scottish
Border, Sir Walter Scott has published a ballad
called the Laird of Logic,' founded on an incident
which occurred to Wemyss of Logie, who appeare
to have been a young gallant at the court of the
Scottish Solomon.
The only noticeable antiquity
in the parish is the ruin of a square tower, called
the castle of Cruivie, on the lands of Straiton, The
parish lies near the line of turnpike from Cupar to
Dundee, and has easy access to tlie Dairsie station
of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway.
The
village of Logie is a small place, inhabited by feuars,
near the middle -of the south side of the parish. I'opulation of the parish in 1831, 430; in 1851, 467.
'

Houses, 109.
This parish

the presbytery of Cupar, and
Crown. Stipend, £205
2s. 6d.; glebe, £12.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
4|d., with about ,£18 fees, and some other emolu-

synod of

Fife.

is in

I'atron, the

ments. The parish church was built in 1826, and
contains 280 sittings. There is a Free church for

Logie and Gauldry; and the amount of its receipts
1856 was £132 lis. 2^d. The ancient name of
this parish was Logie-Murdoch
but the latter part
of the name has long been in disuse.
The ancient
parish church was a vicarage of the abbey of Balmerino. At the Reformation, Balmerino and Logie
were united into one charge; but about 1571, Logie
was supplied with a reader, and soon after was con-

in

;

stituted a separate parochial charge.
LOGIE, a parish in the counties of Perth, Stirling,
and Clackmannan. Its Perthshire portion contains
the post-office village of Blairlogie; its Stirlingshire

portion contains part of the post-office village of
Bridge-of- Allan, and also adjoins the burgh of Stirling; and its Clackmannanshire portion contains
the village of Craigmill, the post-office village of
Menstric, and part of the post-office village of Causewayhead. The parish, as a whole, is compact yet
the portion of it which belongs to Stirlingshire is in
two sections, one of them quite detached from the
county and the portion of it which belongs to
Clackmannanshire is cut off from the body of that
county by the portion which belongs to Perthshire.
About one-fifth of it, on the south, is the
Clackmannan part; and the other four-fifths are
nearly equally divided between Perth and Stirling.
;

;

bounded by Dunblane, Alva, Alloa, St. Ninian's.
and Lecropt. Its length southward is 6J
miles; and its greatest breadth is about 6 miles.
The river Allan traces its western boundary; the
river Devon traces its eastern boundarv; and the
river Forth, from the mouth of the Allan to the
mouth of the Devon, traces all the .southern boun
In the north and the north-east the p-irish
dary.
runs up among the Ochil-hills; it thence descendaj
in a hanging plain of dryfield to about its middle;
and then, over nearly one-half of its whole area, it'
It is

Stirling,

stretches away towards the rivers in strong
beautiful carse-ground, unsurpassed in its ojn!
The whole surl^ii
by any in the kingdom.
beautiful,
richly cultivated and adorned in its

—

.in>l

inv.

grounds, and finely picturesque in its pastoral up-'
lands.
Its southern boundary Inis the far-fdMin
sinuosities which distinguish the most capri
nart of the links of the Forth.
One of the poi
ins within the links is graced with the veni
'

ruins of

Cambuskenneth Abbey: which

see.

LOGIE.

LOGIE-COLDSTOXE.
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and elsewhere are two Druidical circles. The dise of the parish is ornamented with the manand the wooded pleasure-grounds of Airthrie trict anciently formed the meeting point of the three
One of the dioceses of St. Andrews, Dunkeld, and Dunblane ;
oastle, a seat of Lord Abercromby.
Ochils, a high conical hill called Dunmyat, lifts the and is traditionally said to have been a place of con12 counties, and feasts it with one
ference on the part of the three bishops. About 23
aye over parts of
of the most magnificent, a? well as extensive prosyears ago, Logie-Almond, and small portions of
the parishes of Redgorton, Auchtergaven, Fowlispects in Scotland. See Dusmyat. Another grandly
which also Wester, and Methven, were erected into a chappicturesque feature is Abbey-Craig,
a
Half-a-mile north of the base of Dunmyat,
jee.
lainry, or formally connected with a chapel, without
rery fine well issues from more than 60 springs, being made a quoad sacra parish; and within the
bears the name of the Holy well, and is said to have last 4 years, the imited district, which measures 6
been anciently an object of superstitious veneration miles By 2i^, was constituted by the court of teinds,
tnd crowded resort on the part of the Roman Catho- a quoad sacra parish. The patron of it is the Earl
Toward the west are the mineral wells of of Mansfield. The parish church was formerly a
lics.
AiRTHREY which see. Silver and copper ores oc- chapel of ease of the parish of Monzie, and contains
cur among the Ochils. A mine of copper was for 285 sittings. There is a Free chtirch of Logie-Alsome time flattered in its operations by the appear- mond. whose receipts in 1856 amounted to £130 8s.
ance of a very rich vein but it became uncompen- od. There is also an United Presbyterian church
The yeariy value of in Logie-Almond, built in 1811, and containing 450
sating, and was abandoned.
There are three schools in the district.
the raw produce of the parish, exclusive of wood sittings.
§1011

—

:

;

and minerals, was estimated in 1841 at £23,088.
Assessed property in 1843. £14.837. The principal
aaannfactories are a woollen mill at Menstrie, a distillery near Menstrie, and a paper-mill and a spinThe parish
ning-mill near the Bridge-of-Allan.
enjoys the communicarions of the Stirling and Perth
tarnpike, the Stirling and Granton steamers, the
Scottish Central railway, and the Stirling and Dunfermline railway.
Population of the Stirlingshire
Houses, 171.
section, in 1831, 640; in 1851, 1,059.
Population of the Perthshire section, in 1831, 354;
in 1851, 270. Houses, 62. Population of the entire
parish in 1831, 1,945; in 1851,2,551. Houses, 450.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunblane, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Earl of
Dunmore. Stipend, £263 10s. 2d.; glebe, £19. Unappropriated teinds, £680 os. 2d. Schoolmaster's

The parish church was
644 sittings. There is
% Free church at Bridge-of-Allan, with about 800
sittings; and its receipts in 1856 amounted to £601
lOs. 1 1 d. There is an United Presbyterian church at
There is
Hairlogie, containing about 400 sittings.
also an United Presbyterian church at Bridge-ofAUan. There are three non-parochial schools in

salary, £30, with £33 fees.
boih in 1805, and contains

U»

parish, a parochial library at Blairlogie, and a
The Clackmanpoblic library at Bridge-of-Allan.

nanshire part of tiie parish includes the sites of
tbe ancient chapels and hermitages of
Lupno, northwest of Menstrie, on the western bank of the stream
vbich flows into the Devon.
LOGIE, an estate in the upper part of the parish
jf Crimond, on the east coast of
Buchan, AberdeenjUre. See Logie-Buchax and LogieLoch.

LOGIE, a manutacturiug
Forfarshire.

village in the north of

See IjOgie-Pert.

LOGIE, a district of the pari-sh of Kirriemuir,
wiueh was assigned, by the ecclesiastical authorities,
a quoad sacra parish to the South church of KirliBmnir, but which ceased to be a parish at the
I&rnption. Its population in 1841 was 2,691. See

>

KlBRlElIUIR.

a district on the north bank
the river Almond, opposite the parish of Methven,
wd immediately west of that of Moncdie, Perthshire.
About 100 years ago, it was, by authority of the
**irt of teinds.
disjoined from the parish of Monzie.

LOGIE-ALMOND,

jf

» which

originally belonged, and annexed quoad
ajaa to that of Monedie. The district measures 3
ifes bv 2 J. The soil adjacent to the river is
partly
I
light loam and partly gravelly ; and, on rising
and
hills
in
the
interior
and
on
the north,
{JJoands
tiB a deep till mixed with moss.
The uplands are
abided into sheep-walks, and abound with all kinds
'^f game.
Near the Almond are some ruinous castles ;
it

The post-town

is

Perth, 10 miles to the east-south-

LOGIE-BRIDE. See Auchteegavex.
LOGIE-BUCHAN, a parish in Buchan

and ForIts post-town is Eilon, 2
martine, Aberdeenshire.
It is bounded by Crudeu, Slains,
miles to the west.
Foveran, Udny, and Ellon. Its length, in a demisemi-circular curve, from north-east to south-west,
and its average breadth is about
is about 9 miles
IJ mile. The river Ythan, here navigable at full
tide for small sloops, crosses it from west to east,
;

dividing it into nearly equal proportions. Precipices
of gneiss rock flank the stream at the part where it
enters the parish, and give a very distinct echo to
short sentences in a calm evening. The surface of
the parish is nither flat, but has occasional eminences ; and Tarty, one of its highest hills, has an
altitude of only 135 feet above the level of the sea.
About 5,759 imperial acres are in tillage; about
316 are improveable pasture; about 337 are unimproveable and about 66, included in the above, are
under wood. The arable soil, in general, is fertile,
but less so on the banks of the river than elsewhere.
The average rent of the arable land is about 15s.
Estimated
Assessed property in 1843, £3,178.
value of raw produce in 1842, £13,200. The " Boat
"
of Logie
is a well-known tune, having reference
to this parish, but the still lietter known song of
"Logie o' Buchan," refers to a gai-dener, about the
middle of last century, at Logie in the parish of
Crimond. Logie-Buchan is traversed by the road
;

from Peterhead to Aberdeen. Population in 1831,
684; in 1851. 724. Houses, 124.
This parish is in the presbytery of Eilon, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Buchan of Auchmacoy.
UnapproS'tipend, £191 16s. 8d.; glebe, £12 lOs.
priated teinds, £11 lis. 9d. Schoolmasters salary,
£25 13s. 4d., with about £20 fees, and a share in the
Dick bequest. The parish church was built in 1787,
and contains 400 sittings. During the civil wars
of the 17th century, a party of royalists met and
defeated a Covenanter force on the lands of Tarty ;
and though the action was only a skirmish, it caused
great alarm in Aberdeen, and occasioned that hasty
rising of the Grordons, whose failure compelled the
Marquis of Hnntly to flee the countiy, and brought
Sir

John Gordon

to the block.
a rivulet running several miles

LOGIE-BURN,

westward on the boundary between Banffshire and
Aberdeenshire, and then proceeding south-westward,
within the parish of King-Edward, to fall into the
Deveron.

LOGIE-COLDSTONE, a parish in the KincarIts postdine O'Neil district of Aberdeenshire.
town is Tarland, 4 miles to the east. It is bounded

LOGIE-EASTER.

LOGIE-PERT.
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if he would die, and to retain its
he would recover. The mansions are
Calrossie and Shandwick.
Several cairns stand on
both sides of one of the burns, and are traditionally
said to indicate an ancient battle in which some
Scottish forces worsted an army of Danes.
A gallows hill in the centre of the parish, and a deep
small pond in its vicinity, called Poll a bhaidh, or
the Pool for disowning,' were noted, in the days of

by Strathdon, Towie, Tarland, CouU, Aboyne, and

to

Glenmuick. Its length south-eastward is 7 miles
and its greatest breadth is upwards of 5 miles. Its
north-west end lies on Deskry-side, within the

limpidness

;

basin of the

Don

trict of Cromai',

but all the rest of it is in the diswithin the basin of the Dee. A
;

great part of this Cromar section seems anciently
to have been the site of a large lake or chain of
lakes, and is now a valley, diversified by swells, and
watered by three rivulets forming the Loch of
D,iven.
See Daven (Looh).
range of steep
high hills flanks the upper half of the south-western
on
the summit of
side of this valley, terminating
Morven, at the boundary with Glenmuick and
Strathdon, which commands a view down Deeside
as far as the eye can reach. A range of heights
flanks also a great part of the north-east side of the

A

but this is more gradual and less elevated.
About 3,000 acres are in tillage, and about 900 are
under wood. The soil on the hill slopes is generally
deep and fertile; but that on the low grounds is
mostly shallow, and either sandy or peaty. The
predominant rock is granite. The average rent of
valley

;

Assessed property
is 25s. per acre.
in 1843, £3,080.
The landowners are Farquharson
of Invercauld, the Earl of Aberdeen, the Marquis
of Huntly, Forbes of Blelack, and Farquharson of
Corrachree.
The mansions are Blelack and Corrachree.
There are 3 meal mills and a saw-mill.
Two farms bear the name of Cairnmoi'e, from large
cairns which existed till recently on tlieir lands.
The lower part of the parish is traversed by the road
the arable land

from Ballaterto Tarland. Population in 1831, 910;
in 1851, 889.
Houses, 179.
This parish is in the presbytery of KincardineO'Neil, and synod of Aberdeen.
Patrons, the Crown
and Farquharson of Invercauld. Stipend, £217 9s.
3d.; glebe, £16.
Unappropriated teinds, £91 lis.
7d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £25
The parish
fees, and a share in the Dick bequest.
church was built in 1780. There is a Free church
in Glenmuick for Cromar; and the amount of its
The present parish
receipts in 1856 was £45 8s. 9d.
of Logie-Coldstone comprehends the ancient parishes of Logie-Mar and Coldstone, which were
united in 1618.

LOGIE-DURNO.

See Chapel-of-Garioch.

LOGIE-EAST. See Caputh.
LOGIE-EASTER, a parish in

the north-east of

Ross-shire and Cromartyshire. Its postal communication is through Parkhill, 2 miles south of the
It is
parish church, but within Kilmuir-Easter.
bounded by Tain, Fearn, Nigg, Kilmuir-Easter, and
Eddertouii.
Its lengtii south-eastward is 7 miles;
and its breadth is about 3 miles. Its surface descends
from the north-west and the north to the sea-board of
the nortliern extremity of Cromarty fritli; and is un-

even, but by no means rugged. The soil is, in some
places, a strong deep clay; in others, a rich black
mould in others, a light earth on a sandy irretentive
;

Sands have been extensively reclaimed, and
arc in a very
improved state of cultivation. Wheat
is more plentifully produced than any other grain,
and is excellent in quality. The prevailing rock is the
subsoil.

old red sandstone.
Tln-iving plantations are soinewliat extensive and some natural wood flourishes
on the grounds of Ulladale. The largest stream
bisects the parish east-soutli-eastward ; and one of
thiee other burns, after heavy rains, overflows its
;

banks, and sometimes considerably damages tlic
adjacent fields, washing away tiie soil, and spoiling
tlic grass.
The water of one of several very fine
springs was once superstitiously thought to have a
and, wlien carried, in any quanpredictive power
tity, into the presence of a sick person, was alleged
;

change colour
if

•

hereditary jurisdiction, as places of capital punishment. There are four landowners. The old valued
rental was £1,514 Scots. Assessed property in 1843,
£3,297 6s. The parish is traversed by the great road
from Inverness to Wick. Population in 1831, 934;
in 1851, 965.
Houses, 217.
This parish is in the presbytery of Tain, and
synod of Ross. Patron, the Marchioness of Stafford.
Stipend, £236 19s. Id.; glebe, £7. Unappropriated teinds, £55 17s. lOd. Schoolmaster's salary,
£34 4s. 4|d. The parish church is a neat, modern
structure, on a commanding site, and contains 700
sittings. There is a Free church, with an attendance
of about 500 and the amount of its receipts in 1856
;

was £171

7s. lOd.

There

is

an Assembly's school

at Scotsburn.

LOGIE-ELPHINSTONE, the estate and mansion
James D. H. Elphinstone, Bart., on the north
bank of the Ury, in the parish of Chapel-of-Garioch,

of Sir

Aberdeenshire.

LOGIE-FOllFAR.

See Logie-Pert.
a promontory at tlie western extremity of the parish of Fordyce, and flanking the
east side of the bay of CuUen, Banffshire.
LOGIE-LOCH, a lake on tlie estate of Logic, in
the upper part of the parish of Crimond, AberdeenIt is also called the Loch of Kinninmonth.
shire.
LOGIE-MAR. See Logie-Coldstone.
LOGIE-MONTROSE. See Logie-Pert.
LOGIE-MURDOCH. See Logie, Fifeshire.
LOGIE-NEWTON, a farm in the parish of Auehon which are a Roman
terless, Aberdeenshire,
camp, and a very large tri-concentric Druidical

LOGIE-HEAD,

—

circle.

LOGIE-PERT, a parish, containing the villages
of Logie, Craigo, and Muirside, on the north-east
border of Forfarshire. Its post-town is Montrose.
It is bounded by Kincardinesliire, and by the parIts
ishes of Montrose, Dun, and Strickathrow.
length eastwax'd is nearly 5 miles and its breadth
is about 3 miles.
The North Esk traces all the
boundary with Kincardineshire. The surface of the
parish rises from that river, at first gently, and
afterwards more rapidly, so as to attain a com;

a hilly elevation; and,
slopes to the south. The high
ground commands a noble view of the Grampians,
of the intervening plain, and of a considerable part
of Kincardineshire.
The soil, in the northern division, is a deep, fertile clay ; and in the other districts,

manding though not

in

a minor section,

strictly

it

partly a light loam, and partly blackish moorsuperincumbent on clay. About 300 acres arr
waste; and all the rest of the area is disposr
arable grounds and plantations, in the propc
to each other of 3^ to 1.
Abundance of wood.
the achievements of husbandry, impress on tin
ish a peculiarly snug and cheerful aspect. Of var
springs of excellent water which retresh the iiili.il)i
tant.s, a copious one near the site of the old ni^m^
of Pert is reputed to bo antiscorbutic, and (n:
Martin's den produces so plentifully that its sli
would fill a pipe of a foot in interior circumfeii
Freestone, of good quality, abounds ; but is
much worked. Ijimestone was formerly mintii
burnt to a great extent but eventually proved
compensating. On the North Esk are two ec:\'
it is

land,

;

;

LOGIERAIT.

amsiderable manufacture. Tlie Logie works, of the
:iarish of Logie-Pert. a mile from the eastern extreand 4J fliiles
ity, connected with Logie village,
rom the town of Montrose, consist of a flax-spinning
:3ill, which employs about 130 persons, and a bleacheld for linen-yarns, which employs nearly 50.
The population of the ^-illage of Logie is about 340.
'^he Craigo works, nearly a mile farther up the

consist of a flax-spinning mill, machinery for
nishing cloth, a bleachfield, and a soda work, which
The chief manjintly employ about 300 persons.
ions are Craigo in the south-east comer, and Graluy on the North Esk. Nearly a mile west of
^igo-house are three remarkable tumuli, called
ie Laws of Logie, two of which have been opened,
nd found to contain unusually large human skeleThe parish is traMis, and some kindred relics.
ersed by the west road between Dundee and Abereen, by the road from Montrose to Fettercaim, and
y the Aberdeen railway ; and it has a station on
le railway at Craigo, 36 miles from Aberdeen,
Real rental in
[liere are five principal landowners.
Assessed property in 1843, £6.206.
555, £6.262.
intimated value of raw produce in 1835, £14,521.
irer,

opulation in 1831, 1,359; in 1851, 1,609.

Houses,

59.

This parish is in the presbytery of Brechin, and
ynod of Angus and Meams. Patrons, the Crown
id St. Mary's College of St. Andrews.
Stipend,
^26l 8s.; glebe, £18.
Unappropriated teinds, £24
5s. 3d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^., with
10 7s. 6d. fees, and £10 6s. other emoluments.
be parish church was built in 1840, and contains
00 sittings. There is a Free church, with an atndance of 380 and the amount of its receipts in
B56 was £241 lis. 5d. There are three non-parshial schools, and a parochial libraiy- The present
;

arish of Logie-Pert

comprehends the ancient parof Logie-Montrose, composing its eastern
nsion, and of Pert, composing its western division,
he parishes were united by act of parliament beTCcn 1610 and 1615. The niins of the old church
Logie stand in a romantic hollow or low ground
1 the North Esk, half a-mile from the eastern exsmity ; and those of the old church of Pert stand
JO on the river 4J miles further west. The united
arish is sometimes called in documents
Logielies

Wiar.

IXXjrIERAIT, a large, dispersed parish, containg the post-ofiice village of Logierait, the village
Ballenluig, and part of the post-town of AberU^, in the north of Pertlishire. Part of it is suron all sides, to a depth of many miles, bv
8 parish of Fortingall in Breadalbane.
This part
18* length from north to south of 4J^ miles, and a
I9M breadth of 3f miles it lies on the south side
Loch-Rannoch, from IJ to 5 miles from the east
'd of the lake
it has a belt of
plantation a mile
Wd from the lake southward and it thence tower-

ded

;

;

;

recedes to a water-shedding line of alpine sum'ong its southern boundavy. The nearest other
the parish to this is a detached section,
11^
to the east, surrounded on all sides
by the
of Dull, and parts of the
curiously scattered
lishof Weem, and extending in a stripe of irreJbr but generally narrow breadth,
4^ miles from
rth-west to south-east, where it strikes the Tay.
liis district is cut asunder across its narrow middle
the loch of Glassy ; it has a lochlet near its
rth-west exti-emity and it is softened into amenitv
beauty toward" the Tay ; but elsewhere, it is
The next part of the parish is surildly pastoral.
fid
-"idedon all sides by Dull, rans parallel to the
part at generally a mile's distance, and is a
of 3^ miles in
length, and f of a mile in mean
;

I"

;

LOGIERAIT.
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breadth stretching south-eastward to the Tay. This
part has on its north-eastern boundaiy the loch of
Derculich, f of a mile in length, and possesses over
a large proportion of its area, especially toward the
Tay, a cultivated and ornamental aspect, foiled by
lofty grounds at its centre and in the north-west.
The fourth and chief part of the parish, or its main
body, lies at the nearest point half a-mile east of the
part just noticed, and 14 miles in a straight line
It consists of an irreeast of the part in Riinnoch.
gular triangle, and an attached parallelogram. The
triangle lies between the rivers Tay and Tummel,
from their point of confluence upward it measures
6 miles along the Tummel in a straight line on the
north-east, and is there bounded by Moulin, by part
of Dowally, and by its own attached parallelogram,
5J miles along the Tay on the south, and is there
bounded by Little Dunkeld and Dull, and 4i miles
from the Tummel to the Tay on the west, but sends
westward a projection of 4 or 4J square miles in
;

—

—

and is there bounded wholly by Dull. The
parallelogram rests one end for 2 miles on the Tummel. and for one mile on the Tay, subsequent to the
confluence of the rivers ; it recedes north-eastward
5J miles by 3; and it is bounded on the north-west
by part of Dowally, on the north-east by Strathardle in Kirkmichael, on the south-east by Dunand on the south-west by Little Dunkeld,
keld,
and by its own attached triangle. Two-thirds of
the parallelogram, from the north-east boundary
downward, are occupied by the Braes of Tullimet,
which give name to a favourite Scottish air. Among
the largest, Lochthe Braes are three lakes,
Hoishne, circular in outline, and about IJ mile in
broad belt of the parallelogram
circumference.
upon the Tummel is arable ground. The triangle
has an area singularly varied and beautiful. Along
the Tummel, or the north-east side of the triangle,
stretches Slesbeg, or 'the narrow country,' having
woodlands which, in several places, go down to the
very brink of the river, and, in one place, are very
extensive.
Slesbeg is flanked over its whole length
by a bold abnipt ridge of heights which terminates,
Parallel to
at the soutli-east, in precipitous rocks.
this ridge, and close on the south-west boundary',
runs another ridge of similar character, enclosing
several lochlets, and sending down mountain- brooks
to drain the diversified surface intervening between
The hills here and elsewhere,
it and the other ridge.
area,

—
—

—

—

A

are, in their summits and higher acclivities, partly
covered with heath, and partly a wild exhibition of
naked rock. Along the Tay is a beautiful broad

forming part of Sti-athtay, and
finely adorned with wood. The area here, and along
the two sides of the Tummel, and up the lower
slopes of the hills which acknowledges the dominion
of the plough, and displays the attractions of full
So far
cultivation, aggregates nearly 3,000 acres.
back as the date of the Old Statistical Account, the
country had advanced singularly far in georgical
belt of arable ground,

achievement, and in acquaintance with the best
tools and appliances of husbandry.
Among the rocks of the parish is a variety of talc ;
in one part of Strathtay are several strata of limestone and in some mosses fossil wood is occasionFruit-trees and garden-shrabs agree
ally found.
'l"he
well with the soil, and are plentifully reared.
rivers frequently overflow their banks, convert the
low grounds into temporary lakes, bi-eak down barriers, sweep away land to the enlargement of their
channels, and fling a dash of wildness and sublimity
over the landscape. The country, in its ordinary
"A
state, ranks high in scenic attraction.
rock,
not above a mile from the church," says the statist,
•'
commands a prospect of a great part of the paiish.
;

LOGIE- WESTER.

LOMOND.
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The windings

of the rivers, the rich vales, the sloping corn-fields and pastui'es, the hanging woodlands,
and the awful mountains which rise at a distance
to confine the view, form, all together, one of the
noblest landscapes, for extent, variety, beauty, and
grandeur, that the eye can behold." Along the
Tay, as well in the detached sections as in the main
body, are some fine mansions. The most extensive
landowners are the Duke of Athole, and Stewart of
Ballechin and there are sixteen others, with each
;

a rental of upwards of £50. The total real rental is
upwards of £10,000. Assessed property in 1843,
£10,290 9s. 5d. There are in the parish six distil-

Salmon once abounded

freshets.
is

now comparatively

in the rivulet, bu:

scarce.

LOIRSTON LOCH. See Nigg, Kincardineshire
LOMOND HILLS (The), two beautiful conica

hills, situated in the shires of Fife and Kinross
and visible to a considerable distance. The Easi
Lomond, which is in the parish of Falkland in Fife'
shire, and is the most regular and beautiful, is gen-

trap

erally stated to be about 1,260 feet above sea-level
and 900 feet above the valley which separates il
from the Ochils
but Mr. Cunningham, in hii
Geology of the Lothians,' estimates its altitude al
;

'

This

1,466 feet.

hill

contains limestone and

coal,

two flax-mills, two sawDruidical stones
starch-mill.
mills,
and ruins of ancient Romish chapels occur in various
Cairns formerly existed in several places,
quarters.

The West Lomond, which is in the parish of Portmoak in Kinross-shire, is usually stated to be aboul
40 feet higher, but Mr. Cunningham estimates it at
At its base lies the beautiful and placid
1,721 feet.

but have been removed.
Koman urn and a medal
of Trajan were found in the parish.
The ruins of
a beacon-house stand on a rock 2 miles from the
manse. The ruins of a castle, said to have been the
residence of Robert III. after he resigned the gov-

Loch-Leven. Between the two principal Lomonds
there arises another point which is sometimes distinguished as the Mid-Lomond, and composed ol

eight meal-mills,

leries,

and a potato

A

vernment to his brother, the Duke of Albany, surmount a high bank near the Tummel ferry. The
area of the castle is elliptical, and the fosse is in
tolerable preservation.
Good roads run along the
Tay and the Tummel. Across the Tay ^ of a mile
below the influx of the Tummel, and across the
Tummel 1 mile above its confluence with the Tay,
are chain ferry-boats for the conveyance of passenThe village of
gers, cattle, carts, and carriages.
Logierait is beautifully situated on the banks of the
Tay, near the influx of the Tummel, 8 miles east by
north of Aberfeldy, and 8| north-north-west of Dunkeld.
It was formerly a place of considerable importance, but is now in an almost ruinous condition.

Here Rob Roy made his escape
hended by the Duke of Athole

sandstone and trap strata, sumiounted by a greyish
black basalt. In some parts the Lomonds present
a face of regular columnar trap. See Falki.and
and Fifeshiek.
(Loch), a magnificent fresh -water
Its head
lake in Stirlingshire and Dumbartonshire.
commences at the foot of Glen-Falloch within Ij
mile of the boundary with Perthshire; its upper
part, to the extent of 3 miles, lies wholly within
the parish of Arrochar, Dumbartonshire; the whole
of its east side thence belongs to Stirlingshire .and
the whole of its south side and its west side belong
to Dumbartonshire.
It extends in the direction of
south-south-east, with a total length of about 23
miles and its breadth, for 14 miles from its head,
nowhere exceeds 1^ mile, but afterwards expands

LOMOND

;

;

annual

5| miles. Its depth in some parts of its upper
half is from 200 to 600 feet, but, in its lower half,
seldom exceeds 60 feet. Thirty islands, of different
sizes, are scattered over the surface of its lower oi

Population
of the village, 1 68.
Houses, 46. Population of the
Houses,
parish in 1831, 3,138; in 1851, 2,875.

wider part; some of them of considerable height,
most of them finely wooded, and all contributing,
with its shores and screens, to form a rich varietv

578.

of picturesque scenery.
The chief of these islnnjl;
are Inch-Murrin, Inch-Cailliach, Inch-Clair, I
Conachan, Inch-Cruin, Inch-Galbraith, Inel

Charles

after being apprein 1717; and here
he carlocated the prisoners

Edward

whom
An

ried off from the field of Prestonpans.
fair is held here on the 22d of August.

This parish is in the presbytery of Weem, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Duke of

£250 lis.; glebe, £10. Unap£256 is. 3d. Schoolmaster's sal£34
4s.
with
£5 15s. 9d. fees. The parish
ary,
4|d.,
church was built in 1806, and contains 1,000 sittings.
Athole.

Stipend,
propriated teinds,

The westernmost

section of Logierait is included in
the quoad sacra parish of Rannoch. There is a Free
church of Logierait, with an attendance of 300; and
the sum I'aised in connexion with it in 1856 was
There is also a Free church at
£101 5s. ll^d.
Aberfeldy. There are within Logierait an Episcopalian chapel and a Baptist chapel ; and there is at
There are a
Aberfeldy an Independent chapel.
Free school in the Strathtay district, eight other
non-parochial schools in the parish, and two benefit
societies.
Among distinguished natives of tlie parish may be mentioned Dr. Adam Fergusson and Dr.
Robert Bissett, the latter the biograplier of Edmund

Burke.

LOG IE- WEST. See Caputh.
LOGIE-WESTER, a parish in
to

Urquiiart: which

Ross-shire united

see.

LOING

(The), a rivulet of the south-west of
It divides Kintail on its left bank from
Ross-shire.
Lochalsh on its right ; uniformly pursues a southwesterly course falls into the head of Loch-Long
the eastconjointly with the Elchaig coming from
south-east; and, tiiongh having an entire run of
;

only about 9 miles, is fed by so many mountainstreams as to be subject to very sudden and great

to

Inch-Lonaig, Inch-Tavanach, Inch-Moan, 1.....
Friechlan, Inch-Croin, and Inch-Torr; and wii
be found described in their own alphabetical places
The lake lies completely imbedded amidst difi'eren
ranges of hills. At the south end the Kilpatrick
on the wcsten
hills terminate near Kilmaronock
shore are the mountains of Luss and Arrochar
at the upper extremity tower the mountains c
Glenfalloch
and on the eastern shore the gi-e«
chain of the Grampians terminates in Benloniond
These ranges of hills are intersected by deep glens
and by numerous mountain-streams which pou
The rivulets Fruiii
their waters into the lake.
Luss, Finlas, Douglas, with many smaller streamf
drain the highlands of Dumbartonshire into Loch
Lomond the rivulet Falloch brings a considerabl
drainage into its head from I'ertiishire and tli
river Endrick enters its south-east corner with
very largo drainage from Stirling.shirc. The whol
of the lake's superfluence is carried oft' from a soutli
erly prolongation of its south-west comer, by tb^
;

;

;

;

river Leven; and the cognortien of that river wa|
Sc:
anciently the cognomen of the lake itself.
liKVKN (The).
It is said that the waters of Loch-Lomond hav
increased considerably during the lapse of ages;
in Camstradden-bay, more than 100 yards fiom tli
shore, the ruins of houses arc alleged still to
These traditionary r<i
visible beneath the water.

m
1
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have the sanction of the learned Camden,
who. in his 'Atlas Britannica.' speaks of an island
existing in his time, called Camstradden, situated
between the lands of that name and Inch-Tavanach,
on which, he adds, were a house and an orchard.
This island has now disappeared. Such an accident
may have occun-ed, however, without any increase
of the waters of the lake.
Indeed, the supposition
of such an increase is inconsistent with the appearances presented by the river Leven, which would
rather lead to the supposition that the waters of
Loch-Lomond had become lower than they once
Loch-Lomond was at one time famed for
" waves without
three wonders
wind, fish without
The swell in the widest
an, and a floating island."
:>art, particularly after a storm, has no doubt given
Tse to the belief in the first of these marvels. Vipers
ire said occasionally to swim from island to island,
In Bleau's
ind this may account for the second.
"
Les poissons qu'ils disent
itlas, 1653. it is said,
I'avoir pas de nageoires, qu'ils ap^Uent vulgairement
Paones, sont un espece d'angnilles, c'est pourquoy il
Various accounts have
le faut pas s"en estonner."
ports

—

—

given of the floating island one, that it was
onstructed of large square beams of oak, firmly
aortised into one another, by a Keith Macindoill,
:r Keith the son of Dollius, who is said to have been
:ontemporary with the famous Finmacoull or Fingal,
nd consequently to have lived in the 5th centiiry.
imden appears to have heard of the floating island,
nd he adds a fourth wonder. " As for the floating
" I shall not call the truth of it in
aland," says he,
nestion, for what could hinder a body from swimling that is dry and hollow, like a pinnace, and very
ght? And so Pliny tells us that certain green
tmia
covered with rushes, float up and down on the
'
e of Vundimon. But I leave it to the neighbours,
rho know the nature of this place, to be judges
hether this old distich of our Neckham be true
•een

:

—

" Ditatar flarias
Albania, saxea ligna
Dat Lomund niulta frigiditate potens.
Scotland's enriched with rivers, timber thrown
Into cold Lomund's waters turns to stone.

Loch-Lomond has, with great justice, been styled
Queen of Scottish lakes. The beauty of some
Wtions, and the splendid magnificence of other
of its scenery, are nowhere else to be equalled,
[iirts
im cannot stale its infinite variety.
At the

ample bosom is agreeably and picturby the ntimerous islands with
gemmed. The hills indeed have not
the true Highland aspect, but they are softly
"ng, and have a green and pastoral appearance;
the open valleys smiling in the sunshine, every'^ere present scenes of calm and qiliet beauty,
nerous splendid mansions, with their richly
led grounds, are studded around the shores, at
end

its

[y diversified
it is

!
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ases of the hills, or the openings of the valleys,
the beauties of cultivation and art to those
atnre.
But it is the inconceivable variety af-

iig

d by numberless projecting headlands and reng bays, and by all the crowd of fairy islands
eh lie scattered over the surface of the lake,

over it The hills rise to a greater height and their
bare and serrated tops present a bold and broken
outline, often enveloped in mist and clouds, and for
a great part of tlie year covered with snow. The
valleys are deep and narrow, and their sides are
everywhere marked by the rough and rugged beds
of mountain-torrents.
Agreat poet has said, that, "In some lakes, the proportion of diffused water is often too great, as at the
lake of Geneva, for instance, and in most of the Scotlakes.
No doubt," he continues, "it sounds
magnificent, and flatters the imagination, to hear
at a distance of masses of water so many leagues
in length, and miles in width; and such ample room
may be delightful to the fresh-water sailor, scudding
with a lively breeze amid the rapidly shifting scenBut who ever travelled along the banks of
ery.
Loch-Lomond, variegated, as the lower part is, by
islands, without feeling that a speedier termination
of the long vista of blank water would be accepttish

and without wishing for an interposition of
green meadows, trees, and cottages, and a sparkling
stream to run by his side? In fact, a notion of
grandeur as connected with magnitude, has seduced
persons of taste into a general mistake upon this

able,

It is much more desirable for the purposes
of pleasure, that lakes should be numerous and
small or middle-sized, than large, not only for com-

subject.

munication by walks and rides, but for variety, and
for recurrence of similar appearances.
To illustrate
this by one instance : how pleasing is it to have a
ready and frequent opportunity of watching, at the
outlet of a lake, the stream, pushing its way among
the rocks, in lively contrast with the stillness from
it has escaped ; and how amusing to compare
noisy and turbulent motions with the gentle
playfulness of the breezes that may be starting up,
or wandering here and there over the faintly-rippled
sm-face of the broad water !
I may add, as a general remark, that in lakes of great width, the shores
cannot be distinctly seen at the same time; and
tlierefore contribute little to mutual illustration and
ornament; and if the opposite shores are out of
sight of each other, like those of the American and
Asiatic lakes, then unfortunately the traveller is
reminded of a nobler object he has the blankness
of a sea-prospect without the grandeur and accompanying sense of power." Thus far the sentiments
of one, whose opinion on such points is not to be
But we think
lightly gainsayed or controverted.
the following remarks on the passage just quoted,
by Professor Wilson, will cany along with them
the suff'rages of most of our readers
"
shall not be suspected," says the Professor,
"
of an inclination to dissent, on light grounds, from
any sentiments of Wordsworth. But finely felt and
expressed as all this is. we do not hesitate to say
that it is not applicable to Loch-Lomond.
Far be
it from us to criticise this
passage sentence by sentence for we have quoted it not in a captious, but
a reverent spirit, as we have ever done with the
works of this illustrious man. He has studied na-

which
its

;

:

We

;

ture

but

more widely and profoundly than we have;
out of our power to look on Loch-Lon.ond

it is

without a feeling of perfection. The diffusion of
water' is indeed great; but in what a world it
floats
At first sight of it, how our soul expands
The sudden revelation of such majestic beauty,
wide as it is and extending afar, inspires us with a
power of comprehending it all. Sea-like indeed it
a Mediterranean sea, enclosed with lofty hills
is,
and as lofty mountains, and these indeed are the
Fortunate Isles
We shall not dwell on the feeling
which all must have experienced on the first sight
of such a vision
the feeling of a lovely and a
'

"

As

qnietly as spots of

Among

sky

the evening clouils,"

!

:h fonns the distinguishing charm of the whole,
presents an inexhaustible source of pleasure and
jht to the cultivated tourist. Towards the north
of the lake the scene becomes very different,
Here the
acquires a really Highland character.
is narrowed to the
appearance of a river, windamidst bold and rugged mountains, which, in
e places, seem as if
they were about to close

n.

!

—

—
—

1

—

2

A

LOMOND.
mighty calm

'

difit is manifest that the spacious
fusion of water' more than conspires with the other
components of such a scene to produce the feeling ;
that to it belongs the spell that makes our spiiit
;

Nor when
serene, still, and bright, as its own.
such feeling ceases so entirely to possess, and so

;

—
—

;

;

—

—

!

—undulating with fields and groves, where many a
pleasant dwelling is embowered, into lines of hills
On
that gradually soften away into another land.
the other side, sloping back, or overhanging, mounts
beautiful in their bareness, for they are green as
emerald; others, scarcely more beautiful, studded
with fair trees some altogether woods. They soon
form into mountains and the mountains become

—

more and more majestical, j-^et beauty never deserts
them, and her spirit continues to tame that of the
Far off as they are, Benlomond
frowning cliffs.
and Benvoirlich are seen to be giants magnificent
but
is their retinue,
they two are supreme, each in
and clear as the day is here,
his own dominion
they are diademed with clouds. It cannot be that
;

;

proportion of diffused water is here too great
then true that no one ever travelled along
the banks of Loch-Lomond, variegated as the lower
part is by islands, without feeling that a speedier
termination to the long vista of blank water would be
the

and

'

'

;

'

is it

acceptable, and without wishing for an interposition
of green meadows, trees, and cottages, and a sparkhave travelled
ling stream to run by his side?
along them in all weathers and never felt such a wish.
For there they all are all but the sparkling stream
to run by our side,' and we see not how that well
Sti'eams that sparkle as they
could be in nature.
run,' cross our path on their own; and brighter
never issued from the woods. Along the margin of
the water, as fuv as Luss ay, and much farther
the variations of the foreground are incessant.
Had it no other beauties,' it has been truly said,
but those of its shores, it would still be an object
of prime attraction whether from the briglit green
meadows sprinkled with luxuriant ash trees, that
sometimes skirt its margin, or its white pebbled
shores on which its gentle billows murmur, like
a miniature ocean, or its bold rocky promontoncs
rising from the dark water rich in wild flowers and
ferns, and tangled with wild roses and honeysuckles,
or its retired bays where the waves dash, reflecting,
like a mirror, the trees which hang over them, an
inverted landscape.'
"The islands are for ever arranging themselves
into new forms, every one more and more beautiful;
at least so they seem to be, perpetually occurring.
'

—

We
'

'

—

'

'

;

—

;

that they were all most lovely begin to
show themselves in the order of their relation to
one another and to the shores. The eye rests on
the largest, and with them the lesser combine or
we look at one or two of the least, away by themand many
selves, or remote from all a tufted rock
as they are, they break not the breadth of the liquid
They show its
plain, for it is ample as the sky.
amplitude; as masses and sprinklings of clouds,
show
the
and single clouds,
amplitude of the ceruAnd then the long promontories
lean vault.
stretching out from opposite mainlands, and enclosing bays that in themselves are lakes they too
magnify the empire of water; for long as they are,
tliey seem so only as our eye attends them with
their cliffs and Avoods from the retiring shores, and
far distant are their shadows from the central light.
On one side where the lake is
Then what shores
widest, low-lying they seem and therefore lovelier

—

'

;

'

felt

yet always unexpected, and there is a pleasure even
in such a series of slight surprises that enhances
the delight of admiration. And alongside, or behind us, all the while, are the sylvan mountains,
and ever and anon open glens
laden with beauty
widen down upon us from chasms or forest glades
lead our hearts away into the inner gloom perhaps
our feet and there, in a field that looks not as if it
had been cleared by his own hands, but left clear
by nature, a woodman's hut. Half-way between
Luss and Tarbet the water narrows, but it is still
wide; the new road, we believe, winds round the
point of Firkin, the old road boldly scaled the
height, as all old roads loved to do ascend it, and
bid the many-isled vision, in all its greatest glory,
farewell.
Thence upwards prevails the spirit of the
mountains. The lake is felt to belong to them to
be subjected to their will and that is capricious
for sometimes they suddenly blacken it when at its
'

deeply to affect us, does the softened and subdued
charm of the scene before us depend less on the
expanse of the diffusion of water.' The islands,
that before had lain we knew not how or we had
only
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—

;

—

—

;

biightest, and sometimes when

its

gloom

is like

that

of the grave, as if at their bidding, all is light. We
cannot help attributing the skiey influences' which
occasion such wonderful effects on the water, to
prodigious mountains for we cannot look on them
without feeling that they reign over the solitude
they compose; the lights and shadows flung by the
sun and the clouds imagination assuredly regards
as put forth by the vast objects which they colour;
and we are inclined to think some such belief is
essential in the profound awe, often amounting to
dread, with which we are inspired by the presences
of mere material forms. But be this as it may, the
upper portion of Loch-Lomond is felt by all to be
most sublime. Near the head, all the manifold impressions of the beautiful which for hours our mind
had been receiving begin to fade ; if some gloomy
change has taken place in the air, there is a total
obliteration, and the mighty scene before us is felt
Yet
to possess not the hour merely, but the day.
should sunshine come, and abide a while, beauty
'

;

will glimpse upon us even here, for green pastures,
will smile vividlj', high up among the rocks the'
sylvan spirit is serene the moment it is tor
;

with

light,

and here there

is

not only

many

,

by the water-side, but j^on old oak wood
look joyful on the mountain, and the gloom bee 'hk
glimmer in the profound abj'ss. Wordsworth s:i}>
that it must be more desirable, for the purposi ;^;i
pleasure, that lakes should be numerous, arid
or middle-sized, than large, not only for conn
cation by walks and rides, but for variety, :ii
recurrence of similar appearances.' The Iligli
tree

^

'

have them

But here

of all

sizes

— and

that surely

i?

one which, it has been truly said,
only 'incomparable in its beauty as in its di
sions, exceeding all others in variety as it di
extent and splendour, but unites in itself every
of scenery which is found in the other lakes
Highlands.' He who has studied and undii
and felt all Loch-Lomond, will be prepared at
to enjoy any other fine lake he looks on; nor
he admire nor love it the less, though its
character should consist in what forms but oii<
of that of the Wonder in whith all kinds of 1"
and sublimity are combined."
A project for forming a canal from the foot of
Lomond near Balloch to the Clyde at Bowliii:
was long entertained, and, after being for sonu
abandoned, was revived and re -entertained
was eventually thrown altogether aside. A
better project was that of a railway between
the same points; and this project was cornph
is

i

i

1

'

i

'

Another project, of similar character
1850.
the constructing of a railway fiom Balloch t'
the
ling, to open direct communication with

1

LONACH.

anl the east of Scotland; and this project was completed in 1856. Trains run on these railways, in
connexion with steamers on the lake, affording to
the citizens of Glasgow and to those of Edinburgh
the remarkable facility of making a trip from their
own houses to the head of the lake and back again
Other steam-boat tiips, also, are made
in one day.
on the lake and regular communications are mainrained on the one side with Helensburgh, on the
other side with Loch-Katrine, and at the head with
-''-^
But from any single exT'entral Highlands.
n, or series of excursions, by steam- boat on
jsom of the lake, only a very faint and limited
To
dea of its splendid sceneiy can be fonned.
)btain anything like an adequate conception of its
nany beauties, it is necessarj- to spend days upon
ts banks, to wander over the hills and amid the
ilent glens, and to visit its numerous islands, many
which are of themselves sufficient to form a day's
xcursion. A tnp in the steam-boat, however, to
ibtain a general survey of the whole, will concentrate
he recollections of "the tourist, and impress his
;

nemorv more

distinctly.

LONACH,

a mountain, 1,200 feet high, in the
In 1823, a
arish of Strathdon, Aberdeenshire.
was
erected on its summit in honour of
cairn
»rge
^ir

Charles Forbes' elevation to a baronetcy.

LONAICt.

See Ixch-Loxaio.

LOXAN

(The), a rivulet, of about 6 miles length
)f course, running westward, through the parishes
)f Muckairn and Kilmore, to Loch-Nell, in Lorn,
Vrgyleshire.

LONCARTY.
LONEHEAD.

See Lcxcarty.
See Loashead.
(Loch), a belt of marine water, a long
orthward ramification of the frith of Clyde, exmding between the district of Cowal in ArgyleMre, and the parishes of Roseneath, Row, and ArOver the whole of its
nehar, in Dumbartonshire.
igth, it prevailingly looks almost right along all
lie lower parts of the frith
and if it were but the
flet of a considerable river, would, as to both exvnt and direction, possess far the highest claim to
"J
regarded as the upper frith. It opens from the
;lyde
nearly opposite Gourock, and, with a breadth
"
from 2 miles to 6 furlongs, stretches away about
'itailes into the interior. At quarter distance from
intrance it opens, on the west side, into the fine
bay of Ardintenny and, at half-distance, it
off, on the same side, and in a north-westerly

LONG

;

;

LocH-GoiL which see. At two points
Dumbartonshire side, it is distant respectively
the head of the Gair-loch only 1 J mile, and from
t on Loch-Lomond
only If mile. Its general
is from 15 to 20 fathoms, and its tidal current
"on,

:

e

at the rate of about ?, miles in the hour.
It is
ionally lined bj' a sandy beach, or pressed by
and
banks
of
in
'ng plains
verdure, but
general
med in by declivitous or mural rocks. Seen
the entrance, or from ground on the opposite
oie of the frith which commands a view of it. it
tirves. for some distance on the east, a beautiful
ness of feature which is almost lowland ; but on
west it is skirted by alpine heights, which are

and heathy, overside and summit, and
smile in verdure, or wood or cultivation,
along the margin of the water and it
becomes lost amid a dense crowd of rolled and
•;en mountain masses,
that wildly tempestuated
<>f
alps on which a facetious taste has imposed
quizzing name of Argyle's Bowling-green,
seen from a singularly wild glen which wends
id its
head, or from almost any point in the
nity of Arrochar inn, the loch possesses much
inctiveness and great grandeur of scenery: See
ed, stern,

in to

in belts

1
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:

—

articles

Arrochar and Glencroe.

During summer

steam-boats ply every lawful day from Glasgow up

Arrochar and the head of LochLoch-Long
Goil; and during winter they ply three times
a-week.
LONG (Loch), a marine projection from the
head of Loch-Alsh in Ross-shire. It has the form
of the segment of a circle
and bending from a
northerly to an easterly direction, separates the
Its exdistrict of Loch-Alsh from that of Kintail.
treme length is about -t miles and its mean breadth
to

;

;

Loch-Duich and it go off in
nearly half-a-niile.
such a manner in opposite directions from the head
of Loch-Alsh, as to present on the map very nearly
the outline of a pair of antlere.
Loch-Long, though
injected among wild mountains, is not without atin
of
the value of its
tractions; and,
consequence
fisheries, has, on its Kintail bank, the two considerable fishing villages of Dornie and Bundalloch.
(Loch), a fresh-water lake, about ^ a mile
long and ^ of a mile broad, in the parish of Lundie,

LONG

Forfarshire.

LONG (Loch), a fresh-water lake, about 1 mile
long and ^ a mile broad, with a depth of from 16 to
18 feet, in the south-east border of the parish of
Its superfluence forms the
Neilston, Renfrewshire.
head-stream of the rivulet Levem.
LONGA, a small island in the Skj'e group of the
Hebrides. It lies 1 J mile north-east of Scalpa, and
2 miles north-north-west of Pabba, and measures
about IJ mile in circumference. It is, as to geo,nostic character, entirely composed of red sandston ;
it forms an uneven table-land, everywhere abrupt on
the coast, and about 200 feet high and it is merely
;

a pasture for sheep and a resort of sea-fowl.
LONGANNAT. a small village on the Forth, in
the parish of Tulliallan, in the detached part of
A freestone quarry, in its vicinity, and
Perthshire.
bearing its name, has, from time immemorial, been in
great reputation. The stone is durable, quite white,
and of smill grain, and admits a fine smooth polish.
The demand for it was long greater than the quarriers could supply.
The quarry has not only furnished materials for many houses of the first architecture in the circumjacent territory, but has contributed to public buildings in Edinburgh, in Aberdeen, and even, it is said, in Amsterdam. At the
village are some slight vestiges of a pier, reported

have been built by a Dutch company, to facilitate
the exportation of the stone.
to

LONGCASTLE. See Kirkixser.
LONGCASTLE-LOCH. See Dowaltos.

LONGCALDERWOOD.
LONG-CAUSEWAY.

See Kilbride (East).
See Causewayhead.

LONG-CRAIG-ISLAND, an islet in the frith of
Forth, west of North Queensfeny, Fifeshire.

LONGFAUGH.
LONGFORGAN,

office

See Crichtox.

a parish, containing the postvillage of Longforgan, and the villages of

Kingoodie and Balbunno, on the eastern border of
Perthshire.
It is bounded by Forfarshire, by the
frith of Tay, and by the parishes of Inchture, AberIts length south-southnyte, and Fowlis-Easter.
eastward is 7 miles, and its greatest breadth is 3
miles; but it contracts so much in some places as to
have an
aggregate area of only about 8,990 imperial
acres.
All the streams are small, yet the largest
of them is powerful enough to drive three cornThis stream rises in the
mills and a saw-mill.
north-west extremity, runs 2J miles in the interior,
wends 3^ miles along the south-western boundaiT
and then runs 2 miles eastward to the frith at BurnThe coast-line is 3J miles in extent;
side park.
and f of a mile from its east end, it is bold and
steep, and terminates in the rocky promontory of

\

LONGFORGAN.
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At that point a beautiful and gently
Kiiigoodie.
inclined bank commences; thence it sweeps away
in a receding direction and in the form of a crescent
from the Tay; and at the distance of 3 miles, it
abruptly ends in a bluff point called the Snabs o!'

family, then Earls of Kinghorn and becoming a
favourite residence of Earl Patrick, it received the
name of Castle-Lyon, and the estate, by charter of
Charles II., in 1672, was erected into a lordship,
In 1777 it was purcalled the Lordship of Lyon.
Drimmie. This elongated rising ground is from 120 chased by the son-in-law of John, Lord Gray, Mr.
to 150 feet high, bears aloft on its crest, If mile
Paterson, who renovated it, restored its original
from its south-east end, the village of Longfo gjin, name, modernized its interior, and enhanced its exand commands, from every point, but especially terior with the addition of wings, embattled walls,
from the Snabs of Drimmie and the site of the vil- round tower, and corner turrets. Tlie other manand
lage, a noble and uninterrupted view of the Carse sions are Mylncfield-house and Loch tor. -house
of Gowrie, the frith of Tay, and the north coast of a fine feature is part of the noble park of RossieFife.
The land of the bank is carpeted, for the most priory, the other part of which, together with the
considerable
mansion, being within Inchture.
part, with a deep black loam, and, under the skilful
and ornamental husbandry with which it is plied, is employment among the pai'ishioners of Longforgan
Southward and west- is tlie weaving of coarse linens for the manufacturers
alike beautiful and fertile.
ward of it, to the Tay and the lower part of the of Dundee. The parish is traversed by the road
south-western boundary, the surface is as level as a from Dundee to Perth, and by the Dundee and
bowling-green, covered with rich carse clay, crowned Perth railway; and it has a station on the latter.
with the happiest fruits of cultivation, and forming The village of Longforgan stands on the Dundee and
In a parallel, half-a- Perth road, 1^ mile from the nearest part of the frith
part of the Carse of Gowrie.
mile north of the village of Longforgan, a valley of Tay, 6 miles west of Dun dee, and 16 east-north-east
runs quite across the parish, flanked on the one side of Perth. It straggles along the road, covering an
by the bank which has been noticed, and on the area of about 30 acres, and consists of a principal
other by a slow ascent or hanging plain, which to- street and several lanes. It probably originated in
wards the north shoots up hilly elevations, and be- the erection of accommodation for the retainers of
comes identified with the far-stretching range of the the Baron of Huntly-castle but it has long been
Sidlaws. Tliree summits, Dron, Ballo, and Loch- stationary or retrogressive. In 1672 it was erected
into a free burgh-of-barony by charter of Charles
ton, all at the north-west end of the parish, are consp'cuous, and have altitudes respectively of 667, 992, II.. in favour of Patrick, iEarl of Strathmore, and
and 1,172 feet above sea-level. Somewhat less than endowed with a pompous array of privilege. Fairs,
200 acres of the whole area is disposed in hill-pasture; chiefly for cattle, are still held on the fourth Saturand all the rest is distributed into arable grounds day of April, on the third Saturday of June, and on
and woodlands in the proportion to each other of 9 the third Saturday of October. The hiring of serto 2.
Such a profusion of wood as 1,600 acres, vants used to be done at the June fair, but has
clustered in groves and drawn out in belts and in ceased. Population of the village in 1841, 458; in
hedge-rows, combines with the luscious beauty of 1851, 463. Houses, 113. Population of the parish
the ploughed lands, to give the district a snugly in 1831, 1,638; in 1851, 1,787. Houses. 347.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dundee, and
comfortable and very opulent appearance. About
one-half of the wood is old, and comprises upwards synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crrof 13 species, including all of the most beautiful and Stipend, £268 3s. 4d.; glebe, £13. Unappropvi
Of five orchards, one at Monorgan is teinds, £207 13s. lid. Schoolmaster's salary,
majestic.
reckoned the best in the Carse of Gowrie, and has 4s. 4d., with about £16 fees, and £20 other emolu;

;

—

A

;

been long famous for its fruit. Magnificent gardens,
extensive and richly furnished, adorn the estate
of Castle-Huntly. The houses of the parish, and
those of many a spot far distant from it, owe much
to its quarries of peculiarly excellent freestone. Besides the noted one of Kingoodie [which see], there
is one in the upland district whose stone is so white,
compact, and smooth as to compete with the best
Shell-marl, very
building sandstone in Scotland.
pure and white, and occasionally embedding uncommonly large red deer's horns, was dug up and sold to
a vast amount after the epoch of agilcultural improvement. Coal was long believed to exist, but
eluded expensive and frequent search. Tlie chief
landowners ai'c Patersonof Castle-IIuntly and Lord
Kinnaird; and there are six others. The estimated
value of raw produce in 1838 was £36,126. Assessed
property in 1843, £13,588

The most remarkable

Is.

the parish
Castle-Huntly. This stands on the summit of a
lofty rock, which, on its south-west side, rises sheer
up from tlic dead level of the carse, and on the east
The castle,
subsides gradually into the plain.
though of unascertained date, is believed to have
been built by Andrew, the second Lord Gray of
Fowlis, and named after his lady, a daughter of the
Earl of lluntly; and so massive and strong is it in
its masonry that, though it has braved the blasts of
four centuries, it defies the corrosions of time more
In
lustily than most piles of the present century.
1615, it passed by purchase, along with the circumjacent estate, into the possession of the Stratlimore
18

artificial object in

ments. The parish church was built in 1795, and
contains upwards of 1,000 sittings. There is a Free
church, with an attendance of 220; and the sum
raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £133 18s.

There are four non-parochial schools and
small public library. In a dell on the high grounds
of Dron are the ruins of a chapel which belonge<i
to the monks of Cupar-Angus, and of its attendant
cemeteiy. Only the gables remain, one of their
i
perforated with a large window, whose top is
On tht
pointed arch springing from pilasters.
grounds of Monorgan are vestiges of a cenieten
9^d.

also liad, most probably, its presiding chapel
the eastern boundary, but now in the parish o
Benvie united to Liff", are vestiges of a Koman camp
and on the summit of the hill of Dron arc faint trace
of an oval fortification two Scottish acres in aref
In the midst of a plantation of firs, on what wn
1
anciently the moor of Forgan, is a tumulus 15 or
feet high, and 84 feet in diameter, called the Marked
knowe, from having been the scene of ancient traffi*
but proved to have been originally a barrow, by i'
yielding up to research coftins and human skeleton

which

On

In various parts of the parish many ancient coin
and English, have been found.
ACUS, a parish, consisting of a ranij
in the north of Be
body and a detached section,
Its ni»f
is Dunse.
Its
wicKshirc.
post-town
body is bounded oy Haddingtonshire, and the ^
chiefly Scottish

LONGFORM

of Cranshaws, Abbey St. Bathans, Dunel
Langton, and Lauder; and measures about 8 mi*
in length eastward, and from 1 mile to 7^ mile*
ishes

'

j

j

'

LONGHOPE.
breadth.
*'

-

The detached

section lies 2 miles east of

maiu body; is bounded by
y St. Bathans, Bimcle, and Danse and mea1^ mile by 1 J. The area of the parish is about
The whole district lies among the
iiare miles.
nenuoor-liills, and partakes, for the most pait,

Clearest jwint of the

;

-

:

.

i;.eir characteristic propeities.
Meikle - Cess - law,
on the boundary with Haddingtonshire, and near the
western extremity, is one of the highest of the Lammermoors. Dinington-Great-law and DirringtonLdttle-law, the former 1,145 feet high, are fine coni-

The statist in
cal hills, visible at a great distance.
the New Account calls attention to the fact, that a
farm in rhe parish bears the name of Otterbum, aiid
hints the possibility of this, and not the famous locality in Northuiiiberland, having been the scene
of the noted fight between Douglas and Hotspur.
About 2,200 imperial acres in the parisli are in tillage; about 350 are under wood; and about 18,800
ire pastoral or waste.
Copper ore is somewhat
ibundant, and has been sulgected to several attempts at mining, but does not seem to be rich
nouph to compensate working. The most extensive lannowner is Brown of Longformacus.
The
/alue of assessed property in 1843 was £3.787 lis.
5d.
Tiie small village of Longformacus stands on
he Dye, where that stream crosses the eastern part
f the parish, 6J miles west-north-west of Dunse,
nd 7J north of Greenlaw. In the vicinity of the
Uage is the mansion of Longformacus. Population
f the parish in 1831, 425; in 1851, 411. Houses, 78.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunse, and
Patron, Brown of
lynod of Mei-se and Teviotdale.
Longformacus. Stipend, £230 10s. Id.; glebe, £33.

Unappropriated teinds. £67 14s. 3d. Schoolmaster's
The parish
.Ury, £34 45. 4|d., with £10 fees.
harch was built about 130 years ago, and repaired
bout 1830, and contains 200 sittings. The present
Irish comprehends the ancient parishes of Longvmacas and EUam, which were united before the
ear 1750.
The barony of Longformacus belonged,
old times, successively to the Earls of Moray, the
"rls of Dunbar, and the Sinclairs of Roslin, and
•Jems always to have had attached to it the advowof the church.
EUam also belonged to the
rls of Dunbar.
See Ellam.
,LOXGHOPE. an arm of the sea and a post-office
mtion, in the southern part of the island of Hoy,

II

m

V

Orkney.

See Hot.

IX)NG-ISLAXD. the largest group of the Western
Hbeids, separated from the continent by the broad
wmd called the Minch, and from the Skye group
7 the considerable sound called the Little SItnch.
Ws group, owing both to its extent and the dis4etness of its position, has occasionally monopoapd the whole Hebridean name, and, by general
Its popular
ent, is called the Outer Hebrides.
>4 prevailing name of Long-Island seems to have
'IKn from observation of the closely continuous
t^tiguity of the nimierous islands which compose
i'Ot probably from a consentaneous belief that they
formerly united, and have undergone disthe erosion of the weather and the
The principal islands, reckoning from the
a southward, are Lewis. Harris. North
Uist,
--lecula. South Uist, and Barra; and the secondand minor islands diminishing from consider' islets to mere rocks are too numerous to bear
rate mention.
From the Butt of Lewis on the
!i.
to BaiTa-head on the south, they extend
h-south-westward about 120 miles; and they
probably, a mean breadth of about 8 miles.
y of them are separated only by channels which
I'ry at low-water, or by very nanow belts of sea
h are navigable
only by yawls and wherries.

STB all
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Their largest marine bisection is the sound of Harris,
between the cognominal island and North Uist, ermarkable for the number of its islets, and the great

The Lewis part of the
variation of its currents.
group, about 40 miles in length, belongs to Rosssi dre; and all the remainder belongs to Invemessshire.
Excepting a peninsula of conglomerate east
of Ston.oway, a hard variety of gneiss, frequently
traversed by veiiis of granite and of trap, composes
the whole of the Long-Island gioup and is so nearly
uniform both in its own character and in the surface
which it produces, as to admit of little variety in
:

A dead level prevails in Eenbecula
description.
and some islets, and allows access to the rock only
fiom some pool of water or accidental breach ; mountainousness pervades the district of Harris, and sends
summits aloft toan altitude of between 2,000 and3,000
feet; and a moderate, generally an inconsiderable
hilliness, reigns over most part of the other districts.
South of the sound of Harris the turaulated ground
occurs principally along the east coast, and gives

place, along the centre, to an extensive tract of peatmoss, and, in the west, to broad bands of arable
sandy soil, and downs of shell sand. The general
aspect of the country, owing to the total absence of

wood, and the prevalence of heath and peat- bogs,
cheerless and desolate. Yet tlie population is so
great, so positively redundant, that, in spite of the

is

appliances of fisheries, a remedy against an altogether undue pressure in the means of subsistence
has, within the last 50 years, been found chiefly in
emigration.
large proportion of the inhabitants,
especially in the southern half of the grroup, are
Roman Catholics, who, in the style which prevails
in Ireland, veiy numerously sanction early marriages, and form a surprisingly low estimate of
what constitutes the comforts or the necessaries of
life.
See Hebrides.
LONGLEYS, a village in the parish of Meigle,
Perthshire.
Population, 56. Houses, 14.
LONGLOAN. See Laxgloax.
LONGMAN, a village in the parish of Gamrie,
Banffshire. It is situated on the top of a hill of its
own name, and on the Banfi"and Peterhead turnpike,
about li mile from the coast. It was commenced
about tlie year 1822 by the Earl of Fife, who feued
out the surrounding waste land in small portions to
its inhabitants
so that it has the appearance more
of a regular assemblage of houses of small crofters
than of a village.

A

;

LONGNEWTON.

See Axckum.
a post-oflice village in the parish of Gladsmnir, Haddingtonshire.
It stands contiguous to a station on the North British railway,
and a little south of the road fiom Edinburgh to
North Berwick, ^ a mile from the nearest part of
the frith of Forth, 2J miles east of Port-Seton, 3^
north-east of Tranent, and 30J by railway east of
Edinburgh. It is straggling and irregular, and but
the wreck of a foiTnerly important little town. Several streets have wholly disappeared, the houses
having been razed by the score to give place to the
baronial mansionoperations of the plough.
house, which once presided over the village, is now
let out to a tenant, and wears a desolate appearance.
Longniddry suggests some pleasing reminiscences
of John Knox.
See Gladsmcie. Population, 216.
Houses. 46.
a
small
island in the mouth of the
LONGO,

LONGNIDDRY.

A

and belonging to the parish of Gairloch,
on the west coast of Ross-shire. Population, 36
Houses, 6.
LONGRIDGE, or Lankigg, a village in the parish
It stands on the
of Whitburn, Linlithgowshire.
road from Linlithgow to Wilsontown, 1 f mile south
Gair-loch,

LONGSIDE.

Here are a quarrv, a
of the village of Whitburn.
Population, 225.
public library, and a Free church.
Houses, 46.

LONGRIGITILL. See Kes (The).
LONGSIDE, a parish, containing the

post-office

and Miutlaw, in tlie district of
Buchan, Aberdeenshire, it is bounded by Lonmay,
Its
St. Fergus, Peterhead, Cruden, and Old Deer.
length northward is about 6 miles and its breadth
unTiie surface, though gently
is about 5 miles.
dulated, is generally so low that, till embankments
were resorted to, the Ugie which runs along the
northern boundary to the parish, while the principal
tributary to that river intersects it from west to
was wont to overflow its banks, and lay a
east
Amongst
large portion of the land under water.

villages of Longside

;

—

—

remedial projects suggested, previous to the

the

embankments, was the idea of a canal, along the
banks of the river, from the village of Old Deer to
its

mouth, near Peterhead, a distance of about 10

The soil of this parish is light, easily improved, and in a good state of cultivation. The
predominant rock is granite, some of it very beaumiles.

—

when highly
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LONGSTONE,

a village in the parish of ColinPopulation, 86.
LONG-YESTER. See Yester.
LONMAY, a pai-ish, containing the posl-offico
station of Lonma}^ and the fishing-village of St.
Combs, on the north-east coast of Buchan, Aberdeenshire. It is bounded by the North sea, and by
the parishes of Crimond, St. Fergus, Longside, Old
Its length northDeer, Strichen, and Rathen.
north-eastward is about 9^ miles; and its breadth
to
miles.
from
a
mile
varies
3^
J
Strathbeg-loch,
covering an area of 550 Scotch acres, lies on the
mutual border with Crimond. The nver Ugie and
one of its tributaries run on the boundary with
Longside and Old Deer; and a small streamlet
The surface of
traces the boundary with Rathen.
Lonmay is chiefly disposed in two extensive plains,
running north and south, divided by two or three
small ridges running from west to east. The land
near the shore is flat, and the beach low and sandy.
The soil is various, but chiefly light, dry, and sandy,
resting on the red sandstone formation in the north
In other parts the soil is clay. The mosses
plain.
are still extensive, but much land has been reclaimed. There is a line of benty sand-hillocks on
the east and to the north a fine expanse of grassy
links or downs, affording excellent pasture for catLimestone is found in the northtle and sheep.
eastern part of the parish, but sienite and greenAbout 6,488
stone are the predominant rocks.
Scotch acres are in tillage or in pasture; about 222
are under wood; and about 2,056 are moss, moor, or
I'here are seven principal hnulwaste ground.
owners, and the most extensive of them is Goidon
of Buthlaw.
The estimated value of raw produce
in 1835 was £20,752.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £5,443. The chief mansions are
ton, Edinburghsliire.

and it is extensively
About 12,550 imperial acres in the pai-ish
quarried.
are in tillage; about 370 are under wood and about
3.540 are peat-moss, pastoral land, or waste ground.
The average rent of the arable land is 20s. per acre.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1842 was
£56,800. The value of assessed property in 1856
was £11 ,087. There are eight principal landowners;
but only two of them are resident.
woollen factory was formerly carried on at Millbank but it
ceased in 1828. There are in the parish a saw-mill
and six meal-mills. Tiie parish is traversed westward by the road from Peterhead to Banff, and
southward by the road from Fraserburgh to Aberdeen.
The village of Longside stands on the Cairness-house, an elegant residence, designed by
Peterhead and Banff road, 2^ miles east-south-east Playfair, and tastefully adorned with pleasureof Mintlaw, and 6 miles west by north of Peterhead. grounds and plantations, and Criniond-mogate manFairs are held here on the Wednesday after the sion, another handsome edifice, recently erected.
12th day of May, and on the Tuesday after the 7th The only antiquity is a Druidical circle at Newark,
castle named the Castle of
day of November. Population of tiie parish in 1831, Crimond-mogate.
2,479; in 1851, 2,952. Houses, 610.
Lonma)' once existed on the links near the sea.
This parish is in the presbytery of Deer, and The parish is traversed by the road from Frasersynod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, burgh to Peterhead, and lies, at the nearest point,
£217 9s. 4d. glebe, £17. Unappropriated teinds, 4 miles from the former of these towns. Population
£213 lis. 5d. The parish church was built in 1836. in 1831, 1,798; in 1851, 1,964. Houses, 403.
and contains about 1,000 sittings. There is a Free
This parish is in the presbytery of Deer, and
church of Longside, with an attendance of 200; and synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Gordon of Buthlaw
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £98 10s. l^d. Stipend, £225 13s. 3d.; glebe, £18 15s.
Unappro
There is also an Episcopalian chapel, built in 1853, priated teinds, £224 7s. 4d. The parish church wai
and containing 600 sittings. Tiiere are three paro- built in 1787, and contains 649 sittings. There ii
at Kinninmonth a chapel of ease, containing 36(
cliial schools, respectively at Longside, Mintlaw,
There is an Episcopalian chapel, witl
and Rora. The salary connected with the first is sittings.
There are three parish schools re
£31 6s. 7d., with each of the others £10; and the 342 sittings.
fees of the three, about £70.
There are also two spectively at Lonmay, at Kinninmonth, and at St
female schools aided by endowment, and several Combs, with aggregate salary of £51 68. 7d., a shar
unendowed schools. There are small public libra- in the Dick bequest, and £58 fees. There is also
lleu at Longside and Rora.
Fairs are held at Lonma;
savings' bank was non-parochial school.
established in Longside in 1815, and was either the
on the day in June before Mintlaw, and on the da;
or
at
least
one
of
the
earliest,
in November after Longside.
earliest, in the nortli
of Scotland. The parish of Longside was
LORETTO. See Musselburoii.
disjoined
from that of Peterhead in 1620, and was for some
LORGIE. See Kii.cai.monel.
little time called
The Rev. John SkinPetei-ugie.
LORN, a district of Argylcshire. It is bounde
ner, the correspondent of Burns, the author of an
on the north-west by Linnlie-Loch, wliich divide
ecclesiastical history and some
it from Morvern
on the nortli by I^och-Leven, tli
theological dissertations, and the writer of
TuUocligorum,' 'John o' river Leven, and the chain of lochlets drained b
Badenyon,' Ewie wi' the crooked horn,' and some the Leven, which divide it from Inverness-shire; o
other popular song-*, was for 64 years minister of the east
by an arbitrary line across the Moor
the Episcopalian chapel of Longside.
He resided liannoch, and by the great central southward ridf.'
in a small cottage at
and
a
handsome of (Jrampians, which divide it from Brendalbane
Linshart;
monument has been erected to his memory in the Perthshire ; on the south by brief arbitrary lini
parish churchvard.
and chiefly by Lochs Awe. Avich, and MelfMj
LONG-SPliOUSTON. See S.'rouston.
which divide it from Cowal and Argyle; and on tl
tiful

polisiied;

;

;

A

;

A

;

—
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west by liower Lixih-Liiinhe. which divides it from
It includes also the islands belonging to the
parish of Lismore and Appin, and the islands of
Its length from
Kerrera, Easdale, and Sliuna.
north to south varies from 22 miles to 33 miles; and
its breadth from east to west varies from 15 to 32

depth of water; but a new harbour has
been fonned on a grand scale, by a company who
were incorporated by act of parliament in 1834. The
work was opened in the end of 1829, and has, since
that time, undergone much enlargement and improvement. The depth of water in it is 12 feet at

miles.
The parishes comprised in it are Glenorchy,
Ardchattan, Muckairii. Duror, Kilmore, Kilbride,
Kilchrenan arid Dalavich, Kilninver and Kilmelford, Kilbrandon and Kilchattan, and Lismore and
Appin. The district of it which extends along the

neap-tides and 16 feet at spring-tides and there is
an inner harbour, completely protected, and provided
with many conveniences. This work immediately
began to prove itself of vast advantage to the trading and agricultural interests of Elgin and the sur-

and possesses

sounding country; and its effects have been greatly
enhanced by the construction of the Mora^'shire
railway, which extends from Lossiemouth to Elgin.
Lossiemouth harbour ranks as a creek of the port
of Inverness.
The harbour dues levied at it
amounted, 18 years ago, to only about £70 a-year,
but they now rise so high as £2,100 a-year. A shipbuilding-yard was recently commenced, under
favourable auspices.
Direct communication is
enjoyed by steam-vessels with Inverness, Leith,
and other ports. The town of Lossiemouth has
recently undergone great increase but connected
with it also are the considerable Tillage of Stotfield,
a little to the west, and the new village of Brander-

Mull.

const opposite to Mull and Morvern,
the extreme length of 33 miles by a

mean breadth

about 9, bears more emphatically, or by more
miform usage, the name of Lorn and is divided
into Upper Lorn, lying north of Loch-Etive, and
Middle Lorn, lying
including Appin and Airds,
immediately south of Loch-Etive, and including
Muckaira, and Nether Loni, lying immediately
lorth of Lochs Melfort and Avich, but separated
from Middle Lorn by no natural boundar}-. The
)f

;

—

—

Bniaining district nearly all lies north of the north
:nd of Loch-Awe, and is chiefly distributed into
lllenorchy, Glencoe, and the minor part of the Moor
:'f Rannoch.
The coast district, watered by many
akes and rivulets, and possessing along their banks
ouch arable land, a considerable aggregate of wood,
uid extensive results of assiduous and skilful cultifertile and pleasant district of
anciently formed the focns of the
Jalriadan Scottish kingdom, and possessed both its
sspital town and its royal castle, the chief residence

ration, is the

most

Argylesliire.

It

kings. See Beregosium, Dunstaffsage, and
[)alriada.
Its name seems to have been given it
rom Labhrin or Loam, one of the three brothers,
KMis of Ere, who, in 503, immigrated from the Irish
Hilriada, and founded the Scottish monarchy;
joam having adopted this district as the seat of his
ascent tribe, while his brothers Fergus and Angus

(fits

dopted respectively Kintyre and Islay. The disremains of religious structures, both
hnidical and Christian, and of ancient towers, and
>rtified places.
Lorn gives the title of Marquis to
lie Duke of
In 1470, one
Argyle's eldest son.
1 of
Argyle was created Baron of Lorn and, in
another
was created Duke of Argyle, and
701,
Lorn also gives
larqnis of Lorn and Kintyre.
ame to a presbytery comprising the same parishes
Ithe district, and belonging to the synod of Aryle.
Population of the district in 1831, 15,963; in
361, 14.137.
Houses, 2,628.
LORNTY (The). See Clunie and Kini.och.
LORRISK. See Kettle.
LORSTOWN. See Nigg, Kincardineshire.
L08KENTIR. See Harris.
LO:?SIE (Thf.), a small river of Morayshire. It
les from Loch-Lossie, near the centre of the
:<l«nty, in the parish of Edenkillie, and runs northtxAs and north-eastwards through Dallas, and bv
1» royal burgh of Elgin, to the Moray frith, at
a course
fiBsiemouth, in the parish of Drainie,
This river is too
piwards of 26 miles in length.
nail for navigation
beyond its mouth. Since the
;reat floods of 1829, which swelled the Lossie to
with serious damage to the vicinity,
iinndation,
~~
embankments of earth have been raised at
expense along the margins of the river to prea recurrence of similar calamities.
)SSIEM0UTH. a small post-town and sea-port
the parish of Drainie, Morayshire.
It stands at
il6 mouth of the river Lossie, 5 miles nortb-northiUrt of
Elgin, 7j west-north-west of Garmouth, and
r east of
It is the port of Elgin,
Burgh-head.
the shipping-place for a large part of
Moraye.
Its harbotir was naturallv small and without
tict is rife in

;

—

;

fi

sufficient

;

;

btirgh, situated close

by the harbour.

The

latter

had only 145 inhabitants in 1851, but now has so
many as about 600. It is partly a fishing village,
but shares in other respects with the town of Lossiemouth. A neat plan for it was designed before a fen
was let; and that plan has been strictly followed
out.
The fishermen's houses are tidy, and all in
one quarter; and some beautiful marine villas stand
on the outskirts.
Population of Lossiemouthproper, 902.

LOTH,

a parish on the east coast of SutherlandPort-Gower, and
its north-east end adjoins the post-town of Helmsdale; but its postal communication is through
It is
Golspie, 11 miles south-west of its church.
bounded by the Moray frith, and by the parishes of
Clyne and Kildonan. Its length south-westward is
7 miles
and its greatest breadth is nearly 4 miles.
It contains the village of

shire.

;

A

range of steep hills, whose loftiest summits attain
altitudes of about 1,900 feet above sea-level, extends
along the inner frontier of the parish in a line nearly
parallel with the sea-coast, and forms over all its
extent a water-shedding boundary.
The surface,
from the summit-line of this ridge sea-ward, is first
a very rapid declivity, and next either a hanging
plain, or a level expanse of alluvial land, all fertile,

and embellished. The ravines cut down
by streamlets along the descending surface are veiy
marked and full of character, and contain some
striking and highly romantic touches of landscape.
cultivated,

The

largest has, in a sense, the capacity of a glen,
is called, par excellence, the glen of Loth; it is
flanked by the most mountainous heights of the
parish and it wends its way amongst them with a
Highland wildness which occasioned it to be peopled
by the superstition of former times with many an
imp and terrific worker of wonders. The streamlet
Loth, which traverses this glen, though almost diy
in summer, used formerly to be at times very formidable to travellers; and. as seen from the bridge
by which it is now rendered always passable, it still
exhibits the sudden, impetuous, and fearful speats
which once caused it to be viewed with terror. Not
only this streamlet, but some utterly tiny rills in the
parish, possess the fame of having, in some brief
but tremendous onsets from the hills, tripped up
travellers and lareered away with them to the sea ;
and they ceased to be terrible only at the very
modern epoch of piercing the extreme north of Scotland with parliamentary roa^s.
The Loth enters

and

;

LOTHIAN.

LOUDOUN,
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the sea in an artificial channel cut through a rock
20 feet high, by the late Lady Jane Gordon, Countess
of Sutherland; and it was, in consequence, diverted
from swamping many acres of excellent low land
which lay upon the banks of its former channel.
The sea-coast is co-extensive with the extreme
length of the parish, and is chiefly a low and level
beach of sand. The rocks along tlie coast are oolitic,
consisting of limestone, conglomerate, variouscoloured shales, and white and red sandstone; but
the prevailing rock of the hills is a species of large-

—

grained porphyry, unusually frangible, and yielding
with comparative facility to the erosion of running
water.
The soil is in general good, and quite equal
to the best in the county.
There were formerly
some noticeable antiquities, chiefly Pictish-towers
and ancient hunting-houses, but they have disapThe parish is traversed by the great road
peared.
from Inverness to Wick.
The lands between the
north-east end of the parish and the Ord of Caithness,
including the town of Helmsdale, were disjoined

from Loth and annexed to Kildonan since 1841; so
that, in the Census retums, there is a great apparent
decrease in the population, attributable entirely to
that disjunction.
Population in 1831, 2,214; in
Assessed property in
1851, 640.
Houses, 129.
13s.
6d.
1843, £2,379
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Dornoch, and
synod of Sutherland and Caithness. Patron, the
Duke of Sutherland. Stipend, £162 8s. 7d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d. The parish church is
a modem, handsome, and commodious edifice. The
territory constituting the present parish of Loth and
the recent disjunction from it belonged, in the Roman Catholic times, partly to Clyne and partly to
Kildonan.
It had in those times, indeed, three

chapels at respectively Helmsdale, Navidale, and
Easter Garty, at the first and the second of which
places there are still burying-grounds which were
connected with the chapels; but it had not a parish
church till after the Reformation, and it was temporarily re-conjoined to Clyne during the period of
the Scottish Episcopacy.
LOTHIAN, a district on the south side of the
frith of Forth, anciently of larger limits than those
assigned to it by modem usage, but still regarded as
commensurate with the three shires of Haddington,

—

Edinburgh, and Linlithgow, which are called respecLothian gives
tively East, Mid, and West Lothian.
the name of Marquis to the noble family of Kerr of
Fernihirst.
Tlie Ken-s figured much in the Border
wars; they were made Earls of Lothian in 1606,
and advanced to the dignity of a marquisate in 1701.
LOTHRY (The), a small river in Fifeshire, which
rising in the Balla moss, and running south-east for 6
or 7 miles, falls into the Leven, below Leslie-house.
LOUDOUN, a parish, containing the post-towns
of Newmilns and Darvel, and the village of Alton,
_

in the south-east

corner of Cunningham, Ayrshire.
It is bounded by the counties of Renfrew and Lanark, and by the parisiies of Galston, Kilmarnock,
and Fenwick. Its length eastward is 9 miles; and
its breadth is 3 miles at tlie west end, and about 7
at the east.
The river Irvine rises near its northeast corner, and runs about 9 miles along its eastern
and its southern boundary. A conspicuous, conical
hill, formed of columnar trap, is situated in the southeast corner of tlie parish, and figures as a remarkable
feature in a very extensive landscape. This liill is
of the class which tiio Scoto-Irish called dun,' and
the Scoto-Saxon law,' and by a singular triplicate
of honours, it wears as its designation not only both
Law-dunthese words, but also the modem hill,'
hill, or Loudoun-hill,— the hill, the hill, the hill.
Tlio rest of the surface of the parish, notwithstand'

'

'

—

being so near the watershed with Lanarkhas neither an elevated nor a rough appearance, but is champaign, and only gently sloping.
A large part of it near the centre, and especially
along the east, is moor and moss. The soil of the
ai'able grounds is, in a few places, light and gravelly,
ing

its

shire,

but, in most, a rich deep loam, greatly improved by
lime.
John, Earl of Loudoun, who succeeded to

the earldom in 1731, was the first agricultural improver in the district. He commenced his operations in 1733, by making roads through the parish;
he procured an excellent bridge to be made across
Irvine water; and he got made thence, and from his
own house to Newmilns, a road, which was the first
constructed by statute-work in the county. These
measures, as commencing ones to his becoming the
father of agriculture in the district, he adopted apparently from his recollecting a time when carts or
waggons belonging to his father and his father's
factor were the only ones in the parish ; but he also
vigorously the work of planting and enclosing;
!)lied
le is said to have planted upwards of a million trees,
chiefly elm, ash, and oak; and, in general, he bequeathed to his estate a pervading character of rich
cultivation and of tidy, sylvan beauty.
The only
rocks are those of the coal formation, and very disof
excellent
Limestone
of
turbing protrusions
trap.
is very abundant, and is extensively worked.
Coal in some parts is so much broken up by trap as
to be unworkable, but in other parts forms rich, extensive, workable fields, with an aggi'egate thickness of 27 feet in the seams. Clay ironstone, also,
is abundant.
About 10,720 imperial acres in the
parish are in tillage about 4,414 are moss about
3,153 are moorish and benty pasture and about 882
are under wood.
The Marquis of Hastings is proprietor of fully four-fifths of the parish; and there

quality

;

;

;

are several other considerable proprietors, and up-i
wai"ds of one hundred small ones.
Great facility of
communication is enjoyed by means of the Newmilns branch of the Glasgow and South-western]
railway. The old valued rental was £.5,696 Scots.]

Assessed property in 1843, £9,678 10s. 4d. Population in 1831, 3,959; in 1851, 4,720.
Houses, 573.
Loudoun-hill is famous for two battles. One ol
these was fought near it in 1679, and took name
from the neighbouring farm of Drumclog in Avondale [see Avondale] and the other was fought in
1307, between Bi-uce and some English troops undei
the Earl of Pembroke, and is called the battle oi
Loudoun-hill.
Not far distant a skirmish occurre(!
between Wallace and a party of English, wlioni he
suiprised carrying provisions to Ayr and is commemorated by a heap of stones called Wallace'!
cairn. In several other parts are cairns and tumuli
Out of a moss on the farm of Braidlee have been dug
some Roman vessels and on the Galston side a
the Irvine, at the base of Loudoun-hill, are distinc
marksof a Roman camp. In Alton, and near Darvel
are mins still called castles, and resembling Danisl
The Knights-Templars had lands in the jjar
forts.
In the village of Newmilns is
ish: see Dakvei,.
to tin
very small and very old castle belonging
family of Campbells of Loudoun. On the sumrai
of a rising ground, by the side of a brook, about half
a-miie east of the present sumptuous mansion, ar
the ruins of an ancient castle which belonged to tb'
;

;

;

(

same family, and was destroyed about 350 years a^'
by the clan Kennedy, headed by the Earl of Cassilif'
Tiie modern magnificent pile stands
embowere'^

in the south-west part of the parisl
5 miles east of Kilmarnock, and less than a mil
north of Galston, on the bank of the Irvine. Th
structure singularly combines the attractions <
massive antiquity with the light gracefulness <

among wood,

LOWS.

LOUISBURGH.
architecture. A square battlemented tower
formerly belonged to it. and was of unknown
tv. was destroyed in a siege by General
The castle, on that occiision, was defended
terms
:y Ix>udoun, who obtained honourable
;rulation.
The old part of the house now
s of one large square tower, battlemented and
1, built
probably in the fifteenth century, and
its solemn and imposing form above a surround-

lodem
'

'

ics

The modem part of
house, sufficient in itself to constitute it one of the
gest and noblest edifices in the west of Scotland,
The libraiy
is completed only in the year 1811.
In the garden were
utains about 8.000 volumes.
ind, 70 or 80 years ago, 10 entire brass-swivels,
6-pounders, marked with the Campbell's arms.
t nnmentioned by any document or tradition.
le noble pi'oprietors of the castle, whose title of
ui is taken fiom the parish, are a branch of the
at family of Campbell, and obtained the dignity
Lord Loudoun in 1 601. ani that of Earl of Louun in 1633. The first Earl was a staunch Coventer, became Chancellor of Scotland in 1641, and
:ed a conspicuous part in the stirring events of
times.
The Earl of Moira married, in 1804,
jra, Countess of Loudoun, only child of James the
th Earl; and in 1816 was raised to the dignity of

S mass of modern building.

iirquis of

'

Hastings.

Loudon's bonny woods and

are the subject of one of Tanuahill's most
iCkneyed songs.
This parish is in the presbytery of Irvine, and
nod of Glasgow and Avr. Patron, the Marquis
Hastings. Stipend, £190 lis. 3d.; glebe, £35.

aes

'

hoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £40
The parish
8, and about £20 other emoluments.
urch was built in 1845, and contains 1.200 sittings.
is situated at Newmilns.
There is a Free church,
th an attendance of about 370; and the amount
its receipts in 1856 was £342 4s. 5d,
There is

United Presbyterian church at Newmilns, built
There is a
1833, and containing 780 sittings.
formed Presbyterian church at Darvel, built in
>5.
The parish school is at Newmilns; and there
endowed or assisted schools at Newmilns, Darvel,
I Alton, and unendowed schools at Newmilns and
rkowsike. There are subscription libraries and
er institutions at Newmilns and Darvel,
James,
(Bon of Lambin, obtained from Richard Morville,
9 died in 1189, the constable and minister of
Uiam the Lion, the lands of " Laudon," and took
m them the name of James de Laudon. His
2fhter and heiress carried the property to RegiII Crawford, the sherifi"of
Ayr; and another heirin the reign of Robert I., transferred it and that
StCTenston, by marriage, to Duncan Campbell, the
The
>genitor of its subsequent noble owners.
irch, previous to the Reformation, was a vicarage
tier the monks of
Kilwinning.
X)UISBURGH, a suburb of the town of Wick,
thness-shire.
It extends along the north side of
borgh, lies quite contiguously, and is all included
lie
parliamentary boundaries. It was commenced
he latter part of last century, and is built on the
of Lord Duff"us, on leases of 99 years.
See KiLFixAx.
'UTHER. See Lowther,
OVAT, a hamlet in the parish of Kirkhill, J a
» south-east of
Beauly, Inverness-shire. Here
4 the tower and fort of Lovat, founded in 1230.
eotly the seat of the Bissets, near the eastern
k of the Beauly, in a rich and fertile countiy.
.e the title of Baron, attainted in 1745, aiid
'
in 1837 in the
person of Thomas Alexander
ir of Lovat.
lOVAT-BRIDGE. See Beauly (The).

ifled estate

X)UP.

LOVAT- WESTER. See Kirkhill.
LOW-BRIDGE. See Ixverxess-shire.
LOWER. See Fobfar and Forfakshihe.

LOWER-BANTON. See Auchixmully.
LOWER-LARGO. See Largo.

LOWES

(Loch of the), a lake

in the northern

extremity of the parish of Ettrick, Selkirkshire. Its
name, rendered into English, assumes the form,
of the
either pleonastic, or not a little ambitious
Lake of the Lakes.' It extends from south to north
measures about a mile in length, ^ of a mile in
breadth, and 11 or 12 fathoms in depth; and is traversed by the drain-like stream of the nascent Yarrow. Oiily a narrow neck of land divides it from
See Mary's (St.).
the celebrated St. Mary's-Loch.
The two lakes .seem, beyond a doubt, to have been

—

—

'

;

to have difi'used their waters,
control, a considerable way to the
of the Lowes has at present a
north-east.
level of only 15 inches above St. Mary's; and, at its
north end, it is entered from opposite sides by the
burns of Oxcleugh and Corseclengh, which seem to

originally one,

and

and maintained

The Loch

have gradually

dammed

it

up by

their depositions

into a separate lake.

LOWLANDMAN'S BAY. See Jura.
LOWLANDS (The), the popular name

of all the
area of Scotland not included in the Celtic district
of the Highlands which see. As the Lowlands
constitute Scotland Proper, and occupy the chief
place in our introductory article on the whole kingdom, and are minutely exhibited, part by part, in
our articles on their several counties, they need not
be the subject of separate description. The use of
the Scottish dialect of the English language, or of
that language north of the Tweed in any dialect
except the guttural brogue of a Highlander, is the
grand characteristic. Large plains, such as tiiose
of the Merse, of East Lothian, of the Howe of Annandale, of Lower Nithsdale, of Kyle, of Strathch'de,
of the Howe of Fife, and of Stratheam and Strathmore, and extensive undulating tracts, or gently
hilly districts, such as those of tlie hanging plain of
Mid-Lothian, of West-Lothian, of Wigtonshire, of
Cunningham, and of large parts of the shires of Ren:

—

frew, Kirkcudbright, Stirling, Fife, r"orfHr,and Aberdeen, present physical aspects of velvet softness,
silken beauty, and golden opulence, totally contrasted
to the rugged, hardy, sterile features of the chief or
characteristic portions of the Highlands,
But, on
the other hand, the very broad belt of mountainheights which runs from the Cheviots of Northumberland quite across Scotland to the western waters
on the coast of Galloway, which sends off through
all Peebles-shire and Selkirkshire a broad and far

—

extending spur in the Lammermoor range along the
frontiers of Berwickshire and East-Lotliian to the

Gennan

ocean, and which itself occupies large por-

tions of the counties of

Roxburgh, Dumfries. Kirk-

cudbright, Lanark, Ayr. and Wigton. is far excelled
in literally low-land' characteristics by
many a district in the Highlands, and, in some instances, vies
in bold outline, in alpine altitude, and in heathy or
rocky wildness, with all the parts of the Highlands
except the most savagely or sublimely grand. Manat least such as relate to dress, amuseners, also,
ments, and civil life. have for a considerable time
been ceasing to mark any veiy material difference
between the Lowlanders and the Highlanders,
LOWNIE, See Cottox of Lowxie,
(Loch of the), a beautiful small lake in
the parish of Caputh, Perthshire, 1^ mile east of
Dunkeld, on the road from that town to Blairgowrie.
It is a principal one of the fine chain of small
sylvan lakes which stretches along and beautifies
the district of Stonnont.
'

—

LOWS

—

LOWTIIER-HILL.

LUCE-BAY.
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LOWTIIER-HILL, a mountain on the mutual
border of the parish of Crawford in Lanarkshire, and
of the parishes of Sanquhar and Durrisdeer in DumIt has an altitude of 3,130 feet above
fries-sliire.
the level of the sea; and, being one of the chief
summits in the central part of the great mountainrange of the soutliern Highlands, it gives the name
of Lovvthers to the wild, massive group of that
range which lies on the mutual boundary of Lan-

At Loeh-Lubnaig the tourist is again among tl
scenery of the Lady of the Lake.' It was up tl
pass of Leney that the cross of fiie was carrie
by young Angus of Dun-Craggan, who had ju
been obliged to leave the funeral of his father
order to speed forth the signal.

Dumfries-shire, from Wanlockhead
round to the vicinity of Moffat. See the articles
L.VNARKSuiRE and Hahtfeli,.
LOWTHERTOVVN, a village in the parish of Dornoch, Dumfries-shire. Population, 195. Houses, 33.
LOVVTIS, a lofty hill at the northern extremity

nor peace, young Angus knew;
tear that gathered on his eye,
He left the mountain-breeze to dry;
Until where Teath's young waters roll,
Betwixt him and a wooded knoll,
That graced the sable strath with green,
The chapel of Saint Bride was seen."

ai'kshire

i

" Benledi

in Criffel.

LOWVALLEYFIELD, a village

in the parish of
Population, 260. Houses, 53.
(Loch). See Laoghal (Loch).
LOYALL. See Ai.yth.
(The), a streamlet running
northward to the sea, in the parish of Muckairn,

Culross, Perthshire.

LOYAL

LUACHRAGAN

Argyleshire.
(Loch), a small lake in a narrow glen on
the western boundary of the parish of Fowlis Wester,
Perthshire. Ai'ound it is a sublime view, comprising
the romantic scenery of Monzie and Ochtertyre,
and the stupendous mountain-group of Benvoirlich.
LUBNAIG (Loch), a picturesque lake in the
parishes of Balquhidder and Callendar, Perthshire.
It is formed by expansion of the Balvaig or noi'thern
head-stream of the Teath, and extends from north
to south to within 3 miles of the town of (^allendai-.
It is nearly 5| miles in length, but is scarcely halfa-mile in breadth at any part. Going from Callender, the traveller approaches the lake through the
A road has now been
celebrated pass of Leney.
formed along the banks of the Balvaig; but such is
the nature of the ground, that even yet a few men
might maintain the pass against an army. The
splendid scenery, however, arrests the attention of
the traveller and his taste is gratified with all the
variety that mountain, rock, wood, river, and waterfall, can combine and present to form the picturesque.
After he issues from the pass, Loch-Lubnaig comes
into sight; and here his best view of it is obtained.
From the great height and the bold and rugged appearance of the mountains amidst which this narrow
winding lake lies imbedded, the scenery which surrounds it is exceedingly striking. Benledi is a most

LUAG

;

—

prominent object, and tliat portion of it which overhangs and darkens the waters of the lake exhibits
a grand but very singular appearance. At some
remote period, the mountain seems to have been
broken over at the top, and the enormous fragments
scattered down
former world.

its side,

like the debris or ruins of a

Armandave, ArdchuUerie-Beg, and

Ardchullerie-More, at different distances, raise their
giant-forms in frowning majesty above the lake,
and throw their broad dark shadows over it. Stern
is tiie characteristic of the scenery around
frandeur
jOch-Lubnaig, imposing silence reigns around,
and a sense of utter loneliness enters into tiie very
The genius of solitude seems
soul of the beholder.
hero to inive taken up his abode. About half-way
up the east side of the lake stands ArdchuUerieliouse, rendered peculiarly interesting, as having
been many years the residence of Bruce of Kinnaird,
In this retired spot, amid
the celebrated traveller.
the stern, majestic features of nature whicli it presents, he wrote the account of his travels and here
he found an asylum from the abuse and persecution

—

—

;

their publication brought

upon

hiin.

saw the

cross of fire:

It g-laiiced like liglitiiing'
O'er dale and hill the

up Strath-Ire;

summons

Nor
The

and

It
of the parish of Newabbey, Kirkcudbrightshire.
is the northernmost of the range which terminates

which

'

flew,

rest,

Here the messenger delivers up the signal to No
man of Armandave, who was about to pledge h
troth at the altar to Mary of Tombea; and tl
bridegroom, leaving his unwedded bride, starts

(

with the cross along the shores of Loch-Lubiiai
and away towards the distant district of Balquhiddt
The chapel of Saint Bride stood on a small romant
knoll between the opening of the pass of Leney ai
Loch-Lubnaig; and Strath-Ire, along which tl
cross is said to have glanced like liglitning,
situated at the south end and along the eastern sii
Armandave is on the west sii
of Loch-Lubnaig.
of the loch, and Tombea, the residence of
bride, is also in the neighbourhood.

LUCE,

Dumfries-shire.

Kormar

See Hoddam.

LUCE

b
(The), a river partly of Ayrshire,
Till within CJ miles of tl
chiefly of Wigtonshire.
sea it consists of two streams, called the Main-wat
Main-wate
of Luce and the Cross-water of Luce.
the more westerly of these, rises in the parish
Ballantrae, on the south side of Benerard, a h
1,430 feet high; and it runs southward 3J miles

the frontier-iine, and 2 J miles south-westward aloi
the boundary of Ballantrae and New Luce, in t
counties respectively of Ayr and Wigton, wearii
the aspect of a bleak mountain-stream, and au
mented by many cold brawling feeders. The stres
now runs 5 miles in a direction east of south, 1
tween the Wigtonshire parishes of New Luce a
Inch, to its confluence with Cross-water; and,
sides smaller brooks, receives in its progress Dru|
orawhorn-burn, a streamlet 6 miles long. Cro

)!

between Craignahurrie and Ben
and flows 3^ miles deviously
it il
tonshire, and IJ along the boundary; and
runs south-westward, south-eastward, and westwa
water

rises

in Ballantrae,

i

8 miles, through

Main-water.

Luce, to the confluence w
united stream, or the Luce p

New

The

New

Luce from Inch,—
per, divides, for 1^ mile.
Luce
tersects, for J of a mile, a wing of
»
divides, for a mile. New Luce from Old Luce,
then runs through Old Luce to the head of L)

New

—

;
and, over its whole course, it has a southe
direction, is, on the average, 30 feet wide, and,^
The ri
cept in floods, can be passed on foot.

bay

once abounded in salmon and sea-trout; but it
been ruinously overfished. For IJ mile before
coming lost in the bay, it expands into a sn
within
estuary, which is dry at low-water; and
estuary, between the water-marks of ebb and
flood. It makes a confluence with Pooltanton-wa
<

LUCE-BAY,

a gulf or very largo bav, broa

and deeply indenting the most southerly land
Scotland, and converting the southern half of Vt
tonshire into two peninsulas, a long and narrow
between tliis bay and the North channel, an(
broad one between it and Wigton bay. Tlie
trance of the gulf is between the Mull of Gallov
on the west, and Burrowhead on the enst. M
sured in a straight

line, direct

from point to p»

LUCE.

entrance is 18| miles wide; and the length of
bay inea«nred in a line at right angles with the
nner to tlie commencement of the little estuary
Luce-nver, is 16i miles. Its whole area is pro-

limits

lis
IS

Over a distance of
bly about 160 square miles.
miles from the commencement of the estuary at
head, it expands, chiefly on the west side, to
width of 6f miles: and thence to the entrance, its
ist-liiie. on the west, runs, in general, due south,
a little east of south, and that on the opposite
At its
trends almost regularly due south-east.
id the sea-board is low, and, at the efflux of the
displays a sandy beach of half-a-mile in mean
,

adth

;

but elsewhere

it

is

all,

with some small

eptions, bluff, bold, rocky, and occasionally torn
h fissures and perforated with caverns. The bay
itains various little recesses and tiny embaynts. some of which are capable of being converted
convenient harbours. It also offers to a sea-

who is acquainted with it. some anchoringmnds, in which he may safely let his vessel rile
In hazy weather vessels someilniost any wind.
es mistake the biy for the Irish channel, and,
en steering a north-westerly course, suddenly
The mistake,
e the ground on its west coast.
en it happens, is almost certain destraction for
tide no sooner leaves a struck ship than she
;

ties 80 adhesively down upon quicksands that
bsequent tides serve only to dash her to pieces,
since the erection of the light-house on the

of Galloway, errors have become comparatively
requent, and navigation proportionally safe. Two
iks. called the Big and the Little >Scare, lie re-

ill

and 2J miles within the strait
ween the Mull of Galloway and Burrowhead, the
mer 5§ north-east by east of the Mull, and the
ter at f of a mile's further distance.

sctively 1^ mile

UCE

(New), a parish, containing the post-office
lage of New Luce, in Wigtonshire. It is bounded
Ayrshire, and by Kirkcowan, Old Luce, and Inch,
length southward is y^ miles; and its greatest
adth is 5J miles.
Luce-water and its headtiams drain the west side of the parish, and the
f runs along the eastern border. The general
&ce of the parish is moorish, irregular, generally

and abruptly undulated ; but on the banks
he streams, and in a few hollows, are some little
s or patches of level ground.
Draining and
iting have, in recent years, been extensively
led on, giving the parish quite a new face. The
)f attention of the inhabitants is
given to the
The rocks are of
Ling of sheep and black cattle.
transition class.
Two lead mines were worked
ot a centuiy ago, but proved uncompensating.
Earl of Stair is the principal landowner, and
•« are three others.
The value of assessed pro-

ken,

1843 was £3.050 3s. lid. The village of
'r Luce stands at the confluence of Cross-water
Main-water, 5 miles north by west of Glenluce.
vlation of the village, 384. Population of the
in 1831, 628
in 1851, 791.
Houses, 126.
Wb parish is in the presbytery of Stranraer, and
ish
>ad of Galloway.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
>8 68. 8d.; glebe, £12.
Schoolmasters salary,
13b. 4d., with £5 fees, and £1 13s. other emoliiite.
The parish church was built about 1821. and
inns 400 sittings.
New Luce and Old Luce
^tly formed one parish, called Glenluce. and
ty in

1

;

>

« separated and made

distinct erections in 1647.
succeediner 1661, under the rule of
were
ieopacy. they
reunited; but in 1689, at the
IWon of Episcopacy, they were permanently
Uftted.
The monks of Glenluce abljey were
iently proprietoi-s of the original extensive parish,
had over it a regality jurisdiction. Within its

• short time
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were two chapels, also claimed by the monks.

The one was dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and
and the other was dedicalled Our Lady's chapel
;

cated to the Saviour, and called Christ's chapel or
Kirk-Christ.
small bay or creek on the coast of
Old Luce still bears the name of Kirk- Christ bay,
from the latter of the chapels having stood in its
The church of New Luce, for some time
vicinity.
after its erection, was popularly called the Moorkirk of Luce. The famous Alexander Pedcn, the
covenanter, was minister of New Luce during the
three yeai-s preceding the ejection in 1662.
LLX'E (Old), a parish, containing the post-office
It is bounded
village of Glenluce, in Wigtonshire.
by the parishes of Stoneykirk. Inch, New Luce,
Kirkcowan. and Mochrum, and by the head of Luce-

A

Its length eastward is 10^ miles; and its
bay.
breadth varies from If mile to 7J miles. Luce- water
and Pooltanton-bum ran through it to the bay.
There is a quay at Stairhavex, which see. The

sea-lx)ard is variously sand, gravel, and clay, and
subsides into a fine, sandy beach i a mile broad, and
dry at low water.
Along the coast and up the
banks of the Luce are some level lands, richly culti-

vated, well-adorned with plantation, fully enclosed,

and of waiTn appearance. The surface everywhere
else is hilly and irregular, but nowhere mcuntainous.
The arable grounds are, to those which are waste
and pastoral, in the proportion of 3 to 1. The prime
object of interest in the parish is Glenluce abbey
but that and the village have been noticed in the
The chief heritors
article Glexluce: which see.
are the Earl of Stair and Sir James Dalrymple Hay,
Bart.
The house of Balkail above Glenluce, Parkplace, an ancient castle on the right bank of the
Luce, and Genoch on the Pooltanton, are fine mansions surrounded with wood.
Carscreuch, 2 miles
north-east of Glenluce, is an ancient but ruined
;

seat of the Earls of Stair.
The ruins of the castle
of Synniness stand on the coast south-east of the
mouth of the Luce. Tlie parish contains several
small mills of various kinds, and is traversed by the

Wigton and Newton-Stewart.
Popularion in 1831, 2.180;"in 1851. 2.841. Houses,
Assessed property in 1843, £10.231 lis. 9d.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Stranraer and
synod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
Schoolmasters salary,
£158 6s. 8d. glebe, £30.
£25 13s. 3d., with from £30 to £40 fees, and about
The parish church was built
£.5 other emoluments.
in 1814, and contains 800 sittings.
There is a Free
church, with an attendance of about 200 ; and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £103 16s. O.Jd.
There is an United Presbyterian church, with an
attendance of alwut 190. There are five non-paroroads from Stranraer to

445.

;

chial schools.

LUCKENSFORD, a village in the parish of
Inchinnan, Renfrewshire.
LUCKLAW-HILL. See Logie, Fifeshire.
LUCKYHILL. See Haddixgtoxshire.
LUDE. See Blair- Athole.
LUFFNESS-BAY, a small bay on the south
coast of the frith of Forth, between the parish of
Aberlady and that of Dirleton, Haddingtonshire.
bears the name of Aberlady, but
figures in history, under that of Luffness. as the
That ancient burgh having
port of Haddington.
been for ages a sort of commercial metropolis, where
the court of "the four barghs" assembled, under
the chamberlain, to decide on the disputes of traffic,
conceived the norion of becoming a sea-port, though
upwards of 5 miles from any harbour, and obtained
from James VI. a charter vesting it with full powers
over the bay of Ltiffness. But the town was baffled
nearly as much in its marine commerce, as after-

The bay now

LUGAR.

wards in its repeated efforts at manufacture; and at
the epoch of the Revolution it had connected with
its port just one vessel, of 80 tons burden, and £250
estimated value. In 1739, the estate of Luffness
was bought by the Earl of Hopetoun for £8,350.
See Abeklady.
LUFFNESS-HOUSE. See Haddingtonshire.
LUCtAR, a post-office village in the parish of
Auchinleck, Ayrshire. It was built chiefly for the
accommodation of the work-people connected with
tlie recently erected Lugar iion-works.
The magnificent viaduct, called the Lugar viaduct, on the
line of the Glasgow and South-western railway,
over the river Lugar, has been noticed in our article

on Cumnock.

LUGAR-WATER,

a brief but beautiful rivulet
of Kyle, Ayrshire.
Its principal
head-streams, Glenmore and Bella waters, rise in
the east of the parishes of Old Cumnock and Auchinleck, and run each about 5| or 6 miles, not far
distant from each other, to a junction |- of a mile
of the

disti'ict

above Logan-house.
The united stream runs 8
miles westward, between Auchinleck on the north
and Old Cumnock on the south, to a confluence
with the Ayr, near Barskimraing. In its pi'ogress
it
passes the villages of Cumnock and Ochiltree,
and the superb mansions of Dumfiies and Auchinleck.
Its banks are sometimes deep ravines, wooded
to the top,
sometimes high perpendicular walls of
rock, or naked, overhanging, and menacing crags,
sometimes gentle slopes, or undulating declivities,

—

—

—

and sometimes a series of little
trees,
green peninsulas, curvingly cut asunder by the
sinuosities of its channel.
A round hillock, called
the Moat, nearly isleted by the stream, and situated
above the village of Cumnock, commands an exquisite view over a considerable extent of the picturThe rivulet, at its
esque and romantic banks.
junction witii the Ayr, seems equal to it in volume
of water.
Hence Burns' epithet of stately Lugar.'
LUGGATE (The), a rivulet of the parish of
Stow, lidinburghshirc. It rises in two small headwaters on tlie north and the south sides of the Sole,
in the south-west extremity of the parish, close on
the boundary with Peebles-shire and running first
3J miles eastward, and next 3J miles south-eastward, falls into" Gala water at Haugh-head, a mile
below the village of Stow. It is throughout a cold

waving with

'

;

mountain stream, fed by many naked little rills,
and subject to sudden and turbulent ovei-flowings.
LUGGIE (The), a rivulet of Lanarkshire, and
tlie detached
part of Dumbartonshire.
Issuing
from a small lake on the boundary between the
counties, near the south-east extremity of the parish
of Cumbernauld, it runs 6^ miles westward along
the boundary, augmented in its progress by four
or five feeders from Lanarkshire.
Assuming now a
direction a little north of west, it flows sj miles
along the interior of the parish of Kirkintilloch
and then debouching, runs a mile northward, beneath an aqueduct of the Forth and Clvde canal,
and past the town of Kirkintilloch to the Kelvin.
Excepting for a brief space in the parish of Kirkintilloch, wliere it blushes into beauty, it is a dull,
;

uninteresting
ditch-like

strciani,
in its banks,

LUGGIJ'^

(I'iie),

brief course

under
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sluggish in

its

motion, and

a rivulet of Linlithgowshire, of
its proper name, but formed of
two considerable head- waters. Its farthest source
is Bog water.
This rises in the parish of Bathgate,
IJ mile north-east of tlie town; makes a cii-cuit of
6 miles round the south, when, running in a northerly direction, it passes the west side of the town
and now flowing deviously If mile farther, takes
the name of Ballcncriofl- water; and, under this
;

name, it runs IJ mile north westward, on the Lot
dary between Torphichen and Bathgate, to the po
where it contributes to form the Luggie.
B
bauchlaw, the other head-stream, rises in Lanai
shire
and, excepting brief sinuosities, and a ni
of due noi'therly course immediately before joini
the Ballencrieff, moves uniformly toward the nor,
east.
After flowing 2f miles in Lanarkshire,
runs for 3 furlongs into Torphichen, then descril
for 2 miles the boundary between that parish a
Lanarkshire, and then, over 3x miles to its termii
tion, divides Torphichen from Bathgate. The unil
stream of the two head-waters, now strictly i
Luggie, commences half-a-niile north of Bridj
castle, and has a course of less than a mile norl
eastward to the Avon not far from Crawhill.
length, to the head of Bog water, is 10 miles, a
to the head of Barbauchlaw-burn 10^.
;

]

LUGTON, a village in the parish of Dalkeii
Edinburghshire. The tract around it was ancieni
a separate barony from that of Dalkeith, having
fortalice of its own, and belonging to a branch
the family of Douglas.
It was annexed to t
parish of Dalkeith so late as 1633, and became t

property of Anr.e, Duchess of Buccleuch, in 16?
The village, till lately, was inhabited chiefly

1

Population, 230. Houses, 34.
(The), a rivulet partly of Renfre'
shire, but principally of Cunningham, in Ayrshii
Excepting very numerous but not large curvatuii
and IJ mile of westerly course immediately abo
its termination, its uniform direction is south-wei
It rises half-a-mile north of Loch-Libo, in the pari
colliei's.

LUGTON

of Neilston, Renfrewshire, and, after traversing th
lake, and making a distance from it of 1^ mile,
enters Ayrshire, divides Beith and Kilwinning
its right bank from Dunlop and Irvine on its le
and falls into the Garnock 2 miles from the town
Irvine, and the same distance, in a straight lii,
from Irvine harbour. For a mile above its mon
it traverses the richly-wooded pleasure-grounds
Eglinton-castle, and f of a mile above its moo,
has that princely mansion on its brink.
LUI (The), a head-stream of the Dee, descendi
from Benmacdhu, through Glenlui, and the for<
of Mar, and joining the Dee on its northern sii
about 3 miles below the linn of Dee.

i

LUICHART (Loch), a lake, 6 miles long, a
generally ^ a mile broad, in the parish of Cont
It is formed by an expansion of
Ross-shire.
head-stream of the Conan and the road from Po
ewe to Inverness is carried along its left bank.
LUIN (Loch), a lake on the mutual border
Ross-shire and Inverness-shire, sending off a sli
gish, tortuous stream north-eastward to the ri'
Moriston.
It has a marshy character; and
;

(

glen which it occupies is sequestered and pastoi
and extends nearly on a line with Glen-Gany «
Glen-Moriston.
LUINA (Loch), an occasional name of Lo<

Avich

in Argylesliire.

island, with a post-office station
in the parish of Kilbrandon, Argy
It is 6J miles in length, and rarely ni'
It is separated on the no
in breadth.

LUING, an
its

own name,

shire.

than 1
from Sell by a strait scarcely 300 yards wide; t
it thenco extends due southward at a distancci
from li to 3.i miles from the coast of Nether Loj
and the entrance of Loch-Melfort, with the islai!

As grol
of Tor.say and Shuna upon its east side.
ed with these two islands and with Sell, it exhil
an extensive range of picturesque arid ple»8
thoi
scenery. 'J'he surface is in general low,
never absolutely flat, along the coasts and in
southern district; but. as it recedes northward

LUIXG.

into many rocky eminences and cliffs, shows a
ht tendency toward the formation of two dis:t ranges, and attains an extreme altitude of be-

Clay-slate forms the great
been very extensively
Several hundreds of
and the Mares have recently been reclaimed
of Breadalbane has erected on Luing one of
finest farm-steads in Scotland.
UING (.SouxD of), a strait along the west side
he southern haK of Luing island. It measures
les in length, and IJ in mean breadth; and
ies Luing and Ardluing from Scarba, Lunga,
isa. and one or two islets.

en 600 and 700

feet.

=s of the island, and has
rried for roofing slates.

;

UKE'S

See Edixbcrgh and Laxaek.

(St.).

UMPHANAN, a parish, containing a post-ofiice
on of

its

own name,

in the Kincardine-O'Neil

bounded by Leochel,
Birse, Aboyne, and

•ict

of Aberdeenshire.

eh,

Kincardine -O' Neil,
Its length south-south-westward is 6 miles;
greatest breadth is 4 miles. Its south end is

ill.

its

It is

by the river Dee ; the greater part of its
side is drained southward by Lumphanan-bam,
he Dee ; and its north end, to the extent of
it 2 miles, is within the basin or river system of
ided

Don.

Its surface, in a general ^-iew. consists

ly of low, valley-ground,

and partly of flanking

The name Lumphanan

signifies the 'bare

though a 'little valley'
being well cultivated and

valley;' but the valley,
is

no longer

'

bare.'

The loftiest hills are Mealmead
ly productive.
Craiglich, the latter of which rises steeply for
The soil varies
t a mile from the arable land.
a deep loam on the low grounds to a thin sand
he acclivities. The predominant rock is granite,
lut 2,770 acres are in tillage; about 4,300 are
»ral or waste; and about 550 are under wood,
re are eight principal landownei-s.
The value
ssessed property in 1843 was £2.741.
There
n few remains of ancient fortifications, and some
IS, one of which, about a mile north from the
ch. on the brow of a hill, is alleged to be that
e usurper ilacbeth, who, according to tradition,
here slain by Macduff, in single combat, as he

northwards, and was buried under this cairn,
gh Shakspeare makes Duusinnan the scene,
ed several places lay claim to this 'honour;'
Lord Hailes, upon the authority of Andrew
iton, attributes
is traversed

sh
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the event to Lumphanan. The
bv the road from Aberdeen to

ujd.

Population in 1831, 957; in 1851, 1,088.
«8, 207.
lus parish is in the presbytery of Kincardine-0'and svnod of Aberdeen. Patron. Sir William
Les, Bart.
Stipend, £153 18s. 3d.; glebe, £10.
dmaster's salary, £27. with about £20 fees, and
»re in the Dick bequest.
The parish church
built in 1851, and contains 500
There
sittings.
ftee church, with an attendance of about 200
ftc amount of its
receipts in 1856 was £55 17s.
There are a non-parochial school at Camphill,
I,

loch, half the distance in the interior of Forfar,

and

the other half on the boundary- with Rescobie.
While traversing the lake, and for half-a-mile farther, it bisects Rescobie; over the next 2^ miles,
during which it expands into Balgaves-loch. it divides that parish, on its right bank, from Alierlemno
and the northern section of Guthrie on its left ; and
thence to the German ocean, except for 3 miles,
where it cuts off a wing of Inverkeilor, it has Kirkden and Inverkeilor on the right, and Guthrie, KinIts course, for 3^ miles
nell, and Lunan on the left.
its embouchure, is north-easterly; but, from
entering Rescobie-loch to that point, it is due eastward. Its length is 16f miles; and its terminating
point is at Lunan-bay in the vicinity of Redcastle.
It flows with a clear current, and abounds with trout

above

and pike.

LUXAN (The), a rivulet of Perthshire, formed
by various picturesque rills emptying themselves
into the Loch of Lows, in the parish of Caputh.
Speedily after its eflBux from that lake it becomes
lost for f of a mile in the circular loch of Butterstone.

runs 2 miles eastward,
—nearly
this distance in
of Clnnie — and
another f of a mile

Issuing thence

it

and 1^ south-eastward
the parish

all

for

expands into Loch-Clunie. A mile farther east it is
once more a lake, or, for 1} mile, is lost in LochDrumellie. Running now 3f miles south-eastward,
it divides Kinloch and Blairgowrie on its left bank
from Clunie, Letbendy. and Caputh on its right, and
falls into

the Isla, 2 miles east of Meiklour.
parish in the east coast of Forfarshire.

LUNAN, a
Its postal

communication

is

through Chance-Inn,

southern boundaiy. It is bounded
by Lunan-bay, and by the parishes of Inverkeilor,
Kinnell. Craig, and Maryton.
Its length eastward
is 2f miles; and its mean breadth is IJ mile.
A
small rapid rill, leaping along in cataracts sometimes 20 or 30 feet deep, and traversing a beautifully
adjacent to

its

romantic

dell, called Buckie-den, occasionally perpendicular on its sides, and generally gemmed with
flowers and shrubs, forms its boundary -line on the

Lunan-water, limpid in its watere and pebbly
strand, traces the boundary on the south.
The beach of the marine boundart- on the east will
be noticed in the next article. The surface rises
rapidly from the sea and the Lunan till it attains a
height of nearly 400 feet above sea-level, and then
recedes in a scarcely perceptible ascent, almost in a
table-land to the further boundary'.
Seen from the
Inverkeilor side of the Lunan near the sea, it has
the appearance of a richly-cultivated hill-side, with
a fine southern exposure. Its summit-land commands an extensive prospect of the German ocean
and the coast. The soil, for a brief way on the
north.
in

its

shore, is sandy; on the lower declivities, is deep and
rich ; on the higher grounds, is frequently shallow;

and on the average, is good and fertile. The arable
and the uncultivated grounds are in the proportion
to each other of about 7 to 2.
Trap rock has been
quarried for building, but good sandstone was reapublic librar}' at Bumside.
cently discovered. The chief landowner is the Earl
^JMSDEN, an ancient manor in the parish of of Nortbesk, and there are two others. The only
to
a
iBgham, Berwickshire, belonging
family of mansion is Lnnan-house. The estimated value of
name so early as the reign of David I, The raw produce in 1836 was £6,394. Assessed
property
Sit peel of Lumsden
probably occupied the site in 1843, £1,964 10s. Various localities have names
;

e present farm-house of East

Lumsden

;

but in

iiany part of the 14th century the Lumsdens reid their
family-abode to Blaneme on the banks

i» Whitadder, where

its

picturesque remains

exist

OMSDEN, Aberdeenshire.

ONAN

*t:

',

See Letth-Ldmsdex.

(The), a river of Forfarehire. Issuing
spring called Lunan-well, in the parish of
it runs
2J miles north-eastward to Bescobie-

—

indicating the ancient vicinity supposed to be at
Redcastle of a royal residence, See Ixvekkeilor.
Walter Mill, or as some historians call him. Sir
Walter Mill, the last Scottish martyr in the cause
of the Reformation, was priest of Lunan during 20
He
years preceding his renunciation of popery.
was burnt at SL Andrews, in the 82d year of his age.
Alexander Peddie, nearly the last surviving priest
of compelled prelacy, and allowed by sufferance to

—

LUNAN-BAY.

retain his cure after the abolition of Episcopacy, was
minister of Lunan till 1713, and bequeathed to the

parish some plate for the communion-service, on the
singular condition that it should be lent when required to any Episcopalian congregation within a
Tiie parish is traversed by the
distance of 7 miles.
road from Arbroath to Montrose. Population in
1831, 298; in 1851, 279.
Houses, 59.
This parish is in the presbytery of Arbroath, and
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £158 Os. lOd.; glebe, £15.
salary, £28 17s. 3d., with £25 fees, and £15 other
emoluments.
The parish church was erected in
1842, and is situated at the south-eastern extremity
of the parish. The ancient name of the parish was
Invcrlunan; and its church, previous to the Reformation, was a vicarage of the monks of Arbroath.
LUNAN-BAY, a beautiful semicircular indentation of the German ocean, 5 miles in extent of coast
line, in tlie parishes of Inverkeilor, Lunan, Maryton,
and Craig, Forfarshire. Its coast for a mile at each
extremity is bold and rocky, occasionally exhibiting
pyramidal columns upwards of 100 feet in height;
and, over the intermediate or central 3 miles, in the
middle of which enters Lunan-water, it is a low
sandy beach, slightly chequered with small stones,
regularly flanked with bent-covered knolls, and immediately overlooked by the high grounds of Lunan.
Beautiful varieties of sea-shell, and occasionall}' some
jasper and onyx gems, are found along the strand.
The bay has a fine sandy bottom, and affords safe
anchorage in any storm except from the north-east

and

a village in the parish of Forfar.

Population, 191.

LUNASTING,

a parish,

now

united to Nesting,

has a church of its own, which was
See Nesting.
LUNCARTY, a suppressed parish and a village
in the Strathmore district of Perthshire.
The parish was anciently a rectory, is now incorporated
with Redgorton, and forms the north-east division of
its main body.
The village stands near the Tay, 4
miles north of Perth, and has about 230 inhabitants.
Luncarty bleachfield has long been reputed the most
in Shetland.

along Strathmore, strewing their path with deso
tion, and menacing Scotland with bondage. Ki
neth the King heard at Stirling of their descent, s
hastened to take post on MoncriefT-hill, in the p
insula of the Earn and the Tay but while th
organizing the raw troops, whom he had swept
gether, and waiting the arrival of forces suited
his exigency, he learned that Bertha or anci
Perth was already besieged.
Arraying w
soldiery he had, and debouching so as to get
northward of the enemy, he marched to Luncai
saw the Danes posted on an eminence to the son
and next day taunted and provoked them to a ti
of strength on the intervening level ground.
rush of the Danes was dreadful; it shook the p
mage from the wings of the Scottish array, £
seemed about to transfix the main body; but it \
keenly observed by three puissant ploughmen, fat
;

']

and sons, of the name of Hay, or Haia, who wert
work in a field on the opposite side of the river, {
were bold enough to attempt to infuse their o

courage into the faltering troops. Seizing the y(
of the plough, and whatever similar tools were
hand, tliey crossed the Tay at a ford, and aniv;
just at a crisis when the wings had given way, i
the centre was wavering, they shouted shame s
death against the recreant who should flee, and p
cipitated themselves with such fury on the forem
of the Danes, as to gain the Scots a moment for i
lying at a spot, still called Turn-again hillock. H
the father, as if he had been superhuman, bad

drawing some clans to follow in
and plunging with these down a deep lavi
while the battle was renewed on ground at a lit
difficulty in

wake

east.

LUNANHEAD,
It

repaired about 1840.

extensive in Britain. Its grounds comprehend upwards of 130 acres.
The water-power by which
the works arc driven includes the whole volume of
the streams Ordie and Shochie, carried along an
artificial canal, and also a considerable volume led
out from the Tay by means of a dam run nearly
across the river. Four falls of the water-power are

and impel 24 sets of beetles. The works
bleach about two millions of yards of linen-cloth in
the year, and employ upwards of 120 hands.
Luncarty is famous in connexion with the decisive overthrow of the Danes, about the year 990,
by Kenneth III., romantically aided by the peasant-

effected,

ancestor of the noble family of Ilay. The scene of
conflict is on the Tay, 2 miles above the confluence
with it of the Almond. It was marked till the end
of last century by many little tumuli, through which
the farmers long shrunk to drive the plough and it
;

lias still two monumental stones, one of which, four
feet high, bears the name of Denmark.
The narrative of the battle, as given by Hoethius, Fordoun, and
has
been
said
Lord
Kaimes
to possess
Buchanan,
by
'
every mark of fiction ;' but it by no means exceeds

possibility, and, vouched by both historiographers
and some monuments, is probably an instance of the
romance of real occurrences excelling that of the

novelist's idle fancies.
Tiie Danes, strong in

LUNDIE.
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numbers and f:3rv in resolve, landed on the coast of Angus, razed the town
and castle of Montrose, and moved across Angus and

;

distance from the original scene of action, he rusl
upon the Danes in flank and rear, and threw th
into confusion.
band of peasants, who were lu
ing near or drawn together from curiosity, r
raised a loud shout of jubilation, and were suppo
by the Danes to be a new army. The invaders

A

stantly ceased to fight; they became a niing
mass of routed men and, not excepting theii- liac
and their king himself, they either were hcv
by the sword, or perished in the river. An
of the states, held next day at Scone, decreed to £.
the peasant-conqueror the choice of the bom
course or the faicon's flight of land, in rewarc
liis bravery.
Hay having chosen the latter,
falcon was let oft' from a hill overlooking I'erth,
flew eastward to a point a mile south of the he
of Errol, alighting there on a stone which is
All tlie intcivei
called
the Hawk's stane.'
;

:.

'

lands were given in property to Hay's family;
they have since been either alienated, or parcc
out among vaiious lines of descendants.
LUNDERSTONE. See Innerkii-.
LUNDIE, a parish on the southwest borcie
It contains a small post-office vii;
Forfarshire.
of its own name, C miles south-east of Cu
Angus, and 9 north-west of Dundee. It is bom
Ai
by Perthshire, and by Kettins, Newtyle, and
Its length east -south- en stward
terhouse.
A
miles; and its greatest breadth is 2 miles.
of the range of the Sidlaw hills, rising to an alti
of about 850 feet above sea-level, extends alonf
north and west sides, separating it from Strathn
and giving it a sheltered and sequestered app
'i'he district south and east of the
ance.
i

swells into beautiful undulations, is divep
with four lakes, and has an average clevatio
about 550 feet above the level of the sea.
of the hills
plantations, and the tops

cepting

whole surface is arable. The soil is various'
for the most part is of a deep, free, black CO
of the lak
kindly and productive. The largest

LUNDIE-HILL.

of a mile in length ; and this and another emit
ad-streams of the Dichty. The Earl of Camperwn is proprietor of almost the whole of the parish ;
d his lordship's family took their original territo1 designation from it, and have still their buryace in its church-yai-d.
The real rental in 1855

Lundie is united to Fowlis-Enster,
ise two parishes forming one charge.
See Fow-Easter. Population of Lundie in 1831, 456; in
£2,867.

Houses, 93. Population of the united
Houses, 146.
1831, 778; in 1851, 750.
The united parish of Lundie and Fowlis-Easter is
the presbyteiy of Dundee, and synod of Angus
I
Mearns.
Patron, the Earl of Camperdown.
oend, £201 Os. lid.; glebe, £9. There are two
ish churches, distant from each other about 4
es; and the minister officiates in them on alterThe church of Lundie is a building
le Sabbaths.
considerable antiquity, well repaired about the
)1.

450.

•ish in

r 1847,

and containing about 300

sittings.

The

a veiy ancient structure,
pure Saxon-Gothic style, with features challengthe enthusiastic notice of antiquaries, and
rch of Fowlis-Easter

is

;

lutifully refitted in 1842,

with about 350 sittings.

two parish schools; and the master of
h has a salary of about £30, with about £25 fees.
re are
re

is

tie

a subscription library in Fowlis-Easter.
of no great importance, are held in

fairs,

idie in

June and August.

UNDIE-HILL, a wild, bleak, Highland height,
the upper part of the parish of Strickathrow,
•farshire.

UNJDIX.

See

Laroo and Fifeshire.

UNDINMILL, a

village in the parish of Largo,
Houses, 82.
Population, 499.
jUNGA, an island on the west side of the sound
It extends about 2^ miles
juing, in Argj'leshire.
and is separated at
I of a mile north and south
ends by very narrow straits, from Ormsa and
rba.
The strait at the south end, between it and
rba, is obstructed on the east by a rocky islet,
shire.

;

has a tumbling and impetuous tidal current,
as violent and grandly scenic as that of the
more celebrated Corrievrekin. Lunga consists
I
long irregular hilly ridge, generally less than
feet above sea-level, but occasionally rising to
This ridge is disposed in uneven,
•ly 1,000.
-J, and often naked eminences, interspereed with
nes of boggy ground and heath, as well as with
.sional coppices of birch and alder
and it admits
her level ground nor more than tiny pendicles of
li
declivity as can be cultivated, even with the
cle.
On the western side, it is almost entirely
and abrupt; and on the eastern side, it is skirted
shelving rocks, but descends somewhat more
riy, and displays a greater extent of verdure,
irtz rock
occupies the western side, and clay slate
eastern, both intermingled with other schistose

te

;

:

stances, and traversed by nmnerous trap veins.
the different eminences of the island, the views

m

extremely interesting; on the east the glassy
of the sound of Luing smoothly gliding along
Jcling eddies like a majestic river and, on the
the
vexed and foaming current of the mimic
!h,
L'orrievrekin, overhung by the grand form of
rba, stooping down in one vast yet varied mass,
ocky shores and a wooded amphitheatre, and
ly contrasted with the long low lines of the opte coasts, and with the numberless islets and
8 which adom and
diversify the almost retiform

"ice

;

lUNNAFIRTH,

the belt of sea which separates
the mainland of Shetsouth-eastward of Yell-

l^sooth end of Yell from
It is a continuation

ed.
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LUNNASTIXG. See Luxastixg.
LURG-HILL. See Grange, Bantf^^hire.
LURGIE-CRAIGS. See Stitchel.
LUSCAR. See Carxock.

LUSRAGAN
ward

(The), a streamlet running north-

to the sea, in the parish of

Muckaim. Argyle-

shire.

LUSS, a parish, containing a post-office village of
It is bounded on
its own name, in Dumbartonshire.
the north by Arrochar on the east by Loch-Lomond
on the south by Bonhill and Cardross and on the
west by Row "and Loch-Long. Its length southward is 8 J miles and its breadth is from 2^ to 5
miles.
Alpine mountains, some of them towering
aloft to nearly 3,000 feet above the level of the sea,
spread out their bases over much the larger part
of the area. But the congeries of mountains, even
where most compact, is cloven down into glens of
such beauty and picturesqueness as quite to relieve
the rugged aspect of the landscape.
Along the
northern boundary, and for a brief way in the interior, is Glen-Douglas, 4J miles in length, traversed
all the way by the little stream which gives it name,
and opening at Inveruglas, or its mouth, upon the
feiTv across Loch-Lomond to Rowerdennan at the
Two and a quarter, and 3^
foot of Benlomond.
miles southward, are Glenmaachan and Glenmacum, converging into the sylvan glen of Luss, and
aggregately with the latter curving 6 miles southeastward, and traversed by the tAvo htad-waters
and the united volume of the streamlet Luss to the
Farther south, Glenfinlas, watered by its
village.
cognominal brook, stretches 3 miles south-eastward,
and then runs, in a wooded dress, IJ mile eastward
Near the
to Loch-Lomond, opposite Inchmurrin.
southern boundary, the lower part of Glenfruin,
noted as the scene of a sanguinan.' fi<;ht in 1603, between the clans of Macgregor and Colquhoun, goes
2^ miles eastward and north-eastward to a point 1^
mile south of the teiTnination of the former glen.
;

;

;

;

The only low-lying surface stretches along LochLomond from tiie soutliern boundary,' to Ross-Dhu,
the seat of Sir James Colquhoun, Bart., 2 miles south
of the village; and is partly level, partly a waving
plain, and partly a regular ascent, which soon rises
up in acclivity, and becomes lost in the aspirings of
the mountains. Many hundred acres, on the low
grounds, up the sides and hollows of the glens, and
along the whole brink of Loch-Lomond, are covered
with wood, much of it natural, and very beautifully
grouped. From the southern boundary to the village
a series of fine little headlands run out into LochLomond; and north of the village the surface rises
up from the very margin of the lake, merely admits
of a feathered belting of wood, and then soars away
into mountain.
The varied superficial outlines of

low grounds and

the parish,

its

woods and

its glens,

its uplands, its
contribute largely and very

gorgeously to the magnificent frameworlc in which
the pictured beauties of the most boasted of the
Scottish lakes is set.
Some of the loveliest baskets
of shrubbery, too, which rest on the lake's waters,
are contributed by Luss for Ischtavaxach, IxchCOXACHAX, IXCHLOXAIG, IxCHGALBRAlTII, and ISCHFRiECHLAN, are all within its limits. See these
articles.
Two of the most admired views of the
lake and of the scenery which environs it, are obtained from the hicrhest grounds of Inchtavanach,
and from Strone-hill in the vicinity of the village.
Loch-Long touches the parish, or rather a protruCosion of it, over a distance of only | of a mile.
A
pious springs of excellent water are numerous.
;

freestone quarry supplies building material for local
use; and quarries of grayish- blue and dark-blue
slate, at Camstraddon and Luss, yield a large pro-

LUSS.

duce for exportation. On the Fruin are a saw-mill,
a grain-mill, and a mill for paring down logwood
and on the Luss above the village are a saw-mill
and a grain-mill.
About IJ mile south of the village are the remains of a large cairn called Carn-na-Cheasoig,
the cairn of St. Kessog.' This saint is said to
have suffered martyrdom near the site of the cairn
in the 6 th century, and to have been buried on the
site of the church; and he was anciently worshipped by the Romanists as the tutelary of the parish.
Haco of Norway, during his invasion of 1263, spread
bloodshed and devastation through Luss and its
islands.
Alwyn, the second Earl of Lennox, granted the lands of Luss to the dean of Lennox and
from the dean's descendants the lands passed, in
the 14th century, to the Colquhouns of Colquhoun.
One of the Colquhouns, called Sir John, was, in
;

'

;

1474, made Lord-high-chamberlain of Scotland, became, in 1477, governor of Dumbarton castle for
life, and, in 1478, was killed in defending the fortress from besiegers.
The celebrated Rev. John
M'Laurin, known generally in connection only with
his subsequent ministry in

Glasgow, and the recent

scholar and Gaelic translator, Dr.
The parish is
Stuart, were ministers of Luss.
traversed, up the margin of Loch-Lomond, by the
road from Dumbarton to the Highlands ; and has,
in its southern division, two deflections from that

distinguished

John

road, the one leading to Helensburgh, and the other
leading up Glenfruin. The village of Luss stands
on the Dumbarton and Highland road, at the mouth
of the rivulet Luss, 9 miles north -north -east of
Helensburgh, and 13 north-north-west of Dumbarton.
Its situation, on the margin of Loch-Lomond,
at the base of Strone-hill, in the vicinity of three of
the finest islands in the lake, is very picturesque.

About two years ago.

known

James Colquhoun made
away its rude sti'agwhich had formed the main bulk of it,
Sir

a resolution to sweep

gling huts,

and

LYDOCn.
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with neat cottages on a regular,
own character, therefore, will be
specific plan.
into
with
the beauty of its site. It has
put
keeping
a good inn, and is much frequented by tasteful
tourists.
The Loch -Lomond steamers call at it,
both in going up the lake and in going down.
Fairs are held in it on the 24th day of May, old
style, on the 3d Tuesday of August, on the 14th day
of October, old style, and on the 7th day of November, old style. The population of the village is
about 260. Population of the parish in 1831 1,181
in 1851, 907.
Houses, 177. Assessed property in
1843, £4,214 17s.
This palish is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,
and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Sir James
Colquhoun, Bart.
Stipend, £268 Os. lid; glebe,
£17. Unappropriated teinds, £489 9s. 7d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with from £9 to £12
fees.
The parish church was built in 1771, and
contains 500 sittings. There is a Free church, with
an attendance of about 100: and the amount of its
receipts in 1856 was £135 14s. 7jd. There arc three
non-parochial schools and a small public library
to rebuild it

Its

,

;

;

and two of the schools have exterior

aid.

The

parish of Iaish, previous to the Reformation, was a
rectory, and between 1429 and that epoch was a
prebend of the cathedral of Glasgow, served by the
prebendary's vicar pensioner. The ancient parish
was greatly more extensive than the modern. In
1621, the forty pound lands of Buchanan, on the
east side of Loch-Lomond, were detached from it,
and incorporated with Inchcailliach, the modern
Buchanan; in 1659, the lands of four proprietors, at
the south end of the lake, were annexed to Bonhill;
and, in 1658, all the extensive territory on the

north, which now constitutes Arrochar, wns ma
independent. But, on the contrary, the lands
Caldannach, Presstelloch, and Conglens, which a
ciently belonged to Inchcailliach, have, in mode
times, been united to Luss ; and the lands of Ba
nachrae, within the limits of Row, are attached to

quoad sacra. There were anciently chapels in Lus
glen, at Rossdhu, and on the lands of Buchanan.
(The), a rivulet of the island of
Argyleshire. It issues from a chain of lakes in tl
parish of Torosay, and runs 2 miles north-eastwa
and 4 south-eastward to the sea at Loch-Speh

LUSSA

Mu

Its current is rapid,

and

its

volume considerable.

LUSTYLAW.

See Damhead.
(The), a stream of Kincardineshii
It rises among the Grampians, on the north bord
of the parish of Fordoun, and runs 5 miles soutl
ward through the interior of that parish, and 6 mil
south-westward through the middle of the parishi
of Laurencekirk and Marykirk, to a confluence wil
the North Esk at a point about If mile above tl

LUTHER

villasre of

Marykirk.

LUTHERMUIR,

a post-office village in the paris
of Marykirk, Kincardineshire.
It is inhabited prii
The tract arom
cipally by hand-loom weavers.
it, from which it takes its name, was formerly
barren moor, which the writer of the Old Statistici
Account did not think worth his notice; and eve
some time after it became a seat of population,
was a resort of the destitute and abandoned froi

many surrounding parishes. The village has ui
deigone great vicissitudes, consequent on the pn
carious employment of its inhabitants.
967.
Houses, 216.

LUTHRIE,

Populatio'

a post-office village on the east

sit

of the parish of Creich, Fifeshire. It is ple:isituated, about 2 J miles from the frith of T,;
about 4J miles north-north-west of Cupar, it ii
a brewery and two meal mills, and is inhabiti

by weavers and artizans. Population, 16
Houses, 27.
LYBSTER, a post-office village in the parish
Latheron, Caithness-shire. It stands at the head
Amherst-bay, a little east of the great north ro«
and 13 miles south-west by south of Wick. It co
Fai
tains a chapel of ease and a Free church.
tract around it
are held in it twice a-year.
temporarily a quoad sacra parish, constituted
chiefly

A

the ecclesiastical authorities and the population
this in 1841 was 2,699.
LYDIAMILL. See Dairsie.
(Loch), a lonely sheet of water
the moor of Rannoch, in the north-west corner
Perthshire. The distance from the inn at King
house to the western extremity of the lake, is ab<
6 miles; from the eastern, or lower extremity,
the head of Loch-Rannoch, it is much the sat
Loch-Lydoch is about 7 miles in length, and alx
a mile in breadth. About 4 miles from its east*
end it separates into two distinct branches of aim
equal size and length the one of which stretcl
almost due west, while the other takes a south-w
direction ; thus giving it the appearance of a hi
1
fork, with the handle towards Loch-Rannoch.
moor of Rannoch and Loch-Lydoch are descril
by Dr. M'CuUoch in his usual caustic yet grap
manner " Pray imagine the moor of Rannoch
who can describe it?
great level, (I hope
word will pardon the abuse of it,) 1 ,000 feet ab
the sea, 16 or 20 miles long, and nearly as m'
;

LYDOCH

—

:

;

A

by mountains so distant as scarf
form an apprehensible boundary open, dl<
an ocean of blackness and bogs, a w»
solitary
before chaos; not so good as chaos, since its
ments are only rocks and bogs, with a few pooli
wide, bounded

to

;

;

LYLESLAXD.

LYNEDOCIi.

vrater-boprs of the Styx, and waters of Cocytus, with
one great, lonjr. siniions, fiat, dreary, black, Ache-

Loch-Lydoch, near which arose three
fir-trees, just enough to remind me of the vacuity
Not a sheep nor a cow; even the
of all tlie rest.
crow shunned it, and wheeled his croaking flight
If there was a blade of
far off to better regions.
»rass anywhere, it was concealed by the dark stems
ron-like lake,

the black, black, muddy sedges, and by the yellow, melancholy rush of the bogs."
LTLESLAND, a district on the south side of
Paisley, and within the parliamentaiy lx)undaries
of that bnrgh, inhabited chiefly by weavers, and
most of its houses are oF recent erection.
iif

LYMVILG.

See Ltswilg.
a rivulet of the parish
It rises at the
€ Teviothead, Boxburghshire.
l*ikethowe, on the boundary with Dnnifries-shire.
nd runs about 6 miles northward to the Teviot
elow Binns.
Its course is nearly parallel with

LYMYCLEUCH-BURN.

hat of the Teviot.

LYNCH

AT, a village near the south-westeni exremity of the parish of Alvie, Inverness-shire,
Houses, 17.
'opulation. 73.
LYNDALE. See Smzort.
LYNE (The), a river of Peebles-shire, the next
It rises in valocal importance to the Tweed.
ous little head-waters close on the boundary with
one of them on \Veatherlaw, a
dinburghshire
ery brief distance from the sources of the North
"sk, and the Water of Leith ; another of them on
V^est Cairn-law, the largest of the Pentlands. 1,800
let
high and several of them ditiining Cauldstanelap, a grand mountain-pass, or place of egress.
;

;

t)ra

Tweeddale to the north.

The Lyne.

receiving

its progress Baddiugsgill-burn, West-water, and
nmerous mountain-rills, runs of miles south-eastard through Linton, 2 miles southward Ijetween
inton on the west and Newlands on the east, and
in the same direction through Newlands.
It is
ir
joined, half-a-mile below Drochil-castle. by
'firth-water. which Ijears along with it the tribary waters of a branch of the Medwin, on its right
ink, runs 4 miles south-eastward between Stobo
id Manor on the right, and Newlands, Lyne, and
uebles on the left, and falls into the Tweed 2f
iles in a straight line above Peebles.
Its entire

iigth of course is 15i miles, or, including sinuosiThe Lyne is a good trouting-stream.
:l, about 20.

See Dlsfermlixe.
Peeblesiie, widely apart in position, but mutually identiin parochial interests. The post-town is Peebles.
is nearly circular, with a small square northf projection ; and is bounded on the north by
trunds, on the north-east by Harehope-bum,
ith divides it from Eddlestone. on the east and

I^TNE (The),

Fifeshire.

LYNE AND MEGGET, two parishes in
'

by Meldon-bum, which divides it from
the south and south-west by Lyne-water,
it from Stobo. and on the west
by
we-bumand Stevenston-hill. which divide it from
-east

^es, on

ich divides

The circle is 2| miles in diameter, and
square projection J of a mile deep.
stripe of
eround stretches along the Lyne, sharp and
wly in its soil, and bleak and naked in its ast^ but plied to a certain extent with the plough.
srest of the area is upland and strictly pastoral.
e covered with natural wood, but now adorned
h scarcely a tree. In the south-west, overlookthe Lyne. are vestiges of a Roman
camp, 6 acres

viands.

A

'

and occupying a singularly advantageous
.
The Glasgow and Peebles turnpike runs along
Lyne. Megget is distant geographically 8 miles,

flctent,

—

•long the shortest practicable path 14 miles. It
on the southern verge of the county; and is
TT

bounded on the north by Mai or, on the east and
south-east by Selkirkshire, on the south-west by
Dumfries-shire, on the west by Twec^smuir, and
on the north-west by Drummelzier. It measures
nearly 6 miles from east to west, and between 6 and
St. Mary's Loch, for 1 mile
7 from north to south.
on the south-east, belongs to it in common with
YaiTow. Megget-water rises in the extreme west,
and. running due east to St. Mary's Loch, cuts the
The ground is
parish into almost equal parts.
veiy hilly. The summits and higher acclivities are
clothed with heath and coarse grass but the lower
Moorfowl abounds.
slopes afford excellent pisture.
A species of eagle, from the heights on the boundary
with Dumfries-sliire, sometimes carries of a young
Two old
lamb, even in view of the shepherd.
towers, whose ruins still exist, seem to have accommodated the Scottish kings when hunting in the
forest. Traces exist of several ancient roads stretching in various directions, and probatly cut out for
the ac ommodation of the royal hunters.
On Glengabbem-bum, a tributary of Megget-water, are some
traces of a search for gold, which Boethins. BuchanThe
an, and other writers, sny was sncces>ful.
lieritors of the two parishes are the Earl of Wemyss,
of
and
of
Purdie
Henderland,
Mun-ay
Lyne-Townhead.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1834
was i:6.542. Assessed property in 1843, £3,021.
Population in 1831, 156; in 185l". 158. Houses, 26.
;

The

united parish

is in

the presbytery of Peebles,

and svnod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the
Earl of Wemyss. Stipend, £153 9s. Id. glelie, £25.
The parishes were united in 1620. Lyne was origi;

nally a chaplainry subordinate to Stobo, Int afte
wards became a rectory. The church is a solid
structure, built previous to the Reformation, but
repaired in 1831. and containing 70 sittings. There
is also an edifice in
Megget. fitted up partly as a
church with 70 sittings, and partly as a schoolThe anhouse, and erected about the year 1804.
cient church of Megget is row a ruin at Henderland,
surrounded by a cemetery, which is still in use.
There are two parochial schools and the salary of
the Lyne master is £25 13s. 3Jd., with £15 fees,
and £2 10s. other emoluments, that of the Megget
master, £7, with £4 fees, and £1 1.5s. other eniolu:

—

nients.

LYNEDOCH, an estate, on the river Almond, in
the parish of Methven, Perthshire.
It was the property of General Thomas Graham, one of the heroes
of the Peninsular war, and the victor of Barossa;
and it gave him the title of Baron, on bis elevation
to the peerage, at the conclnsion of the war.
LjTiedoch-house, in which his lordship occasiocally resided till the close of his long life, is very beautifully
situated on the left baiik of the Almond, If mile
north-east of Methven \-illage.
About ^ a-mile
north west of L>Tiedoch-honse, in a secluded spot,
called Dronach-haugh, at the foot of a beautiful
bank or brae of the same name on the Almond, is
the grave of 'Bessie Bell and Mary Gray.' celebrated
in pathetic song. Bessie Bell, according to the common tradition, was daughter of the laird of Kinvaid,

and Mary Gray of the laird of Lynedoch. Mutually
attached in strong and tender friendship, they lived
together at Lynedoch when the plague broke out in
1645; and to avoid it, they retired to a romantic
spot, called Bum-braes, on the estate of Lynedoch,
and there, in a bower or temporary dwelling, lived
in complete seclusion. A young gentleman of Perth
visited them in their solitude, for the purpose, it is
said, of supplying them with food; but unhappily
he communicated to them the verj' pestilence from
which they had fled. Fallincr victims to the disease,

they were, according to the usage of the period,
•2

K

re-

LYNWILG.

sepulture in the ordinary burying-grounds
and they slept together, as they had latterly lived,
amid a scene of solitude and romance.
fuijfid

;

"

Methven kirkyard
noble kin;
lie on Lyncdocli brae
beek forenent the sun."

They thocht

Amang

to lie in

along Fortingal, part of the distance north-eastward,
but generally in an easterly direction; and then, over
a distance of IJ mile south-eastward, dividing Dull
on its left bank from a part of Weem on its right, it
falls into

tlieir

the

Tay 2J

miles after that magnificent

cognominal lake, and amidst
the gorgeous scenery which surrounds Taymouthriver's efflux

But they maun

To
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from

its

Its entire length of course is 32 miles.
Of
a host of mountain-tributaries, which on both banks
come obstreperously down upon its path, the longest
is Glenmore water, 7^ miles in length, and joining
castle.

LYNWILG,

a post-office station in the parish of
Alvie, less than J a-mile from the church of Alvie,
Inverness-shire.

LYON
It rises

(The), a river of Breadalbane, Perthshire.
on the south-east side of Benachastle, in

a long south-westerly projection of the parish of
Fortingal, close on the boundary with Glenorchy in
Argyleshire, runs Ij mile north-eastward across the
projection, and then describes the segment of a circle
over a distance of 5J miles between Fortingal on its
left bank, and the most westerly section of Kenmore
on its right. At midway of the 5f miles it expands
into Loch-Lyon. Leaving Kenmore it nxns 23 miles

it

L3'on
—the one The
called the

at the point of its leaving Fortingal.

has two considerable cascades,

and the otiier
of Moar, 4 miles above Glenlyon church.
At the latter it leaps over a considerably lofty preThe river traverses
cipice into a deep narrow pool.
the districts of Gi.enlyon and Fortingal proper;
and, as to the nature and aspect of its basin, is described under these titles.
Sput-baan, at the entrance of its glen,
the

fall

LYRE-SKERRY.

See Shetland.

M
MAAM-CHLACH-ARD. See Inverness-shire.
MAAM-RAITACHAN. See Inverness-shire.
MAAM-SOULE. See Loch-Benevan.
MAAR-BURN, a rivulet of Nithsdale, DumfriesIt rises in the parish of Durrisdcer, and runs
5 miles southward and south-eastward, partly within
that parish, and partly on the boundary between it
and Penpont, to a confluence with the Nith. It
washes the ducal grounds of Drumlanrig-castle.
(Loch). See Lochmabbeky.
MACALISTER'S-BAY, a bay, about 2 miles
broad, but of no great length, on the east coast of
the island of Mull, Argyleshire.
MACALLAN. See Knockando.
(Loch), a small lake in the parish
of Port-of-Monteith, Perthshire.
MACBETH'S CASTLE. See Martin's (St.).
MACDUFF, a post-town, seaport, and burgh-ofIt
barony, in the parish of Gamrie, Banffshire.
stands on the east side of the mouth of the Deveron,
about 1^ mile north-east of Banff, but is included in
the parliamentary boundaries of Banff burgh, and
communicates with that town by a magnificent

shire.

MABEARY

MACANREE

The two towns
is no toll.
have in many respects a community of interest, as
if they were only one town
yet, in some respects,
they are rivals, and maintain a conflict of interest.
Macduff" occupies an uneven site impinging on irregular sea-cliffs, and therefore presents romantic
groupings of buildings and it is at present being
very mucli improved and extended. The town is modern, having risen, since 1732, from little else than
a collection of fishermen's huts to bo a place of con
siderable size and importance, containing a number
of regularly planned streets and good houses, with
one of the best harbours in the Moray frith and a
thriving and rapidly increasing trade. Previous to
1783 it was called Down.' In that year it received
a charter of Novodamus from the Crown, at the desire
of tlie proprietor, James, Earl of Fife, erecting it
bridge on which there

*
into a free and independent burgh-of-barony.' The
rate of the harbour-dues being about one-half lower

than those of Banff harbour, and the port it^^'f
though subordinate in customs matters to T
being preferable to its rival in situation, deptli
accommodation, Macduff has much more impor
export traffic than Banff. The harbour is the pi
of the Earl of Fife. The amount ot tin
;

Eroperty
arbour and shore-dues, for 1831 was £248 10s.; foi
are grain, cured
Tiie chief
1852, £516.
exports
for which this is the most importani
herrings,

—

;

;

MACDUFF'S CROSS.

;

;

'

—

between Cromarty and Fraserburgh, salmon, cod-fish, live cattle, and cured pork, to London
Leith, and some other places in the south. Tlii
chief imports are lime and bone-manure, coals, grc
ceries, &c. and from Sweden, iron and deals; Russia
hemp and Holland, flax. Hen-ings are extensive
Mac
ly exported to Prussia and other foreign parts.
duff has a town-house, a chapel of ease, a Free churcl
several scliools, a public library, a news-ioom, an
offices of the Union bank and the North of Scotlaii
bank; and it enjoys the same facilities of com
munication by sea and land as Banff'. I'opulatio
in 1841, 2,228; in 1851, 2,527.
Houses, 554.
MACDUFF'S CAVE. See Kilconquhar.
station

See Newburgh.

MACFARQUIIAR'S BED. See Cromartv.
MACHAIG, a small circular lake, nearly a mile

i

diameter, 3i miles north of tiie village of Doune,
Its banks a
the parish of Kilmadock, Pertiishire.
streamlet carries off
wooded and beautiful.
Teit
superfluent waters by a circuitous route to the

A

i

below Doune.
See Hamilton.
MACHANSHIRE. See Dal^ekf.
(New), a parish, contjiining the poJ
office station of Parkhill, in the Aberdeen-prop
It is bounded by Udh
district of Aberdeenshire.
Belhelvie, Old Machar, Dyce, Fintry, and Keit;
hall.
Its lensth south-south- eastward is 9 mile*
a

little

MACIIAN.

MACHAR

i

^

MACHERS.

MADOES
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breadth is from 2 to 3 miles. The lands of
»nd
h at its north end belong to BanflFshire, but
v rated and politically attached to AberdeenThe lands of Torryleith, immediately south
lands of Straloch, belong quoad civilia to
but have long been attached quoad sacra to
Machar. The river Don traces for 2 miles the
rn boundary of the parish; and a large bum
y-es alx)ut a mile above the north end of the parish,
nd runs through all its interior, driving several
jm-mills, and falling into the Don a little above
The surface of the parish is in
le bridge of Dyce.
eneral rather level; and the soil is various, but for
'

.

Craignish. Argvleshire.

MACLEODS MAIDENS.
MACLEOD'S TABLES.

MACMARRY.

I

There are
le most part arable and well-cultivated.
itensive plantations, especially in the southern
and in this
[strict, in the vicinity of the Don
narter also is a beautiful little lake called Bishop'sch, anciently Loch-Groull, on an islet in the midst
which the Bishops of Aberdeen resided before the
The ruins of their castle still
lantry was erected.

(St).

MACHRYKILL. See Daiu^v.
MACKINTOSH. See Daviot and Duxlichitt.
MACKISTON. See Maxtox.
MACLACHLAN. See Strathjlachlax.
MACLARTY, an islet belonging to the parish of

its

MACNIVEN,

an

See Duirixish.
See Helvels.

See Gladsmuir.
islet

belonging to the parish of

Craignish, Argyleshire.

MADDERTY, a parish, containing the postoffice station of Madderty, the barony burgh of
Craig, and the villages of St. David and Bellyclone,
in the Strathearn district of Perthshire.

Its out-

dst.

somewhat triangular. It is bounded on the
north by Crieff and Fowlis- Wester, and measures,
on that side, 5f miles; on the south-east by
Gask and Trinity Gask. and measures, on that
side, 4J miles; and on the south-west by Trinity
Gask and Crieff, and measures, on that side, 3

•e

miles.

;

The islet is finely adorned with trees. There
few objects of antiquarian or historical interest;
on
a
it
moor within the parish an engagement took
ace, in 1647, between the Royalists and CovenantThe man«, in which the latter were victorious.
jns are Parkhill, Straloch, and Elrick.
There are
X landowners.
The average rent of arable land is
lOut £1 per acre.
Assessed property in 18-43,
The parish is traversed by the road from
1,227.
berdeen to Banff, and has ready access to the
Teat North of Scotland railwav.
Population in
J31, 1,246; in 1851, 1,298.
Houses, 252.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
berdeen.
Patron, the Earl of "Fife, Stipend, £217
4d.;

£8

glebe, £16.

Schoolmaster's salary, £30,

and a share in the Dick bequest.
he parish church was built in 1791, stands exactly
miles distant from Aberdeen, and contains about
There is a Free chnrch, with an atsittings.
ndance of 560; and the amount of its receipts in
!56 was £322 19s. 5^d.
There are two nonrochial schools, and two public libraries.
The
rish of New Machar
originally formed part of
»t of Old Machar; and, after
being disjoined it
called, first the upper parish of St. Machar,
st Upper Machar, and next New Machar.
MACHAR (Old). See Aberdkes.
th

8s. fees,

MACHAR (The).
MACHERS
tween

(The),

Luce-bay

See Harris.
a large peninsula,

and Wigton-bay.

and

lying
con-

bating the south-eastern one of the three great
vuions of Wigtonshire. The name is Celtic, and
flat or low
^Snifies
country.'
Though the boundy-line between the Machers and the district called
'

o Moors is not well-defined, the Machers mav be
owed as including the parishes of Whithorn, Glasiton, Sorbie, Kirkinner, and most of Mochrum,
li as
comprehending an area of about 64 square
ilea.
Yet, measured in a line, from the estuarv of
o Lace and the Piltanton at the head of
Luce-bay
an expansion of the
estuary of the Cree between
rty-port. and at the head of Wigton-bav, it would
lude all Mochrum. and
parts of Old Luce, Kirk^an, and Penningham, and comprehend at least
I
miles.
square
MACHIRHANISH. See Campbeltox.
MACHLINE. See Mauchlixe.
or Madrant (The), a sti-eamlet
Strathearn district of Perthshire.
It rises in
heights of Blair-in-roan. and flows about 9
<
eastward through the parishes of Muthill and
'iford, to a confluence with the Earn, near the
of Kinkell.
The name Machony signifies in
-;e
a battle,and is
supposed bv some antiquaries to
allusion to the famous battle of the
Grampians.

^(ACHONY,
•

1

line is

The surface is level, carpeted with good
soil, chiefly arable, and well enclosed and cultivated.
Along the greater part of the northern
boundary runs the Pow, or Powaffray, a stagnant
yet fitful stream, moving sluggishly in an artificial
canal 6 feet deep and 24 wide, but subject to inundations which now injure the adjacent low grounds
and now enrich them with alluvial deposits. The
south-westeni boundary runs between 1 and If mile
distant from the Earn
The chief object of interest
in the parish is the ruined abbey of Ixchaffrat:
which see. There are eight landowners; but the

only mansions are Woodend and DoUary. About
450 acres are under plantation. The average rent
of the arable land is about £1 12s. per acre. As-

The parish is trasessed property in 1843. £3.500.
versed by the ancient Roman road from the camp
of Ardoch to the Tay; it is traversed also by a
modem turnpike road; and it is distant, at the
nearest point, 2 miles from the town of Crieff, and
will derive advantage from the Crieff extension of
the Scottish Central railway. Population in 1831,
713; in 1851, 593. Houses', 119.
This parish is in the presbytery of Auchterarder,
and svnod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Earl
of Kinnoul.
Stipend, £233 17s.; glebe, £11. Unappropriated teinds, £264 14s. 4d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £12 fees, and £6 other
emoluments.
There is a Free church, with an
attendance of 185; and the sum raised in connexion
with it in 1856 was £142 9s. Id. Madderty gave
the title of Baron to James, the second son of the
second Lord Drummond, and the ancestor of the
Viscounts of Strathallan.
He was created Lord

Madderty

in

1

609.

MADblSTON,

a village in the parish of MuirIt stands, in picturesque
avonside, Stirlingshire.
irregularity, on the side of a hill, about f of a mile
south-west of the parish chtirch. Population, 164.

Houses, 32.

MADDY (Loch). See Lochmaddt.
MADDY MOSS, a bog, of upwards of 120 Scotch

acres in area, at the northern extremity of the
It is very
parish of Dollar, in Clackmannanshire.
retentive of water, and occasionally bursts its bardown
a muddy torrent to the Devon.
rier, sending
(St.). a small parish at the west end
of the Carse of Gowrie, Perthshire.
It contains the
hamlets of Hawkstone and Cotton, and adjoins the
but its post-office is
post-office station of Glencarse
It is bounded
Perth, 6 miles to the west-north-west.
by Kinfauns, Errol, the frith of Tay, and the InchjTa
district of Kinnoul.
Its length, from north to
sonth,

MADOES

;

is

If mile;

its

greatest breadth

is

1^ mile; and

its

MAEDIE.

The surface
is only 1,152 imperial acres.
seems, on a hasty survey, to be a perfect level, but
really consists of two smaller esplanades and a
larger one, respectively about 3, 9, and 14 feet
above the level of the Tay, and of a slow sw^ell
whose ridgy summit has an altitude above the Tay
of about 60 feet.
The district lies opposite the
mouth of the Earn, where the Carse of Gowrie exin
and blush of its beauty,
the
full
breadth
pands
and becomes, with the intervention of the Tay, f of
a mile broad the continuation eastward of the fine
valley of Strathearn. The soil, toward the river, is
a deep strong clay, and, on the higher grounds, a
rich brown loam.
Excepting about 30 acres disposed in plantation, and about 60 laid out in permanent pasture, the whole area is constantly in tillage.
A quarry of sandstone similar to that of ClashbenNear the eastern
nie, in Errol, is worked at Cotton.
boundary is a stone of some historical note, called
the Hawk's stane,' and referred to in our article
LuxcARTY and in the churchyard is an elaborately
area

—

'

;

sculptured and very beautiful Runic monument.
Pitfour-castle, the residence of Sir John Stuart
Richardson, Bart., the sole heritor of the painsh, is
a spacious quadrangular edifice, surmounting an
artificial terrace, and environed by tastefully oniamented pleasure-grounds. The parish is traversed
by the road from Perth to Dundee, and by the
Perth and Dundee railway, and has ready access to
the Glencarse railway station.
pier and shorehouse, of much utility for shipping, were erected in
1832. The yearly value of the raw produce of the
parish, including £1,500 for fishings, was estimated
in 1839 at £9,720.
Assessed property in 1843,
£4,182 7s. 2d. Population in 1831,327; in 1851,

A

288.

Houses, 67.
This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Sir John S.
_

Richardson, Bart. Stipend, £218 16s. 4d. glebe,
£80. Unappropriated teinds, £89 19s. Id. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £10 fees, and £4
10s. other emoluments.
The parish church was
built in 1798, and contains 410 sittings.
There is
a public religious library. The original name of
the parish is presumed to have been St. Madoch or
Madox, and appears to have been derived from the
same Culdee evangelist as Kilmadock. And while
;

corrupted, in literary usage, into St, Madoes, it has
been still more strangely corrupted, in the ordinary
pronunciation of the inhabitants, into Semmiedores.
An old ballad mentions

—

"

The
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staiiiiiu' staiies o'

Semmiedores."

MADRANY (The).

See Machony (Tub).
See Foktingall.
lake on the mutual border
of Edderachillis, Tongue, and Farr, Sutherlandshire.
It measures about 6 miles in circumference.
Its margin is remarkably diversified with little
bays and promontories, and its bosom is studded
with bushy islets. The stream which carries off
its superfluence flows eastward to Loch-Naver,
MAGBIEIIILL. See Newlands.
MAGDALENE-BRIDGE. See Dlddinostone.
MAGDALENE-PANS. Sec Invekesk.
MAGHAIG. See Machaio.
MAGNUS (St.). See Kikkwaix.
MAGNUS- BAY (St.), a spacious bay on the
west coast of the mainland ot Shetland. It mea-

MADUUMBEAGH.
MAEDIE (Loch), a

sures 8J miles at the entrance, expands to 11 miles,
and indents the land to the depth of 7 miles. It
enters between the headland of Eshancss on the
nortlj, and that of Sandncss on the soutli; but has
in its moutli, half-a-mile from the latter, the island
of Papa-Stour; so that it is re.iuccd at the entrance

an open channel of only 6 miles broad. Around
inner verge are the islets of Vemantrey, Mickle
Roe, Little Papa, and Linga, besides various holms
and skerries; and projecting from it into the land
are various bays or voes, which contain safe and
excellent anchorage for any number of vessels, of
any burthen,
particularly Hillswick, Olna frith
voe, Gron frith voe, and Unzie frith.
MAGUS-MOOR, a district on the western skirts
of the parish of St. Andrews, and the eastern of
Ceres parish, Fifeshire, formerly wild and bleak,
but now in great part tamed of its savage and sterile
to

its

—

It is celeaspect by the culture of the plough.
brated in history as having been the scene of the
murder of Archbishop Sharp, on the 3d of May,
The spot where, according to tradition, the
1679.
'rude deed' was done, is about 4 miles from St.
Andrews, on the lands of Stratlikinness, the property of Mr. White Melville, where there is a stone
erected to the memory of some of the Covenanters

who, having been taken at Bothwell-bridge, were
brought here and executed.
MAICH (The), a livulet of Renfrewshire and
Ayrshire. It rises on the south-west border of the
parish of Lochwinnoch, on the south-east skirt of
Mistvlaw, and runs 5 miles south-eastward, chiefly
on the boundary between Renfrewshire and AyrIt is a
shire, to the north end of Kilbirnie-loch.
lonely, moorland stream, traversing a deep channel,
but occasionallv fringed with copsewood.

MAIDEN-CASTLE.

See Kennowav, Campsie,

and Falkirk.

MAIDEN-CASTLE CAVE.
MAIDEN-CAUSEWAY, an

See Vigean's (St.).
ancient line of road,
proceeding from Bennochie into the woods of PitIt is paved with stones,
odrie, in Aberdeenshire.
and about 14 feet wide, and has every appearance
of having been a vicinal way of the Romans.
MAIDENKIRK. See Kirkmaiden.
MAIDEN-PAP, a mountain in the parish of
Latheron, Caithness-shire. It flanks the south side
of Berriedale- water immediately east of Morven,

and has an altitude of nearly 2,000

above the

feet

level of the sea.

MAIDENS,

a village in the parish of Kirkos-

wald, Ayrshire.

MAIDEN-SKERRY. See Nortumaven.
MAIDEN-STONE. See Andrew's (St.).

MAIN

(The).

See Luce (The).

MAINLAND OF ORKNEY. See Pomona
MAINLAND OF SHETLAND, the largest

ol

the Shetland islands, comprehending about one-hal
of their area, and the larger part of their population.
It extends nearly due north, in a long raggec
band of territory, from Sumburgh-head in nortl
latitude 59° 52' 18". to Fethaland point in latitudi
Its length is usually computed at 6(
60° 38' 20".
miles, and occasionally exaggerated to 90 or evei
upwards of 100; but does not seem, as measured ii
a straight line, to exceed 56. Its breadth, over 1'
miles from Sumburgh-head, never exceeds 4 J niilee
and probably does not quite average 3 over th
same distance, from Fethaland point, it is exceed
ingly various, but seems to average about 4^ miles
and over the intermediate distance it graduall;
swells out from the ends, and then bursts sudden!
out in the middle to an extreme measurement, fror
Railsburghness on the east to Sandness on rfi.
west, of 20i miles. But all the way round, tn
especially in the central and chief district, th
island is so constantly and whimsically indontc
by projections of the sea, as to have an utterly ind»,
scrihable outline, and to be, in nearly- all practi<»
Seen frwi
respects, a numerous cluster of islets.
its loftiest ground, Rona's hill, a bold height in tl
;

^

MAINS.
oarish of

Northmaren, which commands a view of

'

archipelago, it is altogether undistingnisha single island, and appears as if cat to pieces,

tire
~
-
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very numerous and deeply indenting friths and
community of character with the smaller

into

which hang upon its flanks. Only one spot
the whole mainland is more than 2 miles distant
.•cm either a limb or the body of the sea. and even
is distant not 2J miles; and greatly the larger part
At
the area lies within 1 mile of some beach.
)ne point, called Mavis-Grind, between the paiishes
Northmaven and Delting, only an isthmus of 100
ards, most of which is overflown by spring-tides,
revents the island from being quite bisected and
s

;

several other points, isthmuses are not very much
E.^cepting Fair Isle, situated midway to
rkney, Mainland contains, in Sumburgh-head, the
As to surface,
iiost southerly land in Shetland.
eognostic character, statistics, and nearly all the
ietails of a topographical notice, this island so exmsively identifies itself with the whole group that
iformation respecting it claims to be arranged under
Its parishes, though in niost
le article Shetland.
istances including adjacent minor islands, are
reader.

is traversed bv the road from Dundee
and by the Dundee and Newtyle railway:
and it has stations on the latter at Baliovan and
Baldragon. Population of Mains in 1831. 1,156; in

united parish
to Forfar,

1851, 1,299.
Houses, 235. Population of Strathmartine in 1831, 855; in 1851, 735. Houses. 123.
Mains was anciently called Mains of Fintry, from
Fintry -castle, the most conspicuous of its architecThis castle, along with most of the
tural objects.

property of the parish, belonged for centuries to the
Grahams of Fintry, who acquired it by intemianiage
with the noble house of Angus. See Fistet-castle.
The best known of these Grahams was the fierce
Claverhouse, Viscount Dundee, the persecutor of
the Covenanters and one of the latest was Robert
Graham, the friend of Bums, and a distinguished
;

patron of agricultural and mechanical enterprize.
The mansion of Claverhouse, in which Viscount
Dundee resided, stood on the Mains property ; and
there was erected on its site, a few years ago, a
monumental edifice in the form of a ruin. Whatever was the connexion of the two leading Graham
families, the Claverhouse branch was probably the
elder, for the superiority of both estates went with
hmrossness, Lerwick. Sandsting, Tingwall. Walls, that of Claverhouse to Lord Douglas, by whom it is
Their armorial bearing was the same ;
still held.
•citing. Nesting, and Northmaven.
MAINS. See Kii-marxock and Kilbride (East). the spelling of the name was difterent. The last of
MAINS AXD STRATHMARTINE, two parishes the Claverhouse branch, by male descent, was Alexander Grahame, Esq., of Duntrune, who died about
olitically united to each other, and lying mutually
ontiguous. Mains on the east and Strathmartine the beginning of this century, leaving his name,
the west, near the south-western extremity of arms, and two-thirds of his property, to his nephew
orfarshire.
Strathmartine contains the villages of William Stirling Grahame, Esq.
Strathmartine
Idovan and Kirkton ; but both parishes lie in the is believed to have acquired its name from an ancient local hero, whom a traditionary story narrates
icinity of Dundee, and have that burgh for their
(Kt-town. The united parish is bounded by Tealto have killed a dragon which had devoured nine
and
Auchterhouse.
Its
maidens and an ancient standing stone, supposed
g, Murroes, Dundee, Lifl",
and its to be monumental of him, and situated on the noi-th
ngth east-south-eastward is of miles
neatest breadth is 3J miles.
The parishes are side of Strathmartine parish, still bears the designaMains is of very irregular tion of Martin's stone.
aariy equal in extent.
The united parish is in the presbytery of Dundee,
ttiine, and Strathmartine is almost square. The sur6e of the united parish is a beautiful strath, rising and synod of Angus and Meams. Patron, the Crown.
tiy on both sides from a line along the centre, to
Stipend, £217 8s. 4d.; glebe, £52. The two parishes
vriag heights of less than 400 feet above sea-level. were united in 1799; and each, at that time, had its
His enclosed with thorn-hedges, or agreeably shaded own church. Mains church was very ancient, and
iHi trees; all, excepting about 140 acres of raoorhad become ruinous ; but Strathmartine church had
ttd and
rocky hillocks, and about 440 acres of been built so late as 1779. The present church of
is
to
the
and
all
abounds the united parish was bnilt in 1800, and contains
•ntation,
subject
plough ;
tile sweet and soft beauties of
landscape. The about 900 sittings. There is a Free church, with
11
comprises some alluvial or hangh ground, and an attendance of about 190; and the aniount of its
Jewhere is, in general, a deep, fertile, black loam, receipts in 1856 was £138 14s. 10|d. There are two
ipCrincumbent on gravel, clay, or rock. The strath parochial schools, and the salary attached to each is
ttaversed from end to end, right along the middle, £34 4s. 4^d.
There are an endowed female school
'
Dighty-water, and long took from it the name of two female industrial schools, a Free church school,
tmthdighty. Fithie-water forms the boundarj-line and an asylum for imbecile children, the last a
r3 miles on the north.
very copious and sweet handsome building recently erected by Sir John and
Ladv Jane Ogilvr, and patronised bv the Queen.
jrfng, called Sinavey, bursts perennially from a rent
the face of a rock at the castle of Mains.
FreeMAINS OF D'AVIOT. S>^e Da^hot.
Mie abounds, and is
MAINS OF ERROL, a village in the parish of
There
extensively quaiTied.
e ten principal landowners but the
mansions
EiTol, Perthshire.
Population, 62. Houses. 12.
only
d Baldovan-house, belonging to Sir John Ogilvy,
MAINS OF KENMURE. See Galloway (New).
^Irt., Balmure-ho'.ise, belonging to Mr. Webster
MAINSRIDDLE, a village in the east part of
i4 Strathmartine-house, belonging to Mr. I^ird.
Here
the parish of Colvend, Kirkcudbrightshire.
estimated value of raw produce in 1833 was is an United Presbvterian church.
The value of assessed property in 1843
MAINS-WATER. See Eaglesham.
=1,^14.
IS £12,455.
The real rental in 1855 was £13,689.
ISLE Y. See Keith.
to
similar
those
of
or
Dundee
snborMAISTERTON. See Newbattle.
jlairafactures,
aate to them, employ three-fourths of the populaPANS. See Ixvkresk.
[«, and are conducted with the aid both of steam
MAKERSTON, a parish, containing a post-office
\i of the
water-power of the Dighty. Pome of village of its own name, on the northern border of
^•e establishments have occasioned the
It is bounded by Berwickshire,
disappear- Roxburghshire.
loe of lesser ones which, as
they figured 65 years and by Smailholm, Kelso, Roxbnrgh, and Maxton.
ko, presented numerically a more
imposing array; Its length eastward is 3J miles and its greatest
'here were then no fewer than 33 mills of varions breadth is
2J miles. The river Tweed traces all its
s in Mains, and 10 in Strathmartine.
Many of southern and south-eastern l>oundary. The parish
were
small
-:;,
concerns.
however,
The is distant, at the nearest point, only 2J mile from
veiy
;

;

—

A

;

«

MA

MAITLAND

;

MALLORE.

Kelso, lies in the immediate vicinity of Fleurs
and Roxburgh -castles, has a southern exposure
along one of the finest parts of the Tweed, looks
up the vale of the Teviot, and largely partakes the

is

character of so noble a neighbourhood.
is a gently hanging plain, declining
slowly from the northern boundary to the Tweed.
Tlie soil, in the south, is a rich loam superincumbent
0!i sandstone or gravel, and, in the noith, is a thin
clay on a retentive bottom. Excepting about 80
Makacres of wood, the whole area is in tillage.
erston-house, the seat of General Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane, Bart., the principal landowner, is
an elegant residence, situated on the Tweed, surrounded with fine old woods, and commanding a
very beaixtiful prospect up the Teviot. The estimated value of the raw produce of the parish in 1834
surface

along the Manor, and some beautiful haugh-ground
upon the Tweed, is strictly and wildly upland. Excepting two heights, one in the interior, and one on
the boundary, all the elevations constitute an elliptical range, narrow on the south, broad along the
sides, and shorn down into plain or cut away on

a small place on the Tweed, 5 miles
west-south-west of Kelso. Population of the parish
in 1831, 326; in 1851, 345.
Houses, 62.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kelso, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke
of
Roxburgh. Stipend, £239 17s. 6d.; glebe, £25.
Unappropriated teinds, £329 12s. 7d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4|d., with £28 fees, and £37
other emoluments. The parish church was built in
There is a
1807, and contains about 200 sittings.
Free church, with an attendance of 60; and tlie
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £94 10s. 2|d.
The manor of Makerston belonged, at the middle of
the 12th century, to Walter Corbet, who gave the
church and a carrucate of land to the monks of
Kelso; and before 1220, it passed, by marriage with
Christiana Corbet, into the possession of William,
the son of Patrick, Earl of Dunbar. The monks of
Kelso, trying to be liberal to the grandchild of tlieir
benefactor, granted of their fi-ee-will to Christiana
and her husband permission to hold religious services in the chapel of their own manor; and for this
magnanimous feat they were rewarded by a release
of all claims which the parties might have on their
is

the north.

MAMORE.

See Em.anmunde.
See Inveriiry.
MANBANE-MOUNTAIN. See Garrv (The),
MANDERSTON. See Dunse.
MANGASTER-VOE, a bay on the west side of
the parish of Northmaven, in Shetland.
MANGEIiTON, anold strength on the east bank
of the Liddel, about a mile south of New Castleton,
It was
in the parish of Castleton, Roxburghshire.
the chief seat of the warlike Border clan, the ArmSee Castleton.
Btrongs.
MANNER. See Manor.
MANNERSTON. See LiNi.iTnaowsniuE.
MANNOCH. See Knockando.
MANOR, or Manner, a parish, containing a post-

MANAR-HTLL.

office station of its

own name,

in Peebies-shiio.

it

The

acclivities are

in

general rapid;

and tOM^ard the source of the Manor, or the head of
its vale, they closely approach, and are mural and

towering. Many of them are scarred, or, in local
phrase, sclentered, and reflect the sun's rays with a
brilliance which gives warmth to the tillage in the
vale.
All appear, at least wherever the rock looks
out from the surface, to consist of greywacke, the
strata running north and south, and dipping to the
west; and on their higher acclivities are heatliy,
but on their sides and their lower acclivities are in
general more or less gra8S3\ The loftiest summit
is DoLi.AR-r.Aw which see. Scrape, on the
boundaiy
with Drumnielzier, has an elevation of 2,800
feet;j
and nearlj' all the summits rise fiom between 1,600
:

i

above sea-level. The valley grounds,]
the haughs, and the arable heights, amounting in'
the aggregate to about 1,700 acres, are drained,
to 1,900 feet

and
enclosed, and in excellent cultivation
though carpeted with clay and lonm of no great

fully

MALCOLM'S TOWER. See Dunfeumune.
MALHORN. See Troqueer.
MALLENY. See Currie.
MALLOM. See Keith.
MALLORE, a mountain range, extending from
north-east to south-west, in the parish of Muckaim,
Argylcshire. Its loftiest eminences have an altitude of about 1,100 feet above sea-level.
MALZIE- WATER, a rivulet of Wigtonshire. It
carries off the superfluent waters of six contiguous
lakes, two of them of considerable extent, in the
parish of Mochrum, and runs 6 miles southward, but
in that parish and in Kirkinner, to
chiefly eastward,
the Bladenoch, f of a mile above Torhouse.

and by Mcgget, Drum-

Selkirksliire,

Newholmhope-buin, Glenrath-burn, and Haddleshope-burn, not more each than 3J miles in length,
come transversely down upon the Manor, ploughing
The boundarytheir way along ravines and glens.
line, except over the northern narrow third of the
parish, is formed by water- shedding mountainridges; and all the interior, except a narrow vale

was £10,423. Assessed property in 1843, £3,729 5s.
8d.
The northern part of the parish is traversed by
the road from Kelso to Edinburgh. The village of
Makerston

bounded by

Its length northward
melzier, Stobo, and Peebles.
is 8| miles; and its breadth varies from 1 mile to
5| miles. The Tweed traces the boundary for 3J
Manormiles on the north-west and the north.
water, rising close on die southern boundary, and
uniformly pursuing a northerly course, traverses
the parish for 6J miles nearly along the middle, and
then runs wendingly 2J miles near or along the
eastern boundary to the Tweed, Ij mile above the
town of Peebles.
About 16 streamlets, most of
them tiny mountain-rills, and the chief of them

brilliant

The

MANOR.
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;

depth, are fertile to a degree surpassing theory in
so bleak a region.
Wood, in belts and clumps on
the lower grounds, and in straggling detaclinieiitB
up the narrow basins of the minor streams, occupies
an aggregate area of about 400 acres. There .re
seven principal landowners. Tiie estimated value oi
raw produce in 1834, exclusive of live stock, waf

j

[

£3,722. Assessed property in 1843, £3,866 19s. 4d.
In the vale of the Manor, about 1 J mile north ot
the church, between two mountainous and boldl^y
ascending heights, and in the midst of a morass, if
a British or Danish camp. On an acclivitous conica
height called Chesters, a mile distant, are fortifies
tions of loose stones from 26 to 32 feet wide, wit!
an exterior elliptical w;iH upwards of 650 feet ii

circumference, usually pronounced Roman on th'
evidence chiefly of the name of their site, and in defi
ance of that furnished by their form. Coins no
long ago found in or near the fortifications wer

English, and some of them comparatively modeiTii
yet others reported to have been formerly found
it
were
pronounced Romai
hastily perhaps
or buildings <
Castles, towers, and peel-houses
one or other of these classes according to the powi!
and resouJccs of the proprietors were anciently ^i
numerous in the parish as to prove it one of tli;
most stirring arenas of the Border feuds and forayl
witl
Tiiey stood in siglit of each other, crowned

—

—

i

—

—

means of raising alarm fires, and formed at oner
individual fortalices able to resist attacks, and

MANSFIELD.

hain of beacons sending suddenly up at need signals
by night and of smoke by day. Connected
with these and other memorials of a fieebooting
called the Thief Road:
ige. is the remarkable path
Ou the summit of Woodhill, an emi(vhich see.
nence rising in the midst of a plain, there is, says
" some
appearance of a building called
Armstrong,
>Iacbeth's castle, but probably a place for the worWoden (!)"
hip of the Druids to the heathen god
a large
Standing-stone," says the same writer, "is
ade monument which, from its situation on Bellum
r War-rig, may have been erected to commemorate
ome remarkable event. From the appearance of
he impression of several horees' feet having been
ut on the stone, it is thought to have been the site
But the object in the parish which now
f a fair."
xcites the greatest interest is the cottage of the
Hack dwarf,' situated on Woodhouse farm in the
The deformed and eccentric
ale of the Manor.
Feature, David Ritchie by name, built the cottage
lived
as a recluse in the cottage.
jid garaen walls,
md was buried in Manor churchyard. Sir Walter
Df fire

'

became acquainted with him, and had oppormarking those physical and moral feaares which are so boldly limned in his tale, while
m visits to Professor Ferguson at his mansion of
A monument to the memoiy of David
lallyards.

ricott

anities of

erected in Manor churchyard, in 1845,
R. Oiambers.
The parish posesses pretty good facility of communication in its
leamess to the town of Peebles.
Population in
831, 254; in 1851, 256.
Houses, 40.
This parish is in the presbytery of Peebles, and
lynod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the Earl

was

titchie

W. &

Messrs.

t»y

f
Wemyss.
8:ipend. £175 5s. 8d.; glebe, £42.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34, with £16 fees, and about
C5 other emoluments.
Manor was anciently a
iiere
chaplainry, under the recton,- of Peebles, and
ormed jointly with it the prebend of the archdeacon
f Glasgow.
The present parish-church, situated
n the Manor li mile above its confluence with the
weed, was built about the middle of the 17th cenmy, and contains 200 sittings. Its predecessor,
lie place of
worship of the chaplainry, seems to
i»Te stood at Manorton, If mile farther
up the
ter.
chapel dedicated to St. Gordian, who was
yiltyred by Julian the apostate, and whose fame
Hems to have travelled in some unusual way to the
•esses of Tweeddale, anciently stood in the vale
Newhope-bum, 4 miles south of Manorton, and

A

t'

commemorated by some slight vestiges. Not far
mth-west of the present parish-church is a pedesi

called

il

'

the font stone,' which of old supported

» font of Manor chapel.

Mansfield, an estate and a village in the
ih of New Cumnock,
Ayrshire. The estate was
uchased by the distinguished agricultural im«r, Sir Charies G. S. Menteath, Bart., of Closeand underwent great improvement at his
It possesses much mineral wealth in coal

_
"-

which Sir Charles turned to rigorous
by mining operations and by railway tran-

estone,

j[«ount

The

estate

now

belongs to Sir James

S.

Men-

Mh, Bart. The village stands in the vicinity of
few Cumnock. Population, 122.
MANSLAUGHTER-LAW. See Craxshaws and
lUniERMOOES.

MANUEL. See Emaxuel.
MANXMAN'S LAKE. See

Kirkctdbeioht.

Mar. See Marr.
MAR-BURN. See Maar-Bcrx.

March.

See merse.

MARCHFARM,

MAREE.
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a village in the parish of Kirkmer, Wigtonshire.
Population, 61. Houses, 12.
MARCH-GILL, a ravine, traversed by a rivulet,

on the mutual border of the parishes of Lanark and
Carluke, Lanarkshire.
MONT. See Greenlaw and Kelso.
MARCHTOWN. See Strathbcxgo.

MARCH

MAREE

(Loch), a magnificent lake in the parish
It commences about 8
of Gairloch, Ross -shire.
miles west of the grand watershed of the kingdom,
and extends about 18 miles north-westward, with a
It is fed by inbreadth of from 1 mile to 3 miles.

numerable mountain streams; and

it sends off its
superfluence north-westward, in the river Ewe, to
Mountains everywhere
the head of Loch-Ewe.
overlook it, of great height and of beautifully characterized contour, so that its shores present an inexhaustible variety of the most romantic and interesting scenery. The most remarkable are Sliabhach,
or the High mountain, the File mountain, Benlair,
Sliabhach, in the
Benbharchan, and Craegtolly.
Greinord, is said to be upwards of 3,000 feet in
height, and from it Lewis, with the town and bay
The effect of
of Stomoway, can be distinctly seen.
this superb mountain, seen at once from its base to
its summit, is, perhaps, more striking than that of
any mountain in the Highlands. The File mountain, which is on the opposite side of the lake from
Sliabhach, is exceedingly remarkable. It seems to
be composed of quartz rock, and entirely destitute
of verdure but nothing can be more striking than
the effect of sunshine upon its different pointed,
rocky, and nearly inaccessible summits. At the
western extremity, Benlair is a principal feature in
the landscape graceful, solid, broad ; and where
its skirts descend steep into the water, the scenes
are peculiarly original and grand.
The northern
margin of Loch-Maree presents a great variety of
close scenery, consisting of rocky and wooded bays,
and creeks rising into noble overhanging cliffs and
mountains here also are displayed some of the
finest general views of the lake.
But there is one
portion of the margin of the lake so peculiar as to
deserve the most minute description, and that of
Dr. M'Culloch is so vivid and so true, that we cannot refrain from extracting it : " In one place ia
particular, the remains of a fir forest, in a situarion
almost incredible, produce a style of landscape that
might be expected in the Alps, but not among the
more confined scope and tamer arrangements of
Scottish mountains.
Immediately from the waters
edge, a lofty range of gray cliffs rise to a great
height ; so steep as almost to seem perpendicular,
but varied by fissures and by projections covered
with grass and wild plants, ^^^lerever it is possible
for a tree to take root, there firs of ancient and
noble growth, and of the most wild and beautiful
forms, are seen rising above each other, so that the
top of one often covers the root of the succeeding,
or else is thrown out horizontally in various fantastic and picturesque modes.
Now and then some
one more wild and strange than the others, or some
shivered trunk or fallen tree, serves to vary the aspect of this strange forest, marking also the lapse
of ages, and the force of the winter storms which
they have so long braved."
The bosom of Loch-Maree is ornamented by
islands of varied size and appearance.
They are
;

—

;

about twenty-seven in number, and lie chiefly in a
cluster on the middle of the lake, at which
place it
has its greatest breadth. The largest of these are
Ealan-Sooin, Ealan-Maree, Ealan-Rorymore, and
Ealan-Rorybeg. Ealan-Sooin, or St. Swithin's Isle,
contains a surface of about 30 acres of grotind,
heathy, with a small lake and a few fir-trees.
Ealan-Rorymore was planted with firs about 40
years ago and Ealan-Maree is beautifully wooded
with every variety of timber. The lake is supposed
;

MAREG.

to have had at one time a much lower level than it
has at present; and it is thought that this has been
occasioned by the accumulation of sand and gravel
at tlie lower end, by which the water was dammed
in.
Indeed there is some reason to think, that
Loch-Maree and Loch-Ewe originally foi'med one

under the name of Loch-Ewe, as the village at
of Loch-Maree is named Cean-Loch-Ewe,
or 'the Head of Loch Ewe.'
The name of LochMaree, in the present form of the lake, was derived
from Ealan-Maree, which tradition affirms to have
been dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and which contains a burying-ground, and has a sacred well.
lake,

the

he.'id

Various traditionary tales are told respecting this
island, showing it to have figured largely in the
historical and superstitious beliefs of the former

Ealaninhabitants of the surrounding country.
Rorymore was anciently inhabited by John Roy,
the grandson of Hector Roy, who was the first of
the present family of MacKenzie of Gairloch. He
occupied it as a place of security for his family,
from the attacks of the M'Leods, who having been
driven from the possession of the surrounding lanis
afterwai'ds endeavoured
to regain their ancient domains.
This island was
afterwards inhabited by Alexander, or Allister, the
son of John Roy, who is still talked of in tradition as a man of great valour and wisdom.
The

by Hector Roy, frequently

M'Leods had anciently a castle on Loch-Tolly, a
small lake near Loch-Maree. In this castle, a sister of Hector Roy, wlio was married to a M'Leod,
and two of her sons, were savagely murdered by
their younger brother, who took possession of the
lands.
Hector Roy obtained letters of fire and
sword against the murderer and his adherents,
drove them from the lands, took possession of them
himself; and the shores of Loch-Maree and Gairloch have ever since been the property of his descendants.
MAREG, a land-locked bay, in Locli-Seaforth, in
the island of Lewis. See Seaforth (Loch).
MARESTONE, a village in the parishes of Rescobie and Aberlemno, Forfarshire.
Population, 26.
Houses,

7.

MARGARET'S HOPE

(St.),

post-office village in the island of

a harbour and a
South Ronaldshay,

Orkney. The harbour is a small bay, projecting
into the middle of the north coast of the island, and
opening into the sound which separates South Ronaldshay from Burray. It is one of the safest and
best harbours for small vessels in the kingdom.

A

fishery here, which drew regular visits from Ijondon
lobster smacks, and engaged the capital of different
English companies, was, for many years, the only
regular fishery in Orkney. The village stands at
the head of the harbour, and is the seat of an indusIt
trious population, chiefly engaged in fisheries.
has one of the l)est inns in the south of Orkney,
and is a prominent link in the chain of nifiil communication between Orkney and the mainland.

Houses, 38.
See Laros.
(The). See Esk (The North), Forfar-

Population, 260.

MARGARET'S-LAW.

MARK
shire.

MARKET-KNOWE. See Lonoforqan.
MARKIE (The), a rivulet, rising on the
side of

tlie

MARKINCH.
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Markinch, Balgonie, Thornton, and AVindygates,
the villages of Woodside, Inverleven, Balcurrie,
Haughmill, and Burns, and part of the village of
Star.
The main body is bounded by Kettle, Kennoway, Wemyss, Dysart, Kinglassie, and Falkland.

The detached section lies 1^ mile east of the nearest
part of the main body, and is situated on the frith of
Forth, and on the right bank of the river Leven,
between Wemyss and Scoonie. The entire parish
measures about 7 miles in length from north to
south, and from 2 to 5 miles in breadth from east to
west. " Its general aspect is varied and picturesque.
From the Lomond hills, as a background on the
north, it slopes gently towards the south and east.
The parish is intersected by four fertile valleys,
watered by as many streams, which unite towards
The valleys are separated
the eastern extremity.
by corresponding ridges of low hills each chain
other in the direction of
above
the
rising gradually
the summit-level.
Nor are thriving and extensive
plantations wanting to heighten the natural beauties of the landscape,
and the varied succession of
hill and dale.
The proportion of wood is considerable and being principally of the ornamental kind,
and in the vicinity of gentlemen's seats and villas,
it is so disposed as to produce the most favourable
effect."
The rocks are of the coal formation, witlj
protrusions of trap, and accumulations of diluvium.
Coal is very extensively worked.
Ironstone abounds, and was for some time worked on
the spot, and afterwards exported to the Tyne ibr
smelting. There are nineteen landowners; and ten
of them are resident.
The value of assessed pro;

—

;

was £16,080 15s. 9d. Manufactures
have been much incited by local facilities, and are
There are paper-mills at
extensive and various.
Rothes, Auchmuty, and Balbirnie; a woollen factory at Balbirnie ;" flax spinning mills at Scythruni,
Thornton, Milton of Balgonie, and Ilaugh bleachand
fields at Rothes, Lochty, Balgonie, and Ilaugh
The weaving of
a distillery at Cameron-Bridge.
linens also is an extensive employment. The paiish
is traversed by the Edinburgli, Perth, and Dundee
railway; it contains, at Thornton, \8^ miles from
Edinburgh, the junctions with that railway of the
branches westward to Dunfermline and eastward to
Leven; and has also, at 21 miles from Edinburgh,
and at 11 from Cupar, a station for Markinch.
perty in 1843

;

;

Population in 1831, 4,967

in 1851, 5,843.

Houses,

One

of the principal objects of antiquarian interThe building
est in the parish is Balgonie ciistle.
but the castle was
are obviously of different ages
lately in repair, and fonned one of the residences of
the Earl of Leven within the last seventy years.
The great tower is the most ancient, and was proIt is
bably erected about the 14th or 15th century.
situated on the banks of the Leven, about 36 feet
above the bed of the stream. It is 80 feet high,
with a battlement at the top, and is 45 feet in
The
length, by 36 in breadth, over the walls.
walls of "the two lower stories, which are arched
;

with stone, are 8 feet thick. The remaining builda
ings form an extensive quadrangle, enclosing
court and a portion of them are said to have been
of
liouse
erected by the first Earl of Leven.— The
Balfour is remarka))le, as contiining an original
;

east

eastern screen of Glenfiddich, traversing

a wing of the parish of Mortlach, and running into
the Deveron near the house of Edenglassio, in

another of

Banffshire.

Marys.

MARKIE

;

1,047.

(Tue), a small mountain affluent of
the Spey, in the parish of Laggati, Inverness-shire,
MARKINCH, a parish, comprising a main body
and a detached section, in the Kirkcaldy district of
It contains the post office villages of
Fifesiiirc.

portrait of tlie

well-known Cardinal Betiiune, and!

Mary Bethune, one of the Queen's
At Brunton an ancient tower at one

foari

time
residence
existed, said to have been the remains of a
of the Earis of Fife; and from it, it is alleged,
in popular tradition, there was a subterraneous
passage to the Maiden-castle in the neighbouring
Bandon there are also th«l
parish of Kennoway.— At

MARKIXCH.

ruins of an ancient tower, and at Kirkforthar the
remains of a chapel which once existed here, but was
suppressed previous to the Reformation. Of antiquities of a more ancient date, in all probability,
than any of these, may be mentioned an ancient cro^^^s,
which stands on a rising ground to the north of the
village of Markinch, and near the garden entrance
It is a broad slab about 7 feet higli,
to Balbirnie.
Imt without any carving, so far as can now be disovered.
Immediately east of this cross, and on the
hill
pposite side of tlie public highway, is a small
f an oblong shape, about 200 yards in length, called
It is remarkable from the circumiarkinch-hill.
tance of its northern declivity presenting six regular
jrraces at different heights, about 20 feet broad,
nd extending the whole length of tlie hill. Forlerly these terraces were to be seen on entering
larkiuch from the north but tlie hill was planted
y the late General Balfour, and the terraces, conThey are
jqnently, in a great measure, concealed.
bviously artificial ; but the purpose for which they
Colonel Miller thinks
ere intended is not so plain.
ids hill was a Roman station, and that by the Rolans the teiTaces were constructed; othens thiuk
lat games were anciently held in the low ground
the north, and that the terraces were made for
The fact of the
le convenience of the spectators.
iw ground, and also of that which surrounds the
II on which the church of Markinch stands, havg been anciently a marsh, would seem to be innsistent with this idea. Stone-coffins, or cistvaens.
otaining calcined bones, have been found in the

—

;

founded upon it and, the wiiole countr)' exterior to
the zone of water being then covered with dense
forest, the island was an "island of the forest;" and
such is the meaning of the word Markinch, mark
"
being the Norse word for forest," and inch the word
" island."
for
The morass was long ago drained,
and is now in many parts covered with buildings,
but can still be distinctly traced throughout its original extent. The southern part of the eminence
within it is the site of the cliurch, and has a knolly
form; the northern part is Markinch hill, which has
been noticed in our account of the parisli and the
part between these, and connecting them, is a sloping ridge along the summit and sides of which the
primitive habitations were constructed. But since
the draining of the morass, the village has extended
itself on all sides.
The inhabitants share largely
;

;

The village
lighted with gas, and has a branch office of the
bank.
Fairs
are
held
on
the second
Commercial
Tuesday of February, on the last Tuesday of March,
on the second Tuesday of May, on the second Friday
of October, and on the third Tuesday of December.
in the general industry of the parish.
is

Population, about 1,400.
MARLEE. See Ki.vloch.

MARLEFIELD. See Eckford.
MARXOCH, a parish, containing

«

rish.

This parish

nod of
.;

is

Fife.

glebe, £30.

MARNOCH.
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in the presbytery of Kirkcaldy, and
Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £284

Unappropriated teinds, £719

5s.

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d.. with £70
The parish
3B, and £17 10s. other emoluments.
BTch was enlarged and partly rebuilt in 1806. and
d.

There are two chapels of
Btains 1,050 sittings.
respectively at Thornton and at Milton of Balme, both built at the church extension epoch, and
fii under the patronajie of the male communicants.
IB one at Thornton contains upwards of 400 sitand the one at Milton contains 650. There
;
Free church at Markinch, whose receipts in
amounted to £311 3s. 8Jd. There are two
Ated Presbyterian churches, respectively at Markand at Inverleven, the former with an attendThere are nine
)B of 300, the latter with 175.
rochial schools and two of them receive exDeous aid. The original church of Markinch was
ed by the Culdees and it afterwards figures
Y early records.
Hugo, the ancestor of the
of Wemyss, the second son of Gillimicliael,
Earl of Fife, conferred the church of Markinch
a toft, and the teinds belonging to the same,
the canons of St. Andrews, which was con1 by his son Hugo,
to 1171.
The
previous
of the present churcn is of great antiquity,
certainly not by any means of that age
has been attributed to it, that of the 9th or
lentury though we should be inclined to asto the 14th or 15th century.
The spire, howhich surmounts it, is of comparatively modem

n,

h

;

;

the post-oflGce
village of Aberchirder, in the north-east of Banffshire.
It is bounded for about Ij mile on the east
by Aberdeenshire, and on other sides by the parishes
of Inverkeithnie, Rothiemay, Grange, Ordiquhill,
Boyndie, Banff. Alvah, and Forglen. Its length
south-eastward is about 8 miles; and its greatest
breadth is about 5 miles. The river Deveron traces
the southern and south-eastern boundary for about
6 miles, measured in a straight line, but wends so
sinuously as to achieve at least twice that distance

along

its

bed

;

and numerous bums run southward

to that stream, along little vales which pleasingly
The general
diversify the interior of the parish.

may be reckoned comparatively champagne;
but has strathlets and hollows along the course of
the streams, and is considerably diversified in the
middle, and on the north-east and west borders, by
rising-grounds and hills. The soil varies from a rich
loam to clay and moorland. On the banks of the
Deveron the land is very fine and generally arable.
There are extensive and beautiful plantations; and
the district is well-cultivated, even the hilly tracts
upon its borders being subject to the plough almost
Granite is the predominant
to their summits.
surface

rock,

and is extensively quarried. Limestone also
and was formerly worked. There are eleven

occui-s,

The rent of the arable land
falls so
generally from 18s. to £1 2s. per acre, but
low in some places as 12s. and rises so high in others
as £3. There is a considerable extent of moss, part
of which is used for cutting peats. The value of

principal landowners.
is

assessed property in 1856 was £9.545 19s. 6d. The
Ardprincipal mansions are Auchintoul, Nethei-dale,
mellie, and Cluny. The principal antiquities are the

ancient tower-looking mansion of Kinardy-castle on
the Deveron, belonging to the Earl of Fife, and the
old castle of Crombie on the west side of the parisli,
belonging to the Earl of Seafield. The parish is
n.
traversed by the road from Banff to Huntly, and by
Village of Markisch stands on the road that from I'ortsoy to Turriff. Population in 1831,
hB Leven to Kinross, and near that from Kirk- 2,426 in 1851, 2,994. Houses, 651.
This parish is in the presbytery of Strathbogie,
Ify to Cupar, about ^ a-mile north of the river
3 miles east of Leslie. 5 east by north of and sjTiod of Moray.
Patron, the Earl of Fife.
and 7 north of Kirkcaldy. Its site is the Stipend, £242 12s. 2d.; glebe, £15. Unappropriated
»it and
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 43.
slopes of a gentle eminence, which was teinds, £363 4s. 4d.
Bntly surrounded by water, and more recently 4id., with about £35 fees, and £53 other emoluments.
deep morass. The eminence appears to have The parish church is a plain modem edifice, conBtill an island when the original church was
taining 900 sittings. There is a Free church, a very
;

;

>

I

MAKR.

handsome edifice, built at the cost of upwards of
£2,0U0, and containing about 1,000 sittings; and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £379 6s. 2d.
There are also an United Presbyterian church, a
Baptist chapel, an Episcopalian chapel, and a Roman
Catholic chapel.
There are nine non-parochial
Marnoch is
schools, and a large parochial library.
famous for its connexion with one of the stiffest of
the contests under the veto act which led to the
formation of the Fi-ee church. The parish has its
name from the same saint as Kilmarnock and Kil-

maronock.

Mae, an ancient

district of Aberdeensouth-western quarter of the
county, pi'incipally between the Dee and the Don.
It comprises the subdivisions of Braemar, or the

MAKIi,

or

It lies in the

shire.

mountainous district, Midmar, or the district immediately east of Braemar, and Cromar, or the lowland
and well-cultivated district. It is not now one of
the recognised political divisions of the county. But
it still gives the title of Earl to the ancient
family
of Erskine. The origin of this earldom is lost in
In
Earl
of
1065,
Martacus,
antiquity.
Marr, was
witness to a charter of Malcolm Canmore in favour
of the Culdees of Loch-Leven. The first historical
notice of the Erskines is one of the 13th century,
when the heads of the family were only Lords
Erskine. In 1436, James II. created or confirmed
Thomas, the ninth Lord, Earl of Marr but the earl;

dom was

forfeited by John, the eleventh Earl, who
took part as leader in the insurrection of 1715; after

which

it

remained in abeyance

by act of parliament

restored

MARYBURGH.
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till

1824,

when

was
John

it

in the person of

Francis Erskine, a lineal descendant of the family.
part of this district belongs to the Earls of Marr.
Marr lodge, on the Dee, about 2 miles below the linn of
Dee, is a commodious hunting-seat of the Earl of Fife.
MAKSCO, one of the CuchuUin mountains in the

No

parish of Strath, in the island of Skye.
MARTIN, a small inhabited island in the parish
of Lochbroom, and county of Cromarty. It lies in
the frith or elongated bay of Lochbroom, 4 miles
north-north-west of the village of Ullapool, and is
separated from the coast of the district of Coigach
by achannel of little morethan half-a-mile in breadth.
The island measures about 5 miles in circumference.
(Loch), a lake in the parishes of
Coylston and Dalrymple, chiefly in the former, in
It stretches from
the district of Kyle, Ayrshire.
north-east to south-west, in a stripe 1^ mile in length,
and 1 furlong in mean breadth. From Loch-Fergus,
a smaller lake lying half-a-mile to the north-west, it
receives one stream, and at its own north-eastern
extremity it receives another; and it sends off its superfluence at its other end, in a stream 2^ miles long,
to the Doon, near Dalrymple church.
Its waters

MARTINHAM

Forfarshire, Kilspindie, Kinnoul, Scone. Redgorton

and Auchtergaven. Its length eastward is 5f miles
and its breadth varies from If mile to 4^ miles
The river Tay traces its boundary for 2§ miles oi
the west. The surface of the parish, though neithei

hilly nor the reverse, rises coiisidei-ably above th(
level of the Tay, and is much diversified by troughs

and undulations. Plantations an
extensive enough to give a warm appearance to th(
interior; copse-woods fringe and feather the edge o
the Tay ; and enclosures and culture spread neatnesi
over the whole area. The soil in general is a blacl
mould on till, but very much improved; and towan
the river it is naturally good and fertile.
Freestoni
rising grounds,

everywhere abounds, and

is extensively quarried
other chief minerals are limestone and rock
marl. Vestiges are still distinct of a Roman roac
leading from the ancient Bertha eastward, past Berrj
hilis, Ditchmuir, and Byres toward the parish of Car
Bu
gill. Several Druidical temples are observable.
the most interesting antiquity is a circular elevatec
known
the
with
ancient
remains,
spot,
among
peopli
of the surrounding country as Macbeth's castle, auc
noticed in our article on Cairnbeddie. There an
seven landowners, and the most extensive of there
The house of St
is Macdonald of St. Martins.

The

Martins is a fine modern mansion. The real renta
Assessed propertj
1856 Avas £7,076 15s. 3d.
A considerable numbei
in 1843, £5,804 18s. 3d.
of the parishioners are employed in the coarse linen
manufacture. The parish is traversed by the roadj
from Perth to Blairgowrie and Cupar Angus; and
it has near access, across the Tay, to the Luncarty and Stanley stations of the Scottish Midland
in

Population in 1831, 1,135; in 1851, 983
Houses, 119.
This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, ant
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Ciowiii
Stipend, £248 17s. 8d.; glebe, £22. Unappropviateti
railway.

£8 5s. 6d. Schoolmaster's salary, £:.
with about £15 fees, and £16 other emolun
The parish church is a handsome edifice, biu.o
1842, and containing very ample accommodation
There is a subscription school. A branch saving?
bank was established, but has become extinct
The present parish of St. Martins comprehends th
ancient parishes of St. Martins and Cambusmichae
united upwards of 160 years ago. The church
St. Martins became that of the united parish, an
an
anciently lay within the diocese of Dunkeld,
was a mensal church of the abbey of Holyroo^
The church of Cambusmichael still indicated I
its ruins beside the Tay, on a low plain of the cla
which the Gaelic language calls Cambus' ancient
was included in the diocese of St. Andrews, and b
-

teinds,

;

4|d.,

..

(

—

'

—

longed to the abbacy of Scone. A small chap
stood beside it within the limits of the cemetery.
MARTIN'S STONE. See Mains and Strat
MARTINK.
MARTLE, or, according to local pronunciatic
Markle, a hamlet in the parisii of Athelstanefoi
Haddingtonshire. It is 4^ miles north-east of Ha

and are frequented by
wild geese, wild duck, the teal, and the widgeon. On
the bosom of the lake is a completely wooded islet;
amidst its woods are the ruins of an ancient manorhouse, 100 feet long, and 30 wide; and both the
ruined walls and tlie trees which surround them are
thickly overrun with ivy. On a graceful low promontory on the north-west side of the lake, stands
Martinham-lodge and here and elsewhere the banks

ancieni
dington. According to Buchanan it was
called Miracle, from a miraculous incident which
relates concerning a battle fought here: see

are beautifully sylvan.

STANEFORD.

abound

and

in pike, perch,

eel,

;

MAR'I'INS

MARTINS

(St.).

(St.),

MARTYR'S.

See Logiei'ert.

Haddingtonshire.

See

Had-

dington.

MARTINS

(St.), Ross-shire.

See Kirkmichael.

M A RTINS (St.), a parish in tlie Strathmore district
contains the post-office village of
Guildtown and the village of Caroline-place; and
It is
also adjoins the post-town of Balbeggic.
boundecl by Cargill, Collace, a detached section of

of I'ertlishire.

It

Arm

See Glasgow.
See Iona.
MARYBURGH, a small village in the parial*
stands on the road betwe
It
Cleish, Kinross-shire.
Perth and North Queensferry, 4 miles soutii of K
Populati
ross, and 7^ north-east of Dunfermline.

MARTYR'S BAY.

39.

Houses,

9.

MARYBURGH,
derty, Ross-shire.

a village in the parish of V
It stands on the west road fti

MARYBUKGH.

IHARYKIKK.

S95

Inremess

MARYHILL,

a quoad sacra parish and a postthe quoad civilia Barony parish of
Glasgow, Lanarkshire. The parish was constituted
by the Court of Teiuds on t e 10th of July, 1850;
[:hurch, and two public schools.
Population, 403. and it contained in 1851 a population of 6,7Ck1, with
Houses. 99.
560 houses. The Crown is patron. The Tillage of
a town in the parish of Kilmalie, MaryhiU is situited on the road from Glasgow to
nvemess-shire It stands at the mouth of the rivers Diymen, on the left bank of the Kelvin, at the point
Ijochy and Xe^-is, on the east side of the angle of where that stream is crossed by the Forth and Clyde
[>x;heil, adjacent to the base of Ben-Nevis, and in
canal, and on the very western verge of Lanarkshire,
he immediate vicinity of Fort-William and, being 3 miles north-west of Glasgow. The dell of the
itimately associated with Fort-William, both his- Kelvin here is exceedingly romantic the aqueduct
of the canal across the dell is lofty and picturesque;
>rically and as a seat of population, it has practithe locks of the canal, in a rapid descent to it on
ally ceased to be known by its own name, and is
ow known in distant parts of the kingdom, and the MaryhiU side, are very curious; the village
itself has a clean, pleasing, and showy appearance;
ven, in a degi-ee. in its own neighbourhood, by the
ame of Fort-William. The village and the fort and the whole place, viewed in connexion with its
environs is much admired. The village was re•iginally bore the names respectively of Gordousorgh and Inverlochy, the former from being built cently created a burgh, with magistrates and police
1 the
property of the noble family of Gordon, and commissioners. There are in it the quoad sacra
le latter from being situated at the embouchure of
parish church, a Free church, an United Presbye Lochy; but. after the accession of the Orange terian church, a Roman Catholic chapel, several
mily to the British throne, they assumed the names schools, and a public library. There are likewise
r
Marybnrgli and Fort-William, in honour of the in it two print-works, bleaclrfields, a spinning-mill,
a gas- work, an iron-foundry, and a ship-building
See Fort-William.
nsort-sovereifrns.
JI ARYCE LTER, a parish, containing a post-office
yard. Public coaches nin to Glasgow, and in tranition of its own name, on the north border of Kinsit to Milngavie. several times a-dav.
Population
of the village in 1841, 2.552; in 1851. 4.000.
rdineshire.
It is bounded by Aberdeenshire, and
the
MARYKIRK. a parish, containing
post-office
Banchory- Da venick, Fetteresso, and Dnriis. Its
ngth, east-north-eastward, is 6 miles: and it« great- villages of Marykirk and Luthemmir. on the south
t breadth is 2f miles.
The river Dee traces the border of Kincardineshire. It is bounded by Forhole of its northern boundary; and a considerable farshire, and by the parishes of Fettercaim, For-

to Tain. If mile soath of Dingwall.
It
comparatively recent formation, and partakes
of a new village, inhabited by crofters
jthe character
land mechanics.
Here are a chapel of ease, a Free
is of

office village, in

MARYBURGH,

;

;

—

m, coming in from Fetteresso, runs northward
rough its centre to the Dee. Some small hanghs
d dales lie along the banks of the river; bnt the
st

of the surface

is

uneven and rocky, and

rises

ard the boundaries into the skirring hills of the
some of which are moorish, heathy, and
mmpians,
"
y, while others have a clothing of verdure inter;rsed with large stones.
The soil on the side of
8 river is
naturally thin and sandy ; that of the
ing midland becomes deeper and blacker, with
ionally a bottom of clay and that toward the
tdiem border is predominantly swampy, turfy,
;

Vast improvements, however, have
mossy.
J effected, on ground which " thoroughly to imire, enclose, and render tolerably fertile," says
author of the Old Statistical Account, " may be
:i08t termed a new creation."
About 3,300 im-

li

-

are in tillage; about 4.200 are pastoral
and about 850 are under plantation. The
;
iominant rocks are granite and gneiss. ^Vhat is

ial acres

-waste

«ied "iron-slag" is also found. Upwards of oneIf of the
parish belongs to Mr. Gordon of Fyvie ;
[1 the rest is distributed into six
The
properties.
insions are Maiyculter. Kingcaussie. Heathcote,
i Aachlunies.
Part of the parish appears to have
n a favourite haunt of the Knights-Templars.
^ only antiquities are some small cairns.
The
i«h is traversed by the south road of Deeside,
has ready access across the Dee to the Culter
ion of the Deeside railway. Population in 1831,
in 1851, 1.055.
Houses, 189. Assessed pro1843, £4.513 8s. 8d.
Inis parish is in the
presbytery and synod of
srdeen.
Patron, Daff of Fetteresso.
Stipend,
;

^_in

I 128. 2d.;
glebe,
with £10 fees.

,

£20.

The

Schoolmasters salary,
parish church

was

built

and contains 460 sittings. There is a Free
Kdi, and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
4s. 3Jd.
There are a Roman Catholic college
a Roman Catholic chajjel at BuLiEf?: which see.
are two non-parochial schools and a parochial
The original form of the word Maryculter
/.
787,

Bariae Cultura.

doun, Laurencekirk, Garvock, and St. Cyrus. Its
length eastward is about 7 miles and its greatest
breadth is about 6 miles. The North Esk runs for
5 miles along the southern boundary; the Luther
runs south-westward through the middle of the interior, to the North Esk; and the Black bum, the
Dowrie bum. and the bums of Balmakelly and
Balmaleedie drain the side districts into the larger
;

streams.
The surface of the parish comprises large
part of the south-western extremity of the Howe of
Aleams, and has a predominantly champaign character, sloping gently from the north and the east to
the North Esk ; but rising grounds, called the hills
of Kirkton and Balmaleedie, extend in two parallel
ridges along the south-east border, from the vicinity of the hill of Garvock to the vicinity of Marykirk village, their upper end being separated from
the hill of Garvock only by a defile or large gap
The soil is very various,
called the Wide-open.
In
but in general is fertile and well-cultivated.
some parts along the North Esk and the Luther, it
is loamy alluvium ; in some other parts, it is sandy
or gravelly; in many places.it contains boulders;
in some parts, it is a wet and rather poor clay and
in the north and north-east, it was formerly moorish, but has been much ameliorated by cultivation.
Sandstone, belonging to the old red formation, abounds and is quarried ; and various kinds of
About 6.955
trap occur in the rising grounds.
imperial acres are in tillage ; about 573 are in pasThere are
under
wood.
are
ture; and about 1,532
seven landowners.
The real rental in 1842 was
£7.245; the value of assessed property in 1843,
£7.988; the estimated value of raw produce in
1842, £24,231. The mansions are Kirktonhill, Bal;

makewan, Inglismaldie, Thomton-castle, and Hatton.
There are in the parish a spinning-mill, a
A
fiax-mill, six com -mills, and five saw -mills.
very considerable employment also is bandloom
The parish is traversed by the
linen weaving.
north road from Dundee to Aberdeen, by the road
from Fettercaim to Montrose, and by the Aberdeen
railway and it has a station on the "ailway, 4 miles
;

MARYPARK.

from Laurencekirk and 34 from Aberdeen. The
village of Marykirk stands in the south-east comer
of the parish, near the North Esk, on the road from
Montrose to Fettercairn, 6 miles north-west of
Montrose. It had an ancient cross, part of which
still standing.
It anciently bore the name of
Aberluthnet, in allusion to the debouch of a small
rivulet in its vicinity and it gave that name also
a name which continued to be used
to the parish,
so late as the beginning of last century.
bridge
of four arches over the North Esk, situated a little
below the village, and built in 1813, proved of very
high utility to the surrounding countr3^ Population of the village, about 300.
Population of the

is

—

;

A

Houses, 473.
parish in 1831, 2,032; in 1851, 2,232.
This parish is in the presbytery of Fordoun, and
Patron, Crombie of
S3'nod of Angus and Mearns.
Thornton. Stipend, £246 6s. Id.; glebe, £8. Unappropriated teinds, £121 4s. lOd. Schoolmaster's

The parish church was
salary, £30, with £20 fees.
There is
built in 1806, and contains 638 sittings.
a Free church in Marykirk, with an attendance of
200; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
There is an United Presbyterian
10s. Id.
church at Muirton, built in 1824, and containing
430 sittings. There are a Congregational chapel at
Sauchieburn, and a Baptist one at Luthermuir. There
are five non-parochial schools and a public library.

£89

MARYPARK,

a post-office station subordinate

on the east side of Moravshire.
MARYPORT, a creek 2^ miles north of the Mull
of Galloway, on the east coast of the parish of Kirkmaiden, Wigtonshire, one of about sixteen tiny bays
which indent the outline of that peninsular parish.
Though this creek is currently called a port, the
only real harbours in the parish are Drummore, If
mile to the north, and Portnessock on the west coast.
MARY'S BOWER. See Habbie's Howe.
MARY'S (St.). See Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Kelso, and Ronaldshay (Socth).
MARY'S ISLE (St.), a peninsula, 1^ mile in
to Cragellachie.

length, and 3 furlongs in mean breadth, in the parish of Kirkcudbright, Kirkcudbrightshire, formed
by the main channel of the estuary of the Dee on
the west, and a bay advancing inland from the
broader part of that estuary on the east. The retreat of tiie sea, so noticeable along the whole coast
of Kirkcudbrightshire, is peculiarly observable in
this peninsula.
The sea, in former times, made the
literally

isle, and covered at
its present cultivated

an

fdace
east one-half of

every tide at
surface.

The

west side

is high ground, defended by a border of
but the east side visibly discloses from end
in large shell -banks, the former line of
high water. The whole peninsula is ornately occupied with the wooded and very beautiful pleasuregrounds of the Earl of Selkirk, and presided over
by his lordship's principal residence in their centre.
The grounds are elegantly laid out in winding

rocks

;

to end,

walks, and gardens and lawns of uncommon elegance; and form a gorgeous environ, at only J of a
mile distance, of the burgh of Kirkcudbright. The
family of Selkirk are among the most aristocratically descended in the south of Scotland, and are
nearly allied to the chief houses lx)th of Hamilton
and of Douglas.
priory, founded in the reign of David I. by
Fergus, I^rd of Galloway, occupied the isle till the
Reformation ; and having been dedicated to the
Virgin Mary, occasioned its ancient name wiiicli
was the Isle of Trahil or Trayl to be superseded
by that of St. Mary's Isle. Tiie priory was called
It was the
Prioratus Sancta; Maria? de Trayl.'
seat of canons-regular of the order of St. Augustine;
and biiing given by its founder to the abbey of

A

—

'
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—

(St.).

Holyrood, became a dependent cell of that establishment. The prior was a lord of parliament. The
priory was surrounded with high walls, which enclosed an extensive area.
The outer gate was distant at least half-a-mile from the priory, and stood
at a place about the same distance from the town,
and still called the Great Cross. The inner gate
led immediately to a group of cells, the habitations

of the monks, and was called the Little Cross. All
the buildings were swept away about 165 years
ago, to give full scope for beautifying the ground as
a noble demesne.
While the Earl of Selkirk was extending his garden toward the close of last century, 14 humat)
skeletons were discovered by the workmen, placed
regularly alongside of one another with their feet to
the east, occupying a spot quite different from the
burying-ground of the monks, one of tliem distin-

guished by some moimmental honours from the
rest, and all the remains possibly of persons inprevious to the existence of

terred

the

priory.

David Panther, or Panitor, was

prior of St. Mary's
toward the middle of the 16th centurj-. See
He was one of the most
article Cambuskexneth.
eminent literary men of his day, and wrote letters, published by Ruddiman in 1772, which afford
a model of classical latinity; but, according to
Buchanan, he was a profane man, and instigated
Isle

persons at court to all manner of impurities; and
"
according to John Knox, eating and drinking was

the pastyme of his lyif."
He died at Stirling on
the 1st of October, 1558. Robert Richardson, descended from a line of respectable citizens of Edinburgh, and previously promoted to the offices of
lord-treasurer and general of the mint, was made
commander of St. Mary's Isle about the year 15(50;
and he used such adroitery as to hold all his lucrative situations under both Mary and her son.
Large

were purchased by him and at his deatn,
were left to his two sons. Sir James Richaidson of Smeaton, and Sir Robert Richardson ol!
-^
Pencaitland. The noted Paul Jones, when i;
estates

;

in 1571,

''

ing the coast with his fleet in 1778, made a di
on St. Mary's Isle, with the view of seizing
Earl of Selkirk as a hostage during the war witli
America. His lordship being from home, all tli«
:

mansion was seized and carriec
was returned uninjured and withou;

silver-plate in his

away

;

but

it

cost, .seven years after the depredation.

LAKE

MARY'S
(St.), a beautiful small iak(
lying between two precipitous hills, very richh
wooded, in the immediate vicinity cf the town o
The clegan
Tobermorj', in the island of Mull.
modern mansion of Drumfin stands on its banks.
MARY'S LOCH (St.), a beautiful sheet of water
formed by expansion of the river Yarrow, on th
west border of Selkirkshire. It is about 4 miles ii
length ; and, with the lesser lake of the Lowes, lie
imbedded amid hills in a beautiful pastoral countrj'
"There are few spots," says an anonymous writei
" where there is so little that is
repulsive to mar
and yet so few traces of his presence. You nia
scan the abrupt green hills on either side, from th
water's edge to their summits, witliout seeing an
art, save scattered here and theri
on the declivities those mysterious-looking circulf!
sheep-pens, which look like so many gigantic dogi,
collars dropped from the clouds, and remaiiiint
where they fell. The banks sink abruptly dov^
into the lake, the waters of which are exquisite!

work of human

^

Wordsworth says

transparent.

—

'TIiroHtch herdpptlig St Mar)''« Inko
Is vinibly (loligliteii,

For not H fentiue of those
la

ill

tlie

mirror

hills

slijflueU.'

I

I
^^
I,

LOCH

MAJIY'S

MARYTON.
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(St.).

t is, in fact, a most minute and faithful lookinglass to all the hills; and they look as clean and

More distant, and peeping over these, is
nanters.
the top of Carrifrangans, a dreadtul precipice in

tnooth as if tliey had shaved themselves by it.
lie whole scene must have indeed been very diffrom its present aspect, when these abrupt

Towering above Carrifrangans, though
not so distant, is the pointed summit of the White
the highest mountains in the south
one
of
Coomb,
of Scotland. On the same side is a hill called the
Braken-law. Here the river Meggat joins the lake
after flowing through Mergatdale, a wild district,
tlie principad hunting-scene of the royal Stnarts in
this part of the kingdom. At the foot of the Brakenlaw is seen, though indistinctly, the ruined chapel
and burial-place of St. Mary's, from which the lake
derives its name. This, also, the poet's pen has
rendered a classic spot. In this lonely place the
bones of many an outlaw mingle with the dust;
and here the shepherd of the present day still finds
kis last resting-place.

were covered with dusky
Ttiey

saw

Tney

tbougiit

'

pines.

them before,
for to see,"

the derke forest
it

awsome

lys the ballad of the outlaw Murray, describing
'
full 5,000 men,' in one
le advance of the Kin::'s
the expeditions of the Jameses to make war on
rievers."
Sir Walter Scott, in his Introduction

w

the second canto of ilarmion,' has given a
eaphic description of this loch :
'

—

most

" Oft in

my mind such tliougiitg awake
By lone Sl Miry's silent lake.
Thoa know'st it "well. nor fen, nor seilge,

—

Mofifatdale.

*

PoUate the piire lake's crystal edge:
Abrapt and sheer, the mountains sink
At once upon the level brink
And just a trace of silver sand
Marks where the water meets the land.
Far in the mirror, brizht and biue.
Each hill's huge outline you may view;
:

Where

There's nothing

Where

left

tiie

hallowed

soil,

rests him from his toil
his bones be laid

erst U14
his suuple
simple fathers

:

pcay

f/^2:, Ciuv^^O
Tlrs ancient chapel
IS the subject
sum
of many tradiapel is
tions, and of a variety of ballads and poetry of an
eient and modem date.
"

St.

Mary's loch

lies

shimmering

still.

But Sl Mary's kirk-bell's iang dune ringing!
There's naething now but tlie grare-stane hiU
To tcU o' a' their loud psalm-singing ! "

lone, might dwell ;
to Fancy's guess,

—

Too see that all is loneliness
And silence aids,—though the

beneath

And, dying, bids

Save where, of land, yon slender line
Bears thwart the lake the scattered piiit
'Sot thicket, doll, nor copse you spy
Where living thing concealed might lie;
Nor point, retiring, hides a dell.

woodman

in feudal strife a foe
laid our Lady's chapel low.

still

The peasant

Shaggy with heath, but lonely bare.
Nor tree, nor busli. nor brake is there,

swain, or

For thorigh

Haih
Yet

'

'

;

Among the ballads, that of the Douglas trag-^y
has been rendered familiar to the reading world by
The
Sir Walter Scott in the Boi-der Minstrelsy.'
Lord William and Lady Margaret of that ancient
ditty, were buried in the chapel.

ste«p bills

Send to the lake a thousand rills.
In summer-tide so soft they weep.
The sound but lulls the ear asieep:
Tour horse's hoof-tread sounds too rude
"
So stilly is the solitude

'

—

'.

" Lord WilM.im

Tbe road from Peebles and Innerleithen

was buried in
Lady Margaret in Mary's

to St.

a wild mountain defile,
lity'8 loch passes through
opens on the vale of the Yarrow about 3 miles
the lake. On emerging from this, the lonely
all at once bursts on the traveller's view ;
i here for a time nothing is seen but mountains
tared with sheep, and the cottage, long associated
the name and writings of the Ettrick Shepherd,
ith stands at a short distance east of the lake,
|.wliich, more than any other feature in the landte, makes St. Mary's loch an object of interest to

Out

And

vh

A

psrers 'of poetry. Almost every mountain and
in the Forest have been hallowed by the
of the bard, who
'

o"

"

St.

Mary's kirk.

quire;
the lady's grave grew a bonny
out o' the knight's a brier.

re»l

"

wsc,

And they twa met, and they twa plat.
And fain they wad be near;
And a' the woiid might ken right weeU
Tliey were

twa

lovers dear.

" But
by and rade the Black Douglas,
And wow but he was rough !
For he pulled up the Ixinny brier

And

flaiig'd in St.

Mary's loch."

An ancient and very popular tradition has also given
the ground-work of Mr. Hogg's ballad of ' Mess
John;' and tlie chapel is the scene of the principal
Here the
incident in his ballad of Mary Scott.'
daughter of stem Tushilaw is supposed, by the poet,
to have been brought for interment; here she awaked
from that sleep which appeared to all the sleep ot
death ; and here was married to her lover, Pringle,
Lord of Torwoodlee.
MARY'S LOCH (St.), or Loch Moik, a monntain
lake, about 3 miles long, with an average breadth of
1 mile, in the northern part of the parish of Alness,
in Ross-shire, Its sides are flanked by alpine, rocky,
precipitous heights, which give its scenery a stiblime
character. The lake is very deep, and has never
been known to freeze further than a few yards from
the side. Its name is derived from an ancient Roman
Catholic place of worship, situated in a romantic
glen at one of its extremities, and the ruins of which
"

nd

in yout'n

a harp

the hills.
and whilst the

among

moon
by the Elfin-people :
need hung o'er still Sl Mary's loch.
by that channed water, so that the swan
floating onwards through the water-blue,
amlike creature listening to a dream
the Queen of the Fairies rising silently
the pure mist, stood at the shepherd's feet,
( half-forgot her own green paradise,
the
bosom of the bill, so n-ild!
[in
wtetl so sad! flowed forth that shepherd's lay."
:

'

—

:

:

I

"

1

—

lie foot of the loch stands the mined tower of
ope: which see. Opposite the farm of Dry^on the other side of the lake, is the farmstead••f Bowerhope; and, behind it. the lofty and pre:MBte Bowerfaope-law, of which the bard of Ettrick,

iftemplating its

miss

in winter, has sung,

—

'But winter's deadly hues shall fade
On moorland bald and mountain sbaw.
And goon the rainbow's lovely shade
Sleep on the breast of Bowerhope-law."

hea.i of the lake, and directly over the old
Rre the hra^« or four hills of Chapelhope,
" 'k-T'. i>ntskirts of which are cele"'"*i""j'»ii J lU,
-d as til" U-^ set'/eat of the persecuted Cove^

.'.

'

still exist.

M.\RYS WELL. See Tauuat and Kirkholm.
MARYTON, a parish, consisting of two detached
maritime district of Forfarshire. Its
Montrose, 3 miles to the north-east and
north. The larger estate, called Old Montrose, the
property anciently of the great family of Montrose,
but now of the Earl of Southesk, is bounded on the
estates, in the

post-town

is

MARYTON.
!

1

north by the river South Esk, which divides it from
Dun, on the north-east by Montrose-basin, which
divides it from Montrose, on the east and south by
Its length, from
Craig, and on the west by Farnell.
north to south, is 2^ miles and its breadth expands
from 1| mile, toward the north, to 2.J on the extreme
Pow-water is its boundary for f of a mile
south.
with Farnell; and Haugh-burn bisects it north-eastward to Montrose-basin. The southern extremity
rises in a hillocky ridge, and sends up from a base
of rock 300 or 400 feet above sea-level, a bulky artificial eminence, called Maryton-law, intended probably as a beacon-post, or as a seat of feudal justice,
and commanding a fine view of the German ocean,
with the rich carpeting of Craig parish on the foreground, of the harbour, basin, town, and links of
Montrose, foiled by the undulating heights of Kinand of the rich green
cardineshire, in the distance,
strath of the South Esk, with the town of Brechin
in the centre, and the bold ascents and rugged skyline of the Grampian mountains on the back-ground.
Excepting this hillocky screen along the south, the
whole area is nearly level, and consists, on the surface, of a very fine loam, or of powerful wheat-beai'ing carse-land, both in a state of prime cultivation.
Part of the rich ground has been embanked, to protect it from encroachment by the tides.
Formerly
vessels of from 50 to 60 tons used to bring lime and
coal up the basin, as far as the farm of Old Montrose, and to carry potatoes and other farm produce
but of late years this practo tjie London market
tice has been discontinued.
Vestiges are visible of
tlie foundations and moat of the old castle of Bonnyton, anciently the residence of the Woods of

—

—
;

—

—

;

Bonnyton, whose

mauchlinp:.
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estate,

once separate,

—

is

now

incor-

The lesser estate and
porated with that of Montrose
district of the parish is called Dysart, lies from 6 to
furlongs south of the larger district, and became
in 1856 the property of Mr. Grant. It is 2J miles in
length from east to west; varies in breadth fi'om a
furlong to 1 ^ mile ; and is bounded by the German
ocean, by Lunan, and by Craig. The romantic dell
called Buckyden is its boundary-line for a considerable way with Lunan which see. The coast-line,
about a mile in length, is bold, and sends off the
surface at a considerable elevation above sea-level.
The whole area lies higher than that of Old Montrose, excepting the latter's southern bank, and is
carpeted with naturally a much poorer soil ; yet it
is all enclosed and under culture,
The whole parish
comprehends about 2,180 acres, of which about 200
are in pasture and under wood, and all the rest in
A coarse stone, a species of trap, is quarried
tillage.
in several places as road-metal and material for stone
fences.
Old Montrose has somewhat near access
to the Farnell-road and Dun-bridge stations of the
Aberdeen railway; and Dysart is traversed by the
great coast road from Dundee to Aberdeen. The
real rental of the parish in 1855 was £5,177.
The
estimated value of raw produce in 1833 was
in
in
3?6.
£14,508. Population
1831, 419;
1851,

n

:

—

Houses, 76.
lliis parish is in the presbyteiy of Brechin, «nd
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £198 6s. 9d.; glebe, £18.
salary, £30, with £10 fees, and £4 other emoluments.

parish churcli was built in 1791, is situated in
tlie south-east corner of Old Montrose, and contains
nearly 300 sittings. Tlicrc is a Free church, ahso
with about 300 sittings; and the amount of its reof wliich £420
ceipts in 1856 was £461 98. 6id.,
was for local building purposes. Theie is a paroTiie name of Maryton, like nearly
chial library.
names with the word
all the other
topographical
Mary in their composition, was assumod in Kuman

The

—

Catholic times in honour of the Virgin Maiy ; and 8
well on the border of the parish still retains tht
name of Mary well.
a village in the parish of St
Vigeans, Forfarshire. It is a station of the countj

MAKYWELL,

Population, 138. Houses, 36.
(The). See Eachaig.
MASSICK (The). See Inverness-shiee.
MASTERTON, a village in the parish of Dunfermline, 1^ mile north-north-west of Inverkeithing

police.

MASSAN

Fifeshire.

commands

It is

situated

upon an eminence,

ant

fine prospects of the frith of Forth, an(

Here is an hospital for fou
widows, founded and endowed in 1676, by Sir Ilenr]
Wardlaw of Pitreavie. Population, 145. Houses, 35
the adjacent country.

MATHERS.

See Cykus (St.).
See Glasgow.
(St.).
MAUCHLINE, a parish, containing the post
and
the
town of Mauchline,
villages of Haugh an(
Auchmillan, nearly in the centre of the district o
Kyle, Ayrsliire. It is bounded by Craigie, Gal
au(
Stair,
ston,
Sorn, Auchinleck, Ochiltree,
southward is about 1-,
Its length
Tarboltou.
miles; and its breadth varies from 2 to 4 miles

MATTHEW'S

Mauchline -hill, forming part of what is callet
the Long Ridge of Kyle,' and attaining a con
'

siderable altitude, rises a little north-eastward o
the town, runs in a ridge westward about a mile ii
the parish, and terminates at Schioch hill in Tar
bolton.
The ridge commands a magnificent view c
neai'ly all Ayrshire and the frith of Clyde, foiled o:
the south by Cairnsmuir and other alpine summit
of Galloway, on the west by the Paps of Jurj
towering up behind the bold mountains of Arrai;
and on the north by Benlomond and adjacent skjJ
scaling heights looking over the undulating hills d
Renfrewshire.
Excepting in Mauchline-hill tl
surface of the parish is, in general, flat, with a gent
prevailing declination to the south. About 340 acre
of marshy ground and declivities are covered wi
wood a patch of the medium size of a field is most
and all the rest of the area is arable, fully enclose
excellently cultivated, and cheerful in aspect,
large tract of land, formerly called Mauchline-mot
exhibits no traces of its ancient condition, but vi
with many a naturally favoured spot in its culture,
The soil, in
enclosures, and its belts of wood.
vicinity of the town, is light and sandy in a
localities, is a rich loam ; and, over tlie greater pt
of the parish, is of a clayey nature. Coal, liniestoi
and ironstone abound, but are so thin in the strt
\^'hito sar
that they have ceased to be worked,
stone, much esteemed for its colour, for the finent
of its grain, and for its durability, is quarried
Deaconbank and excellent red sandstone,
strata of great thickness, is worked in the vicin
of the town.
The river Ayr runs across the sot
end of the parish, between steep red sandstone ro(
40 or 50 feet high, overhung by wood, and
Of several caves cut
beautiful and romantic.
of the rocks, resembling those at Auchinleck, noti<
by Dr. Johnson, one bears the name of Peden's c4
and is said to have been a frequent hiding-plact
the celebrated Alexander Peden during the periCK
the persecution.
Lugar-water joins the Ayr, on
;

;

;

;

bank, a little above Barskimming. Cessno
water runs nortii-westward through the noi'th

left

l^ochbroom, 2^ miles north-T»
part of the parish,
of the town, was a lake of 60 acres in area, but
been drained, and is intersected by the GlaBf

and South Western railway, and now prcsenta
TheW
tlie view fruitful fields instead of water.
reu'

nine principal landowners.
average
arable land is £1 5s. per acre. 'J'he estimated vi
was
of raw produce in 1837
il5,790. Asset
'i"ho

MAUCHLIXE.

in

Population
property in 1843, £7,572 6s. Id.
Houses, 349.
1831, 2"232; in 1851, 2,470.
a
in
Maucliline
On
1647,
moor,
party of the King's
and
troops were defeated by a party of Covenanters
;

their military chest, it is said, was found, many
Five
yeare afterwards, hid on the scene of action.
Covenantere were martjTed in the parish under the
a
reign of James YII., and were commemorated by
tombstone— now substituted by a recently erected

monument

—at

Mauchline town-head.

The

cele-

brated reformer and martyr, George Wishart, was
invited, in 1544, to preach in the church of Mauchline
and, on his amval, he found the place guarded
him by
by a party of soldiers, posted there to resist
the sheriff of Ayr, a heated opponent of the Reforin.
Some of the country-people proposing to
;

an entrance, he dissuaded them, saying: ''It
word of peace I preach unto you; the blood
Christ is as
(rf no man shall be shed for it this day.
mighty in the fields as in the church and He himin
self, when he lived in the flesh, preached oftener
Ae desert and by the sea-side, than in the temple of
"
and he then moved away to Machline•Jerusalem
moor, followed by a multitudinous assembly, and
there preached to them upwards of three houra.
rhe parish is traversed by the road between Glasgow
ind Dumfries, by three "other tumpiltes, by several
subordinate roads, and by the Glasgow and Southwestern railway; and it has a station on the railway, 9J miles from Kilmarnock, and 43 from Glasgow. A bridge over the Ayr at Barskimming, and
a railway viaduct at Ballochmyle, are veiy elegant
raeetious, each having a single arch 100 feat wide,
respectively 90 and 95 feet high.
T'.us parish is in the presbyterj' of Ayr, and synod
^asgow and Avr. Patron, tlie Marquis of HastUnStipend, £230 19s. lid.; glelje, £20.
.c

,.ie

;

;

ipriated

teinds,

£33

3s.

Schoolmaster's

5d.

with £40 fees, and £10 other
uments. Tiie parish church was built in 1829,
contains about 1.100 sittings.
There is a Free
ch, whose receipts in 1856 amounted to £647 9s.
There is also an United Presbyterian church,
an attendance of about 300.
There is a school
I the New educational
institution, founded and
wed by the heirs of the late Mr, Stewart of
lock-bank near Leith, and conducted by 2 male
lers, with salaries of respectively £40 and £20,
by a female teacher, with a salaiy of £20 and
e scholars who attend
it, 50 are taught gratis,
the rest pay fees.
There are likewise a female
'1 of
industry in the town, and a subscription
y,

£34

4s. 4id.,

;

1 at

Crosshands.

The ancient

comprehended not only
-bline,
r

but also

all

Som

all

parish of Mauchthe present parish of

the territory

Irishes of
and
d to the Stewart's

which now forms

Muirkirk; and

it

all

be-

princely domain of Kyle" At
the com"ement of the reign of William, in 1165, Walter,
-on of Alan,
granted to the monks of Melrose
inds of Mauchline. with the right of
pasturage,
>
wide-spreading forest on the upper branches
^•i Ayr river; extending to the boundaries of
esdale: and the Stewart, also, gave the same
>^3 a carrucate of
land, to improve, in the places
convenient ; all which was confirmed to them
at
the
'ving William,
request of the donor. The
^<s of Melrose
planted, at Mauchline, a colony
irown order; and this establishment continued
il of the
monastery of Melrose till the ReformaIn the before-mentioned
grant of the lands of
lehline, or in the confirmations thereof, there is
lention of the church of Mauchline. It is, theremore than probable that the parish-church of
ichline was established
by the monks of Melrose,

-

'

art.

MAUCHLINE.
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George Chalmers says,

—

after they had become owners of the territoiy : and
it is quite certain that the church belonged to them.
It is apparent that the country which formed the
extensive parish of Mauchline, was but very little
settled when the monks obtained the grant from the
This fact shows, that during the reign
first Walter.
of David I., and even during the reigns of his grandsons and successors, Malcolm IV. and William, Renfrew and Ayr were inhabited chiefly by Scoto-Irish,
who did not supply a full population to the country.
The monks afterwards acquired great additional
property in the district, and contributed greatly to
the settlement and cultivation of it. They obtained
ample jurisdictions over their extensive estates of

Mauchline, Kylesmure, and Barmure, which were
formed into a regality, the courts whereof were held
This village was afterwards created
at Mauchline.
a free burgh-of-barony, by the charter of James IV.,
Before the Reformation there
in October, 1510.
were in this parish two chapels; the one on Greenock-water, in the district which now forms the parish of Muirkirk, and the other on the river Ayr, on
the lands that now form the parish of Som. This
last was dedicated to St. Cuthbert, and stood a little
to the eastward of the present village of Catrine, on
a field which is still called St. Cuthbertsholm. The
church of Mauchline. with its tithes and pertinents,
continued, at the Refoimation, to belong to the

monks

of Melrose,

who

also

held the extensive

barony of Kylesmure and Barmure, in that parish ;
and the whole was granted, in 1606, to Hugh, Lord
Loudoun. An act of parliament was then passed,
dissolving from the abbey of Melrose the lands and
barony before-mentioned, and the parish-kirk of
Mauchline, with its tithes and other property and
erecting the whole into a temporal lordship to Hugh,
Lord Loudoun and creating the town of Mauchline
into a free burgh-of-barony, with a weekly- market
and two fiiii-s yearly. The great efi"ect of such grants
was only to make one ungrateful, and a dozen discontented. The monks had done fift)' times more
good to the country than the Loudouns ever essayed.
In 1631 the large district which fonns the parish of
Muirkirk was detached from Mauchline, and formed
;

;

In 1636 it was settled that
is now included in the parish of
from
detached
be
Sorn should
Mauchline, and formed
and a church was built at
into a separate parish
Dalgain in that year but, from the distractions that
followed, the establishment of this new parish was
not fully completed till 1692. The parish of Mauchline was thus reduced to less than a fifth of its
fonner magnitude."
The Town of Maichlixe stands at the intersection of the Glasgow and Dumfries road with the
Edinburgh and Ayr road, adjacent to the Mauchline
railway station. 1^ mile north of the river Ayr, 2
miles west-north-west of Catrine, 5 east by north of
Tarbolton, 6^ north-west of Cumnock, 7 south of
Galston, 12 east-north-east of Ayr, and 30 by road,
but 43 by railway, south by west of Glasgow. Its site
Its environs
is on the south side of Mauchline-hill.
are a delightfully cultivated country, studded with
The town is neatly edificed, has a
fine mansions.
pleasing appearance, and, measured by the bulk of
into a separate parish.

the district which

;

;

Its
its population, looks prosperous and important.
charter as a burgh-of-barony having been lost, about
140 years ago, in the conflagration of the Registerofiice of Edinburgh, it has not re-acquired power to

own magistrates. Its peace, however, is
well-preserved by ten resident and neighlouring
The parish-church, occupying a
justices of peace.
site in the centre of the town, is highly ornamental
to it, and has been pronounced one of the most handelect its

some ecclesiastical

edifices in Ayrshire.

It is chiefly

MAUOHLINE.

and built of red sandstone; and at the east
sends up a tower 90 feet in height, and surmounted by turrets. Its predecessor, a lumpish,
plain, sombre building, well-known to most Scotchmen as the scene of Burns' Holy Fair,' stood for
six centuries on the same site, surrounded by the
public burying-ground. The new educational institution is a neat structure, with tasteful flowerplots, in the outskirts of the town.
Many objects
both in the town and in its vicinity are associated
with the poet Buinis and with his satires.
The
farm of Mossgiel, on which he resided nine }'ears.
and which he subleased from Mr. Gavin Hamilton,
writer in Mauchline, lies about a mile north-west of
An old edifice, the
the town see article Mossgiel.
relic of the ancient priory, and the residence in Burns'
days of Mr. Hamilton, called Mauchline-castle, situated near the church, was the scene of some of his
amours, and contains a room in which he wrote his
profane parody called 'the Calf.' The cottage or
Gotliic,

end

it

'

:

'

change-house of Poosey Nancy,' or Agnes Gihson,
which was one of his chief resorts in quest of the
clachan yill,' and the scene of his piece called the
'

'

Jolly Beggars,' stands nearly opposite the church"
yard-gate. It was the favourite resort," says Allan

Cunningham, "of lame

sailors,

maimed

soldiers,

wan-

dering tinkers, travelling ballad-singers, and all such
loose companions as hang about the skirts of society."
Separated from the gable of this house, only by the
commencement of an intervening lane, stands the
public-house kept by John Dow, another great resort
of Burns, a thatched plain building of two stories.
On a pane on one of its back windows the poet wrote
the absurd epitaph on his host, representing Dow's
creed to be simply a comparative estimate of the
Value of his several liquors. The lane which strikes
off between these houses is the Cowgate, along which
'Common sense,' or the poet's correspondent Dr.
Mackenzie, escaped when a certain minister appeared
at the tent.
In the church -yard, so painfully associated with the demoralizing images, and in some
instances too just satire of our bard's 'Holy Fair,'
may be seen the graves of the Rev. Mr. Auld, Nanse
Tinnock, and some other persons whom he made the
butt of his rhymes. Various scenes of his exquisite
lyrics,— pieces in which the effusions of his genius
may be enjoyed with less pain and damage to the moral
occur along the banks of the river Ayr.
feelings,
Mauchline has an extensive manufactureof wooden
snuff-boxes, cigar-cases, card -cases, fire-screens,

—

ladies'

work-boxes, drawing-room ornaments, and

other similar articles, beautifully painted in variety
This trade began
of colours, or checked into tartan.
at Cumnock with the fine hinge of the snuff-box
but it afterwards was altered and greatly extended
by the ornamental painting and it has taken a deep
seat in that form in Mauchline, in so mucli as to
furnish large constant supplies of articles to the PLngThe weaving of cotton
lish and the foreign market.
goods, also, employs a large proportion of the inhabiFairs arc held for cows, horses, and hiring
tants.
on the Thursday after the 4tli day of February; for
cows, on the second Thursday of April; for races
and general business, on the last Thursday of April;
for cows and horses, on the Wednesday after the
18th day of May, and on the fourth Wednesday of
;

;

cows, horses, and shearers, on tlie first
of August; for cows, horses, ewes, and
lambs, on the 26tli day of September, or on tlic
on the
'J'hursday after; and for cows and horses,
Thursday after the 4th day of November, and on
the 4th Wednesday of December. The town has a
gas-light company, an office of the Commercial hank,
and seven insurance agencies. Population in 18.j1,

June;

for

Wednesday

1,364; in 1851, 1,449.

MAXTON.
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MAUD-HILL. See Rathven.
MAUDISTON. See Maddisto-v.
MAULD. See Kiltaulity.
MAULDSLIE. See Cauluke.
MAUL-ELAN, two islets at the entrance of Loci

Assynt, on the west coast of Suiherlandshire.
MAUM-SOULE. See Loch-Be.nevan.
MAUNDEKLEA. See Alvah.
MAVIE. See Kilmaronock.
MAVISBANK. See Lasswade.
MAVISGRIND. See Mainland of Shetland.
MAVISTONE. See Dyke and Moy.
MAXTON, a parish on the north bolder of Ro:

It contains the villages of Maxton at
burghshire.
Rutherford; but its post-town is St. Boswells, aboi
1
It is bounded by Berwickshir
§ mile to the west.

and by Makerston, Roxburgh, Ancrum, and

S

length north-eastward is 3^ miles
and its greatest breadth is 2J miles. The riv(
Tweed traces curvingly, for 4 miles, the westei
and northern boundaries, along a path of red sane
Boswells.

Its

stone, and between alternately sloping and stee
banks of great beauty. The soutliern corner of tl
parish is occupied by the north-east end of the hig
ridge called Lilliard's edge, famous as the scene

(

the battle of Ancrum-moor: see Ancrum. Ilalf-i
mile north of this rises a hill called MoorhouselaT
All the rest of tlie surface is a plain gently slopin
to the Tweed.
Nearly 700 acres are planted ar
about 10 acres are bog. The soil of the highei
parts of the arable lands is thin and wet, upon
stiff, retentive till; but that of the other parts
either a rich, clayey loam, superincumbent on til
or a light, sharp, dry soil, superincumbent on sanj
There are five landowners, j
stone or gravel.
The yearly value of raw product
non-resident.
exclusive of the produce of gardens, Avoods,
;

j

ai|

was estimated in 1834 at £12,000. Ai
sessed property in 1855-6, £6,161 4s. The paril
is traversed by the road from Melrose to Kelso, a!
by the Kelso 'fork of the Edinburgh and IIawi[
Mf.
railway; and it has stations on the railway for
ton and Rutherford, at respectively 43 J and 46^ mi»,
from P^dinburgli. The village of Maxton stands R
the Melrose and Kelso road, on the west borderH
fisheries,

It was ancienti}*
the parish, near the Tweed.
said to hi%
place of some importance, and is even
had 4,000 or 5,000 hihabitants; but it now consi|i
of a few huts, the shaft of its ancient cross stand:|i
before them, and the foundations of its ancient
houj|
the adjacl
occasionally marring the plough in
462
in
the
fields.
;|f
1831,
parish
Population of

1851,550.

Houses, 91.

^

About 1 J mile north-east of the village of MaxtW
on a high bank overlooking the Tweed, stand J
ruins of Littledean tower, built in the form c
crescent, and anciently a place of some strenji
The Kerrs of Littledean, a fiunily of consider)
Horder fame, resided here, and have a burying v
corne
adjoining the church.— In the north-east
the parish, on a rocky height overhanging the Tw
in
circ
fiet
about
480
is a nearly circular camp
fercnce, called Ringly hall, defended on one sid'
the river, and on other sides by moats and ramp;

An

th(

English army is traditionally reported,
without mention of date or occasion, to have o
pied this position for several days, confronted
Scottish force, who were ensconced on the opp
bank of the river in a ravine which retains, fron
occurrence, the name of the Scots hole.' Tlie
tlie Tv
lish, being superior in numbers, forded
and, after a severe encounter witii the Scots )#
rising ground still called the Plea-brae, f^^if^
The snot at wliichW*
discomfiture.
'

]'!

complete
English passed was called Rue-tnc-ford, on

act

*

lAXWELL-HEUGH.

having had so grievous cause to regret fordriver, and transferred its name, altered
Rutherford, to the lands around it, and the

of their

the

If this tiaaitionary story
to refer to a
time preceding the epoch of authentic Border hisRoman road, which crosses the Tweed near
tory.
....age in its vicinity.

be correct,

it

must be so ancient as

—A

Melrose, and the Te^not near the mouth of the Jed,
along the whole south-western boundary of
ton.
On the face of Moorhouselaw-hill, overng it, are traces of a Roman camp.
is parish is in the presbytery of Selkirk, and
1 of Merse and Teviotdale.
Patron, Charles
ar of Balgonie. Stipend, £224 8s. 9d. ; glebe.
Unappropriated teinds, £268 198. 3d. School-

r's salary. £30, with about £"20 fees, and £5
her emoluments. The parish church is part
old building modernized in 1812. and contain-

H

present parish of Maxton
jag 200 sittings.
irehends the ancient parishes of Maccuston or
The monks of Melrose
kiston and Rutherford.
Wcki
"eceived, at the end of the 12th century, a carrucate
rfland in the parish of Mackiston and in 1227 made
in agreement with the parson to pay 4 marks of
Hflrer annually, as a composition for the tithes of
The church was dedicated to St. Cuthhi» land.
lert.
Walter, the Steward of Scotland, received
lirom Robert I. the barony of Maxton, along with
other lands forfeited by William Soulis; and he gave
the church, with 4 acres of arable land, to the monks
of Dryburgh, subjecting it to them as a vicarage till
The advowson of the church of
th9 Reformation.
Rntherford anciently belonged to the Elarls of Doughg, and was afterwards possessed by Rutherford of
Rntherford; but it went into abeyance when the
ehnrch was abandoned. In Rutherford paiish there
an hospital dedicated to Mary Magdalene, used
a an hospitium for strangers and a retreat for the
fnar " and the infirm, and given by Robert I. to the
s of Jedburgh.

The

;

MAXWELL. See Kelso.
MAXWELL-HEUGH, a village

in the parish of

on the right
of tlie Tweed, directly opposite the eastern
of the town of Kelso.
It stands on a heugh or
Roxburghshire.

Kilao,

It is situated

bililc

dt

up which gently ascends the Berwick and
"Hsle turnpike from Kelso bridge. Its site is
•f the most brilliant which
village can occupy.
view of town and country landscape enjoyed
:iie descent from it to the
bridge, is one of the

liVation

'

best in the vicinity of Kelso : see article Kel-so.
i.ong a profusion of wood which surrounds the
iage, one poplar- tree in its immediate neigh:rhood is 31 feet in girth at the surface of the
and 16 feet high before sending off a
..id,
eh, and has been computed to contain nearly
cubic feet of timber.
Maxwell-heugh is a place
gh antiquity, and had a seat of the Earl of
:on in the
Its name is
reign of Elizabeth.
n from its site,
a 'heugh' in the ancient

—

'

sh of

Maxwell.' Immediately behind the vilis the Kelso
railway station, forming the juncof the Branch North British
railway with the
North Eastem. Population of the village,
-•s. 25.

ELLS THORNS.

See Dryfksdale.
i.\XWELLTON, a village in the parish of East
It is situated little more
ide, Lanarkshire.
i a mile to the east of the town of East Kiland may be considered as practically a suburb
at place.
Population, 334. Houses, 72. See
:-

.

.

liSiDE

(East).
a burgh of barony, in the
of Troqueer,
Kirkcudbrightshire. It stands
right bank of the river Nith, on the eastern

AXWELLTON.
^h
'ie

II.
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verge of Kirkcudbrightshire, directly opposite the

town of Dumfries, and is included within the parliamentary burgh boundaries of that town. Its site
is a bank or low ridge curving along the edge of
the river, and is connected with Dumfries by two
The old parts of the burgh are poorly
bridges.
built and badly aligned
but the new parts are
A narrow street or
pleasant, neat, and airy.
;

immediately on the Nith, north of the new
bridge, inhabited principally by families of the
and
poor
working classes, leads out to the fine
ruins of Lincluden, and bears the name of Collegestreet.
street parallel to this brings down

alley,

A

the Glasgow and Dumfries turnpike, is straight
and spacious, has several good houses, and, near
the middle, on its west side, exhibits a burgh or
street at right
public building of neat exterior.
angles with these, and on a line witli the new
and Portthe
Dumfries
westward
carries
bridge,

A

patrick road, is also straight and spacious, and at
its west end coes gracefully off into the country in
wide brief street
a series of villa-like houses.
forking into two between the bridges, a street somewhat parallel to it on the west, and one or two other
thoroughfares are in general of mixed or poor appearance, but slightly relieved of their plain, low,
dingy aspect by a sprinkling or occasional series of
The whole burgh, so far as it
tolerable houses.
presses on the river, or from the northern extremity
till below the old bridge, so far imitates London as
to have no terrace or street-line looking out upon
the stream ; but it enrirely wants even a mimic resemblance of the pictnresqueness of architectural
outline exhibited by the vast metropolitan protoYet seen either from Dumtiies or from
type.
almost any point of view near or distant on the east
side of the river, it gives out features to a glowing
landscape which add much to its attractions and its
warmth.
beautifully curved hUl swells up at the
south end but a brief distance from the brink of the
river, and bears aloft a conspicuous cylindrical pile
which was at first a wind-mill, but is now an obAlong the face of this fine risingservatory'.
ground, fronting Dumfries, stands a range of elegant houses. On the brink of the stream, with bat
a narrow belt of plain intervening from the base of
the hill, stands a complete suite of large grain

A

A

mills, each mill supplied with water-power in one
of several parallel dams, extending from a strong
high- water wier built diagonally across the whole
breadth of the river. The entire town, exclusive of
its burgh roods, is about two-thirds of a mile in
length, and nearly the same in breadth.
Maxwellton has two large and flourishing iron
foundries, a waulk-mill, a djehouse, two ropeworks, a tannery, and the Dumfries granaries. It.s
butcher-market is as extensive as that of Dumfries,
or fully more so, affording a daily supply in the
utmost excellence and variety. There is also, on
the Maxwellton side of the river, a fishery of salmon,
grilse, and herlings, more than sufficient for the
supply of the two burghs and the adjacent country.
Maxwellton also shares considerably, in a general
way, in the trade and commerce of Dumfries. It
has two places of worship, the one a chapel of

—

which has, for some
the other a Free church, of
time, been unoccupied,
nearly the same capacity, with about 500 members,
and whose receipts in 1856 amounted to £352 3s. T^d.
The parish church of Troqueer stands about a mile
south of the centre of the burgh. The parish school,
also, is landwai-d; but there are in the town an enease, containing

800

—

sittings,

dowed

school, and a Free church school, jointly attended by above 300 children. Maxwellton shares in
the Dumfries water- works and it has a gas-light com;

2c

MAXWELLTON.

own. It formerly bore the name of
Bridgend, and was one of the most disorderly villages in the kingdom, witliout any proper local
government, and serving as a refuge to the delinquents of Dumfries. But in 1810, it was erected
into a free burgh of barony, under the name of
Maxwellton, in honour of Mr. Maxwell of Nithspaiiy of its

and was placed under the.government of a provost, two bailies, and four councillors;
and it speedily underwent very remarkable imdale, its superior,

pros'ement, as to at once its police, its trade, the
condition of its houses, and the manners of its peoThe general police act also was lately adopted
ple.
with good effect and the management of this is
reposed in 12 commissioners, 3 of wliom are police
magistrates.
Stewartry circuit small debt courts
are held in it on the 9th of January, the 9th of
April, the 9th of July, and the 1st of October, and
justice of peace small debt courts are held on the
;

every month.
Population in
1841, 3,230; in 1851, 3,820.
Houses, 455.
MAXWELLTON, one of the western suburbs of
Paisley, situated within the parliamentary burgh of
that town in Renfrewshire.
MAXWELLTON, Dumfries-shire. See Glexfirst

Thursday

of

CAIRN.

daughter, the Duchess of Portland, it was sold fc
£60,000 to the Commissioners for Northern lighti
In 1815-16, they rebuilt the tower, and fitted it u
with oil lamps and reflectors. The beacon was 1
up on the new plan on Febniary 1st, 1816. It

:

W

Froi
situated in N lat. 56° 12', and
long. 2° 36'.
the lighthouse, Fifeness bears, by compass, N by
J E, 5 miles; and the Staple-rocks lying off Dut
bar S by
J W,
I W, 10 miles; the Bass
miles; and the Bell-rock NE, 15 miles. The ligl
resembles a star of tlie first magnitude, and may I
seen from all points of the compass, at the distanc
of about 7 leagues.
It is elevated 240 feet abo^
the medium level of the sea. At one time, aboi
15 fishermen and their families resided on the islanc
but afterwards the only inhabitants were the tw
light-keepers and their families; and in 1851 tl
number of individuals was 18.
(The), a small river of the Ochil ar
Strathearn district of Perthshire.
It issues froi
the side of John-hill, close on the point where tl
four parishes of Auchterarder, Dunning, Glendevoi
and Fossaway meet. It runs 6 miles north-eastwan
2f miles of this distance through Dunning, 2 b(
tween Dunning on the left and Forgandenny on tl

'.

W

SW

MAY

and IJ partly in Forgandenny and partly b
it and the most southerly section of Fortevio
It now runs 2J miles northward, most of the di:
tance through Forgandenny, and a brief way on tl
boundary with the main body of Forteviot. It the
right,

MAY

(Isle of), an island in the mouth of the
frith of Forth, 6 miles south-south-east of Crail, in
Fifeshire.
It is generally supposed to belong to
the parish of An stru ther- Wester but it is claimed
also by the parish of Crail.
It measures about 1
mile in length, and | of a mile in breadth. It consists entirely of greenstone, of a dark gray colour
tinged with green. The shores are precipitous, but
the surface is upon the whole flat: hence perhaps
the name May or Magli, which in Celtic signifies
a plain.' The western extremity, which is the
broadest, presents cliffs of about 160 feet in elevation, with a tendency toward the columnar structure.
The eastern extremity subsides into a long
low ridge or reef. Kittiwakes, auks, guillemots,
terns, titlarks, cormorants, and gannets, are the
The
species of birds commonly seen upon it.
southern coast has the most fertile appearance. In
the words of Ferguson,
;

'

"

Here, the verdant shores
Teem with new freshness, aucl regale our siglit
Witli caves, tliat ancient Time, in days of yore,
Sequester'd for the haunt of Druid lone,

There
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to

remain in solitary

cell."

The

island has a well of fine water and a small
There
lake, and affords excellent sheep-pasture.
are upon it the ruins of a priory, which formerly
and of a
belonged to the abbey of Pittenweem
chapel, which was dedicated to St. Adrian, who was
killed by the Danes in 870, and buried here.
The
saint's shrine was formerly much resorted to in
cases of bari'cnness. William Laml)erton, Bishop
of St. Andrews, purchased it from the monks, and
bestowed it upon the canons regular of the priory.
After the Ueformation, the island came to the Balfours of Montquhandie, and subsequently to Allan
Lamond, who sold it to Cumiingham of Barns.
Alexander Cunningham of Barns obtained a charter
from Charles I., of the island, with liberty to build
a lighthouse, for which a tax was imposed on all
lie erected a tower 40
ships passing up the frith,
feet high, on the top of which a fire of coals was
'i'liis
proved of mucli
constantly kept burning,
service to the navigation of the frith, although vessels would often run witliin half-a-niilo of the
With the
island before the light was disc^erniblc.
estate of liarns, the island was purchased by Scot
of Scotetarvet, upwards of 130 years ago, and came
to tlie late General Scott of Balcomie, by whose
;

tween

finally enters Forteviot; and, after a course throug
it of 1 J mile westward and If northward, falls m'.

the Earn a few yards below Forteviot bridge, ai
Its enti
about a mile above Dupplin castle.
length of course is between 11 and 12 miles. I
tributaries are numerous
but, its course being f
most of the way among the Ochils, they are
small.
After entering Forteviot, its path, its banli
and its motions afford a continued series of fine su
The thick gre
jects for the pencil and the muse.
woods which surround the house of Invermay coi
;

i

down upon

its

margin, and fling their shadows o\

rapids; and they still exhibit many specimens
the birches which, more than a century ago, becai
the topic of Mallet's popular ballad of the Birks

its

'

Invermay,' set even then to an air which had lo
before borne the same name.
Among several fa
of the stream, two are noted for their attractioi
the linn of Muckersey, where the river leaps ove
perpendicular rock of 30 feet in height; and
Humble-bumble, where, among rugged rocks, we
ing trees, tufts of shrubbery, and many an elem
of romance, the stream tumultuates in a cataract
such wild unwonted sounds as to have suggested

uncouth Humble-bumble designation. Among
woods of Invermay, particularly on the brink of
frolicking current, grow some rare pl'ints, render
the locality an inviting one to a botanist. On
banks of the river, near its most romantic seem
anciently stood the Pictish city of Forteviot,
seat of the court of Pictish kings, and an objeCj
warlike contention at the period innnediately ]
ceding the fall of the I'ictish power. The r
mixes its name also with the private history of
of the Scottish kings.

j

a parish, containing a post-tow
also the villages of Culroy, Dun
and Fisherton, in the north-west corner of the
trict of Carrick, Ayrshire.
It is bounded by
frith of Clyde, and
the parishes of Ayr, Daliym

M.\YBOLE,

its

own name,

by

Kirkmichael, and Kirkoswald. Its greatest len
in a straight line, is 9 miles, but by the nea
practicable road is 12; its greatest breadth,
straiglit line, is 5 miles, but by the nearest pni

i|

cable road

is

7;

and

its

area

is 334-

square miles

ji

'
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and soath- eastern districts are an undulating
very diversified in surface, never subsiding
t>Iain.
ong into a level, nor ever rising into decided upland.

eastern

The other districts are a sea of heights, partly
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arable,

and partly pastoral, so pleasingly and rapidly diversified in superficial outline as to want nothing but a
free interspersion of wood to be delightful ramblingground to a lover of fine scenery. Along the mid
die of the hill district, parallel with the frith, and
1^ mile distant from it, stretches a range of summits
V 4 miles long, attaining an extreme altitude
-i feet above sea-level, and bearing the name
wn Carrick hill. This range, though heathy
If. and rising like a screen to intercept a view of
ith and its frame-work from the interior, cornone of the most gay, magnificent, and exprospects in Scotland. On the south-east
south stretches the surgy surface of Carrick,

I

Perennial springs of
its waters, is softly beautiful.
excellent water are numerous, especially on the site
and in the vicinity of the town ; and one of them,
called the Well-trees' Spout, emits a stream powerful enough to drive a mill wheel, or between 160
and 170 imperial gallons per minute. Of various
mineral springs, formerly of medicinal repute,
but all DOW neglected, the most remarkable is
St. Helen's-well, 2J miles north of the town on the
high road to Ayr, anciently associated with Popish
superstition, and reputed to have the power on Mayday of healing or invigorating sick or delicate in-

—

fants.

.lusion to it in his writings,

The geological structure of the coast presents an
interesting correspondence in its strata with those
of the confronting coast of Arran. The predominant
rocks of the interior are old red sandstone and trap.
The sandstone, in a quarry at St. Murray's, often
affords beautiful specimens of arborescence, from the
presence of the black oxide of manganese, and is
traversed by veins of lead ore. The soil of the
arable lands is partly of a light nature, and partly
of a strong, clayey character. About 17,000 imperial acres are in tillage; nearly 1,000 are under
plantation ; about 570 are meadow ; and the rest of
the area is variously moorland and hill pasture.
The principal landowners are the Marquis of Ailsa,
the Kight Hon. T. F. Kennedy of Dunure, Sir James
Fergusson, Bart., Elias Cathcart, Esq. of Auchendrane. Sir David Hunter Blair, Bart., and four others.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1837 was
Assessed property in 1855-6, £28,592.
£47,552.
The parish is traversed by the road from Ajt to
Girvan, and has a branch railwav of its own, completed and open for traflic in September 1 856. and
going into junction with the Ayr and Dalmellington railway.
There were in the parish, in the
feudal times, at least fifteen towers or castles, the
residences of brawling chiefs.
Dunure-castle, an
interesting extant one of these, has been noticed in
our article on Dcxcre.
Grenand, or Greenan
castle, half-way between the mouth of the Doon and
the Heads of Ayr, is a tall, gaunt, lanthom-looking
pile, rising nakedly upon the margin of the sea, on
an elevated bank, overlooked by a bold ascent;
and, as seen with the Clyde for its back-groimd. it
has a haggard aspect, strikingly suggestive of tlie
The castles of Newark,
misery of feudal times.

the bard,

Maybole, and Kilkenzie, have recently undergone

-

(spanding away in alternations of green height and
Iwown bold upland till it becomes lost among the
lilne peaks of the southern Highlands of Scotland
CO the south-west and west are the broad waters of
the frith of Clyde, with many a sail like a sea-bird
Ekimming the surface, and the rock of Ailsa riding
like an ark on the wave, while behind are the serrited mountains of Arran veiled in misty exhalatioiis, or curtained with clouds of CTery form and
bae; on the north, immediately under the eye, exbsods the deep sylvan furrow of the Doon, with the
nonimient of Bums glittering like a gem on its
j^e and away thence stretches the great luxuriant
itain of Kyle and Cunningham pressed inward in a
one sweeping segment by the frith, gaily spotted
iriu towns which look like cities in the distance,
teqnered also with a profusion of mansions and
;

;

bniesnes. and gliding dimly away in the perspeciie into the gentle heights of Renfrewshire, over*
'
in the far horizon by the blue summit of
ond.
The same prospect, in much of its

and most of

its elements, is seen from a
d vantage-grounds of this inspiriting land of
but nowhere are its scope so unbroken, its
ings so superb, and its efiect upon the mind
Should any one wonder
xq^nisitely thrilling.
Bams grew up on the threshhold of this home

ranee, and for many years might have dailv
1 on its
gorgeous visions, and yet has not made

he must remember
though possessing a keen eye for the

of nature, was the painter rather of manners
of landscape,
the type in poetry not of Salvator
but of Hogarth and the limners of Holland.
e river Doon, over
4^ miles in a straight line,
ver 7 or 8 along its numerous curvatures, forms

"ies

—

Bnt over J of
•jundary-line on the nonh-east.
above its embouchure it forsakes its ancient
and places a small portion of the parish, a
piece
lugh-gronnd, on its right bank. Along nearly
ts connexion with
it
has
a
Maybole,
deeplywed, dell-like path, profusely covered with
^wood and trees.
Girvan-water forms the
Aaxy for a short distance on the south-east;
5 there a mirthful fine-clad stream.
Rannochrunning 2^ miles westward along an entwistS'len to the sea. traces
part of the southern
.e

The interior running waters, owing to
nfrnration of the surface, are mere rills; but
gathers a considerable volume in five or
- on Brown
Carrick hill, and runs in an
ly course of 4 miles to the Doon near AuchenOf four or five tiny lochlets, all Ipng in the
;;•
n-east, the only noticeable one is Heart-loch,
-e outline is
exactly designated by its name,
whose appearance in a wooded hollow, with
station
coming freely up on the outer sorface of
.

iary.

renovation or repair, and are at present inhabited ;
but aU the others
the castles of Auchendrane,

—

Smithstown. Beoch. Craigskean. Garryhome, Doonside. Dalduff. Glenayas. Sauchrie. and Brochlock
are much dilapidated, or have left but a few vestiges.
Numerous camps occur, so small and of such rude
construction, as evidently to have been thrown up
by small invading bodies of those Irish who subdued the Romanized British tribes. Tumuli, the
burying-places of a field of carnage, are frequent.
The whole parish was, in common with disrricts
around it, tyrannized over in ancient times by the
Kennedies; and exhibits not a few memorials of
disasters inflicted, or of conflicts maintained, by
them and their underlings. Population in 1831,
6,287 in 1851, 7,615. Houses, 948.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and synod
of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,

—

;

£335 7s. 5d. ; glebe, £30. Unappropriated teinds,
£51 19s. 3d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd.,
with about £100 fees. The parish church was built
in 1808, and altered and improved in 1830, and contains 1,192 sittings. There are two chapels of ease;
the one at the west end of the town, built by the
late Sir C. D. Fergusson
the other on the coast,
at Fisherton. There is a Free church in the town:
;
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and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £647 9s.
There is an United Presbyterian church in
IJd.
tlie centre of the town, built in 1797, and containing
555 sittings. There is also an Episcopalian chapel.
The preThere are six non-parochial schools.
sent parish of Maybole comprehends the ancient
and
Kirkbride
on
thc!
of
on
south,
parishes
Maybole
the north. The church of Maybole, anciently dedicated to St. Cuthbert, was given in the reign of
Alexander II. by Duncan of Carrick, son of Gilbert
of Galloway, to the Cistertian nuns of North Berwick, whose convent was founded soon after 1216;
and continued to belong to them, and to figure as a
vicarage established by the bishop of Glasgow, till
the Reformation. The entire revenues of the vicarage were estimated in the reign of James V. at only
£53 6s. 8d. and half of even these was annexed,
for some time before the Reformation, to the prebend
called Sacrista Major in the collegiate church of
Glasgow. At the Restoration, the revenues of the
parsonage, the glebe excepted, were held on lease
;

by Thomas Kennedy of Bargany, for the yearly
payment of £22, twenty oxen, and twelve cows.
In 1451, a chaplainry was founded in the church by
Sir Gilbert Kennedy of Dunure, dedicated to St.
Ninian, and endowed with the lands of Largenlen
and Brochlock. A chapel, subordinate to the parish
church, anciently stood on the lands of Auchendrane;
and other chapels, in other parts, were traceable at
the end of the 17th century.
The church of Kirkbride was given to the same parties as the church
of Maybole, and by the same donor, and continued

in their possession till the Reformation.
The annexation of its parish to Maybole occurred probably
in the days of Popeiy, and certainly before 1597.
In that year, the church of Maybole figures as the
place of worship for both parishes, and, by an act
of parliament, was formally separated from the convent of North Berwick, and established as a rectory.
The ruins of the church of Kirkbride, on the shore
about half-a-mile north of Dunure castle, are still

observable, surrounded by a buryingground which continues to be used, and in the
vicinity of a field which bears the name of the
In 1371, Sir John Kennedy
priest's land or glebe.
distinctly

Dunure founded, near the parish cemetery of
Maybole, a chapel for one clerk and three chaplains,
dedicated it to the Virgin Mary, and endowed it
with the five mark lands of Barrycloych and Barrelach, the six mark lands of Treuchan, and various
This collegiate chapel
other sources of revenue.
seems to have been the earliest establishment of its
of

Scotland; and afterwards, when similar
ones arose, it was called a collegiate church, and its

class
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in

were styled provost and prebendaries.
During part of the reigns of James III. and James
Sir
David
Robertson was provost; and, in
IV.,
1525, Mr. Walter Kennedy, rector of Douglas, canon
of Glasgow, and rector of the university of Glasgow,
was appointed to the oflice. The ground on which
the town stands belonged to the collegiate church.
Two houses, which were the domiciles of two of its
priests, and orchards which belonged to the domiofficiates

ciles of the others, still exist.

The church

itself is

now

the burying-place of the Marquis of Ailsa and
other parties, whose ancestors arrested the progi-css
and is surrounded by a
of the pile toward niin
planted and neat patch of ground enclosed within a
;

wall.

The Town of Mayboi-e is a burgh of barony and
It stands near the
the reputed capital of Carrick.
southern extremity of the parisii of Maybole, on the
road from Glasgow to Portpatrick, 9 miles south
by west of Ayr, 12 north-north-east of Girvan,
22 BOUth-soutli-weut of Kilniarnuck, and 81 souiii-

west of Edinburgh. It stands chiefly on the dei
vity and partly along the skirts of a very broi
based and flattened hill, with an exposui'e to
east, the summit of the hill intei'vening between
and the frith of the Clyde and it commands a pi
sant and somewhat extensive view over one-half
the points of the compass into the interior of C
lick.
An old rhyme, using one of several obsoL
variations of the town's ancient name, says,

i

;

—

"

Minnibole's a dirty hole,
It sits aboon a mire."

This representation, in the sense usually attacl:
it of the town being situated on miry giound,
now, and probably alwaj's was, incorrect. A bic
belt of deep green meadow, nearly as level as
bowling-green, stretches along the base of the h
and seems anciently to have been a marsh but
could not have been a marsh of a miry kind,
otherwise than green and meadowy, nor does
even at present, form the site of more than a v€
small and entirely modern part of the town. T
to

;

whole ancient

site

is

declivitous,

abounding wi

copious springs of pure water; and not impiobal
was clothed in its natural state with heath. T'
sets of names, both very various in their ortl
graphy, but represented by the forms Maiboil a
Minnybole, were anciently given to the town th
;

have greatly perplexed etymologists, and seem
have bewildered the usually astute George Chalme
but they may. Professor Gray thinks, be referred
Gaelic roots, which make them mean the
Heatj
ground upon the marsh,' and 'the Heath -grou
upon the meadow.' A town built upon a heat
declination, and closely skirted by a meadc
or even a grassy marsh, may thus, without sitti
aboon a mire,' be both Minnibole and Mayb(
Tlie lower streets of the town, called Kirklar
Newyards, and Ballony, are not within the limit!
the burgh, and consist almost wholly of wea?<
houses and workshops, tidier and better than sim
buildings in many other towns. The main st)
runs nearly north and south, and with the exc
tion of a brief thoroughfare going off westwan
right angles from its middle occupies the higl
ground within the burgh. A considerable sp.
deeply sloping between it and the low-lying subu
'

'

'

'

—

—

is disposed to a small extent in the ancient ce
tery and the relics of the collegiate church;
greater extent in four or five incompact and im
and to a yet greater ex
larly arranged streets
in fields and gardens which give all theintersec
thoroughfares a straggling or detached appeara
and impart to the whole town a rural, airy,
healthful aspect.
The only parts of the town which draw the a1
tion of a stranger, are the Main street, and wh
These are narrow, as
called the Kirk-wynd.
varying width, quite destitute of every nioden
traction, and sinless of all the ordinary graces
fine town
yet they possess many features of an
stateliness, decayed and venerable magnifici]
and even fading dashes of metropolitan greatl
which strongly image the aristocratical pail
Edinburgh during the feudal age. As the m|
of Carrick, the place anciently wielded more
encc over its province than the modern metrop
the kingdom docs over Scotland, and cont^iine|
winter residences of a large proportion of the!
rick barons.
As the seat, also, of the courts of
tice of Carrick bailicry,
the place where all
•

;

;

—

of impoi'tanco in a roistering and

—

litigatingl

derived not a little outward nl
taljility from the numbers and wealth of thef
pracUtiouurB who made it their home. In conn

were

tried,

it

f

MAYBOLE.
too,

with

its

collegiate

church and

its

near vicinity

Ciossraguel abbey, it borrowed great consequence
from the presence of influential ecclesiastics who, in
8. dark
age, possessed more resources of power and
No fewer than
opulence than most of the nobility.

to

x3 bironial mansions, stately, turreted, and strong,
~ .id
Two of
to hare stood within its limits.
1 of these which still remain figure in associa.vith

such interesting history that they must be

fpecially noticed.

The chief

is the ancient residence of the Ailsa or
family, the principal branch of the KenTiie building stands near the middle of the
bears the name of tlie Castle par excellence,
a high, well-built, imposing pile, one of the
It was the place
gest and finest of its class.
f confinement for life of the Countess of Cassilis. a
aoghter of the first Earl of Haddington, who
lis

,

-

:

See
loped with the Gipsy leader, Johnnie Faa.
The Earls of Cassilis, directly and through
he medium of collateral branches of their family,
/ielded such power over the province that they were

Iassilis.

popularly and by historiographers,
of
Kings of Carrick;" and they used the castle
"
Maybole as the metropolitan palace of their kingwho
lived
in
the
the
fourth
om." Gilbert,
Earl,
insettled period succeeding the commencement of

both

illed

Reformation, pushed his power into Gallowaj',
seized the large possessions of the abbey of
Henluce. He, for some time, saw his uncle abbot
»f
Crossraguel; but, the office passing to Allan
kewart, who enjoyed the protection of the Laird of
lie

md

Jai^any, he rapaciously desired to lay hands on all
His brother,
to revenues and temporal rights.
Thomas Kennedy, having at his instigation enticed
the
Earl
itewart to become his guest,
convej'ed the
iUSnared abbot to Dunure castle, the original resiionce of the Cassilis family, and there, by subjecting
im to terrible torments, forced him to resign by
gtl instnimcnts the possessions of the abbacy.
id arose from this event, or was aggravated by it,
een the Earls of Cassilis and the Laii-ds of Barmy, and at last issued in very tragical events. In
)ecember, 1601, the Earl of Cassilis rode out from
^ole castle at the head of 200 armed followers
lylaj' the Laird of Bargany on a ride from Ayr
- house on
Girvan-water; and on the farm of
Enoch, about half-a-mile north of the town,
reed ou the Laird an utterly unequal conflict,
speedily brought him and several faithful ad-

A

•

The Laird, mortally
gorily to the ground.
was earned ironi the scene of the onset to
bole, that he might there, if he should evince
symptom of recovery, be despatched by the
as Judge Ordinar' of the country; and thence
as removed to Ayr, where he died in a few
its

led,

'

;.
Flagrant though the deed was, it not only
rough manoeuvring and state influence highly
icteristic of the period
passed with impunity,
•vas formally noted by an act of council as good
i'd to the
king. The Laird of Auchendrane,
ill-law of the slain baron, was one of the few
who
lents
bravely but vaiiily attempted to
tiie onslaaght, and he received some severe
ids in the encounter.
Tiiirsting for revenge,

—

'

learning that Sir Thomas Kennedy of Colzean
led to make a journey to Edinburgh, he so sey instigated a party to waylay and kill him,
no witness existed of his connexion with them
pt a poor student of the name of Dalrymple,
had V>een the bearer of tlie intelligence which
:->8ted and
guided the crime. Dalrymple now
line the
object of his fears; and, after having
confined at Auchendrane, and in the island of
in, and expatriated for five or six years a soldier,
1
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he returned home, and was doomed to dt-stniction.
Mure, the Laird, having got a vassal, called James
BannatjTie, to entice him to his house, situated at
Chapel-Donan, a lonely place on the coast, murdered him there at midnight, and buried his body in
the sand. The corpse, speedily unearthed by the
tide, was earned out by the assassin to the sea at
a time when a strong wind blew from the shore,
but was veiy soon brought back by the waves, and
lodged on the very scene of the murder. Mure, and
his son who aided him in the horrid transactions,
fell

under general suspicion, and

now endeavoured

to destroy Bannatyne, the witness and accomplice
of their guilt ; but the unhappy peasant making full
confession to the civil authorities, they were brought
up from an imprisonment into which the King,

roused by general indignation, had already thrown
them, and were placed at the bar, pronounced
guilty, and summarily and ignominiously put to
death. These dismal transactions form the groundwork of Sir Walter Scott's dramatic sketch, called
Auchendrane, or the Ayrshire Tragedy.'
The house now occupied as the Red Lion inn,
was anciently the mansion of the provost, and is
notable as the scene of a set debate between John
Knox, the reformer, and Quentin Kennedy, uncle of
the fourth Earl of Cassilis, and abbot of Crossraguel.
An account af the transaction, written by Knox
himself, was republished in 1812 by Sir Alexander
Boswell, from a copy the only one extant in his
The debate was occasioned
library at Auchinleck.
by a challenge, on the part of the abbot, given in
the church of Kirkoswald it was conducted in a
dingy, pannelled apartment, in the presence of 80
persons, equally selected by the antagonists, and
included several nobles and influential gentlemen ;
it lasted for three
days, and was eventually broken
ofi"
through the want of suitable accommodation
for the persons and retinues of the select auditors ;
and it did good service in practically prostrating the
abbot, and in arousing public attention to the corruprions of Romanism. The members of a Knox
club,' instituted in the town- to commemorate the
event, and consisting of all classes of Protestants,
used to hold a festival to demonstrate their warm
sense of the religious and civil liljerties which have
accrued from the overthrow of the Romish domina'

—

—

;

'

tion.

The

noticeable civil buildings, additional to the

two mentioned, are the ancient town-residences of
the Lairds of Blairquhan, now used as the tolLooth,
the ancient residence of the Lairds of Kilhenzie,
now the White Horse inn. the ancient residence of
the Kennedys of Knockdow, now called the Black
the house occupied by Sir Thomas Kennedy
house,
of Colzean, now the property of Sir Thos. M. Cunningham,— the ancient residence of the Kennedys of
Ballimore, situated in the Kirk-wynd, the ancient
residence of the abbots of Crossraguel, called the
Garden of Eden, and the Tovm-hall, a cumbrous old
situated at the
pile with a low, heavy, spiral tower,
Cross.
Though the town has not one modern public

—

—

—

—

—

civil building, it

abounds

in

commodious and com-

fortable dwelling-houses, greatly superior, for every
domiciliaiy use, to even the best of its remaining

baronial mansions.

The parish-church

is

a plain'

and might even claim to be neat were it not
disfigured by a small unsightly steeple. The church
at the west end of the town is a very creditable ediThe United Presbyterian church draws atfice.
tention by having had a deep slice cut away fx-om
one of its corners, occasioned by a bigoted attempt
edifice,

to

prevent

its

erection.

of great
Maybole, after passing through a season
on the abolidepopulation and decline consequent

MAYFIELD.

MEARNS.
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tion of hei'editaiy jurisdictions, has risen into considerable importance as a busy outpost of the cottonmanufacturers of Glasgow, and a ready receptacle
It has no
of the immigrant weavers of Ireland.
manufacture whatever of its own, beyond the usual
produce of handicraftsmen for local use ; and figures
chiefly as a seat of population, where the Irish weavers and tlie agents of Scottish employers conveniently meet. Incomers from Ireland have been
so numerous as almost to counterbalance the aboriginal inhabitants, and give law to the place. Excepting a few coarse woollens and blankets, all the
fabrics woven are pullicates, imitation thibets, and
mull and jaconet muslins. Maybole, jointly with
the villaeres of Crosshill and Kirkmichael, had, in
The
1828, 1,700 hand-looms, and, in 1838, 1,360.
condition of the weavers is similar to that in other
towns where weaving is the chief occupation, and if

darkened by some peculiar

local features, is
by others.

perhaps
A weekly
and
annual
fairs
are
market is
held on the third Thursday of January, April, July,
and October. The town has offices of the Royal
Bank of Scotland, and of the Union Bank. It has
likewise six insurance agencies, a water company, a gas light company, and a mechanics' institution, and is the meeting place of the Carrick
It has long had daily coach comfarmers' society.
munication with Ayr, but it will derive greatly
from its branch railway to the
benefit
increased
Ayr and Dalmellington railway. It was erected
into a burgh of barony in 1516, and is governed by
2 bailies, 15 councillors, and a treasurer.
Its pubA bailie
lic revenue averages about £65 a- year.
court is held on every Thursday, and a justice of
peace court sits on the first Wednesday of every
month. Population in 1841, 3,431 in 1851, 3,862.
Houses, 394.
MAYFIELD. See Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock, and Ayr Railway.
MAYSHIEL. See Haddingtonshire.
at least equally lightened

held on Thursday

;

;

MEADOWBANK.
MEADOWMILL,

See Kirknewton.
a village in the parish of
Tranent, very near the boundary with that of
Prestonpans, and on the road between Preston and
Seaton, Haddingtonshire. It is of modern erection,
field of the battle of Prestonpans,
fought in 1745. Its name occurs in a well-known
little south of it stands the eleJacobite song.
gant form of Stiell's hospital ; and immediately
north of it passes the line of the North British rail-

and stands on the

A

Population, 120.
(The), a rivulet of
ern border of Ross-shire.
Benachan, and runs 8 miles
a confluence with the Conan

way.

ME AG

the centre of the southIt issues from Loch-

mountain, from the summit downward, consists
coarse conglomerate, whose abraded portions a
gneiss, granite, quartz-rock, mica-schist, and san

with extremely little cement ai
lower declivities, including seemingly its who
base, consist of a hard compact splintery roc
which has usually been described as primary r(
quartz-rock, but which may be stratified sandstoi
stone, cohering

;

its

completely indurated, and in a great measure 6
vested of its stratification by the subjacency of gr
nite, and which is so hard and crystalline as to
quarried and regularly used for causewaying tl

1

The upper

stage or peak
the mountain is very steep on the west, and almo
mural on the north and south and it is connect(
with the rest of the mountain, on the east, by
long tapering ridge. On the western side, at tl
bottom of the peak, is a lochlet of about 4 acre
whence flows toward Loch-Ness a rill always r
mantic, and, in rainy weather, powerfully sceni
descending in the brief distance of 2 miles a heig'
equal to that of the entire course of the Twee
tumbling along a broken channel down the face
a sublime mountain-frontlet of rock, waving aroui
it in its lower course a gay assemblage of trees, ai
performing two singularly beautiful cascade-leaj
amidst overhanging foliage of the richest tint
On the west side of this rill, near its source, ai
nearly 1,500 feet up the mountain, is a rockin
stone of about 20 feet in circumference, which
moveable by two persons. The view from the sui
mit of Mealt'ourvounie is grand and extensive, ai
comprehends the whole of the Glen more-nan- Albi
from Fort-George on the north-east to Fort-Willia
on the south-west, a distance of more than 70 miL
On the nortli the eye wanders over various scene
away to the mountains of Ross and Caithness ; ar
on the south, it expatiates over the whole of Stral
errick and the country watered by the head-strea
of the Spey. Immediately below Loch-Ness stretcl
streets of Inverness.

;

slenderly along, like a narrow ditch, deeply sii
within steep banks and at 6 miles' distance,
Fall of Foyers glitters in its belt of shining spi
between sheets of dark-brown mountain, like
light of the sky struggling through a vertical fiss
in the heights.
Mealfourvounie is noted for be'
the first landmark seen by mariners, after they p
the Moray frith round Kinnaird-head, or from
1

;

south, and for guiding their navigation over n
of that vast gulf.
a mountain in the parish of"
derachyllis, and in the south-west of the
It has an altitude
forest, in Sutherlandshire.

MEALHORN,

B

east-north-eastward to

nearly 3,000 feet above sea-level.
a mountain in the I

at Scatweli.

ness-proper district of the parish of Durness, SutI

MKALBUIDHE,

a mountain in the parish of
Fortingal, Pertlishire, having an altitude of 3,480
feet above the level of the sea.
the central one of three
ranges of alpine mountain in the eastern division
of the parish of Glenshiel, Ross-shire.
It rises
nearly 4,000 feet above the level of the sea, and dis-

MEALMEADHONOCH,

landshire.

the conical summit of Ben
3,200 feet high, on the mutual border of
of
and
MEALCEANDEARG,
Farr, Sutherlandshire.
Lairg
parishes
MEARLSFORD. See Falkland.
MEARNAIG. See Glensanda-Hill.
MEARNS, a parish, containing the post-ofHoeJ
lage of Newton-Mearns, and part of the post-cl
plays a grandly romantic outline.
MEALFOURVOUNIK, a mountain in the parish, village of Bushy, in the south-east of RenfrewBi
of Urquhart, Inverness-shire. It is situated at tlio
It is bounded by Lanarkshire, Eaglesliam, Aynil
foot of Glen-Urquliart and Glen-Moriston, and forms
Its length '|
Neilston, Eastwood, and Cathcart.
a conspicuous feature on the north-west flank of north-eastward is about 7 miles; and its
Loch-Ncss. It is broad-based and round-liacked
breadth is 3^ miles. The Earn traces mostofi
sends up, from a broad stage at four-fiftlis of its boundary with Eaglesham, ou the south-east;!
whole elevation, a dome-shaped peak, wliich consti- Wiiite Cart traces all the boundary with LatJ
tutes the remaining fifth of its altitude and attains shire on the east; and several smaller stre|
altogether an elevation above sea-level of, some au- mostly tributaries of the White Cart, run in
others say 3,060 feet,— terior. The surface of the parish is beautil
thorities say, 2,700 feet,
and otlicrs even 3,200 feet. The great mass of the diversified with gentle eminences or small {I
;

;

—

MEALNENION,

brie,

MEARXS.

from the north-east to the
is a moor of considerable
It has always been distinguished for its
extent.
and even in the present times of exfine pasture
tended cultivation, it is very largely devoted to
depasturement and the dairy. The soil, in some small
tracts in the lower district, lies on a clay bottom,
and has a stiffish character; but in most other places
' I'-^s on a
porous, fractured, rapidly decomposing
il of
trap rock, of the kind locally called rotten
and is of a light dry quality, quick, and stimuThere are three small lakes in the moors,
lating.
ind one in the lands of Pollock, all very attractive
There are about fifty landownei s but
to anglers.
5r Hew Crawford Pollock, Bart., owns more than

and gradually

hills,

rises

8oath-we3t, where there
;

..

;

me-foarth of the entire valuation, and the greater
lumber are small proprietors farming their own
ands. The principal properties are Pollock, Meams.
Caplerig, Greenbank, Fingleton, and
Setherhouse. The old valuation was £4,725 63. 6d.
i»tch. Assessed property in 1856, £18,658 -Is. Sd.
The earliest name that appears on record, in con:iection with this parish, is that of Roland of Meams,
ffho is mentioned as a witness to the donation which
3schina. wife of Walter the Steward, gave to the
monastery of Paisley in the year 1177. Robert of
Mearns appears in the same capacity in a grant made
In the 13th century,
to that establishment in 1250.
the barony of Meams came by marriage to the
Maxwells of Caerlaverock, afterwards Lord MaxAbout the year 1648,
well, and Earls of Nithsdale.
it was sold by the Earl of Nithsdale to Sir George
liaxwell of Nether Pollock, from whom it was soon
fierwards acquired by Sir Archibald Stewart of
Bhckhall, to which family it has since belonged.
Tie castle of Meams is a large square tower situWtt^ OP a rocky eminence, about a mile south-east
It is surrounded
village of Newton- Mearns.
H^^ktrong wall, and seems to have been secured
It has long been uninhabited, the
H^Hrawbridge.
H^Betors having their residence at Ardgowan.
H^Rstate
of Pollock in this parish is called Upper
" "
ok. to distinguish it from Nether Pollock in
parish of Eastwood; but it was the original
itstate to which the name Pollock belonged, and
V^Bch gave the name of Pollock to the family
"
''"> still hold
it, and who are one of the oldest fami;a Scotland.
The mansion house of Upper Polwas built about the end of the 17th century,
stands on a rising ground, embosomed among
rees. yet commandin g an extensive view. Southhouse is a very pleasant residence, well sheli with wood.
Caplerig was anciently a seat of
rlits Templars.
The late Professor Wilson
of his boyhood as a boarder in the manse
and he often, in his writings, alluded to
^jer.cs of that period of his boyhood; so that
rns is nearly as much associated with his
great
as if it had been the place of his
nativity. The
-!i is traversed
the
road
from
by
Glasgow to
fenthfield,

H^M

'••'

'

'

:

and by thiat from Paisley to Eaglesham;
communication by public coach
,ow, from both Newtou-Meams and Busby.
Ill
i^eof Xewton-Meams stands on the Glasgow
Kihnamock road, about ^ a mile north-west of
parish church, and 7 miles south-south-west of
It is a burgh-of-barony, and has the
-^ovr.
right
aiding a weekly market and two annual fairs.
.

I.

x;k,

lys daily

chiefly of a single street, situated on a
ground, and commanding a pleasant prospect.
lis be the
Nova viUa de Merais,' (Newtown of
nis.) mentioned in two donations by Sir Herbert
xwell to the
monastery of Paisley, between the
^^ 1272 and
1316, it boasts a considerable antiy, and affords an instance of a
place continuing
'insists
;r

'
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be descrilied by a name centuries after it had
ceased to be applicable. The population of the village is about 550. There are cotton works at Busby, a printfield at Netherplace, and a printfield and
bleachfield at Wellmeadow.
Population of the parto

ish in 1831, 2,814; in 1851, 3,704.
Houses. 337.
This parish is in the presbytery of Paisley, and
of
synod
Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Sir M! R. S.
S'tewart, Bart
Stipend, £283 19s. 6d.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds, £1.56005. 6d. Schoolmaster'g

salary,

£34

4s. 4Jd.,

emoluments.

with £63

fees,

and £4 other

The parish church is a verv old

build-

and enlarged in 1813, and containing
730 sittings.
There is an United Presbyterian
church at Newton-Meams. originally built in 1743,
and containing 490 sittings, but entirely rebuilt
about 1840. There is also an United Presbyterian
church at Busby, built in 1836, and containing 400
There are five non-parochinl schools.
sittings.
There was in popish times a chapel at Upper Poling, altered

The
it disappeared after the Reformation.
ancient vicarage of ileams was a perpetual one,
with altarage and lands.
MEARNS, an ancient and popular designation of
KiN'CARDixE-HiKZ : which see.
MEATHIE. See IxvERAniTY.
AN S
See Kiekmaidex.
(St.).
(The), a rivulet of the middle ward
of Lanarkshire.
It is formed by two streams, the
North Medwin and the South Medwin, which unite
about If mile south-east of the village of Camwath ;
and, being formed there by these streams, it runs
about 1^ mile north-westward, on the boundary between the parishes of Camwath and Libberton, to
the Clyde. The North iledwin rises on the confines
of Edinburghshire, and has a course of about 8 miles,
in a south-south-westerly direction, chiefly within
the parish of Carnwath. The South Medwin rises
near Garvaldfoot, in the parish of Linton, in Peeblesshire, and has a course c^ about 10 miles, in a southwesterly direction, chiefly on the boundary between
the parishes of Dunsvre and Carnwath on its right
bank, and the parishes of Dolpbinton, Walston, and
little below its source
Libberton, on its left bank.
it is divided by a
mill-pond into two rills, one of
which continues the course toward the Clyde, while
the other goes to the Tarth. and through that to the
Tweed. It is said also that one of the fountainsources of the Medwin emits two rills, one of which
flows to the Water of Leith. And thus is there a
common afliiuence toward the Clyde, the Tweed,
and the Forth.
MEETHILL. See Peterhead.
MEGGET, a parish in Peebles-shire, fojTning the
basin of a rivulet of its own name, and often popu-

lock; but

MED
CAVE
MED WIN

A

from it Meggetdale. The pansli is
which see.
(The), a rivulet of the parish of

larly designated
united to Lyxe :

MEGGET

Westerkirk, Eskdale, Dumfries-shire. It rises in
the extreme north of the parish, very near the
boundary with Roxburghshire, and flows 6^ miles
southward to a junction with Stennis-water. The
united stream, about half-a-mile farther south, falls
into the Esk in the vicinity of Waulkmill. The
Megget is strictly a mountain-stream, fed by four or
five large and as many small brawling brooks.
It
has attractions for the angler, flows in the vicinity
of a noted antimony mine, and washes the village
of Jamestown.

MEGGSHILL.
MEIDHOPE.
MEIG (The).
MEIGLE,
lage of
shire.

its

See Gretxa.
See Lixuthgowshirk.
See Meag (The).

a parish, containing a post-oflice vilthe eastern verge of Perth-

own name, on

It is

bounded by Forfarshire, and by Cupar-

MEIGLE.

Angus and Alyth. Its length south-westward is
ak miles; and its breadth varies from 1 mile to 2 J
miles.
Dean-water, maintaining the sluggish character which pervades it over its whole course, creeps
3J miles along the north-west boundary. The river
Isla, sweeping away the Dean, and occasionally inundating its banks with the freshets which it brings
down from the Grampians, continues the boundaryline for 2 miles.
Meigle-burn, coining in from
Newtyle, waters the south-western and larger disand
trict,
augments the Dean a mile above that
stream's influx to the Isla. The parish lies in the
centre of Strathmore, and has no other variation of
surface than a few very gentle lising grounds. The
soil, in

some

MELDRUM.
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places, is sandy; in others, is clayey;

one of the Lennox hills in Stirlingshire, so situated as to seem to unite the Campsie and the Kilsyth ranges.
It has a fine contour,
rises to an altitude of about 1,500 feet above sea
level, is seen from a great distance in the direction
of Lanark, and forms a conspicuous landmark from
the frith of Forth.

MEIKLEBEN,

MEIKLE-CESS-LAW. See Longformacus.
MEIKLE-FAKNESS, a quondam village, now
quite extinct, in the parish of Cromarty.

MEIKLE -FERRY. See Dornoch Fkith (The).
MEIKLEFOLLA. See Fyvie.
MEIKLEHOLMSIDE-BURN, a brook, tracing

part of the south-western boundary of the parish of
Moffat to the incipient Annan, in Dumfries-shire.

The
but, in most, is a rich dark-coloured loam.
whole surface is enclosed, and beautifully cultivated.
Belts and groves of trees cover nearly 200 acres.
Red sandstone, suitable for building, is worked in
two quarries ; and shell-marl has been removed in

MEIKLE-LOCH, a lake about a mile long, and
half-a-mile broad, near the centre of Glen-Urquhart,
in the parish of Urquhart, Inverness-shire. Its banks
are adorned with the houses and grounds of Loch-

considerable quantities from a small bog near the
There are five principal landsouthei'n extremity.
owners. The value of assessed property in 1843
was £5,441 lis. Id. Drumkilbo, a mile east of the

down upon

village, is a fine mansion, embosomed in wood.
Kinloch-house, 1^ mile west of the village, is pleaMeigle-house and Potento consantly situated.
tribute to adorn the district.
Belmont-castle, the
seat of Lord Wharncliffe, f of a mile south of the
modern
quadrangular pile, agvillage, is an elegant
glomerated with the old tower of a former mansion.
In Belmont park is a tumulus called Belliduff, which

tradition assigns as the spot on which Macbeth fell
in combat with MacdutF; and at some distance stands,
almost erect, a block of granite, 20 tons weight, called
Macbeth's stone, and said to be monumental of one
of his generals.
These objects, and the traditions

connected with them, though they

Macbeth was not

slain at

fail to

Lumphanan

prove that

in Aberdeen-

shire, may probably show that Meigle was the scene
of some of his fighting.
There are some very antique and curious monuments in the churchyard,

associated with the name of the fabulous King Arthur's faithless wife, Guinevar, or Vanora.
The
village of Meigle stands on Mcigle-burn, in the
centre of the parish, on the road from Cupar-Angus
to Kirriemuir, about a mile north of the junction
station of the Scottish Midland railway with the
Dundee and Newtyle railway, 5^ miles south-west
of Glammis, 6^ north-east of Cupai'-Angus, and 13

north-north-west of Dundee. It seems to have been
a seat of population, or at all events was a burying-

A

place, before the introduction of Christianity.
weekly market was formerly held in it, but has
fallen into disuse.
Annual fairs for horses and
cattle are held on the last Wednesday of June and
(Jetober. Tlie village has two inns and an insurance

agency. A post-gig runs through it between tlie
railway station and Alytii. Population of the village, about 300.
Population of the parish in 1831,
873; in 1851, 686. Houses, 144.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery, in the
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £237 19s. 2d.; globe, £18.
Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
teinds, £30 3s. Id.
The
4id., with £16 fees, and £5 other emoluments.
parish church was mainly built abotit 1780, but

comprises two aisles of a previous edifice; and it
contains about 700 sittings. There is a Free church,
with an attendance of about 200; and the amount
of its receipts in 1856 was £66 38. 5d.
There is also
rtn Episcopalian chapel.
There is a private school.

Meigle was anciently the occasional residence of the
Bisliops of Dunkeld.
MKIGLE-HILL. See G-v^asmiem.

and Sheuglie. The glen comes
with the expansion of a strath but.
immediately after passing it, becomes contracted and
winding. Luxuriant birches swarm on the gently
sloping banks behind the fine fields of Lakefield and
Lochletter, climb the steep acclivities of the narrowing glen below, and combine with tlie glassy surface
of the lake and the bold contour of the mountains,
to render the place one of the most captivating of
the close scenes of the Highlands.

letter,

Lakefield,
it

;

MEIKLEOUR,

a post-office village in the parisli
It is situated 5 miles wesi
of Caputh, Perthshire.
of Cupar-Angus.
Cattle markets are held in it sev
eral times a-year.
Population, 110. Houses, 37.

.

MEIKLE-RIVER.
MEIKLE-ROE, an

See Lochbroom.

island in the parish of Delt'

It is situated in the south-e
St. Magnus' bay, and has a somewhat circuit
Its e;
line, with a diameter of about 2 J miles.

-

ing, Shetland.

half lies very near the islets and peninsulas
head of the bay. Population in 1841, 214; in
290.
Houses, 50.
MEIKLEWARTHILL, an estate and a viU,!
Theio is
in the parish of Rayne, Aberdeenshire.
round knoll on the estate called the Earl of jMiri
"
Rieve, which probably made some figure in tlif
'

jurisprudence of the feudal times. Populati
the village, 152. Houses, 41. A large annual
market is held here about Whitsunday.
MEIKLE WOOD. See Gargunnock.
MEIN-WATER, a rivulet of Annandale, DnIt rises on the north-east side of Kis
fries-shire.
with
hill, in the north of the parish of Middlebie,
a few yards of the source of one of the tributnii
of the Milk, and flows 4^ miles southward, an!
south-westward to the Annan, at a point | of
south of Hoddam church. Its course is chit
Middlebie; but, for 2 miles above its mouth, is [. ..
in Hoddam, and partly between these two pari^^li'
It has three tributaries, all from the north, and i'
exceeding 3| miles in length of course. The s:
runs, for some distance above its termination,
land of a gravelly soil; and it frequently oveni
.

i

,

;i

its

banks, alters

its

channel, and sweeps

away

i

bankments.

MELHY, a post-office station subordinate
wick, in Shetland.
MELDON-BURN. See Edhlestone.
MELDRUM, a parish, containing the post
of Old Meldrum, in the Garioch district of Ab<
It is bounded by Fyvie, Tarves, ]>
shire.
and Daviot. Its length east-south-eastward is
6 miles; and its breadth varies from 2 to 4

to

i

i

parish is ridgy rising ground, sum
by vales and valleys in the neighbouring paii
Its north-western cxtrcmitv has a consiii'

The whole

r

I.

MELDRIBI

nish, opposite the island of Luing ; is If mile broad
at the entrance, and extends 4 miles inland, in an
east-north-easterly direction, along the southern
boundary of Nether Lorn. Its name means 'the

altitude above the exterior vales; bat its other
descend by
parts liave only a moderate heigiit, and
an
inclination, presenting a diversity of rich

easy

well-cultivated table land, sloping to the west, the
Several points of the surface
south, and the east.
command extensive views, on the one hand of the
district of Foremartine and Buchan, and on the other
hand, of the celebrated valley of the Gariocli, bounded
on the west by the lofty Bennochie. The summit
grounds are extensively heathy but the slopes,
particularly on the south-west and the south, have
ieh fertile soil.
Upwards of 500 imperial acres
under plantation upwards of 1,100 are pastoral
or waste and about 5,800 are either regularly or ocHornblende rock, of a quality
casionally in tillage.
"'!ich admits of being polished like marble, is found
large detached masses Avhinstone is common ;
c-cry»tal occurs in the hill of Bethelnie and lime'lie was
wrought for some time near the boundary.
le
average rent of the best land per Scotch acre is
10s. adjacent to the town, and £2 in the country
:r!cts.
The estimated value of raw produce in
was £15,642. Assessed property in 1843,
'99.
Meldrum-house is a fine residence, in the
jue style of architecture, surrounded with beau-

Lake of

;

ton.

ston, Benvickshire.

;

The remainsof a Roman encampment

-ted tiU'receutly on Bethelnie farm.
The road
;i
Aberdeen to 13anft traverses the parish ; and a
ich railway from Old Meldj-um to Inverury was

the summer of 1850. Population inlSSl,
Houses, 401.
0; in 1851, 2,002.
his parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
id of Aberdeen.
Patron, Urquhart of Xleldrum.

:;ed in

It is bounded
part of the post-town of Galashiels.
by the counties of Selkirk. Edinburgh, and Berwick,
and by the parishes of St. Boswells, Bowden, and
Lindean. Its length south-eastward is lOf miles;
and its greatest breadth is 6^ miles. The river
Tweed traces the boundary \\ mile north-eastward
with Selkirkshire, runs 4^ miles eastward through
the interior, and traces the boundary 1\ miles eastBowden
wai-d and southward with Berwickshire.
burn traces the southern boundary \\ mile eastward, past the village of Newton, to the Tweed.
Cauldshields-loch, anotlier small lake, and a brook
flowing from them to the Tweed, trace the southern

£223 1 9s. lOd. glebe, £28. Unappropriated
£40 17s. 5d. Schoolmasters salary, £28, with
-. a share in
the Dick bequest, and some other
luments. The parish church was built in 1684,
iu
uged
1767, and new-seated in 1810, and cons 674
There is a Free church, with an
sittings.
ndance of 700; and the amount of its receipts in
J was £280 19s. 7d.
There is an United Pres-rian church, built in 1822, and
containing 312
There is an Episcopalian chapel, built in
ngs.
3, and
containing 170 sittings. There are three
;

is,

non-parochial schools. The ancient name of the parwas Bethelnie; and that name is still retained by
^
''istrict in it where the ancient church was situated.

ish

modem name Meldrum is Celtic, and signifies,
shoulder-hill or ridge-hill, and seems to allude
the general
configuration of the parochial surface.
J

MELDRUM

,

•

(Old), a post-town, a market town,
and a
burgh-of-barony in the parish of Meldrum,
Aberdeenshire. It stands on the road from Aberdeen
to
Banft", 5 miles north-north-east of Inverury, and
18 north-north-west of Aberdeen.
Its streets are
'cry irregularly built but they nevertheless contain
umber of good houses. The town-liall is a re;

ntable edifice,

surmounted by a

'itants

spire.

The

in-

—

appear to possess a spirit of enterprise,
y are chitlly merchants, professional men, trades1,
handicraftsmen, and labourers. There is a
i
weekly market for provisions ; and during the
ter and
spring months a market is held every
for tlie sale of cattle and grain.
There

two annual faire in May and November.
-^crable manufacture of cotton goods is car-

burgh-of-barony
1672,
has not now any local magistrate. There are
a mechanics' institution, witli
reading-room
Ubrary. There is likewise a horticultural so-

—

it
i

•y.

Population in 1831, 1,004; in 1851, 1,579.

MELFORD
•^

It

(Loch), a small sea-loch of Argyle-

entere between points

Degnish and Ash-

boundary' IJ mile westward with Lindean. Galawater traces the boundary 4^ miles south-southThe
eastward with Selkirkshire to the Tweed.
Leader traces the boundary 4f miles southward with
Berwickshire to the Tweed. Allen- water, traversing the prototype of the Glendearg of Sir Walter
Scott's monasteiy, and almost hid in many places
by overhanging woods, runs southward from near
the northern extremity at Blinkbonnie to the Tweed,
a little above Pavilion. Numerous tiny rills rise in
the interior, and flow toward the larger streams,
contributing, by their mimic delis and knots of
copse-wood, to adorn a district of no common wealth
in the number and loveliness of its running waters.
The whole of the bold fine eastern summit, half of
the far-seeing central one, and the northern skirt or
lower declivity of the western one, of the Eildon
hills, are in the parish, and form an imposing screen
along its southern boundary. See Eildox-hjlls.
person entering by the turnpike from the south
crosses the brokenly furrowed bed of Bowden- burn,
ascends the north-Ciistern skirt of the Eildons, with
a finely cultivated slope going down from the right
to a naiTow and almost obstructed part in the path
of the Tweed; and 1 J mile after crossing the boundary, he sees suddenly revealed to him the vale of
Melrose, with its villages and orchards and opulent
its sinuous, shining, gorgeous belt of
corn-fields,
intersecting river, and its framework of romantic
braes feathered all over in many parts with plautation, and cloven picturesquely down with the receding vales of the Leader, the Allen, and the Gala.

A

on.
There are also a brewery and a distillery;
'
in the
The
vicinity are several corn-mills.
a was erected into a
in
t

Population,

Houses, 45.
MELNESS, a district, having a post-office station
of its own name, in the north-west of the parish of
Here is a Free church,
Tongtie, Sutherlandshire.
fonning one charge with the Free church of EriboU.
MELROSE, a parish in the extreme north of
Roxburghshire, forming a northerly projection of
that county between Selkirkshire and Berwickshire,
to the southern extremity of Edinburghshire.
It
contains the post-town of Melrose, the post-office
and
villaces of Demock
Gattonside, tlie villages
of Eildon, Newstead, Newton, and Blainslio. the
of
Old
Melrose, and a large
antiquarian locality

•

: J

near the Eden, 8

173.

i

.end,

and

village in the parish of Earl-

It stands

miles north-west by west of Kelso.

;

;

land,'

Roxburghshire.

MELLERSTAIN, a

;

scenery.

high eminences or lumps of

MELGAM

;

1

tiie

be regarded as descriptive of its scenery. Several islets lie on its bo?oni; and Melford-house overlooks its north-east cxtremitv.
(The). See LJxtrathex.
MELGUXD-CA^^TLE. See Aberlemno.
MKLISTA. See Uio.
MELLENDEAN-BURN. a brook flowing on the
boundary between the parishes of Kelso and Sprous-

may

;

:

]MELEOSE.

409

(Old).

I

I

j

MELROSE.
The panoi'ama
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of the vale, either as seen from this

which places Covvdenknowes, the recess of
the Leader, and the whole north hill-screen fully on
point,

—

the back-ground, or from vantage-ground, in the
vicinity of the town, which places the elegant remains of the abbey on the foreground, and brings
the luscious orchard-beauties of the vale and the
fine knoll which bears aloft the parish-church fully
before the eye,
or from the declivities between the
foot of Gala and that of Allen-water, whence Abbotsford is seen as a prime attraction, and the eye is
carried over a long sweep of the Tweed, and the
Eildon hills show their finest proportions, and lift
two beautiful cones against the sky back-ground,
is one of the most unmingledly interesting of the
landscapes which most combine grandeur with beauty
and fertility, in the south of Scotland. " The valley
of Melrose," says the New Statistical Account,
"
must have been a noble lake at some remote
period, the Tweed entering it by a narrow inlet,
across which Melrose-bridge is thrown, and leaving
it by a narrow outlet at Tweedwood, before the
formation of which, the whole space, enclosed by
the Eildon and Gattonside hills, must have been a
continued sheet of water. A substratum of watersand, dense or penetrable by the spade, pure or gravelly, is always met with in digging a few feet
below the surface.
At a comparatively i-ecent
period, less than two centuries ago, the course of
the Tweed seems to have been on the south side of
A fine rich flat, now on the south side
tiie valley.
of the river, is called Gattonside-hangh, and its
feudal tenures show that it once actually formed a
part of the Gattonside lands, which are on the north
In these tenures a right is reside of the river.
tained to an ancient church-way, severed by the
Tweed, along which the inhabitants used to pass of
old to the Catholic service in the abbey. Near the
village of Newstead the old channel of the river is
beautifully marked and what was formerly a deep
pool and perilous eddy, aci'oss which Claverhouse is
said to have been feiTied, is now a fine meadow, but
the wheel.' The change
still continues to be called
in the course of the Tweed seems to have been
aided by human industry, as a strong embankment

—

—

;

'

necessary to prevent it from resuming its old
domain."
Between one-fourth and one-third of the area of
the parish lies south of the Tweed, and, excepting
on the Eildon-hills and a patch of moorland, stretching from their western base, is all in cultivation.
The district north of the Tweed is, over an extent
of 25 square miles, strictly upland and pastoral ; yet
either regularly
it yields so largely to the
plough,
or occasionally, on the banks of the riveis, and up
the lower acclivities of the hills, as to have arable
grounds and natural pasturage in proportion to each
other of 5 to .3. The soil in the southern district of
the parish is chiefly a strong clay, excellently
adapted for wheat; along the Tweed is of a fine,
of grain
and, in
light, dry nature, fit for all kinds
the northern district, is first a light earth mixed
on
with Band, and superincumbent
next, a
gravel,
strong clay upon till, full of springs and very wet,
Georgical operations of every
and, next, moss.
sort have been conducted boldly, extensively, and
with skill, and have worked great achievements.
is

;

—

—

At least 1,200 acres, and probably a larger number,
which formerly were cither waste or of small pasGrey wacko,
value, are under plantation.
which abounds over all the north and west, with a
as
worked
building material.
north-easterly dip, is
A species of conglomerate, which occurs at Quarryis also used for building.
hill, west of the town,
Tliough sandstone occurs in the south-east corner

toral

MELROSE.

of the parish, that used for
masonry is brought from
Sprouston or from Belses in Ancrum. There are

about 50 landowners, drawing each a rental of £5C
and upwards. The value of assessed
property ir
1855 was £35,759 4s. 4d. About twenty mansions
and villas stand in the vicinity of the Tweed, con-

tributing largely to the decorations of its valley;

and the most conspicuous of them is Abbotsford,
which we have made the subject of an article in its

own

alphabetical place. The parish is traversed by
the road from Edinburgh to Jedburgh, and
by the
Hawick fork of the North British railway; and it
has stations on the latter at Galashiels, Melrose,

and Newton.

Population in 1831,4,339; in 1851,
Houses, 915.
This parish is in the presbytery of Selkirk, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke of
Buccleuch. Stipend, £300 3s. 3d. glebe, about £12.
Unappropriated teinds, £308 17s. 3d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34, with about £50 fees, without any other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1810,
and contains 953 sittings. There is a church at Galashiels, which was originally built as an extension
church, and has recently been constituted by the court
of teinds a quoad sacra parish church for the northwest district of Melrose parish, called Ladhope.
There are two Free churches, the one called Melrose
church at Melrose, the other called Ladhope church
at Galashiels; and the receipts of the former in 1856
were about £400,— of the latter, £232 17s. There
is an United Presbyterian church at Melrose, built
ia 1823, and containing 443 sittings.
There is also
an United Presbyterian church at Newton, built in
and
452
There
are like1772,
containing
sittings.
wise at Melrose a Congregational chapel, and an
7,365.

;

Episcopalian chapel. The principal schools, additional to the parish school, are Weirhill academy,
a Free church school, an Episcopalian school, 3i
boarding-schools for young ladies, and 6 ordinary!
schools at Newton, Blainslie, Langshaw, Gat-

The ancieni
tonside, Dernock, and Newstead.
church of Melrose, situated at the present town oj
the time o
from
have
to
belonged,
Melrose, appears
the local suppression of the Culdees, till the yeai
in that year
1136, to the monks of Coldingham
at the founding of the Cistertian abbey, it was ob
tained from them by David I., in exchange for th
church of the Virgin Mary in Berwick; and thene
till the Reformation, it became strictly identifie
with the abbey in its history. The original name (
the parish was Fordel; and this, in 1136, was sut
stituted by Melrose, the name of the site of tb
Culdee establishment, arrogated and assumed i
that year by the new-fledged Cistertian abbe:
Three chapels anciently stood in the district nort
One was situated at the village
of the Tweed.
;

•

built of freestone, ar
seems to have been appurtenant to some mane
far-fam«
Another, dedicated to St. Columba, the
founder of the Culdee establishment of lona, ai

Gattonside,

was regularly

name with t)
giving to its site his abbreviated
or pasture, stood
adjunct signifying a field
in
Colmslee, on Allen-water, and had anciently
ai
neighbourhood the dairy of the Melrose monks,
T
still survives in some observable vestiges.
i

third chapel, called Chieldhelles, and consisting:
handsome stone architecture, stood in the nort
east corner of the parish, on a tiny tributary of t
which
Leader, and still gives its name to the spot

occupied.

Old Meluose,
sent

situated 2J miles east of the p
is now identified, as to aro

town of Melrose,

mansion. But 1
tecture, with only one modern
name strictly belongs to a peninsula 5 furlongs loj^
and between from 2 to 3 broad, formed by a rodu*

MELROSE.

cation of the Tweed. The banks, all round, are
lofty and wooded, varied with perpendicular rocks,
jutting like buttresses from top to bottom ; and
the surface rises from them on all sides in a regular,
smooth, grassy ascent, till it terminates in a small
table-ground, crowned with the modem mansion,

and both constituting and commanding a mostbeanThis promontory took the name of Melrose, afterwards transferred to the new town and
to the whole parish, either from the Irish. AlaolBoss, signifying the bald projection, or from the
ful scene.

'

;

—

"

Culdees

!

I

'

s

who

boldly accused Boniface, a spe"
emissary of the Pope to Scotland, as the fabrir of
falsehoods, the troubler of peace, and of the
istian religion, and the corrupter of it both
by

d and by writing;" and he is
particularly
rded to have made himself obnoxious to the
aanists by impugning the Papal dogmas.
But
^ever simple, evangelical, and anti-Romish the
blishment may have been, it suffered, in comn with the
parent-college of lona, the foul fate

fterwards being treated by the Roman Catholic
as if it had been an early ofishoot of their
church.
The establishment flourished and enjoyed
peace
but before or about the miding two centuries
of the 9th
century, when the Saxon power was
ken by the ascendency of the Scots, and incur.3 were made from the north to the
upper and
-r Tweed, it was overthrown either
by Ken.1 II.
or by Kenneth III.
At a future period,
r it had remained for a season in utter desola1, Aldwin,
Tivrgot, and some other Culdees, came
u " Girwy to what was
formerly the monastery
Mailros, but then a solitude
and being de:.ted with the retirement of that
place, began to
'e Christ there."
But they were subjected to
It
and
on
account
of their
injuries
persecutions
.ks

:

;

'

;

uliar doctrines,
by King Malcolm and menaced
him with death, and by the superior of
Girwy
;

with excommunication if they remained, they speedwithdrew from it the fading glories of Culdeeism.
The place was never again the site of a college ;
but became a mere chaplainry, dedicated to St.
Cuthbert, and endowed with the privileges of a
sanctuary. The foundations of a stone wall were
not long ago traceable, which defended the establishment on the accessible side, and stretched from
back to bank of the Tweed across a narrow part of
At the entrance, about the middle of
the isthmus.
ily

•

the projection of the
meadow.' Old Melrose was the site of a Culdee
on the continent of
one
of
the
earliest
establishment,
Scotland.
Eata, one of the twelve disciples who
accompanied Aidan, the founder of the bishopric of
Lindisfam, from lona to Northumbria, seems not
to have followed his master in accommodating
himself to incipient prelacy, and, at all events,
tamed early aside from immediate co-operation with
him to become the apostle of the upper vale of the
Tweed. Eata appears on record, in \he year 664, as
the abbot or head of the Melrose establishment. His
Buccessor was Basil, a person whom Bede describes
"
distinguished for his virtues and of a prophetic
Cuthbert, one of the most famous saints of
spirit."
Scotland, probably one of the most zealous and enlightened of her early missionaries, and afterwards
Ae nominal bishop of Lindisfam, and the real laborious itinerating preacher of Northumbria, entered the establishment under Basil, and succeeded
him in its presidency. Basil's fidelity and success
•re attested in his having given name to the neighbouring parish of St. Boswell's and those of Cuthbert, mingled with some leaning toward the begun
developments of prelacy, lie broadly stamped on the
fiAily ecclesiastical history and reminiscences of
south-east of Scotland and the north-east of
the whole of the ancient Northumbria.
-land,
; Culdee establishment
of Melrose, says Milne,
as a famous nursery for learning and religions
men, who were filled with zeal for propagating the
Christian religion, particularly among their neighbours the pagan Saxons."
Nor does it seem to
e been less illustrious for
resisting the innovas of Romanism ; for John of Melrose was one of
British, Meil-Bhos, signifying

-ral
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the wall, stood a house, built probably for the porters, and still giving the name Red-house to its
site.
The place where the chapel stood continues
to be called the Chapel-knowe ; and adjacent places
on the Tweed yet bear the names of Monk-ford, and
The
Haly-wheel. the holy whirlpool or eddy.
original buildings, like those of lona. were such as
could not have left any traces.
Bede, speaking
generally of the ecclesiastical erections of the early
Culdees, says they were all of oak, and thatched
with reeds. The remarkable causeway called the
Gerthgate, leads off from Old Melrose, past the site
of the Culdee chapel of Colmslee, to Soutra-hill.
See Fai.a. Another abbey,' of which no records
exist, but which seems to have been intermediate
between the establishments of Old and New Melrose, stood in the vicinity of Newstead.
The Tows of Melrose is delightfully situated at
the north base of the Eildon hills, on the road from
Edinburgh to Jedburgh, contiguous to the Melrose
station of the Edinburgh and Hawick railway, 3
furlongs south of the Tweed, 4 miles east-southeast of Galashiels, 7 north-east by north of Selkirk,
1 1 north-west of Jedburgh, and 35 by road, but 37 j
by railway, south-east by south of VEdinburgh. It
has partly the character of an antique dingy place,
with narrow thoroughfares and ancient houses, and
partly the appearance of a modem, spruce, aspiring
seat of population, with elegant and airy edifices;
and in both respects it looks in good keeping with
its situation, harmonizing partly with the grand
antiquities adjacent to it, and partly with the

—

i

'

magnificent landscape around it. It has recently,
on the whole, undergone much improvement, in consequence of many wealthy strangers being attracted

it for occasional or permanent residence.
The
body of it consists of three lines of houses, arranged
along the sides of a triangular open area. A modem
and pleasant little street leads out at the west comer
toward Galashiels; and narrow, brief thoroughfares
lead off at the other comers toward Gattonside and

to

Jedburgh.

Some

of the houses display on their

amid the general plainness of
sculptured stones ti-aced with the I. H.

lintels,

their walls,

S. and other
jMjpish devices, affording obvious indication that, at
the time when these houses were erected, building
materials were abstracted, largely and remorselessly,
from the pile of the adjacent abbey. In the centre
of the open triangular town area stands the cross,
a structure bearing marks of great antiquity. It is
about 20 feet high, and has on its apex a carving of
an unicorn sustaining the arms of Scotland. A literal
cross anciently surmounted the structure, and, according to the usage of popish times and things,
receiv^ homage from pilgrims preliminary to
their entering the precincts of the monastic pile ;
but this was destroyed in 1604. About a rood of
land, called the Corse-rig, in a field near the town,
is held by the proprietor on the condition of his
keeping the Cross in repair. Another cross anciently
stood at a place, half-a-mile westward on the road
The jail,
to Demock, still called the High Cross.
a plain, small, modem structure, occupies the site
of a curious ancient one.
On a stone still preserved
of the old jail, the arms of Melrose are sculptured.

MELROSE.
—

—

a mell,' or mallet, and a
a punning
rose,'
The
hieroglyphic version of the town's name.
church
is
a
neat and
but
modem, plain,
parish
a
surmounted
and
situated
by spire,
pleasing edifice,
on a rising ground, called the Weir hill, a few
west
of
the
town.
The
Free church has a
perches
well-proportioned spire, and figures beautifully in
the landscape. The railway station also is a good
'

'

•

A

feature, very spacious and handsome.
suspension bridge for foot passengers takes across a
communication from the town dii'ectly to Gattonside
but the bridge of the Edinburgh and Jedburgh highway and the viaduct of the railway are
higher up the river.
Melrose was long famed for the manufacture of a
fabric called Melrose land-linen, commissions for
which were received from London and foreign countries.
So early as 1668, the weavers were incorpoi-ated under a seal-of-cause from John, Earl of
Haddington, the superior of the burgh and for a
considerable period preceding 1766, the quantity of
linen stamped averaged annually between 33,000 and
34,000 yards, valued at upwards of £2,500. But
toward the end of last century, the manufacture
rapidly declined and, long ago, it utterly and hopeCotton-weaving, subordinately
lessly disappeared.
to Glasgow, was introduced as a succedaneum, and
had a short period of success but it, too, became

modern

;

;

;

;

extinct.
failed.

A bleachfield for linen

Even

also was tried, and
the woollen trade, so singularly pros-

perous in several neighbouring towns, was tri(.'d
An ancient fair held in
here without success.
spring, called Kier or Scarce Thursday fair, was
long a famous camival season, but afterwards became an occasion of business, and then dwindled to
extinction.
Business fairs are now held on the first
of January, February and March, on the'
Saturday before the last Tuesday of March, on the
first Monday of May and August, on the 12th day
of August, or on the Tuesday after that day, on the
Saturday after the first Tuesday of October, on the
first Monday of November and December, and on
the 22d day of November, or on the Tuesday after

Monday

that day.
The fair of tlie 12th day of August, or
of the Tuesday after, is a lamb fair, one of the most
extensive in Scotland, at which the number of

lambs exposed for sale, ranges from 60,000 to
There is also held a weekly market
100,000.
for grain.
The town has an office of the British
Linen Company's Bank, an office of the Royal Bank,
a savings' bank, eleven insurance agencies, four
principal inns, a gas company, a water company,
six public or congregational libraries, three benefit

societies,

a total abstinence society, a free masons'

lodge, a farmers' club, a curling club, a cricket club,
relief society, and some religious institua_ vagrant
tions.
Eailway trains afford ready comnumication

with all places north and south; and an omnibus
runs to Earlston. Melrose was erected into a burgh
of barony in 1609, and is nominally under the
government of a baron bailie but no burgh courts
are held, and tiiere is neither burgh property, reJustice of peace courts
venue, nor expenditure.
are held as i-equired; and sheriff's small debt courts
ai-e held on tlic first
Friday of February, May,
;

August, and November. Population in 1841, 893;
in 1851, 960.
Houses, 145.
The grand attraction of Melrose is its superb
abbey. This, indeed, from its extent, its symmetry,
and its artistic beauty, is one of the grandest objects
of antiquarian interest in the kingdom. The pile,
as an establishment for Cistcrtian monks, was
David I. in 1136. Its site is a piece of
founded

by
meadow, immediately north-east of the town,
and about J of a mile south of tlie Tweed. Tlie
level
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original edifice is said to have been completed ii
ten years, but was either wholly or partially de
stroyed by fire in 1322, and must have been grcatlj
inferior in magnificence to its successor.
now remains of the re-edificed structure exhibits ;
style of architecture ascertained to belong to a latei
age than that of David, and gives distinct indica
tions of having been in an unfinished state at th(
Reformation, appearances of rough temporary clos
ings-up of design, witli a view to subsequent re

Wha

—

AVhile the nucleus o;
sumption and completion.
the building was constructed at one effoi-t, under thf
and
of
Robert
Bruce, and perhaps
reign
patronage
aided by some preserved and renovated portion o,
the original erection of David I., the entire edifice
in the extension of its parts, and in the profusion ol
its ai'chitcctural

progressive

decorations, seems to have been th«
of upwards of two centuries, ex-

work

tending from 1326 till the Reformation. The Cistertians were noted for their industrious habits, ami
their patronage and practice of such departments ol
the fine arts as were known in the middle ages
and, in common with all the monastic tribes, they
regarded the embellishing of ecclesiastical edificcE
lip to a degree as high as their resources could produce, as pre-eminently and even meritoriously a
work of piety. The vast magnificence of the abbey,

;

witli its innumerable architectural adjuncts and
sculptured adornings, seems thus to have been the
result of a constant, untiring, and ambitious effort
of the I'esident monks, powerful in their skill, theii

leisure, and their enthusiasm, and
both instigated and aided by the munificent benefactions which made continual additions to theii

numbers, their

originally princely revenues, and testified the applause of a dark but pompous age for the sumptuousness of the dress thrown around the fane of religious
pageants. The architecture is the richest Gothic
combining the best features of its gracefulness anc
elaboration, and everywhere showing a delicacy o
touch, and a boldness of execution, which evinc
the perfection of the style.
The material, whiL
soft enough to admit great nicety of chiselling
possesses such power of resistance to the weathe
that even the most minute ornaments retain near!
as much sharpness of edge or integrity of feature a
when they were fresh from the chisel. The abbej
though inferior in proportions to many works of il
class, and only about half the dimensions of Yor
minster, is the most beautiful of all the ecclesiastrci
structures which seem ever to have been reared i

Scotland; and has seldom, in aggregate archite<l
tural excellence, been surpassed, or even equalleT
by tlie edifices of any land. Wliat remains is onlf
t!ie
principal part of the church, with some trivij
Frol
fragments of connexion with the cloister.
observable indications on the north side of the stanl
ing ruin, the cloister api)ears to have been a sqati|
150 feet deep, surrounded with a spacious arcade
piazza, and lined along the east, west, and nor j
walls with the habitations of tlie monks.
Though the abbey was regularly noticed in t(
graphical works, and figured boldly in history,

up its alluringly attractive form before tlif
of every traveller along the Tweed, it cxeitlittle attention, previous to the present centui;
to be coolly abandoned to the rough dilapidatiini
persons who estimated its sculptured Btoncs at
vulgar quarry-price of building material. Much
lias, in recent times, been used, at the expense <<
proprietor, to strengthen its walls, slate the rcn
ing part of the roof, and furnish various other iiu
of conservation; and it has its reward in a pron
that the pile will yet long stand to give pnu
lessons in majestic architectural beauty, llic
lifted

]

=n
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owes nearly all its modem fame to ' the
minstrel.' whose mansion at Abbotsford on
the west, and his grave in Dryburgh on the east,
compete with it in challenging the notice of the

are of excellent workmanship. To the westward of
this last effigy is the figuie of a
on the
cripple,
shoulders of one that is blind, well executed.

incidentallv

mighty

Above the south door is an elegant winJow, divided
by four principal bars or muUions, terminating in a

Walters adoption of it and the town,
as the St. Mary's and the Kennaqnahair of his tales
of The Monastery and The Abbot,' brought it
boldly before the gaze of the myriad admirers of his
novels, and his well-known pei-sonal enthusiasm in
making it a favourite retreat from study, and in
Sir

tourist.
'

the tracery light, and collected at the
summit into a wheel the stonework of the whole
window yet remaining perfect. This window is 24

pointed arch

'

'

height within the arch, and 16 in breadth:
the mouldings of the arch contain many members,
graced with a filleting of foliage; the outward
member runs into a point of pinnacle-work, and
encloses a niche highly ornamented, which, it is
There are
said, contained the figure of our Lord.
eight niches which sink gradually on the sides tt
the arch, formerly appropriated to receive the statues of the apostles.
The whole south end rises to
a point to form the roof, garnished with an upper
moulding, which is ornamented with a fillet of excellent rose- work; the centre is terminated by a
square tower. It will suffice to remark in this
place, that the pedestals for statues, in general, are
composed of five members of cornice, supported by
palm boughs, or some other rich-wrought foliage,
and terminating at the foot in a point with a triple
roll.
The caps, or canopies of the niches, are composed of delicate tabernacle work, the spires ornamented with mouldings and a fillet of rose work,
and the suspended skirts graced with flowers. The
interior of the canopy is of ribbed work, terminating
in a suspended knot in the centre.
This description will do to earn," the reader's idea to every parfeet in

the vibration in eveiy subsequent thrill of interest
in its attractions, was his masterly description of it
'
The Lay of the Last Minstrel.'
in
extracts,

Two

though familiar to many a reader, may be acceptable as vivid pictures of the most remarkable parts
of the pile, and fine specimens of tlie enchanting
power of the painter. The one describes the beautifully fretted and sculptured stone-roof of the east
end of the chancel
:

The darkened

roof rose high aloof
On pillars lofly and light aiid small ;
Tlie keystone that locked each ribbed aisle
Was a flenr-de-Iys or a quatre-feuille;

The

corbells

And

the

were carved grotesque and grim

pillars,

;

with closter'd

With base and with

sliaits go trim.
capital floiirish'd around,

Seem'd bundles of tances which garlands had bound."

The other passage describes the surpassingly
gant eastern window:

ele-

ticular niche.

" At the
junction of the south and west members
of the cross a hexagon tower rises, terminating in

"Tlie moon, on the east oriel shone,
Tliroagh slender shafts of shapely stone

By

foliaged tracery

a pinnacle roofed with stone, highly ornamented.
From hence the aisle is extended, so as to receive
three large windows, whose arches are pointed, each

combined :

Thoa would'st have thought some fairy's hand
Twiit poplars straight the oaer wand

many a

In

had twin'd;
spelL when the work was done.
the willow-wreaths to stone."

freakish knot

Then framed a

And changed

I

'

The arching

composed of a semicircle, with
as members of the most delicate work falling
id each other^ supported on light and well-projned pilasters on each side is a projection of
tabernacle work. The comers of this end of
fetructures are composed of angular buttresses,
linated by spires of tabernacle work.
These
"be

doorway

'

i

is

\

;

j

;

es are pierced with niches for statues.
The
Btals and canopies are of the lightest Gothic
r,

and ornamented with garlands of flowers in
work; above the south gate are several

lies for
>.

statues, decreasing in height as the arch

which some mutilated

in
i

effigies remain,
standing positions, others sitting, said to
the apostles.
In the centre are the arms
nd, a lion rampant in reverse, with a double
above which is the effigy of John the
to the waist, suspended on a cloud, casting

:

;

.

looks upwards, and bearing on his bosom a
This is a very
et, inscribed 'Ecce filius Dei.'
licate
On
sculpture, and in good preservation.
buttress, east of the door, is the effigy of a
nk suspended in like manner, supporting on his
oulders the pedestal of the niche above; in his
'nds a fillet is extended, on which is inscribed
Pas.?us e. q. ipse voluit.'
On the western buttress
'
the like effigy
bearing a fillet, inscribed Cu. venit
•itauThese two sculptures
seq. cessabit umbra.'
*

divided by three upright b;irs or mullions, the
some in wheels, and
tracery various and light
others in the windings of foliage. These windows
are separated by buttresses, ornamented with niches.
Here are sculptured the arms of several of the abbots, and that also of the abbacy,
a mell and rose.'
These buttresses support pinnacles of the finest
tabernacle woi k. From the feet of these last pinnacles are extended bows or open arches, composed
of the quarter division of a circle, abutting to the
bottom of another race of buttresses, which arise at
the side wall of the nave ; each of these last but;

to a prose description, one by Mr. Hutchincopied by Grose, is still perhaps the best that
been written. " The view from the entrance
the churchyard," says he, '• is noble. This
ch is in the form of a cross. The south end of

itself in front.
j^transept presented

;

;

passing successive hours in scanning over, for the
five hundredth time, irs labyrinth of graces, drew
towards it the wondering eye of the imitative
crowds who looked to him as a master of taste.
But what first roused attention to it, and kept up

"
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tresses also supporting an elegant pinnacle o:" tabernacle work, are ornamented with niches, in two of
which statues remain one of St. Andrew, the other
of the Holy Virgin the side-aisles are slated, but
;

;

covered with an arched roof of hewn
From the west end of the church is conti-

the nave
stone.

is

nued a row of buildings, containing five windows,
divided by the like buttresses, the tracery of two of
the windows remaining, the rest open. Each of
these windows appertained to a separate chapel,
appropriated and dedicated to distinct personages
and services; the places of the altars, and the fonts,
or holy-water basons, still remaining.
The east
end of the church is composed of the choir, with a
small aisle on each side, which appeare to have been
open to the high altar. This part is lighted by
three windows towards the east, and two side windows in the a sle; the centre window is divided by
four upright bars or mullions the traceries are of
various figures, but chiefly crosses, which support a
large complicated cross that forms the centre; the
arching is pointed, and part of the tracery here ii
broken. The side lights are near as high as the
centre, but very narrow, divided by three npriglit
bars or mullions; the mouldings of the window
;
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arches are small and delicate, yet ornamented with
a fillet of foliage. On each side of the great window are niches for statues; and at the top there
appears the eflBgies of an old man sitting, with a
globe in his left hand, rested on his knee, with a
young man on his right over their heads an open

stalls

:

leads to the site of the cloister (the building being
demolished) is a semicircular arch of many mem^rs; the fillet of foliage and flowers is of the highest finishing that can be conceived to be executed
in freestone, the same being pierced, the flowers
and leaves separated from the stone behind, and
suspended in a twisted garland. In the mouldings,
pinnacle-work, and foliage of the seats which remain of the cloister, I am bold to say, there is as
gi-eat excellence to be found as in any stone-work

and

disposition.

Na-

ture is studied through the whole, and the flowers
and plants are represented as accurately as under

the pencil. In this fabric there are the finest lessons, and the greatest variety of Gothic ornaments,
that the island aff"ords, take all the religious structures together. The west side of the centre tower
is yet standing; it appears to have supported a spire;
a loss to the dignity and beauty of the present re-

be regretted by every visitant. The balcony work is beautiful, being formed of open rosework. The present height of the tower wall is
The length of this edifice, from
seventy-five feet.
east to west, is 258 feet, the cross aisle 137 feet,
and the whole contents of its ichnography 943 feet.
We entered at the south door, and no expression
can convey an idea of the solemn magnificence
which struck the eye. The roof of the north and
south ends of the transepts remains, supported by
mains, to

intersecting groins, in various directions, of the
lightest order; the joinings ornamented with knots,
some sculptured with figures, and others of pierced
work in flowers and foliage the arching of the interstices constructed of thin stones, closely jointed
over the choir, part of the roof of like workmanship
still remains.
The side-aisles are formed by lightclustered pillars, richly capitalled, with garlands of
flowers and foliage disposed delicately in the mouldings; in some tlie figures of animals are interThe pillars which supported the tower
spersed.
towards the east are gone, so that three sides of it
are down, leaving a chasm, through which you look
up towards the remaining quarter. The north aisle
is lighted by a circular window, representing a
crown of thorns, which makes an uncommon appearance. Here are the effigies of Peter and Paul,
one on each side of the tower, but of inferior sculpture."
The nave, at the time of Mr. Hutchinson's visit,
was used as the parish church, and was in a main
;

;

degree blocked up from

ci'itical

examination.

upright beams, as scaff"olds, tier above tier; others
supported against the walls and pillars no two are
alike in form, height, or magnitude.
The same
confusion of little and great, high and low, covers
the floor with pews. The lights are so obstructed,
that the place is as dark as a vault. The floor is
nothing but the damp earth. Nastiness and iiTegu:

is

in Europe, for lightness, ease,

in the disposition of which irregularity alone
to have been studied.
Some are raised on

;

seems

The buttresses at this end
suspended.
terminate in pinnacles of tabernacle work; the
mouldings and sculptures are elegantly wrought.
" The north end of the cross aisle of the
abbey is
not much ornamented without, it having adjoined
The door which
to the cloister and other buildings.

crown
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It is

now

partly cleared of incumbrances and defacements, so as to present its architecture distinctly to
view, marred only by some remains of the super-

modern masonry. But Mr. Hutchposed, clumsy,
inson's account of it, in the state in which he saw
it, is curious, both for indicating the intrinsic harmony of this part of tlie edifice with the otlier parts,
and for showing, by a notable instance, how debased and dark a beautiful bright tiling may be
made by bad taste. " On opening the door," says
he, "it is not to be expressed the disagreeable scene
which presented itself. This place is filled with

whole scene. The fine workmanship of the pillars, whose capitals, for flowers and
the ribs
foliage, exceed all the rest of the building
of the arches, and the ornaments of their intersections, are scarce to be seen in the horrid gloom which
possesses tlie place. Here are several tombs of eminent personages: on the nortli wall is inscribed,
under a coat of armour, Here lies the race of the
house of Zair.' Many altars, basons for holy water,
and other remains of separate chapels, appear in the
aisl s
among which are those of St. Mary and St.

larity possess the

;

'

;

Waldave."
Cistertian monks of this abbey were the first
of their order who obtained footing in Scotland; and,
according to general Cistertian usage, they dedicated
tlie establishment to their patron-saint, the Virgin
" sair saunt for the croon o'
Mary. David, that
Scotland," made them the chief of their class, or
the mother-establishment of the kingdom, and hestowed on them the church of the parish, extensive

The

and numerous privileges. Their original gift
from him consisted of the lands of Melrose, Eildon,
and Dernock, the lands and wood of Gattoiiside, the
fishings of the Tweed along the whole extent of these
lands, and the rights of pasturage, of pannage, and of

lands,

cutting wood for fuel and building, in the forests of
Selkirk and Traquair, and in that lying between the
Gala and the Leader. Other possessions in the form
of lands, churches, and privileges, were afterwards
so rapidly heaped on them by David, and by his successors and subjects, that, against the close of tlie
13th century, they had vast property and various
immunities in the counties of Roxburgh, Berwick,

Selkirk, Peebles, Dumfries, Ayr, Haddington, and
Edinburgh. In 1192, Hassendean, in its church,
tithes, lands, and other emoluments, was given by
Jocelin, bishop of Glasgow, to the monks, on condition of their establishing at it a house of hospitality,
" ad
susceptionem pauperum et peregrinorum ad do" and it now became the

mum

de Melros venientum

;

seat of a cell, where several of their number resided,
to execute the trust of relieving the poor, and entertaining the pilgrim. In some year between l'>ii
and 11 85, a bull of Pope Lucius exempted the iiit
from paying tithes for any of their possessions,

large proprietors, with nunn
great husbandmen, with many gra:
and numerous herds; lordly churchmen, with
common privileges, high powers, and extensi\'
But a pertinacious controversy had
fluence.
existed between them and the men of Stow, ci
vale of Gala-water then called Wedale re^^i
ing two objects of great importance in that a:,
pannage and pasturage, under the several prcj
tors; and, in 1184, a formal settlement of the
'the yv.m
troversy, emphatically known in history as
of Wedale,' was made by William the Lion, assi>ii
by his bishops and barons. Yet, during such ti

monks were now

tenants;

—

—

-

,

'

disputes

among cattle-drivcis and swine-herds
when adopted by

liardly be prevented, and,

i

!

were sometimes carried up to tumult
homicide. In 1269, John of Edenham, the al
and many of liis conventual brethren, for the cii
of violating the peace of Wedale, attacking -'
liouscs of the bishop of St. Andrews, and s\d\
one ecclesiastic, and wounding many others,
superiors,

\
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excommunicated by a

pro\-incial cotincil

which

sat

in Perth.

As ilelrose stood near the hostile border, it was
usually involved in the rancorous events of Border
In 1285, the Yorkshire
feud and international war.
barons, who had confederated against King John,
in Melrose chapterII.
to
Alexander
swore fealty
In 1295, Edward I. granted the monks a
house.
while he
protection and in August of next year,
rested at Berwick after the general submission of
Scotland to his usurping interference, he issued a
writ commanding a restitution to the monks of all
the property which they had lost in the preceding
In 1322, at the burning and desolating of
rael^e.
the abbey by Edward II., William de Peebles the
In
abbot, and several of the monks were slain.
1326, Robert Bruce made a most munificent grant
''• the re-edification of the
abbey, amounting to
nX) sterling a vast sum at that period from
revenue of wards, reliefs, marriages, escheats,
a J fines within Roxburghshire; and he seems to
L ive afterwards made other grants and to have been
;

—

—

.lilowed in his money-giving patronage by David II.
In 1328, writs were issued to the abbot by Edward
TT. for the restitution of pensions and lands which
had held in England, and which had been taken
ji
them dming the war, by the King's father.
1334, the same monarch granted a protection to
.rose, in common with the other abbeys of the
:tish border; in 1341, he came from Newcastle
;eep his Christmas festival in Melrose abbey; and
1348, he issued a writ "de terris liberandis abde Meaurose," to deliver to the abbot his lands,
bard II., in 1378, followed the example of Edd in giving a protection to the monks; yet in
-5, when he made his expedition into Scotland,
~et fire to the abbey, in common with other reliis houses on the Border.
But, four years afterils, the monks were indemnified for the damage
did them, by the grant of two shillings on each
iQ sacks of Scottish wool, and of a
portion of
King's custom on hides and woolfels, exported
Berwick; and, in 1390, they received from Richard
rmal renewal of protection. During the period
rude, rancorous warfare which intervened be':n the
rebuilding of the edifice under Robert
i:e, and the commencement or precurrent events
the Reformation, the abbey must have sustained
ny more shocks than are recorded; yet it seems
lave rebounded from each blow with undiminished
ven increased vigour, and in spite of temporary
lolitions, made steady progress in financial great~s and architectural grandeur.
But during the
.rns of Henry VIII., Edward VI., and Elizabeth,

I

.•

;

and dilapidations, chiefly from
English and partly from the Scotch, too severe,

-ifFered collisions
1

in too troublous times, to issue otherwise than
In 1544, the English penetrated to
ruin.

its

and destroyed great part of the abbey; in
by Lords Evei-s and Latoun, they again
laged it, and were pursued and beaten on Ancrumir; and, in the same year, they recrossed the
rder under the Earl of Hertford, and a third time
" The
1 the
abbey waste.
English commanders."
"
s
George Chalmers, were studious to leave des of the destruction that
they committed, which
y perpetuates their own disgrace." At length,
1569, the nobility of Scotland and their military
"ainers, under the sacred name of the Reformation,
d with an
unjust reflection of the odium they inrred on John Knox and his
fellow-reformers, com^ted by pillage, defacement, and
dilapidation, what
i
English had left to be done in order to the consion of the pile into an unroofed,
gutted, partially
rthrown, and altogether yawning rain.
Irose,

io, led
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Though the monks of Melrose were exempted by
charters and custom from rendering military service
to the Crown; vet they fought under James the
Steward of Scotland, during the war of the succession; and again they fought under Walter the Steward, in strenuous support of the infant-prince, David
Bruce. Declarations were afterwards made by both
stewards, and subsequently confirmed by the Duke
of Albany, on the day of the feast of James the
Apostle, in 1403, that the military service of the
monks having been rendered by the special grace of
the abbot and convent, and not in terms of any duty
they owed to the Crown, should not be regarded as
any precedent for their future conduct. Owing to
mutual benefits, a very intimate connection seems
to have existed, from the days of Bruce, or from the
foundation of the monastery, between the abbots of
Melrose and the Stewarts of Scotland. In 1541,
James V., by a sacrifice of his public policy to his
private feelings, solicited and obtained from the
Pope, the abbey of Melrose, in addition to that of
Kelso, to be held, in commendam, by his natural
son James. At the Reformation, when the lands,
rights, and privileges of religious houses were annexed to the Crown, those belonging to Melrose

abbey were granted by Queen Mary
of Bothwell.

Becoming

lost to

to

James, Earl

him by

forfeiture in

were next, through the influence of the
well-known Earl of Morton, bestowed on James
Douglas, the second son of William Douglas of Lochleven.
Some years later, they again sought an
owner, and, with some exceptions, were erected into
a temporal lordship in favour of Sir John Ramsay,
who had protected James VI. from the rapier of
Gowry, who was created Viscount of Haddington,
and Earl of Holderness in 1606, and who, in 1625,
died without issue, leaving the estates to fall back
Sir Thomas Hamilton, who, from
to the Crown.
his eminence as a lawyer, rose to high rank and great
1568. they

who was created Earl of Melrose in 1619,
and who afterwards exchanged this title for the
opulence,

vacant one of Earl of Haddington, eventually obtained the abbey and the greater part of its (domains;
and, in more recent times, he has been succeeded in
the splendid heritage, by the family of Buccleuch.
At the epoch of the Reformation, when the monks
were obliged to give up an account of their rentals,
the revenues of Melrose abbey were variously stated;
but on one authority, they are recorded to have con19 chalders, 9 bolls of
sisted of £1,753 Scottish,
wheat, 77 chalders, 8 bolls of here, 44 chalders,
14 chalders of meal, 8
1 boll, 2 firlots of oats,
chalders of salt,
105 stones of butter, 10 dozen of
capons, 26 dozen of poultry, 376 moor-fowls,
340 loads of peats, and 500 carriages.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

MELROSE, Banffshire. See Gamrie.
MELSETTER. See Walls.
MELSHACH-HILL. See Kessethm

MELUNDY.

See Dallas.
a post-office hamlet in Glen HallaIts
dale, in the parish of Reay, Sutherlandshire.
position is on the left bank of the river Halladale. immediately above the debouch of that stream into
Melvich bay, and on the road between Thurso and
Tongue, 24 miles west by south of Thurso, and 8
miles east of Strathy. On the opposite bank of the
river, and at the head of the bay, stands conspi-

MELVICH,

cuously the mansion of Bighouse, long the seat of
the ancient branch of the chiefs of the clan Maekay,
and now the property of the Duke of Sutherland.
MELVILLE, an ancient parish on the North
Esk, now united chiefly to Lasswade, and partly to
Dalkeith, Edinburghshire. An English baron called
Male settled in the locality under the reign of Mal-

colm I v., and called his manor Male-ville.

He was

MENMUIR.

Vicecomes of Edinburprh castle under Malcolm lY.,
and Justiciary under William the Lion. The family
acquired other lands in Mid-Lothian during the 13th
century, and remained in possession of their ancient

The original
till the reign of Robert II.
stock now ending in a female heir, Agnes, her possessions passed by marriage to Sir John Ross of
Halkhead, whose descendants were, by James IV.,
created Lords Ross. Tlie barony of Melville remained with them till 1705 and in the course of

manor

;

it was pui'chased by David Rennie,
and passed, by marriage with his daughter, to
Henry Dundas, created Viscount Melville in 1802.

last century,

Melville castle, tlie residence of the present noble
owner, is noticed in our article on Lasswade. Melville church was given by its founder to the monks
of Dunfermline, and continued with them till the
Reformation yet, contrary to the usual practice, it
was maintained as a rectory, the monks simply
holding the right of presenting to the benefice.
;

MELVILLE-HOUSE.
MELVILLE-MOUNT.

See Moximail.
See Andrews (St.) and

£34 4s. 4jd., with £15 fees. The parish
church is a commodious edifice, built in 1842. There
is a Free church for Menmuir, with an attendance
of 150; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£133 10s. 6d.
MENOCK. See Minnick.
,

MENSTRIE, a post-office village, partly in the
parish of Alloa in Clackmannanshire, and partly in
the Perthshire portion of the parish of Logic. It
stands at the southern base of the Ochil hills, on
the road from Stirling to Dollar, 2 miles from Alva,
4 from Alloa, and 5 from Stirling.
streamlet
flowing past it, from the Ochils to the Devon, renders it an advantageous site for woollen manufacture.
A considerable and growing trade has long
been carried on in the fabrication of serges, Scotch
blankets, and various other woollen goods.
Population, 518.
Houses, 117.
popular rhymer assumes some spirit of fairyland to have formerly
loved Menstrie for its rural beauty, but to have been
driven away from it by the introduction of manufactures, and represents the phantom as sometimes

A

A

saying pathetically at dead of night,

FiFESHIEE.

MENAWAY.
MENGALAY.

MERSE.
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See Keig.
See Minoala,

Tillicoultry hills are fair,

But when

MENMUIR,

a parish, containing the hamlet of
Its
Tigerton, in the northern part of Forfarshire.
is
Brechin, If mile distant from its southpost-town
It is bounded by Lethnot, Strickeastern boundary.
athrow, Brechin, Careston, and Fearn. Its length
eastward is 6J miles; and its greatest breadth is
4 miles. Its southern half lies in Strathmore, is
flat, retains some mai'shy grounds, aisd seems anciently to have been what the name Menmure or
Menmore is said to signify, a great moss.' Most
of this flat is now reclaimed and arable, of fair quality in its soil, enclosed and sheltered with fences
and with belts of wood, and under skilful cultivaThe whole of this district is traversed lengthtion.
ways, at an average distance of 5 furlongs from the
boundary, by Cruick-water, meandering in constant,
The soil, while tofreakish, but brief sinuosities.
wards the stream sharp and gravelly, becomes loamy
as it recedes and on the slopes which skirt the
plain, it improves into a deep sandy clay, very fertile, and showing an expanse of luxuriant land.
The northern part of the parish consists of the first
gradient in the stupendous shelving ascent of the
Binchinnin Grampians. At the east end are the
heights of White and Brown Caterthun, remarkable
See Caterthun. Westward
for their antiquities.
of them runs Menmuir-hill, a ridgy height, 2| miles
North of this, in a nook
to the westei'n boundary.
of the parish which projects between Foarn and
Lethnot, rises Peat-hill, the first of a water-shedding series or ridge of heights which runs 15 miles
transversely up the Binchinnin region to its highWest- water, one of the two great
est summit line.
head-branches of the North Esk, flows a mile along
the north, receiving, at the point of impingement,
Pelphrio burn, after the latter's course of 2f miles on
A chalyl)eate spring, on the
the same boundary.
farm of Balhall, was formerly in much repute, but
became long ago neglected. The most extensive
'

;

Arbuthnot of Balnamoon and there
are four others. The only mansion is Balnamoonhousc, a modern edifice. The average rent of land
Assessed property in
is about £1 6s. per acre.

landowner

is

;

Some of the parishioners arc
1843, £5,614 18.s. 5d.
hand-loom linen weavers. The parish is traversed
by the road from Kirriemuir to Fettercairn. Population in 1831, 871 in 1851, 693. Houses, 153.— This
parish is in the presbytery of Brechin, and synod of
Angus and Mearns. Patron, Erskino of Bathall.
;

Stipend, £158 28. 5d.

;

glebe, £18.

—

"Oh, Alva woods are bonnie,

Schoolmaster's

It

I

maks

MENTEITH

think o' Menstrie,
heart ay sair."

my

See Monteith.

MENZIE-HILL, a locality where there is a mineral spring, long famous but much overrated, in the
parish of Eaglesham, Renfrewshire.
MENZION-BURN, a brook, running in a northeasterly direction to the Tweed, in the parish of
Tweedsmuir, Peebles-shire.

MERCHANTS

(The).

See Kinttre (Mull op).
a modeniized old cas-

MERCHISTON-CASTLE,

tellated mansion, adjacent to the hamlet of Boroughmoor, in the south-western outskirts of the city of
Edinburgh. It consists of a square tower of the
15th century, with a projection on one side, and
It was from a very
considerable modern additions.
ancient period the patrimony of the family of Napier; and here the celebrated inventor of the lo-

garithms was born.

|

MERECLEUGHHEAD.
MERKINCH.

;

'

See Ettrick.

See Highlands (The), and

VEUNESS-SIIIUE.

MERKLAND. See Kikkpatuick-Flemixo.
(Locu), a lake on the south
border of the parish of Edderachyllis, Sutherl
It is about 3 miles in len'^th, cxtendin
shire.
a south-easterly direction, and sends its superfliii
by a stream of about 1^ mile in length of cour^
Locli-Grian, and through that to Loch-SIiin, in
tlic
neighbouring parish of Lairg. It lies within
ancient territory of the Dirriomore forest; and it«
head is adjacent to the grand central watershed >'
the kingdom.
WELL. See LocHRurrox.
MERRYSTONE, a village in the Gartsherry li:
trict of the parish of Old Monkland, Lanarksliiv
It is inhabited cliiefly by miners, and stands groir
with the other villages of the Coatbridge min.

MERKLAND

MERKLAND

field.

Population, 676.

MERRYSTONE
iiill

Ci
(West), a village in the

district of the parish. of

Old Monkland,

1

Population, 493.
dis^
(The), a large chamjiaign fortilo
on the eastern part of the Scottish border. In
ilern political distribution of territory, it is
districi
largest and most .southerly of the tliree
arkshire.

MERSE

'

P<
Berwickshire, and, according to Timothy
survey of that county in the reign of Charles I.,
tains 202^ square miles, or 129,600 statute ac
whole of
in loose
phraseology, it is the
>

1

popular

{

MERTOX.

wickshire, and strictly identical witb the county
and in topographical nomenclature, based on strict
reference to uniqueness of jreographical feature, it
is the whole low country lying immediately north
of the Tweed, semicircularly screened by the Laminermoor-hills and the heights of Te^aotdale, and
including all the political Merse of Berwickshire,
and all the district of Roxburghshire which lies on
Ancient political usage
the left bank of the Tweed.
not only sanctioned the last of these senses, but
of Teviotdale,
into
tlie
lowlands
Merse
carried the
and viewed Roxburgh-castle, situated on the right
Hnk of the Tweed, as the capital of the whole disThe name is combined with that of Teviotas the designation of a synoJ, the second in the
;

;

MERSINGTOX. See Echt.
MEKTON, a parish in the extreme

south-west of
projects from the rest of the
and is bounded on the north by Eariston, and
^ ;ounty,
on all other sides by Roxburghshire. Its post-town
!• St. Boswells. adjacent to its southern boundary,
Berwickshire.

It

length eastward is about 5 miles and its breadth
\tnes from If to 4J miles. The Tweed flows along
the whole westeni and southern boundary, and
tiiakes three large and unusually fine reduplications,
:iie of which sweeps round Dry burgh abbey, another
tbe church of Merton, and the third, on the opposit'3
The
Muik, the beautiful peninsula of Old Melrose.
^and rises, in a great variety of gradient and outfrom
the
^is
river,
ine, eastwai-d and northward,
^reeably diversified with hedge-rows and plantaand exhibits, in its diversity of haugh and
ions,
wld bank, cliffy, steep, and gentle ascent, rolling
laface and level table-land, a sc<iie of great picmesqueness within narrow limits. The \\evi which
isets the eye in passing from the village of Newton
n the opposite bank, to visit Dryburgh abbey, is,
[» its smallness of scope, one of the most delightin Scotland.
See Drtblbgh. But
ittjr impressive
r«Bi the summit of Bemersyde-hill in the west,
the
in
'pere
general is high, the parish,
ground
in itself, commands a prospect of
'lile
picturesque
^i6 vale of Melrose, and of a long eastward stripe of
isin of the Tweed, a near view of the Eildon
and a distant one of the blue Cheviots, unitIts

j

;

j

1

j

—

—

.

a landscape of exquisite loveliness and many a
"
Wood, water, hills, ruins, and
•'le fields," are words which do not even give a
?t of its elements, and afford no hint whatever

'[

;

|

!

;

I

|

j

j

I

antic feature.

warm

and the
and blending beauties of the scene.
e soil, toward the Tweed, particularly in the
iaghs. is sharp with a gravelly bottom; and elsehere it is. with few exceptions, a stiff clay sn|)ercumbent on till. About 500 acres are planted,
ish coloured sandstone, very durable, and adng a fine polish, abounds along the Tweed, and
There are five landowners,
•irly was quanied.
.e

:'.d

colours, the fine groupings,

contrasts

,

:

'

I

value of assessed property in 1 843 was £6,429
'•1.
The principal residences are Merton-house,
:.ging to Lord Polwarth, Dryburgh-abbey. beng to the Earl of Buchan, and Bemersyde',
belonging to Haig of Bemersyde. The faof Haig, says Sir Robert Douglas, " is of great
juityin the south of Scotland; and in our ancient
Some
ngs, the name is written De Haga.
jfs are of
opinion that they are of Pictish ex:ion; others think they are descended from the
nt Britons; but as we cannot pretend, by
authority, to trace them to their origin, we
1 insist
no farther upon traditional history, and
;ce their descent
by indisputable documents

who was undoubtedly proand barony of Bemersyde in

Petrus de Haga.
of of the lands
II.

MERTON. Wigtonsbire.
MESHIE (The), a brook

See

Mochecm.

running northward to
the Spey at a point nearly opposite Laggan-church,
in Badenoch. Inverness-shire.
METHILL, a seaport village in the parish of
Wemyss, Fifeshire. It stands on the shore of the
frith of Forth, contiguous to the detached portion
of the parish of Markinch, about ^ a mile southwest of Inverleven, and about 1 mile north-east of
Buckhaven. It was erected into a free burgh of
barony, in 1662, by the bishop of St. Andrews. Its
harbour has long had the reputation of being one
of the best on the south coast of Fifeshire.
Its
east pier was extensively overthrown by a storm in
1803, with the effect of considerably choking the
entrance to the harbour but this was repaired in
1838, at the cost of upwards of £1,800. The amount
of harbour dues levied in 1852 was £87. A chapel
;

i

..
r:

Berwickshire, and lived in the reign of King Malcolm IV. and William the Lion." Captain Clutterbuck is made to say, in the Monastery,' that his
friend the sage Benedictine could teU to a day when
the De Hagas settled in the country. A remote tradition, towering up in admiration of the antiquitvof the family, affirms that it w^ll never become exand having been thrown into a doggerel
tinct
rhyme, it has, like some other things of the sort,
been fathered upon Thomas of Erceldoun, and called
a prophecy. The parish enjoys easy access across
the Tweed to tJie Melrose, Newton, and Maxton
stations of the Edinburgh and Kelso railway.
PoHouses, 129.
pulation in 1831, 6(>4; in 1851, 692.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Lander, and
svnod of Merse and Teviotdale.
Patron, Lord
Polwarth. Stipend, £259 6s. 4d.; glebe, £14. UnSchoolmaster's
appropriated teind-s, £63 Ss. lid.
salary, £30, with £10 fees, and £4 4s other emolamentis.
The parish church was built in 1658, and
The ancient church was given
repaired in 1820.
I. to the canons of
David
by
Dryburgh, and remained a vicarage under them till the Reformation.
'

oic.irial Assemi,>lv-s list.

i

METHLICK.
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i

^

of ease was built in tbe village, as an extension
church, in 1838, at the cost of £1,050; and it contains 800 sittings, and is in the patronage of the
male communicants.
district, comprising the
village of Methill and some country around it, was
temporarily an ecclesiastically constituted quoad
sacra parish; and this, in 1841. contained a population of 1,513.
Tlie village of Kirkland adjoins tbe
village of Methill ; and these two villages had, in
a
1831,
population of 1,112, and in 1851, a population of 1,073.
Methill itself had, in 1831, a population of 509.
METHLICK. a parish in the Buchan and Formartiue districts of Aberdeenshire.
It contains a
post-office station of its own name, 7 miles northnorth-east of Old Meldrum. The parish comprises
a main body and a small detached district. The
main body is bounded by New Deer. Ellon, Tarves,

A

Fy vie, and

Monqubitter.

The detached

district lies

main body, is separated from it by
a tongue of Tarves, and is called variously Little
Drumqnhindle, Inverebrie, and Six Ploughs, the
second of these names being indicative of its situation at the confluence of the brook Ebrie witli tlie
Ythan, and the last an allusion to its extent as
measured in olden times by the work of six ploughs.
The extent of the parish from north to south is
about 8 miles and from west to east, exclusive of
the detached district, about 5 miles.
The river
Ythan runs south-eastward across the main body,
about
two-thirds
of
the
whole
on
its
left bank
having
in Buchan, and about one-third on its right bank in
Formartine. The water of Gight traces the western
boundary southward to the Ythan. The water of
to the east of the

;

i

!

j

;

;

—

;

2d

METHVEN.

Kelly drains tlie southern district eastward and
northward to the Ythan. Tlie banks of the Ythan
within the parish are mostly clothed with wood. The
south-eastern district is wholly occupied by the
See
beautifully ornate policies of Haddo-House.
the article Haddo. In the northern district there
is a considerable tract of barren land on parts of the

Balquhindacy, Belnagoak, and Skilmoney,
most of whose surface, however, is in cultivation.
About 2,000 Scotch acres, or more, have been
brought into cultivation within the last 55 years;
and nearly as many acres have been planted. The
hills of

best land lies within Ij mile of either side of the
Ythan. The soil there is a yellow loam on a gravelly
and rocky bottom ; but the soil further from the
river becomes poorer, and is principally a light,
black mould on a moorband pan. The predominant
rocks are gneiss and syenite. A limestone quarry
was worked for some time at Inverebrie. The landowner of the entire parish is tlie Earl of Aberdeen.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £4,233.
Population in 1831, 1,439; in 1851, 1,997. Houses,

3G7.

This parish is in the presbytery of Ellon, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Earl of Aberdeen.
Stipend, £159 13s. 7d.; glebe, £8. Schoolmaster's
salarj% £33, with £40 fees, and £48 other emoluments. The parish church was built in 1780, and
repaired in 1840, and contains about 600 sittings.
Tliere is a Free church, with an attendance of 130;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £105 17s.
Id.
There are five schools, a parochial library, and
a savings' bank. The rector of Methlick, in the
lloman Catholic times, was a prebendary of Aberdeen, residing and officiating in that city; and the
officiate at Methlick was his vicar or perpetual
curate.
There were anciently two chapels in the
the one at a place still called Chapelton,
parish,
the other at Andet, near a farm-house which is still
called Chapel-park. Dr. Geoige Cheyne, the author
of a treatise on the
Philosophical Principles of
Natural Keligion,' and Dr. Charles Maitland, the
introducer of vaccine inoculation into Britain, were

—

'

natives of Methlick. Fairs, principally for hiring,
are held on the Thursday after the 11th day of May,
and on the day in November after Peterhead. There
is in the
parish an office of the North of Scotland

bank.

METHVEN,

a parish, containing the post-office
villages of Methven and Almondbank, also the village of Scrogiehill, in the Glenalmond district of
It is bounded by Monedie, Redgorton,
Tibbermore, Gask, and Fowlis- Wester. Its length
eastward is 5 miles; and its breadth is between 3
and 4 miles. The surface is agreeably diversified
with hollows and rising grounds, but is nowhere

I'erthshire.

hilly,

and

^lETHVEN.
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in general slopes to the south, and terIn few districts has

minates in a narrow plain.

georgical operation wrought higher achievements
in reclaiming stubborn waste ground, and covering
it with the beauties of husbandly and the forest.
Though formerly a large proportion was moorish
common, all the area, with very trivial exceptions,
has now a warm, sheltered, rich, and highly cultivated appearance.
The soil in the north is thin,
sharp loam ; and, in the other districts, is principally
but
clay,
gives place to tracts of loam and gravel.
The wood of Methven is a natural forest, upwards of
200 acres in extent, chiefly oak, birch, and hazel,
and has long been periodically cut as coppice.
Plantations exist to the aggregate extent of not less
than 1,500 acres, and are so disposed in rows and
belts among the arable grounds, and in clumps
crowning the rising grounds, as to give a cheerful
aspect to the landscape. Almond-water describes

the segment of a circle over a distance of 6J miles,
cutting offfiom the main body of the parisli pait ol
the lands of Lynedoch, but elsewhere running along
the boundary. It flows in a rapid curient between
bold rocky banks, which are alternately bare and
wooded and in passing the estate of Lynedoch, and
the woods of Methven-castle, it furnishes some very
A stream called the Pow, or
picturesque views.
Powaifray, rises in two head- waters in the west, one
of which runs 2| miles along the boundary, and tlie
other convergently to it in the interior; and the two
uniting at the south-western extremity of the par
ish, the joint stream goes away to become tributary
to the Earn.
Another stream rises near the sources
of the former, and runs in a zigzag course, 4^ miles
through the interior, past the village of Methven,
and 3 miles along the southern boundary to the
Almond.
Light-grey sandstone and greenstone
abound, and are quarried the former for building,
and the latter for causewaying and macadamizing.
Methven-castle, the seat of Smythe of Methven, a
fine baronial edifice of the 17th century, stands on
a bold acclivitous rising ground, f of a mile east of
Methven village. Its park is celebrated as the
scene of Robert Bruce's defeat in 1306 by the English troops, under the Earl of Pembroke. Lynedochhouse occupies a very beautiful site on the left bank
of the Almond, 1| mile north-east of Methven
See Lynedoch. The parish is traversed
village.
westward by the road from Perth to Cricfl^. A bill
was introduced to Parliament in the summer of 1856
for a railway from Methven to Perth, estimated to
cost £24,000.
The village of Methven stands on
the Perth and Crieff road, 6 miles west by north of
It is neatly
Perth, and 11 east by north of Crieff.
edificed.
Its inhabitants are chiefly employed in
hand-loom cotton weaving, and have most of their
;

—

,

work, through resident agents, from manufactv"-'^^
Glasgow. Fairs are held on the Monday in
before Amulree, on the first Thursday of Auu
and on the fourth Thursday of October. The population of the village is about 1,000.
Population of
in

-^

j

»

the parish in 1831, 2,714; in 1851, 2,454. Houses,
466.
Assessed property in 1843, £10,600.
Previous to 1323, the lands of Methven belonged^
to the Mowbrays, whose ancestor, Roger
Mowbray,!
a Norman, accompanied William the Conqueror
to|
"
branch of this family," says the|
England.

'

|'

A

Old

Account, "afterwards established!
'''"
and became very flourishing.
Sir Roger Mowbray belonged the baronies of 1\
Eckford, Dalmeny, and Methven, lying in the
of Forfar, Roxburgh, Linlithgow, and Perth:
for adhering to the Baliol and English interest
lands were confiscated by Robert I., who besti
Eckford, Kelly, and Methven, on his son-inStatistical

itself in Scotland,

.-;

Walter, the eighth hereditary lord-high-stew:r
Scotland, whose son, Robert, was afterwards
and the second of the name, in right of his
Marjory Bruce, daughter of Robert I. The Ion;of Methven was granted by him to Walter Stl'^'
Earl of Athole, his second son, by Euphaine I'
l^

w

his second wife; and, after

hi.s

forfeiture, rem.',

Crown a considerable time. It bicanie
the dowry lands usually appropriated for

in the

of

i

maintenance of the queen-dowager of Scotland,
gether with the lordship and castle of Stirling,
the lands of Balquhidder, &c., all of which
settled on Margaret, queen-dowager of James
who, in the year 1524, having divorced her set
liusband, Archibald, Earl of Angus, married H<'
Stewart, second son of Andrew Lord Evam!
afterwards Ochiltree, a descendant of Robert, 1"
v
of Albany, son of King Robert II.
Margaret
the eldest daughter of Ilenrv VII. of England.
^'

i

MEY.

James VI. of Scotland, her great-grandsucceeded to that crown on the death of Queen
She procured for her third husband a
Elizabeth.
Iteeraee from her son, James V., under the title of
lx)!d Methven, anno 1528; and, on this occasion, the
Liarony of ilethven was dissolved from the Crown,
Lad erected into a lordship, in favour of Henrv
Stewart and his heirs male, on the Queen's resignBy
ing her jointure of the lordship of Stirling.
IjOrd Methven she had a daughter, who died in iiiat
The
died
the
castle
hereelf.
before
Queen
xacy,
)f Methven in 15^0, and was buried at Perth, beside
irhose right
son,

IP

of King James I. Ix)rd Methven afteimanied Janet Stewart, daughter of the Earl
ole, by whom he had a son, Henry II., Lord

Iii>iy
-

.ilethven, who married Jean, daughter of Patrick.
iOrd Ruthven, and was killed at Broughton by a
inuon-ball from the castle of Edinburgh, in 1572,
!

aving a son, Henry IIF.. Lord Methven, who died
ithout issue. This third Lord Methven is menoned on the authority of Stewart's Geuealogical Ac-

mnt of the House of Stewart. In the year 1584. the
rdship of Methven and Balqnhidder was conferred
Lodowick, Duke of Lennox, in whose illustrious
mily it continued till it was purchased, in 1664,
y Patrick Smith of Braco, a great-grandfather of
ie present Lord Methven, from Charles, the last
ake; who, dying without issue, anno 1672, his
mours, (of which Lord Methven was one.) with his
and hereditary

tate

offices, fell to Charles II. as
male-heir; the King's great-grandand the Duke's being brothers."
parish of Methven is in the presbytery of

nearest

dier's father,

The

MIDDLEBIE.
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Patron,
irth, and synod of Perth and Stirling.
nythe of Methven. Stipend, £284 4s. 3d.; glebe,
S.-hool0. Unappropriated teinds, £422 17s. 2d.
wter's salart-, £34 4s. 4^d., with £25 fees, and
The parish
£5 to £10 other emoluments.

Methven, was built
and contains about
OO sittings. There is a Free church at Methven,
i^an attendance of about 200; and the amount
Tliere is an
receipts in 1856 was £89 3s. 2Jd.
i Presbyterian church at Methven, with an
lance of about 230. There are in the parish
d non-parochial schools, a public library, and

iiich stands at the village of
1783, and enlarged in 1825,

B

jicultural association. The earliest religious
ishment of the parish was a collegiate church,
ded and endowed with lands and tithes, in 1433,
a provost and several
prebendaries, by Walter
lit. Earl of Athole. An aisle, now the buryingof the family of Methven, and anciently con1 with the
original church, has a stone sculpwith the royal lion of Scotland, surmounted
:rown, and seems to have been erected by some
.royal family, probably by Margaret, the
r of James V., when
residing at Methvene.
There is also in the burying-ground an aisle
Ining the remains of the late Lord Lvnedoch,
.ow the property of Mr. Graham of
Redgorton.
:^Y, an ancient barony and chapelry, now inated with the estate of the Earl of Caithness,
-till
imparting its name to various localities in
\nsh of Canisbay. Caithness-shire. Mey-head,
John's head, is situated 2 miles south-west of
-land of Stroma, in the Pentland frith, and was
:e of the ancient
chapel of Mey, dedicated to
hn.
Immediately oflF this headland is a dan's
of
piece
sea, jagged with some rocky islets
look up from the surface only during ebb-tide,
)ear the designation of the Men of
Mey.
:y on the coast, 3 miles west of the headland,
^ d the Mill of
Mey, and is the site of a Scotiiaptist place of worship.
Loch-Mey lies halfc south of this ; is of no
great depth, and mea.

—

1

A

sures about 1 J mile in circumference. The hamlet
Mey stands f of a-raile south of the lake, on the
coast road from Thurso, and 13 miles east of that
town ; and it possesses a post-office, and commands
an extensive field of limestone deposit. See CaSISBAY.
MEYRICK, a mountain, having an altitude of
about 2,500 feet above the level of the sea, in the
parish of Minnigaff, Kirkcudbrightshire.
(Loch), a small fresh water lake,

MIAGHAILT

discharging its superfluence by a subterraneous passage through rocks to the sea, in the parish of Kilmuir. in the island of Skve.
MICHAEL'S (St.). See Cupar and DtrnFRiza.
MICKERY. See Ixcn Mickert.
MID-CALDER. See Calder (Mid).
MIDDLEBIE. a parish, containing the post-office
villages of Eaglesfield. Kirtlebridge, and Waterbeck,
It lies partly in Annandale, and
in Dumfries-shire.
It is
partly between that district and Eskdale.

bounded by Tundergarth, Langholm, Half- Morton,
Its
Kirkpatrick-Fleming, Annan, and Hoddam.
length west-south-westward is 9 miles; and its
greatest breadth is 4^ miles. The surface along the
south and south-west is low and undulating, along
the centre has considerable rising grounds, along
the north and north-east becomes wild and mountainous, and altogether forms a transition-tract between the agricultural valley of lower Annandale
and the pastoral heights of upper Eskdale. About
300 acres, chiefly on a hill in the south-west comer,
are planted; between a fifth and a fourth of the
whole area is in tillage; and all the remainder is
pastoral or waste. The soil is very various, but. for
the most part, is either a stiflF or a loamy clay.
Fieestone of a
Limestone is rich and plentiful.
reddish colour abounds.
Expensive but hitherto
vain searches have been made for coal. Kirtlewater rises in the north-east comer of the parish,
runs 7J miles partly in the interior and partly along
the southern boundary, and, for some time before
taking its leave, assumes a sweetly picturesque
dress.
Mein-water rises close on the northern
boundary, and has much the greater part of its

course in the interior and along the margin before
The principal landowners
falling into the Annan.
are the Duke of Buccleuch, Sir F. J. W. Johnstone,
Bart., Sir John H. Maxwell, Bart., and Sharpe of
Hoddam. The estimated value of raw produce in
1835 was £26,000. The value of assessed property
in 1843 was £3.192 2s. 6d.
The real rental in 1855
was £9.683. There were anciently several peelhouses in the parish, but the only extant one is the
ruinous tower of Blackett-house. At Birrens. a
little south of the parish church, are perfectly distinct remains of the fossae, aggeres, and pratorium
of a Roman camp. It lies 2j miles south-east of
the kindred one on Bninswark-hill in Hoddam.
The ' Bells of Middlebie was formerly a phrase
noted and current in Dumfries-shire, owing to the
great preponderance of the name among the parishioners.
One of the Bells of Blackett-house figured
in the tragical story of Fair Helen of Kirkconnel
Lee:' see Kirkconnel.
Dr. Currie of Livei-pool,
the author of The Life of Bums ' and of other
works, was a native of Middlebie. A number of the
inabitants are employed in cotton and linen weaving.
The parish is traversed by the road from Glasgow
to Carlisle, and by the main trunk of the Caledonian
railway; and it has a station on the latter at Kirtlebridge, 3 miles from Ecclefechan.
Population in
Houses, 402.
1831, 2,107; in 1851. 2,163.
This parish is in the presbytery of Annan, and
svnod of Dumfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch.
'

'

'

Stipend,

£218

lis.;

glebe,

£27

10s.

The

parish

MIDDLESHAW.
was

built in 1821, and contains 534 sittings.
an United Presbyterian church at Waterbeck, which was built in 1792, and contains 490
There are two parochial schools; and the
sittings.
teacher of each has a salary of £17 2s. and about
£24 fees. There are four private schools, and a circulating library. The present parish of Middlebie
comprehends the ancient parishes of Middlebie, Penersax, and Carruthers, which were united in 1609.
Middlebie, means in Anglo-Saxon 'the Middle
dwelling or middle station,' and distinguishes the
Ko:nan work near the church from those of Netberbie in Cumberland and Overbie in Eskdale-muir, in
opposite directions, and each about 10 miles distant.
The lands of Middlebie belonged, before the Refor-

churcli

There

is

mation, to the noble family of Carlyle, and, for the
most part, passed, in the reign of James Vl., into
the possession of Sir James Douglas of Drumlanrig,
the ancestor of the Dukes of Queensberry. Peiiersax, written also Penesax and Pennisax, vulgarized
into Penersaughs, and perhaps originally Pen-y-sax,
'
the summit of the Saxons,' lay along the Mein, and
forms the western part of the united parish. Its
church stood on the south side of the Mein, but has
long ago disappeared. The lands of Penersax belonged, in the loth century, to Kilpatrick of Dalgarnock, passed, in 1499, to Carruthers of Mousewald, and, in the reign of James VI., were acquired
by the Drumlanrig family. On a height above the
site of the ancient hamlet of Carruthers stood a
British fortlet, whence came the name Caer-rhythyr,
the fort of the assault.'
Carruthers forms the
eastern part of the united parish. Its lands anciently
belonged to the Earls of Bothwell; they fell to the
Crown by the foi'feitui'e of Earl James in 1567; they
v/ere given by James VL, along with the earldom,
to his worthless nephew Francis Stewart, and were
forfeited by that traitor in 1592; and they subsequently followed the lands in their vicinity into the
possession of the Douglases of Drumlanrig. All the
three parishes were anciently rectories. Middlebie,
for some time after the Reformation, was the seat
of a presbyteiy; but, in 1743, it was shorn of the
honour, in favour of Annan and Langholm.
MIDDLEFOODIE. See Dairsie.
MIDDLESHAW, a post-office station subordinate
to Lockerby, Dumfries-shire.
MIDDLETON, a village in the parish of Borth'

wick, Edinburghshire. It is pleasantly situated on
the old road from Edinburgh to Galashiels, 13 miles
south-south-east of Edinburgh. It was formerly a
It
place of some importance, having a stage inn.
was like\^se at one time a chief seat of the tinkers
or gipsies.
But it is now an entirely rural place,
inhabited principally by persons employed in agriPopulation, 148. Houses, 32.
a village in the parish of Orwell,
Kinross-shire.
Houses, 13.
Population, 66.

culture.

MIDDLETON,

MIDDLETON,

Forfarshire.

See Kikkden and

Fkiockiieim.

MIDDLETON,

miles east-north-eastward, partly through that parand partly on the boundary between Abercorn
and Carriden, to the frith of Forth at Netherraill.
It is also called Nethermill-burn.
The lower pari
of its course is through a deep wooded glen.
JUNCTION RAILWAY. See Scottish Midland Junction Railway.
MIDLEM, or Midholm, a village in the parish
of Bowden, Roxbni-ghshire.
It stands on the road
from Selkirk to Kelso, 3J miles east of Selkiric.
Here are an Original Secession church and a paroish,

MIDLAND

chial school.

Population, 185. Houses, 50.
a parish in the Kincardlne-O'Neil district of Aberdeenshire.
Its post-town is Echt, a
short way beyond its eastern border.
It is bounded
on the south by Kincardineshire, and on other sides
by the parishes of Kincardine-O'Neil, Cluny, and
Echt. Its length eastward is nearly 7 miles; and
its greatest breadth is 5| miles.
It lies nn'dway
between the Dee and the Don, about 15 miles west
of Aberdeen. Its surface is very diversified, comprising part of the hill of Fare, two elevated hill-

MIDMAR,

and many eminences, together with intersecting vales and hollows yet, excepting in its portion
of the hill of Fare, it cannot properly, in any part,
be termed upland. See Fare (Hill of). Some of
the arable land in the north-west has an elevation
of upwards of 700 feet above sea-level but the arable
land of the other districts has not an average elevation
of more than about 4G0 feet. The soil on the slopes
of the hills is, to a great extent, a thin soil of sand
and clay, occasionally of a loamy character, superThe prevailing rocks are
incumbent on gravel.
granite and whinstone. About 3,600 Scotch acres
are in tillage; about 1,300 are under plantation;:
about 800 are good pasture; and about 4,080 arej
moss and moorland. The most extensive landowner;
ridges,

;

;

Gordon of Cluny; and there are two others.;
Midniar-castle, a seat not now inhabited, stands ori|
the north side of Fare-hill, about SOU feet from its
base, and commands an extensive and very beautiful
prospect to the north and north-east. The estimated
value of the raw produce of the parish in 1S!2
is Col.

£11,780. Assessed property in 1843, £4,475.
the moor of L~>aliarick, a battle is said to havi

A ri
fought between Wallace and Cumyn.
that runs through that tract is called Douglas
from the name of a hero who fell in this engage
The parish is traversed by the road from Abi
to Tarland; and its southern part is within av:r
distance of the Banchory station of the Deesidi
i

way. Population in 1831, 1,056; in 1851,
Houses, 219.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kincai
O'Neil, and synod of Aberdeen. Patrons, the t
and Sir W. Forbes, Bart. Stipend, £223 M^.
1

Schoolmaster's salary, £27, with
a share in the Dick bequest, and somi
emoluments. The parish church was built in
and contains about 600 sittings. There is a
church preaching station at liankhead, with a"
tendance of about 230; and the amount rai^
connexion with it in 1856 was £59 9s. lOd.
is also an United Presbyterian church d' V<
glebe, £25.
fees,

1

Kincardineshire.

See Fettfr-

CAIKN.

MIDDLETON

(North), a village in the parish
It consists of a line
of Borthwick, Edinburghshire.
of cottages by the way- side, built since 1825. PopHouses, 15.
ulation, 68.

MIDHOLM. See Midlem.
MIDHOPE, an ancient residence

of the Earls of

Linlithgow on the north-west border of the parish
of AbercoiTi, Linlithgowshire. It consists of a square
turreted tower, with an unsightly addition on its
Its upper stories are inhabited by laboureast side.
ers, and are reached by an ancient oaken mnssivestair.
BURN, a rivulet of Linlithgowshire,
and running 7
rising in the parish of Linlithgow,

MIDHOPE

MIGVIE.
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There are three private schools.

MIDSTRATH.

See Biusk.
See Yell.
a
lake
about 2 miles long and 1
MIGDALE,
l!
in the parish of Criech, Sutheriandshire.
about l| mile north of the Dornoch frith.
MIGLO (The), the head-stream of the Eden.
ing eastward through the parish of Strathniigl'
giving name to that parish, in Fifeshire.
MIGVIE, a parish in Aberdeenshire, unit'

Mn)-YELL.

I

that of

Tarland: which

see.

:

MILDRIGGEN.
MILBUY.

See Mullbut.
(The), a small tributary- of the
Iver Bladenoch, in the parish of Kii-kinner, Wig-

MILDRIGGEN

oushire.

MILE-EXD. See Glasgow.
MILGUY. See Milxgavie.

MILK

(The), a rivulet of Annandale, Dumfriesextremity of Tunwith
•irgarth, and runs IJ mile to the boundary
lutton and Corrie. Thence, over a distance of 9^
on its left bank, from
-.iles, it divides Tundergarth,
latton and Corrie, Dryfesdale and St. Muiigo, on
direction
over this part of
A right. Its prevailing
s course, except for IJ mile of southerly run at
and it receives in its prole end, is south-west
'.ess Corrie-water from the north, and about twenty
iependent and chiefly very short brooks. Leaving
tmdergarth it flows southward 2| miles through
Mango, and 1 mile between that parish and
'iddam to the Annan, half-a-mile above HoddamIn the upper half o!' its course, it is a chilly
ntle.
(lantain stream ; but over most of the lower half,
ias fringings of wood and of pleasing landscape.
lout midway in its progress through St. Mungo
is overlooked by the mansion of Castlemilk.
It rises in the north-east

hire.

MILLGUY.
MILLHALL.

See Mil.ngavie.
See Eaglesham.
MILLHEUGH, a village in the parish of Dalserf,
Lanarkshire. It stands in the northern part of the
parish, on the Glasgow and Carlisle road, in the
vicinity of Larkhall. A bleachfield was commenced
here about 16 years ago. Population, 384.
MILLHOUSE, a post-office station subordinate
to Lockerby, Dumfries-shire.
MILLHOUSE, a post-office station subordinate
to Greenock. Renfrewshire.
MILLHOUSE, a manufacturing locality in the
parish of LifF and Benvie, 3 miles north of Dundee,
Forfarshire.

MILLHOUSE, Lanarkshire. See Kilbride (East).

;

ii

;.

MILLAKSTON. See Millekston.
MILLBANK, a locality, with a long

established

Ayton, Berwickshire.
Kr-mill,
ILLBANK, Aberdeenshire. See Loxgside,
MILLBAY, a village in the island of Luing, in
It was built
i parish of Kilbrandon, Argyleshire.
the accommodation o£ the workers in the slate
in the parish of

arries.

MILL-BAY, a bay on the east side of the island
Stronsav, in Orkney.
MILLBRAKE. See Deer.
HILLBREX. See Ftvie.
kflLLBRIDGE, a hamlet in the parish of Catht, Renfrewshire.
Population, 22. Houses, 5.
kULLBURN, any brook driving a mill, or any
iBty washed by such brook and taking name
a it. Brooks and localities of the name of Milluare very numerous in Scotland, many of them
Imbly having received the name in the times of
^Mge, when the mill of an estate or Larony, towith the brook which drove it, was an object
interest inferior only to the church and the

—

ouse.
Among the parishes in which the
urs are Crawlordjohn, Dirleton, West-Kil-

Noith-Berwick, Renfrew, Dalserf, Bonhill,
and Ritho.
LLCROFT. a village adjacent to Creebridge,
ton, Castleton,

parish of Minnigaff, Kirkcudbrightshire.

ILLDENS.
ILLEARN.

See Belhelvie.
See Trtnity Gask.
See Castletok.
L.LERHILL, a post-office village in the parish
non, EJinburghshire. It stands adjacent to
[l^nburgh and Dalkeith railway, 1^ mile northIt is inhabited principally
jt-west of Dalkeith.
k'lliers.
There are, however, two Millerhills,
Population of Easter
{Easter and the Wester.
rhill. 220.
Houses, 50. Population of ^Yeste^

LLENWOOD.

—

!;ill.

70.

House.?, 18.

LLER'S ACRE. See Foeteviot.
i.LERSTON, one of the western suburbs

of

within the parliamentary burgh of
y. in Renfrewshire.
LLERSTON, a village in the Barony parish
sgow, Lanarkshire. Here are a chapel of ease
Free church preaching station at the latter
ich, the sum of £63 16s. Id. was collected in
y, sifaated

;

Population, 466.
a village in the parish of TnverForf;ijbhire.
Population, 6o. Houses, 12.

LLFIELD,
",

MILLPOET.
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AI ILL I KEN.

See Kilbaechax.
a station on the Glasgow
and Soutli-westem railway, 1^ mile south-west of
Johnstone, in Renfrewshire.
MILLMOUNT. See Kilmcik (Eastek).
MILL-OF-HALDEN, a village in the parish of
Bonhill, Dumbartonshire. Population, 147. Houses,

MILLIKEN-PARK,

.">-

a post-town, seapoit, and wateringon the island of Big Cuuibray, Buteshire. It
stretches round a pleasantly sheltered small bay at
the south end of the island; partly overlooks the
Little Cumbray, and paitly confronts the opening
through Fairley road to the bay of Ayr or eastern
side of the frith of Clyde and is situated 2J miles
west of the nearest part of the Ayrshire coast, 5

MILLPORT,

place,

;

miles south-west of Largs,

1

1

south-east of Rothesay,

and 24 south of Greenock. Its form is that of the
segment of a circle its houses are almost all neat,
two storey, whitewashed structures its handsome
parish-church, sunnounted by a low square tower,
looks out from an area in the middle of the curve
and the entire appearance of the place is airy, clean,
and not a little pleasant. But for a great paucity of
wood in the environs, the village and its vicinity
would be one of the most beautiful places on the
Clyde. Yet either the spot itself, or any one of
several vantage-grounds in its immediate neigh;

;

;

bourhood, commands magnificent views of the frith
of Clyde, the cultivated slopes of the Ayrshire sea
board, thickly embellished with villas and with the
body and wings of Fairley and Largs, the spiry and
lx)ld mountains of Airan, the gentle coasts of the
Isle of Bute, the rugged outlines of the Argyleshire
alps,
altogether a most magnificent panorama,
great in extent, very diversified in feature, and
containing many grand groupings of the picturesque. The edifices of the town and its environs,

—

also, are interesting.

The Episcopalian church and

college, in particular, form an elegant range of buildThere are in the town
ings, with a pyramidal spire.

a Free church, a Baptist place of worship, a parochial school, a Free church school, two schools of
industry for females, an Episcopalian boys' school,
and an Episcopalian girls' school. There are also
a reading-room, a public library, a Free church congregational library, an Episcopalian lending library,
a gas light company, and a harbour company.
There are five resident justices of the peace; and
held in February,
<lierifi" small debt courts are
May, August, and November. Millport is a creek
of the port of Greenock,
'i'lie amount of liailiour
dues levied in 1852 was £210.
The harbour,
though of small capacity, can contain vessels
of considerable burthen ; and has a fine pier,
erected chiefly at the expense of the Marquis of
Bute.
The depth, at low water, is 6 feet, and,
at high-water, 14 feet.
Immediately adjacent to
the harbour is a good anchoring ground, capable of
several
accommodating
ships, fully protected by two

MILLS-OF-DRUM.

islets called the Allans, and afi'oiding safety to vessels during the prevalence of the must violent storms.

Fifteen or sixteen sloops belong to the place, some
carrying so few as 14 and none more than 40 tons
each. Six steam-boats in summer, and two in winter, maintain daily communication with Glasgow,
and with places intermediate. Millport depends, to

a large extent, for its support on the influx during
summer of temporary residents from Glasgow; it
wears almost wholly and even characteristically tlie
aspect of a sea-bathing quarter; and it has steadily
risen and maintained its footing in popular favour.

The operative part of the population are employed
either in the fisheries, or in weaving for the manufacturers of Glasgow. The number of looms is about
twenty. The stated population is about 1,000; but the
population in the summer months is at least double.

MILLSEAT. See King-Edwaud.
MILLS-OF-DRUM, a station on the

Deeside

rail-

way, the first station east of Banchory, and adjacent
to the boundary between Kincardinesiiire and Aberdeenshire.

MILLS-OF-FORTH. See Milnathort.
MILLTIMBER, a station on tiie Deeside railway,
intermediate between Murtle and Culter, Aberdeenshire.

MILLTOWN. See Milton.
MILMAD. See Corse.
MILNATHORT, a post and

market-town in the
parish of Orwell, Kinross-shire. It stands on North
Queich-water, at the intersection of the road from
Edinburgh to Perth with the road from Cupar to
Stirling, Ij mile north by east of Kinross, and 14
miles soutli of Perth. Its site is J of a mile from
the north-west corner of Loch-Leven, amid the fine
tract of country which is screened by the Lomondhills on the east and by the Ochil-hills on the north
and the west. The town is neatly built, and consists of five good streets.
crazy, shabby old
bridge formerly bestrode the Queich here; but this

A

was

recently superseded by a handsome new strucThe parish church stands on a height in the
vicinity; and there are in the town a Free church,
an United Presbyterian church, and several schools.
ture.

The town,

has a large public library and some
other institutions; and it is lighted with gas from
tlie works which supply the town of Kinross.
The
inhabitants of Milnathort, for a long series of years,
also,

were employed chiefly

in cotton- weaving; but, owing
to the decline of wages, they, almost at one bound,
about
18
leaped,
years ago, into the new and much

more remunerating occupation of weaving tartan
shawls and plaiding; and, though their old workshops were, in general, too small to admit the larger
looms which became necessary, they broke alertly
through tlie difficulty, and, when other resources
did not offer, obtained accommodation in large airy
buildings constructed on speculation for their use,
and let to them in " stances " for hire. Tlie villagers,
as a community, are characterized by enterprise, enlightenment, and an advanced state of social proA largo portion of them also count ancestry
gress.
from some of the earliest and staunchest Seceders,
and maintain with firmness the principles of the
Their village, being the nearest large
Secession.
one to the scat of the Rev. Ebunezer Erskine's longcontinued ministry in

tiic

adjacent parish of I'ort-

moak, became an early stronghold of dissent

;

and

a great extent, witnessed in miniature tiie
scenes of the general Secession history. Amnial
fairs arc held, for tlie sale of cattle and horses, on
the second Thursday of February, and the Thursday
preceding tlie 25th of December; and, for the sale
of cattle, siieep, and horses, on the last Wednesday
of April, old style, the Dth day of July, the 29tli of

lias, to

MILTON.
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A

August, and the 5th of November.

mar-

vi'eekly

also held for the sale of corn by sample.
An
act of parliament was passed in 1855, for making a

ket

is

railway from the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee
railway at Ladj'bank, by way of Auctermuchty
and Strathmiglo, to Milnathort and Kinross. The
popular name of Milnathort is Mills-of-Forth, a
name most probably suggested by the designation
Forthrif, which anciently belonged to the circum-

—

Population, 1,605. Houses, 320.
a small post-town, and seat ol
in
the
manufacture,
Stirlingshire part of the parish

jacent

district.

MILNGAVIE,

of New Kilpatrick.
It stands on AUandei'-water, 4
miles south of Strathblane, 4J east of Duntocher,
and 7 north-west of Glasgow. It is tolerably well
built, and has a chapel of ease, an United Presbyterian church, a mecnanics' institution and a pubfic
There are in the town, or in its vicinity, a
library.
cotton-factory, extensive calico-printing and bleacli-

ing establishments, and several corn-mills. Daily
communication is maintained by stage-coach with
Glasgow. The popular name of the town, or corPopulation
ruption of the name, is Millguy.
1,432.

MILNHEAD.
MILNHOLM.

See Kirkmahoe.
See Castleton.
MILNRIGGS. See Cunningham.
MILNTOWN, a village in Glenurquhart, in the
parish of Urquhart and Glenmoriston, InvemesBshire.

MILNTOWN,

a village in the parish of KilmuirFour yearly fairs are held in
Easter, Ross-shire.
it.
Population, 200. Houses, 43.
MILTON, a village in the parish of Rothieraay,
Banffshire.
Population, 79. Houses, 25.
MILTON, a manufacturing village in the parislii
It stands in'
of Old Kilpatrick, Dumbartonshire.
the vicinity of Duntocher, and has a large cottonfactory,

which was begun

in 1821,

and was

the site of the Dalnotter iron-works.

built

or"

Population!

136.

Houses, 68.
a village in the parish of Glammif
Houses, 18.
Population, 83.
MILTON, a fishing village in the parish
,

MILTON,
Forfarshire.

.

Cyrus, Kincardineshire. It was formerly a plov
some importance, comprising several parallel raiifn
of houses with gardens and bleaching greens;
during the last 60 or 70 years, it has sufiVi
much injury from the encroachment of the si
from other causes, as to be now both small ami
ous, containing not more than 10 inhabited li
with an aggregate population of less than yi'.
whir
its vicinity is a strong chalybeate
spring,
for some time a considerable medicinal repute.
MILTON, one of the northern suburbs of thof Glasgow, Lanarkshire. Within it are a
of ease and a Free church, which take desigi
from it. See Glasgow.
MILTON, a small village on the banks
Ruthven, in the parish of Auchterarder,
^

1

:>

'

i

>

1

shire.

MILTON, a post-office village in the par:
Campsie, Stirlingshire. It stands on the sor.
border of the parish, and has a station on tlie (
sie railwa)'-, Ij mile north of Kirkintilloch,
miles south of Lennoxtown. Here is a mist^ii
station, sei-ved by a minister of the Estahi
church, and maintained by the contributions

>

<

Campsie parochial congregation.

A

;

distillci)

been
formerly in operation at Stilton, but has
continued. Population, 664. 1 louses, 98.
MILTON, a village in the island of Jura, Ar
shire.
It is the only place in Jura which en
called a village; and part of it bears the si)'
name of Craigliouse. It has nn inn and adi?l-

I

j

MILTON.

a corn-mill and a smithy, and is inhabited also by
various artificers.
MILTON, a hamlet, with a large flour-mill, in
the east end of the parish of Kilmarnock, Ayrshire.

MILTON,
MILTON,

^nXNICK.
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Morayshire.

See Ksockaxbo.

Its population, jointly with
Kirkcudbrightshire.
Blackcraig, is about 320.
MINGALA, an island in the parish of Barra.
It lies nearly at the southern exInverness-shire.
tremity of the Outer Hebrides, 9 miles south-west
Barra
and is separated from Pabba
of the island of
on the north-east by the sound of Mingala, which is
Ij mile wide, from Bemera on the south-west by
the sound of Bemera, which is 5 or 6 furlongs wide.
Its extreme length is 2^ miles, from north-east to
south-west; and its extreme breadth is If mile. Its
south-west coast is remarkably bold and precipitous,
rising almost sheer up from the sea in towering
Innumerable flocks of puffins,
cHfl's of gneiss.
razor-bills, penguins, and kittiwakes frequent these
cliff's in summer; and they disappear early in autumn with their young. The highest ground on the
island appears to be short of 1,000 feet above sealevel; and the general surface is pastoral, yet it contains some arable land, so as to be inhabitable by
man. Population in 1 So 1, 114. Houses, 23.
MINGARRY-CASTLE, an ancient fortalice on
It
the south coast of Ardnamurchan, Argyleshire.
overhangs Loch-Sunart. looking across it southward
along the Sound of Mull and it confronts southwestward the body of Mull island, and
;

or Herbertshike, a village in the
It stands on the
parish of Dunipace, Stirlingshire.
left bank of the Carron, in the vicinity of Denny, and
is connected with that town by a handsome bridge.
Its inhabitants are chiefly persons employed in
Population, 761. See Dexsy.
calico-printing.
MILTON-BRIDGE, a fine old bridge of 3 arches,
rjiking the highway from Carluke to Larkhall over
^he Clyde, at a point about 18 miles south-east of
Glasgow.
MILTON-BRIDGE, a post-office station suboi-dilate to Penicuick, Edinburghshire.
MILTON-BURN. See Fowlis Wester.
MILTON-DUFF. See Elgin.
MILTONFIELD. See Kilpatrick (Old).
MILTON-LOCH. See Urr.
MILTON-LOCKHART. See Carluke.

MILTON-OF-BALGONIE. See Balgome.
MILTON-OF-EONAX. See Gleslton.
MILTON-OF-MATHERS. See Miltox, Kin-

;

ardineshire.

MILTON-OF-STEATHBRAN.

•

See Stkath-

MINCH

(The), the channel which separates the
sland of Lewis from the Scottish mainland. It exnds in a north-north-easterly direction; has a
idth of from 20 to 30 miles; is flanked, on all the
est side, by the island of Lewis,
on all the east
ide, by the mainland parts of Ross-shire and
iatherlandshire; opens out, at its north end, into
be North sea; and forks, at its south end, round
be island of Skye.
The water in it is exceedingly
The currents through it are regular and very
lit
Its depths are generally great, but so exipid.
eedingly variable as to indicate a veiy rugged botm.
The name Minch signifies " the stormv

—

a."

MINCH

(The Little), the soand which sepathe Outer Hebrides from the island of Skye.
a continuation southward of the western side
the Minch. Its breadth varies from 10 to 20
iles.
Its west side is flanked chiefly
by the

jtes

is

;

^

iBthem part of Harris, and by North

Uis't

and

iobecula.

MINCHMOOR,

a broad-based, but short monnextending north and south on the mutual
ifder of the parishes of Traqnair and Yarrow, in
i» counties
respectively of Feebles and Selkirk.
*~~
highest summit rises 2,285 feet above sea-level.
'^le north of
this, an old road crosses the ridge
lunicating between Peebles and Selkirk. This
ia-ridge,

Tom

the great altitude to which it rises, and
ildness of the scene which it traverses, is a
aarkable specimen of the ancient straightforward
^,

'"""ghfares, which scorned a detour, and mounted
up in the face of formidable obstructions.
id was the path of Montrose's retreat from

_>haugh; and it is still used by foot-passengers
scorn the luxury of a level but circuitous
nghfare.
By the wayside, in a wild part of the
lere is a
spring called Cheese-well, which was
itly believed to be under faiiy government,
said to have received its name from the
pracof passengers
dropping into it bits of cheese
"ferings to the fairies.

[NDERNAL. See Dcbris.
NDORK-CASTLE. See Kirkcowa.v.
EFIELD. See Crerax (Loch).
!fES, a village

in

the pai-ish of Minnigaff,

sternly placed.

O'erawes the woodland and the waste."

due north from Tobermory is 7 miles.
though strictly a ruin, is in a state of
proximate integrity; and must be regarded as one of
the most interesting architectural antiquities of its
It skirts the edges of a precipitous rock,
class.
about 24 feet high; and is defended on the land side
by a dry ditch. The entire stracture is a hexagon
of three larger and three smaller sides, which reguTwo of the sides toward the land
larly alternate.
are occupied with the castle, which has three stories,
divided into six apartments, and approached by a
central staircase; and the other sides are formed by
a dead wall, and interiorly disposed partly into outhouses, and partly into "a small triangular court.
Battlements surmount all the sides, but are so narrow that they could have afforded small scope for
the working of artillery. A few loopholes constitute
the only external openings. The whole hexagon is
upwards of 200 feet in circumference; and the enclosed castle is 50 feet in length. The fortalice
was anciently the seat of the Maclans, a clan of
Macdonalds, descended from Ian. or John, a grandson of Angus Og, Lord of the Isles. During the
Marquis of Montrose's enterprise of 1644, AUaster
Macdonald of Colkitto, the famous partisan of the

Its distance

The

fortalice,

Marquis, and commander of the Irish auxiliaries,
besieged and captured it. John of Moidart, captain
of Clanrauald, was commissioned by the Marquis of
Argyle to recapture it; but he seized the opportunity
of being in arms, to send relief to the place, and to
lay waste Argyle's district of Snnart. The name
Mingarry means the destroyed den, or the reduced
fort.

MINGINISH, a mission station of the royal
bounty, also a post-office station, in the parish of
Bracadale. in the island of Skye.
MINN (The), an arm of the sea, projecting from
the head of ilagnus' bay, and separating the island
of Meikle Roe from the parish of Aithsting, in Shetland.

MINNICK-LOCH.

MINNICK

See Kells.

(The), a rivulet of the parish of &inIt
quliar, in Upper Nithsdale. Dumfries-shire.
rises on the west side of Lowther-hill, 1^ mile south
from the village of Leadhills in Lanarkshire, and
flows 6 miles westward to the Nith, 2 miles below

MINNICK.

tho burgh of Sanquhar.
Tlirce brooks, each nearly
itself in bulk, give it the tribute of their
Some -wildly romantic spots occur on its
banks, interesting both in themselves, and in association with traditions of the Covenanters.
MINNICK, or Minnock (The), a rivulet of Ayrshire and Kirkcudbrij^htshire.
It rises among the
high mountains of the parish of Barr, and runs
about 13 miles southward, through that parish, and
the parish of Minnigaff, to the Cree.
Its course,
except near its termination, is through a dreary
country. It is fed by numerous rills, particularly
by the superfluence of Lochs Trool, Round, Long,
Falley, and Neldricken, in one accumulated stream.
MINNIEHIVE, a post-office village in the parish
of Glencairn, Durafries-shire.
It stands on Dalwhat-water, a little above its confluence with the
Castlefairn and the Craigdarroch, 7 miles south-west
It
of Thornhill, and 16.J north-west of Dumfries.
received a charter, in the first half of the 17th century, erecting it into a burgh of barony, and conIt
ferring on it the privilege of a weekly market.
is the largest seat of population in the district of
Nithsdale south-west of the Nith, and may he regarded as the capital of that district. The villages
of Dunreggan and Kirkland are in its vicinity, and
may be viewed as suburbs. Fairs are held in it on
the last Tuesday of March, on the 25th day of June,
old style, or on the Tuesday after that day, on the
Friday in August before Lockerby, and on the
Saturday in September before Lockerby. The August and Septoinber fairs are chiefly for lambs. The
village has an office of the Union bank, two sub-

equal to
waters.

scription libraries, and an United Presbyterian
church. In the centre of it is a pillar 9 feet high,
on a circular pedestal 5 feet high, bearing the date
1638, and seeming to have been erected as a marketcross; and in tlie vicinity is a monument to the
memory of the Eev. James Renwick, the last of the
Scottish martyrs in the cause of religious liberty.
Tile village has, in recent years, undergone considerable improvement in the number and neatness
of its houses.
Population, 667. Houses, 129.
MINNIGAFF, a parish in the extreme west of
It is separated only by the
Kirkcudbiightshire.
river Cree from Newton-Stewart,

town; and
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which

is its

post-

contains the villages of Minnigaff,
It is
Creebridge, Millcroft, Mines, and Blackcraig.
bounded by the counties of Wigton and Ayr, and by
the parishes of Carsphairn, KcUs, Girthon, and Kirkraabreck. Its lengtli south-eastward is 17 miles;
and its breadth, for the most part, varies from 8 to
12 miles. On the boundaries, and in the interior,
are about 20 lakes and lochlets, most of them imbosomed among wild hills, in districts either abandoned to desolation or trodden only by the shepherd
and liis flock. Tho chief are Loch-Moan, on the
north-west boundary, IJ mile long, deeply indented
in outline, and studded with several islets; LochEnoch, 5 miles eastward on the same boundary, 2A
miles in circumference, variously isleted witliin, and
jagged all round with peninsulas; Loch-Neldricken,
] J mile south of Loch-Enoch, f of a mile long, and
lialf-a-milc broad; Loch- Valley, half -a-milo farther
south, nearly a mile long, and of slender breadth;
Long-loch and Round-loch, the former a strine J of
a mile in length, the latter a circular sheet, half-amilc in diameter, and both within a mile south of
Loch-Valley Loch-Dee, a mile south-east of Roundloch, 1^ mile long, and | of a mile broad, the reputed source of the Galloway Dec Loch-Trool, 2
miles east of Loch- Dee, stretching south-westward
in a narrow stripe of If mile long, and wcainng at
Lochits lower end a gently picturesque dress
Grunnocli, on the eastern Boundary, Gj miles southit

;

;

;

east of Loch-Dee, 2J miles in length, but touching
the parish for only 1 mile, and belonging chiefly to
Girthon ; and the Loch of Cree, a slender expansion
of the river Ci'ee, 2f miles in length, tenninating 3^
miles above Newton-Stewart, beautifully wooded,
and lovely in its banks. The river Cree, from its
source in Loch-Moan, till IJ or 2 miles below the
point of its beginning slowly to open into an estuary,
has its whole course along the north-western, westNot fewer than
ern, and south-western boundaries.
about 24 independent rills, besides 3 considerable
streams, flow into it from Minnigaff, many of them
of short course, nearly all brawling among bleak
Minnickhills, but a few of them finely wooded.
vvater, coming down from Ayi-shire, runs 7 miles
southward, and If mile south-westward to the Cree,
a little above the Loch of Cree. Penkill-water rises
a mile south of Loch-Trool, and flows 4^ miles southward, and ti'.e same distance south-westward, to the
Cree, immediately above Newton-Stewart. Pilnourwater rises IJ mile west of the New-bridge of Dee,
and runs 10 miles south-westward and southward,
all in the interior except a mile above its mouth on
the boundary with Kiikmabreck to the Cree, at the
point where that river leaves the parish. The river
Dee runs, from its sources in Dry-loch, Loch-Dungeon, and Long-loch, to a little below the Newbridge of Dee, 10 miles along the eastern and southeastern boundary.
The surface of the parish, though not strictly alpine, is one of the most rudely highland in the south
of Scotland.
Excepting in a warm nook of about 6
square miles in the extreme south, and in some
beautiful but narrow stripes along the principal
streams in the west, it is everywhere rugged, very
extensively heath-clad, and, for the most part, altogether and irreclaimably pastoral. Several summits
have an altitude of about 1,600 or 1,700 feet above;
the level of the sea the summit of Meyrick has an
altitude of 2,500 feet; and the summit of Cairnsmuir, though not so high as that of Meyrick, is so
situated as to look as high, and commands a very
extensive and varied prospect. The heights in the

'

;

have aggregately a grand eftect and the
hollows and vales amongst them contain some ininterior

;

teresting close scenes. The interior heights, though
seemingly inhospitable, are comparatively litUe
snow-clad, and enjoy a mildness of climate denied
to many Scottish, districts of much lower ground.
stripe of carse-land, of no great breadth, extends
for several miles along the Cree; and both this and

A

the low grounds adjacent to it have a richly cultivated character, and borrow beauty from the
openings among the hills. Some of the higher acclivities are clothed all over with plantation; manj
of the lower slopes form fine green pasture; am
some of the valley grounds are finely adorned will
mansions and parks. The vale of Pilnour-water
in particular, presents some charming wild scenes
The stream is sometimes obstructed with rocks, am
impetuously breaks away from them; its banks ar'
plentifully wooded; its gambols are overlooked b;
the mansion and pleasure-grounds of Bargaly and it
;

hill-screens rise

and open and close in njany

divei

The total extent of land in tillage
about 6,000 imperial acres; the extent constanll
waste or in pasture is about 80,767; and the exter
The principal laii!'
under wood is about 1,600.
owners are the Earl of Galloway, the Kev. M. Hei-oi'i
M'Kie of Bargaly, Dunbar of Machermore, an
Stewart of Cairnsmuir. Tho mansions are Kirouci
an
tree, Cumlodcn-cottage, Bargaly, Machermoro,
Carnsmuir. The average rent of the arable land
about 16s. per acre; and that of the whole parish
about 28. 7d. The value of assessed property
sified forms.

i

^aNNIGAFF.

The estimated Talae of raw
1843 was £10.976.
produce ia 1842 was £21.332.
Greywacke and clayslate are the preJoiiiinaut
rocks; but granite occurs extensively in boulders,
and is used for building. Veins of leaid ore, varying
in thickness from 2 to 5 feet, occur on the estates of
Machermore and Kirouchtree. Those of Machermore
-.vere once a source of considerable wealth
they gave
J a populous village, occupied solely by miners ;
vere wrought with great earnestness; hut at
1
the veins became greatly exhausted, and
1839 they have been wrought only to a very
1
extent.
standing-stone an3 some cairns
icur on a plain below Kirouchtree-house, and are
lelieved to be memorials of some ancient battle.
The glen of Trool was the scene of a skirmish beweeu the troopers and the Covenantee on a winter
iabbath morning of 16S5. The ruins of the castle
Garlics, a building of m:known antiquity, the anient seat of the Earls of GaUoway, giving to them
ieir title of Lord Garlies, are situated about 1 J miie
Tom tiie village of MiunigacF. Three moat hills,
iats of feudal jurisprudence, are situated respecvely in the -s-icinity of MiimigaflF village, in the
ale of the Pilnour, and on a sequestered spot on
Various timiuli occur among
ardrachurd-moor.

illNXISHANT,
to

part of
the parish of Gamrie in EanC'shire, and part of the
parish of King Edward in Aben.eenshire, southwestward to the Deveron.

MINNYHIVE. See Mixxizhive.
MINSH (The). See ilixcH (The).
MINTLAW, a post-ofiice village in

;

A

he hills; and some of them have been opened, and
Dund to contain human bones and pieces of weapons,
here are in the parish two grain mills, a tan-work,
ad a small woollen manufactory. The Pilnour is
lavigable for a short distance; and there is a small
aay at Pilnour-bridge, where vessels of 60 tons
lay load an 1 discharge. The parish is traversed
cross its south-east end by the road from Dumfries
Portpatrick. The village of Minnigaff stands on
low piece of ground, at the confluence of the Pen11 and the Cree, sufHciently near Kewton-Stewart
be a sort of suburb of that town. It is a place of
me antiquity, and had weekly markets, and was
casionally tae meetiug-place of the synod of Galway, long before Newton-Stewart existed. But it
now a very poor place, containing little more than
dozen houses. Even the little village of CreeMge, situated about J of a mile below it, has
PoDulation of the parish in 1831, 1,855;
1851, 2,054.
Houses, 323.
This parish is in the presbytery of Wigton, and
BOd of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
!69 3s. 9d. ; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds,
8 78. Schoolmaster's salaiy, £34 4s. 4Jd., with
13 fees, and £6 other emoluments.
The parish
tech stands at the confluence of the Penkill and
•4 Cree,
overlooking the village of Minnigaff, and
• beautiful Gothic building, with an elegant
er.
It was built in 1836, and contains 850 sit3.
There is a chapel of ease at liargrennan,
in 1839, and containing 207 sittings.
There
a subscription school at Bargrenuan, and a
«ol, built chiefly by Lady H. Miixwell and Mrs.
Dr. Alexander
Wart, in the mines district.
inay, the celebrated linguist, was a native of
anigaJST; and General Sir William Stewart, one of
peninsular heroes, resided several years in it,
tl.lies buried in its churchyard.
The name Mintffwas written, in several monuments of the 13th
I 14th
centuries, Monygove; and alludes, in its
or Gaelic origin, to the stony moorland which
nuls among the hLUs. The church was a free
wmge at thi commencement of the 13th century,
'the p.irson of Monygove' then witnessed a
•tter of John,
bishop of Galloway; but it was
•nrards given to the monks of Tongueland, and
41owed the fates of their property both before and
tlie Reformation.
There were anciently in the
;_r
'~^
two chapels subordinate to the mother-churcli.
;

it.

a post-ofiice station subordinate

Mavbole, Ayrshire.

MIXNOCK (The). See Mixxick (The).
MINXOME-BUKN, a brook, draining

:

ilipsed
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the parish of
Lougside, Aberdeenshire. It stands on the west
border of the parish, at the intersection of the road
fro'n Peterhead to BauflT with the road from Aberdeen to Fraserburgh, 8J miles west-north-west of
Pfeterhead.
It was founded during the first quarter
of tl:e present century, and had encouraging prospect of increase; but it soon became stationary.
Here are a parochial school, and an endowed female
school. Fairs are held on the Tuesday after the 25th
of February, on the Tuesday after the 14th of April,
on the Tuesday after the 14th of June, on the Tuesday
after the 25th of August, on the Tuesday after the
7 th of October, and on the Tuesday after the 14th
of December.

MINTO,

Population, 240.
a parish, containing

the villages of

Its
Minto and Hassendean, in Roxburghshire.
post-town is Denholm, adjacent to its south-eastern
border.
It is bounded by Liiliesleaf, Aucrum, Bedrule, Cavers, Wilton, and a detached part of Selkirkshire.
Its length eastward is 5J miles; and its

The river Teviot, flowgreatest breadth is 3 niUes.
ing over numerous fords, along a pebbly bed, and
between banks singularly varied and highly pictiu-esque, runs, for 3f miles, generally along the southem and south-eastern boundary, but over this distance intersects on the side of Minto some small
portions of Cavers.
Except for ^ of a miie in the
extreme west, where the land rises abruptly up in
a bold, sylvan, beautiful bank, a belt of haugh-ground
about 1 or 1 J furlong broad, lies along the margin
of the stream.
Flanking all the haugh except its
east end, there is either a steep bank or a rapid
swell; behind both of which the suriace, excepting
two places where it is depressed into dells, and
two others where it towers aloft into hills, rises
with a slow and almost regular gradient away to

at
at

the northern bomidary. The westerly dell is the
romantic Hassexdeax: which see. The easterly
dell combines the beauties of a noble demesne, the

picturesque varieties of the lake, the cascade, and
the ptuling stream, the wooded glen and the dark
Near
ravine, and is altogether a home of romance.
its head a high weir thrown across it produces both
a fine little sheet of water above, and a bold fieakish
waterfall below.
smooth green bank rises slowly
up from the edge of the artificial lake, and bears
aloft the elegant and noble pile of Miuto-housc,
which, while embowered in a profusion of wood,
commands gorgeous vista- views athwart the vale of
the Teviot. Below the fall the dell becomes less
OFHate, and subsides into its natural wiidness, but
continues till near the Teviot to be delightfully fascinating.
ftuTOwy depression in the ground, nowhere deep enough to be even a mimic glen, brings
down a pretty streamlet at mid-distance hetweeu
the dells, and discharges its watery freight across
the haugh, directly opposite the bold beautiful bank
which screens the village of Denholm from the
Teviot.
mile west and north-west by west of
Minto-house, rise the two hiils of Minto, based on a
considerably elevated table-land, and shooting up to
an altitude of about 870 feet above sea-level. They
are regularly ascending, green, broad-shouldered,
elevations, and figure conspicuously from almost
every pcMnt of view in one of the richest landscapes

A

A

A

MINTO.

of Teviotdale.
Somewhat continuous with the hills,
but after an intervening depression, runs eastward
behind Minto-house, a broad hilly ridge, becoming
bold and towering as it approaches the Teviot; and
when near that stream, it breaks almost sheer down
in the romantic assemblage of cliffs called Minto

The

crags.

cliffs

are a vast

mass of trap-rock; and

they soar into different points, from various platforms
in their ascent, and attain an elevation above sealevel of 721 feet.
Along their base are strewn huge
blocks, detached from the beetling precipices; over
their rugged ledgy face are scattered growths of
herbage and ivy; and partly on their skirts, partly
on their summits, are massive clumps of plantation.
A ruin, of small size but considerable strength, called
Fatlips castle, the remnant of an ancient border fortalice, stands on their summit, and is supposed to
have belonged to Turnbull of Barnhills, a border
freebooter of great note and a small platform, on a
projection of the crags a little below the summit,
commanding an unobstructed view of the surrounding country, popularly bears the name of Barnhill's
bed, and is supposed to have been used by the free" Tlie view from the
booter as a place of outlook.
crags is highly diversified and beautiful. The wind;

'

the silver Teviot,' through a pleasing vale,
sometimes contracted, and again expanding, can be
traced above and below for many a mile, the prospect on the one hand being terminated by the fine
outline of the Liddesdale hills, along with those on
the confines of Dumfries-shire, and in the opposite
direction by the smoother and more rounded forms
of the Cheviots. Kubberslaw, the highest hill in this
vicinity, rises immediately in front, with Denholmdean, celebrated by Leyden, on the right, and the
narrow bed of the Rule on the left; while behind,

ings of

to the north, are distinctly seen the Eildon hills,
the Black-hill, Cowdenknowes, and more remotely

Smailholm-tower, Hume-castle, and the low, dark
Sir Walter Scott, in
skyline of the Lammermoors."
the following lines, has finely associated the grandeur
of this view with the antiquarian associations of the

—
place
:

"

On

Minto-craps the moonbeams glint,
Wliere Barnliill hewed his bed of flint;
Who Anns his outlawed limbs to rest,
Wliere falcons hang their giddy nest,
'Mid cliffs from whence his eagle eye
For many a leagne liis prey could spy,
ClilTs doubling on their echoes borne,
Tlie terrors of the robber's horn,

which

—

a later year.
The warbling Doric reed shall hear.
When some sad swain sliall teach the grove,
Ambition is no cure for love."
Cliff's

MINTO.
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for

many

of the parish are the Duke of
Bnccleuch, the Earl of Minto, Scott of Teviotbank,
and Dickson of Hassendean.
Teviotbank-house,
situated on the bank behind the haugh-ground, three
furlongs east of Hassendean, is a modern mansion
in the old English style, from an elegant design b}'
Bum, and forms a marked and pleasing feature in
the general landscape. The village of Minto, situated midway on the swell toward the base of the
hills, nearly three furlongs west of Minto-house,
and about a mile north-north-west of Denholm, is a
pleasant assemblage of about twenty neat cottages,
commanding much of the Teviotdale part of the
The parochial
prospect seen from Minto-crags.
school here is a large, neat building; and tlie parish church, a few yards to the west, is a handsome
Gothic edifice, with a quadrangular, pinnacled tower.
The rnause, half-a-mile to the south, on lower ground,
washed by the central brook of the narisli, is in the
style of a Tuscan villa, and exhibits kindred taste to
that which gently and joyously luxuriates over most
of the objects and surface of this interesting district.

The landowners

About 800 acres of the parochial area are under
plantation; about 1,500 acres are in pasture; and
little more than 800 own the dominion of the
plough.
The soil toward the Teviot is a light loam and iarther north it is a strong clay lying upon till. The
estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1838 was
£9.G89. The real rental in the same year was about
£3,220. The value of assessed property in 1843 was
£4,210 12s. The parish is traversed by the Hawick
;

railway, and has a station on it at Hassendean.
Topulation in 1831, 481 in 1851, 467. Houses, 78.
This parish is in the presbytery of Jedburgh, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Earl
of Minto. Stipend, £224 8s. 9d. glebe, £40. Unappropriated teinds, £268 5s. 8d. Schoolmaster's
;

;

salary,

£34

4s. 4|d.,

with £25

fees,

and £10

10s.

The

parish church was built
about 25 years ago, and contains 360 sittings. The
present parish of Minto comprehends the ancient
parish of Minto, which was a rectory, and part of
the ancient parish of Hassendean. The original
barony of Minto, however, appears to have been
more extensive than even the present parish of
Minto, and of course much more extensive than
the ante -Reformation parish; for Robert Bruce
granted to William Barbitonsoris two parts of the
lands of Kirkborth wic,' and three parts of the niiln
thereof,' 'infra baroniam de Minthou;' and Kirkborthwick is about 9 miles west-south-west from
Minto. The noble family of Elliot, whose title of
Earl is taken from the parish, and whose history
has deeply entwined its name in the chaplets of
modern renown, came into possession of the ascendant portion of its lands only at the recent period of
"
the Union.
Oa the 30th of April, 1706, Sir Gilbert Elliot obtained a grant of the barony of Minto,
in Roxburghshire, with the patronage of the church,
the tithes, and with the manse and glebe of Minto,
and also a grant of the barony of Headshaw, with
the patronage of the church of Ashkirk, and the
tithes thereof."
Sir Gilbert
a son of Gawin Elliot
of Midlem mill, and a grandson of Gilbert Elliot of
" Gibbie wi' the
called
Stobbs,
gowden gartei-s,"
and of Margaret Scott of Harden, commonly called
a
acted
stirring part in the wars
IMaggy Fendy
of the Cdvenanters, under the last of the reigi;iiig
Stuarts, and narrowly escaped destruction for his enthusiasticattachment to the cause of Presbyterianism
and religious liberty; he was one of the Scottish deputation to the prince of Orange to adjust measures
for giving him the British crown; he was appointed
clerk to the privy council at the Revolution, was
made a baroiiet in 1700, got a seat in the Collegeand
of-justice under the title of Lord Minto in 1705,
died in 1718, at the age of 67. Sir Gilbert Elliot.
the second of the name, and the son of the first, was
also a member of the College-of-justice, and became
successively a Lord-of session, a Lord-of justioi'!'
and Lord-justice-clcrk and, with the aid of on

other emoluments.

'

'

—

'

'

;

made

^

known in Scottish song under the
name of The Flowers of the Forest.' The
lyrics

'

]

!

—

a singular escape from an enragm
hidparty of Jacobites, during the last rebellion, by
himself
iiig
among Minto-crags. The sister wli.i.
on this occasion, played the heroine, was Miss .'
Elliot, the authoress of one of the three cxqii
his sisters,

j

coiiin

third

Gilbert Elliot sat in parliament, first for Selkirksl
and next for Roxburghsliirc, and became Treasi,
of the navy; and he wrote the fine pastoral,
"
Jly sheep I've forsaken, and left my sheep-hook,

And all the gay liaunts of my youth I've forsook,"
inserted in the note on Minto-crags in the
the Last Minstrel.' The fourth Sir Gilbert, flf
from the commencement till nearly the close
wars with Fr.nnco, filled the offices successive
'

;

!

'

!

;

i

i

|

j

;

!

,
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Governor of Toulon, Viceroy of Corsica, Minister
plenipotentiary at Vienna, President of the Board of
control, and Governor-general of India; and wa?5
raised, in 1797, to the peerage under the title of
Riron Minto. and, in 1812, received the additional
dignities of Viscount Melgund and Earl of Minto.
His son, the present Earl, succeeded to the family
estates in 1814, man-ied, in 1806, the daughter of
Ritrick Brydone, Esq., author of the well-known
*Tonr in Sicily,' sat early in parliament, and rose to
the offices successively of Minister-plenipotentiary to
the court of Berlin, and First Lord of the Ad-

one stream, forming Malzie-water: which see.
the north end of Mochrum-loch, and south of the
smaller lakes, stands an ancient tower or castle,
called the Old Place of Mochrum, which, seen from
a little distance, has a curious appearance, looking,
amidst the lakes, almost like a large ship at sea_
The general sui-face of the parish is of the broken
in

At

character which prevails in Wigtonshire, neither
level nor mountainous, its flat grounds ven.- limited,
and its hills of no great elevation. Large tracts, at
both ends of the parish, consist chiefly of rocky
eminences and mossy swamps, bleak and barren in

and thinly interspersed with
small patches of good dry arable land. The soil,

miralty.

their general aspect,

(The), a hrook of considerable volume,
flowing into Loch-Morar, in the paiish of Ardnamurchan, Arsvleshire.
MIRACLE." See Martle.

for several miles along Luce-bay, is, for the most
part, either a fine light or a strong deep loam, ex-

MIOBLE

MIRES-HILL.

See Eagi.esham.
MIRRAN (The). See Fortixgal.
MISERY (Mocst). See Kilmarosock.
MISTY-LAW. See Lochwixxoch.
MIULIE (Loch), a small lake near the head of
Glenstrathfarrar, in the north-west extremity of InTemess-shire. An islet on its bosom was the retreat
of Lord Lovat after the ruinous defeat at Culloden
and the summit of an adjacent mountain was his
;

when

helplessly sur%-eying the conflagration of
is mansion, and of the houses of his clansmen.
(Loch\ See Mjxxigaff.
(Fall of). See Ltox (The).
MOAT-BURX, a b'.ook running north-eastward
to the Tweed, in the parish of Tweedsmuir, Peeblesest

MOAN
MOAR

shire.

MOCHERMORE. See Misxioaff.
MOCHRUM, a parish, containing the

post-office

Tillage of Port- William, also the villages of Eldrig

and Kirk of Mochrum, on the southern coast of
Wigtonshire. It lies along the upper part of the
•JWt side of Luce-bay, and is bounded elsewhere by
&e parishes of Old Luce. Kirkcowan, Kirkinner,
Its length south-south-eastward is
12 miles ; and its greatest breadth is of miles. The
(Stent of coast is 9J miles. For a mile from the
xni. Glasserton.

north-west extremity, it forms a steep rocky hill
orerhanging the sea, altogether inaccessible by
but traversed along the brink by a road
mats,
'
'eh was constructed by the filling up of deep
•res an.l the removing of vast rocky blocks ; and
mice, to the south-east extremity, it is a stripe

f flat smooth gravel beach 50 yards in mean breadth,
hnked by a bold and precipitous bank, which, for
lie most
part, forbids access from the sea, but, in
ereral places, is cleft by creeks and tiny bays.
'"lOugh there are several landing places for small
;0«ts, the only harbour or accessible point for sail3g craft is at Port- William. Namerons indepenant brooks run westward to the shore ; but most of
rise within mid-breadth of the parish, and
longest has a course of only 4^ miles to Port""am bay. White-loch, f of a mile long and 3
farlongs broad, lies in the south-east comer,

with wood, and overlooked by Monreiththe elegant and commodious seat of Sir WilMaxwell, Bart. On its banks, near the modem
ion, stands the old family castle of the Maxamidst a clump of lofty trees; and in the
ity are vantage-grounds which command an
sive view away to the mountains of Moume in
ictured
,

d, the Isle of Man, and the hills of CumberNear the north-west end of the parish, amidst
e tract of moorland, lies a cluster of six lakes,
of them, Mochrum-loch and Castle-loch, have
several islets, and measure upwards of 1 J mile
ilf-a-mile; and these, with the other four, which
much smaller, send off their superflaent waters

fertile; and, towards the centre of the
gradually becomes thin and stony. Only
about 200 acres are under plantation. The value of
assessed property in 1843 was £8.979. The parish
lies midway between the towns of Wigton and
Whithorn on the cast, and the village of Glenluce
on the west, and is traversed by the roads from both
the towns through Glenluce to Stranraer. The village of Kirk of Mochrum is a small place, with upwards of 120 inhabitants, in the south-east district
of the parish, on the road from Whithorn to Glenluce,
2 miles north of Port-William. Population of the
Houses, 46-5.
parish in 1831. 2,105; in 1851, 2.946.
This parish is in the presbytery of Wigton, and
synod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£160 Os. 4d.; glelse, £30. Unappropriated teinds.
£2 6s. 4d.
Schoolmaster's salary. £31. with £16
The parish church
fees, and £4 other emoluments.

ceedingly
parish,

it

built in 1794, and enlarged in 1832, and con
tains 700 sittings. There is an United Presbyterian
church at Port- William. There are four non-parochial schools.
Mochrum was anciently a vicarage

was

of the canons of Whithorn. In 1606 the church
was granted, along with other property which ha I
belonged to the canons, to the bishop of Galloway;
in 1641 it was transferred to the university of Glasgow; in 1661 it was restored to the Bishop of Galloway; and, at the final abolition of Episcopacy, it
reverted to the Crown.
chapel anciently stool
near the old castle of Merton. Another chapel,
dedicated to St. Finnan, and called Chapel-Finnan,
or Chapel- Fingan, stood on the coast under the clifl".
Its mins figure in an account of Galloway, written
in 1684, yet are still extant. The lands of Mochrum
were given, in 1368, to Thomas Dunbar, second
son of Patrick, Earl of March. The Dunbars, who

A

descended from him, took

from Mochrum, had
Mochrum, and figured

title

their seat at the old place of

somewhat distinguishedly as a

family. Cadets of
the house founded the families of Dunbar of Clugston and Dunbar of Baldoon, the latter now represented by the Earl of Selkirk. Gavin Dunbar, son
of Sir John Dunbar of Mochrum. became prior of
Whithom about the year 1504. was afterwards made

preceptor to James V.. and became, in 1522, Archbishop of Glasgow. in 1526, Lord-chancellor of
and in 1536, one of the Lords of Regency
Scotland,
during the King's visit to France. The family was
raised to the baronetage in 1694, and is now represented by Sir William Dunbar, Bart. The Maxwells of Monreith settled in the parish in the early
part of the 17th century. John Maxwell, younger
of Monreith, acted a distinguished and military part
among the Covenanters, stood high in fame among

—

—

their leaders, and made narrow escapes from martjTdom in their cau.se. Another celebrated and recently deceased offshoot of the family was Sir Murray Maxwell, commander of the Alceste in the Amherst embassy to China, aide-de-camp to William IV,

MOFFAT.

and, at his dealli, under appointment to the governorship of Piir.ce Edward's Island.
A)a>hire. See Kirkoswai.d.
MOFP'AT, a parish partly in Lanarkshire, hut
The Dumfries-shire part
chiefly in Dumfries-shire.
projects northward from the adjacent regions of the
county, forms the northern extremity of the district
of Annaiidale, and contains the post-town of Moffat.

MOCHRUM,

The

parish is bounded by Tweedsmuir, Megget,
Kttrick, Eskdaleniuir, Hutton, Wamphray, Kirkpatrick-Juxta, and Crawford. Its length eastward
is about 15 miles; and its greatest breadth is 8j
miles.
For 24 miles along the west, north, and east,
the boundary-line is formed by the highest summits
or water-shedding line of the southern alps of Scotland, which attain here their highest altitude, and
send off hence their long broad spur across the
counties of Peebles and Selkirk toward the Lammerinoors.
Evan-water cuts a gorge in the north-west

through this mountain-barrier; and coming down
from Crawford, flows J of a mile on the boundary
l)etvveen that parish and Moflat, and then rushes
over a rocky and declivitous bed 3 J miles southward through the interior to Kirkpatrick-Juxta, at
Cloffin-burn rises in three head-streams
Middlegill.
in the extreme west, and runs 3 miles south-eastward and eastward to the Evan, at the point of its
entering Kirkpatrick-Juxta. Garpel-water rises in
the south-west extremit}', runs nearly 2 miles along
the southern boundary, and then passes away to become afterwards tributary to the Evan. The river
Annan rises in the extreme north, and runs 8J miles
almost due south, but over the last 5 miles is the
boundary-line with Kirkpatiick-Juxta lying on its
right bank; and while on this boundary, 1 J mile
before ceasing to touch Moffat, it receives at one
point Evan-water on its right bank, and Mofiatwater on its left. A number of small local independent streams join it in Moffat, all, except one, on
its left bank; the most considerable being Granton,
Well, and Frenchland burns, respectively 3^, 4, and
3 miles long. Mofiat-water rises in the extreme
north-east, and runs lOJ miles almost direct southwest to the Annan; augmented in its progress by
numerous mountain rills. Loch-Skexe [which see]
supplies the earliest of these rills on the right bank,

—that

which occurs the celebrated
waterfall called the Grey Make's Tail: which see.

The
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in the course of

courses of even

tlie

thiee chief streams, the

Annan, and the Moffat, are, for a long
way, sheer gorges, overhung by steep and often
almost inaccessible hills, admitting little more than
Bpace for excellent though hanging roads, and posy.vnn, the

sessing at their upper end, even on the beds of the
streams, an altitude of about 1,000 feet above sealevel.
That of the Evan nowhere in the parish expands into a vale, ijut continues throughout a mountain pass; that of the Moffat slowly opens into a
belt of meadow and araijle land; and that of the
Annan, 3J miles before the river leaves the parisli,
and just before it reaches the town, suddenly expands into a beautiful valley of considerable breadth,
the connnencement of tlie rich strath or Howe of
Annandale, screened on three sides by towering uplands, and blooming athwart the surface with luxuriant vegetation.
singularly fine scene in the
gorge or glen of one of the brooks is called the Ikllof Belled-craig,
craig, supposed to be a corruption
the provincial pronunciation of Bald-craig.
Anout 3,800 acres of the whole area of the parish
arc in tillage; about 450 are under wood; and upThe soil
wards of 34,000 arc waste or pastoral.
the lower deill the
valley ground is alluvium; on
clivities of the iiills, it is a light dry gravel, in most
places tolerably deep and fertile; an(i on the higher
'

A

'

grounds, it produces gr;i?s and heath, and rarely
The mountains
yields to the predominance of mess.
on the boundary include Hartfeix, which we have
and
about
one-half
of those menseparately noticed,
tioned in the article Dl-mfries-shjre, as
forming
the northern screen of the county.
The heights
along Mofiat-water vie in elevation with those along
the boundary; so thr.t one-half, or upwards, of the
parish is occupied with the loftiest Scottish mountains south of the Forth and Clyde.
Nearly all the
heights are curved and regular in outline, broad in
heir summits, and clothed with vegetation on their
surface.
Saddleback, 1 1 mile south-east of Hartfell,
is a curious
exception, being so narrow at the top
that a person may bestiide it, and sit as on a saddle,
and see two beautiful streamlets trickling away from
its
The eagle, anciently a multiopposite bases.
tudinous inhabitant of the Moffat alps, now rarely
meets the eye of an observer of the cloud-capped
landscape. Nearly one-half of the parish belongs to
Johnstone of Annandale, and the rest is distributed
among ten or twelve principal landowners, besides
a number of smaller ones.
The estimated yearly
value of the raw produce in 1834 was £1 6.105. The
value of assessed property in 1843 was £8,653 17s.
6d.
The real rental in 1855 was £13,31
Vestiges
still exist in this
parish of the Eoman road which
passed up Annandale, and is noticed in our article on
Dumfries-shire. In its vicinity are traces of some
Three miles southlarge Koman encampments.
east of the town are vestiges of a British encampment. Near the road from the town to Moffat-well,
is a high conical mount,
anciently surrounded with
a deep ditch, and now enclosed and planted, and
a
beautiful
appearing
object from the road; and a
few hundred yards west of it is another and smaller
mount. A mile east of the Eoman road, in a deep
sequestered glen, are two artificial excavations iu
freestone rock, capacious enough to accommodate a
number of cattle. In various localities are ruins of
peel-houses and old towers, built with sea-shell
I

1 .

mortar.

A

curious locality, also,

is

noticed in

ouir

on Erickstakebkae.
The wild wilderness
along the upper part of Moffat-water is the scene of
a
tradition
many stirring
respecting the gatherings
article

and hidings of the persecuted Covenanters, and their
narrow escapes from the bloodhound pursuit of
Clavcrhouse and his dragoor.s. The gorge of tl
stream seems to have been regarded as a defensi'
while deep seclusions among the toweri:
mountains behind were treated as places of enscoin
uient and elusion from pertinacious pursuit. On
eminence, which com.mands the convergent ravir
of Moffat-water and Loeh-Skene burn, there
vestiges of a rude battery thrown up to defend i'
country toward the north-east; and another cii
nence on winch parties were stationed to note,
the congregations assembled in the ravines the
proach of danger, is still called the A^'atcli-hill. '1
jjarisli is traversed by turnpikes leading northwan!
lespectively toward Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Sel'
kirk, along the vales and gorges of the three princi]i
streams; and is traversed also, up Evan-water,
the Caledonian lailway, but has access to that nm
pass;

:

i'

i^i

I

way only at Bcattock station, within KirkpatrickJuxta, 2 miles from the town of Moffat. Population
of the Dumfries-shire part of the parish in 1851,
Houses, 423. Population of the entire par2,278.
ish in 1831, 2,221; in 1851, 2,304.
Houses, 420.
This parish is in the presbytery of LochmalH
and synod of Dumfries.
Patron, Johnstone
!

£

Annandale. Stipend, £279 10s. lOd.; glebe,
Unappropriated toinds, £222 IGs. 8d. 'J'he pari-^
churcii was built about the year 1790, and contjiii
'
1,000 sittings. There is a Free church, with

^

I

1

!

I

!
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attendance of 530 ; and the amount of its receipts
There is likewise an
in 1856 was £417 63. 9d.
United Presbyterian church. The parochial school,
and anotlier school which had been endowed for
nearly 200 years, were, in 1834, united under the
The
direction of a healfnaster and an usher.
this
parochial schoolmaster's salary, previous to
measure, was £25 13s. 3d., with fees, and £5 other
emoluments. There are a boarding-school and five
other non-parochial schools. The ancient church of
Moffat wos one of tlie churches of Aniiandale transferred, in 1174, by Robert de Bruce to the bishop of
Glasgow and it was afterwards constituted one of
;

A

the prebends of the see.
chapel anciently stood
between the Annan and the Evan at a place still
called Chapel.

Moffat has been called the Cheltenliam of Scotand is more distinguished for its medicinal
waters than any place north of the Sark and the
Tweed. The wells are three. Two of them, called
the Hartfell-spa and the Garpel-well, are noticed
The
in our articles Hartfell and Garpel-water.
third, called distinctively and emphaticallj- Moffitabout
1
mile
is
a
well,
J
strong, sulphureous water,
north of the town, easily accessible thence by an
excellent road, which is kept scrupulously neat and
trim.
The well is enclosed in a plain stone edifice,
in a comer of a broad green esplanade, commanding
a lovely view of the pastoral valley and its hillscreens ; and near it are a neat cottage for its keeper,
and a lank-looking building which was formerly
used as a ball-room and for public breakfasts. Tiie
water oozes out of a rock of compact greywacke,
A bog in the
containing interspersed pyrites.
Ticinity probably co-operates with the pyrites in
laud,

tiie

greywacke

to afford the sulphureous

impregna-

The water has an odour resembling

tion.

that of

Harrowgate, but is not quite so strongly sulphureIt has a somewhat saline taste; it sparkles in
ins.
glass like champaiixn; and it is so remarkably
wdatile that it can be drank in perfection only at
fountain.
No closeness of cork can prevent
e of its best qualities from forsaking it in bottles,
^ng used as a wash, and for warm bathing, it is
conveyed to the village in pipes but to ser\'e
urposes as an internal medicine, it needs still
taken at the spa. The well is coated on the
with a yellowish grey crust of sulphur and,
allowed to remain some days quiescent or und, it becomes covered with a yellowish white
of sulphur.
Chemical analyses of the water
been made at various times since 1759; and
irding to one made by Mr. Macadam of Glasgow
^53, an imperial gallon of it contains -353 cubic
;

;

of free sulphuretted hydrogen, a
quantity of
and combined sulphur equal to that in 2 168
inches of sulphuretted hydrogen, 1-51 grain
Iphuret of sodium, 6072 grains of chloride o
m, 7"25 grains of chloride of magnesium, 1002
8 of chloride of calcium, 3'46 grains of silicate
"a, 1-31 grain of carbonate of lime, SI grain
rbonate of magnesia, 2'27 grains of organic
1-45 grain of saline matter lost in the anand traces of free silicic acid. The well was
ivered, or came into notice as a spa, upwards of
centuries ago, and has ever since attracted infrora all parts of the kingdom
Its water is
unced a powerful remedy in all scrophulons
scorbutic cases, in affections of the lungs, in
,

in rheumatism, and in dyspepsy, biliousness,
ther complaints of the stomach and bowels ; it

'el,

y

'lerful
le

and powerfully diuretic; and it figures
fame as the means of achieving " most

light,

mmon

cures."
of Moffat stands on the left

TowM
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bank of

Annan, If mile above the influx of t'lc Moffat
and the Evan, and 2 miles north-north-east of the
the

Its
Beattock station of the Caledonian railway.
by road is 14 miles from Elvanfoot, 16 from
Lockerby, 21 from Dum ries, 50 from Eclinburgh,
and 54 "from Glasgow but, by railway through
Beattock, it is 15 from Elvanfoot, 15i from Lockerby. 55J from Dumfries, 62^ from E.linburgh, and
67V from Glasgow. Its site is a rising-ground or
slight acclivity, with a southerly aspect, having
an elevation of 370 feet above the level of the sea.
Around it lies a beautiful prospect of the upper vale
of the Annan, richly luxuriant in its fields and hedgerows, finely chequered and spotted with wood, gaily
embellished with water, villa, mansion, and park,
and picturesquely screened with gentle green acclivities, overlooked on the back-ground by alpine
summits. Sheltering plantations climb the finely
curved outlines of the Gallow-hill immediately on
the north, stretch away in a little sheet of forest on
the west and the south, and give all the environs
The
both a warm and an adorned appearance.
spire of the church appears, when viewed in so.me
an
midst
of
from
the
to
rise
directions,
elegantly
Nor does the town stand well
extensive grove.
with regard merely to its immediate neighbourhood,
but, being situated at the head of the luscious valley

distance

;

which stretches away in an expanding stripe 25
miles to the Solway f'rith, at the entrance of thi-ee
grand inlets to the deepest wildernesses and most
tremendous chasms of the southern Highlands, and
only 4J miles south of Erickstane-brae-head, whence
issue streams that run from the highest ground in
the south of Scotland, east, west, and south to the
Atlantic, the German, and the Irish seas, it commands from its own site, and from vantage-grounds
in its vicinity, many most picturesque blendings and
groupings of Highland and Lowland scenery, and
probably yields to no watering-place in the world
In
for mingled grandeur and beauty of position.
itself, too, it is a pretty, tidy, smiling town, with

modest and yet dressy attractions to the gay lounger
and the fashionable invalid. Its principal street
stretches north and south down the slow declination
of the rising ground is spacions, handsomely edificed, exceedingly smooth and clean, dry within an
hour after the heaviest rains, and altogether so disposed as to form a most agreeable promenade for
both inhabitants and strangers; and was, some
yeai-s ago, so much widened in its central parts as
In
to form there a Place or large oblong square.
the middle of the street is a cistera for public use,
;

affording a copious supply of the purest springwater, fetched in leaden pipes beneath the bed of the
Annan, from the parish of Kirkpatrick-Juxta. An
elegant set of baths was erected in 1827 on a superior plan, with a large apartment to serve as both a

public reading-room and an assembly-room. The
front of this edifice is adorned ^k\\ a Doric portico;
and it adjoins the principal inn, the Annandale
There is likewise a lar^e private hotel.
Arms.
Connected with the baths are a biliiard-room and a
bowling-green, the latter enveloped in a shrubbery.
The meal-house and market-house are commodious
buldings. Most of the private houses are new or
recent, nearly all the town having been either formed
or rebuilt within the last fifty years; and a large
proportion of the houses are fitted np as private
lodgings for the use of visitors. The common building material is a bluish coloured greywacke, which
is faced in the masonry with white sandstone ; and
this gives the houses a pleasant appearance, which
is further aided, in many cases, by climbing roseThe town has a large
buslies or trellised plants.

—

public library, a trades' reading-i-oom and library.
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wife of James Johnstone of Corehead, is said to
have been the discoverer of the medicinal properties
The shops are generally of a superior kind, afford- of MofFat-well, Dr. Moffat, an eccentric but talented
ing a ready supply both of ordinary wants, and native, an object of some personal notice by Cromof many luxuries.
A regular market is held once well, and the author of a Treatise on Dietetics,
a-week; and fairs are held on the third Friday of the good James Earl of Hopetoun, whose family
March, old style, on the 29th day of July, and on inherited the Johnstone property in the parish, and
the 20th of October, or the Tuesday after. An om- who himself occasionally resided at Moffat-house,
the Rev. Dr. Walker, translated from the pastorate
nibus, in communication with the railway trains,
runs regularly batween the town and Beattock. of the parish to the Natural History chair of EdinJustice of peace courts and sheriff small debt courts burgh, Mr. Macadam, the famous roadmaker, who
are regularly held in Moffat and the public peace died at the town in 1836. in the 81st year of his
of the town is well preserved.
The population, ac- age, and Dr. David Welsh, the Professor of Eccording to the census, in 1841 was 1,413, and in clesiastical History in Edinburgh, who was a native

and

offices of the

land,

and the

Union Bank, the Bank of ScotLinen Company's Bank.

British

—

—

—

"

—

—

;

1851, was 1,491 but tliese figures do not show what
the population was in the summer months.
The climate of Moffat is so mild and healthy as to
attract invalids and occasional residents whose cases
do not require any use of the spas. Showers approaching it from any point over three-fourths of
the compass, and threatening to discharge themselves
on the vale, are very frequently drawn down to exhaustion by the vast mountain-screen in the vicinity.
The lands which environ the town are so gravelly
and irretentive that moisture, when it falls, very
;

speedily disappears, and gives no aid either to morassy stagnation in the fields, or to a bemiring of the
"
public roads.
Typhus," says the reverend statist
in the New Account, " has often prevailed in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Carlisle, and other cities when there
was no such distemper in Moffat. Providence averted
even the cholera, though severe in Glasgow, and
especially in Dumfries, with which there was daily
intercourse, only two or three doubtful cases having
occurred, and among strangers affected before they
reached Moffat. If the climate be the cause of any
local distempers, the writer has never heard of it,
nor the medical friends he has consulted on the
All the public thoroughfares leading from
point."
the town are safe, easy, and pleasant bridges on
the roads are good; public promenades and strollinggrounds have a trimmed and inviting aspect; and
;

nuisances of every description are prevented. All
the antiquities, curiosities, and remarkable scenes
noticed in our account of the parish, and in the articles Hartfell, Gkey Make's Tail, and LocnSkene, are accessible to parties in quest of recreation, and form a pleasing variety of resource for the
thousand localities
rambler and the man of taste.
easily reached will richly gratify tiie botanist, the
mineralogist, and the general student of natural
Craigieburnwood, and the moat on Coatshistory.
hill, opposite Earl Randolph's tower, offer fine re-

A

treats for picnic parties.
Queensberryhill, whose
summit commands a clear view of a vast and very
gorgeous panorama, is accessible to the lover of landscape wlio begins to get strength at the wells. Even

the glowing lakes, and dowy dens,' and verdant
the
braes of Yarrow, -^ith the tower of
Dryhope,
birth-place of Mary Scott, are not altogether beyond
reach.
Moffat is historically associated with only one
event of note. In the year 1333, while Scotland
lay bleeding and ignominiously enthralled at the
feet of usurpation. Sir Archibald Douglas, at the
head of 1,000 horsemen, marched down by night
upon the town, surprised and defeated the forces
i.f Edward Baliol, slew or captured various distinguished English officers and near relatives of the
vassal-king of Scotland, and obliged the mocker and
and
usurper of royalty to run a race of dispersion
Among eminent persons conflight to the Solway.
nectedin any way with Molfat, were Bishop Wiiiteford
of Brechin, who was a landed proprietor in the parish
in the reign of Charles I., and whose daughter, the
'

of the parish.

MOFFAT WATER. See Moffat.
MOID ART. See Moydaut.
MOIN (The), a mountainously moorish

tract of

country, on the north coast of Sutherlandshire. It
lies partly in the parish of Durness, and partly in
that of Tongue; extends due southward from the
coast at Whitenhead; and measures about 12 miles
by 4J. Its elevation, a very brief way from the
shore, is

upwards of 1,300

feet; and,

though

varie-

gated by several ranges of bold rugged heights, it
continues somewhat uniform, and bears aloft a broad
expanse of bog, till, at the southern extremity, it
shoots grandly up in the alpine height of Ben-Hope:
which see. The passage of this wild tract, lying
directly in the way between Tongue and EriboU, or
between east and west of the extreme north of the
continent, was formerly the laborious work of an
entire day; but, in consequence of the construction
of the new line of road, at the late Duke of Sutherland's expense, along the coast, it is now the easy
and comfortable task of a single hour.

MOLL, an ancient parish, now comprehended in
Morebattle, on the eastern border of Koxburghshire.
It comprises the upper part of the basin of Bowmontwater, adjacent to the English border, 12 miles
south-south-east of Kelso. The church and village
of Moll stood upon the Bowmont; and there is even
now, on the banks of that mountain-stream, a hamlet,
commonly known by the corrupted name of Mowhaugh; and a little lower may be seen the ruins of
Mow-kirk.

MOLLENBURN,

a village in the parish of Cad-

the south-east exto
tremity of the parish, on the road from Glasgow
It is advantageously situated for wood,
Stirling.
It stands at

der, Lanarkshire.

\

j

water, and building material, and might easily admit of improvement and extension. It has a good
school.
Population, 202.

MOLLINDINAR BURN. See
MOLLMONT. See Galston.

Glasgow.

MON-, a prefix in numerous Celtic names
places in Scotland. It is an abbreviation of mouali,
which signifies a moor or an upland moss.'
But, in some instances, the particular moor which
or
it oiiginally designated has been either reclaimed
as in the
greatly modified by modern cultivation;
instance of Monifieth, signifying the moor of the
and in the instance of Monikie, signifying
stag,'
the moor of mist.' The proper form of the prefix,
in some names, though oiiginally written Mod, has
been changed by usage into Min or Miimi or Men;
as in the case of Minnigaft", originally written Mony'

'

'

'

—

j

'

black moor,'— and in the
goff, and signifying
case of Menmuir, originally written Monmore,
signifying the great moor.'
MONADIILEADII MOUNTAINS, a range .
from south-,
lofty and rugged heights, extending
west to north-east, in a lino parallel to tho_ Glen'

tlie

'

more-nan-Albin, and occupying the central

distiu

of the southern division of Inverness-shirc.

Tli

i

}

'

MONAR.
rest

on a high base or table-land of dreary heathy
and are comparatively flowing in their onts. unbroken in their declivities, and free from
r;

abmptness or jaggedness of aspect. They embosom
extensive glens where great herds of black cattle
1 and send down slopes where large flocks of
p are pastured; yet they contain irksome solis, vast and dreary wastes, which are abandoned
:he grouse and the ptarmigan, the roe and the
leer.
In their upper or south-west district they
:;tain the sources of the chief head-streams of the
the
Dulnain, the Findhom, and the Nairn;
Spey.
" i. in their lower
district, they chiefly divide Strathn, or the vale of the Findhom, on the north:. from the
upper vale of the Spey on the southThe mountains consist principally of granite
•

•

quartz rock.

:

MOXAEBURGH.
MOXAHOUDIE.

See Kilstth.
See Kxockaxdo.

MONALTRIE.

See Braemar and Glexmcjck.
MONANCE (St.). See Abekcrombie.
(Loch), an alpine lake at the head of
:i-Strathfarrar, on the mutual border of Inver--shire and Ross-shire. It is about 7 miles long,
occupies a wild hollow a little to the north of
mountain Scour-nalapich, which is nearly as
as Ben-Nevis, and soars aloft in a beautiful

MOXAR

1

The

shores of the lake are savage, yet pic>que; and at the east end, where the lake con:3 to a narrow, winding strait, there are remts of an ancient pine forest.
At the foot of the
ivc stands Monar-house; and there the
carriageud up Glen-Strathfarrar terminates.
MONBODDO. See Fordocs.
MONCRIEFF, or Mordcn, a hill in the parish of
:li, immediately north of the
Bridge-of-Eam, and
miles south of the city of Perth. It forms the
nnecting link between the Ochil and the Sidlaw
icres, except as these are cloven asunder by the
n and the Taj-; and it has an altitude above sea:I of 756 feet.
It consists chiefly of compact
p or greenstone, displaying on the south side a
umnar formation ; but contains, near its western
conremity, some patches of conglomerate.
rable part of it is under cultivation, and its
gilts are richly wooded, but have here and there
d protrusions of rock. The road from
Bridge-ofim to Perth passes over its west shoulder, at the
The summit of the hill, or even
:ght of 182 feet.
highest part of the road upon its shoulder, comnds one of the most gorgeous
prospects in Scot1,
comprising Strathearn, the Carse of Gowrie,
e
of
the
the
hill of Kinnoul,
grand sweeps
Tay,
city of Perth, a profusion of mansions, woods,
parks, and, away in the far distance, the fronlanges of the Grampians.
stranger, ascendthe hill from the south, sees none or
very little
till he
approaches the summit', when
^^his prospect
of it
at once upon his view, so that
^^iF^ole of itsbursts
own surpassing brilliance is con^^^Kect
heightened by the suddenness of its reve^^MftblyThe
invading legions of the Roman army,
^^Hii.
^^^raching this spot, were so enraptured with the
t, supposing it to resemble the then
gorgeous
"
rons of Rome, that
Ecce
they exclaimed,
•r, ecce
Campus Martins,"—" Behold the Tiber,
lid the Field of Mars !"
Here also Queen Vicwhen on her first progress to the Highlands,
e a pause to look round on the
splendid panori, and
appeared to be highly charmed with the
.-:.

.

,

A

A

—
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lONCUR.
lONEDIE,

See Inchture.
a parish in the Glenalmond district
0? erthshire.
Its post-town is Perth, 4 miles to
"I south- south-east.

MONIFIETH.
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It is

bounded by Auchter-

gaven, Redgorton, Methven, and Logiealmond. Its
length and breadth are each about 2 miles. Its
surface is but slightly diversified, comprising no
hills, but only rising grounds, which run northward
and southward from the banks of the Shochie. On
the low flat parts, the soil is partly a light loam,
and partly of a gravelly character, superincumbent
in both cases on dry, hard, deep gravel; on the
parts of the rising-grounds adjacent to the river, it
is a rich loam, on a strong deep clay ; and in the
parts of the rising-grounds more distant from the
river, it is a cold wet till, naturally of moorish charAbout 2,718 imacter, covered with dwarf heath.
perial acres are in tillage; about 771 are in pasture;

and probably 400 are under woo<l. The landowners
Duke of Athole and the Earl of Mansfield.
The average rent of the arable land is al out £1 10s.
per acre. The value of assessed property in 1843

are the

w^as £3,654 4s. The eastern extremity of the parish
is adjacent to the Luncarty station of the Scottish
Midland railway; and the interior is traversed by a
road leading up to Logiealmond and Glenshee.
Population in 1831, 300; in 1851, 321. Houses, 53.
This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and

svnod of Perth and
Mansfield.

Patron, the Earl of
Stirling.
19s. lid.; glebe, £14.

Stipend, £215

4s. 4J1., with about £10
emoluments. The parish
church was built about the year 1817, and contains
460 sittings. The parish was, previous to the Reformation, a free parsonage and a prebend of Dunkeld.
Alexander Myln, the prebendary of it, toward the close of the 15th century, wrote a work,
entitled Lives of the Bishops of Dunkeld,' which
has recently been reprinted in the Transactions of
the Literary and Antiquarian Society of Perth.
The parish, after the Reformation and till aboat
1760, belonged to the presbytery of Dunkeld.
MONESS-BURN, a brook, about 7 miles in length
of course, flowing north-eastward, along the boundary between the parishes of Dull and Logierait. and

Schoolmasters

fees,

and £5

salarj-,

£34

16s. other

'

through the village of Aberfeldy, to the river Tay,
in Perthshire.
It is famous for three cascades, and
for the wooded ravine in which these occur, which
were celebrated by the muse of Bums, and characterized by Pennant as an " epitome of everything
The lowest
that can be admired in waterfalls."
and finest of the falls is alwut a mile from AberThe dell
feldy, and the uppermost about IJ mile.
appears to be from 200 to 300 feet deep, and is so
very narrow that the trees on its opposite sides almost meet each other's branches; and romantic
walks have been fonued through it, and seats erected,
for the use and convenience of visitors.
The approach to the falls is from Aberfeldy, and should
be made under the direction of a guide.
always
"
The bum of Moness," says a tasteful observer,
"
is bounded by high impending rocks, from whose
chasms and crevices, fine trees and matted underwood seem to start, deepening the gloom below;
while a narrow and dangerous path at their base
leads you, with the efiect of gradual iniriatorj' preparation, to the cascades themselves. These form
a retiring succession of brilliant gushing torrents,
gradually veiled, as they recede from the eye, by
the thin leafy screen of the over-arching woods,
which render it one of the completest specimens of
the secluded waterfall that I have ever seen."
MONFODE-BURN. See Ardrossax.
MONGARRY, a hamlet near the river Don, in
the parish of Tullynessle. Aberdeenshiie. Adjacent
to it is the site of General Baillie's encampment on

the night previous to the battle of Alford in 1645.
MONIAIVE. See Mixxiehive.
MONIFIETH, a parish, containing the Tillagea

j

|

j
i

I

MONIFIETH.

of Drumsturdymooi- and BarnliiU, tlie post-office
village of Monifieth, and the greater part of the
post-town of Droughty -Ferry, on the southern border of Forfarshire. It is bounded by the frith of
Tay, and by the parls'ies of Dundee, Murroes,
Its length southward is 5
Monikie, and Barry.
miles; and its breadth varies from 3 J miles to l|^
mile.
Dighty-water, coming in from Dundee, runs
and half-a-mile southward to the
2|- miles westward,
frith at Milton, making se^'oral fine descents for

yielding water-power to machineiy. Murroes-burn
traces the western boundary for a mile, and joins
the Dighty at the place where that stream enters

Buddon-burn comes down upon the extreme north, traces for 1 J mile the western boundary,
runs If mile south-eastward across the interior, and
the parish.

afterwards, just before falling into the frith, runs 3
furlongs along the eastern boundary. The coast is
low and sandy, with a considerable extent of light
downs, of the kind called links; and the sea is, year
by year, making inroads upon it, owing to the double
effect of the winds blowing away the sand and raising the tide. Behind the links, east of the Dighty,
extends for a mile an almost level plain, the soil of
which is at first light and sandy, but extremely
fertile, and afterwards becomes a rich black loam.
Behind the links, west of the mouth of the Dighty,
the ground forms an elongated swell or low ridge,
bold on the south, and gently sloping on the north,
running westward between that stream and the fritli.
The rest of the parish has in general a southern exposure, and is diversified with gentle swells, and with
the species of hills called laws. The soil is in general an excellent black loam, but deteriorates in
quality toward the north, and eventually becomes,
over a small tract, tilly and moorish. The highest
ground is Drumsturdy-moor-law, 2J miles from the

—

shore, and supposed to rise 530 feet above sea-level.
The hill is of a lyeautiful oval form, green over all
its sides and summit, a very fine feature in tiie landscape, and measuring 133 yards by 66 on the superficies of its top.
charming view is obtained from
it of Forfarshire to Arbroath,
the German ocean
till lost in the horizon,
the frith of Tay, the bny
of St, Andrews, the rich expanse of Fife, and the
hills of Lothian,
the level and pleasant tract westward along the Tay, the tower and crowded harbour
and picturesque landscape of Bonny Dundee,' part
of the Carse of Gowrie, and the fine long hill-screen
of the far-ranging Sidlaws. Around the summit of
the hill are the broad (bnndations of an ancient fortress, with several large vitrified masses of sandstone iind whinstone firmly compacted by fusion.
little south-west of this hill is tiie Gallow-hill of
Ethiebeaton, said to have been the scene of summary feudal justice under the barons, who owned
the grounds of Ethiebeaton, Laws, and Oinochie.
About 4,574 imperial acres in the parish are under
cultivation; about 926 are in pasture, chiefly links;
and about 554 are under plantation. The principal
landowners are Lord Panmnre, Sir J. Ramsay,
Bart., and Mr. Erskinc of Linlathen; and there are
nine others. Tiie estimated value of raw produce
in 1842 was £34,440.
Tiie value of assessed property in 1843 was £14,641 13s. Id. Tlie real rental in
1855 was £18,31.^. Gratige-house, tlie ancient seat of
the Durhams, now of Largo, occupied a pleasant site
half-a-inile from the shore, and was famous for an
escape of Erskinc of Dun in tlie times of the Reformation, and for a nearly successful attempt at escape',
by the Marquis of Montrose when in custody on his
way from Assy nt to Edinburgh; but the old man-

A
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was recently replaced by a comfortable new

liinlathen-houfic is a large mansion on the
banks of the Dighty; and Laws-house is a recently

constructed edifice, in a florid st^^le of architecture
on a very commanding site, near the vitrification or
Drumsturd)^-moor-law. At the mouth of the Dightj
is a large
spinning mill, driven partly by steam':
half a mile up that rivulet is an extensive
bleaching!
work; in Broughty-Ferry is a variety of manufactories; and in the village of Monifieth are a foundry
and machine work, and a cart and plough manufactorv.
considerable number of tlie parish'oners
are employed in various ways, but principally ir
for
the manufacturers of Dundee. The
weaving,
parish is traversed by the road frosn Dundee to Arbroath, and by the Dundee and Arbroath railway;
and it has stations on the latter at Broughty-FeiTv

A

and Monifieth, and enjoys also all tlie advantages ol
tlie water-communications at
Broughty-Ferry. Th«

village of Monifieth stands in tlie south-east cornei
of the parish, 3 miles noitli-east of Broughty-Ferry,
and 7 east by north of Dundee. It stands on the
face of a rising-ground, ^ a-mile from the nearest
part of the frith, and has a thriving appearance. A
half yearly fair for cattle and horses used to be held
in it, but has fallen away. The parish church, in itj

vicinity, is a plain but conspicuous building, erected
in 1813; and in the burying-ground are some beautifully carved antique tomb-stones, more tasteful and

ornate than usually occur in a rural cemetery.
Population of the village, 308. Houses, 68. Population of the parish in 1831, 2,635; in 1851, 4,267.

Houses, 731.
This parish

is in the presbytery of Dundee, and
Patron, Lord PanS3Miod of Angus and Meams.
mure. Stipend, £264 12s. 8d.; glebe, £12 10s. Unappropriated teinds, £393 Is. 4d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £25 13s. 3|d., witii £35 fees, and some other
emoluments.
Tlie parish church contains 1,100
There is a cliapel of ease at Broughtysittings.
Ferry, built in 1826, containing 720 sittings, ami

under the patronage of the male communieanU;
There is a Free church at Monifieth, with an at
tendance of 400; and the amount of its receipts ii^
1856 was £288 3s. lOd. There is also a Free churcli
at Broughty-Ferry, with an attendance of 440;
au(^
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £464 5s. 3dj
Tliere are likewise in Broughty-Ferry an Unite<
Presbyterian church and an Episcopalian chapel
There are 7 non-parocliial schools, several of then
supported by endowment or extrinsic aid; and tber
are two parochial libraries, besides some other insti
tutions.
The ancient parish of Monifieth was
free parsonage, in the diocese of St. Andrews; an
it had before the Reformatio;! four chapels; onef
Broughty-Ferry, where there is still a buryind
ground,— one on the banks of the Dighty at B.i^
inossie-mill, the foundation-stones of which
dug up near the end of last century,—-one oi
spot in the land of Ethiebeaton which is still
Chapel-Dokic, and one at the village of Moiiifu'
Dr. David Doig, rector of the grammar seh.
P
Stirling and a writer in the Encyclopsodia

—
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—
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nica,

was a native

of Monifieth.

a parish, containing the vilhi\
Craigton, Newbiggiiig, Guildie, Bankhead.
Camustown, in the south of the niaritiuie disti

MONIKIE,

Its post-town is Dundee, 9 mi'
Forfarshire.
It is bounded by Murroes,
the south-west.
1

Guthrie, Carmylie, I'anbride, Barrv,
Monifieth, Its length southward is 7 miles;
The surface
greatest breadth is 5 miles.
small tract in t!
sified by several hills.
triune south corner consists of sandy downs,
land for 2| miles, thence northward, is distiufru
for fertility, has a southern exposure, and pr^
A large elon
a warm and wealthy
appearance.
hill or hilly ridge," called Downie, now intu]

arity,

i.'^

A
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from east to west, and sections-ofF a colder climate
The district
inferior soil lying to the north.
behind it, comprising about t^'o-thirds of the whole
area, is at first comparatively cold and moist, yet
not unproductive, and eventually becomes an extensive tract of moorland, with an elevation of about
400 feet above sea-level. now partially reclaimed
and under tillage, but chiefly covered with heath

and an

—

i
'

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 48.
teinds, £144 Is. 5d.
4id., with about £22 fees, and £o other emoluments.
The parish church was built in 1812, and contains
921 sittings. There is a Free church at Monikie,
with an attendance of about 100 and the amount
of its receipts in 1856 was £154 6s. OJd. There is
an United Presbyterian church at Newbigging, in
There are four
t!>.e south-west comer of the parish.
;

and coarse gi'ass, and occupied as pasture ground. non-parochial schools.
A deep winding ravine, traversed by a streamlet,
MONIMAIL, a parish, containing the post-ofHce
and called Denfiend or the Fiend's den, bisects the village of Letham, and the villages of Monimail and
It
central hilly ridge, and, at a place where its sides Easter Fernie, ir. the Cupar district of Fifeshire.
are precipitous, is spanned by a single arch of a is bounded by Criech, Moonzie, Cupar, Cults, Colstrong massive bridge. On Downie-hill. surmount- le-ssie, Abdie. and Dunbog. Its length south-southing a summit which commands a view of large por- eastward is 6 miles; and its greatest breadth is 5
tions of seven counties, stands the
Live and let miles. The northern part of it consists of a fine
live testimonial,' an erection raised, in 1839, by the
range of hills, the highest of which is called Mounttenantry of the late Lord Panmnre, "to perpetuate hill; and the southern part, though diversified by
the memory of a nobleman who, through a long life, soft and gentle undulations, is comparatively level,
made the interests and comforts of his tenantry his being a portion of the north side of the Howe of
sole and unwearied object,'" The testimonial is situFife.
The prevailing rock in the northern district
ated 1 mile north of the Dundee and Arbroath road, is trap, generally of a kind unfit for building; and
2 miles south-west of Panmure-house, and 5J miles the rocks of the southern district comprise some
north-west of Buddonness, and is now one of the sandstone, and belong to the coal formation. The
most conspicuous landmarks, over a great expanse of soil in the north is partly a mixture of decomposed
^'''Mi and estuary, on the east coast of Scotland.
trap and vegetable mould, and partly a clayey loam
as constructed from a design by John Hender- less fertile than the former and that in the south
It rises to the height of is generally a light thin alluvium, superincumbent
Esq., of Edinburgh.
feet from the ground; and consists of a broad on gravel.' About 3,000 acres in the paiish are in
'.ver basement of rustic-work,
containing one or tillage about 2,000 are in pasture and parks and
tv.o small rooms,
a quadrangular upper basement. about 500 are under wood.
The landowners are the
the angles of which are flanked with heavy Earl of L«ven, Hope of Kankeilour, Balfour of Fern buttresses, and a colossal cylindrical column nie, Paterson of Cunoquhie, and Crichton of NetherRankeilour. The value of raw produce was esti.g up into a balustrade, and surmounted by an
imental vase.
A stone-pillar stands in the mated in 1836 at £21.100. Assessed property in
:re of the cylinder, and caiTies up to the top a
A number of the parishioners
1856, £11,183 14s.
The parish has
tning-conductor in its interior, and a spiral are employed in linen-weaving.
: on its exterior.
Both this object, and exten- near access to stations on both forks of the Edinworks for supplying the town of Dundee with burgh. Perth, and Dundee railway. Population in
Houses, 227.
1831, 1,230; in 1851, 1,102.
t':\; and situated about f of a mile from the parish church, are attractive to visitors.
The castle or mansion of Fernie, one of the interDownie-hill
onsists chiefly of a fine trap, well-suited for both esting artificial objects in the parish, has been seFeexie. The present
building and road-making, and containing beautiful parately noticed in our article
of
specimens of agate, jasper, and spar; but at its mansion of Balgarvie, at the eastern extremity
""St end is a quarry of excellent sandstone, which the parish, is a modem edifice, plain and commoAbout dious but was preceded by one which belonged to
plies an extensive district to the south.
a branch of the family of Balfour, from whom were
4S acres in the parish are under regular cultiva" It is
The land- descended the Lords Balfour of Burleigh.
a!;d about 500 are under wood.
" that there was here
.ers are Lord Panmure, Lord Douglas, Fyfi" of
said," says Sir Robert Sibbald,
a strong' castle, which was taken and levelled by
irhfield. Mitchell of Affleck, and Kerr of NewSir John Pettsworth as he was marching with the
-ing. The real rental in 1855 was £8,101. Newrins-house is the principal mansion. Affleck- English forces to the siege of the castle of Cupar in
•!e is a fine
specimen of the old feudal fortalice; the reign of King Robert I." Of this castle, if
though now for a long time uninhabited, yet is there ever was one here, not a vestige now remains.
ningly almost entire. Hynd-castle is now but Over or Upper Rankeilour is a very elegant house,
built by General John Hope, fourth Earl of Hopevestige of another old keep, of smaller size,
vning an artificial mound, which must, at one toun and the grounds around it are magnificently
have been surrounded by water and a morass. wooded. L'pper Rankeilour originally formed a porimulus called the Hair-cairn or Heir-cairn on tion of the property of the family of Rankeilour of
western border of the parish, is the only one that ilk but at an early period it became the proof several cairns which
appear to have been perty of a branch of the Sibbalds of Balgony, with
d there as monuments of some ancient battle, whom it remained till the reign of Charles II., when
ornamental stone pillar in the form of a cross, it became the propeity of Sir Archibald Hope,
Camustown, is believed to mark the spot where grandson of the famed Sir Thomas Hope of Craigiius, the Danish general, was slain and buried
hall.
A monumental pUlar, to the memory of the
the defeat of his army by Malcolm II, at Barry.
late Earl of Hopetoun, stands on the summit of
'
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southern part of the parish is traversed by the
from Dundee to Arbroath, and by the Dundee
Arbroath railway; and has near access to the
lifieth and Barry stations of the railway.
Popu>n of the
parish in 1831, 1,322; in 1851, 1,317.

:

I

;

lases, 294.
This parish is in the
presbytery of Dundee, and
od of Angus and Mearns.
Patron, the Crown.

2nd, £280'
II.

1

Is. 4d.

;

glebe, £12.

Unappropriated

a plain Doric column 92 feet in
by a square capital of 15 feet.
It is hollow witijin, and has a narrow spiral staircase by which there is an ascent to the top, whence
a fine view of the vale of Stratheden, and the friths
of Forth and Tay, is obtained. North of Rankeilour
is the Mount, now the propertj- of Mr. Hope, but
once the residence of Sir Da^-id Lindsay, Lord LyonKing-at-Arms, dtiring the reign of James V. West
Mounthill.

It is

height, suraiounted

2b

MONIVAIRD.
of

Fernie

is

Melville-house, the seat of the Earl of

Leven and Melville. The house was
1692, by George, first Earl of Melville,

erected, in
in the fash-

It is a large square
ion then prevalent in Scotland.
building, consisting of two principal stories, and a

basement and

attic.

which

is

ornamented by winged Mercuiies.

A

The

front has since been changed, and a new entrance has
been made at what was formerly the back elevation. The name of Melville, as applied to the grounds
around the house, is comparatively modern ; for the
park and enclosures include portions of the lands of
Monimail, of Letham, and of Halhill. The lands of
Monimail anciently belonged to the Archbishop of
St. Andrews, who had a castle here, a portion of
which still remains to the north of Melville-house.
originally built by Bishop William Lamberdied in June 1328, and appears to have
been enlarged and improved by Cardinal Beaton, as
a head with a cardinal's cap is carved on different
Archbishop Hamilton resided
parts of the walls.
at the castle of Monimail during a severe illness,

It

was

ton,

who

when he was

attended and cured by the famous

Italian physician, Cardan.
About a mile from the
site of the old church is a strong spring of pure water, which is known by the name of Cardan's well
so called, says tradition, because it was by the use
of this water that the physician cured the Arch;

bishop.

The

parish of Monimail

the west and north by Comrie, on the east by Muthill, and on the south by Kilmadock; measures
three miles both in extreme length and in extreme
breadth
and occupies the south-east side of the
head of Glenartney, or of the congeries of hills, traversed by ravines and glens, and drained by the
head-streams of Druchill-water. See GLENARXNEy.
large part of the united parish is hilly or
mountainous. The heights which stretch along the
south-east boundary of the Glenartney districts, and
the southern boundary of the main body of Strowan,
divide the waters which are tributary to the Forth
from those which are tributary to the Tay and the
heights along the northern extremity of Monivaird
divide the basins of the Earn and the Almond,
Most of the loftier heights are very rocky and heathclad ; yet they have many patches and expanses of
verdure, and furnish sustenance to numerous flocks
of sheep. Those in the north of Monivaird are
among the highest Grampians which flank Strathearn.
Benchonzie, which is the highest, and stands
on the boundary, has an altitude above sea-level of
Near its eastern base is a cluster of
2,923 feet.
small conical hills, which strike the eye of every
stranger as a curious lusus naturce. Torlum, a hill
on the southern extremity of Strowan, rises 1,400
The lesser hills, and the brofeet above sea-level.
ken slopes gliding down toward the Earn, have
picturesque forms, and are well wooded. Nearly
the whole surface of the parish displays much va;

Two

deep projecting wings
enclosed a court at the original front, the entrance
to
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in the presbytery of
Patron, the Earl of Leven.
Stipend, £367 14s. 9d.; glebe, £12. UnapSchoolmaster's sateinds, £607 Os. 2d.
f)ropriated
ary, £34 4s. 4|d., with about £33 fees and other
is

Cupar, and synod of Fife.

;

and great force of landscape. See Strathearn,
Glenturket, and Glenlednock. There are several
riety

small lakes; the largest of which, Loch-Turret,
about a mile long, and J of a mile broad, lies in the
bosom of Glenturret, at the foot of Benchonzie, suremoluments. The parish church was built in 1796, rounded by very bold, craggy mountains; while
is a rather handsome building with a tower, and
the most interesting, covering about 30 acres, lies a
contains nearly 600 sittings.
There is a Free mile north of the Earn, at the base of the shelving
with
of
an
attendance
about
and
the
series of heights, embosomed among hanging woods
church,
140;
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £66 lis. 10|d. and luxurious pleasure-grounds, reciprocating emThere are four non-parochial schools, and two paro- bellishments with the splendid mansion of Ochterchial libraries.
The ancient church of Monimail tyre. The predominant rocks are greywacke and
was a mcnsal church of the archbishopric of St. old red sandstone in the hills, and new red sandAndrews.
stone in the strath but clay-slate also occurs, and
MONIVAIRD AND STROWAN, two parishes, both this and the sandstones are quarried. The soil
united both civilly and ecclesiastically, and lying of the hills is to a
great extent moorish but
chiefly in the upper end of Strathearn, Perthshire. of the low grounds is in general light, gravelly,
Each consists of a main body and detached sec- fertile. Above 3,000 imperial acres in the paris!
about 25,000 are constantly in hill
tions; the main bodies mutually contiguous, and the in tillage
detached sections entirely isolated.
Their post- ture and about 3,000 are under wood. A cm
town is Crieff, within half a mile of their eastern derable proportion of the woodland is natural forlimits.
The river Earn seems originally to have est; and, as is noticed in an old song, the oak is
a particular favourite
been, for three miles, the boundary between them
but it has greatly altered its course here, and de"
By Auchertyre there grows the nik."
flected from the boundary. The main body of Monivaird is bounded on the west and north by Comrie;
The principal landowners are Sir William Keith
on the east by Monzie and Crieff; and on the Murray, Bart., of Ochtertyre, {Stirling of Strowan,'
south by Strowan and it measures in length from Williamson of Lawers, Lord Abeicromby of Fern-;
north to south 8 miles, and in extreme breadth 6 tower, and Colquhoun of Clathick and there arci
miles. One detached part of Monivaird lies 2 miles several others.
Ochtertyre-house is a modern stv'
south of the south-west extremity of the main body; ture, most delighfully situated on a richly wi'
is
nearly an equilateral triangle measuring If mile terrace, sloping southward to the banks of the
The views from various i"
along each side; is bounded on the south-east by of Monivaird.
Muthill, and on the north and the south-west by around it are surpassingly beautiful and charniii
Comrie and occupies part of the vale and the riglit diversified. The remains of an old castle,
mountain-screen of Glenartney, drained by Druchill- prising a square tower of about 18 feet on eacli
water. The main body of Strowan stretches along within the walls, stand on a gentle rising-grci
the south side of the Earn's valley in contact witli which runs into the middle of the lake on the
the main body of Monivaird; is bounded on the side as the mansion, and must anciently have
east and south by Muthill, and on the west by Com- an island, or nearly so, accessible only in one I'l
The castle was former!
rie; and measures in extreme length from cast to and by a drawbridge.
west 6 miles, and in extreme broaclth 3 miles. Its much greater extent than at present; it is ti
largest detached section lies 4 miles south-west of the tionally said to have belonged to the Red Cor.
nearest part Df the main body, and 1 J mile south of the rival of Sir Robert Bruce it is called an am
and it
the detached section of Monivaird; is bounded on fortalice in a document of the year 1467
;

!

;

i

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

t

>

;

^

?•

'

;

^

;

MONIVAIRD.

Moi Vard,

inhabited for some time about the middle of the
17th century by Sir ^Villiam Murray, the first
baronet of Ochtertyre. Lawers-house is also a very
beautiful and romantic residence, looking in the
It is surdistance like an Italian castellated villa.

I

!

!

verj' fine wood, and yet commands
a brilliant prospect athwart Strathearn. Strowanhouse and Clathick-house are commodious, modern
mansions. An ancient castle of the Earls of Strathearn stood on the summit of Tomnachastle, a beautiful eminence about 3 miles west of Crieff, com-

manding very romantic prospects, and possessing
the greatest capabilities of military defence in the
times prior to the invention of gunpowder. The founbut
dations of this castle were still visible in 1832
they were then removed to give place to the erection
of a monument to the memory of General Sir David
Riird, the hero of Seringapatam, who was a land;

owner in the parishes of Monivaird and

Crieff.

This

now

a conspicuous feature in the genIt is an obe3ral landscape of Upper Strathearn.
lisk 82 feet high, an exact imitation of Cleopatra's
aeedle, and is formed of blocks of Aberdeen granite,
number of
mme of which weigh five tons each.
sept of Murray, denoted by Sir Walpereons of the
"
of
the
score
as
cer Scott
Murrays, with their
eight
wives and children," were massacred in 1511 by a
body of the Drummonds, the former having taken
refuge in the church of Monivaird, while the latter,
who were at feud with them, set fire to the church,
and prevented their escape from the flames. The
mausoleum of the family of Ochtertyre now stands
on the scene of the massacre and site of the church,
and is an elegant Gothic building, with stained glass
windows. On the estate of Ochtertyre are vestiges
is

A

two Roman posts of observation, commanding
iiews of the camps respectively at Dalginross and
the Moor of Orchil.
Many sepulchral cairns
-red near the Earn, but have been removed as
rial for stone fences.
very large one, called
n Chainichin, the monumental heap of Kenif

A

'

1,'

still

exists,

d to the

-

and

memory

of

is

supposed to have been
IV., sirnamed the

Kenneth

who, according to the register of St. Anslain "at Moieghvard in 1001." Several
ws,
mall Koman antiquities have been found and
reserved.
The compact and large part of tiie
.11,

was

1'

traversed by two roads along
and the detached sections are cut by
-trathearn
le road between Comrie and Callander.
Populaon of Monivaird in 1831, 531 of Strowan in 1831,
Jto
of the united parish in 1851, 790.
Houses,
-7.
Valuation of propei-ty in 1856, £8,927.
This parish is in the presbytery of Auchterarder,
id synod of Perth and
Stirling. Patrons, the Crown
id the Earl of Kinnoul.
Stipend, £261 7s. lOd.
£30. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd.,
;l_ebe,
trith £15 fees, and £7 other emoluments.
The
horch of the united parish was built in 1804, and
Jnited

parish

is

;

;

'

;

;

,

j
'

ontains 600 sittings. There were two churches
T the respective parishes till
1804; and

public

orship
ths.

was conducted in them on alternate SabThe date of the union of the parishes is not

rtainly
riie

known, but must have been prior to 1662.
Monivaird," says the Old Sta-

modem name

"
is a corruption of the
Account,
ancient,
ch was Moivard, as appears by a grant made
the Earl of Stratherne, in the
beginning of the

tical

century, of the church of St. Servanus, or
of Moivard, to the monastery of Inchafferv.
he ancient name is still retained, in the
speech of
tv inhabitants of the
parish, who use a corrupted
ectofthe original language of Scotland. The
igin of the name cannot easily be traced.
Its
ymology is Gaelic being made up of two words,
jih

I

|irph

;

'

the plain of Bards.' Strowan
St. Ronan, the tutelar
saint of Strowan parish."
Vestiges of an ancient
the
south
of
the house of Lawers.
exist
to
chapel
An ancient cross, bearing the initials I. N. E. I.,
stands a little to the south-west of the house ol
Strowan, on a spot where markets used to be held.
Among distinguished natives of Monivaird and
Strowan may be mentioned Colonel Campbell of
Lawers, who figured largely in the wars of the Covenanters against the Stewarts ; Colonel Dow, the
author of a History of Hindostan ; Sir Patrick Murray, who figured largely as a statesman and as an
ofncer of state in the four first decads of the present
century and Sir George Murray, who acted as
quarter-master- general to the British army throughout the Peninsular war, and afterwards figured
much as a stateman and as a cabinet minister.

is

rounded with a

monument
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signifying

probably a corruption of

;

MONKCASTLE. See Kilwixxixg.
MONKFORD. See Meluose.

MONKLAND,

an ancient barony in the northIt long
east of the middle ward of Lanarkshire.
constituted one district or parish ; but in 1640 it was
or
West
Monkdivided into the two parishes of Old
The name of
land, and New or East Monkland.

Monkland was obtained from the district having
been the property in early times of the monks of
In the early part of the reign of Mal-

Newbattle.

colm IV., that monarch granted to these monks a
large tract of territory, which extended from the
boundaries of Lothian on the east, to the Clyde on
the west, and which constituted a hundred pounds
lands of the ancient extent, the monks having amExcepting the lands
ple jurisdiction over all of it.
and manor-place of Lochwood, which belonged to
the bishops of Glasgow, the monks of Newbattle
possessed every acre of territory in what are now
Old and New Monkland, a considerable part of
which they held in their own hands for cultivation,
and let out the remainder in lease. From documents still extant, it appears that they obtained
permission from the landed proprietors of the west
of Scotland, as well as those in the Lothians, for
free passages for themselves, their servants, cattle,
and goods, from their monasteiy of Newbattle, to
their domains in Clydesdale and from King Alexander II. they obtained similar grants of free passage by the nsual ways, with permission to depasture
their cattle for one night, on every part of their
route, excepting upon the meadows and growing
com. The rectorial revenues of Monkland were
joined to those of Cadder, in forming a rich prebend, which was held as the appropriate benefice of
the subdean of Glasgow ; and although the period
of this an-angement is not known, it continued till
the Reformation.
Previous to this era, a chapel
was erected at Kipps. on the borders of the present
district of New Monkland, which was the propei'ty
of the Newbattle monks and the abbots are s lid to
have held annual courts at it, when they levied
their rents and feu-duties, and transacted the other
business pertaining to their barony of Monkland.
This chapel was destroyed at the stormy period of
the Refomiation, and its site can scarcely now be
pointed out. About the same time, the monastery
of Newbattle was overthrown, and all the fair domains which had so long remained in the possession
of the monks were wrested from them.
In 1587, the barony of Monkland was granted in
fee to Mark Ker, the commendator of the monastery, and at the same time he was created Lord
Newbattle but afterwards the barony was divided,
and parcelled out into various hands.
portion
called Medrocs fell to the share of Lord Boyd
but
a still larger share of the barony was acquired
by
;

;

;

A

;

MONKLAND.

the wily and hoarding Sir Thomas Hamilton of Binning, the King's advocate of the times of James VI.
He obtained a charter for it from that monarch in
1602, and at the same time a grant of the patronage of the churches of Cadder and Monkland. Sir
Thomas subsequently sold the barony to Sir James
Cleland, whose son and heir, Ludovick, disposed of
it to James, Marquis of Hamilton.
In 1639, the
Marquis secured his purcliase by a charter from the
him
the
and
lands
King, granting
barony of Monkland, with the right of patronage of the churches of
Gadder and Monkland, to be held of the King, in
fee, for tlie yearly payment of a trifling sum in the
name of bleach-ferm. In the reign of Charles II.,
the College of Glasgow purchased from the Duchess
of Hamilton the patronage and tithes of the subdeanery of Glasgow, as well as of the churches of
Cadder and Monkland; and for this a charter was
also obtained from the King, which was ratified by
act of parliament in 1672.
Subsequently to this
period, the heritors of the parishes of New and Old
Monkland purcliased the right of presentation to
both these parishes from the College, under authority of the act 1690, respecting the purchase of
church-patronage and it has since been exercised
by the heritors and elders. The tithes of both
parislies, however, still belong to the College of
Glasgow, out of which the stipends of the parochial
ministers are paid.
Monkland is famous for its abundance of coal,
Its coal has
iron, and other valuable minerals.
;

been

long worked, and continues

to

be worked

increasingly ; but its iron began to bo worked only
about 50 years ago, and is now its staple produce.
The increase in mining since the iron began to be
worked has been almost magical, changing the face
of the whole district, chequering it everywhere with
towns and villages, rendering it all a teeming scene
of population and industry, drawing through it a
net-work of communications in road and railway
and canal, and giving it, through its iron furnaces
and its coal-pits, a conspicuous or almost distinctive
character for streams of flames and clouds of smoke.
Its population rose from 10,998 in 1811, or from
14,345 in 1821, to 50,534 in 1851. Its economic
condition has, in consequence, become peculiar;
presenting a medium character between that of an
open country and that of a manufacturing city.

The

following official report upon it, drawn up in
1850, is interesting
"
The large mining villages now no longer exhi))it the aspect of extreme filth and neglect for
which they were formerly conspicuous. It requires
time to bring a population, not yet accustomed to
habits of cleanliness, to regard it for its own sake;
the masters are, therefore, obliged to employ men
and carts expressly to keep the spaces about the
houses free from accumulations of refuse, and to
look to the drainage, &c. The effect has been saluThe agents also occasiontary in many respects.
ally inspect the liouses themselves, prevent overcrowding, and fine or dismiss dirty and disorderly
families.
In many places proper drains have been
made, either covered or laid with stone or brick,
and hard and dry road-ways have taken the place of
the natural soil, which in wet weather was often
:
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Much therefore has been done
deep with mud.
towards placing the population in circumstances
in which the decencies and comforts of domestic life
are possible; though the original arrangement of
the majority of the mining villages in large squares,
or long unbroken rows, must still remain an olmtacle;
and it has been so far recognised as such, that in
most of the more recent works it has been abandoned, and the cottages have been built fewer to-

larger, and with more rooms, and with
garden-ground and all proper conveniences nearest
hand. The number of scliools, formerly so inade-

gether,

quate, is now increasing yearly, and there is every
disposition to make them efficient, by appointing and
paying well-qualified masters and mistresses. The
Messrs. IBaircl of Gartsherrie, who began these salutary measures some years ago, for their own immediate neighbourhood, by building a church and a
magnificent establishment for all the branches of

elementaiy education, have followed it up by opening other schools in some of the mining villages;
and they speak with satisfaction of the good effects
produced upon the habits of the population, and
especially of the children, by the frequent superand instruction of resident clergymen
and able teachers. Mr. Wilson of Dundyvan also
has entered very cordially into the improvement of
the education at the four schools he has now established in connexion with his extensive works;
lending-libraries likewise are to be set on foot and
vision, advice,

;

much has been done

in the neighbourhood, and at
by the zeal of the minister of
the Episcopal chapel at Coatbridge, to diminish excessive drinking. The excellent schools at the works

his Avorks especially,

of Mr. Murray, Mr. Stewart, and elsewhere, are inhandsome school, with a
creasing in numbers.
master's house attached, is now being built at
Airdrie by Mr. Alexander, the proprietor of a large
portion of the mineral dues of the district. An act
of parliament was obtained two years ago for establishing a rural police in the mining portion of the
county, the effect of which has been to produce
much more general quiet and order and respect for
the law in the mining villages. The administration
of justice has been rendered more complete by the
appointment of the proper staff of law officers to reside and hold their courts in the district.
watercompany, which procured an act of parliament last

A

|

I

A

year, has

MONKLAND,

Koxburghshire.

Monkland in Lanarkshire, north-werttown of Kirkintilloch in DumbartOB-

vvard to the

shire.
It connects at the south-east ends with the
Ballochney and the Caledonian railways, and neardtc
north-west end, by branch, with the Edinburgh wd
Glasgow railway. By act of parliament in Aagntt
1848 it was amalgamated with the Ballochney r«Bway and the Slamannan railway, to form wntll

called the

Monkland Railwavs:

see thatiT-

tide.
The Monkland and Kirkintilloch railway \
authorized by parliament in 1824, and openw^
traffic in 1826.
It had, at first, only a single
laid with fish-bellied rails of small weight, ad
solely for horse-haulage; but afterwards was
a double line, with parallel rails of heavy
adapted for locomotive- working. Its lengthy
its south-east terminus at Palace-craig to its
west terminus at Kirkintilloch, is 10^ miless
including a branch to the junction with the BaH
ney railway at Kipps' byre, the total length is
miles.
A commodious basin was formed at ItJ
north-west terminus, at the Forth and Clyde CMwl
j

i

1

loading of vessels of every size by which w*|
navigated; and through this a commn
tioii was made for its traffic to both the eastern tttj
the western seas. The difference of level betirt
the junction with the Ballochney railway at Kif
for the

is

:

.

1

KAlL-j
a railway extending from the centre of the

district of

canal

j

See Jeubueoh.

MONKLAND AND KIRKINTILLOCH

now

I

made good progress with

their arrangements for supplying the town of Airdrie with water,
the deficiency of which was great, and in all probability it will, before long, extend its supply to some
of the large villages around, and to the great collootions of houses near the principal works."
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still going on, the supplies of water
had again fallen short, and even the new locks at
Blackhill could not pass the boats without undue
delay. An inclined plane with rails was now formed
at these locks, 1,040 feet in length, and 96 feet in
total ascent, at an expense ofXl 3,500, by which empty
boats are taken up at a saving of 5-6ths of water, and
about 9-lOths of time. Each boat is conveyed afloat
in a caisson and the traction is done by steam-power
and rope-rolls. The plan is unique, was contrived by
Messrs. Leslie and Bateman, and has answered admirably. In 1846, under parliamentary sanction, the
Monkland canal became one concern with the Forth
and Clyde canal. The purchase price of it to Messrs.
Stirling and Sons in 1789 is said to have been only
£5 per share; but the purchase price to the Forth

increase of traffic

;

—

and Clyde company in 1846 was £3,400 per share.
MONKLAND (New), a parish in the north corner of the middle ward of Lanarkshire. It contains
the parliamentary burgh of Airdrie, the suburban
villages of Arden, Ballochney, and Clarkston, and
the landward villages of Greengairs, Riggend, and
Watt's town.
It is bounded by the counties of
Dumbai'ton and Stirling, and by the parishes of
Its
Shotts, Bothwell, Old Monkland, and Cadder.
length east-south-eastward is nearly 9 miles; and
its greatest breadth is about 7 miles.
The rivulet
Loggie traces most of its boundary on the north with
Dumbartonshire; some small headstreams of the
Avon flow out of it on the north-east into Stirlingshire; and the North Calder traces all its boundary
on the south-east with Shotts. Much of its surface
has an elevation of from 600 to 700 feet above the
level of the sei but the rise is so gentle and continuous that there is nothing which deserves the
name of a hill or mountain. The elevated lands
are situated in the centre of the parish, and run
from east to west over its whole length, declining
on each side to the waters of the Loggie and the
North Calder. Much of the highest parts is covered
with moss, and is incapable of improvement except
at a very great expense; but the lower tracts, especially in the vicinity of the streams, and along the
south-west and the west, present an agreeable diversity of vale and gently risinsr-ground, and are in a
high state of cultivation. The soil of the arable
lands in the eastern and central parts is mossy and
late; but that in the northern and western parts is
partly of a dry character, and partly a strong clay.
The parish was, for a long period, particularly during the war, famous for its culture of flax. In some
years, so much as 800 acres were under this species
of crop; but the welcome advent of peace, and still
more, the cheapness and universal introduction of
cotton-cloth, rendered flax-cultivation here, as in
every other part of the country, at that time, unprofitable.
The present agi-iculture of the parish has
;

no peculiar features.

Its mining industry, however,
as noticed in our article Monkland, is pre-eminently
So far back as the
great, or almost distinctive.
writing of the Old Statistical Account, it is stated
"
that
coal and ironstone are, or may be, found
almost on every farm." And since then, the working of these minerals has been most extensive,
and is still in the course of rapid increase. The
quality of the coal is only equalled by its abun-

dance, which

found in seams from
majiy places
9 to 10 feet in thickness. The ironstone is found
both in balls and in seams; and much of it is of the
valuable kind called blackband, which is so abundantly mixed with coal as to require little addition
in

is

of fuel in the burning.

works

in the

particularly

Many of the

extensive iron-

neighbourhood, or even at a distance,
those

sherrie, Clyde,

of Calder,
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(New).

Chapel-hall,

and Carron, are supplied with

Gartiron-

stone from

New

Monkland.

(Old).

Limestone also

is

worked

here, particularly in the northern district,
but not to great extent. Several mineral springs,
too, exist, chiefly of the chalybeate kind; but the
Monkland- well, near Airdrie, is the most famous,
and at one time enjoyed an extensive reputation for
its efficacy in the cure of scorbutic and other cutaneous
diseases, as well as for complaints in the stomach and
eyes, insomuch as to be a favourite resort even for
the wealthy and fashionable citizens of Glasgow and
its neighbourhood
but its character as a wateringplace has long departed from it, both from a falling
off undeserved it may be
in the reputation of the
springs, and from the lack of features of rural beauty,
which have been borne down by the onward march
of a bustling and industrious mining and manufac-

—

;

—

—

There are fourteen principal
turing population.
landowners, and a great many smaller ones. Among
the chief mansions may be mentioned those of
Airdrie -house, Monkland -house, Rochsoles, and
Auchengray. The parish is traversed by the middle
road from Glasgow to Edinburgh, and by the Monkland railways; and the most populous parts of it
have near access also to the Caledonian railway and

Monkland canal. Population in 1831, 9,867;
in 1851, 23,201. Houses, 2,269. Assessed property
in 1843, £35,966 13s. lOd.
This parish is in the presbytery of Hamilton, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patrons, the heritors
and kirk-session.
Stipend, £339 13s. 4d. ; glebe,
the

£21

lOs.

Unappropriated teinds, £334 16s.

lOd.

The parish church stands on a commanding eminence
about 2 miles from the western boundary; it was
built in 1777, and repaii'ed in 1817; and it contains
1,200 sittings. There are two chapels of ease in
Airdrie, called the East church and the West church;
the former containing 588 sittings, the latter containing 1,200; but the East church is vinoccupied.
There is also a small chapel of ease at Clarkston.
There are three Free churches in Airdrie, called fhv
West, the High, and the Broomknoll, two of
containing jointly 1,500 sittings; and the reci
in 1856 of the West church amounted to £304
1 1 Jd.,— of the
High clmrch to £333 7s. 1 Id.,— o;
Broomknoll church to £203 3s. 9d. There an
United Presbyterian churches in Airdrie, eacli
about 560 sittings. There are also in Airdi
Reformed Presbyterian church, with 350 attend/
an Episcopal chapel, with 600 sittings; an Indi
dent chapel, and a Mori'isonian chapel, with jointi;
910 sittings; a Baptist chapel, with 490 sittings
two Methodist chapels, one of them with 647 «ii
tings; and a Roman Catholic chapel, with a'

—

i

;

i!

The salary of the parochial sol
1,000 sittings.
is £30, with about £30 fees, and
£20 other emoluments. There are in Ainli;
town academy, a Free church academy, a s
nary for young ladies, a charity school, a r:i:
school, and a number of institutions of vm
kinds, which will be found noticed in our ai
on Airdrie. There are also subscription scb
master

<>

Clarkston, Greengairs, and Coathill,
schools enjoying some aid at Clarkston and (!i
gairs, and a number of private or miscellam
schools at Airdrie and elsewhere. There is a
house for the parish of New Monkland, contnii
accommodation for 300 pei-sons; and the nunil"
inmates in it on the 1st of July 1851 was 181
on the 1st of July 1854 was 148.
a parish on the north ^
(Old),
border of the middle ward of Lanarkshire. It
tains the post-towns of Coatbridge, Calderbank,
Baillieston, part of the post-town of Tollcross.
the villages of Braes, Carmyle, Bargeddic, (
at

i

j

;

MONKLAND

^i

hill,

Causeyside,

Dundy van, NewDundyvan,

L'

;
'
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Faskine, Greenend, Barachnie, Craigend,
Merrystone, West Merrystone, Swinton, Coatdyke,
Gartcloss, Gartsherrie, Summerlee, Foxley, Broomloan,

It is bounded by Barony of
house, and Dykehead.
Glasgow, Cadder,NewMonkland,Bothwell,Blantyre,
Cambuslang, and Rutherglen. Its length north- westward is about 10 miles; and its greatest breadth
The North Calder traces all the
is about 4§ miles.
southern and south-western boundary, to the confluence with the Clyde at Daldowie and the Clyde
itself traces all the western boundary thence till it
from the parish in the vicinity of Clyde
passes away
iron-works. The appearance of the parish is generally flat, or gently undulating and whether the ferabundance of its mintility of its superfcies, or the
eral treasures is considered, Old Monkland is one
of the most important and wealthy parishes in LanThe writer of the Old Statistical Account
arkshire.
" A
stranger is struck with the view of this
says,
has the appearance of an immense garIt
parish.
den." This account, penned half-a-century ago, is
still generally true, if we except the fact that improved culture has vastly increased the production of
the soil, and that the rapid advance of population,
and the majestic progress of the mineral trade, have
sadly marred those features of rural loveliness for
which the district was formerly celebrated. Withal,
there are few districts which combine so much of
tlie attributes of country-life with the bustle and
for the soil of Old Monkland
stir of manufactures
is dotted at every little distance with the ornate villas
of the aristocracy of the western capital,
with the
blazing furnaces and tall chimneys of the iron and
with stripes of thriving plantation,
coal works,
and clumps of old wood, with orchards, grassy
holms, or waving grain, and with the homely
farm-steading, or lowly dwelling of the cottar.
From the facilities of obtaining lime and manure
both by canal and railway, a soil which is naturhas been improved to the highest deally fertile
gree; and the yearly value of the agricultural
;

;

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

produce of the arable lands of the parish is superior
to that of an equal extent of ariible lands in most
Other parts of Scotland. The soil here, on the whole.
il much more fertile than the soil above the coal
Selds in the other parts of the country. The arable
iwl is of three kinds. That along the Calder and
ike Clyde is a strong clay, changed by cultivation
that of the middle districts is a
i|to a good loam
~
;

sand, very fniitful in oats and potatoes and
toward the north is mainly reclaimed bog or
iftierwise mossy.
In the northern district, the coal
oiops out, and there are about 1,500 acres of peatnwBS. In Old Monkland, as in Xew Monkland,
flix used to be extensively cultivated, some of the
ers having each so much as from 20 to 30 acres
but the system of agrially under that crop
re now pursued on the best farms, is a fourrotation of potatoes or turnips, wheat, hay, and
with sometimes one year or two of pasture ben the hay and the oats.
is parish, however, is chiefly remarkable for its
In an account of it, pub»orking of coal and iron.
ohed before the beginning of the present centuiy,
"
t is said
This parish abounds with coal and
Aat a benefit it is for Glasgow and its environs to
t« so
amply provided with this necessary article
ITiere are
computed to be a greater number of colors here than in any other parish in Scotland."
Tit

;

.t

;

:

;

!

lie progress in the coal-trade, since the period aland as no year
to, has been almost magical
asses without new pits being sunk, while the old
Tines continue in
vigorous operation, it would seem
t
scarcely any limits can be set to the vast aggate production. The pits have a depth of from

lied
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;

(Old).

30 to 100 fathoms and the principal working seams,
according to the Rev. William Patrick's account of
them, in the New Statistical Account of Scotland,
are as follow: "1. The upper coal; coarse, and
seldom workable its average distance above the
2. The Ell or MossEll-coal from 1-4 to 16 fathoms.
;

;

dale coal three to four feet thick, of inferior estimation in this parish, and generally too thin to
work ; but in some places a thick coal, and of excellent quality.
3. The Pyotshaw, or rough ell ;
from three to five feet thick, and from seven to ten
fathoms below the Ell-coal. 4. The main coal. It
often unites with the above, and forms one seam, as
These two seams are
at Drumpellier in this parish.
thus sometimes in actual contact, and in other instances separated by a wide interval of six or seven
fathoms. 5. Humph coal seldom thick enough to
be workable in this parish, and generally interlaid
with fragments of freestone, about ten fathoms below the main coal. 6. Splint-coal about four fathoms below the Humph, and of very superior quaIt varies from two to five feet in thickness,
lity.
;

;

;

and

smelting iron.

This seam,

any considerable thickness,
teemed, when got by the proprietors

justly eshere, a great

is

when

mostly used

for

of

is

7. Little coal
always below splint, the distance varying from three fathoms to six feet. It
is from three to three-and-a-half feet in thickness,
and is a free, sulphury coal of inferior quality. 8.
The Virtue-well, or Sour-milk coal, from two to
four feet thick, occurs from 26 to 28 fathoms below
the splint.
9. The Kiltongue coal lies 22 fathoms
below the Virtue-well, and like it, is from two to
four feet in thickness.
10. The Dramgray coal
lies six fathoms below the Kiltongue, and perhaps
from 60 to 100 fathoms above the firet or upper band
of limestone.
It is seldom more than 18 or 20
inches thick. There are, besides these 10 seams,
about 23 smaller seams between them, none of
which are of a workable thickness. The total thickness of the coal-measures above the lime may be
about 775 feet." The same account adds: "This

prize.

;

large and important coal-field is much intersected
with dikes, and a knowledge of these is a knowledge
of the strata, and of the manner in which they are

by them."
more than to its coal, however, is the parish
of Old Monkland, in recent times, indebted to its
ironstone and iron-works although it is proper to
affected
Still

:

mention that the ore
to a great extent,

for the

supply of the latter

is,

drawn from New Monkland. The

introduction of the hot air blast, the increasing demand for ircn for railway and other purposes, but,
above all, the abundant possession of the most valuable of all the iron metals,
the black-band,
which contains so much coal as nearly to burn itare the main causes which have contributed
self,
to the almost unparalleled advance of Old Monkland in population and prosperity. To the burning
of ironstone were added, about the year 1839. and
in the following years, works and machinery for the
manufacture of malleable iron ; and these have already risen to compare with the pig-ironworks, in
the proportion of about 30 to 100 in the yearly value of
their produce.
Everywhere are heard the brattling
of machinery, the sonorous stroke of mighty hammers, and the hissing and clanking of the steamengine ; and the flames which perpetually belch
from the craters of its numerous furnaces, and for
miles around illume the country on the darkest
nights, have not inappropriately earned for Old
Monkland the title of the Land of Fire.' Fortunes
have been realized here in the iron-trade, with a rapidity only equalled by the sudden and princely
gains of some of the adventurers who accompanied

—

—

'

—
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It is undei'stood, for example, that
to Peru,
the profits of a single establishment in this line during the year 1840, were nearly £60,000; while little more than 20 years previously t!ie co-partners of
this company were earning their bread by the sweat
of their brow, in following the agricultural vocaThe principal iron-works in
tion of their fathers.
the parish, or immediately adjacent to it, are those
of Gartsherrie, Dundyvan, Monkland, Calder, Clyde,

Siimmerlee, Carnbroe, and Langloan. Of 113 pigiron furnaces in blast, in Scotland, in the year
1854, producing 750,000 tons of pig-iron, 50 were
in Monkland; and of 42 other pig-iron furnaces,
then existing in Scotland, but not in blast, 17 were
in Monkland.
The ironstone strata in Old Monkland and New Monkland the strata from which the
Monkland furnaces have their supply are described
by the Rev. Mr. Patrick as follows "1. The Upper
It lies about 24 fathoms above the
black-band.
Ell-coal, as indicated in the succession of strata
given above. It is of very local occurrence, like all
the ironstones, and has only been found worth

—

—

:

working at Palace-craig. It is of inferior quality,
and only about 18 inches thick. 2. The black-band,
also called Mushet's black-band, from the name of
the person who first worked it to any extent. This
is the great staple commodity for the supply of tlie
iron-market, and when found to any extent is a
certain source of wealth to the proprietor.

Its aver-

age depth below the splint is about 15 or 16 fathoms; and it varies in thickness from 14 to 18
inches, and occupies an area of from 8 to 10 square
miles.
3. Airdric-hill black-band.
In this property, which is in New Monkland, there is a band
of ironstone, varying from 2 to 4 feet in thickness,
lying about 3 feet below the black-band, or Mushet's band.
It is found only in part of the lands of
Airdrie-hill, and is by far the most local of all the
ironstones."
Several kinds of sandstone, and several varieties
of trap, within the parish, are in great local request
for building purposes, and have been extensively
quarried.
good deal of weaving is done in the
and there
palish, for the manufacturers of Glasgow
are likewise other considerable departments of industry, particularly in the towns. The facilities of
communication by road, railway, aad canal, are re-

A

;

markably

great,

having been multiplied and rami-

fied in proportion to the large and rapidly increasing demands of the district for heavy traffic. The
principal of them will be found described or indicated in our articles Calkdoxian Railway, Monk-

land Railways, Monkland Canal, andCoATBiuDOE.
There are ten principal landowners but the resi;

dences of wealthy inhabitants are very numerous,
and of great variety and even the architecture and
;

general appearance of some parts of the principal
seats of population are of a high oi-der of commodiousness and beauty. Population in 1831, 9,580; in
Houses, 3,550. Assessed property
1851, 27,333.
in 1815, X19,806
in 1843, £151,232.
This parish is in the presbytery of Hamilton, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patrons, the heritors
;

and kirk-session.

£16
The

Stipend, £344 13s. 4d.

glebe,
48. lid.
;

Unappropriated teinds, £378
parish church stands on the south-west border
it was built in 1790, and enlarged
of the parish
since 1822; and it contains 902 sittings. There is a
chapel of ease at Ci-osshill, under the patronage of
the male communicants; it was the first place of
worship in Scotland built on the cliurch-cxtension
Bchcme and it contains about 500 sittings. There
is also a chapel of ease at Gartsherrie, built chiefly
158.
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(Old)

;

;

at the cost of the proprietors of the Gartsherrie ironworks, and under the patronage of the subscribers
;

a very elegant structure, with a steeple, erected
about 1839; and it contains 1,050 sittings. There
is a Free church at Coatbridge, with an attendance
of 230
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
it is

;

£151 2s. Ofd. There are, likewise, at Coatbridge
an United Presbyterian church, an Episcopalian
chapel, and a Roman Catholic chapel, all of recent
erection.
There are one principal parochial school,
and three subordinate parochial schools; and the
salaiy connected with the former is £31, while that
connected with each of the latter is £6 15s. lid.
There are an academy, conducted by a number of
teachers and assistants, male and female, at Gartsherrie an academy, with male and female departments, at Dundyvan a school, with two teachers,
at Drumpeller; a school at the Summerlee ironworks; a Free church school, a Roman Catholic
school, a ladies' boarding school, and a mechanics'
institution, at Coatbridge; and several private schools
in various parts of the parish.
There are also a
public library at Langloan, and circulating libraries
and some other institutions at Coatbridge.
MONKLAND RAILWAYS, an amalgamation
of the Monkland and Kirkintilloch railway, the
Ballochney railway, and the Slamannan railway,
together with some branches and small extensions.
Each of the three railways amalgamated will be
found described in its own alphabetical place. They
connect the city of Glasgow, in various waj'S on the
west, with the town of Linlithgow and the port of
Borrowstownness on the east and are ramified in
the district of Monkland, and connected there with
several parts of the Caledonian railway system,
They were formed chiefly for mineral traffic, and
continue to derive their principal profit from that
traffic
yet are partly employed for the conveyance
of passengers.
The main lines of them began to
be worked conjointly in the spring of 1845; and
were
amalgamated by act of parliament in the
they
;

;

;

;

autumn of 1848, when the capital in shares of
Monkland and Kirkintilloch was £246,000,—of

the
the

j

i

j

Ballochney, £110,000,— of the Slamannan, £210,000.^
The branch to Borrowstownness was formed subse- i
quently to the amalgamation, at a cost of £74,445. j
The extent of the system open for traffic after thel
completion of that branch was 42 miles; and in the!
summer of 1853, power was obtained by the company to form five connecting lines with the Edin-

burgh and Glasgow railway, the Bathgate mineral
fields, &c.,

of a total length of 10^ miles, at the

esti-

mated cost of £73,085.

MONKLAND-WELL. See Monkland (New).
MONKMIRE, a lake, about a mile in circumfer-

on the mutual border of the parishes of Blairgowrie and Bendochy, in Perthshire. It was otIginally a shallow, reedy pool, with a profusion
and it was deepened into
rich marl in its bottom
a lake by extensive excavation of the marl for th(
ence,

;

purposes of manuring.

MONKRIG. See
MONK'S BURN,

side of

Haddington.
a brook flowing into the

Douglas water,

in

lef

the parish of DouglAf

Lanarkshire.

MONK'S BURN, a brook flowing into the Nortl
Esk, about a mile below Newhall, on the borders o
It entera th
Peebles-shire and Edinburghshire.
glen of the Esk, in several considerable falls, amidf
much fine landscape; and is overlooked at its inoutl
from the opposite side of the Esk, by a height calle
the Steel, said to have got its name from being tb
scene of a skirmish witlx a straggling detachmoi!
of General Monk's army.
MONK'S CROFT. See Hassendean.
MONK'S GRAVE. See Fossa way.
MONK'S ISLAND. See Inchtavanach.

MONKSTOX.
MONKSTON, a village
Fifeshire.

It is of

in the parish of CoUessie,
erection, and consists of

modern

aeat houses, arranged in one line, with an interval
between ever)' four houses. The site of
it was part of a tract called Monk's moss, which
took that name from its having been granted to the
monks of Lindores abbey, for supplying them with
heath and moss for fuel. Population of the village,
of 12 feet

Houses, 24.

102.

on the coast of Kyle, Ayrshire.

It contains the

Monkton, the barony burgh of
Prestwick, and the village of Prestwick-Toll. It is
bounded by the frith of Clyde, and by the parishes
of Dundonald, Symington, Craigie, Tarbolton, St.
Quivox, and Newton-upon-Ayr. Its greatest length
from north to south is 3y miles its breadth is from
1
J to 3^ miles and its area is between 9 and 10
square miles. Two brooks one of which, called
I'owburn, is powerful enough to drive two cornpost-office village of

;

—

;

mills

— run across the parish to the sea.

The

coast-

miles long, low, flat, and sandy,
looking tamely up from a very slow dip of submerged
beach, and variegated with bluffs and sandy knolls
revered with bent.
The surface of the interior
«
slightly from the frith, but looks to the eye
>t a dead level.
The soil along the coast, and
a considerable part of the southern district, is
sand incapable of tillage in the central disis a deep, rich loam
and in the north and
The grounds
i-east, is a strong earthy clay.
ct to the plough, and those which are waste
are
in
the
pasture,
nearly
proportion to each
of 24 to 7.
The extent of woodland is about
res.
Coal has been extensively worked and
Uent sandstone, both red and white, is quarried,
line is

about

2:^

-

"

;

.

;

:

1

;

mansions are Faii-field, Adamton, and
There are six principal landowners,
-stimated yearly value of raw produce in 1837
£12,573; and the total real rental in the same
was £4,509. Assessed property in 1843, £4,942
i.
The parish is traversed by the road from
e to Ayr, and
by the Glasgow and Ayr railand it has stations on the railway at Monkton,
miles from Glasgow, and at Prestwick, 37J
s from
Glasgow. The village of Monkton stands
the road from Ayr to Irvine, at a point whence
road defects, about a mile from the sea, 3^ miles
principal

igefield.

:

11

•th-north-east of Ayr, 7 south-south-east of Irvine,
S south-west of Kilmarnock.
Population of
village, about 380.
Population of the parish in
i.
in
1,818;
1851, 1,960.
Houses, 310.
his parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and synod
and
lasgow
Ayr. Patron, the Countess Ensidel.
nd, £275 9s. 4d.
glebe, £24.
Unappropriated
;

£459

Schoolmaster's salary, £34
i^i; with fees, and some other emoluments,
parish church stands midway between the vils of Monkton and
Prestwick, and is a very
Isome edifice, built in 1837, serving as a conuous landmark, and containing 825 sittings.
i)ld
parish churches are still standing, and were
in use till 1837.
That of Monkton is from 3^
early 4 feet thick in the walls, has long been
Is,

'

17s. 7d.

pei-pendicular on one side, is roofed
:1y with oak, and has the traditionary fame of
the veiy building near which Sir William
ilace had the remarkable dream recorded in the
book of the poem of Blind Harry. The church
I'restwick is probably of equal antiquity, has
i'J
buttresses at the east end, and sei-ves as a
There is a Free church of Monkton,
^ mark.
an attendance of 430; and the amount of its
There are a
ipts in 1856 was £210 12s. i^d.
i
church school in Monkton, a burgh school
off the

:,'

1

and a subscription school, called the
Prestwick school.
The united parish was

in Prestwick,

New

constituted in the 17th century; and it comprised
the old parish of Monkton, which was anciently
called Prestwick, the old parish of Prestwick, which
was anciently called Prestwick-burgh, and the
chapel district of Crossby, which, previous to the

Prestwick
Reformation, belonged to Dundonald.
on the south, Monkton in the middle, and
Crossby on the north. The first had its name from
being the 'habitation of a priest;' the second from
becoming the property of monks; and the third
from having a 'dwelling at a cross.' The church of
Monkton was anciently dedicated to St. Cuthbert,
and that of Prestwick to St. Nicholas; and both
were given by Walter, the son of Allan, the first
Steward of Scotland, to the monks of Paisley, and
continued to be, the former a vicarage, and the
latter a chaplainry, under them till the Reformation.
In 1779, the southern part of Prestwick was detached from the district, and erected into the parish
lies

MONKTOX AND PRESTWICK, an united parish

MONQUHITTER.
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Between Prestwick and
Newton-upon-Ayr.
Prestwick Toll, stand some ruins of an ancient
of

The
hospital for lepers, dedicated to St. Ninian.
establishment is traditionally said to have been
founded by King Robert Bruce, who was himself
afflicted with leprosy, the result of hard fare, hard
It was endowed with the
living, and hard work.
lands of Robert-loan, now called Loans, in Dundonald parish, with the lands of Sheles and Spital Sheles,
and some other lands in Kyle Stewart and it was
governed by a prior or guardian, and had a chaplain.
Wallace of Newton acquired, in the reign of James
;

lands of Spital-Sheles, the hereditary governorship of its other lands, and the hereditary possession of its office of keeper; and in 1515, Hugh
Wallace of Newton resigned the whole in favour of
his brother Adam.
All that now remained of its
revenue, were the feu-duties payable from its lands
granted in fce-faiTn and this was thenceforth distributed in equal shares among eight objects of the
II., its

;

—the
charity,

leprosy having long disapright of appointing the recipients
to Wallace of Qaigie, but
time
belonged
long
was purchased in 1 787 by the burgh of Ayr. Robert
Gordon, in his description of Kyle, written in the
reign of Charles I., mentions the chapel of the hospital, and says that the persons admitted to the
charity were then lodged in huts or cottages in the
greatest
peared.

The

for a

vicinitv.

MOJtKTON HALL, a village on the left bank of
the river Esk, a mile north of Musselburgh, in the
While the
parish of Inveresk, Edinburghshire.
Scottish army lay around it previous to the battle of
Pinkie, a hurried and imperfect parliament was convoked in the village, and enacted that the nearest heir
of any person who should fall in the battle should, if
the slain were an ecclesiastic, receive a gift of his
benefice, and if a layman, have his ward, nonentresse, relief,
Houses, 26.

and

mamage

free.

Population, 117.

MONORGAN. See Longforgan.
MONQUHITTER, a parish, containing the

post-

of Cuminestown and the village of Garmond, in the Tun-iflf district of Aberdeenshire. It is
bounded by King Edward, New Deer, Methlick,
Its length southward is about
Fjrvie, and Turriff.
10^ miles; and its greatest breadth is about 8 miles.
Its surface, for the most part, was formerly very
moorish and barren, but lias been materially improved by reclamation and culture. It has generally a monotonous undulating character; and its
hills look bleak and barren.
But its best grounds
are in beautiful cultivation and even its bogs have
office village

;

their uses in affording supplies of excellent peat

MONREITH.

fuel. The extent of plantation in it is yet comparaTwo rivulets, the water of Assleed
tively small.
and the water of Idoch, drain its interior, and draw
toward them the tribute of numberless copious
springs; the former running in a southerly direction,
and tracing the boundary with New Deer and Methlick, to fall eventually into the Ythan, while the
latter rans in a south-westerly direction, giving to
its basin the name of the vale of Idoch, passing near
the parish church and the village of Cuminestown,
and departing into the parish of Turriff to become
red sandstone abounds
tributary to the Devei-on.
and is extensively quarried; but it is very ferru-

A

ginous, and not a good building material for dwellinghouses. The prevailing soils of the arable lands
are a reddish loam, and a deep black mould, both of
them superincumbent on pebbly clay. Vast additions have been made, within the last fifty years, to
the extent of cultivated land. Some of the arable
land is let so high as £2 2s. per acre; but most of it
brings no greater an average than from 10s. to £1.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £5,419.
At Lendrum in this parish, tradition relates that a
great battle, which continued three days, was fought
between Donald of the Isles and the Thane of
Buchan, in which the former received a final overthrow.
prophecy was long current that corn
growing on The Bloody Butts of Lendrum would

A

'

'

never be reaped without strife and bloodshed amongst
those engaged in the work, and it is said to have
been surprising how often this prediction was liter" a
circumstance which may be easily
ally fulfilled;
accounted for," says the author of the Statistical
"
Account,
by the trepidation, or the furor which,
according to the respective constitutions of the
reapers, is inspired by the recollection of this awful
scene." The locality here known as Finlay's mire,
indicates the spot where some Covenanters were cut
off by the Ogilvies; and heads of spears, &c., have
been found in an exhausted moss in the vicinity.
Population of the parish in 1831, 2,004; in 1851,
Houses, 431.
2,295.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Turriff", and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Earl of Fife. Stipend, £232 6s. 5d. ; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
teinds, £298 Is. 7d.
with
about
and
a
in the Dick
£30
share
fees,
4^d.,

The parish church was built in 1764, and
enlarged in 1792, and contains 1,050 sittings. There
is a Free church, with an attendance of 250; and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £98 6s. 8f d.
There is an Episcopalian chapel at Cuminestown,
built in 1844, and containing 140 sittings.
There
are 3 non-parochial schools and a Sabbath-school
Trie
of
library.
Monquhitter was anciently
parish
part of the parish of Turriff, and was made a separate parish in 1649.
a village in the parish of Glasserbequest.

MONREITH,

Population, 94. Houses, 24.
MONRITHMONT-MOOR, a tract of about 2,000
acres, stretching northward from the most northerly
part of the Sidlaw hill range in Forfarshire. It was
ton, Wigtonshire.

once a waste common, unowned by any parochial
district; but is now almost all a densely planted
forest, and is understood to be distributed among the
parishes of Farnell, Kinncll, Kirkdcn, Guthrie, and
Brechin, about three-fourths being included in the

—

first.

MONS-HIIJi.

See Dai-menv.

MONTAGUE'S-WALK. See Kinnouk.
MONTCOFFER. See Kino-Edward.
MONTEITH, a district in the south-west
Perthshire.

MONTEITtt
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lands west of the Ochil hills in Perthshire, whose
waters discharge themselves into the Forth. The
vale of the Teith, whence the name is derived, occupies the central and larger part, but is flanked on the
one side by the Perthshire section of the upper vale
of the Forth, and on the other side by the lower
part of the vale of the Allan. The entire district is
about 28 miles in length from east to west, and 15
in extreme breadth and includes the whole of the
parishes of Callander, Aberfoyle, Port-of-Monteith,
;

Kilmadock, Kincardine, and Lecropt, and part of
the parishes of Kippen, Dunblane, and Logie.
Large tracts of it are eminently rich in the finest
elements of landscape. Previous to the abolition
of hereditary jurisdictions, Monteith was a separate

The district anciently
or independent stewartry.
gave the title of earl to a branch of the noble family
of Graham. The earldom was created in 1428, became conjoined with the earldom of Airth, and since
1694 has been dormant,

MONTEITH

(Loch of), a fine sheet of water in
It is of
the parish of Port-of-Monteith, Perthshire.
a circular form, and about 7 miles in circumference.
Its shores display none of that rude magnificence
and grandeur which is the usual characteristic of
Highland scenery; but, on the other hand, they
present an aspect of soft pastoral beauty which
soothes the soul, and fills the contemplative mind
with thoughts calm and quiet as its own transparent
waters.
The northern shore is beautifully adorned
with oak, Spanish chestnut, and plane trees of
the remains of those which adorned
Earl of Monteith. On the same
and church of Port-of-Monteith,

—

ancient growth,
the park of the
side, the manse
with the elegant

mausoleum of the family of Gartclose on the margin of the water, increase the interest of the scene. The lake contains
more situated

three islands, two of which, from the noble wood
that adorns them, add greatly to the beauty of its
expanse; and a long, narrow, wooded promontoiy,'
which runs far into the water, diversifies the southern shore. The larger island is called Inchmahoine,
or the Isle of Rest;' and well is it named so, for a^
more calm abode could not easily be selected than,
might here be found for a pious mind: see InciimaHOME. The island immediately to the west, ^\
is less in size, is called the island of Tulla, m
Earl's Isle. Tulla signifies, in Gaelic, a hall ;' an.
on this island the Earis of Monteith had their ysi

j

'

'

'

n:
dence, the ruins of which still exist, comprising
ancient tower and some domiciliary buildings. 'Ih'
smallest island is called the Dog Isle, where th
Earls had their dog-kennel; while the stables
(
situated on the western shore of the lake.
chapels attached to the priory of Inchmahonu
was situated at the east end of the lake, n1
furlong north from its outlet, and close to the .^1
another was at Arnchly, the Field of the Sv.
about a mile from the west end of the lake; a
at Cappellerroch, in the barony of Drummond; ai
a fourth at Balquahapple, formerly the property
the family of Drummond.
(PoKT of), a parish, containin;
villas;
post-office village of Gartmorc and the
Kuskie and Tomachar, in the district of Mom
Perthshire. It lies on the southern border d
county, being separated along most of its soiu
extremity by the river Forth, from Stirlini:
and Kippen and it is bounded on the other ^
':

'

\

>'

MONTEITH

;

of

Excepting the parish of Balquhidder,

which anciently belonged to the stewartry of Strathearn, the district of Monteith comprehends all the

by Aberfoyle, Callander, Kilmadock, and Kincnn
Its length eastward is 9 miles; and its gr<i
breadth is 6i miles. Loch-Vennachoir lies on
northern boundary, and the loch of Monteith
nearly in its centre; and these two lakes contri!"
much brilliance to its landscape. See Vennai

;

!>'

1

MONTEITH.
(Loch)

i

of).

The Forth

;

when

just

i

,

;

entering,

it

debouches from among the

scenery of its origin and early course, and
begins to move with the slow prond pace of queenly
beauty along the magnificent valley which thenceforth forms its broad smooth path.
Goodie-water,
issuing from Loch-Monteith, flows 3^ miles eastward through the interior. Loch-Dmnkie, a mile
long, zoned with wood, and ensconced among towering heights, lies on the western boundary, and sends
off a streamlet IJ mile long to Loch-Vennachoir.
Loch of Letter, Loch of Roskie, and Dow-loch, are
a chain of lochlets in the north-east, whence issues
a tributary of the Goodie, 2f miles in length of
course, chiefly along the eastern boundary. LochanBallach, a mile from Loch-Vennachoir, forms a
beautiful round basin, about half-a-mile in circumference, on the highest summit of a lofty ridge of
heights. The northern district of the parish, comprising about one-third of the whole area, is wildly
upland, consisting of a congeries of rocky and mountainous elevations, chiefly covered with heath, and
admitting cultivation only in some confined hollows,
hill

grand

i|

i

Monteith (Loch

flows across the south-east wing of the parish, cutting off there a district of 2 J miles by IJ around the
village of Gartmore, and then commences to trace
the southern boundary it runs incessantly in bold
sweeping sinuosities, so as to have connection with
the parish over a distance of at least 12 miles; and

li

S

and

The south-east
along some narrow skirts.
:;er comprises a part of Flanders moss, in all rets similar in character to the famous one of

"^"'1

cardine.

of the area, including the disis

nearly

consisting of rich carse land toward
and of dryfield toward the hills, and
'-enting an appearance of much fertility and
li
culture.
The summits in the northern dis: liave
an elevation of from 1,500 to 2,000 feet
level,

river

the
1

The rest

on the south side of the Forth,

:

aii

the level of the sea; they form, at this part,
frontier of the Scottish Highlands; and the
^ition from them to the lowlands of the parish is
len and perfect, insomuch that the altitude of
^e part of these lowlands is not more than 20 feet
ve the level of high tide mark in the Forth.
stone occurs in the mountains of the quality of
n; able,
having a blue ground streaked with white;
;.iid when burnt, it affords a
quicklime of the purest
'vhite.
bluish grey sandstone occurs in the
.0

:

A

A

hampaign district, close in texture, and very suitble for pavements and staircases.
There are eight
principal landowners, and about ten or twelve less

'

The chief residences are CardrossRednock-house, Gartmore-house, Blairh»yle,
Inner Trosachs. A Roman castellum, about 50
faces in diameter and irregularly square, occurs at the
orth-west extremity of Moss Flanders.
Roman
:er
appears to have come in this direction, branchig off from the great Roman causeway which ex-nded from Camelon to Brechin. An eminence,
ailed Keirhead, either wholly or
partly artificial,
md now the site of a house of its own name, occurs
bout a mile north-east of the castellum of Flandersand appears to have anciently been a military
-t
overlooking the plain on the south. A skirmish
-^
place in 1489 between King James IV. and the
1 of Lennox at
TuUimoss, north-west of the Loch
Monteith. A spot called Suir, near the house of
tmore, is noted as the place where Rob Roy is
1 to have
taken from the factor of the Duke of

extensive ones.
l;ouse,

md

A

'

.

:

ntrose his collection of rents.
The parish is trased along the middle westward
the road be-

en
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by

Doune and the south bank of the head of
h-Katiine, and northward by two roads from
iingshire, which converge, and run toward Cal-

lander.

Population, in 1831, 1,664; in 1851, 1,419.

Houses, 241. Assessed property in 1843, £8,100.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Dunblane, and
svnod of Perth and Stirling.
Patron, Erskine of

UnCardross.
Stipend, £280 12s. 5d. glebe, £8.
appropriated teinds, £636 4s. 8d. Schoolmaster's
salar}', £34 4s. 4^d., with £15 fees, and £20 other
emoluments. The parish church is situated on the
north bank of the Loch of Monteith, and has an attendance of about 240. There is a chapel of ease at
Gartmore, under the patronage of the communicants,
;

and containing 415 sittings. There
church at Gartmore. whose receipts in
amounted
to £86 8s. 9Jd. The parish anciently
1856
was called simply Port, and still is often popularly
called Port and that name was, in the first instance,
given to the landing-place of the priory of Inchmahome, and of the seat of the Earls of Monteith, on
the shore of the Loch of Monteith. A village rose
at the landing place, took the name of Port, and was
erected by James HI. into a burgh of barony; and
built in 1790,
also a Free

is

;

the parish church being erected there, the name was
naturally extended to the parish. The ancient parish, however, was not so extensive as the modem
one it belonged to the priory of Inchmahome; and
in 1615 there was annexed to it part of the ancient
parish of Lanv.
MONTEViOT. See Crailixg.
;

MONTH

See Aberdeex.
See Keith-Hall.
MONTQUHANY. See Kilmanv.
MONTQUHITTER. See Mosquhittek.
MONTROSE, a parish, containing a royal burgh
of its own name, at the north-east extremity of the
maritime district of Forfarshire. It is bounded on
the north by Logie-Pert and Kincardineshire; on the
east by the German ocean on the south by the South
Esk, which divides it from Craig and on the west
by Montrose basin and by Dun. Its length southward is 4 miles its greatest breadth is a little upwards of 3 miles and its area is about 3,080 Scotch
acres.
The North Esk runs 3 miles along the north(The).

MONTKEGGIE.

;

;

;

;

em

boundary, chiefly between high and wooded
banks, and is there isleted and picturesque. The
South Esk touches the parish only while running
between Montrose basin and the sea: See Esk
(South). Tayock-bum, coming in from Dun, runs
IJ mile south-eastward, partly in the interior and
partly along the boundary', to the north-east comer
of Montrose basin.
This basin is an expanse of
nearly ellipsoidal outline, about 7 miles in circumference, alternately sheeted with pent-up water,
in the naked repulsiveness of sand and
sludge at the influx and the recess of the tide. At
high water, it has a charming appearance, looks
like a brilliantly zoned lake, and wa.shes the walls
of the gardens which subtend the whole west side
of the town and, by the regular and rapid rush of
waters which it occasions in the action of the tide,
it both promotes the cleanliness of the bnrgh and
prevents the formation of a bar injurious to naviga-

and exposed

;

tion across the mouth of the river.
An attempt was
at one time made, by running a dike from near the

Forthill, along the bank of the South Esk toward
the estate of Dun, to cut off a considerable part of
the basin, and convert the strong carse clay which
forms its bed into arable land. But the dike, in
consequence of misunderstandings among the parties
interested, was very slowly constructed; and, just
when nearly completed, it was laid prostrate by a
storm. The work was, not long ago, traceable, and
bore the name of the Drainer's dike. Wild geese
arrive in great flocks at the basin about the end of
October, and remain till March, frequenting the
wheat stubble or the green wheat fields on the low

MONTROSE.

grounds during the day, ixni spending the night on
the lagoon.
Flocks of wild ducks alternate or reverse the possession of the two localities with tlic
Swans vi|it the basin in severe storms, but
geese.
speedily depart.
Many other species of aquatic
birds, as well as varieties of the duck and the goose,
frequent the locality.
The beach along the sea-coast of the parish is
pure sand, dipping at so fine a gradient beneath the
wave, and aftbrding so smooth a, carpeting for the
feet, as strongly to allure even the most timid to
the luxury of sea-bathing. A low bank of bluffs
and sandy knolls, thinly clad with bent, flanks the
from Esk to Esk.
Behind this
bank, and parallel to its whole length, stretches a
belt of undivided common, with very light soil and
short thin herbage, of the kind provincially called
links, narrow in the north and centre, but widening
toward the south, and eventually occupying the
whole peninsula between the basin and the sea, except the site of the burgh and its outskirts. Land
of naturally the same description sandy to a great
depth, and capable of bearing but slender A'egetation
lies for 6 or 7 furlongs from flood-mark all the
way along to the North Esk; and, behind the belt
of common, it is, on the north, covered with a
plantation of firs, and, toward the town, subjected to
a scantily productive tillage. A mound or low bank
of round water-worn stones, only a few yards in
bi'eadth, and traversed along the summit by the
coast road from Dundee to Aberdeen, runs for a
mile parallel with the sea, and flanks the sandy
line of floodmark

—

—

grounds. West of this mound, the lands are all
powerfully fertile, and under prime cultivation. The
surface slowly rises toward the north-west, and attains its highest elevation on the boundaries with
Dun and Logie-Pert; and though even here of very
inconsiderable height, a fine view is obtained hence
of the whole parish, the basin and the town, the

windings of the South Esk among rich fields
parks, much of the upper end of Strath more studded
with mansions and feathered with wood, the round
tower and antique steeples of Brechin, the vast
galleried amphitheatre of the Forfarshire and Kin-

and

cardineshire Grampians, and a far-stretching expanse of the German ocean. The gentle general
swell, the summit of which gives this landscape to
the eye, is called Montrose hill. All the lower part
of the parish is sand to a great depth, mixed with
sea-shells, evidently of modern deposit, indicating
that Montrose basin, at a very recent geological
Great pai"t of the higher grounds
period, was a bay.
of the parish probably rests on limestone; and on the
estate of Hcddcrwick that rock has been quarried.
The stones used in building have not been found
within the parish, but have generally been brought
by land fioin Brechin, or by sea from Fifeshire. A
mineral well in the parish has had some medicinal reamong the people in its immediate neighbourfmte
lood, but has never attracted visitors from a distance.
Much of the land adjacent to the town, or in the
near environs, is disposed in small properties or feus
of from two to eight acres each ; and the rest of the
land is distiibuted chiefly among five proprietors.
The parish is traversed for three miles by tne coast
road from Dundee to Aberdeen, for two miles by a

road going off thence to Fettercairn, and for nearly
one mile by another road going olf toward Brechin;
and it has a branch railway, commencing at the
town on the side of the links, and curving northwestwaid 3i miles to the Aberdeen railway at the
Dubton junction. The value of the assessed property of the landward part of the parish in 1843
the burgh, £21.5.08 10s. 6d. The
1855 of the landward part was £5,858,

was £7,286 7s.,—of
real rental in
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—of the burgh, X;il,259.

Topnlation of the parish
Houses, 1,608.
This parish is in the presbytery of Brechin, and
of
and
Moarns. The charge is colsynod
Angus
Patron of the first charge, the Crown of
legiate.
the second charge, the Town-council.
Stipend of
the first minister, £292 5s. Id.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds, £90 6s. 8d. Stipend of the second
minister derived from an assessment upon houserents within the burgh, at the rate of 5d. per pound,
in virtue of an act of the Scottish
parliament in
1690, authorizing a maximum assessment of Is.
in 1831, 12,055; in 1851, 15,822.

;

—

per pound

—£340.

The parish-church was

built in

double-galleried, and contains 2,500 sittings.
There is a second place of worship connected with
the Establishment, called Melville church, of recent
erection, and now constituted a quoad sacra paiish
church. There are two Free churches, St. John's
and St. George's, each having an attendance of
between 900 and 1,000; and the receipts of the former in 1856 were £1,299 15s. 6id.,— of the latter.
£511 17s. 5d. St. John's was built in 1829 as a
chapel of ease, at the cost of £3,969; and it contains 1,430 sittings.
St. George's was erected after
the Disruption. There are two United Presbyterian
churches
the one in Mill-street, a fine new building on the site of a predecessor which had 550 sittings; the other in John-street, built in 1824, at the
There
cost of £1,100, and containing 750 sittings.
is a Scottish Episcopalian chapel, called St. Mary's,
in Panmure-place, erected a few years ago, partly
by means of a donation of £1,000 from Mr. Scott of

1791,

is

;

—

Brotherton, and

There

containing

about

500

sittings.

also an English Episcopalian chapel, called
St. Peter's, built in 1724, and containing about 800
There are two Independent chapels ; the
sittings.
one connected with the Congiegational Union of
is

Scotland, and built in 1844 in lieu of a former one;
the other not so connected, but belonging to the
Evangelical Union; and the two together containing
There is a Baptist chapel, which
1,250 sittings.
was built in 1826, and contains 200 sittings. Thcrt
is a Wesleyan Methodist chapel, built in 1814, at'
the cost of upwards of £900, and containing 330
There is likewise a Glassite place of
sittings.
worship, with an attendance of about 30. Tlie
principal schools are the Montrose academjr, giving
instruction in Latin, Greek, natural philosophy,
anphysical geography, mathematics, arithmetic,
cient geography, modern geography, history, Eng-

grammar, composition, modern languages
writing, drawing, and needle work, and conductec
by a I'ector, a rector's assistant, four masters, and
lish

(

mistress;

Dorward's seminary, giving instructior

in English, writing, arithmetic, navigation, Latin

and French, and conducted by two masters;

tht

old parish sessional schools, with English, writing
and industrial de))artnicnts; the Loanhead sessiona
school, conducteii by one master St. John's Frp'
church schools, with English, writing, and industria
departments; the burgh infant school, conducted b
female teachers; White's free school, conducted b
;

one master; Straton's free school, conducted by
master and a mistress and the Castle-street school!
estiiblished on the principle of the ragged schooli
for children of the lowest class.
MONTROSE, a post and market town, a seat
manufacture, a sea-port, and a royal burgh, staot
8 miles east by south of Brechin, 12 north-nortl
cast of Arbroath, 18 east-north-east of Forfar, i
south-south-west of Stonehaven, 30 north-east
Dundee, 38 south by west of Aberdeen, and 70 nort'i
north-east of Edinburgh. But these distances a
by road; and those by railway arc 9^ from BreoM
17 from Arbroath, 22 from Forfar, 26 from StOU
;

'
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haven, 42 from Aberdeen, and 12-t from Edinburgh.
site of the town is in the peninsula which forms
the south end of its cognoraiiial parish.
One side
of the town, over its whole length, extends north
and south along the shore of Montrose basin a large
wing of it expands south-eastward along the South
Esk; much of its east side straggles into the links;
its north end attenuates in a line nearly parallel to

The

;

the basin; and its burgh lands, partly occupied by
buildings, but more extensively disposed in public
promenade, or unenclosed common, comprise the
whole tract between the basin and the ocean. The

ground beneath and around the town, excepting
three knolls on the basin, and the low sand-bank
along the margin of the links, is nearly all a dead
level.
Yet neither the low flatness of the site nor
the encincturement by water is damaging to healthiness or scenery. The dryness of the soil, the absence of all marsh, and the sweeping action of the
current between the basin and the sea, act favourably on the climate; and to a person approaching
from the south, and coming in view of the town
traversed by the public road
i from the high ground
1 in the
parish of Craig, the fine sweep of the broad
South Esk fringed with shipping, docks, and variand stretching out to the sea on the
the large circular basin set round with
ijright,
:j

(jrbrm edifices,

—

and forming the foreground
a far-spreading expanse of luxuriant landscape
n the left, the town lifting up several imposing
tructures, and retiring in a large broad field of
the receding prospect behind
ihitecture in front,
t exhibiting a fine
variety of swell and hill and
ilain, of mansions, fields, and woods, till the eye
leases to discern distinctive features,
and the dark,
rast amphitheatre of the Grampians, piled shelvingly
the
and
a
igainst
sky,
forming stupendous mountainjolwark at 20 miles distance, altogether present
)ne of the most diversified and magnificent views in

richly-cultivated fields,

—

—

—

—

United Kini^dom.

;he

The town,

as entered

by the suspension-bridge

South Esk, commences in two streets,
i>rfdng-oflF from the end of the bridge, running
^^^newhat parallel, each about J of a mile long, and
)Oth leading north-eastward to the head of the
prinillBl street.
That next the basin bears the name
)Ter the

and is straight, spacious, modem,
ad neatly though not entirely edificed. The other
I8M8 the names of Upper-Fishergate and Castle:*eet, and is narrow, of unequal width, winding,
3tiqne, and disagreeable. Murray -street and Highueet, the principal thoroughfare, runs due north,
if

Bridge-street,

is nearly half-a-mile long.
Commencing coniawoasly with Castle-street, and 100 yards east of
end of Bridge-street, it is at first a spacious
"Kiiea, split into two thoroughfares by a suite of old
|id

Sie

^iim buildings; it next has a moderate width, and
!m§ Bobtonded on the east by the town-house and
•^
fHred edifices; it now, over a distance of 300
^s, becomes a street of uncommon spaciousness,
rather a slender, elongated rectangle; and it
ly goes off in a straight line, of fair breadth and
table appearance.

;

In

its

expansive part,

it

has

houses, excellent shops, and decidedly a city•ct; yet, several of the houses being of the gableconstruction, and most of them seeming to

nomize space, it strangely but pleasingly blends
and oriental with modem and airy features.
-pacious road, called the Mall, continues the line
lis street about 5
furlongs northward; and is
the mansion, the
-kly sprinkled with edifices,
and
the
Two hundred yards east of
la,
cottage.
end of the bridge commences a thoroughfare,
ich makes
nearly the segment of a circle over
thirds the length of the town, forming a kind of

cient

—

-
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parallel to both Castle-street and High-street, and
then bends slightly sea-ward till it debouches into
the links. This street is called for a short way
Apple-wynd, and aftei-wards Baltic-street; it is of

very unequal width, now a mere alley, and now a
spacious roadway; and, with some pleasant excepOf some
tions, is mean and dingy in its houses.
seven or eight communications which run westward
from it, the chief are the New-wynd and John-street,
both opening into the very wide part of Highstreet, each about 220 yards long, and the latter entirely modem and neatly edificed. Running out into
the links, in continuation of John-street, is Unionstreet, erected since 1838, and terminating at some
extensive factories of earlier erection.
From the

middle of Jsew-wynd, two narrow but closely-built
streets, called Market-street and Kincardine-street,
wend to the head of the Mall. Along the east side
of the town facing the links, runs what is called
the Walk, chiefly a terrace, or one-sided street-line,
containing many comfortable and elegant houses.
A triangular space lying east of the south end of
this, and measuring nearly J of a mile along the
South Esk, is occupied with various clusters and
street-lines of houses, the chief of which are Riverstreet, parallel with the river, and Commerce-street
and Dock-street, running up into the links. Some
considerable and veiy fine extensions of tlie town
have been made during the last few yeai-s the chief
of which is a kind of suburb round the railway station on the links.
The town-house presents its west side to the nar;

row commencing

part of High-street, and

its

from

to the elongated parallelogram; it has an arcade below, and makes a fine termination to the long spa-

cious area in the centre of the tonTi; its pediment
has an illuminated clock; and the building contains
a council-room, a guild-hall, a court-room, a cofleeroom, and a large apartment occupied as a public
The trades-hall is a neat building on the
library.
east side of the High-street, a little north of the
freestone statue of tlie late Sir
town-house.

A

Robert Peel, by Mr. A. H. Ritchie, was recently set
up in the High-street. The jail, built about 25
years ago, is a neat substantial structure, which
superseded a disgraceful old prison of two or three
miserable cells, and is but too much wanted by the
In the year ending 30th
state of provincial crime.
June 1854, there were confined in it 189 persons, on
the average 31 days each, at the net cost per head
of £16 18s. 5d. The Montrose academj-, situated on
the links, is an elegant and commodious stnicttire,
surmounted by a dome. Dorward's house of refuge,
built in 1839, and affording accommodation for 150
inmates, is a neat building in the old English style
of architecture. William Dorward, Esq., merchant
in Montrose, gave for the erection and endowment
of this institution £15,600 in his lifetime, and likewise bequeathed to it £14,000, and placed the whole
under the management of 24 trustees. The lunatic
asylum, situated on the links, J of a mile south-east
of the academy, and 250 yards from the river, is
an extensive edifice, originally built in 1780, and

This institution
afterwards repeatedly enlarged.
originated with the late Mrs. Carnegy of Charleton,
received a royal charter in 1811. and is supported
by endowments and by the fees for patients. The
present building, however, will soon be superseded
much larger and more elegant one, which is in
the course of erection at Sunnyside, about 2^ miles
from the town, at an estimated cost of upwards of
£20,000; and negotiations are at present afoot for
transferring the present edifice and its grounds to
Government, to be fitted up as barracks and storehouses for the Angus and Mearas militia. An in-

by a
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firmary and a dispensary were formerly connected
with thfc lunatic asylum, giving relief annually
to some hundreds of out-of-door patients, besides a
few received within the walls; but a new and separate infirmary was erected near the bridge, in

—

1839, after a design by Mr. Collie of Glasgow, at
the cost of £2,500, and this is under the charge of
the same directors as the lunatic asylum, and has
been found to be more beneficial as a separate than
The
formerly as a subordinate establishment.
public baths in Bridge-street have both an exterior
neatness of architecture and an internal excellence
of arrangement which might adorn the metropolis.
Even the water-cistern or reservoir, at the northern
extremity of the town, whence the inhabitants obtain an ample supply of the purest water, is an object to challenge notice, being great in height, and
The parish
pleasingly chaste in arcliitecture.
church, situated immediately east of the town-house,
in
is a huge building, measuring 98 feet
length by
65 feet over walls.
rickety unsightly steeple,
which had belonged to a former church, was taken

A

down

and substituted by an elegant, massive, Gothic tower, erected at a cost of £3,000, from
a design by Gillespie Graham of Edinburgh, the
tower rising to a height of upwards of 100 feet, and
surmounted by a spire of nearly the same height.
The west end of the church faces the street, and was
originally plain, but has been recently altered to
suit the style of the tower and spire.
St. John's
Free church, situated in John-street, is a handsome
Grecian edifice; and most of the other places of
in 1832,

—

worship, especially the recently erected ones, are
either neat or elegant structures, or at least creditable.
Till near the
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end of

last century, communication
across the South Esk, with the
burgh and the great road to Aberdeen, only by
means of a ferry at Ferryden. In 1793, a colossal
timber-bridge was built across the gullet between
Inchbrayock and the burgh, and was esteemed a
wonderful erection but in consequence of an illadvised narrowing of the channel at its site, the
rapid current soon carried away its original bottom,
and threatened to sweep it off from the foundation
and, after various expedients were adopted with only
temporary success to prevent its destruction, it
eventually became a piece of mere shaking, fragile

was maintained

;

;

A magnificent
patchwork, and was condemned.
suspension-bridge destined to succeed it, and designed by Captain Samuel Brown of the
was founded in September, 1828, and

royal navy,

finished in
December, 1829, at a cost of about £20,000. The
distance between the points of suspension is 432
feet. Each of the two towers, the tops of which form

these points, is 23J feet high from the foundation to
the roadway, 44 feet from the roadway to the top of
the cornice, and 3J feet in the entablature,
in all
71 feet; is 40 J feet broad at the cutwater, and 39|
at the roadway
and is perforated by an archway
18 feet high, and 16 feet wide.
Of four counterabutments for securing the chains, and which are
115 feet distant from the towers, each consists of an

—

;

arched chamber, a strong counterfort, a tunnel, and
In these the backstay-chains
lying spandrel arch.
are strongly imbedded and fastened

by great plates
rise to channels on the tops of the
bars
of
which
tlie
main
towers.
suspending
chains consist measure 8 feet 10 inclies from centre
to centre of the bolt-holes, 5 inches broad between
the shoulders, and I inch thick throughout. All the
main links or bars are of the same thickness, except
those in the towers, which are -^th of an inch thicker,
and of length to suit the curve of the cast-iron saddles.
Each main suspending chain of which there
;

and thence they
"

The

—

are two on each side of the bridge, one over the
consists of four lines
other, placed one foot apart
of chain bars. The joints of the upper main chains
are over the middle long bar in the lower chains;
and the suspending rods which support the beams on
which the roadway is laid, are 5 feet distant from
each other. The chains are of wrought cable-iron ;
the beams are of cast-iron, formed with open spaces
26 feet 8 inches long, 10 inches deep at tlie neck of
the tenons, and 1 inch thick in every part between
the flanges."
The roadway is 26 feet broad between
the suspending rails; the planking or platform is
bolted to the iron-beams, and overlaid with a composition of coal, tar, pitch, and broken metal, impervious to water, and deadening the hollow noise
caused by the tread of horses and the motion of
vehicles; along the sides of the platform runs an
ornamental cornice, contrived so as to lessen the
vibration of the bridge and a stripe of the roadway
at each side is disposed for foot-passengers, and
i"ailed off from the carriage-way by a handsome

—

;

guard-chain. Such was, and such, with some differences of detail as to the roadway, still is, the
suspension-bridge of Montrose. But the splendid

and seemingly powerful erection has, on two occa" A crowd havsions, suffered appalling accidents.
ing assembled on it," say the Messrs. Is'icol, "to
witness a boat-race, and a rush taking place to the
east end as the boats passed through, the upper

chain gave way, owing to an imperfection about one
of the saddles on the top of the north tower, and
Several persons
fell, resting on the lower chain.
were caught between the chains, and killed on the
spot; but fortunately the under chain proved sufficient to support the additional weight, otherwise
the whole party would have been precipitated intoj
the water. The bridge Avas speedily repaired
dur-j
ing 1838; but in October that year a fearful gale
tore up and destroyed about two-thirds of it, which
were thrown into the river; but the main chains
were uninjured, and the roadway has been re-constructed on an entirely new and substantial plan bj
Mr. J. M. Rendal, civil engineer, at an expense o;,
upwards of £3,000. Including all repairs, the whol<
Tli<
cost of the erection has been nearly £27,000."
new plan of the roadway was designed chiefly
prevent the oscillation as well upward as downwaid
and consisted in the adoption of a system of vertica
l

and longitudinal

trusses,

extending above and belov

the line of the bridge; and this has answered 8'
exceedingly well that, while formerly in a gale th'
motion ranged to 3 or 4 feet, it does not now exce*
At the time when the bridge wa
3 or 4 inches.
erected, the central arch of the stone one across tb
southern channel of the South Esk was taken dowi
and substituted by a revolving drawbridge. Fori
rive
hill, a small eminence standing close upon the
at the site of the suspension-bridge, and ancienti
durin
was
cut
crowned with a fortification,
through
the preliminary operations for the erection of ti
human bOBt
of
and
a
stratum
disclosed
bridge,
nearly 14 feet thick.
The harbour of Montrose comprises the reach
the South Esk from the bridge to the sea, but
principally occupied in the upper part of that i^ead
650 yards downward from the bridge. It is w
turally one of the best on the east coast of ScotUttW
and it has Ijcen well provided with artificial •]
The entrance to it from the sea, indee
pliances.
IS somewhat narrow, and cannot easily bo taken
some points of the wind; but it has 18 feet of
over the bar at low water of spring tides, anO
(

dw

therefore accessible, at all hours, to vessels of Ian

A lofty white beacon stands on a r<H>»
K
promontory on the south side of the entrance;
draught.
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two lighthonses, the one 45 feet high, the other 35
feet high, were erected in 1818 on the left bank of
the river, about 400 3'ards apart from each other,
between the sea and the occupied part of the harbour,
to guide vessels up to the quay during the night
and, the lights being visible, in clear weather, at the
;

distance of 8 miles, they also indicate well to seaward the entrance of the harbour. The quays are
well constructed and veiy commodious ; and there
are a wet dock capable of accommodating 6,000 tons
of shipping, a patent slip for repairing vessels, and
a dry dock on the opposite bank.
The port of Montrose, as a custom-house port, formerly comprehended the range of coast from Buddonness on the south to Bervie-brow or the Todhead on
the north, and therefore included Westhaven, East-

haven, Arbroath, Johnshaven, and Gourdon. The
jhipping belonging to it within that range comprised,
in 1789, 53 vessels of aggregately 3,543 tons; in 1820,
33 vessels, of aggregately 7,946 tons; inl831, 106 vessels, of aggregately 10,300 tons; in 1838, 115 vessels,
l')f
aggregately 15,000 tons and in 1854, an increased
[.lumber of vessels, of aggregately 22,172 tons. But
•he port, as a custom-house port, now comprehends
)nly the stretch of coast from Redhead to Todhead,
;

[-—the stretch

from Buddonness to Redhead having

)ecome assigned to Arbroath and the shipping beonging to Montrose, within its contracted range,
iTeraged, in the years 184.5-1849, 14,835 tons, and
The
lounted, in the' year 1855, to 14,207 tons.
lount of customs received at its custom-house, in
le average of the
years 1845-1849, was £24,204, and
the year 1850, £15,667.
The amount of dues
leried within the limits of the port, in 1852, was
at
Montrose. £24 at Johnshaven, and £116
'1,700
it (jourdon,
in all, £3,841.
Four large vessels
ire
long employed in the Greenland whale-fishery,
nd fiilly shared the fates of that precarious trade,
im vessels, at a more recent period, plied regularly
> Leith and to London, but have been discontinued,
;

—

now

ply regularly to London and to
The coasting trade, in a general view,
IsTery miscellaneous and the foreign trade is chiefly
nth the Baltic. The principal exports are manuired goods, fish, grain, and cattle; and the prinvessels

failing
lewcastle.
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;

'i^l imports are coal, lime, slate, iron, flax,

hemp,
In 1854 the foreign and colonial trade
timber.
f flie port comprised a tonnage of 4,788 inwards in
British vessels, 6,788 inwards in foreign vessels,
1167 outwards in British vessels, and 6,625 outwards
!i
foreign vessels and the coasting trade comprised
tonnage of 36,323 inwards in British vessels, 47 inIs in foreign vessels, and 19,502 outvvards in
^

M

;

'ritish vessels.

The manufactures

of Montrose are very considerboth in importance and variety. There are in
iwn five flax spinning-mills, which employ about
persons, and consume annually about 5,750
of flax. There are also connected with the
but situated on the North Esk, three large

spinning-mills, and two bleaching works, one
mills in the parish of Montrose, the other two
parish of Logie-Pert, the three employing
500 persons. The weaving of linens, in the
il
departments of dowlas, sheetings, sailcloth,
igging, is carried on in the town to the extent
»ut 1,450
pieces of cloth in the week. The
T of persons employed in the weaving is about
the number of power-looms, about 130; and
;
imber of hand-looms, about 400.
very conible extent of weaving is done, for the manuirs of the town, at
agencies in the surrounding
The making of starch, of a superior
itry.
and
to
a
considerable
ty
amount, is carried
very
in three establishments.
Ship-building has long

A

been carried on

to a considerable extent, and with n
ratio of increase nearly proportioned to the slow but

steady prosperity of the town's commerce. There
are likewise in the town two iron foundries, two
large tan-works, two extensive rope works, two
machine-making establishments, several breweries,
and a full proportion of workshops in all the ordinary
departments of artificership. More unmanuflictured
tobacco, for the uses of the manufacturing tobacconist, is imported into Montrose, than into any other
port of Scotland except Glasgow and Leith. The
species of snufi'-box long known as the Cumnock
box, which gave rise to the peculiar fancy-article
manufacture of Mauchline, was made in Montrose
before being known in Ayrshire.

Montrose had a parent-bank

till

1828;

and

it

has, at present, branches of the Bank of Scotland,
the British Linen Co.'s Bank, the Eastern Bank,

Bank, the Union Bank, the National
It has
Bank, and the North of Scotland Bank.
the Royal

likewise a savings' bank, with branches at Ferryden,
Edzell, St. Cyrus, Laurencekirk, and Johnshaven.
The principal inns are the Star in the New-wynd,
hite Horse and the Black Horse in Murraythe
street, the Ship, the Commercial, and the CrownTemperance in High-street, the Railway in ErskineThere
street, and the Salutation in Bridge-street.
are 29 insurance agencies, and a local marine in-

W

surance association. Abundant communication is
enjoyed through the branch railway to the Dubton
junction of the Aberdeen railway, noticed in our account of the parish and in order to shorten the
railway communication to Arbroath and Edinburgh,
a survey has just been made for a projected railway
The line surveyed
from Montrose to Arbroath.
commences at the south end of the bridge, goes
westward to the farm of Fullarton, and will involve
the necessity of a piled viaduct over the Black
Sands, but will not, in any other part of its
;

route,

involve

when

A

engineering difficulties.
held in the town on Friday,
the chief part of the grain shipped at the port

weekly market

any
is

sold by sample, and all descriptions of farm and
garden produce are exposed; and annual fairs are
held at Whitsunday and Martinmas, chiefly for the
hiring of servants. Two newspapers are published
every Friday, the Montrose Review and the Montrose Standard. There are three public news-rooms,
the Exchange reading-room in the town-house

is

—

buildings, the insurance association reading-room in
Meridian-place, and the reading-society's news-room
There are three public libraries,
in High-street.
the Montrose public library, founded in 1785, and
containing about 10,000 volumes, the grammar-

—

—

and containing
the reading-society's
about 3,000
libra'ry, founded in 1819, and containing
volumes. There is a natural and antiquarian soschool library, founded in

many

old rare

works,

—and

1686,

ciety, which was established in 1837, whose museum,
in Panmure-place, contains a valuable collection in
most departments of natural history, together with
many coins and antiquities, and is accessible to all
small charges. The principal local
classes at

very

institutions, philanthropic and miscellaneous, additional to those which have been already indicated in
this paragraph, in our account of the public buildare
ings, and in our enumeration of the public schools,

an ancient hospital fund, yielding about £190 a-year,
which is distributed monthly among decayed townsan indigent
people, their widows, and children;
female society, distributing about £100 a-year; a
ladies'

clothing society;

a destitute sick society;

ranging in date from 1744 to
1844, and varying in amount from £100 to about

fifteen mortifications,

£4,000, the interest of which

is

divided variously
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the poor or the indigent; a Montrose

home

town mission; an auxiliary Bible society; a horticultural society; a royal Albert golf club; a choral
race-course was at
society; and a curling club.
one time tracked out on the links, on as fine ground
for racing as anywhere exists; but it long ago went
into disuse.
theatre, also, was at one time built
in Bridge-street; but, after being for a short while
the occasional resort chiefly of apprentices and
or

A

A

and then exhibiting for several years an
appearance of desertion and of premature desolation,
strangers,

was converted

into dwelling-houses.
Montrose, as a royal burgh, is of high antiquity.
first
charter from David I., and obIt received its
tained extensions of its privileges from David II. and
James IV. The value of the burgh property on the
30th of September 1855, was estimated at £73,319
4s. 8Jd., and the amount of debts and obligations at
that date was £35,636 4s. 2d., leaving a Ijalance in
favour of the burgh of £37,683 Os. 6jd. The amount
of the yearly revenue in 1855 was £2,896 16s. S^d.
The town council comprises a provost, three bailies,
a dean of guild, a treasurer, an hospital-master, and
twelve councillors. Its ordinary meetings are held
on the second Wednesday of every month. But the
council acts also as commissioners of police and improvements and in that capacity, it holds its statutary meetings on the second Monday of February,
May, August, and November, and its ordinary meetings on the second Monday of each of the other
eight months. A police court is held in the police
office, under the precedency of the provost, every
Monday morning; and a burgh or bailie court is
held in the court-room, under the precedency of the
A sheriff small
bailies, every Thursday forenoon.
debt court is held in the court-room, on the third
Friday of January, March, May, July, September,
and November.
justice of peace small debt court
is held in the court-room on the first Monday of
it

;

A

every month. There is a guildry incorporalioir,
with dean, treasurer, and six assessors. There are
seven incorporated trades, the blacksmiths, the
Wrights, the shoemakers, the weavers, the ma-

—

The town is
sons, the bakers, and the tailors.
lighted at night with gas, by a company formed in
with
and
is
water, brought in pipes
1827;
supplied
from a place about 3 miles distant in the parish of
Dun. The streets are well paved, well superintended,
and kept clear of every sort of nuisance. The limits
of the parliamentary burgh are more extensive than
those of the royal or municipal burgh, and comprise
Eossie island in the parish of Craig, and part of the
parish of Dun. The town, as a parliamentary burgh,
unites with Arbroath, Brechin, Forfar, and Bervie
sending a member to parliament.
Municipal
constituency in 1855, 369. Parliamentary constituin
in
384.
387
1839,
1855,
ency
Population of the

in

;

royal or inunicipal burgh in 1841, 13,402; in 1851,
14',328.
Houses, 1,336. Population of the parliamentary burgh in 1851, 15,238; of whom 541 were
in parts of the parish of Montrose not included in
the municipal burgh, 154 were in Rossie island, and
215 were in the parish of Dun.
Montrose was anciently called Celurea.
Very
conflicting and uncertain opinions have been advanced as to the etymology of its modern name, and
are thus succinctlv disposed of by the Messis.

—

Chambeis: "In /jntin, it is called Manturumhy
Ravenna; and by Cambden, Mons liomrum, the
'

Mount

'

of Roses;' in French, Mom-trots, t^e three
hills or mounts;' in the ancient British, Manter-rose,
'
the mouth of the stream;' in the Gaelic, Mon-ross,
the promontory hill,' or Moinross, the promontory
of the moss;' or the meadh (pronounced nm) ain-roes,
The second of
the field or plain of the peninsula.'
'
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'

these derivations, though the most unlikely of all
countenanced by the seal of the town, which bear:
the ornament of roses, with the following motto:—
Mare ditat, Rosa decorat,' the sea eniiches anc
the rose adorns; but the two last, besides being thi
most probable, correspond best with the proimnci
ation of the name by the common people in th(
neighbourhood, and by all who speak the Gaeli(
is

—

'

language, to wit, Munross." Montrose is named ii
Dalrymple's Ar.nals of Scotland, under the yea
1244, as one of tl>e principal towns of the kingdon
which, in that year, were destroyed by fire. A cas
tie, of very ancient origin, formerly crowned th(
summit of Fort-hill and, on the authority of Si:
James Balfour and of Wynton, contests the noto
riety of having been the scene of King John Baliol'i
liumiliation to Edward of England, and divestmen
;

of his royal robes and crown
"

:—

Jolin the Baliol, on purpos
He tuk and browclit hym til Munrns,
And in tlie cnstell of that town,
Tliat then was famous in renown.
T'liig

This John

tlie

Baliol dyspoyletJ

lie

Of all his robys of ryaltie.
The peliire tiik off his tahart,
I'ume tabart he was callyt aftyrwart."

Montrose, according to Froissart, was the porl
wiience Lord James Douglas, at the head of a numerous knightly retinue, embarked in the spring oi
1330 to fulfil the last charge of King Robert Bruce
to carry his heart to Jerusalem and deposit it in the
holy sepulchre. In the rolls of tlie parliament heic
in Edinburgh in 1357 for ransoming David II. fron

his English captivity, Montrose figures in the ver}
centre of the royal burghs, eight preceding and eigh
following it; and would therefore ap{>ear to have a
that period attained very considerable consequence!
The inhabitants of Montrose suffered severe am

arbitrary oppressions from John Erskine, Laird c
Dun, the grandfather to the celebrated reformin;
companion of John Knox, and from members of hi
family; and eventually driven beyond piitience b
their tyranny, obtained, in 1493, a royal warnui;
In 153calling them to account for their conduct.
the tyrant's grandson, the illustrious Erskine
aftenvards
the
of
Dun,
superintendent
Angus, intn
duced Greek literature into Montrose, and estal
lished there a seminary in wliich the Greek languag
was taught by persons brought by him from FrancThis seminary was the earliest appliance in Sco
land for conveying a knowledge of Greek. Andre
Melville, born in the contiguous parish of Craig,
ten styled the father of presbytery in Scotland, ar
justly regarded as the reviver of Scottish learnin,
and the founder of Scotland's literary greatness, wi
educated in this seminary; and when he remOT<
in his 14th year to the university of St. Andrew
he astonished his teachers, none of whom understo*
(

Greek, by displaying acquaintanceship with tl
learned language. James Melville, the nephew
Andrew, also attended this seminary, and, in I
diary, gives some interesting details of the man*g
niont of the school, and of kindness shown toVi
by the parish minister. In 1612, Montrose
nessed the birth within its precincts of JiBB
Graham, Marquis of Montrose, the distinguirfj
figurant in the civil wars of Scotland, first ni t
champion of the Covenant, and next and chie
the enthusiastic partisan of the infatuated StOir
From May 1648 till February 1649, the plague*
solated the town, driving crowds to the countiT

»

w

and making such fearful hnvoc among
who remained, that a large tumulus is pointed
panic,

on

links innnediately no*
east of the town, as the place where many i
to the present day,

tiie
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tims to it were interred. At the commencement of
the 18th centurj', John Young, a citizen of Montrose, who had been sent by the magistrates to Holland to learn the best known methods of constructing and working windmills, was the only person
found in Scotland to understand the management of
pumps in coalworks. In December 1715, the Chevalier, missing the frith of Forth, whither he designed to steer with his French fleet, sailed into
Montrose, and commenced there his preposterous
expedition; and in February 1716, he spent a night
in the town, went by a back-door from his lodgings
to those of the Earl of Mar, walked thence by a
private footpath with two attendants to the sea-side,
and there was taken on board a vessel prepared to
carry him off, and made his escape to France. The
house in which he lodged was that in which the

Marquis of Montrose was bom, and long commanded
attention as the most noted ancient tenement of the
town, but, a considerable nuaiber of years ago. was
removed. The late Sir Alexander Bumes was a
native of Montrose.
The noble family of Graham,

who have had from Montrose the titles successively
of Earl, Marquis, and Duke in the peerage of Scotland, have long ceased to possess any connexion of
interest with either the town or its vicinitv.
MONTROSE (Old). See Marytox.

MONWIG

(Loch of), a lake, deep, dark, about
yards long, and frequented by great flocks of
- 3
and ducks, in the midst of an extensive deep
-. in the
parish of Aberdour, Aberdeenshire.
I'JNYGOVE. See MixyiGAFF.
lONYMUSK, a parish, containing a post-office
ge of its own name, in the Garioch district of

It is bounded by Keig, Oyne,
Its length
of Garioch, Cluny, and Tough.
vard is about 7 miles; and its greatest breadth
tween 4 and 5 miles. The river Don runs a
: distance on
the northern boundary, and then
- south-eastward and
eastward through the inr.
placing about one-third of the parish on its
bank, and about two-thirds on its right bank.
tracts on the western and south-western bor~
are hilly, having heights of various form and

ideenshire.
el

altitude, but nowhere rising higher
about 1,400 feet above the level of the sea. The
•3 nearest the river are in a fine state of cultiin, and highly embellished with wood. About
"1
imperial acres, in the entire area, are either
about 3,080 are
;larly or occasionally in tillage
asture or waste; and about 4,150 are under
I.
The soil of the arable lands is partly of a
ey nature, but principally a light loam. Granite
lie
predominant rock in the hills, and has been
nsively quarried; and large blocks of it were,
unber of years ago, sent for ornamental building
Iron ore, of rich quality, has
nrposes to London.
mg been known to exist, containing 65 per cent, of
)n; but it has not been worked, on account of the

-iderable
;

;

1

A

quarry of felspar was for some
ne worked by an agent of one of the Staffordshire
but
was
abandoned
on account of the great
teries,
ense of the land carriage to Aberdeen.
The
rage rent of the arable land is from 15s. to £1.
estimated value of raw produce in 1840 was
.910.
Assessed property in 1856, £5,578. The
landowner is Sir James Grant of Monymusk,
t., the lineal descendant of Sir Francis Grant of

:aroity of fuel.

•

;.

who was knighted by Queen Anne, and
ime a senator of the college of justice under the
of Lord Cullen.
Monymusk-house, the seat of
James, is an ancient spacious edifice, in a pleat situation on the
right bank of the Don. Pit-

^en,
-

a roofless ruin, anciently the seat of
family of General Hurry, who made some figure

:e-castle is

ir.
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in the times of the Covenanters.
About ^ a mile
east of Monymusk-house, and contiguous to the
Don, is a field called the Campfield, on which King
Robert Brace's army is said to have bivouacked on
the night before the battle of Inverury. The only
three noticeable antiquiries are some vestiges of two
Druidical circles and an old chapel. The parish is
ti'aversed by two turnpike roads
and the eastern
extremity of it is within 5 miles of the Kintore and
Inverury stations of the Great North of Scotland
railway. There are in the parish a distillery and
two saw-mills. The village of MonjTuusk stands
nearly in the centre of the parish, near the south
side of the Don, 19 miles west-north-west of Aberdeen.
It is a place of some antiquity, and is mentioned by Buchanan as having been visited by
Malcolm Canmore, when on his way to suppress an
It was almost entirely
insurrection in the north.
rebuilt a few years ago ; and it now forms a very
neat square, with some fine old trees in the centime.
An annual fair for cattle is held here on the last
Thursday of August.
Monthly winter markets
were tried a few years ago, but did not succeed.
station
is
to
be
formed about f of a mile
railway
from the village, on a railway which is now in the
course of formation, from the Great North of Scotland railway at Kintore to Alford. Population of
the village about 135. Population of the parish in
1831, 1,011; in 1851, 940. Houses, 159.
This parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
;

A

Schoolmaster's
6d.
glebe, £15 10s.
with about £23 fees, a share in the Dick
A priory
and
about
other
emoluments.
£10
bequest,
was founded at Monymusk by Malcolm Canmore
but no part of its buildings, except perhaps the pre-

£202

15s.

;

salary, £26,

;

sent parish church, is now in existence. The parish
church, whether part of these buildings or not, is at
least very old ; and at its west end is a square tower

50

feet high,

The

spire

also,

was

spire 40 feet high.

surmounted by a

was renewed

the church itself,
and enlarged, and
There is likewise in

in 1822

at that time repaired

;

now contains 580 sittings.
the village an Episcopalian chapel, containing 150
sittings. There is in the northern part of the parish

it

an endowed school, called Lord CuUen's school,
which originated in a bequest by Sir Francis Grant
of Cullen the schoolmaster of which has a salary
of about £50, together with about £10 fees.
MONYNUT. See Isxebwick.
MONZIE, a parish, containing a village of its
own name, in the Glenalmond district of Perthshire.
Its post-town is Crieff, 3 miles south-south-west of
the village
and the post-town of Gilmerton, in
The parish is
Fowlis-Wester, is also adjacent.
bounded by Kenmore, Weem, Dull, Fowlis-Wester,
Its length eastward
Crieff, Monivaird, and Comrie.
is 9 miles
its gi-eatest breadth is 8 miles; and its
area is about 48 square miles. Its southern bound;

;

;

the skirt or lowest declivity of the Grampians ;
area all runs up among the first or frontier
gallery of the broad and broken Grampian range.
Two-thirds of it are a congeries of very high hills,
partly green, but mostly covered with heath, bleak
and naked, rarely trodden by human foot, cut down
by narrow, swampy, bent-clad flats, and abandoned
as irreclaimable wUdemess to the pasturing of Highland or black-faced sheep. The other third, however, is singularly rich in the beauty, variety, and
boldness of its scenery. The rivulet Barvie, which
runs 4 miles along the western boundary to the
southern extremity, has nearly its whole course
along a broken, rapidly descending, and very deep
dell; and leaps from ledge to ledge in an almost
constant succession of small cascades, sometimes

ary

and

is

its

2

F

MONZIE.
100 feet below the brow of

its

banks, and

all

the

steep rocks, partly naked and
frowning', partly dressed out in a piofusion of natural

way overhung by

wood.

The

which runs

rivulet Keltic,

parallel to

the Barvie, about a mile east of it, over a distance
of 3| miles in the interior, comes coldly down for
half its length among the mountains, enters the
seclusion of a dark xavine, and, becoming pent up
by a pressure of rocks to a breadth of five feet,

tumbles tumultuously down a smooth rocky precipice, 90 feet in height, into a pool 43 feet broad,
The
called, along with the cascade, Spout-bay.
stream now contracts within a very narrow bed,
nins along a thickly wooded dell, 150 feet deep,

—
—

performs several leaps of 10 feet among inaccessible
steers its way in a channel through solid
steeps,
rock, at one place 12 feet wide and 9 deep, at another
6 feet wide at top, 12 feet wide at bottom, and 10
feet in depth,
and finally debouches into a plain
through a rocky gorge, only about 4 feet wide. All

—

—

the

way along

for the

the dell, there

accommodation of the

is

an

artificial footpath,
and in full view

tourist;

of Spout-bay stands a hermitage, where a stranger
may survey the cascade. The river Shaggie rises,
as do also the two former streamlets, in the loftiest
hill-range of the parish, runs 4^ miles south-eastward, southward, and south-westward, in the interior, receives the waters of the Keltic, traces for a
mile westward the southern boundary, and, drinking
up the Barvie, passes away to become tributary to
the Earn. Its upper course is between high banks
luxuriantly clad in copsewood, and is picturesquely
vaiied by three waterfalls, one of them, a mile
above the village of Monzie, over very rugged rocks,
55 feet high, from a platform 18 feet broad, into a
pool 43 feet wide and, from a point a little below

—

;

this fall, where its banks suddenly widen and break
down into a plain, its lower course is along a rich

and blooming valley, the seat of two-thirds of the
whole population.
Near the head of the valley
stand the village of Monzie and the parish church
I of a mile to the south-west, appears the fine form
of Monzie-house, peering out from amongst a grove
of stately aged trees and at the side rises the picturesque Knock, lifting up masses of pine into communion with the clouds. North of the mountain;

;

range, whence spring the streams already noticed,
runs the Almond, traversing the extreme length of
tlie parish, from west to east,
maintaining all the
way, with the exception of 2 miles south-eastward,
a direction due east, and tracing, for 2 miles before
it takes its leave, the boundary-line between Monzie
on the north, and Fowlis-Wester on the soutli.
Over its whole course within the parish, but especially toward the east, where it traverses the singular
gorge called the Small glen of the Almond, or empliatically Glenalmond, the stream, both in itself,
and especially on its banks, is a continuous chequered

—

—

romance see articles Almond and
Near the large cave, midway up the
face of a stupendous rock, and capable of accommodating 60 men under arms, mentioned in the
former of these articles, is a natural adjustment of
stones into arches and corridors, called 'the Kirk of

belt of thrilling

:

Glenalmond.

wood

so curiously constructed, as almost to
art.
In a particular part of the
glen, among the hills, there is a distinctly repeating
verbal echo and, in the Small glen, owing to its
sinuosities ofTcring obstructions to a free current of
the air, and to the absence of all lateral communication, whirlwinds are formed, which have occalifted horsemen from their saddle, and
sionally
obliged travellers to seek shelter for hours behind
the rocks, and a sound is produced so loud, hollow,
and reverberating, that strangers almost invariably

the

;'

seem a work of
;
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mistake it for thunder. Tempests and whirlwinds
occasionally sweep the wliole hill country, unroofing
houses, overturning stacks, tearing up heath and
broom, and even rolling along large stones slight
shockj of earthquakes are sometimes felt coming
east from Comrie and waterspouts and sudden inundations from rain sometimes spread desolation
along the valleys. In 1756, a waterspout, breaking
out in the heights above the village of Monzie, took
its course down the Shaggie, raised it 20 feet
perpendicular at the bridge, and swept entirely avi^ay a
bank near the village, which cost £500 and left
;

;

;

behind in

its

sudden subsession, such quantities

of

that the inhabitants carried them home in
Two years later, the water, during a
basketsful.
heavy rain in the hills, collected on the top of the
brae near Monzie, and carried down such a quantity
of earth into the Shaggie, as left a den 200 feet long,
upwards of 100 feet wide, and 70 feet deep.
Slate of excellent quality is worked in Glenalmond; red sandstone, compact and durable, is quarried on the estate of Cultoquhey; limestone also
occurs in the parish, but is of indifferent quality and
not worked. The prevailing soil of the arable lands
is light, dry, and fertile. There are several hundred
acres of thriving plantation.
The average rent of
the arable land is from £1 10s. to £2 per acre. The
estimated value of raw produce in 1837 was £6,341.
fish,

Assessed property in 1843, £4,300. The principal
landowners are Campbell of Monzie, Patton of Glenalmond, Maxtone of Cultoquhej'-, Moray of Abercairney, Williamson of Lawers, and Sir W. K.
Murray, Bart, of Ochtertyre. The only mansions
are those of Monzie and Cultoquhey. The antiquities
are numerous and various. About two miles east
of the church, on the high ground at the lower end
the only
of the deep narrow defile of Glenalmond,
pass through the frontier Grampians over a distance
are vestiges of a large camp, defended
of 40 miles,
on two sides by water, and on the other sides by
morass and precipice. It is about 180 paces
and 80 broad. It is traditionally called the Iv
camp, and has been alleged to have accommo<lain'ti
for 12,000 men.
On a moor immediately east of it,
several acres were, till a few years ago, thickly
dotted with cairns, some of whicli measured from
and from their sepulchral
to 14 paces in diameter

—

—

1

;

contents, as well as other evidence, it appears tc
have been the scene of some great ancient battle
Two miles to the north, enclosing the summit
the high hill of Dunmore, overlooking Glenalmond
and completely commanding that romantic pass,
a strong fort, inaccessible on all sides but one, cie
fended by a deep trench 30 paces beyond the walls
and consisting of strong stone bulwarks, in sotQ'
places double, partly vitrified on the west side, ao<
enclosing an area of about half-a-rood. The erec
tion is believed to be Celtic, and has by some, wii
credulously follow the legends of tradition, been n
garded as the habitation of Fingal after his hons
was burnt by Gara. Even that house itself is 8*i
to have stood near the camp at the lower end of tt
'
Fii
glen, at a locality called in Gaelic Fmnteach,
The statist in the Old Account, wl
gal's-house.'
" And we know bol
is one of the believers, adds,
his [Fingal's] father and his son are buried here;,
and elsewhere he tells us that a particular cairn"
called Cairn-Comhal, in memory of Fingal's father
that "there is a small camp on the south side oft!
parish, near to Cultoquey, called in Gaelic Comh
Oults,\.ii. Comhal's battle;" and that "traditi'
says Comhal fought here, but lost the battle." T
locality of the Cairn-Comhal is a moor two mil
east of Fianteaeh,' on whicli there are, or \tM
In its vicinity if
were, many cairns and tumuli.
*

'

•

'
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Len6, twice as large as that on the hill
Dunmore, exceedingly strong, surrounded by two
ramparts 20 feet apart, and each 20 feet thick, the
inner wall measuring 240 paces in circumference.
Other antiquities, Druidical, Roman, and Celtic,
occur, or have been dug up; but excepting the reputed grave of Ossian [see Almond], about which
there has been much rencontre of wit, and respect" We are cering which the old statist stoutly says,
tain that the famous Caledonian bard, Ossian, lies
here," they are too many and minute to bear separate
The parish is traversed by the Highland
notice.
road from Crieff to Aberfeldy ; and the greater part

fort called

of

of its inhabited portion is sufficiently near Crieff to
lerive benefit from the railway communication

The village of Monzie stands on the souththence.
jrn border, near the point where the parishes of
Monzie, Crieff, and Monivaird meet. It has very
ong been stationaiy, and possesses a population of
fair called St. Lawrence's used to be
ibout 120.
leld here, for lambs, sheep, and black cattle, on the
:.'2d and 23d of August ; but the fair for the latter of
;hese days was transferred, a number of years ago,
to Cneff.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,195;
in 1851, 1,199.
Houses, 231.
This parish is in the presbytery of Auchterarder,
md synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the
'rown.
Stipend, £158 16s. lid.; glebe, £27.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £30
The paiish
fees, and £7 13s. other emoluments.
jshurch was built in 1831, and contains 512 sittings.
there is a Free church, with an attendance of 350
nd the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £251 Ss.

A

;

The modern parish was greatly altered
|0d.
Iwundaries from the ancient one by the Court
jession in 1702.
its
jchich occupy

in
of

Two large and contiguous tracts,
present centre, and which belonged

jespectively to Crieff and to Fowlis-Wester, were
those of
iiinexed to it; and two detached districts
-ogiealmond and of Innerpeffray which lay at a
lonsiderable distance respectively to the east and to

—

—

were separated from it, and united, the
Monedie, and the latter to Muthil. Near
ifachandy bridge, at the lower end of Glenalmond,
;re the rains of St. M'Bean's
chapel, surrounded by
south,

[le

j)rmer to

cemetery still partially in use. Near the north8t corner of the parish, in a most romantic situam, stood another chapel, now quite erased, but
Tradition says,
I Immemorated by its cemetery.
I lat on the evening before the battle of Luncarty,
» men took the sacrament here, all of whom went
!

8

!•

It

t

the field,

and only 6 returned.

MOODIESBURN,

a

village in the
Cadder, Lanarkshire.

post-office

?tern district of the parish of
pulation, 220.

MOODLAW
1

(Loch), a small lake, situated at
Merable altitude, and remarkable for being the
t in which the counties of
Roxburgh, Selkiik,
Dumfries meet, or as belonging equally to these

ee counties.

^rOOXZIE, a parish
-hire.

Its

nimail,

post-town

It

ii-east.

is

in
is

the Cupar disti-ict of
Cupar, 3 miles to the

bounded by Kilmany, Cupar,

and Creich.

rd is rather less
1th is 1^ mile.
"^

Its length east-south-eastthan 2 miles; and its greatest
Its surface presents a pleasing

dale, and has an extreme eleva300 feet above the level of the sea.
lal beautiful eminences are situated in the
west;
the descent from them to the east is a

•*ity of hill

and

of about

gentle
few
terminating in a considerable valley.
on the top of CoUuthie hill are
and
have
rocky,
planted; about 36 acres on the farm of Lordsie, are arable moss land; and all the rest of
-urface is excellent soil,
partly a strong clay,
:.

-^
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A

but chiefly a black loam, in a high state of cultivaAn extensive marsh formerly existed on the
tion.
farm of Lordscairnie, but was drained about 53 years
and
converted into arable land. The prevailing
ago,
rock is trap, in the condition popularly called rotten
rock. The average rent of the arable land is £2 5s. per
Scotch acre. The estimated value of raw produce in
1843 was £4,900 and the value of assessed property
in that year £2,214 163.
The principal landowner
An interesting antiquity is
is the Earl of Glasgow.
Lordscairnie-castle, popularly called Earl Beardie's
castle. This is said to have been built by Alexander,
third Earl of Crawford, commonly called Earl
Beardy from his great beard, or the Tiger Earl from
the fierceness of his disposition. All that remains
of it is the keep or donjon, and a round tower which
had formed a defence for the wall with which the
This ruin is four
court-yard was suiTOunded.
;

and appears to have lost nothing of its
original height, with the exception of the bartizans
which surrounded its roof. It is 53 feet in length,
and 42 in breadth, without the walls. The walls
are strongly built, and between five and six feet
thick.
The ground-floor as is common in such
structui'es
appears to have been entirely occupied
by cellars, having arched stone- roofs. The second
stories high,

—

—

was occupied entirely with the great hall, which
about 40 feet in length, and above 20 feet in
breadth. The defence of the castle and its outworks
was anciently strengthened by a broad morass which
appears to have entirely suinrounded the slight rising
ground on which they were situated. Another antiquity is the house of CoUuthie, which is traditionally said to have been built by Sir William Ramsay
who, about the year 1356, married the daughter of
Duncan, the last Earl of Fife of the ancient race of
Macduff; but the house is manifestly not of such
ancient date, and is remarkable only for the thickness of its walls and for some arched doors and
floor

is

windows. It was long much neglected, and nearly
uninhabitable, but was repaired a few years ago, at
considerable expense, so as to become a good mansion.
The southern border of the parish is traversed
by the road from Cupar to Newburgh. Population
in 1831, 188
in 1851, 198.
Houses, 45.
This parish is in the presbytery of Cupar, and
synod of Fife. Patron, the Earl of Glasgow. Stipend,
£187 17s. lOd. glebe, £30. Schoolmaster's salary,
;

;

with about £14 fees.
The parish
church stands on a rising ground in the south-west
part of the parish, and is as mall, plain, old building,
with 171 sittings.
It looks conspicuous as seen
from the Newburgh road, and is a landmark to
mariners entering the Tay.
The ancient church
was gifted by William Malvoisin, Bishop of St.
Andrews, to the ministry of Scotland's Well, an
institution founded by him previous to 1238, and in
which he planted a colony of the Fratres Sanctae

£34

4s. 4id.,

—

'

It appears
Trinitatis de redemptione captivorum.'
from the charter, that the church of Moonzie was

dedicated to the Holy Trinity; it also appears, that
the parish was at this time called Urhithumenesyn.
The name was afterwards spelled Uchtermonsey, as
in 1513, Alexander Crawford of Uchtermonsey succeeded his nephew in the earldom of Crawford. In
consequence of the gift of the Bishop, the brethren
of the ministry drew the tithes of the parish for their
support, and supplied the cure and this aiTangement continued till the Reformation. In 1564 the
parish of Moonzie was united to that of Cupar; but
;

in 1625

it

was again made a separate

MOONZIE BURN.

parish.

See Lkuchars.
MOOR,
MuiR, a generic name signifying
heathy ground, and used ooth as a prefix and as a
suffix in many topographical names.
or

MOORFOOTHILLS.
MOORFOOTHILLS,

a double range of moorish
on the eastern part of the southern
border of Edinburghsliire, and partly on the mutual
border of Edinburglishire and Peebles-shire, h'ee the
article Edinburghshire.
MOORHOUSE. See Eaglesham.
hills, chiefly

MOORHOUSELAW.

See Maxton.

MOORKIRK.

See Moirkirk.
See Lttce (New).
(Fall of). See Enneric (The).
a territorial district and a lake on the

MOORKIRK OF LUCE.

MORAL

MORAR,

west coast of Inverness-shire.
The district is
bounded on the north by Loch-Nevis, which divides
it from Knoydart; on the east by the district of
Lochiel; on the south by Arisaig; and on the west
by the Sound of Sleat. Its extreme length, from east
to west, is 19 miles; and its breadth varies between
4 and 9. Loch-Morar bisects a great part of it lengthwise, and divides it into two nearly equal sections,
which are called respectively North and South Morar.
The lake is 10^ miles long, and from 5 furlongs
to If mile broad; it is overhung nearly all round,
and, at a very brief distance, by water-shedding
Highland heights, but has a fringing of wood upon
its immediate banks
it is fed on the east by
streamlets coming from the lochlets Beoraich and
Ananiack; and it discharges its superfluent waters
on the west by a stream of only a few furlongs in
length into a small bay. North Morar belongs to
the parish of Glenelg, South Morar to that of Ardnamurchan and both are included, in a large sense,
in the comprehensive district of Lochaber.
Morar
is, with few exceptions, peopled by Roman Catholics;
;

;

was provided, by voluntary
with a new Roman Catholic chapel.

and, in 1836,
tion,

MORAY

subscrip-

FRITH,

easily ascertained parts,

an exterior and an

in-

terior.

The interior Moray-frith, where it opens from th<
exterior between Tarbetness and Burgh-head, ii

about 16 miles wide. It thence projects south
westward, to Ardersier or Fort-George, 24 mile!
along the coast of Ross and Cromarty, and 22 alonj
that of Moray, Nairn, and Invei'ness. Fifteen milei
south-west of Tarbetness, between the north and th*
south Sutors of Cromarty, which rise like the side!
of a huge gateway to admit its ingress, it project!
the Cromarty frith between Ross and Cromarty
From its entrance to Ardersier, it gradually con
tracts, till, over a distance of 2 miles, it is only froii
1 to IJ mile broad.
After passing Ardersier, ii
suddenly expands, and thence to Kessock-ferry, ai
the mouth of the river Ness, a distance of 9 miles
it has a mean bi'eadth of about 3 miles
but there
suffers rapid though brief contraction to about half
in
a
a-mile, and, by
caprice
topographical nomenclature, loses its name, and is declared to terminate
A continuation of it 7 miles westward, by an extreme
breadth of 2 miles, is called the fritli or loch oJ
The interior Moraj
Beauly: see Beauly Loch.
;

ii

outer skirts, presents quite a cononce the wealth,
the abundance, and the variety of its fisheries; and
though possessing along its coasts some regular
communities of fishermen, affords them such small
employment, that they generally resort to the fishing-grounds north of Tarbetness. For a notice oi

except in

frith,

its

trast to the exterior frith as to at

s^ie geognostic phenomena connected with tht
and of the general appearance of its coasts, set

frith,

MORAY

(Province of), a large district in tin
north-east of Scotland, now without any politica
assignment of territory, yet quite distinct in thi
popular application of its name, the extent of it
geographical limits, and the individuality of its pliy
sical features and historical associations.
Thougl
its boundaries are very variously stated by topo
graphists, they may easily be ascertained by refeii
cnce jointly to ecclesiastical jurisdiction and to phj
sical configuration the extent of the modern syno
having been little altered from that of the ancier
;

and the surface of the country fonning, wit
slight exceptions, a convergence of upland trough:
from a stupendous line of water-shed, to a grej
common plain or laterally prolonged lowland basil
The Moray frith, inner and outer, naturally coast
diocese,

The exterior frith comprehends all the open sea
south-west of a line between Duncansby-nead in
Caithness-shire and Kinnaird's-head in Aberdeenshire, onward to the entrance of the inner frith between Tarbetness in Ross-shire and Burgh-hea^in
Morayshire. It blends with the German ocean on
the north-east, and, along the artificial line of connexion with it, measures nearly 80 miles; it has the
counties of Caithness, Ross, and Cromarty on the
west, and measures on that side about 70 miles; and
it has Morayshire, Banffshire, and Aberdeenshire on
the south, and measures along that coast about 57
miles.
Except at an opening on its west side, immediately north of Tarbetness, where it sends off
the Dornoch frith, and at a smaller opening on the
same side, 8 miles .south of Duncansby-hcau, where
it expands into Keiss or Sinclair bay, it has a singularly uniform coast-line, sufficiently diversified with
gentle curvatures to be freed from monotony, but

uncut by deep incisions, and everywhere marked
with only tiny bays and small headlands. The principal rivers which enter it on the west are the Wick,
the Benicdale, the Helmsdale, and the Brora; and
on the south are the Findhorn, the Lossie, tlic Spcy,
and the Deveron. AH the coasts of the fritli, from
Wick round to Kinnaird's-hoad, are rich in fish, and
have become industriously plied in their fisheries;
and, in particular, tliey yield

herrings, though aggregately of inferior qualit}
to those of the fisheries on the west coasts of Scot
land.

following article.

a gulf in the extreme northeast of Scotland; a sea rather than a bay or an
estuary; the largest projection, and at the same
time one of the most regular, which the ocean makes
into the Scottish coasts.
Loosely defined, but with
reference chiefly to its interior waters, it is the JEstuarium Vararis of ancient geographers. Its limits,
as assigned by the modem hydrography of the country, are somewhat various and not very distinctly
understood; but, on the whole, they distribute into

two
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immense

quantities of

tutes the boundary on the north-east and the neat)
The boundary-line for the other sides commeacf
between the embouchure of the Deveron and thai
the Spey it penetrates the country south-westw*
up the water-shed between these rivers and tlK
tributaries, till it scales the Cairngorm mountaiB
and touches the great centml mountain-range
;

Scotland; it then turns westward, and moves WH
the summit ridge of that range till it passes the hft
of Loch-Laggan, and arrives at the sources of ^
Spey it now proceeds north-westward to the h
of Loch-Lochy, and thence northward till it fc
upon the river lieauly at the cascade of Kilmo»iC
and it finally passes down that river and Loc
'^
Beauly north-eastward to the Moray frith.
;

province thus comprehends all Elginshire,
Nairnshire, a considerable part of Banftshiw, •
nearly a moiety of continental Inverness-shire.
The eastern half of the province is aggragftti
much more lowland than the western the mount*
which everywhere occupy tlio south, coining 4o
with increasing approach to the north, till, for f
distance on the west, tlioy render the wliolo con^^
The northern di^
characteristically highland.
;

MORAY.

as a whole is champaign, and may be described as a
band of country prolonged for 60 miles from east to
west, with a breadth of from 2 to 12 miles, and a
'"• rficial area of about 240
square miles. This
Ijelt of lowlands is greatly diversified with
swells, and terraced or low hilly ranges disposed parallel to the frith and is intersected by the
rirers Ness, Nairn, Findhom. Lossie, and Spey, running across it to the sea. The grounds behind the
lowlands appear, as seen from the coast, to be only
a narrow ridge of bold or alpine heights, rising like
a rampart to guard the orchards, the woods, and
.

;

below from all invasion; but, when approached, they disclose themselves in file behind file
}f long and broad mountain masses, receding, in all
the wildness and intricacy of Highland arrangeMuch the larger
ment, to a distant summit-line.
K'rtion may be viewed as simply the screens of the
2rlen, the long and grand mountain-strath of
^pey, and of the numerous tributaries which cut
heir way to it along lateral glens; another and considerable portion, partly identical with the former,
the Tastly fissured masses of the Monadleagh
raoantains, flanking the Findhorn and its headimfers; and a third, though much smaller section,
insists of the heights which tower up from the
of the east end of the great glen of Scotland,
imitting, amidst a little wilderness of alps, broad
lefts and long narrow vales of picture and romance,
fet, so much opened are the Highland districts of
he province, and so practicable many of the decliities to the plough or to other instruments of culifBtion, that the bottoms and the reclaimed or relaimable sides of the valleys are estimated to comKehend about one-third of the entire area.
Wearly all the interest of Moray as a province,
nd often all the associations of its name, are eonThe coast of the country
oeted with its lowlands.
almost everywhere low; and the sea-board is rekable for a great terrace bank which extends
the month of the Spey to Inverness, and thence
fte great glen to Loch-Ness. This terrace rests
a base about 14 feet above ordinary high waMoark, and possesses in itself an elevation above
I* base of about 76 feet; it sometimes juts out into
»8ea in the form of headlands, but generally
sdooks a belt of low plain lying between it and
* beach, and occasionally recedes several miles
tbe interior; and it varies in breadth from a few
lilbed yards to two miles, and is nearly horizontal
its surface.
Other terraces or terraced banks
along the skirts of the hills, but are unconis and of
comparatively small extent. Except
_ its skirt, where the vertebrae of whales and
wdtwater shells of existing species have been
the great terrace, so far as has been ascerdoes not contain any marine deposit, or afford
:ided mark whatever of marine formation,
s even free from either fossils or fragments
rganized bodies, except a few stumps of oak
trees, and consists throughout of the sandy
the rolled pebbles, and the massive bouid11 the rocks common to the
circumjacent

the fields

I,

White sandstones and cornstones, which
have been carried away
fragments, and deposited on hills about
and Banff, at and beyond the eastern fronthe pro\-ince and a beautiful red porphyritic
which occurs at Calder and Ardclach bee Nairn and the Findhom, appears sprinkled
sites in the west,

;

boulders over the country as far east as the
the Spey.
Harmoniously with these aps in the diluvial formation of the lowlands,
escarpments on the sides of the interior
ntains face penerallv to the south and the west.
'
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and neighbouring accumulations of their debris dip,
in their slopes or inclined planes, toward the northwest Hillocks of drifted sand, free above tide mark
from all shells and other organic remains, and seemingly brought down from the diluvial terraces by
the action of the prevailing south-west wind of the
climate, extend for many miles along the margin of
the frith, from Burgh-head to the vicinity of Nairn,
and are continually changing their forms and their
relative positions.
A curious and singular formation, locally designated the Moray Pan or Coast,'
occurs in various low grounds in the east, and occasions the worker of the soil no little perplexity and
labour.
It is a thin stratum of sand and gravel,
brought chemically into contact with black oxide
of iron, seemingly by infiltration from above, and
glued by it into a hard compact mass ; it is so hard
as to break any plough which forcibly touches it,
and, at the same time occurs at the inconvenient
shallowness of scarcely a foot from the surface ; it
offers unconquerable resistance to the attempts of
any trees or shrubs to penetrate it with their roots,
and even kills every plant whose fibres come in contact with it ; and it so bafHes all ordinary methods
of georgical operation, that the farmer has no certain
way of counteracting its malign effects upon the
soil, but pariently to demolish it with the pickaxe,
and expose it in fragments to the attrition of the
weather.
•

The lowlands of Moray have long been known to
fame for mildness and luxuriousness of climate.
certain dryness of atmosphere, in particular, has
been repeatedly celebrated by historians and poets.
But this property, so delightful in itself, seems to
have intimate connexion with the equally celebrated
The high
of " the Moray floods."
Ehenomenon
road range of mountains on the south-west shelter
the lowlands from the prevailing winds of the

A

country, and exhaust many light vaponrs and thinly
charged clouds which miglit otherwise produce such
drizzlings and frequent gentle rains as distinguish
the climate of most other lowland districts of Scotland but, for just the same reason, they powerfully
attract whatever long broad streams of teavy clouds
are sailing in any direction athwart the sky, and,
among the gullies and the upland glens, amass their
discharged contents with amazing rapidity and in
singular largeness of volume. The rivers of the
country are, in consequence, peculiarly liable to
sudden freshets and disastrous floods. One general
and tremendous outbreak, in 1829, in which they
desolated glen and plain, tore up woods and bridges
and houses, and aspersed scores of square miles with
the wreck of regions above them, afforded an awful
;

exhibition of the peculiarities of the climate, and
wUl long be remembered, in connexion with the
boasted luxuriousness of Bforay, as an illustration
of how chastisement and comfort are blended in a
state of things which is benignly adjusted for the
moral discipline of man. and the correction of moral
evil.
So full an account of the floods, and so generally accessible to the reading population, has been
given by the graphic pen of the late Sir T. Dick
Lauder, Bart, that we need not attempt to give any
details.
The average annual fall of rain at Elgin,
considerably east of the middle of the lowlands, was,
for three years ending in 1829, 25-355 inches; and
the average temperature for the same period was

48° 33'.

Probably no part of Scotland, not even East
Lotbian, can compete with Moray in the number
and brilliance of the spontaneous testimonies which
have been borne to its capabilities and wealth as
orchard and tillage ground.
very old and com-

A

mon

saying asserts, ac<;ording to some versions,

MORAY

Moray has 15, and according to others that it
has 40 days more of summer than most other parts
of Scotland. George Buchanan extols the province

our articles on Banffshire and Inverness-shire
and such others as are of any value, we reserve fc
the articles on Morayshire and Nairnshire, pai
We shall here do no mor
ticularly the former.
than bring together a few facts common to the low
lands of the whole province, which exhibit the cor
dition of things a century ago, and present them i
edifying conti-ast both to the ancient fame of th
country, and to its present fine state of improvemeni
Leases were in general unknown and when giver
were too short to be of any practical value. Lan
was minutely subdivided into mailens, crofts, am
small farms and, at the same time, knew little o

that

as superior to any other district in the kingdom in
the mildness of its climate, the richness of its pastures, and the profit arising from its fruit trees.
Whitelock, referring to the time of Oliver Cromwell, says,

" Ashfield's
regiment

Murray-land, which

is

was marched

into

the most fruitful country in

William Lithgow, after glancing at
" The
Clydesdale and the Carse of Gowrie, says,

Scotland."

;

most beautiful soil is the delectable plain of
Moray, whose comely gardens, enriched with cornes,

third

plantings, pasturage, stately dwellings, overfaced
with a generous Octavian gentry, and toped with a
noble Earl, its chief patron, may be called a second
Lombardy, or pleasant meadow of the north." Sir
Robert Gordon of Straloch, describing the province
in 1640, says, "In salubrity of climate, Moray is not
inferior to any, and in richness and fertility of soil
it much exceeds our other northern provinces.
The
air is so temperate, that when all aiound is bound
neither
in
there
are
the
of
winter,
lasting
up
rigour
snows nor such frosts as damage fruits or trees.
There is no product of this kingdom which does
not thrive there perfectly, or, if any fail, it is to
be attributed to the sloth of the inhabitants, not to
the fault of the soil or climate.
Corn, the earth
pours forth in wonderful and never-failing abundance.
Fruits of all sorts, herbs, flowers, pulse, are in the

greatest plenty, and all early. While harvest has
scarcely begun in surrounding districts, there all is
ripe and cut down, and carried into open barnyards, as is the custom of the country
and, in
comparison with other districts, winter is hardly felt.
The earth is almost always open, the sea navigable,
and the roads never stopped. So much of the soil
is occupied by crops of corn, however, that pasture
is scarce
for this whole district is devoted to corn
;

;

and

But pasture is found at no great distance, and is abundant in the upland country, and
a few miles inland and thither the oxen are sent to
graze in summer, when the labour of the season itillage.

;

Nowhere

there better meat, nor cheaper
corn, not from scarcity of money, but from the
abundance of the soil." These testimonies all precede the era of modern agricultural improvement
and, so far as we are aware, they have no counterpart in the times since that era began.
Moray,
when other districts became aware of their poverty,
over.
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is

;

nothing of the luxury of enclosures. Tenants wer
segregated into villages or townships, somewhat ii

the style which still prevails in Orkney and Shet
land and they had their arable grounds in run-rig
and their pasture lands in common. Green crope
and provisions of every sort for the hybernal sus
tenance of cattle, had not been heard of, or if hean
Some of the animals of the flocl
of, were despised.
were slaughtered at the end of autumn, and con
verted into salted meat; and the others were, witl
no small difficulty, kept alive during a severe winter
and very frequently were, as the phrase went, "a
the lifting " in the spring,
so lean and attenuated
that they had to be lifted from the ground, and as
sisted to the pastures.
rude and primitive plough
di'awn by four or six oxen, and attended or worker
by two drivei's and a ploughman, moved luraberingh
across every arable field, and shallowly scratchec
the weed- woven surface. The slede or sledge, anc
the kelloch, were beginning to supersede the sinipk
horse-borne pannier ; the former a wooden framt
without wheels, the latter a similar frame witl
wheels formed of semicircles of solid board, anc
fastened to an axle which revolved in wooden hoops
and both surmounted by a conical wicker basket o
no great capacity, and drawn by means of horse-hair
hemp, or twisted straw ropes, knotted together am
fastened to wooden pins. The labourers in the fieir
allowed most of the spring to pass away beforj
;

—

A

commencing their appropriate toils; and, duri""summer day, they worked a few hours in the

less valuable than many an equal area iu the southeast of Scotland which, but 30 years before, had
been more wild pasture, or almost moorland waste.

abandoned themselves to a long sleep ti
noon, and, if nothing occurred to interest them i
the house, or set them a-gadding from home, rt
sumed their labour for a short period in the eveninj
Famines, or years of comparative scarcity, even i
spite of the natural fertility of the soil, were, in con
sequence, far from being infrequent. During th
summer of 1743, the dear year,' so memorable ov«
all Scotland, thousands of the people of Mors
wandered among the fields devouring sorrel, tb
leaves and stems of unfilled pulse, and whatevt
could mitigate the famishing corrosions of hungei
and multitudes died of diseases contracted by partii
inanition, and not a few of literal, absolute starvf
tion.
Even so late as 1782, the noted year of tb
frosty har'st,' the province severely writhed und<
the scourge of scarcity.
The food, dress, and manners of the inhabitan
at the same epocli, or a century ago, were in keepii
with their modes of husbandry. Oats, rye, barie;|
Varioi:
and pease-bread were the staff of life.
weeds and wild herbs, particularly the nettle 8,i\
the mugwort, were gathered to give substance ai

Such a laggard had Moray become, even at an earlier
period, in following the footsteps of its reputation,
tiiat Principal Koliertson, when he came to see it,
exclaimed in surprise, " Is this the fine province of
wiiich I have heard so much?"
Some details wluch afford a view of both the successive stages and the present condition of the agriculture of the province, have already been given in

oatmeal brosc. Unskinned peae
boiled into a soup, were a rare and coveted die
Sowens,' now so well-known among the peasantij
in some of the rich agriciiltural districts on the Sco
tish border, and still a favourite dish and a reg»l*
article of food throughout the north-cast of ScotUn
were universally in use. Cakes, formed of oataaw
bran fermented to a slight degree of acidity, *>

;

and made a sudden and strenuous movement towards
wealtli, was, in a great measure, contented to live on
the fame of its opulence and, while congratulating
itself on the "ease combined with elegance" of its
natural position, eventually was excelled in the
luxuries of the farm and the orchard by many a
;

which had been comparatively a desert.
About the beginning of the present century, it had
entirely lost its famed pre-eminence; and, while
still distinguished by the
superior earliness, fertility,
and warmth of its soil, it exhibited a condition of
agriculture, as to at once tenure, croppings, manuring, and nearly every other detail, which rendered
any aggregate number of its naturally rich acres
district

ing,

'

'

relish to their thin
'
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and even enthralled it for long conseSee Orkney. Thorstein the Red,
and
Thorfin
ruled overit, either independently
Sigurd,
or with slender acknowledgment of the superiority of

'

therefore only a hardened sowens,' but containing
some aromatic seeds, were the bread of luxury on
occasions of festivity. The potato did not begin to
be generally cultivated till about the year 1750.
'kail-yard' was a rare object among the peasantry
so late as about 1790; and a garden, even at a considerably later date, was never or rarely seen as an
appendage of a farm-stead. Milk, except during part
of the summer half year, was a rarity and homemade beer, with hops, or more commonly without
them, was used among such persons as could afford
Fish were occasionally in
it as a succedaneum.
use and, in their dried state, they were eaten with

plain of Moray,
cutive periods.

A

;

;

a home-grown and coarsely prepared mustard ; but
the fisheries were very partially and inefficiently
plied ; and the shoals of herrings which now everywhere enrich the coast were allowed undisturbed
Corn-mills,
occupancy of every bay and creek.

though known, were too few or costly or unappreciated to have yet superseded the use of the ancient
hand-mill or quern. Barley was decorticated by
being first softened in water and next beaten with a
peculiarly shaped wooden mallet in a hollow stone:
bat in this prepared state it was only a hebdomadal
the distinguishing delicacy of the Sabbathluxury,
lay dinner. Poultry and eggs seem to have been all
Usposed of as ecclesiastical contributions and the

—

yment of rents. The dress of all the common
pie was simple, unvaried, and chiefly of homeiwn and home-made material.
Hodden-grey.' or
light blue cloth formed of wool from their own
and
in
their
own homes, and
woven
locks, spun
'

yed with the indigenous herbs of their own fields,
as the universal clothing material of the men. The
costume consisted of a short coat of this
wk-day
"
ric, short knee-breeches, long stockings, and a
itoad flat blue bonnet; and even the full dress for
•bbath and for festal occasions, only substituted a
gcoat, of great size, of uniform cut, and with huge
mate brass buttons, a coat so carefully preserved
t one specimen often
equipped grandsire, father,
ad son.
Flax, grown in their own fields and
nfactured in their own homes, furnished much
I? the material for the dresses of the females
and
le high muslin
mutch or the flat toy,' such as
still used by the Norman and Flemish women,
Tlrersally formed the female head-gear.
Voray, at the epoch of record, or about the close

—

;

'

'

'

century, was possessed by the British
Vacomagi; one of those communities who,
and even sometime before the period of the
abdication, figured predominantly in the
of North Britain under the name of Picts.
towns, while a separate tribe, were Tamea,
mar, immediately beyond the south-eastern
of Moray; Banatia, on the east side of the
about 600 yards below its efflux from Loch
Ptoroton, on the promontory of Burgh Head;
essis, on the east bank of the Spey, a little
the parish church of Bellie.
In the early
periods the Vacomagi seem to have held a

"""le first
,of

inant or at least a distinguished place among
nfederated tribes; and, at all events, appear
e had within their territory the earliest seat
Pictavian monarchy: see Ixvekxess. When
ots, bursting beyond the limits of Dalriada,
shing their stealthy but sure conquests northamong the western Highlands, amved at the
''s which form the
mountain-rampart of Moray,
rove the Picts into the plains, and maintained
possession of the alpine fastnesses and interglens. See Daijiiada, and historical section
ODucnoK. After the Pictish and the Scottish
inioiis became united into one
monarchy, the
dinavian vikingr made frequent descents on the

j

the Scottish kings, from the commencement of the
10th to the middle of the 11th century. The Scandinavian settlers intermarrjnng with the Scottish
and the Pictish Celts, a mixed race arose who seem
to have been a necessitous, unsettled, turbulent

Their chiefs or maormors soon began to
assume the name of Earls; and having some connexion with the reigning family, they advanced
pretensions to the throne, and convulsed the country
by rebellions against the sovereign, and by deeds of
regicide. They killed Malcolm I., in 959. at Ulern,
supposed by Shaw to be Auldearn they killed King
Duffus at Forres, in 966, when he came to punish
them for their crimes; and, about the year 1160,
they raised a grand rebellion against Malcolm IV.,
and so provoked him by the daring and unweariedness of their strife, that, after overwhelming them
with his army, he transported all who had assumed
people.

;

hostile arms, including the greater part of the population, to the southern districts of the kingdom, as
far as Galloway, and gave their homes and their
lands into the possession of strangers. The name
Moray, originally Murref, and in modem times
Murray, was, up to this time, a common cognomen
in the province; but, in consequence, as is supposed,
of this dispersion, it is now a rare name among the
natives, and at the same time occurs often in the

Both Malcolm
counties south of the Grampians.
IV., after expatriating the rebels, and his successor
William the Lion, appear to have frequently resided
in the province
for, from Inverness, Elgin, and
various others of its localities, they dated several
of their charters.
The mixed and altered race who henceforth were
sons of the soil, lived for many centuries apart from
their Celtic neighbours; and
as still appears by
the resemblance of the vocalic sounds of the provincial idiom to those of the languages spoken north
of France they retained in speech, and probably
in customs, many of the characteristics of their
semi-Scandinavian predecessors. They appear also
to have become, if not effeminate, at least greatly
;

—

—

more peaceable, less hardy, and less acqtiainted with
the use of arms than the stem mountaineers of the
upland districts of Badenoch and Lochaber. Either
from the superior richness of the country, or from
the comparatively easy and peaceful character of the
inhabitants, the Highland caterans regarded the
plain of Moray as open and ever-available spoilageground, where every marauder might, at his convenience, seek his prey. So late, in fact, as the
time of Charles I., the Higlilanders continually
made forays on the country, and seem to have encountered marvellously little resistance.
The
Moray men, it has been remarked, appear to have
resembled the quiet saturnine Dutch settlers of North
America, who, when plundered by the Red Indians,
were too fat either to resist or to pursue, and con-

sidered only how they might repair their losses;
and Pennant supposes that, in consequence of their
being so mixed a race, Picts, Danes, and Saxons,
and altogether aliens to the pure Celtic communities

of the mountains,

the Highlanders thought

them quite fair game,' and never exactly comprehended how there could be any crime in robbing
the Moray men.'
So late as 1565, as appears from
'

'

the rental of the church-lands in that year, the inhabitants of the province remained entirely a distinct people from the Highlanders, and all bore such
names of purely Lowland origin as are still common around Elgin; and not till a comparatively

MORAY.

recent period did declining feuds and the prejudices
of clanship permit social intercourse and intermarriages with the neighbouring Gordons, Grants,
and Macphersons. Moray, in consequence of the
attachment of its people to the cause of the Solemn
League and Covenant, and of the Marquis of Montrose

and his

ally.

Lord Lewis Gordon, having adopted

it

as one of their principal scenes of action, suffered
more disasters than perhaps any other district of
Scotland fiom the civil wai'S under the last of the
Stuarts.
So severe and memorable were the inflictions upon it by Lord Lewis Gordon, that an old
rhymer classes his name with the Scottish designations of two of the worst plagues of an agricultural

country

:

"The

gn\e, the Gordon, and the hoodie-craw.
Are the three warst things that Jloray ever saw."

Montrose, after his victory of Inverlochy, in 1645,
desolating descent upon the province, destroying the houses of all persons who would not
join his standard, and inflicting upon the towns of
Elgin, CuUen, and Banff the disasters of an indiscriminate pillage. Yet much as their country suf-

made a

fered in consequence of their
to the pre" opposition
latic schemes of the Stuarts,
the men of Moray, in
general,' or at least in the upper parts of the country,

became Presbyterians more from accident than from
temper. During the alternations of Presbytery and
Episcopacy Avhich took place at the Reformation,
they did not at all discover that decided preference
to presbytery which marked the western and southern counties. Had no greater zeal existed elsewhere,
the island would probably at present have had but
one national church. At the Revolution few of the
clergy of this province conformed to presbytery, but
availed themselves of the indulgence which the government gave of allowing them to remain in their
benefices for life upon qualifying to the civil government; and, in order to cherish presbytery, it was
necessary, from time to time, to send clergy from
the south country to serve the cure." The Moray
men never, except in a small minority of instances,
experienced that aversion to holidays which distinguished both the Covenanters of Scotland and the
Puritans of England; and probably without adverting to the origin of tiie practice they still very
generally, and in methods of glee and festivity,
celebrate St. John's day, St. Stephen's day, Christmas day, and, in a less degree, some other holi-

—

—

days.

The

original earldom of

Moray

existed before the

modern authentic history; and, as to its nature, its extent, and the line or succession of individuals who held it, is an object of little more than
About 1131, Angus, Earl of
vague conjecture.
Moray, was slain by the Scots at Strickathrow; in
1171, William the Lion promised to grant the earldom to Morgund, son of Gillocherus, Earl of Mar
era of

;

and, during the reign of

King, Malcolm, Earl of
Fife, and William Comyn, Earl of Fife and Justiciary of Scotland, were successively Custodes of
Moray. Any accounts additional to these meagre
But
particulars, are too ill-vouched to bo trusted.
about 1314, the earldom breaks full upon the view,
in joint distinctness
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tliat

and magnificence, as the princely

Robert Bruce to his tried and trusty companion in arms, Thomas Randolph. Its boundaries,
as then established, considerably differed from those
gift of

of the ecclesiastical province; j'ct comprehended to
a large extent, the same territory, and were almost
equally extensive. They comnieiiccd at the mouth
of the Spay, and, except for including the lands of
Fochabers and Boharm on the cast bank, they went uj)
the bed of that river all the wav to the marches of

Badenoch they then included the lands of KincarGlencaim, Badenoch, Maymez, Locharkedh,
Glengarry, and Glenelg, along the north-west limits
of Argyleshire, and the shores of the western sea;
and they next ran along the marches of the earldom
of Ross, till they fell upon the river Farrar, and
thence went down that stream and the Beauly to
the Moray frith. The estate and the title of the
;

dine,

earldom, according to the original principle of peerages, were inseparable, the title becoming defunct
upon the alienation of the estate. Thomas, the
second Earl of the Randolph line, and the son of the
first, succeeded to the possessions in 1331, and was
killed in the battle of Dupplin in 1332.
John, his
brother, succeeded him, and was killed in the battle
of Durham in 1346. Patrick Dunbar, Earl of March,
and son-in-law of the first Earl, Thomas Randolph,
was next heir according to the law and usage of
Scotland, but was excluded by a limitation in the
original charter to heirs-male; yet he was called
Earl of March and Moray. His second son, John,
was made Earl of Moray in 1372 ; but received his
earldom shorn of the large districts of Badenoch,

The next Earls were
Lochaber, and Urquhart.
Thomas, the son of John, and James, the nephew
of this Thomas.
The nearest akin were now two
daughters and Archibald Douglas, who was married to the younger, and was brother to the Earl of
Douglas, and enjoyed in his favour all the powerful
influence of his semi regal family, was made Earl of
Moray in 1446; but he joined his brother's rebellion
in 1452, was killed in 1455, and left his title and
The earldom
possessions a forfeit to the Crown.
was, in 1501, obtained by James Stuart, the bastard
son of James IV. but, at his death, in 1544, it was
again without an heir. In 1548, it was given to
George, Earl of Huntly; and, in 1554, it was resumed by the Crown. It was next, after a lapse of
;

;

eight years, bestowed on James, bastard son of;
James V., prior of St. Andrews, and afterwards thei
well-known Regent of the kingdom. This Earl
the founder of the Moray family, or ancestor of all
the subsequent Earls held his possessions by a
variety and an intricacy of grants, which occasioned
perplexity respecting their inheritance. In February
1561-2, he obtained the chaiter of the earldom in
January 1563-4, he obtained another charter, limit-'
'"
ing the succession to heirs male ; in June 156«'
obtainedathird charter, throwingopen the succi
to his heirs general; and, in 1567, he obtained
of the charter of 1563, 1
parliament a ratification
ing the succession to his heirs male. He was
In 1580, J
in 1570-71; and left no male heir.
Stuart, the son and heir of James Stuart of D'
marriri
and
received from James VL the ward
Elizabeth and Margaret, the daughters of tin
ceased Earl; and a few daj'S afterwards he ma
Lady Elizabeth, and assumed the title of K.i
Moray. As his claim to the earldom was dot'
a charter was given him in 1592 by James VI
the Scotti.sh parliament, ratifying to his son iili
charters granted to the Regent and the Lady 1both.
This, as it confirmed both what declared
succession general, and what limited it to li"
the entire principle of the fin;
rendered
male,
succession inexplicable. Earl James, thcrt'fort-.
no time in obtaining an entirely new charter, ^^
provisions accordesl with the earliest given to
s>
Regent. This earl was murdered in 1592. A
of throe Earls, each the eldest son, now folio
and died respectively in 1633, 1653, and 1700.
brothers of tlie last of these next followed, and
A series of ti
respectively in 1735 and 1739.
eldest sons next succeeded; the hist of wli
Francis, died in 1848. The present Earl, the clev.

—

|

—

j

;

-

I

;

<

'

^
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in succession, Francis Stuart, the son of him who
The other titles of
died in 1848, was born in 1795.

the family are Baron Doune, of the year 1581, Baron
St. Colme, of the year 1611, both in the peerage of
Scotland, and Baron Stuart of Castle-Stuart, of the
year 1796, in the peerage of Great Britain. The
family seats are Darnaway-castle in Morayshire,
Donibristle-castle in Fifeshire, Castle-Stuart in luverness-sliire, and Doune-lodge in Perthshire.
" The lowland situation of
Moray," says a writer
in the Sketches of Moray, a woik to which we have
" The
of our

—

been indebted for a number
details,
lowland situation of Moray, joined to the amenity of
its soil and climate, must have pointed it out as a
desirable locality for our first religious establishments.
It was early visited by the Culdees, the

messengers who brought the pure spirit of
Christianity from the primitive churches of the east.
Subsequently, about the beginning of the 11th cenfirst

numerous religious establishments from Italy
planted the Romish religion in the province, and,
from that period till the Reformation, the church
engrossed the chief sway, and held extensive posses- in the district.
bishopric was established
;l the
year 1100. The abbey of Kinloss, and
the priories of Urquhart, Pluscarden, and Kingussie,
besides several other religious houses and hospitals,
foickly followed ; and the province was regiilarly
sabdivided into parishes, and churches or chapels
were erected in each."
notice of the bishopric,
and of its history, revenues, and cathedral, is given
the article Eiajin: which see.
The synod of
foray, in the prcsbyterian Established church of
Seotland, comprehends the presbytery of Strathbogie,
^fkh twelve parishes and one chapelry, the presbytery of Abemethy, with six parishes and three
|Boad sacra parishes, the presbytery of Aberlour,
the presbytery of Forres, with
tpth five parishes,
the presbytery of Elgin, with nine
parishes,
the presbytery of Nairn, with six parishihes,
nd the presbytery of Inverness, with seven
es, and two quasi-parochial or consociated
The Free church also has a synod of
with presbyteries of Strathbogie, Abemethy,
our, Elgin, Forres, Nairn, and Inverness. The
ish Episcopal church has an united diocese of
y and Ross, whose bishop has his residence at
tury,

A

A

—

—

—

—

—

,

rness.

lORAYSHIRE— often

called Elginshire, from
is the central division

—

name of its capital
the province of Moray.
It is bounded on the
"h by the Moray frith; on the east and south-

!u
:'

by Banffshire; on the south by Invemess-shire;
on the west by Inverness-shire and Banftshire.
ner 25 miles on the east its boundary is traced by
e river
Spey, and over 24 miles on the west, by a
.

Igy water-shed, the north-eastern prolongation of
e
Monadhleagh mountains but everywhere else,
-:cept along the Moray frith, the boundaries are
Even the Spey is a boundary'.ogether artificial.
e
only at intervals, or with interruptions; and
on its left bank, one farm
belonging to Banfi"and, on its right bank, no fewer than six
i;dicles of
Morayshire, each of which is from 5
9 miles in
length. The county itself, however, is
compact; but consists of two separate, though
videly detached, parts. The larger part lies on
:.orth
and is not verj' far from having the out;

•.

—

i^

;

an equilateral triangle. A
straight line, from
along its north side, measures 24^
s, but
everywhere cuts off a belt of sea-board
li, in general, is
narrow, but a little west of the
Me has a breadth of
4^ miles; a straight line
g the south-east side, measures 25 J^ miles, and,
pt for cutting off a projection bevond the
Spey
;^f
3

to angle,
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by 5, everywhere falls on or near the
boundary; and a straight line along the south-west
side, measures 24^ miles, but, over 7 miles, faUs
slightly beyond the boundary, and, over 11, falls
slenderly within it. The smaller division of the
county is separated from the larger by the intervention of a detached district of Invemess-shire, and by
two very small detached districts of Nairnshire and
lies to the south-west at the distance of from 3^ to
5 miles. Except for a connecting neck of less than
a mile, upon the Spey, a little below the church of

of six miles

;

this division

Abemethy,

would consist of two de-

tached parts. Its western part lies on the left bank
of the Spey, is bounded by that stream for 7 miles,
and measures 12 miles from north to south, and 9 in
the opposite direction ; and its eastern part forms the
largest of the county's sections on the right bank
of the Spey, and extends 9 miles north-west and
south-east, with a breadth of from 4 to 6^ miles.
The superficial contents of the county are, in all

very variously and loosely stated, that
they seem never to have been even proximately
ascertained.
Leslie's View of the Agriculture of
Nairn and Moray,' assigns as the area of these
counties conjoined, about 800 square miles, or
512,000 English acres the author of The Beauties
of Scotland assigns 800 square miles to Morayshire
alone and Oliver and Boyd's Almanac at one time
states the area of Morayshire at 531 square miles or
340,000 acres, and at another time states it at 840
The latter statesquare miles or 537,600 acres.
ment of Oliver and Boyd is the earlier of the two,
being superseded by the other in the later years of
the Almanac; and yet it is adhered to in 1856 by
authorities, so

'

*

;

'

;

the notice of Morayshire in Douglas's Supplement
Northern Counties.
The sea-board part of the greater of the two
detached districts of the county is, in a general
view, a champaign country, and contains more
amenities of climate, wealth of cultivation, and
beauty of landscape than any other territory of
equal extent in the northern Lowlands. Its breadth
ranges between 5 and 12 miles, and probably averages about 7.
pendicle of it in the north-east
consists of the greater portion of the Culbin sands,
and, of course, is all deduction from both worth and
beauty. All the other porticHis are an expanse of
for the

A

low country diversified by many gentle rising
grounds, and by the large terrace and the pleasant
ridges noticed in our account of the province of
Moray ; and, being everywhere laden with crops, or
arrayed in wood, or adorned with pleasure-grounds,
or gemmed with towns and mansions, they present
occasionally a luscious, and often an attractive picture.
The district behind the plain ascends rapidly
from hill to mountain, and becomes nearly throughout a wilderness of upland pasture, intersected with
glens and vales along the course of streams enclosing numerous though small plains of great fertility
and beauty, and containing along the skirts of the
heights much land which luxuriates in verdure, or
yields returns to the labours of tillage. The district
in the extreme south is called Brae- Moray, and differs from the central mountain-ground chiefly in
being extensively occupied with thriving forests of
natural pine.
Though the champaign district has a northern
exposure, and lies within the 58th degree of north
latitude, it possesses singular mildness of climate.
The hardier kinds of fruit, all the varieties of the
apple, and most of the varieties of the pear and the
plum, might, by a little attention, be abundantly
produced on every farm ; and fruits of greater delicacy, the apricot, the nectarine, and the peach, ripen
The wind
sufficiently on a wall in the open air.
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blows from some point near the west during about
260 days in the year and, in the summer, it is for
the most part a gentle breeze, coming oftener from
the south than from the north side of the west.
Winds from the north-west or north generally bring
the heaviest and longest i-ains and winds from the
;

;

south or south-east usually bring only slight or
drizzling showers, occasionally accompanied with
thunder.
The district presents no object so elevated as to attract the clouds while they sail from
the mass of mountains on the south toward the alps
of Sutherland.
Winter is singularly mild, and, for
a very brief aggregate period, sheets the ground
with snow summer rarely commences its charac;

warmth till July; and autumn, in some years,
uniformly the driest and most pleasant season,
in
and,
others, is rainy from about the equinox till
after the middle of October. In the upland districts,
rain Mis to the amount of 5 or 6 inches more than
the medium depth upon the coast the seasons are
teristic
is

;

boisterous and severe
and unpropitious
weather often forbids or thwarts the operations of
husbandry.
The Spey, with the aid of its tributaries, drains
rather moi'e than a moiety of the whole area of the
Dulnain-water, coming in from Invernesscotint3\
shire, and running to the Spey, cuts the western
and larger section of Brae-Moray into nearly equal
parts.
Nethy-water drains most of the eastern section of Brae-Moray.
Other tributaries of the Spey
in the county are verynumerous
but in no instance
nave more than about 6 miles length of run. The
Lossie rises and has its whole course in the county;
and makes a long curving sweep through nearly
the centre of the lowlands, past the town of Elgin.
The Findhorn, the most scenic stream of all Moray,
and rich in the number and variety of its landscapes,
runs 1 1 miles in the extreme west of the county,
often

;

;

but, over part of this distance, a little before debouching to the sea, expands into Findhorn-loch.
Dorbach-water issues from Loch-an-durb, flows parallel with the western boundary at about a mile's
distance from it, and after a run of 10 miles, falls
into the Findhorn below Reluglas.
The other
streams of the county are all inconsiderable brooks.
The loch of Spynie, situated in the cognominal
parish, was formerly a conspicuous lake of 3 miles

—

in length,

but

Loch Cots,

is

in the

now much reduced by

draining.

same neighbourhood, was

origi-

nally marine, and, in the 13th century, is described
as a bay.
Loch-na-boe, at no great distance from
these other lakes, covers about 60 acres, and is surrounded by a forest of firs, planted about the year

1773 upon a barren heathy moor. Loch-an-durb,
nearly 4 miles in length, and upwards of 1 mile in
breadth, is situated amid a mountainous waste very
nearly at the meeting-point of the three counties of
Moray, Nairn, and Inverness. The other lakes of
Morayshire are too inconsiderable to require separate
notice.
Chalybeate springs occur in every corner
of the county, but are in no instance much distinguished for their medicinal properties. Such wells
as in Romish times were reputed holy, are generally
of pure water, free from any mineral tinge.
The general geognostic features of the county
are glanced at in the article on the province. Sandstone occurs in sufficient plenty and excellence to
construct vast cities ; and, in various localities, is
quarried for every purpose of architecture, and for
Limestone occurs
pillars, rollers, and paving-flags.
in several places near the coast; it began to bo
of
estate
the
Glass-green about the
quarried upon
year 1740; and it is now worked in various quarries.
Coal Is conjectured to exist under the sandstone
and the limestone, and has often been laboriously

—

—

—
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searched

but has not hitherto been discovered.

— Lead was mined
for,

for in the Coulard-hill, west of
Lossiemouth, about the year 1773 but it occurred
only in small nodules, and was abandoned. Iron

—

;

ore is believed to exist in abundance in the high
country ; and about the year 1730, an iron foundry,
once of high consideration, but long ago almost
forgotten, was established by the York buildingcompany at Coulnacoil in Sti'athspey. Shell marl
occurs in the marshy vale of Litie, in a lochlet of 20
acres at Kinstorie, in the loch of Spynie, in the hill
of Bencagen, and in a small hill on the estate of
Clankum.
thin light slate, of a blue or grey
Several
colour, is quarried at Clunie in Raffbrd.
schistose rocks, so laminated that they form slabs
or slates, occur among the primitive formations of
the uplands.
stone, of a purple colour, highly indurated by a ferruginous matter, admitting the

—

—A

A

smoothest polish, but in a slight degree diaphanous,
occurs about Rothes on the Spey, and has, under the
name of porphyry, been formed upon the lapidary's

wheel into toys and

The

trinkets.

the arable lands of the county may be
classified under the general names of sand, clay,
and
reclaimed
moss. Sand, or a light soil in
loam,
which sand predominates, extends, with inconsiderable exceptions, over the eastern half of the lowlands, or all Speymouth, Urquhart, St. Andrews,
Lhanbride, and Drainie, the eastern part of Spynie,
the greater part of Elgin, and the lower lands of
Birnie and Dallas.
clay soil prevails throughout
Duff"us and Alves, part of Spynie, and small pendicles of the sandy district.
loamy soil covers extensive tracts in Dufl'us, Alves, and Spynie, and
nearly the whole of Kinloss, Forres, Dyke, the lower
lands of liaffbrd and Edenkillie, and the plains or
alluvial grounds of the highland straths.
clayloam covers a considerable part of Knockando.
Moss, worked into a condition for tillage, occurs in
rather large extent in Knockando, and in pendicles
in the champaign districts, almost always in the
lowest situations, superincumbent upon sand, and
so peculiar in quality as to emit on a hot day a
sulphureous smell, and strongly affect the colour
and formation of rising grain; it occurs also on the
flats and slopes of the lower hills of the uplands,
quite peaty in quality, but corrected in its sponginess by an intermixture of sand. If all the arable
grounds were distributed into 63 parts, the sandy
soils would be found to cover 24 of these, the clay
soils 11, the loam soils 27, and the reclaimed moss
soils 1.
The lowlands of Alves and Kinloss resemble the landscape between Cambridge and Ware,
except that they are more diversified by che dwellings of the farmers, and lines of trees around their
gardens; so that they are not only luscious in
soil of

A

A

A

beauty, but altogether free from patches of inferior
or uncultivated soil.
But the other champaign districts have all considerable or noticeable interminglements of waste, fields or tracts thickly
covered with whin-bushes, brooms, the most stunted
and useless kind of heath, or an almost irreclaimablo
species of peat-earth; and the ftir-extending upland
regions are prevailingly moor and mountain wildera country clothed in russet, freckled with
ness,
naked rock, and largely abandoned to beasts of chaso
and the alpine-nested fowl. Leslie's Agricultural
View of the Counties of Nairn and Moray,' published
in 1811, estimates the amount of waste grounds in
the two counties at 301,680 Scottish acres, in a supposed total of 407,200.
Forests of natural wood, as is proved by the ex
istence of large trunks of ojiks and pines in the
mosses and in the beds of streams, anciently covered
the greater part of the champaign country, aid

—

—

'
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formed part of the Sylvae Caledonise of early hisAn expanse of natural pine still exists on
the Strathspey frontier toward Inverness-shire,
forming small part of a great forest of nearly 20,000
acres, chiefly within Invemess-shire, whence supplies of timber, in large quantities, have, for a long
period, been floated down the Spey to Garmouth,
Other
for disposal there in advantageous traffic.
natural woods, consisting of birch, hazle, alder, and
a few oaks, occur in little groves and stripes along
the banks of the rivers, and several of the smaller
streams; and, in some instances, have been enlarged
by plantation but, in the champaign country, they
Plantations began
are all of very limited extent.
generally to be formed about the year 1770; and
they now cover many hills of moderate height, and
torians.

;

a great proportion of the grounds in all parts of the
county which are unfit for cultivation. Those of
the smaller proprietors bear, in general, a larger
proportion to the extent of their estate than those of
the greater proprietors; the latter, however, being
still considerable. The trees first planted were exclusively Scottish firs; but from about the year 1800
these began to be gradually cut out, and substituted
by larch, and the harder kinds of timber. The total
extent of wood in the county, in the year 1854, was
estimated, in the agricultural statistic returns to the

Board of Trade, at 1,354J

The

acres.

practice of tillage in Morayshire did not, for

ages, venture to contest the possession of the plains
and valleys with wolves and other wild animals;
but, compelled to find a retreat in the most secure
positions, commenced its operations on the upper
slopes of the hills, still obscurely traced with ridges
and other marks of tillage. But emboldened by

usage, and becoming skilful by practice, it gradually' came down from such unprofitable altitudes, invaded the thickets with fire, waged a warfare of
extermination against the four-legged foes of improvement, and won the mastery successively of the
lower slopes and the hanging or level plains.

Though

tillage
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must long have been much

less

practised than pasturage, and could make but sorry
efforts compared to what it achieves in modern
times, wheat is mentioned by early historians as a
large article of produce, and, in common with other
grains, was raised in sufficient quantity for the supAt the era of the Eeforply of all local demands.
mation, however, agriculture seems to have sutFered
a serious decline,
for then the amount of wheat in
the Bishop of Moray's rental was only 10 bolls,
while that of barley was 1,232; and, in the times
which immediately succeeded, all classes became so
engrossed with the ecclesiastical and political move-

—

ments which tumultuously agitated all Scotland,
that they had neither leisure nor inclination to improve the soil. The enactment of some beneficial
laws to regulate the valuation and purchase of tithes,
the establishing of parish schools, the dividing of
commons, and eventually the conservation of woods,
and the forming of enclosures, were the only circumstances which, during the long period of a century
and a half, prevented the history of agricultural progress from being a total blank. So disastrous in the
county were the seven years of scarcity which visited
the province, [see preceding
article,] that the magistrates of Elgin established a police for burying, at
every dawn, the bodies of such miserable wanderei's
in quest of food as
during the preceding night had
fallen a prey to hunger in the highways and the
streets.
At the close of the first decade of the present century, improvement had asserted much masover
most of the arts of both gcorgy and hustery
bandry. The ploughmen were then skilful in trimming the plough and formins' the furrow; the plough

was as fine in structure and simple in management, as that of any of the advancing counties of the
aroused kingdom; the grounds about the dwellings
itself

—

of the proprietors though not those of the distant
or exterior farms of estates were enclosed; a portion of every large and well- managed farm was dis-

—

posed in summer fallow; a regular system of rotations, with a due place to green crops and their
virtual fallowing, was generally in practice; drainmanuring, irrigating, and embanking, had reamount of attention ; and, in
general, indications were afforded, which have since
ing,

ceived a considerable

been progressively verified, that both proprietors and
tenants were aware how rapidly other regions of
Scotland had risen from poverty to wealth in agriculture, and were resolved to be no laggards in the
stir and efforts of national improvement.
According to the statistics of agriculture, obtained
in 1855 for the Board of Trade, by the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland, the number of
occupiers of land paying a yearly rent of £10 and
upwards, exclusive of tenants of woods, owners of
villas, feuars, householders, and the like, was 1,159;
and the_ aggregate number of imperial acres cultivated Ery them was 79,853 J. The distribution of
the lands, with reference to crops, was 7,298f acres
under wheat, 8,508 under barley, 17.974^ under oats,
47 If under lye, 494^ under here, 84f under beans,
224| under pease, 240 under vetches, 11,967| under
turnips, 3,717 under potatoes, 7f under mangel-wurzel, 2J under carrots, 24J under cabbages, 1 under
flax, 5| under turnip-seed, 12 under all other kinds
of crops, 251^ in bare fallow, and 28,519f in grass
and hay in the course of the rotation of the farm.
The estimated gross produce of the chief crops was
175,170 bushels of wheat, 280,764 bushels of barley,
507,773 bushels of oats, 13,104 bushels of here,
7,273 bushels of beans and pease, 146,007 tons of
The estimated
turnips, and 18,585 tons of potatoes.
average produce per imperial acre was 24 bushels of
33
of
bushels
of oats, 26^
bushels
wheat,
barley, 28^
bushels of here, 23i bushels of pease and beans, 12
tons 4 cwt. of turnips, and 5 tons of potatoes. The
numbers of live stock comprised 3,526 fann horses
above three years of age, 720 farm horses under
three years of age, 545 other horses, 5,964 milch
cows, 5,303 calves, 1 1,162 other bovine cattle, 28,726
sheep of all ages for breeding, 14,171 sheep of all
ages for feeding, 20,856 lambs, and 4,074 swine. In
the year 1854, the number of occupiers of land
paying a yearly rent of less than £10 was 613; the aggregate number of imperial acres of arable land held
by them was 4,336; and the aggregate of their live
stock comprised 368 horses, 1,301 bovine cattle,
1,687 sheep, and 241 swine.
Few farms comprehend 300 acres; a considerable
number range between 300 and 140; another considerable number range between 120 and 60; a number
larger than that of both these classes range between
50 and 20; and some upon the skirts of the larger
farms, or upon the sides and bottoms of the glens,
range between 18 and 5. In 1854 there were 55
landowners of the county; 10 of whom had a Scotch
valuation not exceeding £50,
4 not exceeding £100,
^-8 not exceeding £200, 10 not exceeding £500,
7 not exceeding £1,000,
10 not exceeding £2,000,
3 not exceeding £5,000,-2 not exceeding £10,000,
and 1 upwards of £10,000. The valued rental of
the county in 1674 was £65,603. The annual value
of real property, as assessed in 1815, was
£73,288;
in 1849, £119,891.
The real rental in 1855, as as- *
certained under the new valuation act, was £113,322
The average of the fiar prices from 1848 to
16s.
1854, both inclusive, was wheat, 50s. IJd.
bar-

—

—

—

—

—
—

;

ley,

27s.

Sid,;

oats,

20s.

O^d.;

rye,

28s.

2f^d.;
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pease and beans from 30s. to 60s.

;

and oatmeal,

16s. 2d.

Lhanbride,
Duff"us,

Blankets and wearing apparel of wool and of flax,
a large extent, of home manufacture. Much
spun for the Aberdeen manufacturers and
some coarse woollen cloth, called plaiding, is made
in private families.
small manufactory of woollen
cloth has long been established in St. Andrews
Lhanbride. Tan-works have long existed in Elgin
and Forres. The distilling of whisky is carried on
extensively in the county, and may be regarded as
its most prominent department of manufacture. The
principal articles of export are black cattle and

are, to
flax is

;

A

agricultural produce yet, there are some years in
which no demand for cattle exists, and some in
which little corn can be spared. Most of the grain
exported is shipped at Findhorn, Lossiemouth, and
Gannouth; and disposed of at Leith, Dundee, and
London. Sheep and swine are generally purchased
by the Aberdeen butchers. Pork and salted beef
are shipped at the new harbour and village of
;

Burgh-head. Timber, chiefly from Strathspey forest, is annually exported to the value of nearly
£2,000; and salmon to the value of £3,00,0. The
principal imports are flax, ropes, hard and sijft soap,
and foreign bar-iron. The fairs of the county are
in no instance considei-able markets for sheep
and
are less valued by the farmers than those of Banff"shire.
They amount altogether to about seven;

teen in the year, and are held at Elgin, Forres, Findhorn, Lhanbride, and Garmouth.
The interior communications of the county are
numerous and good. One grand line of road runs
along the champaign country through Elgin and
Forres; and carries subordinate lines, aggi-egately
amounting to about 70 miles, running athwart the
same district.
great line passes up the Spey, but,
over several miles, is on the Banffshire side of the
river.
Another line passes up the Findhorn and
the Dorbach, to the former at Grantown in Inveraessshire.
One line connects Elgin and Rothes; and
another diverges from Strathspey up the Dalnain.
The only line of railway hitherto executed within
the country is a short one from Elgin to Lossiemouth
but measures are in progress for connecting this
westward with the Inverness and Nairn railway at
Nairn, and eastward with the prolongation of the
Great North of Scotland railway at Keith. Several

A

;

projects for railways, both in similar directions to
these and in other directions, within the county,
were in high feather during the heat of the railway
mania; and are worth being recorded, were it only
for the sake of indicating the lines of level and the
sources of traffic. One projected line was to extend

from Elgin to Inverness, through Forres and Nairn,
with a total extent of 44^ miles, including branches,
to be executed on a proposed capital of £300,000.
Another was to extend eastward from Elgin in the
direction of Banff", to be prolonged thence to Aberdeen.
Another was to go south-eastward to Rothes
and Himtly, in identification with the Great North
of Scotland line.
Two branches were to go from
the Elgin and Inverness line to respectively Lossiemouth and Burgh- head. Another projected line was
to pass through the southern part of the county,
deflecting from the Elgin and Inverness lino, and
passing up Badenoch and down Athole, to terminate
at I'erth.
There were likewise projects for other
lines and branches; all of which, however, were
witii those already mentioned.
competitors
Tlie royal burghs in Morayshire arc Elgin and
Fon-es.
Tho other principal towns or large villages
arc Fochabers, Garmouth, Lossiemouth, Burgh-luad,
and Fiiidliorn, The less considerable villages are
Rotlics,
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KiugBtou-Port,

Mosstodlacb,

Urquhart,

Stotfield,

Branderbnrgh, Hopeman,

New

Cummingston,

Roseisle, Bishopmill, Kinloss,
Crook, Coaltfield, Rafford, Dallas, Edenville, ArchiesSome of
ton, Dyke, Kintessack, and Whitemyre.

the principal mansions are Gordon castle, the Duke
of Richmond; Darnaway castle, the Earl of Moray;
Innis-house, the Earl of Fife ; Duff'us-house, Sir
Archibald Dunbar, Bart. Ballindalloch castle. Sir
George Macpherson Grant, Bart.; Altyre, Sir A. P.
Gordon Gumming, Bart.; Roseisle, Charles S. C.
;

Bruce
Grantlodge, Grant
Inverugie, Young ;
Muirton, Monro; Orton-house, Duff"; Springfield,
Macdonald; Tannochy, Urquhart; Castle-Grant,
Grant; Dunkinty, Brown andLethan, Brodie. The
principal antiquities are Kinloss abbey, the priory
of Pluscardine, the ancient porch of the church of
DufFus, the cathedral and other ancient structures
of Elgin, an ancient well at Burgh-head, Duffus
castle, Rothes-castle, Spynie-palace, Michael kirk
at Gordonstown, Mortlach pillar, Bervie-tower, and
Sweno's stone and other antiquities at Forres.
Mora3'shire unites with Nairnshire in sending a
member to parliament. Its constituency in 1840
was 750 in 1855, 696. The sheriff' county court
and commissaiy court are held at Elgin every Friday during session and the sheriff" small debt court
is held there on every Wednesday.
Circuit sheriff
small debt courts are held at Forres on the second
Monday of February, April, June, August, October,
and December; at Grantown, (which though in
Inverness-shire, is, with the district around it, under
the jurisdiction of the sheriff of Morayshire,) on the
Wednesday after tho second Monday of February,
June, and October; at Rothes, on the Thursday
thereafter; and at Fochabers, on the Saturday thereafter in February, June, and October. The number
of committals for crime, in the year, within the
county, was 19 in the average of 1836-1840, 35 in
the average of 1841-1845, 41 in the average of 1846The
1850, 23 in 1852, 42 in 1853, and 50 in 1854.
;

;

;

;

;

sums paid yearly

for expenses of criminal prosecuwithin Morayshire and Nairnshire, in the
years 1846-1852, ranged from £834 to £1,352.
The total number of persons confined in the
jail at i^lgin, within the year ending 30th June,
1854, was 114; the average duration of the confinement of each was 32 days and the net cost of their
confinement per head, after deducting earnings,
was £19 10s. 4d. AH the parishes of Morayshire
are assessed for the poor. The number of registered
poor in the year 1852-3 was 1,517; in the year
1853-4, 1,516. The number of casual poor in 1852-3
was 311; in 1853-4,277. The sum expended on
the registered poor in 1852-3, was £6,345; in 1853-4,
£6,564. The sum expended on the casual poor in
1852-3 was £277; in 1853-4, £332. A poor-house,

tions

;

Elgin parish, was erected at Elgin in 1855. The
amount against the county for rogue-money in
1855 was £25; for prison assessment £273. Population of the county in 1801, 27,760; in 1811, 27,967;

for

gross

in 1821, 31,398; in 1831, 34,498; in 1841, 35,012; in

Males in 1851, 18,191; females,
1851, 38,959.
Inhabited houses in 1851, 7,642; unin20,768.
habited, 223; building, 88.
Morayshire contains the fifteen entire parishes of
Alves,

St.

Andrews Lhanbride,

Duff'us, Elgin,

Birnie,

Drainie,

Speymouth, Spynie, and Urquhart,
of

Elgin ; Dallas,
constituting the presbytery
Edenkillie, Foitcs, Kinloss, and litifford, constitutthe
of
addition
with
the
Dyke,
presbytery of
ing,
Forres; and Knockando, in the presbytery of A berlour.
It also shares with Banffshire tho five par
ishcs of Bellie and Keith in tho presbytery of Stathbogio, and Boharm, Inveravon, and Rotlics, in the
presbytery of Aberlour ; with Nairnshire, the par-
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Dyke in the presbytery of Forres ; and with
Inverness-shire, the three parishes of Abeniethy,
Cromdale, and Duthill, in the presbytery of AberIn 1851, the number of places of worship
nethy.
within Morayshire was 64; of which 25 belonged
to the Established church, 20 to the Free church, 8
to the United Presbyterian church, 3 to the Episco2 to the Baptists,
palians, 4 to the Independents,
The number of
and 2 to the Roman Catholics.
Established
places of worship
sittings in 21 of the
was 12,138; in the 20 Free church places of woi-ship,
10,089 ; in the 8 United Presbyterian places of

ish of

worship, 3,506; in 2 of the Episcopalian chapels,
580; in 3 of the Independent chapels, 730; in the
two Baptist chapels, 600 and in the two Roman
Catholic chapels, 650. The maximum attendance
on the Census Sabbath at 22 of the Established
Free
places of worship was 5,015; at 19 of the
church places of worship, 5,270; at the 8 United
Presbyterian places of worship, 2,050 at 2 of the
Episcopalian chapels, 206; at 3 of the Independent
chapels, 480; at the 2 Baptist chapels, 150; and at
the 2 Roman Catholic chapels, 389. There were in
1851, in Morayshire, 65 public day schools, attended
;

;

—

31 private day
male's and 1,824 females,
schools, attended by 398 males and 679 females,
and 61 Sabbath schools, attended by 1,874 males,
and 2,339 females. The principal institutions, additional to the schools, will be found noticed in our
The history of the
articles on Elgin and Fones.
county has been anticipated in the historical parts

by 2,825

of our article on the province of

—

Moray.
a railway from

MORAYSHIRE RAILWAY,

It was
Elgin to Lossiemouth, in Morayshire.
authorized in 1846 to commence at Craigellachie on
the Spey, in connexion there with the Great North
of Scotland railway, and to proceed by Rothes and
Elgin to Lossiemouth harbour, with a total length
of 11^ miles; but the part of the scheme from
Craigellachie to Elgin was abandoned by warrant
of the railway commissioners in July 1851 and the
part from Elgin to Lossiemouth, which has a length
of 6 miles, was begun to be executed in November
1851, and opened for passenger traffic in August
;

.1852,

The line

'

is

worked by light engines, and the

used throughout.
MORBATTLE. See MoREBArrLE.
MORDINGTON, a parish in the extreme east of
the coast of Berwickshire. Bei-wick, 3| miles southeast of it, is the post-town for its southern and east
em parts; and Bummouth and Ayton are within
two miles of its north-western border. The parish
is bounded by the German ocean, the liberties of
Berwick, and the parishes of Hutton, Foulden, and
Its length southward is 4f miles; its
Ayton.
greatest breadth is less than 2 miles and its area
is about 3,523 acres.
The river Whitadder traces
its southern boundary, moving there for 2 miles in
bold serpentine folds, between steep banks, which
are variously wooded and rocky, and predominantly
A brook which rises and runs a mile
picturesque.
in the interior, traces for 1 1 mile the western boundary to the Whitadder. The coast measuring 2^
miles in extent, and, with the exception of an in-

fish-joint is

;

—

dentation in the extreme north, trending in the
direction of south-east by south
is throughout a
bold precipitous breast- work of rock, perforated with
abutted
with
and
caverns,
projections,
occasionally
overlooking vast masses of detached rock rising
grandly or sublimely from the bosom of the sea.
In the extreme north a sufficient recess of the rocky
breast-work occurs to admit between its base and
the sea a site for the romantia fishing-hamlet of
Ross; and there a tiny brook has sliced down the
cliffs with a vertical fissure, and, in a season of
rain,

—

MORDINGTON.
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leaps along in a series of cascades, finely harmonizing in scenic effect with the surgy sea-foam on the
beach, and the smoke from the cottages on the mai'gin of the ocean eddying in the breeze. The surface
of the parish, over the southern half of its length, is
flat, with a slight declination to the Whitadder; and
over the northern and broader half, rises to a considerable elevation, undulated on the west side with
many eminences, and falling off in a slope on the
east.
Heights on the west side command a magnificent prospect of the Merse, and a large part of
Durham and Northumberland, with the wooded
banks of the Tweed, the Whitadder, and the Blackadder on the foreground and in the centre, and the
dark rampart of the Cheviots, the picturesque forms
of Rubberslaw and the Eildon hills, and the bald
tame outline of the Lammemioors in the distance;
and the heights on the east side command a gorgeous

sea-view, variegated with

Holy

Island,

Bambrough-

castle, and other striking objects on the bosom and
the skirt of the liquid picture. The soil, for some

distance from the Whitadder,

is

a

clay well-

stiff

wheat and beans; thence

to the coast it
is, in general, a light loam, excellent for raising turnips, and sound for grazing sheep; but on the loftiest

adapted

for

parts of the high grounds it is thin and poor, and
includes considerable pendicles of heath-land, and of
bog and morass. The arable and the uncultivated
grounds bear to each other the proportion of 26 to 9.
Between 25 and 30 acres, all in the southern district,
are under plantation. Freestone abounds ironstone
occurs in small veins; limestone is plentiful, but of
inferior quality; and coal exists in considerable
quantity, and began to be worked about 17 years
The yearly value of the raw produce of the
ago.
parish, exclusive of minerals, was estimated in 1835
at £6,843.
Assessed property in 1843, £3,328 5s.
6d.
Mordington-house, situated near the base of
the uplands of the parish, 3J miles from Berwick,
was that in which Cromwell established his quarters, when he, for the first time, passed the Tweed.
;

Another interesting object is Edrixgtox-castle:
which see. On the north-west border, occupying a
singularly commanding site on a crowning summit
of the uplands, called Hab or Habchester, are distinct vestiges of a Danish camp, consisting of two
trenches whose mounds, 18 or 20 feet high, appear
to have been faced with large stones toilsomely procured from the bed of the AMiitadder. About a mile
south-east of it is an abrapt hillock, still called the
'

Witch's knowe.' on which a person was burnt for
the imputed crime of sorcery, so late as the beginning of last centurj'. In the south of the parish,
opening on the Whitadder, is a sequestered glen,
said to be the locality of Tibby Fowler o' the Glen.'
The parish is traversed by the road from Edinburgh
to Berwick, and by the North British railway; and
it has near access "to the latter at the Bummouth
station, 6 miles from Berwick.
Population in 1831,
301; in 1851, 427. Houses, 79.
This parish is in the presbytery of Chimside, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, Renton of
Lamberton. Stipend, £157 lis. 8d,; glebe, £37 lOs.
'

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with fees, and
The parish church was
Is. other emoluments.
There is a
built in 1747, and contains 173 sittings.
Free church at Mordington, whose receipts in 1856
amounted to £72 8s. 2d. The present parish of
Mordington comprehends the ancient parishes of
Mordington and Lamberton. See Lamberton. The
ancient Mordington was very small, comprising less
than the half of the united parish. The barony of
Mordington, with the patronage of the church, belonged at the epoch of record to Agnes de Moi-thington and her husband, Heniy Haly burton; it was

£1

MORE.

by Robert I. to Thomas Randolph, Earl of
Moray; it passed at the death of John, the third
Earl, on the disastrous field of Durham, to his sister.
Black Agnes, Countess of Dunbar; it seems to have
been given as a dowry to her daughter Agnes, on
the latter's marrying James Douglas of Dalkeith
and it continued with the descendants of this Douglas till the Reformation, and eventually gave them
a title
the title of Baron in the Scottish peerage,
which became dormant in 1796.
MORDUN. See Monceiefp.
priven

;

—

MORE

(Loch), a lake, about 4J miles long, in the
It exparish of Edderachyllis, Sutherlandshire.
tends in a north-westerly direction, and sends off" its
superfluence about 1 mile northward to Loch-Stack,
whence a stream runs about 3 miles north-westward
to the head of Loch-Laxford.
The basin of LochMore is an alpine glen, flanked on the south-west
side by Ben-More, and on the north-east side by
Ben-Scrivy. The road from Scourie to Easter Ross
passes along the south-west side of the lake.
(Loch), a lake 1^ mile long and f of a
mile broad, in the Highland part of the parish of
Streamlets which it
Halkirk, Caithness - shire.
gathers in several directions above, and sends oft' in
one current to the north, are the head waters of the
river Thurso. The lake, jointly with the united
stream, give the glen which they occupy the ambitious name of Strathmore.
MOREBATTLE, a parish, containing a postoffice village of its own name, in the extreme east of

MORE

Roxburghshire.
the parishes of

It is bounded by England, and by
Hounam, Eckford, Linton, and Yet-

length southward is about 9^ miles; its
is about 6 miles ; and its area is
about 39 square miles. The surface, excepting over
two small tracts respectively in the extreme west
and in the extreme north, consists entirely of hills
and narrow vales, and runs up along all its boundary with England to the highest summits of the

holm.

Its

greatest breadth

vary in altitude between 500
above sea-level command, in many
instances, very grand and map-like views of Teviotdale, Merse, and Northumberland, fringed on the
east by the German ocean and generally have a
gracefully curvilinear outline and a deep verdure,
very different from the usually stern features of a
mountainous district. On the eastern and southern
boundary rise Blackhag, Chillhill or the Schell,
a
Arkhope-cairn, Cocklaw, and Windygate-hill

Cheviots.

and 2,000

Its heights

feet

;

;

;

way into the interior are the heights of Sourhope, Blackdean, Plainlaw-green, Cove, Woodside,
and Clifton, the last rising beautifully aloft like a
vast dome west of Bowmont-water are the hills of
Swindon, Belford, and Grubit; and west of the Kale
are those of Gateshaw and Morebattle.
Only a fair
proportion of wood is wanted to complete the blending of grandeur into beauty, effected by the district's
natural form and clothing. Bowmont-water rises in
five or six head-streams at the southern extremity,
and runs 7 miles north-westward and northward,
along a fine pebbly path, between deeply verdant
banks, sometimes careering in a rapid and then
or eddying in a pool, watering for nearly
sleeping
6 miles a narrow but delightful valley, and possessing powerful allurements to the angler. Kale-water
comes down from the south at a point 2J miles west
of the Bowmont, runs 2j| miles northward, nearly
half of this distance being along the boundary with
an indentation on its right bank of Ilounam, makes
a sudden turn and runs 2 miles westward, chiefly
along the boundary with IJnton and Eckford, to its
exit from the parish; and, over its whole course,
rivals the Bowmont in all its pleasing attractions.
On the boundary with Linton is the curious little
little

—

;

MOREBATTLE.
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sheet of water called Linton-loch; and on the boun
dary with Yetholm is Yetholm or Primside-loch.
The higher part of the parish is mostly in pasture.
The lower part is in tillage; and, the soil being
well suited to the turnip husbandry, the mixed system of farming is practised. The average rent of
the pasture lands is from Ss. to 10s. per acre; and
that of the arable lands is from £1 to £1 5s. Assessed

property in 1843, £11,387 12s. 9d. The principal
landowners are the Duke of Roxburgh, the Marquis
of Tweeddale, Sir John Warrander, Bart., Elliot
of Clifton, Ker of Gateshaw, and six others.
Corbet-house, on the Kale, f of a mile south of the village of Morebattle, was burnt, in 1522, by the English in revenge of a foray partly headed by its proprietor, Launcelet Ker of Gateshaw, into Northumberland and, about 45 years ago, it was renovated
by Sir Charles Ker. Whitton-house, about 2 miles
south-west of the village, was dilapidated by the
Earl of Surrey during his extensively destructive
inroad in the reign of Henry VIII., and is now in a
ruinous condition. Various towers and peel-houses
of the parish which figure in the border records have
disappeared. On some of the heights are vestiges
of British encampments, and circular rows of perpendicular stones called Trysting stanes,' of unSeveral villages, in
ascertained design or origin.
former ages not inconsiderable in size, have disappeared. The village of Morebattle stands on the
Kale, on the western border of the parish, at the
point where the river becomes the boundary-line
with Linton, 4 miles south-west of Yetholm, 5J
miles west of the nearest point of the English border, 7 miles south-east of Kelso, and 9 miles northeast by east of Jedburgh. It contains about 300 inhabitants, consists chiefly of two-story slated houses,
and has, of late years, undergone much improvement. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,055; in
1851, 997. Houses, 181.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kelso, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke
of Roxburgh.
Stipend, £234 lis. 8d.; fr'ebe, £16.
;

'

The parish
9s. 7d.
church, situated in the village, was built in 1757,
and contains about 450 sittings. There is a Free
church, with an attendance of 250; and the amount
There is
of its receipts in 1856 was £98 9s. Ofd.
likewise, in the village, an United Presbyterian
church. The original congregation connected with
this was the earliest Secession congregation in
the south of Scotland. Their first minister, Mr.
Hunter, was ordained in 1739, and was the earliest
Secession licentiate; and his successor officiated
for seven years after ordination, in a tent on GateThe original meeting-house stood at
shaw-brae.
Gateshaw, and the present one was built about the
year 1780. A great religious meeting, conducted
by a body of Secession ministers from a distance,
was held in 1839 on Gateshaw-brae, to celebrate the
Unappropriated teinds, £676

centenary of Mr. Hunter's ordination. There are
two parish schools, the first in the village of Morebattle, the second at Mowhaugh, in the vale of the
Bowmont. Salary of the first schoolmaster, £34 4s.
4d., with £36 8s. 5d. fees, and £8 other emoluments;
of the second, £17 2s. 2d., with £10 fees. The interest of a mortification of £1,500 is expended in
maintaining poor and destitute orphans, and paying
The present parish of
fees for their education.
Morebattle comprehends the ancient parishes of
Morebattle and Moll or Mow. Mcrebotlc, which is
the old orthography of the name, means, in AngloSaxon, the dwelling place at the marsh,' and alludes
to the ancient circunijacency of marshy ground at
The church of Merebotlo
the site of the village.
belonged in some maimer to the cathedral of Glaa
'

MOKGAY.

gow so early as the 12tli century, but was the subto its teinject of sharp controversy as to the right
and eventually was, in 1228, declared to
poi-alities;
of Glasgow, while the archdeacon of
be a
prebend

merks a-year for a
mansion, but should claim nothing of the rectory.
There were anciently two chapels in the parish, the
one at Clifton on Bowmont-water, the other at WhitThe Moll meanton, now called Nether-Whitton.
ining ill the British a bare, bald, or naked hill
cluded the highest grounds, or southern and southSee the article
eastern parts, of the united parish.
Moll. Both the monks of Kelso and the monks of
of
the
ancient
church of
ilelrose received grants
Moll; but those of Kelso obtained an adjudication
of it, entirely to themselves, in 1269.
MOREDUN. See Libektox and Moxckiefp.
MOREHAM. See Moeham,
MORGAY, a small island in the parish of North
In 1851 it had 9 inUist, in the Outer Hebrides.
habitants and 1 house.
MORHAM, a parish, containing a post-office
that see should receive thirty

—

—

'

'

—

station of its own name, in the centre of Haddingtonshire.
It is bounded by Haddington, PrestonIts length eastkirk, Whittingham, and Garvald.

ward

3 miles; and its breadth is from 1 mile
Its surface is part of a gently inclined
wa\-ing plain, midway between the Lammermoors
and the sea, and descending to the north. Its
is fully

to ^ a

mUe.

highest ground
only stream

Its

about 413 feet above sea-level.

is
is

the small

bum of Morham, which

head waters within Garvald, and runs
through Morham and Haddington to the Tyne. The
only good piece of scenery within the parish is a
pretty little glen on the ministers pasture glebe.
The lands are all under cultivation, and well enclosed.
collects its

soil in general inclines to clay.
A coarse soft
sandstone is quarried and coal was worked about
60 years ago, but seems to have been of very inferior
There are six landquality, and was abandoned.
owner's.
The average rent per acre is about £2 Is.
Assessed property in 1856, £4,270 19s. The parish is not touched by any great line of road; but
it lies, at its nearest
point, within 2 miles of the
town and railway station of Haddington. Population in 1831, 262 ; in 1851, 249.
Houses, 54.—This
parish is in the presbytery of Haddington, and synod
of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron, Dalrj-mple of
Hailes. Stipend, £156 Is. 5d.; glebe, £14. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £36 15s. fees, and
£2 other emoluments. The parish church was built
in 1724, and has been
occasionally repaired.
MORIXISH, a post-office station subordinate to
Tobermor\-, Argvleshire.

The

;

MORIR. See' Morar.
MORISOX'S-HAVEN,

a harbour 5 furlongs west

town of Prestonpans, in the parish of PrestonIt has an east
pans, Haddingtonshire.
pier, with

of the

an elbow parallel to the shore,
enclosing a space of
4 acres.
The width of its entrance is 70 feet; its
at
water
of
tides
is 14 feet; and
depth
high
spring
when entered, it is one of the safest harbours on the
Forth.
It is a creek of the
of
port
Leith, and serves

town of Prestonpans and some extent of circumjacent country. About 55 vessels, of aggregately about 3,800 tons, enter it in the year; and
the dues levied at it amount to about £15
a-year.
By right of charter, granted by James V. in 1526,
and afterwards ratified by parliament, the monks of
for the

—

—

in modem orthography Newbattle
constructed it as a port whence they
might export the
ooal which
had
discovered
on
their
lands
of
they

Xewbotle

Prestongrange.

name was originally Newhaven,
new possessors, was changed suc-

Its

in honour of
essively to Achieson's-haven

:jut,

MORNINGSLDE.
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and Morison's-haven.

MORISTON i^The), a river partly of Ross-shire
but chiefly of Inverness-shire. It rises at the head
of Glen-Clunie, in the former county, runs 5 miles
eastward to Loch-Climie, and, while traversing that
lake, passes into Inverness-shire; and thence it has a
course of 17 miles prevailingly eastward to LochNess, at luvermoriston. It gives the name of Glenmoriston to all the vale below Loch-Clunie, and to
the parish which consists principally of that vale,
and is now united to Urqnhart. Its chief tributary
is the Luing, which, 2 miles below Loch-Clunie,
comes down upon its right bank from Loch-Luing.
The Moriston is an impetuous but romantic stream
it, for the most part, wildly riots, now from side to
side, and now along ledges of a deep rocky channel;
it once, not far from its embouchure, forms a very
fine cascade; and it occasionally breaks loose from
the restraints of a narrow and ravine-like channel,
and steals abroad into tiny lacustrine expansions,
embracing wooded islets or picturesque rocks. It
has repeatedly, in its moods of repletion and wrath,
swept quite away such bridges as intruded on its
path but it is now, 8 or 9 miles from its embouchure, spanned by a handsome new bridge wluch
appears strong enough to withstand its brawling.
;

;

The lower part of its vale is uncommonly beautiful ;
of varying width ; profusely wooded with oak, birch,
ash, poplar, and larch; and occasionally sheeted
with trees up to the very summits of the hills. See
Glex-Mokistox.

MORLICH

(Loch), a small lake on the east side
of the parish of Rothiemurchus, Invemess-shire.
D, a village in the parish of Strichen,
Aberdeenshire. It stands on the road from Peterhead to Banff, 9 miles south-south-west of Fraserburgh, 15 north-west by west of Peterhead, and 33^
north by west of Aberdeen. It began to be built iu
1764, by direction of Lord Strichen, the proprietor
of the ground on which it stands, and then one of
the judges of the court of session. It is built upon
a regular plan, with excellent granite, and laid off
in streets.
good number of its houses are slated,
and are neat and commodious.
town-house with
a spire was erected in 1816, at the cost of £2,000.
There is an office of the North of Scotland bank.
Fairs are held on the first Tuesday of January, on
the Tuesday after the 4th day of March, on the
Wednesday after the 1 9th of May, on the Wednesday after the 12th of July, on the Wednesday after
the 19th of August, and on the Wednesday after
the 12th of November. The village is often called
Strichen, after the name of the parish.
Population, 681.

MORMON

A

A

MORMOND-HILL,

a small but conspicuous

hill

in the district of Buchan, Aberdeenshire.
It is
situated at a point where the parishes of Fraser-

burgh, Rathen, and Strichen meet, 6^ miles southsouth-west of Kinnaird-head. Though possessing
an altitude of only 810 feet above sea-level, it is a
good landmark to mariners. Its form is conical.
MORNINGSIDE, a village in the parish of St.
Cuthbert's, Edinburghshire. It is pleasantly situated

on a southward slope, on the road leading from Edinburgh to Biggar and Dumfries, IJ mile south of
Port-Hopetoun, and 2J miles distant from the TronBetween it and the metropolis
chiuxjh, Edinburgh.
lie Boroughmoorhead and Buratsfield-Links.
The
village is an agreeable and worthy environ of Edinburgh, and forms a summer-resort of the citizens
and it so competes with Inveresk the fame of being
;

the Montpellier of the east of Scotland, as to allure
invalids to its precincts for the benefit of its dry
salubrious air. Here stands the Lunatic asylum of

Edinbuigh, originally a capacious edifice, and subsequently enlaiged fiom designs by Mr. Bum. It if

MORPHY-HILL.

finely situated in the midst of a policy of about 50
acres in extent.
Here also are a chapel of ease,
erected in 1837, and a Free church, erected in 1844.
Near the latter is the residence which was built by
the late Dr. Chalmers, and in which he died. All
around the village, mansions and villas stand so
thickly as almost to fill the whole tract with their
lawns and gardens; and in the near vicinity, toward Edinburgli, are several lines or rows of residences, in a style of great elegance. All this district was part of the Boroughnioor; and in the wall
of the public road is still seen the large " Bore Stone "

which James IV. placed his standard in 1513,
when about to march to the field of Flodden. The
village and the tract around it were temporarily a
quoad sacra parish, of ecclesiastical erection; and
in

the population of
houses.

tliis,

in 1841,

was

1,795, with 328

about 500 feet high, in
the west of the parish of St. Cyrus, Kincardine-

MORPHY-HILL,

a

hill,

shire.

MORRISON'S-HAVEN.

See Mobison's-Havkn.
(East and West), two villages in
the parish of Old Monkland, Lanarkshire.
MORRISTON (The). See Mouiston (The).
MORROCH-BAY, a small bay, very rocky, and
dangerous for shipwrecks, on the coast of the North
channel, at the mutual boundary of the parishes of
Portpatrick and Stonykirk, 2 miles south-east by
south of the town of Portpatrick, Wigtonshire.

MORRISTON

MORT-HILL.

MORTLACH,

SeeMuRKLE.
a parish, containing the village of

Dufftown and

Moray

post-ofiice station of Mortlach, in the
It is bounded by
district of Banffshire.

Boharm, Botriphnie, Glass, Cabrach, Inveraven,
and Aberlour. Its length north-north-eastward is
12 miles; its greatest breadth is about 8 J miles and
;

extent is about 35,000 acres. From
a mountainous line of water-shed across the south
end of the parish, two glens extend 7^ miles northeastward at the distance from each other of from 2
to 2J miles.
The eastern glen then suddenly debouches to the west, runs direct across to a junction
with the other glen, and thence, with the expansion
of a valley, goes 3 miles north-north-westward to
the boundary with Boharm.
The stream of the
western glen is the DuUan and that of the eastern
and of the united glen is the Fiddich, giving the
name of Glenfiddich to all the district which forms
its basin.
The chief summits on the mountainboundary of the south, are Coryhabbie-hill and
Cook's-cairn, which look down into Glenlivet the
screen of much of the west side of the western glen
is the huge broad-based Benrinnes, whose vast mass
fills a
large part of the neighbouring parish, and
whose summit, wooing the clouds at an altitude of
feet
above sea-level, looks away to the far2,765
distant coast of Caithness; and the grounds which
form the other screens of the glens, though less
elevated than Benrinnes, are lofty enough to be fit
attendants on it as a monarch-mountain. A small
stream called Marky, rising on the east side of the
eastern screen of Glenfiddich, cuts a projecting
district of the parish into the delly vale called Glenmarky, and runs rapidly down the descent to meet
the Deveron near tlio house of Edinglassie, where
that river just touches the boundary, and makes a
its superficial

—

;

;

fine sweep away toward Huntly.
Glenfiddich is
one of the loveliest straths in Scotland and contains
many mixtures of the sweet and the wild, the bold
and the beautiful, many blendings of those features
;

—

which invite the pencil and play upon
the imagination. Tiie wliole parish, in fact, cxhioits
such variety of hill and dale, wood and water, arable
grounds and flock-clad pastures, as render it rich in
of landscape

MORTLACH.
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One

of the finest scenes is the Craig ol
old castle, and its encincturing
objects; and another is the Giant's chair on the
river Dullan, with the pretty little cascade called
the Linen Apron, and the folds and wavings of the

landscape.

Balveny, with

its

surrounding drapery.
The arable grounds of the parish amount to only
about one-seventh of the whole area, and, for the
most part, lie pretty high along the two principal
streams. Some haughs occur; but they are not extensive.
The uplands are clothed to the extent of
about 600 acres with wood and elsewhere they are
variously moorland and coarse pasture, but are in
general heathy. Granite, of a kind well-suited for
dark clay-coloured slate,
building, is abundant.
;

A

of pretty fair quality, is worked in several quarries.
Limestone is very plentiful, and, in spite of a dearth
of fuel, is extensively worked.
variety of limestone, both on the Dullan and the Fiddich, amounts
in quality to an inferior marble.
Appearances of
alum and lead are observed on the burn of Tullich.
laminated rock occurs in one or two places of a
nature suitable for whetstones or hones. The soil
of the arable grounds is almost all loamy, deep, and
fertile.
Several chalybeate springs occur; and they
are pretty powerful in their medicinal virtues, and
have been found useful in cases of gravel and
dyspepsy.
petrifying spring exists near the
small but deep lake, called
house of Kininvie.
Lochpark, in a den confined by two almost perpendicular hills, near the road to Botinphnie, emits the
head-stream of the river Isla. The principa'
fiarent
andowners are the Duke of Richmond, the Earl ot
Fife, Leslie of Kininvie, Gregory of Buchiomb, and
Duff of Drummuir. The average rent of the arable
land is about £1 per acre. The yearly value of raw
produce was estimated in 1836 at £17,300. Assessed

A

A

A

A

A

project was at
property in 1843, £5,196 14s. 3d.
one time afoot for forming a railway from the centre
of this parish to Port-Gordon, but was abandoned.
The Keith railway station, 10 miles north-east of its
northern extremity, is at present the nearest point

of railway.
Population in 1831, 2,633; in 1851,
2,804.
Houses, 507.
Mortlach is famous as the scene of a victory
achieved by Malcolm II., in 1010, over the Danes.
He had been beaten by these foemen the preceding
year, and compelled to leave them in possession ol
Moray. Returning from the south with a reinforced
and powerful army, he burned to expel the intruders,
and found them in readiness to give him battle.
The armies came in sight of each other near the
church of Mortlach, and engaged a little to the
north.
Three of the Scottish generals fell in the
and panic and confusion folfirst shock of collision
lowed among the Scottish troops. The King was
reluctantly bonie along with the retreating crowd
till he was opposite the church of Mortlach, then a
chapel dedicated to St. Molach; and here, while his
army were partially pent up in their flight by the
contraction of the vale and tlie narrowness of the
pass, he performed some of the showy rites of saint;

worship, and rallied and roused his troops with an
animated appeal to their patiiotism, and, placing
himself at their head, wheeled round upon the foe,
threw Enotus, one of the Danish generals, from his
The
horse, and killed him with his own hand.
Scots, now flung back from fear to enthusiasm, made
an impetuous onset, caiTicd victory in their van,
and thickly strewed the ground with the corpses of
their foes.
The scene of the second and finishing
conflict seems to have been a few hundred yards
south-west of the castle of Balveny, the more ancient
and
part of which was probably then in existence;
may have been the fort noticed by historians as near

MORTLACH.

MORTON.
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Another conflict of a different old building of inferior note at Edinglassie, is rerind had connection with Auchindnne-castle, in markable chiefly in connexion with an app.illing inA hereditary feud, stance of the miseries of civil war, and of the tyranfortlach, about the year 1G70.
hich had long existed between the Mackintoshes nical power which was often wielded by the barons
nd the Gordons, and which had often been alter- of the feudal age. Some of the Highland clans, on
their march from Strathspey through Mortlach to
:ately suppressed and revived, broke suddenly out
: that
time, and came then to a curious tragical ^trathbogie, in 1690, the year of the engagement on
mnination. William Mackintosh, the heir to the the haughs of Cromdale, having burnt the house in
iiiefcainship of the Mackintoshes, had been hindered
prosecution of the public dissensions of the period,
V the feud from getting prompt or easy posses- the laird, whose name was Gordon, seized 18 of
~ on of his
of
the
them at random, when they were returning a few
purpose
rights; and he formed
weeks after, and hanged them all on the trees of his
I'venging himself by burning the castle of Auchindune, which belonged to the Gordons. The Marquis garden. Mortlach claims to be the scene of the
Scottish song of Roy's Wife of Aldivalloch.'
of Huntly, with a considerable force of retainers,
The
marched expeditiously against him, rushed into con- Glacks of Ballach mentioned in the lyric is a reMackintosh, markable pass near the castle of Auchindune.
flict with him, and overpowered him.
thinking himself cruelly used, fled for redress to the claim, though a contested one. is made also upon the
Marquis's lady, and appeared before her as a sup- song of Tibby Fowler in the Glen.' The old statist
but the Marchioness, more ruthless than says, Tibby "lived in the braes of Auchindune,
Eliant;
er lord, caused the suppliant's head to be struck off.
and was a plain-looking lass, with a swinging
Yet the feud, instead of being exasperated by this tocher." The old village of Mortlach stands on the
immenow
was
for
Dullan, half-a-mile above its confluence with the
Huntly
extinguished
atrocity,
diately found himself opposed by a party of the
Fiddich; but has dwindled away to insignificance.
This parish is in the presbytery of Strathbogie,
nobility, all more or less intimately acquainted with
Mackintosh, and felt induced to withdraw all oppo- and synod of Moray. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
The castle £226 8s. Id.; glebe, £8. Unappropriated teinds,
sition from the son of the ill-fated chief.
of Auchindune, notwithstanding the burning of it by
£368 OS. 9d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4|d.,
Mackintosh, underwent such repair as to be in- with about £25 fees, a share in the Dick bequest,
It occupies a
and £8 other emoluments. The parish church is
habited till about 150 years ago.
commanding site, on a green conical mount, over- partly a very ancient building, probably as old as
have
been
It
is
to
the
the beginning of the 11th century, and partly a
Fiddich.
looking
supposed
built by Cochrane, the favourite of James III.; it
modem addition, erected about the year 1829; and
formed, with all its barony, a part of the lordship of it contains about 1,000 sittings. The walls of the
Deskford; and, till 1535, it belonged to the Ogilvies, ancient part of it are so strong that they may stand
for many years to come; but they possess rone of
but then passed to the Gordons.
piece of admuable workmanship, in the Gothic style, appears in
the architectural decoration which distinguishes so
the central apartment of the building. The burnmany old architectural edifices. There is a Free
ing of the castle by Mackintosh is commemorated church, with an attendance of about 300; and the
in the following stanzas of an old song:
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £95 16s. There
is also a Roman Catholic chapel, built in 1834, and
" As I came in
by Fiddich-siJe
The upper part of the
In a May morning.
containing 160 sittings.
I met Willie Mackintosh
parish is included in the mission of Glenrinnes,
An hour before the dawning.
noticed in our article on Aberlour, and contains the
Tnm again, turn again,
chapel of that mission. There are in the parish
Turn again, I bid ye;
four non-parochial schools and a circulating library.
If ye bum Auchindune,
Malcolm II., immediately after the victory of MortHuntly he will head ye.*
lach, got the parish church converted into a catheHead me, hang me.
dral, and the village into the seat of a diocese.
That sail never fear me;
Beyn or Bean, the first bishop of Mortlach, wielded
I'll bum Aucliindone
the crosier about 30 years, and was interred in the
Before the life leaves me."
Donortins and Cormac, the second and
village.
the third bishops, jointly filled the see upwards of
As I came in by Aachindonc
In a May morning,
80 years. Nectan, the fourth and last bishop, was,
Auchindune was in a bleeze
in the 14th year of his preferment, removed by David
An hour before the dawning."
I. to Aberdeen, and became, by his translation, the
Another old fortalice, which also was inhabited first bishop of that city. The bishopric of Mortlach,
is
This thus transmuted into that of Aberdeen, lasted from
till about 150 years ago,
Balveny-castle.
stands on a beautiful eminence on the Fiddich, a
1010 to 1139. In the order of precedence, it was
little below the influx of the Dullan, and commands
next to St. Andrews, or ranked as the second diocese
a rich though limited range of charming scenery. in Scotland; yet, as to both jurisdiction and endowThe structure is of various dates, and very magnifi- ments, it comprehended only the churches and
cent.
Tradition calls the oldest part of it a Pictish church lands of Mortlach, Cloveth, and Dulm.eth.
In the fiont, and high over its iron massive Dr. Lorimer, the author of a treatise on Magnetism,
tower.
gate, is inscribed a motto of the Stuarts, Earls of was a native of Mortlach.
Athole, descriptive of the savage valour and unMORTON, a parish in the upper part of Nithshappy circumstances of the times: Fvrth. Foet- dale, Dumfries-shire. It contains the post-town of
The castle belonged Thomhill, and the greater part of the village of
Tix. iLNT). FiL. Thi. Fattris.
Buccessively to the Comyns, the Douglases, and the Carron-bridge. It is bounded on the north-east by
Lanarkshire, and on other sides by the parishes of
Stuarts; it passed, in the 16th and 17th centuries,
into the successive possession of several other
Closebmu, Penpont, and Durrisdeer. Its length
families and it is now the property of the Earl of southward is about 7 miles; and its average breadth
In 1446 tliere was a Lord Balveny of the is about 4 miles. The river Nith comes down from
Fife.
name of Douglas. Both Auchindune and Balveny the north at an acute angle upon the western
eastles were strongly fortified by art, and had their
boundary a little below its middle, traces that
Another boundarv for If mile, making a beautiful bend io
walls, their ditches, and their ramparts.
Mie field of battle.
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off for 5 furlongs

way

a small wing,

—

upon a

in a limpid stream

pebbly bed. Carron-water runs 3 miles along the
western boundary to the point where tliat boundary
is first touched by the Nith, and there falls into the
Nitli.
Cample-water rises in the extreme northeast, runs 1^ mile southward through the interior,
traces thence the eastern and the southern boundaries over a distance of 5| miles, and then departs
into Closeburn, to fall very soon into the Kith.
Along the Nith, and a short way up the Cample,
are beautiful belts of very rich holm or haugh, liable
to be overflowed, but

well-protected by

embank-

Screening the holm-lands, a considerable
ridge of rising ground swells up from their margin,
somewhat bold near the middle, but gentle in
gradient at the ends. The summit of this ridge is
occupied by the town of Thornhill, and commands
a picturesque prospect of a considerable extent of
the valley and hill-screens of the Nith. North-eastments.

ward of the town rise two other hilly banks, parallel
and of different height, running across the parish
like huge natural galleries.
Beyond the more
northerly, the surface descends at a gentle gradient,
and forms a valley; and then it shoots up in bold
pastoral heights, which occupy about one-third of
the whole area, form part of the southern alps of
Scotland, attain altitudes of 2,500 and under, and
climb up to the water-shedding-line between the
two grand basins of the Lowlands. The soil of the"
first or most southerly low ridge of the parish is a
light but feitile loam upon a gravelly bottom; that
of the ridges immediately north of Thornhill, is

heavy and

retentive,

and

lies

upon a clayey bottom

;

that of the interior valley is partly alluvial and all
excellent; and that of the mountainous district,
gives frequent way to the naked rock, and is elsewhere so thin and poor as to bear only a mottled
sward of heath and coarse grass. A considerable
tract, lying principally between Tliornhill and the

upper valley, is still unreclaimed, but would repay
improvement. Nearly 600 imperial acres are under
wood. The whole parish, except one farm, belongs
to the Duke of Buccleuch.
The estimated value of
the raw produce in 1844 was £9,113. Assessed
property in 1843, £2,817 10s. Real rental in 1855,
£5,064.

Nearly in the centre of the parish, 2 J miles north
of Thornhill, on the brink of a glen, traversed by a
little tributary of the Cample, stands Morton-castle,
one of the least dilapidated ruins of its class in
Nithsdale. What remains, though but a fractional
part of the original structure, measures 100 feet by
30 in area. The south front is nearly entire, rises
to the height of 40 feet, has at each corner a circular
tower about 12 feet in diameter, and is from 8 to 10
The glen on one side with
feet thick in the wall.
its

water

dammed

up,

and deep intrenchments on

the other sides, must have rendered the place a seat
of great strength.
Of several very conflicting accounts which are given of the proprietorship of this
castle, perhaps the most plausible is that of the
Macfarlane manuscripts in the Advocates' library, as
quoted by Grose. According to this account, the
castle is of unascertained origin; was kept, in the
minority of David Bruce, by Thomas Randolph,
Earl of Moray; and afterwards passed into the possession of that branch of the Douglases who became
Earls of Morton, gave them their title, and was
allowed by them, in their solicitude about other
Yet the castle has smart
strengths, to go to ruin.
competition for the honour thus assigned it. At a
short distance north-west of the castle, and on the
other side of the glen, are remains of a strong fortification,

with intrenchments, which seem

to liave

MORVEN.

Roman fort or castellum. About 300 yards
south of the castle, and on a rising ground, is the
vestige of a small station or camp called Watchman Knowe. In various parts, principally in the
vicinity of the castle, there formerly existed, or were
found, memorials of Druidism, of the ancient BriAt New Cample,
tons, and of the feudal times.
near Thornhill, Mrs. Buchan and her followers took
post after their expulsion from Irvine: which see.
The northern half of the parish is all so mountainous and sequestered as to have no need of a road,
and, therefore possesses none; but the lower district
is traversed by the road from Glasgow to Dumfries,
is well provided with other roads, and is traversed
also by the Glasgow and South-western railway;
and it has immediate access to that railway at the

been a

stations of Carron-bridge and Thornhill. Population
in 1831, 2,140; in 1851, 2,482.
Houses, 399.
This parish is in the presbytery of Penpont, and
synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch.
Stipend, £236 2s. 7d. ; glebe, £25. Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
teinds, £366 8s. 3d.

The parish church was
4^d., with about £30 fees.
There
built in 1841, and contains 1,060 sittings.
is an United Presbyterian church in Thornhill, containing about 500 sittings. There are four nonThe ancient original church of
parochial schools.
Morton was probably built either by Dunegal, the
great proprietor of Strathnith, in the reign of David
individual and, beI., or possibly by some earlier
fore the end of the 12th centuiy, it was given by
Dunegal's grandson, Edgar, to the monks of Kelso,
and thence became a vicarage till the Reformation.
MORTON, a parish in the south-east of Dumfries-shire.
See Half-Morton.
MORTON-HALL. See Liberton.
MORTOUNE. See Calder (East).
MORVEN, a mountain in the parish of Latheron,
Its summit is 5^ miles east of the
Caithness-shire.
boundary with Sutherlandshire, and 8 miles north"
west of Berriedale. One account says, it is elevated about a mile above the level of the sea;"
another says, it is " supposed to be more than a mile
The mountain is an
above the level of the sea."
;

unfailing barometer, an invariably correct indicator
of approaching rain or drought, to the whole county,
and is seen veiy far out at sea, and serves as an imIts summit comportant landmark in storms.
mands a view of nearly all the vast Moray frith, and
much of the numerous counties which recede inland
from its beach.
MORVEN, a mountain on the mutual border
of the parish of Glenmuick and the parish of LogieColdstone, and adjacent to the south-east boundary
It
of the parish of Strathdon, in Aberdeenshire.
has an elevation of 2,934 feet above the level of the
between
watershed
sea.
Its summit is part of the
the basin of the Don and the basin of the Dee; and
two ranges go off from its sides, the one westward
in continuation of the watershed, the other southeastward to the vicinity of the Dee.
MORVEN, or Morveun, a parish, containing a
the northpost-office station of its own name, in
west of the mainland of Argyleshire. It forms a

peninsula, extending south-westward between Lochs
Suinart and Linnhe, to the Sound of Mull, and connected with the district of Ardgour by an isthmus
of 6 miles.
Its outline is proximately triangular.
It is bounded on the north by Loch-Suinart and
Glen-Tarbert, which divide it from tlio parish of
Ardnamurclmn; on the south-east by Loch-Linnhe,
which divides it from the district of Lorn; and on
the soutli-wcst and west by the Sound of Mull,
Ks
wliich divides it from the island of Mull.
greatest length from cast to west is 20 miles; its

MORYEN.

noticed in our article Artorsish. Another interesting one is a castle at the head of Loch-Linnhe,
called from its situation Kenlochaline-castle.
See
AuxE (Loch). This castle is boldly perched on a
high rock overhanging the water, as if the architect
had chosen the situation where the effect would be
the finest. It is very strong as a piece of masonry,
and occupies, on the ancient system, a very strong

and its area is about
greatest breadth is 15 miles;
It comprises also the small iu133 square miles.
habited islands of Oransay and Carna, in LochSuinart; and its extent of coast-line, even exclusive
of these islands, is little short of 100 miles.
chain of lakes, partly marine and partly fresh-water,
commencing with Loch-Teagus on the north, and
terminating with Loch-Aline in the south-west,
nearly isolates most of the district lying along the
Sound of Mull, and containing the parochial places
of worship, from the upper and much the larger district of the parish, called the Braes of Morveu. All
the country abounds with streams and torrents; and
many close scenes of it have fine cascades, and
Its
other interesting features of water scenery.
general surface, however, is bleak, tame, heathy
of Benupland. Its highest ground is the summit
eaddan, which has an altitude of 2,306 feet above
its
mounof
the level of the sea. Several others
all are
tains, also, have a considerable altitude; yet
destitute of what wiiters on landscape call char-

A

when seen

acter; and,
ranges of

in

and though only a square tower
table, it exhibits such uncommonly fine proportions as render it markedly
beautiful, and stands on so commanding and highly
scenic a site as to make it one of the most picturesque of the Highland castles. It was occupied by
Colkitto and his detachment of Irish troops, for the
Marquis of Montrose, in 1664. There is another
military position

connexion with the bold

Appin and Mull, they look very un-

Yet there are portions of the parish
which present very striking features. Much of its
western sea-board along the Sound of Mull is highly
and the valley of Unimore, occupied
Eicturesque;
y the chain of lakes from Loch-Teagus to LochAline, overhung on one side by a range of high
precipitous rocks, on the other by the mountains of
Beneaddan and Bennahua, is one of the most brilliant pieces of scenery in the

Highlands, blending

together nearly all styles of landscape from the
gently beautiful to the terribly sublime. Professor
Wilson pronounced this valley no less than "an
abyss of poetry," exclaiming also,
Morven and morn, and spring and
In front

A

is

not

tiie

solitude.

scene magnificent?

Beauty nowhere owes to ocean
Loch- Unimore!
lovelier haunt than this
!

A name

in its wild

Ficly denoting a

old castle, called the castle of Killundine; but it
possesses little interest, and is comparatively modem. There are, on the sea-coasts, remains of
several small forts, which were probably erected in
the times of the Danish invasions. There are likewise some tumuli; one of which, called Camna-Caillich or the old-wife's cairn, is a lofty pile of
loose stones, 243 feet in circumference. On elevated
spots, in various parts of the parish, but especially
along the coast of the Sound of Mull, are Druidical
circles of various diameters, but in no instance exceeding 24 feet. Dunien, FingaVs fort or hill, situated on the farm of Fiunarg, and now part of the
glebe, is a curious round rock of considerable height,
very steep, yet partly covered on the sides with a
green sward, and washed at the base with a frolic-

some stream which moves between high banks, and

The area on the top
leaps along in little cataracts.
of the hill measures about half-a-rood, bears evident
marks of having been encircled by a wall, and commands an extensive prospect.
village was formed
a few years ago at Loch- Aline, and a substantial
was
built
below
so
that
now
this locality is
it;
pier
a seat of trade to the parish
yet Tobermory and
Oban, the former about 4 miles distant from the
nearest point of the parish, are still convenient resorts for marketing.
Population of the parish in
1831, 2,137; in 1851, 1,547.
Houses, 269.
This parish is in the presbytery of Mull, and
Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
synod of Argyle.

A

;

sweetness to our ear

dream-world of peace! "

About 4, 100 acres in the parish are in tillage about
3,100 are under wood; and about 78,150 are pastoral
or waste. A considerable proportion of the arable
land lies along the Sound of Mull, either on rapid
declivities, or at a considerable elevation above the
level of the sea. The soil in general is a poor, light,
open earth and in some places is intermixed with
;

;

gravel and small stones. The woods extend chiefly
along the side of Loch-Suinart, round the shores of
Loch-Aline, and in the south-west district adjacent
to the junction of Loch-Linnhe with the Sound of
Mull. A predominant rock is gneiss, originally
covered by a deposit of secondary rocks, consisting
of limestone and sandstone, with coal occasionally
interspersed; a deposit so overwhelmed by trap,
which in its turn has been much abraded and worn
away, as to present to an observer a confused and
obscure object of geognostic study. The situation
of the coal is, on certain occasions, very remarkable
and occurring as it does on the summits of primary
mountains of great elevation, it is quite fitted to
startle a geologist nearly as much as a coal-surveyor. Sandstone, of excellent quality for building,
is quarried at Loch- Aline and Artomish.
Lead ore
was formerly mined at Lurg in Glendubh, a glen
;

which runs parallel to Loch Suinart; and copper
was mined at Temate, on the estate of Artornish.
There are four resident landowners, and seven nonIn 1843, the real rental, as estimated in
resident.

ore

New

Statistical Account, was £5,700, the value
of assessed property was £4,752 8s. 7d., and the

the

;

with turrets and a corbel

interesting.

"
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estimated value of raw produce was £9,974. One
of the most interesting antiquities in the parish is

The present
Stipend, £155 2s. 3d.; glebe, £27 10s.
parish comprehends the ancient parishes of Kiltuintaik and Kilcolumkill, which were united, it is
There are
believed, shortly after the Reformation.
two parish churches, belonging respectively to the
two ancient parishes, and both sunounded with
burying-grounds, which anciently were enclosed,
and had the privilege of sanctuary. The churches
are situated on the coast, about 9 miles from each
other.
That of Kiltuintaik, the " cell of Winifred,"
was built in 1780, and contains 300 sittings; while
"
that of Kilcolumkill, the
church of the cell of
Columba," was built in 1799, and contains 500
sittings. The minister preaches in them alternately,
and also preaches occasionally at places in the inland districts of the parish. There is a mission
under the royal bounty for part of Morven, in common with Lismore. There is a Free church preaching station in Morven; and the amount raised in
connexion with it in 1856 was £12 18s. 2d. There
is a Roman Catholic chapel, built about 20 years
There are three parochial schools; and a
ago.
salary of £34 4s. 4Jd., is divided among the masters.
There are likewise four non-parochial schools. The
name Morven, as applied to this parish, is a modem
refinement, substituted for Mohr-earrain, usually
written Morvern; audit does not give the district
any claim "whatever to identity with the Morven of
The word Mor Ven, as used in the
Ossian.

MOEVICH.

of Ossian," says the Rev. Norman M'Leod,
Old Statistical Account, " is derived from the
Mor £keann,' i. e. 'of the great
Gaelic words
mountains,' and seems to have been a general term
The common
for the Highlands or hilly country.
notion is, that the whole Ilighlnnds were the
country of Fingal and his heroes, for in every part

poems

in the

^

thereof, as well as in this parish, there are names
The
derived from them and their achievements.
whole Highlands might justly be called ' Dutliaich,

nam

But
moi'-Bheann,' or 'country of high hills.'
a Highlander never gives that name to this parish,
mhor-earran."
but calls it
MORVICH (Hill of), a hill near the coast of the

A

parish of Golspie, Sutherlandshire.
station on the rivulet
boundary between Auchindoir and Kildrummie to the Don, in Aberdeen-

MOSSAT,

a

Mossat, which

post-office
i-uns on the

shire.

MOSSBANK,

an estate and a

post-office station

Here is an
United Presbyterian place of worship.
MOSSBURNFORD, a locality on the river Jed,
in the parish of Delting, Shetland.

and

in the parish of

Oxnam,

3 miles south-east of

Here is an ancient
baronial fort, strong in the walls, erected to suit the
state of things in the time of the border feuds, and
continuing to be inhabited till about the middle of
Jedburgh, Roxburghshire.

last century.

MOSSFEEBLEBURN. See Ew-es.
MOSSFENNAN, a mountain, about

1,650 feet
high, in the parish of Glenholm, Peebles-shire.

MOSS-FLANDERS.
MOSSGIEL, a small

See Flanders Moss.
farm-hamlet, about half-a-

mile to the north of the town of Mauchline in Ayrshire, celebrated as having been for several years
the residence of the poet Bums. It is utterly destitute of landscape beauty; but the poet's fame has
clothed it with a beauty and interest of a literary
order.
Hither romantic pilgrims shall betake
Themselves from distant lands. AVhen we are still
In centuries of sleep, his fame will wake,
And his great memory with deep feelings fill
These scenes tliat he has trod, and hallow every hill.

Our readers would scarcely excuse our omitting
Wordsworth's
crated spot:
"

'

—

fine sonnet

on this plain but conse-

There!' said a stripling, pointing with much pride
roof with green trees hall-concealed,
'
Is Mossgiel Farm, and that's the very field
Where Burns ploughed up the Daisy.' Far and wide
plain below stretched seaward, while, descried
Above sea-clouds, the Peaks of Arran rose;
And, by that simple notice, the repose

Towards a low

A

Of earth, sky, sea, and air was vivified.
Beneath the random bield of clod or stone,'
Myriads of daisies have shone forth in flower
Near the lark's nest, and in their natural hour
Have passed away: less happy than the one
That, by the unwilling ploughshare, died to prove
The tender charm of poetry and love."
'

The farm-steading, a very plain low house, with
one small room and a kitchen, may still be seen,
shaded by a few trees, on the west side of the Glasgow and Dumfries turnpike. The house continues

nearly in the same state as when 15urns occupied it,
and was tenanted by his brother Gilbert till the year
While residing here he published, by the
1800.
advice of his superior and patron, Mr. Hamilton, the
first edition

of his poems.

MOSSGREEN.

See DALOExy.
See Inciimoan.
MOSS-KNOWE. See KinKPAXRiCK-FLEMiNG.
MOSSMORRAN. Sec Fifeshire.
MOSSPAUL, a stage-inn on the road from Hawick to Carlisle, situated at the east base of Wisp-

MOSS-ISLAND.

MOULIN.
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between the sources of the Teviot and those of
the Ewes, on the boundar}' between the pari.sh of
Ewes in Dumfries-shire, and that of Teviothead in
Roxburghshire, 9| miles north of Langholm, and
12^ south of Hawick.
MOSSTODLACH, a village in the parish of
hill,

Speymouth, Morayshiie.
MOSS-TOWER, a farm in the parish of Eckford,
5 miles north-east of Jedburgh, Roxburghshire.
Here, on a piece of marshy ground, stood a very
strong fortalice and hence the name of Moss-tower.
;

The fortalice was accessible at only one point, and by
a causeway, and was one of the greatest
strengths on
the Scottish border.
It was at one time a residence
of Hepburn, Earl of Bothwell, but aftei^wards became the property of the famous Laird of Buccleuch,
the ancestor of the Duke of Buccleuch.
It was de15'ii3, by an English force imder Lord
Dacre; and having been repaiied, it was destroyed
in
again
1544, by an English force under Sir Ralph
Eure; and having been again rebuilt, it was destroyed a third time, in 1570, by an English force
under the Earl of Sussex. Its ruins were pulled
down about 70 years ago to be used as building
material for the adjacent farm offices.
MOSS-TOWER, Morayshire. See Elgin.
MOTHERTOP. See Keig.
MOTHERWELL, a small post-town in the parish
of Dalziel, Lanarkshire. It stands on the road fiom
Glasgow to Carlisle, 2 miles north-east of Hamilton,
and 3 north-west of Wishawtown. In its vicinity
is the Motherwell junction station of the Caledonian
railway, where the western main line of that railway
forks into the southern and northern branches toward Glasgow; and that station is distant 12 miles
from the south side terminus of Glasgow, 16 miles
from the north side terminus of Glasgow, 15^
from Carstairs junction, and 43 from Edinburgh.
In the vicinity also goes off, from the Caledonian line,
the branch railway to Lesmahago. At the Mother-

stroyed, in

well junction

is the point of
railway communicaHamilton and a populous circumjacent disIn the
trict, to all places in the east and the south.
immediate neighbourhood, also, are collieries and
a malleable ironwork. The stir and traffic about

tion, for

Motherwell, therefore, are exceedingly greater than
what might be inferred from the mere amount of its
population. The town has a Free church, a
Primitive Methodist chapel, and several schools.
The name MotheiTrell was derived from a celebrated
well, which was dedicated in the Romish times to
the Virgin Mary, and called the "Well of our
Lady."
Population in 1841, 726; in 1851, 1,274.
a
small
river
of
the
north of
(The),

own

MOTRAY

It rises in Nonnan's law in the parish of
Abdie, and runs first eastward, through the parish
of Kilmany, and on the boundary between that parish
and liOgie, and then southward, chiefly through the
parish of Leuchars, to the head of the small estuary
of the Eden, about ^ a mile below Guard-bridge.
Its total length of course is about 12 miles.
Its
chief affluent is Moonziebum, which does not join
it till near its mouth.
The Motray drives a number
of corn-mills. It is but a small stream in summer,
but it often swells to a great bulk in winter.
MOULIN, a Highland parish, containing the
nost-offico village of Pitlochrie, and the
villages of
Moulin and Kinnaird, in the north-east of Perthshire. It is bounded by Blair- Athole, Kirkniichael,
Dowally, Logierait, and Dull. Its length southwestward is about 16 miles; and its greatest
breadth is about 8J miles. The river Garry, coming down from the north-west, cuts off a small wing
1^ mile by f, and traces the western boundary a
mile southward to the Tummel; and the latter

Fifeshire.

MOULIX.

stream thence runs 3} miles along the soiith-westem
boundary. Both streams abound in common river
iout, and in salmon, sea-trout, and grilse; and are
-^orgeously, at times terrifically, giand in their
Tlie Garry, while running in the inteiior,
-cenery.
Traverses the celebrated pass of Killiecraskje,
L«-h;ch see,] and over all its connection with the
is wildly and sublimely impetuous
The
all the way to its junction with
the Garry tninultuous and rapid, here becomes
tranquilly majestic, and sweeps proudly along amid
scenery softened down from grandeur into exquisite
beauty. The Girnag. approaching from the southcast, runs 2| miles souch-westward to the Garry at
the upper end of Killiecrankie. Six or seven independent streamlets, the largest 4 miles long, rise in
the interior, and run to the Garry and the Tummel.
Parallel to tliese rivers, and at 4^ miles' distance, a
water-shedding line of summits runs across the parisli
separating the souih-west division of it which
belongs to the district of Athole, from the northeast division which belongs to the district of Strathardle.
The river Briarachan, coming down from
the north immediately behind this line of heights,
runs f of a mile southward on the boundary, and If
mile south-eastward and 3^ eastward through the
interior to the point where it contributes to form the
The Arnate approaching from the north
Ardle.
not far from its source, and 5^ miles north-east of
tlie Briarachan's point of approach, runs 6J miles
southward to a confluence with the Briarachan.
Ihe Ardle, being formed by the union of these
streams, runs a mile south-eastward to its exit from
the parish. In nearly all the running waters cascades occur; and several of them are unusually
Those at Edradour and Urrard are parbeautiful.
ticularly admired, and have been celebrated in song.
The general surface of the parish is a congeries
of hills and mountains cloven down by vales or
glens along the course of the streams. The highest
ground is the pyramidal and very conspicuous
Benvrackie which see. The other hills, considered
as Highland heights, are not of gieat bulk or altitude; yet they exhibit several high and abrupt preclad in heath.
cipices, and are, for the most part,

parish

Tummel, though

;

:

Those of Glexferxate [which see, and see also
Strathardle] are exceptions, being beautifully verdant.

The

How

is level in the
general, gently declines

arable land

of

Mou-

toward the
rivers; and it aggregately amounts to about 2.700
acres.
The soil in the Athole district is tolerably
deep and fertile but that in the Strathardle district
The fields
is shallower, and yields lighter crops.
around the village of Moulin, constituting the How,
a space of IJ mile long and i a mile broad, are
among the most fertile in the Highlands of Perthof Athole.
shire, and have been called the garden
About 2,000 acres are under wood, part of it natural,
and upwards of a half planted within the last 75

lin,

but,

in

;

The principal rocks are mica-slate interveined by quartz. Limestone occurs in boulders of

years.

a fine marble texture, and in a bed considerably to the
east of them, which forms part of a continuous field
to the
extending from the south-west of Perthshire
north-east of Aberdeenshire; but, owing to the
dearth of fuel, very little of it is worked. Granite

and quartz are found in deUched pieces; fluor-spar
occurs in fragments in several places; and rockThere ai-e eleven
is found in Benvrackie.
crystal

In 1839, the real rental was about
was
£7,300, and the estimated value of raw produce
In 1843, the value of assessed property
£19,888.
was £8,117 3s. 4d.
curious rain, variously conjectured to have been
a reliffious house and a castle of the Earls of Athole

landowners.

A

MOUXACK.

4G9

and Badenocb, and seemingly erected in the 11th
or 12th century, stands in the neighbourhood of
the village of Moulin. It appears to have measured
in area 80 feet by 76, to have had a round turret at
each comer, and to have stood in a lochlet which
has been drained and planted. More or less of the
walls on three sides, and most of one of the turrets
remain. The stones are unhewn, pinned with small
flat stones, and cemented with lime and sand, so adjusted that they must have been poured in as a thin

A

plantation of large trees now occupies a
considerable area within the ruin, obscuring the

jelly.

view from every quarter,
having now the imposing
Small
rally belongs to it.
to have been Pictish forts,

and preventing it from
appearance which natu-

circular works, supposed
and circles or ellipses of
upright stones, or parts of such circles or ellipses,
of the kind reputed to have been Druidical temples, are frequent.
Vestiges of ancient Koman
Catholic burjing-grounds, indicating the quondam
existence of Roman Catholic chapels, also occur.
Seven or eight mansions, chiefly situated on the
Garry and the Tummel, have beautiful surrounding
pleasure grounds, and contribute greatly to the embellishment of the landscape.
There are in the
parish four distilleries, a brewery, a cora-mill. three
saw-mills, and a dye-work. The village of Moulin
stands in the southern comer of the parish, IJ mile
from the Tummel, and 12 miles north of Dunkeld.
fair for the sale of horses and the purchase of
seed-corn, is held here on the first Tuesday of March.
The poptilation of the village is about 200. The

A

parish is traversed by a road up the Tummel and
the Garry, by another up the Ardle and the Briar-

achan, and bv a third which connects them. Population in 1831, 2,022; in 1851, 2,022. Houses, 404.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunkeld, and
svnod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Duke of
Athole. Stipend, £150 14s. 3d.; glebe, £13 13s. 4d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £10 fees,
and £9 other emoluments. The parish church is
It is a Gothic
situated in the village of Moulin.
stracture, with tower of inconsiderable height; and
it was built in 1831, and contains 650 sittings.
chapel, in connexion with the Established church,
was built about 8 years ago at Straloch, in the
Strathardle district of the parish, by voluntarj- suband is served
scription of the parishioners of Moulin,
by a missionary of the royal bounty. The district on
is
the right side of the Garry
ecclesiastically under
the care of the quoad sacra parish minister of Tenandry. There is a Free church of Moulin, with an
attendance of .vOO; and the amount of its receipts in
1856 was £137 13s. 9Jd. There are four non-parochial schools, and a branch savings' bank. The
who died minister of
distinguished Dr. Stewart,
nineteen years
Canongate, Edhiburgh, was for
minister of Moulin. During his ministry in this

A

and permanently beneficial reparish, a remarkable
vival occurred, which caused a great sensation at
the period, and is detailed in the Kev. J. Sie%-wright'8
Dr. Duff, the
interesting memoir of the Doctor.
church of Scotland's first missionary to India,
chair in
literature
:\1
Professor Forbes of the Oriei;t

—

—

the
King's college, London, ' Donald Mackintosh,
and Captain
compiler of the Gaelic Proverbs,'—
his gallant deCampbell of Finnab, well known for
fence of the unfortunate Scottish colony of Darien,
were all bom in Moulin.
MOULTPvY (The), See Motray (The).
MOUNACK. a hill in the parish of Stornoway,
the island of Lewis. It has an elevation of not
more than 700 feet above the level of the sea, but is
the first land visible to persons crossing the Minch

m

from the mainland to Stornoway.

MOUNT.
MOUNT,

MOUSWALD.
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a village in the parish of Campsie,

Stirlingshire.

MOUNT- ALEXANDER. See Rannoch (The).
MOUNT-BATTOCK. See Battock (Mount).
MOUNT-BENGER. See Yarrow (Tue).
MOUNT-BLAIN. See Bute.
MOUNT-BLAIR. See Blair (Mount).
MOUNT-BLAIRIE. See Alvah.
MOUNT-BLAIRY. See Forglen.

MOUNTBOG, a post-ofSce station subordinate to
Biggar, in Lanarkshire.
MOUNTBOY. See Craig.
MOUNT-CHARLES. See Ayr.
MOUNT-CYRUS. See Cyrus (St.).
MOUNT-GANIACH. See Birse.
MOUNT-GERALD. See Kiltearn.
MOUNT-GOWER. See Durris.
MOUNT-GREENAN. See Kilwinning.
MOUNT-HILL. See Mosimail.
MOUNT-KEEN. See Keen (Mount).
MOUNT-MELVILLE. See Andrew'.s (St.).
MOUNT-MISERY. See Kilmaronock.
MOUNT-PLEASANT. See Abdie.
MOUNT-QUHANNIE. See Kilmany.
MOUNT-STEWART, the seat of the Marquis of
Bute, in the parish of Kingarth, in the island of
Bute. It occupies a fine site on the east coast of
the island, 4 miles south-south-east of Rothesay and
commands a rich view of the frith of Clyde, the
Cumbrays, and the coast of Ayrshire. The mansion was built in 1718, by James, second Earl of
Bute. Its exterior is so devoid of even proximate
ornament tliat it might be improved by a few ordinary touches of the trowel. Yet the leaden waterpipes at its angles are each decorated with eight
"
coronets,
reminding us of the gouty old peer in
Marriage a la Mode,' who put a coronet on his
crutch." The door is converted into a glass window,
and bears an inscription in doggerel verse, written
by Prince Charles, when in concealment on the isThe picture-gallery is a large pleasant room,
land.
completely pannelled over with portraits of celebrated persons; and, in particular, contains a por;

'

trait of Rubens by himself, interesting portraits of
the great Lord Bute, the Duchess of Lauderdale,
and Henrietta, Duchess of Orleans and daughter of
Charles I., Lady Mary Wortley Montague, and
Lady Mary Menzies, The plantations around the
house are extensive, and contain many noble trees.
MOUNT-TEVIOT. See Crailino.

MOUNT- VERNON.

See Liberton.
an island in the parish of Dunrossness,
in Shetland.
It lies near the coast of Sandwick, on
the east side of Mainland, lOj miles south by west
of Lerwick, and 13 north-north-east of Sumburglihead.
It measures about 2 miles in length, and
about 1 mile in breadtli; and extends north and
south. In 1851, it liad 10 inhabitants and 2 houses.
Scandinavian burgh here, called the burgh of
Mousa, is perhaps tlie most perfect existing Teu-

MOUSA,

A

tonic fortress in Europe. " It occupies a circular site
of ground, about 50 feet in diameter, and is built of
middle-sized schistose stones, well laid together
without any cement. The round edifice attains the
height of 42 feet, bulging out below and tapering
off towards the top, where it is again cast out from
its lesser diameter, so as to prevent its being scaled
from without. The doorway is so low and narrow
as only to admit one person at a time, and who has
to creep along a passage 15 feet deep ere he attains
lie then perceives that the
the interior open area,
structure is hollow, consisting ot two walls, each
about 5 feet thick, with a passage or winding staircase between them of similar size, and onolosing
within an open court about 20 feet in diameter.

Near the top of the building, and opposite the entrance, three or four vertical rows of holes are seen,
resembling the holes of a pigeon-house, and varying
from 8 to 18 in number. These admitted air and a
feeble degree of light to the chambers or galleries
within, which wound round the building, and to which
the passage from the entrance conducts, the roof of
one chamber being the floor of that abov^ it. In
this structure, it is on record that the ancient inhabitants, on the occasion of sudden invasion, hastily
secured their women and children and goods; and
it would appear that even one of the Earls of Orkney was not able to force it."

MOUSE (The), a rivulet of the upper ward of
Lanarkshire. It rises on the eastern verge of the
county, in the vicinity of Wilsontown; and runs in
a south-westerly direction, through the parishes of
Carnwath, Carstairs, and Lanark, to a confluence
with the Clyde, a little below the town of Lanark.
Its length of run, exclusive of sinuosities, is about
12 miles.
The upper part of its course is moorish
and bleak; but the lower part lies along a rich
winding dell, eventually flanked by sublime crags,
and is eminently picturesque.
See Lanark and
Cartland Crags.
MOUSWALD, a parish midway between the
rivers Nith and Annan, and from 2 to 7 miles north
of the Solway frith, Dumfries-shire. It contains the
post-office village of Mouswald, and the hamlets of
Old Brocklehurst and Cleughbrae. It is bounded
by Lochmaben, Dalton, Ruthwell, and Torthorwald.
its mean breadth
Its length southward is 4J miles
is about 2 miles; and its area is about 8J
sc[uare
;

The

surface is diversified by some rising
grounds, which are ploughed to the summit, and
the highest of which has an altitude of about 680
miles.

above sea-level; but, in general, it is champaign,
or even quite flat.
Nearly 900 acres at the south
The
end are part of Lochar Moss: which see.
arable and the uncultivated grounds aggregately
bear the proportion to each other of about 33 to 10.
feet

Lochar-water touches, for a few yards, the southwest extremity.
Wath^bum, coming in near its
source from the north, moves along the whole western boundary to the Lochar, wearing the aspect, for
most of the way, of a mossy, grass-grown ditch.
Four independent rills, the largest 3 miles long,
rise in the interior, and run sluggishly to Wathburn. Springs of pure water are both copious and
numerous. St. Peter's well, in the vicinity of the
church, is a continuous spring for about 100 feet
and falling into the largest tributary of Wath-buni,
prevents it from ever freezing for a considerable
way below their point of confluence. The higher
grounds command an extensive and very beautiful
The chief rocks arc grey wacke and greyprospect.
wacke slate. Sir Alexander Gricrson of Lag, Bart.,
is the most extensive landowner; and there are
seven others. The estimated value of raw produce
in 1836 was £7,620.
The value of assessed pro;

in 1843 was £3,997 5s. 9d.
The real rentiil
perty
in 1855 was £4,720.
The chief mansion is RockThere are veshall, the seat of Sir A. Grierson.
The
tiges or ruins of five old Border strengths.
least dilapidated is at Rattles; and the largest and
strongest is at Mouswald-Mains or the Place, A
statue of Sir Simon Cariuthers, the owner of the
latter, the laird of Mouswald, and the son-in-law of
one of the
Queensbeny family, lies in the aisle of
the church, its head pillowed, its fegt on a lion, and
its hands in the elevated posture of supplication:
but it has neither date nor inscription.
Several
camps occur, probably British; and one at Burronhill has a strong double fosse.
Of several cairns,
one, about 1^ mile east of the ohurch, measures 388

MOY.

name of Trval-Cairn,
a place called Deadmangill, where, tradition says, malefactors were executed, after being
tried at the Cairn.
The parish is traversed by the
roads from Dumfries to Annan, and by the Glasgow
feet

and

ill

circiimfert^nce, beare the

is neai"

and South-westem railway; but it has no station on
the railway, and lies midway between the stations
of Dumfries and Ruthwell. The village of Mouswald stands 7 miles south-east of Dumfries, on the
low road thence to Annan. Population of the village,
ibout 150. Population of the parish in 1831, 786;
in 1851, 686.

Houses, 134.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lochmaben.
and synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Marquis of
Queen sbeiT}-. Stipend, £249 19s. 2d. glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds,£l 17s. Bjd, Schoolmaster's
There is a
salary, £25 13s. 4d., with £9 10s. fees.
The present parish church is a fine
private school.
modem edifice, on a conspicuous site beside the
and supplanted one which was of high but
village
unknown antiquity. The original church was
;

;

dedicated to St. Peter.

The name, Mouswald, was

anciently spelt Muswald and Moswald; and, bearing
the meaning of the Wood near the moss,' it is very
descriptive of the position, as well as of what seems
to have been the original appearance, of the site of
the church.
See Molt..
'

MOW.

MOWICK. See Fetlar.
MOY, an ancient parish

of sunshine on a cloudy day, yet one that renders
the adjoining waste darker and more di-eary.
hanging forest of birch and pines surrounds it, and
has a beautiful appearance. At its north end stands
Moy-hall, the family -residence of Mackintosh of
Mackintosh a commodious modem mansion, consisting of a middle square and two wings. On its west
side are the church of Moy and the manseof the united
Of two islets in the lake, the larger contains
parish.
ruins of an ancient castle, the former seat of the
Mackintoshes, chiefs of the powerful clan Chattan
some vestiges of a street, which seem to indicate
that part of the clan probably lived as an immediate
body-guard round their chief; and a handsome
granite obelisk, 70 feet high, on a base of about 20
feet square, erected, in 1824, to the memory of Sir
^flneas Mackintosh. Bart.
The smaller islet consists simply of a collection of loose stones, said to
be artificial; and it was anciently used by the chiefs
as a prison and as a place of capital punishment.
Legendary story is rife with incident respecting the
comislets, the castle, and the loch of Moy; and
bined with a recital of old clan fights, as detailed by
'
Sir Robert Gordon, of the curse of Moy,' as told in
song, and of the heroism of Lady Ann Duff, the
wife of Lachlan Mackintosh of Mackintosh, who
acted so conspicuous a part in rescuing Prince

A

;

;

—

Charles Edward in 1746

to the curiosity

in

Morayshire,

Dvke and Moy.
AND DALAROSSIE, an united

united to Dyke.

MOY

MOY.
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now

See

parish,

in Nairnshire, but chiefly in Inverness-shire,

fartly
t contains the
post-office station of Moy, 12 miles
south-east of Inverness. It is bounded by Calder,
Ardclach, Duthill, Alvie, Dunlichity, and Daviot.
Its length from north-east to south-west is about 30
miles; and its mean breadth is about 5 miles. It
entirely consists of two glens and their hill-screens,
that of the upper part of the river Findhom, extending from end to end of the parish, and constituting its main body, and that of Loch-Moy, and the
rivulet Funtack, opening into the southern part of
the fonner, and coming down upon it from the northnorth-west. The glen of the Findhom, or Strathdeam, so called from Earn, the Gaelic name of the
river, is strictly a close mountain-vale, broadly
screened with ranges of the Monadhleadh mountains,
and possessing an average breadth, across its low
Numerous
grounds, of only about f of a mile.
recesses or tiny lateral glens bring down to its river
the tribute of their mountain-brooks; they are, for
the most part, cultivated over half-a-mile or more

—

it makes
ample ofierings
and the excited feelings of a stranger

visitor.

The mountain-ranges of the parish are not remarkable for either form or altitude they have easy
and tame outlines, and nowhere rise more than 2,500
feet above sea-level; and they consist almost
wholly
of gneiss and granite. Upwards of 90,000 imperial
acres on these heights are either waste-ground or
sheep-pasture. But the whole, together with the
intervening glens, were anciently covered with a
:

from their mouth; and, owing to their having been
made the retreats of herds of cattle during the heat
of summer, they bear the name of shielings.
The
main glen is first closed up, and next narrow, at its
head; it afterwards possesses a long stretch of alluvial banks and terraces, which are extensively
under cultivation; and, toward the north-east, it
collapses into a dark ravine called the Streens,
whose sides are fonned by precipitous mountains of
The Findhom bursts at the head of the
granite.
glen from several springs, and chiefly from a fissure
in a large rock, called the Cloven-stone.
It courses
along the whole vale with much rapidity; and it is

continuous native forest, principally of birch, aspen,
and mountain- ash. Coppices, to the aggregate extent
of about 1,150 acres, still exist, and are
periodically
thinned; and plantations, principally of larch and
Scottish pine, have, in recent years, been somewhat
The aggregate extent of the
extensively made.
arable lands is not more than 3,000 imperial acres.
Agricultural improvement here, till within the last
few years, made less progi'ess than in almost any
In late years, however,
other part of Scotland.
great changes have taken place, both in the reclaiming of w^aste lands and in the improving of lands
which were formerly arable. The progress of improvement has been materially aided by the discovery
of excellent limestone in the upper end of the parish ;
and most of the farmers manufacture lime for themselves.
There are ten landowners but only one
of them is resident, and even he during only the
summer months. Ten shootings are let to sportsmen,
and the mansions along with them, at an aggregate rental of £2,731. The land rental of the parish in 1856, as estimated under the valuation act, was
The estimated value of raw pro£3,467 OS. lid.
duce in 1836 was £9,475. The parish is traversed lor
10 miles by the great Highland road from Inverness
to Perth.
A handsome bridge over the Findhom,
with arches of wood resting on pillars of stone, was
erected at a cost of £2,600, to replace a stone bridge

subject to sudden powerful freshets, which
away headlong any stock or loose produce

1829.

—

—

may happen

to be near its banks.

The

sweep
which

lesser chief

vale of the parish, or the glen of Moy, is only about
4^ miles in length. Near its head lies Loch-Moy,
about 1^ mile long, and half-a-mile broad; a beautiful sheet of water, whose immediate scenery, compared to the general irksomeness of the glen, has

occasioned

it

to

be described as resembling a gleam

;

which was swept away

in the memorable flood of
held at Freeburn, which see.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,089; in 1851,
Houses, 207. Population of the Nairnshire
1,018.
section in 1831, 25; in 1851, 13.
Houses, 2.
This parish is in the presbytery of Inverness, and
synod of Moray- Patron, Mackintosh of Geddes.
Unappropriated
Stipend, £234 3s. 4d.; glebe, £12.
At what date Moy and Dalarossie
teinds, £188 1 7s.
Faii-s are

—

MOYDART.

were united is not known. Ciiurclies still belong
to both, and are in use on alternate Sabbaths.
That of Moy was built in 17C5, and repaired in
1829 that of Dalarossie, centrally situated in the
vale of the Findhorn, was built in 1790; and each
contains about 450 sittings. There is a Free church
of Moy; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£85 13s. 3;|d. There are two schools; one of which
is parochial, and the other is in connexion with
The salary of the parochial
the Free church.
;

schoolmaster is £31 16s. 8d., with £11 10s. fees and
other emoluments. 'J'he name Moy, which is the
Gaelic Mctf/h, and means a meadow,' seems to liave
been imposed after the destruction of the ancient
'

The original name was Starsach-na-Gael,
the gate of the Gael or Highlanders,' and alluded
to an impoi'tant pass about a mile below tlie site of
the church of Moy, so narrow between high mountains that a few men could defend it against
numbers, and intercept the inhabitants of the alpine
regions from passing down to the low country
toward Inverness. The ancient proprietor or chieftain found this pass so commanding that he exacted
and readily received from the neighbouring clans a
tax called tlie steak or coUop of the booty,' for permitting them transit with their cattle plunder.
large cavern in the vicinity of the pass was made
the retreat of women and children while the tribe
were absent in predatory excursions in the low
country. Aided by the natural strength of the pass,
and by the facilities of the ground so to post a fev/
men, that they might seem a powerful force, Donald
Fraser Smith, with a handful of Highlanders, drove
back the Earl of Loudoun during the rebellion of
forest.
'

'

A

1746, from an attempt to surprise Prince Charles
Edward at Moy -hall. Dalarossie is a corruption of
The celeDalfergussie, 'the valley of Fergus.'
brated Sir James Mackintosh, though born in the
of
Dores, was connected by parental residence
parish
with the parish of Moy and Dfil.irossie, and spent
on
Ids
here,
paternal property, the greater part of
his youth,

MOY-CASTLE.

See Mull.
a territorial district and a marine
loch in the south-west extremity of Inverness-shire.
The district is bounded on the north and north-east
by Morar; on the south-east and south by LochShiel, which divides it from Ardgour and Suinart
and on the west by the Deucaledonian sea. Its
greatest length from east to west is 18 miles; and
its mean breadth is 7 miles.
Its coast-line, everywhere irregular, is very deeply indented by pieces

MOYDART,

;

of the soa, particularly

by Lochs Aylort, Na-Nua,

and Moydart, Its interior is thoroughly Highland,
and possesses little interest. Some woods along
Loch-Shiel and portions of the sea-coast, soften the
It is traversed across the
prevailing wildness.
north by tlie road from Foi t-William to Arisaig, and
contains the latter village, the old ferry station to
Skye. The district forms part of the enormous parish of Ardnamurchan. Loch-Moydart is situated on
the southern boundary, and continues the narrow
comnninication from Loch-Shiel outward to the sea.
It penetrates 5 miles into the land
but over twothirds of its length it is split into two channels b}'
the island of Shona. The south or main channel
;

at its entrance, two islets mantled with plantations of birch and larch ; at its head it is adorned
with the mansion of Kinloch-Moydart; on its south
sliore it is overhung by the bold form of CastleTioram ; but everywhere else it has a dull, bald
skirting of cold, unrelieved, heathy hills.
lias,

MOYNESS.

See Aui.dkah.n.
See Fkitehesso.
an island in the parish of Small

MUCHALTjS.

MUCK,

MUCKART.
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Islos,

It lies 4J miles
district of Mull, Argyleshire.
north-west of the nearest p;irt of the Argyleshii'e
mainland, and 3J south-south-west of the island of
Eigg. Its length is about 2 miles ; and its breadth
Its surface is everywhere unis less than 1 mile.
dulated, and presents in every part the rocky faces of
the basaltic terraces which occasion its undulations.
Only one decided hill shoots up from the general

and

level of the

low inequalities

;

and

this is situated

near the western extremity, and attains an altitude
The shores are in general low
of about COO feet.
and rocky but near the west end, they rise into
The soil of
cliffs of about 50 or 60 feet in height.
;

the interior is fertile when in tillage, and naturally bears a perennial sward of rich fine grass.
sufficient number of springs exist to furnish an ample
supply of pure water. Trap of the predominant
varieties of bnsalt and fine greenstone, occasionally
of the
inclining to be amygdaloidal, forms the body
island; but is proved by the protrusion of different
beds of sandstone and limestone at the bay of Camusniore, to lie upon the upper members of the
Peat, owing to the peculiar
secondary strata.
structure of the island, does not occur; and requires
to be procured at great toil and expense, and with
all

A

some uncertainty, from Ardnamurchan, or from
Eigg and Rum. The fishing of cod and ling is a
Shelter for
chief occupation, and very productive.
fishing-boats is afforded in numerous recesses of the
accommodation
for
their
coast
and two small piers
The name of Muck in Gaelic
exist in two creeks.
is Ellan-vcm-muchd, 'the island of Swine;' and has
been unceremoniously translated by Buchanan into
;

Insula Porcoram.
1851, 53.

Houses,

9.

'Population in 1831, 155; in
An islet, called Horse-island,

on the north side of Muck, separated^ from it
only by a foul, rocky, narrow channel, which ebbs
dry at spring tides.
(Locn), a picturesque lake in the form
of a crescent, about 30 acres in extent, flanked by
bold, rugged, heathy hills, on the south-east border
of the parish of Dalmeliington, Ayrshire. Its waterg
are dai'k and deep, and abound in black trout.
(The). See Bark and DiiuisE (The).
MUCKAIRN, a quoad sacra parish, containing the
of Lorn,
post-office village of Bunawe, in the district
Argyleshire. It belongs quoad civilia to the parish
our
in
article
of Ardchattan, and has been described
on that parish. It was constituted by the ecclesiastical authorities in 1829, and reconstituted by the
court of teinds in 1846. Its church is a parliamen-

lies

MUCK

MUCK

and containing 350 sittings.
There is a Free church, with an attendance of 270 ;
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1856
was £50 9s. 2d. There are two schools one of
thom parochial, with the minimum salary,
tary one, built in 1829,

;

MUCKART, a parish, containing the post-office
station of Muckart, and the villages of Pool and
Yetts of Muckart, in the Ochil district of Perthshire,
It lies on the border of the county, contiguous to
Kinross-shire and Clackmannanshire ; and is bounded by Glendevon, Fossaway, and Dollar, Its length
fioutii-westward is 4| miles and its greatest breadth
is 2J miles.
The river Devon flows along all sides
except the west and the north-west.— everywhere
traces the boundary in its progress, except cutting
touches tlio
off two farms in the extreme south,
and, while in contact with it,
parish for 7J miles,
Two
displays the chief romance of its scenery.
burns, botli tributary to the Devon, but running in
contrary directions, trace, for some distance, the
western and north-western boundaries.
spur of
the Ochil hills runs If mile eastward in the northern
summit
in
a
conical
and
terminates
extremity,
;

—

—

A

(jailed

Scamab, rising 1,350

feet

above sea-level.

MLT)ALE.

two other heights called Blairhill and
Lawhill. All the hills are of fine outline, verdant
on the sides, covered on the top with bent or heath,
Tiie
and affording excellent pasture for sheep.
middle and east parts of the parish lie between 500
and 600 feet above sea-level; and the lowest ground
on the west upwards of 60 feet. The soil, in a small
Tliere are

part is clay; but, in general, is light and gravelly;
and, in the lower grounds, is sandy, but produces
very good oats and barley. About 2,690 acres are
in tillage; about 990 are uncultivated; and about
250 are under wood. The predominant rock in the
upper districts is trap but the rocks near the Devon
belong to the coal formation, and comprise workable
strata of ironstone, limestone, sandstone, and coal.
Tiie ironstone has long been worked on the Fossaway side of the Devon, and coal is worked on the
Muckart side. There are five principal landowners,
and fifteen smaller ones. The rent of the arable land
;

ranges from £1 to £3, and averages about £1 8s.
Assessed property in 1843, £4,000. The parish is
traversed eastward by the road from Dollar to tlie
Crook of Devon, and northward by a road from the
Rumbling bridge to Strathearn and it lies within
available distance of the Tillicoultry branch of the
The Yetts of
Stirling and Dunfermline railway.
Muckart is a small place, a mere hamlet, 3 miles
from Dollar, and 10 from Alloa. Population of the
parish in 1831, 617; in 1851, 685. Houses, 149.
This parish was recently transferred from the
synod of Perth and Stirling to the presbytery of Kinross in the synod of Fife. Patron, the Crown.
StiSchoolmaster's
pend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £20.
salary, £30, with about £17 fees, and £7 10s. other
emoluments. The parish church is a commodious
edifice, built in 1838. There is an United Presbyterian
church, containing nearly 400 sittings. There is a
;

The name Muckart signifies the
and has been supposed to allude to tlie
shape of a hill, which terminates above the Yetts
of Muckart.
MUCK ERATH. See Dothu. and Cbomdale.
library.

Eublic
oar's

he.'-d,

MUCKERSIE.
MUCKLARIE.
MUCKLEBEN.

^rUIRAVONSIDE.
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See Forteviot.
See Duxkei-d.
See MEiKLicnEX.

MUCKOSS.

See Andrews (St).
(Tue), a rivulet of the central part of
Sutlierlandshire.
It rises near the highest
ground
in the county, on the confines of the
parishes of
Edderachyllis and Farr ; and runs about 8 miles
north-eastward to Loch Naver, giving the name
of Strathmudale to the glen which it traverses.
MUDIESBURX. See Moodiesbdrx.
MUGDOCH, an ancient barony in the parish of
Strathblane, Stirlingshire. It was acquii-e I in the
12th century by the ancestors of the noble
family
of Montrose; and a castle on it, called
Mugdochcastls, became, in 1646, the principal residence of
that family. This castle is now a
niin, and has
long been so; yet it possesses much interest from
being an edifice of unascertained antiquity, and
likewise figures wsil, as a feature of
scenery," at the
south-west point of a lake of 25 acres in area, called
The
waters
of
the
lake were anMugdoch-loch.
ciently drawn round the castle, in the manner of a
deep broad fosse so that the place was inaccessible
to any force which could be
brought against it in
the old times of rude warfare. After the restoration
of Charles II., when the Earl of Middleton and his
associates were employed in
subverting the liberties
of their country,
Mugdoch-castle was one of the
scenes of their bacchanalian
orgies.
an estate in tlie parislics of New-

MUDALE

;

MUGDRUM,

burgh and Abernethy, Fifeshire. An island belonging to it, called Mugdrum-island, lies in the Tay,

opposite the point where the counties of Fife and
Pertli meet.
It is about a mile long and 200 yards
broad, containing about 32 acres, of which the

greater portion is under cultivation. The navigable
channel of the river is here about 1,000 feet wide,
the remainder being a shoal fast filling up with
mud. Mugdi'um- house stands on the shore of the
Tay, opposite the lower part of Mugdnim-island,
in the immediate neighbourhood of the town of
It is a large heavy-looking edifice,
Newburgh.
erected in 1786; but beautifully situated near the
amid
extensive
and very fine old woods.
river,
very interesting antiquity, called Mugdrum-cross,
stands within these woods, a short distance west of
tlie town.
It consists of an upright square stone
It is
pillar, fixed into a large oblong stone base.

A

believed to have originally had transepts, making it
but it long ago lost both the tranliterally a cross
septs themselves and the marks of their connexion
with the shaft. Its eastern face is sculptured in
four compartments, two of them with the fore part
of a riding horse, the hind part and the main being
broken away,, while a third seems to be a representation of a boar-hunt.
The soutiieni and the
western faces have been so injured that no carving
can be now seen on them ; and the northern face exhibits only such ornamentation as is common on very
ancient standing-stones.
Mugdrum-cross is altogether a remarkable monument; but nothing whatever is known of its history.
(The). See Glexmlick.
MUIR. See Moor.
OF ORCHIL. See Mlthii.l.
;

MUICK

MUIR
MUIR OF ORD. See Ord.
MUIR OF RHYNIE. See Rhyme.
MUIRA VON SIDE, a parish, containing the post-

of Avonbridge, the villages of Maddiston and Rumford, and part of the village of
Linlithgow-bridge, on the eastern border of Stirlingshire.
It is bounded on the north, the east, and
the soutli-east, by Linlithgowshire, and on the other
sides, by the parishes of Slamannan and Polmont.
Its length north-north-eastward is
fully 6J miles ;
its greatest breadtli is
3f miles; and its area is
about 14| square miles. The river Avon, whence
it takes its name of Muiravonside, so circles round
it as to form on all sides,
except the west and northwest, its boundary-line it traverses, while in contact
with it, a distance, measured in straight lines and
regular segments, of lOJ miles, but measured along
its beautifully sinuous bed, of
probably 15 or 16
miles; and over most of the way, it is richly curtained with wood, or traverses a romantic dell, or
otherwise possesses features of high scenic interest.
The extreme west of the parish is part of the
moorish tableau which flanks the south side of the
great valley of the P'orth and Clyde canal ; and the
rest of it all declines eastward, in a series of evervarying ridges, toward the dell of the Avon and
the carses of the Forth. Tlie highest grounds have
not an elevation of more than 400 feet above the
level of the sea, or of 150 feet above the hollows at
their own base yet they command a
gorgeous extensive prospect of the basin of the Forth, from the
Lothians to Stirling, and from the flanks of the
carses to the Ochils. Though much of the surface
was originally moor and moss, yet all of it, except
about a twentieth, is now arable land ; and even a
large part of the excepted twentieth is occupied by
plantations, so disposed as to embellish tracts naThe soil of the western
turally bleak and dismal.
district is cold and wet,
much of it retaining a
dash
of its original mossy character; but
strong
tliat of the eastern district is
predominantlv of a
light gravelly nature toward the Avon, and of a
ofiice village

;

;

—

MUIR-BUKN.

interior.
The rocks are
partly eruptive and partly of the coal formation.
fine-grained blue whinstone is extensively quarried.
sandstone of very close grain, with a fracture
resembling that of marble, capable of retaining the
chisel marks of sculpture unchanged through cenCoal has in recent years been
turies, is worked.
found in great abundance, and is now very extenIron ore, of fine quality, though
sively mined.
with a comparatively small per centage of metal,
is worked in the vicinity of Maddiston.
The prinThe gross
cipal landowner is Forbes of Callendar.
value
of
raw
in 1841
was
estimated
yeai'ly
produce

clayey character in the

A

A

at £38,250. Assessed property in 1843, £6,734 16s.
Several mills of different kinds stand on the Avon,

and are propelled by its water power. Half a mile
north of the parish church stands the old castle of
Almond, surrounded by a fosse, and formerly a seat
Earls of Callendar.
Three-quarters of a
mile above Linlithgow-bridge, on the Avon, stands
of the

Emanuel Priory: which

The

see.

parish

is

tra-

versed by the road fi-om Edinburgh to Falkirk, by
the Union canal, by the Slamannan railway, and by
the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway
it shares
with Linlithgowshire the honours of the magnificent
aqueduct and viaduct across the Avon and it has
near access to the Edinburgh and Glasgow I'ailway,
on the east side at the Linlithgow station, and on
the west side at the Polmont station. Population
;

;

in 1831, 1,540; in 1851, 2,647.

This parish

is

Houses, 488.
in the presbytery of Linlithgow,

and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the
Crown. Stipend, £231 4s. 8d. glebe, £9. UnapSchoolmaster's sapropriated teinds, £88 1 9s. 9d.
lary, £34 4s. 4|d., with £24 fees and a glebe of 6
The parish church was built about the year
acres.
1808, and contains 600 sittings. There is an United
Presbyterian church at Avonbridge, built in 1803,
and containing 308 sittings. There are a non-parochial school and a parochial library. The tract now
;

forming the parish of Muiravonside was anciently
part of the parish of Falkirk, and does not appear
on record as a separate parish till the year 1606.
A chapel stood in old times at Ballembriech, on
tlie Avon, 3 miles west of the present parish church.

The popular name

of the parish, or rather popular
abbreviation of the proper name, is Moranside.
MUIR-BURN, a brook tracing the boundary
between Ayrshire and Renfrewshire, formerly also
between the barony of Beith and the lands of the
monks of Paisley, a short distance northward to

Castle-Semple loch.
MUIR-BURN, Lanarkshire.

MUIRBURN-MEADOW.

ley, Kilmarnock, and

See Glasrford.
See Glasgow, Pais-

Ayr Railway.

MUIRCLEUGH. Sec Lauder.
MUHiCOCKHALL. See Dunfermlink.
MUIRDRUM, a post-office village in the

parish
It stands on the road
of Panbride, Forfarshire.
from Arbroath to Dundee, 6 miles south-west of
Arbroath, and 12 northeast of Dundee. Population, 112.

Houses,

MUniDYKES.
MUIRHEAD, a

30.

See LocnwiNxoni.

village in the parish of Litf and
Benvie, Forfarshire. Population, 81. Houses, 16.
a village in the parish of Kettle,
Fifeshire.
Population, 106. Houses, 21.
a village in the eastern district of

MUIRHEAD,

MUHIHEAD,

the parish of Caddcr, Lanarkshire.

Population, 49.

MUIRHOUSE.
MUIRHOUSES,

Sec Mukkoes and Cramond.
a village in the parish of Carriden, Linlithgowshire. Population, 139. Houses, 31.
MUiRKHlK, a parish in the extreme north-east
of Kylo, Ayrshire.
Uiul in the county

comprises the most easterly
and contains the post-town of

It
;

MUIRKIRK.
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It is
Muirkirk, and the village of Glenbuck.
bounded on the north and the east by Lanarkshire,
and on other sides by the parishes of Auchinleck,
Its greatest length, from east
Sorn, and Galston.
to west, is 9 miles; its greatest breadth, from Forrest-cairn to Stoney-hill, is 8^ miles and its area
is about 58 square miles.
On all sides except the
west and the north-west, or over a sweeping segment of 25 miles, its boundaiy is a water-shedding
line of summits.
The surface of the interior is a
rough, broken, dreary expanse of moorish hills,
averaging from 800 to 1,000 feet in altitude, tame
;

darkly heathy in general dress, now
and now forming ridges
which run toward almost every point of the compass,
slenderly intersected with uninteresting
valley-grounds, and nearly altogether destitute of
either grandeur or any other attraction of landscape.
Cairntable, on the boundary with Lanarkshire, near
the south-east extremity, is the highest ground,
attains an altitude of 1,650 feet above sea-level, and
commands, on a clear day, an extensive and diversified prospect.
About the middle of the eastern
boundary, and lialf-a-mile inland from it, are two
artificial lakes, jointly covering 121 acres, cut out
at the beginning of the century as reservoirs to
supply the cotton-works at Catrine. Issuing from
in outline,

rising in solitary heights,

the

first

river

Ayr

and traversing the second, the
8 miles westward through the parish,

of these,
I'uns

Of numercutting it into very nearly equal parts.
ous independent streams, all of local origin, which
in
it
the
chief
on
its
its progress,
join
right bank
are Powness, Greenock, and Whitehaugh waters,
and
5
miles
and
on its left
long,
respectively 3, 9J,
are Garpel-water and Procribe-burn, respectively
4 and 2 miles long. The Ayr and the Greenock
have a few eels, and abound with blackish-coloured
trouts.
Only about one-twentieth of the area of the
parish is in tillage; and all the remainder, excepting
about 300 acres of plantation, is disposed in sheepwalks, some of them so excellent that tiie first-class
prize for black-faced sheep fed on them has often
been awarded at the Highland Society's shows. A
natural forest extended, in the twelfth century, over a
large part, perhaps nearly the whole, of the surface
and has left dreary memorials both in such names as

—

;

Netherwood and Harwood, worn by utterly treeless
farms, and in long tranks and branches deeply buried
in moss.
The mountain-ash is the chief tree wliich
appears to grow spontaneously ; it adorns the wildest scenes and unexpectedly meets the eye by the
side of a barren rock and sequestered stream, seldom
seen except by the inhabitants of the air or the
;

Coal lies on both
solitary shepherd and his flock.
sides of the Ayr, at no greater a deptli than 60
fatlioms, in six seams aggregately 30^ feet thick,

and severally 3J, 3, 7, 9, 2^, and 5^; and is mined,
on the most approved plans and in very large quantities, both for exportation and for local consumpt
and manufacture. Ironstone occurs in the coal-field
in five workable seams, so thick that three tons of
stone are obtained under every square yard of surTiimestone likewise plentifully occurs, and is
face.
worked jointly with the ironstone and the coal.
Lead and manganese have been found, but not in
such quantity as to be remuneratingly worked.
The most extensive landowner is Lord Henry Bcntinck; and there are nine other considerable landowners, besides a few smaller ones. The yearly
value of raw produce, inclusive of .£10,000 for
minerals, was estimated in 1837 at £18,520. TJie
value of assessed property in 1843 was £6,179 Ss.

The parish is deeply and pathetically associated with the martyrly history of the (\)vonanters.
Of various monuments the most remarkable is tha
7d.

MUIRSIDE.

MUIRTON,

tombstone of the eminent Scottish worthy, John
Brown. See Priesthill. On the top of Cairntable
there are

two large

cairns.

The

parish

is

traversed

eastward by the turnpike between Ayr and Edinburgh, and southward by the road between Gksgow
and Dumfries by way of Strathaven and it has a
branch railway, commencing at a point 57f miles
fi-om Glasgow, and extending 10^ miles west-southwestward into junction with the Glasgow and
South-western railway at the village of Aiichinleck.
Population in "l831, 2,816; in 1851, 3,423.
Houses, 57-t.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and synod
of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Marquis of HastSchoolings.
Stipend, £157 17s. 3d.; glebe, £25.
master's salary, £28, with £60 fees, and £5 other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1813,
and contains 1,000 sittings. There is a Free church,
with an attendance of 200; and the amount of its
There is an
receipts in 1856 was £82 7s. 6Jd.
United Presbyterian church, which was built in 1823,
and contains 380 sittings. There is likewise a recently erected Roman Catholic chapel, with about
;

There are two schools supported by
the Muirkirk iron company, and three other non100 sittings.

parochial schools.

m Macchline

:

Till 1631 the parish was included
see.
The church erected in

which

it, at its being made independent, was appropriately
called the Kirk of the Muir,
abbreviatedly Muirand more formally the Muiikirk of Kyle.
kirk,
The Towx of Muirkirk stands near the centre of
the parish of Muii'kirk, on the river Ayr, at the intersection of the Ayr and Edinburgh, and the Glasgow and Dumfries roads, 13 miles south of Strathaven, 14 miles east of Mauchline, 25^ north-east by
east of Ayr, 43 miles north-north-west of Dumfries,

—

—

and 30 miles by road, but 57| miles by railway,
south-east by south of Glasgow.
It is the seat of
an extensive iron manufacture, and was brought
into existence, in the latter part of last
century, by
the discovery and smelting of iron ores. A small
predecessor or nucleus of it previously existed, under
the name of Garan and the transmutation of this
into the town of Muirkirk is noticed as follows iu
the Old Statistical Account: "The only
village, or
rather dachan, as they are commonly called, that
deserves the name, lies at a small distance from the
church, by the side of the high-road, on a rising
ground called Garanhill, which therefore gives
name to the range of houses that occupy it. They
have increased greatly in number since the commencement of the works; and new houses and new
;

streets

have risen around them.

Many new houses

besides, some of them of a very neat structure, have
been built at the works themselves ; and others are

daily appearing that will, in a short time, greatly
exceed, in number and elegance, those of the old
village, fonuerly, indeed, the only one that the parish could boast."
The place has undergone great
fluctuations of prosperity ; but, during the last 20
years, and especially since the formation of the

railway, it has been veiy flourishing, insomuch as
to take firm rank among the great seats of the iron
manufacture in Scotland.
Tlie works connected

with it comprise large blast furnaces for
pig-iron,
extensive works for malleable iron, a foundry, and
some extensive works for tiles and lime. There
were formerly works for coal tar, but these are now
in ruins.
The town has an office of the Clydesdale
bank of Scotland, a savings' bank, and a
large circulating library. Population about 2,300.
MUIRSIDE, a village in the parish of Kinnell'
Forfarshire.
Population, 95. Houses, 21.
.

MUIRTON,

MULL.
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a quondam populous

village,

now

quite extinct, in the parish of Perth. Perthshire.

Kincardineshire. See Marykikk.
of), a suburb of the town of

ML'IRTON (Greex
Inverness.

MUIRYFAULDS. See Kzttixs.
MULBEN-BURN, a brook draining the

northern

part of the parish of Boharm, in Banffshire, and

running thence north-westward, along a very romantic rocky gorge, to the Spey at Boat of Bridge.
MULBRAX. See Birsay and Harrat.

MULBUIE. See Mri.i.BUY.
MULDONICH, one of the Barra

islands at the
south end of the outer Hebridean archipelago. It
mainland
of
lies If mile south of the
Barra, and 2
miles west of Vatersa. It measures only about 2i
miles in circumference, is composed wholly of gneiss,
and consists of a single hill, which rises 600 or 700
Its name means the hill of
feet above sea-level.
'

Duncan.'

MULIGRACH, the most northerly of the Summer islands, lying between the promontory of Rumone and the entrance of Loch-Broom, on the west
Sandstone strata, of which
wholly consists, can be traced gradually undua
horizontal
from
lating
position till they become
nearly vertical, and then they lose their marks of
The change of position is accomstratification.
panied by fissures and caverns, indicating subsidence, or the operation of some analogous cause,
coast of Cromartyshire.
it

after the formation of the last deposits of reck.
island has a circumference of probably not

The
more

than 2^ miles, and is not inhabited.
MULL, a political district in the north-west of
Argyleshire. It comprehends the parish of Morven,
the parish of Torosay, the parish of Kilninian and
Kilmore, the parish of Kilfinichen and Kilvicenen,
the parish of Coll and Tiree, and the Argjleshire
portions of the parish of Small Isles. The first of
these parishes lies principally on the mainland, but
comprises two small islands iu Loch-Suinart ; the
second, third, and fourth comprise the island of
Mull, and all the isles and islets in its near neighbourhood ; the fifth consists chiefly of the islands of
Coll and Tiree ; and the last comprises the islands
of Muck, Rum, and Canna. The character of the
district, therefore, will be well understood by reference to our articles on Morven and the several
islands.
Population in 1831, 18,997 ; in 1851,
15,189.
Houses, 2,781. The presbytery of Mull,
in the synod of Agyle, comprehends all the political
district of Mull, together with the parish of Ardnamurchan; but within four of its quoad civilia parishes are included also the seven quoad sacra or
parliamentary parishes of Kinlochspelvie, Sallen,
Ulva, Tobermory, lona, Aucharacle, and Strontian.
MULL, an island, forming the centi-al part of the
distiict of Mull, in Argyleshire.
It constitutes
i-ather more than one-half of that district, and is the
third in magnitude of all the Hebiidean islands.
It is separated from Ardnamurchan on the north,
by
the lower part of Loch- Suinart, from Monen on
the north-east, by the Sound of Mull, and from
Lorn on the west, by the lower part of Loch-Linnhe:
and is washed on all other sides either by the main
body of the Deucaledonian sea, or by brief sounds
of it flanked on the outer side Ijy islands of inconsiderable size.
So much is Mull indented by bays
and marine lochs, that, though measuring, in extreme diameter, not more than 35 miles, it possesses
a circumference along sinuosities of its coast of
upwards of 300 miles. Its greatest length westsouth-westward, from the point of Dowart, opposite
the southern extremity of Lismore, to the small
headlands on the Sound of lona, is about 30 miles
;
its greatest breadth, in a line from tlie northeni extremity over the summit of Benmore, to a point

—

—

MULL.

MULL.
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below the farm of Scouit, in the Ross of Mull, is
about 25 miles and its superficial extent, as estimated by Mr. M'Donald in his General View of
the Agriculture of the Hebrides,' is 420 square
Were a line drawn
miles, or 210,000 Scotch acres.
from Treshnish point, opposite the island of Treshnish on the north-west, to the headland on the v/est
side of the entrance of Loch-Buy, the main body of
the island lying between that line and the continent
would be nearly a parallelogram of 25 miles by 14,
extending north-north-west and south-south-east,
but, besides suffering other and very considerable
intrusions from the sea, would be indented on the
south-west to the extent of nearly 8 miles by Lochna-Keal and the parts of the island lying between
;

'

;

the line and the main ocean, would comprise only
6J miles in length of the peninsula of Gribon between Loch-na-Keal and Loch-Scridon, and about
16 miles of the long penirisula called the Ross of
Mull, which runs out to the Sound of lona, and,

notwithstanding its great length, possesses a mean
breadth of little more than 4 miles.
Mull may be summarily characterized as having
a boisterous coast, a wet and stoi-my climate, and a
rough, unpromising, trackless surface, redeemed
only by fine spots 'few and far between' in sheltered
valleys, or more frequently at the head of bays and
" We
the bolder inlets of the sea.
passed the head
of Loch-Frisa," says Lord Teignmouth, "and viewed
from its shore the lofty summit of Benmore. Mull
is, with the exception of some patches of arable
land, a vast moor."
Yet, as if willing to say something which might mitigate the effects of so unmeasured an anathema, his lordship adds " Near
Tobermory is a sequestered scene of much beauty,
recalling to the Italian traveller in miniature the
recollection of Terni.
Sacheverel, 150 years ago,
was stnick with its resemblance to Italian scenerj'.
A lake is enclosed by an amphitheatre of hills covered with oak, interspersed with torrents, forming
:

" The
picturesque cascades."
rapidity," say the
Messrs. Anderson, "with which its rocks decompose,
prevents the island from having much picturesque
beauty; and the tourist will be but ill rewarded in
searchhig for fine scenery at any distance from the
coast.
Of an altitude exceeding 3,000 feet, the
central group of mountains among which Benmore
rises supreme
vie in height with the Cuchullins
of Skye, and, like that chain, bring down immense
volumes of rain and vapour on the island."
miniature or reduced copy of Dr. M'CuUoch's
picture of the island, which he sections off into five
divisions, will give a sufficiently minute view of its
contour and physical character. The district lying
north of the isthmus between the head of Lochna-Keal and the mouth of Aros-water, is all hilly
and irregular; yet, though high, cannot be called
mountainous.
Geognostically a trap district, it
everywhere presents that terraced aspect whence
the trap formation has its name, and rises in numeious stages from the shores to a maximum elevation in the interior of from 1,200 to 1,500 feet.
Its coasts are now gi'assy slopes, now cliffs, and
now rocky terraces, the first of tne successive stages
which recede into the interior and they occasionally
give place in deep bays, to small sandy beaches,
formed of broken shells,
ricturcsquencss occurs
charily and at long intervals along the shores, and
A few of the pro18 quite unknown in the interior.
montories and columnar ranges on Loch-na-Keal and
the Sound of Ulva, are either clothed with ivy or
decorated by the scattered remains of oak and ash
and present solitary studies whicli arc not

—

—

A

—

;

coppices,
deficient in interest to an artist ; and some basaltic
been left alone
viiins, in the Banio localitiea, have

amid the erosion and decomposition of the softer
rocks which once enclosed them, and now rise high
above the surface with such resemblance to the ruined
walls of castles, that, at a little distance, only the
experienced eye of a mineralogist can detect their
true character. The district thus noticed contains
the topographical subdivisions of Mornish, Mishnish,
and Quinish. A second district includes all Gribon
and a small part of Torosay, or the whole of the
peninsular territory lying west of a line drawn from
the head of Loch-Scridon, past the west base of

—

Benmore

to Loch-na-Keal.
This consists of just
such trappean terraces as occupy the area of the
former, but acquires an altitude of not much less
than 2,000 feet, maintains this altitude over an extensive table-land, and, while descending by interrupted slopes on the south to level shores on LochScridon, breaks down on the west fii'st in steep declivities, and next in high cliffs, which jointly have
an elevation of at least 1,000 feet above sea-level.
Of various caves in this part of the island which
form objects of attraction to a numerous class of
visitors, one known by the name of Mackinnon's, is
dark, lofty, profound, and imposing on the imagination, yet presents nothing but an abyss of vacancy
in which the eye vainly seeks for any distinctive
object on which it may momentarily repose. Near
this an open and arched but shallow excavation of
great size penetrates some secondary strata and in
consequence of filtrations of small rills charged with
calcareous matter, is adorned along the room with
huge though rude stalactites. Ash-trees and ivy
mantle over the walls and top of the exterior, and,
in combination with the sublime background of
towering cliffs, produce a scene of great effect and
admirable colouring. The rocky strata of the coast
in the vicinity of the caves resemble an irregu;

and huge inclined staircase, the surface looking
and the outer edges turned upwards at
a considerable angle. A pedestrian, in traversing
them from the beach, laboriously surmounts one step
only perhaps to be conducted to a lower point than
that from which he ascended; and not till he has
crossed a vast number of the alternate elevations
and descents does he find himself on land even but a
small degree higher than the level of the beach. A
third district, which may be designated the mountainous, extends due eastward from the second to
the Sound of Mull, and flanks the coast of that
Sound from the kirk of Torosay, or the castle of
Aros, to a point between Macalister's bay and the
head of Loch-Don. Irrespective of the vast and
towering form of Benmoke [which see], it attains,
over the greater part of its extent, an average elevation of nearly 2,300 feet above sea-level; yet, on
the north and east it gradually subsides in altitude,
and eventually gives place to a belt of flat shore
along the Sound. A fourth district occupies all the
area south of the former, and westward to a line irregularly drawn between Shiha and Bunessan in the
Ross of Mull. This territory, in connnou with all
the others yet named, is trappean it possesses, over
far tiie greater part of its area, uniformly high land;
and in its coast-line it is strongly marked by lofty
cliffs from Inimore to
Loch-Buy, but eastward of
that bay declines into the flat shores and indented
The last
outline of Loch-Spelis and Loch-Don.
district is the western part of the Ross of Mull, and
extends inland from the extremity of that long peninsula only between 5 and 8 miles. It geocnostically
consists of granitic and metamorphio rocks, yet
blends with tne trap along the line of contact and
it is either
disposed in small and numerous rugged
eminences through which the naked rock very frelar

to the land,

—

—

;

—

;

quently projects, or presents the more undulating

MULL.

features wliich attend the schistose varieties of
^The various modifications of trap rocks
gneiss.
which prevail over the four principal districts, give
in the Benmore region, to syenite and a blue

—

place,

claystone;

and they elsewhere have interspersed

among them,

in positions of

much

distortedness,

beds of limestone and sandstone belonging to the
lias and oolitic series.
Agates, zeolites, and the
other enclosed minerals of basaltic and amygdaloidal
rocks, occur in considerable numbers; carbonized
wood has been discovered and hypersthene, though
not yet met with, probably exists. A fine red graI'.te'is found at the promontory of Ross.
Excepting on the small rocky district at the point
of the Ross, and on a few of the summits in the
mountainous tract, the soil of Mull is both deep and
of pasfertile, and bears a considerably larger crop
Yet Mull,
tare in a given space than that of Skye.
of all the Hebrides, is least adapted for the cultivation of grain, and is compelled to exchange part of
its abounding flocks of cattle for imported com.
Both proprietors and tenants have, for a considerable series of years, occupied themselves piincipally
as graziers, and have experienced both an augmentation in the quantity and an amelioration in the quaThe Tweeddale breed of sheep
lity of their stock.
has been universally substituted for the ancient
Highland; and a few Cheviots may be found on the
;

low-lying farms. The horses of the island have long
been noted for hardiness; but, in consequence of
improvements in husbandly, and alterations in the
value of land, they have, of late years, decreased
much in number. Woods at one time were so rife in
Mull as to be celebrated for their extent and beauty
but, except in a few neglected coppices, chiefly of
oak intermixed with birch and hazel, they have long
since vanished. Larch, fir, and other trees have, to
a noticeable extent, been planted in the north ; and
the ash grows with great ^-igour and beauty in
sheltered situations in the east but planes, so noted
;

;

power of winds, seem
here to be almost entirely unknown.
Of several fresh-water lakes, the largest are LochErison in the north, Loch-Uisk in the south, and
Loch-Ba near the head of Loch-na-Keal. In a bay
on the north-east called Bloody-bay, a little north
of Tobermory, a sea-battle was fought in the 15th
century, between Angus of the Isles and the Earls
of Crawford and Huntly. The island, though singularly poor in antiquities, even possessing few and
tame specimens of those dullest of all objects of antiquarian curiosity, barrows, cairns, and grave-stones,
contains three interesting examples of the semi-ancient fortalice,
the castle of Aros, overhanging the
Sound of Mull in the vicinity of the cognominal
hamlet, Duart-castle, looking up Loch-Linnhe, and
garrisoned till lately by a detachment from FortWilliam, and the castle of Moy, standing in the
Ticinity of the modem mansion at the head of Loch-

for their indifference to the

—

—
—

Buy, The chief trade of the island is centred at
Tobermory, which is its only town and there also
;

and its principal civil instituSee the article Tobermorv. Mull, though

are its seats of justice,
tions.

MULLBUY.
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divided into several parishes in the times of Popery,
was consolidated into one parish at the Reformation.
This was called the parish of Mull, and belonged to
the presbytery of Lorn. About the time of the ReTolution, the part of it north of the isthmus at Aros
was erected into a separate parish, under the name
of Kilninian. The rest of it continued for upwards
of 40 years afterwards to be all one parish, under
the name of the parish of Ross and this was then
divided into the parish of Torosay on the east, and
the united parish of Kilfinichen and Kilviceuen on
the west.
;

MULL

(SouxD of), the belt of sea between the
Mull and the Scottish mainland. It is
identified at its north end with the lower part of
Loch-Sninart, and on the south with the lower part of
Loch-Linnhe; and is undisputed in designation only
between the headlands at Bloody-bay and Duartisland of

—a

distance of about 19 miles.
As thus
flanked on the continent side only by
Morven, measures from 11 furlongs to 3J miles in
breadth, and possesses only five or six islets, all of
them quite inconsiderable. But regarded as including the whole band of sea which divides Mull from
the continent, it may be viewed as commencing on
the south between the headland at Loch-Buy and

castle,

limited,

it is

point in Seill island, and cannot measure less than 36 miles in length, while it has occasionally a breadth of from 8 to 10 miles, is flanked
by Mid and Nether Lorn and part of Ardnainnrchan,
and possesses the large island of Kerrera, besides
various minor islands. The Sound, even limitedly
understood, has depth enough to bear vessels of the
it sweeps in beautiful curs^atures
largest burden

Macmarquesas

;

between comparatively mountainous and moorish
shores, which are occasionally relieved by pendicles
of deep verdure, and patches of birch and hazel coppice ; and in all directions it is closed up in the distance by chains of wild and alpine heights, the chief
of which are the prodigious masses agglomerated
round Ben-Cruachan. " On each cape and promontory, as we wind along finely," say the Messre.
Anderson, "the fragments of the dark grey walls of
the ancient Scandinavian burghs, and the shattered
and picturesque battlements of more recent castles,
rise up before us, recalling the thoughts of the stem
olden time, when the whole of these shores were
exposed to continual warfare and invasion. In fine
weather a grander and more impressive scene, both
from its natural beauties and its historical associa^yhen the weather
tions, can hardly be imagined,
is rough, the passage is both difl^cult and dangerous,
more particularly from the 'conflicting tides that
meet from strait and lake,' and from the sudden
gusts of wind that issue from the mountain glens.
In clear moonlight, also, the sail is most delightful;
and then,

—

'

Awaked before the rushing prow
The mimic fires of ocean glow.
Those lightnings of the wave
;

Wild sparkles

crest the

broken

tides.

And

flashing round the vessel's sides.
With elvish lustre lave ! "
'

MULL OF CARA. See Caea.
MULL OF GALLOWAY. See Galloway,
MULL OF KINTYRE. See Kixtvke.
MULL OF OA. See Fslat.
MULLBUY,

a broad-based, extensive, ridgy hill
in that district on the east coast of Ross and Cro'
marty, which is called Ardmeanach. or the Black

—

—

The hill though only about 500 feet high
extends from the moor of Ord to the town of Cromarty, a distance of about 16 miles, and forms the
isle.'

—

spine of the peninsula between Beauly frith and all
the upper part of the frith of Cromarty. It has a
gently featured outline, and commands very pleasant prospects. Its predominant rock is the old red

sandstone, which has been extensively quarried.
surface of the hill, to a very great extent, was
long allowed to lie half waste, chiefly in a state of

The

commonage, yet was

all

pronounced, by good judges,

at an early period of the age of agricultural improvement, to be, every foot of it, available for the plough,
with generally as good soil as the low grounds of the

peninsula.

MULLHEAD.

MULLION.

See Deerkes.s.
See Rbdgorton.

MULLOCH-BAY.

MULLOCH-BAY, a small free port at the southwest extremity of the parish of Rerrick, KirkcudIt is at present a mere landing-place,
brightshire.
but could, at very small expense, be converted into
a safe and commodious harbour.

MULROY. See Roy (The).
MUNCEAIG, a lofty rocky headland in the parish
of Borgue, Kirkcudbrightshire. Its
those of two other headlands in the

cliffs,

as also

same parish,
have irregular fantastic forms, and combine with
adjacent rocky islets and the surgy tides of the Solway frith to form a piece of scenery alike curious,
romantic, and sublime.
MUNDOLE. See Forrks,
MUNGO (St.), a parish in Annandale, Dumfriesshire.
Its post-town is Lockcrby, J a mile from its
northern extremity. It is bounded by Dryfesdale,
Tundergarth, Hoddam, Cummertrees, and Dalton.
Its length southward is 5 miles
its greatest breadth
is about 3 miles
and its area is about 7J square
;

;

miles.

The

river

Annan

traces the south-western

and the southern boundaiy, over a distance of 3
miles, and contains at one point here a pool called
the Rockhole, or vulgarly Rotchel, of an astonishing
depth, formed in the middle of a rock. The water
of Milk rans in a southerly direction, partly on the
eastern boundary, but chiefly through the interior,
to the Annan. Fine springs of water are numerous,
generally welling up from sandstone rocks or from
overlying trap. The surface of the parish, seen
from heights which command a map-like view of it
in the distance, appears to be level
but, though
not strictly hilly, it has such swells and heights as,
with the aid of Brunswark-hill in the contiguous
parish of Hoddam, and the wooded rising grounds
of Kirkwood in Dalton, to constit"te, on a nearer inspection, a very gracefully varied and pleasing
Nutholmhill, flanking the course of
landscape.
the Annan, but subsiding slowly into level ground
toward the south, has an elevation of about 200 feet
above sea-level and Barrhill and Breckonhill form
a ridge parallel to it on the north, possessing an
altitude of about 250 feet.
About 300 acres are
under wood, chiefly plantation and the same numor
are
An alluvial soil,
uncultivated.
ber,
upwards,
averaging about 18 inches in depth, and free from
every kind of stones, covers about 286 acres along
the Annan and the Milk. The principal landowner
is Jardine of Castlemilk, and there are 18 others.
;

;

;

The estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1834
was £9,197. The value of assessed property in
1843 was £3,952 5s. 6d. The real rental in 1855
was £5,456. The only noticeable house, either as a
mansion or as a seat of

historical

association, is

Castlemilk. Originally built and possessed by the
Bruces, the ancient lords of Annandale, it passed as
the marriage-dowry of the daughter of King Robert

Bruce to Walter, High Steward of Scotland, and
descended to tiieir son Robert, the first of the Stewwho came to the Crown. It afterwards went
by marriage to tiie Maxwells, and was sold by them
to tlie Douglases, and has subsequently undergone
a repeated change of proprietors but it still gives
name to a branch of the most ancient family who
owned it, except the Bruces, the Stewarts of Castlemilk, in the parisli of Carniunnock, Lanarkshire.
It was besieged, during the minority of Edward VI.,
by I'rotector Somerset, whoso station during the
siege was not long ago traceable, ar.d is called
Cannon-holes. It was afterwards invested by Oliver
Cromwell, and resisted for a considerable time his
attacks. In 1707, it was dismantled and modernized
into a dwelling-house; and in 1796, it was entirely
The mansion stands on a rising ground,
rebuilt.
on tlic left bank of the Millc, south of Breckonhill,
arts

;

—

MURRAY'S
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and

ISLES.

environed with fine pleasure-grounds and a
The parish is traversed by the
road from Glasgow to Carlisle, and by the Caledonian railway and it has near access to the latter
at the stations of Lockerby and Ecclefechan.
Popis

beautiful country.
;

ulation in 1831, 791

in 1851, 645.

;

Houses, 117.

This parish is in the presbytery of Lochmaben,
and synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Ci'own. StiSchoolmaster's
pend, £173 12s. lOd.; glebe, £60.
salary, £34 4s. 4d., with £30 fees. The parish church
and it was
is situated in the centre of the parish
erected in 1841, and contains 319 sittings. The
;

parish school likewise is centrally situated. The ancient parish was called Abermele, from the confluence of t)ie Mele or Milk with the Annan and the
name was changed into Castlemele or Castlemilk so
early as before the year 1170, the date of the erection
The church was
of the Bruces' fortified residence.
confirmed by Robert de Bruce in 1174, to the episcopate of Glasgow, and became a mensal church of
that see till the Reformation. The bishops of Glasgow are conjectured chiefly fi'om some remains
visible at the end of last centuiy of an ancient village, and of an extensive garden with a fish-pond
to have had a residence in the parish.
Owing to
the church having been dedicated to St. Kentigern,
it has, since the Reformation, borne that saint's
vulgar name of Mungo. The parish was, for a short
;

—

—

period succeeding 1609, annexed to Tundergarth.
See Glasgow.
(St.), Lanarkshu-e.
MUNGO'S HILL (St.). See Huntly.
a post-office village in the parish
It stands on the road
of Knockbain, Ross-shire.
from Inverness to Fortrose, at the head of Munof
the
an
indentation
Moray frith, 2 miles
lochy-bay,

MUNGO

MUNLOCHY,

and opposite CuUoden-head. The village
6 miles south-west of Fortrose, and 7 north of
Inverness. It is an excellent fishing-station. PopHouses, 23.
ulation, 85.
in length,

is

MUNNOCK-BURN.

MURDER

See Ardrossan.
See Tinwald.
See Akd (Loch).

(Locn).

MURDOCH'S-ISLE.
MURIE. See Erkol.

MURIESTON-WATER,

a rivulet of the western
It rises at Cobinshaw, on
of Edinburghshire.
the confines of Lanarkshire, and runs about 8 miles
north-north-eastward through the parishes of Westcalder and Midcalder, to a confluence with Linnhouse -water, in the vicinity of the village of Midcalder, and near the Linnhouse's influx to the Al-

wing

mond.

MURKLE,

an estate and a bay in the parish of

The name Murkle is supOlrick, Caithness-shire.
posed to be a conniption of Morthill, the 'field of
death,' and to allude to a victorious slaughter of
Danes in a pitched battle between them and the
Caithness-men.
Here are quarries of slate and
flagstone. The bay of Murkle is a small arm of the
south side of Dunnet bay, 2^ miles east of Thurso
It was formerly noted for its fisheries and its
bay.
manufacture of kelp; and it is capable of being
rendered a safe retreat, to vessels in distress, from
the tempestuous boiling of the Pentland frith.
MURRAY- BURN, a brook, running on the
north-western boundary of the parish of Colinton to
tiie Water of Leith at Longstone, a little below

Slateford, in Edinburghshire.

MURRAY FIELD,

a post-office station 2 J miles

from Edinburgh.

MURRAYS

(St.).

See Maybole.
See Kinnoul.
two small islands,

MURRAYS-HALL.
MURRAY'S ISLES,

pastured

in the mouth of Fleet-bay, ana in the
parish of Girthon, Kirkcudbrightshire. They aj-e
also called the Isles of Fleet.

by sheep,

l^IURROES.

MUSSELBURGH.
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MURRAYTOWN.

See

Graxxoch (Loch).

MURROCH-GLEX. See Dcmbartox.
MURROES, an inland parish in the south of ForIts post-town is Dundee,
farshire.
west of its southern border; and

2J miles southit

contains the

hamlets of Hole of Murroes, Bucklerhead, and
It is bounded by Inveraritv, Monikie,
Kellas.
Its outMonifieth, Dundee, Mains, and Tealing.
line is exceedingly irregular, being deeply indented
Its length
by the detached section of Dundee.
southward, measured over the middle of the Dundee
indentation, is 4^ miles; its breadth is generally
somewhat upwards of 2 miles and its area is about
Its surface has almost everywhere
7 square miles.
an undulating character; and its general rise, espethe
northern boundary, is not incontoward
cially
siderable.
The greater part of it has a pleasant
;

and highly cultivated appearance. Two rivulets.
Fithie water and Murroes bum, drain it southward
to the Dighty, and drive several thrashing and
corn-mills, and a small flax-mill. The predominant
rocks are sandstone and trap. The prevailing soil
is black loam variously incumbent on rock, gravel,
and clay; a considerable part of it deep and
fertile, the rest of it light and less productive.
About 3,430 Scotch acres are regularly or occasionally in tillage ; about 65 are uncultivated ; and
The estimated
about 150 are under plantation.
value of raw produce in 1842 was £18,549 assessed
;

property in 1843, £7,389; real rental in 1855,
£7,206. There are five landowners. The principal
residence is Ballumbie-house, standing in a wellsheltered situation, and commanding a fine prospect
toward the south. Near the right bank of the
Fithie, on the southern border of the parish, are
the remains of the castle of Ballumbie, anciently
a forrified residence, belonging to the Anglo-Norman
family of Lovell, now long extinct, and the home
of the celebrated Catherine Douglas, the wife of one
of that family, and the heroine whose arm was fractured in an attempt to protect King James I. from
the assassins who murdered him in Perth.
At
Eiaster Powrie, now called Wedderbum, also on the
bank
of
the
are
the
remains
of
another
Fithie,
right
castle, anciently the residence of Gilchrist, Thane
of Angus, from whom all the Ogilvies in Scotland
are said to be descended : and afterwards the property of Wedderbum of Wedderbum, the representative of the noble family of Scrymseour of Dudhope
and Dundee. The parish is traversed by the roads
from Dundee to Forfar and Letham, and enjoys
considerable advantages from its nearness to Dundee.

Population in 1831, 657; in 1851, 643.
Houses, 143.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dundee, and
svnod of Angus and Meams. Patron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £172 4s. 8d. glebe, £15.
salary, £34 4s. 4d.. with £24 fees, and a house and
The
garden.
parish church is an elegant Gothic
structure, with a handsome bell -turret, built in
and
1848,
containing about 400 sittings. The old
name of the parish was Muirhouse, a name indicating the moorish waste condition in which great
;

—

part of the surface anciently existed ;
still the
proper name, but has become

and

this is

universally
corrapted into Murroes. Robert Edward, the author
of a short, elegant, Latin
history of Forfarshire,
was episcopal minister of this parish in the reien of
^
Charles II.
MURTHLY, a district of the parish of Little
Dunkeld, Perthshire. It has a station on the Dunkeld railway. Murthly-castle, a seat of Sir W. D.
Stewart, Bart., of Grandtully and
is

Logiealmond,
situated here, amid very fine
scenery, with undulating grounds and woods, about 4 miles south of

Dunkeld.

A

new mansion, remarkable

for

beauty

of design and elegance of architecture, was erected
small
a few years ago in front of the old castle.
old chapel upon the grounds, also, was restored to
and
fitted
its
nearly
primitive appearance,
gorgeously
up for use as a Roman Catholic place of worship.
an isolated district of the parish of
Weem, Perthshire. See Weem.
MURTLE, an ancient barony in the parish of
It formerly belonged
Peterculter, Aberdeenshire.
to the town of Aberdeen, but has been divided into

A

MURTHLY,

several lots, which have passed into different hands,
and assumed different names. The part of it still
called Murtle contains an elegant modem Grecian
mansion, in a commanding situation, with a charming view of Deeside and the Grampians. One of
the brooks which intersect Peterculter is called
Murtle-bum. There is a station for Murtle on the
Deeside railway, the second station from Aberdeen.
MUSAY, or Qlees's Islaxd, a small island in
Shetland, probably not more than 2^ miles in circumference. It lies about half-a-mile from the east
coast of the Sandwick part of ^lainland, and about
7 miles south by west of Bressay.
MUSSELBURGH, a post-town and parliamentary

burgh, in the parish of Inveresk, Edinburghshire.
Viewed apart from places of other names which lie
within its parliamentary boundaries, it stands on
the right bank of the river Esk, 3 furlongs south of
the frith of Forth, 2)^ miles east-south-east of Portobello, 3J miles west of Tranent, 4 miles north by
east of Dalkeith, and 5^ miles east by south of
Edinburgh. Its site is a flat expanse only a few
feet above sea- level, fringed on the north by fine

sandy downs called Musselburgh links, lying between it and the frith, and flanked on the south by
a beautiful ridge of rising grotmds, which is picturesquely crowned with the church and village of
Inveresk.
But its boundaries as a burgh are,
Ravenshaugh-bum on the east, the lands of Inveresk on the south, the bum at Magdalene-bridge on
the west, and the sea-beach on the north.
They
extend 2^ miles in extreme length from east to west,
of
a
in
mile
extreme breadth southward from the
f
mouth of the Esk, and about 400 yards in mean
breadth over about half-a-mile at each of the ends;
and they comprehend the considerable town of Fisherrow lying compactly with ilusselburgh along the
opposite bank of the river, the large village of Newbigging stretching in one street with some appendages about } of a mile southward from near the
middle of ilusselburgh to the extreme southern
boundary, Magdalene salt-works near Magdalene
bridge, and the villages of Westpans and LevenSuch a
hall, near the mouth of Ravenshaugh-bum.
long broad field of partly compact and partly interrupted town, skirted with the links of Musselburgh
and Fisherrow, and with the luxuriant and gemmed
washed with the gay and brilslopes of Inveresk,
liant waters of the frith of Forth,
bisected with the

—

—

—

—

broad, shallow, limpid, pebbly stream of the Esk,
feathered in many a part with lines and
clumps of
trees,

—and embellished

villas,

around with mansions,
—render
Musselburgh, as

all

lawns, and gardens,

to the first impression it makes
upon a stranger,
and even to the eye of a person who is familiar with

defects but feels them tenfold compensated by
aboanding advantages, one of the most calmly deits

lightful towns, small or great, in Scotland.
Musselburgh proper consists of a High-street, ran-

ning 650 yards eastwaid from the end of the Newbridge; a street called Mill-hill, running 450 yards
north-eastward from the end of the timber-bridge to
the links; a spacious but short
thoroughfare ranning southward from the ends of the timber bridt^ to

MUSSELBURGH.

the High-street; another spacious thoroughfare communicating between the High-street and Newbigging; and vaiious lanes and alleys, running parallel
with these last thoroughfares. The High-street is
not quite straight, and varies much in breadth ; at
the centre, and in the east end, it is veiy spacious;
and, in spite of defects, it altogether pleases the eye
more than the main street of probaldy any other
Scottish town of equal bulk.
The town has a large
proportion of self-contained houses, many of them in
the style of villas ; it presents a fair array of good
shops, and of municipal and marketing appliances;
it is well and somewhat regularly built; and it has
such freedom from the intermixture prevalent in
second-rate Scottish towns of low, thatched, or otherwise mean houses, as to possess, in comparison with
other places of its size, a city-like character. Tlie
High-street is on the line of the road from Edinburgh
to Berwick.
On its north side stands the Musselburgh Arms, the principal inn of the town oldestablished and commodious.
On the same side,
west of the inn, stands the tolbooth, a place curious

during the process of erection. This bridge is no%\
used only by foot-passengers, but is veniarkable asthe grand thoroughfare for ages between the southeast of Scotland and the metropolis, as an important
pass during English incursions and invasions undertaken in the international wars, and as the bridge
by which armies poured along to neighbouring fields
of fatal and memorable conflict.
It is, says Chambers in bis History of the Rebellion of 1745-6, "a
structure over which all of noble or kingly birth,
that had approached Edinburgh for at least a thousand years, must certainly have passed which has
borne processions of monks, and marches of armies,
and trains of kings which has rattled under the
feet of Mary's frolic steed, and thundered beneath
the war-horse of Cromwell."
While the Scottish
army were passing along this bridge to the field of
Pinkie, the master of Montrose and several other
were killed upon it by shot from the Eng;

;

mound was thrown up

;

astical edifice.
During two centuries the burgesses
of the town were annually excommunicated at Rome
"
for the
sacrilege." The tolbooth had originally no
elegance of architecture, and came to have a decayed
appearance and, a number of years ago, it was
renovated and adonied. A number of rebels were
confined in it between February and September of
1746.
Attached to it is the town-hall, a more
modern erection, containing the council-room and
;

an assembly-room.
Humbly but venerably surmounting these buildings, is a spiral steeple much
more ancient than the tolbooth, and endurable only
Its primitive clock bears the date
and is said to have been a pre-

dial,

sent to Musselburgh from the Dutch States, to encourage the continuance of an extensive commerce
with their towns. At the west end of High-street
is a monument, inaugurated in December 1853, to
the memory of Dr. Moir, long distinguished in the
town as a public man and a physician, and famous
throughout the country as the Delta of Blackwood's
Magazine. The monument consists of a statue 8^
feet high, sculptui'ed by Handyside Ritchie, and a
pedestal 20 feet high, in the form of a plain square
pillar, bearing a suitable inscription.
The main communication across the Esk, connect-

burgh.
On the margin of the links, immediately beyond
the ancient eastern gate of the town, stood a celebrated chapel and hermitage dedicated to our Lady
of Loretto.
The place had similar fame in Scotland

ing Musselburgh with Fisherrow, and taking over
the Berwick and Edinburgh road, is an elegant
stone bridge of five elliptic arches, erected in 1807,
froin a design by Sir John Rennie, very nearly level
in its roadway, and a great ornament to the town.

to its romancely storied prototype in Italy; and,
though not professing to enclose the very cottage of

the Nativity, or any other ancient edifice of Palestine, fetched to it by miraculous flight through the
air or navigation across the ocean, was believed to
share the physical sanctity and the powers of supernatural cure which the fables of suj)erstition ascribed
to the Italian Loretto. The Musselburgh chapel was
of high but unascertained antiquity, and probably
owed much of its importance to the haze which
Keith says that it was
rested on its
early history.
connected with the nunneiy of Sciennes in Edinburgh but he perhaps means no more than that
the ladies of that establishment were retained to
patronize it, or, for reasons of superstition or interest, used tiieir influence to extol it to their dupes.
Pregnant women sent their child- bed linen to it to
be consecrated in order to their safe recovery, and

About 250 yards below this bridge is a substantial
timber bridge, resting on iron pillars, and renovated
in 1838.
About 220 yards above the stone bridge
of 1807 stands an ancient stone-bridge, supposed,
from its being on the direct line between the Pretorium at Inveresk and the harbour of Fisherrow,
from its connexion at the ends with remains not
long ago extant of an ancient causeway, and from
various architectural features in its structure, to
It is narrow in
have been built by the Romans.
the roadway, arid high in the centre; it was formerly
defended in the middle by a gate, some traces of
which exist in the side-wall and it has three arches,
each 50 feet wide, with a spring of only 10 feet, and
the segment of the circle so much depressed in
several parts towards a straight lino as apparently
to indicate that the frame or cover must have sunk

A

by

Protector Somerset of England to defend the bridge
as a pass, and was afterwards used for the same
purpose by Cromwell. The Chevalier's Highland
army traversed the bridge in 1745, on their way to
from Dudthe field of Prestonpans.
"Departing
" the
insurgents soon
dingston," says Chambers,
after fell into the post-road, and continued their
march till they entered the Market- gate of Fisherrow, an old narrow street leading to the bridge,
in passing along which Charles bowed to the ladies
who surveyed him from the windows, bending to
those who were young or beautiful even till his hair
mingled with the mane of his charger. The army
now passed along the ancient bridge which there
crosses the Esk.
Proceeding directly onward, the
column traversed, not the town of Musselbm-gh, but
the old kirk-road, as it is called, to Inveresk, and
entered the street of Newbigging about the centre.
It then marched along the precincts of Pinkie-cleuch,
and sought the high grounds near Carberry." Above
the old Roman bridge is a wooden viaduct, taking
across the Musselburgh branch of the North British
railway to a terminus near the centre of the town.
This branch railway goes into junction with the
Fisherrow branch of the old Edinburgh and Dalkeith railway, and proceeds in a north-westerly
direction into junction with the main trunk of the
North British railway at a point to the east of PorIt was opened for traffic in the summer of
tobello.
1817, and has proved of great advantage to Mussel-

both in appearance and in history. It was built in
1590, of materials taken from the chapel of Loretto,
afterwards to be noticed and is said to have been
the earliest marked instance in Scotland of a secular
erection raised from the dilapidation of an ecclesi-

1496 upon the

mouth of the river.
at Inveresk churchyard

f)ersons
ish vessels lying off the

;

for its antiquity.
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accompanied their commission with large presents
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of young men and maidand roues, of the great laden with
care and the small hai-assed by disaster, were made

comdor

and in two apartments with
each 1 4 feet square, and, from the floor
to the centre of the arch, 8 feet higli.
The house
to it from all parts of the country, in quest of blessmight well have been the best in the town at the
ings supposed to be purchasable with money. A remote date of its erection. The inhabitants are
solitary ascetic who inhabited the attached c«ll of said to have formed a guard round the house during
the hermitage, added greatly to the celebrity of the the celebrated inmate's illness, and to have received
some notable reward iu the form of privilege conice. The importance of the hermit was afterwards
Angularly eWnced by the incident told by Knox in ferred on the town from the Earl of Mar, the suciiis
History of the Reformation, of his having written ceeding regent. At the west end of High-street
stands a house which figures in the letters of Humin his name, by request of the Earl of Glencaim, a
satire on the hypocrisy of the Romish priests, enphry Clinker as that in which Dr. SmoUet was re'•
fra
the
llermeit
ceived
direct
halie
of
titled
Ane Epistill
by Commissioner Cardonell. Near the FisliAlareit to his brethren the Grey Friars," and begin- errow end of the timber bridge, stands the plain
of

money and pilgrimages
;

ens, of invalids

;

6 feet wide,

roofs,

I

villa of Esk-side, the

ning,
"I

Thomas Hcrmeit

sor Stuart

in t»ireit,

Sanct Francis Onlour do

liairtilie

greit."

Even James V. himself performed a pilgrimage to
the chapel on foot from Stirling, in August 1530,
before setting sail to seek among the daughters of
France a partner for his throne. Yet the chapel
became, if not a Paphos, at least a place of somewhat kindred character, a noxious meeting-place
of young men and women, a scene of barter between the tricks and gains of priestcraft and the
" Sir David
indulgence and chartering of vice.
Lyndsay of the Mount, Lord Lion King-at-arms,"
whose satires are well known to lacerate priestcraft
to the bones, and to salve its bleeding flesh with
spices, found no fitter, no less pitied, subject for his
cat-o'-nine tails and his rude salving than the chapel
" Parts of Musskelborowe
of Our Lady of Loretto.
towne, wi' the chapel of Our Lady of Lauret," were
destroyed in 1544 by the English army under the
Earl of Hertford and the chapel, though afterwards
thoroughly re-edified or repaired, was soon frowned
away from its site by the Reformation, and made
acquainted, stone by stone, as we have seen, with
convicted and acknowledged malefactors. '• Of this
building, which must have been of considerable dimensions," says the New Statistical Account of In veresk, written in 1839, "no vestige now remains, save
a cell measuring 12 feet by 10, covered by a circular
wooded mount In the roof is inserted a strong iron

—

—

;

bar, with an oaken pulley attached, but for what
purpose seems doubtful. In 1831. the present proof the villa of Loretto, the Kiev. Thomas
C'etor
nghonie, caused part of the earthen floor to be
dug up, when a number of human skulls were dis-

some of which were in complete preservaand remain so. Over the entrance is an antique carved stone, but from the date on it, 1634, it
must have been placed there at a period subsequent
covered,
tion,

to the destruction of ' the chapelle of Lauret.'
The
present villa of Loretto. which is extensive and
have
built
to
been
commodious, appears
during the
last century, and is suiTOunded by delightful gardens
and orchards." In the town of Musselburgh there
were anciently two other chapels, similar in char-

—

acter to that of Ix)retto, but of much less note.
Four hundred yards south of the villa of Loretto,
gracing the south-east outskirts of the town, and
presenting in itself, in its grounds, and in their historical associations, singularly engrossing attractions,
stands Pinkie-house. See the article Pixkie. At
the east end and on the south side of High-street,
stood, till about 1809, the house in which died, in
July 1332, the great Randolph Earl of Moray, the
friend and compatriot of " the good Lord James "
Douglas, and the second in command under Robert
Brace in the field of Bannockbum. It was a twostory house, buttressed in front with conical Flemish

windows, each surmounted by a sculptured rose.
The ground-floor was disposed in a vaulted passage

L

or

arched

IT.

quondam

residence of Profes-

and within the precincts of

its garden
a detached, tasteful, two-storied, circular building,
beautifully mantled in ivy, the study of the Professor's son Gilbert, in which several of his works were
written, and one of the most arresting objects in the
landscape seen down the Esk from the new bridge.
The manse of Inveresk. built in 1806, and situated
in the south-west of Musselbui'gh, is noticeable as
probably occupying the site, of the ancient popish
parsonage - house, and especially as having su
;

is

planted a predecessor of great note in association
with literature. During the incumbency of the late
Dr. Carlyle, the former manse, built in 1681, was
a favourite resort of Robertson, Hume, Campbell,
Logan, Mackenzie, Smollet, Home, Beattie, and
other distinguished literati of the last age ; here a
large part of the tragedy of Douglas was written ;
here, among the papers of Dr. Carlyle, was found a
"
Ode on the
complete copy of Collins' long lost
Superstitions of the Highlands;" and here, at an
earlier period, were composed the sermons of AVilliamson. Ecclesiastical buildings in the town, and
antiquities and interesting mansions in its vicinity,
are noticed in the article Isverzsk: which see.
The links of Musselburgh, long noted for promenading, golfing, and archery-ground, were, in
1816. adopted as the chief scene of horse-racing in
the l^thians.
curvilinear or irregularly oval racecourse, measuring about 1,000 yards in its greater
axis, less than 400 in its lesser axis, and about
2,400 in its circumference, stretches eastward from
a point 100 yards east of the Esk, and impinges for
a considerable way close upon the sea. At the part
of it which is nearest the town, and about 100 yards
from Loretto, there is a well-constructed stand.
Races, understood to be those of Edinburgh, but
claiming intermixedly the prefix names of it and of
Musselburgh, have, since 1817, been run here every
autumn. Between the west end of the race-course
and the frith stands the gas-work, erected in 1832,

A

which supplies both Musselburgh and Portobello
with gas. On the Links of Musselburgh, in 1 638, the
Marquis of Hamilton, acting as the representative of
Charles I., and bearing a commission to destroy the
power of the Covenanters, was met by so many
thousands of that noble and undaunted people, and
saw such demonstrations of their might and resolution, as utterly blenched the warm hue of the ruthless
hopes he cherished. Moving from these links along
the coast to Leith, he found the line of his whole route
flanked with the triumphant partisans of the Covenant; and on approaching the rising ground near the
Leith academy, was petrified to see so many as about
600 Presbyterian ministers arrayed in the caps, bands,
and gowns of Geneva, and calmly but sternly glancing defiance at his master's pui-pose to make Prelacy
the religion of Scotland.
In 1650 the chief part of
the infantry of Oliver Cromwell encamped on the
links, while his cavalrj' were quartered in the town;
and thev remained here during nearly two months.

2
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spot on which Cromwell's own tent was pitched
pointed out opposite Liiikfield-liouse.
Musselbui'gh is very favourably situated for the
purposes of manufacture but its history, in that
A broadrespect, has been fluctuating and curious.
cloth manufactory, begun in the end of the 17th
centur}', was long can-ied on in great perfection,
though not to great extent. A kind of checks called
Musselburgh stuffs were, in the early part of the 18th
century, fabricated in large quantities from coarse
wool, at the price of from 2^d. to 5d. per yard, and
chiefly exported to America for female servants'

The

is still

;

gowns; but soon afterward they were entirely jostled
out of the market bj^ cheaper and more showy fabrics
of cotton.
Woollen cloth, both coarse and fine, continued to be made in small quantities toward the
end of last century, but has since altogether ceased
About the
to be a Musselburgh article of produce.
year 1750 a cotton manufactory was commenced,
and employed in the town and its environs about
200 looms; but it was speedily swamped by successmanful competition in other parts of Scotland.
ufacture of thicksets, waistcoats, handkerchiefs, and
some kindred fabrics set flourishingly off, though
on a small scale, toward the end of last century; and
china manufacture was
it too has disappeared.
begun about the same time, or earlier, at Westpans,
and received some encouragement from the nobility
and gentry on account of the neat embellishments
of its ornamental china; but as it could not produce
table-china cheap enough for common sale, it was
abandoned; and a pottery for the coarser sorts of
earthenware took its place. Dyeing is another occupation which once formed a pi'ominent part of the
town's trade, and has declined nearly to extinction.
A starch-work at Monkton, south of Miisselburgh,
paid, in 1792, r.o less than £4,064 13s. 4d. of excise
duty, but was given up on the following year. A saltwork was very long in operation at Magdalene-pans.
The brewing of ale and beer was very extensively
carried on in the town, in the latter part of last century, but underwent great decrease about 20 5'ears

A

A

The tanning and currying of leather is carried
on in three large establishments, and employs about
80 workmen. The manufacturing of sailcloth was
commenced on a small scale in 1811 and rose in a few
years to a very flourishing condition, occupying
large premises, and employing a steam-engine of 55
ago.

,

The weaving of haircloth, principally
sofa-covers, was commenced in 1820,
and has for a number of years been carried on in
The making of fishing-nets, by
several factories.
very ingenious methods, is also an extensive manufacture. The raising of gaiden produce, particularly
in the department of seeds and esculent plants, is
likewise a large trade.
The harbour of Musselburgh, or more properly

liorse

power.

for chair

and

—

that of Fisherrow slightly noticed in our article on
is situated more than half-a-mile west
that town
of the mouth of the Esk, and dates so high as the
From a
of Valcntia.
period of the Roman province

—

Itoman military station, around which also was a
municipium or colony of citizens, at Inveresk, a
causeway led down along thii old bridge to the
harbour; and from two otlier Romanized localities,
at a much greater distance, other causeways hd
down to the same point. From ruins which liave
been discovered in digging the foundations of many
houses in Fisherrow, tlie immediate vicinity of the
harbour would seem also to have been very ana seat of population, and very probably the
ciently
a colonia Roniana. In the middle ages, also,
a commerce appears to have been carried on between
site of
it

and ilolland, so large as to draw the special attenDutch States, and excite their wishes for

tion of the
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continuance. Yet the harbour is at present fo
shallow as to have only 4J- feet of water at neap tides.
This fact, jointly with one formerly glanced at, that
its

the English vessels, in 1547, got so close into the
of the Esk as to fire
destructively upon the
troops passing along the old bridge to the field of
to
intimate
that
the sea has somePinkie, appears
what receded. The circumstance that the approaches
of the old bridge are completely beyond the reach
of the tide, proves, at all events, that the sea has
not encroached. The harbour stands on the edge
of an expanse of loose sand at a point where there
is no outward current either to form a bar or to wash
away sleech. At the commencement of the present
century it was in a rude condition, fit for little else
than the accommodation of fishing-boats and even
yet it has greatly too short and ill-contrived, though
substantial, a quay. Yet the trade, in spite of all disadvantages, has of late years rapidly and greatly increased. Though no vessel belongs to the port, many
coasting-vessels of this country, and vessels of Norway, Prussia, and Holland, resort to it in preference
to Leith.
The number annually clearing from it is

mouth

;

between 200 and 250, averaging each between 60
and 70 tons. A very rich coal-field around Musselburgh, perforated with numerous shafts, and plied
by swarms of miners, furnishes a chief article of

The other
export, as well as of local enrichment.
The imexports are principally bricks and tiles.
ports coastwise are very miscellaneous, and from
abroad are chiefly timber, bark, skins, bones, rape,
and oil cake. The harbour, in its customhouse reThe
lations, i-anks as a creek of the port of Leith.
amount of the dues levied at it in 1852 was £403.
Musselburgh has branch-offices of the Commercial
Bank, and the Royal Bank, bowling greens, a
public reading-room, a subscription library, a circulating library, a golf club, several friendly societies, and two mortifications for benevolent purIts churches and its schools have been
poses.
noticed in our article on Inveresk. Its schools have
long been famous, not only for the town itself and
its immediate
neighbourhood, but for families at a
distance ; and so numerously have their pupils
risen to distinction, that a club of these was at one
time formed in Edinburgh, to hold periodical meetings there, in commemoration of their schooll.oy
As the climate is singularly healthy, and
da)'s.
the situation advantageous for out-of-door exercise,
and the best masters for modern languages, drawing,
music, and other ornamental departments, can
ahvays be obtained from Edinburgh, boarding.schools are very successful and of more than average
reputation.
Musselburgh, from 1792 till near the.
close of the continental war, figured conspicuously
as the site of military wooden barracks, so extensive
that they often accommodated upwards of 2,000
men, of the militia and volunteer cavalry. In 1797,
and at subsequent dates, Sir Walter Scott, as
quarter-master of the Edinburgh liglit-horse, flung
all tiie romance of his society over the
place, aided
by a novelist of totally different character, the wellknown Monk Lewis,' then a resident in Fisherrow.
So important to the town were the barracks, that
when the last regiment marched out of them, a wag
gave apt expression to the general despondency of
the burghers by writing on the walls, 'A town to
let.'
Yet half pay officers and retired capitalists,
in considerable numbers, continued to make the
'

town

their home, and to benefit it by their presence;
while invalids and lusticators, from Edinburgli and
other places, have become largely attracted to it

and to its neighbourhood, during the months of
summer. An annual fair in the town, till about 65
years ago, was a scene of great business, particularly

i
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even at that early date, the altar of Our L.-\<iY
of Loretto, and possibly the altars of the other
chapels of the town, had become the resort of devo-

and
cattle, linen, woollens, and household utensils,
it has become
always lasted two days; but latterly
a mere gala season, without any tratfic, and serving:
little other purpose than dissipation.
Very abundant
communication is maintained with Edinburgh, both
bv coaches along the road, and by the branch railway.
a
Musselburgh, previous to its being constituted
Its
parliamentary burgh, was a burgh of reg.dity.
council comprises a provost, three bailies, a treaThe magisui-er. and seven common councillors.

that,

ill

tees.

The

Lord Thirlestaue, and descended, with some dilapiand Dukes of

dations, to his posterity the Earls
Lauderdale till 1710. The town is

still in possession of a charter granted by John, Earl of Lauderdale, to the bailies, treasurer, council, and community of the burgh, confinning various ancient
charters and rights granted to them by the abbots
of Dunfermline, the oldest of which is there stated
to have been given and granted by King David in
There is also mention
the 34th year of his reign.

sums not exceeding £5; and on the same days a civil court,
with jurisdiction to any extent in point of value ;
and having a procurator fiscal, they take cognizance
of all minor criminal cases, amounting to about
The magistrates and council
250 in the year.
act likewise as commissioners of police, and as
harbour commissioners. The sheriff circuit court
for the district in
held at Dalkeith.

made in the charter by Lord Lauderdale of a charter
and infeftment by Robert, Commendator of Dunfermline, with consent of the coventicle brethren,
in favour of the bailies, councillors, and community
of the burgh for the time being, dated 11th Decem-

which Musselburgh stands, is
Musselburgh is a station of t'le

granting and confirming to them all and
whole the burgh of Musselburgh, and ground and
lands of the same, with liberties and advantages,
as freely and honoui^ably as any other burghs of
barony or of regality within the kingdom of Scotland, or which of law, or the practice of the realm,
belong to them with power of entering burgesses,
privileges of harbour and trades, of holding three
weekly markets, and a fair during eight days at the
festival of the Apostle James.
The last mentioned
charter also empowers the bailies and comnmnity
to elect annually, at Michaelmas, two bailies, a treasurer, and officers to a sufficient number for the administration of justice, with power to hold courts
and punish malefactors and to levy small customs
and harbour dues. Lord Lauderdale's charter also
confirms two other charters of different lands,

police. "Very extensive property
belonged at one "time to the burgh; but a large
it
was.
long ago, sold or feued. What
portion of
remained of it. comprising very numerous items,
was valued, in 183.3, at £35,000 and the debt at
that time was stated to be £12,123. The revenue
for the year ending September 1833, was £2,011
4s.; and the expenditure for the same year was
The revenue in 1839-40 was £2,022
£2,197 3s.
There are seven
14s. Id.; in 1854-5, £1,643 6s. 6d.
Musselburgh unites with
incorporated trades.
Leith and Portobello in sending a member to parliament.
Constituency in 1840. 297 in 1856. 292.
Population in 1841. 6,328; in 1851, 7,092. Houses.
Eental in 1856-7, £14,6.50.
890.
Musselburgh is believed to have derived its name
from a mussel-bank near the mouth of the Esk. But

ber, 1502,

Edinburgh county

;

;

8^

;

its earliest

name was Eskmouth

or

;

Eske-muthe and

mills, multures, knaveships. &c., given to be held
in feu. which are described at great length ; and

;

including the manor over which it presided,
was Masselburghshire. As Eske-muthe it is mentioned by Simeon of Durham so early as the 7th
century and it seems to have been a seat of popu-

its next,

it

;

or
Musselburghshire,' comprehending
Musselburgh, Fisherrow, the church of Inveresk,
with its tithes and other pertinents, and the mills
and fishings of the manor, to the monks of Dunfermline; and this grant was confirmed in 1236 bj' a
bull of Gregorj^ IX., and at other dates by deeds of

Inveresk,

ments, and

others

when

successors.
From the original grants
enjoyed a baronial jurisdiction over the

respectively above specified,
is clearly njanifest, accordcustom of the said burgh."

their certain right
ing to the old usage and

This charter was confirmed by Charles II., on 2 1st
July, 1671: and under this last confirmation the
In 1632, a
property of the burgh is now held.
charter under the great seal erected Musselburgh
into a royal burgh but, in the same year, in consequence of a compromise between its own magistrates and those of Edinburgh, a decreet of reduction of the charter was obtained by the latter from
the privy council.
But it still wanted none of the
rights of a royal burgh except that of representation
in parliament
and this it obtained by the great national measure of 1832.
It now, therefore, differs
from a royal burgh in nothing but the name.

manor; and from

its confirmations, they acquired
the increased jurisdiction of a regality.
Alexander
II., in 1239, granted to the monks a right of free
forestry over all the lands of the district; and
Robert III. gave them all the new customs leviable
within the burgh. The vicars whom the monks
sent or appointed to ofiiciate in the church of Inveresk were sometimes called " vicars of Muscilburg,"
and appear, among distingimhed or influential men.
as witnesses to many charters.
A dispute in the
13th century respecting temporalities between the
vicars and the monks, which seems to have been
keen, and which was terminated by a decision of
the diocesan bishop that the vicars were entitled to
the small tithes and the offerings at the altars of
'
Muscilburg.' excepting the fish of every kind, and
the tithes of the mills for which they were to pay
the monks annually ten merks, seems evidence

liberties

It
needtul, of putting them to trial and torture.
further gives the power of granting infeftments, and
also a clause in virtue of which it has been the practice of the magistrates to grant titles according to
the manner used in burgage tenure, viz., " also of
cognoscing, entering, and seizing the heirs of the
foresaid free tenant*, in the foresaid lands, tene-

'

monks

of all

power of sale, &c., another fair for the space of two
days on the 16th and 17th October, electing magistrates, holding courts, punishing malefactors, and, if

'

the

novodamm

privileges, harbours, stations, and receptacles
for ships, anchorage and shore dues, bridge customs, creating and appointing free burgesses, with

throughout the whole Northumbria-baxon
In 1201, the barons of Scotland assembled
period.
at Muschelburg' to swear fealty to the infant son
of William the Lion, afterwards Alexander II. In
the reign of David I., a grant was made by that
" sair saunt to the
Croon," of the manor of Great

I.'s

contains a clause of

and

lation

David

regality of Musselburgh and the property
it passed after the Reformation to

connected with

strates hold a small-debt court for

1
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;

;

\

i

I

|

MUTlilLL, a parish a little south of the centre
of the southern half of Perthshire. It contains the
small post-town of Muthiil. and the post-office village of Braoo; and its north-e;i8t comer adjoins the
post-town of Crit-ff. It is bounde<i by Strowan,

MUTHILL.

Crieff, Madderty, Triiiity-Gask, Blackford, DunIts length eastward
blane, Monivaird, and Comrie.
is 10^ miles; its greatest breadth is 8f miles; and
its area is probaljly about 76 square miles.
The
river Earn, running in the direction of south-east

washes the northern district for 4^ miles,
measured in a straight line, and about 7 measured

by

east,

over three-fourths of the disthe boundaiy with Crieff, and over the
other fourth it cuts off on its left bank the lands of
Innerpeffray, which once formed a detached part of
Monzie. Allan-water, coming down from the east,
runs for 2 miles along the boundary on the south.
The Machony and the Knaik rise very near each
other close on the western boundary, and traverse
the parish lengthwise, the former eastward to the
Earn, the latter eastward and south-eastward to the
Allan. Loch-Balloch is a tame small lake in the
north-west, whence runs a brook to the Eai'n. The
pond of Drummond is-a splendid artificial sheet of
water, nearly a mile long and about half-a-mile
broad, on the lands of Dnimmond in the north, curtained round with wood, and overhung on one side

along
tance

its sinuosities

;

it is

by a high rocky bank.

The western
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half of the parish

is

bleak, barren,

and wildly pastoral, and lies within the Highlands;
and the eastern and north-eastern half luxuriates in
the picturesqneness and fertility of strath and glen,
of pleasant slopes and diversified surface.
The
north-east corner, consisting of a large tract, is one
of the most delightful parts of the luscious Sti-atheai*n.
Along the margin of the level and hanging
grounds of this district, sweeps circuitously a hilly
ridge, green and cultivated, terminating at "the west
in the most conspicuous object in the parish,

end

the hill of Torlum.
This elevation alone fixes the
a diseye which is turned toward the district fr
tance on the east, and seen thence, seems to preside
over lands, partly level and partly rising, which
have nothing to dispute or lessen its supremacy it
is an exquisitely outlined cone, towering high above
the circumjacent grounds, and lifting a forest of
pine into communion with the clouds. Along the
south side of the ridge which ends in this fine hill,
lies a narrow vale, the basin of the Machony ; and
screening the vale along the other side, runs a naked
and chilly upland range, akin in character to the
Highland heights of the west, and abruptly losing
itself among their huddled mass.
This range commences on the east in what is called the Muir of
Orchil, bears the name of Corryaur, runs along the
parisli in a line not far from its middle, forms the
water-shed between the tributaries of the Forth and
those of the Earn, and naturally divides the parish
into two great districts, which may be designated
Ardoch on the south, and Muthill proper on the
nortii, and which belong respectively to btrathallan
and Strathearn. The Strathallan district, except in
its western or Highland part, may be viewed as
generally declining to the Allan and as to all the
properties of naturally geographical boundary,
very remarkable antiiiuitits, beauty of landscape,
separate village, and ecclesiastical and school esta-

m

;

—

;

blishments, is cssentifilly a distinct district; and
might, with much propriety, be constituted a separate
parish. See Aiujocir. Muthill-propcr, or the Strathearn district, foiins a landscape of many and very
Seen from a height on its
pleasing attractions.
southern border, tlie eastern part of it appears " an
extensive plain, richly wooded, and studded with
noblemen's and gentlemen's seats to the left the
groimds of Drunnnond-eastle, backed by 'i'orluin
and the lofty lienvoirlich in the foreground, the
town of Muthill, embosomed in wood, with Crieff
beyond, and the heights in front of which it stands,

—

—

overtopped by the Grampian range, presenting a
landscape of extreme beauty, variety, and grandeur."
The predominant rocks of the parish are sandstones
and traps and the former are quarried as building
The soil along
material, the latter as road metal.
the Earn and the Allan is alluvial; and that on the
ascent thence to the watershed between these streams
is, first, a light irretentive soil on a free bottom,
next, a strong sandy soil, with a mixture of gravel,
on a wet retentive bottom, and next, a poor moorish
soil, naturally covered with heath and whins. About
11,700 acres are in tillage; about 12,140 are pastoral
or waste; and about 2,510 are under plantation.
The Drummond estate comprises about two-thirds of
the whole parish and there are nine other estates.
Most of the heritors are resident. The yearly value
of raw produce was estimated in 1837 at £60,773.
Assessed property in 1843, £15,000. The principal
antiquities of the parish, Ardoch-camp and Drunimond-castle, are both separately described. Commanding a view eastward to the distance of 40 or
50 miles, is a small rock close by Drummond-castle,
called Eagle's Craig, and, by the country people.
Beacon-hill, the top of which is flat, and covered to
a considerable depth with ashes.
Several Roman
roads intersect this parish, and vestiges of Roman
;

—

—

;

camps are numerous.

Large single standing-stones,
from 10 to 14 feet high, are numerous; and remains
of Druidical temples are not untrequent.
The parish is traversed by the west road fiom Glasgow to
Perth it is traversed also by the Crieff branch of
the Scottish Central railway, and has a station on it
;

town of Muthill and its southern district
has near access to the Blackford and Greenloaning
for the

;

stations of the Scottish Central railway. There were
recently in it three distilleries, producing annually
about 100,000 gallons of whisky. The town of
Muthill stands on the Glasgow and Perth road, 3
miles south of Crieff, and 17 north by east of StirIt is one of the neatest, best built, cleanliest,
ling.
and most pleasantly situated small towns in Scotland.
magnificent avenue, composed of beeches,

A

limes, and chestnut-trees, embowers the road from it
to Crieff; and in the western vicinity are the beautiThe town has two
ful policies of Drummond-castle.
few of its
or three inns, and is a police station.
inhabitants are cotton weavei-s in the employment
of the manufacturers of Glasgow; and most of the
rest are agricultural labourers.
Population of the
town, 1,200. Houses. 152. Population of the parish
in 1831, 3,234; in 1851, 2,972.
Houses, 433.
This parish is in the presbytery of Auchterarder,

A

and synod of I'erth and Stirling. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £265 lis. 9d.; glebe, £30. Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
teinds, £370 4s. Id.
4id., with £16 10s. fees, and £12 10s. other emoluments. The parish church occupies a commanding
site at the town of Muthill, and is a fine Gothic
structure, built in 1828, at the cost of £6,000, and
containing 1 ,600 sittings. There is a chapel of ease
at Ardoch, built in 1780, containing 600 sittings,
and in the presentation of the male heads of families.
There are two Free churches, respectively at Mutwith
hill, with an attendance of 450, and at Ihaco,
an attendance of 320; and the sum raised in 1856
in connexion with the f(fl!ner,was £150 16s. lOjd.,
in connexion with the latter, £204 Hs. 11 id. There
is also in Muthill a neat Episcopalian chapel. There
are likewise in Muthill three schools, one or two
beneficiary institutions, and a library and readingroom furnished and maintained by Eord \\'illoughby
de Eresby. There is also an excellent library, left
by the late Lord Madderty, at Innerneffray. 'J'here

—

aie in the parish eight non-parochial schools. The
one is a
parish church which preceded the present

MYLXEFIELD.
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venerable building, now roofless, biit still raising a
time-worn tower over some ancient yews which enThe church itself was originally a
ircle its choir.
llegiate one, rebuilt by Bishop Ochiltree of DunLlane, about the year 1430; but the tower, which is

?qaare and about 70 feet high, has the characters
which are usually ascribed to the artists of the 9th
Beside the ruin are a monument erected
century.
by the people of Muthill to the memory of their late
minister Mr. Russell, a man of much celebrity as a
preacher and a divine, also a monument, of a
tasteful character, to the memory of Mr. Erskine,
A
son of an Episcopalian minister of Muthill.
chapel dedicated to St. Patrick anciently stood
in the sequestered Highland district of Blair-in-roan,
and is commemorated in a well called St. Patrick's,
which is absurdly reputed to be efficacious in the
cure of hooping-cough.
Culdee establishment is
contended by some writers to have stood in the

—

—

—

A

— the days of popery and prelacy
—was theMuthill
residence of the dean of Dunblane and,
in

parish.

:

some time after the Reformation, the seat of the
presbytery, which afterwards took name from Anch-

for

terarder.

reans,

Barclay, the founder of the sect of Be-

was a native of the

MUTTOX-HOLE.
MYLXEFIELD. a

parish.

See Davidsovs Maixs.
post-office station in the par-

Longforgan, Perthshire.
and LoxGFORGAX.
ish of

MYOTHILL.
MYRESIDE, a
Fifeshire.

See Balbussoch

See Dexxy.

village in the p.irish of Kettle,
Population, 105. Houses. 2L
an extinct burgh of barony, in the

MYRETON.

parish of Penninghame. Wigtonshire.
MYROCH-BAY, a small bay on the east coast of
the parish of Kirkmaiden, 2 miles south by east of
Chapelrossan, and 7J north by west of the Mull of

Galloway, in Wigtonshii-e.

N
NABAIGH. See
NABEANNIBH.

Harris.
See Harris.

Newton,

Firhall, Auehrea, Millbank.

and Ivybank.

Some

NABO

(Loch), a picturesque lake, aliout 3 miles
in circumference, in the vicinity of Elgin, Morayshire.

NACAPLICH.

See Skte.
NAGANA (Loch), a romantic sheet of water, in
the parish of Assynt, Sutherlandshire.
NAIRN, a parish, containing a royal burgh and
post-town of its own name, also the village of Seatown-of-Delnies, on the coast of Nairnshire. It is
bounded on the north by the Moray frith, and on
other sides by the parishes of Auldearn, Calder, and
Ardersier. It expands toward the ends, and greatly
contracts in the middle, so as to have proximately
the outline of an hour-glass.
Its greatest length
from north to south is upwards of 8 miles; its great-

notices connected with the parish occur in our
On the north side of
article Kilravock-Castle.
the hill of Geddes are vestiges of an old edifice,
about
called Caiitel Ficmlah,
Finlay's-ca.stle,
78 feet long, and nearly half as broad. It was surrounded with a ditch, still visible, round the middle
of the eminence.
little east of the same hill are
the remains of the castle of Rait, built at a remote
but unascertained period, and the residence for some
time of a branch of the powerful family of Comyii.
At a place called Knock-ma-gillan, a little below
this castle, 18 of the Mackintoshes were slain by
the Comyns in a feudal brawl. At Easter-Geddes
are the remains of an old chapel, the burying-place
of the family of Kilravock, surrounded with a public

—

'

'

—

A

between 25 and 30 square
the champaign comitry or great plain of Moray.
The hill of Urchany, at one of the south corners, is
the highest ground, and only noticeable eminence.
For some distance from the skirt of this height the
surface descends in a gentle slope and along the
sea-board it becomes low and flat. The river Nairn
bisects the parish north-eastward and northward to
the frith. The soil on the banks of the river is
sand mixed with clay in the southern district, is a

cemetery. Lady Kilravock, and her husband, Hugh
Rose of Geddes, obtained, in 1293, a charter from
King John Baliol. confirming to them and their
The chaheirs the lands of Kilravock and Geddes.
pel was founded in 1473, dedicated to the Virgin
Mary, and endowed with £5 Scots and a small glebe.
Its chaplain was to perform daily offices, not only
for the soul of the founder, but also for the souls of
his predecessors, and of his heirs and successors /or
ever.
The parish is traversed by the road from
Elgin to Inverness and the part of it west of the
town is traversed by the Inverness and Nairn rail-

rich and

way, which was opened in November 1855.

est breadth is 6 miles

;

and

its superficial extent is
miles.
It all lies within

;

;

heavy mould and about Kildrammie, around
the town, and along the coast by Delnies, is light
and sandy. A tract of about 400 acres around the
town is as pleasant a piece of low ground as any in
the north of Scotland.
About 3.230 acres in'the
;

parish are in tillage; about 1.382 are pastoral or
waste; and about 1,380 are under wood. The principal landowners are the Earl of Cawdor, Mackintosh of Geddes, Rose of Kilravock, Robertson of
Househili, Grant of Viewfield, and Robertson of
Newton. The average rent of land is about £3 near
the town, and about £1 Ss. at a distance.
The value
of assessed property in 1843 was £4,596 4s. 9d. The
mansions are Ge^des-honse, Househili, Viewfield,

;

Popu-

lation in 1831, 3,266; in 1851, 4,116.
Houses, 791.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the

synod of Moray. Patron, Brodie of Brodie. StiUnappropriated
pend, £294 2s." Id.; glebe, £18.
Schoolmaster's salary, £30,
teinds, £53 16s. 8d.
with £10 fees, and £7 other emoluments. The parish church was built in 1811, and contains 902 sitThere is a Free church, containing about
tings.
1,000 sittings; and the amount of its receipts in
1856 was £423 2s. Id. There is an United Presbyterian church, built in 1815, at the cost of about
£820, and containing 512 sitrings. There is an Independent chapel, built in 1804, at the cost of £575.

NAIRN.
ami containing 416

sittings.

Episcopalian chapels,

tlie

There are likewise two
one English, the other

The

principal schools, besides tlie parish
school, are a General Assembly's school, a Free
church academy, a monitory school, and two board-

Scotch.

ing-schools for young ladies.
NAIRN, a post-town, a seaport, a market-town,
and a royal burgh, stands in the parish of Nairn, on
the left bank of the river Naiin, immediately above
that river's emboucliure, 11 miles west of Forres,
1.5 north-east of Inverness, 2.3 west by south of Elgin, 86 north-west by west of Aberdeen, and 194
north-north-west of Edinburgh. The greater part
of it has a dingy antiquated appearance. Its principal street, called Main-street, commences close on
the river ^ of a mile from the frith, and runs away
south-westwai-d to the distance of 3j furlongs. This

thoroughfare is nearly straight, and tolerably spacious and has its old-fashioned aspect relieved by
one or two fine modern public buildings. All the
;

other old thoroughfares are narrow confined lines,
either huddled in a mass round the foot of MainCharlesstreet, or going crowdedly from its sides.
street is a new, solitary, and partially edificed line
along the river and harbour, from the foot of Mainstreet to the fi-ith.
Cawdor-street and Cummingstreet are recently planned, spacious lines, the former parallel with the frith at a furlong's distance,
the latter crossing it at right angles, and both situated north-west of the old town, along the margin
of the town-links.
Several good new houses have
been erected also on the south- west wing of the old
The
town.
stieets were formerly noted for having
the most uneasy pavement of any in the kingdom,
but are now well-paved; aud, in 18.39, they began
to enjoy the luxury of gas.
The river, just before
coming abreast of the town, forms an island of 1^
furlong in length, and opposite the lower end of the
island is overlooked by the parish-church ; and after
passing the bridge two-thirds down the town, it continues to run direct along to the frith, leaving to the
riglit its old channel which diverged among sandy
grounds to the north-east, and formed a little island.
The bridge was originally an excellent and substantial structure, built in 1631 or 1632; but it sustained
much damage, first from a flood in 1782, and next
from the great flood of 1829. An inscription upon
n stone of it, which long ago fell into the river, is
'
Giilielmus Rose de Clava,' with the motto, Non
est Salus, nisi in Christo ; Soli Deo Gloria.'
At the
south-west end of the town stand the academy, a
handsome structure, and a neat monument to the
memory of Mr. John Straith, who was 40 years
schoolmaster of the parish.
Near the middle of
High-street, on its noith-west side, stand the town
and county buildings, erected in 1818. The structure is the principal public edifice and architectural
ornament of Nairn and it lias a fine appearance,

—

'

;

surmounted by a handsome suire. Its intown and county jail, and a court
and county hall the latter very elegant and spacious,
and occasionally used as a ball-room. On the same
side as the town-house stands the principal iini.
The original town occupying, perhaps, not quite
tiie same site us the present, and one more seawards,
was defended by a castle. IJuchanan informs us
that, as far back as the time of Malcolm I., the
Danes captured this castle, and cruelly used its
Hut every vestige of the
custodes or keepers.
structure, and even its site, were long ago overwhelmed by encroachment of the sea.
Nairn is distinguished for the dryness and healthi-

and

is

terior contains the
;

its situation, for its cheapness of provisions,
for the excellence of its appliances for sea-bath-

ness of

and
ing.

It

NAIRN.
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has a very fine suite of warm, cold, and

shower baths

it boasts a very fine bathing sea
of easy access from all sides of the province of Moray by public convej'ance; it has been
rendered specially accessible from the Inverness side
by the recently opened railway, and promises soon
to be made equally patent from the Elgin side by
railway extension to the east; and, therefore, it hag

beach

;

;

it is

already become, and is likely to become increasingly,
a favourite summer resort of sea bathers. Several
reminiscences and objects both in the town and in
vicinity, also possess interest for strangers, or
pleasing appeals to the imagination. The
town was long noted for standing so exactly on the

its

make

boundary-line between the Highlands and the Lowand being so completely bisected by the
mutual repulsion of the Moray men on the east and
the kilted Gael on the west, that the Lowland Scottish dialect was spoken at the one end of the street,
and the Gaelic language at the other. According
to a tradition of the place, James VI., when one day
after his accession to the English throne, twitted
about the smallness and unimportance of the towns
of his native kingdom, wittily declared that he had
"ae toon in Scotland, the toon o' Nairn, sae big that
the inhabitants spake two different languages, and
the folks at the ae end o't could not understand the
folks at the ither."
West of the town is the field
on which the Duke of Cimiberland encamped his
army on the day before the battle of Culloden. The
insurgents, aware of his position, came down the
banks of the Nairn from Culloden with the design
of attacking him by surprise; but they were too
late in their movements, and, being overtaken by
the dawn, were obliged to halt and return. Their
fatigue and want of sleep occasioned by the long
lands,

and useless night-march are sometimes assigned as
a chief reason of their having suffered so signal and
Two
total a discomfiture in the action of next day.
old castles of great historical interest, and sufKciently
near the town to draw the attention of visitors, are
noticed in our articles Kii.ravock-Castle and CalDER.
Within a range of 5 miles round the town
and, in about half the instances, within a range of
1^ mile are about 17 or 18 mansions, various in
their attractions, and jointly contributing much
richness to the landscape.
wharf and harbourage were constructed, at the
mouth of the river below the town, in 1820, chiefly
according to a plan by Mr. Telford ; and, inclusive
of a sum paid for the deterioration of a fishery by
changing the course of the river, they cost not less
than £.5,500. The works were either swept away
or much injured by the flood of 1820, and accumulations of sand were driven in by the sea, so that

—

—

A

the harbour came to be of little use except for small
New works were
vessels and for fishing-boats.
afterwards constructed, comprising the grand new
feature of a breakwater of wood and stone, projecting about 1,200 feet seaward from the right side of
the mouth of the river, with a slight angle at its
outer end.
This breakwater has been productive
of the greatest benefit, preventing the accumulation
of sand in the way of a bar, and affoi-ding complete
shelter to vessels from the only winds to which the
harbour is ex|)0sed. The other new works also are
of value, but have reference principally to the restricting of the river to its fairway course below the
town. The rise of spring tides in the harbour is 14
Nairn, in its
feet, aud that of neap tides 1 1 feet,
custom-house relations, ranks as a creek of the port
of Inverness; and the amount of dues levied at it
in 18.52 was £243.
The harbour is well situated
for trade ; and it now possesses about 15 fine vessels
and is also a place of call, nt all times of the year,
for the steamers in transit between Inverness and
;

NAIRN.
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The chief articK s of import are coal,
Forth.
lime, groceries, and soft goods ; and the chief
articles of export are fish and fir timher.
tlis

The landward trade of Nairn must always be circum3cril>ed by the nearnoss of the Highlands on
the south, and by the vicinity of Inverness on the
west, and of Findhorn and Forres on the east.
Ordinary weekly markets are held on Tuesday and
Friilay ; a corn market is held every Thursday
and fairs for horses and cattle are held on the third
Friday of April, on the 20th of Ju"e, if a Wednesday or a Thursday, but otherwise, on the Wednesday after, on the 13th of August or first lawful day
after, on the fourth Tuesday of September, on the
Friday after tlie third Tuesday of October, and on
the first Friday of November.
Hiring fairs also
are held on the Thursday before the 26th of May,
and at the same time as the April, August, October,
and November cattle fairs. There is a small salmon
fishery at the mouth of the river, and along the adjacent shores. About 200 fishermen and boys are
employed in the fishing of haddock and cod, but
depend, for their main support, on removal at the
herring season to the Caithness coast, to employ
themselves there in the herring fishery. The town
has offices of the Caledonian bank, the National
bank, and the Britisli Linen Company's bank. It
has also seven insurance agencies, a national security savings' bank, four friendly societies, a shipwrecked fishermen and mariners' benevolent society, a ladies' benevolent society, a town and
county hospital, a Nairnshire farmers' society, and
a St. Ninian's mason lodge.
newspaper, called
the Nairnshire Telegraph, is published every alternate Thursday. Four coaches run daily to Keith
on the arrival of the trains from Inverness.
;

A

Nairn was originally called Invernaim, "This
town," says the Report of the Commissioners on
the Municipal Corporations, " appears to have been
founded by William the Lion. Alexander II. made
a grant to the Bishop of Moray in excambiam
'

teiTe apud Inveraaren, quam Dominus Rex
Willelmus, pater mens, cepit de episcopo Moraviensi, ad firmandum in ea castellum et burgum de
Invernaien.' The lands and town were granted by
Robert I. to his brother-in-law, Hugh, Earl of
Ross; and they probably continued in the possession of that family till the forfeiture of John, Earl
illius

of Ross and Lord of the Isles, in 1475.
At that
period the tenure of the lands in Nairnshire, which
had been formerly held under the Earls of Ross,
was changed to a crown-holding; and a similar
change very probably took place with regard to the
town of Nairn, which then begins to be styLd in
records the King's burgh, and the royal burgh of
Nairn ; unless it may be thought that the terms of
Robert I.'s grant of the earldom of Moray to Thomas
Randolph (which cannot be easily reconciled with
the Earl of Ross's charter) are sufficient to prove
that Nairn, as well as Elgin and Forres, was then
of the rank of a royal burgh." Any charters erecting the town into a royal burgh, or granting or
But a
ratifying its privileges, appear to be lost.
charter of confirmation, though not copied, was confirmed by an act of parliament in 1597 ; and that
act specially prohibits all who are not freemen and
"
burgesses from presuming to use or exercise the
liberties and privileges pertaining to the said burgh
and burgesses thereof within the bounds and limits
set down in the foresaid infeftment."
considerable extent of landed property formerly belonged to
file
but
it
has
all
been
almost
alienated.
burgh ;
The amount of the corporation revenue in 1833 was

A

£141 128. 8d. ; in 1855, ^711 Is. 4d. The town
council comprises a provost, three bailies, a dean of

guild, a treasurer,

and eleven common councillors.

The sheriff court for the county is held on every
Wednesday and Friday during session, and occaThe commissar)' court
sionally during vacation.
held on the same days as the sherifi' county court,
business requires it. The sheriff small debt
court is held on every Friday during session, and
occasionally during vacation. The justice of peace
small debt court is held on the first Monday of
The court of quarter sessions is
every month.
held on the first Tuesday of March, May, and
August, on the last Tuesday of October, and occaNairn
sionally at other times by adjournment.
unites with Inverness, Forres, and Fortrose, in
sending a member to parliament. Constituency in
1855, 117.
Population of the roval burgh in 1841,
in 1851, 3,401. Houses, 646. Population of
2,672
the parliamentary burgh in 1851, 2,977. Houses,
Nairn gave the title of Baron in the Scottish
562.
peerage to the ancient family of Nairn and the
title afterwards diverged to a younger branch of the
ducal family of Athole. The peerage was created
in 1681, attainted in 1746, and restored in 1824; and
it has been dormant since the death of William, 6th
It is said to be represented by the
lord, in 1837.
is

when

;

—

;

Baroness Keith of Banheath and Stonehaven-Marischal.

NAIRN

(The), a river of Inverness-shire and
Moray, Its source is near the central
water-sheds of the boldly mountainous district of
a
at
Badenoch,
point 9 miles, in a straight line, east
of the middle of Loch-Ness.
Its course from end
Nairtishire, in

is, with few and slight deviations, toward
the north-east; and, measured in a straight line, extends to about 30 miles. Over 16 miles from its
source, it is wholly an Inverness-shire stream; over
the next 6 miles, it runs across a district in which
that county and Nairnshire are irregularly dovetailed
into each other and over the remaining 8 miles, it
flows wholly in Nairnshire. Till about the point of
its ceasing to touch Inverness-shire, it is a Highland
river, and gives the name of Strathnairn to the glen
or widening vale which it traverses. Its immediate
banks are green meadows and pasture-fields, with a
few patches of corn land; and its flanking heights
are, for the most part, barren heathy moimtains.
Some clumps and little belts of alder and birch oc-

to end,

;

make a pleasant fringe - work on its
margin and arrays of plantation and ornamental
grounds overlook its progress past the house of Aberarder and on the property of I'arr. But, in general,
casionally
;

its

villey exhibits only the repose of pastoral

life,

and possesses neither the power of landscape, nor
the activity of life, which shakes up the quietude of
a tourist, and stiiTingly appeals to his imagination.
Yet '"its long green meadows, on which clusters of
cottages are seen at wide intervals from one another,
the very absence of striking objects in the landscape,
the stillness that hangs over the face of nature, interrupted only by the gurgling of the little rills that
fall into the sombre and slow-moving waters of the
Nairn, impress upon the solitaiy traveller, as he
passes along, suMued and tranquil feelings." [Guide
to the Highlands.]
After leaving Inverness-shire,
it traverses a low
countiy, and is overlooked and
enlivened by Kilravock-castle, various mansions,
and the town of Nairn. Its influx to the Moray
frith occurs 8 miles east of the great contraction of
the frith at Ardersier, and 9 miles west-south-west
of the embouchure of the Findhorn.
It is called, in

Water of Alders,' from
Gaelic, Uisge Neame, or
the great number of trees and shrubs of that species
of wood which anciently grew upon its banks and
it has communicated its name to the
parish and
county in which it terminates it course. During
'

;
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the Nairn was swollen into
the other Moray streams ;
but it worked havoc chiefly toward the end of its
path on the estates of Kih'avock and Cawdor, and
at the burgh and harbour of Nairn.
NAIRNSHIRE, a small maritime county in tho
north of Scotland. It comprises a main body and
several small detached districts in the province of
Moray, and a detached district in the ancient earldom of Ross. The main body is bounded on the
north by the Moray frith on the east by Moraysliire
on the south-east by the detached part of
Inverness-shire on the south by Morayshire ; and
on the soutli-west and west by the main body of
Its greatest length, from north to
Inverness-shire.
south, is 19 miles; its breadth at the coast, and
mean breadth over 9 miles into the intei-ior, is 8
miles; its maximum breadth at a point where, after
having suddenly expanded, it sends off to the west
a long slender projection, is 1 6J miles and its minimum breadth, at the end of a gradual contraction
towards the southern extremity, is 3J miles. One
detached part lies among wild mountains, 2^ miles
east of the main body; measures about 4^ miles
by 1 and is bounded on the south by the detached
part of Inverness-shire, and on all other sides by
Morayshire. One pendicle, about a mile long, lies
in the vicinity of Grantown, 5 miles south-east of
the main body; and another pendicle of not larger
extent, lies on the right bank of the Spey, at the
distance in a direct line of about 19 miles. Another
detached part lies immediately south-west of the
sources of Nairn river; is surrounded on all sides
by Inverness-shire; measures 5 miles by 3-J and
is 4 miles east of Loch-Ness, 13| south of Inverness,
and 28 south-west of Nairn. The detached part in
Ross lies along the river Conan and the east side of
tlie head of the Cromarty frith consists of the barony
of Ferriktosii, and contains the parish-church of
Urquiiaet [see these articles] measures 4^ miles by
3; and is J of a mile east of Dingwall, and 6| miles
north-west of Inverness. The area of the whole
county is said to contain 200 square miles, or 128,000
acres and its acres are stated to be in the proportion of about 70,000 cultivated, 30,000 uncultivated,
the j^reat floods of 1829,
terrific proportions with

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and 28,000 unprofitable.
The first and the second detached portions which

we named are patches of wild upland the pendicle
on the Spey is a tiny contribution to the vale of that
river; and the detached part near Loch-Ncss is the
upper part of the mountain-glen of Farigag-water.
Hetween two-thirds and three-fourths of the main
body of the county, from the southern boundary
downward, are covered with Highland heights,
amassed in broad and in frequently cloven mountains, but ploughed throughout by the romantic and
;

picturesque vale of the Findhorn. See Finduorn
and Ardclaph. The sea-board district is part of
the fine large plain of Moray, and, over a breadth
of from 1 mile to nearly 6 miles from the coast, is
low and flat. The climate strictly resembles that
of Morayshire: which see. The river Nairn runs
north-eastward across the western wings of the uplands, and nearly the centre of the lowlands; and the
Findhorn, at 7 or 8 miles distance, runs in a parallel
direction through the uplands, achieving within tlie
county a run of 11 J miles. A small stream in tlie
lowlands, north-west of the Nairn, expands into the
isleted loch of the Clans, l^J mile long, and forms
likewise a second but smaller lake. The soil of the
lowlands, east of the Nairn, is a rich free loam, superincumbent on sand or gravel and, west of that
river, is a stiff rich clay, or a sharp mould inclining
to gravel.
The arable land in tlie hilly district,
crossed by the Findhorn, bears a small proportion to
;

the waste; and, except on the banks of the brooks,
has a sandy soil full of gravel and small stones.
Shell marl occurs in large quantity in a small loch
Coal has
called Conan, and in a moss called Lity.
been thought to exist, and has been searched for in
the same neighbourhood.
A dark blue stone, which
burns in the fire but does not lose bulk, and which
after incineration remains solid, is worked in one
quarry.

About 8,000 acres in Naimshire are occupied by
natural woods, and about 4,000 by plantations. The
history and practices of agriculture are similar to
tliose of Morayshire.
According to the statistics
of agriculture, obtained in 1855 for the Board of
Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland, the number of occupiers of land paying a
yearly rent of £10 and upwards, exclusive of tenants
of woods, owners of villas, feuars, hou.seholders, and
the like, was 428; and the aggregate number of imThe
perial acres cultivated by them was 29,553.
distribution of the lands, with reference to crops,
was 1,714| acres under wheat, 3, 043 J under barley,
7,752| under oats, 255 under rye, 87 under here, 1 6^
under beans, lOOf under pease, 70^ under vetches,
4,467 under turnips, 1,542 under potatoes, 5f under
mangel-wurzel, 3f under cabbages, 8 under turnip
seed, 165^ in bare fallow, and 10,320| in grass and
hay in the course of the rotation of the farm. The
estimated gross produce of the chief crops was 43,862
bushels of wheat, 98,914 bushels of bariey, 199,633

bushels of oats, 2,697 bushels of here, 2,8i4 bushels
of beans and pease, 49,137 tons of turnips, and 5,937
tons of potatoes. The estimated average produce
per imperial acre was 25 bushels of wheat, 32^ bushels of barley, 25| bushels of oats, 31 bushels of here,
24 bushels of beans and pease, 11 tons of turnips,
and 3 tons 17 cwt. of potatoes. The number of live
stock comprised 1,410 farm horses above three years
of age, 289 farm horses under three years of age, 127
other horses, 2,275 milch cows, 1,892 calves, 4,137
other bovine cattle, 21,310 sheep of all ages for breeding, 6,914 sheep of all ages for feeding, 10,257 lambs,
In the year 1854, the number of
occupiers of land paying a yearly rent of less than

and 1,489 swine.

£10, was 198; the aggregate number of imperial
acres of arable land held by them was 1,656; and
the aggregate of their live stock comprised 192
horses, 467 bovine cattle, 313 sheep, and 114 swine.
In 1854 there were 15 landowners in the county; 3
of whom had a Scotch valuation not exceeding £100,
1 not exceeding £200,
3 not exceeding £500,
2
not exceedingjEl.OOO, 2 not exceeding£2,000, and
4 not exceeding £5,000. The valued rental of the
county in 1674 was £15,162 Scotch. The annual
value of real propertv, as assessed in 1815, was

—

—

—

£14,902; in 1849, £20,156.
as ascertained under the

—

—

The real rental in 1855,
new valuation act, was

£22.643 15s. 4d. The average of the fiar prices
from 1848 to 1854, both inclusive, was, wheat, 49s.
5iJ^d.; barley, without fodder, 26s. 'S^A.; barley, with
fodder, 31s. iO^A.; oats without fodder, 20s. 2<fd.;
oats with fodder, 27s. 6fd.; and oatmeal, 16s. Sid.
The only noticeable manufactures in Nairnshire
are those of woollen cloth and whisky.
The only
or fishery of any mark is that at the town
Tiie low country is well provided with
roads; and the high district has one road up the
Findhorn, and another at right angles with it, crossing the river at the bridge of Dulsie.
railway
connects the town of Nairn westward with Inverness.
The only royal burgh is Nairn the only
burgh of barony is Auldeam and the principal
villages are Calder, Seatown-oi-Delnics, and Newton.
The principal mansions are Cawdor-castle and
Delnies-house, the Earl of Cawdor; Boath, Sir

commerce
of Nairn.

A

;

;
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James A. Dunbar, Bart.; Kilravock-castle, Rose;
Lethen-house, Brodie
Kinsteary-lodge, Gordon
;

;

i

^lillbank, Colonel Findiav; Nairn-giove, Macfarne
Nairnside, Falconer;
Ivybank, Gordon;!
ueddes-house, Mackintosb; and Viewfield, Grant.
The principal antiquities are those noticed, or referred to, in our articles on the parish and burgh of
Nairn.
Nairnshire unites with Morayshire in sending a
member to parliament. Its constituency in 1838
was 107; in 1855, 132. The sheriff and other courts
are all held at Nairn.
The number of committals
for crime, in the year, within the county, was 11 in
the average of 18'36-1840, 9 in the average of 18411845, 10 in the average of 1846-1850. 15 in 1852,
11 in 1853, and 14 in 1854.
The total number of
persons confined in the jail at Nairn, within the
year ending 30th June, 1854, was 23; and the average duration of the confinement of each was 48 days.
All the parishes of Nairnshire are assessed for the
The number of registered poor in the year
poor.
1852-3 was 308; in the year 1853-4, 309. The
number of casual poor in 1852-3 was 16; in 1853-4,
21.
The sum expended on the registered poor in
1852-3 was £1,313; in 1853-4, £1,312. The sum
expended on the casual poor in 1852-3 was £7; in
1853—4, £6. The rate of assessment for rogue and
police-money in 1855 was 4d. per £1, and for prisons,
2|d. per £l'.
Population of the county in 1801.
8,322; in 1811, 8,4%; in 1821. 9.268: in 1831, 9,354;
in 1841,9,217; in 1851,9.956. Males in 1851,4,695;
Inhabited houses iu 1851, 2,022;
females, 5,261.
uninhabited, 27 building. 19.
Nairnshire contains the entire parishes of Nairn,
Calder, Ardclach, and Auldeani. in the presbytery
of Nairn and parts of Croy in the same presbytery,
Dyke in that of Forres, Moy and Petty in that "of
Inverness, and Urquhart in that of Dingwall. The
last of these is in the sjmod of Ross, and all the
others are in that of Moray. Dyke is shared with
Morayshire Urquhart with Ross-shire and Croy,
Moy, and Petty with Inverness-shire. In 1851, the
number of places of worship, returned in the census
report as within Nairnshire, was 10; of which 3
belonged to the Established church. 4 to the Free
church. 2 to the United Presbyterian church, and 1
to the Independents.
The number of sittings in the
4 Free churches was 2,548; and in the 2 United
Presbyterian churches, 1.050. The maximum attendance on the census Sabbath, at the 3 Established
places of worship, was 450; at the 4 Free churches,
1,712; at the 2 United Presbyterian churches, 1,016,
and at the Independent chapel, 223. There were
in 1851, in Nairnshire, 14
public day schools, attended by 475 males and 323 females, 7 private
day schools, attended by 133 males and 127 females,
and 14 Sabbath schools, attended by 467 males and
527 females. The history of the county is comprised
in the historical
parts of our article on the province
i

;

I

'

.

|

;

;

;

;

—

—

of Moray.

NALNIRE (LochV a picturesque lake on the
boundary between the parishes of Kiltarlity and
Kilmorack, Invemess-shire.

NAMBREACDEARG

(Loch), a lake, abounding

with trout, in the parish of Kiltarlity, Invemessshire.

NAMOIN
in the

NAYEK.
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(Loch), a lake, abounding with trout,
upper part of the parish of Kildonan, Suther-

landshire.

NANEAN

(Loch), a lake, abounding with trout,
hills, in the parish of
Kirkmichael. Perthshire.
NANTHORN. See Edsam.
NA-NUA (Ix)ch), a projection of the sea between
the districts of Moydart and Arasaig, on the west

and lying high among the

coast of Invemess-shire. It commences opposite
the island of Eigg; penetrates the land about 5
miles eastward, with a mean breadth of about 4
miles and forks into two bays, the northern one of
which is a continuation of Loch-Na-Nua, with a
length of 3^ miles, and a mean breadth of about 1 J
mile; while the southern one takes the name of
;

See Atlort (Loch).
an islet lying immediately off the
extremity of the peninsula of Rinns in Islay, and
containing the headland called the point of Rinns.
(The). See Kilfimche.v.
NATHANSTIRN. See Nesthorx.
NAUGHTON-CASTLE. See Balmeriko.
(The), a rivulet of the district of Ix)ra,
in Argyleshire.
It runs northward, along a narrow,
gorgy, wooded glen, about 6 miles, through the
parish of Muckaira. parallel to the river Awe, to
Loch-Etive. It makes several waterfalls; and its
close deep glen, with precipitous sides, is. for several
miles, so densely clothed with hazel and birch
copsewood that scarcely a piece of rock or bare
ground can be seen.
NAVAR. See Lethxot.
NAVE, an islet lying off the entrance of LochGruinart, on the west coast of Islay.
(Loch), a lake in the upper part of the
It extends northparish of Farr, Sutherlandshire.
eastward, with a length of about 7 miles, and a
medium breadth of about IJ mile; and has been
ascertained, by sounding, to have, in some places, a
depth of 30 fathoms. Some parts of its shore are
pebbly, and other parts are rocky and sandy. The
rivulets Mudale and Vagasty, as well as numerous
brooks, enter it from adjacent glens and corrie .
The scenery around it is veri,- interesting. Its immediate banks are well tufted with native trees ; the
surfaces behind the banks rise generally into abrupt
rocks or low hills, but soar on the south into the
alpine Ben-Clvbric, the mountain monarch of the
while the back-grounds on the east and on
count}'
the west are formed by the grand summits of reImspectively Kildonan and the Reay country.
mediately below Ben-Clybric, on a little island near
the opposite shore, is one of those interesting remains
of antiquity called Pictish towers or forts.
It is,
like all the others, of a circular form, and built oi
large stones laid upon each other without cement.
The head of I^ch-Naver is distant 21 miles from
Lairg, and is approached thence by a good road
leading down to the north coast ; but solitary as
many of the Highland roads are. few of them can
be said to be more solitary than this.
(The), a river of Sutherlandshire,
usually reckoned the largest in the county, but pro-

Loch-Aylort.

NAORSAL,

NARROWS

NAUNT

NAVER

;

NAVER

bably maintaining that status only when in flood.
Its principal head-waters are Vagasty-water, rising
within 4^ miles of Loch-Shin, Mudale-water, rising close on the Ijoundary of Farr with Edderaand a tributary of the latter, issuing from
chyllis.
Loch-Maddy at the meeting-point of Farr, EdderaThe first and second of these
chyllis. and Tongue.
flow respectively from the south and the west to the
head of Loch-Naver; give their names, with the prefix of strath,' to the vales which they traverse; and
have each a run of about 8 miles. The Naver, after
issuing from its cognominal lake, flows 18 miles
north-north-eastward and northward to the bay of
Torrisdale on the North sea. Just when debouching from Loch-Naver it receives a large stream
which comes from Loch-Coir- na-feam ; and, at various parts of its course, it is augmented by considerable tributaries.
The river, for a Highland one, is
not rapid, and displays much tranquillity and many
amenities. It is bordered by broad bands of luxuriant

—

—

'

NEARTAY.
meadow, and naturally arable
ornate in blooming copses and

land, occasionally
is flanked, behind
with
verdant
overlooked
in the distance
these,
hills,
by lofty mountains. In ancient times, towers extended in a chain of mutual communication along
the whole of its strath and not many years ago,
dwellings and hamlets stood here, occupied by about
But neai'ly the whole strath is
1,200 inhabitants.
now pastoral, affording one of the most stiiking
instances in the Highlands of the sweeping depopulation effected by the extension of the sheep husbandry.
The Naver is the best stream for salmon in the
;

;

Northern Highlands.
NEARTAY, a small Hebridean island in the
Bound of Harris. It lies 2| miles north of North
Uist,

and

3 miles east of Bernera.

NEASE.

See Langholm.

NEATTIE

(Loch), a small lake, abounding with
pike, in the parish of Kiltarlity, Inverness-shire,
a small bay in the parish of Assynt,

NEDD-BAY,

about 2^ miles south-west of Kyle-Scow, on the
It penetrates the
west coast of Sutherlandshire.
land south-westward, to the mouth of a small stream
and forms a natural harbour, affording shelter and
anchorage.
NEEDLE'S EYE. See Gamrie.
NEIDl'ATII-CASTLE, an old baronial fortalice
in the parish of Peebles, about | of a mile west of
;

the old town of Peebles.
It is the strongest and
most massive of the numerous feudal strengths still
extant in Peebles-shire and though ruinous and
;

exhibits to the eye a bulky,
Its walls are 11 feet thick,
and consist of greywacke stones held together by a
cement almost as hard as themselves. The castle
stands on a rock at the lower end of a wide semiThe concave bank, or
circular bend of the Tweed.
that on the side of the castle, is very steep, and of

partly fallen,

it

still

imposing, square

pile.

great height; about 60 years ago, it was thickly
feathered over with wood, from its top to the river's
brink; and, in its form and features, it is a vast
The convex bank comromantic amphitheatre.
mences with a little plain half encircled by the
river, and rises in a bold and beautiful headland,
which seems to stand sentinel over the bend.
Amidst this scene, the castle commands, on the
north-west side, an important pass; and, on the east,
it overlooks the
opening vale of the Tweed, and the
Dr. Pennecuick, in
bridge and town of Peebles,
his description of Tweeddale, thus celebrates it
:

"The

noble JTidpath Peebles overlooks,

With its fair
Upon a rock

And

to

ami Tweed's meandering brooks.
proud and stately stands,
the fields about gives forth commands."
bridge,

it

The wood which embowered

destroyed

meanly

to

impoverish the estate before it should fall to the
heir of entail, or to fling what proceeds of it he could
Wordsworth
into the lap of his natural daughter.
Bings the ingloriousness of his conduct, and the
natural scenic powers of the landscape in the following sonnet:
Defrencrate Don>rlas! oh, tlie imworthy Lord.
more despite of heart could so far please,

Whom

And love of havock, (for with such disease
Fame taxes him,) that he could send forth word
To level with tlie dust a noble horde,

A brotherhood,

of venerable trees,

an ancient dome, nn<l towers like these,
Begpared and outni^e<i! Many hearts deplored
The fate of those old trees; and oft with pain
The traveller, at this day, will stop and guze
On wronffs, which Nature scarcely seems to heed
Tor sheltered places, bosoms, nooks, and bays.
And the pure mountains, and the gentle Tweed,
AtiU the green silent pastures, yet remain."
Leaviii^C

The castle was anciently the chief residence of
the povverful family of the Erasers,
proprietorfirst of Oliver-castle in Tweedsmuir, and afterwai i'
of a great part of the lands fi'om that to Peebles, sheriffs of the county, and progenitors of the familii
of Lovat and Saltoun.
The last male of them in
Tweeddale was the brave Sir Simon Eraser, who
so signally distinguished himself in the triple action
of Koslin-moor. noticed in our article on Lasswai'
In 1312, the castle passed by marriage to the Ha>
of Yester, the ancestors of the Earls and Marquis-.^;
of Tweeddale; and, when Charles II, marched i'ov
England, it was garrisoned by John, the second
Earl, for the King's service, and held out against
Cromwell longer than any other place south of the
In 1686, it was purchased by the first Duke
Forth.
of Queensberry, and settled by him on his second
Earl of March; in last century it was the
the
son,
home of the early life of the third earl of March,
who became by inheritance the fourth Duke of
Queensberry; and at the latter's death without
male issue in 1810, it was transmitted to the Earl of
Wemyss, the descendant of a daughter of the Queens-

—

berry family,

NEILSTON, a parish in the central part of the
upper ward of Renfrewshire. It contains the posttowns of Neilston and Barrhead, and the villages of
West Artlmrlee, Cross Arthurlee, Grahamstown,
Newton-Ralston, Crofthead, Gateside, and Uplawmuir.
It is bounded on the south by Ayrshire, and
on other sides by the parishes of Lochwinnoch,
The
Abbey - Paisley, Eastwood, and Mearns.
baronies of Knockinade and Shutterflat, though
belonging quoad civilia to Neilston, arc annexed
quoad sacra to respectively Dunlop and Beith. Exclusive of these baronies, the length of Neilston is
8^ miles, its breadth is fully 4J miles, and its area
but inclusive of Knockis about 36 square miles
made and Shutterflat, the length is 10^ miles, and
The direction of the length
the breadth is 5 miles.
and the general descent is in
is north-eastward;
that direction, from the watershed with Ayrshire,
along the Levern, to a point about J of a mile below
;

Barrhead.

The

surface of the parish is exceedingly irregular
On the north-east border, the land
in the south and the west, it is billy, having
an elevation of from 400 to nearly 900 feet above
the level of the Clyde at Glasgow; and in various
arts the ground rises into small hills of considerable
E eight.
ravine or narrow vale, widening eventually into a valley, lies along the centre of the parish,
traversed by the river Levern and is flanked on the
one side by a range of hills, called the Pad, about
2J miles in extent, with an extreme altitude of
about 820 feet above the level of the sea, and on the
other side, by two ranges, called Corkindale-law and
the Ferreneze, jointly upwards of 4 miles in extent,
and the former with an extreme altitude of about
900 feet above the level of the sea. The view from
the Pad is grand and extensive; while that from
Corkinddle-law is one of the most magnificent and
excursive to be anywhere seen in Scotland. On one
side, from Corkindale-law, are seen Dumbartoncastle, the vale of the Leven, Lochlomond, Benlomond, and a vast sweep of the Grampians; on
another side arc seen the vale of the Clyde from
Bowling- bay to Hamilton, the Kiipatrick and
Campsie hills, the city of Glasgow, a summit or two
of the Ochils, the l^omonds of Fife, the Bathgate
hills, the Pentland hills, Tinto,and the Lowthers on
another side are the hills of Kyle, of upper Nithsdale, and of Kirkcudbrightshire, and sometimes, in
the far distance, the
of the hills of Cumberland;
tops
and on another are the great plain of Ayrshire,

and uneven.
is flat;

A

;

the castle and cm-

bellislied the landscape, was avariciously
last Duke of Queensberry, cither

by the

"
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;

;

NEILSTOX.

Brown-Car lick hill, the flanks of Loch Ryan, the
mountains of Mourne in Iivlan.i, t!ie wliole sweep
of sea from Donaghadee to the Cnaibraes, with
Ailsa crag in the centre, and the lofiy mountain
"••is;»es of Arran on the west side.
The temperature of the atmosphere in this parish
-.

at all times, distinguishable into three climates,

in spring, by the exfoliation of
" In the
the poplar tree.
neiglibourhood of Banhead and all the level district around it on the east,
which is the first climate, the weather is comparaThere, the leaf of the poplar appears
tively mild.
ten days before it is seen in the second district
which begins at the parting of the roads to Neilston
and Irvine, and stretches on to about a mile to the
west of Xeilston village and in the third district,
the leaf of the poplar is not seen for a fortnight
Most of the parisii is
after it is out at Xeilston."
subject to a gieater aggregate of rain and storms
than the districts around it. The Levern rises at
its south-eastern extremity, runs about 2 miles in a
north-westerly direction, then deflects to the northeast, and proceeds in that direction through the
centre of the parish to the neighbourhood of Barrhead, wherti it begins to trace the boundary with
Abbey-Paisley. Rivulets tributary to the Levern
are numerous; and several of them possess much
economical value. There are likewise three small
natural lakes; one of which, called Loch-Libo, situated near the south-west border, though covering
only about 16 acres, possesses great beauty, and has
attracted the admiration of many tasteful observers.
Dr. Fleming pronounces it superior, in picturesque

which are indicated,

;

;

—

scenery, to Rydal water in Cumberland, and says,
'•
Loch-Libo presents a scene of unparalleled beauty.
Its lofty hills, on both sides, are wooded with fine
old trees to tiie water's edge
Its oblong or oval
figure pleases the eye; while its smooth and glassy
surface, disturbed only by the heron, wild and tealfishing upon it, give it animaStanding at the turn of the road, as you ascend northward, above the Shilford toll-bar, and
looking west when the sun, in a fine summer evening, is pouring his rays upon it, its efiect is enchant-

duck,

XEILSTOX,
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swimming and

tion.

There are also five artificial collections of
ing."
watjr, in the form of reservoirs or dams, for economical purposes, all of great volume, and one of them
72 acres i;i extent. Springs of the purest water
abound; and one of them, issuing from the solid
rock, at a place called Aboon-the-brae, is so copious
as to discharge 42 imperial gallons every minute.
The predominant rock is trap; but both at the eastem and at the western extremities of the p.arish,
rocks of the coal formation, inclusive of limestone
and ironstone, abound. Rare or cnrions minerals
are sufficiently plentiful to draw the attention of
mineralogical collectors. The soil of the flat eastem district is of a dry loamy nature, occasionally
mixed with gravel, and generally resting on clay or
till ; that of the middle district is the debris of
trap
rock, irretentive of water, and well fitted for dairy
pasture ; and that of the western district is exteneively moorish or mossy, in a state of pasturage or
waste. The total extent of arable land is about
16.612 imperial acres; of waste land or pasture,
4,232 acres and of woodland, 865 acres. The yearly
value of raw produce in 1837, inclusive of £24,960
for coals and quarried stones, was estimated at
£127,358. The value of assessed property in 1843
;

was £28,961.
The lands

of Neilston, Crookston, Damley, and
others in Renfrewshire, belonged, in the 12th century, to a family named Croc from whom they passed,
in the succeeding century, to a branch of the illustrious House of Stewart by marriage with the heiress,
;

Marion Croc. This branch became Earls and Dukes
Lennox; and to it belonged Heniy Lord Damley,
husband of Queen Maiy. and father of James VI. of

of

In progress of time the estate of Xeilston
Scotland.
passed from them, and was divided amongst a numIn the New Statistical Account,
ber of proprietors.
Crawfurd is represented as saying in his History of
"
Renfrewshire, that
passing from the HoiLse of
Stewart, the lordship of Neilston came by marriage

Cunningham of Craigends;" whereas
Crawfurd makes that statement with regard merely
to a portion called Arthurlee, which had belonged to
a branch of the Darnley family, and which now
into that of

belongs to various proprietors. The transmission
of the various estates since Crawfurd's time is given
by his continuator, Robertson. There are at present
ten principal landowners among whom Spiere of
Elderslie. ilure of Caldwell, the Earl of Glasgow,
Sir \V. C. Pollock of Pollock, and Dunlop of Arthurlee are prominent. None of the castles of the ancient
proprietors remain but mansions belonging to some
of the present landowners, as well as mansions and
villas belonging to other gentlemen, are numerous
and elegant. The appliances of manufacture, also,
in the form of printfields, bleachfields, and cotton
;

;

—

spinning mills, are great and many. serving, along
with the mansions, the villas, the towns, and the
villages, to sprinkle all the lower part of the parish
with artificial decoration, and to give much of it a
character intermediate between the urban and the
rural.
The printing of calicoes and the bleaching
of cloth were commenced here in 1773; the spinniiig
of cotton was introduced in 1780; and so rapid was
the progress of these departments of industry, as
well as of others related to them, that Sir John Sinclair, in connexion with the making up of the Old
Statistical .\ccount in 1792, selected Neilston as one
of three parishes to show to the French chamber of
commerce, by a description of these parishes in the
French language, the status which manufiictures
had attained in the best rmal districts of Scotland.
The prosperity in manufactures, so soon reached in
Neilston, has been maintained till the present da}-,
receivirig aid latterly from the formation of the Glasgow, Barrhead, and Neilston railway, and keeping
up a rivalry, proportionably to the popularion, with
the prosperity of Paisley and Glasgow. The parish
traversed from end to end by the road from Glas-

is

to Irvine; and communicates with Glasgow
bv seven railwav trains in the dav. Population in

gow

1831. 8,046; in'lS51, 12,233. Houses, 798.
This parish is in the presbytery of Paisley, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Spiers of Elderslie.
Stipend, £321 4s'. 4d.; glebe. £24.
UnapSchoolmasters
propriated teinds, £777 14s. lid.

The parish church has a very
on the north side, and appears
to have been built about the middle of the 15th century. It was repaired in 1762, repaired and enlarged
in 1798, and repaired again in 1827, and contains
830 sittings. There is a chapel of ease at Banhead,
built by subscription, and in the presentation of the
subscribers. There are also at Barrhead a Free
church, an United Presbyterian church, an Evangelical Union chapel, and a Roman Catholic chapel.
The receipts of the Free church at BaiThead in 1856
amounted to £447 Is. S^d. The United Presbyterian
church was built in 1796, and enlarged at two subsequent periods, and contains 838 sittings. The
Roman Catholic chapel was opened in 1841. There
.are 12 non-parochial schools; three of them of a
superior character. There is also a Levern mecha-

salary. £34 4s. 4^d.
fine Gothic window

The name Neilston first occurs
patronage of the church, soon after
the year 1160, by Robert Croc to the
monastery of

nics' institution.

in a grant of the

NELL.

Paisley; and it seems to be simply a variation of
the words Neil's Town, derived from some person
of the name of Neil who had settled here at or before
the time of the founding of the original church.
The Town of Neilston stands on the right bank
of the Levem, on the road from Glasgow to Irvine,
2 miles south-west of Barrhead, 5 south of Paisley,
and 8J soutii-west of Glasgow. It is remarkable
chiefly as forming, with the neighbouring village
of Crofthead, the upper part of the continuous seat
of manufacturing industry which extends hence
along the Levern to the north-eastern extremity of
the parish ; and it divides with Barrhead the local
shopping trade for the surrounding country. Fairs
also are held here, for cattle, on the third Tuesday
of February, May, and October, old style,
and for
amusements more than for business, on the fourth
in
1851,
Tuesday of July, new style. Population

—

2,075.

Houses, 118.

NEISH.

See

NESS.

492

Earn

(Loch).

NELDRICKEN (Loch).
NELL (Loch), a lake in

See Minnigapp.

the parish of Kilmore
and Kilbride, Argyleshire. It is about 2 miles long
and half-a-mile broad, extends south-south-westward, and sends a brief stream to the head of the

marine bay, Loch-Feachan.

The two churches and

the manse of the united parish are all within 1^
mile of its south end.
a village in the parish of Lanark.
It straggles a great distance along the high grounds
above the right bank of the Clyde, and may be reckoned to stand 2 miles from the town of Lanark.
Its population is about 350, and consists chiefly of
There anweavers, miners, and small farmers.
cientl}' stood here a chapel belonging to the Knights-

NEMPHLAR,

south of Scotland.
Nenthorn-house, the
seat of the Kerrs of Littledean, and now
the property of Mr. Roy, is the only other mansion.
The yearly value of raw produce in 1834, was estimated at £9,120. The value of assessed property
in 1856 was £4,923 lis. lOd.
There were formerly
two villacres, Nenthom and Newton ; but they are
now extinct. The parish is traversed lengthwise
by the road from Kelso to Edinburgh. Population
in 1831, 380; in 1851, 441.
Houses, 73.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kelso, and
svnod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's
S'tipend, £172 8s. lid.; glebe, £20.
The parish
salary, £25 139., with £7 10s. fees.
church Avas built in 1802, and contains 140 sitThere is a Free church, with an attendance
tings.
of 220
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£121 6s. lO^d. The parish appears to have been
established during the 13th century, and was formed
of the manors of Nathansthirn and Newton, lying
respectively west and east of the line where the
Eden passes from the southern to the northern
in

the

quondam

;

boundary. The chapel of Nathansthirn became the
parish church that of Newton continued to be a
;

chapel; both, previous to the parochial erection,
were subordinate to the church of Ednam and both
were given in 1316-7, by the bishop of St. Andrews
to the abbot of Kelso, in exchange for the church of
;

Cranston in Mid-Lothian.

The manors belonged

in

the 12th century to the Morvilles, the hereditary
constables of Scotland, and followed the fortunes of
their other possessions till the downfall and forfeiture of John Baliol.

NEPTUNE'S STAIRCASE.

See Caledonian

Canal.
a small village in the parish of East
It stands about IJ mile
Lanarkshire.
from the north-east corner of the parish and its
name is a contraction for North-East-Town.
NESS, a name of Scandinavian origin, designating
many a headland or promontory in Scotland. It is

NERSTON,

Templars.

NENTHORN,

a parish on the southern border of
Its post-town is Kelso, 4 miles to
Bei'wickshire.
the south-east. The parish, over four-fifths of its
length, projects into Roxburghshire so as to be
bounded chiefly by that county; and it is bounded
elsewhere by the parishes of Earlston and Hume.

length south-eastward is 4J miles; its greatest
breadth is If mile; and its area is a little upwards
The river Eden, approaching
of 5J square miles.
from the north, runs If mile along the western
boundary, suddenly bends and runs 2^ miles along
the southern boundary, crosses the parish at its
narrowest part, runs IJ mile along the northern
boundary, and then makes a bend, runs for half-amile in the interior, and passes away into Ednam.
It has its course for a considerable way between a
scaur 100 feet high, and an easily sloping bank
and at one place, near Newton Don, it falls over a
perpendicular face of rock between 30 and 40 feet
in height.
Ti>e lands commence at the western extremity in a hilly rocky ridge, proceed thence in
regular, wide, and soft undulations, and subside
toward the east into the beautiful plain of the
Tweed IJ mile above Kelso, and in the immediate
The soil
vicinity of the ducal demesne of Flcur.s.
at tiie west end is improved vegetable mould, on cold
till
and everywhere else it is a rich and fertile
clayey loam. About 30 acres are a marshy lake ;
upwards of 300 acres are nnder wood; and all the rest
of the area is grass or tillage.
Marl, both shell and
clay, has been found in considerable quantity; sandfor
both
suitable
stone and trap,
building, abound
and basalt occurs in beautiful five-sided and six-sided
Newton Don, the seat of Charles Balfour,
pillars.
Esq. of Balgonie, nephew of the Earl of Lauderdale,
and the principal landowner of the parish, stands
amidst finely embellished pleasure-grounds, J of a
mile from the extreme eastern boundary, overlookIts

;

;

;

ing one of the most lusciously beautiful landscapes

Kilbride,

;

often, in local or provincial usage, employed alone,
or with only the definite aiticle prefixed; but is, more

generally, employed with a designative or descriptive
prefix, as in the instances Fifeness and Buddonness.
The name Ness, however, as applied to Loch-Ness,
and thence to the river Ness, and to the town and
county of Inverness, is formed from the word ess,
"a cataract," and alludes to the fall of Foyers, the
words Loch Ness being a corruption of Loch an Ess,
" the lake of the cataract."
NESS, a district in the north of the island of
Lewis, taking name from the promontory commonly
See Bakvas.
called the Butt of Lewis.
NESS, a small precipitous headland, pierced with
a great cavern, called the Ness cave, in tiie parish
of St. Vigean's, about ^ a mile east-north-east of
the town of Arbroath, in Forfarshire.
The cave
was laid open by the removal of some rocks, in the
course of quarrying stones for the new harbour ol
Arbroath.
It consists of two compartnu-nts, an
outer and an inner.
The outer compartment is
about 300 feet long, from 6 feet to 30 feet high, and
16 feet in extreme width; and is decorated over
the sides and the roof with splendid stalactites. The
inner compartment proceeds direct inward from the
outer one, is neither so high nor so wide, and has a

—

length of only about 100 feet; but is beautifully
decorated also with stalactites and stalagmites.
NESS-BAY, a bay on the south-east coast of the
island of North Ronaldsliay, in Orkney.

NESS
NESS

See Daljikllington.
of).
(Loch), a large, picturesque, fresh-water
lake, in the north-east division of Inverness-shire. It
is the longest, the largest, and, with the slender ex-

(Glen

ception of Loch-Doclifour, the most northerly of the
chain of fresh-water lakes which occupy the Glenmore-nan-Albin, and carry along the navigation of
It extends, with singular
the Caledonian canal.
straightness, from south-west to north-east; and,
at its extremities, is disUnt respectively 28 miles
Its
from Fort-William, and 6 from Inverness.
length is 23 miles and 56 chains; and its breadth,
from 2 miles at the north-east end, avt>rages about
5 furlongs, then suddenly expands to upwards of 1 J
mile, and thence to the south-west extremity averages about a mile, and is remarkably unifonn. The
rivers Oich and Tarflf enter it within veiy brief space
of each other, at its upper end the streams Foyers
and Farigag, besides some rills, enter upon its
;

bank and the Moniston and the Coiltie enter
upon its left. Two considerable bays expand at
Invermorriston and Urquhart, and receive the Morriston and the Coiltie.
Loch-Dochfour, somewhat
less than half a mile in breadth, and IJ mile in
right

;

it

length, is in a sense a continuation north-eastward
of Loch-Ness, and communicates with it, or at least
receives its superfluent waters, by a narrow channel
The depth of Lochof about J of a mile in length.
Xess in the middle is from 106 to 130 fathoms; and
within 250 or 300 feet of the shore, is often from 40
to 50 fathoms.
Its waters, in consequence, never
freeze
and, even after escaping from it, they reach
the sea, in the short run of the river Ness, before
they can be cooled to the congealing point.
Except on the narrow part at the north-east end,
where a fine belt of low ground stretches along the
right bank, and is decorated all over with the wooded
parks of Aldourie, the mountain-ranges wliich flank
the great glen come direct down upon the lake, and
even plunge their bases within the margin of its
watei-s.
They form two long lines of stupendous
rampart, straight, lofty, and acclivitous ; and render
the prolonged and very narrow range along the lake
like the restricted view seen through a fixed tele;

j

|

good and pleasant dwellings; and a limited number
of mansions and objects of interest, as we shall
afterwards see, hang upon the skirts of the hiils, oi
snugly ensconced in some beautii'nl weather
recess. But all else is one continuous sublime
natural tunnel the long narrow belt of water its
path, the mountains and their wooded skirts its
sit

j

worn

j

;

I

;

|

;

sides,

and the cerulean or cloud-laden ether

its

arch.

Loch-Ness, as to the groupings, the lights and
shades, and the minute and characteristic objects of
its scenery, may be advantageously viewed both in
a trip along its waters, and in a tour along its bitnks.
to the great length of the range of vision,
the mountains, as seen from the surface of the lake,
lose much of their grandeur, and seem at times to
be clothed, in their most ornate parts, ratlier with
luxuriant grass than with wood. Yet seen invertedly in their images in the water, they form, with
the over-arching sky and the nchly-tinted cloud, a
" The
series of pictures absolutely gorgeous.
whole

Owing

magnificent scene," sajs Miss Sinclair in narrating
"
in a skiff upon the lake,
was reflected

an excursion

upside down in the water so distinctly, that we
could scareely tell the substance from the shadow.
This effect was most amusing, as the high road
skirted along the water side for many miles, while
far down in the crystal tide we saw a repetition of
or carnage
wood-cutter,
eveiy
—
there were no carriages, — but abundance of
traveller,

cart,

—no

!

cattle

i}^ the first time in my life, I now
water exactly what we used as children
to suppose the antipodes would appear, with a sky
far beneath, while men, trees, and animals were perfectly at ease, with their heads downwards, and their
feet supernaturally adhering to the earth.
The appearance of amazing depth, occasioned by seeing the
clouds reflected so far below us, had a sublime
But for some distance, round the influx of
effect."
the water of Foyers, the tumultuousness with which
that grandly pictuiesque stream tumbles upon the
They sweep down now with a rapid slope, lake, and runs riot among its waters, destroys the
scope.
and now with an almost precipitous fall, and are pervading mirrory smoothness of the surface, and
rugged, rocky, and heath-clad, with ruts and escarp*- raises a tumulated and broken little sea. The lively
ments worn by the rush of torrents and the erosion writer whom we have just quoted says tliat, at this
of the elements yet, athwart their skirts and lower place, she encountered more sea than at all the other
declivities, they are luxuriantly sheeted with forest,
Highland ferries united, and that the little boat
the birch, the oak, the elm. the ash, the hawthorn, hopped along the waves with such unequal and terthe aspen, and a thick underwood of holly, sloe, and rifying motion as threatened every instant to end
hazel. So dense is the richly tinted mass of foliage.
in its being " whummelled."'
that a stranger surveying it from the bosom of the
The road along the north-west side of the lake
lake feels as if there were not space for another leaf. brings out its beauties to most advantage; and has
The two mountain ranges are, generally, nearly equal such numerous windings and various elevations
to each other in elevation, and have an
average alti- as lead, at almost every step, to new groupings,
tude above sea-level of between 1,200 and 1,500 or to pleasing diversification of shade and of apfeet.
But about the middle of the left hand range parent magnitude. At one time the tourist looks
rises the stupendous huge-based Mealfourvounie.
from the naked shoulder of a hill, or the summit of
sending up a dome-shaped summit to the height of some precipitous skirt of the mountain athwart all
of
and
down
the bright far-stretching expanse of the lake and at
far-flaunt3,000 feet,
upwai-ds
shaking
ing skirts of picturesqueness to the lake. See Me.\l- another, and but a pace or two onward, he dives
POCRVocsiE.
Two ravines bring down the chief low. into a dense forest, and sees the lake only at
streams on the right, and two highly scenic vales. intervals, and in small tesselated patches, glittering
Glens Moniston and Urquhart, bring down those on between the vistas of the wood, and intricately cu
the left; but no other opening cleaves the continuous with the
tracery of branches and foliage. Approached
piles of mountain, or variegates their character of from Inverness, the whole basin of the lake bursts
sublime mural enclosure and impassable rampart. A upon the view at a point 3 miles from the town, and
few pendicles of arable land, tiny but pleasant patches is seen receding
away between its parallel screens of
of green and brown and yellow,
occasionally and at mountain, till it becomes lost to the eye in the hazy
wide intervals, open like a kind of glades among distance.
At the foot of the lake, on the flat gravthe woods
successive tenaces also, in the ancient elly peninsula which divides it from Loch-Dochfour,
stand the ruins of the old church of Bona, the rains
style of cultivation among the mountains of Palesof an old baronial strength called Castle Spiritine, are here and there carried along the face of the
the tual, and the traces of a Roman encampment, on
acclivities, and laden with the fruits of tillage
two glens of Morriston and Urquhart, on the north- the site of the aboriginal British town of Banatia.
west, come exultingly out upon the lake, and make The hills, for a few miles, are precipitous, granitic,
a charming display of large cultivated fields, and reddish in colour, and slenderlv relieved with either

and
saw

horses,
in the

;

—

;

;

;

NESS.
wood

or verdure, and are soiucvvhat descriptively
In a hollowy
called Craigderg. or the Red Rocks.
recess liigli on the face of the heights farther on, lies
ensconced the hamlet of Aberiachan, famous as the
wild and almost inaccessible retreat in former times
of bands of whisky-smugglers. Wood, particularly
the birch, looks out in clumps and mimic groves from
all the district beyond the Red Rocks, but, northeast of Glen-Urquhart, does not luxuriate in the
profusion which everywhere else characterizes the
banks of the lake. At the opening of Glen-Urquhart, stands the large good inn of Drumindrochet,
about 15 miles from Inverness; and on acommanding
site, ou the more westei"ly of two little promontories
which run out into the bay of Urquhart, rises, 2
miles south-west of Drumindrochet, the picturesque
form of Urquhart-castle, a stronghold grey with
age, and not a little famous in the annals of the 14th

—

and two following centuries. See Ukquhart. The
road, all the way from this fortalice to Invermorriston, a distance of

11 miles,

commands

scenes of

very high beauty, and passes through richly disposed and abundant woods, and, for the most part,
at a considei'able elevation above the level of the
" The
lake.
profuse intermixture of oak with birch
and alder," say the Messrs. Anderson, in reference
to this tract, "adds much to the richness and tone
of colouri)ig.
Dark and dense masses of pine are
frequently seen ci'owning the craggy heights above,
while beneath, the rowan and hawthorn trees mingle their snowy blossoms, or coral beiries, with the
foliage of the more gigantic natives of tlse forest.
The road is overhung by the fantastic branches of
tlie yet youthful oak, while the stately ash, rooted
in the steep declivities below, shoots up its tall,
straight, and perpendicular stem, and with its scattered terminal foliage slightly screens the glassy lake,
or purple-ground colour of "the opposite hills; and

the airy birch droops its pensile twigs round its silvery trunk, like the dishevelled tresses of some
regal fair.'
Fringing rows of hazel bushes line the
road; and in autumn their clustering bunches of
nuts invite the reaching arm."
At the opening
of Glen-Morriston, the antiquated yet modernized
mansion of the proprietor of the glen, forms, amidst
some fine parks, a pleasing foreground to a superb
grouping of rocky and sylvan landscape. In the
same vicinity stands the small but comfortable inn
of Invermorrision and a little beyond it is a cascade
of large volume of water, amid a ravine and broken
rocks, so distinctively featured and arranged as to
woo the efforts of the draftsman. From this point
to Fort-Augustus, at the head of the lake, a distance
of 7 nules, the road for the most part proceeds along
'

;

a low terrace or very narrow belt of plain, close to
the lake's margin, and overhung with avcnucd ranks
of birch and hazel and about a mile from FortAugustus, it so rises as to command a good view
though not a first-class one of the fort, the neighbouring village, a large part of Loch-Ness, and the

—

;

—

continuation of the great glen up the course of the
river Oich.
Hitherto the tourist has kept near the lake, and
been able always to conmiand views of its scenery;
but, on leaving Fort-Augustus to return to Inverness down its south-east side, he is, for 12 miles to
the mouth of the Foyers, conducted through Stratherrick, between screens of granitic hills, the lefthand range of which flanks and excludes the lake.

See Strathekkick.

by finding on

NESS.

494

his

But he

way

is richly compensated
the surpassingly fine cascade

Foyeks

seel; nor in
the part of the lake's banks from which he is excluded, docs he lose more than a repetition of the
wooded skirts of hills, altogether unvaricgatcd by

scenery of the

fall

of

[vvhicli

the presence of a house or any remarkable conformation of the ground.
At the mouth of the Foyers,
where the road resumes its progress on the margin
of the lake, the house of Foyers peeps out from
amidst an opulent expanse of luxuriant birch. From
this place to Inverfarigag
a distance of nearly 3
miles the road climbs along the face of the hill, and
passes the white-washed mansion of Boleskine, figuring conspicuously in the elevation, and marking
the near vicinity of the spot where Prince Charles
Edward was received by Lord Lovat after the battle
of Culloden.
Inverfarigag presents only the repulsive objects of a few smoky hovels and a small public house
but it points the way to a strikingly grand
and romantic pass a little way up the ravine of the

—

—

;

and

it is conspicuously overhung by a small
river,
house called the General's Hut, which commands a
magnificent extent and variety of the lacustrine
scenery, and is said to have been the head-quarters
of General Wade while superintending the formation of the military road along Loch-Ness.
From
Inverfarigag to Dores a distance of 8 miles the

—

—

road passes close by the water's edge and though
not overshadowed with much wood over the first
half of the distance, it afterwards traverses such a
closely compacted wilderness of wood and coppice,
amid extended vistas, a stilly repose, and a charming
freshness, which drew upon it from Dr. MaccuUoch
the eulogium of being unequalled in the Highlands
" a
" It
for adding novelty to beauty.
is," says he,
green road of shaven turf holding its bowery course
for miles through close groves of birch and alder,
with occasional glimpses of Loch-Kess and of the
open country. I passed it at early dawn, when the
;

branches were still spangled with drops of dew
while the sun, shooting its beams through the leaves,
exhaled the sweet perfume of the birch, and filled
the whole air with fragrance."
At Dores, a small
village with a neat church and manse, 8 miles from
Inverness, the lake makes its sudden terminal con;

traction, and nearly completes the circuit of its
scenery; yet in exulting farewell to the tourist, it
spreads out before him probably the richest one of
all its views, just as he sui'mounts a rising ground
beyond the village, and is abcut to take leave of its
banks.
In spring, and occasionally in the other seasons,
large volumes of vapour arise from Loch-Ness, and
sailing along the south-westerly winds to the low seaboard, discharge themselves in fertilizing showers.
After a snow-storm, or about the beginning of a
thaw, they often assume the most fantastic shapes
and, by expending part of their warmth and moisture
upon the snow-clad mountains, they occasion such,
parallel and party-formed black streaks among the
snow as indicate the course and relative temperatures of the winds, and make the mountains seem as
if shirted in a hugely striped fabric.
Loch-Ness has
the remarkable and mysterious property of being
violently agitated during the occurrence, at even a
distant part of the world, of an earthquake. On
the 1st of November, 1755, at the time of the great
;

—

earthquake at Lisbon, it was suddenly upheaved, and
rolled itself with annvzing impetuosity in a billowy
volume toward its head, and there discharged a
wave 200 yards up the river Oich, at a level five
and after exfeet above the margin of the stream
a continued ebb and flow for about an
f)eriencing
lour, it amassed a huge ridge of billow, tossed it
30 feet up its north-west bank, and then subsided
;

into its ordinary repose.
NESS (The), a river

waters of Lo<!h-Ncss

Moray

frith, in

Invei'-

Its direction is north-eastward, and it»
Its channel i«
of course about 8 miles.

ncss- shire.

length

conveying the snperfluent

to the

XESSOCK.

and regularly inclined, and, on the
The river has a
average, about 180 feet wide.
and
equable current, combining the omagentle
niental properties of majestic movement with the
Its
useful ones of water-power over machinery.
mean depth is, in summer, about 3 feet, and in winbrief way before entering the
ter 6 or 7 feet.
frith, it is flanked on loth banks, but particularly
on the right, by the town of Inverness; and immediatelv below the town it expands into a harbour,
and offers accommodation to the steamei-s and sailing craft which ply from the capital of the HighTwo islets, enclosed within its waters a
lands.
little above the town, are naturally ornamental, and
gravelly, slowly

A

been brought by horticulture and bridgebuilding into a very high state of artificial emThe water of the
bellishment.
See isvERXESs.
river has a purgative power over persons not accustomed to drink it, and is supposed to owe this
power to its holding in solution the decomposed
matter of certain confervas and mosses, which its

have

high temperature keeps constantly vegetating in

its

channel.

NES^^OCK.

See Portxessock.

NESTING, a parish nearly in the middle of the
Its post-town is Lereastern district of Shetland.
wick. The present parish comprehends the ancient
parishes of Nesting, Lunnesting, and Whalsay. and
a district of detached islands. Nesting and Lunnesting extend along the east coast of Mainland from
Gletness to Lunnanness; and measure, in extreme
length, 18 miles, and in extreme breadth 4 miles.
Whalsay consists principally of the island of that
name, lyimr nearly 3 miles east of the nearest part
of Lunnesting and the detached district of islands
consists chiefly of the Out-Skerries, 5 miles northeast of Whalsay.
See Whalsay and Skerries.
The principal marine indentations on the mainland
are Catfirth, Doure, and Vidian voes ; and the principal headlands are Kailsburgh. Eswick, Stavaness,
and Lunnanness. The physical and agricultural
features of the parish have a common character
with most of Shetland. Gneiss is the p'-edominant
rock; but gi'anite, syenite, mica-slate, and primitive
limestone also occur. Only about 1,000 acres of
the parochial area are in tillage ; and most of the
remainder is either pastoral or waste. The inhabitants are employed principally in the fisheries, and
give but secondary attention to agriculture. The
;

principal landowners are Bruce of Simbister, and
Hunter of Luniia.
splendid mansion was built a
few years ago in Whalsay, by Bruce of Simbister,
at a cost of £20,000.
Population of the parish in
1831. 2,103; in 1851, 2,420.
Houses, 398. Assessed property in 1843, £862.
Tiiis parish is in the presbytery of Olnafirth, and
synod of Shetland. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £1.50 8s. 6d.; glebe, £12.
There are three
salary, £25 13s., with £2 10s. fees.
parish churches, respectively at Nesting, at LunThe Nesting church was
nesting, and at Whalsay.
built in 1794, and has capacity for accommodating
the whole population on sacramental occasions.

A

The Lunnesting church was repaired about 16 years
ago; and is sei-ved by the parish minister in a regular rotation with the Nesting church. The Whalsay church was re-roofed a few years ago; and is
served by a missionary.
There are two non-parochial schools.
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(The), a rivulet of the left side of the

upper ward of Lanarkshire. It rises on the confines
of the parish of Muirkirk. in Ayrshire, and runs in
a northerly direction, through the interior of the
parish of Lesmahago, to a confluence with the Clyde
at Clydesgrove.
It is joined by the Ix)gan, and by

a num1)er of smaller streams: and, exclusive of sinuosities, it has a total nm of about 11 miles. On one
part of its banks stand the village of Abbeygreen
and the parish church of Lesmahago; in another
part is the magnificent old ruin of Craignethancastle, the prototype of Sir Walter Scott's Tillietudlem; and in other parts are some fine residences,
Mnch of its
with highly embellished grounds.
course lies along tlie bottom of a deep ravine, now
a gorge, and now a narrow vale, whose flanks,
covered with natural wood, rise almost vertically to
the height of from 150 to 250 feet. The viaduct of
tlie I^esmahago
railway spans this ravine, at a point
about 3 miles from the Clyde; and is one of the most
magnificent works of its class in the kingdom.
Measured merely from the level of the stream, it is
not the highest bridge in Scotland; but measured
from the foundation of the mason work to the level
of the rails, it is the highest viaduct yet constructed,
higher than either the railw;^y viaduct over the
Tyne at Newcastle, or the Britannia bridge across
the Menai in the vicinity of Bangor. See Craio>ethax-Casti.e.
NETHANFOOT. a village in the parish of Lesmahago, taking name fro n its position on the rivulet
Nethan, in Tjanarkshire.
ANCRUM. See Axckum.
NETHERCLEUGH. a station on the Caledonian
railway, in the parish of Applegarth, Dumfries-shire.
It is 2j miles north-north-west of Lockerby.
NETHER-COLL, a stream, running into the
Broad-bay, in the parish of Stornoway, in the island
of Lewis.
NETHERDALE. See Marsoch.

—

NETHER

NETHER-FRIARTON. .See Forgan.
NETHERHOUSE. See Mearns.
NETHERINCH. See Ischbelly.
NE THERINCH-BURN, a mountain brook

run-

ning in the West barony of the parish of Kilsyth,
to the south of the Corrie-hill. in Stirlingshire.

NETHER-KILRENNY.
NETHERLEE, a village

See Kilrenst.

in the parish of CathPopulation, 56. Houses, 8.

cart. Renfrewshire.

NETHERLEY. See Fetteresso.
NETHERMAINS, a hamlet in the parish of Kinnaird, Perthshire.

NETHER.MILL.

Houses, 8.
Population, 29.
See Dalrtmple, Fettercairx,

and Gamrie.

NETHERMILL-BURN. See Midhope-Bcrx.
NETHERMILLS. a station on the Keith extenIt is
sion of the Great North of Scotland railway.
the mutual boundary of Aberdeenshire and
Banffshire, 6 miles from Keith, and at the point
where the railway approaches nearest to the coast ;
and it is the station with wi)ich the towns of Cullen,
ne.".r

Portsov, and Banff communicate.

NETHERMOOR. See Deer (New).
NETHERPLACE. Sec Mearxs.
NETHERTON-HOLM. See Kilmakxock.
NETHERTON-OF-GARSCUBE. See Garsccbe.

NETHERTON-QEARRY, a village in the Dumbartonshire section of the parish of East Kilpatrick.
Population. 111. Houses. 19.

NETHERWOOD. See Muirkirk.
NETHY (The), a rivulet of Inverness-shire

and
west side of Benna-Bynack, one of the heights of the Cairngorm
mountain-range, and scarcely a mile west of the
boundary with the southern extremity of Banffshire.
It runs about 8 miles northward through Badenoch,
and 4 miles northward and north-westward through
the south-east district of Morayshire and falls into
the Spey within a mile of the church of Abemethy.
Morayshire.

Its source is on the

;

It gives the

name

of

Abemethy

to the parochial dis-

NEVIS.
and of the Braes of Abernethy

to the amassof hills, within the drainage of its head-streams
and feeders. In dry weather, it is a niex"e brook;
but, after rains or thaws, it swells high, and serves
to float timber from an expanse of pine forests on its
trict,

ment

banks to be conveyed down the Spey
Garmouth.

in rafts to

NEVAY. See Essie.
NEVIS (Ben). See Bensevis.
NEVIS (Loch), an inlet of the

sea, in the parish
of Glenelg, and oetween the districts of Knoydart
and Morar, Inverness-shire. It is about 13 miles
long, and varies in breadth from 2 miles to 2 fur-

Mountains almost everywhere

longs.

with

and, in

many places,
wood, —flinging, by their

margin

;

rise

from

its

are sheeted far up

forms and altitude

and

dress, not a little scenic interest over the lake.
On the north shore stands the curious Celtic mansion of Macdonell of Glengarry, built by the late

Colonel Macdonell, so noted by common fame as the
last perfect specimen of a Highland chieftain.
NEVIS (The), a rivulet of the south-west of
Lochabor, Inverness -shire. It rises amidst a mass
of mountains geographically 6 miles east of the summit of Bennevis, and runs 7 miles west-south-west-

ward, 4J northward, and 1 westward to Loch-Eil at
Fort- William.
It is overhung, over two-thirds of
its course, by the southern and western fronts of the
vast monarch-height Bennevis.
Its career is rapid;
and it forms several very romantic cascades. The
narrow vale which it traverses derives from it the
name of Glen-nevis; it is, for 4 miles opposite the
soutli side of the mountain, adorned with wood; and,
some miles from Fort- William, it has a large and
curious rocking-stone, and, farther up, the vitrified
fort of Dundorxadill: which see.
a parish on the eastern border of
Kirkcudbrightshire. It contains the post-office village of Newabbey, and the village of Drum barn.
It is bounded on the east by the estuary of the
Nith, expanding into the Solway frith ; and on
other sides by the parishes of Kirkbean, Colvend,

NEWABBEY,

Kirkgunzeon, Lochrutton, and Troqueer. Its length
south-eastward is about 10 miles; its greatest
breadth is about 4J miles; and its area is about
The water -shed of a grand
25J square miles.
range of hills forms, for 8 miles, the southern and
the western boundary-line, commencing with the
magnificent Criff"el and continued by Abbey-fell,
Thorter-fell, Rise -hill. Long -fell. Bow-hill, and
A ridge of elevated
Lowtis-hill.
See Ciuffel.
ground, about 5 miles in extent, also occupies the
north-west border. A strath, varying in width from
1 mile to IJ mile, lies between the two ridges, and
expands at its lower end into plain. The surface,
from the flanks of the ridges coastward, first descends
The soil
in gentle slopes and next becomes a level.
of the arable land on the slopes is principally a
mixture of loam and gravel but that in the northeastern district is variously clay and moss upon a
till bottom, and that in the flat part of the southeastern district is alluvial clay, of the kind called
;

Syenite is the predominant rock, pi-esenting sometimes a coarsely stratified or columnar
appearance and coarse limestone, of little or no
A streamlet
practical use, occurs in the soutli-east.
called the Newabbey Pow rises among the hills in
the west, and runs .5 J miles eastward to the Nith at
the boundary with Troqueer; augmented in its progress by about 12 brooks, the chief of which, on the
riplit bank, are Kinharvie and Loch-Kinder Imrns.
This stream is navigated for some way up by vessels
of 60 or 70 tons, which import lime and coal, and
export agricultural produce. There are three lakes,
carse land.

;

called
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Loch-End, Loch-Citaigend, and Loch-Kinder,

beautifully fringed with wood or with arable
and forming pleasant features in the local
scenery. The largest is Loch-Kinder, which we have
separately described in the article Kinder (Loch.)
The total extent of arable land is about 3,215 Scotch
acres; of uncultivated land, 5,371 Scotch acres; and
of woodland, about 600 Scotch acres. The average
rent of the arable land is about £1 5s. per acre.
The
value of assessed property in 1843 was £4,784. The
estimated value of raw produce in 1844 was £1 1 ,054.
The principal landowners are Oswald of Auchencruive, Stewart of Shambellj'', Moor of Carsewell,
Maxwell of Terregles, Craik of Arbigland, and six
others.
The principal mansions are a very old one
of Mr. Stewart in the village of Newabbey, a new
one of the same landowner at a short distance from
the village, and a large, embellished, fanciful, shootmonuing lodge of Mr. Maxwell at Kinharvie.
ment, in honour of the Duke of Wellington and his
was
soon
after
battle
the
of Waterloo,
erected,
army,
by subscription chiefly of the inhabitants of Newon
an
eminence
called
Glen-hill, at an altiabbey,
tude of about 400 feet above the level of the sea.
It is a granite hollow column, 50 feet high and 16
feet in diameter, with a winding stair inside ; and
is visible throughout lower Nithsdale, the Solway
frith, and the coast of Cumberland.
rockingstone, a block of syenite, estimated to be about 15
tons in weight, lies insulated on a spot of hard land
in a swamp on the farm of Craigend.
Some ancient
utensils have been found in Loch-End, and some
old coins in the vicinity of the abbey. There are
in the parish a grain mill, a carding mill, and a saw
mill.
The parish is traversed by the coast road
all

fields,

A

A

from Dumfries to Kirkcudbright. The village of
Newabbey stands on that road, on Newabl)ey Pow,
on the north border of the parish, If mile from the
It is a pleaNith, and 7 miles south of Dumfries.
sant place, attractive for its fine old abbey ruins,
and for the beauty of its environs, which command
noble prospects of the Solway frith and the coast of
Cumberland and it contains a ball-room and inns.
Population of the village, 175. Houses, 42. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,060; in 1851, 1,098.
;

Houses, 199.
This parish

is in the presbytery and synod of DumPatron, the Crown.
Stipend, £254 7s. Id
glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teinds, £233 Is. Id.
The parish church was built prior to the Reforma-

fries.

;

tion, partly rebuilt about 50 years ago, and internally enlarged 17 years later, and contains about
470 sittings. There is a Roman Catholic chapel at
Kirkconnel, a neat structure, erected in 1823.
There are three parochial schools. Salary of the
first master, £29 18s. 8|d., with fees, and £3 other
emoluments; and of each of the other masters, £10
13s. lO^d., Avith fees, and some other emoluments.
There arc two unendowed schools and a parochial

library.

The

aticient parish long

took

The church was,
Lady Devorgilla to the monks

from Loch-Kinder.

its

name

in 1275, given

of Newabbey;
and, during the latter period of Protestant Episcoof
Edinburgh.
pacy, was possessed by the bishop
The present parish comprehends, in addition to the
whole of the ancient parish, the western half of that
of Kirkconnel, annexed to it in the reign of Charles I.
The name Newabbey alludes to the ancient
monastery, which popularly took the designation of
New Abbey, to distinguish it from the abbey at
Dundrennan, in the parish of Kerrick, which was
founded considerably more than a centnrv before it,
and came to be popularly called the Old Al)hey.
Enough of the ruins of the Newabbey monastery
remains to form an imposing object. The ruins
occupy the middle of a fine level field of about 20

by the
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1544, they feued to his family at a low
compensation for services done them, their
barony of Lochpatrick; and. in 1548, they gave
stones of veiy great size. A dilapidation of the him the five mark lands of Loch-Arthur, and conedifice was effected to a great extent on a merstituted him heritable bailie of the whole jurisdiction
cenary bargain for giving it up as a quarry, and was over all their lands. The property was, in 1587,
prevented from being carried on to extermination by vested in the Crown by the annexation act granted,
a suljscription of £40 being raised on the part of in 1624. to Sir Robert Spottiswood and Sir John
some neighbouring gentlemen, as the price of desist- Hay; resigned by them, in 1633, in order to be given
to the bishop of Edinburgh
ing. The chapter-house, part of which remains, was
given back, soon after
what chiefly suffered from the barbarous dilapidator, the suppression of Episcopacy, to Sir Robert Spottisand is said to have been an elegant piece of archi- wood and sold by his heir to the family of Copetecture.
The church is the principal part of the ex- land. Part of it, however consisting of the lands
isting ruin. The measurements, as communicated by of Drum in Newabbey was burdened with a mortifiDr. Clapperton to Grose, are Height of the tower, cation by Queen Anne, in favour of the second minister
90 feet; length of the whole church, 200 feet; of Dumfries. The last and only noted abbot was
breadth of the middle aisle, 35 feet breadth of the Gilbert Brown, who had a written controversy, on
side aisles, 15 feet; transept, 102 feet; breadth of the doctrines of Romanism, with the celebrated John
the arches, 15 feet diameter of the columns of Welch of Ayr.
Brown's treatise, though short, is
which there are six at the base, 4^ feet height erudite, and as far excels in literary properties the
of the shafts of the columns from base to capital,
writings of his own brethren of the period, as it is
10 feet base of the columns supporting the tower. inferior in argument, truth, and usefulness to the
10 feet
height of the shaft of these columns, 20 production of the Reformer. Welch wished to have
feet.
In the roof of the south transept is an es- a vica voce and public disputation, but could not
cutcheon, charged with 2 pastoral staves in saltire; conquer Brown's dislike to the measure as likely to
over them a heart, and beneath them 3 mullets of 5 damage his reputation.
Calderwood says, that
said to be the arms of the abbey.
Brown sat in the parliament of August 1560, which
points, 2 and 1
An inscription over the escutcheon is, from its approved the Cotifession of Faith. " Brown,'' says
height and want of light, illegible but is said to lie Dr. M'Crie, "was a busy trafficker for Rome and
"C%m<i« Maritiis meus." On the south side of the Spain, and a chief instrument of keeping the south
ruinous pile stands the parish church, formed out of of Scotland under ignorance and superstition." In
part of the connected edifices, and in the vicinity of 1596, he was denounced by the commissioners of
a small gate leading into the abbey, of a singiilar the General Assembly to the King as a Jesuit and
excommunicated papist, and recommended to be
style of architecture, surmounted by a bell, and
bearing several defaced carvings in basso relievo. seized and punished; and in 1605, he was with
with two escutcheons. In the burying-ground east difficulty apprehended by Lord Cranston, captain of
of the abbey church are some ancient tombstones
the Border guard, and, after brief confinement, banon one a cross, with a large and broad sword on its ished from the kingdom. He died at Paris in 1612.
sinister side.
Near the abbey, but on higher ground, in a healthy
The abbey was founded in 1275 by Devorgilla. situation, and commanding an extensive prospect,
third daughter of Alan, lord of Galloway
niece to stands a ruin called the Abbots' tower, the quondam
David, Earl of Huntingdon widow of John Baliol occasional residence of the abbots of Newabbey.
of Bernard-castle, who died in 1269 and mother of view of the rain is given
by Grose.
John Baliol, the mercenary suitor for a dependent
ABERDOUR. See Abebdock, Aberdeencrown. Her husband's body seems to have been shire.
buried in a church or chapel on or near the site of
NEWARK, a quoad sacra parish in the town of
the abbey and this circumstance may have been
Port-Glasgow. Renfrewshire. It was constituted by
the reason of the abbey's being built. ^Vhen Devorthe Court of Teinds in 1855. It is only J of a mile
died in 1289, at the age of 80, the heart of her
Its church was built
long, and ^ of a mile broad.
filla
nsband which she had caused to be taken out of in 1774 as a chapel of ease, and contains 1.600 sithis body, to be embalmed, and to be
in
a
The
ancient
of
Newark lay partly
tings.
deposited
barony
box of ivory, hound with silver and enamelled was within the parish of Port-Glasgow, but
chiefly within
and some notices of it have
solemnly shut up with her own body in sepulture, that of Kilmalcolm
near the high altar. Hugh de Burgh, the prior of been given in our article on Kilmalcolm. But the
Lanercroft, according to the manuscript chronicle ancient baronial residence, which is still tolerably
of that house, composed an
elegy for Devorgilla, entire, stands within the parish of Port-Glasgow, on
which was inscribed on her tomb
a point of land projecting into the Clyde, in the
acres, called the Precinct, in the vale of the

and in the immediate vicinity of the
by a stone wall 8 or 10 feet high,

Pow,

village, enclosed
built of granite

well

in

;

rate, in

;

;

;

—

—

:

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

—

—

A

—

NEW

;

—

—

:

:

—

" In
Dervorgil, a sybil sa^ doth dye, as
Mary contemplative, as Martha pioas:
To her, O deign, high King ! rest to impart.
Uiis stone covers, with her husband's heart"

Whom
The abbey, owing

to the characteristic circumstance
foundress' sepulture, was called Sweetheart
abbey; and continued long to be known by that
name in all documentary usage. It was colonized
by Cistertian monks, and appears to have been

of

its

richly endowed.

Grose assigns to it some posseswhich appear, from the charter of the bishopric
of Edinburgh, to have
belonged to the abbey of
Holyrood. But. irrespective of these, it owned the
churches of Newabbey, Kirkpatrick-Durham, Crossmichael, Bnittle, and Kirkcolm, the baronies of
Lochkenderloch and Lochpatrick, and much other
sions,

In 1513, the monks placed themselves
propertv.
their tenants under the protection of Lord Max-

•ad

II.

eastern vicinity of the town of Port-Glasgow,
forming a prominent feature in the landscape, and
commanding a splendid view of the surrouuding
It is a quadrangular pile, with round
scenery.
turrets and battlements, and bearing over its main
door the arms of the Maxwells. It ceased to be inhabited by its owners in the beginning of the ISth
century ; but it still was maintained in a state of rude
repair to suit other purposes ; so that it came to
have a medium appearance between the occupied
and the ruinous, all entire, and yet desolate and
haggard. The site of the town of Port-Glasgow
originally shared the name of Newark ; and the bay.
which was converted into a spacious wet dock, at a
cost of £35,000. with large quays and bond warehouses, together with extensive, adjacent, enclosed
spaces for receiving timber, still bears the name oi

Newark-bay.

2

I

NEWAEK-CASTLE.
NEWARK-CASTLE,

a venerable ruin on the
of the river Yarrow, in the parish and
It
on a peninsula cut
of
Selkirk.
stands
county
out by the encircling stream, amidst a wild scene of
grandeur and beauty but, though renovated, and
in a state of tolerable conservation, it is inhabited
only by the moping owl and the chattering daw.
Its distance from the confluence of the Yarrow and

bank

right

;

the Ettrick is 2J miles, and from the burgh of SelIt belongs to the Duke of Buccleuch,
kirk 4 J.
whose beautiful seat of Bowhill stands a little lower
down the river and, in the years of her widowhood,
it was the residence of Anne, Duchess of Buccleuch
and Monmouth, whose husband, James, Duke of
Monmouth, was beheaded for insurrection in the
Newark is the well-known
reign of James II.
scene in which the Last Minstrel is made to sing
his lay to the sad-hearted Duchess
;

'

'

'

'

:

"

He

passed where Newark's stately tower
Looks out from Yarrow's birchen bower:
The Mhistrel gazed with wishful eye
No humbler resting-place was uigh.

—

!

of Newark-castle, and of the landscape in its vicinity, is finely noticed by Words-

—

pomp

Behold, a ruin hoarj*
The shattered front ot Newark's tower,
!

Eeuown'd

in

Border story."

Yan-ow, is supposed by
Newark-castle but she
really was a native of the neighbouring parish, and a
daughter of the Scotts of Dryhope. See Yarrow.

The

;

scene of the beautiful old ballad, called

'

The

Sang of the Outlaw Murray,' though
to

Yarrow,

common

also belonging
is almost universally identified by the

people with Newark-castle.
Ayrshire. See Mayboi.e.
Renfrewshire. See New-

NEWARK-CASTLE,
NEWARK-CASTLE,
ark.

NEWARTHILL,

a post-office village in the
north-east district of the parish of Both well, LanIt stands on the road from Hamilton to
arkshire.
Shotts, at about equal distances from Hamilton and
The tract around it is part of the great
Airdrie.
The village has a
mineral field of the county.
United Presbyterian church,
parochial school and an
the latter built about the year 1810, and containing about 600 sittings. Population, 968.
AUCHENAIRN. See Auciienairn.
NEWBATTLE, a parish in the eastern division
It contains the villages of Newof Edinburghshire.
battle, Stobhill, Easthouses, and Newton-Grange;
and its borders adjoin the post-office stations of
Dalkeith, Gorobrid'ge, and I'ord. It is bounded
by Lasswade, Dalkeith, Cranston, Bortliwick, and
Cockpen. Its outline is that of a triangle, rounded

—

NEW

at the corners, presenting its sides to the north, the
west, and the south-east, and deeply indented on
It measures along the west
the last of these sides.
4 miles, along tlie north nearly the same distance,

—

—

waste condition, some of it marshy or wildly
moorish but all of it, excepting some trivial pendicles, is now in a productive state, some of it
About
wooded, and most of it good arable land.

a rich deep loam, incumbent on sharp gravel;
that on the north and west sides of the hill is first a
loam, next a strong clay, and next a whitish sandy
earth and that on the south-eastern slope of the
hill is fertile vegetable mould. Gardens and orchards
are so extensive as to yield an annual produce for
the market worth upwards of £400.
Rocks of the
coal formation lie immediately beneath the surface,
both near the top of the hill, and on its river-ward
sides, dipping at a very acute angle toward the
course of the stream; and they constitute, within
the limits of the parish, a mineral field equal in
wealth to that of any equal extent of territory in the
kingdom. Limestone and sandstone are obtained
in plenty from surface quarries and coal can be
mined in upwards of twenty seams, of from 1^ to 8
feet thick.
To facilitate the exportation of the
mineral produce, a private railway was constructed
about 18 years ago at the expense of the Marquis of
Lothian and was carried across the vale of the South
Esk by a viaduct 1,200 feet long, supported over
is

;

lofty groves,

Scott, the flower of
to have been born in

acres in area, believed to have been a Roman camp,
and now densely covered with plantation. Great
part of the ridge was, at no distant period, in a

;

The appearance

Maiy
many

A

slight summit on the hilly ridge was anciently a
post for observing the circumjacent country, and
was crowned by a quadrangular enclosure, about 3

Esk

But never closed the iron door,
Against the desolate and poor.
Tlie Duchess marked his weary pace,
His timid mien, and reverend face,
And bade the page the menials tell
That they sliould tend the old man well :
For she had known adversity,
Though born in such a high degree;
In pride of power, in beauty's bloom,
Had wept o'er Monmouth's bloody tomb "

And, rising from these

distant, whose loftiest point attains 680 feet above
sea-level ; and thence it falls, almost regularly, off
to the eastern and northern frontiers.
nodule or

;

Whose ponderous gate and massy bar
Had oft rolled back the tide of war,

" That
region left, the vale unfolds
llich groves of lofty stature,
With Yarrow winding through the
Of cultivated nature;

along the south-east 4f miles ; and has an
area of about 8 square miles.
Gore water runs
about half a mile on the south-west boundary, to the
of
its
with
the South Esk;
confluence
neighbourhood
and the latter stream, after running about 2 miles
in Cockpen, runs across the north-west wing of Newbattle to Dalkeith.
From the beautiful vale of this
stream the surface gradually rises to a ridge, 2 miles

4,700 imperial acres in the parish are in tillage;
about 300 are under wood and only about 7 or 8
are uncultivated. The soil in the valley of the

hesitating step, at last,
Tiie embattled portal-arch he passed,

:

—and

;

With

worth
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;

most of its length by stone pillars, and at the river
by three cast-iron Gothic arches, each 65 feet in
This railway
span, and the main one 70 feet high.
was li mile in length, and joined the old Edinburgh
and Dalkeith railway at Diilhousie-mains. But it
has been superseded by the Hawick branch of the
North British railway, which crosses the Esk valley
on a viaduct near where the old viaduct stood. The

value of the mineral produce of the parish has of late
years greatly increased, and now amounts annually
to upwards of £30,000. The total value of all kinds
of raw produce in 1839 was estimated at £29.397.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £12,705
About three-fourths of the parish belong
17s. 5d.
and the rest is divided
to the Marquis of Lothian
among the Earl of Stair, Dundas of Arniston, and
R. S. Wilson of Woodburn. The only mansions
are Newbattle-abbey, which we shall afterwards
;

describe,

and Woodburn-house. the seat of Mr.

Wilson. There are two corn mills, a flour mill, and
a paper mill. The road from Edinburgh to Kelso,
by way of Lauder, bisects the north-east wing
and that from Edinburgh to the
of the parish
extensive districts reached through the vale of
Gala-water runs closely parallel to the western
boundary, and is connected with roads to the cast
and to the west. The Hawick branch of the North
British railway also impinges on the north-west
wing of the parish, and is readily accessible at its
The ancient
stations of Eskbank and Dalhousie.
;

i

NEWBATTLE.
village,

now

the pitiful hamlet, of Newbattle, stands

in the lowest grounds of the vale of the Esk, a mile
south of Dalkeith, sheltered in nearly every dii-ec-

by rising grounds, and embosomed among
orchards and gai-dens. Its little cluster of plain
houses, and its aspect of desertion and decay would
ill accord with the surrounding landscape, but for
the adjunct of the parish-church, a grotesque buildinto
ing, with an equally grotesque spire, squeezed
seclusion by a press'of trees, and for the near vicinity
of the principal gate to the pleasure-grounds of
Ne wbattle-abbey. Population of the parish in 183 1 ,
Houses, 456.
1,882; in 1851. '2,518.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
Patron, the MarTweeddale.'
and
synod of Lothian
£21.
quis of Lothian. Stipend, £183 4s. 7d.; glebe,
Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s. 4^d.. with about £25
The parish
fees, and £8 10s. other emoluments.
chureh was built in 1727. and contains about 550
tion

A

preaching station, in connexion with
the Establishment, was commenced in Stobhill
in 1837 and a chapel of ease was afterwards built
there with 305 sittings, and capacity for 600. There
is also a Free church preaching-station at Stobhill ;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £16 28.
sittings.

;

There are schools at Stobhill, Newton-Grange,
The present parish of Newand Easthouses.
l»ttle comprehends the ancient parish of Maisterton,
Maisterton
and the Abbey parish of Newbattle.
adjoined Cockpen on the west, and was surrounded
whole
area
on all other sides by Newbattle. Its
and its church were acquired at successive but early
and
secured
for
the
monks
of
Newbattle,
epochs by
their proper use.' The Abbey-church of Newljattle

8d.

'

arose, in the 12th century, out of the establishment
of the monastery.
The propter and ancient name of
Newbattle is Newbotle. The Saxon word botle signi'

'

fies simply a residence; and the prefix
New was
assumed probably in contradistinction to Eld-botle
'

'

or Old-botle in Haddingtonshire.
But, as in the
case of Morebattle, and other places of kindred
the
been
botle
haa
names,
original
irretrievably
corrupted into battle.'
The prime object of historical interest in the parish
of Newbattle, is Newbattle-abbey.
This was anciently, as its name imports, a monastery, and is
now the seat of the Marquis of Lothian. David I.
founded the monastery in 1140 for Cistertian monks,
and fetched to it a colony of these monks from Melrose.
Though he showed them less la\nsh favour
than he expended upon the fraternity of Holyrood,
he gave them incomparably more of worldly substance than decently comported with the anstereness
of their professions.
He bestowed on them the district of Morthwaite, now called Moorfoot
the lands
of Buchalch on the Esk some lands, a salt-work,
and rights of pasturage and wood-cutting in the
carse of Callendar in Stirlingshire; a salt-work at
Blakeland in Lothian; the right of pannage, and
the pri\'ilege of cutting wood in his ferests and the
patronage of several churches, with a right to some
of their revenues.
Davids example was followed
by Malcolm IV., by the Countess Ada, the widow
of Earl Henry, by William the Lion, who gave the
monks the lands of Mount Lothian, and, with some
special services, confirmed the grants of David and
Malcolm, and even by Alwin, the first abbot of
Holyrood, who relinquished to the inmates of the
new abbey, the lands of Petlendreich on the Esk.
Various other persons also gave them lands in the
country, tofts in the town, and churches in the
several shires.
Alexander II. who delighted to
reside at Newbattle
obtained a grave there for his
Consort. Mary; and, deeply moved by so affecting a
circumstance, gave the owners of the place various
'

'

'

;

;

;

—
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—

donations and rights for the salvation of her. of
The monks likehimself, and of his predecessors.
wise acquired much property and many privileges
by purchase in particular, they obtained the lands
of Monkland in Lanarkshire, and secured the right
of cutting a road to them for their own proper use.
;

In 1203, Pope Innocent, by a bull, confirmed all
their possessions and privileges; and, by another
bull, he prohibited all persons from levying tithes
from lands which they either held or cultivated.

gave the monks a charter, enabling them
within the valley of Lothian in
free forestry, with the various privileges which
belonged to a forestry. But the monks, though

David

II.

to hold their lands

figuring chiefly as acctunulators of worldly property,
incidentally conferred great advantages on the occupations of husbandry, of mining, and of commerce; for they incited and directed agricultural
operations, they discovered, and perhaps were tlie
first to discover, Scottish coal, and brought it from
the mine, and they constructed a sea -port, and gave
Scotland a specimen of the arts of traffic. See

Haddixgtoxshire and Moeisox's-Havex.
abbot of Newbattle was Radulph, who,
in 1140, accompanied the colony from Melrose.
John, the 18th abbot, had to act a part in the difarticles

The

first

ficult transactions

Crown

respecting the succession to the

In
demise of Alexander III.
March, 1290, he sat in the great parliament at
Brigham; in July, 1291, he swore fealty to Edward
and in 1296,
I. in the chapel of Edinburgh-castle
he again, with his monks, swore fealty to Edwai-d,
after the

;

and, in return, obtained writs to several sheriffs for
In JanuarA*. 1296-7,
the restoral of his property.
Edward directed his treasurer, Cressingham, to
'
settle with the abbot for the form due by the abbey
of Newbattle for his lands of Bothkennar. Whether
Abbot John witnessed the accession of Robert Bruce
In 1385 the abbey was burnt during
is uncertain.
the ftirious incursion of Richard II. ; and during the
40 years which followed, the monks were employed
'

re-edification.
Patrick Madour, who was
abbot in April, 1462, collected the documents which
and
at present form the chartulary of Newbattle
in October, 1466. he instituted a suit in parliament
"
for the spoliation
against James, Lord Hamilton,
of a stone of lead-ore," taken from the abbot's lands

in its

;

of

Fremure

in Clydesdale,

and triuniphautly com-

pelled the coronet to make compensation, and do
obeisance, to the cowl. Andrew, who was abbot in
May, 1499, granted his lands of Kinuaird in Stirlingshire to Edward Bruce, 'his well-deserving
armiger,' for the yearly payment of 16 merks; and
in December, 1500. he gave to Robert Bruce of
Binning and his wife, the monastery's lands of
West Binning in Linlithgowshire, for the yearly
Janies Hasmall
compensation of four shillings.
was probably the last abbot; he was present at the
parliament of November, 1558; and, while he
governed the abbey, it was burnt during the invaMark Ker, the second
sion of the Earl of Hertford.
son of Sir Andrew Ker of Cessfoi-d, becoming protestant in 1560, obtained the vicarage of Linton;
and, in 1564, was made the first commendator of

Newbattie. In 1581 he obtained a ratification by
parliament of his commendatorship; and he appears
to have annually drawn from the abbey property,
£1.413 Is. 2d. Scotch, besides 99 bolls of wheat, 53
bolls 2 pecks of bear, and 250 bolls 2 firlots of oats,
subject, however, to several disbursements, and
particularly the remarkable one of £240 Scotch to
six aged, decrepit, and recanted monks.
He died

—

in 1584, an extraordinary lord of the court-of-session.
His son, Mark, bad a reversion of the commendatorship; on succeeding to it he had it formally

NEWBIGGING.
confirmed

1
587, he obtained from the facile
of the whole estates of the monastery as a temporal barony, and afterwards, in the
same year, got the grant ratified by parliament. In
October, 1591, he was dignified with the title of Lord
Newbattle, and had his barony converted into a
temporal lordship; and in the parliament of next
year he saw his title and its basis finally recognised.
In 1606, he was created Earl of Lothian; and, in
1701, Robert, the fourth Earl, who was a member
of the privy-council of King William, was raised to
tlie dignity of the marquisate.
The buildings of the monastery have long ago
been either wholly demolished, or, in any small
;

and, in

James VI. a grant

remains which may exist, entirely concealed from
observation by the erection on their site of the present noble mansion, the seat of the Marquis of
Lothian, and the successor in name of the extinct
An ancient wall which surrounded the
abbey.
monastery still retains the name of the Monkland-

Wall, and

—

is

is in

some places

The mansion

tion.

—the

in tolerable preservapresent Newbattle-abbey

modern

a large, commodious,
especially in its

evinces,

interior

edifice,

and

arrangements,

good taste and judgment in the architect. Several
manuscripts, which formerly belonged to the
monks, enrich the library: they are written on
vellum, in the Saxon chai'acter, and are adorned in
every page with pictorial illustrations of the subjects
which they treat. Many valuable paintings and
portraits enrich the gallery, particularly a Titian, a
Morillo, several Vandykes, and some family portraits.
A lawn of upwards of 30 acres expands
around the mansion. On one side it is watered by
the South Esk, which, after brawling among the
rocks of Cockpen, flows along the park in a quiet
stream, and is overhung witli plantations and on
the other side it is skirted by a waving line of
woods, which, complying with the ascents and unfolio

;

dulations of the banks, stretches upward in a manycurved surface, and exhibits a beautiful variety of

The

belts of wood which flank the two
lawn approach each other at the ends,
on
a
and,
grand scale, embower the mansion and its
park, and exclude them from exterior view. At the
east end stands a bridge across the Esk, of high and
unknown antiquity, rudely built, and overspread
with ivy. Newbattle-abbey was visited by King
George IV. and by Queen Victoria.
IS'EW BELSES. See Belses.

shades.

sides of the

NEWBIGGING,

name

of many a locality in
Scotland.
It is a con-uption of New building,' and
be
in
to
may
have,
supposed
every instance, referred
originally to some consjjicuous new edifice in the
vicinity of some conspicuous old one. Some localities

the

'

now designated by

it have lost the original edifice,
and others have grown into hamlets or villages.

a village in the parish of Newgroups with the new village
not so large, and has rather an

NEWBIGGING,
tyle, Forfarshire.

of Newtyle, but

is

It

Its population is

about 160.

antiquated appearance.
NEWBIGGING, a village and an estate in the
soutli-west of the parish of Monikie, Forfarshire.
In the village is an United Presbyterian church, of

long standing.

NEWBIGGING,
parish

of Tealing,

a

post-office
Forfarsliire.

in the
Population, 88.

village

Houses, 20,
NEWBIGGING, a locality, containing a small
Druidical temple, and the remains of an ancient
castellated tower, in the parish of Lctlmot, ForfarBliire.

locality, liaving a farm hamlet
mill, in tlio parish of KinncU, l'"or-

NEWBIGGING, a
and a spinning
fai'shiro.
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a village in the parish of AuchPopulation, 67. Houses, 19.
NEWBIGGING, a locality, having a handsome
mansion and extensive limestone quarries, in the

NEWBIGGING,

tertool, Fifeshiie.

parish of Burntisland, Fifeshire.
NEWBIGGING, a village in the parish of Carnwath, Lanarkshire. Its population is about 200,

almost

all

weavers.

NEWBIGGING, a suburb of Musselburgh,

in the
It is partly
parish of Inveresk, Edinburghshiie.
compact with the town, and all within the parliamentary boundaries, of Musselburgh. See Mussel-

BDRGII.

NEW

BLAIPvINGONE.

See Blairingonb.

a village in the Mid-Lothian
It stands on
section of the parish of Kirkliston.
the right bank of the Almond, on the western verge
of Ediiiburghshiro, 9 miles west of Edinburgh, on
the road thence to Bathgate.
One-sixth of its inhabitants was cut off by cholera in ten days in

NEWBRIDGE,

Population, 153. Houses, 21.
a village in the

1832.

NEWBRIDGE,
Terregles,

Houses,

Kirkcudbrightshire.

parish of
Population, 24.

7.

NEWBURGH,
of

own name,

its

a parish, containing a post-toM'n
in the extreme north-west of Fife-

shire.
It is bounded by the Tay, and by Abdie,
Its outCollessie, Auchtermuchty, and Abernethy.
line is very irregular, being nearly divided into two

separate sections by indentations of Abdie on the
east and Abernethy on the west, so as to have some
resemblance to the outline of an ill-shaped boot, or
The section which repreto the letter L reversed.
sents the foot of the boot, or the horizontal part of
the L, sti-etches along the Tay, and is about 2 miles
in length from east to west, by scarcely half a mile
in breadth from north to south; while the section
which represents the leg of the boot, or the perpendicular part of the L, stretches across the ridge of
the Ochils, and is nearly 3 miles in length from
The
north to south, by f of a mile in breadth.

northern section is a rich, beautiful, finely wooded
level but the southern section has a great variety
;

of surface, comprising alternate elevations and depressions, and ascending to an elevation of about
600 feet on the hill of Craigsparrow, and to an
elevation of about 800 feet on the hill of Blackcairn.
The soil of the flat district is a very fertile clay, not
inferior to that of the best parts of the Carse of

The soil of the upper district
a
part, either a loose black loam, or

Gowrie.

most

is,

for the

more com-

and though generally
pact ferruginous mould
Here the entire property
shallow, is very fertile.
of Pitcairly, through the exertions of a skilful and industrious tenantry, has been worked into a state of the
highest cultivation, and lies among the sunounding
The
Ochils somewhat like an oasis in a desert.
predominant rock is trap. About 737 imperial acres
are
about
280
the parish are in tillage;
pastoral
or waste ; about 88 are under timber trees ; and
about 40 are under fruit-trees. The orchards owe
The landtheir origin to the monks of Lindores.
owners are Hay of Leys and Cathcart of Pitcairly.
The average rent of the clay lands is £G per acre and
tliat of the arable lands in the southern district,
about £3 10s. The value of assessed property in
1843 was £4,958 9s. 3d. The parish enjoys good
seaward comuumication through the port of Newburgh and it is traversed by the road from Cupar
to I'erth, and by the Perth fork of the Edinburgh,
Perth, and Dundee railway, and has a station on
the railway at the town,
I'opulation in 1831,
;

m

;

;

Houses, 349.
2,642; in 1851, 2,982.
At the north-eastern extremity of the parish, in
the vicinity of the town, on a gentle rising-ground,
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in the middle of the rich clay-land near the

Tay,

issue,

when the title was claimed by Leslie of Lumwho voted as Lord Lindores in several elec-

stand the ruins of the ancient ahbey of Lindores.
This monastery was founded in 1178, by David,
Earl of Huntingdon, brother of William the Lion,
and heir-presumptive to the Scottish throne, after
his return from a crasade in the Holy Land, in

quhat,

commemoration of his escape from shipwreck, and
of his having taken Plolemais from the Saracens.

good." Since then, the title has remained dormant;
and the lands are now in the hands of other families.
About a mile from the Tay, on the slope of the
Ochils, in a pass leading up from the north of Fife-

He planted it with monks of St. Benedict, of the
order of Tyronensis, and dedicated the church to
the Virgin Maiy and St. Andrew the apostle. The
monks were brought from the abbey of Kelso ; they
goon became so enriched as to draw the tithes of
and in 1208, according to Sib;
bald, the number of them resident in the monastery
was 26, besides the abbot. Lauds, or woods, or
other heritages were granted to the monks by

22 parish churches

William the Lion, Alexander III., Isabella de Bruce,
II.
One of the most distinguished of
the abbots was Lawrence, known in history as
Lawrence of Lindores, who co-operated with Bishop
Wardlaw in founding the university of St Andrews,
and was raised by the Pope to the office of Inquisitor
in Scotland. The buildings of the monaster^' appear
to have been grand and extensive, and probably
were a good specimen of the ecclesiastical architecture of the r2th and 13th centuries, either in the
Norman style, or in the early Gothic style, or in a
mixture of the two. But, besides sharing in the
devastations of the Reformation epoch, they were
long used as a quarry for repairing or erecting the
houses of Kewburgh, so that they now retain
The
scarcely a trace of their ancient grandeur.
ashler stones of the walls, both outside and
polished
inside, have been almost all removed
parts of the
mere skeletons of the walls, consisting only of small
with
and
matted
stones
over
lime,
ivy, now form
their chief bulk; and the vestibule of the church,
situated in the centre of them, is the only part
which retains any sort of tolerable preservation.
The enclosing wall of the precinct, however, is still
and within the enclosure, and in its
pretty entire;
immediate vicinity, are some fine old fruit-trees, the
relics of the taste and pursuits of the monks.
A
famous causeway anciently extended from Lindores
to the church of Ecclesiamagirdle, in the parish of
Dron, whither the monks annually went to meet
the nuns of Elcho, in conjoint devotion to their
patron saint; but not a vestige of that causeway

and James

;

remains. Springs, formerly of superstitious fame,
called the Monks' and the Abbot's wells, are still
pointed out in the hills to the south of the abbey
ruins.
The last Earl of Douglas, after a life of
trouble and turmoil, retired in his old age to Linstone cofHn
dores-abbey, and died there in 1488.
which was exhumed from among the ruins is
some
to
have
contained
the
thought by
antiquaries
body of David, Duke of Rothesay, heir apparent to
the throne, who was barbarously murdered at Falkland but it may as well have been the coffin of one
of the abbots, or of some other person of distinction.
After the Reformation, Sir Patrick I^eslie of Pitcairly, the second son of the fifth Earl of Rothes,
and a great favourite of James VI., received the

A

;

commendam

and his eldest
had it erected into a temporal
and was created Lord Lindores. A great

abbacy of j^^ndores

in

;

son, Patrick, afterwards

lordship,

part of the lands of the lordship was alienated by
James, the third Lord, to John Bain of Pitcairly.
David, the fifth Lord, dying without issue, was succeeded in the title by Alexander Leslie of Quarter,
the grandson of Sir John Leslie of Newton, a younger
brother of Sir Patrick Leslie the commendator, and
first I»rd Lindores, who became sixth Lord.
His
on Francis John, the seventh Lord, died without

tions; but at the general election, 24th July. 1790,
his votes were objected to and the House of Lords,
on 6th June, 1793, resolved that " the votes given
by the Lord Lindores at the said election were not
;

shire to Stratiiearn, is a small caini of stones, known
by the name of Sir Robert's Prap. This marks the
place where a fatal duel occurred about the close of
the 17th century, between Sir Robert Balfour of

A
Sir James Makgill of Lindores.
west of the town stands a curious
antiquity, called Mugdrum-cross, which, together
with Mugdmm-house and Mugdrnra-island, we
have noticed in the article Mugdblm. Iu tlie pass
leading to Stratheam, about 200 yards east of Sir
Robert's Prap, on high ground, overlooking Strathearn westward to the Grampians, stands another
antiquity, similar to Mugdrum-cross, but far ruder,
and greatly more celebrated. This is Macduff's
cross, mentioned in a charter of Malcolm Canmore
to Macduff, the thane of Fife, and anciently bearing
an inscription which, though well preserved in
record, has been a great peq)lexity to antiquaries.
This cross is said to have been broken in pieces by
the Reformers, on their way from Perth to Lindores;
and nothing now remains fcut the large square block
This stone
of freestone which formed the pedestal.
is 3 feet 9 inches high; 4 feet 7 inches in length, by
3 feet 9 inches in breadth at the base and 3 feet 4
Dunnich and
to the

little

;

inches in length, by 2 feet 8 inches in breadth at
the top. There are several holes or indentations on
its different faces, which tradition says were nine
in number, and in which nine rings were at one
time fixed. There is no appearance of any socket
in which the cross had been fixed
so that it must
have been placed upon the surface of the stone,
without any other support than that of its own base.
The cross formed the girth or sanctuaiy for any
of the clan Macduff, or any related to the chief
within the ninth degree, who had been guilty of
" suddand
chaudmelle," or unpremeditated slaughter.
Any person entitled to this privilege, and requiring
it, fled to the cross, and laying hold of one of the
rings, punishment was remitted on his washing
nine times at the stone, and paying nine cows and
a colpendach or young cow. The washing was
done at a spring still called the Nine Wells, emitting
a stream so copious as now to be employed in the
operations of a bleachfield and the oblation of the
nine cows was made by fastening them to the cross's
nine rings. In every instance, however, the person
;

;

claiming sanctuary required to give proof of belonging to the clan Macduff, or of possessing consanguinity to the chief within the given degree; and
whenever any claimant failed to produce this evidence, he was instantly put to death, and buried
near the stone. There were formerly several artificial cairns and tumuli around the cross, and one
rather larger than the rest about fifty yards to the
north, which were all popularly regarded as the
graves of those who had been slain here in consequence of failing to prove themselves entitled to the
sanctuary, but which have all been obliterated by

the levelling operations of the ploughshare. " Superstition," says Cant, "forbids the opening of any of
them no pei-son in the neighbourhood will assist
for any consideration, nor will any person in or
about Newburgh travel that way when dark, for
they affirm that spectres and bogles, as they call
them, haunt that place." With the removal of t'le
;

NEWBURGH.

traces of the graves, superstitious fears attached to
Sir Walter Scott has
the spot have died away.
made the traditions and antiquities of this place the
subject of a short dramatic poem, entitled 'Macduff's
cross,' in the course of which he has very accurately
described both the cross itself and its accidents.

Says

he,

—

"Mark that fragment,
mean that rough-hewn block of massive stone.
Placed on the summit of this mountain -pass,
Commanding prospect wide o'er field and fell.
And peopled village and extended moorland,
And the wide ocean and majestic Tay,
To the far distant Grampians. Do not deem it
loosen'd portion of tlie neighbouring rock,
Detached by storm and thunder. 'Twas the pedestal
I

And the events it did commemorate
Were dark, remote, and undistinguishable,
the mystic characters

it

One of the United Presbyterian churches,
a handsome structure.
In the 17th century, Newburgh was so devoid of
trade as to be described in Cunningham's essay on
the Cross of Macduff, as 'a poor country village;'
and till pretty far in last century, although gradually
Until
improving, it remained much the same.
within a few years of the publication of the first
Statistical Account
1793 its inhabitants had been
but the linen-trade
chiefly employed in husbandry
Burn.

also, is

—

;

wliich, in ancient times, a cross was reared.
foiled philologists;

Carved with words which

As were

of considerable size, erected about 1830, for the ac-

commodation of the dealers in the stock market. The
parish church is an elegant structure, in the Gothic
style, erected in 1833, from a design by William

—

A

On
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bore."

had occupied them to a certain extent, and when
that account was published, the greater portion of
them were employed in that manufacture. At that
time, however, there were only two persons who
employed workmen the greater part of the linen
manufactured being woven by individual weavers
;

The

parish of

the presbytery of
Patrons, the Earl of Mans-

Newburgh

is in

Cupar, and synod of Fife.
and Hays of Leys. Stipend, £255 14s. 2d.;
glebe, £80. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with
about £30 fees, and £11 other emoluments. The
parish church was built in 1833, and contains about
1,000 sittings. There is a Free church for Newburgh and Abdie, with an attendance of about 220
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £152 8s.
1 1 Jd.
There are two United Presbyterian churches
the First with an attendance of 450, the Second
with an attendance of about 190. There are three
field

;

—

;

non-parochial schools; and an elegant Madras female school, aided by government and by Dr. Bell's
The parish of Newtrust, is in course of erection.
burgh was constituted in the year 1632, by an act
of disjunction from the parish of Abdie and was
subsequently enlarged by the annexation to it of a
Both the abbey of
part of the paiish of Abemethy.
Lindores and a chapel within the burgh, dedicated
to St. Catherine, were in the ancient parish of Abdie.
a post-town, a market -town, a
seaport, and a royal burgh, stands on the coast of
the parish of Newburgh, on the road from Cupar to
Perth, and on the line of the Edinburgh and Perth
railway, 7^ miles north-west of Ladybank, lOJ eastsouth-east of Perth, and 34J north of Edinburgh,
Great part of it is of recent erection and even the
oldest existing parts have nearly all been rebuilt
within the last seventy years. The body of the
town consists chiefly of one well-built street, about
J a mile in length, of a range of houses fronting the
harbour, and of some lanes leading down to the
shore.
modern suburb, called Mount-Pleasant,
stands to the south, and is within the parish of
Abdie.
Both the shops of Newburgh, and its principal dwelling-houses, are of a character indicating
taste and prosperity.
Its situation on the Tay is
exceedingly pleasant; and both from its own apwith
gardens and numerous fruit-trees
pearance,
among its houses, and from the rich, romantic, gay
appearance of its environs, it presents a fine picture
eitlier to observers going up or down the river, or to
observers on neighbouring vantage-grounds. The
;
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;

A

views outward from

itself

and from

its vicinity, also,

are exceedingly good.
Even to a traveller on the
railway, coming up from Ladybank to Perth, the
at
are
Newburgh
prospects
remarkably striking and
diversified, comprising first a sudden revelation of
the whole basin of the lower Tay, and next a close
view of Newburgh itself, an upper terrace of it
standing above on the soutli, and the main body of
it nestling below on the north, and projecting into
the lake-like expanse of the frith.
The principal
public building is the town-house, with a spire,
erected in 18U8; and attached to this is a building

on their own account, who sold their webs, when
finished, at Perth, Dundee, Cupar, Auchtermuchty,

and Glasgow. But the trade went on and prospered;
and numerous manufacturers arose, not only to
employ all the weavers in Newburgh, but also to
furnish work for considerable numbers in Aberargie,
Abernethy, Strathmiglo, Auchtermuchty, Dunshelt,
Cupar, Springfield, Pitlessie, Kettle, Markincli,
Falkland, and other places. The principal branch
is the weaving of dowlas, partly for the markets of
Manchester, Leeds, and London, and partly also for
direct exportation to the West Indies and South
America. The number of looms employed in the
town in 1833 was 564 and the number of weavers
;

now employed

is

at least 900.

A

very considerable

some time, been carried on in
Newburgh and a weekly stock market was established in 1830, which is regularly frequented by
dealers from most parts of Fifeshire, and even from
Edinburgh, and which confers much benefit, not
only on the town itself, but on the surrounding
country. Even before the opening of the lailway,
about 35,000 sacks of corn were annually exported
from Newburgh, most of which came from the districts now traversed by the railway.
Malting was
trade in grain has, for
;

at one time pretty extensively carried on in

tlie

town, but has long been discontinued.
The harbour of Newburgh consists of a long pier
parallel to the river, and five projecting piers at
right angles to it. There are always here considerVessels
able bustle, and not a little real business.
to the amount of about 1,600 tons belong to the
port; and two packets are regularly employed in
bringing from Dundee the raw material used in the

linen-manufacture, and carrying away the manuThe principal other exports are
factured goods.
grain, potatoes, and lime, and the principal imports
are timber, coals, and miscellaneous small goods.
Many of the vessels bound for Perth are obliged to
wait here for the flow of the tide ; and not a few of
them unload part of their cargoes before they can,
even with tiie tide, proceed up the river. The port
of Newburgh, in its relation to the customs, is
subordinate to Perth and the amount of local dues
Two fairs were forlevied at it in 1852 was £47.
merly held in the town for general business; but they
into
mere
have long degenerated
seasons of amusement. The town has an office of the Commercial
an
of
the
Central
otTice
bank, a savings' bank,
bank,
a gas-work, and several miscellaneous and charitable
;

institutions.

Kewburgh, notwithstanding its still being called
"new," is a town of considerable antiquity and it
probably took its name in contradistinction to some'
No trace'
older burgh which stood in its vicinity.
;

NEWBUEGH.

of any such older burgh, however, is now in existThe present town, or rather the remote
ence.
nucleus of it, originated with the abbots of Limiores.
It was erected into a burgh-of-barony by Alexander
III., in 1266, in favour of the abbot and convent,
with all the usual privileges of burghs-of-barony.
In the charter it is called novus burgus juxta
monasterium de Lindores.' In 14.57 it was erected
into a royal burgh and on the 4th of July, in that
year, John, abbot of Lindores, gianted to the burgesses of Newburgh the land of Yodriffe and the
about 400 acres in all for
Sill to the soutTi of it
'

;

—

—

pay to the abbot, homage and
common service used and wont, with 40 bolls of
barley. These acres now belong chiefly to a number
of individual proprietors, and are held in free burgage, though they pay an annual fee-duty partly to
the Crown and partly to the proprietor of the abbey-

which they were

to

lands of Lindores. In 1631, Charles I. confirmed the
ancient royal charter; but the burgh never exercised
its right of sending a member to the Scottish parliament, and consequently at the Union, was not included in any of those sets of burghs which were
invested with the right of sending members to the
British parliament. The town is governed by two
magistrates, and fifteen councillors, with a townThe magistrates have the usual civil and
clerk.
criminal jurisdictions within the royalty ; and hold
courts at regular periods for the decision of questions
which are brought before them. The royalty extends 1^ mile to the south and west beyond the
town, but excludes the harbour and extensive
suburbs.
sheriff circuit court, for small debt
causes, is held on the third Friday of February,
May, August and November. The town is a starion
of the county police. The burgh income amounts
to about £170 a-year.
There is a considerable
extent of coi-poration property but there is also a
considerable public debt, amounting, in 1834, to
£1.650.
Population, exclusive of the Abdie suburb,
in 1841, 2,491; in 1851, 2,638.
Houses, 292.
a post-office village and small
seaport, in the parish of Foveran, Aberdeenshire, 5
miles south-east of Ellon, and 10 north of Aberdeen.
It occupies a pleasant site near the confluence of a
tide-expanded streamlet with the Ythan, f of a mile
above the latter's influx to the ocean ; and possesses
important facilities for both a manufacturing and a
It contains several substanrial and
fishing starion.
commodious houses, and has, in recent years, been
much improved. Vessels belong to it, of an aggregate tonnage of about 700, and are employed chiefly

A

—

;

NEWBURGH,

in exporting grain, and in importing coal, timber,
It is a creek of the port of Aberlime, and bones.
deen ; and the dues levied at it in 1852 amounted to
£48. Population, 393. Houses, 91.
a parish on the south coast of Fifeshire.
It contains the village of Drumeldrie-moor,
and lies within a very short distance of the posttown of Largo on the west, and of the post-town of
Colinsburgh on the east. It is bounded by Largo
bay, and by the parishes of Largo, Kilconquhar, and

NEWBURN,

Elie.

length southward

Its
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is

about 3^ miles

;

and

It was angreatest breadth is about 2 miles.
ciently called Drumeldrie ; and is supposed to have
taken its present name from the circumstance of a
brook which runs through a considerable part of it,
having changed its course. Its shore is flat and
sandy ; its interior surface rises northward and
westward its highest ground is on the acclivity of
its

;

and its
its north-west boundary
general landscape, both within itself and in views
outward from it, is a brilliant assemblage of hill
and dale, of woods and rocks and waters. About
2,400 imperial acres are in tillage about 350 are

Largo-law, on

;

;

and about 130 are under wood.
pastoral or waste
There are eight principal landowners ; and two of
them are resident. The average rent of arable land
The estimated value of raw prois about £2 10s.
duce in 1836 was £11,148. The value of assessed
property in 1856 was £5,472 16s. 10^. The parish
is traversed by the roads from Largo to Anstruther
and St. Andrews. It is traversed also by the East
of Fife railway, which was authorised in 1855 to be
;

made from Leven

to Kilconquhar.
Population in
Houses, 86.
1831, 418; in 1851, 375.
This parish is in the presbytery of St. Andrews,
and synod of Fife. Patron, Charles Inglis of Cramond'. Stipend, £200 15s. ed.; glebe, £25. School-

master's salary, £29 18s. lOd., with about £14 fees.
In 1659, the estate of Orkie was destined by its

John Wood, for erecting a free grammar
chool in Newbum, and maintaining several poor
scholars and on the ground of this bequest, the
parochial schoolmaster educates and maintains the
poor scholars, from the age of 7 to 15 years, and re-

proprietor,
;

ceives a liberal remuneration out of the rents of Orkie.
The parish church of Newbum was built in 1815,
and is capable of containing more than the whole
population. Tradition says that there was anciently
a Culdee church at Balchrystie in this parish ; and
a grant of that place is said to have been made for
ecclesiastical purposes by King Malcolm.
a post-office village in the eastern

NEWBYTH,

part of the parish of King-Edward, Aberdeenshire.
It stands on the road from Banff to Ellon, 5^ miles
south-west of New-Pitsligo, 6 miles north-west of
It was
New-Deer, and 13 south-east of Banff.
founded in 1764 by James Urquhart, Esq., upon his
It stands on a rising ground, and
estate of Byth.
consists of two streets, which cross each other neirly
at right angles.
Many of its inhabitants have small
lots of land in a fertile little tract of country lying
The village has a chapel
close to it round about.
of ease, a neat building erected in 1852, a Free
station, an endowed school, and a
Fairs are held on the Thursday
public library.
after the 11th of May. on the Tuesday after the 26th
of May, and on the Friday after the 2l8t of November.
Population in 1851, 402.

church preaching

NEWBYTH-HOUSE. See Haddingtoxshire.
NEWCASTLETON. See Castletox (New).
NEW CATHCART. See Cathcakt (New).
NEW COLDSTREAM. See Coldstream (New).

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

CRAIGHALL. See Craighali..
CUMNOCK. See Ccmsock (New).
DAILLY. See Dailly.
DAMHEAD. See Damhead in Amgask
DEER. See Deer (New).
DOSK.

See Edzell.
See Durpcs.
DUNDYVAN. See Dcsdtvax.
ENGINE. See Exgixe (New).
FARM. See Dalkeith.
GALLOWAY. See Gallowat (New).
GIL8T0N. See Gilstox.
NEWGORD, a grazing isle, adjacent to the island
of Unst, in Shetland.
HAILES. See Ikveresk.
NEWHALL, a romantic locality chiefly in the
parish of Penicuick. Edinburghshire, and partly in
that of Linton, Peebleshire 3 miles south-west of
Penicuick, and 13^ from Edinburgh. The mansion
of Newhall stands on the left bank of the North Esk,
within a curvature of the stream, 4 miles from its
source, and while it forms the boundary-line between the counties. During the 16th century, and
an unknown period preceding, it belonged to a
In 1646, Dr.
family of the name of Crichton.
Pennycuick became its proprietor; and, in his works,

DUFFUS.

NEW

;

NEWHALL.

he mentions some particular plants found upon tlie
He was pi-oprietor also of Romano, a
grounds.
place not far distant, in the parish of Newlands; and
he there, in 1677, witnessed, with strong interest, a
serious squabble between two parties of gypsies. In
1683 he built a dovecot on the scene of the quarrel,
apparently to show his wit in the following very

—

homely
"

distich:

The
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—

of gipsy blood which here you see,
dove shall be."

A shelter for the harmless

About the period of the Union, Newhall was acquired by Sir David Forbes; and afterwards it was
inherited by his son Mr. John Forbes, and became
a favourite resort of some of the most eminent literati
of the last century.
While inhabited by the Crichtons it was an irregular castle, and with its appendbreadth of the point on
covered
the
whole
ages,
w^liich it stands, formed by a stripe or low spur from
the base of the Pentlands, cloven down on each
side by a deep ravine, and terminating in the glen
of the Esk. The ground-floor in the front of the
present building, was part of one of the towers; it
is vaulted in the roof, and has on every side slits
for defence; and it is so strong as, in one place, to
have a closet cut out of the thickness of the wall.

The

eastern ravine is overhung by the remains of a
small round tower, with some vaults ; and it is

densely filled with wildly growing trees, and
threaded by a dark and romantic rill, which leaps
along in several beautiful cascades, and flings up
its spray amid the deep shades of the woods.
The
western ravine is overhung by a point on which
anciently stood a religious establishment of some
note, and a prison; and though this ravine is dry,
it vies with the other in romance, and, like it, is
walk goes round the
shaded with thick foliage.
site of the chapel and prison, forming a noble terrace from the west end of the house looking up the
glen, and over to a mineral well among copsewood and
farm in the immediate
pines on the other side.
neighbourhood bears the name of Spital, and probably formed an endowment for supporting, under
the management of the religious foundation of Newhall, an hospital or hospice for the refreshment and

A

A

shelter of travellers.
About half-a-mile above Newhall, amid a general
flattening and widening of the Esk's banks, the

stream encounters a contracting and forking ridge
of limestone; and, forming a linn, bounds down in
successive leaps to a circular pool, which, under
birches and shrubs, and upon a bed of pebbles,
spreads out between the rocks and a little verdant
expanse. On the face of a promontoiy which looks
np to this beautiful and sequestered spot, and is
formed by the sudden expansion of the glen, is a
round turf-seat, known in romantic association as
Mary's Bower, commanding a full view of the linn,
and terminating a winding path along the north
brink of the glen. About half-a-mile below Newhall, Monk's-bum enters the glen of the Esk in
several considerable falls, and amidst much fine
A little below this
landscape. See Monk's Burn.
stream, and on the left bank of the Esk, is a clear

deep lake, surrounded with rising knolls, and on
three sides, by the wooded banks of the river sweening round far beneath. The lake has no visible
supply, outlet, or variation, and always laves the
green sward at the foot of its dry and undulating
banks. When a spectator stands at the eastern extremity at the mellowing of a summer's noon, and
the fisHi begin to leap, and the sun gets behind the
ornamented farm-house of Old Harleymuir on a
height beyond the river above the Steel, and throws
his warm empurpling rays on the Carlop's-hill in

the distance to the right, the scene in view forms as
enchanting a picture as the pencil could well select.
Numerous other landscapes and objects of alteniately
soothing and thrilling interest exist on the grounds
or their vicinity; the chief of which are the scene of
Allan Ramsay's Gentle Shepherd, desciibed in our

on Habbie's-Howe, and some antiquites
noticed in the articles Carlops and Linton.
Forfarshire.
See Kettins.
Kincardineshire.
See Fetteresso.
Ross-shire.
See Kirkmichael,
article

NEWHALL,
NEWHALL,
NEWHALL,
NEWHALL, Orkney.
NEWHALLS, a village

See Deerness.
and a ferry station

in the
eastern vicinity of South Queensferry, Linlithgowshire.
It is on the road from Queensferry to Edin-

burgh.

Population, 90.

NEWHALLS BURN,

a brook running into
Quair-water, in the parish of Traquair, Feeblesshire.

NEWHARTHILL. See Newakthill.
NEWHAVEN, a suburb of the burgh

of Leith,

with the chai-acter of post-town, fishing-town, and
It stands on the
sea-port, in Edinburghshire.
Forth, in the parish of North Leith, about 1 mile
west of the mouth of the Water of Leith, and 2J
miles north of the east end of Prince's-street, Edinburgh. It had, in the loth century, a chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and was designated from
" Our
it, in a style characteristic of the period,
Lady's
Port of Grace." James IV., who patronized the
ecclesiastical erection, encouraged the coeval formation of a village, made it the site of a dockyard, and
conferred upon it certain burghal privileges. The
town-council of Edinburgh, becoming jealous of the
consequence which it promised to attain, and ex-

ercising the same grasping policy which prompted
them to enthral Leith, and purchase the royal
charter of Musselburgh, bought, in 1511, from
James V., the village and the harbour, with all
their pertinents and rights.
As a haven, formed,
named, and patronized by the Crown, and possessing
greater depth of water than Leith, and as the site
of accommodation both for the Jouilding and the
harbourage of vessels, it might early have rivalled
and superseded Leith; but it was crushed into
insignificance by the policy of Edinburgh, and has
been permanently condemned to lose the fruit of its
natural advantages, first in consequence of the difl?culty of removing the great warehouse establishments
of merchants fixed at Leith, and next in consequence
of the great recent improvements and extension of

Leith harbour. It was long a mere fishing-village,
with a rude small pier; and, though promising for a
time to reach some higher character, it has again
subsided into a mere residence of fishers, with only
improved advantages and a wider scope for prosecuting their occupation. A substantial stone pier and
slip, extending to low-water, with a return head to
the westward, was erected here at the joint expense
of the Government and the Fife Ferries' trust, and has
recently undergone considerable repair. The ferry
boats between Mid-Lothian and Fife used this pier,

communication with Kinghorn; but, in September
were transferred to the new pier of
Granton, in communication with Burntisland. Some
of the coasting steamers also, even those plying to
London, availed themselves, for some time, of the Newhaven pier; but had no proper accommodation here,
and betook themselves, at the first possible moment,
to Granton.
About 180 fishing-boats at present
belong to Newhaven, and even they are not sufIn 1821, at a
ficiently accommodated by the pier.
point alwut 500 yards to the west, a chain-pier,
called Trinity-pier, upwards of 500 feet long, 4 feet
wide, and extending to a depth of from 5 to 6 feet
in

1844, they

NEWHAYEX.

low water, was constructed by Captain Samuel
iwii of the Royal Navy, at an expense of £4.000.
i ais looked to i>e suitable for the coasting steamers,
as well as for some other craft, and might have been
expected to bring considerable access of prosperity

to Newhaven ; but it has never been extensively
used, and was in a main degree superseded by the
erection of Granton-pier.
Newhaven, as a town, is far from being pleasant.
Its streets are irregular; many of its houses are

lampish and unsightly and its whole atmosphere
Yet its
is malodorous with garbage and filth.
environs, and even some of its outskirts, are clean
and beautiful. The coast eastward of it to the
vicinity of Leith-docks. has been much abraded by
the sea, even to the destruction of the coast-road
there; and it now exhibits an earthy precipice,
;

But
overhanging the tide-swept sands.
the shore westward to the chain-pier has a pleasant
narrow belt of low-ground, and dips to the tide in
an excellent bathing-beach.
steep bank rises
from the side of the belt of low ground and the
•urface extends thence southward and eastward,
all round Newhaven toward Edinburgh and Leith,
in a brilliant expanse, thickly studded with villas,
and commanding from many points very gorgeous
A pleasant
views of the Forth and Fifeshire.

directly

A

;

assemblage of houses stands adjacent to the chainand these, together with the adjacent villas,
being feus of the Triuity-hoose of Leith, bear the
name of Trinity. Contiguous to them, partly on
the natural Ijank. partly on an artificial embankment,
and describing a rapid curve, from the direction of
north-north-west to the direction of west by north,
passes the Edinburgh. Perth, and Dundee railway.
At the south end of the curve is a station for Trinity
and Newhaven, called Trinity station, possessing
good appointments and very pleasant appurtenances.
The local communication with Eidinburgh is now,
in a great degree, through this station
but there
are also two great road thoroughfares, the one bv
way of Golden-acres and Canonmills, the other by
way of Bonnington and Leith-walk. Newhaven has
some inns and a profusion of public houses; the former noted lor fish-dinners, the latter far more than
pier;

;

for any possible proper wants of the inhabiThere are also a parish churcb, which was
bulk in 1838, and is in the presentation of trustees
and male seat-holders, and a Free church, whose
receipts in 1856 amounted to £429 os. 4^.

enough
tants.

The inhabitants of Newhaven, notwithstandingthe
which surrounds their abodes, are an industrious,
hardy, and thriving race. They have for centuries
formed a peculiar and exclusive community, all more
or less mutually related by marriage, and rarely intermarrying with others than natives. The males
are mostly all fishermen, weather-beaten and athletic, and so trained from youth to spend most of
their waking hours on the sea. that they are expert
in nothing but handling the sailing-tackle and the
net.
Their wives and daughters. well known in
Edinburgh, and partially known by report throughout Scotland, as *• the Fishwives of Newhaven.-'
are a sturdy corps of Amazons, so distinguished by
filth

—

—

peculiar habits as to be quite a study to the observer
of human nature.
They partake all the broad features which mark the character of their sisterhood of
FisHERROw [see that article], and share with them
the trade of supplying the markets of Edinburgh
and Leith with fresh fish. But they possess additional features which are less apparent in the Fisherrow v, omen and, during two-thirds of the year,
they have exclusively the trade of supplying the
capital with ovsters.
They carry, in their creels or
huge willow baskets, loads quite as heavy as any
;
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borne by their rivals: and entirely equal them
in the masculine character of tlieir strength and
When provoked, they exhibit a rude power
habits.
of tongue, a coarseness and seamen-like vulgarity of
abuse, which rival those of their BUlingsgate contemporaries. They are so celebrated, too. for their
exorbitant attempts at extortion. very frequently
asking three times the sum for their goods which a
that other
skilful purchaser induces them to take,
trades, when annoyed by purchasers cheapening their
wares, or offering a much lower price than has been
demanded, are in the habit of exclaiming, "'What!
would you make a fishwife o' me ' Yet they are

—

—

I

themselves, and peaceable and
orderly as members of the general community. They
dress in a manner at once coarse, costly, and peculiar,

honourable

among

—

sufficiently ridy when viewed in connexion with
their occupation, and not a little interesting to the
In consequence of their
lover of the picturesque.
having to support their heavy creels with the whole

muscular power of the head and neck, they wear a
napkin for their head-dress, and have attached to
their load a broad belt, which they rest across their
forehead when moving, and let slip over their head
when about to exhibit their merchandise. They
usually wear a jerkin of blue cloth, and, on their
neck and bosom, several fine neckerchiefs; and they
wrap themselves up in a profusion of petticoats of
different stuffs and colours, two or three being regularly adjusted on the person, and others so contorted
into twists and bundles below the waist as to produce
a strange bulkiness and grotesqueness of appearance.
Newhaven gave, at one time, the name of Viscount
to an English family of the name of Cheyne, who
never had any property in its vicinity.
Charles
Cheyne of Cogenho, in Northamptonshire, became,
in 1681, the first Viscount Newhaven; and his son,
who died in 17.38, was the second and last. The
population of Newhaven is returned with Leith, but
may be separately computed at about 2,100.
NEWHILL. See Duxdoxald.
NEWHILLS, a parish in the south-east comer of
Aberdeenshire. Its post-town is Aberdeen, about 2
It is bounded by
miles from its eastern extremity.
Dyce, Old Machar. Banchory-Devenick, Peterculter,
Skene, and Kinmllar. Its length south-eastward is
about 6 miles; and its greatest breadth is about 5
miles.
The surface in the north-east is low and
level, but elsewhere is in general hilly, and toward
the west may be caUed mountainous. The soil, over

—

—

much the larger part of the area, is black, lifrht, shallow, and spongy, incapable of resisting the influence
of either much heat or much cold but in the small
level district, it is a deep rich mould, on a good subsoil, and productive of early and luxuriant crops.
Upwards of 600 acres are under wood; nearly 1,800
are waste land or mountain pasture and the remaining area is either regularly or occasionally turned
over by the plough. The Don traces the boundary
for 2 miles on the north-east
and six brooks drain
the interior, either to the Don, or toward the Dee.
;

;

;

Blue granite

very extensively quarried, both for
There
use, and for shipment at Aberdeen.
are 35 heritors and feuars ; and most of the feuars
occupy their own grounds. Springhill-house and
Hazelhead-house, the seats of two of the heritors,
are very fine mansions; and the houses of Shedis

home

docksley,

Fairley,

Crailston,

Cloghill,

Gateside,

Waterton. and Newhills, are also good residences.
rental, per Scotch acre, averages, in most parts,
from £1 10s. to £2, but is, in some pairts. so high as
£3 and upwards. The antiquities are a large cairn,
several tumuli, the vestiges of an old chapel, and
some remains of a Druidical temple.
cave in one
of the dens of the hill of Elrick is supposed by the

The
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vulgar to penetrate for miles under ground, and
celebrated in their legends as the residence of a noted
robber and his gang. There are in the parish a
woollen factory, three paper-mills, two snufF-mills,
ten grain-mills, and a brewery; and these, together
with the granite quarries, produce a bustling appearance. Annual fairs for cattle and horses are held at
Greexburn: which see. The parish is traversed b}'
the roads from Aberdeen to Inverury and Strathdon
and is traversed also, along its north-east border,
by the Great North of Scotland railway, and has a
;

on it at Buxburn.
Population
in 1851, 3,325.
Houses, 533.
property in 1843, £11, 221.
This parish is in the presbytery and
station

2,552;

in

1831,

Assessed

synod of

Patron, the Earl of Fife.
Stipend, £414
Schoolmaster's salary, £33 7s.
128. 2d.; glebe, £45.
and
a
share
in
the
Dick
with
£25
fees,
6d.,
bequest.

Aberdeen.

The present parish church was built in 1830, and is
a very fine edifice, with large accommodation. There
is a Free church, with an attendance of about 450;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £220 Is.
9d. There are two unendowed schools.
The parish
of Newmills anciently formed the south-east corner
of the originally very extensive parish of St. Machar.
The lands of Capelhills a name probably derived
from Capella, a chapel were, in 1 663, mortified for
the maintenance of a minister, and made the site of
a church. These lands consist of nearly 700 acres
and they were previously purchased from the town
of Aberdeen, and were now devoted to ecclesiastical
use, by a person of much benevolence of character,
George Davidson of Pettans, an Aberdeen burgess.
This gentleman mortified also his lands of Pettans,

—
—

;

in Belhelvie, for the support of the ministers of
Aberdeen; and erected a bridge over Buxburn, a

rapid stream in Newhills, in which he had witnessed
some persons perishing. The lands of Capelhills, on
being rendered ecclesiastical, assumed the name of
Newhills, and afterwards communicated that name
to the new parish in which they lay,
a parish which
was constituted in 1666.

—

NEWHOLM.

See Dolphinton.
HOPE-BURN. See Manob.
a
NEWHOUSE, village on the northern border of
the parish of St. Ninian's, Stirlingshire. It is continuous with the north end of the village of St. Ninian's.
See Ninian's (St.).
NEWHOUSEMILL, a hamlet on the eastern verge
In its
of the parish of East Kilbride, Lanarkshire.
vicinity stood the church of the ancient parish of
Torrance.
NEWINGTON, an elegant modem suburb of the
Old town of Edinburgh. It forms the extreme south
of the city, occupies a site on the very gentle slope
of the southern one of the three hills, where it nearly

NEWHOLM
'

becomes lost in the plain and is magnificently overlooked, on the north-east, by the centre and most
towering part of the bold curve of Salisbury crags,
and the most precipitous and picturesque face of
Arthur's-seat. Minto-street, which runs through its
centie, used, previous to tlie formation of the railways, to be the grand thoroughfare out of Edinburgh
to all the central parts of the Scottish border, and to
the western parts of England; and it was well fitted
to give travellers entering from these parts a grand
This fine street, most
first impression of the city.
of whoso houses are in the villa style, and chastely
;

is broadly winged on both sides, witii brief
and spacious "places," and clusters of villas,
which beautifully combine the seclusion and airiness
of the country with the pretensions and advantages

elegant,
streets,

of the town.

NEW-INN,
Nairn.

a post-office station subordinate to

NEWLANDS.
NEW KEITH. See Keith.
NEW KELSO. See Lochcarron.
NEW KILPATRICK. See Kilpatrick (East).
NEW LANARK. See Lanark (New).

NEWLANDRIGG, a village in the parish of
Borthwick, Edinburghshire. It lies much out of
the common thoroughfare, and is in a decayed condition.
Population, 132. Houses, 32.
NEWLANDS, a parish, containing the post-office
station of Noblehouse, in the north of Peebles-shire.
It is bounded on the north by Edinburghshire, and
on other sides by the parishes of Eddlestone, Lyne,
Its length southStobo, Kirkurd, and Linton.
south-westward is about 9 miles; and its greatest
breadth is about 3f miles. The river Lyne, flowing
in a southerly direction, runs 2J miles along the
western boundary, and 3§ through the interior; and
receives on its left bank, in drainage of a large part
of the parish, tiie streams of Dead and Flemington
burns.
The Tarth describes over 2f miles the
whole of the south-western and southern boundary
to the Lyne.
These streams are in request with
A ridge of gently-ascending heights
the angler.
extends between the Lyne and the Tarth, occupies
the south-west corner of the parish, and is variously
occupied by wood and pasture. Along nearly the
whole of the west side of the parish extends a hilly
range bearing various subordinate names, and the
general one of Kellyheads, parallel to the Pentlands,
and interrupted only by the glen of Flemingtonburn. Along the west base of this range lies the
vale of Dead-burn and of the Lyne, forming the
central belt of the parochial area, and comprising
most of its arable ground. The hills are, for the
most part, green and heathless, and frequently
Trees thrive in
dotted and clumped with wood.
every part of the parish, and cover about 340 acres.
The land occasionally or regularly in tillage comprises upwards of 3,300 acres; and is chiefly a
clayey loam, with a subsoil of close stiff" till. The
rock of the Kellyheads range is trap, abounding in
fissures and rich in iron ore and the rocks in the
eastern district, on the estates of Whim, Lamancha,
and Magbiehill, are those of the coal formation,
comprising limestone, sandstone, shale, and coal.
The limestone is extensively worked the sandstone has been worked chiefly farther down in the
vale, in the hill of Broorayleas and the coal is limChalybeate springs are numerous
itedly worked.
and there are artificial ponds at Whim, Lamancha,
There are twelve landowners,
and Magbiehill.
with each a rental of upwards of £100. The estimated value of raw produce in 1834 was £8,448 for
;

;

;

;

crops, £2,110 for produce of sheep-pasture, £1,830
for daily produce, and £1,502 for sales of black catThe value of assessed property in 1843 was
tle.
£8,250 12s. 6d. On the tops ot several hills are
circular strong walls called rings.
Drochil-castle,
situated at the confluence of the Lyne and the
and
not
much
Tarth,
very
dilapidated, is said to
have been built by Morton, Regent of Scotland, but
not finished when he was beheaded. The parish is
traversed lengthwise by the road from Edinburgh
to Dumfries by way of Moffat; and its iiortneastern extremity adjoins the Leadburn station of

the Edinburgh and Peebles railway.
Population
in 1831, 1,078; in 1851, 950.
Houses, 178.
in
the
of
This parish is
Peebles, and
presbytery
synod ot Lothian and Twecddale. Patron, the Earl
of Wemyss.
Un£262
lOs; glebe, £26.
Stipend,
appropriated teiiids, £37 148. 7d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 4b. 4Jd., with £15 fees, and £20 other
emoluments. Theparish church is a neat building,
erected in 1838. Tlie previous church was in part
an ancient edifice, exliibitiug a mixture of Saxon

NEWLANDS-BURX.

NEWSTEAD.
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and Gothic architecture, and is now a ruin. There of several sanguinary events in the times of the
The town has a small woollen mill,
is an United Presbyterian church, with an attend- Covenanters.
ance of 140. This' church was originally a Relief but is principally a seat of fine hand-loom cottonone, built soon after the origination of the Relief weaving. The number of hand-looms in it, together
There is, at the eastern extremity of the with Darvel, at the time of the parliamentary inbody.
The an- quiry in 1838, was 1,130; and immediately after
parish, an assisted non-parochial school.
cient parish church belonged, for a time, to the the introduction of the Jacquard machine, a sum of
monks of Dunfermline, but afterwards became a upwards of £1,300 was spent in Newmilns alone in
Lord Chief Baron Montgomery, the the purchase of machines. The town has a good
free rectory.
market and fairs are held on the first Thursday of
first Scotclimau who acquired the dignity of Lord
Chief Baron, was a native of the parish. The Rev. February, on the third Wednesday of May, on the
Charles Findlater, author of the Agricultural Sur- fourth Thursday of August, on the Wednesday
vey of Tweeddale, was long the parish minister. after the first Tuesday of September, and on the
Dr. Alexander Pennycuick, the author of a smaU fourth Wednesday of "October. There are in the
volume of poems, and of a poetical description of town an office of the Western bank, three insurance
Tweeddale, was for some time proprietor of Romano. agencies, a gas-work, several schools, a subscription
See Newhall.
library, and a mortification yielding £60 a-year for
NEWLANDS-BURX, a brook in Kirkmahoe, the aid of decayed townsmen or their families.
Dumfries- shire, more commonly called Duncow- The adjacent country is rich in coal. The branch
of the Glasgow and South- Western railway up the
bnm. See Duscow.
Irvine terminates at Newmilns. and has brought
LANGHOLM. See La.ngholm.
NEWLAW-HILL, an eminence in the parish of an accession of prosperity to the town. Newmilns
ReiTick, Kirkcudbrightshire, commanding a very was erected into a burgh of barony by a royal charextensive and most magnificent -view of the Irish ter in 1490 and it is governed by two bailies, a
sea, with the Isle of Alan and the moantains of chancellor, a treasurer and fiscal, and fifteen com;

NEW

;

Moume.

NEW LEED.^. See Leeds (New).
NEW LINTON. See Llntos (New).
NEWLISTON. See Kirkustok.
NEW LUCE. See Llce (New).
NEW MACHAR. See Machar (New).
NEWMAINS,

a post-office station subordinate
to Motherwell, Lanarkshire.
NEWMILL, a village in the parish of Keith,
Banflfshire.
It stands on the left bank of the Isla,
IJ mile north of Keith, and 8 miles south-east of

Fochabers; and consists of two parts. Old and New.
Its inhabitants are principally

employed

in agricul-

ture; and connected with it are 100 feus, each comPopulation, 449. Houses,
prising 5 acres of land.
129.

NEWMILL,
mill,

a locality, with an extensive flour
in the middle of the parish of Kilmarnock,

Ayrshire.

NEWMILL, Morayshire. See Lhaxbride.
NEWMILL, Fifeshire. See Daiksie.
NEWMILLS, a locality with com mills in

the
parish of Jedburgh, Roxburghshire.
NEWMILLS, a hamlet in the interior of the
parish of Fordyce, Banftshire. Population, about 30.
NEWMILLS, a post-office village on the coast of
the parish of Torrjbum, Fifeshire. It stands on
the verge of the county, being separated only by
the bum of Tony from Perthshire.
It stands on
the road from Dunfermline to Alloa. J a mile west
of the village of Torrybum, and 1^ mile east of
Calross.
Here are remains of a pier, once of considerable extent.
Newmills is sometimes likewise
called Torry.
Population, 411. Houses, 97.

NEWMILLS,

Haddingtonshire.

See Haddixg-

TOX.

NEWMILNS,

a post-town and burgh of barony,
in the parish of Loudoun, Ayrshire.
It stands on
the right bank of the river Irvine, 1 mile west of
north
of
miles
east
Darvel, 2^
Galston, 7^ east of
by

Kilmarnock, and 24 miles by road, but 41 miles by
It is tolerably well
railway, south of Glasgow.
bnilt, and has an Established church, a Free church,
and an United Presbyterian church, all handsome

modem

Its environs are very beautiful,
buildings.
comprising the noble park of Loudoun-castle, the
"
finest pieces of
Loudoun's bonny woods and

braes," and some other pleasant parts of the basin
of the Irvine.
In Newmilns is an old tower, whose
early history is unknown, but which was the scene

mon

Its total corporation income, at
councillors.
the date of the municipal corporation commission
did
not
exceed
£10. The Marquis of Hastinquiry,
ings, as Earl of Loudoun, is the superior.
Population in 1831, 1,650; in 1851, 2.211.
Houses. 220.

N'EW MONKLAND,

See

Monkland (New).

NEW PENTLAND. See Pestlaxd (New).
NEW PITSLIGO. See Fitsugo (New).
NEWPORT,

a post-office village and small seaIt stands
port, in the parish of Forgan. Fifeshire.

on the Tay, directly opposite Dundee, in the direction of south-south-east from that town, and 2f
It is the ferry
miles west by south of Tayport.
station on the line of direct road from Dundee into
Fifeshire, and it ranks as a creek of the port of
Dundee. In 1822, an act of parliament was obtained for concentrating at Newport the ferries to
Dundee, which had previously been shared by
Woodhaven, about a mile farther west, and for
erecting at Newport and at Dundee new feriy harbours adapted to the use of double or twin steamboats.
The ferry harbour erected, in consequence,
at Newport, is a splendid structure, 350 feet long.
60 feet wide, projecting into a depth of 5 feet at low
water of spring tides, and having on each side a
carriage-way, all constracted after a design by Sir
Thomas Telford. The port, in its commercial relations, serves for the exporting of agricultural proThe
duce, and the importing of lime and coal.
amount of dues levied at it in 1852 was £14. In its
a
number
of
elemansions
and
fine
vicinity are two
gant marine villas. There are in the village a Free

church, an Independent chapel, a school, a gaswork, and a hotel. Population, 260. Houses, 51.
PRESTWICK. See Prestwick Toll.
RATTRAY. See Rattrat (New).
SCONE. See Scose.
SEAT, a post-office station subordinate to

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

Aberdeen.

NEWSHOT.

See Ischixsax.
See Spyxie (New).
NEWSTEAD, a village in the parish of Melrose,
Roxburghshire. It stands on the right bank of the
Tweed, about a mile east of the town of Melrose, on
the road thence to Lauder. The scenery around it
Near it is a Roman camp,
is exquisitely beautiful.
upwards of If mile in circumference. The village
not improbably had its name from the erection, in
its vicinity, of a successor to the venerable church
or ecclesiastical establishment of the Culdees at Old

NEW

SPYNIE.

NEWTON.

During the long interval which elapsed
the overthrow of the Old Meliose churcli
so intimately associated with the

Melrose.

between
—
the

edifice

names of

St.

—

Boswell and

astical structure

was

St. Cuthbert
an ecclesibuilt in a field adjoining the

still bears the name of Red AbbeyStones which formed part of the edifice
have recently been dug up; they belong to the new
red sandstone formation
and they seem to have
been quarried from the thin upper strata of the
sandstone beds of Dryburgh, those very beds the
lower and thick strata of which furnished the beautiful fine-grained materials of the far-famed abbey
of New Melrose. The colour of the stone seems

village,

which

Stead.

;

—

clearly to have originated the name of Red Abbey.
All history of the edifice, except some vagne tradition, is lost. Population of Newstead, 250. Houses,

See Melrose.
the name of many mansions, farmsteads, hamlets, villages, and other localities in
Scotland.
It is an abbreviation of New Town
and
is used sometimes alone, and sometimes with an
64.

NEWTON,

;

adjunct.

The

"

town" which

it

designates seems,

in almost every instance, to have been originally a
town in only the manorial or rural sense, either a

—

proprietorial residence with its offices, or a single
group of farm-buildings, or a group of cottages, or
at best a suburb ; and in many an instance this
" town" has
long ceased to be a "new" town, and

has undergone great changes of dilapidation or of
extension.

NEWTON,

a parish in the north-eastern district
of Edinburghshire.
It contains the post-office station of Millerhill, and the villages of Easter-MillerWester-Millerhill,

hill,

NEWTON.
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Adamsrow, Claybarns, Ed-

monstone, New Engine, Old Engine, Sherifi'hallEngine, Pentecox, Redrow, and Squaretown. It is

bounded by Liberton, Inveresk, and Dalkeith. Its
length south-eastward is about 2 J miles; its greatest breadth is a little upwards of 1^ mile; and its
area is upwards of 3 square miles.
It comprehends
the two ancient parishes of Newton on the southeast, and Wymet, now called Woolmet, on the
north-west. Newton proper is bounded, on the Dalkeith side, partly by the barony of Lugton, and
partly by the river Esk and comprises the lands of
Newton and the lands of Sheriff"hall. The " new
town " of the place must have been of very ancient
origin, and, if it ever grew to be a town in any modern sense of that word, has been swept away, insomuch that the very church has now been about a
hundred years in another situation, leaving the original locality to be now occupied by only an old
tower and a farm-stead. The parish of Wymet
comprehended the lands of Wymet and the lands of
Edmonstone but the name Wymet, or Woolmet,
is of very doubtful etymology.
The surface of what
constituted the ancient parish of Newton is generof
a
uniform
character, sloping towards the
ally
Esk and even the surface of what constituted the
ancient parish of Wymet is not much diversified,
yet forms part of a ridge which ascends from within
the parish of Inveresk, by a gradual rise, westward
to Gilmerton within the parish of Liberton.
The
view from the crest of this ridge is very extensive and brilliant ; but the part of it comprised
within the conjoint parish of Newton and Wymet is
severely damaged, as a landscape, by paucity of
wood, and by the red-tiled collier villages. The
corner of Newton which touches the Esk is within
Dalkeith park, has upwards of 80 acres of wood,
and partakes generally in the richness of the Duke
of Buccleuch's policy the north-west corner of Wymet also is crossed by the Pow burn, and shares in
the beauties of the vicinity of Craigmillar castle ;
;

;

;

;

but nearly all the rest of the united parish, excepting the park of Edmonstone, has a hare appearance,
and wants even a perennial brook or other good permanent domestic supply of water. All the area, except
the small pendicles of wood and pleasure giound, is
under cultivation. The rocks are all of the coal formation
and extensive coal mines were, for upwards of
two centuries, in operation, but some of th em have been
recently abandoned. The principal landowners are
;

Wanchope of Edmonstone, the P]arl of Wemyss, and
Duke of Buccleuch the first of whom is the most
extensive, and resident. SeeEoMONSTOKE. The Earl
of Wemyss's property of Woolmct-house has a somewhat baronial appearance, and must originally have
been a splendid residence, but is now occupied as a
farm-house. The average rent of land is fiom £4 to
£5 per acre. The value of assessed property in
1843 was £9,739 8s. Id. The estimated value of
raw produce in 1845 was £16,400 for land produce,
and £12,584 for coals. The parish is traversed by
the

;

the roads from Edinburgh, Leith, and Musselburgh
to Dalkeith, and by the Hawick branch of the North
British railway; and it has ready access to the railway at the stations of Niddry and Glenesk. Popu2,274; in 1851, 1,780. Houses,
of population is ascribed partly
to an alleged error in the return for 1831, and partly
to the abandonment of the coal mines.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
synod of Eothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Wanchope
o'f Edmonstone.
SchoolStipend, ,£290 10s. 8d.
master's salary, £34 4s. 4|d., with £60 fees, and £39
other emoluments. There are two non-parochial
lation

387.

in

1831,

The decrease

schools.
The parish church was built in 1742, and
re-seated in 1819, and contains 430 sittings.
Both
the ancient parish of Newton and the ancient parish
of Wymet belonged to the monks of Dunfermline,
and were incorporated with their lordship and regality of Musselburgh ; and after the Reformation,

they were included in James VI. 's grant to Lord
Thirlstane.
The tower of the ancient church of
Newton, situated at the south-eastern extremity of
the present parish, is still standing, having been
preserved to form a feature in the landscape seen
from Dalkeith-park. The ancient church of Wymet,
situated adjacent to the village of Edmonstone, was
converted first into a local chapel, and next into the
burying-place of the Edmonstone family ; and, having gone into decay, it was, a number of years ago,

superseded by an elegant mausoleum,
NEWTON, a modern village in the island of
Great Cumbrae, Buteshire. It figures in the census returns as a separate village but it really is
part of the small, neat, sea-bathing town of Muxport: which see. Population, 444. Houses, 49.
NEWTON, a village in the parish of Glammis,
Forfarshire.
It is also called Newton-of- Glammis.
Population, 105. Houses, 28.
NEWTON, a village in the parish of Panbride,
Forfarshire.
It is also called Newton-of- Pan bride.
Population, 75. Houses, 17.
NEWTON, a locality, containing some slight
vestiges of an ancient castle which belonged to the
Ogilvies of Airlie, in the paiish of Glenisla, For;

farshire.

NEWTON,
Lanarkshire.

a village in the parish of Wiston,
Excellent limestone is worked in its

neighbourhood. Population, 48. Houses, 16. It is
also called Newton-of-Wiston.
NEWTON, a station on the Clydesdale-junction
branch of the Caledonian railway. It is situated in
the parish of Cambuslang, 1^ mile north-'rt'est of
Uddingston, and 5J south-east of Glasgow, Lanarkshire.

The

district

minerals, and

is

around

it

thickly peopled.

abounds in useful

NEWTOX.
XEWTOX,

a village in the Ferintosh district of
belongs to the parish of Urqahart
and Logic- Wester, most of which is in Ross-shire,
at a considerable distance from the main body of
Nairnshire. Popolationof the village, 118. Houses,
See Feeintosh.
36.
NEWTON, a village in the parish of PencaitIt is inhabited principally
land, Haddingtonshire.
by colliers, and has a school for their children. PoNairnshire.

It

pulation. 168.

NEWTON,

a village in the parish of Abercom,
Linlithgowshire. Limestone has very long been
quarried in its vicinity. Popularion, 138. Houses, 28.
NEWTON, a village on the sonth-east verge of
the parish of Melrose. Roxburghshire. It stands
near the east base of the Eildou hills, about f of a
mile from the right bank of the Tweed, on the road
from Galashiels to Jedburgh, adjacent to the forking of the Hawick branch of the North British railway into the sub -branches toward respectively
Hawick and Keiso, 1 mile north-west of Lessudden,
and 34 miles south-east of Melrose. Here is a
United Presbyterian church of long standing. The
village is also called Newton-Drybargh and Newton-St.-Boswells. Population. 164.
Houses, 43.
an estate and a village in the parish of
The estate formerly beBedrule. Roxburghshire.
longed to a family of the name of Ker. a branch of
the Kers of Femihirst. There stood on it. in the
old times, a Border baronial strength, which has
now disappeared. The village is small, and of no
note.
Population, 24. Houses, 6.

NEWTON,

NEWTON,

an ancient chapelry. and a quondam
Nenthom. Roxburghshire.
The chapelry comprised the district of the present
The
parisii of Nenthom lying east of the Eden.
See Nexthors.
village is now extinct.
village, in the parish of

NEWTON, a village in the parish of KirkpatrickFlemins. Durafiies-shire. It is of modem erection.
NEWTON, a suburb of the burgh of Kirkcaldy
consists principsilly of a single
street, commenced about the year 1790, built on a
regular plan, and going off from the east end of
Linktown, nearly at right angles with it, in the
direction of the parish church, in the parish of Abin

Fifeshire.

botshall.

It

Its population is

about

80<).

NEWTON,

a village, also called Newton of Falkland, in the parish of Falkland, Fifeshire. See Falk-

land (Newtox

NEWTON,

of).

a suburb of the burgh of Cupar. Fifeshire.
It stands on the north side of the Lady bum,
on the lands of Pittenerieff and is within the parliamentary boundary of Cupar, but not within the
;

royalty.

NEWTON,

a village in the parish of Fintry, Stiron the west border of the parand on the left bank of the Endrick, 5 miles

lingshire.
ish,
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It stands

east-south-east of Balfron.
an estate in the parish of

NEWTON,

Abbey-

Paisley, Renfrewshire, formerly belonging to the
bmily of Alexander, but now belonging to Speirs of
It is also called Newton- Paisley.
Elderslie.
an estate in the parish of Culsalmond,
Aberdeenshire. Much wood, in recent times, has
been raised upon it. and sold. In its woods, near Pit-

NEWTON,

machie, is a standing-stone with an inscription supposed to be in Runic characters. Near the mansion,
•Iso, is another old standing-stone with sculptures.

NEWTONAIRDS. See Holywood.
NEWTON- ARGYLE, a village in the

parish of
Southend, Argyleshire. In its vicinitv is an inn.
NEWTON-BURN, a brook, rising near Tumlaw.
«nd running in a northerly direction through the
^rish of Cambuslang, to the Clyde, near Clydesmill, in Lanarkshire.

NEWTON-BURN, a brook, ranning from Hempriggs loch to the water of Wick, in the parish ol
Wick, Caithness-shire.
See Ne>-thoes.

NEWTON-DON.
NEWTON-DOUGLAS. See NEWTOx-SrEwrABT.
NEWTON-DRYBURGH. See Newtos.
NEWTON-EDROM. a post-office village in the

parish of Edrom, Berwickshire.
of the villase is simplv Edrom.

NEWTON-GRANGE,

The popular name

a post-office village in the

parish of Newbattle. Edinbugrhshire. It was founded
only a few years ago. yet is larger than all the other
Here is an edivillages of the parish put together.
fice containing boys', girls', and infant schools, capable of accommodating 280 scholars, built six years
ago, at a large cost, by the Marquis of Lothian, in
connexion with his rapidly extenaing coal-works.
an estate and mansion in the
of Gifford in Haddingtonshire, still occupied
parish
by a family of the name of Newton, one of whom,

NEWTONHALL.

—

accompanying James

"Vl. to England, is supposed
according to one tradition in Sir Isaac's Newton's
family to have been the ancestor of that great

—

philosopher.

NEWTONHALL,

See Kexxowat.
Fifeshire.
a station on the Aberdeen railway, on the north-east border of the parish of Fetmile north of Muchalls, and 2^ miles
teresso,
south-south-west of Portlethen, in Kincardineshire.
HILL. Fifeshire. See Fokgax.
(Loxg), a small village in the parish
of Yester, and at the foot of the Lunmermoors, in

NEWTON HILL,

H

NEWTON
NEWTON

Haddingtonshire.
(Loxg). Roxburghshire. See Ancrum.
NEWTONMORE, a post-office village in the par-

NEWTON

Fairs are held
ish of Kingtissie. Inverness-shire.
here on the second Wednesday in March, and on
in
the Tuesday in April and
May after Beauly.
Population, 222. Houses. 54.

NEWTON OF ABERDOUR.

See Abekdocb,

Fifeshire.

NEWTON OF BELTREES.
(Newtox

See

Beltrkm

of).

NEWTON-

OF -CRIECH, a shipping -place for
agricultural produce, on the north shore of the inner
Domoch-frith. and within the parish of Criech, on
the southern border of Sutherlandshire.

NEWTON-OF-CULSALMOND.

NEWTON -OF -FALKLAND.
(Newtox

S«e Newtox.
See Falklakd

of).

NEWTON-OF-GLAMMIS. See Newtox.
NEWTON-OF-LENNEL, also called New-Len-

nel.

See Lexxel.

NEWTON-OF-MEARNS. See Meabxs.
NEWTON-OF-PANBRIDE. See Newtox.
NEWTON-OF-PITCAIRNS. See Pitcaikxs.
NEWTON-OF-WISTON. See Newtox.
NEWTON-PAISLEY. See Newtox.

NEWTON-RALSTON.

a village in the parish of
It stands in the valley of
Neilston, Renfrewshire.
the Levem, between Neilston and Barrhead, and is
inhabited chiefly by the work people of the adjacent
factories.
Population, 893.

NEWTON ST. BOSWELL'S. See Newton.
NEWTONSHAW. or Newtox of Sauchie. a vU-

It
lage in the parish and county of Clackmannan.
stands IJ mile south of the river Devon, 1^ mile
north of Alloa, 5 miles north-west of Kincardine,
and 7^ miles east of Stirling. It was built for the
accommodation of the work people employed by the

Devon iron-company.
"
186.

Population, 798.

Houses,

See Saccrie.

NEWTON-STEWART,
town, and

a

^t-town. a marketa bnrgh-of-barony, in the parish of Pen-

ninghame, Wigtonshire.

It stands

on the right

NEWTON-STEWAET.

NEWTON-UPON-AYR.
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bank of the river Cree, at the intersection of the is held on the Werlnesday in August before Minnieroad from Port-Patrick to Dumfries with the road hive. A mail car runs
daily to Wigton and Whitfrom Wigton to Ayr, in the immediate vicinity of horn a mail car runs
daily to Girvan, by way of
the village of MinnigafF, 8 miles north-north-west House-of-Hill a coach is
daily in transit between
of Wigton, 26 east by north of Stranraer, 33 west of Wigton and
Ayr, by way of Know village; and a
Castle- Douglas, 52 west by south of Dumfries, and coach is
daily in transit between Sti-anraer and
125 south-south-west of Edinburgh. A younger Dumfries. The
principal inn is the Queen's Arms.
branch of the Stewarts, Earls of Galloway, possessed The town has offices of the British Linen
Company's
the estate of Castle-Stewart, built upon it at his bank, the National bank, the
City of Glasgow bank,
own expense a few houses to form the nucleus of a and the Clydesdale bank. It has likewise nine
village, called the place Newton-Stewart, in honour insurance agencies, a gas-work, a subscription
of the family name, and held out some advantages to library, a public reading-room, and several mis'
attract settlers.
The earliest feu-contract is dated cellaneous and charitable institutions.
1701. The idle, the giddy, those who hung loose
Newton-Stewart, unlike most other modern towns,
upon society, were the first to flock to the incipient was not begun to be edificed upon any regular plan
town. The advantages of the feus invited to it some and, in consequence, long bore the appearance of a
peasants who had accumulated a few pounds. Smug- straggling and whimsical village, builders raising
gling did something to promote its advancement. A their houses high or low, small or great, on a line
decent inn or two, a few shops, and some work- with others or in recesses or projections, as caprice,
rooms for ordinary artisans, were soon called for by accident, or convenience suggested. Irregularity
its being a convenient stage between Ferry-town-ofhas been so far corrected that the place now consists
Cree and Glenluce, and a suitable depot and resort chiefly of a long principal street, with the townfor an extensive tract of circumjacent country.
By house in the centre. At the close of last centuiy
these and other appliances the population was raised, all the houses were thatched, and most of them had
10 or 12 years before the close of last century, to only one story; but now more than one-half of them
about 900. Mr. W. Douglas, the respectable and are slated and have two stories. The general build;

;

;

—

enterprising merchant who became proprietor of
the village of Carlinwark, and changed its name to
Castle-Douglas, nov? purchased the estate of CastleStewart, altered the name of its village to NewtonDouglas, obtained for the place under this name a
charter, erecting it into a burgh-of- barony, and commenced vigorous efforts to make it a seat of important manufacture.
A company, with Mr. Douglas
at its head, erected, at an expense of upwards of

X20,000, a large factory for spinning cotton, and
connected it with the introduction and support of
cotton -weaving.
A Mr. Tannahill, under the patronage of Ml*. Douglas, commenced a small manufacture of coarse carpets. A tannery had long before
been established, and now received stimulating en-

couragement, and was managed with judgment and
success.
These and other circumstances concurred
to promise that the village would, under its new
lord, rapidly rise to be a place of no small consequence but they promised incomparably more than
;

they performed. The new name of Newton-Douglas
soon fell into disuse, and gave place to the original
name of Newton-Stewart. The carpet factory proved

an utter failure. The cotton-factory worked well for
a few years, declined, was abandoned, stood for years
unoccupied, and, in 1826, was purchased by Lord
Garlics for a twentieth part of the original cost, and
converted into a quarry for the building of cottages
and farm-houses. The tanning and the currying of
leather was the only trade which continued to prosEven the weaving of cotton for the manufacper.
turers of Glasgow, though it had formed a ready
resource for the town's weavers, went rapidly into
decline, insomuch that the number of hand-looms,
during the ten years following 1828, decreased from
311 to 100. The purchase of wool for the markets
of Lancashire, partly on commission and partly on
personal risk, next became a principal trade. Baconcuring also was introduced aoout the year 1830, and
rapidly began to employ capital to the amount of
about £6,000 a-year. Some commerce, likewise, is
carried on through the small harbour of C'arty, about
li mile below the town, principally in the exportation of rural produce, and in the importation of lime,
sandstone, coals, and general merchandise. Carty
and the amount
is a creek of the port of Wigton
of local dues levied at it in 1852 was £17. A weekly
is held on
market
market is held on Friday; a cattle
the second Friday of every month ; and a lamb fair
;

trap throughout the body of the walls,
in the lintels and
other conspicuous parts. The principal public buildto
the
townhouse, are the bridge
ings, additional
across the Cree, the parish church of Penninghame,

ing material

is

and either granite or sandstone

a Free church, an United Presbyterian church, a
Reformed Presbyterian church, and a Roman Catholic chapel.
The bridge is an elegant structure
of five arches, erected about 50 years ago, its chief
Tiic
parts of granite, and its parapets of sandstone.
parish church is a handsome Gothic erection, built
about 16 years ago, after a design by William Burn
of Edinburgh, at a cost of about £5,000. In the
neighbourhood of the town are the mansions of
Coi'sbie and Corriesel, the former belonging to the
Earl of Galloway. The environs on the Kirkcudbrightshire side also are interesting, but have been
noticed in our article on Minnigaff. The peace of
the town is principally maintained by resident jusPopulation in 1831, 2,241; in 1851, 2,599.
Houses, 411.
NEWTON-UPON-AYR, a small parish, containing a burgh of barony suburban to Ayr, on the coast
of Kyle, Ayrshire.
It is bounded on the west by
the frith of Clyde, and on other sides by the parishes of Prestwick, St. Qui vox, and Ayr.
Its
length southward is 1^ mile; and its greatest
breadth is about 1 mile. The river Ayr runs on its
southern boundary, separating it from Ayr. The
tices.

coast is flat, sandy, and of gloomy aspect yet, at
the northern extremity, projects a brief way in an
inconsiderable rocky point. The surface of the interior is very nearly a dead level, and lies very
The soil is naturslightly above high-water mark.
ally a barren sand, but has been greatly improved
by intermixture with blue shale, fetched up from
the coal-mines.
Nearly 350 acres are arable; and
about 80 are waste or in pasture. The coal formation understretchcs the whole parish, but lias been
much disturbed by the upheaving of trap, and is
exhausted in its workable coal seams. An apparently inexhaustible quarry of goo<l freestone is
worked in the north. All the parish, excepting 9
or 10 acres, belongs to the freemen of the burgh of
Newton-upon-Ayr. Nearly all its features of interest also belong to the burgh.
Population, in 1831,
4,020; in 1851, 4.814. Houses, 545. Assessed pro;

perty

in 1843, £3,706 13s. 7d.
is in the presbytery

This parish

of Ayr, and

NEVVTOX-UPON-AYR.

synod of Glasgow and Avr. Patron, Thirteen delejs^ates annually chosen by the freemen of the burgh.
Schoolmaster's
glebe. '£19 10s.
Stipend, £228
The parish church
salary. £3-1 4s. ^i., with fees.
was built in 1777, and enlarged in 1832, and conThere is a Free church in the
tains 1,032 sittings.
burgh; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£419 8s. 4d. The parish of Newton-upon-Ayr was
disjoined in 1779 from that of Monkton and Prestwick, by authority of the commissioners for the
plantation of kirks and the management of all the
civil affairs of the church was assigned to the
;

;

The
thirteen delegates who wield the patronage.
teinds still belong to Monkton.
NEWTON-UPON-AYR. a burgh of barony, a
guburb of the royal burgh of Ayr, sharing with that
place the characters of a town and a seaport, occupies the south end of the parish of Newton-uponAyr, contiguous on one side to the shore of the
frith of Clyde, on another to the right bank of the
river Ayr, and on a third to the conjoint suburb of
Wallacetown. lying within the parish of St. Quivox.
about 2.100 feet long, and 80
broad; but, over a considerable part, is far from
being neatly edifice^^. Three or four streets lie between this and the frith, are regularly planned, and
form a new town but as yet they are only partially
built.
Three other small streets belong to the old
town. The side contiguous to Wallacetown lies so
compactly with that suburb that the line of demarcatijn could not be discovered by a stranger ; and
the side along the river partakes with Ayr all the
Its principal street is

;

fine scenery of the handsome new bridge, and much
of the bustle, as well as the characteristic objects,
of the harbour. On that side also, in the vicinity

of the bridge, stands the fine terminus of the Glasgow and Ayr railway, an elegant Elizabethan
The
structure, erected at an expense of £8,000.
only public buildings, previous to the erection of the
railway terminus, were the council-house and the
parish church, both very unpretending structures,
the former built about the commencement of the
present century, and surmounted by an humble
teeple. Another object of interest recently conBtracted is a new cemetery, in the north-west environs.
The town, so late as about the middle of last
century, consisted entirely of one -story houses,
thatched and of mean appearance. Towering above
these, and situated in Garden-street, amidst gardens
and trees, stood Newton -castle, the seat of the
Baronet Wallace of Craigie, a castellated edifice of
the kind common in the later feudal times. This
old castle was taken down about 85 years ago and
The
the parish church was built near its site.
town was, for a long time, dependent chiefly on the
;

and when they ceased, it remained for
some time starionary. But, about 56 years ago, it
received a new impulse from enterprize in tirade and
manufacture, and began to undergo extension and
collieries;

improvement.
fine villas

Among

its later
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features are several

and the improvements of the harbour.

The chief industrial occupations of the townspeople are various.
Ship-building and rope and
Bail-making are the oldest, having employed about
60 workmen in the latter years of the last century ;
but they have, of late years, been much diminished
by competition at Troon. Four foundries employ
about 50 workmen, and produce all sorts of iron
and brass machinery and tools. About 400 weavers,
and upwards of 600 hand -sewers, work for the
The descendants of a
warehouses of Glasgow.
colony of fishermen from Pitsligo, and places in its
who
in
Aberdeenshire,
long were a peculiar
vicinity
race in dress and habits, and conducted an extenfflve traffic, are now in a comparatively reduced

employ themselves chiefly in white fishand have no wider market than Ayr and its

condition,
ing,

immediate neighbourhood.

Newton

possesses

a

joint interest with Ayr in the harbour, has a railway to it from the coal-mines in the parish of St.
Quivox. and exports nearly all the coals, the traffic
in which constitutes so large a part of the harbour's
Newton nominally shares also in the genetrade.
ral town business of the surrounding country, having nominallj- a weekly market; but all the real

general business, with unimportant exceptions, is
done in Avr. The government of Newton is in the
hands of two bailies, a treasurer, and six common
The corporation income amounts to
councillors.
about £440 a-year. The rights of the burgh, as to
the use of its property, the power of granting feus,
and the electing of the town council, are vested by
charter in 48 burgesses.
The origin of the burgh
cannot be traced in history, but is tradirionally ascribed to a grant by Robert the Bruce, in favour of
48 of the inhabitants, who had distinguished themselves in his service at Bannockbum in 1314.
No
but
satisfactory evidence of this can be referred to
it is matter of
history that Robert was at the parliament held at Ayr, 26th April. 1315. when the
crown of Scotland was settled on him and his descendants and it appears certain that the erection
of the burgh of Newton must have occurred some
time between 1208-14 and 1446
New charters
confirmatory of all previously existing privileges,
and assuming the origin of the burgh to have
been beyond the memory of man. were granted by
James VI. in 1595 and 1600; and these charters
proceeded on the narrative of certain ancient writings and title-deeds respecting the original erecrion
of the burgh having been exhibited to the King,
and of its former charters having been lost in consequence of confusions created by the civil wars.
Newton is comprehended within the parliamentary
boundaries of Ayr. Its population is treated in the
census as identical with that of the parish of Newton.
also called Gilgal. a
hamlet in the parish of Wamphray, Dumfries-shire.
;

;

NEWTON- WAMPHRAY.

Some ancient pavement-stones have been dug up
have belonged
which traversed the parish nearly
old Glasgow and Carlisle road.

here, supposed to

to a Roman road
in the line of the

NEW^-TROWS, a village in the parish of Lesmahago. Lanarkshire. Population. 61. Houses, 19.
NEWTYLE, a parish, containing a post-office
village of its own name, also the village of Newbigging. and several hamlets, on the south-west
border of Forfarshire. It is bounded on the northwest by Perthshire, and on other sides by the parishes of Nevay. Glammis. Auchterhonse. Lundie,
and Kettins. It has a somewhat quadrangular outline, with the angles presented nearly to the cardiIts
nal points; and it measures 2 J miles by 2.
surface runs up on the south-east, and on one-half
of the adjacent sides, to a water-shedding line of
the Sidlaw bills; and, declining north-westward,
settles down into a part of the level ground of
Strathmore.
The chief heights are Rinpimie or
Kilpimie on the north-east boundary. Newtyle hill
on the south-west boundary, and Hatton hill about
midway between them. All are profitable to the
summit, even the least valuable parts producing
good pasture, and forming fine sheep-walks. Kinpimie is the highest, having a reputed altitude of
It commands
1,151 feet above the level of the sea.
a magnificent view of Strathmore and the Grampians on the one side, and of the Tay and a great
extent of sea -coast on the other; and it bears aloft
a turret, which belonged to an observatory, erected,
in the course of last century, by the proprietor of

NEWTYLE.

the estate, and which serves as a useful landmark
for vessels at sea.
An opening or pass through the
Sidlaws, between the hills of Newtyle and Hatton,
bears the name of the Glack of Newtyle, and is traversed by the turnpike from Dundee to Newtyle
and Meigle, and by the Dundee and Newtyle railTlie view of Strathmore, which suddenly
bursts upon a traveller on his emerging from this
is
pass,
very grand. Whinstone occurs in abundance, and is used for road metal; a heavy prey
slate, found in the hills, was formerly used for slating houses; and sandstone, of excellent quality,
well adapted for masonry, is worked in several
The soil, in the hilly parts of the parish,
quarries.
is generally of a light, sharp, productive quality,
consisting of black earth or clay, with mixture of
sand or gravel, on rock, mortar, or clay; and that of
the level tract within Strathmore is of a similar
quality, but sometimes richer, lying variously on
sand, gravel, clay, and marl. About 2,631 acies
are in tillage; about 1,370 are in pasture; and
about 168 are under wood. About nine-tenths of
the whole belong to Lord Wharncliffe, and the rest
is divided between two proprietors.
The value of
assessed property in 1843 was £4,521; the real

way.

rental in 1855, £5,605.
Hatton-castle, now in mins,

was

built in 1575,

by

Lawrence, Lord Oliphant, and appears to have been
a very substantial fortified residence, commanding
the pass of the Glack. The ruins stand on the
north-west skirt of the hill of Hatton, looking out
upon an extensive prospect of Strathmore. A short
distance south of them stood another castle, called
the castle of Balcraig, meaning the manor-town of
the rock
but scarcely any traces of that castle
can now be seen.
short distance west of the
hamlet of Hill of Keillor, is a tumulus with a large
in
it, evidently of great antiquity,
standing-stone
the stone marked with rude hieroglyphics.
field
on high ground near the same hamlet bears the
name of Chesterpark, and is supposed to have been
the site of a Roman castrum.
In the north-west of
the parish are localities called Grahames-knowe and
Kings-well, whose names are traditionally said to
have arisen from their being on the route of Macbeth
'

'

;
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northward from his fortress on Dunsinnan hill.
Near the hamlet of Auchtertyre are traces of a small
square camp, which is said to have been occupied
for some nights, during the civil wars, by the army
of the Marquis of Montrose.
The parish is w^ell
provided with facilities of communication both by
road and by railway. There are two meal- mills and
two saw- mills. A considerable number of the inhabitants are linen weavers.

Population in 1831,
904; in 1851, 1,141. Houses, 207.
This parish is in the presbytery of Meigle, and
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, Lord Whamclifie.
Stipend, £ 1 63 1 48. 4d. ; glebe, £1108. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 48. 4^6.., with about £50 fees,
and £10 other emoluments. The parish church was
built in 1769, and enlarged in 1824 and 1835, and
An United Presbyterian
contains 498 sittings.
church was built in 1835, and contains 400 sittings.
There is a Free church preaching station and the
sum raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £65
4s. Ud.
The parish school is a handsome structure
of recent erection. There are a non-narochial school,
a public library, and a savings' bank.
Tlie Village of Nkwtyle stands nearly in the
centre of the parish of Newtyle, 3 miles south-cast
of Meigle, and 1 1 north-west by west of Dundee.
Tiie Dundee and Newtyle railway has here a depot,
and sends off hence its branches of communication to
the main trunk of the Scottish Midland railway.
There in also a station of the Dundee and Newtyle
;

railway at Hatton. The village of Newtyle was
founded in 1832, in connexion with the project of
the railway. An arable field of about 15 acres, the
property of Lord Wharncliffe, was set apart as its
and laid out in a regular plan, to be let in lots
for building on leases for 99 years.
The village,
favoured by the goodness of its situation, and stimulated by the opening of the railway, spiaiig speedily
into existence, and made such rapid pi ogress as to
have in 1842 a population of 505. Its streets were
formed in the most approved method of niacadann'zing ; and its whole appearance is neat and cleanly.
NEWTYLE, Perthshire. See Dunkeld.
NEWYEARFIELD. See LraLiXHOOwsHiRE.
NIBEN (Isle of), a picturesque uninhabited islet,
in the parish of Northmaven, in Shetland.
NICHOLAS (St.). See Aberdeen (New).
NIDDRY, a village in the north-east corner of
the parish of Liberton, Edinburghshire. It stands
If mile south of Portobello, and 3^ miles by road
south-east of Edinburgh. It occupies a pleasant
rural site on the ascent of a gentle swell, and commands a magnificent view of some of the richest
grouping of the Lothian and Forth and Fifeshire
But, in itself, it consists principally of a
scenery.
long row of red-tiled cottages, inhabited principally
by colliers. In its vicinity is Niddry-house, a very
ancient baronial residence, with a large and handsite,

some modern

addition.

Here

also are vestiges of

an ancient chapel, noticed in our article on LiberThere is a railway station of Niddry, on the
ton.
North British railway, near the points at which the
branches go off to Musselburgh and to Hawick, 1
mile from Joppa, 1 mile from Glenesk, 2 miles from
Musselburgh, and 5 from Edinburgh.
NIDDRY, a small village in the parish of KirkIt stands on the western
liston, Linlithgowshire.
border of the parish, in the vicinity of the Union
canal and the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, f
of a mile south of Winchburgh. Population, 111.
Houses, 20.

NIDDRY-CASTLE. See Kirkliston.
NIDPATH. See Neiupath.
NIELSLAND. See Hamilton.
NIELSTON. See Neii.ston.
NIGG, a parish, forming the most southern part
of the district of Easter Ross, on the east coast
of Ross-shire. It contains the post-office station of
Nigg, and the fishing villages of Shandwick, Balnabruach, and B.alnapellin. The greater part of it
is peninsulated between the Moray frith and the
upper part of the Cromarty frith and the rest is
bounded by the parishes of Logic- Easter and Fearn.
Its length south-south-westward is 6 miles; its
breadth is from 2 to 3 miles and its area is about
14 square miles. The hill of Nigg, anciently called
the Bishop's forest, extends along the Moray frith
from the farm of Shandwick on the northeni boundary,
to Dunskeath at the point of the peninsula, and there
beetles up in what is called the North Sutor of CromThis hill is about 5 miles long and 1 mile
arty.
broad, varies in height from 300 to 500 feet, and
commands very extensive and magnificent views of
the vast expanse of the Moray frith, of its long projections into the land, and of the very diversified
and occasionally rich country which forms the curiously intersected sea-board. Its coast-side breaks
almost sheer down in rocky cliffs, often 300 feet in
height, picturesquely torn and perforated with fissures and caves, and, in the very romance of beauty,
and extensive
chequered with patches of verdure
escalades of ivy. The rocks have pinnacles for the
the different
nests
of
all
for
the
eagles' cyry, points
.sorts of hawks, and inviting retreats for great flocks
of cormorants, and other sea-fowl, on their return
;

;

from hatching-places in Caithness and the northern
isles.
plantation of Scotch pines, to the extent
of aboat l.tHH) acres, was made, in modern times.
on tiie hill of Nigg; and it partly failed, yet on the
whole was a source of considerable profit from it:«
But it has all been cut down and the
thinnings.
hill now presents a bleak and dreary appearance.
The surface of the hill also is rugged and uneTcn,
while the soil is thin, cold, and sometimes wet, so

A

:

that there is little inducement to cultivate it. All
the wood at present in the parish covers little more
than 5<3 aci"es. The western side of the hili descends with a gentle slope towards the Cromartyfrith
and the skirts of this slope widen toward
the north, till they expand into a large tract of level
ground, all arable, and flanked by the sands of
Those sands are a bay of the Cromarty
Nigg.
frith, projected northward along the boundary-line
between Xigg and Logie-Easter, so as to belong to
both parishes, measuring about 2 miles in breadth
at the south end, and 1 mile at the north, and alternately fors:iken and submerged by the refluxes of
the tide.
thick stratum of sea-shelis, about a
foot from the surface, long supplied the adjacent
countr\' with large quantities of manure, and would
continue to be productive, but has been superseded
by the use of lime. The sands abound also in tlie
living treasures of the deep, particularly mussels,
which are a source of considerable revenue. The
geology of the parish is interesting, and has been
specially described by Sedgmck, Murchison, Miller,
and the Andei-sons. The principal rocks are gran;

A

gneiss, conglomerate, sandstones, greenish clay,
passing into sandstone, fossiliferous gi^eenstone, and
a series of shales and limestones. An expensive
boring was made, a few years ago, for coal, but
without success.
The soil of the greater part of
the arable land is a veiy tine black loam, incumbent on red sandstone. There are six landowners;
but four of them are altogether non-resident, and
another is chiefly so. The real rental in 185(5 was
£5,058; and the estimated value of raw pi"oduce,
inclusive of fisheries, about £lt5.0C>0.
itic

The

principal residence is Bajrfield-hoase, built

A

near the end of last century.
principal antiquity
is a famous monumental stone,
popularly known as
the Shandwick stone, and ti-aditionally said to have
been erected over the grave of a Danish prince in
the times of the Danish invasions.
The stone was
blown down and broken into three pieces by a hurricane iu t!ie spring of 1847, but is regarded with so
much veneration, that it is sure to be still preserved.
It stood on the brow of an eminence
immediately
behind the village of Shandwick, and served to the
fishermen of that place when at sea as a most conenient and attractive landmark. Its height was 8
One
feet, its breadth -1 feet, and its thickness 1 foot.
side of it exhibited the figure of a large cross,
wrought
into an involved and intricate kind of fret-work, re" In
sembling the contortions of myriads of snakes.
the spaces of the sides of the shaft," says Miller,
"there are huge, clumsy looking animals, the one
resembling an elephant, the other a lion over each
of these a St. Andrew seems leaning forward from
fcis crass and on the revei-se of the
stone, the sculpture represents pi-ocessions, hunting -scenes, and
combats." The ground around the monument was
used for ages as a burying-place. Another monument of very similar character, and ascribed by trail tion
to a similar origin, but not so large as the
>handwick stone, anciently stood near the gate of
le
parochial burying ground, but was thrown down
y a tempest in 1725, and now stands fixed to the
'Stem gable of the pariah church. This stone has
triangular top like the pediment of a portico ; and
;

;

•
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sculptures have been supposed to represent on
one side the histoi-y of nians salvation, and on the
other the Scandinavian Leaven. The princes comniemorated by these monuu:euts are alleged to have
been drowned by shipwreck on a dangerous rock
which lies about half-a-mile from the adjacent shore,
stretches 2 or 3 miles in almost a straight line from
west to east, is not visible at high-water, has occasioned modern and very serious disasters, and bears
the name of the King's sons.' That name, of course,
is supposed to have arisen from the shipwreck of the
Danish princes and on the high precipitous coast
are three objects called respectively
the King's
harbour,' 'the King's cave,' and 'the King's path.'
the
end
of
Easter
near
east
the parish,
At
Rarichie,
is a detached hillock, said to have been used as a
Danish fort, and still bearing marks of having borne
the brunt of war. On a small moat at Dunskeath,
overhanging the sea, are traces of the foundation of
a fort, which was built, in 1179, by William the
Lion, to suppress tumults and dispeise robbers, and
which is mentioned by Sir David Dalrymple in his
its

'

;

'

history of Scotland. The parish communicates by
regular ferry with Cromarty, about IJ mile distant
from its southern shore, and is traversed by the roiid
from the ferrv to Tain. Population in 18S1. 1,404;
in 1851, 1.457.
Houses. 310.
This parish is in the presbytery of Tain, and
svnod of Ross. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, JE234
S's. ; glebe, £10.
Unappropriated teinds. £!94 19s.
7d.

Schoolmaster's salary,

£M

with £30

4s. 4id..

and X4 other emoluments. The parish chnreh
was built in 1626, and has been frequently repaired;
There is a Free
and it contains 425 sitrings.
church and the sum raised in connexion wirh it in
1856 was £95 17s. There is an United Presbyterian
church, which was built in Is03, and contains 627
There is not at present any school but
sittings.
fees,

;

the parochial one. In 1756 a notable intrusion case
occurred in ^'igg. The p:irishioners, almost to a
man, withstood the presentee for three yeais. and
expended £5«J0 in legal proceedings against him;

when woreted, they very numerously became
staunch Seceders. The bishops of Ross anciently
held Nigg as a mensal church, and had a residence

and,

in the parish.

NIGG, a parish in the extreme north-east of KinIt contains the post-oSice village of
cardineshire.
Cove, and the villages of Toitv, Bnnibank. and
Charleston

;

and

its

north end

is

separated only by

the river Dee from the city of Aberdeen. It is bounded by the parish of Banchory-Devenick, by the county
of Aberdeen, and by the German ocean.
Its length
north-north-eastward is about 5 miles its greatest
breadth is 3 miles; and its area is about 15 square
In the north-east coraer the land, turning
miles.
into a ness or promontory, projects into the sea, and
is called Gibdlexess : which see.
bold breast of
;

A

rock from 60 to 80 feet high, covered with grass
and herbage, overhangs the sea along all the east

A

coast.
bank or gently graduated ascent, higher
in the south than in the north, rises behind, and is
arable for some distance from its base.
heathy
ridge of hill, about 200 feet above sea-level, goes off

A

from the summit and near the middle of the bank,
runs quite across the parish, and is crowned with

two huge

cairns,

which

ai-e

seen,

and serve as land-

marks, at several leagues' distance on tlie sea. A
valley and hili occur north of this ridge and two
haughs extend along the Dee and the side of the
height which runs out to Gii-dleness. A belt of
land, upwards of a mile broad, extending the whole
length and through the middle of the parish, is,
with slight exceptions, an unarable, wild, and uninhabited tract of moss and heath, profuselv strewn
:

2
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and intermixed with stones. A very hard granite,
of a heautiful blue and now of a purple or partycoloured hue, abounds both as native rock and as
boulder, and supplies abundant materials for enclosing and building.
Large quartz veins occaCauseway-stones
sionally intersect the granite.
are worked in several quarries, chiefly for shipment
to London
but, though long a principal article of

and belonged to the monks of Arbroath
Nigg signifies a peninsular nook, and

export, they have, in a great measure, ceased to be

border of the parish of I'enicuick, Edinburghshire.
It stands on the new road from Edinburgh to Dumfries, not far from the romantic locality of Newhall,
12^ miles south by west of Edinburgh.
Population, about 110.
NINEWAR. See Dunbar.
NINE WELLS. See Dundee and Newburoh.
NINIAN'S (St.), or Ringan's (St.), a large parish in the central part of Stirlingshire.
It contains
a suburb of the burgh of Stirling, the post-towns of
St. Ninian's and Bannockburn, the post-oflice village of Plean, and the villages of Cambusbarron,
Whins of Milton, Newhouse, Bellfield, Torbrex,
It
Charteris-hall, Greenyards, and Auchinbowie.
is bounded on the north by Kincardine, Lecropt,
Stirling, Logic, and Alloa; on the east by Airth;
on the south by Larbert, Dunipace, Denny, and
Kilsyth; on the south-west by Fintry; and on the
west and north-west by Gargunnock. Its greatest
length, from the point where Pow-water leaves it on
the east to Carlin's-linn on Burnfoot-burn on the

now

;

in

demand.

The Dee, while in contact with the parish, forms
the harbour of Aberdeen, and falls into the sea.
Torry-pier, projecting into it from the Nigg side, is
the resort of vessels for unloading lime and shipping
stones; but is now much less frequented than in
former years. Above it lie the boats of the fishermen and pilots of the village of Torry; and in its
vicinity formerly stood a boiling establishment of
small bay or
a Greenland whaling company.
creek, called Grey Hope, close to the Girdleness
lighthouse, is noted as the scene in 1813 of the
shipwreck of the Greenland ship Oscar.' The bay
of Nigg, immediately south of Girdleness, is of semicircular form, and nearly half-a-mile in diameter.
Burnbank- harbour and Alton's -harbour, farther
south, are two creeks, formerly the scene of con-

A

'

siderable fishing settlements,

which have gone

al-

most wholly into decay.

Cove-harbour, situated
about a mile from the southern boundary, affords
accommodation to nine or ten boats belonging to
fishermen in the village of Cove, and offers refuge
to boats retreating before a stout north-easterly
wind. Several caves and natural arches perforate
the rocky coast and one of them in this vicinity
seems to have originated the name of Cove. Along
Loirston or Lorstownthe coast is a free open sea.
loch, on the south west boundary, is oblong in
form, and covers 27 acres. There are seven princilandowners. The average rent of the arable
'J'he estimated
f»al
and is about £4 10s. per acre.
value of raw produce in 1838 was £8,756. The
value of assessed property in 1843 was £6,418 14s.
4d.
On the haugh upon the Dee are the ruins of
;

an edifice which belonged to the abbey of Arbroath,
and retains the name of Abbots'-walls. The parish
is traversed along its western border by the road
from Stonehaven to Aberdeen, and along its coast
by the Aberdeen railway; and it has a station on
the railway at Cove, SJ miles from Aberdeen.
"

The course

of the railway from Cove, along the
towards Nigg- bay, where the line sweeps
round towards the IJee, just in time, apparently, to
escape the abrupt promontory of the Girdleness,
could not bo exceeded in marine romance for the
German ocean is lashing the rocks below, whilst
vessels of all cuts are tacking about on the heavy
sea, and the train keeps rushing on in its landward
career; then sweeping round suddenly from near
Girdleness, the line curves in another direction
round the basin of the Dec, affording a fine view of
cliffs

;

the harbour, the shipping, the long street-lines, the
islets connected by elegant bridges, and crosses the
Dee on a long viaduct to the station at the western
end of the granite city." Population in 1831, 1,684;
in 1851, 1,841.
Houses, 324.
Tliis parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Aberdeen.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £160;
Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with about
glebe, £50.
£20 fees, and £6 other emoluments. The parish
church was built in 1829, and contains 900 sittings.
It is a handsome structure of granite, surmounted
by a quadrangular tower, so conspicuously situated
as to be seen from a great distance; and it cos!
There are three non- parochial scliools.
£1,800.
The ancient church was dedicated to St. Fittick,

The name
is

aptly de-

scriptive both of the north-eastern extremity of this
parish, where the ancient church stood, and of the
southern or characteristic part of the Nigg of KossBhire.

NINE-MAIDENS'-WELL. See Auchindoir.
NINE-MILE-BURN, a village on the southern

west, is 13 miles; its greatest breadth, from the
confluence of the Forth and the Teith on the north
to Carronbndge at the south-east base of Dundalfhill on the south, is 8 miles; and its area is about
55 square miles. Part of its west end belongs to
the basin of the Clyde, but all the rest of it belongs
to the basin of the Forth.
I^och-Coulter, which lies
on its southern border, near Dunipace and Denn}',
and which we have noticed under the word CoulThe headter, is its only considerable lake.
streams of the Endrick drain about 3J miles of the

western border.
Bannock - water, drawing one
head-stream from the vicinity of the western border and another fiom Loch -Coulter, runs northeastward, through nearly the centre of the parish,
to the Forth.
Canon-water runs for 5 miles eastward along the southern boundarj' arwd receives
from the interior Earl's-burn, a streamlet of about
5 miles in length of course, Pow-water drains a
section of the parish by two head-streams, the one
of which rises near Bannockburn-house, and runs
3f miles eastward to the boundary, while the other
rises on the southern border at Garcaibei", and runs
about the same distance, chiefly eastward, along
the southern boundary, and partly northward along
the eastern boundary, to a confluence with the
former; and the united stream, after further describing the boundary f of a mile north-eastward,
passes away into Airth. The Forth except where
;

—

the small parish of Stirling projects into St. Ninian's
flows along the whole of the northern
boundary
and while touching the parish, it receives on the
hither side the Bannock, and 5 or 6 rills or streamon the further side, the Teith, the Allan, the
lets,
and performs the
Devon, and various rivulets,
greater part of those remarkable sinuosities called
its links, as well as exhibits a large portion of its
most characteristic scenery.
Two beautiful cascades, called Auchentillin's- spout and Gilmour'slinn, occur, the former on Carron-watcr, the latter
on Touch-burn but they have not above 20 feet of
fall, and do not show much volume of water.
The surface of the parish, like that of adjacent
districts, is naturally divided, in the language of the

—

;

—

—

;

county, into carsc, dryfield, and moorland. The
carse was, for many centuries, and up to the epoch
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modem agricultural improvement, a flat morassy
wilderness; but now, though still comprising a few
patches of moss, it is, in general, in a state of high
It looks
cultivation, and produces abundant crops.
to the eye to be all one flat expanse of rich luxuriance and it lies, for the most pnrt. at an elevation
of from 12 to 25 feet above the level of the sea, while
some portions of its northern margin are so low as
to be protected by embankments from the overflowings of the Forth. The dryfield rises suddenly, and
considerably, above the level of the carse presents,
along the boundary-line, the general appearance of
the banks of a river. aftbrding clear indication of
having been land long before the carse ceased to be the
bed of a frith; and has a variegated surface, chiefly
andulating. but with large level tracts, and sloping
aggregately to the nortii and to the east. It is by
much the most extensive of the three sections of the
parochial ai-ea; and nearly all of it is well cultivated,
and adorned with hedgerows and plantations. The
moorland is all situated in the west, behind the dryfield
bat, the breadth of the parish being there
small, it occupies the whole of that breadth, from
the dryfield to the western boundary, and comprises
somewhat more than one-fourth of the whole parochial
area. It consists chiefly of Dundaff, Craigannet. and
Earl's hills, which are the eastern extremity of the
Lennox range, described in our article Lenxox-hills,

of

;

:

—

;

and have an

altitude of about 1,000 feet or less above
the level of the sea; but it comprises also some bold
of
basaltic
columns, which extend north-eastranges
ward from Earl's-hill in the direction of the heights
of the King's-park, Stirling-castle, and the Abbeycraig, and form, with these heights, a nexus between
the Lennox-hills and the Oehils. The northern part
of the hills is. to a considerable extent, heathy or but
poorly pastoral; but the southern part abounds in
excellent pasture, and terminates, along the Carron,
in a narrow strip of well-cultivated land.
The ba*iltic ranges are very divereified in height, but rise
in some places to upwards of 100 feet; and, being
dissevered by deep transverse gorges, while some
of them are bare and others planted to the brink,
they present a very picturesque appearance.
The carse is alluvial to the depth of 20 feet; and
below the alluvium lie successively a layer of moss,
a stratum of drift, ^ layer of sand, strata of sandstone
and shale, and, at the depth of 20 fathoms, a threeThe drjiield is all underlaid with
feet seam of coal.
rocks of the coal formition, comprising coal-mines
which are of great value, and have been very exThe predominant rock of the
tensively worked.
moorland is trap, of supervised and columnar charof
acter, generally
great thickness, and reposing
upon beds or strata of sandstone, slate, clay, limeThe coal-mines of Bannockburn,
stone, and shale.

Greenyards, Auchenbowie, and Plean employ nearly
400 workmen, and produce about 60.000 tons a-year.
Sandstone is extensively quarried at Catscraig, Blackcraig, and Craigbeg. The carse must, at two periods,
have been covered with forest ; first at the remote
to the formation of the layer of moss
period previous
beneath the present alluvium, and next at the comparatively recent period, subsequent to the completion
of the alluvium, and previous to the formation of
the almost impassable morass which is known to
have covered it at the epoch of the battle of Bannockburn. The dryfield and the moorland also must,
at a recent period, have been, at least to some extent,
nnder masses of growing wood ; for the royal forest
of Stirling can hardlvfail to have comprehended the
northern division ot the drjfield, while the royal
forest of Dundafi" must have comprehended at least
Ae shoulders and outskirts of the hill of Dundaff.
The principal estates in the parish are Tonchadam,

(St.).

Polmaise, Sauchie. Bannockburn, Touch, Camock
Hospital of Stirling. Craigforth, Plean. Auchenbowie,
but there
Tlirosk, Greenyards, and Stewart-hall
are about 125 landed properties,
some of them very
small.
Some of the principal landowners, as the
Duke of Montrose, the Earl of Dunmore, and one or
two more have no residence in the parisli but other
principal landowners, as Mr. Mnrray of Touchadam
and Polmaise, Mr. Ramsay of Sauchie. and several
more, besides the small proprietors, are resident.
The real rental in 1841 was considerably more than
double the old valued rental, which was £20.860.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £49.082
2s.
Extensive manufactures of carpets and tartans
have long been carried on in several parts of the

—

;

:

parish, particularly at

Rannockbum. and

at

Cam-

busbarron. There are likewise in the parish three
tan works, a brick and tile work, a distillery, a
brewery, several malting establishments, and nailmaking shops, employing about 200 nailers. There
were formerly six distilleries. The parish is traversed by the roads from Stirling to Airth. Falkirk,
Glasgow, and Balfron. It is traversed also by the
Scottish Central railway, and by the Forth and
Clyde railway; and it has a station on the former
at Bannockburn, and enjoys ready access to both at
It has likewise small shipping-places for
Stirling.
lime and coal at Fallin, and for bricks and tiles at
Throsk. An annual fair of considerable importance,
for milch cows. oxen, and horses, is held at the
east end of Newmarket, in the neighbourhood of
Bannockburn. An annual cattle fair used to be held
also at Broxbrae. on the field of Bannockburn. but
has sunk into insignificance.
Population of the
parish in

1831, 9,552;

in

1851, 9,851.

Houses,

1,495.

The Roman road from Camelon to Brechin traverse! the parish of St. Ninian's. entering it from the
Torwood. and running in a north-westerly direction
to the Forth; but scarcely a trace of it now remains.
There exist five places popularly called Roman
camps: but all are .so small that they can have been
only

Roman

stations.

The

ruins of a strong ancicTit

which belonged to Sir John Graham, the
companion of Sir William Wallace, and is said to
have Ijeen often visited by Wallace himself, stand
near the western extremity of the parish, on a veiy
sequestered spot, which must anciently have been
very difficult of access. The Dukes of Montrose
spring from the same ancestral root as the Sir John
Graham of this castle, and take their title of Viscount
Dundaff from the lands of Dundaff in its vicinit\-;
and some ancient earl of their house is probably
commemorated in the names of Earl's -hill and
The house of
Earl's-bum in the same district.

castle,

Saqchie, now in ruins, was anciently a fortified residence.
Bruce' 8 castle, on the lands of Camock, is
an old round tower, remarkable only for its name.
An old square tower of much finer character stood
not far from it, at Plean mill but the greater part
of it has been carried away for the erection of neighbouring modem buildings. The bored stone, a littie
to the south-west of the town of St. Ninian's, a>:d
the standing-stones in Randolph field near the village of Newhouse, are memorials of the famous battle
of Bannockburn.
Several cairns or tumuli occur in
various parts, but cannot be identified with any particular event.
Owing to the proximity of the district on the one side to the expanse of low grounds
opening into the Lowlands, and on the other to some
of the grandest inlets to the Highland fastnesses, it
was probably the scene of many rude unrecorded skirmishes, perhaps also of some great unrecorded deeds
of arms. Remains of mde fortifications, such as intrenchments and breastworks, are still trace<J)Ie in
;
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iminbei- of artificinl hills of gnjat
places.
size occur in the upper part of Ci'aigeugelt.
The

many

most notable event connected with

the parish,
the celebrated bittle of Bainiockbuni, the most
highly sung of all the Scottish victories, has been
noticed in our article on Baxxockbuks.
But there
were also fought within the parisli two other battles
of great note, called respectively the battle of Stirling, and the battle of Sauchie.
the battle of Stirling was fought on the 13th September, 1297, between the Scottish troops under the

and an invading English army
under Hugh Cressingham, and John, Earl of Surrey
and Sussex. When the English came in sight they
patriotic Wallace,

beheld the Scottish aniiy posted near Cambuskenneth, on the hill now called Abbey-craig; and they
some time continued harmlessly to gaze on the
confronting array, while their generals despatched
two monks to attempt to buy Wallace's submission
by an offer of peace, till they wei'c stung by taunts
ijom the patriot knight to march toward the timbeibridge which then stood at Kildean, and to rush
across the river.
After a large portion had crossed,
the Scottisii advanced to the main attack, and sent
off a strong detachment to take possession of the
bridge.
Many of the English wheeling round to
I'etreat to the north bank, some of them were precipitated into the river, and others became squeezed
into a mass upon the bridge; and, either by their
aggregate weight, or in consequence of a previous
for

stratagem of Wallace in sawing through the main
beam, they brought down the whole Hibric in a wild
Those
crash, and were engulphed in the waters.
of the English who had formed, and stood to sustain
the shock of the main attack, fought for a while
with great bravery, under the conduct of Sir Marmaduke Twenge, an officer of noted experience
and courage they induced the Scottish to make a
feint of retreating, but soon saw them stand at bay,
and make a vigorous onset, and, at the same moment,
were attacked in the rear by a party who had made
a compass round the Abbey-craig; and they were at
;

length entirely routed, and— in addition to those
who were drowned in the river left five thousand
of their number, among whom w'erc Cressingham and
a neph Mv of Sir Marmaduke Twenge, slain upon the

—

field.

The defeat seems to have been effected about
now called Corn-town, near the Forth, and

the place

—a
'J'orwood,

to have been completed at the
forest,
the only surviving part of which is now in the united
of
Larbert
and
The
parish
Dunipace.
victory was
the most signal which Wallace ever gained in a regularly fought field, and cost him but an inconsiderable loss in slain.
'J'he battle of Sauchio, called also the battle of
Sauchieburn and the battle of Stirling, was fought
on the 11th June, 1488, between .James III. and
his insurgent nobles.
The two armies met on a
tract of ground, now called l^ittle Canglar, on the
east side of the streamlet of Sauchieburn, about 2
miles south of Stirling, and 1 from the field of

Bannockburn. The malcontent army was 18,000
and was ranged in three divisions, commanded respectively by Lords Home and Hailes,
by jjord Gray, and by officers acting as prompters
The
to the Piinco of Scotland, a youth of 15.
King's army is variously stated in strength, and
strong,

was

we
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also dispos(>d in three divisions, commanded,
are not told under what arrangement, by the
Menteith and Crawford, the Lords lOiskine,

ICails of

Graham, Ruthven, and Maxwell, and Sir David Lindsay of the Byres. The King was armed cap-a-pie.
and mounted on a stately charger, presented to him
by Sir David Lindsay, with the assurance that he
might at any moment trust his safety to the ani-

(St.).

mal's agility and surefootedness, provided he could
keep his seat; but where he was stationed, or what
part he proposed to take in the impending engagement, we are not informed. The malcontents saw
their first line driven bnck. at the onset, -by the
royalists ; but, the second division speedily giving
support, all became composed and firm and they
soon, not only recovered their ground, but pushed
the fiist and the second lines of the royalii^ts lack
to the third. James III. was not noted for courage,
and rapidly lost the little he possessed and previous to the striking of any decisive blow he put
spurs to his horse, and galloped off, with the view,
as is conjectured, of getting on board his fl et,
which lay in sight at 5 miles' distance. After the
King's flight, his troops continued to fight with
but, eventually finding themselves
great bra very
unable to stand their ground, and disheartened by a
of
the King's death, they began to
flying rumour
I'ctreat towards Stirling, and were allowed to retire
without much pursuit. The victorious army lay all
night upon the field, and next day marched to Linlithgow. The number of slain on both sides must
have been great, as the action was of several hours'
and, on the
duration, and stubbornly maintained
royalists' side, it included the Earl of Glencairn, and
some other persons of high rank. As the King, in
his flight, was on the point of crossing the Bannock
at the village of Milton, a mile east of the field of
battle, his horse started at the sight of a pitcher
which a woman, in the act of drawing water, threw
from her at the sight of a man riding toward her at
full gallop.
James was thrown violently to the
ground, and sustained such damage from his fall and
the weight of his armour, that he fainted away and
he was removed, by the miller and his wife, into a
mill in the immediate vicinity, and treated by tliem,
;

;

—
—

;

;

;

though ignorant of his rank, with every possible
When he had somewhat recovered, he told
who he was and, supposing himself dying, called

care.

;

The miller's wife flew in search of a
ghostly advLser, and, mectii^g a party of the malcontents who had observed the King's flight, and were
endeavouring to track his steps, entreated that, it
for a priest.

there were a priest among them, he would stop and
"
"
confess his majesty."
J," said one of them,
" I am a
whose
is not

name

certainl}'

known,

priest:

lead me to him."
Being introduced, he approached
on his knees under pretence of reverence, treacherously ascertained that the King thought he would
recover if he had the aid of a surgeon, and then
stabbed him several times in the heart.
" 'Twas

a low and lonely house, hard by old Milton moss.
Scotia's conquering staniiard flouts o'er Urucc"s baltk

in

Where

cr<ia».

And Uannockburn

its classic

ground spreads

to the

wandering

—

eye.

'Mid circling hiils, mute witnesses of blood and victory,
K'cn there. In that poor mill house, was the King of Scotland
si)ed.

Nor traced they

e'er the secret spot

wherein his bones were laid."

The parish of St. Ninian's has been the scene
likewise of some later events alfecting the national
In 1511, while a parliament
history of Scotland.
was sitting in Stirling under the Earl of I..ennox,
the grandlather of James VI., an armed force from
Edinburgh, approaching unexpectedly during the
night, made a sudden attack upon them cai-ly in
the morning, in the southern outskirts of the town;
and in the skirmish which followed, on a spot at
Newhouse, between Stirling and the town of St.
Ninian's, the ]{egent received a mortal wound.
heap of stones was raised on the spot as a sort of
monument, but was removed in 1758 at an improving of the public road. In the times of the Cove-

A
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nanters, the parish, thongh not the scene of any
battle. was harassed by the contending armies
marching through it, or encamping in its neighIn September 1745, the Pretender,
hoarhood.
when on his march to the s<>uth, spent a night at

Bannockbum-house and in Jannary 1746, when
on his return to the north, he made that house his
A bullet was fired at him while he
head-quarters.
was lodging there; and the mark of it is still shown
in one of tlie rooms.
On the morning of the 17th
of January, he drew up his army on Plean-moor,
their
march
to the battle-field of
preparatory to
Falkirk; and on the 1st of February, on the approach of the Duke of Cumberland, he blew up the
chui-ch of St. Kinian's. wliich he had used as a
powder magazine, and commenced his retreat to the
north. At tlie blowing up of the church, several
pei-sons were killed, others were severely wounded,
and the church itself was utterly destroyed. But
the steeple remained entire; and as the succes-sor
to the destroyed church was built at some distance
from it, the disjunction of church and steeple came
to be a memorial of the rebellion.
;

The parish of St. Xinian's is in the presbytery
of Stirling, and synod of Perth and Stirling. Patrons, the heads of families.
Stipend, £345 3s ;
glelie, £30.
Unappropriated teinds, £2.70<) 13s. 8d.
Schoolmaster's salarj-, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £6.5
fees.

The

parish church

was

built in 1750,

and

There are two chapels of
Bannockburn and at Plean,

contains 1.5<X) sittings.
ease, respecrively at

each under the patronage of its own male communicants.
There are two Free churches, respectively
at St. Ninian's and at Bannockburn ; and the reof
the
fonner in 18-56 were £249 10s. 4d., of
ceipts
the latter. £279 163. 9d. There are also two United

—

Presbj'terian churches, respectively at St. Ninian's
the former built in 1774,
;
the latter built in
sittings.
1797, repaired in 1837. and containing 450 sittings.
There are 13 non - p«\rochial schools, several of
them aided extraneously or by endowment, but the

and at Bannockburn
and containing 1.340

—

greater number on private adventure. There are
several public libraries, both congregational and
In the immediate vicinity of the Plean
general.
chapel of ease, and in some respects connected with
it, is an asylum, founded by the late Francis Simpson, Esq. of East Plean. for the residence and supof indigent old men, preferentially such as
Eort
ave served in the army or the navy; and it usuAn ancient
ally accommodates about 30 inmates.
church, called Kirk of Moor, or Kirkamuir, stood
about 8 miles south-west of the present parish
church, and figures in some old records as a parochial place of worship.
It is said to have been one
of the first churches in which the Lord's supper
was dispensed by the Reformers. But it has utterly

—

disappeared, though its burj- in g- ground continues
to be in use.
There were anciently three other
places of worehip in the parish ; one at St. Ninian's
well, whence the present name of the parish is
one at Skeok. a mile below Bannockburn.
derived,
dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and one at Cambnsbarron, to which a bui-ying-ground is believed to
have been attached. In the course of last century.
two notable cases of ecclesiastical intrusion occurred
in St. Ninian's. and led to the present peculiar state
of its ecclesiastical patronage. In March, 1734. Mr.
James Mackie was inducted with the consent of the
heritors, but in opposition to the will of a great proportion of the parishioners; and, during his incumbency of nearly 20 years, about one-half of the inluibitants of the parish are said to have become
fieceders.
In June, 1773, after almost the whole of
the parishioners had opposed the settlement of a Mr.

still

—
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David Thomson, and had carried on a process against
him during eight years before the General Assembh',
he was forcibly inducted. The great body of the
adherents of the Establishment now went off, and
were formed into a congregation of Relief.
But
previous to Mr. Thomson's death in 1787, his hearere were indulged with the choice of an assistant,
and began gradually to augment in number; and in
1788. they bought up from voluntary contributions,
and at a cost of between £600 and £700, the rights

of the patron.
Tlie parish of SL Ninian's was o. sglnally called
Eccles, a name signifying 'the church;' and it
retained that name till at least the 12th century.
How or when it obtained its present name is not
certainly known ; but at least the town of St. Ninian's

was anciently called Kirktou, and continued to be
so called till 1724.
The saint from whom the
modern name is derived is, in Ireland, called Ringan,
and in Scotland, indifferently Ringan and Niuian.
Monkish legend says much respecting him, but
credible history very little.
About the year 452,
the Scottish ecclesiastics became infected with the
Pelagian heresy, and, according to most historians,
were visited by Palladius from Rome, with the view
of recovering them from enx>r. Ninian is mentioned
among Palladius' disciples as highly distinguished
by both learning and sanctity. He is said but on
to have occasionally inverj' suspicious authority
habited a cave on the seii-shore of Wigtonshire, and
to have founded a monasteiy at Candida Casa, the
site of the modem Whithorn, and, in the middle
His
ages, of the cathedral of the see of Galloway.

—

—

labours, whatever they might be, were probably
confined to Galloway, or. at most, to the province
ofValentia; as the country north of that pi-ovince
appears not to have received Christianity till a later
date.
Many churches and chapels, though all apparently in times succeeding the overthrow of Culdeeism, and the introduction of poperj-, were dedicated to his memory. Thus we have Kil Ninian in
Mull; Kil St. Ninian in Colmoneil; St. Ninian's in
Alyth; St. Ninian's chapel, now a cemetery, in
Banffshire; St. Ninian's in Invemess-shire; Nonekill or St. Ninian's chapel in Kilteam ; the chapelry
of St. Ninian in the cathedral church of Ross; the
chapelry of St. Ninian in the cathedral church of
Elgin ; St, Ninian's chapel in Castle-hill. Aberdeen;
St. Ninian's chapel at the west port of Linlithgow;
St. Ninian's chapel in the parish of St. Vigean's, in
the vicinity of which is St. Ninian's well, once a reputed cure for many diseases; St. Ninian's chapel on
Ronna- Ringan. or Ninian's Point, in Bute ; and St.
Ninian's chapel in Ringan's or Ronyan's isle, in
Shetland. The St. Ninian's well, where the ancient
chapel stood in St. Ninian's parish, is a very copious
and pure spring, on the northern border of the parish, near the south port of Stirling.
Among dis-

—

tinguished persons wbo have been connected with
the parish, as natives or as resident!?, may be mentioned Colonel John Erskine of Camock, who was
commissioner from Stirling in the famous parliament of 1707, and was also lieutenant-governor of
Dr. Henry, the historian, who was
Stirling-castle,
bom at Muirton in the carse, Miss Hamilton, the
authoress of the Cottagers of Glenbuniie, who resided at Crook while writing that work. and Mr.
Harvey, the painter, who was bom in the town of

—

—

—

St. Ninian's.

The Towx of St. Nixiax's stands in the part of
the parish of St. Ninian's which adjoins the southern border of the parish of Stirling. It extends
along the great south road from Stirling, immediately above its forking into the roads toward
respectively

Glasgow and Edinburgh.

It is

nomi-

NIPPES.

NITH.
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1 J mile south of
Stirling, but by means of the
Stirling suburb of Melville-place, and of the conjoint villages of Newhouse and Belltield, it is, with
two brief interruptions, really continuous with Stirling and though forming rather a far-off and strag-

nally

;

gling appendage than a suburb, it is comprehended
'J'he town
within the parliamentary boundaries,
consists chiefly of one long, antiquated, and not
spacious street.
Many of its houses are whitewashed, and made, by the simple accident of colour,
to wear a comparatively lively appearance; but

most are old-fashioned, lumpish, and inelegant.
Many bear rude but curious sculpturings, some of
considerably ancient dates, and others of the tools

—

of the tradesmen to whom they originally belonged.
On one aie the principal implements of a smithy,
with a horse-shoe and nails; and on another are
the utensils of an old-fashioned inn or public-house.
The churches of the town are conspicuous buildings.
St. Ninian's has a share in the Hannockburn and
Stirling staple manufacture of tartans and other
woollen stuffs it is the seat of an extensive manufacture of nails, which have the reputation of being
very superior in quality; and it takes part in the
tanning of leather and other departments of the
Population, 1,480.
parish's productive labour.
;

NINIAN'S (St.), Lanarkshire. See Govan.
NINIAN'S (St.) ISLE. See Dunkossness.

NIPPES (Thk), a hill on the south side of the
valley of the Nith, in the parish of New Cumnock,
Its principal rock is greywacke; and
Ayrshire.
several searches have been made in it for lead.
NISBET, a village in the parish of Pencaitland,
Haddingtonshire. It stands on the left bank of the
Tync, 4| miles south-west of Haddington. Popula-

of Morton and Closeburn, to the confluence with it
of the Skaar.
Its chief tributaries thus far, are, on
its right bank, Kello-water between Kirkconnel and
Sanquhar, Euchan-water and Polbroke and EUiockburns in Sanquhar, Mar burn between Durisdeer
and Penpont, and Skaar-water at the termination of
the southerly course and, on its left bank, Aymerwater in Kirkconnel, Crawick-water between Kirkconnel and Sanquhar, Minnick-water in Sanquhar,
Entei"kin-burn in Durisdeer, Carron-water between
Durisdeer and Morton, and Caniple-water in Closeburn. On its banks, within this sweep, are the
village of Kirkconnel, the burgh and castle of Sanquhar, the ducal palace of Drumlanrig in Durisdeer, and. on a rising ground a little to the east in
Morton, the pleasant town of Thornhill. Its banks
till below Sanquhar, though quite redeemed from
;

the dreariness which characterizes

them

in

Ayr-

simply agreeable, consisting chiefly of a
verdant vale overlooked by variform but not grand
or bold mountain-land; and they are afterwards exshire, are

many varieties of landscape, now
exhibiting a nan-ow acclivitous pass, diversified
with wood, escarpment, and rock, now bursting
quisitely rich in

abroad into an expanse of valley, blooming and luscious as a garden, and screened with warm-coloured

and finely outlined mountain-heights, and now presenting such rapid alternations of slope, undulation,
haugh, and hill, as surprise and charm a toui'ist by
the mingled wealth and number of the transitions.
From the confluence with it of the Skaar, the
Nith flows over a distance of 11^ miles south-east
by southward, to a point 5 furlongs above the confluence with it of the Cluden; it then makes a hold
and beautiful sweep of f of a mile westward; and

Houses, 9.
ancient parish, now united to CrailSee Ckailing. There is a
ing, in Roxburghshire.
station for Nisbet on the Jedburgh branch of the
North British railway.
NISBIiT, Berwickshire. See Edkom.
NITH (The), a river partly of Ayrshire, but

thence, over a distance of 8 or 8^ miles, it runs
Its
nearly due southward to the Sohvay frith.
sinuosities are numerous, and in some places constant; but, with the exception noticed, they are never
bold, though always graceful, and do not impair
the general or prevailing character of the direction.
Over all the distance south of the Skaar abating

chiefly of Dumfries-shire.

Holy wood
the river forms parochial boundary-lines; having
on its right hank, Keir, Dunscore, and Holywood in
Dumfries -shire, and Terregles, Troqueer, Newabbey, and Kirkbean in Kirkcudbrightshire, and, on
its left bank, Closeburn, Kirkmahoe, Dumfries, and
Caerlaverock, all in Dumfries -shire. Its chief tri-

tion, 43.

NISBET, an

Two of if s

three principal
head-streams rise on the north side respectively of
Prickeny and Benbain-hills, 2^ miles asunder, and
both on the boundary between the parishes of New

Cumnock and Dalmellington

and they
and the other 3^
a junction at Waterhead.
in Ayrshire;

run, the one 4 miles northward,

miles north-eastward, to
The united stream then runs 2J miles east-northeastward, and receives on its right bank the third
head-water, a streamlet 5 miles long and thence it
flows 5J miles eastward to the boundary between
Ayrshire and Dumfries-shire, passing the village of
;

New Cumnock, and

receiving in its vicinity from
the south, Connal-burn and the beautiful and rapid
Its subsidiary tributaries hitherto
Afton-water.
are not fewer than about 25 but most of them are
cold tiny rills, creeping out from among moss and
heath. The Nith itself, till after it gets quite away
from Ayrshire, is one of the most cheerless of
streams, sluggish, shallow, seldom more than 15
feet wide, deeply tinctured with moss, and rarely
graced with plantation, copse, a sheet of verdure, or
even a bold bank, to relieve the dreary monotony of
;

moorland landscape.
After entering Dumfries-shire, the Nith flows 5
miles eastward tlirough the parish of Kirkconncl,
and 8 miles south-eastward to Enterkinfoot in
Durisdeer, IJ mile of the distance being on the
boundary between Kirkconnel and Sanquhar, and 4J
miles through the interior of the latter. It then assumes a southerly direction over a distance of 7
miles, through Durisdeer, along the boundary between Morton and Penpont, and across small wings
its

—

some

trifling pendicles in the parish of

—

butaries in this division, are, on its right bank, the
Cluden between Holywood and Terregles, the Cargen in Troqueer, and the Newabbey Pow in Newabbey and, on its left bank, Duncow-burn in Kirkmahoe. On or near its banks here, are a profusion
of mansions at intervals in all the parishes, the
venerable ruins of Lincluden college in Terregles,
the ruined but still splendid monastery of Newabbey in Newabbey, the glad and lovely burgh of
Dumfries, with its less attractive Galloway suburb
of Maxwelltown, and the cheerful sea-port village
;

of Glencaplc in Caerlaverock.
For 3J miles after receiving the Skaar, the river
runs between the beautiful grounds of Keir, slowly
rising like a green and softly wooded gallery on the
one hand, and the fine expanse of the singularly improved and now luxuriant plain of Closeburn, darkly
overhung by the Queensberry heights on the other.
It now becomes pent up for about 2 miles by the
low and diversified terminations opposite to each
other of spurs form the mountain-ranges on the

back-ground; and, while traversing this space, it is
decked o>it with mansion, park, wood, and lawn,
amidst nooks and recesses, hilly abutments and
diversified slopes, till picturesqueness becomes profuse and almost excessive. On its clearing the soil

NITHSDALE.

—

of gorgeous pass in the course
Kithsdale road crosses it by the
Girth brig" the hills recede
which respectively describe the

—

larger than those of

Annan-

are, in general,

from

Nithsdale, then called
chief of the
name of Dunegal. to whom genealogists trace up
the descent of the celebrated Randolph, Earl of
Moray. Four sons of Dunegal appear, after his
death, to have shared among them his extenssive
Ranpossessions of Stranith only two of whom

it

in

dale

Stranitji.

beyond the proportion of the length of its stream,
or the volume of its waters.
In the bleak or upper
part of its course, it is celebrated for the excellence
of its trout; and, near the sea, it abounds with
•almon. The valley of the river, all the way from

New Cumnock to Dumfries, principally along its west

side, and generally verj- close to the stream, is traveraed by the Glasgow and South-western railway.
See the article Glasgow, Dcufries, and Carlisle

Railwat.
the western one of the three great
It takes its name from
being drained and traversed by the river Nith. It
anciently comprehended the whole basin of the
Nith, together with some tracts exterior to that
basin ; and it was then, for some time at least,
called Strathnith or Stranith.
Its limits varied at
different times, and seem never to have been exactlv
defined.
At present, it excludes all the parts of the
basin of the Nith within Ayrshire and Kirkcudbrightshire, yet is understood to include tracts in
Dumfries-shire exterior to that basin, and drained
by the Lochar. But it is not a political division
of territory, and does not require to be precisely defined.
Its chief features, from the boundary of
Dumfries-shire with Ayrshire down to the inflnx of
tiie Nith into the
Solway frith, have already been
noticed in our account of the river Nith. The soil
of the greater part of its arable lands is light and
dry; capable, except in frost and snow, of being
ploughed at any period during the winter; and
well-fitted for an earlj- reception of the seed-furrow.
Bat in the larger part of the other two divisions of
the county the soil is wet, and, when ploughed
early in winter, is so apt to run into grass, and to
have corn sown upon it choked, that it cannot,
without impradence on the part of the husbandOne
man, receive the seed - furrow till spring.
plough on a farm in Nithsdale, will, in consequence, turn up nearly as much ground as two will
do in the wet parts of the other districts. Owing
to so important a diflTerence, the Nithsdale farms

I.,

was possessed by a Gaelic

—can

—

;

dolph and Duvenald

now

be traced.
Randolph, the eldest son, possessed a large share and,
as the head of the family, he was superior of the
whole, and transmitted the designation of Lord of
Stranith to his posterity.
He married Bethoc, the
heiress of the lands of Bedmle and Buecastle in
Teviotdale, and gave his name Randolph as a surname to his descendants. Thomas Randolph, his
;

A

acquainted with its peculiarities; but it has been
greatly improved, and is identified with considerable
traffic.
The Nith, exclusive of all minor bends and
windings, has altogether a course of about 49 miles;
if
in connexion either with its scenery
viewed
but,
or the agricultural wealth of the country which it
drains, it possesses a degree of importance much

and Eskdale.

In the reign of David

sweeps

;

NITHSDALE,

much

of wliicli the great
well-known " Aiild

arc of a circle ; and
while they form soft and finely-featured screens
which terminate on the one side in the low green
heights of Mousewald, and, on the other, in the bold
grand form of Criflfel, they enclose an oval plain ot
from 6 to 8 miles in breadth and along the centre
of this, the joyous and pebbly Nith runs, amidst constant verdure, multitudinous gardens, and other elements of luscious landscape, to the sea. About 2^
miles below Dumfries, it begins slowly to expand
into an estuary; and between Craiglebock-rocks and
the tiny headland at Caerlaverock-castle. where it
fairly becomes lost in the Solway frith, 4f or 5 miles
below the point of begun expansion, it attains a
" caul " is
breadth of 2J miles.
high wier or
carried across it at Dumfries, to divert its waterpower to the burgh's suite of large grain mills; and
beyond this obstruction the tide does not rise.
Nowhere is the magnificence, or at least the rare
and romantic character, of the famous Solway tide
displayed with finer etfect than in the estuary of the
Nith.
Owing principally to the tide's impetuosity,
the navigation of the river is difficult to seamen un-

divisions of Dumfries-shire.
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grandson, who was lineally Lord of Stranith, and
became, in 126t5, sheriflT of Roxburgh, and from
J 269 to 1278
the chamberlain of Scotland, marrie
Isabel, the eldest daughter of Robert Bruce, the
daughter of the Earl of Carrick, the sister of Robert
Bruce, the restorer of the monarchy. Their son
was the famous Sir Thomas Randolph of Stranith,
who, for his eminent services, obtained from his
uncle the earldom of Moray, the lordship of AnnanDuvenald. the younger
dale, and other estates.
son of Dunegal of Stranith, appears to have obtained the barony of Sanquhar, the lands of Moiton,
and some other possessions in upper Nithsdale and
he was probably the Duvenald who, along with
LTgric, led the men of Galloway at the battle of the
Standard in 1138, and fell in the conflict. His descendants assumed, in the 13th century, the surname of Edgar from the name of his son and they
continued, in the 14th century, to hold various
lands in Dumfries- shire.
Richard Edgar, during
the reign of Robert Bruce, possessed the castle and
half the barony of Sanquhar, with some adjacent
lands and Donald Edgar obtained from David II.
:

i

;

I

!

I

I

;

;

the captainship of the clan Macgowan in Nithsdale.
Other considerable families enjoyed, at an early
Sir John
period, some possessions in the district.
Comyn possessed the manors of Dalswinton and
Duncow and tiie progenitors of the Lord Maxwells possessed Caerlaverock, and held out its ancient castle against many a stout siege.
Under
Robert II. Nithsdale obtained new superiors. Sir
William Douglas, natural son of Archibald Douglas,
Ijord of Galloway, married Giles, the daughter of
the King, received with her a grant of Nithsdale,
and was constituted sheriff of Dumfries. His only
called, in the encomiastic
child, his daughter Giles
language of a simple age, 'the Fair Maid of Nithsdale,' and who inherited her father's lordship and
sheriffdom married, first, Henry Sinclair, the Earl
of Orkney, and next, in 1418, Alexander Stewart,
the son of James, who was the brother of Robert
II.. and had obtained from Robert Bruce the lands
of Durisdeer.
Her son, by her first marriage, was
William, Earl of Orkney, and inherited Nithsdale
and the sheriffship of Dumfries; but, in 1455, he
was induced to resign the two latter to James II.
Sir Robert Crichton
for the earldom of Caithness.
of Sanquhar is, in 1457, called Yicecomes de Nithsdale, and again, in 1459, is called sheriff of Nithsdale; and his son Robert obtained, in 1464, from
James III., a confirmation of the sheriffship, and in
1468, a grant of the office of coroner of Nithsdale.
The two offices of sheriff and coroner, between the
Restoration and the Revolution, passed into the
possession of the Douglases of Drumlanrig. This
whose eventual identification with the
family
Scotts of Buccleuch, has placed under the shadow
of the united ducal coronets of Buccleuch and
;

—

—

—

!

f

I

I
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Qneensferry snch magnificent portions of Nitbsdale,
Eskdale, Teviotdale, Ettrick-foi-est, and otlier discontinued to hold the
tricts in the border counties

—

the aliolition of all hereditary jurisdicIn 1620, Robert, eighth Lord Maxwell, was
cieated Earl of Nithsdale.
William, tlie fifth Earl,
took part with the Pretender in 1715, and was attainted, and condemned to be beheaded; but,
through the address and courage of his Countess,
the Lady Winifred Herliert, a daughter of the Marquis of Pow\'s, he made an extraordinary escape
from the Tower. The earldom is claimed by William Mnxwcll, Esq. of Carruchan,
NITSHILL, a village on the south-east border
It
of the parish of Abbe3'-Paisley, Renfrewshire.
stands in the vale of the Levern, 4 miles south-east
of Paisley; and has a station on the Glasgow and
Neilston railway. A copperas work was established
Extensive
here in 1807, and is still carried on.
offices till

tions.

mining works, in coal and other minerals, are in
Most of the inhaoperation in the neighbourhood.
bitants of the village are employed in these works;
and a few find occupation in the factories of BaiThead.
Population, 821.
NOBIjEHOUSE, a post-office station in the parIt is situated on
ish of Newlands, Peebles-shire.
tlie road from Edinburgh to Dumfries, 3 miles east
of Linton, and 18 south of Edinburgh.
(The), a rivulet, of 7 miles length of
course, in the parish of Strathdon, Abei'deenshire.
It rises close on the boundary with Banffshire, and
runs south-eastward to the Don.
NODDESDALE, or Noddle (The). See Largs,
(The). See Gi.eknoe.
NOIR (Loch), a lake, abounding in excellent
in
It is
the parish of Dallas, Morayshire.
trout,
also called Grassloch.
NOOP-BAY, a bay on the north side of the
It lies fully exisland of Westray, in Orkney.
posed to the fury of the Atlantic; and a reef of
rocks, called the Bow of Rackwick, extends quite
across it, and has proved fatal to many a vessel.
The west side of the bay is flanked by a bold beetling headland, called Noop-head or the stack of

NOCHTY

NOE

Noop.

NOUP.
NOllAN

See Noss.
(The), a clear, rapid, and beautiful
stream in the northern division of Forfarshire. It
nses between Common Cotes and Mount Sued, on
the boundary between Tannadice and Lethnot;
flows 4| miles southward and 1 mile south-eastward, in the interior of the former parish; and then
runs 3f miles south-eastward and f mile southsouth-eastward, between Tannadice on its right
bank and Fearn and Caraldston on its left, to a confluence with the South Esk, between Roughmount
and Wardend. The Noran is an excellent fronting
stream. An elegant modern mansion, called Noranside, stands on its banks.
NORMAN'S-LAW. See Abdie.
NORRIESLAW. See Lakoo.
NORHIESTON, a village nearly in the centre of
the detached part of the parish of Kincardine, in
It stands continuously with the postPerthshire.
office village of Thornhill, on the summit of a rising
ground, along the road from Stirling to Aberfoil, 2
miles north of the Forth, 6 gouth-south-east of Callendar, and 10 west -north -west of Stirling.
chapel-of-casc here was rebuilt in 1812, and repaired
The site of the
in 1833, and contains 870 sittings.

A

with it,
chapel and a burying-ground connected
were granted nearly 200 years ago, by Gabriel
Norris, a descendant of the ancient family of the
Norrieses of Norrieston and an endowment for the
chapel, called the Norrieston fund, was obtained by
;

collections in the congi'egations of the seven northern synods, consists of the rents of two farms in
which the proceeds were invested, and is under the
management of the presbytery of Dunblane, acting

name of the General Assembly, The minister
receives from the endowment a variable stipend of
from £80 to £95 a-year, and has also a manse, a
garden, and a glebe of 6 acres. The patronage of
the chapel is vested in three of its communicants
who are male bends of families. There is likewise
at Norrieston a Free church, whose
receipts in 1856
in

amounted

to £181 86. 9d.
Population, exclusive of
Thornhill, 105; inclusive of Thornhill, 636.

NORTH ABERDEEN.
NORTHBAR, a recently

See Aberdeen.

erected village in the
parish of Beith, Ayrshire. It stands 2 miles southeast of the town of Beith, on the road thence to
Kilmarnock.
flax spinning- mill was erected
here about 18 years ago, which employs irpwards of

A

80 persons.

NORTHBAR,

Renfrewshire.

See Inchinnan.

NORTH BERWICK. See Berwick (North).
NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY, a ramified
system of railway, connecting Edinburgh with the
south-east coast of Scotland, with Berwick-uponTweed, and with various parts of the Scottish
Its main line was authorized by act of
border.
parliament in July 1844, to extend from Edinburgh
to Berwick-upon-Tweed, with a length of 58 miles,
to go into junction there with the York, Newcastle,
and Berwick railway, and to send off, in I'last
Lothian, a branch of 4 miles to the town of Haddington. In 1845, the company obtained powers
to purchase the Edinburgh and Dalkeith railway, to
alter it, and to connect as much of it as they should
determine to be workable, by a branch of two miles,
with their main line. In the same year, they purchased the powers of the Edinburgh and Hawick
railway, then authorized to the extent of 43J miles.
In 1846, they obtained powers to construct from
their main line, branches to Tranent, Cockenzie,
North Berwick, and Dun se; and from their Hawick
line, branches to Selkirk, Kelso, and Jedburgh,
amounting altogether to 42 miles. In 1847, they
had further power to make a deviation and short
extension
and then they possessed authorit}' for a
total of about 163 miles. The main line was opened
on the 18th of June, 1846.
The several ramifications, together with a branch to Musselburgh, have
been opened at different subsequent periods and a
separate line to Peebles, authorized in 1853, going
off from the Eskbank station of the Hawick fork,
with a length of 18f miles thence to the town of
Peebles, was opened in the end of June, 1855.
The Edinburgh terminus of the North British
railway is conjoint with that of the Edinburgh and
Glasgow railway, at the Waverley bridge but has
appurtenances of its own, extending thence eastward below the North bridge to Leith wynd. Immediately after leaving the terminus, the line
plunges into a tunnel of 420 feet in length, through
the southern spur of the Calton hill; and thence it
proceeds on a series of viaduct and embankment to
St. Margaret's, in the vicinity of Jock's lodge.
Here it passes under the great east const road from
and on the hither side of that road is
Edinburgh
the Queen's station, where Her Majesty always
alights on her way to Holyrood, while on the fur;

;

;

;

tiier

side are the railway's

workshops and engine

The line cui-ves gently from St. Margaret's
depC>t.
to Portolxilio, its fiist station from Edinburgh, dis-

A

tant 3 milcH.
little past this, it sends off the
Hawick fork and at Oi miles from Edinburgh it
has a station for Inveresk, at 10 miles a station for
Tranent and Prestonpans, at 13^ miles a station for
;

NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY.

npiiiddiy and here, on the right, it sends off its
At 4 miles
neb to the town of Haddington.
;

uom Longniddiy, and 17i from Edinburgh, it has
a station for Dreni, and sends off its branch, on the
At 21 miles is a station for
left, to North Benvick.
East Fortune ; and at 23A a station for East LinThe latter is a central station for a considerton.
able tract of country and the approach to it on the
:

railway commands a tine view of Tynningham-bay,
with the magnificent plantations around the seat of
the Earl of Haddington. Over the Tyiie. at Linton, is a grand viaduct of two arches, protected by
embankments, one of the finest works on the line.
About 2^ miles beyond Linton, the railway impinges on the sea-board of Tynningham-bay ; and
thence till after it passes the station at Cockbumspath in Berwickshire, it everywhere keeps near the
coast, and commands many a beautiful combination
of marine and terrene scenery. At 29 miles from
Edinburgh is the station of Dunbar, with character
and appliances suitable to that ancient seaport,
suitable also to its b-jing very nearly a half-way
station l^etween Edinburgh and Berwick.
At 34 miles from Edinburgh is the station of
Innerwick; and at the deep ravine of Dunglass,
on the boundary between Haddingtonshire and
Berwickshire, amid a profusion of romantic scenery,
is a magnificent viaduct, one of the most elegant in
the kingdom, fully noticed in our article on DunAt 37 miles from Edinburgh is the station
glass.

—

1

of Cockbnnispath ; at 41 J miles, the station of
Grants' house; and at 46^ miles, the station of
Reston.
Over most of the distance between the
two latter stations the line is continually crossing
and re-crossing the little river Eye. or running

along

its

banks

amidst copsewoods

and bosky

heights, in so sportive a manner as to afford a rapid
At Reston, the
series of pleasant close views.
railway is nearly 7 miles inland from St.

AbbV

and sends off. on the right, its branch to
Dunse, with stotions at Chimside and Edrom.
About 2^ miles past Reston, it curves rapidly from
the south-easterly direction which it had long prehead,

vailingly followed to a north-easterly direction
it follows the latter till it again
impinges on the
coast in the vicinity of Bummouth.
At 50i miles
from E iiuburgh is the station of Avton and at 52
Tlie line thence,
miles, the station of Bummouth.
over the greater part of the next 6 miles to Berwick,
rang along the crown, and often near the verge, of
;

and

;

sea-cliffs, looking almost directly down upon
the boiling ocean, and commanding views which.
to many persons, are more exciting than agreeable.
At 58 miles fi-om Edinburgh is the Berwick terminus, on a high site, amidst the massive remains of
Berwick castle, hung round, in both fore-view and
perspective, with a gorgeous prospect of the basin
and screens of the Lower Tweed. And we may
remark here, though the fact has but little direct
connexion with Scottish topogi-aphy, that, from the
English end of the viaduct of the York, Newcastle,
and Berwick railway across the Tweed, a railway,
called the English North-eastern railway, runs up
the right bank of the Tweed, into junction with the
Kelso branch of the Hawick fork of the North
British railway at Maxwell -heugh, opposite the
town of Kelso, thus connecting the two great dilines of the North British railway in such a
manner as to form with them a continuous circuit.
The Hawick fork, as originally projected and
authorized, was a separate railway, with all the
Ivergent

giddy

I
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scope requisite to fonc a system in itself; and even
as it now exists, it has such brief identity with
tiie main trunk of the North British railway as to
he practically a part of that railway's system only,

or at least chiefly, in mere proprietorship and workIt diverges from the right side of the main
ing.
line, a little south-east of the Portobello station, or
about 3J miles from the Edinburgh tenninus. It
has a station for Joppa at 4 miles, and for Niddry
at 5 miles
and sends off fiom its left side, at the
;

latter station, its

burgh.

branch to Fisherrow and Musselis the .station of Glenesk
and

At 6 miles

A

at 8 miles, the station of Eskbank.
reaching the latter station, a brief

on the

left to

;

little

before

branch goes off
but Eskbank
the town of Dalkeith
;

serves also for Dalkeith, and is likewise the point
whence the separate railway goes off on the right
to Peebles, with stations at Bonnyrigg, Hawthornden, Roslin. Penicuick, Leadbum. and Eddleston.
The scenery, for several miles southward from Glenesk. comprises a gorgeous succession of noble
parks, with glades and woodlands in much variety
of contour, diversified with sweeps of the Elsks, and
grotesquely marked with the workings and proAt 9 miles from
ducts of extensive coal-mines.
Edinburgh is the station of Dalhousie ; and immediately beyond this, the railway goes right across
the valley of the South Esk. on a viaduct of nearly
^ of a mile in length, comprising 24 arches of brick,
supported on arch-pierced abutments of masonry,
and rising about 100 feet above the bed of the
stream. The ends of this stupendous viaduct are
by high embankments, which are secured
Erolonged
y retaining walls of vast thickness.
At 12 miles from Edinburgh is the station of
Gorebridge; at 13 miles, the station of Fushiebridge; and at 16 miles, the station of Tynehead.
From li mile below Gorebridge to about the same
distance below Fushiebridge. the line curves up the
course of the Gore-water ; and there it comes into
view of Borthwick- castle in the near neighbourhood on the right, of Crichton-castle in the near
nei<:hbonrhood on the left, and of a picturesque
semicircular sweep of the Moorfoot and Lammermoor hills in the comparatively near back-ground.
At Tynehead, as the name implies, it is ne-ar the
and about a mile thence it is
sources of the Tvne
on the course of a headstream of Gala-water and
thence, all onward to the Tweed, it closely follows
the course of the Gala, necessarily shut into it by
the close. hill-.screened character of its vale ; but it
very frequently crosses the stream, being now on
the right bank and now on the left, obliged often
to cross and to re-cross, both by the foldings of the
river and by the abutments of the hills.
At 19J
miles from Edinburgh is the station of Heriot ; at
the
station
Fountainhall
of
at
the
station
22f
27,
;
of Stow ; at 30, the station of Bowland-bridge ; and
at 33^, tlie station of Galashiels.
little above the
mouth of the Gala, below Galashiels, the branch to
Selkirk goes off on the right, across the Gala, and
up the Tweed and the Ettrick. with stations at
Bolside and Lindean.
The main line cmsses the
Tweed immediately below the mouth of the Gala,
passes on to Melrose station, at 37J miles from
Edinburgh, and sweeps round the north and east
base of the Eildon-hills to Newton station, at 40J
miles from Edinburgh ; commanding, from the foot
of the Gala to Newton, and about a mile onward, a
series of charming views in those exquisite
parts of
the valley of the Tweed which have been called the
vales of Melrose and Dryburgh.
The branch to Kelso. 12 miles in length, goes off
on the left immediately beyond Newton ; passes
down the right bank of the Tweed, amid a continuation of fine scenery, and generally at but a
brief distance from the river; has stations at Maxton, Rutherford, and Roxburgh ; crosses the Teviot,
a considerable way up from the Tweed, on a viaduct
;

;

,

A

NORTH DEVON.

of 15 arches; and goes into junction, in a continuous line, with the English North-eastern railway, at the Kelso suburb of Maxwellheugh. The
Jedburgh branch, or rather sub-branch, goes off
from the Kelso branch at the Roxburgh station
ascends the left bank of the Teviot to the vicinity
of Nisbet, and there crosses to the right bank, thereafter to go up the Jed; and it has stations at Old
;

The main
having assumed a southerly

Ormiston, Nisbet, and Jedfoot-bndge.

Hawick

line of the

fork,

direction in going round the north-east base of the
Eildons, continues to pursue that direction for about
3 miles, and tiien takes a direction to the south-

west.

passes through a fine country,

It

much

diversified in contour, variously arable, wooded, and
pastoral; it goes close to the base of the Minto-

and down part of the beautiful ravine of Hassendean has stations at New Belses and Hassendean, respectively 45^ and 49 miles from Edinand then passes up the left bank of the
bnrgli
Teviot, amid the rich, romantic, though somewhat
hills,

;

;

close scenery of this part of Teviotdale, to the terminus at Hawick. Trains are run, not only from
Edinburgh down all the branches, but also to Kelso
in continuation through the English North-eastern
to

Berwick, and between Hawick and Kelso withway of Newton.

out halt by

NORTH BUTE. See Bote
NORTH CALDER (The).

North).

(North).
See Calder (The

NORTH

Eastern Railway.

NORTH ESK (The). See Esk (The North).
NORTH FERRY. See Queessferry (North).

NORTHFIELD. See Coldingham and Duffus.
NORTH GLASGOW. See Glasgow.
NORTH GREENOCK. See Greenock.

NORTH

ISLES.

See Orkney.
NORTHKIRK. See Ladykirk, Orkney.
NORTH KNAPDALE. See Knapdale (North).
LEITH. See Leith.
LOCH. See Edinburgh.
NORTH
VEN, a parish in Shetland. It contains the post-office village of Hillswick, and comnorthern part of Mainland, and a numprehends the
ber of adjacent islets. It is completely surrounded
by the sea, except at an isthmus of only 100 yards
on the south, cormecting it with Delting; and even

NORTH
NORTH

MA

The
this is nearly all submerged at spring tides.
length of the parish southward is 16 miles; and its
Its outline is proxigreatest breadth is 8 miles.
mately triangular, but has many irregularities. Its

The
surface is broken, hilly, and generally rough.
cultivated lands bear a small proportion to the hill
and pasture-grounds, and are mere scattered pendicles situated near the shore and round the bays.
On cacli side of the isthmus, at the south end of the
parish, the hills rise almast perpendicularly. Seven
miles from the northern extremity rises Ronahill,
or Mons-Ronaldi, the highest ground not only in
this parish but in all Shetland, stated in the Old
Statistical Account to be 3,944 feet of ascertained
altitude, but estimated by Dr. Edmonstone at cerless, than 2,000
generally the first Scottish land
seen by ships approaching from the north-west; and
On its
it commands a prospect of all Shetland.
summit is a rude antique structure surmounted by
a pyramidal tower of small stones. Islets, holms,

tainly not more,
feet.

This

Mtacks,

and

hill

though possibly

is

solitary

rocky

S.

RAILWAY.

continuous cordon round the parish, and, at all
times, but especially in a storm, render its coast
grandly picturesque. The chief of them, for size
and pasture, are Lamba, Eagleshay, Nibon, and
Gunister.
Among the most remarkable are a rock
which rises sheer up on all sides, and, at a few miles
has
the appearance of a ship witli all her
distance,
sails set; two very high and quite inaccessible
pillars in its vicinity, on which tiie larger kind of cormorants nestle in alternate years; and a rock, called
the Maiden Skerry, whose summit has never been
trodden by man, and affords undisturbed nestlingground to the largest gulls. Other islets and objects still more remarkable will be noticed in the
article Shetland.
The west coast of the parish
consists, in

several places, of stupendously high
which seem to have been rather rent and
abraded by storm and billow than torn by volcano
or upheaved by earthquake.
The northern extremity is a small peninsula, called Fetheland, and
crags,

enclosed by a stone fence.
The principal voes
which indent the coast are Hillswick and Sandwick,
on the south Hamna, Rona's, and Sand, on the
west; and Burra, Colafirth, Quoyafirth, Gluss, and
;

Sulem, on the east. The antiquities are, a chain of
watch-houses, similar in structure to that on Rona's
hill, and many remains of buriows, or dunes, commonly called Picts' houses, but none of them entire
or of remarkable magnitude. The principal landowner is Gilford of Busta and there are four other
landowners. More attention is paid to fishing than
to agriculture.
The estimated yearly value of raw
produce in 1841 was £3,560 for fish and £4,870 for
all other kinds of produce.
Assessed property in
1843, £256 5s. 8d.
Population in 1831, 2,386; in
1851, 2,534.
Houses, 413.
This parish is in the presbytery of Olnafirth, and
of
Shetland.
Patron, the Earl of Zetland,
synod
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £158 6s. 7d.; glebe, £15.
The parish
salary, £25 3s. 4d., with about £4 fees.
church is situated at Hillswick, in the south-west;
;

DEVON

NORTH
(The), the river Devon, sometimes called " the North" to distinguish it from the
Black or South Devon. See Devon (The).
DUNFERMLINE. See Dusfeemlike.
NORTH-EAST- TOWN. See Nerston.
NORTH-EASTERN RAILWAY. See Scottish North-
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pillars,

form an almost

it

was

built in 1733, repaired in 1764, and reseated
and it contains about 600 sittings. There
Independent chapel at Sulem, built in 1828,

in 1825,

is an
and containing 160

There is a Wesleyan
sittings.
Methodist chapel at North Rae, built in 1828, and
There
are in the parish
containing 208 sittings.
a society's school, and three summer subscription
schools.
There were anciently churches at 011aberry and North Rae. Three annual fairs are held
in the parish for cattle and horses.

NORTH MKDWIN. See Medwin
NORTH MORAR. See Morar.

NORTHMUIR,

(The).

a village in the parish of KirriePopulation, 297. Houses, 65.
OF SCOTLAND RAILWAY (Great),
a ramified
of railway, extending north-westsystem
ward from the city of Aberdeen. The original profor
it
was authorized by parliament in 1846.
ject
It contemplated a line from Aberdeen to Inverness,
with branches to Banff, Portsoy, and Burgh-head,
having an aggregate length of 138J miles. This
line was to have formed one undertaking with the
line, afterwards called the Aberdeen railway, extejiding south-westward from Aberdeen to the centre
of Forfarshire.
There were likewise subordinate
projects for extensions and ramifications, to produce
a network of railway through all the lowland tracts,
and even some highland ones, between the Dee and
the Findhorn.
But the line .south-westward from
Aberdeen, forming the connexion with all the main
body of Scotland and with England, was soon forced
to be formed as a separate undertaking.
Even the
contemplated levels for connecting this with the
line north-westward of Aberdeen, were abandoned.
muir, Forfarshire.

NORTH

NORTH OF
As much

S.

RAILWAY.

of the project as related to

any part

at 27| miles, Wardhouse at 31J miles, Kennethmont
at 33 miles, Gartly at 36 miles, and Huntly at 41
miles.
The extension from Huntly to Keith de
scril)es nearly the arc of a circle, from a northerly
direction round to a westerly one. down the Deveron and np the Isla. It has stations at Rothiemay and Grange ; and at these stations, or between
them, are the nearest and most convenient points
for communications with Banff, Portsoy, and Cullen.
The project for connecting the Great North of
Scotland railway at Keith with the Inverness and
Nairn railway at Nairn, is in a state of forwardness.

of the

northward of Huntly or Keith, was also relinquished. The whole question of a system of railway commanication for the districts north of Aberline

deen, or at least as much of that question as related
to the greater portion of the sea-board districts,
was thrown loose for reconsideration. The small
isolated railway from Elgin to Lossiemouth, which
had been comprised within the scope of the original
project of the Great North of Scotland railway, and
which was the first piece of railway formed anywhere north of Aberdeen, and opened for traffic in
August 1852. was constructed as a separate under-

The railway from Nairn

Inverness,
which ought to have formed a part of the original
and was opened in November 1855, was
[(roject,
ikewise a separate undertaking. The only portions
of railway hitherto actually executed in direct result of the project of the Great North of Scotland
scheme, or bearing the name of the Great North
of Scotland railway, are a line from Aberdeen to
Huntly, commenced in November 1852. and comtaking.

NOSS.
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to

pleted in 1854; a branch thence from Inverury to
Old Meldrum, opened in the summer of 1856; and a
continuation from Huntly to Keith, opened in October 1856.
But other branches, and also a grand

continuation to Nairn, are either in progress or in
near contemplation and though the system when
completed will diflFer both in proprietorehip and in
details from the system as originally projected, it
will be none the less an effective one, at once for
opening up the conntry in general, for connecting
;

Aberdeen continuously with Inverness, and for establishing railway communication with all the prinMeasures
cipal intervening points on the coast.
likewise have been reconsidered for forming a nexus
at Aberdeen with what is now called the Scottish
North-eastern railway, comprising the Aberdeen
railway and its connexions onward to Arbroath and
Perth."

The Great North of Scotland railway, as executed,
commences at the Waterloo-quay in Abei-deen, and
proceeds by Kittybrewster and up the course of the
quondam Aberdeen canal to Inverury. The canal
was purchased to be superseded by the railway;
and it continued open only till the railway works
were ready to take its place. See Aberdeen Canal.
The stations on the railway within this stretch are
Kittybrewster, at If mile from Waterloo -quay,
Buxbnrn at 4i miles, Dyce at 7i miles, Kinaldie
at lOf miles, Kintore at 13J miles, and Inverary
at IGJ miles.
A contest is at present going on between two projects for railway communication from
Aberdeen to Peterhead and Fraserburgh, the one

contemplating a line close to the coast, the other a
line somewhat inland, to communicate by branch
with Peterhead and if the latter project should prevail, the line contemplated by it will be identical
with the Great North of Scotland up to the parish
of Newhills. at a point about midway between
Aberdeen and Kintore. A branch, to be called the
Alford Valley railway, is at present in course of
formation westward from Kintore, through the par;

ishes of Kintore, Kenmay, Monymusk, Tough, and
Alford, to the village of Alford on the Don.
branch, as already noticed, has been formed from
Inverury to Old Meldrum. The main line of the
Great North of Scotland, after leaving Inverury,

A

proceeds some distance north-westward up the Ury.
then deflects westward through the vales and defiles
of a hill -country in quest of the upper part of
Strathbogie, and then proceeds northward down
that strath to Huntly.
Its stations, within this
stretch, are Pitcaple, at 21^ miles from Aberdeen,
Ojrne at 24f miles, Buchanstone at 25J miles, Insch

i

;

i

A formal report upon it from the parliamentary
committee was made in June 1856, fully approving
its object, and expressing satisfaction with all its
main details. The line is to be called the Inverness
and Aberdeen junction railway. It is to be about
40 miles long, and will have no branch. There will
be no peculiar engineering difficulty. There will
be only one tunnel, and that of inconsiderable
The gradients and the curves will be genlength.
erally favourable, the steepest gradient 1 in 60, and
the smallest radius of a curve 4 furlongs.
The
viaduct across the Spey will be a tubular bridge, on
a similar pnnciple to that of the Britannia-bridge
across the Menai strait, and forming a sort of
miniature of that magnificent work. The total esti-

mated cost

is

parliamentary

£325.000, which appeared to the
to be fully adequate.

committee

Most of the money was already subscribed for in the
summer of 1856; and the company of the Great
North of Scotland railway were
the

to be interested to

amount of £40.000.

NORTH
NORTH
NORTH
NORTH
NORTH
NORTH
NORTH

PAISLEY.
PERSIE.

See PAisLEr.
See Persie.
See Phaeay.

PHARAY.
QUEENSFERRY.

See Qr;EEx?FEKRY.
See Qceich (North).
Northmave.n.
RONALDSHAY. See Roxaldshay

QUEICH.
RAE. See

'North).

NORTH TOWN. See Harris.
NORTH LIST. See List (North).
NORTHWALL, a district, anciently a chapelry or
a parish, on the east side of the island of Sanday, in

Orknev.

NORTH WATER, one of the head-streams of the
South Esk of Edinburghshire. It issues from Westloch in the parish of Eddlestone, in Peebles-shire,

and runs northward through that parish, and along
the north-westeni boundary of the parish of Temple,
in Edinburghshire, to a confluence with the other
head-stream of the South Esk.
NORTH WATER, the river
Forfarshire and Kincardineshire.
North')

North

Esk

in

See Esk (Thb

.

NORTH-WATER-BRIDGE,

a post-office staon the North-water, and under Laurencekirk,
Kincardineshire.
-CASTLE, See Ixch, Wigtontion

NORTHWEST

shire.

NORTH YELL.

See Yell (North).
See Uxst.
NOSS, an island in the parish of Bressay, Shetland, about 5 or 6 miles in circumference, lying east
of Bressay, and separated from it by a narrow and
dangerous sound. The island is reckoned one of the
most fertile and pleasant in Shetland.
promonBut the
tory on its east side is called Noss-head.
most interesting object connected with it, and one
of the greatest curiosities in Shetland, is a holm or
islet on its south side, called the Holm of Noss.
This islet, only 500 feet long. 170 broad, and 160
high, is perfectly mural, rises sheer up to its greatest altitude on all sides from the sea, and possesses

NORWICK.

A

NOSS-HEAD.

a level and richly-swarded surface. The opposite
rock on Noss island is also mural, and of the same
height as the Holm; and is separated from it by a
chamiel 240 feet wide.
wooden trough or cradle
suspended to ropes and made to acquire a sliding
motion, and possessing sufficient capacity for conveying a man with one sheep at a time, serves to
keep the Holm in commsmd as a valuable piece of
rock called the Noup towers up
slieep pasture.
like a stupendous tower in the vicinity of the Noss,
and attains, on one side, a precipitous and almost
perpendicular height above sea-level of not mucli
less than 500 feet.
Population of Noss-island in

A

A

1841, 24; in 1851, 21.
Houses, 3.
NOSS-HEAD, a bold rocky promontory on the
south side of Keiss or Sinclair's bay, 3J miles northlittle west of it
east of Wick, Caithness-shire.
stand the ruins ot Castle-Girnigoe, the chief ancient
baronial stronghold of the Earls of Caithness. From
a cove or small bay, called Mursligoe, and frequented
by seals, a dry passage leads through a rock into a
vast cave under Noss-head.
lighthouse stands
on Noss-head, with its lantern elevated 175 feet
above the level of the sea. Its light was first exhibited on the night of the 18th of June, 1849; it is

A

A

its brightest state once
every iialf-minute ; and it is visible at a distance
of about 15 miles.
The lighthouse is in north
latitude 58° 28' 38", and in west longitude 3° 3' 5"
and it bears by compass from Ackergill-tower in
Sinclair's bay, east by south | south, distant 2 miles

a revolving light, attaining
in

;

;

from

Duncansby-head, south-south-west f west,

OA, a quoad sacra parish in the island of Islay,
Argyleshire. It lies within the quoad civilia parish
of Kildalton, and compi-ehends a large part of the
south-eastern peninsula of Islay. Its post-town is
IJowmore.
prominent feature of it is the Mull of
Oa, a grand, lofty, beetling headland, flanking the
south side of Laggan-baj', and overlooking the east
side of the entrance of Lochindaal.
Its other
principal features hnve all been incidentally noticed
in our article on Islay.
The old castle or fort of
Dun-Aidh crowns the rock at the extremity of the
Mull of Oa; and, though now an utter ruin without
any characters of architectural interest, it bears
marks of having anciently been a fortaliee of very

A

remarkable strength. The name Oa or Keannoath,
thougii belonging strictly to the Mull, belongs also,
in a general way, to the whole peninsula.
The
parish of Oa was at first what is called a parliamentary one, having been constituted by ecclesiastical authority, and possessing a parliamentary
church; but it was reconstituted by tlie Court of
Teinds in May 1849. Its church is a modern building. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £120; glebe, £3.
OAKFIELD, a village in the parish of Death,
Houses, 20.
Population, 1 12.
post-town and seat of iron manufacture, in the parish of Carnock, Fifeshire. It is situated on the western verge of the parish and the
county, 4 miles west of Dunfermline; and it has a
Fifeshire.

OAKLEY, a

OATHLAW.
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distant 10 miles; from Peutland skerries lighthouse,
south-west by south § west, distant 13 miles; from
Elzieness, north-north-east J east, distant IJ mile;
and from Sarclet-head, north-east ^ north, distant
6J miles.
NOTH, a hill in the parish of Rhynie and Essie,
Aberdeenshire. It is of a conical form, and rises
about 600 feet from its base, and at least 1,000
above the level of the sea. Some appearances on its
summit have been variously regarded as the remains of a vitrified fort, or the indications of an extinct volcano.

NOTHLAND.

See Westray.

NOT O' THE GATE. See
NOUP (The). See Noss.

Dunian.

NOVAK. See Kiltearn.
NUNGATE. See Haddington.

NUNHOLM.

See Dumfuies.

NUNHOPES. See Haddington.
NUNLANDS. See Foulden and
NUNMILL. See Kiuk-Christ.

Haddington.

NUNRAW.

See Garvald.
an island adjacent to lona, in
the Argyleshire Hebrides. Its sole interest consists
in its being the scene of some doubtful passages in
the Romish version of the history of the Culdees.
See Iona.
NUNTON, a post-office station subordinate to
Lochmaddy, in the Outer Hebrides.
NUNTON, Kirkcudbrightshire. See Kirkchrist.
NUTHILL. See Falkland.
NUTHOLMHILL. See Mckgo (St.).

NUN'S ISLAND,

station on the Stirling and Dunfermline railway. It
built only a few years ago, on a tract of ground

was

previously quite rural, and entirely for the purpose of
manufacturing iron. The ironstone is found on the
spot, and in the circumjacent territory, within the
parishes of Carnock and Culross; but the coals and
the limestone, for the reduction of the iron ore, are
The
brought from some distance by railway.
engine-house is a grand structure, built of a very
beautiful sandstone, with ornamented arched windows about 30 feet high, and with walls so deeply
founded and so massive as to comprise 60,000 cuoic
feet of stones below the surface of the ground. The
furnaces are six in number, built of large, fine firebrick, and having stalks each about ISO feet in
The dwelling-houses are substantial, oneheight.
story, stone buildings, on an uniform plan, covered
with blue slate, and disposed in rows, with intervening spaces more than double the breadth of the
streets of the new town of Edinburgh.
Population,
about 1,680. See Forth Iron-Works and Carnock.
See Selkirk.
(The). See Orr (The).
a parish, containing the post-office
hamlet of Finhaven, in the centre of Forfurshire.
It is bounded by Tannadice, Aherlemno, Rescobie,
and Kirriemuir.
Its length eastwai-d is 6 miles;
and its greatest breadth is 3 miles. Its ancient name,
and the name still in use of several of its chief locali-

OAKWOOD-TOWER.
OAR
OATHLAW,

OBAN.
ties, is FixHAVEX : which see.
the hill of Fin iia veil, which

OBAN.

D2h
From

the

it to be called the Charing -cross of the
Hebrides; and its position midway between the
Caledonian and the Crinan canals, with its consequent power of pouring the productions of the north
and the south over most of Argyleshire, has rendered it the virtual capital of the Western Highlands.
It stands at the head of a small bay which
recedes from the sound of Kerrera, and has a boldly
indented coast, backed by moderate - sized hills.
The southern entrance to the sound bends so far
inward from the bay as to become lost to the view;
the northern entrance, though all seen from the
town, is shut up, at 5 miles' distance, by the island
of Lismoi-e so that the portion of sea which lies
under the eye appears quite landlocked, and has
scenically all the attributes of a large, intricate,
and romantic lake. The environing lands are sufficiently high to pitxluce repose in the landscape,
and afford protection from the violence of winds;
yet not so high as to confine the vision to a limited
range, or prevent the grand revelation in the distance of vast alpine heights, with the play around

summit of casioned
;

forms a ridge along
the southern boundary, the surface slopes gently
into Strathmore, and stretches out toward the other
boundaries in a plain. The river South Esk is connected with most of the northern district, partly
on the boundary, partly beyond the boundary, and
partly throujrh the interior, flowing between very
low banks, generally shallow, and about 46 yards
broad, but occasionally coming down in deep wide
freshets. Lerano-bum runs north-eastward through
the interior, to the. South Esk. A bore of upwards
of 150 ftet in depth having been made in an unsuccessful search for coal, a very powerful spring of
excellent water wells up from it. but, being situated
in the midst of a corn-field, was covered over from
The predominant
view, and carried off in a drain.
rocks are sandstone and conglomerate. The soil,
for the most part, is of a clayey retentive character,
incumbent on what is called a pan. Only a veiy
few acres are in a state of waste ; about 2,850 are
in tillage; ard ai out 9(K) are under wood.
There
are six principal landowners, but only one of them
is resident.
The estimated yearly value of raw
produce in 1S35 was £10,718; assessed property in
1843. £3,056; real rental in 1855. £3,670.
On the
north bank of the Lemno were formerly traces of a
Roman camp, called the camp of Battledykes, more
than double the extent of the celebrated one at
Ardoch. It measured about 2,970 feet in length,
1,850 feet in breadth, and about 80 acres in area;

and now forms a good and well-worked farm.

;

vivid cloud-scenery, and the war of storms.
Tise cliffs on the north side of the bay are lofty and
bold, and are finely embellished with trees and
overspreading ivy; and, from their brow, they lift
the eye athwart an expanse of island and coast

them of

scenery whose combined extent and magnificence
are not excelled by any kindred view in Britain.
In the interior, too. the whole foreground is pleasing ; and is set off with superb "efiect by a backthe blue broadground of no common character,
shouldered and double-peaked Ben-Cruacban swell-

The

pretorinm is the only part now visible; but some
small urns and other minute antiquities, which ing in the distance into gigantic proportions."
were dug up within it, are preserved in the viciOban is of comparatively recent origin, and has
A grand Roman iter connected it with the risen rapidly from a trivial commencement. Its
nity.
camp of Ardoch ; and smaller itere connected it nncleus. twenty-six years before Dr. Clark visited
northward with can us at Wardykes and Haerfaukls, it, consisted of but a single thatched hou.se with five
distant respectively 11 and 19 miles.
Near Fin- inhabitants. In 1713 arose the first house which it
haven-castle grew a famous chestnut-tree, 42 feet possessed of any consequence, a storehouse erected
in girth a foot from the ground, 33 feet in the
by a trading company of Renfrew. The sagacity
smallest part of the trank. and 35 feet at the offshoot which gave it this accession soon became general,
of the branches.
The parish is traversed by the road and very markedly appreciated the site of the town
from Forfar to Brechin, but has not access to any as the best station for commanding the trade of the
railway stations nearer than Auldbar, Forfar, and far west of Scotland. During the progress of last
Kirriemuir. Population in 1831, 533; in 1851, 424. century, the place was constituted one of the jyorts
of the custom-honse ; and, when it began fully to
Houses, 76.
This parish is in the presbytery of Forfar, and demonstrate its advantageousness of position, it
of
and
Meams.
synod
Patron, Camegy drew attention from the Duke of Argyle and Mr.
Angus
of Finhaven.
Stipend, £158 5s. 2d.; glebe, £18. Campbell of Combie, the proprietors of its grounds,
Schoolmasters salary, £34 4?. 4^1, with about £18 and won from them a willingness to grant, to a
fees.
The parish church was built in 1815, is a considerable extent, encouraging building leases.
neat edifice with a tower, and contains upwards of Two brothers of the name of Stevenson, who settled
200 sittings. There is a parochial lihrar\-. Some in it in 1778, introduced to it different departments
vestiges exist, a little below Finhaven- cnstle, of an of traflic, and, while they enriched themselves,
ancient church, called the church of Aikenhauld, greatly aided its advancement, and promoted the
which seeuis to have been the church of the barony prosperity of the country in its neighbourhood.
©f Finhaven, and was probably that of the original The
opening of the Crinan and Caledonian canals,
the construction of parliamentary and statute-labour
parish.
OBAN, a post-town, a seaport, a market-town, roads in the interior, the introduction and improveand a parliamentary burgh, in the united parish of ment of steam-navigation, the general and rapid
Kilmore and Kilbride, Argyleshire. It stands on amelioration of the Highlands, the sndden and vast
the coast of Mid-Lorn, opposite the northern
part expansion of traffic between the western coasts and
of the island of Kerrera, at the grand ferry aci-oss the
Clyde, and the origination of trade between the
the Bonthem part of the Sound of Mull, 24 miles Highlands and verj- distant parts of the empire,
north of the west end of the Crinan canal, 25 south- have all kept the prosperity of the town in steady
east of Tobermory, 33 north-west by west of Inver- movement, and occasioned a
periodical, though
ary, 35 south-south-west of Fort- William, 92 northsafely small, addition to the number of its houses.
west by north of Glasgow, and 136 west-north-west
The first view of the town, whether approached
of Edinburgh.
The site of the town is singularly by land or by sea, is pleasant and picturesque.
happy, as to at once scenic interest, burghal com- The front view of it from the bay. seen in connexion

and commercial influence. Its command of
the Western islands, both in their finest groupings

with

fort,

and in nearly all their facilities for
communicating with tbcir principal marts has oc-

its brilliant environs, is particularly striking.
street confronting the water cui-ves in the form
of a crescent, and presents a long series of neat
buildings, chiefly of two stories, slated and white-

The

into landscape,

I

OBAN.

The
washed, and of very cheerful appearance.
main body of the town is cut into two parts by a
In the eastern division stands a
chapel of ease, a neat edifice, built in 1821, at the
cost of £1,143.
On the face of the rising ground
behind tlie town stands conspicuously a Free
of
church,
light, early Gothic architecture, with a
low Norman tower and pointed spire, built within
the last few 3-ears, after a design by Mr. Pugin.
In the town also are an United Presbyterian church,
small stream.

built in 1838, an Independent chapel, built in 1820,
and a Scottish Episcopalian chapel of recent erec-

Nearly opposite the quay is a large, lofty
occupied as the Caledonian hotel, commodious and well-conducted. There are also in the
town some considerable inns of secondaiy pretension, particularly the King's Arms, the Royal, and
the Commercial. There is likewise a free-masons'
tion.

edifice,

The dwelling-houses,

hall.

are submany of

in general,

and look aggregately cheerful
whole or in part to be let
to summer visitors
and yet they want some of the
good properties which are common in the houses of
stantial

them

;

also are disposed in
;

" Their
places of much less note.
groundstory being chiefly occupied with shops some of
them very good a peculiar mode of access to the
upper floor prevails, namely, by a passage right
through the dwelling, and then up an outside back
stone staircase. Thus, and from close contiguity,
the back ai-eas are disagreeably overlooked and in
one part of the town the exposure is heightened by
the back-ground being to the water side. Many of
the houses are disgracefully deficient in some of the
arrangements essential to the decencies of life and
Some houses of a better
preservation of health."
character, however, have recently been built at the
north end of the town.
The harbour and anchoring-ground of the port
are particularly good. There are two commodious
quays; one of which was improved and enlarged in
The bay is semicircular, has a depth of from
1836.
12 to 24 fathoms of water, is quite sheltered from
every wind, and affords at all times a safe retreat
to ships of any burden.
Several vessels belong to
the port. The imports are principally miscellaneous
goods from Glasgow and Liverpool, and the exports

many

—

—

;

chiefly pig-iron, whisky, wool, fish, kelp, and Easdale slates. The port is a central point for all the
shipping which visits the north-western parts of
Scotland, or passes through the Caledonian canal
;

and it has constant and animating communication
by steam-vessels with Glasgow, Greenock, Islay,
Morven, Tobermory, Fort - William, Inverness,
and in summer daily also
Skyc, and Stornoway
with lona, Staffa, and the circuit of Mull. It ranks
;

at present, in its custom-house relations, only as a
creek of the port of Greenock ; and the amount of
The chief
local dues levied at it in 1852 was £76.
manufactures of the town are the making of whisky
in two distilleries, and the making of silk and straw
But the produce of the ordinary departments
hats.
of artisanship is required not only for the town, but
for an extensive district around it; and both the
iron -works of Bunawe and the slate-quarries of

Easdale are, in a subordinate sense, manufactures
of Oban, or at least sensibly affect its prosperity.
The town derives much support also from the presence of strangers in summer, either cursorily ns
and
tourists, or more pi'olongcdly ns sea-bathers
sometimes, particularly in .Inly and August, it so
swarms with them as to be unable to aflbrd them
;

accommodation. Yet, though most convenicntlv
situated as a key-point for tourists, it is not nt all

all

well

adapted

OBAN.
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as

for

sea-bathers.

The

quarters
could be dcHired, and the

ivater, inaeed, is all that

beach

is pretty good, but the ground along-shore
so confined as to afford little privacy, and there
The charges for lodgare no bathing-machines.
and the supplies in the butcher,
ings are high
fish, and vegetable markets, are neither ample,
The town has offices of the
regular, nor prime.
is

;

City of Glasgow bank and of the National bank, a
national security savings' bank, twelve insurance
agencies, an Establishment school, a Free church
school, an United Presbyterian school, a ladies'
school, a ladies' boarding-school, two ladies' charity
female schools, a reading-room and circulating
library, a local horticultural society, and a district
It is likewise lighted with
agricultural society.
gas, but has not a sufficient supply of fresh water.
It is entitled by charter to have a weeklv market;
and a sheep and wool market is held on the

—

Wednesday in July, after Inverness, cattle markets are held on the Monday and Tuesday before
the last Wednesday of Maj', and on the Friday and
Saturday before the last Wednesday of October,
and horse markets are held on the Monday and
Tuesday before the first Thursday of March, and on
the Monday and Tuesday before the first Thursday

—

of

November.

Oban was

erected into a burgh of barony in 1811,
seal, in favour of the Duke of
this charter was aftei-wards set asida
Argyle.
and in 1820 another
by the Court of Session
charter was granted in favour jointly of the Duke
The terof Argyle and Mr. Campbell of Conibie.
within the burgh limits consists of
ritory comprised
the lands of Oban, the lands of Glenshellich, and
the lands of Upper Glencrutten, Lower Glencrutten,
The Duke of Argyle was
and Little Glencrutten.
snpei'ior of the whole, and proprietor of Oban and
Glenshellich, and Mr. Campbell of Combie wms
of Glencrutten
and they let out the
f»roprietor
ands in portions under leases. In 1833, under the
provisions of the Reform Act, the chief portion of
the burghal territorj', defined as " the space on the
mainland included within a circle described with a
radius of one-half mile from the point as a centra,
where the street leading to the old Inverary road
meets the street along the shore," was constituted
a parliamentaiy burgh.
Two provisions or incidents of both the charters constituting the burgh
of bai'ony were set aside bv the act constituting
tlie first, that burges.ses
the parliamentary burgh,
residing within that part of the territory which lies
and the
beyond the parliamentary boundaries
second, that all inhabitants having a right to a
house and garden-ground by feu or lease, for 19
years, whatever the value, were entitled to elect the
and now only
burgh-magistrates and councillors
those can take part in the nninicipal elections who
are qualified by local position, and by paying rent,
or possessing subjects of £10, to vote for a member
of parliament.
The municipal and parliamentary
constituencies are thus identical, and amounted, in

under the great

But

;

;

—

;

;

The town is governed
1840, to 64; in 1855, to 74.
bailies, a treasurer, a dean-of-guild, and
four councillors ; and it unites with Inverary,
by two

Camphclton, Irvine, and Ayr, in sending a member
to parliament.
The jurisdiction of the magistrates
extends over not only the parliamentary burgh, but
the whole territory of the burgh-of-barony but it
disposes of very few civil cases, and of no other
criminal ones than those of petty dclinquencj'. A
burgh court is held on the first Monday of every
month a justicc-of-peace court for small debts is
held on the first Friday of every month
and a
8herift"'8 court for small debts is held once in
every
of
three months.
the
Population
parliamentaiy
;

;

;

burgh

in

IWl, 1,398;

in 1851, 1,742.

Houses, 156.

OBBE.

Population of the part of the burgh of barony not
inclnded in the parliamentary burgh, in 1841, 156;
in 1851, 129.

manding

which, for united gorgeousness and
probably not surpassed by any in Britain ;
and the King's Seat, about 4 miles from Dollar,
which attains an elevation of 2,000 feet above the
valley of the Devon at Dollar, or 2,160 feet above
its tributaries,

Houses, 31.

of the most remarkable of the numerous
objects of high interest, antiquarian or topographical, either in the immediate neighbourhood of Oban,
or at points most readily reached from it, will be
found noticed in our articles Dcsolly. Dunstaff-

extent,

The prospect from the King's seat, while very
extensive and brilliant in itself, reveals fully the
An intelligent obrelative position of the Ochils.
"I had now
server has described it as follows:
under my eye a circular space of 100 miles in
diameter, comprising nearly one-third of the surface
of Scotland, and probably two-thirds of its wealth.
On the north were the rugged Grampians, rising in
ridge behind ridge. In the outer line which is low
and uniform the pass of Killiecrankie is distinctly
seen as a great natural chasm. Below is the wellwooded plain of Perthsbiie. a part of which is concealed by the spurs or branches of the hills on which
you stand. On the west the higher parts of the
chain of the Ochils confine the view; but yon easily
distinguish the summits of Benmore, Benledi, Benlomond, and various hills near the Atlantic. On
the south the eye roams over a vast and fertile
region, extending from Campsie-hills to the Lammermoor chain, including Edinburgh, Arthur's-seat,
the Bass, the Pentland-hills, and pan of Stirlingshire.
The Devon is seen immediately below,
winding through the valley like a silver thread.
Beyond it is the frith of Forth, clear, luminous, and
tranquil like a mirror, and enshrined in the centre
of a richly cultivated country. The windings in its
upper part, with the islets, capes, and peninsulas
which they form, are seen to more advantage here
than from Stirling-castle. The small hills between
the Ochils and Kincardine do not present the
slightest inequality of surface, but seem sunk and
confounded with the valley of the Devon while the
fields, that cover the whole space with their hedgerows and stripes of planting, look like the diminntive plots of a nursery.
On the south-east is seen
Kinross, with Ix>ch-Leven and its two islets, and
the
black
these
mural
front of the Lomonds,
beyond
variegated with streaks of red. On the other side
of the frith is seen the undulating and well-wooded
district of West Lothian, and the fertile carse of
Falkirk, in the middle of which an opaque cloud
marks the site of Carron. The lower part of the

—

—

display of loyalty on occasion of the royal progress
to Ardverikie, and visit to lona, in the autumn of
In the afternoon of the royal squadron's
1847.
arrival, the ships in the bay and all the salient
points of land made grand demonstrations; and at
all round
night the town was brightly illuminated,
"
its crescent front toward the bay,
presenting a
flood of light that sparkled on the warm sea, with
circles of coloured lamps arranged in tasteful forms
and in words of loyal welcome, while high up, two
magnificent bonfires lighted the remote distance,
like planets of some other sphere."
project was

A

branches thence to the Great glen of Scotland and
and a modification of
to the head of Loch Lomond
this project has been recently revived, for a railway
from O'uan to Tyndrum, and thence by way of
Killin, Glenogle, Locheanihead, the west side of
;

to Callendar.

The only engineering

diflSculties are some deep
cuttings along Loch- Awe and in Glenogle.
OBBE, a stream, abounding with trout, in the
south-east of Harris, in the Outer Hebrides.
OBNEY-HILL, or Craig-Obxet, a short lofty
hill-range, in the parish of Auchtergaven, Perth-

shire.

OCCLEXESTER.

See Deerxess.
of Celtic origin, signifying
It is used in Scottish topography as the
'lofty.'
designation of one of the most conspicuous hillof
the kingdom
and as a prefix in the
ranges
names of several places characterized by steep
eminences or abrupt banks.
OCHIL-HILLS. a range of high hills extending
from the conjunction of the counties of Stirling,
Perth, and Clackmannan, in the vicinity of the town
of Stirling, about 2 miles from the left bank of the
Forth, in an east north-east direction, to PartonCraigs, on the right bank of the Tay, below the
The range runs parallel to the
city of Perth.
Grampians or mountain-rampart of the Highlands ;
it forms the screen on the Lowland side of Stratha word

;

;

frith

—

and Lower Stratheam, component parts in
the large sense of Strathmore ; and it lies across the
head of the whole peninsula of Fife, magnificently
defending it, and the low ground of Clackmannan,
Cnlross, and Kinross, from the scourge of the
storms, which come careeringly down the glens and
gorges of the Grampians. Its length is about 24
miles, and its average breadth about 12. Its southeast side, especially toward the Forth, is steep, and,
in some places, almost perpendicular; and its northwest side rises with a greater abruptness than belongs to most of the Scottish ranges. Its summits
*re highest at its south-west end, and might,
espedally there, as well as in other parts of the range,
be termed mountainous, but for the vicinity of the
Highland alps. Three of the summits overlooking
the Forth are Bencleugh, in the parish of TillicoulIry, 2,430 feet above sea-level, and the loftiest of
flie range;
Dnnmyat, in the parish of Logic, 1,345
fiset above sea-level,
advancing a little from the
noDtiguous range, breaking almost sheer down in

—

—

at one time entertained, but afterwards laid aside,
for a railway from Oban eastward to Tyndrum, with

Loch Lubnaig. and the pass of Leny,

is

the level of the sea.

BeREGOSILM. KerREHA, LlSMORE, EtIVE
(Loch), Bex Cruachax, Awe (Loch). Easdai.e.
loxA, and Staffa. Oban made a very brilliant

KAGE,

allan

cliffs into the plain, and coma prospect over the basin of the Forth and

stupendous rocky

Some

OCHIL,

OCHIL-HILLS.
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j

I

|

I

•

;

;

'

i

i

i

|

is

specked with

little

vessels,

and perhaps

right before you is a steam-boat, which, when seen
upon a pretty large surface of water, with its long
train of smoke, forms, in my humble opinion, a
picturesque object in the landscape, in spite of all
the poets have said in its disparagement."
The Ochils everywhere, within their own limits,
present rich groupings of scenery, and pleasing
pictures of rural life; swelling hills, verdant to
their tops, and thickly dotted with sheep and cattle;
rivulets rushing along the gorges and the vales, or
falling in hoarse mixrmurs from precipitous cliffs;
villages, hamlets, and farm-houses, skirted or

and

enclosed with wood. The individual hills are generally long, round-backed, and either covered with
verdure or under cultivation up to their summits;
and, with some remarkable exceptions, their chief
acclivities are rapid, and face the north.
Defiles,
glens, and valleys everywhere dissever the range
into small masses and single hills, and are generally
of so rich a character in soil and culture as to blend
brilliantly with the landscape of the acclivities.
Offshoots of the range, but so low that they rarely
lift a summit more than 500 feet high, run down the
whole peninsula of Fife, and, along with the beauti-

OCHILTKEE.

Lomond-hills, and some less considerable isolated
impart to it that undulated contour which so
pleasingly characterizes its appearance. These offshoots and the main range may be viewed as enclosing the outer edge or north-east extremity of the
ful

hills,

great coal-field of Scotland, which extends, though
not without marked interruptions, fiom the river

Girvan

in

Ayrshire

to the

The main range

banks of the Eden

in

unusually rich in its
minerals; and, besides yielding up round its base
Fife.

is

large supplies of coal and of stratification superincumbent on the coal-measures, has furnished from
its interior large quantities of various valuable
" In those
metals.
parts of it which lie in the parishes of Alva, Logic, Dollar, and Tillicoultry, veins
of copper and lead have been wrought to a considerable extent: the copper-ore in particular is very
rich, and generally found enclosed in a matrix of
sulphate of barj'tes or cawk. About the year 1715,
Sir John Erskine of Alva, with the assistance of
some miners from Lead-hills, discovered a very rich
vein of silver: it made its appearance in small
threads, which, being followed, led to a rich mass
of ore some of it was so rich, that 14 ounces of ore
sum not greater than
yielded 12 ounces of silver.
;

A

had been expended on it when this
discoveiy was made; and during the space of 13 or
14 weeks, ore was produced to the value of £4,000
per week and it is said that Sir John drew from
£40,000 to £50,000 besides what was purloined by
the v.-orkmen. When this mass was exhausted, the
silver-ore began to disappear, and lead and other
minerals were discovered, on which all farther

£50

sterling

;

was given

Cobalt has likewise been
equal to that imported from
Saxony." Arsenic and iron liave also been found;
and the latter is extensively worked.
OCHILTREE, a parish, containing a post-office
village of its own name, nearly in the centre of
It is bounded by Stair,
Kyle and of Ayrshire.
Anchinleck, Old Cumnock, New Cumnock, DalmelIts length northward is 8
lington, and Coylton.
miles; its greatest breadth is 5 miles; and its area
is a little
of
24
square miles. The surface
upwards
consists of ridges partly pastoral and partly arable,
ajid of intervening dingles of moss, meadow, and
arable land. The ridges generally run from east to
west, are of various- lengths, and toward the south
search

found

up.

in different parts,

have an altitude of about 1,000 feet. A thriving
plantation of no great breadtli, stretches nearly
across the parish parallel with the Ayr road and
this, with tlie plantations of Barskimming, AuchinIcck, and Dumfries-house, in the adjacent parishes,
relieves the landscape from coldness of aspect.
Moss of various depths covers a considerable area,
both in the uplands and in the low grounds, and frequently expands into flow moss or wet bog. The
;

lands in tillage comprise

whole parish.

The

soil,
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fully two-thirds of the
for the most part, is a

clayey loam, incum))ent on stiff, retentive clay.
Coal and ironstone exist, Imt are not worked. Sandstone abounds, but no limestone has been discovered.
Coal and lime, however, are within near reach by
importation. There are two lochlets, one covering
alwut 27 acres, the other less. 'Jlic Lugnr running north- west ward, and not far from its confluence with the Ayr traces, for about 2 miles, the
IJurnock-water rises in
north-eastern boundary.
tiie southern extiemity, aiul nins northward to the
The
the
village.
Coyl, running in the
Lugar at
same direction, touches the boundaiy in some points
The two, principal landowners are the
in the west.
Marquis of Hutc, and Sir James IJoswell, Hart; and

—

—

—

The rent of the arable
there are fourteen others.
land ranges from 258. to 508. per acre, and averages

about 33s.
The estimated value of raw produce
in 1837 was £21,898.
Assessed property in 1857,
£11,041.
'I'he ancient barony of Ochiltree belonged from
the 14th century, or earlier, till the 16th century, to
the family of Colville, several of whom figure in
history as knights. In 1530. it was exchanged by Sir
James Colville with Sir James Hamilf n of Finnart,
for the barony of East AVemyss in Fife; and, in
1534, it was exchanged by its new possessor with
Andrew Stewart, Lord Avondale, for the barony
of Avondale in Lanarkshire.
In consequence
of the latter exchange, Stewart was, in 1542-3,
created Lord Stewart of Ochiltree, instead of Lord
Stewart of Avondale. But the peerage of Ochiltree became dormant in 1675; and the barony
passed through many hands, went into the possession of the first Earl of Dundonald, was granted by

him

second son. Sir John Cochrane, was forJohn in 1685, but re-acquired by his son
from the crown in 1686, was purcliased from the
Cochrane family about 1737 by Governor M'Kae,
who left it to Miss Macquire, afterwards Countess of
Glencairn, and was re-sold about 1817 in lots to
to his

feited

by

Sir

The old castle of Ochiltree
different propiietors.
stood on the side of the Lugar, on the brow of a
high rocky bank, whence arose tlie name Ochiltree,
" the
" but
signifying
nothing
lofty dwelling-place;
of the castle now lemains, the whole having been
carried away piecemeal for building houses and
dykes on the adjoining farms. Another old barony
in the parish bears the name of Traboch, signifying
" the
dwelling place of the tribe," and is now the
farm on this
property of Sir James Boswell.
estate, called Hoodstone, has been tenanted from
about the middle of the 13th century by a family of
the name of Hood, who are said to be descendants
There
of the famous English outlaw, Robin Hood.
are at Auchencloich, in the upland district, the
ruins of an old castle, which is unstoried by either
document or tradition. An ancient camp occupied
part of the site of tlie village of Ochiltree but little

A

;

The parish is
respecting it.
north end by the road from
Cumnock to Ayr; and it has comparativel)' near
access at that end to the Auchinleck and Cumnock
stations of the Glasgow and South-Westeni railor nothing is

known

traversed across

its

way. Population in 1831, 1,562; in 1851, 1,787.
Houses, 289.
This parish is in tlie presbytery of Ayr, and synod
of Glasgow and Ayr.
Patron, the ^Marquis of Bute.
Stipend, £261 4s.
teinds,

£166

4s. 4Jd.,

"2d.;

15s. lid.

with £30

fees,

glebe, £15.

Unapjiropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £43
1 3s. 4d. other emolu-

and £1

ments. The parish church was built in 1789, and
contains 900 sittings. There is a Free church, with
an attendance of 225; and connected with it is a
There is a private
school with about 90 pupils.
school at Sinelairston. The parish of Ochiltree, till
1653, comprehended, in addition to its present terriIn the
tory, what now foiuis the parish of Stair.
12th and 13th centuries it was a rectory, under tiio
patronage of the lords of the manor; but, before 1321,
it was granted by Eustace, the daughter and lieiresB
of Sir William Colville of Ochiltree, to the monks of
Melrose, and it continued to be a vicarage under
the monks till the Reformation. The second Lord
and the
Ochiltree, who was a zealous reformer,
father-in-law of John Knox, olitaiiied a grant of
most of the church lands of the parish and his
obtained a grant
grandson, and inheritor of his title,
of the remaining church lands and of the patronage.
The ViM.AOK of Ochii.thkk is pleasantly situated
in tlie north end of tlie parish of Ochiltree, on the
left bank of the Lugar, immediately below the iiitiux
;

ODNESS.
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left bank of the river, the public road,
The
the right bank, the Caledonian canal.
rivulet Tarff falls into Loch-Ness, about 400 yards
west of the mouth of the Oich and, on an alluvial
bank, in a pleasant peninsula, between the two
streams, and close upon the lake, stands Fort-Au-

i»f

down, on the

nock

and,

the Baruock.
It stands oa the road fro:a Cumto Ayr, 4 miles west of Cumnock, llj east of
The
of Kilmarnock.
and
south-south-east
13
Ayr,
making of reaping hooks, snuff-box making, and
cotton weaving formerly employed many of its in-

on

;

habitants, but now agriculture and ordinary artizanships are the principal occupations. There is a
Fairs
manufactory of curling-stones at Hayhill.
are held in Ochiltree on the second Wednesday
Some
of May and the first Tuesday of November.
violent scenes occurred here and in the neighbourhood, in the early part of the reign of James Y.
Here, also, in November 1666, occurred a general
rendezvous of the Covenanters of Galloway and
Ayrshire, intermediate between the rising at Dairy
and the battle of Bullion Green. Those who appointed the rendezvous had previously rendezvoused
at the Bridge of Doon; and they were joined at
Ochiltree by three bodies under Mr. Welsh, Mr.
At Ochiltree,
Guthrie, and Mr. Robert Chalmers.
likewise, they heard sermon by one of their preachers, marshalled their army, appointed their officers,
placed guards, and held a council of war to examine
their condition and prospects ; and at this council
they resolved that no further help might be expected
from the south or the south-west, that they might
expect to ba joined by numerous adherents if they

gustus.

OIKELL

(The), a river of Sutherlandshire and
It rises in the parish of Assynt in
Sutherlandshire, traverses two small lakes; and,
from about 7 miles below its source, till it falls into
the head of Dornoch frith, it invariably divides the
two counties. Its length of course, exclusive of
sinuosities, is about 32 miles; and its direction is,
for the next
for one-half of its way, south-easterly,
fourth, easterly,
and, for the remaining fourth,
Ross-shire.

—

—

The Dornoch

east-south-easterly.

frith is strictly

passed into Clydesdale, and that, therefore, they
should immediately march to the east.
Population

recognised in its due connection
with it, would add at least 15 miles to its length.
The OikeU's principal tributaries are the Cassley on
its left bank,
a little more than half-way on its
course; the Shin, on the same bank, 7i miles lower
and
the Carron, on its right bank, just before
down;
it enters the Dornoch frith.
Several hundred yards
above the inn of Oikell-bridge, and 7 miles above
the influx of the Cassley, the Oikell, tumbling over
a remarkably rugged and declivitous path, makes a
series of wild cataracts, which terminate in one bold
and very formidable fall. The banks which over-

of the village. 650.

hang

its

ODIN'S CAYE.

See Lagoax Poist.
See Ottleswick.
a headland on the east side of the island

OD INS WICK.

of Stronsay in Orkney.

OE.

See Oa,

OFFERS. See Garghx.vock.
OGILVIE. See Glamiiis.
OGLE. See Glekogle.

OGLEFACE. See Lisuthgowshibe.
OGSTON. See Draime.
OICH (Loch), a lake in Inveniess-shire.

It lies

the centre of the Great glen, and forms the summit level of the Caledonian canal. It is less than
4 miles in length, and varies from J a furlong to J
of a mile in breadth.
It is fed on its north side by
the Garry, running into it, nearly at right angles,
from Glengarry; and it sends off its own superfluence by the river Oich toward Loch-Ness. It is a
pleasant sheet of water, embellished with one or two
wooded little islets, and encircled by verdant hanks,
with some cultivated grounds at the mouth of Glen-

The hills on its south side rise almost direct
garry.
from its edge, steeply and smoothly, to a great height,
feathered in some places with birches, and covered
The hills on its
everywhere else with verdure.
north side are cloven into two masses by Glengarry,
affording a picturesque vista-view into the interior
aud they exhibit a series of bold, lofty, and peaked
Bommits, soaring above elegantly outlined acclivities.
Close to the lake, near the mouth of the GaiTV, are
the ancient castle and modern mansion of IxvebQASRY: which see.
OlCn (The), a brief river of the Great glen,
Invemess-shire. It conveys the superfluent waters
of Loch-Oich north-eastward, but in the line of the
segment of a circle, with the concavity facing the
south-east, to tlie head of Loch-Xess; and it has
At its head
altogether a run of only 5^ miles.
stands the house of Aberchalder, where Prince
;

Edward concentrated his forces before commencing his march toward the low country. The
Charles

the glen which the Oich traverses is occuand heath-clad hills; and brings

pied by low, rocky,

this multiplied linn, are quite precipitous, and
exhibit from their crevices, at spots where no soil
can be detected by the eye, several large fir-trees
For
springing up from curiously twisted roots.
several miles below this point, the vale of the stream,
or Strathoikell, is flanked by dreary heath-clad hiUs,
and derives relief from the pervading irksomeness
only by occasional clumps of stunted birch, and a
few verdant meadows on the margins of the stream.
Three miles above the influx of tie Cassley, an impetuous burn tumbles headlong into the vale and
at a brief distance from its mouth rises an elevated
;

in

|iart of

if

—

OCHTERTYRE. See MosivAmD.
OCTOUN. See Whithorn.
ODNESS,

estuary; and,

and picturesque bank, sheeted with verdure, and
crowned with a burying-ground. This part of the
a name which alludes
vale is called Tutumvarach,
to a fierce onslaught, early in the 15th century, upon
a freebooting party of the Macleods of Lewis by a
body of the men of Sutherland. From Tutumvarach

—

to the

Cassley the stream runs tortuously along a

and, while markedly Highland
winding strath
in its screens, has a profusion of birch and alder
coppice upon its immediate banks, and, in one place,
At the junction of
is overhung by a forest of firs.
the Cassley a fine view is obtained of RosebaU;

house, embosomed in extensive woods, near the foot
of Cassley-glen, and of the old walls of Castle-naCoir, situated on a meadow on the left bank of the
Oikell.
The river is navigable by boats from the
sea to Rosehall, and brings up the tide to a point
only 1 J mile farther down. The united waters of
the Oikell and the Cassley form a fine large river,
and make a well-defined boundary-line between
Ross and Sutherland. The strath, down to Bonarbridge at the head of the frith, is everywhere beautiful, and forms part of the ancient district of Fer
rinbusklyne or Sleischillis, which the bishops of
Caithness obtained, in the 12th century, as a gift
from the Earls of Sutherland. From Rosehall to
about 3 miles above the influx of the Shin, it forms
on the one side a craggy barrier, and on the other a
low expanse of continued forest, and winds perpetually in its progress and, lower down, it has extensive meadows along the edges of the stream, ornamental clumps of coppices on the declivities, and
groups and sprinklings of neat stone-cottages, pic
;

turesquely perched on rocky heights

2

T-

OrSHNIE.

OISHNIE (Loch), a small lake in the parish of
It discharges itself by a
Dowally, Perthshire.
streamlet past the Kilmorich distillery and the village of Kindallachan, into the Tay.
OLA. (St.). See Kirkwall.

OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD

AUCHENAIRN,

See Auchenairn.
See Blairingone.

BLAIRINGONE.
BRIDGEND. See Bridgend (Old).
BROCKLEHURST. See Brocklehdrst

(Old).

OLD CAMBUS.
OLDCASTLE, a

See Cockbdrnspath.
fishing-village in the parish of

Slains, Aberdeenshire.

Population, 48.

Houses,

14.

OLD CATHCART. See Cathcart (Old).
OLD CAULDRON, a lake in the parish of Dryfes-

It takes its name from its
great depth. Some good shell-marl here was long
used for the improvement of the neighbouring lands.
dale, Dumfries-shire.

OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD

CHURCH. See Edinburgh.
CRAIGHALL. See Craighall.
CUMNOCK. See Cumnock (Old).
DAILLY. See Dailly.
DEER. See Deer.

DUNSKEY. See Portpatrick.
OLDENEY. See Oldney.

OLD ENGINE. See Engine.
OLD FINGLAND-BURN, a brook running
north-easterly direction to the nascent
the parish of Tweedsmnir, Peebles-shire.

OLD GLENCRIEFF.
OLD GREYFRIARS.

in

Tweed

a
in

See Wanlockhead.
See Edinburgh.

OLDHALL. See Gargunnock.
OLDHAMSTOCKS, a parish partly

in the north
of Berwickshire, but chiefly in tne extreme east of
Haddingtonshire. It contains within Haddingtonshire the post-office village of Oldhamstocks, and
the village of Bilsdean. It consists of a detached
The detached section lies
section and a main body.
all in Berwickshire, 1 1 mile south-east of the nearest
part of the main body, drained by Eye-water, sur-

rounded by Cockburnspath, Coldingham, and Abbey
St. Bathan's, and forming nearly a squai'e of territory 1^ mile each way. The main body is bounded
on the north-east by the German ocean, and on other
sides by Cockburnspath, Abbey St. Bathan's, and
Innerwick. Its length north-eastward is about 6
miles; and its breadth is commonly about IJ mile,
and nowhere exceeds 3 miles. A small part of its
south- west end is in Berwickshire, and all the rest
is in Haddingtonshire.
Its coast has an extent of
only IJ mile, and is bold and rocky. The surface,
for about 1 J mile from the sea, is but slightly undulated and thence it consists of heights which at
first are but swells and hillocks, and iifterwards form
part of the slowly climbing ascent of the Lammermoors. The soil is in general sharp and dry, very
fertile toward the sea, but barren and moorish toward the south-west. The lower division is highly
cultivated and finely embellished with wood but
the upper division is entirely pastoral, and chiefly
bleak and heathy. Numerous rills rise a little south
of the centre of the parish, and flow northward, eastward, and southward, occasionally traversing defiles
and glens which are not a little picturesque. The
chief are Dean-burn, which runs across the parish
at the village of Oldhamstocks, traces for 2 miles to
the sea the boundary between the counties, and
traverses, over great part of its course, a romantic
wooded dell Eye and Heriot waters, which, while
they rise in the parish, speedily leave it on the east;
and Whare-burn and Monnynut-water, tributaries
of the Whitadder, the latter of which runs for 2J
In the
miles on the boundary with Innerwick.
lower district, coal, limestone, ironstone, and freestone occur but the coal has been worked only in
;

;

;

J

OLD ROME.
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the upper stratum, which lies near the surface. The
principal landowners are Sir John Hall of Dunglass,
Bart, Hunter of Thurston, and Balfour of Statencleugh and Whittingham. The value of assessed

property in 1843 was £5,774 16s. 6d. Some chief
objects of interest will be found noticed in our article
on Dunglass. The parish is traversed on the coast
by the North British railway, but has access to it
only at the neighbouring stations of Innerwick and
Cockburaspath. It is traversed also on the coast
by the road from Dunbar to Berwick, and about 2
miles inland by the road from Dunbar to Dunse.
The village of Oldhamstocks stands on the latter
road, on the left bank of the Dean-burn, 3§ miles
south by east of Innerwick, and 18^ east-south-east
of Haddington. Fairs are held here on the last Tuesday of July, and on the second Thursday of October.
Population of the village, ] 38. Houses, 37. Population of the Haddingtonshire part of the parish in
1831, 624; in 1851, 560.
Houses, 124.
Population of the entire parish in 1831, 720; in 1851, 692.
Houses, 144.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunbar, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Hunter
of Thurston.
Stipend, £297 15s. 6d.; glebe, not
Schoolmaster's salary, £25 15s., with £18
stated.
The parand
£5
19s. other emoluments.
19s. fees,
ish church is situated at the village of Oldhamstocks.
The ancient church was a rectory, remote
in origin, never subject to any monastic body, and
apparently always in the patronage of the lord of
the manor. The parson of it in 1296 swoi'e fealty
to Edward I. at Berwick.
There are two nonparochial schools.

OLDHAVEN,

a small cliff-screened bay in the
parish of Gamrie, Banffshire. It is the most westerly of the sea-dens in the remarkable coast of that
parish; and it is situated between the lands of
CuUen and Melrose, and has sometimes been called
the Old Haven of CuUen. See Gamrie.
JEDBURGH. See Jedburgh.

OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD

KEITH. See Keith.
KILPATRICK. See

LANGHOLM.
LUCE.

See

Kilpatrick (West).

See Langholm.

Luce

(Old).

MACHAR. See Aberdeen.
MAN OF HOY. See Hoy.
MELDRUM. See Meldrum
MELROSE.

(Old).

See Melrose.
MONKLAND. See Monkland (Old).
MONTROSE. See Maryton.
MOOR. See Keith.
NEWTON. See Whitsome.
OLDNEY, or Oldeney, a small island belonging
to the parish of Assynt, and lying on the west coast
It flanks the south side of the
of Sutherlandshire.
entrance of Loch Assynt gives the name of Oldof
a
sea between it and the point
to
piece
ney-bay
of Store; and is distant about J of a mile from the
Its length is supposed to be a mile, and its
coast.
It is swarded with
greatest breadth J of a mile.
excellent pasture, and belongs to a sheep-farm of
its own name on the adjacent part of the continent.
A little flat island called Crona lies on its south side.
OLD PLACE, a small village in the parish of
Blantyre, Lanarkshire. Its population, jointly with
that of Ilunthill, is about 112.
OLD PRESTON. See Preston (Old).
OLD RATTliAY. See Rattray (Old).
OLD RAYNE. See Rayne.
OLD ROME, a village in the parish of Dundon;

ald,

Ayrshire.

Adjacent

to

it is

It was formerly called Rumford.
a colliery, with shaft of 37 fathoms
through 4 seams of coal. Popu*

in depth,
passing
lation of tue village, 257.

OLD KOSEISLE.
OLD ROSEISLE,

a hamlet in the paiish of

Duffus, Morayshire.

OLD SCONE.
OLD WATER,

See Scoxe.

or Old Water of Clcdex, a
It rises
rivulet in the east of Kirkcudbrightshire.
on the east side of Auglienhay hill in the north of
the parish of Kirkpatriek- Durham, and runs 5J
miles eastward through that parish and into Kirkpatrick-Irongray to near the middle of the latter,
its left bank, and Glenand it then makes a sudden bend,
and runs 2J miles northward to the Clnden, at a
point 5J miles above that stream's confluence with
the Nith. See KiRKPATiucK-lBOXGBAr.
OLD WICK. See Wick.
OLD WIFE'S POINT, a promontory on the

receiving Shelloch-bum on

bum

on

its

right;

north-west coast of the island of Mull, Argyleshire.
The rock fonning its termination has the appearance of the bust of an old woman; but this appearance is seen only from a certain point sailing
out of the sound of Ulva towards Inchkeuneth or
Gribon.
OLIVER-CASTLE. See Tweedsmuik.
OLLABERRY, a post-oflSce station in the parish
of Northmaven, Shetland. See Noethma\-ex.
OLLA'S VOE, a bay on the west side of the
parish of Sandsting, in Shetland.
OLNAFIRTH, the seat of a presbytery, comprising the parishes of Delting, Nesting, Northmaven,
Sandsting, and Walls, in Shetland.
OLRICK, a parish, containing the post-office village of Castleton, on the northern border of CaithIt is bounded on the north by Dunnetness-shire.
bay, and on other sides by the parishes of Dunnet,
Bower, and Thurso. Its length northward is about
5 miles; its greatest breadth is about 3J miles;
and its area is about 15^ sqnaie miles. Its surface

and partly

The

coast comprises
some sandy links the tracts inland thence are a
continuous expanse of rich cultivated land and the
tracts in the south are principally gentle uplands,
covered with verdure, and afibrding excellent pasAbout 500 acres of the entire area are
turage.
links and moss; about 6,000 are in tillage; and
about 20 are under wood. The soil of the cultivated lands is good, principally a deep clay, with
occasional limited intermixtures of sand or till.
Uke, called Lochdurran, measuring about 3 miles
in circumference, was drained about 40 years ago,
with the effect of being converted into good land,
and at the same time affording inexhaustible pits of
marl.
Limestone, sandstone, and pavement flags
abound; and the flags are worked into proper
form for the market, and exported to the amount
of about 400,000 square feet in the year. Castle hill-bay, situated on the eastern part of the coast,
in the vicinity of Castleton, has a neat, commodious
harbour, which is used by vessels exporting the
Another bay, and assoflags and importing coal.
ciations connected with it, have been noticed in our
In
article Mlrkle.
various localities are six or
seven of the antiquities popularly called Picts'
houses.
On the top of the hill of Olrick are evident
This hill, though of investiges of a watch-tower.
considerable altitude, commands a view of the
Bouthem islands of Orkney, of great part of Caithand of nearly
ness, backed by the Sutherland hills,
all the Moray frith, closed up in the horizon
by the
coasts
of
and
Banff,
Aberdeen.
The
Elgin,
county
landowners are the Earl of Caithness, Sir
Srincipal
ohn Gordon Sinclair, Bart., Traill of Ratter, and
Smith of Olrick. The mansions are Murkle, RatThe parish reaches within 2J
ter, and Olrick.
miles of the town of Thurso, and is traversed by the
road thence to Wick. Population in 1831, 1,146;
is

partly

flat

hilly.

;

;

—

A

—

OEBISTOX.
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in 1851, 1.873.
Houses, 352.
in 1843, £4,122 10s.

Assessed property

This parish is in the presbytery of Caithness, and
synod of Sutherland and Caithness. Patron, Sir J.
Colquhoun, Bart. Stipend, i;2]8 13s. lid.; glebe,
£S.
SchoolCnappropriated teinds, £\ 7s. 6d.
master's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £9 fees, and i7
other emoluments. The parish church is an elegant edifice, situated at the east end of Castleton,
and built in 1841 after a design by Mr. Cousin of
Edinburgh. There is a Free chtirch, with an attendance of about 700; and the amount of its reThere are four
ceipts in 1856 was £196 14s. lOd.
non-parochial schools, a parochial library, and two

The name

or three benefit societies.

Olrick

is

of

Norwegian origin, signifying "the son of Erick;"
and is believed to have been applied to the district
from some chief of that name who settled here,
after some Norwegian invasion, about the beginning

A

of the 9th century.
church, dedicated to St.
Columba, anciently stood near the eastern boundary
of the parish, and has bequeathed to its site the
name of St. Coomb's kirk and it is traditionally
;

said to have been suddenly wreathed and inhumed
in sand-drift during a nocturnal storm.
nunnery
anciently stood on the estate of Murkle, and has
of
the
name
Closters
or
Cloispermanently imposed
ters on a rill which runs past its site.

A

OMNIS TERRA.
OMOA, a village in

See Scoxe.
the parish of Shotts, Lanarkshire.
It stands on the south-west verge of the
on
the
road
from Airdrie to Carluke, 3 miles
parish,
east of MotheiTvell. Here are iron- works, which
were established in 1787, and which comprise four
blast furnaces for pig-iron and a foundr}-.
Population, 206.

Houses, 43.

OPSAY, an

islet in the sound of Harris, about
1^ mile in circumference, 2^ miles north-north-east
of North List, and 3J south-east of Bemera.
OR. See Forfar.
ORANGEFIELD. See Moxktox.
ORANSAY, an island in the Islay group of the
Hebrides, quite connected at low water with Colonsay, and fully described in our article on that island.
See CoLOKSAY.
ORANSAY, an islet in the parish of Ardnamurchan, Argyleshire. It lies in Loch-Sninart, 3
miles east of the entrance of the sound of Mull, and
forms a group with the islets of Cama and I^sga,
past which the tide rushes with great velocity into
the smooth, land-locked, upper part of Loch-Suinart.
ORANSAY (Isle), an islet, a harbour, and a
commercial establishment, in Sleat parish, in the
island of Skye.
The islet is small, and serves principally to cover and protect the whole entrance to
the harbour, and to give name to the locality on
the coast. The harbour is in the sound of Sleat, 3
miles north of Knock, and directly opposite LochHoum, on the continent. It is naturally commo-

dious, thoroughly sheltered, and, in everj- respect,

and is much frequented by shipping.
The commercial establishment at the place is small.
excellent;

Here also is a small inn. Isle Oransay is regularly
visited by the Glasgow steamers on their
way to

and from Portree and it thus maintains constant
communication with the north of Skye, and the
;

south-west of Scotland.

ORANSAY

(IS1.E),

in North List.

See Isle-

Oboxsay.

ORB AN SAY,

a small island in the Hebrides,
about f of a mile long, lying immediately east oi
the northerly projection of Barra, and 2J miles
west-north-west of Gigha.
ORBISTON, an esUte in the vicinity of Bellshill,

in the parish of Bothwell, Lanarkshire.

On

ORCHARDTON-BAY.

an establishment was formed
on the system of Robert Owen, to serve as a model
for Owenite establishments throughout the country.
The land was purchased at the price of £36,000,
and the buildings and appurtenances were estimated
this estate, in 1825,

to cost £60,000.

The

chief feature in the project
was a building in the form of a parallelogram, to
contain accommodation for 1,200 persons; but
scarcely a fourth of this was ever finished, and
never did it contain more than about 180 persons;
and so signally did the whole scheme fail that even
all the buildings erected were eventually sold for
the sake of their mere materials, having cost £12,000,
and being sold for £2,000; and speedily all disapThe
peared, leaving not one stone upon another.
establishment was called by its founder New Orbibut
was
known
in
the
ston,
universally
surrounding
country by the name of Babylon.
ORBOST. See Duirinish.

ORCHARDNOOK. See Rhynd.
ORCHARDTON-BAY, a small bay at the mutual
boundary of the parishes of Sorbie and Kirkinner,
3^ miles south by east of Wigton, on the east coast

forty Sinclairs, led by the Earl of Caithness, having
on that day ventured over the barrier toward
the field of Flodden, where with the exception of
the drummer, who was dismissed before the battle
began all were cut down by the sword.
ORDFUNDLIE. See Kincaedine-O'Neil.
ORDIE LOCH. See Dowally.
ORDIE (The), a rivulet giving the name of
Strathord to a large section of the parish of Auch
tergaven, in Perthshire. It issues from a small lake
in the hill of Tullybelton, and runs 5| miles eastsouth-eastward through the heart of Auchtergaven,
receiving nearly all the streams by which that large
It then runs 2| miles south-eastparish is drained.
ward between Monedie on the right, and Auchtergaven and Redgorton on the left, receives on the
right the large tribute of the Shochie, and runs halfa-mile along an artificial cut made for it, by the
Luncarty company, through a steep bank to the
Tay, a little above Luncarty. It is an excellent
trouting stream. The poet Nicoll celebrates it in

—

—

one of his

lyrics.

a parish in the north-east of
Banffshire.
It contains the post-oflSce station of
Cornhill and the village of Corncaim, and lies about
midway between the market towns of Banff" and
Keith.
It is bounded by Fordyce, Boindie, Mar-

ORDIQUHILL,

of Wigtonshire.

ORCHILL (Moor

See Monivaird.
of).
ORCHY (The), a beautiful stream in Argyleshire, which has its head-waters in Loch-TuUa, and
discharges itself into the north-eastern head of LochAwe. See Glenorchy.
ORD, any isolated height with abrupt face, either
inland or on the coast. The name is simply a disguised form of AiRD, which see and it is used in
Scotland variously by itself, in apposition, and as a

—

ORKNEY.
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noch, and Grange. Its length eastward is 3^ miles;
and its greatest breadth is 2^ miles. The surface,
toward the north, is, for the most part, flat; but
elsewhere it is boldly tumulated and, on the southwest boundary, it rises into a hill called the Knock,
;

;

A

stratified bed of moss,
1,640 feet above sea-level.
from 15 to 20 feet deep, covers the summit of this
the southern part of the Mullbuy, in Ross- hill, and, at various places, passes down the declivity
shire.
See Mullbuy. Its surface is tabular or flat, in lines of communication with mosses round the
and has a sandy soil. Great cattle, sheep, and horse base. About one-half of the parish continued till
markets, for which it is well adapted, and which 1842 to be waste or pastoral ; but the greater part
take name occasionally from Beauly, but more gen- of this has since then been subjected to the plough.
erally from itself, are held on this moor, on the third Most of the soil of the parish is deep, but lies on a
Wednesday of April, the second Wednesday of May cold retentive bottom. About 400 acres have been
and June, the third Thursday of July, September, planted with larch, ash, Scottish fir, and other trees.
and October, and the second Wednesday of Novem- The larger part of the area rests on gneiss and coarse
ber.
On the moor are two ancient standing-stones, micaceous schist. The drainage is eff"ected northwhich are said to commemorate an ancient feat of eastward by Boyne-burn. Park-house, the seat of
arms connected in some way with the prophesied Lauchlan Duff" Gordon, Esq., the sole heritor, is a
The yearly value of
extinction of the clan Mackenzie and eastward of large, good-looking mansion.
them is a very large number of stone circles and raw produce was estimated in 1836 at £6,770. Ascairns.
sessed property in 1856, £2,750 14s. lOd. The parish
ORD, an abrupt hill, about 430 feet high, on the is traversed by the roads from Banff" and Portsoy to
east side of the pai-ish of Drumoak, in Aberdeen- Huntly, and lies within 6 miles of stations of the
Keith extension of the Great North of Scotland
shire.

prefix.

ORD,

;

ORD-BAN. See Loch-An-Eilean.
ORD-OF-BANFF. See Banff.
ORD-OF-BRESSAY, a reclining rocky headland,
about 500 feet high, and inhabited by eagles, in the
south of the island of Bressay, in Shetland.
ORD -OF- CAITHNESS, a broad -based, lofty,
granitic mountain on the east coast of the north of
Scotland, at the boundary between Caithness and
Sutherland. It rises with frightful rapidity of ascent right up from the sea, occupies about 9 or 10
miles of the coast, and forms the commencement of
a long mountain-chain, which runs north-westward,
and continues to divide the counties. The public
road into Caithness passes over this enormous natural barrier, at an elevation of 1,200 feet above sealevel, and expends a whole stage upon it and its
huge skirts. Previous to 1811, when this road was
made, the only land-ingress to Caithness proceeded
along the edge of a tremendous range of precipices,
which 80 overhung the sea as to be quite appalling
to both horse and rider.
According to an old established superstition, no Sinclair may without fearful foreboding of evil cross the Ord on a Monday
;

Population in 1831, 655; in 1851, 644.
Houses, 135.
This parish is in the presbytery of Fordyce and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Earl of Seafield.
Unappropriated
Stipend, £204 12s.; glebe, £9 lOs.
teinds, £38 2s. 6d. Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with
about £15 fees, a share in the Dick bequest, and
some other emoluments. The parish church was
built in 1805, and contains about 490 sittings.
There is a Free church, with an attendance of about
280; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
There are a non-parochial school
£122 6s. 9id.
Mr. Walter Goodall,
and a parochial library.
author of a Defence of Queen Mary,' was a native
railway.

'

of Ordiquhill.

OREVAL.

See Rum.

ORINSAY. See Oransay.
ORKIE. See Newdurn.

ORKNEY, the southern one of the two archipelagos of the northern isles of Scotland. The Orkney
archipelago, Fair isle, and the Shetland archipelago
These
constitute the whole of the northern isles.
isles collectively have long ranked as a county or

AFaIlart(iil>CrLosdinU4iiilnir^

ORKNEY.
But previous to the passing
Orkney alone, to the exclusion

of the Reof Fair isle
and the Shetland archipelago, really constituted the
county, or at least had possession practically of all
Shetland having no voice
its political privileges,
in the election of a member of parliament, and enjoying no advantage from the administrative working of the British constitution. Even after the passing of the Reform bill, Orkney seemed likely for a
time to retain practically all the county rights. for,
on occasion of the first election, the Shetland pollbooks, on account of the circnitousness of the mail
communication, could not be brought to Kirkwall
within the time specified by the act. And now.
though Shetland has been made to share the county
_hts as diiFusively and effectively as circumstances
11
well admit, Orkney is so difierent from it in
neral character, so distinct in social interests, so
parate in mercantile communications, as well as
distant and unconnected in position, as to demand
the same kind of treatment at the hands of a topo-

stewartrv.

form

bill.

—

—

'

,napher as if it were really, and in every sense, a
parate county.
The Orkney islands are divided from the northeistern extremity of continental Scotland by the
Pentland frith ; they measure in extreme length,
from north to south, about 57 miles, and in extreme
breadth, from east to west, about 27 miles; they are,
at their southern extremity, with the exception of
tlie Pentland skerry, from 6 to 12 miles distant from
the coast of Caithness; and they lie between the
irallels of 54^ 47' and 59'^ 20' north latitude, and
tween 2° 4' and 3' 23' longitude west of Greenich.
They are grouped with considerable comictness ; being separated from one another by
unds or straits which are seldom more than 5, and
About two-thirds
•ry often less than 2 miles wide.
their whole area, comprising the mainland and
veral other large as well as many smaller islands,

im a

strictly compact ellipsoidal group on the
the longer axis extending due north and
nth, and the general compactness being disturbed
ith

;

or at least chiefly, by an interior expansion of
on the south, called Scapa flow. Along the
ith-east of this group lies a belt of sea, of about
miles in mean breadth, called, respectively at the
north-west and at the south-east end, the Westray
and the Stronsay friths. The other third of the aggregate area is arranged nearly in the form of three
ly,

1

limbs of a Greek cross ranging the two continuous
limbs north-westward and south-eastward along the
side of this sound, and sending oflF the transverse
limb in a direction nearly due north-east.
The
number of inhabited islands is 29; of small islands,
locally called holms, covered with herbage, and regularly or occasionally stocked with cattle or sheep,
38; and of rocky islets, called skerries, which
rry little or no herbage, and are altogether waste,
very considerable, but not accurately ascertained.
So full a description of each of the inhabited
lands wiU be found in its appropriate place in our
»rk, that we shall here only so far notice them as
;

magnitude and mutual positions.
Pentland skerry, the most southerly, and
about equidistant from Caithness and Orkney pro'

indicate their relative

a barren

islet, important only as the site of a
South
forms
the south-east district of the
Uonaldshay
eater or ellipsoidal group, and, next to the main-

per, is

lighthou.se,

and inhabited by but one family.

-

ind, is the seat of the greatest population.

Swona

west of the southern extremity of the former,
in the middle of the southern entrance to
Scapa
^f^w; but is only about a mile long, and has few
iliabitants.
and
Walls
are
considered as two
Hoy
-lands, but are really one, sectioned into very unlies
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equal parts by the very deep indentation from the
east of an elongated bay, called Long Hope ; they
form the south-west district of the ellipsoidal group,

have a much larger area than South Ronaldshay,
but contain the highest land in Orkney, and are
Pharay, Rasa, and Cava, are three
thinly peopled.
smaU islands triangularly grouped immediately off
the middle of the east coast of Hoy, and aggregately
subsisting but few inhabitants. Flota lies immediately south-east of this little sub-group, equidistant between Hoy and South Ronaldshay, in the
centre of the channel leading up to Scapa flow, and
is 3 miles long and 2 broad.
Graemsay, a comparatively small but productive island, lies near the
north-east extremity of Hoy, in the centre of Hoy
mouth, or the western entrance to Scapa flow
Burray, measuring 4 miles by 1, stretches lengthwise parallel to the north end of South Ronaldshay
and is separated from it by Water sound, 1 mile in
breadth. Lambholm, 3 miles in circumference, lies
north of Burray, in the middle of Holm sound, or
the eastern entrance to Scapa flow.
Pomona, or the Mainland the seat of considerably more than one-half of the whole Orcadian population, the site of the capital and of Stromness,
and not so much a continuous continent as an aggregation of peninsulas and isthmuses, sectioned off

—

by very deeply indenting bays, a

territory

which

bulks very largely in the archipelago, yet has an
area far beneath the proportion or ratio of its population
screens the whole north side of Scapa flow,
and of its western and eastern entrances, Hoy and
Holm sounds, and extends, in a broad expanse of
land, to the north-west extremity of the general
ellipsoidal grouping.
Copinshay, 1 mile by ^ a
mile, lies about 2J miles east of the eastern extreand
forms an excellent landof
the
Mainland,
mity
mark for ships. Shapinshay, about 7 miles by 5,
lies 2 or 3 miles north-east of the Mainland, forming
the south-west screen of the Stronsay frith. Damsay, the Orcadian Tempe, small but beautiful, lies
in the centre of the bay of Firth, a deep indentation
of the Mainland due south-west of Shapinshay.
Grairsay, 2 miles by 1, and consisting chiefly of a
conical green hill, lies 2 miles north-west of ShapWeir, or
inshay, and 1^ east of the Mainland.
Wire, small but populous, lies 2 miles north of
Gairsay. Rousay, nearly a square of about 18 or 20
square miles, forms the northern extremity of the
Eagleshay, a slender oblong of
ellipsoidal group.
2^ miles in length, flanks the east side of Rousay,
is separated from it by a narrow marine belt, called
Howa sound, and, jointly with it, forms the southwest screen of Westray frith. Enhallow, small but
fertile, lies between Rousay and the Mainland.
The twenty -one islands now enumerated excepting Pentiand skeriy, lying to the south form
the larger or ellipsoidal Orcadian group; and the
remaining eight constitute, with their holms and
skerries, the lesser group, or that lying north-east

—

—

—

of the Stronsay

and the Westray

friths.

Stronsay,

forms the south-eastern extremity of
the group, and screens its cognominal frith. PapaStronsay, a beautiful islet 3 miles in circumference,
lies north of Stronsay, embosomed in one of its bays.
Eday, 5 miles by nearly 2, stretching north and
south, screens, on the south-west, the inner extremity of Westray frith, or the part where that frith
merges in the frith of Stronsay. Pharay, a small
oblong, lies west of Eday, separated from it by
a narrow sound.
Westray, containing about 14
square miles, foims the north-west extremity of
the northern group, and the north-east screen of
the Westray frith.
Papa- Westray, 4 miles by 1,
stretching north and south, is separated from West7 miles

by

4,
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vay, on the north-east, by a sound IJ or 2 miles
broad. Saiiday, about 12 miles long by about 1^ of
mean breadth, extends due north-eastward from a
North
point about If mile north-east of Eday.
Ronaldshay, the most northerly of the Orkneys,

and considerably populous, is separated, on the
north-east, from Sanday by North Konaldshay frith,
a sound upwards of 2 miles broad, and of very dangerous navigation.
These islands appear to have been at one time a
continuous territory, and not improbably were attached to continental Scotland. Their geognostic
features, in confronting coasts, have, in general, an
exact correspondence and their intersecting and
separating friths and sounds are, to a great extent,
so shallow as to offer serious obstacles to navigation.
Viewed as one territory, they are abruptly
and boldly, though not in an alpine sense, mountainous in the extreme south-west; they speedily
subside into hills as they recede from the southwestern sea-board; they fall off in gentle slopes
in the interior ; and, with some exceptions, they
;

stretch away toward the east and north-east in valleys or undulating plains which are rarely 100 feet
above sea -level. The strictly rugged or boldest
district is confined to Hoy and Walls; and occasionally exhibits some of the finest rock scenery in
Scotland, blendings of shattered cliffs and stupendous precipices, with basins of water now smooth
and translucent as glass, and now whirling and
maddened like the wreaths and eddies of a whirlwind of snow. With the exception of a little chasm
at Rackwick, the whole coast of about 15 miles is a
precipitous mass of freestone rocks, from 300 to upwards of 500 feet high, in some places pei'pendicular and smooth, in others, rent and broken down
into huge fragments, and, in a few, overhanging
the sea and frowning on its dark and stormy surges.
The heights inland from this coast-line, and those
of the hilly but less rugged district, or of Kousay,
the western sections of Pomona and Eday, and
parts of Westray and South Ronaldshay, are soft in
outline, and either rounded or gently curvatured;
and, in common with the cliffs, they are bleak and
sterile, seldom wearing any other vegetation than
heath, and extensively abandoned to the moorfowl
and birds of other species. The highest ground is
the hill of Hoy, Avhich has an altitude above sealevel of about 1,600 feet.
The surface of the low
grounds is now heathy, now covered with coarse
pasture, and now vividly green or mellow with
good or even ricli crops of grain and it has not a
few spots, and some entire valleys, which have been
pronounced by strangers equal, in the opulence of
their gramineous clothing, to some of the best lands

ception, tumbling across the Atlantic like monsters
of the deep, tlieir heads erect, their manes streaming in the wind, roaring and foaming as if with
till
each discharges such a Niagara flood
against the opposing precipices as makes the rocks
tremble at their foundations, while the sheets of
water that immediately ascend as if from artillery,
hundreds of feet above their summits, deluge the
surrounding country, and fall like showers on the
opposite side of the island. All the springs within
a mile of the weather coast are rendered brackish,
for some days after such a storm.
Those living
J a mile from the precipice, declare that the earthen
floors of their cots are shaken by the concussion of
the waves.
Rocks that two or three men could not
lift, are washed about, even on the tops of cliffs
which are between 60 and 100 feet above the surface of the sea when smooth, and detached masses
of rock of an enormous size are well known to have
been carried a considerable distance between low
and high water-mark." Or during the sleep of the
tempest and the silent sailing of the moon, such a
scene is presented as the poet thus beautifully de-

rage,

scribes

in

England.
Yet from the utter absence of trees, or even of
shrubs, except in a few gardens principally
around Kii'kwall, from the great prevalence of
tall

heath, from the general want of distinctive contour
along the surface, and fronr the constant monotonous alternation of low bleak grounds and roek-dotted
belts of sea, the aggregate landscape is far from
possessing attractions to one who has dwelt among
the scenic beauties of either the Lowland or the
"
If, however, the tourist has
Highland continent.
the good fortune to be in Orkney during a storm,"
" lie will cease to
regret
say the Messrs. Anderson,
the absence of some of the softer and more connnon
of
the
beauties of landscape, in the cor,templation
most sublime spectacle which ho ever witnessed.
By repairing at such a time to the weather-shore,
will bolioUl
particularly if it be the west side, he
waves, of the magnitude and force of which he
could not have previously formed any adequate con-

—

"Night walked

Whose

—

;

:

in beauty o'er the peaceful sea,
gentle waters spake tranquillity.

AVith

dreamy lull the rolling billows broke
In hollow murmurs on the distant rock;
The sea-bird wailed along the airy steep;
The creak of distant oar was on the deep,
So still the scene, the boatswain's voice was heard,
The listening ear could almost catch each word.
From isles remote the house-dog's fitful bay

—

Came floating o'er the waters far away.
And homeward wending o'er the silent hill,
The
The

lonely shepherd's song and whistle shrill;
lulling murmur of the mountain flood.
its night-hymn to the solitude;
The curlew's wild and desolate farewell,
As slow she sailed adown the darksome dell :
The heath-cock whirring o'er the heathy vale;
The mateless plover's far forsaken wail ;
The rush of tides that round the islands ran,
And danc'd like maniacs in the moonlight wan,
All formed a scene so wild, and yet so fair,
As might have wooed the heart from dream* of care."

That sung

—

The coast-line of nearly all the islands, except
along the stern cliffs of the south-west and west, is
exceedingly curved and jagged, forming numerous
recesses for bays and landlocked havens in which
fleets of the largest vessels

may

securely ride,

'i'he

harbour of Long-Hope in Hoy, and that of Widewall, directly opposite, in South Ronaldshay, in
particular, afford shelter amid all winds, except a
gale from the north, to vessels passing through the
Pentland frith and for safety, depth of water, great
extent, and ease of access, they are inferior to few
in the world. The impetuous tides of the Pentland,
which have a velocity of nearly 3 miles at neap, and
the careering speed of 9 at spring, are nearly if not
;

quite equalled by those of

sounds and

friths; yet, in

some of the intersecting

common with

these, they

are repelled into eddies and countermotion as they
approach the land, and are so much curbed and
modified as to be navigable in clear weather with
probably as little danger as those of any part of the
coast of Scotland.
Ordinary neap tides rise about
feet, and ordinary spring tides auout 8; maximum
neap tides rise upwards of 6 feet, and maximum
spring tides 14; minimum neap tides rise not above
'2
Within
feet, and minimum spring tides only 5.
a league of the western coast, the deptit of water is
from 40 to 50 fathoms but at the same distance on

3^

;

the east side,
'J'iie

it

does not exceed 32.

Orkneys, owing

to their peculiar situation,

have a much less inequitable heat than the continent, and are strangers to the extremes both of
summer heat and of winter cold. They have little

OEKXEY.
frost

and

snow, and never any ^eat continuance
The mean heat throughout the year is

less

of either.

45°; and the widest general range of the thermometer is between 25° and 75°. Rain often falls
heavily, and is supposed to have a deeper aggregate
than over an equal extent of country in most parts
In ISll, a year of more than average
of Scotland.
The
humidity, the quantity "was 29-05 inches.

heaviest rains and the prevalent and strongest
winds are from the south-west and south-east
Winds between the north-west and the north-east
are cold but dry and salubrious; and they prevail
'iring spring, and sometimes till past the middle of
Calms
;ne. checking the progress of vegetation.
...e of short duration; and sudden changes in all the
elements of weather occur oftener than in other
Fogs are common even in sumparts of Scotland.

and both form and disperse with singular
Thunder-storms are most common in
winter, amid high winds, and continued falls of rain
The
or snow.
spring is cold and tardy; the summer, though of short continuance, is remarkable for
rapidity of vegetation and the winter is, in general,
a continued series of high winds, heavy rains, and
During about a month at
ever-varving storms.
mid-summer, the light, owing jointly to the highness of the latitude, and the superior reflecting
power of water overland, is so strong at midnight
mer;

rapidity.

;

that, when the sky is clear, a student may either
read in the open air, or regale himself with the continued music of the lark, the land-rail, and other
feathered songsters. The night of this halcyon
season is but a mellowed balmy day. possessing the
odours, the melodies, and the wakeful activities of
the hours of the sun's power, without any of their
over-mastering influences or theii- scorching and
dazzling glare. Even the winter nights, notwithstanding what has been fabled about their terrible
dominion, give place at the very solstice to 6 hours
of day-light; and, when not lit up with the moon,

have very frequently a

brilliant

and sublimely

fitful

play of the aurora borealis, such as both yields a
beautiful though faint light, and invites the welltoned mind to admiring and devout contemplation.
Primitive rock occurs only in the district around
Stromness, in the south-west of Pomona, and imIt consists chiefly of
pinging upon Graemsay.
gneiss, confusedly stratified and often running into
granite; it is everywhere disturbed and dislocated
in its imperfect strata by veins of quartz and felspar; it occasionally gives place to beds of hornblende; and, in one locality, it passes into micace-

ous schist, freely gemmed with garnets. The rock
forms a hilly rough ridge about 6 miles in length,
extending north-westward and south-eastward, behind Stromness.
The gneiss of Orkney seems
totally to want the metalliferousness which so
generally distinguishes that rock in other regions.
Around the primitive rocks lies a zone of conglomerate, whose base is variously argillaceous,
All other parts of the
calcareous, and silicious.
islands, south-east and north, appear to lie upon
schistose strata, very various in composition, and
ranging from the ti^ansition series considerably up
the secondary formation. The prevailing varieties
are greywacke and greywacke slate; sometimes
thin and bhick, and occasionally used for slating, and

sometimes massive dark blue, and a good building
material.
Another variety is bituminous shale, not
rery plentiful, laden in one place with soft bitumen,

some places the apthird variety is limestone in thin beds, seldom pure, rarely more than
two feet thick, nowhere abundant, yet occasionally
good, and burnt as a building cement. Sandstone of
or petroleum,
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and assuming

pearance of glance coal.

A

in

!

the newer formations, grey, red, and brown, and
sometimes, though rarely, streaked and variegated,
constitutes the bold heights and fantastic clift's and
pinnacles of Hoy. Porphyry of several varieties,
and trap in the forms of greenstone, basalt, and
amygdaloid, break through the schists and sandstone in all the islands, sometimes forming caves

and hollow

swells, sometimes rising in large pinnacled nodules, sometimes shooting out into the sea
in points and headlands, and everywhere disarranging and contorting the stratified masses with their
veins and dykes.

Veins of iron-ore. chiefly brown hematite, traverse
the sandstone of Hoy j^ they were ordered to be explored by the Carron company soon after the establishment of their works ; but though known to yield
from 40 to 60 per cent, of iron, they have not yet
been found of workable breadth. Small veins of
galena or lead-glance are found among the schistose
rocks, particularly in

where several veins

lie

One little mine,
contiguously near the manse
Pomona.

of Stromness, yields a little silver, and has been occasionally worked for about a centuiy. Veins of
heavy spar, or prismatoidal barytes, traverse the
same rocks, or are found associated with the veins
of galena. Calcareous spar is very common and on
the east side of Shapinshay, it is so abundant that
it might be burnt into manurial lime.
compound
of sulphate of barytes and carbonate of sti-ontia,
which has been treated as a new species, and called
;

A

Barystrontianite from its composition, and Stromnesite from its geographical position, occurs in association with the heavy spar of Stromness.
The
difierent varieties of bog-iron, yielding from 30 to
38 per cent, of iron, occur in considerable quantity,
chiefly on the sides of the hills toward their base,
and in the vicinity of springs.
Though sand, in some places, and clay or moss,
in others, is found of great depth, the general soil
of Orkney is shallow, lying upon either till or rock
within two feet of the surface, and often so near as
to be touched by the plough.
Much the greater
part of it is peat or moss, forming, from the nature
and nearness of the subsoil, a wet. spongy, and in-eclaimable moorland. Yet a considerable proportion
of the moss is what the inhabitants call yarfa soil,
consisting of bent moss, and easily improvable.
Loams, of various degrees of tenacity, and, in some

though never to any great extent, approaching to clay, cover an area next in magnitude
instances,

to that of the mosses.
Sandy soils are extensive;
and, in a few spots, particularly in Westray, Stronand
say,
Sanday, they degenerate into beds of loose,

drifting sand, entirely sterile, and superincumbent
on the real soil. Had not a beneficent Providence
zoned most of the islands with a belt of indurated
argillaceous and silicious debris, which is so hard
as strongly to resist the action of the waves, and

which, when pulverized and used as a manure, enriches the predominant soils, the prevalently arenaceous character of the rocks and the alluvium of

Orkney might have exposed

it to fearful havoc
from the ocean, in the way both of invasion and of
accumulating the materials for a deluge of drifting
sand. Of the arable lands, probably about one-third
have sandy soils, a larger proportion have different
sorts of loam, and the remainder have yarfa or dry
benty moss. Shell marl, consisting of fresh water
shells in a basis of clayey chalk, is a common but
much neglected production, occurring in almost
every considerable meadow or marsh. Tufaceous

—

limestone or calc-tuff, though similar in value,
though frequentiy seen incrusting the rocks
vegetation in the vicinity of springs, is seldom
plied to any useful purpose, iloss of the depth

and
and
ap-

and
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composition of peat is not so abundant as to prevent
scarcity of fuel in several districts of the islands, or
to render its conservation and even its increase obIts ingredients, bejects of little public interest.
sides the herbaceous plants found in every mossare
Scottish
soil,
birch, hazel,
pine trees, and the
cones of the pitch pine; a circumstance which
seems to argue that the country was anciently robed
to a considerable extent in forest, or, at all events,
was not so cheerlessly destitute as it now is of
dendritic embellishment.
Peat for fuel is usually
dug in the end of May or beginning of June, and
carried home in July.
Nearly all the land of Orkney is freehold, but
burdened with payments in kind to the Crown, or
to the Earl of Zetland, as the Crown's donatory.
These payments, though of various origin, all bear
the name of feu-duties, and are exigible on account
either of the Crown's baving come in the place of
the King of Norway, to whom the islands paid
tribute till 1468, or of its having acquired rights by
purchase and forfeiture, or of its having inherited
the claims of the Bishop of Orkney. So enormous
are the feu-duties, that the property is, in most instances, little more, as to actual value, than nominal,
or differs from a high-rented leasehold only in the
useless honour of an empty title.
considerable
proportion was originally held under udal or allodial

A

—
tenure, a system which required no written right

;

but owing to very numerous and frequent transferences by sale, it has come, in the gi-eat majority of
instances, to be held under charter and sasine, as in
every other district of Scotland. Lands are occupied
either

by the proprietors themselves, by tacksmen

who farm a part and let the remainder, or by tenants
who farm all they rent. Farms are of various sizes,
from 6 or 8 acres to several hundreds, or even upwards of a thousand; but they are for the most part
small, averaging probably 10 or 11 acres; and when
very large, they consist chiefly of extensive tracts of
open grazing -grounds, or the uninhabited islets
called holms. Though many of the farmers are men
of considerable property and good education, the
great body have but a slender capital, and rank in
the social scale simply as peasants.
The cultivated portions of farms are arranged in
clusters called towns.
An Orcadian town is a portion of ground, partly arable and partly in pasture,
always except where there is a marine or some
other natural boundary separated from what is
called the hill,' or the common moor, by a massive

—

—

'

encincturing turf-dyke; it is provided with a number
of houses coiTesponding to the number of farms, and
severally occupied by the different farmers, whether
it was all
proprietors or tenants
originally, and in
;

general still is, in runrig, belonging mixedly to the
farmers, but apportioned to them in their respective
shares; and it has patches of grass-land and sometimes separate pieces of ground near the houses called
The
tumails,' or little enclosures called quags.'
lands composing the town are of very various di'

mensions
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'

and, whether penny-lands, merk-lands,
farthing-lands, cowsworths, or wearing particular
modifications of these uncouth and quite indeterminate denominations, those of any name in tlie same
town arc of equal extent ; and when they are
planked,' as the local pluase is, or thrown into
severalty, by processes for separating the runrig,
and erecting marches among the several proprietors,
they are, after duo measurement, divided, in both
their arable and their grass-grounds, in the proportion of the number of penny-lands, and lands of various other denominations, legally belonging to the
Each resident in a town,' beRcvcral claimants.
•(ides liis possessions within the dyke, lias the privi;

'

'

lege of sending his live stock to 'the hill,' or common
moor, and liberty, according to the nature of his
rights, to cut turf in the mosses, and gather manurial sea-weed on the shore.
Though the continuance to a great extent of tlie
mischievous system of runrig impedes improvement,
the arts of husbandly have, during the last 45 years,
made great progress, and aiTayed themselves in a
modern dress. The old Orkney plough, which continued to be still too much used' in 1814, the date
of the Agricultural Report of Orkney, and which
'

had only one

stilt, without either ground-wrist or
earth-board, and, when at work, received against
one side the pressure of the ploughman's weight,
and was drawn by three or four oxen or small horses
yoked abreast, and which only scratched some soils,
and slided along others
this antique but absurd
;

instrument has

—

now for many

years been completely

discarded, and can be met with only in the museum
of the antiquaiy.
The old mode of portage, by
means of the clibber and maizy,' balanced across
the backs of horses, and bearing from the ends or
at the horses' sides strange-looking heath-baskets,
called creels, or quite as strange straw ones, called
cubbies and cazies
this mode of portage, which
was used in transporting all sorts of heavy or bulky
articles, and which made the largest part of horses'
labour consist in canying home peats from the
'

'

'

'

'

;

mosses, and which is still practised to a sufficient
extent to treat a visitor to tne islands with the sight
of an antiquated custom highly illustrative of the
semi-barbarous social order of bygone times, has for
a long time been very generally superseded by the
use of the simple two-wheeled vehicle, whose introduction contributed so large a share in revolutionizing the Highlands. Some gentlemen farmers

and large proprietors began long ago to put their
arable grounds under a regular rotation of crops, to
make a free use of turnip-husbandry, to cultivate
the artificial grasses, and, in general, to set an enlightened and enterprising example of improved
methods of agriculture and many of the ordinary
;

farmers at once admired their practices, and commenced to imitate them though the great bulk of
the small cultivators, with that pertinacious adherence to old usages wbich has, in all things, so generally characterized the multitude, continued long,
and in many instances still continue, to toi-ture their
arable land out of heart by an alternate cropping of
oats and here, with little or no other aid than doses
of sea- weed so long as they can obtain returns for
their seed-cora, and then leave the land to recover
its tone by the slow means of a long natural fallow.
According to the statistics of agriculture, obtained
in 1855 for the Board of Trade, by the Highland
;

and Agricultural Society of Scotland, the number
of occupiers of land paying a yearly rent of £10 and
upwards, exclusive of owners of villas, feuars, householders, and the like, was 262; and the aggregate
number of imperial acres cultivated by them was

The distribution of the lands, with refer23,989|.
ence to crops, was 15 acres under wheat, 82 J under
barley, 7,962| under oats, 1 1 J under rye, 2,931^ under
here, 5 under beans, 7^ under pease, 34^ under vetches,
3,016| under turnips, 1,301 under potatoes. If under
mangel wurzel, 4 under carrots, 34J under cabbage,
J under flax, 46 under turnip-seed, 6 under other
kinds of crops, 232 in bare fallow, and 8,297^ in
grass and hay in the course of the rotation of the
farm.
The estimated gross produce of the chief
crons was 393 bushels of wheat, 2,746 busliels of
barley, 258,789 bushels of oats, 105,525 bushels of
here, 42,536 tons of turnips, and 6,261 tons of potatoes.
TJie estimated average produce per iinpcrinl
acre was 26 bushels and f of a jjcck of wheat, 33
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bushels and f of a peck of barley, 32 bushels and 2
oats, 36 bushels of l)ere. 14 tons and 2 cwt.
of turnips, and 4 tons and 16J cwt. of potatoes.
The numbers of live stock comprised 1.314 farmhorses above three years of age, 400 farm-horses
under three years of age, 185 other horses, 2,538
milch cows, 2,173 calves, 3,417 other bovine cattle,

pecks of

5,083 sheep of all ages for breeding, 1,414 sheep
of all ages for feeding. 4,318 lambs, and 1,337 swine.
On account of the damage to crops by the frequent
gales of autumn, by blights from the sea-spray, and
by the general humidity of the climate, and on account also of the comparatively gi-eat equableness of
the temperature, and the short continuance in winter of snows or frost, circumstances so favourable for
the rearing of black cattle and sheep, pasturing

seems much more suitable than husbandry for most
of the land in Orkney; and, it is said, would long
ago have become general but for the peculiar nature
of the tenure and, even under the present sjstem,
is so far an object of attention with tenants as to be
made more than tillage to contribute to the paying
of their rents. The cattle of the islands do not seem
to be of a breed materially diflferent from those of
Caithness and Sutherland but are larger in size,
and, as to colour, are black, white, and brown, and,
in a few instances, are party-coloured, mottled, or
brindled.
The only breed of native sheep seems to
be the short-tailed sheep of Iceland, Shetland, the
Hebrides, the interior of the Highlands of Scotland,
and, in general, the far or mountainous north of
Europe. Sheep of this breed, confusedly, and to the
most untraceable extent mixed with other breeds,
run wild in the hills and common moors, so little ,
tended and so abandoned to a state of nature, as at
once to escape improvement in themselves, and to
But
yield but trivial advantage to their owners.
on holms or separate grazing islands, and on some
peninsulas artificially shut out from the adjacent
commons, there are some thriving flocks of Swedish
merinos, Southdowns, Cheviots, and approved crossbreeds.
The first horses of Orkney were probably
imported from Norway, and, for many ages, were
not much diflerent from those of that country in
size and shape.
But those now generally used appear to be descended from the breed of the northern
counties of Scotland and they are reared in such
numbers as to be sent back in considerable annual
The swine
supplies to the land of their origin.
though somewhat resembling the native breed of
the Highlands are very different from that which
prevails in the lower districts of Scotland.
They
;

;

;

—

—

are of a middle size, generally black or dark-red in
colour, flat- bodied, with backs highly arched, carrying a quantity of long stiflT bristles over a fleece of
coarse wool, their ears erect and sharp-pointed, their
nose amazingly strong, and their whole figure and
appearance as well as their habits, while they ranjre
at will over hill or common, or are allowed
possession of an entire island
bearing a closer resemblance
than is found in any other of our domesticated breeds
to the wild boar.
Babbits are found in most of the

—

—

islands; they occupy an extensive warren in Burray ;
and in one year 36,000 rabbit-skins were shipped
from Stromness. Poultry of all sorts are reared;
the common sorts everywhere, particularly geese.

The manufacture of linen-yam and cloth, for a
considerable period previous to the commencement
of the present century, was somewhat
extensively
conducted; but it received a severe check from the
diflSculty and uncertainty of obtainingflax during the
war with the continent and it has since dwindled
away into a state approaching extinction. The
manufacture of kelp, during the halcyon davs of
that rude and congenial, employment was pursued
;

with such avidity, and so fondly clung to as a staple,
that perspicacious economists were at no loss, even
so early as 1806, to foretell that it would be the
The gieatest annual export ocruin of Orkney.'
curred in 1826, and amounted to 3,500 tons, bringing
into the country, at the rate of £1 per ton, the sum
The events which have destroyed the
of £24,500.
manufacture elsewhere have destroyed it here, and,
bv rendering its recovery hopeless, have damaged
ail and completely ruined some of the principal
landed proprietors. Straw-plaiting, for ladies' bonnets and gentlemen's hats, has been a large but flucIt was introduced about the
tuating manufacture.
beginning of the centurj-, and, about 10 or 15 yeart
'

employed 6,000 or 7,000 females, and annually brought into the country about
£20,000. The material then employed was split
and the produce could be
ripened wheat straw
worked into only a flimsy, colourless, brittle piece
of head-gear, which soon and deservedly lost the
favour of fickle fashion. When a successful imitation, by the Messrs. Muir of Greenock, was made
of the Leghorn plait, and found, under the name
of Tuscan, a speedy promise of general patronage,
the Orcadian damsels were easily instructed to subsritute the unripened, unsplit, lioiled, and bleached
straw of rye, for the former material, and to emBut they
ploy themselves upon the new fabric.
never could work as numerously or as remuneratingly with it as with the slender split wheat-straw;
after its introduction,

;

they, more than once, came into rude collision with
the wayward caprices of that viewless, subtle, controlling power called fashion, which had them entirely at its mercy; and after the reduction of duty

on foreign straw-plait from 17s. to 5s. per pound,
they had to encounter the severe competition of a
copious importation of that straw-plait, and were
speedily almost altogether obliged to renounce their
employment. The only other noticeable manufacture is that of whisky, which is produced to the
amount of about 14,000 gallons in the year, and is
not more than enough to meet the demand for local

consumpt.

The

were long shamefully neglected, or
amid the absorbing
attention which was given to the manufacture of
Lobster-fishing is the only department of
kelp.
some standing it was introduced by an English
fisheries

seemed

to be all but forgotten

;

for several years preceding 1814, it
annually produced for the London market ahont
120.000 lobsters, and brought into the country about
£1,500. It is still vigorously conducted, and sends
off" its
produce in welled smacks, which make regular
weekly calls at appointed stations but it now produces "only about 100.000 in the year, and may he
considered as seriously on the decline. The codfishery was carried on about seventy years ago, in
the neighbourhood of Stronsay, and afterwards was,
for many years, neglected it was revived and extended generally among the islands during the
latter period of the war with continental Europe,
the fishing-ground being less exposed than the

company; and,

;

;

Dogger bank

to

annoyance by the enemies' priva-

again fell into neglect, and was revived again to be conducted, with promising appearin
ance,
well-appointed sloops. The herring fishery
had scarcely an existence till about 40 years ago,
and has undergone great fluctuations. In 1820, the
number of barrels of herrings cured for exportation
was 17.989; in 1832.itwasabout65,000; and in 1854,
it was 20,394.
In the last of these years the number of boats employed in the fisheries was 606, the
number of persons was 3,695, and the value of the
When the
boats, nets, and lines was £23..380.
whaling-ships of Scotland and England used to
teers

;

but

it
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Davis'- straits, so many as 60 of them
would have called in one season at Orkney and
Shetland, taking on board about 1,400 men, and
leaving about £18,000; but after they began to resort to Baffin's-bay, and required men to continue

resort to

away from home during

the harvest months,

when

their domestic services were most wanted, they had
less connexion with this country, and allowed the
quondam harpooners of the king of the arctic seas to
employ themselves, more benignly for their morals,
in catching the edible tribes of the seas which gird
their own islands.
The commerce of Orkney, both outward and inward, shows a motleyness, a width of range, and the
occasional prominence of curious articles, which at
once amuse the observer and illustrate the social
condition of the people. The exports of 1806, for example, consisted of kelp, bere, beef, pork, pork -hams,
calf-skins, cow-hides, tanned-leather, seal-skins,
cow-hair, feathers, tallow, butter, fish-oil, linen-cloth,
linen-yarn, rabbit-skins, otter-skins, quills, malt,

dried podlies, small fish, eggs, woollen stuff, oatmeal,
diied cod and ling, wool, slates, ale, and live cows
and oxen; and the imports of the same year, as exhibited in a table before us, consisted of no fewer
than 100 items, some of them curious for their littleness and simplicity, such as 1 bottle turpentine,'
2 carts complete,' 3 bundles spades,' and 6 casks
whitening;' and some remarkable for their multifariousness and intrinsic variety, such as 'haber'

'

'

'

'

dashery,'

'

—

apothecaries'
'

ware,'

confections,'

and

ginger -bread' and
candy- sugar'
The imbeing allowed to form separate items.
of
late
the
Anderson in
Messrs.
ports
years, say
"
their excellent Guide to the Highlands,'
may be
stated to be annually a few thousand pounds less"
"
than the exports.
They consist of a great variety of articles, which would be best understood by
an inspection of an Orkney shop, which is a sort
of bazaar, the keeper of wliich is grocer, clothier,
haberdasher, hosier, hatter, silk-mercer, ironmonger,
considerable annual quantobacconist, &c., &c.
tity of wood from various places, and coals from
Newcastle, are also imported." All Orkney is included in the custom-house port of Kirkwall ; and
a summary of its commerce will be found given in
our article on that place.
One or two elegant mansions, a small number of
neat villas, and the manses of the parish-ministers,
are the only Orcadian dwelling-houses of note out
The farm-buildings are, in many inof Kirkwall.
stances, substantial and convenient, and occasionally they are expensive and aim at consideration ;
but they consist, at best, of a dwelling-house and a
detached barn and cow-house, with inferior offices;
and, in the case of nearly all the small farmers,
'groceries,'
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whether proprietors or tenants, or the retainers of
gentlemen-farmers, they are single buildings, poor
cottages, with an exterior blotched round
Erimitive
y peat-stack, kiln, and dunghill, and an interior
laid out for the accommodation of man, beast, and
These cottages are generally built with
fowl.
stones and clay, or with stones and clod, and are
slenderly and clumsily covered, almost every year,
with a little fresh straw. The door is sometimes
less than 5 feet high, and affords ingress and egress
to every inmate, whether biped or quadruped,
plumeless or feathered. While many cottages, like
the abodes of the better sort of farmers, have detached out-houses, they are, as a class of buildings,
characteristically at once dwelling- house, cowhouse, and hen-roost. The cows, for the ntost part,
occupy their own end of the building, though a few
in 'the
calves, or a favourite cow, may be seen
with the family;
butt,' or end of honour, in company

and fowls and geese, while assigned an appropriate
place, are fully admitted to the comforts of the central fire, blazing on the middle of the earthen floor,

and maintaining overhead a constant canopy of
smoke. Around the fire, during the long winter
nights, sit the family, the men making or mending
some utensils of husbandry, the women plying the
needle, and both seemingly more contented and free
from sensible discomfort than the trim refined peasants and farmers of Lowland Scotland and merry
England. The cottages, besides the main apartment, have generally an interior one, or 'ben,'
which is used, on great occasions, as a bed-room ;
they sometimes have, between the two apartments,
a space for lumber and, in their general character
and accommodations, even in spite of their broad
and dark faults, they are superior to houses of the
same rank in some of the northern districts of the
mainland of Scotland. Attached to each cottage,
;

is a small round antique-looking tower, used as a kiln, an appurtenance rendered necessary by the absence of any
public or purchasable means of drying corn. There
have long been good public roads between Kirkwall and Stromness and on other main lines of interior communication
and now, in the latter part of
1856, measures are in progress for constructing new
roads, and for improving the old ones, at an aggregate estimated cost of £16,000. The amount is intended to be raised by mortgage on the credit of the
county assessment; and a sinking fund is to be
formed for the ultimate redemption of the debt.
The Orcadians, though of the same parental stock
as the Shetlanders, have fewer and less marked peculiarities of mannei", and, maintaining a far freer
and more frequent intercourse with the Scottish

and connected with the barn,

—

;

Lowlanders than with them, experience toward
feelings of strangeness which are

them the same

entertained in the far south. The better classes
are noted for their politeness and even the middle
and lower orders assume to be so much superior in
good breeding to the corresponding orders on the
;

continent, that, come from what quarter emigrants
may, they are able to impart a polish to their manners.
The language spoken is a dialect of the
English, considerably purer in vocables and pronunciation than that spoken in almost any part
of the Lowlands of Scotland, but marked in the
utterance by the sibilant and guttural softness
which belongs more to the Celtic than the Saxon
tongues. Funerals, as in England and Ireland, are

attended promiscuously by men and women. The
dress, the customs, and all characteristic properties,
have little or nothing in common with those of the

The food of the peasantry in
porridge for breakfast, bread and milk
for dinner, and either of these for supper
and, in
winter, it consists of the same fare, variegated with
potatoes, which are enriched occasionally with butand
ter or fish, or very rarely with butcher-meat
in both seasons of the year, it frequently gives
place,
to a meal of
for both dinner and
cabna^es
supper,
furnished fiom the well-stocked kail-yard which
All
classeB
nn
has
as
every cottage
appendage.
are, in the aggregate, as intelligent and as distinguished for attendance on the ordinances of Christianity as those of almost any part of Scotland.
Superstitions of the same idle and wild character aa
those which prevailed till a comparatively late period in even the Lowlands of Scotland, and which
still unqualifiedly inthral nine-tenths of the peasantry of Ireland, have, during the last sixty yeariL
been in the progress of expulsion from Orkney, and
have, to a chief degree, disappeared. Yet a considerable number of natives still tell sto.ics of fairies
Celtic Highlanders.

summer,

is

;

;
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and their elfish pranks, and tremble to turn a boat
at the commencement of a voyage contrary to the
course of the sun, and apply pet names to the elements to propitiate their favourable influences in

culinary or agricultural operations. The common
people are inured to gi"eat fatigue, and are very adventurous both in fishing during rough weather
and in climbing the rocks for sea-fowl and their
eggs. In some parts they sweep the faces of bold
cliSs and perpendicular or overhanging sea-coast in
the same manner as the Norwegians, the Icelanders,
and the people of St. Kilda, one person being lowered down at a rope's end by others to the place
where the birds nestle but, in general, they practise a method of their own. one party rowing, under
the rocks where the fowls build, a boat provided
with a large net, and fastening to the upper comers
of the net two ropes lowered down from the top of
the rocks, and another party, stationed at the top,
and who had let down the ropes, hoisting up the
net till it is spread opposite the cliffs where the
birds are sitting, holding it there while the boatmen
below suddenly affi-ight the birds, and make them
fly out in disorder, with the sound of a rattle, and
then immediately enclosing them in the bosom of
the net, and lowering the prize into the boat.
Orkney is politically divided into the districts of

—

;

South

Isles,
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Mainland, and North

Isles.

The

dis-

of South Isles comprehends the inhabited
islands of South Ronaldshay. Pentland skerries,
trict

Swona, Burray, Hunda, Hoy, Flota, South Pharay,
and Graemsay; and is distributed into the parish of
South Ronaldshay or united parish of St. Mary and
St. Peter, the united parish of ^Yalls and Flota,
and the united parish of Hoy and Graemsay. The
district of Mainland comprehends the inhabited
islands of Pomona, Cava, Lambholm, Copinshay,
and Gairsay; and is distributed into the parish of
Orphir, the united parish of Holm and Paplay, the
united parish of Deemess and St Andrews, the parish of Kirkwall and St. Ola, the united parish of
Firth and Stenness, the parish of Stromness, the
parish of Sandwiek, the united parish of Birsay and
Harray, and the united parish of Evie and Rendal.
The district of North Isles comprehends the islands
of Shapinshay, Wire, Enhallow, Rousay, Egilshay,
Stronsay, Papa-Stronsay, Holm of Midgarth, Eday,
North Pharay, Sanday, North Ronaldshay, Westray,
and Papa- Westray; and is distributed into the parish of Shapinshay, the united parish of Rousay and
Egilshay, the united parish of Stronsay and Eday,
the united parish of Cross and Bumess, the parish
of Lady, and the united parish of "Westray and
Papa-Westray. Population of the South Isles district in 1831, 4,693; in 1851. 5,368.
Houses, 1.002.
Population of the Mainland district in 1831, 15.863;
in 1851, 16,757.
Houses, 3,266. Population of the
Korth Isles district in 1831, 8.291; in 1851, 9,330.
Houses, 1,817.
The Orkney islands seem to be the Cape Orcas of
Diodorus Siculus, which, in the year 57, he notices
«8 an extremity of Britain ; and they were, if not
subdued, at least surveyed, by the Roman fleet which
Bailed round the north of Scotland in Agricola's

memorable campaign of the year 84. Under their
classical or Romanized name of Orcades, they became familiar to the Romans, from their communications with the Celtic inhabitants of Britain, before
the Scandinavian rovers appeared in the British seas.
Ore is one of the three principal isles of Britain
mentioned by the Welsh Triads and it stands as
the Welsh name of the Orkneys in Davis' and Richards' Dictionaries.
Orch, in the British language,
Bgnifies what is outward, extreme, or bordering; and
•ptly designates the relative position of the islands
;

during the British period ; and joined to t/nys, eni/t,
or inis, the words respectively in British, Cornish,
and Gaelic, for an island, it occasioned the group, as
Romanizing or purely Celtic influence prevailed, to
be variously denominated Orcades, Orcadia. OrchaSuch is the
dia, Orchades, Orkenies, and Orkneys.
apparently clear and natural origin of the name, as
traced by that astute etymologist, the author of
Yet a writer in the Edinburgh Ency'Caledonia.'
"
clopedia, speaking
undoubtedly," but assigning a
"
reason onlj' probably," and substituting '• a large
marine animal " for a word, says, " The origin of
the name is undoubtedly Teutonic, and is probably
derived from Orkin, a large marine animal which has
been applied both to whales and seals. Orkney,
"
therefore, means land of whales or of seals.'
The stone monuments which still remain, appear
to indicate that the Orknej' islands were colonized
during an early period, by the posterity of the same
people who settled Western Europe. Druid monuments abound, and, in one instance, [see Stekxess,]
are so magnificent as to be inferior, in the estimation
of antiquaries, only to those in Salisbury plain and
celts, flint an'ow-Heads. flint axes, and swords made
of the bone of a whale, have numerously been found;
yet such monuments, so characteristic of the Celtic
tribes, and so common throughout the territories
'

;

which were possessed by the Celtic Britons, are altogether unknown, and have been untraceable, in
Shetland. Not the Scandinavians, then, who colonized alike the archipelago of Orkney and the archipelago of Shetland, but the same Celtic people who
colonized South and North Britain, seem to have
been the original or

earliest inhabitants of the Orktradition accordingly came down to the
neys.
15th century that two nations, denominated Peti or
Pap6, possessed these islands during ages before the
more recent arrival of the Scandinavians. Yet, owing probably to some physical cause, the original

A

people seem to have disappeared at some period prior
to the Roman discovery of the country.
The names
of places in Orkney are almost as universally Tentonic as in Shetland and exhibit such slender and
doubtful traces of Celtic influence as would seem to
prove that this had substantially ceased long before
the epoch of the new colonization by the Scandinavian rovers. Celts paved the way for the Teutonic
race even in Scandinavia itself, and, as settled there,
were the giants of Rudbeck and, in that country
as in Orkney, they ceased to have any decided
monuments in the topographical nomenclature. Tacitus asserts the Orcades to have been subdued by
Agricola, but uses language too general to throw
;

;

Pomponius Mela mentions
them about the middle of the second century, and
states their number at 30.
Pliny numbers them at
40.
Ptolemy brings them back to 30. Solinus,
writing in 240, and looking possibly at only the
considerable southern islands, reduces them to 3,
and pronounces them uninhabited by men, and
light on their condition.

"
the haunt of seals,
only," according to Richard,
ores, and sea-mews clang."
Chalmers, contheir
at
desolation
this
templating
period, and not
his
former
flinging away
etymology of their name,
which is necessary in order to account for at once
the " Orcades of the Romans, " the Ore " of the
"
"
Welsh, and the Inis-Ork of the Gaelic people of
the neighbouring coast, thinks it not improbable,
"if we may believe Wolf," as to Ork or Oerck,
meaning in "Danish, "a desert or uninhabited place,"
that the Danes, on visiting the islands, and seeing
their wilderness appearance, gave them, from that
word and oee or ey, "an isle," the name Ork-ees,
"
the uninhabited isles " or, contemplating the
abandonment of the islands to " seals, ores, and sea"

and

;
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of invasion, made a descent on both the Orkney and
the Hebridean islands, and subdued both, and
established them under the authority of his vigorous
government. On his return to Norway, he conferred
the administration of Orkney on Ronald or Rognovald, Count of Merca, and the father of Rollo, the
famous invader of Normandy, and the great-greatIn 920,
grandfather of William the Conqueror.
Sigui'd, the brother of Ronald, received by peaceful
cession from him the Orcadian dominion
and he
afterwards added to it Caithness, Sutherland, Easter
and he eventually fell on the
Ross, and Moray
battle-field in the last of these districts,
attempting
to fight his way to further conquest.
The two
brothers are jointly and sometimes the one, sometimes the other, singly reckoned the founders of
the Orcadian dynasty.
long line of Scandinavian
earls or jarls who succeeded them, affected the style
of independent princes in Orkney maintained possession of Caithness and Sutherland, and made their
power to be felt in various parts of both the eastern
and the Hebridean coasts of northern Scotland;
wore the attributes and wielded the influence of
enterprising and dauntless reguli; and, amid the
dissensions of Norway, and their own plundering

in ichthyology ore or
monstrous sea-fish, he even thinks
it possible that the Scandinavians derived or formed
the name Ork-ey out of that word, and their own
Truth, we would conjecture, lies
ey, "an isle."
between, and points to the British derivation as that
of the original name, or the name as it became known
and at one or other of the Teutonic
to the Romans,
derivations as that which, suggesting itself and

mews," and, observing that

orca, signifies a

—

seeming graphic to the Scandinavians, recommended
the original name to their adoption.
The Orkneys appear to have become, toward the
close of the third centuiy, or early in the fourth,
the harbours of the ferocious seamen of northern
Europe; and, in the time of Constantine, they loomed
so bulkily in the distant view, as, at the division of
the empire, to be specially mentioned along with
Gaul and Britain as the patrimony of the Emperor's
youngest son. In 366, the great Theodosius pursued the fleet of the northern pirates into their usual

;

;

—

:

;

—

"

Maduerunt Saxone fusio
Orcades ; iiicaluit Pictorum sanguine Tliule,
Scotorum cumulus flevit glacialis lerne."

and

piratical excursions, probably yielded but sliglit
obedience to the Norwegian kings.
Gottorm, the
nephew of Ronald, and afterwards Hailed his son,
succeeded to the Orcadian earldom
but both were
stupid and incompetent, and were allowed but a
the
of
luxuries
of
Rollo and
hasty quaff"
power.
Einar, brothers of Hailed, competing for the succes"
sion, the former
gained a loss" by defeat, marched

In 570, Columba found one of the Orcadian chiefs
at the court of the Pictish king Bridei II., and arranged with him a mission of his disciple Cormac to

;

the Orkneys. Cormac was possibly less successful
than most of his fellow-Culdees, and either did not
remain long in his adopted field of labour, or was not
succeeded in it, as other Culdee missionaries were in
for he
theirs, by a college of preaching brethren
figures no further in the known history of the islands,
and did not prevent them from being, for generations
afteiTvards, an adopted home of Scandinavian heathenism. The islands, in an age rather of naval enterprise than of domestic industry, must have been
but thinly inhabited and little cultivated. Yet their

to try his fortune in France, and became Duke
Normandy, leaving to Einar the icicled little
throne of Orkney, and opportunity to earn the curious fame of being the first to teach the Orcadians
a fame which shows how
to use turf for fuel,
primitive was their condition, and which has occasioned him to be known in history under the name
of Torf-Einar.
At or toward the close of the tenth
century, Christianity, in the corrupted form in
which it had been set up in the north-west of continental Europe, was forcibly introduced to Orkney,
and made to supersede any slender remains, if inoff^

of

;

—

inhabitants, living chiefly by adventure, and signalized by reckless daring, seem frequently to have
invaded the coasts of Pictavia ; and, somewhere

between 674 and 695, they were vigorously repulsed from one of their attacks by Bridei IV., and
pursued by him into their usual reti'eats, amidst their
shoals and isles. For two centuries afterwards they
Yet, during that
appear very dimly in history.
period, many congenial colonists were very probably
driven to share their bleak retreat and common exile from the frequent perturbations of their parent
and, as well as the older settlers, they
country
most likely yielded little subjection to any sovereign,
and still less obedience to any government, but
looked with stirring interest on the wild sea-kings
wielding the dominion of the German main, and
coming down with the swoop of an eagle, at intervals of their own choosing, upon whatever points
they pleased of the Ilebridean, the Pictavian, and

deed any remains there were, of its Culdee form,
under the influence of Olaus, the first nominally
Christian king of Norway.
In 996, Sigurd, the fourteenth Earl, succeeded to
the dominion he enjoyed the Orkneys, Caithness,
and Sutherland, with a tribute from the Hebrides,
and also, for a time, established his power on the
coasts of Ross and Moi"ay ; he was of the blood of
the Vikingr, and did not disparage the race by his
adventures; and he, for years, made che eastern
shores of Scotland writhe under the torture of his
;

;

the Scottish coasts.

In 870, Harold Harfager, or the Fair-haired, one
of the chiefs of Norway, who had been dissatisfied
with the territories he possessed, and had introduced
discord and civil war among the little states around
him, achieved by a naval victory the union and consolidation of the Norwegian provinces in
subjection
to his sway.
Many of the princes and people, disgusted with his usurpations, or compelled to fiec
from his anger, left tlieir native land, made a lodgment on Iceland, the Faroes, and the Hebrides, but

Orkney and Slietland, and tlience
sailed out in piratical or retaliativo expeditions to
intercept the trade and ravage the coasts of his
fleet

frequent piracies and forays, but, in 1006, bound
himself up from further harassing his neighbours
by marrying, as his second wife, a daughter of
Malcolm II., the Scottish king. Yielding himself
fully to the rough blandishments of those motives
which were most seductive among the Vikingr, and,
wearied with the dull amenities of repose around his
own shores, he sailed away to the aid of Sigtrig, the
sea-king of Dublin, and, in April 1014, fell in the
bloody field of Clontarf, fighting against the renowned Brian Boramh, the King of all Ireland.
wild ode was composed in celebration of his fate,
and has been translated by Gray, under the title of
" the Fatal Sisters."
The fabled singers of it were
the Volkers, in northern mythology, whom Odin employed to choose in battle those wno should he slain,
to conduct them to his hall, and to furnish them
with every luxury and in six of the least ghastly
stanzas, they arc represented as saying:

A

especially on

In 876, Harold, having equipped a

—

A

haunts, and, in a panegyric by Claudian on his victory, is said to have stained the Orkneys with the
effusion of Saxon blood

kingdom.
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[

—
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swiftness and a caprice which continually put
vigilance to fault, they were known and feared
along the sea-board of every territory within their
reach ; and sharing in the Norwegian expeditions
against Scotland and England, or occasionally exhibiting, in expeditions of their own, the colours of
the predatory hosts from the European continent,
they were confounded with other assailants of the
British shores under the general name of Danes,
and figure in masques along the pages of English
and Scottish historians as the constant and herediTheir followers
tary scourges of their countries.
probably comprehended, not only the subjects of
their proper dominions, but many independent adventurers, who only served with them for a time, or
were periodically, or at intervals, attracted to their
standard by the news of an intended expedition, or
the prospect of war and plunder.
They nursed

Glitt'ring lances are the loom,

Where the dusky warp we strain.
Weaving many a soldier's doom,
Orkney's woe, and Baudver's bane.
Shafts for shuttles, dipt in gore,
Shoot the trembling chords along,
Sword, that once a monarch bore.

Keep

tiie

tissue close

and strong.

Mista black, terrific maid,
Sangrida and Hilda see.
Join the wayward work to aid
"Tis the w"oof of victory.

Ere the ruddy sun be

;

set,

Pikes mast shiver, javelins sing.

Blade with clattering buckler meet.
Hauberk cra^h, and helmet ring.

Low

the dauntless Earl is laid,
Gor'd with many a gaping wound
Fate demands a nobler head
Soon a Ring shall bite the ground.

:

;

their people for conflict by encouraging them to
reap the fruits of the earth during the mellowness
of autumn, and treating them to festivity during
the gloom of winter; and then, in summer, they
bounded away to the Western Islands or the Scot-

his loss shall Erin weep.
Ne'er again his likeness see ;
Long her strains in sorrow" steep,
Strains of immortality

Long

'.

Einar, the eldest of four sons,

whom

Sigurd left
by his first wife, succeeded to his earldom. But
Torfin, his son by his second wife, the grandson of
Malcolm II. of Scotland, only five years old at his

and left in the Scottish king's care,
was immediately put by Malcolm into military and
tutorial possession of Caithness, and such other
father's death,

had

territories as

still,
many conflicts, reon the Scottish shore. Torfin re-

;

;

during his grandfather's reign, disquieted the
coasts of Scotland by his ruthless and piratical exploits; he refused the usual tribute to the good
often,

Duncan, and necessitated him to march into Moray
to enforce its payment
and he, at last, engaged in
avowed warfare against Scotland, and held in scorn
the favours it had bestowed.
While, in an attitude
of revolt, he rushed into hardy conflicts with
'
brave Macbeth, who well deserved that name;"
and, though represented in a doubtful tone by Tor;

faeus as the successful party in the strife, is poetically, and perhaps traly, sung by Shakspeare as
defeated and overawed by the " peerless Macbeth."
Yet he was neither crushed in power, nor sobered

he engaged in hostilities with his
half-brothers in Orkney, slew one in battle, compelled another to flee, and vnrested from the eldest
several islands he forced the Hebrides to purchase
his forbearance by payment of tribute he emulated
the Scottish kings in splendour, and possibly
eqtialled them in power; and at length, wearied vrith
" the
savage grandeur, and feeling
compunctious
visitings of nature," he went to Rome in search of
remission of his crimes, and returning with mitigated emotions from the seat of priestly delusion and
pretended pardon, he died about the year 1074, at
the age of 65.
ambition

;

;

;

Torfin's successors, as vigorously as some of his
predecessors, maintained the peculiar dominion, and
exhibited the characteristic properties of the Vikingr. The whole race of Scandinavian earls, jarls,
or sea-kings, were considered high in rank, skilful
in peace, and almost redoubtable in war.
They
intermarried with the noble families of neighbouring countries, with the daughters of the petty kings
of Ireland, and with the powerful royal families of
Norway and Scotland. Commanding fleets to which
antagonist powers had little or nothing to oppose,
and roving from point to point of attack with a

f=

tish shores, to
"

England or

to Ireland, to

conduct

predatory excursions against their fellow - men,
much in the same manner as their descendants of
the present day join in expeditions against the fish
of the neighbouring seas, or the leviathans of Greenland.
These were the men,
'

Who
And

after his

mained to Sigurd
sembled his father in stature of body, vigour of
he commenced,
mind, and ambition of enterprise
at the age of fourteen, his career as a Vikingr
he

in
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for itself could woo the approaching fight
"
turn what some deem danger to deUglit.'

From the year 1098, when Magnus Barefoot, the
powerful king of Norway, castigated the Orcadians,
and made them smartingly feel his superiority, the
Earls acknowledged their dependence on the Norwegian crown, and formally declared their allegiance and, at a later date, when refinements began
to be observed in the courts of the northern princes,
;

they even received from the kings of Norway regular investiture.
At length, about the year 1325,
the male line of the ancient Earls, the descendants
of Ronald, failed in the person of Magnus V,, leaving the earldom to pass into an entirely new ctirrent
of both possessors and events.
The succession of
the Scandinavian Earls is carried down to its close,
and the exploits of each stirring individual of the
series are fvdly exhibited in the Orcades of Torfaeus,
a work which he compiled from the ancient sagas
records, and are shown with siSBcient amplitude in the abridgment of Torfaeus' work
in Dr. Barrj's History of Orkney.
On the failure of the Scandinavian dynasty, the
earldom passed to Malis, Earl of Strathearn, who
was married to the only daughter of the last Earl,
Magnus
V.; and afterwards, in 1379, it passed to
" the
" or
Sinclair.
lordly line of high St. Clair
While William Sinclair, the third of his name, held
the earldom, the young king of Scotland James
III.
pressed with the difl5culty of Christian I.,
king of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, having
demanded payment of a long arrear of " the annual
of Norway"
married Margaret, the princess of
Denmark; and, in 1468, obtained as her dowry
2,000 florins in money, and the impignoration of
Orkney for 50,000 florins, and of Shetland for 8,000
more. As the islands were never ransomed from

and the Danish

—

—

—

the pledge, they thenceforth became politically and
In 1470-1, the earlentirely attached to Scotiand.
dom of Orkney and the lordship of Shetland were,

as to their " haiU richt," purchased by James III.
from the Sinclairs, and annexed by acts of parliament to the Crown, not to be alienated, except in
favour of a lawful son of the King. The power of

the Orcadian bishop, however, which had

grown up
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from littleness to grandeur under the administration
of the later Earls, was, to a certain extent, co-ordinate with that ot the King as lord of the islands.
" The old
bishopric of Orkney was a greate thing,
and lay sparsim throughout the haill parochines of
Orknay and Zetland. Beside his lands, he had ye
teinds of auchteen kirks his lands grew daily, as
delinquencies increased in the countray." Many
small proprietors, too the udallers had heritages
intermingled all over both archipelagos, with the
lands of the King or the quondam Earls, and with
those of the bishop; and, while they paid scats
and other articles to the regnant superior of the
soil, they claimed to retain Norwegian customs,
and to be governed by Norwegian laws. In 1474,
and at two subsequent dates, leases for various periods of years were given of the earldom to the
bishop, and occasioned the country, till the death of
James III. in 1488, to be almost entirely, in its
civil matters, under prelatic administration.
In 1489 and 1501, Henry Lord Sinclair, a descendant of the quondam Earls, obtained from James
IV. leases of the earldom, at the low rate of £336
13s. 4d. Scottish, at which it had been leased to the

their ancient residence and power, no memorial except the rubbish of their castle,
"

—

bishops; and though he fell in 1513 at Flodden,
the property was, at the same rent, continued, by
successive leases, to Lady Margaret, his widow.
In 1529, the Earl of Caithness and Lord Sinclair,
either to usurp the renewed lordship of the whole
purchased earldom, or to take forcible possession of

Lady Margaret's lease, or to adjust some question
arising out of intermixture of rights, or to extinguish the udal holdings of the ancient inhabitants,
and to subject them to feudal grantees of the Scottish crown
for all these reasons have been, by

—

—

invaded Orkney with an armed
and were encountered by the governor of
Kirkwall castle, heading the Orkney -men and
others at Summerdale or Bigswell in Stenness and
there they sustained a disastrous and extinguishing
defeat, the Earl of Caithness and 500 of liis followers being slain, and Lord Sinclair and all the surturns, assigned

force,

;

In 1530, a
vivors of the force made prisoners.
grant of the islands, in form of a feu, was in defiance both of the settlement by parliamentary acts
under James III., and of Lady Margaret Sinclair's
lease
given to the Earl of Moray, the natural
brother of James V. but it proved nugatory, and
never brought any proceeds of the islands into the

—

—

;

grantee's possession. About 1535, James V. made
the only royal visit
a personal visit to Orkney,
which was ever made to it by either the Stuarts, or
the present dynasty, both descendants of Ronald,
the founder of the Scandinavian earldom ; and during his stay at Kirkwall, he was hospitably entertained in the bishop's palace, and received the
homage of the loyal among the natives, and directed
maritime surveys to be made of the intricate navigation of the surrounding and intersecting seas
and, at his departure, he carried off to the seat of
justice the more turbulent and diingerous of the inhabitants.
In 1540, the favourable leases to Lady
Margaret Sinclair terminated by a general act of
annexation and revocation. Oliver Sinclair of Pitcairns was the last lessee of liis family; and he
obtained, for an advanced annual rent of £2,000, two
successive leases, the latter of which expired in
1548.
His name is associated with one of tlie most
humiliating transactions recorded in the history of
our country, the disloyalty of the Scottish nobles,
and the dishonour of the Scottish arms at Solway
moss. The family of Sinclair in Orkney may be
regarded as having been extinguished at the premature death of James V. and they liavc now, on
the scene of their ancient greatness, and the seat of

—

;

—

;

restless seas

—

—

:

—

Where

Howl round the storm-swept Orcades,
Wlierc erst St. Clair bore princely sway
"
O'er isle and islet, strait and hay;
" Still nods their
palace to its fall.
Thy pride and sorrow, fair Kirkwall."

The earldom of Orkney became part of the jointure of the widow of James V. immediately after his
death, and remained with her till her own death in
1560, and, when she was called to the regency, it
was placed by her under the administration of
Bonot, a Frenchman, whose appointment was extremely unpopular. How it was disposed of during
15 years following her death, is not known. At the
accession of Mary the country began to be subjected
to a series of changes and oppressions, in its mas-

and their tyrannies, which to a great extent
its condition, and continue to the
present day to affect very deeply in many points
the most important interests of individuals and of
In 1564, Lord Robert
the whole community.
ters

revolutionized

Stuart, the natural brother of the Queen, received
charter, for an annual rent of j£2,000 13s.
4d. Scottish, " all and whole the lands of

by written

Orkney
and Zetland, with all and sundry the isles belonging and pertaining thereto, with all and each of the
castles, towers, fortalices, woods, mills, multures,
fishings, tenants, service of free tenants, with the
whole superiority of free tenants, advocation, donation of churches, and with the office of sheriff of

Orkney, and sheriff of the Fouldrie of Zetland."
James, Earl of Bothwell, for a brief moment, in
1567, enjoyed an annulment in his favour of this
grant to Lord Robert, and was plumed with the
high designation of Duke of Orkney but, if ever
he at all obtained infcftment, he had but momentary
possession, for, exactly a month after the date of
the marriage - deed, which assigned him Orkney
with its new title, he fled from Carberry-hill, and
for ever lost sight of his phantasmagorial dukedom.
At the close of the same year a question was agitated in parliament " qnhider Orknay and Zetland
sal be subject to the commone law of this realme,
;

or gif

tliai sal

bruike thair

was found that
awne lawis."

thai

aught

awne

lawis

?

— when

it

to be subiect to thair

Lord Robert Stuart, on obtaining possession of
the earldom, had as commendator or abbot of Holyrood, exchanged his temporalities with the bishop
of Orkney for those of the bishopric, thus uniting
in himself the rights both of the Earl or the Crown
and the bishop; and, a little before the Queen's
marriage, he got a right to her third of the revenues
of Holyrood abbey, or a pension of £990 of money,
besides a large quantity of every sort of grain, and

was

in

consequence prevented from clamouring at

the change which was made in favour of Bothwell.
The earldom or crown estate of Orkney, is said by
some authorities to have been resumed by him on
but from an extant act of
Botliwcll's disgrace
parliament it apjiears to have, for 14 years, or till
;

1581, regularly yielded up its revenues for behoof of
In 1581 it was restored to him by act
the Crown.
of parliament, with the same latitude of possession
and loftiness of jurisdiction as when originally
granted by Mary; in 1587 it was revoked by another act of parliament, and for two years afterwards was let out for £4,000 Scottish a-year, to Sir
John Maitland of Thirlstanc and Sir liuAovick Ballantinc, who were respectively I>ord-chancellor and
Justice-clerk in 1589 it was re-granted to Lord
Robert Stuart for an annnal rent of £2,073 6s. 8d.
;

Scottish; and

in 1591 it

was

infefted to

liis

lordship
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and his son Patrick in fee. After Lord
Robert's death, which occurred in 1592, and another resumption made by the Crown, Patrick got
charters, in 1600, of both the earldom and the bishwere concentrated
opric, so that their joint rights
in his person
grant
yet he obtained not, as Mary's
" the whole "
gave to his father a right either to
Guids and isles of Orkney and Shetland, or to the
feudal superiority over the landholders, but, on the
other hand, was bound to administer justice according to the peculiar laws of the region before it belonged to the Scottish crown. Both his father and
in life-rent,

;

were proud, avaricious, cruel, and dissipated; and, whether they possessed power legally,
or could wield it by extortion and usurpation, they
cared not, provided" they could so work it as to demolish the rights and liberties of their people, and
he, however,

amass for themselves the influences, the monopolies,
and the possessions of tyranny.
Udal lands and tenements were free from taxation
to the Crown, or vassalage to a lord superior
they
could not be alienated, except by what was called
"a shynde bill,'' obtained with the consent of all
;

heirs in the Fouldry court and, at the death of a
possessor, they were divided, without fine and in
Earls
equal portions, among all their children.
Bobert and Patrick aimed with their whole energy
to destroy the system, and to introduce feudal tenures; they so summoned and adjourned the great
Fouldry court, as to possess a master-key to its
movements; they perverted both this court and every
other by the introduction of their creatures; they
silenced and overawed the refractory udallers by
means of a licentious soldiery; and they employed
their rights over the temporalities of the bishopric
as a pretext for levying tines from such landholders
as incurred any censure of the church. They, in
;

consequence, wrested much landed property from
the rightful owners, and terrified not a few of the
udal proprietors into a surrender of their peculiar

an acknowledgment of feudal vassalage,
and an acceptance of tenure by charter. The rents
of the earldom being paid chiefly in kind, too, they,
privileges,

amount of proceeds withoat changing the nominal bulk, twice arbitrarily
increased in value the weights used in the country
raising the mark, which was originally 8 ounces,
first to 10 and next to 12, and the
lispund, which
was originally 12 pounds, first to 15 and next to 18.
Earl Patrick even excelled his father in outrageous
despotism; he compelled the people to work like
daves in carrying on his buildings and other works;
he confiscated the lands of the inhabitants on the
most trivial pretences; he summarily distrained the
moveable goods of any man who dared to leave the

in order to increase the

;

islands without his own or his deputies' special
licence; and in crowning display of at once his
Bavageness and his avarice he ordained that "if
any man tried to supply or give relief to ships, or
any vessel distressed by tempest, the same shall be
punished in his person, and fined at the Earl's pleasure." Such lugubrious wailings and indignant com-

—

—

plaints were eventually and increasingly addressed
to the throne, in appeal from his multiplied
oppresaons, that he was at length recalled, shut up in
His natural
prison, and accused of high treason.
BOD, the bastard of Orkney, aided by about 500 persons probably military retainers who identified their
own interests with the family's illegal greatness
made an ineflfectual attempt to achieve some feat in
lus favour.
The miserable Earl was abhorred over
tibe scene of his
despotisms ; he was violently susat court; he was vigilantly prosecuted by
C!ted
the
w,
bishop of Orkney; he probably sufi'ered
from contorted and exaggerated because interested

—
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—

accusation; and, in 1612, by really a judicial murder,
however foul were his crimes, he was ignominiously
hanged at Edinburgh. His name, particularly in
Shetland, continues to the present day to be mentioned with antipathy and disgust.
The lands of the earldom, under the pretext that
a forfeiture might injure those proprietors who had
resigned their udal tenures and taken out charters,
were not, according to the usual course, declared
forfeited immediately upon Earl Patrick's attainder.
Many of the proprietors were instantly alarmed into
the measure of asking and accepting charters from
the Crown in the usual feudal form ; and all, under
apprehension that another taskmaster might be set
over them akin in character to the two last, importuned the King to annex the islands inalienably to
the Crown. James VI. thus all but completed the
ruin of the feudal tenures; and he, at the same time,
mocked the distracted islands with a most unkingly
double-tonguedness of treatment. He formally annexed " the lands and earldom of Orkney and Zetland
to the Crown to remain in time coming,'' and he admonished the people by proclamation against all fear
of the islands reverting " to their former condition
of misrule, trouble, and oppression " yet he made no
restoration of the lands which had been unlawfully
seized by the last Earls, he set up the rental of Earl
Patrick as the rule for future guidance, and, to com;

plete his tantalizing conduct, he immediately began
to let them out on high terms to a series of farmersSir James Stewart of Kilsyth held them
general.
for a brief period.
Sir George Hay of Kiufauns. tlie
Lord-chancellor, next rented them for 40,000 merks
Scottish a-year; but. probably finding them no great
bargain, after they had been so long plundered by
the two Earls, he resigned them at the end of three
years. The inhabitants, after being for a short period

oppressed without mercy by some other farmers-

general, petitioned the King that no man might '"be
interponed between his Majesty and them, but that
they might remain his Majesty's immediate vassals."
In response to this appeal, the islands were, for a few
years, closely annexed to the Crown but they again
began to be leased out for rents, high or low according to the interest the lessees had with the cotirt or
the ministry, and to be subjected as before to such
;

ceaseless maltreatment as was utterly incompatible
with social prosperity, or with advance in the arts.
In fact, for two centuries after their cession by Norway to the Crown of Scotland, Orkney and Shetland
seem to have been much in the condition of a Turkish province undergoing the rival and emulating
scourgings of a quick succession of rapacious pashas.
In 1643, they were, with all the regalities belonging to them, granted by Charles I. in mortgage to
William, Earl of Morton, but were redeemable by
the Crown in payment of an alleged debt of £30,000.

They were, however, mortgaged by the next Earl
to assist Charles, and were afterwards confiscated by
Cromwell. At the Restoration in 1662, they were
given back to the Earl of Morton and under his
arbitrary control, the Fouldry court was abolished.
In 1669, they were again, by act of parliament, annexed 'for ever' to the Crown and, during upwards
of 30 years, they were anew leased out to various
farmers-general. In 1707, they were restored in
the old form of a mortgage redeemable by the
Crown for £30,000, but subject to an annual feuduty of £500 to James, Earl of Morton, and were
placed under his jurisdiction as their admiral and
hereditary steward and justiciary. In 1742, Lord
Morton, though his revenues from the islands were
computed to amount to £3,000 sterling a-year, pretended that they did not yield a rental equal to the
interest of the alleged mortgage, and contrived, on
;

;

—

—
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this pretext, to get

an act of parliament declaring

them irredeemable.

In 1747, at the abolition of

hereditary jurisdictions, he was compensated for
those of Orkney and Shetland with £7.500; and, in
1766, after being harassed with complaints, quarrels, and lawsuits, he sold the estate for £60,000 to
Sir Lawrence Dundas, the grandfather of the present
Earl of Zetland. One of the lawsuits, and the chief
one which annoyed the Earl of Morton, was a judicial attempt on the part of the proprietors to get the

weights which regulated their rental in kind restored
to their original value ; but it proved unsuccessful.
Sir Lawrence Dundas, in his turn, met a similar
defeat; for, conceiving soon after he made his pur-

was entitled to higher powers than
had been wielded by his predecessor, he made an
expensive but vain effort to get them recognised by
chase, that he

the law-courts. In later times the Dundas family,
who continue to enjoy the great estate, have flung
many amenities over islands which were so long
desolated by oppression, and have erected so many
monuments in the hearts of the people, and sprinkled
so many improvements over the surface of the soil,
as furnish materials for an altogether new era in
their history.

annual value of real property, as assessed in 1815,
1849, £40,054 and the real rental,
as ascertained under the new valuation act in 1855,
was in Orkney, £40,900 14s. lOd.,— and in Shetland
upwards of £22,000. The average fiars prices from
1848 to 1854, both inclusive, were 16s. 8i^d. for here,

was £20,938,— in

;

12s. 3-J^d. for oatmeal,

and

15s. 3^d. for malt.

The parliamentary constituency of the county in
1855 was 664; of whom 472 were in Orkney, and
192 in Shetland. The sheriff, commissary, and admiralty courts are held at Kirkwall and at Lei-wick
on Thursdays during session. Sheriff small debt
courts are held at Stromness four times a-year; at
St. Margaret's Hope, in South Konaldshay, three
times a-year; and at Burravoa in Shetland, twice
Justice of peace small debt courts are held
a-year.
at Kirkwall on the first Wednesday of every month,
at Stromness on the last Tuesday of every month,
and at Lerwick on the fiist Tuesday of May, and on
the first Wednesday of every other month.
The
number of committals for crime, in the year, within
the county, was 27 in the average of 18361 1840,
52 in the average of 1841
1845, 37 in the average
of 1846—1850, 31 in 1852, 44 in 1853, and 45 in
The sums paid yearly for expenses of
1854.

—

—

—

The lands which belonged to the bishops of Orkney, and which lay intermixed on every island, parish, and even township, with those of the earldom,
were, about the close of the 16th century, so
exchanged and compacted as to be substituted by
continuous and unique lands in Pomona and other
The jurisdiction of the bishopric and of
islands.
the earldom were, at the same time, rendered distinct, and instead of perpetuating the contentions
which arose out of their union, began to be exercised with concord to the country. Bishop Law,
by whose Influence these changes were effected, and
who interested himself much in the civil welfare of
Orkney, was, in 1615, translated to Glasgow. His
successor, threatened with excommunication by the

in the years 1846
1852,
£752.
The total number
of persons confined, within the year ending 30th
June 1854, in the jail at Kirkwall, was 40, and in
the jail at Fort Charlotte in Shetland, 52 and the
average duration of the confinement of the former
was 18 days, of the latter 28 days. Nine parishes
in the county are assessed, and 23 unassessed, for
The number of registered poor in the
the poor.
year 1852-3 was 1,682; in the year 1853-4, 1,708.
The number of casual poor in 1852-3 was 360 ; in
1853-4, 386. The sum expended on the registered
poor in 1852-3 was £2,377; in 1853-4, £2,490.
The sum expended on the casual poor in 1852-3,
was £286; in 1853-4, £236.
The assessment

General Assembly which met
and awed by its proceedings

and

at Glasgow in 1638,
in pronouncing the
abolition of episcopacy, quietly resigned his see.
The bishopric was afterwards, for a short time, revived; nor, till about the year 1700, did it wholly
yield to the ascendancy and final establishment of
Presbyterianism. The revenues of the see have,
since that period, been either held by the Crown,
and managed by an agent, or leased out to the holders of the earldom, or to farmers-general ; and at
present they are under the control of the commissioners of the Queen's woods, forests, and land-

revenues, to be expended, as
benefit of the Crown.

is

believed, for the

ORKNEY AND

SHETLAND, a maritime
county, comprising the northern islands of Scotland.
In its topogi'aphy, agriculture, trade, and all other
matters, except its collective statistics, it will be
found fully noticed in the two articles Orkney and
Shetland. Its area has been variously estimated at
936 square miles or 598,726 acres, and 1,325 square
miles or 848,000 acres; and accoi'ding to the latter
estimate, 220,000 acres arc cultivated, 112,000 are
In 1854
are unprofitable.
pastoral, and 516,000
there were 329 landowners; of whom 266 had a
Scotch valuation not exceeding £50, 25 not exceed10 not exceed12 not exceeding £200,
ing £100,
ing £500, 6 not exceeding £1 ,000, 6 not exceeding
1 not
exceeding
£2,000, 2 not exceeding £5,000,
£10,000, and 1 upwards of £10,000. In the same
of land, each paying
were
there
6,541
occupiers
year
a rental of less than £20, and aggregately holding
44,961 acres of arable land, and posscssuig 9,219
horses, 36,789 cattle, 38,758 sheep, and 8,915 swiiio.
The valued rent in 1C74 was £57,786 Scotch; the

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

criminal

prosecutions,

ranged from £285

to

;

—

in Orkney, for prisons, was 2s. lOJd.,
rogue-money, 8s. 54d. per £100 Scots of
valued rent; in Shetland, for prisons and roguemoney, 7fd. per merk land.
Population of the
county in 1801, 46,824; in 1811,46,153; in 1821,
in

1855,
for

in 1831, 58,239; in 1841, 61,065; in
Males in 1851, 27,495; females,
1851, 62,533.
Inhabited houses in 1851, 11,334; unin35,038.
habited, 321 ; building, 23.
The county is ecclesiastically divided into the
synod of Orkney, with the three presbyteries of
Kirkwall, Cairston, and North Isles, and the synod
of Shetland, with the three presbyteries of Lerwick,
Burravoe, and Olnafirth. The number of original
parishes is much greater than the extent of the

53,124;

and is variously estimated but
of the parishes are clustered into unions, and
two or three are subdivided, so that the number of
ministerial charges, within the Established church,
is 31 quoad civilia, 4 quoad sacra, and 2 of a mere
chapel character. The patronage of all tlie quoad
civilia parishes, excepting those of Kirkwall and St
Ola, is in the hands of the Earl of Zetland. The
Free church also has a synod of Orkney, and a
synod of Shetland; each, however, comprising only
one presbytery, the synod being a presbytery, and
the presbytery a synod. The United Presbyterian
church likewise has a presbytery of Orkney, comprising 15 congregations, 12 of which are in the
Orkney islands, 2 in Shetland, and 1 in Caithness.
In 1851, the number of places of worship within
the
of Orkney and Shetland was 151 ; of
county
which 55 belonged to the Established church, 26 t»
the Free church, 17 to the United Presbyterian
church, 2 to the Original Secession church, 18 to
territory requires,

many

;

ORMISTOX.

and 24 to the
Methodists.
The number of
Established places of worship
of the Free church places ot
worship, 8,570; in 14 of the United Presbyterian
places of worship, 6.819; in the 2 Original Secession places of worship, 950 in 14 of the Independent chapels, 2,935 in 5 of the Baptist chapels, 685 ;
and in 18 of the Original Connexion Methodist
The maximum attendance on the
chapels, 3.264.
Census Sabbath at 34 of the Establishment places
of worship was 7,192; at 21 of the Free church
places of worship, 4,624 at 14 of the United Presbyterian places of worship, 5,347 at the 2 Original
Secession places of worship, 386 ; at 13 of the Indethe Independents, 9
Original Connexion
sittings in 39 of the
was 16,538; in 22

to the Baptists,

;

;

;

;

pendent chapels, 1,300; at the 9 Baptist chapels,
764; and at 15 of the Original Connexion Methodist
chapels. 1,327. There were in 1851, in the county,
111 public day schools, attended by 3,653 males and
1,954 females, 31 private day-schools, attended by
396 males and 498 females. and 130 Sabbathschools, attended bv 2.821 males and 3,706 females.

—

ORMIDALE.
ORMISTON, a

—

See Kil>l*dax.

parish, containing the post-ofEce
village of Ormiston, and the village of House of
Muir, in the middle of the western verge of HadIt is bounded on the west by Edindingtonshire.
burghshire, and on other sides by the parishes of
Its length,
Tranent, Pencaitland, and Humbie.
fram north to south, is 4J miles ; its breadth, owing
to deep indentations and projections on its east side,
is
exceedingly changeful, and varies from 3 furlongs
to 3^ miles and its area is 3,245 acres.
The surface, along the southera frontier, is somewhat upland and bare ; but everywhere else it is low, beautiAbout 30
fially cultivated, and well embellished.
parts in 33 of the whole area are in tillage ; and between 160 and 180 acres are under plantation. The
soil is very variable, ranging from a light loam on a
gravelly bottom to a stiff clay upon a bottom of till.
considerable aggregate is disposed in gardens,
yielding marketable produce to the value of about
i;900 in the year.
The arable lands, exclusive of
the gardens, were estimated in 1835 to yield an
annual produce to the value of £12.865, and the
pastures to the value of £1.333. The Tyne, here a
mere streamlet, about 8 miles from its source, runs
i a mile north-eastward within the parish, and f of
a mile eastward along the southern margin of one
of its projections; and the light loamy land, with
gravelly subsoil, lies along both sides of this stream.
Coal exists in at least three workable seams but,
south of the Tyne, appears to have been worked at
* date beyond record, and is nearly exhausted.
Limestone abounds in the south, and fias long been
extensively worked. Freestone is plentiful, and in
several places has been quanied, but is not of good
quality for building. Ironstone seems also to exist.
The Earl of Hopetoun is the sole heritor of the
parish, and has a seat, called Ormiston Hall, nearly
in its centre.
Part of the old mansion-house of the
manor stands about 200 yards to the west, and is
consolidated with buildings which form the stiite of
c^ces and servants' houses. The modem mansion
consists of four parts, three of them built at various
since 1747, when the estate was purchased
Eeriods
y the Earl of Hopetoun, and one by the former
proprietor in 1745. In the old house George AVishart
the Reformer, then under the protection of Cockbum,
;

A

;

January 1545, made prisoner
the Earl of Bothwell, and thence led away to
artyrdom, under the infamous Cardinal Beaton, at
~:. Andrews.
In the garden flourishes a remark-

!ts

proprietor, was, in

•

le
-

yew-tree, under which the venerable martyr
have occasionally preached.
The tree

id to

It.
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is

is

probably upwards of 3^ centuries in growth, having
been considered old in 1561 it measures 18 feet in
gii-th, 38 feet in height, and 180 feet in the circumference of its branches, or the area which they overIn the south comer of the parish are vestiges
lie.
of a circular camp, British or Danish.
On the
lands of Paiston anciently stood a ^nllage of about
i a mile in length and between that village and
Templehall there were anciently a burving-ground
and probably a church. The parish is well provided
with roads; but the nearest railway station is at
Tranent. Population in 1831, 838;' in 1851, 811.
Houses, 161. Assessed property in 1843, £5,523
;

;

18s. 6d.

This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the Earl
of Hopetoun. Stipend, £250 4s. 7d.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated teiuds, £190 13s. 7d. Schoolmasters
salary, £29 18s. 9d., with about £30 fees, and some
other emoluments. The paiish church was buUt in
It is an elegant
1856, and contains 420 sittings.
structure, in the Old English Gothic style of architecture.
There is a Free church, witli an attendance of 110; and the amotmt of its receipts in
185G was £48 5s. ll^d. There are non-parochial
schools at Paiston and House-of-Muir. The ancient
church was dedicated to St. Giles and was granted,
;

its pertinents, to the hospital of Soutra. When
the possessions of that hospital were annexed by the
widowed queen of James II. to her collegiate church
of Trinity in Edinburgh, the ecclesiastical revenues
of Ormiston were distributed in equal shares among
the four prebendaries of Ormiston, Gileston, Hill,
and Newlands, belonging to her college. The estate
of Paiston, which now forms the south end of the
parish, was annexed to it after the Reformation:
and previously belonged to Pencaitland. The descendants of the Orme, whoever he was, who gave
name to the original parish, possessed it during the
12th and 13th centuries. In 1368 it passed by marriage to the family of Cockbum, and remained with
them till the middle of last century. The Cockbums were, for several generations, distinguished
as lawyers and statesmen, figuring illustriously both
in the college-of-justice and in parliament.
John,
the last but one of the family, acted a prominent
part in the negotiation of the national union, and
represented Haddingtonshire in successive parliaments of the United Kingdom from 1707 to 1741.
But his chief fame is, that he was the grand promoter of modem agricultural improvement in East
Lothian, the originator at Ormiston of the first
bleachfield in the kingdom, and the introducer of
various other though less signally useful arts and
establishments.
The Village of Obmistox stands at the intersection of the road from Tranent to Pathhead with the
road from Pencaitland to Dalkeith, on the left bank
of the TjTie, on a site 276 feet above the level of the
sea, If mile west of Pencaitland, 2J miles south of
Tranent, 6 east by north of Dalkeith, 8 west-southwest of Haddington, and 12 east-south-east of Ed
inburgh. It consists principally of one broad street,
extending east and west. Some of the houses are
of two stories ; and these, as well as some cottages,
are occasionally let to genteel families as summer
retreats.
Gardens are attached to all the principal

with

houses, stocked with fruit-trees and shrubs, and, in
some instances, well-enclosed with stone walls. The
village is shaded with wood, stands in the •vicinity
of the Earl of Hopetoun's beautiful demesne, and
presents soft but powerful attractions to lovers of
Toward the end of
quiet, balmy, rural landscape.
last century it had a bleachfield, a starch work, a
and
a
but
it
is now bereft of
distillerv,
brewery;

2

M

ORPHIR.

tliem all, and has become the home chiefly of an
In the centre of it stands an
agricultural people.
old cross, on the site of an ancient Roman Catholic
chapel, which remained entire at the end of last
century, and was then used as the parish schoolhouse, but has since been removed. Population,
about 340.

ORMISTON, Roxburghshire. See EcKFonn.
ORMISTON-HILL. See Kirknewton.

ORMISTON

(Old).

See

North

British Rail-

way.

ORMSARY.
ORNOCHIE.
ORONSAY.

Stipend, £158 6s. 7d.; glebe, £12.

See Oransay.

is

station

;

by heathy rising grounds and large peat-mosses,
whence fuel is supplied to both Orphir and Kirkwall.
The soil of the other districts is predominantly clay
or moss, separate or in mixture and, when well;

manured, it yields, even under indifferent culture,
more than sufficient produce for local use. A few
places near the coast liave a rich loam mixed with
stones.
The Loch of Kirbister, a little south-east of
the centre of the parish, is between 2 and 3 miles in
circumference, abounds with excellent sea-trout, and
sends oflf a streamlet of sufficient water-power to
drive extensive machinery.
The sea-coast, including sinuosities, extends to 12 miles; it has, in general, a bold rocky shore of from 40 to 50 feet high
and it is finely indented with bays and creeks, one
of which, called the bay of Houton, is protected by
an islet at the entrance, and forms a safe harbour
for small vessels.
Mineral springs occur in every
district
and one at Scoridale has long been noted
;

;

tonic,

diuretic,

and antiscorbutic proper-

Sandstone abounds

;

a kind suitable

trap, of

for building, is frequent ; some excellent flagstones
are quarried; fine white and blue clay, such as
serves for colouring hearth-stones, is dug up in

Staugro-bay; and bog iron-ore

The

is

comparatively

proprietors have
dwellings and large gardens.
The late Lord Armadale, a judge in Uie Court of
Session, was the most extensive landowner of the
parish in his time and his mansion, called the Hall
of Clairstran, is a double house of modern construction, at present occupied by a tenant.
Belonging
plentiful.

neat

1815, £1,166.
This parish is in the presbytery of Cairston, and
synod of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
salary, £26, with about £6 fees.
built in 1829, and contains

A

its

;

was

ORPHIR, a parish, containing a post-office

ties.

and probably was the residence of Sueno Boerstrop, who was killed at the
house of Paul, one of the Norwegian Counts of
Orkney. The parish is advantageously situated for
commerce and is traversed by the road from Kirkwall to Stromness. Population in 1831, 996; in
Houses, 248. Assessed property in
1851, 1,157.
district of "Swanbister,

See Knapdale (South).
See Monifieth.

of its own name, in the south of the Mainland district of Orkney.
It comprises the island of Cava
and a district, constituting its main body, in Pomona.
Cava has been noticed in its own alphabetical
The Pomona district, or main body of the
place.
parish, is bounded on the north-west and north by
Stenness and Firth, on the east by Kirkwall, and
on the south and west by Scalpa flow. It is nearly
a parallelogram extending from east-north-east to
west-south-west, and measures 7 miles by about 3^.
range of hills runs along the north-western and
northern boundary, lifting the highest summit 700
feet above sea -level
and the surface thence to the
sea is a tumulated descent, giving, amidst a continued series of hills and dales, a prevailing southThe eastern district is characterized
erly exposure.

for

OEWELL.
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principal landed

comfortable

;

to the parish, about a mile east of Cava, is a curiously formed rock or skerry, well-known to seamen,
and fantastically called the Barrel of Butter. In
the parish churchyard are the remains of a very an-

cient building, rudely resembling the Pantheon at
Rome, a rotundo, open at top, 20 feet high, 18 feet
in diameter, and sending out, on the cast side, a
vaulted recess, tlie site probably of an ancient altar.
Remains of Romish chapels of which this seems to
have been one occur in every district. Barrows
or tumuli are numerous.
An ancient circular
^nwer about 180 feet in circumference, stands in the

—

—

Schoolmaster's

The
574

parish church

sittings.

There

a Free church and the sum raised in connexion
with it in 1856 was £83 Is. 4Jd. There are two
schools maintained by mortifications. A hill behind
the manse commands a view of twenty -five islands
;

and twenty-three parishes, or of most of Orkney
and much of Caithness and Sutherland, with a large
expanse of the eastern and western oceans. Orphir
is supposed to have its name from yarfo or 'fireland,' a species of fuel-earth with which its eastern
district supplies the

circumjacent country.
Kirkcudbrightshire. See Ukr.
See Ballingray.
(Loch).
(The), a rivulet of the south-west of Fifeshire.
It rises on the eastern skirts of the Saline
hills, and runs in an easterly direction, through the
parishes of Dunfermline, Beath, Ballingray, Auchterderran, and Dysart, to a junction with the Lochty
at the boundary between the last of these parishes
and Markinch; and the united stream flows 1^ mile
further, through Markinch, to a confluence with the
Leven, at a point about 3 miles above the latter's

ORR,

ORR
ORR

influx to Largo bay.
The Orr's entire length of
course, to its confluence with the Leven, is, exclusive
of windings, about 15 miles.
It traverses Loch
Fitty on the mutual border of Dunfermline and
and
receives
the
on
its left bank on
Beath,
Kelty
the western border of Auchterderran, and the stream
coming from Loch Gelly on its right bank near the
church of Auchterderran. It has everywhere a flat
course, and is a muddy stream of no great depth.

ORREA. See Redgorton and Forfar.
ORRIN (The), a river of the south-east

of RossIt rises on the north side of Craig-Mon, 5
miles north of Loch-Monar, and has an easterly
course of about 27 miles to the Conan, below Brahancastle in Urray.
little below its source it expands
into the lochlets Negin and Neriech.
The Orrin is
a very irregular stream now very generally fordable,
and now rolling along in sudden and vast floods which
spread terror and devastation over lands adjacent to
its banks.
wooden bridge thrown across it behind
the manse of Urray, at the expense of Mr. M'Kenzie
of Seaforth, was swept away by a flood in 1839, but
was replaced by a stronger erection at the expense
of the county,
ORROCK, a high basaltic hill in the parish of
Burntisland, Fifeshire. Part of it displays a beautiful basaltic colonnade ; and its west side is bare
and steep, and has its skirts covered with debris.
ORSAY (Isle), or Oversay, an islet at the point
of the Rliinns of Islay in Argyleshire.
Here stands
a lighthouse, erected in 1824, showing a light which
flashes once in every five seconds, and is visible at
the distance of 1 7 nautical miles.
ORTON, a post-oflico station in the parish of
Rothes, Morayshire.
ORWELL, a parish, containing the post-town of
Milnathort and the village of Middlcton, in the north
of Kinross-shire.
It is bounded on the eastern part
of the south by Loch-Leven, and elsewhere by the
of Kinross, Fossoway, Dunning, ForganSarishes
enny, Forteviot, Amgask, Strathmiglo, and Portshire.

A

;

A

OSCAR'S-BAr.
eastward is 9J miles;
about 3| miles; and its area

inoak.

Its length

breadth

is

its

greatest

about 21
the southern
is

The surface, in all
square miles.
and south-eastern districts, is low, prevailingly
and
with gentle swells and risdiversified
level,
and

tlience it gradually rises into
hilly heights, called the braes of Orwell, and then,

ing-grounds;

toward

the northern boundary, shoots suddenly
frontier range of the (Jchils, with summits
of about 1,000 or 1,100 feet above sea-level.
The
soil in the low districts is partly loam, but princia
sandy clay, occasionally mixed with till or
pally
gravel and that of the arable parts of the braes is
generally a sharp good gravel, well adapted to po-

up into a

;

tatoes and turnips.
The prevailing rock is tlie old
red sandstone, extensively dislodged and not a little

contorted by trap.
ally hard
the vrest;

A mass of clay porphyry, unusu-

and compact, occupies several miles in
and a smaller, though still vast, mass of

greenstone occurs in the east. The South Quiecli
begins to touch the north-west extremity of the parsh a little below its source; and, before passing
into Kinross, runs nearly 5 miles along the western
and southern boundary. The North Quiech rises
very near the north-west extremity; makes some
beautiful little cascades among the hills and, over
a course of about 6 miles south-eastward to LocliLeven, drains the greater part of the parish. Pure
water wells up in many a spring, and may anywhere be obtained by a brief boring. The margin
of Loch-Leven touches the parish over an extent of
1^ mile. About 8,000 acres of the parochial area
are in tillage; about 4,300 are in
pasture; about
700 are under wood and in gardens ; and about 500
are waste.
There are nine or ten considerable proprietors, and about fifty-two smaller ones; and most
;

A

them farm part or whole of their own lands.
principal antiquity is noticed in our article BurLEiGH-CASTLE. On thc farm of Orwell, and near

of

Loch-Leven, are two standing-stones, respectively
6J and 8 feet high.
Among the Ochils stands
Carn-a-vain, formerly a prodigious collection of
loose stones, but now much reduced by the loss of
many hundreds of cart-loads which were carried

away

The

for dike-building.

parish

is

traversed

northward by the public road from Edinburgh to
Perth, and eastward by that from Stirling to Cupar.
Population in 1831, 3,005; in 1851, 2,569. Houses,
464.
Assessed property in 1843, £12,533 2s. 9d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kinross, and
jynod of Fife. Patron, Sir Graham Montgomery,
Bart. Stipend, £155 19s. lid.; glebe, £20. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £50 fees.
The parish church was built about 1729, and contains 646 sittings. There is a Free church, with an
attendance of about 360; and the amount of its receipts in 1856

was £213

9s.

g^d.

Tliere

is

an United

Presbyterian church, built in 1764. and containing
^56 sittings. Tiiere are five private schools and a
In the reign of Robert Bruce, Orwell
jrablic library.
'vas only a
chapeliy; and, in its ecclesiastical interests, was given by that king to the monks of
IDnnfermline.

OSCAR'S-BAY, a

small bay, forming a natural
tlie island of Lismore,
It is also called
Loch-Linnhe, Argyleshire.
I^och- Oscar; and the
landing-place within it is
harbour, on the west side of
in

(ailed

Portnamurloch.

A

group of

islets lies in its

iQoath, protecting it from the sea; and the chief
(•ne of them is called the island of
Oscar's-bay.
The entrance on the north side of the islets is danbut that on the south side is clear ; and the
S^erons,
Qterior of the bay afibrds
anchorage and shelter to
vessels of any burden.

OSNABURGII, a

o\t:rton.
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post-office village in the parish

It stands 3 miles north-east
of Diirsie, Fifeshire.
It is also
of Cupar, on the road thence to Tayport.
called Dairsie-moor.
Houses,
Populatiou, 205.
55.

OTTER.

See Kilfixax.
See Loxgfoemaccs.
See Dai.gettt.
OTTERSVVICK-BAY, a bay on the north-east

OTTERBURN.
OTTERSTON.

The name
side of the island of Sanday, in Orkney.
Otterswick is a corruption of Odiuswick. The bay
penetrates the land, or rather ruus up between two
peninsulas, to the extent of 3| miles, with a mean
breadth of IJ or IJ mile; and it is traditionally
believed to occupy the site of a wooded plain which
was overwhelmed by the sea. The head of it is
separated from the head of Kettleloft-bay on the
opposite side of the island onl_v by a low isthmus ;
and the action of high tides at times looks as if. at
no distant period, it would sweep through this
isthmus, and cut the island in two. The adjacent
shores on the east, likewise, are low, and subject to
inundation in an easterly gale at spring-tide and,
previous to the erection of the lighthouse on Startpoint, at the most easterly extremity of the eastern
peninsula, shipwrecks were frequent on this coast.
Otterswick-bay affords safe anchorage for vessels of
any size; and a little within its entrance, on the
west side, is a sort of inner harbour, with a soft
sandy beach on which small vessels may, at any
The bay has a vast abuntime, be safely beached.
dance of shell-fish.
OTTERVORE, a piece of sea, 4^ miles by 2, at
the north end of the Barra group of Outer Hebrides.
It extends westward between Gigha and a vast
powdering of islets on the south, and Fuday on the
north, to the isthmus between the main body and
the northerly peninsula of Barra. The name is
sometimes applied more largely to the whole sound
;

between Barra and South

Uist.
OU.\N (Loch), a small lake, about a mile north
of Loch-Turret, in the parish of Monivaird, Perthshire.
Only a small space in the middle of it is
free from aquatic vegetation ; and that space is remarkably abundant in trout.
(The), a rivulet of Nether Lorn, Argyleshire.
It rises among the braes of Lom, and has a
run of between 7 and 8 miles eastward to the head of
Loch-Melfort, in the parish of Kilninver. About 2
miles below its source it expands, for 1^ mile, into

OUDE

Loch-Tralig.
OUSIE. See Dingwall.
OUT-SKERRIES. See Nesting and Skereies
(Ol-t).

OUTTERWARDS.
OVERBERYIE.
OYERBIE.

See Largs.

See Glexbekvie.

See Eskdalemuir.

OYERBRAE.

a hill, afi'ordmg an inexhaustible
supply of peat fuel to the surrounding countrj', in
the parish of King-Edward, Aberdeenshire.
OYERSAY. See Orsay (Isle).
OYERTON. a village in the parish of Cambnsnethan, Lanarkshire. It has a station on the Caledonian railway, 1 mile south-east of the Wishaw
station, and 3^' north-west of Carluke. This station
has hitherto been of use chiefly as a depot for the
coal; and in its vicinity, on the north,
the mineral branch railway goes off toward Morn-

Lesmahago
ingside.

OVERTON, a village iu the west of the Abbey
It is inhabited
parish of Paisley, Renfrewshire.
principally by colliers and weavers.
of the village
one
of
divisions
three
OVERTON,
of Smalholm, in the parish of Smalholm, on the
turnpike between Kelso and Edinburgh, 5^ miles
north-west of the former, Roxburghshire. Jointly

j;

OXHILL-BURN.

with the other divisions, West Third and East
population is 360.
OXCLEUGH. See Lowes (Loch of the).
OXENFORD-CASTLE. See Cranston.
OXGANG. See Kirkintilloch.
OXHILL-BURN, a brook of the parish of RathHere is a medicinal spring of proven, Banffshire.
vincial repute for hooping-cough, but really posThird,

its

sessing

little, if

OYNE.
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any, intrinsic value.

an inhabited island in the parish of TingIt measures about 3 miles in cirwall, Shetland.
cumference, and lies about 4 miles south-west of

OXNA,

Scalloway.

OXNAM, a parish near the middle of the eastern
Its post-town is Jedborder of Roxburghshire.
burgh, 4 miles west-north-west of its church. It
is bounded by England, and by the parishes of
Jedburgh, Southdean, Crailing, and Hounam. Its
length north -north-west ward is 10 miles; its greatest
breadth is 5 miles ; and its area is about 33 square
miles.
The southern, and part of the eastern boundary, except for a brief way where it is touched by
the English river Coquet, near the source of that
stream, is formed by the water-shed of the Cheviots,
between Blackhall-hill and Fairwood-fell, a distance
of 7 miles. The swells or summits of the ridge
have an altitude of less than 2,000 feet ; but they
the eye away to the German ocean, and command a magnificent view of the country enclosed

lift

between the screens of the Cheviot, the
and the Lammermoor mountain-ranges.

Hartfell,

The

in-

generally viewed, is a sea of dome-like hills,
smooth and green, and gracefully curved in their
outline, diminishing in altitude as they recede from
the monarch heights of the frontier, and eventually

terior,

admitting tillage up their soft ascents. One valley,
the basin of the Oxnam rivulet, lies along the centre
of nearly two-thii"ds of the parish, and is beautifully
undulated and otherwise diversified in its surface.
Ravines, picturesque defiles, and romantic dells,
ploughed up by tlie long action of the mountain
streams, run in various directions among the hills,
adorned, over much of their extent, with natural
wood. Belts and clumps of plantation, amounting
in all to 600 acres, and consisting chiefly of the
Scottish pine and the larch, climb the upland ascents,
or crown the summits of the gentler eminences.

The Oxnam

rivulet, as already hinted, drains the
greater part of the parish. A tributary of the Jed
runs for IJ mile along the western boundary; and
the Jed itself, after receiving that tributary, runs
nearly two miles on the same boundary. Tlie Kail
rises in several head-streams in the extreme south,
and runs 4 miles northward into Hounam, at the
distance all the way of about IJ mile from the
water-shed of the Cheviots. Limestone exists near
the Jed
but being under a deep cover, and at a
Sandgreat distance from coal, cannot be worked.
of
firm texture and a beautiful whiteness,
stone,
and believed to belong to the coal measures, abounds
in the south, intersected
by a thick dyke of trap.
The transition rocks prevail in the north.
weak
chalybeate spring, near Fairloans, was formerly of
some medicinal repute, but has fallen into disuse.
The soil of the arable lands has great diversity of
;

A

character, exiiibiting loam, clay, and gravel by
turns, with every intermediate variety of kind and
combination. About 3,500 acres are in tillage; and
about 16,970 are pastoral or waste. The lanclowncrs
are the Duke of Roxburgh, the Marquis of Lothian,
Scott of Fala, Rutherfurd of Edgerston, and four
The estimated value ot raw produce in
others.
1837 was £20,297 the value of assessed property
in 1843, £7,653 158. lid.; and the amount of the
real rental in 1856, £9,252 5s. 5d.
Roman cause;

A

—

that which has been traced from Boroughbridge in Yorkshire to the Lothians by way of St.
Boswells forms the whole east boundary, and is a
favourite resort and squatting ground of the border
muggers or gypsies. Three old forts survivors
of the numerous strengths which studded this
battle-territory of a thousand border raids, and
places so strong in masonry that building materials
may be taken more easily from a natural quarry
than from their walls exist in partial preservation
respectively at Dolphiston, at Mossburnford, and on

way

—

'

—

'

—

an eminence on the east side of Oxnam-water, about
500 yards west of the church. There were formerly
two villages, Oxnam and Newbigging, both of some
local note
but they have entirely disappeared.
Fairs for sheep and lands are held in August and
at
October
Pennymuir. The parish is traversed by
a road from Jedburgh and Ancrum, by Oxnam
a
to
water,
pass through the Cheviots. Population
in 1831, 676; in 1851, 669.
Houses, 117.
This parish is in the presbytery of Jedburgh, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £248 15s. 3d.; glebe, £16. Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary,
teinds, £1,185 12s. lOd.
£30, with about £28 fees, and upwards of £14 other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1758,
and contains 258 sittings. The ancient church belonged to the abbey of Jedburgh, and was served by
a vicar. A chapel, the rains and cemetery of which
The barony of
still exist, stood at Plenderleith.
Oxnam was given by David II. to Sir Duncan
Wallace, and his consort the Countess of Carrick.
Part of Oxnam parish is included in the new quoad
See Jedburgh.
sacra parish of Edgerston.
(The), a rivulet of Roxburghshire. It
rises in the parish of Oxnam, 2J miles from the
English border, runs 5^ miles north- north-westward
to Oxnam church, and then moves northward another
mile through Oxnam parish, a mile on the boundaiT
between it and Jedburgh, IJ mile across the neck
of territory which connects the main body of the
northern division of Jedburgh with its eastern wing,
and 2 miles through Crailing, past the village of
that name, to the Teviot, f of a mile above the village of Eckford. For 5 miles it flows amid the|
glens and gorges of pastoral uplands; and afterwards it moves along in many serpentine winding
between generally steep and romantic banks. Its
tributaries are numerous, but all inconsiderable,
and chiefly mountain rills in the parish of Oxnam.
It abounds in excellent trout.
OXNOR, an islet belonging to the parish of Ting;

OXNAM

wall, in Shetland.

OXTON,

a

post-office village in

the parish

o!

It stands on tiie right
Channelkirk, Berwickshire.
bank of the Leader, a little west of the road fron
Edinburgh to Kelso, 4J miles north-north-west o.
Lauder. Population, about 240.
OYKELL. See Oikell.
OYNE, a parish, containing a post-office statioi
of its own name, in the Garioch district of Aberdeen

bounded by Insch, Culsalniond, Rayne
Monymusk, Keig, and Premnay
Its length southward is nearly 6 miles; its greates
breadth is 3^ miles; and its area is about 17 squar
shire.

It is

CIiapel-of-Garioch,

The

Siievock runs on its northern boundary,
from Insch and Culsalniond; the Ury^
immediately after receiving the Shevock, runs alonj
the north-eastern boundary, dividing the paris,
from Rayne; the Gadio runs eastward, through th'
northern district of the parish, to the Urv; and thi
Don runs on the greater part of the southern bouUj
dary, forming the division with Monymusk. Th~
mountain Bennochie, whose entire extent from woij
to east is about 5 miles, and from north to scat
miles.

dividing

it

OYNE.

about 3i miles, has about three-fourths of its whole
mass within 0,vne, standing across it between the
Gadie and the Don, and forming a stupendous natural barrier between its northern and southern disThis mountain is conspicuous throughout
tricts.
the surrounding country by at once its magnitude,
its elevation, and its series of six round summits,
the loftiest of which, called Mother - Top, has
an altitude of 1,677 feet above the level of the
The district of the parish north of Bennochie
sea.
is the richest in soil, and contains about four-fifths
of the population. The predominant rock every-

—

About 3,200 imperial acres in the
is granite.
parish are in tillage; about 2,000 are under wood;
it 450 are good natural pasture; and about
are moor, moss, and bare rock on Bennochie.
_ .-i principal landowners are G. E. Dairymple, Esq.,
01 Westhall, and Sir G. D. H. Elphinstone, Bart., of
Logic, and four others. Westhall-house. a mile north
of Bennochie, is an ancient mansion of unascertained
date, so repaired and enlarged in recent times as to be
Westhall is menstill a good baronial residence,
tioned by Buchanan as a seat belonging to the diocesan church of Aberdeen so early as the 13th century,
and it probably remained in the possession of the
church till after the Reformation. Pittodrie-house.
situated on the eastern slope of Bennochie, at an
elevation of fully 500 feet above the level of the

where
'

1

sea, is

a pleasant mansion surrounded with wood,

and commanding a

fine prospect.
Tillyfour-ho»ise,
situated in the southern disuict of the parish, is an

PABBA. a small island of the Barra group of the
Outer Hebrides, belonging to the parish of Barra,
Invemess-shire. It lies 6i miles south of the mainland of Barra, 2^ south-south-west of Sandera, and
If north-nortb-east of Mingala. Its length is nearly
1^ mile; and its breadth is about 1 mile. It consists
3f a single hill, all of gneiss, rising about 800 feet
^dx>re sea-level, and presenting a somewhat precipitous face to the west.
Popularion in 1841, 25;
in 1851, 10.
Houses. 2. The belt of water between
this island and Sandera is called the sound of Pabba,
and contains the islets of Lingay and Grianimull.
PABBA, a small island, belonging to the parish
<jf Strath, in the
Skye district of Inverness-shire.
lies across the entrance of Broadford-bay, in the
island of Skye; and is 2 J miles south-east of Scalpa.
Its figme is nearly a circle of about a mile in diameter. It forms a flat tableau scarcely 60 feet high
is abrupt and
Ilt
precipitous on tlie south-east side, but
the opposite side declines to the water's edge;
;

m

and

surrounded with low reefs, which cause a
ibal shore.
Its rocks are predominantly limestone,
iwrresponding with those of the opposite coast of
f^tye; but toward the south-east they become milaceous shale, with numerous interspersions of
itmnded nodules of trap. At the north end of the
island are remains of a small chapel.
Population
1841. 21 in 1851, 14.
Houses, 2.
PABBA, an island at the north-west end of the
Eoond of Harris, in the Outer Hebrides, belonging

fa
;*

is

:
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now inhabited by its proprietor, and
notable for having once belonged to the Earl of Mar.
Harthill-castle. on the north skirt of Bennochie, is the
ruin of an old fortalice which belonged to a branch
of the family of Leith, and whose last possessor
was a noted freebooter. Three ancient stones, with
Runic sculptures, formerly lay flat on the moor of
Garden, but were set upright in the dyke of that
moor, overlooking the road from Inverury to Huntly.
The parish is traversed, across its northern district,
by the Great Korth of Scotland railway, and has a
station on it 24f miles from Aberdeen.
Population
in 1831, 796; in 1851, 919.
AsHouses, 182,
sessed property in 1843, £3.113.
This parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Erskine of Pittodiie.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £161 Is. ; glebe. £15.
salary, £30, with £32 10s. fees, a share in the
Dick bequest, and £4 5s. other emoluments. The
parish chuix;h was built in 1807, and contains about
475 sittings. There is a Free church, with an attendance of 280; and the amount of its receipts in
old building not

1856 was £159 Os. 2d. The name Oyne is supposed
have been derived from the same Celtic word as
Insch, so as to sigiiify a peninsulated or isolated
piece of land and it is popularly pronounced Een.
to

;

who became bishop of Ross, and
special councillor of Queen Mary, was incrmibent of
Oyne. Hiring fairs are held, in May and November,
at Pitmachie,
Extensive flax-mills and a village
have just been erected at Westhall: which see.
John

Leslie,

It lies
to the parish of Harris in Inverness- shire.
3^ miles north of Bemera, and 2^ west of Cape
DiSiculty, in the mainland of Harris. It measmes
2 J miles from east to west, and 1^ from north to
Seen from sea, it has a conical appearance;
south.

sends up a peak to probably 1.000 feet above
It formerly was, to a noticeable extent,
in com; but it has, in a great degree,
productive
been rendered infertile and desolate. Sand-drift has
overwhelmed its south-east side; the spray from
the Atlantic almost totally prevents vegetation in
the north-west ; and only on the south-west, where
it is sheltered by Bemera, does the island retain
anything like its former noted fertility. Population
in 1841. 338; in 1851, 25.
Houses, 6.
PABBA. an islet belonging to the parish of Uig,
It is of small
in the Lewis district of Ross-shire.
extent, and lies near the shore of the south side of
the entrance of Little Loch-Roag.

and

it

sea-level.

PACKMAN

-ISLE or Blck-Ixch, a quondam
island in the river Clyde, now forming part of the
lands of Scotstown, in the parish of Renfrew.

PAD (The). See Neilstox.
PADANARAM, a village in the parish of Kirrie-

Population, 155.
a cluster of parishes near the centre
of the upper ward of Renfrewshire. It was anciently
all one parish, with a single charge.
But, in 1641,
and respectively
it was made a collegiate charge
in 1736, in 1756, and in 1781, the part of it lying
muir, Forfarshire.

PAISLEY,

;
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within the burgli limits of Paisley was constituted

The original parish,
into three separate parislies.
in allusion to the old abbey of Paisley being its
parish church, was now called the Abbey parish of
Paisley, or abbreviatedly Abbey-Paisley; and the
three new parishes, in allusion to comparative position of their parish churches, were called the High
church parish, the Low or Laigh church parish, and
the Middle church parish. There is likewise within
the burgh a quoad sacra Gaelic parish church, but
it has no special parochial territory; and there were
for some time, both in the landward districts and
within the burgh, quoad sacra parish churches, called
in the one case Jolinstone church, Levern church,
and Elderslie church, and in the other case Martyrs'
church. North church, and Soutli church, but they
all had mere ecclesiastical sanction, losing their
parochial status at the disruption, and have not
been reconstituted by the Court of Teinds.
The Paisley parishes, together with eight others
in Renfrewshire, constitute the presbytery of Paisley,
At the constiin the synod of Glasgow and Ayr.
tuting of the Reformed church in Scotland, the
parishes in the eastern part of Renfrewshii-e were
included in the presbytery of Glasgow, and tliose in
the western part were included in the presbytery of
Dumbarton. But in 1590, all the parishes of Renfrewshire, excepting Eaglesham and Cathcart, were
formed into a presbytery, Avhose seat was fixed at
Paisley; and they continued to be thus arranged
till May 1834, when seven of those in the lower
part of the county, together with Large in Ayrshire
and Cumbrae in Buteshire, were formed into the presbytery of Greenock. There are likewise a Free church
presbytery of Paisley, with 15 congregations an
;

United Presbyterian presbytery of Paisley and Greenock, with 28 congregations; and a Reformed Presbyterian presbytery of Paisley, with 8 congregations.
The Abbey parish of Paisley comprehends part of
the town of Paisley, and all the landward parts of
It contains the town
the original parish of Paisley.
of Johnstone, the villages of Elderslie, Thorn, Over-

ton, Quarrelton, Nitshill, Hurlet, Crossmill, DoveIt is bounded by the
cothall, and Millerston.

parishes of Renfrew, Govan, Eastwood, Neilston,
Lochwinnoch, and Kilbarchan and it completelj'
surrounds the burgli parishes of Paisley. Its outline is very irregular, being indented on all sides by
the adjoinnig parishes. Its length from north-east
and its breadth
to south-west is nearly 9 miles
varies from J a mile to about 5^ miles.
Many of its
most interesting features will be found noticed in the
articles on its villages, and in the articles Gi.enif;

;

PER Braes, Glenkillock, Hawkhead, Househill,
Crookston Castle, Johnstone, Cart, LevI:rn, and
Glasgow Canal. Its surface, for the most part,
waves gently, and frequently swells into beautiful

A considerable portion to the
eminences.
north of the town of Paisley is a perfect level, having been anciently moss, which extended in 1719 to
300 acres, but lias since been reclaimed. Tlie southern border of the parish rises into a range of liiils,
little

called Paisley or Stanley braes, known also, at least
Their
the Braes of Glcniffer.'
in one part, as
highest point is 760 feet above the surface of the
river Cart at high-water mark at Paisley.
Tliough
'

moss and heath, they afford good
and where they decline into lower

1,500; of lands under wood, about 1,000; and o(
moss, sites of towns and villages, sites of houses,
roads, and waters, about 1,153.
The White Cart runs 5 miles westward to the
town of Paisley, partly on the boundary of the par-

and partly through its interior it flows through
the centre of the town, chiefly dividing the old town
from the new, forming at one place a picturesque
waterfall, and at another the town's harbour and
it then curves to tlie north, and, after a further run
of about IJ mile, passes into the parish of Renfrew
The Black Cart runs about 4J miles north-eastward
on tlie boundary with Kilbarchan. The Levern
runs about 4 miles, chiefly in a northerly direction,
on the boundaries with Neilston and Eastwood, to
its confluence with the White Cart.
Several streamlets issue from the Stanley braes, and run to the
One of these, called the Espedair,
larger streams.

ish,

;

;

impetuous course, amid fine close scenery,
into the White Cart above the Abbey
bridge of Paisley. The Candren and the Altpatrick
burns run northward in the west to the Black Cart.
Near the Candren is a saline spring, called Candren
has

ail

and

falls

which was strongly recommended for its
medicinal qualities in a pamphlet by the late Dr.
Within the town of Paisley is a slightly
Lyall.
mineralized spring, called Seedhill well, whose
well,

water was formerly

in repute as a tonic.

stone canal, I'ight through the centre of the parish,
from a point within 3 miles of Glasgow, past the
town of Paisley, to the town of Johnstone, is also
a prominent hydrographical feature. The rocks of

the hilly parts of the parish are various kinds of
traps and those of the low tracts all belong to the
coal formation, generally covered to a considerable
depth with a diluvium containing many boulders of
primitive and transition rocks. Greenstone is quarSandstone of
ried in several places in the hills.
;

very

fine building quality is extensively quarrie<l

and of various quality in other places.
Limestone is very generally diffused through the
low country, but is quarried principally at Hurlet
and Blackball. Coal is very abundant, and is worked
at Nitshill,

extensively at Quarrelton, Hurlet, Househill, NitsIron ore also is abundant,
hill, and other places.
in various forms, principally in those of clay-ironstone, lenticular iron ore, and suiphurets of iron;
it used to be sent in large quantities to the
Clyde iron works in the parish of Old Monkland,
but is now in the way of being extensively workec

and

In connexion with ironstone mines, t
popularly called Balaklava, has jusi
(December 185G) been erected at Clippens, neai
Johnstone, but within the borders of Kilbarchai
parish; and another, to bo called Inkormaiin,
between Johnstone and the town of Pais
on the spot.

lai-ge village,

sheep-pasture
ground, a considerable part is in cultivation. The
view from Duchal-law, the eastern summit, is varied,
beautiful, and extensive, comnrising the towns of
Glasgow and Paisley, with villages, mansions, and
The total extent of
hamlets, thickly scattered.
arable land within tlie parish is about 12,500 imand meadows, about
perial acrc8 of natural pastures

[)r()jected
Aluminous schist
ey.

;

fine

;

interspersed with
;

Two

water were formed in 1837,
on the north-east side of the Stanley braes, to serve
as reservoirs for the supply of the town of Paisley
witli water.
One of them has a maximum depth
of 32 feet, the other of 49 feet, over an area of nearly
100 acres; they are capable of containing about 91
millions of cubic feet of water and that nearest
the town is formed with two divisions, to allow the
water in one or other of the two to have time to
settle, so as to avoid the expense of filtration. These
reservoirs, besides their high purposes of direct utility, serve to heighten the picturesqueness of the fine
grounds amidst which they lie. There are likewise
some smaller reservoirs connected with bleachfields
and printfields. The Glasgow, Paisley, and Johnartificial collections of

ii]

abounds at Hurlet, and
employed there in the manufacture of the sulphate
of alumina and iron.
Fire-clay and blue-clay ar
an>
prevalent in the low district of the parish

i:

;
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which project considerably, and give an agreeable

potter's-clay occurs about a mile south-west of the
town of Paisley, on the estate of Brediland, where
it is used for the manufacture of coarse pottery.

of

soil on the arable lands has much diversity of
character, being in some places a vegetable mould
derived from moss, in others, especially by the
sides of the streams, a rich, fertile, alluvial loam,

the south-western extremity of the reservoir formed
for supplying Paisley with water, and is surrounded
has swallowed up the '• Stanby it. The reservoir
"
ley green shaw sung by the poet Tannahill, yet it
has improved the adjunct scenery of the castle, and
it borrows pictnresqueness and much interest from
Gleniffer-braes and Stanleythe castle in return.
in the poems of
castle
repeatedly figure together
Tannahill, as in the well-known lines,

The

—

—

most places a shallow soil, variously clayey
and sandy, on a bottom of gravel or till, naturally
but, in

retentive of moisture, but in the course of being
subjected more and more to artificial improvement.
There are 17 landowners with each an old Scotch
valuation of £100 or upwards ; and there are about
80 with a less valuation. Not many of the chief
landowners are resident; but a considerable nimiber
of wealthy families, though not landowners, have
business connexion with the parish, and are resident.
The real rental of the landward parts in 1837 was
£22,415 17s. 8d.; and the estimated yearly value of
farm produce, on the average of five years terminating in that year, was £7 1 ,652. The value of assessed
property in the Abbey parish of Paisley in 1843 was
£66,941 5s.; in the rest of the original parish of
Paisley, £65,888.
The estates and mansions of

Hawkhead, House-

Elderslie, Crookston, and Johnstone have already been noticed in their ovm alphabetical place.
About a mile east of the town of Paisley lies the
estate of Ralston, long possessed by the respectable
hill,

family of Ralston "of that ilk," by whom it was
sold about the beginning of the 18th century.
In
1800, nearly the whole of it was acquired by the
late William Orr, Esq., who built a handsome mansion, called Ralston-hou.se, on part of the adjacent
lands of Ingliston, which he had, three years previously, bought from the Earl of Glasgow.
Adjacent to the south-east of the town of Paisley lies
the barony of Blackball, belonging to the Shaw
Stewart family, and granted to their ancestor. Sir
John Stewart, by King Robert III. The house is
a strongly built plain old pile, and affords a specimen
of the confined and homely accommodation enjoyed
by families of consequence so recently as 1710, when
(>aufurd mentions it as " one of the seats " of the
Blackball family. Latterly it was occupied by a
farmer, but now it is unroofed and deserted, and
presents a very dismal appearance. Of the '•beautiful planting
with which it was adorned in Craufurd's time, not a shrub remains.
On the western
side of the parish lay the barony of Cochrane, the
original seat, and for five centuries the property of
the family bearing that surname, ennobled as Lords
Cochrane and Earls of Dundonald. About the year
1750, it was sold by Thomas, eighth Earl of Dundonald; and as his lordship, 16 years afterwards, sold
the abbey lands of Paisley, the family ceased to have
any connection with a county where they had long
been of great consideration. The greater part of
the estate of Cochrane now belongs to Mr. Houston
of Johnstone. The ruins of the manorplace have
been completely swept away since 1810, and the
plough now passes over their site. In the hilly district of the parish,
giving the name of Stanlej'-braes
to great part of that district, lies the ancient
barony
of Stanley, with a baronial tbrtalice, called
Stanley'

This barony is first men<astle, of unknown date.
tioned in the 14th century, as belonging to the
Dennistons, from whom it passed to the Maxwells,
and from them, in the 17th century, to the Lords
Ross of Hawkhead, to whose descendant and representative, the Earl of Glasgow, it now belongs.
The fortalice has a quadrangular body, with a pro-

jecting rectangular tower to protect the entrance,
contained four stories, and is about 40 feet in
height ; and it has a cornice at the top, the corbels

—

—

It was unroofed in 1714, and has
finish to the pile.
It stands at
since remained in a ruinous condition.

—

"

Keen blaws the wind o'er the braea o' Gleniffer,
The auld castle turrets are covered wi' snaw;
How changed frae the time when I met wi' my lover
Amang the broom bushes by Stanley green shawl"

The ancient estate of Ferguslie, adjacent to the
west side of the town of Paisley, belonged to the
monks of Paisley abbey, and was granted by them
in 1544 to John Hamilton of the Orbiston family.
The estate is now divided and on one part of it
stands Eerguslie-house, a good modem mansion,
while on another part are vestiges of an old baronial
castle.
town-mansion, which belonged to the
proprietors of the estate previous to its being distands
in the High-street, occupied by a
still
vided,
On the right bank of the Levariety of tenants.
vem, below Barrhead, is the ruined tower of Stewart's Raiss, once the property of Stewart of Halrig, a
branch of the noble family of Damley. Cardonald,
an antique structure, embowered in wood, on the
right bank of the Cart, 3 miles east of Paisley, has
;

A

belonged to the Blantyre family since the reign
James VI., and was once a seat of theirs, but

of

now let to various tenants. There are in the
parish several estates, formerly or still belonging to
families of distinction, but possessing no good manSuch are Raiss or Losion or any baronial ruin.
gan's Raiss, now belonging to the Earl of Glasgow;
Whiteford, formerly belonging to the descendants
of Walter de AMiiteford, who obtained the lands as
a reward for his good service at the battle of Largs;
Newton and Fulbar, now belonging to Speirs of
Elderslie; and Brediland, belonging to a family of
Maxwells, who have possessed it for nearly four
centuries.
Good mansions stand on the estate of
Barshaw, and on the lands of Corseflat and Achentorlie.
Among other chief residences may be mentioned Greenlaw-honse, Maxwelton-house, Brabloch,
and Kilnside. There stands likewise in the Highstreet of Paisley an edifice, now occupied by a variety of tenants, but formerly the residence of the
Ix>rds Semple, heritable sheriffs of the regality of
In a field on the south side of StanleyPaisley.
castle are the shaft and pedestal of an ancient stone
cross, between four and five feet high, the cross
piece at the top being awanting. On the edges, the
remains of wreathed work are visible.
Semple,
(p. 238) mentions a similar object, called the SteadStone cross,' as existing in his time at Auldbar, 2
He calls them Danish
miles, or so, to the east.
stones
but they were more probably devotional
On a rock at Harecrosses, set up in popish times.
law-craigs, in the same neighbourhood, are 72 small
holes of an oval form, an inch deep, and placed at
irregular distances, the origin of which is unknown.
The Abbey parish of Paisley has continued since
1641 to be a collegiate charge. The patron of both
charges is the Marquis of Abercorn. The stipend
of the first minister is £376 Is. Id., with a manse
and glebe worth £67. The stipend of the second
minister is £362 los. 2d., without manse or glebe.
Unappropriated teinds, £1,615 17s. lOd. The parish
chorch is part of the ancient abbey, wliich will bo
is

'

'

'

;
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described in our account of the town ; and it conThere are three chapels of
tains 1,158 sittings.

ther with the

ease, respectively at Johnstone, at Elderslie, and in
the vale of the Levern; the first with an attendance

St.

of about 750, and under the patronage of its own
congregation, the second with an attendance of
about 350, and under the patronage of subscribers,
the third with an attendance of about 100, and under
the patronage of its own communicants. There are
in Johnstone a Free church, with an attendance
of 320, and two United Presbyterian churches, the
West and the East, the former with an attendance
of 325, the latter with an attendance of 250. The
other places of worship in the Abbey parish being
situated in tlio town of Paisley will do better to be
grouped into one view with the places of worship
within the burgh parishes of Paisley. There were
in 1834, within the Abbey parish, 33 day-schools,
attended by 2,318 scholars but no one of them was
parochial, one was aided with an annuity of from
£10 to £12, four had free schoolrooms, and all the
rest were on private adventure.
There were anciently several chapels within the parish of Paisley.
One of these, dedicated to St. Eock, stood within
the town of Paisley; another stood at the manorplace of Blackball a third was connected with an
hospital for infii-m men at Crookston and two others

—

—

;

;

;

were private chapels belonging to local proprietors,
subject to send their oblations to the mother church
of Paisley. The hospital at Crookston was founded
before the end of the 12th century by Robert Croc,
from whom the territory aro>ind it took the name of
Croc's town, afterwards corrupted into Crookston,
and who was one of the most considerable vassals
of the first Stewart. Population of the Abbey parish of Paisley in 1831, 26,006; in 1831, 28,549.

Houses, 1,903.

The three burgh parishes of Paisley, the High
church, the Low church, and the Middle church,
are all single charges, and under the patronage of
the town council. The stipend in each is £300,
payable out of the burgh funds but it has been
less by about £70 since the bankruptcy of the burgh
in 1841.
There are also in the burgh a quoad sacra
parochial charge of the Gaelic church, a chapel of
ease charge of the Martyrs' church, and missionary
The
charges of the North and South churches.
High church parochial place of worship was built
in 1756, and received the addition of a steeple about
the year 1770; and it contains 1,890 sittings. The
present Low church parochial place of worship bears
the name of St. George's, and was built in 1819, at
the cost of upwards of £7,000, and contains 1,850
The Low church parish having taken the
sittings.
name of Low from the relative situation of its original church, has in recent times been often called
;

St. George's parish from the name of its present
church.
The Middle church parochial place of
worship was built in 1782, and contains 1,555 sitThe Gaelic church was built in 1793, and
tings.
contains 1,085 sittings, 'i'lie Martyrs' church was
built in 1835, and contains 1,200 sittings.
The
Gaelic church and the Martyrs' church, as al.so by
constitution the Establislnnent South church and the
Establishmont North church, are under the patronage of their own congregations. The High church
is about a mile long, and } of a mile broad,
farlah
'opulation in 1831, 14,621 in 1851, 14,643. Houses,
769. The Low churcii parish is f of a mile long,
and ^ a mile broad. Population in 1831, 6,955; in
;

The Middle church
Houses, 383.
1^ mile long, and about 1 mile broad.
Jiarish
Population in 1831, 9,884; in 1851, 9,904. Houses,
laai, 7,205.
is

610.

The Free churchos

in the

town of Paisley, toge-

sums

in 1856, were, the

raised in connexion with

High church, £1,172

them

18s. 9id.;

George's church, £1,323 9s. 2|d.; the Middle
church, £829 18s. 3d.; the Gaelic church, £209 Is.
9id.; the Martyrs' church, £178 3s. 7^d.; and the
South church, £405 10s. Id. The United Presbyterian churches in the town are Abbey-close church,
built in 1827, and containing 1,178 sittings; Canal-

and containing 1,545
sittings; George-street church, built in 1822, and
containing 1,058 sittings; Oakshaw- street church,
built in 1826, and containing 954 sittings; St.
James'-street church, built in 1820, and containing
1,212 sittings; and Thread-street church, built in
street church, built in 1783,

The other
1808, and containing 1,640 sittings.
places of worship in the town are a Reformed Presbyterian church, in the High church parish; an
Episcopalian chapel, called Trinity-chapel, fronting
St. James'-street; a Wesleyan Methodist chapel, in
New-street; three Independent chapels in AbbeyOakshaw-street, and Gilmour -street; two
Baptist chapels in Storie-street and George-street ;
an Unitarian chapel, in George-street; a New Jerusalem place of worship, in Barr-street and a Roman Catholic chapel, containing 906 sittings, within
the Abbey parish.
The ecclesiastical returns for the parliamentary
burgh of Paisley, in the Census of 1851, exhibit a
larger state of things than we have shown, both as
to the Established churches and as to the non-Esclose,

;

The parliamentary burgh, indeed, comprises a surface of about 3 miles in length, 2 J miles
in breadth, and 6 square miles in area, and comprehends all the town of Paisley, all its suburbs, and a
small portion of the parish of Renfrew; but the
Census ecclesiastical returns for it, nevertheless, in
order to make out the numbers which they exhibit,
tablished.

must have reckoned not only all its regular places
of worship, but likewise some which were merely
occasional or of a missionary character. According
to these returns, there were within the burgh, 13
places of worship belonging to the Establishment, 9
places of worship belonging to the Free church, 7
places of worship belonging to the United Presbyterian church, 1 Reformed Presbyterian meetinghouse, 1 Episcopalian chapel, 3 Wesleyan Methodist
chapels, 1 Primitive Methodist chapel, 4 Independent chapels, 1 Evangelical Union chapel, 3 Baptist
chapels, 1 Unitarian chapel, 3 Roman Catholic chapels, 2 Mormonite places of worship, and 2 other
places of worship, the one isolated or non-descript,
the other called the New church. The number of
sittings in 10 of the Establishment places of worship
was 11,519; in 7 of the Free church places of worship, 6,214; in the 7 United Presbyterian places of
worship, 7,312; in the Reformed Presbyterian meeting-house, 900; in the Episcopalian chapel, 350; in
two of the Wesleyan ^lethodist chapels, 320; in the
Primitive Methodist chapel, 320; in three of the
Independent chapels, 1,100; in the Evangelical
Union chapel, 700; in the 3 Baptist chapels, 1,210;
in the Unitarian chapel, 150; in the 3 Roman Catholic chapels, 2,568 ; in the two Mormonite places
of worship, 350; and in the two other places of
The maximum attendance at 10 of
worsliip, 480.
the Establishment places of worship was 3,867 ; at
of
8
tiie Free church places of worship, 4,021; at
the 7 United Presbyterian places of worship, 3,477;
at the Reformed Presbyterian meeting-house, 390;
at the Episcopalian chapel, 183 ; at the 3 Wesleyan
Methodist chapels, 21 J ; at the Primitive Methodist
at the 4 Independent chapels, 312; at
chajiel, 141
the Evangelical Union chapel, 280; at the 3 Baptist
chapels, 445; at the UnitJirian chnpel, 29; at the 3
Roman Catholic chapels, 1,083; at the two Mor*
;
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monite places of worship, 33; and at two

otlier

places of worship, 206.
The principal schools in Taisley are the town
grammar school, which affords instruction in Latin
and Greek, and has, for a long period, produced a
the town
series of distinguished classical scholars
English school, belonging to the town council the
Low church parochial school, also belonging to the
;

;

town council the Neilson Educational institution,
opened in April 1852, built and chiefly maintained
;

by bequest of John Neilson, Esq. of Nethercommon,
a native of Paisley who died in November 1839, and
affording instruction in five departments, ranging
from an initiatory one, through English and mathematics, up to French and German the Paisley Educational Association school, instituted in 1836, for
the benefit of families whose circumstances do not
enable them to give their ciiildren the higher
branches of instruction sevei-al schools connected
with the Free church, and supported in the usual
manner of Free church schools; Hutchison's charityschool, under the management of public function;

;

aries of the burgh, and having school accommodation
for 250 pupils ; an infant school in Lawn-street, built
by public subscription, and opened in 1835; a ragged
school, established in 1850; three industrial schools,
respectively in the New town, in Hunter-street, and
in the Weigh-house-close; a Roman Catholic school;

and a government school of art. In 1834, there
were within the town parishes of Paisley 33 dayschools, attended by 2,458 scholars; and these, added
to the schools and scholars within the Abbey parish,
made a total of 65 schools and 4,776 scholars. As
regards the educational returns for all Paisley in
the Census of 1851, Mr. John Lorimer, in a report
"
to the provost, says as follows,
Although it was
not imperative that any of these returas should be
made, the school forms were all made up, with a
single exception, and they present a great variety
of interesting matter.
The week-day scholars are
returned by the teachers at 4,551 ; and the number
actually in attendance at the time the census was
taken is returned at 3.629. The returns from Sabbath-school teachers show 6.784 on their books, and
5,473 in attendance ; but of these, 2,579 children
are returned as attending some week-day school.
Taking the numbers returned by the teachers of
week-day schools, and deducting from the number
of Sabbath scholars those said to be attending weekday classes, there would appear to be on the various
school books, 8,756 children receiving either religious
or secular education, whereof 6.523 were
actually in
attendance when the returns were filled up. As the
table of ages shows 10,980 persons from 5 to 15
years
of age, there would seem to be from 2,000 to 4,000
youngpeople not receivinginstruction in any school."
Two other facts brought out by the census returas
are, that 86 scholars were receiving instruction at
home, and that, of the 4,551 scholars attending
week-day schools, only 3,293 were learning to read,
the others apparently being either advanced scholars

—

or adults.

PAISLEY, a post and market town, a river-port,
an extensive seat of manufacture, a parliamentary
burgh, and the political capital of the upper ward of
Renfrewshire, stands on both sides of the White
Cart, on the road from Glasgow to Beith, on the
lines of the Glasgow and South- Western and Glasand Greenock railways, at the point where
Siw
ese lines fork from their common main trunk, 3
miles south of the influx of the Cart to the
Clyde, 3
south-south-west of Renfrew, 3 east by north of
Johnstone, 7 west by south of Glasgow, lof eastsouth-east of Greenock, and 49^ by road but 55
by interrupted railway, and 61 J by continuous rail-

way, west of Edinburgh. Part of the site of the
town is a gentle hilly ridge extending westward
from the Cart; part is the north side of a similar
and the rest
ridge extending parallel on the south
is partly low ground lying between and around
these ridges on the left bank of the river, and partly
an expanse of level ground, or of ground nearly
;

lying along the right bank. Some interior
views of the town, particularly near the river and
from the main railway, are pleasing; some views of
its exterior, especially from vantage-grounds at a

level,

and the prospects of the
from the upper and open parts of
its chief hill-ridge, are panoramic, extensive, diverThese prospects comprise,
sified, and brilliant.
distance, are picturesque

country around

;

it,

other features, the Gleniffer braes, many of
the special scenes of Tannahill's poems, the hives of
industry around Johnstone and Kilbarchan, the
basin of the Gryfe, the Kilpatrick hills, with some
of the frontier Grampians, and a large rich portion
of the strath of Clyde, with a map-like view of the
western environs of Glasgow. The vicinity of the
town also, from a mile or more in every direction,
contains many charming close views, together with
occasional vantage-grounds overlooking the sur"
Within the compass of an
rounding countiy.
hour's stroll, in almost any direction, the denizens
of Paisley can command nearly every variety of

among

scenery, including fertile fields, green flowery knolls,
heath-covered braes, romantic glens, shadowy woods,

gushing streamlets murmuring on their way,
moving solemnly and slowly on
in
their funereal marches to the insatiate sea,
short, almost all the shows and forms of natural
beauty which the eye of the poet or the painter

clear

and

silent rivers

—

could desire."

The old town of Paisley, situated on and around
the chief ridge westward of the Cart, occupies an
area of about a mile square.
The suburbs of
Charleston, Lylesland, and Dovesland, inhalnted
chiefly by weavers, form jointly a large modem
wing on the south. The suburbs of Maxwelton,
Ferguslie, and Millerston form a long straggling extension to the west. The new town, situated on the
east bank of the river, is large enough to figure as
a twin in size to the original old town. The suburb
of Williamsburgh forms a small extension of the
new town to the east. Some streets and small
suburbs on the same side of the river, such as Wallneuk. Croft, and Smithhills, stand contiguous to the
new town, but were in existence before it; and one
called Seedhill, adjacent to the river, is so old as to
have belonged to the original burgh. On this side
also are the abbey buildings. The town, as a whole,
occupies much more ground than might be expected
from the amount of its population, but, at the same
Part
time, exhibits less order, unity, or elegance.
of it is compact, but much of it is straggling. Part
is edificed with neat, substantial, or lofty houses,
and part is largely or even mainly occupied by low
thatched dwellings. Part has narrow, irregular,
winding thoroughfares, planned with almost as close
saving of space as in the old walled towns; while
much has large interspersions of open ground between the streets, with abundance of garden
ground, as in the airiest rural villages. Its newer
portions, however, on both sides of the river, have a

sufficiently urban appearance; and some of its less
elegant, older streets have, in recent times, undergone much improvement. The main street runs
from east to west, under various names, for about
two miles, forming part of the road from Glasgow
to Beith.
Another long line of streets passes from
north to south, with some deflections, forming part
But the
of the road from Inchinnan to Neilston.
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most spacious and regularly built street in the town
is George-street, which is comparatively modern
and the street most remarkable for the elegance of
its buildings is Forbes'-street, which was opened
;

within the last 30 years. Garthland-place also, at
the east end of the town, displa3's a handsome row
The whole new town, which
of dwelling-houses.
stands on the quondam gardens of the abbey, and
was founded in 1779 by James, eighth Earl of Abercorn, has been built upon a regular plan, and comprises upwards of twenty uniform and compact
streets.
But the names of most of these streets
were taken from the trade and manufactures of the

PAISLEY.

is 93 feet in length, and 59J feet in breadth,
The transept
including the width of the aisles.
measures internally 92J feet by 35, and the choir,
which was built without aisles, 123^ by 32 feet.
The measurement of the transept is carried across
the church to the wall of the Sounding aisle. The
west front of the church is an elevation of much
dignity, composed of a central and two lateral compartments, separated and flanked by buttresses,
three of which are terminated by recently erected
cones, a similar one of which is on the east end of
the nave. Tiiese cones are by no means ornamental.

nave

The aisles are lighted by pointed windows, in the
decorated style. On the north wall, towards its
west end, is a porch, above which is erected tlie
present vestry. Through this porch is an entrance
in a style of architecture somewhat similar to that
of the western.
On the left wall of the portico is a
Latin inscription, which tells that John de Lithgow,
abbot of the monastery, chose this for his place of
The
sepulture, on the 20th day of January, 1433.
clerestoiy windows are twelve in number, and are
on each side of the main body of the nave. The
native county. The abbey was dedicated to St. eastern gable of the nave is merely a screen of
James the apostle, to St Milburga, the patroness of modern masonry filling up the western arch beneath
the place where the great tower stood. On the outthe parent-house of Wenlock, and to St. Mirinus
a confessor side of this gable may be traced the remains of a
or, as he is popularly called, Mirren
who passed much of his life in the vicinity of Pais- mural tablet, aj^parently erected to the memory of
John Hamilton, the last of the abbots, who was ig\ey. The monastery was very richly endowed by its
founder, his successors, and other persons, inso- nominiously put to death at Stirling in 1571, for
much that it became one of the most opulent in adhering to the cause of Queen Mary. The initials
J. H., and the Hamilton arms, with the motto
It was at first a priory; but, at some
Scotland.
time in the first half of the 13tli century, it was
Misericordia et Pax,' are still visible. But neither
made
The Stuarts
the modern part of the gable, the window inserted
raised to the rank of an abbey.
in it, the bell-turret that rises above it, nor the roof
it their burying-place, up to the time of their accession to the throne, and even occasionally afterwards; of the building, also of modern date, are at all in
for Kobert III. and the two consorts of Robert II.
keeping with the other parts of the edifice.
were buried in it. The original edifice Avas burnt by
The interior of the nave is truly magnificent.
the English in 1307, but a larger and more elegant Ten massive clustered columns, 17 feet in height,
one was soon erected on its site. The greater part, with simple but elegantly moulded capitals, divide
if not the whole, of what now exists, appears to have
the aisles from the body of the fabric. The circumbeen built in the 15th century, by Abbot Thomas ference of each of the two of these columns nearest
in
1459, and Abbot George Shaw, the west is more than double that of any of the
1'arvas, who died
who ruled here from 1472 to March 1498-9.
others, plainly indicating that they were intended
tower or steeple, which had, by its own weight, and by the architect, in connection with the front wall,
the insufficiency of the foundation, given way ere it to support two western towers. From the imposts
was well completed, was rebuilt at immense cost by of the columns spring pointed arches, with delicate
John Hamilton, the last abbot, in the 16th century; and graceful mouldings. From a floor formed above
but about the end of the same centviry it again " fell the first tier of arches, spring those of the triforium.
with its own weight, and with it the quire [choir] Above the triforium rises the clerestoiy, the arches
of the church." Tiie remains of the strong clustered of which are simple, pointed, and narrow, but of
The original roof, which has
pillars that supported the tower are still to be seen. JHSt proportions.
The buildings of the monastery, with its orchards given place to a simple coveJ one, was finely
and gardens, and its small park for fallow-deer, were groined, with sculptured bosses at the intersections
surrounded by a magnificent wall, upwards of a of the ribs, of which a specimen is still to be seen,
mile in circumference, formed of squared freestone, towards the west end of the southeni aisle. The
and adorned with statues. This wall was con- modern east window, in the inside, is filled with
structed by Abbot Shaw, in 1485, as appears from stained glass, and beneath it is a white marble monuan inscription on a stone which was originally fixed ment, erected by the county of Kenfrew in 1810, in
on it, and now forms the lintel of a house in Lawn- memory of William MacDowal, of Castle-Sempla
Tiie wall remained nearly entire till 1781, and Garthland, Esq., lord-lieutenant and member of
street.
when the Earl of Abercorn sold the stones to the parliament for Kenfrewshire. The nave lias been
feuars of the new town, by whom they were u^<ed in employed as a parish church ever since the KeforIt underwent a thorough repair in the
building their houses. A portion which has escaped mation.
destruction is still to be seen in its place near the year 1789; and having since been again cleaned
Seedhill bridge.
and repaired, it forms not only one of the most magThe church, when entire, appears to have consisted nificent, but also one of the most comfortable places
a
a
and
a
northern
a
of nave,
tower,
ciioir,
transept, of worship in Scotland.
with the chapel, whose proper name is St. Mirren's
TJic transept, altliough ruinous, displays in ita
the northern window a fine relic of monastic grandeur.
aisle,' but whicli is better known by that of
Sounding aisle.' It does not appear that there was The window, about 25 feet in height, by 18 in
a southern transept, the aisle just mentioned partly breadth, occupies the greater part of the space that
occupying what would have formed its site. Tlie intervenes between the graduated buttresses which
entire edifice was 2G5 feet in length, measured support the northern angles of the transept.
It is
over the walls. The internal measurement of the formed within au arch of beautiful proportions, and

inhabitants, such as Thread, Cotton, Shuttle, Gauze,
Silk, Muslin, and Inkle-streets, and form a ludicrous
contrast to the aristocratic and territorial designations of some parts of the old town.
The most interesting public edifice in Paisley is
the abbey. This was founded, about the year 1163,
by Walter, the High Steward of Scotland, for monks
Its
of the Cluniac order of reformed Benedictines.
first inmates were a colony from the Cluniac priory
of Wenlock in Shropshire, the High Steward's

—

—

'

A

'

'
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The walls of the choir are
levelled to within ten feet of the ground.
The
font still remains, with a niche on each side near the
east end of the south wall.
little to the west, in
the same wall, are four recesses, supposed to have
been stalls or seats for the priests. South of the
of the decorated kind.

tradesmen's families, and

now

aspect.

A

nave, and closely adjoining it, is the cloister-court,
from which entrance is afforded to St. Mirren's
aisle, a building on its east side, which is understood to have been erected about the year 1499; for
in that year James Craufurd of Kilwynnet, burgess
of Paisley, and his wife, founded and endowed a
"
chapel in the church of the parish of Paisley, on
the south side thereof, to the altar of Saints Mirren
and Columba." This building is about 24 feet long,
by 24 broad. Beneath a window in the east gable,
now blocked up, is a series of sculptured figures,
chiefly representing ecclesiastics
offices of the

font.

Romish

ritual.

engaged

in various

In the south

Under the elevated pavement

the

is

at the east end

a vault, 14 feet deep, the burying-place of the
Abercorn family; and on the north wall is an inscription in memory of three infant children of Lord
Claud Hamilton. Nearly in the centre of the lower
floor is an altar-tomb, which, after having lain for
many years in a mutilated state in the cloister-court,
was, about the year 1816. reconstructed, coated with
stone-coloured cement, and placed in its present
sheltered situation, under the direction of the late
Dr. Boog, senior minister of the church. On the
top is the figure of a female in a recumbent posture,
with hands closed in the attitude of prayer. This
is

monument

is

popularly called

'

Queen

Bleary's

Tomb,' and is said to have been erected in honour
of Marjory Bruce, daughter of the renowned King
Robert, and wife of Walter the High Steward, who
died in 1326. But that princess never was queen,
and it is not known that she could be fitly designated by the epithet of Bleary.' If not referring
to her, the monument may represent one of the consorts of her son, Robert IL, who, from a remarkable
inflammation in one of his eyes, was called King
This chapel being vaulted, and containBleary.'
ing nothing but the monument, has an echo so
as
to have obtained for it the name of the
striking
Sounding aisle.' Instrumental or vocal music performed in it has a curious effect, from the prolongation and consequent mingling of the notes.
After the Reformation, Lord Claud Hamilton, a
younger son of the Duke of Chatelherault, became
commendator of the abbey. In 1587, the whole
property, which he held for life only, was erected
into a temporal lordship, and granted to him and
his heirs and assigns in fee; and he was raised to
the peerage, with the title of Lord Paisley. His
eldest son was, in his lifetime, created Earl of Abercorn.
In 1652, his grandson and successor, the
second Earl, sold this opulent lordship to the Earl
of Angus, from whom, next year, the
larger part of
it was
purcha-sed by Lord' Cochrane, afterwards
Earl of Dundonald. Great portions were at different times sold by the Dundonald family.
In 1764,
what remained was repurchased from Thomas, eighth
Earl of Dundonald, by James, eighth Earl of Abercorn, to wliose successor, the Marquis of Abercorn,
it now belongs.
On the south side of the abbey
buildings is an ancient mansion, of old called 'the
Place of Paisley,' which was the residence of successively Lord Paisley and the Earls of Aljercorn
and Dundonald. The last proprietor of the Dundonald family having, betweeen 1758 and 1764, demolished the gateway, and feued off the adjoining
ground for building, the appearance of this place
was entirely changed, and it was rendered unfit for
» family residence. It was therefore let out to
'

'

'

it

now

presents a gloomy

The Established High church is a neat large oblong building, with a handsome lofty steeple; and,
being situated on the crown of the principal ridge
of the town, it is a very conspicuous feature of the
burgh, both in close views, and as seen from a distance. This place of worship is said to be the largest in Scotland whose roof is unsupported by pillars.
The Establishment St. George's church is a fine oblong Grecian structure, highly ornamental to the
well-built locality in which it stands.
The Free
High church is a fine edifice in the Normiai style of
architecture, with a massive square tower, 100 feet
One of the United Presbyterian churches is
high.
a pleasing Grecian .structure.
The Episcopalian
The
chapel is a small edifice in chaste Gothic.
Roman Catholic chapel was a comparatively expensive structure for the times in which it was built,
having cost at least £4,000. Most of the other places
of worship in the town are at best but substautial
edifices, with little or no pretension to ornament,
scarcely one of them, if any, having cost more than
£3,000. The Neilson institution is a large massive
edifice in the form of a Greek cross, surmounted by
a magnificent dome, after a design by Charles Wilson of Glasgow; and, being situated, like the parochial High church, on the crown of the chief ridge
of the town, it is a very conspicuous architectural

Some

of the other public schools are neat
bnildings, in good keeping with their
position and their uses. But the Government school
of design, situated in the very centre of the town,
immediately adjacent to the county offices, has been
described as "a building which forms a standing
proof of the necessity which existed at the period of
its erection for such an institution,
being a most
ineffecrive specimen of design in a public edifice,
insomuch that if architectural taste were a sin, the
designer of this might well boast of clean hands."
The new cemetery of Paisley is situated a little
west of the Neilson institution, and occupies about
23 acres of diversified ground on both sides of a
It was formed about the year
beautiful green hill.
1845, out of part of the estate of Woodside, and was
tastefully laid out by the curator of the Botanic
gardens of Glasgow. It is intersected by several
miles of gravel walks, has a profusion of decorations
in shrubs and flowering plants, commands extensive panoramic views over the surrounding country,
and contains a number of interesting tombs and
feature.

commodious

—

monuments.

An extensive pile of edifices, called the County
Buildings, stands along the side of an open area in
the centre of the town, called the Cross or MarketIt was built in 1818, at the cost of about
place.
£28,000, raised by assessment on the county. Its
general form is quadrangular, and its style of architecture castellated, with projecting hexagonal turrets on its front. One division of it contains courthouse, county hall, council chambers, and a number
of different offices for public business; and another
division contains the common jail, a house of correction, a prison-chapel, and suitable arrangements
for the classification and discipline of the prisoners.
Large additions were lately made to the pile,
The railway station, on
at the cost of £10,000.
the joint line of the Glasgow and Greenock and the
Glasgow and South Western, also adjoins it on a
high pitch, and in a style of architecture similar to
The former
the county buildings themselves.
court-house and prison stood in the vicinity; and
the steeple which belonged to them still sUnds,
and has an ornamental appearance. The coffeeroom buildings, ei'ected in 1809, are also situated
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at the cross, and make a conspicuous figure.
They
are adorned on the upper part with Ionic pilasters;
and they contain a large reading-room establishment, the hall of which is adorned by Fillan's
splendid bust of Professor Wilson. The course of
the trunk railway through the town is all in a sense
architectural, being in lofty elevation above the
street-lines, overlooking the roofs of many of the
houses, and comprising large spans of viaduct
across the Cart and thoroughfares.
biidge, called
the Sneddon bridge, spans the Cart between the
and
harbour.
viaduct
the
Another
bridge,
railway
called the old bridge, spans the river above the railfrom
on
the
line
of
road
the
viaduct,
way
great
Glasgow, and was at one time the only bridge in
The third bridge, called the Seedhill
Paisley.
bridge, spans the river still higher up, at the
suburb of Seedhill, and is said to have been built of
stones obtained from the ruins of part of the abbey.
Barracks, for the accommodation of a battalion of
infantry, were erected in 1822, at the suburb of

Wilson of Thornley, the contributor to geological
Dr. Robert Watt, author of the Bibliliterature,
otheca Britannica,' Dr. John Thomson, long an
ornament of the Edinburgh medical school, Robert
Tannahill, the writer of many of the most popular
songs of Scotland, William Mothenvell, a noted
journalist, and the author of a popular volume of
William Finlay, a poet of considerable
poetry,
merit and of no limited local reputation, King and
Kennedy, poets of no mean power, and a host of
minor authors, poetical and prosaic, principally intelligent operatives who have lightened the intervals of labour with literary study, and some of
whom, in any sphere less studded with stars, would
have emitted a far-seen lustre. In the department
of high art have been Fillans, Henning, and others
of much celebrity. In the department of journalism
have been one of the ablest writers in the London
daily papers, the editors of some of the ablest and
most influential of the English provincial journals,
and the editors and literary supporters of a remark-

The exchange buildings were
Williamsburgh.
erected in 1837 on the east side of Moss-street,
partlj' on the site of what had been the flesh-market.
The old tron or custom booth formerly stood on the
west side of that street; and above it stood a place
of amusement which was dignified with the name of
the assembly-hall.
dispensary and an infirmaiy
were established upwards of 60 years ago; and they

ably large proportion of the Scottish newspapers.
In the departments of skill and enterprise have
been some of the most ingenious engineers of recent
times, some of the ablest modern ship-builders, some
of the foremost of Glasgow's merchants, some of the
wisest and most virtuous figurants in the commerce

A

A

were recently rebuilt with accommodation

for 250
In 1752 a town's hospital for maintaining the poor was opened; and afterwards a small
At present there
asylum for lunatics was added.
are two poors' houses,
the one for the Abbey parish, containing accommodation for 639 persons,
the other for the town parishes, containing accommodation for 552 persons.
number of objects in Paisley stand associated
with the memories of men of high celebrity and
the town, as a whole, has made large contributions
to the roll of fame. Her natives and residents, who

patients.

—

—

A

;

have risen to distinction, and given their name to
history, have been remarkably numerous ; while
others, who have done feats of genius, or made displays of skill, noticed only by small circles of their
contemporaries, have been so multitudinous as to
stamp the place with a character of supereminent

Among famous ecclesiastics, Romish and Reformed, have been Andrew Knox, a
intellectuality.

of the illustrious reformer, minister of
Patrick
Paisley, and afterwards bishop of Raphoe,
Adamson, afterwards archbishop of St. Andrews,
Thomas Smeton, afterwards principal of the college
of Glasgow, Robert Boyd of Trochrig, who, after
being principal of Edinburgh college and principal
of Glasgow college, became minister of Paisley,
Alexander Dunlop, father of Principal Dunlop,
Robert Millar, author of the History of the PropaDr. John
gation of Christianity,' and other works,
Witherspoon, afterwards president of the college of
New Jersey, and the author of numerous well-known
theological works, Robert Findlay, professor of theology in Glasgow college, Dr. Ferrier, a Secession
minister of much intellectual vigour, Dr. James
Thomson, the first professor of divinity to the Relief
Dr. Andrew Symington, professor of divisynod,
and
nity to the Reformed I'resbyterian synod,
Bcveral distinguished ministers still alive, some of
of
in
tlieir
were
whom,
eminence,
consequence
long
ago called away to labour in other spheres. Among
relation

—

—

—

—
—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

poets, literati, and savans have been John Wilson,
professor of moral philosophy in Edinburgh college,
of chameleon genius and world-wide reputation,
James Wilson, the distinguished naturalist, Alex-

ander Wilson, the ornithologist and

—
—
—
John
poot,

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

of the Clyde, some of the most effective promote
of the manufacturing industry of the west of Scoi
land.
The Scottish bar also has drawn some of its
brightest ornaments from Paisley ; and the Scottish
pulpit, for both the number and the brilliancy o*'

men, has probably been more indebted to tL
town than to any other place of equal populatii
Even floriculture, in its finest amateur forms, !:
been almost a passion in Paisley; and more varieti
of what are called florists' flowers have been pn
duced or improved here than in any other manulac
its

turing locality.
in which Professor Wilson was born
stands on the south side of the High-street;
and a better house in which he spent his boyhood
stands at a short distance from it, a little off" the line
of High-street, railed in and screened by shrubbery,
between the points where the High-street is joined
by New-street and by Storie-street. The house in
which Tannahill was born stands in Castle-strcr*
and is a lowly, one-story building, consideral!
altered from its former state, and now occupied by
a cow-feeder; but the house in which he spent the
greater part of his life, from infancy till death, is a

The house

still

cottage which was built by his father in an adjoining street and here the nook is still pointed out
where the poet's loom was situated, and where he
composed the greater part of his songs. The house
in which Alexander Wilson was born stood in the
suburb of Scedliill, but was demolished some years
ago; and a plain, two-story edifice now occupies its
site, and has, in front, a small marble tablet bearing
" This tablet was erected in
the inscription,
1841,
by David Anderson, Perth, to mark the birthplace
of Alexander Wilson, Paisley poet and American
;

—

A

movement was commenced in
ornithologist."
the summer of 1856 to erect a monument to Wilson and there has, at several times, been some talk,
;

but never anything more than talk, respecting a
monument to Tannahill. In general, monuments in
lionour of famous men in Paisley are scarcer than in

some towns whore few or no famous men have been.
"
Paisley, which is so apt to boast of her genius,
and %vitii good reason too, must lie under the reof ingratitude to the memories of those who
proach
have so widely enlarged her fame, and so richly
invested her scencrj' witli the charms of sentimental
association."
Yet in ouo instance, allied to fame

PAISLEY.

'•
everlasting," she has done justice to her
truly
This instance was the erection of a monchildren.
umental obelisk, by subscription of Christians of
various denominations, to the memory of James
Algie and John Park, who were executed at the
cross of Paisley in February' 1635, for their adherence
One inscripto the Solemn League and Covenant.
tion on the obelisk records that the remains of these
inteiTed
in
the
Gallowgreen,
martyrs were originally
but that, on occasion of that spot being about to be
built upon in 1779, they were removed by the
another inscripauthorities and re-interred here
tion comprises some doggerel lines, of similar character to those on martjTs' monuments in other
of Scotland ; and a third contains the followparts
ing beautiful and appropriate quotation from Cow;

per:
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—

" Their blood was shed
In confirmation of the noblest claim
Oar claim to feed upon immortal tmth.
To walk with God, to be divinely free.
To soar and to anticipate the skies ;
Yet few remember them they lived nnknovrn.
Till persecution drasrged them into fame.
And chased them up to heaven."

—

—

Paisley, as a seat of population, is of venerable
It was the site of a station formed by
antiquity.
the Romans during their occupation of Scotland
between the years 80 and 446. and designated by
Ptolemy, the ancient geographer, Vanduara.
By
Camden it is called Randuara, and by Chalmers, in
his Caledonia, Vanduaria, one or other of which
lias been usually adopted by subsequent writers ;
but they were undoubtedly in error, as the word
mentioned by the geographer, given in Roman char-

can have no other form than Vanduara.
This was probably a Latinized modification of the
''
British words men dur,
white water," applied by
the natives to the White Cart, which flowed past
the eastern side of the encampment.
Misled by
acters,

the fancied similarity of name, Camden regards
Renfrew as the site of the station ; but the lowness
of the ground there rendered it quite unsuitable for
a place of defence and observation ; whereas Paislev
was peculiarly fitted for such a purpose, as it occupied an isolated height, and commanded an extensive ^-iew of the surrounding country, including the
Roman road down Clydesdale, and the termination
of Antoninus' wall at Dnnglass. But we are not
left to conjecture respecting the site of the station
in question
for writers of authority have given
minute descriptions of considerable remains as exat
allude to
isting
Paisley at no distant date.
Bishop Gibson and Principal Dunlop, both of whom
wrote in the end of the 17th centiuy, and George
;

We

Craufurd, whose work was originally published in
All their accounts are to the same effect;
1710.

and with regard

on the other side,

about a quarter of a mile, stand two other rises or
little hills, the one to the west, the other to the
south, which, with this, make almost a triangular
form, where have been starions for the outer guards.

The vestiges of these appear, and make them little
larger than the pretorium of the other camp, of the
same form, without any other fortification than a
fosse and dike."
From this description it is manifest that the pretorium, or general's quarter, stood
at Oakshawhead, ar.d that the two hills occupied as
The
outposts were at Woodside and Castlehead,
expansion of the town, and the cultivation of the
country, have almost obliterated these interesting
memorials of the invaders. In support of the above
account, we may add, that Horsley, in his Britannia
Romana, published in 1732, takes Paisley to be
"
There are yet some visible
Vanduara, and says
Roman remains at it, as well as a military way
leading to it." This way was traced by Grordon in
1725, but can be no longer seen.
It diverged to
the left at Glasgow, from the great Clydesdale road,
and passing the Gyde at a ford which existed till
The
1772, went across the country to Paisley.
well-known street in Paisley, called Causewayside,
may have taken its name from its running by the
side of the Roman causeway.
In Bleau's map, 1654,
"Causwaysid" is represented as at a little ^stance
from the town. Beyond Paisley, on the west, no
Roman station has yet been found, though some
roads have been traced, and coins and armour discovered.
:

which King David, who reigned from 1124 to 1153,
had conferred upon Walter. Lands called Passeleth
formed part of those specified in the grant; and on
these lands, on the right bank of the river, as we
have already related, Walter founded Paisley abbey.
The name Passeleth was also spelled Passelet and
Passelay; it became changed, in the 16th century,
into Paslay and Pasley; and it eventually, in the
18th century, took its present form of Paisley.

three fosses and dikes of earth,

to

which must have

—

The Romans having finally quitted Scotland in
the 5th century, the name of Vanduara was lost ;
and no name or record connected with its site occurs
till the year 1157, when
King Malcolm IV. granted
a charter in favour of Walter, the son of Alan, first
of that family. Steward of Scotland, confirming a
gift (not now extant) of certain extensive possessions

The etymological

—

the space of

all

;

to Dunlop and Craufurd, it is to
be observed that they resided in this neighbourhood,
and had every opportunity for inspecting the objects
" At
described.
Principal Dunlop says
Paisley
there is a large Roman camp to be seen. The pretorium, or innermost part of the camp, is on the
west end of a rising ground, or little hill, called
Cap Shawhead, on the south-east descent of which
hill standeth the town of
Paisley. The pretorium
is not very large, but hath been well fortified with
:

hath enclosed

it

ground on which the town of Paisley stands, and it
may be guessed to be about a mile in compass. Its
situation was both strong and pleasant, overlooking
the whole country. I have not heard that any have
been so curious as to dig the ground into this pretorium but when they tread upon it it gives a
sound as if it were hollow below, where belike
there are some of their vaults.
Near to this camp,

origin of it is very doubtful, but
seems certainly to have had reference to lea ground;
and may have regarded that ground either as a
either as a lea on which
pais-lea i»r as a peas-lea,
some treaty of pacification called a pais had been
concluded, or as a lea on which pease had been
No village appears to have
largely cultivated.
been on the lands when the monastery was fotmded;
but one soon arose on the opposite bank, inhabited
"
by the retainers and kindly tenants" of the monks,

—

whom

it

belonged-

In 1488, the village was

when to this day their vestiges are so created a free burgh- of-barony but for some cengreat that men on horseback will not see over turies it made little progress, the population having
them. The camp itself hath been great and large, been only 2,200 in 1695. A view of the town and

been large,

comprehending the whole hill. There are vestiges
on the north side of the fosses and dike, wherebv
it appears that the
camp reached to the river of Cart.
On the north side, the dike goeth alongst the foot
of the hill ; and if we allow it to have gone so far

it

;

'
abbey, in 1 693, is given in Slezers Theatrum Scoriae.'
The earliest record of external traffic occurs about
the same time, in Principal Dunlop's Description
of Renfrewshire,' where it is stated that by the
river " boats come to Paisley with Highland timber
'
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—

slates
6,000 in a boat fish of all sorts, and
return with coal and lime." Tims we find that, in
the end of the 17th century, coal and lime were sent
from hence to the Highlands, in return for timber,
And though there is no notice of
slates, and fish.
any manufactures, yet there must have been some,
for Craufurd only a few years afterwards says
" This
burgh has a weekly mercat, on Thursday,
where there is store of provisions. But that which
renders this place considerable is its trade of linen
and muslin, where there is a great weekly sale in
its mercats of those sorts of cloath
many of their
inhabitants being chiefly employed in that sort of
same
time
(1710) Hamilmanufactory." About the
" a
ton of Wishaw described Paisley as
very pleasant and well-built little town plentifully provided
with all sorts of grain, fruitts, coalls, peats, fishes,
and what else is proper for the comfortable use of
man, or can be expected in any other place of the

and

:

—

;

;

kingdome." From this graphic notice, Paisley appears to have been a very desirable place of abode.
It then consisted of one principal street (the Highweststreet), about half-a-mile in length, running
ward from the river, and some wynds and lanes in
diff"erent directions.

after the union of Scotland with England,
when a free trade with England was opened,
the spirit of manufacture, which had for some time
been at work in Paisley, became strong and excurIt employed itself with direct reference to
sive.
the wants of the country at large ; and it was aided

Soon

in 1707,

by business connection with travelling merchants,
who, at tliat time, were a very effective class of men
the general diffusion of manufactured goods.
fabrics at first produced were coarse checkered
linen cloth, and imitations of striped muslins, called
bengals afterwards checkered linen handkerchiefs,
some of them fine and beautifully variegated by the
manner in which the colours were disposed; and
afterwards fabrics of a lighter and more fanciful
texture, some of them plain lawns, others striped
with cotton, and otbers richly figured. This manufacture reached in 1786 the yearly value of £165,000;
but it is now extinct. About the year 1730, the making of white sewing thread known by the name of
ounce or nuns' thread was begun by the inhabitants, and was prosecuted to such an extent, that
Paisley became its principal seat. Towards the end
of the centuiy that manufacture had a yearly value
It then began to decline; but it
of about £60,000.
was gradually superseded by the making of cotton
thread and this has so prospered that at piesent
ten factories are engaged in it, propelled by steam,
giving employment to about 2,000 persons, and producing thread to the value of £250,000 a-year. Aliout
the middle of the 18th century, the making of linen
gauze had become a considerable branch of manufacture; and, in 1759, the making of silk gauze
was int "oduced in imitation of that of Spitalfields.
The success in this new department exceeded all
for

The

;

—

—

;

Elegant and richly ornamented silk
gauzes were soon produced in such vast variety,
and with such nice and curious fabrication, as outdid everything of the kind that had
formerly apexpectation.

was obliged to relinquish the
manufacture; and Paisley carried it out with a
and
to
an
extent
vigour
previously unparalleled.
Tiie making of silk gauzes, in fact, became a great
staple in the town, attracted companies from London
to prosecute it, and filled the country around to the
distance of 20 miles and the traders engaged in it,
not only had warehouses in London and Dublin,
but employed agents in I'aris and other great
towns on the continent for selling their goods.
About the year 1784 the silk gauze trade gave empeared.
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Spitalfields

;

to about 5,000 looms, a very large pmportion of which were in the villages of the sui
rounding country, and it produced annually about
£350,000 worth of silk goods; but it was then at its
maximum of prosperity, and began thence to suffer
gradual and rapid declension under the influence c!'
Abou
fashion, till at length it became extinct.
1819, however, it revived again, and progresses;
greatly; and such firm footing did it once moi
take in the place, that Paisley became the source
nearly all the silk-gauzes used in the kingdom
with the exception of those imported from France
During the decline of this trade after 1784, the manufacture of muslins was set agoing as a substitute
for it; and this speedily attained an unexampled
height of prosperity. It gradually fell off, howevei',
by the removal to Glasgow of the principal manufacturers engaged in it and now it is carried on in
Paisley by only one house, very extensively, in the
department of fine muslins embroidered by needlework, giving employment to upwards of 2,000 females in the villages of Ayrshire and the north of
Ireland. In 1 772, the manufacture of ribbons, and of

ployment

—

i

;

some other kindred silk fabrics, was introduced
and it was for some time carried on upon a considerAt the publiable scale, but eventually fell away.
cation of the Old Statistical Account in 1790, the
total yearly value of all the manufactures of Paisley
;

was estimated

at £660,385.
of shawls was introduced to
Paisley during the best period of the muslin trade
and it has gradually become the chief staple of the
It was at first very limited, and confined
town.
itself chiefly to the production of plain, soft, silk
shawls
but at length it outstripped the muslin
trade, branched out into various departments, and
to
began
engage general attention. Imitations of
India shawls were made in soft silk, in spun silk, in
cotton, and in mixtures of the three. Ladies' dresses
also were made of the same materials, in the same
style of raised work, on white grounds with small
Imitations, likewise, were made in
figured spots.
silk of the striped scarfs and turbans worn by the
natives of oriental countries, and called zebras.
Closer imitations of real India or genuine Cashmere
shawls were next produced from mixtures of fine
wool and silk waste; and the fabrics, called Thibet

The manufacture

;

;

which had been invented in Yorkshire, and
which were really nothing more than twilled fabrics
of fine worsted yarn made from prime wool, and
scoured, raised, and cropped, were also introduced
to Paisley, and for several years were one of its
chief staples. The Paisley shawl-makers had now
done great things and become famous. Yet they

cloths,

still failed to produce cashmeres of such excellence
as to stand close comparison with the real cashmeres;

and they were

startled to find some French shawls
brought into this country of much superior quality
to any which they had been able to produce.
On
inquiry they found that these French shawls had
been made from genuine cashmere wool, that the
makers of them had not only imported that wool
from the east of Europe, but had obtained flocks of
cashmere goats to bo reared in France and the
Paisley manufacturers, while still continuing to produce theirordinary qualities of shawls in the old way,
began thencefortli to nnike prime shawls from the
real cashmere wool obtained by importation.
Great
clianges in their trade, new ramifications of it, and

—
;

strong effects upon the condition of their work people
took place. Tlie manufacture of crape-dresses,
and the manufacture of damask and embroidered
shawls, had also been introduced, and were employing many hands. The jacquard machine, in an improved form, was everywhere set up, with the effect

now
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of making better work, and diminishing the amount
of manual labour. The cashmere wool was imported
in the form of yarn, so that home spinning was pat
on the decline.
Much cloth also for cashmere

shawls and plaids begnn to be imported from France
and from England, merely to be filled up and finished
in Paisley; so that many of the town's weavers
were thrown out of employment. The manufacture
of silk and cotton shawls, however, went on increasing with astonishing rapidity; and the shawls now
produced were chiefly of three kinds. one made
wholly of silk, one made wholly of cotton, and one

—

A

made

of half silk and half cotton.
prominent
species for some time also was the cheneille, so
called from its resemblance in softness and variegated colour to a caterpillar; called also very
Tlie
descriptively velours au sole, velvet on silk.'
Paisley cashmere shawls are often taken in London
and throughout the country for French cashmeres
and 80 much are they admired even in France itself,
that a new species of French shawl adopted a few
years ago by the Parisians, was called the Paisley.'
The patterns of the Paisley shawls are contrived
with general reference to the best patterns of India
and France, yet take their details or individual
'

;

'

baracter from Paisley's own designers.
The manufacture of woollen shawls, woollen
plaids, tartan cloths, carpets, and some similar
fabrics, has of late years been introduced and extended; and much fine wool, for the finest kinds
of the woollen fabrics, has been imported from
Australia and Germany. The dyeing business, in
"ts various departments connected with shawl-makPowerloom
ng, has increased at least ten-fold.
weaving was introduced first in connexion with
cotton cloth and upon a small scale, but is now employed on a variety of fabrics and to a considerable
extent. In 1837, the number of handloom weavers
in the town was 6,040; but at present, in 1857, it
probably does not exceed 3,320. Cotton-spinning
was at one time extensive, but is now confined to
one factory. The printing of barege shawls, mouselline de laines, cotton and silks, employs vast
numbers of persons, and calls forth much skill for
its improvement.
Thei'e are likewise in the town a
silk thro wing-mill, several bleachfields, an extensive
several
iron
and brass foundries, with detannery,
for steam-engines and machines, two large
several breweries and distilleries, flour.soap-works,
mills and timber yards, together with some trade in
The general trade of the town, as a
ship-building.
central market for agricultural produce, or as a
source of miscellaneous supply for the suiTOunding

jmrtments

A weekly market is held on
is not great.
Thursday; but both this and all the ordinary shop
markets for provisions are maintained chiefly for
the uses of the town's own inhabitants.
Four fairs,
each nominally of three days' duration, are held in
the year; but the principal of these, called St.
James' fair, and held in August, is remarkable chiefly
for the observance of Paisley races, so as to be an
occasion far more of amusement than of business.
The races were instituted in 1608, and are run on a
(Murse ^ a mile from the town on the road to
country,

•jreenock.
The fluctuations and disasters in the condition of
the working-people connected with the manufactures
of Paisley have been remarkably great. The causes
of these may be inferred from some statements we
liave made in our history of the manufactures.
So
many persons began to be thrown out of employment about the year 1840 that, for a considerable
time, nearly one-third of the entire population be-

oame dependent on public charity. The depression
oontinued so long and looked so hopeless, that many

of the artizans removed with their families to other
parts of the country in search of employment;
while, up to so late a date as 1849, not a few emigrated to America and Australia. The number of
inhabited houses in the town was 10,133, in 1841,
and only 9,694 in 1846, showing a decrease of 439,
which may be held to represent the same number of

by estimate, 2,060 persons. The number of natives of Renfrewshire in the town, exclusive
of public institutions, was 34,806 in 1841, and only
32,620 in 1851, showing a decrease of 2,186 persons.
As the mortality of the town was raised by fever
in 1847, and by cholera in 1849, to the amount of
about 1,000 a-year above the average, the inference
may be drawn that, if the Census of 1851 had been
taken about 3 years earlier, the decrease would not
families, or,

less than 3,500 persons.
So much increase occurred during the three years preceding the
Census, as to restore the total of population in 1851
to within 465 of what it had been in 1841
but even
this increase involved a curiously altered state of
an
of
the
whole
things,
analysis
population showing
a decrease of 1'28 per cent, of Scotch, and an increase
of
76 per cent, of Irish, 034 per cent, of English,
and 8'18 per cent, of persons from foreign coun-

have been

;

The

disasters to Paisley workpeople, howin the totals of its population, indicate only, or at least chiefly, great
changes in the fashions and methods of its manufactures, and not declensions in the manufactures

tries.

ever,

and the retrogression

themselves.

The

transport trade of Paisley

is

variously by road,
The roads from
the town, in all directions, are as numerous and
good as could well be desired. The grand lines of
railway through the town, besides having a spacious
common station in it singularly central and con-

by railway, by canal, and by

river.

venient, afibrd a breadth and variety of communication with seaports and great markets, almost as
great as any central town of England possesses by
means of many railways; and in particular, they
give ready connexion with the ports of Glasgow

and Greenock, with the ports of Ayrshire, and with
short lines of ingress to all the interior of Scotland
separate line of railway also, 3
miles long, constructed at the cost of about £32,000,
and opened in April 1837, connects the town itself
with the wharf on the Clyde at Renfrew.
The
Glasgow and Johnstone canal was fonnerly of prime
for
to
intercourse
with
Glasconsequence
Paisley

and England.

A

gow, and it still possesses all its former capacities;
but it has been superseded, in a large degree, bv the
A short canal was opened in 1839, "from
railways.
the right bank of the Clyde opposite the month of
the Cart, to the nearest point of the Forth and
Clyde canal, with the view of afibrding direct access
to the Forth and Clyde canal by vessels from Paisley but this also has been rendered all but useless
by the railways. The river Cart was not naturally
navigable to Paisley, but was rendered na\ngable
for vessels of 80 tons burden by means of artificial
improvements made in the latter part of last century;
and it was subjected to additional improvements, at
a cost of upwards of £20,000, in the six years following 1835; and now it serves both as a channel of
commerce and as a facility for ship-building, yet
fails to render Paisley a port of any considerable
consequence. The port ranks, in its custom-house
relations, as a creek of the port of Glasgow; and
the amount of local dues levied at it in 1852 was
;

£571.

The Paisley bank was established in 1787, and
the Paisley Union bank a few years after but the
former was merged into the British Linen Company's
bank in 1837, and the latter into the Union bank of
;

PAISLEY.

Scotland in 1838. The Paisley Commercial bank
was established in 1839, but soon became amalgamated with the Western bank. The banking offices
at present in Paisley are branches of the Bank of
Scotland, the British Linen Company's bank, the
Union bank, the National bank, and the City of
Glasgow bank. There are also two savings' banks.
There are 47 insurance agencies, and a British
There are a merchants'
guarantee association.
society, instituted in 1725, and nine trades' societies

the tailors, the shoemakers, the
weavers, the malt-men, the wrights, the fleshers,
the hammermen, the bakers, and the grocers.
There are a literaiy association, instituted in 1850
an athenaeum, instituted in 1847, and comprising a
news-room, a library, and schemes for classes and
for courses of lectures; an artisans' institution, also
of respectfully

;

instituted

in

1847,

and

comprising news-room,

classes and lectures, and a
baths; the Paisley library, established
and containing upwards of 10,000 volumes; a public coffee-room; a young men's Christian association, instituted in 1851; the Renfrewshire agricultural society; the Paisley and Eastern
Renfrewshire Bible society; the Paisley tract society; a society for the education of deaf and
library,
suite of
in 1802,

schemes
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for

dumb; a widow and orphans'

society; a female
benevolent society a Sabbath-school union; and a
total abstinence society.
Four newspapers are
the Glasgow
specially connected with the town,
Saturday Post and Paisley and Renfrewshire Reformer, published every Saturday afternoon; the
Paisley Herald, published every Saturday morning;
the Paisley Journal, published every Tiiursday
morning and the Independent, published every
Saturday evening.
;

—

tageously situated in

its

north-west quarter, erected

by autlioiity of act of parliament in 1823, but now
under the management of a board of gas-light commissioners in terms of an act in 1845. The town is
also well-supplied with water, from the
Stanley-braes
water-works, which cost £60,000, and are under t'
of
the
town
council.
There
are reside
management
in Paisley and its neighbourhood 42
justices of peace,
besides the town magistrates; and justice of peace
courts are held in Paisley on every Friday. The
ordinary sheriff court sits on every Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and Saturday, dui-ing session; and die commissary court and sheriff small debt court, on every
Thursday. There is a faculty of procurators, which
was incorporated by royal charter in 1803, and at
present comprises 34 members. The burgh sends
a member to parliament. Constituency in 1855,
1,186.
Population of the municipal burgh in 1841,
32,582; in 1851, 31,752. Houses, 1,662. Population of the parliamentary burgh in 1851, 47,952.
Houses, 2,647.
Population of the Abbey parish
portion of the parliamentaiy burgh in 1851, 16,168;
of the Renfrew parish portion, 32.

PAISTON.

See Ormiston.

PALACE. See Kirkcudbright.
PALACE-BRAE. See Fossoway.
PALACE-CRAIG. See Monkland and

Kirkin-

tilloch Railway.
PALDY. See Fordoun.

PALKILL, or Penkill (The), a rivulet of the
It rises
parish of Minnigaff in Kirkcudbrightshire.
near the centre of the parish, and runs 4 miles
southward and 4| south-westward, to a confluence
with the Cree, opposite the town of Newton-Stewart.
PALNACKIE, a seaport village in the parish of
It stands on the river
Buittle, Kirkcudbrightshire.
The old town of Paisley, in its original form, as Urr, 4 miles above its influx to the Solway frith,
the property of the abbot and the monks of Paisley, and may be regarded as the port of Castle-Douglas.
was the seat of a court of regality. In 1488 it was It has no regularly built harbour, but has only a
erected into a free burgh of regality but though the temporary Avooden wharf, of extent to accommodate
burgh privileges were granted nominally to the in- six vessels. The depth of water at flood of springConsiderable trade is carried
habitants, the lordship of erection, including the tides is about 18 feet.
power of appointing the magistrates, was given to on with the ports of the south-west of England, and
the abbot and his successors.
In 1658, when Lord with those of the frith of Clyde.
little also is done
Cochrane, afterwards Earl of Dundonald, was su- with North America. The chief exports are farmperior of the burgh, as the legal successor of the produce, wood, and live-stock; and the chief imports
abbots, the Inhabitants purchased from him the right are coals, lime, slates, and miscellaneous goods.
of electing the magistrates; and in 1665, they ob- Population of the village, 200.
Houses, 33.
tained from the Crown by charter an independent
(The), a rivulet of the west side oi
tenure.
Though in point of form, the place con- Kirkcudbrightshire. It rises in the parish of Mintinued to be only a burgh of regality, yet, in point of nigaff, within 1 J mile of the new bridge of Dee, and
privilege and jui-isdiction, it thenceforth became in runs about 10 miles south-westward, chiefly within
almost every respect, excepting only the want of the parish of Minnigaff, but partly also on the bounparliamentaiy representation, a royal burgh. Its dary with Kirkmabreck, to a confluence with tl
magistracy and council varied from time to time in Cree at a point about IJ mile above that river's ( n
constitution; and by the act of August 1833, they pansion into Wigton bay. The Paliiure is navigali
were fixed to consist of a provost, four bailies, a for a short distance, by vessels of 60 tons; and tin
Tiic magis- is a small quay for their accommodation at Paliiui
treasurer, and ten common councillors.
trates are ex-officiis justices of peace of the county; bridge.
and the provost is also a deputy-lieutenant. The
PANBRIDE, a parish on the east coast of Fn;
old or municipal burgh comprises only the three farshire.
It contains the post-office village o\
town parishes; but the parliamentary burgli, as Muirdruin, the fishing villages of West-Haven ami
likewise
constituted by the reform act, comprehends
East-Haven, and the hamlets of Gallowlaw an
all the new town, all the suburbs, a considerable landNewton-Panbride. It is bounded on the south-t.i
ward part of the Abbey parish, and a small part of by the German ocean, and on the other sides by li
the parish of Renfrew.
Tiie property of the old parishes of Barry, Monikie, Carmylie, Arbirlot, am!
burgh was estimated in 1833 to be worth £58,125, St. Vigeans. Its length south-eastward is nearly 5
and its debts to amount to upwards of £33,000. miles; and its mean breadth is about 2 miles. The
The corporation revenue in 1833 was £3,848; in coast, 2J miles in extent, is flat and very rocky, with
The police affairs a pebbly beach. The interior is, in general, flat,
1841, £3,474; in 1855, £3,212.
have been variously managed from time to time, and but rises toward the north. Tlio soil, toward the
are now under the control of 18 commissioners from coast, is sandy; in the central district, it is clay or
loam and, toward the north, it is moorish. Threetlic burgh, 6 commissioners from the suburbs, and
The fourths of the whole area are arable, and, in general,
the bailies and sheriff-substitute cx-officiis.
town is well lighted with gas, from works advan- beautifully cultivated; and 600 acres of the otbcf
;

;

A

PALNURE

'

;
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fourth are tinder plantation. Two rivulets, -both
originating in Monikie, and the larger traTcrsing
8j miles from its source to the sea, run south-eastward through the parish one of them a mile along
the north-east boundary form a confluence a mile
from the sea, and discharge their united waters mid-

—
—

way between East-Haven and West-Haven. The
immediate basin of each is, in many places, a rocky
with steep and almost perpendicular sides of
from 20 to 50 feet high and that of the larger bears
the name of Battle's den, and is spanned, at a romantic spot, by a bridge which carries across the
road from Dundee to Arbroath. Limestone exists,
but not plentifully, nor of good quality. Sandstone
occurs, both of an excellent kind for building and of
the slaty sort which yields the Arbroath pavingdell,

;

Lord Panmure is the sole heritor. The
stone.
estimated value of raw produce in 1833 was £18,807 ;
assessed property in 1843, £4,572; real rental in
In the north-west stands the noble
1855, £3,367.
mansion of Panmure, a spacious and stately edifice,
on an elevated site, surrounded by extensive pleasuregrounds, and commanding a fine prospect, especially
The mansion underwent
to the south and the east.
In its vicinity are
extensive renovations in 1855.
the foundations of the ancient castle of Panmure,
long the seat of the cognominal Earls. James, the
fourth Earl of Panmure, was attainted, in 1716, for
having shared in the rebellion of the previous year.

The Honourable William Ramsay Maule,

represen-

tative of the ancient Earls, was, in 1831, created
Baron Panmure of Brechin and Navar, in the peerage
of Great Britain; and was succeeded in his peerage,
in 1852, by his son, the present popular secretary of
state for the war-department.
The parish does not

contain any factory, and has not any fair or market,
but it has considerable fisheries and some small
commerce. The parish is traversed by the Dundee
and Arbroath railway, and has a station on it at
East-Haven, and likewise contains the station for
Carnoustie.
Population in 1831, 1,268; in 1851,
1,372.
Houses, 328.
This parish is in the presbytery of Arbroath, and
synod of Angus and Meams. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend. £231 Is. lid.; glebe, £10. Schoolmaster's

£34 4s. A^d., with £23 3s. 6.1. fees. The
church is a fine cruciform Gothic edifice,
Duilt in 1851, and containing 600 sittings. Tliere is
a Free church, with an attendance of nearly 200
and the amount raised in connexion with it iii 1856
was £1,244 12s. 2d.,—of which £1,106 lis. 9d. was
for local building purposes.
There are two nonparochial schools and a parochial library. The ancient church was dedicated to St. Bridget and the
usual abbreviation of the lady's name, with the presalary,

parish

;

;

common in

topographical nomenclature, signifjing 'a town,' and abbreviated and
into
the
modem name of the
Pan,
euphonized
gives
parish, and, without any euphonizing of the prefix,
gives its earlier name of Balbride. The ancestors
of Hector Boethius, or Boece, were, for several generations, proprietors of the barony of Panbride ; and
the historian himself is generally supposed to have
been a native of the parish.
PANHOPE. See Flota.
PANMUKE. See Paxbride.
PANNANICH, a locality with medicinal wells,
tM the parish of Glenmuick, Aberdeenshire.
It is
rftuated on the right bank of the Dee, 1 J mile east
of Ballater, and 39 miles west by south of Aberdeen.
The wells issue from the north side of a hill-range,
ealled the hill of Pannanich.
They are four in
somber, all near to one another, and have been
fimnd not exactly alike in their properties, but all
containing carbonates of iron and lime, with small
fix Bcdlin, so

II.
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Irish

proportions of other ingredients. Their waters are
chalybeate, stimulant, and tonic, and have been
found beneficial to persons afilicted with giavelly,
scorbutic, and scrofulous complaints.
They have a
cold temperatiue, but are pleasant to the taste.
Their healing virtues were discovered about 85
years ago by an infirm aged female in the vicinity,
who experienced a cure in such remarkable circumstances as instantly gave the wells celebrity. Mr.
Farquharson of Monaltrie, on whose grounds the
wells are situated, cleared away obstructions, taught
the water to flow freely, covered in the wells, built
several houses for the accommodation of visitors,
constructed a public and a private bath, and, at a
mile's distance toward Ballater, erected a large and
commodious house, called Pannanich-lodge. In the
lodge are a spacious public room, and a considerable
number of private apartments, besides rooms for
servants and attached to it are oflices, particularly
carriage-houses and stables. Vast numbers of persons frequent the wells in summer; but most of
them have their lodgings or other accommodation at
;

Ballater.

PAP, any rounded or cupolar peak of a mountain.
The most notable instances in Scotland are the Pap
or ilaideu Pap in the south of Caithuess-shire, and
the Paps of Jura in Argyleshire.
PAPA, a small island, inhabited by two families,
lying a mile north-west of the northern extremity
of the island of Burra, and belonging to the united
parish of Bressay, Burra, and Quarfi", in Shetland.
PAPA-SOUND, the piece of marine water separatuig the island of Stronsay from the island of

Papa-Stronsay iu Orkney. It injects a bay into
Stronsay, and forms an excellent harbour, well protected by Papa-Stronsay.
PAPA-SOUXD, the" marine strait between the
Mainland of Shetland and the island of Papa-Stour.
It is about a mile broad, and is swept by a rapid

and dangerous

PAPA

tidal current.

STOUR, a suppressed parish and an
The parish is now
island in the west of Shetland.
annexed to Walls: which see. The island, the
principal part of the parish, lies on the south side of
the entrance of St. Magnus-bay, about 2 miles from
the promontory of Sandness. Its length, from southeast to north-west, is about 2i miles ; and its
breadth is about li mile. It possesses several small
voes or creeks which afibrd shelter to the fishingboats of the inhabitants. Its appearance in summer,
as approached from St. Magnus-bay to House-voe, is
pleasant the land lying in a sort of amphitheatre,
and displaying sheets of grain and potato crops.
Its soil is, in general, fertile; produces rich grass;
-

;

and, when well-manured with sea- weed, yields good
returns to the husbandman. Part of the interior or
pasture was converted almost into wilderness by the miserable practice of cutting up and
can-ying away the sward either for fuel or for manThe excellence of the
uring the arable lands.
beaches for drying fish occasioned the resort to
them, last century, of a great English fishing company. On the south side are several magnificent
and very curious caves, the abodes of numerous
seals: see Shetland. Around the coast are various

common

—

picturesque and even sublime porphyritic stalks,
roots shooting perpendicularly up from the sea like
stupendous towers or castellated keeps. The Stack
of Snalda is a grand perpendicular column of rock,
probably 80, and at least 60 feet high, altogether
inaccessible by man, but inhabited by the eagle.
Some time in last century an eagle belonging to
the Stack, while carrying a lamb from the mainland,
dropped it still alive at Mid-Sater in Papa-Stour.
The lamb was instantly rescued by a boy who hap-

—

2

N

PAPA-STRONSAY.

to be within a few yards of where it fell; and,
Eened
eing a female, it established a breed on a farm
where sheep were previously unknown. The Frauastock, or Lady's Rock, is accessible only to very
practised and adroit climbers, and has on its summit the vestiges of a small human dwelling. It is
said, by one account, to have been the abode of a
Norwegian lady, who made a vow of celibacy, and
retreated hither to be protected from the solicitations
of suitors, but who was driven from her wild asylum

a bold udaller of Islesburgh who scaled the rock
by another account, to have been the prison of
a fair lady whom her father placed here to be out of
the way of a favoured lover, but who was rescued
and made prize of by the lover in person. PapaStour is the only part of Shetland where the ancient
Norwegian amusement of sword-dance, noticed in
Sir Walter Scott's Pirate,' and minutely described
in Dr. Hibbert's Account of the Islands, is still preserved.
The island has a parish church and a
Methodist chapel.
Population in 1841, 382; in
1851, 359. Houses, 64,

by

;

and,

'

PAPA-STRONSAY,

an

island, belonging to the
It lies off the north-

parish of St. Peter, in Orkney.
east of the island of Stronsay,

and

is

it might be made one continuous corn
It has vestiges of two ancient chapels, which
were dedicated to St. Nicholas and St. Bride; and,
midway between them is an eminence called the
Earl's Knowe, which seems to have been a burying-

management,
field.

ground.
Houses,

Population

in

1841,

28;

in

1851,

28.

4.

PAPA-WESTRAY, an island, belonging to the
parish of Westray, in Orkney. It lies 1^ mile west
of Akemess, and If mile north of Sponness, in
Westray, and 23 miles geographically due north of
Kirkwall, but about 26 miles by the shortest seatrack. Its length, from north to south, is 3^ miles
and its greatest breadth is about 1 mile. The surface rises gently toward the middle, and terminates
on the north in the headland well-known to mariners
as the Mull of Papa. Its soil is very fertile, and
about 1,000 acres of it are under regular cultivation.
In its south-east corner is a small fresh-water lake,
with an islet, on which are the ruins of an ancient
Two miles to
chapel dedicated to St. Tredwall.
the north lies an extensive and very prolific fishing-bank, long well-known to the islanders, and
;

an object of interest to parties at a distance.
Papa- Westray anciently formed a separate and independent parish; and, though now annexed to
Westray, has still its own parochial place of worOn this island Ronship, and also a Free church.
ald, Earl of Orkney, was killed by Thorsin, Earl of

latterly

Caithness.

Population in 1831, 330; in 1851, 371.

Houses, 75.

PAPAL-NESS, a

below Drumlanrig-castle, in Dumfries-shire.

headland at the northern extremity of the island of Yell, in Shetland. Beside
is
it
a small bay called Papal-voe.
PAPIGOE, a small bay between Wick and
Staxigoe, on the east coast of Caithness-shire.
PAPLAY. See Holm.
PARF. See Durness.
PARISH-HOLM. See Doitglas.
PARK. See Blantykb, Dbumoak, Dhtmen,
Inchinnan, and Locus,
PARK-BURN, a rivulet, rising in the parish of
Durrisdeer, and running 3 miles southward through
that parish, and about the same distance eastward on the boundary between it and Pcnpont,
and through the ducal pleasure-grounds of Drumlanrig, to a confluence with the Nith, about a mile

It

figures in the following old couplet, popularly ascribed to Thomas the Rhymer,

—

"

When

Park-bum

the

The Red house

o'

where never mnii saw,
Hassock ia near hand a fa'."
rins

These words are regarded as a prophecy, and were
fulfilled; but they probably were composed after
the event, and were exalted into a prophecy and ascribed to the Rhymer by popular superstition. The
Red house o' Hassock is believed to have been some
old building which stood on or near the site of the
resent Drumlanrig-castle; and the running of tlie
Eurn " where never man saw," was effected by the
diverting of the stream into a new artificial channel
in the course of the laying out of the Drumlanrig
The Park-burn also is the stream
Eleasure-grounds.
y the side of which Burns composed his song,

beginning,
"

Their groves

o'

svpcet myrtles let foreign lands reckon."

PARK-BURN,

the chief headstream of the Rotten Calder, in Lanarkshire. See Calder (The).
PARK-CASTLE. See Luce (Old).

PARKEND,

separated from

by Papa-sound, which has a breadth

of from 2 to
4 furlongs. Papa-Stronsay is about 3 miles in circumference, flat, and so fertile that, under proper
it
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a quondam village,

now

extinct, in

the parish of Coldstream, Berwickshire.
PARKEND, Ayrshire. See Stevenston.
PARKGATE, a post-office station subordinate
to Dumfries, and 8 miles distant from that town.
PARKHEAD, a small post-town in the Barony
It stands on the
parish of Glasgow, Lanarkshire.
road from Glasgow to Edinburgh, at the point
where that road forks into the two branches toward
Shettleston and Tollcross, and may be stated to be
2 miles east of Glasgow.
But it is nearly continuous at its west end with Camlachie, as the latter is
with the eastern outskirts of Glasgow so that it
may be regarded as almost suburban. It is inhabited principally by weavers, artificers, and
other persons of the labouring classes.
In its
southern vicinity, on the river Clyde, stand the
Glasgow water-works, erected in 1806. Popula;

tion, 1,150.

PARKHEAD,
Bellshill

and

Low

a village, conjunct with

East

Orbiston, in the parish of Both-

See Bellshill.
See Douglas (The).
a post-office village in the parish

well, Lanarkshire.

PARKHEAD- WATER.
PARKHILL,

of Kilmuir Easter, Ross-shire.

PARKHOUSE.

See Falkirk and Ordiquhill,
a locality in Deeside, where horse
and cattle fairs are held on the first Monday of
January and April, on the Monday in May after
Potarch, on the Tuesday in July after Aboyne, and
on the Tuesday before the 22d of November,
PARKNOOK, See Blackburn, Fifeshire,
PARK-PLACE See Luce (Old).
PARNASSUS, a hill with two tops in the parish

PARK-INN,

of

llero the poet
Roxburghshire.
said to have written his Winter; and
here, for a number of years, the anniversary of his
birth was celebrated by a large assemblage of his
admirers from the surrounding country.

Morebattle,

Thomson

is

PARSON'S GREEN. See Leitii.
PARSON'S LAKE. See Kilninver.
PARTICK, a post-town and burgh

of barony,
in the Barony parish of Glasgow, but chiefly
partly
the parish of Govan, on the north-west verge of
Lanarkshire. It stands on the river Kelvin, near
its influx to the Clyde.
It stands also on the road
from Glasgow to Dumbarton, nominally 2 miles
west-north-west of Glasgow, but is very near the
Sandyford extension of Glasgow, and may be regarded as almost suburban. The part of it in the
Barony parish likewise, being the part on the lefit

m

PARTICK.

bank of the Kebnn, is within the parliamentary
burgh of Glasgow. The Kelvin here rushes noisily
over a rocky bottom, and is dammed up in several

The
places for the service of extensive corn-mills.
old part of the town stands adjacent to the right
side of the Kelvin, and has a curious, interesting,
The new part of it
old-fashioned appearance.
spreads away in straight airy streets, tolerably
Extensive environs, in the parts
well edificed.
furthest from the Kelvin, are studded with great
of
ornate
numbers
cottages and handsome villas.
The neighbourhood adjacent to the Kelvin, particularly up the right bank of that river, abounds
in beautiful close scenes of landscape; and the parts
adjacent to the Clyde present the pleasant contrast
of rich flat valley-ground bordered by the navigable
stream, all astir with ship and steamer. The entire place is strongly attractive to the citizens of
Glasgow, both as a summer residence to some of the
wealthy, and as a holiday resort to multitudes of the
operatives.

Extensive flour-mills and granaries figure conspicuously on the Kelvin at Partick. They are the
property of the incorporation of bakers of Glasgow,
and were granted to them by the Regent Moray immediately after his victory over the forces of Queen
Mary at Langslde. The bakers of Glasgow, it is
said, were very serviceable in supplying the army
with bread, while quartered in the neighbourhood;
and upon the Regent returning thanks after the
battle, Matthew Fawside, the deacon of the bakers,
took the favourable opportunity of craving the mills
of Partick or Pertique as it was then termed
which belonged to the Crown, for his craft. They
were at once granted; and they have ever since
remained the property of the incorporation. Another conspicuous object at Partick, till within the
last few years, was a ruinous edifice, of the appearance of an old baronial mansion, surrounded by
a small thin scattering of fine old trees. It stood on
the right bank of the Kelvin immediately below the
old town, and had a dreamy, romantic appearance.
It was built and inhabited by George Hutcheson of
Larabhill, one of the founders of Hutcheson's hosin Glasgow; and the contract for its erection,
pital
by a mason in Kilwinning, is still preser\'ed by
one of the descendants of the Hutcheson family.
Popular belief, however, dignified it with the ap"
castle," and asserted it to have been a
pellation of
country residence of the bishops of Glasgow, built

—

—

at latest in 1611, by Archbishop Spottiswood; and
this belief was so far reasonable that, in the times
before the Reformation, the bishops of Glasgow
certainly had a mansion either on the site of George
Hutcheson's house, or somewhere else in the
vicinity of Partick.
poem, addressed to the old
mansion, appeared many years ago in a Glasgow

A

periodical, Siiying,
"

among

other things,

—

Lo, Partick castle, drear and lone,
Stands like a silent looker-on.

Where Clyde and Kelvin meet
The long rank grass waves o'er its
;

No sound
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is

heard within

walls;

its halls,

Save noise of distant waterfalls
Wliere children lave their

feet."

Tliere are in Partick or in its immediate neighbourhood, besides the flour-mills already noticed, a
cotton-factory, an extensive dye -work, printfields
and bleachfields, extensive ship-building yards, and
a large saw mill. The town has a branch of the
CSty of Glasgow bank, together with a savings'
bank. Its places of worship are a chapel of ease, a

Free church, two United Presbyterian churches, and
a Wesleyan Methodist meeting-house. Its schools
are Partick academy, at the West end of Gilmour-

hill, conducted in three departments by three mastere ;
the Partick institution, commercial and classical,
under six teachers; the old subscription school,
instituted in 1750, and rebuilt in 1790 ; a school of

industry for females, instituted in 1824, and supported chiefly by subscription a Free church school
a Free church
of industry, instituted in 1845
public school; a Roman Catholic school; Samuel
Wilson's school a ladies' school ; and one or two
other schools. There are two town missionaries,
the one English, and the other Gaelic. There are
also a tract society, a public library, connected witii
what is called Partick popular ijistitution, and a
;

;

;

Omnibuses
horticultural and floricultrual society.
run to and from Glasgow every half-hour. The
town is governed by a senior magistrate and two
junior magistrates ; and its police affairs are managed by nine commissioners and a superintendent.
Population in 1841, 3,628; in 1851, 6,670.
PARTON, a parish, containing the post-ofllce
villages of Parton and Corsock, near the centre of
Kirkcudbrightshire. It is bounded by Balmaclellan,
Kirkpatrick-Durham, Crossmichael, Balmaghie, and
Kells. Its length eastward is 6f miles; its greatest
breadth is about 5 miles ; and its area is about 28
square miles. A considerable ridge, called Mochrum-fell, extends about 4 miles along the north. A
hill

on the west, called Cruchie-height, commands

a rich extensive prospect ot the vale of Ken ami
Dee a prospect well depicted in a descriptive poem
by the late Mr. GiUespie of Kells. An assemblage
of heights, nowhere of considerable elevation, but
;

everywhere producing much unevenness of surface,
fills

the district south of Mochrum-fell.

About

9,290 acres in the parish are principally tillage-land,
—
inclusive, however, of interspersed pieces of

meadow and waste and about 5,800 are principally
heath and moss. The soil of the arable land, in
general, is light, and unsuited to heavy crops. Slate
exists, and has been extensively quarried, but is
inferior to the English slates. A chalybeate spring
of little note occure on the farm of Little Mochrum
and one which was supposed to be similar to the
old spa of Moffat, formerly existed on the fai-m of
Nether DuUarg, but has been destroyed by georgical draining.
The general landscape of the parish,
owing to the great extent of heath, the almost total
want of wood, and the prevalence of stone enclosures,
is tame and disagreeable.
There are several lakes,
deep and well-stored with fish, but without any
features of beauty.
Urr-water here a well-wooded
but small stream traces the whole of the eastern
bormdary of the parish, an extent of 4 miles, and
receives one burn from the northern boundary,
another from the southern, and two from the interior.
The Ken and the Dee, from about the middle
of Loch Ken to about the middle of Loch-Dee,
spread their laky folds along the whole of tlitwestern boundary, an extent of 5^ miles, and relieve
on that side the prevailing tameness and plainness
of the landscape.
There are thirteen landowners,
and six of them are resident. The average, rent of
land is only about 73. per acre. Assessed property
in 1857, £5,687.
Near the parish church is an
artificial circular mound 120 yards in circumference
at the base, and surrounded with a ditch from 6 to
9 feet deep and about half-a-mile to the north is
another nearly twice the circumference of the former,
and enclosed with two ditches. The other antiquities
are two cairns, the remains of a small druidical
circle, the remains of an old castle, noticed in our
article on Corsock, an old causeway across the Dee
below its junction with the Ken, and about half of
the old parish church, now converted into burying;

;

—

—

;

places

by two

of the heritors.

The

parisii is tra-
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versed along its western border by the road from
Castle-Douglas to Ayr, and along its north-eastern
border by the road from New Galloway to Dumfries.
The village of Parton is a small place, situated on
the former of these roads, 7 miles north-west by
north of Castle-Douglas. Population of the parish
in 1831, 827
in 1851, 731.
Houses, 110.
This parish is in the pi-esbytery of Kirkcudbright,
and synod of Galloway. Patron, Miss Glendonwyn
of Parton.
Stipend, £253 16s. lid.; glebe, £21.
;

Unappropriated teinds, .£187

9s. 6d.

The

parish

church was built in 1834, and contains 418 sittings.
There is a new Free church at Corsock. There aie
two parochial schools and the salary of the first
master is £31 6s. 6d., with about £16 fees, that of

—

;

the second, £20, with about £9 fees.

The

ancient

church was called Kirkennan, from St. Innan to
it was dedicated
and stood a mile eastnorth-east of the present church, near a hamlet
which still bears its name. The name Parton of
debated origin was assumed before the end of the
13th century. James Hepburn, brother of the first
Earl of Bothwell, was rector of Parton in the reign
of James IV., and rose to be abbot of Dunfermline,
and bishop of Moray, In 1458, Sir Simon Glen-

whom

;

—

—

donwyn obtained a

confinnation of the barony,
baronial rights, and patronage of Pai'ton.
PARTON-CRAIGS. See Ochil-hills.

PATAIG (The). See Pattajg (The).
PATAVIEG (Loch), a small lake in the

parish

of Rosskeen, Ross-shire.

PATERSON'S ROCK.

PATHHEAD,

See Sanda.

a post-town and burgh-of-barony,

in the parish of Dysart, Fifeshire.
It stands on
the road from Kirkcaldy to Cupar, adjacent to the
north-east end of the town of Kirkcaldy, and f of a
mile west-south-west of the town of Dysart. Its

a tableau, sloping gently to the precipitous
rocks on the shore; and, being at the head of a
steep descent leading to Kirkcaldy, it takes from
that circumstance its name of Pathhead. It consists
of two parts, Dunnikier and Sinclairton, the former,
the old town or Pathhead-proper, the latter, the
new town, commenced about the year 1766, and extending about a mile northward into junction with
Gallaton. The two parts are separated from each
other by the road from Kirkcaldy to Cupar and
there is a station for Sinclairton on the Edinburgh,
Perth, and Dundee railway, midway between the
site is

;

A

stations of Kirkcaldy and Dysart.
principal employment in Pathhead for upwards of a century was
nail-making, which is now nearly extinct ; and the
principal employment at present is the manufacture
of checks and ticks.
The place, however, as a
town, is nearly continuous with the town of Kirkand
caldy,
necessarily shares in that town's forIt contains a chapel of ease, two Free
tunes.
churches, and an endowed school, which will be
found noticed in our article on Dysart. Population
in 1831, 3,330; in 1851, 3,977.
Houses, 500.
a village in the northern extremity
of the parish of Crichton, Edinburghshire. It stands
on the road from Edinburgh to Lauder, and on the
right side of the river Tyne, in the southern vicinity
of the old decayed village of Ford, 3^ miles northwest of Fala, 5 south-east of Dalkeith, and 11 J
It occupies the acclivity
south-east of Edinburgh.
and top of an ascent from the Tyne, along both sides

PATHHEAD,

of the Edinburgh and Lauder road, and takes its
name from being at the head of this ascent or path.
It consists principally of feus from the property of
Crichton, most of them having well-built one-story

houses; and
airy.

its

The dell

principal street is straight, wide, and
of the Tyne at the foot of it is crossed

by a magnificent bridge of

five arches,

each 80 feet

PEASE-DEAN.

high, and 50 feet in span. The surrounding country
picturesque and ornate. Ilie village is a station
of the county police; and it has a
a
IS

post-office,

branch bank, a Free church, a school, and a circuPopulation, 843. Houses, 182.
PATHHEAD, a village, continuous vdth the
of
New
Cumnock and Afton-Bridgend, in
villages
the parish of New Cumnock, Ayrshire. Population.
f
lating library^.

)

325.

PATH-OF-CONDIE,

or Pathstruie,

a small
village in the parish of Forgandenny, 4 miles eastsouth-east of Dunning, Perthshire.
Here is an
United Presbyterian church. Population, 50.

PATHOLM.

See Langholm.
a village in the parish of DunPopulation, 131. Houses, 27.
PATIE'S MILL. See Galston.
PATNA, a post-ofiice village in the northern exIt
tremity of the parish of Straiton, Ayrshire.
stands on the left bank of the Doon, on the road
from Ayr to Dumfries, 7 miles north-north-east of
Straiton, 8J east of Maybole, and 10, by road, southeast of Ayr.
But it has a station on the Ayr and
Dalmellington railway, 5J miles from Dalmellington,
and 1 If from Ayr, It has been built chiefly since the
commencement of the present century. Its houses
are mostly of one story, arranged along one main
It has a chapel of
street, and in a contiguous row.
ease, built in 1837, and an United Presbyterian
built
in
both
of them neat buildings, but
church,
1838,
very small. There is also an endowed school. The
inhabitants are supported by the working of coal
and ironstone, which abound in the neighbourhood.
The surrounding landscape is confined, tumulated,
and bleak. Population in 1857, 430. Houses, 64.
PATTAIG (The), an alpine stream in the southwest comer of Badenoch, Inverness-shire. It rises
in Ben-Aulder forest, far from the habitations of
men, and runs 6 miles northward, and 2 J miles westward, to the head of Loch-Laggan. While its waters
pass through the Spean and the Lochy to the western ocean, one stream, which rises within IJ mile
of it, passes through Loch-Ericht, Loch-Rannoch,
the Tummel, and the Tay to the eastern ocean
and another stream, which rises within 3 miles of
it, passes through the Spey to the
Moray frith.
The Pattaig, about midway between its source and
its embouchure, expands into a lake of its own name,
which measures about f of a mile both in breadth
and in length and above this lake it is called first
Caman-water, and next Culrea-water.
PAUL'S (St.). See Edinburgh, Glasgow, and

PATIEMUIR,

fei-mline, Fifeshire.

;

;

Perth,

PAUL- YARD-BURN, a brook in the parish of
Walston, tributary to Biggar-water, in Lanai'kshire.
PAVILION, See Allen (The),
PAXTON, a post-ofiice village in the parish of
Hutton, on the south-east border of Berwickshire.
It stands near the right bank of the Whitadder, J of
a mile north of the road from Berwick to Kelso, IJ
mile north of the Uuion-chain-bridge across the
Tweed, 4^ miles west of Berwick, and 10 east of
Dunse. Hero is a parochial school and in the viPaxton-house, sitcinity is a brick and tile work.
uated on the Tweed, is a grand mansion, built after
a design by Adams, and having a massive, handsome
All the surrounding country is beautifuL
front.
Population of the village, 284. Houses, 66.
I'AYSTON. See Ormiston.
PEAllSIE. See KiNGOLnRUM.
PEASE-DEAN, a deep, thickly wooded, and pTo
turosque ravine or chasm, over which is thrown a
;

remarlcable bridge, in the parish of Cockburnspath,
Berwickshire. See Cockdurnsi'ath.
During the
period of the internatioiuil wars, this ravine was

PEATIE.
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one of the strong passes for defending Scotland.
Patten, in his account of the Duke of Somerset's ex"We marched an vin
pedition, thus describes it:

—

mile til we came to a place called the Peaths. It
is a valley turning from a vi mile west straight eastward, and toward the sea a xx skore, a xx skore
brode from banke to banke above: so steepe be
these bankes on eyther syde, and depe to the bottom,
that who goeth straight doune shall be in daunger
in tumbling, and the commer up so sure of puffyng
and payne for remedie whereof the travailers that
way have used to pas it, not by going directly, but
by paths and footways leading slopewise; of the
;

of which paths they call it somewhat nicely
brute a day or two before
indeed, ye Peaths.
was spred among us that hereat ye Scottes were

number

A

very busy a working, and how here we should be
stayed and met withal by them, whereunto I harde
my Lordes Grace vow that he wold put it in prose,
for he wolde not step one foote out of his course apAt oure comming we found all in good
pointed.

Howbeit the syde wayes on either syde most
used for eas were crost and cut of in many places,
with the castying of travers trenches, not very depe
indede, and rather somewhat hindeiyng than utterly
letting; for whither it were more by pollecie or
diligence as I am sure neyther of both did want
the ways by the pioners were sone so well plained,
that our army, caryage and ordenaunce were quite
set over after sunset, and there as then we pight our
campe."
PEASTON. See Oemiston.
PEATHILL. See Mexmujr.
PEATIE, a village in the parish of Kettins, Forfarshire.
Population, 53. Houses, 17.
PEATIE-BURN, a brook, draining the northwestern part of the parish of Bervie, north-eastward
peace.

—

—

to Bervie-water, in Kincardineshire.
INN, a post-office station subordinate to
Cupar, in Fifeshire.
a hill in the parish and county,

PEAT

PEATLAW,

and 2 miles north-west of the town, of Selkirk, situated in the peninsula between the Tweed and
the Ettrick, 3 miles above their confluence, and
possessing an altitude above sea-level of 1,964 feet.
PEATLAW, Haddingtonshire. See Inneewick.
PEBBLE, or Pibble, a hill, about 900 feet high,
in the parish of Kirkmabreck, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Here is a medicinal spring, impregnated with iron,
magnesia, and sulphur, and occasionally frequented
with good effect by invalids.
PEDEN'S CAVE. See Mauchlixe.

PEEBLES, a parish, containing the post-town of
Peebles, and lying principally in Peebles-shire, but
having a small part in Selkirkshire. It is bounded
by Eddlestoue, Innerleithen, Traquair, Yarrow,
Manor, Stobo, and Lyne. Its length southward is
10 miles and its greatest breadth is 6 miles. The
Tweed, running eastward, but making several de;

moves majestically across the centre of the
of 4^, and along
parish, over a di stance geographically
Its channel of 6 miles.
great contraction of the
tours,

A

touthem half-length of the

parish, occasions the

form the boundary-line IJ mile after the
first contact, and J a mile before departing.
The
Tweed is here 500 feet above sea-level and though
it has now run
only one-third of its course to the
Its
sea, it has fallen 1,000 feet from its source.
lianks, for some distance after it becomes connected
\rith the parish, are confined and simply
pleasing
bat at the bridge and onwards, they expand into a
vide of considerable breadth, possessing almost eveiy
element of scenic beauty. The Lyne, immediately
Jbove its confluence with the Tweed, flows ^ a mile
ilong the south-west boundarj'. Meldon-burn, a
s-tream to

;

;

streamlet of 4J miles in length, traces the western
boundaiy of the northern division 2J miles southward to the Lyne. Manor-water runs 1^ mile northward along the western boundary of the southern
division to the Tweed, Ij mile below the mouth of
the Lj'ne. Eddlestone-water bisects the northern
half of the parish southward, and enters the Tweed
Three other considerable
at the town of Peebles.
streamlets, and several minor ones, run either to
the Tweed or to the Eddlestone, one of them tracing for 2 miles southward the eastern boundary.
All the streams abound in trout, and are much frequented by anglers. Floods are frequent, and ocThe fine vale of the Tweed
casionally large.
sends, on the one hand, a detachment strictly akin
to itself up the Eddlestone beyond the parochial
limits
and is continued, on the other, by a short
but beautiful vale up the Glensax and Cruxton bums,
which unite a mile before falling into the Tweed.
Hills occupy the rest of the parochial area, sectioned
into ridges, clusters, or isolated eminences, by the
glens or gorges which give water-way to the streams.
The hills, in general, are much lower than those of
most other parishes yi Peebles-shire they are soft

—

;

;

and

finely curved; and, except in a

heathy game

the extreme south, they are luxuriantly
green. Upwards of 3,000 acres are in tillage ; and
about 1,800 are under wood. The soil, in the bottom of the vales, is clay mixed with sand ; on the
interior edge of the vales, is generally loam on a
gravelly subsoil; and, on the skirts and sides of
the hills, is a kindly and rich earth. The pastoral
grounds produce a fine herbage, and sustain, besides
black cattle, about 8,000 sheep. The predominant
rock is greywacke, of so fine a texture as to form
an excellent building material. Sandstone is unknown. Transition limestone exists, but cannot be
The climate is healthy and
profitably worked.
comparatively dry, the aggregate fall of rain being
in the year.
The estior
inches
26
only about 25
mated yearly value of raw produce in 1834 was
£22,540. Assessed property in 1843, £12,558 Is.
Real rental in 1855, of the burgh of Peebles, £3,851
18s.; of the landward part of the Peebles-shire district of the parish, ^£7,2 19 13s.; of the district in
Selkirkshire, £80.
About I of a mile west of the old town of Peebles,
on a rock overhanging the north side of the Tweed,
stands the conspicuous antiquity noticed in our arAbout 2J miles below the
ticle Neidpath-Casti-e.
town, and contributing a feature to the landscape of
the vale, but situated a few yards beyond the paroSee In
chial boundary, stands Horsburgh-castle.
About IJ mile south-south-east of
NERLEiTHEN.
Peebles, upwards of a mile from the Tweed, and on
the right bank of Glensax-bum, stands Hayston,
"a pleasant dwelling," says Dr. Pennecuick, "with
a long and rising avenue of trees from the river and
bridge," and the mansion whence the family of Ilay,
Three-fourths of a
Bart., take their designation.
mile below Peebles, on the right bank of the Tweed,
is Kingsmeadows, the present seat of the Hay family,
richly embellished with encincturing woods. Tlie
chief seats in the vale of the Eddlestone are Winkstone, Swinton-bank, Venlaw-house, and Rosetta.
At the head of Soonhope-bum, east ofWinkstone, is
the old castle of Shieldgreen, a lofty ruin, and once
a seat of opulence. On the hill of Cadem uir Cadhmore, the great fight '—a broad-backed upland in
the south-east, are remains of camps and nearly 200
monumental stones, the transmuted vestiges of miliand next by the
tary possession first by the Britons
Romans, and of a great and sanguinaiy local conOn several other hills are vestiges of camps,
flict.
entrenchments, and other works, the monuments of
district, in

—

'
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war

in early times, and of predatory invasion in the
fendal ages. The parish is traversed northward,
up Eddlestone water, by the Peebles railway toward

Edinburgh. It is also well provided with roads, no
fewer than eight diverging from the burgh or its
immediate vicinity, and one of these sending off two
ramifications before arriving at the boundary. Population of the Selkirkshire district in 1851, 6.
Population of the entire parish in 1831, 2,750; in
1851, 2,673.
Houses, 427.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery, in the
Patron, the
synod of Lothian and Twecddale.
Earl of Wemyss. Stipend, £327 12s. 9d,; glebe,
£24.
The teinds are very nearly exhausted. The
parish church was built in 1784, and contains 1,000
There is a Free church, containing 610
sittings.
sittings; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£139 12s. 6Jd. There are two United Presbyterian
churches, the East and the West, with jointly 1,104
There are also an Episcopalian chapel,
sittings.
with 126 sittings, and a Roman Catholic chapel, with
100 sittings. The principal schools are a burgh
school, with a salary of £38, a grammar school, with
a salary of £10, a Free church school, a boys' boarding-school, a ladies' school, and two girls' schools.
Ou Eddlestone-water, about li mile above the town,
anciently stood a chapel, in the vicinity of the site
of the house to which it has bequeathed the name
of Chapel-hill and in the extreme east of the parish, at a place which is now known as Chapelyards, stood an hospitium dedicated to St. Leonard,
designed for the relief of the indigent and the infirm,
and given in 1427 by James I. to his confessor,
David Rat, a preaching friar. Other ecclesiastical
antiquarian notices belong properly to the town.
PEEBLES, a post and market town, an ancient
royal burgh, and the capital of Peebles-shire, stands
at the confluence of the Tweed and the Eddiestone, 6 miles north-west of Innerleithen, 22
north-west of Selkirk, 22 by road, but 27 by railway, south of Edinburgh, 27 east by south of
Lanark, 47^ east- south-east of Glasgow, and 54
north-north-east of Dumfries. Its site is on the
north bank of the Tweed, and on both banks, but
chiefly the east one, of the Eddlestone exactly on
that part of the convergent vales of the
parish which
commands the richest view all round of the low
with
their
grounds,
mansions, ancient castles,
woods, and demesnes, and of the encincturing screen
of green and beautiful hills, overhung in the distance by a horizon of mountain-heights.
The
Tweed at the place nans nearly due eastward, or in
the direction of east by south; and the Eddlestone
;

;

approaches it in a direction &^e southward, till
within 850 feet of falling upon it at right angles,
and then, contrary to the usual manner of the
meeting of the waters,' bends upward along the
basin of the parent stream, rans 1,000 foot southwestward, and debouching round the point of a
The
peninsula, disembogues itself into the Tweed.
point or extremity of the peninsula is occupied as
a bowling-green; and the south side of it is disposed in a beautiful promenade and play-ground
called Tweed-green.
The High-street, a spacious
and airy thoroughfare, runs from near the bowlinggreen 750 feet along the ridge of the peninsula to the
cross; and thence 250 or 300 feet eastward to the
East-port. From the cross the Nortligate, or North'

a narrow and subordinate

thoroughfare
gate-street,
in comparison with the High-street, runs nearly
due
feet
900
northward, lying parallel over most of
its length with the course of the Eddlestone.
Various brief streets and alleys go off at right angles

from those main thorouglifaresj chiefly Portbrae,
¥t»mnmni<:ating from the lower end pf iTigh-strcet

—

with Tweed-bridge, School-wynd, communicating
from the middle of High-street with the burgh
schools, situated on the margin of Tweed-green,
Old Vennel, leading down from the East-port to the
lower end of Tweed-green, and Bridgegate, communicating from the lower end of Northgate with
the upper one of two bridges across the Eddlestone.

—

—

All these parts of Peebles, located in the peninsula

and along the left bank of the Eddlestone, and a few
houses on the south side of the Tweed, constitute

New town. The ancient district, or Old town,
of small extent, consisting almost entirely of a
single street, 1,400 feet long, 300 feet distant from
the Tweed, coming down the face of a high ground
parallel with that river, and bending for a short way
up the right bank of the Eddlestone. The houses
of the Old town, though in a few instances modern,
Two bridges, one
are generally old and thatched.
a stone erection of a single arch, and the other a
timber bridge for foot passengers, the former on a
line with Portbrae and Tweed- bridge, and the latter
on a line with Bridgegate, connect the Old town
and the New. The New town is of motley character
the

is

;

has a pleasing, modem, and recently-improved
appearance in its High-street; and it elsewhere
possesses many good houses and some neat villas.
The town, as a whole, looks sequestered and dingy,
having little stir in the midst of a thinly peopled
country, and being built of stones of cold hues,
grey and ashy blue.
wall formerly surrounded all the New town,
except where it was washed by the Tweed but
only some small remnants of this, at the exterior of
gardens parallel with Northgate, are now in existence.
Tweed-bridge is a structure of unknown
antiquity; and, having a diffei-ent style of archi-

but

it

—

A

;

tecture in the different pieis and arches, it was
probably built at different times. It has five main
arches in the ordinary channel of the river, and
three smaller ones on dry ground to assist the transit
of a flood it formerly had a width of only 8 ft
between the parapets, so that it could not allow t-.'
caiTiages to pass each other; but in 1835, und
authority of an act of parliament, it was widcin
>

;

and improved. A little below the town a liglii
handsome iron-bridge, constructed in 1818 for foot
passengers, spans the Tweed, at a point where it is

108 feet wide. On the south side of the High-strec*
a commodious tontine inn, erected in 1808.
the west end of High-street, on a small risii
ground, stands the parish church, a plain but su'
stantial edifice, built in 1784, and surmounted by
'J
steeple which is more massive than elegant.
church does not front down the High-street, I
stands somewhat aslant to it; and the steeple stan
not outside the church walls, but within them, so
The otli
to destroy the uniformity of the gallery.
places of worship are in proper keeping with tlii
character and wants of the town. The county hull
and jail is a neat structure, in the Elizabethan styl'
erected in 1844.
number of the private hous
are handsome buildings raised on the sites of
deformed ones that had fallen into decay. In (I
roadway of High-street near the cross, is a well d
dicated to St. Mungo, affording a copious supply
water. The town, in general, is kept in good cci
is

.''

1

A

<

and has a public trust water company aiiu
a gas company.
At the western extremity of the Old town are the
ruins of St. Andrew's church, occupying the site of
dition;

an earlier ecclesiastical erection, the pristine parish
church of Peebles. The ruins, in the state in which
they existed toward the end of last century, are
depicted in a drawing by Grose; but they were
even then greatly dilapidated) and they have Binoe

PEEBLES.

suffered such decay, that little more than the wreck
of the tower remains above ground. The cemetery
around it continues to be the ordinary bnryingground of the parish. That the original church on
the site was one of Culdee erection, one belonging to
the British people, one connected with a social and
religious state long prior to that of the Anglo-Saxon
From some very old
period, is extremely probable.
freestone in its walls, the church which survived in
ruin to a comparatively recent date, and which must
have been built several years before the close of the
12th century, appears to have been the successor and,
to a certain extent, the re-edification of a church
greatly more ancient. At the Inquisitio of David I.,
the church of Peebles is noted as existing, and as
belonging to the see of Glasgow. Ingelram, whom
David made chancellor of the kingdom in 1151, and

who became

bishop of Glasgow in 1164, was previously rector of Peebles, and archdeacon of Glasgow.

The church in which he was rector, that which comes
into view at the epoch of record, was dedicated to the
Virgin Mary, but probably did not receive the name

of St. Mary's church till it ceased to be Culdean, and
became the scene of the Romish ritual of the AngloSaxon or Anglo-Norman colonists. David I. granted
who probably
to chaplains of St Mary-s church
were of his own appointing, or whose altarages he
instituted
the com and the fulling mills of Innerleithen, with extensive mulctures and the adjacent

—

—

In 1195, the new church, that dedicated to
St. Andrew, was consecrated by Joceline, Ingelram's
In this church, and in
successor in the bishopric.

lands.

its predecessor, the bishops of Glasgow occasionally
held their synods. Joceline, or his successor, in order to settle a dispute •with his archdeacon, assigned
him a revenue out of the church's pertinents, and
thus converted the rectory of Peebles into a vicarage.
An altar in St. Andrew's church, dedicated to St.
Michael, had a special endowment for the services
of " a chappellane, there perpetually to say mes, efter
the valow of the rents and possessiouns gevin thereto,
in honour of Almighty God, Marj- his modyr, and
Saint Michael, for the hele of the body and the sawl
of Jamys, Kvng of Scotts, for the balyheis, ye burges,

and ye communite of ye burgh of Peebles, and for the

hele of their awn sawn sawlis, their fadj'ris sawlis,
their modyris sawlis, their kynnis sawlis, and al
St. Andrew's had various other
C'hryst\-n sawlis."
chaplainries; it continued to be used as the parish
church till the Reformation; and was then wilfully
damaged, rendered unfit for use, and abandoned.
The archdeacon of Glasgow continued till that epoch
to be rector both of it and of the church of Manor,
and is believed to have aimually drawn from the
two parishes parsonage tithes to the amount of 6,000

Part of the vicarage tithes was at the Reformation assigned by the patron of the parish to
the master of the burgh grammar-school. Tbe dragoons of Cromwell are said, when engaged in the
siege of Neidpath-castle, to have used the church as

marks.

their horses' stable.

Two hundred yards north of the east end of the
Old town stand the ruins of the conventual church
of the Holy Cross, one of the four in Scotland called
Ministries, and founded for 70 Red or Trinity friars.
The

entire building

was a hollow quadrangle, 124

by 110; and tlie church formed the south side
of the square, and measured 164 feet by 26 within
feet

In the front wall was inserted a small open
arch over the spot containing the relics which occasioned the erection of the structure; and by this
means worshippers of the relics, or devotees of the
shrine, had access both from without and from
*ithin to the object of their veneration. The sidewalls of the church were 22 feet high ; and the

walls.
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fiont was perforated with five large Gothic windows.
The convent or cloistered residence of the friars

formed the other three sides of the square. Its
ground floor was vatilted and its side walls all
round were 16 feet asunder, and 14 feet high. From
the abandonment of St. Andrew's church, till the
opening of the New town church in 1784, the
church of the Red Friars was used as the parochial
place of worship and till the beginning of last cen;

;

which had, at the Reformation,
undergone some change in their interior airangement, were occupied as schoolrooms of the burgh
schools, and dwelling-houses of the schoolmasters.
Only a fragment of the church now remains; and
the cloisters have been obliterated. A steeple was,
and this
after the Reformation, added by the town
still exists as a sort of post mortem memorial of the
tury, the cloisters,

;

ancient building. So
ment as public schools and church, did the original
pile disappear, so rapaciously did the burghers seixe
upon it as a convenient quarry for cottage, cowhouse, or sty, and so magnanimously indifferent
were the authorities to the work of dilapidation,
that even the Protestant steeple might have been as
bodily run away with as the Popish convent and
mass- house, had not a neighbouring gentleman, for
the sake of defending an enclosed family buryingvault, fenced the fragment and scared away the
rapidly, after its relinquish-

stone-eaters.

The church

of the

Holy Cross owed

its

foundation

common

event, which yet, from the superstition of tlie times, created a popular sensation.
On the 7th of May, 1261, as we learn from Fordun,
there was found on the spot which became the site
of the chtirch, and, " in the presence of honest men,
kirkmen, ministers, and burgesses, a certain mag
to a

very

nificent

and venerable

""

cross,

which seemed

to

have

been very long inhumed, and was supposed to beai
marks of martyrly or even higher sacredness. As
a stone box which enclosed it bore the inscription,
"
The Place of St. Nicolaus, Bishop," the sapient
opinion was instantly adopted that it had belonged to
a Culdean saint and prelate of the name of Nicolaus,
who had been martyred in the year 296 under the

Maximian or Di<x;lesian persecution

I

Such a medley

of anachronisms betrays well the ignorance and the
craft of the priests of Rome who had, but three or
four generarions before, been let loose on Scotland
to trick the cotmtry into abbo)--bnildiDg ; but it was

by no means gross enough to provoke the suspicion
Even the discovery " in
of that superstitious age.
the same place, about three or four paces distance
from the part where that glorious cross was foimd
" the
at," of
holy reliques of his [St. Nicolaus"] body
cut asstinder in bitts, or collops, and pieces, laid np
" the
in a shrine of stone," could not suggest to
honest men and burgesses," that the whole inhumation was a monkish imposture, and an act probably of not many days' date ; but, on the contrary,
operated on them like demonstration, that, by the
bequest to them of the uncorrupting flesh and the
thatunaturgical cross of a primitive martyr, tlieir
town would henceforth be the theatre of sacred
prodigies. Nor did the adroit impostors permit them
to be disappointed.
For, "in the place where it
was found," says Fordun, " there were, and are yet,
miracles
done
frequent
by that cross ; and thither
the people with holy vows and oblations to God
devoutly flocked, and still do, from all parts ;" and,
"
says another writer, the place, while the piety of
our ancestors continued, was famous by the glory
of its miracles, and repaired to by a wonderful conlluence of people."
Alexander III., when only 21
years of age, drenched with the lessons of monkish
tutorage, and prompted or urged by the bishop of

',

j

:
;

i

i
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Glasgow, lost no time in ei'ecting over the spot "the
"
magnificent church and cloisters and he gave for
its support about 50 acres of excellent
circumjacent
A prodigious
land, and various other endowments.
addition was made to the thaumaturgical appliances
of tlie foundation by the setting up though at what
precise date does not appear of a pretended piece of
the true cross of our Lord for a charter of James
V. says, respecting the church, "quhair ane part of
ye veiTay croce yat our salvator was crucifyit on is
honorit and keepit." An oath in the reputed royal
poem of "Peblis to the Play," in the words, "By
the Haly Kude of Peebles," shows in what deep
veneration the fictitious relic was held. A foundation so rich in relics could not, in an age when all
religious well-being was treated as an affair of merchandise, fail to be rich in worldly wealth.
King
Robert IV., to whom its minister. Friar Thomas,
was chaplain, gave it the lands of King's-meadow.
The noble and opulent family of Frazer, the proprietors, in the 13th century, of the greater part of
Tweeddale, bestowed upon it several princely donations. Frazer of Fortune, in Athelstaneford, gave it
a right to an annual revenue of grain from his lands,
so considerable in value as to have come down by
entail to the Earl of Wemyss, as heir to the proprietor after the abolition of Scottish monasticism.
James V. gave it a splendid mansion in Dunbar,
built by the Countess of the seventh Earl of Dunbar,
and only daughter of the royal Bruce, for a commu;

—

—

;

Other
nity of Red friars who were suppressed.
parties also gave it lands in the parish of Cramond,
houses in the West Port of Edinbui-gh, and various
other donations of soil and tenement. AH these possessions seem to have been transferred to William,
Earl of March, second son of the first Duke of
Queensberry, at the Revolution and the Union.
But connected with various chaplainries and altarages which existed in the church, there were nu-

merous endowments of partial and, in some instances,
entire rents of houses, by the burgesses of Peebles
for the " sawll-heil " of particular individuals
and
;

as well as similar property connected with
Andrew's church, were granted, in
1621, by James VI. to the community of the burgh,
on the condition of their paying an annual rent into
the exchequer, and offering daily prayers for the
royal donor.
On the rising ground near the point of the peninsula now crowned by the modern parish-church,
anciently stood a chapel, attendant upon Peebles
castle.
Whatever the castle was, it does not, as a
castle, figure in history, but appears in record solely
or chiefly through the medium of its chapel ; and,
as a building, it has, for ages, been traceable only
by tradition. Tiie chapel was of great but unascertained antiquity
and, along with a carrucate of
adjacent land, and ten shillings a-year out of the
firm of the town, was granted by William the Lion
It stood a little eastward of
to the monks of Kelso.
the site of the present church, looking right along
the High-street; it was a long, narrow, Gothic
structure; it was, for a long period after the Reformation, the meeting-place of the kirk-session and
the presbytery, and the scene of the celebration of
marriages and it stood and was in use, till pulled
down at the erection of the modern church. Otiicr
chapels, particularly one dedicated to the Virgin
Mary, and called our Lady's chapel, anciently stood
in the town, but are now untraceable in both their
The contemporaneous exhistory and their ruins.
istence of the three churches of St. Andrews, the
cross, and the castle, with tlieir respective towers,
seems to have suggested to Timothy Pont, the
compiler, at the middle of the 17 th century, of
all these,

altars in St.

;

—

;

—

Bleau's Atlas Scotise, the conceit of searching out
of objects in Peebles, and celebrating the
town by the parade of as many as he could discover.
"Celebris est hsec civitas," says he, "quinque ternis
ornamentis, nempe, tribus teinplis, tribus campanilibus, tribus poi-tis, tribus plateis, tribus pontibus."
The quaint Dr. Pennecuick, delighted with the
conceit, adopts and enlarges it in his usual style of
triads

versification :
"

—

Peebles, the metropolis of the sliire,
Six times three praises doth from me require.
streets, tliree ports, three bridges it adorn,
And three old steeples by three churches borne.
Tliree mills do serve their turn in time of need,
On Peebles' water and the river Tweed.
Their arms are proper, and point out their meaning,
Three salmon-fishes nimbly counter-swimming."

Three

Several localities and old houses in Peebles present, in their names, their as.sociation, or their appearance, memorials of ancient importance or bygone
Usher's-wynd, Borthwick's-walls, Castlehill, King's-house, Kmg's-orchards, and some others,
are names which still indicate that anciently the
town was often graced with the residents or the visits
"
of royalty.
Money," says the writer of the Agricultural Report of the county, " would seem to have
been coined in the town an house still retaining
the name of Cuinzee Nook."
strand across the
interest.

;

A

Dean's gutter, and an edifice
immediately to be noticed is called Dean's house,
High-street

is called

—

names which

indicate the residence or influence as
parish minister of the archdean of Glasgow. An
old house of agreeable aspect, now sectioned off into
small apartments for families of the working-class,
is called Virgin's Inn, and, not improbably, was a
nunnery. Dean's house, situated in the immediate
vicinity of Dean's gutter, was the town residence in
Peebles, of the noble family of March, and the natal
mansion of the last Duke of Queensberry.
The
edifice is somewhat castellated, has on one of its
corners a curious pepper-box turret, and admits ingress only by an arched passage leading through to
the back courtyard. This house is believed to have
been the scene of a highly romantic, though merely
traditional, incident, which forms the subject of Sir
Walter Scott's ballad of " The Maid of Neidpath."
The cross of Peebles stood in the centre of a spacious
area, at the intersection of High-street and North-

and still bequeaths its name to the locality.
resembled the cross of Edinburgh, both in the
elegance of its structure, and in the barbarousness
of its fate, possessing beauties too sublimated to be
seen by the burgh authorities of last century, and
ordered to be taken down a,8 an obstruction to the
gate,
It

thoroughfare.
Peebles has often been twitted for its want of enterprise, but not justly; for it lacks some of the
chief requisites for trade, and has displayed as much
activity in proportion to its population and means
as some first-class towns. Its recent projection of
a railway, from its own deep seclusion, through a
region of hills, toward the metropolis, is as strong a
proof of its spirit as could well be given. It is tiie
central market of exchange for an extensive, thinly-

peopled, surrounding agricultural country; and it
worits that market well, not only in the direct
matters of trade, but also in the matters of stimulating rural improvements, and diffusing useful knowIt also possesses, for so small a town, in so
ledge.
sequestered a situation, a tolerably fair amount of
manufacture. In a suite of waulk-mills on Eddiestone- water, waulking and dyeing are an established
employment; and the fabricating of plaiding, flannel,
and coarse woollen cloth, in all paits of the procesa
from carding onward, was at one time carried on,
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and

is likely to be resumed.
Stocking-making employs a few workmen. Two breweries were formerly
at work, but now there is only one. The corn-mills
on the Tweed, alluded to in Dr. Pennecuick's lines,
were recently destroyed by fire and a woollen fac;

tory now occupies their place. The working of
leather was formerly carried on, but has been discontinued.
The manufacture of fine cotton fabrics was
introduced from Glasgow at the beginning of the
century; but, as in other places, and more than in
most, it speedily declined. The number of hand-

looms in 1828 was 190; and in 1838,
to 50.

years,

it was reduced
The town and its vicinity have, in late
been much frequented, as a summer retreat,

by families from Edinburgh and, were the accommodations increased three or four fold, or perhaps
even ten fold, they would probably be all put in
;

The scenery, the climate, the fishings,
requisition.
and other attractions, all combine with the facility
of the railway transit to attract wealthy summer

visitors.
A weekly corn and meal market is held
on Tuesday; and fairs are held on the second Tuesday of January, on the fii-st Tuesday of March, on
the second Wednesday of May, on the Tuesday
after the 18th of July, on the Tuesday before the
24th of August, on the Tuesday before the 12th of
September, and on the Tuesday before the 12th of
December. The principal inns in the town, besides
the Tontine, are the Cross Keys, the Crown, and
the Commercial. The town has offices of the British Linen Company's bank, the Union bank, and
the Bank of Scotland.
It has also a savings'
bank, fifteen insurance agencies, a literary and
scientific institution, a horticultural society, an agricultural society, a widow and orphan society, a
lodge of free masons, a curling club, a total abstinence society, and some other institutions. A news-

paper, called the Peebles Advertiser,

once a-month.
Peebles was formerly

much

is

published

celebrated for

games

and amusements, which probably Kings in some
instances introduced, or at which they presided.
"
Peblis to the Play "
an antiquely written poem,
written in the same stanza as " Christis Kirk of the
Green," and first published by Pinkerton in 1783
pertinaciously ascribed by some critics to James I.,
as pertinaciously regarded by others as an impossible
production of his pen, and quietly affiliated by not a
few to the parodial genius of Allan Ramsay gives a
fair idea of the ancient
pastimes, and, in a humorous
manner, exhibits them as a tissue of rustic merriment and athletic sport. They are noticed in the
opening stanza of James I.'s undoubted poem

—

—

—

:

"

Wes

—

nevir in Scotland hard nor sene

Sic dansing nor deray,

Nonther

at Falldand on the Grene,
Pebiilis at the Play;

Nor
As wes

of

wo warns

as I wene,

At Christis Kirk on ane day:
Tliair came our Isitties weshen clene,
la thair new kirtillis of gray,
Full gay.
At
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Christis Kirk of the

Grene that day."

Yet Tytler. the enthusiastic admirer of James I.,
and the editor of his Poetical Remains, but one of
those critics who will not allow ' Peblis to the Play
to be ascribed to him,
says, "The anniversary games
or plays of Peebles are of so high
antiquity that, at
this day, it is only from tradition, joined to a few remains of antiquity, that we can form any conjecture
respecting the age of their institution, or even trace
the vestiges of what these games were. That this
town, situated on the banks of the Tweed, in a pas'

toral countiy, abounding with game, was much resorted to by our ancient Scottish princes, is certain.

The plays were probably the

golf,

a game peculiar

and shooting for prizes with
arrow. The shooting butts still remain.
Archery, within the memory of man, was still kept
up at Peebles; and an ancient silver prize-arrow,
with several old medallions appended to it, as I am
informed, is still preserved in the town-house of
Peebles." Some vestiges of the ancient games are
to the Scots, foot-ball,

bow and

still maintained and more modem recreations, such
as bowling, angling, and a variety of athletic sports,
are abundantly practised.
The Border games of
Innerleithen also belong to Peebles very much as
the affairs of a suburb belong to an adjacent city.
Rambling and sporting in the surrounding country,
as far as through Ettrick forest and up to the sources
of the Yarrow, are relished alike by natives and
by
;

visitors.

Peebles, from about the date of record at the comof the Anglo-Saxon period, was a King's
burgh, frequently visited by the Scottish princes for
the sake of the pleasures of the chase. In the time
of Robert I., it was made a market town.
In 1357,
it sent two
representatives to the parliament which
was called to grant an aid for the ransom of David
II.
It received a charter, as a royal burgh, from
James II., two charters from James IV., and a
charter in 1621, which is its governing charter,
from James VI. Many lands and other properties
were granted or confirmed to it by these charters ;
but a great part of them has been alienated. Between the national union and the passing of the
Reform act, Peebles united with Selkirk, Lanark,

mencement

—

—

and Linlithgow, in sending a member to parliament
But by the Reform act, it was disfranchized as a
burgh, and thrown into the county. It is governed
by a provost, two bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer,
and seven common councillors. Its municipal constituency in 1855 was 98. A large part of its property was recently sold to pay off its debt and the
annual rental of what remains is about £506. The
revenue, in 1832, was £6-49 1-ls. 6d.; and the exThe
penditure, in the same year, was £767 17s. 6d.
Durgh and guildty courts are held only as occasions
for them arise; so also are justice of peace courts.
But ordinary sheriff courts are held on every Tuesday and Thursday during session; and sheriff small
debt courts are held on every Friday during session.
All matters of police are regulated by the magistrates
and town-council. Population in 1841, 1,898; in
;

Houses, 310.
Peebles seems to have been a seat of population

1851,1,982.

in British, or, at latest, in Romanized British times.
Its name is a British word, or the moulding of a
British radix, which signifies ' shielings,' or the

shingly and slender domiciles of a rude people. Its
site is one of those fertile and mountain-sheltered
vales of the Tweed which are known to have been
very early settled, and which were the scene of some
of the earliest enterprizes of evangelization and social
enlightenment. Strongly protected on some sides by
the thick forest of Ettrick, and on others by high
broad ridges of mountain-rampart, its naturally fortified position would
necessarily invite settlement
as a retreat from hostile invasion. The town comes
first distinctly into notice at the
beginning of the
12th century. It had then a church, a mill, and a
in
the
midst
of a naturally
and,
brewery;
though
poor and thinly peopled district, it was considered
wealthy and important enough to be drawn into
close connexion with the see of Glasgow.
The
castle, with its chapel and other accompaniments,
was probably coeval with the date of record. Ingelram, while rector of Peebles in the 12th century,
vigorously defended, in a provincial council at Norham, and afterwards in the papal court at Rome,
the independence of the Scottish church,
against
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Eoger, archbishop of York's claim of superiority;
and he carried his point with Pope Alexander IIJ.,
and was translated from his rectory to the bishopric
of Glasgow, not only without the archbishop's concurrence, but in spite of his opposition. Alexander
III. was much attached to Peebles, and must have
lavished great care upon it at the time of his erecting
In 1296, William de la Chaumbre
its Cross-church.
the bayliff,' John the vicar, several burgesses, and
tote la community de Peblis,' swore fealty to Edward I. at Berwick. In 1304, Edward, then lord
paramount, granted Peebles, with its mills and perIn
tinents, to Aylmar de Valence and his heirs.
*
'

1334, Edward Baliol conveyed to England, as part
" vilof the purchase-money of a dependent crown,
1am et castrum et vicecomitatum de Peblis." James

and
I. appears to have occasionally visited Peebles
by those who regard him as the author of Peblis to
the Play,' is believed to have been residing in it,
and to have just witnessed its now obsolete festival
;

'

—

—

of Beltane, or Beltein the fire of Baal when he
composed that poem. In 1545, the Earl of Hertford
reduced Peebles to ashes, but spared its churches
and its cross. In 1 604, part of the rebuilt town was
destroyed by an accidental fire. In 1566-7, Lord
Darnley resided for some time in Peebles in a state
of exile.
In 1585, the Protestant lords passed
through it in their march against the Earl of Arran
" The
at Stirling.
inhabitants, says Pennecuick,
"
speaking of both the town and the county, are of
so loyal and peaceable dispositions, that they have
seldom or never appeared in arms against their lawful sovereign; nor were there amongst that great
number twelve persons from Tweeddale at the inOf
surrection of Rullion-green or Bothwell-bridge.
their loyalty they gave sufficient testimony at the
of
them
were
fight of Philiphaugh, where several
killed by David Leslie's army, and others, the most
eminent of their gentry, taken prisoners." In 1745
a detachment of the troops of Prince Charles Ed-

ward encamped a day

at Peebles on their way to
Dumfries but they obtained no recruits, nor did
they inflict any damage beyond being the occasion
of some needless alarm.
While Buonaparte threatened Britain with invasion, this ancient burgh was
second to no place in the United Kingdom in the
display of loyalty, and jointly with the county, out
of an available population of 8,800, mustered no
fewer than 820 effective volunteers and yeomaniy,
;

besides furnishing its proportion to the militia. The
arms of Peebles allude to the increase in the number
of salmon at their annual spawning migration to
the upper waters of the Tweed and the Eddlestone
and they express the allusion by the dcA'ice of one
salmon represented as swimming up the stream,
and two represented as swimming down, and by
the motto, "Contra nando incrementum." Above
the shield appears St. Andrew with his cross, the
adopted tutelary of the town, because the patron
Peebles
saint of the most ancient of the churches.
gives the title of Viscount to the Earl of Wemyss
;

and March.

PEEBLES RAILWAY,

line of railway from
the town of Peebles near the centre of Peeblcs-sliire,
to a junction with the Noi'th British railway at the

Eskbank
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a

station, in the south-western vicinity of
Dalkeith in Edinburghshire. It was authorized by
parliament in July 1853; and was commenced to
be formed in August of that year, and opened for
It is a single line,
traffic in the end of June 1855.
with the narrow gauge. Tlie act of parliament for
it cost only about £1,000; the land for it was nearly
nil obtained at agricultural prices; and the total
cost of its construction, iiicUuting all expenses, was
about £4,550 per mile. Its length is 19 miles; and

the length of the part of the north British which
connects it with Edinburgh is 8 miles, making
a total distance from Peebles to Edinburgh of 27
miles.
The line runs northward, up Eddlestonewater, from Peebles to the boundary between
Peebles -shire and Edinburghshire; and it runs
north-north-eastward down the right side of the
basin of the North Esk, from the boundaiy between
Peebles-shire and Edinburghshire to the junction
with the North British.
The stations on it are
Eddlestone, at 5 miles from Peebles ; Leadbum, at
10 miles; Penicuick, at 12 miles; Eoslin, at 15
miles; Hawthornden, at 16 miles; and Bonnyrig,
at 18 miles.
Coaches ran in connexion with it,
from the Peebles terminus to Innerleithen, and from
the Leadburn station to Romano-bridge, Broughton,
and West-Linton.
PEEBLES-SHIRE, or Tweeddale, an inland
county in the southern division of Scotland. It is
bounded on the north and north-east by Edinburghshire; on the east and south-east by Selkirkshire;
on the south by Dumfries-shire; and on the southwest and west by Lanarkshire. Its boundary-line,
on the north and north-east, is partly a water-shed,
partly the water-course of streamlets, and partly
altogether artificial; on the east is arbitrarily canied
across the basin and current of the Tweed; on the
south-east and south is chiefly a water-shed, and
partly rills and St. Mary's-loch; and in the west
is one-half a water-shed, and another half partly
artificial but chiefly the course of the eastern MedThe
win, of Biggar-water, and of Spittal-burn.
outline of the county is irregularly triangular; the
sides fronting the north-east, the south-east, and
the west the north-east side having a symmetrical
projection of 2 J miles deep, and the south-east side,
a slender indentation of 7 ; and all the three angles
being slightly rounded. In straight lines between
the angles, or between the middles of the roundings
which represent them, the north-east side measures
20 miles, the south-east side 27, and the west side
28|. The extreme length, from north to south, is
about 30 miles the extreme breadth, from east to
west, is about 22 miles ; and the area, according to
Armstrong, is 251,320 English acres, according to
Findlater, the writer of the Agricultural Survey of
the County, is 229,778 English acres, and, according to Chalmers, the author of Caledonia,' whos^
data appear to be the most correct, is 216,^0 Ei
lish acres, or 338 square miles.
The surface of Peebles-shire, regarded in the aggregate, is higher than that of any other county in
the south of Scotland. It is chiefly an assembla""

—

;

;

—
—

'

of single hills, clusters of hills, and ranges of moi
tain, which direct their spurs and their terminatii
to
of the compass.
The lowest grouiul
every point
is in the narrow vale of the Tweed, immediately
within the boundary with Selkirkshire, and lies
i

1

tween 400 and 500 feet above sea-level. The coir
of the river Tweed, in the segment of a circle, fn
the extreme soutli-west corner, round by the ah
centre, on to the eastern angle of the county, o\
a distance along the channel of about 41 milts,
forms a great artery into which, with the exception
of the few rills on some parts of the boundaries, nH
the water-courses, like so many veins, pour tli
But this long sweep
liquid accumulations.
central basin is, over a great proportion ot its
a
of
mere
series
length,
gorges, aflbrding space for
little more than waterway and public road ; and nowhere docs it expand into vales of more than about
3 miles broad, and seldom into haughs of moro
than a few furlongs ; while its screens arc oftcner
bold heights, or abrupt banks, than gentle decliviThe county, in a genci '
ties and hanging plains.
'

AFnllartaiiljCTLandni&JEdmbTirjih
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view, everywhere rises from this great line of drainage, in series of shelving but quite irregularly disposed ascents toward the boundaries; and is cloven
down into a ramified or almost tesselated texture by
rivulets and brooks, which rarely rival the Tweed
in the breadth of their conquests from the hills, and
'•"
frequently confined in deep ra^nnes and narrow
j.
On the south the surface is so densely
mtainous as to forbid all interior traffic, and
barely to allow one wild outlet to Dumfries-shire ;
on the east it permits communication ^vith the ex-

world only by passes near the Tweed
the north it is penetrable only through three
among the hills, and along an equal number
row glens of southward streams.
The mountain water-shed for 12 miles,
along the western but chiefly along the
eastern boundary adjacent to the southern
terior

;

and on
gorges
of nar-

blended in the view with dale and glen, with glittering streams and hanging woods, they afford
many and charming specimens of the softly and
picturesquely grand.
The Tweed is so dominantly the river of the
cotmty as to have popularly imposed upon it, since
at least the 12th centtirj*, the name of Tweeddale.
The only streams which do not pay their tributes to

the Tweed, are the Clydesdale half of the Medwin
on the west, and the head-waters of the North Esk
and the South Esk on the north. The other or interior streams, from their having at most only half
the length of the county to traverse, are necessarily
all of inconsiderable bulk; and are chiefly, on the

bank of the Tweed, Fruid-water, Talla-water,
Glensax-bum, and Quair-water, and, on the left
bank of the Tweed, Biggar, Lyne, Eddlestone, and
Lethen waters, with Holms-water, a tributary of
the Biggar, and West-water, and Tarth or Eaat
Medwin-water, tributaries of the Lyne. Meggetwater, on the south, finds its way to the Tweed,

right

partly
southangle,

and also spurs and protrasions thence into the
interior, are the summits of the Hartfell group,
[see Hartfell,] the highest Scottish ground south
of the Forth and the Clyde, and the nucleus of the
great mountain-ranges which extend from sea to
I, and constitute the southern Highlands of Scotland. Nearly all this district, as well as the inward
continuation for a considerable way of its heights,
has a bleak and dismal aspect, presenting little
other evidence of the ken of man than the solitary
cots of shepherds, occurring at long intervals, and
relieved in their loneliness only by the sounds of the
moorfo wl and the browsing of the fleecy flock. Along
the south-east, or the boundary with Selkirkshire, a
lofty but uncontinuous series of heights maintains
north-eastward to the Tweed an elevation but
slightly diminished from that of the more alpine
district; and, among other summits, it sends up
Blackhouse-hill to the altitude of 2,360 feet above
sea-level, Scawed-law to the altitude of 2,120, and
the wide-spreading obese mountain of Minchmoor
to the altitude of 2,285.
Even along the north-east
boundary, the rim of the complicated county basin
is so high as to have the summits of Windlestraw
and Dundroich respectively 2,295 and 2,100 feet
above sea-level. Along the north the surface subsides, for a considerable way, into little more than

nowhere possesses a loftier summit
whose altitude is 1,800 feet. Along
the west the highest ground, even where the
boundary is a water-shed, lies somewhat in the inhilly swell, and
than Cairn-hill,

and, among other heights, has those of
Pykestane, Broughton, and Cadon, with elevations
above sea-level of respectively 2,100, 1,483, and
8,200 feet,^and in the valleys, or rather on the
streams at the base of these heights, the surface has
an elevation of at least 800 feet but, for several
miles at two points, both where Biggar- water enters

terior,

;

the county, and where Medwin-water splits into
two files, and sends off its forces divergsntly to the
Tweed and the Clyde, the general level, though up-

comparatively low, and hangs doubtfully on
Clydesdale
Excepting the highest grounds on the south,
and a ridge west-south-westward from Minchmoor,
which is black, craggy, and doleful with deep precipices and chasms, the heights of the countj',
whether hilly or mountainous, are, for the most
part, finely curved in their form and beautifully
ferdant in their dress. They are easy of ascent,
abundant in herbage, and free from the hideous
mosses and the horrid precipices which characterize
ao many of the Highland mountains.
Though
wild, they can hardly be called romantic; and,

hud,
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is

Ae common lip of the Tweeddale and the
basins.

diongh high and large and too great to comport
with ordinary beauty, they want sufficient abrupt< and
majesty for the sublime; but, by being

not in the indigenous manner of the other streams,
but as a tributary of the Yarrow, and bv it of the
Ettrick, through Selkirkshire. The only lakes of
the county additional to St. Mary's-Loch, which
touches its south-eastern margin for about a mUe,
and conveys the Megget to the Yarrow are Eddlestone-loch in Eddlestone, Gameshope-loch in an uninhabited glen in Tweedsmuir, and a small lake on
the estate of Slipperfield in Linton.
The chief
medicinal springs are those of Heaven-aqua well in
Linton, and the celebrated spa of Innerleithen,
resembling respectively the medicinal wells of Tunbridge and of Harrowgate.
Tweeddale, like all hilly countries, is variable in

—

—

—

climate.
OAving to its midland situation, it is
exposed to rain equally from both seas it has less
of moisture than the sea-board on
fall
aggregate
either the east or the west; it has been known to
have, at its centre or at Peebles, only 24-936inches
of rain, when the town of Dumfries had 369 and
yet, owing to flying clouds and partial falls, it has
fewer days free from rain or snow than even the
west coast. The higher the elevation of the surThe
face, the greater is the degree of moisture.
spring-months have often a prevalence of cold eastand
of
winds
the
months
winter
are
erly
rigorous.
Immediately after sunset, in the end of August and
the early part of September, a low, creeping, frigid
mist or hoar-frost, is frequently seen during a dead
its

;

;

;

calm, particularly after a series of rainy days, to settle
down on low lands lying by the sides of streams and
morasses ; and, if succeeded, on the following day,
by bright simshine, it puts an end to the vegetation
of the year.
It does small damage to crops that
are hard ripe ; and as to oats and some other species, if it attack them while the juices in the ear are
in a wateiy state, it does not prevent their maturation ; but, if it attack them at any stage intermediate between the watery and the hard mature, it
renders every species unfit for seed, and of very inferior value for food.
Classing the south with the
west, and the north with the east, the winds blow
oftener from the westerly points than from the easterly, in the proportion sometimes of 4 to 3, and at
other times of 5 to 4. The medium height of the
barometer at Peebles is, in summer, 29 2, and in
winter 29
and the range of the thermometer
though rarely approaching the extremes is between
Chronic
81 of Fahrenheit and 14 below zero.
rheumatism, locally called the pains,' is frequent,
but decreasingly so, among old persons of the poorer

—

;

—

'

classes

;

inflammatory fevers sometimes prevail iu

spring; yet fow diseases ai-e known which liave
damp or putrid exhalations.

their origin from
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Peebles-shire is comparatively rich in minerals.
Coal abounds in its north-east
forms tlie
extremity,
westerly termination of the coal-field which extends
about 15 miles by a breadth of 7 or 8 on both sides
of the North Esk to the sea at Musselburgh, and
supplies with fuel the whole county, excepting parts
which more conveniently obtain it from Lothian.
Carboniferous limestone exists plentifully in the
coal-district, and is quarried and burnt for manure
over the same extent of the county which is supplied
from the same district with coal. Substances effervescing with vinegar, and variously described now
as shell-marl,

and now as marly

clay,

sometimes

occur in tough indurated strata of a dark-blue colour,
lying above the limestone rock, and at other times
are found in white calcai-eous masses, in the vicinity
of springs issuing from limestone, and are occasionAlly covered with a stratum of moss but they have
not challenged attention for georgical uses, and apparently have escaped any very careful examination,
on account of the ample supply and the suitableness
An endless variety of clays lies over a
of lime.
considerable part of the carboniferous formation,
including a very thick bed of fire-clay, like that of
Stourbridge, and a small seam of fullers' earth.
Alum-slate likewise abounds ; and ochres, both red
and yellow, with veins of manganese, occur. White
;

freestone, in the same region as all these minerals,
is plentiful ; and red freestone, of a firmer texture
than the white, furnishing good blocks for building,

and containing seams whence excellent pavementflag is obtained, forms a hilly ridge, called Broomylees, bisecting the district lengthwise, forming the
boundary between the two coal-field parishes of
Newlands and Linton, and affording ample scope
for workable quarries.
Greywacke and greywacke
slate are the prevailing rocks

throughout the great

body of the county. The greywacke, though everywhere used for masoniy, and though the buildingstone of the towns of Peebles and Innerleithen, is
often either so laminous in its contexture, or so intersected with cutters, as to fly in all directions
under the hammer, and to be incapable of receiving

a dressed and regular shape. The blue clay-slate
of Stobo, which occurs in two seams, and resembles
that of Ballachulish in Argyleshire, has long been
in esteem, and is extensively worked.
Some limestone, compact and fine enough to take the polish
of white ornamental marble,
a bed of ironstone,
and some iron-ore, neither of them rich enough to
be remuneratingly worked, a vein of native loadstone,
galena or lead -ore, which formerly was
mined in several places for lead, and proved to be
these, in addition to
accompanied by some silver
the minerals of the coal-measures and of the strata
above tliem, occur in the small but opulent carboniferous district. Galena is found in the glen of one
of the tributaries of the Quair and gold was formerly found in the parish of Megget.
The soil of by far the greater part of Peeblesshire never was, and probably never will be, turned
up by the plough and that of the arable grounds
comprehends a very extensive variety. Moss, from
4 or 5 to 10 or even 20 feet deep, is found in almost
every hollow and patch of level, in tlic higher parts
of the county. At the bottom of the bod it is always
of deep black colour, of homogeneous consistency,
and convertible into tiie most solid and powerful
peat; and nearer the surface it is of a tobaccocolour, h.TS a more spongy contexture, and consists

—

—

—

;
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;

;

chiefly of the interlaced fiI)ros of plants in various
stages of decay. Moss of another kind is exten-

sively found on high grounds, lying generally upon
a considerable declivity, and forming a soil of from
2 to 4 feet thick, upon a highly retentive or even

impervious subsoil. In its natural state it is always
moist but, operated upon by georgic and manurial
processes, or mixed by the plough with the ingredients of the subsoil, it assumes a variously workable and fertile character.
natural mixture of
;

A

moss and sand, a variety

what

is usually called
the skirts of
soil,
pretty
heath-clad hills, and on high dry-lying flats, espemixture of sand
cially in the parish of Linton.
and clay in various proportions, with often the addi-

moorish

of

common on

is

A

tion of freestone, limestone, ironstone, or greywacke
gravel, very generally covers the skirts of most
part of the hills, at the highest elevations to which
cultivation is extended.
The same soil mixed with

clay, and eventually predominated over by it, generally carpets the declivities in the upper ranges of
their arable limits.
mixture of clay and sand,
generally deep and fertile, with often a great pro-

A

portion of the gravelly and stony debris of the prevailing greywacke, generally covers the lower and
gentle gradients of the declivities, immediately
above the troughs or little plains of the streams.

A

prevailingly light and sandy, and increasingly
so toward the margins of the streams, but sometimes having a clayey intermixture, and occasionally
soil,

yielding to a strong clayey predominance, is spread
out athwart the haughs. Loams of the various
classes of clayey, sandy, gravelly, and stony, occur
only in the old croft lands, which have been blackened and mellowed by long and constant manuring

and cultivation.

The forest of Leithen, the forest of Traquair, a
wing of the great Ettrick forest, and a vast extent
of copses in the central district, and in the west
and the north, adoi'ned and sheltered neai'ly all
Tweeddale, giving rise to pasturage, and tempering
So early
the bleak winds and the withering frosts.
as the reign of David I., this woodland territory
was disposed in the parks of princes, the granges
of monks, and the manors of barons, and was embellished with their mansions, their churches, their
mills, their kilns, and their brewhouses; and whether
from the resources of the chase and of pasturage, or
from the proceeds of an early but forgotten cultivation, it maintained a population more efficient and
not less numerous than belongs to it after six cen-

and amid the boasted refinements
modern economy. In those days fanning was

turies of changes,

of

blended with grazing, the labours of the plough
with the cares of the shepherd ; corn was raised in
quantity to employ the mills of the manors dairies
were numerous and orchards were cultivated with
a passion which seems to have been inherited from
the British Gadeni. The wide seat of the Tweeddale woods, like that of Ettrick forest, and by kindred processes of demolition [see Ettkick Forest]
;

;

became stripped of

its

thick genial dress, and ex-

posed to the erosion of the boar-frost and the blast
of withering winds, till it was changed into little
else than masses of brown hill, and expanses of
dismal moor, mocked with the rude tufting of the
pigmy heath and the stunted furze. The prosperity
of the district, from 1097 to 1297, was blasted by
four following centuries of wretchedness.
Dr. Ponnecuick, wlio published his well-known
Description of Tweeddale in 1715, saw the work of
renovation commence; and he praised the young
nobility and gentry for beginning to form plantations,
which ho foresaw would, in many ways, enrich just
as surely as they tended directly to embellish. The'
farmers, though beginning to acquire a character
for industry and enterprise, were still somewhat
wilful in prejudice, ancl tenacious of old customs;
they would not suffer 'the wrack' to be taken oft
their lands, because they supposed it to keep the
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nor sow their bear-seed till after
Runchie-week,' 'the week of weeds,' or the first
k of May, had, with its imaginary malign inces, passed away; nor plant trees or hedges,
:_
they should wrong the undergrowth and shelter
birds nor ditch or drain a piece of boggy ground,
because, by doing so, they would lose a few feet of
grass; nor refrain from making their cattle lean,
;

'

;

and low-priced, by overstocking their grounds,
because they loved the notion of what they called
full -plenishing.'
Pennecuick, by showing the
farmers their prejudices, and teaching the gentry
the properties of plants, is himself entitled to praise
Sir Alexander
as one of the earliest improvers.
Murray of Stanhope, about the years 1 730-40, raised
plantations, and inculcated on his neighbours the
Even the Earl of Islay,
doctrines of improvement.
the far-famed Duke of Argyle, made choice of a
moss at the Whim in Newlands, as the scene of a
grand georgic experiment, and showed to the country
in inspiriting example of agricultural enterprise.
But James Macdougal, a small farmer of Linton,
originally from the neighbourhood of Kelso, was the
arst person to introduce the rotation of cropping,
the cultivation of turnips for the use of sheep, the
^rowing of potatoes in the open fields, and some
>ther practices of unostentatious but powerful utility.
The Duke of Queensberry having begun about the
small,

year 1788, to receive fines of his tenants, and give
them compensatory leases of 53 years, the notion of
property of more than half-a-century's continuance
speedily prompted the erection of commodious houses,
the maiking of enclosures, and the conducting of
variform enterprises of reclamation and improve-

ment.

Yet,

till

within 10 years before the close of

last century, the practical

management

of arable

farms continued to be comparatively skilless. Now,
however, and increasingly, Peebles-shire, in proportion to its natural capabilities, rivals even Hadding-

—

tonshire itself that model farming-ground of Scotland ^in the methods and most beneficial practices
of husbandry.
To detail what the methods are,
what the rotation of crops, what the treatment of
the various soils, and what the adaptations of pro-

—
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Ince to geognostic position and meteorological inwould only be to mention those which, in
the estimation of all scientific and skilful agricultur'8ts, are the most approved.
According to the statistics of agriculture, obtained
tt 1855 for the
Board of Trade, by the Highland
find Agricultural Society of Scotland, the number of
(Ocupiers of land paying a yearly rent of £10 and
exclusive of tenants of woods, owners of
ipwards,
^^llas, feuars, householders, and the like, was 314;
fvnd the aggregate number of imperial acres cultivated by them was 36,436^.
The distribution of
the lands, with reference to crops, was 104f under

fluence,

wheat, 2,027 under barley, 9,910J under oats, 1
under rye, 27J under here, 19^ under beans, 182f
imder pease, 227 under vetches, 5,265f under turnips,
'i5€ under potatoes, 4J under mangel-wurzel, IJ^ under
carrots, 1 under cabbage, 5f under turnip seed, 3

imder other kinds of crops, 83f in bare fallow, and
"7,615f in grass and hay in the course of the rotation of the farm.
The estimated gross produce of
the chief crops was 2,822 bushels of wheat, 62,330
Imghels of barley, 338,931 bushels of oats, 1,037
Inshels of bere, 2,841 bushels of beans and pease,
rO,956 tons of turnips, and 4,505 tons of potatoes.
rhe estimated average produce per imperial acre
fM 26 bushels and 3f pecks of wheat, 30 bushels
md 3 pecks of barley, 34 bushels and 2 pecks of
D«t8, 38 bushels and | of a peck of bere, 14 bushels
Btod J of a peck of beans and pease, 13 tons and 9J
<lwt. of turnips, and 4 tons and 14^ cwt. of potatoes.

The number of live

stock comprised 975 farm horses
above 3 years of age, 238 farm horses under 3 years
of age, 199 other horses, 2,581 milch cows, 1,736
calves, 3,037 other bovine cattle, 89,708 sheep of all
ages for breeding, 21,470 sheep of all ages for feedIn the year
ing. 61,533 lambs, and 1,215 swine.
1854, the number of occupiers of land paying a
of
less than £10 was 48; the aggregate
yearly rent

number of imperial acres of arable land held by
them was 83 and the aggregate of their live stock
;

comprised 6 horses. 36 bovine cattle, and 28 swine.
Peebles-shire, as may be inferred from the preceding statistics, as well as from the nature of its
It is
surface, is essentially a pastoral district.
pastoral especially, with reference to sheep; and
possibly may one day be as confessedly the modelground for sheep-husbandry as East-Lothian is for
tillage.
Nearly its whole annual or surplus produce
in at once lambs, wedders, and cast ewes, is sent to
the south of England. Over nearly one-half of the

county, constituting the south-east district, the
Cheviot breed not only predominates, but constitutes almost the whole stock; and, over the rest of
the area, it now yields to the predominance of the
blackfaced breed, now shares about equal dominion
with it, and now though in a limited district is
crossed with the Leicester sheep.
curious circumstance, the causes of which do not seem to have
been yet ascertained, is that, while on both banks
of the Tweed in the south-west division of the
county, the sheep are in general healthy, no sooner
does the river deboucb eastward than all along its
south bank, till it enters Selkirkshire, the sheep are
tenfold more subject to the diseases called " sickness " and " louping-ill," than those on the left
bank, no discernible difference appearing to exist
in their position, or in the influences which affect
them, except that the walk of the one has in general a northern, while that of the other has in general a southern, exposure.
The Tees-water and the
Ayrshire breeds of black cattle are distributed very
in
the same way as the two breeds of sheep,
nearly
the Tees-water corresponding in territory with
the Cheviot, and the Aj-rshire with the blackfaced.
Much attention is given, in some districts, particularly in the north, to the dairy. Horses, since about
the beginning of the present century, have been
advanced to the working-stations on farms whit h
formerly were occupied by oxen. Swine have been
less raised than in the districts nearer the
English
border, partly in consequence of a local prejudice
their
and
in
flesh,
against
partly
consequence of the
want of facilities of transport to England. Poultry,
in general, are reared only in such numbers as can
find food for themselves in the ham-yards and in
the fields. Eabbits are found wild on the sandhills
of Linton.
Pigeons do not thrive, and are rarely

—

—

A

—

—

seen.

In 1854, the landed property of Peebles-shire lay
distributed among 88 proprietors; 24 of whom had

—

a Scotch valuation not exceeding £50, 8 not exceeding £100, 9 not exceeding £200. 25 not exceeding £500, 8 not exceeding £1.000, 7 not exceeding £2,000, 6 not exceeding £5.000,—and 1
not exceeding £10,000. The valued rental of the
county, according to the old Scotch valuation in
The annual value of real pro1674, was £51,937.

—
—

—

—
—

perty, as assessed in 1815, was £64,182; in 1849,
£78,266. The real rental in 1855, as ascertained

under the new valuation

The
act, was £79,484.
smaller farms, chiefly arable, consist of from 40 to
100 acres, and in one or two instances rise to 200.
Few of the sheep-farms comprehend less than 600
or 700 acres, and most comprehend from 1,000 to
4,000; but though sometimes disposed nominally by
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let

out accord-

ing to their capacity, or are estimated by their known
or appreciated power of supporting so many head of
black cattle and scores of sheep. About one-fifth
of the county-territory lies under strict entail; and,
in various features of both progress and management, is some degrees inferior to the rest of the
area.
The farmers, as a body, are intelligent, sober,
industrious, and successful; and rarely afford an instance of dottish and stubborn antiquatedness in
The
practice, or of bankruptcy in their business.
houses of those whose rent exceeds £50, are almost
all substantial, neat, and comfortable residences.
Cottiers are a class nearly, or in a great measure,
unknown, their place being supplied by day-labourers, who plod their long and weary way between
the scenes of their toils and the lanes of Peebles
or Linton.
The average of the fiar prices from
1848 to 1854, both inclusive, was, second wheat,
first barley, 28s. 2Jd.; second barley,
46s. Ifd.
26s. 6d.
third barley, 24s. 9^A. first oats, 20s. 6^.
second oats, IBs. li§d. third oats, 17s. 2§d. first
;

;
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;

;

;

;

oatmeal, 15s. 9§d.; second oatmeal, 15s. IxV*^-;
third oatmeal, 14s. 5Jd.; and second pease, 32s. 6fd.
The sum of the manufactures of Peebles- shire will
be seen by a glance at our articles on Peebles, InViewed in connerleithen, Carlops, and Linton.
nexion with the extent and resources of the county,
with the purity and power of its waterfalls, and
with the numerous advantageous sites for paper
and spinning mills, for bleachfields, for woollenworks, and for general manufactoi'ies, the amount
of existing machinery for factorial produce is surPeebles-sliire, except at Peebles
prisingly small.
and Innerleithen, ranks nearly as low in manufactures as some districts in the interior of the Higlilands.
Yet why should not the coal-district in the
north of it rival the busy paper-mill and carpet-work
industry of Penicuick and Lasswadc, or the majority
of the vales in its interior, and on the south-east,
rival the highlj'-prosperous woollen districts on the
Gala and the Teviot, districts quite as disadvantageously situated as they with respect both to coals
and to facilities of communication? Excepting the
exportation of the surplus produce of the sheep,
dairy, and arable farms, the whole commerce consists in the importation and retail of the small
amount of goods required for local consumpt.
About one-fifth of the compact area of the county,
lying on the right side of the Tweed, is so ill-provided with roads, having only footpaths or miserable
mere hoof-formed tracts, as to be quite impervious
Other districts, considering
to a wheeled vehicle.
that the country is so tumultuously hilly, are well-

—

The road from Edinburgh

to Dumfries,

Erovided.
y way of Biggar, passes through the nortliwest
wing. The better road from Edinburgh to Dumfries by way of Mofiat traverses the extreme length
of the county, down the Dead-burn and the Lyne,
The i"oad between
and up the higher Tweed.
Glasgow and Kelso traverses the extreme breadth
of the county down the Tarth and the Lyne and the

lower Tweed. The road from Edinburgh respectively to Peebles and to Innerleithen passes along
the dales of the Eddlestone and the Leithen. The
public conveyances on tlio roads, for passengers and
for goods, arc comparatively
railway
ample.
goes from Peebles up the vale of the Eddlestone to

A

communicate, through the North British railway and
through the termini at Edinburgh, with the general
railway system of Scotland; and an extension of it
has been contemplated from Peebles to Innerleithen.
The only town in tlio county is Peebles; and the
])rincipal villages are Innerleithen, Linton, Carlops,

Skirling, Brougliton, Druinmclzier,

and Eddlestone.

The principal seats are Traquair-house, the Earl of
Traquair; Darnhall, Lord Elibank; Kingsmeadows
and Haystone, Sir

Adam Hay,

Bart.; Castle-craig,

Thomas G. Carmichael, Bart.; Dalwick, Sir
John M. Nasmyth, Bart.; Stobo-castle and Whim,
Sir

Sir G. G. Montgomery, IBart.; Glenormiston, William Chambers, Esq.; Holylee, James Ballantyne,
Esq. Kailzie, James Giles, Esq. the Glen, Charles
Tennant, Esq.; Drummelzier House, John White,
Esq. Polmood, Houston Mitchell, Esq. Quarter,
Thomas Tweedie, Esq. Barns, William A. Forrester,
Esq.; Cairnmuir, William Lawson, Esq.;
Laraancha, James Mackintosh, Esq.
Magbiehill,
George R. Beresford, Esq. Romano, George Kennedy, Esq.; Portmore, William F. Mackenzie, Esq.;
Pirn, Alexander Horsburgh, Esq.; Kilbucho, D.
Dickson, Esq. Badlieu, George G. H. Bell, Esq.
Leithenhopes, John Miller, Esq.; Logan, Colonel
James Macdowal; Braxfield, Robert Macqueen,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Fingland, William Scott, Esq.; Cardrona,
Alexander B. K. Williamson, Esq.; Venlaw, John
Esq.;

Erskine, Esq.; Kerfield, Anthony Nichol, Esq.;
Spitalhaugh, William Ferguson, Esq.; and Winkston, John A. Macgowan, Esq.
Peebles-shire sends one member to parliament.
Its sheriff courts
Its constituency in 1855 was 455.
are all held at Peebles.
The number of committals
for crime, in the year, within the county, was 9 in
the average of 1836-1840, 18 in the average of
1841-1845, 19 in the average of 1846-1850, 31 in
The sums paid
1852, 25 in 1853, and 18 in 1854.
for expenses of criminal prosecutions in the years
The total
from
£253
to
£520.
1846-1852, ranged
number of persons confined in the jail at Peebles,
within the year ending 30tli June, 1854, was 60;
the average duration of the confinement of each was
24 days; and the net cost of their confinement per
head, after deducting earnings, was £20 12s. 5d.
Ten parishes are assessed, and four unassessed, for
the poor. The number of registered poor in the
year 1852-3, was 283; in the year 1853-4, 282.
The number of casual poor in 1852-3, was 109; in
1853-4,92. The sum expended on the registered

poor in 1852-3, was £1,939; in 1853-4, £2,203.
The sum expended on the casual poor in 1852-3,
was £60; in 1853-4, £61. The assessment for

rogue-money is IBs., and for prisons, 7s. 6d. per
£100 of Scotch valuation. Population of the county
in 1801, 8,735; in 1811, 9,935; in 1821,10,046;
in 1B31, 10,578; in 1841, 10,499; in 1851, 10,738.
Inhabited
Males in 1851, 5,364; females, 5,374.
houses in 1851, 1,796; uninhabited, 98; building, 11.
Tweeddale is conjoined with Lothian in giving

name

to the first

synod on the General Assembly's

Its parochial charges, inclusive of small parts
of two parishes in Selkirkshire, are 14 in number, 2
list.

of which belong to the presbytery of Biggar, and
attach it to the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale,
while the other 12 constitute the presbytery of
Peebles. One of the parochial charges comprcliends
three parislies, Brougnton, Glcnholm, and Kilbucho,
and figures in the Census as three and another
comprehends two parishes, Lyne and Mcgget, but
The two parfigures in the Census as one parish.
ishes which have small parts of their area within
Selkirkshire are Peebles and Innerleithen. In 1851,
the number of places of worship reported by the
Census within Peebles-shire was 31; of which 13
belonged to the Established church, 8 to the Free
;

church, 5 to the United Presbyterian chutch, 2 to
the Episcopalians, 1 to tlie Inciependcnts, and 2 to
The number of sittings in 9
the Roman Catholics.
of the Established places of worship was 3,310; in
7 of the Free church places of worship, 2,032; in
the 5 United Presbyterian meeting-houses, 1,894;
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of the Episcopalian chapels, 126; in the Inde1 of the Roman Catholic
chapels, 100. The maximum attendance on the
Census Sabbath at 9 of the Established places of
worship, was 1,134; at 6 of the Free church places
of worship, 765 ; at 4 of the United Presbyterian
meeting-houses, 869; at 1 of the Episcopalian chapels, 57; at the Independent chapel, 116; and at
the 2 Roman Catholic chapels, 90. There were, in
in

1

pendent chapel, 195; and in

1851, in Peebles-shire, 24 public day schools, attended by 813 males and 580 females, 4 private
day schools, attended by 88 males and 45 females,
3 evening schools for adults, attended by 77 males
and 21 females, and 19 Sabbath schools, attended
by 440 males and 439 females.
The portion of the ancient British Gadeni, who
inhabited the districts on the upper Tweed, are believed to have intermixed less with foreign races,
and to have sent down their British blood to their
modem successors on the soil in a stream of greater
homogeneousness, than their brethren either of their
own tribe, or of any of the tribes south or east of the
Grampians. The natural mountain-barriers around

—

—

—

their territory, the impervious forests which hemmed
them in on the side of Ettrick, and the strong artificial bulwark of the Catrail flung across the inlets
to their fastnesses, all served both to repel foreigners approaching from without, and to shut up in an

exclusive fellowship the occupying community within.
The county, accordingly, abounds with the
monuments of the Britons. Its topographical nomenclature is replete with denominations from their significant language. The existing names of nearly all
the waters, of eight of the parishes, and of a vast
number of the mountains, hills, and knolly swells,
are British. Remains of Druidical oratories or circles exist at SherifFmuir in Stobo, at a place in
tlie church, and at Gatehope in
Innerleithen, and are said by tradition to have existed also at Hairstanes in Kirkurd, and Quarter

Tweedsmuir near

Knowe in Tweedsmuir. Sepulchral tumuli occur,
or stone-coffins with human remains have been found,
at Mundick-hill, at Chapel-hill, above Spital-haugh,

—

and in the neighbourhood of King-seat, in Linton,
in the parks of Kirkurd, and at Mount-hill, in Kirknrd,
by the side of the Tweed, in Glenholm, on
Kiugsmuir, in Peebles, near Shiplaw, in Eddienear Easter Hartree, in Kilbucho, on Shestone,
and in the vale of the Tweed
rifPmuir, in Stobo,
between Tweedhope-braefoot and Bield. But by
far the most illustrious of the British sepulchral
monuments, and one which occasions those of their
waniors to be almost utterly forgotten, is the reSee
gi-ave of their poet Merlin or MyiTdin.
Kted
tUMMELZiER.
Memorial stones, commemorative

—

—

—

—

—

—

of events in the history of the Gadeni, yet possibly
in some instances the 'grandes lapides' which were

up by kings to ascertain the true limits of disputed boundaries, occur on the Tweed, in Traquair
and in Innerleithen, on Bellanrig, in Manor, on
and on Cademuir, in Peebles.
Sheriffmuir, in Stobo,
Four strengths or hill-forts are traceable on Cadenrair, two on Janet's brae, one on Meldun-hill, one
on the hill above Hutchinfield, one near HaystonCraig, one on the hill above Whim, and one on
Bwe-hill-craig, all in Peebles; remains of several
oecTU in Manor, particularly of five, two of which
set

—

—
—

we on

one hill ; and traces, more or less distinct,
of several called ' Chesters,' in Innerleithen,
af three in Eddlestone, of six in Newlands, of two
la Linton, of three in Kirkurd, and of two in Skir"

ffidst

Armstrong the surveyor," says Chalmers,
"was induced by his folly to laugh at the country

ling.

who

believe those British hill-forts to

ije

E>ple,
man, because most of them are called Chesters ;'
'
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and he

is prompted by his ignorance to talk confidently of those hill-forts being constracted 'not only
to secure cattle,' but as exploratory camps to the
lower forts.' By ' the lower forts,' he absurdly alludes to the old towers of recent times, which were
built during the anarchy which succeeded the sad
demise of Robert Bruce. The map-maker thus confounds the open hill-forts of the earliest people, with
the close fortlets of the latest proprietors. With
the same absurdity, he talks of the Druid temples
being constructed" for the worship of Woden ; and
with an extraordinary stretch of stupidity, he supposes some of the sepulchral tumuli of the ancient
Britons to have been erected to direct travellers
from one place to another. The popular tradition
of the country, however, assigns these hill-forts, as
well as all the British works, to the Picts, Avho were
ancient Britons. Some of the less intelligent of the
local antiquaries ascribe those very primitive works
to the Roman legionaries."
Though the Romans conquered Tweeddale and
kept it in militarv possession, they seem to have had
power over it chiefly in consequence of its being
'

among distiicts which they completely commanded, and do not appear to have held it under
any severe restraint, or by means of much fortified
position within its own limits. They carried through
it neither of the great roads which they consti-ucted
northward on the lines of their Caledonian conquests; nor did they lead into it from either of them
The Watling - street,
a communicating branch.
which courses from Cumberland into Clydesdale,
isolated

approaches, indeed, within halt-a-mile of the western extremity of Tweeddale, at a point where there
is a natural passage from the Clyde to the Tweed ;
and they probably made this opening, with the
connection to which it led by Watling-street with
their strong posts in Clydesdale, a succedaneum for
all artificial means of access to overawe the district.
Vestiges of only three Roman camps exist ; one on
the east bank of the Lyne, near Lyne-church, one
at Upper- Whitefield in Linton, and one, though of
doubtful character, in Manor.
During the 9th century, the Britons of Tweeddale, in common with those of Strathclyde, felt
severe pressures from the Scoto-Irish on the west,
and the Saxons on the east, and numerously emigrated to Wales. After the kingdom of Cambria, with
which the remainder were incorporated, was overthrown by the Scottish king in 974, a portion of the
Scoto-Irish came in, not as hostile intruders, but as
fellow-subjects of a congenerous people, and soon
began to give a complexion to the language and the
Aware of the signiinstitutions of the community.
ficance of British names, and seeing the fitness of
their application to the several objects, they seem to
have extensively adopted the pre-existing terms of
the topographical nomenclature, or to have newmodelled them to suit the variations of their own
language. The British glyn and cnwc, for example,
which respectively mean a deep narrow vale,' and
'a knob,' or metaphorically 'a hill,' were retained in
the Irish or Celtic glen and enoc of the same signification.
Yet a very long list of purely Celtic names
of places in Peebles-shire might oe given, and would
afford distinct evidence of how far the Scoto-Irish
people spread over the distiict, and how long they
exerted an influence on its speech. The ScotoSaxons, who were the last race to multiply the blood,
and to assume the mastery of Tweeddale, have a con'

siderably less proportion of monuments in its nomenclature than what belongs to them in even the districts immediately adjacent ; and, from the fact that
such names as they imposed are strictly the same as
to dialect with those of Selkirk and Roxburgh, but
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somewhat

different from those of Dumfries-shire,
they appear to have immigrated from not the west,
hut the east side of England. How they entered,
whether as incursionists in the days of the Northum-

brian monarchy, or as peaceful subjects after the
commencement of the Scoto-Saxon period, is not

known
riod,

;

but,

title, or at whatever pethey eventually prevailed in the

by whatever

they came

in,

and established feudal settlements among
the Scoto-Irish, and the descendants of the original
Britons.
Two great classes of antiquities belong to one or
other of the races who had possession after the Roman abdication, terraces and castles. The terraces
are noticed in the Introduction to our work and,
though they have countei-parts in some other districts
of Scotland, they are singularly prominent in Tweeddale.
The largest, called Terrace-hill, is near Newlands ; another, called Moot-hill, occurs a mile to
the north appearances of two others exist at Kirkurd and Skirling ; and several are traceable in the
vicinity of Peebles.
They were constructed probably by the Romanized Britons, who abundantly
evinced their capacity for such works by constructing the Catrail and though afterwards appropriated,
in some instances, as seats of feudal justice, they
district,

—

;

;

;

seem evidently to have been intended to accommodate spectators in viewing some description of public sports.
Castles or peel-houses, almost all very
closely of the simple and model kind described in
our Introduction, formed a thick dotting over Tweeddale ; they belonged, as a specific and characteristic
class of buildings, to the wild feudal barons of the
age succeeding the Saxon ascendency; and, by both
their numerousness and their relative position, they
are a striking evidence of how rude and marauding
were the manners of the period. They were, by
mutual arrangement of their proprietors, built within
view of one another, as a sort of cordon of fortalices
on bartizans which surmounted them, beacon-fires
were kindled at a moment of invasion, to announce
to the district that a foe was approaching; the
;

smoke gave the signal by day, and the flame by
night and over a tract of country 50 miles broad,
along the banks of the Tweed, and 70 miles long,
from Berwick to the Bield, intelligence was, in a
;

very few hours, conveyed.

"

As

these are not only

antiquities, but evidences of the ancient situation of
the country, and are now most of them in i-uins, it
will not be improper to mention those along the
Tweed for 10 miles below Peebles, and as many

above

it.
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Thus Elibank tower

looks to one at

Holylee, this to one at Scrogbank, this to one at
Caberston, this to one at Bold, this to one at Purvishill, this to those at Innerleithen, Traquair, and
Grieston, this last to one at Ormiston, this to one at
Cardrona, this to one at Nether Ilorsburgh, this to
Horsburgh-castle, this to those at Hayston, Castlehill of Peebles, and Neidpath, this last to one at
Caverhill, this to one at IJarns, and to another at
Lyne, this to those at Easter Happrew, Easter

Dawick, Hillhouse, and Wester Dawick, now New
Posse, this last to one at Dreva, and this to one at
Tinnis or Thanes-castle, near Drummelzier."
The districts on the upper Tweed were not formed

till near the close of the
13th century.
David I. and Malcolm IV. respectively call the county Tueddal and Tucdedale, and
seem to have had no notion of designating it 'a shire.'
But owing to the existence of two royal castles, the
one at Peebles, and the other at 'IVaquair, there
were in the reigns immediately succeeding Malcolm
IV., two sheriffdoms, named, not from Tweeddale,
but from the seats of tlio
castles.
curious
royal
precept of Alexander II. to his sheriff and bailies of

into a shire or sheriffdom

A

commands them to imprison all excommunicated persons within their jurisdiction. The
two sherifi'doms probably continued throughout the
disastrous times which succeeded the demise of
Alexander III. Yet before the epoch of Edward
I.'s ordonance settling the government of Scotland,
in 1305, the sheriffdom of Peebles had ingulfed that
of Traquair, and extended over all Tweeddale and,
from about the time of the accession of James I., it
became hereditary in the Hays of Locherworth. In
1686, John, the second Earl of Tweeddale, and the
lineal descendant of the Hays, sold it, with his
whole estates in the county, to William, Duke of
Queensberry; and, in 1747, the Earl of March, the
Duke's second son, who had received it from his
father, received in compensation for it, and for the
subordinate regality of Newlands, the sum of £3,418
4s. 5d.
The first sheriff on the new regimen was
Traquair,

;

of Magbiehall, who rose to be
Chief Baron of the Exchequer. Tweeddale gives
the title of Marquis to the noble family of Hay,
created Baron Hay of Tester in 1488, Earl of
Tweeddale in 1646, and Marquis of Tweeddale, Earl
The
of Gifford, and Viscount of Walden, in 1694.

James Montgomery

—

Yester-house, in Haddingtonshire.
See Jed (The).
PEEPER (The), a rivulet, chiefly in the parish
It has a
of Fodderty, in Cromarty and Ross-shire.
run of only about 5 miles, and flows eastward to
a
little
north
of
the head of the Cromarty frith,
family-seat

is

PEEL-FELL.

Dingwall.
to the

now

It is chiefly remarkable for giving name
beautiful and noted district of Steath-

peffer: which

see.

PEEPERS

(The), two streamlets in the northern
division of Haddingtonshire.
They rise within a
brief distance of each other in a meadow in the
parish of Athelstaneford, and flow, the one westward
to Aberlady-bay, the other eastward and north-eastward to a creek 1^ mile north-west of Whitberryhead. The western Peffer has about 6^ or 7 miles
of course ; and, except for f of a mile immediately
below its source, flows the whole way between
Dirleton on its right bank, and Athelstaneford and
Aberlady on its left. The eastern Peffer has 6
miles of course, though measured along its nominal
tributary but real head-water of Cogtal-burn, it has
at least 8; and it flows, over most of the distance,
through Preston and Whitekirk. Each stream has
a fall, from source to embouchure, of not more than

25 or 30 feet, and is, consequently, sluggish in its
motion, looking like a large drain, and corresponding in character to the import of its name, the
slowly running river.' The entire strath, traversed
by both streams, though now a rich alluvial mould
and blushing all over with luxuriance, was anciently
a morass, bristling with forest, and tenanted with
wild boars and beasts of prey. Large oaks have
often been found inhumed in moss on the banks,
At
their tops generally lying toward the south.
the widening and deepening of the bed of the
streams a number of years ago, for preventing an
overflow and stagnation of water during winter,
several stag-horns were dug up very noai- the surface of the former bed.
PEIR(;ET0N. See Dreohorn.
PEIKSIIILL. See Jock's LoooE.
PELPHRIE-BURN. See Lethnot and Menmuib.
PENCAITLAND, a parish, containing the postofiice station of Pencaitland, and the villages of
Easter Pencaitland, Wester Pencaitland, and NewIt
ton, in the western division of Haddingtonshire.
and
is bounded
by Gladsmuir, Salton, Ormiston,
Tranent. Its length east-north-eastward is npwarda
of 4 miles; and its breadth is about 3 miles. Its
surface declines slightly toward two streams which
'

PENCAITLAND.

exit, Lut is simply a pleasing, well-dressed
marked natural feature. One
panse, without any
of the streams is the Tyne, runniug eastward
through the centre of the parish to the eastern
boundary, and thence along the northern part of
that boundary; and the other is Keith-water, runeastning northward along the southern part of the
em boundary to the Tyne. The soil is naturally

whence he took

drain

wet and clayey, but has been surprisingly imwith wood,
proved. About 300 acres are covered
natural oak and birch
partly plantation and partly
about 160 are laid out in artificial pasture; and all
the rest are regularly tilled. Coal, though lying
apparently on the outer margin of the Lothian
coal-field, abounds, and is worked for the supply of
the southern and south-eastern district of the county
and of part of Lauderdale. Carboniferous limestone,
enclosing numerous fossils of the kinds usual to this
rock, is also found and worked to a small extent.
Freestone has been worked in several quarries
and that of the Jerusalem quany has long been
celebrated, being of laminated texture, of an uniform
hue, of a grayish-white colour, and yielding blocks
;

;

The greater
of f^om 20 feet to 30 feet in length.
part of the parish belongs to the Dowager Lady
Ruthven; and the rest of it is divided among five
The annual rental, according to the vaThe villages of Easter
1856, was £8,668.

landowners.
luation of

and Wester Pencaitland stand a brief way distant
from each other on opposite banks of the Tyne,
very nearly in the centre of the parish, 5 miles
south-west of Haddington. The Tyne is spanned
between them by a bridge of three arches. Between
Easter Pencaitland and the bridge stands the parishchurch, a picturesque pile, all old, but of various
date and architectural style. In Wester Pencaitland are the parish- scliool, a comfoi"table inn. and
an old cross uiistoried by history or tradition. Population of Easter Pencaitland, 48.
Houses, 15.
Population of Wester Pencaitland, 171. Hon-ses,
46. Winton-house, half-a-mile north-east of Wester
a large castellated edifice, partly
built in 1619, sombre in appearance, yet situated amid some beautiful artificial
banks and pleasant woods with several uncomThe ancient part of it belonged
iijonly fine trees.
to the noble family of Seaton, Earls of Winton.
attainted, in 1716, in the person of George, the fifth

Pencaitland,

is

modern and partly

—

Earl,
who, captured and condemned for taking part
in the rebellion, escaped from the Tower of London,
and died an exile and a bachelor at Rome at the age
of 70. Pencaitland-house, in the immediate vicinity
of Wester Pencaitland, and Fountainhall, 1^ mile
to the south-west, are both old mansions, the latter

surrounded with extensive and pleasant woods.
Former proprietors of both James Hamilton, son of

—

—

Lord Presmennan, and Sir John Lauder were distinguished lawyers, and members of the College-ofJustice, under the titles respectively of Lord Pencaitland and Lord Fountainhall.
Sir John Lauder
was eminent also as a statesman and as a zealous
follower of the Prot«stant faith, and is well-known
two legal volumes called Fonntainhall's Decibjr
sions.'
The parish is traversed by the road from
Tranent to Lauder. Population in 1831, 1.166; in
1851, 1,175.
Houses, 253.
This parish is in the presbytery of Haddington,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron,
Dowager Lady Ruthven. Stipend, £31 6; glebe, £20.
Bchoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £30
The parish church
fees, and £16 other emoluments.
i<
There is also a Free
sufficiently commodious.
cburch; whose receipts in 1856 amounted to £51
3s. There are two
non-parochial schools. Everard
de Pencaithlan, who probably obtained the manor.
'

11.
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;

his

name, from William the Lion,

granted the church, with

its

pertinents, to the

monks

Both the manor and the church passing
from their owners during the war of the succession,
the manor was given to Robert de Lawder, and soon
afterwards passed to John de Maxwell, younger
brother of Sir Eustace Maxwell of Caerlaverock ;
and the church, along with its pertinents and the
chapel of Payston, was given to the monks of Dryburgh. The ancient parish was more comprehensive

of Kelso.

than the present; and, after the Reformation, the
lands of Payston were annexed to Ormiston, and
those of Winton to Tranent.
PENCREST PEN, a pyramidal mountain on the
south-eastern border of the parish of Teviothead, 3^
miles north of the watershed with Liddesdale in
Roxbnrsrhshire.

PENELHEUGH.

See Pesielheugh.
See Middlebie.

PENER8AX.

PENICUICK, a parish, containing the post-office
village of Penieuick, and the villages of Howgate
and Kirkhill, in the middle of the southern verge of
Edinburghshire. It is bounded by Peebles-shire,
and by the painshes of Kirknewton, Currie, Colinton,
Its length south-eastGlencross, and Lasswade.
ward

is nearly 10 miles; and its greatest breadth
about 5J miles but its outline is irregular and
much indented. The North Esk, coming in a little
below its source, traces most of the south-western
and part of the southern boimdary; then runs northeastward, with about two-thirds of the parish on its
left; and, before taking leave, lingers on the boundary with Lasswade. Its immediate basin or glen
is, over most of the way, not a little picturesque,

is

;

—

—

some places highly romantic, and, in two, deeply
See articles
associated with the musings of genius.
Habbie's How and Newhall. The stream, though
small, is very valuable for its water-power, and has
received aid in this, for times of drought, by the forin

mation of large reservoirs. The South Esk traces
the boundary on the extreme south-east. Loganwater, or Glencross-bum, rises in the interior, not
far from the south-west corner, and runs north-eastward to Glenci"oss, along a romantic pastoral vale.
About ten or twelve bums traverse the interior, or
run along the boundaries, and pay their tiny tributes
to one or other of the three principal streams. Bevelaw-bum. a tributary of the water of Lcith, and the
feeder of a reservoir for regulating the water-power
of that liver, forms for 2 miles the division with
Currie.
Springs, both numerous and copious, supply the parish with a profusion of the purest water,
and at one time drew the attention of the Edinburgh
Water company for the supply of the metropolis,
and yielded only to the famous Crawley spring in
Glencross. Some petrifying springs occur, and also

some chalybeates.

—the

latter neglected.

The north-

western half of the parish is wholly occupied with
part of the picturesque range of the Pentlands, sending up some summits about 1,600 feet above sealevel, but occasionally giving place to low ground
along the course of the streams. The south-western
division has a diversity of contour, partly gloomy
and partly pleasant, comprising waste grounds, reclaimed moorlands, rich park-scenery, and part of
the beautiful glen of the North Esk. About 8,350
acres in the parish are in tillage; about 1,000 are
under wood and about 11.650 are pastoral or waste.
The soil of the arable lands is exceedingly various,
comprising clay, gravel, sand, moss, and their numerous combinations. The rocks of the hills are of
The
the
eruptive kind, principally clay porphyry.
rocks ot the other districts belong variously to the
transition and the secondaiy classes, and are thickly
overlaid in some places with diluvium. Coal abound?,
;

2

o
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but is so much broken by trap veins that it has not
been extensively worked. Limestone has long been
much quarried. Sandstone of various qualities is
Iron ores occur in b.'ds, veins, and small
plentiful.
masses.
few garnets and pieces of heavy spar
have been found. There are four principal landowners, and nine smaller ones. Much the lai'gest
The
of the four principal is Sir George Clerk, Bart.
value of the assessed property in 1843 was £6,070;

A

the real rental in 1856, £15,068.
Penicuick house, the seat of Sir George Clerk,
Bart., is situated on the left bank of the North Esk,
IJ mile above the village of Penicuick. It was
built in 1761, and afterwards surrounded with rich

park embellishments, by Sir James Clerk, Bart. It
stands on a flat in a curve of the river, with a picturesque glen behind carrying up the view to the
ruins of Branstane-castle, and the western extremity
of the Pentlands, a little plain in front, gemmed with

—

pond and garden, and overhung by wooded ascents,
and swells and eminences on each side, dissevered by
ravines, and moulded into many curvatures of beauty.
Westward, and above the level of the house, is a
large piece of water Avell- stocked with fish. The
are notable as the scene of boatings in his

Eonds
oyhood, which kindled the enthusiasm of John
Clerk of Eldin, the brother of Sir James, for nautical studies, and remotely led to the production of
The house has, in front,
his work on Naval tactics.
a handsome portico supported by eight columns,
and a flight of steps on each side, defended by balustrades; and it is surmounted by a row of vases,
and roofed with lead. The offices, 280 feet distant,
form a large square, with a i-ustic portico, and an
elegant spire and clock and, behind them, seiwing
as a pigeon-house, is an exact model of the quondam
celebrated Roman temple on the Carron, called by
Buchanan " Templum Termini," but popularly denominated Arthur's Oven. On the opposite side of the
river, at the end of an avenue on the top of the bank,
and half-a-mile from the house, stands an obelisk,
;

raised by Sir James Clerk to tlie memory of his
friend and frequent inmate, Allan Ramsay.
On a
conic eminence directly in front of the house, and 3

furlongs distant, stands a round tower which is seen
at a great distance.
On another eminence close on
the Esk, and midway between the house and the village of Penicuick, stands another tower, formerly
called Terregles, the original seat of the ancient proprietor of the parish; and onward from it to the termination of the grounds at the village is a profusion
of pleasant and striking scenes.
About a furlong
above the garden, on the margin of the Esk, is Hurlya
subterranean
147
feet
cove,
long, 7 high and
passage
6 broad, with a dark cell in the middle in which are
seats for 6 or 8 persons, the whole cut out of the
Bolid rock in 1742. Directly opposite this, is another
artificial sheet of water, stored with perch and trout.
The interior of the house fully corresponds with
Buch wealth and variety in the surrounding grounds.
The rooms are spacious and splendidly embellished.
Runciman owed both his celebrity as a painter, and
the occasion of his death, to his acting a part in
adorning them. Being, when young, one of the

who

painted them, he drew tlie notice of
Clerk, then a chief patron of Scottish
genius, and was sent by him to study the ornate
departments of his art at Rome; and after lie had
reached the zenith of his fame, he was employed to
decorate with his brush the large apartment called
Ossian's hall, the ceilings of which are painted with
designs from Ossian's Poems; and contracted his
death-illness from being obliged to lie constantly oji
In the
his back while executing the performance.
house is an excellent collection of books, paintings.

persons
Sir

James
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Roman antiquities, and miscellaneous curiosities.
The Roman antiquities are chiefly from Antoninus'
wall, and the camp at Netherby; and among the
miscellanea is a buff" coat which Graham of Claverhouse. Viscount Dundee, wore at the battle of Killiecrankie, and through which, beneath the armNewhall, which
pit, he received the fatal bullet.

competes with Penicuick-house in interest, is sepaIn various parts of the parish are
rately described.
vestiges of ancient seats of population, variously
mansion, and small town or large village,
all historical knowledge of which is lost.
About |
of a mile south of the village of Penicuick, on a
Esk
and
the
of
the
North
between
peninsula
glen
that of one of its tributaries, are the remains of old
Raveusnook, once the property of Oliver Sinclair,
brother to the laird of Roslin, and, under James V.,
commander-in-chief of the forces, who was defeated
and made prisoner at the battle of Solway-moss.
About 1^ mile above Penicuick-house, and on the
same bank of the Esk, stands Brunstane-castle, an
extensive ruin, said to have been inhabited by the
predecessors of the Earl of Dumfries. Three miles
north-west of the village, on the left bank of Loganwater, completely suriounded by the Pentlands,
stands Logan-house, a ruin of remarkably thick walls
and small narrow windows, and once a favourite
hunting-seat of the Scottish kings. On the neighbouring grounds occurred the celebrated match between the hounds of the royal Bruce and those of Sir
William Sinclair of Roslin, detailed by Sir Walter
Scott in the Notes to the Lay of the Last Minstrel.'
Upwards of 2 miles farther west stands Bevelawhouse, once also a ro3'al hunting-box, but still entire
and uninhabited. On the summit of the pass over
the Pentlands, alluded to in the article Newhall, and
at an elevation of 1,500 feet above sea-level, are remains of a Roman Catholic station the cross gone,
but the pedestal remaining, with two deep erosions,
obviously formed by the kneelings of multitudinous
wayfarers across the dreary wild.
large building, situated to the north of the village of Penicuick, and erected by government during
the great continental war as a cavalry barracks, w.is
converted in 1831 into an iron-foundry. A saw-mill
was erected about 1835. Paper-making has long been
carried on in a number of mills on the North Esk.
In 1810 the older factories were converted by government into depots for prisoners of war, that of Valleyfield for 6,000, and that of Eskmills, then a cotton
factory, for 1,500; and the cottages of the workmen
were fitted up as barracks for the necessary military
fortalice,

'

—

;

A

—

guards. The place became stirring and active, and
was considerably enriched, but suffei'ed damage in
The reversion of the
the moral tone of its people.
mills, at the close of the war, from their warlike
occupancy to the manufacture of paper, was felt to
be an event of general joy, and was celebrated by
a general illumination, and some other demonstrations.
On a spot in the grounds of Valleyfield,
where upwards of 300 of the prisoners of war were
interred, stands a neat chaste monument, from a
" Grata
design by Hamilton, with the inscriptions,
quies patrise, sed et omnis terra sepulclirum," and
"
Certain inhabitants of this parish, desiring to remember tiiat all men are brethren, caused this monument to be erected." Tlie parish is traversed
through Ilowgatc by the old Dumfries turnpike
through Penicuick by the new Dumfries and the
Peebles turnpike, and through Nine-mile burn by
It likewise has connexion,
the Biggar turnpike.
for a short distance, with the I'eebles railway, and
it at the stations of Penito
access
enjoys ready
cuick and Leadburn. Population in 1831. 2,255;
in 1851, 3,003.
Houses, 403.
;

j
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This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
Patron, Sir
synod of Lothi'^n and Tweedds^le.
George Clerk. Bart. Stipend, £158 6s. 8d. glebe,
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with
£16.
about £40 fees, and £12 other emoluments. The
parish church was built in 1771, and has been reand it contains 800 sittings.
peatedly enlarged
There is a Free church, with an attendance of 300 ;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £.575 78.
There is an United Presbyterian church at
lO^d.
Howgate, built in 1856 to supersede one with 390
There is another Presbysittings, built in 1750.
terian church popularly designated of Penicuick.
but really situated at Bridgend within the parish of
Lasswade. There are seven non-parochial schools,

There
I

I

;

a subscription library, a total abstinence society,
and some other institutions. The present parish of
Penicuick comprehends the greater part of the old
parish of Penicuick, and the whole of the old parish
of Mount Lothian.
Part of Old Penicuick, jointly
with part of the abolished parish of Pentland, was.
in 1616, erected into the parish of Glencross.
On
the bisecting line which marked off the disjoined
portion, anciently stood the chapel of St. Catherine's,
erected by Sir William Sinclair, in consequence of
his hunting-match with Bruce, and curiously storied
in the Notes to the 'Lay of the Last Minstrel.' The
ancient church of Penicuick was dedicated to St.
Mungo, and long bore his name and it was an in;

The parish of Mount Lothian
consisted of the district on the south-east, lying
inward from the South Esk. The church belonged,
before the Reformation, to the monks of Holyrood,
and was served by a vicar. In 1635 the church
was transferred to the episcopate of Edinburgh ;
The
and, in 1638, the parish was suppressed.
name Penicuick. so very variously written in modem
in
times, was,
early times, spelt Penicok. and is
believed to have been derived from the Gaelic Beinor
the
British Pen-y-coe, both of which
na-cuack,
mean the Cuckoo's hill.'
The Village of Pexiccick stands on the left
bank of the North Esk, and on the road from Edinburgh to Dumfries, 9 miles north-east of Linton,
and 10 south of Edinburgh.
little suburb of it,
on the right bank of the North Esk, is within the
parish of Lasswade. The village consists chiefly
of a single street, extending north-east and southwest.
Its principal ornament is the
parish church,
situated at the north-east end
an elegant Grecian
with
a
Doric
structure,
tetrastyle
portico, inscribed
in Hebrew characters with the word Bethel,' and
surmounted by a stone cross. The shops and dwelling-houses have, in general, an air of neatness and
comfort superior to those of most villages of its size;
and a number of the newer houses are both
spacious
and elegant. The village is lighted with gas. It
has an office of the Clydesdale Bank. Annual fairs
are held on the third Friday of
March, and .on the
first Friday of October.
The village is a burgh
of barony, and is also a station of the
Edinburgh
county police. Population, 907. Houses, 166.^
PEXIELHEUGH. a hill in the parish of CrailiKo: which see. The battle
fought on Lilliard's
Edge, in the contiguous parish, and usually designated of Ancrum, is sometimes called the battle of
dependent parsonage.

'

A

;

'

Penielheugh.

A scrum.

PEXKILL.

SeeDAiLLY.
PENKILL (The). See Palkill (The).
PENKILN. See KiRKMADRisE.

PENXAN, a fishing-village, with about half-adozen fishing-boats, in the western
part of the parish
of Aberdour, in Aberdeenshire.
A brook of the
•ame name enters the sea here, and once formed a
•mall natural harbour, which has been destroyed.

is

a parochial school at the village.

Popu-

lation. 168.

;

See

PENXIXGHAM.
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PEXNERSAUGHS. an
prehended

ancient parish,

in the parish of Middlebie,

now

cora-

Dumfries-

shire. It lies on the eastern bank of the river Mein,
at the distance of a mile south-east of Ecclefechan.
PENNINGHAM, a parish in the extreme northIts eastern margin contains
east of Wigtonshire.
the post-town of Newton-Stewart; and its northwestern extremity adjoins the post-oflice station
of Lochmabbery.
It is bounded by Ayrshire. Kirkcudbrightshire, the head of Wigton-bay, and by the
parishes of Wigton, Kirkinner, and Kirkcowan.
Its length south-eastward is 15 miles; its greatest
breadth is 6^ miles ; and its area is about 54 square
It forms a belt of very irregular and evermiles.
varying breadth between the rivers Cree and Bladenoch, which respectively trace the whole of its
eastern and western boundaries. Most of its surface
is tumulated and moorish, nowhere mountainous,
but prevailingly bleak ; and. in a general view, is a
long, dimpled, broken swell, inclining to the rivers.
The moss of Cree is a flat, in the south-east extremity, of nearly 2,000 acres; it seems first to have
been submarine, next a forest, and next a moss: it
has, to a considerable extent, been reclaimed, and
is undergoing steady invasion ; and, wherever improved, it produces excellent crops. If the whole
parochial area were divided or arranged into 58
parts, 1 would be found covered with wood, 3 disposed in meadow, 8 occupied by moss, water, and
roads, 24 occasionally or regularly tilled, and 40
pastoral or waste.
Among the moorlands, especially along the Cree, there are many fruitful and
agreeable spots ; and a large proportion of the uncultivated grounds would, with comparative ease,
Eleven lakes
yield t* agricultural improvement.

lochlets. all tame and cheerless, but variously
stored with fish, lie in the northern division ; tlie
most considerable are Lochs Mabbery and Domal,
both on the boundary with Ayrshire, and the former
in the basin of the Bladenoch.
Springs are pure
and numerous; and one is a chalybeate. The parish
has scarcely any native rock except greywacke, but
is sprinkled all over with boulders, many of them
of great size. Out of Newton-Stewart, the only
things approximating to manufacture, are two grain
The mansions are Coi-sbie and Corvisel, in
mills.
the vicinity of Newton-Stewart ; Merton-hall, -2
miles to the west ; and Penningham-house, 4 miles
The chief landowners
to the north, on the Cree.
are the Earl of Galloway and Blair of Penningham.
The min of Castle-Stewart the ancient
stands 3 miles
seat of the Stewarts of that ilk
The great
north-north-west of Newton-Stewart.
mail-road between Dumfries and Portpatrick crosses
the parish directly westward; a road follows the
whole boundary-course of the Cree ; and there are
various subordinate roads.
Population in 1831,
Assessed
Houses, 660.
3,461 ; in 1851, 4,155.
4d.
in
Is.
1843, £11,324
property
This parish is in the presbytery of Wigton, and
s\Tiod of Galloway.
Patron, the Earl of Galloway.
Stipend, £280 Is."; glebe, £22 17s. 2d.
Unappro-

and

—

priated teinds, £401 12s. 7d.

—

Schoolmaster's salary,

The parish
4s. 4^d., with £35 fees.
built in 1840, and contains 1,200 sittings.

church
There
is a Free church, designated of Newton-Stewart, and
in
situated
but
Minnigaff.
serving for Penningham.
There is an United Presbyterian church, built in
and
an at400
having
sittings,
1792, containing
tendance of 200. There is a Reformed Presbyterian
church, with an attendance of 120. There is a
Roman Catholic chapel, built in 1831, and containThere are eight non-parochial
ing 177 sittings.

£34

was

PENNIWHIGATE.

them aided by endowment. The
ancient clmieh of Penningham was dedicated to
St. Niiiian, the patron saint of Galloway, and had a
bell with the inscription, Campana Santi Niniani
Penigliam, M.' When James IV. passed through
the ancient hainlet or kirktown, now extinct, on his

Bchools, three of

'

pilgrimage a-foot to Whithorn, in 1506-7, he gave
a donation of nine shillings 'to an man that bore
Sanct Niiiian's bell.' The house of Clary or Clachary,
still traceable, and the fruit-trees in whose garden
still j-ield souie produce, was anciently the chief
residence of tiie bishops of Galloway, who were
propi"ietors of the manoi', and, for a long time, also
In the 16th cenof the cluirch of Penningham.
tury the churcli was annexed to the archdeaconry
of Galloway and during the peiiod of Protestant
episcopacy, tlie parson was archdeacon of the diocese,
;

Tlie
first member of the bishop's chapter.
ruins of the old church still exist, .3 miles south of

and

There were anciently two chapels
subordinate to the church the one at the Cruives
of Cree, 4 miles north of Newton-Stewart, built, in
1508, by John Kennedy of Blairquhan, endowed
with an annual rent of £8 10s. from the barony of
AUoway, and dedicated to 'St. Ninian ; and the
other 2| miles farther north, of earlier erection, and
Ruins of only the
called Kery or Keir chapel.
Newton-Stewart.

;

former exist.

PENNIWHIGATE

(The), a brook flowing into
Gala-water, at the village of Stow, near the southeastern extremity of Edinburghshire.
PENjS YCROSS. See Kilfumchen.
PENNYGUICK. See Penicujck.
PENNYGOWN. See Forsa (Tue).

PENNYMUIR. SceOxxAM.
PENPONT, a parish, containing
own name,

a post-office

vil-

Upper Nithsdale, Dumfriesshire. It is bounded on the west by Kirkcudbiightshire, and on other sides by the parishes of Sanquhar, Durisdeer, Morton, Keir, and Tynron. Its
length south-eastward is 14 miles; its mean breadth
lage of

its

in

scarcely 2^ miles; and its area is about 32^
square miles. The surface, at the north-west extremity, is wildly but romantically upland, sending
up summits which compete in all the elements of
mountain landscape with any south of the Grampians; in the central district, it is still upland, but
of softer feature and lessened elevation and, in the
south-west district, it passes through the gradations
of towering hill, considerable eminence, and gentle
swell, till it finally subsides into a belt of alluvial
Two- thirds or more of the whole area are
plain.
is

;

arranged lengthwise into four generally steep ridges,
and three deep and narrow glens, each of the latter
watered by a very pure and plentiful stream. Skarrwater rises close on the boundary, in the extreme
north-west, runs 10 miles in a long curvature, or
nearly the segment of a circle, through the interior,
traces for 5 miles the boundary with Tynron and
Keir, and leaves the parish only 1^ mile before falling into the Nith. Its hill-screens over a great
part of its course are so steep and high, tufted with
copses below, and dotted over with sheep in the

and its basin is .so narrow and rocky, so
and so embellished with trees and
rapid in gradient,
cultivation, as to be replete with picturosquene-ss
and romance. Chanlock-bnrn, a streamlet of r>^
ascent,

miles course, and entirely indigenous, strikes the
Skarr at an acute angle 2 mile above the point
where the latter begins to run along the boundary.
The ridge which lies between them comes boldly
and steeply Anwn in the form of a grand mountain1

to their point of confluence; aiul there it is
over with trees, and confronts hill.screons on the opposite sides of tire glens. j\n'i)yed

wedge,

r<',atherod all

PENPONT.
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and forms with them, as seen
the course of the united stream, one
of the finest varieties of romantic landscape.
In
the bosom of the Skarr's left mountain flank, 2^
miles above this point, rises almost perpendicularly
from the glen, the naked stupendous crag of Glen(luhargen, a mountain mass of nearly bare stone,
amidst highlands where all else is green or nisset,
orie of the greatest curiosities in the south of Scotland.
See Gi.ENQUHARfiEX. About If mile southeast of it appears the summit of Caimkinna, crowna
ing
gradual ascent, possessing an altitude of 2,086
feet above sea-level, and commanding a view of
large parts of Nithsdale and Annandale, considerable portions of Ayrshire, Kirkcudbrightshire, and
Clydesdale, and some blue and hazy summits in
Cumberland.
Park-burn, for 2J miles above its
confliience with the Nith, traces the boundary with
Durisdeer, running cheerily through the pleasuregrounds of Drumlanrig-castle, and overlooked on
the Durisdeer side by that magnificent ducal pile.
The Nith, rich here in the beauty of its dress, forms
for 2J miles after receiving the Park-burn, the
boundary-line on tire west. The general prospect
down both this stream and the lower Skarr is extensive and enchanting, and presents a foreground
of highly cultivated haughs and hanging plains,
diversified by swells and soft eminences, thriving
woods, and neat villas, with a singularly varied
in the richest green,

a

little

down

back-ground, now boldly and abruptly mountainous,
and now retreating slowly upward from lowland to
soaring summit. From a plain, the site of the
church and manse, on the left bank of the Skarr, 30
feet above its level, three-fourths of a mile above
the point where it leaves the parish, and a mile
distant from the nearest part of the Nith, both
rivers are distinctly seen for about 8 miles, first separate, and then united, their pools appearing at
intervals as smooth sheets of water, and their haughground converted, on occasion of a heavy freshet,
into a little inland sea about a mile broad.
Not far
from this point of observation, a neat niodem bridge
spans the Sk.arr, between two steep rocks, on the
site of a venerable hanging bridge, of very remote
but unknown antiquity, of one large semicircular
arch, completely mantled with ivy and woodbine,
but removed in 1801. The banks of the stream are
here high and skirted with wood, and the chamiel
rocky and obstracted with loose blocks; and immediately above, the stream come's tuniultuously along
in cataracts, and receives at right angles on its
Tynron side the waters of the Shinncl from between

high and wooded banks.
Only about one-tenth of the parochial area is cultivated; and probably not more than one-eighth is
capable of cultivation. Improvements of every sort
upon the land have been conducted, and are still
carried forward, with the greatest energy and success.
Plantations are extensive. The magnificent
new gardens of Dnmilanrig-castle, which, together
with the elegant cottage for the gardener, from a
design by Mr. Burn, cost upwards of £10,000, and
also part of the adjacent demesne, fling enchantment over the district lying on tl;e Park-bum.
Orchards and small gardens are objects cif general
circ.
The soil in the many arable spots among the
hills is light, early, easily improveable, and very
The herbage on the uplands is excelfertile.
lent.
Wliitc aud red sandstone abound in the lower
district; whinstone is quarried as a building material from among the hills; lead ore exists, and is
supposed to be abiuidant; coal is said to have been
accidentally stumbled upon, but has not been formally searched for, and is not certainly known to
exist.

I>ow-loch, which, as well as several springs,

PEXPOXT.

has some mineral qualities, and which occupies the
sammit of a hill about a mile below Drumlanrig.
was famed, in the days of superetition, for the alleged
power of healing all sorts of diseases, and had a
guardian demon or saint, to whom devotees left
some part of their dress as an offering. Glenmannow-bum, an early and wild little tributary of the
Skarr, through a bleak sheep-walk among the mountains, is associated with curious and stirring anecdotes
of a sheep farmer, known only as Glenmannow, who
lived in the latter half of last century, and performed wonderful feats of physical strength. About
five-sixths of the parish belon? to the Duke of Buccleuch, and the rest is divided among eight heritors.
Real rental in
in 1843, £9,396.
Assessed

property

1855, £6,8.56.
At the confluence of Park-bum with the Xith,
are slight vestiges of what is called Tibber's-castle,
an erection which is supposed to have been of Roman
Til)eorigin, and to have had its name in honour of
Tlus castle was gamsoned by the
rias Caesar.
English in the early part of the wars of the suci

!

and was taken by surprise by Sir William
Wallace. The barony on which the castle stands,
and a hill in its vicinity, also bear the name of
Tibbers.
A Roman causeway is traceable up the
Skarr, and into Tynron; and there are vestiges of a
Roman encampment. An ancient olielisk, about 10
feet high, fixed in a socket of two steps, stands on
It is covered with the traces
the estate of Bailford.
of sculptures or inscriptions, now altogether unindoes
not
but
it
figure either in record or
telligible;
There are likewise in
in any distinct tradition.
the parish two moats, and four very large cairns.
For 4^ miles at the upper end, the parish has no
road; for 5^ more it has only one along the Skarr;
but in the remaining district, it is tolerably wellprovided. Its southern margin is traversed by the
road from Thornhill to ilinniehive; and all its
south-eastern district has near access to the Tlionihill and Can'on-bridge stations of the Glasgow and
The village of Penpont
South- Western railway.
stands on the left bank of the SkaiT. and on the road
firom Thornhill to Minniehive. 2 miles west-southwest of Thornhill, 5 north-east of Minniehive, and
16 north-west by north of Dumfries. It is a straggling, rural, pleasant place; and consists of three
cession,

Penpont-proper, Townhead of Penpont. and
Its population is about 450.
Hiring
markets used to be held here three times a-year,
but thev have been discontinued. Population of the
parish in 1831, 1,232; in 1851, 1.411. Houses, 241.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the synod
of Dumfries.
Patron, the Duke of Bnccleuch.
Stipend, £256 9s. 4d.; glebe, £20.
Unappropriated
The parish church stands in
teinds, £601 Is. 6d.
the vicinity of the village of Penpont; and it was
built in 1782. and contains 4(>8 sittings.
There is
» Free church at Penpont, with an attendance of
760; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was

Eirts,
riarbnsh.

£800 8s. 6id.
There is an United Presbyterian
church at Bumhead, built in 1800, and containing
700 sittings. There is a Reformed Presbyterian
ehnrch at the village of Penpont. built in 1791, and
eontaining about 500 sittings. There are two parochial schools; and the salary of the first master is
-'9 6s.
6|d., with £16 fees, and £12 other emoluthat of the second master, £22, with £9
nts.
s.
There are likewise two non-parochial schools.
e parish was anciently a vicarage of the
abbey

—

:

The name Penpont

of doubtful
Holywooil.
igin, but may have arisen from the British Pen-ythe head of the bridge.'
the site of the church
i't,
1
villaee being at the end of the ancient deolished bridge,
an erection which was seemingly

—

'

—
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Roman, and which probably succee<led an
and simpler one of the British Selgovae.
PENSHIEL. See Whittixgham.
PENSTON, a village and a barony in the

earliCr

parisli

of Gladsmuir, Haddingtonshire. The village stands
on an eminence half-a-mile south of the neiireet
point of the Edinburgh and Berwick road, 3 miles
east of Tranent, and 5 west of Haddington.
It occupies the centre of one of the most extensivelyworked coal districts in the county, and is inhabited
But it is a poor place, of mean
chiefly by coliiei-s.
and ruinous appearance. Population, 2.33. Houstis,
53.
At its west end stands the farm-house of PenThe barony of
sion, with a neat set of offices.
Pension, lying around the village, and at the south
end of the parisji, has belonged to the family of its
present proprietor during about 5J centuries. William de Baliol. son of Alexander Baliol. Lord-highchamberlain of Scotland, and grand-nephew of John
Baliol of Bamard-castle, the father of John Baliol,
king of Scotland, was proprietor of Penstou and
Hoprig towai-d the close of the 18th century, and,
in 1296, as lord of these baronies, swore fealty to
Edward I. By marriage, as is said, with a daughter of Sir William Wallace, the Scottish patriot, he
acquired the barony of Lamington in Lanarkshire,
and assumed for himself as well as bequeathed to
his descendants down to the present possessor, the
name and designation of Bailie ot Lamington, Hoprig,

and Penston.

PENTECOX,

a hamlet in the parish of Newton,
Population. 41. Houses, 9.
PENTLAND, an ancient but suppressed parish,
in the centre of Edinburghshire.
It comprehended
the manors of Pentland and Falford, with the norths
em portion of the Pentland-hills, including the vale
of Logan or Glencross-water.
The name Pentland
was written in charters of the r2th century, and
has continued to be written from that epoch onward,
exactly as at present; yet it is of obscure and doubtful origin.
From the circumstance that the northerii divi.sion of the great Mid-Lothian hill- range
was in the 13th and the 14th centuries called the
Moor of Pentland. the author of Caledonia has no
doubt that the hills borrowed the name from the
parish, and not the parish from the hills; and, from
among various possible etymologies, he prefers as
the etymon of the name the Old English Pent.
signifying enclosed, which, with the word lavd,
would mean the enclosed land, the enclosure on the
moor.
The parish-church stood at the village of
Pentland, and has left some vestiges to greet the
of
the
It seems to have been
eye
antiquarian.
granted to the monks of Holyrood at the founding
of their abbey, and was confirmed to them in 1240;
but before the demise of Alexander III., it became
an independent rectory, and, in the 14th and two
following centuries, it was under the patronage of
the Earls of Orkney and Barons of Roslin.
The
parish was suppressed after the Reformation and
the northern part annexed to Lasswade. while the
Edinburghshire.

'

'

;

southern, comprehending the barony of Falford. was
united to the new parish of St. Catherine-s, afterwards called Glencross. The small decayed village
or hamlet of Pentland stands a little west of the
Peebles and Dtimfries road, while New Pentland
stands on that road, each about 5J miles south of
Edinburgh. The latter is a station of the county
police.

PENTLAND

FRITH, the strait or sound betwixt continental Scotland and tlie Orkney islands,
the
Atlantic
and the German oceans.
connecting
Its length is about 17 miles; and its breadth is
from 6 to 8. But, at the middle, it expands, on the
north side, into Scalpa Flow; and, if identified

PENTLAND FRITH.
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the
" it

is high water at Scarfskerry at nine o'clock.
Immediately as the water begins to fall upon the

shore the current turns to the west; but the strength
of the current is so great in the middle of the frith,
that it continues to run east till about twelve.
These contiguous currents, running with such a velocity from opposite directions, have a strange appearance from the land. With a gentle breeze of
westerly wind about eight o'clock in the morning,

whole frith seems as smooth as a sheet of glass,
from Dunnet-head to Hoyhead in Orkney. About
nine the sea begins to rage tor about 100 yards off
the head, while all without continues smooth as
before. This appearance gradually advances toward
tlie

:

when he

talked

of,

the frith, and along the shore to the east, though
the effects are not much felt upon the shore till it
reaches Scarfskerry - head, which is about three
miles distant from Dunnet-head, as the land between
these points forms a considerable bay.
By two
o'clock, the whole frith seems to rage. About three
in the afternoon, it is low water on the shore, when
all tlie former phenomena are reversed
the smooth
water beginning to appear next the land, and advancing gradually till it reaches the middle of the

—

These contiguous and opposite currents,
even in calm weather, are quite perplexing to mariners unacquainted with this peculiar sea, and sweep
along to destruction any of their vessels which incautiously approach the land but they are so wellknown to the native sailors and boatmen of the
flanking coasts, that they are taken advantage of
to expedite sailing, and, in the event of threatened
danger, to steer steadily toward some one harbour
or sheltered creek.
The greatest danger may be
apprehended, not in a gale, but in a calm, especially
during a fog. Persons unacquainted with the tides
have been known to drift along at the rapid rate of
nine miles in the hour, while they supposed them-

frith."

;

—

"

Where

the Hebrides,
roars the Pentland with his whirling seaa."

The Pentland

frith is the most dangerous of the
yet must be traversed by all vessels
from
the
east of Scotland to the Atlantic, or
passing
from the west to the German ocean, which cannot
navigate the limited capacities of the Caledonian
canal.
Its
have been delineated with
perils
powerful and emulating appeals to the sense of the
wonderful and the terrific, by artists, poets, and historians; yet, though frankly acknowledged by even
the most experienced mariners, they have been
much exaggerated; and, by Orkney pilots and boatmen, who have long and carefully studied their humours, they are regarded as by no means formidable.
The ph(;nomena of the frith, amid the aids of lighthouses and high nautical skill, are rather subjects of
sublime marine scenery than objects of terror to naThe tide varies in rate from 3 to 9 miles
vigation.
an hour, according to the height of its rise, and the
consequent amount of its mass of waters. At full
spring, it rises 8 feet, and on extraordinary occasions 14; and at neap, it rises from 3^ to 6.
The
flood comes northward along the west coast of
runs
eastward
the
and
then
Scotland,
frith,
through
courses away southward along the eastern coast.
But, ill consequence of sudden contractions and expansions of the channel, and of the intervention or
obstruction of headlands, islands, rocks, and shoals,
counter currents are produced in the frith as rapid as
the tide itself; and these, in their collisions with
one another, or with tlie tide, or with sunken rocks,

Scottish seas

selves to be stationary; and, a number of years ago,
while the crew of a large ship supposed themselves
becalmed in the frith during a mist, their vessel
came ashore, and was wrecked in Dunnet-bav.
PENTLAND HILLS, a beautiful range of

;

produce powerful eddies and stupendous spoutings
which, when lashed and infuriated by gales, are
menacing to even the largest vessels.
The stream along the coasts flows in a direction

HILLS.

opposite to that of the central or main current. At
spi'ing-tides, says a notice of this phenomenon in
New Statistical Account of the parish of Dunnet,

with the lower and unsheltered part of the Orcadian mediterranean, or the part south of F'lota, it
On the
attains an extreme breadth of 1 1 miles.
coast of Caithness it terminates on the east, at
Duncansby-head, and, on the west, at Dunnet-head;
and, on the north, or Orkney side, it is terminated,
on the east, by a headland of South Ronaldshay, and,
on the west, by a headland of Hoy. The distance,
or breadth of sea, between the eastera terminations,
is 6 miles; and that between the western terminations, is 7.
Nearly in the centre of the east end of
the frith, but 2J miles east of a straight line between
Duncansby-head and South Ronaldshay, lie the
Twelve
Pextland Skerries: see that article.
miles north-west of Duncansby-head, and IJ mile
from the nearest point of the Caithness coast, lies
About 3^ miles
the island of Stroma which see.
north-north-east of this island, 2 miles west of the
nearest point of South Ronaldshay, and looking
right up the centre of Scalpa Flow, lies the island
Two miles west-southof Swona: which also see.
west of Stroma, and not far from tiie Caithness
coast, are some very dangerous rocks, called the
Merry Men of Mey, which are not always visible,
and cause a dreadful agitation of the sea. See Mey.
At the east end of the frith, outward from Duncansby-head, is another very rough and dangerous
piece of sea, occasioned also by rocks alternately
submerged and visible, called the Boars of Duiicansby. Near the north side of Stroma is a perilous
whirlpool, which whitens a considerable extent of
circumjacent sea with its foam, and bears the name
of the Swalchie of Stroma.
Other constant whirlpools near Swona island are called the Wells of
or
and
tidal
occasional
^wona;
whirlpools and
eddies are so numerous and shifting that they cannot wear a name. The poet Byron did not draw
largely on his imagination
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heights, partly in Peebles-shire, and chiefly in MidLothian. The range is geographically an isolated
or slenderly connected continuation north-eastward
of the broad congeries of mountains and hills which
comes off" from the central mass of the Southern
Highlands, and occupies most of the area of Peeblesshire; and it extends about 12 miles from the interior and western boundary of the parish of Linton
to points in the parishes of Colinton and Lnsswade,
about 4 miles south-west of Edinburgh. The hills
do not form strictly a ridge; but, over most of their
length, they are cut into spurs by the basins of
streams, and near their middle, they are diagonally
dissevered by the pastoral vale of Logan or Glencross- water.
The summits at the north-east end,
or in Colinton and Lnsswade, rise, in several instances, about 1,600 feet above sea-level; and
several which form a group about the middle, or in
the parishes of Glencioss and Penicuick, have an
altitude of upwards of 1,700 feet; East-cairn-hill,
the highest, rising 1,802 feet above the level of the
sea.
The liills, though of a bare, heathy, barren
appearance are covered with fine pasture, and
sustain numerous flocks of sheep; and they exhibit
in the openings among their spurs and through
their diagonal vale, various landscapes of very pleasing pastoral romance. Their outline also delight
the eye; and, as seen respectively in the north-eail
and in the south-west, is said, in the one case, to

PENTLAND SKEEKIES.

semble that of the Andes, and, in the other, to be a
daplicate of that of the Malvem range in WorFrom some of their copious springs of
cestershire.
is

supplied by pipes.
geognostically no affinity to
the Tweeddale heights, but. in most cases, consist
of
entirely
porphyry, chiefly of the claystone and
Caerketan or Kirkyettan
the felspar varieties.
crags, on the boundary between Colinton and Lasswade, and elevated 1,580 feet above sea-level, are
composed principally of a clayey felspar, strongly
impregnated with black oxide of iron. This substance, but for its impregnation, would be highly
useful to the potter; and. from its resemblance to
the Chinese petunse or kaoline, out of which the
best native china is made, it has obtained the name
of Petunse Pentlandica. Some specimens of it are
white, some of a flesh colour, and some of a cream
It occurs, in general,
colour, with small red spots.
in amorphous blocks or masses; but it is found also
especially in other parts of the Pentlands in
reins about f of an inch thick, and variously bent,
and even lies dispersed among the porphyritic rock
Boulders of
in nodules about the size of pease.
granite, gneiss, and other primitive rocks, lie on
the very summits of the Pentlands; and belong to
varieties whose nearest indigenous position is
among the Grampians, at a distance of not less than
60 miles.
Jaspers, some of which are of great
Several rare
beauty, are frequently picked up.
minerals also occurwater, Edinburgh
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The Pentlands have

—

—

—

PENTL.\ND (XewV See
PEN'TLAND SKERRIES,

Pextlasd.
two islets and some
seaward of the middle of the

adjacent rocks, a little
eastern entrance of the Pentland frith. The smaller
islet lies IJ mile south by west of the larger, and
is uninhabited.
The larger islet lies 4§ miles eastnorth-east of Duncansby-head, and 3J miles south
east
of
the
Loather
rock, on the nearest part
by
of the Orkney coast ; and is inhabited only by the
Owing to their relative
keeper of a lighthouse.
position to the Pentland frith, and to their full exposure to its rapid tides and currents, and to the
impetuous surges of the Northern sea, the Pentland
Skerries were long imminently perilous to mariners,
and presented a site of no common importance for a
In 1794 one of these useful erections
lighthouse.
was built on the larger Skerr>'. It stands in north
latitude 58' 41', and in longitude west of Greenwich 2° 55'. It consists of two towei-s, and has a
higher and a lower light. The north-west or highest
light is elevated 170 feet, and the lower light 140
feet above high water.
The two light-rooms, relatively to each other, bear S. S. \V. and N. N. E.,
distant 100 feet.
The bearings, as taken from the
highest light-room bv compass, are the western
extremity of the Little Pentland Skerry S. by W.,
distant IJ mile; extremity of the foul ground of
that

Skerry S. E.. distant IJ mile; Duncansbyhead in Caithness W. S. W., distant 14 miles;
Noss-head S. W. by W., distant 4^ miles northwest point of the island of Stroma, N. W. by W.,
;

distant 6J miles; south-eastern extremity of the
Loather rock on the Orkney shore N. by W., distant
3^ miles.
PEN-TON-LINXS. See Liddell (The).
PERCETON. See Dreghors.

PERCHH ALL-LOCH, a lake in the parish of
Applegarth, Dumfries-shire. It was partially drained in 1814.
PERCY-HILL, one of the Cheviots, in the parish
of Morebattle, Roxburghshire.
PER.SIE, a chapel-district in the Grampian part
of the eastern border of Perthshire. It comprehends
Ac Highland district of Bendochy, the north-western

portion of Alyth, the detached portions of Rattray

and Caputh. a small portion of Kirkmicbael, and
It beparts of Blairgowrie and Kinloch parishes.
longs in nearly equal proportions to the presbytery
of Meigle, in the synod of Angus and Meams, and
to that of Dunkeld in the synod of Perth and Stirling but the chapel is situated in Bendochy, which
belongs to the former. Population about 1,000; of
;

whom

about 190 belong to Bendochy and about 300
to Alyth. The chapel was built about 75 years ago,
at the cost of £150; and contains about 340 sittings.

PERT.

See Logie-Pert.
a cluster of parishes in the Perth proper
It contains very nearly all
district of Perthshire.
the ancient royal burgh or city of Perth, but contains only the principal part of the present parlia-
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bounded by RedRhynd, Dunbamie, Forteviot, Aberdalgie, and Tibbermore. Its
length southward is about 4J miles ; its greatest
breadth is about I^ mile: and its area is about

mentary burgh of Perth.
gorton,

Scone,

Kinnoul.

3,410 imperial acres.

It is

Kinfaiuis,

The

river

Almond

separates

from Redgorton and the river Tay separates it
from Scone, Kinnoul. *hd Kinfauns. It was all one
parish till the year 1807. but was then divided, by

it

;

authority of the court of teinds, into the four parishes of East Kirk, Middle Kirk, West Kirk, and
St. Paul's.
The East Kirk parish comprises part of
the town of Perth and nearly all the rural districts ;
it contains the villages of Dovecotland, Tulloch,
Craigie, Cherrybank, Pithheveliss, Craigend, and
Friarton ; and it measures 4^ miles in length, with
a variable and comparatively narrow breadth. The
Middle Kirk parish lies wholly in the town of Perth,
and measures 250 yards in extreme length, and 160
yards in extreme breadth. The West Kirk parish
lies almost all in the town, and measures about J
a mile square. St. Paul's parish lies wholly in the
town, and measures about a mile in extreme length,
and about J of a mile in extreme breadth. Population of the East Kirk parish in 1831, 7,188; in 1851,
8,590.
Houses, 867.
Population of the Middle

Kirk parish

in 1831, 5.238; in 1851, 4.933. Houses,
Population of the West Kirk parish in 1831,
4,406; in 1851, 5,619. Houses, 445. Population
of St. Paul's parish in 1831, 3,184; in 1851, 3,090.
Houses, 253.
The landward districts of the East Kirk parish
Various hills of a
possess much i-ural interest.
ridgy character, but soft in outline, and of moderate
occur
in
the
and
the west. The
south
elevation,
highest is iloscKiEFF Hill: which see. The others
vary in height from about 300 feet to a little upwards
of 600. But though uucommanding in bulk or altitude, they contribute by the beauty of their contour
and the richness of their dress some fine features to
a singularly ornate landscape, and lift the eye over
a large expanse of scenery unsurpassed in Gotland
by the loveliness of its natural features, the opulence

332.

of its artificial decorations, and the number, variety,
and harmony of its parts. The view in the interior
of the parish, aided by the hill-screens of Kinnoul,
is that of an ornamented
a gorgeous amphicavity,
a magnificent nest, feathered all round
theatre,
with the softest elements of scenic luxury. But the
view from the hill-tops, particularly from Moncrieff,
where the eye surveys the clustering of all sorts of

—

—

picturesque things in Kinnoul, and wanders over
the far-stretching districts of Stratheam and Gowrie,
so exultant, so superb, that Pennant's laconic
" It
is
panegyric upon it can hardly become stale,
the glory of Scotland." Both the heights on the
boundaries, and numerous swells in the interior,
subside by gentle gradients into a luxuriant stretch
of plain, which extends along the Tay.
Nearly
is

—
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three-fourths of the whole parochial area is arable
ground iu a state of the highest cultivation upwards
and the caps
of 700 acres are covered with wood
of some of the hills, as well as the two beautiful
pendicles of level ground called Inches, in the
immediate outskirts of the town, are disposed in
The soil on the higher grounds is a rich
pasture.
loam and, on the low or level grounds, it is a clayey
alluvium lying upon gravel. The old red sandstone,
dipping toward the northwest, lies beneath most of
the parish and was at one time quarried as buildingvast bed of
stone, but was found too perishable.
conglomerate occurs in the south-west. Greenstone,
forms
of
the hills
and
other
constitute
basalt,
trap,
along the south and the trap rock is quarried as
Boulders of granite and gneiss, which
road-metal.
must have been borne hither from the Grampians,
were at one time common, and are still not infrequent; but wherever they obstructed cultivation

containing 932 sittings the East, built upwards of
50 years ago, and containing 580 sittings and the
church in the village of Craigend, built in 1780, and
containing 413 sittings. The other places of worship are an Original Secession church, built in 1821,

they have been removed. The Almond, during its
brief connection with the parish, has lost all its high
The Tay, as it
romance, and is tamely pretty.
sweeps along the boundaiy, is everywhere beautiful,
replete with feature, and oiiarmingly diversified;
and, toward the lower part, it makes a bold curve
from a southerly to an easterly direction, splits, just
before the curve, into two streams round the beautiful islet of Moncrieff, and marches on thence in the
united column of its waters, to stem the tides from
the frith and to flank the Carse of Gowrie. The
principal landowners are the Earl of Kinnoul, Lord
Gray, Lord Eli bank. Sir Thomas Moncrieff, Bart.,
John Nicol, Esq. of Few, the City of Perth, and
tlie Glover Incorpora,tion of Perth.
Tiie I'eal rental
in 1855 of the landward parts of the East Kirk parish was £6,314 14s. 5d.
of the property within the
police boundaries of the city, £58,000 of the property within the boundaries of the parliamentary
burgh, £65,000. The j'early value of the raw produce of the landward districts was estimated in 1837

parliamentary burgh, which excludes part of the
East Kirk parish, but includes parts of the parishes
of Tibbermore, Scone, and Kinnoul.
According to
these statistics, there were then in Perth 35 places
of worship ; of which 5 belonged to the Established
church, 6 to the Free church, 7 to the United Presbyterian church, 1 to the Original Secession church,
3 to the Independents, 2 to the Old Scotch Independents, 3 to the Baptists, 2 to the Wesleyan
Methodists, 1 to the Glassites, 2 to the Episcopalians,
2 to the Roman Catholics, and 1 to an isolated congregation. The number of sittings in 2 of the Established places of worship was 1,812 ; in 5 of the
Free church places of worship, 3,578; in 5 of the
United Presbyterian places of worship, 3,690 in
the Original Secession meeting-house, 500; in 2 oi
the Independent chaj>e]s, 1,194; in 1 of the Old
Scotch Independent chapels, 80; in 1 of the Baptist'
chapels, 300; in 1 of the Wesleyan Methodist chapels,
360; in the Glassite chapel, 160; in 1 of the Episcopalian chapels, 550; in the two Eoman Catholic
chapels, 450; and in the meeting- place of the iso-

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

at £14,687.
The four parishes of Perth are in the pi'esbytery
The
of Perth, and synod of Perth and Stirling.
patron of them all is the town council of Perth.
The stipend of the minister of the East Kirk is £266
of the minister of the Middle Kirk, £259
9s. 5d.
Os. 7d.; of the minister of the West Kirk, £250; of
the minister of St. Paul's Kirk, £280. The churches
of the East, the Middle, and the West parishes are
parts of a very ancient edifice which will be described in our account of the city. The East church
contains 1,314 sittings; the Middle church, 1,208;
the West church, 929. St. Paul's church was built
;

and contains 884 sittings.
There is a
chapel of ease, called St. Leonard's chinch, which
in
of
and
contains
was built
1835, at a cost
£2,450,
980 sittings, and is under the patronage of its heads
There is likewise a chapel of case
of families.
called St. Stephen's church, or the Gaelic church,
which was built in 1788 for the use of the Highland
population, and contains 762 sittings, and is under
the patronage of the male communicants. These
two chapels were, for some time, quoad sacra parish
churches by ecclesiastical authority but they lost
their status at the disruption, and have not re-acquired it. The Free churches are the Middle, with
830 sittings; the West, with 1,000 sittings; St.
Leonard's, with 1,000; the Gaelic, with 630; and
and the receipts in 1856
Kinnoul-street, witli 250;
of the Free West were £1,1 12 ISs. 4d. of the Middle,
£1,061 14s. 7d.; of St. Leonard's, £1,264 28. 3Jd.
of the Gaelic, £198 5s. lO^d. and of the Kinnoulin 1806,

;

—

;

;

;

The United Presbyterian
street, £87 Is. 8id.
churches are the North, built in 1791, and containing 1,404 sittings; the South, built in 1740, and

;

;

and containing 500

an Independent chapel
and containing 800 sit-

sittings ;
in Mill-street, built in 1824,

an Independent chapel in Canal-crescent,
tings
containing 375 sittings; a Baptist chapel, built iu
1831, and containing 300 sittings; a Methodist
chapel, containing 400 sittings; an Episcopalian
chapel, called St. John's, containing 550 sittings;
an Episcopalian collegiate church, or cathedral,
called St. Kinian's, not yet completed; a Eoman
Catholic chapel, built Iti 1833, and containing 350
and two or three miscellaneous and minor
sittings
;

;

places of worship.

The

ecclesiastical statistics for Perth, given in
the Census report for 1851, have I'eference to the

;

The maxinuim

lated congregation, 200.

attendance,

on the Census Sabbath, at 3 of the Established
places of worship, was 2,435; at 5 of the Free church
places of worship, 2,951 at 5 of the United Presby;

terian places of worship, 3,141; at the Original Secession meeting-house, 275; at 2 of the Independent
chapels, 209; at 1 of the Old Scotch Independent
chapels, 18; at 1 of the Baptist chapels, 286; at 1
of the Wesleyan Methodist chapels, 119; at the
Glassite chapel, 136; at 1 of the Episcopalian
chapels, 438 at the two Roman Catholic chapels,
433 and at the meeting-place of the isolated con;

;

gregation, 25.
The schools of Perth have long been famous for
their number, their excellence, and their adaptations.

An attempt was made in 1697 to remove to Perth
the university of St. Andrews; but, though well
approved by some of the highest authorities in the

An academy was instituted in
it failed.
1760, of high character, and continues to bo conducted, in four departments, by a rector, an assistant, and three masters.
grammar-school, or
high-school, was in existence before the Reformation, and has in recent times worked conjointly with
the academy, in the several deimrtments of an Engkingdom,

A

lish school,

conducted by a rector, an assistant, and

There are

also a school of indus-try for
destitute boys, instituted in 1841, and attended by
about 50 boys; two infant schools for girls and for
boys, attended by upwards of 240 children; a school
of industry for females; a ragged-school farm; an
endowed free school for the children of the poor;
an endowed trades'-school ; and one or two other

a master.

schools, aided

or upheld

by extraneous support

PERTH.

There are likewise, within the four Perth parishes,
about 22 unendowed schools.
PERTH, a post and market-town, a river port, s
royal and parliamentary burgh, an ancient city, the
seat of a presbytery and a synod, the capital of
Perthshire, the assize-town for the counties of Perth,

and

and formerly the metropolis of
Scotland, stands in north latitude 56° 23' 40", and
longitude west of Greenwich 3° 6' 20". It is distant by road 15 miles south-south-east of Dunkeld.

Fife,

Fortar,

17| east-north-east of Crieff, 22 west-south-west of
Dundee, 39 north-north-west of Edinburgh, and 61
north-east of Glasgow. But by railway it is distant
21^ miles from Dundee, 45 from Edinburgh, and 62i
from Glasgow. Its site is an alluvial plain on the
Tay, about 2S miles above the influx of that river
The main part of the town, or the cityto the sea.
jroper, is all on the right bank of the river, all on
ow flat ground within the parislies of Perth and
;

chief suburb is directly opposite on the left bank,
on a narrow strip of low ground immediately flanked
by hills, within the parish of Kinnoul. The town,
as a whole, has a rich urban appearance, second in
Scotland only to that of Edinburgh and Glasgow.
It presents, in much of its interior, and over more
than one-half of its outskirts, very pleasing arrays
It borrows much beauty from the
of architecture.
broad cun-ent of the Tay moving majestically past,
and from two great expanses of public meadow on
the river's banks.
It commands from many parts
a far-away view of the summits of the Grampians,
and yet is, on all sides except the immediate bed of
the river, and at a brief distance, overlooked by hills
which enclose it in the manner of an amphitheatre.
The skirts of these hills, in some parts, are thickly
gemmed with villas; the sides are. to a considerable
extent, covered with wood or otherwise embellished;
the ascents are finely diversified in natural feature ;
and many of the vantage grounds, both on side and
summit, command gorgeous views of the city and
its environs, together with great breadths of the
beautiful country beyond. Some of the exterior views
of the city, even from low situations in its immediate
its

vicinity, particularly one from MoncrietF island, and
anotlier from the bridge across the Tay. are truly

exquisite, and have but few rivals of their kind in
the kingdom.
But the prospects from some of the
neighbouring hill-tops, especially the prospect from
some points of Kinnoul hill and the prospect from
the Wicks of Baiglie. on the shoulder of Moncricfl^
hill, have a panoramic extent combined with a surpassing richness which have rendered them preeminently famous among the lovers of landscape.
The prospect from Baiglie too, besides being a grand
panorama embracing some of the most scenic tracts
tn Scotland, comprises a near full view of the citv
and its environs. A common anecdote relates that
the Eoman legions, in their march of invasion, when
they came in view of the city's site as seen from
Baiglie, exclaimed, in reference to the Tay and the
" Behold the Tiber
behold the
meadows,
"
But Sir Walter Scott, under a
Sblic
mpus Martins
!

!

Jost appreciation of the superior beauties of the spot,
lealg with the sinister compliment as it deserves,

»y>ng,—
" Bohold the Tiber! the vain Roman
cried.
Viewing the ample Tay from Baijriie's side.
But wlitre's the Scot that would tlie vaunt repay,
And hail the puny Tiber for the Tay?"

The two

meadows
They take

or parks of Perth are
that name from their
having formerly been insulated by the Tay; and
ttiey still extend close along its margin, the one adjKent to the south-eastern outskirts of the town,
£be other immediately northward from the bridge.

public

called Inches.

^=
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They serve for the ventilation of tlie town, and for
the promenading and sports of the inhabitants, and
are so spacious and beautiful as instantly to attract
the notice of a stranger, and entirely vindicate the
which makes them figure prominently in every
the fair city.'
The South Inch is
nearly a square of about 680 yards each way. but
has been encroached upon by buildings along its
margin, and by the public road to Edinburgh
through its middle and it was threatened with an
taste

description of

'

;

alienation of a large part of its area for the purposes
of the coui-se and termini of the public railways,
afterwards constrticted in its neighbourhood.
noble avenue of stately trees adorns it on three sides;
and, previous to 1801, when it began to be edificed on
the north margin by the fine street-line of Marshall-

A

Another sylvan
place, went completely round it.
avenue, nowhere excelled in Scotland for the beauty
and arrangement of its trees, extends across it on
the line of the Edinburgh iroad, which was opened
about the year 1770. The houses of Marshall-place,
a line of handsome villas called St Leonard-bank,
and the extensive, tasteful buildings of the railway
termini, impart to the landscape of the Inch the
ornamental aids of architecture. This fine expanse
of ground, though now not half the extent of the
North Inch, was, in former times, the more extensive of the two. and served both for militaiy musterand for the practisings of archery required by
the olden modes of warfare. Many feats of archery
were performed upon it, and stones were set up, at
the distance of 500 fathoms from one another, to
mark the proper flight of an arrow. Adamson, in
the Threnodie,' gives high credit to the citizens of
his younger days for their dexterity as bowmen ;
and he appears inclined to draw a small share of
the honour to his own account. Thus does he land
the benders of the yew

ings,

'

:

"

—

And for that art our skill was loudly blown.
What time Perth's credit did stand with the
And bravest archers this land hath possest.

best

We spar'd

nor gains nor pains for to report
To Perth the worship, by such noble sport ;
Witness the links of Leith. where Cowper. Graliame,
And Stewart won the prize, and brought it home
:

And

in these

games

did offer ten to three.

There tu contend ; Quorum pan moffna fuL"

The North Inch

is

much more open and mon,

spacious than the South. It has, at various modem
dates, received considerable additions ; and it now
comprises 98 imperial acres, extending in an oblong
A race-course, curved
of about 1,400 yards by 330
at the ends, straight along the sides, and measuring
about 950 yards from end to end, is laid out upon it
parallel to the river. Previous to about the year 1790,
when the present line of road was formed considerably to the west, the Inch was traversed through
the middle by the road to Dunkeld and Inverness.
The Inch is now used for the open-air exercises of
the inhabitants, and for reviews of the military; and,
in ancient times, it seems to have been the favourite
arena for judicial combats. In the reign of Robert
Bruce, and under that monarch's eye, it was the
scene of a combat between Hugh Harding and
William de Saintlowe ; and in the reign of Robert
III., it witnessed a deadly encounter between chosen
parties of the M'Phersons and the M'Kays, or of the
one of the most striking
clans Chattan and Quhele,
events of its class in the ancient history of Scotland.
The Earl of Dunbar and the Earl of Crawford, having failed to eSect an arransrement of a feud between
the M'Phersons and the Mi'Kays, proposed that the
quarrel should be settled by open combat. Accordingly, on an appointed day, the combatants, thirty
of each clan, appeared on the North Inch, to decide,
in presence of the King and Queen and a large body

—
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of nobles, the truth or justice of their respective
claims.
Barriers had been erected on the ground,
and the King and his party took their place on a
platform to view the combat. According to some
accounts, one of the M'Phersons fell sick or according to Bower, one of them, panic-struck, slipped
through the crowd, plunged into the Tay and swam
;

across, and although pursued by thousands, effected
his escape.
As the combat could not proceed with

inequality of numbers thus occasioned, the King
was about to break up the assembly when a diminutive and crooked man, Henry Wynd, a burgher of
Perth, and an armourer by trade, sprang within the
tlie

—

and tlius addressed the assembly: "Here
Will any one fee me to engage with these
For half a merk will
hirelings in this stage play?
I try the game, provided, if I escape alive, I have my
board of one of you so long as I live." This demand,
or proposal, of Gow Orom that is. Crooked Smith,
as Henry was familiarly styled was granted by the
murderous conflict then took
King and nobles.
The armourer bending his bow, and sending
place.
the first arrow among the opposite party, killed one
of them.
After a discharge of arrows, the combatants rushed upon one another, and a terrific scene
ensued. The violent thrusts of the daggers, and the
gashes inflicted by swords and battle-axes, hastened
barriers,

am

I!

—

—

A

the work of butchery and death. Victory at last
declared for the M'Phersons, but not until twentynine of the M'Kays had fallen ; nineteen of the
M'Phersons were killed, and the ten remaining were
all grievously wounded.
Henry Wynd, and the survivor of the clan M'Kay, escaped unhurt. This
passage of history, or of arms, if so it may be called,
is vividly exhibited in the 'Fair Maid of Perth;' and
it is also told well and succinctly in Dr. Browne's
History of the Highlands and Highland Clans.'
Wyntoun says of the combatants
'

—

"All the! entrit

in

barrens,

With bow and axe, knyf and swerd,
To deal amaiig them their last wcrd.'

'

what existed previous
which were commenced toward the
century, forms the central division, and

Tlie old part of Pertli, or
to extensions

end

of last
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occupies less than one-half of the area, of the present
town. It extends west-south-westward in a direction at riglit angles with tlie course of the river, and
measures about 600 yards by 450. Four straight,
parallel, and coinpieteiyedificed thoroughfares, called
Mill, High, South, and Canal streets, traverse its

area lengthwise, or outward from the river; and
tliese are connected or crossed, at irregular and very
widely different intervals, by shorter streets which are,
variously old, new, and renovated. All those streets

upon a level so much lower than
the present, that they were constantly liable to be
inundated by the freshets of the river; and they have
gradually, and by a long process of improvement,
been raised to their present elevation. Their houses,
too, till about 85 years ago, were generally of mean
and antique construction, numerously faced with
wood, and aggregately so piled and projecting as to
render the thoroughfares mere lanes, malodorous,
dingy, and dismal. Canal-street, in particular, was
stood, at one time,

simply an unpaved, confined, dirty pathway along
the edge of an open part of the aqueduct or fosse
which anciently surrounded the city walls. Watergate, running between High-street and Southstreet, near the river, still retains much of its ancient character; and several others of the thoroughfares continue to be more or less chequered with
But, with these exceptions,
antique tenements.
the present town, both old and new, everywhere
A
presents
modern, airy, substantial, and handsome

—

appearance, the majority of its thoroughfares vying with one anotlier in the neatness of their
general architecture, or the imposing character of
their public buildings, or the impressement of their
scenic vistas, to draw the attention and win the eulogium of the stranger. The High-street is broad and
spacious. John-street, running between it and Southstreet, parallel to Water-gate, is an entirely renovated old thoroughfare; and, in its new form, with
lines of elegant buildings, and fine shops on the site
of the demolished mass of hideous and crazy edifices,
was opened in 1801. George-street, leading from
the end of the bridge to a point in High-street oppo-

Water-gate and John-street, was formed alout
the year 1770, and contains no house of earlier date.
Pi'inces-street, carrying out the Edinburgh road from
South-street toward the Inch, was in one part built
about the same time as George-street, and, in another, not till 30 years later. Charlotte-street, leading from the end of the bridge to the Dunkeld road,
was not commenced till 1783. All the south wing
of the town, consisting of King's-place, Marshallplace, Nelson, Scott, and James' streets, the southern
half of Princes-street, besides some other thoroughfares
the whole arranged somewhat in the style of
the New town of Edinburgh, and terminating in terraces has been built since 1801.
A suite of horticultural grounds, called the Spey gardens, and the
northern line of the sylvan avenue which begirt the
South Inch, occupied, up to that date, the whole of
the area now covered by these thoroughfares and
their buildings.
The north wing of the town,
though constructed much less upon the straight line
and right angle principle than the south wing, possesses an arrangement which gives finer effect to
site

—
—

handsome and occasionally superb edifices, and
which, in combination with the North Inch and
the landscape beyond, produces several fascinating
specimens of the urban picturesque. This division
consists of Athole-place, the North-crescent, Atholeits

Rose- terrace, Stormont-street, Melville-street,
Barossa-place, and some other lines of edifices; and,
with unimportant exceptions, it has all, like the
southern division, been built since the commencement of the present century. An extension of the
town on the west, consisting principally of two considerable and several minor streets, is all likewise
of modern origin.
splendid street, called Taystreet, extending about 750 yards along the margin
of the river, from the bridge to the South Inch, was
projected about the year 1837; and a suite of new
streets, on entirely new ground, on the north side of
the town, was projected and planned in 1853; but
neither of these is yet commenced.
The stone bridge across the Tay, connecting the
main body of the city with its Kinnoul suburb, is a
noble structure, simple, yet elegant, and constructed
from a design by the eminent engineer, Smeaton.
It has 9 arches, and extends over a clear water-way
of 590 feet.
Its length is 880 feet; its breadth between the parapets is 22 feet, and is divided into 4
feet of pavement, and 18 of carriage-way. Proposals
street.

A

have repeatedly been made to widen it; but they
have never obtained a concurrence of view among
interested parties, and necessarily remain unexecuted. The bridge was founded in January, 1766,
and finished in February, 1772, at the cost oi
i:20,446. The town contributed £2,000 of this sum;
the Crown gave jE4,000, together with £700 yearlj
for 14 years, all payable from the rents of tlie annexed estates; and the Earl of Kinnoul contributed £500, and so strenuously made exertion foi
obtaining the other sums, that he must be viewed
A luge tiinber-l
the main constructor of the work.
bridge is said, but not on good authority, to havfl
;
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en thrown across the

Tay at Perth by Agiicohi.
stone-bridge w;is, in 1329, erected by the magisates opposite the foot of High-street; it was thrice,
in three successive parts, thrown down by floods,
respectively in 1573, in 1582, and in 1589; it was
afterwards temporarily repaired with timber; it was
next, from 1599 till 1617, entirely rebuilt with stone,
and rendered virtually a new bridge, with ten spacious arches; and it was finally, in 1621, just 4 years
after its completion, irreparably demolished by a
flood.
Successive subscriptions for the restoration
of the structure were headed by James VI., Charles
I., Charles 11., and other potent personages; but
owing to the turbulence of the times, and to other
uises, all previous to that of the Earl of Kinnoul
oved abortive. From 1621 till 1771, communica:ion across the river was maintained solely by a ferry.
The bridge destroyed at the former of these dates
is
said by Mr. Cant, the annotator upon the
Threnodie,' to have been built under the direction of
Mr. Mvlne, a celebrated architect, whose father, also

;

'

\

'

n arcliitect, was patronized by James HI.
Mr.
'vine was buried in the Greyfriars" cemetery, and is

:nmemorated there by a tomb, bearing a long poeal
inscription. Two sons of his were distinguished
ehitects, the one in London, the other in Edin;rgh; and the former constructed the London
In the town's charter granted
James VI., dated 15th March, 1600, the bridge
Perth is referred to as '• a most precious jewel of
ur kingdom, and a work
profitable and primely neicklriars' bridge.

I

:

our whole kingdom and dominion, and for
the suppression of rebels, and such as are viciously
affected, most commotlious; and also keeping the
one-half of the kingdom with the other half thereof,
in faith, obedience,
duty, and office, towards us their
kings, in our kingdom and dominion." The destruction of this bridge caused a great sensation, and
IS
extensively regarded as a judicial visitation of
vine providence.
"Tlie people," says Caldercessary to

"

ascribed this wrack to iniquity committed
town for there was held the last General
ssembly, and another in 1596, when the scliism
the kirk began; and in 1606, here was held that
iiliament at which bishops were erected, and the
ids rode first in tiieir scarlett gowns."
Hxl,

the

:

;

A

chief architectural attraction in Perth is
suite of county-buildings, erected
^!9. from a design by Mr. Smirke, at a cost
2,000, and situated in Tay-street, at the foot
gnificent

a
in

of
of

iial and South streets.
The principal building
nfronts the Tay, is constructed of fine polished
and
h;is
an
ndstone,
elegant portico, whose pediciit is
supported by twelve massive fluted columns.

spacious entrance-hall opens from the portico;
a flight of steps leads thence to the gallery of
le
This gallery can accommodate
justiciary-hall.
about 1,000 pei-sons; and the "hall itself has the
form of a large segment of a circle, and measures in
V

id

the upper part 66 feet
by 43^. The prisoners' box
communicates by a descending flight of steps and a
with
the prison. The jury's and some of
passage
the witnesses' rooms are beneatii the
gallery; and
the judges' rooms and others of the witnesses' rooms
are behind the
judges' bench. The county-hall occupies the south wing of the principal building, measures 68 feet by 40, and is elegantly painted and fitted up.

It contains full
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length portraits of the fourth

Duke of Athole, and of Lord Lynedoch, by Sir Thomas Lawrence, and a portrait of Sir Greorge Murray,
by Pickersgill. A committee-room to the right of
the entrance to the
county-hall, measures 30 feet by
30; and a tea or card- room, in the upper story, measures 44J feet by 30, and has a
portrait of the celerated Neil Gow, by Sir Heiiry Raeburn.
The

j

i

!

I

:

I

i

I

court-room and the sheriff-clerk's office are
wing; the office of the collector of ctss
is above the north entrance; and, among other
apartments, are arched fire-proof-rooms for the conservation of the city and county records.
Behind
sherifl"'s

in the north

—

these county-buildings, and extending from them to
Speygate, are the city and county prisons, sur-

rounded by a high wall. The governor's house
confronts the entrance-gate; and the felons' and the
debtors' jails occupy respectively the northern and
the southern areas, and contain 29 apartments.
These buildings were erected in 1819, and were
afterwards greatly improved. On the south of the
sylvan avenue of the South Inch stands the general
The original of this was a deprison for Scotland.
pot for French prisoners of war, erected in 1812, at
the cost of £130.000, and capable of containing
7,000 men; and a remodelingof it wasdonein 1841,
at a cost of about £28,000. The prison, as a whole,
is an immense pile of building, adapted to the seIt is the only
parate system of prison discipline.
justiciary prison in Scotland, and is under the
management of 21 directore, who have also the
superintendence of all the other Scottish prisons.
Male prisoners under sentence of not less than nine
months' imprisonment, are received into it, for the
number of conundergoing of their punishment.
victs, under sentence of penal servitude, are also
received into it, for undergoing probationarj' im-

—

A

prisonment prior to removal to public works. The
main prison contains accommodation for 535 prisonBut there are two other departments, the
one for criminal lunatics, with accommodation for
35 males and 18 females, the other, constructed in
1849, on the associated system of Parkhurst, with
accommodation for 52 juveniles and 20 imbecile and

—

ers.

—

epileptic prisoners.

The buildings of

the railway termini near the

South Inch have alreadv been incidentally mentioned.
They arrest the attention by both their extent and
their elegance, and are remarkable as a focus in
which the lines of railway from Glasgow, from
Edinburgh, from Dundee, from Aberdeen, and from

Dunkeld converge. Here, in other words, are conjoint stations or termini of the Scottish Central
railway, of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway, of the Dundee and Perth railway, and of the
Scottish Midland Junction or North-eastern railway.

The railway works, by

their meeting here, have thus
rendered Perth a centre of transit for the kingdom;
and in their other connections with the city and its
neighbourhood, they have given it a variety of new
and interesting features. One of the chief of these
is a tunnel through Moncrieff hill, on the line to
Edinburgh; and another is an elegant wooden viaduct across the Tay, on the line to Dundee. This
viaduct is comparatively of great length, describing
the curve of the segment of a circle across the
island of Moncrieff and the two broad arms of the
river; and it is so constructed, by opening in the
Belo\»the
centre, as not to impede the navigation.

—

county buildings, at the foot of Marshall-place, and
overlooking the river, stands the water- reservoir,
constructed in 1830, at a cost of about £13,600.
This establishment, and all the machinery and appliances connected with it, were planned by Dr.
Anderson, then rector of Perth academy, and
elected, in 1837, to the chair of Natural Philosophy
The reservoir,
in the University of St. Andrews.
as a mere edifice, is a fine ornament of the town;
but specially draws attention by the ingenuity and

greatness of its interior, and by its mechanism for
affording an abundant supply of purified water.
is constnicted in
filtering bed, 300 feet in length,
the gravel of the upper end of Moncrieff-island, and

A
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and constant volume of soft and
limpid water from the Tay; a suction-pipe of great
power, laid beneath the bed of the river, draws the
water hence to a tank, beneath the great reservoir;
two steam-engines throw it up 55 feet to the great
reseiToir; and pipes conduct it from that grand receptacle in minute ramifications tlirough the town.
The gas-works, situated in Canal-street, vie in excellence with tlie water-works, and were planned in
secretes a large

their design,

by the same

and superintended
scientific

They were constructed

in their execution,

gentleman,
in 1824,

—Dr.

Anderson.

and cost £19,000.

Tlie gas is purified according to a method, alike
simple and ingenious, invented by Dr. Anderson,
and is noted for its brilliancy. Tlie company owning tliese works is called tlie Perth gas-liglit company; and there is also a Perth new gas-light company. At the foot of the High-street, beside the old
shore, ai"e the city council-room and the police-office,
the latter formerly the chapel of the Virgin Mary,
and the former erected in 1696, and originally much
ornamented and gaudily furnished. In the same
street stands the Guild-hall; and in Parliamentclose, off that street, stands the Free-mason s'-hall,
erected in 1818, on tlie site of the old parliamenthouse. At the head of
thole-street, in the northwest extremity of the town, is a spacious suite of
barracks, built in 1793, and originally designed for

—

—

—

—

A

cavalry, but afterwards fitted up for infantry.
At the north end of George-sti'eet, near the bridge,
is an elegant
building, erected by subscription, in
1824, to commemorate the public services of Provost Marshall. It is circular in form, but has an
Ionic portico, and is surmounted by a dome; and it
contains halls for the public library, and for the
museum of the Literary and Antiquarian society of
Perthshire.
The museum, besides comprising an
extensive collection of curiosities, is enriched with
several excellent paintings by old masters, presented
by the Marquis of Breadalbane, the most striking
of which is a painting of Prometheus chained to the
rock.
At the east end of Higii-street on the terrace
of the river, near the city council-room, is a monument of Sir Walter Scott, consisting of a standing
statue on a pedestal, erected in honour of the author
of Waverley, with special reference to his " Fair
Maid of Perth." In another conspicuous situation
is a statue of the
poet Burns, sculptured by AnderThe statue is above the
son, and erected in 1854.
"
life size, of
manly make," with the ordinary
costume of Burns' period, unaided by any higher
feature than the homely folds of the Scotch plaid.
The right hand holds a scroll, and rests upon the
breast; while the left holds a large bonnet, and
hangs by the side. In the centre of Kose-terrace,
confronting the North Inch, ai'e the public semina-

—

—

—

—

They were built in 1807, from a design by
Mr. Bum, at a cost of about £6,000; and are provided in the interior witli ample accommodation, and
embellished in the exterior with some fine pillars.
Joii^ly with an adjoining building whicli is entered
from Barossa-place, these edifices contain apartments for all the classes of both the academy and
the high-school, the teachers of all of which are
under the patronage of the town-council, and salAt the junction of
aried from the burgh funds.
Kinnoul-street and Athole-street stands the theatre,
ries.

—

a neat
£2,625.

little
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edifice,

—On the west

built in 1820, at the cost of
side of George-street is the

exchange coffee-room, largo and commodious.

— In

King James VI. 's hospital, situated at the ex
treinity of South-street, is a large, handsome, well

arranged structure of three stories. Two charters,
for founding tlie institution and endowing it with
property, were given respectively before and after
the King attained his majority; but, while making
"
provision for
poor members of Christ's body residing ill our burgh of Perth," they do not enjoin
the erection of an almshouse.
How the original
hospital was built is not known; but it was demolished by Cromwell in 1652, to assist in the supply of materials for his citadel. The present edifice was erected by public subscriptions and coUections in 1750; and stands near the site of the quon-

dam Carthusian monastery. Till 1814, it was literally an almshouse, or place of retreat and residence
to the poor; but since that date, it is all, excepting
the hospital master's and the managers' rooms, let
out for rent. The annual receipts of the charity

amount

to nearly £600, and are distributed among
received [)aupers as out-pensioners.— The city and
county infirmary, situated in County-place, at the
head of South-street, is a graceful edifice, erected in
1837, from a design by Mr. W, M. Mackenzie, the
city architect. It accommodates nearly 60 patients.
The sum of about £5,000 belonged to it at the date
of its foundation and £600 and £400 were realized
for it respectively by bequest of the first and donation of the second Marquis of Breadalbane.
The
royal lunatic asylum, situated on the west side of
of
its
Kinnoul-hill, is one of the best establishments
class in the kingdom, and a remarkable work of inhave
dividual benevolence.
of
£40,000
Upwards
been expended upon it; and the funds have arisen
from a gift, by the late Mr. James Muri-ay of Tursappie, a native of Perth, of large part of a princely
fortune left to him by a relation who acquired
The edifice was so far advanced, in
it in India.
1827, as to be then opened for the reception of
;

—

it was extensively enlarged in 1834.
a pleasing ornate specimen of Grecian
Doric; and was built from a design by Mr. Burn of
Edinburgh. It surmounts an eminence or swell on
the face of the hill, about six minutes' walk from
the end of Tay bridge: and commands a magnificent view of Perth, Strathtay, and the distant

patients; but

j

It exhibits

The institution is incorporated by
The dispensary of Perth was comroyal charter.
menced in 1819, and adopted the self-supporting
system in 1834. Immediately after the change, a
second dispensary, in continuation of the old
Grampians.

—

system, was commenced.
The most curious public edifice of Perth, the most
ancient, the most largely connected with historical
associations, and the most interesting to the eye of
an architect, is the cliurch of St. John's, originally
called 'The Kirk of the Holy Cross of St, John the
It stands in a large open area, on the
Baptist.'
west side of St. John's-street. The original edifice
is believed to have been erected as early as the beginning of the 5th century, probably before Ninian
of Galloway had terminated liis labours among the
Southern Picts, as a missionary for the introduction
of Christianity.
The structure, as it existed in tht

—

century, and the early part of the 13th, is prover
documents as well as by parts of iti
architecture which remain, to liave been both mag'
nificent and extensive.
During about 100 yean
succeeding 1226, its being gifted to the monks
its
to
Dunfermline,
having
compete with the new
fangled and seductive cliurches of the monasterie*
and its BuffiMingthe abrasion of tlie tumultuous more
nients of the snccessional war, all occasioned it t<
12tli

by

historical

Prince's-street, near St. John's church, is a splendid
edifice of three stories, with stone balcony, architectural window decorations, and beautiful cornice
and balustrade, built in 1847, and occupied as one

fall

of the city banks.

were given

into disrepair, and nod toward ruin.
for its restoration by King Robert

Ordon

Bmce

j

|

bat they were only partially executed, and became
At the begina dead "letter at his death in 1329.
ig of the 15th century, the choir or east end had

n

—the
—former

re-edified,

re repair,

whole structure was in comexcepting the great one
had been remoTed, and nuincluding one to St. Xinian,
altars,

—

the patron saint,
rous new altars,
^an to be founded. The edifice, as it stands, is
very various dates, has undergone many modifications, and is divided into three parochial places
of worship, the E;ist, the West, and the Middle.
"hnrches. The length of the entire building is 207
The E St church is e'egant and impressive in
t.
interior; contains the tombstone of James I. and
~
queen, with outline figures of both of these royal
sonages ; and has an eastern or altar Gothic
:;dow of stained glass, regarded as the most
autiml in any presbyterian place of worship in
The Middle church is situated to a great
"tland.
tent beneath the tower, and exhibits in its interior
;r enormous pillars supporting that vast superucture. Part of the West church, then very min-. was taken down in 1828, and re-edificed accord.

The square tower is
z to a plan by Mr. Gillespie.
principal remaining part of the original or early
it
a
is
of
so
character
as instantly
:nee;
imposing
inpart conviction of the object's ancient grandeur;
1, with a curious and clumsy exception, it exists
its original form.
The exception is a wooden ereci

of a pyramidal form, covered with lead, and
;ng from the summit of the tower, and designated
an act of the town-council, in 1675, "the pricket
rbe steeple.-' The entire height is 155 feet. Five
is of
great and celebrated tone anciently hung in
tower; one of them now the great bell still
•iats the strong and solemn vibrations which
ead from it over the town before the Reformaj; three other bells are of a comparatively modem
re; and a set of music-bells chimes, in a variety
Scottish airs, a half-hourly division of time.
In
John's church, the reformer Knox
preached the
jbrated sermon which was followed by the demoon of the monasteries: and here Edward III. of
dand slew, in 1336. his brother, John. Earl of
_
rawall.
Edward, while standing before the high
altar, was told by John that the latter had just coma
pleted
journey of desolation and rapine through
e west of Scotland,
that, in particular, he had
od the church and priory of Lesmahago, and various other churches, while they were the retreat of
persons who had fled from the disasters of the open
country; and the Bang indignantly reproaching the
Earl for his truculent and savage conduct, and rea disdainful reply, plunged a dagger into the
ceiving
'
'>iy of the boasting devastator, and laid him dead
11

—

•

—

:

.

—

his feet.

Paul's church, situated in St Paul's-square.
west end of High-street, is an elegant edifice,
with a fine spire. St. Leonard's church, situated in
King-street, at the head of Canal-street, is also a
handsoine building, from a design by Mr. W. M.
Mackenzie. St. John's Episcopal chapel is a fine
edifice, built in 1S51, on the site of a previous plain
edifice iu Prince's-street, near the South Inch.
St.
mians Epi.scopal church is an unfinished, cruciJJL

at the

—

—

—

'

Gothic structure, comprising at present choir,
^Dsepts. and one bay of the nave, built in 1850, to
rre as the cathedral of the diocese of St. Andrews,
"ud also as a
collegiate church and scholastic insti•rm,

—

It is situated near the isorth Inch.
The
Independent chapel in Mill-street is a neat edifice
*ith Gothic front.
The South United Presbyterian
church is venerable as one of the four structures
nelonging to the fathers of the Secession, the memiwrsoi the nascent " Associate Presbvterv."
.S^vcral
tution.

—

—

of the other churches of the city, particularly the
Free churches, are interesting for their architecture
or their associations.
The interesting extinct public erections of Perth
are numerous. Miiitan,' walls, of sufficient strength
to resist vigorous sieges, surrounded the town from
a very early date, till far in the last century. Ko
one can tell when or by whom they were built,
'
though Adamson, in the Muses Threnodie,' says,
by Agricola. They often suffered partial demolitions,
restorations, and changes, from the ordinary progress
of events, and the alternations of peace and war.
Not a vestige of them now remains, except a small
fosse, or
fragment at one spot on the north side.
aqueduct, supplied with water from the Almond,
and also boldly ascribed by Adamson to Agricola,
went round the outer side of the walls; and though
still existing, it has, since a year or two after the
commencement of the present century, been arched
over on the south and partly on the west, and has
The Castle of
elsewhere been much narrowed.
Perth, the original of which also has been ascribed
to Agricola. stood without the walls, in the immediate vicinity of the Skinner-gate, and, previous to
the erection of the Blackfriars monastery, was the
usual Perth residence of the Scottish kings but it

—

!

;

\
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—

—

;

has completely disappeared. A citadel was. in 1 652,
built by Cromwell's army on the east side of the
South Inch, and was designed to overawe the town.
It was a stately and strong work ; square, with a
bastion at each comer, and surrounded with strong
earthen ramparts, and a deep moat filled with water.
Opposite to it the army built a pier for the loading
and unloading of ves-sels. " The entry towards the
town." says Cant, "had an iron gate. The commanding officer ordered great trees to be cut down
in the King's hunting-park at Falkland, and brought
to the citadel.
The school-house was demolished.
It contained 360 scholars, was three stories high,
with room for the rector, doctors, and music-master.
They demolished the high walls of the Greyfriars,
carried away the stones, with nearly 300 tombstones, and 140 dwelling-houses, with the garden
walls; also the hospital, a stately building. The
stone-pillars and abutments of the bridge, besides
many kilns and fishing-boats, all were carried away

—

to build the citadel.

One hundred and

forty fami-

were turned out of their houses, and had starved
they had not been supplied by the town. The
surface of the two Inches, which yielded 2,000 merks
yearly for grass, was carried off to build the ramlies
if

parts."

The

citadel,

was given by Charles

soon after the Restoration,
II. to the town as some in-

demnification for their losses

it immediately after
into disrepair, and was used as a quarry; it was,
in 1666, sold for 4,702 merks. but under conditions which subsequently made the wreck of it
;

fell

and it was finally removed piecemeal by grant or pennission of the town-council.
some
During
years previous to the erection of the
barracks, a remnant of it was fitted up for cavalry,
and contained stabling for 200 horses, a riding-house,
a tavern, and other accommodations. So completely
are the trenches filled and the ground levelled, that
not a trace of the huge structure exists. Each of
the four walls which formed the square of the citadel was 266 feet in length
and that on the north
side ran parallel to the Greyfriars' bnrying-gronnd,
from near the river to the site of Marshall-place ;
so that the ground on which the fort stood is now
bisected by the public road to Edinburgh.
The Parliament-house stood on the north side of
the High-street, a brief distance inward from the
street ; and still gives the name of Parliament-close
to the avenue by which it is approached.
During
public property

;

;
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the early years of the present century, it continued
to retain distinct though very tarnished traces of
ancient magnificence, but existed in a state of timeworn decay, and gave a cheerless shelter to a few
poor families; and in 1818, it was razed to the
ground. Meetings of the Scottish parliament were
held usually in this building, and occasionall}' in
the Blackfriars convent, till the reign of James II.;
and then they and the courts of justice were formally
removed to Edinburgh. Earl Gowrie's palace, the
scene of a mysterious event in the national history
of Scotland, afterwards to be noticed, and known
in the days of the city's pride as the Whitehall of
Perth, projected its garden on the south to the city
%vall, presented fronts on other sides to the river, to
South-street, and to the Water vennel, and occupied
the ground which now forms the site of the County
It was erected in 1520 by the Countess
buildings.
After the Earl of Gowrie's murder, it
of Huntly.
passed into the possession of the city; in 1746, it
was presented to the Duke of Cumberland afterwards, it was sold by the Duke to the government,
and, till the commencement of the French war, was
transmuted into an artillery barracks; in 1805, it
was repurchased by the city and, several years

—

;

;

was

later, it

coolly

doomed

to destraction, its site

granted for the County buildings, and its materiel
Numerous other palaces, or
sold for about £600.
noble mansions, stood in the citj', while it was the
The chief of these were,
seat of the Scottish court.
the house of Lord-chancellor Hay, at the south end
of Watergate, in the immediate vicinity of the Govvric palace
that of the Earl of Errol, in the same
street, and nearly opposite that of the Earl of A thole
on the west side of Speygate, nearly opposite the
;

;

Gowrie palace; that of the bishop of Dunkeld, in
the same vicinity, and with an entrance fiom Southstreet; that of Lord Crichton of Sanquhar, also
and that of Lord John Murray, in
in Speygate
Couvre-feu-street, a little north of the Old Glover
hall.
Excepting the front part of the last, all these
houses have disappeared. A strong building, called
Spey tower, long used partly as a prison and partly
for other purposes, stood near the Gowrie palace, on
the line of the city wall, and was originally one of
that wall's fortresses. Cardinal Bethune imprisoned
in it the Protestant confessors, whom he procured
to be condemned to death for their opposition to
Popery and he witnessed from it their execution.
It stood the latest of the town's fortifications, and
;

—

;

—

The ancient
1806.
cross of the burgh stood in the middle of the High-

was taken down about the year

street, between Kirkgate and Skinnergate, and was
demolished by Cromwell to aid the supply of ma-

A successor to it, of great
elegance, was built in 1668 by Mr. Mylne, the
King's master-architect, who contracted with the
magistrates to render it a rival to the most beautiful
of the Lord
in Scotland ; and, by
special permission
Lyon, it was afterwards emblazoned both with the
It liad a
royal arms and with those of the city.
flight of steps within, was 12 feet high, and terminated in a spacious terrace. Its embellishments of
statuary and architecture may l)e surmised from the
historical notice that, on the anniversary of tiie Restoration, in the year after its erection, "the treasurer was appointed to cover the terrass of the new
terial for his citadel.

and to prepare glasses and two
run out of
gallons (Scottish) of French wine, to be
the nioutbs of lions, bears, griffins, and other heads
with which the cross was ornamented." This fine
structure was eventually discovered by the city
authorities to be a mere worthless obstruction of the
thoroughfare, and sold at public auction to a mason
for tiio sum of five pounds.

crois with a carpet,
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Tbe monasteries, monastic churches, and privileged chapels of Perth, in the times immediately
preceding the Reformation, were both numerous and
wealthy, and are notable for having borne the brunt
of the first outburst of the church-destroying rage of
the Reformers. The Blackfriars or Dominican convent was an extensive edifice, probably a sumptuous
one; and is frequently spoken of as a palace on account of its being an occasional residence of the
Scottish kings.
It stood on the north side of the
town, and had attached to it the chapel in which
some parliaments were held. In 1231, Alexander
II. founded the establishment; and, in 1244, he
bestowed upon it all the area of his garden, and a
valuable supply of water from his mill-lead. The
Carthusian monastery or Charter- house stood at the
west end of the town, and was founded in 1429 by
James I. or his queen, for 13 monks and their servants.
Tlie chapel connected with it contained tbe
tombs of James I., of his queen, and of Margaret,
the queen-mother of James V.
The Whitefriars or
Carmelite convent stood a little west of the town,
and was designated 'the Piior and Convent of the
Carmelite friars of Tulilum, near Perth.' The Greyfriars or Franciscan convent was founded in 1460
by Lord Oliphant, and stood near the river, at the
south-east corner of the town. The site of both the
convent and its chapel became, in 1580, the common burying-ground for the citizens, and is the

—

—

—

—

—

present Greyfriars' cemetery. The nunnery of St.
Leonard, to which were attached a chapel and an
hospital, was founded in the 13th century, and stood
a little south-west of the town. Lady Elizabeth
Dunbar, the daughter of the Earl of March, and
the privately espoused and afterwards rejected wife
of Prince David, Duke of Rothesay, became, in
1411, the superior of the convent, and the governess
of its hospital.
The Nunnery of St. Mary Magdalene, with a chapel attached to it, was of early but
unascertained origin, and stood nearly a mile south
of the town. Both this convent and the former were
suppressed after the erection of the Carthusian monastery, and their lands and revenues given to thal(
establishment.
Our Lady's chapel, or the chapel o!
St. Mary, is, with the exception of part of St. John's
church, the only surviving ecclesiastical edifice o:
Popery in the city. The original chapel stood clos(
by the old bridge at the foot of High-street, and, ii

—

—

1210,

when

already an old building,

it

was

destroye<

flood in the river. The succeeding struc
built, for sake of safety, a little farthe
from the river; and, after the Reformation, becam
St. Ann'
partly transmuted into the old jail.

by a great
ture was

—

chapel, dedicated to the mother of the Virgin Mar}
was of early but unknown foundation, had attache
to it an hospital for the poor, and stood on the sout
side of St. John's church.
Sir Walter Eviot wa
chaplain of it during a large part of the first thirt
years of the 16th century. The chapel of Our Lad
of Loretto or Allareit, stood on the north side ar
near the head of South-street; but seems to ha^
had little or none of the absurd and mischievoi
fame of the chapels of the fabled "sancta cnsa"
otlier towns.
The Rood chapel, or chapel of tl
Holy Cross, stood at the north side of the Sout!
street port.
St. Paul's chapel was founded in 14!
by John Spens of Glen-Douglas, had connected wi
it an
hospital for strangers and the poor, and 8to<
at the north-west corner of the New-row.
Si
James' and Thomns' chapel, dedicated to the Aposti
James and to 'i'homas-a-Becket, stood on the soui
side of St. John's church.
'J'he original chnpel
l.j
came ruinous about the commencement of the l.^il
was
then
The
and
a
new
one
built.
century
chnji
of St. Catherine was founded in 1523 by Sir JoT

—

'

—
—

—

;
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Tyrie, provost of the collegiate church of Methven,
had connected with it an hospice for {X)or travellers,
Tid stood '-at the clay-pots." at the west end of the

—

wn. St. Laurence chapel was founded by some
S ottish king prior to Robert III., and stood on part
of the ground belonging to Perth-castle. The Black
friars received it from Robert III., as the price of
masses to be said for the soul of his mother, Elizabeth More, whose body had been buried in tlie
Blackfriars' chapel
and. after getting it into their
possession, they allowed it to fall into decay.
Two or three objects of antiquity, not strictly
issifiable with extinct buildings, yet possessing
rong interest for antiquaries, remain to be noticed.
lie ground, covered by a house built about 70 years
:o, on the south side and near the foot of High:eet, is traditionally asserted to have been the site
a British temple, erected before the Christian era.
''hen the ground was excavated for laying the
undation of the present house, two apartments
re discovered each 26 feet by 14, with stronglyniented walls 3J feet thick ; and the apartments
re spanned or surmounted by two parallel arches
iie
ground, up to the preparations which immediely preceded the excavation, was for ages occupied
> a tenement called the House of the Green, to
which tradition attached the fame of surmounting
;

the supposed temple's site.
Geoffrey, who wrote in
the beginning of the 12th century, states as history
what the tradition conveys as a report; and Hollinshed, who wrote in 1571, boldly traces the founding
of the temple up to a prince of a goodly date before
the incarnation of the Redeemer.
Three Roman
iters, approaching from different
quarters, led toward
Perth, and possibly met within its area; and they
"ire
stoutly appealed to by parties who contend that
e town was the Victoria of the Britons, and a forried and castellated
post of Agricola. One of these
i-s leads from
Abernethy; another leads from Stirng through the famous Roman camp at Ardoch ;
:d a third leads from
Kinross, yet is properly the

—

continuation of two iters coming up respecelyfrom Aberdour and North Queensferry. At
.e
excavating of the ground for founding St. Paul's
mrch, where the height of the surface is about 23
:t above the
ordinary level of the Tay, there was
und. at the
of 10 feet from the surface, a
depth
irk of well-built ashler
masonry, extending in a
section parallel to the river, and provided with
'U
rings and staples which seemed to indicate its
iving been a quay. In two different localities, and
.: different
depths from the surface, willow-trees
have at recent periods been discovered in their
upright or growing position in the alluvium, surrounded
'vith such
vegetable matter as indicated that they
rood, in situ, or in the very position and on the very
.nt

i

ivel of their natural state.

In numerous localities
have been found, in the making of excavations
the founding of houses, scissors,
spurs, pieces of
ather, and various other articles which demon-

:ere
r

we stated in our general description of
town, that the level of the streets has, at periods
subsequent to their thorough edificing. been very
But veiy ancient coins, vases,
onsiderably raised.
ns. and other similar minor
antiquities, which are
;te in
many much less pretending localities in Scot-

-nate,

what

::e

ind, and which always afford presumptive, and
-ometimes certain, evidence of Roman or otherwise
i.ncient allocation, are not
among the Ijoasts of Perth ;
•ut. on the
contrary, the coins found have been both
-w in number, and
aggregately very modem. A
ommon seal, but of unascertained impression and
pgend, is known to have been in the possession of
"!ie
burgh so early as the reign of Alexander II., or

—

first
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half of the 13th century.

A

subsequent

seal.

which was in use at the commencement of the loth
century, had. on one side, a representation of the
beheading of John the Baptist, on the other, a representation of his enshrinement, attended by four
and on both, the legend. "S. communitaris
priests.
ville Sancti Johannis Baptiste de Berth."
The
modem seal shows the impress'on of an imperial

—

eagle, its two heads looking in opposite directions,
its breast surmounted by a red escutcheon

and

charged with the holy lamb passant, carrying the
banner of St. Andrew and has the legend, " Pro
;

lege, rege, et grege."

A

number

of the chief existing institutions of
Perth have already been noticed in our vidimus of
the parochial statistics, and in connection with our
account of the public buildings; and they need not
be further mentioned. The missionary, Bible, and
other religious associations are as numerous and
various as might be expected in so important a place,
with so many christian cor.gregations ; but they do
not need to be enumerated. The institutions and
societies for the diffusion of knowledge comprise
the schools, the public news-room, the Perth library,
instituted in 1786, and containing upwards of 8.000
volumes, five other public or circulating libraries,

the literary and antiquarian society, the Perth Anderson institution, instituted in 1847, the highland
horticultural society of Perthshire, the royal horticultural society of Perthshire, and the Perth patriotic society, holding extensive garden-ground, and
The chariletting it out in small plots to tenants.
table institutions, in addition to charity-schools, to
the sanitarj' establishments, and to King James'
hospital, comprise a number of friendly societies, a
number of funds connected with the incorporated
bodies, an indigent old men's society, a society for
the relief of indigent old women, a ladies' house of
refuge for desritute girls, a deaf and dumb society,
and several other funds and associations. The clubs
and institutions for purposes of amusement comprise
the Perth races and hunt, the royal Perth golfing
society, the Perth curling club, the St. John's curling club, the Perth cricket club, and the Perth highland friendly society.
Four weekly newspapers are
published in the town, the Perthshire Courier,
commenced in 1809, and issued on Thursday. the
Perthshire Advertiser, commenced in 1829, and also
issued on Thursday,
the Perthshire Constitutional,
commenced in 1835, and issued on Wednesday,
and the Northern Warder, commenced in 1845, and
issued on Thursday.
An annual periodical, under
the title of the Perth and Perthshire Register,'
of
lists
the
containing
nobility, constitnency, and
institutions of the town and county, is issued from
the press of Mr. Morrison. This press, under the
Messrs. Morrison, father and son. has long been

—

—

—

—

'

extensively and nobly worked, and has been distinguished for the number and worth of its literary
and religious productions, and particularly for the
Encyclopjedia Perthensis, the largest work ever
printed anywhere in Scotland, except in Edinburgh.
A savings' bank, called " the savings' bank of the
city and county of Perth," was established in December 1838. and has its head office in the city, and

—

branch offices at Blairgowrie, Crieff. Cupar-Angus,
The depositors in it, in
Caputh, and Dunkeld.
1856. comprised 9,622 individtials, with a capital of
£152,406 19s. 9d., 34 charitable institutions, with
£1,657 Is. 5Jd., and 22 friendly societies, with
£1,657 9s, 4d, The banking ofiices in Perth are the
head office of the Central Bank of Scotland, and
branch offices of the Union Bank of Scotland, the

Bank

of Scotland, the Commercial liank. the NaBank, the Royal Bank, the City of Glasgow
Bank, and the British Linen Company's Bank.
tional
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Weekly markets are held on Wednesday and Fiiday; and annual fairs are held for sheep and wool,
on the first Tuesday in July after Inverness wool
for general business, on the first Friday of
fair,
September, for cattle, butter, and cheese, on the

—

—

—

third Fridaj' of October,
and for cattle and horses
on the first Friday of March, April, and July, and
on the second Friday of December.
The manufactures of Perth were, at an early
period, extensive; and, though they have undergone
great fluctuations, they are still important and diversified.
Gloves were early and long a staple produce; they possessed much fame throughout the
and
were produced for home use to the
kingdom,

amount

of between 2,000 and 3,000 pairs a-year;
but they have entirely ceased to be made, and are
now an article of import. The dressing of sheep
and lamb skins was carried on, about the year 1795,
to the extent of about 30,000 skins
and was at an
earlier period so prominent an occupation as to have
given the name of Skinner-street to one of the city
but it suff"ered serious declension
thoroughfares
from the ruin of the glove manufacture. The manufacture of cotton fabrics was introduced, in an enterprising manner, toward the end of last century;
but it soon received a severe check, and was reduced
to a limited range of operation.
The making of
umbrella gingham was established about the year
1806, and soon rose to be a steady staple trade, sending its produce to London, Manchester, and other
The weaving of pullicates,
large British towns.
checks, and similar fabrics, as also that of imitation
India shawls and scari's, was introduced variously,
as to time and extent, for the manufacturers of Glas;

;

gow. The number of hand-looms in the city in 1819,
was about 2,400, and in 1838, 1,355; and of the latter
number 663 were employed upon umbrella ginghams,
523 upon pullicates, checks, and similar fabrics, and
169 upon shawls and scarfs. The spinning of flax
and tow yarns was commenced in a mill with 1,250
The manufacture of
spindles about the year 1830.
unions, or fabrics of mixed cotton and wool, was
begun in 1844. Ship-building has been extensively
cariied on, in several yards, for upwards of 20 years;
and the earliest iron steam vessel constructed on
the east side of Scotland was built here in 1837.
There is likewise extensive trade in iron-working,

coach-building, rope-making, tanning, dyeing, distilling, brewing, flour-making, bleaching, sawing,
ink-making, and various other departments.
Perth was anciently a place of great commerce.

Alexander Neckham, an English writer, who was
abbot of Exeter in 1215, and died in 1227, takes
notice of tlie town in a Latin distich, quoted in
Camden's Britannia, thus translated by Bishop
Gibson
:

"Grcnt Tay throujrh Tertli, tliroiiph town, tliroijph 001111(17
Perth the whole khigdom with her wealtli supplies."

flies,

Before 1286, and during many ages, the merchants
of Perth conducted an extensive traflic with the
Netherlands, and visited the Hanse towns in their

own

An
ships.
history,

eulogium pronounced on Alexander
is, tnat he exerted such influence
and maintained such measures as protected the ships
of Perth, and all other Scottish trading vessels, from
being embargoed in foreign ports, or preyed upon by
Tiie German merchants, or Flemat sea.
pirates
and
ings, very early freqtiented the port of Perth
many of them even settled in the town, received
the privilege rf burgess-ship, and introduced the
manufacture of woollen and linen goods, and tlie
staining and dyeing of cloth. The narrow-minded
natives took alarm at the prosperity of these plodding
Hrtisang; a blundering and prejudiced legislature
II
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L by

;

—

clamoured against them; and two monarchs David
and his giandson, William the Lion, greatly to
the damage of the town's traffic laid restrictions on
their liberties and movements. The latter monarch,
in particular, pronounced them disqualified to be
burgesses, placed a virtual proscription on a laige
I.

—

part of their industrious proceedings, and, at the
same time, invidiously granted to the burgesses of
Perth, that they might have their own merchant'Jhe modein
guild, fullers and weavers excepted.'
prosperity of Peith commenced immediately after
the rebellion of 1745. During the previous rebellion
it had been made a place of arms to which the rebels
retreated after the battle of Sheriff'muir; during
1745-6, it was the central point of rendezvous for
the forces and friends of Prince Chai'les Edward ;
and afterwards it continued, for a considerable
period, to be the place of resort for the whole disThe march and residence of annies
atfected party.
made it a mart for every kind of commodity the
gatherings of gentlemen from all the points of a farspreading territory stimulated its citizens to enterprise; and, while the season of stimulus and profusion lasted, adroit persons acquired fortunes, and
spread among their neighbours the contagion of
animated industry. The true position of Perth, as
a convenient emporium for the centre of Scotland,
began to be practically imderetood and thenceforward, by the joint aid of its harbour and its landward communications, it has ever been a bu.sy
centre of supply to a very extensive and populous
'

;

;

circumjacent country.
The original harbour of Perth adjoined the bridge
at the east end of High-street, at the place now
called the Old shore; but, in consequence of accumulations of gravel in the bed of the river, it was
gradually removed, first to the South shore, opposite
the Gre'yfriars' burying-ground, and next to tlie
Lime shore, quite away from the contiguity of the
town. But the navigable channel of the river, even
below the Lime shore, at intervals even all the way
to Newburgh, became greatly obstructed by sand
banks, insomuch that sloops of 60 tons burden were
the heaviest vessels which could come up to Perth,
and even these not often, except when they had

undergone the tedious process of lightening. Shipments from Perth to points beyond the frith, except
in small vessels, and chiefly in the export of coals
and the arrivals
to London, almost entirely ceased
of every kind at the harbour very generally required
the aid of lumpish lighting barges, peculiar toj
Perth, and known as Bridgend boats. The growing
prosperity of Dundee, at the same time, aided by
the advantageousness of its situation on the margin
and near the mouth of tlie frith, threatened to absorb
But in
all the commerce of Perth which remained.
1830 and 1834 acts of parliament were obtained for
a
there
enlarging the quays of Perth, constructing
harbour and wet dock, connected by a canal, and
deepening the channel of the river to such a degree
as to admit vessels of 380 tons burden to come up
to the harboitr at spring-tides, and vessels of 130
tons burden at neap tides. The estimated cost of
these improvements was £54,315; and they were to
be carried on under the direction of 30 commissioners, and completed within 20 years of June 1834. A
short piece of railway, to connect the harbour with
the Scottish Central railway, was formed in 1852;
and a new bill, to provide, among other matters, for
tlu! maintenance of the port and harbour, was ob;

;

j

{

tained in 1856.

Perth was made a free port in 1840. Its liniig
as a custom-house port, 00111 iirise the Tay doWl
ward from the bridge of Perth to Carncase-bum d
the right side, and to Powgavie on the left. T»
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principal creeks are Newburgh, Port- Allen, Carpow,
Pitfour, and Powgavie. The customs' revenue, some
time after the commencement of the present century, was so small that it sometimes did not pay

expenses; and, in the years 1834-5-6, though
beginning to feel the effect of the improvements on
die harbour, and to mount up before them, it was

local

low as respectively £3,702, £4.942, and £5.190.
But in 1837 it was £6,270; in 1838, £8,760; in
1839. £11,893; in the average of 1840-1844, £12,676;
The
and in the average of 1845-1849. £18.021.
shipping belonging to the port, in 1828, was not
•nore than 4,000 tons; in 1837, was 5,467 tons; in
in the
lie average of 1840-1844, was 9.654 tons
iiverage of 1845-1849, was 8,177 tons; and in 1856,
comprised 50 sailing vessels of aggregately 3.937
tons, and 5 steam vessels of aggregately 693 tons.
The gross amount of local harbour dues levied in
so

;

1>'52 was £1,824; of wliich £1,722 was levied at
Merchants and sea-traders in
lie town of Perth.
the city, in addition to employing vessels of their
i\vn port, freight numerous vessels belonging to
"ther ports, and have considerable connexion with

shipping trade of Dundee, and formerly held
-hares also in the whale-shipping companies of the
rith of Tay.
The principal imports at the city
ire Baltic and American timber, hides, bark, tar,
madder, flax, linseed, clover seed, cheese, foreign
spirits, coals, salt, lime, and bones; and the pringoods, potatoes,
L'ipal exports are manufactured
•orn, slates, Scottish timber, pit-props, rails, and
to
the amount of
'ak-bark.
are
Coals
imported
ibout 55,000 tons a-year; and potatoes exported
'> the amount of from" 100,000 to 150,000 Scottish
lolls.
The trade of the port in 1855 comprised, in
the foreign and colonial department, a tonnage of
1.018 inwards in British vessels, 2.474 inwards in
foreign vessels, 97 outwards in British vessels and
in the coasting department, a tonnage of 21,134 invards in British vessels, and 15,068 outwards in
riie

:

;

British vessels.

Perth owes much of its prosperity to the loveliness of its situation, the excellence of its schools,
and the connexion of its diverging thoroughfares,
and its means of communication, with a very large
proportion of everything in Scotland which is most
Its relation to
interesting to a tasteful tourist.
Dundee considerably resembles that of Edinburgh
like its metropolitan prototype, it
^possesses a polish, an intellectuality, a cultivated
ste, a social refinement, and a calm easy gentility
to

Glasgow; and,

i

hich can be appreciated by only a limited propoi"of the rival town's inhabitants.
Wealthy anitants who desire a quiet home, or men with a
ompetency who wi.sh to live in a city retreat rich
in tiie
appliances which soothe the imagination and
healthfully stimulate the judgment, must necessarily
ion

regard Perth with much favour; and they already
form a sufficient proportion of its population to
render it strictly in social character, what its aggregately tasteful and handsome architecture has ren•iered it physically, 'a genteel town.'
A very large
number of strangers, too, are attracted to it in brief

—

visits during summer, and
excepting persons who
have spent all their days in a brick-field, and can
see no object in scenery to match that of a tall
chimney-stalk they never fail to be delighted, as
the Romans were, with the superb
landscape in
which the Fair city is embosomed and numerous

—

'

'

;

pour into the town, and make their
passing donations to its maintenance, on their way
to
the
explore
regions of romance and beauty and
-ublimity among the magnificent head-waters and
tributaries of the Tay.
Perth is usually deemed to have been erected into
tourists of taste

II.
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a royal burgh by a charter dated 10th October, 1210,
and attributed to William the Lion, who, in a sub"
sequent charter, is styled the founder and instaurator of our said royal burgh of Perth, after the vastation and ruin thereof by the inundation of the

The Commissioners
said flood and river of Tay."
on Municipal corporations, on inspecting this alleged
earliest charter at their visit, found strong reasons
but they name, and
for doubting its authenticity
briefly describe, a long series of subsequent charters,
which they pronounce authentic. These are a charter of rights of guildry and letters of enforcement
;

by Ivobert I., the latter dated in the 12th year of his
reign a confirming charter, in the 86th year of David
II.; a charter of feu-fann, in the 4th year of Robert
II.; a charter, in the 5th year of Robert III., empowering to choose a sheriff"; two charters, in the
8th year of Robert III., empowering to apprehend
a charter of conforestallers and confiscate goods
a charter
firmation in the 10th year of Robert III.
ofmonetic grants, in the 15th year of Robert III.;
a charter conferring self-legislative power on the
guildiy, in the 16th year of Robert III.; a charter
of continuation I'elative to the lands of Tulilum and
the common moor, in 1450, by Patrick, Lord Ruthvf;n
a declaration iu favour of the aldermen and
sheriff of Perth, by the Exchequer-court of James
IV., in 1474; an indenture, of 1494, by Lord Ruthven and his son, relative to certain mill-leads and
water passages; two royal and parliamentary charters of confirmation, in the 3d and 21st years of
James VI. a decreet of the commissionei-s of burghs,
in 1582, giving the commissioners of Perth precedence to those of Dundee; and a charter of confirmation of the whole rights and privileges of the
burgh, granted by James VI., in 1600, the 34th
year of his reign. Tiiis last is of great length, and
is deemed the governing charter.
The public property of the town, according to the
report of the Commissioners, consists of the lands of
;

;

;

;

;

Nether Tulilum, Meikle Tulilum, and Unthank,
Cow - causeway, and Soutarland the North and
South Inches, Sand Island, and Maggie's Park;
ten tenements let to tenants; four parish churches;
flour, meal, barley, oil and saw mills, kilns and
;

granaries; fishings in the Tay; harbour-customs;
the flesh, vegetable, and butter-markets, situated
westward of St. John's church the fish-market, on
the north shore, at the foot of High-street ; and two
other items, one of them valuable suites of sheds.
Including the customs, the produce of which, at the
;

—

time, was about £823 a-year, and after deducting
debts, the total value of the property, in 1833, was
estimated at £67.510 lis. lOd. The average corporation revenue, for seven yeai-s ending Michaelmas
1832. was £6.560 15s. 2^d.; and tlie average ex-

penditure, during the same period, was £6,732 8s.
1^. The revenue, in 1840, was £6,225, and in
Two objects of the new bill obtained
18.56, £5,602.
in 1856 were the aiTangement of the financial affaire
of the city, and the extension of the municipal police
boundaries. The town is governed by a lord provost, who is sheriff and coroner, four bailies, a dean
of guild, a treasurer, and nineteen common councillors.
The police affairs are managed by the sheriff
of the county, the sheriff-substitute of the eastern
district of the county, the lord provost, the four
bailies, and the treasurer ex-ofiiciis, and by 21 other
commissioners elected by the citizens in 7 wards.
The exclusive privileges of the trades' incorporations were fonnerly important and rigid.
These
incorporations are the hammermen, the bakers, the
the
the
the
the
shoetailoi-s,
glovers,
fleshers,
wrights,
makers, and the weavers. The city returns one member to parliament. Its boundaries, as a parliamentary
"2
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biirgli, coniprclieiid,

district of rather

on the east side of the river, a

more than 2 miles

in length,

and

nearly half-a-milo in mean breadth and, on the
west side, they extend nearly IJ mile south, the
same distance nortli-west, and 1^ mile south-west
of tiie county buildings or east end of l^i'outh-street.
;

in 1856, 634; parliamentary
constituency, 947.
Population of tiie municipal
burgh in 1851, 14,681. Houses, 1,170. Population
of the parliamentary burgh in 1831, 20,016; in

Municipal constituency

1851, 23,835. Houses, 1,991.
Population, in 1851,
of the part of the parliamentary burgh wirhin the
East church parish of Perth, 7.755; of the part
within the parish of Scone. 49; of the part within
the parish of Tibberinore, 26 of the part within the
;

Agricola pitched his camp in the middle of that field,
on the spot where Perth stands. He proposed to
make it a winter camp, and afterwards built what
he intended to bo a colonial town. He fortified it
with walls, and with a strong castle, and supplied
the ditches with water by an aqueduct from the
Almond. Also with much labour to his soldiers,
and probably to the poor natives, a large wooden
bridge was constructed over the river at Perth."
Whatever may be thought respecting this pretty
story as a whole, that part of it whicli traces the
name of Tibbermuir or Tibbermore, to a supposed
application of the name Tiler to the Tay, must be a
mistake; for the word, as traced in the Gaelic,
means, according to the orthography adopted,
tb.e
either
the well in the muir,' or
great
'

parish of Kinnoul, 2,363.

So much of history and of antiquarian notice has
been interwoven with our description of the town,
tiiat our task, on these topics, is already half peiformed. The etymology of the name of Pertli has
been too hotly and often contested by philologists
Even
to be a manageable subject for our remarks.
the oi-igin of the town, or the question of its antiquity within so wide a range of difference .'is ekven
centuries, is a topic on which we must forbear to
state an opinion. Certain objects discovered during
excavations and borings on the site of the town,
and noticed in our concluding paragraph on the
antiquities of the place, would require so elalwrate
a process of discussion in order to be judiciously
dovetailed into history, that they must pass with us
as mere olyects of topographical notice. Documentary evidence, or rather tlie statements of historians
respecting the early condition of Perth or its site,
though sufficiently varied and bulky, are either very
doubtful in character, or comparatively quite modern in date. Richard de Cirencester, Geoffrey de

Monmouth, Fordun, Miijor, Hollinshed, Bocthius,
Buchanan, Adamson, and Cant, all touch the question of antiquity but, in some instances, are laconic,
in some are obscui'c, and in most, or perhaps all, are
;

of no real authorit3^
Riciiard de Cirencester, who,
though he flourished so late as the 14th century, is
usually quoted as a final authority says that, of
tliree towns of the Horestii, the British tribe who
inhabited what forms the south-east division of tlie
present Perthshire, the largest, called Victoria,
stood on the Tay20 miles from the exit of that river
into the sea, and that this town was built, or as his
meaningseemstobe remodelled in to a modern town,
by Agricola. Hoffman, in a work written so late
as in tiie 7th decade of the 17th century, gives computations of distances from Pertli which are alleged
to sanction such an interpretation of Richard's
twenty miles above the Tay's embouchure as should
make the distance twenti/-e!yht miles, and place his
Victoria on the site of Perth; for Hoffman states
tlie distance to Dunkeld at 12 miles instead of 15,—
to Stirling, at 23, instead of 32,
and to Edinburgh,
at 32, instead of 43.
Adam.son. writing in 162(i,

—

—

—

—

and partly copying from Fordun, partly inibodying
current tradition, relates the exclamation of Agiicola's army, and adds:
"The Italians, many ages
after, were in use to give to the Tay the name of

—

New

Tiber, and Fordun gave the name Tiliermore,
(now Tilibermuir,) to an extensive moor which lies
west from the town of Perth. As the field at Rome
was, by the early Romans, consecrated to Mars, so
their descendants found, in the field adjoining the
Tay, an old teiniiU", which, say the JJritisJi and
Welch historians, was built iniiiiy Jigea before by one
of the British kings, and dedicated to Mars. 'I'lie
K(nnans performed worship iicrc to that heathen
deity, ill hopes of their expeditions being favouied
ill the new counlrv
into which tiiey were eomc.

'

well.'

Boethins, and, after him, Hollinshed, Buchanan,

and others, take up entirely

different

re-

ground

specting the origin of the present Perth; and state
that Old Perth or Bertha [sec article Bektha] was
situated at the conflneiice of the Almond and the
Tay, two miles farther north than the present town,
and
that it was swept away by a flood in 1210,
that, in the same year, modern Perth Avas founded
;ind built, and received from William the Lion a
But the ascliarter of erection into a royal burgh.
sertion that Bertha and Perth were different places,
is confronted by a passage in the earlier authority of
the Scotochronicon of Fordun, which, if it does not
quite disprove that Pertli was a successor to Bertha,
proves at least that, according to Fordun, Bertha
and Perth were names of the same place. Tiie
charter of William the Lion, too, is triumphantly
quoted as conclusive authority; and certainly the

—

—

exists under that name purports to
confirm privileges enjoyed by the burgh in the tin:c
of David I., who died in 1153, and otherwise uses
language very distinctly assuming tlie existence in
a prior age of a regular town on the site of Perth
but that document, as wx already had occasion to
notice, bears startling marks of being spurious,
(.^ther and earlier alleged charters have been
appealed to, and are flourisrhingly mentioned in the ibllowing terms by Mr. Scott, in the Old Statistical Ac" It is certain that the town had the name
count
of Perth long before the year 1210. There are
many hundreds of charters, from about the year
1106 to the year 1210, still extant. Any person
who will take the trouble of looking into these
charters, will find, that, whenever there was occasion

document which

;

:

—

mention the town, its name was always w-ritten
Perth, or Pertht, or, by way of contraction. Pert.
It is also certain that tenements and streets in Perth
are described in charters prior to the year 1210, the
same as they afterwards were." But " hvnidreds of
charters," "»««»<// hundreds of charters," "many
hundreds of charters from about the year 1106 to
the year 1210," or during only 104 years conveying
the idea of perhaps 30 or at least 7 or 8 charters for
every year of the period is language scarcely fitted
to draw a very ready credence.
The New Statistical Account, however, throws the "hundreds"
"
"
away, and reduces the many hundreds to a simple
and sober " many ;" and, as an instance, it gives vne
which, if the reasoning respecting the date be corto

—

—

rect

— and we see no cause to doubt

its

being so— de-

cidedly proves the existence of the modern Perth as
a town at least ten years before the alleged substitilting of a new city on a different spot for the c'
and destroyed Bertha. But we have probably
more than eiionph to satisfy the curiosity of
rcfulers on a dry though interesting subject ci iquiry and must leave the i|Mtslion .'ind the <li'
of IVilh's antiquity to be fmight out or settle!
'

'

i

;

i

I
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they best may, by local amateurs and professed
antiquaries.

Previous to the accession of James II. Peith possessed, in many respects, the character of the capital
of Scotland, or seat of the national government.
The Kings were crowned at Scone, in the vicinity,
had a stated residence iu Perth, and so often made
that residence their home that the town was esteemed the first in the kingdom. But when events came
to prove that neither Perth, Scone, Stirling, nor
Dunfermline could protect royalty against the trea^ mable
plots of the turbulent nobility of the period,
:Minburgh, in connexion with its casrle.was constiued the Scottish metropolis. Yet. in spite of its
pparent loss of rank, Perth did not cease to cont ^^t.
id occ'\s'onally to win, the honour of being the
Several
ipital till 1482, in the reign of James III.
the public writers of even subsequent periods, esecially of the reign of James IV., designate it the
of Perth
and the charter of confirmation,
'.:y
.anted by James VI. in 1600. speaks of it in tlie
'

i

:

;

—

"Our most renowned
llowing very lofty terms
edecessors have not only beautified, but abundantheaped on our said royal burgh of Perth greatest
nefices and egregious gifts, liberties, privileges.
id immunities, that almost all the donations, liber',
;s, benefits, and privileges conferred on other royal
iighs of our kingdom are referred to our said royal
Even up to the present hour,
irgh of Perth."
:

.

crth, though greatly outstripped in population and
nportance by six towns or' Scotland, and sh;irply
':npeted with by several others, continues to rank
xt to Edinlurgh on the list of royal burghs,
connexion with its metropolitan character, Perth
as the peculiar seat of the great national councils
11 the accession of James II., and the occasional

i

1

:

them till that of James IV., and the seat also,
1465, of the provincial councils of the Scottish
or those councils which affected the Scotclergy,
tish department of tiie papal domination.
No fewer
at of

^

till

—

than 14 parliaments were held in

and

and of a

it

between 1201

number

of 37 ecclesiastical
councils of Scotland, held from the earliest times of
Popish footing in the country till the era of the Reformation, no fewer than 16 were held, betweesi
1201 and 1465, in Perth; and this circumstance is
the more remarkable that the remaining 21 were
distributed among 9 different towns.
Edinburgh,
14.39

;

totiil

—

St.

Andrews, Roxburgh, Linlithgow. Scone, Dundee,
York, and Northampton.
Perth makes a prominent figure in the history of

Carlisle,

wars of the succession, immediately subsequent
the demise of Alexander III.
Edward I. of Eiigland, after the battle of Falkirk in 1298, while reducing all the fortresses of S -otland. fortified Perth
as the
capital of the kingdo.n, and as the chosen
residence of his deputies.
As he carried away with
him to England " the sacred coronation stone " from
>cone. and destroyed everywhere such documents
*
miglit impugn his claim of sovereignty over
Scotland, he may be fairly supposed to have deSir Aymer
stroyed all the public records of Perth.
de Vallence, as Edward's
deputy, took up his
"fficial abode in Perth; and, iu 1306, he defeated
Kobc-rt Bruce at Methven.
In 131 1, Bruce invested
I'erth with a powerful force, and pressed it, for a
the
to

•

consideraljle time, with a vigorous siege ; but not
liaving sufficient engines for making a breach iis
he wails, or instruments for scaling them, he was

impelled to withdraw. Scotland's patriot herohowever, was not to be baflled and. returnig suitably provided with ladders and other tools.
:ie
silently approached at tiie head of a chosen band,
on a dark night and when the soldiers within were
Inxa.iating in the idea of tiie town's impregnability,
^ing.
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;

and partly wading, partly swimming across the
large moat on the exterior, he and his followers suddenly' stood unchallenged on the walls, and, in a few
Bruce himself
minutes, were mastere of the city.
so literally headed this bold and perilous entei-prise.
that but one man amonglhe emulous many preceded
him, in either surmounting the walls or entering
the town.
His subsequent measnies were as summary as ills success was silent and sudden: he slew
the garrison, razed the walls, and filled up the moat.
In 1332, Edward Baliol, after the success at the
battle of Dupplin, took possession of Perth, and was
crowned at Scone. But when, immediately after
his coronation, he went toward the Scottish border
to open a communication with England, the town

was

left

with

little

with only temporary foitifications, and
other garrison than the attendants and

vassals of the Earl of Fif^; and, suddenly ass;»iled
friends of David Bruce, it quickiy
The
yielded to their joint stratagem and force.
"town, however, went soon back to the possession of
minitm royalty; and in 1335. it was skilfully and
strongly fortified by Edward III. at the expense of

by a party of the

six rich abbacies, provided with a gallant garrison,

and placed under the governorship of Sir Thomas
In 1339, Robert, the Lord-higii-steward,
just been made Regent, and afteiTvards became King, vigorouslv besieged the town, vainly,
for thiee months, lay before it. and performed deeds
was reinforced by Douof valour, for its reduction,
glas, lA)rd Liddesdale, with a large supply of men
and provisions from France, pressed the siege for
one month longer, and then, adopting the expedient of digging mines and draining the moat, he led
his troops on dry giound to the walls, beat down
the besieged who opposed him. asid acv^'epted the
surrender of the town on the condition of sparing
t
e lives and respecting the property of the ganison.
In 1437, James I. was murdered in the Blackfriars'
monastery, by Walter, Earl of Athole. and his kinsmen, Ro!)ert Stewart and Roliert Graham. The

Ochtred.

who had

—

—

—
—

were seized, tried, and ignoniiuiously put
and the Earl and Robert Graham the
two most deeply implicated were previously and
regicides

to death;

—

—

publicly tortured in a maimer too appalling to be
In 1443, the town once more underwent
recorded.
siege and capture.
Perth made a great figure at the Reformation, receiving early the reformed doctrines, arid undergoing a severe struggle with Romish officials. The
record of one year, the year 1544, from the pagea of
its historian will indicate fully the character of the
Cardinal Beevents: "This was a busy year.
thune, in the last convention, having obtained an
act in favour of the bishops and clergy, to persecute
and punish heretics to death, came in January this
year to Perth, with the Regent Hamilton, Earl of
Arran, who was a weak man. Friar Spence accused
Robert I^amb and his wife Helen Stark, William

—

Anderson, James Ronald, James Hunter, and James
Finlayson. Lamb and his wife were accused of interrupting Spence in a sermon, in which he tauglit
that there was no salvation without intercession and
prayers to the saints. They confessed the charge,
declaring that it was the duty of every one who
knows the truth to bear testimony to it. and not
suffer people to be abused with false doctrine, as
that was.
Anderson. Finlayson, and Ronald, were
indicted for nailing two ram's horns to St. Francis'
head, putting a cow's rump to his tail, and eating
Hunter, a butcher,
a goose on All-Hallow even.
simple and unlearned, was charge! with haunting
Helen Stark was
the company of the heretics.
further charged with refusing to pray to tiie Virgin
Mary when in childbirth, and saying that she would
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God

in tlie name of Jesus Christ.
imprisoned in the Spey tower, being
found guilty and condemned. Great intercession
was made to the Regent for them, who promised
The citizens, who
that they should not he hurt.
were in a tumult, relying on a promise of Arran,

was enraged when she heard

dispersed and went pe;iceably home. The Cardinal,
who liad the Regent in his power, had taken his
Determined to make an example of
measures.
these heretics, he brought them forth next day to
the gibbet, January 25th, being St. Paul's day, and
feasted his eyes from the windows of the Spey
tower with their execution. The men were hanged,
and Helen Stark was drowned. Robert Lamb, at
the foot of the ladder, made a pathetic exhortation
to the people, beseeching them to fear God, and forsake the leaven of popjsh abominations.
Helen
Stark earnestly desired to die with her husband, but

wily and disingenuous promises, induced the Protestant leaders to dismiss their armed followers;
and she hoped to surprise the town before any new
or effective force could be collected to oppose her.
But though her army were 7,000 strong, and led
by the experienced French general, D'Oysel, they
found themselves confronted by such a powerful
host, whom the bruit of the Queen's proceedings

only pray to

They were

all

her request was refused; however, they permitted
her to accompany him to the place of execution. In
the Avay she exhorted him to constancy in the cause
of Christ, and, as she parted with him, said, Husband, be glad, we have lived together many joyful
days, and this day of our death we ought to esteem
the most joyful of them all, for we sliall have joy
for ever; therefore I will not bid you good-night,
'

we

shall shortly meet in the kingdom of heaven.'
soon as the men were executed, the woman was
taken to a pool of water hard by, where having recommended her children to the charity of her neighbours, her sucking child being taken from her breast,
and given to a nurse, she was drowned, and died
with gi-eat courage and comfort." This atrocious
murder of excellent persons, under the pretext of
serving the cause of religion, exerted a powerful
influence, along with the kindred martyrdom of
for

As

George Wishart and Walter Mylne at St. Andrews,
o render the character and superstitions of the
popish priests an object of public execration, to fan
the ignited elements of ecclesiastical, doctrinal, and
moral reform, and to push up to a crisis the silent
but powerful process of antagonism which was at

work among a

large portion of the people against
the oppressions of the popish priests and monks.
On the nth of May, 1559, seven days after his
arrival in Scotland, John Knox appeared in Perth,
made public confession of his faith, and immediately
commenced his ministerial duty. " In a sermon de-

livered in the Old church," says Calderwood, " he

declared what commandment God had given for the
destruction of the monuments of idolatrie, and denounced the mass as an abomination. The service
being closed, a priest opening a splendid tabernacle
wliicli stood above the altar, was about to celebrate

mass, when a boy cried out, 'This is intolerable!'
The priest gave him a blow. The boy lifted up a
Btone and throwing
nacle, ivnd broke

it

at the priest, hit the taber-

down an image; and immediately

the multitude despatched the tabernacle and the
other mcmuments in the kirk, before the tenth man
in the town understood the matter, for the most part
were gone to dinner. This being noised abroad, the
rascal multitude assembled, and, finding nothing to
do in the kirk, ran to Grey and Hlackfriars; and,
after they had destroyed the monuments of idolatrie,
they began to seek some spoil." This insurrection
which nnist be regarded as an unpremeditated outburst of popular feeling, and which was publicly
condemned by the preachers and all the chief
did not pause till it
leaders of the lieformation
hurled altars, images, crucifixes, and other similar
to ruin, and laid the walls of several

—

—

paraphernalia

sumptuous monasteries nearly level with tiie
ground. Mary, the Queen-Regent, who had already

of the

concentrated her Fi-encii mercenaries at Stirling.

of the tumult, and, revengeance on the whole of the
she
made
a
sudden levy of whatreforming party,
ever Scottish forces could be gathered to her
stindaid, and, at the liead of them and of her

solving to inflict

French

forces,

fell

marched toward Perth.

She had, by

and zeal

for their religion and liberties had poured
suddenly down from all quarters upon the town,
that they dared not attempt their meditated enterprise, and could only stand embodied as a practical
argument for a peaceful negotiation. Both armies
having been disbanded by nmtual stipulation, Mary
peacefully entered the town on the 29th of May;
yet she no sooner found herself in quiet possession,
and knew the Piotestant forces to be broken up and
at a distance, than she flung her agreement by
treaty to the winds, introduced French troops to the
town, dismissed the magistracy, and restored the
popish rites and the priestly domination. When
she departed, the inhabitants again became insurgent, and invoked the Lords of the congregation to
send soldiers to their aid. Lords Argyle and Ruthven and others marched in consequence to the

town, and prepared regularly to invest it; they
wei'e plied, through the mediation of Lords Huntly
and Erskine, with proposals from the Queen designed to divert them from their purpose; but they
could no longer believe her word, or regard her
terms in any other light than that of faithless artifice; and they stoutly began and conducted the
siege, and, against the 26th of June, 1559, com-

The Queen enpelled the garrison to capitulate.
deavouring, after the loss of Perth, to seize on Stirling, 300 inhabitants of "the fair city" joined the
standard of Argyle and other leaders, in an enterprise for her overthrow, and for the complete establishment of religious liberty; and so galled had they
been by the combined tyranny of priests and Frenchmen, and so determined were they to succeed in
their enterprise or perish in the attempt, that, to
indicate their zeal and resolution, they wore ropes
about their necks to be hung up with them in ignominious death if they should desert theh" colours.
picture of the march of this lesolute body was
long preserved in the city and the circumstance of
their substituting ropes for neckerchiefs is the subject of the frequent popular allusion to 'St. Johnstone
the name St. Johnstone, as an abbreviatippets,'

A

;

—

of St. John's-town, having often, in early
periods, been popularly applied to the town.
In the year 1600, occurred, in Gowrie palace, the
event which, under the name of the Gowrie conspiracy, has perplexed historians and been the subject
of not fewer than 11 or 12 controversial treatises.
John Ruthven, sixth Lord Ruthven and third Earl
of Gowrie, succeeded to the family honours when
11 years of age, and was carefully trained up in the
When only a student
doctrines of the Reformation.
tion

at

Edinburgh university, he was elected provost of
an oflSce which had been filled by his imme-

I'erth,

—

diate four predecessors in the line of ancestry; and,
1594-1600 of his being absent
(luring six years
on the continent prosecuting his studies, he wasan-

—

—

In February 1600, when
iiually chosen to tlie office.
22 years of age, he returned and, on tlie one hand.
was warmly received by tho.se wlio had reposed suol
hii^h confidence in him, but, on the other, was coldlj
;
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treated and coldly spoken of by the reigning monIn the month of August, he and
arch, James VI.
his brother were murdered in Gowrie palace, under
a belief or a pretext of their having attempted to
murder the King. The cun-ent story is that James,
menaced by them with assassination, called out of a
window for help, and was rescued by his attendants
rushing into the room. But, whether the Earl intended to assassinate the King, or the King intended
to assassinate the Earl, or whether any attempt at
assassination on either side was meditated, are points
which have been keenly contested. Sjveral contemporary writers strongly asserted that the Earl
was guilty, and painted in the deepest colouring the
supposed circumstances of his imputed crime, wlule
multitudes, at the same period, regarded their whole

Lord Hailes, in
story as monstrously fictitious.
republishing the account inculpating the Earl, and
published "by authority" in 1600, preparatory
to his further observations upon it, regarded it
as not worthy of credit.
Dr. Robertson appears
to believe that the Earl wished to secure the
King's person for political purposes. Adamson, in
the Muses Threnodie,' asserts that the King was
the guilty party, and that he wished to get rid of
•

two popular characters, whose family had long been
hostile to his measures; and Adamson has been joined
in opinion numerously by Scotchmen in general, and
almost uniformly by the citizens of Perth.
In 1623, three women, after being formally tried,
and condemned in an assize of seven days' continuance, were strangled at the stake, ai.d then burnt,
for the imputed crime of witchcraft.
The place
where they and previous victims of superstitious and

sanguinary ignorance suffered death, is said to have
been a hollow in the North Inch. In 1617, James
VI., while on his tour through Scotland, visited
Perth, and, agreeably to previous secret instructions,
was received with absurd pageants and fulsome addresses. For example, the skinners were instructed to "provide for the sword dance, the baxters
for the Egyptian dance, and the schoolmaster and
the bairns gud dance to his majesty;" and "anent
the speche that is to be maid to his majestic," said a
preparatory missive from the secret council at Edinburgh, '"zou sail inform him whome you are to trust
with that matter, that first in name of the town he
mak his majestic welcome, and then, in sensible and
good language, he sal sette forth his majesties awin
praise, by innumerable comfortis and blessings,
qnhilk this country has haid baith in kirk and policie under his majesties moist
happie government,
and lait go far as modestie may permitt." In 1632,
Qiarles I. visited this city, and was received and
entertained in the same style of ineffable folly ; but
with the ludicrous addition, that two tailors pei-sonated the city and the Tay, and performed before the
King what courtesy called a poetic comedy. In 1644,
after the battle of Tippermuir, Perth was taken
possession of by the Marquis of Montrose. In 1651.
tions,

—

&omwell,afterhi8victorynear Burntisland, marched
directly to Perth, found its gates shut against him,
and purposed to besiege it; but, in consequence of
a noisy and
imposing bustle being kept up by stratagem within the walls, he imagined that a powerful
military force were prepared to offer vigorous
resistance, and he offered advantageous terms of
In 1715
capitulation, and was peacefully admitted.
and in 1745, as we formerly noticed, Perth was the
head-quarters of the insurgent Jacobites. On the anmversary of George II. 's birth-day, while the Prince
and his Highland anny were still at Holyrood, a mob
lose in Perth,
placed guards at all the town's gates,
took possession of the main
guard, rung the firebell, and drew about 200 persons to join their en-

terprise; and they then sent a message to the Jacobite governor, requesting him immediately to deliver
up to them arms and ammunition, and to withdraw

from the town. The govenior refused they again
rang the fire-bell and hostilities commenced about
two o'clock in the morning, and continued abont
;

;

three houre.

The people

fired

upon the council-

house from the heads of the lanes, from windows,
and from behind stairs so that the party within
could not look out without the greatest hazard.
Four of the mob were wounded and one of the
governors party, an Irish captain in the French
service, was killed, and three or four were wounded.
To prevent any similar outbreak, 190 of the Prince's
followere were added to the previous garrison.
The plague visited Perth in the 3'ears 1512, 1585-7,
An old manuscript volume, quoted
1608, and 1645.
by Dr. Thompson in the New Staristical Account,
;

;

says, respecting its visitation in the last of these
" Three thousand of
the inhabitants died of
it during that time, besides many wlio died afterwards, it not ceasing for several years, though not
raging with such violence. It almost depopulated
Perth ; many houses in different places being shut
up, which afterwards, in back parts, went to ruin ;

years

:

and what houses stood

to the streets uninfected, were
inhabited by few. Several houses were infected in
a great degree to the front, and even some streets
were entirely forsaken, particularly one between
the church and the Meal-vennel. And the inhabi-

tants, being few in number, had no courage to carry
on trade or manufacture, and buildings, for many
years." The town has been subject also, from the

earliest times, to inundations of the Tay.
One of
these occurred in the reign of William the Lion, so

great and sudden that the King himself, with his
family and court, made a narrow escape from the
Other inundations, occasionrising of the waters.
ing damage and dismay, occurred in the years 1621,
1740, 1773, and 1814.
Floodings large enough to

cause

much

inconvenience occurred no fewer than

four or five times within two months in 1853. The
frequency of the floodings in late years was the
occasion for planning an extension of the town on
the north side in 1853: and it gave rise to a discussion in the town -council in the same year, as to the
practicability of protecting the parts of the town
most exposed to the inundations. An old Gaelic
"
prophecy says that, Great Tay of the waves shall
" and a Lowland
sweep Perth bare
rhyme, speaking
of two streams which fall into the Tay about 5 miles
from the town, makes a similar threat:
;

—

"

Says the Shoohie to the

Ortlie,

Where sliall we meet ?
At tlie cross of Perth

When

ineu are

a' asleep."

Perth gives the title of Earl in the peerage -of
Scotland, to a branch of the family of Drummond;
created Baron Drummond in 1488, and Earl of Perth
in 1605.
James, the fourth Earl, filled the office of
Lord chancellor of Scotland in the reigns of Charles
II. and James II.; and, attaching himself to the
Jacobite cause after the Revolution, he was imprisoned in Stirling castle, but was released in 1693
on parole of going into exile and remaining there ;
and he joined the court of James II. at St. Germains,
and was sliortly afterwards elevated by that expatriated m.onarch to the nominal dignities of Duke
of Perth and Marquis of Drummond.
These titles
were, at all subsequent periods till the extinction of
the male succession, borne by the Earl and his heirs
male, and fully accepted and honoured, at the court
of France. The first Duke of Perth died at St. CJermains, leaving four sons and the eldest of these
;
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Duke of Perth at t.lie Frencli court,
Drummond in the S.ottish peerage.

succeeded him as

and as Lord

He was
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attainted of high treason in 1715; and the
dignity of the earldom became dormant. He died in
1720, and was succeeded in the title of the Dnke of
Perth at the French court by his eldest son James.
Tiiis third Duke of Perth attended Prince Cliaries
Edward to Scotland in 1745, and died at sea in a
French vessel of war, in May 1746.
His only
brother, Jolin, wlio was a lieiatenant-general in tlie
of Louis XV., succeeded him in title, was attainted the same year of high treason, and died tlie
following year, unmarried, in Flanders. The male
heirs of John, tlie second son of the fourth Earl,
now came into the succession ; and one of these,
in 1781, put in a claim to the family lionours and
estates in Scotland, and was so far successful as to
obtain a restoration of the estates, and to be created
in 1797 Baron Perth in the peerage of England.
His heir at his death, or only surviving child, was
the Honourable Clementina Sarah Drummond, who

army

afterwards married Lord AVillougbby D'Eiesby
and the Drummond peerage being restricted to heirs
male, she did not inherit her father's title. A collateral line of ancestry had received at the French
court the titles successively of Earl of Melfort and
;

Duke

of Melfort; and into this line now fell the
succession to the Scottish Perth peerage. Tiie first
Duke of Melfort who inherited the succession was
a Roman Catholic prelate, who resided principally
at Rome, and died there in 1840.
His nephew,
George Drummond, born in 1807, was restored to
the honours of Lord Drummond and Earl of Perth,
in the peerage of Scotland, by act of pailiament in
1853.

PER rH, ALMOND- VALLEY, and METH VEN
Railway, a line of railway to connect the city of
Perth, by way of Almond-valley, with the village
of Methven. It will be practically a branch of the
Scottish Midland junction railway, going oft' from
that line at a point about 5 miles north of Perth.
The bill for it was introduced to parliament in
the summer of 1856. Tlie report says that there is
no peculiar engineering diffi •uity in its way; that
there is no tunnel
that the gradients and curves
are generally favourable, the steepest gradient being
1 in 80, and the smallest radius of a curve 17^
chains; and that tlie length of the line will be 5
miles 7-^ furlongs. The estimated cost, inclusive
of everything to completion, is £24,000.
;

PERTH AND DUNDEE RAILWAY.

See

Dundee akd Pekth Railway.

PERTH AND DUNKELl) RAILWAY,

a line

of railway connecting the cities of Perth and DnnIt goes off from the Scottish
keld, in Perthshire.
Midland Junction railway, at a point 6^ miles north
of Perth, and proceeds up the right bank of the Tay
north-north-westward to Uirnam in the vicinity of
Dunkeld, It has a station for Stanley at 7 miles

from Perth, and one for Mnrthly at 10^ miles. Its
total length from the Scottish Midland to Birnam is
in 88;
8J miles. Tiie steepest gradient on it is
and there is a tunnel 1,050 feet long, and 18 feet
wile.
The estimated cost up to completion was
£70,000. The railway was opened in 1855.
PERTHSHIRE, a large inland county in the
centre of Scotland. It connects the northern Highlands with the soutliern Lowliinds, and the Highlands of the west with the J^wlaiuls on the east.
A small section of it, consisting of the parishes of
Culross and Tulliallan, and lying on the north side
1

of the upper part of the frith of Forth, is separated
from the main body by a belt of the counties of
Clackmannan and Fife. Tliis section is Ijoinidcd,
partly on the west and partly on tlie north, by Ciack-

|

i

I

mannanshire; partly on the north, and wholly on
the north-east and east, hy Fifeshire; and wholly on
the south and south-west, and partly on the west,
by the frith of Forth, which divides it from Stirlingshire. It lies, at the nearest point, oidy If mile from
the main body; and it measures in extreme length
from east to west 6J miles, and in extreme breadth
from north to souih 4J miles. The main body of
the county is bounded on the north-west bv Inverness-shire; on the north by Inverness- sliire and
Aberdeenshire; on the east by Forfarshire; on the
south-west by Fifeshire and Kinross-shire; on the
south by Clackmannanshire and Stirlingshire; on
the south-west by Stirlingshire and Dumbartonshiie;
and on the west by Argyleshire. Its outline is not
very f>ir from heing a circle, upon a radius of about
30 miles, drawn fiom a centre, near the head of
Glenalmond; but is irregular; and where it touches
Fifeshire and Stirlingsliire, particularly the former,
it makes
lengthy though not very deep recessions
The boundaries are, to a great extent, natural,
and very boldly defined; yet over coisiderable distances, they are quite artificial and not a little caFrom a point in the south-west, within
pricious.
about .3 miles of the head of Loch-Fyne, to a point
at the base of Mount-Blair, between Glenshee and
Glenisla, a distance of at least 117 miles, all over
the west and the north, and part of the east, the
boundary-line consists, with inconsiderable excepthe watertions, of vast central summit-ranges,
sheds of the most alpine and elongated nionntainchains of Scotland.
The exceptions are at the
points where the moor of Rannoch places LochLydoch and tlie lochlet Lochanachiy on the boundary with Argyleshire, and that at which a recession of the mountains conducts Loch-Eiicht within
the frontier of Badenoch.
From Mourit-Blair, the
boundary-line follows, for 2 miles, the river Shee;
it then, for 1 2 miles,
alternately runs along secondary
water-sheds, and the courses of nascent streams, tiil
it falls
the
Isla, at the luins of Airlie-castle;
upon
it now follows the Isla down to the confluence with
it of the Dean,
then, for 3i miles, ascends the latter
stream, and then, for 27 or 28 miles, wends tortuously, with whimsical deviations, and with hardiv
a mile of natural boundary, till it falls upon the fritli
of Tay at Invcrgowrie, 3 miles above Dundee. The
botindary-line travels 11 miles up the frith of Tay,
before reco:nmencing on the south shore; and it thus
occasions a deep incipient recession of the county
from Fifeshire. After leaving the 'J ay, a little west
of Mugdrum island, the line has a course of at least
36 miles l)efore reaching the south-east extremity
of the main body, at a poirit upon the South Devon,
I of a mile south of Solsgirth; but it moves with such
sinuosities, and so capriciously, over most of the way,
following now the ridges and now the rills of the
Ochils, that it cannot be succinctly described. From
the south-east extremity, it recedes nearly 5 uiilcs
due noi'tli, up the South Devon, across the Di-\i
and along a generally artifi ial path; it then procc
1 7
mileschiefly westward and partly south- wcstw.n li,
across the Ochils and Strathallan, guided most ol' the
way bya range of heights, by a tributary of the Allan,
and bv the Allan itself, till, deviating from that river,
it falls
upon the Forth just at the confluence with
it of the Teitli.
Except for cutting off a few fan
in tlie palish of
Kippen, immediately west of
village of Kippen, and some others stretching tV.
(iartmore through a hilly country toward Benlonie
except f(H- cutting off these, wliich belong to Pt
shire, and lie on the south side of the river, the bei
dary-line now runs undeviatingly up the Forth, .i;
its Southern head-stream, the
Duchray, till within
miles of Benlomond: and it then, for 6 miles, par-

—

—

—
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—
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along a ridge of lieights; it next, for 6 miles, crosses
Loch-Arclet, and the upper part of Locii-Katrine,
and runs up the northern head-water of the Forth
nearly to its source; and it finally, for 7 miles, wnlks
along the heights round the head of l^xih-Lomond,
crosses Gleufalloch at a point less than a mile north
of thit gr.at lake, and passes up a tribntai-y of the
Falioch, through Lochanlarig, on to Croclirechan,
the point whence we commenced our delinearion.
The county lies between 56" 4' and 56"^ o7' north
latitude; and between 3" 4' and 4° 50' longitude west
Its extreme length from Invergowof Greenwich.
rie on the east, to the top of Benloy on the west, is

77 miles; and its extreme breadth, from the boundary of the east forest of Athole at the source of the
Tilt on tlie north, to t!ie frith of Forth at Culross on
10 south, is 68 miles.
Its supei-iicial extent, were
.:s form quadrangular, would be 5,236 square milt.s;
but, allowing for the rounding away of the angles,
and for indentations, it may i)e estimated, in round
numbers, at 5,000 square miles, or 4.0ii8.64() English
acres.
These are the measurements of Dr. James
]{o!>ertson, in his Agricultural

View

of Perthshire;

at they are probably marred by considerable inacnicies, and as regards the area, they profess to be
lere approximations.
Other measurements, given
orinerly in Oliver and Boyd's Almanack, and copied
1

;to

graver works, but evidently filling within the
state the area at no more than 2.588 square

utii,

or 1,656.320 acres and compute the distribuof it to be 500,000 cultivated acres. 550.000 nn-

liles,
<>n

;

The measnreultivated, and 606,320 unprofitable.
laent commonlvnow given is 2.835 square miles, or
1.814,063 acres.
Perthshire was anciently divided into jurisdictions,
or subordinate territories, which still ret-ain their designations, butdiffer widely from the modern districts,
vhich subdivide and facilitate administration. Monith, in the south-west, was a stewartry, and, with
tiie exception of the
parish of Baiqnhidder, conipreliended all the territory lying west of the (Jchils, and
drained by the Forth and its tributaries.
Breadalbane was, with all its dependencies, a bailiary, or
Si^parate jurisdiction of its carls, and comprehended
"lie western division of the
county, from the northest boundary down to the south screen of Glendochart.
Strathearn was a stewartry, and compreliended Balquhidder, and all the country drainetl by
the Earn and its tributaries.
Methven was a separate regility,

and comprehended a small

territory-

round the site of the present vilhige. Athole was
also a separate, but, teiTitorially, a very laige rega-

was under the immediate jurisdiction of its
who. at the same time, were hereditary sheris of whatever
parts of the county were unrobbed
independency; and it comprehended all the northwestern division of the present county, from the
northern boundary down to the heights which overlook Dunkeld and Blairgowrie.
The other ancieut
lity;

it

•Vakes,
;

t"

divisions,

whose names continue

to be in nse. are

Raimoch, a subdivision of B.-eadalbane. occupying its
north-western or northern comer; Strathardle and
Glenshee, subdivisions of Athole, along the courses
rL".spectively of the Ardle and the Shoe ; Stormont,
a beautiful band of
country of about 7 miles in breadth,
xtending from the Kricht and the Isla to the viciiiity of DankL-ld ; Gowrie, a district on the easteni
iontier from Stormont to the frith of Tay; and
I'erth
Proper, a portion of Strathtay and its screens
om Stormont to the congress of Stiatliearn and the
'irse of Gowrie.
These divisions include the whole
oniity except the detached district of Culross and
I'uMiMllan.
Since the abolition of hereditary jurislictions, in 1743, the sheriff-depute exerc'ses rule
jver all the county, and
appoints two substitutes,
'

—
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the one of

Dunblane.

whom resides at Perth, and the other at
By an act of parliament passed in 1795,

extending the jurisdiction of justices-of- peace in determining causes lor the recovery of small debts, the
county is divided into the 10 districts of Perth. Dunkeld, Blairgowrie, Weem. Auchterarder, Culross,
Crieff, Dunblane, Carse of Gowrie, aud Cupar-

Angus.

The county, in a general view, has a prevailingly
south-eastern declination or exposure. VVhile about
the region of the Moor of Kannoch, it receives one
or two inconsiderable streams from the west, it nowhere sends in that direction even a rill in return ;
and except at the Moor and at Loch-Ericht, it is
stupendously walled up, along all the far-stretching
west and the far- stretching north, by alpine ramparts,
which form the grandest water-shed in Scotland, and
an almost impervious barrier against any sort of intercommunication. The streams, and the general
slope of the countiy, coming down from these soar'
ing mountain enclosures, decline now southward an
now eastward, but averagely toward the south-east.
A band of country along the south, possessing a
mean breadth of a!x)ut II miles, but suffering vast
deductions from the indentations of Fife and Kinross, and the interventions of Clackmannan and
Stirling, is sectioned off from the rest of the county
by a line of watershed, at first lofty, but afterwards
which extends from Bencharra
on the west to Coalridge hill among the Gchils on
the east, and forms the south screen successively of
of gentle elevation,

Glenfalloeh, Glendochart, Glenogle, Glenartney, and
Strathearn.
Excepting a nook on the south-west,
of about 30 square miles, which is drained by the
I^alloch toward Loch-I.omond. the whole country
north of this line is the vast, the varied, the beautifully iiitricate, and the exquisitely scenic, basin of
the monarch river of Britain,
the mnjestic Tay and
its noble tributaries.
As the Earn sweeps away to
the cast on a line parallel to the southern watershed, and at but a i)ricf distance from it, a mere
ribbony belt of the basin declines toward the north,
while incomparably the greater expanse of it follows
in its dip the south-easterly declination of the Tay.
All the band of country which is sectioned off from
the Tay's basin Ijelongs to the basin of the Forth ;
and nearly the whole of it takes its declination from
the south-easterly course of the Teith and the upper
Devon, and the southerly course of the Allan.
The climate of the county, however, is affected
more by relative position than by interior declination.
Situated in the zone where the Highlands
melt down into the Lowlands, at nearly equal distances from the German ocean and the Atlantic,
Perthshire possesses a medium heat between tb.e
temperatures respectively of the northern and the
southern counties, and experiences all the varieties
of climate which l>elong to both tlie eastern and the

—

western coasts. Easterly winds bring rain and unsettled weather on Gowrie. Stormont, Glet.shee, and
Strathardle. while the weather is dry and serene in
Breadalb;'.ne; westerly winds waft the clouds of the
Atlantic over Monteith. Breadalbane, and Rannoch,
while not a drop of rnin falls on the east; and the
two classes of winds so strive for the masteiy in the
interior, and are so disburdened of their loads by the
attractive power of mountain ranges on the frontier,
as very often to have little dominion, and small
moistening influence about the region of Methven,
Monzie, Dull, and Dunkeld. The climate of extenis powerfully affected also by the
peculiar configuration of the surfaces, and the mutual positions of adjacent mountain-rnnges and intennediate valleys.
The westerly winds, for example, which sail along the Grampians, almost duo

sive localities
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till
tliey arrive at the bold headland between
Drummond-castle and the house of Braco, instead
of continuing their course in the same direction over
the flat country of Strathearn, for the most part
cross south-east to the Ochils at Gleneagles, or
north-east to the hills behind Crieff and Fowlis
and, in the same way, the westerly winds, guided

east,

;

by the mountain-ridge which separates Glenlochy
from Glendochart, and terminates at the village of
Killin, rarely continue their course eastward along
the opening made by Loch-Tay and its vale, but
for the most part assume either a northerly course
toward the hills above Finlarig, or a southerly one
toward those above Achmore. Northerly winds
which, in most parts of the island, blow with penetrating and chilly keenness are powerfully mollified over a large part of Perthshire by the same
heights which give it a southerly exposure, the
vast broad alpine range along the nortliern frontier,
the Ochil hill-screen of the Carse of Gowrie, and
the long ridge which separates from each other the
basins of the Tay and the Forth.
According to observations continued during five consecutive years,

—

—

—

westerly winds have been found to prevail during
from 165 to 220 days in the year; fair weather from
189 to 250 days; rain from 95 to 141; and frost
from 11 to 66. The mean height of the barometer
has been found, during three consecutive years, to

range between 29'59, and 29"71; and the mean
height of the thermometer between 41 and 42|. The
annual quantity of rain during five years of obserThe
vation, varied between 31 '45 inches and 38'4.
climate, on the whole, is so mild, that, even in some
valleys of the Grampians, barley has been reaped in
good order nine weeks after being sown. These results were ascertained partly at Meigle, in tlie extreme east, and partly at Coldoch in Monteith, on
the south-west.

The mountain-rampart which extends along

the
a main part, and contains some of the bulkiest forms, and some of the most towering summits,
of that vast alpine range, the greatest in Scotland,
which extends from Ben-Nevis on the west to MountBattock on the east, and thence forks off into diminished lines to the German ocean at Stonehaven and
the mouth of the Dee and so stern and resistful is
it, that only at three points over its great extent,
at the heads respectively of the Sliee, the Bruar, and
the Garry, have military roads been drilled through
north

is

—

;

—

its

high and

terrific

passes.

Tiie rampart

which

towers aloft along the west is a chief part of the
continuous range which, second in importance only
to the former, extends from the Moor of Rannoch
away southward by the peaks of Arrocliar to the

extremity of the peninsula of Cowal. The Moor of
Rannoch intervenes between the commencement of
the one range and the transit of the other, and presents at the boundary on the north-west a dismal
waste table-land or huge upland plain, lying about
From the two contiim1,000 feet above sea-level.
ous ramparts along the boundaries, and from the
inner edge of Rannoch Moor, ridges run direct into
the interior, going off" at right angles with the
boundaries, southward from the north, south-eastward from Rannoch, and eastward from the west;
and, in a general view, they are lofty, broad-based,
or continuous masses, at their commencement,
they attenuate in breadth, and diminish in altitude,
during their progress, and they now thin out, or
form concentrations, so as to merge two or even

—

—
three ridges into one, — now make mutual recessions,
so as to enclose ample expanses of lowland, — and
now send
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off" spurs, protuberances, and
oblique elongations, 80 as to cover a district with an almost
confused assemblage of heights. In a few instances.

marked and magnificent one of Schimountains tower solitarily up from tlie
formed
plains
by the recesses of the ridges. All
these heights, from the boundaries inwards, wear
also, as in the

chnllion,

the general and unmeaning name of Grampians;
and over the whole of their aggregately slow and

sublimely undulating descent to the interior, they
lie within the Highlands, and form, with their valleys and gorges, at once tlie strongest, thie most

and in every respect the most distinctive and
fascinating section of that vast and very diversified
varied,

Among

territory.

their very

numerous grand sum-

mits, Ben-Lawers lifts its peak 4,015 feet above sealevel; Ben-More, 3,903; Schichallion, 3,564; Ben-

Benledi, 3,009; Ben-Venue, 3,000; and
Ben-Chonzie, in Strathearn, 2,922. The mountains
in
are,
general, enormous lumpish piles, broad in
iglo, 3.724;

their bases, and heavy in their features; yet, in
many instances, they are steep in ascent, sharp in
outline, very diversified in form, and both striking
and peculiar in the erosions, protuberances, or deep
fissures of their surface. Most of them exhibit bare

and utterly weather-worn summits
and, in the
region below the crowning one where the rock
;

breaks the surface, they are generally covered with
a moorish soil, superior to that of most upland tracts
in England, and three or four times better than that
of the eastern moorlands of Yorkshire. Their lower
declivities, and, in some cases, even their middle
zones, are very extensively covered with sward or
with copses and plantations. The valleys which
wind among them, though bearing a small proportion to the aggregate area, are, for the

most

part,

both more extensive and more fertile than the valleys at the foot of the mountains which advance

northward from Northumberland into Scotland, along

The contrast
the eastern border of Dumfries-shire.
whicli the luxuriance and the warmth of these valleys exhibit to the barrenness and the coldness of
the elevations which environ them, flings a charm
upward to the chilliest part of the landscape, renders them extremely refreshing to the eye of a
stranger, and dresses them into fine keeping with
whatever woods may dangle upon the lower declivities.
About two-thirds of the whole county, from
Loch-Ericht or the Moor of Rannoch south-eastward,
the Grampian or Highland
is comprehended in
But as an approach is made to the low
region.
lose much of their sternness,
the
mountains
country,
the valleys considerably expand, summits are less

—

generally bare, and declivities more frequently glide
hanging plains; and eventually the Highlands, disclosing themselves through a long series
of vastly magnificent portals, come exultingly out
in dresses of opulence and beauty, which well befit
the scene of their union with the Lowlands.
Nearly at right angles with the opening valleys,
and with the terminating headlands of the ranges
which separate them, runs from south-west to northeast across the whole of the county, what geographical nomenclature describes as Strathmoke: see
that article.
Yet the notion of a great plain, lying
along the base of the frontier rampart of the High-ij
lands, apj)lies better, or with less violence, to thelj
*
wholeextent, ofwhat is geographically termed Strathmore, than to the sectionof it wiiich lieswithin Perthshire. Our description of the low grounds here, or of
theupper frontier of the Lowlands, within the county,
off into

'•

i

must

1)0

more

particular.

The most

southerlj'

oflj

the Highland valleys suddenly expands and flat-jl
tens down at Gartmore, 18 miles above Stirling, into:?
a level strath, a broad band of carse ground; and]
this strath,
the luxuriant, wheat-bearing vale of th(l
after quite leaving the overshadowing flanW
iorth,
of any spur of the Grampians, sweeps along all thti
all

—

—

.

(
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remaining part of the southern boundary of
county, so far as
;

it lies

tlie

upon the Forth. Strathallan,

broad vale of the Allan, goes off from this
a north-eastward direction, at points oppo-

the' rich

iiin in
re

the parish of Stirling; and

till it is

closed up by

long low ridge from east to west, which separ:es the basin of the Forth from that of the Tay, it
as part of the
light very literally be understood
Strathearx [which
agely defined Strathmore.
from among the Grampians on a line
e] opens
irallel with the vale of the Forth, and in a style of
kindred suddenness and expansion; and, while the
out in Lowgreatest of the openings which spread
land fulness after debouching from the Highlands,
-while, also, extending due eastward all the way
the Tay, at a point very near the northera exit contri•emity of the boundary with Fifeshire,
ites not its length, hut its breadth, to the conii'.uation of the alleged great plain along the base
le

'

I

—

1

Another low ridge,
Highland frontier.
to that which flanks the south side of
Strathearn, at first mountainous and rugged, but
afterwards gentle and undulating, now divides the
feeders of the Earn from those of the Almond, and
once more intenupts the strict continuousness of
Strathmore. But beyond this ridge, or from Methn north-eastward to the boundary at Meigle, the
the

:

;

similar

iidoubted Strathmore, a well-defined plain across
ribs and inlets of the Highlands, stretches
'ong in richly cultivated luxuriance, and includes
;ie low grounds of Methven, Perth-Proper. StorThe various plains and
ont, and Upper Gowrie.
<\lleys whicl), as strung together thus, compose a
road band of Lowland frontier, are exceedingly
irious in the breadth of contribution which they
lake to the consecutive 'great strath;' and are

i.e

:

)

'tter

and more justly understood,

if

considered

-eiiatim as the vale of the Forth, encroaching far
^11 the
Highlands, and coming out directly to the
ast; the vale of the Teith, coming down south-

Tstward, and losing itself in the former, very soon
the vale of the Allan,
-fter becoming Lowland;

sweeping round south-westward and southward,
invaded by Grampian detachments, and compelled
by them to have comparatively unexpansive limits;
the vale of the Earn, making an early conquest
ver the Highlands, and extending away eastward
a long broad march of freedom from mountain
iitrol; the vale of the Almond, breaking away
m the choking grasp of the Grampians above
ichanty. spreading itself out in a sheet of verdure,
and Methven, and extending strictly parallel to
thearn
the vale of the Tay, coming down
inth-eastward and southward, in great magnifince of landscape, long maintaining dubiousness
character between Highland grandeur and Lowiid amenity, and eventually sweeping along in unlations or other incessant changes of valley coninr; the vale of the Lunan, the brilliant district of
:ormont, with its chain of fine lochlets. its sheets
forest, and its expanse of tumulated plain, exiding south-eastward parallel to the left bank of
eTay, from the vicinity of Dunkeld; and the vale
the Isla, coming down south-westward from the
nndarj-, and blending the undoubted section of the
rathmore of Perthshire with the far-extending
id
distinctly marked Strathmore district of For;

rshire.

Along the south-east skirt or margin of this concatenation of vales extend the Ochil and the Sidlaw hills, the former from the side of the strath
"f Forth, a little below
Stirling, to the Tay at
Abemethy. the latter from Kinnoul-hill, 6 or 7
mil.-s farther up the
Tay, and on the opposite bank,
to the ea-stem boundary of the county.
See Ochils

—
—
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The Ochils have the whole of their
water-shed or summit-range in Perthshire; they are
sectioned off from it at their south-west end solely
by the intiiisions of the counties of Stirling, Clackmannan, and Fife; they rear aloft in it some of
their grandest summits, and their most metalliferous masses and in their far march north-eastward,
they give but their skirts and their lower declivities
to the shores of Fife and Kinross.
The Sidlaws,
till they
pass the frontier, into the contenninous
county, are wholly within Perthshire they section
off the rich district of the C'arse of Gowrie from the
broad plain of Strathmore and they claim various
detached and straggling hills, among the most
noted of which is the celebrated Dunsinnan. The
C'arse of Gowrie, between the Sidlaws and the frith
of Tay, differs from every other part of the county,
and SiDLAWs.

;

;

;

—

except part of Strathearn, and the band of carse
lands along the Forth, in being nearly a dead level,
singularly opulent in its soil, highly fructiferous
over every square foot of its surface, and ever}-where an arena of the most luxuriant cultivation.
The scenery of Perthshire, as can scarcely fail to
be inferred from the general contour of the country,
is surprisingly varied, and almost
uniformly rich ;
and, in its gross amount, if estimated by the number of first-rate pictures or individualized groupings
which it contains, is probably equal to one-third of
that of all the rest of gorgeously scenic Scotland.
In close landscapes, especially, or in those which
concentrate a thousand attractions within the winding of a glen, or the recess of a hill-range, it is
In extensiveness of view, too,
peculiarly rich.
combined with surpassing beauty, and with all those
properties which produce the most exquisite thrills
of delight, what can surpass the visions from the
hills of Moncrieff and Dunmyat?
Scenery occurs
of every extent, from the largest panorama which
can be intelligently surveyed, to the smallest
miniature which can be compressed into a nook,
of every class, from the sublimely wild or romantic,
to the softly champaign and beautiful,
and of ever}style, from the sternest or most nakedly magnificent, to the fullest of amenities and lusciousness

—

—

and ornament. Though all such striking combinations of marine and mountain landscape are awanting as form the grand attraction of the western
Higlilands, they are very abundantly, and somewhat in their own style, compensated by large
lacustrine, and sometimes isleted, sheets of water,
screened by heights which, for alpine altitude, boldness of contour, and romance of dress, may challenge
comparison with any in the west. Excepting only
that of Loch-Lomond, nearly all the really fine lakescenery of Scotland occurs in Perthshire and without any exception whatever, the county's aggregate
blendings of mountain, wood, and water, into pictures
of magnificence and romance, are quite unmatched,
as to either extent or eflect, in any other district of
Britain. Who that gazes upon the type of all glorious things which bursts upon the eye at Killin, or at
the debouch from the Trosachs, will ever again
speak in superlatives of the brilliantly pretty Derwent-water, or the calmly beautiful Windermere,
or the sullenly pleasant Ulles-water, or any select
sheet or pomt whatever of the Westmoreland lakes?
Then, as to river scenery, where but in Perthshire
shall be found such tumultuous assemblages of
rocky eminences, all of whimsical and fantastic
form, shagged over with trees and shrubs, ana
grouped in the very confusion of boskiness and romance, with wondrous overshadowing hill-screens,
as occur at the Trosachs, at tiie head of Strathearn,
and on the river Rannoch ? or such closely approaching and sheer alpine descents, bringing down sheets
;
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forest from the clouds, and standing with their
bases on the margin of rapids and cataracts, as in
the glens of the Tummel and the Tilt? or such
uninterrupted series of distinctive landscape, ever
Oj"

varying, in all styles, now close and now expanding, playfully and almost whimsically various, in
the disposal of a profusion of wood at first Highafterwards and long dehatably Highland
I'.nd,
and Lowland, and eventually subsiding into the
most luscious ornate champaign, as occur along
Strathtay ? or such ts'emendous defiles, such protuberances of hill almost in contact with hill, lifting a passenger into mid-air, sending down walls of
rock tufted with scanty shrubs, to a dark chasm
below, and suspending objects in dreadful giddiness
over an impetuous rasii and a deafening roar of a
wild stream careering in darkness below, as occur
at the passes of Killiecrankie, Leney, Spittal of
But to go on
Glenshee, Coiieilg, and Aberfoil?
specifying even classes of singular and arresting
landscape, especially classes of all that scenery
wliich finely blends the grand and the beautiful,
would be to write very far beyond our disposable
limits.

The waters of Perthshire, both lakes and streams,
are so fully noticed in their respective alphabetical
places, that here we need only name and classify
them. The lakes of the first class as to size are,
Tay, Earn, and Rannoch, in Breadalbane; Ericht,
on the boundary with Inverness-shire; and Katrine,
in Monteith.
The second class lakes are Lydoch,
on the boundary with Argyleshire; Garry, between
Kannoch and Athole; Tummel, in Athole; Vennahoir, Monteith, and Lubnaig, in Monteith; and Voil,
in Balquhidder.
Of numerous lakes of third class
size, the most noticeable are Lyon and Dochart, in
Breadalbane; Tilt, in Athole; Ard, Achray, and
Clion, in Monteith; Doine, in Balquhidder; Turret,
in Strathearn
Freuchie, in Glenqueich and Ordie,
Lows, Butterstone, Cluny, and Drumellie, in Stormont. The Forth, as we have seen, traces much of
the southern boundary, and drains all the territory
i

;

;

lying south of Strathearn. Its only noticeable tributaries on the side of Perthshire, are the (sloodie, the
Teith, the Allan, the Devon, and the South Devon.
The Tay, as it drains all the country between the
south screen of Strathearn and the northern boundary of the county, draws its waters in numerous
and converging streams toward a great central chan-

The Earn, its tributary along Strathearn,
brings to it the Lednoek, the liuchil, tTie Turret, the
Powaffray, the Macliony, the Shaggy, the Kuthven,
the May, and the Farg. IMie lake whence the main
stream of the Tay issues, and that main stream itself,
receive the Fillan, the Dochart, the Lochy, the Lyon,
the Tummel, the Bran, the Isla, the Grdie, the
Shochie, and the Almond and of these the Lyon
brings to it the Glemnore, tlie 'J'ummel brings the
and,
Gouir, the Ericht, the Kannoch, the Gany,
through the last, the Edendon, the iMidor, the
the
the
the
Tarff, and
Erachkie,
liruar,
Feachory,
the Tilt,
the Bran brings the Freuchie,
and the
Isla brings the Shee, the Ardle, the Erochd, and the
Of various mineral waters in the county,
liUnan.
the most celebrated for medicinal properties are the
In all the hilly districts, spring
wells of Pitcaitlily.
water is not only plenteous, but of the finest quality,
desacn ling from fountains in the face of rocks or
but in
mountains, in fctreams as pure as crystal
the level parts of Monteith, in the ('arse of Gowrie,
and in a lew other localities of similar physical complexion, it is botli scarce and of inferior quality.
While, in consequence of the fiatness of tlie districts,
Btreams are rare, and springs are stinted, a dry sea-

nel.

—
;

—

—

—

;

ftoa

upuudily carries

oft'

by evaporation

all

such
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water as exists, occasioning pestiferous exhalations
from putrid ditches; and a wet season converts the
whole surface into a miry expanse, renders every
foot-piint of man or beast a receptacle of water,
and, but for the relief of the surface by drainage,
would speedily occasion an appalling rifeness of
agues, rheumatisms, and other intermittent diseases.
Tliongh the county is strictly inland, it stretches
sufticieutly far along the navigable parts of the Tay
and tlie Forth to enable the inhabitants of Perth, of
the Carse of Gowrie, and of the Culross and Tulliallan distiict, to conduct a considerable sea-ward trade.
Tiie prevailing rocks in all the Highlands of
Perthshire are mica-slate, gneiss, claj'-slate, chlorite
slate, some varieties of hornblende-slate, with occasional beds of quartz, and some patches of granite.
Mica-.slale alone forms the entire mass of some of
the moiiarch mountains, such as Ben-Lavvers and
A narrow tract of clay-slate may be
]}en-Voirlich.
traced north-eastward, along the lower edge of the
Grampians, from boundary to boundary of the county,
passing on in one uninterrupted sweep from Gareloch in Dumbartonshire, to Stonehaven in Kincardineshire.
A bed of limestone extends from Leny,
near Callander, north-eastward, quite to the extremity of the county, and passes on to Braemar.
Greywacke, frequently running into sandstone, a coarse
red conglomerate, and hornblende porphyry, compose njost of those isolated hills which, in several
localities, aggiegate in crowds at the foot of the
Grampians, and impart to the landscape an aspect
of tangledness and picturesque confusion
A red
sandstone, generally regarded as the old red, seems
to lie beneath very nearly the whole of the largely
defined Strathmore, occupying all the Lowlands between the Grampians on the one side and the Ochils
and the Sidlaws on the other, and extending from
the Forth to the boundary' with Meigle.
Sandstone,
also pronounced to be the old red, but mucii more
fossiliferous than the other, lies beneath the C-'arse
of Gowrie.
A diversified mixture of sedimentary
rocks and erujited rocks, principally sandstone and
greenstone, constitutes the main bulk of the Ochils
and the Sidlaws. The rocks of the coal formation,
including valuable seams of coal itself, underlie large
part of the Culross district or detached section of the
county, and even come up to the south-eastern skirts
of the Ochils.
The curious minerals or rare pebbles
of many parts of the county, paiticularly in some
of its mountains and hills, are such as to challenge
wide attention from the scientific student; hut the
useful minerals, as compared either with the extent
of the geological range or with the diversity of the
curious minerals, are few and limited. Coal has long
been extensively worked in the Culross district.
Limestone, of various formations and qualities, suitable for manure or mortar, occurs in nniny parts of
the couiity, even in the Highland districts of Kannoch, Glenlv'on, the southern part of Bieadall;ane,
and the eastern parts of Athole. Marble of superior quality and nuich beauty, variously of a fine
green, a light gray, and a port; white colour, is found
in Glentilt.
Ironstone abounds, and is partly worked, in the coal region south-west of the Ochils.
Large beds of fire-clay occur on the estate of Blaircastle and in the vicinity of Culross.
Koofing slates,
sonu) of a purple colour, some of a deep blue, and some
of a nnidiiy brown complexion along the cutters, are
extensively quarried in some of the Ilighlaiul districts.
Sandstone conglomerate, comprising a great
variety of pebbles, firmly amassed in a biown cement, and so compact as to form a very durable
building material, extends from the vicinity of Criefl
Ml Strathearn throngh Monteith to the
boundary
with Stirlingshire. Sandstone, of very prime quality

has long and extensively been quarried,
both for home use and for exportation, at Longannat
nil
the Forth, and at Kingoodie in the Carse of
towrie.
Copper occurs among the southern Ochils.
Lead has Ijeen extensively mined at Tyndmm ;
and occurs also at Benledi. near Callander, and at
Glenl yon in Breadalbane. Boulders of the sulphate
of birj-tes, each about the size of an egg, occur in
the bed of the Shaggy in Stiatheai-n.
The soils of Perthshire are endlessly varied, and
run much into one another, yet may be classified
into cla\-, haugh. loam, till, sand or gravel, and
moss or moor. Along the Forth, from the bridge
of Gartmore to the bridge of Allan, a tract of 18
miles, all the fl;it land is a deep stiff clay, of various
derrees of fertility, the blue being generally more
In the Carse of Gowrie. ail
rile than the yellow.
J
flat land— which
constitutes immensely the
is a deep rich clay
larger portion of the district
and while the summits of the different swells, which
run diagonally down the Carse toward the frith,
for building,

(

—

—

;

are covered with a loam which is supposed to lie on
iron ore, the skirts of the swells have a reddish-colired soil,

which possesses some

afHiiity to clay,

which, owing to its having formerly been used
r
constructing the houses of the lower orders, bears
From the bridge of
provincial name of mortar.
Lirteviot on the Earn, to the confluence of that river
with the Tay, extends a tract of paie-brovvn clay, modified by some fresh water deposits, and by the effects
of prolonged tillage. At Gogar and Menstrie, on
the Devon, occurs a small tract altOirether similar
to this in Strathearn.
In some places aiiout Cupar
Grange, there is a strong stiff mould, which appears
to be a deep till transmuted by georgical improvement, and which has more affinity to clay than to
any other description of soil. On the banks of the
Isla, particularly about Bendochy. clay prevails over
Several pendicles of land; but. whereve:it has been
much overflown by the river, it has received large
deposits of fine sediment, and has been mixed up
with it into a soil of great fertility. About the
:

I

-

:

town of Perth, in Strathtay below Dunkeld, and in
various limited localities throughout the Lowlands
of the county, are pendicles of rich soil more or less
thoroughly argillaceous, clay either in a comparatively native state, or partially transmuted by manures and by the deposits of streams.
Haugh soil,
formed by the fresh water deposition of the finest and
most attenuated particles of earth, necessarily varies
in quality with its deepness and with the nature of
the materials of which it is composed.
Much haugh
l»nd occurs on the Earn, wherever the river occasionon the
ally flows beyond its ordinary channel,
Pows, on tiie Allan, on the Goodie, on the Devon
below Dollar, in various parts of Balquhidder and
at Killin,
and in such portions of
Callander,
Glendochart, Glenfillan. Glenlochv, and other districts, as are frequently overflowed by their streams.
On the Isla, where it holds a westerly course, the
hanghs are uncommonly rich and extensive ; on
Tiarious parts of the long course of the Tay, especially for some miles before it receives the Isla, they
are considerable ; and at the mouth of the Ericiit,
and at the west end of Ijoch-Tummel, they are of
very noticeable extent.
Loam, or soil of any na-

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

tural variety which has been worked
up by long
tillage and rich manuring into a fertile vegetable
inoald, is. in most situations, so greatly interspersed

with other

soils, that notices of its occurrence, unthey would be insufferably minute, must be
fine bank of loamy .soil, of con•ery general.
Aderable length, extends from Rednock-house to
Blair-Drninmond. A long tract of loam, interspersed id different places with till or clay, extends behind

less

A
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the haughs of Strathearn ; and a stripe of fine loam
stretches behind the haughs of the Wester Pow

from Methven

The same

to Innerpeffrey.

class of

occurs often, though not in continuous tracts,
around Kier, Muthill. Auchterarder, Dunning, and
many other places. Loamy soil prevails in all the
district lietween Dunkeld and Perth, especially
southward from Auchtergaven; and it occupies a
large area, but is various in colour and qmility,
tiiroughout Strathmore I'roper, or the vale of the Isla.
soil

A

rich mould, loose and tender, which easily jields
to the plough, covers nearly all the south-east face

of the Sidlaws.

A

abounds on the

declivities of
poor kind of till covei-s all the
north-west face of the Ochils from Dunblane to
A wet. unkindly till, skirts all the
Abeniethy.
moor between the vales of the Teith and the Fosth;
and also covers a large extent of land on both sides
of Monteitli-loch. A cold, deep, spouty till occupies
the north-west brow of the Sidlaws, and, in general,
has a prevailing place ou the northern shoulders of
A red kind of till, superior in quality to most,
hills.
and capable of high cultivation, is four)d around
Auchterarder and Dunning, and covers the face of
a bank above the public road from Methven to Ferntown, and cai-pets many considerable patches of
sloping land which lie upon rocks, easily pulverized
by the alternKte action of frost and thaw, and of rain
and wind. A pale-coloured till, more bairen and
more difficult to be drained than the red, and the
most reluctant of all the Perthshire soils to reward
the labours of the husbandman, spreads over the

strong soft

most of the

till

hills.

A

ftce of most of the schistose hills

which are porous
with springs, and not very abnipt in descent, and
may be obsei-ved on both sides of the Allan, at Kinbuck, in the glen of Condie, in the upper grounds of
Culross and Tulliallan, in the hollows among the
Sidlaws, in Glenshee, Glenquiech. Glenalmond, and
less or more on the lower declivities of hills in all
the glens

oi'

the Highlands.

An uncommonly

ricii

tilly soil, consisting chiefly of calcareous matter, occurs in some parts of the Highlands, superincumbent

on limestone rock, whence
derives
excellence.
—
Light
easily pulverized, and consisting
its

it

free soil,

principally of sand or gravel, is the most frequent in
This soil prevails in all the vallevs
Perthshire.
north of Alyth. Blairgowrie, and Dunkeld, and west
of CrieflF, Callander, and Gartmore, except where, at
the confluence of streams, or in parts subject to inundation, hanghs have been fonned, or ou the sloping face of hills where the soil is spouty, or on the
confines of moors, where the soil is a mixture of pesit
earth; and it occurs in considerable tracts at the
head of the Allan, along the Machony. at the foot of
the Ruthven and the May, near Muthill, round the
moor of Orchill, on both sides of the Almond, iu
Monzie, at Crieff, at Monivaird, from Doune to Callander, betwixt Cupar-Angus and Meigle, betwixt
Scone aiid Cargill, north and west of Auchtergaven
on one side of the Tay, and in the neighbourhood of
Delvin on the other, on the ridge of high ground
between the Pow and the Eiim, and in parts of the
parishes of Kattray, Blairgowrie. Muckart, and Glen-

devon.

Land with

this soil

is.

for the

most

part,

altogether incitpable ot beingconstantly cropped witli
grain, but yields excellent green crops, and makes
good returns in grass. Mosses of various dimensions, various depths, and various degrees of firmness, corresponding to the t.me they have had for
acquiring solidity, expand on some parts of almost
every flat, and on not a few slop,iS of the higher hills.
In the Highlands, they are so frequent that to enumerate them would be intolerably irksome. In the
Lowlands, they may be viewed as concentrating all

—

Jj
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their interest in the famous Flanders moss in the
vale of the Forth, originally computed at 10,000

number of imperial acres of arable land held by
them was 4,953; and the aggregate of their live

and

stock comprised 354 horses, 2,278 bovine cattle,
677 sheep, and 1,438 swine.
The pastures of Perthshire are almost as diversified as the pastures of all Scotland
and, viewed in
the aggregate, they have fine adaptations to the
and
of
a
of
stock.
The
diversity
rearing
feeding
black cattle which graze on them are very various in
The cows proper to the county, and still,
breed.
perhaps, more numerous than those of any other
variety, are of a decidedly inferior breed, neither so
well haired and shaped as the cows of the northern
parts of Argyle, nor so lactiferous as those of the
The Angus and the
several counties in the south.
Fife breeds prevail in the Carse of Gowrie, and in
the vicinity of Perth and the bridge of Earn; the Ar-

acres, but the scene of those novel, remarkable,

extensive georgical operations which have worked
the localities of Blair-Drummond and Kincardine
into supereminent fame among reclaimers of waste
lands. Moorland, or a thin stratum of moss superincumbent on gravel or sand, occurs in the moor of
Orchill, computed to be about 10,000 acres; the
Sheriff moor, computed to be about two-thirds of
that extent; the moor of Dollary, stretching eastward to the vicinity of Perth; the moor of Methven ;
the moor of Thorn, south of Dunkeld the moor of
Alyth, very extensive; the moor around Dunsinnan,
lx)th broad and long; and some moor on the high
grounds of Culross, and at Dalganross, Doune, and
Callander. But a large aggregate area of tliese lands
has been the scene of spirited improvements, and now
continues moorland only in name.
The agriculture of the county differs widely in
;

different districts and upon different soils.
of some of the most sequestered tracts in the

That
High-

has vestiges of the bad practices of a former age but that of nearly all the Lowland trcicts,
as also that in many of the recesses among the glens,
is in a higlily improved and very flourishing condilands

still
;

Vast tracts of moorlands, mosses, and other
waste grounds, have, in recent years, been reclaimed;
and great tracts of land long in tillage, and previously in tolerable order, have been greatly enriched.
All the appliances of draining, special manuring,
and improved rotation, have been brought well into
The practices on the carse lands necessarily
play.
differ much from the practices on the loams, and
these again from the practices on the light free soils
and on the reclaimed mosses but all are excellent.
tion.

;

Improvement was early commenced also in the
manner of enclosing, in the style of the farm-yard,
in the character of the farm-buildings, and in other
collateral matters
and it has steadily progressed.
;

According to the statistics of agriculture, obtained
in 1855 for the Board of Trade, by the Highland

and Agricultural Society of Scotland, the number of
occupiers of land paying a yearly rent of £10 and
upwards, exclusive of tenants of woods, owners of
villas, feuars, householders, and the like, was 3,737
and the aggregate number of imperial acres cul;

tivated by them was 260,829J.
The distribution of
the lands, with reference to crops, was 22, 201f acres

under wheat, 19,31 8J under barley, 63,051 J under
under rye, 773 J under here, 3,603J under
beans, 573| under pease, 919 under vetches, 31,351^
under turnips, 18,171^ under potatoes, 19J under
mangel-wurzel, 17^ under carrots, 33f under cabbage, 65i^ under flax, 191^ under turnip seed, 7f
under other crops, 2,359J in bare fallow, and 98,057;J
under grass and hay in the course of the rotation of

oats, 113

the farm.
The estimated gross produce of the chief
was 560,594 bushels of wheat, 536,081 bushels
crops
of barley, 1,765,435 bushels of oats, 22,487 bushels
of here, 104,437 bushels of beans and pease, 392,678
tons of turnips, and 81,999 tons of potatoes.
'J'he
estimated average produce per imperial acre was
25J bushels of wheat, 27j bushels of barley, 28
bushels of oats, 29 bushels and J of a peck of here,
25 bushels of pease and beans, 12 tons and lOJ cwt.
of turnips, and 4 tons and 10^ cwt. of potatoes. The
number of live stock comprised 10,803 farm horses
above 3 years of age, 2,844 farm horses under 3 years
of age, 1,879 other horses, 22,199 milch cows, 20,032
calves, 40,739 other bovine cattle, 248,927 slieep of
all

ages

for breeding, 125,455

sheep of all ages for

feeding, 170,405 lambs, and 9,039 swine. In the year
1
854, the number of occupiers of land paying a yearly
rent of less than £10 was 2,021; the aggregate

;

gyleshire in Rannoch, Glenlyon, Glenlochy, Strathand some other places in the west the Lanarkshire, or those from the lower ward of that county,
much akin to the Galloway, in Monteith and the
Ayrshire and the Galloway diffusively in particular
Breeds of black cattle have
parishes or estates.
likewise been introduced from Devonshire, from
Lancashire, from Guernsey, from the East Indies,
and from other places but they have been so much
fillan,

;

;

;

blended with one another, and with previously introduced bi'eeds, that their peculiarities are, in a
Yet the black cattle of the
great measure, lost.
county, regarded in the aggregate, have undergone
The breeds of sheep also, and
great improvement.
the methods of improving them, have been objects
of great and skilful attention.
The ancient stock

were the whitefaced, few in number compared to the
present flocks; and in the Highlands, they were,
every night during winter and spring, housed in cots.
About the year 1770, the blackfaced breed were introduced from the south and even before the end
of the century, they increased to a surprising amount
in number, and existed in kinds and crosses too nu
merous to be understood by any person but a practised sheep-farmer.
Goats, once numerous, and
much in favour, were necessarily sacrificed to improvements in slieep husbandry and planting. Hogs
are more numerously reared in Athole, Strathardle,
Glenshee, and Glenisla, than in all the other districts
of the county combined. Rabbits occur in warrens
on four estates, and in a wild condition in the vicinity of Callander, and in various other parts of the
county. Red-deer occur in vast numbers in the
forest of Athole, and limitedly in that of Glcnartney
fallow-deer occur only at Blair-Athole and at Taymouth and the roe-buck and the doe are in many of
;

;

—

;

the upland parts of the county, in almost all of
of wood.
Connnon
poultry are at every door, from the hen-house of the
lord of the manor down to the meanest cottage; and
turkeys and geese are reared in great numbers, and

them which are not divested

Dovein great perfection, in almost every district.
cots are rare in the Highlands, but are frequent
about Cupar and Perth, in the Carse of Gowrie, and
in the lower parts of Strathearn and Monteith.
Bees are an oliject of great attention and profit in
Game of
the sheltered parts of the hilly country.
nearly every description abounds on the moors and
the mountains, and among the forests.
Woods and forests anciently covered the greater
but, during the feudal times,
part of Perthshire
they were every wliere destroyed, except on the
;

Frono
rougliest grounds and on steep declivities.
about the year 1730 to 1735, the possessors of various
estates saved what remained of the ancient woods,
and began to make plantations on the most Con«
venJent or available lands. During the last 85 yeart
plantations have rapidly increased, botli in

number
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and in extent, and, in a few instances, have suddenly spread away athwart a territory in a sea of
In Stonnont, in Atliole, in Breadalbane, in
forest.
Strathearn, in the Carse of Gowrie, in Strathallan,
in Monteith, in the vicinity of Culross, almost in
every corner of the county, plantations, consisting
of varieties of forest trees, adapted to the several
soils, wave in far-spreading uinbrageonsness on the
landscape, and do honour to the spirit and judgment
of the planters. The Scotch pine and the larch are
the most common trees in these woods; but the oak,
the ash, the elm, the plane, the beech, the birch,

and even the lime and the labnraum, are also abunThe oak prevails in the valleys of the Gramdant.
pians, where the climate is genial, and the soil light
and dry; the ash grows spontaneously by the side
of every stream or lake

the alder deligiits in swamps
and spouty ground ; and -the birch climbs boldly to
the brow of every hill.
One of the most remarkable
instances of planting, an instance remarkable not
only for Perthshire but for the empire, was that by
the Duke of A thole noted in our article on Dunkeld.
The total extent of woods reported in the agricultural returns of 1855 was 48.651f imperial acres.
The orchards of the county also, particularly in the
Carse of Gowrie, are numerous and extensive. The
gardens likewise are notable for at once number,
;

and beauty.
In 1854, the landed property of Perthshire, as
exhibited on the old valuation roll, lay distributed
among 696 proprietors; 266 of whom had a Scotch
valuation not exceeding £50,
98 not exceeding
£100,-103 not exceeding £200,-102 not exceed40 not ex19 not exceeding £1,000,
ing £500,
4 not
ceeding £2,000, 29 not exceeding £5,000,
exceeding £10,000,— and 5 upwards of £10,000.
In 1856 the total number of proprietors of all kinds
on the jiew valuation rolls was 5,064: and the number qualified to be commissioners of supply was 525.
The valued rental of the countv, according to the
old Scotch valuation in 1674, was £339,892.
The
annual value of real propertv, as assessed in 1815,
size,

—

—

—

—
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was £555,532 in 1849, 706,878. The real rentnl.
as ascertained under the new valuation act, in 1855
;

was £672,026;

second oats, 19s. 2^.; pease, S3s.
and oatmeal, 16s. S^d.
Perthshire cannot be called, in any large sense,
a manufacturing or commercial county. The linen
manufacture has lyten long established, but it has
never attained either steadiness or eminence, and it
exists rather in humble subordination to that of ForThe cotton
farshire than as an independent trade.
manufacture sprang up toward the close of last century, and made promise of achieving wonders; but
it has made fitful progress, and occasionally all but
stood still.
Its principal mills are at Deanston on
the Teith, Stanley on the Tay, and Crorawell-park
on the Almond; and the chief seats of the weaving
population employed for the most part by the
manufacturers of Glasgow are Auchterarder, CriefF.
Dunblane, and other places in the south-east quad
rant of the county.
Paper-mills were established
chiefly toward the end of last century, in six or
seven places; but they have in some instances been
oats, 21s. 5Jd.
ll^d.;

;

rye, 28s. 5Jd.;

—

—

abandoned, and in others only partially successful.
Extensive bleach fields have long been maintained,
and are prosperously conducted in Strathmore, and
in several villages within four or five miles of Perth.
Several flax spinning mills, one or two small fulling
mills, seven or eight linseed oil mills, and a limited
manufactory of shawls, blankets, and other woollen
exist in various localities, principally in
Strathearn and Strathallan. A variety of manufactures have variously failed or flourished in the city
of Perth, and a considerable aggregate of them still
The manufacture of leather, though
exists there.
not a large trade in the county, has been long esfabrics,

A

tablished and comparatively steady.
large surplus produce in cattle, sheep, grain, and potatoes,
funiishes material for export trade, but cannot be
called a manufacture.
The principal commerce is

earned on at Perth and Kincardine but some exists
also at small harbours in the Carse of Gowrie.
Weekly markets and annual fairs are numerous
enough throughout the county, and well-enough
dispersed, to meet all the exigencies of internal
trade.
The roads of the county are abundant, well
The road-trusts
ramified, and in good condition.
;

in 1856, £689,611.
Arable farms, in
the average sense of that word, exclusive of diminutive holdings called pendicles, range in extent
from 30 to 500 acres and those in the best districts,
and under the best systems of husbandry, are commonly the largest. Many of the farms on the mutual confines of the low districts and the uplands,
as also most within the Highland valleys, comprise
small tracts of arable ground in connection with
Even in
large tracts of hill pasture or moorland.
very sequestered situations, at or near the head of
the most alpine glens, some small holdings of arable
land, with the farmsteads in the centre, lie in connection with great extents of sheep-walk.
In these
regions, however, the farms, whatever may be
their extent of tillage-ground, are, in the general
view, wildly pastor?d, and are reckoned more frequently by miles than by acres. The boundaries of
estates and the enclosures of fields in the lowland
districts are of the best description, combining
utility
with embellishment but the boundaries of estates
in the highland districts are
principally brooks, the
water-shed of mountains, and strong unmortared
stone walls, provincially called dry-dykes.
The
miserable farm-houses of a former period, mean
hovels without light or ventilation, were, many years

are divided into the eleven districts of Aberfeldy,
Auchterarder, Blairgowrie, Carse of Gowrie, CuparAngus, Criefi^, Culross, Dunblane, Dunkeld, Perth,
and Weem. The southern part of the county is
traversed by the Scottish Central railway, and has
a branch thence to Criefi". An act has been obtained
also for a branch from Dunblane to Callander ; and
a project is afoot for a line from Callander, by
way of Locheam-head, Glenogle, and Killin, to Oban
in Argyleshire.
The eastern parts of the county
are traversed by the Perth fork of the Edinburgh,
Perth, and Dundee railway, by the Dundee and
Perth railway, and by the Scottish Midland Junction
branch also has been formed from the
railway.
last of these railways up the Tay to Dunkeld ; a
project has been talked of for an extension of this
branch to Athole and an act has been obtained for
a branch up the Almond to Methven.
The royal burghs in Perthshire are Perth and
Culross.
The ancient cities are Perth, Dunkeld,
and Dunblane. The burghs of barony are Auchter-

neat, slate-

principal villages are Lowvalleyfield, Blairbum,
Blairlogie, Kinbuck, Balhaddie, Buttergask, Greenloaning, Rotteam, Blackford, Kirklane, Woodlane,

;

;

ago, generally superseded
roofed two-storey houses.

by substantial,

The average of the fiar
prices from 1849 to 1855. both inclusive, was, first
51s.
44s. 5^d.
second
wheat,
first
wheat,
8^.;
second barlev, 23s. lOfd. first
barley, 28s. S^d.
;

;

;

A

;

arder, Blairgowrie, CriefF, Kincardine, Abernethy,

The
Longforgan, Alyth, and Craig of Maderty.
towns containing upwards of 2,000 inhabitants are
Perth,

Auchterarder.

Blairgowrie, Crieft', CuparThe smaller towns and

Angus, and Kincardine.

Norrieston,Thomhill, Buchany, Drunivaich, BridgeDoune, Shirgarton, Cauldhaine,

of-Teith, Deanston,

PERTHSHIRE.

Arnprior, Kepp, Gartmore, Kuskic. Toaiacliai', Aberfoyle, Callander, Kilinahog, Stratliyre, Locliearnhead, Killin, CliftDii, Sronforiiaii, Keiimore, J]iidg

end, Acliain, Blainiiore, Dull, Aberfeldy, CaolvalBaliiasuin, Kirkton-of-VVeem, Balwahanaid,
Cragganester, Tombreck, Craggautoul, Strowan,
Pitlochrie. Moulin, Kinnaird, Logierait, Ballenluig,
Inver, Spittalfield, Caputh-Wester, Meikleour, Kincairnie, Fungartli, Craigie, Baiikfoot, Waterloo,
Cairniehill, Stanley, Heriiotfield, Monzie, Cliapelliill, Comrie, Dalginross, St. Fillan's, Hos?, Mutliill.
South-Bridgend, Gilmerton, Fowlis-Wester, Buohloch,

Methven, Aberbank, Scrogieliill, Pitcairngreeii, Bridgeton. Cromwellpark, AirntuUy, Kirkmichael. Rattray. New-Kattray, Meigle.Washington,
anty,

Balbrogie, Longlcys, Collace. Kitirossie, Sandier,
Burrelton, Wooiiside, Wolfhill, Guildtown, Caroline-plnce, Cainibeddie, Scone, Dovecotland, Tulloch, Craigie, Cherrybank, Pithevclis;s. Craigcnd,
Friarton, Bridge-of-Earn, Kintillo, Aberdargie, ForBlairingone, Pool, Dunning, Smitliyliaugli, l!orland-park, Ciatliy, BellySt.
David, Forteviot, Kiitlivenfield, llillyland,
clone,

gandenny,

Gartvvliiiiean,

Balbeggie. Cottown, Hawkstone, Rait, Kilspindie,
Pitrodie, Errol,
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Leetown, Westown, Grange, Drums,

Mains-of-Errol, hicliture, Baledgarno, Ballendean,
Pitmiddie, Kinn.'tird, Craigdallie. Flawcraig, Nether-

mains, Kingoodie, Balbunno, Fowl is, and Dargie.
The mansions of the county are exceedingly numerous; even those of the first class for elegance
and opulence are numerous; and a few of the chief
are all we can find space for naming. The noble

numerous that we must merely give a

list of the
principal ones, and rei'er to the articles on their )espcctive localities for notices of their respective
character and condition. Of ecclesiastical antiquitiie church
ties, the chief are the abbey of Culross
and the abbey of Scone, the scene of the middle-age
coronations; the abbey of Incliaftray; the cathedral
of Dunblane
the monastery, orig'nally the Cnldee
establishment, of Abernethy; the abbey and cathethe ceil
dial of Dunkel
the priory of Strathfiilnii
or priory of the Isle of Loch-Tay. belonging to the
abbey of Scone the nunnery of Elcho in Rhynd
the abbey of Cupar-Angus; the collegiate church
of Methven; the collegiate church of TuUybardine;
and the monastery of Inchniahome. Of civil antiquities, the chief are Bertha, the ancient Perth;
the Boot-hill and the extinct royal pahice of Scone
the cylindrical tower of Abernethy ; Huntingtowercnstle, formerly Ruthven-castle, in Tibbermuir; the
CastleCastle of Macbeth, on Dunsinnan hill
Campbell, above the village of Dollar Eichocnstle,
in the parish of Rhynd; Donne-castle, in the vicinity
of the town of Doune
the fortress of Loch-Tummel some curious objects preserved in the Castle
of Kinfauiis ; various large Roman camps, and,
among them, the celebrated one at Ardoch, the
Inrgest in Scotland; three rocking-stoncs, respectively in the parishes of Dron, Kirkniichael, and
Abernethy; vestiges of watch-towers in n;any places
;

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

in Athole, Ikead.ilbane, Gleiilyon. and Monteith;
a piofusion of Druidical circles, and among them, a
remarkable cluster in Kirkmichael some curious
;

mansions are Dunkeld-housc and

monumental reminiscences,

Duke

of those puzzles to the grave historian, V'anora, the
British Helena, and King Arthur, the subject of a
maze of fables ; an.d various interesting, but very
doubtful, meiiiorials of Fingal and his heroes, in
Glenalmond and other parts of Monzie. The most
celebrated battle-fields in I'crthshire are the fields

Blair-castle, the
of Atholc; Taymout'.i-castie, the Marquis of
the
Earl
of Morav; DupBreadalbane; Donne-lodge,
Elclio-castle, the
plin-castle, the Earl of Kinnoul
Earl of Wemyss; Chr.iy-caslle, the Earl of Airlie;
Scone-palace and Logiealmond, the Ivirl of MansStrathfield; Gleneagles, the Earlof Camperdown
Drummondallan-castle. Viscount Stratliallan
castle and Stobliall, Ijord Willoughby D'Eresby ;
;

;

;

Kinfauns-castle, Lord

Gray Pitheavliss, Lord EliDuncrab, Lord Rollo; Rossie- priory. Lord
Kinnaird; Belinout-castle, Lord Wharncliffe; l'"rceland-house. Haroness Ruihven; and Aldie, MuiideThe
our, and TuUiallan-House, Baroness Keitii.
baronet mansions are Kilbride castle. Sir James
of
Aberuchill
Sir
John
Pitfour-house,
Campbell
Stewart Richardson of Pitfour; Castle-Menzies,
Foss-house, and Rannoch-lodge, Sir Robert Menzies
of Menzies
BamfF-house, Sir James Ramsay of
Binifl"; Oclitertyre-house, Sir William Keith Murray
ofOchtertyre; Giandtuily castle and Murthy-castle,
Sir William Druiiimond Stewart of Grandtully
bank

;

;

;

;

;

Thomas

Moncrieffc of Moncrieffe; Fingask-castle, Sir Patrick Murray Tiireipland of Fingask ; Carr-iiouse, General Sir Howard
Douglas of Carr; Delvine, Sir Alexander Muir
Mackenzie of Delvine; and Dunira-house and Comfew
rie-house, Sir David Dundas of iieaciiwood.
of the other principal niaiisions are Invermay-house,
Moncrieft'e-house, Sir

A

A. IL M. Belsiiies, Esq.; Biair-Drumniond-house,
IL Homo Drummond, Esq.; Kilgraston-house, .1.
Grant, Esq.; G'.endoiik-house, Laurence Craigie.
Esq.; Metliven-castle, William Smythe, Esq.; DalJ. Stewart, Esq.
Auehloeks-houso, R.
guiBC-house,
oberison, Esq.; Kinloch-houso, (jeorge Kinloih,
James
Aucliterarder-house.
Hunter, Esq.;
Esq.;
Keir-house, William Stirling, Esq.
Megginch;

;

John ^L Drummond, Esq.; Dunsinnan, John
M. Nairne, Est}.; and Moncss-house, Robert Stewart

castle,

Flemying. Esq.
Tiie antiquiti( 8 of the city of Perth are interesting, but have been all nuliced in our article on tliu
city; and those in other parts of the t-ounty are so

in

Meigle churchyard,

of Luncirty, in the vicinity of the cognominal vilbattle of the Gramliige, and tiie field of the notable
pians at Ardoch, or in Storniont, or in Glenshee, or
nobody knows where. 'J"he secondary and the minor
antiquities, consisting of baionial halls and towere,
moats, Krilish hill-forts, Roman roads, tiie battlefields of clans, cairns, coins, and the melee memorials of Damnii, Horestii, Aibaiii, Caledonians, Picts,
Scots, Saxons, llit.;hland clansmen, and baronial
a list
serfs, would, were they enumerated, compose
as long and churlish as half of the most crabbed
names in the county's topographical nomenclature

strung together in capricious random.
Perthshire, previous to the Reformation, and ('uring the periods of the Stewart episcopacy, contained

the seats and most of the territory of the two bisho|>rics of Dunkeld and Dunblane, and also contributed
a quota of its parishes to tlie archdiocese of St. An-

Its ecclesiastical distribution, subsequently
drews.
to the final establishment of Pre.sbyterianism, has
been variable, and, to a certain extent, whimsical.
Changes have occurred, as to both its parishes and
its presbyteries, more numerous, perhaps, than in
any other county of Scotland, and, in several jnstances, of such a" nature as to render any interesting

history of

them impossible.

At

present,

it

contains

69 entire quoad civilia parishes, and shares 5 others
with Forfarshire, 3 with Stirlingshire, 2 witli Kinwith Fifesliirc
rosa-shire, 1 with Fifeshiic, and
1

and

Kiiiross-shirc.

But

7 of the total 81 are united

and a number are partially absorbed into
Thirteen
recently erected quoad sacra parishes.
constiparishes, one of which has a chapel of case,
tute the presbytery of Dunkeld; nine parishes, throe
tli«
constitute
of which are parliamentary parishes,
in scHit
piesbytery of Weem twenty-four parishes,
parislies;

;

PERTHSHIRE.

which are four chapels of ease, constitute the
presbytery of Perth thirteen parishes, in two of
wliicli are chapels of ease, constitute the presbytery
of Auchterarder; eleven parishes, five of whicii have
chapels of ease, constitute, aloi!g with one parish in
Ciackniannanshire, the presbytery of Dunblane
These five presb^k'teries, along with the presbytery of
J>
tilling', which lies wholly in fftirlingshire and Clackmannanshire, constitute the synod of Perth and
of

;

Stirling. Seven parishes, two of which have chapels
of ease, are in the presbytery of Meigie. aiid sl.x are
in the presbytery of Dundee, in the synod of Angus

and Mearns.
chapel of ense,

Three parishes, one of which has a
.are in the presbytery of Kinros.s, and

synod of Fife. In 1851, tlie number of places of
worship reported by tiie census witliin Perthsiiire
was 258: of wliich 89 l)eIo:iged to the Established
cimrch, 71 to the Free church, 41 to the United
Presbyterian cliurch, 4 to the Original Secession
church. 2 to tSie Relief church, 15 to the Episcopalians, 10 to the Independents, 1 to the Old Scotch

Independents. 12 to the Baptists, 3 to the ilethodists.
1 to the Glassites. 1 to tlie Evangelical Union, 6 to
the Roman Catholics. I to the Monnonites. and 1 to
an isolated congregation. The number of sittings in
49 of the Established places of worship was 29.735;
ill 56 of t!ie Free church
places of worship, 28.602
in 32 of tlie United Presbyterian meeting-houses.
16.361; in 3 of the Original Secession meetinghouses, 1,100; in the 2 Relief places of worship,
1,020; in 9 of the Episcopalian chapels, 1.631; in 6
of tlie Independent chapels. 2.564; in the Old Scotch
Independent chapel, 80; in 6 of the Riptist chapels,
1.2G0: in 2 of the Methodist chapels, 710; in the
Glassite chapel, 160: in the Evangelic • Union
chnpel, 250; in 4 of tlie Roman Catholic chapels,
910; and in the meeting-house of the isolated conThe maximum attendarce on the
gregation. 200.
Census Sabbath at 50 of tiie Established places of
woi-ship was 14,313; at 53 of the Free ehnrch plac ;^
i>f
worship, 17.09G; at 34 of the United Presbyterian
places of worsliip. 8.415; at 3 of tlie Original Se(^ession meeting-houses, 435; at 7 of the Episcop:i'ian chapels, 550; at 7 of the Independent chapels.
853; at the Old Scotch Independent chapel. IS; at
"> of tiie
Baptist chapels. 350; at 2 of the Methodist
hapels, 219; at the Glas.site chapel, 136; at the
IJvangelical Union dispel, 81; at 4 of the Roii!a!i
(ktholic chapels, 615; at the Mornionite place of
;

and at the meeting-house of the isolated
congregation. 25. There were, in 1851, in Perthhirc, 22 1 public day schools, attended by 9,954 males
nd 7,226 females, 86 private day schools, attended
19 evening
fcy 1,948 males and 2,015 ^males.
Bshools for adults, attended by 309 males and 155
and 230 Sabbath Schools, attended by
Fomales,
7,550 males and 8.744 females.
Perthshire sends one memlier to parliament. The
laeeting, 25;

—
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ptrliamentary constituency in 1856 was 3.245. The
ilieriff court of the county is held at Perth
every
nesday and Friday during session; the coinniissary
jtort, every Friday during session ; the sheriff smajl
>bt court, every Tuesday; the justice of peace small
ipt court, the first Monday of every month ; and
quarter sessions, on the statutory days and by
ninient.
The sheriff ordinary court, the comy court, and the sheriff small debt court for
unblane district, are held at Dunblane on eveiy
esday during session. The small debt sheriff
Courts are held at Crieff on the first Saturday
uary, .Ap-il, July, and October; at Dunkeld,
third Wednesday of April, August, and De; at Alieifeldy, on the third Thursday of
August, and December; at Blairgowrie, on
Olid Wednesday of January, April, July, and

October; at Cupar Angus, on the second'Thursday
of January, April, July, and October; at Kincardine,
on the first Monday of February, May. August, .ind
November; and at Callander, on the first Saturday
of June and December.
The number of committals
for crime, in the year, within the county, was 151
in the average of 1836-1840. 128 in the average of
1841-1845, 129 in the average of 1 846-1 850,''ai,d
108 in the average of 1851-1855. The sums paid
for expenses of criminal prosecutions in the years
1846-1852. ranged from £3.487 to £4,367. The" total
number of persons confined within the year ending
30th June 1855. in the jail at Perth was 956, and
in the jail at Dunblane, 105; the average duration
of the confinement of each of the former was 32
of each of tiie latter, 35 days; and the net cost
days,
of the confinement of each of the former, after deducting earnings, was £13 17s. lid., of each of

—

—

—

j

the latter. £25 78.

Forty-six parishes are assessed,
and twenty-eight unas-sessed, for the poor. The
number of registered poor in the rear 1853-4 was
3.973; in 1854-5, 4.112. The niimber of casual
poor in 1853—4, was 1,474; in 1854-5. I,4o9. The
sum expended on the registered poor in 1853-4 was
£22,064; in 1854-5, £23.326. The sum expended
on the casual poor in 1853-4 was £941; in 1854-5,
£976. The assessment for prisons is 2s. 7d. per
ponni'.
Population of the county in 1801, 125.583;
in 1811, 134..390; in 1821. 138,247; in 1831, 142,166;
in 1841, 137,457; in 1851, 138.660.
Males in 1851,
66,337; females, 72,323. Inha!;ited houses in 1851,
22.528; uninhabited, 852; bu'hiing, 87.
PERTIQUE. See Partick.

PERTRACT. See Hoi.vwoor.
PETCOX. See Stextox.

PETER

(St.).

See Lanark, Eoxaldshay, and

Stkonsay.

PETERCULTER.

a parish, containing the postof Countesswells, on the sontliem Iwrder of Aljerdeenshire. It is bounded by Kincardineshire, and by the parishes of Dpjmoak, Echt, Skene,
Newhills, and Banchory-Devtnick. Its outline is
office station

Its length eastward is nearly 7
average brea<i,h does not exceed 5
miles.
The river Dee traces much of its southern
boundaiy, but cuts off the small farm of Ii-.ch, which
was onfb an island; and the bums Leuchar, Culter,
and Murtle divide most of the parish into districts.
The general surface is a divereity of slopes, hollows,

very irregular.

miles; and

its

rocky hills, and marshy flats. The eastern district
adjacent to the Dee has a small tract of flat haugb,
rises thence in a gentle slope, and contains the

mansions of Culter, Mmtle, Einghill. C<mntesswell8,
and Bieldside, with their gardens, parks, and woods.
The other districts are bleak and hilly, broken and
moorish, with interspersions of mosses, reclaimed
uplands, and fertile hollows. The total extent of
arable land is about 5,686 imperial acres; of uncultivated land, about 2,404 acres; and of woodland, all
planted, about 1,000 acres. The soil in the eastern
district is sand and giavel, with a mixture of vegetable earth and that in the arable parts of the other
districts is variously a red earth on clay, a thin sandy
soil on gravel and rock, and a mixture of black earth
Granite rock has
or reclaimed nsoss and clay.
long been extensively quarried for exportation from
Aberdeen ; and immense loose blocks of it, as well
as large projecting blocks, encumber many parts of
There are eight landthe uncultivated lands.
ownere. The estimated value of raw produce in 1840
was £23.693. Assessed property in 1857, £7,160.
The only antiquities aie a Druidical temple, a large
sepulchral tumulus, and an almost effaced ancient
;

camp, popularly called Norman dikes. There are on
LeU'.'har burn a woollen foctorv, and on the Culter

•
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a carding-mill and a large paper-mill. This last
stands upon a fine liaugh, overhung on two sides by
a curved sweep of almost perpendicular and richly
wooded hill, nearly 400 feet high, and flanked on the
other two by grounds which, though not very high,
are craggy, bold, and strongly featured. At both
ends of the haugli are bridges, spanning the chasm
from rock to rock, and carrying along the old and
new lines of road down the Dee to Aberdeen. In
the gorge of the burn, a strong artificial dike dams
up a reseiwoir nearly 20 feet deep, and half-a-mile
long; and, during a flood, or after heavy rains, tosses
the superfluent waters over its brow in a fine cascade. The parish enjoys ready access to the Murtle,
Milltimber, and Culter stations of the Deeside
railway, at respectively 5J, 6i, and 8 miles fiom
Aberdeen. Population in 1831, 1,223; in 1851, 1,351.

Houses, 244.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Aberdeen. Patron, DuS" of Fetteresso. Stipend,
£196; glebe, £11. Schoolmaster's salary, £28, with
£14 fees, a share in the Dick bequest, and some other
emoluments. The parish chuich was built in 1779,
and contains 550 sittings. There is a Free church;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £143 Os.

There are three non-parochial schools. The
Peterculter is derived by some persons from
two Gaelic words signifying the back of the country,' and by others from the Latin words signifying
A high steep bank in the
the worship of Peter.'
vicinity of the church bears the name of Peter's
Heugh.
PETERHEAD, a parish on the east coast of
Buchan, Aberdeenshire. It contains the post-town
of Peterhead, the post-ofiice village of Boddam, and
the fishing-villages of Ronheads, Buchanhaven, and
Burnhaven. It is bounded by the German ocean,
and by the paiishes of St. Fergus, Longside, and
Cruden. Its length southward is 5 miles; and its
The river Ugie traces
greatest breadth is 4 miles.
A sweep of hill,
its northern boundary to the sea.
nowhere attaining an elevation of more than 282 feet
above sea-level, and bearing the names of the hill
9Jd.

name

'

'

of Cowsrieve, the Blackhill of Peterhead, the hill
of Invernettie, and the Stirling-hill, commences on
the flank of the Ugie, and forms a line of watershed
round most of the western and the whol# of the

southern boundary to the coast. Its highest part
was a frequent point of observation seaward during
the war and serves so well as a landmark that the
fishermen on the coast long trusted entirely to its
conical
guidance, and did not use a compass.
;

A

ford on the north side of Buchanness, is a series of
high mural cliff's, all consisting of plutonic rock, and
torn or perforated with numerous fissures, chasms,
and caves. The bay of Sandford, measuring 1^ mile
across the entrance, and f of a mile from entrance

makes a fine semicircular sweep between
Buchanness and Salthouse-head, and is fringed with
a beautiful low beach of sand and pebbles. The bay
of Peterhead, penetrating nearly a mile inland, and
measuring quite a mile at the entrance, is bounded
by Salthouse-head and the promontory of KeithInch, and has shores at first rocky but flat, and afterwards gravelly and low. Keith-Inch, the site of the
town of Peterhead, is a small flat rocky peninsula,
terminating in two tiny headlands, called the North
and the South Heads. The prevailing rocks of the
parish are granite and syenite, veined or alternated
with quartz, compact felspar, gneiss, and primitive
to head,

trap.

Various very extensive quarries are worked,

and they produce blocks of large size of finely
polishable structure, and of high attractions for the
market. The stones from some of the quarries are
a gray or white granite, and those from others a
syenite resembling that of Sienna in Egypt, whence
The soil of the
this species of rock had its name.
arable lands is of great variety, from a sandy loam
to a rich deep black earth, and a strong clay. About
8,270 acres are under cultivation; upwards of 500
are moorish and mossy, but are partly of value for
the suppl}' of fuel; about 120 are destitute of

soil,

and display the naked rock; and about 72 are
covered with plantation. There are nearly thirty

The rent of the arable land
landed properties.
varies from 5s. to £6.
The yearly value of raw
Aspi'oduce was estimated in 1840 at £30,411.
Valuation of the
sessed property in 1843, £22,410.
in
1856, £13,480.
part within the burgh boundaries
Old Crag, or Ravenscrag-castle, a fine old ruin
of great thickness of wall, and not veiy greatly
dilapidated, stands on the Ugie, and was, for a long
period, the seat of a branch of the Marischal family.
Boddam-castle, built centuries ago by the family of
Keith, a branch of the Marischals, lifts its picturesque ruins from the brow of a narrow promontory
a little south of Buchanness; two very deep fissures
or chasms cutting down the high craggy rocks into
mural precipices on the two sides, and often bringing up such impetuous onsets of the sea that the
spray sails over the rain. The Earls-Marischal resided chiefly in Inverugie-castle, on the St. Fergus
bank of the Ugie, half-a-mile east of Ravenscrag;
but they possessed the larger portion of the parish
of Peterhead, and were the founders and superiors
of the town.
After their forfeiture, in 1715, most of
the property was purchased by a fishing company;
and, their affairs becoming embarrassed, it was sold,
in 1728, to the Merchant Maiden hospital of Edinburgh. This institution is, in consequence, the supe-

height, called Meethill, possessing an altitude of
probably 200 feet, and consisting of an argillaceous
diluvium superincumbent on granite, lifts its isolated
form on the lands of Invernettie. All the rest of the
parochial surface is a slightly rolling plain, whose
rising grounds are just sufficiently variegated and
high to render the landscape cheerful, and produce rior of the town, as well as the proprietor of adjacent
numerous combinations of scenery. About a mile estates; and, in 1783, it purchased another part of
west of the town is the most remarkable of the the quondam Marischal property in the parish from
the York Building company. The first purchase by
hollows, called the How of Buchan, probably from
being the lowest ground in that district, and being the institution cost £3,420, and is now worth about
so circularly concave that, previous to the erection
£2,370 a-year; the second cost £3,886, and besides
of some modern houses on its margin, a person at income fiom feus and town-dues, and freeholds sold
for £727, is worth £475 a-year.
its bottom could see nothing but the ascent of its
The parishioners,
sides all round, and the overarching of the firmaowing to the influence over them of the Earls
end
of
runs
out Marischal, were noted Jacobites; and, when the
ment al)ove. The east
Stirling-hill
in a narrow promontory into the sea, and forms the
Pretender landed at Peterhead, in 1715, they readily I
well-known Buchanncss, the most easterly land in joined his standard. A number of small antiquities,
Scotland. Opposite the hill are two islets, the one of various kinds, and of considerable interest,
green, the other rocky; the former once the site of have, in recent times, been dug up in the jjarish.
a salt-nan, the latter now the site of the Buchan- Several pits, popularly called Picts' camps, but supncss lighthouse.
Tlie coast, from the boundary
nosed to be vestiges of an encampment by the!
with Cruden to the entrance of the bay of Sand- Norsemen, occur in a deep morass, on the north side
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An ancient tumulns.
Den of Bodiiain.
generally regarded as a feudal moat or seit of
ancient baronial jurisprudence, remained till a
recent period on the top of Mtethill about 1^
mile from the town; but it was given to the inhabitants of Peterhead to lie the site of a tower in
honour of Earl Grey and the reform bill and when
the foundation for this was dug, a veiy curious
ancient nm and some human remains were lound.
spinning and carding-raill stands on the estate of
of the

;

A

Bofldam; a brick- work has long been in operation
about a mile south of the town; and two large
grain-mills are situated respectively at Ravenscrag
and Invernettie.
See Ixverx^ttie. Three great
lines of road diverge from the town northward,
westward, and southward.
great line of railway

A

WIS early contemplated to place Peterhead in direct
iimnnication with Aberdeen on the one hand and
entire south coast of the Moray frith on the
other; but the project of it sank amid tlie general
crash of tlie railway mania. Other lines for the
benefit of Peterhead have been subsequently proand for some time past a sharp contest
been going on between two projects, the one of
an independent line from Aberdeen along the coast
by Peterhead to Fraserburgh, the other of a branch
of the Great North of Scotland railway from New-

Cd;

inland to Fra.serburgh, with a sub-branch to
Peterhead. Population of the parish in 1831, 6,695;
in 1851, 9,429.
Houses. 1.268.
This parish is in the presbytery of Deer, and
of
Aberdeen.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
synod
£276 15s. 8d; glebe, £50. Unappropriated teinds,
£388 18s. lOd. Schoolmaster's salary. £34 4s. i^d..
with about £80 fees, a share in the Dick bequest,
and £20 other emoluments.
The parish church
was built in 1803, and contains nearly 2.000 sittings.
Tiie Free church contains 1,146 sittings; and the
sum raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £368
hills

Is.

6Jd.

The United Presbyterian church w;is
and contains 500 sittings. The Episcliapel was built in 1814, and contains 800

built in 1800,

copalian

Tliere are also an Independent chapel,
with about 450 sittings, a Methodist place of meeting, with about 200 sittings, and a Roman Catholic
place of worship, with abfjut 50 attendants. There
are, in addition to the parochial school, a town
•chool. a Lnncasterian school, two ladies' schools,
Bittings.

and eight ordinary private schools.

The paiish was
anciently called Petenigie, probably from the i-ocky
headland near the mouth of the Ugie; and it began
to be called Peterhead about the end of the 16th
century.

PETERHEAD,

a post and market town, a seaand a parliamentary burgh, on the coast of the
parish of Peterhead. 18 miles south-east by south of
port,

Pra.serburgh, 32 north-north-east of Abenleen, 40
ea.st-south-east of Banff, and 145 north-north-east of
Edinburgh. Its site is a peninsula. 4^ furlongs in
ttttreme breadth, and between 6 and 7 furlongs in
kng^h or projection, on the north side of Peterheadb«y, and about f of a mile frotn the mouth of the

On

the extremity of the peninsula stands a
Dbarbcalied Keith-Inch, whose principal thorough-

Ugie.
fcre

extends about 220 yards from south-west to
and bears the name of Castle-street. The
harbours, afterwards to be described, now in-

Borth-east,
tare

tent the petiinsula at points directly opposite to
•Wjh other, and leave between them an isthmus of
» than lUO yards broad to connect Keith-Inch
with the rest of the town. Immediately within the
harbonrs. and along the shore of
Peterhead-bay,

Hands Peterhead proper. Its principal thorougfi&re, under the name of Broad-street, extends about
'J70 yards on a line with the isthmus between the
II.

PETERHEAD.

fiOO

harbours; and then, under the name of Marischalstreet, inclines a little to the west, and is prolonged
300 yards, to a point not moie than 60 yards from
At this point it is joined, at
the shore of the bay.
acute angles, by partially edificed thoroughfares,
which converge hither along the sides of the town;
and, about 130 yards from its commencement at the
harbours, it is crossed at right angles by Longgate-street, which is 400 yards in length, and connects the sides of the town.
Peterhead is thus
somewhat triangular in outline; yet it has, both ou

landward side, and especially in its interior,
several short streets which preserve no uniformity
with its main thorongbfares. One street, on a line

its

with Long-gate-street, and continued from its north
end, connects the town with the suburb of Konlieads, at 250 yards' distance; and another, on a
line with Marischal-street. connects it with that of
Kirktown, so near as to be simply a wing of the
main b<idy. The aggregate length of the streets is
upwards of 4^ miles; and the superficial extent of
ground w^hich they cover is about 20 acres. Most
of the houses are built of a beautiful granite, found
ill the
and many of them have fronts of
A'icinity
aslilar either dressed with the pick, or axe-dressed,
and closely jointed. The carriage ways are kept in
good repair; and the side-paths are either paved
with dressed granite, or fitted out with crib and
An ample supply of pure spring-water is
pebbles.
funiished by pipes iVom a very copious spring upwards of 2^ miles distant; and gas is furnished for
night-lighting, from works situated in Long-gate;

street,

and Ijelonging

formed

in 1833.

to a joint-stock company
In general, the town may be summarily regarded as clean, dry, and well-aired; with
spacious and open streets, and a prevailingly neat

and even handsome appearance.

The town-house,

situated

in

Broad-street,

built in 1788, is a neat edifice 60 feet

and

long and 40

wide, sunnounted by a handsome spire of gi'anite
125 feet high. The building consists of a ground
floor, fitted up as shops ; a second floor, distributed
into school-rooms ; and a third floor, aiTanged into
apaitments for public business. Tiie cross, erected
in 1832, on occasion of the town being created a
parliamentary burgh, is a Tuscan pillar of granite,
crowned with the armorial bearings of the EarisMarischal. Two public halls or buildings are occupied respectively as a reading-room and a billiardroom ; and another public structure contains a suite
of cold and hot baths.
The parish church, situated
at the entrance of the town, or west end of Kirktown, is a substantial edifice, pavilion-roofed, lighted

by round arched windows, and ornamented by an
attached spire, 118 feet high. The Episcopalian
chapel, situated in Merchant-street, displays much
taste, and has a front of Gothic architecture, executed in axe-<lressed g^nite.
Peterhead has been called the Scarborough of the
north of Scotland; and it resembles its prototype
not alone in situation, but in being a twolold watera resort Iwth for sea-bathing and for the
ing-place,
use of celebrious mineral water. Exertions have
been both long and extensively made to accommodate bathers. One bath, constructed in 1799, measures 40 feet by 20 ; and another, coustnicted at a
later date, measures 90 feet by 30, is hewn out of
the solid rock, and, by means of a valve, is filled
every tide with pure sea-water. 'J'he apparatus of
the bathing-house, which adjoins, enable an invalid
to take vap«>ur. hot air, projecting, or shower baths,
as be finds most suitable. The minei-al water of

—

Peterhead is said to have l>eeu in repute during
nearly 250 years. Of six sejwrate springs in wh cli
it wells up. one called the Wine-well, and situated

2q

PETERHEAD.
at the lower

end of Wine-Well-stieet, on the

sojith

The
side of the town, is much tlie most famous.
water of tliis is so stvonprly impregnated with carhonic acid as to sparkle like champagne. A gallon
of it, according to an analysis b}' Dr. Laiiig, contains 30J grains of muriate of iron, 3J grains of carbonate of iron, 7 grains of muriate of lime, 2 grains
of sulphate of lime, 2 grains of siliceous earth, 13^
grains of sulphate of soda, 7 J grains of muriate of
soda, and 83J cubic inches of carbonic acid. The

water has been in repute chiefly for stomach and
bowel complaints, nervous affections, and general
and has been advantageously used also
debility
in cases of scrofula, and by persons of leuco-phlegmatic habits. The celebrity of Peterhead, however,
in all respects as a watering-place, in reference both
to its mineral waters and to its balhing-gronnds,
has for a considerable time been on the decline.
I'he port of Peterhead, with its two harbours, is
one of the most valuable ports on the east coast of
Scotland.
The peninsula indented by the harbours
contests with Buchanness the distinction of being
the most easterly land of Scotland and is often the
first land which can be reached by vessels arriving
from the northern parts of continental Europe, or
overtaken by storm in the German ocean. It has
;

;

naturally a configuration fa\ourable for the purpose's
of debarkation and shelter; and the artificial berthage at it is so well formed, so accessible and safe,
that it can be entered in almost any circumstances,
and aftords complete protection from every wind.
The earliest harbour of the town, the principal one
till after the middle of last century, was situated
between the site of the present north one, and the
suburb of Ronheads; it was rude, small, and of
little value; and tlie remains of it, under the name
of Port-Wendry, are riow used by fishing-boats.
Another early harbour, of unkr.own date of formation, existed on the site of the present south harbour,
but never was of much capacity, and seems to have

been repeatedly abandoned and repaired. The present south harbour was begun to be formed in 1773,
according to a plan by Mr. Smeaton. It covers an
area of 6"6 imperial acres, and can accommodate
from 100 to 120 vessels. Its soutli pier is concave
toward the sea, so as to occasion waves which strike
it to run along its centre, and there destroy each
other, and fall back toward the sea: it also covers
the west pier, which is nearly at right angles with
it; and, in its turn, it receives aid from a jetty running parallel to it, eastward, out from the west pier,
and protecting the interior of the harbour from such
waves as the devices of the south pier fail entirely
to repel. The north harbour was begun to be formed
in 1818, according to a plan by Mr. Telford.
It
covers an area of 10*86 imperial acres, and is therefore more than one-half larger than the south one.
It was originally unprotected on the north side by

underwent improvements,
siile and other additions,
which rendered it perfectly safe in all winds; and
it has the additional advantage of offering accommoThe two harbours are
dation to steam-vessels.

any

pii-r;

but, in 1837,

PETERHEAD.
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it

comprising a pier on that

entered from the sea in opposite directions, the south
one from the south, and the north one from tlie north,
aiul they origimilly had no connnunieation with
each other, so that each had the serious disadvantage of sometimes holding vessels wind-boinid; but
a canal was formed a few years ago to connect them,
enabling a vessel to pass from one into the other,
and is spanned by a cast-iron swing-bridge, wliicii
maintains the communication between Keilh-Ineli
and Peterhead-proper. 'I'he harbours were formed
The approach to
Mt a cost of upwards of i!8.'>,()()0.
ImxIi from the sea is naturally easy, and receives

j

important

aid

from

the lighthouse on

Buchan-

ness.

Peterhead was made an independent port in 1838.
customhouse relations extend from the north
bank of the Ythan northward and westward to the
Its

I

Powk-burn.
i

i

I

The

principal creeks belonging to

it

Boddam, Fraserburgh, Pittullie or Sandhaven,
The amount of harl'our-dues
and Rosehearty.
levied in 1852 at Peterhead itself was £3,735, and
at the creeks, £1,665.
The amount of customs
levied at the port in 1850 was £2,236. The number
of vessels belonging to the port in 1837 was 82, of
aggregately 11,022 tons; and the number belonging
to it in 1856 was 57, of aggregately 11,452 tons.
are

The

trade at it throughout the year 1855 comprised,
the foreign and colonial department, a tonnage of
10,505 inwards in Hritish vessels. 2,668 inwards in
I'oreign vessels, 12,702 outwards in British vessels,
and 2,898 outwards in foreign vessels and in the
coasting department, a tonnage of 32,140 inwards
in British vessels, 177 inwards in foreign vessels,
24,967 outwards in British vessels, and 308 outwards
in foreign vessels.
The principal imports are timber, lime, wool, salt, flour, iron, soft goods, and groand the principal exports are grain, meal,
ceries
in

;

;

butter, cheese, eggs, pork, fish, oil, and granite.
Tiie whale fishery has, for a long period, been a
more so than at
principal department of trade,
almost any other port in Britain ; and in spite of

—

serious fluctuations, pi-odueed by the

same causes

which have extinguished this department at some
other ports, and greatly depressed it in all, it still
flourishes at Peterhead. The vessels fitted out here
for the whale and seal fishing in 1853 were 27, carThe herring fishery also is a
rying 7,355 tons.

and the Peterhead district for
large department
this is exclusive of the coast around Fraserburgh
and of every part of the Moray frith. In 1836 the
;

Peterhead herring fishery employed 262 boats, and
produced upwards of 40,000 barrels of herrings;
in 1855, it employed 842 boats, of aggregately
6,136 tons, manned by 2,328 men ami boys, but

and

employing altogether 7,713 persons, and pioduced
46,615^ barrels of henings, and the value of the
boats, nets, and lines, was £45,109.
The manufactures of Peterhead are very limited.
A distillery and a thread manufactory formerly figured in it, but have long been extinct. The manufacture of woollen eloth was at one time extensive, bat
A number ol' weavers are
fell into complete decline.

—

employed by the manufacturers of Aberdeen. The
chief existing manufactories, either in the town or
in the parish, are ship and boat-building yards,
breweries, dye-works, a small carding and spinningA weekly
mill, a rope-work, and a brick-work.
market is held on Friday. Annual fairs are held
on the Tuesday after the 25th of May, and on the
Tuesday after the 18th of November. The town
has offlces of the Commercial bank, the Union bank,
the City of Glasgow bank, the Aberdeen Town and
County bank, and the North of Scotland bank. A
merchants' society was instituted in 1712; a trades'
society, in 1728; a gardeners' society, in 1760; ft
weavers' society, in 1778; a Buchan farmers' society,
at a date not known; and a Keith lodge of masons,
in 1754;
and they all possess property in houses
and nu>ney, and, besides attending to objects indicated by their respective titles, they act as benefit

|
'

—

institutions.

A

scientific society, instituted in 1835,

and called the Peterhead Association for Science,
Literature, and the Arts, maintains occasional lecA public subscription
tures, and has a museum.
library, of considerable extent and value, was forme
by a reading society instituted in 180S; and «
smaller public libr.'try was commenced in 1836, undof

j

j
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the n.ime of the Peterhead mechanics' library. The
town has also a pui>lic news-room and a vaiiety of

philanthropic and religious institutions.
Previous to the latter part of the 16th century,
Peterhead, or rather Keith-Inch, or what stood on
the site of tliat modern subnib, was only a trivial
Along with the adjoining lands,
fishing-village.
which were of considerable value, it l)elonged to the
abbey of Deer; and, in 1560, it passed witli them,
by grant of Queen Mary, to Kobert Keith, son of
the fourth Earl Marischal.
Peterhead -proper was,
in 1593, founded and erected into a burgh-of barony
by Earl George ; and it subsequently followed the
fortunes of the Marischal property, and came to hold
feu of the governors of the Merchant Maiden bosof Edinburgh.
The fenars. originally but 14
pitiil
in number, obtained from the Earl Marischal, along
with the privileges of burgess-ship, considerable

property in moss-lands, fislier-lands. commonage,
and pasturage and the successors of these feuars
having, in 1774, made a new ari-angen!ent with the
governors of the Merchant Maiden hospital, a dispute existed, at the date of the Report on Municipal
;

Corporations, whether what remained of this property fell to be administered by the baron-bailie and
a committee of the feuars, or by the magistrates
appointed under the reform act. The sum of £100,
bequeathed to the town, in 1825, by Mr. Rliind,
<vas, on both sid-s, regarded as belonging to the
new administration. The annual revenue iVom the
disputed property, at the date referred to, was £267
15s. 7id.
the revenue from petty customs belonging to the feuars was very small, and. in some cases,
disputed; the expenditure for the year was £173
193.
and the net amount of debt was £386 2s. 4|d.
The preses of the governors of the hospital, tlie
factor, and the treasurer of the same institution, the
biiilie or bailies o. the burgh of barony, and a certain
number of individuals chosen by the m.ajority of the
votes of the feuars and burgesses, are, bv act of
parliament, trustees of the harbour, declared a cor'•
the trustees
porate body, under the designation of
of the harbour of Peterhead."
Both the harbour
act. and a police act for the burgh, are perpetual
acts.
The magistrates, under the reform act, are
<i
provost, 3 bailies, a treasurer, and 7 councillors
md they exercise jurisdiction within all the parlianentary burgh, the limits of which are considerably
more extensive than those of the old burgh. Peterhead unites with Kintore, Inverury, Banif. Cullen,
;

;

;

nd Elgin, in sending a
(^nstituencv in 1840, 241

member

to

parliament,

1856.235. Population in 183l! 5,112; in 1851, 7,298.
Houses, 886.—
The Chevalier St. George lauded at Peterhead in
;

in

\m

expedition of 1715, appearing in the dress of a
and he did not throw olf his incognito till
lie had
proceeded two days' journey from the town.
The site of the house in which he slept on the night
fter his debarkation, is still
pointed out in a back

sailor;

Srect.

TETERHILL. See
PETERSHEUGU.

Birse.

See Peterculter.

PETER'S WELL (St.). See Mc.lswai.d.
PETERUGIE. See Longsiue and Petekhead.
See Newhiles.

PE'ITIE. See Petty.
IPETTANS.
a
in

PETTINAIN,

iltshire.

Its

»atli,

parish

post-town

is

ward of Lan-

Lanark, 5i miles to the

It is

length north-eastward is about 3 miles;
The
greatest breadth is about 2J miles.
ifer Clyde describes about one-half of its
outline,
the south-east round by the north to the west,
erally running on the boundary-line, but cutting

iik.

Its

lid its

m

£i

I

I

I

portions and placing these on its right
bank. A considerable tract of haugh land adjo-i-s
the river, so low and level as to be covered with
water at the time of freshets, and then having tlie
appearance of a lake. The ground rises by a gentle
acclivity, and with unequal surface fiom the haugh;
and a ridge of hill extends across the south-west
district, from the vicinity of the river into Covington, rising to an extreme altitude of about 500 feet
off small

above the level of the

rivei's bed.

and having three

summits called Cairn
Swaites-hill.

The

-grvffe, Wtstraw-hilj, and
rocks of the hill-ridge are por-

phyry and sandstone; the former an excellent rondmetal, but the latter ill-suited to building purposes.
The soil of the low grounds is vaiionsly recent alluvium, rich loam, shai p gravel, and poor sand. That
of the higher grounds is generally of a moorish
clianieter, incumbent on till. About 2,320 acits are
in tillage
about 740 are pastoral or waste and
about 92 are under wood. All the parish excepting
about 300 acres belongs to Sir W. C. Anstruther,
Bart., whose family inherited it from the last Earl
of Hyndford.
The estimated value of raw produce
in 1838 was £6,605.
Assessed property iu 1843,
£3,234 15s. 6d. The cbief residence is Westrawto
Sir
W. C. Anstruther, originally
house. belonging
a small editice, but enlarged from time to time into
a capacious mansion, and the favourite residence of
the last Earl of Hyndford.
A house now extinct
at Clowburn is said to have been the first house in
which tea was ever used in Scotland. On the high
ground in the south of the parish are vestiges of an
ancient camp, of irregular outline, compreher.ding
about 6 acres. The parish is traversed by the Caledonian railway, and has near access to its stations
of Carstairs, Carnwath, and Thankerton.
Population in 1831, 461; in 1851. 428.
Houses, 86.
of
This parish is in the presbytery
Lanark, and
Patron, Sir W. C. Ansyiiod ot Glasgow and Ayr.
Schoolstruther. Bart.
£27.
Stipend. £162; glebe,
master's salary, £32. with £17 fees, and some other
emoluments. The parish church is believed to have
been rebuilt or remwlelled from a previous edifice
about the end of the 17th century, and was repaired
in 1820
and it contains 234 sittin;:s. The name
;

;

;

of the parish was anciently spelt Pedynane or Petynane, and was probably derived from the British
Peithynan, signitving a glade or clear plat. David
I. granted to his clerk Nicolas a carucate of land,
with the usual right of pasturage, in the forest of

I'edynane.
PET T Y, a parish partly in Nairnshire, but chiefly
It contains the post-office village of Petty, the vilbiges of Stuarton and Connage,
and part of the village of C'ampbelton. It extends
along the coast of the narrow or interior part of the
Moray frith, from wirhin 4 miles of Inverness to
about a mile from Fort-George. It is bounded by
the Moray frith, and by the parishes of Inverness,
Croy, and Ardersier. Its length north-eastward is
about 9 miles; and its bieadth is between 2 and 3
miles.
Its surface rises with very gentle undulain Liverness-shire.

and occasionally with steep and hiilocky
banks, from the coast, then subsides into a belt of
quite level land, and finally makes a regular rise to
CuUodeu-moor along the interior 1 oundary but it
aggregately possesses so inconsiderable an altitude
above sea-level, as to be no more than an agreeably
The aspect finely combines the
diversified plain.
features of extensive cultivation, rills of water running among fields or falling over rocks, clumps of
forest-trees at almost every farm-house, and large
expanses of wood over what was once bleak and
The centml belt of level ground
heathy moor.
was formerly all moss, and supplied the town of
tions,

;

the upper

bounded byC'arstairs, CarnLibberton, Covington, Carniichael, and I^in-

rest-north west.
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Inverness with rashes; but it has been extensively
reclaimed, and rendered arable. The sea is shallownear the shore, and, at low water, retires to a great
About 0.275 acres in the parish are in
distance.
tillage; about 1,269 are pasture, moss, or waste
land; and about 1,574 are under wood. The soil
towards the sea is vaiiously a light loam or clayey
sand; and that of the braes or inland border is of a
stronger and more fertile quality. Tlie predominant
rock is the old red sandstone. The estimated value
Assessed
of raw produce in 1841 was £19,109.
property in 1843, £4,700 2s. (5d. The Earl of Moray
is the most extensive landowner, and there are three
others.
The mansions are Castle-Stuart, GollanThe first of these stands on
field, and Flemiiigton.
the estate of the Eirl of Moray, and is a fine specimen of the baronial architecture of feudal times; it

abounds in square and round projections, springing
from corbels at the angles of the building; it seems
to have been built early in the 17th century, and
was once designed to be the modern family-seat
;

but, for
is

kept

many years, it has fallen into disrepair, or
in order only as a shooting-box.
In a plan-

two small artificial mounds, which were
scenes of baronial courts and executions, and
have Gaelic names which mean the Court-hill and
the Gallows-hill.
In various places are Druidical
circles.
The parish is traversed by the road from
Inverness to Elgin, and by the Inverness and Nairn
railway; and it has ready access to the latter at the
tation are
tiie

stations of CuUoden, Dalcross, and Fort-George.
Population of the Nairnshire section in 1831, 83; in
1851, 77.
Houses, 15. Population of the entire
parish in 1831, 1,826; in 1851, 1,784. Houses, 332.
This parish is in the presb3'tery of Inverness, and
synod of Moray. Patron, the Earl of Moray. Stiglebe, £5.
pend, £246 14s. 2d.
Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 48.
teinds, £161 5s. 2d.
4.^(1., with £4 fees, and £3 10s. other emoknnents.
The parish church was built in 1839, and is suffiThere is a Free church with
ciently commodious.
an attendance of about 750; and the amount of its
in
1856 w.is £156 12s. 9|d. There are two
receipts
;

non-parochial schools. The present parish of Petty
comprehends the ancient parishes of Petyn and
Bracholy, united before the Reformation, and forThe
merly belonging to the diocese of Moray.
original church of Petyn possiidy dated high, and,
at all events, was dedicated to Columba, the apostle
of the Culdees.
Dr. James Fraser, the well-known
benefactor of King's college, Aberdeen, was a native
of Petty; Lord-president Forbes was connected with
the parish as a proprietor; and Sir James Mackintosh was the descendant of a family whose mortal
remains, down to those of his own fatiier, were interred on the site of tlie present parish church.
PETrYCUK, a harbour in the parish of Kinghorn, about i a mile south by west of the town of
Kinghorn, on the south coast of Fifeshire. It is
said to have obtained its name fioni the circumstance
of a small body of French, Petit carps, having landed
here in the time of Mary of Guise. The harbour is
in good condition, has a good quay, and affords convenient landing at low states of the tide,
it is, in
a main degree, the harbour for the town of Kinghorn, and formerly was the chief ferry station for
the steamers communicating between Fife and Edinburgh. But as Newlmven has been superseded
by Granton on the south side of the ferry, so has
Pettycur been superseded by tiurntislund on the
nortli side.

Sec Petty.
PHANTAS.SIE. Sec H Ai)Uix(iTONsnjRK.
I'll A RAY (NoKTu), an island in the prnish of
Stronsay and Eday, in the North Isles of Orkney.
IM'/I'YN.

PHILIPIIAUGH.

G12

It is about 2 miles in length, extending north and
south at the distance of about IJ mile from the west
coast of Eday ; and a pastoral island, called the
Holm of I'harav', is separated from its north end by
only a narrow chainiel, and extends on a line with
it about a mile to the north.
Population in 1841,
67; in 1851, 69. Houses, 8.
PIIARAY (South), an island in tlie parish of
Walls and Flota, in the South Islands of Orkney.
It is separated by only narrow channels from the
south end of Cava, the east side of Hoy, and the
north-west side of Flota.
Its length is about 2
It belongs to
miles, and its breadth nearly 1 mile.
Heddle of Melsetter. Population in 1841, 55; in
1851, 52.
Houses, 12.
PHESDO. See Fordou.v.
PHILIPBURN. See Inxekwick.
PHILIPIIAUGH, a small plain in Selkirkshire,
celebrated as the scene of the Marquis of Montrose's
defeat in 1645 by General Leslie.
Ettrick-water,
immediately after being joined by the Y'arrow, makes
a gently curving sweep to the right, steals insinuatingly along the base of a lofty bank on whose summit, at one point, stands the town of Selkirk, and
leaves upon its left bank a beautiful haugli, a level
plain, Avhich extends north-eastward from a copse-dad
hill called the Hareheadwood, to some high ground on
the margin of the stream, a little below Selkirk. This
it is about
plain is Philiphaugh
1| mile in length,
and J of a mile in mean breadth; and being defended, on the one side, by the river with its bulwarkfashioned bank, and overhung, on the other, by a
stretch of bold uplands, which intervene between
the Yarrow and the Tweed, it possesses naturally,
and on a grand scale, many of the securities and conveniences which were desiderated by the Romans in
their camps.
Montrose, after he had won six splendid victories over the Covenanters, was on his march
;

southward

pour his conquering troops upon Enginvited him to repose, and
wooed him to destruction. Observing the advantageoHsness of the ground, he strengthened it with
land,

to

when Philiphaugh

some trenches, .'uid posted upon it his infantrx-,
amounting to 1,200 or 1,500 men; and, seeing lieu
near and accessibly to it stood the town of Selkiik.
with its burghal accommodations, he there quarteied
his cavahy, and courted a night's freedom from a
soldier's care.
General Leslie, with bis sturdy and
high-spirited Covenanters, arrived at Melrose on the
evening of Montrose's wrapping up himself and !''>^
little

host in fancied security; and, favoured

r

morning by a thick mist, he reached Philiphau
and was in position for the onslaught, before b<
Montrose was appii.
descried by a single scout.
of danger only by the yell which followed the ti^
leaping upon his prey; he knew nothing of Lesi
vicinity till the rattle of musketry announced
activity in the encampment; and when he rea(
i

!

the scene of conflict, he beheld his ainiy dispciand fleeing in irretrievable panic and con fusion. Ai
making a bold stand, a desperate but unavailintr
tempt, to recover his lost fortunes of the hour
cut his way through a body of Leslie's troojjs,
up Yarrow and over the wild and lofty mount.:
path of Minchmoor, and stopped not till he arrivt
li
at Traquair, 16 miles from the scene of action.
defeat at I'hiliphaugh occurred on the 15th of Si
tember, 1645, and produced at once conclusive
vantages to the Covenanters, and ruin to the x\
policy and the hapless cause of Charles 1. in Si
land.
Upwards of a mile south-west of the pn
farm-stead of Philiphaugh, and overhanging tlio
row immediately above its confluence with the
trick, there are still traces of an ontrenciinicnt tlno
up by Montrose. Two miles farther up the Yaii'
l:

.-'

"i

I

-

i

PniLIPSTOX,

close to the rain of Newark-castle, is a field called
Slain-man's-lee, in which tradition says the Covenanters, a day or two after the liarht, put many of
In Selkirk the house is
tlieir prisoners to death.

standing which was occupied by Montrose on

still

the niffht of his ill-judsred securitv.
PHILIPSTON. a village in the parish of AljerIt stands on the west side
corn, Linlithfrowshire.
of the parish. 2^ miles north-west of Winchbur<rh.
Population. 140. Houses. 24.

PHILLANS (St.).
PHILORTH. See

See Forgax.

reservoire. of the size

and appearance of lakes, for the supply of waterpower to mills.

PICTAVIA,

the ancient kingdom of the Picts.

had not any known permanent limits, but may
be regarded generallv as having compr'sed the continental parts of North Britain north of the Forth.
The Seats of its court, or metropolitan towns, were
very various, and comprised at least Forteviot,
Alfemethy, and Inverness. Tlie Picts appear to
It

'

been simply a portion of the ancient Britons
a new name.
Of the twenty-one distinct
s which inhabited North Britain, at the time of
r

:

.

.

the Roman invasion, the most powerful was that of
the Caledonii, or Caledonians, who inhabited the
hole of the interior country, from the ridge of

mountains which separates Inverness and Perth on
the south, to the range of hills that formed the forest
of Balnagowan in Ross on the north, comprehending
all the middle parts of Inverness and of Ross; but
in process of time the whole population of North
Britain were designated by the generic appellation
of Caledonians, though occ.Tsionally distingnislied
by some classic writers, proceeding on fanciful notions, by the various names of Masta, Dicaledones,
Yecturiones, and Picti. At the time of the Roman
abdication, those who had
I^cts, in contradistinction

come

to be designated

to the Romanized or
foathem Caledonians, were under the sway of a
chieftain, named Dnist, the son of Erp, who. for his

|<rowess in his various expeditions against the Ro:^ui provincials, has been honoured by the Irish
innalists, with the name of 'Dnist of the hundred
:»ttles.'
History, however, has said very little con-

do more than merely name
number, till the year
)56.
Bridei, who mounted the throne in that year,
K the eai'liest Pictish king who throws much light
ipon the history of his country and he makes a
Drominent figure, not alone by warlike exploits, but

cerning
his

him nor does
;

successors,

it

eleven

in

;

ij his adoption of Christianity, and by his giving
mction and aid to the operations of the Culdee

His chief contests were with the
issionaries.
he defeated in 577.
loto-Irish or Dalriads,
wo intestine conflicts afterwards occurred among
e Picts themselves; the one at Lindores in 621.
ider King Cineoch, the third in descent from Bri-

whom

—the other at

",

Ludo Feim

in 663,

under Tallor-

the fourth in descent from Cineoch.

A

great

Dun-Nechtan, now called Dunin, in the year 685, between the Picts, under
Bridei
III., and the Saxons, under the
King
nmbrian Egfrid. The Saxon king, it is said,
:ked the Picts without provocation, and against

was fought

at

advice of his court. Crossing the Forth from
ian
he entered
the liernicia of that age
iheam and penetrated through the defiles of

—

—

kingdom, leaving fire and desolation in
His career was stopped at Dun-Nechtan,
hill-fort of Nechtan;' and by a neighbouring

"^ictish

ish princes now sprang up, and gave rise to a civil
war. Ungns, honoured by the Irish annalists with
the title of Great, and Elpin. at tl;e head of their

respective partisans, tried their strength at Moncrib,
Stratheam, in the year 727. when the latter was
The conflict was renewed at Duncrei,
when victory declared a second time against Klpin,
who was obliged to flee from the hostility of Ungus.
Nechtan next tried his strength with Ungus, in 728,
at Moncur. in the Caree of Gowi ie ; but he was defeated, and many of his followers perished.
Ungus,
who was certainly by far the most powerful and able
of the Pictish monarchs, died in 761.
doubtful
victory was gained, in 767, by Ciniod, the IMctish
In 839 the
king, over Aodh-fin, the Scottish king.
^'ikiiigr, or pirate kings of the northern seas, made
a descent on the Pictish territoiy. and, in a great
battle, slew Uen the Pictish king, his only brother
Bran, and many of the Pictish eln'efs. This event
hastened the downfall of the Pictish monarchy; and
as the Picts were unable to resist the anns of Kenneth, the Scottish king, he carried into execution,
in the year 843, a project he had loiig entertained,
of uniting the Scots and Picts, and placing both
crowns on his head.
in

Fraserblrgh.

Here are three

lake long known by the name of Nechtan's mere,
did he and his Saxons fall before Bridei and his exasperated Picts. The Picts were, however, fivially
defeated by tlie Saxons, in 710, under Peorfryth, iu
Mananfield, when Bridei. the Picti-sh king, wag
Various contests for power an.ong the Pictkilled.

defeated.

PHYSGILL. See Glassertos.
PIBBLE. See Pebble.
PICKFT-LAW, a hill in the parish of Eaglesham,
Renfrewshire.

PINKIE.
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PICTSWORKDITCH (The). See Catraii (Tue).
PIDGURIN-WATER. See Doiglas (The).
PIERWALL. or Pierowall, a bay and a village
on the north-east coast of the island of Westray, in
Orkney. The bay is a remarkably fine natural
harbour, about f of a mile wide at the entrance, but
wider within, and of nearly a circular outline. It
is completely land-locked, afi'ording shelter from
every wind and it has a sandy bottom, forming
excellent anchoring-ground but it is comparatively
shallow, so as to be unsuited for anj' vessels of upwards of 200 tons bunlen. The village stands at
the head of the bav, and has an inn.
PIKETHOWE' See Lywyci-ei ch-Birn.
PILGRIMS HILL. See Lixlithgo>»
PILMORE. See Haddingtonshire.
PILNOUR WATER. See Palncke (The\
PILORTH. See Fraserburgh.
;

;

PILTANTON BURN,

a rivulet of Wigtonshire.

and nins 3^ miles south-eastward

in I^swalt; divides, for 2^ miles in the same direction,
Portpatrick on its right bank from Inch on its left;
runs 4f miles eastward between Inch on the north,
and Stoneykirk and Old Luce on the south and
then traverses Old Luce 2^ miles east-south-eastward, to the head of Luce-bay, there to form, jointly
with Luce-water, a small estuary. It thus has,
exclusive of windings, an entire course of npwanls
It rises

;

of 12 miles.

PINIEL.
PINKIE,

See PEXiELUEroH.

a barony, and a celebrated battle-field;
in the parish of Inveresk. and immediately east of
the town of Musselburgh, in Edinburghsliire. The
barony was originally of small extent, little more
than 30 acres, but has been extended by the modem
purchase of contiguous lands. It is the property of
Sir Archibald Hope of Craighall, Bart.
The mansion of it, Pinkie-house, is a large structure of various dates. It was designed to be a magnificent

Gothic quadrangle, but never was completed. The
it was a
country seat of the ablx)ts of
Dunfennline, the superiors of the regality of Mns.selburgh, and afterwards was inhabited by the finst
Earl of Dunfermline, who died in it in 1622.

oldest part of

pinkip:.
The

battle of Pinkie arose ont of

Scotland,

in

1547, dunnj? the

Maiy, bv Protector Somerset.

an

iiivas'on of

of

iiifiincy

News

Queen

iiaviiig arrived

that an Englisli armj' of 12.000 foot and 2.000 horse
at Newcastle on its march to Scotl-nid, a Scotarmy of 30,000 men was Ivistiiy mnstered to
take post on Edmonston-Edge, 2^ miles south-west
of Musselburgh, to stop the invaders and jirotect the
Protector Somerset, on coming np. avas
capital.
supported by a fleet of 30 ships of war, nnd 30 trans-

was
tish

ports laden with ammunition and provisions, lying
in the frith opposite the jnonth of the Esk
and he
drew up his army on Falside lirae, 1 J mile east of
Musselburgh, and extended his right over the
grounds of AVnlliford and ])iummore, toward the
The Scottish position being too strong to adsea.
mit of his assailing it, he kept firmly on his post,
and awaited an attack. A bo:ly of the Scotch hoi-se,
1,500 strong, rushed down upon him on the 9th of
September, at Edgehncklin IJrae, at tlie east end of
Musselburgli links, and threw .-wvay a great part of
their strength in a useless skirmish; and all tlie
rest of the Scottish army, under delusive notions on
the part of their leaders, left their strong position
next day, and defiled along the old bridge of Musselburgh, to close with the English on the east bank
of the Esk. As they passed the bridge, and marched
up the hill of Inveresk on the west side of the church,
they were galled by cannon-shot from the English
g ilieys in the bay, and lost the Master of Graham,
eldest son of the first Enrl of Montrose, and many
of his followers.
Descending eastward down a
slope, they began to be sheltered from the shot, and
Mi e, which lies at the
passing through the
foot of the slope, and was then a mornss, though
;

How

now

drained and cultivated, they saw the English
the battle-field immediately before them,
on a gently hanging plain which recedes from the
How to the Iwse of Carberry-hill and Falside Brae.
'J'he conflict which followed was tremendous, but

army and

many details, and is too well-known, to admit or to need consecutive narration. After four
Iiours sternly debated and general conflict, during
which the Scots won acliievements, but could not

liad too

by them for want of sufficient horse, and the
English could make no impression with their cavalry
upon hedges of pointed spears which enclosed the
antagonist foot battalions, the van of the Scots was
somewhat driven in by a concentrated attack, and a
body of Highlanders,"who had forgotten tlu-ir duty
amid their covetousness, and were gathering plunder
from the bodies of the slain, mistook the retrograde
movement for flight, flung down their arms, took to
their heels, infected the l>owl;inders with their panie,
and drew the whole army after them in an indiscriminate race. The Scots ran toward the coast,
toward Dalkeilh, and toward Edinburgh; and in
each direction thcv were hotly pursued by the Eng" With
lish, and hewn itown in vast numbers.
bhxle and slaughter of ye enemie." says J'atten,
"this chnse was continued v miles in length westprofit

fro the place of their standinge, which was in
ye fallow feldes of Undreske, untille Edinborowe
parkc, and well nigh to the gates of the tonne itself,
ami unto Lyeth and in breadth nic uii mile i'rom
the fryth sandes up unto Daketh southwarde: in all
whiche space the dead bodies lay as thik as a man
may meette cattell grasing in a full plenished pas-

ward

;

ture.

Tlie I'yveie ran al led with blodc

;

soo that

same chase weir counted, as well by sum of
our men that sumwhstt diligently did maike it, as
by sum of them tnkc prisoners that very mueli did
in the

ihousande.
it, to have been sl.aync above xiii
thys eumpos of grounde, what with weapons.
Rnncs, handcH, legges, lieddes, blode, and dead body es,

lament
In

all

PITCAITHLY.
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their flight mou^lit have ensily been tracted to
every
of their lu refuges."
Another account quite sutHstates the loss of the Scots
cieiitly exagcrerated
in killed at 10,000, and that of the
English at not
200.
PIXKiE-P>UI?N. See Invf.resk.

—

—

PINNACI.K-HILL.

Sje Kklso.

PIPER-DAM,

a reedy marsh, much frequented
wild water-fowl, formerly a lake, drair.ed about
80 years ago for the sake of its marl, in the paiish
of Fowlis-Enster, Perthshire.
PIPI'^RHATjL, a hamlet in the parish of Kingartli,
in the island of Bute.
Population. 29.
PIPER'S-GRAVE. See Heriot.
PIPER'S-HEUGH. See Stevlxstox.
PIRN. See IxNEin.EiTfiEx.
PI1\AT.P1E. See Liff and Bexvie.
PITBEADLAY. a hill about .500 feet high, in the
west of the parish of St. Cvnis, Kincardiiieshire.
PI'IX'A D E. See KiNoiionx.
liv
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PITCAIRLY.
PITCAIRN, or

See NEWBuuriH.

I'itcaiuxckken, a villape in the
It stands on the
parish of Redgorton, Perthshire.
left l)ank of the Almond, 3 miles above that river's
confluence with the Tay, and 4J west-north-west of
Perth.
It was connncnced toward the close of Inst
century oji the estate of tlie late Lord liVncdoch,
now
which
belongs to the Earl of Mansfield. It is
advantageously situated foi- water-power, and is the
of
a
subject
poem by Mis. Cowley, in which she
predicts that it will one day lival Mnnchester; but
it has long ceased to give
promise of reaching any
high destiny. Its inhabitants, together with those
of the neighbouring villages of Cionnvellpark and
Bi-idgeton of Pitcairn, ai'e employed chietiy at the
bleaching works of Pitcairnfield, and at the factory
and bleaching works of (^romwelipark
There Are
a Free church at Pitcairngreen, and an United
church
at
of
Pitcairn.
PoBridgeton
Presbyterian
Houses, 52. ]'*n])upulation of Pitcairngreen, 279.
lation of the three connected villages, about 000.
PITCAIRN (New), or Newton-of-Pjtcau;x. a
village in the parish of Dunning, ^ a mile south ol
In its vicinity
the town of Dunning, in Perthshire.
is the mansion of Pitcairns.
I'opulation of the \ilHouses, 51.
lage, 319.
PITCAITHLY, a locality noted for its medicinal
in
It is
the
wells,
parish of Dunbarnie, Perthshire.
situated in a sequestei'ed nook of the lower district
of Strathearn, amid pleasant scenery, about a mile
south-west of the village of Biidge-of-Earn, and 4J
miles from Perth. The wells have been noted for
their medicinal propeities from time immemorial, but
were first described by Dr. Donald Mutn'o, in a paper
which was printed in the Philosophical Transactions
for 1772.
They are five in number, called tlie East,
the West, the Spout, the Dunbirnie, and the Soutlijiark wells; and they have all the same properties,
(iiff'ering from one another only in the quantity or
proportions of the ingre licnts held in solution, 'i iieir
waters arc cstecnuul useful in scrofulous, herpetic,
and scorbutic complaints, and in cases of dyspepsjr
.

and general

According to analysis by l)r
debility.
of Glasgow, an imperial gallon of one of
the W(dls contains 155'28 grains of chloride of calcium, 901 2 grains of connnon salt, 3"44 grains of
chloride of nnignesiiun, and 12*13 grains of sulphate
of lime, while an imperial gallon of another contaiiiB
108-58 grains of chloride of calcium, 117,84 grains
of connnon salt, 410 grains of chloride of magnesium,
and 2592 grains of sulphate of lime. A large lodging-hou.sc stands beside the wells for the acconuiK)'
dation of visitors.
Taste, or caprice, iMuvevei', hMi
adopted the village of Bridgc-of-Earn as the favourite scat of all the loungers, and of the great majority

Thompson

pitcaplp:.

of pereons really in qnest of health: and it is daily
supplied for their use with quantities of the watei-s
the spis.
I'lTCAPLE. an estate and a post-office st;«tion
iii the
parish of Cliapel-of-Garioch, Al)erdeeii8hire.
Here also is a station of the Great North of Scotland

railway, 4| miles north-west of Inverury.
CHAPKI.-OF-GARIOf'H.
riTLON. See Dai.ry. Ayrshire.

PITCLLLY.

S-.e

.See

PITSCANDLIE.
PITSCOTTIE, an

PITFEHRAXE.

See Dlxfeemuxe.
PITFICHIE-CASTEE. See Mu.nvmisk.
PITFODDELS. See Bi.aik.
PITFOUR. See Dekr.
PITFOUR-CASTLE. See Madoes (St.).
PITGAIR. See Gamrik.
PITKERRO. See Dundee.
It stands on tlie road from Cupar
Cults. Fifeshirc.
to Kirkcaldy, a short way from the right bank of
the Eden, 2 miles east-nort!i-east of Kettle, and 4

It is

much

as.<^ociatcd

with

the memory of Sir David Wilkie, who was a native
of Cults.
Here are a Free church, an United
Presbyterian chureh, a parish school, a Free church
the last recently
school, and a public library.
Fairs
established, and called the Wilkie library.
are held on the .«econd Tuesday of May. and on
the third Wednesday of Octolier, both old stylo.

—

Houses, 105.
See Leichaks.
See Dl'sfermi.ixe.
I'l'J'LOCTIRY. a post-office village in the parish
of Moulin, Perthshire. It stands on the left bank
of the Tummel, on the road from Perth to Inveraess,
1 mile south of the
village of Moulin, and 12^ miles
north-north-west of Dunkeld. It is well situated
for provincial tiade, and it conducts a prosperous
business with a large extent of surrounding country.
It has two inns, several mills, and a number of
It has also four insurance agencies, a savshops.
ings' bank, and offices of the Union bank, tlie Central bank, and the Commercial bank.
It is likewise the seat of an excise district. Fairs are held
in it, for sheep, on the Friday after the second
Wednesday of August; and for cattle and hoi"ses,
on the Saturday before the fii-st Wednesday of May,
»nd on the third Wednesday, old style, of October.
The village has also two schools, a gas-work, pul)fic water-pipes, and a curling club.
Public conveyances pass through it, from places to the north, in
communication with Dunkeld railway. Population,
291. Houses. 77.
PITLOCHRY-BUUX, a small pastoral affluent
rfthe Isla, in tlie parish of Glenisla, Forfarshire.
Pl TLOUR. See Sthathmiglo.
PITLYALL. See Llxdie.
PITMACHIE. See Oyxe.
PIT.MAIN, a locality with an inn, in Badenoch,
Inverness-shii-e.
It stands on the road from Inverness to Perth, a little west of Kingussie, and midPopulation,

49').

PITLETHIE.
PI'l'LIVER.

way between Aviemore and Dalwhinnie.
r'lT.MEDDEX. See Uoxy.

PITMIDDIE,
Pertlisiiire.

a village in the parish of Kiiniaird,
Houses, 26.
I'opulation, 99.

PIT.MILLY.

See Kisgsbarxs.

PITMILLY-BURN. See
PITMUDIE, a hamlet in
dien. Forfarshire.

''i^rfarshire.

Duxixo.
the parish of Lintra-

Population, 15. Houses, 4.
See KiRKDEN.
a village in the parish of Newtyle.
Its population is rural, holding small

PITMUIES.
PITNAPIES,

ndicles of land.

See Rf.*cobie.
estate in the parish of Ceres,

two tlax spinning-mills, which
well-known histoiy of Scotland was written by Lindsay of Pitscottie.
PITSLIGO. a parish on the north coast of
Bnchan, Alierdeen-shire. It contains the post-office

Here are
Fifeshire.
built in 1827.

were

a p«>st-offioe village in the parish of

south-west of Cupar.

PITNEISK. a post-office station subordinate to
Forres in Moravshire.
PITORMIE.' See Daiksie,
PITRAW. See Fossoway.
PITREAVIE. See Dlxfermuse.
PITRODIE. a village in the parish of Enrol,
Perthshire. Here is an United Presbyterian church.
In the neighbourhood is a glen, called the glen of
Pitrodie. in which Sir William Wallace is said to
have sometimes concealed himself. Population of
the village, 92.
Houses, 16.

Lkich\rs.

PITCUR. See Kettiss.
PITKADIE. See Kixghorx.

PITL ESSIE,

PITSLIGO.
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station of Pitsligo, the post-office village of Rosehearty, and the fishing stations of PittuUie and

Sandhaven. It is bounded by the Moray frith, and
by the parishes of Fra-serburgh, Tyrie, and Aberdour.
Its length eastward, along the coast, is 4
The
miles; and its greatest breadth is 2i miles.
eastern half of the coast if partly sand and partly
rock, loose and flat; and ine western half consists
of high bold rocks, toni with large numerous
The interior rises gently from the coast
fissures.
to about the middle of the parish, and has there an
elevation of about 3<X) feet above the level of the
sea; and it then declines toward the inner boundary.
Only about 20 acres are under wood; and all the
The soil
rest, with small exception, is in tillage.
is very diversified, ranging from clay or lo^im to
light mould or reclaimed moss, not only throughout the parish at large, but almost on every farm.
There are four landowners. The average rent of
the arable land is about 21s. per acre. Assessed
Pitsligo-castle, formerly
property in 1855, £5,424.
the seat of the Ix)rds Pitsligo a title in the Forbeis
is
in
the niin of a strongly
attainted
1746
family
constructed edifice, surrounded with extensive and
still cultivated gardens.
Pittullie-castle, likewise a
ruin, appears to have been built by the S.altouns,
but was afterwards possessed and enlarged by the
Comyns. Both mins are on the coast. The parish
is
traversed by the road from Fraserburgh to

—

—

Population in 1831, 1,439; in 1851, 1,801.
Houses, 349.
This parish is in the presbytery of Deer, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
Schoolmaster's
£191 4s. 4d.; glebe, £17 lOs.
salary. £34 4s. 4Jd., with £35 fees, and a share in
Banff.

the Dick bequest". The parish church was built in
1634, and repaired in 1836, and contains 504
Its spire and its aisle are much admired.
sittings.
There is a Free church of Pitsligo; and the amount
raised in connexion with it in 1356 was £111 12s.
There is an United Presbyterian church at
6d.
Rosehearty. built in 1799, and containing 350
sittings. There are six non-parochial schools. The
territory of Pitsligo was anciently a part of the
parish of Aberdour, and was constituted a separate
Its first minister was Mr. Andrew
parish in 1633.
Cant, a distinguished Covenanter, whom the Spectator so ridiculed as to render his name permanently
a popular designation for hypocritical talk.
PITSLIGO (New), a quoad sacra parish and a
small post-town, in the district of Buchan, AberThe parish was, by authority of the
deenshire.

General Assembly, disjoined from Tyrie in 1799,
and was enlarged by the same authority, with additions from Tyrie, Strichen, New Deer, and Aberdour, in 1835; and it was reconstituted by the
court of teinds in 1853.

Its length

is

6 miles;

PITTENWEEM.
and

its greatest breaiUh is 5 miles.
Its present
clmrcli is a very liaudsome edifice witli a beliVy,
built in 1853, and containing about 1,UU0 sitting's.
There is a Free churcli preaching-station, with a
neat church. There is also a Scottish Episcopalian

which was built in 1835, and contains 160
The town of New Pitsligo stands on tiie
from Peterhead to Banff, G miles north of New
Deer, 1 1 south-west of Fraserburgh, and 18 westnorth-west of Peterhead.
It is situated on the
slope of the hill of Tirlundie, and has two main
One of the
streets, lined with rows of neat houses.
streets is fully a mile long.
The environs are
flecked witli wood, and have a pleasant appearance.
The town was founded about the year 1790; but a
farm hamlet, called Cavoch, previously occupied its
site.
There are in the town three public schools, a
public library, a savings' bank, and a branch of the
Union bank. The town has also two inns, a pas
company, and a horticultural society. Annual fairs
are held in February, May, August, and October.
Communication is enjoyed by public coach with
Banff. Peterhead, and Aberdeen.
Population of the
parish, a! out 1.900; of the town, about 1,600.
PITTAIKTHY. See Duxino.
PITTENCRlliFF. See Clpar-Fife and DuxFERMLIXE.

chapel,

sittings.
j'oad

PITTEN WEE;M, a parish, containing a post-town
own name,

o:i the southeast coast of Fifebounded by the frith of Forth, and
b^y the parishes of Abercrombie, Carnbee, and Anstrutber- Wester.
Its length eastward is about 1^
Its surface
mile; and its breadtli is about J a mile.
is flat.
Its soil is, in general, a very fertile black
loam. Its rocks belong to the coal formation, and
comprise mountain limestone and workaltle seams

of

its

shire.

It is

The value of assessed property in 1850
was £4,786 lis. 2d. Population in 1831," 1,317; in

of coal.

1851, 1,473.

Houses, 268.

This parish is in the presbytery of St. Andrews,
and synod of Fife. Patrori, Baird of Elie. Stipend,
£166 Is. lOd.; glebe, about £20. Schoolmaster's
The parish church is a very
salary, £34 4s. 4|d.
ancient building, supposed to have been part of an
old priory.
Tiiere is a Free church preachingstation; and the sum raised in connexion with it in
1856 was £42 lis. 6d. There is an United I'resbyteiian church, with an attendance of about 500.
There is also an Episcopalian chapel, with an attendance of about GO. There are four non-parochial
schools.

The Towx of Pjttexweem is a seaport and a royal
burgh. It stands on the coast of Pittenweem parish, on the road from Elie to Crail, 1 mile westsouth-west of Anstruther, and lOJ miles south-southIt consists of astreet running
east of St. Andrews.
east and west, with the parish church in the middle
of it, a street fronting the harlwur, a newer street
miming parallel to these on a line with the county
road, and several intersecting lanes running north
and south. The houses, both in the old and in the
new parts of the town, are substantial and neat
some of the shops arc excellent and the whole
looks cleanly, comfortable, and respectable.
place
and
I'iiere are grain mills belonging to .the town
formerly there were no fewer than thirty breweries,
though n()w there is not orie. The harbour has a
south-west entrance, and consists of an outer liarbour and an inner basin. It has been nnich improved of late, and is perhaps the safest and most
commodious harbour anywhere between Fifeness
It is a creek of the port of Kirkand
rkealdy.
caldy; and the amount of local dues levied at it is
about £300 a-ycar. A number of sloops and schooners belong to it.
Much businesg is done in the ex;

;

;

K
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The imports also
porting of potatoes and grain.
are consider;ible; the value of salt alone amounting
to about £1 ,860 a-year.
The exporting of coals was
at one time extensive, and it is thougiit might be
advantageously i-esumed, as the seams of coal in the
Pittenvicinity are tliick and of excellent quality.
weem is also an extensive fishing- station. The
value of the boats and fishing-gear belonging to it
was estimated in 1856 at £5,623.
The average
yearly value of herrings caught in 1856 and some
previous years was £11,974; and of white fish,
£3,500. The town has a branch of the Western
bank of Scotland.
Pittenweem owed its origin and ancient prosperity
partly to its position on the coast, and partly to the
presence of a priory of canons regular. That priory
seems to have been founded in the 12th centuiy
and it belonged to the priory of St. Andrews. It
had many lands, and the churches of Khind, Anstruther- ^^'ester, and otheis.
John Rowle, prior of
Pittenweem, vi'as a Lord-of- session. In March 1542,
he bad been one of the lords for discussing of domes;
in March 1544, he was one of the Lords-of-thearticles; and in 1550, he accompanied the Regent
;

Moray to France. In 1583, William Stewart, a
captain in the King's guard, descended from Alan
Stewart of Darnley, obtained a charter of the priory
and lands of Pittenweem; and in 1606, his son,
Frederick Stewart, got them erected into a temporal
lordship, with the title of Baron Pittenweem ; but
this person disponed the superiority to the Earl of
His tille, therefore,
Kellie, and died without issue.
became extinct at his death, and has never since
been claimed and the superiority of the lands was
surrendered by the Eail of Kellie to the Crown.
Considerable parts of the buildings of the priory are
;

—

standing and in use, part as the parish church,
part as the Episcopalian manse; and the walls of
the precincts are still standing. The priory for-

still

merly connnunicated, by a subterranean passage
stairs, with a large cave, containing a
well of excellent water, near the sea-beach; and the
stairs of the communication, as well as the cave,
are still to be seen.
The town was, for some time,
a burgh of barony, holding of its priors; but, in
1542, it was constituted a royal burgh; and it afterwards received several charters, all of which were
confirmed by act of parliament in 1633. It is governed by a provost, 2 bailies, a treasurer, and 7
common councillors. The corporation revenue in
1830 was £466; in 1856, £984. Pittenweem unites
with Kilrenny, Crail, Anstruther- Wester, Anstruther-Easter, Cujjar, and St. Andrews, in send-

and stone

ing a member to parliament. Its limits as a par;
liamentary burgh are identical with its limits as a
municipal burgh. Constituency in 1856, 46. Population in 1841, 1,320; in 1851,'l,450. Houses, 264.
ITTTIIEYEUSS, a village and a mansion in the
East church parish of Perth. Population of the
village, 77.
Houses, 20.
PITTOCHUY, a village in the parish of Moulin,
Perthshire.

PITTRICHIE. See Udnv.
PITTKODIE. SeeOvNE.
PITTULLIE, a fishing village

in

the parish of

It stands 2 miles east of
Pitsligo, Aberdeenshire.
good
Rosehearty and 3 west of Fraserburgh.

A

harbour was formed here by the government commissioners for the herring fisheries.
The local dues
levied here and at Sandhaven amount to about £42
a-year.
Population, about 200.
PEA 1)1) A, a small low green island in the frith
of Clyde, Buteshire.
It lies about 5 furlongs south
of the south-eastern extremity of Arran.
A lighthouse was erected on it in 1790, and a new, higher,

PLEAN.
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more elegant one. in 1826. The former lightuse w?is allowed to remain, so that the entire
ictm-e forms a tloubb liorhthonse, showing two
d lights, tiie one above the other. The higher
_-ht has an elevation of 130 feet, the lower an eie;ion of 77 feet, abfive the level of hijrh water;
l
they are respectively visible at the distance of
'
and of 12 miles, from north east by east, round
the south, to north-west by west. The bearing's
n the lijrhthonse. as taken bv compass, are. the
ntinee of Campbell town-bay W. X. W.. ^ X. disit 18 miles; island of Saiida W., distant 20 miles;
!sa Cmi^, S. W. by S., distant 15 miles; entrance
Loch-Ryan, S. S. W.. distant 25 miles; and the
The strait
.ids of Ayr, S. S. E.. distant 16 miles.
ween Pladda and Arran is called the sound of
idda; and it has a chain of rock, nearly right
rtss. with depths of from only 2 to 4 feet of water,
that it is unnaviarable bv any sea-borne vessels.
E. See Kirri'emcir.

an apartment of about 100

long; and the upper,
14 feet long, and the
prior's chamber, provided with a dai.«. as a place of
honour, and with a recess or stronghold in which
were preserved the rolls and public documents of
the monastery. The refectory is now fitted up as a
place of worship; and some other parts of the building are modernized into a residence.

(1

or sulx>rdinate establishment, stood at Grangehill.
The property of the priory comprehended the valley
of Pluscardine, the lands of Grangehill and Durris,
the baronies of Famen and Urquhart, the chnrehes
of Pluscai-dine, Bellie, Urquhart. Durris, and Duloons, some mills in the vicinity of Elgin and Forres,
some fisheries, and perhaps the Palmer Cross bridge
across the Los.sie; and, in 1563, as shown by Shaw,
it yielded an annual revenue of jC525 10s. ijd. Scot-

'

PLATAN

PLE.AN. a

1

Pluscardine abbey was founded in 1230, by Alexander II.. for Cistertian monks, and was dedicated
to St. Andrew, under the designation of Vallis
Sancti Andrea. The establishment, for a time,
was subject to the bishop of Moray ; but afterwards,
it claimed
independence for its prior. A cell of it,

:

PLEA-BRAE.

feet

contiiining the dormitory.

See Maxtor.

on the south-east
der of the parish of St. Ninian's, about midway
post-office village,

and Camelon, in Stirlingshire. tish in money; I cbalder and IJ boll of wheat; 51
a chapel of ease, a Free church, and a chalders and 5 bolls of meal, malt, and bear; 5
chalders and 15 bolls of oats; 9 chalders and 11
for old men. The village and a small
:^ri hospital
bolls of dry multurts, and 30 lasts of salmon; besides
'^t around it were temporarily a quoad sacra par~ 1. constituted
by ecclesiastical authority, and con- grassum, customs, poultry, and some other items.
The property now belongs to the Earl of Fife.
taining in 1841 a population of 872.
P(XiBIE. See Fala and Haddixgtoxshike.
PLEAS.WCK. a village in the parish of Dalscrf,
See Ixverurt.
Lanarkshire.
Population, about 300POLBEATH-BURN.a brook nmning southward
PLEASAXCE. Elinburghshire. See Edixbcrgh.
PLENDERLEITH. See Oxxam.
on the boundary between the parishes of London
PLOCTOX. a post-office %illtge, in the parish of and Kilmarnock in Ayrshire. Several beds of exIt is
cellent limestone lie in its basin, and have long been
lyichaish, on the west coast of Ross-shire.
situated in the comer of the Scottish continent which worked.
lies adjacent to the north-eistem extremity of Skye.
POLGAVIE. or Powgavif. a small seaport in
Here are a government church and a Free church, the parish of Inchture, on the north shore of the
the former having the status of a quoad sacra parish frith of Tay, Perthshire.
It is situatt-d 3 miles east
church. Tiie village is a burgh of regality. Pop- of En-ol, and 8 west-south-west of Dundee. The
ulation of the quoad sacra parish iu 1841, 502. amount of local dues levied at it is about £35 a-

ween

I

Stirling

re are

POLAXDER

vear.

llonses. 94.

FLORA BURN,
moor northward

POLGREE

WATER, a rivulet running, in the
parish of Kilbiniie, south-eastward to the Gamock,
in Avrshire,

a brook flowing from Minch-

to the Twee<l, on the eastern boitler

of Peebles-shii-e.

PLOTLOCK.

POLHARROW BURX.

PLUNTOX

POLKILL (The). See Palkill Water.
POLLEWE. a quoad sacra parish and a

See Hamii.tox.
See Borgte.
PLUSCARDIXE ABBEY, an ancient monasric
edifice in the parish of Elgin, about 6 miles west of
the town of Elgin. Morayshire.
It stands amidst
ornamented grounds, in a beautiful secluded vale.
Its precincts comprised several acres enclosed by a
lofty st<me wall, a considerable part of which is still

C.\STLE.

postwithin the quoad civilia parish of
The
Gairloch, on the west coast of Ross-shire.
parish was constituted by the ecclesiastical authorities in 1838, and reconstituted by the court of
teinds in 1851.
Its length is 20 miles; and its
Its chtux?h is a govgreatest breadth is 12 miles.
office village,

Its church was cruciform, and stood
Standing.
nearly in the centre of the enclosed area; but its

nave never was finished, and what remains

is in

—
—

pleasure.

The church

windows, and some

Jmed
ise.

its

walls.

On

ernment one, built in 1828, and containing 350 sitThere is also a Free chureh, with an attendtings.
ance of about 1,00<J; and the amount of its receipts
in 1856 was £194 ISs. lljd.
Population of the

a

ruinous condition. Its character is closely similar
lo that of the church of Melrose abbey ; but its size
18 less, and its decorations are much fewer and
Its proportions are harmonious; its buildplainer.
ing material a Ijeautiful and firm sandstone, found
in the vicinity
has well resisted the erosion of the
elements; and. though the grandeur which awes,
and the magnificence which thrills, are both awanting, a simplicity and a symmetry address themselves
fine blending to the eye, and incite calm emotions
retains some of its beautitraces of the frescoes wliich
one side stands the chapter-

an octagonal structure, supported by a cen-

!

1

'

I

j

'

arch,

1

;

ebnrch are the buildings which formed the domicile
of the monks.
These consist of two stories; the
lower, divided into the kitchen and the refectorv,

—

See

Eastwood and Mearxs.

POLLOCK AND GOVAX RAILWAY,

a

rail-

way formed to connect the
'

and resembling,

—

Houses. 478. The village
parish in 1841, 2.529.
of Pollewe stands at the head of Loch-Ewe, 5 miles
north-north-east of Gairloch, and at one of the
western terminations of the military road from
Dingwall throngh the centre of Ross-shire. It is a
chief point of communication across the Minch with
the Outer Hebrides.

POLLOCK.
I

in its style of architecture.
the chapter-house of Eljrin. On the south of the
il

See Kelts.

I

rich mineral fields around
Rutherglen with the south side of Glasgow harbour.
in Lanarkshire.
It was authorized by acts of parliament in 1830 and 1831, and was originally constmcted of a total length of about 3 miles, solely
for mineral traffic ; but it became incorporated with

the Clydesdale Junction railway, and through that
with the svstem of the Caledonian railwav, and has

POLLOCKSHAWS.

See
undergone much chanp^e and ramification.
Cr.YnKsi)Ai-E Junction Railway.
POLLOCKSHAWS, a post-town and burgli of
birony, in the parish of Eastwoo.l, Ken frew shire.
It stands on the road from Glasgow to Barrhead,
2^ miles south-south-west of Glasgow, and 6 eastsouth-east of I'aisley.
It has also a station on the
Glas2:ovv and Barrhead railwaj'. Its site is in a fine
valley, at the confluence of Auldliouse-burn with
Its environs are very beautiful,
the White Cart.
comprising a rich tract of country in high cultivation, pleasantly variegated with wood, and much
interspersed with farm-steads, villas, and mansions.
The estate on which tlie town stands is NetherPollock, often anciently called Pollock without the
and that, together with the word
prefix of Nether
thaw, 'a grove,' forms the name I'ollockshaws but
the common popular name of the place is simply
the Shaws. Tlie town comprises several streets;
and, though irregulaily aligned, has a tidy and
A manner of animation and
thriving appearance.
bustle among its inhabitants contrasts strikingly
with the dullness and languor which prevail in most
;

;

towns of similar extent. Manufacturing industry,
and
in various dep irtments, is spiritedly carried on
a disposition for smart thinking and free discusseems
to
of
the
sion
pervade a large part
population.
A stone bridge of two arches over the Cart has
stood here since at least the year 1654, and was, a
number of years ago, repaired and widened. Tiiere
is a town-house surmounted by a tower.
The parish church of Eastwood, situated on a rising-ground
at the south-west end of the town, is a plain quadrangular edifice. The Aujdhouse chapt-l of ease,
built in the town in 1840, is a neat structure witli a
spire. There are also in tlie town two Free churches,
an United Presbyterian church, an Original SecesIn the
sion church, and a Koman Catholic chapel.
churchj'ard of Eastwood, about a mile from the
;

is an elegant monumental structure, recently
erected to the memory of the historian Wodrow.
In 1742, a printfield, one of the earliest in Scotland, was established at Pollockshaws; and shortly

town,

afterwards, bleaching and hand-loom weaving, for
the manufacturers of Glasgow and Paisley, came to
be extensively prosecirted. A tannery of chamois
leather, the first of tlie kind in Scotland, was commenced before 1782,butwas eventually discontinued.
The site of it came to be occupied by a glue manufactory, yet still bears the name of the Skin-mill-yard.
cotton-mill was erected toward the end of last
century, and became the first mill in Scotland to
Calico printing was for some
be lighted with gas.
time extensively carried on, but of late years has

A

been, in a great measure, if not altogether, relinquished. Turke_v-red dyeing was for some time piogecuted in one establishment, but was given up
about the year 1837. The principal centres of industry at present ai"e extensive establishments for

cotton-spinning, power-loom-weaving, and fancydyeing; and sucii of the inhabitants as arc not employed in these are principally hand-loom weavers,
The town has
niiriers. and agricultural labourers.
an ofl^ice of the Clydesdale Bank, an office of the
City of Glasgow Hank, and four insurance agencies.
Coumiunication is maintained with Glasgow, several
times a-day, both by railway and by omnibus.
There are in the town a burgh school, an industrial
school, several other schools, a mechanics' institution, a public library, a trades' friendly society, a
tract and destitute sick society, and a clerical association for religious and missionary purposes.
Pollockshaws was erected into a burgh of barony
by charter from the Crown in 18L3. Its govern-

ment

is

POLMONT.

618

vested in a provost, a bailie, a treasurer,

six common councillors, with a town-clerk and
a dean of guild.
The magistrates and council are
elected by very extensive sufl'ragc, every inhabitant
who pays a yearly rent of £4 having a vote. The
yearly income from the burgh property is about
Sheriff" small debt courts are held on the
£'ib.

and

second Friday of F'ebruary, April, June, August,
October, and December; and justice of peace courts
are held on the first Tuesday of every month. AL-out
forty justices of peace are lesident in the town and
its neighbourhood. Population of the town in 1831,

Houses, 387.
a fashionable, suburban,

4,627; in 1851, 6.086.

POLLOCKSHIELDS,

post-office village, in the parish of Govan, Lanarkshire. It stands on the western verge of the county,
about f of a mile west of Port-Egliiiton in Gorbals.

extends along a country road, amid rural enfew yards south of the Glasgow and Johnstone canal and Glasgow and Paisley railway, and
nearly parallel to them. It is of quite recent erection, and ciuisists almost wholly of villas and ornate
It

virons, a

Each of the
cottages, along both sides of the road.
tenements has its own enclosure, with parterres
or bits of lawn nearly all are elegant or pretentious
;

in their architecture, displaying

prominent features,

sometimes elaborate ones, of the most admired orders
of arciiitecture ; and yet scarcely any two are alike
in style, while some are so ambitious as to display a
blending of styles. The place is sometimes popularly called the Shields.
ADIE, a locality, where coal is extensively
mined, in the part of the parish of Govan belonging

POLM

to Renfrewshire.

POLMAISE.

POLMONT,

See NiNJAN's (St.).
a parish, containing the post-office

of
villages of Polmont and Keddi.ig, also the village
It
Beiinetston, in the extreme east of Stirlingshire.
is bounded by the frith of Forth, by Linlitligowshire,
and by the parishes of Muiravonside, Slamannan,
Its length north-norihFalkirk, and Bothkennar.
is 6 miles; its greatest breadth is about 2^
miles; and its area is about 7^ square miles. The
river Avon traces the northern part of the eastern
boundary, over all the contact with Linlithgowshire;
the Grange burn traces nearly the whole of the
western boundary; another burn traver.ses the interior to the Avon; and another runs for 2j miles
along the south-eastern boundary. Several mineral

eastward

The
springs exist, strongly impregnated with iron.
const is low and flat, and opens at low water on an
extensive stretch of sea-bed, coated over with silt.
The tract inward from the coast, forming tlie northern district of the parish, is also low and flat, all
carse land, too valuable to bear anything but grain>
and protected by a strong embankment from invasion
by the tide. The tract inward tlience, Ibrniing the
southern district, is all dryfield, with undulated
surface, I'ising gradually till it attains an extreme
altitude of about 553 feet, and commanding thence
a very extensive and most beautiful prosjiect. Sandstone, coal, and ironstone abound, and are very ex-

So many as about 1,000 persons
tensively worked.
or upwards are employed in the mines and quarries.
Fire clay is plentiful and there are two works lor
making" tiles and bricks. About 100 acres in the
jiarish are under wood; about 530 arc uncultivated;
and all the rest of the surface is in tillage. The
estimated value of the raw agricultural produce in
;

1841,

was

X"20,035.

Assessed projterty

in

184.3,

Three principal landowners are nonresident; but a number of other proprietors, some
of them having also large incomes from other sources,
are resident.
Among the mansions may be mentioned Polmont-park, Polimmt-house, Polmont bank,
Parkhill, Clarkston, and Millfield; and mostof iher
£14,144

4s.

POLMOOD-BUKX,

Antoninus' wall was formerK- the chief
hut all remains of it here have disapThe parish is traversed by the road from
ireil.
linburgh to Falkirk, by the Union canal, by the
linbiirgh and Glas;row railway, and by the co;n-ncins part of tlie line of railway connecting the
linburgh and Glasgow with the tkiottish Central;
i it contains the junction station of these, at a point
The village of Polmont
T| miles from Edinburgh.
uids on the Edinburgh and Falkirk road. 3J miles
>t of Falkirk ; but it is a place of small size and

are mojern.
ntitiquity

;

;

.

:

Population of the parish in 1831, 3,210;
Houses, 723.
1851. 3.764.
This pirisli is in the presbytery of Linlithgow,
d svnod of Lothian and Tweeddale,
Patron, the
Un..jwii.
Stipend, £270 14s. 5d.; glebe, £12.
tie

note.

appropriated teinds, £595 9s. 5d.

Sclioolmagter's

with £70 fees, and £5 other
"molaments.
parish church whs built in 1741,
There is a Free church;
id contains 607 sittings.
id the amount raised in connexion with it in 1856

salary.

£34

4s. 4^(1.,

The

There are
£165 2s. 61.
hools. and a parochial library.
as

five

non-paroclii il
Polmont was an-

-ntly included in the parish of Falkirk, and was
The name
nstituted a separat- parish in 1724.
is of considerable antiquity, for
of Haron to the Duke of Hamilton;
and it probably was derived from a Celtic word, .«igifying 'the pool of the moor.' in allusion to the
i.cient state of the carse district and the dryfield
district, the former overlaid with water, the latter
in a moorish condition.
POLMOOD-BURN'. a brook rannine north-castward to tlie Tweed, in the parish of Tweedsmnir,
Peebles-shire.

r.ilniont.

it

however,

gives the

title

POLXACKIE. See Palxackie.
POLNFOON. See Eaglesham.
POLXISH. See Ardnamirciiax.

TBOOX.

POLTARVE. See Kii-fixjches.
POLTIEL (IjOGh), a bay penetrating

and affording good anchorage in ordinary
weather, on the coast of Dairinish, in the island of

Skve.
a village in the parish of
Population. 59. Houses,

Cockpen, Edinburghshire.
19.

POLW.\HTH.

a parish, containing a village of
nearly in the centre of Berwickshire.
It.s
post-town is Dunse. It is Ix)unded by Langton,
Fogo, Greenlaw, and Ix)ngformacus. Its length
eastward is alx>ut 3 miles; its greatest breadth is
about 2 miles; and its area is alwut 4f square miles.
Its surface is on the mutual border of the Lammerinoor district and the Merse. Aljout one-third, from
the western extremity eastward, is moorish or pasand it has several
toral, and moderately upland
liill-summits. the chief of which is Kyles-hill, a
on
eminence
the
border, rising to the
porphyritie
altitude of 1,110 feet above the level of the sea.
The rest of the surface is undulating, with a general
cieclinatio:i to the east.
The only streams are some
Snail trilmtaries of the Blackadder, which nins
parallel with the whole south-east boundary, at
about J a mile's distance. The predominant rocks
are various kinds of sandstones.
The soil on the

own name,

;

is nioorish, and elsewhere is sandy, but
cuiefly argillaceous, and generally on a retentive
Mibsoil.
About 1 .300 acres are arable ; upwards of

upland

1,000 are

Ti's parish is in the presbytery of Dnnse, and
svnod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, Sir H. H
Stipend. £201 14s.; gleije, £22.
Ccimpbell. Bart.
Schoolmaster's
Unappropriated teinds. £178 68.
salary, £30 IGs., with £17 10s. fees, and £15 other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1703,
but superseded a very anvient building, some vestiges of which still remain. The pirish was anciently
a rectory.

man and
tury,

Sir Patrick Hume, a distinguished statespatriot in the latter part of the 17th cen-

was created successively Baron Polwarth and
Marchmont but these titles became dor-

Iv.irl

of

m int

at the death of the third Earl in 1794.

;

moor; 260 are rich cultivated pasture;

The

of Baron Polwarth was adjudged by the house
o;"
peers to Hugh Scott of Harden in 1835; but the
other title, though claims to it have been urged and
tried, continues to \te dormant.
The Village of Polwarth stands on the road
between Greenlaw and Dnnse, about 3.J miles from
the former, and 4 from tlie latter. Its former houses
title

were sprinkled iiTCgularly, among old ti'ees, over a
space of gronnd called Polwarth-green but when
thtse became ruinous, the new ones were built
in a way of Ijctter arrangement and convenience.
;

A custom

prevailed for upwards of three hundred
to the commencement of the present
century, of celebrating every mamage by a dance
round two aged thorn-trees which stood near the
tune was early compo.sed in
centre of the green.
honour and aid of the custom, and called "Polwarth
on the green;' and, at various times, songs were
made in adaptation to it, among others, a well-

down

A

—

known one by Allan Ramsay, beginning
".At Polw.irth

the land 2

miles,

its

estimattnl value of raw produce in 1856, was £4.3^0.
400 are under wood; and 12 or 13 are moss. The
Real rental in 1856, £2.524 3s. 5d. The only landowner is Sir H. H. Campbell. Bart.; and a prominent
fciUnre in the landscjipe is Marchniont-house, his
residenc?. This mansion was built by the last Earl
of Marchmont, whose previous seat, Retlbraes-castle,
stood about 2(X) yards to the east. The parish is
t-i^vei-sed in* the road from Greenlaw to Danse.
Population in 1831, 238; in 1851, 331. Houses, 65.

yeii-s,

POl.ROAG, a cove, with good anchorage but
narrow entrance, adapted to only small craft, off
I»ch Carroy, on the Duirinish coast of the island
ofSkve.
POLTAIXOCH. See Kjlchrenas and Dlx-

POLTON-STREET,

POMONA.

010

If you'll

oil llie

meet

me

preen.

llie

moni."

or Maixlaxd. the chief and much
It occupies a
the largest of the Orkney islands.
somewhat central position in the Orcadian arcliipelago; but, on the whole, is situated southward of
that centre, and immediately north of Scalpa-Flow.
Its coasts are so very deeply, variously, and frequently indented by the sea, that an idea cannot
easily Ihj conveyed of its outline, or a close estimate
made of its extent. The western and main part of
it may, in a general view, be regarded as an elhpsoid,
whose longer axis extends north and south, and
measures 16 miles, and whose shorter axis, at right
angles with the foiui; r, measures 11 miles; and its
eastern part extends nearly due east, or east by
south, from the southern extremity of the ellipsoid,
and measures 11^ miles in length, and fn>m 1^ to
7i in breadth. But the entire island has probably
not more than 150 square miles of area. Safe barhours and places of anchorage occur at brief intervals round the whole coast; and are particularly

POMON.\,

good at Stromness, Kirkwall, Deer-sound, Holmsound, and Cairston. 'J'hat of Stromness especially
excels, in combined safety and commodiousness.
most harlx)urs in all the north of Scotland. The
western coasts are, in general, bold and precipitous,
and often rise np in mural cliffs, which are shivered
into detached pinnacles and masses, or perforated
by cavenis and natural arches. AVhen a storm approaches from the west, a sudden rolling of large

POOL.

and sullen waves usually announces it several hours
before it arrives; and. when it comes in contact
with tile country, it hurls enormous stones against
the cliffs, and makes such a bellowing in the
caverns as may be he ud at the distance of 18 miles.
Several fresh-water lakes, among which are those
of Stennis, Orphir, Birsay, Skaill, and Aikerness,
occur in the interior, and send off streams which
abound in various species of trout, and have considerable power for the driving of machinery.
But
as no spot is further than 4J miles from the sea,
and by far the larger part of the area is not moi-e
than 2 miles, rivers, and all their luxuries of salmon,
scenery, and varied vale, are necessarily unknowri.
The western district, though nowhere mountainous
or wildly upland, has a considerable extent of hill
and moor; and presents a much larger aggregate of
waste land than mi'.rht be anticipated from the comparative softness of its features.
Among the hills,
however, are some large fertile valleys, possessing
the double advantage of a sheltered position and a

loamy

soil.

PONIEL WATER.

Soe Douglas (The).
a village in the parish of Muckart, Perthshire.
It stands on the road from Clackmannan to
Perth, 2^ miles west of Crook-of-Devo)i. Popula179.
tion,
Houses, 49.
POOL-EWE. See Poli.ewk.
POOLTANTON. See Piltanton.
PORT. See MosTErrn (Pout of).
PORT- ALLAN, a creek and small landing-place
at the mouth of a burn which divides the parishes
of Sorbie and Whithorn, in Wigtonshire.
PORT-ALLEN, or Pow-op-Errol, a small harbour in the frith of Tay, 1 J mile south of the village
of Errol, in Perthshire.
It was formerly tlie scene
of considerable rural commerce, but is now in a

POOL,

dilapidated state.

PORT-ASKAIG.

See Askaig (Port).
a post-office village, 2^
miles north-north-west of Rothesa)% in the island of
Bute.
It consists chiefly of an edifioed terrace in
the form of the segment of a circle round the head
of Kaimes-bay ; and looks out upon all the brilliance
and beauty of the east end of the Kyles. Tiie
village has some good houses, presents a clean and
tidy aspect, and is a choice summer-retreat of
Its stated inhabitants
strangers for sea-bathing.
are maintained chiefly by herring-fishing, and possess about 25 boats.
Population, 326. Houses, 81.
See KAiMES-CASTi.E and Bute (North).
PORT-CHARLOTTE, a post-office village in the

PORT-BANNATYNE,

It
parish of Kilchoman, in Islay, Argyleshire.
stands on the west coast of Lochindaal, opposite
Laggan-point, and 16 miles south-west of PortIt has an inn, a distillery, and an IndeAskaig.
pendent chapel. Population about 400.
PORT-CORKRIE, a small bay on the west coast
of the parish of Kirkmaiden, 5| miles north-west
of the Mull of Galloway, in Wigtonshire.
PORT-CUMMINO. See Cumminoston.
PORT-DOWNIE, the basin at the west end of
the Union canal, in tiie parish of Falkirk, StirlingAcross the locks, in its vicinity, below
shire.
Port-Downie mill, is a magnificent viaduct of the

Edinburgh and Glasgow railway.
PORT-DUNDAS, a suburb of the north side of
the city of Glasgow, in Lamirksiiire. See Glasoow,
and Koktu and Clyde Canai,.

PORT-EASY,

a post-office fishing village, in the
It stands nearly 2
parish of Rathven, Banffshire.
miles east of Buckie, and has a population of alxuit
500. It was known as a fishing station in 1727,
but had then only 5 houses. About 30 large fishing-boats

now belong

PORT-GLASGOW.

620

to

it.

PORT-EDGAR, a small harbour on the frith of
Forth, in the parish of Dalmeny, Linlithgowshire.
It is situated f of a mile west of Queensferry, and
2 miles east of Hopetoun-house, and is noted as the
place at which George IV. embarked, in 1822, for
England.

•PORT-EGLINTON,

the

Glasgow and Johnstone

Glasgow terminus

of the

canal.

PORT-ELLON, or Pout-Eli-inor, a post-office
village and small sea-port, on the south-east coast
of Islay, 11 miles south-east of Bowmore, and
It is subdirectly opposite the island of Gigha.
stantially built, and has a neat inn, and a very
The village was commenced in
large distillery.
1824, and, in that year, had only one erection; but

A

now

it numbers between 150 and 200 houses.
bay, at the head of wiiich it stands, affords safe
anciiorage; and a commodious quay, on a rocky
promontory near the middle of the bay, was constructed in 1826, and improved in 1832, by Campbell of Islay.
The harbour has the important
l)enefit also of a lighthouse; and is visited by the

steamers which maintain a communication between

The inhabitants are employed
Islay and Glasgow.
The village rechiefly in fishing and agriculture.
ceived

its

Campbell

name
of

in

compliment

Islay.

to

Population,

Lady
904.

Ellinor

Houses,

184.

PORT-ELPHINSTON, a village on the northern
border of the parish of Kintore, in Aberdeenshire.
It stands adjacent to the town of Inverury, and is
included witliin the parliamentary boundaries of
that burgh.
It was formerly important from being
situated at the head of the Aberdeen canal; and
being still a convenient centre of trade, it has an
extensive goods' station for the Great North of ScotHere also are very extensive gniin
land railway.
mills and two saw-mills. The vilhige has a numerously attended subscription school, and a prosperous
new

Population, about 300.
See Keir.
PORT-FLOAT. See Float-Bay.
PORT-GILL. See Gill-Bay.
public library.

PORTERSTOWN.

PORT- GLASGOW,
burgh of

its

a parish, containing a royal
the north coast of Ren-

own name, on

It is bounded by the frith of Clyde, and
frewshire.
by the parishes of Kilmalcolm and Greenock. Its
length and its breadth are each about a mile.
tract about 300 yards broad along the coast is low
and flat and the part of this not occupied by tlie

A

;

town has long been disposed

in

gardens.

The

sur-

face behind the flat tract rises steeply in two successive ridges of hill to an altitude of about 400 feet,
and extends thence in a tableau of nearly the same,
The face of
altitude to the southern boundary.

the steep ascent is covered with wood and verdure,
and presents a beautiful appearance to persons sailing along the Clyde; and the crown of it commands
an extensive prospect, composed of nearly tiie same
features as the prospect seen from the lieights behind Greenock, and combining nearly all tiio elements of scenic brilliance in a manner equalled by
few places in Britain. The soil of the low tract
that of the
adjacent to the Clyde is very fertile, but
tableau is cold and barren. The bed of the Clyde
the
opposite tlie parish is about 2 miles broad, and
greater part of it is dry at low water. The only
noticeable edifice out of the town is Newark-castle,

which we have described in our article on Newark.
The Glasgow and Greenock railway traverses nil

the low tract of the parish; and is carried, in one
part of it, across the beach on an extensive viaduct;
and passes, in another part, through the southern
Population of the parish in
wing of the town.
Houses, 423. As1831, 5,192; in 1851, 7,017.

POKT-GLASGOW

Real rental of
>;s8ed property in 1843, £12.550.
the part within the burgh in 1856, £17.717.
This parish is in the presbytery of Greenock, and
synod of Glnsgow and Ayr. Patron, the Towncouncil of Glasgow. Stipend. £200, without a glebe
or any allowance for house and garden. The parish church was built in 1823. at a cost of £3,000.
and contains 1.200 sittings. There is also a quoad
sacra parish church, called tlie church of Newark,
and servin? for the eastern burghal part of the

quoad

civili;i

Newark.

See

parish.

There

is

a

Free church, with 950 sittings; and the amount of
s receipts in 1856 was £830 19s. ^1.
There are
'so a United Presbyterian church, with 750 sitings; a Reformed Presbyterian chureh. with 300
-ittings; an Episcopalian chapel, of commodious
-ze: and a Roman Catholic chapel, with 300 sittings.
The principal schools are the town school, with
English, writing, mathematics, Latin, and French
partraents the Free chnrch school, with English,
riting, and I-itin departments; and the new academy, with English and Latin departments. All
the tract now forming the parish of Port-Glasgow
was formerly included in the parish of Kilmalcolm
and it was constituted a separate parish in 1695.
PORT-GL.ASGOW, a post-town, a sea-port, and
a parliament.iry burgh, stands on the low level tract
of the parish of Port-Glasgow, contiguous to the
frith of Clyde, 2J miles east-south-east of Greenock,
and 20 west-north-west of Glasgow. It presents an
Its streets
aspect of much neatness and regularity.
;

'•

;

are straight, spacious, an 1 well-edificed ; and most of
them are disposed in lines parallel to one another, or
at right angles.

The

houses, for the most part, are

symmetrical, and unifoi-ni ; and they have a
light appearance either from the character of their
ma.sonry, or from being white-washed. The townhouse, together with court-hall and prison, forms a
fine range of bnildings, with a
tetrastyle Doric
portico, surmounted by a handsome spire, rising to
the height of 150 feet.
The cnstom-house is commodious. The parish church is a plain quadrangular pile, with a tasteful interior.
The Episcopalian
chapel is an elegant edifice, built in 1856. at a cost
of nearly £4.000, and endowed with a further sum of
£10,000. by Miss Stewart. The entire appearance of
the town, either as seen from the Clyde, or as seen
interiorly, is much superior to that of most Scottish
towns of its size. The environs also are lieautiful, and contain some elegant villas with pleasure
grounds.
The harbours of Port-Glasgow are of easy access,
very capacious, and completely sheltered. Two harbours on the west are substantially built, and have
ample quays and sheds, together with a grarine
lofty,

dock, originally built in 1762, and irapr«ved in re^
cent yeai-s at a great expense. Quays als<3 front the
Clyde for the accommodation of steamei-s ; and the
fair-way there, though much narrowed by the vicinity of skerries, is well indicated by bnoys and beaAn expanse on the east, which was origincons.
ally a bay. cilled the bay of Newark, and which

naturally possessed
purposes,
into a

much

was converted

in

adaptation to harbour
1834 and following years

wet dock of 12 acres

in area, at the cost of

about £40.000.

«wt

are
timber.

Along the shore and still further
ponds and spacious enclosures for receiving
The ship harbours are advantageously sit-

oated with reference to the deep water way of the
frith; and the wet dock has capacity to keep the
largest ship-going vessels always afloat.
Its customI'ort-Gla.sgow isan independent |)ort.
house relation extends, on the south side of the Clvde,
from the Greenock whale-fishery bnildings eastward
to

a place calkd Blantyre. at Bishopton-house

:

POHT-GLASGOW

G21

;

and

j

'

i

'

]

;

\

[

on the north side of the Clyde, from the point of the
hill of Ardniore eastwai-d to the west end of the hill
Its only considerable creek is Dumof Durabuck.
The local dues levied at it in 1852, exclusive
barton.
of those levied at Dumbarton,
The customs' duties levied at

amounted
it,

in the

to £2.846.

average

oi

thevearsl840-1844.amonntedto£99.317 andinthe
average of the years 1845-1849, to £141.178. The
tonnage belonging to it, in the average of the years
184<.»-1844, was 12,918; in the average of the yeare
;

1845-1849, 12.860; and in the year 1856, 4.449 in
49 sailing vessels, and 1,801 in 12 steam-vessels.
The trade of the port in the year 1855, with the small
exception of 267 tons inwards, was all done in British
ves.«els; and itcomprised,in the coasting department,
a tonnage of 5,371 inwards and 4,143 outwards,
and. in the foreign and colonial department, a tonnage of 38.543 inwai-ds and 40,937 outwards. The
coasting trade was at one time extensive; but the
great bulk of it was absorbed by Glasgow after the
deepening of the Clyde. More than one-half of the
present trade, exclusive of the coasting department,
about a fourth is
is with British North America
with the West Indies; and the remainder is with
the United States, the Mediterranean, and the East
A very prominent article of import, for a
Indies.
long period, has been North American timber, the
quantity of it in the year ranging from 16,000 to
30,000 tons. The articles of export, and the declared
valne of them, in the year 1851, were coals. £3,193;
cottons, £4.005; linens. £7.545; silks, £53, woollen, £2,192; fish. £36: habei-dashery and millinery.
£3,162; hardwares and cutlery, £500; iron and
steel, £1 1,647
machinery and mill-work, £233; ail

—

;

;

other articles, £23,244.
There are in Port-Glasgow extensive manufactures of ropes and sail-cloth, works for making chaincables, foundries for iron goods and anchors, a sugarrefinery, and building-yards for large sailing-vessels
and steamers. The town has offices of the Royal
Bank, the Union Bank, and the City of Glasgow
liank, nine insurance agencies, and six shipping
business agencies. A weekly market is held on
Friday, and an annual fair on the third Tuestlay of
July. The principal inns are the Black Ball and the
Buck's Head. Very frequent daily communication
is enjoyed by railway trains in transit between Greenock and Glasgow. There are in the town a pnblic
library, a female benevolent society, and some other
institutions.

Port-Glasgow was originally intended to be the
The authorities of that city,
sea-port of Glasgow.
in the latter part of the 17th centur\% desiderating
the extension of their commerce, and not dreaming
of such an elaborate process as the deepening of the
Clyde, resolved to form a harbour at some convenient point on the upper frith ; and with this view,
in 1668, they purchased 22 acres of the ground then
lying nnedificcd on the bay of Newark, and now occharter
cupied by the town of Port-Glasgow.
was obtained from the Crown erecting the place into
a free port and a burgh of barony. Rapid progress
was made. In 1710. Port-Glasgow was constituted
the principal custom-house port of the Clyde, and
soon afterward, the town expanded beyond its own
proper limits, and came into contact with the village
of Newark, then belonging as a burgh of barony to
Hamilton of Wishaw. Port-Glasgow thus became
two burghs of barony, subject to two different suIn order to remedy this inconvenience, and
periors.
at the same time to improve the place, there wag
passed, in 1775. an act of parliament, which gave it
a mnnicipalitv consisting of 13 councillors, tlierein
called trustees, including two Itailies, and which, at
the same time, made provision for supplying the

A

I

PORT-GORDON.

PORTMOAK.

C,22

town with

fresh water, for pAviiig, cleaning, and
streets, for erecting public markets,
for repairing the quays.
Tliese powers were

PORTLICIl, a village on the coast of tlie parish
of Kilmuir-Easter, Ross-shiie.
lis inhabitants in
former times were almost all fishers, but most of

3nl;»rge(l by a statute passed in 1803, which also
provided for the erection of a new court-house, a jail,
and other public buildings. By the burgh reform
act of 1833, the number of the council was reduced
to 9, consisting of a provost. 2 bailies, and 6 ordinary members. The jurisdiction is exercised by the
magistrates directly ; and in civil cases, it is unlimited in point of extent. A justice of peace court also
is held on every alternate Monday ; and there are
fourteen justices of peace resident in the town and its
neighbourhood. In 1833, tiie property of the burgh
had a value of £31,841
the debt amounted to
£26,925; the revenue was £1,889 and the expenditure was £2,520.
Since that time the revenue has
gradually increased, insomuch that in 1841 it was
£2,917, and in 185(3, £3,418.
Port-Glasgow unites
with Dumbarton, Renfrew, Kutherglen, and Kilmarnock, in sending a member to parliament. Constitu-

those of the present day are employed in various
kinds of trades. Population, 96. Houses, 24.
PORT-LOGAN, a post-office village and small
seaport on the west coast of the parish of Kirkmaiden, in Wigtonshire. It stands at the head of
Portnessock bay, 14 miles south of Stranraer. It is
a creek of the port of Stranraer; and the amount of
local dues levied at it is about £30
Its
a-year.
quay affords safe harbourage, but can be reached
at
some
states
of
the
tide.
only
Logan-house, in
the vicinity, is an interesting old mansion.
Population of the village, about 180.
POin'MAHOAIACK. a post-office village and
small seapoit within Tarbet-ness, in the parish of
It stands on the north side of
Tarbet, Ross-shire,
the long narrow peninsula which forms the south

watching the
a:i(l

;

;

185(5, 212.
ency
Population in
185"l, 6.986.
Houses, 418.

in

1841,6,973;

in

PORT-GORDON, a post-office village and small
It
seaport in the parish of Rathven, Banftshire.
stands 2^ miles soutli-west of Buckie, and 3^ eastsouth-east of the mouth of tlie Spey. A small brook
divides it into two parts,
Port-Gordon proper on
the east, and Port-'i'annacJiie on the west. The
place has a tolerably good harbour, and is a creek
of tlie port of Banff. The amount of local dues
It does copisiderlevied at it is about £290 a-year.

—

business in exporting grain, and in importing
salt and coals
and it has a iisliery which employs
about 7 large boats and 10 small ones. Population,
457.
PORT-GOWER. a neat fishing-village in the
parish of Loth, on the east coast of Sutherlandshire.
It stands on the road from Inverness to Wick, 2^
miles soutii-west of Helmsdale.
It is the site of
the parish school-house, and has a comfortable and
Most
of
the
inn.
agreeably situated
villagers are
active fishermen and others cultivate pendicles of
alile

;

;

land.

Population, 236.

PORT-tlOPETOUN,
end of the Union canal.

Houses, 40.
the basin at the Edinbuigh

See Edinbukgh.

PORTINCROSS.

See Kilbridk (West),
See Poia-PArracK.
PORT-KINGSTON. See Ki.ngston-Pokt.
POKT-KNOCKIE, a post-office village and large
fishing-station at the northern extremity of the
It stands lA mile
parish of Rathven, Banffshire.
east of Findochtie, If mile west-north-west "of
It was
Cullen, and 4J miles north-east of IJuckie.
commenced in 1677. It has about 70 large boats
and 27 small ones employed in fishing. A chapel
of ease, called Seafield-church, was built here by
subscription about the year 1840, and contains 450

PORTKALE.

A

was built here, and
a-year. by the Earl of Seafield.
The village, though politically within the parish of
Ratliven, is ecclesiastically within the parish of
Cullen, but was itself, together with a district
around it, temporaiily a quoad sacra parish. The
of this in 1841 was 1,085, and the popupopulation
lation of the village itself is about 8(J0.
POIITLETHEN. a fishir.g-village in the parish
sittings.

sehool-liouse also

endowed with £10

It stands
of Banchory-Devenick, Kincanlineshirc.
IJ mile south-south-west of Findon, and 8 miles
and
it
a station
has
of
Stonehaven
north-north-east
on the Aberdeen railway, 8 miles from Aberdeen,
Here is an Estahlishnient place of worship, which
contfiins 460 sittings, ami was constituted a quoad
sacra parish clnncli by the court of teinds in July
;

18.56.

Population,

2(35.

Houses, 51.

screen of the outer part of the Dornoch fi ith and is
south-west hy west of Taibet-ness, 11 miles eastnorth-east of Tain, and 15 miles north-east b}^ north
of Cromarty. It is a creek of the port of Inverness;
and the amount of local dues levied at it amounts
to about £55 a-year.
It has a pier 350 feet long in
;

line, and 70 feet more in deflected line,
erected at the expense of £3,168. Considevai)le trade
is done in the exportation of i'arm
produce; and a
herring fishery is carried on to an extent which enipiovs nearly 100 boats. Population, 479. Houses,

a direct

112.

PORT-MARY BAY, a creek in the parish of
Rerwick, Kirkcudbrightshire, 5 miles east of the
entrance of Kirkcudbiight-bay, 6 miles southeast of
the town of Kirkcudbright, and ]| mile south
Dundrennan abbey. It was Queen Maiy's place

of
of
vale

embarkation on her flight to England. The
leading to it from the abbey, her place of temporary refuge after the fight of Langside,

is

seques-

and beautiful. The margin of the creek is
overhung by rugged and precipitous clitls, which
impart to the scene an aspect of wildness and
tered

solemnity.

PORTMOAK,

a parish, containing the post-office
village of Kinnesswood and the village of ScotlandIt lies bewell, on the east side of Kinross-shirc.
tween Lochleven and Fifeshiie and is bounded by
the parishes of Cleish, Kinross, Orwell, Strathmiglo,
;

Falkland, Leslie, Kinglassie, Auehterderran, and
Ballingray. A farm belonging to it, and measuring
about 14(J acres, lies isolated within Kinglassie.
The main body consists of two distinct and almost
The larger section lies ad on the
dissevered parts.
east side of LocliI..even, is bounded along the south
by the river Leven, and measures, in extreme length.'
from north-north-west to south-sontli-east, 5 ndles,
and in extreme breadth 3^ miles. The smaller section lies principally along the south side of LochLeven, is connected with the former section by a
neck of only 3 furlongs at the mouth of the river
Leven, and measures, in extreme length, from westnorth-west to east-sou. h-e«st, 5 miles, and in mean
breadth about 6 or 7 furlongs. The superficial extent of the whole parish is about 6,404 Scottish
acres.
West Lomond-hill occupies a large part of
the area in the northeast; it rises in beautiful undulations on thenorfh-in)rth-east,and breaks precipitously down at the opposite end; it extends in a ridge
whose simimit-line is from 1^ mile to 2^ ndles distant from the east side of Loeh-Leven; and it attains
an extreme altitude of abo\it LOoO I'eet above sealevel, and, over a large part of its line braes, is subBenartie-hill, very similar in
ject to the plough,
configuration to the former height, and not much inferior to it in elevation, draws its sununit-line along
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the soutliera boundary, parallel to the south side of
I^och-Leveu, and at a disUuice of froni 4 J to 10 furThe part of the parish not occupied by these
longs.
heights and tiieir skirts, consists of narrow hanging
The whole surface is a rich
plains at their hase.
landscape of braes, crags, tine meadows, fertile fields,
and thriving plantations, reflecting their beautiful
features from the niirror of Loch-Leven.
Nearly all
the good screen-scenery of that fine lake, in fact, lies
Between
See Levex (Loch).
'thin Portnioak.
thirds and three-fourths of the whole area are
and
i!»le; about 300 acres are under plantation,
•>hablv the s.^me number are in meadow; and what
The soil of most
laiiis is nearly all hill-pasture.

and exceedingly
Limestone occui-s in great abundance, and
'juamed and burnt to the amount of about 4,000
t(>!!S of carbonate in the year.
Sandstone abounds,
the araiile grounds is light, early,
tile.

lut

is

not quarried.

Ironstone of excellent quality

were recently begun to be worked.
l)ious springs of pure water are numerous on the
i.och-Leven side of \N'est Lomond; and in one place,
near the village of Sootland-well, three, which are
situated within 400 yards of one another, emit as
much water as, with a suitable fall, would drive a
mill.
There are three principal landowners. The
estimated value of raw protluce in 1839 was £30,126.
1

also coal,

Assessed property in 1843. £8,468 4s. 3d.
The
is tnivei-sed by the branch railway and the
eastward roads from Kinri)ss. I'opnlation in 1831.
parish

1.554; in 1851, 1,550.

This parish
svnod of Fife.
Bjirt.
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Houses, 338.

the presbytery of Kinross, and
Patron, Sir Grahame Montgonjer%-.
UnStipend. £264 lis. 4tl.; glebe, £30.
is in

was first detached by the church courts from the
in 1849
parish of Kilchoman, and then reconstituted
The parish church is a
by the court of teinds.
parliamentary one, with the usual appurtenances
of a parliamentary church. There is also a Free
church preaching-station; and the amount raised in
ish

There
connexion with it in 1856 was £24 5s. 8d.
is an endowed school.
Population of the quoad
242.
Houses.
in
1841. 1.271.
sacra parish
PORTXAMURLOCH. See Oscar's Bay.
PORTNAUL. See Inchikxa.v.
mile broad at the
PORTNESSOCK. a bay,
entrance, an extending 1 mile inland, on the west
It is 9 miles
coast of Kirkmaiden, Wigtonshire.
See Poktdistant from the Mull of Galloway.

U

I

LoCiAX.

PORT-XOCKIE.

See Port-Kxockie.
a post-town and parliamentaiy
burgh, partly in the parish of South Leith. but
chietly in the parish of Duddirgston, Edinburghshire.
It stands on the coast of the frith of Forth,
and on the road from Edinburgh to Berwick, 2^
miles west-noith-west of Musselburgh. 2^ southeast by east of Leith, and 3 east of Edinburgh.
Previous to 1762 its site and the lands around it
were a n;oorish furzy waste, called the Figgatewhins, of no value whatever for any agricultural
purpose, and differing from a desert chiefly by the
presence of one human dwelling. But in that year,
they were let to a tenant at a rent equal to al)out
£11 sterling, and a few months afterwards, sold to
Baron Muir for about £1,500. Parts of them now
began to be feued or.t at £3 per acre and so early
as 1804. some portions were suli-fcued at a perpetual
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;

£40 per acre. Even the solitary human
which sat amid their original waste, and was
ish church
destined to give its name to the town, had a comThere is a Free church, with an attendance paratively recent origin, and still stands on the
tings.
of a!)ont 300; and the a-nount of its
south-west side of High-street nt-arly opposite Rereceipts in
18.56 was £105 1 s. 9d.
There is an United Presby- gent-street, an object of peculiar interest to the
terian church at Rilgedie, with an attendance of
'J'he
towns-j>eople, and of curiosity to strangers.
about 350. There are 3 non-parochial schools and building is an humble
cottage; it was used as an
2 small public libraries.
Andrew Winton the hostelry for foot-travellers on a road which led out
chronicler. John Douglas the first protestant Archfrom the Fishwives' causew.iy, across the whins tobishop of St. Andrews, and Michael Bruce the poet, ward Musselburgh; and, according to tradition, it
were natives of Portmoak; and the Rev. Ebenezer was built by a sailor, or marine, who had served
Erskine one of the founders of the Secession, was niider Admiral Vernon, in the South American exits minister during a numlier of the
years of his pedition of 1739, and was called by him Porto-Bello,
connexion with the Est;iblished church. A neat in memory of his having acted a part in the capture
monument to the memory of Mich el Bruce was of the town of that name in America. In 1765,
erected in 1842 in the churchvard of Portmoak.
Mr. William Jamie>-on. thefeuar under Baron Muir,
PORT-MONTErrH. See' Moxtkitii (Pokt of\ discovered near the Figgate-burn. a valuable bed of
PORTM( iNTGOMERY. See Portpatbick.
clay; and he erected on the banks of the stream,
POR TM(.)nE. See Enni-ESToxE and Kirkcolm. fii-st a brick and tile work, and afterwards an earthenPORTilURRAY. See Portpatrick.
ware manufactory.
These public works gave risn
PORTNACROISH. See Ballachli.ish.
to a small village, and co-oj)erated with other and
PORTXACUl.TER (River of), the former name subsequent works to swell the village into a small
of the Dornoch frith, on tlie
About the beginning of the century, the
bonndai-y between town.
Sntherlandshire and Ross-shire.
beauty of the be.ich, the fineness of its sands, and
PORTNACURR.\CH. See Ioxa.
its general eligibility as a bathing-place, began to
PORTNAFEARMX. See Coi.onsay.
draw the attention of the citizens of Edinburgh;
PORTNAHAVEX. a fishing-vilhige, and a quoad and thenceforth many neat dwelling-hou.ses and
sacra parish, at the south-west extremity of Islay.
numerous villas began to be built for the acconnt:oThe village is picturesquely situated in a sheltered dation of summer visitors,
converting the town into
»nd rocky nook of a tempestuous bay at the point of a fashionable
watering-place.
the peninsula of the Rinns, 24 milts south-west of
Portobello is but partially compact for some of
Port-Askaig. It consists of about 60 slated houses; its stieet-lines are not completely edifieed. and at
tnd is protected by an island across the entrance of least two in the
plan of it have not yet a house.
-he bay from the fierce winds and surges which l)eat
The whole, including both real and projected, foinis
n from the west.
On this island around which a belt along the margin of the beach 7 furlongs in
inariners are menaced with dangers inferior only to
length by from 200 to 350 yards in breadth, with
those of the passage round the north of the contione large and several smaller projections from the
nent a lighthouse was erected in 1825.
The principal
It stands
landward side into the interior.
in N. lat. .55" 24'; W.
street forms the edge of the belt, and extends from
long. 6° 29'; and is elevate!
150 feet alx>ve high water.
The quoad sacra par- north-west to south-east; bearing, over its northappropriated teinds, £87 17s. 4d.
fcilary.

£34

Schoolmasters

4s. 4^6., with about £25 fees.
The parwas built in 1840. and contains 850 sit-

rent of

alxxle

1

'

;

—

—

—
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PORTOBELLO.
west end, the name of High-street, and over the

re-

Tlie
maininpr part the name of Ahercorn-street.
two parts of the thoroughfare, though each straiglit
ill itself, are a
quarter-point or two from being on
a line with encli other; and both are spacious, and
extelid along tlie Edinburgli and Berwick road. The
Figgate-burn intersects the town near tlie northwest end; the only parts on the Leitli side of the
stream being a kind of strv-et of no great length
along the Fishwives' causeway, and an area of about
400 square yards disposed in partially ediliced
thoroughfares. Tlie principal street-line south-east
of the burn sends off at brief intervals, and generally
at right angles, alle3's and streets to the beach.
These are 12 or 13 in number; those on the northwest are narrow, and belong to tlie early periods of
the town's existence; and those in tlie middle district, and toward the south-east, become increasingly
elegant, and at the same time increasingly unedificed,
or streets in futurum. as the distance recedes from

the burn.
ular order

—

'J'he

them

mentioning
— bearprincipal
the names of 1'ower,

in regBath, Re-

gent, Wellington, Melville, IMtt. John, James, and
Hamilton streets. The centre of the town, or what
in old times would have lieen called the cross, is a
point at which the principal thoroughfare is divided
into its two parts, and whence Bath-street goes off
to the sea, and a spacious beautiful street called
Brighton-street runs 400 yards to the south-west.
Brighton-street is crossed near its head by an elegant imitation of the frequent street-refinements
of Edinburgh,
a crescent bearing the name of
Brighton, and presenting its front or concavity toward the sea. So formidable an array of street-lines,
disposed over so great a space, would seem to indicate no small magnitude of town, and a very considerable amount of population.
But much of its

—

area

is

open ground,

much
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is

occupied by garden-

—

liall.
The places of worship
which are, an Establishment church, a Free church,
an United Presbyterian church, an Episcopalian
chapel, a Congregational chapel, and a IJoman

large elegant public

—

Catholic chapel
are all substantial buildings, several of them
neat; and the Episcopalian chapel, situated in an open space south of Abercorn-street,
shows well for having a good site. Lodgings of every
variety, and accommodations of all sorts usual at
such places, exist for the use of sea bathers, and all
classes of summer residents and visitors.
Many of
the private houses are the homes of capitalists and
annuit^ints who have adopted Portobello as their
constant retreat, and who people it in sufficient
numbers to give its resident or uiisliiftiiig population a tone of selectness and elegance.
In winter,
the town is far from having the forsaken aspect

which pervades a mere sea-bathing station and in
summer, it has an animation and a gaiety superior
to any other sea-bathing station on the east coast of
Scotland.
Its nearness to Edinburgh, its facilities
of communication with all Mid-Lotiiian, the beauty
of its environs, the near neighbourhood to it of many
pleasant promenades, and the breadth and brilliance
of the scenery around it, from Arthur's seat to North
Berwick-law and to Fifeshire, combine with its
interior advantages to render it a place of no com;

mon

'I'lie sea-beach
attraction.
contiguous to it
also is remarkably fine bathing-ground, comprising

sands smoother than a pavement, nearly half-a-inile
broad at low water, and provided at all times with
In 1822, George IV.
wheeled bathing-machines.
reviewed on these sands a large body of yeomencavalry and such of the Highland clans as had as-

sembled

to

welcome

his visit to Scotland.

Portobello, in spite of its name, is no sea-port,
and neither has, nor probably ever will have, any
seaward trade. A small harbour was constructed
at the mouth of the F'iggate-burn, h}- Mr. Jamitson,

much is rather a
sprinkling of houses separately produced by in- soon after his discovery of the clay-bed but it never
dividual taste or caprice, than a collection of edifices was of much use except for boats, and is now ruinsuch as might adupon any preconcerted plan. Yet most of the newer ous; nor could another harbour,
are mit vessels of small burden, be constructed without
parts, or parts built since about the year 1815,
of the town,
The
manufactories
comparatively regular both in their street-lines and heavy expense.
in tiieir houses, and promise to combine with future however, are of some importance, and comprise exextensions to render Portobello one of the neatest, tensive potteries, brick and tile works, glass works,
The
or even one of the most elegant, second-rate pro- the workshops of artizans, and a paper-mill.
The extensive town has a branch of the Royal Bank. Tlie North
vincial towns in Great Britain.
brick -work which figured so prominently in the British railway passes through the landward outstation at the iiead of Biigiitonorigination of the town, has contributed much to skirts, and has a
communication.
disfigure it by tempting the construction of many street, affording frequent daily
town to
But. over by much the Omnibuses also ply from the centre of the
of tlie houses with bricks.
times a-day; and others arc in
greater part of the area, the building material is the Edinburgh many
same beautiful light-coloured sandstone which gives transit to and from Musselburgh. In 1839, a valuout from the
so pervading a charm to the architecture of the able oyster-bed was discovered direct
sands. The town is governed by a provost, two
metropolis; and, as the brick edifices decay, it will
and six councillors. Its police affairs are
probably he used for the houses which succeed them, bailies,
There are a
and be allowed the universal adoption it deserves.
regulated by an act passed in 18.">0.
The public buildings of the town hardly cor- gas- work and water- works, and measures are in
But the
witii its im- progress toward a thorough drainage.
respond, in either numbers or elegance,
town lias no public jnoperty or corporate revenue.
is a ruinous tower
Tlie
most
curious
portance.
a
which overlooks the beach, and is situated a little It unites with Leith and Musselburgh in sending
This is a member to parliament. Constituency in 18r)C. 306.
south-east of tlie foot of Tower-street.
in 1856-7,^:17,452.
fantastic pile, built by an eccentric gentleman, who Annual value of real property
was one of the earliest siibfeuars under Mr. Jamie- Population in 1831, 3,170; in i851, 3,497. Ilouset,
section in
Bon.
I'opulation of the Duddingston
Antique carved stones appear in the cornices ,581.
and the windows, and are alleged to have belonged 1851,3.435. Houses, 568.
plots

or

villa

enclosures, and

;

and partly to the
partly to the cross of Edinburgh,
Andrews. An
dilapidated ccclrsiastical piles of St.
excellent suite of hot and cold salt-water baths was
erected in 1806, at tlie cost of Jt;4,00l> and overlooks
the beaidi Iwtween the foot of Bath-street and that
An edifice at the liead of Bath
of Regent-street.
;

treet was once an assembly-room, but
inn.

A

proposal

i«

is

now an

at present a-lbot for erecting a

PORT-OP-ALLAN.

See

PC)RT-OF-M()NTEITH.

Allan (Port
See

of).

Mome.tm {Pom

of).

PORT-PATIvICK,

a parish, containing the post-

town of Portpatrick, and part of the

post-oflice vil

of Wigtonshiro.
lage of Loehans. on the west coast
It is bounded by the Irish channel, and by the par
ishes of

LeswaU, Inch, and Stoneykirk.

Its lengtl^

PORT-PATRICK.

westward is 4J miles; its greatest breadth is 4
miles; and its area is abont 16 square miles. Tiie
coast for about a mile on the north extends nearly
due north and south, but elsewhere wends to the
south-east.
Over its whole extent, it is bold, rock v.
and dangerous to navigation, presenting a line of
natural rampart, internipted only by four or five
little bays, and comprising a series of cliffs and
shelving rooks pierced with caves, toni with fissures,
or notched witli protuberances, and rising, in many
instances, to the altitude of from 100 to 130 feet.
The little bays have the capacity of mere creeks,
yet possess pleasant features, and. in a certain decree, or in given winds, afford safe entrance and
shelter to vessels.
Killantringan bav touches, or
partly forms, the northern boundary; Portkale and
Portmurray, the next bay and a twin one, are If mile
to the south; and Port-Patrick and Castle bays are
">=pectively If and 1 mile from the southern lioundPortrauiTay, though separated from Portkale
only a slender promontory, has a l)each entirely
its composition being of the fine soft
different.
sand of freestone, while that of the others' beach is
the grit and small boulders of primitive rock.
A
glen which comes down to the head of Portmtirray.
and brings to the sea the silvery waters of a brook,

—

pronounced by the writer of the New Statistical
Account, "the most picturesque in Galloway;" its
stream making "a veiy pretty wild waterfall," and
" verv
its sides being traversed by walks which are
tastefully cut, and connect the two bays with the
present mansion-house of Dunskey, situated alx>ut a
mile distant on the height." Tlie interior of the
parish is all elevated, and attains its greatest altitude alx>ut 3 miles from the const.
The surface
is

is either
hilly or irregularly undulated, exhibiting
scarcely any level ground except in a few small
tracts of peat moss.
Most of the slopes are gradual,
but a few are too steep to permit th*- traction of the
and
plough,
many, especi-illy the loftier ones, are
flecked or jagged with bare rock.
Most of the hills
are tabular, but a few are cupolar or conical.
The
loftier ones are called the fells of the farms to which
they severally belong; and the loftiest of all. Caimpat. is the highest ground in the Rhinns of Galloway,
and commands a vcrj- extensive and diversified
See Cairxpat. The prevailing rocks are
prospect.
greywacke slate, and alum slate ; the
freywacke.
rst of which is quamed as a
building material.
The soil is almost everywhere moorish or mossv ;
where
it
has
a brown mould.
cultivated,
become
and,
or a blackish moss, streaked or interworked with a
marly clay, taken up by the plough from the sul>Boil.
Mosses abound, and, even on the hill tops,
are frequently 6 or 7 feet deep.
Nearly two-thirds
of the whole area are in a higher or lower sense
arable
about one-third is waste or pastoral and
about 300 acres are under plantation. The estimated
value
of raw produce in 1S38 was £9,250.
jrearly
As,sessed property in 1843. £3,184 18s. 2d.
The
pnncipal antiquity is Dunskey castle, the ancient
teat of the family of Blair, but now a ruin.
It
Stands on the brink of a giddy precipice, at the head
of Castle bay; it w.as anciently secured, on the land
de, by a ditch and drawbridge; and. previous to
the invention of artillery, it must have been imIn its vicinity are a streamlet and a
pregnable.
Cave which were long esteemed, even down to a
eomparatively recent period, to possess some magic
properties of healing.
Popnlation of the parish in
1831, 2.239: in 18.51. 1.963.
Houses. 280.
This parish is in the presbytery of Stranraer, and
Patron. Blair of Dunskev.
sjmod of Gallowav.
;

;

Schoolmaster's
Stipend. £15,S 6s. 8d.; glelie, £50.
ilary. £30. with about £25 fees. Tlie parish chureh
TI.
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built in 1842, and contains 800 sittings. There
a Fiee chureh. with an attendance of 220; and
the amount of" its receipts in 1856 was £101 4s. 8^.
There are several non-parochial schools, and a parochial library.
St. Patrick is alleged, in one of the
monstrous legends of the dark ages, to have crossed
from Ireland to the haven of Port-Patrick in a single
stride; and he was adopted by the ancient Christian
or Roman Catholic natives as the tutelary of the

was

is

Hence the name Port-Patrick. A chapel
place.
dedicated to St. Patrick, and called Chapel-Patrick,
tormerly stood either on the site of the original parish church or near it. The barony of Portree, within
which were the village and haven of Port-Patrick,
Ijelonged anciently to the family of Adair of Kilhilt;
and, at the end of James VI. 's reign, it passed to
Hugh Montgomery. Viscount of Airds, in the comity
of Down and. for a considerable period, it remained
in his family. Lord Montgomery speedily obtained
the erection of the village into a burgh-of-barony,
and imposed on it the name of Port- Montgomery,
a name which it lor some time wore. Hitherto
ail the lands which constitute the present parish
had belonged to the parish of Inch, and were called
the Black Quarter of Inch.
But, in 1628. a charter,
granted by Charles I., detached them I'onsisting of
from that parish.
Portree, Kilhilt. and Sorbies
erected them into a separate parochial jurisdiction.
ordained that a church which was then in the
course of erection in the burgh-of-barony should be
the parish-church, and constituted the church a
rectory under the patronage of the lord of the
manor; and another charter, which was dated two
years later, and which suppressed the abbey of Saulseat, granted as endowment for the new parish the
unappropriated revenues of the parish churches of
Saulseat and Kirkmaiden, which had belonged to
the abbey.
nie Towx of Pokt-Pateick is a small seaport,
situated near the middle of the coast of the parish
of Port-Patrick. 6^ miles south-west of Stranraer,
34J west of Wigton. 56^ south-south-west of Ayr,
75 west-south-west of Dumfries, 90J south-southwest of Gla.sgow, and 131^ south-west of Edinburgh.
It stands directly opposite the Irish port of Donaghadee, at the distance of only 21 miles ; and the
navigation across is free from every obstruction of
ground, or particular exposure to winds. The site
of the town is peculiar.
cune of high ground,
composed of soil-clad hills in the landward parts and
of bold naked cliffs toward the sea, sweeps so completely round it, or sends the cliffy ends so far past
it in abutments upon the sea, that not a
peep of the
outer world can be obtained, except ri>;ht forward
across the channel to the coast of Ireland.
The
declivities of the semicircle or amphitheatre are,
at the sides of the little enclosed bay. steep and
impracticable; and, even behind the town, except
where a streamlet has cleft them into a clengli and
ploughed down a path for the highway, they are
suflSciently rapid to give the whole enclosed space
the appearance of a large quarry, or the half of a
huge bowl. Neither by land nor northward or
southward by the sea, is the town seen till it is al;

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

most entered; and from either position, especially
from the latter, it has an aspect of dreariness and ot
remark.able seclusion which make a stranger from
either the gay city, or the broad and bounding landscape, recoil from the idea of its ever becoming his
home. Yet. though the nest in which it sits is almost as bare of embellishment as the bald head of
hill of the hardest primitive rock, it basks in a
south-westerly exposure, and during high winds
from most points of the compass, is enviably snug
Most of the houses are of recent date; and all are

a

i R
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built of the <?reywac,ke of the adjacent rocks.
'J'he
newest ami principal stieet is about 350 yards in

commences near the centre

of the l)asin
lenj^th;
at the harbour, runs up towai-d the gorge or incision
in the hill-screen, and carries out the road to Stranraer; and it has on its south side, the manse, the
it
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church, and the burying-ground. The street next
in importance is ])isected by the former nearly in
the middle, has a slight curvature in its direction,
and overlooks the haibour. Some smaller streets
lie behind these.
The harbour of Port-Patrick lies open to winds
which blow about eight months in the year, and is
exposed to a swell, which sometimes rolls into it
with great violence. It was long a mere natural
inlet, without any projecting elbow or sheltered recess; and the vessels which frequented it required
to be of flat-bottomed construction, and were drawn
a-ground and re-launched at every voyage. But a
pier of a kind then thought to be one of the finest
in Britain, was built at it; and before 1790 a reflecting lighthouse was erected to correspond with one
previously existing on the opposite coast at l)onaghadee. In 1821 an artificial harbour on a grand
Its form is
scale was begun to be constructed.
nearly that of a horse-shoe the sides running out
into piers, which slightly curve toward each other,
and according to the plan have jetties near their
extremities, and approach there within 180 feet of
each other. On one side of the enclosed basin the
old pier of 1774 projects inward on a line nearer the
land than the centre of the basin; and on the other
side is a large rock or skerry rising above the surface of the water, and pirtially protecting the space
within from the wind and swell at the entrance.
The harlwnr i« thns divided into an outer and an
inner harbour; and the passage from the former to
the latter, between the old pier and the skerry, has
a width of 105 feet. Tiie dimensions of the entire
harbour, outer and iinier, are about 710 feet by 495
feet.
The depth of the outer harbour is from 4 feet
to 20 feet at low water spring tides; and that of the
inner harbour is on tlie average about 6 J feet; but
that over a bank in the passage between them is
.

;

only 2^ feet at low water spring tides. The parapets of the new piers are formed of large blocks of
grey limestone from Wales; and ttiat of the .southern one terminates in a semicircular sweep, within
which rises a handsome lighthouse of the same
The construction of
material, and 46 feet high.
the works was carried on till they were nearly comwith
the
of
the
north pier-liead and
phite,
exception
jetty; and it was then relinquished in consequence
of doubts and discussions respecting the suitableness
of Port- Patrick as a packet-station to Ireland. Hut in
184.3 some improvements were added and in August
1856, a minute was issued by the government to the
effect that, if railways shall be formed to connect
Port-Patrick with Glasgow and Dumfries, and to
connect Donaghadee with Jk-lfast, and if a steamboat service suitable for paBsengers and mails shall
be established by connnercial adventure, without any
other public aid than a reasonable charge for carrying the mails, the government will complete previous improvements or form such new ones, both
at Port-Patrick and at Donaghadee, as may be
necessary to render the harbours entirely safe and
The amount already exjx'ndcd on the harDur-works of Port-Patrick since 1821 is aiwut
Eool.
£200.000.
I'ort-Patrick. lx)th as a seH|)ort and as a town,
owes nearly all its importance to its commanding
the shortest communic^ation from Britain to Ireland.
A weekly mail across the channel was established
at it in H>t)2; some trade with Ireland resulted from
;

the formation of the pier in 1774; and a great increase of business arose from the constructing of tlie
new haibour and the employment of steamers. It
now for some time was an important mart for the
exchange of linens, horses, cattle, and lime from
Ireland, for the cotton goods of Glasgow and Manchester, and for the coals of Ayrshire.
Something
was done also in ship-building, and in the small
trades dependent on the general business of the
But the establishment of the direct mail comport.
munication between the Clyde and Belfast did PortPatrick severe damage, reducing it suddenh' to
insignificance; and now its best circumstance is
the simple hope of becoming once more the
throughlet of the speediest communication between all Scotland and the north of Ireland.
A line of electric
telegraph, from Port-Patrick to Donaghadee, was
laid across the channel on the 23d of
May, 1853.
A branch of the City of Glasgow bank was established
in the town in 1857.
Poit-Patrick was at one time
noted for irregular marriages, serving in a small
for
lovers
from Ireland as Gretna has
way
fugitive
so largely done for those from the west of England.
dreadful shipwreck of a Glasgow and Liverpool
steanK'r, the Orion, occurred, a few years ago, in fine
weather, with the effect of the loss of many lives,
about J of a mile north of Port-Patrick. The town
of Port- Patrick was erected, in the first half of the
17th centurj', into a burgh-of- barony but its charter
has been little more than a dead letter. Po])ulation

A

;

in 1841, 996; in 1851, 1,038.

Houses. 124.

PORTKACKFOKD. See Dumfiues.
PORTKAMSAY. See LisiMohe.
PORTREH.

a

])arish,

containing a post-town of

its

own name,

It

comprehends the islands of Rasay and Rona, and

in the

Skye

district of invei'uess-shire.

a large district on the east coast of Skye.
Its
greatest length, measured from north-north-west to
south-south-east along Skye, is nearly 18 miles, but
measured from north to south along Rona and Rasay,
is 20 miles; its greatest breadth, including the ferry
to Rasay, is about 12 miles; and its superficial extent has been estimated at 41,900 acres. The islands
of Rasay and Rona will be separately described.
The coast of Skj'e district is bounded by the sound
of Rasay, and by the parishes of Strath, Bracadale,
aiul Snizort.
It is a very slender oblong, quite
serrated in its outline or. the east by frequent indentations of the sea, and possessing a mean breadth
of not more than 3 miles.
The principal baj's are
Loch-Portree, 5J miles from the northern extremitj';
Lt)ch-Sligichan, 7 miles farther south ; and LochInord, at the southern extremitj'; and each of these
is from 2i to .3;^ miles in length.
The coast, at the
head of the lochs, and in a few other jilaccs, is low,
and terminates in a sandy, silty, or clayey beach;
but. in general, it is bold and picturesque; and, occasionally, it becomes soaring, stupendously nmral,
and not a little sublime. The cliffs, toward the
mouth of Eoch-Portree, in particular, are singularly
imposing, and form the commencement of a most
magnificent range of coast-scenery, which stretche*
along all the north of the parish, and away to near
tin; extremity of Snizort.
The cliffs on the north
side of the loch exhibit one specimen which closely
resembles Salisbury-crags at Edinburgh; but they,
at the same time, present much variety of foiin, and
rise

emuhnislv

aloft, cliff

behind

cliff',

crag beyond

crag, stupendous in height and impressive in their
grandeur. A very steen declivity of about J of «
mile in length on the sides of these vast rocks overhangs precipices which fall sheer down to the sen,
and is powdered over with blocks and masses which
have fallen from the cliff's above yet. on accouni
of the excellence of its pMsture, and in spite ol
;

,
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occasional loss by a fall from its seaward edce,
every siiinmer used as grazing ground for milk
cows. At the head of Loch-Portree rises the monarch-mountain of rhe parish, called Ait-Suidhe-Thuin.
ail

is

ir

Fingal's

sitting-place;

according to

because,

was accustomed, from a green
summit, to survey and direct the

rradition, that hero
iiillock

chase,

on
it

its

rises at first

with an easy and gentle

ascent, but becomes steep as it appronches the top;
it at ains an altitude of more than 2.000 feet above
-e-i-Ievel. and commands a view of nearly all the
vest const of Hoss-sliire. of the greater part of the
^.vve and Long-Island groups of th-i Hebrides, and

multitudinous and picturesque forkings and disseverments of the Deucaledonian sea and, over all
its surface, with the exception of brown and rocky
acclivities toward its summit, it is eitlier finely pastoral or covered with crops, and is distributed into a
On the east side of Loch-Portree
variety of farms.
rises lien dean aval g,
the hill of defence,' nearly
equal to the former mountain in altitude, and capped,
like it. with a green hillock.
This height is so remarkable in form as to be a sare landmark to marin•?is; it is perforated in its seaward base with cavenis.
.vhich the tides wash, and where wild pigeons and
-•'a-l'owl nestle; and. athwart its rapid declivities,
<jt"

;

'

vliich overhang the sea. are numerous conical rocks,
green or heathy on their tops, and interspersed with
A range of hills of
pastoral hollows and ravines.
various heights and forms runs from north to south
ilong the whole interior Ixjundary of the parish and
;

range, quite parallel to it, and broken only
the principal inlets of the sea, runs from end
end along the const. These ranges enclose between them a long glen, or concatenated series of
vales, traversed by streams which run at right angles
to t!ie head of the lochs; and with very unimportant
exceptions, they are covered with rich verdure from
base to summit, and abounding in rills and rivulets,
each with its tiny dell or ravine, they combine, with
the windings of the long glen, the sweeps of the
marine lochs, and the variety and grandeur of the
const, to exhibit a profusion of picturesque landscape.
Wood, however, is exceedingly scarce, and does not
seem to thrive either as coppice or as pl.-mtation.
Of several fresh-water lakes, the most considerable
are Loch-Fad and Loch-Lea then, each probably
about two miles in circumference, and both stored
with fish, very higlily situated, and quite romantic
in their scenery.
A streamlet from L(jch-Leathen
falls sheer over an extraordinarily high precipice,
and forms a cascade which, though but a toy in
bulk of water,
as seen fioin the sea below,
appears,
to be singularly beautiful and grand.
very hard
iijotlier

i<y

to

A

is

for

mill-stones; sandstone

is

granite
quarried
quarried as building material ; liinestone abounds
and coal exists, but in too thin and limited seams to
be profitably worked. The soil is principally a wet
gravel, occasionally a spouty moss; and everywhere
It is
naturally infertilo. The arable land bears a
pitiful proportion to the pastures and moorlands.
The only landowners are Lord Macdonald and Macleod of Piasay. Many of the inhabitants are dependent mainly on the herring-fishery. The principal
antiquities are two circular dunes, which look to be
very old, and the ruins of a Roman Catholic ch.npel,
sarrounded by a deserted burving-ground. Popnlation in 1831, 3.441; in 1851. "3,557.
Houses, 611.
Assessed property in 1843, £3.195 9s. 3d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Skye, and synod
of Glenelg.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £157
138. 4d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34
glebe. £11.
4«. 4jd., with £5 fees, and £4 other emoluments.
The parisli church was built about the year 1820,
and contains about 800 sittings. There is a nii.ssion
;

;
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under the committee of the royal Iwunty for Rasay
and Rona. There is a Free church of Portree, wi'h
an attendance of about 300; and the amount of its
There is also
receipts in 1856 was £261 18s. lid.
a Flee church of Kasay; and the amount of its reTiiere is likewise
ceipts in 1856 was £61 8s. 3d.
There
at Portree an United Presbyterian mission.
is a Free church school at Portree; but the means
of education generally are much below the wants of

The territory comprised in the parthe population.
was anciently included in Snizoi-t and Kilmuir,
and was made a separate erection in 1726.
The Town of Portkee is a post-town, a sea-port,
and the capital of the Skye group of the Hebrides.
It stands at the head of Loch-Portree. a little inward
from the shore, on the face of a steep wooded acclivity. 25 miles from Broadford, 28 from Diinvegan,
ish

80 fiom Tol)emiory. 110 from Oban, and variously
110. 113J. 131i. by different routes, from Inverness.
Its name means in Gaelic •the King's harbour.' and
by some is supposed to have originated so far bick
as the 13th century, when Haco. King of Norway,
sailed into the loch with the remains of his wrecked
fleet after the Imttle of Ivirgs, but by others is believed to have arisen only in the reign of James V.,
when that monarch lay some time at anchor in the
A high octaloch, on his voyage round Scotland.
gonal tower erected, in 1834. on the tongue of a
rocky promontory which intrudes upon the loch,

a fine prospect. The enclosures and
thriving plantations around the residence of Lord
Macdonald's commissioner, in the immediate viciThe town
nity of the town, are a pleasant feature.
is of small size, such as would entitle it almost anya
where else to be called merely village; but it acquires dignity from its position as the metropolis of
Skye, and has of late years increased much in inThe parish church is a neat
trinsic importance.
and pleasant structure, overlooking the sea. The
jail is a sufficient edifice, and attached to it is a
court-room, in which a slierifTs coitrt. both for ordinary causes and for small debts, is held every FriThere are also an elegant
day during session.
comfortable inn, an office of the National bank, an
oflice of the North of Scotland bank, a national security savings' bank, and three insurance agencies.
Fairs are held on the last Tuesday of May, and on
the third Tuesday of August. Comnumicatioii is
maintained twice a-week by steamer with Stonioway and Glasgow. The loch in front of the town
is a fine natural harbour, completely landlocked,
capacious enough to accommodate several hundiecl

commnnds

and possessing good anchorage on a fast clayey
The quay, at the head of it. has no great
depth of water at ebb-tide, but is washed b_v a very
sail,

bottom.

The principal exports are cattle,
sheep, wool, herrings, pickled salmon, and dried

high flood-tide.
cod and ling.

PORTSBURGH.

See

EmxBURfm.

PORT-SEATON.

a conjoint villnge with Cockenzie, on the const of the parish of Tranent in HadIt forms the eastern part of the condingtonshire.
It has its name from the ancient prejoint village.
dominance of the noble family of Seaton in its neighboiuhood.
It had twelve salt-pans so long ago as
the former part of the 17th century; and it now
shares in the fisheries and small commerce of Cockenzie, and has a linseed-oil and rape-cake manuSec Cockexzie and
factoiy.
Population, 270.

Seaton.

POR'l'-SKERRY. a small

bay. and a fi.shing vil-

The
lage, in the parish of Reay. Suthcrlandshin-.
bay is the estuary of the river Halladale; and the
of
stands
at
head
15
miles
the
it,
west-southvillage
west of Thurso, and 16 cast by north of the entrance

PORTSOY

Hero lire considerable herof the Kyle of Tonpae.
Population, 371.
ring aiui salmon iislieries
POKT-SONNOCHAN. See Awe (Loch).
PORTSOY, a market and post-town, a seaport,
and a burgh-of-barony, in the parish of Foi-dyce,
Banifshire. It stands on a point of land, on tiie
west side of the little estuary of the rivulet Durn,
6^ miles east of Culleu, 8 west of Banff, 18 eastnorth-east of Fochabei-s, 80 east-north-east of InTiie town is
verness, and 178 north of Edinburgh.
irregularly built, but has interesting features, and
commands attention for both its antiquity and its
trade.
Its most conspicuous building is a neat
Episcopalian chapel, built in 18-11; but it contains
also a chapel of ease, a Free church, a Roman Catiiolic cliapel, a Congregational chapel, and a subThe town is famous for a very
scription school.
beautiful marble, and several other rare and curious
minerals, found in its vicinity, and exported from its
harbour. The marble, properly not limestone but
serpentine, occurs in large veins, and is commonly
known as Portsoy marble. It is a beautiful nii.xture
of red, green, and white, and is wrought into teacups, vases, and various small ornaments; but is too
hard and brittle to be wi'ought into chimney-pieces.
The other principMl minerals are some singular specimens of micaceous schist; a species of asbestos, of
a greenish colour, whicli has been wrought into incombustible cloth and a remarkable granite of a
flesh colour, which is not known to occur elsewhere
in the world, except in Arabia.
This granite contains a large proportion of felspar, and shows a brillike
when
the
Labrador
viewed in a parliancy
spar;
ticular light, it shows a purple and bluish tint; and
when polished, it exhibits figures resembling in outline the Arabic alphabetic characters.
The harbour of Portsoy is small but safe, and accommodates vessels of upwards of 200 tons burden.
new harbour, one of the safest and most connnodious on the coast, was built, in the years 1825-8,
at great expense, by the Earl of Seafield, but was
destroyed by storms in January, 1839. Portsoy is
a creek of the port of Banff. The amount of local
dues levied at it in 1852 was £335. Upwards of 20
;

A

vessels, ofaggregately about 1,890 tons, belong to it;
and about ten or eleven foreign vessels, chiefly from
the Baltic, annually visit it. Tiie chief imports are
coals coastwise and bones from the Baltic ; and the
chief exports are grain and herrings. The herring
fishery employs about ten boats and forty men be-

longing

to

the town, besides

many more belonging

to the adjacent districts.
The principal manufactories are a small rope-work, a bone-mill, and a sawmill.
There were formerly a small distillery and

manufactures of thread, fine linen, and woollen,
together with flax-dressing and bleaching; but these
are now extinct.
The town has ottiees of the Union
bank and the North of Scotland bank. I'ublic communication is enjoyed by coaches in transit between
Banff and Cullen.
A railway from the Grange
station of the Great North of Scotland railway to
Portsoy and Banff was contracted for in the end of
December 185G. It will be about 18 miles in length,
and is estimated to cost £3,200 per mile, exclusive of
the cost of the rail-iron.
J'ortsoy was made a iturgh
of barony by charter from Queen Mary in 1550, and
received a ratification of its charter fiom parliament
Its superior is the Earl of Seafiehl.
in 1581.
It
has no burgh prop<!rtv or revenue. Population in
1841, 1.720; in 1851, 2.002.

Houses, 431.

I'OKT-TANNAClllE. See I'oKr-Goituo.v.
POirrUISGEN. See Kilklskukn.

POUT-WIIAPPLE,
i?orliic.

POW
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pression of smuggling. The harbour, though small,
On all sides
is safe, and sufHciently connnodious.
but the south, it is well-shelt red by the land; on
the south, it is defended by an artificial rampait or
strong wall; and it easily admits vessels of 200 tons
burden. About a dozen vessels belong to it of aggregately about 750 tons burden. The local dues
'J'he
levied at it amount to about £120 in the year.
principal trade consists in the exj)ortation of agrihas
'i'lie village
an
cultural produce to England,

United Presbyterian church, with about 300 sittings.
Population, 634. Houses, 90.
I'OKT-WYMSS, a village in the neighbourhood
of Portnahaven, parish of Kilchoujan, island of Islay,
It is of recent oiigin, and is partly a
Argyleshire.
fishing, partly an agricultural village.
PORT-YARROf'K, a small bay in the parish of
Whithorn, 1^ mile north of Isle-of-Wbithorn, Wig-

tonshire.

the seat of Sir Archibald Alison, Bart
the Barony parish of Glasgow, I^anarkshire. It
stands near the road from Glasgow to Baldernock,
al)Out a mile north-east of the outskirts of the city.
It is a large but plain edifice; and the grounds
around it are finely wooded, and, in spite of their
nearness to the city, have a quiet secluded aspect.
I'OT (The), a small brook running to the Cromarty frith, on the boundary between the paiishes
of Nigg and Logie-Easter, in Ross-shire.
POT (The), Dumfries-shire. See WAJiruKAr.
POT
(Bridge of). See Bikse.
I'OTTECII (Loch), an arm of the sea on the west
coast of the island of Skye.
See'CoLMOMCi.i,.
POW, the name of numerous sluggish or slowrunning streams in Scotland. J-'ul in Canibro-British, and Fol in Gaelic, signify 'a ditch, a stagnating
stream, a marshy place;' and, in the Anglicised or
softened form of J'ow, they are so generally used to
designate stagnant burns and sleepy rivulets, that
almost every marshy or flat district in the kingdom
has its Pow. A few of the larger Pows may be
noticed.
A Pow, called the I'ow of Cunnnertrees,
traverses the western side of the Howe of Annandale, from near the northern extremity of Dalton,
through tiiat paiish, and tiie parishes of liuthwell
and Cummertrees, to the Solway frith, 2^ miles west
of the estuary of the Annan.
It has 8 miles length
of course, and generally a southerly direction and
it is joined on its left bank by an overflow or feeder
from the Annan, which ajipeais, in common with the
lower part of the Pow, to occupy the ancient channel of that river.
A I'ow in Forfarshire aspires to
be called Pow-water, and im))0se8 names on various
objects on its banks, such as Pow-side. I'ow-mill,

POSSIL,

,

in

ARCH

POUNDLAND.

;

—

and Pow-bridge",

it

rises in

numerous head-watem

Monrithniont-moor, principally in the parish of
Guthrie; and drains the parishes of (tuthrie, Kinnell, and I'arnell, 7A miles north-eastward to the
South I'sk, 1^ mile auove Montrose basin. A i'ow
in Perthshire, noted in some doggerel song well
known in tiic district, rises in some mosses below
Mctliven,an(l alongan artificial canal orditeh, formed
in

—

a small bay in the parish of

\Vigtonshire.

l'()Ur-WlJ-El.\M. apost-oftice village and

tlie parish of jMochrum, Wigtonshire.
stands on the east co.ist of Luee-baj', and on the
road fiom Isle-of- Whithorn to Stranraer, 7 miles
west -north -west of Whithorn, 11 south-west of
Wigton, and 24 south-east of Stranraer. It was
erected abotit the year 1770, by Sir Willijim Maxwell of Monreith, in honour of whom it is named.
It consists chiefly of a terrace-line of cottages, well
built, slated, and fronting the sea, and has a neat
In 1788, a small barrack-house was
appearance.
erected for the accommodation of military, and of
custom-honse oMicers occasionally sent for the sup-

sea-port, in

It

siunll

POWFOOT.
to drain off its stn;^naiit

and marsh-making waters,

pursues a sluggisli coiiise of about 11 miles to the
Earn, near Innerpeft'i-ay.— A Pow in Kirkcndhriglitshire. rises, under tlie name of Glaisters-hurn. in
Kirkgunzeon, circlts round the north end of the
Criffel range of liills, traverses one lake, and draws
off the snperfluent waters of anotJier, on the limits
of Newabhey, is joined near its mouth by Newabbey
Pow, which is navigable by small vessels, and. 15
miles from its source, falls into the estuary of the
A Pow in the carse
Nith, 7 miles below Dumfnes.
grounds of Stirlingshire, which, like the Forfarshire
Pow, gives name to various seats and other objects
on its banks, rises near Bannockburn -house in St.
Ninian's, and flows 8 miles eastward to the Forth,
at a point IJ mile east of the village of Airth.
\nother Pow in the carse grounds of the Forth

—

—

ains part of the paiish of Kippen, and Injars the
i:ne of the Pow of Glinns.
Pow in the low
'lunds of Kyle in Ayrshire, rises in .3 or 4 headand
frith
of
enters the
waters,
Clyde .S| miles north
of the mouth of the river Ayr.
Other Pows are too
unimportant to bear separate notice.

—A
—

POWELSHIEL. See Haddixgtoxshiue.
POWFOOT, or Qleexsberry, a small watering-

place in the parish of Cummertrees, Dumfries-sliire.
It is situated on the Solway frith, at the mouth of
the Pow-of-Cummertrees. 3| miles west-south-west
of Annan.
Population. 72.
Houses, 18.
POWGAVIE. See PoL«AviE.

POWK-HURN.

PRESTON.
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See Peterhead.
See I'dut-Allex.
See Pow.

Limestone has been found in two places, but not
under circumstances of much use to the farmer.
The soil on the skirts of Bennochie and Tillymuick
is poor; on the banks of the Gadie, is various, but
generally very rich; in several places, is a strong
clay ; and on some of the small liills in the north,
is a sandy loam lK)th early and fertile.
About 3,200
There are four landimperial acres are arable.
owners, all non-resident. There are two old manThe parish is insions, Licklyhead and Overhall.
tei-sected by two public roads, which cross each
other near its centre; and it has near access to the
Buchanstone and Insch stations of the Great North
of Scotland railway. Population in 1831, 625; in
Assessed property in
1851, 793.
Houses, 148.
1856, £3,500.

This parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Hay of Rannes and
Leith-hall.
Stipend, £158 19s. "4d.; glebe, £12.
Schoolmaster's salary, £27, with about £12 fees, a
share in the Dick bequest, and £1 lis. 8d. other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1792,
and enlarged in 1828, and contains 360 sittings.
There is a Free church for Leslie and Premnay.
There are in the parish three grain mills and a small
woollen factory.
PRESS, a localitj' with an inn. fomierly a stage
It
inn, in the parish of Coldingham. Bei-wickshire.
is situated on the old eastern road from Edinburgh
to Newcastle, 15 miles south-east of Dunbar, and 12

north-west of Berwick.

PRESSilENNAN LOCH. See Stextox.
PRESSTELLOCH. See Luss.
PRESTON, a village in the parish of Preston-

PO\V-OF-EKKOL.

POW-MILL.
POWMILLION,

a rivulet of the parishes of East
Kilbride and Avondale, in Lanarkshire.
It rises in
the neighbourhood of Gladdens and Dykehead in
East Kilbride, and flows in a south-easterly direction,
chiefly on the boundary with Avondale, and within
the interior of that parish, through the town of
Btrathaven, to the Avon.

POWNESS.
POWSAIL.
POW-SIDE.

See Muirkirk.
See Drvmmki^ier.
See Pow.
POWTHAIL (The), a head stream of the Clyde,
in the p.arish of Crawford, Lanarkshire.
It rises at
Scawed-law on the boundary with Dumfries-shire,
and runs about 9 miles north-north-eastward to a
confluence with the Daer at a point about IJ mile
above the latter's influx to the Clvde.
POW-WATEPv. See Pow.
POYXTZFIKLD. an estate and a post-oflice station, in the parish of Rcsolis, Ross-shire.

PREMNAY. a parish, containing the village of
Auchleven, in the Garioch district of Aberdeenshire.
Its post-town is Insch, adjacent to its northern
boundary. It is bounded by the parishes of Insch,
Oyne, Keig, and Leslie. Its extreme length northward is 4 miles; and its breadth is generally about
If mile, but expands a little north of the middle to
2} miles. The mountain Bennochie, to the extent
of about 4.000 acres of its west end, is within the
sonthem border. It is nearly all unarable, and, except scantily on the .skirts, has little or no wood.
The rest of the surftice is considerably diversified
with little hills, whose tops are waste or pastoral,
bat whose shoulders and skirts are subject to the
plough. The rivulet Gadie. running north-eastward,
Oits the parish into nearly equal parts; and the
rivulet Shevock. running eastward, traces about a
mile of the northern boundary.
Red granite, of a
kind easily worked and well suited for all sorts of
building purposes, abounds in Bennochie, and in a
bleak lumpish hill, called Tillymuick, which flanks
tfie south side of the Gadie.
bed of serpentine
^Xinrs al)out 200 yards west of the parish church.

A

pans, Haddingtonshire. It stands ^ a mile south
of the town of Prestonpans, 1^ mile north-west of
Tranent, and 8 miles east of Edinburgh. It has its
name from being a pi'iest's town of the monks of
Newbattle ; it either had its origin, or acquired
much of its importance, from their grounds of

Preston-grange which lay around it; and it figures
prominently in traditional tales respecting their
character and their mercantile achievements. See
Newbattle. Both its lelation to the monks, and
its position on the great road of a former period,
the
sioned

focus

in

it

princes,

of

interesting

movements,

occa-

to be frequently visited by the Scottish
and to be often, if tradition may be be-

lieved, the scene

of revels

which indicated more

It was formerly
opulence than good principle.
noted also for a fair, held on the second Thursday
of October, and called St. Jerome's fair. The chapmen, or travelling merchants of the Lothians, had,
at a period when their craft was one of no small importance to the country, fonned themselves into a
regular society; and they annually attended this
fair to elect their oflSce-bearers for the following
In a garden at the side of the road, near the
year.
the east end of the village, stands an ancient cross
to which they laid claim,
a stone pillar about 15
feet high, surmounting a small octagonal erection
about 9 feet in height. The villagers, affecting to
be successors of the chapmen, annuallj' in July held
a rustic fete around the solitary cross, in commemoration of the ancient scenes of importance in

—

which

it

conspicuously figured. The village is now
with a forsaken, cheerless,
Population. 57. Houses,

in a state of great decay,

and desolate appearance.
13.

North of the village stands, in a ruinous condition,
a venerable tower which Sir Walter Scott supposed
to have been originall)' a fortalice of the I'>rls oJ
Home, when they bore almost a princely sway ovej
the south-east of Scotland, and which, for a long
time after the close of the 14th centurv, when the

PRESTON.

circumjiicent barony came by niarriasre into the
possession of the Hauiiltons of Fingalton and Ross,
was the seat of that family, the principal one of their
name, and afterwards called Hamiltons of J'rtston.
Til" seat or castle, of which the ruined tower is but
a vestige, was burned by the Earl of Hertford in
1544, by Cromwell in 1650, and by accident in 1(363.
and was then abandoned. Pieston-hoiise was built
as a successor, and still stands near the south-west
turn of the road which leads through the village.

The Hamiltons ceased

to be connected with it, and
appear to have sold the barony a little before the
Revolution; but they are represented by Sir William
Hamilton, Bart., and they live illustriously in history as staunch partisans of the cause of civil and

ecclesiastical liberty.
They afforded marked protection to Mr. John Davidson, the eminent cont'essor
and 'Scottish worthy;' and, in the stirririg times of
the ecclesiastico-civil war. Robert Hamilton, the
brother of Sir William of Preston, led the Pieshyterians in the actions of Diumclog and Both wellJames Schaw, whose family succeeded the
bridge.
Hamiltons in the property, and who died in 1784,
bequeathed Preston-house to be fitted up as an hospital for the maintenance and education of poor boys,
and the lands and barony of Preston, witli the proceeds of other property, for the support of the establishment.
Schaw's hospital, or the house under its
new and charitable destiny, was opened in 1789; it
at first admitted only 15 boys, but afterwards afforded
space for 24; it gives a preference to four names in
the orderof Schaw, Mrtcneil, Cunningham, and Stewart; and it admits boys at from 4 to 7 years of age,
and may retain them till 14.
new house, in the
old English style, of some exterior neatness and

A

great interior

accommodation, wms

built in 1831,

on

the north-east of the village. Nineteen trustees
superintend the institution; and, when boys leave
it, they bind them as apprentices, or dispose of them
according to their discretion, for the youngsters'
In 1753, under autliority of an act of parliabenefit.
ment obtained for the purpose, a house with a small
garden was purchased in Preston, and fitted up as a
workhouse, to be supported by an impost of twopence Scottish on each Scottish pint of ale brewed
or sold in the parish; but, after a few years' trial, it
was abandoned, and made to yield its rental as an
augment to the ordinary parochial funds for the
In the vicinity of Preston was fought the
poor.
See
action of 1745, which usually bears its name.
Pkestonpaxs. Preston gave the title of Viscount to
the Baron Orahams of l'"sk a title which became
extinct in 1739, at the death of Charles, the third
Viscount.
PRESTON, a small village in the parish of Cranston, 5 inil(!B east-south-east of Dalkeith, Edinburghshire. The splendid mansion of Preston-hall stands
on the right bank of the Tyne, less than half-a-mile
to the west.
PRESTON, a post-office station in the parish of
Kirkbean, 3 miles south of the village of Kirkhean,
A considerable village once
Kirkcudbrightshire.
stood here and an ancient stone cross still exists
the
ancient
attest
to
importance of the place.
PRESTON, an ancient parish, now united to the
in Berwickshire.
The church
parish of Hunkle.
IS demolished; but the churchyard is still in use.
It is nearly 2 miles south-west of the village of
Bunkle, and 2^ north of Dunse. See Hh.nki.k.

—

—

;

—

;
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See Cranstov.
See PaKsroxKiiiK.

PHESTONHOLM,

a village in

Co kpen, Edinburghshire.
Ir
So;ith Esk, and formerly had a
tion, 210.

Houses,

is

the parish of
situated on the

fiax-niill.

Popula-

32."

PRESTON-ISLAND. See
PRESTONKIRK, a parish

TonnvBi

k\,

a little north-east of
the centre of Haddingtonshire.
It contains the
station
of
the jiost-office
Prestonkirk.
post-office
of
East
and
tlie
Linton,
village
villages of New
Linton and Old Preston. It is bounded by NorthBerwick. Whitekirk. Dunbar, Stinton. Whittingham, Morham, Haddington, and Athelstaneford.
Its length northward is about 7 miles; its breadth
2i miles in the north does not average a mile,
but expands in tlie centre to about 4 miles; and its
A grand natural
area is about 15 square miles.
feature on its southern border is Trapraix-Law,
which see. A little north of this hill is a curious
for

irregular glen, of considerable depth and very narrow, rich in soil and traversed Ijy a brook. The
rest of the surface exhibits little variety, having
neither hills nor vales of any considerable extent.

The

river Tyne runs north-enstward through nearly
The predominant rocks
the centre of the parish.
are claystone, clinkstone, and limestone.
About
200 acres are constantly in pasture; a very small
number more are underwood; and all the rest of
The estimated value of raw
the area is in tillage.

produce in 1835 was £33,4.50.

Assessed property

There are six landlOd.
The inaTisions are Smeaton-house, the
owners.
seat of Sir T. B. Hepburn, Bart., and Beanston, an
abandoned quondam seat of the Earl of Wemyss.
in

1843, £16,2.55

16s.

The

principal antiquity is Haile^^-Casti.e, which
stone, 10 feet high, on the road-side, a
little west of Linton, is said to mark the grave
Stone coffins have been
of a Saxon commander.
turned up in several places by the plough. The
parish is traversed by the road from Edinburgh
to Berwick, and by the North British railway; and
it has a station on the latter at Linton.
I'opulation
in 1831. 1,765; in 1851, 1.894.
Houses, 327.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunbar, and"
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron, Dalrymple of Hailes. Stipend, £.348 2s. 2d.; glel)e,
£27 10s.
Unappropriated teinds, £831 2s. 5d.
see.

A

Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £30 fees,
and £50 other emoluments. The parish church
was built in 1770, and enlarged in 1824, and conThere is a Free church,
tains about 800 sittings.
with an attendance of 350; and the amount of its
There is also
receipts in 1856 was £293 14s. 9id.
an United Piesbyterian church, with an attendance
are
a
sessional
female school
There
of about 255.
and two or three other schools.
Originally, and
BO early as the 12tli century, the parish was called
Linton; during some time before the Reformation,
it was called indifferently Linton and Haugh; after
the Reformation, it was called Prestonl)augh; at a
later period,

it

got

its

present

name

of Prestonkirk;
'

documents, it is still designated Prestonhaugh, otherwise called Prestonkirk;' and. in poin legal

Preston.
pular usage, it is very frequently called
Baldred, who ffourishctl in the latter part of the 6th
century and the beginning of the 7th. was long tlie
tutelary of the parish, and is said to have dignified
it by his residence, and founded its earliest church,
i'reston, the site of the church, was one t»f three
villages which contended for his body after his deHis statue long lay in the burying-ground,
cease.
and was intended to be built into the church-w«U,
but was broken in pieces by an unromantic mnsoii.
The predecessoi of the present church was very
ancient, and is mentioned in records of about M
millennium old as 'ecclesia sancti Baldridi.' A

PRESTOXMILL.

aprins of the purest water in the vicinity is called
t"t. Balilred's Well; find a pool or eddy in the Tyiie
known as St. Baldred's Whirl. The .Earls of
L'lbar were anciently the patrons; and when Earl
r.urick formed his collegiate establishment in the
church of Dunbar, he mmie tlis church of Prestonkirk or Linton, as it was then called one of the
prebends. On the fanu of Markle stand the ruins
of an ancient monastery, considerable in extent, but
unrefined in architecture, of whose history little is
known. The lands belonging to this establishment
were nearly all alienated from it in 1606, and attoched to the chapel-royal of Stirling.
Among
eminent natives or residents of the parish may be
mentioned George Rennie of Phantassie, a distinguished agriculturist, John Rennie. the famous civil engineer. Robert Brown, the projector
and original conductor of the Farmer's Magazine.
find Andrew Meikle, the inventor and improver

—

—

—

—

—
:'

?ome

acrricultnral

PRESTOXMILL.

machinerv.
a village

in

Kirkbean, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Houses. 13.

PRESTON

(Old),

a

\-illage

the parish of
Population, 76.

in

the parish

of

I'iestonkirk, Had(iingti)nshire.
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a small parish on the west

It contains the postcoast of Haddingtonshire.
town of Prestonpans, the villages of Dolphinston
and Preston, and the harbour of Morison's haven.
It is bounded by Edinburghshire, the frith of Forth,
and the parish of Tranent. Its length north-eastward, or along tlie coast, is about 2 J miles; its
breadth, for the most part, varies from 6 to 10 furlongs; and its area is aoout 1.429 acres. One or two
small knolls occur to the south-west of the village
of Preston; but all the rest of the surface is either
flat, or falls off with a very gentle declination to
the sea.
The beach is low and sandy, with a bulwark of low reefs much shattered and water-worn
along its margin and it commands a picturesque
prospect of the frith of Forth and the southern parts
of Fifesliire.
Rnvenshaugh-burn runs along the
;

boundary with E<linbnrghsiiire. Coal was wronght
in this parish as early perhaps as in any district iu
Scotlantl, and continues still to be largely worked.
Ironstone and fire-clay also occur, and are turned to
profitable account in connexion with the mining
operations.

The

prevailing
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soil

is

loam, partlv

heavy on a clay bottom, partly light on a sandy or
gravelly bottom.
Upwards of l.OoO acres in the
Tliere are ten prinparish are under cultivation.
The chief mansions are Prestoncipal landowners
the
seat
of
Sir
G. G. Suttie, Bart., and
grange,
Druramore, the seat of Lieutenant-Colonel William
Aitchison.
eminent
men who have been
Among
connected with the parish may be mentioned, the
Rev. John Davidson, one of Scotland's worthies,
and long the minister of the parish, some notices of
whom occur in M'C'rie's Life of Melville, and in
numerous older historical works; Alexander Hume,
the grammarian, who was for 10 years the panxihial
schoolmaster, and some notices of whom also occjir
in MCrie's Life of Melville; the Hon, James
Erskine of Grange, brother to the Earl «f Mnrr. and
..Jjord-jnstice-clerk in the reign of Queen Anne, who,
in 1734, resigned his judgeship that he might
oppose Sir Robert Walj>ole in parli;»ment; Hew Dallymple, who, under the title of Lord Drummore,
acted a distinguished p:irt as a memlier of the eollege-of-justice; and William Grant of Prestongrange, who, as Lord Advocate, in 1746. performed
with general approbation the difficult task of coufacting the prnsecutior.s against the defeatdl Ja.^obites, and who afterwards was a senator of the

*<^ege-of justice, and one of the Lonls commission-

The parish is traversed by tlie
roads from Edinburgh to Dunbar and North Berwick; and it has near acce.«s to the Tranent station
of the North British railwav.
Population in 1831,
Assessed
2,322; in 1851, 2.123.
Houses, 284.
in
7s.
Ibuo, i8,053
property
This parish is in the presbytery of Haddington,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron. Sir
ers of Justiciary.

;

i

i

j

j

G.
|

G." Suttie,

Bart.

Stipend, £326 lis. Id.; glebe,

Unappropriated teinds, £83 2s. 8d. Schoolmasters salary' £34 4s. 4id., with ilUO fees. The
parish church was built in 1774, and contains 9vK)
There is a Free church with an attendsittings.
ance of 220; and the amount of its receipts iu 1856
was £2tr2. There are two non-parochial schools.
4.'25.

|

\

'

j

The

original

name

of the parish

was Aldhammer;

but this early gave way to Prieststown, which was
gradually abbreviated into Preston; and that, after
the erection of salt-works, and some changes in the
parochial tenure, was. in its turn, superseded by
The
successively Salt-Preston and Prestonpans.
ancient church was situated at Preston, and was a
vicarage of the monks of Holyrood; and, in 1544,
it was burned, in common with the town and castle
of Preston, by the Earl of Hertford, and not after-

wards repaired. The inhabitants of the two baronies,
the east and the west, or Preston and Prestongrange, into which the parish was distributed, seem
to have tacitly attached themselves to Tranent; but
were quite unduly provided for, and could obtain
access in but limited numbers to the interior of the
iir, John Davidson, the confessor, at
church,
length built, at his own exp-ense, a church and a
manse in the village of Prestonpans, to which a
glebe, garden, and stipend were attached, by
George Hamilton of Preston ; and the same worthyminister founded there a school for the teaching of
the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew languages, and en-

dowed

with all his property, free, moveable, and
In consideration of what was thus done,
the General Assembly, in 1595, declared Prestonpans to be a parish quoad sacra, and the parliament
it

heritable.

of Perth, in 1606. ''erected the said newly built
kirk into a parish kirk, which was to be called the
parish-kirk of Preston."
The Town of Pkestospaxs is a burgh of barony.
It stands along the shore of the frith of Forth, on
the Edinburgh and North Berwick road, 2J miles
e.Tst of Musselburgh. 8 east of Edinburgh, 9f west
of Haddington, and 14 south-west of North Berwick.
It is supposed to have Wcome a seat of population
for the manufacturing of salt, so early as the 12th
century. The monks of Newbattle. who pushed out
their trading enterprises in all directions from their
property of Preston-grange, appear to have adopted
and cherishetl Prestonpans as the scene of their

salt-making operations and they pro' ably secured
it a rude but abounding
prosperity so long as it was
;

under their influence. Even
the Reformation it continued

for generations after
to thrive, and to be a
flourishing seat of various sorts of the hardier orders
of manufacture.
But in recent times, chiefly in

consequence of the repeal of the duty upon s.Ut, the
town has lost iis old sources of support, and has
Its deserted salt-works, some of
to it. others along the coast, form
rueful feature in the landscape.
The

fallen into decay.

them contiguous

a remarkable
masonry in these buildings looks as if it had withstood the buffetings of ages ; the wood also is comparatively fresh and uninjured; and yet the whole
aspect is ruinous and ghastly. Numbers of the
dotirs still show brass excise padlocks, bearing the
now almost forgotten initials, G. R.' The town
It consists
itself also has a miserable appearance.
principally of a single street about a mile in length.
•

!
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wriggling along the beacli. A lill runs across the
roadway, cutting off from the west end of the street
Tiie
an ugly suburb called Cuittle or Cuthill.
houses of the town have a mean, blackened, wornout appearance scarcely any two of them stand in
a line; and the whole are so collocated that the
town might be described as " zig-zag at both ends
and crooked in the middle." The parish cluirch
stands on a rising-ground abov-c the town, and forms
a sufficiently pleasant feature; but the steeple attached to it belonged to a former church, whicli occupied the same site, and is remarkable fully more
;

than for its antiquity.
Prestonpans, and the villages adjacent to it, used
This
to supply all the east of Scotland with salt.
of large
part of the coast, owing to the absence
rivers, is very favourably situated for the production
for its ugliness

own pans, while tlie rest was produced by
pans in the vicinity. A race of females, known as
salt-wives, and second in notoriety only to the fishwives of Fisherrow and Newhaven, used to carry
town's

the salt in creels for sale in Edinburgh and other
towns.
manufactor}' of sulphate of soda, and of
sulphuric, nitiic, and muriatic acids, once employed
upwards of 50 men, but has for a considerable time

A

been abandoned. Extensive potteries were commenced about the middle of last century, and long
employed aljout 40 men and upwards of 50 boys;
but after the close of the first quarter of the present
century, they first degenerated into a small inanufactory of brown and wliite ware, and then became
extinct.
Two brick and tile works long sent forth
a steady produce of roofing-tiles over the country,
with the effect of adding greatly to the dingy appearance of the houses; but they afterwards declined
or became extinct, so as to be represented by only
A brewery
one small manufactory of drain tiles.

has been long at work, and has enjoyed large fame
A soap-work is
for the good quality of its ales.
the most recent of tlie town's considerable manufactories; and this produced 918,620 pounds of hard
soap in 1850, and 874,910 pounds in 1851. But a
chief employment and traffic of the town are the
The largest and
fishing and exporting of oysters.
fattest of the oysters were formerly taken nearest
the shore, and have long been in high esteem
among oyster-eaters under the name of Pan-door or
Pandore oysters, a name wiiimsically given them
from the oyster-bed lying off the doors of the salt-

—

pans. The oyster-beds of Prestonpans, or scalps
as they are called, extend about 6 miles into the
frith, and rather more than 3 miles from east to
west; and in the latter part of last century, they
400 to
yielded a daily produce to dredgers of from
600 oysters in the day, which were sent not only to
and
LonScottish markets, but to Newcastle, Hull,
don but they appear to be now much less prolific
than they formerly were. As tlu; oysters spawn in
May, and are in a "sickly state till August, the proper
(hedging season begins on the first day of Sentember
and ends on the last day of April. Tlie fishermen,
while employed in dredging tiiem, sing a peculiar
be of Norwegian origin, and
air, whicii is said to
'

end of the town close

to the beach, is situated the
colliery of Preston-links ; wliich, at a depth of only
20 fathoijis, extends in one direction upwards of 100
fathoms under the sea. The commerce of the town,
through its port of Morison's haven, a little west of
Cuthill, was great in the days of its manufacturing

prosperity and the extensive working of the neighliouring collieries; but it hns grievously declined.
The harbour was once a custom-house port, whose
range included all creeks and landing-places between the mouth of the Figgate-burn at Portobello,
and the mouth of the Tyiie near Dunbar; and it
had the right of levying customs and the various
sorts of dues to the same extent as those exigible at
The charter of erection into a burgh-ofLeith.
barony was given, in 1617, in favour of Sir John
Hamilton of Preston but it had reference, not
strictly to the town of Prestonpans, but to the whole
of the east or Preston barony of the parish; and it
is of very little practical consequence.
Sir Walter
Scott resided for some time, in 1777, at Prestonpans,
and must have acquired then his minute knowledge
of the localities which he afterwards turned to so
good account in his novel of Waverley.' Population of the town in 1841, 1,659; in 1851, 1,640.
Houses, 205.
The battle which was fought on the 21st September, 1745, betAveen the rebel forces under Prince
Charles Edward, and the royal forces under Sir
John Cope, occurred principally within the parish
of Tranent, and is sometimes called the battle of
Preston, sometimes the battle of Gladsmuir, but is
more commonl}- known under the name of the battle
of Prestonpans. Sir John Cope landed his troops
and stores at Dunbar on the 16th, 17tli, and 18th of
September; and, desirous of making all speed to
engage the rebel army who were then in possession
of Edinburgh, he marched from Dunbar on the 19th,
and took post in battle order on the 20th in the eastern vicinity of Prestonpans, his right extending toward the sea at Port-Seatoii, and his left toward the
village of Preston.
Scarcely had he made his dispositions when the whole of the Highland army appeared descending the heights in the direction of
Tranent. On approaching Tranent, the Highlanders were received by the King's troops with a veheluent shout of defiance, which the Highlanders answered in a similar strain. About two o'clock in
the afternoon the Highland army halted on an eminence cnlled Birsley-Brae, about half-a-mi!e to the
west of Tranent, and formed in order of battle about
a mile from the royal forces.
In the expectation
that the Highlanders were advancing by the usual
route through Musselburgh, Cope had taken up the
;

of salt; and being in the immediate vicinity of very
extensive coal-fields, it possessed great facilities for
carrying on a large and lucrative salt-trade. Ten
salt-pans belonged to the town, and were capable of
producing between 800 and 900 bushels of salt per
week ; and there were others in the neighbourhood
In the five years
of aggregately similar extent.
preceding 1792, the annual average amount of salt
delivered in the Prestonpans collection was 83,471
bushels, about half of wliich was produced by the

'

;

has a very peculiar and striking effect
over the waters by fitful gusts of wind.
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when borne
At the cast

'

we have described, with his front to the
west; but as soon as he observed the Highlanders
on the heights upon ids left, he changed his front
to the south.
This change of position, while it
secured Cope better from attack, was not so wellposition

calculated for safety as the first position was in the
event of a defeat. On his right was the east wall
of a park belonging to Erskine of Grange, which
extended a ecnisiderable way from north to south*
and still ftirther to the right was the village of
Preston. The village of Seaton was on his left, and
the village of Cockenzie and the sea in his rear.
Almost immediately in front was a deep ditch filled
with water, and a strong thick hedge. Farther removed from the front, and between the two arniiei,
was a morass, the ends of which iiad been drained,
and were intersected by numerous cuts; and on the
more firm ground at the ends were several small
enclosures, with hedges, dry stone-walls, and willow trees. As the Ilighlanders were in excellent
RpiritH, nnd eager to close immediately with the

PKESTONPANS.

felt very desirous to comply with
but he soon
that the pasE^certained
_'e across the morass would be extremely daiiger-. if not altogether
impracticable.
While his lieutenant-general was. in consequence
of this information, planning a diflerent mode of
attack, the Prince himself was moving with a great
part of his army towards Dolphinston on Cope's
Halting opposite Preston-tower, he seemed
right.
to threaten that flank of the English general, who,
thereupon, returned to his original position with
his front to Preston, and his right towards the sea.
Lord George Murray, considering that the only

enemy, Charles
their wishes

;

practicable mode of attacking Cope was by advancing from the east, now led otl' part of the army
through the village of Tranent, and sent notice to
the Prince to follow him with the lemainder as
quickly as possible. After the Highland army had
liJilted on the fields to the east of Tranent, a council
war was held, at which it was resolved to attack
few piquets were
enemy at break of day.
placed around the bivouack, and the Highlanders,
having wrapped themselves np in their plaids, lay
down upon the ground to repose for the night.

A

•

When Cope

observed Charles returning towards
Tranent, he resnined his former position with his
front to the south; and thus, in the course of a few
hours, he was obliged, by the unrestrained evolutions of the Highlanders, to shift his ground no
fewer than four times. He now Ijegan to perceive
that his situation was not so favourable as he had
imagined, and tliat while the insurgents could move
about at discretion, select their ground, and choose
their time and mode of attack, he was cr&mped in
his own movements and could act only on the defensive.
To secure his army from surprise during
the night, lie placed advanced piquets of horse and
foot along the side of the morass, extending nearly
a« far east as the village of Seaton. He, at the same
time, sent his Iwggage and military chest down to
Cockenzie; and as the night that of Friday the
20th of September was ver}- cold, he ordered fires

—

to be kindled

men warm.

—

along the front of his

line, to

keep

iiis

In point of numbers, the army of Cope was rather
inferior to that of Charles; but many of the Highlanders were badly armed, and some of them were
without arms. The royal forces amounted altogether to about 2.300 men ; but the number in the
field was diminished to 2.100
by the separation of
the baggage-guard which was sent to Cockenzie.
The order of battle finally formed by Cope along the
north side of the morass was as follows:
He drew
up his foot in one line, in tlie centre of which weie
of
Lascelles'
and
two of
eight companies
regiment,
Guise's.
On the right were five companies of Lee's
regiment, and on the left the regiment of Murray,
with a number of recruits for different regiments at
home and abroad. Two squadrons of Gardiner's
dragoons fonned the right wing, and a similar number of Hamilton's composed the left. The
remaining
squadron of each regiment was placed in the rear of
its
as
a
reserve. On the left of the army,
companions
near the waggon-road from Tranent to Cockenzie,
were placed the artillery, consisting of six or seven
^eces of cannon and four cohoms under the orders
rf Lieutenant-colonel Whiteford, and guarded by a
OOmpany of Lee's regiment, commanded by Captain
Cochrane. Besides the regular troops there were
nine volunteers, consisting principally of small
parties of the neighbouring tenantry, headed by

—

their respective landlords.

The Highland army commenced its movement in
morning of the 21st early enough to allow the

fl»e

Vhole of

it

to pass
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through the morass before dawn.

It was divided into
interval between.

two successive columns, with an
he Duke of Perth led the first

'J

column; and two j)ersons intimately acquainted
with the morass went before him to show the way.
A little in advance of the van also was a select
party of 60 men doubly armed, under the command
of Macdonald of Glenalladale, major of the regiment
of Clanranald. whose appointed duty it was to seize
the enemy's baggage. The amiy proceeded in an
easterly direction till near the farm of liingan-head;
and then, turning to the left, they marched in a
northerly direction through a small valley which
intersects the farm.
During the march the utmost
silence was obsei-ved, not even a whisper being
heard; and lest the trampling of horses might discover their advance, the few that were in the army
were left behind. The ford or path across the mowhich niai"ched
rass was so narrow that the column
three men abreast- had scarcely suflicient standing
room and the ground along it was .<=o soft that
many of the men were almost at eveiy step up to
The path in question which
the knees in mnd.
was about 200 paces to the west of the stone bridge

—

—

;

—
mill-dam — led

to a
afterwards built across Seaton
small wooden-bridge thrown over the large ditch
ran
morass
from
east
to
west.
the
which
through
This bridge, and the continuation of the path on
the north of it, were a little to the east of Cope's
left.
From ignorance of the existence of this bridge,
from oversight, or from a supjwsition that the
marsh was not passable in that quarter, Cope had
placed no guards in that direction; so that the
Highland army, whose march across could here
have been efltctually stopped by a Iiandful of men,
passed the bridge and cleared the marsh without

—

—

interruption.

Hitherto the darkness had concealed the march
of the Highlanders; but the morning was now about
to dawn, and at the time the order to halt was given,
some of Cope's piquets, stationed on his left, for the
first time heard the tramp of the Highlanders. TJie
Highlanders heard distinctly these advanced guaide

repeatedly call out, "Who is there?" Ko answer
having l)een returned, the piquets gave the alarm,
and the cry of ''Cannons, cannons Get ready the
" resouncied on
cannons, cannoniers
Cope's left
wing. Charles instantly gave directions lor attackhe
have
time
to
before
should
ing Cope
change his
position by opposing his front to that of the Highland army. As arranged at the council-of-war on
the preceding evening, the army was drawn up in
I

!

two lines.
The fiist comprised a right wing, commanded by the Duke of Perth, and consisting of the
regiments of Clanranald. Keppoch, Glengarry, and
Glencoe, under their respective chiefs, and a left
wing commanded by Lord George Murray, and consisting of the Camerons of Lochiel under their own
chief, and the Stewarts of Appin under Stewart of
Ardshiel. The second line, which was to serve as
a reserve, consisted of the Athole-men, the Robertsons of Strowan, and the Maclauchlans. This body
was placed under the command of Lord Nairne. As
soon as Cope received intelligence of the advance of
the Highlanders, he gave orders to change his front
to the east.

Some confusion took

place in carrying
into execution, from the advanced
guards belonging to the foot not being able to find
out the regiments to whicb they belonged, and who,
in consequence, stationed themselves on the
right
of Lee's five companies, and thereby prevented the
two squadrons of Gardiner's dragoons, which had
been posted on the right of the line, from forming
For want of room, the squadron under
properly.
Colonel Gardiner drew up behind that commanded
these orders

by Lieutenant-colonel Whitney.

In

all

other re-
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epects the disposition of eiich regiment was the
same; but the artillery, which before the ehange
had been on the left, and close to that wing, was
now on the right somewhat farther from the line,
and in front of Whitney's squadron.
There was now nothing to prevent the armies from
coming into collision; and if Cope had had the
choice, he could not have selected ground more
favourable for the operations of cavalry than that
which lay between the two armies. It was a level
cultivated field of considerable extent, without bush
or tree, and had just been cleared of its crop of grain.
But the celerity with which the Highlanders commenced the attack prevented Cope from availing
himself of this local advantage. The beams of the
rising sun were just beginning to illuminate the
horizon but the mist which still hovered over the
corn-fields prevented the two armies from seeing
each otiiei". As the Highlanders had advanced considerably beyond the main ditch. Lord George Murray was apprehensive that Cope might turn the left
flank; and to guard against such a contingency, he
desired Lochiel, who was on the extreme left, to
order his men in advancing to incline to the left.
Lord George then ordered the left wing to advance,
and sent an aide-de-camp to the Duke of I'erth to
request him to put the I'ightin motion. The Highlanders moved with such rapidity that their ranks
broke; to recover which, they halted once or twice
before closing with the enemy.
When Cope, at
day-break, oliserved the first line of the Highland
army formed in order of battle, at the distance of
200 paces from his position, he mistook it for bushes;
but before it had advanced half-way, tlie rays of the
rising sun bursting throutrli the retiring mist
showed the armies to each other.
;

"

D.iy opened in tlie orient sisy
Willi wintry aspect, dull and drear;

On

every

Tlie

lent, wlille (flitterinjrly

rimy

lioar- frost did

The ocean was unseen,

And

appear.

near;
hazy sliadows scem'd to draw,
tl!oii<?h

In azure, wiili their mimic floods,
A line above the Seaton vvoo(i.s.

And round North Berwick Law."

As the right wing of the Highlanders marched
straight forward without attending to the oblique
movement of the Camerons to the left, a gap took
An attempt was
place in tlie centre of the line.
made to fill it up with a second line, which was
about fil'ty paces behind the first; but before this
could be accomplished, the left wing, being the first
to move, had advanced beyond the right of the line,
and was now engaged witii the enemy. Hy inclining to the left, tlie Camerons gained lialf the ground
ori::inally between them and the main ditch; but
this movement brought them
up directly opposite to
On approaching the cannon the
Coj)e'8 cannon.
Highlanders

fired a
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few shots at the artillery guard,

which alarmed the gunners to such a dtgree that
they fled, carrying the powder-Hasks along with
them. I'o check the advance of the Highlanders,
Colonel Whiteford fired oflT five of the
field-pieces
with his own baud; but though their left seemed to
recoil, they instantly resumed the rapid jiace they
had set out with. The artillery guard next fired a
(
volley with ns little efl'ect.
)bserving the squadron
of dragoouB under Lieutenant-colonel Whitney adto
charge them, the Camerons sot up a loud
vancing
shout, rushed past the cannon, and, after disa
charging few shots at the dragoons, which killed
several men. and wounded the lieutennnt-colonel,
flew upon them sword in hand.
When as.sailed,
the squadron was reeling to and fro from the fire
'
and the Highlanders followin an order they had
received, to strike at the noses of the horses without
;

Li a
riders, completed the disorder.
the diagooiis wheeled about, lode over the
artillery guard, and flecl followed by the guard. 'J'he

minding the

moment

Highlanders continuing to push forward without
stopping to take prisoners. Colonel Gardiner was
ordered to advance with his squadron, and charge
He accordingly went forward, enthe enemy.
couraging his men to stand firm; but this squadron,
before it had advanced many paces, experienced a
similar reception with its companion, and followed
After
the example whicli the other had just set.
the flight of the dragoons, the Highlanders advanced
upon the infantry, who opened a fii"e from right to
left, which went down the line as far as Murray's
regiment. They leceived this volley with a loud
huzza, and throwing away their muskets, drew their
swords and rushed upon the foot before they had
time to reload their pieces. Confounded by the
flight of the dragoons, and the furious onset of the
Highlanders, the astonished infantry threw down
Hamilton's
their arms and took to their heels.
dragoons, who were stationed on Cope's left, displayed even greater pusillanimity than their companions; for no sooner did they observe the squadrons on the right give wSy, than they turned their
backs and fled without firing a single shot or drawing a sword. Murray's regiment being thus left
alone on the field, fired upon the Macdonalds who
were advancing, and also fled. Thus, within a very
few minutes after the action had commenced, the

whole army of Cope was put to flight. With the
exception of their fire, not the slightest resistance
was made by horse or foot, and not a single bayonet
was stained with blood. Such were the impetuosity
and rapidity with which the first line of the Highlanders broke through Cope's ranks, that they left
numbers of his men in their rear, who attempted to
rally behind them; but on seeing the second line

coming up, they endeavoured to make their escape.
Though the second line was not more than 50 paces
behind the first, and was always running as fast as
it could to overtake the first line, and near enough
never to lose sight of it, yet such was the rapidity
with which the battle was gained, that, according
to the Chevalier Johnstone, who stood by the side
of the Prince in the second line, he could see no
other enemy on the field of battle than those who
were lying on the ground killed and wounded.
Unfortunately for the royal infantry, the walls
of the enclosures about the village of Preston, which,
from the position they took up on the preceding

evening, formed their great security on their right,
now that these park-walls were in their rear, operated as a barrier to their flight.
Having disencumbered themselves of their arms to facilitate
their escape, they had deprived themselves of their
only means of defence; and, driven as they were
upon the walls of the enclosures, they would have
perished under the swords of the Highlanders,
had not Charles and his oflicers strenuously exerted
all

themselves to preserve the lives of their discomfited
foes.
The impetuosity of the attack, howevei".
flight of the royal army, aUowea

and the sudden

humanity; and becarnage ceased several hundreds had fallen
under the claymores of the Highlanders, and the
ruthless scythes of the Macgregois.
Armed with
these deadly Weapons, which were sharp<;ned and
fixed to poles from seven to eight feet long, to suplittle

leisure for the exercise of

fore the

ply the place of other arms, this party mowed down
the affrighted enemy, cut off the legs of the horses,
it is said, the bodies of their riders in
twain.
Of the infantry of the royal army, onl?
about 170 escaped. From a rejiort made hy their
own sergeants and corporals, hy order of J.oid

and severed,
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In this numlanders, including about 70 officers.
ber were comprehended llie baggage-guard stationed
at Cockenzie, which amounted to 300 men, who, on
learning the fate of the main body and tlie loss of
The
tlieir cannon, suiTcndered to the Cainerons.

cannon and

the l)aggage of the royal array, together with the military chest, containing £4,000,
The greater part
fell into the hands of the victors.
of the dragoons escaped by the two roads at the extremities of the park-wall, one of which passed by
Colonel Gardiner's house in the rear of their right,
and the other on their left, to the north of PrestonIn retiring towai-ds tliese outlets, the drahouse.
goons, at the entreaties of their officers, halted once
or twice, and faced about to meet the enemy; but
as soon as the Highlandere came up and fired at
all

them, they wheeled about and fled. Cope, who was
by no means deficient in personal courage, assisted
by the I'^rls of Home and Loudon, collected about
450 of the panic-struck dragoons on the west side of
the village of Preston, and attempted to lead them
k to the charge; but no entreaties could induce
-J cowards to advance, and the whistling of a few
'

ets, discharged by some Highlanders near tiie
Wage, so alarmed them that they instantly scampered off in a southerly direction, screening their
leads behind their horses' necks to avoid the Imllets

of the Highlanders.
The general had no alternative but to gallop oft" with his men.
He that
night reached Coldstream, a town about 40 miles
from the field of battle, and entered Berwick next

day.

Among six of Cope's officei-s wlio were killed was
Colonel Gardiner, a veteran soldier who had ser^'cd
ander the Duke of Marlltorough, and whose character conib'ned a strong religious feeling with the

He had been decidedly
opposed to the defensive system of Cope on the preceding evening, and had counselled the general not
to lose a moment in attacking the Highlanders; but
his advice was disregardetl.
Anticipating Uie fate
hich awaited him, he spent the greater part of the
in
and
resolved
at all hazards to
night
devotion,
perform his duty. He was wounded at the first onwt at the head of his dragoons; but disdaining to
rbllow them in their retreat, he joined a small bljdy
>f foot, which
attempted to rally near the wall of
lis own garden, and while fi»jrhting at their head
»as cut down by the murderous IxKjhaber axe of a
Vlacgregor, within a few yards of his own house.
He was carried to the manse of Tranent in almost
a lifeless state, where he expired within a few hours.
and was interred in the north-west corner of the
•.harch of Tranent.
Captain 15ryiner of I>ee's regiment, who appears to have participated in Gardiner's
as to attacking the Highlanders, met a
•pinion
uuilar fate.
The loss on the side of the Highlanders was trifling. Four officers, and between 30
£jid 40 privates, were killed
and 5 or 6 oflicers,
wid between 70 and 80 privates, wounded. After
of
termination
the
field of battle prethe
fight,
|P
dated an appalling spectacle, rarely exhibited in
most bloody conflicts. As almost all the slain
kfi
vaere cut down by the broadswoi-d and the scythe,
tae ground was strewed with legs, arms, hands,
OSes, and mutilated ixKlies, while, from the deep
ihes inflicted by tln^se dreadful weapons, the
lOand was literally soaked with gore.
most undaunted courage.

;

"Al'S! that British might shoiilil wieW
Destrtictioii o'er a Uritisli plain,
Th:it hniids. onlain'd to li«ar the $hlel<l.
Should briii-r the poison'ii laiioe. to linun
TiK- liru-bl'xxt from a brotlier'i rein.

—

Ami

George Murray. Iietween 1,600 and 1,7<X> prisoners,
toot and cavalry, fell into the hands of the High-

steep paternal fields in gore!
Yet, Preston, such thy fr-ij- l>e{:an

Thy

niarsh-co.'lected

Empurpled

;

waters ran

to the suore.'*

PRESTWICK, an ancient parish and a small
post-town on the coast of Kyle, in Ayrslire. The
parish is now united to Moxktox, which see. The
town stands on the road from Ayr to Irvine. 1 mile
south of Monkton, 2^ miles north of Ayr, 8j^ south
of Irvine, and 9 south-west of Kilmarnock.
It has
a stfition on the Glasgow and South-western railway. It is a place of much antiquity, and was very
early a burgh of barony; and it has privileges of
a curious character, somewhat similar to those of
the remarkable old neighbouring burgh of Newton-

A

charter, confirming and renewing
was granted by James VI. as administrator in law for his eldest son. then a minor,
Henry, Duke of Hothesay. The charter is date 19th
June, 1600, and expressly says that Prestwick was

upon-Ayr.

its

privileges,

known to have been a free burgh-of-baronv bevond
the memory of man. for the space of 617 years before the date of renewal.
The burgh has power to

elect annually a provost. 2 bailies, and councillors,
to grant franchises for several tratles, and to hold a

m:irket weekly, and a fair on the sixth of November.
or barons as they are called, are 36 in
number. 'I'he burgh-lands belonging to them as an

The freemen,

incorporation extend in a broad stripe along the
Pow-burn to a line 1^ mile nearer Ayr, and comprehend about 1,000 acres. The lands' aie distributed
into lots among the freemen, and do not remain in
perpetuity, but are drawn for in a new distribution
every 19 years. Freemen cannot sell tlieir lots or
shares, or the baronial rights which belong to
them, without the consent of the corporation; and
females succeed equally with males to the inheritance of the freeholds.
A freeman may, for an
offence, lie sent to prison, but not locked up; and,
if he come out without
being liberated by the
judicial .sentence of the magistrates, he forfeits ail
his corporation privileges and
property, isyme of
these strange peculiarities, however, have fallen
wholly into disuse. The town has an ancient market-cross, and a handsome mo.'lern town-house, with
a Gothic spire. Population in 1838, 760; in 18ol.
But this last figure appears to include tlie
1,200.
inhabitants of part of Prestwick-Toll, and all others
on the I'restwick baronial lands,
PKESTWICK-TOLL, or New Peestwick, »
village in the parish of Prestwick, J of a mile
south of the town of Prestwick, partly within
and partly beyond the boundary of the Piestwick baronial lands, in Ayrshire.
Population,
about 330.

PklCKKNEY-HILL. See Nith (The).
PRIESTHILL. a locality famous in the

history
of the Covenanters, in the parish of Muirkirk, a few
miles north-east of the town of Muirkirk, in Ayrshire.
It lies in the midst of a wild solitude, environed by hills covered with heath, which give it
the appearance of a spacious amphitheatire.
green
sloping bank faces the south, with a mountain-strcaiu
bottom.
its
to
the
Here,
silently winding along
east, stood the hospitable mansion of the celebrated
John Brown, which was ever open to the benigiited
stranger, and often a happy asyium to the persecuted
saint.
Nothing but its vestigis now remain. The
grave of this good man is about 40 yards to the
west.
It is covered with a large massy stone.
Around its margin there is a pro»e description, which
eticloscs an acrostic in the centre.
A little iarther
to the west, tradition points to the spot where this
good man calmly uttered his departing prayer,
fondly embraced his wife and children, and with

A

PRIESTINCH.
holy

resiojnatioii

breathed

liis

last

on

tlie 1st

of

May,

the Prosen

tlie southern border of the parish of Abeicorn, in
Linlithgowshire. The hill is environed on three
sides by the bog; it has precipitous rocky si;ies,
but is of small altitude; and its summit is nearly
flat, of an oval outline, and appe.irs to have been
rudelv fortified in ancient times.
PRIEST-ISLAND, an islet at the entrance of
Loch-Broom, belonging to the parish of Lochbroom,
on the west coast of Cromartyshire.
PRIESTON. See Kilbarchax.
PRIEST'S BURN. See Abdie.
PRIEST'S LAW. See Whittinoham.

on

See

Ard

and the vim of which, all round, except where
makes its exit, forms a lofty water-shed.
PROVAN MILL, a Inmlet in the Barony parish
of Glasgow, about 2i miles north-east of the city of
proi=en.

by the bloody Graham of Claverliouse.
PRIKSTINCH, a green bog and a trapean hill,

1685. sliot

PRIEST'S POINT.

QUARFF.

()3t>

(Loch).

PRIESTWTCK. See Pkestwick.
PRIMROSE. See Caruington.
PRIMSIDE-LOCH. See Ykthoi.m.
PRINLAWS. See Leslie, Fifesliire.
PRINTONIAN. See Eccles.

PRIOR- ACRES. See Andrews (St.).
PROAIG-BAY, a small bay near the middle of
the east coast of Isiay, immediately south of the
southern end of the sound of Islay, in Argvleshire.
"
PROCRTRE BURN. See Muirkirk.
PROSEN (The), a small river, a tributary of
It rises between the
the South Esk, in Forfarshire.
heights of Mair and South Craig, at the north-west
extremity of the Grampian section of the parish of
Kirriemuir, and traverses that district 11 miles
south-eastward. It then, running in the same direction, divides, for 4f miles, Cortachie on its right
bank from Kingoldrum and the Strathmore section
of Kirriemuir on its left, and falls into the South
Esk a mile above the mouth of the Carity, at InverIt is fed by many rills and rivulets, the
quharity.
chief of which are Glenoig, Lednathy, and Glenlogy
burns. Till it debouches not far above its mouth
into the open country of Strathmore, it is pent deeply
up among the Bincliinnan mountains, and, along
with its numerous small tributaiies, drains a narrow
mountain-basin to wJiich it gives the name of Gleu-

GlnsGTow, in Ijanarkshire.

PTOROTON. S e Moray (Province
Pl'LTENEYTOWN, a modern, large,

of).

and

thriv-

ing suburb of the royal burgh of Wick, CaithnessIn every respect except antiquity, chartered
shire.
local associations of idea, it is now enbe regarded as the town, and Wick as the
suburb. The harbour of the pailiamentary burgh,
the seat of most of its manufactures, the centre of its
fisheries and its trade, the finest arrangements of its
street architecture, and the homes of much the larger

rights,

and

titled to

section of its population, are all in Pulteneytown ;
yet as usage and prescription still populai'ly assign
the whole to Wick, they will be most appropriately
noticed in the aiticle on the royal burgh.
See^
WicK. In 1808, the Society in London for extending the British fisheries, purchased, out of the entailed estate of Hempriggs, a large space of barren
and heathy ground on the south side of the bay and
river of Wick, and feued it on a regular plan, of subordination to neatness of appearance, and to the purposes of the herring-fishery. A defini d number of
buildings were erected solely in adaptation to the
fishery; and all buildings whatever were requiied to
be substantial, and in keeping with prescribed street-

arrangements. Two harbours, which communicate
with each other, were constructed; and various other
measures were adopted both to promote the direct object of the society, and to fling over their grounds
the aspects of village comfort and embellishment.

The

result is, that a town of considerable extent, of
great regularity, of some beauty, and of much prosperity, has sprung up; that all the circumjicent
lands are enclosed and cultivated; and that an example of well-directed and energetic public-spirit
lias been given, the influence of which is beneficially and very sensibly felt over all the extreme
north-east of Scotland.
PYKED-STANE. See Helios Ci.euqh.

Q
QUA AS.

See Dryfesdale.
See Qiiech and Gt-enquiech.
QUAIR (The), a rivulet of hetween 6 and 7 miles
in length of course, from the south-western extremity

QUAICH.

of the parish of Traquair to the Tweed at the northern boundary of that parish, Peebles-shire. The
source is on the east side of Blackcleugh-head and
the embouchure is immediately below Traquairhouse, and directly opposite the village of InnerleiThe direction for about a mile a short way
then.
above the village of Traquair is east-south-easterly;
but everywhere else, except windings, it is northeastward or north-north-eastward. Tlie chief tributaries are the united waters of Newhall and Shilling-law burns, a little below the village, and the
stream of Glengaber or Finland burn at Traquair
each of them nearly equal to itself in length
mill,
and volume. Though the Quair is short, it pays a
;

—

considerable tribute to the Tweed and, as a trouting-streani, and an enlivener of landscape, it has
strong attractions for the "wcUars" at Innerleithen.
AIR-CASTLE. See Lanark.
QUARFF, an ancient parish in the mainland of
It extends from sea to sea, between the
Shetland.
parish of Lerwick on the north and that of DunIts post-town is Lerwick,
rossness on the south.
about 9 miles to the north-north-east. Most of its
inhabited part is a valley about ^ a mile broad, and
about 2 miles long, extending across the country between high hill flanks, and having connected with it
a breadth of about a mile on each side of uncultivated
;

QU

This parish and that of Burra have
pasture ground.
long been united quoad civilia to the parish of Bressay; but Quartl", along with Burra, was constituted
a quoad sacra parish by the General Assembly ill
1833, and has recently been reconstituted by the

'

Court of Teiiiils. Its cliurcb is a poverninent one
with the nsn;il appurtenances of prMverninent churchTlsere is likewise an
es, and contains 360 sittings.
Kstablishment church in BuiTa. with 280 sittings.
There are also within the quoad sacra parish a Free
church preaching station, a AVesleynn Methodist
chapel, an Independent ch;ipel. and a Baptist chapel.

QUARRELKNOW.

S.ie

Aberxethy.

a mining village in the southwest of the Abbey parish of Paisley, Renfrewshire.
It stands on the road from P;iisky to Beith, adjacent
to ThoiTi, and nearly a mile south of Johnstone.
of coal
Here one of the most extraordinary'

QUARRELTON.

ma^s

kingdom has long

It consists
offive contiguous strata. The thickness of the whole,
measured at right angles to the surface of the strata,
is upwards of 50 feet ; but as in some places the
.seam forms a considerable angle with the horizon,
the thickness of the whole in tliose places, measured
In consequence of
vertically, is about 15 fathoms.
the great depth, it is wrought in floors or stories.
It is difficult to convey a clear idea of the manner in
which this singnlnr mass of coaFlies. In a field of
about 15 acres, it is found to dip in several different
directions.
At least, conceiving a nearly circular
area of these contents, the coal from the north, the
east, and the south quarters of tb-it circle dips pretty
nnifonnly toward the centre. This, however, is in
Some measure interrupted by several hitches, at one
of which the nia.ss of coal is suddenly thrown up
about 50 feet, at another about 30. These hitches
nterrupt not only the direction but also the degree
of dip.
On one side of the first-mentioned hitch, it
is about one foot in three; on the other, only one in
The concomitant strata are chiefly whinstone;
while, at the other coal-works in tliis county, the
accompanying minerals are freestone, ironstone,
limestone, &c., but never whinstone. The Quarreltx)n coal is of excellent quality.
Some of it is of the
Iraming kind, but the great prtrt is of the close burn"ng nature, similar to Newcastle coal, and breaks
nto small pieces. It abounds with inflammable air,
*.nd is liable to spontaneous ignition.
Some time
liefore the j'ear 1776. it caught fire below, and burnt
for several years and part of the roof having given
V7ay. the ground sunk, for nearly an acre, about 2
f'jet lower.
The village of Quarrelton is pleasantly
Aisituated, and well supplied with good water.
riest all its inhabitants are co!liei-s.
Population,
in the

l)een

wrought.

;

71,

Houses, 30,

QUARRKLWOOD.

See Kirkmahoe.

QUARROLSHORE,

the former

name

of the

vil-

ge of Carronshnre, in Stirlinsshire.

QUARRY-HILL.

See Melrose.

Ql'ARTER. a mining locality in the south of
he parish of Hamilton, about 3 miles from the town
»f
Hamilton, in Lanarkshire. Here are extensive
>al works.
Here also are recently erected ironorks.
A railway connects the locality with the
Hamilton branch of the Caledonian railway system;
nd a project was formed in the autumn of 1856 for
ke sui-vey of a railway hence to Strathaven.
QUEES'ISH, a small village, built about the benning of the present centur\', on the estate of Mr.
4«clean of Cadbole, in the island of Mull.
QUEENSBERRY, a mountain in the parish of
nosebum, Dumfries-shire. It sends down its east
8e into the pari.sh of Kirkpatrick-Juxta, and lifts
saromit but a brief distance south of the extreme
gle of the deep indentation which is made info
imfries-shire by Lanarkshire. Its altitude is 2, 140
Litabove sea-level.

a

Its fine, majestic,

sombre form

of the rich scenic
of the county.
It has its name from the
'
"glo-Saxon herg. "a hill,' softened ir.to beri-y ;
'flistitates

l)old feature in

QUEEXSFERRY.

637

QLTARRELTOX.

many

'

and, situated amid a congeries of noble heights, btif
it over them like a sovereign among courtiers, it is prosaically as well as poeticiiUy the 'queenhill of a large and snperb district.
It gave the titles
successively of Earl. Maiquis, and Duke, to the
noble family of Douglas, which became extinct, in
the direct line, in 1810, at the death of William,
At that period, the noble family
the fourth Duke.
of Scott. Dukes of Buccleuch, succeeded to the dukedom and the principal part of the estates; and Sir
Charles Douglas. Bart, of Kilhead, succeeded as
M-irquis and Earl of Queensbjrry, Viscount of
Drumlanrig. and Baron Douglas of Hawick and
Tii>I)eris. in the peerage of Scotland.

queening
'

QUEENSBERKY-BAY.

See Cimmehtrebs and

POWFOOT.

QUEEXSFERRY.

a

small

containing
the coast of
It is bounded on the north by
Lirilithgow.«hire.
the frith of Forth, and on all other sides by the parEven the boundaries of the parliaish of Dalmeny.
mentary burgh of Queensferry enclose a mere stripe
along the beach, of only a mile in extreme length,
and not more than about 250 yards in mean breadth,
extending from an old quarry on the east to Echland
bum on the west. But the parish of Queensferry,
which is co-exter.sive with the royal burgh of
Queensferr}", comprehends not above one-half of
this area, and excludes parts of both ends of the
town. As a teiritory it is in no part landward: and,
in description, it becomes identified with the burgh.
A chapel-of-ease was anciently built here by Dundas of Dundas, and still figures as an antiquity of
But the little district was separated from
the town.
Dalmeny, and erected into a parish, only in 1636.
It is in the presbytery of Linlithgow, and synod <rf
Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the Town-council.
Stipend. £171 8s. 6*1.; glebe, £25. with an allowance for a manse. Schoolmasters salary, £29 48.
part of a j)ost-town of its

6d.,

with alsout £30

fees.

parish,

own name, on

The

parish church

is

a

plain building, neatly repaired in 1821, and contains
about 400 sittings. There is an L'nited Presbyterian
church, with an attendance of about 260. There
are three private schotds.
The Towx of Qiee>"sferry is an iu'portant ferry
station, a small seaport, and a royal and parliamentIt partly comprises the parish of
aiy burgh.
Queensferry, and is partly situated in the {>arish of
Dalmeny. It stands on the south coast of the frith
of Forth, 9 miles enst by south of Borrowstounness,
9 east by north of Linlithgow, and 9 west-northwest of Edinburgh. Its site is a L-elt of low ground
at a point opposite the peninsula of JJorth Queensferry, and the intermediate island of Incbgar\ey,
where the frith is suddenly and briefly, but very
The ground behind
greatly, contracted in breadth.
the town rises abmptly; and immediately at the
summit, or even ori the slope of the steep bank, becomes open agricultural country. The town comes
firet into notice as "fbe station at which Margaret,
Queen of Malcolm Canmore. passed the Forth
in her numerous excursions between Edinburgh

and

and it received in honour of
present name, and some early Latin
Malcolm IV., the
designations of similar import.
great-grandson of Margaret, made the monks of
Dunfermline a grant of the right of ferr}- at the
place, and of a small piece of ground within the
limits of the present royalty.
grant which pix)bably led almost immediately to the erection of the
town; and, in 1164. he granted also to the monks
of Scone a free pas.sage. at ' Portum Reginae.' for the
In 1294, Pope
abbot, the monks, and their men.
Gregory confirmed to the abliey of Dunfermline
Dtinferniline;

her both

its

—

'•

(iiun'diuin

psiss.igii

sancta;

.-i

Mnrgtiritse

Regiuffi."

j

QUEENSFERRY.
Ill

a charter of generHl coufiriimtioii
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of reg.ility

jurisdictions by David II. to the monks of Dun"
"
fermline,
Passaglum
figures as a burgh-of"
regality along wirli
Dunfermlyne, Kirkaldy, and
Musseibrugh." The place, as a burgh-of-regality,
to the monks by Robert J., regranted by Kobert III., and confirmed in 1450 bj^
James IV. A new charter was granted, in 1636,
by Charles !., confirming the preceding ro_val grants,
but at the same time confirming a charter by Kobeit,
commendator of Dunfermline. As this is the latest
extant charter, and the record of the Great seal for
the period is defective, no evidence exists as to the

was again granted

when the town was erected into a royal
Yet proo'f is decisive that the erection took
between
1638 and 1642, that it was violently
place
opposed by the corporation of Linlithgow, and tliat
it was not effected without
degrading concessions to
that body. In 1639, a commissioner from it appeals for the first time to have sat in parliament;
and, in the parliament of the following year, he recorded a pro est that he had produced bis commis'•
lie
sion for Qneensferry as a royal burgh, and that
had ridden, sitten, and voyced in this parliament as
the rest of commissioners of burghs;" and he was
confronted by a counter-protest on the pait of the
burgh of Linlitligow, that he "had neither riddin,
sittin.nor voyced in parliament for the Queensfeiry."
In 1641, the same act of parliament which erected
the place into a separate parish, freed it from the
precise year

burgh.

:

I

QUEICH.

and the commerce of the place consists principally
of a coasting trade in coals, manures, and
barley in"ward, and in stones and potatoes outward. Herring
fishing is a chief employment during the winter
months and there are connected with it about a
dozen boats belonging to the town, and fiom 50 to
100 from other places.
The far-sea fishery also
employs a few of the larger boats in the summer
months. Net-making employs a few hands.
Soapmaking was at one time extensively carried on, but
has dwindled away. A distillery is in active oper;

A

ation.

more

of

fair is

held in August, but

amusement than

is

of business.

a matter

The town

supplied with water from an artificial reformed in 1819, at the expense of the Earl
The town is governed by a proThe magisti-fites
vost, 2 bailies, and 6 councillors.
have jurisdiction only within the royalty, not in
the extremities of the town.
'J'he
coi-poration
revenue amounted in 1856 to £158.
The annual
value of real property in tlie sJime year was £862.
The burgh unites with Inverkeitiiing, Dunfermline,
Cnlross, and .Stirling, in sending a member to parliament. Municipal constituency in 1856, IS; parliais

Avell

servoir,

of Koseberrj'.

—

mentary constituency, 33. Population of the royal
burgh, 'in 1831, 684; in 1851, 720. Houses, 87.
Population of the parliameiitary burgh in 1851,
On the 6th of iSeptember
1,195.
Houses, 142.
1842. Queen Victoria embarked at Queensferry on
board the Queen Margaret steamer for North
Queensfeiry, on her way to Perthshire.
QUEENSFEKKY (Nokth), a village and ferry

galling opposition of Linlithgow, and definitively
recognised it as a royal burgh.
Qneensferry, in spite of its antiquit}'' and seem- station, ecclesiastically in the parish of Inveikeithingly historical importance, has always been of small ing, but politicallj^ in the parish of Duiitermline, in
It stands at the extremity of the
extent, and has a mean appearance; nor has it ever Fifeshire.
Ferrybeen enriched by much commerce, or dignified by hill peninsula, on the north coast of the frith of
street
is
various
in
and
2
miles
events.
Its
Forth,
directly opposite Queensferry,
great
principal
width, but generally narrow, and wends very irre- south of Inverkeithing. It is inhabited principally
gularly to a total length of about 650 yards, partly b}'- the boatmen, and is a favourite summer resort for
A sea-bathing. It formerly had a large and elegant
along the shore and partly into tiie interior.
Its piers are excellent; and a project was disstreet of about 200 yards goes off from this at right inn.
angles, with a terrace along the road leading to cussed some years ago for extending its pier accomKirkliston.
Three short alleys lead down to the modation for the use of ships taking refuge at it in
harbour, and a fourth leads to the parish school- storms. A so t of natural dock or basin, of largo
lionse.
These streets and lanes compose the whole capacity, exists immediately to the west of it, comtown and they form a mean tout ensemble, 'i'iie pletely sheltered by the Ferryhill peninsula, and
old chapel, with a stone roof, stands at the west end, affording the best natural refuge on the east coast
not very greatly dilapidated ; the modern church of Britain between Yarmouth roads and the Moray
stands behind the main street; and the town-house, frith. This basin is called the Hope, and so many
with its ancient spire, stands near the centre of the as 100 vessels at a time have taken shelter in it iu
town. The harbour is formed by two piers of dif- storms from which there was no refuge in any part
A visionary
ferent dates, which are so constructed as to enclose of the frith eastward of it to the ocean.
a pentagonal dock or basin, with an opening between project was at one time entertained of attempting
their extremities toward the south.
The work was to tbrin a tunnel beneath tlie frith to the Linlithgowconstructed at a cost of £1.551. furnished chiefly by shire coast from a point a little above North Queensanother project was afterwards entertained
subscription, and was completed in 1818; but it has ferry
of attempting to I'orm a chain bridge, with Inchthe disadvantage of being difficult of
entry during
any one of a large range of westerly winds. Not garvie for an intermediate stej); and several pro-|
the harbour of the town, however, but a pier pro- jects have been discussed, in recent years, of i'orinvided with a lighthouse at the little village of New- iiig a railway comnuinicatioii by the route of the
hall, situated from 300 to 600 yards to tlie east of Queeiisferries, with connection here by the largest
the lower end of the town, is the place of the ferry and most rapid kind of ferry steamer.
The ferry
across the Forth; and this ferry is now tlie main at this ))lace anciently belonged to the abbots ol
thing whence the town acquires any importiince, or Dunfermline, and afterwards passed to the proprieby which it is generally known. The Ha's, which tors of the neighbouring lands, but became vested
figures so prominently in the opening scenes of .Sir about 40 years ago by act of parliament in trustees.
Walter Scott's Antiquaiy, is an inn at Newhall. A battery was constructed at Jsoitli Queeiisfeny
The ferry is under the direction of trustees, who, in after the visit of I'aul Jones to the Iritli, but I6
terms of parliamentary enactment, regulate fares, now dismantled.
Population of the village, 461.
;

;

hours of sailing, and kindred matters; and it is, in
respects, on a vei'y ellicieiit footing.
In the 17th century, about 20 vessels, most of
them large brigs, belonged to Queensferry, and some
all

trade in Hhi|)-building was carried on.
Ihit now no
vessel belongs to the port, nor is any one built at it;

Houses, 92.

QUEEN'S HILL.
QL'EENSIDE.

See Dijndkk.sxan,
See Lochwinnoch.

QUEICH

(The), a rivulet of inverness-sliirei
also a rivulet of Perthshire; also a livulet of Aber
(leciishire.

Si'e Gi.K.\yi

ku

n.

QUEICIL

(Nokth). a rivulet of Kitiross-shire. It
the Ochils in the north-west corner of
of
the parish
Orwell, and runs south-eiistward to
Loch-Leven. a little below Milnathort. See Orwem>.
QUEiCH (South), a rivulet partly of PerthIt rises among
shire, but chiefly of Kinross- shire.
the Ochils, IJ mile north-west of the source of the
North Queich, and within the limits of Perthshire;
it begrius a little below its
origin to trace for nearly
4 miles the bound iry-line between the two counties;
and it then runs 4i miles south-eastward, chiefly
through Kinross parish, to Loch-Leven, at the town
of Kinross.
VOE, a b ly in the parish of DunIt opens near the southern exrossness, Shetland.
tremity of the mainland, 2J miles west-north-west
of Sumhurgh-heid, and penetrates about 2 miles
north-eiistward into the land, with a mean breadth
of about 1 mile.
It is partially covered in the ofling
by an island called Cross-island, and is esteemed a
good natural harboitr. At its head stands a mansion

of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Oswald of Ancliincruive.
Stipend, £294 Os. lOd.; glebe. £8.
Unap-

called Quendal-house.

Sanchar. the antique form of the modernized Sanquhar, from the Gaelic sean cear, -the old fort.' In
1212 it was a rectory; between 1229 and 1238 it
belonged to the short-lived Gilbertine convent,
which the second Walter, the Stewart, established
at Dalmulin; and from 1238 till the
Reformation,
it belonged to the monks of
Paisley.
Though San
char continued to be the name of the several estates
win'ch were portions of the ancient territory or manor,
the church, at the Reformation, looks out under the
designation of St. Kevoc. This name is supposed
to have been derived from a female personage of
<5ome local note, who lived in the reign of Malcolm
II.. and it has been chansred successively into St.
Kevocke's. St. Evox. St. Queevox. and St. Quivox.
QLOICH. See QcEicH.
QUOICH (Loch), a lake in the centre of the
western half of Inveniess-shire. The vale which
it occupies beare the name o( Glenlochquoich or
Glenqueich. The lake is about 6 miles in length,
and probably not quite half-a-mile in mean breadth;
it extends from west to east, and sends off its superfluent waters eastward to Loch-Garry, at a distance

QUEICH

rises

among

QUEXDAL

i

;

I

!

i

QUOTIIQUAK
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QUIEX (Loch), a lake of 69 acres in area, on
the mutual border of the parishes of Kingarth and
Eothesav. in the island of Hute.
QUINZIE-BURN'. See Kilsyth.
QUIRAING. See Kilmuir.
QUIVOX (St.). a parish, containing the Wallacetown and Content suburbs of Ayr. also the post-office
It is bounded by
village of Wliitelets, in Ayrshire.
the parishes of Monkton and Prestwick, Tarbolton.
Ayr, and Newton-upoti-Ayr. Its length westward
is 5 miles; and its greatest breadth is 3 miles.
Its
southern boundary is traced by the river Ayr. Its
Burface in the west and centre is low and level, but in
the east is somewhat swollen and tumulated.
Some
parts of the banks of the river Ayr are steep, and
covered with natural wood and plantation. The soil
in the west is sandy, in the centre is light and graTcUy on an irretentive stibsoil, and. in the east
The whole area, except what
border, is a stiff clay.
is covered by town and detached houses, and ahout
250 acres covered with wood, is arable. The rocks
are all of the coal formation.
Three coal mines and
several quarries of excellent sandstone are worked.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1837 was
£93,598, of which £3.405 was for the produce of
the mines and rjuarries. Assessed property in 1843.
£10,973 19s. 8.1. There are five landowners; and

—

two of them arc resident. The mansions of Auchincraive and Cr:Aigie are spacious edifices, finely situated on the banks of the Ayr; and the gardens and
grounds of the former are highly ornate and draw
much notice from strangers. Several small earthen
ovens, supposed to be Roman, were di.scovered about
20 years airo at Content. The parish is traversed
by the roads from Ayr to Gabton and Mauchline.
arid has ready access to all the public communications by railway, coach, and steamer, from Ayr and
Newton-upon-Avr. Population in 1831, 5,289; in
1851,7,147.
Houses, 70S.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and synod

propriated teinds.
salary. £30, with 8

£316
IkiIIs

£15 other emoluments.

18s. 5d.

Schoolmaster's

of meal, £15 fees, and about

The

parish church stands
near the centre of the parish, but about 3 miles distant from the great bulk of the population and it
was built before the Reformation, and repaired and
enlarged in 1834, and contains nearly 400 sittings.
A chapel of ease was built at Wallacetown by subscription in 1845, and contains nearly 900 sittings;
;

and it is under the patronage of its own communicants.
There is a Free church at Wallacetown;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £118
lo-. ojd.
There are also in \N'allacetown an United
Presbyterian church, a Reformed Presbyterian
church, an Original Secession church, a small Independent chapel, a small Episcopalian chapel, and
a handsome Roman Catholic chnpel. There are
seven non-parochial schools. The ancient parish
chui-ch

was

originally,

and

for

centuries,

called

from

it of 9 or 10 miles.
Though altogether Highland, and not remarkable in its scenery, it is yet a
fine sheet of water.
The public road from Invergarry in the Great Glen to Locli-Houm and Glen-

elg.

wends

alnns: its north bank.

QUOTHQUAN. an ancient

parish, united in 1660
to the parish of Libbert<m. in the Upper ward of

Lanarkshire.

The name Quothqnan

signifies the

and was transferred to the parish from
Quothquan-law, a hill of about 600 feet of altitude
above the level of the Clyde, and covered with verdure to its summit. A large rough stone on this
and tradihill is popularly called Wallace's chair
tion says that Sir William Wallace sat here holding
conferences with his followers previous to the battle
See Libbertox.
of Biggar.
l)eautiful hill,

;

QUOYAFIRTH.
QUYTEI'TliLD.

See Northmavex.
Sec Lwerkeillor.

RABBIT ISLANDS.

KAXKLE-BUKK.
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R
RAASAY. See Easay.
RABBIT ISLANDS, tliree

islets of

sandy

soil,

occupied by swarms of rabbits, at the mouth of the

Kyle of Tongue,

in Sutherlandsliire.

RACHANMILL, a post-oliice station on the
northern border of the parish of Glenholni, Peeblesshire.
It is subordinate to Biggar, and is situated
5 miles south-east of that town.
In its vicinity are
Rachan-house and R-ichan-hill, the former a delightful mansion embosomed in wood, the latter a lovely
verdant isolated height, declining suddenly to the
Tweed.

RACWICK.
RADERNIE,

See Hoy.

a scattered village in the parish of
Cameron, Fifeshire. Limestone has long been exworked
here.
tensively
(Loch), a lake in the parish of Kinloch,
Perthsiiire.

R\K

RAEBERRY-CASTLE. See Kiukcudbkight.
RAEBURN. See Eskdalemuih.
RAEHURNFOOT. See DuMFiujis-SHirfK.

aijounding in limestone, in the parish of Carluke,
Lanarkshire.
RAFFLES. See Mouswald.
RAFFORD, a parish, containing a post-office village of its own name, in the west of Morayshire. It

bounded by Forres, Kinloss, Alves, Elgin, Dallas,
and Dyke and Moy. Its length northeastward is about 8 miles; and its breadth varies from
The river Findhorn traces its western
3 to 5 miles.
boundary; and the Loch of Romach, which is about
a mile in length, and has a romantic character, lies
on its southern boundary. The outline of the parish
is very irregular, being deeply indented by a narrow
stripe of the parish of Forres, and at tlie same time
is

Edenkillie,

sending out a projection

town of Forres.

fied.

The northern

to a })oint

within 3 furlongs

Tlie surface

is

much

district is low, flat,

and

diversifertile

;

has the appearance of a large
undulating valley, chequered by fine farms, lakes,
and the southern distiict
wood, and moorland
presents the rough, rocky, moorish, upland character
of Highland scenery.
Many spots command a most
brilliant view of the screens, shores, and waters of
the Moray frith, from Banffshire to Caithness.
The
rocks are gneiss and sandstone. The soil
principal
18 variously a light and shifting sand, a black and
shallow mould, lying upon rock, a deep rich clay,
and a rough brown gravel on an almost impenetrable
subsoil. A great extent of moor and moss land li.is
been reclaimed within the last 45 years; and some
the central district

;

now very

of

it is

ill

tillage;

about

productive. About 3,5.")() acres are
2.1(42 aie pastoral or waste; and

The estimated value
are under wood.
in 1842 was i;i2,t)H5.
Assesseil proin 1843, jG3,978 17s. 2(1.
'J'lie landowners are
perty
Sir
V.
of
A.
Gordon
Tulloch
Burgin.
-Cunnning,
Bart., the Earl of Moray, and Grant Dull' of Eden.

about
of

3,(51)5

raw produce

tion of the

parish in 1851, 992;

Houses, 203.
This parish is
synod of Moray.

in

1851,

1,020.

presbytery of Forres, and
Patron, Brodie of Lethen. Stipend, £233 2s^ 2d.; glebe, £6.
Unappropriated
Sciioolniaster's salaiy, £34 4s.
teinds, £72 Os. 8d.
and
a
in the Dick
with
about
share
£16
fees,
4^d.,
in the

The

parish church is a handsome Gothic
J 826, after a design by Gillespie
Graham, and contains 600 sittings. Thei-e is a Free
chnrch, with an attendance of 450; and the amount
There
of its receipts in 1856 was £164 9s. U^d.
Two cattle-fairs
are three non-parochial schools.
are held, the one in the beginning of April, tlie other
in the beginning of November. The ancient ))arish
of Rnffoid comprehended pait of what is now the
parish of Kinloss; and the present parish of Raftbrd
comprehends also the ancient parish of Altyre. In
the times of episcopacy, RafFord was the seat of the
sub-chantor of Moray.
RAIGMORE. See Daviot and Duni.ichity.

bequest.

a pastoral tract of land in the
parish of Moffat, but situated within the southern
border of Lanarkshire.
RAECLEUCtHHEAD. See Langton.
RAEFIILLS. See Johnstone, Uumfrics-shire.
RAEMORE. See Caputh.
RAKSGILL, a ravine and a mining locality,

RAECLEUGII,

of the

Burgle-castle is a large beautiful structure, comprising a square tower of six stories built in 1 (502, and a
connected mansion founded about a century later.
Altyre-house, together with tiie burn and the ancient parish of Altyre, have been noticed in our
article on Altyre.
Blervie-castle was anciently the
seat of a branch of the once powerful faniilj' of the
Dunbars; but the principal part of it was taken
down to build the present house of Blervie. and all
that remains is a tower of five stories and the staircase.
The parish is traversed by the road from
Forres to Grantown. The village of RaflTord is a
small place, 3 miles south-enst of Forres. Popula-

stiucture, built in

RAILSBURGII.

See Nesting.

a post-office village in the parish of Kilfew of its inhabitants are
spindie, Perthshire.
weavers of linen for the manufacturers of Dundee.

RAIT,

A

Houses, 41.
See Nairn.
RAITH. See Abbotshali-.
RAIT'S-BURN, a brook tributary to the Spey in
the parish of Alvie, Inverness-shire. Adjacent to it
is a cave which formerly had a capacity of 145 cubic
yards, and was a hiding place and stronghold of a
Population, 184.

RAIT CASTLE.

strong body of bandits.
RALl A, a hainlet in the parish of Kingussie, Inverness-shire.
Population, 32. Houses, 10.
RALSTON. See Paisley.
RALSTON-NEWTOX. See Newton-Ralston,
RAMES. See Kinnetiimo.nt.
RAMSAY. See Lismoke.
RAMSAYCLEUGH, a post-office station subordinate to Selkirk,
RANDERSTON. See Kingsbakns.
FIELD. See Ninians {St.).
RANFURLIE. See Kii.bakcuan.
RANGEY, a lake in the parish of Latheron,
On the east side of it are remain*
Caithness-shire.
of a small ancient fortification, which apjiears to
have been surrounded by a ditch comniiniicating
with a lake.
RANKEILOCR. See Mommaii..
HANKLE-r.UKN. a rivulet, a tritmtary df the
Ettriek, in Selkirkshire. It rises within J of a nule

RANDOLPH

RANXOCH.
of Moodlaw-locli,

wliere the counties of

."Selkirk.

Roxburgh, and Dumfries meet, and flows 7 miles
northward and north-north-westward to the Ettrick.
For 2 miles near its
opposite Tushielaw-tower.
source, it divides Ettrick parish from Koberton; and
for half-a-mile about the middle of its couree, it
It is throughout a
divides Ettrick from Yarrow.
deeply sequestered and wildly pastoral stream. The
glen which it traverses is one of the most still and
savage

in the Ix)wland3, yet is not

devoid of inter-

esting associations, nor wants the power of appealing strongly to the imagination and the taste. See
articles

Blcclelch and Ettrick.

RAWIC'H. See Ede\rii.lie.
KAXNICHIE. See Nioo, Koss-shire.

RANNOCH,
tensive

a quoad sacra

Highland

parisli,

and an ex-

district, in the north-west ex-

The whole extent is 28
tremity of Perthshire.
miles from east to west, by 16 from north to south;
but the inhabited portion is only a stripe from east
The parish comprehends
to west of 16 miles by 2.
the larger and northern part of the enormous quoad
civilia parish of Fortingal, and the large detaciied
part of Logierait which lies in the centre of FortinIt was constituted by the General Asse^ibly
gal.
in 1829. and re-constitutetl by the Court of Teinds in
1845.
The church is a government one, situated at
the east end of Loch-Rannoch. built in 1829, at a
The
cost of £750. and containing 560 sittings.

stipend and appurtenances are the same as those of
A cliapel of ease or
otiier government churches.
8ub-paiochi;il church, containing nearly 300 sittings,
See
is situated at the west end of Loch-Rannoch.
Ki.sloch-Raxxuch.
The district of Rannoch has Lochal)er on the
north-west, Badenoch on the north, Blair-Athole on
the east, Breadalbane or the Glenlyon and Fortingal
sections of that district on the south, and Glenorchy
and Appin on the west. All the north- -m part is
filled with a section of the broad lofty range of the
lentral Grampians,
that range which nins from
«a to sea between Ben-Nevis and ttie coa.st of Kin-

—

cardineshire; all the western part is filled with the
boggy wilderness of the Moor of Rannoch. which
intervenes between the great central mountainlange of Scotland and the commencement of the
lunge which nins down at right angles from it to
the Clyde at the Kyles of Bute; and a stripe along
the border of the southern part consists of the northtim declivities and spurs of the water-shedding
ange, which forms tlie left screen of the long, pentNot a pass exists
up, romantic vale of Glenlyon.
Toand the far-stretching sweep of the north-west
nd north; and even into Gienlyon direct access is
practicable

only by one

difficult

mountain-road.

ibont the middle of the south. All tlie upland
region is wild and indomitable, towering up in
naked summits, or stretching abroad in tableaux
if moor and bog. or occasionally cloven down, in
tie lower declivities, into narrow glens or small
verdant openings.
The moor on the west is the
u^est and the dreariest tract of its class in Scotmd. an open, monotonous, silent, black expanse of
iMert, a vast region of bog and morass, with a few
Ifeary pools, and one long dreary lake, some ditchy
iked lines of dark water-course, and a distant en'".roning mountain-screen, whose coarse dark fea-

are in rmfnl sympathy with the humours of
he sable sea of moss. See Lydoch (Loch).
The long inhabited stripe of Rannoch. however,
ph much inferior in scenery to other and similar
land glens, largely compensates by its beauty
pictnresqueness for the repulsive wildness of the
.At the west end it is entered from the moor
bor.
the closing in of the hills upon the couree of the
iire.s

IT.

RANNOCH.
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river Gauir; from the mouth of that river to a point
12 miles eastward, it has gentle or rapid slopes
coming down upon the watery pavement of LochRannoch; and from the east end of the lake onward, it consists of the glen of the Turamel, over-

hung and shut up by the vast solitary monntainmass of Shichallion. Most of it is thus the framework of Loch-R<innoch and, with a large forest of
;

native fir which runs far up the height along the
south, and is broken with glades and gemmed with
mansions and farm-steads, with some decrepit yet
picturesque remains of a native birch-forest straggling upon the declivities along the south, with
the side back-ground of the bold mountain-heights

—

—

tier upon tier till they become wreathed
in clouds,
and with the snowy peaks of Glencoe
and Glenetive looking up in the far west at the distance of 40 miles, and suggesting what an ocean of

climbing

—

wilderness lies between, the landscape is at once inTwo hamlets, Kinlochteresting and impressive.
Rannocli and George-town, stand respectively at the
east and at the west end of the lake, and are tlie
sites of the two places of worship.
Roads go tip
both sides of the Tummel and the lake, keeping
close upon the water; but they unite and become
one at George-town, before setting out on the moor
toward Glencoe. See Fortisg.al.

RANNOCH-BURN.

See

Ma^ole.

RANNOCH

(Loch), a lake in the district of RanIt extends from west to east
noch, Perthshire.
with a length of about 12 miles, and a breadth of
about 9 furlongs. The greater part of it, especially
in the east end, is believed to have a depth of from
60 to 85 fathoms.
Its west end freezes so well in
hard frost that people can cross it on the ice; but its
whole surface does not seem to be frozen oftcner on
the average, thnn once in 30 or 40 years.
In its
upper end are two small islands. The eastern one of
these is the larger one and wholly artificial, resting
upon large Ijeams of wood, fixtd to one another.
This islarid. in the old times of the clans, was used
sometimes as a place of retreat from danger, and at
other times as a place of confinement for malcontents or rebels. A subaqueous road leads to it from
the south side, very naiTOw, always covered with 3
or 4 feet of water, and having on both sides a great
depth of water.
The;, thit part of the ncrthern
great head-water of the Tay. or of what, in a large
sense, is called the Tummel, which nins between
the foot of Loch-Rannoch and the head of LochThe stream is 9J miles in
Tummel. Perthshire.
length has some bold, though not large sinuosities ;
runs prevailingly due east ; and has on its right
bank, Fortingal and Dull, and on its left a detached
part of Logierait, Fortingal. Blair-Athole, and a
wing of Dull. As it contains all the waters of the
Gauir and of minor streams drained into Loch-Rannoch. it possesses the volume of a second-rate Scottish river.
Its course is rapid and occasionally im-

RANNOCH

;

petuous; and its scenery, tho'.gh considerably inferior to that of the Tummel, |)ossesses much Highland
picturesqueness and romance. Its banks, for some
distance below Loch-Rannoch. while greatly more
open than those of the southern Teith between
Lochs Katrine and Achray. have confused aggregations of little rocky eminences, overhung with shrub
and tree, which, with bold and lofty mounuiins
overlooking them, present some similarity to the
Trosachs.
At Mount Alexander. 4 miles below
Loch-Rannoch. the river forces its way through a narrow romantic pass under the north side of Shichallion. and has on each side climbing forests, which
'"
The
go up the broken ba.se of the acclivities.
whole of this stretch." savs Dr. M-Culloch. " is ex-

RANZA.

ricli in that mixture of wood and rock
which is so characteristic of tliis skirt of Shichallion
and the various wider laiulscapes which are found
alwut this place, yield to few in extent of scope, and
in splendour of romantic and ornamented mountain
" As
cliaracter."
you follow down the banks of the

ceedingly

;

river," says another writer, ''as it flows from the
Kannoch to tlie Tumniel, you see such an assem-

blage of wildness and lude grandeur, as begjrars all
and fills the mind with the most sublime conceptions."
RAXZA (Loch), a bay and a post-office hamlet
on the north-west coast of Arran, 1^ mile from the
northern extremity of the island, 5 miles southsouth-east of Skipness-point in Kintyre, and 7i
miles south-west of Inch-Marnoch, off Bute. The
bay is about a nn'le in lengfth, and 3 furlongs in
mean breadth. On the south side, near its head, a
commodious natural harbour of great security and
much depth is formed by the projection of a small
low peninsula. During the season of the herringfishery, the bay is frequented by from 200 to 300
boats. Loch-Ranza castle, once a royal hunting seat,
stands on the peninsula. It is now a I'oofless ruin,
toleiably entire in the walls, consisting of two square
towers, united by coiniecting walls, and more ornamented than the majVirity of old Highland strongThere are in the hamlet a Free church and
holds'.
a parochial school.
KANZA (The). See Gr.EXR.<Nz.\.
KAPLO(JH, a village in the parisli of Stirling,
It is overhung immediately on the
Stirlingshire.
south-west by Stirling-castle, or stretches from the
base of the rock to within a few yards of tlie Forth;
it is distant f of a mile from
Stirling bridge; and it
is comprehended within the
parliamentary bounddescription,

aries of the bui-gli.

Dongald Graham, long town-

bcUman

of Glasgow, and the author of ncaily all
the chapbooks which circulated among the lower
classes during the past century, was boin about the
year 1724, at Raploch, and died in the year 1789.
He joined the Pretender in 1745; and the most extensive of all his works was a metiical History of
the Rebellion,' which was a great favourite with
Sir Walter Scott, and whicli seems to have been an
early production, having on the title-page,
'

—

"

Coinpngcd by
III

He wag

tlie

poet D. Graliflin

;

Stiriingsliire lie lives at liame."

two well-lcnown songs of
Turnimspike,' and John Hielandman's Remarks on Glasgow.'
I'opulation of
also author of

considerable merit,

RASAY.

642

—

'

'

the village, 317.
RAPNESS, a headland and a small bay in the
south-east of the island of Westray, in Orkney.
The bay has a southern exposure, and is totally unsheltered fiom southerly winds.
RASAY, an island belonging to the })arish of
It
Portree, in the Skyc district of Inverness-shire.
lies between the island of Skye and the Ross-shire
district of Applecro^^s.
It forms a long belt of land,
stretching due north and south, and separated by
the sound of Rasay from the Skye district of
Trotterin'sh, or sub-districts of Snizort or Portree.
Its distance from Skye varies between a mile and
nearly 5 miles; and its distance from Ross-shire
varies betwecni G^ and 9J miles.
On a line with it
due northward extends Rona, distant at the nearest
about a mile; and at its nortli-wcst corner lies
foint
'ladda, separated from it only during flood-half
tide, and by a very narrow channel.
Rasay meagures about 14 miles in length, about 2 nn'lesin mean
breadth, And aiiout 28 square miles in superficial
It may be viewed as consisting of two
extent.
continuous hilly ridges; tlie one on the north com-

posed principally of gneiss, the one on the south

composed of porphyritic rocks superincumbent on
red and white sandstone.
The northern division
extends to the vicinity of Brochel-castle, or occupies
the area for about 5^ miles from the northein
extremity; and it presents those naked, rounded,
evenly-disposed, and cheeikss rocky eminences
which characterize so many of the dull low islands
of the outer Hebridean archipelago.
The southern
division possesses a mean elevation of proi ably
1,000 feet; and as seen from the south-east, it presents the outline of a high taMe-land, sending up
the single tlat-topped emine))ce of Duncan-hill to
about 1,500 feet above sea-level; but, in reality, it
descends by a general slojie toward low shores on
the west, and for the jnost part, breaks sheer down
on the east in a long range of mural cliffs picturIn the
esquely intermixed with fine verdant slopes.
all

interior,

narrow though the

district

be, are

many

irregular eminences, and long narrow ridges parallel
to the sides of the island, so divided by deep vales,
that a touiist's j)ath in traversing them resembles
that of a vessel alternately descending and surmounting the long ridgy waves of a deeply-rolling
All the west and the north of the island have
sea.

a most uninteresting aspect, locky, heathy, and
But the east side of the southern
coarseh' pastoral.
district is diversified with arable lands and copsewoods, with towering rocks and formidable elifi's,
with farmsteads in the hollows and sonse human
dwellings on the giddy heights. "On this side,"
" scenes of considerable
gransays Dr. M'CulIoch,
deur occur, generally marked by great breadth and
siiiiplicity

of manner, and by powerful effect; at

times, however, verging to an artificial character,
in the architectural regularity of the flat sandstone
cliffs, which are frequently split into colunmar and
conical forms, rising like towers above the deep
The houses
dark sea that washes their bases.
i'erched on these snm.mits seem more like the retieats of the bu-ds that hover round them than the
habitations of human beings; the eye from below

scarcely distinguishing them, far less their inhabit-i
ants.
The grandeur of these long-extended walls
of rock is often vaiied by the enoniious fractu)-es
and dislocations which have at diflerent times taken
place; masses of immense bulk having been occasionally separated so as to form a second ridge below them; while, in other places, huge piles of min
cover their slopes with fragments advancing far into
the sea, and strewing the shore with rocks."
The chief antiquity of Rasay is Brochel-castle; «
li
curiosity of much attraction to many a tourist,
stanJs in a little bay, on the east coast, at a p<iini
clifts have diminished to a moderate altitude.
Its site is a conglomerate rock of two ledgw
or stages, whose upper part is quite isolated Iron

where the

the neighbouring heights, and whose compositiou
" difi'ereir
not very scientific writer describes as
kinds of burnt stone, lime, and shell, that have al
the appearance of being jumbled together, sonit
On thi
time or other, by a volcanic eruption."
lower ledge of tlie rock, and rising from its veri
storlec
of
low
two
small
a
building
edge, stands
and a narrow interior court; and on the summit o
the rock, and occupying all its area, stand aiiothc
i

building and two triangular and loop-holei
the building disposed in two low stories-j
of each a single apartment, and in sunnouiitiiijj
battlements, and a wanier's room. The only accwr
is up an approach which has been cut on the
8id|
next to the sea, and which is so steep that it can bj
sn)ail

rcces.ses,

—

climbed only on all-fours, or at least with tlie aid <i
the hands; the entrance is by a narrow steep-roofcl
passage between the lower Imilding and the base '8

i

i

RYSAY.

the upper stap:e of the rt»ck ; and, altogether, the
coinbiiiatioii of strong natural pos'tioii and artiiicial
fortaliee is so complete as to exhibit the very beauideal of adaptation to secuiity and defence in the
ages pi-eceding the invention of gunpowder. Tiie
last occupant of the castle is said to have been a
pei-soH of extraordinary personal strength and valour,
who was one of the predecessors of the presejit laird
of Rasay. and lived in the times of James VI., and
who, on account of his remarkable powerful appear'John the athletic'
ance, was called Eoin Garbh.
At the Kirktown of the island stand the ruins of an
ancient IJoman Catliolic chapel, surrounded with a
The mansion of Macleod of
plantation of trees.
Rasny. the landowner of the island, is a splendid
in
mcxlem style of architecture, with a suedifice,
perb front; and was built of the native sandstone of
the southern district.
Natural wood was formerly
extensive, and planted wood now occupies a considerable space.
Tomnninication is enjoyed by
means of steamers in transit between Portree and
the Clyde. Population in 1841, 647; in 1851, 540.
Houses, 94. See I'ortuke.
RASAY, a small ir.hahited island lielonging to
the parish of Glenelg, in Invemi ss-shire.
Population, in 1841. 18; in 1851, 13.
Houses 2.
EN. a parish on the coast of Buchan,
Aberdeenshire. It contains the post-office village
of Inverallochy. and the villages of Cairnbulg and
It is bonndid by the German ocean,
Charleston.
and by the parishes of Lonmay. Strichen. Tyrie,
and Fraserburgh.
Its length south-westward, or
measured from the coast direct inland, is alK)Ut 7
miles; and its breadth expands near the south-west
end to 4 miles, but averages everywhere else aliont

—

RATH

The coast, partly flat and sandy, and
IJ mile.
partly consistinjr of low rocks, commences 2 miles
south of Fraserburgh, iiirs ont into a headland
called Cairubnls'-point. and altogether has an extent
of 2| miles.
The rivulet of Rathen or Philorth
drains nearly the whole parish; and, before falling
into the sea, runs nearly 3 miles on the bonndnry
with Fraserburgh.

MoKMOM>-HiLr. [which see]

is

partly within the south-west limits; and bothits
declivities, and the summits and sides of other high
grounds in its viciin'ty, are bleak and barren; but
the lands along the Philorth are low, and, in general, tolerably pi-oductive.
The woodlands, the iiillpastures, and the arable grounds, are, in the proto
each
of
2.
27, and 94. Limestone s
portion
other,
plentiful and. on the estate of Auchirie8,itis worked,
and is of excellent quality. Cairnbulg-castle. now in
ruins, has walls of great thickness, and' appears to
have been a place of considerable strength. It was
the family seat of the predecessors of I^rd Saltoun;
and till sold, in 1613, by Sir Alexander Fraser to
Fraser of Durris, it bore the name of Philorth. which
was then transferred to another mansion in the family
which still bears it, and is the seat of Lord Saltoun.
Inverallochy-castle, also a ruin, has* been noticed
;

hi

t

our article on Inverallochy.

modem

maiision,

embosomed

Mormond-house is
wood. There are

in

ten landowners.
The parish is traversed by the
fwads from Fraserburgh to Peterhead and Aberdeen.

Papulation in 1831,2,100; in 1851, 2.368.
Houses,
188.
Assessed property in 1843. £5.653.
This parish is in the presbytery of Deer, and
l"»ynod of Aberdeen. Patron. Ix)rd Saltoun. Stipend,
\S\iiO 14s. 4d. ; glebe. £9.
Schoolmaster's salarv,
I.S25 138. 3^d.. with about £28 fees, and a share in

Dick liequest. The parish church is
rwis repaired in 1767, and contains 684
jthe

old.

and

sittings.

is a chapel of ease at
There
Inverallochy.
ita Free church of Rathen. with an attendance of
>40: and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was 4.1M

^'fliere

RAT no.

G43

There is a second parochial school. The
ient parish of Rathen comprehended, not only all
the modern parish of Riiihen, but al.<o a part of thi
of the
j)arish of Fraserburgh, and the greater part
Its church and teinds were
parish of Strichen.
appropriated to the cathedral of Aberdeen.
Os. 7d.

a

:i

RATHILLET.

See Kilm.\sy.

R.ATHO. a

parish in the north-west division of
Edinburghshire. It contains the post-office village
It is
of Rjitho. and the village of Ronnington.

bounded by Kirkliston, Corstorphine, Currie, and
Kirknewton. A slender oval, stretchiiig east-northeastward, and me:isuring at the axes 4^ and 2^
miles, constitutes the body of the parish; and a
projection. 2J miles in length and about a mile in
mean breadth, goes off south-soutli-westward from
middle. The total area is about 10 square
surface of the eastern half of the main
bofly is a slightly variegated level ; and, of the
western half, is a congeries of broad-lwsed hillocks,
or low table-land, with gentle swells, rising from
300 to 400 feet akive sea-level. As the position is
midway between the Pentland hills and the frith of
Forth, and about 8 or 9 miles west of Edinburgh.,
magnificent views are obtained, from the little
heights, of the scenery of the Lothians. the Forth,
Fifeshire.the Ochil-hills, and the frontier Grampians.
The surface of the southern or projecting district
rises slowly from a low Hue of connection with the
main body to near the southern boundary; and it
there shoots abruptly up in the two bold isolated
heights of Dalmahov crag and Kai'.nes hill, 660 and
'ihese heights form a
680 feet iil)Ove sea-level,
conspicuous and picturesque feature of the general
Lothian landscape; and, like Salisbury ciags. the
rocks of Edinburgh and Stirling castle, and various
eminences at the north-east end of the I^nnox hills,
they break down in cliffs, or stoop precipitously to
the" west.
The general aspect of the parish, from
the diversity of its contour and the richness of its

near

its

miles.

The

much beauty, ami preAbout five-sixths of
sents many fine close scenes.
the whole area is either in tillage or in an arable
condition; and the remaining sixth is distributed,
in not very unequal parts, into plantation-ground
embellishments, possesses

The soil is, in general, a light loam,
with a preponderance of sand; but, toward the
eastern Iwrder. it passes, in a great degree, into
clay.
Trap rock prevails in the hills, and has been
Sandstone occurs and is
extensively quarried.
worked.
Claystone, of the kind popularly called
calmstone. h,i8 been worked upon the property of
Ratho-hall.
Coal is said to have been mined long
ago at lionningfon. but caniiot now l.=e found. The
and pasture.

parish is traversed by the Union canal, and bounded
along the east by Gogar burn. The only noticeable
antiquities are vestiges of two camps, both proltabiy
Danish, the one on Kaimes-hill, the other on South
Platt-hill, a commanding little sutnmit on tiie west.
The most considerable mansion is Dalmahoy-house,
See D-almaiioy.
the seat of the Earl of Morton.
Other principal mansions are Ratho-house, a splendid
Grecian edifice; Hatton-hous-, a fine old biuonial
building, some of it very ancient; Bonningtonhouse, bnilt in 1622; Norton-house, of recent
erection; Millburn-tower. bnilt by the late Sir R.
Liston; and three or four others. There are 18
landowners. Al)out 4.978 acres in the parish are
under cultivation; about 444 are constantly in pasThe yearly
ture; and about 396 are under wootl.
value of raw produce was estimated in 1839 at
Assessed property in 1843. iy,471 9s. 6d.
£28.146.
Real rental in 18o6. £l8,<y48. The parish is traversed by the south road from Edinburgh to Giascow, and by the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway;

RATHVEN.
has a station on the

latter, 8^ miles fVom
Population in 1831, 1,313;
1851,
327.
Houses,
this parish is in the presbytery of Edinburgh,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patrons, the
trustees of Dr. Davidson.
Stipend, £306 Os. lid.;

nn<\ it

m

Edinburgli.
1.718.

glebe, £18.
Unappropriated teinds, £36 2s. lid.
Sijhoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £45 fees,
and £6 other emoluments. The parish church is
a somewhat cruciform building, partly old and

partly modern, and contains about 800 sittings.
There is a Free church for Ratho and Kirknewton,
with an attendance of about 200; and the amount
of its receipts in 1856 was ill88 12s. OJd.
There
are two non-parochial schools. The ancient church
of Ratho
the British Itath-au, a cleared spot,' a
bare place,' 'a plain,'
was dedicated to the Virgin
Mary; and in the immediate neighbourhood of the
present church there is a fountain still called the
Lady's well. The parish was a rectory till 1429, and
it then became a prebend of the collegiate church oi'
In 1315 the barony and patronage
Corstorphine.
of Ratho wei'e, along with much other property,
granted by Robert I. to the Steward of Scotland, as
the dowry of the Princess Marjory; on the accession
of Robert II. to the throne, they became part of the
property of the King's eldest son, as Prince of Scotland; and, in 1404, they were, with the other
estates, erected into a principality for the Prince,

—

'

'

—

with regal jurisdiction. Among eminent persons
connected with the parish were Dr. William Wilkie,
the Scottish Homer,' one of its ministers in the last
century; Sir William Liston, the liritish ambassador
at seven foreign courts; and Sir William Fettes, a
'

resident

and

heritor, wiiose vast pi'operty was bein Edinburgh of the

queathed for the establishment

great Fettes institution.
The ViLi.AGK of Ratho stands in the centre of
the main body of the parish of Ratho, adjacent to
the Union canal, on the road from Mid-Calder to
Edinburgh, 2^ miles south-south-east of Kirkliston,
4 east-north-east of Mid-Calder, and 8 west-southwest of Edinburgh.
Its site is on the slope or
eastei'n declivity of the gentle uplands of the west.
It consists of a single two-sided street, coming down
the declivity from west to east, and bending northward, near the end, to terminate upon the Union
canal.
Most of its liouses are neat and recently
erected cottages, walled with whinstone, lintelled
with sandstone, and roofed either with tiles or witli
slate; and wearing, in common with the roadway,
a tidy appearance. It was anciently a place of considerable note, l)ut fell into great decay, and has in
recent times been revived, extended, and much improved. In a poem by Joseph Mitchell, who published two large octavo volumes of miscellaneous
poetry in 1724, and who is known as 'the poet of
Ratho,' it figures as having at one time risen to
splendour, and then at another time sunk to desolation, till "Ratho looked like Troy a field of corn."
Ft has now a small public library and some social
institutions; and it has derived benefit from the
o|)ening of the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway.

Houses, 130.
a parish on the coast of Hanffshire.

Population. 689.

RATHVEN,

It contains the post-office villages of Buckie, Port-

Gordon, Porteasy, and Portkiiockie, and the villages
It is
of Findoehtie, Now Tannachi(;, and Rathvcn.
bounded by the Moray frith, and by the parishes of
Its length
Deskford, Keith, and Bellie.
Honth-westward, in the direction of the coast lino,
is 10 miles; its breadth varies from 3 to 5 miles;
and its area is about 42^ square miles. The surface
comprises some lo\\- lying ground of pood quality
and considerable breadth along the shore, lait is

Ciillen,

RATHVEN.

644

elsewhere of an upland character, with considerable
diversity in the height, contour, and connections of
its hills.
The Benhill, in the south-east, is the
highest ground, lifting

its

snnnnit 945 feet above

tlie

level of the sea, and serves as a landmark to the
fishermen so far out to sea as 15 leagues from the
This hill was richly planted to the yury
coast.
summit about the middle of last century, and is
now provided with a carriage road circuitously to
the top, formed at the expense of the late Earl of

and it commands a very extensive, brilpanoramic view. Two other principal hills,
called Maud and Adie, stand on a line with the
Benhill to tiie west, so as to form a I'ange with it;
but they have less altitude, and are covered all over
with heath. The soil of the parish is very various;
in one corner a light and extremely rich loam
superincumbent on clay; in another corner, a thin
yet fertile loam on a red .soft earth; in some places,
a,
light sand; in other places, a stiff clay; and almost everywiiere, except in the sandy districts, a
soil powdered all over and profusely intermixed
About 8,433 imwith small water-worn stones.
perial acres are in tillage; about 437 are meadow
and grass land; about 12,748 are in hill pasture or
Limewaste; and about 4,822 are under wood.
stone, sandstone, and slate abomid, and are quarried.
A beautiful whitish sand, affirmed to be almost equal
in fineness to any in Holland, occurs in great quanThree medicinal wells fortity near Litchieston.
Seaficld;
liant,

merly attracted some notice. The principal landowners are the Duke of Richmond, the Earl of Seafield, Lieut. Col. Sir William Gordon, Bart., Gordon
of Cluny, Gordon of Cairn-field, and Stuart of Tannachie.

The

principal residences are I..etterfourie,

Tannachie, Buckie-lodge, Burnside, and
Presholm. There are in the parish 4 corn-mills,
a flour and barley mill, and a mill for carding
wool; and there was formerly a distillery at GolA large heap of stones, called the King's
lochay.
cairn, situated on an eminence near Woodside, is
Inpointed out by tradition as the grave of King
dulphus of Scotland, who is said to have been slain
in the vicinity after obtaining a complete victory
over the Danes.
Abercromby places this victory
in the year 961
Buchanan, in 967. Not far disCairnfield,

;

tant is a great number of small cairns, alleged to be
the burial-places of the Danes who fell in the engagement. Numerous cairns occur also on the farm
Two ruins, called Green and Troof VVesterside.
nach castles, crown two hills which screen the sides
The pari.sh is traof the harbour of Portknoekie.
versed near the coast by the road from Fraserburgh
to Fochabers.
Population in 1831, 6,484; in 1851,

Houses, 1,464. Assessed property in 1843,
£9.538 14s, 3d.
This parish is in the pi-csbytery of Fordyce, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Hay of Rannes and
r.eithhall.
Stipend, £228 Is. 5d. glebe, £12. UnSchoolmaster's
appropriated teinds, £881 8s. 9.1.
and a share
salary, £32 Is. 7il., with about £23 fees,
The parish church was built
in the Dick bequest.
There is a
in 1794. and contains 1,000 sittings.
quoad s.aera parish church, called the Enzie church,
in the western district, built in 1785, and containing 400 sittings. There are two chapels of ease;
the ojie at Portknoekie, called Seaficld church, and
under the patronage of the Earl of Seafield,— the
other at Easter Buckie, called Buckie church, and
under the patronage of its own male heads of
families.
'Ihere are two Free churches, respecsum raised
tively at Buckie and at Enzie; and the
in connexion with the former in lH5t) was £204 Is.
7d
in connexion with the latter, £126 188. 5id.
7,518,

;

,

—

There are two Episcopalian chapels, respectively**

RATTRAY

Buckie and at Arradoul; the former originally a
Methodist chapel, and containing 2oO sittings,
the latter huilt about the year 1788, and containing
There are likewise two Roman
210 sittings.
Catholic chapels, respectively at Buckie and Presholm; the former fitted up in 1841. and containing
400 sittings. the latter huilt in 1788, and containThere are in the parish 6 ening 800 sittings.

—

—

dowed

schools, exclusive of the parish school, also
There are in the village of
eight private schools.
Rathven a public library and a bead-house, the
latter founded about the year 1226, and not long
ago repaired, and affording m.iintenance to 6 bead
men. The village of Rathven is a small place in
mile north-east of
the coast district, about

H

Buckie. A
sheep, and dairy prmluce,
is held here on the Friday in July before Glass.
Dr. Alexander Geddes, the distinguished author,
who died in 1802, was a native of Rathven.
RATSHILL. See Broughtos.
RATTER. See Dlsset and Olrick.
fair for cattle,

RATTRAY,

the

name

of various localities in the

maritime parish of Crimond, Buchan, AberdeenAn extinct town of the name is said to have
shire.
been a burgh: see Cki>ioxi>. A fishing-village of
the name is situated 10 miles north by west of Peterhead,

and

alxiut the

same distance south-east of

Fraserburgh. Rattray-house stnnds embosomed in
wo<xl
mile south of the village. Rattray-head is
a low dangerous promontory, rtnining about 1^ mile
ont from the prevailing line of the coast, and situated about 10 miles south-east of Kinnaird-head.

H

Ratti-ay-bridges are peculiarly dangerous marine
ground about f of a mile east-north-east of the extreme point of the promontory.
RATTRAY, a parish, containing a post-ofHce
village of its own name, in the Strathmore district of Perthshire.
It comprises a main lj<xly and
detached district. The main body is bounded
by Alyth, the detached part of Blairgowrie, Bendochy. and the main body of Blairgowrie; and it
is separated from the last of these, or in the south
and west, by the river Ericht. Its length southirard is 5J miles; and its mean breadth is about Ij
mile. The detached district is called Easter Bleaton,
and lies S^ miles north-north-west of the main body.
It is bounded
by Forfarshire, Alyth. and Kirkinichael; measures 1 J mile by 1 mile; and forms

of the a.scending ranges of the frontier GramThe main body, for 1 J mile from the southern
iwundary, is flat, or very gently ascending; and,
over the rest of the area, consists of the lowest and
dowly graduated heights which, several miles beyond the northern boundary, attain a Grampian
;»art

pians.

elevation.
The fine southern exposure, combined
mth the bield afforded bj' the vast mountain-ram-

Tjiart in the comparatively near distance, rendere the
pleasant and the climate very healthy.
pittiation

[The lands in the south have a dry and pretty fertile
and are all arable and those in the north are
|8oil,
The Ericht, over most
iiisposed chiefly in pasture.
nf its 6^ miles' connexion with the parish, is alternately a picturesque and a romantic stream; it is
irerhung by a profusion of copsewood, chiefly small
ijks; and above C'raighall, its banks are sheer
Jiecipices of rock, upwards of 200 feet high, crowned
"ith plantation, and parapeted with wall, to prersnt cattle and strangers from falling over.
There
i.» seven
principal landowners, and a numljer of
;

The principal residence is Craighall,
Beat of the far-descended family of Rattray.
It

kinall feuars.
|lie

xtnmsa peninsulated rock whose sides goshecr down
fl4 feet to the Ericht.

m

i-inded

It is accessible

only

in front,

and on that side it was anciently
bv a ditch and two round towers with

the south

;
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openings for archery or missiles. It is in substance
an ancient edifice of tniknown date, but was gnatly
altered about the year 1832. by the late Baron Clerk
On an oblong moundish height, called
Rattray.
the castle-hill, south-east of the village, are vestiges
of the ancient castle of Rattray, a very large building, the original residence of the Rattray family.
On the farm of Stand ing-stanes, which has its name
from the circumstance, are remains of a Druidical
temple. The parish is traversed eastward through
the village by the J'oad from Dunkeld to Kimemuir,
and has near access to several stations of the Scottish Midland railway, particularly the station of
Population in 1831, 1,362; in 1851,
Houses, 362. Assessed pioperty in 1843,

Blairgowrie.
2.336.

£5.229 9s. tkl.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunkeld, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. I'atron, the Earl of
Kinnonl. Stipend, £157 9s. 2d.; glebe, £25. Schoolmaster's salary. £34 4s. 43d.. with £15 fees, and
about £4 10s. other emoluments. The parish church
was built in 1821, and contains 620 sittings. The
inhabitants of Easter Bleaton attend the chapel of
Persie in Bendochy. There is a Free church of
Rattray, with an attendance of 5.50; and the amount
of its receipts in 1856 was £162 2s. 9W. The^-e is
also an United Presbyterian church, with an attendance of 400.
The ^'lLLAftE of Rattrav is situated on the southwest border of the parish of Rattray, f of a mile east
of Blairgowrie. 4^ miles south-west of Alyth, 4|
north-west of Coupar-Angus. and lOJ east-northeast of Dunkeld.
It is. in a strict sense, two villages. Old and New Rittray. almost contiguous.
Old Rattray is situated on the southem declivity of
a hill, and built in a straggling manner; and New
Rattray occupies both sides of the road toward
Blairgowrie, and extends almost to the Ericht. The
fonner has much increased since the end of last
century the latter has entirely sprung into existence within that period; and Ijoth owe their prosperity, in a great degree, to the water-jjower of the
;

Ericht, and the erection upon it of flax-spinningThe mills in the vicinity, and within the
parish, are 7 in number; they vary in mechanical
Ibrce from 6 to 20 horse-power; and employ about
240 persons. The inhabitants not employed by the
mills are, in general, weavers of coarse linen fabrics
for the manufacttirers of Dundee.
Cattle fairs are
held on the first Friday of April and August. The
niills.

village has a curling club,

and

it

shares generally

in the business affairs of Blairgowrie.

I'opulation,

about 1.000.

RAVELRIG. See Cukrie.
RAYENSCRAG. See Pktekhead.
RAVENSCRAIG. See Dysart.
RAVEN SH A UGH. See Musski.di kgh.

RAVENSHEUGH.
RAVENSNEUK.
KAVEN-S ROCK.

See Dysart.
See Pemcluk.
See CRAiOANFHiACn.
RAYENSTON. See Gi.as.sertox.
RAVENSTRUTHER. a village in the parish of
It stands near the CaleCarstairs, Lanarksliire.
donian railway, al^out a mile north-west of the
Carstairs station.
Houses. 26.
I'opulation. 104.
RAWS, a post-office station, subordinate to Craigellachie, in

Moray.

RAWYARDS,

a post-ofHce station, subordinate

to Aiidrie, in Lanarkshire.

RAYNE,

a parish on the north border of the disIt contains the
village of Meiklewarthill, and the post-office village
of Old Rayne. It is Ijounded by Auchterless, Fyvie,
Daviot, Chapel of Garioch, Oyne, and Culsalmond.
Its length is about 3J miles; its breadth also is about
trict of Gari(jch. in Aiierdeenshire.

KAYNE.

3J miles; and its area is abont 11 square miles.
river Urie runs for almiit 2 miles on the sonthein
The hill of Rothinnise. situated on the
boiindar}'.
northern l)order, has an altitude of" about 850 feet
above sea-level, and is covered with heath and coarse
Not far from this height a large tract of
grass.
peat-moss stretches quite across the parish fiom
e.ist to west.
The rest of the surface is slightly
undnbited, or occasionally rises into gentle eminences. The soil of the best arable grounds is a
rich lonm on a bottom of clay; and that of inferior
grounds is a slifillower and more gravelly loam, on
a rocky or tilly subsoil. About four-fifrhs of the
whole parochial area are in tillage; and upwards
There are six landof 350 acre.=! are under wood.
owners.
The mansions are Freefield. Rothmaise,
and Warthill. Assessed property in 1857, £6,855.
There are in theparish three meal-mills. The chief
antiquities are a supposed iter, two Druidical tem-

The

and some cairns. The parish is traversed by
the road from Old Meldrum to Iluntly, and has near
the Oyne station of the Great North of
S^iotland railway.
Population in 1831, 1,484; in
1851, 1,550.
Houses, 313.
Tliis parish is in the presbytery of Garioch, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Crown. .Stipend,
£225 2s.; glebe. £12. Hchoolmaster's salary. £25
13s. 3Jd., with £32 10s. fees, a share of the Dick bequest, and £5 15s. other emoluments. The parish
church was built in 1789, and contains 700 sittings.
There is a Free church which takes the designation
of Kayne, but is situated within Fyvie; and the
sum raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £358
ples,

.-iccess to

15s. 3d.

RAYNE

(Old), a post-office village in the parish
It stands on the Urie,
of Rayne, Aberdeenshire.
9 miles north-west of Inverury, 12 south-east of
Huntly. and 24 north-west of Aberdeen. It was
anciently a residence of the bishop of Aberdeen ; and,
not long ago, possessed the remains of his house.
Fairs for cattle and horses are held here on the
Thursday before the 26th of May, on the Wednesday
after the first Tuesday of August, old style, on the
day in October after Turriff, and on the 4th Tuesdiiv of November, old style.
Population, 112.
REAFIRTH, a post-office station, subordinate to
in
Shetland.
Lerwick,

REASTFR. See Dunnet.
REAVVICKNESS, a headland

proji-cting into the
north side of the bay of Scalloway, on the west coast
of Shetland.
REAY, a parish on the north coast of the counties
of Caithness and Sutherland. It contains the postoffice villa'jre of Re.iy, the post-office station of Melvich, and the seaport village of Portskerry. It is cut
lengthwise into two nearly equal parts by the boundary line between the two counties. It is bounded
by the North Sea, and by the parishi^s of Thurso.
Its length northward
Halkirk, Kildonan, and Farr.
is 18 miles; and its breadth is 9 miles.
Its western
or Sutherland district is watered from end to end,
along the centre, by the river Halladalc, and takes
from that stream the name of Strath-IIalladale; and
it presents, over all its length, the appearance of a
narrow valley, screened by heights which vary in
bulk from mountain to hill, and are not amassed
A water shedding line
into continuous ranges.
divides the whole of Strath-IIalladale from the
• eastern
or Caithness district.
Heights, variously

mnuntainouB and

REAY,
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hilly, o(;cupy all the latter district,

except alone: the coast; but they possi'ss no scenic
interest or distinctive character*.
Pen-Ridh, whose
steepest side is computed to be upwards of a mile
is piobably the
and
which
from base to summit,

most considerable elevation,

lifts

its

summit within

2 J miles of the sea,
line of Caithness.

and 1| mile within the frontierA l)and of territory along the

coast, and a narrow belt along the Halladale, are
almost the only low or flat grounds. The coast is,
in general, bold and rocky; and at Borrowston, it
has several small caves, and a beautiful turf-clad
natural arch, spanning a chasm of nearly 50 feet
Its principal bays
deep, and washed by the tide.
are Port-Skerry, at the mouth of the Halladale, and
Sandside-bay, about IJ mile long and f of a mile

broad, situated 2i miles east of the boundary-line
A large extent of sandy
between the counties.
links, abou iding in sea-shells, stretches I'ound Sandside-bay, and is carpeted with excellent pasture.

The

is Fresgo-head, near SandSea-ware is thrown by storms in great heaps
into the bays and creeks.
The river Forss has a
course of 12 miles northward in the east, the first
half of the distance in the interior, the second half
on the boundary; and, in connnon with the Halladale, it abounds in trout and salmon.
Loch-Cailni,
upwards of 3 miles in circumference, feeds one of
this river's tiibutai'ies; and Loch-Shurery, 1^ mile
long, is formed by an expansion of the Forss. Lochs
Seirach and Tormaid, each about f of a mile long,
send off a streamlet of 5 miles' length of northerly
run to the head of Sandside-bay. Loch-Sleitiil, in

principal headland

side.

Strath-Halladale, is noted for its large red trout.s.
A mineral spring at Helshetter claims to be little
inferior to the celebrated wells of Strathpeffer. The
mountain rocks of the parish are massive ami schistose sandstones, limestone, gneiss, granite, syenite,
P>oth the sandstone and
hornblende, and quartz.
Shell-marl
the limestone are extensively quarried.
has been dug up in large quantities at Dunreay and
Brawbin. Iron ore is found in different places; and
a vein of lead ore occurs near Reay, but not in cirto encourage mini)ig. The
of the arable lands in the Caithness district is
of Strath-Halladale is, to
but
that
generally fertile;

cumstances and quantity
soil

a

great extent, shallow, barren, and

fitter for

pasture

than for cultivation. The aggregate amount of land
in tillage does not exceed 2,200 acres.
Some small
birch coppices in Strath-Halladale, and a few trees
around Sandside- house, are the only woods. There
aje five chief landowners. The value of asses.scd
The chief
property in 1843 was £4,137 7s. 6d.
mansions are Sandside-bouse, Isald-house, and Bighouse.

Tlie last of these

was fonneily

the seat of

an ancient branch of the family of Mackay, but

is

now

the property of ihe Duke of Sutherland. Some
rude but extensive fortifications occur on the hills
of Shebster and Benfrectan. Doun-Reay-house, the
ancient seat of the Mackays of Reay. exists in ruin,
2 miles north-north-east of Sandside-bay.
The ancient owners of this mansion and of the estates
around it derived from them, in 1628, the title of
Birons Reay in the peerage of St;otland; and, in
consequence, gave the name of Lord Reay's country
to their extensive possessions in the west: see next
article.
The village of Reay, or New Reay, containing about 110 inhabitants, stands at the liead of
Sandside-bay, 12 miles west-south-west of 'i'hurso,
and the same distance east of Strathy. Old Reay
is traceable only by a far-descending tradition; aiw
it is said to have been a
burgh of regality, and to
have accidentally proved its quondam existence by
the discovery, about the middle of last century, of
piirts of several houses which had been overwhelmed
and inhumed. A market cross at the present village claims to have belonged to the traditionary J
burgh. The |>Mrish has a road up Strath-Halladale,
and is traversed along the coast by the road from
Thurso to Tongue. Population of the Sutherland
section in 1831, 1,013; in J851, 1,073. Houses,
,

j
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Population of tlie entire paiisii in 1831, 2,881 ;
S5 1 2 ,506.
Houses, 517.
i'liis parish is in the
presbytery of Caithness, and
lod of Sutherland and Caithness.
Patron, the
..

;

,

Stipend, £236 5s. 5d.; glebe, £S. Unappropiiated teinds. £27 Ds. 6d. Schoolmasters salary,
£34 4s. 4^d., with £12 fees, and £4 4s. other emoluments. Tlie parish chui-ch was built in 1739, and
contains 632 sittings. There is a mission chapel,
under the committee of the Royal Bounty, for StrathHnlladale jointly with two districts in the paiishes
of Halkirk and Watteu. There is a Free church of
Reay, with an attendance of about 700; and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £156 I4s. 9d.
There are four non-parochial schools, all aided or
upheld by extraneous support. There are ruins of
ancient chapels at Lyhster and at Shebster.
>wn.

COUNTRY

REAY'S
(Imrd), a large district in
the north-west of Sutherlandshire.
It extends from
the sea on the west to Torrisdale or Borgie river on
the east ; comprehends the parishes of Durness,
'I'ongue, and Edderachillis; and has a supei-ficial
extent of 800 square miles.
It acquired its name
from being the property of the Lords Reay, the noble
'
family of Mackay ; and is called in Gaelic the
L-'ind of the Mackavs.'

REDABBEYSTEAD. See Newstead.
REDBRAES. See Polwaeth.
RED-BURN, a brook running on the Iwundary
between the parishes of Irvine and Kilwinning in
Ayrsliiie.

RED-BURN, a brook ninning through the parish
of Blantyre to the Clyde, a little below Bothwellbridge, in Lanarkshire.
RED-BURN, a brook running northward to Bonny water, on the mutual border of tlie parish of Cumbernauld in Dumbartonshire, and the parish of Falkirk in Stirlingshire. It traverses a deep ravine,
which is spanned by a viaduct of the Edinburgh
aiid Glasgow railway, comprising 8 arches, each 50
feet wide, and nearly 90 feet high.
RED-BURN, a small tributary of the Lossie, in
tlie parish of Dallas, in
Morayshire.
RED-BURN, a rivulet running into the bay of
Uig, in the islnnd of Lewis, Ross-shire.
RED-CASTLE. See ABEnsETHv in Morayshire,
IXVERKEIIOR. K'.LLEARNAS, and HlliHLAKDS (The).
REDCOLL. See Gladsmuir.
REDDEN, a hamlet If mile north-east of the
the parish of Sprouston,
Roxburghshire. It was formerly a place of some
and
in
the old Border history as
importance,
figures
a town.
REDDEN-BURN, a brook rising in the parish of
Sprouston in Roxburghshire, and running eastward
into Northumberland.
It is frequently mentioned
in old Border
history in connection with meetings
of commissioners for settling Border disputes.
village of Sprouston, in

REDDING,

a post-olfice village in the parish of

Polmont, Stirlingshire. It stands in the centre of a
very productive coil district, in the vicinity of the
lidinimvgh and Gla-sgow railway, i)etween the line
of tl:e Falkiik and Linlithgow road and the line of
the Union canal, IJ mile south-west of the village
of Polmont. and 2^ miles east-south-east of Falkirk.
It is inhabited piincipnlly by colliers.
An extensive tract, called Redding-moor. belonging to the
Duke of Hamilton, lies in the vicinity of the village,
and remained till about 25 yeai-s ago all in a state
of undivided commonage; but portions of it, under
permission of the superior, have been enclosed and
cultivated by the colliers, at their spare hours, and
chieflv with the spade.
Population, 694. Houses.
137.

REDG<^^>RTON, a parish

in

the

REDGORTON.
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Almond and Tay

districts of Perthshire.
It contains the post-town
of Stanley, the post-office station of Redgorton. and
the villages of Pitcairn. Luncarty, Cromwell-park,

and Bridgeton. It comprises a detached district
and a main bofly. The det;«ched district lies 2^
miles north-west of the most westerly point of the
main body; is surrounded by Auchtergaven and
Logic- Almond and forms a stripe of 3J miles by
6 furlongs, stretching from the i-outh-east to the
north-west.
It consists of the barony of MuUion.
It lies at the foot of the Grampians, and runs
up the
shoulder of one of them to the top. It is, for the
most part, pasture, moorland, or heathy waste, and
contains but few and small pendicles of arable land;
and it is di^ained along the boundary with Auchtergaven by the Shochie, and along the boundary with
Logie-Almond by Crachie-buni, down to its confluence with the Shochie. The main b<xly of the parish is bounded by Auchtergaven. Kinclaven, St.
Martin's, Scone, Tibliermore, Methven, and Mouedie.
It comprises the peniissula between the Tay
and the Almond, to the extent of 4j miles up the
former of these rivers, and of 4f milts up the latter;
and it has a variable breadth of from J a mile, to If
Its
mile, and a compute<l area of lOj square miles.
surface is richly divei-sified; hilly, but nowhere lofty
or abrupt; low, and but slightly above river-level
along the streams, yet speedily passing into hanging
plains, undulations, or hilly swells
everywhere
soft and pleasing in outline, and, at almost
every
Around
step, disclosing some agreeable variation.
some of the high grounds is bung one of those
panoramas for which the county is so famed; on
the east, the palace and park and pleasant lands
of Scone on the south-east, the fertile strath of
Tay, mth its majestic stream, now seen among
openings of wood, and now hid by its body-gtiard
of forest in the same direction, the bridge and
city
of Perth, and a semicircular sweep of tlie Sidlaw
and Ochil hills, cloven down at Kinnoul and Moucrieff, and overlooked in the distance by the Fifeshire Lomonds.
The running waters, besides the
Tay and the Almond, are the Ordie, the Shochie,
and the Coldrochie.
All divide the parish from
Monedie tlie Coldrochie, a mere rill, falling into
the Shochie. and the latter meeting the Ordie, and
then debouching with it across a nanow part of the
interior to the Tay. The prevailing rocks are greywacke, the old red sandstone, and the lowest mem;

;

;

;

;

bers of the secondaiy formation. The soil is, in
places, a mixture of clay and of black earth ;
If the whole
but, in general, it is light and fertile.
area, including the barony of Mullion, were distributed into 100 parts, 75 would be found arable, 12
covered with wood, 7^ in grass, and 5J| occupied
with roads or waste. There are four principal land
owners. The average rent of land is about £2 per
acre.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1837,
was £28.455. Assessed property in 1843, £7,713
9s.
There are extensive manufactures at Stanley,

some

Luncarty, Pitcairn, and Cromwell-park. Adjacent
to the confluence of the Tay and the Almond stood
old Perth or Bektha: which see.
At Pitcairn are
vestiges of a British camp; where probably the
native Horestii took post to watch the motions of

At Luncarty is a famous ancient
See Lcxcartt. The parish is traversed
by the road from Perth to Inverness, and by the
Scottish Midland railway ; and it enjoys access to
the latter at the stations of Luncarty, Dunkeldroad, and Stanlev.
Population in 1831, 1,866; in
1851. 2,047.
Houses, 277.
This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and
synod of I'erth and Stirling. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £189 os. 8d.; glebe, £18. Schoolmaster's
the Romans.
Ijattlefield.

KEDHEAD.
£34

£25 fees, and £18 other
Tlie parish cliurch was built in 1766,
and contains 415 sittings. Tiierc is a chapel of ease
at Stanley, containing 1,150 sittings, and under the
patronage of the Stanley company. It is a very
handsome structure, built in 1828, at the cost of
Sfilaiy,

llENFREW
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REEF (The). See
REKKING LIKN

4s. 4^(1., witli

eniolumeiits.

and has a tower 85 feet high. There is a
Free church at Stanley, with an attendance of 400;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £202 12s.
5d.
There is also a Free church at Pitcairn, with
an attendance of 480; and the amount of its receipts
in 1856 was £352 2s. 5^cl. 'J'hereis an United Presbyterian church at Pitcairn, built in 1797, and containing 450 sittings. Tliere are several non-paroTiie present parish of Iledgorton

chial schools.

—

—

belief refer tlie origin of the name Kedgorton, quasi
Ked-gore-town," to the battle of Luncarty ; and,
tliougli not in their own rough mode of etymology,

"

possibly be correct, the words ruach garthe red little field,' or
ton, in Gaelic, signifying
poetically, 'the field of blood.'
KEDIIALL. See Coi.inton.
a bold headland on the soutli side
of Lunan-bay, in the parish of Inverkeiloi', Forfarshire.
It descends almost siieer down in a precipitous rock to tlie sea of 270 feet; and it is but a
nodular projection of a stretch, several miles in exAs the liighest
tent, of bold rocky and high coast.
ground on that sea-bulwark, tlie loftiest point of

they

may

'

KEDHFAD,

terminating uplands which tiiere stoop bluffly down
usually noted as the north-east
end of the Sidlaw-hills, forming the last bead of the
string of which Kinnoiil-hill at Perth forms the
first.
The headland abounds with various species
of sea-fowls; it makes a fine display of porpliyritic
rock; it is distinctly seen at a great distance at sea;
and is remarkable as the point northward of which,
before the year 1793, coal was not permitted to be
carried without paying a very heavy duty.
REDHEAD, in Orkney. See Ei>ay.
REDHEUGH. See CocKBURNsrATH.
REDHOLM. See Eday.
REDHY'J'H-POINT, a headland in the parish of
Fordyce, 1^ mile north-west of Portsoy, in Banffto tlie ocean, it is

KEDKIRK-POINT,
Gretna, a

a headland in the parish of

west of the mouth of Kirtle-water,

iittle

in Dumfries-shire.

RED-LOCH,

a small lake in the parish of Rothe-

say, Buteshire.

REDMOSS,

a bog in the parish of Kilsyth,

Stir-

lingshire.

REDMYRE

(Locii), a lake in the north-east of
the parish of Canibusnethan, Lanarkshire.

REDNELL.
REDNOCK.
REDPATH,

See Boynuie.
See Monteith (Pout of).
a village in the parish of EarlBerwickshire.
Houses,
Population, 149.

REDROCKS
REDROVV,
ton,
32.

See

Cai.deu (The

REEKY LINN
REE LICK.
REFIRTH.

REGLAND

(The). See Gi.e.m.sla.
See Kikkhill.
SaeYicLi..

(Locii), a small lake in the parish of

Dairy, Kirkcudbrightshire.
REID SWIRE. See Ji-uiiUKGH.
REISS, a townland situated on the Keiss-bay,
the parish of Wick, Caithness-shire.

in

RELUGAS. See Audclacu.
KENDALL. See Evie.
RENFIELD. See Renfhew.
RENFREW, a parish, containing

a post-town of
the northern border of Renfrewshire.
It is bounded by the counties of Dumbarton
and l^anark, and by the parishes of Abbey-Paisley,
Its length east-northKilbarchaii, and Inchinnan.
eastward is about G miles; and its greatest breadth
is 2f miles.
Its outline is very irregular.
'I'lie
river Clyde intersects it in a north-westerly direction; the White Cart runs partly through it, and

its

own name, on

partly on its western boundary, northward to the
Clyde; and the Black (lart runs along the upper
part of the western boundary to the SVhite Cart.
A short canal i-uns alongside part of the White
Cart for aiding its navigation. The surface of the
district on the left side of the Clyde is, for the most
part, an almost perfect level, nearly in the centre of
an extensive plain but it comprises one isolated
eminence, called the Knock, which commands an
extensive view. The surface of the district on the
;

right side of the Clyde is more unequal, containing
a large proportion of low flat alluvial ground, yet
comprising several swells and low conical hills, tiie
highest of which has an elevation of about 180 feet
above the level of the sea. This tract comprehends
fully one-third of the parish, arid is the only part of
Renfrewshire which lies on the right side of tlie
Clyde. The general landscape on both sides of the
river is much diversified and enriched with hand-

some mansions and picturesque well-wooded
Nearly

all

the low grounds are

strictly

The underlying rocks comprise boulder

parks.

alluvial.

clay, trap-

Ijime and
rock, and rocks of the coal formation.
coal were long worked on the farm of Porterfield,
about a mile south of the town : and coal of remarkably pure quality continues to be worked at Scotstown and Jordaiihill on the right side of the Clyde.

The

siiire.

Hton,
34.

(The).

South).

i.'4,0U0,

comprehends the three ancient parishes of Luncart}',
wliich was an independent parsonage,
St. SerfFs,
or St. Servanus, which belonged to the diocese of
and
which
Dunkeld,
Kedgorton,
belonged to the
monks of Scone. The tliree were united, it is believed, at the lleformation.
Popular tradition and

Tikee.

See Dysart.
(The).
a village in the parish

Edinburghshire.

Population,

141.

of

New-

Houses,

REDSLIE. Sec LAi;r>Eii.
REDVVELLS, a hill in the

parisli of Kinghissic,
of the village of Kinglassie, in

soil almost everywlicre is deep and fertile.
Nearly the whole surface, except what is occupied
by houses and disposed in parks, is under cultivation.
There are seven principal landowners. The
chief mansions are Elderslie, Blythswood, Scotstown, .Jordaiihill, and AValkingshaw. 'J'he average
Assessed property
rental is about £2 15s. per acre.
in 1843, £14,992. At Yoker, on the right side of the
Clyde, is an extensive distillery and near it the
trustees for the improvement of the Clyde have their
chief establishment of artificers and labourers. A
tile-work was commenced in 1833 about a mile south
of tlie town. Shipbuilding also has, in recent j'ears,
been carried on. A strong swing bridge crosses the
;

canal of tlie White Cart; a handsome stone bridge
crosses tlie Wiiite and Black Carts at their confluence row-boats for passengers are ever ready for
communication across the (Myde; and a large chain
ferry-vessel, open at both ends, serves as a floating;

bridge for cattle and carriages. There is an extciusive wharf on the Clyde in the vicinity of the
town and nearly all the river steamers call at it in
their transit both up and down. There is a railway

immediately north
A square tower, 52 feet high, built in
Fifeshire.
1812, stands on il.s summit, and is seen at a gmat

also between this

distance.

roads of

;

tiie

wharf and Paisley. The public
parish likewise are both plentiful and

,
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good.
Population in 1831, 2,8;53; in 1851, 3,898.
llouses, 423.
Tliis parish is in the presbytery of Paisley, and
Patron, the Crown.
synod of Glasgow and Ayr.
Unappropriated
Stipend, £332 Gs. 8d.; glebe, £54.

The parish church is an
teinds, £132 15s. 4d.
ancient building, enlarged in 1726, and repaired in
There is a Free
and
contains
750
1820,
sittings.
church, with an attendance of 650; and the amount
of its receipts in 1856 was £364 2s. 8J.
burgh
grammar school sprang out of a charter of James
VI. in 1614, and was endowed to the extent of £36
13s. 4d. in the year; but this was merged in 1842
into an institution, called the Blytliswood Testimonial, erected by subscription in honour of the late
Archibald Campbell, Esq. of Blytliswood, Lonl-lieutsnant of Kenfrewshire.
Tiiere are five private
schools.
A monastery of the Cluniac order of Benedictines was established at Renfrew by Walter,
the first Steward of Scotland; but this monastery
was speedily remov^ed to Paisley, so that it served
only as the germ of Paisley abbey. The lands adjoining its site at Renfrew were afterwards called
chaplainries and some of the lands still bear names
which were derived from it. A great number of
altarages also, such as those of Our Lady, St.

A

;

CIn-istopher, St. Ninian, St. .Andrew, St. Thomas,
St. Bartholomew, and the Holy Cross, were afterwards erected.
Tlie parish of Renfrew is distinguished for its
coiniexion with the ant'ient illustrious house of
Stewart. The lands of Renfrew are the first-men-

tioned of the estates specified in the charter {^ranted
by King Malcolm IV. in 1157, in favour of Walter,
the founder of that family, whereby he confirmed
a grant which had been made by King David, who
The office of high
reigned from 1124 to 1153.
steward of Scotland was also conferred on Walter
and his successors, who from thence took the surnanie of Stewart.
At Renfrew they had tiieir
earliest and usual residence; and from this corner
of the land, therefore, tiiere issued a race which successively ascended the thrones of Scotland and
England. Their mansion stood on a slightly elevated piece of ground, on the west side of the load
It no longer
leading from the town to the ferry.
exists, but the site is still called Castlehill, and
continued till 80 years ago to be partially surrounded by a fosse. Adjacent are lands which still
bear the iianws of The Orchard' and The King's
Meadow;' also a small street, called 'The Dogrow,' meaning the place where the kennel was.
Somerled, Lord of the Isles, who had risen in lebellion against King .Malcolm IV., was defeated and
slain at Renfrew in 1164.
A mount, with a stone
on tlie top, is noticed bj' Pennant, as traditionally
reported to be the memorial of Somerled's fall, and
the place of his interment; but it no longer exists.
Tlie lands of Knock
so called from the hill
already mentioned at one time belonged to the
Knoxes of Ranfurly, from whom the reformer was
descended; and from this place the surname of
Knox may be derived. Seniple says that in 1782
there was dug up here a part of an urn, with some
lunnan bones, and that about 36 years previously,
what was supposed to be a Roman urn was found at
this place. 'J'he spot is little more than a mile from
the site of the Roman station at Paisley.
The
lower edge of the hill is, to this day, called the
most probably because it was a place for
Hutts,'
the practice of archery.
But the Knock is chiefly
remarkable on account of an accident which tradition t 'Us befell Lady Marjory Bruce, daughter of
King Robert Bruce, and wife of Walter the Steward,
in the year 1316.
It is said that the Princess, when
'

—

'

—

—

'

—
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advanced in pregnancy, was thrown from her
horse and killed at this place, but that the life of the
child was saved, which child, long afterwards, ascended the throne as Robert IL Till the year 1779,
there stood here an octagonal column, about 10 feet
in height, inserted in a pedestal also eight-sided,
and about 6 feet in diameter. It had neither inscription nor sculpture, but went by the name of Queen
Bleary's Cross,' or Stane,' and, according to unvaried tradition, supjKirted by Crawfurd, was commemorative of the alx)ve unhappy accident. Another occurrence, nmch more recent and better
authenticated, is cominemorated by a large stone
which stands on the estate of Blythswood, close to
the high road leading from Renfrew to InchinnanAt this spot the Earl of Argyle was
bridge.
wounded and taken prisoner after the failure of his
It consists of a
ill-conducted enterprise in 1685.
fragment of rock, weighing probably a couple of
tons, and contains some reddish veins, v.-liich (as
the Earl leant upon it after being wounded) were
long believed to be the stains of his blood. The
far

*

'

—

Blythswood was originally called Renfield;
and the residence upon it was called Renfield-house.
AVhen the present mansion was built, it received
the name of Blythswood, in honour of a small but
estate of

now very valuable estate belonging to the family,
on which a great part of the north-western portion
of Glasgow is built.
RENFREW, a post and market-town, a riverport, a roval burgh, and in some respects the capital
of Renfrewshire, stands about half a mile fioin the
left margin of the Clyde, nearly 3 miles north of
It consists
Paisley, and 6 miles west of Glasgow.
principally of one main street, about half a mile in
length, with a number of lanes, branching off
Most of its houses are
regularly from the .street.
humble and very unpretending character; and
of them are old-fashioned thatched buildings,
of venerable appearance, with here and there a dash
The whole town has a quiet
of the picturesque.
pleasing air; and its environs are enlivened with a
number of villas and ornate cottages. At the cross,
near the west end, stand the town-house and jail,

of an

many

with a diminutive spire; north of this is the gaswork, erected in 1841; and half a mile west is the
Blytliswood Testimonial, an elegant architectural
structure, erected in 1842.
branch of the Clyde at one time ran close to
the north side of the town; but this deserted its
channel in the 17th century, or perhaps more recently; and a small canal, formed partly in that

A

channel about the j-ear 1785, now connects the
town with the Clyde. A commodious stone wliarf
was built along the canal, at right angles from the
Clyde, in the year 1835, at an expense of about £800,
affording good accommodation for the loading and
discharging of large vessels; and other important
iiarbour-improvements could easily be made. The
burgh must anciently have plumed itself on the
amount of its commerce; for its arms represent a
In
ship, with the motto, Deus gubernat navem.'
a charter of 1644, it is described as the principal
port on the river; in 1710, when Crawford wrote, it
had considerable traffic with Ireland; and so late as
tlie latter part of last century, it still had a notice'

amount of trade. The only vessels now belonging to it are such as carry coals, manure, and
other heavy matters for the use of the immediate
neighbourhood but a considerable number of ves
sels from other places frequent it, for the importing
of grain, fish, dye stuffs, and other goods, and for
the exporting of potatoes and othei' agncultural
produce. The amount of local dues levied is about
£268 a-year. The wharves for the steamboats in

able

;
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transit on the Clj'de,

and

for tlic

and partly inland, in the west of Scotland. It is
bounded, on the east aiul north-east, by Lanarkshire;
on the south by Ayrshire; on the west bv the friih
of Clyde, which separates it from Argyleshire; and
on the north by the frith and river of Clyde, wliich
separate it from Dumbartonshire, except 1,294 acres
belonging to the parisli of Renfrew, whieli lie on

Runfivw terminus

of the Paisley and Renfrew railway, extend along
the Clyde immediately below the harbour.
The fishing of silmon in t'le Clyde, within certain extensive limits, was long an exclusive privilege
of Renfrew; and in tiie 16rh century, it often employed so many as sixty boats during all the spring
and summer; but, owing to the great alterations
which have been made on the navigation, it has
'J'he chief occupations within the
vastly decreased.
town, additional to those of shopkeeping and the
ordinary artificerships. are the weaving of silks and
muslins, tlie making of starch, and the work of a
But the occupations at the wharves
bleachfield.
and building yards on the Clyde are also considerable.
weekly market is held on Saturday and
fairs are held on the third Tuesday of May, on the
second Fiiday of June, on the third Tuesday of
July, on the 29th day of September, on the third
Friday of October, and on the first Friday of DeThe town has an agency of the Nacembei'.
tional fire and life insurance company.
Omnibuses run to Glasgow several times a-day; steamboats call at the wharves for Glasgow and for

A

all

the opposite side of the river.
The greatest length
of the county from Drumduff, in tlie paiish of
l'"agleshani, in a north-west direction to ('lochpoint, in the parish of Innerkip, is 31^ miles; and
its greatest breadth from Maich-bridge, near Kilbirnie-loch, to Kiskine-bouse, in a north-east direcIts area is 241 square miles, or
tion, is 13J miles.
154,240 acres, of which about 100,000 are cultivated,

20,000 uncultivated, and 34,240 unprofitable.

;

places

down

tlie

river,

very

many

times

and railway trains run to Paisley every
hour.
An Athenseum was commenced, in December 1853, and has attached to it a public
a-day;

library.

The surface of RenlVewshire is distributable into
three districts,
the hilly, the gently rising, and
the flat.
The billy district comprises the southern
and western parts of the county, and occupies most
of the parishes of Eaglesham and Mearns, great
part ofthe parishes of Neilston and Lochwinnoch, and
most of the parishes of Kilmalcolm, Port-Glasgow,
Greenock, and Innerkip. It is continuous with the
Its
hilly district of the northern paits of Ayishire.
line of watershed, over its eastern half, runs, for the
most part, at a very brief distsince, commonly about
1 or
1^ mile, from the boundary with Ayrshire; and
over the extreme west, within the parishes of Port-

—

Glasgow, Greenock, and Innerkip,

Renfrew figures in record so early as the reign of
David I. Its name is derived from two Celtic words
signifying a point of land and a flow of water
and alludes to tlie low peninsula, formerly much
'

'
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dissevered with water, within the conflux of the
rivers Clyde and Cart.
The town was constituted
a royal burgh in 1396 by Robert III. The ancient
royalty comprehended all the northern part of the
parish along the south bank of the Clyde, from the
eastern boundary to the mouth of the Cart; and
extended also from the cross about a mile along the
Greenock road to Inchinnan bridge, and about 1 J
mile along the road to Paisley. The parliamentary
boundary is much more limited, but appears to
afford room for any probable extension of the town.
There is a portion of gi-ound within it, but excluded
from the royalty, though entirely surrounded by it.

This ground, which is now partly built upon, is
that called the Orchard and Castlehill, which has
been noticed in our account of the parish as having
formed the residence of tlie Stewarts. The modern
royalty, however, is of less extent than the parliamentary burgh. The property of the burgh, in reference to its size and population, is large and valu-

is

everywheie

near the Clyde, cotnmonl}' not more than two miles
distant, curving parallel to the coast, antl overlooking a steep descent of from 400 to 800 IVet, to a
narrow belt of low grouiut along the shore. The
highest summits of the hilly district occur in the
parish of Lochwinnoch, on or near the boundaiy
with Ayrshire, and have an altitude of about 1,250

'

above the level of the sea. The gently rising
county comprehends the parishes of
Cathcart and Eastwood, and parts ofthe parishes of
Neilston, Paisley, Renfrew, Inchinnan, Kilbai'chan,
Houston, and Erskine. This district is more beautifeet

district of the

more richly diversified in contoiuabundant in all the elements of
landsi'ape both near and distant, than almost any
fully picturesque,
culture, more

and

other lowland one in Britain. The heights do not
rise in ridges, but are altogether separate; they
vary in character from gentle swells to steep
ascents; some of them rest on low bases, and others
are tumulations of a kind of table lands; many are

intermixed with winding dells, watered by rivulets,
so as to present an evercbanging series of close
views to a traveller among their hollows and some
;

able.
It consists of farms, pasture-lands, fishings
in the Clyde, the ferr}' across that river, houses and

command

gardens, canal and harbour dues, seats in the church,
The value of it too has, in recent
feu-duties, &c.
In 1833, the
years, very materially increased.

of a great gorgeous panorama away to the Grampians and the Lowthers. 'J'he Hat division of the
county comprehends the greater part of the parish
of Renfrew, and parts of the parishes of Paisley,

revenue was £1,448;

in

1841, Xl,t)H3;

in

180(3,

The burgh is governed by a piovost, two
bailies, a treasurer, a dean of guild, and seven common councillors. A burgh court is held on every
Saturday; a court of quarter sessions is held on the
first Tu(!sday of March.
May, and August, and on
tlie last Tuesday of October; and meetings for
license are licld on the first Tuesday of May and on
the last 'i'uesday of October.
Renfrew unites with
£3,488.

Ruthergleii,

marnock

in

I'ort-Glasgow, Dumbarton, and Kilsending a nu-.mber to |>arliament.

Municipal constituency in 18.')G, 97; pariiainentarv
constituencv, 103.
Population of the roval burgli
in
1831, 2.002; in 1851, 2.722.
Houses, 295.
Population of the parliamentary burgh in 1851,
2,977.

llonscs. 317.

UENFUEVV SHIRE,

a count}', partly maritime,

diversified

brilliant prospects, not only of the
grounds in their own neighbourhood, but

n.iost

Kilbarchan, Inchinnan, Houston, and Erskine.

It

consists chiefly of a level tract, extending north and
north-west of the town of Paisley to the ('lyde and
to the Eiskine hills, and called by the inhabitants
the hrgh-lands.'
Hut a belt of low-land, of the
character of a valley, strikes off from this in the
vicinity of Paisley, extends south-westward through
tlie parishes of Kilbarchan and Lochwinnoch to the
heati of Kilbiinie loch, on the Ijoundary with Ayrshii'e, and bears every mark of having, at a \<iry
recent geological period, been occupied bj' water.
The streams of Renl'rewshirc aie renuirkahle fm;
their extensive suboi'dination to trade and industiy.
'

The Clyde, throughout all its connexion with tin
county, is laden with conunerce. 'I'heCart, iiovviin
Into the Clyde

between the paiishcs of Renfrew
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Iiicliiiiiian, is tlie disembogueiDeiit of tiie waters
from at least five-sixths of all tiie interior of the

county; and it brings down tlie washings of bleachfields, dye-works, cotton-factories, and other iiives
of industry, more perh.ips than any other equal
volume of water in Scotland. Its principal headstreams are the Gryfe, tlie Black Cart, and the

White Cart; and the most noticeable feeders of
these are the Locher, tlie Calder, and the Levem.
'I'he largest of the streams not belonging to the
basin of the Cart, is the Kip. wliich runs westward
to the frith of Clyde in the parish of Innerkip.
number of the brooks among the hills, particularly
to the south of ftieenock, and in the parishes of
Paisley, Neilston, and Eaglesham. are dammed up

A

to form reservoirs, which aggregately cover an area
of upwards of 700 imperial acres.
The principal
natural lakes are Castle Semple Loch in the parish
of l^jchwinuoch, I^xihs Long and Libo in the parish
of Neilston, and several small uninteresting hxilis
in the parisiies of Lochwinnoch, Meams. and
Eaglesham. Excellent springs are almost everywhere abundant. There are likewise several medicinal springs, but not of much note, the chief of
them being a saline spring near the village of lAuw()0;i, and two mineral springs in the parish of
Eaglesham. The climate of Renfrewshire is closely
similar to that of the lower part of L-inarkshire.
but more moist on tiie whole, and also more diversified.

Kofks of the con] formation occupy all the nortbl^^t of
Kenfrewshire; rocks of tiie old red sandstone series occupy its siiore from Port-Glasgow
round to the boundary with Ayrshire; and rocks of
the eruptive kind, chiefly basalt greenstone, and
all its hill-tracts.
The coalfield
at the boundary with Lanarkshire in
the viciiiity of Glasgow, lieing continuous there
with the LRiiarkshire coalfield, and extends west-

porphyry, occupy

commences

north-westward to Bishoptoii. It is cut off entirely
from the Ayrshire coalfield by the trap nwk district, but forms two very narrow stripes at Castle
5>einple and llollow-wood, and at the village of
Neiiston and Head of Side; and from these two
it extends north-north-eastward to an extreme
points
ineadth of about 10 miles, yet lias a breadth iri its
middle part, between Stanley and the Clyde, of only
5 or 7 miles.
Trap beds in many instances overlie
the coals, especially towaid the south-western
wing
•)f the
coalfield; and a stratum of compact greenritone upwards of 100 feet thick, followed below
by
a few fathoms of soft sandstone and
slate-clay
and
alternating
uncommonly soft, overlies two beds
of coal, immediately adjacent to each other, in tlie
coal tracts around Johnstone.
Tiie belt of old red
Handstone is a mere stripe in breadth from Port(Jlasgow to Gtiurock, but attains a breadth of aboiit
miles from the shore at Innerkip to the Shaws
'Tater reservoirs.
It is almost everywhere a conglomerate; and in Dunrod hill and the heights beInnd GouriHik, it crops out from a high suniiounting
<»p of trap rock. T!ie extent of the igneous rocks,
liom Cloch lighthouse to the eastern extivmity of
IJaglesham, is not less than about 31 miles; and
breadth of them comprises nearly all the county
r?est of Bishopton. the Bridge of Weir, and the
|>inagesof Kilbarciian and Hollow-wood, Almost
efery part of these rocks as they exist here has
een supposed by geologists to be more recent than
iha rocks of the coal formation, or, in other words.
ii be an ovei
flowing or overcapping of the scdiThe coal l>e(ls, the sandstones, and
^iientary rocks.
tbe limestones are extensively worked.
Ironstone
'Iso is worked, but occurs under entirely different
circumstances from those of the I>2inarkshire iron|the

1
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A green carbonate of copper, dispersed in
small granular particles through the rcil sandstone
conglomerate, was at one time worked in tlie
A carbonate of copper has
vicinity of Gourock,
lieen observed in greenstone at Kaime.
Some of
th.- igneous rocks, particularh- basalts, greenstones,
and a hani, beautiful, columnar, olivine porphyry,
An aniygdaloidal porare extensively quarried.
phyry, forming a tableau of about 9 square miles in
extent, in the parishes of Abbey-Paisley, Neilston,
and Ixichwinnoch, is very rich in zeolities. Simple
minerals, both of the useful cla.ss ai.d of the curious
class, alxjund in various districts, particularly iu
the northern parts of Abbey-P<iisiey.
The soil of the hilly district of the county is
principally a free light earth, on a dry IxJttoni of
gravel or trap rock of the kind called by the fanners
rotten whin.
Much of the land in this district is
cold and poor, producing only heath or coai-se heibage; much of it also is covered deeply with moss;
l>ut a very great proportion forms excellent pasture.
The soil of the gently rising district has a variety
of character, but is chiefly a thin earth, either on
gravel or on stiff clay, and compris< s also some
stone.

mellow

fertile

Nearly

all

loam

in the bottoms of iis little vales.
arable; and even the woret portions have, in recent times, been highly insproved by
abundant manurings. The soil of the low district
is
principally a diluvium, or mixed transported soil,
composed of debris fnini the higher parts of the
county, intermixed with vegetable matter. It varies
in depth from it few inches to many feet, and passes,
in some places, particularly near the Clyde, into a
rich and argillaceous alluvium, of the nature of
carse laml. The soil of the red sandstone diijtrict
is naturally churlish and poor, yet contains enough
of calcareoas matter to be capable of good improvement.
Irrespective of the extensive mosses
in the hilly district of the county, which have
a moorish character, or lie upon shallow soils of
little or no value, there are, in the low district,
four great masses of airgiegately about 1,900 acres
ill
extent, lying on good carse clay, and capable
of being profitably reclaimed. The woodlands of
the county were officially returned in 1855, as possessing an aggregate extent of 3.8(30 acres.
The agriculture of the county has been much improved, and is in a tolerably fair condition. The
practices in the hilly district have reference mainly
to grazing and dairying, while those in the low district have reference mainly to tillage.
Much atten-

of

it is

has been given to draining, s[.ecial manuring,
the qualities of live st(x;k, and the efficiency of field
implements. Accoitling to the statistics of agriculture obtained in 1855 for the Board of Trade, by the
Highland and Agi-icultunil Society of Scotland, the
number of occupiers of land paying a yearly rent of
£10 and upwards, exclusive of tenants of wo<k1s,
owners of villas, feuars. householders, and the like,
was 1,249; and the aggregate number of imperial
acres cultivated by them was 75,213. The distribution of the lands, with reference to crops, wa.s
4,495J acres under wheat. 428^ under barley, 10.392
tion

under oats, 12 under rye. 84^ under here, 1.585^
under beans, lOf under pease, 192| under vetches,
3,334 under turnips, 5.534^ under potatoes, 120^
under mangel wurzel, 2U^ under carro!s, 49^ under
cabbage, 43| under flax, 11 J uiuier tumip-seed, 32:^
under other crops, 302^ in bare fallow, and 42,563|
under grass and hay in the coai-j^e of the rotation oithe farm. The esimated gross protluce of the chitf
crops was 112.943 bushels of wheat. 15,042 bushels
of barley. 553.230 bushels of oats, 2,477 bushels of
l>ere, 46.583 bushels of beans and pease, 51.594 tons
of turnips, and 33,207 tons of potatoes.
The esti-
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mated average produce per imperial acre was 25
bushels and | a peck of wheat, 35 biisliels oF bailey,
33| bushels of oats, 29 bushels and 1:^ peek of here,
29 bushels and | of a peck of beans and pease, 15
tons and 9j cwt. of turnips, and 6 tons of potatoes.
The number of live stock comprised 2,272 farm
horses above 3 yeais of age, 744 farm horses under
3 years of age, 607 other horses, 11,621 milch cows,
3,595 calves, 8,297 other bovine cattle, 10,515 sheep
of all ages for breeding, 6,139 sheep of all ages for
feeding, 9,196 lambs, and 1,808 swine. In the year
1854, the number of occupiers of land paying a
yearly rent of less than £10 was 50; the aggregate
number of imperial acres of arable land held by
them was 68; and the aggregate of their live stock
comprised 11 horses, 32 bovine cattle, and 20 swine.
In 1856 the total number of proprietors of all kinds
on the new valuation rolls was 2,610; and the number qualified to be commissioners of supply was 216.
The valued rental of the county, according to the
old Scottish valuation in 1674, was £5,764; and the
real rental, as ascertained under the new valuation
The average of the fiar
act in 1856, was £318,280.
prices from 1849 to 1855, both inclusive, was, best

medium wheat, 49s. 3-^d; best
medium barley, 27s. 5d. best
here, 27s. 7\\ I.; medium here, 24s. lOd.; best oats,
22s. 6d.; medium oats, 21s. 7|d.
best oatmeal,
17s. If-d.
medium oatmeal, 16s. 4-^d. best pease
and beans, 39s. S^d. medium pease and beans,
wheat, 50s. Ofd.;
barley, 29s. 2^d.

;

;

;

;

;

;

38s. 9^d.

The manufactures

of Renfrewshire are more exdiversified tlian those of any other

tensive and
county in Scotland, excepting Lanarkshire. Kenfrewshire and Lanarkshire, indeed, are interfused
with each other in their manufactures, and jointly
constitute the main part of the grand manufacturing district of the west of Scotland. The most prominent manufactures of Uenfrewshire are in the
departments of cotton and silk, and have their chief
seats at Paisley, at Greenock, at Johnstone, at
Pollockshaws, and in the valley of the Levern.
Weaving is carried on to a greater or less extent in
almost every town, village, and hamlet. Bleaching,
dyeing, and kindred arts are extensively carried on.
The working of minerals, the manufacture of chemicals, and the making of machinery are prominent.
Ship-buiiding, roap-making, and foundry-work are
Some other manufactures likealso conspicuous.
wise occur in the towns; and all the ordinary departments of artificership are on a sufiicient scale.
Commerce makes some figure at Renfrew and at
Paisley, and is very prominent at Port-Glasgow and
at Greenock. The Clyde, throughout all its connection with the county, is the sea-path of the commerce of Glasgow. Great facilities of communica-

enjoyed by the navigation of the
the Glasgow and Johnstone canal, by an
tion are

(^art,

by

intricatt;

ramification of excellent roads, by the Paisley and
Renfrew railway, by the Glasgow and Neilston I'ailvvay, by the Glasgow and Greenock railway, and
by the Glasgow and South-western railway.
The only royal burgh in Renfrewshire is Itenfrew.
The parliamentary burghs are Paisley, Greenock,
The other towns containing
and Port (Jlasgow.
of 2,000 and upwards are Pollocka

population
shaws, Harrhead, Neilston, Johnstone, Kilbarcha!),
and liocliwinnoch. The othor towns and principal
villages are Innerkip, Gourock, Kilmalcolm, Bridge
of Weir, Crosslee, Houston, Linvvood, Hollow-wood,
Newton of lieltrees. West Arthurlee, East Arthurlee,
Grahamstovvn, Newton-Ralston, Crofthead, (Jateside,
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Uplawmuir, Newton of Mearns, Kaglesham,

Thornliebank, Strathbungo, New Cathcart, Old
(Juthcart, Clerkston, Crossbill, Crossmyloof, Hang-

ingshaw, Langside, Millbridge, Netherlee, Eldorslie,
Quarrelton, Thorn, Overton, Rlillarston, Crossmill,
Dovehill, Hurlet, iS'itshill, Broonilands, I.,uckinsford, and Bishopton. Among the principal mansions
are llawkhead, the Earl of Glasgow; Erskinehouse, Cardonald, and Bishoptoa-honse, Lord Blantyre; Cathcart-house and Carl side-cottage, Lord
Cathcart; Abbot's Inch, Lord Donglas; Pollock,
Sir John Maxwell. Bart.; Milliken-house, Sir Robert
J. M. Napier, Bart.; Pollock-castle, Sir Hugh
Crawfurd Pollock, Bart.; Aidgowan-house, Sir M.
R. Shaw Stewart, Bai't.; Blythswood-house, Archi-

bald Campbell, Esq.; Paik, John Henderson, Esq.;
Gou rock-house, I). Durroch,Esq.; Johnstone-castle,
Ludovic Houston, Esq Dargavel-liouse, John Hall
Maxwell, Esq.; Ralston, James Richardson, Esq.;
Glentyan-house, James Stirling, I'^sq. and Blacks;

;

townhouse, Thomas Speir, Esq.
Renfrewshire is ecclesiastically distributed into
20 entire quoad civilia parishes, parts of 5 other
quoad civilia parishes, 3 quoad saci'a parishes, and
12 chapelries.
the synod of
entire

All are within the jurisdiction of

civilia parishes,

quoad

Twelve of the

Glasgow and Ayr.
1

quoad sacra parish,

and 8 chapelries are in the presljytery of Paisley;
7 of the quoad civilia parishes, 2 quoad sacra parishes, and 3 chapelries are in the presbytery of
Greenock;
quoad civilia paiish, 3 of the parts of
quoad civilia parishes, and 1 chapelry, are in the
presbytery of Glasgow and 2 of the parts of the
quoad civilia parishes are in the presbytery of Irvine.
I

;

In 1851, the number of places of worship repoited
by the census within Renfrewshire was 133; of
which 36 belonged to the Established church, 30 to
the Fiee church, 21 to the United Presbyterian
church, 1 to the Original Secession church, 4 to the
Reformed Presbyterian church, 2 to the Episcopalians, 7 to the Independents, 7 to the Baptists, 1 to
the Unitarians, 4 to the Original Connection Methodists, 2 to the Primitive Methodists, 1 to the New
Church, 3 to the Evangelical Union, 7 to the Roman Catholics, 4 to the Moruionites, and 3 to isolated congregations.
The number of sittings in 29
of the Established places of worship was 28,295 ;
in 26 of the Free church places of worship, 19,649;
in 20 of the United Presbyterian meeting-houses,
17,353; in the Original Secession meeting-house, 419;
in 3 of the Reformed Presbyterian meeting-houses,
1.720; in the 2 Episcopalian chapels, 950; in 6 of
the Independent chapels, 2,450; in the 7 Baptist
chapels, 1,880; in the Unitarian chapel, 150; in
the 4 Original Connection Methodist chapels, 720;
in the 2 Primitive Methodist chapels. 430
in the
New Church place of worship, 180 in the 3 Evanr
gelical Union chapels, 1,600; in the 7 Ronnm Catholic chapels, 5,368
in 3 of the Mormonite places
of worship, 470 and in the meeting-places of the 3
isolated congregations, 880.
The maximum attendance on the Census Sabbath at 26 of the Established
at 29 of the Free
places of worship was 8,987
church places of worship, 12,344; at the 21 United
;

;

;

;

;

Presbyterian meeting-houses, 9,166; at the Original
Secession meeting-house, 198; at the 4 Reformed
Presbyterian meeting-houses, 940; at the 2 Episcopalian chapels, 533 at the 7 Independent chapels,
860; at the 7 Baptist chapels, 535; at the Unitarian
chapel, 29; at 3 of the Original Comiection Methodist chapels, 277; at the 2 Primitive Methodist
;

at the New Church place of worship,
chapels, 141
50; at tlie 3 Evangelical Union chapels, 798; at
the 7 Roman C'atholic chapels, 2,829; at 3 of the
Mormonite places of worship, 118; and at the
meeting-plac(!s of the three isolati-d congregations,
537.
There were in 1851, in Rcnfrewshiro, 105
;

public day schools, attended by 6,705 males and

RENFREWSHIRE.

—

Crawfurd, in his History of Renfrew"the barony of Renfrew was dissolved from the shire of Lanark, and erected into a
distinct sheriffdom" by King Robert when he executed the gi-ant in favour of his son; but the charter
to which Crawfurd refers as proving this statement
does not contain one word of a sheriff or sheriffdom
of Renfrew, or any allusion to its establishment as a
shire. The barony must, however, have been formed
for
into a sheriffdom alx)ut that time, or soon after
in a deed dated 12th August. 1414, there appears as
a witness one 'Dominus Finlayus Buntyn.' who is
styled 'Vicecomes de Renfrew,' sheriff of Renfrew;
and about the middle of the same centuiy the sheriffthe Crown.

103 private day schools, attended
4,650 females.
by 3.236 males and 2,712 lem.iles.— 37 evening
schools for adults, attended by 775 males and 555

shire, says that

—

and 216 Sabbath schools, attended by
females,
9.415 males and 11,415 females.
Renfrewshire sends one member to parliament.
The parliamentary constitnency in 1856 was 2.652.
The county is politically divided into two wards,
the latter of wliich comthe upper and the lower.
prehends the parishes of Innerkip. Greenock. PortTlie sheriff court for
Glasgow, and Kilmalcolm.
upper ward is lield at Paisley on every Tuesday
and for the lower
Tliursday during session

—

!
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;

;

ward, at Greenock, on every Wednesday and Friday.
Tiie sheriff sin.iU debt court is held at Paisley on

dom is recognised in several records. The principal
every Thursday, at Greenock on eveiy Monday, and public evi-nts in the county for centuries after the
Pollockshaws on the second Friday of every epoch of record, were all connected with the history
The commissary court is held at of the Stewarts; and the principal later events were
>iid month.
Paisley on every Thurs^lay. Justice of peace small the battle of Langside and the troubles of the times
debt courts are Iield at P.iisley on every Friday at of the Covenanters.
REN.N'YHILL. See Kilresxt.
Greenock on tlie first and third Thursday of every
REXPATRICK. See Gretsa.
month; and at Port-Glasgow on the firet Monday of
REXTON, a small post-town and seat of manuevery month. Quarter sessions are held at Renfrew
on the first Tuesday of March. May, and August, facture, in the parish of Cardross, Dumbartonshire.
and on the last Tuesday of October. The number It stands in the vale of the Leven. on the road from
of committals for crime, in the year, within the
Dumbarton to Luss, IJ mile south of Alexandria,
county, was 469 in the average of 1836-1840, 466 2J miles north-north-west of Dumbarton, 8J eastin the average of 1841-1845, 448 in the average of
south-east of Helensburgh, and 17 north-west by
It was founded in 1782 by Mrs.
1846-1850, and 327 in the average of 1851-1855. west of Glasgow.
The sums paid for expenses of criminal prosecutions Smollett of Bonhill, and named in honour of her
the years 1846-1852. ranged from £3.065 to daughter-in-law. Miss Renton of Lammerton. It
The total number of pereons confined has extensive calico printing and bleaching estab£3.750.
within the year ending 30th June 1855, in the jail lishments and it shares largely in the bnstle and
of Paisley, was 1,002,
and in the jail at Greenock. prosperity of the characteristic industry- of the vale
638: the average duration of the confinement of of Leven.
It has a station on the Dumbartonshire
each of the former was 45 days, of each of the railway. There are in the town a Free church, a
15
latter,
days and the net cost of the confinement Reformed Presbyterian church, a Free church Gaelic
of each of the former, after deducting earnings, was
preaching station, several schools, and some social
£13 5s. 6d,—of each of the latter, £13 Is. 3d. All institutions. Population in 1841, 2,472; in 1851.
the parishes, except one, are assessed for the poor.
Houses, 218. See Cardross.
2,398.
Tlie number of registered poor in the year 1853-^
RENTOX. a quondam village in the parish of
was 5.609; in 1854-5. 5.351. The numljer of casual Coldingham, Berwick.shire. It stood on the left side
iwor in 1853-4 was 4,453; in 1854-5.4,237. The of the Eye, 14 miles from Berwick, and 43 from
sum expended on the reaistered poor in 1853-4 was Edinburgh. The foundations of its houses continued
in 1854-.5, £21.579.
The sum expended till a somewhat recent period to impede the progress
£19,331
on the casual poor in 185.3-4 was £1.51 1 in 1854-5, of the plough, and were spread over so wide an area
There
are 3 poor-houses in the countv ;
as to prove the village to have been of considerable
£4,063.
one of them in Abbey Paisley parish, with accom- size. A little to the south-east of them, on the left
modation for 635 persons.— 1 for the town parishes bank of the Eye, stood the tower of Renton, which
of Paisley, with accommodation for 552 persons.
figurel a goo^l deal in the wars of the 15th and 16th
*nd 1 for the parishes of Greenock, with accommo- centuries, but has now almost totally disappeared.
dation for 310 persons.
The assessment in Ren- An inn at Renton, called Renton-inn. was a stage
frewshire for rogue-money and prisons is at the rate on the great road from Edinburgh to Newcastle.
of 3^. per pound.
REOCH-BURN, an early tributaryor head-stream
Population of the countv in
1801, 78,501; in 1811,93,172: in 1821. 112,175'; in
of the Cart, in the parish of Eaglesham, Renfrew;

—

;

—

;

I

;

;

—

1831, 133,443; in 1841, 1.55,072; in 1851. 161,091.
Males in 1851, 75,690; females, 85,401. Inhabited
houses in 1851, 10.760; uninhabited, 300; building.

shire.
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(Tower of). See Coimertreer.
See Kilcosqchar ?nd FrFE.-^HiRE.
See Ixch. Wigtonshire.
RERRICK. or Reravick, a parish, containing the
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In <incient times the greater part, if not the whole,
which now forns the county of Renfrew, was denominated, from one of its rivers. Straththe valley of the Gryfe,
and was included
gtyfe,
ra the shire of Lanark.
It was the chief patrimony
of the Stewards of Scotland, and, after the 12th centary, was called the barony of Renfrew, from the
borgh where the Stewards had their principal resifence.
In 1404, 33 yeai-s after their accession to
throne. King Robert III. granted to his son and
'leir, James, this barony and the other portions of
lis ancient patrimonial inheritance
and since that
l^ine the eldest son of the reigning monarch has.
liwtrides his other titles, been styled Prince and
ISIteward of Scotland, and Baron of Renfrew. When
is no
heir-apparent, these titles are merged in
|t}iere
of the district

—

—

;

post-office villages of

Dundrennan and Auchencaim,

on the coast of Kirkcndbrightshire. It is bounded
by the Solway frith, and by the parishes of KirkcudIts length south-westbright, Kelton, and Buittle.
ward, or in a direction nearly parallel to its coast

10 miles; and its average breadth is about
Its surface is. in part, hilly and mountainrolling, undulated, or champaign.
Bencairn, Forrest, Kendlum, and other bulky heights
fill its north-eastern district, to the extent of fully
one-fourth of its entire area. Bencaini, the highest,
has an altitude of about 1.200 feet above the level
cf the sea. and commands a magnificent prospect
of the seaboard and the Solway. The grounds in
the central parts of the parish have much variety
line, is

6 miles.

ous, and in part
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both of contour and of character and some of tlie
vales or hollows, which fornicrly were mossv or
otherwise waste, are now charmingly luxuriant.
Some pleasing features vvili be found lioticed in tlie
articles Auchencaikn', Duxduenxan, Heston, Mui-The coast is bluff,
i,ocu-BAY, and Pokt-Mary.
bold, and broken, and has some strong dashes of
romance the tracts adjacent to it exhibit a fine
variety of fields, woods, twisted vales, and expand-

was built on the lands of Rerrick, and thence
derived for itself and the parish their modern name.
beautiful church in the Gothic style of architecture
was recently built at the village of Auchencairn
and in 1856, it was constituted a quoad sacra pari.«h
church for the Auchencairn district. It is undo
the patronage of David Welsh of Collin, and other
tnistees.
'["here is also a Free church at Auchencairn; and the amount raised in connexion with it
in 1856 was £425 4s. lid.
There is likewise a
small Baptist chnpel at Auchencairn, built in 1822,
at the cost of £iri.
Tiiere are two non-parochial
chu'.ch

;

A

;

;

ing water-courses; and nearly all its summits and
salient points command gorgeous views both inland
and toward the sci. These are the shores which
figure so bi-illiantly in Sir Walter Scott's novel of
Guy Mannering. Granite is the prevailing rock of
the niouiitiiins.
Snudstone, of excellent qualiry for
building, abounds on the coast, and is extensively
A remarkable natural arch of barytes
quarried.
occurs in the vicinitv' of Port-Mary. An iron mine
on the lands of Aucbenleek produces weekly from
60 to 70 tons of excellent ore, which is sent jn-inci-

A

pally to Birmingham.
copper mine in the island
of Heston supplies ore for Swansea. Jasper of iine
quality occurs in the coves of the coast; and rock
crystal of beautiful forms and of a pale purple colour
abounds in a burn on the hill of Sergei. Tiie soil
ill
most parts of the parish is naturally wet and
spongy, but has been work'jd by draining and cultivation into a good fertile mould.
About 1o,U88
imperial acres are either now or have been in tillage;

schools.

ART

j

RES
(Lofu), an arm of the sea penetrating
the west coast of Lewis about 10 miles eastward, on
the boundary between Uig .'ind Harris, in the Outer
Hebndes. It is about 4 miles wide at the entrance,
but becomes very narrow in its upper part.
rivulet of the name of Resart flows into its liead.

RKSAURIE,
Population, 66.

RESCOBIE,

A

a village in the parish of Inverness.

Houses,

19.

a parish, a

little south-east of the
centre of Forfarshire.
It contains 4 or 5 handets,
but no village.
Its post-town is Forfar, 3 milts
west-south-west of the church. It is liounded by
Oathlaw, Aberlemno, Guthrie, Kirkden, Dunnichen,
Its length east-south-eastForfar, and Kirriemuir.
ward is about 9 miles; its breadth, for the most part,
to
varies from 1^ mile
2^ miles; and its area is
about 6,798 have never been cultivated; and about about 17 square miles
Its outline is very irregular.
581 are under wood. There are 16 or 17 principal Its surface is much diversiiied, and nowhere is lower
landowners, and about 10 or II smaller ones. The than about 187 feet above sea-level. Foni' hills are
principal seats are Uundrennan, Orroland, Orchard- situated within it or on its boundaries, and two of
ton, Netherlaw, Ualcarry, Port-Mary, Collin, and
these, the hills of Turin and Dunnichen, have an
Nutwood.
I'he rent of land ranges from l.os. to elevation of about 814 feet above the level of tlu;
about £3. The value of assessed property in 1843 sen. The face of the hill of Turin shows an impregwas =£10,240. There are 3 corn-mills. A cairn of nable wall of rock, similar to that of Salisbury
great s-zc stands on the summit of Bencairn, and crags at Edinburgh and the summit of it commands
appears to have b 'en amassed by the laborious por- a most extensive view, over both lan.d and sea. A
tage of its stones from the plain.
Vestiges exist lake, called the loch of Reseobie, extends nearly
elsewhere of two Druidical temples, and of no fewer acro^;s the parish between the hills of Turin and
than 12 camps, Saxon, Danish, and lloinan. The Dunnichen, and measures about IJ mile in length,
parish is well provided with roads and landing- and upwards of J of a nnle in greatest breadth.
places, but is not traver.sed by any great line of Another lake, called the loch of Balgavies, lies on
tiioroughfare.
Population in 1831, 1,635; in 1851, the boundary a little to the south-east, and measures about ij mile in cii-cumference. Lunan water
1,725.
Houses, 275.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcudbright, passes through these lakes; and Lemno burn traces
and synod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Sti- the boundary 3^ miles on the south-west and west.
pend. £2.54 16s.; glebe, £30. Unappropriated teinds, The predominant rocks are grey paving stone and
£257 7s. 4d. There are two parochial schools, the old red sandstone conglomerate; they arc, in some
one at the village of Dundrennan, the other at the places, curiously interstratified; and they have long
village of Auchencairn; and the salary of the Dun- been extensively worked in large quarries of remarkdrennan schoolmaster is £30, that of the Auchen- able appearance. The soil in some parts is thin
cairn schoolmaster, £21 6s. 8d., and the fees of each and moorish; in oilier parts, is a sharp gravel; in
about £70.
'i'lie
parish is now ecclesiastically other parts, is clayey in other parts, loamy and
divided into Rerrick in the south-west and Auchen- in others, even in the same field, considerably varicairn in the north-cast.
In the Ki'rrick division ous.
About 4,735 imperial acres are in tillage;
there are two churchyards, and there were at the about 617 are in permanent pasture; and about
There are eight landowners.
Keforination three; churches, called respectively 536 aie under wood.
Kirk-Carsewell church, Dunelrennan or Moidcland The rent of arable land ranges from 6s. to £2 lOs.,
The last of and averages abcmt £1 4s. Assessed property in
church, and Rerrick-Hennet church.
The mansions are Burnside,
lis. 3d.
these alone remains, and is now the
parish church. 1843. £6.669
and
It was built about the end of the 17th centiny, and
Ochterlony cr Balmadies, Pitscandlv, Carse,
enlarged in 1743, in 17;»3. and in 1828, and contains Reswallie. There is a flour and meal mill atMillconThere were formerly two fortalices of
665 sittings.
'J'he whole
parish was anciently dens.
a name which means the hill siderable importance, called the castle of Reseobie
called Dundreiunu),
of thorns,' and which was given by the pari.sh to the and the castle of Weems, but they have entirely
stood on the
abbey, not borrowed from the abb(!y by the parish. disappeared. An ancient stronghold
The original church stood on the east of the hill of summit of Turin-hill, and is believed to have been
It comthorns,' alluded to in its name, or l)y the side of the one of the (ddest stone forts in Scotland.
of 685 square yards in aits,
Abbey-burn; and, from 1 142 till the Reformation, it prised a circular citadel
of contiguous buildings.
belonged to the abbey. The dnu'ch still remained and an extensive range
with walls 13 or 14
in the ri;ign of Charles I.
and, when it became Parts of the citadel still remain,
On the feet thick; and they popularly bear the name of
ruinous, the ablHjy was used in its stead.
is traversed by
abbey, in its turn, falling into disrepair, the present KeiuD or Camp castle. The parish
;

—

;

;

1

—

'

'

;

«
'
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roads from Forfar to Arbroatli and Montrose,
by the Arbroath and Forfar section of the Scot-

Xorth-eastem railway.
Popalation
Houses, 142.

-

S; in 1851. 711.

-

iiod of

This parish

is

in

1831,

in tlie presbytery of Forfar, and
Patron, the Elarl of

Angus and Meams.

->:rathmore.
.Stipend, £213 19s. 3d.; glebe, £20.
iSchoolmaster's salaiy. £31. with £10 fees, and £6
other emoluments. The parish church was built in

A cbaptl anciently
1820, and contains 560 sittings.
In its
stood a little &tst of the locli of Balgavies.
Viirying-ground. which still remains, no grave seems
have been opened a second tin'.e. and tlie tonib>nes are so deposited tliar, while their inscriptions
'

-

a family history might have been colfrom them through a series of generations.

re legible,
•ted

1 iiere is

a parochial libraiy.
See Kirkii!C!iael, Ross-shire.

KESOIJS.

KESOUT. See Re.<akt.
REbTALRlG. a village

in the parish of South
Edinburghshire. It stands on low gionnd in
:e midst of the plain which extends from the beach
It is 1 J mile
Leith to the hills of the metropolis.
east-north-east of the Calton-liil! of Edinburgh. 1^
mile sonth-east of the centre of the town of L*ith,
and 1^ mile west-north-west of the Figgate-bum at
In its eastern vicinity are the cavalry
Portobello.
barracks of Jock's I^jdge, and tlie St. Xlargaret's
I,

.ith,

:

depot of the North British railway: and on the west
of it are luxuriant meadows irrigated by sewage
water from Etlinburgh.
In the diiection of the
meadows, about a furlong from the village, is St.
Margaret's Well, a spring of the purest soft water,
spanned by an arch which seems to have been part
of some old handsome edifice.
The village consLsts
of only a few houses, and haji a decayed appearance.
Population, a! out 100.
In the old R<)mau Catholic times, Restalrig was
the capital of the parish in which it stands, and the
site ot the parish church.
When or whence it had
its name and its parochial origin, is not known.
At
the demise of William the Lion, the district of Reswas
as
it
Restalric
or,
talrig
anciently called,
was possessed by a family who wore its name as
their own.
At the demise of Alexander 111., it
acknowledged John de Restalric as its baron, and
had undoubtedly become a parish and a parsonage.
In 1291. Adam of St. Edmund's was its pai-son. and
had a writ to the sheriflF of Edir.burgh to deliver
him his lands and rights; and, in 1296, in the church
of Restiilric. he swore fealty to Edward I. During
the reign of Roljert I. the barony passed by marriare
into the possession of the Logans ; and it continued
to be their property till they incurred forfeiture for
their participation in Gowrie's conspiracy. In 1435.
the patronage of the church was confirmed to Thomas
At
Logan, by William, bishop of St. Andrews.
various dates, transactions-^some of them of a verv
venial kind were effected by the Logans which
remotely enthralled the port of I>eith to the domineering authorities of Edinburgh. See Leith. A

—

—

—

was set up at Restalrig by
James III., improved by James IV.. and completed
hy James V. but it seems not to have interfered
collegiate establishment
;

which remained entire till the
Reformation. In 1560. the first General Assembly
Ordained that the church, on account apparently of
its abounding with statues and images, should be
dmtroyed "as a monument of idolatry'," and that

-with the parsonage,

parishioners should in future adopt as their parchurch, St. Mari's chapel in Leith. that whi: li
eontinnes to the present day to be the South Leith
In 1609, the legal rights of the
parochial church.
Aarch and parish of Restalrig, with all their revWues and pertinents, were formally alienated from
ttie

h
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—

by parliament, and conft- rred upon tlie chapel,
then legally declared to be the parish church of
South Leith.
Rol)ert Logan of Restalrig, who, in 1600, was
concerned in Gowrie's conspiracy, and who seems,
aiont the year 1607, to have died a bankrupt, sold,
in 1596. his estate of Nether Gogar to Andrew
Logan of Coalfield, in 1602, his lands of Fastthe.n

—

Archibald Douglas,

—

iu 1604, his barony
and in 1605, his
of Restalrig to I»rd Riluierino,
lands of Quarrel-holes to some party whom our
authorities do not name. The Lortls Balmerino
held the lands of Restalrig till their forfeiture in
1746; and during the whole period of their possession appropriated the vaults of the forsaken and dilapidated church as the burying-place of themselves
and their immediate relarions.
Lady Balmerino.
the wife of Arthur, the sixth and attainted Lord,
tl'.e
resided in the village during
years of her widowhood, and died there in 1765. The Earls of Moray

castle, to

—

succeeded the forfeited family in the possession ol
the lands; and they now claim the spacious vaulted
The Episaisle of the church as their sepulchre.
copalians, whether those of the Scottish church, or
those in communion with the Church of Er.giaud,
have alwavs, from the Revolution downward, bad a
They were for
peculiar attachment to Restalrig.
many yeare prohibited from performing the ritual of
their funeral service in any of the burying-grounds
of the city or immediate suburbs of Etlinburgh. yet
were allowed to use their freedom with that of Restalrig ; and they, in consequence, adopted it as their
cemetery, and, in 1720, interred in it the body of
Alexander Rose, the last legal or more than titular
In 1837, the eastern wall
bishop of Edinburgh.
and part of the side- walls of the old church were
still standing; and, at that date, the building was
renovated, and reconverted into a place of woi-ship.
Opposite the west end of the church, and forming
the lower walls of a plain modem house, is part of
the ancient castle of the barons of Restalrig.
RESTENET, a locality of some historical interest,
but of veiy altered appearance, on the northeni
border of the parish of Forfar, in Forfarshire. It is
situated If mile north of the town of Forfar.
sheet of water which formed the parochial boundary-line, bore the name of Loch-Restenet ; and, in
the latter part of last centurj", was. at great expense,
drained for sake of obtaining a rich supply of shellmarl in its bed. On a picturesque eminence, once

A

a peninsula projecting from a very narrow isthmus
into the lake, stand the walls and spire of an ancient
church, the ruinous memorials of an attached priory.
The monks of Jedburgh selected this peninsula as
a suitable retreat for a detachment of their body,
and a desirable place of safety for their records and
valuables.
The priory was thus instituted that it
'•
might protect their affairs," and was aptly called,
in I^tin phrase, " J?e« tenet."
The buildings appear
to have been accessible only by a drawbridge.
The
church is said to have been the place of worship for
the townsmen and parishioners of Forfar before they
were in a condition to build a church for themselves ;

and

and other legal documents,
name in company with that of
"
the town to make Forfar- Restenet" the legal name
of the ptarish.
The area of the church is now used
a-s the
burj'ing-places of the families of Dempster
of Dunnichen and Hunter of Bumside.
in all presentations

it still

intrudes

its

RESTLAW. See Channei.kjrk.
RESTOX. a village in the parish of Coldingham,
Berwickshire. It stands on the left side of the Eye,
adjacent to the Reston station of the North British
railway, 3^ miles south-west of Coldingham, 4
west of Ayton, and 46^ by railway east-south-east

REWCASTLE.
of

Here

Edinburgh.

The branch railway

{]5(y

is

a sub-parochial

to

Dmise

North British at Reston
villa Efe, about 230.

station.

RESWALLIE.
REWCASTLE,

school.

from

the
Population of the
off

jroes

See Rkscobie.

a hamlet in the parish of IJedrule,
Houses, 6.
Population, 24.
(IjOch of), a lake, abounding in
excellent trout, in the parish of Dallas, Morayshire.
RHIANS (The), a stream running into the head
of the Kyle of Tongue, on the east side of Castle
Varrich, in the north of Sutherlandshire.

Roxburghshire.

RHENINVER

RHIDYKES.

SeeFEnERESso.
RIIIMASAIG. See Dounoch.

RHIXD.

See Rhy.vd.

RUINNS OF GALLOWAY,

an oblong

district,

peninsulated at both ends, and lying west of LochRyan and Luce-bay in Wigtonsliire. It stretches
north-north-west and south-south-east ; and contains at its south end the most southerly land in

name, whether

or in
points or
promontories, and appropriately designates its figAn isthmus of about 6^
ure and appearance.
and is
miles connects it with the rest of Galloway

Scotland.
'

Gaelic,

Its

in

British

'

Rhinns' or

Rinns,'

signifies

;

throughout low, and replete with evidence of having
been under marine water. The Rhinns must thus,
though probably at a remote period, have formed an

They stretch away respectively 9 miles
north and 14 miles south of the isthmus; they vary
the northern
in breadth from 2 to nearly 6 miles,
one being the broader and they comprehend an area
of about 1 16 square miles. The parishes included in
the Rhinns are Kirkmaiden, Stoneykirk, Portpitrick, Leswalt, Kirkcolm, and a small part of Inch.
The district was called by Ptolemy and the ancient
island.

—

;

geographers Chersonesum Novantum.

RHOE

(Meiki.e and Little).

REIONE-HOUSE.

See Dei-tixg.
See Kelton-Hill.
See Hunish-Point.

RHU-HUNISH.
RHYMER'S GLEN,

a small ravine in the lands
It was originally
of Abbotsford, Roxburghshire.
known as Dick's cleugh, but was dignified by Sir
Walter Scott or his admirers witli its present name.
RHYND, a parisii, containing a post-office station
of its own name, at the foot of Strathearn, in Perthshire.
It occupies the peninsula between the Tay
and the left bank of the Earn. It is bounded by the
parishes of Perth, Kinnoul, Kinfanns, St. Madoes.
Abernethy, and Dumbarnie. Its length south-eastward is 4 miles and its average breadth is about 1
mile.
Its surface begins at the skirt of Moncrieff
hill on the north-west, descends thence in gradual
slopes toward the Tay, and is low and level near the
confluence of the rivers. The soil in the north-west
is sharp or gravelly, but in the south-east is chiefly
clay, occasionally intermixed with very fine black
loam.
A few acres are in pasturage; about 100
acres are under wood and all the rest of the area
is in tillage.
The landowners are the Earl of
Wemyss and Macgill of Iveinbach, The value of
assessed property in 1843 was £.5,48.') 98. 2(1. The
Anchief antiquity is Ei.cho casti.e: which see.
other antiquity is the ruin of a nunnery at Grange
This
establishment
on
the
of Elcho
aj)pears
Tay.
to have been pretty extensive, and is said to have
been founded by David Lyndsay of Glenesk, and to
have been a dependency of the ablwy of DunfermThe parish has near access to the Scottish
line.
Central railway, to the Edinburgh and Perth railway, and to the navigation of the Tay. Population in 1831, 400; in 1851, 338.
Houses, 73.
'I'liis parish is in the presbytery of I'erth, and
of I'erth and Stirling.
I'atnm, the Earl of
;

;

synod

Wemyss.

Stipend, £234 8s. 5d.; glebe,

jE

17.

Un-

KICCARTON.

appropriated teinds, £446 2s. 9d. Schoolmaster's
'i'he old name
salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £25 tecs,
of the parish was Rhinn, signifying a
peninsula, and
has been modernized into Rhynd. The present
church was built in 1842.
RHYNIE, a parish, containing a post-office station
of its own name, in the distiict of Strath bogie, AberIt is bounded by Cabrach,
Gartly,
Kinnethmont, and Auchindoir. Its length and its
bre.idth are each about 5 miles.
A commanding
feature is the hill of Noth: which see.
Other

deenshire.

heights exist; but are of inconsiderable altitude.
The general parochial surface lies about 400 feet
above sea-level. The soil in the vale, or Strathbogie proper, is loamy ; near the foot of the hills is
stony and gravelly, yet very fertile and, on some
low grounds, now a clay and now moss. The Bogie
circles round the south-east and east of the parish.
The ruins of Lesmore-castle and of Essie-kirk occur near the west base of Noth. A neat village,
called Muir of Rhynie, stands near the Bogie, on the
road from Huntly to Alford, 9 miles south by west
of Huntly.
The parish has an ofiice of the North of
Scotland bank, and enjoys near access to the Gartly
station of the Great North of Scotland railway.
Its
only landowner is the Duke of Richmond. Popula;

tion in

1831, 1,018; in 1851. 1,017.
Houses, 196.
Assessed property in 1843, £2,716.
This parish is in the presbytery of Stratbhogie,
and synod of Moray. Patrons, the Duke of Richmond and the Earl of Fife. Stipend, £158 7s.;
glebe not stated. Schoolmaster's salary, £24 7s. S^d.,
and eight bolls of meal, with fees, and a share in
.

the Dick bequest. The present parish of Rhynie
comprehends the ancient parishes of Rhynie and
Essie; and though these were united at a remote
period, the church of Essie continued in use till the
nnddle of last century. There is a Free church of
Rhynie; and the sum raised in connexion with it in
1856 was £76 Is. 9^d. There is also an Independent chapel in Rhynie. There are two non-parochial
schools.

RICCARTON, a parish near the middle of the
northern verge of Kyle, in Ayrshire. It contains
the post-town of Riccarton, the post-office village of
It is bounded
Hurlford, and the village of Sornhill.
by Kilmarnock, Galston, Craigie, Symington, and
Dundonald. Its length westward is 8 miles; and
its mean breadth is about 2 miles. The river Irvine
runs on the northern boundary; and the Cessnock
runs through the interior to the Irvine. The general aspect of the parish is beautiful, yet does not
exhibit much diversity of landscape. The surface,
on the whole, is gently undulating, yet rises gradually towards the south and the east till it terminates in a ridge of bills whose highest point has an
altitude of about 550 feet above the level of the sea.
The banks of the Irvine here are very tame; but
those of the Cessnock are picturesque; and the high
grounds command an extensive and very brilliant
view toward the north and the west. The rocks are
Coal exists in
chiefly those of the coal formation.
great abundance, and seems to have been wtn-ked
has
been
and
from a very early period,
increasingly
worked sir.ce the formation of the railways. Anthracite or blind coal, also, is extensively worked.
Limestone is largely worked, both for the purposes
of building and for the purposes of agriculture.
Iron- working is extiMisively carried on at the Portland iron-works, where there are four blast furnaces,
in the vicinity of Hurlford.
The soil of the parish,
About 250
in general, is of a stifl" clayey natu e.
acres are in moss; about 5(H) are underwood; and
Much
all the rest of the land is tinder cultivation.
The Duke of Port*
attention is paid to the dairy.

RICCARTON.
land

is

the most extensive landowner.

There are

also 12 or 13 other principal landowners, and a few
smaller ones. The mansions are Caprington-castle,

Treesbank, Shawhill, Dollars, Bellfield, and Milrig.
The first of these is a very massive edifice, in the
old baronial style, with a lofty tower over the main
entrance, much altered by modern repairs, but dating back to at least the 14th century. The value
The
of assessed property in 1843 was £17^159.
parish is traversed by the Glasgow and South-westem railway, and has a station on it at Hurltord. It
is traversed also by three roads diverging southward
from Kilmarnock, and enjoys all the facilities of
communication afforded by contiguity to that town.
Population in 1831, 2,499; in 1851,4',583. Houses,
562. The increase of population has arisen from the
extension of coal-mining, the erection of the Portland iron-works, and the general advancement of
trade.

This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Cuninghame of
Stipend,' £277 9s. 4d.; glebe, £27.
Ciprington.
Unappropriated teinds, £760 17s. 7d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 43. ^d., with £50 fees. The parish
church was built in 1823, and contains 1,192 sittings.
There is at Hurlford a preaching station in connexion with the Church of Scotland. There are in the
town of Riccarton an adventure school and a female
private school, and at Hurlford a spacious, endowed
Church of Scotland school, erected in 1857, at the
cost of about £1,000, and containing accommodation for 500 children.
Riccarton was anciently
a chapelry, subordinate to the parish church of
and
the fortunes of that
it
followed
Dundonald;
church in annexation, from 1229 till 1238, to the
short-lived convent of Dalmnlin, and in subsequent
annexation to the monastery of Paisley. At some

period of the Paisley monks' possession, it was made
a parish church, and treated by them as a vicarage.
After the Refonnation, it was incorporated with
Craigie; but, in 1648, it was disunited from that
The name Riccarparish, and made independent.
ton was originally Richardstown or Ricardston, and
seems to have been derived from a Richard Wallace,
whom tradition declares to have been the uncle of
the celebrated Sir William, the patriot, but who
probably lived too early to claim that honour. In
the 13th and 14th centuries the lands of Ricardston
belonged to a family of the name of Wallace, or, as
the word was anciently written, Waleys.
During
the reign of Alexander II., and vmder the second
Walter the Steward, Richard Waleys held considerable estates in other parts of Kyle-Stewart, and appeal's to have been one of the most considerable of
the Steward's vassals; and he very probably was
the ancestor of the Ricardston Wallaces, the first
holder of their property, and the person from whom
it derived its manorial
Sir Ronald
designation.
Crawford, the maternal uncle of Sir William Walin
this
a
to
residence
which his
lace, had,
parish,
illastrious nephew often resorted, and whence he
sallied to perform many of the
exploits which fame
Msigns him in the tales of tradition. The residence
i« said to have been a tower on the site of the farmiMMise of Yardsides, immediately west of the town
rf Riccarton
but it has entirely disappeared, though
»me small memorials of it are still alleged to exist.
eminent
natives of the parish may be menAmong
hJoned Sir John Cuninghame of Caprington, a very
jominent lawyer in the time of Charles II., and Sir
hlames Shaw, who. in recent times, was Lord Mayor
l<>f London and a
distinguished benefactor of Kil;

|iaamock.

The Town
lliorder
II.

RIXGFORD.

657

of Riccarton stands on the northern
of the parish of Riccarton, on the road from

Kilmarnock

It is strictly a suburb of
and, though nominally a mile from it,
or really a mile from the centre of the burgh, is almost uninterruptedly connected with it by a long
street, and is included within its parliamentary
Its site is a rising giound or swell imboundaries.
mediately overlooking the Irvine. It used to be a
of
antiquated appearance, inhabited chiefly
place
by weavers ; but of late years it has been gi-eatly
improved in both houses and social condition. Its
history, as to employment and prosperity, is very
nearly a duplicate of that of Kilmarnock, or rather
is a subordinate and dependent chapter of the same
In 1638, the town was made a burgh of
narrative.
barony. In the centre of it is a mound, paitly' natural and partly arrificial, formerly called the seat
of judgment,' and supposed to have been one of
those court-hills on which justice was administered
and executed in the feudal times. The parish church

Kilmamock

to Tarbolton.

;

surmounts this eminence; and, being a large edifice
with a handsome spire, it forms a conspicuous object
in an extensive circumjacent landscape. Population
See Kilmarxock.
of the town, about 1,500.
RICCARTON, a hamlet, a hilly ridge, and a

—

the first 2
streamlet, in the parish of Linlithgow,
miles south-east of the burgh, and the others in the

hamlet's vicinity.

RICCARTON, a post-oflBce station in the parisli
of Fetteresso, Kincaidineshire.
RICCARTON. a post-office station subordinate
to Langholm in Dumlries-shire.
(Loch), an arm of the sea in the disIt deflects from the
trict of Cowal, Argyleshire.
or
northernmost part of the Kyles of
great angle
Bute, and penetrates about 6 miles northward to the
mouth of the rivulet Ruel. It belongs to the parishes of Inverchaolain and Kilmadan.
Its scenery
is of similar character to that of the finest parts of
the Kyles. It was formerly all but unknown to
tourists, but has recently burst into fame and become well known.
pier has been formed at
Omiidale in the lower part of it, and is now regulariy
visited by steamers; an inn also has been built
there ; and the banks of the loch, over a large part
of their extent, are in the course of being feued off
as sites for villas.
In the moutli of the loch lies a
small island of some historical interest.
See the

RIDDAN

A

articles

Ktles of Bute, Kilmadas, Obmidale, and

Ellax-Dheierig.

RIDDELL.

See Luxiesleaf.
See Reiss.
RIFF-POINT, a headland in the parish of Lochbroom, on the west coast of Ross-shire.
RIGG-BAY, a small bay in the parish of Sorbie,
Wigtonshire. It measures 4 furlongs across at the
entrance, and 3 thence to the head. Its situation is
in the immediate vicinity of Galloway-house, and a
mile south of Garlieston. Its depth of water is from
20 to 30 feet; and its shore is flat and sandy.
RIGGEND, a village in the parish of New Monkland, Lanarkshire.
RIGHEAD. See Lochmabex.
RINGAN-HEAD. See Peestonpaxs.
RINGANS (St.). See Nixiaxs (St.).
RINGBURN. See Kibkcudbright.
RINGFORD, a post-oflice village in the parish

RIESS.

of Tongland. Kirkcudbrightshire.

RINGLYHALL. See Maxtox.
RINGSDALE-CASTLE. See Stoseholsb.

RINK.

See Jedbcegh.
See Glenmcick.
See Rhixxs.

RINLOAN.
RINNS.

RIPPACHY.

See

Deskrt (The).

RIPPEL- WALLS. See Cumbkay
RISEHILL. See New abbey.
2 T

(Big).

PJSTAL.

EOCKHALL-BAY.

(')5.^

RISGA. See Ouonsay in x\rdiiaiiiurchan.
RISP-HILL. See Mein-watek.

head-streams at the southern extremity of the parisli.
drains the longer and larger of the vales, runs 10
EISPOND. See Durness.
miles north-eastward and 2 eastward, and divides
a
small
inhabited
to
the parish into two nearly equal parts. Ale-water,
RISTAL,
island, belonging
the parish of Lochbroom, on the west coast of Koss- rising 3J miles from the southern extremity, drains
shire.
the other vale, and runs nearly parallel to the
Population, 19.
ROADSIDE. See Burnside and Roadside.
Borthwick, at a distance from it of from IJ mile
ROAG (Loch), an intricate sea-loch on the west to 2^ miles. Rankle-burn, rising in the south-west
The extreme length to corner, begins, a little below its source, to trace,
coast of the island of Lewis.
which it intrudes upon the island is about 11 or 12 for 2^ miles, the boundary with Ettrick, Hellmoor,
miles.
Over 6i miles from its entrance it has a Kingsmoor, Crooked, Windy, and Alemoor lochs
breadth of from 6 to 8 miles but it is sectioned occur as expansions or remote sources of the Ale,
lengthwise, by a series of islands, into two main chan- each of three of them 2 miles or upwards in circumference
and two or three lochlets occur as sournels, called Loch-Roag proper aiad Loch-Bernera.
Its further penetrations into the land consist of four ces or expansions of tributaries of the Borthwick.
quite separate and widely detached narrow bays, two Moodlaw-loch, situated at a considerable altitude,
of which bear the names respectively of Little Loch- but of small extent, is remarkable for belonging
Roag and Loch-Carloway. So many islands and equally to the three counties of Roxburgh, Selkirk,
islets occur in all parts of the loch, that 38 or 39
and Dumfries. Though heath stretches out in
are of consequence enough to figure in a map of patches, and almost every farm has its particular
while the largest, called moss, the lands of the parish may, in general, be
half-an-inch to a mile
Great Bernera, itself has a length of about 6 miles. viewed as an assemblage of green hills, pleasantly
The entire loch is hollowed into bays, and inter- and richly pastoral. About 11 parts in 12 of the
rupted by passages of such variety and intricacy, as whole area are sheep-walk or cattle pasture between
to demand no ordinary degree of attention and skill 500 and 600 acres are under wood
and about 2,000
for its navigation.
The entrance of Loch-Roag pro- acres are either regularly or occasionally in tillage.
There are nine landowners. The chief residences
per, too, is so obscure, that it might escape the observation of a boat's crew passing within a hundred are Borthwick-brae, Borthwick-shields, Chisholme,
The value of raw produce was esyards' distance. All the land of the islands, and of and Hoscoat.
the immediate coasts, is either low and tame, or ter- timated in 1834 at £16,130. Assessed property in
little
elevaas
have
minates in such cliffs of gneiss
Real rental in 1856, £7,419 18s.
1843, £6,395 8s. 6d.
Id.
The chief antiquity is the old mansion-house
tion, much ruggedness, and no beauty.
ROAN-ISLAND. See Ellan-na-Roan.
of Harden: which sve.
There are six or seven
ROAN (Locii), a small lake in the north of the camps, some British and some Roman, but all locally
1 1 covcalled Picts' works.
parish of Crossniichael, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Population of the Roxburghers about 40 acres, and is from 10 to 22 fathoms deep,
shire section of the parish in 1831, 423; in 1851,
and seldom freezes.
368.
Houses, 59. Population of the entire parish
ROBERTON, a parish, partly in Roxburghshire, in 1831, 730; in 1851, 670. Houses, 113.
and partly in Selkirkshire, lying on that part of
This parish is in the presbytery of Selkirk, and
their border which marches with Dumfries-sliire.
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
It contains the post-office station of Roberton and
Stipend, £239 9s. 7d glebe, £20.
Unappropriated
It is bounded on
the village of Deanburnhaugh.
Sclioolmaster's salary, £34 4s. i^i.
tejnds, £467.
the west by Dumfries-shire, and on other sides by the with £24 fees. The parish church was built about
Tiiere is a
parishes of Ettrick, Kirkhope, Selkirk, Ashkirk, Wil- 1750, and contains about 250 sittings.
and the sum raised
ton, and Hawick. Its length north-eastward is about Free church preaching-station
13 miles; and its average breadth is between 4 and 5 in connexion with it in 1856 was £17 2s. 8Jd. The
miles.
A water-shedding range of heights, extend- ancient parish was called Borthwick; and its church
ing partly from north-west to south-east, but curving stood at a place formerly named Kirk-Borthwick,
In 1682, there
suddenly round so as to extend chiefly from south- but now named BorthTvick-brae.
west to north-east, fonns the boundary for 12 miles were annexed to it part of the suppressed parish of
with Dumfries-shire and Hawick. The sides of this, Hassendean, a small detached portion of the parish

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

some places, ai-e steep and precipitous ; but, in
most, are accessible, and, in some, are of gentle ascent and its summits are, in general, dome-shaped
in

;

its peaks, Ciaikmoor, Culm or
of Craik, are the highest in the
more than 1,300 feet above
do
not
rise
parish, yet
sea-level.
Two other iiilly ranges, or rather chains
of hills, extend north-eastward through the parish,
and occupy much the larger part of its area. But
they are lower, and of softer outline, than even the
heights on the boundary and arc cleft by the ravines or cleuchs of numerous little streams opening
into the central valleys.
Tlie district, though situated not far from the centre of tlie Southern Hijrhlands, and walled in by one of the middle stretches
of their water-slieds, is thus not strictly mountainous, and possesses both iowness of surface and softness of feature compared with cither Ettrick on its
one side or Liddesdaic on its other. Two vales
which, to a certain extent, traverse it lengthwise,
are narrow along the bottom, or arc the merest
glens but they have gently sloping screens, and,
except where l)CRUtified with wood, arc in a state
of cultivation.
Horthwick-water, rising in several
flat.
Three of
Coom, and Criblaw

or

;

;

of Selkirk,

and some

specific sections of the ad-

joining parishes of Hawick and Wilton and about
1750, the church for the united districts was built
at Roberton, 1^ mile north-east of Kirk-Borthwick,
and imposed the name of its site upon the extended
chapel anciently stood on the right bank
parish.
of the Borthwick, in the Hassendean district, and
the monks of
belonged, like its parent church, to
Melrose, and was served by a chaplain from their
establishment.
;

A

ROBGILL. See Dumfries-shire.
ROIMN'S HEIGHT. See Dunblane.
ROIUIOYSTON. See Caddkr.

ROCHESTER. See Greenlaw.
ROCHSOLES. See Monkland (New).
ROCKFIELD, a village in the parish of

Tarbat,

Houses, 23.
ROCKHALL. See Lochmaben and Moitswald.
ROCKH ALL-BAY, a small bay in the parish
It aiffords good shelof St. Cyrus, Kincardineshire.
ter and a convenient anchorage in north winds.
ROCK HOLE. See Mungo (St.).
ROC^KVILLE-HOUSE. Sec IlADniNOTONsnmB.
RODDEN-HEAD, See Kilbride (EastV
in Ross-shire.

Population, 118.

IIOGART.
KODIL.

ROE

See Harris.

(Meikle and Little).

See Delting.
ROGART, a parish, containing a post-office station of its own name, in the south-east of SutherIt is bounded by Farr, Clyne, Golspie,
Dornoch, Criech, and Lairg. Its length south-southeastward is 17 miles and its greatest breadth, which
is in the lower part, is about 9 miles.
The river
Brora, rising in the extreme north, comes 13 miles
south-south-eastward down the interior, and then
debouches to the east, and passes into Oyne and
the river Fleet, issuing from a lake considerably
south-west of the centre of the parish, runs 5J miles

landshiie.

;

;

south-south-eastward into
these streams

—

Domoch. The vales of
them Strathbrora and

called from

and extending parallel to each other in
direction occupy, with their hill-screens, the greater part of the parochial area.
Both straths vary in
breadth from a few yards to f of a mile, and are

—

Strathfleet,

occasionally abrupt, but, for the most part, gentle
in their screens, contracting at long
intervals into ravines and bold passes, but more
generally expanding into prolonged haughs and
Strathbrora is overlooked by
hanging plains.
of from 800 to nearly 1,000, and Strathfleet
heights
of
from
500 to 700 feet above sea-level
by heights
and in its upper part, the fonner is more frequently
contracted, and becomes at times a mere rocky
chasm. Very few contiguous acres in the straths
are not either patched with brushwood growing
from old stocks of trees, or intersected by very rapid
and destructive bums, coursing down the hills to
the central streams.
band of country, 8^ miles
long and 3 broad, which lies between the straths,
is an irregular grouping of low rocky hills, flat
heathy moors, small lakes, morassy meadows, and
cold bleak rats of moorland burns.
The chief rock
is a large-grained and very micaceous gneiss easily
worked by the chisel, and well adapted to the
masonary of fences and cottages. Granite also
abounds in the form of boulders, in some places
filling hollows under ground, in others thickly
scattered on the surface.
Moss covers more than
one half of the entire parochial area, and is in some
soil
in
the bottoms of the valThe
parts very deep.
feys and on the skirts of the hills is sandy and
gravelly.
Except in two small pieces, the whole
The
parish belongs to the Duke of Sutherland.
sstimated value of raw produce in 1834 was £4,716.

and sloping

;

I

A

Assessed property in 1843, £2,239 17s. 6d. The parabounds with memorials of ancient battles, traces of encampments, tumuli, and Scandinavian buildings.
Population in 1831, 1,805; in 1851, 1,535.
-Houses, 323.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dornoch, and
^nod of Sutherland and Caithness. Patron, the
Uake of Sutherland. Stipend, £155 143. glebe, £9
ish

;

Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £16
The parish church was built in 1777, and
11(68.
(tends in an elevated position which commands an
tstensive and romantic view. There is a Free
taorch, with an attendance of 700 and the amount
tlits receipts in 1856 was £148 Os. SJd.
There are
iro non-parochial schools, both of them possessing
IOb.

;

xtraneous support.

EOLLOX

EOMACH

(St.).

ROMANO,

(LocH

See Glasgow.
See Raffoed.
of).

an estate in the parish of Newlands,

^bles-shire. It is situated in the valley of the
and a locality in it called Romano-bridge is
;
convenient centre of communication for the northtern parts of the county.
See Newhall.
(Old). See Old Rome.
BONA, a small island belonging to the parish of
as, and forming part of the Lewis property, in

^e

ROME

RONALDSHAY.
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the Outer Hebrides. It lies 38 miles north-west of
the Butt of Lewis, and has the reputation ef being
the most north-westerly land in Europe.
Straight
lines drawn from it to the Butt of Lewis and Cape
Wrath and between the two latter would form nearly
an equilateral triangle. The island has an area of
270 acres, and rises into two hills of about 350 or
360 feet in altitude. About 220 acres of it are
Several families used
arable land, with a good soil.
to inhabit it, maintaining themselves partly from
the soil and partly by fishing ; but in attempting to
land on a stonny day, all the men were lost by the
upsetting of their boat. There are 5 or 6 ruinous
huts ; and the smallest of them is said to have been
a church.
Sir James Matheson, the proprietor of
the island, ofi'ered it a few years ago to government
gratuitously for a new penal settlement.
RONA, an island belonging to the parish of
It lies
Portree, in the Skye group of the Hebrides.
about a mile north of Raasay, 6 miles west of
Applecross in Ross-shire, and from 5^ to 8^ miles
It measures
east of Kilmuir and Snizort in Skye.
about 5 miles in length, and less than 1 mile in

breadth and forms a ridge extending nearly due
noithward on a line with Raasay. Its greatest
elevation does not seem to exceed 500 feet.
Its
surface is prevailingly tame and cheerless and is
separated by deep irregular valleys into a series of
rocky hills. It is appropriated chiefly to the rearing of black cattle and, in proportion to its area,
is among the most barren of the western islands.
To an ordinary observer, its aspect is quite repulsive;
presenting no picturesque features, and but little
verdure, to chequer its grey sterile surface, and
hiding most of even its patches of brown mountain pasture amid a profusion of dull naked rocks.
Nearly all its arable ground lies round a scattered
village which is situated at the head of a bay, and
contains most of the poptilation. Of four small
harbours which occur on the west side, one, called
Archasig-hirm, has a double entrance, and offers a
;

;

;

convenient refuge for coasting vessels but, except
to the natives and the neighbouring islanders, it is
very little known. A lighthouse was built upon
the island in 1856-1857. Population in 1851, 165.
Houses, 33.
RONA, an island belonging to the parish of North
It lies less than a
Uist, in the Outer Hebrides.
mile south of the south-west point of the island of
North Uist, and about 2^ miles east of Benbecula.
Its length is about 2 miles, and its breadth about
It rises 600 feet above sea-level, presents a
IJ.
rocky aspect in its higher grounds, and exhibits a
broken surface down its eastern declivity. It is
much indented by the sea, and possesses a belt of
low productive land around its coast. The island
was at one time regarded as of little or no value;
but it has been improved by culture, and is now
considered one of the best grazing-grounds in the
It is inhabited, however, by
parish of North Uist.
only one family.
;

RONALDSHAY

(North), the most northerly
island of the North Isles of Orkney.
It lies 2^
miles north of Taftness in Sanday, and 15 miles
east-north-east of the nearest part of Papa-Westray.

Its length from north to south is Similes ; its mean
and its
breadth is a little upwards of one mile
The
superficial extent is about 4 square miles.
sound which divides it from Sanday is very dangerous in navigation. The shores of the island are flat
and rocky, and afford a large quantity of sea-weed.
The surface of the interior is low and flat, with a
;

gentle rise toward the middle and it possesses a
sandy soil, mixed in some places with clay, and
generally very fertile. At its north end are found
;

KONALDSHAY

some coarse slates. Of several ancient tumuli, one
was opened a number of yeais ago, and disclosed a
small building externally circular, but internally
square, and containing a human skeleton in an upright posture. The island is tlie property of Mr.
Trail of Woodwick ; and yields a rental of about
£500. On the point of its southern promontory
there was built, long ago, a tall stone-tower beacon
post, surmounted by a hollow ball of stonework, 8
feet in diameter; and in 18ol, this was superseded
by a flashing light, whicli attains its brightest
state every ten seconds, and is visible at the distance
of 15 nautical miles.
I'opulation of the island in
in 1851, 526.
Houses, 84.
1831, 522
This island, in quoad civilia ecclesiastical reckonto
the
ing, belongs
parish of Cross and Buniess
but in 1831, it was constituted by the General
Assembly, and subsequent to the disruption was reconstituted by the Court of Teinds, a separate parish
quoad sacra. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £120.
The parish church is a parliamentary one. There
is also a Free church
and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £53 5s. 35d.
(South), one of the Orkney
islands, and, excepting Pentland Skerries, the most
of
the
southerly
group. It lies 6 miles north by
east of Duncan sby-head, and occupies the southIt is
east corner of the Orcadian archipelago.
washed on the north by Water-sound, about a mile
broad, which divides it from Burrjvy; on the east
by the German main on the south by the eastern
entrance of the Pentland frith, which divides it from
Caithness; and on the west by the northern expansion of that frith, or the entrance of Scalpa Flow,
;

;

;

RONALDSHAY

;

which divides it from Walls and Flota. Its length
from north to south is 8 miles; its breadth, except
at one point near the north end. where it suddenly
but briefly expands to 5| miles, is prevailingly about
and

is estimated at
on the whole, low
and level; it nowhere rises higher than about 300
feet above the level of the sea
and it aggregately
presents a much richer and more generally cultivated
than
appearance
perhaps any equal extent of Orcadian ground.
Three head-lands present a bold,
rocky front to the ocean, Barsick-head on the west,
and Halero and Stores-heads on the east, each about
250 feet perpendicular above sea-level. Wide wallbay, on the west coast, has a good opening to the
Pentland frith and to Stromness, and offers safe

2^ miles

;

its superficial

18 square miles.

Its surface

An underground building

at the manse, 3 feet wide, 11 feet long, and neatly
paved with water-worn stones, is supposed to have
been a Pictish grave. Some large standing stones,
one of them about 11 feet high, near the manse, are
In South
supposed to be Druidical monuments.
Ronaldshay, Olave of Norway offered the pagan
Earl of Orkney and his followers the alternative of
nominal Christianity or death, and thus pinned his
creed upon the Orcadians with the point of his
sword. The island, as long as popery continued,
maintained the pre-eminence which it won by being
the scene of sucii an exploit. Small as its area is,
it still shows the ruinsof no fewer than seven Romish chapels; and it claimed for its principal minister,
or secular priest, the offices of de.iii of Orkney and
Population in 1831, 2,265;
provost of tne cathedral.

Houses, 4.54.
(South), and Buuhav, a narish
It coinprchenas the
in the south-east of Orkney.

RONALDSHAY

irregular are its constituent parts, that its extent is
not accurately known but it lies within limits of
about 16 or 17 miles in length, and 9 in breadth.
Three ancient parishes aie comprehended in the
present parisli, and aie all believed to be original.
;

South Ronaldshay, or St. Mary's parish, includes
Swona, the Pentland Skerries, and the south end of
South Ronaldshay; the North or St. I'eter's parish,
includes the north end of South Ronaldshay; and
BuiTay parish includes Burray, Hunda, and Glimsholm. Population of the entire modern parish of
South Ronaldshay and Burray in 1831, 2,711; in
1851,3,086. Houses, 563.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkwall, and
Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
synod of Orkney.
Stipend, £209 10s. Id.; glebe, £12 6s. 8d. Schoolmaster's salary, £26, with £15 fees, and £2 10s.
other emoluments. There are two parish churches,
both of them in the island of South Ronaldshay, the
one called St. Mary's or the South church, the other
called St. Peter's or the North church.
The latter
was built in the 13th century; both were repaired
in 1802
and St. Mary's has 413 sittings, St. Peter's
There was formerly a church at Burray, but
273.
it became ruinous about the beginning of the
preThere is an United Presbyterian
sent century.
church in South Ronaldshay, built in 1826, and containing 342 sittings. There are a Free school for
the united parish, with a salary of £40, also an endowed female school, both of them founded by bec^uest of Governor Tomison of the Hudson's bay
company, who was a native of South Ronaldshav
;

.

RONALSON'S TOWER. See Kiuninver.
RONAN'S WELL (St.). See Inkerleitiiex.
RONA'S HILL. See Nouthmaven.
RONAVAL. See Harris.
ROOME. See Crail.
ROOST (The). See Sumburgh.

is,

anchoring-gi-ound to either small vessels or ships of
500 or 600 tons burden. St. Margaret's Hope, on
the north coast, is one of the safest and best harbours for small vessels in the kingdom. See Margaret's Hope (St.). Remains of Picts' houses are

in 1851, 2,465.

inhabited i.slands of South Ronaldshay, Buiray,
Swona, Hunda, and Pentland Skerries, and the
uninhabited island of Glimsholni. So scattered and

extent

;

numerous and extensive.
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ROS, Rose, or Ross, a Celtic word signifying a
headland or promontory. It is sometimes used alone,
in the form of Ross, as a topographical name; but

much more extensively used, in all its forms, as
a prefix or first syllable in compound names of
places, the other parts of such names, in general,
being descriptive of local features or designative of
is

local associations.

ROSA.

See Longside, Aberdeenshire.
(The), a rivulet traversing Glenrosa in the
See Glenrosa.
ROSCOBIE, a village in the parish of Dunfermline, about 3^ miles north of the town of Dunfermline, in Fifeshire.
Adjacent to it are extensive
lime-works and a ridge of hill, whicii also bear the
name of Roscobie. I'opulation of the village about

ROSA

island of Arran.

80.

ROSEBANK, a village in the parish of Dalserf,
Lanarkshire. It has been built since 1810, to supply the deficiency of dwellings occasioned by the
decaying state of the village of Dalserf; and it is
situated about J of a mile up the Clyde from that
and nearly opposite Mauldslie-castle.

PopoHouses, 44.
ROSEBANK, Roxburghshire. See Kelso.
ROSEBANK, Edinburghshire. See Lasswadb.
ROSE-FEN WICK. See Fenwu k.
ROSEHALL, a district on the n)utual borders of
Sutherlandshire and Ross-shire. It lies chiefly In
the parish of Creich, but
also in that of Kinpartly
cardine; and it has a post-oftice station of its own
name. Here is a mission chapel, under the committee of the royal bounty, built in 1808, and containing 260 sittings. Here also is a Free cliurch;
t)lace,
ation, 184.

ROSEHALL.

receipts in 1856 amounted to £85 15s. 7d.
Kosehall-house is situated amidst beautiful grounds,
extensive woods, and a fine landscape, near the conSee
fluence of Casslie-water with the river Oickel.
OlCKEL.
KOSEHALL, a mining district, containing a postoffice station of its own name, in the parish of Old
Monkland, Lanarkshire.
ROSEHAUGH. See Avoch.
ROSEHEARTY, a post-town, a small seaport, a
a burgh of
fishing station, a market town, and
barony, in the parish of Pitsligo, Aberdeenshire.
It stands on the coast of the Mora}^ frith, 4 miles
west of Fraserburgh, 16 east by north of Banff, and
The herring19 north-north-west of Peterhead.
middle of July, and
fishery, bi'giuning about the
ending about the last of August, employs at least
40 boats, each worked by 5 persons; and competes
in prosperity with the best of the flourishing fishThe harbour, in consequence of
eries in thefrith.
its being situated on an exposed part of the coast,
and hav-lng so considerable a depth of water as 9 feet
in neap and 14 in spring tides, is important; and,
since 1810, when a discovery was made that the
shore-dues belong, not to the superior, but to the
feuars, it has been the principal occasion of the
The revenue from the
prosperity of the town.
shore-dues, previous to 1810, never exceeded £3;
but since 1819, it has ranged from jE40 to £96. The
chief exports are fish, grain, and potatoes ; and the

whose

A

chief imports are coal, salt, lime, and timber.
weekly market is held on Saturday. There are in
the town a Free church, which was built in 1844,

and an United Presbyterian church, which was built
in 1791. Rosehearty was constituted a burgh of
barony in 1681 and it is governed by a bailie, a
treasurer, and five councillors, who are appointed
by Captain Dingwall Fordyce of Brachlay, the superior.
Connected with it is a suburb called Seatown.
;

Population in 1841, 750; in 1851, 844. Houses, 183.
ROSEISLE. See Old Roseisle and College of
EoSEISi.E.

RO.SEISLE

HA UGH.

See Dcffus.
See Falkland.
a parish, containing the posttowns of Rosemarkie and Fortrose, on the east coast

ROSE-LOCH.

ROSEMARKIE,

of Ross-shire. It is bounded by the Moray frith,
•nd by the parishes of Avoch, Kirkmichael, and
Its length south-westward, or in the
&omarty.
general direction of the coast line, is 6 miles; its
irerage breadth is between 2 and 3 miles; and its
trea is about 15 square miles.
The inner boundary
is skirted from end to end
by the long flat hill called
the McLLBCY: which see. The surface from the
ooast up to this acclivity is, in general, a slow gradual ascent ; and, being for the most part cultivated,
or varied with wood and verdure, has a very pleasant
fwpearance. The coast, all along the north-eastern
(BBtrict, is bold,

rocky, and romantic

;

and abounds

in frightful precipices, wliere
*I»w-brow'd rocks hang nodding

ROSENEATH.
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o'er the de*p,"

sad in rugged clifts, overgrown with ivy, and
d by the wild pigeon and the hawk. Some
1 caves, both curious and deep, perforate the
e; and one of them runs quite through the
for about 150 feet.
Otters have been shot
the
rocks; and seals are often seen there. A
JMn
liTOw promontory called Fortrose-jwint or Chafnry-ness runs Ij mile into the frith, and forms
ie Ross-shire side of a ferry which
usually takes
IB name of Ardereier from its Inverness- shire side,
ediately north of this pioniontory lies the fine
of Rosemarkie, fringed with a Ijeach of fine
th sand, and alluring sea-bathers to visit its

shores, and vessels to seek shelter from westerly
winds in its centre. In the neighbourhood of Rosemarkie is a large beautiful flat, covered with a fine
black mould upon light gravel, and in a high state
of cultivation; and in the immediate vicinity of

Fortrose

a belt of

is

'

links,'

about a mile in length,

smooth as a carpet, and choice ground

for the

game

Ihe rocks of the sea-cliffs are principally
of golf.
gneiss; but those of the interior, all the way to the
Mullbuy, are the old red sandstone. There are six
principal landowners, and several smaller ones. The
rent of land averages £4 and upwards in the vicinity
of the town, and about £2 in other parts. The value
of assessed property in 1843 was £3,743 10s. lOd.
The town of Rosemarkie is municipally nnited with
the town of Fortrose, and has been noticed in our
article on that town.
Population of the parish in
1831, 1,799; in 1851, 1,776. Houses, 339.
This parish is in the presbytery of Chanonry, and
synod of Ros-s. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £252
6s. 8d.; glebe, £9.
L'nappropriated teinds, £104.
The parish church was built in 1822, and contains
800 sittings. There is a chapel of ease at Fortrose,
under the patronage of its own male communicants.
There is a Free church of Fortrose, with an attendance of about 700 ; and the amount of its receipts in
1856 was j£443 4s. 7d. There is also an Episcopalian chapel at Fortrose. erected about 25 years ago,
.

and containing about 300 sittings. There is likewise a Baptist chapel, with an attendance of about
The principal school is the Fortrose academy,
50.
which is conducted by a rector and two other
teachers. There are likewise a parochial school, a
Free church school, a young ladies' seminar}', and
one or two adventure schools. The name Rosemarkie was originally written Rosmarkyn, and signifies the promontory of seamen.
ROSENEATH, a peninsulated parish, containing
the post-ofiice villages of Roseneath, Kilcreggan, and
Cove, in the extreme west of Dumbartonshire. It
is connected on the north by an isthmus of 1 J mile
in breadth with the parish of Row, and is bounded
on other sides by Gairloch, the frith of Clyde, and
Loch-Long. It curves from a southerly direction
to a south-south-easterly direction ; and its length
is 8 miles,
its breadth from 1 J mile to 2 J miles.
The main part of its surface is a continuous ridge,
rising immediately from the shores of Gairloch and

—

Loch-Long, and extending from the isthmus to
within about a mile of the Clyde. The highest part
is Tamnahara, about 1^ mile from the isthmus,
and having an altitude of about 800 feet above the
level of the sea.
The greater part of the ridge is a
table-land, waste or pastoral, with swells of about
half the height of Tamnahara, commanding gorgeous views of the hill-flanks of the Clyde, together
with the north screen of Gairloch and the Duke of
Argyle's Bowling-green. The southern extremity
of the parish is on the whole low, but beautifully
variegated, comprising a dingle from side to side,

some

fine swells

and

flat fields,

and the richly wood-

ed ducal grotmds of Roseneath cistle, and terminating in a beautiful small point which projects southeastward into the Clyde. The coast is partly sandy,
partly rocky. The skirts of the slopes along Gair-

and the parts which look southward down the
Clyde, are studded with villas and ornate cottages, and
have a brilliant embellished appearance. Numerous brooks run down the sides of the ridge, swollen
loch,

in rainy weather into impetuous torrents, and showing in the lower parts of their course many fine cas-

The bay of Campsaile in the lower part of
Gairloch has very beautiful shores, and afiurd^ one
of the best-sheltered anchorages on the west coast of
cades.

Scotland.

At an

early period

it

was frequently a

ROSENEATH.

station of the Scottish royal navies ; during the last
war with France, it was for some time tlie seaground of a line of battle ship; about 1830, it became the adopted retreat of the cutters of the royal
yacht club; during a night in 1848, it was the
place where the royal family slept in their steam
yacht ; and at any period, it might, jointly with the
adjacent parts of Gairloch, give shelter and anchorage to all the navy of Britain. Clay, passing sometimes into chlorite-slate or into mica-slate, is the
prevailing rock of the parish ; but the old red sandstone or its conglomerate occurs in the south-east.
The soil had long a factitious fame for fatality to
rats.
About 49 parts in 100 in the paiish are uncultivated moorland; about 32 are arable ground or
artificial pasture; and about 19 are occupied by
wood. The Duke of Argyle is the principal landowner, and there are two others. The yearly value
of raw produce was estimated in 1839 at £5,820.

Assessed property in 1843, £4,006 10s. An ancient
castle stood on the shore of Campsaile-bay, and
seems to have served for centuries merely as a place
of strength, but was fitted up about the year 1630
by the Marquis of Argyle as a subsidiary residence
to the castle of Inverary.
It underwent great
changes, and was eventually destroyed by fire about
the commencement of the present century. A new
mansion, on a spot at a little distance from the old
site, was founded in 1803, and built accoi'ding to
a splendid design by Bononi of London. This is
the present ducal palace of Roseneath, and forms
along with its park a conspicuous feature of the
parish, or rather of the general landscape in which
the southern part of the parish lies. The edifice is in
the modern Italian style, with combinations of Greek
and Gothic. One principal front looks to the north,
is adorned with a magnificent portico, which
resembles in its style the Roman Ionic, and projects
Anso far as to admit of a carriage-way within it.
other principal front looks to the south, but is less
marked in feature.
circular tower rises in the
centre of the edifice, and is crowned by a balustrade,
which commands a bi'illiant panoramic view.
number of the residences on the shores are of commodious sizse and much beauty. Blind Hariy and

and

A

A

tradition associate the name of the patriot Wallace
with Roseneath, but in talcs too legendary to admit
of discrimination between fiction and fact.
precipitous rock north of the ducal palace bears the
name of Wallace' leap. Many of the persecuted
Covenantors, in the days of the Stuarts, found shelter
in the parish under the protection of the friendly

A

Argyle. Respecting even the noted Balfour of Burthe writer in the New Statistical Account
thinks that " there are strong presumptions that he
found an asylum in the same peninsula, and that,
having assumed the name of Salter, liis descendants
continued here for several generations." Tiie village

ley,

of Roseneath is finely situated opposite tlie point
and ferry of Row, 3J miles from Helensburgh ; but
is a small place, serving rather as a centre of communication to the sprinkling of residences over
miles in the neiglibourhood, than as a seat of trade
convenient
or of any considerable population.
quay stands adjacent to it on Gairloch. Steamers
call here many times a-day, either as tlieir turning
to and from Glasgow, or in transit to Gair[)oint
ochhead. Steamers ply several times a-day also
from Kilcreggan and Cove on the south-west coast
of the parish. There are likewise good roads, both
round all tlie coast and across the interior. Population of the parish in 1831, 825; in 1851, 1,004.

A

Hon^s,

ROSLIN.

QG2

173.

This parish is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,
4nd synod of (Jhisgow and Ayr. J'atron, the Duke

of Argyle.

Stipend, £190 16s. 5d. ; glebe, £10.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £35 fees,
4s. other emoluments.
The parish church
was built in 1853, and is a very elegant building.
There is a chapel of ease at Craigrownie, under the

and £4

patronage of its own male communicants. There is
a Free church of Roseneath, with an attendance of
about 230 and the amount of its receipts in 185t
;

was £307 7s. OJd. There are a non-parochial school
and a subscription library. The ancient parish of
Roseneath comprehended, in addition to the peninsula, all the teriitory which now constitutes Row,— the
latter having been disjoined in M535.
Its appearance from the Clyde was formerly naked, and may
have occasioned its being called in the British lan'

the bare peninsula.'
In the
guage, ItJios-noeth,
12th century, the church was a free parsonage,
under the patronage of the Earl of Lennox ; but, in
1225, it was given, with its pertinents, in perpetual
alms to the monks of Paisley and it continued to
be maintained by them as a curacy till the Reformation.
The peninsula and the adjacent but disjoined
district of the ancient parish, together with a portion
of land beyond, formed the country of Nevyd, which
was granted at a very early date to the noble family
of Lennox, and continued in their possession till the
Part of Nevj^d, inlatter part of the 15th century.
cluding most of the peninsula, was, in 1489, bestowed as a royal gift upon Colin, the first Earl of
Argyle, and introduced his powerful family by territorial connexion to an influence upon the western
Lowlands. Matthew Stewart, the mathematician,
and the father of the celebrated Dugald Stewart,
was for some time minister of Roseneath. Dr. Anderson, the founder of the Andersonian universit\'
of Glasgow, was the son of a minister, and born in
the manse.
ROSENESS. See Holm.
ROSEWELL, a post-office village in the southern part of the parish of Lasswade, in Edinburghshire.
In its neighbourhood are several coal-mines.
;

Population, 133.

ROSKIN.
ROSLIN,

See Monteith (Port of).

a post-office village in the parish of
Lasswade, Edinburghshire. It stands on a bank,
about 1^ furlong west of the North Esk, about a
mile east of the road from Edinburgh to Peebles, 2J
miles south-west of Lasswade, 3J north-east of
Penicuick, and 7 by road but 12 by railway south
It has a station on the Peebles railof Edinburgh.

way. It possesses a chapel of ease, a Free church,
and a congregational library. It boasts the three
great attractions of an ancient castle, replete with
historical interest, an ancient chapel, one of tin
most elegant, ornate, and entire specimens of in
clesiastical architecture in Scotland, and a pieci
valley full of scenic romance, one of the richest lii;
in the chain of landscape along the North Esk
partly for sake of these attractions, partly on
own .account as a very pleasant village, it attrai
•

;

:

numerous visitors in sunnner from Edinbur,L:li.
About the year 1440 it was the third town in pdii'
of size in the Lothians, inferior only to Edinbun
and Haddington and enjoying the fostering p
teetion of William St. Clair, who lived in its cmin the style of a prince, and threw over it an
;

i

portance second only to that of the seat of a ro}
court, it became very populous by the great con
I"
course to it of all ranks and degrees of visitors.
1456 it received, from James II., a charter erecti
it into a burgli-oC-barony, with the rights o
n»nrket-oro8s, a weekly market on Saturday, and

annual fair on tlie feast of St. Simon and St. Jui'
and sespectively in 1622 and 1650, it ob ained
firmations of its charter from James VI. and Chrii
i

1

ROSLIX.

I.
But now it is a mere quiet Tillage, inhabited
chiefly by agricultural labourers, and by workmen
in a eunpowder manufactory, a bleachfield, and
several paper-mills in its neighbourhood. The battle of Eoslin, in 1303, which gave to Scottish arms
'three triumphs in a day,' has been noticed in our
article on L^swade.
Roslin castle stands on an almos: insulated rock,

overhanging the glen of the Esk. A path winds
down to it from the village, and speedily conducts
the visitor among deep thickets and precipitous
rocks, tangling or walling up the margin of the
river.
The original and only access to the castle
was along a one- arched bridge, across a deep gully
now partlv filled up which quite insulated the
rocky site, ^he entrance was defended by a gate
of great strength. The site, though highly pleasant and romantic, is very ill chosen for a fortalice
for while it finely overlooks the sylvan stream below,

—

—

;

it is itself

commanded by heights which press

close-

ly on its precincts, and look almost right down
npon the tops of its chimneys. The structure must,
in early times, have been large and massive but it
;

antique appearance and more
ancient parts ; and now it consists principally of a
tremendous triple tier of vaults, some huge fragments of walls and battlements, and a comparatively
modem mansion reared on the under-vaulted stories
of extinct parts of the ancient edifice. A descent
of a great number of stone-stairs conducts through
part of the existing structure to the bottom, and
leads into a large kitchen, whence a door opens
The comparatively
into a once famous garden.
modem part seems to have been erected in 1622 ;
and in its lower apartments it is ill-lighted and
confined, and possesses far more of the coldness
and gloom of a prison than the convenience and
comfort of a modern residence. Such fragments of
the more ancient castle as remain stand opposite
this erection on the right hand of the entrance to
the rock, and consist of some arches, buttresses, and
view of the whole, as they appieces of walls.
peared in 1788, is given by Grose, haggard and
the mere wreck of a great pile
utterly dilapidated,
riding on a little sea of forest, and not far from contact with commanding rocks,
a rueful apology for
the once grand fabric, whose name of Roslin-castle'

has

lost

nearly

all its

A

—

—

—

'

is

so intimately associated with melody and song.
or by whom the original castle was built

When

not known. About the year 1 100, William de
son of Waldemus compte de St. Clair,
who came from Normandy to England with William
the Conqueror, obtained from Malcolm Canmore a
great part of the lands of the barony of Roslin and
as the building of castles by barons or landowners
is

St. Clair,

;

was the fashion

of the age, he probably erected some
fortalice on his possessions, and possibly was the
constructor of the oldest fragments of the surviving
ruins.
He was called, in allusion to his fair de-

His descendants
named St. Clair and Sinclair received from the liberality of successive monarchs
such accessions to the original domain as made
portment, the seemly

—indifierently
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St. Clair.

—

masters of all the baronies of Roslin, Cousland,
Pentland, Cardaine, and other lands. The early
barons lived at their castle in the splendour of a
rude age, and acquired personal impoi-tance and in-

thitoi

crease of their possessions by methods which would
be little dreamed of in modem times. The St. Clairs
stood at the head of the baronage of Mid- Lothian ;
and about the middle of the 13th centurj-, they acquired, in addition to their vast territories and honours in Lothian, the inheritance of the wealth and
^wer of the earldom of Orkney. The eighth chief
the family, a Sir William St. Clair, having mar-

one of the daughters and co-heiresses of
Malise, Earl of Stratheam, Caithness, and Orkney,
Henry, his son, succeeded to the earldom of Orkney,
and, in 1379, obtained a recognition of his title
from Haco VI., king of Norway. In 1470, however,
William St. Oair, the third Earl of Orkney of his
family, resigned his earldom to the Scottish Crown ;
received, in compensation, the castle of Ravenscraig
in Fife, and the lands of Wilstown, Dubbo, and
Carberry ; and soon after was created Earl of Caithness and Baron Berriedale. Three sons of this
nobleman conveyed the concentrated honours of the
house into three divergent channels, and poured
them along in separate streams of family dignity
and descent. William, the eldest, whose mother was
the Lady Margaret Douglas, eldest daughter of
Archibald fourth Earl of Douglas, inherited the title
of Baron Sinclair, which was ci-eated in 1489, and
was the ancestor of the St. Clairs, Lords Sinclair,
whose seats are Herdmanstone in Haddingtonshire,

ried Isabel,

in Berwickshire.
The second son,
also called William, whose mother was
Marjory,
daughter of Alexander Sutherland of Dunbeatb,
continued the line of the Earls of Caithness. The
third son, Oliver, the full brother of the second,

and Nisbet-house

founded the modem respectable family, and connected it with the ancient one of St Clair of Roslin.
William St. Clair, the last heir in the direct male-

A

collateral branch, the family
line, died in 1778.
of St. Oair Erskine, were, in 1795, created Barons
Loughborough of Loughborough, and were, in 1801,
raised to the dignity of Earls of Rossh-n. in the peerage of the L'nited Kingdom. James Alexander, the
third Earl, succeeded to the title in 1837, and has his
Scottish seat at Dysart-honse in Fifeshire.
The St.
Clairs of Roslin, from the time of James II.. till they
resigned the office in last century were grand- masters
of masonry in Scotland.
In 1455, Sir James Hamilton was confined in Roslin-castle, under the ward
of the Earl of Orkney, by order of James II. ; but,
after some time, he was released, and taken into
favour.
In 1554, the castle, with that of Craigmillar
and the town of Leith, was burnt by the English
army sent by Henrj- A'lll. to castigate Scotland for
.

refusing a matrimonial afiiance between Prince
Edward of England and the Scottish Queen. In
1650, it was besieged and taken by General Monk ;
and, in ] 681 , it was plundered by a furious mob, chiefly tenants of the barony.
Roslin chapel is situated in an enclosed ground on
the brow of an eminence between the castle and the

and occupies physical vantage - ground
village
which would have been as suitable for the site of a
;

fortalice, as the site of the actual castle is unsuitable.

The

rising ground

college-hill,

and

is

which it crowns is named the
beautifully decorated, in its en-

—

the river Esk runvirons, with wood and water,
ning in a deep rocky bed on its west and south
fronts and it is said to have been originally called
'
Boshelyn, a Gaelic or Erse word which signifies a
hill in a glen,' exactly describes its
position, and is
;

easily recognisable in the

The chapel was founded

modem Rosslyn

or Roslin.

iu 1446, by William St.
Clair, the seventh of his name. Lord of Roslin, and
Earl of Orkney ; but though called a chapel, wag
really, even from the outset, a collegiate chnreh.
It was dedicated to St. Matthew the
apostle, and

founded for a provost, six prebendaries, and two
choristers or singing boys.
Sir William, the founder, was the thii-d Earl of Orkney of his name : he
had the foreign title of Duke of Oldenburg ; he was
admiral of the fleet in 1436, and, in that capacity,
conveyed the Princess Margaret to France; and he
was cliaiicellor of Scotland from 1454 to 1458.
Tradition says, that he jirocured the architectural

J'
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design of the church from artists at Rome, that he
built houses for the workmen to be employed in
constructing it, that he gave to each mason ten
pounds a-year, to each master-mason twenty pounds,
to both an extent of land proportionate to the reward of the ability which they displayed, and to
other artificers a commensurate extent of compensation and encouragement, and that, in consequence,
he attracted all the best architects and sculptors
from various parts of Scotland and of neighbouring

kingdoms. He endowed it with various lands and
revenues, and saw it rising in profuse magnificence
of architecture yet, after vast efFoiis and great expense, he left it unfinished. A crypt at the east
end, which shall be noticed in the description of the
pile, was founded by the Earl's first lady, the daughter of the Earl of Douglas.
Such parts of the whole
fabric as were in an advanced state toward comple;

tion, Sir. Oliver St. Clair of Roslin, the third

son of
the Earl of Orkney, carried on and completed. But
the originally designed edifice was, in many of its
parts, never commenced: and what was finished, and
still remains, is a comparatively small building, and
consists only of the nave.
Various barons of Roslin
made additions to the chui'ch's endowments. In
1523, Sir William St. Clair granted some lands in
the vicinity for dwelling-houses, gardens, and other
accommodations, to the provost and prebendaries
and, in his charter, he speaks of four altars as existing in the church, and as dedicated respectively to
St. Matthew, the Virgin Mary, St. Andrew, and St.
Peter.
At the Reformation, the provost and prebendaries felt the effects of the movement spirit
which was abroad against their craft; and, in 1572,
after having been virtually denuded of their possessions for a series of years, they were obliged to relinquish, by a formal deed of resignation, the whole of
their revenues and property.
At the Revolution, a
mob, partly raised in Edinburgh, but consisting
chiefly of the tenants of the barony, did some damage to the chapel, and carried away some of its ornaments. The edifice was in great danger, during the
;

early part of last century, of becoming quite ruinous; but it was repaired at much expense by General St. Clair, who put wooden casements with glass
into all the windows, new laid the floor with flagstones, placed new flag-stones all over the roof, and
built a nigh wall round the cemetery; it was again
repaired, and partially renovated, by the first Earl
of Rosslyn and it has been once more repaired, and
its ruinous foundation reconstructed by the present
Earl.
The chapel is entered by two doors, respectively
on the north and on the south. Its height within,
from the floor to the top of the high arched roof, is
40 feet 8 inches its breadth is 34 feet 8 inches ; and
its length is 68 feet.
descent from the southeast corner leads, by a flight of 20 steps, to a crypt
or chapel, which is supposed to have served also as
a sacristy and vestry. This appendage measures
15 feet in height, 14 in breadth, and 36 in length;
it is partly subterranean, but, owing to the sudden
declivity of the hill, looks out from the surface at
the east end; and it is lighted by a single window.
The whole chapel is profusely decorated with sculp;

;

A

and without; nor is it less interesting from the mouldings in the exterior being
worn and rounded by the weather.
number of
niches for statues appear on the outside
but
whether they were ever occupied is not known.
The interior is divided into a central and two side
aisles, by 14 clustered pillars, disposed in two rows,
and supporting Saxon-Gothic arches. Tlie i)iliar8
are only 8 feet high
but they are exquisitely rich
in workmanship,' and their capitals are adorned with
ture, both witliin

A

;

;

and curiously wrought figures, so that they
produce a very imposing effect. The central aisle
higher than the side aisles, and has along its
middle, and over its arches, a row of windows; and,
owing to the breadth and exuberance of its adornings, after springing from the pillars, it looks to be
one continued arch. The roof, the key-stones, the
foliage

is

capitals, the architraves, of the

whole

interior, are,

covered with sculptures representing flowers,
foliage, passages of sacred history, texts of scripture,
and grotesque figures, all executed with astonishing
neatness. The chef d'ceuvre is a pillar with a mass
all

of superb sculpturing which tradition asserts to have
been the work of an apprentice during the absence
" This
of his master.
pillar," says the author of a
"
pamphlet which minutely describes the chapel, has
on the base of it several dragons in the strongest or
as one can easily thrust
first kind of basso relievo
a finger or two between some parts of the dragon
and the base. The dragons are chained by the
heads, and twisted into one another. This beauti;

has round it, from base to capital, waving
in the spiral way, four wreaths of the most curious
sculpture of flower- work and foliage; the workmanful pillar

ship of each being diflTerent, and the centre of each
wreath distant from that of the neighbouring one
So exquisitely fine are these
a foot and a-half.
wreathings, that I can resemble them to nothing
else but Brussels lace.
The ornaments upon the
capital of this pillar are the story of Abraham offering up Isaac; a man blowing on a Highland bagand on the
pipe, with another man lying by him
;

the smaller one on the south
wall, with your face to the east and to the entry of
the sacristy, you read the following inscription
Forte est vinum, fortior l
old Gothic characters:
rex, fortiores sunt mulieres, super omnia vincct
Veritas.' " Britton, in his Architectural Antiquities'
of Great Britain, says respecting Roslin chapel:
" This
building, 1 believe, may be pronounced
unique; and I am confident it will be found curious,

architrave joining

it to

i

'

'

—

The chapels
elaborate, and singularly interesting.
of King's College, St. George, and Henry the Seventh, are all conformable to the styles of the respective ages when they were erected; and these
styles display a gradual advancement in lightness
and profusion of ornament; but the chapel at Rosslyn combines the solidity of the Norman with the
minute decoration of the latest species of the Tudor
It is impossible to designate the architecture
age.
of this building by any given or familiar term ; for
the vai'iety and eccentricity of its parts are not to
be defined by any words of common acceptation. I
ask some of our obstinate antiquarijes, how they
would apply either the t(-rm Roman, Saxon, Norman, Gothic, Saracenic, English, or Grecian, to tliis
building."

There were formerly in the chapel several monuments; and two which remain arc remarkable, that
of Sir William St. Clair who won a hunting match
against King Robert Bruce, and that of George,

Earl of Caithness, who died in 1582. Tiie family
vault lies beneath the pavement of the chapel; and
is entered by an aperture at the front of the tlikd
and fourth pillars, between them and the north wall,
where a large flag-stone covers the ingress. This
vault contained before the Revolution the remains of
ten barons of Roslin, and is so dry that the bodies
were found entire after 80 years, and as fresh as imThe barons were
mediately after entombment.
anciently buried in their armour, without any cofli]!
The first who was buried in the modei-n style w.i-^
bo who dietl a little before the demise of Cliarlcs II.;
and, contrary to the advice of the Duke of York,
the subsequent James VII., who was then in Scot-

-

ROSS.

and of several other persons well versed in
he was assigned a coffin by his widow.
Archbishop Spottiswood's orrand-niece, who thought

ROSS (Wester).

land,

beggarly

to be buried without one.

The vastness

of the expense which she threw away upon the obsequies of her husband, occasioned the sumptuary
acts which were passed in the following parliaments.
The burying vault was damaged in 1688, by the
same mob who rioted against the chapel. Various
persons collaterally connected with the barons were
interred in the vault.
superstitious belief prevailed, amid the dark ages, that on the night before
the death of any of the barons, the chapel, by supernatural means, appeared to be in flames. Sir Walter
Scott makes a fine poetical use of this belief, and
at the same time graphically alludes to the ancient
manner of the barons' sepulture, in his ballad of
Rosabelle

A

:

—

" O'er Roslin

A

all

that dreary night,

wondrons blaze was seen

to

broader than the watch-Gre's light.
And redder than the bright moonbeam.

glared on Rosliu's castled rock.
niddied all the cofsewood glen;
'Twas seen from Drvden's groves of oak.
And seen from caveni'd Hawthomdeiu

It

It

all on fire
Wlicre Roslin's
for a
Sheathed in his

Seem'd

Seem'd

Deep

all

on

within, around.
altar's pale;

the dead men's mail

RIazed battlement and pinnet high.
Blazed every rose- carved buttress fair.
So still they blaze, when fate is nigh
The loruiy line of high St Clair.

—

There are twenty of Roslin's barons bold
Ije buried within that proud chapelle;
Each one the holy vault doth hold

—

But the sea holds

And

each

St. Clair

lovely Rosabelle!

was buried

there.

With candle, with book, and with knell;
But the sea-caves rung, and the wild waves sung.
"

The

dirge of lovely Rosabelle

ROSS-ARDEN, a small headland, projecting into
Loch-Lomond, in the parish of Luss, Dambartonshire.

ROSS-DHU. See Less.
ROSSEND-CASTLE. See BcRXTisLAifD.
ROSSFIXLASS, a small headland projecting into
Loch-Lomond,

in the parish of Luss,

Dumbarton-

shire.

ROSSIE. See CoLLESsrE.
ROSSI E-ISLAND. See Ixchbratock,

ROSSIE PRIORY. See Ixcuture.
ROSSKEEN, a parish, containing the

post-town

of Invergordon and the villages of Bridgend and
Saltbnrn, in the eastern part of Ross-shire. It is
bounded on the south-east by the frith of Cromarty,
and on other sides by the parishes of Alness. Kin-

and Kilmuir. Its inhabited part
extends north-westward from the frith about 10
and
has
a
mean
bre;idth of about 6 miles; but
miles,
the entire parish, according to the
"

New

Statistical

supposed to extend in length from
south-east to north-west, from 25 to 30 miles," and
has an extreme breadth of about 12 miles. A district of 2 miles in breadth along the frith rises with
a very slow and gentle ascent from the shore, and,
Account,

is

A dis-

immediately behind this, and of about equal
breadth, rises into moderate uplands, and occupies
a medium place between arable plain and hill-pasture.
A little interior from the latter district, lies
an extensive upland vale, called Stratbrusdale, and
disposed for the most part into sheep-walk. Beyond
the higher arable ground and inhabited glens expands a very large tract of mountains, which either
are altogether waste, or are used for sheep-pasture,
or for the summer grazing of a few black cattle.
The highest ground is Cairn- Coinneag, situated on
the boundary with Kincardine and with Alness,
and raising its summit about 3,000 feet above sealevel.
The old red sandstone is the prevailing rock
of the lowlands of the parish, and is quarried on the
trict

and

all

small affluent of the Dee,

Aboyne, Aberdeenshire.

in physical
complexion, is strictly lowland.

sable shroud.
iron panoply.

pillar foliage-b<Jund,

And gllmmer'd

i

that chapel prond,
chiefs uncoffin'd lie;

fire,

sacristy

Shone every

in the parish of

cardine, Edderton,

sleam ;

Twas

Each baron,

See Ross-shiee.

ROSSACHY-BURN, a

antiquities,
it
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southern border for building purposes. The soil,
low district, is partly gravelly and light,
partly loam, and partly a deep and strong clay; and
the middle district, or higner arable land, it was
formerly light and spongy, but has been worked
into a rich deep loam.
The frith of Cromarty
touches the parish over a distance of nearly 6 miles,
and is of much value to it both for fishing and for
commerce. The river Alness traces all the lower
part of the south-western boundary, and abounds in
wildness and romance. Balnagowan-river rises in
the parish, but soon passes away from it into Kilmuir. There are four Inkes, called Achnacloicb,
Patavieg, Coinneag, and Chamack ; but the largest
of them does not exceed half- a -mile in length.
About 7,000 imperial acres in the parish are in tillage about 28,000 are waste or pastoral; and about
5,000 are under wood. There are 4 principal landowners. The principal residences are Invergordonin the

RO:^S.

See Ros.

ROSS, a village in the parish of Comrie, adjacent
o the town of Comrie, in Perthshire. Population,
154.
Houses, 27.
a fisliing village at the northern extremity
the parish of Mordington, in Berwickshire.
It
stands at the foot of a cliff, down which falls a rivulet, forming in rainy weather many beautiful cascades.
The cottages of the village are situated on
the beach almost close to high watermark.

ROSS,

rf

See Hamiltox.
of Mull. See Kilfiniches.
See
Ross-shire.
(Easter).
(Little), an islet belonging to the parish
f Borgtte, and lying in the mouth of the river Dee,
9 Kirkcudbrightshire.
It commands a superb view
f the waters and shores of the Solway frith.
A
This
%fathouse was constructed on it in 1843.

ROSS, Lanarkshire.
ROSS, in the island

ROSS
ROSS

tours by compass from Burgh-head in Wigtonshire
li, distant 12 miles; from the point of Ayr lighta*nse in the Isle of Man, N.E. f E., distant 23 miles;
iten St. Beeshead
lighthouse in Cumberland, N. N.
T.J N., distant 23 miles; and from Abbeyhead in
The
'drcudbrightshire, W.N.W., distant 3J miles.
laitem has an elevation of 175 feet above the level
if the
sea; and the light is a revolving one. products a bright flash of light of the natural appearance
in every 5 seconds, and visible at the distance

^

^.6

leagues.

m

;

castle and Ardross-castle.
The chief seats of business or of manufacture are the town of Invergordon,

the harbour of Belleport, and a large grain-mill at
Dalmore. The principal antiquities are an ancient
obelisk and a number of cairns. The parish is traversed by the road from Dingwall to Tain. Population, in 1831, 2,916; in 1851. 3,699.
Houses, 698.

Assessed property in 1843, £6,688 19s. 5d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Tain, and
synod of Ross. Patron, the Marchioness of StaflTord.

£157 6s.; glebe, £10 12s. Unappropriated
£262 8s. 3d. ScJioolmnster's salarv. £34 4s.

Stipend,
teinds,

em

ROSSLAND.

with about £12 fees, and £12 other emoluments.
parish church was built in 1832, and contains
about 1,600 sittings. There is a Free church, with
an attendance of about 1,600; and the amount of its
There are 5 Free
receipts in 1856 was £355 Is. 2d.
church schools and a private girls' school. There
are a subscription library and 4 Sabbath school libraries.
William Mackintosh, the author of several
literary works in the last century, and an extensive
traveller in Asia and Africa, was a native of Rosskeen.
ROSSLAND, an estate and a hamlet the latter
called Easter Rossland in the parish of Erskine,
Renfrewshire.
ROSS-SHIRE, a large county in the north of
Scotland, extending westward from the Moray frith
to the Atlantic ocean, and southward from Sutherlandshire to the Beauly frith, Inverness-shire, and
Loch-Alsh, and comprehending Lewis and some of
the minor Hebridean islands.
It embosoms the
Ferintosh district of Nairnshii-e, has numerous and
minute intcrspersions of Cromartyshire, and is ruggedly dovetailed into sections of the latter county
along the east coast. In order, therefore, to avoid
such an intricate tracing of petty boundaries, and
constant stating of trivial exceptions as would be
irksome and scarcely intelligible, we must describe
it as including Cromartyshire and Ferintosh, and
refer to our articles on these districts for a view of
their separate position and character.
The continental part of Ross-shire, thus understood, lies
between 57° 7' 40" and 58'' 7' 20" north latitude,
4Jd.,

The

—

—

and between 3° 45' 30" and 5° 46' 20" longitude
west of Greenwich and the Hebridean part, exclusive of the small islands of Rona and BaiTa, extends
to 58° 31' 30" north latitude, and 7° 5' 20" west
Its boundary with Sutherlandshire, exlongitude.
cept for a few miles at the central water-shed, is all
formed by the river Oikell, the Dornoch frith. Lochs
Vathie and Fin, and the stream which carries of!"
;

the supei-fluent waters of the latter to the ocean
its boundary with Inverness-shire is formed
chiefly by the inner Moray frith, the Beauly frith,
and a very tortuous series of mountain water-sheds
along the north edge of the hugely rugged basin of
the Glass, and along the south edge of the basin of
the Shiel.
Exclusive of the Hebridean part, its
greatest length, in a straight line, from the mouth
of the Fin on the north, to a point 2^ miles south
of the Bridge of Shiel on the south, is 69 miles; and
its greatest breadth, in a straight line due west from
Old Shandwick, in the parish of Nigg, to a small
headland near Malveg, in the district of Gairloch, is
67 miles. But, in consequence of its east side somewhat gradually contracting till it tapers to a point
at Tarbatness, and of its west side running far south;

and

ward and considerably northward

in

two cuneiform

projections, its real length is from east-north-east
to west-soutli-west, and extends 83 miles; its mean
breadth, in the opposite direction, is only about 39

or 40 miles; and its general form is proximately
that of a triangle, whose sides, along Sutherlandsliire and the German ocean, measure
respectively
65 and 64 miles. The area of the whole district is
or
3,799 square miles,
2,431,359 English acres; of
which 562J square miles, or 359,893 acres, are in
the Hebrides; 3448 square miles, or 220,586 acres,

belong to Cromartyshire; and 9J square miles, or
'i'lie area of
6,973 acres, belong to Nairnshire.
Koss-shire alone is thus 3,445 square miles, or
2,204,800 acres. These computations of area arc
those of Sir George S. Mackenzie, in his General
Survey of the Counties of Ross and Cnmuirty.
Lewis, Rona, and Barra, the only Hebridean
divisions

of

any importance, are

separately

de-

ROSS-SHIRE.

The continental district is popularly
scribed.
divided into Easter Ross, extending from Tarbatness to the river Alness; the Black Isle, lying between the frith of Cromarty and the frith of Beauly;
Fearndonald, extending from the river Alness to
the burn of Clyne Wester Ross, comprehending all
the low country from Clyne to Contin, on the north
side of the rivers Conan and Orren ; and the Highlands, comprehending all the central, western, and
south-western area, or all north of Strathpeffer and
west and south-west of Contin; and the last of
these divisions may be subdivided into Strathoikel,
Strathcarron, Coigach, Loch-Broom, Greinord, Gair;

—

loch, Applecross, Lochalsh, Glenshiel, Strathbran,

Strathgarve, Strathdirry, Glenelchaig, and some
other subdivisions. All the Highland division is
wild, lofty, and confusedly mountainous; it lies on
a basis averaging about 1,500 feet above sea-level;
and, though cut through or tesselated in all directions by glens, gorges, and the deep beds of streams,
it possesses hardly an expanse which can be called
Its mountains are occasionally isolated,
a valley.
but, for the most part, grouped, yet not so disposed
in ranges that they can be methodically described
and, though numerously all but unexplored, and
;

rarely of accurately or even proximately ascertained
altitude, they are believed to rise, in many instances,
to nearly as great a height as the monarch summits
of Scotland.
But, often broad-based and of slow
ascent, or so agglomerated and amassed as to form

stretches of tumulated table-land, and rising from
so lofty an average level of water-course as we have
named, those in the interior, or at more than a brief
distance from the coast, aggregately possess none
of the force and grand character of scenic feature
which distinguish a large proportion of the Scottish
alps. Ben-Wyvis, situated on the south-east frontier
of the Highland district, overlooking Wester Ross,
and variously stated at 3,426 and 3,722 feet of altitude, is the most imposing of the mountains, and is
usually represented as the highest, but may possibly
owe its fame to the comparative lowness of its base,
the wideness of its range of vision, and the great
The uplands,
scenic power of its configuration.
while prevailingly bleak and desolate, are aggregately covered with much excellent herbage; and
the interior glens, though narrow, offer some pleasant retreats to population, and occasionally sliow
fine dashes of the beautiful, the picturesque, and the
grand in landscape. The long extent of western
coast, over a mean breadth of 3 or 4 miles, is almost
everywhere magnificent, and, in several places, sublime, in scenery; and, in the stupendous bulwarks
which it presents to the sea, or the soaring elevations which it lifts up to the clouds, or the numerous
cleavings which it receives from rivers and marine
lochs, it transfixes attention and looks defiance to
the efforts of the pencil.
The eastern districts of the county differ widely
in character from the Highland division; and, over
much of their area, present the striking contras:
it of soft woodlands and rich champaign expanst
arable ground. The Highlands come out upon i!
districts with such abruptness of wild and rci
glen and mountain, that the contrast is instni
felt and deeply impressive; the streamlet of Ai
grand, in particular, presents, close upon the
country, as sublime a series of tremendous cliffs
waterfalls as any in Scotland; and, from every ji.
of view in the champaign division, the enornn
mass of Ben-Wyvis looms stupendously in the cy
and suggests crowding fancies of the tempcstuiUui
ocean of alps which stretches away westward fiom
Much of the Black Isle district is occupied
its base.
by the broad, low, cheerless height of the Mullbuyj
i
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and most of Wester Ross, as popularly understood,
geographically included in the Highland division,
and has, in consequence, been anticipated in our
description. With these exceptions, and some minor
ones, all the country on the east is rich, well-wooded,
remarkably fruitful in agricultiiral produce, beautifully embellished in the artificial arrangements of its
surface, and splendidly foiled in its landscape, not
only with the long sweep of mountain-rampart round
is

edge, but with the far-stretching gulf of the outer
frith, and the deep and curving intersections
of the friths of Dornoch, Cromarty, and Beauly.
The climate of Ross-shire, particularly of the
western districts, is moist. The west coast is subits

curious isolations,

its characteristic

sterility of

its

Snow falls in greatest
ject to very heavy rains.
quantity in the month of Febraaiy; but severe
storms are sometimes experienced at earlier periods.

The winter

nominal spring has passed away.
colder and the summer warmer on the eastern coast
than on the western. A much greater diCFerence
is

than occurs in England or the south of Scotland is
usual between the temperature of day and that of
night.
Changes of temperature are so frequent and
sudden in spring and autumn as to be severely felt;
and are so common in winter as to render its weather
very variable. Winds, from between the north-west
and the south-west, blow during three-fourths of
the year; winds from the south of west bring the
heaviest rains; winds from the north-west bring
most of the snow-storms, and, from the north-east,
snow-storms of great severity; and winds from the
south and south-west, in summer, are sometimes accompanied by thunder.
Tlie east coast, besides being cloven with the
Dornoch, Cromarty, and Beauly friths, is indented
with the bays of Tain and Shandwick, and oflFer.s
many situations where safe and excellent harbours
might be constructed. The west coast is cut into
numerous fragments by a rapid series of sea-lochs,
and worn into constant jaggedness or curvature by
creeks and tiny bays. The lochs, named in an order from north to south, are Loch-Enard, Loch-

Broom. Little Loch-Broom, Loch-Greinord, LochEwe, Gairloch, Loch-Torridon, including Lochs
Ardheslag and Shieldag, Loch-Carron, sending off
Loch-Keeshom and Upper Loch-CaiTon, and LochAlsh, ramified by Loch-Ling and Loch-Duich.
The fresh water lakes, of the first class, are Lochs
Maree and Tannich of the second class, are Lochs
Skinaskink, Vattie. Lurgan, Na-Shallag, Fuir,
Monar, Luichart, Glass, and Moir; and of minor
fliasses, are too numerous to be here separately
;

lentioned. They are aggregately fine trouting
Waters ; and, in most instances, are frequented by
a great variety of wild fowl. The chief streams,
flowing eastward, are the Oikell and the Carron to
|hc head of the Dornoch frith, and the Balnagowan,
fte Alness, the Aultgrand, and the Conan, to the
Oromarty frith ; and the chief flowing westward, are
the Broom, the Ewe, and the Carron, to the head of
their cognominal lochs, and the Shiel to the head of
Loch-Duich. All these streams have very productive salmon-fishings ; and the Ewe, in particular, is
frequented by prodigious numbers of salmon, and is
perhaps the best angling stream in Britain. Several medicinal springs occur
but the only one
;

known

i!

;

covering, and its ptizzling connections with gneiss,
granite, mica-schist, and old red sandstone, occurs
along both sides of Loch-Maree, and in the district
red
thence to the boundary with Sutherland.
conglomerate sandstone, now called primary, and
now the old red, extends along the whole western
coast in a belt from 1 to 4 miles broad, resting unconformably on the sides of the primitive mountains,
often rising into altitudes of not less than 3,000 feet,

izust often equals, and sometimes considerably
^iceeds, the greatest heat experienced in England.
Actual spring can hardly be said to commence till

I

mountain masses of the county, from Ben-Wyvis
on the east and Loch-Carron on the west away to
the boundary with Sutherland. Mica-schist forms
the highly picturesque three-topped mountain of
Scuir-Vuitin, and thence diverges, as from a centre,
and it constito form the heights of Strath-Conan
tutes also the greater part of the rugged but picturesque district of Gairloch. Primary granular limestone occurs in the vicinity of Loch-Keeshom, and
in other places in the west.
Quartz-rock, displaying

Moray

The average annual temperature of the whole county
about 46". The heat in the months of July and

<
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667

to

fame

that of Strathpeffer.
granitic gneiss, fonns

is

the ridgy
Granite, or
height of the Black Isle, which terminates in the
Sutors of Cromartv.
Gneiss constitutes the central

A

and generally exhibiting long picturesque ridges,
here and there broken into distinct truncated and
somewhat pyramidal masses. The same formation,
but in an attenuated shape, and looking out from
the bosom of an expanse of secondary deposits, forms
two intenupted ridges in the champaign country of
the east, nearly parallel to the general direction of
the Cromarty frith, and seeming, when beheld from
a distance, to be embossed upon the sides of the loftier heights which radiate from Ben-Wyvis
and it
also projects in two other spurs, the one of which
runs eastward from Coul, and forms a chain of
rounded and tabular heights, with bold and bare escarpments towards the south and west, while the
other traverses Black Isle from Redcastle to the
Secondary rocks, chiefly sandvicinity of Avoch.
stone, occupy the greater part of Easter Ross, and a
considerable part of the other eastern districts.
Strata of lias on the outer side of the granitic ridge
of Black Isle have been upheaved to a verj' high
;

angle, and display their ammonites and belemnites
in bold protrusion.
hard granitoid conglomerate
occurs at the junction of these rocks and the granitic
gneiss in the vicinity of the western Sutor. The
following succession of rocks occurs in an ascending order between the eastern Sutor and Tarbatness;
granitic gneiss ; coarse sandstone conglomerate ;
highly inclined strata of sandstone, very various in
colour and texture ; lias shales and limestone, with
their characterisric fossils
strata of sandstone, red,
greenish- grey, grey and brown, exceedingly variable

A

—

;

and thickness micaceous, laminated
beds of dark-grey impure limestone and alternating
beds of calciferous sandstone and bituminous and
calcareous shales, one of them with fossilized fishscales and fragments resembling the trionyx of the
Caithness schist. Superincumbent on the old red
sandstone of the glens of Alness and Aultgrand,
appear grit, argillaceous and calcareous beds, and
bituminous shale; and extending westward thence
through Feamdonald, they largely expand between
the first and second ridges of the old sandstone or
conglomerate heights, pass over the smooth hills
above mount Gerald and Tulloch-castle, and after
having been associated with micaceous sandstone,
they dip into Strathpeffer, and there assume the
in hardness

;

;

character of a dark- coloured calcareo-bituminous

and occasionally much contorted, and
mixed with pyritous shale.
The useful and fancy minerals of the county, and
the general character of the soils, may, in a great
measure, be inferred from the details of its geognos-

schist, foliated

tic structure.

line, garnet,

Actinolite, tremolite, shorl, tourma-

and simple hornblende, as well as porand hornblende schists,

tions of actinolite, chlorite,

6m
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are not uncommon.
Pure bitumen occurs among
the shales of StrathpefFer.
Copper has been wrought
in the primary limestone near Keeshorn.
Lead-ore
was sought for on the north side of Loch-Maree, but
seems to have been indicated by notliing better
than a large vein of calcareous spar. Ironstone
abounds in the west ; and was at one time worked.
Shell-mavl is very abundant, and quite accessible at
Culrain and occurs in large quantities in various
other parts of the east. Limestone, such as might
be used for economical purposes, is either so coarse
and unproductive, or occurs in such inaccessible regions of the west, that supplies of lime for the farmers have to be obtained by importation. The soil
of the greater part of the low lands of Easter Ross,
Fearndonald, and Wester Koss, is either clay or a
sharp sandy loam and, in part of StiathpefFer, and
about Dingwall, the clay is deep and heavy.
moorish soil covers most of the remaining area of
these districts but is generally such as draining and
manuring would render productively arable. The
soil of much of the Black Isle is very poor; but in
the cultivated parts, is cither clay or a good black
;

;

A

;

sandy mould; and, on Auchterflow, though lying
high, it is so rich as to be best adapted to wheat.
Tiie soil of the uplands in the great Highland division is, for the most part, peaty and of the narrow
intersecting glens, is chietly sand, varied in its character by the nature of the prevailing rocks.
;

Natural forests appear to have anciently covei-ed
almost the entire county; but they are now represented by only an inconsiderable aggregate exA few of these copses consist of oak,
tent of copses.
but
ill protected, and not economically managed
;

the greater

number

consist principally of birch and

Scotch pine. In the early part of last century.
Lord Seaforth planted about 5,000,000 of different
kinds of trees; and afterwards many other proprietors,
to a greater or less extent, imitated that nobleman's
example so that, before the close of last century,
many parts of the county began to be well embellished
with wood. Extensive plantations now exist at
Brahan, Redcastle, TuUoch, Novar, and various
places in the east ; and a variety of venerable trees,
of the kinds most suitable in parks, may be seen
around the seats of almost all the great proprietors.
The total extent of wood reported in Ross-shire and
Cromartyshire, in the agricultural returns of 1855,
was 26,675 imperial acres. The arable lands occupy
most of the eastern or champaign districts, and
occur in small pendicles in the glens of the west.
So great have been georgical and agricultural im;

all sorts since the commencement of
the present century, that the appearance and dress
of all the eastern territory have been totally changed;
and that district can now, as a" farming-ground,
bear comparison with almost any in Great Britain,

provements of

The

crops are always clean, often luxuriant, and
generally so good, that Ross-shiro wlieat has repeatedly sold as the best in London markets. Sheepfarmingprcvailsoverall the Highlands; and the great
sheep-farmers keep considerable numbers of black
cattle on sucli parts of their farms as are not welladapted for sheep. According to the statistics of agriculture obtained in 1855 for the Board of Trade, by
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
the number of occupiers of land in Ross-shiro and
Cromartyshire paying a yearly rent of £10 and
upwards, exclusive of tenants of woods, owners
of villas, feuarR, householders, and the like, was
and the aggregate number of imperial acres
87v5
cultivated by them was 70,51 3^. The distribution of tlio lands, witli reference to crops, was
8,902 J acres under wlieat, 6,182f under barley,
I6,132iuuder oats, 149J under rye, 220f under bere,
;
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362^ under beans, 515J under pease, 840 under vetch11,387^ under turnips, 4,501^ under potatoes, ]4|
under mangel wurzel, 1^ under carrots, 4 under
cabbage, ^ under flax, 37J under turnip-seed, 6
under otlier crops, 704 in bare fallow, and 20,491^
under grass and hay in the course of the rotation of
the farm. The estimated gross produce of the chief
crops was 233,018 bushels of wheat, 204,417 bushels
of barley, 493,042 bushels of oats, 6,167 bushels of
bere, 21,834 bushels of beans and pease, 163,834 tons
of turnips, and 20,876 tons of potatoes.
The estimated average produce per imperial acre was 26
bushels of wheat, 33 bushels and J of a peck of barley,
30 bushels and 2J pecks of oats, 27 bushels and
3|
pecks of bere, 24 busliels and 3^ pecks of beans and
pease, 14 tons and 7| cwt. of turnips, and 4 tons and
12| cwt. of potatoes. The number of live stock
comprised 3,173 farm horses above 3 years of age,
723 farm horses under 3 years of age, 518 other
hoi'ses, 5,008 milch cows, 4,008 calves, 7,174 other
bovine cattle, 143,809 sheep of all ages for breeding,
78,715 sheep of all ages for feeding, 65,441 lambs,
and 557 swine. In the year 1854, the number of
occupiers of land paying a yearly rent of less than
£20 was 6,131 the aggi-egate number of imperial
acres held by them was 25,515; and the aggregate of
their live stock comprised 4,061 horses, 20,391 bovine
In 1854, the
cattle, 35,760 sheep, and 2,021 swine.
landed property of Ross-shire, as exhibited on the
old valuation roll, lay distributed among 69 proprietors; 14 of whom had a Scotch valuation not
4 not
3 not exceeding £100,
exceeding £50,
12 not exceeding £500,
12 not
exceeding £200,
not
exceeding £1,000,-9
exceeding £2,000,-12 not
exceeding £5,000, and 3 not exceeding £10,000. In
1856, the total number of proprietors of all kinds on
the new valuation rolls was in Ross-shire, 1,117,
and in Cromartyshire, 7 and the number qualified
to be commissioners of supply was in Ross-shire,
Tlie valued rental,
120, and in Cromartyshire, 4.
according to the old Scotch valuation in 1674, was
£75,043. The annual value of real property, as
assessed in 1815, Avas £121,557 in 1849, £153,165.
es,

;

—
—
—

—
—

;

;

rental, as ascertained under the new valuation act in 1855, was £162,565 ; in 1856, £165,636.
The average of the iiar-prices from 1849 to 1855,
both inclusive, was, first wheat, 53s. 5d. ; second
wheat, 52s. 4^d.; bariey, 28s. 10»d.; bere, 27s. 8\^A.;
first oats, 22s. 5^-d. ; pease and beans, 33s. lO^d. ;
oatmeal, 17s. 8d.
Manufactures of any kind, except those of local
artisanship and strictly domestic industry, are very

The real

inconsiderable.

and

The salmon-fishery

is

extensive

and estuaries the herringlarge and renmnerating along the east

spirited in the rivers

;

fishery is
coast ; but the fisheries of the west, especially those
of herrings, have in general declined. The principal exports are black cattle, sheep, wool, grain, and
fish.
Fairs, markets, and trysts for cattle, some
established by custom, and some by act of parliament, are sufiiciently numerous and dispersed to afford every facility to internal commercial intercourse.
Steam-vessels visit the bays, and sea-lochs, and
friths; and afl'ord the farmer the important advantage of a direct and swift conveyance of his sheep
and cattle to distant nnirkets. The roads of the

county have been rapidly multiplied, extended, and
improved since the commencement of the enlightened
scheme of laying open the Highlands as a measure of
national importance.

The chief are a line

northwai-d

from Inverness, through the Black Isle and Easter
Ross, by way of Cromarty a line northward from
Bcauly, through Wester lloss, Fearndonald, and the
western part of Easter Ross, to the Dornoch frith
opposite Criech, by way of Dingwall and Alness;
;

'
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connecting lines between these, forming a sweep by
way of Tain; a line westward up Strath-Oikell, and
ramified toward Assyiit in Sutherland, and Ullapool
aline north-westward from Dingwall or StrathpefFer
to Ullapool a line westward along a chain of straths,
somewhat akin in character to that of the Glenmore-nan-Albin, from Strathpeffer. to a point in the
west whence lines diverge to Gairloch, Loch-Ton'idon, and Loch-CaiTon and a line connecting Glenshiel, and the country around Lochs Alsh and Duich,
with the great glen of Inverness-shire. A proposal
was got np in the autumn of 1856, and has been
favourably discussed, to form a railway from Inverness to Tain.
I'he royal burghs of Ross-shire are Dingwall, Tain,
but the third and the
crose, and Rosemarkie
fourth of these jointly constitute only one municipal
burgh. Cromarty also was at one time a royal
burgh, but resigned its charter, and is now onl\- a
;

;

;

i

;

municipal burgh. The only towns in Ross-shire and
Cromartyshire having a population of upwards of
1,700 are Tain, Stornoway, Dingwall. Fortrose, and
Cromarty. The other towns and principal villages
are Invergordon, Saltburn, Bridgend, Jamima, Barbaraville, Milntown, Portleigh, Shandwick, Balintore, Hilltowu, Bulnabraach, Portmahomack, RockInver, Alness,
field,
Cononbridge, Drummond,
Evanton, Avoch, Charlestown, Munlochy, Auchter-

Keithtown, Maryburgh, Contin, Redcastle,
Jamestown, Ullapool, Poolewe, Shieldag, Janetown,
Plockton, Doniie, and Bundalloch. Among the
principal seats are Applecross, Viscount Dunblane
Loch Luichart lodge. Lord Ashburton Flowerdale
and Conon, Sir Kenneth Smith Mackenzie, Bart.
Coul, Sir William Mackenzie, Bart.
Rosehaugh,
Belmaduthie
Sir J. J. Randoll Mackenzie, Bart.
house. Tore-house, and Loch Rosque cottage. Sir
Evan Mackenzie, Bart. Rosehall, Achany, Stor-

-neid,

;

;

;

;

;

;

noway-castle, and Strathbrand, Sir James Mathe8on, Bart. ; Baluagowan, Sir Charles W. A. Ross,
Bart.
Fowlis-castle and Ardullie-house, Sir Charles
Monro, Bart. Redcastle and Farradale, Colonel H.
;

;

Tulloch-castle, Duncan Davidson,
Avoch, Alex. Q. Mackenzie, Esq.
Ord,
W. Mackenzie, Esq. Newhall, John A. S.
Mackenzie, Esq. Kerrisdale. Captain R. Mackenzie

D.

Baillie, Esq.

;

Esq. ;
Alex.

;

;

;

;

Newmore, Francis M. GiUandere, Esq. Highfield,
James F. Gillanders, Esq. Seaforth, R. W. S. MacArdross and Lochalsh, A. Matheson,
kenzie, Esq.
Esq.; Teaninich, Major-general J. Munro; Geanies,
William H. Murray, Esq. Kindeace, Major Charles
Robertson Morangie, M. H. St. Vincent Rose, Esq.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Ktcalnie, George Ross, Esq. Cadbol, R. B. .tineas
Macleod, Esq. Poyntzfield, G. G. Munro, Esq. and
Braelangwell, J. M. Eraser, Esq.
Boss and Cromarty shires, in a general view, comprise the three presbyteries of Chanonry, Dingwall, and Tain, which constitute the synod of Ross,
4|bd the two presbyteries of Lochcarron and Lewis,
which belong to the synod of Glenelg. The presWtery of Chanonry comprises 6 quoad civilia parittes and 2 chapelries
the presbytery of Dingwall
iJttmprises 8 quoad civilia parishes, 2 quoad sacra
pttishes, and Ichapelry; the presbytery of Tain com1
quoad sacra parjirises 9 quoad civilia parishes, and
ish; the presbytery of Lochcarron comprises 8 quoad
(ivilia parishes and 4 quoad sacra parishes ; and the
Ijwesbytery of Lewis comprises 4 quoad civilia parishes and 2 quoad sacra parishes. In 1851, the
^nunber of places of worship reported by the Census
of which
^fithin Ross and Cromarty shires was 88;
belonged to the Established church, 43 to the
2
to
the
United
church,
Presbyterian church,
the Episcopalians, 1 to the Independents, 1 to
The
Baptists, and 1 to the Roman Catholics.
;

;

;

;

'
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(30'.'

number

of sittings in 24 of the Established places
of worship was 13,587 ; in 35 of the Free church
places of worship, 28,982 ; in the 2 United Presbyterian places of worship, 8d5; in 3 of the Episcopalian
chapels, 440 ; in the Independent chapel, 500 ; in the
Baptist chapel, 100 ; and in the Roman Catholic chapel. 170.

The maximnni attendance on

tlie

Census

Siibbath at 17 of the Established places of worship
was 2.063 at 34 of the Free church places of worship, 20,237 ; at the 2 United Presbyterian places of
worship, 630; at 2 of the Episcopalian chapels, 126;
at the Independent chapel, 500 ; and at the Baptist
chapel, 58. In 1851, there were in Ross and Cromarty shires 148 public day schools, attended by
19 private day
5,635 males and 3,744 females,
;

—

schools, attended

by 258 males and 342 females,

—

1

—

evening school for adults, attended by 22 males,
and 70 Sabbath schools, attended by 2,615 males

and 2,628 females.
Ross-shire and Cromartyshire send one member

The parliamentary constituency in
of Cromartyshire, 50.
1856, of Ross-shire, was 777
The capital of the two counties is Dingwall, but
this, in many respects, is practically restricted to
to parliament.

;

only a district and Tain, Stornoway, and Cromarty
The ordinary
are the head towns of other districts.
sheriff courts are held at Dingwall, Tain, and
;

Stornoway, on every Tuesday and Friday during
session, and at Cromarty on the first Thursday of
each month during session. The commissary cotirts
are held at Dingwall, Tain, and Stornoway, at the
same time as the ordinary sheriff courts, but at

Cromarty only when specially called. The sheriff
small-debt courts are held at Dingwall, Tain, and
Stornoway, on every Tuesday and Friday during
session
at Invergordon and Fortrose, quarterly in
January, April, July, and October ; at Ardgay and
Jeantown, half yearly in April and October; and at
Cromarty on the last Thursday of every month.
The number of committals for crime, in the year,
within Ross and Cromarty shires, was 37 in the
average of 1836-1840, 32 in the average of 18411845, 40 in the average of 1846-1850, and 60 in the
average of 1851-1855. The sums paid for expenses
of criminal prosecutions in the years 1846^1852,
ranged from £825 to £1,964. The total number of
persons confined within the year ending 30th June
1855 in the jail at Dingwall was 77 the average
duration of the confinement of each was 57 days ;
and the net cost of the confinement of each, after deducting earnings, was £21 12s. 8d. All the parishes are assessed for the poor.
The number of registered poor in the year 1853—4 was 3,550
in 1854
The number of casual poor in 1853—4
-5, 3,781.
;

;

;

was 414

in 1854-5, 732.
The sum expended on
;
the registered poor in 1853-4 was £12,011; in
1854-5, £13,083. The sum expended on the casual poor in 1853-4 was £593 ; in 1854-5, £457.
There is an Easter- Ross combination poors' house for
nine parishes, containing accommodation for 174 inmates. There is also a Black Isle combination
The assessment for
poors' house for seven parishes.
rogue money is £500 forprisons, £400. Population
of Ross and Cromarty shires in 1801, 56.318 ; in 1811,
60,853 ; in 1821, 68J62 in 1831, 74,820; in 1841,
78,685; in 1851, 82,707. Males in 1851, 39,012;
Inhabited houses in 1851, 15,941 ;
females, 43,695.
uninhabited, 320; building, 121.
ROSSLYN. See Rosus.
ROSYTH-CASTLE. See IxvERKEixHrso.
ROTCHEL. See Mcxgo (St.).
ROTHES, a parish partly in Banffshire, but
It contains the postprincipally in Morayshire.
ofBce village of Rothes, and the post-office station of
Orton. It is bounded by Speyraouth, Bohami, Aber;

;
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Knock<ando, Dallas, Birnie, Elgin, and St. AnIts length north-north-eastward,
along the course of the Spey, is about 9^ miles and
its average breadth is nearly 3 miles.
A peninsular
district of it, little more than a mile in extent, lies at
tlie foot of the hill of
on
the
Beneagen,
right bank
of the Spey and all the rest extends along the left

lour,

drews Llianbryd.

;

;

bank of the Spey. The ground adjacent to the river
is low and level; and much of it is subdivided by
the protrusion of hills into four beautiful haughs or
detached plains, called Dandaleith, Rothes, DundurThe surface inward from these
cus, and Orton.
haughs first swells into irregular eminences, of various forms and considerable height, agreat proportion
whose sides is covered with plantation, and next
rises into wild lofty upland, of bleak aspect and
mountain sequesteredness, presenting the characters
All the
variously of sheep-walk, moor, and moss.
of

low tracts of the parish are beautiful, and some of

them picturesque, exhibiting

fine soft features in

themselves, and grandly flanked, or overlooked,
nearly or remotely, by romantic heights. At the
southern extremity is the lofty picturesque rock of
the lower Craigellachie, consisting of huge detached
masses of quartz. Nearer the village of Rothes is another conspicuous eminence called Conerock, also of
quartz and very picturesque. Erratic blocks of granite
occur among the hills, and vast masses of granite
are supposed to lie below.
hard laminated sandstone, and in other instances masses of mica-slate,
flank the ravines of the mountain streams. The
soil of the flat grounds in the valley of the
Spey is a

A

alluvium, variously clayey, sandy, and
gravelly; that along the bottom of the hills is a
sharp gravelly mould ; and that on the higher
grounds is principally a moss earth, in various
stages of georgical improvement. Nearly one-third
of the parochial area is in tillage ; about 600 acres
are under wood and all the rest of the parish is
either pastoral or waste.
Fully two-thirds belong to
the Earl of Seafield, and the remainder is distributed
five
The
among
proprietors.
average rent of land

deep

fertile

;

about 24s. per acre. Assessed property in 1843,
£3,824 8s. lOd. The principal residences are Orton
and Auchinroath. The chief antiquity is the vestige
of Rothes-castle, the ancient seat of the noble family
of Leslie, Earls of Rothes. This was situated on the
summit of a round precipitously-faced hill, in the
vicinity of the village of Rothes, and was one of the
is

most ancient

fortalices in the country, large and
strong in itself, and defended by an environing wall.
a ditch, and a drawbridge. But the only vestige of
it which now remains is a
conspicuous portion of its
encompassing walls. In 1238, Eva de Mortach,

daughter of Murio De Polloc, and grand-daughter
of Petrus de Polloc, was Domina de Rothes and, in
;

that capacity, she, in 12G3, bestowed, by charter, the
lands of Inverlochtie, on the cathedral of Moray.
The Leslies are believed to have come from Hungary, with Atheling the wife of Malcolm Canmore
and, in 1457, they were ci'eated Earls of Rothes by
;

James IL

They seem

have resided at Rothes so
late as 1 620
but immediately afterwards they removed toFifeshirc; and alwut 1700, tiiey sold "their
remaining possessions in Moray to Grant of Elchies.
to

;

Population of the Banffshire part of the parish in
1851, 41.
Houses, 5. Population of the entire parish in 1831, 1,709; in 1851, 2,022.
Houses, 415.
This parish is in the presbytery of Aberlour, and
synod of Moray. Patrons, the Crown and the Earl

£159 6s. 6d.; glebe, £24.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 48. 4^d., with £32 fees,
and about £58 from a bequest by Dr. Simpson and
from the Dick bequest. The parish church is a
of Seafield.
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Stipend,

plain edifice, situated in the centre of the village of

Rothes. There is a Free church of Rothes, with ar
attendance of 530 and the amount of its receipts ii
1856 was £323 lis. O^d. There are five non-parochial schools, one of them Free church, two o
them endowed, and the other two private. The
present parish of Rothes comprehends the anciem
parish of Rothes, and a large proportion of the ancient parish of Dundurcus.
The ruins of the ok
church of Dundurcus, together with the contiguous
churchyard, stand on the verge of a beautiful piece
of table land overlooking the haugh of Dundurcus
about 2 miles from the village of Rothes. Then
were formerly a chapel dedicated to the Virgin ir
the district of Orton, and a chapel or religious house
in the vicinity of the castle of Rothes.
A well neai
the site of the former still bears the name of the
;

Chapel well, and was long an object of Popish superstition.

The Village
the junction of
Elgin and that
mouth, 3 miles
north-west of

Fochabers, and

of Rothes stands near the Spey, al
the road south-south-eastward fron

up Strathspey southward from Gar-

north of Aberlour, 6J miles northDufftown, 10 south-south-west o:
11 south-east of Elgin.

Its site

is

a haugh, with very pleasant environs, completelj
surrounded by lofty hills. The village was coinmenced in 1766, and was long inhabited chiefly b\
crofters, but is now inhabited also by agricultura

and some other classes. Ar
was commenced here in 1840

labourers, mechanics,

extensive distillery

The

village consists chiefly of thatched cottages

arranged in four streets, wliich diverge at various
angles from a common centre. It has offices of the
Caledonian bank and tiie City of Glasgow bank
a national security savings' bank, 6 insurance
agencies, and a gas light company established ir
1850.
Public conveyances run from the village itself, and from Ci-aigellachie, in communication witli

several large towns in the north of Scotland. Fairs
are held on the third Thursday of April, on the;
Thursday before the 26th of May, on the third
Wedneseiay of July, on the third Wednesday ol
October, and on the Thursday in November before
Martinmas. Population of the village, 946. Houses.
261.
ROTHESAY, a parish, comprehending Inchmarnock and the northern and larger part of the
island of Bute, in Buteshire.
It contains the post,
It h
towns of Rothesay and Port-Bannatyne.
bounded on the south-east by Kingarth, and on aL
other sides by the Kylcs of Bute and the frith o
Its greatest length, in a direct line, is
Clyde.
nearly 10 miles, and, by the road, is 13 miles; its

greatest breadth is 5 miles and its superficial ex
tent is 45 square miles.
The parish of North Bute
indeed, which was constituted by the court of teindi
in March, 1846, lies within these limits, forming
the northern portion of the island of Bute; but thii
can be more conveniently treated topographically
as if it still constituted part of the parish of Rothe
See Bute (N(>kt)i). The coast line of the
say.
;

latter parish, thus understood, and measured alon{
The coas
sinuosities, is about 35 miles in extent.
is neither flat nor bold, but consists, for the mos

Thi
part, of gravelly slopes and shelving rocks.
chief bays on the west are Scalpsie, .at the boundarj
with Kingarth, St. Ninian's opposite Inchiiiarnock
and Etterick, 2^ miles north of St. Ninian's; and
on the east, are Kaimes and Rothesay bays, both dis
tinguished for their beauty, and tiie former note*
anchorage. Two delightful valley;
extend across the island between the bays of Scalpsi'
and Rothesay, and those of Etterick and Kaimea
and are supposed to have once been submarine, ani
to have cut what is now one island into three. Tb*
for its fine safe

;
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of the parochial area is nearly all filled with
soft-featured hills, many of which command
n their gentle sammits charming views of the
tined hut rich scenery of the Kyles, and of the
e expanded and brilliant scenery of the frith and
Common-hill, Baronvery diversified coasts.
and Kaimes-hill, three of the most remarkable
rhts, have altitudes, above sea-level, of respecThere are five lakes
:ty 430, 532, and 875 feet.
bin the parish, and two on the boundary with Kinrh.
The largest and most interesting of the
;

~

'..

A

medicinal spring was discovered,
Lochfad.
S31. at Bogany-point, about a mile east-north-: of
Rotliesay ; and has acquired much repnta1
as a remedy for cntaneons and glandular disand for rhenmatisms.
s,
According to an
es is

'.

by Professor Thomson of Glasgow, an imgallon of water contains 1860-73 grains of
of soda, 12 25 grains of sulphate of lime,
129-77 grains of sulphate of soda, 32-8 grains of
chloride of magnesium, 14*39 grains of silica, and
17-4 cubic inches of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The
rocks, south of Rothesay-bay and IxK:h-Fad, are all
red sandstone and conglomerate; and, north, are
mica, clay, and chlorite slates, traversed by trap
nr.i]
quartz veins. Clay-slate is quarried, on a small
lysis

ivl

.li.iriate

e, near Kairaes-bay; and greenstone is quarried
building purposes in the vicinity of Rothesay.
between Kaimes and Etterick
hays, is a strong fertile alluvial loam; that of other

Tiie soil, in the valley

grounds is variously sand, gravel, clay, and
and that of the hillocks and acclivities is, in
About 6,605 imperial
eral, light and shallow.
-5 in the parish are in tillage
about 3,652 are
idow and pasture about 8,724 are hill and moor;
ut 556 are moss
and about 724 are underwood,
ut six-sevenths of the whole area belong to the
of
Bute.
The
quis
yearly value of the produce
ind was estimated in 1840 at £21,647. Assessed
perty in 1843, £13.822 17s. 4d. A salmon fishery
as established round the shores about 20 years
go: a regular fishery of haddocks, whitings,
»caithes, and soles, has long been maintained for
the abundant and cheap supply of the Rothesay
market; a herring fishery is carried on to a large
extent in both the Kyles and the frith and a great
collecting of sea moUusks has long been made iu
some parts for transmission to Glasgow. Kaimeseastle has been separately described.
Kilnioriecutle, the ancient seat of the Jamiesons of Kilmorie,
•nd originally quite a congeries of towers and edifices, is now an utter ruin. Tumuli, standing -stones,
nid ancient hill-forts, are numerous. A Druidical
nrele occurs near Etterick- bay.
The roads of the
parish are convenient and in good repair; and very
iibandant communication is enjoyed by steamers, not
only from the town of Rothesay, but from a number
'

"^

>

;

;

;

;

;

ui
"(

of calling places in the
Kyles. Population of the
Itarish in 1831, 6,084 ; in 1851, 8,379.
Houses, 805.
Population, exclusive of North Bute, in 1851, 7,354.
Houses, 666.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunoon, and
fynod of Argyle.
Patron, the Marquis of Bute.
Htipend, £276'ls. 3d.; glebe, £20.

Unappropriated
Schoolmasters salary, £35,
tfith about £15 fees, and £10 other emoluments.
,^
-^he parish church was built in 1796, and contains
,^^
There is a chapel of ease, called New
sittings.
tothesay church, which contains 830 sittings, and
f56
wonder
the
patronage of the Marquis of Bute. The
^j,
[WMid sacra parish church of North Bute stands
boot 3J miles north of the town of Rothesay, and
"jjj
antains about 7<X) sittings.
There are four Free
hwches, called the Rothesay Eiist Free church, the
iotfiesay West Free church, the Rothesay Gaelic
J \
",j

tands,

,jj{

^

,

1

£186

16s. 8d.
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Free church, and the North Bute Free church; and
the four jointly contain 2,762 sittings, and had a
maximum attendance on the Census Sabbath of
The receipts of the first in 1856 were £1,180
1.840.
17s. 2|d. ; of the second, £197 8s. S^d. ; of the third,
£119 16s. llfd.; of the fourth, £957 14s. lOd.

There

is

an United Presbyterian church, which was

about 1840, and contains 647 sittings. Theta
is a Reformed Presbyterian church, which was
There are
built in 1 829, and contains 450 sittings.
also an Episcopalian chapel, containing 434 sittings;
built

a Baptist chapel, containing 400 sittings; and a
Roman Catholic chapel, containing 200 sittings.
The principal schools, additional to the parish
school, are an academy and boarding school at
Ardmorie- house, an academy and boarding school
at Croft-lodge, the West Free church academy, the
East Free church school, four boai-ding schools ffflr
young ladies, a school of industry for females, and a
The ancient church of Rothesay
poors' school.
was dedicated to the Virgin Mary ; and was originally a chapel, subordinate to Kingarth, and possessed for a short time by the monks of Paisley.
At the close of the 13th century, it appears on record as an independent parsonage; and afterwards
it became one of the cathedral churches of the diocese of the Isles, and was the only one during the
period of Protestant episcopacy. In 1515, its temporalities were given by James VI. to the collegiate
church of Restalrig near Leith ; and, at the Reformation, they were transferred to the chapel royal ot
In 1617, the parson of Rothesay was, by
Stirling.
act of parliament, made subdean of the Isles. In
tBe early periods of Presbyterianism, the parish was
in the presbytery of Irvine or Cunningham
but in
1639, it was annexed to the presbytery of I>uno<Mi.
A large number of small chapels were anciently
dispersed throughout the parish; Kildavanan and
Kilmichael chapels in the extreme north St. Calmag's chapel, still commemorated by a large stonecross; chapels at St. Ninian's point, Kilmorie
M'Neil, and Nether Ardroscadale ; St. Bride's chaon Chapel-hill, in the immediate vicinity of the
pel
burgh; and a chapel in the court of Rothesay;

—

;

castle.

ROTHESAY, a post and market town, a seaport,
a royal burgh, and the capital of Buteshire, stands at
the head of Rothesay-bay, on the east side of the
island of Bute, 9 miles west-north-west of Largs,
11 miles north-west of Millport, 22 miles northnorth-east of Brodick, 19 miles south-west of Greenock, and 40 miles west by north of Glasgow. The
bay opens immediately within the east entrance of
the Kyles of Bute ; it commences between Bogany
and Ardbeg points, which are Ij mile asunder; and,
measured from the middle of a straight line across
its entrance, it extends 9 furlongs iuto the interior,
and has the form very nearly of a semi-ellipsoid.
The breadth of the Kyles opposite the bay is, at
Ardbeg-poiut, 9 furlongs; and at Bogany-point IJ
The bay is screened all round with a gentle

mile.

and variegated

slope, coming down, in one place,
from a finely-featured but inconsiderable hill it has
the town and harbour at its bead, and very extended
lines of mansions and villas along its sides; it is
kissed by sward and bush and flower-plo^ and
shaded or set-off by numerous trees and, almost in
any weather and in any mood, but especially when
burnished by a vernal sun, and skimmed by one or
two gaily crowded steamers, it both presents within
itself and commands from without scenes of stirring
interest and picturesque beauty.
The stretch of
water outward from the bay has l)een sung by Delta
as fairer than that of which Naples makes her
;

;

'

boast

;'

the sea-board directly opposite

is

enriched

[
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with the noble mansion and pleasure-grounds of
Toward-castle, and overhang in the distance by
solemn mountain masses, stretching away to the

rugged peaks of the

Duke

of Argyle's

Bowling
of Kenfrewshire on the other
toward the east, as well as those
flanking the Kyles around the mouth of Loch Stiiven
on the north-west, display a pleasing or even strikGreen

;

and

tlie hills

side of the frith

ing variety of scenic features.
The town, as seen from the bay, is very beautiful.
Its mansions and villas along the shore and on
the sloping hillside are so neat or elegant, so very

numerous, and so advantageously arranged, that
they altogether present a grand showy appearance.
The houses of the business class along the head of
the bay are very respectable. Several of the streets
in the interior of

tlie

town are well

edificed.

The

houses everywhere are built of greenstone, so as to
want the lightness and the polish which belong
to most sandstone structures
but, in general, they
have a regularity, a tidiness, and a stability which
of
more showy properfor
the
absence
compensate
The street-lines too are generally narrow,
ties.
;

wanting altogether the airiness and the spaciousness which are so desirable in all great seats of
population, yet they are pretty straight, convenient,
and clean. The streets, irrespective of lanes and
terraces, are 13 in number, and bear the names of
High, King, Prince's, Bishop, Argyle, Montague,
Castle, Castle-hill, Bridge, Bridge-end, Mill, Guild-

and Ladeside streets.
The principal modern public edifice is the county
buildings and prison. This stmcture was built
in 1832, at the cost of about £4,000; and is in
the castellated style, and veiy spacious. Both its
size and its costliness appear to a stranger quite out
of proportion with the uses of so small a county
and its air of neatness, comfort, and opulence seems
utterly out of keeping with the notion of a prison.
The edifice looks well from the bay, and is no
smnll ornament of the town. The court-hall is
spacious, and is adorned with a full-length portrait
of the late Marquis of Bute. Two Fj-ee churches
stand near the county-buildings on the right and
the left and, from the beauty of their site, the
tastefulness of their architecture, and the height of
their spires, they form the most striking objects in
ford,

;

'

;

the bui'ghal landscape. The other places of worship, though showing instances of neatness, and on
the whole quite creditable, are all of such commonplace character as not to challenge remark.
Tlie walls of the choir of the ancient catliedral of
Kotliesay still stand close to the present parishchurch. The nave was taken down in 1692, and
used as a quarry for the building of the present
churcli's predecessor.
The windows of the surviving part of the ruin are in the style which prevailed
in the 13th century, and seem to claim that date for
the whole edifice.
monument, with the figure
of a recumbent knight in the style of armour which
belonged to the period of Robert III., appears from
tlie coat-of-arms to rest on
the ashes of some
member of the royal family ; and another monument,
wlich bears marks of being a century more recent,
is ruder in execution, and has the figures of a
lady

A

and

child.

The most

interesting object in Rothesay is its
now a ruin of great extent, standing
contiguous to the town; and it is of great national
antiquity, figuring in history partly as a fort and
The structure consists
p.irtiy as a royal palace.
of a circular court, about 140 feet in diameter,
formed by liigh and tliick walls four round towers
upon the flanks and an erection which is ascribed
to King Kobert II., and which projects, on the
castle.

Tliia is

;

;
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north-east side, between two of the towers.
Hound
the outside is a wide deep ditch
and between tliis
and the wall is a terraced walk. The wails are
richly overgrown with ivy; and have been noted
for their similarity to some "rifted rocks" among
;

ravines of the Highlands, in producing remarkable trees.
About 40 years ago, the Marquis of
Bute, at a considerable expense, caused to be cleared
away, from within and around the castle, the accumulated rubbish of ages; and, in consequence,
the presumed royal apartments, the reputed additional palace of Robert II., the towers, tiie terraces, the
chapel, and the dungeon, were all laid fully open to
Yet the castle, as a whole, exhibits
inspection.
neither strength, nobleness, nor beauty, and strikes
the eye as only a ponderous, lumpish mass of
masonry, doleful in the dingy red colour of its
stones, and destitute to sheer nakedness of every
attribute which the fancy associates with the ideas
of either fort or palace. " As a piece of fortification,
even on the ancient principles, it is wretchedly deficient, and argues very little in favour of the
Even the gate
military knowledge that erected it.
tlie

neither flanked nor machicolated and it might
have been mined or assaulted at almost any point."
Nor does the edifice appear to have possessed much
of the elegance or the commodiousness of the contemporary royal palaces of Scotland, but seemSj as
a residence, to have been inferior in all the properis

;

magnificence to many of the castles of tiie
Scottish barons.
The pile is evidently of various
dates; and the original of it was probabl_v one of
the fortalices erected in 1098, by Magnus Barefoot,
King of Norway, to secure liis conquest of tlie
western Islands of Scotland. It may have been
ties of

however, in greatly more obscure circumstances; and it is said to have belonged, before the
time of Alexander III., to a family of the name of
M'Roderick. It first comes into historical notice
in 1228
when it was attacked by Olave, King of
Man, and Husbac, a Norwegian chieftain, with
eighty ships, and, after a siege, was taken by a sap
and assault, with the loss of 390 men. After the
battle of Largs, it was retaken by the Scots.
During the inglorious reign of John Baliol, it was occupied by the English but, in 1311, it submitted,
In 1334, it was again seized in
to Robert Bruce.
the unpatriotic cause of a dependent crown, and
was fortified by Edward Baliol but, not long afterwards, it was captured by Bruce, the Steward of
Scotland. Robert II. visited the castle in 1376, and
again in 1381. Robert III. died in it from grief on
account of his son, afterwards James I., having
been captured. Oliver Cromwell's troops burst
rudely against it, like the surges of a desolating
flood
and, in 1685, the brother of the Earl of Argyle
seized it, set fire to it, and converted it into an utter
raised,

;

;

;

;

ruin.

The castle of Rothesay gave
dukedom which existed in the

to the first
Scottish peerage,
and continues the title to the British sovereign's
eldest son as a collateral for Scotland to that of
Prince of Wales for England. The dukedom ol
Rothesay was created in a solemn council held at
Scone in 1398, and conferred on David, Earl ol
Carrick, Prince and Steward of Scotland, and eldest
son of Robert III. and when David, in 1402, fell a
victim to the ambition of his uncle, tlic Duke ol
Albany, it was transferred to iiis brotlicr JameSi
afterwards James I. of Scotland. An act of parlia^
" that tiie
ment, passed in 1409, declared
lordship
of Bute, with the castle of Rothesay, the lordshif
of Cowal, with the castle of Dunoon, the earldom ol
Carrick, the lands of Dundonald, with the castle o
title

;

the same, the barony of Renfrew, with the land»
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and tenandries of the same, the lordship ofStewarton,
the lordship of Kilnianiock, with the castle of the
same, the lordship of Dairy, the lands of Nodisdale.
Kilbryde, Xarristonn, and Cairtoun, also the lands
of FrarjTizan, Druracall, Trebrauch, with the fortalice of the same,
principibus primogenitis Regum
Scotiae saccessorum nostroruni, perpetuis futuris tem"
poribus, uniantur, incorporentur, et aunexantur,'
Since that period, the dukedom of Rothesay, in common with the principality and stewartiy of Scotland,
the earldom of Carrick, the lordship of the Isles,
and the barony of Renfrew, has been vested in the
In
eldest son and heir-apparent of the sovereign.
the event of the first-born dying without an heir,
the right passes to the sovei'eign's eldest surviving
son ; and when the sovereign has no son or heirapparent, it reverts to the sovereign in person as the
representative of an expected prince.
'

The town of Rothesay was originally a village in
connection with the castle ; and in its more matured,
as well as in its infant state, it necessarily shaied the
at times basking in the favour of
castle's fortunes,
the powerful and eventually royal family who owned
it, and at other times suffering capture and plunder
from the Norwegians, the Islesmen, the English, and
the conflicting parties in civil wars. At an early
and in 1400,
period, it was made a burgh-of-barony
it received from Robert III. a charter erecting it into
a royal burgh, and conferring upon it a considerable
quantity of landed property. In 1584, a charter of
confirmation and novodamus was given by James VI.
The town seems to have grown slowly but steadily
in prosperity ; and it gradually became a very great
mart for the Lowlanders exchanging commodities
with the Highlanders and Islesmen. About the
year 1700, the erection of Campbelton into a royal
burgh, and the very advantageous terms which were
offered to settlers, drew away to it from Rothesay a
considerable number of traders, and a large propor-

—

;

Rothesay now fell rapidly into decay,
and seemed even to be menaced with extinction.
Against 1760, its population became lessened to
one-half of its former amount and very many of
its houses were either fallen or ruinous.
At this
date, only one or two half-decked vessels, and a few
to
In
the
1765, while
open boats, belonged
port.
laws were in force which required all produce of
tion of trade.

;

the colonies to be landed in Britain before it could
be imported into Ireland, Rothesay was made a
custom-house station for the accommodation of the
Irish colonial trade ; and a few years later, a
herring-fishery was introduced, and speedily enthe attention of a large number of the inEged
bitants.
The town now rose from ruin, and beto put on the appearances of prosperity which
ve since so eminently characterized it. In 1778,
a cotton manufactory, the earliest establishment of
its class in Scotland, was commenced here by an

En

and soon afterwards it became
;
property of the celebrated David Dale, and
Isrgeiy contributed to increase and perpetuate the
town's favourable circumstances.
Against 1791,
aD ruinous houses were re-edified, many new ones
were erected, and between 80 and 100 vessels, of
from 15 to 100 tons burden, besides a proportionate
umber
of open boats, belonged to shipowners in
"*

^glish company
flie

town and parish.

I

In 1822, an excellent harbour was erected, at the
of £6,000; and in 1840, a slip and building
Bk were added. Vessels, principally small ones,
"ong to Rothesay, to the aggregate burden of
out 3,000 tons, and are variously employed in the
The principal imsting and the foreign trades.
ports are salt, coals, cotton, hides, lime, bone dust,

and
[sttdstone, barrel-staves, and colonial produce;
II.
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the principal exports are salt herrings, fresh fish,
cotton yam, cotton cloth, leather, barley, potatoes,
and turnips. The harbour ranks as a creek of the
port of Greenock; and the amount of local dues
levied at it is about £680 a-year. Many fine steamers have I'egular daily connection with the harbour,
some as their turning point in coramui>ication with
Greenock and Glasgow, and others in transit to
The
Arran, to the Kyles, and to Loch Fyne.
spinning of cotton continues to employ about 360
in
established
The
cotton
mill,
1778, is
pei-sons.
moved by water collected in reservoii-s, and in-

geniously economized according to a plan by the
factory for weaving by powerengineer Thom.

A

loom was established in 1825. Hand-loom weaving
was at that time carried on to the extent of nearly
300 looms but it afterwards fell off so rapidly that
in 1838 there remained only 35 looms.
Cooperwork is carried on to the extent of producing about
The
in
the
tanning of
15,000 herring-barrels
year.
leather also employs a few persons.
Boat-building
In 1855, the herring
is carried on in two yards.
fisheiy in the circumjacent waters, having its seat
at Rothesay, employed 557 Iwats of aggi-egately
2,590 tons, engaged 1,654 fishermen and boys,
and indirectly 1,102 other persons, produced 5,074
banels of cured herrings, besides herrings not
and the value of the boats, nets, and lines
cured,
employed in it was £18,842. A weekly market is
held in the town on Wednesday and fairs are held
on the first Wednesday of ilay, on the third
Wednesday and Thursday of July, on the last
Wednesday of October, and on the Tuesday in
December before Kilbarchan fair. The town has
offices of the Clydesdale bank, the Royal bank, and
It has also a national security
the Western bank.
The
savings' bank, and 14 insurance agencies.
principal inns are tlie Bute arms and the Victoria
There is a cab stand where conveyances of
hotel.
all sorts may be had for the drive or by the hour;
and public omnibuses run regularly to Port BannaThe town has a subscription library and a
tyne.
;

—

—

—

;

public

reading room.

A

newspaper, called the

Buteman, is published every Saturday. Rothesay
has long been distinguished as a retreat of conCommon
sxrmptive invalids and of sea-bathers.
fame and accurate delineation unite in describing it
'•
as
the Montpellier of Scotland, where consumptive
air, find it
patients, unable to endure any other
" I shall never
possible to breathe with comfort."
"
the fervour with
forget," says Miss Sinclair,
which a sick young friend of my own once exclaimed, when suffering severely from the sharp
arrow-like winds of Edinburgh, Oh ! what would
"
I not give for one single gasp of Rothesay air !'
The range of the thermometer is less than in prosnow is rarely
bably any other town in Scotland
known to lie more than two days on the ground ;
perennial plants thrive singularly well, and are
the Kyles and
seldom or never injured by frosts
Loch-Striven act as natural funnels to carry off impurities of air; and a fine sheltering hill-screen,
surrounding the town at an agreeable distance,
mellows the atmosphere, and attempers every
breeze.
As sea-bathing quarters, Rothesay was in
repute long before steam-navigation was dreamed
of; and it naturally became a select spot when that
remarkable invention began, in 1814, to bring down
the citizens of Glasgow in summer-shoals to the
It has always concoasts of the frith of Clyde.
tinued to be high in favour, in spite of the competition of the numerous newer watering-places nearer
'

;

;

Glasgow.

Its

bathing beach

is

remarkably good

;

the facilities for drives and for promenading are
of the best
the attractions of society, the re;

2

U
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sources of menteal recreation, the means for the
education of young people, and the jreneral appliances for health and comfort are neither few nor
small; and the place altogether singularly combines the benefits of rural retirement and sea-bathing with the luxuries of a city residence.

The burgh-lands of Rothesay are very extensive,
and consist technically of territories on the land
and territories on the sea. Those 'on the land'
measure 4J miles in extreme lengtii from the point
of Ardbeg to the south end of Loch-Fad, and 2|
miles in extreme breadth, either in a line due west
across the bay from Bogany point, or in one westnorth-westward from the mouth of Ascog-burn
and those on the sea' comprehend all the parts of
the frith of Clyde round or near Bute or Arran.
But the burgh, as to all matters connected with the
parliamentary franchise, having been thrown, by
;

'

the reform statute, into the county of Bute, the extent of its territory has to be considered only in its
municipal connections. The council consists of a
provost, two bailies, a dean-of-guild, a treasurer,
and 14 councillors.
Constituency, in 1839, 249;
in 1856, 337.
The property of the burgh consists
principally of lands, feu duties, and the town-house,
Debts due to the
jail, and council-chambers.

burgh, in 1832, amounted to £2,594 18s. 5f d. ; and
debts due by the burgh, at the same date, amounted
to £105 18s. 2d.
The entire revenue for the year
1st October, 1832, was £353 7s. lid.; and
the expenditure, for the same year, was £211 3s. 3d.
But certain customs and taxes also are levied and
the total corporation revenue in 1856 was £1,628.
The annual value of real property within the burgh,
in 1856-7, was £22,598.
The jurisdiction of the
magistrates extends over the whole land-territory
of the burgh as fixed by the charters; and previous
to a decree by the court-of-session in 1820, it was
also exercised maritimely over the whole coast of
the shire of Bute and the adjacent lochs, as identified with the burgh's possessions on the sea.' The
magistrates and council also, by virtue of one act
of parliament, wield powers for regulating the police
of the burgh
and by virtue of another act, are,
along with some other persons, trustees on the harA burgh court is held on every Thursday.
bour.
The sherifF-ordinaiy court and the commissary
court are held on every Tuesday and Friday, and
the sheriff small-debt court on every Friday during
session.
gas-work for lighting the town was
established in 1840.
lighthouse, with a revolving and intermitting light, stands on the northand a small
east side of the entrance to the bay
battery, mounted with several pieces of cannon, is
Victoria
and
situated on the opposite side.
Queen
Prince Albert, when on their way to Ardverikie,
spent a night in August 1847, in their yacht in
Rothesay bay, and the town was brilliantly illuminated, and other grand demonstrations were made
by the town's people, on the occasion. Population
in 1851, 7,104.
in 1831, 4.817
Houses, 632.
ROTHESFIELD. See FiPEsniRE.

ending

;

'

;

A

A

;

;

ROTHIE.

See Fyvie.
a parish, containing the post-

ROTHIEMAY,
office village of

Rothiemay and the village

of Mill-

It is bounded on the south
town, in Banffshire.
and south-west by Aberdeenshire, and on other
sides by the parishes of Grange, Marnoch, and
Inverkeithnic. Its length west-north-westward is
about 7^ miles; its greatest breadth is about 5^
miles; and its mean breadth is probably less tiian
2J miles. The burn of Knock traces the northwe«tern boundary to the Isla; the Isla runs along
the western and south-western boundary to the

Dcveron;
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and the Dcveron moves

in

mazy

folds

the southern boundary, now across the innow along the northern boundary. The
streams, the monarch-river of the
county, flows here between richly wooded banks,
and abounds with salmon, eel, and common trout.
At the point where it leaves the southern boundary
for the interior, and where its margin is pressed by
the village of Rothiemay, occurs a happy mixture
of well-enclosed fields and woods, which, with

now on

terior, and
last of these

woods and

on the opposite side of the
by a gradual ascent to a great height,
form a beautiful rural scenery, equalled by few and
perhaps excelled by none, of equal extent, in the
kingdom. The northern district consists of a large,
low, and partially tumulated table-land; part of
which is an extensive moss, which supplies a wide
corn-fields

river, rising

circumjacent district with fuel, while the remainder
is disposed in fir- plantations, pasture-grounds, and
arable lands.
From this platform a gentle declivity,
of upwards of a mile, descends to the Isla and the
Deveron. The soil of the arable lands is, in general,
rich and fertile.
Much extent of waste land has, in
The plantations are
recent years, been reclaimed.
very extensive. Tlie principal landovvners are the
Earl of Fife and Duff of Mayen. Rothieraay-house,
a little east of the village of Rothiemay, belongs to
the Earl of Fife, and is traditionally said to have
afforded a night's lodging to Queen Mary.
Mayenhouse is an elegant residence. A Druidical temple
occurs a little north of the village of Rothiemay,
and a supposed Roman iter runs north-westwaid
The parish is trathrough the western district.
versed by the road from Banff and Portsoy to Huntly ;
and it has a station on the Keith extension of the
Great North of Scotland railway. A viaduct over
the Deveron at Avochy, in the vicinity of the station,
has 5 arches and a height of 70 feet, and is the
most important work on the entire line of the exThe village of Rothiemay is a small place
tension.
6 miles north by east of Huntly, 12 south by west
Fairs are
of Portsoy, and 15 south-west of Banff.
held here on the first Tlmrsday of October old style,
on the Thursday before the 23d of November, and
on the second Tuesday of December old style. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,228; in 1851, 1,413.
Assessed property in 1843, £3,739
Houses, 297.
lis. 5d.

This parish is in the presbytery of Strathbogie,
and synod of Moray.
Patron, the Earl of Fife.
UnapproStipend, £189 3s. 6d. glebe, £10 10s.
Schoolmaster's salary,
priated teinds, £179 10s.
£30 10s., with £18 5s. fees, a share in the Dick bequest, and about £5 other emoluments. The parish
church has an attendance of about 280. There is a
Free church, with an attendance of about 370; and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £181 13s. 7^d.
There is a non-parochial school. The astronomer
Ferguson was a native of Rothiemay.
ROTHIEMURCHUS, a quoad sacra parish on
the eastern border of Inverness-shire. It is bounded
by the counties of Moray and Aberdeen, and by the
Its length is
parishes of Kincardine and Alvio.
about 10 miles; and its breadth is about 7 miles.
Its postal communication is through Lynwilg, ad;

jacent to

The

its

north-eastern

border within Alvie

Spey traces the northern boundary, separating Rothicmurchus from Alvie and Dutliil; and the
culminating points of the Cairngorm mountains are
river

situated on or near the south-western boundary.
The surface of Rothiemurchus exhibits great diver-|_
sity, comprising rich arable tracts of level ground,!
well-wooded knolly eminences, an isolated hill in
the van of the Grampians, clothed all over with
wood, a great range of upland, rising to nionntainoiuT
altitude and cxtonsivelv sheeted with forest, and il

ROTTEARN.
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and about 3 from north to south and, but for being
deep alpine glen called Glen-Ennich, embosoming
a chain of lakes, and flanked by precipitous alpine indented on the north by a broad but short bay,
The soil along the Spey is a fertile alluvial would be nearly circular, upon a diameter of 4 miles.
heights.
surface rises in hilly acclivity,
loam; and the ground on the uplands varies from On every side, the
forms an upland mass of the general shape of
good forest land and good pasture to some of the and
barest and wildest wastes of tbe Grampian passes. a flattened cone; and this, being several miles
Many lakes lie dispersed over the parish, and add around the shoulder, has an imposing aspect. The
much to its beauty. The woods formerly occupied ascent is in general steep, and is marked at interan area of about i6 miles; and during many years vals with abrupt ridges and terraces, which look to
of the great war with France they ^-ielded an annual have been ancient sea-beaches. A stripe of fertile
income of from £10,000 to £20'000; but they be- arable land lies round most of the sea-board, between
came disastrously thinned, and are only now in tlie the base of the uplands and the beach. The shores
course of revival. The only proprietor is Grant of on the west are rocky and precipitous but thoge on
Rothiemurchus, whose mansion-house is a plain com- the other sides are low or sloping. In various parts
modious building on the Spey. An old castle situ- are safe harboure for shipping. The principal manated on an islet in a lake called Loch-an-Eilean, is sions are Westness and Westside. The antiquities
said to have been one of the strongholds of the are a Norwegian camp, Picts' houses, monumental
Wolf of Badenoch. The parish is traversed by the stones, and tumuli. Population in 1831, 921; in
road from Rothes to Kingussie, and is distant 12
1851, 937. Houses, 192.
miles from the latter place.
ROUSAY' AXD EAGLESHAY, an united parish
Population in 1841,
in the North Isles of Orkney.
It comprehemis the
Assessed property in 1843, £655 12s. lid.
521.
This parish was at one time a distinct quoad inhabited islands of Rousay, Eagleshay, ^Veir, and
and
civilia parish, but was united quoad civilia to the
two
small
uninhabited
islands of the
Enhallow,
neighbouring parish of Duthil in Morayshire; and kind called holms. Its parts lie so closely co-adin 1830 it was constituted by the General Assembly, jacent that its total length across land and sea is
and afterwards re-constituted by the court of teinds, only 6J miles, and its total breadth only 5 miles.
a separate parish quoad sacra. It is in the presby- About 2,200 imperial acres of it are in tillage;
about 7,500 are in commonage; and about 10,440
Patron,
tery of Abemethy, and synod of Moray.
the Crown. Stipend, £120; glebe, £5. Thechuicli are pastoral or waste. There are 5 principal landwas built at the cost of £395. There is an endowed owners, and 8 smaller ones. The yearly value of
school.
John Roy Stewart, a colonel in the army raw produce, including £750 for fisheries, was estiof the Pretender, and a fugitive from the field of mated in 1841 at £5,045.
The real rental is about
CuUoden, concealed himself many years in the for- £1,630. Population in 1831, 1,262; in 1851, 1,215.
ests of Rothiemurchus, and eventually escaped
Houses, 235.
thence to France. The clan Grant formerly occuThis parish is in the presbytery of North Isles, and
pied all this parish and the districts adjacent to it,
synod of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Schoolmasters
cherishing among the alpine fastnesses here the
Stipend, £157 18s. Id.; glebe, £9.
There are two
peculiar feelings of clanship. Hence Sir Alexansalary, £26, with about £6 fees.
der Boswell's well-known lines
parish churches, the one situated on the south-east
side of Rousay within | of a mile of Weir, the other
"
Come the Grants of TuUochgomm
situated in Eagleshay.
There is a Free church of
Wi' their pipers gann before 'em,
Rousay and Eagleshay, with an attendance of 250;
Proud the mothers are that bore 'em,
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £81 3s,
Fiddle-fa' -fum.
Next the Grants of Rothiemurchus
2d.
There is an United Presbyterian church in
man
his
sword
and
dnrk
Everjhas.
Rousay, with an attendance of 220. There are 3
man
;

;

:

as proud's a

Every

Turk

is,

Feedle-deedle-dum."

ROTHMAISE. See Rayse.
ROTMEL. See Dowally.
ROTTEARN, a village in the parish of Dunblane,
Perthshire.

ROTTEN CALDER.

See Cai.der (The), Lan-

ROTTENRAW-BURN.
ROTTMELLS-INNS.
ROUCAN, a village in

ROUTING-BRIDGE.

See Kirkpateick-Iron-

ROW, a

Gaelic word signifying a low, small, naror a tongue of laud, and nsed in Scottish topography either by itself or as a prefix to
denote a locality with such a peninsula. It is sometimes written Ru, and is generally pronounced Roo;
and the spelling of it in Gaelic is rhu.
ROW, a parish in the western extremity of Dumbartonshire.
It contains the post-office villages of
Gairlochhead and Row, and the greater part of the
post-town of Helensburgh. It is bounded on the
north and north-east by Luss; on the east by
Luss and Cardross; on the south by the frith

row peninsula,
See Elliot (The).
See Isterkeithixg.

the parish of Torthorwald,
stands on the road from Dum1
mile
north of Collin, 3J miles
Lochmaben, J
east-north-east of Dumfries, and 4J south-west of
Lochmaben. Its site is the face of a descent, overlooking Locharmoss. Population, 206. Houses, 45.
ROUGH-BURN (The), a rivulet running into
'3amock water, about a mile north of the town of
Dumfries-shire.

It

fries to

[Kilwinning, in Ayrshire.

ROUGHLEY-BURN.
ROUSAY,

ROUSHOLMHEAD,

a bold high headland in
the south of the island of Stronsay in Orkney.
ROUTDON-BURN. See Largs.
GRAY.

arkshire.

I

non-parochial scliools.

See Hermitage-water.
one of the Orkney islands. It contains

|a post-office station of its own name. It lies pariillel to the district of Evie, in the extreme northBt of Pomona, and is separated from it by a sound
Icf from I a mile to If mile broad; it has
Eagleshay
*»ng its east side, at the distance of a mile, and
Teh along part of its south-east side, at the distance of I of a mile; and it is distant oj miles due
Bonth' from the headland of Skea in Westray. The
measures about 4 miles from east to west,

of Clyde, which divides it from Renfrewshire; on
the south-west by Gairloch, and an artificial line
of 1 J mile, which divide it from Roseneath and
on the west by Loch-Long, which divides it from
It consists of an iiregular oblong,
Argyleshire.
;

stretching north-westward and south-eastward, parallel to Gairloch, and measuring 9 miles in length,
and from 2^ to 5 in breadth and of a stripe, running up from the north-east comer along LochLong, and measuring 2^ miles by 6 furlongs. Its
The
superiScial extent is about 64 square miles.
surface consists principally of two mountain-rangefl,
;

EOW.
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The loftier and greater
valley.
range forms, along its water-shed, the boundary with
Iaiss; it is an elongated or continuous mountain,
beautifully waved or curved into a series of summits;
it is broad-based, soft-featured, and vei'dant; and, in
several of its nodular gently-traced eminences, it
attains an altitude of from 2,000 to 2,500 feet above
sea-level.
Glenfruin, which extends between it and
the other range, is remarkable for wild, lonely
beauty, and for doleful historical association. See
It has little wood, and is a natural
Glenfudin.

other emoluments. The parish church stands on
the shore of Gairloch at the village of Row; and it

and an intervening

was

and is an elegant commodious
with a handsome tower. The previous parish church still stands a little to the rear of tlie

was built in 1763.
in memory of Henry Bell
front of the parish church

present one, and

monument
erected in

Napier, Esq, of

West Shandon.

A

A

beautiful

was lately
by Robert

chapel of ease

was

funnel for the passage and the whirling sweep of
high winds; yet it has much good soil, and is partly
under cultivation. The ridge between it and Gairloch is properly a single elongated hill, broad in its
base, straight-lined along its summit, but broad and
marshy, gentle in descent at the ends, and, as to
general outline, shaped not unlike an upturned rowboat.
Its altitude, for about 4 miles, is quite or
nearly 1,800 feet. On the side of Glenfruin, it is
naked and heathy but on the side of Gairloch, it
has in great part been worked by art into a state of
At its
productiveness or of high embellishment.
soutii-east end, for 1 J mile inward from the boun;

dary with Cardross, it declines into very gentle upland, and is nearly all under cultivation. The skirts
and lower declivities of it, from its eastern extremity
to tlie head of the Gairloch, are thickly studded
with mansions, villas, and ornate cottages, embosomed among gardens and woods, and presenting
a gorgeous series of close landscapes; while nearly
all of it, from the beach to the summit, commands
magnificent views of Gairloch and the Clyde, the
Cowal mountains, the peninsula of Roseneath, and
the hills of Renfrewshire.
See Gairloch (The).
Finnard-hill, at the west end of the inner mountainrange, sends off spurs which fill all the parts of the
parish bordering on Loch-Long, and which go
down to the margin of the water in generally rapid
declivities.
Tlie soil of the arable grounds is, for
the most pai"t, light and fertile. Transition limestone and clay-slate abound, and have been worked,
but both are of inferior quality.
Some useless
searches have been made for coal. Till about the
year 1825, the only good houses in the parish were
Ardincaple-castle and Ardenconnel-house but now
;

very many of the residences overlooking Gairloch
have the elegance and commodiousness of mansions
and one of them, West Sliandon-castle, a very recent
erection in the Elizabethan style, is one of the most
elaborately beautiful residences in the west of Scotland.
A part of Ardincaple-castle is very ancient.
Old castles stood also at Sliandon and Faslane, but
Tiie most
scarcely any traces of them now exist.
extensive landowner is Sir James Colquhoun,
;

Bart, of Luss.
The parish is traversed by the
road from Dumbarton to Inverary, and by that

from Helensburgh to Luss; and it enjoys very
ample facilities of communication by steamers at
Gairlochhead, Shandon, Row, and Helensburgh.
The village of Row is prettily situated on the shore
of Gairloch, nearly opposite the village of Roseneath, and 2| miles north-west of Helensburgli. It
is not properly a seat of any trade, and has a rural
retired appearance; yet it is provided with a good
small quay for steamers, and serves as the point of
thoroughfare for very many neighbouring villas.
Population of tlie village, 226. Houses, 28. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,759; in 1851, 3,717.
Houses, 600. Assessed property in 1843, £15,438
lis.

This palish is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,
and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Duke
of Argyle.
SchoolStipend, £241 Is. glebe, £20.
master's salary, £34 48. 4id., with £12 fees, and £5
;

built in 1850,

edifice,

built at Gairlochhead in 1837, and contains 300
sittings ; and it is in the presentation of the male
heads of families. Another cliapel of ease, of commodious size, was built in 1847, at Helensburgh,
and is in tlie presentation of its own communicants.
Free church, the successor of a previous one, was
built at Helensburgh in 1852, and has large capaand the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
city
£1,067 7s. 4|d. There is also a Free church at
Shandon, but it is of comparatively small size; and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £357 15s.

A

;

There is an United Presbyterian church at
Helensburgh, built in 1845, and containing about
550 sittings. There are also in Helensburgh an
Independent chapel, an Episcopalian chapel, and a

OJd.

There are in the parish
small Baptist chapel.
schools connected with several of the churches, two
excellent boarding schools, and several ordinaiy
There were anciently chapels in
private schools.
Glenfiniin, at Faslane, at Kirkmichael, and at MilThe parish of Row was erected out of the parlig.
ish of Roseneath in 1635, and took its name from
a low point of land which projects into Gairloch
nearly opposite the site of the church.
ROWADIE. See Hariiis.
See Fenwick and Kilmarxock.
ROWAN-BURN. See Cakoxbie.
a hostelry on the east shore
of Lochlomond, in the parish of Buchanan, StirlingIt is situated at a narrow part of tlie lake,
shire.
opposite the ferry of Inveruglas, near the southern
The steamers which ply upon
skirt of Benlomond.
the lake call at it; and parties who ascend Benlomond may be provided here with guides and ponies.
ROWCAN. See Rotjcax.
loch at the sc;
(Loch), a marine
east corner of Harris, in the Outer Hebrides,
penetrates little more than a mile into the land,
forks into two parts, and is covered across the
trance by an islet called Vally. Rowdill churcli ia very ancient and curious structure, originally tht
church of a monastery dedicated to St. Clenur
afterwards one of tlie parish churches of Harris,
now a neglected though not much dilapidated ri
It is of ancient and tolerable architecture,
" some
"
peculia
presents," says Dr. Macculloch,
ties in sculpture which are well worth the notic(
an antiquary, and, from their analogy to ceri
allusions in oriental worship, objects of much ci

ROWALLAN.

ROWARDENNAN,

ROWDILL

!

i

1

;

osity."

ROXBURGH,

a parish in the lower part of

.

It contains the village
viotdale, Roxburghshire.
Roxburgh and the post-office village of Heiton, aiiii
approaches within IJ mile of the post-town of Kel^
It is bounded by the parishes of Makerston, Kel
'

Eckford, Crailing, Ancrum, and Maxton. Its leu;
east -north-eastward is about 8 miles; and its bic;ie
The river T\m
varies from 1 mile to 5 miles.
forms a large part of its northern boundary, and
river Teviot runs northward tlirongh its intei.'
Tiio general surface declines gently toward
streams, and has a diversified height and confo:
i

'

and

'I

pleasant.
yet is generally low, waving,
highest ground is Dunse-law, at the western exu''
feet
above
the
level of
about
500
mity, rising
Tlie western and southern borders wcixi :isea.
>

EOXBUEGH.
now

one time moorish, but are

in tillage.

In

al-

most every corner the eye is presented with objects
which nature and art seem vying how best to adorn.
Hedge -row enclosures, files of trees among the
fields, clumps and gi'oves upon unarable knolls and
rocky hillocks, and curvatures of slope, render the
general aspect of the surface rich and beautiful. A
tourist travelling eastward along the highway, a
little west of the ancient castle, moves along the
summit of a precipice lined with trees, and sees.
immediately on his left, through the little vistas of
the wood, the majestic Tweed rolling far below
him, "dark, dnimbly, and deep;" and, at a little
distance on the right, the Teviot, forced aside by a
rocky wooded bank, and meandering round a large
Advancing a brief space, he loses sight of
plain.
both rivers, and is ingulfed among wood in a hollow
of the way. Speedily emerging from the gloom, he
looks upon one of the most brilliant landscapes in
the world, the ducal castle and park of Fleurs,
the splendid mansion and grounds of BpringwoodPark, the gay livers of Teviotdale, each spanned
by an elegant bridge, and, right before him, Kelso
and its immediate environs in all their glory. From
a particular spot in the village of Roxburgh, a spectator looks, on the one hand, along a valley 8 or 10

—

—

—

—

miles in length, apparently all covered with trees,
or but thinly diversified with glade and dwelling
and, on the otlier hand, has an open and very diversified prospect of double the distance, away to the
mountain summits of the Cheviots. From a rising
ground near the southern boundary, the Teviot,
after moving awhile in concealment behind over;

shadowing banks, rolls romantically into view, and
instantly passes again into concealment. The summit of Dunse-law, anciently a station of strength,
commands by far the most extensive and interesting
of the local prospects,
one so large, so rich, so
crowded with objects, including all the elements of
rural landscape, three renowned castles, and a peep
at the German ocean, as to defy succinct description.
Caves of considerable extent and of curious
forms, once used as places of concealment, occur on
the banks of the Teviot.
An immense natural dam,
called the Trow-Craigs, consisting of trap rock, lies
icross the Tweed, but has been worn by the river
into four slits, which, when there is no flood, admit
in separated currents the whole volume of water.
Two of the slits are about 34 feet deep, and so narivw that a person may bestride them; and they and
die other gullets have a length of about 450 feet,
iind a descent of 16 feet; and they fonn eddies and
mpids, and ofier to the current alternate accelerations and obstructions, which at all seasons occasion
aloud noise, and, at the breaking-up of an ice-storm,
cause a tremendous roar, resembling the cry of the
The principal rocks of the
tempest-lashed sea.
j>arish are traps and sandstones, little suited to the
of
Two springs near the Tweed
purposes
building.
t ave a remarkable
petrifying power. Much of the
eninsula between the Tweed and the Teviot is so
|f
Ktony as to have given rise to a tradition, that it
The soil of the
|v7as once all covered with town.
parish is in some parts a mossy mould, in some a
jravelly or sandy alluvium, in some a fine fertile
')am.
About 5,620 imperial acres are in tillage
are in pasture and upwards of 220 are
Jibout 1,735
Binder wood.
Fully one-half of the parish belongs
H') the Duke of Roxburgh, and the rest is divided
long four proprietors. The estimated value of
V produce in 1834 was £22,268; assessed
property
1843, £9,248 9s. 4d.; real rental in 1857, £9,828
The great Roman road, called Watling-street.
verses the south-west comer of the parish, and
IS used here till recent times as a drove-road for

—

;

;

-^.
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The ground-vestiges or strongly-vaulted
lower walls of a fortalice, variously called Roxburgh,
Sunlaws, and Wallace-tower, the subject of many
legends, and seemingly one of a chain of strengths
between Roxburgh-castle and Upper Teviotdale,
exist between the village of Roxburgh and the Teviot.
Vestiges of numerous camps and trenches
cattle.

appear in various localities. Vestiges of villages,
malt steeps, and other memorials of inhabitation, are
numerous, and indicate the population to have formerly been very considerable. Minor antiquities
are very many and various. The parish is traversed
by the Kelso branch and by the Jedburgh sub-branch
of the North British railway and it has a station at
a point where the latter of these deflects from the
former, 3 miles from Kelso, and 53 from Edinburgh.
Population in 1831, 962; in 1851, 1,141. Houses, 235.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kelso, and
svnod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke
;

of Roxburgh.

Stipend, £263 Os. 7d.; glebe, £20.

Unappropriated teinds, £1,308 6s. 4d. The parish
church was built in 1752, and repaired in 1828, and
contains about 500 sittings. There are two paroschools, respectively at Roxburgh and at
Tiie salary connected with the former is

chial

Heiton.

£34 4s. 4^d.; the salary connected with the latter
is £17 23. 2^.; and the amount of fees received at
is from £20 to £30.
The ancient parish of
Roxburgh was more extensive than the modera
parish; and it took its name from an ancient burgh,
now called Old Roxburgh, in connection with which
was an ancient famous castle but the parts of the
ancient parish on which the burgh and the castle

each

;

A

stood, are now united to Kelso.
chapel, subordinate to the mother church of Old Roxburgh, anon
stood
the
manor
of
Fainiington.
ciently
The Village of Roxburgh stands in the centre
of the present parish of Roxburgh, 2 miles south
of the castle of Roxburgh, and 3J south-southwest of Kelso. It was anciently a town, and figures
in early history just as distinctly as Old Roxburgh;
it never rivalled the
importance, or imitated the
grandeur, or shared the proud notice of the burgh ;
it escaped the burgh's fate.
Its fortunes, while
obscure, have been fluctuating; and, even within
the last century, have caused much ebb and flow of
Unequivocal evidences exist, or have
population.
been dug up all round it, of its once having possessed the bulkiness of a town.
It stands on a
pleasant southerly slope, halt-a-mile west of the
Teviot and is divided by a small rivulet into the
Upper and the Nether Towns. In the midst of it
stands the parish-church. Population, 123. Houses,

but

and

;

25.

Old Roxbcrgh stood over against Kelso, on a
rising-ground at the west end of the low fertile
peninsula between the Teviot and the Tweed, about
2 miles north of the village of Roxburgh.
It is now
Obscure brief notices by various
quite extinct.
historians indicate that it was a place of considerable note long before the 12th century; but they
fail to throw light on its condition, and do not furnish any certain facts in its history. AVbile David
I., who mounted the throne in 1124, was yet only
Earl of Northumberland, the town, as well as the
castle, belonged to him as an appanage of his earldom and appears to have been so flourishing that
it could not accommodate the crowds who pressed
into it to enrol themselves its citizens.
An overflow of its population was the occasion of the erection of the new town, the original of the present
Whether the new town was built by David
village.
or at a period prior to the date of his influence, is
uncertain; but the fact of its being an oflshoot at so
early a periotl, strikingly evinces how great a seat
;
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of population the district at the embouchure of the
Teviot was in even rude and semi-barbarous times.
Among other elements of the old town's importance
in the time of David, it possessed an encincturing
fortification of Avail and ditch, and had, under the
superintendence of the abbot of Kelso, schools which
figured magnificently in the age's unpolished tales
of fame.
When David ascended the throne, it became, as a matter of course, a king's burgh, and
possibly was the one wliich the monarch most faBut its main feature was its ancient castle,
voured.
supposed to have been built by the Saxons while
they held their sovereignty of the Northumbrian
kingdom, and long a most important fort, a royal
residence, a centre of strife, an eyesore to every
great party who had not possession of it, and at
once the political glory and the social bane of Teviotdale.
Only a few fragments of some of its outer
walls now remain, on a tabular rock which rises
about 40 feet perpendicular from the level of the
plain; and they distinctly indicate it to have been a
It was for ages a focus of
place of great strength.

—

intrigue and pomp and battle it witnessed a profusion of the vicissitudes of siege and strife, of
pillage and fire and slaughter but it now retains
most meagre vestiges of its ancient importance.

—

;

;

"Roxburgh! how

fallen, since first, in Gothic pride,
battlements the war defied,
Called the bold cliief to grace thy blazoned halls,
And bade the rivers gird thy solid walls
Fallen are tliy towers; and where the palace stood,
In gloomy grandeur waves yon hanging wood.
Crushed are tliy lialls, save where the peasant sees
One moss-clad ruin rise between the trees,
Tiie still green trees, whose mournful branches wave,
In solemn cadence o'er tlie liapless grave.
Proud castle fancy still beholds thee stand,
The curb, the guardian, of this Border land,
As when the signal flame that blazed afar,
And bloody flag, proclaimed impending war,
While, in tlie lion's place the leopard frowned.
And marshuU'd armies hennu'd thy bulwarks round."

—

!

Old Roxburgh was governed by a provost and
had a burgh or city seal; and it was a

of royal coinage, at least in the reigns of Wilfdace
iam the Lion and James II. It very early also had
a weekly market and an annual fair, the latter the
original of the great fair of St. James which continues to be held on its site, and now belongs to
In 1368, it was subject to Edward Jll. of
Kelso.
England, and received from that monarcii a confirmation of its privileges as a burgh and in 1460,
having again come under the power of the Scottish

—

;

was, in punishment of its disloyalty, decrown,
nuded of its honours, and struck from the list of Scottish burghs. It was, as a town, more or less aftected
by nearly all the vicissitudes which befell its castle;
and at many periods, particularly in the years 1369
and 1460, it was burned by hostile armies. It is
it

town

writings and records had been transmitted from
Edinburgh to Roxburgh, where the auditors, appointed, for Scottish affairs, by Edward I., held
their assemblies.
In 1295, John Baliol consented
that Roxburgh, with Berwick and Jedburgh, should
be delivered to the Bishop of Carlisle, as a pledge of
adherence to the interests of Edward. In much of
the month of September in 1292, Edward himself
resided at Roxburgh; and four years afterwards, in
punishment of some resistance to his claims, he took

formal military possession of the castle. In 1297,
an unsuccessful attempt was made by the Scots to
retake it. In 1306, Mary de Bruce, the sister of
King Robert, was shut up in an iron cage at Roxburgh castle; and there was she kept till 1310. On
Shrove-Tuesday 1313, the castle was surprised and
captured by Sir James Douglas, while the garrison

were indulging

in riot.
Baliol got possession of the castle

Edward

but in 1346, the English again got possession of it
Hexham. In 1355, Edward III.
of England again resided some time here; and
Edward Baliol, who attended him as a vassal, made
here a formal and more absolute surrender to him
than before of the crown rights of Scotland, degrading
himself so far as, in token of submission, to present
Edward HI. with the Scottish crown and with a
portion of the Scottish soil. In 1398, during a truce,
the Earl of Douglas' son, with Sir William Stewart,
and others, taking advantage of the critical situation of Richard II., broke down the bridge at Roxburgh, plundered the town, and ravaged the adjacent lands. In the year 1411, Douglas of Drumafter the battle of

bailies; it

time, the fourth

his nobles; and here he had an interview with
Henry III. of England.
Roxburgh castle was
affected by the first movements of Edward I. against
and
continued
to
Scotland,
figure prominently in
most of the leading events throughout the wars of
the succession. During the interregnum, the public

of Roxburgh, and here acknowledged Edward III.
of England as his liege lord, surrendering to him the
independence of Scotland, and alienating the town,
castle, and county of Roxburgh, as an annexation
to the crown of England.
Edward III. spent considerable time in Roxburgh castle, and twice celebrated here his birth-day. In 1342, Sir Alexander
Ramsay of Dalhousie took the castle by escalade;

!

some

Roxburgh, and was married here. Alexander III.
was born at Roxburgh; and afterwards, at two
periods, was shut up in it by turbulences amongst

In 1332,

Thy frowning

said to have been, for
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in

Scotland both in populousness and in general importance. Near it, on the Teviot side, at the site of
a little hamlet which still bears the name of Friars,
anciently stood a convent, now quite untraceable,
In the vicinity stood also
for Franciscan monks.
a Maison Dieu, or hospital, for the reception of pil-

grims and of the diseased and the indigent.
David I. spent much time at the town and castle
of Roxburgh, partly in the way of ordinary residence, and partly in the way of conducting hosWilliam tlie IJon. under the
tilities with Kngland.
misfortunes of war, delivored up the cnstle of Roxburgh to Henry II. of England, but received it hack
from Richard I.; and ho afterwards held his court
here, and sent forth hence forces for quelling insurrections among his subjects so far north as the province of Moray. Alexander II. resided much at

lanrig and Gavin Dunbar adopted the same course
of hostility; for they broke down the bridge of Roxburgh, and set fire to the town. James 1. made a
vain attempt to recover this fortress, in 1435, of
which Bellenden gives the following naive account.
"The king past with an army to sege the castell
Marchmond, that is to say Roxburgh. The Sec:

in this army to II. CM. men, by [1
futmen and caragemen. At last quhen tlu'
kyng had lyne at the sege foresaid xv. dayis .'iiul
waistit all his niunitioun and powder, he returnit
haim, but ony mair felicit6 succeeding to his
army."

war nowmerit
sides]

—

In 1400, James II. perhaps from the idea of
being a disgrace to the Scottish crown, that 1"
wick and Roxburgh should continue so long uih
tiie dominion of England
laid siege to the lati
with a numerous army, well-furnished witli ai
He had taken
lery and warlike machinery.
town, and levelled it to the ground; but, during
siege of the castle, while he was overseeing the
charge of one of his pieces of ordnance, so reni.n

—

'

'

li

able for its size that it was called 'the Lion,
burst, and the King was almost instantaneoustruck dead.
large holly, enclosed by a wali
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The Queen, Mary of Guelder,
the mournful tidings arrived
in the camp, bringing her eldest son with her, then
a boy of about seven years of age, conducted herself
with such heroism on this mournful occasion as to
inspire the troops with redoubled spirit, and the

marks the

fatal spot.

who immediately on

garrison, finding themselves reduced to extremities,
surrendered the fortress. "That the place," says
" which the
English had held for more
Redpath,
than a hundred years, might thenceforth cease to be
a centre of rapine and violence, or a cause of future
strife between the nations, the victors reduced it to
a heap of niins." In this dismantled state did it
remain till the English army, in 1547, under the
Protector Somerset, encamped on the plain between
the ruins of the castle of Roxburgh and the confluence of Tweed and Teviot. Observing the strength
and convenience of the situation, he resolved to
make the fortress tenable. This he did; leaving in
it a garrison of 300 soldiers and 200 pioneers, under
While the English were at
Sir Ralph Bulmer.
Roxburgh, a great number of the Scottish gentry in
this district came into the camp, and made their
submission to Somerset, swearing fealty to the King

of England.

Roxburgh gives the title of Duke to the noble
family of Ker of Cessford; but, as used in the title,
is in general
capriciously spelt Roxbnrghe. The
'"
jrs of Cessford and of Ferniehurst, or the Dukes of
xburgh and the ^Marquises of Lothian, sprang
m the same root; and are regarded as jointly the
id of the sept of Ker, Kerr, or Can-,
a name
iich abounds in the south of Scotland, particularly
the counties of Roxburgh and Berwick, and is
:ived from the British word Car, a fortalice or
\Yalter Ker of Cessford, a powerful
strength.
border baron, whose Anglo-Norman progenitors had
settled in Teviotdale in the 13th century, received,
in 1499, from James IV., a grant of the site of the
ruined town and castle of Roxburgh. In 1599, his
descendant. Sir Robert Ker, was ennobled by the

—

of Baron Roxburgh, and, in 1616, was advanced
Jean, the
dignity of Earl of Roxburgh.
daughter of the first Earl, married the Honourable
Sir William Drummoiid, fourth son of the second
Earl of Perth.
The new line introduced by this
marriage retained the surname of Ker, and carried
down the peerage as if the line had been direct. In
1707. John, the third Earl, was created Duke of
Roxburgh, Marquis of Bowmont and Cessford, Earl
of Kelso and Viscount of Broxmouth.
John, the
third Duke, and grandson of the first, lived in celiand
left
behind
him
at
a
his death
vast acbacy,
cumulation of wealth. William, seventh Lord Beliiden, and a descendant of the second Earl of Roxli
gh, succeeded the unmarried Duke as heir of en':!; but he enjoyed his new honours during only
about a year, and, in his turn, died without any imtitle

to the

'

"

A

mediate heir.
sharp, intricate, and lengthened
utest now arose respecting the inheritance of the
les and the estates.
In 1812, Sir James Innes
r was at
length declared the successful comtitor, the true heir and the fifth Duke; and even
J was so
remotely akin as to achieve success in
the capacity of heir-male of Margaret, daughter of
Harry, Lord Ker, who figured in the troubles of the
His son,
ign of Charles I., and died in 1643.
'.mes Henry, the present and sixth Duke, suceded to the honours in 1823; and in 1837, was
ivanced to the peerage of the United Kingdom, by
e title of Earl Innes.
The chief seats of the
inily are Fleurs-castle in the neighbourhood of
A.lso. and Broxmouth-park, near Dunbar.
ROXBURGHSHIRE, an inland county in the
niddle of the Border district of Scotland.
It is
.
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on the
bounded on the north by Berwickshire
north-east and east by Northumberland; on the
south-east by Northumberland and Cumberland on
the south-west by Dumfries-shire and on the west
and north-west by Selkirkshire and the southerly
projection of Mid-Lothian. It is situated between
and be55° 6' 40", and 55° 42' 52" north latitude
tween 2° 11" and 3° 7' 50" longitude west from
Its greatest length, from the point
Greenwich.
where it is left by the Tweed in the north-east, to
that at which it is left by the Liddel in the extreme
and its greatest
south or south-west, is 41 miles
breadth, in a direction at right angles with the line
between the above points, is 29 miles. Its medium
length is about 30^ miles; and its medium breadth
about 22^.
Its superficial extent is 720 square
;

;

;

;

;

Its outline is very irregube described as broad, protuberant,
and very ragged on the north, and narrower, more
regular, and finally attenuated to a point in the
south.
The boundary-line, for 29 miles on the
south-west, or with Dumfries- shire, consists partly
of a bura which flows into the Liddel, and chiefly
of a water-shedding range of mountain summits;
and over all the south-east and east, or with England, a distance of upwards of 60 miles, it consists
principally of mountain or gently upland watersheds, and of the course of the Kershope and small
but, on all other sides, it is
part of the Liddel
utterly artificial, runs a tilt against all geographical
landmarks, and repeatedly becomes so capricious
The
and whimsical as thoroughly to tantalize.
Tweed which actually at two points, one of 1^
mile in the east, and the other of 5 miles near the
middle, forms the northern boundary-line might
have served as a very distinct natural frontier along
the whole of the north but it is overleaped by two

miles, or 460,938 acres.

lar,

but

may

;

—

—

;

sections of the countj-,

which respectively belong

geographical though not political division to
A mountain-waterLauderdale and the Merse.
shed, though one of some sinuosity, and of invasion
upon Selkirkshire, might have been found along the
west simply by following the hither rim of the basin
of the Ettrick
but both it and other geographical
lines have been so utterly disregarded, that considerable pieces of the two contiguous shires are
mutually dovetailed, and a small part of SelkirkThe county owing,
shire is even quite isolated.
in two instances, to the defiance of natural boundary, and, in one, to a total difference of direction
in the general declination of the surface
necesin

;

—

—

sarily arranges itself into four very unequal diyiThe first di^-ision projects northward of the
sions.
Tweed, between the rivers Gala and Leader ; and

constitutes only part, though the larger part, of the
The second division projects
parish of Melrose.
northward of the Tweed into the Merse ; and includes the parishes of Smailholm. Makerston, Kelso,
The third division forms the
Stitchel, and Ednam.
extreme south of the county has its whole general
declination southward, with the eventual direction
of its streams through the Liddel and the Sark t©
the Solway frith ; consists of the single parish of
Castleton ; and bears, from its main drainingstream, the name of Liddesdale. The fourth division amounts to between 14 and 15 twentieths of
the whole area it constitutes, as to both bulk and
position, the great body of the county; it bears the
general name of Teviotdale, and sometimes occasions that name to be a synonyme with Roxburghshire ; but, on the one hand, it cedes to Selkirkshire
some little districts which are drained by the upper
courses of the tributaries of the Teviot; and, on the
other, it includes a district on the Tweed, in the
west, whence the Teviot draws no tribute, and two
;

;
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or three pendicles in the east, which are drained by
the Bowmont and other streams into Northumberland.
The surface of the two divisions north of the
Tweed, and of the whole northern part of Teviot-

what without impropriety
might be called Lower Tweeddale, is, as compared
to the rest of the county, decidedly champaign,
undulating and even boldly variegated, but not upland or anywhere markedly hilly, flattened down
in the Merse district into nearly a level,
fashioned,
along the south side of the Tweed, into a sort of
heaved aloft nowhere into pastoral
rolling plain,
and commanding heights, except in the classical
Eildon-hills behind Melrose, and in William-law on
Gala-water, and almost everywhere, Imt especially
in the immediate vicinity of the Tweed, exquisitely
rich in the adornings of arboriculture and husbandry.
dale, jointly constituting

—

—

—

—

—

The country

south of this united disti-ict is, in a
all hilly, and over a great extent
mountainous. Vales and hanging plains follow the
courses of the Teviot and its tributaries; and along
with most of such acclivities as can be climbed by
the plough, are generally in tillage, and often profusely embellished with wood. The country between
these intersecting hollows is a constant series of

general

view,

all beautiful, nearly all rounded, and, with
hardly an exception, deeply and warmly green and
the country beyond, including Liddes'dale and the
eastern and south-western and western borders, is
hills,

;

—

boldly mountainous or sequesteredly pastoral, in
most places verdant, and softly outlined, though
alpine in its heights, in a few, bleak, moorish,
harsh, and barren, and in most, cloven down at
intervals into pretty glens, spotted over with tillage,

—

—

and occasionally but sparingly adorned with wood.

A towering

range, the

commencement

in Scotland

which stretches from the Northumberland
Cheviots quite across the island to the Western sea,
in the south of Carrick, comes in, with its loftiest

of that

Bummit-line, at a point 7 miles south-south-east of

where the Tweed leaves the county, and extends, in
its water-shed, along or near the whole of the eastern and south-eastern border, till it strikes the division of the English Tyne and the Rule
and it
thence rans westward between Teviotdalc and Liddesdale, and finally passes off north-westward, form;

ing the upper rim of the basin of the Teviot. This
great range, particularly where it cuts off Liddesdale
from the rest of the county, sends up as menacing
summits, and has as alpine roads or passes, as occur
in most districts of even the Northern Highlands.
But interior from it and its spurs, the only singular
or arresting eminences are Ruberslaw, Dunian, and
the heights of Minto ; and even tliey, as they hang
in one grouping over the opposite sides of the
Teviot, only tend to fling an aspect of brilliance

over a district which, without them, might have
been tamely hilly. In general, the uplands of the
county are both ornamental and useful and while
they occupy much of the superficies, they contribute
largely to landscape, and profusely to pasturage.
Very few of the heights are cheerless; none are
rugged or tremendous; and many both give and
command prospects at once beautiful, variegated,
and deliglitful. Crawford, in his lyric of the Cowdenknowes, fondly speaks of
;

"
" Teviot bracg so
green and gny;

and Gilpin,

in his Tour, talks of sheep covering tlie
sides of tlie valleys ot the Teviot, and, from
the depth of the verdure and tlic suddenness of tiio
often appearing to hang upon immense green
slope,
walls.
The landscapes of tlic county ai'c, in very
many in.<4tanct'8, beautiful, but in few roinautio or

downy
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sublime,

—almost always agreeable, and occasionally

but seldom magnificent, or such as fill or
strongly exercise the imagination.
No county in Scotland, much less in the other
sections of the United Kingdom, excels Roxburghshire in the number and beauty of its ranning waters.
thrilling,

Those of Perthshire, indeed, are equal or superior
number and magnitude, and they excel all comparison for romance and grandeur; but they are far
inferior in variety and in all the softer and more
graceful and alluring elements of landscape. The
streams of Roxburghshiie are sacred to song; and
far more than those of any other county, figure in
in

tlie sweetest poetry of Scotland.
Tlie Tweed is the
chief of all, both in bulk and in beauty rolling in
majestic sweeps along the north, in a direction prinIt
cipally eastward, but tending to the nortli-east.
comes in from Selkirkshire, finds itself twice, for a
brief way, on the boundary with Berwickshire, and
takes leave at the point of its beginning to divide
Scotland from England. The Ettrick touches the
county but for a mile or two before falling into the
;

The Gala, coming in from Edinburghshire,
the Allan rising on the confines of that county, and
the Leader and the Eden coming in from BerwickThe
shire, all join the Tweed on its left bank.
Teviot, the other great river, belongs wholly to the
county, and runs north-eastward, from its southwest extremity, nearly through its centre, to the
Tweed at Kelso. Besides the rivulets which rush
down upon it from their springs in the mountainTweed.

its origin, this ample and very beautiful
river receives fi'om the heights on its left side the

land near

Borthwick and the Ale, and from the many hills
and vales of the Cheviot range, the Allan, the Slitrig, the Rule, the Jed, the Oxnam, and the Kail.
The Liddel, receiving on its right bank the Hermitage and the Tinnis, and on its left the Blackburn,
the Kershope, and some smaller tributaries, nins
The
south-south-westward through Liddesdale.
Bowmont, the Coquet, and some other but smaller
English streams, have a brief connexion with the

—The

lakes of the county are not
all small; and they occur
chiefly in the parishes of Roberton, Morebattle,
Linton, Ashkirk, and Galashiels. Petrifying springs
occur in the parishes of Roxburgh, Minto, and Castleton
chalybeate springs in Jedburgh, Oxnam,
Crailing, St. Boswell's, and Castleton; and 'consecrated' wells, as St. Helen's, St. Robert's, and St.
Dunstan's, in the neighbourhood of Melrose.
eastern border.

very numerous; they are

;

rocks, in all their varieties, and in near]
modes of occurrence, are found in the count}
Felspar porphyry, for the most part of a reddi>:
brown, is most abundant, and composes nearly

Trap

-

all their

;i

the Cheviots in Yetholm, Morebattle, Hownam, ai
the larger portion of Oxnam. Greenstone, basaii
amygdaloid, trap tuft', wacke, and other trappc'!
varieties, occur in a large part of the countj', at ii;
tervals of a mile and less, in nodules, in dikes, <
otherwise, generally breaking and dislocating saiui
stone, and sometimes, though not often, lying Ik
neath it. Transition i-ocks, of the greywacke an,
greywacke slate class, occupy all the western di.'as
trict, and make a sweep roinid the soutii so
shut out but not to enter Liddesdale. Red saiui
stone, of disputed age, generally possessing tl'
cliaracters of the now, but often occupying the position of the old, occupies the larger part of the central
and northern districts of the county and occui.'^
elsewhere in detached or isolated sheets, indicatiM
of its prevalence at one period over a much Inrpi
area. The coal formation and superincumbent strain
^
consisting of red, grey, and micaceous sandstoni
carboniferous limestone, clay-ironstone, shales, ami
i

;
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thin seams of coal, come in from the Northumbrian
coal-field, and, with local variations and some interruptions, more or less distinctly occupy Liddesdale,
and parts of Ednam, Sprouston, Kelso, Bedrule, Jedburgh, and Southdean. The coal is mineable only
in Liddesdale and limestone, whether carboniferous
or of other formations, is but liniitedly calcined for
;

sale.

In the pastoral regions the soil is variously dry,
The dry prevails all eastward of
wet, and heathy.
the Jed and, with very slight interpatchings of
and
small and drained marshes,
but
few
and
heath,
has a thick sward of rich and sweet grass.
large
tract of stubborn clay, lying on a cold impenetrable
till, stretches from the south-west skirt of Ruberslaw
to the confines of Liddesdale. This and Liddesdale,
or the districts south-west of the Jed, while almost
wholly pastoral, are the wettest portion of the county,
yet contain no small proportion of dry land, and
many spongy fields which produce coarse grass, and
are susceptible of great improvement by draining.
In the arable districts the soil is partly light and
The light consists of rich loam, or
partly heavy.
mixtures of sand and loam, gravel and loam, and
sand, gravel, and clay, in every variety of proportion, and on difi"erent kinds of subsoil; and it is in
general found on low and level lands in the vales of
the streams, but occurs likewise on several eminences of considerable extent, especially in the parishes of Linton, Eckford, Crailing, Ancrum, MaxThe heavy soil consists chiefly
ton, and Melrose.
of clay of different depths and densities, or of mixtures in which clay predominates, lying on tilly or
otherwise retentive subsoil and it chiefly occupies
the high grounds, and, except on a diy bottom or
;

A

;

interpatched with light
in valleys.

It

soil,

somewhat
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almost never appears

prevails in the parishes

around Kelso, on both sides of the Tweed

;

and

there, when in considerable qnantity, is generally
friable and fertile. It also covers an area of 10 miles

by 4, or about 10,000 acres, stretching away southward from the Eildon hills, including nearly the
whole of the parishes of Bowden, Lilliesleaf, and
Minto, and parts of the parishes on their north flank;
and over one-half of this area it is deep and fertile,

—over the other half shallow,

cold, churlish, resistant of tillage, uncertain in agricnltui'al produce,
and. in consequence, largely devoted to plantation.
The Saxons, who began to come in upon the
Romanized Britons in the 5th century, commenced
Old carried on, during the long progress of their inttusion, a sort of incipient husbandry.
Yet, so late
ii« the close of the 11th
century, the whole extent
cif
Roxburghshire, in spite of the little clearings and

At the mill of Ednam alone, probably
1,000 quarters of malt were annually ground and
brew-houses were so numerous that ale must have
been the common beverage of nearly the whole population.
The monks pushed to a comparatively
agriculture.

;

high state of advancement the agricultural system
which they had mainly contributed to introduce
;

they also made the vale of the Allan, north of the
Tweed, the earliest dairy-ground in Scotland and
they gave to the districts around MelrOse and Jed;

some other parts of Roxburghshire,
lessons in horticulture which have not

burgh, and

to

practical
been forgotten till the present hour.
The arts of culture were crushed at the demise of
Alexander III., and remained in miserable neglect
daring three centuries. Agriculture did not revive
till about the same period as in the adjacent connties.
Before 1743 the practices of draining, enclosing, and fallowing, of raising cabbages and potatoes

and of growing flax, hemp, rape, and
In 1747
grass-seeds, were generally introduced.
the turnip husbandry was adopted and exemplified
in the fields,

by Dr. John Rutherford;

and, in

1753,

it

was

brought to comparative maturity, and exhibited in
connection with a regular system of cropping, by
Mr. Dawson. In 1755 the use of marl and of lime
as manures was introduced by Mr. Dawson and
In 1737, Mr. Rogers, an ingeniSir Gilbert Elliot.
ous native of Cavers, invented the winnowing machine; and thenceforth, for many yeare, he did high
service to agriculture, in connection with the improvement of its implements, by driving a large
Mr. Wight, who
trade in the sale of his machine.

made two

agricultural surveys of the county, respectively in 1773 and 1780, declared, on occasion
of the latter of them, that " he was amazed at the
advances all had made since his former survey, as
every field had assumed a better aspect from an improving hand."
Daring the twenty years which
terminated in 1794, the lands of the county, in consequence chiefly or solely of melioration, became
doubled in their value.
Since that period Roxburghshire has distanced

some counties, and rivalled most, and probably been
outrun by none, in the energetic race of improvement, as to both the management of soil and the
rearing of stock, which has so generally and highly
About one-third of the
distinguished Scotland.
entire area is now subject to the plough.
Most of
the arable farms range between 400 and 600 acres;
most of a very numerous class, which are partly

contest, the former to destroy the wild beasts for
their profit, the latter to conserve them for their sport ;

arable and partly pastoral, range between 600 and
1,400 ; and most of entirely, or almost entirely, pastoral farms, range between 1,000 and 3,000.
According to the statistics of agriculture obtained in
for
the
Board
of
the
1855,
Trade, by
Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland, the number of
occupiers of land paying a yearly rent of £10 and
upwards, exclusive of tenants of woods, owners of
villas, feuars, householders, and the like, was 1,027;
and the aggregate number of imperial acres cultivated by them was 134,781. The distribution of the
lands, with reference to crops, was 7,133^ acres under

snd the monks acquiring the ascendency, promulEated lessons of profitable industry, pointed the way
tj
georgical improvement, and showed the country
in example of clearing woods, reclaiming wastes,
nd introducing cultivation.
The many manors
hich existed in the county dnring the age of David
each, according to the custom of the period, prodded with its church, its mill, its malt-kiln, and its
house, and containing a district of arable
nd for cultivation, and a village for the residence
evince how great an
proprietor's retainers
the reign of that monarch was in the countv's

wheat, 12,462f under barley, 29,198J under oats,
38^ under r}'e, 10 J under here, 762f under beans,
588f under pease, 574J under vetches, 24,0S0| under turnips, 1,760^ under potatoes, 19J under mangel
wurzel, 5 under caiTOts, 13J under cabbage, 81 under turnip seed, 90J under other crops, 741^ in bare
fallow, and 57,220J under grass and hay in the course
of the rotation of the farm.
The estimated gross
produce of the chief crops was 183.235 bushels of
wheat, 396,471 bushels of bariey, 1,027,413 bushels
of oats, 336 bushels of here, 37,420 bushels of beans
and pease, 309,438 tons of tumips, and 9,331 tons

improvements which they had effected, was sheltered
liy forests, overrun with copses, or disfigured by
iirastes.
The expanses of woodland were aggregately and even individually vast and they afforded
covert to great tribes of the wild cat, the boar, and
the wolf.
Monks and barons now numerously
cfanmed an interest in the soil, and commenced a
;

—

—
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of potatoes.
The estimated average produce per
imperial acre was 25 bushels and 2| pecks of wheat,
31 bushels and 3J pecks of barley, 35 bushels and f of
a peck of oats, 32 bushels of here, 27 bushels and 2^
peeks of beans and pease, 12 tons and 17 cwt. of turnips, and 5 tons and 6 cwt. of potatoes. The number
of live stock comprised 3,710 farm horses above 3
years of age, 752 farm horses under 3 years of age,
1,008 other horses, 4,462 milch cows, 4,008 calves,
9,461 other bovine cattle, 232,559 sheep of all ages
for breeding, 40,010 sheep of all ages for feeding,
In the year 1854,
176,231 lambs, and 4,271 swine.
the number of occupiers of land paying a yearly
rent of less than £10 was 482; the aggregate number of imperial acres of arable land held by them
was 883 ; and the aggregate of their live stock comprised 182 horses, 567 bovine cattle, 122 sheep, and
675 swine.
Roxburghshire has long been famous for the number and excellence of its sheep. Those with black
faces and legs, short bodies and coarse wool, which
for ages walked the pastures, were wholly discarded
before the close of last century, or were retained in
thin numbers only for the table, and on account of
the delicacy of their mutton. The white-faced and
long-bodied breed, so decidedly superior in their
wool, obtained everywhere a preference and they
have been subjected to very numerous and successful
;

experiments of crossing and general treatment, with
a view to remove some defects, and to improve their
carcases without injuring the quality of their fleeces.
If ever a breed of black cattle existed peculiar to
Roxburghshii'e, it cannot now be distinguished.
Most of the present stock of the county is altogether
motley, and consists, not so much of the offspring of
Northumberland, Lancashire, Galloway, Ayrshire,
Highland, Guernsey, and Dutch breeds, as of such
an intercrossing of the whole as has effiiced nearly
of distinct origin. The milk-cows are, in
general, short-horned, deep-ribbed, and of a red and
white colour; but are also found polled, and of every
variety of horn, shape, and colour. Horses of many
different kinds, though none of them peculiar to the
cross between the Clydescounty, are in use.
dale and the Korthumberland breeds, and crosses
between both and the Irish horse, are much esteemed
for draught.
Ponies from the north of Scotland are
very common in most families for children, and make
useful drudges.
The manufactures of Roxburghshire have, with
veiy trivial exceptions, their seats in Hawick, Jedburgh, Galashiels, and their dependencies, and are
noticed in the articles on these towns. The commerce, in the sense in which an inland county has
any, consists principally in the importation of foreign
all trace

A

common necessaries, and a few
and in the exportation of grain, cattle,
domestic
wool, and the produce of
sheep, lambs,
woollen factories. Weekly markets and yearly fairs
are numerous and dispersed enough to subserve well
wool, coal, some
luxuries,

purposes of interior traffic. Previous to 1764
the county was in a miserable condition as to roads
and bridges it had few places where wheeled carriages could pass, without skilful drivers and close
attention and it had only two useful bridges, respectively at Kelso and at Melrose, over the Tweed,
and only two, respectively at Hawick and near
Ancrum, over the Teviot, all the others being
awkwardly situated or incommodiously constructed.
But between 17G4 and 1797 no less than 153 miles
of excellent road was laid down, two former bridges
all the

;

;

—

were

rebuilt, twenty-five

new

stone-bridges, includ-

ing the Drygrange one over Tweed and the one over
Teviot near Kelso, were erected over the more considerable streams,
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and au incalculated number of

minor

bridges and mounds were thrown across
and hollows.
Improvement since that
period has been great and rapid both in roadmaking
and in bridge building; and laterally has extended to
the construction of railways. One great line of railway comes in from Mid-Lothian down the vale
of Gala-water and the vale of Melrose, and forks
rivulets

Newton into two great branches respectively
toward Hawick and toward Kelso; and the latter
branch sends off a sub-branch at Roxburgh toward Jedburgh, and is prolonged continuously at
Kelso into a line down the Tweed into England.
A project is at present afoot also for a line from
Hawick, up the upper part of the Teviot, toward
Eskdale and Carlisle.
The only royal burgh in Roxburghshire is Jedburgh. The only other towns having each a population of upwards of 2,000 are Hawick, Kelso, and
The smaller towns or principal
part of Galashiels.
villages are Melrose, Lessudden, Ancrum, Denliolm,
The
Morebattle, Yetholm, and New Castleton.
other villages are Darnick, Eildon, Gattonside,
Newstead, Newton, Bowden, Midlem, Lilliesleaf,
Maxton, Rutherford, Ashkirk, Deanburnbaugh,
Appletreehall, Dean, Minto, Crailing, East Nisbet,

at

West

Nisbet, Bedrule, Rewcastle, Chesters, Bonjedward, Lanton, Ulston, Hownam, Linton, Caverton,
Cessford, Ecki'ord, Heiton, Roxburgh, Makerston,
Smailholm, Maxwellheugh, P3dnam, Lempitlaw,
and Sprouston. Among the principal mansions are
Fleurs-castle, the Duke of Roxburgh Branxholm,
the Duke of Buccleuch Mount Teviot, the Marquis of Lothian; Minto-house, the Earl of Minto;
;

;

Hartrigge-house and !Mount Ulston, Lord Campbell;
the Pavilion, Lord Somerville; Harden-house, Lord
Polwarth; Stobs-castle, Wells, and Hallrule, Sir
William F. Elliot, Bart.; Bridgend-house, Sir Alexander Livingston, Bart. Ancrum-house, Sir William
Scott, Bart.
Makerston-house, General Sir Thomas
Macdougall Brisbane, Bart.; Sydenham, Sir William
Dickson, Bart.; Springwood-park, Sir G. H. Scott
Douglas, Bart.; Holmes, Sir Henry Fairfax, Bart.;
Borthwickbrae, A. E. Lockhait, Esq.; Chesters,
William Ogilvie, Esq.; Edgerstone, W. O. Rutherford, Esq.; Drygrange, T. Tod, Esq.; Riddell-house,
Mark Sprout, Esq.; Cavers, James Douglas, Esq.;
Abbotsford, James R. H. Scott, Esq.; Hendersyde,
John Waldie, Esq.; Chatto, James Dickson, Esq.;
Gattonside, General Duncan; and Belses, Hon. J.
;

;

E. Elliot.
From the epoch of the bishopric of Lindisfarn, a
major part of Roxburglishire, which was inchuled in
the kingdom of Northunibria, formed a considerable
section of that ancient diocese; from the reign of
David I. till the Reformation, all of it south of the
Tweed belonged to the diocese of Glasgow; and
from 1238 this large section formed the archdeaconry
of Teviotdale, and was ruled by its own archdeacon,
under the superintendence of the bishop. I'arishes
arose amidst the obscurities of dimly recorded ages;
and, after the ferment of the Reformation had subsided, they stood in number at 33,
twenty-nine of

—

them belonging wholly

to

Roxburghshire, and four

being shared between it and Selkirkshire. Castleton, owing to the remoteness of its situation, was
placed under the synod of Dumfries, and all the
others were placed under the synod of Merse and

—

fourteen of them composing the presTeviotdale,
bytery of Jedburgh, and cigliteen uelonging to the
of Kelso, eight to the presbytery of Scl()re8bytery
The
firk, and one to the presbytery of Lauder.
same arrangement continues, with the addition of two
new parishes and a chapelry having been erected in
tlie nresbytery of Jedburgli, and a chapelry in the
presuytery of Kelso. In 1851, the number of places

i

|

'•

!

;

i
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of worship repoi'ted by the census within Roxburghshire was 87 of which 35 belonged to the Established church, 16 to the Free church. 17 to the
United Presbyterian church, 2 to the Original Secession church, 4 to tlie Episcopalians, 9 to the In;

At

the

commencement

of the Christian era, the

western and greater part of Roxburghshire was comprehended within the territory of the Gadeni, and
the eastern and lesser part within that of the OttaAt the period of Agricola's invasion, both disdini.
tricts fell before the Roman power, and afterwards
became incorporated with the Roman province of

dependents, 3 to the Baptists, and 1 to the Roman
The number of sittings in 22 of the
Catholics.
Established places of worship was 9,859; in 12 of Valentia; and, after the Roman abdication, they,
the Free church places of worship, 5,410; in 15 of for a short time, shared the flickering independence
the United Presbyterian meeting-houses, 9.480; in of the eastern Romanized Britons, and then speedily
the two Original Secession meeting-houses, 1,000; settled down into a section of the kingdom of Northin two of the Episcopalian chapels, 450; in 4 of the umbria, retaining but partially the influence of their
Independent chapels. 1,230; in the 3 Baptist chapels, ancient people, and acknowledging the ascendency
430 and in the Roman Catholic chapel, 400. The and the sway of the foreign race of Saxons. The
maximum attendance on the census Sabbath at 14 Sassenach,' though elsewhere, except in Berwickof the Established places of worship was 2,312; at shire and Lothian, unknown in Scotland for many
11 of the Free church places of worship, 2,730; at generations later, settled here during the sixth cen14 of the United Presbyterian meeting-houses, 6,183
tury, and perhaps as early as^the fifth; and they
have p>erpetuated the earliness as well as the power,
at the 2 Original Secession meeting-houses, 250;
at
7
of
the
of
their ascendency in the facts
so different from
of
the
at 3
Episcopalian chapels, 454;
Independent chapels, 987; at 2 of the Baptist what usually occurs in other Scottish counties
chapels, 108; and at the Roman Catholic chapel. that, in many of the few instances in which British
There were, in 1851, in Roxburghshire, 74 or Scoto-Irish names of places survive, they are
160.
public day-schools, attended by 3,753 males and pleonastically combined with Scoto-Saxon words of
32 private day-schools, attended by radically the same import, and that the vast ma2,377 females,
682 males and 892 females, 3 evening schools for jority of terms in the existing topographical nomenand clature of the county are Scoto-Soxon, in the modem
adults, attended by 81 males and 55 females,
77 S:il)bath schools, attended by 1,965 males and forms, or in plain English. The Scoto-Irish appear
to have made some settlements within the district ;
females.
2,508
Roxburghshire sends one member to parliament. but are traceable, more by the flickering light of a
The parliamentary constituency in 1856 was 1,650. few local names than by physical monuments, or
The sheriff court for the county, and the commis- still less by the details of record.
As part of the Northumbrian kingdom, and bearsary court, are held at Jedburgh on every Monday
and Thursday during session. The sheriff small ing, in common with Lothian, the name of Saxonia,
debt courts are held at Jedburgh on every Thursday Roxburghshire was invaded and wasted by Kenduring session, and once in each vacation on days neth, the conqueror of the Picts. The Scoto-Saxon
fixed by the sheriff; at Kelso, on the second Tuespeople remained, though the sovereignty was ceded
day of February. April, June, August, October, and to a new master and, whatever modifications their
of
first
at
on
the
institutions and customs may have undergone by
Hiwick,
Tuesday
December;
February, April. June, August, October, and De- the abrasion of foreign influence, they prevailed,
cember; and at Melrose, on the first Friday of Feb- and remained permanently settled, through the amQuarter ple extent of the county, under the children of Malruary, May, August, and November.
At the demise of Edgar, in 1107,
sessions are held at Jedburgh on the first Tuesday colm Canmore.
of March, May, and Auenst, and on the last Tues- Roxburghshire, in common with many lands in the
day of October. Justice of peace courts are held at southern and western districts of Scotland, passed
Jedburgh on the last Tuesday of every month; at to Earl David as his appanage ; and over almost
Kelso, on the first Friday of every month; at Ha- the whole of its extent, it was, not so much in legal
wick, on the first Thursday of every month; and at fiction as in absolute fact, the property of David as
Melrose, on the first Saturday of every month. The its sovereign lord. Though Teviotdale had probanumber of committals for crime, in the year, within bly become, at that time, a dependency of the bishthe county, was 99 in the average of 1836-1840, opric of Durham, yet in no part of its extensive ter114 in the average of 1841-1845, 124 in the average ritory do the monks appear to have acquired almost
of 1846-1850, and 130 in the average of 1851-1855. any temporal possession.
When David succeeded
The sums paid for expenses for criminal prosecu- to the throne, he ruled the county not as a lordship,
tions in the years 1846-1852 ranged from £1.295 to
but as part of his kingdom; and he almost revoluTlie total number of persons confined tionized its condition by profuse grants of its lands
£2,109.
within the year ending 30th June 1855 in the jail as manors of embryo barons, and granges of monastt Jedburgh was 201 ; the average duration of the tic communities.
The Morvilles. the Soulses, the
confinement of each was 38 days; and the net cost Corbetts, the Riddells, the Comyns, the Olifards,
of the confinement of each, after deducting earnings, the Percys, the Berkeleys. and the Yesseys all
was £30 10s. 3d. All the parishes of the county followers of David from England were admitted to
•re assessed for the poor. The number of registered the possession of extensive domains, and established
in the year 1853-1 was 1,168; in 1854-5, upon them considerable families.
The monasteries
r>or
The number of casual poor in 1853-^ was of Melrose, Kelso, and Jedburgh, all founded by
,547.
906; in 1854-5, 797. The sura expended on the David, appear to have had lavished on them the
fegistered poor in 1853-4 was £9,543 in 1 854-5, amassings of his princely wealth, to have been
£9,836. The sum expended on the casual poor in crowded with his vassals, and to have practically
1853-1 was £478; in 1854-5. £527. The amount been colonies of a new people and before the derf assessment for prisons is about £520; and the mise of William the Lion they wielded an influence
rate of assessment for rogue money is IJd. per in the county far paramount to that of the lay proPopulation of the county in 1801,33,721; prietors. The subsequent history of Roxburghshire,
;

'

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

rnd.
1811,37.230;

,

i

in 1821, 40.892'; in 1831.43.663;
In 1841,46.025; in 1851, 51,642.
Males in 1851,
Inhabited houses in 1851,
85.212; females, 26,430.
»,255; uninhabited, 224; building, 50.

so far as in any degree peculiar to itself, down to
the close of its prominent events, is nearly all identical with that of Roxburgh castle, which has been
indicated in our article on Roxburgh.

KOXBURGHSHIRE.
The

sepulchral tumuli of the earliest colonists,

and various classes of monuments connected with
their ancient worship, are too numerous for separate
mention except in our articles on the parishes. Very
much of the county, being by nature strong from
its heights and its recesses, appears to have been, in
the earliest times, the scene of fierce conflicts. The
great peninsula formed by the Tweed and the Teviot, as is obvious from many remains, was once full
of military works, constructed, in some instances,
by the earliest Britons, in some by their descendants, in some by the Romans, and in some by
later occupants.
The Eildon-hills and Cauldshielslikewise, were strong fortified central points,
of the Britons and afterwards of the Romans.
The heights of Rowchester, Kippilaw, and Blackchester also were the sites of strengths successively
of the aboriginal Britons, the Romans, and the Rohill,
first

manized Britons; and they were connected with one
another, or with the Eildon and the Cauldshiels fortifications, by works which have occasionally been
mistaken for Roman roads, but which bear a strong
resemblance to the Catrail, and which, like that
work, were constructed by the Romanized Britons,
and intended by them as barriers against Saxon inBritish strengths occur in various localiof the Britons
was the Catrail; and the most interesting Roman
remain is the great road called Watling-street.
Roman road, bearing the
See these articles.
modern name of the Wheel Causeway, possibly
went off from Watling-street to traverse Upper Teviotdale, and, at all events, traversed the north-east
corner of Liddesdale, and left Scotland at Deadwater to pass on, under the modern name of the
Maidenway, through Severus' wall, to the Maidencastle on Stanmore, in Westmoreland.
The most ancient remains of the Saxons are the
religious house of Old Melrose or Red- Abbey, and
the chui'ch of Old Jedburgh, founded in the 9th
century by Bishop Eccrede. But the early Saxons
of this shire have transmitted to posterity very
scanty monuments of their civil polity, and still
Few of the casscantier of their military actions.
tles which exist in ruin and nod to the ground, and
which are regarded by superficial inquirers as the
only objects of antiquarian research, belong to either
a high or an interesting antiquity. They were all
erected on similar plans, with similar materials, and
with a view to security rather than to comfort,
built of "lyme and stane," after the accession of
Bruce, during ages of civil anarchy and wasteful
wars and, whether larger or less, may, wlien compared with British forts and Roman stations, be
considered as modern antiquities, the wonders of
ignorance rather than the curiosities of knowledge.
The earliest and most interesting castles were those
of Jedburgh and Roxburgh. The next in antiquity
are the extinct one of Clintwood, which imposed

vasion.

The most stupendous work

ties.

A

—

;

first

on the neighbouring village, and next on

all

Liddesdale, the name of Castleton ; and the surviving and partly modernized one of Hermitage. Peelhouses succeeded; but, excepting that of Iludhouse,
they all lie in ruins. Strongholds of more modern
erection, and more dignified cast, figured in the
Border conflicts, and were the scenes of coarse hilaunless
rity, and rude or lawless enterprise; yet,
when poetry has painted them on the slides of its
and
airs
tints
of
them
magic lantern, and (lung over

witchery, they rarely possess any interesting assoImpervious fastnesses lined the strong
banks of Oxnam-watcr, and furnished a place of
rendezvous for the Border-warrior when menaced
by the English foeman and, as they aggregately
bore the name of Houwopd, tlicy gave rise to tlic
ciation.

;

l^zr^~
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A

which
war-ciy,
Henwoody A Ilenwoody
made every heart burn with ardour, every hand
a
and
grasp
weapon,
every foot hasten to the rendezvous.
So early as the commencement of the Scoto-Saxon
period, and up to the disastrous date of the Maid of
Norway's death, Roxburgh was a sheriffdom. Edward I., after he had by intrigue and violence obtained direct dominion over Scotland, seems to have
considered this frontier county as his own and, when
he settled the affairs of the kingdom, he appointed
a custodier of the castles of Roxburgh and Jed"

!

!

;

burgh, to act as military governor of the whole shire.
As soon as the genius of Bruce had achieved the
kingdom's independence, Roxburghshire began o
enjoy for a short period its ancient policy of peaceful times; but, after the demise of that great prince,
it was claimed in sovereignty by the
English kings,

and suffered no

little anarchy from their collisions
with the Scottish crown. In 1334, a sheriff was set
over it by Edward III., and soon after an antagonist

was appointe(4by David II.; and, during the
revolutions of that age, sheriffs continued to be
conflictingly, or alternately, appointed by the respective monarchs according to the fluctuations of
their power.
During all the period of David's capsheriff

tivity,

Edward

as he pleased.

III.

As

nominated

sheriffs,

and governed

the shire, with the exception of

Roxburgh-castle, was freed fiom the yoke of foreign
thraldom chiefly by the exertions of the Douglases,
afterwards, as to its sheriffship or administration,
In 1398, the
generally followed their fortunes.
sheriffship of the county and the lands of Cavers
were granted to George, Earl of Angus, who died
in 1402 ; and having passed to Isobel, Countess of
Mar, they were, without the necessary consent of
the King, transferred by her to the Earl of Douglas,
who was then a prisoner in England. Robert 111.,
conceiving that they had become escheated by being
disposed of without his consent, and willing to bestow them as a reward for services, conferred them,
in 1405, on Sir David Fleming of Biggar.
But
James Douglas of Balveny, the second son of the
Eai'l Douglas, soon after assassinated the new
sheriff; and paved the way, amidst the afflictions
of the King, and the subsequent misrule of the
Duke of Albany, for the Douglases to domineer
over the county with the utmost freedom from control.
The sheriffship of the county was now, with
the lands of Cavers, transferred to Archibald, a
bastard son of James, the second Earl of Douglas;
and it continued in his family, though probably
with some interruptions, till the date of the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions. Archibald Douglas,
brother of Douglas of Cavers, claimed, in 1747, a
compensation of £10,000 for the sheriffship, and was
allowed £1,606 13s. 4d.
(The) a small river of Lochaber, in Inverit
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It rises on the frontier of Lochaber, at
a point where that district meets Badenoch and
Strathcrrick,"5 miles east of the sound end of LochOicli; audit runs 16 miles south-westward to the
Spean, near the house of Kcppoch. Over most of
its course it runs parallel with Loch-Lochv, or the
line of tiie Caledonian canal, at 4 or 5 miles' distance.
The vale which it traverses takes from it
the name of Gleiu'oy, and is well-known to fame for
its gcognostic phenomena called 'parallel roads.'
See Glenuoy. A rising ground, which bears the
name of Mulroy, and is situated near the mouth of
the stream, claims to be the last recorded feudal

ness-shire.

battle-field in Scotland.

The

laird of

Mackintosh,

having been refused some demands which he made
on the Macdoniiels of Keppoch as his tenants,
marched at the Iicad of liiw vassals to eriforce com*

ROY'S CAIRN.
pliance within their
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own

territory;

but he was

stubbornly corjfronted on Mulroy, and, after a stiff
action, was beaten and captured.
ROY'S CAIRX, a mountain-summit in the west
of the parish of Knockando, in Morayshire.
It
commands a very extensive prospect, and is popas
the
in
highest ground
ularly regarded
Morayshire.

RUGGIE HILL.

See Halkirk.

RUGH-HILL,

a height in the parish of Kilsyth,
It is situated at the watershed of
Stirlingshire.
the great valley of the Forth and Clyde canal.

RUGLEN.

See RcTHERGLEy.

RULE

(The), a rivulet of Teviptdale, in Roxburghshire. It is formed by the confluence of the

Wauchope, and Harrot bums, two of which descend from the vicinity of the watershed with Liddesdale it runs due north to the Teviot about 2 miles
below Denholm; and, in its progress, it divides the
parishes of Hobkirk and Cavers on the west, from
Its
those of Abbotsrale and Bedrule on the east.
length of course, exclusive of windings, and measured
from tbe head of Wauchope-burn, is between 12 and
13 miles.
Its channel, for a chief part of the way, is
a deep gullet through sandstone, worn by the erosion
of the stream, and overhung on the sides by copse.
Catlie,

ROZELLE.

See Atr.
RUBERSLAW, a long, rug-ged, peaked hill, in
the parishes of Hobkirk, Cavers, and Kirkton, near
the centre of Teviotdale, Roxburghshire. It ranges
from south-south-west to north-north-east, and attains an altitude of 1,420 feet above the level of the
sea.
Though situated in a region of bold heights, it
forms, through wide openings of the general landscape, a conspicuous, far-seen, and arresting object.
It has a bleak stem aspect, and bears more marks of
volcanic eruption than probably any other bill along
the eastern border; contrasting strongly, in its peaked summit, its ragged sky-line, the sharp inequalities
of its surface, and the heathy russet or rocky brown
of its dress, to the green and dome-like heights of
most of the neighbouring Cheviots. It mightily
attracts clouds and electricity, and is often a centre
of terrific thunder-storms ; while in ordinary weather,
amid so populous a country, it is singularly sequesHence the lines of the bard of Teviotdale,
tered.

—

"Dark Ruberslaw — that

"

ezler banks, that frightful scowl
Fringed with grey hazel, roars the mining Rowll."

Between red

RULLION-GREEN. See Glexcross.
RUM, an island belonging to the

parish of
Small Isles, and to the county of Argyle. It lies
of
Dunan
-point, in
6^ miles south -south -west
the island of Skye, 16 north of Ardnamurchanpoint, and 18^ north-west of the nearest part of
Moydart. Its length southward is about 8 miles
and its greatest breadth is about 7 miles. Its shores
are rough and dangerous and its surface is an irregular mass of mountainous heights, without plains,
;

lifts

his

head sublime,

Ragsred and lioary with the wrecks of time !
On his broad misty front the giant wears
Tlie horrid farrows of ten thousand years
His aged brows are crowned with curling fern,
Where perches, grave and lone, the hooded erne."

;

;

and scarcely

diversified

by a

single vale.

The

loft-

iest heights, called Ben-More, Halival, and HaiskevJll, ri^e on the east, attain an altitude above sea-

The rocky recesses and secluded dells of Ruberslaw were haunts of the persecuted Covenanters
and in a pl.ice among them where the celebrated
Peden preached to a large assemblage, not only the
spot on which he stood, but the stone on which he
spread the Bible, and which served him for a pulpit,
;

pointed out by tradition.
an estate and a seat of population
in the parish of Old Machar, Aberdeenshire.
Here
are works in flax-spinning, weaving, and bleaching.
Here also are quarries of remarkably fine granite.
An exact cube of 1^ inch each side of the Rubislaw
a force of 24,556 pounds to crush
granite required
It ; while a similar cube of Peterhead
granite was
crushed with 18,936 pounds ; and of Cornish granite,

is still

RUBISLAW,

with 14,302 pounds. The specific gravity of the
Kubislaw stone is 2,625. Its goodness increases
the lower it is wrought.
RUCHILL (The), a rivulet of the south-west of
Perthshire.
It rises on the skirts of Benvoirlich,
and runs first east-south-eastward, and next northeastward, along Glenartney, to the Earn at the
Its length of course is about 13
village of Comrie.
miles.
Its tributaries are numerous, but chiefly
mountain-torrents, and individually inconsiderable.
See WmxTixGHAM.

RUCHLAW.
RUEL fTHF.).

See Kilmadan.
RUE-THE-FORD. See Maitox.

RUEVAL

(Loch), the sound which separates the
jidands of North Uist and Benbecula, in the Outer
Hebrides. Though nearly closeil at the west end
hy the intrusion of an island, it has free communil^tion at both ends with the sea, and is improperly
a loch. It is
Irtyled even in the marine sense
Idboat 9 miles long from east to west, and has a
l^iean breadth of about 3 miles; but it is strewn
rmth such a multitude of islands and islets Grimsa,
iHodda, Bent, Proad Isle, Rona, Flota-more, Flotaand others whose names are scarcely known
[IM^,
las to be altogether a maze of land and water.
[

—

;

—

—

—

and are almost perpetually
shrouded in mist; the heights next in bulk and
elevation occupy the west, and send up one of their
summits that of Oreval to an altitude of 1,798
feet
and the least lofty summits rise on the north,
and send away comparatively gentle decli'vities
toward the shore. As the island forms the only
high land between the mountains of Skye and those
of Mull, both of which are noted for precipitating
torrents of rain on the country around them, it
necessarily attracts a vast proportion of humidity,
and has some perennial springs which are of great
magnitude compared to the extent of its surface.
The east side of it, at a point a little north of the
middle, is indented to the length of IJ mile, and

level of nearly 2,300 feet,

—

—

;

mean breadth of upwards of 1 mile, by an arm of
the sea called Loch-Scresort. From this bay to
Giurdil on the north side, the coast consists of low
rocks and moderately elevated cliffs, with ccasion-o
ally a small beach in front; and elsewhere, it conhigh cliffs, which, in some places, attain
Rum, as a
apparently an elevation of 400 feet.
piece of territory, is of less value, proportionately
to its extent, than almost any other of the Hebrides.
It never was of much use for any economical pursists of

except sheep-farming, and was formerly all
Eose
eld by one tenant; and not many years ago, the
Marquis of Salisbury purchased it with the view of
making it a deer-forest. Its rocks are nearly all of
the eroptive class, but veiy various in kind, and

At Scuircontaining some interesting minerals.
more, in particular, there is plenty of pale onyx
agates, very fine heliotropes, and two beautiful sorts
of pitchstone, the one black, the other olive-green.
On the east side of the island is a safe and commodious harbour, with a good quay.
Population in
Houses, 23.
1831, 134; in 1851, 162.
RUMBELTOX-LAW. See Gordon.
RUMBLING-BRIDGE. See Bf.ax (The), and
Devon (The).

RUMBLING-BURN.

RUMBLING-BURN, a brook on the mutual
boundary of the parishes of Dundonald and Monkton, in Ayrshire.

RUMFORD.

See

Old Rome.

RUMLIE-BURN, a small tributary of the Leochel, in the pai-ish of Leochel and Cushnie, Aberdeenshire.
RUMSDALE, a district in the south of the parish
of Halkirk, Caitliness-shire.
RUNABRECK, a large and dangerous shoal,
about 2 or 3 miles west of North Ronaldshay, in
Orkney.

RUNAHAORIN-POINT.
RU-REA,

Loch-Ewe,

tlie

See Killean.
headland on the south side of

in the parish of Gairloch, Ross-shire.

RUSCO.
RUSKIE,

See Anwoth.
a village in the parish of Port-of-Monteith, Perthshire.
Population, 57. Houses, 15.
RUSSNESS, a hill, abounding in quartzose
gneiss and light-coloured mica, on the east side of
Sandsound-voe, in the parish of Sandsting, in Shetland.

RU-STORE, the headland between Loch-Assynt
and Loch-Inver, on the west coast of Sutherlandshire.

RUTHERFORD,

an ancient parish and a village,
in the Tweedside district of Roxburghshire.
Tlie
parish is now united to Maxton; which see. Tlie
village stands near the Tweed, and has a station on
the Kelso branch of the North British railway, 46^
miles from Edinburgh. Population, 71. Houses, 14.
RUTHERGLEN, a parish, containing a posttown of its own name, in the lower ward of Lanarkshire.
It is bounded by Renfrewshire, and by the
of Govan, Barony of Glasgow, CambusEarishes
Its length north-westing, and Carmunnock.
ward is about 3 miles; and its greatest breadth is
about IJ mile. The river Clyde runs along its
north-eastern boundary, from the march with Cambuslang to the upper suburbs of Glasgow. The part
of the surface adjacent to the river is low level land,
very fertile; and the rest is first a finely diversified
series of rising grounds and hollows, and next an
ascent of the skirts of the Cathkin hills, various in
Coal
soil, but all arable and of pleasant appearance.
abounds, and is extensively worked. Ironstone is
a large product. The parish teems with skilful
productive industry, at once in agriculture, in mining, and in various departments of manufacture.

The low

Shawand
field, Farrae, Hamilton Farme, and Rosebank
the higher districts comprehend the estates of
Gallowflat, Scotstown, Stonelaw, and Bankhead.
There are elegant and commodious mansions on the
estates.
The parisli is traversed by the south road
from Glasgow to Hamilton, and communicates, on
the line of that road, by an excellent bridge, with
district

comprehends the estates of

;

the Barrowfield suburb of Glasgow. It is traversed
by the Clydesdale Junction branch of the Caledonian railway, and has a station on it 2 miles from
the southern terminus at Glasgow. Population in
also

As1831, 5,503; in 1851, 7,954. Houses, 716.
sessed property in 1843, £21,295 9s. 2d. Real rental of the part within the burgh in 1857, £12,726.
This parish is in the presbytery of Glasgow, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patrons, the town-council and the feuars.
Stipend, £306 lOs. Id.; glebe, 5
Unappropriated teinds, £33 19s. The parisli
church was built in 1794, and contains 880 sittings.
A chapel of ease, called the West church, and containing 800 sittings, was built in 1836, but stands
unoccupied. Tlieie is a Free church, with 820 sittings; and the sum raised in connexion with it in
1857 was £685 7s. 2d. 'i'licro is an United Presbyterian church, built in 1836, and containing 950
acres.

RUTHERGLEN.
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There is a Roman Catholic chapel, which
sittings.
built in 1853.
Tiiere likewise are or recently

was

were two small places of meeting for Mornionites
and for an isolated congregation. There are in the
parish the burgh school, a Free church school, and

The ancient parish was a
private schools.
vicarage of the abbey of Paisley.
populariy Ruglen,— a posttown, a royal burgh, and anciently a place of much
importance, stands on the low pai-t of the parish of
It extends
Rutherglen, adjacent to the Clyde.
along the south road from Glasgow to Hamilton, in
a line nearly east and west, but is separated from
the river by a low rich tract of burgh land, 32 acres
in area, called the Green.
It is distant about 2i
miles from the centre of Glasgow. It consists principally of one main street, along the public road,
but comprises also a number of wynds, or small
narrow streets, diverging to the north and south.
Its principal thoroughfare is very spacious, but has
been edificed without any fixed plan, and has an irsix

RUTHERGLEN—

regular, mean, straggling appearance, resembling
more a large sequestered village than a modern Lanarkshire town. Some of its houses are low thatched
cottages; most are plain two-story buildings; and
few have any pretension to architectural elegance.
small venerable steeple stands near the centre of
the town, about 30 feet from the present parish
church.
burying-ground around it seems to have
been the burgh cemetery from the earliest times,
and is elevated several feet above the contiguous
The ancient church probably that which
streets.
was coeval with the existing steeple is celebrated
as the place in which a peace was concluded between England and Scotland in February, 1297 and
still more is it remembered in Scottish story as the
place where the base Sir John Monteith agreed
with the English to betray Wallace. In Henry's
Life of Wallace this contract is detailed in the lines

A

A

—

—

;

beginning
"

A

—

messynper

On

Amar, has gart pass
and soiie a tryst has set

Scliir

to Scliir Jlion,

At RiiRlan khk yir twa togydder met,
Yan Wallany said Schii- Jhoii you know

yis thing," &c.

Near the

east of the Back-row, nearly opposite
the line of that thoroughfare's intersection by Castle-street, anciently stood a castle of great military
This fortress appears to have been a
strength.
chief occasion of the town's ancient importance and
Tradition carries back the origin of it
prosperity.
to a King Reuther, who is said to have reigned at an
epoch upwards of two centuries before the Christian

era, and whose name is believed to be commemorated
in the name of the town.
The actual fortress, in

the substantial form in which it snjiportcd the fortunes of the burgh, was in full strength during the
wars of the succession. In 1306, it fell into possession of the English; in a year or two afterwards, it
sustained a siege by Robert Bruce, and was rescued
by the young Earl of Gloucester; and in 1313, after
a series of conflicts, it was finally wrested from the
It was kept in good repair till the latter
English.
part of the 1 6th century, and was then in possession
of the noble house of Hamilton but after the battle
of Langside, it was burnt and dilapidated by order of
the Regent Moray. The pi incipal tower of it, liowever, was soon repaired, and, along with additions
by new building, became the scat of the Ilamiltona
of Ellistoun, lairds of Sliawfielil.
But a little after
the beginning of last century, it was abandoned aai
;

a residence, and began to go rapidly to ruin; and,
soon it was used as a quarrv and brought level to
the ground. Tiie walls of tliis ancient tower were
very thick and tlie foundation-stones at the cornen
were each 5 feet long, 4 feet broad, and 4 feet thick.
;

|

RUTHERGLEN.

These comer-stones were allowed to remain some
thirty years longer; but even they were at length
quarried out, and not a vestige of the castle was
left.
About 150 yards south of the Main-street is a
kind of lane, called •' Din's Dykes," where two
rustics, who happened to be cutting grass at the

Queen Maiy on her
from Langside, and threatened to cut her in
pieces with their scythes.
Rutherglen, like many other old towns in the
west of Scotland, is associated witli the history of
time, attempted to intercept
flight

the Covenanters. On the 29th May, 1679, the restoration of Charles II. was celebrated here with all
the usual marks of rejoicing; but, in the midst of
the gaiety, a body of about 80 men, who had been
incensed at the persecutions of the government, entered the town, and after having sung psalms and
prayed, and having chosen a leader, burned at the
cross the acts of parliament against conventicles.
This was the firet public appearance of the " rising"
which was afterwards scattered at Bothwell bridge;
but whether any of the members of this original
gathering belonged to the town of Kutherglen, is
It appears, too. from the ecclesiastical
uncertain.
records, that Rutherglen obtained a degree of unenviable notoriety from being frequently under the
notice of the presbytery of the bounds.
The pi-esbyteryof Glasgow, in 1590, instructed the doctor of
the school of Rutherglen to desist from reading
prayers, and complained that those who supplied
wine for the sacrament of the Lord's Supper mixed
it with water.
In 1593, the presbytery prohibited
the playing of pipes on Sundays, from sun rising to
its going down, on pain of excommunication, and
forbade all pastimes on Sundays, and ordered their
prohibition to be read in all the kirks, but especially
in the kirk of Ruglen.
In 1595, the presbyterjtransmitted letters to the bailies of Rutherglen, to
the
introduced
on the Lord's-day,
stay
profane plays
"as they fear tiie eternal God, and will be answerable to his kirk."
They also complained of the
practice of fishing salmon, and of the colliers settling

^

their accounts on

Sunday.
Rutherglen was made a royal burgh in 1126, or
perhaps earlier, and it received charters from at
least five kings.
Its original burgh bounds were
so extensive as to comprehend the ancient Glasgow;
and they were curtailed in so far as to exclude that
city in 1226.
Rutherglen was then the only trading and commercial town in the lower part of Lanarkshire, and appears to have much excelled Glasgow in bulk and enterprise, even in spite of the
C»nsequence which that town derived from its
eathedral.
Rutherglen was distinguished also by
the observance of some customs which linked it
with very ancient times. One of these, which is
supposed by some persons to have originated prior
to the Christian era, and which is peculiar to
Batherglen, and continues still to be occasionally
observed, is a ceremonious baking of sour cakes,
;<if wafer-like thinness and of
agreeable acidulous
iavour, on St. Luke's eve, to be given to strangers

A

St. Luke's fair.
practice long prevailed
Jso of manufacturing a peculiar kind of sour cream,
or sale, not only in the town itself, but in places
j:ircumjacent; and this practice was long so exfensive as to constitute a kind of local manufacture;
iOt it has now almost
Fairs are
entirely ceased.

jvisiting

dd

Rutherglen on the first Friday after the
March, on the first Friday after the 4th
f May, on the first
Tuesday after the 4th of June,
n the first Friday after the 25th of July, on the
it
Friday after the 25th of August, on the Wedeaday before the first Friday of November, on the
8* Wednesday and Friday of November, on the
in

1th of

ruth^t:n.
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Friday after the 25th of November, and on the
Friday after the 25th December; and several of these
especially that in May called the Beltane fair, and
one in November called St. Luke's fair, have long
been famous for the sale of horses and cattle, and
for the great crowds of buyers and sellers which
they attract to the town. The inhabitants, in general, are very industrious.
large number of them
are handloom muslin weavers, employed by the
manufacturers of Glasgow not a few are miners
and labourers, connected with the adjacent coal-

A
;

and many are work-people in two printfields,
an extensive turkey red dye-work, in a chemical
in
a cotton-mill, and in the ordinary departwork,
ments of common artificership. The town has an
oflSce of the City of Glasgow bank, an insurance
fields;

in

a public library, and a gas-work. Communiis enjoyed with the south side of Glasgow,
and with places to tiie east, several times a-day, by
the trains of the Caledonian railway; and with the
eastern suburbs and central parts of Glasgow, about
Tlie town is
twelve times a-day, by omnibuses.
governed by a provost, two bailies, a treasurer, a
office,

cation

dean of guild, and thirteen common councillors. In
1833 its burgh property was estimated to have a
value of about £10,000, and its corporate yearly
income was upwards of £400. In 1856 the corporation revenue was £989.
Rutherglen unites with
Dumbarton, Renfrew, Port-Glasgow, and KilmarIts
nock, in sending a member to parliament.
municipal boundaries are more extensive than its
parliamentary boundaries. Municipal constituency
in 1856, 176; parliamentary constituency, 193. Population of the municipal burgh in 1831, 4,741 in
Houses, 605. Population of the par1851, 6,947.
liamentarv burgh in 1851, 6,514. Houses, 563.
RUTHERLAW. See Gala (The).
RUTHIGOE, a small bay. with rocky sides, in
the northern part of the parish of Wick, in Caith;

ness-shire.

RUTH

YEN, a parish, containing a post-office
station of its own name, and the villages of Bridgend, Balbirnie. Barberswells, and Whins, on the
west border of Forfarshire. It is bounded by PerthIts length and
shire, and by the parish of Airlie.
breadth are "each about 2 miles. Its surface is a
side of Strathnorth
the
on
gentle southerly slope,

more, diversified by some swells and knolls. The
rocks are sandstone beds of the old red formation,
and masses of debris from the Grampians. The
sandstone is a good building material and gravels
The
of the debris are extensively used for roads.
soil, in general, is a light loam on a gravelly botin
are
acres
tom. About 1,336 imperial
tillage;
about 176 are in pasture and about 452 are under
wood. Much of the wood is oak coppice, both ornamental and profitable; and the rest is chiefly planted
The
larch and Scotch pine on naturally poor land.
river Isla runs partly on the northern boundary and
partly through the' interior, between bold, rocky,
well-wooded banks, which present many fine pieces
of close scenery.
Ruthven-castle, an ancient baronial residence, belonging at one time to the Earls
of Crawford, stood near the Isla, but went into ruin,
and was long ago removed. Ruth ven -house stands
near the site of the castle, in a pleasant situation,
;

;

the seat of the family of Ogilvy, the sole proknoll in "the neighbourof the parish.
Erietors
ood still bears the name of Gallows' hill, from
feudal barons of Ruthold
where
the
being the place
ven erected their gibbet and a small field adjoining
it is still known by the name of the Hangman's
acres. There are in the parish, on the Isla. a meal-

and

is

A

;

mill,
mill.

a flour-mill, a saw-mill, and a flax spinningThe parish is traversed by the road from

RUTHVEN.

Kirriemuir to Blairgowrie, and has near access to
the Eassie and Meigle stations of the Scottisli Midland railway. Population in 1831,363; in 1851,
503. Houses, 63. Assessed property in 1843, £1,456
1

2s.

This parish

is

in the presbytery of Meigle,

and

Patron, the Crown.
.synod of Angus and Meains.
Sclioolmaster's
Stipend, £160 2s. 4d. ; glebe, £25.
salary, £30, with about £15 fees, and £4 other
emoluments. The parish church is situated near
Inverqueich, on a spot wliich some accounts represent as not in the parish of Ruthven and county of
Forfar, but in the parish of Alyth and county of
Perth. The parish of Ruthven seems to have been
originally a chapelry witliin the parish of Alyth; but
when or how it became independent is not known.
Inverness-shire. See Kingussie.
or Ruthvenfield, a village in tlie
of
Tibbermore, Perthshire. It is pleasantly
pai-ish
Here are a
situated about 2J miles west of Perth.
famous old castle and an extensive printficld, which
have been already noticed in our article on Huntingtower. Populationof the village, 425. Houses, 68.

RUTHVEN,
RUTHVEN,

RUTHVEN

(Loch).

EYAN.
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See Daviot and Dunlicii-

ITY.

RUTHVEN

WATER, a rivulet of the Ochils and
of Strathearn, Perthshire. It rises in the parish of
near
the house of Gleneagles, and flows
Blackford,
7 miles nortb-nortli-eastward, through its natal parand that of Auchterarder, to the Earn, 2^ miles

rated with small apartments.
Vestiges of another
old castle, likewise a seat of the Murrays, exist at
from
half-a-mile
But the
Cockpool,
Comlongan.
grand antiquity of the parish is a Runic monument,
which appears to have been 18 feet high, and is
highly ornamented in basso-relievo with religious
sculpturings, and bears various Runic and Latin inscriptions.
Drawings of it are given in Gordon's
'

Itinerarium Septentrionale,' in Pennant's Tour, and,
in the New Statistical Account,
accompanied in the last of these works with a lengthened dissertation by the well-known Dr. Henry Duncan. The parish is traversed by the road from Dnmfries to Annan, and by the Glasgow and South-western railway; and it has a station on the latter, 8J
miles from Dumfries. The village of Rutbwell stands
in the eastern district of the parish, 6J miles west
of Annan, and 10^ south-east of Dumfries.
It was
formerly a long, straggling, decayed, disagreeable
about
the
but
was
rebuilt
place
beginning of the
present century by the Earl of Mansfield, and consists of a double row, or two-sided street, of fairlooking liouses. In 1509, it was erected into a
burgh-of-barony, in favour of Sir John Murray of
Cockpool, and acquired the privilege of holding fairs
and markets; but it has forgotten all its burghaf
honours, and is a place of neither trade nor manufacture.
Population of the village, 162. Houses,
29.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,216; in

with great clearness,

;

longan-castle, a seat of the Earl, stands nearly in
the centre of the parish, and was for many ages the
It
principal residence of the Murrays of Cockpool.

1851, 1,110.
Houses, 181. Assessed property in
1843, £3,636 3s. 3d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Annan, and
synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Earl of Mansfield.
The parish
Stipend, £262 18s. lOd.; glebe, £60.
church is a patch-work edifice of various dates, and
contains about 420 sittings. There is a Free church,
with an attendance of 150; and the amount of its
There are two
receipts in 1856 was £99 3s. 6d.
parochial schools; and the salary of the first sclioolmaster is £34 4s. 4^d., with about £45 fees, that of
the second schoolmaster", £8 lis. 0|d., with £4 fees.|
savings' bank established in this parish by Dr.
Duncan, was the earliest of the savings' banks inl
the kingdom, and the parent of them all. There is:
a parochial library. The parish of Ruthwell was
anciently a rectorv in the deanery of Annandale.
POINT. See Islay.
(Loch), an arm of the sea in Wigtonshire.
It strikes off the Irish channel, or entrance of the
frith of Clyde, nearly opposite the Mull of Kintyre
and projects 10 miles partly between Ayrshire aiu:
Wigtonshire, but chiefly into the interior of thi
latter, contributing with Luce-bay, and the intervening isthmus, to separate the district of th(
Rhinns from that of the Mooi s of Galloway. Oye,
4J miles from its entrance, it has a varying brcadtl
of from 1 J to upwards of If mile; and over the res
of its length, a mean breadth of about 2| miles. It;
direction inland is toward the south-south-east,
sand bank called the Scar runs 2^ miles diagonal!.'
or south-eastward from the middle of its west coast
'J'he loch is a safe and commodious harbour, of eas.'
access, and so capacious as to have ample anchorage
room for the largest fleets. Excellent anchoring
ground occurs over most of its extent, but particu
larly opposite the village of Cairn, at Portmore, am
in the bays of Wig, Soleburn, and Dalmennock. I
considerable belt of sandy bottom along the whol
head of the loch is left dry at low water; and ai
stands Stranraeij
nearly the broadest part of this belt
A public road is carried round most part of the shor<

a quadrangle, measuring 60 feet along each side,
feet in height; it was constnicted to serve
as a strong fortalice, with port-holes and battlements;
and it has walls so thick as to bear being perfo-

Many an eflbrt hits been made, amid nnich di^
cussion and great excitement, to obtain the establisl
mcnt of regular daily sea-communication betwee
Loch-Ryan and Belfast Loch, in preference to tb:

ish

below

Kiiikell.

RUTHWELL,

a parish, containing the post-office
village of Clarencefield, the village of Rutbwell,
and the hamlet of Brow, on the coast of DumfriesIt is bounded by the Solway fritli, and by
the parishes of Caerlaverock, Mouswald, Dalton,
and Cummertrees. Its length east-south-eastward
and its
is 5J miles ; its greatest breadth is 3 miles
area is between 13 and 14 square miles. Its surface
is generally flat and tame, nowhere rising to a
greater height than about 80 or 90 feet above the
level of the sea.
The coast is low and the adjacent sea-bed of the frith is so shallow and so similar
in nature to the beach, as to appear, during all tlie
period of ebb-tide, a great, cheerless, sandy waste.
considerable tract in the west is part of Locliarmoss, separated from Caerlaverock by the dull ditch
and dismal estuary of Lochar- water. See the article

shire.

;

;

A

LocHAR-MOSs.

A

chalybeate spring at Brow, near
the mouth of the Lochar, was formerly celebrious,
and drew visitors to the spot as a watering place,
among whom was the poet Burns; but it has fallen
into disrepute.
Tlie predominant rock of the parish
is a coarse limestone, which was at one time worked
for economical purposes, but is poor in carbonate.
The soil in the western district, wliether beneath

—

Lochar-moss or in its vicinity, as also that in the
beach of the Solway, and in parts a little inland
thence, is of a clayey nature; but that of the other
districts is generally a strong gravel, intermixed
with vegetable mould. About 5,500 imperial acres
are in tillage; about 1,400 are moss, variously waste,
pastoral, or used for cutting peats; and about 520
are under wood.
The principal landowner is tlie
Earl of Mansfield, wlio holds his property here by
inheritance from the Murrays of Cockpool, an ancient family of great eminence in Annandale, and
occasionally warders of the western border. Coni-

18

and 90

—

A

RUVAIL

RYAN

|

RYE.

Gamock, at the village of Dairy. Its length of
course, exclusive of sinuosities, is 7j miles.

between the Clyde and Belfast, or between PortPatrick and Donaghadee, as the grand mail connection of the west of Scotland with the north of Irej

land.

RYE

(The), a rivulet of the north-west of CanIt rises near the source of
ningham, Ayrshire.
Gogo-water, in the parish of Largs, and flows southsouth-eastward, through a hilly country, to the

SAARTAY, an islet about f of a mile long, in
the sound of Hanis.
It lies a mile from North
Uist, and 3J miles south-west of Bemera.

SABBALMORE, a mountain, about 3,000 feet
high, in the parish of Edderachillis, Sutherlandshire.
AXD SKIPNESS, an united parish in
It forms
the peninsula of Kintyre. Argyleshire.
the eastern part of the peninsula, from a point about
south
to
a
about
8 miles
3 miles
of Tarbert,
point
north of Campbelton and it thus extends along the
lower part of Loch-Fyne and along the whole of
Kilbrannan- sound.
Its post-town is either Tarbert to the north, Tayinloan to the west, or Campbelton to the south.
Its extreme length is 25

SADDEL

;

is 4^ miles; its mean
than 3 miles and its superis about 70 square miles.
Its surface
The hills are
ifl, in
general, upland and pastoral.
neither steep, barren, nor rocky; they rise regularly and with an easy ascent from the shore
they have flat summits, or stretch away into small
table-lands and they are generally covered with
•n intermixture of grass and heath. The highest
is Beninturk, which has an altitude of 2,170 feet
above the level of the sea, and commands a very
n-jxtensive and most gorgeous panoramic view.
The
all run from north-west to south-east; they
|;|^ens
flanks
and
have
and
picturesque
Jiure well-watered,
Itertile bottoms; and most of them open at the shore
lupon fine pieces of beach and upon beautiful little
A road, which traverees the coast from end
jljays.
to end of the parish, lays open to the tourist a relinarkably rich series of scenery, ever changing in

miles; its extreme breadth

breadth is a
ficial extent

little less

;

:

;

and singularly blending close-land
with a large prospective of sea and seaboard,
predominant rock is mica slate. The soil of
Ithe higher arable lands is light and gravelly
and
that on the bottoms of the glens is a fine alluvium.
and four of them reside
JlTiere are six landowners
1 the united
the other two in adjaparish itself,

lits

features,

Mews
t'he

;

;

;jnt parishes.
The
Bt212 lOs. 3d. Scots;

—

old valuation was so low as
but the value of assessed proin
1843
was
£5.251 4s. 7d. The seas along
perty
coast are part of the finest herring fishing|!ic
Irnrand in Scotland, and are well-plied with boats
from the united parish and from AiTan. Three
p||h
\Meea on the coast, or the small bays of Caradale,
and Skipness, are well-adapted for harrs to accommodate vessels of from 15 to 30 tons.
tnadale,
About a mile from the south end of Saddel, or 9
les north of
Campbelton, in the sequestered recess
i
spacious grove, stand the ruins of Saddel-abbey.
iese are now of small extent, and comprise
only
II.
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'

RYECHIP (Dex of). See Cluxie.
RYEDALE. See Lilliesleaf.

RYSAY, an uninhabited pastoral islet, a little
north of Pharay, and belonging to the parish of
Walls and Flota, in Orkney.

i

some walls, arches, and doorways, with a few an-

monuments of the Macdonalds. The edifice,
From east to west it
entire, was cruciform.
measured 136 feet by 24 over walls; and from north

cient

when

to south, or along the transept, it measured about
78 feet by 24. Upon an extension of 58 feet from

the south end of the transept a square or quadrangular court of buildings was constructed to serve for
The establishment belonged to monks of
cloisters.
It was founded by Somerled,
the Cistertian order.
Lord of Kintyre and of the Isles, who died in 1163,
and was completed by his son Reginald. It received from its founder the lands of Glensaddel and
Baltebun in Glentyre, and those of Casken in the
island of Arran; it received from Sir Duncan Campbell of Lochawe, who, in 1445, was created Lord
Campbell, the abbey-lands of Blairantibert in Ar-

gyleshire; and, in 1507,

it

was, with

all its

posses-

annexed by James IV. to the bishopric of
Argyle. Another fine antiquity in the united parish
is the castle of Skipness, which will be noticed in
our article on Skipness. The castle of Saddel also
draws attention for being a large, square, machicosions,

once a strong fortalice of the
Macdonalds, situated on the beach beneath a high
wooded bank. There was likewise an ancient castle
at Torriedale, 3 miles north of Saddel-abbey. There
are niins of small forts, which probably served as
watch-towers or signal stations, on several of the
headlands near the coast. There are likewise some
remains of a large one, called the Castle of Aird,
situated on a high rock overhanging the sea, measuring 240 feet in length and 72 feet in breadth,
naturally inaccessible on all sides but one, and artificially defended on that one side by a deep ditch.
A vitrified fort, of an ovoidal form, about 450 feet
lated, corniced tower,

and in a state of tolerable preservation, occurs on a small peninsula about a mile
south-west of the castle of Aird. Some cainis or
tumuli exist among the moors; and a druidical
Good
circle, almost entire, occurs at Glenristle.
and near facilities of commnnication are enjoyed
in circumference,

through Tarbert and Campbelton.

Population or*
Saddel in 1831, 926; in 1851, 791. Houses, 143.
united
of
the
in
1831, 2,152; in
Population
parish
1851, 1,504. Houses. 291.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kintyre, and
synod of Argyle. Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
Stipend, £14C"9s. 4d.; glebe, £10. There are two
parish-churches, situated in the respective parishes
and mutually 13 miles distant. Caradale church
belongs to Saddel, and was built about the year
1771 and it contains 354 sittings. Clonaig church
;

2 X

SADDLEBACK.

belongs to Skipness, and was built in 1756; and it
contains 288 sittings.
There are two parochial

schools and three endowed schools. Salaries of the
parochial schoolmasters, £51 6s. Bd., with about £8
both equally divided. In 1753 the old parfees,
ishes of Saddel and Skipness, with a large tract of
country between them, were disjoined from the parishes of Killean and Kilcalmonel, to which they had
been annexed, and were erected into the present

—

parish.

SADDLEBACK. See Moffat.
SADDLEHOGG. See Cumnock (New).
SAIGTOWN. See Kilwinning.
ST. ABB'S HEAD. See Abb's Head (St.).
ST. ANDREWS.
See Andrews (St.), DeerDundee, Dunfermline, Edinbuhgh, Glasgow,
Greenock, and Lhanbryd.
ST. ANN'S. See Glasgow.
ST. ANN'S BEIDGE. See Johnstone, Dum-

NESS,

frics-sliirc

ST. ANTHONY'S. See Edinburgh.
ST. ARNOLD'S SEAT. See Tannadice.
ST, BATHAN'S.
See Abbey-Saint-Bathan's
and Yester.
ST. BERNARD'S. See Edinburgh.
ST. BLANE'S CHAPEL.
See Blane's (St.)

Chapel.
ST. BOSWELLS. See Boswells (St.).
ST. BRIDE. See Kilbride.
ST. CATHERINE'S. See Edinburgh and Perth.
ST. CLAIR-TOWN. See Sinclairtown.
ST. CLEMENT'S. See Aberdeen and Dundee.
ST. COLUMBA. See Glasgow and Iona.
ST. COMBS. See Combs (St.).
ST. CUTHBERT'S. See Cuthbert's (St.), and
Edinburgh.
ST. CYRUS. See Cyrus (St.).
ST. DAVID'S.
See David's (St.), Glasgow,
Dundee, and Kirkintilloch.
ST, ENOCH'S. See Glasgow.
ST. EVOX. See Quivox (St.).
ST. FERGUS. See Fergus (St.).
ST. FILLAN. See Fillan (St.).
ST. GEORGE'S. See Edinburgh, Glasgow, and
Paisley,
ST. GILES'. See Edinburgh,
ST. JAMES'. See Glasgow, Forfar, and Kelso,
ST. JOHN'S.
See Dundee, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Hamilton, Leith, and Montrose.
ST. KILDA. See Kilda (St.).
ST. LAWRENCE.
See Greenock and Sla-

MANNAN.

LAWRENCE HOUSE.

ST.

-

house
ST.
(St.),

See Lawrence-

(St.).

LEONARD'S.

See Edinburgh,

Andrews

and Perth.

ST. LUKE'S. See Edinburgh and Lanark.
ST, MACHAR. See Aberdeen.
ST. MADOES. See Madges (St.).
ST. MAGNUS. See Kirkwall.
ST. MAGNUS-BAY. See Magnus-bay (St.).
ST. MARGARET'S. See Edinburgh.
ST. MARGARET'S-HOPE. See Margaret's-

Hope

(St.).

MARK'S,

See Glasgow.
MARNOCK'S. See Kilmarnock.
MARTIN'S. See Martin's (St.), Logiepert,
Haddington, and Kibkmichael, (Ross-shire).
ST, MARY'S, See Edinburgh, Glasgow, Kelso,
Dundee, and Ronaldshay (South),
ST. MARY'S ISLE. See Mary's Isle (St.).
BT, MARY'S LOCH, See Mary's Loch (St.).
ST. MATTHEW'S. See Glasgow.
ST. MICHAEL'S. See Dumfries, Cupar Fife,
and Kelso.
ST,
ST.
ST.
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ST. MONANCE. See Abercrombie.
ST. MUNGO. See Mungo (St.), and Dumfries.
ST. NICHOLAS. See Aberdeen and Lanark.
ST. NINIAN'S. See Ninian's (St.).
ST. OLA. See Kirkwall.
ST. ORAN'S. See Iona.
ST. PAUL'S. See Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
ST.

PETER'S. See Dundee, Glasgow, StronRonaldshay (South).

SAY, and

ST. QUIVOX. See Quivox (St.).
ST. RINGAN'S. See Ninian's (St.).
ST. ROLLOX. See Glasgow.
ST. RONAN'S. See Innerleithen.
ST. SALVATOR. See Andrew's (St.).
ST. STEPHEN'S. See Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Perth.
ST. THOMAS'. See Glasgow and Leith.
ST. VIGEAN'S. See Vigf.an's (St.).
SALACHIE-LOCH, a small lake in the parish of
Golspie, Sutherlandshire.

SALEN, a quoad sacra parish, containing a postofSce station of its own name, on the east side of
the island of Mull. It belongs, quoad civilia, to
the parish of Torosay; and is in the presbytery
Its church is a goof Mull, and synod of Argyle.
vernment one, and was erected about the year 1 783.
Population in 1841, 775. Houses, 152.
SALINE, a parish, containing a post-office village
of its own name, on the west border of Fifeshire.
It is bounded by the counties of Clackmannan,
Perth, and Kinross, and by the parishes of Dunfermline and Carnock. Its length westward is 6^
miles and its greatest breadth is 4^ miles. Its eastern district, comprising nearly one-half of its entire
area, is of an upland character, rising into a lofty
ridge called the Saline-hills but its western district,
comprising all the rest of its area, is for the most
;

;

The upland district is chiefly pastoral,
part level.
and partly marshy, yet includes some good arable
The soil of the low district is generally a
tracts.
mixture of clay .and loam, of various coherence, inyet in some places very fertile.
and ironstone abound; and miniii<r
operations are extensively carried on and wil!
There are seven principal landowii^
increased.
The mansions are Kineddars, Hillside, Inzie\
Balgonar, Bandrum, Kirklands, Oakley, and Rhyi,
The average rent of land is about £1 12s. per iu

cumbent on

till,

Coal, limestone,

Assessed property in 1843, £6,691 16s. The
two Roman camps, two old towers, ;ii
The parish has derived benefit from
the erection of the Forth ironworks within the adjoining parish of Carnock; and it has near ace,

tiquities are
some cairns.

Oakley railway station in their vicinity.
and h;>village of Saline is beautifully situated,
It consists of sm
clean, picturesque appearance.
Its
houses
Torrie.
feus lield of the family of
attached
neatly built and whitewashed, and have all
to them small gardens for vegetables or flowers.
Population of the village, about 520. Populatio"
of the parish in 1831, 1,139; in 1851, 1,792, Houn
to the

1

..

314.

This parish
and synod of

is

in the presbytery of Dnnfermli;

Fife.

I'atron, the

Crown.

Stipr:

£156 17s. 2d.; glebe, £15. Schoolmaster's salm
£34 4s. 4id., with £40 10s. fees, and about £40 oti
emoluments. The parish church is a handsc
Gothic edifice, on a conspicuous site at the vilin
There is a Free church with an attendance of
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £Tiiere is a non-parochial school.
158. 9id.
'1

1

SALISBURY CRAGS, a hill within the Quci
i'
park, adjacent to the south-eastern outskirts of
city of Edinburgh. Its eastern side is a grassy sio]^
>

SALLYSBURGH.

separated at the base from Arthur's Seat by a piece
of marshy ground, 1,200 feet lonj^, 250 feet broad,
and about 194 feet of elevation above the level of
the sea; and its western side is a semicircular
sweep, -which first breaks precipitously down in
naked crags, and next descends in a very rapid,
earthy declivity. The summit of the hill, at the
top of the highest parts of the crags, has an altitude
of 574 feet above sea-level.
The semicircular
sweep of rocky precipice looks, in the distance,
like a zone of dark crystals, and forms an unique
romantic feature in the gorgeous scenery of Edinburgh but, over the part of it which looks to the
south, it was greatly damaged, about 33 j'ears ago, bv
being largely treated as a common quaiTy. Green;

stone,

which has been upheaved through

strata

surfaced with sandstone and clay, forms the body
In places where the sandstone at the
of the hill.
base has been quarried, beautiful specimens have
been found of radiated hiemalites, intermixed with
steatites, green fibrous ore of iron, and calcareous
spar,

forming altogether an

uncommon

mass.

In

parts of the hill have been found also veins
of calcareous spar, and fine specimens of talc, zeolite,
and amethystine quartzose crystals. See Arthur's

many

Seat and Edinburgh.

SALLYSBUKGH, a post-office village in the
It stands on the
parish of Shotts, Lanarkshire.
south road from Glasgow to Edinburgh. Population, 196.

Houses, 39.

SALTBURN,

a village in the parish of Rosskeen,
Boss-shire.
Population, 329. Houses, 82.
SALTCOATS, a post-town and seaport, in the
parishes of Ardrossan and Stevenston, Ayrshire.
It stands about the middle of the north-west side of
the bay of Ayr, 1 mile east-south-east of Ardrossan,
4 south-west of Kilwinning. 7 west of Irvine, 13
north-west of Troon, 13 south-south-east of Largs,
14 west of Kilmarnock, 28 south-south-east of Greenock, 32 south-west of Glasgow, and 74 west-north-

west of Edinburgh. Its site is low level ground, in
the vicinity A' sandy bluffs and flat expanses, but
is relieved from dullness by the vicinity of a
range
of high ground in the north, and by the prospect,
across the waters, of the splendid forms of Arran.

The town

too, is less

itself,

pleasant for

its

own

sake than for the sake of its accessories. Many of
its houses are plain one-storey buildings;
large portions of its street-lines have merely a village character; and some parts of its outskirts, particularly
3a the shore, are mean. Recent improvements, iu'ieed, have been made; some of the churches, one
iW two other public buildings, and a handsome spire
on the town-house, produce a strong relieving effect;
the near neighbourhood of the gay town of Ardros(ianalso is not a little pleasant; and the accommo-

dations of Saltcoats itself, together with the character of its sea-beach, are such as to draw to it many
families of the middle class for summer sea-bathing.
The places of worship within it are the old church
of Ardrossan, a Free church, and two United Presbyterian churches and it has an interest also in the
onrch of Stevenston, situated about a mile to the
orth-east.
It has offices of the City of Glasgow
lank, the Royal bank, and the Western bank. It has
Ekewise a savings' bank, ten insurance agencies, a
ig-light company, and a horticultural society.
'eekly newspaper is published in it, called the
'rossan and Saltcoats Herald.
tcoats was made a burgh of barony in the
of James V.
but it soon lost its burghal
It was
lacter, and almost sank into extinction.
a
collection
of clay-built cots, inhabited
nally
;

A

;

who manufactured

persons

and kettles

;

and

it
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salt in

thence obtained

its

small

name

But it possessed only a fitful prosperity; and, about the year 1660, it had dwindled
away to only four houses. Twenty-five yeare later,
however, Sir Robert Cunningham, the proprietor of
of Saltcoats.

the whole parish of Stevenston, built several large
saltpans at Saltcoats, placed the manufacture of
salt here on an entirely new and
advantageous
footing, constructed here a harbour on a scale which
the circumstances of the case rendered large and
enterprising, and opened various coal-pits in the
vicinity on a plan to render the new harbour a place
of large export for coal.
The decayed hamlet now
suddenly burst into a considerable village and the
village thenceforth enlarged into a small town.
The salt manufacture continued to flourish till the
repeal of the duty on rock salt, and is not yet extinct.
magnesia work arose in connexion with
the saltpans, and was the earliest establishment of
its kind in Scotland.
Ship-building has, at various
periods, been vigorously conducted, but has been so
fitful as alternately to rise into prominence and to
sink into extinction. Rope-making, also, has been
a fluctuating trade. Much attention, likewise, has
been given to the distant herring-fishing, but very
The commerce of
little to the domestic fisheiy.
the port has ceased for some years, having been
absorbed by Ardrossan ; but it is expected to revive.
It consisted chiefly in the export of coals to Ireland,
and was of such extent that the amount of local
;

A

dues yielded by it was about £120 a-year. The
harbour is a creek of the port of Ii-vine.
large
proportion of the inhabitants are cotton weavers,
the employment of the manufacturers of Paisley
and Glasgow. A fair for cattle, lambs, and pigs, is
held on the last Thursday of May. The town has
a station on the Ardrossan railway, and enjoys near
access to the steamboat conveyances at Ardrossan
harbour. A justice of peace court is held on the
first Monday of every month.
Population of the
Ardrossan section of the town in 1841, 2,806; in
1851. 2,904. Houses, 352. Population of the entire
town in 1841, 4.238; in 1851, 4,338. Houses, 537.
SALTERNESS. See Southerxess.
SALTHOUSE-HEAD. See Peterhead.

A

m

SALTON,

a parish, containing the post-office station of Salton, and the villages of East Salton and
West Salton, in the western division of HaddingtonIt is bounded by Pencaitland, Gladsmuir,
shire.
Haddington, Bolton, Humbie, and Ormiston. Its
extreme length is 3f miles; its extreme breadth is
nearly 3 miles; and its supei-fieial extent is about 8
square miles. The highest ground is the Skimmerhills, a broad-based and flattened elevation, situated
nearly in the centre of the parish, and rising about
600 feet above sea-level. On the south-east and
east this high ground is, in a certain degree, continued by low uplands; but on all other sides the

surface falls gradually off to the boundaries, and
becomes lost in levels of very slender altitude. A
wood, which forms nearly a square 1^ mile deep,
and is continuous with a forest of similar size in
Humbie, occupies most of the hanging plain on the
south. Salton-bura and the Tyne, the latter receiving the former on the south-west, circle round all

the parish except the east, the Tyne twice or thrice
deviating from the boundary. Limestone abounds,
is worked, and coal might probably be found.
The soil is very various, chiefly a deep, rich clay,
but also clayey loam, friable loam, and light sand.
Except the area under wood, and about 150 acres in
permanent pasture, the whole parish is arable.
Nearly four-fifths of it belong to Eletcher of S;ilton,
and tlie rest is distributed among three proprietors.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1835 was
£10,280. Assessed property in 1843, £5,030 16s. 5d.

and

SALTPANS.

SAND A.
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The mansions

are Salton-hall, the seat of Andrew
Fletcher, Esq., and Herdmanston-house, the seat of
Mansfield, Esq. The antiquities are the
remains of an ancient camp in the south-west of the
parish, and the remains of a chapel of the 13th
century, now used as a burying-vault, in the park
at Herdmanston.
Salton is noted for having been
the first place in Scotland in which pot- barley was
manufactured, the first in Britain in which the
weaving of hollands was established, the first in
which a bleachfield of the British Linen company
was formed, and one of the earliest in which a papermill and a starch-work were set up.
It is associated
also with the invention and improvement of some

Thomas

agricultural machines; but, with some trivial exceptions, of mere local import, it has long lost all its
manufactories. The parish is traversed by the road
from Edinburgh, across the Lammermoors, to Dunse.
The village of East Salton stands on that road, on
the northern slope of the Skimmer-hills, 5| miles
south-west of Haddington, and 16 east-south-east of
Edinburgh. The village of West Salton stands
about a mile west of East Salton, on the western
border of the parish, in the near vicinity of SaltonbuiTi.
Population of East Salton, 261. Houses, 59.
Houses, 41.
Population of West Salton, 167.
Population of the parish in 1831, 786; in 1851, 697.
Houses, 157.
This parish is in the presbytery of Haddington,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron,
Fletcher of Salton.
Stipend, £312 5s. 6d.
glebe,
;

Schoolmaster's salaiy, jE34 4s. 4^d., with
about £20 fees, and £S other emoluments. The
parish church is an ancient Gothic cruciform building, renovated in 1805, adorned with a handsome
modern spire, and containing about 400 sittings.
There is a Free church for Salton and Bolton and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £146 6s. 6Jd.
There is an endowed school in West Salton, The
ancient church of Salton was given by Hugh de
Morville, in the reign of David, to the monks of
Dryburgh, and continued, with slight interruptions,
to belong to them till the Reformation; and afterwards it was, for a brief period, identified with the
fates of the short-lived bishopric of Edinburgh. The
manor of Salton belonged to tlie Morvilles and their
successors, the Lords of Galloway, till forfeited during the wars of the succession, but was divided by
them, and partially alienated; and in the reign of
Alexander IH. it belonged to William de Abernethy,
and the progenitor of the noble family of Fraser,
who acquired from it, in 1455, the title of Lord
£15.

;

and whose present representative is the
sixteenth Lord Salton, and owns the seats of Phi-

Salton,

and Memsie- house in Aberdeenshire,
and Ness-cottage in Inverness-shire. Tlie estate
was acquired in 1643 by Sir Andrew Fletcher. But
while it was yet in the possession of the Morvilles,
the part of it which forms the lands of Herdmanston
was given by Richard Morville to Henry de St. Clair,
the ancestor of the Lords Sinclair of Herdmanston.
Among the ministers of Salton were the celebrated
Burnet, who became bishop of Salisbury, and Patrick Scougall, who became bishop of Aberdeen and
among distinguished natives were Andrew Fletcher,
lorth-castle

;

the statesman, who benefited his country in the
departments of agriculture and manufacture, Dr.
Andrew Fletcher, wlio became Ijord Milton nnd
Lord-justicc-clerk, and Henry Scougall, tlie author
of the well-known treatise, The Life of God in the
Soul of Man.'
SALTPAN. See Leswat.t.
SALTPANS, a village in the parish of CamphclIt stands at the extremity of a
ton, Arpyleshire.
licadland flanking Machrihanish-Lay, 5 miles from
'

Campbelton. It took its name from a salt-work
which has long been extinct and it is now inhab;

ited chiefly

by fishermen.

SALT-PRESTON. See Prestonpans.
SALTSIDE. See Dundee.

SAMPHREY, an island in the parish of Mid and
South Yell, in Shetland.
It lies about IJ mile
south of the south-western extremity of the island
of Yell and it has an extreme length southward of
about 2^ miles, and a mean breadth of about IJ
mile.
Population in 1851, 30. Houses, 6.
SAMSON'S RIBS. See Dlddingston.
SAMUEL'S CAVE. See Kilsialie.
SAMUELSTON, a post-office village on the
southern verge of the parish of Gladsmuir, HadIt stands on the left bank of the
dingtonshire.
Tyne, 3J miles south-west of Haddington, and 5J
east of Tranent.
It is an irregular, straggling assemblage of small houses dignified, in its way, by
the presence of three farm-steads.
It has a sawmill and two corn-mills; and formerly possessed a
somewhat large trade in meal. Population, 215.
Houses, 57.
SANCHAR. See Sakquhar and Quivox (St.).
SAND, See Northmavex and Sandsting,
SANDA, a small island, belonging to the parish
of Southend, in Argyleshire. It lies at the west
side of the entrance of the frith of Clyde, 3J miles
;

;

south-east of the nearest part of the peninsula of
Kintyre, 6 east-south-east of the Mull of Kintyre,
and 9 south-south-west of Campbelton, It is about
1| mile long, J a mile broad, and 500 acres in area.
It consists of sandstone rock, and has a tumulated
surface, with an extreme altitude of about 300 feet

above sea-level. Moderately high cliffs form part
of its shores and one of these is pierced with a
veiy large natural arch, and forms a very picturesque object. The island is covered with good
grass, and is all disposed in sheep-walk, in the tenantcy of one farmer. Two islets, called Sheep-is e
and Glanamar, lie on the north-east side of it, and
A small, good,
are also clothed in good grass,
natural harbour lies between it and these islets, and
is a place of shelter and rendezvous for the smaller
;

sort of vessels which navigate the Clyde.
This
harbour was a common station of the Scandinavian
the
of
the
contests
for
Kinduring
possession

fleets

tyre and the Hebrides.
nexion, was then called

The
Avona

island, in this con-

Porticosa,

—a

name

which it still retains, in the abbreviated form of
Aven, among the Highlanders; but it figures, under
its more proper name of Sanda, in the more ancient
record of Adnmnan's life of Columba. There are
remains on it of an ancient chapel which was dedicated to Columba, and of a ciicunijaccnt cemetery
which appears to have long possessed some super-

A dangerous rock, above a mile
and bearing the name of Pate
son's rock, lies about 1^ mile east by south of Sandaj
and, being always covered by flood tide, and visible
at low water, it has endangered many a vessel, A
lighthouse was erected on Sanda in 1850. It bears
by compass from Pladda light W. by S. J W., disstitious celebrity.

in circumference,

•-

tant 18 miles; from Paterson's rock buoy, W, by
N. distant 1^ mile; from Ailsa Craig N.W. by W, }
W., distant 16 miles; from Corsewall light N, by
W. J W., distant 22 miles; from the Maiden's rocks
liglits N.E. J N,, distant 21 J miles; from Fairhead
in (he county of Antrim E.S.E. J E. distant 19J
miles; from the most northern point of lifithlin
island S.E. by E. J E., distant 21 miles; and
from the most southern point of the Mull of KinTlie light is S
tyre, S.E. f E., distant 6 miUs.
fixed red ligiit, shown in a south-westerly direction
from N.W. i W. round to S.E. by E. ^ E. and it is
;

SANDEND,

elevated 165 feet above the level of the sea, but,
being red, is not visible, even in the best conditions
of the atmosphere, at a greater distance than about

a fishing-village and small sea-poit
in the parish of Fordyce, Banffshire.
It is situated
to the south-east of Crathie-point, and 2^ miles west-

5 leagues.

north-west of Portsoy.

or Saxdat, a small island in the Hebridean parish of Small Isles, Argvleshire. It lies on
the east side of Canua, and may almost be viewed as
constituting a portion of it, the two being united at
low water by a beach of shell sand and it extends
eastward about If mile, with a mean breadth of
about half-a-mile, and is distant 2J miles from Rum.
Its surface, at the end next Canna, is low ; but, towards Rum, it rises into gentle elevations, and terminates in abrupt cliifs, which are skirted with detached
and considerable high masses of rock. Two rocks,
'
called Dun-na-Feulan, or the Gull rocks,' and situated at a short distance from the cliffs, form some

SANDA,

;

striking combinations

with

surrounding objects,

and render the landscape in which they

lie

de-

cidedly
picturesque. They are of different magni^
s, hut of apparently the same height, and do
-eem to exceed 100 feet in altitude; and the
llest is thin in proportion to its height, and of a
Bteeple-like form, while the other resembles a huge

AVhen the soaring mountains of Rum are
swathed in clouds, and the boisterous intervening
sound is lashed into rage by a gale of wind, the
'Gull-rocks' are seen to a great advantage.
corioos phenomenon, and one which specially intower.

A

fites the attention of geologists, is, that the steeplelike rock consists partly of conglomerate and partly

of trap, divided from each other, not by a horizontal
by a vertical plane. The circumstance is the
more carious, that the same substances are horizontally related to each other throughout Canna
and every other part of Sanda. See Casxa.
SANDA, or Saxday, one of the most considerlable of the North Isles of Orkney.
It contains a
post-office station of its own name. It lies 2 J miles
iiorth of Stronsay, Ij mile east of Eday, 6f miles
of Westray,'and 2 J miles south of North RonaldI

[but
I

I

[out

Its form is exceedingly irregular; and may,
ly.
a general view, be regarded as three large penand two small ones radiating from a comm centre. Its length, from north-east to southrest, is 12 miles; but its mean breadth does not exieed 1| mile; and its superficial extent is not more
;ian 19 square miles.
Excepting a hillocky ridge
if 200 or 300 feet fa altitude on its west side, the
Mand is extremely flat. Its soil is everywhere
and sandy, and, when well-manured with seajight
ia

produces as good crops as any which are
in Orkney.
The principal harbours are
itdetoft on the south-east side of the island, and
)tterswick on the north-east, both commodious and
See the article Otieeswick Bat. A
iietty safe.
bimber of small lakes, the largest about 2^ miles in
iicumference, and two or three others not much inirior to this, occur in various parts of the island,
reed,

Mised

On

the promontory of Elsticularly in the north.
»•», which projects to the south, and commands an
tlensive sea view, are upwards of twenty vitrified

supposed by Dr. Hibbert to have been signal
Ittions of the Norsemen for commimicating with
fleets in the sound.
The other antiquities of
EJtns,

mx
le

island are the

ruins of one or two ancient

_ 5ls, and of some considerable Picts" houses,
fada is ecclesiastically divided into Lady parish

H»e east, and the united parish of Cross and Buron the west. See the articles Ladt, Bcesess,
id Choss.
Population in 1831, 1,839; in 1851,
VXH. Houses, 399.
a post-office station in the parish

n

SANDBANK,

'Dunoon. Argyleshire.

8ANDEEL-BAY.

See Dcxoox.

See Saxdy-Bav.

Population, 243.
island in the Hebridean parish of
It lies 3J miles south-west
Barra, Inverness-shire.
of the island of Barra, 2 J miles north-east of Pabba,
and f of a mile south of Vatersa ; and is separated
from the last by a strait, called the Sound of Sandera. Though indented in outline, it is not far from
being circular, with a diameter of IJ mile. The
island consists of a single hill of gneiss, and attains
an elevation of about 800 feet. Though, to a certain extent, sheltered from the western swell by the
islets Fladda and Linga, at 1 and If mile's distance,
it is so extensively covered with drifted calcareous
sand as to present the appearance, at some furlongs
or miles' distance, of being sheeted with snow.
very large Danish dun occurs on its east coast.

SANDERA. an

A

Population. 10.

SANDFORD,

a village in the parish of StonePopulation, 116. Houses, 29.
SANDFORD. Aberdeenshire. See Peterhead.
SANDHAVEN, a fishing-village and small seaport in the parish of Pitsligo, Aberdeenshire. The
village is of modem erection and the harbour is of
easy access for vessels and fishing boats, and is safe,
commodious, and free of dues for ever)- thing connected with the fishing.
SANDHEAD, a post-office village, and a small
sea-port, in the parish of Stoneykirk, Wigtonshire.
The harbour is a natural one. consisting of a small
bay, and affording anchorage for lime and coal
sloops.
Population, 140. Houses, 31.
SAND ISLAND, a pastoral islet, adjacent to
Inniskenneth. in the MuU Hebrides.
SAND ISLAND. Perthshire. See Perth.
SAND LOCH, a lake of about 15 acres, in the
parish of Slains, Aberdeenshire.
SAND LOCH, Dumfries-shire. See Dcmfr e-.
SAND-LODGE. See Duxeossx-ess.
SANDNESS, a district in the mainland part of
the parish of Walls, in Shetland. It contains a postoffice station of its own name; which, however, is
more commonly called Sannes. It lies on the west
side of the mainland, and on the south coast of St.
Magnus bay. The headland of Sandness, whence
the district has its name, flanks the south side of
the entrance of Papa-sound.
SANDSIDE-BAY. See Reav.
SANDSOUND. See Lerwick.
SANDSTING axd AITHSTING, an united
It comprehends a district near
parish in Shetland.
the middle of the mainland, the inhabited islands
of Vementry and Papa-Little, and seven pastoral
islets of the kind called holms.
Its post-town is
The
Lerwick, about 16 miles to the south-east.
mainland district is bounded by the Atlantic ocean,
by the parish of Walls, by an inlet of St. Magnus'
bay, and by the parishes of Delting and Tingwall.
Its length south-south-eastward is 10 miles; and
its greatest breadth is 8 miles.
The surface is
almost everywhere hillocky, neither attaining any
considerable elevation, nor admitting any noticeable extent of plain. The rising groimds in the
west are generally green, on a mossy soil, with
littie
pasturage in winter; those in the north
are dry and rocky, with small ling heath, and
fine sweet grass; and those in the central districts are covered with a deep moss, and plentifully
produce short bushy heath, and coarse kinds of
The cultivated ground, amounting to 777
grass.
merks, lies generally along the shores. The parish
is everywhere intersected by long narrow bays,
called voes or friths ; and the pasture in the ness oi
house, Lanarkshire.

;

SAND WICK.

peninsula formed by two voes is generally good.
T\fe coast on the west side is rocky and bold, and
is perforated by many caves, the i-esorts of wild
pigeons and, in all parts, it produces abundance of
sea-weed for manure. There are upwards of 130
fresh-water lakes, some of considerable size, and
many verdant or muddy at the bottom. The
principal landowners are the Earl of Zetland, GrierROM of Quendale, Scott of Scalloway, Umphrny of
Reawick, Greig of Garderhouse, and Giftord of
Busta and there are thirteen others. The mansions
The
are Sand-house, Reawick, and Garderhouse.
antiquities are three or four Scandinavian burghs,
several standing-stones, and a number of tumuli.
;

;

Population in 1831, 2,194; in 1851, 2,603.
Assessed property in 1843, £20.

Houses,

431.

This parish is in the presbytery of Olnafirth, and
synod of Shetland. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £158 6s.. 8d.,; glebe, £9.
salary, £26, with £1 10s. fees, and £2 other emoluments. The parish church was built in 1780, and
repaired in 1824, and contains 654 sittings. There
were formerly churches at Sand and Twatt and
there are still burying-grounds at these places, and
There is an
at West Skeld, Gruting, and Aith.
Independent chapel at Sand, built in 1833, and
There
is
in
the parish
120
also
sittings.
containing
a Methodist chapel. There are eight non-parochial
;

schools, all supported extraneously, either
bodies or by private subscription.

by public

a parish on the west coast of the
mainland of Orkney. Its post-town is Stromness,
about 5 miles to the south.
It is bounded by
the Atlantic ocean, and by the parishes of Birsay,
Harray, Stennis, and Stromness. Its length southsouth-eastward is 7 J miles; its greatest breadth
is 4J miles; and its area is about 15 square miles.
Except at Sandwick-bay which is only about ^ a
mile wide the whole coast is bold and high, rising sheer up from the sea to an altitude of from
In the interior are two or three
li
to 250 feet.
small lochs and along the eastern and the southern
the whole length of the loch of
stretches
boundary
Stennis see that article. Along the craggy cliffs
of the coast are found causeways or horizontal

—

;

:

strata of stones, bearing various irregular and curious figures, the work of Nature, and the effect of
time.
The general surface of the parish is much
diversified, and comprises a considerable extent of
hilly ground, rising in some places to an altitude of

between 300 and 400 feet, yet has a larger proportion of flat and arable land than the contiguous
Its rocks are traps, sandstones, flagparishes.
The soil is variously a light
stones, and granite.
sand, a poor clay, a rich loam, and a much diversiAbout one-third of the
fied mixture of the three.
pnrish belongs to Watt of Breckness, a large part
belongs to R. Clouston, Esq., and the rest is distributed among nearly seventy proprietors. On the
coast, close by the shore, stand the ruins of a large
Other anbuilding, called the castle of Sunsgar.
tiquities arc five or six Scandinavian burghs, a
cromlech, some standing -stones, several vitrified
cairns, a great number of tumuli, and one or two
ruinous old chapels. Population in 1831,973; in
Assessed property in
1851, 1,107.
Ilouses, 231.

1815, £224.
This parish is in the presbytery of Cairston, and
synod of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.

Stipend, £158 163. 3d.; glebe, £12.

Schoolmaster's

The parish church
salary, £34 4s. 4Jd with fees.
built in 1836, and contains 564 sittings. There
is a Free church for Sandwick and Ilarray ; and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £84 58. 3d.
,

was

There

is

an United Presbyterian church

wick, which was built in 1828, and has an attendance of 260. There is also an Independent chapel,
M'hich was built in 1824. There are a large nonSandparochial school and a parochial library.
wick was erected into a parish so late as 1832, and
was previously a part of the parish of Stromness.
SANDWICK, a quoad sacra parish, containing a
post-office station of its own name, in the southem
It belongs quoad
part of the mainland of Shetland.
civilia toDunrossness, andlies between Dunrossness1 4 miles south-southand
about
Coningsburgh,
proper
west of Lerwick. Its parish church is a government
It
one, built in 1807, and contaiiiing 564 sittings.
has also an Independent chapel, a Methodist chapel,
a parochial school, and a parochial library.
SANDWICK, a suburb of the town of Stornoway,
in Lewis.
a rivulet, a lake, and a small bay
on the mutual border of the parislies of Durness and'
Edderachillis, on the west coast of Sutherlandshire.
BAY, or Sandeel-Bat, a small bay in
the parish of Port-Patrick, Wigtonshire. It takes
its name from the character of its beach, but is also
In the rocky side of it, above
called Portmurray.
tide-mark, is a cave which tradition asserts to have
been inhaljited by a hermit.
SANDYFORD, a suburb of Glasgow, on the
road to Dumbarton, new, elegant, and rapidly ex-

SANDWOOD,

SANDY

tending.

See Glasgow.

SANDYFORD-BURN,

SANDWICK,

—

SANQUHAR.
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in Sand-

a rivulet of the parish
of Muiravonside, in Stirlingshire.
SANDYGOE, a small bay, with steep rocky
sides, in the parish of Wick, Caithness-shire.

SANDY ISLE. See Sanda, Argyleshire.
SANDYKNOWE. See Smallholm.

SANEG.
SANNES.

See Islay.
See Sandxess.
SANNOX, various objects and localities on the'
north-east side of the island of Arran. The streams,
South Sannox and North Sannox, though each not
moie than 4 miles in length of run, are the largest
running waters on the east side of the island, and
traverse singularly grand and impressive scenery.
Glensannox, the vale of the South Sannox, wends
close round the north skirt of Goatfell, and is pecuSee
liarly noted for the sublimity of its landscape.
Gi.ensannox. The streamlets are little more than
and both have
half-a-mile asunder at their mouth
in their channels extensive veins of a pure sulphate
of barytes. These cross the impetuous mountaintorrent that collects the waters of this wild glen
and two of them have been wrought on both sides
From them a large quantity of a vei-j
of the stream.
pure, crystalline, translucent sulphate, is extract;

ed; and by sorting, washing, crushing, grinding
moulding, and drying, the spar becomes a pigment
variously blue, yellow, and green, of different shades
Three farms along the coast have the names re
spectively of South, Mid, and North Sannox. /
church, dedicated to St. Michael, anciently stoo<

Sannox, and is commemorated by it:
burying-ground, which continues to be in use, am
by a rude image of its patron saint placed in th'
wall of the cemetery. In the vicinity is a nionu
mental standing-stone.
SANQUHAR, a parish, containing the post-towi
of Sanquhar, the post-town of Wanlockhead, an
the village of Crawickmill, in the upper part
It extends from side
Nithsdale, Dumfries-shii-e.
side of the district which Dumfrics-shirc project
between Ayrshire and Lanarkshire. It is bounc'
ed by Ayrshire, Kirkconnel, Lanarkshire, DurrisIts length north-eastward is li
deer, and Penpont.
miles; its greatest breadth is 5 miles; and its arc;
The vale of the NitF
is about 61i square miles.
at South

t
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>ANQUHAE.
goes across

stirring stories respecting the times of the Cove-

it

nanters.

it in a south-westerly direction, cutting
into two nearly equal parts ; and is liere a mimic
of
considerable
strath
beauty, flanked by hill-screens
which are cleft by little transverse vales, bringing
down tributes to the Nith. The rest of the surface

is variously hilly and mountainous, partly green and
partly heathy, exhibiting great diversity of upland
character and mountain contour. One range of
watershed extends along the boundary with Ayrshire, and culminates on Blacklarg-hill, at an altitude of 2,890 feet above sea-level. Another range
of watershed extends along the boundary with
Lanarkshire, and comprises there the loftiest of the
Lowthers, with an altitude of 3.130 feet. The principal streams, besides the Xith, are the Crawick,
the Wanlock, the Minnick, the Euchan and the
Kello.
The rocks of the mountains are nearly all
of the Silurian class.
coalfield, stated variously
at 6 miles in length and ^ a mile in medium breadth,
and at about 7 miles in length and 2J in breadth,
lies along the Nith, with the river above its centre,
and is supposed to be a wing of the great field of
Ayrshire. Extensive lead-mines are worked at
Wanlockhead; and large coal-mines, as also quarries
of sandstone and limestone are worked in the region
of the coal-field. The soil iu the vale of the Nith,
and in tlie lower parts of some of the lateral vales,

A

general dry and gravelly, and in some places
loamy; but that in the other districts is for the
most part clayey or mossy, much of it very wet. yet

is in

generally deep and well adapted for grazing. About
6,000 imperial acres are in tillage; about 31,300 are
pastoral or waste; and about 735 are under wood.
The principal landowners are the Duke of Buccleuch and Veitch of Elliock. The estimated value
of raw produce in 1835, inclusive of £11,013 for
Assessed
coals, quarries, and lead, was £25.408.
property in 1843, £9,597 15s. 9d. Elliock-house, notable as the birth-place of the Admirable Crichton, has
been noticed in our article on Elliock. Castle-Gilmour, an old baronial residence in the moors, about
3 miles east of the town of Sanquhar, was removed
The glens
to give place to a modem farm-house.
and moors of the mountains were the frequent retreat of the persecuted Covenanters.
The parish is
traversed, along the vale of the Nith, by the road
from Glasgow to Dumfries, and by the Glasgow and
South- Western railway; and it has a station on the
latter 65^ miles from Glasgow.
Population in 1831,
3,2&3; in 1851, 4,071.
Houses, 637.
This parish is in the presbytery of Penpont, and
sjTiod of Dumfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch.
Stipend, £289 3s.; glebe, £30.
Unappropriated

X888 2s. 9d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
with considerable fees and the schoolmaster

teinds,
4id.,

;

The parish
and registrar.
church was built in 1824, and contains 960 sittings.
There is at Wanlockhead a chapel in connexion
with the Established church, built a few years ago,
and endowed by the Duke of Buccleuch. There is
a Free church at
Sanquhar, containing 500 sittings.
There is also a Free cliurch for Wanlockhead and
Leadhills.
There are two United Presbyterian
places of worship at Sanquhar, the North and the
There
South, with jointly about 1,100 sittings.
»re also a Reformed
Presbyterian church and a
in
the
There are
Baptist chapel.
parish five
non-parochial schools. Sanquhar was anciently a
is

also

rectory;

session-clerk

and, in the 15th century,

it

was made

Comprebend of the cathedral of Glasgow.
prehended in the present parish, is a great part
»

of the ancient parish of Kilbride or Kirkbride, annexed to it in 1732. The ruins and cemetery of
Kilbride still exist near the Nith in the southoast of Sanquhar; and are associated with some

The Tows of Sasqcilvb is a royal burgh and the
It
largest seat of population in Upper Nithsdale.
stands on the left bank of the Nith, on the road from
Glasgow to Dumfries, 13 miles north-west of Thomhili, 27 north-west of Dumfries, 32 east-south-east
of Ayr, 34 south-enst of Kilmarnock, 56 south-west
by south of Edinburgh, and 56 by road, but &oi by
It consists
railway, south-south-east of Glasgow.
almost wholly of a single street, about J a mile in
the
The
street
length, extending along
highway.
is neither straight in line, uniform in breadth, nor
regularly edificed, yet has a town-like appearance,
is not mean or unpleasant.
On a rising ground,
at its upper end, stands the parish church, a very
handsome edifice with a square tower. This suc-

and

ceeded a building which was remarkable for its size
and disproportion, and which, from some sculptured
stones in its walls, was supposed to be of great anAt an expansion of the High-street, a
tiquity.
short way from its head, stands the town-hall, built
at the expense of the last Duke of Queensberry, and
decorated with a tower and clock. On a steep bank,
overlooking the Nith, about a furlong from the foot of
the town, stands the picturesque ruin of SanquharThis seems to have been a strong quadcastle.
rangular structure, with towers at the angles. On
the north side was a deep fosse provided with a
drawbridge; on the west were gardens, whose site
still retains traces of a fish-pond ; on another side
was a spacious deer-park; and at a short distance
on the south is the moat on whose summit the
barons wielded, in juridical form, their feudal

.

powers of sovereignty.
Either the castle, or some fortified predecessor on
seems to have given origin, as it certainly
gave name, to the town ; for Sanquhar,' originally

its site,

'

and for centuries spelt Sancher,' or Sanchar,' is
The
simply the Celtic saen-caer, 'an old fort.'
earliest proprietoi-s of the castle and circumjacent
lands, or Lords of Sanquhar, were the Roos, Roose,
or Ross family, cadets of the Earls of Ross, Lords
of the Isles.
Isobel de Ross, the daughter and
heiress of Robert de Ross, the last of the line, married William, the second son of Thomas, Lord of
Crichton, who flourished in the reign of Robert
Bruce. At this epoch, Richard Edgar, a descendant
of Dnnegal, the Gaelic chief who possessed Strathnith in the reign of David I., obtained possession of
the castle and half of the barony. But the son of
Isobel de Ross, and of William who became Lord
of Crichton, appears to have eventually expelled
the intruder, and regained the inheritance. The
strength is also, amid some confusion of record and
tradition, said to have been for some time in the
possession of the English in the reign of Edward I.,
and to have been recaptured, with slaughter of its
English garrison, by Sir William Douglas of Doug'

lasdale.

The

Crichtons,

'

at

all

events,

became

speedily and continuously the lords of the castle,
and of the whole barony.
Sir Robert Crichton,

great-grandson of Isobel de Ross, was, in 1464. appointed by James III. hereditary sherifi" of DumIn 1 630, Sir William Douglas of Drumfries-shii-e.
lanrig, who had a mortgage on the barony of

—

Sanquhar, purchased the whole property lands,
and castle which thence descended to his
and representatives, the Dukes of Queensberry and the Dukes of Buccleuch. The castle now
became, for some period, the chief residence of the
proud Dnxmlanrig Douglases. Even after William,

lordship,
posterity

—

the first Duke of Queensberrj-, built the magnificent palace of Dramlanrig, he spent but one night
within its walls, and retired for the remainder of his
-'

SARCLET.
life

to Sanquliar-castle.

The

old pile

was

forsaken,

however, by the second Duke, and abandoned to
utter neglect. Plunderers speedily thronged upon it,
first to divest it of its leaden roof, next to use it as
a quarry; and they soon left not a vestige of its
ancient magnificence except its gaunt but venerable

fragment of a ruin.

^nquhar rose

SAULSEAT.
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into considerable

modem prosperity

under the fostering care of the last Duke of QueensHis Grace, at an expense of £1,500, cut, for
berry.
at least 2 1 miles across his estate, the great line of

road which passes through the burgh between Dumfries and the central west of Scotland; he cut, at an
expense of £600, a cross road which runs up the
Minuick to Wanlockhead; he constructed, at the
cost of £300, a road in the contiguous parish of
Kirkconnel, leading up to a lime-work at Whitecleugh; and, jointly with the trustees for the encourof manufiictures, he gave £40 a-year to
be distributed among stocking-makers and other
manufacturing artificers in the town and its vicinity.

agement

Wire-worked stockings and mittens, mostly partycoloured and very various in pattern, long formed
a staple manufacture, and afforded a large number
of the lower classes a comfortable support;

but

eventually this fell off, and dwindled away. The
eoal mines, situated in the immediate neighbourhood
of the town, have long given much local employment.
carpet and tartan factory at Crawickmill,
J a mile to the north-west, has long been conspicuous; and cotton handloom-weaving, together with dependencies on it, in the town itself, employs a good
many hands. The number of looms at the period
of the government enquiry in 1838 was 182. The
town has offices of the British Linen company's
bamk and the Western bank. Fairs are held on
the first Friday of February, old style, on the third
Friday of April, on the first Friday of May, old
style, on the Friday of June before Tarbolton, on
the 17th of July if a Friday, or if not on the first
Friday after, on the first Friday of August, old style,
on the Friday in October before Falkirk tryst, on
the first Friday of November, old style, and en the
Friday in November before Mauchline.
Sanquhar was a burgh of bai'ony from a very ancient but unascertained date, and was re-erected in
1484; and, at the instance of Robert Crichton, Lord
of Sanquhar, it was, in 1598, by charter of James
VL, constituted a royal burgh. The town-council
consists of a provost, two bailies, a dean of guild,
a treasurer, and four councillors. Municipal constituency in 1838, 55; in 1856, 38. The burgh property is very small. The corporation revenue in
1832 was £66r in 1856, £217. The town is lighted
with gas. Sheriff small debt courts are held at

SARK

(The), a small river in the extreme southeast of Dumfries-shire. It rises in two head-streams,
the one from the north-west cornerofCanobie, and the
other from the north-west extremity of Half-Morton,
and has a sinuous course of 10 or 11 miles in a southerly and a south-south-westerly direction to the head
of the Solway frith. It, for 2J miles, divides HalfMorton from Canobie and afterwards, or over a
distance of between 5 and 6 miles, it divides Scotland and England. Its sources lie among the lower
declivities of the Eskdale hills but by far the greater
part of its course is across either a low and beautiful:
plain or along the skirts of the Solway-moss of Cumberland.. During a comparatively dry summer the
stream almost ceases to exist.
(The Black), a rivulet in the south-east
It rises
of Dumfries-shire, tributary to the Sark.
at Burnfoot-hill, near Sarkshiels, in the parish of
Kirkpatrick- Fleming, and flows south-eastward
through that parish, and through Half-Morton and
Gretna, to the Sark, f of a mile above Springfield.
SARKFOOT, a small village and sea-port in the
parish of Gretna, Dumfries-shire. It stands at the
mouth of the Sark, IJ mile south of Springfield and
8h east of Annan. The harbour admits vessels of
;

;

SARK

120 tons.

SASSEN (The). See Fortingai,.
SATURNESS. See Southerness.
SAUCHENSIDE. See Chesterhill.
SAUCHER, a village in the parish

A

Sanquhar unites with Dumfries,
Annan, Lochmaben, and Kirkcudbright in sending
regular periods.

a

member

to parliament.

Parliamentary constitu-

in 1856, 41.
This town is famous
what is called the Sanquhar declaration, a document affixed to its cross in June 1680 by a small
of armed Covenanters, with the celebrated
Sarty
Richard Cameron at their head, disowning allegiance
to King Charles, and declaring war against him as a
usumer and a tyrant. Population of the municipal

ency in 1838, 61;

—

for

burgh in 1831, 1,527; in 1851, 1,884. Houses, 282.
Population of the parliamentary burgh in 1851,
Houses, 339. Annual value of real property
2,.381.
in 1857, £2,154.

SANQUHAII-IIOUSE.

See Forres.

a fishing-village, 4^ miles south by
west of Wick, Caithness-shire.
small cove, overhang by a bank wln'ch forms the site of the village,
at
considerable expense, been constructed into
has,

SAIICLET,

A

a good harbour for fishing-boats.

Perthshire.

Population, 68.

Houses,

of CoUacCr

19.

SAUCHIE, a post-office village in the parish and
county of Clackmannan. It stands contiguous toNewtonshav/ which see. It is inhabited princiby workers in the neighbouring coal-mines
and ironworks. Here is a chapel of ease, whicb
was built in 1841-2.
:

pally

SAUCHIEBOG,
of

one of the associated villages

in Lanarkshire.

Population, 108..
See Cambuslaxg.
SAUCHIEBURN. See Marykirk and Ninias's

Cambuslang

Houses,

19.

(St.).

SAUCHIERIGG. See Falkirk.
SAUCHRIE. See Maybole.

SAUCHUR

POINT, a bold projecting headland,,
The
in the parish of Elie, Fifeshire.
headland consists of several kinds of eruptive rock,
greenstone, basalt, clinkstone, and tuff". The bay
makes small indentation of the land comparatively
to its breadth, and lies exposed to the south-east.
and a bay,

—

SAUGHS (Water of). See Esk (The
SAUGHTON (New). See Cramond.

North),

Forfarshire.

SAULSEAT,
and an abbey

or

Soulseat, an ancient parish

in the north of Wigtonshire.

The

parish was a vicarage under the monks of the abbey;
and, about the middle of the 17th century, it was
incoi-porated with Inch. Its ecclesiastical revenues
are divided between the minister of Inch and the
minister of Portpatrick. The abbey stood on a peninsula of Saulseat-loch, in the vicinity of the present
manse of Inch. The building was in ruins in 1684,
when Symson wrote liis 'Description of Galloway;'
and it is now connnemorated only by a few crushed
and melancholy remains. An extensive burying-

ground which seems to have surrounded it, and which
partially in use, contains some curious though
no very ancient monumental inscriptions. The abbey
was founded, in the 12th century, by Fergus, Lord
It had
of Galloway, for Premonstratcnsian monks.
its name, as S^'mson tliinks, cither from being arrogantly described as 'Sedes Animarum,' or from having had a person of the name of Saul as its first abbot,
and so being 'Sedes Saulis.' Chalmers says, "It
was the mother of the more celebrated and opulent
is still

SAVOCH-BURX.

priory of WLithorn, as well as the abbey of Holywood, both of which were planted by monks of the

have been the original
same order. It appears
establishment of the Premonstratensian monks in
Scotland and the abbots of Soulseat were the suIts abbacy
peiiors of that order in this kingdom."
was one of the few in Scotland, the appointment of
which remained with the King, and could not be
disposed of or controlled by the Pope. The abbey
never rose to any eminence nor ev«r figured conspicuously in history. In 1568 its abbot, along with
to

;

some of the most

distinguislied

men

of the king-

dom, subscribed a bond obliging themselves to defend Queen Marr.
SAVOCH. See Deer (New).
SAVOCH-BURX, a brook running on the boundary between the parishes of Crimond and Lonmay, in Aberdeenshire.
SAXAFOETH. See Uxsx.
SAXONIA. See Lixlithgowshiee.
SCADDEXS (Loch), a lake of 14 acres, in the
parish of Avoch, Ross-shire.
SCALLOWAY, a sea-port village in the parish
It stands at the head of
of Tingwall, Shetland.
Scalloway-bay, on the west coast of the mainland,
6 miles west-south-west of Lerwick. The cottages
are of a better description than most in the northern
islands
and, arranged round a fine semicircular
sweep of bay, they combine with the sea- scene in
front, and the old castellated mansion of Scalloway
towering above them in the rear, to form a picturesque landscape. The harbour is naturally good,
and is supposed to have, in its relative position to
the castle, given to the locality the name of Scal;

—

loway, or 'the roadstead beside the mansion,'
Scalla signifying a mansion, and vie, transmuted
The village was anciently
into xcay, a roadstead.

a burgh, and the

Though Mr.
capital of Shetland.
Scallowaj' is now the only gentleman of
in
the
most
of
it,
great Siietland
residing
Eroperty
uidowners, within eighty or ninety years ago, had
The great bulk of the present
residences here.
A
jpulation are fishermen and their families.
irge quay, warehouses, and a cooperage were
erected, a good number of years ago, for the accomsmall Independent
modation of the fisheries.
iicott of

A

was

built at Scalloway in 1838 ; and a handsome church in connexion with the Establishment
was built in 18-42. Population of the village, 405.

chapel

Houses, 62.
Scalloway castle, situated above the village, was
auilt about the year 1600, by Patrick Stewart, the
tyrannical Earl of Orkney. A previous mansion of
die Earl, at Sumbnrgh, having given way in consequence of the sandiness of its foundation, the desl»t compelled the inhabitants, on pain of forfeiting
their property, to find as
for speedily building a

many men as were required
new castle, and to supply

them gratuitously with provisions and he superiatended and matured the execution of his ignoble
The castle,
[4an, by means of a military force.
though now a mere shell, exhibits plentiful and dis;

tinct indications of its original condition.
It is a
Btrocture of three stories, surmounted at each angle
a
ly small handsome round turret. The windows

very large; but the principal door is quite disproportionate and even puny. The apartments, on
pie ground - floor, are an excellent kitchen and
Ited cellars, sending off a broad flight of ascendand the apartments above are a spacious
jBteps ;
"
and suites of ordinary sized chambers.
'^ALPA, an island, belonging to the parish of
It
th, in the Skye district of Inverness-shire.
eparated from the east coast of Skye by Scalpaid, which, in many places, is not more than halfire

SCALPA-FLOW.
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a-mile broad; and it lies off Loch-Ainort, and is 2
miles south of Raasay, 7 south-west of Applecross,
and 8 west of Loch-Alsh. It is of an irregularly
oval shape of 4J by 2f miles
and has the longer
axis from north-west to south-east.
Most of its
area is occupied by a grassy mountain of uneven
summit and rounded outline, displaying much bare
rock, yet nowhere marked by asperities or wearing
a barren aspect. The descent, in most places, but
especially along the side which confronts Skye,
comes down in smooth and gentle declivities to the
sea; but, towards the north-east, it tenninates in
bold but not very high cliffs. The sound of Scalpa
and it
is a noted rendezvous of the herring-fleet
abounds in oysters, some of which, both fish and
shell, are black, while others are of a dingy diluted
blue colour. These oysters are supposed to be only
a variety of the common species, and to derive their
unwonted hue from the dark mud in which they
breed.
On the island are vestiges of an ancient
chapel dedicated to St. Francis, and conjectured to
have been originallv Culdean. Population in 1841,
;

;

90; in 1851, 79.

Houses,

13.

SCALPA,

or Scalpat, an island in the Harris
It lies at the entrance of
district of the Hebrides.
East Loch-Tarbet, half-a-niile from the northern,
It
and 2| miles from the southern, headland.
measures nearly 3 miles in extreme length, and upwards of 1 J mile in extreme breadth but is exceedingly indented, and cut into small peninsulas, by the
and consists of
sea.
It is low and heath-clad
bed of serpenirregular protuberances of gneiss.
tine, generally placed at a high angle, and often
having a vertical position, traverees a promontory
in the extreme east.
On this promontory stands a
Near the western exlighthouse, built in 1788.
tremity are two of the best natural harbours in the
Hebrides.
Population in 1841, 31 ; in 1851, 282.
Houses, 48. The great increase of population between 1841 and 1851, was caused by the translation to Scalpa of the greater portion of the inhabitants of the neighbouring islands of Pabbay and
;

;

A

Bemera.

SCALPA-FLOW, a large expanse of sea interspersed with land, in the southern parts of Orkney.
Irrespective of lateral recesses and outlets, it
measures about 15 miles in extreme length from
north to south, 8 miles in mean breadth, and 45 or
47 miles in circumference. In a general view, it
may be regarded as having Pomona on the north,
Burray and South Eonaldshay on the east, the Pentland frith on the south, the conjoint island of Walls
and Hoy on the west, and the small islands of Cava,

Rysay, Pharay, Calf, Flota, Switha, and Hunda in
bosom. In the extreme north-west, it opens by
Hoy-sound, 7 miles in length and 2 in mean breadth,
in the north-east, it opens
to the Atlantic ocean
by Holm-sound, 3^ miles by 2, to the German
ocean in the middle of the east side, it opens by
Water-sound, 4 miles by ^ a mile, to the same ocean ;
and, in the south, it has the island of Swiuna near
the middle of the line where it becomes identiThis isle-begirt sea
fied with the Pentland frith.
abounds, in its numerous recesses, with sale roadsteads and fine harbours. The chief is Longhope,
in Walls, quite landlocked, capacious enough for Uie
largest fleet, and possessing good anchorage and sufficient depth of water for the largest ship in the British navy
and others are Holm-soimd, Floxa-sound,
St. Margaret'S-hope, and Panhope. The tide, at its
entering Scalpa -Flow from the south-west, and
through the sound of Hoy, flows with rapidity akin
to its current through the Pentland frith
but it
gradually slackens, till its motion becomes scarcely
of
of
one
the
coast
At
part
perceptible.
Grsemsay,
its

;

;

;

;

SCALPSAY-BAY.

lying in the sound of Hoy, the current, in consequence of being intercepted by a reef of rocks, runs
9 hours in one direction, and 3 in the opposite.
SCALP A- SOUND. See Scalpa.
SCALPSAY-BAY, a bay on the west coast of
the island of Bute. It penetrates the boundary between the parish of Kingarth and the parish of
Rothesay; and is screened on the north side by a
small promontory, called Ardscalpsaj% 2 miles eastsouth-east of the south end of Inchmarnock.
(Loch). See Kilninver.
SCAR. See Kirkcolm.
in the Hebridean parish of
an
island
SCARBA,
Jura and Colonsa}', Argyleshirc. It lies 1^ mile
north of the island of Jura, and 3J miles westnorth-west of Craignish point on the mainland. Its
length is about 3 miles and its greatest breadth is
about the same but its mean breadth is much less.
Most of it consists of a single mountain of an oblong
conoidal form, which towers aloft to the height of
about 1,500 feet, and is conspicuous at a distance as

SCAMMADALE

;

;

much

for its outline as for its altitude.

SCHICHALLION.
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The

sliores

on the south, the west, and the north, are generally
high, rocky, and precipitous; and, in some places,
they consist of a perpendicular face or sheer fall of
several hundred feet of the mountain. All these
shores and the high grounds, wherever not quite
naked, are for the most part covered with heath.

But the east

side of the island is eminently beautiful: it recedes in a semicircular curvature from the
as
to
enclose a fine bay in a magnificent
sea, so

amphitheatre; it rises up along the sea-board with
an uniform and quite practicable acclivity it has a
;

subsidiary and comparatively low ridge of rising
ground along the skirt of the interior mountain it
is sheeted over with verdure and with
natural
woods, occasionally interrupted by projecting rocks;
and in all the magnificent sweep of its recess from
the bay, it commands a view of the variegated and
intricate channel of the Slate islands, with the sound
of Oban, and the distant ranges of mountains that
extend from Ben-Cruachan to Ben-Nevis. Quartz
rock, dipping toward the east in angles of 40 or 50
degrees, forms the principal body of the mountain
but it alternates with and passes into micaceous
schist and both it and the varieties which the intermixture with it of the micaceous schist produces,
;

;

;

alternate with clay-slate.
SCARE (Big and Little). See Luce-Bay.
SCARFSKERRY. See Pex\ti.and Fkitu.
SCARNOSE, a bold precipitous headland, screening the western side of Cullen bay, in Banffshire.
SCARP, an island in the Hebridean parish of
It lies ^ a mile north-west
Harris, Inverness-shire.
of the nearest part of the island of Harris-proper.
Its length north-westward is about 3 miles and its
breadth is .about 2 miles. It consists chiefly of one
mountain of gneiss-rock, with little soil, and rising
to an altitude of about 1,000 feet above sea-level.
;

Harris, Inverness-shire.
IJ mile.

Its

circumference

is

about

SCATAVAGH-BAY, an indentation of the sea
on the east coast of Harris. It is 2J miles long,
and, at the entrance, IJ mile broad; it opens about
a mile south of the entrance of East Loch-Tarbet;
and it is partly sheltered seaward by an islet called
Gresavagli.

SCATWELL, a beautiful

pastoi-al valley,

watered

by the combined streams of the Meag and the
Conon, in the parish of Contin, Ross-shire.
SCAUR, a village on the coast of the parish of
Colvend, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Ship-building was
formerly carried on here, but has declined.
SCAVIG (Loch), a remarkable inlet of the sea, a
scene of wild and dismal grandeur, on the west
coast of Skye. It is about 4 miles both broad and
long, and penetrates among tlie Cuchullin mounIts flanks are stupendous heights of bare
rock, which shoot abruptly up from the bosom of
the sea, and, being composed of hypersthene, have a
"
singularly dark and metallic aspect.
But," says

tains.

Dr. Macculloch, who brought this remarkable piece
of scenery into notice, and is the fittest person to
" it
describe it,
is impossible to convey
any idea of
this spot,

which before

my

visit

had never been

seen by a stranger, and was indeed known to few
even of the inhabitants of Skye. Scarcely any but
the .shepherds had trod these sequestered retreats,
the dwelling of clouds and solitude; fit haunts for
the poetical demons of the storm.
Loch Scavig is
inaccessible by land on the north side, and equally
so on the south, to all but the active and practised
The traveller whose object is picmountaineer.
turesque beauty, should enter it from Strathaird,
III this direction the view from the sea is
extremely
fine, the dark ridge of the Cuchullin, with all its
spiry and serrated projections, flanked by the equally
dark and lofty ridge of Blaven, forming a varied
and rugged outline on the sky. On entering tlie
bay, these summits disappear, as they retire below
the high skirts of the hills which descend into the
sea, varied by projecting points and rocky islets,
and surrounding the spectator with a continuous
surface of bare and brown rock, scarcely presenting

a symptom of vegetation. The falling of a cascade,
the deep dark green of the water, and the wheeling
flight of the sea-birds that frequent this retired
spot, are the only objects which vary the uniformity
of colours and of character it everywhere displays.
On landing, similar scenes meet the eye in every
direction, no intruding object occurring to diminish
the effect produced by the gloomy grandeur and
savage aspect of the place."
long valley at the
iiead of the bay, enclosing the fresh-water lake
Corriskiii, displays scenery of kindred character,
See
accompanied with interesting associations.
CORRISKIN.

A

SCHELL. See Morebattle.
SCHICHALLION, an isolated

mountain on the
mutual border of the parishes of Fortingal and Dull,
4 miles south-east of Kinloch-Rannoch, Pertlishire.
Its altitude above sea- level is 3, 564 fei t.
It is situated at the eastern entrance of tiio district of Rannoch, a little detached from the long ridge of 7 miles
breadth at the base, and 3,000 feet or upwards in
mean elevation, which divides Rannoch from the vales
of Glenlyon and Fortingal; and, seen on entering the
SCARSCOCK, the portion of the great central country by any approach from the Lowlands, it has
mountain-range of Scotland, which separates the a conspicuous and commanding appearance. Viewed
south - west of Braemar in Aberdeensliire from from tlie north-west, it seems a cone but viewed
Atiiolc in Perthshire.
The chief sunnnits rise to from the south or cast, it is seen to be elongated,
an altitude of 3,500 feet above sea-level.
eastward and westward, to rest on a long narrow
a
SCARVAY, pastoral islet in the sound of Har- base, to rise gently at its cast end, and to be steep
on the west and on the south side. Its outline is,
ris, 3^ miles west of Aird-KheniBh in the island of

Population in 1841, 129; in 1851, 145. Houses, 25.
SCARR ^The), a rivulet of Nitlisdale, Dumfriesshire.
It rises within J a mile of a point where the
counties of Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Ayr meet,
and flows south-eastward to the Nith, f of a mile
below Keir churcli. Excepting over IJ mile before
falling into the Nith, its entire course is in the interior and along the boundary of Penpont: which see.
SCARSI3URGH. See Jeuiiukgh.

;

'

SCOLTIE.

on the whole, curvilinear, and has fewer angles and
breaks than that of most of the monarch-heights of
the Highlands. The view from its summit promises,
a priori, to be magnificent; but, when actually seen,
it

greatly disappoints.

The

valley of the

Tummel

Loch-Kanand sinks into
out by the
iishut
comparative tameness; Glenlyon
interposed mountain-range; and all else is a tumultuous sea of wild elevations, among which the eye
traces few striking forms.
Schichallion is known
is sufficiently

noch seems

remote to appear

trifling;

stript of its attractions,

throughout the

scientific

of curious observations

world as the scene, in 1777,

by Dr. Maskelyne, astrono-

mer-roj"al; and it afterwards acquired additional
celebrity from the visit and notices first of Dr.
The name,
Playfair, and next of Dr. MaccuUoch.
when etymologically written, is Sith-chaillinn; and
is said to mean a detached hill, the resort of the

SCL ANDERS-BURN. See Dexxy.
SCOLTIE, a hill, about 800 feet high,

in the parIt commands a
ish of Strachan, Kincardineshire.
brilliant view of the valley of the Dee, from the
Grampians to the sea.

SCOXCER.

See Scoxser.
a parish in the Perth-proper district of
Perthshire.
It contains the post-office station of
Scone, the town of New Scone, and the villages of
Old Scone and Stormontfield. It is bounded by St.
Martin's, Kilspindie, Kinfauns, Kinnoul, Perth, and
Redgorton. Its length southward is about 4 miles;
its greatest breadth is about 3 miles; and its area

SCONE,

of 9 square miles.
The river
the western boundary, at first in a
shallow and rapid stream, but afterwards in deep,
Two or three burns
placid, tide-stemmed volume.
drain the interior to the Tay; and one of tliese, the
Annaty, has several good waterfalls for machinery.
An artificial canal from the Tay supplies water to
tl:e Stormontfield bleach-works and to
barley-mills
in the north-west.
The surface of the parish rises,
with a prevailingly slow and regular ascent, from
the Tay to the eastern boundary; yet, it is now
spread out in little levels, now dimpled into depressions, and not infrequently rolled or swollen into
small hills of gradual and easy ascent. No rocks or
precipices occur, except in the lips of quarries; and
no abrupt breaks, or steep banks, except by the
All the western district has
sides of the brooks.
a cultivated and highly-embellished appearance;
much of the central and the eastern districts is
thickly feathered with wood and almost every spot,
whether on the rising grounds or on the plains,
luxuriates in the vegetation of either farm-crop,
garden produce, or the forest.
grand feature in
the west, which we shall afterwards more fully
notice in connexion with Old Scone, is the mansion
and pleasure-grounds of Scone palace. The predominant rocks of the parish are varieties of the
old red sandstone, intersected by trap dykes; and
both the sandstones and the trap are quarried. The
soil, in some places, especially near the river, is a
strong rich clay; in others, is light and gravelly;
and in others, is a good loam. The principal landowners are the Earl of Mansfield and MactUiff of
Bonhard. There are likewise six other landowners,
The average rent of the
besides many feuars.
arable land is about £2 10s. per Scotch acre. AsTwo Druidical
sessed property in 1843, £9,599 10s.
circles, each about 21 feet in diameter, and comprising nine stones at unequal distances, occur on
The Roman road
the eastern border of the parish.
from the camp at Ardoch to the foot of the Grampians, traversed the parish from west to north-east.

somewhat upwards

Tay runs along

;

A

Vestiges of an oblong encampment, about 1,500 feet
^

in circumference, and of a fortification called the
Silver-castle, were discernible about 50 years ago on
the margin of the Tay. Bonhard-house was recently
built on the site of an old castle at Lower Spring-

The parish is traversed by the roads from
Perth to Blairgowrie, Cupar-Angus, and Newtyle ;
and it has near access to the quays and the railwaydepots of Perth.
Population in 1831, 2,268; in
1851,2,381. Houses, 418.
This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and
Patron, the Crown.
synod of Perth and Stirling.
field.

Stipend, £275 16s. lid.; glebe, £55.
L'napproSchoolmaster's salar>',
priated teinds, £87 19s. 9d.
£34 4s. 4id., with £20 fees, and about j£13 other
emoluments. The parish chuich was built in 1804,
and enlarged in 1834, and contains 638 sittings.
There is a Free church, with an attendance of about
184; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was

There is an United Presbyterian
19s. Ijd.
church, built in 1810, and containing 560 sittings.
There are three non-parochial schools.
The Town of New Scone stands on the road from
Perth to Blairgowrie, about a mile from the Tay,
and nearly 2 miles north of Perth. Its site is a
plain which, as compared to the tracts around it,
except on the east, is high, and which finely combines airiness with shelter. The town consists for
the most part of neat substantial houses; and it
has a cleanly, agreeable, rural appearance. Almost
all of it has been built since the commencement of
the present century. Much is occupied by feuars,
many of whom have subfeued their properties ; and
not a little of it originated in encouragements to
feuing by several of the large neighbouring landowners. Population, 1,364. Houses, 334.
The Village of Old Scone is but a tiny pitiful
representative of an ancient city. It has at present
But the ancient
18 houses and 69 inhabitants.
£227

fairy-queen.

is
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which it represents competes in interest with
the ancient fame of some of the largest extant old
towns of Scotland. It stood in a hollow or recess
of the grounds of the upward swell or gentle acclivity from the Tay, and looked out upon the river
and upon the vale of Perth. Its distance from
the fair city was not more than two miles ; very
advantageously qualifying it, amid the cumbrous
movements of a rude age, to hold a similar relation
to Perth, the meeting-place of parliaments and the
residence of courtiers and nobles, to that which
Windsor now holds to London. During the middle
ages of the Scottish monarchy, it shared with Dunfermline and other places the favour of being the
residence of Scotland's kings ; and, from an early
age till a period succeeding the union of the Scottish
and the English crowns, it was first regularly, and
afterwards occasionally, the scene of the royal coronations.
celebrated stone, of many reputed
virtues in a dark age, the subject of wildly romantic

city

'

'

A

tales, an object of high antiquarian interest, and
still an emblem of royal state, and part of the fumi-

turing of a coronation at Westminster, was, in 834,
brought hither from Dunstafl'nage by Kenneth II.,
and flung a special imaginary magnificence over
the place, till it was seized by Edward I. and carried away to England.
All the Scottish princes
who mounted the throne in the interval, or all from
Kenneth II. till John Baliol, were attracted by the
stone to receive their crown at Scone.
Charles II.,
when on his expedition into Scotland, was, on January 1st, 1651, the subject of the last Scone coronation ; and he made the occasion memorable by the
"
the
facility with which he seemed to giilp down
Solemn League and Covenant of Scotland," and the
cool nonchalance with which he afterwards disgorged it in the face of a confiding people who had

SCONE.

hailed him as a "covenanted king."
Scone must,
previously to the transfer to it of the coronationstone, have been, for some reason or reasons, a place
of note, sufficiently distinguished by associations of
historical interest or reputed sanctity or urban imto win for itself a preference to all other
f)ortance
ocalities as the retreat of kings and the place of
deposit for the state's most liighly prized relic. It
is called by some writers the ancient capital of the
Picts but, whether called so in sheer fable, or in
the way of fiction founded on fact, it most probably
acquired its pristine fame as the seat of a Culdee
establishment. An Augustinian abbey which rose
on the ruins of the Culdee college, and brought the
innovations of Romanism into the place of the less
corrupted system of the followers of Columba, was
founded in 1114 by Alexander I., and dedicated to
This abbey enthe Holy Trinity and St. Michael.
closed the famous stone of coronation, and witnessed
It
the crowning of the later Scoto-Saxon kings.
possessed, at the Reformation, a rental of £1,140 6s.
6d. in money, besides a great amount of revenue in
;

agricultural and fishery produce; and, in 1604, it
was erected into a temporal lordship in favour of
Sir David Murray, a cadet of the family of TuUibardine.

Both the abbey and the ancient palace were
spoiled and burned at the Reformation, by a motley
mob from Perth and Dundee, actuated, some by
aversion to Popery, some by private resentment,
and some by the hope of booty. The abbey wall is
supposed, from traces which have been obsei"ved of
its foundations, to have enclosed an area of 12 acres.
spot about 100 yards due east from the south-east
corner of the present palace, is the site of the abbey
church, now umbrageously covered with a clump
of trees.
Between 60 and 70 yards north of this
spot is a mound or hillock, vulgarly called the Boot-

A

hill,

and more learnedly denominated Omnis Terra,

or Every-man's-land.
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The common

tradition conthat, at the coronation of

cerning this eminence is,
a king, all the barons or landowners

who

assisted,
earth from their

brought in their boots as much
property as enabled every man, while standing on
his own land, to see the king crowned
and that,
after the ceremony, they emptied the earth from
tlieir boots on one spot, and in an increasingly accumulating heap, and thus made it both Boot-hill and
Omnis Terra. Another tradition ascribes its formation to Kenneth, and affirms that he promulgated
from it his edicts called the Macalpine laws. 'Jhe
Highlanders call it Tom-a-mhoid, the hill where
justice is administered;' and Boot-hill may probably
be a corruption of Moot-hill or Moat-hill, and may
the seat of judicial or
signify the hill of meeting,
baronial assemblage. The conventions of the nobles
are said to have been anciently held on the eminence; and the barons of the kingdom, it is alleged,
;

'

—

eould receive investiture as lawfully by delivering
earth and stone from it as by delivering them from
their own lands.
About the year 1 624, when wliat
remained of the old abbey church fell, David, the
first Viscount of Stormont, built on the Boot-hill an
elegant parish church. In the latter part of last
century, the whole of this building, except the aisle,
was thrown down. On the north wall of the aisle
is a very stately marble monument, representing
the interior of a chapel or oratory, and containing
three statues, one of them as large as life, to the
memory of David, first Viscount of Stormont; and, on
the cast wall, is an elegant monument of blue and
white marble, containing in a niche a marble urn,
with the embalmed heart of the decenscd, to the
memory of Lady Stormont, the first wife of the first
Earl of Mansfield.

On ground

which; may or may not have been the
of the ancient royal palace, or of part of the
buildings of the abbey, stands the modern palace of
Scone, or Scone-house, the seat of the Earl of Mansfield, who represents the old family of Stormont.
The edifice is in that style of architecture which
site

two centuries- ago, and, though
heavy and cumbrous, has- more of a noble and venerable air than if it were one of the most finished
modern buildings. Its length is 210 feet, and its
prevailed about

breadth 105. The gallery, situated on the east side,
ceiled with timber and arched, and decorated over
the whole of one side with paintings representing
the successive stages of a stag bunt, and introducing
James VI. into every scene, is 140 feet in length.
The house was visited by Queen Mary, King James
VI., and Queen Victoria, and contains memorials of
their visits.
Queen Victoria slept in it in the night
of 6th September, 1842, when on her progress from

Dalkeith to Taymoutli-castle. The view from the
house to the west, embracing the gorgeous slope to
the Tay on the foreground, the Tay itself, the town
and vale and brilliant environs of Perth in the
centre, and the encircling Grampians at the distance
of 15 miles on the background, is one of the most
charming which can well be imagined. Eastward
of the house the grounds become a lavish profusion
of shrubbery, nursery, garden, bower, and landscape
embellishment. In the midst of this mass of gay
vegetation stands the market cross of the ancient
a narrow upright stone, 13 feet high,
city of Scone,
ornamented at the top, and rising from an octagonal
pedestal which rests on a quadrangular flight of

—

,

steps.

SCOKSER, a post-office hamlet and ferry-station
on the east coast of Skye. It is situated on the
south side of the entrance of Loch-Sligichan, 2|
miles south-west of the south end of the island of
Ilaasay, 9 miles south-east of the village of Portree,

.

and 23 miles from the ferry of Kyle-Rhea.

SCOONIE, a parish, containing the post-town
It is
of Leven, on the south const of Fifeshire.
bounded by the frith of Forth, and by the parishesof Markinch, Weniysa, Kennoway, Kettle, Cults,
and Largo. Its length southward is about 4 miles;,
and its greatest breadth is about 2f miles. Tlie
river Leven traces its south-western boundary to
the sea.
The coast lies along the west side of
Largo bay, has an extent of only about IJ mile, and
is everywhere flat and sandy.
The surface inland
rises with gentle ascent fiom the shore to the
northern extremity. The highest ground has an
altitude of about 700 feet above the level of the sea;:
and there are several heights and swells which
command an extensive and very brilliant prospect
of the frith of Forth and the Lotliians. Beds of
coal, of various thickness, lie beneath the wholeA bed of ochre,.
parish, and were formerly worked.
4 feet thick, occui-s in the estates of Durie and'
Aithernie.
There are seven principal landowners..

The chief mansions are those of Durie, Kilmux, andi
Monthrive. See the article Durie. About 3,300
acres in the parish are in tillage about 105 arc unand
cultivated links
about 200 are in pasture
about 250 are under wood. The estimated value of
raw produce in 1836 was £14,050. Assessed property in 1843, £8,987 lOs. 7il. There are varioufrmanufacturcs, but these have been noticed in our
article on Leven.
A battle is supposed to hav8been fought on tlie west border of the parish in an;

;

;

between the Scots and the Danes..
About twenty stone coffins, together with othersepulchral remains, were found in 1821 inhumed

cient times,

on the top of a conical hill. Tlie parish is travcrscdi
by the great south coast road of Fife, and comiuan(1»>
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the conjoint termini of the Leven railway and the
East of Fife railway. Population in 1831, 2,566;
in 1851, 3,115.
Houses, 509.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcaldy, and
the Ciown. Stipend, £270
of
Fife.
Patron,
synod

through Stormont and Strathmore toward Forftir
and Aberdeen. The Scottish Central railway is
thus a portion of the great continuous system of
railway-communication, in so far as railways have
yet been formed, between the extremities of Great

165. 7d.; glebe £20.
Unappropriated teinds, £230
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 -Is. 4^d., witii
13s. 2d.

It also sends off a branch of 4^ miles in
Britain.
length from the vicinity of Larbert to Alloa, communicates at Stirling with the Stirling and Dunfermline railway leading into Fifeshire. and sends
off from the vicinity of Blackford a branch of 9
miles in length to Crieff. The south forks, from
Greenhill and Polmont, pass through interesting
tracts of agricultural country, the latter by the
Grahainston suburb of Falkirk, to their junction at
Larbert. The main line thence traverses the coalfield of Bannockburn, has an elegant station at
Stirling, crosses the Forth a short distance below
the new Stirling bridge, runs along the flat ground
by Corntown, crosses Allan-water near Keir bleachfield, and enters the Allan valley immediately above

fees.

The

was

parish church

built in 1776,

and

enlarged in 1822, and contains 1,000 sittings. The
remains of the former church stand about J of a
mile from Leven, and are used as the burj-ingThere is a Free church,
vault of the Durie family.
with an attendance of 350 and the amount of its
in
was
12s. 7d.
There is an
£505
1856
receipts
United Presbyterian church, with an attendance of
260. There is also an Independent chapel. There
are four non-parochial schools, and two public libraries.
The ancient church of Scoonie was granted,
about the end of the Uth centuiy. by the Bishop of
St. Andrews, to the priory of Loch- Leven.
SCOONIE-BURN, a hamlet in the parish of
Scoonie, Fifeshire.
Population, 30. See Levex.
SCORIDALE. See Orphir.
SCOTLANDWELL, a village in the parish of
Portmoak, Kinross-shire. It stands at the southwest base of the West Lomond-hill, f of a mile east
of Loch-Leven, 1 mile south-east of Kinnesswood,
and 5 miles south east of Milnathort. The parishchurch of Portmoak stands on the skirts of the
hill overlooking it.
In the vicinity are some noted
;

springs, whence the village is said, by sotne
persons, to have received its name in the times of
Cromwell. An hospital, designated Fons Scotiae,
however, was founded here, toward the middle of
the 13th century, by William Malvoisine, bishop of
St. Andrews, and was granted by his successor,
David de Benham, to a community of Red friars.
Some vestiges of the chapel of the monastery, and
of the accompanying cemetery, amidst the gardens
of the villagers, are the only remains of the establishment. Population of the village, 274.
Houses
80.

SCOTSBURN.
SCOTSCRAIG.
SCOTS DYKE

See Looie-Easter.
See Ferey-Port-ox-Craig.

(The), an old ditch and embankment, about 4 miles in length, forming a part of the
march-line between England and Scotland.
It
strikes off abruptly from the Esk, at a point about
i miles north of Longtown, and runs west to the
l)anks of the Sark, which flows southward to the
polway frith, and which, from the point of contact
Yith the Scots Dyke, to its efHux in the Solway,
llbrms the boundary of the two countries. The
Ismail district situated south of the Scots Dyke, and
jlwunded on the east by the Esk and on the west by
[the Sark, used formerly to be known as the Debate|i!.ble Land, and was claimed by both kingdoms.
SCOTSHOLE (The). See Maxtox.
SCOTSTARVET. See Cupar-Fife.
SCOTSTOWN. See Govax, Rexfeew, and RcIrHEKGLEX.
SCOTTISH CENTRAL RAILWAY, a railway,
I'Jmmencing in the south of Stirlingshire, proceed-

northward by Bannockbum and Stirling to
mblane, and going thence north-eastward to the
of
Perth. Its south end has two forks, which
y

iig
'

verge at Larbert the one connecting it to the
;th-west with the Edinburgh and Glasgow rallV and with the Caledonian railway at the station
ireenhill, the other connecting it to the south~t with the
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway at
station of Polmont.
Its north end terminates
the general railway depot at Perth, and is conjted there with the railways which diverge re;

•

<

ctively

down the Tay toward Dundee and

the village of Bridge-of-Allan. Passing through
Kippenross-park by a tunnel 704 yards in length, it
crosses the turnpike road through Dunblane close to
the inn, passes between the cathedral and the river,
and follows the course of the Allan to Kinbuck.
From Kinbuck the valley opens out, and presents
an even surface, as far as Greenloaning, where we
cross the turnpike road to Perth by Crieff. The
line then passes by the farm of Buttergask to the
flat ground at Blackford, and, still keeping the
course of the Allan, it reaches the summit near
Gleneagles. It thence follows the course of Ruth venwater, through Kincardine-glen, as far as Smithy-

haugh, then passes by Strathie, Mastei'field, and
Inverdunning, and crosses over the road from Dunning to Perth near Forteviot-bridge. Following the
low ground below Condie and Rossie, it crosses the
Earn near Dumbaruey and running parallel to the
course of the great north road, and passing through
Moncrieff-hill by a tunnel 990 yards in length, it terminates at the general railway centre in the vicinity
of the South Inch of Perth.
Its total length, exclusive of branches, or from Greenhill to Perth, is
45J miles. The stations on the main line are Lar;

Bannockbum,

bert,

Stirling, Bridge-of-Allan,

Dun-

blane, Kinbuck, Greenloaning, Blackford, Auchterarder. Dunning, Forteviot, and Forgandenny. There
is also a station for Grahamston on tt>e fork to
Polmont ; and there are stations for Muthill and
Highlandman on the Crieff branch. The Scottish
Central railway is worked under one common directory with the Edinburiih and Glasgow railway.

SCOTTISH MIDLAND JUNCTION RAIL-

WAY,

a railway commencing at the city of Perth,
going up the right bank of the Tay to Meikleonr,
and proceeding thence north-eastward up Strathmore, and into the centre of Forfarshire at the town
of Forfar.
It connects at its south end with the
Scottish Central railway, and at its north end with the
system of the Aberdeen railway, through the medium
of the western part of the Arbroath and Forfar rail-

way so that, like the Scottish Central railway, it
forms part of the continuous system of railway communication between the extremities of Great Britain.
It emerges from Perth immediately behind the barracks and it soon commands an admirable view of
the city, with the hills which sunound it, and the
immediate banks of the Tay. A short way on, it
passes, on the left, the printfields of Tulloch, and
looks close, on the right, across the Tay, into tlie
;

;

beautiful policies of Scone.

It crosses the

Almond,

runs upon a long embankment, and reaches at 3J
branch
miles from Perth the station of Luncarty.
is at present in the course of formation from it up
the Almond-valley to Methven and another branch

A

;

SCOTTISH

RAILWAY.

N. E.

was some time ago completed,

deflecting at a point
6i miles from Perth north-north-westward to Dun-

The main line, in the vicinity of tliis point,
passes the beautiful grounds of Stanley, and has a
It thence proceeds 6
station for Stanley village.
miles to Cargill station in the romantic neighbourhood of the confluence of the Tay and the Isla and
it crosses the former river, below the confluence, on
a lofty and handsome viaduct. It now forsakes the
Tay, and goes up the left side of the Isla. At 2
miles from Cargill it reaches the station of Woodside
and 4^ miles further the station of Cuparbranch of 5 miles in length here goes
Angus.

keld.

;

;

A

The main line,
off north-westward to Blairgowrie.
at 5 miles beyond Cupar-Angus, reaches Meigle,
and has there a junction station connecting it with
the Nevvtyle railway, which proceeds south-eastward
to Dundee.
At 3 miles beyond Meigle is the station of Essie; at 3 miles further is the station of
Glammis; a little beyond Glammis a branch goes off
north-north-westward to Kirriemuir; and at 5 J miles
beyond Glammis, or 32 miles from Perth, is the terminus at Forfar. There is not a tunnel on any
part of this railway nor are the cuttings, the embankments, or the viaducts, at all so expensive as on
many other lines through similar tracts of country.
;

SCOTTISH NORTH-EASTERN RAILWAY, an

amalgamated system of railways, comprising the
Scottish Midland Junction railway, the Arbroath
and Forfar railway, and the Aberdeen railway, together with their connecting parts, and their several
branches. The amalgamation was formed in the
spring of 1856. All the parts of it will be found described in our articles on its three main lines,
the
Scottish Midland, the Arbroath and Forfar, and the

—

SCOUGAL. See Whitekirk.
SCOULAG-BAY, a small bay

and island of Bute.
SCOURIE, a post-office and sea-port village in
the parish of Eclderacliyllis, on the west coast of
Sutherlandshire. It stands on a small bay of its
own name, at the west end of the road through
Sutherlandshire, by Loch-Shin, from the Dornoch
frith
and, by sea, is 9J miles north-east by north of
Eu-store, and 21 miles south of Cape Wrath. The
township, except where it looks out upon the bay,
is quite surrounded by an
amphitheatre of rugged
ledges of rock ; and the land is comparatively verdant and arable, in fine contrast to the sterile and
rocky surface of the mountain-screens. The bay of
Scourie is only about a mile in length, and opens
upon the romantic island of Handa. In the 16th century a branch of the Mackays took possession of the
south-western part of what came to be called Lord
Reay's country, and, adopting Scourie as the seat
and centre of their influence, assumed the designation of the Mackays of Scourie.
One of this race
was Lieutenant-general Hugh Mnckaj', the celebrated commander in-chief in the reign of William and
Mary. He was to have been ennobled by the title of
Earl of Scourie, but lost favour at court through the
intrigues of his rival, Mackenzie of Cromarty.
Population of the village, 108.
Houses, 19.
SCOUR-NA-LAPICH. See Monak (Loon).
;

—

(Holes

ok).

beautifully overlooking the sea, are the ruins, or
rather the reduced vestiges, of Scrabster-castle, anciently a residence of the Bishops of Caithness, and
afterwards a fortalice of the Crown. Enough of
vestiges remain to indicate that the place was large
and strong. In the 12th centuiy John, Bishop of
Caithness, was here tortured by the cutting out of
his tongue and the pulling out of his eyes, and
afterwards cruelly put to death.
SCRAPE, a mountain on the mutual border of the
parishes of Manor and Drummelzier, in Peeblesshire.
It is round-backed, consists of greywacke

veined with quartz, has an altitude, above sea-level,
of 2,800 feet, and commands an extensive and in-

Along its top are traces of a
supposed to have been Roman, and
which probably connected the camp at Lyne with
the great road from Carlisle up Annandale and
down Lanarkshire.
SCRE8011T (Loch). See Rujr.
SCRIDEN, a romantic declivity of the east side
of the mountain of Goatfell, near Sannox, in the
island of Arran.
A prolonged and stupendous
hanging file of loose masses of rock, confusedly and
fantastically segregated, and looking a tremendous

teresting prospect.

road which

is

torrent of boulders, seems ready to overwhelm every"
thing beneath in an apparently impending fall.
large portion of the mountain," says Dr. Macculloch,
" has fallen from
above, strewing the long declivity
with immense masses of fragments, which, in their
the shore with ruins. The
have
covered
progress,
aspect and the combinations of these groups of
broken rock are varied at every instant in proceeding along the shore while in every point of view
they are equally grand and equally picturesque. As
the eye ranges along the steep descent on which
they lie, the retiring aerial perspective seems almost
to obscure the summit, confounding it with the sky;

A

Sec Shetland.

the upper or interior part of
Thurso-bay, on the north coast of Caithness-shire.
The anchorage in Scrabster-roadstead is under liigh
cliiFs in a westerly recess of the bay, and is pood,
and sufllciently screened from westerly winds.

whose parts arc respectively

while the spectator can scarcely avoid making a
hasty retreat from a torrent of rock which seems
about to overwhelm him with its ruins, and which,
even now, appears in all the activity of motion.
They who have had the good fortune to witness
the avalanche of a mountain of ice may perhaps

imagine the effects of that, of which no phenomenon
of less magnitude can convey an adequate conception."

SCROGGS. See Dumfries-shire.
SCROGIEHILL, a village in the parish
ven, Perthshire.

SCUIR-EIGG.

Population, 118.
See Eigg.
See Rum.

of MethHouses, 29.

SCUIRMORE.
SCULOMY, a creek,

affording shelter to a few
fishing-boats, on the east side of the Kyle of Tongue,
in Sutherlandshire.

a rivulet, abounding with trout
in the island of Harris, Inverness-shire.

SCUNT-BURN,
and salmon,

j

'

SEABANK.

See Stevenston.
SEABEGS. See Falkjrk.
SEACLIFF. See WnrrEKiuK.
SEAFIELD, a hamlut and small port in the
ish of Kinghorn, IJ mile north of the town of Ki

]

snlKcicnt depth of wau'i
horn, in Fifeshire. Here
for vessels of the largest class, at all states of the
tide; and a harbour and pier could be here couis

SCRABSTER,

Tiie entire bay,

headlands on the North sea. In the centre of a
crescent-formed bank which skirts the head of Scrabster-bay, and about half-a-mile west of Thurso,

;

on the east coast

of the parish of Kingarth

SCRAADA

SEAFIELD.
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called

Dunnct, Castletown, Murkle, Thurso, and Serabster,
is protected on the east side by Dunnet-luad, and on
the west side by Ilolburn-head, two of the boldest

at
structed, with good slielter from easterly winds,
a moderate expense.
The depth of water in this
harbour would bo 11 feet at the lowest spring ebbs,
and 28 feet at high water. In the neigiibourhood
stands Seafield-tower. See Kinghorn.
SEAFIELD, Edinburghshire. See Leitu.
SEAFIELD, Banfl'siiire. See Cullkn.

,

'

SEAFORTH.

SEIL.
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SEAFORTH

(Loch), a projection of the sea on
It is 6^ miles
the east coast of the island of Lewis.
wide at the entrance, and, for 5J miles, bears northa breadth of
diminishes
to
and
westward,
gradually
f of a mile; it then bears 7 J miles northward, with
a breadth varying between 2 J miles and J of a mile,
and embosoming in one place an island of its own
name 1^ mile long; and it finally goes off from the
head of the northward part in two arms westward
and eastward, 1 mile and 2f miles, with a mean
breadth of probably 3 furlongs. Over 9 miles from
and over
its entrance, it divides Lewis from Harris
the rest of its length, it penetrates the Lewis parish
of Lochs. The mountains around its entrance rise
;

to a great height, and, together with much grandeur
of outline, form groups of highly-picturesque com-

In all the naiTow or central and upper
position.
part, the loch, being environed with lofty ground,
and forming a stupendous natural canal, is gloomy,
sequestered, and silent; and in its lower part, though
frequented by shipping, it is subject, from the clefts
of the surrounding mountains, to sudden squalls and
gusts, which render its anchorage not altogether
safe.
At a shoal, 3 or 4 miles above Seaforth island,
the cuiTent of a spring tide runs at the rate of 8
miles an hour, and makes a noise which, in calm
weather, can be heard at the distance of several
miles.
This shoal cannot be passed by boats except
near high water. Seaforth gave the title of Earl to
a branch of the family of Mackenzie, created Baron
Mackenzie of Kintail in 1609, and Earl of Seaforth
in 1623.
The earldom became attainted, in 1716, in
the person of William, the fifth Earl.

—

SEAL-ISLAND.
SEAL^S POOL.

See Ellax-Na-Roas.
See Nigg, Ross-shire.
SEAMAB. See Muck.\et.
SEAM ILL. See Kilbride (West).
SEAPARK. See Kinloss.
SEATON, or Setox, an ancient parish in Haddingtonshire.
It was annexed, after the Reformation,
to Tranent.
Its church stood near Seaton-palace,
the mansion of the noble family of Seaton, and was
long a handsome Gothic edifice with a spire, but is
now a squalid ruin. In 1493, George, Lord Seaton,
erected it into a collegiate establishment for a proTost, six prebendaries, two singing boys, and a
ulerk; and assigned for their support the tithes of
the church, and various chaplainries which had
lieen established in it by his ancestors.
At various
lates, other members of the family made additions
to the edifice, multiplied its decorations, increased

wealth, and erected within it some sumptuous
nonuments. In 1544, the English invaders under
ts

the Earl of Hertford, while destroying Seaton castle,
' tuk
polled the church, and
away the bellis and
rganis and other tursable thingis, and pat thame in
bair schippis, and brint the tymber-wark within
said kirk."
The edifice likewise suffered much

nidst subsequent commotions.
Seaton-palace, built in the reign of James VI.,
Bd one of a class which excelled in taste and eleince any mansions which were built during the
ext three or four reigns, was esteemed, at the
*iod, much the most magnificent house in ScotIt had gardens and terrace walks which, as
as its apartments, were the delight of kings;
it consisted of two sides of a
quadrangle, united
a rampart. When, in 1603, James VI. was on
way to take possession of his English crown, he
the funeral of the first Earl of Seaton, who had
one of the closest adherents of Mary, and who,
with two of his children, figures so conspicuiu Sir Walter Scott's tale of 'the
Abbot;'
he halted his retinue, and seated himself on a
of the palace garden- wall till the funeral passed.

In 1617, the same monarch, when revisiting his
native kingdom, spent at Seaton his second night
after crossing the Tweed; and, at a subsequent
period, Charles I. and his court were entertained
No
here, when on a progress through Scotland.
Its mins were
vestige of the palace now remains.
removed about the year 1770, when the present
moilern castellated edifice was erected by Mackenzie
of Portmore, the proprietor.
The ancestors of -the Seaton family obtained, in
the reign of William the Lion, a charter of the lands
of Seaton, Winton, and Winchburgh.
Alexander
de Seaton, also, the nephew of Robert Bruce, obtained
from his royal uncle the manor of Tranent, and other
extensive possessions of the noble family of De
Quincy, attainted by espousal of the cause of Edward. The Seatons became one of the richest and
most influential families in Scotland, great in their

own

strength, and exalted by many noble and
princely intermarriages. They were created Lords
Seaton in the 14th century, and Earls of Winton

and Lords Tranent in 1600; and they were

attainted,
in 1716, in the person of George, the fifth Earl, for
his participation in the rebellion of the preceding

year.

Their

titles

are claimed

by the Earl

of

Eglinton.

SEATOWN,

a village in the parish and county
Population, 80.
SEATOWN, Aberdeenshire. See Roseheabty.
SEATOWN, Banffshire. See Cullex.
SEATOWN, Perthshire. See Ebkol.
SEEDHILL. See Paisley.
SEGGIEDEN. See Kixfalxs.
SEIL, an island belonging to the parish of Kilbrandon, in Argyleshire. It lies 4 miles south of
It is
Kerrera, and 6^ miles south-east of Mull.
separated on the east by a very narrow strait from
the mainland district of Nether Lorn ; on the south
by sounds of 2 or 3 furlongs broad from Torsa and
Luing ; and on the west by sounds of ij a mile and
1 mile in breadth from Easdale and
Sheep Isle. It
measures 4} miles in length from north to south,
and 2^ miles in extreme breadth ; but is much indented by the sea, and has a very irregular outline.
Its surface is disposed in three parallel ridges, two
of Nairn.

intervening valleys, and a belt of plain along part
of the shore.
The northern ridge, which is the
highest and most rugged, has an altitude of upwards
of 800 feet, and presents to the sea on the north side
of the island a series of naked precipices.
The
middle ridge is prolonged more decidedly than the
former, and in a north-easterly direction; it does
not acquire an elevation of more than 400 feet; and,
though in many parts presenting faces of bare rock,
it descends at each end to the sea in flat and verdant
shores.
The southern ridge is low and narrow it
extends from side to side of the island in the same
direction as the former ; it is distinguished, even at
a distance, by its grey colour and its numerous protrusions of bare rock; and it is succeeded on the
south-east by a flat shore, much indented, but verdant and fertile. Clay slate, in several varieties,
constitutes the larger part of the island; but, in
consequence of the immediate vicinity of the superior
slate of Easdale, it is not very extensively worked.
The soil, wherever the form of the ground admits
of cultivation, is good. Several summits of the
ridges command pleasant views of the intricate
channels and numerous islands along the coast of
Lorn, and of the distant mountains of Mull and
Jura. The east side of the island, and the confronting land in Loni, form, with the intervening strait.
a series of very rich close landscapes. The strait
somewhat resembles the famed Kyles of Bute, but
is more isleted, more romantically narrow, and rifer
;
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in those flexures of channel and projections of land
which seem to prohibit farther progress.
The

shores, on the Sell side, now lofty and now low, are
finely variegated with arable fields, green meadows,
trees, and rugged rocks; and on the Lorn
they are high, extensively sheeted with hanging
wood, and romantically varied with ornamental culture, wood-embosomed cliffs, and sharply receding
bays and creeks. The strait between these shores
is at least 3 miles in length
and, over most of
this distance, it rarely exceeds 200 yards in breadth,
and in one place toward the north, contracts for a
considerable way to a breadth of only 50 or 60
yards. The tidal stream, running with considerable
velocity through this passage, generally wears the
appearance of a great inland mountain river and
it
betrays its marine connections only at low water
when the rocks look up with a shaggy dress of seaweed. The water is sufficiently deep at half tide
to admit the passage of the boats of the country
and across the narrowest part of the strait strides
a bridge of one large arch, to maintain communication between the island and the mainland.
SEIRACH. See Reay.
SEISTER (Loch). See Dunnet.
SELKIRK, a parish partly in Roxburghshire,

waving

side,

;

;

;

but chiefly

in Selkirkshire.

:town of Selkirk.

It

There is an Evangelical Union chapel,
containing 150 sittings. There is also a Scottish
Episcopalian chapel. The principal schools are a
parochial school, a burgh school, and a charity
school.
Parochial schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
4^d., with about £80 fees.
The earliest church known to record within the
territory now constituting the parish of Selkirk was
a chapel for the use of the King and Ids followers
at the times of their hunting in Ettrick forest. This,
in consequence of its being a place of
worship for
royalty, was called, in the rude Scoto-Saxon English
of that period, Sele-chyrche, the great or the good
church.'
When the abbey to be mentioned in our
notice of the town
sprang into existence, and occasioned the erection of a new village under the name
of Selkirk-Abbatis, and flung upon the old village
the distinctive appellation of Selkirk-Regis, David
I. gave his church, situated in the latter
village, to
the abbot, on condition of his acting as chaplain to
the royal castle.
In the ancient statement of tl>e
property of the monks of Kelso, the successors or
representatives of the monks of^ Selkirk, they say
that they had the church of Selkirk-Regis "in reotoria," and also the church of Selkirk-Abbatis "in
latter 510.

—

respectively worth £20 and £2 a-year.
long the two churches remained separate is
for, as distinct churches, they are forgotten by tradition, and exhibited only in recondite
but
record;
they were probably conjoined at some
period by the abbot, that he might pocket the proceeds requisite to support one of the curates- Among
distinguished persons connected with the parish of
Selkirk have been Andrew Pringle, Lord Alemoor,

How

not

iiilly character; but from resting on a high base,
;and having a rolling and softly-featured contour,
j)ossesses much less of an upland appearance than
many a district of not half its hilliness. The grounds
on the east side of the Ettrick are all green, and
jnay be called swells and undulations rather than
Jiills.
The heights between the Ettrick and the
Tweed are heath- clad and lofty. Peatlaw and the
Tliree Brethren cairn are the most elevated, and
respectively rise 1,9(34 and 1,978 feet above sealevel, or 1,604 and 1,618 feet above the level of the
Ettrick's bed at Selkirk.
About 3,000 acres in
the parish are in tillage about 2,300 are pastoral
or waste; and about 1,000 are under wood. The
prevailing rocks are greywacke, greywacke-slate,

known

;

a lord of session in last century, distinguished for
his learningand eloquence ; Mungo Park, the African
traveller ; and the celebrated Sir Walter Scott, wlw
was long sherifi" of Selkirkshire.

SELKIRK, a post and market- town, a royal
burgh, and the county town of Selkirkshire, stands
on the road from Edinburgh to Carlisle, 6 miles
south of Oalashiels, 7 south-west of Melrose, 11
north-north-west of Hawick, 22 east-south-east of
Peebles, and 36 by road, but 46 by railway, southsouth-east of Edinburgh.
It is an ancient town,
Its site is a rising-ground,
greatly modernized.

;

The soil, in geneial, is light and
principal landowners are the Duke of
Buccleuch, Lord Polwarth, Pringle of Whytbank,
Pringle of Broadmeadows, and four others. The
estimated value of raw produce in 1833 was £10,681
i5s.
Assessed property in 1843, £15,691 lis. 4d.
Real rental in 1857, £17,087 15s. 3d. The principal
mansions are Bowhill, Haining, Sunderlandliall,
and Broadmeadows. The
of hisprincipal objects
torical interest are Newark -castle, the scene of
Scott's 'Lay of the Last Minstrel;' Foulsiiiels,
where Mungo Park, the African traveller, was
born Oakwood-tower, where the famous reputed
clay-slate.

The

365

feet of altitude

alwve sea-level, flanking a

|

fine

haugh on the right side of the Ettrick. Till the
commencement of the present century, the town was
all ill-built, irregular, and of mean
and
appearance
;

looked like a ten times repaired edihce, originally
strong, and toughly tenacious of existence, yet

i

quite time-worn, half-iiiinous, nodding to decay,
and threatened with desertion. But now it looks
renovated, pleasant, and prosperous; it has a street
or

;

wizard. Sir Michael Scott, resided; and Philiphaugh,
a celebrated battle-field of the 17th century. See

two entirely new and neatly

edificed;

it

}K>6scsseB

elegant private! residences; it is adorned with
several modern public pieces of architecture and it
exhibits much of the improvement and liveliness
which result from spirited manufacture and succeM-

:

many

;

Newakk-C^astle and

Phii.iimiauoii.
'i'he parish is
well provided with roads, and has a branch of the
Korth British railway from the town of Selkirk

Unappropriated teinds, £900 9s. Id. The parish
church was built in 1749, and repaired in 1829, and
contains nearly 800 sittings. There is a Free church,
containing 650 sittings; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £167 8s. 4d. There are two
United Presbyterian churches, called the First and
the West, the former containing 856 sittings, the

rectoria,"

are richly picturesque, and display much variety
The surface of the parish is all of a

of feature.

and

the Ettrick toward Galashiels. Population
Roxburgh part of the parish in 1831, 50; in
1851, 62.
Houses, 11. Population of the entire
parish in 1831, 2,833; in 1851, 4,347. Houses, 547.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke
of Roxburgh.
Stipend, £301 3s. 6d.; glebe, £20.

—

;

dry.

down

of the

'

It contains the post-

has an exceedingly irregular
.outline, and comprises two detached districts and
-a main
body. The detached districts are of comparatively small importance, and lie within Roxburghshire, the one on the north, the other on the
The main body is
south, of the parish of Ashkirk.
bounded by the parishes of Stow, Galasliiels, Bo wden,
and
Yarrow.
Its length southJjilliesleaf, Ashkirk,
.eastward is 7^ miles; and its greatest breadth is 7
miles.
The Tweed runs on its northern boundary;
.the Yarrow runs on its south-western
boundary
^nd the Ettrick runs nearly through its centre.
These streams, throughout their connexion with
at,
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'

ful

enterprize.

Its principal

thoroughfare

ia

iJi^

;
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market-place, a very spacious triangular area, of
picturesque appearance, and affording large accommodation for fair and market. Most of its other streets
converge in the market-place, directly or indirectly,
giving the plan of the town, or at least that of all
its main parts, a i-esemblance to the form of a crab.
On the shortest side of the market-plac« stands the
town-hall, a neat modern erection, winged with
good houses whose ground-floors are disposed in
large shops surmounted by an elegant spire of 110
and arranged in the interior into
feet in height,
apartments for the burgh and sheriiF courts, and for
In the open a.rea
public meetings, and a library.
of the market-place stand a very conspicuous public
with
the
embellished
town-arms, and a monuwell,
ment erected by the county, in 1839, to the memory
of Sir Walter Scott, comprising a pedestal 20 feet
high with suitable inscriptions, and a statue about

—
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" Sators
ane, sutors twa,
"
-Sutors in the Back Raw S

The present staple manufacture of Selkirk is
woollen goods, tweeds, tartans, shawls, and kindred articles, the same as those of Galashiels.
This manufacture was introduced about the end of
the year 1836, and has steadily and rapidly increased.

—
—

on in large factories. The amount of
employed in it is about £60,000 the annual
and the number of
amount of wages, £14,000
It is carried

capital

;

A

;

small inkle-factory was
operatives, nearly 600.
of long continuance in the town, but at length became defunct
small tan-work, about ^ a nule east
of the town, is also of long standing.
small

A

A

fulling-mill and some stocking-looms have likewise figured in the town's industry. There is a
weekly market is held
nurserj' at Thomiehall.

A

on Wednesday. Hiring fairs are held on the 5th of
7J feet high, representing Sir Walter in his sheriff's April, on the 15th of July, and on the 31st of Octogown. A curious ancient market-cross once stood ber. The town has an ofiice of the British Linen
The ancient Company's bank, an oflace of the Union bank, a
in the area, but was long ago removed.
It has
tolbooth and the stalls of a flesh-market likewise savings' bank, and 19 insurance agencies.
have
also
in
the
but
stood
area,
disappeared. The also a merchant company, a subscription library, a
new prison stands in a new street leading down to public news room, a mechanics' institute, with
the Ettrick, and has a slightly ornamental appearlibrary and reading-room, a farmers' club, a forest
ince.
A large inn stands on one of the sides of the club, a ctirling club, a bowling club, a cricket club,
naarket-place, and has a spacious room for balls and a choral society, a horticultural society, a cottagers'
horticultural society, a gas company, a dispensary,
public meetings.
A principal employment of the inhabitants of a ladies' clothing association, a total abstinence
A newsSelkirk, for a long period, was the making of thin
society, and two charitable bequest funds.
or single-soled shoes. So dominant was this craft paper, called the Southern Reporter, is published on
as to give the name of sutors to the whole body of the first Saturday of every month. Public railway
A song, familiar to most persons in conveyance is enjoyed several times a-day to Galaburgesses.
the south of Scotland, has for its first verse
shiels, and thence through all the system of the
North British railway.
"
Up wi' the sntora o' Selkirk,
Selkirk is governed by a provost, 4 baQies, a dean
And down with the Earl of Hume
of guild, a treasurer, and 11 common councillors.
And up wi' a' the braw lads
"
Its constituencj' in 1833 was 110; in 1856, 81.
Its
That sew the single-soled shoon
corporation property was estimated in 1833 at
rhese words have been the subject of fifty times £26,000 and its public debts then amounted to
more literary controversy than they are worth; and £16.088. Its corporation revenue in 1833 was
in the face, or with some critical explosion, of the £1,039; in 1856, £1,186. Police courts are held
as occasion requires; and sheriff courts, both for
tacts, that there was no Earl of Home till the year
604, and that the Selkirk burgess who performed ordinary purposes and for small debts, are held on
ie chief feat at Flodden was a weaver they have every Wednesday and Friday during session. The
een generally construed, by antiquaries who have burgh -boundaries are extensive, comprehending
ommented on them, to refer to the poltroonery of 2,399 acres of land lying without the town ; and
Lord Hume on the one hand, and the bravery of the they remain unaltered by the municipal Reform act,
~elkirk shoemakers on the other, at the stern conthe burgh having, as regards the elective franchise,
iet of Flodden.
The sutors, at all events, are said been thrown into the countv. Population in 1831,
I have been so
strong a body at the date of the 1,880; in 1851, 3,314. Hou'ses, 380. Annual value
of real property in 1857, £7,808.
uflict, that they monopolized the honours won by
lie united citizens on its field of fame
and they
The Scoto-Saxon kings gave origin to Selkirk by
ihriously could have acquired their conspicuousness establishing on its site a royal castle, of the character of a hunting-seat, for facilitating their sport in
story, and their nominal possession of all the
figregate rights of burgess-ship, raly by a remote the surrounding woodlands. The castle, not being
an long-continued predominance of both numbers intended for martial purposes, was probably of light
id craft.
So important a body did they continue construction, ill suited to resist the buffetings of
down to the middle of last century, that, in time and, at any rate, cannot now be identified
746, when the magistrates of Edinburgh were with any particular spot, and looms but dimly
•nmanded by the Highland army to furnish them through the haze of record. A church which rose
ikh 6,000 pairs of shoes, they ordered first one
in its vicinity, and which was wanted both by the
castle itself and by the infant town, gave, as we
t|rd of the whole, and afterwards a few hundreds
from the shoemakers of Selkirk, agreeing to have seen, its name to the locality. In 1 1 13, a colony
for them a stipulated price.
In 1832, however, of Tyronensian monks was settled near the castle
being then as anciently only five incorporated and village and remained there during 15 years
in the burgh, the shoemakers numbered little of penitentiary trial.
Radulphus who conducted
than one-half of the hammermen, numbered them to the spot was the original abbot and he
a trifle more than the tailors, were exactly equal was succeeded first by William, who is recollected
ber to the weavers, and were not three times by Fordoun, and next, in 1124, by Herbert, who
number of the fleshers; and since that time became the first abbot of Kelso, and rose to be bishop
have still further sunk in proportions, especially of Glasgow. In 1128, the monks, on account of inreference to the weavers; so that the old convenient accommodation, were removed to Kelso;
e is now true about them in a widely different yet they afterwards continued to hold intimate confrom what it bore in former times
nexion with their original seat. The distinction
:

!

!

;

—

;

;

1,

—

;

—

;

—

:

—

2

Y
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between the new village of Selkirk-Abbatis, which
rose around the abbey, and the old village of SelkirkRegis, in the vicinity of the castle, speedily fell into
disuse after the monks' removal. Some mills which
David I. had at Selkirk, show that, while the chase
was the main object of the royal residence, agriculture had made some progress in the vicinity of
the town ; and they remained royal property till at
least the time of Robert Bruce.
One mill belonged
also to the monks, and afforded them no little profit
David I., after
after they became settled in Kelso.
his accession in 1124, probably did not reside much
at Selkirk ; as he gave pi"eference to Roxburgh, on
account both of its greater security and its superior
attractions.
The castle of Selkirk was frequently
inhabited by William the Lion, and was the place
from which he granted and dated many of his
It was occasionally the home also of his
charters.
son and his grandson, Alexander II. and Alexander
But it ceased to be a royal residence before
III.
the accession of Robert I. and, though long continuing to be a town of the king's demesne, it did
not become a royal burgh till a much later period,
probably not till the year 1535.
Selkirk does not appear to have sworn fealty to
Edward I. of England ; yet, during the wars of the
succession, it was often granted to the successive
partizans of the rival kings. One hundred of its
;

male inhabitants, under their town-clerk, joined
James IV. on his march to the field of Flodden.

They fought stoutly they all scoraed to flee they
almost all fell in the field and few of them returned
with their gallant leader to the Forest. William
Brydone, the town-clerk, and his successors in
;

;

;

were, in guerdon and commemoration of his
bravery, created knights by a charter of James V.,
which recites the valour of himself and of those
he led ; and 1,000 acres of the Forest, now worth
about £1,500 a-year, and divided into a great
number of small properties, was given by the monarch to the townsmen. So exasperated were the
English at the distinguished resistance of the Selkirk band, in circumstances where the proudest of
the land had lowered their swords, that they soon
afterwards burnt the town yet, in doing so, they
only afforded James V. an opportunity of repeating
his approbation of the burghers, in giving them
timber from his forests, to replace what the fire
destroyed. Tradition says, that when the few survivors of the 100 heroes were returning from Flodden, they found, by the side of Lady- Wood-Edge,
the dead body of the wife of one of their fallen
comrades, with a child sucking the breast; and
office,

;

that, in consequence, tlie town adopted, and still
retains, as its armorial bearings, a female holding

an infant, and seated on a sarcophagus, the Scottish
lion in attendance, and a wood in the

hack-ground.
Selkirk had also intimate connexion with the brief
but decisive battle noticed in our article on Philiphaugh. It likewise was the scene of some skirmishing with foragers of the Highland army, in tlieir
progress toward England in 1745.
Selkirk gives the title of Earl to a branch of the
ancient and once far-dominant house of Douglas,
which, previous to the strong check which was given,
in 1455, to its bold spirit and careering fortunes, had
extensive possessions in the Forest. Tlie first Earl
of Selkirk was Lord William Douglas, the eldest of
the first Marquis of Douglas' sons liy his second
wife; and he was raised to the earldom, in 1646,
with the adjunct of Baron Daer and Shortcleugh.
This nobleman married Ann, Duchess of Hamilton,
and, in consequence, became the third Duke of Hamilton from the date of the dukedom's creation, and the
first in
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the line or family of Douglas.

His peerage

of Earl of Selkirk became concealed for a time
beneath his ducal bonnet but afterwards descended, first to his third son, Lord Charles Douglas, and
next to his younger son. Lord John Hamilton, Earl
of Rutherglen.
In 1744, Dunbar Hamilton of Baldoon, the grand-nephew of the third Earl, succeeded
to the title
and, in 1799, he left the honours to his
seventh son, Thomas. This, the fifth Earl, was the
most distinguished of those who have yet inherited
the title ; and lives in a cheerful nook of history as
the advocate of liberal views respecting emigration
to British America, and the promoter of a British
settlement on Prince Edward's Island. Dunbar
James Douglas, the present Earl, and son of the fifth,
succeeded in 1820. The chief seat of the family is at
St. Mary's Isle in Kirkcudbrightshire.
SELKIRKSHIRE, an inland county in the south
of Scotland. It lies near enough the boundaiy with
England, and figures sufficiently in the history of
;

;

ancient border waifare, to be reckoned a border district.
It is bounded on the north-west by Peebleson the north by Peebles-shire and Edinburghshire
shire; on the north-east, east, and south-east by
Roxburghshire ; on the south by Roxburghshire
and Dumfries-shire and on the west by Dumfries;

;

shire

The boundary

and Peebles-shire.

is

formed

by water-shedding lines of heights for 9 miles detachedly and very sinuously in the north ; for 9
miles curvingly in the south ; and for 22 miles continuously witli the south line, and with little irreguround the south-west corner, and along by far
the greater part of the west. But elsewhere the
boundary is exceedingly capricious and fitful as to
its material, and often serrated, jagged, and almost
pronged in outline, so as to be utterly bewildering
to strangers, and almost perplexing to inhabitants inThe county lies between 55°
terested in knowing it.
and between 2°
22' 20" and 55° 41' 54" north latitude
47' 40" and 3° 18' 46" longitude west from Greenwich.
Its greatest length, from north-east to south-west,
or from the confluence of the Tweed and the Gala
to Micklewhinfell, overhanging the source of Ettrickwater, is 27 miles ; and its greatest breadth, in a line
at right angles with that between the above points,
or fi'om the place at which it is left by Glensax-bum
on the north-west to Borthwick-brae on the southIts area is 266
east, is rather more than 17 miles.
pendicle of the
square miles or 170,313 acres.
county lies detached on the east.
larity

;

,

A

Excepting a very narrow portion on

dwelling-place OT man, upon its rudely rolling surface.
Though situated in the centre of the Southern
Highlands, all of it lies on a base of from 280 to

—

nearly 800 feet above sea-level, averaging probably
a little more than 500. The mean altitude of the
bed of its streams is thus only about one-half of the
altitude of the vale of Badenoch on the Spey, or the
large dreary plain of the Moor of Rannoch on the
north-west limit of Perthshire. Very many of its
Black-house hill rises
lieights are mountainous.
above sea-level 2,370 feet Windlestrae-law, 2,295
Minchmoor, 2,280 Ettrick-pen, 2,200 Lawknees,
1,990; Wardlaw-hill, 1,980; Hangingshaw-law,
1,980; Three-Brethren-Cairn, 1,978; Black- Andrewliill, 1,966; Peat-law, 1,964; Old-Ettrick-hill, 1,860;
and a great number between 1,000 and 1,800.
Tliese measurements, indeed, were made long ago,
and have since been proved to bo excessive; yet
they arc sufficiently near tlie truth to convey a fair
idea of the loftiness of much of the surface. The
;

;

;

i

its eastern

a continued series of heights,
intersected by gullets, glens, and very narrow vales.
or towering eminence which
from
central
Seen
any
commands a view of most of its area, it appears a
continuous sea of hills without one mark of life, one
side, Selkirkshire is

;

j

:

>
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monotonoas charac-

yet frequently display considerable variety ; and,
in the west, where they form the screens of St.
ilary's Loch, the Loch of the Lowes, and the npper
Yarrow, they rise in dark steep masses, of picturter,

esque contour, frequently wreathing their heads in
the clouds. The greater portion of the uplands,
in all parts of the county, is covered with pleasant,
good, pastoral sward; but some portions are clothed
in heath, and a district in the south-east, between
Borthwick and Ettrick waters, is principally a
chaotic mixture of bog, moorland, and mountain
The intersections of water-courses through
tarn.
the heights are rarely more in width than the merest
glens; and, even along the course of the larger
streams, seldom attain the expansion of valleys or
even vales. But they abound in picturesqueness
and romance ; many of them are so well wooded
with either coppice or plantation as to be really
'bushy dells; and not a few are pleasingly or even
picturesquely ramified with those abrupt ravines
'

and hill-locked vales which are provincially called
deughs and hopes. Many of the houses of the
county are situated 600 feet, and a few upwards of
1,000 feet, above sea-level.
The principal lakes of Selkirkshire are St. Mary's
Loch and the Loch of the Lowes. Other lakes are
numerous, but all small. The river Tweed has 10
miles of its beautiful course, generally in an easterly
direction, through the north-eastern district of the
county and often gives the name of Tweedside to
the picturesque, well-wooded, narrow vale which it
here traverses. The Gala joins the Tweed at the point
where the latter departs and previously forms, for
3 miles, the boundary with Roxburghshire. The
;

;

Ettrick, characteristically the river of the county,
its entire course of about 28 miles within it, and
dirides it from its south-west extremity north-eastward to the Tweed, 2 miles above the mouth of the
Qala, into two not very unequal parts. The Yarrow,
die chief tributary and at the same time the rival of
Ettrick, rises only 3 miles north-west of the
tetter's upper course, and flows parallel to it at about
same mean distance till within 3J miles of the
Tweed, then debouches south-eastward to the Et-

four streams —we need hardly remark
—have These
been so celebrated in song as to draw to
irick.

Sdkirkshire, from the creativeness or at least the
nthosiasm of poets, almost a fictitious splendour.
Tlie principal tributaries of the Tweed, within the
aSanty, are Gaithope-bum, Cadon-water, and the
nfada on the left, and Glenkinnen-bum and the Etlick on the right; of the Ettrick, are Tushielawand the Yarrow on the left, and Tima-water
Rankle-bum on the right; and of the Yarrow,
Kirkstead and Douglas bums on the left, and
<ttlrive-bTim on the right. Glensax-bum, a tributary
f tiie Tweed in Peebles parish, drains a projection
the north-west. The Borthwick forms, for some
the boundary with Roxburghshire on the
-east.
The Ale rises in the county, but soon
into Roxburgh. The only cascade in Selihire is one of 20 feet high, in the course of a
et in Roberton ; yet romantic linns
in the Ettrick and the Yarrow.

and rapids

kshire, geognostically considered, appears
ve been one vast bed of schistose transitionchiefly greywacke, with a basis of clay-slate
in the numerous intersections and cross-lines
it is worn down into ravine and glen, it exon the confronting sides of the cuts stratum
ering to stratum in a manner which beautifully
1,

;

the powerfully erosive yet undisturbing
of running water.
The soil of the sheepowing generally to its lying on greywacke

its
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is sound and dry; and even where
clayey, or lies on clay or till, it is prevented
from being hurtfully retentive, by the firm consistency of its surface, or the great steepness of its bed.
Excepting in the extensive moor between Ettrick
and Borthwick waters, and in a very few spots near
the sides of streams and on the tops of mountains,
marshy-grounds are unknown.
Very little pure
clay soil exists in the county; and where it occurs
in mixture or as a substratum, it is generally found
on the sides of hUls nearly midway between their
summit and their base. The soil of the arable
grounds is light, dry, and easily managed; and in
the few places where it lies on till, it is so drained
by the declivity of the ground, that a little care in
disposing the ridges carries oflF both the springs and
the surface-water.

rock or gravel,

it is

Agriculture, considering how rugged and seemingly how altogether pastoral the district is, has
made singular achievements as to both the extent of
area subjugated to the plough, and the degree of
skill with which it is farmed.
About 67 years ago,
on a mistaken assumption which assigned to the
county an area of about 181,000 acres, the lands
were computed to be distributed into 169,650 acres
of pasture, 9,300 acres of arable ground, 2,200 acres
of plantation and coppice, and 1,250 acres of gardens
and pleasure-grounds. According to the statistics
of agriculture obtained in 1855, for the Board of
Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society
of Scotland, the number of occupiers of land paying
a yearly rent of £10 and upwards, exclusive of
tenants of woods, owners of villas, feuars, householders, and the like, was 171; and the aggregate
number of imperial acres cultivated by them was
11,134J. The distribution of the lands with reference to crops, was 116i acres under wheat, 677

under barley, 2,963^ under oats, 7 under here, J
under beans, 32 under pease, 49 under vetches, 1,940
under turnips, 196J under potatoes, J under cabbage,
1 under flax, § under tumip-seed, 102f in bare fallow, and 5,048 under grass and hay in the course of
the rotation of the farm. The estimated gross produce of the chief crops was 3.6T0 bushels of wheat,
23,018 bushels of barley, 112,613 bushels of oats,
238 bushels of here, 569 bushels of beans and pease,
31,525 tons of turnips, and 1,168 tons of potatoes.
The estimated average produce per imperial acre
was 31 J bushels of wheat, 34 bushels of barley, 38
bushels of oats, 34 bushels of here, 17^ bushels of
beans and pease, 16J tons of turnips, and 5 tons and
19 cwt. of potatoes. The number of live stock comprised 397 farm-horses above 3 years of age, 71
farm-horses under 3 years of age, 122 other horses,
697 milch cows, 444 calves, 1,012 other bovine
cattle, 79,135 sheep of all ages for breeding, 3,577
sheep of all ages for feeding, 52,396 lambs, and 322
swine. In the year 1854, the number of occupiers
of land paying a yearly rent of less than £1U was
65; the aggregate number of imperial acres of
arable land held by them was 109 ; and the aggregate of their live stock comprised 26 horses, 51
bo^^ine cattle, 100 sheep, and 30 swine.
The total
number of proprietors on the new valuation rolls is
and
number
the
to
be
commissioners
498;
qualified
of supply is 87.
The annual value of real property,
as assessed in 1815, was X43,584; in 1849, £52,839;
in 1856, £59,914.
Selkirkshire, together with some contiguous portions of Peebles-shire and Edinburghshire, was
anciently called Ettrick Forest, or by abbreviation,
the Forest. It took that name from being in a great
measure covered with natural wood; though now,
it contains but a trifling amount of coppice, and has
a total aggregate of only 3,418 acres of all kinds of

SELKIRKSHIRE.
woods.

Its open parts, however, were remarkablyproductive and populous in the ages which preceded
the wasteful wars of the succession. Every church
had then its village, every mansion its hamlet, every
farm its cottage and all enjoyed the shelter of the
surrounding woods, and derived benefit from their
The arable tract belonging to Selkirk
herbage.
abbey was not large enough to make an ordinary
modern farm ; and yet, in these ancient times, it is
known to have maintained in contentment and comfort 36 families.
Four centuries of war and foray
followed, with devastation and misery in their train;
and agricultural vigour, accompanied by any considerable facility in the maintenance of population,
did not return till the third decade of the 18th cenNor has modern improvement, though martury.
;

vellously great and manifold, made any such change
on the solitudes and general aspects of Selkirkshire
as it has done on many regions of equal extent in
many other parts of the kingdom. The rugged
hilliness of the country has necessarily restricted
the play of its energies within comparatively narrow
Yet in the various departments of sheep
scope.
husbandry, of georgy, of mixed farming, of manuof
facture,
road-making, and of general industry, it

The only railway

has made great achievements.

in Selkirkshire is the branch from Selkirk to Galashiels; but a great line which was at one time con-

templated between Edinburgh and Hexham would
have passed through it. The principal manufactures

and

are all located at Selkirk and Galashiels,

will

be found noticed in our articles on these towns.
The only royal burgh in Selkirkshii'e is Selkirk.
The only other town is part of Galashiels. The
villages and hamlets are Ettrick, Ettrick-bridge,
Yarrow-feus, Yarrowford, and part of Deanburnhaugh. The piincipal seats are Bonhill, the Duke
of Buccleuch; Thirlstane castle. Lord Napier; Elibank cottage, Lord Elibank; Ashiesteel, General
Sir J. Russel; Torwoodlee, Rear-admiral James
Pringle Holylee, James Ballantyne, Esq PhillipGala?4«)use, Hugh
haugh, J. N. Murray, Esq.
Scott, Esq.; Broadmeadows, R. K. Pringle, Esq.;
James
Hangingshaw,
Johnstone, Esq. and Ettrick
hall, William Paterson, Esq.
;

;

;

;

Selkirkshire contains three entire parishes and
parts of seven other parishes. Its three entire parishes and its parts of four other parishes, together
with six parishes in Roxburghshire, constitute the
presbytery of Selkirk in the synod of Merse and
Teviotdale ; one of its other parishes is in the presbytery of Lauder in the same synod ; and its remaining two parishes are in the presbytery of Peebles,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale, The ecclesiastical statistics of the county are usually made up
with reference only to its three complete parishes and
to only such of the part parishes as belong more to
In 1851, the numit than to the adjoining counties.
ber of places of worship reported by the Census as
within it was only 15 of which 5 belonged to the
Established church, 5 to the Free churcTi, 2 to the
United Presbyterian church, 1 to the Independents,
1 to the Evangelical Union, and 1 to the Glassites.
The maximum attendance on the Census Sabbath at
2 of the Established places of worship was 280; at
at the
2 of the Free church places of worship, 422
2 United Presbyterian places of worship, 950; at
the Independent chapel, 70; at the Evangelical
Union chapel, 66 at the Glassito chapel, 62. There
were returned, in 1851, as in Selkirkshire, 15 public
day schools, attended by 573 males and 373 females,
9 private day schools, attended by 165 males and
227 females, 1 evening school for adults, attended
by 8 males and 8 females, and 11 Sabbath schools,
attended by 329 males and 382 females.
;

;

;

—

—

—
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Selkirkshire sends a member to parliament.
Ih
constituency in ISoQ was 870. The sheriff cour
for the county and the sheriff small debt court ar<
held at Selkirk weekly during session and the lat
ter is held also at Galashiels on the first
Tuesday o
;

February, April, June, August, October, and Decern
her.
Quarter sessions are held on the first Tuesdaj
of March, May, and August, and on the last
Tuesdaj
of October.
The number of committals for crime.

in the year, Avithin the county, varied from 7 to 1 2
in the average of each 5 years from 1835 to 1856
The total number of persons confined within the

year ending 30th June 1855 in the jail at Selkirk
was 77 and the average duration of the confinemeni
of each was 14 days.
Five of the parishes of Selkirkshire are returned as assessed, and none as
;

unassessed, for the poor. The number of registered
poor in the year 1853-4 was 217; in 1854-5, 257.
The number of casual poor in 1853^ was 379; in
1854-5, 257. The sum expended on the registered

poor in 1853-4 was £1,334; in 1854-5, £1,384. The
sum expended on the casual poor in 1853-4 was £86;
in 1854-5, £88.
The amount of the assessment for
prisons in 1856 was £183; for incidental expenses,
£100. The rate of assessment for rogue-money is
9s. sterling for each £100 Scots of valued rent.
Population of the county in 1801, 5,388 in 1811,
;

5,889; in 1821, 6,637; in 1831, 6,833; in 1841,
Males in 1851, 4,850;
7,990; in 1851, 9,809.
Inhabited houses in 1851, 1,331;
females, 4,959.
uninhabited, 25; building, 9.
All the territory which now constitutes Selkirkshire was part of the ancient possessions of the British Gadeni and, immediately after the Roman abdication, it began to be overrun by the Saxons and
soon after 1020, it became the seat of some settlements of the Scottish people. The Gadeni seem, in
their original occupancy of it, to have lived rather as
hunters than as shepherds but, after they became Ro;

;

;

manized, they may have made some advances toward
the secondary or supra- primitive condition of society.
The Saxons, though they took firm possession, appear not to have cleared away the woods for, after
seven changeful centuries succeeding the Roman
;

abdication, Ettrick forest retained all its honoui's of
both the wood and the chase. Except in the eastern
division of the county, there are no British remains
which would evince the inhabitancy or mark the
usages of the aboriginal people, no Diuid temples,
no stone monuments, no ancient sepulchres, no hillforts.
In the eastern and now the cultivated division, there are remains of several British strengths,
formed generally between the circular and the oval
and, amidst some of them on the Borthwick-water,
are vestiges of a square or Roman camp.
The most
remarkable British antiquity is the Catrail: whicli
see.
Three crosses, called William's, Tait's, and
Craik, stood respectively on a height near Broad-

—

;

meadows, on Kershope-hill, and on Craik-moor
whom erected cannot be known
Comparatively modem antiquities are principallj
ruined castles and moss-grown towers, some orectec
in the 12th century, but most of them in subsequen'
but wheiefore or by

ages of foreign hostilities or domestic feuds. Th«
principal are Oldwark-castle, Newark-castle, an(
Deuchar-tower, on the Yarrow; Dryhope-tower
near St. Mary's-loch Blackhouse-tower, on Dou
glas-burn; Blindlee- tower, on Gala-water; am
Kirkhopo, Thirlestane, Gamescleuch, and Tushie
law towers, on the Ettrick.
Ettrick forest seems to have been under the ju.
risdiction of the constable of the King's castle s
Selkirk, in nearly the same way as if it had beei
under a sheriff; and it was probably erected into
<
regular sheriffdom previous to the sad demise
;

|

|
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Alexander III. Yet the earliest sheriff who appears
on record is Alexander SjTiton, under the date 1292.
Edward I., iu 1304, granted to Aymer de Valence,
the Earl of Gloucester and his heirs, the keeping of
the forest, the castle, and the town of Selkirk ; and,
next year, when settling the government of Scotland, he recognised the Earl of Pembroke as hereditary sheriff of the county. From soon after the accession of Brace till 1455, the forests of Selkirk and
Traquair were, with the juridical powers of a free
barony, held of the Scottish crown successively by
Sir James and Sir Hugh Douglas, and their heirs the
Earls of Douglas. Yet, during a large part of this
period, the English sovereigns regarded Ettrickforest
as a sheriffdom in the possession and under the gov-

ernment of their creatures. But, in 1346, William,
the first Earl of Douglas, expeUed the English from
Douglasdale,' and took possession of Ettrick-fo'

'

After the attainder of the Earl of Douglas,
the sheriffdom, or the jurisdiction tantamount to it,
remained for some time attached to the Crown; and
successively, in 1503 and 1509, it was given in the
former year temporarily, and in the latter hereditaIn 1748. John
rily, to John Murray of Falahill.
Murray of Philiphaugh, the descendant of Murray
of Falahill, received as compensation £4,000, and
the Duke of Douglas £5,104. The sheriffship, under
the new regime, was held first by Charles Campbell
of Monzie, and in more recent times, for many years,
by the famous Sir Walter Scott.
SELLAY, a pastoral island, IJ mile north of
Pabba, in the Harris district of the Outer Hebrides.
It has a circumference of about 2J miles.
On the
south-west side of it is an islet called Little Sellay.
SELLER-HEAD, a headland on the east coast
of Lewis, 8 miles south-south-east of the Butt of
Lewis, and 17 north-north-east of Stomoway.
SEMMIEDORES. See Madoes (St.).
SEMPLE-HOUSE. See Fxiai^r.
SENWICK. See Saxdwick.
SERF'S (St.). See Levex (Loch), Fifeshire.
SERIDON (Loch), a projection of the sea on the
west coast of iluU. It penetrates between the district of Ross and the district of Gribon and measures
9 miles in length, and nearly 1 J mile in mean breadth.
SERPENT-RIVER, a romanric rivulet in the
It makes a
parish of Kilmalie, Inverness-shire.
cascade, then runs some distance under ground, and
then runs into the head of Loch-Leven.
SETON. See Seatox.
SEUNTA. See Siasta.
rest.'

;

SEVEN BRETHREN (The). See Tdsdergaeth.
SGIAH (The), a rivulet running from Ben Wyvis
eastward in the parish of Fodderty, Ross-shire.
Coal has been observed in its basin, but not in sufficient quantity to waiTant any mining operation.
SHADIR, a small bay, difficult of access, on the
west side of Lewis, 11 miles south-south-west of
the Butt of Lewis, in tlie Outer Hebrides.
SHAGGIE (The). See Moxzie.
SHALLAIN. See Garrt (LochV
SHAMBELLY. See Newabbey.
SHANA. See Shcxa.
SHANAS. See Deer.
SHANATHRO. See Fetteresso.
SHANDON. See Row.
SHANDWICK, a village
in Ross-shire.
I

in the parish of Nigg,
Population, 192. Houses, 36. See

SHANK-POINT.

See

8HANKRAMUIR,

an

Bmestone which

Gore
estate,

(The).

abounding

in rich

extensively worked, in the parish
jtf Gadder, Lanarkshire.
(Loch). See Kikkmichael, Ayr-

SHANKTON

is
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SHANNAN-HILL. See Larax-Buex.
SHANTER. See Kirkoswald.
SHAPINSHAY, an island and parish, containing
its own name, in the North
Orkney. It lies 1 mile north-north-east of
the nearest part of Pomona, 3J miles south by west
of Eday, and 4| west of the most southerly part of
Stronsay. It extends nearly 5 miles from east to
west, and about 4^ from north to south; but is
sweepingly indented on the north side by a large
bay called Viantro, and bag several small indentations on its south side.
On the shores, and over a
considerable distance inland, the surface is low,

a post-office station of
Isles of

and disposed in rich fields of grass
and com but toward the centre, it gradually rises,
and becomes, to a great extent, barren waste or illimproved sheep-walk. The soil, though, in most
The
places, thin and shallow, is naturally fertile.
southern district, in consequence of improvements
by the late Colonel Balfour and his son, enjoys
modes of cultivation, maintains breeds of cattle, and
presents an orderly appearance, superior to those of
most districts in Orkney. A village rose nnder the
fostering care of the same improvers, and draws
oat its houses around the fine bay of Elswick.
This bay opens toward Kirkwall and, sheltered
across the entrance by the green islet of Ellerholm,
it forms almost as fine a natural harbour as
any in
Orkney. It has from four to six fathoms of water
over a bottom of hard clay covered with sand and
on the west side of it is a fine beach, with abundance of excellent fresh-water. Only a few years
after the village was built, the proprietor had 4 brigs
and 4 sloops engaged in the general trade of the
country, and the inhabitants had about 80 boats employed chiefly in fishing. A bed of limestone occurs
near How, and has long been profitably worked.
Lead mines, paying a rent of £500 a-year, were commenced some time last century, and conducted for a
short period with spirit ; but, for some cause which
we do not find very clearly stated, they were hope-

tolerably level,
;

;

;

Picts' houses, situated for the
lessly abandoned.
most part on selectly pleasant spots, are numerous
along the shores, and usually occur at such intervals
that two or three are within view of each other.
The standing-stone of Shapinshay, situated near the
centre of the island, and standing erect 12 feet above
the surface of the ground, and the black stone of
Odin, a huge mass of rock lying prostrate on the
sand of the northern shore, are both supposed to
have been sacred objects in the rites of Scandinavian
superstition.
place called Grucula, on the west
coast, nearly opposite the skerry of Vasa, where the
tides are rapid and the sea is shjillow, is traditionally
said to have received its name from the stranding
upon it of one of the ships of Agricola, in the celebrated voyage of discovery round the northern seas
of Britain.
ward hill in the centre of the island,

—
—

A

A

and on its highest ground, commands a map-like
view of the whole or part of 15 parishes. How is
an old ruinous mansion but Cliffdale is a fine wellconditioned residence. Population of Shapinshay
in 1831, 809; in 1851, 899.
Houses, 180. Eeal
;

rental in 1841, about £611.
The parish of Shapinshay is in the presbytery ef
North Isles, and synod of Orkney. Patron, the
Earl of Zetland. Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £28.
Schoolmaster's salary, £25 13s. 3d., with £4 lOs.
fees.
The parish church is centrally situated at
the head of Elswick bay.
There is an United
Presbyterian church, with an attendance of 218.
There is also an Evangelical Union diapel. There
is a school under the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge.

SHAKGARTON.

See Shiroartox.

SHAWEND.

SHETLAND.
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SHAWEND. See Kilsyth.
SHAWHEAD, a post-office village

in the parish

of Kirkpatrick-Irongray, Kirkcudbrightshire.

Pop-

and received strong reinforcements from the north,
got intelligence which led him to believe that the
Duke was insecurely posted at Stirling; and he

ulation, 84.

conceived the idea of forcing the passage of the

SHAWS

Forth, and marching southward in defiance of the
Duke, so as to form a junction with the Pretender's
friends in the south.
He left Perth on the 11th of
November, and rested that night at Auchterarder.
Argyle, getting information of his movement, de-

Houses, 17.
SHAWHILL. See Riccaeton.
SHAWPARK. See Alloa.
(The). See Pollockshaws.
SHAWS- WATER. See Greenook.

SHEBSTER.

See Reay.

SHEDDOCKSLEY. See Newhills.
SHEDOG. See Kilmorie.
SHEE (The), a small river in the extreme
east of Perthshire.

It

commences

north-

at the Spittal of

Glenshee, 5J miles south-south-west of the point
where the counties of Perth, Foifar, and Aberdeen
meet; and is there formed by the confluence of a
small stream called the Beg or 'Little,' with the
united waters of the streamlets Lochty and Tatnich.
It runs 3 miles south-eastward, and 9 southward to
Rochalzie; and there unites with the Ardle to form
the Ericht. Its head-waters, and rather more than
a third of its course, are in the parish of Kirkmichael, and it afterwards has that parish, part of
Caputh, and the whole of Bendochy on its right
bank, and 2 miles of Forfarshire and parts of Rattray, Alyth,

of its course
land stream.

and Blairgowrie on its left. Over most
it is strictly and even wildly a High-

SHEEOCK-BURN. See Durris.
SHEEPCRAIG. See Fair-Isle.
SHEEPFORD. See Monkland Canal.

SHEEP

ISLE.

See Sanda, Argyleshire.
an islet about a mile west of
Seil, and 4^ miles south of Kerrera, in Argyleshire.
It measures scarcely a mile in circumference, and
has an abrupt rocky boundary of low cliffs. It
forms geognostically a connecting link betAveen
Mull on the one hand, and Seil and Kerrera on the
other.
Its name of Sheep's Isle is a fictitious one,

SHEEP'S ISLE,

it by chorographists
and its real name is
Inis-Capul, which the same chorographists have,
in the translated form of Mare-Island, erroneously
applied to the Garvelach islands, 5 miles to the
south-west.

given

SHEIL.

;

See Glensheil.

SHEILDAG. See Shieldag.
SHELDON. See Dalrymple.
SHELES. See Monkton.
SHELL. See Lochs.

SHELLEGAN-BURN.

Whetham commanded

the

left

wing

of the royal

army, while Argyle himself commanded the right.
Early on the 1 3th the right wing of the rebel army
commenced the battle by a furious attack on the
royal left.
They charged sword in hand with such
impetuosity as at once to break General Whetham's
array, and drive his troops into complete rout, with
prodigious slaughter. Whetham fled at full gallop
to Stirling, and there announced that the royal army
was totally defeated. But, in the meantime, Argyle,
with the right wing of the royal army, attacked and
broke the rebel army's left, and drove them about 2
miles back to the Allan. He pushed his advantage
chiefly by the force of his cavalry, and was obliged
to resist no fewer than ten successive attempts on

their part to rally. A part of his infantry force was
following hard to support him, when the right wing
of the rebel army, suddenly returning from the pursuit of Whetham, appeared in their rear, and threatened to crush both them and the cavalry. Argyle
faced about, with all his strength, to repel this new
and great danger. The antagonist forces, however,
looked irresolutely at each othei', neither of them
seeming disposed to rush into fresh conflict; and
after cooling completely down from the fighting
point, they retired quietly from each other's presence,
Argyle to the town of Dunblane, and Mar to the
Both armies laid claim to the
village of Ardoch.
victory; and hence the well-known sarcastic
lines;

—

•

"

See Fowlis- Wester.

SHELLIBISTER. See Lady.
SHELLIVA LOCH, a small indentation

termined instantly to intercept him, and give him
battle.
He accordingly passed the Forth at Stirling on the 12th, and took post in the neighbourhood of Dunblane, with his left resting on that
town, and his right extending toward Sheriffmuir.
Mar arrived the same evening within 2 miles of
Argyle, and encamped for the night in the order of
battle.
His troops amounted to about 9,000; while
those of Argyle did not exceed 3,500.
General

of the

sea, forming a natural harbour for boats and very
small craft, in the north of the island of South Uist,
in the Outer Hebrides.
SHELLOCH-BURN. See Old-Water.
SHELWICK, a bight or small cliff-screened bay
in the parish of Stornoway in Lewis.
SHENATHRO. See Fetteresso.
8HENNAN-CREEK. See Colvend.
SHERIFFHALL ENGINE. See Engine.
SHERIFFMUIR, the name of various localities
in Scotland, imposed on them on account of their
having been the plains or moors on which the weapon-shaws, or feats of arms of the Middle ages,
were performed under inspection of the sheriffs.
The Sheriffinuir most known is one in the parish of
Dunblane, at the north base of the Ochils, the scene
of a sanguinary though indecisive action during the
This battle was fought on the
rebellion of 1715.
same day on which the Pretender's forces surrendered at Preston in England. Tlie Duke of
Argylo commanded the King's troops; and the Enrl
The
of Mar commanded those of the Pretender.
Earl, having just taken up his quarters at Perth,

There's some say that we wan.
And some sny that they wan.
And some sny that nane wan at a",
Bui ae thhig I'm sure

A

man

;

Tliat at Sheriffmuir,
battle there was, that 1 saw, man ;
And we ran and tlicy ran, and tliey ran and vvc ran,
And we ran, and they ran awa, man."

SHETLAND, the northern one of the two archim
pelagos of the northern isles of Scotland. It lies,
general terms, measuring in each case from its
nearest part, 15 leagues north-north-east of Orkney,
47 leagues north of Buchanness, and 44 leagues
west of Bergen in Norway, the nearest pointy of
Continental Europe. Two of its islands, called Fair
Isle and Fowla, lie respectively about 20 miles
south-south-west, and 17 miles west by south, of
the most contiguous parts of its own mainlaml.
The other islands form a compact group, and lie between 59° 48' 30", and 60° 52' north latitude; and
between 52° and 1° 57' longitude west from Green
In general appearance the islands have
wich.
i

more rugged and mountainous interior, and mm
bold, precipitous, jagged, and sharply indented
coast-lnioH, than even the naked sea-worn Orkneys.
Invasions of tiio sea, bays and inlets of all forms
and moderate sizes, make the most whimsical inroads upon the land, and cut the islands into series

|

|
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of the most curiously shaped peninsulas. These
bays generally bear the name of Toes, sometimes
that of friths, sometimes that of wicks; they are
upwards of 50 in number; some of them measure
several miles in length and almost all afford safe
anchorage for ships of great burden. The belts of
navigable sea which separate island from island are
denominated sounds. Upwards of 30 islands are inhabited, though in several instances only by a few
individuals; about 70 are grazing islets, called
holms, which afford herbage for cattle or sheep, but
offer no shelter or sustenance to man ; and a great
but unascertained number are skerries or rocks,
mere sea-washed and naked stone, totally destitute
of vegetation for the support of live stock.
Mainland possesses about half the area, and more
than half the population of the entire group; but it
is so often and deeply peninsulated by the sea, as to
be economically though not geographically a series
of islands; it has an irregularity of outline as wild
and wajrward as can well be conceived; it stretches
away due north in a long, narrow, tattered belt of
land which sends out torn and shivered expansions
about the middle; and while possessing a mean
breadth of from 2 to 7 miles, it contracts at the isthmus called Mavis-Grind, to less than 100 yards, and
even there is in a great measure conquered by
spring-tides of the sea. Yell, the island next in
size, lies from 2 to 4 miles north-east of Mainland
it is separated by Yell-sound,
a band of sea powdered with holms and skerries; it possesses no very
high land; and, while deeply indented with four or
five voes, it is otherwise pretty regular in outline.
Unst, the third in size, contains much valuable
arable land, as well as excellent hill-pasture, and lies
about 2 miles north-north-east of Yell. Fetlar, akin
in character to Unst, but containing considerable
tracts of hilly country, lies west of Yell, and south
of Unst, between 3 and 4 miles from each. Whalley, surrounded with a cordon of dangerous islets,
is situated from 2 to 3 miles east of Mainland, at a
point a little north of its middle.
Bressay, a comparatively lively island, of considerable fertility,
and presenting in summer a pleasant appearance as
seen from Lerwick, lies on the east of Mainland,
several miles south of its middle, and so near and
hookedly as almost to render landlocked the interTening sound, and make it the excellent harbour
well-known to all mariners who frequent the northam seas as Lerwick harbour or Bressay sound.
Papa-Stour, a delightful little island, with a large
comparative extent of arable land, lies about 2 mUes
drom the most westerly point of Mainland, a promontory about the middle of the western coast.
The two islands of East and West Barra, fmctiferoas in grain, form two belts of land extending north
aid south, and separated from each other
by a very
uuTow long sound, which is navigable from end to
Mid only by boats; they lie off the west coast of
Mainland, a little south' of the latitude of Lerwick,
nd are separated from it by Cliff-sound, from 1^
«ile to 2 miles broad; and
they communicate with
:ach other by a wooden-bridge across the narrow
ihannel which divides them. Tronda, House, and
!#ine other islets, lie in the vicinity.
Fowla, the
:Jtima Tbule of the ancients, the most precipitous
in
the
destitute
of
il-ground
Shetlands,
any harbor for shipping, and possessing only one landing"'
for boats, is solitarily situated about 17 miles
south-west of Watness, the nearest point of
nd.
Fair Isle, rising into three lofty prories, and everywhere inaccessible except at
lies
point,
upwards of 20 miles south-south-west
le southern
extremity of Mainland; and though
'ly included in Shetland^ geographically holds
;

—

;

—

a half-way place between that group and Orkney.
The other islands are too inconsiderable to require

mention of their relative position.
The coasts of Shetland are rocky and uneqaal,
and the hills, which overhang them, bleak and
mossy. By the action of the sea upon the mass of
rocks which has been shivered down into islets and
skerries, scenery of an unique and sublime description has been formed. Rocks of immense size everywhere rise sheer up from the water, and ascend in
pinnacles or little table-lands, often at a great distance from any land; some are perforated by magnificent arches of great magnitude and regularity,
some have deep caverns and subterranean recessotliers are cleft in two nearly to the bottom,
es,
and others shoot up into acuminated tops, and present an endless variety of form.
The coasts and
environing islets of Papa-Stour are profusely bored
with large romantic caverns.
great lofty insulated rock on its east is perforated from side to

—

—

—
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side with a large marine tmmel; it lets through
irregular rents from its summit straggling streams
of light, which aid the intricacies of the gloomy
boat navigation; and just where the light is direct
enough to seem like a revelation to a wrecked and
dark world, a yawning and vaulted recess goes aside
from the tunnel, and reverberates in low distant
murmurs, or with a hoarse and sullen splash, the
ripple of the tide's waves, and the sound of the

boatman's oars.
Lyra Skerry, Fulgae
Skerry, and other rocky islets, on the north-west of
the island, rise steeply and loftily up from the
waves, presenting in their perpendicular sides such
series of dark vaulted entrances into caverns as resemble the tiers of sepulchral arches along the
side of a GSothic crypt.
On the west side of the
peninsula of Xorthmaven in Mainland, a succession
of high and precipitous rocks withstand the whole
shock of the Atlantic; and about 250 feet direct inland from their brink, are two immense perforations
from the surface dovmward, called the Holes (^
Scraada, separated from each other by a solid mass
of grass-covered rock, but eommanicating with the
sea by stupendous cavernous-tunnels leading out at
the front of the cliff. Doreholm, in a spacious bay
a little to the south, springs aloft from the water in
a stupendous natural arch 70 feet high.
Most of
the west coast of the islet of Mickle-Roe is bered
into a series of sinuous and many-shaped caves,
visiting

At
possessing not a little beauty and grandeur.
Burrafirth in Unst, a sublime natural arch opens
the way to the tunnel or elongated cavern, which
carries boat-navigation 300 feet into the bowels of
the earth.
The islet or holm of Eagleshay, in the
parish of Xorthmaven, is, to a great depth, cut
sheer down into two parts by a perpendicular fissure formed in the effluxion of many ages by the
Some
disintegration of a soft vein of greenstone.
curious features also will be foimd noticed in oar
article on Noss.
The scenery of Shetland is not all of a stem
character, but includes much variety, and even a
considerable amount of beauty. Many of the coast
views in calm weather are finely picturesque ; and
nearly all in a storm display the same awful grandeur as those of Orkney, Some pieces of seaboard,
as at Wiesdale-voe and the bay of Balta, are richlycovered with vegetation, forming fine foregroundsof picturesque views to seaward. From the cavernous coast at the Holes of Scraada, verdant plains
of several miles in extent, bearing the name of the
Villens of Ure, stretch away into the interior ; and
from the lofty cliffs which overhang the sea, and
command the ' Holes', an extensive diversified
coast-view is beheld, <^ remarkable chioacter foe

—
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both its elements and its strength. Dunrossness
also presents many beaatiful examples of interesting
contrast in scenic grouping, and contains some fields

which would not suffer by a comparison with
almost any in Mid-Lothian. Of numerous hills
which diversify the face of the country, and trait in all directions, Rona's-liill,
or Mons
Ronaldi, the highest, commands a very varied and
extensive prospect, bringing up to the spectator
an excellent conception of the thousand ramifications and intersections which occur between sea and
land.
Fitful-head, at the southern extremity of
the country, is a bold extensive rock, and can be
seen at a great distance by vessels approaching
Shetland from the south-west. The cliffs of the
island of Fowla often literally lose themselves in
the clouds ; they usually appear of a dark-blue
colour and they are sometimes encinctured with a
bank of clouds, and send up their central peak distinctly above the highest wreaths.
The climate of Shetland, though by no means
generally insalubrious, is very variable and humid.
Spring can hai-dly ever be said to commence till
toward the end of April and little genial warmth
is felt before the middle of June.
The summer
sometimes continues through September, but genAutumn, four years
erally terminates witli August.
in five, is very uncertain in its weather ; and it almost never extends beyond the middle of October.
Winter, in a style of chai'acter much moi'e hybernal
than is known in the liOwlands of continental
Scotland, holds undisputed dominion during at
least five months in the year.
Winds from tiie
north and east are characteiized by a colder, but at
the same time more settled, weather than winds
from the south and west ; and they prevail during
the months of February and March. Heavy gales
from tlie west and north-west occur in September,
and often destroy much of the crop in a single night.

verse

;

;

Fogs prevail greatly

in

May

and June.

Mild wea-

prevalent throughout October. But when
month ends, and during the three months
which follow, gales from the most opposite points
spring up in the space of a few hours, and chase one
another in rapid succession, bringing down loads of
ther
that
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and snow. Though keen frost, dry or snowy,
has been known to continue two months without the
occurrence of a thaw, snow is seldom observed to lie

rain

long at a time. While vicissitudes of temperatui'c
are at all seasons rapid, cold is seldom or never intense, and has rarely been observed to descend more
than 10° below the freezing point, or to continue

But the same insular influences which mitigate the frigidity of winter modify
tlie geniality of summer; and while the medium
temperature of the winter months may be estimated at
38°, that of the summer moutlis cannot be estimated

long at that depression.

higlier than 65°.
Multitudes of pleasant brooks run down the hillsides of Shetland, and diffuse verdure and liveliness
in meandering courses athwart the fields.
Many
of them are liable to be so much swollen by I'ain as,
for a time, to become hardly passable ; some of
them, especially near the sea, abound in large fine
trouts ; and, though they aggregately descend from
a considerable height, they are regular in movement,
and in no instance form a cjiscade of more than a
few feet high. Fresh-water lakes also are numerous
and large enough to contribute to cheerfulness and
Four occur in the parish of Lerwick ;
recreation.
one near TingwiiU church; one or two in Unst;
one near the manse in Fetlar; and several in Yell.
None exceed 2 miles in length ; some are interspersed
with little islets ; and all are stored with fish.
chalybeate spring, generally believed to possess

A

good medicinal properties, occurs in the vicinity of
Lerwick. The currents among the different islands
are extremely rapid, and run in every direction
and those of the greatest extent and power occur at
the northern and southern extremities of the country.
Even in the calmest da}', the agitation of the sea,
;

in the course of the tide,

off"

Scaw and Sumburgh-

head, resembles that produced by a storm, and, as
contrasted to the smooth surface at a brief distance,
presents a very striking phenomenon.
Plutonic rocks compose most of the inland and
northern districts of Slietland, and form the main
bulk of its hills. Granite is comparatively rare.
Gneiss is frequent. Mica-schist is most common ;
and in some of its quai'tzose varieties, it long furnished material for an export trade in millstones.
Clay-slate occurs extensively in some precipitous
hills, but does not present any variety suitable for

Hornblende slate and granular
hornblende occur in Hillswick, Fetlar, and Unst, and
liave frequently been mistaken for coal or shale.
Serpentine forms hills of considerable height in
Fetlar and Unst and possesses such various properties, or presents such varieties of lithological
character, as to be suitable variously for the building of unmortared walls, for the constructing of fireproof ovens, and for conversion into trinkets. Granular limestone of a bluish colour everywhere abounds,
of sucli quality as to be either worked into tolerable
marble, or calcined into very excellent lime. Some
eruptive rocks also occur, particularly greenstone,
porphyry, amygdaloid, and claystone, but not in
great quantity, or with much economical value.
Sedimentary rocks, on the east side of Shetland,
extend from Rova-head southward to Quendal, including the islands of Bressay, Mousa, and Fair-isle,
but are frequently uncontinnous and, on the west,
they form the greater part of the parishes of Walls,
Sandness, Papa-Stour, and Fowla, the promontory
between Ronasvoe and Hillswick, and the detached
rocks called Ramna-stacks. The strata are usually
roofing purposes.

;

;

inclined to the horizon, and, in some instances,
are almost vertical.
Sandstone is either laminated,
and affords supplies of flags and slates; or massive,
compact, and finely granular, and constitutes a good
building material or, more generally, a conglomerate, whose basis consists of coarse yet small grains
of felspar and quartz with scarcely any visible cement, whose enclosed substances are large rounded
masses of granite, gneiss, mica-schist, and quartz,
and whose adaptations to purposes of utility are in
consequence limited and of slender value. Slateclay, though not common, affords slal)S which are
used as whetstones, and thin plates which serve as
an inferior kind of writing slate. Bituminous shalo
is observed in Bressay and Fowla, and occurs in the
latter in company with thin beds of clay ironstone.
Secondaiy limestones are rendered uninteresting by
the mountain limestone and are less pure, and not
so crystalline.
perpendicular vein of common iron pyrites,
nearly 30 feet broad, traverses the mica-schist in
the parish of Dunrossness, and occurs in small veins
in other localities.
Magnetic ironstone exists in
thin beds in the mica-scliist of Hillswickness, and
in small veins in the serpentine of Unst.
Micaceous
iron-ore, containing from 70 to 80 per cent, of iron,
traverses the mica-schist in small veins at Hillswick, and occurs in a vein several yards thick on
Garnets of considerthe north side of Fitful-head.
able size and beauty are in various places often
vein of copper
found enclosed in the mica-schist.
ore nearly ] 4 feet thick, traverses a reddish-coloured

much

;

;

A

A

argillaceous sandstone atSandlodge, near Suniburghhoad, and has repeatedly been worked j and another

j
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occurs in a mural precipice of sandstone, upwards
of 300 feet high, north of Naversgill, in Fair Isle.
The Sandlodge vein, near the surface, has copper-

much mixed with hemalite; and about 40
•athoms down has Uiat ore disseminated in sparry

p\-rites

ironstone, along with iron-pyrites ; it contains small
quantities of native copper and grey copper-ore; it
abundance of fibrous malachite in the cavpossesses
ities of other ores, or in the form of a surface-coating;
and it contains a great proportion of iron ores, parSmall veins of hemalitic
ticularly brown hemalite.
iron-ore are situated in a bed of amygdaloid on the
south side of Papa-Stour. Bog iron-ore occurs in
almost every moss and moor in the country. Beds
of sandy clay, much used as m(M^r in house-building, are found in several places under the soil, or
covered with peat-moss. Porcelain clay, formed by
the decomposition of gneiss, and bearing locally the
name of Fuller's earth, but neither great in quantity
nor very pure in quality, is found at Lamhoga in
Shell-marl
Fetlar, and in a glen near Wiesdale.
occurs in considerable quantity in the vale of Tingwall, but is elsewhere scarce.
Blowing sand has
desolated numerous tracts on the seaboard, particularly in the neighbourhood of Quendal-bay. Peatmoss, varj'ing in thickness from a few inches to
nearly 12 feet, and affording an ample supply of
fuel, exists extensively in some of the vales and low
grounds, and also covers the tabular parts of many
of the hills.
The soils, in general, are light,
gravelly, and well adapted for the raising of green
large aggregate of them has a mixture
crops.
of moss-earth
and a considerable extent is modified
by the disintegration of underlying rocks, especiaUy
limestones and felspathic traps.
The total number of proprietors in Shetland on
the new valuation rolls is 475 ; and the number
The
qualified to be commissioners of supply is 28.
Earl of Zetland's personal entailed estate is of great
xtent, but loses much of its value from being disersed throughout the country in detached portions.
Iiands were originally allodial, and descended or
cere transmitted without any form of written investure ; they afterwards became transmissible only
]y a simple bill of sale ; and they are now generally
leld by charter from the Crown, or from the Earl of
Zetland as the Crown's donee.
About 2,000 merks
re feued from the Crown or the Earl of Zetland for the

A

;

idl

original rent, excepting eightpence sterling per
erk of land. The merks into which all enclosed
nd is divided ought, it is said, to consist each of
,600 square fathoms; but they are everywhere of

unequal dimensions, that hardly any two can
found of the same size. The total number of
erks stated in the oldest rentals is about 13,500
additional number of 6,000 or 7,000 was added
•ing the effluxion of ages till the year 1808, by
closing and cultivating portions of common, but
w not included in the enumeration of merks of
and probably about the same number
pital land;
8 been added dvunng the last 50
years. The ag3gate extent of enclosed and improved land, iniding in the estimate both arable and meadow
>and, may therefore amount at present to 26,000
27,000 merks. or nearly the ninth part of the enj surface of the
country. The enclosures generj come close upon the sea-board, and stretch
thence
toward
the moors on the hills. Each
ay
slosnre contains from 4 to 70 merks it
frequently
ongs to different heritors, and is always subdifd among several tenants and it is called a town
jom, and liears, in addition, a distinctive name.
ncultivated groimd outside of the enclosure is
the scatttiold ; it offers an unrestricted extent
mon pasturage to the sheep, cattle, and borsw
ich
i

;

;

;

town ; and, if it contain peatmoss, it supplies the tenants, to whatever amount
tenant of
they severally please, with peat-fuel.
a town whose scatthold has no peat-moss must purchase the privilege of cutting peat on some other
of each tenant of the

j

A

commcm.
The agriculture

of Shetland, and all things conare still in a backward condition.
Field implements, meal mills, means of conveyance,
and the arts of tillage have undergone less improvement than either in Orkney or in the greater part
of the Hebrides. The cultivation of green crops,

nected with

it,

though introduced many years ago, and now tolerably well understood by the larger cultivators, has
made comparatively little progress among the
smaller farmers. The theories of fallowing and of
rotation, either as a whole or in their principal bearings, are but imperfectly understood, and far from
generally or vigorously practised. Many of the

best arable lands have been kept constantly under
here or oats for half-a-century, without enjoying a
single year's repose, or ever receiving other compensation for their habitual loss than an anntial dose
of manure ; while not a few of such other lands as
cannot yield any profitable returns under such
scoiuging treatment, are first worked for a series
of years to exhaustion, and then abandoned for another series of years to reacquire some heart by
means of a long natural fallow. According to the
statistics of agriculture, obtained in 1855 for the
Board of Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland, the number of occupiers of land
paying a yearly rent of £20 and upwards was 38 ;
the aggregate number of imperial acres ctdtivated
by them was 1,201 J; and the distribution of these

with refei-ence to crops, was 18^ under barley,
378J under oats, 69 under here, J under vetches, 1 1 if
under turnips, 74^ under potatoes, f under carrots,
6J under cabbage, 7 in bare fallow, and 535f under
grass and hay in the course of the rotation of the
farm. The live stock belonging to the occupiers
who paid a yearly rent of £20 and upwards, comprised 72 farm horses above 3 years of age, 9 farm
horses under 3 years of age, 445 other horses, 292
milch cows, 178 calves, 715 other bovine cattle,
3,218 sheep of all ages for breeding, 823 sheep of all
ages for feeding, 1,644 lambs, and 49 swine. The
acres,

number of occupiers

in

1854,

in

Shetland

and

—

Orkney, paying a rent of less than £20, was 5,641
and these held 44,961 acres of arable land, and possessed 9,219 horses, 36,780 bovine cattle, 38.75a
sheep, and 8,915 swine; but what proportion of them
were in Shetland, or what in Orkney, does not appear.
The horses, cattle, sheep, and swine in Shetland,
are varieties now almost peculiar to it, and possess
properties of special adaptation to its climate and
soil.
The horses are called shelties. They are
usually from 9 to 10 hands high, and scarcely ever
1 1 ; they have a dark mouse grey colour, and,
3 or 4 four years old, are covered with long
woolly hair ; they do not reach maturity of size and
hardiness till 8 or 9 years old ; and they are strong,
spirited, and enduring, far beyond the projwrtion of
their bone and bulk.
They range in herds, in a halfwild state, over the commons and the hills; they are
seldom or never admitted within the walls of a
building; they usually cater for themselves, in winter as well as in summer, the greater quantity of
their food : and in spite of frequent fasts or bad

exceed
till

nourishment, they usually maintain, except in the
winter months, a steady fullness of health and
vigour. The black cattle, in point of shape, are eqtud
or superior to any of the native Scottish breeds, except the "West Highland. The cow is small, the
four quarters of a fattened one seldom weighing

—
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more than two cwt. and she yields excellent milk,
though usually to the amount of only from 3 to 6
imperial quarts in the day. Both summer and winter the cows are kept every night in the house,
and littered with heath or peat-dust. The farmers
make a considerable quantity of butter, though
chiefly of inferior quality but comparatively few of
them make any cheese. The ox is nearly one-third
heavier than the cow, and is active, gentle, and
docile, and better adapted to the yoke, in the present
state of the country, than the horse.
Both ox and
cow are usually about 15 years old before being fattened for the knife yet even then their beef is of
superior quality for both tenderness and flavour.
The Shetland sheep are the oves cauda brevi of naturalists, and resemble in form, fleetness, and agility,
the argali or wild sheep of Siberia. They are common to Norway, Sweden, and European Russia
and, till 70 years ago, were the chief breed of the
Hebrides and the interior Scottish Highlands.
They are small in size seldom or but slightly
horned; short in face, back, and tail; erect and
pointed in the ear; long in the legs, and fine boned
;

;

;

;

;

;

variously white, grey, black, dunnish-brown, piebald,
streaked and speckled in colour ; and naturally wild,
hardy, agile, and little liable to disease. The hogs,
like all the other domestic animals of Shetland, are
small and peculiar. Their colour is dunnish-white,
brown or black; their bones are small, and their
ears erect and pointed
their nose is singularly
strong ; their back is much arched, and displays a
curved hedge of stiff, erect bristles their size is not
much larger than that of terriers and their habits
are hardy, active, and mischievous, rendering them
a race of miniature wild boars. Their carcass commonly weighs from 60 to 100 lbs and the pork is
generally lean, and of a very delicate flavour.
Shetland has neither forest, grove, nor coppice,
and can lay little claim to even a tolerable show of
;

;

;

;

planted shioibbery. Yet it probably owes its present
treelessness a vast deal more to neglect on the part
of its people than to any ungenialness in its soil or
climate. Dr. Edmonston, in his general observations on it in the New Statistical Account, informs
us that, in one or two gardens, sycamores and other
trees, planted probably a century ago, are 40 or 50
feet high, with a girth of upwards of 6 feet a yard
from the gi-ound; that there are a few natural

dwarf bushes of

birch, willow, and mountain-ash;
that evidence exists in the peat-mosses of trees having fonnerly been abundant; that no experiment at

planting has yet been fairly made and that there
appears no peculiarity in either soil or climate to
warrant any a priori opinion unfavourable to the
country's arboricultural capacity.
Shetland, in regard to its social subsistence, is
maintained principally by fisheries. All its inhabitants, with the exception of a fractional part so very
small that it cannot enter into a general view of the
community, are more or less fishermen ; for, whether
they be farmers or whatever else, they, on the
whole, look mainly to the finny tribes for their
;

means

of subsistence.
Their regular fisheries are
of three classes that of the coal-fish or gadus carand
that
of
the
haaf
or
bonarius,
deep-sea fishing,
that of the herring. The coal-fish are remarkably
abundant, and easily caught; and, being at once
nutritious, and always prolific and acccssiEalatable,
Ic, and furnishing in their livers an oleaginous
;

matter whence oil is obtained for lighting up the
Shetlander's hut, they constitute both the main
staff of life throughout the islands, and the means
of diffusing cheerfulness through the long winter
evenings. The haaf or deep-sea fisliing comprehends the capture of cod, ling, and tusk. It is at

present the most productive department of Shetland
industry, and has long furnished the staple articles
of Shetland export. It is carried on in deep water,
on cod banks, called haafs, at distances of from 10 to
50 miles from the coast and, being not a little dangerous, it is prosecuted only by the hardiest and
most athletic of the islanders, during the months of
summer, in boats or small-decked vessels, which
sail in fleets.
The herring-fishery did not draw attention from the Shetlanders till after the commencement of the present century, but has been sedulously
and successfully prosecuted by them during the last
The season of it extends from the
forty years.
middle of August till the middle of October. In the
there
were employed in the Shetland
1855
year
fisheries 686 boats of aggregately 1,698 tons, 3,143
fishermen and fisherboys, 52 coopers, 1,075 gutters
and packers, 21 net-makers, and 62 fish-curers; the
total value of the boats, the nets, and the lines, was
and the numbers of barrels of herrings
£18,379
;

;

cured was 14,760.
The chief manufacture of Shetland is the knitting
of stockings and woollen gloves from the wool of the
Shetland sheep. The hosiery has long been in high
repute for the softness of its texture and in spite of
competition by articles of better appearance, it continues to maintain its hold on popular favour. A
little work is done also in the making of herring
But all the other manufactures of the country
nets.
Most of the inhabare either rude or very limited.
itants combine, in a rough way, the practice of all
the ordinaiy arts, each person acting as his own
shoemaker, tailor, carpenter, and general handicraftsman. The commerce of the country consists
in the exchange of fish, hosieiy, and country produce for nearly all the miscellaneous articles of
;

manufacture and colonial produce; and it gives a
decided balance in Shetland's favour, or shows a
marked ascendency of the value of exports over that
of imports. Nearly the whole of it is conducted
with Leith. Though Orkney and the northern continental counties lie comparatively near, surprising-

The weekly
ly little intei-course with them exists.
visit of the Wick steamer, connecting Lerwick with
every principal port all the way soutli to Leith, has
wondrous changes.
Shetlanders are distinguished in both person

efifected

The

and manners from their
jects.
They are low in

and Saxon fellow-substature, small-featured, un-

Celtic

'

symmetrically formed, light, nimble, and
generally fair-haired. They possess much hardihood and power of physical endurance; and they
are aggregately versatile and lively, fitful and fond
of alternate excitement and repose. They intermix
the English language with Norse terms and idioms,
and speak it with a smooth and expressively modulated enunciation, far different from the phlegmatism and monotony of the prevailing Scottish dialect,
and akin, in some respects, to the dialects of both
the English and the Irish, but mellower and almost
robust,

I

i

j

i

',

,

'

i

i

pensive in its tones. Their carringe, whether among
themselves or to strangers, is mild, and their mode
The lower orders wear hcnw
of address respectful.
wooden clogs, which seem liable to fall off at ^

'

i

step

and,

;

when equipped

they uscn
colours, a sui-

for the sea,

have a worsted head-dress of many
tout of tanned sheep-skin, and capacious neat-skin
boots.
They derived this costume from the Norwegians but they have of late years adojitcd, instead
of it, the ordinary sea-dress worn throughout other

>

;

They are singularly hospitable,
parts of Britain.
and would share the last morsel with a neighbour
or even with a stranger.
They continued till recentby Norwegian superstitions, but
have undergone extensive amelioration both of mind
ly to be enslaved

'

;

,

'
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and manners. Their countiy, owing to its poverty
and its inclemencies, is, in a great degree, a field for
but it has been
Christian missionary enterprize
well plied, and with good results. The ecclesiasticald istributions of it and its ecclesiastical appliauces, have already been noticed in oui* article
Orkney and Shetland.
;

The history of Shetland is largely identified or
intermixed with that of Orkney, and, excepting a
very few particulars, has been anticipated in our
The early Orcadian Celts appear
article on Orkney.
never to have set foot on Shetland, at all events, have
not left any monuments of themselves in its local
names. Saxon rovers probably infested Shetland,
as they did Orkney, during some time preceding the
y«ar 368, when they were routed by Theodosius.
The Romans have left traces of one or more visits in
a small Roman camp in Fetlar, and in coins which
have been found of Galba, Vespasian, Trajan, and
CElius Caesar. The Scandinavians, from whom descended the present inhabitants, landed probably at
or before the 6th century
they found shelter in the
numerous voes and tortuous friths for their piratical
vessels and from these they took their name of
Vikingr, or Bay-kings, and thence, as well as from

—

;

;

bays in Orkney and the north-east coast of continental Scotland, they sailed out to sweep the seas,
juid devastate the sea-boards of northern Europe.
Hialtlandia or Hiatlandia, the High Land,' was
the name which the country received from these
bold and restless pirates ; and this has, at various
and successive periods, been changed into YealtaHarold Harland, Hetland, Zetland, and Shetland.
fager of Norway, in revenge of the Vikingr having
tamed their arms against the mother country, revolutionized most of the afiairs of Shetland, introduced a portion of both the order and the exactions
of a regular government, and peopled the country
with families who had a steady attachment to the interests of Norway.
He is believed to have been
tie first Norwegian monarch who exacted a landtax from his subjects and was the originator of
dte Shetland peculiarities of measuring land by
erks, and distributing it into scathold and udal
'

;

erritory.

The

country, in consequence of its lying naturally
from the other districts of the Norwegian
arldom of Orkney, was made a separate province,
silled a foudrie, and
placed under the administra;wn of a grand foude or chief civil governor appointsiby the King of Norway. Each of several districts
lito which it was subdivided was watched over
by
a inferior foude or magistrate, aided by 10 or 12
ipart

prietors; and, by the free and multitudinous voice
of its members, it made new laws, remodelled or repealed old ones, and adjudicated such causes as
involved the life or death of the accused.
The antiquities of Shetland are numerous, and
many of them are interesting. Remains of the
forts of the Vikingr still abound, and possess nearly
as high attractions for the antiquary as any class
of ancient structures in Europe.
Circular watchtowers, belonging to the same period, are also numerous. Steinbartes. or stone axes, which were used
till a
comparatively late date of the Scandinavians,
have been numerously found. Vestiges of several
of the enclosures, within which the law-courts were
Remains of churches and chapels
held, still exist.
are so numerous, and historical evidence survives
of the quondam existence of so many more, that a
topographist wonders how so poor a country could

have maintained a corresponding number of Popish
The churches and chapels,
priests and altars.
however, were all very small ; and generally several
of them, as is still the custom in Norway, were under

the care of a single ofiiciate. No traces of ancient
dwelling-houses exist ; and probably all the dwell-

ing-houses, for
wood or turf.

many

centuries, consisted wholly of

The only town in Shetland is Lerwick. The
principal villages are Scalloway, Burravoe, and
Uiea. The principal mansions are Brough-lodge,
Fetlar, and Gremista, Sir Arthur Nicolson, Bart. ;
Sumburgh-house, John Bruce, Esq.; Lunna, Robert
and Scalloway, John Scott, Esq. Shert
Bell, Esq.
iff, commissary, and admiralty courts are held at
Lerwick on every Thursday. Sheriff small debt
courts are held at Burravoe in March and Septem;

ber.

Justice of peace small debt courts are held at
first Tuesday of May, and on the
Wednesday of every other month. Population

Lerwick on the
first

of Shetland in 1801, 22,379; in 1811, 22.915; in
1821, 26.145; in 1831, 29,392 ; in 1841, 30,558; in
Males in 1851, 13,145; females,
1851, 31,078.
Inhabited houses in 1851, 5,249; unin17,933.
habited. 153; building, 6.
SHETTLESTON, a quoad sacra parish and a
small post-town, in the lower ward of Lanarkshire.
The quoad sacra parish lies quoad civilia in the
south-eastern part of the Barony parish of Glasgow ;

and

it

was made a separate

ecclesiastical authorities

erection, first by the
some years before the dis-

who acted as conservators of the peace,
a law-rightman, who regulated weights and
iures.
The coiirts of judicature bore the name
_s, and were held in the open air, chiefly with-

ruption, and next by the civil authorities in 1847.
Its parish church was built long ago as a chapel of
ease, and is a plain structure with a small belfry.
The attendance at it on the census Sabbath of 1851
was 340. There is also a Free church preaching
station ; whose receipts in 1856 amounted to £107
7s. lid.
Population of the quoad sacra parish in
1851, 6,564.
Houses, 821.— The town of Shettleston

«ircular enclosures of loosely-piled stones.
The
of the inferior foude and his rancilmen had
1^
Xisdiction only in matters of petty trespasses on

stands on the road from Glasgow to Edinburgh by
way of Airdrie, 1 mile east-south-east of Parkhead,
and 3 miles south-east of Glasgow. It is inhabited

icilmen,

and affairs of equally diminutive importance,
tings of thegrand foudewere either executive or
ipslative, and bore, in the respective cases, the
8 of the circuit-ting and the law-ting.
The
*t-ting was held for districts called ting-sokens,
9f which
comprehended several of the terriof the inferior foudes ; and it disposed of
s from the inferior courts, and of those serious
Js which these judicatories were incompetent
, and which were punished by fine or confiscaThe law-ting was held once a-year on an
in a fresh-water lake in the parish of Tingto which it gave name it was presided over
e grand foude, but constituted by the obligattendance of all the udallers, or native pro',

;

principally by hand-loom weavers, colliers,
agricultural labourers. Population, 1,543.

and

SHEUCHAN.

See Lksw.\lt.
SHEVOCK (The), a rivulet of Aberdeenshire;
dividing Insch and Culsamond on the north, from

Kinnethmont, Premnay, and Oyne on the south;
and falling into the Urie a little above Old Rayne.

SHE WALTON,

a village in the parish of DunIt stands on an estate of its
inhabited principally by colliers.
in
its vicinity, is a handsome
Shewalton-house,
modem building. Shewalton-moss is a bog of considerable extent, affording an inexhaustible supply
of peat.
Population of the village, 219.
donald, Ayrshire.

own name, and

SHIAN.

is

See Kenmohe.

SHIANT ISLES.

SHIANT ISLES, a group of islets, of basaltic
character and picturesque appearance, in the Outer
Hebrides. It lies in the Minch, 6 miles east of the
nearest part of the coast of Lewis, and 18 south of
the town of Stornoway.
It comprises a number of
rocks or skerries, and the three islets of Garv-Eilan,
Eilan-na-Kily, and Eilan-Wirrey. The first and
the second of these islets have each a circumference
of about 2 miles, and are connected with each other,
Garv-Eilan on the north-north-west, and Eilan-naKily on the south-south-east, by a neck of rolled
pebbles which is covered only at a concurrence of
spring tide and tempestuous wind. Eilan-Wirrey
lies about 3 furlongs south-east of the one, and 4
north-east of the other, so as to form with them a
triangular group; and it measures only about a
mile in circumference. They all present a verdant
surface, the hollows and declivities abounding in
rich pasture
and they form a single sheep-farm,
superintended by a single family, who reside on
;

Eilan-na-Kily. This islet seems anciently to have
been the seat of a monastery or a hermitage and it
still possesses some mins which look to have been
;

Shieldag, in fact, gives name to a fishery
fishery.
district which, in 1855, employed 309 boats, of
aggregately 1,499 tons, with 1,091 fishermen and

19 coopers, 154 gutters and packers.
136 net-makers, and 74 fish-curers. The value of
boats, nets, and lines in the district was
£19,440; and the number of barrels of herrings
cured was 3,808. Population of the village, about

fisherboys,

the

200

;

Ardgour

in Argyleshire.

It

commences

and extends south-westward to within about 4 miles of the sea. Its length
is upwards of 20 miles, and its breadth is variable,
but rarely exceeds 2 miles. The mountains which
flank it go off in diverging chains and they present a remarkable variety of outline and most

at the foot of Glenfinnan,

;

magnificent groupings of their masses. The superfluence of the lake goes off north-westward, in a
rivulet called the Shiel, to the sea near Loch-Moydart.

SHIEL-BURN, an affluent of Leochel- water,
flowing to it through the How of Leochel, in
Aberdeenshire.
a quoad sacra parish, and a postoflice village, on the west coast of Ross-shire.
The
quoad sacra parish comprehends portions of AppleIts length is
cross, Lochcarron, and Gairloch.
about 18 miles; and its greatest breadth is about 15
miles.
It was constituted by the General Assembly in 1833, and reconstituted by the Court of

SHIELDAG,

Its population, excepting two
families, are all located in a rugged tract along the
coast.
Its church is a parliamentary one, built
in 1827, and containing 300 sittings.
Patron, the
Crown. Stipend, £120. The minister officiates in

Teinds since 1851.

a sub-parochial place of worship, containing 220
There is a Free church
sittings, at Kishorn.
the sum raised
preaching station of Shieldag and
in connexion with it in 1856 was £19 12s. 5d.
The
village of Shieldag stands on a bay of its own name,
15 miles north-west of Janetown. The bay is an
offshoot southward of the middle division of LochTorridon and measures about 2^ miles in length,
and 1 mile in mean breadth. In its bosom lies an
A stupendous cliff of
islet, called Eilan-Shieldag.
shelving precipices, tier above tier, rises immediately behind the village, and completely screens
tlie inner part of the neighbouring marine waters.
Most of the villagers are employed in the herring
;

;

—

of the quoad sacra parish, 1,899.

SHIELDS. See Govan and Pollockshields.
SHIELDS-BURN, a brook in the parish of Campsie, Stirlingshire.

SHIELHOUSE, an inn and post-office station in
the parish of Glenshiel, Ross-shire.
SHIELHOUSE-BURN, a brook running on the
upper part of the boundary between the parishes of
Morton and Durrisdeer, and falling there into Carron-water, in Dumfries-shire.
SHIELS.

See Belhelvie.

SHIHA. See Mull.
SHILFORD. See Neilston.

'

the designation Shiant, which means sacred. The
group are strikingly characterized by columnar
masses, similar to those of StafTa and the Giant's
Causeway and had they lain in a position more
accessible to tourists, or less remote fi'om the tracks
of steamboat navigation, they could scarcely have
failed to acquire a fame as great as that of StafFa.
SHIEL (Glen). See Glensheil.
SHIEL (Loch), a lake on the boundaiy between
the district of Moydart in Inverness-shire and the

;

SHIELDFIELD. See Gordon.
SHIELDGREEN. See Peebles.
SHIELDHALL. See Govan.
SHIELDHILL. See Kirriemuir and Libberton,

the Island of the
ecclesiastical.
Its name means
cell ;' and probably its reputed sanctity gave rise to

district of

SHINNEL.
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SHILLINGLAW-BURN. See
SHILLOFAD. See Durris.
SHIN (Loch), a lake in the

Quair (The).
parish of Lairg,

It extends from north-west to
south-east; has an extreme length of about 1 7 miles,
and a mean breadth of rather less than 1 mile and

Sutherlandshire.

;

bisects lengthwise the greater part of the parish.
It possesses strictly a Highland character, but wants
the magnificence of mountain-flank, the opulence of

and the ornamenting with islet and park,
which distinguish many of the first-class lakes of

forest,

the Highlands.
is

Its south-eastern extremity, indeed,
fine sweep of wood, and washes a

overhung by a

slope beautifully studded with the neat cottages,
the humble church and the peaceful manse of the
village of Lairg and its west end is so sublimely
encircled by the stupendous mountain-masses which
are grouped with Ben-More-Assynt, as to need only
wood and a little culture to produce the picturesque
blendings of grandeur and beauty but its central
and greatly chief extent to adopt the unnecessarily
strong yet descriptive language of Dr. Maccullocn
"is little better than a huge ditch without bays,
;

—

;

—

without promontories, without rocks, without tree8,
without houses, without cultivation, as if Nature
and man had equally despised and forgotten it."
SHIN (The), a short but picturesque river in
It issues from the south end of
Sutherlandshire.
Loch-Shin in the parish of Lairg, and runs 7 miles
southward to the Oikell in the parish of Creicli, 5
miles above Bonar. The vale which it traverees
derives from it the name of Strathshin; and though
nari'ow, is cultivated, wooded, and rich in the fea-

At the river's exit from
tures of close landscape.
the lake, and on its east bank, are the village of
Lairg, an indift'erent inn, and a cobble and piers.
Two miles from the river's confluence with tlie
Gikell is the linn of Shin, a waterfall not much

—

distinguished for its scenery, but quite remarkaU*
for its height as a successful salmon-leap.
SHINEACII (Loch"), a lake, giving rise to the
rivulet Ad in the parisli of Glassary, Argyleshire.
SUINNEL (The), a picturesque rivulet of NithsIt rises in two small headdale, Dumfries-shire.
waters, on the west side respectively of Allen's-caim
and Black-liill on the boundary with Kirkcudbrightshire; it flows 10 miles south-eastward, nearly along
the centre of the parish of Tynron and making «
sudden bend at the farm-house of Ford, it proceeds
tlio Sknrr
1
^ mile north-north-eastward, and falla into

,

j

I

i

;

,

SHIRA.

SHUNA.
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than a mile above Pentpont Just at the point
of uniting with the Skarr, it mshes with great impetuosity over a remarkable ridge of bold rocks; and between 2 and 3 miles above this point, or a little below
Tynron-manse, it makes a considerable waterfall,
called Aird-linn, and owing to its being richly
fringed and shaded with wood is there highly pic-

less

turesque.

SHIRA (The), a rivulet, traversing Glensbira, in
the district of Argyle proper, Argyleshire. It rises
on the south side of Benvalagan, at the point where
Argyle, Cowal, and Glenorchy meet, and flows 10
miles south-westward to the west head of Loch-Fyne,
1^ mile above Inverary. A little above its embouchure, it forms a small deep lake, called LochDubh.

at the same time appear among some portions of
the trap. There is likewise, all over the south side
of the parish, an abundance of fire clay.
The minerals are of much value
and the working of them
;

has not only

aflforded large

ment

compensating employ-

in itself, but has also given much permanent
excitement to the
agriculture of the district, and to
general industry. Extensive pig ironworks are carried on both at iShotts and at Omoa, and a malleable
ironwork at Gartness ; and both the quantity and

the quality of the produce have long associated the
names of Shotts and iron through distant parts of
Scotland.
The Omoa works were established in
There are
1787, and the Shotts works in 1802.
nine principal landowners, and about 50 second-rate
ones. The rent of the arable land i-anges from

about 12s. to nearly £2 per acre. The parish is
travei-sed by the south road from Edinburgh to
Glasgow, and has a branch mineral railway, which
goes into junction with the Caledonian. Population in 1831, 3,220; in 1851, 5,982.
Houses, 877.
Assessed property in 1843, £19.910 2s. 6d.
This parish is in the presbytery
of Hamilton, and
'
synod of Glasgow^ and Ajt. Patron, the Duke of
Hamilton. Stipend, .£328 3s. 7d.; glebe, £44. Unappropriated teinds, £366 2s. lOd. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 4s. 4^i., with £28 fees, and £30 other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1820,
and contains 1,200 sittings. There is a Free church,
with an attendance of 160. There is also an United
Original Secession church. There are five nonparochial schools, two of them endowed. There
are two public libraries.
Fairs are held in the parish on the third Tuesday of June, and on the last
at the village of Luncarty.
of
both
old style.
Shotts anNovember,
SHONA, an island in the district of Moydart, In- Tuesday
It belongs to the parish of Ardna- ciently formed part of the parish of Bothwell, and
verness-shire.
murchan. It lies in Loch-Moydart, extending in then bore the name of Bothwellmoor. It was conlength athwart about two-thirds of that loch, and stituted a separate parish after the Reformation,
and bore for a time the name of Bertram-Shotts.
dividing it into two channels. Population, 110.
great revival of religion took place in it in 1630,
SHONAVEG, a small island in the district of
Moydart, Inverness-shire. It belongs, like Shona, rmder the preaching of the Rev. Mr. Livingstone.

SHIRGARTON, a village in the Perthshire part
ofthe parish of Kippen. Population, 80. Houses, 20.
SHIRR A. See Kirkistilloch.
SHISKIN, a post-office hamlet in the parish of
Kilmorie, in the island of Arran. It is situated on
the west coast of the island, 6 miles north-northwest of Kilmorie church. It has a Free church
and a parochial school. A vale, called the vale of
Sliiskin, extends from the village a considerable
distance into the interior, contains upwards of 1,700
Scots acres of arable land, and is the most fertile
and best cultivated part of the island.
SHOCHIE (The), a rivulet of Perthshire. It
drains the parish of Monedie eastward, forms a
junction with the Ordie, and is conducted mingledly
with that stream along an artificial canal, across a
narrow part of the parish of Redgorton, to the Tay

A

to tile parish of

Ardnamurchan.

Population, 26.
See Kilcosqchab.
a parish, containing the post-office

SHOOTER'S POINT.
SHOTTS,

station of Shotts, the post-office village of Sallysburgh, and the villages of Shotts Ironworks, HarthiU,

and Omoa, on the east border of the middle waid
of Lanarkshire.
It is bounded by the south-west
end of Linlithgowshire, and by the parishes of Cam^rasnethan, Dalziel, Bothwell,

New

and

Monklands.

length south-westward is 10 miles; and its
Its surface has a bleak
greatest breadth is 8 miles.

Its

and poor appearance, and vaiies in elevation from
200 to 850 feet above the level of the sea. It formerly looked to be predominantly moorish and
sterile
but, in recent times, it has undergone extensive reclamarion and great improvement. About
two-thirds of it now are in tillage and at least 500
acres are under wood.
Its central parts contain
the watershed between the streams which flow northMtward to the Forth and those which flow southwestward to the Clyde; and its heights in these
[•rts command extensive, gorgeous, panoramic
•ospects, away to the Grampians, the Ochils, the
jomonds, Arthur Seat, the Pentlands, the Lowthers,
[Ijoadon hill, the Peaks of Arran, and the environs
cf Glasgow and
The South Calder runs
Paisley.
long all the south-western boundary of the parish;
nd the North Calder runs along all the noith-westboundary. Trap rocks, chiefly of the greenstone
Miety, with very bold and massive forms of pro;

;

m

fusion, constitute nearly all the northern hafr of
e parish; and sedimentary rocks, belonging to
le coal
formation, and rich in coal, ironstone, and

dstone, occupy

most of the other

districts,

and

A number of

its inhabitants figured stoutly in the
of the Covenanters, and fought at the
fields of Bothwell-bridge and Pentland.
tombstone lies in its churchyard bearing an inscription
to the memory of one of the covenanting worthies.
Among distingriished persons connected with Shotts
by birth or residence have been Gavin Hamilton of
Murdostan, the historical painter; John Millar, professor of law in the University of Glasgow; Dr.
Mathew Baillie, the anatomist and physician ; Miss
Joanna BaiUie, the poetess; and Dr. Cullen, the phy-

movements

A

sician.

SHOUGHENDS. See CpMBHAr (Big).
SHUNA, an Hebridean island in the parish
Kilbrandon, Argylesbire.

of

It lies Ij mile south of

Torsa, and the same distance south-west of the entrance of Loch-Melfort ; and is separated from the
Slientime-moor and the peninarula of Ci-aignish on the
east, by a sound of between 1 mile and nearly 2 miles
broad ; and from the island of Luing on the east by
a very narrow strait, called the Sound of Shuna.
Its length from north to south is about 3 miles ; and
its greatest breadth is nearly 1^ mile.
Its surface
is all rolling, tumulated, and broken ground, whose
tiny summits nowhere rise higher than about 200
feet above sea-level.
It possesses much of that intricate mixture of land and rock which, with the
aid of wood and culture, abounds in mild soft pictures of rural beauty; it derives picturesqueness
from its encincturement with intricate bands of sea,
overhimg by the lofty hard-featured heights of island
and continent ; and has everywhere such a profuse
and curious interspersion of natural woods, witli
rocks and cultivated fields and pasture lands, as to

SHURIRY.
look,

from end to end, like a large sea-girt park.

Though topographically grouped with

the

slate

it possesses little or none of the
clay-slate
so prevalent in Luing and Seil, Easdale, Lunga, and
Scarba yet it presents interesting objects of study
to a geologist, and at each end it has a bed of dark
blue crystalline limestone, which has long been

islands,

;

wrought
Houses,

for

economical purposes.

Population, 69.

10.

SHURIRY

(Loch), a lake about IJ mile long,

in the parish of Reay, Caithness-shire.
The river
Forss issues from it, or, more properly, traverses it;
but, above the lake, bears the name of the Torran.

SHURRACH

HILL.

See Kingoldrum.
See Neilston.
See Kilmuik.
See Applegarth and Huiton

SHUTTERFLAT.
SIANTA (Loch),
SIBBALDBIE.

and CoRKiE.

SICCAR-POINT.
SIDLAW HILLS,

See Cockbuksspath.
a long chain of heights, ex-

tending from Kinnoul hill, on the left bank of the
Tay, in Perthshire, east-north-eastward and northeastward to the German ocean at Redhead in Forfarshire, and at Stonehaven in Kincardineshire. The
chain is detached from the Ochil range only by the

Tay and the Earn ; just as the latdetached from the Lennox-hills only by
the intervention of the vale of the Forth and jointly
with these ranges it forms the Lowland screen, or
the screen on the Lowland side, of what, without
any great accommodation of language, may be called
a continuous valley along the skirt of the Highland
frontier, from the vale of the Leven in Dumbartonshire to the German ocean at Stonehaven. To the
more marked and emphatic and to the popularly deintervention of the
ter

range

SKEEN.
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is

;

'

signated part of this great valley, or Strathmore,'
belongs the screen of the Sidlaws. Yet the heights
are not strictly a chain. They extend with considerable ridgy regularity from Kinnoul hill, northeastward to a point a little distance south-east
of the town of Forfar ; they there fork into two
lines, the one of which goes off in undulations and
detachments, yet with very observable continuity
nearly eastward to the sea at Redhead, while the
other proceeds irregularly noii;h-eastward, becomes
almost lost in the vicinity of Brechin, and afterwards rallies and straggles on along the Lowland
side of the How of Kincardine to the sea at Stonehaven. In the popular application of the name,
however, the Sidlaws are only the part in Forfarshire from Lundie to Redhead.
Many of the hills,
such as the celebrated Dunsinnan, are isolated in
and
have
conical
summits.
position,
Some, such as
the hills of Lower, of Dunnichen, of Dumbarrow,
and others, are rounded and detached, and overhang

till on the side
facing the Lowlands, especially in
the upper part of Carmylie, they become nearly or
altogether horizontal. The sandstone is of various
colours, red, brown, grey, white, with a slight tinge
of green and it is, in some instances, susceptible
of a remarkably smooth polish. The strata alternate
with beds of shale, and occasionally with some beds
;

of conglomerate which measure from 60 to 100 feet
in thickness.
Trap rocks, chiefly of greenstone,
and to some extent of porphyry, occur plentifully
in intersecting veins, and occasionally in surmount-

ing nodules and masses. An impervious boulderformation covers a large part of the surface.
SILLIEARN. See Grange, Banffshire.
SILVERBANKS, a village in the west end of the
parish of Cambuslang, Lanarkshire. Population,
150.
Houses, 28.
SILVER-CASTLE. See Scone.
SILVERTON-HILL. See Hamilton.
SIMBISTER. See Nesting.
SIMPRIN, an ancient parish, now united to Swinton, and consisting of some wavy swells and their
intei-vening plains in the lower Merse, Berwickshire.
It is chiefly remarkable as the parochial
charge, from 1699 till 1707, of the well-known
Thomas Boston, afterwards minister of Ettrick.
The session-register during the whole period of his
incumbency, is all in his autograph, and is still preserved.
The church in which he officiated was
small, and has long been an utter rain.
large
barn was used by him as the scene of ordinances at
all sacramental and other extraordinary occasions.
Hye de Simprin possessed the manor in the reign
of Malcolm IV., and gave the church to the monks
of Kelso.
The whole parish was long the property
of the Cockburns of Langton ; but, in 1758, was
sold by them for the liquidation of debt.

A

SINCLAIRSTON.

See OcniLTREE.
the new part of the town of
Pathhead in the parish of Dysart, Fifeshire. The
name is a contraction for St. Clair Town. This
part of Pathhead stands on the estate of the Earl of
Rosslyn. See Pathhead.
SIX PLOUGHS. See Methlick.
SIX TOWNS. See Birse.

SmCLAIRTON,

SKA, an islet, washed by rapid tidal currents,
adjacent to the northern exti'emity of Unst, in Shetland.

SKAE

See Knowe-of-Skae.
of).
a small bay in the parish of Sandwick, near the middle of the west coast of Pomoni

(Knowe

SKAIL-BAY,

in Orkney.

SKAILWICK, a district in

the island of

Westm

in Orkney.

SKARR (The). See Scaer (The).
SKATERAW, a village in the parish of Inm
intervening valleys. In some instances, as in the
wick, Haddingtonshire. Population, 72. Houses,
ridge of the Tulloes, which runs along the southern
frontier of the parishes of Inverarity, Dunnichen,
SKATERIGG, a coal-mining locality in the novi
and Kirkden, the heights form a long flat regular west of the parish of Renfrew. The coal seams
The
it
are
quite distinct from those of the general Cdrange of moderate elevation.
greatest altitude
is about 1,406 feet above sea-level; but this, or an
field of Renfrewshire and Lanarkshire, and yield
altitude very little inferior, is attained by many of coal remarkably free from sulphur and other i;
the summits.
Seen from Fifeshire, they appear a purities. The houses of the colliers, however,
in bad condition, and were severely invaded
lofty brown mountain-barrier, drawn out like a huge
rampart to cover the interior of Perthshire and For- cholera.
Some of them are cultivated to the sumSKAVAIG (Loch). See Scavio (Loch).
farshire.
mit, and many which, 70 years ago, were covered
SKEA, a range of hills, a promontory, and
all over with stunted heath, now seem to groan begroup of skerries, in the south-west of the island
neath loads of green umbrageous timber. The pre- VVestray, in Orkney.
(The). See Kilmartin.
vailing formation of the Sidlaws is the old red sandSee Dysakt.
stone,
part of the vast bed which so curiously
SKEDSBUS-HOUSE. See Haddingtonshire.
waves in several great and successive curvatures
SKEEN (Loch), a mountain lake in the north
On the side facing Strathmore,
across Forfarshire.
of about 45°; the parish of Moffat, Dumfries-shire. It lies witliii
the strata dip to the north at an
angle
but they diminish in dip as the hills are crossed, a mile of the point where the counties of Dumfri<>
1

i

1

—

SKEADWICK
SKEDDOWAY.

>

SKENE.

SKIAXID.

19

Selkirk, and Peebles meet, within 1 J mile of the source
of the Yarrow, and within J a mile of the sources of
the Megget and the Fruid, early tributaries respecIts elevation
tively of the Yarrow and the Tweed.
above sea-level is believed to be npwards of 1,000
breadth
its
extreme
Its
is
feet.
1,100 yards;
length
Its basin
i8 400yards; and its depth is not known.
On one of two or three
is mossy, bleak, and wild.

which darkly
bosom,
eagle
rocky
—
now a rare bird in the Southern Highwhich
lands — was used
young. The trout
bring out
of the lake are large, — some of them 11 inches in
stud

islets

the

its

is

to

its

length and are the most delicate in flavour of any
in the circumjacent country, forming an attraction
" wellers" at Moffat. The stream
to the
by which
the lake discharges its supei-fluent waters in tribute
to the river Moffat, forms the magnificent cascade
called the GRF.r Mare's Tail : which see.
SKELMOKLY. See Largs.
SKENE, a parish, containing a post-office station
of its own name, in the Aberdeen proper district of
Aberdeenshire. It lies 8 miles west by north of
;

£568

16s. 6d.
There is an Independent chapel at
Blackhills, built in 1802, and containing 235 sittings.
There are two large Free church schools, two other

non- parochial schools, and several libraries.
SKEOCH (St.). See Inch-Brayock.
SKEOCH-HILL, a hill in the parish of Tarbolton,
terminating the long ridge of Kyle, in Ayrshire.
It commands a very extensive prospect.
SKEOCH-H ILL, Kirkcudbrightshire. See Kibk-

pateick-Ieosgeay.
SKEOCK. See NnoAs's (St.).
SKEOTISVAY, an island, about f of a mile
long, and half-a-mile broad, in the Harris district of
It lies in East Loch-Tarbet, f of a
the Hebrides.
mile west of Scalpa.
SKERRIES, a general name through most of
the Scottish coasts, particularly in Shetland, in
Orkney, and in the Hebrides, for sea-girt rocks, and
for rocky islets which have little or no herbage.
SKERRIES, two lofty, narrow, sea-girt rocks
belonging to Sutherlandshire, the parts of that

county most distant from

its

mainland, and famous

bounded by Kintore, Kinellar,
Newhills, Peterculter, Echt, Cluny, and Kemnay.
and its greatIts length south-eastward is 6| miles
Loch -Skene, a sheet of
est breadth is 4^ miles.
water nearly 3 miles in circumference, but nowhere
having a depth of more than 12 feet, lies near the
western boundary, is fed by several brooks, and

as a grand resort of seals.
SKERRIES (Oct), three inhabited islets and
some detached rocks in the extreme east of Shetland.
They lie 5 miles north-east of ^\^lalsay, 10
miles east of Lunnanness point on the mainland, 10
miles south-east of South Yell, and 13 miles south

series as a reservoir for water-power to a meal-mill
and to the woollen factory of Garlogie. The general declination and drainage of the parish are southeastward, within the basin of the Dee. The surface
is uneven and ridgy, exhibiting in some places a
rocky broken contour, and rising in others to a conBiderable height, yet nowhere in the ordinary sense
of the word hilly.
It formerly had a bleak and
barren appearance, but it has, in recent times,
andergone vast improvement, both in the subjecting
of waste lands to the plough, and in the coveiing
of bleak places with wood.
All its heights now
»te either cultivated to the top or largely clothed
with plantation. But a small part of it, however,
bas a fertile soil the greater part being either light

mile long; and the three form a triangular group,
at the distance from one another of a ievr hundred
yards. They are remarkable as the wildly secluded
seat of a stirring population, and the scene of extensive fisheries for ling.
These islets are parochially
in the district of Xestixg : which see. Population

Aberdeen.

It

is

;

;

and generally incumbent on clay. About
3,350 imperial acres are in tillage ; about 1,258 are
inderwood; about 1,240 are pastoral or waste; and
ibont 266 are moss. There are 14 landowners. In
1543 the estimated value of raw produce was
E16,665 ; the amount of real rental, as given in the
Statistical Account, about £6,410 ; and the value of
HSessed property, £7,397.
Skene-bouse, a seat of
lie Earl of Fife, consists of two buildings united,
he one of them several centuries old, the other
)r cold,

omparatively modern.
t

of

W. M'Combie,

Easter- Skene-house, the
Esq.,

is

a spacious

modem

in the Elizabethan style.
Kirkville-house
a modem edifice in the cottage style. The wooln factory at Garlogie employs about 120 persons,

|trnctnre

id is

worked partly by water-power and partly

The antiquities are Druidical remains,
muli, traces of a watch-tower on the Hill of Keir,
d memorials of a Roman road which went northsteam.

from the Dee to the Don. The parish is tramed westward by the roads from Aberdeen to

iird

fi>rd

and Tarland.

Population in 1831, 1,677; in

51, 1,862.
Houses, 354.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Patron, the Earl of Fife. Stipend, £158
Schoolmaster's salarj', £30,
8d.; glebe, £20.
ih £18 fees, and a share of the Dick and Milne

Ijerdeen.

The parish church was built in 1801,
repaired in 1841, and contains 686 sittings.
ere is a Free church of Skene, with an attendance
450 ; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was

iqnests.
id

by

east of Fetlar.

Each

somewhat more than a

is

in 1841. 122; in 1851, 105.

Houses, 14.
(Pentlaxd). See Skerries.
SKERROW (Loch). See Girthok.
SKERRYVORE, a dangerous rock, in the midst
of reefs, west-south-west of the island of Tiree, in
the Argyleshire Hebrides. The reef around it extends about 10 miles east and west and three dangerous rocks, called Stevenson's, Fresnel's, and
Mackenzie's, lie respectively 2J, 2J, and 3 miles
divergently toward the west. Skerry vore itself lies
in north latitude 56' 19' 22
and west longitude 7°
A lighthouse was erected on it in 1844;
6' 32".
and this beare by compass from Barrahead lighthouse, S.JE., distant 33 nautical miles, from Hy-

SKERRIES

;

",

—

nish-point in Tiree, W.S.W.^W., distant 10^ miles,
from lona-island, W.N.W.JN., distant 20 miles,
from Oversay lighthouse in Islay, N.JE., distant 44
and from Innistrahull lighthouse in Ireland,
miles,
N.E. by N., distant 53§ miles. The lantern is elevated 150 feet above the level of the sea, and is open
all round
and the light is a revolving one, produc-

—

—

—

;

ing a bright flash once every minute, and visible in
clear weather at the distance of 6 leagues.
SKETRAW. See Fetteresso.
SKIACH (Loch), a lake f of a mile in length,
well stored with trout, in the parish of Little Dunkeld, Perthshire.
furlong or two south of it is
Little Loch-Skiach, about half the size of the other.
The superfluent waters of both run to the Bran.

A

SKIACH (The), a rivulet of Ross-shire. It rises
in several head-streams among the eastern skirts of
Ben-^Yyvis, and has a run of about 8 miles northeastward to the Cromarty frith, near the church of
Kiltearn.
During a drought in summer, it almost
disappears ; but, after heavy rains or the thawing
of the winter snows, it is a voluminous and headlong
torrent, and, but for being restrained by embankments, would desolate the arable grounds on its banks.
SKIANID, a village in the parish of Tongue,
Sutherlandshire. Population, 243. Houses, 48.

SKIPNESS.

SKUTH,

SKIBO.

See Dornoch.
Methlick,
See Salton.
SKINNET. See Halkirk.

SKILMONEY. See
SKIMMER-HILLS,
SKINNIEDEN.

See Duirinish.
:

the headland at the south side of the entrance of
Loch-Fyne. Skipness-bay, immediately to the south,
is a creek, receiving a rivulet of 5 miles length of
Skiprun, and confronting Loch-Ranza in Arran.
ness village stands at the head of the bay. Skipand
surof
north
the
a
little
village,
ness-castle,
mounting the headland, is a stnicture of great
is

in good
antiquity, of imposing appearance, and
Its outer wall is 7 feet thick, 33
preservation.
high, and 450 long. Two small projecting quadrangular towers rise from opposite corners. The
tower does not project, and soars aloft
firincipal
rom the north-east corner. Around this tower are
modern additions which relieve the time-worn and
heavy aspect of the original edifice. North of Skipness-point is a quay, which was built at an expense
of £3,000,
It affords a safe retreat to the herring
fleet in stormy wcathei'.
SKIPORT (Loch), an intricately ramified chain
of marine sounds and straits across the island of
South Uist, at the mean distance of about 5 miles
from its north end. It is usually described as simply projecting into the island; but really bisects it
from sea to sea, so as to render it two islands in
To add to the conreality while only one in name.
fusion, the loch or strait assumes, at the west end,
the name of Loch-Gamoslechan.
All the land immediately connected with it is a museum of low
rocky islands and promontories fomiing the commencement of that chequered and diversified mixture
of flat lands and mazy waters which separates South
;

Uist from Benbecula.
SKIRLING, a parish, containing a post-oSice
village of its own name, on the west border of
It is bounded by Lanarkshire, and
by Kirkurd, Broughton, and Kilbucho. Its length
southward is 3f miles; and its greatest breadth is

Peebles-shire.

Its surface all lies at a considerable

height

above sea-level, and is rolling and uneven yet has
no mountains, and only three hills, all small and
verdant.
About four-fifths of it are in tillage about
30 acres are wooded and what remains is partly
;

;

;

The soil,
moorland, but chiefly green pasture.
though generally light, is fertile. The drainage is
into Biggar-water, which runs eastward along the
southern boundary. The yearly value of raw produce was estimated in 1834 at £5,614. Tlie real
rental in 1857 was £2,263 3s.
The village of Skirling stands near the middle of the parish, 2J miles
north-east of Biggar, and 25 south-south-west of
Edinburgh. Fairs are held here on the Wednesday
after the 11th of June, and on the 15th of September.
Population of the village, about 100. Population of
the parish in 1831, 358 in 1851, 316. Houses, 60,
This parish is in the presbytery of Biggar, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Sir W.
H. Carmichael, Bart. Stipend, £239 19a. Id.; glebe,
£50. Unappropriated teinds, £60 Os. lid. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with about £26 fees.
The parish churcli is a very ancient building, largely
repaired in 1720, and containing upwards of 200
There is a Free church, witli an attendsittings.
ance of 190; and tiie amount of its receipts in 1856
was £107 lis, Sfd, There is a subscription library.
The name of the parish was anciently written
Scrawline, and appears in record in that form in
the reign of King Robert the Brace.
;

BKOW

(Kyle),

See Kyle-Scow,

See Deskford,
a large Hebridean island, belonging to
Inverness-shire, and lying opposite the continental
It is washed
parts of that county and Ross-shire.
on the north and north-east, by the south end of the
Minch, looking away to the North sea; on the east,
by the sounds of Rona, Raasay, and Scalpa, separating it from the cognominal islands, by intervening
or adjacent openings of sea from 16 to 14 miles broad,
separating it from Applecross and Lochcarion, and
by Loch-Alsh, from f of a mile to 2J miles broad,
separating it from the district of Loch-Alsh; on the
south-east, by Kyle-Rliea and Glenelg-bay, from a
gun-shot to 1§ mile broad, separating it from Glcnand by the sound of Sleat, from 2| to 6| miles
elg,
broad, separating it from Knoydart and Morar; on
the south and south-west, by the Deucaledonian sea,
studded at the distances respectively of f of a mile,
and of 5^, 6f and 9^ miles, with the islands of Soa,
Eig, Rum, and Cana; and on the west by the Little
Minch, separating it from Benbecula, North Uist,
and Harris. Its length, in a line due south-east from
Vaternish point to the headland at the entrance of
Loch-Cambuscrossin Sleat, is 46 J miles, Itsbreadth,
for 3J miles at the north-west end, embraces only
the narrow promontory of Vaternish over the next
13 miles, it attains a maximum of 25 miles, and
averages about 20, but includes broad inlets of the
sea which deeply indent the land over the next 26

SKYE,

SKIPNESS, a parish in Kintyre, Argyleshire,
now united to Saddel which see. Skipness-point

If mile.
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—

—

,

;

;

miles, it makes various contractions and expansions,
but, on the whole, tapers down from 15 miles to 4;^;
and, at the south-east extremity, which forms the
district and peninsula of Sleat, it abruptly shoots
out to 21 miles. The area is said to be nearly
350,000 acres.
Sea-lochs and bays are so numerous that only the
principal can be stated. Loch-Snizort, on tl)e northwest, sends off" the subordinate inlets of Lochs Uig,

Snizort-Beg, Greeshernish,and Dubec, and separates
the peninsula of Trotternish on the east from that
of Vaternish on the west,
Loch-Follart or Dunvegan, also on the north-west, sends ofi" from its east
side the large ramification of Loch-Bay, and separates Vaternish from Duirinish,
Loch-Pooltiel
cleaves the centre of the north-west end of Duirinish.
on
the
Loch-Bracadale,
south-west, forks
into the subordinate waters of Lochs Roag, Caroy,
Struan, and Harport, and separates Duirinish from

Minginish, Lochs Brittle and Eynort penetrate the
south-west side of Minginish, Lochs Scavig, Slapin, and Eishart have a common and very broad but
nameless entrance, immediately north-west of the
peninsula of Sleat; and they jointly effect the grcnt
contraction in the breadth of the island which Of
in its south-east division,
Loch-in-Daal peneti
the south-east side of Sleat, Loch-na-Bestc
ters from the waters of Loch-Alsh, and looks
upon the cognominal district on the contii
Broadford-bay, and Lochs Ainort, Sligachan, Poi
Staffin indent, at wide intervals, the north
side of the island.
The principal headlands
Aird or Trotternish-point, in the extreme noi
Vaternish-point, in the extreme north-west bet"
Lochs Snizort and FoUart; Airdmore-point at
entrance of Loch bay; Dunvegan or Galtride-!;
i

and

—

between Lochs Follart and Pooltiel

;

Idrigil-i>

on the north side of the entrance of Loch-Bracail
ii
DunaTi-point on the south side of the entrance
Loch-Brittle Strathaird, or the Aird of Strath, between Lochs Scavig and Slappin Swishnish-point
between Lochs Slapin and Eishart; Slcat-point at
the south-west extremity of the island; Ardivazarpoint in the sound of Sleat, and forming tiie landingthe
place from Arisaig; and Ru-na-Braddan on
;

;

north-east ooast of Trotternish,

i

.

"
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The coasts of the island abound in interesting and
exquisite scenery. Over several miles south-west
of Trottemish-point, a breast-work is presented to
the sea, perpendicular, occasionally columnar, and
In
exhibiting fine specimens of basaltic formation.
this range, a little south of the picturesque ruins of
Duntulm-castle, a small promontory presents, on a
scale of comparative grandeur, a resemblance to some
parts of Staffa ; three caves of from 15 to 30 feet
in height occupying the front, and colonnades about
60 feet high filling the intervals, and extending away
along the sides. From this point to the head of
Loch-Snizort the shore is low and cultivated ; and
it wends round Loch-Uig, it displays a beauteous softness of fore-ground and a grandeur of immediate back-ground which combine to make a
singularly interesting picture. The coast thence to

where

Loch-Bnicadale also abounds in fine scenes, diversiand impressive. See the articles Sxizokt and
DciRnnsH. The shores of Loch-Bracadale are, in
general, low, flat, and cultivated but on the south
they become perfectly vertical clifi"s, bored with

fied

;

their bases into the sea.
2 miles south of Loch-Bracadale, a low beach looks up a retired and verdant
From this point to Loch-Brittle, the clifis,
valley.
suddenly recommencing, rise speedily up to a sublime elevation; they are very varied in outline,
numerous and intricate in their parts, and agreeable
in their tones of colour; they appear, when seen
n front, to be quite or nearly perpendicular; and
they have fore-grounds of high and conspicuous
detached rocks, which are often perforated with
Their altitude
exceedingly complicated arches.

caverns,
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and plunging

Round Talisker-bay,

appears to average not

much less than 800 feet; and

some cascades which

fall

in spray, so as to reach the

over them are dispersed
ground or the sea in the

form of showers. Round Loch-Brittle, the coast
has but small elevation, and is disposed in terraces,
yet runs frequently out into low projecting points;
and hence to Loch-Scavig, the clLfl's, though again
liecoming prevalent, attain but a comparatively
mall elevation. At the north-west side of the entrance of Loch-Scavig, the declivities of the hills
Icgin to come down, at a considerable angle, upon
the sea, without any intervening cliff's; and they
produce a coast remarkable at once for its diff'erence
f character from that of nearly every other coast in
he kingdom, and for its surpassing degree of wild
nd savage grandeur. See Scavig (Loot). Along
he north-west side of Loch-Slapin, extends a range
f cliffs, rarely loftier than 60 or 70 feet, but so ridled with caves and torn with fissures as to show
early as much blank space as solid rock. See
rRATHAiBD. A gloomy sublime mountain solitude
ges round the head of Loch-Slapin and the views
itward from it, as also those from Loch-Eishart,
grand and striking.

terrupted wall of successive stages, surmounted by
a green terrace, and occasionally skirted by huge
fragments interspersed with verdure; but, when
more closely examined, it shows now a gentle declivity from the summit to the sea, now a succession
of mural faces and esplanades coming down Uke a
huge staircase to the strand, and now a lofty precipice overhanging the sea, and sending off' an unequal and bold ascent toward the pinnacled, turretted,
and cloud-cleaving peaks of the Storr mountains in
the interior.
cascade at Holme, over a part of
the mural cliffs which is 300 feet high, flings a rivulet in a single spout, right over the precipice to
such a distance from the base of the rocks, that a
tourist may sail beneath it in a boat, and mark in
security how it forms a watery circle in the air, and
a foaming and tumultuous boiling in the sea. From

A

Ru-na-Braddan to Trottemish-point, but especially
round and near Loch-Staffin, extends a series of by
far the gi-andest basaltic

formations in the three

kingdoms, not veiy much excelled by Staffia in
even minute beauty of detail. See Staffis (Loch).
At one part of this vast columnar range occurs a
cascade about equal to that of Holme in height, and,
though inferior to it in volume, possessing a high
interest in the simple and unbroken manner in
which it leaps over the face of the vertical and lofty
colonnade.
The surface of Skye, with the exception of the
plain of Kilmuir and a small tract near Loch-Bracadale, almost wholly consists of three distinct assemblages of mountains, and intermediate expanses
of high and undulating land. From its south-western
extremity in the point of Sleat, a continuous ridge,
1,200 feet or upwards in altitude, and irregularly
torn on each side into sinuous ravines and glens
which conduct its waters to the sea, extends to
Loch-in-Daal, and there suddenly subsides into
a low tract of inconsiderable breadth.
second
ridge, similar to the former both in direction and in

A

pine scenery round Lochs Nevis and Houm on the
ainland shore. "The land of that shore,'' says
" rises
lacculloch,
high and with a rapid acclivity,
splaying broken rocks, interspersed with coppices
id brushwood, and enlivened by innumerable torents, which, together with the proximity of the
iles, the rapidity of the tide, and the quick succesii)n of objects, all conspire to excite uncommon infest."
From Loch-Alsh to Portree, the coast,

structure, and sending up five principal summits to
an elevation of about 2,CK30 feet, starts up on the
north-east side of the low tract, and stretches away
to Loch-Alsh.
These ridges form a connected
though interrupted range, and descend rapidly to
the sea on the south-east. An irregular tract of
comparatively low land extends parallel to them
from Loch-Eishart to the east side of Bradford-bay;
and forms a kind of junction toward Kyleakin, with
a continuation north-north-eastward to that place
of the belt of low ground which occupies the cleft
or discontinuous part of the two ridges.
A second
irregular hilly ridge extends quite across the island,
from Swishnish-point to the head of Broadford-bay ;
and beyond this stretches the nanow valley of Strath,
with a comparatively small mean elevation. From
this valley to a line drawn between Lochs Brittle and
Sligachan, occurs the most conspicuous part of the
island, a confused assemblage of mountains from
2,000 to 3,000 feet high, which vriil be found described
in our article Ccchullix Hnis. Between this grand
alpine district, and a line drawn from Loch-Snizort
to Portree, occur the little valley of Talisker, the
green pastures of Lochs Brittle and Eynort, and
the low, open, cultivated grounds of Bracadale but
with these exceptions the whole country is an undulating upland of from 600 to 1,000 feet or upwards
in elevation, nearly all covered with brown heath,
and banen, naked, and haggard in aspect. The chief

ongh possessing some distinctive features, disFrom Portree to
lays little character or beauty.
"a-na-Braddan extends a line of cliffs, 700 feet in
eight
offering not a cove nor an intervening patch
*
low ground on which a boat can be drawn up.
Iten from a little distance, it seems to be an nnin-

heights in this large division are those of the promontory of Dunvegan, and the two flat-topped eminences called Macleod's Tables; and almost the
onlj^ object of scenic interest is the basaltic colonnade of Great Brishmeal above Talisker. Along
Trottemish, from Portree to Trottemish-point, ex-

;

The coast of Sleat possesses little interest in itself,
commands magnificent and solemn views of the

st

;

11.

;

2 Z
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tends a long ridge which abounds in varied combinations of grand and picturesque beauty. The Storr,

an assemblage of pyramiheight,
dal, tower-like, and grandly elevated summits, and
exhibits, in combination with the clouds which alternately sweep and embrace it, a wondrous aerial
is itself

its loftiest

gallery of romantic pictures. See Skizort. The
rest of the ridge presents to the west a gradual declivity, and often displays on the east long stretches
of precipitous and vertical descent, or successive tiers
of mural face, which occasionally become columnar,
and blend, as around Loch-Staffin, with the wondrous

basaltic formations of the coast, to produce surpassing magnificence of landscape. On the west side of
this ridge lie the lich and interesting ground around
Loch-Uig, and the plain of Kilmuir, the latter the
largest continuous tract of arable land in the island,
and emphatically known as the granary of Skye.
The rocks of the heights which range from Sleatpoint to Kyle-Rhea are quartz rock, argillaceous

—

and red sandstone, accompanied by a body
of gneiss, chlorite schist, and some other substances.
Those of the district immediately north-westward
are white sandstone, steatite, serpentine, and gryphite limestone, the last greatly the most abundant, occasionally passing into the second and the
third, acquiring, toward the north-west, a highly
schist,

—

crystalline texture, and finally disappearing beneath
mountains of syenite. Those of the great central
assemblage of Heights are, in one part, chiefly syenite,
and, in another, chiefly hypersthene rock. Those
of nearly all the extensive region west and north of
the Cuchullins are the most common varieties and
forms of trap, overlying secondary formations, and
composing unconformable hills and terraces. But on
portions of the splendid cliffy coast from Portree to

Holme, and on an elevated plateau extending thence
to Loch-Staffin, occurs a perfect exhibition of the
several series and members of the secondary rocks,
from the combrash down to the lias. Some of the

limestone of Strath has the quality of excellent
Some of the hypersthenic parts of the
CuchuUin hills contain thin veins of oxidulous iron.
Some of the trap hills contain entanglements of coal,
some in nodules, and some in thin strata. The
island as a whole is comparatively rich in rare minmai'ble.

erals.

The streams

Skye are numerous, and freely
drain its
The largest have but trivial
volume in fine weather; but many of them often
swell to great bulk in the time of rains. Most of
them are well stored with trout and salmon and
two of them, Kilmartin and Ord, contain the great
horse-mussel in which pearls are formed. The chief
of
surface.

;

fresh- water lakes are those of Corriskin, Creich,

Leathen, Mhoinneach - Mhor, Duarrish,
and most of them,
together with many lochlets, or permanent ponds,
Colmkill,

Waak, Na-Caplich, and Daalvil

abound in trout and

;

Comskin

eel.

is

celebrated

sublime scenery and classical associations
Colmkill, situated in the north-east of Trotternish,
is the largest in size, and has its name from a
chapel
on an islet which was dedicated to Columba and
is
remarkable
for
the
rare
Na-Caplich
containing
for its

;

;

plant, eriocaulon.

The
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climate of Skye

is

singularly moist and

variable.
The air is generally laden with vapours ;
and rain falls, on the average, three days in every
four throughout the vcar. The clouds, attracted by
the hills, sometimes break in useful and refreshing
showers ; at other times, suddenly bursting like a
water-spout, they pour down their contents with

tremendous noise, deluging the plains below, and
often destroying the hopes of the husbandman.
But
nearly all the farmers, admonished by frequent

losses, have wattled-barns with lateral openings
closed only by twigs and boughs of trees and in
these they succeed in diying whole or part of the
scanty crops, even in the most rainy seasons.
Stormy winds set in about the end of August or
beginning of September, and give their powerful
aid to endanger the uncut crops. The inhabitants
are peculiarly subject to agues, fevers, rheumatism,
and dysenteries; yet they are not less healthy and
robust, on the whole, than the inhabitants of many
of the most pleasant parts of Scotland and a very
fair proportion of them attain a good old age.
Over about nine-tenths of the island extends a
trap subsoil equal to probably the best in Scotland,
but, for the most part, entirely suffocated by peat or
stones, and so exposed to storm and rain as to have
its intrinsic excellencies all practically neutralized.
Over most of the remaining district extends a calcareous soil, with eveiy variety of elevation, exposure, and drainage yet, unlike nearly all soil elsewhere of its class, it is exceedingly infertile ; and,
with small exceptions, in the bottom of the valleys,
it presents a surface boggy, brown, and barren,
scarcely exceeded in poverty by the stinted soils
which lie on quartz, and not even producing, in
most places, the well-known plants which are the
usual inhabitants of calcareous land.
large proportion of the area of the island is, for economical
all
but
the pasvalueless
most
of
even
purposes,
tures consist of mooi'land, covered with heath and
very coarse grass yet many tracts of green herbage
occur, the most conspicuous of which are in Trotternish and around Loch-Eynort. By far the larger
proportion of the pastures are occupied in the rearing of a race of black cattle which are noted for
their good qualities.
The arable lands are, in
general, confined to the shores of the sea and some
of the sea-lochs, and are most extensive though
even there but a very small part of the area in
The condition of
Snizort, Bracadale, and Sleat.
agriculture has made some advances from the barbarous practices of last century, yet has not undergone nearly so much improvement as in some other
of the large Western Islands but it has already
;

;

;

A

;

;

—

—

;

been sufficiently noticed, in a general
article on the Hebrides.

way, in our

A prominent department of industry for a long
time was the making of kelp but this has suffered
the same fate here as elsewhere, from the competition of Spanish barilla.
The principal present
department of industry in all the inland tracts is
the rearing of black cattle for exportation. But as
the aggregate of arable land is small, as most of it
lies distributed in small holdings on the seaboard,
as the returns from it are far from competent to the
full support of the population employed on it, arid
;

as nearly all of it lies contiguous to bays or sealochs or bits of ocean rich in esculent fish, much the
most characteristic as well as general department
of industry is fishing.
This is carried on, in a
variety of ways, partly for the immediate home use
of food, and partly for the supplying of a chief
article of export.
In the year 1855 there were employed in the Skye and Loch-Carron fisheries 806
boats, of aggregately 2,980 tons, with 2,980 fisher-

men and

fishei-boys, 12 coopers, 1,262 gutters and
packers, 930 net-makers, and 39 fish-curers. The
value of the boats, nets, and lines was £14,324; the
number of barrels of lierrings cured was 4,4 18^ ; and
the number of barrels of herrings caught but not
cured was about 7,000. A great number of the
islanders also earn a livelihood by temporary removal to the lowlands of Scotland, either to labour
in public works, or to act as harvest reapers and
men of all work. Most of the women likewise eke

,

j
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out their industry by spinning, and may be seen at
almost all hours of the day either seated by their
hearths, or seated at their cottage doors, or sauntering abroad, with the old rock and distaff in their
hands. All the resources of the island fall much
short of affording a bare sustenance, to say nothing
of comfortable subsistence, to the great bulk of the
inhabitants. Its population, though not intrinsically

part of the strait of Kyle-Khea, near the parish
church of Glenelg. An excellent ferry at Kyleakin, 5 or 6 miles farther north, connects Skye with
the Inverness road by Loch-Alsh, and, in a great
third
measure, supersedes the old ferry.
ferry,
in the sound of Sleat, 14 miles south-west of the old
ferry, connects Armadale or Ardivazar-point with
One road commences nearly at SleatArisaig.

is relatively too great ; and has for a long
series of years been stinted by scarcity, and at times
scourged by famine and pestilence. Occasional failures in its fisheries, and frequent failures in its potato

and runs north-eastward by Armadale to
Loch-in-Daal, and thence northward to Broadford.
Another runs north-westward from Kyle-Rhea to
Astak. Another runs from Kyleakin, along the
east coast, by Astak and Broadtbrd, and, at these
places, connects itself with the two former; it thence
makes a serpentine movement from side to side of
the narrow part of the island to the head of LochSligachan; and it there forks into two branches,
the one of which extends northward to Portree,
while the other extends north-westward to Dunvegan and near the extremity of Vatemish. And
another, the continuation of the northerly branch of
the former, starts from Portree ; makes a tour of
the whole coasts of the peninsula of Trotternish ;
and, at a point 2^ miles east of the head of LochSnizort, sends one line right onward in a return to
Portree, and another off at a sharp angle to proceed
westward to a junction with one of the former lines
in ^'atemish.
Numerous ruins occur, on difierent parts of the
coast, of those circular structures which, whether
fort, watch-tower, beacon, or temple, are usually
called Danish.
Such of them as were forts are
designated duns, as Dun Skudborg, Dun-Derig,
Dun-Skeriness, and Dun-David ; but all are so far
destroyed as to convey but a very slender notion of
their original condition.
Of various monumental
or possibly Drudical stones, the most conspicuous
are those near Loch-Uig.
A cairn on the summit
of Ben-na-Caillich is seen at a great distance, possesses very unusual magnitude, and is the subject

numerous,

have added fearfully to its disasters. So many
asabont one-half of itsentire population have at times
been almost wholly dependent upon charity for food.
Emigration, for a very long time, has seemed to be
the only permanent means of relief, rather stimulated than otherwise by excessive temporary drains
on the bounty of the local landowners and so long
as 25 or 30 years ago it had drawn so many of the
inhabitants across the Atlantic as to give rise to
current saying, that there were as many Skye-men
crops,

—
;

America as in Skye.
The inhabitants of Skye, notwithstanding their
being almost all addicted to fishing, have none of
in

the distinctive or peculiar dress of the fishermen
of the east of Scotland and rarely, in so much as
the article of a short jacket, have they a costume
adapted to a sea-faring life. Nor do they hang out
any emblem of participation in the blood and usages
of the Gael.
The kilt is nowhere to be met with,
and seems never to have been worn ; and the prevailing, almost the universal fashion, is short coats,
trousers of coarse cloth, and the conunon felt-hat.
The Skye-men. in common with some other Hebrideans and Western Highlanders, " when they make
their appearance in any of the towns of the east
from
coast, may almost be detected by their hats
the picturesque shapelessness and amphibious con;

;

sistency which

their head-gear speedily acquires
nrom steeping in the Atlantic mists. Such a thing
18 a straw-bonnet is not to be foimd among all the
temale peasantry of Skye, or of the Highlands and
Islands in general. The lasses go bareheaded,
trusting to the attraction of the emblematic snood ;
matrons bedizen themselves with the varieties of

the venerable mutch, curtch. and toy ; and the
lothing of the female population of Skye is hence
generally coarse and mean in the extreme. No
omfortable cloak of ' guid blue cloth,' which
aany of the east coast Highland wives have added
9 their wardrobe, is to be seen.
The old women
throw a dirty blanket over their shoulders, the others
kave seldom anything to vary their simple gowns
f dark blue or brown stuff.
An air of squalid
ennry. too, soon settles about them ; and, in
their prematurely-pinched, care, and
iraory-wom features are far from engaging. KindV feelings and affections, however, live under this
lopromising exterior. The people of Skye and the
ijacent islands, and west coast of the adjoining
iiiddle-age,

^lunties, are of short stature,

firmly knit, active,
id more mercurial than the central Highlanders.
inch generalizing observations must, of course, not
»»
strictly interpreted."
The only town in Skye, or thing which can be

i

a town, is Portree ; and the principal villages,
unlets, or seats of trade, are Stein, Kyleakin, Broad-

iilled

td,

Isle-Oronsay, Armadale, and Uig.

«

Portree

is

capital of the island, and possesses all the malinery for the conducting of its government, and
r the management of great part of its trade,
conveyance is enjoyed twice a-week in trant between Stomoway and Glasgow. The old ferry
een Skye and the continent is at the narrowest

m

A

point,

—

some local legendary traditions.
Dunvegancastle is the only very remarkable ruin of a modemKnock-castle is nearly dilapiantique structure.
dated, and seems to have been merely a castellated
of

mansion.

what

is someand displays, what is rare in Highland
its class, some remains of architectural

Duntulm-castle, though small,

entire,

structures of

Dunscaich. the traditional residence of
of the Isle of ilist,' and an object of interest to persons versant in Gaelic poetry, is the
scanty ruin of a comparatively modem building,
which could not have been the Dunscaich of

ornament.
'

the

King

song.

Skye, with the adjacent islands of Pabay, Scalpa,
Rasay, Fladda, Rona, Soay, and Vuiay, constitutes
a political district of Invemess-shire. It is divided
into the seven quoad civilia parishes of Sleat, Strath,
Portree, Bracadale, Duirinish, Snizort, and Kilmuir,
and the two quoad sacra parishes of Halin and Steinscholl and these nine parishes, together with the
parish of Small Isles, constitute the presbytery of
Skve, in the s3mod of Glenelg. There are in Skye
seven ministerial charges and two missionary stations connected with the Free church and these,
together with a small number in the central part of
the Outer Hebrides, constitute the Free church
presbytery of Skye and Uist. About three-fourths
of Skye belong to Lord Macdonald, and the rest is
distributed among four landowners. Population of
;

;

the Skye district in 1831, 22,796; in 1851, 22,536.

Houses. 4.222.

SKYRE-BCRN,

a brook and a post-office station

The
in the parish of Anwoth, Kirkcudbrightshire.
brook rises on the farm of Arkland, and runs about
4 miles to the bay of Fleet. It is subject to sudden

SLACK-BURN.
freshets,

SLAMANNAN.
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which occasionally swell

it

to the

bulk of

a river.

SLACK-BURN, a hrook rising in Bengairn, and
running north -north-west ward, through the parish
of Kelton, to the river Dee, above the village of
Ehonehouse, in Kirkcudbrightshire.
SLADE. See Garvald and Bara.
SLAIN-MAN'S-LEE. See Philiphaugh.
SLAINS, a parish, containing the villages of Collieston and Oldcastle, at the south-eastern extremity
of Buchan, Aberdeenshire.
It is bounded on the
east by the German ocean, and on other sides by
the parishes of Fovei'an, Logie-Buchan, and Cruden.
Its post-town is Ellon, 6 miles to the west.
Its
outline is triangular, the east side and the west side
being each about 6^ miles in extent, and the north
side about 4J miles.
brook which strikes the
Ytban at a sudden bend of the latter, and afterwards
the Ythan to the sea, trace all the western boundary.

A

The parish is thus a wedge-shaped peninsula, lying
between these streams and the ocean. Its surface,
in a general sense, is all low, yet is much diversified by swells in every part, by a range of small
eminences, called the Kippet-hills, across its centre,
and by cliffs of from 170 to 200 feet in height along
great part of its coast. These cliffs embrace multitudes of little creeks, are torn and piled in terrible
confusion, exhibit deep ghastly chasms, and are
pierced profoundly with many caverns. One of the
caverns, called Hell-Lum, is upwards of 200 feet long,
and occasionally 30 feet high and another, called
the Dropping cave, or the White cave of Slains, is
so richly incrusted with stalactites, and profusely
watered with the calcareous drippings from a porous
rock which forms them, that though the whole was
;

swept away for tran smutation into manure, a new gorgeous coating, similar in appearance to carved white
marble, was very rapidly formed. About one-third of
the coast is a sandy beach. A considerable district
of the interior, noticed in our article on Forvie, is
waste sandy links. A small part also is peat-moss.
A great extent of land, formerly waste, has been
reclaimed and all the old arable lands have been
;

much improved. Upwards of 6,000 acres are at
The soil is of every
present under the plough.
variety, from the lightest sand to the heaviest clay.
The principal rocks along the coast are gneiss and
mica slate. The Kippet-hills consist of gravel, mixed
with small limestone boulders. Much of the sand
in the parish is of caustic calcareous quality, suitable
to be aspersed on newly reclaimed clay land, and
long used in a general way as a manure. There are
two lakes, with each an area of about 15 acres, and
one, called the Loch of Slains, or Meikle Loch of
Slains, with an area of 73 acres, and a mean depth
of about 20 feet.
There are several chalybeate
The Ythan, throughout its connexion
springs.
with the parish, abounds with fish, and is navigable
by sea-borne vessels. The inhabitants of Collieston
and Oldcastle cany on an extensive sea-fishery.
The landowners of the parish are Gordon of Cluny
and Gordon of Parkhill. The principal mansion is
Leask-house, a substantial and elegant residence.
The chief antiquity is the ruin of Slains-castle, situated on a strong pcninsulated rock, about 120 feet
high, whose base is washed by the sea. This castle
was very extensive and of great strength, the only
approach to it being a narrow defile which a handful
of brave men could have held against any force
but now notliing remains of it except three sides of
a square tower and some scattered masonry. It
was the seat of the noble family of Errol, and was
demolished, in 1594, by order of James VI., on occasion of the Earl of Errol having joined in the
Earl of Iluntly's rebellion. There are likewise iu
;

the parish remains of the old Kirk of Forvie, and of
an ancient Gothic chapel dedicated to Adamnan.
The parish is touched by the road from Aberdeen
to Peterhead, and will receive advantage from the
contemplated Coast of Buchan railway. Population
in 1831, 1,134; in 1851, 1,232.
Houses, 245. Assessed property in 1843, £5,157.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ellon, and
Patron, Goi-don of Cluny.
synod of Aberdeen,
Stipend, £217 9s. 4d. ; glebe, £9.
Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £30,
teinds, £57 19s. 4d.
with £14 fees, and a share in the Dick and Milne

bequests. The parish church was built about the
year 1800, and contains 654 sittings. There is a
private school at Collieston. The present parish of
Slains comprehends the ancient parishes of Slains
and Forvie, and seems, as to its ecclesiastical property, to have all belonged before the Reformation
to one of the colleges.

SLAINS

(Hill

of).

See Kinneff.

SLAM (Loch). See Tongue.
SLAMANNAN, a parish, containing a

post-office

village of its own name, at the south-eastern exIt is bounded by the
tremity of Stirlingshire.
counties of Linlithgow, Lanai'k, and Dumbarton,
and by the parishes of Falkirk, Polmont, and Muiravonside.
Its length eastward is nearly 7 miles ;
and its greatest breadth is 4J miles. Avon-water
runs eastward, dividing nearly one-third of the parish on its left bank from upwards of two-thirds on
its right bank, and afterwards runs 2 miles on the
boundary with Muiravonside. There are two lakes,
called the Black Lochs, the lai'ger of which lies on
the south-western boundary, and sends off a principal feeder of the reservoir in Lanarkshire for supplying the Monkland canal. The lands for about a
mile on each side of the Avon comprise much haugh
and meadow, with light friable soil, and are subject
to floods in rainy weather
and those further from
the stream rise in regular undulations and ridges
extending east and west, and attaining an extreme
elevation of upwards of 600 feet above the level of
the sea. The soil in these higher tracts is of various
;

'

character, partly a good loam, partly a black mossy
earth, partly strong hard clay, and partly churlish
moor or wet moss overlying a bed of sand. Much
of the surface which formerly was heathy or morassy

waste has been reclaimed, and is now in a state of
ironstone, both of them
good cultivation. Coal and
"
'

"

of(

mansions are Balquhatson, and Glenellridge. There
are five villages, all inhabited by miners. The
village of Slamannan contains about 50 families,
and has offices of the City of Glasgow bank and the
Royal bank. The parish is traversed by the Slamannan railway, and enjoys by that means very

:

'

,

|

j

j

facile outlets for its mineral produce.
Population
in 1831, 1,093; in 1851, 1,655.
Houses, 277. Asin 1843, £4,373 6s. 8d.
sessed
property
Tliis parish is in the presbytery of Linlith
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron.

Crown. Stipend, £256 lis. lOd.; glebe, £28. Scl;
master's salary, £34 4s. '2^A., with £60 fees, ami
other emoluments. The parish church was biii
1810, and contains upwards of 600 sittings.
is a Free church, with an attendance of 200:
the amount oif its receipts in 1856 was £87 Gs
There is a non-parochial school. The part d
on the left
present parish of Slamannan lying
of Avon-water belonged, previous to the year
to the parish of Falkirk, and is still sometimes i\.
oncd to belong quoad civilia to that parish. Sla-

j

i

'1

1

••

mannan

proper, or

what constituted the

.

anciout;
I

SLA^IANNAN RAILWAY.

was obtained in 1470 from
James II., by Lord Livingstone and, along with
the
advowson
of
the
church, was held by his lordship's successors, the Earls of Linlithgow and Callander, till their attainder in 1716. It was originally

parish of Slamannan,

;

called St. Laurence, on account of its church being
dedicated to that saint; and in legal documents,
the modern parish is still designated the parish of
Slamannan, otherwise St. Laurence.' An excellent
fountain, a little south-east of the clurrch, still bears
the name of St. Laurence' well.
'

SLAMANNAN

RAILWAY, a railway extending
north-eastward from the eastern terminus of the
Ballochney railway in the parish of New Monkland,
Lanarkshire, to a point called Causewayend, on
the side of the Union canal, in the parish of Mniraronside, Stirlingshire. It was authorized in 1835,
and opened in the autumn of 1840 ; but it is now a
part of the Monkland railway system, and has extensive connexions through that system with both
Clydesdale and the Lothians. Its own proper length
is 12J miles.
The works of it, in cuttings, embankments, viaducts, and rafting, were of great aggregate extent, but all substantially done. About 2
miles of it, near its west end, lay over a flow-moss
of from 30 to 40 feet in depth ; and here all the rails
were literally floated on rafts of timber, and continued
to float for some time after the railway was opened,
suSiering a sudden depression of so much as 2 or 3
feet every time a train passed over them, and gradually rising afterwards in the manner of a sluggish

wave

to their proper level but, by continuous pouring in of gravel, stones, and other hard material, all
the parts of the moss below and near the rails were
eventually converted into firm solid ground. The
Slamannan railway, during the time which intervened
till the opening of the
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, was used, in connexion with canal boats,
and
«tage-coaches,
contiguous railways, for an extensive passenger traffic between Edinburgh and
;

hut it was projected mainly, or almost
with a view to mineral trafiic; and, since the
opening of the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, it
has been used principally for the conveyance of
coal and ironstone from the rich mineral field which
it traverses.
See the article Moxkla>t) Railways.

Glasgow

;

solely,

SLAPPIN

(Loch), a projection of the sea north-

Borth-westward into the island of Skye, at right
ngles from the mouth of Loch-Eishart and parallel
to Loch-Scavig.
An isthmus of less thitn 3 miles
divides the head of it from the head of Loch-Eynort.
SLATEFORD, a post-oflice village on the eastern
border of the parish of Colinton, Edinburghshire.
It stands on the left bank of the water of Leith, on
the road from Edinburgh to Lanark, at the transit
3f the Union canal over the water of Leith, and adjacent to a station on the Caledonian railway, 2
south-west of Edinburgh, and 3 J north-east
[aiiles
of Currie.
The aquednct of the canal and the vialinct of the railway here are magnificent works,
verj' near each other, and also near the
[jjtanding
"
Ige of the highway. There are at Slateford an
Bted Presbyterian church, and an extensive
ihfield.
Population, 221. Houses, 58.
SLATEFORD, Forfarshire. See Edzell.
,

SLATE-ISLAND.

See Easdale.

a parish at the south-east end of the
id of Skye, Inverness-shire. The northern parts
lie within a short distance of the post-office
It forms an
iiges of Kyleakin and Broadford.
liar belt of 21 miles in length; and extends
north-east to south-west. Loch-in-Daal, which
Bnts it on the south side to the depth of 2 miles,
leaves an isthmus of only about 1 J mile to the
"
of Loch-Eishart on the opposite side, cuts the

JLEAT,

SLIGACHAN.
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parish into two natural divisions. The north-east
division is 8^ miles in length, and about Ij mile in
mean breadth it is separated by a lofty hilly range
from the parish of Strath, or the rest of Skye ; and
it is washed on the other sides by Loch-Alsh, KyleRhea, and the inner part of the sound of Sleat.
The south-west division forms a slenderly ellipsoidal
peninsula, v.hose axes measure respectively 12^ and
5J miles; it lies along the sides of Loch-Eishart
and the sound of S'eat; and it terminates in a
headland, which is called Sleat-point, and looks toward Eig at the distance of 5^ miles. The sound
of Sleat, which divides it from Morar, Knoydart,
;

and Glenelg, on tlie continent, diminishes in width
from 7^ miles at the south-west entrance to J of a
mile at Kyle-Rhea, where it passes into Loch-Alsh.
The population is almost wholly located upon the
coasts. The extremities of the parish are all upland;
but constitute tolerable pasture-ground, and maintain a race of black cattle equal to any in the neighbourhood. The whole north-west side is a pleasant
and occasionally picturesque range of rough heights
and cultivated slopes and hollows. The east side,
over about 5 miles by from 1 to 1 J, is a belt of arable
land, carpeted with a deep and not unproductive
The total extent of hill-pasture is about
clay.
18,000 acres of green pasture, about 4,000 acres ;
of arable land, about 1,500 acres; and of lands under
wood, about 500 acres. Lord Macdonald is the only
landowner; and his residence, Armadale-castle, is
the only mansion. See Armadalz-Castle. Remains exist of two ancient castles, Dunscaich and
Knock, which were residences of the barons of
Sleat.
Oeaxsav-Isle [which see] possesses a wellknown harbour, and gives the parish valuable facilities of communication.
A parliamentary road
runs across the north-east end of the parish from
;

the ferry of Kyle-Rhea, and district-roads radiate
from Isle-Oransay. Population in 1831, 2,957; in
1851, 2,531.
Houses, 507. Assessed property in
1843, £2,097 7s. 6d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Skye, and synod
of Glenelg.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £Io8 Gs.
Schoolmaster's salary. £34 4s. 4Jd.,
7d.; glebe, £Q.
with fees. The parish church was built in 1631,
and repaired in 1837, and contains about 600 sittings.
There is a Free church ; and the amount of its reThere are six pubceipts in 1856 was £90 12s. Id.
lic non-parochial schools and a parochial library.
SLEDMUIR, a village in the parish of Kirriemuir,
Forfarshire.
Population, 84.

SLEISCHEILLIS. See Oikell (The).
SLEITILL (Loch). See Reat.
SLESBEG. See Logiebait.
SLIABHACH. See Makee (Loch\

SLIABHDIASG. See Tiree.
SLIABHGHAOIL. See ICjecai-moxell.
SLICKLY- BURN, a brook running into the Loch
of Wester, in the parish of

Wick, in Caithness-shire.
a post-office st^ition, a marine loch,
and a romantic glen, in the island of Skye, InverThe post-office station is subordinate
ness-shire.
The loch is noticed in the article
to Broadford.
Portree which see. The glen commences in the
vicinity of Corriskin and Scavig, and strongly resembles them in scenic character. See Corriskin
and Scavig. Its length north-north-westward to
the head of Loch-Sligachan is about 5 miles ; and
thence north-north-eastward to the sea, about 3
miles. Its breadth, nowhere more than a mile,
contracts in some places to a gorge of a few hundred
yards. Its flanking heights are composed principally
of hypersthene rock, almost destitute of vegetation j
they soar aloft, now at a slight angle, now perpendicularly, to sublime altitude ; and they terminate in

SLIGACHAN,
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such edgy ridges and needle-peaked pinnacles as
even the hardiest mountaineer may contemplate
with wonder.
The Messrs. Anderson, in their
Guide to the Highlands,' pronounce this glen a
rival, in wildness and grandeur, to any of the most
"The
established fame in Scotland, and add:
mountains are a great deal higher, bolder, and not
less savage than those of Glencoe
and, in traversing this sequestered strath, we feel a constant and
no
other form of
almost painful consciousness, that
mortal mould exists within its desert precincts.
solemn silence generally prevails, but is often and
'

—

;

A

suddenly inteiTupted by the strife of the elements.
The streams become quickly swollen, rendering the
progress of the wayfaring stranger not a little hazardous; while fierce and fitful gusts issue from
the bosom of the CuchuUins. The heaven-kissing
peaks of this strange group never fail to attract a
of the vapours, which, rising from the Atfwrtion
antic, are constantly floating eastward to water the
continent of Europe; and fancy is kept on the
stretch to find resemblances for the quick succession of fantastic appearances which the spirits of
the air are working on the weather-beaten brow of
these hills of song."
SLIPPEEFIELD. See Linton, Peebles-shire.

SLITEIG (The), a rivulet of Teviotdale, in Eoxburghshire. It is formed by two headstreams of 3
or 4 miles in length, coming down from the vicinity
of the watershed with Liddesdale ; and it runs through
the parishes of Teviothead, Kirkton, and Hawick, to
the Teviot at the town of Hawick. Its descent is
very great, probably not much short of 1 ,000 feet
and its current is, in consequence, rapid. Over a
great part of its course, it has a rocky path occasionally it careers down a shelving descent; and, at
one place, it forms a picturesque cataract. Its vale,
though gorgy, and screened by bold green heights,
repeatedly expands into little haughs, and is
pleasantly tufted with wood ; and, so high up as 4
miles above Hawick, is spread out into the rich and
beautiful demesne of Stobs-castle, the seat of Sir W.
F. Elliott, Bart,
The stream, as a whole, is charmingly picturesque. Dr. Leyden, one of several poets
who have celebrated it in verse, seems to have been
annoyed by the harshness of its name, and capriciously gives it the soft designation of Slata.'

—

;

;

'

SLOCH-MHUIC-DHU.

See Inverness-shire.
See Dess (The).
SLOHABEET, a village in the parish of Kirkinner,
Wigtonshire. Population, 61. Houses, 12.
SLOY (Loch). See Arrochar.
SLUGS-OF-ACHRANNIE. See Achkannie.
SLUIE. See Edenkillie.
SMAILHOLM, a parish, containing a post-office
village of its own name, on the northern border of

SLOCK-OF-DESS.

The village of Smailholm stands on
that road, 6 miles west-north-west of Kelso, and 7
east-north-east of Melrose; but it is properly a
cluster of three villages, bearing the names of East
Edinburgh.

Third, West Third, and Overton. Population of
the village, about 350. Population of the parish
in 1831, 628; in 1851, 617.
Houses, 123.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lauder, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, Baillie of
Jerviswood. Stipend, £255 6s. 2d.; glebe, £17.
Unappropriated teinds, £341 18s. 3d. Schoolmaster's
salary,

'

;

Says he,
" It

in ] 843, £3,092 real rental in 1857, £4,750 ISs.
perty
The parish ia traversed by the road from Kelso to
;

—

was a barren

Where naked

and wild,
were rudely piled

scene,

cliffs

;

But ever and anon, between,

Lay velvet

tufts of loveliest green.

well the lonely infant knew
Recesses where the wall-fiower grew,

And

And honeysuckle loved to crawl
Up the low crag and ruined wall.
I deemed such nooks the sweetest shade
The sun in all its round surveyed
;

And

thought that shattered tower
of human power,
And mai-velled as the aged hind
With some strange talc bewitched my mind,
Of foraytrs who, with headlong force,
Down from that strength had spurred their horse,
Their southern rapine to renew,
Far in the distant Cheviots blue,
still I

The mightiest work

Its

and all the rest of the area is in tillage. The landowners are Baillic of Jerviswood, Lord Polwarth,
and the Duke of Roxburgh. The estimated value
of raw produce in 1834 was £8,850; assessed pro-

14s.

Eve of St. John,'
Scott, in a note prefixed to the
says that he wi'ote that ballad in celebration of
Smailholm-tower and its vicinity and in the epistle
preliminary to the third canto of Marmion, he
notices the influence which the place had exerted
on his tastes, and beautifully describes its scenery.

And home

fertile.

;

and £4

landmark to direct vessels to Berwick." The apartments rise above one another in separate floors or
stories, and mutually communicate by a narrow
stair.
An outer wall surrounds the building, and
encloses an outer court; and it is so defended on
three sides by precipice and morass, that the tower
is accessible only
by a steep rocky path on the west.
It anciently belonged to the Pringles of Whytbank,
and is now the property of Lord Polwarth, the
lineal descendant of Scott of Harden.
Sir Walter

soil is

;

fees,

The

entirely ruinous, originally a border-keep; and,
previous to enchantment being flung over it by the
it figured in
mighty modern minstrel of Scotland,
" a
topographical notices simply as
conspicuous

;

;

with £27

4§d.,

;

It is bounded around three-fourths
by Berwickshire, and chiefly on the
south by Kelso and Makerston. Its length eastward
is 4^ miles
and its greatest breadth is 2J miles.
Its surface is agreeably diversified with flat and
Its highest points have an altitude
lising grounds.

very various, but predominantly argillaceous
The river Eden runs 2^ miles along its
northern boundary. Limestone occurs, but is not
worked and trap rocks, of several kinds suitable
About 60 acres arc
for road making, arc plentiful.
under wood about 450 acres are natural pasture

4s.

parish church was built
in 1632, and thoroughly repaired and improved in
1821, and contains about 300 sittings. The ancient
church of Smailholm was a vicarage of the monks
of Coldingham and some lands in the parish belonged to the monks of Dryburgh.
The farm of Sandyknowe, in the parish of Smailholm, was the property of the paternal grandfather
of Sir Walter Scott, and the scene of many of the
musings of his precocious boyhood. Sandyknowe
or Smailholm-tower, situated among a cluster of
rocks, on an eminence in the farm, engaged much
of his attention, and has acquired celebrity from
having afforded such suggestions and imagery as
materially contributed to the formation of his peculiar style of poetiy.
It is a large square building,

Roxburghshire.

and

£34

other emoluments.

of its outline

of about 500 feet above the level of the sea.

ISLES.

With

returning

filled

revel, wassel-rout,

the hall

and brawl."

SMALL GLEN. See Monzie.
SMALLHOLM, one of the four
mabcn

b.arony, ia the parish of
fries-sJiiro.
Population, 82.

towns of LochLocbmabcn, l)um-

Houses,

18,

Sco

FouRTOWNS (The).

SMALL

ISLES, an Ilebridean parish, consist!
of the inhabited islands of Ema, Rum, Canna, aiiO
Muck, which are separately described, and of two
i

or three uninhabited islets noticed in the articles ou

SMITHTOWN.

these islands.
Eigg is in Inverness-shire ; and the
other islands are in Argyleshire. The posfcil com-

munication

is through Arisaig.
Population in 1831,
1,005; in 1851, 916.
Houses, 152. Assessed property in 1843, £3,543 13s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Skye, and
synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£158 6s. 7d. ; glebe. £25. Schoolmaster's salary,

£30, with about £10 fees. There is no parish
church hut instead of it in each of the chief islands
is either a schoolhouse, a farm-house, or even a
sheltered space of ground in the open air. There
is
a Free church preaching station of Small
Isles; and the sum raised in connexion with it
in 1856 was £13 Is.
There is a Roman Catholic
place of woi-ship in Eigg. The parish school also
is in that island
and there is a Society school in
Muck. The parish of Small Isles, previous to
1726, formed part of Sleat ; and after its separate
erection, it bore the name successively of Eigg,
Short Isles, and Small Isles.
ISLES (Haebocb of). See Jura.
SMEATOX-HOUSE. See Prestoxkiee.
SMITH-HILLS. See Paisley.
;

;

SMALL

SMITHSTOWN.

See Maybole.

SMITHTOWN

OF CULLODEN, a village in
the parish of Inverness, on the eastern border of
Inveniess-shire.
Population, 64. Houses, 18.
SMITH
a modem village in the parish of Auchterarder, Perthshire.
It is pleasantly
situated on Ruthven-water, adjacent to the Scottish
Central railway, 2J miles east of the town of Auchterarder.
Its inhabitants are mostly weavers in
the employment of the Glasgow manufactarers.
Population, about 400.
SMO. See Durxess.
SMYLLUM. See Lanark.

YHAUGH,

SNADON-HILL,

a

hill

about 450 feet high, in

the parish of St. Cja-us, Kincardineshire.

SNALDA

(Stack of). See Papa-Stolb.
a rivulet rising in the vicinity
of Leadhills on the southern verge of Lanarkshire,
and running about 7 miles northward, along a
mountain glen, in the parish of Crawfordjohu, to
the Duneaton.
SNED-MOUNT. See Noras (The).

SXAR- WATER,

SNIPE-LOCH. See Dalrymple.
SNIZORT, a parish, containing

by the sound of Raasay on the south by Portree
in the south-west by Bracadale and on the west
5y Duirinish and Loch-Snizort. Its length from
north to south is 1 2 miles and its greatest breadth
is 6 miles.
Loch-Suizort enters from the Little
Minch, between the points of Vatemish or Unish
and Duinn, and is there 9 J miles wide it penetrates
l^i miles south-south-eastward, between Vatemish
and Trotternish, with a breadth which gradually
decreases to 4J miles; it has nearly in its centre
ihe cluster of little islands, called the Ascrib Isles
!md it sends oflF, in the manner of horns from its
head, the two divergent lochs of Greeshernish and
The latter is partly on the boundary,
•Snizort-Beg.
.ind paitly in the interior of the parish
it is 5^
miles long, and less than 1 mile in mean breadth
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and circles into numerous sea-lochlets and
and it is shallow, and has frequent sunk
Loch-Uig, which goes off Loch-Snizort 3
|iailes above the entrance of Loch-Snizort-Beg, forms
circular basin, landlocked on all sides Imt the
and ^ of
^rest, and upwards of 1 i mile in diameter
mile from its margin, tl»e ground suddenly rises
in the form of an
amphitheatre, enclosing upwards
"
200 acres of prime arable land, and the large
it

The coast, except at the head of
Tillage of Uig.
the lochs, is bold and rocky. The surface of the
interior is a broken rugged expanse of green and
heathy heights, cloven by the three considerable
glens of Haltin, Hinistil, and Uig, and by several

The only properly mountainous
the rest of the heights being merely hills
runs from north to south at a distance of between 1
mile and 2 miles from the east coast. This ridge
bears the name of the Ston*, and is huge, lofty,
shaggy, and pinnacled. It sends up a chief cluster
of cliffy and torn summits, which rise to the height
of several hundred feet above the adjacent masses,
and which shoot up from the bosom of a fog like a
series of air-borne spu-es, and towers, and walls,
a
far-away city on the clouds. Much of the parish
is iiTeclaimable waste
and most of the remainder
is
occupied in the rearing of black cattle. The soil
of the arable grounds, thongh various, is principally
a gravelly loam on a cold clay. Lord Macdonald
is the principal landowner.
The value of assessed
propertyin 1843 was £2,95711s.8d. In an islet formed by the water of Snizort. and now used as a cemetery,
are the ruins of an old cruciform church, which
probably was once the cathedral or parent-church
of all Skye.
In various localities are cairns, tumuli,
and vestiges of Druidical temples. On low ground,
near a lofty rock, is a natural obelisk of uncommon
magnitude seeming, when seen from a distance, to
be a large steeple measuring 360 feet around the
base ; swelling below the midiile to a larger girth ;
and thence tapering away to nearly a shai-p point
at an altitude, as is thought, of upwards of 300 feet.
On the boundary with Portree, is a beautiful cascade
over a precipice of about 90 feet in height. Beneath
it, and nearly opposite its middle, an arched hollow
path passes across the rock, so broad that five or
six persons may occupy it a-breast, and so situated
that they are secure from the body of water which
rolls over them, and looks like a thick curved pillar
of smoke. A good road traverses the whole length
of the parish, connecting Uig with Portree.
Popminor openings.

ridge

—

—

—

;

;

;

ulation in 1831, 3,487; in 1851, 3,101. Houses,
570.
This parish is in the presbytery of Skye, and
synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£158 2s. lid. glebe, £15. Schoolmaster's salary,
;

the post-office

village of Uig, in the island of Skye, Inverness-shire.
It is bounded on the north by KUmuir ; on the east

forks

lltays

SOAY.
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;

locks.

;

£30, with £2 13s. 6d. fees, and £4 16s. 9d. other
emoluments. The parish church stands at the head
of Loch-Snizort, and was built in 1805, and enlarged
in 1839, and contains 750 sittings.
There is a subparochial place of worship at Uig. There are two
Free churches, near Loch Snizort and at Uig ; and
about four-fifths of the parishioners attend them.
There is a small Baptist chapel at Uig. Tiiere is a
well endowed non-parochial school, called Macdermid's institution. There is also an Assembly schooL
SNOASIMIL. See Vatersa.
SNOWDON. See Garvald and Baea.
SOA, an islet belonging to the small remote
group of the St. Kilda Hebrides.
SOAY, an island, belonging to the parish of BraIt
cadale, in the Skj'e district of Inverness-shire.
lies south of Mingiuish, and south-west of I./Och-

A

strait, called Soay-sonnd, from
Scavig, in Skye.
to l^ mile wide, separates it froni MiuThe island is 3 miles long from north east
ginish.
to south-west, and 2J miles in extreme breadth ;
but it is nearly bisected by two bays, indenting it
on opposite sides. Its surface is low and broken,
and nowhere rises to an elevation of more than 500
feet ; and its coast is bold and rocky, and generally
presents to the surge perpendicular cliffs of 60 or
70 feet in height. Its geognostic structure is an
alternation of red sandstone and grey wacke traversed

f of a mile

SOAY.

Population in 1841, 113; in 1851, 158.
trap.
Houses, 24.
SOAY, a pastoral islet near the mouth of LochInver, on the west coast of Sutherlandshire.

by

SOAY

(Meikle and Little), two

islets in the
the west coast of
Harris.
apart are jointly
upwards of 1^ mile long; and are separated from
Harris by the sound of Soa, which is f of a mile in
width.

mouth

West Loch-Tarbet, on
They lie about J of a mile

of

;

SOCCOCH. See Leochel-Cushnie.
SOHO-BURN. See Kixgoldrum.
SOLE-BURN. See Leswalt.

SOLE

SOLWAY-FEITH.
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See Lugget (The).
See Terthshire.
SOLWAY-BANK. See Dumfries - shire and
(The).

SOLSGIRTH.
Halp-Morton.

SOLWAY-FRITH

(The), a projection of the
sea north-eastward between Scotland and
England. Its entrance on the English side is obviously at St. Bee's-head in Cumberland but, on
the Scottish side, is far from being distinctly marked,
Irish

;

and has been very variously

stated.

Burrowhead,

at the southern extremity of the district of Machars
in Wigtonshire, is the furthest and the most commonly assigned entrance yet between that headland and Balmae-head or even Balcarry-point, re;

spectively 14 and 24| miles in a straight line eastnorth-eastward, the whole Scottish coast directly
confronts the entire expanse of the Irish sea. Measured from Burrowhead, the frith extends about 37
miles at the entrance, and about 58 miles in length
;

but measured from Balcarry-point, it is little more
than 19 miles at tlie entrance and only about 33^
miles in length. From Balcarry-point to the mouth
of the Pow in Cummertrees, it extends nearly direct
north-eastward, gradually contracts in its width,
though with occasional expansions, and has a
breadth in the maximum of about 19 miles, in the
minimum of about 8, and in the mean of about 13
and from the mouth of the Pow to its termination
a distance of 12 miles it extends in an easterly
direction, and has a varying breadth of from 1^ mile
to 3| miles, and a mean breadth of about 2J,
the
maximum being at the Pow and in Gretna, and the
minimum in a line between the parish of Annan
and Bowness, and in the short space east of RedThe streams, bays, and coasts of the
kirk-point.
frith on the English side do not come within our
The Sark, the Kirtle, and some smaller
scope.
streams, enter it on the Dumfries- shire coast, without forming estuaries. The Annan, the Pow, and
the Lochar enter it on the same coast through
estuaries of but small extent.
The Nith, before
entering it, forms a long and gradually expanding

—

—

—
;

—

—

estuary between Dumfries-sliire and Galloway. The
chief streams which enter it in Galloway, calculating
to tlie extreme point of Burrowhead, are the Southwick, the Urr, the Dee, the Fleet, the Crce, and the

Bladenoch; and its principal marine expansions
within the same range qf sea-board, arc the estuary
of the Urr, Auchencairn-bay, Kirkcudbriglit-bay,
Fleet-bay, and, chief of all, Wigton-bay. Tlie coast
along Dumfries-shire is low and sandy, and ascends
by an exceedingly low gradient from the line of
high-water mark; but along the greater part of
Galloway it is bold and rocky, and exhibits cliffs,

caverns, piiniaclcs, isolated rocks, and a variegated
rampart in sucli frequent and curious combinations
as to produce abundance of picturesque sceneiy.
The Solway, as to the depth of its water, the
character of its beach, and especially the phenomena of its tides, differs widely from every other

even from every otlicr marine
indentation io the world. The cause of its pecu-

frith in Scotland, or

explained in the section. Marine
in our general introductory article, and
needs not be again noticed. Over a distance of
probably about 20 miles from its head, the whole of
its bed, excepting the narrow and canal-like channels of the Nith and the confluent waters which
enter near the eastern extremity, is alternately a
surgy brown sea, tinctured with silt, and oscillating
with the rebound of the tide, and a naked, flat, unrelieved expanse of sand, a wilderness of desolation,
liarities is briefly

Waters,

a miniature Sahara, strangely interposing its dark
dreary projection between the blooming slopes of
Cumberland and the fertile lands of Scotland. Much
of its beach, or rather of its bed, even in its broader
and more seaward parts, is of the same character
so very much, indeed, that were tlie frith estimated
only by the space it covers at low-water, it would
All its tides
figure in comparative insignificance.
are rapid, and constitute rather a rush or careering
race than a flow or a current of waters. A springtide, but especially a tide which runs before a stiff
breeze from the south or the south-west, careers
along at the rate of from 8 to 10 miles an hour. It
is heard by the people along the shore upwards of
20 miles before it reaches them, and approaches
with a hoarse loud roar, and with a brilliance of
demonstration much more sublime than if the wide
sandy waste were scoured with the fleetest invading
army of cavalry. Before the first wave can be descried from the shore, a long cloud of spray is seen,
as if whirling on an axis, zoned with mimic rainbows, sweeping onward with the speed of a sti'ong
steady breeze then follows a long cui-ved white
and flowing surf; and then suddenly appears the
majestic van of the tide, a deeply dimpled body of
waters, from 3 to 6 feet high a-breast, rolling im;

;

petuously forward, and bringing closely in its rear
a tumbling mass of sea, glittering and gorgeous all
over with the most fitful play of the prismatic
colours.
Accidents occasionally occur with ships,
and have been veiy frequent, though much less so
of late years than before, with persons venturing
within high-water mark. The rivers which traverse
the bed of the frith being easily fordable, strong inducement is offered by the shortness of the path to
cross the sands to England during the recess of the
tide.
But Scotsmen, even when well-mounted,
have, in numerous instances, and occasionally to an
amount constituting a literal catastrophe, been overtaken and drowned, while returning from the Cumberland fairs. Even persons best acquainted with
the locality are liable to be mistaken in their calculations of the time when the tide will approach
;

and, when they have proceeded partly across, may
hear the appalling sound of the watery invasion so
near and menacing, that a clear atmosphere, a goo'i
steed, much self-coUectedness, and a steady rcmci
brance of the direction of the path, may all be
i

cessaiy for their preservation. Dense fogs frequcii
arise, and so bewilder experienced guides, that t!i
can proceed in safety only with the aid of the compass and quicksands are occasionally formed, and
fitfully shift their localities, to the imminent peril
of every intruder who has not watched the impi
sions made upon the ground by almost eveiy .suv
cessive tide.
The fisheries of the Solway are extensive ami
various.
Some curious particulars respecting tlu"
former condition figure in Sir Walter Scott's talc
:

;

i

Kedgauntlet.

The mode

by

which are wholly siibmerged by

stake-nets,

tide,

of fishing is principal!

and which, when the

tin

tide is out, contributo

their lank proportions to the prevailing dreariness
the landscape. Salmon, lierling, sea-tront, floundci
and codlings, are taken iu large quantities ; turb

'

SORBIE.

soles occur, but are not plentiful; herrings, at
a former period, were in some seasons caught and
cured in great abundance, but of late they appear
but occasionally, and not in large numbers and
mussels and cockles are gathered along the shores
by poor persons, and carried weekly to the markets

and

;

The fishings usually
Carlisle.
early in March, and close before the end

of Dumfries asid

commence

of September.

The Solway,

in spite of the singular character of
of vast value to Dumfries-shire and Kirkcudbrightshfre for its navigation; much more so, in
its tides, is

Not only the
it is to Cumberland.
sea-boai-d, but most of the interior of the counties,
is too far distant from Scottish coal of any sort, and
especially from coal of good qualit}*, to obtain it by

proportion, than

and is dependent on Workington,
Whitehaven, and other places near the mouth of
the English side of the Solway, for supplies of fuel.
The amount of tonnage in vessels employed in im-

land-carriage;

porting coals

is,

in consequence, aggregately gi-eat.

The export

trade of the two counties, too, or the
outlet for the produce of their arable farms, their
grazing-grounds, their sheep-walks, their dairies,
lid their poultry-yards, is
almost wholly with
Liverpool and other English towns on the western
and
on
is
carried
coast,
by the navigation of
largely
the Solway.
Ordinary tides rise about 10 or 12
and they bring
feet, and spring tides about 20
enough of water up to the very head of the frith, to
let vessels of 120 tons move up the channel of the
stream to the foot of the river Sark. The Solway
has long been gradually receding from the land : it
once filled the large area now occupied by Loeharmoss, and covered less than a century ago lands
which are now verdant or arable a mile distant
;

firom its present

SORN.
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high-water mark.

SONOCHAN. See KiLCHRENAjf.
SOONHOPE-BURN. See Peebles.

SORBIE, a parish, containing the post-office villages of Sorbie and Garlieston, on the south-east
coast of Wigtonshire. It is bounded by Wigtonl)ay, and by the parishes of Whithorn, Glasserton,
and Kirkinner. Its extreme length and breadth are
each about 6 miles but its mean length is about 4J
Its
niles, and its mean breadth about 3i miles.
urface exhibits a beautiful diversity of little hills
jad fertile vales.
Several of its heights, though
lossessing no great altitude above sea-level, comoand superb prospects of the Irish sea, the Solway,
md their far-away screens. One of the vales exMids eastward through the centre of the parish,
'torn Dowalton-loch on the inner
boundary, to the
aead of Garlieston-bay on the coast.
The extent of
in
of
OBst-line,
consequence
having a large curvat«re, but without reckoning the windings of bays
md headlands, is about 7 miles. Part of it is flat
;

»nd sandy, and part is rocky and precipitous, rising
bi several places to a
height of nearly 200 feet, and
pierced in one place by two very large curious caves.
The principal headlands are Eagerness and Crurleton; and the principal bays are those of GarBut Orchardtonieston, Rigg, and Port-Allan.
cay, Brandy-point, Innerwell-point, Port-Macgean,
rort-Whapple, and some other small bays beauti"illy indent the coast, and offer safe landing-places
•r
cargoes of lime, sea-shells, or coal. The preMling rocks are of the transition class. The soil,
most places, consists of dry brownish earth,
|n^
lixed more or less with till or
gravel ; but in some
*
the vales, it is a heavy clay.
About 500 acres
e under wood about 730 are pastoral or waste ;
lid all the rest of the land is in
The printillage.
'pal landowner is the Earl of Galloway, and there
three others. The yearly value of raw produce
;

in 1838 was estimated at £12,636.
The value of
assessed property in 1843 was £8,646 9s. Id. The
only modern mansion of note is Galloway House :
which see.
principal antiquity is the small ruin
of the ancient strong castle of Crugleton. The site
of this is a precipitous promontory about 200 feet

A

high, on the coast, midway between Rigg-bay and
Port-Allan. The only portions of it which remain
are part of an ornamented arch and parts of some
walls.
The fosse is quite distinct, and encloses
about an acre. John Comyn, Earl of Buchan, possessed and resided in the castle as heir-parcener of
the Lords of Galloway; and, in 1292, he obtained
leave from Edward I. to take lead from the ruins of
the Calf-of-Man to cover eight towers of the edifice.
The castle was involved in the fortunes of his family ;
and, though said to have become the residence of
the ancient and wealthy family of the Yanses of
Barnbarrow, was ruinous before the year 1684.
Sorbie-place, the seat in the reign of James IV.,
and till the latter part of the 17th century, of the
family of Hannay, was anciently a tower of some
strength, and is now a picturesque ruin, surrounded
with wood, f of a mile east of the village of Sorbie.
There was also an ancient castle at Eagerness.
The parish is traversed by the road from Whithorn
to Wigton, and intersected variously by other good
roads.
The village of Sorbie stands nearly in the
centre of it, 4.J miles north of Whithorn, and 6 south
of Wigton. It was begun, in the latter part of last
century, under the encouragement of the Earl of
damask
Galloway, and is in general well built.
manufactory was established in it about the year
1790, and soon became famous for the quality of its
goods through many parts of Britain. Population
of the village, about 180.
Population of the parish
in 1831, 1,412; in 1851, 1,886.
Houses, 296.
This parish is in the presbytery of Wigton, and
svnod of Galloway. Patron, "the Crown. Stipend,
£244 13s. 7d.; glebe. £15. Schoolmaster's salary,

—

A

£25 los. 3fd., with about £64 fees. The parish
church was built in 1750, and repaired in 1826, and
contains about 500 sittings. There is a Free church
of Sorbie; and the amount of its receipts in 1856
was £143 19s. 7d. There is an Independent chapel
There are four non-parochial schools.
present parish of Sorbie comprehends the ancient parishes of Sorbie, Crugleton, and Kirkmedan
or Kirkmadrine. Sorbie or, as it was then written,
Sourby formed, in the 12th and 13th centuries, the
two divisions of Great and Little Sorbie, each of
which had its church. The monks of Dryburgh
having acquired both of the churches, prevailed on
the bishop of Candida Casa or Galloway to unite
them ; and thenceforth held them as one vicarage
till the Reformation.
The church of Crugleton was
veiy early given to the monks of Whithorn ; and,
after the Reformation, it followed the various fortunes of the rest of their property. The church of
Kirkmedan or Kirkmadrine dedicated to the same
saint as the modem Kirkmaiden
long belonged to
the canons of St. Mary's Isle, and was afterwards
of
to
transferred
the bishop
Galloway. The three
ancient parishes were united at the middle of the
17th century.
SORBIES. See Poet-Pateick.
SORN, a parish, containing the post-town of Catrine and the post-office village of Som, in the northeast of the district of Kyle, Ayrshire.
It is bounded

at Garlieston.

The

—

—

—

—

by Galston, Muirkirk, Auchinleck, and Mauchline.
Its length and its breadth are each about 6^ miles.
Its surface, in a general view, is high in the east,
and declines toward the west but it is much diversified by moorland, hill, rising ground, hollow,
and haugh. Blackside-end-hill, the highest ground.
;

SORN.

and situated in the north-east, has an altitude of
1,540 feet above sea-level, and commands a gorgeous view of Ayrshire and Strathclyde, and parts,
it is said, of fourteen other counties.
The river
Ayr, running westward, drains the greater part of
the parish, and flows between steep, bold, copseThe Cessnock, a tributary
clad, picturesque banks.
of the Irvine, has some of its head-waters in the
north-west. Cleugh-burn, which falls into the Ayr
amid the brilliant sceneiy around Sorn-castle, traverses a deep and richly-wooded glen, and has some
romantic and fascinating cascades. Calc-tuff occurs
in fine specimens on the face of the precipices over
which this streamlet leaps. Carboniferouslimestone
occurs in great plenty, and has been long and extensively worked. Coal also occurs and ironstone
is worked.
Sandstone of very various character is
The soil in the haughs is a gravelly loam ;
plentiful.
on the higher grounds, a reddish clay ; and on the
hills or near them, a mossy earth or moss itself,
;

sometimes incumbent on clay. About 3,000 Scotch
acres in the parish are under tillage crop
about
7,000 are cultivated pasture; about 3,000 are hill
pasture, capable of reclamation ; about 600 are under
wood ; and the rest of the parochial area is principally coarse hill pasture or moss. There are about 20
landowners.
The value of assessed property in
;

1843 was £9,970 7s. 7d. The principal antiquity is
This is situated on a rock overhanging

Sorn-castle.

the Ayr, immediately west of the village of Sorn.
It is of very high but unknown antiquity.
About
the year 1406 it became, along with the manor of
Sorn and other lands in Kyle, the property of
Andrew Hamilton, third son of Sir David Hamilton
of Cadzow, ancestor of the Duke of Hamilton and,
in subsequent times, it passed by marriage to the
Earls of VVinton, and by purchase to the Earls of
Loudoun and three other successive families of proA Dowager-countess of Loudoun lived in
prietors.
it till within a few months of her hundredth year,
attended by servants who attained nearly as great a
Under the tyrannies of Charles II. the
longevity.
castle was taken possession of as a fortalice of the
royal forces, and made the seat of a garrison for
overawing the Covenanters. Dr. Matthew Stewart,
and his son, the celebrated Dugald Stewart, were
;

landowners

SOUTHDEAN.
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in

tlie

parish and frequent visitors.
still stands; and

The house which they occupied

it, in a beautiful and airy situation, are a new
mansion and tasteful pleasure-grounds, now the
property and seat of A. Campbell, Esq. The parish
is traversed by the road from Mauchline to Muirkirk, and has near access to stations of the Glasgow
and South-western railway. The village of Sorn
stands on the right bank of the Ayr, 4 miles east of
Mauchline. It has some local country trade, yet

near

inhabited chiefly by miners, colliers, and agricultural labourers. Population of the village about 300.
Population of the parish in 1831, 4,253; in 1851,
4,174.
Houses, 47G.
is

This parish is in tlie presbytery of Ayr, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Somcrville of
Sorn.
SchoolStipend, £195 lis.; glebe, £15.
master's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £13 fees, and £10
9s. other emoluments.
The parish church was built
in 1658, and
and enlarged in 1826, and conrepaired
tains 611 sittings.
There is a chapel of case at
Cutrinc, containing 754 sittings, and in the presentaThere is a Free
tion of its own comnmnicaiits.
church at Catrinc, with an attendance of 050; and
the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £415 lOs. 1 Id.
There is a United Presbyterian church at Catrinc,
containing 580 sittings. Tlicrc is likewise a MorThere are 5 non-parrisonian chapel at Catrinc.
ochial schools.

The

territory

now forming

the par-

was anciently a part of the parish of
Mauchline, and was constituted a separate parish in
1692.
Its original name was Dalgain, the ground
for the church, manse, and glebe having been a gift
from the proprietor of Dalgain but, owing to the
vicinity of the church to the ancient castle, the most
ish of Sorn

;

commanding
ually

artificial object in

the district,

it

grad-

The famous coveAlexander Peden, was born and

became changed

to Sorn.

nanting minister,
died within the limits of the parish and, in consequence of the vicinity of the garrison in Sorn castle,
;

whose searches

for

him were baffled by the fidelity
some of his later days in an

of his friends, he spent
artificial cave.

SOKNBEG.

See Cunningham.
a village in the parish of Eiccarton,
upwards of 6 miles from the town of Iliccarton, in
Ayrshire. Population, 95.
SOULIS-CROSS. See Kilmarnock.
SOULSEAT. See Saulseat.
SOURHOPE. See Morebattle.
SOUTARLAND. See Perth.
SOUTHANNAN. See Kilbride (West) and

SOKN-HILL,

Cunningham.

SOUTHBAE. See
SOUTH-CALDER

Inchinnan.
See Calder
(The).

(The

South).

SOUTHDEAN,

a parish on the southern border
It contains the village of Chespost-town is Hawick, 11 miles to the

of Roxburghshire.
ters;

and its

west. It is bounded by England, and by the parishes of Castleton, Hobkirk, Bedmle, Jedburgh,

Oxnam, and Edgerstone. Its length northward is
9| miles and its greatest breadth is 6^ miles. Its
southern district is boldly hilly, running up to the
summit range of the Cheviots, and containing part
or whole of Peelfell, CarUntooth, Needslaw, Cartei-;

and some other lofty heights. The northern
district also contains much upland pasture, yet is
softer in feature than the southern district, and
a considerable extent of arable land.
fell,

comprises

About 500 acres
about 3,000 in

in the parish are under wood, and
The soil of the arable lands

tillage.

variously gravel, light black earth, and strong
The drainage, except in a small part of the
extreme south, is all northward, within the upper
basins of the Rule and the Jed. Excellent red and
white sandstone is worked in several quarries limestone is inexhaustible coal is believed to exist, but
has been vainly searched for antimony occurs, but
not in such quantity as to be profitably worked.
British camps. Border peel-houses, and the usual
varieties of strength and fortalice exist in such
number as to show how stirring and blood-stai
an arena the parish must Iiave been of early ^
and Border marauding. There are three princi; n
landowners. The estimated value of raw produce ui
1834 was £6,300; assessed property in 1843, £G.17l
is

clay.

;

;

;

lis. 4d.; real rental in 1857, £7,782 13s. U.l.l.
1
Population in 1831, 839; in 1851, 845. Houses,
This parish is in the presbytery of Jedburgh,
synod of Mcrse and Tcviotdale. I'atrons, the Ci
1

1

and Lady Montague.

Stipend, £234 9s. 3d.; pi
£10. Unappropriated teinds, £354 17s. 3d. Sol;
master's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £15 9s. fees,
£20 other emoluments. The parish church
built in 1690, and has been frequently repaired,
district of the present parish of Southdcan in
north-west was anciently a part of the suppn
parish of Abbotsrule; and a district of the am
parish of Soutiulean in the south-east was incln
in the recently erected parish of Edgerstone.
name Southdcan seems to have been a short
designation of the Southern dean or vale of
forest ; but the more popular name is Chesters, \\U-

i

I

i

!

SOUTHEND.

belongs properly to the village where the church is
and is a corruption of the Latin name for a
camp, and may be supposed to have referred originally to a Roman camp on the spot or in its vicinity.
Thomson, the poet, was the son of a minister of
Southdean and he received most of the impressions
situated,

;

which formed his characteristic style of poetry, from
The Rev. Mr.
the parish and its neighbourhood.
Veitch and Mr. Br)'son, as Dr. M'Crie tells us,
a
retreat from
the
Southdean
hills,
found, among
Mr. James Davidson, who had ter{lersecntion.
riers called Pepper and Mustard, and was an enthusiastic lover of field-sports, and who occupied the
firm of Hyndlee If mile south of the mountain-pass
called Note o' the Gate,' and 6 miles south of a Lid3esdale farm called Thorleshope, a corruption of
Clharleshope, is believed, in the district, to have
teen the original of Sir Walter Scott's Dandy DinI'jiont, in the tale of Guy Mannering.
'

SOUTH DEVON

(The).

See

Devon (The

E!lack).

SOUTHEND,

the southern district of the parish
)f Kilmorie, in the island of Arran.
SOUTHEND, a parish, containing the post-office
nation of Southend and the village of Newton\rgyle, at the southern extremity of Kintyre, in
It is bounded on the north by Camp\rgyleshire.
Its
Kilton, and on all other sides by the sea.

ength south-westward

is

11 miles;

and

its

greatest

ireadth is 5 miles.
It terminates on the south in the
ilull of Kintyre, and comprehends Sanda-island and

Some

of its most interesting features
nil be found noticed in our articles Kixtyre (Mull
The surface of
f), Sanda, Dpnavertt, and Keil,
he parish exhibits a picturesque variety of heights
nd hollows, pastoral hills and arable vales, heathy
minences and ornate low-grounds. Its loftiest
eight is Knockmoy, which has an altitude of 2,036
set above the level of the sea, and commands a
agnificent panoramic prospect. The east coast is
but the west coast is high, bold, and
iefly sandy
ry rocky, and has a fine appearance from the sea.
veral bays indent the coast, and afford some anTwo brooks, the Coniglen and the
loring ground.
reckiy, are subject to sudden great freshets, which
/erflow their banks, and sometimes cut up new
annels.
The principal rocks are mica-slate, old
d sandstone, limestone, and trap ; and the limene is worked for manure, and the trap for
Sionry. The predominant soil on the slopes of
e hills is a light gravel incumbent on till and
at toward the east coast is a light loam mixed
th sand or gravel.
The proportion of arable land
pasture is nearly as one to five. The Duke of
is
the
gyle
principal landowner; and there are
others.
The real rental was retiimed in 1843 at
810 ; the value of assessed property, at £8,763 9s.
,
The residences of Ballyshear, Keil, Carskey,

>heep-isle.

;

;

d Levenstrath ai-e all modern mansions. There
two meal mills. The principal antiquities are
fudges of Dunaverty-castle, remains of what are
lied Danish forts, some obelisks traditionally
cribed to the Picts, and ruins or vestiges of ansat churches or chapels at Keil, Ballyshear, and
The parish enjoys excellent seaward
ioaadle.
ununications by means of its vicinity to Campbel-

e

.

Population in

SPEY.

rdi

1831,

2,120;

in 1851, 1,406.

)a8es, 209.

This parish is in the presbytery of Kintyre, and
rod of Argyle. Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
Schoolmaster's
jiend, £158 6s. 7d. ; glebe, £15.
The parish
ary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £30 fees.
arch was built in 1774, and contains 600 sittings,
lere is an United Presbyterian church, which was
It in 1798, and has an attendance of about 154.

There are two non-parochial schools. The present
parish of Southend comprehends the ancient parishes of Kilcolmkill and Kilblaan. The name Southend
has been in use since the Reformation, and alludes
to the position of the district with reference to the
and the names KUcolmkill and
rest of Kintyre
Kilblaan arose from the dedication of the ancient
;

churches to respectively St. Columba and St. Bland.
SOUTHERNESS, a village and a headland in the

The vilparish of Kirkbean, Kirkcudbrightshire.
lage stands near the headland, close upon the shore,
11 miles south-east of Dalbeattie, and 16 south of
Dumfries. It was built some time after the middle
of last century by Oswald of Auchencruive near
Ayr, in the expectation of its becoming a mining-village and depot for coal; but the desired
mineral having been vainly searched for in the
neighbourhood, the village became transmuted into
a sea-bathing retreat. The headland, called Southerness-point, screens the west side of the entrance of
the estuary of the Nith.
lighthouse stands on
it, under the charge of the water commissioners of
Dumfries.

A

SOUTH ESK

See Esk (The South).
See Gladsmuik, Libeeton, and

(The).

SOUTHFIELD.
Meaeks.

SOUTH-HALL. See IxvERCHAOLAiy.
SOUTH HERBERTSHIRE. See Dexnt.

SOUTH ISLES. See Obkxet.
SOUTH-KNAPDALE. See K\apdale

(South).
See Leith.
Medwis
See
(The).
(Thb).
SOUTH-MORAR. See Morak.
SOUTHMUIR, a village in the parish of Kirriemuir, Forfarshire.
SOUTH-PHARAY. See Pharat (South).
SOUTH - RONALDSHAY. See Roxaldshat

SOUTH-LEITH.

SOUTH-MEDWIN

(South).

SOUTH-SANNOX.

SOUTH-UIST.

SOUTHWICK.

See Saknox.
See Uist (South).
See Colvend.
See Yell.

SOUTH-YELL.
SOUTRA. See Fala.
SOYA.

See Soay.

SPALANDER-LOCH.

See Kiekmicuael, Ayr-

shire.

SPANGO (The). See Kiekconxel.
SPANGOAK. See Greenock.
SPARTLEDOWN, a mountain in the detached
portion of the parish of Stenton, Haddingtonshire.
and
It is one of the highest of the Lammermoors
its summit is less than 2 miles from the boundary
;

with Berwickshire.

SPEAN

(The),

a river of Inverness-shire.

It

issues from

Loch-Laggan, flows three miles westsouth-westward in Badenoch, and then runs 17
miles westward through Lochaber to the Lochy in
A mile below Loch-Laggan, it rethe great glen.
ceives from the south the large stream emitted by
Loch-Ossian and 6 miles above its confluence with
Its
the Lochy, it receives from the north the Roy.
other affluents, though numerous, are individually
Its basin is grandly Highland, but
inconsiderable.
has been already described in our article Glenspea.v.
;

SPEDLIN TOWER. See Jardine Hall.
SPEY (The), a river of the counties of Inverness,

Moray, and Banff. It is the second Scottish stream
volume of its water and the territorial extent
of its basin and it possesses fame for rapidity and
some other properties of Highland rivers; but it
holds only a middle rank for scenic character, and a
remarkably inferior one for utility. It rises in the
braes of Badenoch, close on the water-shed with
Lochaber, only half-a-mile from Glenroy, and 6 miles
from Loch-Laggan. Less than a mile below its
for the

;

SPEY.

SPEYI^IOUTH.
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expands into a tiny lake, called Loch-Spey, 1,200 feet, accounts for the rapidity of its flow.
popularly said to have its origin. Its Though inferior both to the Tweed and the Tay in
course, for 37 miles, measuring in a straight line, its produce of salmon, it must be allowed the third
is wholly in Inverness-shire
and over that distance rank in this respect and the single fishery at its
it runs 15 miles eastward and 22 north-eastward,
mouth, belonging to the Duke of Gordon, is rented
From the spring its
receives, on its left bank, the Markie, the Calder, for more than £6,000 a-year.
and 6 or 7 other considerable rivulets, and on its course displays little beauty till it reaches Clunie
right the Truim, the Tromie, the Feshie, and numer- and Spey-bridge, Hence, it increases in interest as
ous minor streams, and traverses the parishes of it approaches Kinrara, whence, for a few miles, it
Laggan, Kingussie, and Alvie, forming in its glen is attended by a series of landscapes, alike various,
the seat of by far the greater part of their population. singular, and magnificent. If, after this, there are
In the second of these parishes it averages from 80 some efforts at beauty, these are rare, and offer little
that is new or striking while near its exit from
to 100 feet in breadth, varies from 2 to 16 feet in
depth, and moves at the mean rate of about 3 miles the mountainous country, it loses all character, and
in the hour; and in the third it expands into Loch- continues from Fochabers to the sea a wide and
Inch, is partly gentle and partly impetuous, and insipid sheet of water." The valley or strath of the
has a mean breadth of about 150 feet. Over the Spey, except after the debouch from among the
next 30 miles of its course, still measuring in a mountains, has been but recently touched by the
straight line, its direction continues to be north- hand of man, and might, not very long ago, have
easterly and over the last 15, or from Craigellachie- been described as a long band of natural forest ocbridge to the Moray frith at Garmouth. it is toward casionally laid open by the sinuosities of a large
the north. Over 21 miles of these 45, it chiefly river; and even yet, over a stretch of 12 miles,
flows between Inverness-shire and Morayshii'e, yet which is visible from Aviemore, it is so extensively
runs across wings and intersecting parts of both covered with the pine, the birch, and the alder, and
counties and over the remaining 24, it chiefly divides so limitedly subjected to cultivation, as forcibly to
Morayshire from Banffshire, yet cuts off considerable suggest an image of Caledonia at the epoch of the
wings of the former, and at one place is touched by Roman invasion, or of a pristine forest solitude in
a small detached part of Nairnshire. It receives, on the western wilds of America.
its left bank, the Dulnain, 2^ miles above Grantown
SPEYMOUTH, a parish, containing the postthe office villages of Garmouth and Kingston-Port, and
and, on its right, the Netliy, at Abernetliy,
Avon, at Ballindalloch, and the Fiddich, below the village of Mosstodlach, at the north-east extremity
of Morayshire.
It is bounded on the north by the
Its entire length, measured in
Craigellachie.
but measured Moray frith on the east by the Spey, which divides
straight lines, is about 82 miles
along the curvatures of its channel, cannot be less it from Bellie on the south by Kothes and on the
than 120.
west by Urquhart. Its greatest length, from north
Dr. Macculloch has written a description of the to south, is 6^ miles; its mean breadth is about IJ
Spey so very suitable for a Gazetteer, so free from mile and its area is nearly 10 square miles. The
his usual parade of topographical criticism, and so ground, at the distance of about half-a-mile from
well-recommended by his minute personal inspec- the sea, shoots suddenly up in a small bill it
tion of the scenery, that it must be peculiarly acthence, for 3^ miles by l|, forms a low flat tableau
" As soon as we
ceptable to our readers.
approach faced by a steep bank, from 40 to 50 feet high toward
" we become sensible that we
the river; and it then gradually ascends to the
Aviemore," says he,
have entered on a new country a wide and open southern boundary, and there sends aloft a considerspace now intervening between the hills that we ably elevated hill. A belt of haugh between the
have quitted and the distant and blue ridge of tableau and the Spey, expanding in one place to j
Cairngorm. Through this lies the course of the of a mile in breadth, is prime land, and produces
Spey and here, principally, are concentrated such excellent crops. The soil of one-half of the rest of
I have traced
beauties as that river has to show,
the area is a light loam on black earth or clay and
it from its mountain-well to the sea
and, whatever of the other half is partly sandy, but chiefly a thin
the Strathspey-men may boast, it would be a pro- sharp gravel, on a hard gravelly subsoil. About
fanation to compare it, in point of beauty, with one-half of the parish is moorish, pastoral, or woodalmost any one of the great branches of the Tay, as land about 50 acres are moss and about 1 10 acre«
it would equally be to name it as a rival to the
along the river are pebbles or bare beach. An exForth, and, I must add, to the Dee, and to the Isla tensive moor called the Connnon, in the vicinity of
and to the Earn. In point of magnitude I believe Garmouth, was nearly all planted about the year
it must follow the Tay
and in beauty it may be 1800, and is now as ornamental as it ibruierly was
allowed to follow the Earn preceding alike tlie bleak. The parish has good seaward communicaTweed and the Clyde and the Don, but being still tions; is traversed southward by a great road from
inferior to many of our larger rivers, in the importGarmouth, and westward by the road from Keith to
ant particular of not being navigable, and in being, Elgin; and will receive benefit from thelnvcrnesa
The small lake, or rather and Aberdeen railway. Population in 1831, l,iT
therefore, nearly useless.
whence it originates, is its unquestionable in 1851, 1,898. Houses, 374. Assessed prop.
[)ool,
lead since, unlike the Tay, none of its subsidiaiy in 1843, £8,589 4s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Elgin,
streams, not even the Truim, can pretend to compete
with this primary one. It is one decided Spey from synod of Moray. I'atrons, Gordon Cuniminu
its very spring, receiving numerous accessions, but
Altyre and the Earl of Moray. Stipend, £1.'!.
no rival. Its course is almost everywhere rapid; lOd. glebe, £20. Sclioolmaster's salary, £29
nor does it sliow any still water till near the very 9d., with £19 fees, and a sharoin the Dick bequc.^^.
It is also the wildest and most capricious of The parish church was built in 1732, and repaired
sea.
our large rivers; its alternations of emptiness and and enlarged in 1799. There is a Free church,
and the amount of it»
witli an attendance of 520
flood being more complete and more sudden than
those of any of the streams which 1 have named. receipts in 1856 was £387 4s. 6d. There are four
The causes of this are obvious, in considering the non-i)arochial schools. The modern parish of Speywhile mouth comprehends the two ancient jjarishes of
origin and courses of its tributary waters
the elevation of its source, amounting to more tbau Essil and Dipplc, which were united in 1731.

source

it

whence

it is

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

l

;

;

;

SPINNINGDALE.

SPINNINGDALE, a decayed post-office village
on the Kyle of Dornoch, and in the parish of Creich,

A

cotton factory was established
Sutherlandshire.
here in the latter part of last century, bat was ac(jidentally destroyed by fire in 1809, and was never
afterwards restored.
SPITTAL, any locality or district noted in ancient times for the presence in it of a public hospital.
The name occurs both by itself and in composition,
iis the designation both of landward localities and

The hospitals which gave
of localities in towns.
iise to it were chiefly of the semi-ecclesiastical
liind which figured so largely in the public economy
of the Roman Catholic times.
SPITTAL, an ancient parish, now suppressed, in
See Crailisg.
See DnypERMu>-E.
a post-office village in the
It contains the parjparish of Caputh, Perthshire.
'sh school, but is situated upwards of a mile east of
he parish church. It stands on the estate of Sir
Uexander M. Mackenzie of Delvine, Bart. It is a
eat village in the form of a square, and is traversed
by the high road from Dunkeld to Dundee. PopJation, 238.
Houses, 58.
SPITTALHAUGH. See Lisrox, Peebles-shire.
SPITTALHILL. See Halkirk and Cambusl^oxburErhshire.

SPITTAL BURN.
SPITTALFIELD,

LAKCt.

See Ixxeeleithex.

SPITTAL-HOUSE. See Huttos.
SPITTAL OF GLENSHEE. See Glesshee.
SPITTAL- RIDDING-HILL. See Ccmmertrees.
SPITTAL-SHELES. See Moxktox and PkestWICK.

SPONESS. See We.stray.
SPOTT, a parish, containing a post-office
}f its own name, and comprising a detached

village
section

md a main

body, in the eastern part of HaddingtonThe detached section lies among the Lamshire.
nermoors, 2§ miles south of the nearest point of the
iiain body; and though measuring 2f miles in
tngth, and about f ths of a mile in mean breadth, is
K)
entirely upland as to be all disposed in a single
istoral farm. The main body is bounded by Du xr. Innerwick,
Its
^VTiittingham, and Stenton.
and its
ength north-north-eastward is 3f miles
Its surface, in a genf -eatest breadth is 2| miles.
;

ial view, is an alternation of hill and valley
but,
r the north, it is aggi-egately lowland or undulated
and
in
the
south
it
to
the
climbs
summit'ain,
up
B.nge of the Lammermoors about 700 feet above
The soil in some parts is clayey, but in
ta-level.
;

and sandy. The prevailing rock in
te detached section is gi-ej^wacke, and in the main
ody is old red sandstone. The drainage of the deched section is toward the Whitadder; but that of
he main body is toward the north-east coast of

aost is light

laddingtonshire, principally by Spott water, which
About
veutually takes the name of Broxburn.
(
acres in the main body are under wood ; about
SO are in pasture; and about 2,800 in tillage,
'iiere are six
The chief manprincipal landowners.
)ns are Spott-house and Bowerhouses.
The esmated yearly value of raw produce in 1836 was

Assessed property in 1843, £6,445 2s.
conglomerate hill, called Doon, situated half-ale east of the village, and rising 550 feet above

17,425.

a picturesque object, cultivated to the
side, and stooping precipitously
wn, yet covered all over with wood, on the other,
n this hill General Leslie had his camp before the
ittle of Dunbar or Doon-hill, fought with Cromwell,
1 the east side and immediate
vicinity of the hill,
rom this strong post, Leslie was induced, contrary
»-level, is

mmit on the one

his original opinion, to

Cromwell was just about to embark his troops at
Dunbar for want of provisions, the Scottish general
was defeated, and pursued with great slaughter.
Many memorials of the fight have been found upon
the field. There are traces on a hill to the southwest of the village of an ancient camp, which is
supposed variously to have been Roman or Danish.

The

village stands in the vale of Spott-water, on the
Dunbar to Dnnse, 2 J miles south by west
It
of Dunbar, and 4 west-north-west of Innerwick.
was noted till a comparatively recent time for belief
in witchcraft, and is generally believed to have been
the scene of the last witch-buiTiing in Scotlan !.

road from

The

parish is touched by the road from Edinburgh
Berwick, and has near access to the Dunbar and
Innerwick stations of the North British railway.
Population in 1831, 612 in 1851, 595. Houses, 122.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunbar, and
svnod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Sprott
to

;

of Spott.

Stipend,

£313

£18

lis. 5d.; glebe,

188.

Unappropriated teinds, £234 63. 2d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 43. 4id., with about £18 fees, and £6
other emoluments. The parish church is a very old
building, repaired in 1790, and containing 350 sitThere is a subscription school. In 1528,
tings.
Robert Galbraith, rector of Spott, appeared in parliament as advocate for Queen Margaret, on the forin 1532, he was at the
feiture of the Earl of Angus
head of the 10 advocates who were chosen as general procurators, on the establishment of the courtin 1537, he was appointed a senator of
of-session
in 1540-1, he appeared in
the coUege-of-justice
as one of the king's council; and, in 1544,
Earliament
e was assassinated by John Carketle, a burgess of
Edinburgh. James Hamilton, the next rector, was
;

SPITTALHOPE-BURN.

.

SPRDsGFIELD.
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come down

;

and, though

;

;

the natural brother of the

Duke

and was speedily advanced

to the see of

A son of Home

of

of Chatelherault,

Cowdenknowes was

Glasgow.

rector at the

Refonnation. George Home of Spott was tried for
the murder of Damley ; sat as a juryman in the trial
of Archibald Douglas for the same murder and was
assassinated by his son-in-law, James Douglas of
Spott, one of the accomplices, in 1591, of the Earl
of Bothwell, in the attempt against the King and
;

Chancellor Maitland.

SPOTTISWOODE. See Gordon.
SPRINGBANK, a post-office village

in the parish
of East Kilbride, Lanarkshire.
SPRINGBURN, a quoad sacra parish and a
small post-town in the lower ward of Lanarkshire.
The parish lies quoad civilia within the northern
part of the Glasgow Barony, and was made a sepIt is
arate erection by the Court of Teinds in 1854.
bounded, on the north, by the Cockmoor and Balernock roads, the Milton estate, and the parish of Cadder ; on the east, by the Cumbernauld road on the
south, by Duke-street of Glasgow and on the west,
by the Molendinar-bum, the Monkland-canal, and
It inthe Kirkintilloch road and Balgray-brae.
cludes not only the town of Springbum, but also
the peopled localities of Cowlairs and Springvale,
and some outskirts of Glasgow. The parish churc'i
was built originally as an extension church, and
An
figured for some time as a chapel of ease.
United Presbyterian church was built in 1856. The
town of Springbum stands on the road from Glasgow
to Kirkinrilloch, 1§ mile north-east of Glasgow, and
in the eastern vicinity of the Cowlairs station of the
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway. It is inhabited
chiefly by weavers, yet contains many substantial
houses, and has a good appearance, worthy enough
to be reckoned a remote suburb of Glasgow.
SPRINGFIELD, a village in the parish of Gretna,
Dumfries-shire. It stands on the right bank of the
Sark, where that stream forms the boundary with
;

;

—

SPRINGFIELD.

England, IJ mile north of Sarkfoot, 9 miles east of

Annan, and 14 miles south-south-west of Langholm.
Its site is a rising ground of dry healthy soil, surrounded by rich fields, beautifully enclosed with
quickset hedges and rows of trees. The village was
commenced in 1791 by Sir William Maxwell, and
had its name from the farm on which it stands. Its
perfectly regular its streets are each 50 feet
its houses are built of sandstone or brick,
and covered with blue slate. The building leases
The inhabitants are almost all
are for 99 years.
cotton-weavers, in the employment of manufacturers
in Carlisle.
The place has long been unenviably
known as the scene of the irregular marriage- trade
of Gretna. Population, about 450.

plan

wide

is
;

;

and

SPRINGFIELD, a post-office village on the
south-western border of the parish of Cupar, FifeIt stands near the left bank of the Eden,
shire.
within 2 miles of the town of Cupar ; and it has a
station

on the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee

rail-

of its inhabitants are weavers.
PopHouses, 113.
ulation, 480.
connected
of
a
seat
SPRINGFIELD,
population,
with paper mills, in the parish of Lasswade, Edon the right bank of
It
is
situated
inburghshire.
the North Esk, IJ mile south-south-west of the village of Lasswade, and 3J miles south-west of Dalkeith,
Springfield-house, in its vicinity, is a fine
mansion in an exquisitely beautiful situation.

way.
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Many

Lanarkshire. See Cadder.
SPRINGFIELD (Lower), See Scone.
SPRING-GARDEN. See Aberdeen.
SPRINGHILL. See Newhills.
SPRINGHOLM, a post-office village in the par-

SPRINGFIELD,

Population, 262.

ish of Urr, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Houses, 67.

railway station, and about 200 yards from the
Tweed, It was anciently of much greater extent than
at present and, during the incursion of the English
under the Duke of Norfolk at the middle of the 16th
;

was destroyed. It consists principall}
century,
of cottages, and has in its centre the parish church,
surrounded by a spacious burying-ground. Population of the village, 420,
Houses, 101, Population
of the parish in 1831, 1,384; in 1851, 1,424.
it

Houses, 279,
This parish

is in the presbytery of Kelso, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke
of Roxburgh.
Stipend, £243 3s, 8d,; glebe, £25.
Unappropriated teinds, £104 6s, 2d, Schoolmaster'?
£32
2s.
The par
3d., with about £40 fees.
salary,
ish church was built in 1781, and repaired in 1845,
and contains 480 sittings. There is a Free church
of Sprouston but it is situated, not in this parish,
but in the town of Kelso. There are two non-parochial
The present parish of Sprouston compreschools.
hends the ancient parishes of Sprouston on the
north-west, and Lempitlaw on the south-east. The
church of Sprouston was given by David I. to the
monks of Kelso. Chapels subordinate to it anciently
stood at Hadden, and on the manor of Sprouston,
and were more or less enthralled to the same monks.
The parish of Lempitlaw was at an early period
annexed to Sprouston. Its church belonged to the
;

hospital of Soutra.

SPYNIE, an ancient parish in Morayshire. It
contained, from 1207 till 1224, the cathedral of the
diocese of Moray ; it contained also the residence
of the Bishops of Moray, called Spynie-palace and
it had on its northern border a part of a beautiful
lake, 3 miles long and 1 mile broad, called the loch
of Spynie.
The ruins of the episcopal palace still
exist.
This edifice formed a quadrangle of about
120 feet, with strong towers at the corners; and
;

See Kiekpatkick-Flesiing,
SPRINGKELL,
SPRINGVALE. See Springbuen,
was surrounded by a lofty wall, and fortified on two
Kelso.
See
SPRINGWOOD.
SPROUSTON, a parish, containing the post-office sides by a dry ditch, and entered from the east by a
of Lempitlaw,
village of Sprouston and the village
It is
in the extreme north-east of Roxburghshire.

bounded by Berwickshire, by England, and by the
parishes of Linton, Eckford, Kelso, and Ednam. Its
length north-eastward is 4J miles and its greatest
;

breadth is 3f miles. The river Tweed traces all the
north-western and the northern boundary; but
only a small brook and an artificial line form the
The district along the
boundary with England,
Tweed is flat, and has a very slight elevation above

A

square tower
drawbridge and a noble gateway.
on the south-west, which now forms the chief part
of the ruins, measures 60 feet in length, 36 in
breadth, and about 60 in height is 9 feet thick in
its walls
and has windows which, at the period of
the erection, must have been esteemed unusually
Vaulted
rooms were below the palace;
large.
spacious state -apartments and bed-rooms with
vaulted closets, were above and cape houses with
surrounding battlements terminated the towers.
;

;

;

the ordinary level of the river ; the interior district On the south side of the enclosed area was a spais partly a ridgy swell called Hadden-rig, which
cious tennis-court parallel to it, in the inside, was
a chapel; on the noxth were bed-rooms and cellars;
flanks the low grounds, and partly a parallel vale,
in
a
few
is
which
marshy ; and the south- on the east were various offices; and around the
places
eastern district is comparatively high but not hilly court and precincts were gardens and orchards.
The The loch of Spynie no longer exists, having underground, and largely subject to the plough.
soil is a rich loam near the Tweed, but degenerates
gone a transmutation which has already been
toward Hadden-rig, and improves again toward the noticed in our article on Drainie. The ancient
south.
Whinstone, sandstone, and limestone are church of Spynie stood in the vicinity of the episworked. Tiie landowners are the Duke of Rox- copal palace; but in 1736 a new church was built
burgh, the Duke of Buccleuch, Sir William F. Eliott, at Quarrywood, in a widely different relative situaThe tion to the rest of the parish from that of the
Bart., and Sir George H. S. Douglas, Bart.
estimated yearly value of raw produce in 1837 church; and thenceforward the parish assun
was £26,676; assessed property in 1843, £11,560 the name of New Spynie or Quarrywood. Spyuio
Two formerly gave the title of Baron to the noble family
19s. 7d, ; real rental in 1857, £11,894 14s.
Redden and Haddcn, which are now small of Lindsay. The peerage was created in 1590, and
f)laces.
lamlets, seem anciently to have been places of became dormant at tlie death of George, the third
importance. See Redden, Iladden-rig, about the lord, in 1672.
SPYNIE (New), a parish, containing a suburb
year 1540, was the scene of an action in which
a body of Scottish troops defeated about 3,000 of the post-town of Elgin, in Moraysliire. It i»
is
The
traversed
horsemen.
near
Andrews Lhanbride,
bounded
parish
English
by Duflfus, Drainie, St.
the Tweed by the south road from Kelso to Berwick,
Its length westward is 4 miles;
Elgin, and Alves.
and by the English North-eastern railway ; and it and its moan breadth is about 2 miles. The river
has a station oji the latter, 2J miles from Kelso, Lossie, except for cutting off" about 50 acres, traces
A part of the bed of tlio
Tiic village of Sprouston stands adjacent to the
all its southern boundary.
;

SQUARETOWN.

of Spynie lies within its northern
boundary.
naturally moorish ridge, 3 miles in
extends
length,
along the middle of the parish, and
All the
rises at its west end into a considerahle hill.

quondam loch

A

summit and the upper slopes of this ridge, excepting
one small wood-embosomed farm, are covered with
plantations of firs interspersed with other trees
and the southern face of its highest elevation, descending in curved and broken configuration of
surface, is pictin-esquely wooded with one of the
finest oak forests in the country.
The joint woods
cover an area of between 1,400 and 1,500 acres.
The arable lands, situated around the forest, and
comprising upwards of 3,000 acres, possess almost
every variety of soil, from the heaviest clay to the
lightest sand, and are all enclosed and well-cultivated.
The waste or pasture lands, comprising
ibout 470 acres, lie chiefly in the small Spynie
;

section of the quondam loch of Spynie.
Sandstone,
of a variety of qualities, is quamed severally for

(jommon masonry,

for

ornamental masonry, and

for

The principal landowners are the
millstones.
Crown, the Earl of Fife, the Earl of Seafield, Sellar
of Westfield, and Grant of Findrassie. The value
of assessed property in 1843 was £4,295 4s. 5d.
The parish contains a bleachfield, and shares in
some of the business of Elgin. It also partakes in
the public communications of Elgin, and is traversed
by the railway thence to Lossiemouth, and by the
•oads to Burghead and Forres.
Population in 1831,
121
in 1851, 1,344.
Houses, 245.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Elgin, and
lynod of Moray. Patron, Carnegie of Spynie.
Schoolmaster's
tipend, £185 4s. 2d. ; glebe, £10.
alary, £36 7s. Id,, with £14 fees, and a share of
he Dick bequest. The parish church stands at
uarrywood, upwards of 2 miles north-west of
It was built in 1736, and contains about
Igin.
00 sittings. There are at Bishopmill, the suburb
f Elgin, a private school and a parochial library.
a village in the parish of New;

SQUARETOWN,

Edinburghshire. Population, 77. Houses, 15.
a village in the parish of KenIt stands on the north bank of
ore, Perthshire.
miles
above the efHux of the river
rOch-Tay, 2|
'ay, and has a population of about 150.
STACK. See Edderachillis.
8TACK-0F-SNALDA. See Papa-Stodr.
STAFFA, a small Hebridean island, famous for

)n,

SEONFERNAN,

basaltic columns
rish of Ulva, in

and

its caves, belonging to the
Argyleshire. It lies 5 miles
Uth-east of the Treshinish islands, 3 south of
'inetra, 4J west by north of the nearest part of
ibon in Mull, 6^ north of nearly the extreme
int of the Ross-of-MuU, and 7 miles north-northJ
6t of lona.
Seen from a distance, it appears a
d, lumpish, uninteresting rock; and not till
proached within less than J of a mile, does it unci to a visitor its museum of wonders.
It is ir1

extending from north to south, and
iasuring about 1^ mile in circumference ; and it
sents an uneven table-land resting on clifi"s of
liable height.
The greatest elevation occurs in

2Tilarly oval,

south-west, and appears to be about 144 feet.
surface, though in some spots bare, is in general
?ered with a rich soil and luxuriant grass but
Mis to produce few or no rare plants.
herd of
i.<jk cattle browse
upon its herbage; but not a
se or a hut exists to shelter any one of a thoui visitors from an occasional or sudden storm,
o coast, over a considerable portion of its
pre3

J

A

;

columnar disposition. Its
hest point occurs between the Great Cave and
Boat, and is 32 feet lower than the extreme
tnde of the island, or 112 feet above high-water-

itous face, presents a
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mark.

Toward the

elevation,
feet

west, the coast decreases in

and near MacKinnon's cave, is only 84
from this it varies in height toward the

high
and there subsides into a flat rocky shore but
a few feet above the sea thence it rises, and, after
continuing for a short space precipitous, declines
into an iiTCgular rocky shore, stretching out in
beaches, and forming the landing-place and from
this it once more gradually rises, till, again becoming perpendicular beyond the crooked cave, it
passes on to the point of greatest altitude. The
geognostic composition of the coast shows a fundamental ledge of conglomei'ated trap or tufa, supporting a black, hard, compact columnar basalt,
;

north,

;

;

surmounted by an amorphous basaltic mass, interspersed with small columns. The whole facade of
the coast, and the arches, sides, and floorings of the
caves strikingly resemble architectural stnictures,
and have been described by architectural terms;
and even the spots on the summit-surface, which
are bare of soil, present, in several instances, such a
compact agglutination of the ends of columns, jutting up from the amorphous basalt, as closely resembles a tesselated pavement. The caves are so
numerous, that they may be said to perforate, at
brief intervals, the whole face of the island; but
those which occur on the south and the north sides
are remarkable neither for beauty nor for magnitude
and five on the north-east are distinguished chiefly
for making loud reverberations when the surge of
the tumultuous sea breaks into them, reverberations which resemble the distant discharges of
heavy ordnance. Proceeding toward the south
from the landing-place, the objects of chief interest
which challenge the visitor's notice and admiration
are, first, the Scallop or Clamshell cave,
second,
the Buachaille, or Herdsman, third, the Causeway
and the Great Face, or Colonnade, fouith, Fingal's
or the Great cave,
and sixth,
fifth, the Boat cave,
tlie Cormorant's or MacKinnon's cave.
Aided by
these hints as to the order and relative position of
the objects, the reader will, no doubt, pass with
pleasure to the following rich description by Dr.
;

—

—

—

—

—

MaccuUoch

—

:

" At
the Scallop or Clamshell cave, the columns
on one side are bent, so as to form a series of ribs
not unlike an inside view of the timbers of a ship.
The opposite wall is formed by the ends of columns,
bearing a general resemblance to the surface of a
honey-comb. This cave is 30 feet in height, and 16
or 18 in breadth at the entrance its length being
130 feet, and the lateral dimensions gradually con;

The inside is unintertracting to its termination.
The noted rock Buachaille, the Herdsman,
esting.
aconoidal pile of columns, about 30 feet high, lying
on a bed of curved horizontal ones, visible only at
low-water. The Causeway here presents an extensive surface, which terminates in a long-projecting
It is
point at the eastern side of the Great cave.
formed of the broken ends of columns, once continuous to the heights of the clifi's. This alone exceeds
the noted Giant's Causeway, as well in dimensions
as in the picturesque diversity of its surface ; but it
is almost neglected, among the more striking and

—

is

—

splendid objects by which it is accompanied. The
Great Face is formed of three distinct beds of rock,
of unequal thickness, inclined towards the east in an
angle of about nine degrees. The lowest is a rude
trap tufa the middle one is divided into columns
placed vertically to the planes of the bed and the
uppermost is an irregular mixture of small columns
and shapeless rock. The thickness of the lowest
bei at the western side is about 50 feet; but in consequence of the inclination, it disappears under the
The
sea, not far westwai'd of the Great cave.
;

;

STAFFA.

columnar bed is of unequal depth being only 36
western side, and 54 where the water
first prevents its foundation from being further seen.
To the eastward its thickness is concealed by the
causeway. Thus, at the entrance of the Great cave
on this side, the columns are only 18 feet high, becoming gradually reduced to two or three, till they
The inequality of the upper bed prodisappear.
;

feet at the

duces the irregular outline of the island.

The

in-

clination of the columns to the horizon, in consequence of their vertical position towards the inclined
plane of the bed, produces a very unpleasing effect
whenever it is seen, as it is from the south-west;
the inclination of nine degrees, conveying the impression of a fabric tottering, and about to fall.

Fortunately, the most numerous and interesting
views are found in positions into which this defect
does not intrude; and many persons have doubtless
visited Staffa without discovering it.
Although the
columns have a general air of straightness and parallelism,

no one

perfectly straight or regular.

is

They never

present that geometrical air which apIn
pears in the published views of tlieir aspect.
this respect they fall far short of the regularity of
the Giant's Causeway. Very often they have no
joints sometimes one or more may be seen in a long
column, while, in other places, they are not only
divided into numerous parts, but the angles of the
contact are notched. They are sometimes also split
by oblique fissures, which detract much from the regularity of their aspect. These joints are very abundant in the columns that form the interior sides of
the Great cave, to which, indeed, they are chiefly
limited and it is evident, that the action of the sea,
by undermining these jointed columns, has thus produced the excavation as a continuation of the same
process may hereafter increase its dimensions. The
average diameter is about two feet ; but they sometimes attain to four. Hexagonal and pentagonal
forms are predominant; but they are intermixed
with figures of three or four and more sides, extending even as far as to eight or nine, but rarely reaching ten. It is with the morning sun only that the
Great Face of Staffa can be seen in perfection. As
the general surface is undulating and uneven, great
masses of light or shadow are thus produced, so as
to relieve that which, in a direct
light, appears a flat
These breadths are
insipid mass of straight wall.
further varied by secondary shadows and reflections
arising from smaller irregularities while the partial
clustering of the columns produces a number of subsidiary groups, which are not only highly beautiful,
both in themselves and as they combine with and
melt into the larger masses, but which entirely i-emove that dryness and formality which is produced
by the incessant repetition of vertical lines and equal
;

;

;

;

members.

this colonnade overhanging the concavity, and forming a sort of geometric ceiling ; while the inferioipart is thrown into a secondary mass of broad but

ornamental shadow, which conduces much to the
general effect of the whole. The Boat cave is acIt is a long opening resemcessible only by sea.
bling the gallery of a mine, excavated in the lowest
rude stratum; its height being about 16 feet, its
breadth 12, and its depth about 150. Upwards the
columns overhang it, so as to produce a shadow,
which adds miich to the effect; while they retire in
a concave sweep, which is also overhung by the upper mass of cliff, thus producing a breadth of shade,
finely softening into a full light by a succession oi
smaller shadows and reflections, aiising from the irregular groupings of the columns. The upper part
of this recess, catching a stronger shadow, adds
much to the composition while the eye of the picture is found in the intense darkness of the aperture

—

;

beneath, which gives the tone to the whole.
" The
Great cave is deficient in that symmetry of
position with respect to the face of the island, which
conduces so much to the effect of the Boat cave.
The outline of the aperture, perpendicular at the
sides, and terminating in a contrasted arch, is pleasing and elegant. The height, from the top of the
arch to that of the cliff above, is 30 feet; and from
the former to the surface of the water, at mean tide,
66.

Cormorant's or M'Kinnon's cave, though
little visited, in consequence of the frauds and indolence of the boatmen, is easy of access, and terminates in a gravelly beach where a boat may bo
drawn up. The broad black shadow produced by
the great size of the aperture, gives a very powerful
eflfect to all those views of the point of the island
into which it enters and is no less effective at land,
by relieving the minute ornaments of the columns
which cover it. Tlie height of the entrance is 50
the interior dimensions
feet, and the breadth 48
being nearly the same to the end, and the length 224
feet.
As it is excavated in the lowest stratum, the
walls and the ceiling are without ornament; yet it
is striking from the regularity and simplicity of its
;

;

But the superior part of the front consists of
a complicated range of columns, hollowed into aeoncave recess above the opening; the upper part of

The

pillars
side, are

by which

it

is

bounded on

the

36 feet high; while, at the eastern,
they are only 18, though their upper ends are nearly
in the same horizontal line.
This difference arises
from the height of the broken columns which here
form the causeway a feature which conduces so
much to the picturesque effect of the whole, by affording a solid mass of dark foreground. Towards
the west the height of the columns gradually increases as they recede from the cave, but their extreme altitude is only 54 feet, even at low wnter.
The breadth of this cave at the entrance is 42 feet,
as nearly as that can be ascertained, where there is
no very precise point to measure from. This continues to within a small distance of the inner exand the total
tremity, when it is reduced to 22
length is 227 feet. The finest views here are obtained from the end of the causeway at low wnter.
When the tide is full, it is impossible tocompi\'

western

;

;

the whole conveniently by the eye. From tli;
sition also, the front forms a solid mass of a
...
symmetrical form; supporting, by the breadth of
its surface, the vacant shadow of the cave i!sclf
Here also, that intricate play of light, shado:\
reflection, which is produced by the broken c*
'

retiring in ranges gradually diminishing, is dily seen ; while the causeway itself forms n

groimd no
tiful

"The

form.
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less

by the

important than

cave,

it is

rendered

and the groupings
Other views of the opening

inequalities

broken columns.

>

scarcely less picturesque, may be pr^
nor ii
the western smaller .causeway

from
without bestowing

;

much

time and study on

..••

convey any notion ol
Tim
tiie grandeur and
variety which it contanis.
sides of the cave within are columnar throughout;
the columns being broken and grouped in nianvi
different ways, so as to catch a variety of dirci
reflected tints, mixed with secondary shado^\ deep invisible recesses, which produce a pictui
of
cflPect, only to be imitated by careful study
It requires a seaman's steadiness of lu
part.
make drawings here. As I sat on one of tli
umns, the long swell raised the water at interv
to my feet, and then, subsiding again, left nir
pended high above it while the silence of
movements, and the apparently undisturbed sm
spot, is it possible to acquire or

'

t

'

;

'
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whole of the cave to feel like
A ship heaving in a sea-way. The ceiling is divided
by a fissure, and varies in different places. Towards
the outer part of the cave, it is formed of the irregular rock ; in the middle, it is composed of the hroken
ends of columns, producing a geometrical and ornamental effect; and at the end, a portion of each rock
Inattention has caused
enters into its composition.
the various tourists to describe it as if it were all
the
all
rude.
As
sea never ebbs encolumnar, or
tirely out, the only floor of this cave is the beautiful
green water; reflecting from its white bottom those
tints which vary and hannonize the darker tones of
the rock, and often throwing on the columns the
flickering lights which its undulations catch from
Sir Walter Scott,
the rays of tlie sun without."
speaking of the symmetry and grandeur of the
of the sea, caused the

Great cave, says,

—

" Where, as to shame the
temples deckM

By

skill

Nature

A

of earthly arcliltect.
herself,

Minster to

it

lier

seem'd, would raise
Malier's praist!

Not for a meaner use ascend
Her cohimns, or tier arches bend
Nor of a theme less solemn tells
That miglity sarg^ that ebhs and

;

And
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swells.

between eacli awful pause.
the high vault an answer draws,
In varied tone prolong'd aud high,
That mocks the organ's melody."
stiil,

From

j

!

j

I

I

I

KentVewshire and Ayrshire. It is situated at the
point where the parishes of Lochv.innoch, Largs,
and Kilbiraie meet; and is one of the loftiest elevations in the great trap range of the cotmties of Eenfrew and Ayr.
STAIN, a village in tlie parish of Cambusnethan,
It stands on tJie left bank of the
Lanarkshire.
South Calder, separated only by that river from the
of
Shotts, and 7 miles north-east of Wishawparish
ton.
It is an ancient place, but is now associated
chiefly with extensive coal-works and with the
Shotts iron-works in its vicinity. Population, 570.
Houses, 110.
STAIR, a parish, containing a post-office village
of its own name, in the district of Kyle, Ayrshire.
It is bounded by Tarbolton, Mauchline, Ochiltree,
and Coylton. Its length sonth-westward is about
6 miles; and its mean breadth is about 2 miles; but
it is
completely intersected in one part by the parish
of Ochiltree. Its south-west extremity is the peninsula at the confluence of the rivers Ayr and Coyle;
and its boundaries are largely traced by these
streams. Its surface, in a general view, is unduIts sceneiy along the Ayr, particularly at
lating.
The soil along
Barskimming, is very beautiful.
tlie streams and in the hollows or small vales is, for
the most part, a stifi" clay.
Sandstone, of various

some of them well-suited for building, is
and has long been quarried coal also
abounds, and has long been worked; the wellqualities,

plentiful,

appears to have been very little noticed
a recent period.
It is not so much as named by
Martin in hisaccountof the Western Isles, publislied
in the beginning of last century.
Its existence was
StafF:i

till

first

who

made generally known by Sir Joseph Banks,
it in August 1772, and whose account

visited

was printed in the second volume of 'Pennant's
Tour in Scotland.' Banks, in the coui-se of a voyage
to Iceland, in company with Dr. Uno von Troil
ifterwards Archbishop of Upsal
was induced to
pat in at a port in Mull, where he was liospitably
iieceived by Mr. Maclean, the principal proprietor
•f the island.
At Mr. Maclean's the travellers met
with an Irish gentleman, who told them that the
ay before he had fallen in with what, in his opinion.
vas one of the greatest wonders in the world,
hough none of his Highland acquaintances seemed
ver to have had their attention drawn to it. Banks
nd his friend were so excited by this account tliat
hey at once resolved to make an expedition to the
nland and on reaching it, and examining it, they
id not hesitate to pronounce it the most magnifiBnt
piece of basaltic architecture of which they had

—

—

—

;

rer heard.
St^ffa, since that time, but especially
once the introduction of steam navigation, has en-

abundant celebrity, and been visited by mul'tades of admirers.
Tourists of all classes now
ock to it as one of the chief natural wonders in the
Wtish dominions; and, in the autumn of 1847,
{!lKen Victoria and Prince Albert themselves, toether with their household followers, when on their
•»y to Ardverikie, made it a visit and closely ex-

(lyed

nined

it.

STAFFIN

(Loch), a marine bay, sometimes called
iltavaig-bay, on the east coast of the parish of Kiluir in Skye.
The hills which environ it rise with
iirpassing magnificence, in basaltic colonnades, to
le height of 1,000 or 1,500 feet,
enclosing a large
I^ong columnar ranges crown
veepiug valley.
eir summits, and increase in elevation as the hills
cede in ascending tiers ; and they combine with
inilar colonnades below to produce a variety and
itlimity of basaltic formation, which, though surased in simplicity and beauty of detail, is nowhere
Britain equalled in either extent or power.
8TAIK-H1LL, a height on the mutual border of
II.

;

known Water-of-A\'r

stone has been very largely
exported ; plumbago or black-lead, answering all
the purposes of that found in Cumberland, occurs in
considerable plenty and some veins of copper and
of antimony exist.
Most of the lands of the parish
are disposed for tillage and for the dairy ; but at
least 700 acres are parked or planted.
There are
ten landowners.
The principal mansions are Bar;

skimming, Stair-house, and Drongau-honse,

all situ-

ated amidst very beautiful pleasure-grounds. Barskimming-house and a bridge across the Ayr in its
The
vicinity are also fine architectural objects.
chief antiquities are remains of two old towers at
Tribboch aud Drongan. Tiie parish is traversed
by two turnpikes, and lies within available distance
of several stations of the Glasgow and South- Westem railwa}'. The village of Stair is a small place
in a romantic situation on the river Ayr, 2J miles
soitth of Tarbolton, and 5 south-west of Mauchline.
Population of the parish in 1831, 737; in 1851,820.
Houses, 137. Assessed property in 1843, £4,950
10s. lOd.

This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Earl of
S'tair.
Stipend, £214 13s. 5d.
glebe, £25.
UnapSchoolmaster's
propriated teinds, £369 17s. 4d.
with
and
about
£20
10s.
other
£2
fees,
salary, £30,
emoluments. The parish church is an old building,
not sufficiently commodious. There is a Free church,
with an attendance of 210; and the amount of its
There is a
receipts in 1856 was £173 14s. lid.
;

non-parochial school. The territory now constituting the parish of Stair anciently formed part of
Ochiltree, and was constituted a separate parish in
1653.
The stipend attached to it was allot ted
partly on the parish of Dahyinple and partly or the
old suppressed parish of Barnwell.
In 1709 some
lands of the original erection were disjoined ; but
they were compensated by some annexations. The
district has given successively the titles of Viscount
and Earl to the noble family of Dalrymple ; created
Viscount Stair and Baron Glerduce and Stranraer in
1690, and Earl of Stair, Viscount Dalrymple, and
-i

Baron Newliston in 1703. North Hamilton Dalrymple succeeded his brother, John Hamilton, the
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STAIRHAVEN.

eighth Earl in 1853. The family mansions, additional to Stair-house in the parish of Stair, are Culhorn-house in Wigtonshire, Cleland-liouse in Lanarkshire, and Oxenford castle in Edinburghshire.
a small harbour in tlie parish of

STAIRHAVEN,

Old Luce, Wigtonshire.

It is

situated about 2|

miles south of Glenluce. A quay was ordered to be
built here in 1845 by the late Earl of Stair.
See Gamrie.
(Loch).

STANDARD

STANDING-STANE.
STANE. See Stain.

See Kattkay.

STANGROT-BAY. See Orphir.
STANLEY, a post-town and seat of manufacture

in the parishes of Auchtergaven and Redgorton,
It stands on tlie right bank of the
Perthshire.
Tay, on the road from Terth to Dunkeld, 6J miles
north of Perth, 8J north-east of Methven, and 9
south of Dunkeld ; and it has a station on the
Scottish Midland Junction railway, at the point

Dunkeld joins tlie main line.
origin to cotton mills which were
erected at its site towards the end of last century.
These are impelled by a never-failing supply of
water from the Tay, and continue to furnish employment for the inhabitants. The town has flucwhere the branch

The town owes

STENNESS.
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to

its

London

2° 34';

and the Sand-head of Stronsay i» 15
it, and the tower of North Ro-

miles south-west of

naldshay lighthouse 8 miles north-north-east^ east.
Its light, in favourable weather, is visible from all
points at the distance of 15 miles.

STATENCLEUGH.
STAVANESS.
STAXIGOE, a

See Oluhamstocks.
See Nesting.

post-office village and fishingstation in the parish of Wick, 2 miles north-east of
the town of Wick, Caithness-shire. Here is a tolerably good natural harbour for boats. The village
is of some antiquity, and still has, in a state of good

preservation, two storehouses which were used by
the Earls of Caithness for the reception of grain, in
the times when rents were paid in kind. Population, 230.

STEEL

(The).

See Monk's Burn.

STEIN, a village on the west coast of the island
of Skye.
It is situated on Loch Bay, on the west
side of Vaternish, 5 miles north of Dunvegan.
It
was established by the Fishery Board, and figured
for some time as an important herring-fishery
station, but suflTered a total loss of its prosperity by
the desertion of the herring shoals from the neigh-

bouring seas. A manufactory of drain-tiles was
tuated in prosperity, having been stagnant and next set up at it but this also failed.
and
then
exfrom
to
abandoned
1814
almost
STEIN SCHOLL, a quoad sacra parish in the
1823,
perienced a revival. Its situation, on a considerable western part of the island of Skye, Inverness-shire.
elevation above the river, is pleasant and salubrious. It comprehends part of the quoad civilia parish of
There are two places of worsliip in the town, the Snizort, but consists principally of the ancient
one in connexion witli the Established church, he parish of Kilmartin, now annexed quoad civilia to
other belonging to the Free church. The former the parish of Kilmuir. It was constituted by the
is a large and handsome edifice, erected in 1828 by
ecclesiastical authorities in 1833, and reconstituted
the Stanley company, at a cost of £4,000. It has a by the Court of Teinds in 1847. Its parish church
tower 85 feet high, and forms a conspicuous object is a government one, containing 350 sittings, and
to the view of the surrounding country.
Stanley- has attached to it a stipend of £120. There is also
house, the residence of Samuel Howard, Esq., the a Free church, whose receipts in 1856 amounted
mills
and
the
of
the
town, stands to £81 15s. 2d. Population of the perish in 1 J41,
present proprietor
in a beautiful bend of tlie river, amidst choice 2,265.
Houses, 417.
STENHOUSE, a hamlet in a gentle hollow, J of
scenery, and suiTOunded by a phalanx of stately
trees.
It was once a seat of Lord Nairn, memorials a mile nortli of Gilmerton, in the parish of Liberton,
;

whom

stand in the grounds. It received its
then gave to the town, in honour of
the daugliter of James Stanley, Earl of Derby, who
married a brother of one of the Dukes of Athole.
About half-a-mile from the mansion there is a reof

still

name, which

it

markable ruin called Inchbervie, which is supposed
by some antiquaries to have been some sort of ecclesiastical outpost of the abbey of Dunfermline,
but presents the appearance rather of an ancient
stronghold. The Linn of Campsie, the greatest
waterfall on the Tay, is but a short distance
up the river. Population of the town in 1851,
1,769.

STANLEY,

Renfrewshire. See Paisley.
See Isla (The), Forfar-

STANNER ISLAND.
shire.

STAPLEGORTON.
STAR,
nowav,

See Langholm.
a post-office village in the parish of Kcn-

Fifeshire.

Population, 476.

STAR (The). See Kirkcolm.
STAR MOUNTAINS (The).

See

Doon

STARN-BURN. See Burntisland.
STARSACH-NA-GAEL. See Moy

(Locji).

and Dala-

ROSSIE.

the termination of a narrow
peninsula which extends 1 J mile eastward from the
north-east corner of the island of Sanday in Orkney.
In 1802 a lofty stone-beacon was erected liere for
the guidance of mariners, but was found inefiectual;
and in 1806 it was transmuted into a lighthouse,
and, in that form, has served to prevent a repetition
of the numerous shipwrecks which formerly occurred
on the adjacent low coasts.
This liglitliouse is
situated in North lat. 59° 20', and long. West of

START-POINT,

Edinburghshire.

STENHOUSEMOOR.

See Falkirk.
a suburb of the north side of the town
of Stornoway in Lewis.
STENNESS, a parish, a lake, and a celebrated
Druidical monument, in the Mainland of Orkney.
The parish is united to Fieth which see. The
lake is situated in the western district of Mainland;
and divides Haray and Stenness on the east, from
Sandwick and Stromness on the west. It consists
of two parts, or is very nearly bisected by a peninsula on the west side, which is 3^ miles long, and
gradually diminishes from 1^ mile in breadth to a
sharp point. The southern division of the lake extends from east-south-east to west- north-west; is 3|
miles long, and from f to IJ mile broad; and has a
tidal communication with the sea so narrow as to bo
spanned by a bridge. The northern division is connected with the east end of the former by a strait
which is so narrow and shallow that it may at any
time be forded, and which is crossed by a ruda
bridge, or a low mound of stones with openings for
the passage of the unimportant tide and it extends,
from south -south -east to north -north -west, and
measures 4J miles in length, and 6 or 7 furlongs iu
mean breadth. The Druidical monument is the
Standing Stones of Stenness,' long and everywhere

STENISH,

:

i

!

;

—

,

j

'

-

known
only

to antiquarian fame, and second in their class
to the famous monument of Stonehengo.

;

j.

These stones once consisted of two distinct clusters,
a semicircle and a circle, respectively on the southeast and the north-west sides of the strait whiclj
connects the two divisions of the lake. Of the
semicircle only three stones remain

;

i

one of thera
,

STENNESS.

beautiful diversities both of natural fracture and
undulation, and of artificial change and embellishment. Its average elevation above the level of the
sea is about 250 feet.
Belton-water, a verv' pretty

prostrate, and measuring 18 f et 4 inches in length,
5 feet 4 inches in breadth, and 1 foot 9 inches in
thickness; and the other two perpendicular, and

measuring respectively 17 feet in height, 4 feet 2
inches in breadth, and 1 foot 3 inches in thickness, and 17 feet in height, 5 feet in breadth,
and 7 inches in thickness. A pillar pierced with
a hole, and a hoiizontallv placed stone, which are
known to have been situated in the centre of the
semicircle, are believed to have been respectively
-he stone to which the victims of the honid Dniidical sacrifices were tied, and the altar on which they

much subject to freshets, runs partly on its
western boundary, and piartly across the narrowest
portion of its breadth and is mueh adorned, in its
lower sweep, by the mansion and pleasure-grounds
of Beil. Presmennan-lake, lying in a deep ravine
in the south, was formed by the construction of a
strong breastwork between the hill-screens of the
ravine near a point where they stoop gradually to
the plain.
The hill-screens here are undulating and
richly wooded
they come down in steep high
banks upon the margin of the water sweep along
in sinuous parallels, so as to render the configuration of the lake serpentine
and ai e cut by walks,
and gemmed with attractions, which render them,
with
the
one
of
the most delightful
lake,
jointly
stream,

;

A

mound of earth, still partially
•vere offered.
Traceable, fenced round the semicircle, and was 96
The

:

about a mile north'vest of the semicircle, and stands on the tongue of
Its
the peninsula which so nearly bisects the lake.
ftones are smaller and more weather-worn, and
of
than
those
the
have a more antique appearance,
:ther group; they appear to have been originally
ibout thirty-seven in number, but now consist of
•ixteen erect pieces of from 3 to 14J feet high, and
venteen fragments, each less than 3 feet; and
ley are encompassed with a ditch from 31 to 33
et wide, and so filled up as now to be nowhere
lore than 6 feet deep.
The circumference, mea-

feet in diameter.

circle is

:

;

pieces of close landscape in Scotland. About 2,<X)0
acres in the parish are in tillage about 500 are in
;

permanent pasture; a very large proportion, comprising most of the southern district, is hill-pasture
or waste moor and about 400 acres are under wood.
;

The

the arable lands comprises a considerable breadth of a light quality suited to the tuniip
husbandry, yet is predominantly of an argillaceous
kind, vaiying from the stiff to the loamy. The
most extensive landowner is I^dy M. C. N. Hamilton ; and there are three others. The estimated
value of raw produce in 1835 was £15.072. Assessed propei-ty in 1843, £6,368 4s. 7d. The parish
is traversed
by the road from Dunbar to Giflford,
and has ready access to the Linton and Dunbar
stations of the North British railway.
The village
of Stenton stands on the Dunbar and Gififord road,
miles
East
and
south-east of
Linton,
3J
5^ southwest of Dunbar. Another small village, called
Petcox, of ancient origin, stands on the same road,
IJ mile nearer Dunbar.
Population of the parish

ired along the outer edge of the ditch, is 1,071 feet,
t one end of the
bridge across the strait of the lake
tands a solitary stone 16 feet high, 5J feet broad,
Jid 16 inches thick.
The stones are all without
nscription or sculpture, consist of the common
chist of the country, and are hoarily covered with
jng lichens. The Messrs. Anderson, after quoting
long detail of one of those theories respecting
ese Druidical remains in which antiquaries have
ixuriously indulged, but to which we have not
pace to advert, say, in a beautiful spirit,
ave loitered long in a heathen temple ; but if we
Dmpare, for a moment, the hoiTors of those human

— "We

which were probably ofl^ered here, with
and liberty which we enjoy since that
Inch was offered for us on Calvary, we may the

lerifices
je

ore readily be induced to offer that

which

i-vice.'

is botii

an

"

'

686; in 1851, 719. Houses, 146.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunbar, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Lady M.
C. N. Hamilton.
Stipend, £323 8s. 4d. glebe, £21
L^nappropriated teinds, £586 12s. Schoolmaster's
4s.
£34
4^d., with £40 fees, and £8 other
salary,
emoluments. The parish church stands in the
village of Stenton, and was built in 1829, at the
cost of upwards of £2,000.
It is an edifice in the
modem Gothic style, with a fine tower, and contains
400 sittings. There is a parochial library. The
parish was originally and long called Petcox, from
the village of that name and seems to have acquired the designation of Staneton, or Stonetown.
from the stoniness of the ground in the district
round the church. In ancient times it was first a
chapelry, and next a prebend of Dunbar and a

'

living sacriacceptable and a reasonable

tiTENTON,

isle

a parish, containing a

;

ost-office

lage of its own name, in the eastern part of
ddiugtonshire. It consists of two mutually dehed districts, a southern and a northern. The
ithem district lies wholly among the Lammer)r8, with a declination southward to the Whit-

rectorv.

STEPS-ROAD, a station on the Caledonian railway, near the mutual boundary of the parishes of
Cadder and Barony of Glasgow, in Lanarkshire. It
is 1^ mile from Gamkirk and 5 miles from Glasgow.
STE\'ENSON'S KOCK. See Skerrtvore.

and is bounded by Berwickshire, by Whitgham, and by the Lammermoor sections of Dunbar
1
It contains the hill of Spartledown, one
Spott.
3e loftiest of the Lammermoors and is nearly
)f a moorland or
pastoral character. Its extent

ler;

STEVENSTON,

;

i3t

much

less

.

;

and a holm on the coast of
STENNESS,
o parish of Northmaven, Shetland. They cover a
all bav where there is a trood fishing-station.
HTENNIS- WATER, a brook of Eskdale, Dumis-shire.
It rises adjacent to the boundary with
sburghshire, and runs southward in the parish
Westerkirk, to a junction with Megget Water,
d thence to the Esk.
STENSCHOLL. See Steinschoix.
an

soil of

in 1831,

light

e,'

STEVEXSTOX.
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a parish, containing the post-

town of Stevenston and part of the post town of
Saltcoats, on the coast of Cunningham, Ayrshire.
It is bounded by the frith of Clyde, and by the
parishes of Ardrossan, Kilwinning, Irvine, and

than that of the northern district,
little aggregate value,

possesses comparatively

northern district commences at the skirts of
Lammermoors, and declines north-eastward to Dnndonald. Its length westward, from the harbour
of Saltcoats to the bar of Irvine, is 5 miles and its
2 miles of the sea.
It is bounded by PrestonDunbar, Spott, and Whittingham. Its length utmost breadth is about 3 miles. A level tract of
h-eastward is about 3 J miles; and its greatest light sandy soil lies adjacent to the sea, which evidth is about 3 miles. Its surface is partly a dently at one time overflowed it and on this flat
led skirting of the Lammermoor braes, and the towns of Stevenston and Saltcoats are chiefly
A winding acclivity, which was doubtless
built.
ly a luxuriant hanging plain, but exhibits

lin

;

,

;

!

STEVENSTON.

tlie ancient sea-boundary, separates this low-lying
tract of land from the northern part of the parish,
which rises considerably above the level of the sea.
This more elevated district, the soil of which consists principally of stiff clay or loam, is well enclosed and cultivated, and in some places finely
wooded. Between the eastern part of this and the
beach lies a dismal waste, called the Sandhills of

A

coalArdeer, occupying an area of 1,200 acres.
field in this tract has been a source of wealth to the
and
of
to
the
inhabitants
proprietors,
employment
for at least 180 years.
Twelve separate seams have
been worked at different times, the uppermost 2G
fathoms, and the lowermost 129 fathoms, below the
That part of the coal-field which is at
surface.
present worked was leased about four years ago to
Messrs. Merry and Cunningham, who have erected
furnaces in the Sandhills, for the smelting of iron,

and have largely extended tlie mining operations.
Eight hundred and fifty men, besides a great number
of boys, are at present employed by the Company.
The quantity of pig-iron produced amounts to
between 900 and 1,000 tons per week. The out-put
It is
of coals for the year has been 130,000 tons.
understood that a great extension of the iron-works
is contemplated; so that the number of miners and
furnace-men will be proportionally increased. The
company have built, for the accommodation of
their workmen, several spacious squares of houses
near the furnaces and at the Stevenston railwaystation.
A school-house is about to be built for
the children of the workmen.
A missionary, supported by some members of tlie Established church,
devotes his time exclusively to the colliers and
furnace-men. Extensive chemical works also were
lately erected, where about 200 men and boys found
employment; but they have not proved compensating, and the buildings are about to be taken down.
There is likewise an extensive sandstone quarry of
Ardeer, reckoned tlie most valuable one in tlie west
of Scotland.
The stone, which is of a gray tint susceptible of a fine polish and very durable, can be
raised in blocks of large dimensions, and is often
siiipped for Ireland and otlier distant places, and
employed for ornamental purposes in public build-

To the geologist tliis sandstone formation is
ings.
interesting on account of the abundant organic remains of reeds and ferns which are found in it, as
well as of plants now unknown except it may be in
tropical climates. Tlie landownei's of the parish are
eleven in number. The mansion-houses are Kerilaw,
Ardeer, Seabank, Mayville, Hullerhirst, and Hayocks.
On the fine property of Kerilaw, which the
present proprietor has, by liberal and judicious expenditure, vastly improved, stand the massive and
ivy-mantled ruins of an ancient castle, the most
It formerly
remarkable antiquity in the parish.
belonged to the Earl of Glencairn, and toward the
end of the 15th century was sacked by the Montgomeries of Eglinton, with whom the Cunning-

hams were at
was cherished

feud.

The memory

—

of this outrage

and at last an opfor forty years,
portunity of retaliation having occurred, the castle
of Eglinton was burned to the ground. In 1837
the yearly value of all kinds of raw produce in tlio
parish w;w estimated at £28,000 but since that
date the value has greatly increased. The property
assessed for the support of the poor is valued for
the year 1857 at i:i5,9 1. The Ardrossan railway
traverses the parish, and has stations in it at
Saltcoats and Stevenston. Population of the parish
;

in 1851, 3,81 1.
Houses, 608.
This parish is in tlie presbytery of Irvine, and
and
of
synod
Glasgow
Ayr. I'atrons, Fullarton of
Kerilaw and Cunningham of Auchenharvie. The

in 1831, 3,544

;

STEWARTON.

740

stipend was augmented in 1855, and previously
averaged about £2i31 glebe, £20. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £56 fees, and some
other emoluments. The parish churcli was built in
There are two
1833, and contains 1,175 sittings.
Free churches, the one in the town of Stevenston,
;

the other in Saltcoats
and the sum raised in connexion with the former in 1856 was £77 19s. 5kl.,
in connexion with the latter, £490 8s. IJd.
There
are two United Presbyterian places of worship in
called
the
East
church
and
Saltcoats,
respectively
the Countess-street church ; the former containing
650 sittings, the latter containing 556. There are
in the parish a sessional school, a female school of
industry, a society school for girls, a Roman Catholic school, and two private schools.
The ancient parish was a vicarage under the monks of Kilwinning.
The Town of Stevenston stands on the road from
Saltcoats to Kilwinning, about 1 mile north-east of
Saltcoats, and 2 miles south-west of Kilwinning.
It consists of a street half a mile long, intersected
by some cross streets. It commands a fine view of
the bay of Ayr and the adjacent parts of the frith
of Clyde, magnificently screened in the distance by
Brown Carrick-hill and the Arran mountains. It is
a place of so high antiquity as to be mentioned in a
charter of the year 1240. Its inhabitants at a foi'mer period, and those of an extinct neighbouring
village called Pipers-Heugh, were famed for the
making of Jews' harps.
large proportion of its
present male inhabitants are employed at tlie coal
mines and the ironworks and a considerable number, but much fewer now than recently, are weavers
of silk and cotton fabrics. Between 500 and 600
females find employment in flowering muslin.
Population in 1851, 2,095. Houses, 272.
STEVENSTON, Haddingtonshire. See IIaudixoTON.

—

;

—

A

;

See Lyne and Megget.
a village in the parish of Old
Deer, Aberdeenshire. It stands on the west road
from Ellon to Fraserburgh, 3 miles south-west of
Mintlaw. It was commenced in the latter part of
last century, and has enjoyed a fair degree of village
It has a United Presbyterian church,
prosperity.
with 440 sittings, and a Congregational chapel, with|
300 sittings. It was for some time called Crichicj

STEVENSTON-llILL.

STEWAKTFIELD,

Population, 573.

I

STEWAKTON,

a parish, containing a post

:

its own name, in Cunningham, Ayrshire,
bounded by Renfrewshire, and by the parisli
Fenwick, Kilmaurs, Dreghorn, Irvine, Ivilwin.
and Dunlop. Its length south-westward is

of

i;

10 miles
its greatest breadth is 4 miles; ar
area is about 20 square miles. Its surface is
paratively high at the north-east end, where it ii:
es with Renfrewshire ; but gradually dc>'
toward the south-west, in a beautiful diversi
;

-

gentle eminences, fine slopes, and pleasant
Not a few of its heights, even though of smah
tude in themselves, command gorgeous panoi
views, of

much

diversity

and of great extent,

streams Annock, Swinsey, Corshill, Eastbum.
Glazert, drain the greater part of it and all
except the Glazert, unite at the town of Stewi
Trap rocks predominate in the north-eastern diand rocks of the coal formation in the south
Sandstone, limestone, and coal are worked but U'
last exists only in veiy thin strata, and is used prinThe soil, f'
cipally for calcining the limestone.
the most part, is fertile, and derives great In
from the grass-fallow. About 2,000 Scotch
about 5,500 arc dis;
arc under tillage crops
in arable grass land about 1 ,000 are natural p;i>
about 1,500 are moor or raoss ; and about 10i>
i

;

;

;

;

i

STEWARTOX.

ander wood and in gardens. There are upwards of
80 landowners. The principal mansions are LainThe
shaw, Kobertland, Kennox, and Girgenti.
principal antiquities are remains of two casdes, once
the seats of the Cunninghams of Corshill and the
Cunninghams of Auchenharvie, both of them
branches of the nobie family of Kilmaurs. There
^vas formerly a brick and tile work at Peacock-bank.
number of manufactures are carried on in
Stewarton-town. The parish is traversed by the
i*oad from Irvine to Glasgow, and by that from
Kilmarnock to Paisley and there is a station for
it, a station bearing its name, on the Glasgow and
South-Westem railwav, 3 miles from the town.
Population in 1831, 4.503 in 1851, 4.572. Houses,
MO. As5es.sed property in 1843, £17,023 78, 4d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Irvine, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, Cunningham
5f Lainshaw.
Stipend. £297 15s. 8d. ; glebe, £9.

A

;

;

Schoolmasters
4M., with £30 fees, and £5 other
Tioluments. The parish church was built in 1696,
ad greatly enlarged in 1825, and contains about
300 sittings. There is a Free church, formerly an
riginal Secession one, containing 800 sittings; and
le amount of its
receipts in 1856 was £289 8s. 4^d.
here is an United Presbyterian church, which was
lilt in 1854, and contains 592
There is
sittings.

Llnappropriated teinds, £286 8s. 5d.
\'

ilary,

£34

4s.

so a Congregational place of worship, containing
96 sittings. There are five non-parochial schools.
'he parish was anciently a vicarage under the

lonks of Kilwinning. On the lands of Lainshaw,
t a place now called
Chapel, and formerly called
Ihapelton, anciently stood a chapel dedicated to the
'irgin ilary.

The Town

STIRLING.
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Stewartox stands in the centre of
Stewarton, on the right bank of the
.nnock, 2 miles south-south-east of Dunlop, 3
orth-west by north of Fenwick, 5 north by west of
ilmarnock, 9 north-enst of Irvine, and 18 southest of Glasgow.
Tlie Annock. while passing
ongside the town, makes a beautiful semicircular
of
such
as
to measure half-a-mile along
reep
s-ope
.0
chord; and it is spanned by three bridges, reKjctively at the ends and in the middle of the sweep.
street extends along the chord of the semicircle,
1 is prolonged upon the margin of the stream ;
i this street extends from north-east to south8t, and carries along the Glasgow and Irvine
Another street opens from the bridge at
inpike.
middle of the semicircular sweep, cuts the forr street at right
angles, and canies along the
of

le parish of

:

Imamock and

Some minor thoPaisley road.
l^fares belong to the body of the town, and con[«rable clusters of buildings form suburbs.
Stewi^ta
may vie with any town of its size in the west
Scotland for regularity, beauty, and general atctions.
But though a place of considerable anit was for centuries a mere obscure
mty,
village ;
'
not till about 80 years ago did it decidedly asthe healthful, growing, and energetic appear• by which it has since been distinguished.
55t of the houses of its
operatives have gardens
iched to them ; many of the houses of its middle
:

better classes are substantial or even handsome
uctures; and one of its places of worship, that
mging to the Free church, has a handsome spire.
"eet in height, and stands
conspicuously on a risground nearly in the centre of the town. The
7 civil public building of any mark is the towiiI'he prosperity of Stewarton has arisen wholly from
Inafactures, chiefly in the department of woollen
fries. The making of tartan and other woollen bonks has very
long been carried on ; the making of

regimental caps and bonnets, in particular, has been
a staple manufacture. Upwards of 400 persons, residing principally in the localities called Townhead,
Darlington, and Kirkford, construct ihe fabrics in
their own houses, and are aided by public mills whose
chief departments are simply the carding and the

A

great impulse was given,
to tiade and population was ocabout
40
casioned,
years ago, and have since been
perpetuated, by the introduction of carpet manufactures and worsted-mills. Other emplo^-ments are
the Ayrshire needle-work, silk, mnslui, liuen, and
damask weaving, clock-work for foreign markets,
and the making of spindles for cotton and woollen
mills.
The town has offices of the Western bank
and the Union bank, a saving's bank, four insurance
agencies, a gas company, a public library, and se-

spinning of the wool.

and much increase

—

—

—

veral l)enevolent institutions.

A

weekly market

is

held on Thursday and yearly fairs are held on the
Thursday before the first Friday of Januaiy, old
on the ilonday before the first Thui sday of
style
May and on the Wednesday before the last Thursday of October. Omnibuses run from the town to
the Stewarton station of the Glasgow and Southwestern railway, and to tlie Crofthead station of the
Glasgow and Neilston railway.
justice of peace
court is held on the first Thursilav of every month.
;

;

;

A

Population in 1833, 2,969; in 1851, 3,164.

Houses,

313.

STEWARTON,

a village in the parish of KirkWigtonshire. It stands on the west side of
Loch-Ryan, o^ miles north of Stranraer. Some of its
colra,

inhabitants are employed in agriculture, and others
are weavers in the employment of the manufacturers
of Glasgow.
Population, 430.
STEWARTON, a village conjoint with Wishawton in Lanarkshire. See Wishawtos.
STEWARTON, Inverness-sliire. See CajipbelTOX.
RAISS. See Paisley.
STICKS. See Weem.
STINCHAR (The), a river of Camck, in Ayrshire.
It rises on the western border of the parish
of Barr, and runs south-westward, through that parish, and through the parishes of Colmonell and Ballantrae, to the Irish sea, in the Wcinity of the village
of Ballantrae. Its principal affluents are the Dhuisk
and the Tig. Its length of course, exclusive of
Its current, for the
sinuosities, is nearly 30 miles.
most part, is clear, broad, and shallow ; but is sub-

STEWARTS

ject to great

and sudden

risings

by

freshets.

a paiish in the north of Stirlingshire,
comprising also, in some sense, a small district of
Clackmannanshire. Its Stirlingshire districts contain the royal burgh of Stirling, the village of Rapand
loch, and part of the village of Causewayhead
its Clackmannanshire district contains the village

STIRLING,

;

Abbey. The parish is bounded by
Lecropt, and Logic. Its length eastward is 2 miles;
The river
its greatest breadth is IJ mile.
Forth forms part of the northern boundary, but cuts
off some parts of the north side. St. Ninian's makes
several deep indentations on the south, and even
comprises considerable part of t!ie town of Srirling.
lying compactly with the royal burgh, and included
within the parliamentary boundary. The King's
park of Stirling and the castle, with its constabulary, comprising a small portion of land formerl;^
annexed to the office of constable, did not even ectill
clesiastically belong to the parisli of Stirling
a resivery recent times ; and the castle still has
The
own.
its
of
dent and officiating chaplain
barony of Cambuskenneth, lying east of Stirling
within a link on the north bank of the Forth, and
understood to have anciently constituted a separate
of

and

St. Ninian's,

STIRLING.
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parish, is so far comprehended in Stirling parish as
to pay part of the stipend of its first minister, and
to have an allocation of sittings in one of its churches,
but belongs so far to the Clackmannanshire section
of the parish of Logic as to be subject to the poors'
rates in Logic, and to the jurisdiction of the sheriff
of Clackmannan. The entire area of Stirling parish,

chapel, a Gothic building in Irvine-place, erected ir
1838, and containing 350 sittings; and a Baptisi
chapel, a handsome edifice erected in 1854, and

containing 380 sittings.

The schools of Stirling have long had a higli
character for range and efficiency.
There is iic
but there have long been foui
parochial school
burgh schools, the classical or grammar school,
the writing and mathematical school, the first English school, and the second English school or Allan's
school-house for the last ol
hospital school.
these was erected partly out of the burgh funds,
and partly out of the funds of Allan's hospital anc
school-houses for the other three were erected wholly
out of the burgh funds. But a new edifice, called
the High school, was founded with masonic honours
in August 1854; and this contains departments foi

—

;

exclusive of the site of the town and castle, and of
the numerous gardens and lawns connected with its
houses, comprehends about 1,030 imperial acres.
The soil of the greater part of it is a rich carse clay
but that of the King's park, which has an undulating
surface and a higher elevation than the carse, as
also that of some parts of the high grounds in the
neighbourhood of the castle, is of a friable, sharp,
warm nature, belonging to the class of soils here
The rocks beneath
provincially called dry-field.
the town, the castle, and the King's park, are of the

A

;

;

mathematics and writing, modern languages,
the English language and literature, music, and
fencing and gymnastics. The salaries of all the
teachers are paid in certain proportions, and according to a fixed scheme, out of the town's funds,
classics,

eruptive kind, chiefly greenstone, partly amorphous
in other parts belong
to the coal fonnation, but in general lie deep beneath
alluvial deposits, yet crop out at Craigforth and
Causewayhead. The land is distributed into small
properties, some of which are held by public bodies,
and others by private persons. The estimated yearly
value of rural produce in 1841 was i:5,245. Assessed property, exclusive of the burgli, in 1843,
£15,284 17s. Real rental of the burgh in 1857,
£32,638. Population of the Clackmannanshire district of the parish in 1831, 216; in 1851, 174.
Houses, 47. Population of the landward portions
of the Stirlingshire districts in 1841, 561
in 1851,
645.
Houses, 74. Population of the entire parish
in 1831, 8,556; in 1851, 10,180.
Houses, 888.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery, in the

and partly columnar; and those

and by Allan's, Spittal's, and Cowane's hospitals,
There are likewise three other schools more or less
aided and patronized by the burgh. There are also
a school of arts, a ragged school, five ladies' boarding schools, and a fair range of ordinary private
schools.
There are two mortifications, Allan's and
Cunningham's, for maintaining and educating, during not more than five years, between 40 and 50
boys who, however, do not live together in any
;

public buildings, but privately in their

;

own

families,

and two of whom, on the completion of the school
curriculum, are eligible to be maintained and edu-

cated four years longer at one of the Scottish unisynod of Perth and Stirling. The charge is treble. versities.
the
of
the
first
Town-council.
The parish of Stirling was anciently in the diocese
Patron,
Stipend
of St. Andrews
but being comprehended within
minister, £348 17s. lOd., with a glebe worth £21,
and an allowance of £40 for a manse of the second the archdeaconry of Lothian, it followed the forThat tunes of that district in the erection of it by Charles
minister, £250 of the third minister, £200.
of the second and the third is derived from the
I., in 1633, into the diocese of Edinburgh, and then
town's funds; and that of the first from the teinds, entitled its minister to a prebend's stall in the
from fishings on the Forth, and from two heaves cathedral church of St. Giles. Soon after the Refurnished by the town.
Unappropriated teinds, formation before the charge was yet made colle£440 15s. 8d. There are three parochial churches, giate, an event which did not take place till 1651—
the East, the West, and the North. The East and Mr. Robert Montgomery was deposed by the Generali
the West churches are situated in the vicinity of Assembly from the pastoral charge of the parish, oni
the castle, and are parts of an edifice which origi- account of a simoniacal compact with the Duke ol
Lennox about the archbishopric of Glasgow; and
nally belonged to the Franciscan friars, and which
will be described in our account of the town.
The he afterwards, in 1587, became minister of SymingEast church was repaired in 1808, the West church ton in Ayrshire, and was reduced to great poverty,
"
in 1818; and the former contains 1,187 sittings,
or, as Keith says, to
great misery." Mr. Patrick
the latter, 1,177. The North church is an elegant Symson, another minister of the parish, published
erected
in
in
on
about
the
a
folio Church history of the
1600
edifice,
1842,
ground
Murray-place,
year
which formerly belonged to Dominican friars. There preceding 15 centuries. Mr. Henry Guthrie, a third
are two Free churches, the South and the North,
minister of the parish, was afterwards bishop ol
situated in Spittal-square and Murray-place, and
Dunkeld, and then lived retiredly at Kilspindie;
and he wrote, probably while at the last of these
jointly containing 1,760 sittings; and the sum raised
in connexion with the former in 1856 was £287 16s.
places. Memoirs of Scottish affairs from the yeai
in connexion with the latter, £1,249 lis.
1627 till the death of Charles I. in 1649. Mr Jamef
lid.,
There are two United Presl)yterian churches, the Guthrie succeeded him, and was the celebrated iiiin
one in St. John-street, built in 1826, and containing ister of that name whom the persecuting tyraiAiu
the otiier on a rock at the east end Charles II. brought to the block in 1661.
1,417 sittings,
of Irvine-place, built in 1752, and containing 610
death, Henry, the retired bishop and quondam iin
but a resolution to build a new church in ister, was invited back to his charge in Stiiliiii:
sittings,
room of the latter was taken in September 1856. but, on account of bad health, he declined. V.ni
'J'he other places of worship are a Reformed Presother ministers, after the charge had been rem
byterian church, built in 1783, and containing 320 double and treble, are mentioned but, for the
part, they were undistinguished. In 1731, Mr.
sittings; an Independent chapel, a handsome Elizareconstructed in
ezer Erskine was settled as third minister:
bethan building, in
Marray-^)lace,
seven years afterwards, while still continuii
1842, and containing 400 sittings; an Episcopalian
Stirling, he renounced connexion with the 1
chapel, a very elegant modern building in the Elizabethan style, containing 450 sittings a Wesleyan lishod churcli, and became one of the foundi
Methodist chapel, a handsome structure, in Queen- the Secession.
STIRLING, a post and market-town, a v
street, containing 550 sittings; a Roman Catholic
;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

i

—

—

'

;

I

i

;

|

;
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port, an ancient seat of population, a royal burgh,
the capital of Stirlingshire, is situated on the right

trees, while, over more than half of the distance,
it has a fine regular line of
buildings, called

bank of the Forth, 6 miles south by east of Dunblane, 7 west of Alloa, 7 north-north-west of Dennv.
11 north-west of Falkirk, 23 by road, but 29J by
railway, north-east of Glasgow, 33 both by road
and by railway south-west of Perth, and 35 by road,
but 36 by railway, west- north-west of Edinburgh.
Its name was anciently written in a considei-able

MelvUle-place, and farther on is winged on the
west by a sort of square called Allan-park. The

variety of forms, such as Strewelyn, Strevelyn, Striilin, Stryriling, and several others. Etymologists
and antiquaries have differed widely in opinion as
to the origin of the name; yet all seem agreed that,
in some way or other, it alluded to Stirling-castle,
or to its site, as a grand military strength for commanding the passage of the Forth, and overawing
a wide extent of circumjacent country. The site of
the castle and of all t!ie ancient parts of the town is
an isolated hill, which rises to an altitude of 220
feet above the country at its base, and presents a
striking resemblance of form to the acropolis of
Athens, and to the castle-rock of Edinburgh. This
Jill commences on the south-east, ascends gradually
ibout five or six furlongs to the north-west, and
then breaks precipitously down in a crag of greenstone rock. The higher parts of it, particularly in
^vhat is called the Back walk, immediately under
the castle, and most of all in the governors garden
vn the north-west verge of the castle-grounds, command one of the most gorgeous panoramic views in
Britain.
The foreground everywhere is a rich alluplain, plenteously marked with suburb, mandon, wood, and farm ; while four or five abrupt
n^ppean heights, similar in character to Stirlingliil itself, in different directions and at short dis:ances, relieve the plain from tameness, looking up
rom it like cragiry islets in a sea of verdure. On
he south and on the north, at good scenic distances,
re the commencements of the Lennox and the
rial

of upland, broken in contour and
On the east are the famous
iriedly picturesque.
arses and windings of the Forth, followed by the
ith and the Lothians away to Arthur's seat and
he horizon, appearing from end to end, in their
'xat breadth, between well-defined hill-screens, like
splendid chef d'ceuvre of landscape garden. And
n the north-wfest and the west recede the vales of
be Allan, the Teith, and the Upper Forth, from midl6-grounds of lowland ornate loveliness, to distant
asses of mountain and alpine peaks resting like a

)ehil ranges

rampart against the sky. "Who," exclaims
Macculloch, "does not know Stirling's noble
ck, rising the monarch of the landscape, its masitic and
picturesque towers, its amphitheatre of
jontain, and the windings of its marvellous river;
d who that has once seen the sun descending
i8t
r.

beauty beyond the purple
of the west, can ever forget the plain of StirDg, the endless charm of this wonderful scene, the
Ith, the splendour, the variety, the majesty of
"
1 which here lies between earth and heaven !
The suburbs of Stirling, estimated by what is iniided in the parliamentary burgh, extend southed to the southern extremity of the town of St.
uian's, and northward to the village of Causewayid; and, even estimated by what lies compactly
th the royal burgh, they extend in several direcns, particularly along the road to St. Ninian's, a
isiderable way beyond the base of Stirling-hill.
ly 250 yards north of St. Ninian's commence the
ntinuous villages of Bellfield and Newhouse, jointly
)nt a ^ of a mile in length ; and between them
i the commencement of
compact town, a distance
upwards of half a mile, the road is lined on both
les with beautiful villas, and shaded with lofty
re in all the blaze of its

modem

compact town now commences with Port-street,
wbich runs 220 yards northward on a line with
Melville-place, and is very broadly winged on tlie
east by the suburb called Craigs, bringing in the
thoroughfare from Airth. The main body of the
town, which runs up the gradual ascei.t of the hill,
forms the great seat of population, and contains
most of the local objects of antiquarian and public
interest, extends 3 furlongs irorth-westward from
the north end of Port-street
In its lower part of
less than 200 yards, it is a spacious airy single street,
called King-street, the site of various neat private
houses, of two very ornamental public buildings,
and of the Exchange and other markets; in its
central part, or over a distance of about 300 yards,
it is
slenderly split into two parallel and less airy
thoroughfares, called Spittal -street and Baker-street,

which communicate with each other by a laneabont
mid-distance between their ends ; and in its upper
part, it again becomes a single spacious thoroughfare, which takes the name of John-street, and has
among its structures the parish churches, and some
other interesting public buildings. These streets,
including the Port, have all an appearance of modernized antiquity, or present a carious blending of
the antique and the modem, now an old-fashioned
building mouldering down to decay, now an antiquated edifice partly remodelled to the taste of a
later age, and now a building altogether and elegantly new, but everywhere the evidence of recent
improvement, and the fi-eqnent recurrence of good
Baker and Spittal streets, in particular, are
shops.
curiosities: they are steep as well as narrow; they
are largely edificed with tenements belonging to a
taste which has long since perished ; and they long
were ribbed from end to end with the rude abutments of 'outside stairs,' the removal of which has
occasioned a kind of mongrelism in the general stvie

—

—

it may be called
of the street-architecFriar's-wynd, which goes off for 200 yards
northward from near the foot of Baker-street, St.
Mary's-wynd, which goes off 350 yards in the same
direction from the head of it, or from the foot of
these and some minor streets and
Broad-street,

if

style

ture.

—

—

alleys are narrow, irregular, winding, and generally
unprepossessing. Bi-oad-street, a thoroughfare of
160 yards in length, leading off from St. Mary'swynd, and running or climbing nearly parallel with
John-street, is spacious and of imposing appearance,

and largely partakes of modem improvement. The
streets, called Upper and Lower Castle-hill, hang on
the north-east face of the higher end of the hill;
and diverging from a point which is immediately
overhung by the castle, they fall at their lower ends
respectively on the head of Broad-street, and on the
north end of St. Mary's-wynd. The principal new

or entirely modem streets are Bridge-street, leading
out on a line with St. Mary's-wynd, over a distance
of 750 yards to the old bridge ; a street opened in
1840, leading from the lower part of the main body
of the town away toward the new bridge, and
bearing a series of names; Cowan-street, fallinir at
an acute angle upon Bridge-street; and Queenstreet and Irvine-place, running parallel to each
other, but in an oblique direction, between BridgeThese tlioroughfares prestreet and Cowan-street.
sent many features of pleasantness, neatness, and

elegance, and stand altogether associated with modem ideas of healthiness, comfort, and taste.
few objects in the immediate vicinity of the
town are so intimately connected with either its

A
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landscape or its history as to require separate notice.
South-west of the castle or summit of the hill lies
the King's-park, about 3 miles in circumference,
once the wooded walk of flocks of deer, and the
scene of many a royal hunt, but now almost wholly
divested of wood, and chiefly disposed in arable
wall of great
grounds and artificial pastures.
antiquity surrounds it, and may be seen running
along the base of the western and southern preciThe park is now encroached on
pices of the hill.
by the modern race-course, and traversed by public
thoroughfares; but, so late as about 70 years ago,
it was maintained inviolate, and continued untouched
by any road. At the east end of it lay the royal
gardens. These, from long neglect and the natural
wetness of the soil, have become desolate yet they
still have some fi-uit trees, some vestiges of walks,
some regular concentric mounds, and various other
indications of their ancient character.
Rising from
the centre of the concentric mounds, is an octagonal
mound in the form of a table, which bears the name
of the King's Knott, and is traditionally said to
have been the scene of fetes champetres, or of some
forgotten species of recreations practised by the
royal court. Barbour, in his account of the battle
of Bannockburn, speaks of a round table as, at the

A

;

date of that event, existing at the foot of the castle;and says that, when Edward of England was told
by Moubray, the governor, not to expect safety by
being admitted into the castle, "he took the way
beneath the castle by the Round table." The mound
is of great antiquity, and probably existed before
the gardens were formed
and the pastime celebrated on it may, without much violence, be conjectured to have been that called the Knights of the
Round Table, a pastime of which several of the
Scottish monarchs, particularly James IV., are said
to have been fond.
Along the line in the park from
north to south, now traversed by a public road, were
not long ago vestiges of a canal on which the royal
family and court aired in barges. On the south
face of the castle-hill, a little below the esplanade,
in front of the castle, is a hollow, called the Valley,
now about an acre in area, but formerly much more
extensive, having the appearance of an artificial
;

—

work, and anciently used for joistings, tournaments,
and other feats of chivalry. Closely adjoining it on
tiie south is a small rocky pyramidal mount, called
Ladies' Hill, whence the females of the court
surveyed the feats. On a line with the castle on
the north-east extends for a brief way a rugged
rising-ground, called Gowlan-hill and at the extremity of it near the bridge, is the Moat-hill of the
feudal times, a small mount on which executions
usually took place. On this eminence, within sight
of their castle of Doune, and much of their extensive
estates, Duncan, the aged Earl of Lennox, his sontlic

;

in-law, Murdoch, Duke of Albany and Ex-regent of
the kingdom, and the latter's two sons, Walter and
Here
Alexander Stuart, were beheaded in 1425.
also, at an earlier date, Sir Robert Graham and
several associates were executed for the assassination of James L
The hill now bears the uncouth
name of Hurlcy-Haaky, and is said to have got it
from the odd circumstance of James V., when a
boy, having Iwiu used to slide on the skeleton of a
cow's head from top to bottom of the bank, the
word Ilaahij being a sort of generic name, in Scot-

—

a cow, and James being known to liavo
practised on the liill some sliding-stool amusement
under the name of Hurley or Hurley-Backet. Sir
Walter Scott, in his Lady of the Lake, alluding to
tlio uses of the place as a heading-hill, oxclaims,

land, for

—

"
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And thou, O snd nnd fatRl mound,
Tliuu ufi ha«l liearU tlio dcath-axc sound,

As on the

noblest of the land
Fell the stern headsman's blood}'

hand

"
!

The ancient ecclesiastical stnactures of Stirling,
both the extant and the extinct, possess considerable
The edifice now occupied as the East and
interest.
the West parochial churches was built by James V.,
in 1494, for the use of a convent of Franciscans or
Giey Friars; and, previous to 1056, when a dead
wall was run up across its centre to divide it into
two, it was strictly one church. It is a magnificent
Gothic fabric, all of hewn-stone, with an arched roof
supported by two rows of plain massive pillars.
The western half appears to have had at each corner
a projecting square building. One of these is now
an aisle, and one has on an arch which now spans
a window but formerly overhung the entrance the

—

rose of

seems to

—

and it
have been of beautiful architecture, and

England and the

thistle of Scotland;

in tradition as the chapel of Margaret,
daughter of Henry VIL, and wife of James IV.
The eastern half of the church received from Car-

figures

The West
dinal l!eaton the addition of a chancel.
church, though apparently less magnificent than
the East, really exhibits more elegant specimens of
architecture and, besides being fitted up within in
as superb a style as comports with simplicity and
purity of ecclesiastical taste, and having the interior
of its walls studded with some fine monuments, it
is surmounted by a square tower of 22 feet each
way, and about 90 feet in height. In 1543, the
Earl of Arran, Regent during Marj^'s minority,
publicly renounced in the church of Stirling the
Protestant religion and here, on the 29th of July,
1567, James VL, then an infant of 13 months, was
crowned, John Knox preaching the coronation-sermon. In 1651, General Monk took possession of
the tower, and raised batteries in the churchyard
for assailing the castle
and, in consequence, drew
;

;

;

bullets, many marks of
I'emain in the tower. In 1746, the Highafter
the battle of Fallanders occupied the tower
kirk, and celebrated their victory by the ringing of
chuich
its bells and the discharge of fire-arms.
and convent of Dominicans or Black Friars, anciently stood on the outside of the walls on the-

on the spot some showers of

which

still

—A

north-east; but thoy have been entirely erased, and
their site converted partly into garden-groiuid. The
church was the chief place of worship for the iu-i
^''
habitants of the town previous to the foundii
the Gre}' Friars' convent; and it contained o!
south side of the great altar, "with their lii
and arms depicted," the mortal remains of the Earl
of Lennox and his kinsmen, vvho wei'e executed on

Hurley-Haaky. The cemetery was in comparatively
modern use, and seems to have been cut through
the middle by the newer part of Friar's-wynd. An

—

ancient chapel dedicated to St. Ninian, stood near
the South Fort; and a very copious and i)ure spring
in its vicinity, is called St. Ninian's well, and, till
1774, furnished the inhabitants of Stirling with the
greater part of their necessary supply of water.
At the head of Broad-street stands part of a palace,
begun in 1570 by Earl Mar while ho was Regent,
but never finished. The edifice was originally a
hollow quadrangle; but only the remains of the
In the centre
front part of the quadrangle survive.
and on projecting
are the royal arms of Scotland
towers, one on each side, are tin' arms respectivoU
The edifice was
of the Earl and his Countess.
structed out of the ruins of Cainbuskenneth ali
and exhibits a variety of carved stones, iiisi
;

apparently at random and, in its turn, it was
as a quarry for rebuilding a churchyard wall ai
Ninian's, and was protected from utter rasurc
in conpequenco of its conveniently sheltering
;
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tive arrangements, both in its grotmd floor and in
two upper flats, for judicious instructive exhibition.
The Commercial bank, the Bank of Scotland,

main-street or market-place from the fury of the
Sir Robert Sibbald says, that "the
Earl lived splendidly here." The ruin is popularly
the north side of the street,
Mar"s-wark.-^n
called
which leads from the head of Broad-street to the
castle, stands a spacions qaadrangnlar edifice, built
in the aspiring style which prevailed in the time
of James VI. .and Charles I. It bears the name of

west winds.

lodgings ; it
Arcryle's
' '
K-\nder of Menstrie,
;ng:
e
~

?d

it

was

bnilt

by

who became

Sir
first

William
Earl of

afterwards passed into the possesion

Dnkes of Argyle; and, in 1779, it was purby government, and con vertetl into a military

In February. 1681, the Earl of Argyle
here the Duke of York, afterwards
J.imes VII., under whose reign he was put to death.
ital.

euterfciined

The

in 1715,
principal apartment then used, wa.«,
the scene of the councils of war held by the Earl's
son, the first Duke of Argyle, against James VII.'s
son, whose troops he encountered on the field of
An old house with a pi ojecting turret,
Sheriffmuir.
sot far fi-ora Argyle's lodgings, is said to have been

—

bv George Buchanan, and occupied by him
while tutor to James VI. A place at the south
Mmer of Broad-street now occupied by elegant
modem buildings was the site of the Regent Mortoij's residence ; and the place now occupied by the
Weigh-house was the site of the mansion of the
Earl of Lennox, the father of Lord Damley. In the
lose vicinity of the south-west corner of the West
church stands a handsome house, erected in 1635 as
Cowane's hospital, and bearinga statue of its founder,
but now employed as the Guildhall. It is crowned
with pinnacles, which figure well on the romantic
height occupied by the building. In two confined
lociliries are old curious buildings with sculptures
and inscriptions intimating their connection with
An ancient burgh cross stood in
Spittal's hospital.
Broad-street, and comprised a pillar resting on four
and
steps,
bearing aloft a unicorn with a shield;
but this antiquity, like some similar old crosses in
built

—

—

ther Scottish burghs, was long ago removed.
The town-house, in Broad-street, opposite the site
f the old cross, is a spacions edifice, erected in 1701.
laving a lofty tower in which is a fine-toned bell.
Behind it stand the old jail and the county baildngs, jointly a large pile of edifice, the latter conaining a capacious elegant hall for the circuit and
he sheriff courts. At the head of John-street stands
he new county jail, built in 1848. at the cost of
This is a large castellated edifice, within
11,000.
wall varying from 15 to 35 feet in height, and
nclosing an area of about an acre : and the whole
H situated on such lofty ground, with free exposure
I) the east, as
to figure conspicuously in a long
^tch of the foldings of the Forth. 'At the head
f
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King-street, looking down its area, and forming
commencement of Baker and Spittal streets, is

le

he Athenoeum, a handsome edifice, with a fine lofty
)ire.
The front has the form of the segment of a
rcle, and is well-suited to the site; the ground
.cry is fitted up in shops; and the upper stories

and a very extenve public library. In the same street, in the
of
the
a
is
Athenaeum,
;cinity
large, commodious,
egant com exchange, erected in 1839, serving
ell the
purposes of a crowded com market, and
>ntain a publie reading-room,

xjasionally serving also to accommodate large asmblies for public or festive purposes. In the same
:reet also is Drummond's
Agricultural museum, a

•mmodious and interesting ^ifice, erected in 1840
exhibit a splendid and most useful collection of
hjects, connected with rural economy, and originallv

•

ollected in 1831 . The building is 160 feet in length,
nd from 20 to 25 feet in width, and contains effec-

its

i

the National bank, the Union bank, the Edinburgh
and Glasgow bank, the Royal hotel, the Golden
Lion hotel, and some other buildings of similar rank
and uses, are all beautiful modem structures.
Among the most interesting objects in Stirling,
both extinct and existing, must be ranked its fortiFrom the remotest ages,
fications and its bridges.
the easiest and most common communication between the divisions of Scotland south and north
of the Forth, has been by the fords and bridges in

—

its neighlx>urhood.
Ferries lower down particularly those at Granton, at Queensferry, at Kincardine, and at Alloa, which now carry across such

—

multitudes of passengers, cattle, and carriages are
of modem origin ; and fords and other passable
points higher up, either occur in an alpine country,
or, at best, require nearly all persons in transit
between the two great divisions of the island to
make a vast detour from the proper line of their
route.
Stirling, in consequence, was, during all
the stirring periods of history, the key to the Highlands, and a place of such commanding influence
that the possession of its strengths and of its means
of communication across the river became all bat
essential to the mastery of Scotland. Besides the
natural fortification formed at a small distance on
two sides by the Forth, and on another by the precipitousness of the hilly site, the town has, on every
On the north-wcst
side, been artificially fortified.
is the castle ; on the north and north-east, are vestiges of a great ditch ; on the east, ran anciently a
wall, passing a little eastward of the present Athenseum ; and, on the south, where no protection is
obtained from the river, a strong wall runs along
the brink of a steep it)ck. The South-port, previous
to an enlargement of the town toward the east,
which took place in the time of James VI., stood
100 yards west of the line of the present Port-street.
The latest built port was erected about the year
1591; and it was taken down a little after the middle of last centtuy to render the entry to the town
more commodious.
wooden bridge across the
Forth, at Kildean, a point a little west of the longitude of the castle, and about half-a-mile above the
all

—

A

old 8to:ie-bridge, existed at a very early period, and
was the scene of the notable exploit of Wallace
with the English army which is noticed in our
article on St. Ninian's.
Its site is still a ford, and
exhibits, at low water, some vestiges of the ancient
structure.
At this spot, Montrose, in 1645, conducted his army across the river when on his mai-ch
to the battle-field of Kilsyth.
The old stone-bridge
is of unknown date; but figures, in 1571, as the
scene of the public execution of Hamilton, archbishop of St. Andrews, by the King's faction under
the Regent Lennox. It has four arches, is narrow
between the parapets, and high in the centre, and
presents altogether a very antique appearance. It

formerly had two small flanking-towers near the
west end, two similar towers near the east end, two
low towers in the centre, and two gates connected
In
respectively with the towers near the ends.
1745, an arch of it was destroyed by General Blakethe
of
in
the
order
that
recastle,
ney,
governor
cruit-parties from the north might be intercepted
from reinforcing Prince Charles Edward, who had
then passed to the south, and that desertion parties
from his army might be cut off in their retreat to
the north. Hence, when, in February of next year,
the royal army under the Duke of Cumberland
marched in search of the retrograding Jacobites, they
had to halt at Stirling till the place of the deficient
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arch was supplied by wooden logs and boards ; and
mainly in consequence of this detention, tliey failed
to overtake the foe till they had gone far north to
the vicinity of Culloden. The old bridge, however,
wanted width and convenience to accommodate the
increasing traffic of modern times; and in 1831, in
its near vicinity, a new broad and very elegant
bridge was erected. At the forming of the Scottish
Central railway, and again at the forming of the
Stirling and Dunfermline railway, also, fine viaducts
for the lines of these works over tlie river were constructed and these viaducts and the two bridges all
stand within a distance, from tlie highest to the
lowest, of only about two stone-casts.
Stirling -castle, the seat of the main ancient
strength of the town, is approached by Broad and
;

Upper Castle-hill streets. A stranger, on emerging
from the street- way at the top of the hill, passes a
spacious esplanade or parade-ground, and finds himself at the entrance of the fortress.
Two walls of
defence, each strengthened in front by a deep fosse,
with
some
other
but
unfinished
were,
works, constructed in the reign of Queen Anne, as an external
fortification.
A drawbridge conducts across the
first

fosse

;

commanded

a portcullis formerly

the

and two arched gateways perforate reOf four
spectively the first and the second walls.
circular towers which anciently adorned the inner
entrance, two remain, but are much reduced in
height.
Immediately within this gateway, which is
surmounted by the flag-staff, a battery, called the
over or upper port battery, extends to the northeast, and commands in all its amplitude and gorgeousness the surpassingly brilliant panorama from
Benloraond, Bcnvenue, Benledi, and Benvoirlich,
through the vales of the Forth, the Teith, and the
Allan, and the plains of the Lennox and the
second
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;

Lothians, to the clearly seen heights of the Scottish

The ground immediately overhung by

metropolis.
the battery, and overlooking the nearest sweep of
the Forth, is not precipitous, but breaks gradually
down in the little rocky range of the Gowan hills,
stretching away to their termination in HurleyHaaky near the bridge. On the brow of the nearest
eminence are remains of a low rampart, extending in
a line parallel to the battery, the vestige of works
constructed against the castle, in 1746, by Prince
Charles Edward.
Between this rampart and the
castle-walls a road or narrow path comes up the
acclivitous hill from the village of Raploch, and
on to a point where formerly there was a
[•asses
arge gateway through the exterior wall, conducting
to an esplanade on which the magazines are now
situated, and, across it, to a low-browed archway,
called the Laird of Ballangeich's entry,' and alleged
to have once been the main entrance to the castle.
This wild path, thus anciently terminating at a point
of such prime importance, is called the Ballangeich
road, from two words which signify the windy pass ;'
and, having furnished James V. with his well-known
fictitious designation of the Guidman of Ballangeicli,
figures as to name, at least, in many curious and ofttold anecdotes of that monarch's incognito rovings as
a gallant, and an eccentric superintendent of the
public justice of his kingdom.
'J'he interior of the castle is distributed into two
courts and, besides other buildings, has a palace,
built by James V., the remains of an older palace,
the parliament-liouse, now used as a barrack, and a
The
splendid chapel, now used as an armoury.
begun by that monarch and
palace of James
is
a
hollow
curious
finished by Mary,
quadrangular
edifice, in a fantastic style of architecture neither
Grecian nor Gothic, exhilnting, on three ornamented
Hides which are open to the view of the spectator,

—

'

'

emblematical figures standing on wreathed balustrade pillars with pediments, supported by grotesque
figures, under something like Gothic arches, and in
the pediments of the windows. The eastern side
loolis toward the court-yard or esplanade of the Ballangeich entry and is the most wildly or curiously
elaborated.
The pillars on each of the ornamented
sides are five or six in number, and rise close to the
wall within slight recesses. The images are everywhere much defaced, yet continue sufficiently distinct
to evince the strange taste which presided over the
construction of the edifice. Those on the eastern
;

side are, for the

most

intended

to

ings for

tlie officers,

part, mythological

;

and seem

represent Diana, Venus, Omphale, Perseus, and other fabulous personages of Greek and
Roman antiquity. Those on the northern side,
which confronts the chapel-royal, are a curious assemblage of the real and ideal ; but as they include
statues of James V. and his daughter, and a figure
of Cleopatra with the asp upon her breast, they possess, though rudely executed, a kind of sadly romantic interest. The statue of James represents
him as a small-bodied man, with a bushy beard,
wearing a frock-coat and a hat, overhung by an allegorical personage who holds over him a crown
and a scroll cf his kingly title, and attended by the
royal lion and a cup-bearer, the former crouching at
his feet, and the latter a beardless youth holding
forth a cup.
The hollow or small interior squaie
court of the palace is called the Lion's den, and is
said to have been the place of the royal menagerie.
The apartments of the palace, now sectioned off and
arranged, on the ground-floor, into a barrack for
private soldiers, and, on the upper-floor, into lodg-

and ornate.

were originally very spacious
on the north side of the

A lofty hall

ground-floor is still called the King's room, or the
presence, and was formerly adorned with multitudinous figures, carved in basso relievo in oak, long
venerated by the inhabitants of Stirling, and generally supposed to represent James V., Mary of
Guise, and various members of the royal family
and the court. The buildings which adjoin the palace, and occupy the western side of the main court,

have a comparatively plain antique appearance,
and are supposed to date higher than the reign of
James II. One of the apartments in them is a small
room, elaborately decorated in an antique manner,
and popularly bearing the names of the King's
It owes the latter of
closet and Douglas' room.
these names to its being the reputed scene of James
That
II. 's assassination of the Earl of Douglas.
haughty nobleman, in 1452, when in league with the
Earls of Crawford and Ross, was induced, under
promise of safe conduct, to enter Stirling-castle and
sup with the King and after supper, the King led
him into the recess of a window, urged him to dis;

solve the league, received an instant stern refusal,
and immediately plunged his dagger into the Earl's
"
No," said the Earl,
body.
'"No, by the cross
I've pledged

it

my

may

not be
word.'
;

kiiiglitly

And like a thunder-cloud he scowled,
And half unslieuthcd his sword.
Then drew the king that Jewelled
Which gore so oft had spilt.

And

glaive,

the haughty Douglas' heart,
lie sheathed it to the hilt."
in

;

V

,

James III., who made the castle his principal residence, and often shut himself up in it with his
favourites, erected in it several new structures, bosides repairing and embellishing such as had fallen
and, in particular, built a very spacious
unparliament-hall, which is still entire, and known
der tlic name of the parliament-house. This structure occupies the eastern side of the principal court;
into decay

;
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and, though now defaced by the processes of
transmating it into a barrack, it was originally a
noble piece of Saxon architecture, and was for ages
deemed a magnificent fabric. The interior hall was
120 feet in length, and had a splendid oaken roof;
and it was the scene of many meetings of parliament.
chapel-royal, of the character of a collegiate church, was founded on the northern side of the

A

The ecclesiastics atprincipal court by James III.
tached to it formed two bodies, each comprising a
de^n or provost, an arcbdean, a treasurer, a subdean, a chanter, a subchanter, and some subordinate
The original or early endowments of
functionaries.
it comprised the rich temporalities of the priory of
Coldingham ; but the annexation of these thwarted
the interests of Lords Home and Hailes, and acted
remotely as an occasion of the ruin of James III. at
Sauchie.
Yet James IV. subdued all opposition,
completed the establishment, and added to it the
temporalities of
priory,

Dundrennan

abbej',

Incbmahome

Dunbar parsonage, four prebends, about
and various chapelries and
The deans of the chapel, who were first the

fifteen parish-churches,

lands.

provosts of Kirklieugh in St. Andrews, afterwards
the bishops of Galloway, and eventually the bishops
of Dunblane, possessed in their capacity of deans an
James VI., in 1594, demolepiscopal jurisdiction.
ished the original chapel, and built on its site a more
elegant one for the baptism of his eldest son. Prince
Henry. This edifice is of hewn stone ; and, though
much injured by being turned to the uses of an armoury, it has sufl'ered less damage exteriorly than
any other of the castles structures. It is now the
depository for 17,000 stand of arms, and contains,

among other cm-iosities, John Knox's pulpit and
communion table. A strong battery, with a tier
of guns pointing to the bridge over the Forth, was
erected during the regency of Mary of Lorraine and
it bears the name of the French
battery, probablj'
;

from having been constructed by French engineers.
Stirling-castle, as a military strength, is of such
high antit^uity that its origin cannot be satisfactorily
traced.
Agricola is said to have raised fortifications
npon the rock and his successors not improbably
found them necessary for overawing the country
north of the Forth. The Roman military causeway
comes hither from the south, and passes hence to
the north
and seems fully to indicate that the
usual pei-spica.ity of the Romans was not asleep
when they were in the vicinity of so advantageous
and commanding a spot for a station. The strength
must have been a frontier-fortress from the 5th till
toward the end of the 10th century; and probably
was in the alternate possession of the neighbouring
and belligerent powers. About the middle of the 9 th
century, if we may believe a monkish and indifferently authenticated tale, the Northumbrians, having
taken possession of territories and fortresses suddenly won by conquest and cession from the Scots, re;

;

built Stirhng-castle, planted
rison, and threw over the
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it with a
strong garForth a stone-bridge

surmounted by a cross, with an inscription, part of
which is still the legend of the ancient burgh seal

—

Danes. Near the close of the 10th century, Kenneth III., informed of a Danish invasion, appointed
Stirling-castle the rendezvous of his array, and
marched thence to the victorious field of Luncarty.
In 1175, this fortress was one of the places impignorated to Henry II. for the ransom-money of
William the Lion ^ but it was aftenvards freely restored by the noble Richard Cceur de Lion, and was
the seat of one of Willianrs parliaments, and the
Some laws of Alexscene, in 1212, of his death.
ander II., annexed to the Regiam Majestatem, were
enacted in the castle, particularly the celebrated
one which established trial by jury. Here, too,
were held several conventions and parliaments
during the short reign of John Baliol and here
was dated the epistle which, with the advice of the
states, he wrote, in 1295, to the King of France,
proposing a marriage between a French princess
;

and his

son.

when Edward I. poured his army like a
upon Scotland, and swept before him the

In 1296,
torrent

strength of its greatest fortresses, Stirling-castle
was deserted by its garrison, and made no resistance.
Next year, after the battle of Stirling, it was left
by the repulsed and retreating English under the
charge of Sir Marmaduke de Twenge ; but it was
speedily captured by Sir William Wallace, who,
after tlie battle of Falkirk, dismantled and destroyed
it.
The castle was repaired by Edward II.; and,
only a year afterwards, was taken by the Scots. In
1300, after a stiff siege of three months, during
which it was defended by Sir William Oliphant, the
English obtained it by capitulation ; and they kept

possession till 1303, when they were compelled by
the Scottish leaders to surrender, and to let the
place pass once more under the governorship of Sir
William Oliphant. So nobly did this hero maintain his trust, and so stoutly did he hurl defiance
from his post to England, that when Edward marched up Scotland to Kinloss, and almost seemed to
have the kingdom at his feet, he was obliged to hold
a great council of English and Scottish barons at
St. Andrews, and get tliem to pronounce outlawry
upon Sir "William Wallace, Sir Simon Frazer, iind
Three months did
the garrison of Stirling-castle
he spend in efforts before this fortress to reduce
it, vainly employing many an expedient, freely exposing his person to danger, pushing forward the
operations by his pei-sonal attendance, and driven
to exasperation and furj- by the force of its resistance, in so much as vengefully to reject an offer of
capitulation when necessity compelled that offer to
be made so that, on at length caiTving the place
by storm, he sent the brave garrison to various
jails in England, and the heroic governor to the
Tower of London. The castle was now held for a
series of years by the English, who had quite enIn 1314, it was fought for, but
thralled Scotland.
vainly, in the field of Bannockbum ; in 1333, it
!

;

yielded to Edward Baliol ; in 1336, after being repaired by Edward III., it sustained a siege from
the friends of David Bruce, but was relieved by

But

Edward in person next year it was blockaded by
the same assailants, and again relieved by Edward ;
and, in 1339, it was captured by the friends of
Bruce.

the double purposes of residences and of strongholds ; and as such a rude limited fabric it figures
in the armorial bearings of the burgh.
Before the
dose of the 9th century, the Scots, if they really
lost temporary possession of the fortress, regained
it on condition of
assisting the Saxons against the

In 1360, Sir Robert Erskine was appointed
governor of the castle by King David Bruce, and,
besides ample grants for the maintenance of the
garrison, obtained a grant of all the feus and revenues in Stirlingshire belonging to the Crown, with
the wardships, escheats, and other emoluments
and he bequeathed his high
annexed to them
oflBce to his descendants, the Erskinesand the Earls
of Mar, till their forfeiture for Jacobitism in 1716.

*•

Anglos a Scotis separat crux ista reniotis.
Hie armis Bruti: Scoti staut hie cruce tuti."

in these remote times, the edifice of the castle,
as to size and form, was probably no more than a
structure similar to those which the English and
the Scottish barons erected on their estates, to serve

I

;

;
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the Stewart dynasty succeeded to the throne,
became one of their stated residences
and from successive kings of that house, as we have
James II. was
seen, it received its present form.
born here he was here put under the government
of Sir Thomas Livingstone, immediately after the
murder of James I. and here, as we Iiave seen,
he assassinated the Earl of Dou'glas. James III.,
whose mildness of temper did not harmonize with
the turbulent spirit of his nobles, resided much
within Stirling-castle as a fastness, affording him
the means of a cherished retirement. James IV.
gave this foi'tress, along witli that of Edinburgh, to
his Queen, Margaret of England, as her jointurehouse and he frequently resided here during Lent,
that he might attend the neighbouring church of
the Franciscans, and there do penance for the part
he had acted in his father's death. James V. was
both born and crowned in Stirling-castle and by
the eccentricities of his conduct while residing in
it, he has, more than all other kings united, perStirling-castle

;

;

;

;

;

manently made

it

figure in ballad, drama, popular

anecdote, and light history. In 1543, Queen Mary
was crowned here when scarcely nine months old,
the Regent Arran carrying the crown and Lennox
the scepti-e and a numerous assembly of the states
resent on the occasion, appointed the fortress to
E e the royal minor's residence. The infant-son of
Darnley and Qneen Mary, afterwards James VI.,
was conveyed hither soon after his birth in Edinand here, on the 15th December,
burgh-castle
;

;

1566,

he was

pomp.

Here

baptized with great ecclesiastical

also,

next year, he was crowned

;

and

here he spent the greater part of his childhood till
13 years of age.
The first parliament after he took
the government into his own hands, met in 1578,
in the great hall in the castle
and the place of
meeting was so distasteful to the opponents of the
late Regent Morton, who still continued with the
King, that they protested against it, and nearly
precipitated the country into a civil war. James
now clung to the place as his residence in spite of
the wishes of the numerous party who hated the
;

favourites
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who were around him

;

and he began also
which he

to indulge freely in those field sports of

was afterwards

so fond, and which comported so ill
with the rigid spirit of the period. In 1651, General Monk besieged the castle, and reduced it.
The
national registers had been lodged in it in the preceding year, and were seized by him, and, in

compliance with an order from Cromwell, sent to
London. They remained in the Tower till the
Restoration; and when restored, they were sent
back by sea, and lost in a storm. In 1689, Graham
of Claverhouse and other partisans of the dethroned
James VII. formed a scheme, which proved abortive,
for rescuing the castle from the partisans of the Revolution. At the union of the kingdoms, in the reign
of Queen Anne, it was declared one of four Scottish
fortresses which were to be ever afterwards kept in reIn 1715, it formed an excellent support to the
pair.
government forces under the Duke of Argyle, when,
small in number but resolute in courage, they lay
encamped in the park, and defended the passage of
the Forth against tlie Jacobite forces under the Earl
of Mar.
In the beginning of 1746, Prince Charles
Edward besieged the castle, but made little impression on it; yet, had ho not been obliged to retreat by the approach of the Duke of Cumberland,
he would have forced it to surrender by famine.
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, in September
1842, when on their progress between Dalkeith and
Taymouth, halted at Stirling, and made an inspection of the castle.

The manufactures of Stirling

are various.

Cotton

goods began at the end of last centuiy to be laigely
produced for manufacturers in Glasgow and thej'
still employ a noticeable
proportion of the old and
young of both sexes. The dyeing of yarns, home;

made cloths, and other fabrics, is somewhat prominent. The manufacture of shalloons was considerable so far back as the end of the 16th
century; but
it was conducted
chiefly for the supply of the
Netherlands it early suffered a severe shock from
a debasing of the quality of the fabrics and after
that period, it underwent alternations of considerable
revival and excessive declension. During the decay of the shalloon manufacture, and not long after
the beginning of last century, that of tartan started
;

;

and though more than once it has very seriously
it now, with the kindred branches of
tartan-shawls, carpets, and yarns, forms the chief
manufacture both of the town itself and of the
up

;

fluctuated,

villages in its
flourished
a
decayed, that
compelled to

vicinity.

Till about the year 1760,

it

few years afterwards, it so greatly
several hundreds of the weavers were
betake themselves to other employments; about 1792, though the department of carpets flourished, that of tartans was very nearly ex;

tinct

;

after the publication of the Waverley novels,
into popular favour

which suddenly blew tartans

throughout great part of the temperate climates of
Europe, it sprang aloft to a high pitch of prosperity
and it has ever since continued to be important and
The yearly value of tartans and tartan
energetic.
shawls produced is about £100,000
and that of
carpets and yarns, about £25,000. The manufacture
of leather is also carried on to about the same
value as that of carpets and yarns. The making of
soap and candles is considerable. The manipulating
;

;

of grain, in the departments of flour and malt, particularly in the latter, is very great.
Rope-making
and coach-making likewise aflbrd some emploj'ment and miscellaneous manufactures, in the several departments of ordinary artificership, are extensive enough to supply, not only the town itself,
but a large breadth of populous surrounding country.
The port of Stirling ranks as a creek of Alloa.
The harbour is a simple wharf on the Forth, bearing
the name of Stirling-shore. The depth of water at
it at
neap tides is 5^ feet; at spring tides, 11 feet.
;

The navigation downward to Alloa is greatly embarrassed by the sei'pentine windings of the f\)rtli,
which move toward almost every point of the compass and is obstructed also by a number of fords or
shallows.
plan for deepening the river was discussed so long as 18 years ago by the town-council,
;

A

and has had much consideration. The revenue of
The arrivals
the harbour is about £500 a-year.
and departures of sailing-vessels, exclusive of those
in ballast, do not
tons in the year.

much exceed an aggregate of 2,000
The principal articles of traffic

are wood, coals, bricks,

tiles,

lime, wool,

\

and grain.

Steam-vessels also ply daily to Granton and intermediate ports.
Large facility has been aftbrded to the trade of
Stirling by the construction of great lines of railway,
going off from it to all the chief points of the compass, and giving it connexion with all the railway
systems in Scotland, the Stirling and Dunfermline
railway toward the east, the Forth and Clyde Junction railway toward the west, and the Scottish CenA
tral railway toward the north and the south.
weekly market is held on Friday; and fairs are held
on the first Friday of February, March, April,
August, and November, on the second Friday of
December, on the third Friday of September and
October, and on the last Friday of March. The
town lias offices of the Bank of Scotland, the Clydesdale bank, the Commercial bank, the Edinburgh

—

'

and Glasgow bank, the National bank, tlie Royal
bank, and the Union bank. It has also a national
security savings' bank and 30 insurance agencies.

the Red Lion, the
principal inns are the Royal,
and
Eigle, the Star, the Sun, the Corn Exchange,
all in or near King-street, in the
the Railway,
lower part of the town. The principal institutions,
additional to the ecclesiastical, the educational, and
the municipal ones, are the Stirling subscription
the subscription
library, the Stirling free libraiy,
reading-room, the school of arts, Drummond's agricultural museum, the Stirling general agricultural
association, the Stirling horticultural society, the
Stirling and Bannockbum Caledonian society, the
the
Stirlingshire building and investment society,
Stirling committee in aid of the Edinburgh royal
infirmary, the central medical association, Adamson's bui-sary, Allan's and Cunningham's mortifications, Cowane's and Spittal's hospitals, the Stirling
fishing-club, the Stirling curling-club, and several
poorreligions and philanthropic associations.
house was erected in 1857, for the accommodation
of 200 persons.
Three newspapers are published in
the town,
the Stirling Observer, on every Thursday; the Stirling Journal and Advertiser, on every
Friday and the British Messenger, on the first day
of every month.

The

—

A

—

;

Stirling is governed by a provost, 4 bailies, a
The
treasurer, a dean of guild, and 14 councillors.

magistrates about the year 1500 became possessed
of the heritable sheriffship of the burgh; and, in
consequence of this, the provost and the bailies are
styled respectively high sheriff and sheriffs, and
were found, in an action at law about 120 years
ago, to have within the burgh a cumulative jurisdiction with the sheriff of the county.
They act
directly, control matters of police, and hold both
also
courts
and
Sheriff county
burgh
police courts.
are held at Stirling on every Tuesday and Friday
;

sheriff small debt courts, on every Friday ; and justice of peace small debt courts, on the first Monday
of every month.
The lighting of the town is sup-

and its waterworks
plied by a gas-light company
are under the management of a body of commissioners, elected partly by the town council and
partly by the rate-payers, and presided over by the
The public revenue of the burgh in 1832
provost.
was £2,295, and the expenditure, £2,308 ; and there
was a debt at that period of £10,278. The exclusive
communities, previous to the abolition of corporation privileges, were the guildry, seven crafts, and
four bodies which were styled tolerated.
Stirling
unites with Dunfermline, Culross, Inverkeithing,
;

and Qneensferry, in sending a member to parliament. But its parliamentary boundaries are more
extensive than its municipal ones, and comprise
Its
parts of the parishes of Logic and St. IS'inian's.
municipal constituency in 1856 was 470 its parliamentary constituency, 561. Population of the municipalor royal burgh in 1841, 8,307; in 1851,
;

Population of the parliamenHouses, 1,270. Poputary burgh in 1851. 12,837.
in
lation,
1851, of the part of the parliamentary
9,361.

Houses, 767.

burgh in the parish of Stirling, 9,557 ; of the part
in the parish of Logic, 1,059; of the part in the
parish of St. Ninian's, 2,221.
Stirling as a royal burgh isof unknown antiquity.
It was
as we have seen the seat of an important
fortress and a royal residence as far back as our
records reach ; and, in addition, it constituted one
member of the court of four burghs, whose collected
laws and customs are usually ascribed to David I.
With the exception of the other three burghs of that

—

court,
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—Edinburgh, Roxburgh, and

Berwick,

—

it

is

probably the most ancient royal burgh in Scotland.

Numerous

charters granted to it by successive kings,
confirming and extending its privileges, and cx)nferring on it considerable property, are all ratified
in one
the last and goveniiiig charter given by
Charles I. at Holyrood-house on the 17th NovemThe convention of royal burghs met in
ber, 1641.
Stirling so early as 1405, but was transferred to

—

—

Edinburgh in 1454. The register of sasines in Stirling commences in 1473 and the council records
in 1507. Three leading members of the town coun;

having, in 1773, employed some cormpt influence
to retain themselves and their friends
perpetually
iu office, an action was raised against the council
cil

before the court of session, and issued in the annulling of all the privileges of the "town as a corporate
body. An appeal was made to the house of lords,
but without effect and the burgh stood for several
years disfranchised, and under the direct control of
the court of session.
But eventually the burgh
constitution was restored, with a new set of its
council, and with the franchise vested in the general vote of the burgesses.
This new state of things
continued till the passing of the municipal reform
act in 1833.
Stirling rose into consequence as a town after the
settlement of the Scottish government under Malcolm Canmore, at the end of the 1 1th centuiy and
it ever afterwards, till the union of the
crowns,
figured prominently in the history of the kingdom.
In March, 1244. it was burnt in the same night
with the ancient towns of Haddington, Roxburgh,
;

;

Lanark, Perth, Forfar, Montrose, and Aberdeen.
During the wars of the succession, Stirling and its
vicinity were the scene of some of the most gallant
achievements of Wallace and the other leading
patriots,
prinie examples of which are narrated in
our articles on St. Ninian's and Bannockbum. In
the
town was burnt, and the circumjacent
1298,
country laid waste, bv Wallace in his retreat from
the battle of Falkirk," that the English, if they had

—

pursued, might be deprived of provisions and forage.
In 1385, the town was again burnt
by Richard II.
After the murder of the Earl of Douglas, in 1452,
James, the next Earl, marched an army of vassals
and friends into the town, and committed various
excesses in defiance of the King and, finding the
court to be in a redoubtable position in the castle,
;

he departed, gathered additional force, returned, and,
still unable to wreak
vengeance on the castle, plundered the town, and laid great part of it in ashes.
During the commotions of the Reformation, Stirling

was the scene of many considerable transactions,
repeatedly the rallying point of Mary of Loraine,
and of her daughter. Queen Mary, and once the
chief post of the Lords of the Congregation ; it witnessed the demolition of its own two convents of
Black and Grey friars, and of the neighbouring
abbey of Cambuskenneth, by the sallies of an irregular zeal
and in August, 1559, it became signalized
as the place where the Lords of the Congregation
entered into their third bond of mutual defence. In
May, 1569, four priests of Dunblane who had been
sentenced by the Regent Moray to be hanged at
Stirling for saying mass contrary to act of parliament, were, as a commutation of their punishment,
chained for an hour to the market-cross, wearing
their Romish vestments, and bearing their books
and chalices and, after they had been pelted with
stones by the mob, and treated with other indignities, their vestments and books were, at the conclusion of the drama, burnt by the common execu;

;

tioner.

In September, 1571, while Regent Lennox was
holding a parliament in the castle, the Earl of
Huntly, Lord Claud Hamilton, Sir Walter Scctt of
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Buccleuch, Sir David Spence of Wormiston, and
other persons of rank belonging to the party of the
dethroned Mary, marched stealthily into the town
at the head of 300 horse and 80 foot, to surprise
what they contemptuously called the Black Parliament and they instantly surrounded the lodgings
of the chief nobility
and, meeting with no resistance, except from Morton, who did not surrender
till his house had been set on fire about him, they
;

;

made the Regent and ten other noblemen prisoners,
and marched off in triumph with them for EdinBut Buceleuch's borderers having run
burgh.
athwart the town in quest of plunder, and occasioned an alarm in the castle, the Earl of Mar
marched out with a company of musketeers, speedily
subdued the plunderers, and, being joined by the
townsmen, so hotly pursued the main body as to

of the antagonist

army under George Monro, and

the detachment at the other posts were preserved
from a similar fate only by surrendering to a second
body under the P2arl of Lanark. After the defeat
of the Scottish army at Dunbar by Cromwell, in
1650, Stirling became the reti'eat of the committees
of church and state, the magistrates of Edinburgh,
and the remains of the arm}', to concert a plan for
future operations; and, at the same time, the seat of

a parliament which was obliged to adjourn to Perth,
and was the last in Scotland in wliicli tlie sovereign
personally presided. When Charles II., who had recently been crowned at Scone, put himself at the
head of the new army which rendezvoused at Aberdeen, he marched to Stirling, encamped at Tor-

wood, and, after having there tantalized Cromwell,
suddenly took post in the park of Stirling castle, and
make a safe rescue of all their prisoners, except the obliged his foe to remove the seat of war to England,
to the fatal field of Worcester. In 1681, the Duke
Regent, who had received a mortal wound, and to
capture 26 and slay 6 of their number. During a of York, afterwards James VII., visited Stirling
part of Lennox's regency, Stirling was the seat of with his family, including the princess who afterthe court of session; and, in August, 1571, and wards became Queen Anne. In 1746, the insurgent
June, 1578, it was the seat of the General Assembly. Highlanders, before being admitted to the town,
In October, 1579, Turnbull, a celebrated school- promised that no man's person should be harmed,
master, and William Scott, both versifiers, were and that everything demanded should be paid for;
hanged here for writing a satire on the Regent yet, according to report, they had not been two
Morton. In 1584, the Earls of Angus and Mar, the hours within the walls, till they had pillaged the
Master of Glammis, and otliers, who had been con- houses and shops of such of the inliabitants as were
cerned in the Raid of Rutliven, took possession of most noted for opposition to Jacobitisra.
the town and castle of Stirling; and, being obliged
Stirling gave, at one time, the title successively of
and Earl to the family of Alexander. In
speedily to flee, and to lie concealed in England Viscount
under a sentence of forfeiture, they returned next 1630, William Alexander was created Viscount Stirin 1633,
year with additional force, found the town and ling and Baron Alexander of Tullibody; and,
he was advanced to the dignity of Earl of Stirling and
castle, though the King was on the spot, in no state
of defence, and, under tlie commanding menace Viscount Canada. In 1739, the peerage became dorof tlieir position, which obtained the name of the mant at the death of Henry, the fifth Earl and it
Raid of Stirling, readily procured the restoral of is now claimed by Mr. Alexander Humphreys or
their estates, the reinstatement of their persons in
Alexander, and by Lieutenant-Colonel Sir James
Edward Alexander.
the royal favour, and the concession to them of sucii

—

—

—

;

enduringadvantages as soon afterwards permanently
invested them with offices of public trust. On the
ferment at Edinburgh, in 1637, raised by the introduction of the new liturgy, the privy-council and
the court of session were, by the royal mandate,
Stirling, and held here for several
In February of next year, a proclamation,
read at the cross, forbidding any persons to enter the
town without a warrant from the council, was pubnumber of nobles,
licly protested against by a great
barons, ministers, and burgesses, who declared that
from
having access to
they should not be precluded
state their grievances to the King, and was treated
with such contempt that, in defiance of it, 2,000
armed men took possession, though for only one
night, of the town.
In 1645, the plague raged in Stirling from the
middle of July till October, and obliged the parliament, who had been chased thither by the pestilence

removed

to

months.

from Edinburgh, to adjourn to Perth, and the towncouncil to hold their meetings in the open fields.
Cleansers, as they were called, having been aptwo of their
pointed to take charge of the infected,
number, called Watson and Murrison, inherited so
had in
largely the effects of those for whom they

vain exerted their humanity, that they became proIn 1 648,
of the town.
prietors of ahout two-thirds
the Miinjuis of Argyle, marching eastward at the
to
of
head of a small body
join otlier
Highlanders
the Committee
troops against the army assembled by
of F'states, halted at "Stirling, and posted upwards
of 100 of his men to guard the bridge, and the rest
at the burgh-port and the burgh-mill
and, while
he dined with Mar in the castle, and dreamed not
of
being near, the detachment at the bridge
;

danger
were all cut to pieces or drowned by one body

STIRLING

AND DUNFERMLINE

RAIL-

railway commencing at Stirling, at a junction with the Scottish Central railway, and extending eastward to a junction at Dunfermline witli the
Dunfermline branch of the Edinburgh, Perth, and

WAY, a

Dundee railway. Its Stirling station and tiie commencement of its permanent way adjoin the Forth
at Stirling;

and the

latter is carried over the river

on a viaduct of about 450 feet in length, side by side
with that of tlie Scottish Central railway. The line
immediately deflects toward the east, commands a
beautiful view up the valley of the Allan, and proceeds to its first station at Causewayhead, under
the front of the Abbey craig, 2^ miles from Stirling.
It then passes some romantic scenery adjacent to
the Craig, passes also the village of Craigmill, surof the famous windings of the Forth,
leaves the village of Blairlogie to the right, skirts
the alpine slopes of Dunmyat, commands views of
the hill-skirts round Manor-house and Menstrie,
crosses the Devon on a peculiarly constructed via-

mounts one

duct, partly supported on piers and partly suspended
by timber beams, has a station at Cambus, 5 miles
from Stirling, moves near the Forth within view of
and has an important station at (he
its

shipping,

western outskirts of Alloa.

The main

A branch diverges

line, after

here

leaving Alloa,
sends off a brancli to
passes under a high bridge,
view of the Ocliiis,
Tillicoultry, commands a fine
and has a station at Clackmannan, 8| miles from
short gradient of considerable abruptStirling.
ness occurs immediately beyond Clackmannan staThe scenery fron"i this point is much inferior
tion.
to that hitlicr from Stirling, being much softer and
far less diversified; yet it possesses interesting
The stations hence arc Kincardine, at
features.
to Alloa-ferry.

A
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lOJ miles from Stirling; Bogside, at 13 miles; East
Grange, at 15 miles; and Oakley, at 16J miles. A
steep gradient, 1 in 100. occurs a little beyond the
Oakley station, but it is very short; and the line
The total
then descend.^ toward Dunfermline.

length of the railway, exclusive of branches, is
21 miles. It is all carefully marked with levels

and mile-posts. No engineering difficulties of any
consequence lay in the way of its formation. The
part of it from Alloa to Dunfermline was ready for
use before the part from Stirling to Alloa, and was
opened

in

companv

The line is leased by the
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway.

August, 1850.
of the

STIRLING-HILL. See Peterhead.
STIRLINGSHIRE, an inland county of Scotland.
on the mutual border of the Highlands and
the Lowlands, but much more within the latter than
the former, at nearly mid-distance between the
(Jerman ocean and the Atlantic Two small districts, consisting of the parish of Alva and part of
the parish of Logie, lie in detached positions a little
way to the north, and are dovetailed into the marches
af Perthsliire and Clackmannanshire. The rest of the
jounty is bounded on the north by Perthshire ; on
the north-east by the Forth, which divides it from
Clackmannanshire and the detached or Culross secdon of Perthshire ; on the east and south-east by
Linlithgowshire on the south by Lanarkshire and
the detached or Cumbernauld and Kirkintilloch section of Dumbartonshire ; on the south-west by the
main body of Dumbartonshire ; and on the west by
Loch-Lomond, which divides itfrom Dumbartonshire.
very large amount of its boundary-line consists
feeder of Loch-Katrine, and that gorof water.
ious lake itself, are the boundary for 5^ miles;
oeh-Arclet for half-a-mile; Duchray-water for 6
iles
Kelty-water for 2 the Forth, from the conInence with it of the Kelty, for 31 miles, measured
n a straight line, but placing on its right bank
he Perthshire part of Kippen. and on its left the
irlingshire districts of Lecropt and Logie; the
?won and one of its tributaries for 16; the Kelvin
>r 13; the Allander for 4; the Eiidrick and one of
It lies

;

A

A

;

;

Loch-Lomond for 17; and two
three minor watere for aggregately 5 or 6. The
ounty is situated between 55' 56' and 56^ 16' north

C8 tributaries for 9;
r

and between 3" 35' and 4"^ 40' longitude
from Greenwich. Its greatest length from
Jnlithgow -bridge on the east to Loch-Lomond near
aversnaid on the west is 45 miles its breadth, for
le most part, ranges between 11 and 17 miles, but
7er 12 miles on the north-west does not average 5
iles; and its superficial extent is 462 square miles,
295,875 imperial acres, but formerly was estimated
c
variously 489, 645, and 704 square miles, or reI»ectively 312,960, 412,800, and 450,533 acres.
A belt along the south-west border, about 17
liles in length, and from less than 1 mile to about
or 4 mUes in breadth, consists of the beautiful
^ud almost continuous vales of the Allander, the
Another belt, about
lane, and the lower Endrick.
miles in length, and between 4 and 5 in mean
leadth, extends north-north-westward from the
|orth-west end of the former, and forms, over raer more than the further half, a projection or horn
the county.
The second belt is all Highland it
ads aloft from near its centre the sublime summit
Benlomond; it screens, over four-fifths or more
ntitude,
•est

;

i'

:

;

the lake's length, the eastern side of Locli-Lo-

md; and
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constitutes, along its summit-range,
3 water-shed between the streams of the eastern
id the western seas.
Immediately east of tliis
it

•jndly upland territory a prevailingly champaign
It
partly moorish district, extends between the
le of the Endrick on the south and the rivers

Kelty and Forth on the north, measuring about 7
miles in length, and from 4 to 7 in breadth. This
district is, in a general view, regarded as the commencement of a great valley extending hence along
the skirt of the whole frontier mountains of the
Highlands to the German ocean at Stonehaven;
and, though, while connected with Stirlingshire, it
has a very variegated surface, and possesses two
general declinations respectively to the Endrick
and the Forth, it is all comparatively low ground,
and may well enough, in its peculiar position, pass
for valley.
East of it, and forming its eastern
screen, extend, in expansive breadth, and in many
forms of picturesqueness, the Lesxox Hills : which
see.
All east of these hills, the country, comprising between one-fourth and one-third of the whole
county, consists principally of flat carse-lands and
cently sloping plains, beautiful and occasionally
luscious in aspect, one of the gayest and most decorated tracts in Britain, exhibiting a constant alternation of fields in the highest state of tillage, drained

and

exuberant meadows,
grounds, gardens, orchards

—

plantations, pleasureall the forms, in short,
of tastefiil and triumphant culture in the most
luxuriant vegetation.
The waters of Stirlingshire, both streams and
Of the
lakes, are aggregately superb in character.
streams already mentioned as tracing portions of
the boundary, several have some part of their course
in the interior.
Duchray-water rises on the side of
Benlomond, and has a course of oj miles before
to
be a boundary stream. The Forth,
commencing
as already hinted, is so far an interior stream as,
over a distance of 4 geographical miles, to place a
portion of the county on its north bank. The Avon
makes two separate stretches on the boundary, and
between its origin and the first, and again between
the first and the second, nins respectively 2 J and 6i
miles in the interior. The Allander leaves the boundary for the interior, and traverses the latter 3J
miles to its mouth. The Endrick is an interior
stream over about four-fifths of its course. The
Allan and the Devon drain most of the districts
situated on the north side of the Forth.
The Carron, the Bannock, and the Blane are the most considerable of the streams which flow wholly in the
interior.
Loch-Lomond, over nearly one-half of its

—

and islands, belongs to StirlingLoch-Katrine touches the county over a dis2
tance of only miles. The other lakes are principally
Loch-Coulter in St. Ninian's. and Loch-Elrigg, BlackBetween
loch, and Little Black-loch in Slamannan.
9 and 10 miles of the Forth and Clyde canal, and
nearly 8 of the Union canal, are within the county,
while about 18 additional of the former are close
upon its frontier. Various medicinal springs send
up their waters among others, one at Boqahan,
somewhat resembling those of Pitcaithly.
Stirlingshire competes with all the rich districts
of Scotland in the quantity, variety, and utility of
its minerals.
The north-western boundary of the
great coal-field which extends from Kintyre to Fifeshire, appears to run along the base of the Lennox
hills; and the field itself lies beneath all the belt of
country which intervenes from New Kilpatrick to
Denny between these hills and the Kelvin, and also
beneath all the expanse of carse and lowland which
forms the eastern division of the county. In most
extent, in both waters
shire.

;

of the latter and much the larger district the coal is
excellent and abundant, and is mined in large
quantities for exportation ; in Baldemock it resembles the coal of Newcastle, and occurs from 3 to 4J
feet thick, between strata of limestone ; in Campsie
it has much
sulphur, runs into a mass, and is slow
or prolonged in combustion ; and in Kilsyth it ie
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partly akin in character to that in the adjoining
parishes, and partly a blind coal, well-adapted to

metallurgical operations. Limestone, in many instances, accompanies coal in two strata, the one
above and of the best quality, the other below and
of inferior qualit}'.
Vaiious lime-works have long
been celebrated for both the quality and the quantity
of their produce.
At Ballagan, in Strathblane,
nearly 200 alternate strata of limestone and earth
appear in the face of a hill, excavated by a lofty and
precipitous cataract, which is subject to vast floods.
Freestone, very various in aggregate character and
appearance, abounds both in the region of the coalfield and in that north-west of the Lennox hills.
What accompanies coal is, in general, an excellent
and in Kils3'th is mostly of a beaubuilding-stone
tiful white colour, fine in the grain, and in great request but what occurs in the north-western district
is of a reddish colour,
easily wrought, and displensing to the eye. Ironstone occurs in inexhaustible
quantities, and induced Dr. Roebuck, after he had
examined the greater part of Scotland, to select the
east of Stirlingshire as the most advantageous site
for the now magnificent Carron works.
Trap locks,
useful as road-metal, abound north-westward of the
coals, and rise up in nodulated hills through various
parts of the coal-field. Precipitous columnar CHAD'S
and extensive ranges of basaltic colonnade, inferior
only to those of the wondrous Staff'a, exist in solitary protrusions or in the broad mass of the Lennox
hills.
The rocks of the Highland district appear
to be prevailingly of the metamorphic class, chiefly
micaceous schist; and those of the monarch mounbed of
tain, Benlomond, are singularly various.
slate, from 4 to 15 feet thick, occurring between
coal and the upper stratum of limestone, furnishes
the Campsie chemical company with material for
alum and copperas. Some precious stones occur in
a powerfully petrifying streamlet in Kilsyth. Some
thin strata of alabaster and some rich specimens of
antimony have been seeli at tlie cataract of Ballagan.
;

;

A

Copper mines were worked

in Kilsyth

and Logic,

fewer than fourteen
or fifteen mines, containing, but not in large quancopper, cobalt, arsenic and silver,
possessed by that insulated district, whicli,
than
more
3 miles from the main body of
lying
Stirlingshire, and separated by wings of two counties, forms the parish of Alva.
The soils of Stirlingshire are provincially classified
Thecarse
into carse, dryfield, hill, moor, and moss.
soil extends about 28 miles along the Forth from
Buchlyvie to the eastern limits of the county, in a
belt of about 2 miles in mean breadth, orof frojn halfa-mile to 4J miles, making 56 square miles, or about
It is composed of the finest
35,944 imperial acres.
argillaceous earth, originally bluish and of a soapy
tity, iron, lead,

are

or mucilaginous consistency, but, after cultivation,
liazlcish in colour, and of a loamy friability
possessing, in some places, a depth of more than 20 feet; im;

in quality proportionately to its approach to
present boundary of the parent ocean everywhere free from native stones or even pebbles interseamed at intervals with beds of shells, particularly
oysters and others common to the frith, from a lew
inches to 4feet in thickness and lying generally from
12 to 20 or 25 feet above sea-level at high- water, but
descending at parts of the outskirts to such a conflict with tide-mark that considerable pendicles of
it have been won by embankment from the dominion of the sea. 'J'he dryfield comprehends the
lower or arable declivities of the hills, and much the
or low
greater part of all the straths, vallevs,
grounds, except what is occupied by the carse; it
in exceedingly various in quality and character, and

proving
tlic

;

;

;

contains some very inferior land
but, in general,
it consists of
loamy and gravelly soils, both of which
are highly fertile, and the latter peculiarly suited to
the potato and turnip husbandry. The hill division
is all green
pasture, Avith chiefly an arenaceous soil,
;

mixed, with

and sometimes interspersed with

till,

peat earth and
comprehends the Lennox
—
themselves nearly a iburth part of the county,
;

it

hills,

and the most valuable pasture tract in Scotland,-^
the huge sides and shoulders of Benlomond, two
small pendicles north of this monarch height, and
the greater part of Alva and the Stirlingshire section
of Logic.
The moorland division, consisting of
ground more or less inclined to heath, comprehended,
eighty yeais ago, about one-fourth of the county;
but since that period has been so largely invaded
by the plough, and converted into dryfield, that

now little of it exists except in the Highland district,
and there chiefly in the parish of Buchanan. The
moss division constituted, forty years ago, about
one-thirtieth part of the county, but has since been
much reduced by processes of reclamation it lies
principally in Slamannan and in some pendicles of
the carse district audit has a diversified character,
;

;

affording generally pastuie for sheep, and incumbent in some places on fine clay.
Agriculture is in a highly in;proved and almost
model condition. The cultivation of the carse district is, in some degree, apeculiar depaitmentof the
arts of tillage, capable of receiving the aids of experience only from the other carses of Scotland ; yet
it is in
high condition, intelligent and skilful, and
has undergone a great improvement. The mere
appliance of thorough draining, introduced by Smith
of Deanston, together with the system of deep or
subsoil ploughing, has achieved wonders, both in
the carse grounds and in the other arable lands.
"This so great benefit, not for Scotland only but
for the whole kingdom," said a wiiter in tht
" is af
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, in 1839,

\

Already the fame and utility of
it is spreading all over the island
and we have not
a doubt, in a short time there will not be found a
spot that has not been made anew by means of this
simple yet powerful and efficient sj'Stem of draining
It is perfectly wonderful to behold the mightj
change this thorough drain system is making in
the different parts of the country where it is in'
Wet land is made dry; poor wec]
operation.
clays are converted into turnip soil and even
would formerly have been accounted dry is
vanced in quality. AVhole parishes in the viciii;}
of Stirlingare completely transformed from unsi;;'
ly marshes into beautiful and rich wheat fields
yet in

its

infancy.

|

;

j

No

but have been abandoned.
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i

'

j

j

j

'

\

;

r

;

where the plough could scarcely be driven for >
and water, we see heavy crops per acre and b'
weight per bushel, the quantity and the quality
;

improved."

The

number of proprietors in Stirlin;.
valuation roll is 3,183; and the nui;
qualified to be commissioners of supply is 326.
valued rental of the county, according to tin
Scotch valuation in 1674, was £10 -,509. The am...
value of real j)ropertv, as assessed in 1815, ^^;i
on the

total

-

new

£218,761; in 1849, £307,445. The real rental,
ascertained under the new valuation act in
l

exclusive of canals and railways, was £269,64(i
The arable farms usually ranj
1856, £319,014.
extent from 15 to 100 acres; and the hill farms
quently extend to nearly 4,000 acres. Aocordii
the statistics of agriculture, obtaineil in 1855 foi
i5oard of Trade, by the Highland and Agriculti
Society of Scotland, tlie number of occui iers oi
paying a yearly rent of £10 and upwards, excln
of tenants of woods, owners of villas, feuars, \u>\
I
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and the aggregate
like, was 1.433
of imperial acres cultivated by tliem vras
The distribution of the lands, with refer91,400.
ence to crops, was 4.985| acres under wheat, 6,773
under barley, 22,378| under oats, 25^ under rj'e, 18

holders,

and the

;

number

under here, 4,776J under beans, llf under pease,
616 under vetches, 5,963 J under turnips, 3,607 under
potatoes, 14J under mangel wurzel, 9f under carrots,
35| under cabbage, 770| under flax, 38J under turnip-seed, 1,720 J in bare fallow, and 39, 655 J under
grass and hay in the course of the rotation of the
farm.
The estimated gross produce of the chief
crops was 137.413 bushels of wheat, 218,006 bushels
of barley, 693,741 bushsls of oats, 599 bushels of
here, 126,882 bushels of beans and pease, 81,700
The
tons of turnips, and 18,035 tons of potatoes.
estimated average produce per imperial acre was 27
bushels and 2 J pecks of wheat, 32 bushels and f of
a peck of barley, 31 bushels of oats, 33 bushels and
1^ peck of here, 26J bushels of beans and pease, 13
tons and 14 cwt. of turnips, and 5 tons of potatoes.
The number of live stock comprised 3,525 farm
horses above 3 years of age, 1,106 farm horses under
3 years of age, 648 other horses, 8,721 milch cows,
5,858 calves, 14,533 other bovine cattle, 42,909 sheep
of all ages for breeding, 12,919 sheep of all ages for
In the
feeding, 29,685 lambs, and 2,488 swine.
•

1854, the number of occupiers of land paying a
iyear
yearly rent of less than £10 was 326 the aggregate
number of imperial acres of arable laud held by
them was 754 and the aggregate of their live stock
comprised 41 horses, 299 bovine cattle, 26 sheep, and
119 swine. The average of the fiar prices from
1849 to 1855, both inclusive, was wheat, 46s. l|d.;
;

;

carse barley, 29s. 0^.
carse oats," 21s. ll^d.
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dryfield barley, 28s. 2Jd ;
dryfield oats, 21s. 2|d. ;
moorland oats, 15s. 7^5d. ; pease and beans, 35s.
543.
S^d.; malt,
lljd. ; oatmeal, 16s. 7jd.
great proportion of Stirlingshire was anciently
covered with wood.
The mosses of the county,
hich formerly were of large aggregate extent, both
in the carse district and in the dryfield and the hill
districts, seem all to have originated in the neglect
or overthrow of ancient forests.
Even tlie great
tract which extends in a semicircular sweep from
to
the
of
Stirling
Polmont, and whose
neighbourhood
Borface was unfavourable to the forming of mosses,
most once have been a continued series of woodlands,
now very partially commemorated in the vastly
ibridged woods of Torwood and Callander. Besides
the well-known destruction of the Caledonian forest,
I wing of which extended far into the interior of this
oounty, demolition seems to have been conducted on
<3Conomical principles by the stated inhabitants or setders, both to dislodge the bears, wolves, and wild
l»ars which abounded, and to bring the ground into
Hervice for pasture or tillage.
About 120 years ago
;

;

A

a new policy began to be adopted and thenceforth
antations were formed and coppices were protected.
for a long series of years great attention was paid on
the extensive estates of the Duke of Montrose, Lieutenant-general Fletcher Campbell, and Sir Charles
IMmonstone, to the rearing of plantations, particularly of oak, ash, sycamore, beech, larch, and Scottish fir.
The plantations of the countv, as a whole,
*e neither extensive enough nor sufcciently wellJranged to serve in a due degree the purposes of
fhelterand ornament; yet they have imparted very
sensible embellishments to the general landscape,
Jfld materially aided the attempering of the climate,
lad the aggregate value of the ground. The total
;

xtent of woods in the county in 1854, as ascertained
statistical return, was 13,044J imperial acres,
'ens and orchards, except as the luxurious apidages of gentlemen's seats, draw little attention,

and have a very limited or but a mimic existence.
Though orchards were anciently cultivated on an
extensive scale in the carses of Bothkennar and
Airth, which then belonged, for the most part, to the
monks of Carabuskenneth, they have not, as in the
vale of Melrose, the vicinity of Jedbixrgh. and other
similar scenes of monastic luxury, survived to regale
the corn-eaters of the 19th century.
The manufactures of Stirlingshire are various.
Carpets, tartans, and other textile fabrics are extensively manufactured at Stirling, Bannockburn, St.
Ninian's, and adjacent villages. Blankets and serges
are manufactured at Alva.
Large cotton mills occur at Fintry, Balfron, and Milngavie. PrLntfields
exist at Denny, Kincaid, Milngavie, Lennoxtown,
and Strathblane.
large chemical work exists at
Lennoxtown. Factories for spinning wool, preparing dye-stufis, making paper, chipping wood, or conducting other departments of manufacture, occur in
Denny and other localities. Distilleries are large and
numerous. Nail-making for cai'penter's work is extensively conducted in St. Ninian's; and the manufacture of ii"on goods, cast and malleable, is largely
carried on at the works of Carron.
By me:ms
of these various manufactures the county has, pro-

A

portionately to its size, acquired great wealth and
importance; and in working them it exhibits stead-

makes progressive increase, and enjoys flatThe principal commerce of the
tering prospects.
county is conducted either through the ports of
Grangemouth and Stirling, or along the Forth and
Clyde canal, or in connexion with the great cattletrysts of Falkirk.
Nearly a full view of it may be
obtained by reference to our articles on Grange-

—

iness,

—

mouth, Carron, Falkirk, and Stirling. The county
well provided with roads, and has a large amount
of railway communication, being traversed by the
Scottish Central railway and its Alloa branch, by
is

the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, by the lines
of junction between that railway and the Scottish
Central, by the Forth and Clyde Junction railway,
and by the Stirling and Dunfermline railway, and
having direct connectiou through these lines with
all the other railway systems of tlie kingdom.
The burghs and chief towns of Stirlingshire are
the royal burgh of Stirling and the parliamentary
burgh of Falkirk. The other towns containing each
a population of upwards of 2,000 are, Alva, Bannock-

The
Kilsyth, and Lennoxtown.
smaller towns and the villages are Milngavie, Balinore, Strathblane, Birdstone, Haughhead, Milton,
Torrance, Banton, Auchinmully, Gonochan, Newton-Fintry, KiUeam, Drymen, Balfron, Kippen,
Buchlj-vie, Gargunnock, Raploch, Bridge of Allan,
Cambus-barron, St. Ninians, Torbrex, Whins of
Milton, Plean, Airth, Dunmore, Carron-shore, WestCarron, Kinnaird, Larbert, Stenhousemoor, Torwood,
Haggs, Dennyloanhead, Barleyside, Bonnybridge,
Camelon, Glen, Laurieston, Grangemouth, Bennetston. Redding, Burnbridge, Maddiston, Euniford,
part of Linlithgow-bridge, and part of Causewayhead.
Among the mansions are Buchanan house,
the Duke of Montrose Dunmore park, the Earl of
Dunmore Kerse house, the Earl of Zetland Stenhouse, Sir Michael Bruce, Bart. ; Colaium. Sir
bum, Denny,

;

;

;

Archibald Edmonstone, Bart.; Touch-house, Sir
J. S. Stewart, Biart.
Park, Sir John Hay,
Bart.
Killearn house, Peter Blackburn, Esq.
Kinnaird house, C. L. C. Bruce, Esq.; Carbeth,
John Buchanan, Esq. Boquhan, H. F. Campbell,
Esq.; Carronhall, Lieut.-Col. T. Dundas; Airth,
William Graham, Esq.
Alva, James Johnstone,
Callander
Esq. Touchadam, John Murray, Esq.
house Gai'gunnock house Fintry house and Ban-

Henry

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

nockburn house.

3b

;
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The genequarter sessions are held at Stirling on the first
Tuesday of March, June, and August, and on the
last Tuesday of October. Tlie number of committals
for crime, in the year, within the county, was 104
in the average of 1836-1840, 140 in the average of
1841-1845, 190 in tlie average of 1846-1850, and
124 in the average of 1851-1855. The sums paid
for expenses of criminal prosecutions in the years
March, June, September, and December.

Stirlingshire comprehends 21 entire quoad civilia
parishes, and parts of 5 other quoad civilia parishes;
and it shares one of these five with Dumbarton-

ral

two with Perthshire, one with Clackmannanand one with Perthshire and ClackmannanThere are likewise within it one quoad sacra
Eight of the entire
parish, and eight chapelries.
quoad civilia parishes, one of the part quoad civilia
and
three
of
the
chapelries, are in the
parishes,
presbytery of Stirling, and synod of Perth and Stirling; but two of these entire parishes, which are
Larbert and Dunipace, constitute only one ministerial charge, and the part parish, which is the
shire,

shire,
shire.

1846-1852 ranged from £3,934 to £4,677.
The
number of persons confined within the year
ending 30th June 1855 in the jail of Stirling was
678 the average duration of the confinement of
each was 57 days and the net cost of the confinetotal

;

parish of Stirling, constitutes three ministerial
charges. Three of the part parishes and one of the ment of each, after deducting earnings, was £13
chapelries are in the presbytery of Dunblane, and 18s. 3d. Nineteen parishes are returned as assessed,
synod of Perth and Stirling. Seven of the entire and five as unassessed, for the poor. The number
quoad civilia parishes, one of the part parishes, and of registered poor in the year 1853-4 was 2,385 in
one of the chapelries, are in the presbytery of Dum- 1854-5, 2,206. The number of casual poor in 1853-4
The sum expended on
barton, and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Two of was 1,025; in 1854-5, 845.
the entire quoad civilia parishes and one of the the registered poor in 1853^ was £10,520; in
1854-5, £11.291. The sum expended on the casual
chapelries, are in the presbytery of Glasgow, and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr. And four of the entire poor in 1853-4 was £782; in 1854-5, £862. The
and
assessment for county purposes is at the rate of 2Jd.
quoad civilia parishes, tlie quoad sacra parish,
one of the chapelries, are in the presbytery of Lin- on each £100 of real rent. Population of the county
In
in 1801, 50,825; in 1811, 58,174; in 1821, 65,376;
and
Tweeddale.
and
of
Lothian
lithgow,
synod
1851, the number of places of worship reported by in 1831, 72,621; in 1841, 82,057; in 1851,86,237.
the census within Stirlingshire was 99 ; of which Males in 1851, 42,234; females, 44,003. Inhabited
31 belonged to the Established church, 21 to the houses in 1851, 11,312; uninhabited, 510; building,
Free church, 19 to the United Presbyterian church, 89.
No district of equal extent in Scotland abounds
2 to the Reformed Presbyterian church, 2 to the
Episcopalians, 6 to the Independents, 5 to the Bap- more than Stirlingshire in antiquarian monuments
1
the
Westo
and remains. Our limits will allow us to name only
tists, 6 to the Wesle3'an Metliodists,
leyan Reformers, 1 to the Evangelical Union, 4 to the chief. Those of the Romans are Antoninus'the Roman Catholics, and 1 to an isolated congre- wall, the great causeway from the west of England
The number of sittings in 27 of the Estab- to the Grampians, the two stations of Castlecaiy
gation.
lished places of worship was 20,469; in 19 of the and Roughcastle, and various prasidia along the line
Free church places of worship, 10,431 in 18 of the of the great wall. Circular forts, or the strengths
United Presbyterian places of worship, 11,892; in of the Britons, are, in many instances, effaced, and
the 2 Episcopalian chapels, 570 in 4 of the Inde- in none so individuall)' considerable as to demand
pendent chapels, 2,180; in 4 of the Baptist chapels. special notice. Of tumuli, those at Dunipace are
360; in 5 of the Wesleyan Methodist chapels, 1,435; the finest specimens; of the monuments of the Roin 3 of the Roman Catholic chapels, 1,300; and in
manized Britons. Arthur's-oven is the most remarkthe meeting-place of the isolated congregation, 65. able example. See Antoninus' -Wall, Castlecaky,
The maximum attendance on the Census Sabbath Dunipace, and Arthur's-oven. Various standingat 26 of the Established places of worship was 8,907
stones occur.
Baronial strengths, or the towers
at 18 of the Free church places of worship, 5,748; and fortalices of the feudal period, are in general so
at 18 of the United Presbyterian places of worship, demolished and transmuted that the older edifices
5,394; at the 2 Reformed Presbyterian places of of Stirling-castle must be named, as probably the
best specimen.
worship, 157 at the 2 Episcopalian chapels, 253
Stirlingshire having, in Roman
at 4 of the Independent chapels, 682 ; at 4 of the
times, been divided between Valentia and Caledonia,
Baptist chapels, 173 at the 6 Wesleyan Methodist and in the times which followed, suffered distribuPictavia
chapels, 827 ; at the Wesleyan Reformers meeting- tion among no fewer than four kingdoms,
at the Evangelical Union chapel, 100;
on the north, Northumbria on the east, Cambria or
house, 11
at the 4 Roman Catholic chapels, 733
and at the Strathclyde on the south, and the Scottish dominion
meeting-place of the isolated congregation, 28. on the west, it must necessarily, during ages of
There were in 1851, in Stirlingshire, 103 public day turbulence and continual strife, have had many
schools, attended by 4,762 males and 3,670 females,
battle-fields; and in times which succeeded the con67 private day schools, attended by 1,512 males solidation of all modern continental Scotland into
and 1,406 females, 17 evening schools for adults, one monarchy, it had the noted fields of Stirling in
attended by 272 males and 143 females, and 99 1297, Falkirk in 1298, Bannockburn in 1314, Sauchie
Sabbath schools, attended by 3,678 males and 4,444 in 1488, Kilsyth in 1645, and Falkirk in 1746. The
females.
chief ecclesiastical antiquities are CambuskcnnethStirlingshire sends one member to parliament.
abbey, Emanuel-nunnery, the Dominican and FranThe parliamentary constituency in 1856 was 1,779. ciscan friaries of Stirling, and the collegiate church
The ordinary sheriff courts are held at Stirling on or chapel-royal of Stirling-castle.
every Tuesday and Friday, and at Falkirk on every
STITCIIEL, a post-ofSce village in the parish of
Monday and Wednesday. The commissary court is Stitchel, Roxburghshire. It stands 3J miles north
held at Stirling on every Tuesday and Friday. The by west of Kelso, on the road thence to Greenlaw.
sheriff small debt courts are held at Stirling on every
It contains the parish church of Stitchel and Hume,
Friday during session at Falkirk, on every Wednes- and an United Presbyterian church. Population,
on
the 4th Thursday about 200.
day during session at Drymen,
of January, April, July, and October; atLennoxtown,
STITCHEL
HUME, an united parish in
of the Merse, on the mutual border of
on the 4th Thursday of February,
May, August, and the district
November; and at Balfron, on the 4th Tliursday of Roxburghshire and Berwickshire. Stitcliel is in
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

AND

;

j
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Roxburghshire, and Hume is in Berwickshire; they
were united in 1640; and each contains a village
See the articles Hume or Home.
of its own name.
Tiie united parish is bounded by Gordon, Greenlaw.
Eccles, Ednam, Nenthorn. and Earlston. Its lengtli
from north to south is between 5 and 6 miles; and
its breadth is between 3 and 4 miles.
Stitchel,
round five-sixths of its boundary, and on every side
The
Berwickshire.
touched
the
is
east,
by
except
parishes are very nearly equal to each other in exThe Eden separates Stitchel from Nenthorn
tent.
for about 1 J mile
and, in its progress, falls over a
nearly pei-pendicular rock of about 40 feet in height.
In Hardie's Mill-place, in the west of Hume, is a
rising ground called Lurgie-craigs, faced with a
fine basaltic colonnade, whose columns, though
small, are erect, distinct, regular polygons, about 5
The surface of
or 6 feet high, and 16 inches thick.
the united parish has a prevailing declination to the
south, and, for the most part, lies about 600 feet
above the level of the Tweed at Kelso, 4 miles distant.
The highest ground is that on which stands
the noted and conspicuous castle of Hume. The

Cockpen, Edinburghshire.

Population, 64.

Houses.

14.

;

STOBO, a parish, containing a
its own name, in Peebles-shire.

post-office station

It is bounded by
Newlands, Lyne, Peebles, Manor, Drummelzier, and
Glenholm. Its length north-north-eastward is 6
miles; and its mean breadth is between 3 and 4
miles.
Biggar water runs a short distance on the
south-western boundary. The Tweed, inmiediately
after receiving Biggar water, runs about 6J miles
partly on the southern boundary, partly in the interior, and partly on the south-eastern boundary.
Lyne water runs along the northern and north-eastern boundary to a junction with the Tweed. The
western border of the parish has a basis of no less
than 700 feet higher than the eastern, or the level of
the Tweed and from this basis it sends up summits,
four or five of which rise upwards of 1 ,600 feet above
sea-level, but all of which necessarily appear, fiom
the low or rather table grounds in their vicinity, to

of

;

j

be of inconsiderable altitude. The chief is Pyked
All the western division is
Stake: which see.

wildly upland, and fit only for sheep-pasture. The
some places was naturally wet and cold in interior heights are on the whole arianged into three
most it is clayey and strong and in all it is highly chains or ranges, which extend east-south-eastward,
diminish in altitude as they approach the Tweed,
improved and well cultivated. Stitchel-house, the
enclose l>etween them two vales, each drained by
seat of a chief landowner, David Baird, Esq., is an
elegnnt and commodious mansion. The other lajid- its own stream, and overlook, respectively on the
owners are Sir H. H. Campbell, Bart., and Mr. north and the south, the vale of the Lyne and that
Baillie of Mellerstain, whose seats are in adjacent
of the Tweed. Some of the hills are green
but
Assessed property of Stitchel in 1843, most are covered with heath.
The vale of the
parishes.
£4,033 8s. lid.; real rental in 1857, £3,994 8s. As- Tweed is naturally beautiful, and not a little artifisessed property of Hume in 1843, £4,010 12s. 7d.
cially embellished.
Greywacke, more or less of a
real rental in 'l857. £3.940 13s. 4d.
Population of slaty structure, is the prevailing rock; and clayslate
Stitchel in 1831, 434; in 1851,426.
of
a
dark-blue
colour, and well adapted to roofing
Houses, 86.
Population of Hume in 1831, 430; in 1851, 406. purposes, occurs in some quantity, and has been
soil in

;

—
—

;

—

;

;

Houses, 73.
united parish of Stitchel and Hume is in the
presbytery of Kelso, and synod of Merse and Teviotdale.
Patrons, the Crown and Sir H. H. Campbell,
Bart.
There
Stipend, £219 14s. 7d.
glebe, £33.
are two parochial schools, one in each parish.
Saof
each
schoolmaster, £25; fees of the one,
lary
about £20, of the other, about £24; other emoluments of each, £2 10s. The church of the united
parish stands in the village of Stitchel, and has an
attendance of about 230 and the United Presbyterian church in that village has an attendance of
about 260.
STOBBS, a village partly in the parish of Borth\?ick, and partly in the detached section of the parish of Temple, Edinburghshire.
It stands adjacent
to GoREBRiDGE
which see. It was built for the
accommodation of the workmen emploj-ed in gunjowder-mills, situated in the glen of a rivulet which

The

;

—

;

extensively quarried. The total extent of arable
land is about 1,300 acres, and of woodland about

R

The soil presents much variety, yet
prevalently a light fertile loam, incumbent on gravel.
The landowners are Sir G. G. Montgomery, Bart.,
Sir John M. Nasmyth, Bart., the Earl of Wemj'ss,
600 acres.

and Gray of Brown's Lands. The principal residences are Stobo castle and New Posso. Various
rude antiquities,
quite

all

apparently of the British period,

unexpounded by either history or

tradition,

occur on the Sheriflrauir. The parish is traversed
by the road from Edinburgh to Moffat, and by that
from Glasgow to Kelso. Population in 1831, 440;
in 1851, 478.
Houses, 71. Assessed property in
Real rental in 1857, £3,803
1843, £3,336 lis. 8d.
7s. 4d.

This parish is in the presbytery of Peebles, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Sir G.
G. Montgomeiy, Bart. Stipend, £158; glebe, £42,
divides Borthwick from Temple.
These mills were with some other emoluments. Schoolmaster's salerected in 1794, and were the earliest of their kind ary, £32, with about £11 fees.
The parish church
ia Scotland.
They have been greatly extended is a Norman structure, apparently about 650 years
ince their original erection, and occur at intervals old, but in good repair, and contains upwards of 200
along the stream over a distance of three-fourths of sittings. Stobo was, in ancient times, an indepena mile.
The houses appropriated to the more dan- dent parsonage; it had attached to it the churches
gerous parts of the process of manufacture, are all of Dawick, Drummelzier, Broughton, and Glenholm,
itnated in detached positions, between either na- called the Pendicles of Stobo and it was converted
tiral abutments of the glen, or artificial moimds into a prebend of Glasgow, and was the most valuso that in the event of an
;:rowned with wood
able of the prebends in Tweeddale. The part of
xplosion, mischief is not likely to extend beyond the present parish situated on the right side of the
le single building in which it takes place.
Great Tweed formed part of the ancient parish of Dawick;
5ire and vigilance are exercised to prevent <icciand this was annexed to Stobo in 1742.
lents.
STOBS, an estate and a post-oflice station, in the
STOBHALL. See Cargill.
vale of the Slitrig, 4^ miles south of Hawick, RoxSTOBHILL, a village in the parishes of New- burghshire. Stobs-castle, the mansion of the estate,
attle and Temple, Edinburghshire.
Population, is a fine edifice, the residence of Sir W. F. Eliott, Bart.
STOBSMILLS. See Stobbs.
SO.
Houses, 27. Here is a Free church preaching
:

;

;

t

STOCKBRIDGE.

:ation.

8T0BHILL-ENGINE,

a village in the parish of

See Cockburnspath and

Ed-

STOEK.

STONEHAVEN,

<ab

STOCKINGFIELD.

offers a safe retreat to vessels

STOER,

of years ago much improved by
the erection of strong piers.
body of trastees
of the harbour, under an act
the
affairs
manage
in
Tlie
shore
dues
1825.
amounted, in 1826,
passed
to £604; in 1832, to £488; in 1852, to £306.
The
harbour is subordinate to the port of Aberdeen.
Only about 9 or 10 vessels belong to it; and they
are employed chiefly in exporting grain to Leith,
and in importing coals and lime.
herring fishery,
during the season, is extensive and prosperous, and
has been carefully encouraged by the magistrates
and the harbour trustees. The best fishing grounds
within a reach of many leagues are in the neighbourhood of the harbour ; and there are guiding-lights
on the piers to enable the boats to enter the harbour
The bay, the beach, and the
safely under night.
neighbouring scenery are all of a character to attract
visitors, and to render the town a chosen home of
annuitants.
weekly market is held on Tliursdaj';
and fairs are held on the Thursday before Candleold
mas,
style, on the day before the 26th of May
if a Monday, and if not, on the Saturday before,
on the Thursday before Lammas, old style, on the
second Thursday of October, old style, on the day
before the 22d of November if a Monday, and if
not, on the Saturday before, and on the Thursday
before Cliristmas, old style.
The claim of Stonehaven to be a burgh of barony
belongs properly to the old town only, and is of unascertained date, and not supported by any existing
"
charter.
By act of parliament 1600, c. 51," say
the commissioners on municipal corporations, " the
court-place of the sheriS'dom of Mearns, or Kincardine, was changed from the town of Kincardine to
the Stanehyve, as most convenient to the lieges
within the shire and an act passed 1607, c. 10, in ratifying the preceding statute, ordains the said burgh
of Stanehive to be in all time coming the head burgh
In the year 1624,
of the sheriffciom of Kincardine.'
William, Earl Marischal, the superior, entered into
a contract with the feuars of the town, by which it
was agreed that two resident burgesses of the burgh,
j'early presented by the inhabitants, and chosen by
the Earl, should bo bailies, and should have power
to choose their own members, and to hold courts

See Forth and Clyde Canal.
a quoad sacra parish, within the quoad
civilia parish of Assynt, on tlie west coast of SutherIt was constituted in 1834 by the Genlandshire.
eral Assembly, and reconstituted at a recent period
by the Court of Teinds. Its length is 11 miles; and
Its church is a
its greatest breadth is 10 miles.

parliamentary
300 sittings.
attendance of
ceipts in 1856
about 1,500.

one, built in 1828, and containing
is also a Free church, with an
about 700; and the amount of its rewas £83 16s. lid. The population is

There

STONEBYRES.
STONECASTLK.
STONEFIELD.

See Clyde (The).
See Ikvine.

See Kilcalmokell.

STONEHAVEN,— vulgarly

Stanehivc— a posttown, a seaport, and a seat of considerable trade, in
the parishes of Dunnottar and Fetteresso, Kincardineshire.
It is the capital of the county and has prac
;

It stands
7 miles north-east of Drumlithie, 14 north-east of
but
16
Laurencekirk, 15 by road,
by railway,
south-south-west of Aberdeen, 23 by road, but 26
and 94
of
north-north-east
Montrose,
by railway,
by j-oad, but 143 by railway, north-north-east of
Edinburgh. Its site is at the influx of the Carron
and the Cowie to the ocean, in a valley almost narrow enough to be called a glen, and regarded by
topographists as the eastern termination of tlie
Strathmore or great valley, which lies along the
whole southern base of the Grampians. The town
consists of two parts, an old and a new, separated
from each other by a well-defined boundary, situated
on the estates of different proprietors, the old in the
parish of Dunnottar, the new in the parish of Fetteresso, and the two possessing such distinctiveness
of character as to be really two towns under one
name. The old town stands on the south bank of
consists chiefly of two considerable
flie Carron
streets, and has an ill-built, irregular, and unpleaThe new town, greatly more
sant appearance.
important than the other in wealth, in prosperity,
and even in population, stands on a cuneiform
peninsula between the Carron and the Cowie and
consists of regular, well - edificed, and spacious
A handsome
streets, with a square in the centre.
market-house in the square was built in 1827, and
contains a large public hall. A bridge across the
Carron connects the towns and another across the
Cowie takes over the road to Aberdeen. There is a
station on the Aberdeen railway about a mile to
the west. There are in the town, or connected
with it, the county buildings, the county prison, two
parish churches, a Free church, an United Presbyterian church, an Episcopalian chapel, a Methodist
chapel, two parish schools, a Free church school, an
Episcopalian school, Donaldson's free school, several
schools, a joint-stock library, and several re-

tically the character of a

burgh of barony.

;

;

;

firivate
igious

and charitable

institutions.

Tiie

town

like-

wise lias a gas-light company, a water-company,
seven insurance agencies, a penny-bank, a national
security savings' bank, and branch offices of the
Bank of Scotland, the North of Scotland bank, and
the Aberdeen Town and County bank.

A

considerable mantifactnre of cotton and linen

goods was at one time carried on in Stonehaven,
but it long ago declined. A distillery capable of
distilling 3,000 gallons per wiu^k, and a small brew-

The fishing-village of
the vicinity.
Cowie, situated to the north, and containing a population of nearly 200, may be regarded as a suburb.
The harbour of Stonehaven is a small natural bnsin
a little south of the mouth of the Carron it is sheltered on the north side by a convenient quay, and
on the south side by a projecting high rock, and
ery, are in

;

it

during storms

;

and

was a number

A

A

A

;

'

and decern anent their own civil and common
After the forfeiture of the last Earl Marischal no magistrates were appointed, but the affairs
of the town were conducted by managers appointed
by the feuars ; to one of whom the sheriff of the
county was in the practice of granting a substitution
to qualify him to act ns a sheriff within the burgh,
until the Lite Lord Keith purchased the superiority
affairs.

when bailies were again np-.
and were annually chosen from leets pre-

of the town, in 1797,
pointed,

sented by the feuars, down to 1812. About that
time, a dispute having arisen between the superior
and the feuars, no election took place, and the town
property was managed by Lord Keith's private
agent until his lordship's death. After the death of
Lord Keith his trustees restored the old constitution,
and since 1823 they have annually chosen two out
of a leet of four resident feuars, presented by the
whole resident feuars, to bo bailies. These receive
a commission from the superior, and nominate f "
the year a council, consisting of three councillor^

dean of guild, and a treasurer; they also appoini
town-clerk, a procurator-fiscal, and two ofHcci'J'he burgh has propert}' worth about £28 a-y(
and derives a trifling revenue from other sourt'
Population of the old town, or Dunnottar sectin
in 1841, 950; in 1851, 1,018.
Houses, 139. T'
ulation of the entire town in 1841, 8,012; in 18.'i
3,240.
Houses, 484.

STONEHOUSE.
STONEHOUSE,

a parish, containing the post-

town of Stonehouse and the village of Sandford, in
the middle ward of Lanarkshire. It is bounded
by the parishes of Hamilton, Dalserf, Lesmahago,
Avondale, and Glassford. Its length north-eastward is about 6 miles and its average breadth is
nearly 3 miles. Kype-water runs along its southwestern boundary to the Avon the Avon runs first
;

;

along the upper part of the north-western boundary,
next across the interior, next along the lower part
of the north-eastern boundary; and Cander- water
runs along the upper part of the north-eastern
boundary to the Avon. The vale of the Avon,
especially below the town of Stonehouse, is exceedingly romantic. The rest of the surface of the
parish consists of gentle gradual ascents from its
centre toward the north and the south, higher in
the latter direction than in the former, but nowhere
Its
hilly, and nearly all subject to the plough.
pleasing and rich. Wood
but is now abundant enough

is

general appearance
was formerly scarce,
The rocks befor both shelter and embellishment.
long to the coal formation, with protrusions of trap.
Prime limestone abounds, and has been largely
worked. Ironstone, of excellent quality, occurs in
thin beds and in round isolated masses above the
limestone.
Coal is abundant, but has been used
Sandstone, suitable
principally in the lime-works.
for building, also abounds
and the trap is of a
sulphuquality well adapted to road-making.
reous spring, called Kittymure-well, situated on
tlie banks of the Avon, has long had a medicinal
repute for cutaneous diseases.
Upwards of onelialf of the parish belongs to James Sinclair Lockand the rest is divided
iiart, Esq. of Castlehill;
among many proprietors. The old Scotch valuation
was £2,721 and the value of assessed property in
The only noticeable anti1843, £7,079 Is. 7d.
quities are vestiges of two old castles, called Coateastle and Ringsdale-castle, surmounting cliffs on
the banks of the Avon, but unstoried by either record
or tradition.
The parish is traversed by the new
road from Edinburgh to Ayr, and will derive benefit
from the Lesmahago railwav. Population in 1831,
2,359 in 1851, 2,781.
Houses, 423.
This parish is in the presbytery of Hamilton, and
of
and
Avr. Patron, Lockhart of
synod
Glasgow
SchoolCastlehill.
Stipend, £250; glebe, £25.
master's salary, £28, with £30 fees, and about £13
Other emoluments.
The parish church is a handjome, light, modern building, with a neat spire, and
contains upwards of 900 sittings.
There is a Free
church, with an attendance of 320 ; and the amount
«>f its receipts in 1856 was £212 Us. 5d.
There is
also an United Presbyterian church, with an attendi«ice of about 300.
There are 3 non - parochial
;

A

;

;

schools.

The Town of Stonehouse stands on the Edinburgh
Ayr road, near the right bank of the Avon, 6|

iHid

miles west-north-west of Lanark, and 7 south-east
<rf Hamilton.
It is a fine, airy, thinving place
and
lias long been kept in a neat cleanly condition.
It
a
main
of
a
mile
in
street
(iOmprises
nearly
length,
two new streets built upon a specified plan, and
M)me small lanes or subordinate parts. Its houses,
»-o late as 21
years aio, were mostly of one storey
id generally thatched
but now not a few are
;

;

'Stantial,
es.

slated, two-storeyed strucmade rapid advances both in

well-built,

The town has

and population, from very liberal enaragement given to feuars and builders by the
nrietor of the ground, Mr Lockhart of Castlehill.
lirge proportion of its inhabitants are weavers
ill tradesmen.
Fairs are held in it on the last
^Vednesday of May, ou the thii-d Wednesday of
iiaracter

'^
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Julv, and on the last AVednesdav of November. Population in 1841, 1,794; in 1851, "2,086. Houses, 311.
STONEHOUSE, Aberdeenshire. See Isvekuey.
STONEYFIELD. See Muirkikk.
STONEYHALL, a hamlet in the parish of In-

Population, 36. Houses, 6.
a parish, containing the postStoneykirk and Sandhead, in the
It is bounded ou
Rhinns district of Wigtonshire.
the north by Portpatrick and Insch on the northveresk, Edinburgshire.

STONEYKIKK,

office villages of

;

by Old Luce on the east, by Luce bay on
the south by Kiikmaiden and on the west by the
east

;

;

;

Irish channel.
Its length southward is nearly 10
miles its greatest breadth, near the north end, is
7 miles ; and its mean breadth, over 3^ miles at its
south end, is about 3 miles. The west coast, 6^
miles in length, is in general bold and rocky, and
in some places precipitous but toward the south it
somewhat softens in feature, and is indented by the
creeks of Port-Float, Ardwell-bay, and Port-Gill,
which afford mooring to the small craft of fishermen.
The east coast, 6 miles in extent, is winding and
it has, over 3J miles
stony, but comparatively low
from the north end, reaches of sandy beach of halfa-mile in breadth, left dry at low-water ; and where
these reaches commence, it ofters, in the bay of
;

;

;

Sindhead, a sufficiently commodious anchorage and
landing-place for coal or lime laden sloops. The
surface of the parish, on the west side, rises veiy
rapidly from the sea, but, on the east side, has a
slowly ascending gradient; so that the line of
water-shed or summit height, as well in the broadest as in the more narrow districts, is in general
distant only about 4 or 5 furlongs from tiie western
shore.
Muchof theland is tumulated but scarcely
any of its inequalities can be called hills. The soil
of about 650 acres on the bay of Luce, and of about
60 acres on the west, is a barren sand that of the
greater part of the eastern and of the southern districts is of a light, dry, sharp character, tolerably
fertile ; and that of a considerable part of the western district is a heavy vegetable mould, reclaimed
from heath and moss. About 2,300 acres in the
parish are pastoral or waste; about 375 acres are
under wood ; and all the rest of the surface is under
There are eight principal landowners.
cultivation.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £11,059
15s. 6d.
The chief mansions are Ardwell- ouse
;

;

and Balgreggan-house. Among the antiquities are
three conical artificial mounds, the largest of which
is situated near Balgreggan-house, measures 60
feet in perpendicular height, and 460 feet in circumference round the base, has on the top a curious
excavation, and is defended by a large encircling
fosse.
On the lands of Garthland in tlie north is a
square tower, 45 feet high, bearing on its battlements
the date 1274, and anciently the residence of the
Thanes of Galloway. Port-Float had its name
from being the place at which some vessels of the
famous Spanish Flota or Armada were wrecked,

and at Money-point in its vicinity many dollai's
were found. Near Port-Float is a cave called the
Goodwife"s cave, which has a veiy remarkable echo.
The parish is traversed by the road from Stranraer
to Kirkinaiden.
The village of Stoneykirk stands
on that road, 5J miles south-south-east of Stranraer.
Population of the village, 56. Houses, 13. Pop-

ulation of the parish in 1831, 2,966; in 1851, 3,321.
Houses, 574.
This parish is in the presbytery of Stranraer,
and synod of Galloway. Patrons, the Crown and
the Earl of Stair.
Stipend, £250 Os. lid.; glebe,

£10.
Unappropriated teinds, £133 17s. Ud.
Schoolmaster's salaiy, £25 13s. 3d., with £14 fees.
The parish church is a fine Gothic stracture, built

STORMONT.

in 1827, and containing 880 sittings.
Tliere is a
Free churcli, with an attendance of 300 and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £219 9s. lOd.
There are 5 non-parochial schools. The present
parish of Stoneykirk compreliends the ancient parishes of Stephen's kirk,
transmuted successively
into Steeniekirk, Stainiekirk, and Stonykirk
and
Clachshant signifying, the holy stone,' and transmuted into Clayshank and Toskerton or Kirkmaiden corrupted into Kirkmadrine. The three
were united at the middle of the 17 th centuiy.
The first was anciently a rectory and the second
and the third were vicarages of the canons of
Whithorn. Vestiges of Clachshant cliurch may
still he seen on the farm of Clayshank
and Toskerton churcli, under the name Kirkmadrine, is commemorated in its burying-ground, which is still in
;

—

—

;

'

—

;

;

;

use, and contains so.ne antiquely inscribed gravestones.

STONE Y-LOCII.

See Esk (The North), For-

farshire.

STORE POINT. See Eu- Store.
STORMONT, a district of Perthshire,

bounded
on the east by the Ericht on the south by the
Isia and tlie Tay
on the west by the Tay and
on tlie north by tlie frontier mountain-rampart of
the Highlands, from the foot of Strathardle to a
little distance south of the foot of Strath-Tummel.
The district measures 14 miles in length from east
to west, and about 7 or 8 in mean breadth.
It comprehends the greater part of the parishes of Blairand
Duukeld, all
gowrie, Kinloch, Clunie, Caputh,
Lethendy, and about a third of Eendochy. For an
exquisite combination of land, wood, and watei',
lowland expanses, and Highland barriers, luscious
dales, romantic glens, and picturesque lochlets, tliis
district, though excelled in its turn for other combinations, or for a higher perfection of some of the
scenic elements, excels every other in even panoramic Perthshire.
The best view of its brilliant
surfacu, and its numerous pretty lakes, is obtained
from the summit of Benachally, a considerable height
on the mutual border of Caputh and Clunie and a
charming, though a less extensive and commanding
one, is obtained from the summit of Crag-Roman, a
wooded eminence about a mile west of Blairgowrie
Stormont gave, in 1621, the title of Viscount in the
peerage of Scotland to the ancestor of the nobleman
who, in 1792, was raised jointly to an earldom and to
the peerage of the United Kingdom by the title of
;

;

;

;

Earl of Mansfield.

STORMONTFIELD.

See Scone.
a parish, containing a post-town
of its own name, in the Lewis district of the Outer
Hebrides. It is bounded by the Minch, and by the
Its length
parishes of Lochs, Uig, and Barvas.
southward is 19 miles; its greatest breadth is 10
is
about 160
and
its
aiea, including water,
miles;
square miles. One district, called Eye, 6J miles
long, and from | of a mile to 2J miles broad, is
almost insulated, extends north-eastward nearly parallel with the main body of the parish, and is separated from it by Broad-bay, which has a mean
breadth of upwards of 3 miles. Another district is
a peninsula, connected with the south-west corner
of Eye by an isthmus of less than 200 yards, and extending west-south-westward to the mainland of
Jjcwis, between Broad-bay on the north, and LochStornoway on the soutli, with a length of 3^ miles
The
and a breadtli of from i a mile to 2J miles.
rest of the parisli lies compactly on the mainland
of Lewis, in a north-north-easterly direction, with
an extreme bieadth of 5^ miles, but narrowing
toward tiie north. The coast has many indentations,

STORNOWAY,

many

lioadlands,

and some
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fine

sandy beaches, yet

consists prevailingly of either bold shelving rocks
or precipitous cliffs.
Many caves and fissures
occur on it and one of the caves, called the Sealfeet
wide at the entrance, and
cave, though only 10
;

afterwards contracting to 4 feet, is about a furlong
in length, and terminates in a spacious semicircular
arched hall.
Broad-bay has abundant space and
shelter to be a noble and natural harbour, but is
rendered unsafe at all times by a sunk reef. Freshwater lakes are numerous but have no beauty, and
do not aggregately cover more than about 204 acres.
Some of the streamlets are of considerable size, and
one of them runs a course of about 10 miles.
The
surface of the parish almost everywhere rises slowly
from the sea. Its inland boundary, in general, is
the watershed of Lewis.
Its highest ground is a
round hill, about 600 or 700 feet in altitude, serving
as a landmark to vessels steering across the Minch.
The predominant rocks are gneiss and granite.

The

soil is variously sandy, gravelly, and
earthy,
but the greater part of it is mossy, and nearly all
on
a
red clay bottom, so very hard that a pick
lying
will scarcely pierce it.
Little more than a narrow
belt along the shore was formerly in cultivation
and nearly all the rest was a dismal expanse of
;

moor and bog. But since Sir James Matheson became the proprietor, immense improvements have
been made. These improvements comprise almost
everything within the range of georgy, tillage, mixed
husbandry, and general rural economy and have
not been excelled in enterprise, skill, and results
;

by any improvements anywhere else in Scotland.
Much also has been done in the departments of communication, manufacture, trade, and education. Sir

James Matheson,

further, with the view of inciting
improvements by his occasional personal residence,
built a magnificent mansion, to which he gave the
name of Stornoway-castle. This stands on the site

of Seaforth-lodge, the seat of the former proprietors
of Lewis.
It is a castellated edifice in the Elizabethan style, of various elevations, flat-roofed and battlemented, some parts having the character of
massive squares or curtains, and others shooting up
in lofty towers.
One fa<jade is 153 feet in length;
another facade is 170 feet in lengtji ; and two of the
towers are respectively 94 and 102 feet high. The

74 apartments and is splendidly
All the outer walls of the edifice are

interior contains

furnished.

formed of granite, with white sandstone

facings.

The chief antiquities of the parish are vestiges of an
old castle of the Macleods, a large cairn in the moor
of Gress, and remains of ancient chapels at Gress,
Garrabost, and Eye. Population in 1831, 5,422 ; in
1851,8,057. Houses, 1,323. Assessed property in
1843, £3,112.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lewis, and
Stipend,
synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown.
£158 Gs. 7d. glebe, £10. Schoolmaster's salary,
The
with
and
other
emoluments.
£5
£20
£32,
fees,
;

parish church was built in 1794, and repaired in
There is at Knock,
1831, and contains 568 sittings.
in Eye, a government church, with the usual appendages of manse, garden, and a stipend of £120,
and having the status of a quoad sacra parish
cliurch.
Tliere are three Free churches respectively
the attendat Stomoway, at Knock, and at Back
ance at the first is 1 ,300, at the second, 750, at the
third, 500; and the receipts in 1856 of the flret
were £806 8s. 3id.,— of the second, £135 3s. 4d.,—of
the third, £41 8s. lid. There is an Episcopalian
are
chapel, with an attendance of about 90. There
a General Assembly's school, a Free church school,
a school endowed bv Sir James Matheson, and a
Hcminary for Ayrshire needle-work supported by
Lady Matheson. The present parish of btornoway

—

;

j

i

'

—

^

;

!

j

I

i
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comprehends the ancient parishes or chapelries of
Stornoway, Gress, and Eye. The ancient church
of Stornoway stood on the site occupied by the
present parish church, and was dedicated to St. Lennan. The churches or chapels of Gress and Eye
were dedicated respectively to St. Aula and St. Columha and, together with the ancient church of
Stomowav, they had the privilege of sanctuary.
STORNOWAY, a post-town, a sea-port, a burgh
of barony, and the capital of the Outer Hebrides,
stands in the parish of Stornoway, at the head of
;

Loch- Stornoway, 24 miles north-north-east of the
march of Lewis with Harris, 30 south of the Butt of
Lewis, 46 north-west of Pollewe, 65 north by west
of Portree, and 120 north-west by west of Dingwall.
It was long a mere hamlet, of not more than a
dozen huts, inhabited by poor fishermen it acquired
some strength and bulk from the increase of atten;

to the Hebridean fisheries
and, in recent
times, through the exertions of its former and its
present proprietors, it has rapidly risen to the status
of a considerable town and seat of commerce.
stranger, on arriving at it by any route, or from
any quarter, is surprised to see so large and flourishing a place in so remote a comer. Its capacious bay,
its well-appointed piers, its occasional crowd of
shipping, its market place and shops, its stir of
trade, its streets and public buildings, and the vicinity to it of the princely pile of Stornoway castle, all
render it a veiy striking object in so rude and sequestered a region as the Outer Hebrides. It contains within its burgh boundaries no fewer than 9 or
10 streets, bearing the names of Church, Cromwell,

tion

;

A

Francis, Kenneth, Keith, Point, Bay-head, North
Beach, and South Beach streets; and it has the
suburbs of Guirshadir, Laxdale, Bay-head, Sand-

wich, Inailite, Holm, Cross-street, Stenish and Culnagrein, which lie either nearly or quite compact
with it, and, though rather contrasts to it than
rivals in neatness, add very largely to its population.
The parish church, the Free church, the Episcopalian chapel, the female seminary, and an edifice
which is variously disposed in news-room, public
library, masonic lodge, and assembly room, are all
An old castle, now in ruins
interesting structures.
on the beach, was occupied, during the civil war, by
a small garrison in the pay of Cromwell and is
traditionally said to have been the scene of their indis. riminate massacre, in one night by Macleod, the
then proprietor of the island.
The port of Stornoway has a custom-house, with
a collector, a comptroller, and a tide-waiter.
Its
jurisdiction as a port extends over all the Outer
Hebrides, and all the districts of Skye and Mull.
;

Its

own harbour accommodations

ample.
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are good

A lighthouse and a beacon stand on

and

Amish

point, at the south side of the entrance of Loch-Stor-

The lighthouse shows a revolving bright
white light every half minute, in two arcs, the one
the
entrance to Loch-Stomoway, the other
facing
The beacon is situated
feeing up the harbour.
about 200 yards from the lighthouse, and shows on
its top an
apparent light of low power, in favourable
states of the weather, to vessels entering the loch.
The harbour has a Morton's patent slip, worked by
There
steam, and suitable for a ship of 800 tons.
belonged to the port in 1837 fifty sailing vessels, of
Two
steamers
ply regularaggregately 2,234 tons.
noway.

ly between Stornoway and Glasgow. The trade of
the port during the year 1855 comprised, in the foreign and colonial department, a tonnage of 708 inwards in British vessels, 187 inwards in foreign
vessels, 1,934 outwards in British vessels, and 135
outwards in foreign vessels and in the coasting department, a tonnage of 21,450 inwards in British
;

vessels, 75 inwards in foreign vessels, 81,469 outwards in British vessels, and 51 outwards in for-

The grand article of export is fish.
eign vessels.
The beach, in the neighbourhood of the town, consists of fine shingle, well suited to the drying of fish ;
and often may many tons of fish be seen upon it,
piled up in great heaps, in various stages of preservation.
The fishery district of Stornoway, in the year
1855, employed 468 boats of aggregately 4,333 tons,
with 2,063 fishermenand fisherboys, 62 coopers, 1,207
gutters and packers, 3,280 net-makers, and 41 fishThe number of cod and ling fish taken in
curers.
that year within the district, was 443,547 ; the number of barrels of herrings cured was 36,221 ; the
number of barrels of herrings caught but not cured,
was 5,005 and the value of the boats, nets, and
;

employed was £19,401.
There are in Stornoway a saw-mill, a mill for
carding wool, a corn-mill, two rope-works, a large
malting establishment, and an extensive distillery.
The principal inns are the Lewis hotel and the Star
inn.
An annual cattle market is held on an enclosed moor in the neighbourhood on the second
Wednesday of July. The town has a branch of
lines

the National bank, a savings' bank, twelve insurance agencies, a trades' society, a mason lodge, a
friendly society, a dispensary, a sailoi's' home, a
farmers' society, a horticultural society, and a literary association. There are likewise a gas company
and a water company. The town was erected into
a burgh- of- barony by James VI.; and, in 1825, its
feuars and burgesses obtained bj* charter from the
superior the right of electing for its government 2
bailies and 6 councillors. Its public revenue amounts
only to about £20 a-year. A sheriff^s substitute resides in the town, and holds ordinary sheriff" courts,
commissary courts, and sheriif small debt courts on

every Tuesday and Friday during session. Population in 1841^ 1.354; in 1851, 2,391.
Houses, 291.
STORNOWAY, Argyleshire. See Kjlcalmoxell.
STORR (The). See Snizort.
STOTFIELD, a small seaport village in the parish of Drainie, Morayshire.
It stands in the westera vicinity of Lossiemouth, and is practically a
suburb of that town. Population, 159. Houses, 32.
STOUR. See Papa- Stole.
STOURHOLM, an island in Shetland, about 3
miles in circumference, situated about 2 miles southeast of the north-eastern extremity of Mainland, and
about the same distance south-west of the nearest
point of Yell.

STOW,
chiefly

a parish, partly in Selkirkshire, but
occupying the extremity of the long south-

eastern projection of Edinburghshire.
It contains
the post- office village of Stow, and the hamlets of
Caitha, Crosslee, and
bounded by the parishes of
Heriot, Fala, Soutra, Channelkirk, Lauder, Melrose, Galashiels, Selkirk, Yarrow, and Innerleithen.
While itself lying in two counties, it is thus, over

Fountainhall,
Clovenfords.

Kylochyett,

It

is

boundary, in contact with three
pendicle of it, considerably less
than a mile square, lies a mile north of the most
northerly part of the main body; and is bounded on
the south and west by Heriot.
The section of the
main body which lies within Selkirkshire measures
6| miles in length, and about 2 in mean breadth.
'J'he length of the whole parish, from the farm of
Nettleflat, or the detached portion, on the north, to
Caddonlee on the banks of the Tweed on the south,
is 15 miles, but measured along the road is 18 miles;
and its mean breadth is nearly 4 miles. The Selkirka large extent of
others.

its

A detached

shire section consists solely of the vale and hillIts frontier for 2 miles
screens of Caddon-water.
on the south-west is part of the district of Tweed-

STOW.
side,

and

is

washed along the margin by the Tweed.

The Edinburghshire

or principal section consists of
the whole of the narrow vale of the Lnggate, the
greater part of the deep, winding, beautiful vale of
the Gala, and a small part of the vale of the Arnot,

with their crowded hill-screens, rising rapidly up
into elevated water-sheds, and laterally furrowed
into dells and gorges which bring down little tributaries to the principal streams.
The prevailing
rocks are greywacke and clay-slate. About 11,350
are
in
acres
about
960 are under
imperial
tillage ;
wood and about 27,500 are in pasture. There are
16 principal landowners. In 1843 the value of assessed property was £14,548; the real rental, as
stated in the New Statistical Account, exclusive of
tiie value of plantations, £12,882; and the estimated
value of raw produce, £64,497. The chief mansions
are Torwoodlee, Bowland, Symington, Ci'ookston,
Burnhouse, Torquhan, and Pirn. Ancient camps,
varying in size from half an acre to two acres, some
of them circular and others oval, occur in at least
seven places. Old castles, of various size, generally
square towers or parallelograms, were formerly numerous; and the ruins of a number of them still
exist.
The parish is traversed by the road from
Edinburgh to Jedburgh, and by the Edinburgh and
Hawick railway; and it has stations on the latter
at Fountainhall, Stow, and Bowland-Bridge.
Population of the Edinburghshire part of the parish in
;

1831, 1,448; in 1851, 1,615.
Houses, 270. Population of the entire parish in 1831, 1,771; in 1851,
1,973.
Houses, 832.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lauder, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £276 i6s.; glebe, £34 10s. Unappropriated
teinds, £62 Is. 5d. Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with

The pai-ish church is an ancient building, and
has undergone various alterations and repairs, and
contains about 600 sittings. There is a Free church
for Stow and Heriot and the amount of its receipts
in 1856 was £44 8s. 7d.
There is an United Presbyterian church in the village of Stow, containing
430 sittings. There are three non- parochial schools,
and two public libraries. The ancient church of
Stow was of great value and it was possessed by
tire bishops of St. Andrews as a mensal church, and
served by a vicar. The whole parish anciently bore
the name of Wedale, the vale of woe,' and belonged
to the bishops of St. Andrews.
A residence of the
bishops on the site of the village originated the
name of Stow; and, under the name of the Stow of
Wedale, was the place whence they dated many of
their charters.
An extensive forest anciently existed in a district partly within Wedale and partly
within Lauderdale, and was common to the inhabitfints of Wedale on the west, the monks of Melrose
on the south, and the Earls of Dunbar and the MorWedale early possessed the
villes on the east.
fees.

;

;

'

privilege of sanctuary in the same manner as Tyningham and the black priest of Wedale was one
of the three persons who enjoyed the privileged law
of the clan Macduff. Stow is literally the AngloSaxon name for a choice place, a select station, and
is the well-known designation ot several localities
in England.
John Harding, when instructing the
English king how to ruin Scotland, advises him,
'

'

;

"

To send an hostc of footmen in.
At Lammesse iioxt, through all Lauderilalo,
At Laiiiermore woods, and mossis ovcr-rin,

And
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eke thcrcwitli

The Village
Gala-water, on

of

tliu

Stow of Wedale."

Stow stands on

tlie

the left bank of

road from Edinl)urgh to Jed-

burgh and Hawick, 7 miles north of Galashiels, and
of Edinburgh.
24^ by road, but 26J by railway, south

It is ancient, sequestered, and irregular; but, owing
to its lying dispersedly over a diversified surface at

the opening of a wooded gorge between the hills,
and about the middle of the interior side of a long
semicircular sweep of the Gala and its vale, it is not
without features of interest. A handsome edifice
has just been erected in it, to be used as a public reading-room, a library, and a music-hall. In the neighbourhood stands a mansion which formerly was the
well-known Torsonce inn. A fair is held on the second Tuesday of March. Population, 408. Houses, 101.
STRAAN. See Strachan.

a parish, containing a post-oflSce
in the west of KincardineIt is bounded by the covtnties of Forfar and
shire.
Aberdeen, and by the parishes of Banchory-Teman,

STRACHAN,

station of its

own name,

Durris, Glenbervie, Fordoun, and Fettercairn. Its
length north-north-eastward is 13 miles; and its
greatest breadth is 9 miles. On the most westerly
part of the western boundary soars Mount Battock,
Two
to an altitude of 3,465 feet above sea-level.
broad ranges of heights, forming over all the south
and centre of the parish a sea of wild uplands,
slightly diverge at Mount Battock from the great
central mountain-range of Scotland, and bear away

the direction respectively of Stonehaven and
Their chief summits, Clachnabane and
Girdleness.
Kerloak, have altitudes respectively of 2,370 and
1,890 feet above sea-level and these, as well as
some of the smaller summits, command extensive
and very brilliant prospects. See the article ClachNABAKE. The arable land of the parish lies all in
the north, and is tolerably fertile, but comprehends
the extent of
only about 2,240 imperial acres
surface under wood is about 2,200 acres; and all
the rest of the parish is either pastoral or waste.
The chief
The predominant rock is granite.
streams are the Dee on the northern boundary, the
Feugh running in the north-east to the Dee, and
the Aan and the Dye running from the south-western border north-eastward to the Feugh. The landowners are Sir Thomas Gladstone, Bart., Campbell
of Blackball, Ramsay of Banchory, and Douglas of
Tilwhilley. The average rent of the arable land is

in

;

;

about 25s. per imperial acre. Assessed property in
Sir Thomas Gladstone has a shooting
1843, £2,905.
lodge in Glendye; and two of the other landowners
have mansions respectively on the Dee and on the

Feugh. The chief antiquities are three artificial
mounds, which seem to have been used for the
practice of archery, and two stone cairns, about
300 feet in circumference, and 30 feet high. The
parish is traversed by the road from Brechin to Inverness, and has near access to the Deeside railway
at Banchory.
Population in 1831, 1,039; in 1851i
947.

Houses, 184.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kincardine
Patron, Sir
O'Neil, and synod of Aberdeen.
Thomas Gladstone, Bart. Stipend, £158 6s. 5d.;
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd.,
glebe, £7 10s.
with £15 fees. The parish church was built in
1802, and repaired and enlarged in 1837, and contains 488 sittings.
There is a Free church, with
an attendance of 300; and the amount of its receipts
There are three nonin 1856 was £105 lis. S^d.
parochial schools and a parochial library. Annual
fairs used to be held in May and November, but tliey
The ancient or proper
have been discontinued.
of the parish is Stratlman, designatiye of the
name is simply
valley of the Aan and the modern
a corruption of the ancient name, and, while always
written Strachan, is popularly pronounced Straan.
AND STRALACHLAN, an united
It
parish in the west side of Cowal, Argylcshire.
contains the post-office station of Strachur. It is

name

;

STRACHUR

STRAE.

STRAITON.
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north-west side by Loch Fyne,
its north-western district, and
south-western one; and it is bounded

bounded along
—
Straehur forming
its

Stralachlan its
on other sides by the parishes of Lochgoilhead, Kilmnn, Dunoon, and Kilmadan. Its length northwestward, or parallel to Loch Fyne. is 18 miles;
and its breadth varies from 3 to 8 miles. Its surface comprises about twenty-two times more upland
than low ground. Its heights are not disposed in
ridges, but have much of an isolated character, yet
fantastically meet and intersect one another, and
exhibit a great variety of interesting close landscape.
The loftiest of them have altitudes of from 2,000 to
3.000 feet above the level of the sea. The hills
afford excellent pasture for sheep and black cattle ;

and, though once heathy, are now, to a great extent,
covered with rich soft verdure. The low grounds
lie principally in two vales which bear distinctively
the names of the strath of Straehur and the strath
of Stralachlan. Loch-Eck touches the parish for 3
miles on the south-east. The rivulet Cur rises on
the north-eastern border, and runs about 7 miles
through the interior to the head of Loch-Eck. Tlic
soil of the arable lands, in a few spots on the banks
of the Cur, is a rich loamy clay; but elsewhere it
Limestone occurs,
is, in general, sharp and thin.
and is worked; and hopes have long been entertained of discovering mineable seams of coal and
ironstone.
About 1 ,500 imperial acres in the parish
are under cultivation; and about 2,000 are under
wood.
The principal landowners are Campbell
In
of Straehur and M'Lachlan of M'Lachlan.
the
estimated value of raw produce was
1843,
£9,114, and the value of assessed property, £4,356.
The principal residences are Strachur-Park, Castle-

Lachlan, Straclmrmore, Glenshellis, Balliemore, and
Glenbrantir. The chief antiquities are standingstones and natural cones, which are associated in
local legend with absurd instances of superstition.
Nearly 50 boats belonging to the parish are emSome small
ployed in the Loch-Fyne fisheries.
trade is carried on from the bay of Straehur.
The
is
traversed
line
of comthe
shortest
parish
by
munication between Inverary and Glasgow, and
contains at St. Catherine's the accommodations for

villages of Straiton and Patna, in the extreme east
It is bounded by Kirkcudof Carrick, Ayrshire,
brightshire, and by the parishes of Barr, Dailly,
Kirkmichael, Dalrj'mple, and Dalmellington. Its

length northward is 20 miles; its greatest breadth
is 8 miles; and its area is about 82 square miles.
The chief head-stream, the lake, and the river of
Doon, trace all the eastern, the north-eastern, and
the northern boundary. No fewer than 22 lakes,
the largest of which are Dercleuch, Finlass, Braden,
and Riccar, occur in the interior.
Girvan-water
issues from two of the lakes, and flows through the
central parts of the parish, in a direction nearly
The Stinchar flows for some
parallel to the Doon.
distance on the boundary with Bair. Very numerous hums flow to the principal streams ; and one of
them, a tributary of the Doon, makes in one place
a perpendicular fall of 40 feet.
The valleys of the
Girvan and the Doon, and tlie gentler acclivities of
their hill-screens, are under the plough, and tufted
or frilled with wood and they off"er to t'le eye some
;

The rest of the parish is all upland and pastoral ; and the greater part of it, from
the southern and eastern boundaries inward, is a
wilderness of heights, not mountainous, but never

fine landscapes.

low, and prevailingly bleak, inhospitable, and rocky.
hills in the vicinity of the village rise above
sea-level respectively 1,300 and 1,150 feet; and, as
well as other heights, command brilliant views of
Ayrshire, the frith of Clyde, Arrau, Jura, and the
Irish coast. The extent of uncultivated land is about
1 1 times that which owns the dominion of the
plough.
The rocks exhibit great diversity, and aflTord wide
for
of
the
the
Granite
study
scope
geologist.
pre-

Two

vails above Loch-Doon ; greywacke and greywacke
slate adjoin the granite; trap rocks, interspersed

Straehur was anciently called Kilmaglass, and
was anciently called Kilmorrie. The
were united in 1650; and prior to that time,
parishes
Straehur was annexed to Lochgoilhead, and Stra-

with mountain limestone, occur along the Girvan
and rocks of the coal formation, comprising workable coal, ironstone, and limestone, occur around
Patna. The soil of the arable lands is clayey and
retentive on the Doon, light and gravelly on the
Girvan, and very diversified in other places. The
principal landowners are the Marquis of Ailsa, Sir
David H. Blair, Bart., the Hon. Colonel F. Macadam Cathcart, and three others. The estimated value of raw produce in 1857 was £20,430. Assessed
The principal
property in 1843, £9,107 8s. 9d.
mansions are Blairquhan-castle, Berbeth-house, and
a shooting-lodge of the Marquis of Ailsa. The chief
antiquities, excepting only some cairns, have been
already noticed in our article on Loch-Doon. The
parish is traversed by the road from Girvan to New
Cumnock, and by that from Ayr to Kirkcudbright,
and has near access to the Dalmellington and Patna stations of the Dalmellington railway. Population in 1831, 1,377; in 1851, 1,540.
Houses, 260.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and synod
of Glasgow and Ayr.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
£244 Os. lOd. glebe, £16. Unappropriated teinds,
£187 Is. 5d. The parish church is a very plain
building, some centuries old, altered and repaired
in 1787 and in 1813; and attached to it is a Gothic
Sitaisle, which belonged to a previous church.
There is a chapel of ease at Patna,
tings, 414.
built in 1837, and under the patronage of its own
communicants. There is a Free church for Straiton
and Crossbill; and the amount of its receipts in
1856 was £67 7s. 5d. There is an United Presbyterian church at Patna, built in 1838, and of small
size.
There are two parochial schools, the one at

lachlan to Inverchaolain.

Straiton, the other at Patna.

the ferry on that line across Loch-Fyne
and it
enjoys valuable facilities of communication on the
one hand by that ferry to Inverary, and on the other
by the coaches to the Ghisgow steamers at Lochgoilhead.
Population of Straehur in 1831, 633; in
1851, 518.
Houses, 101. Population of Stralachlan in 1831, 450; in 1851, 397.
Houses, 68.
The united parish of Straehur and Stralachlan is
in the presbytery of Dunoon, and synod of Argyle.
Patrons, Callander of Ardkinglass and M'Lachlan
of M'Lachlan.
Stipend. £170 4s. 6d.; glebe, £7.
Schoolmaster's salary, £26 13s. 8d., with £14 fees.
There are two parish churches, six miles asunder;
the one in Straehur, built in 1789, and containing
400 sittings; the other in Stralachlan, built in 1792,
and containing 150 sittings. There is a Free church
of Straehur, with an attendance of 180; and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £119 16s. 11 |d.
There are two non-parochial schools and a circulatFairs are held in Straehur on the last
faig library.
fatiirday of May and on the first Tuesday of Octo;

ber.

Stralachlan

STRAE

(The), a rivulet traversing Glenstrae in
Argyleshire. See Glexstrae.
STRAFONTAIN. See Abbev-St.-Bathas's.
STRAITON, a parish, containing the post-office

H=

;

;

Salary of the Straiton
schoolmaster, £31 10s., with £32 fees, and some
other emoluments; of the Patna schoolmaster, £11,
with £50 fees. There are two non-parochial schools
and a parochial library. The ancient church of
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was dedicated to St. Cuthbert, and belonged
successively to tlie monks of Paisley, the monks of
Crossraguel, and the royal chapel of Stirling.
The Village of Straiton stands in the western
district of the parish of Straiton, on the road from
Girvan to New Cumnock, 4 miles south-south-east
of Kirkmichael, 6J south-east of Maybole, 6f southwest of Dalmellington, and 14J south-south-east of
Straiton

Ayr. It occupies a rising ground between two hills
on the banks of the Girvan; and, uniform in its plan,
skirted with wood, and overhung by green declivities, it is one of the most beautiful of sequestered
A few of its inhabitants are employed in
villages.
weaving cotton fabrics and tartan worsted cloth for
In 1695, the Earl
the manufacturers of Glasgow.
of Cassilis obtained an act of parliament for holding
" the
a weekly market and two annual fairs, at
kirktoun of Straitoun," but neither the market nor
the fairs are held. Population, about 250.
STRAITON, Edinburghshire. See Libertox.
STRAITON, Fifeshire. See Logie.
STRALACHLAN. See Strachur.
STRALOCH. See Moulin and Machae (New).
STRANAMBAN (Locii), a lake, about 5 miles in
circumference, on the east side of the island of Mull.
Its banks are high, steep, and romantically picturesque; and the image of them at certain hours of
the day, and in calm clear states of the atmosphere,
is reflected very vividly from the lake.
STRANDUFF. See Kincardine O'Neil.
STRANFASK. See Kells.
STRANRAER, a town or burgh parish at the
head of Loch-Ryan, Wigtonshire. It is co-extensive with the royal burgh of Stranraer, but is of less
extent than the town or parliamentary burgh. It
is bounded by Loch-Ryan, and by the parishes of
Inch and Leswalt. Its area is about 40 acres. It
was constituted in 1617 out of portions of Inch and
Leswalt. Part of it is held in burgage part belongs to the Earl of Stair, and is let in leases of 99
or 999 years; and part is subfeued by Agnew of
;

royal burgh is coexter.sive with the parish of Stranraer
but the town and the parliamentary burgh
include also parts of the parishes of Inch and
Leswalt. One street, which runs with a curvature
for 3 furlongs along the margin of Loch-Ryan;
;

another of about equal length, but which commences
farther east, and, though on the whole parallel to
the former, makes several decided bends from the
straight line ; and a third of 3J furlongs in length,
which, while somewhat parallel to the others, begins
at a point opposite the east end of the first and
nearly the middle of the second; these, with 7
cross streets, each from 100 to 200 yards in length,
which connect them, and witii some clustered rows
of houses a little inland, constitute the body of both
the I'oyal burgh and its suburbs. The town is divided nearly through the middle by a streamlet,
over which are tllrov^Ul several stone -bridges,
Though whole streets of new houses were built
toward the end of last century, and though the
edifices were in many instances finished in a style

—

which would have done credit to some of the richer
and more populous towns of the kingdom, the street
arrangement was inconsiderately allowed to take
whatever form might be given it by caprice or
accident, and the proportion and grouping of the
buildings were not, in any instance, made an object
of consideration.
Stranraer, with a continuance of
the same oversight, has, in consequence, come to
be a town of good houses, built of fine material,
and individually of, for the most part, pleasing exterior, yet whose aggregate or general appearance
little taste.

displays
lities of

and

Its site, too,

has such inequa-

surface as are unfavourable for scenic effect,

even

disadvantageous

for

utility.

An

old

originally a castle, and tlie residence of
Kennedy of Chapel, stands in the centre of the
town, is built of whinstone, with corners and lintels
of sandstone, and is of considerable height and
neat town-liouse was built last
strength of wall.
century and an enlarged successor of it was built
in 1855.
In the neighbourhood are several seats,
particularly Castle-Kennedy and Cnlhorn, rich in
both natural and artificial charms. The salubrionsness of the town and its capacity of uniting the
facilities of a market with many of the advantages
of rustication, have rendered it the adopted home of
a considerable number of respectable annuitants.
The parliamentary boundaries include the villages
of Tradeston in Inch, and Shauchan and Hillhead in
edifice,

A

;

Sheuchan.
Population in 1831, 3,329; in 1851,
3,877.
Houses, 523. Assessed propeity in 1843,
lis.
£3,904
This parish is the seatof a presbytery in the synod
of Galloway. Putron, the Crown. Stipend, £158
The parish church is of recent
6s. 8d.; glebe, £65.
erection, and contains 1,084 sittings. There is a Free
church, containing 728 sittings; and the amount of
There are
its receipts in 1856 was £538 5s. 8d.
three United Presbyterian churches, respectively Leswalt.
Stranraer is a general centre of trade for the west
and
in
in
in Bridge-street,
Bellevilla;
Ivy-place,
and they jointly contain 1,792 sittings. There is a of Wigtonshire, yet subsists mainly by the exReformed Presbyterian clmrch, built in 1824, and change of country produce for imported goods, and
manufacture. A few of its in-;
containing 710 sittings. Tliere is a United Ori- very little by local
habitants are weavers for employers in Glasgow;
ginal Secession church, a recent erection in SunThere is a Roman Catholic chapel, with some also are employed in tanning, in nail-making,
street.
an attendance of about 200. There are likewise, and in the work of several extensive neighbouring
in the
in a part of the town of Stranraer which lies
nurseries; and a fair proportion are engaged
within the parish of Leswalt, a chapel of ease and several departments of ordinary artificership. But
a Free church. The principal school of Stranraer manufactures, in any large sense of the word, are
was founded in 1842, and bears prevented by tiie want of water-power and the high
is one which
and there arc price of fuel. Some fishing is carried on in tlie loch,
the name of Stranraer academy
The Rev. John Livingston, but chiefly for white fish and oysters. A weekly
six other schools.
who figured so celebriously in the Scottish ecclesi- market is held on Friday and fairs are held on tiie
;

;

was minister
years which terminated

astical affairs of the 17th century,

of

Stranraer during the ten

in

1648.

STRANRAER, a post and market town, a seaand the
port, a royal and parliamentary burgh,
stands at the
capital of the west of Wigtonshire,
head of Loch-liyan, on the road from Port- Patrick
to Ayr, 61 miles north-east by north of Port- Patrick,
west of
Of west-north-west of Glenluce, 50 so\ith by
and 68f west-south-west of Dumfries. The
Ayr,

before the first Wednesday of .lanuary, on
the tliird Friday of April, on the first and tliird
before
Fridays of May, on the Thursday in June
and
Keltonhill, on the third Friday of July, August,
second
September, on the Monday i)eforo the
of
Tiuirsday of October, and on the third Friday
November. The harbour has a long good jiicr of
niuoh
not
modern erection, but is only tidal, and has
of water. Vessels of from 60 to 100 tons

Monday

depth

come

close to the

town

;

vessels of larger size find

STRATH.

good anchorage in the vicinity of the pier; and
vessels of 300 tons anchor at what is called the
Koad, about ^ a mile distant. The port has a
custom-house establishment, whose jurisdiction extends from Sandhouse in Carlcton-bay to the Mull
of Galloway, and thence to the south side of GillesThe amount of harbour dues levied in
pie-burn.
1852 was £1,125. In 1764, only two sailing vessels
belonged to the port, of jointly about 70 tons in
1792, they were numerous enough to have aggregately a tonnage of about 1,200; in 1835, they
amounted to 37, with an aggregate tonnage of
1,789; and in 1856, they amounted to 33, with an
aggregate tonnage of 1,518. But a great increase
of the trade was made at the introduction of
;

steam navigation and much of what was formerly
done by sailing vessels was thenceforth done by
;

steamers.
During the year 1855, the trade of the
port comprised, in the foreign and colonial department, a tonnage of 1,372 inwards, and of 387 outwards; and in the coasting department, a tonnage
of 34,470 inwards, and 30,136 outwards.
Among
tlie articles of export are cheese, grain, and other
farm produce, cattle, leather, and a considerable
quantity of shoes. The town has offices of the
British Linen Company's Bank, the City of Glasgow
Bank, the Union Bank of Scotland, and the Clydesdale Bank.
It has also 14 insurance agencies.
The principal inns are the George and the King's

Arms. Public coaches run regularly to Whithorn,
Wigton, and Dumfries. A newspaper, called the
Galloway Advertiser and Wigtonshire Free Press, is
published every Thursday. There are connected
with the town a public reading-i oom, a public libi'ary,
a mechanics' institute, an agricultural society, and
several other institutions.
Stranraer is a town of considerable antiquity,
but figured only as a burgh of barony so late as the
reign of James VL, did not receive its charter of
erection into a royal burgh till the year 1617, and
was not enrolled among the royal burghs till the
latter end of the reign of Charles II.
It is governed
by a provost, two bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and thirteen common councillors.
The corporation revenue in 1833 was £225 in 1856, £358.
Matters of police are managed by the magistrates
and town council. The town was, for the first
A sheriff circuit
time, lighted with gas in 1840.
small debt court is held ten times in the year, and
a justice of peace small debt court, on the first
Monday of every month. There is a county prison
in the town, and the number of prisoners confined
in it in 1855 was 100.
Stranraer unites with Wig;

ton,

New

Whithorn, and

member

Galloway, in sending a
Municipal constituency in
parliamentary constituency, 499. Pop-

to parliament.

1856, 409
ulation of the royal burgh in 1831, 3,329; in 1851,
3,877.
Houses, 523. Population of the parliamentary burgh in 1851, 5,738. Houses, 793. Population of the
part of the parliamentary burgh in the
of the part in the parish of
parish of Inch, 543
;

;

Leswalt, 1,381.
STRATH, a name of Celtic origin, used extensively as a prefix in Scottish topographical nomenclature.
It properly means the conjoint valley of
two confluent streams but is used, very loosely, to
designate any band of level or low ground, great or
;

small, between
tain or hill.

STRATH,

STRATHAIRD.
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two flanking ranges of either moun-

a parish, containing the post-office
Tillages of Broadford and Kyleakin, and the postoffice station of Strathaird, in the Skye division of
Inverness-shire.
It comprises the islands of Scalpa,
pabba, and Longa, and part of the south-east district of the island of Skye.
It is bounded partly on

the west by Bracadale, partly on the east by Sleat,
and everywhere else by the sea. Its length eastsouth-eastward is 28 miles and its greatest breadth
The islands of Scalpa, Pabba, and
is 5 miles.
Longa have been already described in their own
The northern part of the main
alphabetical places.
body of the parish, or that in the island of Skye,
;

comprehends magnificent scenery of mountain, seaglen, and spar-cave, which will be found

loch,

noticed in our articles Corrjskin, Scavig, Sligachan,
and Strathaird. All the main body of the parish,
excepting about 2,100 acres of arable grounds, and
600 acres of woodlands, is upland waste or pasture.
The flat or low grounds lie chiefly in the centre.
The hills in the north are conical, peaked, soaring, and
naked and those in the other districts are prevailingWhere limestone abounds, the pasture is
ly heathy.
rich and luxuriant but where the primitive rocks
occur, they are of a kind to yield little soil, and
maintain a scanty and inferior herbage. The soil of
the arable grounds is partly clay, partly black loam,
and partly reclaimed moss. Sandstone, chiefly of a
;

;

and
light-blue colour, is quarried for building
limestone is worked, both as a manure and as a
coarse yet ornamental marble. Deep bays and sealochs numerously indent the coast, and afford safe
and commodious anchorage for vessels of any burden.
Of these, the chief, on the east, are Loch-Ainort,
and, on the
Broadford-bay, and Loch-na-Beste
west, are Lochs Eishart, Slapin, and Scavig. The
landowners are Lord Macdonald and Macalister of
Strathaird.
Ruins of ancient chapels exist at Aisk,
Kilbride, and Kilmorie. Ruins of seven circular
towers, each in sight of the next, and all surmounting rocks, stand in the west; and from the southernmost commences a series in Sleat and, from these,
a series on the opposite shore of Arisaig.
A number
of tumuli on the east are traditionally said to mark
the scene of a conflict with the Danes.
A cave in
the north is an object of interest to the curious for
several
in
1746, afforded
having, during
nights,
shelter to Prince Charles Edward.
A rockingstone, consisting of a prodigious block of granite,
and moveable by a single finger, stands on the
glebe.
Population of the parish in 1831, 2,962;
;

;

;

in 1851, 3,243.
Houses, 597. Assessed property
in 1843, £3,026 Is. 9d.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Skye, and synod
of Glenelg.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £271

Schoolmaster's salary, £30,
6d.; glebe, £20.
with £10 fees, and £2 other emoluments. The parish church was built at Broadford, in 1841, and contains 900 sittings.
A sub-parochial church was fitThere
ted up in 1839 in the district of Strathaird.
is a Free church preaching station in the parish
and the amount raised in connexion with it in 1856
was £21 2s. 4d. There is also a Baptist place of
2s.

;

worship.

There are four non-parochial schools.

The proper

or full

name

of the parish is Strath-

Swordale.

STRATHAAN. See Steachan.
STRATHACHVAICH. See Dornoch.
STRATH A FFRICK. See Affrick (Loch).
STRATHAIRD, an estate, containing a postown name, and forming the northern district of the parish of Strath, in the island
of Skye.
The name properly belongs to a sublime
office station of its

alpine promontory which projects between Lochs
'
Slapin and Scavig, and is par excellence the aird
of Strath.'
But the Strathaird estate compreliends
Of the magnificent natxu-al
about 16,000 acres.
objects which enrich it, and which are indicated in
the article on Strath, not the least attractive is
This splendid curiosity occurs
Strathaird cave.
on the north side of Loch-Slapin, at the head of a
'

'

STRATHAIKDLE.

long, straight, deep, iiarvow cut which the sta has
made in the face of a lofty and veriical range of
Its entrance looks like an ordinary fissure;
yet conducts to scenes which mock the most elaborate efforts of the arts.
"The first entrance to this
celebrated cave," says Sir Walter Scott, in a note
of his Lords of the Isles, " is rude and unpi'omising; but the light of the torches with which we
were provided was soon reflected from the roof,
floor, and walls, which seem as if they were sheeted
cliffs.

with marble, partly smooth, partly rough, seeming
to be wrought into statuary. The floor ibrms a steep
and difficult ascent, and might be faiscifully compared to a sheet of water which, while it rushed
whitening and foaming down a declivity, had been
suddenly arrested by the spell of an enchanter.
Upon attaining the summit of the ascent, the cave
opens into a splendid gallery, adorned with the most
dazzling crystallizations, and finally descends with
rapidity to the brink of a pool of the most limpid
water, about four or five yards bioad. This pool,
surrounded by the most fanciful mouldings in a sub-

stance resembling white marble, and distinguished
by the depth and purity of its waters, might have
been the bathing-grotto of a Naiad."
STRATHAIKDLE, a Highland glen, traversed
by the small river Airdle, in the north-east of PerthIt extends from TuUoch in Moulin lOJ miles
shire.
south-south-eastward to the confluence of the Airdle
and the Shee; and comprehends a small part of

Moulin and Kinloch parishes, and large parts of
Kirkmichael and Blairgowrie.
STRATHALLADALE. See Reay.

STRATHALLAN, the valley of the river Allan,
in Perthshire and Stirlingshire.
It consists chiefly
of the main parts of Blackford and Dunblane parand
the
minor
of
ishes,
part
Logic. The district
gives the title of Viscount to a branch of the noble
family of Drummond, created Lord Madderty in
The titles
1609, and Viscount Strathallan in 1686.
were attainted in 1746, and restored in 1824. The
seat of the Viscounts is Strathallan-castle.
AVEN, the valley of the river Avon, in
the south-west of Banflshire. See Kirkmichael.
STRATHAVEN, a post and market-town and
burgh-of-barony, in the parish of Avondale, Lanarkshire.
It stands on the road from Glasgow to
Muirkirk, and on that from Edinburgh to Ayr, 7f
miles west by south of Hamilton, 13^ north of
Muirkirk, and 16 south-south-east of Glasgow. Its
site is the bottom of a small basin, on both banks of
the rivulet Pomilion, about a mile above that stream's
influx to the Avon. It is a place of considerable antiquity and seems to have grown up under the pro-

STRATH

;

tection of a strong castle, which was built by Andrew
Stewart, grandson of Murdoch, Duke of Albany.
The ruins of the castle still exist, on a rocky eminence at the side of the Pomilion, and form a fine
feature in the landscape.
The castle, in the period
of its strength, was probably quite engirt by the

Pomilion, and approached by a drawbridge. It was
temporarily inhabited by the Duchess of Hamilton,
commonly called the good Duchess, who died in
1716; but it seems afterwards to have fallen very
The old parts of the town have
rapidly into decay.
an ancient appearance, their houses much huddled
together, and their streets narrow and irregular; but
the modern parts contain some excellent houses,
and comprise fine wide streets. A number of neat
small villas also stand in the neighbourhood. There
are in tlic town or connected with it two Established
churches, a Free church, three United Presbyterian
ciiurches, a parochial school, a Free church school,
three private schools, a seminary for young ladies,
five insiu'&nce agencies,
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a gas company, a savings'

offices of the Bank of Scotland, the Union
Fairs are held, for
Bank, and the Royal Bank.
general business, on the first Thursday of January,
March, and November; for cattle, on the last Thursday in June; and for cattle, horses, and hiring, on
the first Thursday of April, and on the Thursday
in October after Lanark.
A laige number of the
inhabitants are supported by weaving.
Public
coaches run daily to Hamilton, and through East
Kilbride to Glasgow. A proposal was set actively
agoing in the latter part of 1856 for constructing a
railway from Strathaven by way of Quarter to Ham-

bank, and

The town was erected into a burgh-of-barony
in 1450, but enjoys little or no special local government. Population in 1841, 3,852 in 1851, 4,274.

ilton.

;

Houses, 448.

STRATHBEG, a narrow but fertile vale, about
2 miles in length, and scarcely ^ a mile in breadth,
at the head of Loch-Eriboll, in the parish of Durness, Sutherlandshire.
(Loch), a lake on the boundary
between Lonmay and Crimond, and IJ mile west of
Rattray -head, near the north-east extremity of
Aberdeenshire. It extends parallel with the coast;
measures 2 J miles in length, and 550 acres in area;
and is sepai'ated from the sea by a ridge of sandIt formerly had a
hills, about half-a-mile broad.
tidal communication with the ocean, and was navigable by small sea-borae vessels; but about the year
1720, a strong east wind blew a mass of sand into
the channel, and stopped the communication.
STRATHBLANE, a parish, containing a postoffice village of its own name, in the Lennox district

STRATHBEG

It is bounded by Killearn, Campsie,
Baldernock, and East Kilpatrick. Its length northnorth-westward is 5 miles and its greatest breadth
It takes its name from the river Blane,
is 4 miles.
and comprehends the upper and larger part of that
stream's valley and hill-screens. The valley is a
depression or cut across the I^ennox hills, separating the Campsie part of the range on the north-east
from the Kilpatrick part on the south-west; and
the head of it, as a depression, or exclusive of a

of Stirlingshire.

;

lateral

ravine of three miles previously traversed

by the Blane, is a swell or low bioad-based ridge
which forms a water-shed between the feeders of
the Blane and those of the AUander, and constitutes
the boundary with Baldernock. The valley widens
and its hill-screens lecede as the stream advances.

The

screens on the south-west side are comparatively
but those on the north-east side are
soft

low and

;

comj)aratively high and bold, and terminate, at the
boundary with Killearn and Campsie, in the hill of
Earl's Seat, which has an altitude of about 1,400
feet above the level of the sea.
On this hill is the
source of the Blane and thence south-south-eastward, along the eastern border of the parish, is the
ravine traversed by that stream in the early part of
its run.
See Blank (The). The highest part of
the valley has an elevation of about 340 feet, and
the lowest part about 100 feet, above the level of
the sea.
The view of it, to a person entering it
from the south-east, is exceedingly picturesque;
the screens being romantic in many styles, and the
low grounds richly beautiful with mansions, lakes,
wood, and culture. Among other features are It
conical wood-covered hill 400 feet high in the west,
and a bare desolate hill of about the same heighten
the east.
There are in the parish six lakes, varying
in extent from 8 to 00 acres.
The prevailing rock
of the hills is trap, and that of the low grounds old
red sandstone.
basaltic colonnade, of about «
furlong in extent, stretches along the precipitous
f ice of part of the eastern hills.
The columns are
;

A

quadrangular, pentagonal, and hexagonal

;

tliey

STRATHBOGIE.

measure 30 feet in height, and from 2 to 3 in diameter and they rise with a little inclination from
;

the perpendicular, and, in some instances, are apa curved line.
parently bent into the segment of
The soil in the upper part of the valley is sandy,
and in the lower part is clayey. About 3,150 imare in pasperial acres are in tillage ; about 8,400
ture; and about 2,000 are underwood. The landowners are the Duke of Montrose, Sir Archibald
Edmonstone, Bart., Graham of Ballagan, Buchanan
of Craigeud, Smith of Carbeth, and five others. The
estimated value of raw produce in 1841 was £11,130.
Assessed property in 1843, £.5,300. The principal
chief anmansions are Craigend and Carbeth.
tiquity has been noticed in our article Mugdock.
Another antiquity is the ruin of Duntreath-castle,
originally large and strong. The only other noticeable antiquities are some standing-stones. The
parish is traversed by the road from Glasgow to Balfron, and lies within available distance of the terminus of the Canipsie branch of the Edinburgh and
Glasgow railway. The village of Strathblane stands
on that road, 4 miles north of Milngavie. Formerly
some of its inhabitants were weavers in the employment of tiie manufixcturers of Glasgow but now
nearly all are workers in a neighbouring bleachfield
and a printneld. Public communication is enjoyed
by coaches in transit between Lennoxtown and Balfron.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,033; in
1851, 1,010.
Houses, 126.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dumbarton,
and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, the Duke

A

;

of Montrose. Stipend, £231 16s. 5d.
glebe, £12 10s.
Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with j£15 fees.
The parish church is a beautitul Gothic edifice,
built in 1803, and containing 450 sittings.
There
are a female school, and a paiochial library.
;

STRATHBOGIE,

a district in Aberdeenshire.
Geographically, it consists simply of the small vale
of the river Bogie, extending near the western frontier of the county from the centre of Auchindoir to
the town of Huntly but politically, it constitutes
one of the five divisions of Aberdeenshire, anciently
called lordships or thanages, consists of the whole
original estate conferred by King Ilobert Bruce on
the noble family of Gordon, and
comprehends over
hill and dale, and on both sides of the
Bogie, an area
of 120 square miles.
In 1424, when its proprietor
was one of the hostages for the ransom of James I.,
itg rental was estimated at one-half of that of the
-JStates of the high-constable of Scotland.
The par;

ishes comprised in it are Forgue, Drumblade, Huntly, and parts of Gartly, Glass, and Caimey.
Popiilation in 1831, 9,718; in 1851, 10,307.
There is
also a presbytery of Strathbogie ; but this
comprises
twelve parishes, and is in the synod of Moray.
The Free church likewise has a presbytery of Stratfibogie, comprising ten congregations.

STRATHBRAN,the
shire.

See

valley of the

Bran

in Perth-

Bran (The).

STRATHBRAN,

in Ross-shire.

See Str^vth-

STRATHBROCK.
STRATHBRORA.
STRATH BUNGO,

See Uphall.
See Rogart.
a village in the part of the
It
jiarish of Govan which lies in Renfrewshire.
stands about IJ mile south of Glasgow, on the road
thence to PoUockshaws.
Its houses, for the most
are plain one or two story buildings and its
jwrt,
;

iahabitants are

principally weavers, miners, and
has a small neat chapel of

It
C'tdinary artificers.
aee.
Population 491.

Houses, 49.
a valley south from Torloll, some miles in extent, traversed by the river
Ckimaig, in the parish of Dornoch, Sutherlandshire.

fiTRATHCAIRNAIG,

\

STRATHDON.

7bo

STRATHCEANNARD.
STRATHCLYDE. See
and the

articles

See Ceannaed (The).
General Intbodcctios,
Clydesdale and Lanarkshire.

STRATHCONAN,

a district in the centre of the

It is sometimes understood
properly to comprise only the valley of the Conan ;
but is at other times understood to compiise also the
valleys of the Conan's tributaries, the Orrin, the
Meig, the Bran, and the Garve, even though the two
latter bear their own proper designations of StrathThe district is noted as
bran and Strathgarve.
good sporting ground, both in its moors and in its

south of Ross-shire.

waters.

STRATHDEARN, a district partly in Nairnshire,
It consists of all
but chiefly in Inverness -shire.
the Highland section of the basin, or glen and hilland extends northscreens, of the river Findhorn
eastward from near the sources of that river, to
about the point where it passes into Morayshiie.
See Findhorn (The). Fairs are held in Strathdeam
on the Friday after the 19th of May, on the Friday
in August before Campbelton, on the Friday in
August after the Moor of Ord, and on the Friday
;

in

October after Beauly.
the valley of the Aberdeenshire

STRATHDEE,
Dee.

STRATHDIGHTY.

See Mains and Strathmar-

TINE.

STRATHDINARD. See Dcrne-^s.
STRATHDON, a parish, containing

the postof Strathdon and Glenkindy, on the
west border of Aberdeenshire. It comprises a deThe detached
tached district and a main body.
district has been already noticed in our article
Glenkindy. The main body is bounded by Banffshire, and by the parishes of Glenbucket, Migvie,
office stations

liOgie-Coldstone, Glenmuick, and Braemar; but it
part of Tarland, which measures 6J
miles in length and 3J miles in extreme breadth.
The whole parish, measured so as to include the

embosoms a

intersecting parts, extends IG miles from north-east
to south-west, and 9 miles in the opposite direction.
The south-western district cradles the Don amidst a
mass of mountains, and forms the territory of a mission of the Establishment.
Two
See Corgaef.
mountain-glens commence near the western bounnorth
and
the
extend
the
dary,
respectively along
south sides of the embosomed district of Tarland, converge at the east end of that district, and thence form
That on the
one valley to the eastern boundary.
north brings down the rivulet Nochtie and that
on the south, and away eastward, carries along
the Don.
The detached part of the parish is a hilly
and brings down the
valley, extending southward
rivulet Kindy to fall into the Don a little above the
kirk of Towie. The arable land lies all in these glens,
most of it in that of the Don it consists of considerable haughs, belts of hanging plain, and skirts of pastoral heights
and it possesses, in general, a light,
sharp, and somewhat fertile soil. Hilly ranges of considerable height and breadth flank the glens, and render the general aspect of the parish Highland. The
and in their lofhills are prevailingly heath-clad
tier altitudes, are covered with a black spongy soil,
inclining to moss yet, in many parts, they form
good sheep-walk. About 4,500 Scotch acres are in
about 60,000 are pastoral or waste ; and
tillage
about 3,000 are under wood. Granite, limestone, and
coarse slate abound and the limestone is extensively
worked. There are seven landowners. The estimated value of rawproduce in 1840 was £14,235. Assessed property in 1843, £4,228. The mansions are
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Newe, Candacraig, Invenian, Auchomach, Glenkindy, Edinglassie, Bellabeg, and Skellater. The
Doun of Invernochtie, situated near the church, is a

STRATHEARN.

beautiful, oval, artificial mound, terminating in a
platforna of lialf-an-acre in area, and once fortified

by a wall round the summit, and a ditch round the
base; but

it

is

unknown

to either history or tra-

maintained by a public
coach with Aberdeen, which is distant 45 miles.
Population of Strathdon in 1831, 1,683; in 1851,
Houses, 311.
1,531.
This parish is in the presbytery of Alford, and
of
Aberdeen. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
synod
£191 8s. 7d.; glebe, £2 12s. 6d. Schoolmaster's salary, £28, with about £10 fees, and a share in the Dick
The parish church was built in 1757, and
bequest.
contains 5C4 sittings. There is a mission station on
the royal bounty at Corgarf, with a church built in
There is also a
1836, and containing 350 sittings.
small Roman Catholic chapel at Corgarf. There are
Fairs are held
in the parish three Society schools.
in Strathdon on the last Tuesday of April, on the
Friday of July after Glass, on the Friday of August
after Mearns, and on the first Tuesday of December.
dition.

Communication

is

the basin of the river Earn and
It extends nearly 40
Perthshire.
miles almost due east and west, from the head of
Loch-Earn to the mouth of the river Earn below

STRATHEARN,

its tributaries in

Perth, and has a mean breadth, including its flanking heights, of between 6 and 8 miles. The parisheither wholly or partially, comprehended in it,
which see. The
are mentioned in the article Earn
district, during the existence of liereditary jurisdicStrathearn is one of
tions, constituted a stewartry.
the most beautiful tracts of country in Scotland, reeverywhere with either pleasant or picturesque
es,

:

and exhibiting almost perfect specimens
of very various styles of scenery, from the romantically grand in its upper parts to the softly beautiful
in its lower stretches.
It anciently gave the title of
Earl to a branch of the royal family of Stewart
and it gave the title of Duke in the Scottish peei'age
to his royal highness the Duke of Kent, and father
of Queen Victoria.
the valley of the Fifeshire Eden.
STRATHENDRICK, the valley of the Endrick in
f)lete
andscape,

;

SERATHEDEN,

Stirlingshire.

STRATHENDRY.

See Leslie.

STRATHERRICK,

a district of Inverness-shire.
extends along the south-west side of Loch-Ness,
but is, for the most part, separated from that lake
by a narrow range of hills and it forms an upper
table-land, cut across by the rivers Foyers and Farigag. The strath is comparatively broad and open,
and expands on the north into a wide elevated plain;
it is occasionally tumulated with hills, and is variously in meadow, arable grounds, and moorland
and it has a cincture of granitic heights which shoot
aloft in numerous naked summits.
STRATH FARR A R, the ancient name of all the
basin of Loch-Beauly, and the rivers Ueauly and
Farrar, from Inverness to the head of GlenstrathThe Romans, most probably Latinizing a
farrar.
name which they found already in use, called LochBeauly and the inner Moray frith -(Estuarius-Varrar.
STKATHFENELLA. See Fokdoun.
It

;

;

STRATHFILLAN, the glen

of the rivulet Fillan,
Sec Fillan
parish of Killin, Perthsliire.
(The), and Killin.
STRATHFLEET. See Rogaiit.

in

tlie

STRATIIGARVE.
STRATHGIRNIE.

See Garve (The).
See Glenoaikn.

STRATIIGLASS, the district, comprehending the
basins of the rivers Glass and Beauly, on the northThe lower part of
ern border of Inverncss-shirc.
the strath comprehends the superb scenerj^ around
the town of Beauly, a nearly circular j)lain, zoned
with high-terraced banks, screened with densely

—
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wooded ascents, and overhung by brown, rugged,
rocky heights. A little further up are the exquisite
combinations of Highland landscape around the falls
of Kilmorack.
Above the gorge of these falls opens
a broad flat valley, resembling the foisaken bed of
an ancient lake, and retaining the Beauly in sluggish motion. The upper strath, or that traversed by
is straight, thoroughly pastoral, and everywhere winged with coppices of birch. Behind these
coppices were formerly noble forests of pine, extending in unbroken sheets to the summits of the hills
and they made the strath famous for its timber and
for impulse which the exportation of it gave to a
scanty commerce but, with the exception of a few
solitary trees, they have been wholly swept away by
burnings and bv the system of sheep-pasturing,

the Glass,

;

;

STRATHGRYFE,
Renfrewshire.

the valley of the

Gryfe

in

The name has long been

out of use,
being preserved only in the charters of some of the
landed proprietors; and it seems to have anciently
designated the greater part, or perhaps the whole, of
what now constitutes Renfrewshire.
ALE. See Re ay.
the valley of the
Helmsdale, in Sutherlandshire.

STRATH-HALL AD
STRATH -HELMSDALE,

STRATH- HERRICK. See Steatheukick.
STRATHIRE. See Strathyre.
STRATHKINNESS, a post-oflice village in

the
It stands on the
palish of St. Andrews, Fifeshire.
road from Leuchars to Largo, 3 miles west of the
Here is a Free church, whose
city of St. Andrews.
receipts in 1856 amounted to
Houses, 128.
ulation, 490.

STRATHLACHLAN.

£115

10s. 3|d.

Pop-

See Strachur and Sri;A-

LACHLAN.

STRATHMARTINE.

See Mains and Stratu-

MARTINE.

STRATHMIGLO,

a parish, containing the post-

town of Strathmiglo and the village of Edenshead,
on the north-west border of Fifeshire. It is bounded
by the counties of Kinross and Perth, and by the
Its
parishes of Auchtermuchty and Falkland.
length north-north-eastward is 5^ miles; and its

The rivulet
greatest breadth is about 3|- miles.
Eden, here called the Miglo, flows east-north-eastward through its middle, and gives it the name of
Strathmiglo. The greater part of the surface consists of two ascents rising gently from the sides of
the valley of the Miglo to respectively the northern
and the southern boundaries. The northern ascent
forms part of the range of inconsiderable eminences
which topographists regard as the Fifeshire continuation of the Ochil hills and the southern ascent
rises to the summit of the Mid-Lomond hill, wliich
has an altitude of about 1,700 feet, and whose cliffs,
wood, and verdure render it finely picturesque. The
prevailing rock in the north is trap in the .south,
red sandstone. The soil in the north is predominantly a rich friable loam in the south, light and
sandy. About 4,100 acres are in tillage; about 600
are in pasture; and about 350 are under wood.
There are upwards of twenty landowners. There
formerly were numerous cairns and tumuli; and the
;

;

;

latter weie disposed in such an assemblage, and accompanied with such debris of ancient warfare, as
to give rise to a conviction in the minds of some an-

tiquaries that this place is bettor entitled than any
other to be regarded as the scene of the famous
The parish is traversed
battle of Mons Grampus.
by the Fife and Kinross railway, which is nearly
ft
ready to be opened (May 1857), and will have
station on it.
Population in 1831, 1,940; in 1851,
2,509.
Houses, 466. Assessed property in 1848,

£9,329 128. 9d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Cupar, and synod

STRATHMORE.
Patron, the Earl of Mansfield.

of Fife.

£269

2s.

2d.

£10

Stipend,

10s.

Unappropriated
Schoolmasters salary, £34
teinds, £227
The parish church was built
43. 4Jd., with fees.
in the latter part of last century, and contains 750
There is a Free church, with an attendsittings.
ance of 360; and the amount of its receipts in 1856
glebe,
I5s. 7d.
;

There are in the town of
lis. 9Jd.
Strathmiglo a Reformed Presbyterian church, with
an attendance of 200; and in Edenshead an United
Presbyterian church, with an attendance of 300.

was £227

There are four non-parochial schools.
The Town of Strathmiglo stands on the river
Miglo, on the eastern border of the parish of Strathmiglo, on the road from Auchtermuchty to Kinross,
2 miles south-west of Auchtermuchty, 3 north-west
of Falkland, 8 north-east by east of Kinross, 11
west-south-west of Cupar, and 12 south-east of
Part of it is a burgh-of-barony, and tin's,
Perth.
together with suburban parts called Kirklands, Stedmorehmd. and Templelands, stands on the left bank
of the Miglo; while other suburban parts, called
the feus of Wester-Cash and the Town feus, stand
on the right bank. The burgh consists of one principal street, of rather an antique and picturesque appearance, running parallel to the river, with four or
five wynds running at right an^^les to it, and a lane
called the East and \Yest Back Dykes, passing at
the head of the gardens of the feus on the north side.
Tiie Kirklands are situated on the south side of the
principal street, at its eastern extremity; the Templelands are also on the same side of the street, about
the middle of the town and the Stednioreland-feus
are situated at the western extremity on both sides
of the street. The feus of Wester-Cash form a street,
rather more than one-quarter of a mile in length,
of well-built tradesmen's houses, also running parallel witii the river; and the Town-feus, called
Eden-street which is of modern erection lie in
the same direction to the south-west of the western
extremity of the Cash-feus. A castellated mansion,
called Strathmiglo-castle, which stood on a spot a
short distance east of the town, is supposed to have
been built in the time of James V., but was removed
about the year 1740 as building material for a steeple
in front of the town-house. This steeple is a handsome structure, comprising a square tower, termi;

—

—

nating in an open ballustrade, and sunnounted by
an octagonal spire 70 feet in height.
principal
employment in the town is the manufacture of dia-

A

pers, damasks, and other linens and this is carried
on by resident employers. There are also in the
neighbourhood a bleachfield and a small spinningmill.
A fair is held on the last Friday of June.
The burgh acquired its rights so early as the reign
of James IV., but lost those of them which pertained
to its government in 1748, and has since that time
been under the public management of a committee
annually elected by the feuars. It is lighted with
gas, and is a station of the county police.
Popula;

tion,

about 1,600.

;

by the

and
lofty

is

sublimely overhung, at

its

lower end,

Ben Hope.

STRATH.MORE,

a small valley in the southern

district of the parish of Halkirk, Caithness-shire.
In its bosom lies Loch-More. See
(Loch).

More

STRATHMORE,

the far-stretching band of low
country which skirts the frontier mountain-rampart
of the Highlands, is flanked along the hither side
by the Lennox, the Ochil, and the Sidlaw hills, and
extends from the centre of the main body of Dumbartonshire to the German ocean at Stonehaven.

^

I

!

I

I

General Ixtrobuctiox.

In this large sense
exceedingly various in breadth, as well as in
the features of strath-ground; and comprehends
See

it is

part of Stirlingshire, all Strathallan, most part of
Strathearn, and all the How of Meams in KincarBut the strath is more popularly and
dineshire
limitedly regarded as consisting only of what is
flanked by the Sidlaw hills, and as extending from
ilethven in Perthshire to a point a little north-east
of Brechin in Forfarshire ; and. in this view, it is
somewhat uniform in breadth and feature, and belonging principally to Fori'arshire, has been sucThis
cinctly described in our notice of that county.
great district is, in the aggregate, remarkably beautiful and fertile; it contains numerous towns, villages, and elegant mansions; and it is the seat of a
great and industrious population. Strathmore gives
tlie title of Earl to the noble family of Lyon ; who,
before 1450, had the dignity of Baron Glammis, and
in 1606 were created Earl of Strathmore and King-

horn, Viscount Lyon, Baron Tannadice, Sidlaw, and
Stradightv.
See ]V[udale (The).
STRATHNAIRN, a Highland valley chiefly in
and
It conInvemess-shire,
partly in Nairnshire.
sists of the basin of all the Highland part of the

STRATHMUDALE.

and extends north-eastward between
Strathdearn and the great ^len. It is screened by
barren heathy mountains, possesses little wood, and
with slight exceptions is wholly pastoral.
STRATHNAVER, the glen of Loch-Naver and
of the river Naver in Sutherlandshire.
See Navee.

river Nairn,

STRATHOIKELL, the long picturesque glen of
the Oikell, on the mutual border of Sutherlandshire
and Ross-shire. See Oikell (The).

STRATHORD. See Ordie (The).
STRATHORE. See Dtsart.
STRATHPEFFER, a valley, a watering-place,

and a post-ofiice station, in the parish of Fodderty,
and counties of Ross and Cromarty. The valley is
watered by the rivulet Peffer. It extends from the
vicinity of a water-shed at the south-eastern skirts
of Ben-Wyvis, 4 miles eastward to the town of
Dingwall, at the head of the Cromarty-frith. It
possesses much beauty, has fine hill-screens, is
grandly overhung at the head by Ben-Wyvis, and
opens charmingly out at the foot to the low grounds
around the influx of the river Conan to the Cromarty
frith.
It was, about the year 1478, the scene of a

bloody conflict between the Macdonalds and the
Mackenzies. But it is now famous for medicinal
wells, which are situated near its head, and attract
to it many visitors.
Dr. Thomas Morrison of Elswick, in Aberdeenshire, who previously visited almost every other spa of the kingdom, declared the
Strathpeff"er wells to be unrivalled, and usually described the climate, as " the balsamic air of StrathA handsome pump-room, 40 feet by 20,
peffer."
was, at his suggestion, erected over the lower one
of the
visitors

STRATHMORE, a valley in the parishes of
Edderachillis and Durness, Sutherlandshire.
It
takes down the stream More to the head of LochHope

STRATHPEFFER.
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two chief wells in 1829.
Lodgings for
were for a time scarce nor, though now
;

numerous, are they yet all of such character as
could be desired. Still some of them are very coma
fortable
tl.ere is good hotel accommodation
public coach runs regularly to Dingwall and much
fine scenery exists all around to please the eye, and
The season for most
to provoke healthful exercise.
beneficially drinking the waters extends from the
the
middle
or end of October.
of
till
beginning
May
;

;

;

The medicinal

properties of the wells are derived

from bituminous rocks and shales impregnated
with sulphuret of iron. An imperial gallon of the
water of the upper well, as analyzed by Dr. Thomson of Glasgow, contains 2 6' 167 cubic inches of
sulphuretted hydrogen gas, 67"77 grains of sulphate

STRATHRATHY.

STRICKATHROW.
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of soda, 39454 of sulphate of lime, 24-728 of common salt, and 6 242 of sulphate of magnesia and
an imperial gallon of the water of the lower well

a paiish, containing the post-ofiice

STRICHEN,

station of Strichen, and the villages of Mormond
and New Leeds, in Buchan, Aberdeenshire. It is
contains 13'659 cubic inches of sulphuretted hydro- bounded by Aberdour, Fraserburgh, Rathen, Longen gas, 52'71 grains of sulphate of soda, 30'786of may. Old Deer, New Deer, and Tyrie. Its length
sulphate of lime, 19' 233 of common salt, and 4-855 eastward is 6J miles and its greatest breadth is 3f
of sulphate of magnesia.
miles.
The North Ugie runs across it, cutting it
STRATHRATHY, the vale of the Strathy, in the into two nearly equal parts. The general surface
;

;

The
j'et is prevailingly hilly.
highest ground is Mormond-hill, whose summit
forms part of the northern boundary. See MormondHiLii.
Granite of excellent quality for building
abounds and limestone was formerly worked, but
is of indiff'erent quality.
Excellent peat-moss is
The soil of some of the arable land is
plentiful.
good but that of by far the greater proportion is poor.
About 5,01 Scotch acres in the parish are under cultivation
about 2,610 are uncultivated and about

It is about 12
parish of Farr, Sutherlandshire.
miles in length, and extends northward to the coast
at Strathy-bav.
STRATHRORY, the glen of tlie rivulet Rory,
commencing in the southern part of the parish of

inclines to the Ugie,

;

Eddertoun, and extending in an easterly direction
toward the Cromarty-frith in Ross-shire.
STRATH RUSD ALE. See Rossreex.

;

STRATHSPEY,

the valley of the liver Spey,
through the ancient province of Moray. It is celebrated for its forests, the rapidity of its great river,
and the music and military spirit of its people. Sec

;

rounded by

STRATHSWORDALE. See Stkath.
STRATHTAY, a considerable part of the

;

S'trichen.
glebe, £6.
Stipend, £158 7s. 8d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £21 fees,
and a share in the Dick bequest. The parish church
was built in 1799, and contains about 950 sittings.
There is a Free church ; and the sum raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £110 17s. S^d. There
are also an Episcopalian chapel and a small Roman
;

STRATHTUMMEL,

Houses, 36.
a small bay on the west side

STRAVANAN,

of the island of Bute, 3 miles from the southern
extremity of that island.

STRAVEN.

See Strathaven.
See Dunino.
STREENS. Sec Mov and Dalauossik.
STRELITZ, a village in the parish of Cargill,
Perthshire.
It stands on a small tributary of the
It -was
Isla, 4 miles south-west of Cupar-Angua.
built in 1763 as a retreat for discharged soldiers at
the conclusion of the Gei-man war, by the Commis-

S'J'RAVITHY.

sioners for managing the annexed estates and it
consisted, immediately after its origin, of 80 neat
dwelling-houses, built on a regular plan, and each
with a garden and about three acres of land,
frovided
ts name was given it in honour of Queen Charlotte.
;

There are four non- parochial

Catholic chapel.

of Strichen was erected in
1627, out of lands which previously belonged to the
of
Fraserburgh and Rathen.
parishes
schools.

The

parisli

STRICKATHROW,

a parish on the north border
is Brechin, 4 miles to
is bounded by Kincardineshire, and
by Logiepert, Dun, Brechin, Menmuir, Lethnot,
and Edzell. Its length south-eastward is about 6|
miles; its greatest breadth is about 2 miles audits
It is low in the
area is about 8^ square miles.
middle and highin the ends. Its south-east end is
part of a table-land, called the hill of Strickathrow,
of Forfarshire.
the south.
It

Its

post-town

;

_

tion, 135.

The chief residence

is Strichenhouse, built in 1821, a very spacious edifice, surwood.
fine
The
of
value
assessed
vei-y
The parish is traproperty in 1843 was £4.685.
versed by the road from Peterhead to Banff", and by
that from Fraserburgh to Aberdeen. Population, in
in 1851, 2,283.
Houses, 511.
1831, 1,802
This parish is in the presbytery of Deer, and
Patron, George Baird of
synod of Aberdeen.

Spey and Mokay.
proper
valley and immediate head-screens of the river Tay.
Tlie name is used with a variety of latitude, but is
never made to include any parts of the basin of the
Tay beyond the immediate flanks of the Tay proper,
or below tlie commencement of the frith of Tay.
the glen of the river Tummel in Perthshire. See Tummel (The).
sacra
a
STRATHY, quoad
parish, a river, a bay,
a headland, and a village, on the north coast of Sutherlandslure.
The quoad sacra parish of Strathy
comprises the eastern part of the quoad civilia parish
of Farr, in the presbytery of Tongue, and synod of
Sutherland and Caithness.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £120. The church is a government one,
and was built in 1826. The water of Strathy issues
from two small lakes, and runs a northerly course
of about J 4 miles to the sea. Strathy-bay, which receives the river, is a triangle, with sides of 2^ and
Ij miles along its shores, and a side of 2J miles
toward the sea. Stratliy-head runs out in a narrow
promontory along the west side of the bay. Strathy
village stands | a mile from the bay, 20 miles eastnorth-east of Tongue, and 24 west by south of
Thurso. It is a populous rural hamlet, is the site
of the parish church, and has a Free church and a
small neat inn. Beside it are quarries of good limestone and sandstone.
STRATHYRE, a glen and a village in the parish of Balquhidder, Perthshire.
The glen extends
south-eastward and southward from the foot of
and
is
traversed
Loch-Voil,
by the stream
mainly
flowing out of that lake, and partly occupied by the
The village
upper portion of Loch-Lubnaig.
stands in the glen, about 5 miles south of Lochearnhead, on the road thence to Callander. Popula-

;

300 are under wood.

j

extending into the contiguous parishes, elevated
about 500 feet above the level of the sea, and commanding a grand view of the low grounds and hillIts middle district forms
screens of Strathmore.
part of Strathmore, and is traversed by Crook-water,
to that stream's confluence with the North Esk.
The north-west district is largely occupied by the
hill of Lundie, which figures conspicuously in the
flank scenery of Strathmore, and has much of a wild
Highland aspect. West-water traces much of the
north-eastern and the northern boundary, down to
its confluence with the North Esk ; and the latter
stream thence runs a short distance, partly on the
boundary, and partly cutting off" from the rest of
the parish a pendicle of about 72 acres. The p'
dominant rocks are limestone, red sandstone, .li
hard conglomerate and the limestone was formerly
worked with a profit of about £500 a-year. The
in the
soil in the south-cast is clayey and deep
centre is a sharp black earth, incumbent on gravel;
and in the north-west is partly workable clay or
loam, but chiefly moorish or heathy. About 3,310
acres are in tillage; about 1,340 are pastoral or
waste; and about 480 are under wood. In 185f^
the estimated value of raw produce was £16.'-'
los.
the value of assessed property', i."4,335 \<The principal mim'i'horc are seven landowners.
sions are Nowtonmill, Auchenreoch, and Strick.i;

;

;

STRIVEN.

STROMNESS.

'GO

—

throw-house, the last a fine Grecian edifice. Tiie
The pan'sli
antiquities are interesting but obscure.

mineral spring in the vicinity of the town has some
medicinal fame. Limestone abounds roofing-slates

traversed by the west road from Dundee to
Aberdeen, and has near access to the Dubtou and
Craigo stations of the Aberdeen railway. Populain 1851, 505.
tion, in 1831, 564
Houses, 117.
This parish is in the presbytery of Brechin, and
of
sjniod
Angus and Mearns. Patrons, the Crown
and the Earl of Kintore. Stipend, £170 9s. 5d.
10s.
£16
Schoolmaster's salary, £34, with
glebe,

are extensively quarried ; and there are appearances
Stromness is the most interestof lead and iron ore.

is

;

;

£12 fees. The parish church was built
and repaired in 1849, and contains 360
There are a non-parochial school and

in 1799,
sittings.

a

par-

The present parish of Strickathrow
comprehends the old parishes of Strickathrow on
the south-east and Dunlappie on the north-west.
They were united in 1612. The ancient church of
Strickathrow belonged to the cliantership of the
cathedral of Brechin.
STRIVEN (Loch), a projection of the sea into
the south of Cowal, in Argyleshire.
It enters
from the north side of the Kyles of Bute, about 2
miles nortli of Kames-bay, and penetrates the land
north-north-westward to the extent of about 8
miles.
It is about 2 miles wide at its widest part,
but becomes much narrower towards its head. Its
bottom generally shelves in a gradual manner from
the shore, to a depth of from 20 to 55 fathoms,
without any rocks or shoals. Its shores, in some
ochial library.

places, have beautiful sandy beaches, but, in others,
so sudden a plunge as might afford berthage,
almost in tlie manner of a wharf, to the largest

make

ships.

The
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_

screens of the loch are of a Highland

(Loch).

211.

frith, poli-

Canisbay, Caith-

It lies opposite Gill's-bay

;

Houses, 43.

a parish, containing a post-town
in the south-west of Pomona,
Orkney. It is bounded on the north by Sand wick;
on the north-east and cast by Loch-Stenness, which
divides it from Harray and Stenness on the southeast and south by the sound of Hoy and on the
west by the Atlantic ocean. Its length, from north
to south, is about oj miles; its greatest breadth
'•about 3J miles; and its area is about 14 square
oiles.
chain of hills, whose summit -line is
tJTerywhere about a mile from the western coast,
atends southward from the northern boundary,
iBd subsides at the distance of about IJ mile
rom the sound of Hoy.
tract of fertile fields,
greeably disposed in meadow and arable grounds,
all
ptends
along the south, and everywhere comDiands a picturesque view of the hills of Hoy, and
le mountains of Sutherland, as far as to Cape
fiath. All the west coast rises sheer up from the
to altitudes of from 100 to 500 feet; and during
8, it largely shares the grandeur of scenery
ed in our article on Okkxey. The soil of the
e lands is variously a black earth, a sandy black
twtiff clay, and a mixture of clay and sand.

STROMNESS,

nf its

own name,

;

;

A

A

,

TT.

publication of Hugh Miller's Asterolepis of Stromness." About 1,900 imperial acres in the parish
are in tillage; about 3,000 acres are improvable
pasture and the rest of the surface is chiefly moss
and unimprovable upland.
The principal landowners are Pollexfen of Cairston, Spence of Pow,
and Watt of Brackness; but there are upwards of 70
others.
Near Brackness-head, at the south-west
extremity of the parish, stands a venerable house
built in 1633, as an episcopal residence, by the last
bishop of Orkney. Between this and the town are
the ruins of the old parish church, surrounded with
the cemeteiy and the remains of an old monastery ;
and, in other places, are ruins of ancient chapels
whose history is lost. Population of the parish in
1831, 2,832; in 1851,2,770.
Houses, 530. Assessed property in 1815, £1,148.
Stromness, under the name of Cairston, is the
seat of a presbytery in the synod of Orknev. Patron,
the Earl of Zetland. Stipend, £158 6s. 7d.; glebe,
£12. Schoolmaster's salary, £25, with fees.
The
parish church was built in 1814, and contains 1,200
There is a Free church, with an attendsittings.
ance of 650; and the amount of its receipts in 1856
;

was £136

There is an United Presby19s. lid.
terian church, which was built in 1806, and confciins
643 sittings. There are two subscription schools
and several adventure schools.
of Stromxess is a seaport and a burgh
stands on the sloping skirts of high
ground, along the west side of a beautiful bay, 14
miles west by south of Kirkwall, 23 north-west of
Duncansby-head, and 29 north-north-east of Thurso.
of barony.

and, at two
It
points, is If mile distant from the continent.
forms an oval of 2^ miles by 1^, the longer axis extending from north-east to south-west. Its coast,
11 around, but especially on the west, is a series
of precipitous lofty rocky cliffs.
Its surface contains good land, but is injuriously drenched by the
aea-spray in storms. The island is so situated as
to mitigate in some degree the dangers of the navipttion of the frith ; and in 1856 there was erected
m it an iron beacon 45 feet high, surmounted by a
eross and cage.
Population in 1841, 186; in 1851,
ness-shire.

ing geological locality in Orkney, and was, a few
that character, by the
years ago, brought into fame, in
"

The Town

See Kells.

STROM. See Lochcarron.
STROMA, an island in the Pentland

tically included in the parish of

;

A

It

nearly a mile long, and very irregularly built.
principal street runs in a zigzag manner from
end to end of it, and is very narrow in some places,
but tolerably macadamised. Many of the houses
between this street and the beach stand within
It is

The

high-water mark, and have tiny bulwarks, quays,
or jetties for the unloading of boats, and for facility
of fishing.
The bay on which the town stands is a
natural harbour, safer and more commodious than the
It exgreat majority of the harbours of Britain.
tends upwards of a mile from south to north, and is
entered by a passage J of a mile wide, but expands
in the interior to a width of half-a-mile
and it has
a firm clay bottom, and sufiicient depth of water
for vessels of 1,000 tons bui-den, and is sheltered
from the violence of eveiy wind. The pier has
18 feet of water in spring tides.
substantial
patent slip admits a vessel of 500 tons burden.
Many vessels bound for the Arctic seas call here
for shelter, provisions, or men ; and the total number of vessels of every kind entering the harbour
averages about 320 in the year, with an aggregate
burden of about 45,000 tons.
considerable number of vessels belong to the place and many boats
are employed in the local fisheries.
Some work is
market is held
done in boat and ship-building.
on the last Wednesday of every month and a fair
of several days commences on the first Tuesday
of September. The town has two large inns. It
has also branch-offices of the Commercial bank and
the National bank. There are likewise a public
;

A

A

;

A

;

and some other institutions. Public communications are maintained with Kirkwall and
across the Pentland frith.
At the beginning of last century, Stromness
comprised only half-a-dozen slated houses and a few
library

8 O

STRONE.
scattered huts, and had

exporting of

Bat

little

other trade than the

two small vessels of jointly 60

fish in

suddenly acquired importance from
being made the dep6t of the vessels from America
bringing rice to Britain and a demand being made
upon it by Kirkwall to pay to that burgh a heavy
local cess, it submitted to the demand from 1719
till 1743, but then made resistance,
went into
litigation, and finally obtained from the House of
Lords a decision which rendered all the villages in
Scotland independent of the royal burghs. In
1817, it was constituted a burgh of barony Isy royal
charter; and now it is governed by two bailies
and nine councillors. Gow, or Smith, the hero of
tons.

it

;

Walter

Scott's tale of the Pirate,

belonged to
Stromness. The " Torquil, the nursling of the
northern seas," who is the hero of Lord Byron's
"
Island," also had intimate connexion with the
town he was a George Stewart, the son of Stewart
of Masseter and, though a midshipman with Bligh
at the date of the notorious mutiny, is exculpated,
in the Family Library,' from having taken any
The view of
part in that nefarious transaction.
Stromness from a point two miles distant on the
road to Kirkwall, is regarded as the most varied and
and the view near the
magnificent in Orkney
same place of the long bridge of Waith, across the
strait between the sea and the Loch of Stenness, is
Sir

:

;

'

;

interesting and curious.
Population of the town in
1831, 2,182; in 1851, 2,055.
Houses, 379.

STRON.

See Kirkintilloch.
STRONCLACHAN. See Glendociiart.
STRONE, a post-office village and wateringIt is
place in the parish of Kilmun, Argyleshire.
situated on the north side of Holy-loch, and extends
from Strone-point at the entrance of Loch-Long, to
the vicinity of the village of Kilmun. It is of
modern erection, consists chiefly of a line of villas
and ornate cottages along the shore, commands
superb views of the scenery of the Holy-loch and
the frith of Clyde, and vies, in general attraction,
with the best and newest of the sea-bathing resorts
of the Glasgow citizens.
It has a good inn and a
and steamei's touch at it several times a-day
pier

m

;

communication with Dunoon and Glasgow.

STRONE-HILL.
STRONE-POINT.

See Luss.
See Stkone.
STRONFERNAN. See Sroxferxax.
STRONFREGGAN-BURN, a brook in the parish of Dairy, Kirkcudbrightshire.
STRONSAY, an island, containing a post-office
It lies 2^ miles
station of its own name, in Orkney.
south of Spurness in Sanday, 2| east of Veness in
Eday, 4| north-east of Foot in Shapinshay, and 6J
nortn-north-east of Moul-bead in Pomona. It is so
indented by bays as to consist of there large connected peninsulas, two of which are subdivided into
smaller peninsulas and it is winged at brief distances by 6 or 7 pasture-islets. Its length from
north-west to south-east is 7j miles; its greatest
breadth is 6J miles; and its area is about 13 square
miles. No part of it is more tiian a mile from the sea.
The surface is of moderate elevation. A ridge, considerably higher than the rest, extends almost comNearly the
pletely tlirough it from north to south.
whole island, excepting about a square mile of moss,
is capable of cultivation ; but at present only about
one-tliird of it is in tillage, and about one-third is
;

green pasture. The predominant soil is variously
loam, sand, and gravel. The underlying
rocks are grey slato and sandstone. Lead ore
occurs, but not in sufficient quantity to be mined.
Three mineral springs on the east coast, all contiguous to one another, bad, at one time, a high
medicinal repute. Most of the bays have sandy

clay,

STRONTIAN.
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beaches and low sunk rocks, and are unsafe for
but Linga-sound on the west and Papasound on the north -eist are good roadsteads. There
are eight principal headlands; and two of them,
Torness and Odness, seem to have derived their
names from the ancient Scandinavian worship of
Thor and Woden. The principal antiquities are
some tumuli, some Picts' iiouses, and a building at
Lambness with thick circular walls.
There are
five principal landowners.
The yearly value of raw
shipping

;

produce was estimated

in 1831 at £11,126.
Population in 1841, 1,234; in 1851, 1,176.
Houses, 227.
an united parish in
AXD

STRONSAY

EDAY,

the North Isles of Orkney.
Stronsay parish lies to
the south-east of Eday, and comprehends the islands
of Stronsay, Papa-Stronsay, and Holm of Midgarth,
and four pastoral islets of the kind called holms.
Eday parish has' been separately noticed. The
length of the united parish is 17 miles; its greatest
breadth is about 8 miles and its area, exclusive of
;

intersecting seas, is about 26 square miles. Population in 1831, 1,827; in 1851, 2,227.
Houses, 417.
Assessed property in 1813, £664.
This parisli is in the presbytery of North Isles,
and synod of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.

£210; glebe, £14 10s. Unappropriated
£20 16s. Schoolmaster's salary, £25 13s. 3d.
with about £5 fees. There are two parish churches,
that of Stronsay, built in 1821, and containing 500
sittings,
thatofEday, builtin 1815,' and containing
300 sittings.
A missionary on the royal bounty
There are two United
officiates regularly in Eday.
Stipend,
teinds,

;

—

Presbyterian churches; the one in Stronsay, with
391 sittings. the other in Eday, with 308 sittings.
There is a Methodist chapel in Stronsay, with 418
There are a Society school in Stronsay,
sittings.
and an Assembly school in Eday. The present parish of Stronsay and Eday comprehends five ancient
parishes; Eday and Papa-Stronsay, each consisting

—

chiefly of its

cognominal island

;

and

St. Peter's,

Nicholas, and Lady, consisting respectively of
the northern, the southern, and the western sections
of Stronsay.
Additional to the kirks of these parishes, there were anciently so many as ten chapels;
four in Stronsay, one of which was called St. Martwo in Papa-Stronsay, dedicated regaret's kirk
St.

i

;

spectively to St. Nicholas and St. Bride; one in
Eday and one in each of the pasture-isles of
Linga, Meikle Linga, and Auskerry. The ruins of
the majority of these chapels still exist.
STRONSHIRA. See Inveraky.
STRONTIAN, a quoad sacra parish, and a postThe
office village, in the north of Argyleshire.
quoad sacra parish lies around Loch-Sunart, in the
peninsula between Loch-Linnlie and Loch-Shiel,
and comprehends parts of the quoad civilia parishes
It was constituted
of Ardnamurchan and Morven.
by the General Assembly in 1833, and reconstituted
by the Court of Teinds since the disruption. Its
length is 25 miles; and its greatest breadth is 10
It is in the presbytery of Mull, and synod of
miles.
Argyle. Its parish church is a parliamentary one,
;

built in 1827, containing nearly 500 sittings, and
There is also a
tinder the patronage of the Crown.
Free church ; and the sum raised in connexion with
it in 1856 was £70 16s. 8d.
The ViLLAOK of Strontian stands at the foot of a
deep valley, on the north side of Loch-Sunart, Ijf
mile from the head of that loch, 21 miles east-northeast of Tobermory, and 24 south-west of Fort-

In its vicinity stands Strontian-house
The vil\hi scat of Sir James M. Riddcll, Bart.
one time a filthy clacban but in 1828,
was
at
lage
under the direction of Sir James Riddcll and his
lady, it underwent a total revolution ; and it now

William,

;

i

,

I

STROWAN.

SUTHERLANDSHIRE.
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consists partly of neat new slated cottages, and
chief means of its
partly of renovated old huts.
support are lead mines, situated two or three miles
north of it, up the valley. These have been of
vacillating value, never very profitable, and at times

A

Yet, whenever they barely paid
expenses, they have been of much practical consequence in yielding work and wages to a people
whose means of subsistence are few and scanty
and they have, at the same time, occasioned much
improvement of small lots of land which, but for

entirely neglected.

;

them, would have remained in pasture. The mineralogy of the mines is interesting and celebrated;
it embraces a great variety of the most rare calcareous spars, with splendid specimens of the staurolite; audit revealed, for the first time to naturalthe carbonate of Strontian, or rather the
ists,
peculiar elementary earth itself to which the localStrontites, or carbonate of
ity has given name.
Strontian, was discovered here in 1790.
STROWAN. See Blair Athule and MoxrVAIRD.
STEUAN, a post-office station, subordinate to

]

much from their barrenness and rocky outas from the ugly red colour and the forms of
their cliffs."
Excepting Carnisker, -which is composed of gneiss, they all consist of old red sandstone, whose finer strata irregularly alternate with
gravelly and conglomerate beds. The larger isles
afford excellent winter-pasturage.
a village and seat of iron-works,
in the Coatbridge district of the parish of Old
Here are six blast furMonkland, Lfinarkshire.
pect, as*
lines,

SUMMERLEE,

The place is grouped in all
respects practically with the town of Coatbridge.
Population, 625.

naces for pig-iron.

SUNADALE. See Saddel and Skipxess.
SUNART, a district in the extreme north

of

length is 12 miles, and its breadth
on
It is bounded on the north by Loch-Shiel
6.
the east by Ardgour on the south by Loch-Sunart;
Ardxaand on the west by Ardnamurchan. See
Its

Argyleshire.

;

;

MLRCHAS, and Suxaet (Loch).
SUNART (Loch), a projection of the sea, from
the northern entrance of the sound of Mull, eastw.ird to within 5 miles of near the upper end of
Broadford, in the island of Skye.
Loch-Linnhe, in the north of Argyleshire. It sepaSTRUY, a post-office station, subordinate to rates Ardnamurchan and Sunart on the nortli from
Beauly, and 12 miles distant from that town, on the Mull and Morven on the south. Its west end is for
and is
7 miles identical with the sound of Mull
north border of Inverness-shire.
Its
STUARTFIELD. See Stewartfield.
described in our article Mull (Sound of).
InvernessSTUARTOWN. See Casipbeltox,
length inward from tlie line of identity with the
is
sound
7
and
its
for
5 miles, is
shire.
miles;
breadth,
STUIC-A-CHROIN, a mountain in the parish of generally upwards of 2 miles, but afterwards varies
between 3 and 1 1 furlongs. It contains a number
Callander, Perthshire.
of islets, the chief of which are Oransay, 1^ mile
STYWICK-BAY. See Ladv.
SUDDY. See Knockbain.
Camich, nearly Ij^ mile long, and Riska,
long,
SUIDHE-CHATAIN. See KfsGARTU.
Dungallan, Garve, and >Iore, all of inconsiderable
SUIE. See Killin.
size.
Glen-Tarbert a rough pastoral valley exSUILBHEIN. See Assyxt.
tends from its head to Loch-Linnhe, and brings down
to it a parliamentary road from Coranferry, whence
SUIR. See Moxteitu (Port of).
tiie communication is continued to Fort- William.
SULEM. See Xorthmavex and Deltixg.
4
an
uninhabited
SULISKER,
rocky isle, leagues Loch-Sunart, though little visited, possesses coneast of North Rona, and 13 leagues north-west of siderable scenic beauty.
SUNDERLAND. See Kilchoman and Selkirk.
the Butt of Lewis, in the Outer Hebrides.
SUNDRUM. See Coylton and Cotl (The).
SUMBURGH, a lofty headland and a whirling
The
SUNLAWS. See Roxburgh.
sea, at the southern extremity of Shetland.
headland is noticed in our article on Ddxrosssess.
SUNNYSIDE. See Libertox, Laxark, and
The sea is called the Roost, a Scandinavian term MOXTROSE.
At Sumfor a strong collision of tidal currents.
SUTHERLANDSHIRE, a county in the exi burgh-head, the rapid tides from the opposite sides
treme north-east of the continent of Scotland. It is
a
and
as
bounded on the north by the North sea on the
of Shetland meet and even during
Ci.lm,
seen from the headland, produce a tumbling cur- east by Caithness-shire on the south-east by the
Fair
at
first
about
toward
Isle,
rent, careering away
Moray frith on the south-south-west by the coun2 or 3 miles broad, and afterwards gradually narrowties of Ross and Cromarty
and on the west by
the Atlantic Ocean.
Its boundaries on three of its
ing to a point.
SUMMERDALE. See Orkxey.
five sides are thus strictly natural; and that on its
SUMMERHILL, a post-office station subordinate east side is a mountain range, often lofty, and
to Aberdeen, and 10 miles distant from that town, in
everywhere forming a watershed. The county lies
within 57° 53' and 58° 33' north latitude, and beAberdeenshire.
SUMMER-ISLANDS, a group of islets at the en- tween 3° 40' and 5° 13' longitude west of London.
west
coast
of
the
on
the
of
Its sides, measured in straight lines, give a circumtrance
Loch-Broom,
counties of Ross and Cromarty.
They amount to ference of 215 miles; the north side extending 50
about 30 yet only one, Tanera-More, is inhabited, miles, the east side 37^, the south-east side 32^,
and only 9 or 10 are of sufficient size to be occupied the south-south-west side 52J, and the west side
as pastures.
They lie at from J of a mile to 7^ 42 J. Its area, however, is only 1,886 square miles,
or 1,207,188 acres.
miles distance from the coast; and extend a little
Excepting some bits of alluvial land on the banks
upwards of 7 miles from north to south. TaneraMore is about 2 miles long, and 1 broad and has of the principal streams, and a very narrow and into
the
of
an irregular rocky surface, rising
height
terrupted belt of low ground along the coast, the
400 or 500 feet above sea-level. The other islets whole county is boldly upland, lying upon a basis
of probably 1,500 feet of mean altitude above seaire all similarly rocky, but of much less elevation.
The whole group are bare and except where their level. The mountains along the east are a lofty
well-defined chain, those along the south-east rise,
bluff coasts are worked into caverns and points by
the incessant action of the sea, they possess not one in every place, within a distance of not more than
"
feature of picturesqueness or beauty.
Why they 2 miles from the sea and both sets stretch away, in
are called the Summer-Islands," says Dr. Maccul- innumerable ranges and masses, quite to the Ger" I know not as
a
most
have
wintiy as- man ocean. A sort of central chain commences at
iOch,
they
;

—

—

—

—

I

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Ben-Griam-More and Ben-Giiam-Beg, about

14
miles from the north-eastern extrennity, and extends
south-westward to Suilbhein, very nearly at the
south-west extremity; and this chain divides the
county into almost equal parts, forms everywhere
a watershed between the streams which flow to
the north and west, and those which flow to the

—

—and
south-east,

lifts

up numerous summits of from

2,500 to nearly 3,300 feet in altitude, and of singuThe ranges and masses which
larly varied contour.

agglomerate with this, or which wander away in
compact or straggling detachments over the rest of
the area, are very irregular and dissimilar. Some
are solitary, sharp-featured, abrupt, soaring heights
with picturesque or curious outlines; more are

broad-based lumpish masses, possessing very little
character some are so fused into one another as to
form wide stretches of alpine table-land, covered
with heath and moss, and unrelieved by a single
feature of picture or variety and most, though at
different and sometimes wide intervals, are cloven
;

;

through their centre, or separated from their fellows,
by rugged glens, by bold passes, or by beautiful
and romantic valleys. The western district, comprising Assynt, Edderachillis, and part of Durness,
is one of the most remarkable in the kingdom for
constant inequality and ruggedness of upland sur-

and for a profuse rapid interlacing of rocky
heights and fresh-water lakes. The northern district, comprehending part of Durness, all Tongue
and Farr, and the Sutherland part of Ileay, possesses
to some extent a similar character to the former,
face,

but goes off in the interior into broad, smooth,
moorish upland expanses, and is relieved along the
coast by an open tract of arable land in Durness,

by the exquisitely scenic semicircular vale of
Tongue, and by the long fine valleys of Strathnaver
and Strath -Halladale. The south-eastern district,
while exhibiting more or less of the various features
which we have ascribed aggregately to the county,
possesses a large extent of rich pasture-ground, and,
a general view, is cut into five somewhat parallel elongated sections of high hills by the long
and pleasant glens of Helmsdale, Brora, Shin, and
Oikel.
The south-east sea-board, over a breadth of
from 4 of a mile or less to 2 miles, is a rich tract of
low ground, luxuriant, beautiful, and embellished.
The chief mountains of upwards of 2,000 feet in
altitude, are l>en-More-Assynt, Ben-Clybric, Ben-

m

Hope, Fiouaven, Ben-Hie, Ben-Spiunnue, BenLaoghal, and Ben-Armin.
The principal bays and sea-lochs on the western
coast, enumerating them north ward, are Loch-Inver,
Loch-liow, Glashnessie-bay, Loch-Assynt with its
offshoots, Loch-Nedd, Loch-Ardvare, Kyle-Scow,
Loch-in-Oban, Edderachillis-bay, Scouiie - bay,
Loch-Laxford, Loch-Dougel, Loch - Inchard, and
Sandwood-bay. The principal on the north coast,
reckoning eastward, are the Kyle of Durness or
Grady, Loch-EriboU, the Kyle of Tongue, the bay
of Torrisdale, Farr-bay, Armadale-bay, the bay of
Strathy, and Port-Skerry. The only noticeable indentations on the south east coast are a small creek
at Helmsdale, and the large inlets of Loch-Fleet
and the Dornoch frith. The coast along both the
west and the north presents headlands and nu-

merous

cliffs

of the boldest character, often pictur-

esquely grand, and sometimes highly impressive
Ku Store is the chief headland
terrific.
on the west; Cape- Wrath forms the north-west

and even

of the county; and Far-Out-head, Whittenand Stratliy-hcad, are the chief promontories
on the north. The south -cast coast, except at the
boundary witli Caithness, where the stupendous
Ord falls precipitously down from mountain-altitude
f)oint
lead,
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to the sea, is all flat, with a prevailing sandy shore,
and, in general, departs from the straight line only in

and gentle curvatures.

brief

The

sea-girt islands

belonging to the county lie all within the sea-lochs,
or along the western and northern coasts, nowhere
at a distance of more than 2 miles
and, though
;

very numerous, and in some instances inhabited,
they are all so small as aggregately to possess a
very inconsiderable area. Handa, which is the
This island,
largest, is also the most remarkable.

though composed chiefly of old red sandstone, presents the appearance, at a little distance, of columnary basaltic cliffs, whose columns are disposed in
horizontal lines pai-allel with water-level, and posthe regularity of artificial formation.
of Sutherlandshire are very numerous; but as they are all indigenous, and, excepting
those on the southern boundary, receive no other
affluents than such as rise and flow like themselves
in the interior, they possess, in dry weather, but a
small body of water. Only the Oikel and the Fleet,
and these but for short distances, are navigable ;
but all the larger ones are valuable for their salmonThose which flow westward to the Atlanfishings.
tic have short courses through wildly broken districts, along shelving and disrupted beds, and are

sessing

all

The streams

remarkable chiefly

for their turbulence,

impetuo-

and display of cataract and cascade. The printhe Inver
cipal are the Kirkaig on the boundary
in Assynt; and the Laxford and Inchard in Edderachillis.
The streams which run iiorthward to the
North sea are more various in character and in
the instances which we shall name, they perform
runs of from 12 to 30 miles, the Dionard or Grady
and the More or Hope in Edderachillis and Durness,
the Borgie or Torrisdale, between Tongue and
the Naver and the Strathy in Farr, and
Farr,
sity,

;

;

—

—

—

—

the Halladale in Reay. The streams in the southeast flowing to the Moray frith, drain very nearly
one-half of the county and, in several instances,
are comparatively large and long, and not a little
beautiful.
The chief are the Helmsdale, -with its
affluent the Ellie ; the Brora, with its grand tributary formed of the united streams of Skinsdale and
Strathbeg; the Fleet, opening into the cognominal
sea-loch and the Oikel, swelled by the rival river
The
Shin, and by the large aflSuent, the Cassley.
lakes of Sutherlandshire are very numerous; several
are large; many are romantic, picturesque, beautimost are well-stored vriih
ful, or otherwise scenic
trout and a few are curious either from position or
from traditional association. Those of the first
class as to size are Lochs Shin, Hope, Laoghal,
Assynt, More, and Naver; those of second class
Vattie
size, or of length from 2 to 4 miles, are Lochs
;

;

;

;

Faun, Cama, Merkland, Stack, Maddie, Ullaball,
and Brora. A chain of
Na-Cayn, Baden, Furan,
these lakes, consisting of Shin, Merkland, More,
and Stack, together with a smaller lake called
Griam, almost continuous with Shin, extends northwestward from a point within 10 miles of the navigation of the Dornoch frith, to a point within 3
miles of the head of Loch-Laxford and as it leaves
intervals of land, none of which measures more
than 2 miles, and at the same time sends off a
;

the
large connecting stream with the navigation of
Dornoch frith, it forms a deep water-line between
the eastern and the western seas quite similar in
character to that which occunies the Glenmore-nnnthe
Alhin, and forms the natural and chief part of
Caledonian canal. Assynt alone contains about
200 lakes of noticeable size, besides numerous ponds
and tarns and most of the other districts of the
;

county abound more with them than almost any
of continental Scotland. The most
other
part

;

|
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scenic of all the lakes are Assynt, Brora, Hope,
Sbin, Maddie, and some small ones in the district
remarkable subterranean lake occurs
of Assynt.
in the great and wondrous cave of Smoo in Durness.
Springs of pure water occur plentifully in every
district ; and a very copious perennial one bursts
from the mountain Glasbhein, on the north flank of
Loch-Assynt, at a height of 500 feet above the
lake's level.
The climate of the low grounds of Sutherlanddiire almost bears comparison, in some respects,
with that of Haddingtonshire. The spring may be
a fortnight later in commencing, and the autumn
may terminate a fortnight earlier; but the summer
is quite as warm, if not warmer, and the winter is
not colder. The south-east coast, not only along
the sen, but up the Dornoch frith and the Oikel, is
so well-sheltered by the frontier Highland hills
from northerly and westerly storms, and so amply
protected by the stupendous umbrella of the whole
uplands from the moistures of the North sea and
the Atlantic, that the inhabitants complain, during
the summer-months, of having too little rather
than too much rain, and see their crops growing up
with such little atmospheric disturbance as often to
attain an insufficient height of stalk for the free
operation of the sickle. The interior of the county,
and the western and northern coasts, are exposed
to frequent rains and storms from the ocean, and
have a raw coldness proportionate to their humidThe prevailing winds blow from the northity.
west and west, and bring rain to the districts which
they first sweep, but dry weather to the great seat
of the popularion, tlie south-east sea-board.
Winds
from the Moray frith, as thej' blow in the opposite
direction, make a reverse distribution of humidity

A

and djougbt.
Granite is a comparatively scarce rock in Sotherlandshire; and occurs rather in dikes and veins than
in

independent masses.

Its presence occasionally,

Cape-Wraih,
part of a singular lapideous
compound, in which a schistose or stratified rock,
•kin to gneiss, is intersected in all directions with
granite veins of probably different ages.
Syenite,
•8 at

is

though more frequent and less subordinate, is not
^ntiful. Hornblende rock and hornblende schist
accur in the west. Gneiss is greatly the prevailing
JDck throughout the uplands; and, in general, it
hrms the great chains of round-backed and broad\ued mountains, yet shoots out on the north-west
Mast into bold and precipitous headlands. Micaoeoos schist is extensively dev^^loped in Tongue and
i^amess. Primary granular limestone abounds in
Assynt and Durness, and exists in considerable
The marbles
t(nantities in many parts of the west.
liere formed by this rock display a considerable vaiety of colour, streak, and cloud; yet have not
Stained much reputation among marble-cutters.
{oartz rock, occasionally veined with granite and
Orphyrj-, forms detached mountains in the west.
Yimary or old red sandstone extends in a wildly
l^ged band along the west coast to near CapetFiath, forming stupendous mural-faced heights, or
[gely-volumed broken mountains; and, after being
:Ktoff for a brief space by gneiss, it immediately reipears on the north coast, shoots raggedly up at
3Teral points along the broken line of that coast,
ad, after becoming united at Port-Skerry to a coarse
iSDglomerate, passes on the confines of Caithness
ilo continuous fields of stratified sandstone.
Tin's
»Wk also constitutes some of the loftiest mountains
t the interior, and
imparts to tliem a sharpness,
[gedness, and boldness of contour, which contrast
squely with the prevailing gneiss heights in
vicinity.

A

series of oolitic

and

lias deposits

commences immediately south of the Ord of Caithand extends along the south-east sea-board;
it occupies a tract of al>out 20 miles in length, and
ness,

3 miles in extreme breadth, cut into three secdons
by advances of the mountain-chains; and, both as
to its own contents and as to its relations to the
plutonic rocks, it has drawn great attention fi-om
some of the most eminent geologists.
The soils of Satherlandshire are less variotis than
those of most territories of its size in Scotland,
r^oam, as a primitive earth, or in any other sense
than as a vegetable mould, occurs only on the farms
of Dunrobin, Skelbo, and Skibo.
deep bluish
clay carpets part of the vale of Loth ; clay of various
complexions and depths occurs in small patches in
several low-lying farms; and clay, covered to the
depth of a foot with dry, barren sand, occurs in many
parts of Strath fleet.
purely alluvial soil carpets
some low grounds upon the margin of streams; and,
in general, is light and sandy.
reddish gravel,
a light hazelly vegetable mould, a shallow, gritty
sand, an ochre-coloured unproductive clay, a diluvium of gneiss mixed with peat, and a moorish or

A

A

A

all difiering less from one another
than these designations might seem to imply, and
reducible in classification to sandy and light hazel
loamy soils, variously cover the low grounds of the
interior straths and glens.
Sand, with or without a
mixture of small pebbles, and worked by culture
and manuring into a dark-coloured vegetable mould,
is the prevailing soil on the thickly-peopled southeastern sea-board.
Moss or peat, from 18 inches to
10 feet deep, all covered with heath, and lying at
too great a height upon the leveLs and hollows of
the mountains to admit of much or any georgical
improvement, covers no less than about 371,200
acres.
A very large proportion of the vast mountain district may be regarded as an irretrievable

sandy peat earth,

Highland wilderness.
We have stated, in our
at

how

article on the Highlands,
late a date agricultural improvements were
in Sutherlandshire, how energetically

commenced

they were carried on, and how speedily they were
brought to a noble maturity. The county's total
want of roads, the excessive ruggedness of its surface, its frequent intei-section by friths and rivers,
its eucompassment by strong natural boundaries,
and its position in the far north away from every
point of landwarf access, rendered it more secluded
than any other Highland county, less accessible to
exterior influence, more repulsive of improvements,
more retentive of old usages, and an eminently
strong fastness of that feudal power which everywhere lingered long in the Highlands, and was
everywhere difficult to be subdued. The Earls of
Sutherland and Caithness, though fiercely and often
engaged in their own particular feuds, seldom and
slightly, during the early periods of Scoto-Saxon
history, took part in the kingdom's concerns, or
seem^ to be affected by its excitements and changes*.
The abolition of hereditary jurisdictions, the diffusion of the English language, the introduction of
manufactures, the encouragement of fisheries, the
dissemination of enlightened views o:i sheep and
field husbandry, the drafting of population as emigrants to foreign countries, the opening up of territory by roads, the introduction of carts and improved
implements o^ culture, and the diffusion of general
knowledge and sound principles of social order,
which had effected complete ameliorations in some
parts of the other Highland territories, and were
in the coui^se of effecring them in the rest, continued,
for some years after the commencement of the present century, to be quite or nearly as far from affiecting Sutherlands-hire as in a comparatively remote
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When the Earls of Sutherland no longer required to levy troops for prosecuting feudal contests,
they raised for the service of Government one of
those corps which have been aptly designated family
regiments; and being far from the seat of royal or
ministerial influence, and all but totally inaccessible
by its instruments, they continued, from the very
necessity of their position, to be the feudal or at
least the patriarchal chiefs of tlieir people.
superabundant population continued, in consequence, to be
maintained and fostered the cessation of feuds, and
the reign of peace and social security, greatly quickened the ratio at which the native population increased and the enlargement of farms and conversion of arable grounds into sheep walk, in the Highland
counties on the south, drove hither as refugees not
a small extraneoxis population, who were averse to
emigrate, and possessed less than the mean proportion of industrious habits which characterized their
countrymen. The county therefore could not fail
Exto be very rapidly and greatly over-peopled.
actly those evils whicli had for centuries half-barbarized the Highlands, thus became violent in
Sutherlandshire at the very time when they were
elsewhere becoming tamed.
hardy but indolent
race swarmed up the straths and over the mountainsides
they scourged almost every spot of earth
which could be made to yield a miserable crop of
oats for the support of life, or a stinted crop of bere
for the distillation of whisky; they lounged lazily
on the heath or around their stills, leaving to their
wives and daughters most of the heavy work of
both house and field, and, except in building a hut,

acre.

A

;

;

A

;

in breaking ground for tlio reception of seed, in
cutting turf for fuel, and in doubtfully pursuing the
moorland game, they were mere incumbrances to
their countrj'.
Nothing could prevent misery from
speedily making the acquaintance of such a people.
Even the cultivation of the potato, by the very facility with which it supplied their rude wants, only

mocked and deluded them

for a time, with the result of soon drawing upon them the same kind of
disasters which have go recently overwhelmed the
small farmers of Ireland.
The proprietors of the soil could not look upon
such a state of things with indifFei'ence. The noble
fainil}' of Sutherland and Stafford, whose estate here
contains about seven-eighths of the total population
of Uie county, necessarily regarded it with intense
interest.
They first, for several years, afforded

munificent relief to starving thousands; and then
they felt that, till a radical change should be effected
in the ruinous social system on their lands, they were
only soothing misery %vith stimulants which would
it; and they boldly conceived,
and energetically carried into execution, the plan
which we have noticed in our article on the Highhinds.
Yet they drove to foreign countries and to
the Lowlands probably no hirger a proportion of the
population than most other Highland improvers, and
certainly a much smaller proportion than some; and
tliey offered every facility and encouragement to the
crowds who wore expelled from the interior straths
and tiie mountain sides, to settle comfortably on the
coasts, and, at the same time, expended princely

eventually increase

sums on the construction

of roads, the building of
neat liouses, the georgical improvement of the warm
low lands upon t\w. sea-shores, and various other
means of ameliorating the condition of both the counThe suddenness of the change,
try and the people.
the disregard of private feeling with which it was
accomplished, and tiie all i)ut entire depopulation of

were perhaps the only circumstances which might have prolitibly been softened.
Tlu! general results were eminently beneficial. Tem-

many a

')

fine glen,
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porary suffering to many of the removed tenants,
was unavoidable, and may, in some cases,
hnve been great but the permanent good to at least
all the industriously disposed, and to the
community
as a whole, is undoubted. Nor. in spite of great
and
temporary misappi-ehension
clamour, can it now
be questioned that the motives which propelled the
indeed,

;

sweeping change were magnanimous. The general
agent of the Sutherland estate declared in the
House of Commons, on a particular occasion in
1845, that, from 1811 to 1833, the period during
which the change had been effected, "not one sixpence of rent had been received from the Sutherland
estate, but, on the contrary, there had been sent
there, for the benefit and improvement of the people,
a sum exceeding sixty thousand pounds."
'JMie system of agriculture now
practised by ten-

ants of arable farms, in any part of the countv. is
not excelled by that of the most favoured parts of
Scotland ; and at an early stage of the georgical innovations, results were so rich and so indicative of
skill, that lessons were carried from them for adopin England.
But subsequent improvement
probably has not kept pace with the rapid contemporaneous advance in the adjoining counties. And
the very nature of the change which passed over
the Sutherland estate necessarily confined the improvement, in a main degree, to the tracts upon the
seaboard, or at best to the good arable lands only a

tion

short way inland, and left all the upland countiy,
with the greater portion of its intersecting straths

and glens, in nearly the same condition as

before,

simply arranging it into large pastoral farms, chiefly
for the sustenance of great flocks of Cheviot sheep.
It is understood, however, that, on the expiry of
current leases, modifications are likely to be introduced, by bringing more land into cultivation, and

subdividing sheep-farms. According to the statisobtained in 1855 for the Board of
Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland, the number of occupiers of land paying a
yearly rent of £20 and upwards was 141, and the
tics of agriculture

aggregate number of imperial acres cultivated by

them was

10,597^.

The

distribution of their lands,

with reference to crops, was 258 acres under
wheat, 1,051| under barley, 2,461 under oats, 16^
under rye, 97j under bere, f- under beans, 13J under;
pease, 71 under vetches, 1,833| under turnips, 371^
under potatoes, 3f under carrots, 2 under cabbage,
1 under flax, 3J under turnip-seed, 43 in bare fallow, and 4,446| under grass and hay in the course

The live stock belonging to them comprised 565 farm-horses above 3
years of age, 128 farm-horses under 3 years of age,
221 other horses, 1,138 milch cows, 655 calves,
1,849 other bovine cattle, 91,443 sheep of all ages
for breeding, 61,275 sheep of all ages for feeding,
47,835 lambs, and 550 swine. In the year 1854 the
number of occupiers of land paying a yearly rent ol
the aggregate number ol
less than £20 was 2,657
imperial acres of arable land held by them was
and the aggregate of their live stock com
11,161
prised 2,008 horses, 8,842 bovine cattle, I3,05(i
The extent of woods in tht
sheep, and 836 swine.
of the rotation of the farm.

;

;

county, according to gtatistical returns in 1854, is
16,653 acres.
The cotton manufacture was at one time intro
ducod to the south-east border of Sutherlandshire
but it failed. The spinning of linen yarn, out ol fla:<
imported from the Baltic, was for some time carrier
on in the county to the value of about £3,000 a
year but this trade was destroyed by Buonapartc'i
continental system. The manufacture of woollei
stuffs was at one time of such extent as to supplj
most local demands, and to send a surplus iiit*
;

-.

Mi
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of kelp also was largely
manufacture, except in a verv
restricted sense, may be regarded as now extinct.
The commerce of the county consists principally in
tlie exchange of sheep, wool, black cattle, and fish,
for woven fabrics and colonial produce. The salmon

Caithness.
carried on.

The making
But

all

fisheries at the mouths of most of the rivers are of
considerable value ; the lobster fisheries of the west
have had some repute ; the cod and ling fisheries of
the north are important ; and the herring fisheries
of Helmsdale are extensive and prosperous. The
roads of the county, not only on the coasts, but
even through the wild upland interior, are well
ramified and excellently formed.
The only town in Sutherlan.lshire is the royal
burgh of Donioch, and even this, in point of size,
is only a village.
The other villages and the principal hamlets are Bonar-Bridge, Golspie, Backies,

Brora, Port-Gower, Helmsdale, Inver, Clashnessie,
Scourie, Keanlochbervie, Tongue, Skianid, Torrisdale, Kirkiboll, Strathie, Port-Skerry, Melvich, and
Lairg. The principal mansions are Dunrobin-castle and Tongue-house, the Duke of Sutherland ;
Achany and Rosehall, Sir James Matheson, Bart. ;
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about one-half of a quoad civilia parish
belonging to the presbytery of Caithness. According to the census returns of 1851, the places of worship then in Sutherlandshire were 16 belonging to
the Established church, and 21 belonging to the
Free church; the number of sittings in 9 of the
Establishment places of worship was 3,696, in 13
of the Free church places of worship, 7,920 ; and
the maximum attendance at 6 of the Establishment
places of worship was 255, at 18 of the Free
church places of worship, 6,723. There were in
1851, in Sutherlandshire, 73 public day schools, attended by 2,347 males and 1,809 females, 5 private day schools, attended by 27 males and 42
2 evening schools for adults, attended by
females,
29 males and 2 females, and 26 Sabbath schools,
attended by 684 males and 677 females.
The earldom of Sutherland has for ages been the
premier earldom of Scotland. Hugh Freskin, the
remote founder of it, came into Scotland from
Flanders, in the reign of David I., and obtained
from that prince the lands of Strathbrock in LinlithHugh probably acted a high part in
gowshire.

—

—

—

—

suMuing

—

the

at their insurrection in

Moraymen

Skibo, George
Boyce Mackenzie, Esq.
Dempster, Esq. Embo, Home Gordon, Esq. Erriboll, Alexander Clark, Esq. ; Donioch, \V. S. Eraser,
Inverbrora, Charles Hood, Esq.
Rhives,
Esq.
George Gunn, Esq. Culgower, Sidney Hadwin,
and
Scourie,
Esq. Kirtomy, George Loch, Esq.
Evander M'lver, Esq.
The chief antiquities are
Cole's-castle in Ciyne
Dun-DornaJil or Domadilla's-tower in Durness
vestiges of dunes or Picts'
houses and some large cairns and assemblages of

1130; and, in guerdon of his services, he acquired
from his royal master some of the richest lands in
the plain of Moray. William Freskin, the former's
eldest son and heir, received additional grants of
land and Hugh Freskin, William's eldest son, acquired the broad estate of Sutherlan i, which was
forfeited by the Earl of Caithness by his rebellion
in 1197.
^Vhether this Hugh obtained, along with
the estate, the title of Comes or Earl, seems a
matter of disptite. His son. however. " Wiliielmtis

tumuli.

Dominus de Sutherlandia, filius et hseres quondam
Hugonis Freskin," unquestionably died Earl of

Criech,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The

number

of proprietors in Sutherlandshire on the new valuation rolls is 272 ; and the
nu:nber qualified to be commissioners of supplv is
7.
The valued rent in 1674 was £26,093 Scots;
The annual value of real property as assessed in
1849, £39,470 the real rental, as ascertained under
the new valuation act in 1857, £48,150.
The
total

;

county sends one member to parliament and its
constituency in 1856 was 264. The sheriff ordinary
;

court and the sherifi" small debt court are held at

Dornoch on

every Tuesday and Friday daring

Quarter sessions are held on the fii-st Tuesday of March, May, and August, and on the last
of
October.
Sheriff small debt courts are
Tuesday
session.

held thrice a-year, in April, July, and September,
at Helmsdale, Melvich, Tongue, and Scourie.
The
number of committals for crime within the county
in the years 1836-1855, averaged yearly from 7 to
13.
The total number of persons confined within
the year ending 30th June 1855, in the jail at Dornoch, was 29 and the average duration of the confinement of each was 50 djiys. All the parishes of
the county are assessed for the poor. The number
;

of registered poor in the year 1853-4 was 1,081 ; in
The number of casual poor in
1854-5, 1,086.
1853-4 was 91 ; in 1854-5, 89. The sum expended
on the registered poor in 1853-4 was £3,095 ; in

The
1854-5, £3.329.
poor in 1853 was £60

sum expended on

the casual

in 1854-5, £86.
Population
the county in 1801, 23.117
in 1811, 23,629; in
in
in
1821, 23,840';
1831, 25,518;
1811, 24,782; in
Males in 1851, 11,917; females,
1851, 25,793.
Inhabited houses in 1851,4,943; uninhab13,876.
ited, r>2
building, 27.
Sutherlandshire, in its ecclesiastical relations, all
L'es within the synod of Sutherland and Caithness
o(

;

;

;

;

and comprehends 9 quoad civilia parishes and 1
quoad sacra parish, constituting the presbytery of
Dornocb, 4 quoad civilia parishes and 2 quoad sacra parishes, constituting the presbytery of Tongue,

—

;

Sutherland about the year 1248 and he is usually
reckoned the first Earl, and is said to have obtained
the peerage from Alexander II., about 1223, for
assisting to crush a powerful northern savage, of the
name of Gillespie. William, the second Earl, was
with the Scottish armies at Bannockburu and Brigland, and wore his title during the long period of 77
Kenneth, the third Earl, fell at the battle
years.
of Halidon-hill in 1333. William, the fourth Earl,
married the second daughter of King Robert Bruce ;
;

and made grants to powerful persons of nomeroos
lauds which he held in the coonties of Inverness
and Aberdeen, to win their support of his eldest son
John's claim to the succession to the Crown. John
was selected by his uncle, David Bruce, or David
II., as heir of the throne; but he died in England,
while a hostage there for the payment of the King's
ransom.
William, the brother of John, and the
fifth Earl, fought at the battle of Otterbum.
Of the
four succeeding Earls, nothing of public interest is
recorded. Ellizabeth, the sister-german of John, the
ninth Earl, Countess of Sutherland in her own right,
and the tenth person who held the earldom, married

Lord Boyne, and was succeeded by her son, John,
poisoned in 1567 at Helmsdale. The next
four Earls were each the son of the preceding.
John, the sixteenth Earl, figured conspicuously
both as a statesman and as a soldier, and obtained
leave to add to his armorial bearings, an emblem of
his descent from the royal family of Bi-ace. Elizabeth, the infant daughter and only child of William,
the eighteenth Earl, who died in 1766, succeeded in
that year to the earldom yet a sharp contest to
her right was conducted, on the ground that the
title could not legally descend to a female heir, and
terminated in her favour by an adjudication of the
House of Lords in 1771. The Countess, the nine-

who was

;

teenth person in the line of succession, married, in
1785, Gfeorge Granville Leveson Gower, Viscount

SUURSAY.

Trentham, eldest son of Earl Gower, afterwards
Marquis of Stafford, by his second wife, Lady
Louisa Egerton, daughter of the first Duke of
Bridgewater. His lordship succeeded to his father's
titles, became the second Marquis of Stafford, and,

1833, was raised to the dignity of Duke of
Sutherland. The Duchess of Sutherland, Countess in her own right, held the earldom during the
long period of 72 years and 7 montlis, and died
in January, 1839
when she was succeeded by her
eldest son, George Granville, the present Duke.
As Marquis of Stafford, the Duke claims descent,
by his father's paternal line, from the Earls of
Bath, and the youngest son of Rollo, Duke of
in

;

Normandy, and, by his father's maternal line, from
the Princess Mary, the second daugliter of Henry

VIL

SUTOES OF CROMARTY.

See

Ceomarty

Frith.

an

SUURSAY,
islet, about 2| miles in circumference, lying in the sound of Harris, ))etween Bernera and North Uist, in the Outer Hebrides.
SWAITES-PIILL. See Pettinain.
SWANA. See Swinna.
(Loch). See Evie and Resdal.
SWANBISTER. See Orphiu.
SWANSTON, a village in the parish of Colinton,
Edinburghshire. It stands on the skirt of the
Pentlands, 5 miles south-south-west of Edinburgh.
Population, 115. Houses, 31.
SWEETHEART-ABBEY. See Newaebey,
SWENO'S STONE. See Forres.
SWIN (Loch), an inlet of the sea, on the coast

SWANA

It is
of Argyleshire, opposite the island of Jura.
10^ miles long, and from 5 furlongs to 2 miles
broad. It runs up north-north-eastward, in a line
slightly divergent from that of the coast, so as to
enclose a long and very slender peninsula and it
flings out several long, narrow arms, in lines nearly
parallel to its own direction, so as to peninsulate
various belts of hill-ground on its coasts. At its
entrance lies a cluster of islets on one of which
are well-preserved remains of an ancient chapel and
;

;

vaulted cell, with an elegant and curiously sculptured sarcophagus. A series of abrupt and lofty
hills encompasses the loch ; and they terminate
in rocky and deeply indented shoi'cs, and, over

much of their declivity, are opulently wooded.
The scenery is striking and full of character. On
the east shore, about 2 miles from the entrance,
stand the fine ruins of Castle-Swin.

SWINDEN.
SWINEY, a

See Morebattle.

village in the parish of Latlieron,
Caithness-shire. Population, 71.
SWINNA, an inhabited island, belonging to the
parish of South Ronaldshay, in Orkney. It lies in
the Pentland frith, off the entrance of Scalpa-Flow,
If mile west of Barth-head in South Ronaldsluiy,
and 3 miles south-east of Cantick-head in Walls.
It is about ] J mile in length, and less than half-amile in mean breadth. In its neighbourhood are
Its name
whirlpools, called the Wells of Swinna.

sometimes written Swona and sometimes Swana.
Population, 54, Houses, 8.
SWINNIE, See Jeubuugu.
SWINSIE (The), a rivulet, falling into the Anis

nock at Stcwarton,

SWINTON,
village of its

SYMINGTON.
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in Ayrshire.
a parish, containing a post-office
in the Merse distiict of

own name,

Berwickshire. It is bounded by Fogo, Edrom,
Whitsome, Ladykirk, Coldstream, and Ecclcs. Its
and its greatest
length eastward is 3f miles;
Its surface is a scries of gentle
l)readth is 2| miles.
to west, with
ridgy elevations, ranging from cast

flats.

intervening

ward through

it.

The rivulet Leet runs
The new red sandstone

southis the

prevailing rock, and has been extensively quan-ied.
The soil, in general, is clayey, deep, and fertile.
Nearly the whole surface, excepting about 25 acres
of wood, is under cultivation.
There are five landowners.
The estimated value of raw produce
in 1834 was £21,282; assessed property in 1843,

£8,494 6s. 7d.; real rent in 1857, £9,064 10s. lid.
Swinton-house, in the west end of the parish, is an
elegant modern edifice, the successor of a mansion
of great antiquity.
The family of Swinton, the
proprietors of this seat and of the estate of Swinton, trace back their inheritance here to the dawn
of record, and boast a number of famous names in

The parish is traversed by
the north road from Kelso to Berwick, and by the
road from Coldstream to Dunse. The village of
Swinton stands on the former of these roads, within
about 6 miles of the railway stations of Dunse and
Noi'ham. It has an inn and fairs are held at it
on the third Thursday of June and on the fourth
Tuesday of October. Population of the village,
about 450. Population of the parish in 1831, 971 ;
in 1851, 994.
Houses, 212.
This parish is in the presbytery of Chirnside,
and synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the
their line of ancestry.

;

Crown. Stipend, £241 17s. 9d.; glebe, £70. Unappropriated teinds, £208 168. 3d. Schoolmaster's

£34

with £14 IDs. fees, and £10
parish church was built
in 1593, and enlarged in 1837, and contains 500
sittings. There is a Free church, with an attendance
of 290; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£95 Is. 8Jd. There is a non-parochial school. The
present parish of Swinton comprehends the ancient
parishes of Swinton and Simprin, which were united
in 1761.
The ancient church of Swinton was for
some time a vicarage under the monks of Coldingham. In 1296, William de Swinton, the vicar and
probably a brother of the lord of the manor, swore
fealty at Berwick to Edward I. Simprin is separsalary,

4s. 4id.,

other emoluments.

The

See Simprin.
a village in the parish of Old
land, Lanarkshire.
Population, 184.
ately noticed.

SWINTON,

SWINTON-BANK. See Peebles.
SWIRE (Red). See Red Swire.
SWONA. See Swinna.
SWORD-WELL. See Dornock.
SYMINGTON, a parish, containing

Ayrshire.

a post-office

own name,

in the north-west of Kyle,
It is bounded by Dundonald, Riccarton,

village of its

Craigie,

Monk-

and Monkton.

about 4 miles; and

its

Its

eastward is
about 1^ mile.

lengtli

breadth

is

Its surface exhibits a pleasing diversity of swells
Its higher grounds, including the site
slopes.

and

command a prospect of great part of
Ayrshire, Arran, and the frith of Clyde. Sandstone
and whinstone are quarried, the former as building
Limestone and
material, the latter as road metal.
coal also occur, but not imder profitable conditions;
The soil, in general, is of a clayey character, on a
hard subsoil. Excepting about 300 acres under
wood, nearly the whole parish is under cultivation.
There are twelve landowners. The estimated
value of raw produce in 1839 was £10,080. Assessed property in 1843, £5,021 49. 8d. The principal residences are Williamfield, Townond, DanThe parish is traversed bv
keith, and liosemount.
the road from Kilmarnock to Ayr, and by the Kilmarnock and Troon railway and has near access
to the Troon and M<mkton stations of the Glasgow
and Ayr railway. The village of Symington stands
on the Kilmarnock and Ayr roiid, 5 miles south*
of the village,

—

;

SY^UNGTON.

TAIN.
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west of Kilmaraock, and 7 south-east of Irvine.
Population of the village, about 280. Population
of the parish in 1831, 884; in 1851, 902. Houses,

of 2,312 feet above the level of the sea, is on the
western boundary. The land is low and arable
along the Clyde, and high and pastoral up the acclivities of Tinto.
About 1,960 acres are arable

157.

;

This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and
synod of Glasgow and Avr. Patron, the Earl of
Eglinton. Stipend, £261 Is. lOd. glebe, £12. Unappropriated teinds, £539 14s. lid. Schoolmaster's
salary, £3i 4s. 4§d., with £50 fees, and some other
emoluments. The parish church is an old buildin -,
enlarged and repaired in 1797, and contains 400
There is a Free chui-ch, with an attendsittings.
ance of 200; and the amount of its receipts in 1856
was £113 3s. 8d. There is a Free church school.
Both this parish and the Lanarkshire Symington
derived their name, originally written Symonstonn,
from Symon Loccard or Lockhart, who held the
lands of both under Walter the first Stewart, and
;

was the progenitor

of the Lockliarts of Lee and
other families of the same name. The church of
the Kyle Symington was early granted to the convent of Faile, and continued to be a vicarage till
the Reformation.
SYMINGTON, a parish, containing a post-oflSce
village of its own name, in the upper ward of Lanarkshire.
It is bounded by Covington, Libberton,
Culter,

Lamington, Wiston, and Carmichael.

Its

length north-eastward is 3 miles ; and its breadth
is nearly 1 J mile.
The river Clyde runs along all the
south-eastern, the north-eastern, and the northern
boundar}' and the top of Tiuto, with an elevation

about 680 have never been cultivated; and about
113 are under wood. There are six landowners.
Tlie estimated value of raw produce in 1840 was
£4,983. Assessed property in 1843, £2,384 lis. 8d.
Tiie principal antiquities are remains of an ancient
castle, called Fatlips, on the slope of Tiuto, and
vestiges of an ancient circular camp on the top of
an eniiiience, called Castlehill, about J of a mile
west of the village. The parish is traversed by the
road from Edinburgh to Dumfries, and by the main
tnink of the Caledonian railway; and it has a station on the latter, which is also the station for Biggar, 33^ miles from Edinburgh, and 38^ from Glasgow. The village of Symington stands near the
Edinburgh and Dumfries road, 3i miles south-west
of Biggar. Population of the village, 244. Population of the parish in 1831, 489; in 1851, 536.
Houses, 107.
This parish is in the presbytery of Biggar, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Sir N.
M-D. Lockhart, Bart. Stipend, £164; glebe, £15.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £15 fees.
Tiie parish church is an old building, repeatedly
There
repaired, and contains about 300 sittings.
is

a parochial library.

SYMINGTON,
SYNNINESS.

;

Edinburghshire.
See Luce (Old).

See Stow.

T
TABLESTON,

downs

TAFTSNESS.

between a terrace and a hanging plain, receding
from bank or escarpment of about 50 feet above the
level of the plain, and displaying lich embellishments of wood and culture and a ridge or series of

See Douglas.
See Lady.
TAIN, a parish, containing the royal burgh of
Tain and the fishing village of Inver, on the northIt is bounded by the
ern border of Koss-shire.
Domoch-frith, and by the parishes of Tarbat, Fearn,
and
Its length eastward
Edderton.
Logic Easter,
is about 9i miles
its breadth, at a peninsula which
rans into the frith at Meikle-ferry, is about 4J miles;
and its mean breadth elsewhere is about 3 miles,
l^e coast, from end to end of the parish, has nearly
the figure of a crescent, and encloses the bay of
;

Tain. It is, in general, low and flat, nowhere rising
to a greater altitude than 15 feet; it is sandy, curved,
indented; and, suffering constant erosion from
Uie sea, it may be viewed as a broken sand-bank.
Along the skirts of its eastern half, a tract of sand,
in some places from a mile to two miles broad, is
Shoals
alternately dry and covered with the tide.
ind sunk banks embarrass the whole frith opposite the

Md

I

Irish,
I

and render navigation quite impracticable to
and but limitedly practicable by the most

^rtKingers,

A

*ilful local pilots.
rivulet, called the river Tain,
in from the west, and makes a circuit round
the
frith.
to
burgh
Springs of excellent water
[die
'
numerous. The surface of the parish consists
a belt of low flat
iree well-defined distr.cts ;
along the coast, about half-a-mile in mean
itb, and partly disposed in public links or
ijioraes

1

—

;

a broad sheet of land, of middle character

;

gentle uplands along the southern border of the
parish, sending up their loftiest summit in the hill of

Tain to an altitude of nearly 800 feet above sea-level.
The soil is variously deep and light, fertile and barren and the hills are partly heathy and partly clad
with forests of pine. The geognostic fonnation of
the lowest grounds indicates an alternarion of conquests and abandonments by the sea that of the
central district shows a prevalence of red clay with
numerous boulders of gi-anitic gneiss and that of
;

;

—

;

apparently the old
entirely sandstone,
red, though principally of whitish colour. The sandstone is extensively quarried in the hill of Tain.
There are 12 principal landowners. The chief mansions are Ilartfield, Knockbreck, and Kosemount.
Assessed property in 1843, £5,474 12s. 5d. Population in 1831, 3,078; in 1851, 3,574.
Houses, 648.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the synod
Stiof
Stafford.
Marchioness"
the
of Ross.
Patron,
pend, £299 15s. glebe, £9. Unappropriated teinds,
church was built in 1815,
£340 123. 9d. The
the hills

is

;

parish

and contains 1,200 sittings. There is a Free church,
containing the same number of sittings as the parish
church; and the aniount of its receipts in 1856 was

TAIN.

TANAR.
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£463 7s. 9.1. Tliere is an United Presbyterian church,
containing 350 sittings. The principal schools are
an academy, conducted by a rector and three masters,
a parochial school, a Free church school, an industrial school, a hoarding school, a sewing school, and
a millinery school.
TAIN, a post-town, a seat of trade, a royal burgh,
the capital of part of Ross-shire, and formerly the
capital of the whole, stands in the p^irish of Tain,
about J of a mile from the Dornoch frith, on the road
from Inverness to Wick, 11| miles north by east of

Invergordon, 25J north-north-east of Dingwall, 47
north by east of Inverness, 72^ south-west of Wick,
and 113 south-south-west of Thurso. It is a little
upwards of half-a-mile in length, and about | of a

furlong in mean breadth. It is irregular in structure, hut contains many good modern houses, and
has a remarkably tidy appearance; and it has of late
years undergone much improvement. Its environs
The court-house and county
also are pleasant.
buildings are an elegant modern edifice. An ancient tower, with a central conical spire and four
smaller spires or pinnacles at the angles, stands attached to the county buildings, and foi'ms a princiThe prison
pal feature in the burghal landscape.
is a plain but secure structure, situated to the west
of the county buildings.
burgh cross formerly
stood at the base of the grand old tower, surmounted
by a lion rampant, the crest of the Earls of Ross,
who anciently had a castle in the neighbourhood.
The academy is a tasteful edifice, situated in an airy
part of the town, and has attached to it a neat and
spacious play-ground. The poors'-house is a com-

A

modious high-roofed building, with governor's-house,
liospital, and airing courts, and was erected by combination of nine parishes of Easter Ross. The parish
church is a square battlemented building, with heavy
towers at the four corners.
previous church, built
in 1471, and dedicated to St. Duffus, was abandoned
on
not
of
its
account
affording sufficient acsolely

A

commodation. Its form is handsome; its windows
are Gothic; one of its doors is surmounted by an
effigies in bas-relief of St.

Duthns

;

walls are of
enriched with a
its

great strength and its interior is
beautifully carved, though partially defaced, oaken
" the
good repulpit, presented to the burghers by
;

gent Moray," for some unrecorded display of zeal
in the cause of the Reformation.
chapel, also
dedicated to St. Duthua, and of very ancient date,
stands in ruin on a swell in the sandy plain, which

A

This ruin,
of the original town.
and neglected for four centuries,
is so strongly cemented in its masonry as to remain
Tlie edifice
in a surpi-ising degree of preservation.
enjoyed the privilege of sanctuary; and, in connexion with the fame of its saint, had distant and illustrious visitors. In 1427, Mackay of Criech, who had
iin inveterate feud with the laird of Freswick, and
drove hiin to take refuge within its walls, scouted the
idea of its sacredness, poured derision on its rights,
and reduced it by fire to nearly the skeleton wliicli
it remains.
In 1527, just a century after its destruction, James V. made a pilgrimage on foot to it
from Falkland and travelled with such expedition
that he paused to recruit his strength only a short
time at the priory of Rluscardine. A rough footpath
across the moor in the uplands of tlie parisli is traout as the route by which he apditionally pointed
proached, and still bears the name of the King's

formed the
though now

site

roofless

;

causeway.
There arc

in

and several

mills.

Tain an iron foundiy, a brewery,
A small trade by sea is conducted in the import of coal and lime, and the exfincoal-pits; but, as it enjoys no
port of fir-props
Dttter facilitv than a drv h. rth for vessels on the

broad belt of sand between tide-marks, it very generally gives place to a land-communication with

Cromarty and Inveigordon. A general market is
held on every Tuesday a)id Friday; a grain market
is held on every alternate Friday; and fairs are held
on the first Tuesday of January, on the third Tuesday of March, on the Wednesday after the second
Tuesday of July, on the Wednesday after the third
Tuesday of August, on the third Tuesday of October, and on the Tuesday in December before Christmas. The town has offices of the Commercial bank
and of the British Linen Company's bank, a national
security savings' bank, 19 insurance agencies, a
public reading-room, a mechanics' institution, a
farmers' club, a coursing club, a cricket club, two
mason lodges, a total abstinence society, and several

benevolent and religious institutions. Thepiincip'l
inns are the Commercial and the Crown and Anchor.
Active measures were taken toward the end of 1855
for constructing a railway from Tain to Invergordon.
Tain is conjectured to have been the earliest chief
seat of the bishopric of Ross.
Its church of St.
Duthus, in 1491, or ten years after the erection of
the pile, was rendered collegiate for a provost, eleven
prebendaries, and three singing boys. The town
also claims to have been a royal burgh so early as the
time of Malcolm Canmore; yet it possesses no charter of older date than 1587.
The Queen and daughter of Robert Bruce, in 1306, when his fortunes were
at the lowest, fled to its old chapel for sanctuary
from their foes ; but were remorselessly dragged
thence by the Earl of Ross, and delivered to the
English. The town is governed by a provost, three
bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and nine com-

mon

councillors. The burgh property consists principally of lands. The corporation revenue in 1833
was £314; in 1856, £336. The annual value of real

property within the burgh in 1856 was £3,420. The
burgh has adopted several clauses of the general
The magistrates and town-council are
police act.
the commissioneis of police; and the magistrates

A

sheriff' ordinary court
preside in the police court.
and a sheriff" small debt court are held at Tain on

every Tuesday and Friday during session. A justice of peace court is held on every alternate Thursday. Tain unites with Dingwall, Cromarty, Dornoch, Wick, and Kirkwall, in sending a member to
parliament. Its constituency, both municipal and
parliamentary, in 1856, was 103. Yet its municipal
boundaries are more extensive than its parliamentary boundaries. I'opulation of the municipal or
royal burgh in 1841, 2,287; in 1851, 2,588. Houses,
450. Population of the parliamentarv burgh in 1851,
2,049.

Houses,

3-49.

TAIRLOUR-BURN.

•

TAIRTII (The).
TAIT'S CROSS.
TALISKER. See

See Girvan (The
See Tarth (The),
See KEttsiiorE-HiLL.
Skye.

.

TALLA.

See Monteitm (Loch of).
a rivulet of the parish of
Tweedsmuir, Peebles-shire. It rises in three headstreams, among the hills on the boundary with
Duinfries-shire, and runs 7 miles northward and

TALLA- WATER,

north-westward

to the

TAMFOURHILL.

Tweed at Tweedsmuir-church.
See Edinbukou and Glas-

gow Railway.

TAMINTOUL. See Tomantoul.
TAMNAVOITLAN, a post-office station,
river Livet, in the district of Glenlivet
of Inveravcn, Banffshire.

TAMRAWER.
TANAR (Tiik),

on the

and parish

See Kilsyth.

a rivulet of the south-west of
Aberdeenshire. It rises among the Grampians, adwith Foifarshire and flows
j icent to the boundary
11 miles nortii-eastward, through the parishes of
,

TANGLEHA.
Glenmuick and Aboyne,

to the Dee, Ij mile southwest of Aboyne-castie. Its cliief affluent is Gairney-burn. The glen which it traverses takes from
it the name of Glentanar; and, over much of its
An ancient parish,
extent, is very richly wooded.
of which the lower half of the glen formed part, and
to which it gave name, is now united to Aboyne.
TANERA. See Summer Islands.
TAXFIELD. See Edinburgh.
TANGLEHA, a villas^e in the parish of St. Cyras,
Kincardineshire. Population, 49. Houses, 8.
TAXGWICK, a post-office station subordinate to
Lerwick, in Shetland.
TANKERNESS. See Deerxess.
TANNACHIE. See Tort-Gordox.
TANNADICE, a parish, containing a post-office

village of its

own name,

in

Forfarshire.

It

is

bounded by Lethnot, Fearn, Careston, Aberlemno,
Its length
Oathlaw, Kirriemuir, and Cortachie.
southward is 12 miles and its greatest breadth is
8 miles. The South Esk and the Koran run partly
on the boundaries and partly in the interior, the
;

former in the south, the latter in the north. The
southern district of the parish lies in Strathmore.
but is more undulated and otherwise diversified
than many other parts of the strath. The central
and northern districts rise in billy and undulating
ridges to the lower acclivities of the Grampians,
and become over 3 or 4 miles a congeries of heights,
whose summits rise 800 or 900 feet above sea-level.
St. Arnold's seat, a conspicuous hill in the front of
the congeries, has on its top a large cairn, and commands a gorgeous view of Angus, Fife, and the Lothians, away to the Pentland and tbe Lammermoor
bills.
The uplands are to a large extent heathy
and almost wholly pastoral. Tiie soil of the arable

most part, inclines
very
to clay.
The predominant rocks are whinstone and
a red coarse sandstone. There are thirteen landowners. The principal residences are Downie-park,
Glenogle, Inshewan, Tannadice-house, Easter Ogle,
Wester Ogle, and Wester Markhouse. There were
lands

is
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various, yet, for the

formerly in the parish three ancient sepulchral
tumuli and two strong baronial castles, one of the
but all have
latter a seat of the Earls of Buchan
There are in the parish,
completely disappeared.
on the South Esk, three mills for cleaning and one for
spinning linen yarn. The parisli is traversed by the
roads from Kirriemuir to Brechin and Aberdeen, and
lies within a few miles of several stations of the Scot;

by very massive towers. Tbe entrance was over a
drawbridge, through a strong, deep stone-gateway
The castle itself, in its outer structure, is still com
paratirely entire, but wholly unroofed and in a state
Its interior is a maze of broken stairof desolation.
cases, ruined cbambers, and deep, dismal subterranean dungeons. So strong was the cjistle in posiand so skilful in construction, that previous to
tbe invention of gunpowder, all persons regarded it
"
as impregnable, insomuch that to ding doon Tantallan" was thought the same kind of feat as to "mak
a brig to the Bass." Sir Walter Scott, in his Marmion, thus beautifully describes its former condition,

tion

:

—

'Tantnllan vast.
Broad, massive, high, and stretching far,
And held impregnable in wur.
On a projecting rock it rose.
And round thrt* sides the ocean flows,

The

fourth did battled walls enclose.

And

double mound and fosse ;
drawbridge, outworks strong,
TJirongh studded gates, an entrance iong,
To the main court they cross.
It was a wide and stately square.
Around were lodgings fit and fair,
And towers of various form.
Which on the coast prijecled far.
And broke its lines quadrangular;

By narrow

Here was squiire keep, there turret high.
Or pinnacle that sought the sky,
Whence oft the warder could descry,
The gathering ocean-storm."

The date of tbe castle and the circumstances of
are unknown. It comes into notice with
the rising bold fortunes of tbe family of Douglas,
who obtained the barony of North Berwick on the
accession of Robert II. and during centuries it was
tbe principal stronghold of their proud domineering
Earls. In 1479, twenty-four years after the Dougthe
las forfeiture, Archibald, fifth Earl of Angus
received a grant of it
well-known Bell-the-cat
from James III.; and be afterwards so figured in
connexion with it as to have furnished subjects for
some of the most graphic delineations of Sir Walter
The next Earl of Angus, after be had marScott.
ried the queen-mother of James V., and lost influence over the person and councils of that young
monarch, shut himself up in Tantallan, and defied
for a time tbe whole hostile force of the kingdom.
The monarch went in person to reduce it, sat down
before it in September 1528, and borrowed from the
its erection

;

'

'

—

—

castle of Dunbar, to aid him in his operations, two
Nortb-Eastern railway. The village of Tanna- great cannons, called " Thrawn-mouth'd Mow and
" two
of
tbe
South
dice stands on the left bank
Esk, of her Marrow," also
great bosards and two
miles north of Forfar, and 6 J north-east of Kirriemuir. moyan, two double falcons and four quarter-falof
of
about
140.
for
the
the
safe
cons,"
Population
village,
re-delivery of which to their
Population
the parish in 1831, 1,556; in 1851, 1,517. Houses, owner, the Duke of Albany, three lords were im275. Assessed property in 1843, £9,792.
pignorated at Dunbar. Yet, in spite of his great
This parish is in the presbytery of Forfar, and preparations and formidable efforts, James was
Patron, St. Maiy's compelled to rair^e tbe siege; and he afterwards
synod of Angus and Mearns.
College, St. Andrews. Stipend, £165 8s. 5d.; glebe, obtained possession of it only by Angus fleeing to
£16. The teinds are very nearly exhausted. School- England, and by a compromise being made with
master's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with fees, and about Simon Panango. tbe governor. After James V.'s,
The parish church is death, the Earl obtained leave to return from bis exile;
JE27 other emoluments.
an elegant Gothic edifice, erected in 1846, and in 1542 he was restored to his possessions, and began
There are three private to make Tantallan stronger than before and here,
containing 656 sittings.
schools and two parochial libraries.
The name about 1557, be terminated his career. In 1689, the
Tannadice signifies "a warm meadow upon the Covenanters, provoked at its lord, the Marquis of
water," and alludes descriptively to the situation
Douglas, making a stand in it for kingcraft and
"
of the village.
prelacy, at length
dang doon Tantallan," and
an
ancient
TANTALLAN-CASTLE,
even garrisoned it against the King. About the
ruin, on
the coast of tbe parish of North Berwick, 3 miles
of
the 18th century, Sir Hew Dalrymple,
beginning
east of the town of North Berwick, in Haddingtonpresident of tbe Court-of-session, bought the castle,
It stands on a lofty precipitous rock, whose
shire.
along with the circumjacent barony, from the Duke
base is washed on three sides by the sea; and on of
Douglas, dismantled it, and gave it up to decay.
tbe west side, where alone it is accessible, it was
TAR, a prefix in Celtic names of places, signifydefended by two ditches of extraordinary deptb, and ing a
promontory.
tish

;

TARANSAY.
TARANSAY,

an Hebridean island,

of Harris, Inverness-shire.

in the parish

It lies off tlie

entrance

West Loch-Tarbert, IJ mile distant from RuGrodemish, and also from Aird-Nisibost, in Harris.
Its length from east to west is 4J miles; and its
extreme breadth is upwards of 2 miles. It consists
of two peninsulated hills, probably 800 feet in height,
and connected by a narrow sandy isthmus. Though
inhabited, it has little soil and its population are
supported chiefly by fisheries. The hills consist of
gneiss, traversed by veins of granite.
Population
in 1841, 88; in 1851, 55.
Houses, 11.
TARBAT, a parish in the extreme north-east of
It contains the
the counties of Ross and Cromarty.
village of Portmaliomack, and the vilf»ost-office
ages of Balnabruach and Rockfield. It is bounded
by the Dornoch frith, the Moray frith, and the parof

;

ish of Fearn.

Its
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length north-eastward

is

7 J miles;

and its greatest breadth is 4 J miles. Its form, over
6f miles of its length, is that of a slender peninsula, extending north-eastward, and diminishing in
breadth from If mile to a point. This point bears
the name of Tarbatness, splits the waters of the
Dornoch-frith from those of the Moray-frith, and is
crowned by an elegant lighthouse, showing an intermittent liglit which is visible at the distance of
18 nautical miles. The coast of the parish has an
aggregate extent of about 15 miles and is for the
most part bluff and rocky, but not high.
rocky
precipice, about 20 feet in height, faces the southeast at Geanies, extends thence, with diminished
altitude, to the entrance of the Dornoch frith, and
At various
is pierced with several curious caves.
parts of the coast are six natural harbours, and a
number of small creeks. One of the creeks, accessible only to a boat, and at high-water, is at the
extreme point of the peninsula; and, owing to a
tradition that a fort anciently stood on a moat within
From this place
it, bears the name of Castlehaven.
the first Earl of Cromarty took one of his titles of
nobility, and transferred it to the old family seat of
Tarbat, now called Castlehaven. The surface of
the parish is a plain, diversified by low rising
;

A

grounds. The soil is prevailingly light and sandy
yet, over a considerable extent, is a deep black loam.
Plantations cover about 170 acres. There ai"e four
landowners. The value of assessed property in
1843 was £4,167 12s. 4d. The only modem mansion is that of Geanies.
There were formerly six
castles, inhabited, till about the beginning of the
17th century, by ancient and respectable families;
and one of them, which still survives, and belonged
first to the Earls of Ross, and next to the Earls of
Cromarty, though it has been abandoned for two
centuries, is one of the largest and least dilapidated structures of its class in the north. Popula;

TARBATNESS.
TARBERT, or

See Tarbat.
Takbet, a general name in
any isthmus or neck of land over which

Scotland for
curraghs or boats could be carried, in the ancient
rude navigation of the country. Every such isthmus is low, and lies between indentations of sea or
lake at the head of some peninsula which the ancient inhabitants of the country thought it difiicult
or dangerous to circumnavigate.
TARBERT, or Tarbet, a post-office village and
small sea-port in the parishes of Kilcalmonell and

South Knapdale, Argyleshire.
It stands at tlie
end of the isthmus between East Loch-Tarbert
and West Loch-Tarbert, separating the peninsula
of Kintyre from the district of Knapdale.
That
isthmus is only about a mile in extent and was
anciently protected by three castles, one in the centre, one at the head of the West Loch, and one on
the south side of the East Loch, The ruin of the
last of these castles still exists, in grouping with
the village, and is the subject of curious, earnest,
The village probably arose
popular traditions.
under protection of the castle, at all events, it is a
east

;

—

and it is so situated
place of much antiquity
around the head of the East Loch, with command
over its natural harbourage, as to have possessed
from the earliest time as much commerce as the
circumstances of the surrounding district could give
The loch is of small size, only about a mile
it.
long, and nowhere more than about 3 furlongs
broad but it is a curious and singularly safe and
landlocked natural harbour, and is entered by so
;

—

;

narrow and circling a passage between low ridges
of naked rock, that a steamer, in sailing thiough it,
appears to a stranger to be irretrievably rushing
upon the crag. On its south side near the head is
a steam-boat quay and both here, and all over the
inner space of the loch, may be seen in the fishingseason a very numerous fiect of herring-boats. The
steamers from Glasgow to Lochgilphead and Inverary regularly call at this harbour; and a regular
steamer from Islay to the head of the West Loch,
communicates with them by portage across the isth;

mus. The village is inhabited principally by fishermen, and is the resort, during the herring fishery
season, of several hundreds of fishermen from other
It has two inns, an office of the Union
parts.
bank, an Establishment mission church, and a Free
church. A fair for horses, sheep, and wool, is held
on the last Thursday of July. Population, about 750.
TARBERT, or Tarbet, a small bay and a
hamlet, on the west side of Loch-Lomond, in the
parish of Arrochar, Dumbartonshire. The hamlet
stands at the bay, opposite Pen-Lomond, and is distant about 1^ mile from the hamlet of Arrochar at
the head of Loch-Long. It has a landing-place and
a good inn. All the Loch-Lomond steamers call at
it
and many tourists pass from it across the isthmus to Arrochar. It stands on the road from Inverary to Dumbarton, by way of Luss. See the article

tion of the parish in 1831, 1,809; in 1851,2,151.
Houses, 367.
This parish is in the presbytery of Tain, and
synod of Ross. Patrons, the Crown and Mackenzie
of Newhall.
UnStipend, £270; glebe, X12 10s.

Ben-Lomond.

appropriated teinds, £505 128. Schoolmaster's salTlie parish church is cenary, £34, with £7 fees.

West Loch-Tarbert.

There

also a Free church and
the sum raised in connexion with it in 1856 was
£208 4s. 8d. There are a Gaelic school and a private school. The parish was all in Ross previous
to the erection of Cromarty into a
separate jurisdiction
but, since that event, it is about equally
divided between tiio two counties.
There were
anciently three subordinate chapels. The ruin of
one exists ; and near another, is a copious spring
called Mary's well.
trally situated.

is

;

TARBAT

(New).

TARBAT-UOUSE.

See Kilmuir-Easter.
See Kilmuir-Eastkr.

;

;

TARBERT,

or Taubet, a hamlet at the head of
Here is a mission church of

the royal bounty.
TARBERT, or Takbet, a boldly sinuous glen,
about 9 miles in length, from a point near the head
of Loch-Leven, to about the middle of the east side
of Loch-Eil, in the south-west corner of Lochaber,
Inverness-shire.
TARBERT, or Tarbet, a glen between Lochs
Sunart and Linnhe, in Argyleshire. See Sunakt
(Loon).

TARBERT-BAY

(East and West), two small

bays, opposite each other, at the isthmus of the
MuU of Galloway, in Wigtonshire.

TARBERT-LOCH.
TARBERT-IIILL.

TARBEKT-LOCH.

TAEBERT-LOCH

See Kileride (West).
See Jcra.
(East and West), two inden-

on the opposite coasts of Harris,
approaching each other to within J of a mile. See
Harris. East Loch-Tarbert is 5J miles long, and
from 4^ to nearly 2 miles broad it forks at the head
tations of the sea

;

into
lets,

two slender bays; and it embosoms several isand has the considerable island of Scalpa at its
West Loch-Tarbert is 6 miles long, and

entrance.

diminishes in breadth ft-om 4^ miles to nearly a
point it is screened from the fierce west winds by
Taransaj' and it is overhung by lofty mountains,
which stoop precipitously down to its margin.
;

;

TARBERT-LOCH

(East and West), two sealochs approaching each other's heads to within about
a mile, and separating the peninsula of Ivintyre from
the district of Knapdale, in Argyleshire.
The East
Loch has already been noticed in our article on Tarbert.
The West Loch opens 13 miles due east of
Ardmore point in Islay extends, in nearly a straight
and measures 11 miles in
line, north-eastward
length, and about f of a mile in mean breadth.
Over all its extent it has the calm aspect of a fresh;

;

water lake, and

picturesque and loveh*. Three
and moderately high hills recede
margins woods and enclosures fling their
images upon its waters and a profusion of cottages,
farm-houses, villas, and mansions, with the villages
of Laggavoulin and Kilcalmonell, sit upon its banks.
At its head is a quay for the accommodation of the
is

islets lie in it; soft
froTli its

;

;

.

Islay steam-packet.

TARBOLTON,

a parish, containing a post-town

own name,

in Kyle, Ayrshire.
It is bounded
by Craigie, Mauchline, Stair, St. Quivox, and Monkton.
Its length south-westward is 7 miles; and its
The river Ayr traces
greatest breadth is 4 miles.

of

its
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most of the south-eastern boundary and the rivulet
Fail flows through the interior to the Ayr.
The
surface of the parish is undulatory
comprising
softly outlined ridges, all under culture except where
covered with wood, and seldom attaining a higher
altitude than 400 feet above the level of the sea.
The low grounds, especially along the Ayr, comand the high
piise much pleasant close scenery
grounds command magnificent prospects, over land
and sea, to distant bold back grounds. The rocks
;

;

;

are variously old red sandstone, rocks of the coal
Coal was worked here so early
formation, and trap.
as the year 1497. About 930 imperial acres are
under wood and about 400 are meadow or morass.
There are 21 chief landowners.
The estimated
value of raw produce in 1842 was £27,566; the
value of assessed property in 1843, £12,125. The
chief mansions are Coilsfield, Enterkin, Smithston,
Drumley, and Afton-Lodge. There are in the parish
four corn mills, one flour mill, three tile-works, and
;

a manufactory for hones and razor-strops. The last
of these is at Failford, about 2^ miles from the town
of Tarbolton. A chief antiquity is noticed in our
article Fail.
Other chief antiquities are trenches
of a reputed Roman camp at Parkmoor, and the
" Auld
alleged tumulus-tomb of
King Coyle," in
The parish is traversed by the
Coilsfield-park.

road from Ayr to Edinburgh, and has near access to
the Mauchline and Monkton stations of the Glasgow
and South- Western railway. Population in 1831,
2,274; in 1851, 2,824. Houses, 394.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ayr, and synod of Glasgow and Ayr. Patron, W. Paterson of

Montgomery. Stipend, £313 19s. 3d.; glebe, £4 10s.
Unappropriated teinds, £996 5s. 3d. Schoolmaster's
The parish
salary, £30, with about £16 fees.
church was built in 1821, and contains 950 sittings.
There are a Free church and an United Presbyte-

—

rian church,
the former conjoint with that of Stair
There are a girls' school of industry, two private
and
a
schools,
subscription library. The present
parish of Tarbolton comprehends the ancient parish
of Tarbolton and the larger part of tlie parish of

Ancient Tarbolton was twice snbjected
of Fail, yet did not remain with them,
but continued to be a free rectory; and, in 1429,
it was erected into a prebend or
canonry of the
cathedral of Glasgow.
Barnwell, however, was a
the
and
in 1653 it was
of
monks
of
Fail;
vicarage
annexed partly to Tarbolton, and partly to Craigie.
Its church, which stood near an old castle of the
same name, was then allowed to go to ruin.
Barnwell.

to the

monks

The Town of Tarbolton stands near the centre
of the parish of Tarbolton, on the right bank of the
rivulet Fail, on the road from Ayr to Edinburgh, 4
miles west of Mauchline, 7 north-east of Ayr, 8
south of Kilmarnock, and 12 south-east of Irvine.
It occupies a considerable area, and contains a number of neat houses.
fine feature in it is the parish

A

church, with an elegant spire 90 feet high. There
is likewise a town-house, which was erected
by
About 140 looms are emsubscription in 1836.
ployed in various departments of cotton, woollen,
and silk weaving for the manufacturers of Glasgow.
large proportion of the female inhabitants are
cattle show is
employed in Ayrshire needlework.
held on the first Monday of May, and a fair on the
after
1
the
1th
of
Fairs
were
June.
Tuesday
formerly
held in October and November, but are now defunct
The town was constituted a burgh of barony in
Its
1671, with right to hold a weekly market.
superior is Cunningham of Enterkin. Two bailies
and twelve councillors are annually elected by the
householders in December. Both the town and
its neighbourhood abound with reminiscences of
the poet Burns. " The Tarbolton-lodge of i'reemasons," to which he addressed a well-known" Farewell," inserted amonghis works, still exists. His ex-

A

A

traordinary piece entitled 'Death and Doctor Hornbook,' is said to have been written after attending a
meeting of this lodge, and with the vie w of burlesqueing a person of the name of Wilson, who united the
vocations of parish schoolmaster and a vender of
medicines. Coilsfield-house, f of a mile south-east
of the town, is the " Montgomery-castle " of Bums ;
and Mary Campbell, the dairy-maid or " byreswoman" there, was the person whom he sang into
"
See
notice under the name of Highland Mary."
also the article Lochlee.
Alexander Peden, who
became one of the most famous of the Covenanting
and Dr.
ministers, was schoolmaster of Tarbolton
William Ritchie, professor of divinity in Edinburgh,
who died in 1829, was minister of Tarbolton. In
1581, when Esme Lord D'Aubigny was created
Duke of Lennox, one of the titles given him was
Lord Tarbolton. Population, 1.350.
(The), a rivulet of Kirkcudbrightshire.
It rises in the parish of Balmaghie, and runs southward, through Tongland, to the Dee, If mile above
Kirkcudbright. Its length of run is about 11 miles.
It is a beautiful stream, but is much subject to
;

TARF

freshets.

TARF

(The), a rivulet of Blair-Athole, Perththough not in name, the
It rises on the west side
of Benvrackie, and flows 9 miles eastward to a
point 2 miles south of Loch-Tilt and there it is
joined from the north by the brief stream which is
misnamed the Tilt, and from the east by Glenmorewater. The whole course of the Tarf is among the
savage but sublime scenery of the most impervious
of the great central mountain-range of Scotfiart
and.
It is in reality,
head-stream of the Tilt.

shire.

;

TARE.
TARF
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(Thk), a tributary of the North

Esk

in

See Esk (The North).
TAKFF (The), a rivulet of about 7 miles length of
in
Inverness-shire.
It rises near the great
course,
glen between Lochs Oich and Ness, and circles
round the south-west end of Strathenick to the
head of Loch-Ness at Fort-Augustus.
TARFSIDE, a post-office hamlet in the parish of
Lochlee, Forfarshire. Population, 32. Houses, 8.
TARLAIR. See Gamrie.
TARLAND, a post-office village and burgh of
Forfarsliire.

barony, in the most important of the four districts
of the united parishes of Tarland and Migvie, in
Aberdeenshire. It stands on the burn of Tarland,
and nearly in the centre of the district of Cromar,
9 miles north-east of Ballater, and 31 west of
Aberdeen.
turnpike road was made about 17
years ago to connect it with Aberdeen and a cross
road througli it is the main communication between
the central parts of Deeside and Donside. Extensive low grounds around it used often to be laid
under water, and retained in a marshy state, by
floodings of Tarland-burn but about the year 1830
a new course was cut out for the burn, with the
effect of draining these lands, and of improving the
climate. The village has an office of the Aberdeen

A

;

;

Town and County

bank, a savings' bank, and a
Fairs are held in it on the
parochial library.
Wednesday before the 5th day of January, or on
that day itself if it be a Wednesday, on the last
Wednesday of February old style, on the Wednesday before and the Wednesday after the 26th of
May, on the Friday in June after St Sair's, on the
Friday of the week in August after Old Rayne, and
on the Tuesday after the 22d day of November, or
on that day itself if it be a Tuesday. Population,
about 350.
and MIGVIE, an united parish in
the south-west or Kincardine O'Neil division of
Aberdeenshire. It comprises four districts, all
lying detached from one another. The most important district contains the post-office village of
Tarland, measures 2^ miles by 2, and is bounded

TARLAND

by Cushnie, Coul, and Logie-Coldstone.

The

;

I

are Skellator, Inverearnan, Candacraig, and Edinglassie. The principal antiquities are parts of Druidical temples and vestiges of an old castle of the
Earis of Mar. Population in 1831, 1,074 in 1851,
1,197.
Houses, 227. Assessed property in 1843,
;

£3,508.

This parish is in the presbytery of Kincardine
O'Neil, and synod of Aberdeen.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £177 3s. 9d. ; glebe, £14.
Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £28,
teinds, £101 13s. 7d.
with about £14 10s. fees, and a share in the Dick
There are two parochial churches that
bequest.
of Tarland, situated in the first district, built in
and
1762,
containing 500 sittings, that of Migvie,
situated in the second district, built in the latter
part of last century, and containing 250 sittings.
;

—

There is a Free church preaching station, designated of the Braes of Cromar, having an attendance of
about 165; and the sum raised in connexion with
it in 1856 was £48 3s. 8Jd.
The parishes are supposed to have been united about the beginning of
the 17th century.
TARNAWAY-CASTLE. See Darnaway-CasTLE.

to

TARNEA. See Moray (Province of).
TARRADALE, a post-office station subordinate
*
Beauly, in the north-east of Inverness-shire.

TARRANSAY. See T.iraxsay.
TARRAS (The), a rivulet of Eskdale,

Dumfrieson the north-east border of that
district, and runs south-south-westward to the Esk
at a point 2| miles below the town of Langholm.
It has a very rugged channel and romantic banks.
So impetuous is its course, so obstructed by rocks,
and so precipitated by falls, that any person whom
it might sweep away is in less danger of being
drowned than of being dashed to pieces. Hence
shire.

It rises

the old doggerel

ne'er ane dronncd in Tarras, nor yet in doubt,
For ere the liead can win down, the liarns are out."

An old rhyme which celebrates the localities in
Liddesdale and Eskdale most noted for game, gives
prominent importance to the Tarras
:

sec-

"

ond

district lies a mile west of the former, or IJ
mile north-west of the village measui-es 2 miles
by 1 ; and is bounded on the north by Towie, and
on all other sides by Logie-Coldstone. The third
district lies 5J miles north-west of the village
measures 2J miles by IJ; and is surrounded by
Glenbucket, Towie, Logie-Coldstone, and Strathdon.
The fourth district lies 9 miles west-north-west of
the village; measures 6J miles by Sj-; and is
bounded on the west by Banffshire, and on all other
sides by Strathdon.
Owing to contractions in form,
and irregularities of outline, the entire area is
only about 22 square miles. The first and fourth
and the
districts constitute the parish of Tarland
second and third, the parish of Migvie. A rivulet,
called Tarland-burn, bounds the south side of the
first and the second districts, and afterwards passes
through Coul and by Abovne to the Dee. The
Don touches, for a considerable way, both the third
and the fourth districts; and afnuenls of it, the
Deskry and the Earnan, respectively traverse
them to a confluence with it, the former imposing
on the disti'ict tlie name of Deskry-side. Cushniehill is partly within the northern boundary of the
;

;

;

—

first district;

and mountains and pastoral heights

occupy much of the area of the other districts.
The lands around the village are mostly low and
The predominant rock is granite. The prelevel.
vailing soil of the arable laiuls is clayey or loamy.
Plantations are comparatively limited. There are
eight principal landowners. The chief mansions

:

"Was

Bilhope-braes for bucks and raes,
And Carlt-haugh for swine,
And Tarras for the good bull-trout,
If lie be ta"en in time."

" The bucks and
roes, as well as the old swine,"
in a note to the Lay of the
says Sir Walter Scott,
" are now extinct
but the good
Last Minstrel,'
In 1660, the Tarras
famous."
still
bull-trout is
Walter
of HighEari
to
Scott
title
of
the
yielded
chester, who married the eldest daughter of Frances,
Earl of Buccleuch.
TARREL. See Tain.
TARRYCROYS. See Kkith.
(The), a tributary of the river Lyne, in
It rises in the parish of Linton,
Peebles-shire.
soon receives the eastward offshoot of the South
and
runs
south-eastward to the Lyne near
Medwin,
It has a total course of about 8
Drocliil-castle.
miles, and is comparatively a deep, dull, and muddy
stream.
TARTY. See Looie-Buchan.
TARVES, a parish, containing a post-office village
of its own name, in the Ellon district of Aberdeen'

;

TARTH

It is hounded by Mcthlick, New Deer,
Udny, Bourtrie, Meldrum, and Fyvie. Its
and its
is 12 miles
north-north-eastward
length
sliire.

Ellon,

;

Its surface is all low
by undulations and inconsidercountry,
able hills. The Ythan runs across its northeast
end, and receives from the other parts of it numerous brooks. The predominant rocks are gneiss,
The soil, for the most part.
granite, and limestone.

greatest breadth

is

diversified

8 miles.

TAY

is a fertile brown loam of variable depth, incixinijeiit
on clay drift. The only landowner is the Earl of
The only mansion is Schivas-honse.
Aberdeen.
'

The

chief antiquity

is

Tolquhon-castle. formerly the

Tlie
seat of a prominent branch of the sept Forbes.
villag^e of Tarves stands nearly in the centre of the
parish, 5 miles norrh-east of Old Meldrum, and 6
west of Ellon. Fairs are held here on the Wednesday in January after Old Deer, on the Wednesday
after the 19th of March, on the Wednesday after
the 5th of May, on the Wednesday after the 26th of
July, on the Wednesday in September after Old
Deer, on the Wednesday after the 2d of November,
and on the Wednesday in December after Old Deer.
Population of the parish in 1831, 2.232; in 1851,
2,469.
Houses, 469. Assessed property in 1843,

£7,610.
This parish
of Aberdeen.

the presbytery of Ellon, and synod
Patron, the Earl of Aberdeen. Sti-

is in

1806, and containing 600 sittings.
There are three non-parochial schools. Tarves was
anciently a regality of the abbot of Arbroath; and
it gives the title of Baron to the Earl of Aberdeen.
TARVET. See Cupar-Fife.
TASSIE'S-HOLM. See Dcmfries-shire.
TAY (Loch), a magnificent sheet of water, in
lage, built in

Breadalbane, Perthshire. It commences at the foot
of Glendochart and Glenlochy, where it receives the
nnited streams of these glens, and extends northeastward to the vicinity of the village of Kenmore,

where it discharges its superfluent waters by forming the river Tay. Its length is 15 miles; its average breadth is about 1 mile and its depth generIt is strictly
ally ranges from 15 to 100 fathoms.
a Highland lake, similar in character to the lakes
of Glenmore-nan'-albin, flanked by mountains and
occupying a glen. The mountains on its north
side form a bulky chain, rising into bare, lofty,
finely-outlined heads, the most conspicuous of which
;

Ben-Lawers, the highest ground

in Perthshire.
the south side are soft, regular, and
much less lofty; but, as well as those on the north
side, are well clothed with heath and verdure.
(Jood roads are carried along both sides of the lake
from end to end. The north road is the best for
carriages, and the one most commonly taken by
travellers
but it has the disadvantage of being too
distant from the lake's margin, too high up the
mountain slope, to command as good views as
those which are obtained from the other road.
Though it generally overlooks almost the entire
expanse of the lake, the prospect is unvaried and
monotonous; the foregrounds are tame or altogether
awanting and there is an almost total absence of those
delicious close views which are the delight alike of
the artist and the connoisseur.
Had this road been
carried nearer to the margin of the lake, and amid
the windings of the beautiful promontories and bays
with which it is bounded, the effect of a ride up the
north shore of Loch-Tay would have been very different.
The man of taste would have selected this
line; nor would he have found fault with the additional two miles of road which the straightforward
Tiews of Marshal Wade have saved. In taking the
Moth road, however, the case is materially different.
This road generally runs near the lake, and follow^s,
ib numerous instances, the sinuosities of its margin,
and the inequalities of the ground. The declivities
the southern range of mountains are, besides, much

The heights on

;

;

f

r

more varied and intricate than those on the north
while the general outline of the northern range,
being more bold and lofty than the south, forms a
striking termination to the views from this side.
Few roads, therefore, are more productive of a succession of picturesque landscapes, or offer greater
temptations to the traveller tlian this. The landscapes here present an ever- varied fore-ground are
while the exrich and full in the middle distance
treme distance is grand and imposing. See the ar;

;

;

ticles

Kenmore and Bes-Laweks.

TAY

(The), a river draining the greater part of
Perthshire and passing off to the sea between ForIt issues from Loch-Tay,
farshire and Fifeshire.
or rather begins there to take its name of the Tay ;

by two great head-streams
the Grampians on the mutual
borderof Perthsi)ireand Argyleshire. The northern
stream bears successively the names of tlie Gauir, the
Rannoch, and the Turamel and, in its progress, it
forms, by expansion of its waters, the three great
It rises at
lakes Lydoch, Rannoch, and Tummel.
a point about 18 or 20 miles north-north-west of the
source of the Fillan, the remotest of the head-waters
which find their way into Loch-Tay; and, including
but

it

which

pend, £191 19s. lOd.; glebe, £10 10s. UnapproSchoolmaster's salary,
priated teinds, £46 3s. lid.
£28, with £30 fees, and a share in the Dick bequest.
The parish church was built in 1798, and contains
There is an United Presbyterian
870 sittings.
church at Craigdam, IJ mile south-west of the vil-

is

TAY

T-s!)

is

really formed

rise

among

;

progress through its lakes, but excluding its
it performs an entire separate run of
about 60 miles. Its direction over the last 14 miles
bends from east to south, so as to describe a large
demi-semi-circle and, over all the previous part of
After leaving
its coui-se, it is in general due east.
Argyleshire, it cuts Fortingal into two nearly equal
parts; bounds a detached part of Logierait; and
then has, on its right bank, Dull and the main
body of Logierait and on its left Blair- Athole,
Moulin, a part of Dowally, and a wing of Logierait.
The southern one of the great head-streams
bears successively the names of the Fillan, the
Dochart, and the Tay and traverses, in its proits

sinuosities,

;

;

;

gress,

Loch-Dochart and Loch-Tay.

It

rises

on the side of Benloy. at the boundary of Killin
with Argyleshire, 7 miles in a straight line northnorth-west of the head of Loch -Lomond; and,
measured in straight lines and through its lakes,
to its junction with the Tummel, it performs a run
of about 57 miles.
Its direction over by far the
greater part of

its

course

and over the remainder

is

east-north-eastward,

either easterly or northIn its progress to Loch-Tay, a distance,
easterly.
about
21 miles,
it runs
of
excluding curvatures,
almost wholly in Killin, cutting it lengthwise into
two nearly equal parts. From the lower end of
Loch-Tay to its junction with the Tummel, a distance of about 14 or 15 miles, it traverses the east
end of Kenmore, washes isolated districts of Dull,
Fortingal, Logierait, and Weem, and divides the
main body of Logierait on its left bank, from Little
is

—

—

From its junction with the
its right.
to its junction with the Earn, where it beinto
an
estuar)-, it achieves, irreexpand
spective of sinuosities, a distance of 32 miles, in
alternate directions of 6 southward and 11 eastward,
Dunkeld on

Tummel
gins to

and of 11 southward and 5 eastward; and over this
part of its course, it has on its right bank Little
Dunkeld, Kiiiclaven, Auchtergaven, Redgorton,
Perth, and Rhynd, and, on its left bank, Logierait, Dunkeld, Caputh. Cargill, St. Martins, Scone,
Kinnoul, Kinfauns, and St. Madoes. As an estuaiy,
it extends 26 miles from the mouth of the Earn to
the German ocean; has for 16 miles a breadth of
from J of a mile to 3 miles, and the direction of
north-east by east; has over the other 10 miles a
prolonged contraction of from 2 miles to less than
1 mile in breadth, and then an expansion, down to
St. Andrews-bay, of 9 or 10 miles in breadth, and.

—

TAY.
in both places, a prevailing easterly direction

;

and

separates Abernethy and the most northerly parishes of Fifeshire on its right bank, from St. Madoes,
Errol, Incliture, Longforgan, and the most southerly
parishes of Forfarshire on its left. Its entire length
of course, jointly as a river and as an estuary, is thus,
if measured in straight lines from the head of the
Gauir, 118 miles, if measured in tiie same "way
from the head of the Fillan, 115 miles, and, if
measured along its channel from either of the remote sources, between 160 and 200 miles.
The tributaries of the Tay, even excluding the
secondaiy ones, are so numerous, that only the prinThose of the northern great
cipal must be named.
head-branch are only two, the Ericht, which falls
into Loch-Rannoch, and the Garry, which brings
along with it the Edendon, the Erochkie, the Bruar,
and the Tilt, and falls into the Tummel a little below
Killiecrankie.
Those of the southern great headbranch are also but two, the Lochy, which joins
the Dochart at the village of Killin, and the Lyon,

—

—

—

—

which brings along with it Glenmore-water, and
joins the Tay 2J miles below the village of Kenmore. Those of the united stream are the Bran, on
the right bank, opposite the town of Dunkeld; the
Isla, swollen by the Dean, the Ericht, and other
streams, and entering on the left bank, a mile south
of Meikleour; the Shochie, on the right bank, at
Luncarty; the Almond, on the same bank, 2| miles
above Perth; and the Earn, also on the same bank,
at the commencement of the estuary, or 2^ miles
above the town of Newburgh. Those of the estuary, excepting the Eden which drains a large part
of Fifeshire, and falls into St. Andrew's-bay, are
all inconsiderable, the largest being the Dighty,
which disembogues itself from Forfarshire, 2 miles

—

below Broughty-ferry.

At

the

mouth

of the estuary, from the vicinity of

Broughty-ferry on the one shore, and Ferry-Porton-Craig on the other, to a point 3J miles southeast of Buddonness, or over an entire distance of
8f miles, there is a sweep of sandbank, called Goa,
on the north side, Abertay on the south side, and
the Cross-sands at the connecting or seaward exThe opening or breadth of channel betremity.
neath the two sides of the sandbank varies from 6
furlongs to 2 miles; and the depth of water is about
3 fathoms, but, higher up the frith, increases to 6.
Sandbanks occur elsewhere, especially a large and
shifting one opposite Dundee; but they have all
been rendered harmless to navigation by means of

The
dredging, buoys, lighthouses, and charts.
estuary in general is shallow, and receives much
debris from the steady and large current of the river.
Though it cannot compare in spaciousness and some
other properties with the Forth, it is not a little
commodious, and may be considered as, over large
The tide
part of its extent, a continuous harbour.
flows to a point about a mile above Perth ; and, in
consequence of improvements recently made in the
channel, vessels of very considerable burden come
up to Perth harbour. See Pekth. The extent of
surface drained by the Tay and its tributaries has
been variously computed at 2,396 and 2,750 square
miles.

The extent
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of surface drained

by the Tay and

its

tributaries is variously computed at 2,396 and 2,750
square miles, and that of the Spey, the entirely
Scottish river next to it in size, at 1,300 and 1,298J

square miles. The geographic positions and character of the district whence most of the waters are
drawn, being in the case of the two rivers very
similar, the Tay may bo supposed to discharge about
twice as much water as the Spey. Dr. Anderson,
making a nice measurement for a judicial purpose,

determined the quantity of water which, in tlie
mean state of the river, flows through a section of
opposite Perth, to be at the rate of 3,640 cubic
The river, as represented on a
map, or imagined after a survey of the vast district
it

feet per second.

which composes its basin, appears emphatically 'the
many-headed Tay;' and, in consequence of its great
feeders coming down like the main arteries on a halfmoon-shaped leaf, it has less inequality in its stream
than occurs in either the Spey or any other of our
Highland fed rivers. The variety of its origin, too,
affords such a
in seasons of

compensation of rain as always, except
extreme drought, to )'ield a sufficient
bulk and altitude of water for the occupying of its
and
the beautifying of its landscape; while the
path,
wide variety in the relative distance of its sources,
prevents its floods, however high, from being as
sudden as those of the Spey, the Aberdeenshire
Dee, and some other upland streams. Yet, owing
to the gradual but great extension of the system
of draining, which is prosecuted on arable grounds
and on reclaimable mosses and moorlands, the river
has become considerably less equable than at a
former period; it swells, during great floods, to a
magnitude which never in former days belonged to
it; it subsides, during a continued drought, to a corresponding diminution of volume; and, in its ordinary or mean state, it has very visibly lost some of
ancient greatness and importance. Though averagely charged at Perth, as we have seen, with 3,640
cubic feet of water per second, it was reduced, in the
course of the summer of 1819, to 457 cubic feet, and
at the close of the summer of 1835, to a still smaller
volume.
Much of the country which now forms the seaboard of the estuary, and especially the whole of
the Carse of Gowrie, and the lower part of Strathtay, exhibit evidence of having, at a comparatively
recent period, lain under the sea, and been gradually
raised above its level by depositions from the Tay.
After the Carse of Gowrie became dry land, too,
the Tay seems, for a long series of years, to have
made a circle round its north side, along the foot of
the Sidlaw-hills, entering what was then the frith
its

of Earn at Invergowrie, and entirely peninsulating
the Carse, or cutting it into a series of islands.
Great modern changes have taken place likewise
on all the vale or strata of the Tay, south of the
confluence of the Tummel. Dr. Macculloch, from
close and various observations on cuts of corresponding rocks on the opposite sides of the stream,
and on the harmonizing altitude of series of alluvial
terraces in the screens of the valley, calculates that
the ancient level of the river, from Logierait downward, was about 100 feet above the present bed;
and he adds " And thus, while it is easy to see
how far the Tay has sunk, it would not be very difficult to compute the quantity of land or earth that
has been removed and carried forwards towards the
sea.
Wlien we look at this enormous waste, we
need not be surprised at the formation of the Carse
of Gowrie, nor at the deposits which are still augmenting it; shoaling the sea about Dundee, and layFor this
ing the foundations of new meadows.
operation is still going on, and must go on as long
as the Tay shall continue to flow though diminisliing in rapidity as the declivity and consequent veloIf it is curious to
city of the river itself diminish.
speculate on the period wiien Perth, had it then exand
when the narhave
been
a
must
isted,
sea-port,
:

;

row Tay,

far

above and below

it,

was a wide arm

of

the ocean, it is not less so to consider what the aspect of Strathtay itself was, when the present place
of Dunkeld was buried deep beneath the earth. Nor
is it difiicult even to see what it must have bt n
i

|

TAY.
By laying our eye on any

of the terraces, it is easy
bring the opposed one in the same plane, and thus
to exclude all the valley beneath, reducing it once
more to what it was when the river was flowing
above. These speculations, thus pursued, may interest the artist as well as the geologist and the geographer; since, not only here, but in eveiy deep
valley of the Highlands, he would, in making such
trials, be at a loss to recognise, in the original shallow and rude glen, the spacious and rich valley
which is now the seat of beauty and cultivation.
Contemplating, in this manner, not only the Highland mountains and valleys, but those of the world
at large, we are lost in the magnitude of the changes
which have carried the rains of the Himmala to the
mouths of the Ganges, which, from the sediments
and
of the Nile, have formed the land of Egypt,
which have created, out of the lofty ridges of America, the plains that now form so large a portion of
its continent."
to

—

—

The Tay, inclusive of its principal tributaries, is
by much the most scenic of the British rivers. Its
estuary, and the lowest 3 or 4 miles of its stream,
are a continued expanse of lusciousness, softly
screened with heights or swells of the most gentle
beauty. Its vale from the romantic hill of Kinnoul.
a little below Perth, to the pass of Biraam, 2 or 2^
miles below Dunkeld, is everywhere lively, frequentIts scenery
ly brilliant, and occasionally gorgeous.
hence to the mouth of the Tummel, as seen from a
vantage ground in the vicinity of Dunkeld, is pronounced by Dr. MaccuUoch singularly rich and
grand, with all its features, for about 6 miles, so
minutely detailed before the eye that every part of
its various ornament is most advantageously seen.
"
On each hand," says he, " rises a long screen of
varied hills, covered with woods in every picturesque form ; the whole vista terminating in the remoter mountains, which, equally rich and various,
are softened by the blue haze of the distance, as they
close in above the pass of Killiecrankie.
This general view, varied in many ways by changes of level
and of position, forms the basis of the landscape for
some miles ; but so great are the changes in the
middle-gi-ounds, and so various the foregrounds,
that although the same leading character is ob-

served, the separate scenes are always strongly
distinguished. Many distinct pictures can thus hie
obtained, and each of them perfectly adapted for
painting ; so that Strathtay is here an object to
charm every spectator, him who desires to see
every thing preserved in his portfolio, and him who

—

seeks for nothing in Nature but beauty, come under
what form it may." " Though the western and
upper branch of Strathtay," from the junction of the
Tummel upward to Kenmore, "is not, perhaps, equal
in splendour to the lower and southern one, it still
maintains the same character of richness throughout ;
while, instead of the fiat extended meadows which
mark the latter, it displays a considerable undulation of ground.
Thus the vale of the Tay, from
Dunkeld even to Kenmore, a space of 25 miles, is a
continued scene of beauty ; a majestic river winding through a highly wooded and cultivated countiy, with a lofty and somewhat parallel mountain
boundary, which is itself cultivated as far as cultivation is admissible, and is everywhere covered with
continuous woods or trees as high as wood can well
grow. It contains, of course, much picturesque
scenery ; presenting not only landscapes of a partial
nature, comprising reaches of the river, or transient
views in the valley produced by the sinuosities of
the road, but displaying the whole to its farthest
visible extremity, under aspects which are varied
by the casual variations of level or position, or by
Tr.
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the accidental compositions of the fore or middle
grounds. Where Ben-La wers is seen towering above
all in the remotest distance, these views are peculiarly magnificent nor is anything ever wanting
which the artist could require to give fulness and
interest to the nearer parts of the landscape, where,
"I
after all, the chief interest must always lie."
believe it is but just to say, that Strathtay is, in
point of splendour and richness, the first of the
Scottish vallevs."
TAYFIELb. See Fokgan.
TAYINLOAN, a post-office village in the parish
of Killean, Kintyre, Argyleshire. It stands on the
west coast, opposite Gigha, adjacent to the ferry to
that island, and 20 miles north-north-west of Campbelton.
Fairs are held here on the Friday in May
before Kilmichael, and on the Wednesday in July
;

TAYMOUTH-CASTLE, the seat of the Marquis
of Breadalbane, on the right bank of the Tay, about
a mile north-east of the lower extremity of LochTay, Perthshire. It is a magnificent pile of four
stories, with round towers at the angles, wings two
stories high at opposite corners, and a massive cenquadrangular tower forming an airy pavilion
150 feet high. It is constructed of a dark-grey
stone and the greater part of it is quite modern.
The principal apartments are fitted up in a most
princely style and the eS"ect upon the eye of the
inner view of the pavilion is very sticking. The
pleasure-grounds comprise a circuit of 13 miles,
contain a great number of zoological curiosities, as
well as many fine trees, and are laid out in a style
of elaborate decoration which has generally been

tral

;

;

pronounced too fine and formal. The Queen and
Prince Albert made a visit of three days to Taymouth-castle in September 18-12. Their visit was
a very grand event both on the spot and throughout
all the line of progress to it and departure from it
within the Highlands
and it was celebrated,
especially at Taymouth-castle itself, with such enthusiastic demonstrations as will be long remem;

bered.

hamlet, with an inn, on the south
Bunawe, and 13

TAYNUILT, a

side of Loch-Etive, 1 mile from
miles from Oban, in Argyleshire.

TAYOCK-BUEN.

TAY-PORT.
TAYRIBBI, a

See Montrose.
See Feeey-Poet-on-Craig.
village in the district of Appin,

Argyleshire.

TAYVALLICH,

a post-office station subordinate
to Lochgilphead, in Argyleshire.

TEAGAS

(Loch). See Moeven.
a parish in the southern part of the
Sidlaw district of Forfarshire. It contains the postoffice village of Newbigging, and the villages of
Balkello, Balgray, Kirkton, and Todhills. It is

TEALING,

bounded by Inverarity, Murroes, Dundee, Mains,
Strathmartine, Auchterhouse and Glammis. Its
length south-westward is 7 miles; and its meaii
breadth
view,

is

about 2 miles. Its surface, in a general
a slope from the summit of the Sidlaws

is

toward the south-east. Craigowl, the loftiest of the
Sidlaws, has an altitude of 1,100 feet above the
level of the sea and the low ground at the foot of the
slope lies upwards of 500 feet above the level of the
sea.
The predominant rocks are grey slate and
;

The soil of the highest arable lands is
a light gravel but that of the lower lands is predominantly clayey or loamy. About 300 acres are
pastoral or waste about 340 are under wood and
There are two
all the rest of the area is in tillage.
principal landowners and two smaller ones. The
only mansion is Tealing-house. The value of raw
produce was estimated in 1836 at £17,564. Assandstone.

;

;

;

3
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TEITH.
A

subterranean
Bessed property in 1813, £5,262.
building, a subterranean cave or passage, several
stone-coffins, and some small inbumed Koman antiquities have, at various periods, been discovered.
The Rev. John Glass, the founder of the sect of
Glassites, or Scottish Sandemanians, was minister
of Tealing up to the time of his separation from the
Establishment. The parish is intersected by the
Dundee and Newtyle railway, and by the west road
from Dundee to Aberdeen. Population in 1831,
766; in 1851, 844, Houses, 170.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dundee, and
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Schoolmaster's salStipend, £162 8s.; glebe, £10.
ary, £34 4s., with £9 fees,*and £5 other emoluments.
The parish church was built in 1806, and contains

700 sittings. There is a Free church, with an attendance of 350 and the amount of its receipts in
1856 was £251 12s. lOd. There are four non-par;

ochial schools.

TEITH

(The), a

river of the south-west of
formed by two head-streams which
rise respectively 1 mile and 2 miles due east of the
head of Loch-Lomond, but which so far diverge
from each other as to be at one time 9 miles
asunder. The northern one runs 6J miles east by
north to Loch-Doine, passes J of a mile thence into
Locli-Voil, assumes then the name of the Balvag,
sweeps past the Kirktown of Balquidder, runs
several miles sinuously southward to Loch-Lubnaig,
emerges thence under a new name to traverse the
Pass of Leny, then goes south-eastward to a confluence with the other head-stream in the vicinity of
Callander-.
Its entire length of course, excluding
its sinuosities, but including the lakes which it
The southern headtraverses, is about 23 miles.
stream runs 4 miles south-eastward to Loch-Katrine,
It is

is lost for 8 miles in that lake, traverses the Trosachs, passes through Loch-Achray, goes next into
Loch-Vennachoir, and proceeds thence to the confluence with the other head-stream. It is thus, in a
large degree, the connecting stream of a chain of
most picturesque lakes ; and its length of run, inclusive of its course through the lakes, is about 22
miles.
The Teith proper, or united stream, abounds in
beautiful scenery, but has none of the grand, bold,
romantic features of its head-waters. Its entire
is south-eastward;
and, measured in a
straight line, extends only to between 11 and 12
miles.
Over two-thirds of the distance it traverses
the lowland district of Callander, and the major
of Kilmadock ; and over the remaining third it
Eart
as Kincardine on its right bank, and Kilmadock
and Lecropt on its left. Its tributaries are numerous but, excepting the Keltic, they are all inconsiderable. The Teith, if either its volume of
water or its length of course had been made the
ground of decision, would have been regarded as the
parent-stream, and the Forth which joins it as the
The point at which they unite is the
tributary.
bridge of Drip, 2J miles north-west of Stirling.
The Teith is a clear sti-eam, and, for the most part,
rapid ; and it is excelled by none in Scotland for
water-power, or for general adaptation to manufacture yet in consequence of the want of lime and
coal, there is but a small aggregate of public works

course

;

;

on

its

banks.

TEMPLAND,
of

shire.

It contains the post-office
villages of

Tem-

and Gorebridge, and part of the village of Stobbs.
The main body is bounded by Peebles-shire, and by
ple

the parishes of Penicuick, Carrington,
Bortliwick,
Its length northward is 8f miles
an.i
breadth
is
5 miles. The detached disgreatest
trict lies If mile north-east of the nearest
part of
the main body; is nearly a square of about 300
acres and is surrounded by the parishes of Newbattle and Borthwick.
The Moorfoot-hills occupy
about one-half of the main body; but the greater
FuUarportion of the rest of the parish is arable.
ton-water bounds much of the north-west side of the
parish and the South-Esk runs through all its middle.
Greywacke predominates in the hills, but sandstone,
limestone, and coal abound in the low districts, and
are worked. The soil of the arable lands is of various character, but generally fertile. There are four
landowners. The real rental in 1856 was £7,963.
Toxside is the only mansion but Arniston is adThe parish has ready access to the Gorejacent.
bridge, Fushiebridge, and Dalhousie stations of the

and Heriot.

;

its

;

;

;

TEANASSIE. See Drhuim.
TEASSES. See Ceres.
Perthshire.
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a post-office village in the parish

Lochmaben, Dumfries-shire.

Population,

111.

Houses, 23.

TEMPLE, a parish, consisting of a main body
and a detached district, in the south of Edinburgh-

Edinburgh and Hawick railway. The village of
Temple stands on a wooded bank flanking the SouthEsk, in the north corner of the parish, 12| miles
south-south-east of Edinburgh. Population of the
village, about 200.
Population of the parish in
Houses, 251.
1831, 1,255; in 1851, 1,414.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dalkeith, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Dundas
of Arniston.
Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £20.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £36 fees,
and some other emoluments. The parish church
is a neat structure, built in 1832, and containing
500 sittings. There is a Free church for Temple
and Carrington, with an attendance of 180; and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £112 19s. lOd.
There is an United Presbyterian church at Gorebridge, with an attendance of upwards of 200.

There are a sub-parochial school, three non-parochial
and a subscription library. The old paiish

schools,

church, still standing, is part of a monastic edifice,
erected by David I. for Templars or Red Friars. This
establishment, originally called Balantradoch, was
the chief seat of the Knights Templars in Scotland.
On the east gable, below the belfry, is an inscription

—

which has puzzled antiquaries. The present parish comprehends the ancient parish of Clerkington,
and the chapelries of Moorfoot and Balantradoch.
Clerkington, previous to the Reformation, was a
vicarage under the

monks

of Newbattle.

Moorfoot

comprehended the upper half of the vale of the
South-Esk; and was a chapelry established by
the Newbattle monks, to whom the lands had been

The chapelry of Balantradoch, after the
suppression of the Knights Templars, passed into
The
the possession of the Knights of St. John.
three districts having been united after the Reformation, assumed their present name from the circumstance of the chapel of the Templars being
adopted as their common or parochial church.
gifted.

TEMPLE, Fifeshire. See Largo.
TEMPLE- DENNY. See Denny.
TEMPLE-GAVIN. See Dorary.
TEMPLEHALL. See Ormiston.
TEMPLEIIOUSE.

See Darlington.
See Foroue.
See Strathmiqlo.
TEMPLELISTON. See Kirkliston.
TEMPLETON, a small village in the parish of

TEMPLELAND.
TEMPLELANDS.
Ncwtj'le, Forfarshire.

TENANDRY,

a quoad sacra parish in the disAthole, Perthshire. It comprises parts of
the quoad civilia parishes of Blair-Athole, Moulin,
and Dull. It was constituted by the presbytery of
trict of

TERREGLES.

THORNHILL.
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Sweet Teviot, on thy silver tide
Dunkeld in 1836, and reconstituted by tlie Court ot"
Tlie glaring bale-fires blaze no more
Teinds in 1851. Its church was built in 1836. and
No longer steel-clad warriors ride
is
Mrs.
The
430
contains
Along thy wild and wUlowed shore.
Hay.
sittings.
patron
Population in 1851, 701. Houses, 136.
and halcyon yeai-s
All now is changed
TENINVER. See Banffshire.
Succeed the feudal baron's sway
TEXTSMUIR. See Lecchars.
And trade, with arts and peace, appears
To bless fair Scotia's happier day.
TERNATE. See Morven.
TERREGLES, a parish on the eastern border of
TEVIOTDALE, property the valley of the
Kirkcudbrightshire. Its post-tosvn is Dumfries, 2
miles to the south-west. It is bounded by Dumfries- Teviot, but often, both in popular and in technical
and Kirkpa- use of the name, the whole of Roxburghshire.
shire, and by Troqueer, Lochrutton,
Its length east-north-eastward is
TEVIOTHEAD, a parish, containing a post-office
trick-Irongray.
the south-west border
4| miles and its greatest breadth is 21 miles. The station of its own name, on
Cluden and afterwards the Ts'ith trace all its bound- of Roxburghshire. It is bounded by Dumfries-shire,
the parishes of Roberton, Hawick, Cavers,
ary with Dumfries-shire. A range of heights occurs and by
and Castleton. It was erected in 1850 out of the
in the west, partly covered with wood, partly disIt is all an upof Hawick and Cavers.
posed in pasture, and commanding a magnificent parishes
view of Dumfries and the valley of the Nith. The land region, drained by the head-streams of tne
Teviot.
Houses, 87.
rest of the surface is low and arable, but has pleaPopulation in 1851, 550.
sant diversities, and a rich appearance. A beautiful Real rental in 1857, £6,861 15s. 2d.— This parish is
sheet of water lay in the south-east, but has been in the presbytery of Jedburgh, and synod of Merse
The chief landowner is Maxwell of and Teviotdale. Patron, the Duke of Bucclcuch.
drained.
Terregles; and there are six others.
Terregles- The original parish church was the old chapel of
but a new church was built b}' the
house is a fine mansion. The chief antiquity has Caerlanrig
been noticed in our article Lincluden. Population Duke of Buccleuch in 1856.
of the parish in 1831, 606; in 1851, 566.
TEXA, an islet belonging to the Islay parish of
Houses,
95.
Assessed property in 1843, £4,303.
Kildalton, in Argyleshire.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
THANISTON. See Kixtore.
Dumfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch. Stipend,
THAJSKERTON, a parish and a village in the
The parish is now
£158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £20. Schoolmaster's salary, upper ward of Lanarkshire.
The village
£35, with £24 fees, and £7 other emoluments. The united to Covixgtox: which see.
parish church was built in 1799. The ancient bar- stands on the Clyde, 4 miles south-south-east of
ony, together with the church, belonged to the Carstairs. Here is a station on the Caledonian
abbey of Lincluden. The name Terregles alludes railway. Population, 113. Houses, 32.
to this fact, and signifies 'church
THEODOSIA. See Dumbartox.
territory.' There
was anciently a village of Terregles, which was
THIEF ROAD (The), a track of road from the
in
erected
1510 into a burgh of barony; but it has border, through Peebles-shire into Mid-Lothian, so
gone into decay. The noble family of Maxwell, designated from its having been the path usual y
;

:

;

"

;

;

Earls of Nithsdale, who suffered attaint in 1716,
bore the title of Baron Herries of
Terregles.

TERRINGZEAN-CASTLE.

Cumsock

See

(Old).

TERVIE- WATER.

See Livet (The).
(The), a river of Roxburghshire. It
rises adjacent to the
boundary with Dumfries-shire,
and runs north-eastward, all within Roxburghshire,
to the Tweed at Kelso.
Its length of course, exclusive of sinuosities, is 36 miles
its chief tributaries
are, on the left bank, Hislop-burn, Borthwick-water,
and Ale-water; and on the right bank, Frostleyburn, Allan-water, the Slitrig, the Rule, the Jed,
and the Kail. The parishes which it bounds or
traverses are Teviothead, Hawick, Wilton, Cavers,
Minto, Bedrule, Ancrum, Jedburgh, Crailing, EckThe towns or villages
ford, Roxburgh, and Kelso.
on or near its banks are Hawick, Denholm, Ancrum,
Crailing, Eckford, Helton, Roxburgh, and Kelso.
Its scenery is
everywhere pleasant, generally brilIts immediate banks
liant, and occasionally superb.
are, for the most part, a charming alternation of rich

TEVIOT

;

haugh and variegated, often abrupt, rising ground.
Its basin is, for some distance, a
comparatively narrow vale, flanked with bold green heights

;

for a gi-eat-

ar distance it is

a stripe of alluvial plain, screened by
terraced but undulating and tumulated dale, and
at
from
3 to 8 miles' distance by terminatoverhung
ing heights ; and, in the lower course, it is a richly
variegated champaign country, possessing all the
luxuriance without any of the tameness of a fertile
plain, and stretching away in exulting beauteousness
CO the picturesque Eildons on the one hand, and the

array of dome-like Cheviots on the other. Its upper
parts abound in fastnesses, both natural and artiacial, which figured constantly and fiercely in the
<Ai Border raids.

But now

traversed by the bandits of the feudal times, known
as moss-troopers.
It has now no very distinct
vestiges, yet can still be traced, especially along
Peebles-shire.
It enters that county near the Birkhill path on the sources of the Yarrow and the
Megget ; runs north through the middle of Megget

parish by Winterhope and Crammalt ; passes over
Dollar-law and Scrape, on the boundary between
Manor and Drummelzier crosses the Tweed below
Stobo ; proceeds by Lyne, Newlands, and Linton ;
and departs through the Cauldstane-slap to the defiles of the Mid-Lothian Pentlands.
;

THIMBLEROW.

See Hounam.

THIRDPART. See Kilrenny.
THIRLSTANE. See Ettrick.
THIRLSTANE-CASTLE, the seat

of the Earl
of Lauder, on the right bank of the Leader, at the
It is a massive
burgh of Lauder, Berwickshire.

The oripartly ancient and partly modern.
ginal of it was a strong tower, called Laucler-fort,
built by Edward I. during his invasion of Scotland.
Chancellor Maitland, whose previous residence was
a small tower called Thirlstane, about 2 miles to
the east, renovated or rebuilt the fort, or possibly
constructed another edifice in its place, and transferred to it the name of Thiilstane.
The Duke of
pile,

Lauderdale added a new front and wings, and made
great improvements both within the edifice and on
the pleasure-grounds.
See Glasgow and Leith.
(St.).
THOMASTON. See Kirkoswald.
THORN, a village in the south-west of the Abbey parish of Paisley, Renfrewshire. It stands adjacent to QuaiTelton, nearly a mile south of Johnstone.
Population, 504. Houses, 46.
HILL, a post-town in the parish of MorIt stands on the
ton, Nithsdale, Dumfries-shire.

THOMAS

THORN

THORNHILL.

road from Glasgow to Dumfries, and has a station
on the Glasgow and South-Western railway. It is
7 miles north-east of Minniehive, 12 south-east by
south of Sanquhar, and 14 north-north-west of DumIts site is the summit of a ridgy or terraceformed rising ground, between 200 and 300 feet high,
from 2 J to 5 furlongs east of the Nith, and commanding one of the richest views in Upper Nitlisdale. Its
streets are very spacious, and have good lines of
houses. The principal one extends along the highway and the others are at right angles with this,
or parallel. It contains the parish church of
Morton, the parish school -house, and an United
and it has two principal
Presbyterian church
fries.

;

;

inns and three banking-offices. At the centre of
it is a pillar, resting on a broad pedestal, and surmounted by a Pegasus and the Queensberry arms.
Fairs are held on the second Tuesday of February,
May, August, and November, old style, on the last
Friday of June, and on the third Tuesday of Septembei'.
The town is lighted with gas, and is under
the superiority of the Duke of Buccleuch, Population in 1841, 1,416; in 1851, 1,658.
a post-office village in the parish

THORNHILL,

of Kincardine, Perthshire.

It stands continuously

with NoRRiESTON which see. Fairs are held here
on the first Tuesday of January, and on the second
Tuesday of March.
THORNIEHALL. See Selkirk.
THORNIELEE. See Innerleithen.
THORNIESHOPE. See Castleton.
THORNLIEBANK, a post-town and seat of
manufacture in the parish of Eastwood, Renfrewshire.
It stands on Auldhouse-burn, about 1| mile
south of Pollockshaws. Here are extensive works,
in cotton -spinning, power-loom- weaving, calicoprinting, and bleaching, commenced about the end
:

Here also is a newly erected
United Presbyterian church, the successor of an old
one which contained 407 sittings. Population, 1,620.
Houses, 279.
THORNTON, a
village in the parish

THRIEPLAND-BURN,

post-office

of Markinch, Fifeshire. Here is the junction station
on the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway, at

which the branch

lines go off to Dunfermline and
Leven. This station is 2^ miles from Dysart and
18^ from Edinburgh. There is at Thornton a chapel of ease, which had for some time, by ecclesiastical authority, the status of a quoad sacra parish
church. Population of the quoad sacra parish in
1841, 844.
Houses, 165.
THORNTON, a village in the parish of Carrington, Edinburghshire.
Population, 70. Houses, 17.
THORNTON, a village in the parish of Glammis,
Forfarshire.
Population, 53. Houses, 11.
THORNTON, a post-office station subordinate to
Keith, and 4 miles distant from that town, in Banffto

shire.

THORNYBANK,

THRATEMOOR.

shire.

THREE BRETHREN (The). See Selkirk.
THREEMILEHOUSE. See Govan.
THREEMILETOWN, a hamlet in the parish
Ecclesmachan, Linlithgowshire.
Houses, 6.
See Zona.

of
Population, 26.

head-stream of the

THRIEVE-CASTLE, an ancient stronghold, on
an islet in the river Dee, 1^ mile west of CastleDouglas, in Kirkcudbiightshire. It is a square
tower, surrounded by a wall, which has a strong
gate and four round towers. It was built by one of
the Douglases and was the residence and the seat
of power of that despotic family dniing the ages of
their making Galloway vocal with the groans of its
On the ruin of the Douglases, and the
people.
annexation of Galloway to the Crown, the castle
went into the possession of the King; but it was
afterwards transferred to the family of Maxwell,
who became Earls of Nithsdale and hereditary
keepers of Thrieve and stewards of Kirkcudbright.
During the troubles of Charles I. the Earl of Niths;

dale, at his own expense, held this castle for the
King, and armed, paid, and victualled a garrison of
80 men nor did he flinch, till the King, unable to
send him any assistance, instructed him to obtain
the best conditions he could for himself and his garrison.
The Earls, as keepers of the castle, received
from each parish of Kirkcudbrightshire 'a lardner
mart cow,' or a fattened cow in condition to be killed
and salted at Martinmas for winter provision and,
;

;

in 1704, when they sold the circumjacent estate,
they, for the sake of this perquisite, retained the
castle itself.
In 1716, at the attainder of the 5th
Earl, the levy of the 'lardner mart cow' fell into

desuetude; and, in 1747, at the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions, the last vestiges of the ancient
power and importance of the castle disappeared.
THROSK. See Ninian's (St.).

THUK. SeeDAMiiEAD.
THUNDERTON-HOUSE. See Elgin.
THURSO, a parish, containing a post-town

own name, on the

of

its

north coast of Caithness-sliire,
It is bounded by the North sea, and by Olrick,
Bower, Halkirk, and Reay. Its length eastward is
7^ miles and its greatest breadth is 7 miles. Its
surface rises gently from the shore, and is throughout a slightl)' inclined plane, interspersed with small
eminences. The rivers Thurso and Forss run northward, the former through the interior, the latter
along the western boundary. The coast in general
is rocky, but round the head of Thurso bay, in the
vicinity of the town, has a fine hard sandy beach.
Some of its chief objects of interest have been noticed in our articles Murkle-Bay, Scrabster, and
Holbcrn-Head. The soil of the parish is prinThe arable
cipally clay and loam lying on rock.
and the unfilled lands bear the proportion to each
other of 6 to 5. About 3,000 acres are so poor that
they could not be profitably improved. Wood covers
a less area than 50 acres. Old red sandstone, which
is the principal rock, is extensively quarried, both
for building and for exportation as pavement-flag.
coarse clay-slate abounds; trap occurs principally
on the coast; and both are quarried. There are
appearances of lead ore. The principal landowners
are Sir George Sinclair, Bart., Sir J. G. Sinclair, Bart,
Sir P. M, B. Thricpland, Bart., and James Sinclair,
The estimated value of raw produce
Esq., of Forss.
in 1840 was 4)52,205; assessed property in 1843,
£8,051; real rental in 1857, £13,189, The chief
mansions arc Thurso -castle, Murkle-housc, and
Forss-house. The first of these, the scat of Sir
in 1660, by George Earl
George Sinclair, was built,
of Caithness; passed, in 1718, into the possession of
the present owner's ancestor ; and possesses much
interest as the birth-place and homo of the wellknown Sir John Sinclair, the great benefactor of

THORNTON, Lanarkshire, See Kilbride (East).
THORNTON, Ayrshire. Sec Kilmauus,
A
THORNTON-CASTLE. See Marykirk.
THORNTON-HILL. See Newabbey.
THORNTONLOCH, a small seaport village in
the parish of Innerwick, 6 miles south-east of Dunbar, Haddingtonsliiro. Population, 119. Houses, 28.
a neat modern collier village
in the parish of Dalkeith, Edinburghshire.
See Gairney (The), Kinross-

a

White Cart, on the mutual border of Renfrewshire
and Lanarkshire.
THRIEPLAW. See Gladsmdir.

of last century.

TURELD.

THURSO.
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;

THURSO.

Scotland in the promotion of statistics and agricultnre. The principal object associated with antiquity
is Harold's tower, erected by Sir John Sinclair, over
tlie grave of Harold Earl of Caithness, who was
possessor of the half of Caithness, Orkney, and
Shetland, and fell in battle in 1 1 90, while atterapting to recover his property from the usurpation of

a tyrannical namesake. Population in 1831,4,679;
in 1851, 5.096.
Houses, 837.
This parish is in the presbytery of Caithness, and
synod of Sutherland and Caithness. Patron, Sir
George Sinclair, Bart.
Stipend, £283 10s. 6d.;
glebe, £17 lOs.
Unappropriated teinds, £86 10s.
lOd.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4§d., with £50
fees, and £12 other emoluments. The parish church
was built in 1832, and contains 1,540 sittings. There
are two Free churches,
the North and the South
and the receipts of the former in 1856 were £163
8s. 8d.,—of the latter, £478 19s. 9d.
There are an
United Original Secession church, with 950 sittings;
an Independent chapel, with 940 sittings and a
There
Baptist meeting-house, with 60 sittings.
are a Free church school, a school for young ladies,
a charity female school, a private school for boys,
and several other schools.
THURSO, a post and market town, a sea-port, and
a burgh-of-barony, stands at the influx of Thursowater into Thurso-bay, on the road from Tongue to
Wick, opposite the western entrance of the Pentland-frith, 20| miles north-west of Wick, 29 southsouth-west of Stromness, 44 east -north -east of
Tongue, 160 north by east of Inverness, and 316J
north by west of Edinburgh. It consists of an old
and a new town. The former is irregular, ill-paved,
The latter occupies a
dull, dirty, and disagreeable.
pleasant and elevated situation on the south-west
and, if completed on the regular, elegant, and extensive plan on which it was originally designed,
would be a truly fine metropolis of the far north.
But the plan has been very partially executed it
has for many years been almost practically abandoned and it possesses no prospect of being, at any
definite period, resumed.
The new town, therefore,
is merely a handsome suburb,
regularly edinced
with neat sandstone houses. The parish church is
a splendid edifice, from a design by Bum and has
a tower 140 feet high. The cost of it was about
£6,000. Other noticeable edifices are a hotel, a
public ball-room, a masonic lodge, and a substantial
elegant stone bridge. But what most strikes the
eye is the adjacent fine baronial pile of Thurso-

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

statue of the late Sir John Sinclair, 6
to be a striking likeness of him,
stood in the castle during 21 years, but in November 1856, was set upon a square pedestal 10 feet
high in the town.
The bay of Thurso, viewed in connexion with its
screens, both contains and commands superb scencastle.
feet high,

ery.
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and said

"The lengthened waves thundering along

its

shores arrest a stranger's attention, as their curling
crests break upon and splash up the sandy slope at
his feet.
The white streak, and the hollow moan
of each billow, as it yields up its power, lead away
the eye and ear to the sides of the bay ; formed of
precipitous rocks, and terminated by the high bluflf
promontories of Holbom and Dunnet, over the top
of which, though upwards of 400 feet in height, the
apray dashes during storms, and on which even the
ea-pink and the short tufted grass hardly o!)tain a
In the distance, the prodigious western
footing.
precipices of Hoy, which form perhaps the most
laagnificent cliff-scenery in Britain, with the outKnes of the Orkney-hills, compose a most splendid
termination to the seaward view. The traveller
sboold not fail to walk as far as Holbom-head,

where the majestic mural and fissured cliffs, with
the Clett, a huge detached rock, the boundless expanse and heaving swell of old Ocean, and the
clouds of screaming sea-birds, afford a perfect epitome of this style of scenery." The bay is likewise
a capacious and secure roadstead in all weather, and
possesses natural fitness for the construction of an
extensive and convenient harbour, but is so situated
relatively to the surrounding sea and country as to
be out of the way of commerce.
The present
harbour in it is barred at the entrance, but when
once entered it is abundantly safe. It ranks as
a creek of the port of Wick.
The amount of
local dues levied at it, under the two denominations of Thurso and Scrabster, is about £390 in the

The number of vessels belonging to it is
about 14; and the number trading to it within the
A steamer plies regularly between
year, about 40.
it and Stromness.
considerable quantity of grain
year.

A

The

fisheries in the

bay are extensive,
and afford a chief employment to the inhabitants.
Other employments are the making of herring-nets,
the manufacture of leather, and the weaving of
linen and woollen.
A weekly market is held on
Friday and fairs are held on the last Tuesday of
April, on the 29th of June, old style, on the Monday
in July before Inverness, on the Friday in August
after Dunnet, on the first Monday of September,
and on the last Tuesday of October. The town has
offices of tlie Commercial bank, the National bank,
and the Aberdeen Town and County bank. It has
also a savings' bank.
Public conveyances run to
Tongue and Wick.
Thurso is traditionally stated to have been founded
is

exported.

;

in the 12th century.

Sir

John

Sinclair thinks that

have been the centre of the early commerce
of Caithness; and, from the fact, according to Skene's
account of the assize of King David, that the weight
it

may

of Caithness

was made a standard over

all

Scotland,

he thinks that that commerce must have been extensive. In 1633, the town was erected into a burghof-barony and it now holds of Sir George Sinclair
as superior. During nearly two centuries, it was the
chief seat of the sheriff' of Caithness' courts, and the
residence of the sheriff" clerk and procurators and
it was deprived of these honours, which virtually
made it the county town, only by the superior and
magistrates of Wick raising an action, and proving
that they were usurped.
It is at present governed
by three bailies, a dean of guild, and eight cotmcillors.
Its police aff'airs are managed by the magistrates and other persons acting as commissioners.
It is L'ghted with gas.
Sheriff small debt courts
are held ten times a-year, and justice of peace
courts on every alternate Wednesday. Population
in 1841, 2,510; in 1851, 2,908.
Houses, 417.
THURSO- W^VTER, a river of Caithness- shire.
It rises among the mountains in the south-west corner of Halkirk, near the boundary with Suthei landshire; and flows 12i miles north-eastward and 14
northward to the head of Thurso-bay, at the town
of Thurso. Its course first bisects Halkirk ; next
for 1^ mile divides that parish from Thurso; and
finally cuts the latter parish into two not very unequal parts. Its tributaries are neither numerous
nor large; and its greatest breadth is aljout 300 feet.
Its banks are almost everywhere destitute of wood;
;

;

but, in other respects, are, in
beautiful.

THURSTON. See
TIBBERMORE, a
district of Perthshire.

many

places, softly

Oldhamstocks.
parish in the Perth proper
It contains the post-office

station of Tibbermore, the villages of Ruthven and
Hillyland, and the manufacturing locality of Hunt-

ingtower.

It is

bounded by Methven, Redgorton^

ii
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Its length
TIBBER'S CASTLE. See Penpont.
Perth, Aberdalgie, Forteviot, and Gask.
is 6 miles ; and its breadth varies from 1
TIEL (The). See Abbotshall.
mile to 3 miles.
brook
called
the
TIG. See Innertig.
sluggish
Pow,
and the river Almond, trace the whole of its northTIGERTON, a village in the parish of Menmuir,
ei"n boundary, the former for 4 miles, the latter for
Forfarshire.
Population, 91. Houses, 23.
2 miles.
The surface, without being hilly, is conTIGHVARRY, a post-oflfice station subordinate
In the western district it de- to Lochmaddy, in the Outer Hebrides.
siderably diversified.
scends in a gentle slope to tlie north, and terminates
TIGLONE, a post-office station subordinate to
in a narrow tract of level ground and, in the east- Portree, in the island of
Skye.
ern district, it, in general, lies somewhat high, above
TIGNALINN, a post-office station subordinate to
the level of the Almond, and then goes down in a Pitlochry, in the north-east of Perthshire.
steep descent, and forms a delightful plain along
TILLICOULTRY, a parish in Clackmannanshire.
the margin of the stream. The district is in general It contains the post-town of Tillicoultry, and the
and is, to a large extent, especially on the villages of Coalsnaughton and Devonside. It is
fertile
east and the south, beautified with wood.
The bounded by the Stirlingshire detached parish of
arable grounds, comprising nine-tenths of the whole Alva, by the Perthshiie parishes of Blackford
a sandy loam along the and Glendevon, and by the Clackmannanshire pararea, have a various soil,
Its
Almond, an argillaceous earth toward Perth, and a ishes of Dollar, Clackmannan, and Alloa.
reclaimed substratum of moss in many parts of the length southward is 6 miles and its breadth varies
west. The old red sandstone is the prevailing rock, from 1 mile at the north end to 2J miles at the
and has been extensively quarried. About twelve- south. About two-thirds of it, from the northern
twentieths of the parish belong to the Earl of Kin- extremity downward, lies among the Ochil hills,
noul; and the rest is distributed among a good and includes some of their highest summits; and
many proprietoi-s. In 1843 the estimated value of the remaining or southern third is nearly all arable,
raw produce was £28,904; the value of assessed and lies at from 20 to 320 feet above the level of the
property, £9,996. The chief objects of antiquity and Forth at Alloa. The entire landscape, whether we
the chief manufactures have been noticed in our view the hills or the plain, is
pleasant and beautiful.

eastward

A

;

;

—

;

on Huntingtowek.
Tibbermore, though
containing less of the battlefield than Aberdalgie,
has given name to the first battle fought between
the Marquis of Montrose and the Covenanters; a
battle in which the latter confronted about 1,700
Highlanders and Irishmen with about 6,000 foot
and 600 horse, but wei-e completely vanquished, and
suflTered a loss of 2,000 slain and 2,000 captured.
The parish is traversed by both the north and the
south roads from Perth to Crieff, and by the road
from Perth to Muthil; and it derives prime facilities
of communication from lying in the immediate viarticle

cinity of Perth,

Population in 1831, 1,223; in 1851,
Houses, 273.
This parish is in the presbytery of Perth, and synod
of P«rth and Stirling. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,
1,493.

£265 7s.
£52 10s.
with

5d.; glebe, £22.
Unappropriated teinds,
8d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd.,
fees.
The parish church was built in 1632,

and enlarged in 1810, and contains 600 sittings.
There is a non-parochial school at Ruthven. Tibbermore was the residence of several of the bishops
of Dunkeld, particularly of Bishops Geoffrey and
Sinclair, who died respectively in 1249 and 1337.
Bishop Sinclair is noted in history for an exploit
against the English in the reign of Robert Bruce.
The earliesfr parish church of Tibbermore was originally a chapel dedicated to St. Serf or Servanus,
and situated on the north side of the Almond,
within the present boundaries of Redgorton. At
Tullilum, in the east end of Tibbermore, anciently
stood a convent of Carmelites; and beside it Richard
Inverkeithing, Bishop of Dunkeld, built, in 1262, a
chapel and a house. Here the synods of Dunkeld
diocese were held till 1460, when they were removed
by Tliomas Lauder the bishop to his own cathedral.
Alexander Young was the last prior of the convent;
and, on his embracing the Protestant religion at the
IJoformation, he became minister of Tibbermore.

Tho name Tibbermore

signifies "a great well," and
probably alludes to a perennial spring wliich once
issued from beliiiid the church, and was long known
"
Lady Well," but which, a
by the name of the
number of years ago, was destroyed by tho draining
The name, however, is someof the adjacent field.
times written Tippcrmuir, and has been supposed
by some etymologists to allude to the original moor-

ish cojiditioq o| the land,

is Bencleugii
which see. A
and the Cuninghar,
which extends south-east from Tillicoultry-house
and the old church-yard, and closes up a fine plain

The highest ground

:

rising ground, called the Kirkhill

stretching out to it from the Abbey-craig near Stirhas a strikingly romantic appearance as approached from either the east or the west, and is
supposed to be the mount at the back of the country,' the TuUich-cul-tir, whence the parish has its
name. The beauty of the plain is greatly enhanced
by the windings of the Devon, which traverses it
westward, cutting it into two not very unequal parts.
The rocks and minerals of the parish have a great
variety of character, and are replete with interest
to both the man of science and the practical economist. Red and gray porphyi-ies compose the summits
of the central and loftiest heights and they exhibit
some very fine varieties, and contain large distinct
Clay-slate is a prevailing
crystals of black schorl.
rock in the King's-seat-chain and basaltic rocks,
in some instances containing curious decomposed
masses, occur in the lower heights. Micaceous
schist likewise occurs, and contains numerous garSome veins of copper-oi'C were at one time
nets.
worked but, after the expenditure upon them of a
very great sum of money, were abandoned as un^
ling,

'

;

;

;

compensating.

Silver,

lead,

cobalt,

arsenic,

and

sulphur, also seem to exist, but in small quantities.
rich variety of ironstone, and rich veins of ironore of the kidney kind, are in sufficient quantity to
be very valuable, and have been an object of markstratum
ed attention by the Devon company.
of dark-blue clay, suitable for fire-bricks, occnis;
and on tho banks of tho Devon are singular conerotions of hardened clay in a great variety of fantastio shapes.
Sandstone, of good quality, occurs on
the skirts of the hills and in the plain, and has been
extensively quarried. Coal, in four workable seams,
and of various quality, occurs in the same district
as the sandstone, and is the object of extensive
mining and traffic. The soil, at the foot of the hills,
is a fine quick loam, but not very deep ; on the
haughs of the Devon it is a deep loam mixed witlt
sand; and in other parts it is now loamy, and now

A

A

argillaceous, on a variety of subsoils.

ground

is

stony

;

and, in

many

Much

of

tlio

where little
a thick powdering
fields

can be seen, on account of
of quartzosc nodules, it is, nevertheless, richly fruc-

soil

,

j

TILLICOULTRY.

The landowners are Ramsay of Whitehill
til'erous.
and Tillicoultry, the Globe Insurance Company,
^
hnstone of Alva, the Earl of Mansfield, and two
lers.
The chief mansions are Tillicoultry-house
1 Harvieston.
The poet Bums, while residing at
"
Ilarvieston, composed
pleasant the banks of
"
Sweetest Maid
the clear winding Devon," and the
on Devon's b.uiks."
The principal antiquities are
the
end
of Cuninghar,
a Druidical circle on
south
and the ruins of a circular building on a basaltic
branch raileminence called the Castle-craig.
way connects the town of Tillicoultry with the
PopStirling and Dunfermline railway at Alloa.
ulation of the parish in 1831, 1,472; in 1851, 4,686.

How

A

Houses, 454.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunblane, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, R. W. Ram-say.
Stipend, £282 4s. Id.; glebe, £42. UnapproSchoolmaster's salarj',
I)nated teinds, £167 lis.
£25 133. 3d., with £10 fees, and £5 other emoluments.
The parish church was built in 1828, and contains
650 sittings. There is a Free church, with an
attendance of 270; and the amount of its receipts
in 1856 was £264 19s. lOJd.
There are also an
United Presbyterian church, with an attendance of
about 480 an Independent chapel, with about 200
and an Evangelical Union chapel, with about 100.
There are a subscription school, a private academ}-,
;

;

and several other schools.
The Town of Tillicolltrv stands on the right
bank of the Devon, on the road from Stirling to
Kinross, 2 miles east of Alva, 3 west of Dollar, 5
north-east of Alloa, and 9 east-north-east of Stirling.
Its appearance and situation are pleasant, and its
environs very beautiful.

around

it

is

The

valley of the

remarkably sweet and

Devon

and the
which flank the valley have
rural,

parts of tlie Ochill hills
fine outlines and are richly verdant

but the climate
;
moist in winter and very hot in summer. The
town is a seat of woollen manufacture and it thus,
is

;

regard to the kind of country in which it stands,
closely resembles the remarkable seats of woollen
manufacture in the south of Scotland, Galashiels,

in

—

Selkirk, Jedburgh, and Hawick. Its edificed appearance has large features in wool spinning-mills,
erected principally since 1831.
But the parish
church, J of a mile to the east, is an elegant buildThe seats of Harvieston, Alva, and Tillicouling.
try, in the near neighbourhood, are also very fine

Tillicoultry first became noted for Scotch
blankets and for what came to be called Tillicoultry
serges but about the year 1 82 1 it began to gi ve large
attention to shawls, plaidings, and tartans and it has
extended and maintained its manufacture of these
with much spirit and success. Its ample supply of
coals and its good facilities of communication,' especially since the opening of the railway, are
highly in its favour. It has offices of the Union
Rank, and the Clydesdale Bank. It has likewise
a fair proportion of the societies and institutions
common to towns of its class. Lord Colville,
who was raised to the peerage by James VI.,
objects.
;
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,

;

TILLYMUICK, a bleak lumpish hill, on the
south side of the Gadie, in the parish of Premnay,
Aberdeenshire.
TILLYOCHIE. See Kinross.
TILT (Loch), a small alpine lake on the northIt lies among the
east verge of Athole, Perthshire.
central Grampians, near the point where the counand
Inverness
meet.
ties of Perth, Aberdeen,
TILT (The.) a romantic stream of Athole, in
It issues from Loch-Tilt, close on the
Perthshire.
boundary with Aberdeenshire; and after running
southward, receives from the east Glenmorewater, and from the west Tarf-water, each of which
greatly excels it both in volume and in length of
run and thus augmented, it flows 9 miles southwestward, and 4 southward, to the Garry, a little
below the village of Blair- Athole. Over its whole
run it holds its way through a glen so narrow as
seldom to contain a patch of plain and over portions of the run it traverses sheer ravines, which
have been cut, by its own corroding action, through
the solid rocks. The glen is distinguished from
every other in the Highlands at once by its extreme
depth, narrowness, and prolongation, and by the
bold contrast of excessive wildness at the upper end,
and high ornamental beauty at the other. Immediately on entering the glen from the vale of the
Garry, the river is just seen rushing deep along its
dark chasm, overhung by a profusion of graceful
birches, which spring from crevices in the rocks;
the hills on each side are seen to rise boldly up to
2 miles

;

;

a great height, either green, cultivated, densely
wooded, or flecked with wild groups and single
trees of birch and ash and oak; and in front are
beheld the finely flowing lines of the stupendous
Ben-y-gloe, drawn distinctly against the sky, and
a singular contrast in their nakedness to
the splendid opulence of the glen and the variety of
the lower declivities. " For some miles along the
course of the Tilt," says Dr. MaccuUoch, "the
scenery continues equally rich, and still more various
the road passing through dense groves, or
skirting the margin of this picturesque and wild
stream, or opening into green meadows where the
woods are sometimes seen towering in a cont nuous
sheet to the sky, and at others, scattered over the
sides of the hills in a thousand intricate forms.
Innumerable torrents and cascades fall along their
declivities, adding, with the numerous bridges
which cross them, much to the beauty of the scenes;
as do the roads which, winding about the hills in
various directions, display those traces of human life,
the want of which is so often felt in Highland
But at Forest-lodge, 7 miles above the
scenery."
"
becomes a bare
village of Blair- Athole, the glen
oflFering

;

bounded on both sides by steep and lofty
and thus it continues for many miles," or to
the head, " seeming almost to lengthen as we go.
From the upper part of this portion it presents an
extraordinary spectacle, prolonged almost beyond
reach of the eye, an uniform, deep, straight section
of the country, a ditch to guard and separate a
valley,
hills;

and who was distinguished by military genius, and world."
figured conspicuously in the wars under Henry
TILWHILLY. See Steachan.
IV. of France, spent the latter part of his life and
TIM A- WATER. See Ettrick.
died in Tillicoultry.
St. Serf or Servanus, who
TIMPAN. See Jedburgh.
lived in the end of the 6th
and
is
absurdlv
century,
TINGWALL, a parish, a little south of the censaid by tradition to have travelled about the countre of the mainland of Shetland.
It contains the
try with a pet goat, figures, in the Romish legends
village of Scalloway, and approaches within a mile
respecting him, as performing in Tillicoultry some of the post-town of Lerwick.
It is bounded on the
of his alleged miracles. Population of the town in north
by the sea, and by Nesting and Delting; on
Houses.
268.
1851,3,217.
the east by Lerwick
on the south by the sea and
TILLIECHEWAN-CASTLE. See Boxhill.
QuarfF; and on the west by the sea and Sandsting.
TILLYFOUR. See Oyne.
Its length is between 18 and 20 miles, and its greatTII.LYMIXNET. See Gartlv.
est breadth is 10 miles ; but it is so much indented
;

i\

TINNIS.
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with friths or voes, that no part of it is more than 2
miles from the sea. Several small islands belong
it
the chief of which are Oxnor, Trondray, and
to_
Linga, all inhabited. The principal voes or harbours are those of Wadbaster, Laxforth, and Deal,
on the east, and Weesdale, Stromness, Ustaness,
and Scalloway, on the west and these have an
average length of probably 3 miles, and an average
breadth of about f of a mile. A ridge of hills,
extending from north to south, divides the parish into two distinct districts and each of these
districts is disposed in parallel straths, nearly at
right angles with the ridge. The soil is either
moss or a dark-coloured loam and the moss generally lies on a ferruginous subsoil, which is nat;

;

;

;

urally impervious to water, and for some years
resists the plough, but yields to persevering tillage,
and enrichingly mingles with the soil. Much waste
land has of late years been reclaimed. In each
strath is abundance of primitive limestone ; the hills
on the east side of Tingwall consist of clay and
mioa schists ; near Rova-head is a bed of good blue
and in several of the meadows are
roofing-slate
beds of excellent shell-marl. The lakes of Tingwall,
;

some others, abound with
Lawting in the first, the
Grand Foud anciently held his court, and heard apGirlsta, Asta, Strom, and
On an islet called
fish.

peals from other courts ; and on an islet in the last
the ruin of a small fortalice, said to have been inhabited by a noble, whose father, an Earl of Orkney,
ordered him to be put to death. Tumuli, stone-axes,
is

and

flint arrow-heads, are numerous.
Population,
in 1831, 2,797; in 1851, 2,874. Houses, 482. Asin 1843, £956 17s. Id.
sessed
proj^erty
This parish is in the presbytery of Lerwick, and
synod of Shetland.
Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Stipend, £263, besides some vicarage teinds ; glebe,
£20. Schoolmaster's salary, £34, with about £8
There ai'e two parfees, and £4 other emoluments.
ish churches, each containing about 570 sittings ;
the one at Tingwall, built in 1788, the other at
Whiteness, by the loch of Strom, built in 1837.
new church also was built at Scalloway in 1842.
There is also an Independent chapel at Scalloway.
There are Society's schools at Weesdale, Whiteness,
and Scalloway, an Assembly's school at Trondray,
and a school locally aided at Laxfirth. The present
parish of Tingwall comprehends the ancient parish
of Weesdale on the north, the ancient parish of
Whiteness in the centre, and part of the ancient
parish of Tingwall on the south. Ancient Tingwall comprehended the district of Lerwick, which
was made a separate erection in 1701, and the parishes of Gulberwick and Sound, which were annexed
to Lerwick in 1722.
Tingwall was anciently an
archdeaconry and for upwards of a century after
the Reformation, either itself or its village of Scalloway, gave name to the Shetland presbytery. The
ancient churches of Weesdale and Whiteness were
dedicated respectively to tlie Virgin Mary and St.
Ola ; and so powerful was the hold Avhioh popery
had on the whole united parish, that, as we learn
from the New Statistical Account, there are 'remains
of a very great many Roman Catliolic chapels.'
TINNIS (Thk), a rivulet of Liddosdale, Roxburghshire. It rises between the heights of Tinnis
»nd Loch-knowe on the boundary with Dumfriesshire, and runs south-eastward totiie Liddel at Burnmouth, a few yards above where the Kershopo enters
on the opposite bank. Its length of run is only

—

A

;

about 5 miles.
TINTO, a mountain on tlie mutual border of the
parishes of Carmichael, Wiston, Symington, and
Covington, in the upper ward of Lanarkshire. It
stands on the Clydesdale frontier of the Soutlioru

Highlands, forming a sort of vanguard to the Lowther mountains, yet is perfectly isolated, and figures
very conspicuously throughout a great extent of
landscape. See the article Clyde (The). The immediate mass of the mountain's acclivities extends
upwards of two miles from east to south-west ; but
skirts or lower slopes have a comparatively
large outspread, and are zoned round half of their
periphery by the Clyde. Tinto seems to have been
an object of high popular thought among the inhabitants of the surrounding country from the earliest
time. Its name signifies the Hill of fire,' and is supposed to allude to sanguinary druidical rites an-

its

'

An immense
ciently performed on its summit.
cairn crowns one part of it, and is alleged to have
been slowly accumulated by the carrying of the
stones which compose it piece-meal, through a series
of ages, in the way of penance, from a famous Roman
Catholic church which was situated in a little glen
at the north-east skirt of the mountain.
The fame
of the top of Tinto was also embalmed long ago, and
continues to be well preserved, in several sets of
curious popular rhymes, all, however, so destitute
of point or beauty as to give us no temptation to

—

quote them.
The upper part of the mountain consists of a
flesh-coloured felspar, resting on conglomerate, containing rounded masses of greywacke, iron-clay,
flinty-slate,

splintery-hornstone,

quartz,

felspar,

mica, &c. Where the rock becomes finer grained,
it approaches in some places to greywacke, and in
others to those portions of the old red sandstone
which are conjectured to alternate with the newer
members of the transition series. Over the conglomerate, masses of claystone, greenstone, passing
into clinkstone, and porphyry-slate, successively
appear, till we reach the summit, which, along with
the whole? of the upper part, is found to consist ot

compact felspar and felspar porphyry. The disposition of the rocks in this mountain is conformable
to the idea of secondary deposition, by assuming a
finer and more crystalline texture as they ascend ;
and the occurrence of claystone and felspar in a position corresponding to what is observed on the
Eildon-hills, the Pentlands, the Ochils, Papa Stour,
Dundee, and in other places, seems to favour the
hypothesis of a particular overlying formation, in
which those substances are prevailing ingredients,
extending over a considerable portion of the lower
country of Scotland. In the bed of the Clyde to
the eastward of Tinto, amygdaloid appears, having
nodules of calcedony coated with green earth ; also
Towards the
oalcspar and portions of steatite.
north, the conglomerate forming the base of Tinto
passes into the sandstone, of which the whole inJohn
terior districts of Lanarkshire are composed.
Ramsay, looking with merely a poet's eye to the
mountain, or thinking of it as one of the everlasting
hills' which the rites of idolatry have
profaned, ex'

—

claims,
" Adorned with dlndcm of
dawning's cloud,
UaiU Tinto, stately monarch of the scene;
Ten fliousand years hast thou beheld unbowed
Clyde roll his waves the rugged banks between,
Yet look'st as everlasting, as serene,
As when the pillars of tliy strengtli were hiid,
(Jhild of the cartliquake

!

frequent hast thou seen

Those deeds of darkness Druid rites displayed,
When Nature stood agliast, and Truth retued dismayed

'"

TINWALD, a parish lying doubtfully between
Nithsdale and Annandale, but belonging mainly to
the latter, in Dumfries-shire. It contains the postoflioe village of Amisfield, and the villages of Kirkland and Townhead. It is bounded by Kirkniahoe,
Kirkmichael, Lochmaben, Torthorwald, and DumIts length southward is 5^ miles ; its great-

fi'ioB.

TINWALD.

15
4^ miles and its area is about
The water of Ae, traversing a flat,
the northbroad, pebbly path, rans 4^ miles along
eastern boundary; and the sluggish Lochar begins,
not far from its origin, to creep along the whole of
and conthe west.
lochlet, once of great depth
siderable size, but now greatly drained, and less
Murder-loch.
than 20 feet deep, bears the name of
A soft-featured hilly ridge, 2 miles broad, slowly
rises from the vicinity of the Ae, extends southward
in such a way as to form the central district of the
and is afterwards continued, though at a
parish,
lower altitude, in Torthorwald and Mouswald.

est breadth is
square miles.

;

A

their
acclivities of the heights arc gentle
table-summit is deeply undulated; their extreme
altitude above sea-level is 682 feet and their surbelt of
face is nearly all ploughed or verdant.
Lochar-moss on the west, about a mile long and J
of a mile broad, has been reclaimed into remarkably
The soil of the arable grounds, infine meadow.
a sandy
cluding the hills, is to a small extent
to a
gravel; to a small extent, stiff moorish clay;
very small extent, reclaimed moss and to a chief

The

;

;

A

;

or friable clay, much mixed in some
The predominant rocks
places with small stones.
are greywacke and greywacke-slate. About 120
acres in the parish are underwood ; and about 1,600

extent, a

loamy

have never been subject ttthe plough. The chief
landowners are the Marquis of Queensberry, Jackson of Amisfield, Dalzell of Glenae, and Douglas of
The estimated value of raw produce in
Baads.
Assessed property in 1843,
1834 was £18,212.
£5.671 3s. 6d. The chief mansions are Tinwald-

A

chief antiquity
house, Amisfield, and Glenae.
is Amisfield-castle, noticed in our article on Amisfield.
Sir Thomas Charteris, of Amisfield, was,
in 1280, appointed Lord-high-chancellor of Scotland by Alexander III.; and seems to have been
the first layman who held the office. Sir Thomas
Charteris, the grandson of the former, was, in 1334,

made Lord-high-chancellor by David II. and lie
fell at the battle of Durham, on the field where his
royal master was taken prisoner. Sir John Charteris
of Amisfield held, in the reign of James V., the
office of warden of the "West Marches
and he re;

;

ceived from his eccentric but vigoious and vigilant
King a singular incognito visit, which led to tlie
reduction of the family's consequence. The old
Roman road from Brunswark maj' be traced by
Amisfield and Trailflit.
British fort crowns
the summit of Barshall-hill.
The fitmous Paterson
who originated the project of the Bank of England,
and planned the disastrous Darien scheme, was
born about the year 1660, on the farm of Skipmire.
Dr. James Mounsey, his grand-nephew, and first
physician for many years to the Empress of Russia,
was born on the same farm. The sister of Dr.
John Rogerson, who succeeded the former as first
physician to the Empress, and subsequently persons
of the name of Mounsey, have held Skipmire.
The
parish is traversed by the road from Dumfries to

A

Moffat.

Population in 1831, 1,220 in 1851, 1,080.
Houses, 201.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Dumfries.
Patrons, the Crown and the Marquis
of Queensberiy.
Stipend and glebe, ^250. The
parish church was built in 1 763, is in excellent repair,
and contains 400 sittings. There are two parochial
schools.
Salaries of the masters, £51 6s. 7d., with
£30 fees, and £5 14s, 7d. other emoluments. The
present parish of Tinwald comprehends the ancient
parishes of Tinwald and Trailflat, the former on the
west, the latter on the east, united in 1650. Tinwald
iras anciently a free parsonage within the
deanery of
Nith and Trailflat was a vicarage under the monks
;
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;

of Kelso.
Symson, in 1684, represented the church
at Trailflat as an excellent structure, the roof of

which was famed
it

was then

for its curious
partly ruinous.

workmanship; yet

TIXWALD-ISLE.

See Lochar- "Watek.
TlPI'EllLIN, a quondam village in the pjarishof
mile west of Momingside,
of
a
St. Cuthbert's, J
Edinburghshire. It was once a summer retreat of
the citizens of Edinburgh, but has gone into decay.

TIPPET-KNOWES. See
TIRALLY-BAY, a small

Lammermooe-Hilxs,
bay 2^ miles south-

south-east of Chapelrosan, on the east coast of the
parish of Kirkmaiden, Wigtonshire.

TIRDON.

See Applecross.
island of the Argyleshire Hebrides.
miles south-west by west of Coll, 15 west
by south of Treshinish-point'in Mull, and 18 northwest by west of lona. Its length is 12 miles; audits
mean breadth is about 4 miles. It appears to have
been, in the time of the Ciddees, part of the patrimony of the church, and to have supplied the famous
seat of learning in its vicinity with considerable quan-

TIREE, an

It lies 2

tities of grain ; and hence it is supposed to have acquired the name of Tir-I, the country of lona. Another ancient name, still applied to it in romantic
tales, is Bioghackd bar fo thuin, 'The kingdom
whose summits are lower than the waves;' and this
aptly describes it as the lowest and the flattest of
the Hebrides, and as so curiously washed by the
sea that, from one side, the waves may often be
seen on the other rising several feet above the level
of the rocks.
The shoies have frequent though not
deep indentations, and consist of sandy bays, sepaThe bay of Gett, on the
rated by ridges of rock.
east side, measures about 2J miles round the head,
and has so firm a sandy beach that a horse at full
gallop makes an impression not above half an inch
deep. Upwards of 20 fresh-water lakes aggregately
cover about 600 acres. From one of the larger lakes
egresses the only stieam; which, however, is powerAt the northern extreful enough to drive a mill.
mity of the island are considerable accumulations of
blown sand. In the south, the rocks look so rarely
lip from the surface as to form only a few scattered
elevations ; but toward the north, they become numerous, and at length occupy the greater part of
the surface, preventing the cultivation of the soil,

and condemning it to perpetual pastui-age. A few
low heights are formed on the rocky ground, ranging from 30 to 60 feet in altitude and three separate
;

hills rise

near the southern extremity, to a

maximum

height of about 400 feet. All the rest of the island
has a mean elevation above high-water-mark of
scarcely 20 feet; and, as it has no tree, and scarcely
an enclosui'e, it is swept with unrestrained violence
by the westerly winds, and often so scourged by
gales that sown seed and loose dry soil are dispersed,
and matured crops of com and potatoes broken down.
remarkable plain, called the Reef, near the centre
of the island, and 1 ,562 acres in area, is as flat as the
sea, and has scarcely a swell or even a stone ; and,
from dread of the effect of the winds should the surface be once broken, it is kept in a state of pei-petual
pasture, and offers a singular spectacle of rich
verdure.
The soil is in general light, consisting of sand,
calcareous earth, and moss. The sand very greatly
predominates but, in its general diffusion, it is of
a calcareous nature, consisting, together with quartz,
of a large propoition of pulverized sea-shells. The
island, in consequence, is aggregately one of the
most fertile tracts of land in the Hebrides. Its fer-

A

;

greatly aided, too, by a regular and constant
moisture, occasioned partly by its flatness, and partly
its
by
peculiar climate and exposure. The regularity
tility is

TIREE.
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of the moisture is everywhere proved by the flourishing growth in the corn-fields of the yellow iris,

The

H

many Fingalian and other
and chieftains; and even affect to

inhabitants relate

tales of battles

polygonum viviparum, and other aquatic plants.
Such natural pastures as, from their soil and position, have least humidity, are surprisingly rich, and
produce white clover in such abundance as almost to
exclude the grasses. Marshes ai'e unknown and
bogs are so limited that the inhabitants are under
the necessity of importing their fuel from Mull, and
in some instances, have been driven to the ruinous

point out the graves of the heroes of their legends.
On an islet, now converted into a peninsula, anciently stood a square-turreted castle, accessible
only by a drawbridge; and, on its njins was erected,
in 1 748, a house for tlie factor of the Duke of Argyle.
;
Fairs are held in Tiree on the Wednesday in May
before Mull, on the Monday in August before Mvill,
and on the Wednesday in October before Mull.
resource of paring the soil down occasionally to the, Tiie island has a post-office station of its own name,
So wondrously destitute is the and communicates twice a-week by steamer with
subjacent rock.
island of wood, that, excepting one species of wil- the Clyde.
Population in 1831, 4,453; in 1851,
low, it may be said not to possess a ligneous fibre. 3,709. Houses, 686.
TIREE AND COLL, an united parish in the
Yet the total want of shelter, while in many respects
injurious to agriculture, combines with the level Argyleshire Hebrides. It comprehends the islands
nature of the surface to occasion so equable a dis- of Tiree and Coll, and the islets of Gunna, Soay,
tribution of sand-drift by the winds, that, instead
Eilanmore, and Skerryvore. Population in 1831,
Assessed
of low lands being overwhelmed as in many places 5,769; in 1851, 4,818.
Houses, 928.
throughout the other Hebrides and the Shetland pi-operty in 1843, £4,473 6s. 2d. This parish is in
Paislands, the drift brings a perpetual i-enewal of cal- the presbytery of Mull, and synod of Argyle.
careous manure, and scarcely anywhere accumulates tron, the Duke of Argyle. Stipend, £346 18s. 7d.,
of
burdened
with
a
£22
4s.
5d.
the
to
At
the
a
as
to such
to suffocate vegetation.
tack-duty
degree
northern extremity, however, as in the south end of synod of Argyle for the Crown teinds, and with
payments amounting to about £62 2s. to the assistColl, the protuberating rocks affoi'd local shelter,
and occasion the sand to accumulate. Agricultural a))t minister of Coll; glebe, £4 10s. For the ecclesiof Coll, see that article. The
practice has undergone some improvements, but is astical statistics
About church of Tiree was built in 1776, and enlarged in
still in a comparatively I'ude condition.
6,850 imperial acres are in tillage; and about 10,725 1786, and contains about 475 sittings. There are

the

—

are pastoral or waste.
The produce of all kinds of
crops is comparatively small. The rearing of black
cattle is a chief employment
and the exportation
of them a principal means of support. Poultry and
eggs also are largely exported. Fishing, contraiy
to the prevailing practice in the Hebrides, engages
comparatively little attention. Owing to a rapidity
of increase in the population, and to the ruin of the
kelp manufacture on which a large proportion of
;

them depended mainly

for subsistence, Tiree has
shared to a grievous extent in the distress with

which so many of the Hebridean islands have of

late

years been visited. Its rental, during the time of
the kelp trade, was £3,000 but it afterwards fell
so low that, for some time, 430 persons paid each
no more than from 20 to 40 shillings a-year, while
so many as about 400 families paid no rent whatever.
The Duke of Argyle is the sole proprietor.
The predominant rock of the island is gneiss but
this abounds with veins of granite, and imbeds
masses of primitive limestone. One of the limestone
masses, long and favourably known for the fleshcoloured marble into which it has been cut for ornamental architecture, is an irregulai- rock of about
100 feet in diameter, lying among the gneiss without stratification or continuity. In consequence of
its hardness, even though cheaper, in spite of that
inconvenience, than many foreign marbles of far
inferior beauty, it has lost the patronage of public
Its very tint
caprice, and ceased to be in request.
is finely relieved by the dark green crystals of
augite and hornblende which are imbedded in it.
The deposit is quite unstratified. Another mass,
ten times the size of the former, and equally irrein whiteness,
gular, resembles the marble of lona
texture, and fracture, yet is generally impure, and
seems to have been quarried only for building
;

;

dikes.

—The

hill

of Ceanmharra, situated

at

the

Bouth-west point of the island, and presenting a
mural face to the sea, is perforated with a great
of caves, some of which are large and
scoured by tlie surge, while all are frequented by
Remains of no fewer than 39
flocks of sea-fowls.
watch-towers or forts, within view of one another,
encircle the coast of Tiree and Coll; and there are
or 10 standing-stones, besides minor antiquities.

number

two Independent chapels in Tiree, containing respectively 400 and 200 sittings, and jointly under
There are two parochial
one pastoral charge.
schools, each yielding a salary of £22 4s., with
about £6 fees, and £6 other emoluments. There
are five non-parochial schools maintained by pubThe parishes were united in 1618.
lic bodies.
There are remains in them of no fewer than fifteen
old churches or chapels, at some of which are still
burying-grounds and crosses.
TIRIVEE, a bay in the south-east of the island
of Barra, in the Outer Hebrides. It penetrates far
into the island, and affords such shelter that vessels
taking refuge in it may ride out the hardest gales.

TIRLUNDIE.

See Pitsligo (New).
See Govan.
TIVIOT (The). See Teviot (The).
TOBERMORY, a quoad sacra parish, containing
a post-town of its own name, in the island of Mull,
Argyleshire. It consists of part of the quoad civilia
parish of Kilninian. It extends along the sound
of Mull, by which it is separated from Morven on
the east, and from Ardnamurchan on the north ;
and it is bounded by the ancient parish of Kilmore,
now united to Kilninian, on the west, and by the
Its
quoad sacra parish of Salen on the south.
miles and its average breadth is
length is about
el'
nearly 2 miles. The character of its surface and
its scenery may be inferred from our articles on
Mull, on the Sound of Mull, and on St. Mary's lake.
Population in 1837, 1,520.— This parish is in the
was
presbytery of Mull, and synod of Argyle. It

TITWOOD.

;

constituted by the ecclesiastical authorities in J8.;7,
and reconstituted by the Court of Teinds in 18 1'.
The parish church is a government one, built in
TIk iv
1827, and under the patronage of the Crown.
is a Free church, with an attendance of about 500;
and the amount of its receipts in 1850 was £39 lOs.
2d.
'J'herc is also a Baptist place of worship.

There are a parochial school, a Queen Adelaide
school of industry, a Free church school, a Free
church female school, and a Free church GaiHc
school.

The Town of TonEitMony is a sea-port and (Ik
business-capital of a grei\t extent of circumjacinl
It stands at the head of a sheltered tia\
comitry.
.

TOBERONOCHY.

3J miles south-west of Auliston-point, where LochSunart forks off from the sound of Mull, 9 miles
south-east of Ardnamurehan-point, 30 north-west
by west of Oban, 62 north-west by west of Inverary,
It was
and 171 west-north-west of Edinburgh.
built in 1788, at the same time as Ullapool, by the
British fishing company, as the site of a fishing
establishment, and the rendezvous of the herring

Mary's well,' and was
taken from a fountain on the spot, which was dedicated to the Virgin, and had much celebrity in the
days of popery. The chief part of the town is arranged in the form of a crescent, adjacent to the
bay. and is very well built. An upper town surmounts a cliff at the back of the former, and conThe immediate
sists principally of poor cottages.
environs fonn a kind of amphitheatre, and have a
picturesque appearance. The parish church occupies a prominent situation, behind the principal part
of the town, and is a conspicuous object. The bay
forms a spacious harbour, almost completely landlocked and is covered, across the entrance, and at
a brief distance, by Calve island. There are two
excellent quays, the one having two and the other
four feet of water at ebb tide the latter was commenced in 1835, and completed in 1844. The harbour ranks as a creek of the port of Greenock.
The amount of local dues levied is only about £30
vessels.

Its

name means

'

;

;

a-year.

The commerce

exchange of

fish

and

consists principally in the

cattle for

manufactured and

foreign goods.
Fishing-boats, sailing-vessels, and
steamers often appear in sufficient numbers in the
harbour to produce an appearance of far more trade

than really exists. The steamers, though largely
connected with the commerce of the place, make
their calls principally in transit between Glasgow
and Inverness, between Glasgow and Skye, and between Oban and Stalfa. The retail trade for the
supply of the surrounding countrj' is co-extensive
with the demands of much the greater part of Mull
and of small part of the adjacent continent. The
town has an office of the Clydesdale Bank, a sailorshome, an agricultural association, and a shipwrecked
mariners' royal benevolent society. It is the
political capital of a Hebridean
district, comprising Mull,
Tiree. Coll, Eig, Muick, Rum, Canna, and tiie
smaller neighbouring islands; and as such, is a
polling-place at county elections, and a seat of
" The
sheriff courts.
excellent quays, frequently crowded with shipping," say the Messrs.
"
to
Anderson, give
Tobermory a gay and lively
cliaracter, especially when approached "from the sea;
while its very sheltered position and
picturesque
accompaniments are quite enticing. It has not yet
got into much repute as a sea-bathing quarter, for
•which it appears very eligible. Let the inhabitants
but study to lay themselves out for visitors,
by
suitable accommodations, and thev cannot fail to
have an influx." Population in 1841, 1,396: in

weekly

1851. 1.543.

TOBERONOCHY,

a bay and a village on the
east side of the island of
Luing, in the parish of
Kilbrandon, Argyleshire. The village was built
for the accommodation of the workmen in the
adjacent slate quarries.
'I

OCHIENEAL.

TODDERANCE.
TODHILLMOOR.
TODHILLS,

See Culleh.
See Kettihs.
See Lochmabes.

a hamlet in the parish of
Tealing,
Population, 50.
Houses, 9.
TOFTINGALL (Loch), a circular lake about 5
miles in circumference, and 8 feet in mean
depth, in
the parish of Watten, Caithness-shire. It is encompassed by dismal moors, and sends off an affluent to the river Wick,
Forfarshire.

TONGLAND.

ro5

TOLLA,

a rivulet and a lake, in the parish of

Glenorchy, Argyleshire. The rivulet rises at the
south-west corner of the moor of Rannoch, close on
the boundary with Perthshire, and runs 8 miles
south-westward to the lake. The lake measures
about 2f miles in length, and half-a-mile in mean
breadth; it sends off from its east side the river
Orchy it is skirted for about 2 miles by the road
from Tyndrum to Fort-William, through Glencoe,
and has on its shore the public-house of Inverouran
and it presents around its banks several features of
;

;

picturesque scenery, and some
Scotrish

fine

specimens of

fir.

TOLLCROSS.

a small post-town, partly in the

Barony parish of Glasgow and partly in the parish
of Old Monkland, Lanarkshire.
It stands on the
north-east road from Glasgow to Hamilton, about a
mile south-east of Parkhead, and 3 miles south-east
Glasgow. It is inhabited in a large degree by
weavei-s, and possesses similar appearance to Parkof

head and Shettleston. A prominent feature in it is
an L'nited Presbyterian church, originally a Relief
chnrch, with a steeple. In its south-western neighbourhood, toward the Gyde, are the Roman Catholic
convent of Dalbeth and the Clyde iron -works.
Population of the town, 1.767.
TOLLY (Loch). See Makee (Loch).
TOLQUHON-CASTLE. See Taryes.
TOLSTA. See Stoesoway.
TOMACHAR, a hamlet in the parish of PortofMonteith, Perthshire. Population, 20. Houses, 7.
TOM-A-CHORACHASICH. See Eck (Loch).
TOMANTOUL. See Tomistoll.

TOMATIN, a post-office station, in the parish
of Moy and Dalarossie, Inverness-shire.
It is situated 1 6 miles from Inveraess, on the Highland road
thence to Perth.

TOMBEA.

See Lubsaig (Loch).

TOMBIA. See IwERA^•EN
TOMDOLTl. See Knockaxdo.

TOMINTOUL, a quoad sacra parish, containing a post - office village of its own name, near
the southern extremity of Banffishire.
It consists of part of the quoad civilia
parish of Kirkmichael. It was constituted by the General Assembly in 1833, and reconstituted by the Court of
Teinds in 1845. Its church is a government one,
under the same patronage and with the same
supIt was
port as the other government churches.
built in 1826, and contains 336
There
is
sittings.
a Roman Catholic chapel, which was built in 1838,
and conUins 464 sittings. Popuktion of the parish
in 1841, 919.
Houses. 226.
The VrLtAGE of Tomixtoul stands on the road
from Grantown to Braemar and Aberdeen, 14 miles
south-east of Grantown, and 23 north-west of Ballater.
It stands on a small table- land
overlooking
the Avon it consists of a single street and a central
square and most of its houses, with three or four
exceptions, are of one story, some slated, and some
heath-thatched. Fairs are held here on the last
Thui-sday of July old style, and on the Tuesday
after Beauly in May, August,
September, October,
and November. Population, about 600.
TOMMORE. See Ixveravex.
TOMNACHASTLE. See Crieff.
TOMNACHURISH. See Inverness.
TOMNAVOULIN. See Tamxavoii.ax.
TOMPHOBUIL. See Dull.
TOMVOLXIN. See TAin-AYouLAx.
TON (Blrn of'). See Kemxay.
TONDERGHIE. See Wuithorx.
TONG. See Storxoway.
TONGLAND, a parish, containing the post-office
village of Ringford, in the centre of the southern
;

;

TONGLAND.

division of Kirkcudbrightshiro.
Its form is triangular, with a side of 5J miles on the north, one of
4| on the south-east, and one of 6| on the south-

west and
bounded on the north by Balmaghie,
—
the south-cast by the Dee, wliich separates
from Keltoii and Kirkcudbright, — and on the south;

it is

oil

it

west by Tvvynholm.

Tarf-water drains most of the
nearly 2 miles, the south-west
boundary-line, and falls into the Uee at the apex of
the parish, wliero the union of the streams begins
in a degree to form an estuary.
Both rivers, especially the Dee, are here rapid and romantic, and
abound both in fishes and in fine landscapes.
view from Tongland-bridge, across the Dee, half-amile above the influx of the Tarf, discloses, when
the river is in high flood, a beautiful grand train of
broken cascades, tearing and roaiing over rugged
rocks with a tremendous noise. Bargatton-loch, a
triangular sheet of water, of about half-a-mile each
way, lies on the northern boundary. The southern
district consists of a hilly ridge running north and
south, and of gradual declivities sloping down to
the rivers.
The northern division is rocky and
moorish, and consists of a medley of small hills,
interior, forms, for

A

A

rising-grounds, valley-land, moss, and meadow.
tract along both margins of the Tarf is fine flat

meadow. The predominant rocks are porphyry and clay slate. The
alluvial ground, naturally rich
soil

of the arable lands

is

very various; but, in gene-

ral, especially in the southern
is fertile in either grain or

and central

districts,

About 1,346
grass.
acres are constantly in tillage; about 2,792 are
in
about 2,000
and
grass-lands, occasionally
tillage;
are moorland, all uncultivated, but partly capable
of cultivation.
There are eight principal landowners; but the only one resident is Ker of Argrennan. In 1843, the estimated value of raw produce was £12,055 the value of assessed property,
On a rocky moor-hill, called Barrstobrick,
£6,283.
is shown the spot where Mary of Scotland rested to
refresh herself in her flight from the battle of Langside to the abbey of Dundrennan.
The event has
bequeathed to the farm the name of Queen's-hill.
In the moor of Kirkconnel, at a great distance from
any house, is a monumental stone on the grave of
a martyr of the name of Clemont, who was shot on
the spot during the prelatic persecution.
In various
localities are some sepulchral cairns and vestiges of
old encampments.
The parish is bisected northward by the road from Kirkcudbright to the Glenkens and Ayrsliire, and westward by that from
Dumfries to VVigton. Population in 1831, 800; in
1851, 924.
Houses, 157.
This parisli is in the presbytery of Kirkcudbright,
and synod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £158 17s. 7d.; glebe, £40. Schoolmaster's
The parish churcli
salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with fees.
;

'

a handsome edifice, with Gothic windows and a
square tower, built in 1813, and containing 420 sitTliere is a Free church, with an attendance
tings.
of 130; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£72 10s. 8id. There are throe private schools.
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present parish of Tongland comprehends the
ancient parishes of Tongland and Balnacross. Tongland is the southern district, and had its name from
the site of its church being, as at present, on the
tongue of land which is peninsulated by the Dec
and the Tarf. The church was anciently a vicarage of 'I'ongland priory. Bal-na-cross means, in
Irish, 'the hamlet of the cross;' and in the corrupted form of ]5ancrosh, continues to bo the name
of an estate in the north-east. The church of Balnacross belonged originally to the Culdeo community of Icolmkill; and was given by William
the Lion to the monks of ilolyrood, and transferred

by Kobert Bruce to the monks of Tongland. On
the west side of the Tarf, toward the north, anciently
stood a church, which was dedicated to St. Conel,
and has entailed on the district around it the name
of Kirkconnel. Contiguous to the present parish
church are some vestiges of the ancient priory of
Tongland. Tlie buildings were of considerable extent but having from time to time been robbed of
some sandstones which were interlaid among harder
material, they all fell down in one heap of rubbish.
The priory was founded about tlie middle of the
12th century, by Fergus, Lord of Galloway, and
was colonized by monks of the Premonstratensian
;

brought from Cockerland in Cumberland.
Alexander, the earliest abbot whose name is preserved, swore fealty to Edward I. in 1296, and was
a subscriber to Bagimont's roll. James Ilerries, an
abbot who, in 1430, repaired the monastery, ana
enclosed the precincts with a high wall, was a
Doctor of the Sorbonne, a writer on the validity of
indulgences, and a man to whom an ignorant and
order,

superstitious age ascribed great learning. An Italian alchymist was made abbot by James IV., and

rendered himself memorable by a crackbrained attempt to fly from the battlements of Stirling-castle.
William Melville, commendator of the abbey, who
died in 1613,

was made a

Lord-of-session in 1587,

and often

figures, not in a very reputable way, in
the history of his times, under the title of Lord

Tongland. After his death the priory was annexed
so that its revenues
to the bishopric of Galloway
were included in those of that see, and are not stated
in any separate rental.
;

TONGUE,

a parish, containing the post-office

Tongue and Melness, and

the villages of
Skianid, Torrisdale, and Kirkiboll, on the north coast
of Sutherlandshire. It is bounded by the North sea,
and by the parishes of Farr, Edderachillis, and DurIts length north-north-eastward is 20 miles ;
ness.
its greatest breadth is 12 miles; and its area is
stations of

about 120 square miles. The coast, measured in a
hewn
straight line, extends 10 miles; and, though
in two by the Kyle of Tongue, and indented by
several small creeks, has only one considerable

headland, that of Wuiten-head which see. It is,
in general, high and rocky,
occasionally niural,
grand, and picturesque and it presents a series of
caves, and of remarkably regular arches and pillars.
The great cave of Fraisgill, 50 feet high and 20 feet
wide at the entrance, and running half-a-mile into
the bowels of the earth, but gradually narrowing
to a more contracted orifice, is variegated in its
walls with a thousand colours so softly and deliTiticately blended as to mock the most exquisite
anisms of art. Other interesting features on the
Ei.laxour
articles
in
coast will be found noticed
NA-CooMB, Eli.an-na-Koan, and KabuitIsi.amis.
The Kyle of Tongue strikes off from the sea at
ElIan-na-Roan, '"vud penetrates the parish 8i miles
south-south-westward, with a mean breadth of about
mile; it has shifting sandbanks and small depth
of water, yet off"ers safe anchorage to even the largest
vessels at the Rabbit-islands and there it expands
on the west side into the beautiful, well-sheltered,
smooth-beached bay of Talmine, one of the chief
fishing-stations on the north coast of Scotland,
and, on the east side, into the creek of Sculomy,
the retreat of a few fishing-boats, and easily conAt the eastern
vertible into a good small harbour.

—

:

;

U

;

—

boundary opens the bay of Torrisdale, or estuary of
the Borgie, exposed, tempestuous, and with hardly
shelter for a single vessel.
Loeh-Maddy, in tlio
extreme south, sends its surplus waters by a circuit
Kinloeh-burn nins 5
to the head of Strathnavcr.
miles along the eastern boundary to Loch-Laoghal,

TONGUE.

expanding by the way into Loch-Coolside. LochLaoghal, 5 miles long and upwards of a mile broad,
is beautiful and picturesque, with verdant islets,
tenanted by flocks of wild fowl. Lochs Craggie
and Slam immediately succeed Loch-Laoghal on
the eastern boundary, all abounding in trout, char,
salmon, and large pike and, from the last, Borgiewater runs 6J miles to Torrisdale-bay, and has a
valuable salmon-fishery. Between the Borgie and
the Kyle of Tongue, the streams SkeiTay and
Tongue, each about 3 miles long, run, the former
to the sea, the latter to the Kyle, imposing on their
Highland vales the names of Strathskerray and
Strathtongue. Parallel to the Kyle, and about 2^
miles of mean distance to the west, the Melness runs
8J miles along Strathmelness to the sea. Freshwater lakes and lochlets, additional to those noticed,
Minei-al springs are nuare nearly 100 in number.
merous and the most remarkable, situated at Scnlomy, has a strong sulphurous taste and smell, and

—
;

;

said to resemble the spa of Moffat.
lofty semi-circular range of hills rises boldly
and suddenly from the ocean, and sweeps quite
round the Kyle of Tongue, forming the large enclosed valley into a stupendous amphitheatre.
On
its west side it commences with Ben-Hutig, 1,345
feet above sea-level; runs along in the rugged,
trackless, boggy, mountain waste of the Moin and
terminates not far from the head of the Kyle, yet
on the boundary with Durness, in the sublime BenHope. See Bexhope and Mois, On its east side,
it consists of a series of rounded and
comparatively
gentle hills, whose inner declivities and skirts have
been extensively tracked with cultivation. In its
transverse part across the head of the Kyle, it consists of the body and arms of Benlaoghal, one of the
most magnificent and picturesque mountains in the
" At the southern
Highlands.
extremity of a low
extensive valley," the valley of the Kyle, says the
writer in the New Statistical Account, "it starts
up majestically to the height of 2,508 feet, presenting towards its base an expanded breast of 2 miles
in breadth, and cleft at its
top into four massy, towering, and splintered peaks, standing boldly aloof from
each other. The highest stands proudly forward to
occupy the foreground the rest recede a little, as if
each were unwilling to protrude itself from a conscious inferiority to its predecessor.
As a graceful
finish to its outlines, it stretches forth an arm on
either side, as if to embrace condescendingly the

is

A

;

;

other mountain ranges which

may well acknowledge
and which may be readily fancied as doThe
summits
of this pinnacled and
ing
homage."
almost perpendicular mountain-mass present to the
fancy, at one point of view, the outline of a lion
it
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as chief,
it

couchant, and, at another, a close resemblance to the
outline of the whole royal arms.
At its base lie a
lake about a mile in length, and a fine wood of birch
and immediately below rises a low hilly ridge from
the plain, and extends northward to the shore of the
Kyle, at a point 2^ miles from its head, and there
shoots up in the conical, precipitous promontory of
Castle-Varrich. About a mile further north, a spit
of land, of the character of a slender peninsula, with
the form or outline of a protruded tongue, whence
the parish has its name, runs transversely IJ mile
into the Kyle, and almost bisects it.
So rich ia the
great amphitheatre of the parish in the variety and
of
its
that
even
Dr. Macpower
picturesqueness,
culloch, amidst his general dissatisfaction with the
north, desiderates nothing more than wood on the
Moin in order to its being one of the richest museums of scenery in the Highlands.
The woodlands of the parish have an aggregate
urea of about 700 acres. The lands in tillage com;

prise only about 1,000 acres; but might be profitably extended to 3.000. The soil of the arable
grounds is occasionally a light loam, or a rich black
loam, but prevailingly a compound of moss, gravel,
sand, and clay. Gneiss is the principal rock, and is
capped, on some hills, with conglomerate; sienite
forms Ben-Laoghal mica-schist forms part of the
range on the western border; and a fine conglomerate and the old red sandstone constitute Ellan-naKoan. The mica-schist is quarried, at two places,
Garnets occur in
into respectively slates and flags.
the gneiss black manganese ore on Ben-Laoghal ;
and bog-i'.on in numerous localities. Moss, capable
of being cut for fuel, and imbedding much fir, covers
an extensive area. The estimated value of i"aw
proJuce in 1841 was £11,030. Assessed property
in 1843, £3,417 5s. lid.
The Duke of Sutherland
is the only landowner of the parish, and has a residence in it. This is the fine old baronial mansion
of Tongue-house, situated at the commencement of
the Tongue peninsula, its garden-walls washed by
the waves of the Kyle of Tongue, and its grounds
shaded with noble old trees, and overhung by the
craggy mountain height of the Castle-Varrich promontory. The edifice is an ancient aggregation of
successive structures, the work of many generations, a grotesque collection of masonry formed and
;

;

run together in defiance of all architectural rule or
taste; and, though now the property of the Duke of
Sutherland, it has all the associations of having
been the principal seat of Lord Eeay, the chief of
the clan Mackay, and he from whom a large section
of Sutherlandshire has the name of Lord Reay's
The most striking antiquity is Castlecountry.
Varrich, surmounting the promontory to which it
gives name, and originally a strong square building
of two stqries, the first arched with stone, the second
covered with wood. It still forms a considerable
ruin, figuring finely in the landscape, but not figuring at all in either history or tradition. Eemains
of several circular towers occur, so situated within
view of one another, from the coast to the interior,
that they may be supposed to have been raised as
beacon-towers for the telegraphing of intelligence.
The principal other antiquities are tumuli and subterranean retreats.
One great line of road goes
from the centre of the parish at the peninsula of

Tongue east-north-eastward, to communicate along
the coast with Thurso, and another southward, to
communicate through the centi-e of the coun y
direct with Golspie; and both roads are used by
public mail conveyances in such manner as to render Tongue a key-point of communication for all
the north-western part of the county. Here also is
held a sheriff" small debt court three times in the
year. Population of the parish in 1831, 2,030; in
1851, 1,208. Houses, 372.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
synod of Sutherland and Caithness. Patron, the

Crown. Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £35. Schoolmasters salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with about £10 fees, and
£6 10s. other emoluments. The parish church was
built partly in 1680, but chiefly in 1731, and repaired
in 1778; and it contains 520 sittings.
There is a
Free church of Tongue, with an attendance of about
GOO; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£102 193. lOd. There is also a Free church of Melness and Eriboll, with an attendance of about 300;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £58 178.
3^. There are two non-parochial schools and a
subscription library. The parish of Tongue was
erected in 1724 out of Durness and Edderachillis.

TONLEY. See Tough.
TOOKQUOY-BAY, a bay

in the sooth-west of
It is about 4j
the island of Westray, in Orkney.

TOR.

miles wide at the entrance, and penetrates about 6
miles into the bosom of the island, but becomes graIt has all over a
dually narrow as it ascends.

sandy bottom, and
ground, but
of
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is

is

esteemed good anchoring

too shallow to be entered

any considerable

size,

and

lies

by vessels

thoioughly ex-

posed to winds from the south and south-west.
TOR, a name in Scottish topography, used in a
few instances by itself, and in very many instan es
as a prefix. It signifies variously a castle an a
hill; and is alleged, when designating a hill, to designate generally a hill of a round or conical form
!

on which Thor was anciently worshipped.
TOR-A-BHEAN. See Inverness.
TORAGHOIL. See Uequhakt, Inverness-shire.
TOR-ALVIE. See Alvie.
TORBOLTON. See Tarbolton.
TOIIBREX, a village in the parish of St. Ninian's,
between the town of St. Ninian's and the village
of Cambusbarron, Stirlingshire.
Population, 141.
Houses, 26.
TOR-BURN, a head-stream of the White Cart,
on the mutual border of Lanarkshire and Renfrewshir.'.

TORCASTLE. See Dallas.
TORCORSE-HILL, a hill in

the parish of Tar-

It is formed of trap-rock; and
bolton, Ayrshire.
on the top of it is a tarn which continues full of
water at all times of the year.

TORDARROCH.

See Daviot and Dunlichity.

TORDOFF-POINT. See Gretna.
TORDUFF. See Edinburgh.
TORE-BURN, a brook on the mutual

boundary

of the parishes of Gamrie and Aberdour, and of the
counties of Banff and Aberdeen. It runs along a
deep wooded glen northward to the sea at Nethermill.

TORE-HARLOGAN. See Halkirk.
TORGARROW-BURN, a small tributary

of the
Findhoru, in the parish of Ardclach, Nairnshire.

There is a beautiful cascade on it near the farm of
Lynemore.
TORHOUSE. See Wigxon.
TORLUM. See Muthill.
TORMAID (Loch). See Reay.
TORNESS. See Dores and Stronsay.
TOROGAY, an islet about 2 miles in circumference, between North Uist and Bernera, in the
Outer Hebrides.
TOROSAY, a parish in the island of Mull, Ar-

the mountains is Benmore, the monarch height of
the island, having an altitude of 3,097 feet above
the level of the sea; another is Bentaluidh, or the
prospect mountain, called by mariners the Sugarloaf, having a perfectly conical shape, with an altitude of about 2,800 feet above the level of the sen,
and commanding a most brilliant view over great
part of the Hebrides; and, excepting these two

mountains, which severally rise from very low
ground, all the mountains of the parish have a common base. There are three glens, which will be
found noticed in our articles Glenmoue, Forsa
(The), and Glencainail. The predominant rocks
are trap, sandstone, and a coarse kind of limestone.
The soil of the arable lands is variously gravelly,
sandy, loamy, clayey, and mossy; but its gravelly

and mossy

varieties are predominant.
About 7,500
imperial acres are in tillage and about 5,000 more
;

might be reclaimed either for tillage or for improved
pasture. Two principal landowners are the Duke
of Argyle and Campbell of Possil; and there are
three others. In 1843 the estimated value of raw
produce was £17,560; and the value of assessed
The chief mansions are
property, £5,007 13s. 4d.
Achnacroish-house and Lochbuy-house. A principal antiquity is noticed in our article Duart-Castle.
Another antiquity is an ancient keep, a square
tower, situated on a low rock at the head of Lochbuy. There are, at Killean and at Laggan, ruins
of two small chapels built before the Reformation
and near the hamlet of Salen, ruins of a cell which
belonged to the monastery of lona. The chief ferry
from Mull to Kerrera and Oban, has its station at
Achnacraig, on the south side of the entrance of
Loch-Don and there are three other stated fenies
respectively to Morven, to Lismore, and to NetherLorn. One line of good road runs along the whole
east and south coast of the parish and another tra;

;

;

Population in 1831, 1,889; in
1851, 1,361.
Houses, 263.
This parish is in the presbytery of Mull, and
Patron, the Duke of Argyle.
synod of Argyle.
The parish
Stipend, £172 18s. 4d.; glebe, £11.
verses the interior.

church was built in 1783, and repaired in 1832,
and contains 280 sittings. There are government
churches, with the status of quoad sacra parish
churches, at Kinloch-Spelvie and at Salen. There
are Free church preaching stations at Torosay and
at Salen; and the sum raised in connexion with the
former in 1856 was £12 5s., in connexion with the
It contains the post-office stations of
gyleshii'e.
There are four parochial schools,
It is bounded on the
latter, £8 10s. 2d.
Achnacraig and Salen.
an assembly school, a society school, and a subscripnorth, the east, and the south by the Sound of Mull;
on the west, by the parish of Kilfinichen; and on the tion school. The salary of each of three of the
north-west by the parish of Kilninian. It extends parochial schoolmasters is £15 8s. lOJd.; and that
from north to south 12 miles, by the shortest road, of the fourth is £5. Three fairs are held in May,
but in consequence of the great sweep which the August, and October,
island here makes to the east, it extends along the
TORPHICHEN, a parish, containing the postofiice villages of Torphichen and Blackridge, in the
coast, irrespective of sinuosities, about 22 miles
It projects a
and it stretches from east to west so variously as extreme west of Linlithgowshire.
considerable distance between Stirlingshire and
to measure in one place 18^ miles, in another only
The large sea-lochs Buy on the south, and Lanarkshire, and is bounded on its Linlithgowshire
3^.
sides by the parishes of Linlithgow and Bathgate.
Speloe and Don on the east are within its limits.
The bays of Duart, Cornnahenach, Macallister, and Its length, in the direction of north-cast by east, is
Pennygown, also indent the east coast. The long about 10 miles its greatest breadth is about 2J
broad bay of Loch-na-Keal washes part of the west. miles; and its area is about 163 squaic miles.
There are 10 or 11 fresli- water lakes; but only 2 of Polness-burn, a tributary of the Avon, and afterwards the Avon itself, trace nearly the whole of the
considerable size. Tlic general surface of the parish
and the former expands
north-western boundary
is mountainous, comprismg very little fiat ground,
and pushing the declivities of its mountains in at one place into a lochlct, about half-a-mile in cirsome places, in the form of projecting headlands, cumference. Barbauchlaw-burn and BallencriefFclose to the sea yet, owing to the great length of water trace most of the south-east boundary; and,
the coast, and to the sloping character of some of at their union, they form the Luggio, and send it
across the narrowest part of the parish to the Avon.
the upland skirts, it contains a considerable aggregate of low-lying land. A chain of peaked moun- A beautiful lake of about 22 acres in area, lies in a
end
to
one
from
end
of
tains extends through it
hollow, screened by hills, about a mile nortli-east of

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

j

!

TORPHICHEN.

The surface of the parthe village of Torphichen.
isli sends up the highest land in West Lothian
and, compared with the general aspect of that fine
champaign county, is markedly tumulated, and, at
the north-east end, boldly hilly. The south-west
district is naturally moorish ; and the north-east district, besides containing other marked heights, sends
;

up Cairn-Naple 1,498 feet above sea-level. Yet,
making abatements for cold wet moor toward the
west, and some little extent of hill-pasture on the
east, the parish is generally fertile, and has an enA judicious
closed, warm, wealthy appearance.
distribution of planted trees has materially served
both to shelter and to beautify. The summits of
the hills command a most magnificent prospect of
the Lothians and Fifeshire, of the Ochils and the
frontier Grampians, and generally of the basin of the
Forth, from the sources of the river at Benlomond
to the mouth of the frith at North Berwick-law.
Whinstone, limestone, and sandstone are quarried
ironstone also occurs and coal has been worked.
Silver ore has been found in the limestone in sufficient quantity to have induced an attempt to work
;

;

at a place still called the silver mine, but not in
quantity enough to warrant persevering operations.
There are 10 principal landowners and 27 smaller
Five of the principal are Lord Torphichen,
ones.
Gillon of Wallhouse, Hamilton of Cathlaw, Pringle
The most
of Kipps, and Forbes of Lochcote.
noticeable modern buildings are the mansions of
Wallhouse and Lochcote. The chief civil antiquities are Bridge-castle, formerly a seat of the Earls
of Linlithgow the square tower or peel-house of
the old peel-like mansion of Kipps ;
Bedlarmie
the vestiges of Ogleface castle, the property successively of the Barons of Ogleface and the Earls
of Linlithgow; an ancient camp on the top of
Bowden-hill; and the remains of a Druidical circle
in a field adjoining the mansion of Kipps.
There
are in the parish two meal mills, a woollen mill,
and a paper mill. The parish is traversed by the
middle road from Edinburgh to Glasgow, and by
the road from Bathgate to Falkirk ; and its east end
lies midway between the
railway stations at Bathgate and Linlithgow.
Population in 1831, 1,307;
in 1851, 1,356.
Houses, 254. Assessed property
in 1857, £8,428 12s. lOd.
This parish is in the presbytery of Linlithgow,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Lord
Torphichen. Stipend, £163 13s. 7d.; glebe, £12.
The parish church was built in 1756, and contains
about 620 sittings. There is a Free church at
Torphichen, with an attendance of 230 and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £146 4s. 4d.
There is also a Free church preaching station at
Blackridge and the sum raised in connexion with
it in 1856 was £49 7s.
Tliere are two parochial
schools, respectively at Torphichen and at Blackridge and the salarj- connected with the former is
£34 4s. 4Jd.,—with the latter, £29. There are a nonparochial school and two parochial libraries.
The Village of Torphichen stands on the road
from Bathgate to Falkirk, 2^ miles north by west
of Bathgate, and 4J south-west
by south of Linlithgow. It is a place of high antiquity, and was once
.1
of
it now has an enbut
place
great importance
arely rural character, and presents a straggling
yet pleasant appearance. Population, 397. Houses,
106.
Adjacent to the village on the north-east are
some remains of the hospital or preceptory of Torphichen, the principal Scottish residence of the
Of the church
Icnights of St. John of Jerusalem.
of the preceptory, the chancel and the nave are enand
the
choir
and
the transepts
tirely gone,
only
now remain. The nave is traditionally reported to
it

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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have been of great length
pied by an edifice of very

;

but

now occu-

its site is

from

different character

modem

The Gothic

the plain
pari.sh church.
of the southern transept makes some wrinkled pretensions to faded beauty, and the four pillars
which support the central tower display some architectural grace ; but the other parts which remain
of the edifice do not prove it to have been either
capacious or veiy ornamental. The belfry or steeple

it,

window

is

ascended by a narrow spiral

stair

;

and has com-

Within
parative meanness of altitude and aspect.
the choir are the baptismal font, a curious recess
where coi-pses were laid duinng the celebration
of the funeral service, and the monument of Sir
Walter Lindsay, the second last preceptor. Fragments of old massive buildings in the village, and
the stones in the fences over the face of the adjacent
country, indicate how great and magnificent a seat
of population once surrounded the church.
stone,
resembling a common mile-stone, but with a cross
in
the churchyard
carved upon its top, and situated
near the west end of the present church, marked
the centre of a privileged sanctuary-ground attached
to the preceptory ; and similar stones are said to
have stood at the extremities or comers of that
ground, each a mile distant from the centre. All
the space within the circle drawn round these extreme stones, was as much a legal sanctuary as the
church at its centre, and afforded protection against
the law to every criminal or debtor who entered and
remained within its precincts. The knights were
introduced to this establishment by David L, and
had many possessions conferred on them by him
and his successors ; and afterwards when the

A

Knights-Templars were unfrocked and put under
ban, they inherited the extensive property of that
great rival order. In 1291 and 1296, Alexander de
Wells, "prior hospitalis sancti Johannis Jerusalomitani in Scotia," swore fealty to Edward I. ; and
in 1298, he was slain in the battle of Falkirk.
From precepts which Edward issued to the sheriffs
to restore the property of the knights, the preceptory of the order seems, even at that early period,

nave had estates in almost every county except
Argyle, Bute, and Orkney. Radulph de Lindsay
was preceptor under Robert I. Sir Henry Livingston was preceptor under James II., and died in
Sir Henry Knolls, the next preceptor, gov1463.
erned the order in Scotland during half-a-century,
and was commonly called Lord St. John. He was
treasurer to James III. from 1468 to 1470 he joined
to

;

the party

who hunted down

that

monarch

to his

unhappy end; he was appointed in 1489-90, to
collect the royal revenues in Linlithgowshire and
after being much employed by James IV., he fell
fighting by his side on the field of Flodden. Sir
George Dundas, his successor in the preceptorship,
was the school-fellow of Hector Boece, and is praised for his learning. Sir Walter Lindsay, the next
preceptor, was a knight of no small fame, and rose
;

to be Justice-general of Scotland.

Sir

James Sandi-

on the list, joined the Reformers in
1560 and, on his paying down 10,000 crowns, and
engaging to pay ao annual rent of 500 merks, he
received the remaining estates of the order as a
temporal barony, and was raised to the peerage
under the title of Lord Torphichen. His descendants, whose family-seat is Calder-house, in Midlands, the last
;

Lothian, continue to enjoy the title.
TORPHINS, a post-ofEce station in the parish of
Kincardine O'Neil, Aberdeenshire.
TORQUHAN. See Sxow.
(The), a rivtilet of the parish of Barvas,
in the island of Lewis.

TORRA

TORRAN

(The).

See Shuejrt (Loch).

TORRANCE.

Woodburn.

TORRANCl'j, a post-office village on the southern border of the parish of Campsie, Stirlingshire.
It stands on the right bank of the Kelvin, and on
the road from Kilsyth to Dumbarton, 2 miles west
of Kirkintilloch, and 3 miles south of Lennoxtown.
Here are an establishment mission station and a
parochial school.

Popnlatiri, 473.

Stipend, £179 9s. 4d.; glebe, £10 13s.
Sclioolmastcr's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £46
and other emoluments.
The parish church
was built in 1800, and contains 502 sittings.
There is a Free cliurch
and the amount of its
There are
receipts in 1856 was £284 15s. 9|d.
three non-parochial schools.
Tiie present parish
of Torryburn comprehends the ancient parish of
Toiryburn, the greater part of the ancient parish of
Crombie, and a small part of tlie ancient parish of
Saline,
It formerly consisted wholly of the ancient
parishes of Torryburn and Crombie ; but it exchanged a detached district of Crombie lying to the
north of Carnock for a detached district of Saline
lying to the south of Carnock. The original name
of Torryburn was simply Torry, signifying the
King's height;' and tliis name took the adjunct of
burn from the circumstance of the parish church
being situated by the side of a brook called the
burn of Toi'ry.
4d.
fees

;

Houses, 105.

TORRANCE, Lanarkshire.

See Kilbride (East).
(Locn), a large inlet of the sea,
between Gairloch and Applecross, on the west
coast of Ross-shire.
It consists of three compartments, connected by narrow straits. The outer
loch extends 6J miles south-eastward, with a mean
breadth of about 2^ miles the middle loch is identical with SuiELD.va [which see]
and the inner
loch extends nearly 5 miles eastward, with a mean
breadth of about 1| mile. The united loch is, as a
whole, the most striking in the magnificent and
frequently indented coast which it intersects; but

TORRIDON

;

;

though impressive
for its extent, it is

'

for its grandeur, and imposing
not remarkable for beauty.

TORRYBURNRIG. See Kello Water,
TORRYLEITH. See Machar (New).
TORSAY, one of the Slate islands, off the

TORRIE. See Torry.
TORR-INCH. See Ixcii-Torr.

TORRISDALE, a

of Netlier-Lorn,

village in the parish of Tongue,
Sutherlandshire. Population, 106. Houses, 25.
TORRY, a fishing-village in the parish of Nigg,
Kincardineshire. It stands on the right bank of
tbe I'iver Dee, opposite the city of Aberdeen, and li
mile west of the point of Girdloness.
It lias a
tolerable harbour, and a pier for small vessels.
Population, 295. Houses, 75.
TORRY, Fifeshire. See Newmills and Torky-

a parish, containing the postjffice villages of Torryburn and Newmills, and the
villages of Crombie and Crombiepoint, at the southwest extremity of Fifeshire. It is bounded by the
frith of Forth, by the Perthshire parish of Culross,
and by the Fifeshire parishes of Carnock and Dunfermline.
Its length south-eastward is about 5
miles; and its breadth is generally between 1 mile
Its surface is beautifully diversified.

TORTHORWALD,

higher grounds command fine views of the fiith
of Forth and the Lothians.
Its coast commences
in the south-east at the small bay of Charleston,
and has near its middle the small headland of
Crombie-point. Its rocks belong all to the boulderclay and the coal formations. A fine brown clay
abounds, suitable for making bi-icks and tiles; and
coal, ironstone, and sandstone are extensively
worked. The soil in general is good and well cultivated.
There are seven principal landowners.
The rent of land varies from £1 to £4 per acre.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £5,977
15s. lid.
The principal residence is Torry-house,
which is finely situated, and has a handsome appearance. The parish adjoins the Forth ironworks at
Oakley. It has small harbours at Torryburn and
at Crombie; it is traversed by the road from Dunfermline to Alloa and it enjoys ready access to the

It is bounded by Tinwald, Lochmaben,
Mouswald, Caerlaverock, and Dumfries. Its length
southward is 6J miles its greatest breadth, near
the north, is 3 J miles; and its mean breadth, over

of Roucan.

;

4 miles on the south, is only about 1 mile. The
sluggish Lochar traces the whole western boundary;
and a sluggish tributary to it, called Watb burn,
A belt
traces 4J miles of the eastern boundary.
half-a-mile broad along all the upper part of the
Lochar, and the whole of the pcninsulated ground
for 3 miles between it and Wath burn, are sections
The northern and
of LociiAU-Moss: which see.
broader district, cast of this belt, is part of the
western face of a ridge, which runs down from the
north of Tinwald to the south-east of Monswald,
and whose summit-line is the boundary with Lochmaben. This brae ascends so gently as to attain an
altitude of 600 or 700 feet, only over a base of from

;

Stirling and Dunfermline railway at the stations
The village of Torryof Oakley and East Grange.

burn stands on the coast, on the road from Dunfermline to Alloa, i a mile east of Newmills, 2 miles
east of Culross, 4 west-south-west of Dunfermline,
and 9 west-north-west of North Queensfcrry, It
was at one time the port of Dunfermline, and it still
But a
carries on some small amount of commerce.

\}=

2 to 2i miles;

it

is

finely variegated into hillock,

and waving hollow; and, as seen from
Dumfries or any point near the Nith, it forms a
terrace,

very beautiful part of the fine eastern hill-screen of
Lower Nithsdale. Its highest ground. Beacon-hill,
on the boundary with Lochmaben, commands, with

A

fair
inhabitants are weavers,
is held at it on the second Wednesday of July.
1 07.
PopPopulation of the village, 002. Houses,
ulation of the parish in 1831, 1,436; in 1851, 1,341.
Houses, 261.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunfermline,
and synod of Fife. Patron, George Ross, Esq. of
its

by

cepting a few trap rocks, and a little greywackc,
consists of the same clay-slate as that for which
Luing and Seil are celebrated,
TORSONCE. See Stow.
a parish in the debateable
district between Lower Nithsdale and Lower AnIt contains the post-ofticc
Dumfries-shire.
nandale,
villages of Torthorwald and Collin, and the village

Its

good many of

coast

It is separated

irregular ellipsoid, the longer axis extending northeast and south-west; and it measures about 3 miles
by 1. Its surface exhibits one smooth green hill,
scarcely 200 feet high, and a ridge of still lower
elevation on the west, both descending in gentle
The whole of its east side, exslopes to the sea.

TORRYBURN,

2 miles.

Argyleshire.

only narrow straits from Seil on the north, the continent on the west, and Luing on the east.
The
sti'ait between it and Luing offers a communication
across from ebb till half-tide, by a rocky bar not
100 yards in breadth; and is rendered so intricate
and whirling by rocks and rocky islets, that the
tide sweeps it with great rapidity, and in a perfect
dance of complicated movement. The island is an

T3URN.

and

TORTHORWALD.
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j

the single exception of CrifFel, the most extensive
view obtainable of the brilliant scenery of the
southern half of Dumfries-shire, the eastern part of
Galloway, the Solway frith, Cumberland, and the
Irish Bea.
Nearly all the braes are in tillage and
;

TORWOOD.
A

the small remainder is verdant.
large extent of
the moss district has been reclaimed.
Immediately
east of the moss is a fine sandy bank of various
breadths ; along the central declivities of the braes
is a rich and fertile soil
and, on its eastern border,
Marl has
the ground becomes cold and moorish.
been found in great abundance. Almost the only
rock is greywacke. The landowners are the Marquis of Queensberry and Sir Alexander Grierson,
Bart. The estimated value of raw produce in 1833
;

was

Assessed property in 1843, £4,959
£13,487.
Vestiges exist of two British camps, each
about 90 feet in diameter, and surrounded with, in
some places two. and in others tbree, concentric
trenches. An old castle, surmounting a small bank
on the face of the braes, in the vicinity of the village
of Torthorwald, is a conspicuous object. Its walls
are very thick its mortar is as hard as stone ; its
ancient fortifications seem to have been great and
its foiTn as a ruin, especially as seen against some
15s. 9d.

;

;

articular back-grounds, is decidedly picturesque,

ft is traditionally said to have been .built by a shoemaker of the parish, named Scrimple or Scriryhard-scraes, by means of a treasure which he found
whilst digging his garden and anciently imbosomed
among trees, it seems to have given name to the
the
parish, the Anglo-Saxon Tor-wald, signifying
Tower of the wood.' The parish is crossed by the
road from Dumfries to Lochmabon, b}' the road
from Dumfries to Annan, and by the Glasgow and
South-Westem railway and it has a side station
on the railway at Backs near Collin, which is used
on Dumfries market-days. The village of Torthorwald stands half-way up the brae, on the road
fiom Dumfries to Lochmaben, 4 miles east-northeast of Dumfries.
It is an irregular assemblage of
;

'

;

cottages, remarkable chiefly for the pleasantness of
its situation.
Population, 178. Houses, 36. The
village of Collin stands on low ground, at the side
of Lochar-moss, on the road from Dumfries to Annan,
If mile south by west of Torthorwald, and 3 J miles
east of Dumfries.
It was commenced about 60
years ago; and, in consequence of the encouragement of building-leases for 99 years of small portions of land, and of the cheapness of fuel from the
of the moss, it speedily acquired settlers,
froximity
t consists
principally of good tidy cottages, but is
itself only a kind of central village, with extensions
or hamlet-suburbs of other names.
considerable
number of the inhabitants of all the villages in
the parish are weavers and agricultural labourers.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,320; in 1851,
1,313.
Houses, 255.
This parish is in the presbytery and synod of
Dumfries. Patron, the Marquis of Queensbern,'.
Stipend, £240 I9s. 2d.; glebe, £18.
Unappropriated
The parish church was built
teinds, £502 14s. 3d.
partly in 1730, chiefly in 1782, and enlarged first in
1791, next in 1809; and it contains 500 sittings.
There are two parochial schools, the one at Torthorwald, the other at Collin. The salary attached
o the former is £32 2s., with about £17 fees, and
.^5 12s. other emoluments; that attached to the lat-

A

ter is £20, with about £22 fees.
The ancient church
^vas a vicarage of the monks of Fail, in Tarbolton,

A

natural son of the Eegent, Earl of
resided in Torthorwald-castle; and, about
^he year 1590, was created Lord Torthorwald
by

^lyrshiie.
rrforton,

James VI.

TORWOOD,

a village in the north-east of the
arish of Dunipace, Stirlingshire.
Population, 151.
It
took its name from a forest now
36.
louses,
This forest is
mall, but formerly of great extent.
irttable in history for having given shelter to Sir
ITilliam Wallace after his defeat in the North, and
II.
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having been the scene of Donald Cargill's excommunication of Charles II. and his courtiens.
See Du>'iPACE and Nixian's (St.).
TORWOODLEE. See Stow.
TORWOODMOOR. See Dcmfries-shire.
TOSKERTON. See Stontkirk.
TOTHEL BROW. See Dundee.
for

TOUCH.

See Nisiax's (St.).
See Nixian's

TOUCHADAM.

(St.).

TOUGH,

a parish, containing the post-office station of Whitehouse, in the Alford district of AberIt is bounded by Keig, Monymusk,
deenshire.
Cluny, Midmar, Kincardine O'Neil, Lumphanan,
Leochel, and Alford. Its length north-north-eastis about 5i miles ; and its gi-eatest breadth is
a little upwards of 3 miles. It occupies part of that
expansion of the valley of the Don which is called
the vale of Alford
but, though approaching the
right bank of the river, it does not anywhere touch
it.
Its surface cannot be described as either flat or

ward

;

No part of it lies lower than 420 feet above
the level of the sea; and the highest part, the summit of the hill of Corrennie, has an altitude of 1,578
low ridge shelters the interior from the
feet.
east, the south, and the south-west ; and swells and
rising grounds elsewhere give it a rolling surface,
but are mostly arable.
The soil is, in general,
hilly.

A

many places shallow and stony; but in
some very deep, and, though mixed with moss, extremely fertile. Those hills which are rot under
and the moors
citlture make excellent sheep-walk
light; in

;

with dry

are disposed in plantation.
Several
tiny affluents of the Don drain the whole parish
three of them traverse pleasant dells among the
woods; and one of these three expands, while in
the dell, into a beautiful isleted lake.
Red granite
and mica slate are the predominant rocks. Magsoil

:

nesian limestone, hard claystone porphyry, and
primary trap also occur. There are four landowners.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1842
was £7,560. Assessed property in 1843, £2.450.

The only mansion

is

that of Tonley.

A

standing-

stone, 12J feet in height and 9^ in circumference, is
traditionally pointed out as the sepulchral monument of one of the sons of Macbeth ; and a Druid-

crowning a hill, bears the name of the
Old Kirk of Tough. There are some other Druidical
remains and two or three cairns.
The parish is
traversed by the road from Aberdeen to Strathdon,
and by the branch railway from the Great North of
Scotland railway at Kintore to Alford. The market
towns nearest it are Kintore nnd Inveruiy, each disical temple,

tant about 13 miles.
Population of the parish in
1831, 828 ; in 1851, 891.
Houses, 170.
This parish is in the presbytery of Alford, and
of
Aberdeen.
Patron, Sir William Forbes,
synod
Bart. Stipend, £158 12s. 2d. glebe, £7 10s. Schoolmaster's salary, £25 13s. 4d., with about £5 fees,
and a share in the Dick bequest.
The parish
church was built in 1838, and contains 550 sittings.
There is a Free church for Tough and Keig; and the
sum raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £129 4s.
2d.
There is an United Presbyterian chuich designated of Tough, but really situated within ths
border of Leochel. There are a non-parochial school,
and a subscription library.
;

TOWANEEEF. See'AicmxDOiR.
TOWARD, an estate and a post-office

the parish of Dunoon, Argvleshire.

TOWERDEAN.

station in

See Dunoon,

See Cockbuknspath.

TOWERHILL. See
TOWIE, a parish,

Kilmaurs.
containing the

post-ofSce

station of Inverkindy, in the Alford district of Aberdeenshire.
It is bounded by Cabrach, Kildrummie,

Cushnie, Logie-Coldstone, Migvie, Strathdon, and

3 E
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Glenbucket.
Its length south-south-eastward ip
about 8 miles and its greatest breadth is about 5
but
inhabited
its
miles;
part measures only 3§ miles
;

by

The

2.

Don

river

—here

of small volume

—cuts

eastward into nearly equal parts. Deskry-water
and Kindy-bum run some little distance on the
boundaries and several streamlets drain the interior
to the Don,
one of them, called the burn of Towie,
having a course of upwards of 2 miles through a
beautiful deep ravine.
Most of the surface of the
parish, except in the immediate vale of the Don, is
it

—

;

The hills are undulating,
upland and pastoral.
smooth, and heathy and those on the so\ith, called
the Soccoch, rise about 2,000 feet above sea-level,
and are singularly bleak. The arable lands comprise about 2,400 acres; and are partly haugh,
;

The soil,
partly the steep declivities of the hills.
near the river, is very fertile, and produces comlittle wood occurs in the
paratively early crops.
north-west but elsewhei'C there is hardly a tree.
Granite and sandstone are scarce or of difficult
access ; but a coarse hard limestone abounds.
There are five landowners. The average rent of
land is about 18s. or 20s. Assessed property in
There are several grain mills and a
1843, 4)2,383.
The parish is traversed by the road from
saw-mill.

A

;

Strathdon to Aberdeen. Population in 1831, 728;
in 1851, 758.
Houses, 128.
Tills parish is in the presbytery of Alford, and
synod of Aberdeen. Pati'on, Leith of Freefield and
Glenkind.y.
Stii^end, £159 6s. Id.; glebe, £10.
Schoolmaster's salary, £28, with £12 fees, and a
share in the Dick bequest.
The parish church is
the only place of worship. There is a subscription
The
ancient
name
of
the
library.
parish was Kilbartha, signifying the church or cell of Bartha and the
modern name, as written in full, is Towic-Kinbettock, signifying the north -lying land at the head
of the grove.'
There are ruins of chapels at Kinbet;

'

tock, Nethertowie, Belnaboth, Ley, and Sinnahard.
There are artificial mounds, seemingly parts of
ancient fortifications, at Kinbettock and Fechley.
There are large tumuli at Grayhill, one of which commemorates a skirmish in the time of Robert Bruce.
There are two standing-stones, of curious character,
in the churchyard, and near the Don bridge.
But
the most conspicuous antiquity is the ruin of the
tsastle of Towie, anciently the fortified seat of a branch
of the sept of Forbes.
square tower is almost all
of it that now remains. The castle is famous as the
scene of a singular catastrophe which happened
in the winter of 1751.
Its lady, in the absence of
her husband, being summoned by a party of soldiers
to surrender it, fired upon the leader and wounded
him ill the knee ; and in revenge, the castle Avas

A

fired, when she and her family and
domestics, amounting to thirty-seven persons, perished in the flames. An old ballad describes minutely the circumstances of the disaster and relates that
the lord of the castle, at the head of a body of followers, rode into view in the distance when the whole
was in flames, and gave impassioned orders to
f)ilc
lis men to hurry on with him at speed ; and it

immediately

;

adds,

—

"And some

they rade, and some they ran,
Fu' fiist out ower tlie plain ;
But lang, laug, crc he could get up,

They

a'

were deid and

slain.

And round and round
,

the wa'» he went,
Their ashes for to view,
At last into tUo Ihuacs lie ran,
And bade the world adieu."
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See Si-minoton, Ayrsliiro.
a colliery district and a post-oilice

in the parish of Dunfermline, Fifesliire.
See DUNFEUMLTNE.
TOWN-YETHOLM, a village in the parish of
It stands on the left
Yetholm, lloxburghshire.
bank of Bowmont-water, opposite the village of
Kirk-Yetiiolm which see. A neat bridge, erected
in 1834, connects the two villages.
Town-Yetliolm
contains a Free church, an United Presbyterian
church, a parochial school, and an endowed school ;
and it has a branch office of the City of Glasgow
bank, a public library, and a friendly society. A
weekly market was formerly held in it, but has
fallen into disuse.
The village is ruled by a baronbailie, under the appointment of Wauchope of Nidthe
diy,
superior.
Population, 618. Houses, 107.
TOXSIDE, a post-office station in the parish of
station,

:

Temple, Edinburghshire.
TRABOCH. See OcniLTREE.
TRABOURN. Sse Gladsmuir.
TRAHILL (Isle of). See Mary's Isle

(St.).

TRAILFLAT, a village in the parish of Tinwald,
Duni flies-shire; It stands on the east border of the
Here
parish, 2J miles north-east of Lochmaben.
has long be(m a bleachfield.
Population, 44.
11.
There
was
a
Houses,
anciently parish of Trailflat, which became united to Tinwald.
TRAILTROVY. See Cdmmertrees.
TRALIG,

a small lake in the parish of Kilninver,

Nether Lorn, Argyleshire.
It is about 1| mile
long and sends off" the rivulet Oude to the head of
;

Loch-Melfort.

TRANENT, a parish on the north-west border of
It contains the post-town of
Haddingtonshire.
Tranent, the seaport villages of Cockenzie and Portand
the
landward
seaton,
villages of Elphinstone and
Meadowmill. It is bounded by Edinburghshire,
the
frith
of
Forth, Gladsmuir, PencaitPrestonpans,
Its length northward is 4J
land, and Ormiston.
miles; and its greatest breadth is 3 miles. The
surface has the appearance of being almost level,
but really rises with a slow gradient and gentle
undulations from the frith to the southern boundaiy,
and attains an extreme elevation above sea-level of
upwards of 300 feet. Excepting about 50 acres of
sandy downs on the coast, and about 100 acres of
plantation, the whole area is regularly or occasion-,
ally in tillage, and has a finely cultivated aspect.
The soil is partly light and sandy, partly reclaimed
morass, but chiefly a rich loam, inferior to none in
Scotland.
The coast, 2J miles in extent, has two
greenstone -dikes, respectively at Cockenzie and cast
of Portseaton but elsewhere it is quite flat, and has
a beautiful beach of fine sand. The coal-formation,
with its attendant strata, but dislocated and intersected by trap-dikes, lies beneath a large portion of
the parish.
Coal has been worked in five sc:i
;

to 20 feet thick, and pos>^
and lower seams which have iil
yet been explored. The scams are mutually conformable, and all form a trough, whose centre is

aggregately from 23
exists in other

...

beneath Carlavarock, nearly a mile south-south
of the village of Tranent, and whoso rim comes

i

'

<

or quite to the surface at the distance of frotn 4 lu a
furlongs from the centre. Other and seemingly detached seams occur beyond this range, but whether
a continuation of the seams of this thrown down, or
a prolongation of scams lower than the discovered
ones of this, or whether entirely independent, has
not been ascertained. Owing to tho edges of th6
trough cropping out from tho surface, coal "««
mined hero as early as anywhere in Scot!
Sandstone is worked in several quarries; and
is quarried for road-metal.
The chief existing
mines arc at Tranent, Elphinstone, Birsley, and St.
"
Germains. There are eight principal landowm

j

,

\

i

'

TRANENT.
The

value of assessed property in 1843 was £15.081
The parish is traversed by the roads from

Is. lid.

Edinburgh to North Berwick and Haddington, and
by the North British railway and it contains a
branch from the railway about a mile in length, to
the town of Tranent.
Population in 1831, 3,620;
;

Houses, 714.
Germaius, in the north-east of the parish, was
anciently the site of an establishment of the
Knights-Templars, and was given by James IV".
to King's college, Aberdeen
but is now the property and the site of the family mansion of David
Anderson, Esq., one of the principal landowners.
Some interesting objects to the west of St. Germains have been noticed in our article Seatox.
Bankton-house, a small old mansion, 5 furlongs
north-west of the town of Tranent, possesses interest for ha\'ing been the property of Colonel Gardiner,
who fell at the battle of Prestonpans. This devout
and brave officer received his death-wound near the
west end of Meadow-mill, within J of a mile of
his own house; and he was carried by his servant
to the manse, where he soon after expired.
His
remains were interred in the parish burj-ing-ground,
but have not been surmounted or overlaid bj- any
monument. Elphinstone-tower, a massive, square,
baronial erection, situated near the southern boundary, is said to have been built alxjut the close of
the 14th century, but is agglomerated with a manin 1851, 4,158.
St.

;

sion, still inhabited,

which was built in 1600. Ealboundary with Inver-

side-castle, situated near the

was an ancient strong fortalice, belonging to
the Seaton family, and probably given away to a
younger branch, who styled themselves Seaton of
Falside.
The oldest part of the structure is of high
but unknown antiquity, and contains in its stair a
curious hiding-place and even the newer parts are
comparatively very old, but are less massive. The
castle gave Protector Somerset some trouble on the
morning of the battle of Pinkie ; and was then
fierce
burnt, but not very materially damaged.
jction was fought by the Scotch and the English
between
Falside
and
on
the
Tranent,
avalry
day
before the battle of Pinkie
and issued in the discomfiture of the Scotch, and their loss of 1,300 men.
The battle of Prestonpans [see that article] was
esk,

;

A

;

Sir John Cope's
partly fought within Tranent.
military-chest was found by the victors at the
louse of Cockenzie, and there divided by the Preender among his needy followers.
Half-a-mile
north of Tranent, and a little south of Meadowstands
This
Stieli's
establishment
mill,
hospital.
originated in a bequest by George Stiell, smith and
builder in Edinburgh, and a native of Tranent,

which yields about £900 a-year, and which maintains as inmates a few boys and girls, and educates
s.bout 140 children in a free day-school.

The

build-

ng is a handsome edifice, erected in 1821, from a
design by Mr. Bum, at a cost of about £3,000.
The institution is under the government of the
lord-justice-clerk, the comity sheriff, the parishlainister, and D. Anderson, Esq. of St. Germains.
The parish of Tranent is in the presbytery of
Haddington, and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £320 13s. 5d.; glebe,
£40.
Schoolmastei-'s salary, £34 4s. 4^., with
ibout £40 fees.
The parish church was built in
There is a chapel
801, and contains 912 sittings.
:f ease at Cockenzie, which was built in
1833, and
contains 452 sittings, and is under the patronage of
.» own male heads of fainilies.
There is a Free
ihnrch of Tranent, with an attendance of 380; and
;^e

amount

Vheis
hich

is

of its receipts in 1856 was £280 16s. 2d.
an United l^resbyteiian church at Tranent,

was
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built in 1826,

and contains 637

sittings.

The

old parish of Tranent comprehended all Prestonpans, and considerable parts of Pencaitland and
Gladsmuir; but did not comprehend the barony or
ancient parish of Seaton, which was annexed to it
The church was a
only after the Reformation.
vicarage under the monks of Holyrood.
The Tows of Traxext stands on the road from
Edinburgh to Haddington, IJ mile south-east of
Prestonpans, 3| east of Musselburgh, 6J north-east
of Dalkeith, 7 J west of Haddington, and 9J east of
Edinburgh. It stands along the brow of a rising
ground, on the south side of a narrow vale, at the
bottom of which is a brook ; and had its ancient
name of Travernent, abbreviated into Tranent, from
'
three British words which signify the habitation or
village at the ravine or vale.' It consists principally
of a street which extends about J of a mile, from
east to west, along the public road ; and of a cross
street which goes off from the former near its middle,
and mns about J of a mile down the declivity to
the north.
But it is built on no regular plan, and

has a straggling and tasteless appearance.
It
formerly consisted, in a large degree, of decayed,
in
but
it
recent
has,
mean-looking houses;
years,
undergone considerable renovation and extension.
It has an inn called the Plough, and a branch office
of the City of Glasgow bank. The parish church
at it is a plain barn-like building
but the churchyard commands a brilliant view of the waters and
The town has a
screens of the frith of Forth.
manufactory of agricultural instruments, but is inhabited principally by shopkeepers, artificers, day;

and coUiers.

Population in 1841, 1,699;
Houses, 365.
TRAPRAIN LAW, a conspicuous conical hill,
4^ miles east of Haddington, and in the extreme
south of the parish of Prestonkirk, Haddingtonshire.
It has an altitude of about 700 feet above sea-level;
it contributes a very marked, beautiful, and far-seen
feature to the rich champaign landscape amidst
which it is situated and, from its summit, it brings
under the eye of a spectator nearly the whole frith
of Forth, a wide expanse of the German ocean, and
part, it is said, of no fewer than thirteen counties.
Its ancient name was Dunpender, from two Gaelic
words which signify a steep hill and this name is
On the south
quite descriptive of its character.
side it rises almost sheer up from the plain, in one
and on other sides,
grand perpendicular ascent
labourers,

in 1851, 2,096.

;

;

;

thongh admitting sheep, and affoiding them excellent pasturage, it is too steep to be a grazing-ground
for

black

cattle.

Its composition is a slaty clink-

seamed as to be irregularly columnar, and
occasionally merging from a clouded brown to a
and towards the summit
porphyritic apj)earance
stone, so

;

the clinkstone passes into greenstone, of a bluishgrey hue, and slightly granulated with hornblende.

a parish, containing a post-ofiice
village of its own name, on the south-east border of
It is bounded on the north by the
Peebles-shire.

TRAQUAIR,

Tweed, which divides it from Peebles and Inneron the west by Peebles and Selkirkshire ;
leithen
and on other sides by Selkirkshire. But it is so
intersected by Selkirkshire as to have a large wing
on the west entirely cut off, to the distance of 3
another wing on the east, smaller but
furlongs,
;

—

considerable, cut off with the exception of a
connecting belt of a furlong or two broad along the
Tweed, and the intermediate district split asunder
by a cuneifonn insertion down one - half of its
length. These interferences render the boundaries
intricate, but do not disturb the conveniences of
parochial arrangement. The greatest length of the
paiish, in a straight line east and west, is 7^ miles,
bat by the road is 10; its greatest breadth, in a
still

—
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is 5J miles, and by the road nearly 7
and its superficial extent is nearly 30 square miles.
Except at the indentations, the boundary all round
with Selkirkshire is high mountain water- shed,
among whose summits arQ Gumscleuch and MinciiMOOR [which see], as well as several others of an

straight line,

;

altitude exceeding 2,000 feet above sea-level.
The
surface of the interior diminishes from mountain to

recedes from the water-shed and approach;
yet is, for the most part, upland,
rocky, and bleak. The heights are of a cumbrous,
lumpish form, generally green on the south side,
but heathy and of dark complexion on the north.
Glendean's banks, immediately south of Gumscleuch, exhibit a tremendous chasm, upwards of
half-a-mile in length, faced with sheer precipices
from 200 to 300 feet in height. The haughs on the
Tweed are not extensive they lie from 400 to 500
feet above sea-level ; and they have a soil of fine
loam of considerable depth. The other low grounds,
though possessed of but a stony, shallow soil, are,
hill as
es the

it

Tweed

—

;

in general, fertile.
The upland pastures maintain
fine flocks of Cheviot sheep.
Quair-water rises at

the south-west extremity of the parish, and runs
Several large
through its centre to the Tweed.
burns rise also on the margins of the parish, and
run to the Quair. The Kirk-burn drains the west
wing of the parish, and finds its way into the Tweed.
Grey wacke, of various quality for building purposes,
is the predominant rock.
kind of slate was at
one time quarried for roofing purposes, but did not
to
be of durable consistence.
dike of porprove
phyry crosses the ridges of some of the hills, and
has long been in high request as a material for curlAbout 3,000 imperial acres in the
ing stones.
parish are in tillage about 14,000 have never been
Excultivated; and about 600 are under wood.
tensive reclamations and agricultural improvements
have been made. About three-fourths of the parish
belong to the Earl of Traquair ; a small part belongs
to the Duke of Buccleuch and the rest is divided
among three proprietors. The estimated yearly
value of raw produce in 1834 was £11,250 assessed
property in 1843, £5,564 16s.; real rental in 1857,
£5,623 5s. 8d. The parish has about 15 miles of
turnpike, but no part of any great thoroughfare.
It communicates by a substantial timber bridge
with Innerleithen, and has access thence, at a distance of 6 miles, to the Peebles railway. Population in 1831, 643; in 1851, 646.
Houses, 118.
The village of Traquair is a scattered assemblage
of only about 20 or 30 houses, standing in different
It is situated
groups, and bearing different names.
in the vale of the Quair, f of a mile from the Tweed,
and If mile south of Innerleithen. The "Bush
aboon Traquair," so celebrated in song, was a grove
of natural birches, a little south-west of the village

A

A

;

;

;

;

but

it fell

a

sacrifice, partly to

ordinary innovation,
partly to its own celebrity. Burns, we are informed,
visited the Bush in the year 1787, when he made a
to various places celebrated in story and
pilgrimage
in song; and found it composed of eight or nine
ragged birches. It afterwards paid a heavy tax to
human curiosity, and supplied nobles and princes
with specimens, in the sliape of snuff-boxes and
other toys. A grove called The New Bush was
early planted by an Earl of Traquiiir, but never hecame famous and the site of the old Bush has been
replanted and enclosed by the" present Karl, with the
The Bush aboon Traview of restoring its fame.
"
which
quair," says the Old Statistical Account,
in former times might be a considerable thicket of
birch-trees, the indigens of the soil, is now reduced
to five lonely trees, which solitarily point out the
spot where lovo and its attendant poetry once pi'O'

;

'

TRAQUAIR.

bably had their origin." The grove must have
been considered a remarkable object at latest two
centuries ago; for it is laid down in Pout's maps
under the designation of " Troquair Birks."
mansion-house seems to have anciently stood adjacent to it, but has long ago disappeared. The
present mansion-house of Traquair is about a mile
distant.
The other existing mansions in the parish
are Cardrona-house, Kailzie, and Glen.
A chain of
towere or peel-houses is traditionally asserted to
have been drawn at brief intervals across the parish;

A

it ever existed, it is now
represented only by
the ancient part of Traquair-house, and by a ruinous tower at Cardrona. Traquair-house, the seat
of the Earl of Traquair, stands on the left bank of
the Quair immediately above its confluence with
the Tweed. The oldest part is a tower of very remote but unascertained antiquity; which was so
built as to be defended on one side by the Tweed,
and probably was, in hostile times, fortified on other
sides.
The newer parts were added chiefly in the
reign of Charles I. The interior is fitted up partly
in ancient and partly in modern style.
An avenue
leads from the south front to a gateway, decorated
with sculptured forms of the bear, the cognizance of
the family.
James Stuart, a natural son of the
Earl of Buchan, obtained, in 1491, an act of legitimation, and a grant of the lands of Traquair. Sir
John Stuart, the fifth in descent from him, was
lord-high-treasurer of Scotland under Charles I. ;
and, in 1628, he was ennobled as Baron Stuart of
Traquair, and, in 1633, was created Earl of TraThis
quair, and Baron Linton and Caberston.
nobleman suffered greatly in the cause of fallen
royalty, and, in 1659, died in great poverty; but,
not having suffered attainder, he bequeathed at

but, if

titles, his property, and his Eoman Cathopredilections to his descendants.
Traquairhouse was the first place at which the Marquis of
Montrose rested, and that in which he spent the
Dr.
night, after his signal defeat at Philiphaugh.
Pennecuick celebrates the beauties of Traquair in
the following terms:
"Then follows the pleasant
place or rather palace of Traquair, situate in a large
and fertile plain, betwixt the river Tweed and water
of Quair; and these two join and mingle waters a
little below the noble house itself, of which take the
following distichs:

once his
lic

—

—

On fair Tweed-side, from Berwick to the Bielii,
Traqiiuir for beauty fairly wins the field ;
So many clianns, by nature and by art.
Do there combine to ciiptivate the heai-t,

And

please the eye, witli what is tine and rare,
So that few seats can match with sweet Traquair."

The parish of Traquair is in the presbytery of
Peebles, and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £276 15s. 2d.; glebe,
£20.
£321 16s. 2d. SchoolUnappropriated teinds,
master's salaiy, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £18 fees,
The parish church
emoluments.
other
and £13
was built in 1778, and altered in 1821, and contains
350 sittings. One of the wings of Traquair-housO
The
is used as a Roman Catholic place of worsliip.
present parish of Traquair comprehends all the ancient parish of Traquair and that part of the ancient
parish of Kailzie which lay on the south bank of
the Tweed. The latter now forms the west wing
of the united district and it contained the church
of Kailzie,
whence arose the name of Kirk-burn,
The ancient cliurch of Traquair was dedicated to
St. Bride or Bridget, and hence was commonly
The old parish occasionally ficrcalled Kirkbride.
ures in documents as Strathquair; and it was of -'

—

;

much more comparative importance than
as to be for a time a distinct sheriffdom.

at presci!,

|

j

i

^
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TREESBANK.
TREIG (Loch),

Gask on the south by Auchterarder
and Blackford; and on the west by Muthill and
It
CriefF.
lies on both sides of the Earn, but chiefly
on the north; the section on the south comprising
IJ square mile; and that on the north extending
east and west 5 miles by 3, and comprehending 17
square miles. The surface rises toward the north
so as to form a gently sloping bank, commanding a
Spean.
TREIG (The), an alpine rivnlet of the parish of fine view of the magnificent strath and its screens ;
Kilmanivaig, in Inveniess-shire. It rises on the but elsewhere it is nearly flat, and has but a slight
south-west side of Ben-Nevis, and runs eastward to elevation above the level of the river. The Earn,
Loch-Treig; and after issuing from that lake, it over all its connexion with the parish, flows in
runs northward to the Spean. Its entire length of beautiful sinuosities between pleasant banks, richly
course, inclusive of the loch, is about 17 miles.
adorned, in many places, with both natural and
TRENABY. See Deerxess.
planted wood. A well, called Trinity Well, situated
TRESHINISH ISLES, a group of Hebridean a little south of the manse, had great tliaumaturgical celebrity in the times of popery for perfoiming
islets, 5 miles north-north-west of Staffa, 5J southeast of Coll, and 3 west of the entrance of Loch- cures, and for affording protection against plague
Tua in Mull. They are disposed in a chain of be- and witchcraft. A trap dike runs through the
tween 4 and 5 miles in length from north-east to parish, and occasionally rises into elevations. A
south-west; and consist of 5 principal isles, and red, soft, argillaceous rock forms a sort of chasm or
some intervening rocks. Their whole coasts, with ravine for the Earn in the west, but, becoming
little exception, present perpendicular cliffs of from
mingled with mica, passes into sandstone in the
40 to upwards of 60 feet in height; and, as seen centre and the east, the " old red," which prevails
from a little distance, they possess a singularly in- throughout the strath. The soil is very various.
There are ten
teresting appearance, and give a promise, which About 1,000 acres are under wood.
See Riccarton.
an alpine lake in the parish of
Kilmanivaig, in Inveniess-shire. It has a length
of about 7 miles, with a comparatively narrowIt extends northward along a glen which
breadth.
opens laterally into the south side of Glen-Spean.
Its lower extremity is within 2 miles of the river

the east by

;

—

The estimated value of raw produce
realize, of disclosing objects of landowners.
worth to naturalists and the curious. They are in 1837 was £14,770. Assessed property in 1843,
mere uninhabited pasture-grounds, carpeted with £4,700. Millearne-house, the seat of Miss Home
rich grass, and attached to a farm in Coll.
Caira- Drummond, is an elegant modern edifice in the
bug-more and Cairnbug-beg, two of the principal, Tudor style, on a comm.anding site amid beautiful
are separated by a very narrow strait; and are sup- pleasure-grounds.
Colquhalzie-house, the seat of
posed to have anciently formed the limits and the J. S. Hepburn, Esq., occupies a charming situation
advanced post of the Suderey or Southern Hebrides, on the south bank of the Earn. Gascon-hall, at the
whose capital was in Man. A fortalice on the for- eastern extremity of the parish, is a ruined old casmer seems to have been constructed by the Mac- tle, traditionally said to have been the scene of a
leans, on the site of a more ancient strength which
preternatural event in the life of Sir William Walhistory states to have been in the possession of the lace, as told by Blind Harry; but it does not appear
Norwegians in 1249; and, as part of it which re- to be of such high antiquity, and is unknown to
mains is a wall with embrasures skirting the edge authentic history. A curious standing-stone, with
of the cliff, it most probably was mounted with ord- weather-worn sculptures, situated about a mile from
nance. Many books and records rescued from loua the ruin, is variously supposed to have been a kind
of pillory for punishment of delinquents, and a
at tlie time of the suppression of its monastery,
having been deposited in this fortalice, were de- trysting-place for the hunting of tiie wild boar.
stroyed in the course of a siege which the place But the most noticeable antiquity is part of the
sustained from a detachment of Cromwell's army. Roman causeway which ran from Stormont to the
A barrack on Cairnbug-beg is still tolerably entire. camp at Ardoch. The parish is traversed by the
Fladda, a third of the principal isles, has an uni- road from Perth to Muthill, and by that from Crieff
formly flat and uninteresting aspect; Linga, a to Auchterarder; and it lies within available disfourth, rises from a low plain, by a succession of tance of several stations of the Scottish Central and
the Crieff railways. A bridge across the Earn at
terraces, into a hill about 300 feet high; and Bach,
" dis- Kinkell connects the two sections of the
the fifth, is about equal to Linga in height, is
parish.
tinguished by a hill which, in some positions, has Population in 1831, 620; in 1851, 597. Houses, 124.
This parish is in the presbytery of Auchterarder,
the appearance of a hemisphere, from which the
whole island acquires the semblance of an ancient and synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, the Earl
shield with the umbo protuberant in the centre." of Kinnoul.
Stipend, £150; glebe, £30, with about
The isles are composed throughout of amygdaloid 9 acres of wood. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
and basalt, the latter of perpendicular fracture, 4Jd., with about £12 fees, and some other emoluments. The parish church was built in 1770, and
but not columnar.
contains 350 sittings. There is an United PresbyTRESSNESS. See Lady.
TREVIE (Loch), a lake in the parish of Dallas, terian church at Kinkell, containing 800 sittings,
Morayshire. It emits a main head-stream of the but having a small attendance. The present parish
of Trinity Gask comprehends the ancient parishes
J ossic
of Kinkell and Easter Gask, one of which had a
TRIARIVALL (Loch). See Laxay.
second place of worship at a locality still called
TRIBBOCH. See Stair.
TRINAFOUR, a post-office hamlet in the parish Chapel-hill; and the union of the three churches
into
one parish is said to have given rise to the
in
GlenIt stands
of Blair-Athole, Perthshire.
Erochkie, on the road from Dalnacardoch to Ken- name Trinity Gask. The popular pronunciation of
more. A fair for horses is held here on the third the name, however, is Tamty.
TRINITY MOOR, a locality where great cattle
Tuesday of March, old style.
fairs are held, about a mile from the town of Brechin,
TRINITY. See Newhaves.
in Forfarshire.
TRINITY CHURCH. See Aberdeen.
they but slenderly

—

TRINITY GASK,

a parish, containing a postin Stratheara, Perthbounded on the north by Madderty; on

office station of its

shire.

It is

own name,

TROCHRIE. See Dcnkeld (Little).
a pastoral isle belonging to the parish of Kilmuir, in Skye.

TRODDA,

TROMIE.
TROHOUGHTON.
TROMIE

See Dumfries.

(The), a rivulet of Badenoch, in Inverness-shire.
It issues from some small alpine
lakes among the central Grampians, on or near the
boundary with Perthshire, and runs 15 miles northward to the Spey, about 2 miles below the village
of Kingussie.
It gives the name of Glentromie to
its basin, and forms part of the boundary-line between the parish of Kingussie and that of Insch.

TRONACH.

See Ratiiven.
See Edinburgh and Glasgow.
TRONDRAY, an island belonging to the parish
of Tingwall, in Shetland.
It lies about a mile west
of the mainland at Quarf it is washed by Scalloway
bay on the north; and it is separated by narrow
sounds from House-island on the south, and from
Burra-island and Green-isle on the west. Its length
northward is about 3 miles; and its gi'catest
breadth is nearly 2 miles. Population in 1841, 8;

TRON CHURCH.

;

in 1851, 169.

Houses, 23.
See Minnigaff.
a
TROON, promontory, a harbour, and a posttown and thriving sea-port, at the west end of the

TROOL

(Locu).

The town, situated
parish of Dundonald, Ayrshire.
on the promontory, is 6 miles north of Ayr, 6 south
of Irvine, 9 south-west of Kilmnrnock, 31 southwest by south of Glasgow, and 75 west-south-west
of Eiinburgh.
The promontory is a belt of rock,
extending IJ mile into the sea, and so curved as to
form a large segment of a circle, with the concave
side facing the north.
Its mean breadth is only
about 2 furlongs. In its natural state it was covered
with rich pasture toward the land, but became
naked rock toward the extreme narrowing point.
continuation of the promontory extends a short
distance beneath the sea, so as to be concealed even
at low water.
The embayed marine space embraced
by the bold curvature is by far the best natural

A

harbour in Ayrshire; it affords safe anchorageground from every quarter except the north-west
and, at half-a-cable's length from the rock, it has,
at half-flood, a depth of three fathoms.
The merchants of Glasgow, aware of its advantages, made
a vain effort, about the year 1700, to purchase the
circumjacent property for the erection of a sea-port;
and in consequence of the repulse they met, were
;

obliged to select the very inferior site of PortGlasgow as tlie station next in eligibility. After
the effluxion of a century, the Duke of Portland,
the proprietor, commenced a scries of vigorous
operations to render the place fully available for
commerce. About the year 1817, he constructed a
new pier 800 feet long, nearly at right angles with
the rock, where the depth is 19 feet at low water;
and he afterward constructed a fine wet dock with
floodgates, a dry dock for repairing vessels, a light-

house, and large store-houses. Due encouragements
were offered to make the place a resort of trade and
a seat of population and they were rapidlj' followed
by success.
railway hither from Kilmarnock was
the first public work of its class in Scotland, and
brings down vast quantities of coals for shipment to
See the
Ireland, Galloway, and other destinations.

A
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;

Kilmarnock andTkoon Railway. Communiis maintained likewise by public conveyance
with a station of the Glasgow and South-Western
article

cation

railway, at the distance of only about a mile. The
harbour ranks technically as a creek of the port of
Irvine; but it is really ihe seat of the chief trade of
that port, and has a harljour-oflice and a customhouse. The larger portion of the commerce noted
in our article on Irvine as belonging to the port of
Irvine is really carried on at Troon. Tiie amount of
local dues levied yearly at Irvine itself is now about
£532, while that levied at Troon is about £6,832.

The town of Troon occupies a large part of the
promontory of Troon, and forms a conspicuous and
broad brilliant landscape of Ayrshire and the frith, as seen from numerous vantagegrounds, 8 or 12 miles to the south or north. Myny
of the inhabitants are employed in a large shipbuilding yard, a rope and sail manufactory, and
some other works and not a few of them draw an
entire or partial maintenance from letting lodgings
to families of sea-batlieis.
The town has a branchoffice of the Union bank, a savings' bank, four insurance agencies, and a gas company. Here are
a chapel of ease, which was built in 1836, and
contains 900 sittings; a P^-ee church, a handsome
edifice in the early Gothic style, with bell-turret,
built in 1855, and containing 600 sittings
and an
United Presbyterian church, built in 1822, and conHere are also a subscription
taining 289 sittings.
school, a Free church school, and two female schools.
in
Population
1841, 2,148, in 1851, 2,404.
Houses,
fine feature in the

;

;

200.

TROQUEER, a parish on the east border of
Kirkcudbrightshire. It is bounded on the north
by Terrcgles on the east by the river Nith, which
divides it from Dumfries-shire; on the south and
soutli-west by Newabbey
and on the west by
Lochrutton. Its greatest length from College-locii
on the north, to the mouth of Newabbey-Pow
the south, is 8| miles; its greatest breadth in
line due west from the mouth of Crook's-Pow is 4^
miles
but its superficial extent, in consequence
chiefly of the southern half tapering gradually
away to a point, is only about 19 square miles.
Tl'.e north-east corner lies opposite the burgh of
Dumfries, and contains the large suburban burgh;

;

;

of-barony of Maxwellton which see. The surface
throughout the north and the east is prevailinpl
level, yet has some agreeable tliough gentle di\
;

sities.

Corbelly-hill, in particular,

rising at

thu

south end of Maxwellton, and opposite the lower
part of Dumfries, is a lovely eminence, beautifully
embellished, and commanding a delightful prospc;
The congregation of burghal buildings sprea,
away from the hill's base, sectioned off into two
bodies by the river, j'et united by two bridges.
The steeples, some chui'clies, one or two civic buildings. Burns' mausoleum, and tlie gorgeous assembly
of elegant monuments in the cemetery, look out from
among the general mass, and challenge individual
attention.
The Crichton Institution, at once the
most elegant and the most extensive asylum for
lunatics in Scotland, spreads out its wings on au
unilulating declivity below the town. A prolusion
of mansions, villas, and cottages orn^es, are so
powdered over the face of all the gay burgh's
broad valh
virons on both sides of the river.
luxurious in dress, stretches away on the nortli, n
becomes narrowed and shut in by cultivated hill.-,
and overhung at the extremity by the dark conical
form of Queensberry. The same valley, flattened
down over much of its area into dead level, and c:
into a sort of tesselated work of brown and
by Lochar-moss, is screened at 4 miley' distance on
the east, by a range of hills over which the plough
yearly passes. The shining, silver-sheeted Nith
directs the eye soutiiward among grounds rich
a garden, and points onward to the sombre, clou
capped Criffel, the far expanse of the Solway fViih.
and the blue dim outlines of Skiddaw anci otlu
Cumberland mountains. In all this there is nothin
sublime, or oven strikingly picturesque; yet tlu
are a calm beauty and a certain rich fulness whi
completely win the heart and live most soothinj:
in the imagination.
The general surface of the parish is naturally s(
i
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'

TROSACHS.

by three ranges of elevations,
parallel to one another, and at almost
equal distances, like waves of the sea. The first
range rises with a gradual acclivity from the Nith,
lies all within the burgh-roods of Maxwellton, and,
in so far as not occupied by the streets of the burgh,
tioned into three parts

which extend

presents a richly cultivated and ornate appearance.
The tract between this range and the second is
traversed from end to end by the sluggish rivulet
Cargen, and is all in a state of high culture. The
second range rises to a greater height than the first,
extends considerably farther to the south, and is
likewise all under cultivation.
A large portion of
the tract between the second range and the third is
either

moss or meadow, in an unsightly

state, but
being reclaimed. The third
higher than the second, extends from

of

largely capable

TROTTERNISH.
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range is much
end to end of the parish, and is mainly und^jr tillage, but partly occupied by extensive plantations.
The predominant rock of all the ranges is mica
slate, running into syenite, with occasional protrusions of granite.
The principal estates and
mansions are those of Kirkconnel, Cargen, Mabie,
Dalscairth, Goldielea, TeiTaughty, Carruchan, Cargenholm, and Mavis-grove. There are likewise numerous villas of commodious and elegant character,
such as those of Summerville, Arundel, Bromland,
Troqneerholm, Ryedale, Rosefield, and Nithside.

"

gallant grey," is in the heart of the great
gorge a little west of it is a narrow inlet and, at
a few paces farther, Loch-Katrine bursts upon the
view, the alps of Arrochar mingling with the clouds
in the distance.
The Trosachs, in a general view,
are a contracted vale, whose sides are soaring eminences wildly and irregularly feathered all over
with hazels, oaks, birches, hawthorns, and moun" a tumultain-ashes, and whose central space is
tuous confusion of little rocky eminences, all of the
most fantastic and extraordinary forms, everywhere
with trees and shrubs," and presenting
shagged
" an
aspect of roughness and wildness, of tangled
and inextricable boskiness, totally unexampled, it
his

is

:

"The western waves

abbey

village.

The Rev. John Blackadder, who

figured conspicuously among the ministers ejected
at the introduction of prelacy, was minister of Troqueer at the time of his ejection.

TROSACHS

(The),

a

surpassingly

romantic

mountain-vale, between Lochs Achray and Katrine,
in the parishes of Callander and Aberfoil, Monteith,
Perthshire. The word Trosachs signifies a bristled
region, and is not a little descriptive of the scenery.
The road, from end to end of the Trosachs, is rather
more than a mile in length, and introduces the
tourist to the landscape at the inn of Ardcheanochrochan, about 10 miles west of the village of Cal-

The opening which affords ingress is
left by Benvenue, towering 2,800
above sea-level, and on the right by Benawn.
The defile of Beal-an-Duine, where Fitz-Jamcs lost

lander.

flanked on the
feet

of ebbing day

But not a setting beam could glow
Within the d.irk ravine below.
Where twined the path, in shadow

hid.

Round many

a rocky pyramid.
Shooting abruptly from the dcll
Its thunder-splinter'd pinnacle;

Round many an insulated mass.
The native bulwarks of the pass.
Huge as the tower which builders

is a moat, or circular artificial
to hav^e been anciently a seat of
courts of justice.
The parish shares directly in the
facilities of communication by railway, road, and
river enjoyed by Dum£^ies.
Population in 1831,
4,665; in 1851, 4,925. Houses, 648. Assessed

the northern part of the ancient parish of Kii'kconnel.
The ancient church of Troqueer belonged
to the monastery of Tongland, and
passed in 1588
to William Melville, the commendator of that monastery, but was transferred in 1605 to the bishops
of Galloway.
The parish of Kirkconnel was suppressed in the reign of Charles I., and divided between Troqueer and Newabbey. Its church stood
in the Troqueer section, 1 J mile north-east of New-

—

Roll'd o'er the glen their level way;
Each pnrple peak, each flinty spire.
Was bathed in floods of living tire.

chief antiquity

ward districts. The present parish of Troqueer
comprehends the ancient parish of Troqueer and

particular descrip-

Walter Scott's exquisite one, in the
Lady of the Lake, could not be very safely attempted by even an adept in literary painting

mound, supposed

property in 1843, £11,906.
This parish is in the presbyteiy and synod of
Dumfries.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £353
2s. 3d.; glebe, £30.
Unappropriated teinds, £89.
Schoolmaster's salary, £30 16s., with fees, and some
other emoluments. The parish church stands adjacent to the Nith, about a mile south of MaxwellThere is a chapel of
ton, and contains 840 sittings.
ease in Maxwellton, containing 800 sittings. There
is also a Free church at Maxwellton, of
nearly the
same capacity. There are a Free church school
and an endowed school in Maxwellton, and a
Society's school and another school in the land-

A

supposed, in the world."

tion, after Sir

—

The

;

;

Presumptuous

vain

on Shlnar's phiin.
split and rent.
dome, or battlement.

piled

The rocky summits,
Form'd

turret,

Or seem'd fantastically set
With cupola or minaret.
Wild crests as pagod ever deck'd.
Or mosque of Eastern architect.
Nor were these earth-bom castles hare.
Nor lack'd they many a banner fair;
For, from their shiver'd brows dist.iavM,
F:tr o'er the unfathomable glade.
All twinkling with the dew-drops sheen.
The briar-rose fell in streamers green.
And creeping shrubs, of thousand dyes.
Waved in the west-wind's summer sighs.

"

Boon Nature scatter'd. free and wild.
Each plant or flower, the mountain's child.
Here eglantine emhalm'U the air.
Hawthorn and hazel mingled there;
The primrose pale, and violet flower.
Found in each clitf a narrow bower;
Foxglove and nightshade, side by side,
Emblems of punishment and pride,
Group'd their dark hues with every stain

The weather-beaten crags retain.
With boughs that quaked at every breath
Grey birch and aspen wept beneatli;
Aloft, the ash

and warrior oak

Cast anchor in the rifted rock;
And, higher yet, the pine-tree hung
His shatter'd trunk, and frequent flung.
Where seem'd the clitfs to meet on high.
His boughs athwart the narrow'd sky.
Higlie.»t of all. where white peaks glanced.
Where glist'ning streamers waved and danced.
The wanderer's eye could barely view
The summer heaven's delicious blue;
So wondrous wild, the whole might seem
The scenery of a fairy dream."

TROSTRIE.

See

Twynholm.

TROTTERNISH,

the eastern and north-eastern
division of Skye, comprehending all Kilmuir, Snizort, and Portree, and small parts of Bracadale and
It is pot only the largest district of the
Strath.
island, but, irrespective of its extent, the richest,
and contains much good arable ground. Trottemish
has some celebrity as the scene of various perils
and adventures of Prince Charles Edward. The
headland, called Trottemish-point, forms the most
northerly land in the island and runs out f of a
mile north-westward in a narrow promontory,
TROUP. See Forti.ng.xi, and Gamrie.
;

TROW-CRAIGS.

See Roxburgh.

TRUIM.
TROWS
TRUIM

TULLOCH-ARD.

(New).

See

New

Trows.

(The), a small river of Radenoch, InverIt rises among the alpine recesses of
ness-shire.
the central Grampians, within 3 furlongs of the

boundary with Perthshire, and runs 12J miles
north-north-eastward to the Spey, near InvernahaThe glen of the river brings up the great road
von.
from Inverness to Perth; and has, on the left bank,
the solitary stage-inn of Dalwhinnie.
Its lower
part has some grandeur of scenery, and slight amenities of wood; but its upper part, which contains
Dalwhinnie, and is comprehended in the dismal nominal forest of Drumouchter, utterly chills the feelings of any but the most weather-beaten moun-

The mountains are dull in aspect and
uninteresting in form, and appear, not arranged
into chairis, but cut into stupendous detached
masses and the glen between them is everywhere,
from Dalwhinnie to its head, " houseless, treeless,
and lifeless,— wanting in everything but barrenness
and deformity, while there is not even an object
so much worse than another as to attract a motaineer.

;

—

ment's attention."

TRUMISGARRY, a quoad sacra parish, comprehended in the quoad civilia parish of North Uist, in
the Outer Hebrides.
Its greatest length is about
17 miles; its greatest breadth is about 12 miles;
its area is about 140 square miles.
It is in the
presbytery of Uist and synod of Glenelg. Patron,
the Crown.
The parish
Stipend, £120; glebe, £4.
church is a government one, built in 1829, and conThere
a
326
is
also
church
Free
taining
sittings.
and the sum raised in connexion with It in 1856
was £30 16s. 3d. Population of the parish, about

and

;

1,730.

TRUMP AN.

See Ardmore, Inverness-shire.
See Mouswald.
TUACH-BURN. See Kiltore.
TUDHOPE-HILL. See Castleton and Ewes.
TUESSIS. See Moray (Province of).
TUITEAM - TARBHACH. See Kincardine,

TRYAL-CAIRN.

Ross-shire.

town of Kincardine, and the village of Longannat,
in the detached district of Perthshire.
It is bounded
on the south-west and south by the frith of Forth,
and on other sides by the parishes of Culross and
Clackmannan. Its length southward is about 2f
miles ; and its greatest breadth is nearly 2 J miles.

The

surface slopes gently from the northern boundary to the Forth. It comprises part of a gentle
broad- based hill, which has declinations to the
north and north-east; but is itself well sheltered
in these directions by rising-ground and extensive
The hill looks beautiful in both form
plantations.
shelter;

ceeded, and vestiges of which exist, belonged to the
Blackadders, knights baronets, and appeais to have
been a place of strength.
moat surrounded it
and communicated with the Forth. An old church
at Overton is the burying-place of the Keith family.
Ancient coins and some Roman urns have been dug
up in recent years, within the parish. Excellent
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public communications, by railway and by riversteamer, are enjoyed at Kincardine. Population of
the parish in 1831, 3,550; in 1851, 3,043. Houses,
574.
This paiish is in the presbytery of Dunblane, and
synod of Perth and Stirling. Patron, Lady Keith,
Stipend, £259 3s. 9d.; glebe,
ter's

salary,

£34

4s.

4|d.,

£44 10s. Schoolmaswith about £50 fees.

The

parish church is an elegant edifice, built in
1833, at the cost of £3,400, and contains 1,176 sitThere is a Free church, containing 470 sittings.
tings; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£230 4s. lOd. There is an United Presbyterian
church, which was built in 1819, at a cost or£l,200,
and contains about 800 sittings. There are a subscription school, four other non-parochial schools,
and a public library. The ancient paiish of Tulliallan comprised only the barony of Tulliallan
but
the modern parish, since 1673, has comprised also
the barony of Kincardine, and the lands of Lurg,
;

Sands, and Kellywood, w^ich previously belonged
to the parish of Culross.
TULLIBARDINE. See Blackford.
TULLIBODY, an ancient parish and a post-office

The parish is now
village in Clackmannanshire.
incorporated with that of Alloa which see. Tiio
village stands f of a mile north of the confluence of
the Devon and the Forth, 2J miles west-north-west
of Alloa, and 6J south-west of Tillicoultry.
Here
:

a Free church, whose receipts in 1856 amounted
£165 4s. 2d. The ancient church of Tullibody,
situated a little north of the village, though believed to have been built in the 12th century, and
is

TULLA. See Inchmahome and Monteith.
TULLIALLAN, a parish, containing the post-

and

average rent of land is about £2 15s. per acre. The
value of assessed property in 1843 was £4,880.
Tulliallan-castle, one of the seats of the Baroness
Keith, stands upon a small rising ground about
J a mile from the Forth. The castle which it suc-

and

is

supposed to have given

rise to

name Tulliallan, which signifies " the beautiful
hill."
The coast of the parish, inclusive of curvaFrom the
tures, has an extent of about 3f miles.
the

boundary to the New Pans, the shore is
and thence to the extreme east, it abounds in
rocks which are either bare or covered with the tide.
wcstci'n
level;

A considerable

extent of valuable land, as noticed
in our article on Kincardine, has been reclaimed
from the sweep of the tide by means of two extenAbout 505 acres in the parish
sive embankments.
are under wood ; and nearly all the rest of the area
or
either
is
occasionally in tillage. The
regularly
soil is variously reclaimed peat, moorish mould,
Sandcoarse clay, fine loam, and rich alluvium.
stone of excellent quality has long been worked in
the vicinity of Longannat. Coal and ironstone also
abound. The landowners are the Baroness Keith,
Lord Abercromby, and Jobustono of bands. The

to

though subjected to much dilapidation during the
was first roofed in as the Abt
cromby burying-place about the middle of 1century, and next fitted up as a preaching station
effluxion of ages,

i

-

in 1834.

The

village

is

a place of

much

antiquity,

and even claims to have been founded by King
Kenneth, about the year 834. Population of tl
village, 600.

Houses, 137.

TULLIEBELTON. See Kilspindie.
TULLIEBOLE. See Fossa way.
TULLIEKETTLE. See Comrie.
TULLILUM. See Perth and Tibbermore.
TULLIMET. See Logierait.
TULLIMOSS. See Monteith (Port of).
TULLOCH, a village on the north-west bord
of the parish, and 2 miles north-west of the town,
of Perth.
It is notable as the site of the first Scottish bleachfield, and the place where the first potatoes produced in Scotland were grown. Mr. Christie
an Irish gentleman, established the bleachfield
about the beginning of the 18th century, and somi
after introduced the potatoes by seed brought fiom
Ireland.
Population, 216. Houses, 42.
TULLOCH, a parish in Aberdeenshire, united to

Glenmiiick

:

which

see.

TULLOCH, Stirlingshire. See Kiltearn.
TULLOCH, Koss-shire. See Gairloch,
TULLOCH-ARD, a lofty mountain on the

north

side of liOch-Duich, in the south-west corner of
It is of easy ascent, and commands an
Koss-shire.

TULLOCH-BURN.

extensive view of the western continental coasts
and the northern Hebrides. It figures in legendary
story as an object of ancient superstitions veneraIn the Middle ages it was the beacon-post of
tion.
war and a fire raised on its summit summoned,
within 24 hours, all the tenants and vassals of Seaforth to the rendezvous in readiness for combat. It
appears as a burning mountain on the crest of the
Sea forth arms.
TULLOCH-BURN, a small tributary of the
Fiddich, in the parish of Mortlach, Banffshire.
TULLOCHGORUM, the native seat of a branch
of the clan Grant, on the left bank of the river
Spey, opposite the influx of the Nethy, 4^ miles
south-west of Grantown, Inverness -shire.
The
name is familiar to almost every Scotsman in connexion with the poetry and ancient music of Strath;

TULLOCHGRIBAN

(Loch), a small lake, curious to anglers, in the parisli of Duthil, Morayshire.
TULLOES. See Dunxichen and Sidlaw-Hills.
TULLYNESSLE and FORBES, an united par-

containing the post-office station of Forbes, in
the Alford district of Aberdeensliire.
It is bounded
on the north by Leslie, Clatt, and Rhynie on the
east by Keig; on the south by Alford; and on the
ish,

;

west by Auchindoir. Its length is about 7 miles;
its breadth about 4.
The river Don traces
but
nearly the whole of the southern boundary
cuj:s off a small wing, compreiiended in a single
farm.
Six indigenous brooks drain the parish

and

;

to the Don
the largest of which, the
Esset, drives 9 or 10 corn and thrashing mills, but
;

at remote intervals,

to overwhelming
lofty hill-range, whose chief summits
have an altitude of about 1,300 feet above sea-level,
sweeps round the western and northern frontier;
and various ridges strike off from it toward the
plain of the Don, so as to render the general surftrce
of the parish a series of somewhat parallel glens.
is

subject,

floods.

The

A

Don forms their point of intersection
immediate vicinity is a commodious inn.
Facility of communication is enjoyed through the
vicinity of Alford; and this will be much increased
by the opening of the Alford branch of the Great
North of Scotland railway. Population of the parish in 1831, 778; in 1851^ 930.
Houses, 158.
This parish is in the presbytery of Alford, and
of
Aberdeen.
tlie
Eail of Fife.
Patron,
synod
Stipend, £222 3s. 6d. glebe, £10. Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salary, £34
teinds, £51 16s. 2d.
4s. 4^d., with £25 fees, a share in the Dick bequest,
and some other emoluments. The parish church
was built in 1840, and is sufficiently commodious.
Forbes was, in 1722, united to Kearn and, in 1808,
It forms the western
it was united to Tullynessle.
across the

and

;

in its

;

;

division of the present united parish.
a small pastoral island, belonging to the
parish of Kilmuir, and situated near Trotternishpoint, on the north-west coast of Skye.

TULM,

spey.

southward

TUMMEL.
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extensively stony, but nowhere broken
and they have, for the most part, a dry improvable soil, and a heathy dress. The arable land
and consists of
nas, in general, a good loam
haugh-grounds in the vales, and of gentle slopes on
the declivity of the hills.
Distributing the whole
hills are

or bare;

;

area into 100 parts, about 33 are in tilf>arochial
age, 11 in artificial pasture, 43 in hill-pasture, and
13 under wood.
Most of the extensive woods have
been planted within the last 45 years by the proprietors of Forbes.
Granite, gneiss, and mica slate,
are the predominant rocks.
An excellent variety

of the granite is quarried for building purposes;
and a variety of the mica slate, capable of furnishing slabs of a very large size, is quarried for the
purpose of pavement to halls and kitchens.
coarse kind of limestone also occurs, and was at one
time worked. The landed property is comprised in
the three estates of Whitehaugh, Terperse, and
Forbes. The estimated value of raw produce in

A

1840 was £9,611.
Assessed property in 1843,
£3,629. Whitehaugh-house, the seat of the family
of Leith, is a splendid mansion, consisting of an
ancient central edifice, and two quite modern wings.
small old castellated house stands on the estate
of Terperse, and Littlewood-park-house stands on
that of Forbes.
There were formerly in the parish
several sets of Druidical remains but nearly all of
them have been removed. Near the Don, adjacent
to the hamlet of Mongarry, is the site of General
Baillie's encampment on the night, in 1645, previous to his defeat by Montrose in the battle of Alford.
The parish is traversed southward by the road from
Hnntly to Kincardine O'Neil, and westward by that
from Aberdeen to Strathdon.
substantial bridge

A

;

A

TUMMEL-BRIDGE,

a locality on the river
or Rannoch, on the north border of the
It is situated at the
parish of Dull, in Perthshire.
intersection of the road from Kinloch-Rannoch to
Pitlochry, with the I'oad from Crieff" to Dalnacardoch,
Here are a Free
7 miles east of Kinloch-Rannoch,
fair is held at
church and a comfortable inn.
Tummel-Bridge on the last Friday of October old

Tummel

A

style.

TUMMEL

(Loch), a lake on the mutual border

of the parishes of Dull and Blair-Atliole, in Perthshire. It extends in an east-north-easterly direction,
and is about 3 miles long, and nearly 1 mile broad.
Its banks are beautifully diversified with little bays

and headlands, with rocks and woods, with dwelland cultivated fields
and its flanks rise
grandly up into masses of rugged mountain. A
wooded artificial islet lies near its head and on
this are the vestiges of a castle, which is said to
have been one of the many fastnesses of Robertson
of Struan, the chief of the clan Dounachie.
ings

;

;

TUMMEL

(The), the lower part of the northern
It is
great head -water of the Tay, Perthshire.
very generally described by topographists as issuing
from Loch-Rannoch, and expanding, near the middle of its course, into Loch -Tummel.
But the
stream between the two lakes really bears the
name of the Rannocli and only that between LochTummel and the confluence with the Tay strictly
claims to be the Tummel. Its length of run, thus
limited, is only about 12 miles, or, including sinuIt leaves the lake at its east end;
osities, 15 or 16.
and at first flows eastward and finally flows southwards, so as to describe from beginning to end the
fourth part of a circle, the middle of whose convexOver 4^ miles below
ity is toward the north-east.
the lake it intersects Dull ; over nearly 2 miles
immediately above its confluence with the Tay, it
intersects Logierait; and, over the intermediate
distance, it has on its right bank Dull and Logierait,
and on its left Moulin and the detached part of
;

Dowally.

Four miles below the lake, it receives the very
large tribute of the Garry. Respectively below
and above this confluence the Tummel, as to both
its current and its banks, possesses
very widely
different characters.
Below, it is a stately stream,
grave and majestic in motion, gemmed along its
bosom with many pretty islets, and wending among
numerous corn fields and enclosed pastures, screened
with mountainous heights less wild in character,
and much softer in dress, than by far the greater
But above where
part of those in the Highlands.
it receives the Garry, it is almost
constantly imin
petuous, tumbles along
rapids, cataracts, and

TUNDERGARTH.
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cascades, tears up and rolls playfully before it considerable masses of rock, and runs through a close
and wooded mountain-glen, so narrow that, with
very little exception, the alpine acclivities rise immediately from the water, leaving no flat land or

which are indigenous, and have an average individual

space of any kind on its margin. The narrowness and
prolongation of this upper glen, the sudden rise and
the loftiness of its boundaries, the great variety and
the wonderful intricacy of their outline and surface,
the profusion of forest and the intersection and clouding of it with rocks and ravines, these, and the
exquisite forms and arrangements of the forested and
scattered birches which here fonn the only wood,
render this upper glen of the Tummel decidedly
richer in the beauties of a grand and romantic style
of landscape than any other space of equal extent in
Scotland.
Near the junction of the Garry stands
the house of Fascally, amid a scene which is magnificently pretty,
strongly pleasing but soon exhausted.
considerable space below this, and toward Pitlochry, makes a remote approach to the
character of the upper glen, and exhibits continuous
alternations of picture and romance.

nowhere strictly hilly, and though possessing only
two summits, those of Grieve and Grange-fell, 900

—

—

A

But the grand attraction of tlie Tummel is its celebrated fall, near the foot of the upper glen. Though
by no means so high as tlie falls of Foyers and of
Bruar, it is nevertheless equally grand, if not more
so, on account of the greater volume of its water.
It and that of Foyers are both first in rank of the
Scottish cascades, each in its distinct character and
though considerably lower than the falls of the
Clyde, it very greatly excels them, both in its own
attractions, and in those of its circumjacent scenery.
" It
is a peculiar and a rare merit in the cascade of
"
tiie Tummel,"
says Dr. MaccuUoch, that it is beautiful in itself, and almost without the aid of its accompaniments. Though the water breaks white
almost throughout, the forms are so graceful, so varied, and so well marked, that we can look at it long,
;

without being wearied by monotony, and without
attending to the surrounding landscape. Whether
low or full, whether the river glides transparent
over the rocks to burst in foam below, or whetlier
it descends like a torrent of snow from the
very edge,
this fall is always various and always graceful.
The immediate accompaniments are, however, no
beautiful and appropriate ; and the general
landscape is at the same time rich and romantic
nothing being left to desire to render this one of the
less

;

most

brilliant scenes

which our country produces."

In the face of a tremendous rock north-west of the
a cave to which there is only one and a very
difficult passage.
party of the Macgregors are
said to have been surprised in this cave during the
fall, is

A

period of their proscription, and some of them slain
on the spot, wliile a remnant climbed a ti'ee which
grew on the face of the rock, and were precipitated
to the bottom by their pursuers cutting away the
tree from its root.
TUMPAN. See Stornoway.
TUNUERGAKTH, a parish in the middle of the
Its posteast side of Annandaie, Dumfries-shire.
town is Lockerby, about 3 miles west of its church.
The parish is a long, narrow band of country, descending south-westward from the water- shed with Eskdale to witliin 2 J miles of the Annan. It is bounded,
along the north-west side, by St. Mungo, Dryfesdale,
and llutton and Corrie on the north-east end by
Wester-kirk; along the south-cast side by Langholm, Middlebie, and Iloddam and on the southwest end by St. Mungo. Its length is about 12
miles; and its breadth varies from 1 mile to 2^
miles.
Tlie water of Milk runs along most of the
north-west and south-west boundary and receives
from the interior no fewer than about 14 rills, all of
;

;

;

run of only about 1 ^ mile. The general surface of the
parish is, in consequence, a declination to the Milk
but it is singularly broken into steep-sided vales and
glens, and abounds in picturesque scenes.
Though
;

above sea-level, it very extensively bids defiance
to the plough, and luxuriates in
abruptness and va-

feet

riety of pastoral landscape.
Excepting about 160
acres, which are under wood, the area is distributed
into pastures and arable lands in the
proportions to
each other of 79 and 29. Greywacke, mica-schist,

and greenstone, are the prevailing rocks.
in small quantities; and
lead has, in various localities and at various dates,
been the object of laborious but vain search. There
are three principal landowners, and a considerable
number of smaller ones. The estimated value of
clay-slate,

Antimony has been found

raw produce

in 1834 was £7,804.
Assessed property in 1843, £3,575 15s. The chief residences are
Grange, Scroggs, and Gibsons. The most noticeable
antiquity is part of the Roman road from Brunswarkhill to Upper Nithsdale.
number of small entrenched camps, of the kind provincially called birin
occur
elevated
Most of them are
situations.
rens,

A

circular, very prominent, and in good preservation.
They are supposed to have been constructed in the
times of the Border raids, partly as military strengths

and partly

for the protection of cattle.
stones, arranged in a semicircle, called

mon

Seven erect
by the com-

people the Seven-Brethren, and supposed to
have been Druidical remains, occur on the farm of
Whiteholm. An ancient castle, called the castle of
Tundergarth, stood in the parish, and is believed
to have been a baronial strength of the sept of Johnstone; but no vestige of it now remains. The
lower extremity of the parish, the seat of the greater
part of the population, is adjacent to the road from
Edinburgh to Carlisle, and little more than a mile
distant from the Lockerby station of the Caledonian

Population of the parish in 1831, 530; in
1851,577. Houses, 95.
This parish is in the presbyteiy of Loclimaben, and synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Eail of
Mansfield.
glebe, £10.
Stipend, £166 6s. 8d.
Unappropriated teinds, £19 7s. 5d. Schoolmaster's
and
£4 other
4s.
with
£34
£15
fees,
4id.,
salary,
emoluments. The parish church was built about
the year 1770, and is sufficiently commodious. The
ancient church appears to have been of very early
establishment, as tlie advowson of it never belonged
railway.

;

to the

Bishops of Glasgow.

TUN-LAW,

a precipitous sea-clifF, a little to the
It
north-west of St. Abb's head in Berwickshire.
rises to the height of about 430 feet above the level
of tlie sea, and is surmounted by an ancient British
fortification.

TUQUOY.

See TooKQUOY.
See Forfar.
TUKFHOLM, a village conjunct with the village
of Abbeygreen, in the parisli of Lesmahago, Lanark-

TUKFBIG.

shire.

TURIN.

TURK

See Double-Hill.
See Glenfinlass.

(The).

TURLUM. See Muthill.
TURNBERRY-CASTLE, a celebrated

ruin on the
coast of the parish of Kirkoswald, 6 miles north of
the town of Girvan, Ayrshire.
When or by whom
it was built, is altogether uncertain.
It seems to
have been one of the castles of the old Gaelic Lords
of Galloway; and, when the Gallowegian dominions
became divided into the part which continues to bear
their name, and the part which has been integrated
witii Ayrshire, it

appears

to

have been adopted

as

TURRET.

In 1274
the principal seat of the Earls of Carrick.
Martha, Countess of Carrick, resided here at the
epoch of her maniage with Robert Bruce of Annandale.
On the 20th of September, 1286, it was the
scene of the first recorded association or assembly of
one which had for its object to
Scottish nobles,
support the title of the competitor Bruce to the

—

Crown. In 1306, it was held by an English garrison
under Earl Percy and some yeai-s after, while it
still continued in the possession of the English,
King Robert Bruce stormed it, drove out the garriIt received
son, and obliged them to retire to Ayr.
such damage in the storming as to be virtually destroyed and it does not appear to have ever afterwards been inhabited. The ruin of it has suffered
so severely from the action of sea and weather, and
the ruthlessness of dilapidatore, as to have little remaining but its lower vaults and cellars but from
indications which are furnished by these, by some
vestiges of a drawbridge, and by the extent of rock
which seems to have been included in the site, the
castle appears to have been a fortress of great capaciousness and strengtii. It occupies a small promontory, so as to be washed on three sides by the
sea and, on the land side, it overlooks a rich plain
of upwards of 600 acres.
Its site commands a full
prospect of all the lower frith of the Clyde. A kilnfire lighted in the neighboui'hood was once mistaken
by Robert Bruce, while he lay in Arran, as a preconcerted signal, and brought him prematurely over
to attempt the deliverance of his country, and the
rescue of his crown. Sir Walter Scott refers to this
" Lord of the
"
event, as follows, in his
Isles;
;

;

;

;

—

"Wide o'er the sky the splendour
As that portentous meteor rose.

glows,

Helm, axe, and fulchion glitter'd brisht
And in the red and dusky light.
His comrade's face each warrior saw.

;

Nor marvell'd it was pale witli awe,
Then liigh in air the beams were lost.

And

darkness sank upon the coast."

TURNLAW.

a small lake and a rivulet in the parish of Monivaird, Stratheam, Perthshire.
The lake
is about a mile long, and one-fourth of a mile broad.
The rivulet issues from the end of it, and has a run
of about 5 miles south-eastward to the Earn, half-amile above Crieff. The vale traversed by the stream
is noted for its
scenery, and beai-s the name of Gi.en;

which

TURRET

see.

(The),

Forntrshire.

See

Esk

(The

North).

TURRIFF,

a district in the north-west of Aberdeenshire.
It comprehends the
parishes of KingEdward, Turriff, Monquhitter, Auchterless, and
It
extends northward from the viciniy of
Fyvie.
Old Meldrum to the vicinity of Banff, and westward
from the boundaiy with Banffshire to the boundary
with Buchan. Its length is about 22 miles ; and
its greatest breadth is about 13 miles.
Its southern
parts form the upper portion of the basin of the
Ythan; and its northern parts nearly all lie within
the right side of the basin of the Deveron.
Population in 1831, 11,730; in 1851, 14,392.

Houses,

2,7-23.

TURRIFF, a parish, containing a post-to-wn of
its own name, on the north-west border of Aberdeenshire.
It is bounded on the west and northwest by Banffshire, and on other sides by the
parishes of King-Edward, Monquhitter, Fyvie, and
Auchterless.
Its length north-north-eastward is
7^
its greatest breadth is 5f miles; and its area
about 33 J square miles.
The river Deveron
most of the boundary with Banffshire, and
makes tliero a large curving deflection toward the

miles;
is

traces

east, so as, at the head of tlie deflection, to compress
the breadth of the parish to less than 3 miles.
considerable stream, called the burn of Tuniff, having a total course of about 10 miles, comes in on the
east from Monquhitter, and runs through the centre
of the parish of Turriff, to the head of the Deveron's
deflection.
This stream, while within the parish,
drives two meal mills, two carding mills, one flax
and
the machinery of a bleachfield. It rises
mill,
among the hills on the borders of Buchan, to the
north of New Bytb, and is subject to freshets; and
in the memorable flood of 1829, it rose 11 feet above
its ordinary level.
The surface of the parish, in a
general view, rises from the Deveron toward the
south and the east; but has low grounds near the
river, undulating grounds further in, a variety of
vales and hills of different slopes and easy inclination, and ultimately a large extent of high tableau

A

and upland pasture.

Its average altitude above
with that of most parts of
be
called high.
The hills of
Aberdeenshire, may
Vrae on the north, Cotbum on the east, Dana on
the south, and Ardmiddle on the west, are the loftiest.
The appearance of the surface, on the whole,
is beautiful.
The prevailing rocks are greywacke
on the west and old red sandstone on the east.

sea-level, as conjpared

The greywacke comprises numerous

alternations of

greywacke-slate and clay-slate, regularly stratified,
and often veined with white quartz and it is extensively worked as a building stone, a hollow drain
Some of
material, a paving flag, and a road metal.
;

also has been quaiTied as a roofing slate, but not
The sandstone has frequently the
extensively.
form of a conglomerate, and, both in that form and
in its own proper form, it is
largely quarried for the
uses of house-masonry. There are several mineral
There are likewise
wells, but none of any note.
wells which had great supei-stitious celebrity in the
times before the Reformation. The soil on the lowgrounds adjacent to the streams is an argillaceous
alluvium and that in some other places is sharp,
it

;

See Newtox-Burs.
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light,

and gravelly,

—

fertile

and very

early.

About

13,555 imperial acres are in tillage; about 4,580 are
pastoral or waste; about 50 are moss; and about
There are two principal
3,000 are under wood.
proprietors, seven other cor.siderable proprietors,
and a number of smaller proprietors.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1842 was £58,572.

Assessed property in 1843, £10,422.
Deigaty is much the largest and most valuable
estate in the parish.
It formerly belonged to the
Earls of Errol, but was sold about the year 1760 to
Peter Garden, Esq., and in 1798 to the Earl of Fife.
Deigaty- castle is a fine old baronial mansion, situated on the east side of the parish, built at different
periods, exhibiting an antique style, and consisting
chiefly of a castellated square edifice, 66 feet high,

with modern colonnades and wings. The Earls of
Errol, when they resided in the castle, had also a
lodging in the town of Turriff. The estate of Balqnholly formerly belonged to the ancient family of
ilowat, but was sold in 1723 to the ancestor of the
present proprietor. Duff of Hatton. Hat ton-castle,
the seat of this proprietor, is a large substantial
quadrangular edifice, with cornered tunets, situated
on the south-east side of the parish, built in 1814,
and comprising a portion of the ancient residence of

Mowats of Balquholly. The other principal
estates in the parish, with mansions on them, are
the

Muiresk, Scobbach, Gask, Maryfield, and TowieBarclay. Tiimuli, cairns, and standing-stones occur on some of the high grounds of the parish, and
are supposed to have been memorials of battles with
the Danes in the time of Malcolm II. " It is
highly
probable," says the writer in the Old Statistical

TURRIFF.
"

Account, that Lathmon, the Pictish prince, whom
Ossian celebrates, had his seat in this parish. Not
only do Lathers and Durlathers bear a strong resemblance to Lathmon and Dunlathmon, but the
landscape drawn by nature exactly cori'esponds
with the description of the poet. We may observe

on the bank of the river, the green dwelling of
Lathmon.' We may wander with the blue-eyed
and the halls
Cutha in the vales of Dunlathmon
of Nuath are only wanting to realize the description
on the bank
walls
rise
of the dying Oithona.
High
of Durrana, 'and see their massy towers in the
A rock ascends behind them 'with its
stream.'
"
The parish is traversed by the
bending firs.'
road from Banff to Aberdeen, and has abundance of
other roads, chiefly radiating from the town. A
branch railway from the Great North of Scotland
'

'

'

;

railway to Turriff is at present near completion
and an extension railway from Turriff to Banff" and
Macduff was contracted for in December 1856, to
cost £6,000 per mile.
Population of the parish in
;

Houses, 707.
1831, 2,807; in 1851, 3,584.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, the Earl of Fife. Stipend, £232 4s.; glebe, £15. Unappropriated teinds,
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d.,
fees, a share in the Dick bequest, and
about £18 other emoluments. The parish church

£427 14s.
with £75

3d.

built in 1794, and enlarged in 1830, and is sufThere is a Free church,
ficiently commodious.
with an attendance of 320; and the amount of its
There is an
receipts in 1856 was £196 12s. 9Jd.
Episcopalian chapel, which was built in 1824, and
contains about 400 sittings. There are four non-

was

parochial schools.
The Town of Turriff is a seat of considerable
trade and a burgh of barony. It stands on the road
from Banff to Aberdeen, 11 miles south-south-east
of Banff, 16 north-east of Iluntly, and 34^ northnorth-west of Aberdeen. Its site is a rising-ground,
with fine southern exposure, on the right bank of
the burn of Turriff, J a mile above its influx to the
Deveron. " Torra or Turra, as the name was anciently written, and is still vulgarly pronounced,"
remarks the writer in the New Statistical Account,
" is said to
signify in the Gaelic language, a mount
or height,' which is descriptive of the situation of
the town while Turreff or Turriff, derived from
'
the same language, signifies, we are told, turrets
or towers.'
In the memory of persons alive till
seen ; and
lately, the remains of towers were to be
those of one of them still exist in the gateway and
vaults of an old and now almost ruinous building,
known by the name of 'Castle Kainy.'y The
streets of the main body of the town, comprising all
the old parts, are neither spacious nor well-formed,
substantial
yet, in general, have neat, commodious,
"houses, with pleasant pieces of attached gardens.
'

;

About the jrear 1827, two new streets were opened;
and 15 years later, a further extension upon a reguAn extant part of the anlar plan was designed.
cient church, consisting of the choir and the belfry,
and situated in the burying-ground, is an interesting
piece of architecture.

occupying an elevated
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The
site,

present parish church,
has no claims to ele-

gance, yet arrests the eye by its conspicuousness.
The Episcopalian chapel is a very neat structure. A
market-cross stands in the principal street, originan ancient upright pillar, on a pedestal of cirally
and rising 20 feet from the level of the
cular
steps,

surrounding ground, but repaired and somewiiat
altered in 1841.

The Knights-Templars appear to have had an
establishment at Turriff, or property in its vicinity;
and a spot of ground on the south still bears the

An

name

of Temple-brae.
hospital or almshouse
built at Turriff, in 1272, by Alexander, Earl of
and
dedicated
to
St.
Buchan,
Congan. The establishment had a master and six chaplains, who wore
the dress of secular monks; it maintained 13 decayed husbandmen of the district of Buchan; and it
possessed, with some limitations, the right of sanctuary for criminals. King Robert Bruce appears to
have further endowed it for the maintenance of a
chaplain to say masses for his brother Nigel Bruce,
slain by the English after their capture of the castle
of Kildrummie. The parsons or prebends of the
parish seem to have always been the masters of the
hospital ; at all events, they held the lands with
which the Earl of Buchan had endowed it from the
beginning of the 15th century till the Reformation.

was

In 1511, the whole kirklands, village, and glebe,
were, by a charter under the great seal, erected
into a free burgh-of-barony, in favour of Thomas
Various pieces of
Dickson, prebend of Turriff.
land, devoted by the charter to the use of the feuars,
continue unalienated. Sheriff small debt courts are
held four times a-year, in March, June, September,

and December.
Turriff

is

now

a seat of industry, manufacture,

and inland trade. A carpet-manufacture, begun in
A linen and thread manu1760, proved a failure.
facture, commenced in 1767, also failed, but was
subsequently revived and extended. The quantity
of linen cloth annually woven for some time previous to 1841 was about 28,000 yards; but in that
year and subsequently it fell very greatly off. A
bleachfield was commenced about the same time as
the linen trade, and has fluctuated in prosperity
along with that trade. The manufacture of woollen
cloth is carried on both at the town and at two other
places in the parish. The dyeing of woollens and
There is in the town a
silks also is carried on.
smart general trade in the exchange of artificers'
work and of iniported goods for country produce.
The town has oflSces of the Commercial, the Union,
the Aberdeen, and the North of Scotland banks.
Fairs are held on the Wednesday in January
before Badenscoth, on the Wednesday after the
5th of February, on the last Monday of February,
on the Wednesday after the 5th of April, on the
Friday after the 7th of May, on the Saturday before the 27th of May, on the Saturday in June before Trinity-moor, on the Wednesday after the 28th
of June, on the day in August before Bartle-Chapel,
on the Wednesday after the 12th of October, on the
Thursday after the 27th of October, on the Saturday
before the 23d of November, and on the Wednesday
after the 12th of December.
Population of the town
in 1831, 1,136; in 185], 1,693.
Houses, 367.

TUSHIELAW. See Ettrick.
TUTUMVARACH. See Oikeix (The).
TWATT. See Sandsting and Aithstino,

TWEED

of Scot(The), a river of the south-east
land and the north-east of England. It directly or
by tributaries drains much the larger part of the
central and eastern Border counties of Scotland,
and of the detached districts of Durham and the
northern districts of Northumberland in England.
It usually ranks in importance as the fourth of the
Scottish rivers, tlie Tay, the Forth, and the Clyde

the second,
being respectively pronounced the first,
third.
But, estimated according to the extent of country which it drains, it far surpasses
while the
every Scottish river except the Tay for,
next to it, drains
Spey, which this rule places
the
Clyde, which is
only 1,300 square miles, and
next to the Spey, drains only 1.200, the Tweed
drains 1,870. The Scottish counties with which

and the

;

it

has connexion are Peebles, Selkirk, Roxburgh,

.

TWEED.

Berwick, and the southern division of Edinand, excepting a tiny nook of Peebles
burgh
drained by the head- waters of the Mid-Lothian Esks,
the parish of Castleton, and some very small pendicles in Roxburghshire, and the north-east division
or about a fourth of Berwickshire, these distiicts
are entirely within its basin.
In two great headwaters, the one of which bears the name of Tweed
from the outset, while the other is throughout called
the Lyne, it rises respectively in the south-west
and the north-west extremities of Peebles-shire ; by
the head-streams of the Ettrick, the Yarrow, and
the Teviot, it drains Selkirkshire and Roxburghshire
from the furthest west by the Gala, the Leader, the
Whitadder, and other streams, it draws off the watere
from the southern acclivities of the Moorfoot and
the Lammermoor hills, even from a line but 11 or 12
miles south of Edinburgh and from its remotest
source to the sea at Berwick-upon-Tweed, it performs, irrespectively of windings, a run of about 100
miles, about one-third of which is in Peebles-shire,
and about another third through or in contact with
;

;

;

Roxburghshire.
The popular and the really remotest source of the
Tweed is a paltry fountain called Tweed's-well, a
little above the farm-house of Tweedshaws, and at
the foot of a hill named Tweed's-cross, on the southwestern border of the parish of Tweedsmuir, in
Peebles-shire. The well is half-a mile from Lanarkshire on the west, the same distance from Dumfriesshire on the south, and 1 ,500 feet above the level of

From

other sides of the hill where it
rills to the gathering or incipient
volumes of the Clyde and the Annan yet not such
rills as can with any justice be pronounced more
than secondary head-streams of these rivers. Over
22 miles from its origin the Tweed runs prevailingly
north-eastward ; and, over the remaining 14 miles
of the Peebles-shire part of its coui-se, in the direction of east by south.
While performing this run
it traverses Tweedsmuir and a limb of Drummelzier
divides Glenholm, Stobo, and a small part of Peebles,
on the left, from Drummelzier, a wing of Stobo, and
Manor on the right runs across Peebles ; and then
has, on the left, a small part of Peebles and the
whole of Innerleithen, and, on the right, Traquair
and a very small part of Yarrow. The independent
secondary feeders rills and brooks of 5 miles and
less in length
which enter in Peebles-shire, are
not fewer than between seventy and eighty and,
the sea.

springs up proceed

;

;

;

—

—

;

though individually

trivial,

they aggregately pour

a considerable volume of water. The chief
of the larger Peebles-shire tributaries, on the left
bank, are the Biggar, between Glenholm and Stobo;
the Lyne, between Stobo and Peebles ; the Eddieand the Leithen, at
stone, at the town of Peebles
the village of Innerleithen ; and, on the right
are
the
Fruid
and
the
bank,
Talla, in Tweedsmuir;
the Manor, between Manor and Peebles ; and the
Quair, nearly opposite the Leithen.
During its
connexion with Selkirkshire and Roxburghshire
the Tweed continues, as in the latter part of its
coarse in Peebles-shire, to run prevailingly eastward, till the last 9 or 10 miles ; and, over these, it
runs in the direction of north-east by east. In a
small part of this run it divides Selkirkshire from
Roxburghshire ; and in two places it divides Roxburghshire from Berwickshire. The parishes on its
left bank, are Innerleithen, Stow, the original Galashiels, the larger part of Melrose, Merton, Makerand on its
Bton, part of Kelso, Ednam, and Eccles
right bank, are Yarrow, Selkirk, the annexed part
of Galashiels, the smaller part of Melrose, St. Boswell's, Maxton, Roxburgh, part of Kelso, and Sprouston.
Its minor tributaries here are only between
into
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it

—
;

;

twenty and thirty; and the chief of its larger tribfrom the north, are the Cadon, between Stow
and Galashiels the Gala, between Galashiels and
utaries,

;

Melrose the Allan, in Melrose the Leader, between Melrose and Merton; and the Eden, in Ednam
and, from the south, are the Ettrick, between
and the Teviot, at the
Selkirk and Galashiels
town of Kelso, the former previously augmented
by the Yarrow, and the latter by far the largest of
the Tweed's tributaries, and almost a rival of its
upper stream in importance. After leaving Roxburghshire the Tweed is but partially a Scottish
river; it divides Berwickshire from England till
within 4^ miles of the sea, and then bids adieu to
Scotland, and runs between England and the Liberties of Berwick.
Its course for 4 or 5 miles after
leaving Roxburghshire, and again for about 5 miles
before entering the sea, is eastward and over the
;

;

;

—

—

;

;

intermediate distance

it is

in the direction of north-

The Berwickshire parishes which
England are Eccles, Coldstream,
and
Hutton
and the chief tributaries
Ladykirk,
which enter it below Roxburghshire are, on the left
bank, the Leet, in Coldstream and the Whitadder,
east by north.
it divides from

;

—

;

Liberties of Berwick,
and, on the right
Till, 3 miles below the mouth of
the Leet.
The only towns and considerable villages on or
near the margin of the Tweed are Peebles and Innerleithen, in their cognominal parishes, and both
on the left bank, in Peebles-shire ; Darnick and
Melrose, on the right bank, and Gattonside, on the
left, in the parish of Melrose
Lessudden, in St.
Bothwell's Kelso, on the left bank, in its cognominal parish; Birgham, in Eccles; Coldstream, at
the mouth of the Leet; Comhill, nearly opposite
Coldstream, but half-a-mile into the interior of Northumberland; Norham, on the right bank, opposite
Ladykirk and Berwick, on the left bank, a little
above the embouchure with its suburb of Tweedmouth on the Durham side of the stream. The
mansions upon the Tweed, even those which command special attention by their architectural elegance and the richness of their pleasure-grounds,
are too numerous to admit of succinct enumeration;
yet, without invidiousness to the many which might
justly be regarded as temples of taste, Abbotsford,
the seat of J. R. H. Scott, Esq., the representative of
the great novelist, in Melrose, and Fleurs-castle, the
seat of the Duke of Roxburgh, in Kelso, may be named
as particularly attractive.
The Tweed was long, and
in the

bank, the sluggish

;

;

;

—

—

to a

very late period, remarkable for poverty in
bridges and between Peebles and the sea, a distance of upwards of 70 miles, was totally unprovided
with them, except with one at Berwick. But now,
between Peebles and Berwick, there are twelve
bridges a private suspension one at Kingsmeadows,
in the parish of Peebles
a new public timber one
at Innerleithen
a public one at Yair, between Selkirk and Galashiels a fine new one on a recent cut
of road near the mouth of the Ettrick
a spacious
stone one at Darnick a public suspension one for
pedestrians at Melrose and Gattonside a public one
at Drygrange, near the mouth of the Leader a
private suspension one at Dryburgh, in Merton
a fine new iron suspension one between Fleurs and
St. James' Green
a magnificent stone one at Kelso;
an elegant stone one at Coldstream and a very
splendid carriage-way suspension one at Paxton, in
the parish of Hutton. There are likewise the railway viaducts at Melrose and at Berwick, the
latter one of the loftiest and most elegant structnres
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

in the empire.

The Tweed and

the

Oyde,

for

many

miles from

their source, flow so nearly in one direction as never
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to diverge to any great distance from each other ;
and, so long as tliey continue nearly parallel, they
flow upon almost the same level, and keep on a high

majestic mirthfulness of its curi-ent, and with the
prevailing brilliant beauty of its banks, to suggest
serene or joyous images to a tasteful observer of

table-land of country, as if hesitating whether to
unite tlieir waters or remain separate, and whether
to turn their final course toward the eastern or the
western ocean. In the vicinity of Biggar, where
the Clyde is 7 miles from the Tweed, and 30 from its
own source, and flows along a country by no means
mountainous, the indigenous waters descend from
within half-a-mile of it to tlie Tweed; and 10 or 11
miles lower down, a rivulet running in an opposite
direction to that long pursued by the two great
streams, splits its waters and sends them away in
two separate detachments respectively to the Tweed
and the Clyde. Tradition says that, in former times,
before Glasgow had acquired its commercial character, a project was conceived of turning the Clyde
into the Tweed, with the view of rendering the
latter navigable to a great distance along the Merse;
and, in favour of the project, had it ever been attempted, there existed the I'emarkable facilities,
that, immediately south of Biggar, a bog extends
all the way between the rivers, that its wateis flow
to the Tweed, and its surface is only a few feet above
the level of the Clyde, and that abundance of materials are at hand for erecting a dam-dyke.
Another tradition a grinningly monkish one ascribes
an attempt at a similar project to the reputed

landscape.

wizard, Michael Scott.
Of the 1,500 feet of the Tweed's total aggregate
fall from its source to its embouchuie, 1,000 are
achieved when it reaches the town of Peebles. In
the very long run between that town and the sea,
therefore, the river might be expected to become
sluggish in current, and over a considerable distance,

sation,

—

But

navigable.

of 500 feet in so

—

it

accomplishes

its

remaining fall
so compar-

many, so far-apart and

atively gentle descents, as to be altogether a stream
of beauty, and a stranger to matters of commerce.
It abounds in deep pools and in long stretches of
scarcely perceptible current ; yet, in almost every
sweep of it which can come under the eye in the
course of its beautiful bends, it presents one or more
soft rapids, sometimes of considerable length, where
the surface of the water is carried along with just
sufficient speed to feature it all over with dimples,
The banks of
ripples, glassy slides, and whirls.
gravel or pebbles which form tliese rapids, and in
one instance, 2 or 3 miles above Kelso, of a perforated broad wacke-dyke quite across its channel,

The Tweed possesses none of the wild romance,
the bold groups of picture, or the impressive grandeur of such rivers as the Garry, the Tummel, and
the Upper Tay; but, in all the properties which
gently please, or soothingly fascinate, it is surpassingly rich, and not a little various. Till it debouches into the Eden-like vale of Melrose it is
aggregately a pastoral stream yet has stretches of
haugh and arable hanging plain, which look like
gentle pictures within the rough bold framework of
the surrounding hills.
Its vale, for a considerable
distance from the commencement, is prevailingly
cold, naked, and narrow; but, long before reaching
Peebles, and at intei-vals ever after, it is occasionally warmed and embellished with wood, and presents
;

of gorge, glen, and variously
fashioned hauglis. Its screens or flanking heights,
at
the
except
openings where large tributaries bring
down lateral glens, are so closely pressed behind
by towering elevations and so huddled together in
their ridgy extensions, as to command no extensive

charming alternations

views

;

yet,

by

their green, soft surfaces,

and their

curved outlines, in combination with the
woods on their skirts, and the cultivation in the
finely

haughs which

thej^ enclose, they give, in compenmany agreeable close pictures. While it
traverses the plain of Melrose, it is so overshadoAved
by orchards, or sheeted from the margin with most
ornate plain, and picturesquely screened in the
brief distance by the Eildons, the Cowdenknowes,
and various sylvan hoigiits, as to seem like a river
luxuriating in beauty. From this vale to about the
point where it leaves Roxburgh it has seldom on its
banks any considerable expansion of haugh, but is,

in general, shut in

by hanging plains and

soft ris-

ing grounds, all green, or arable, or wooded, allowing very limited views of its immediate channel,
but cutting it into series of delightful small scenes,
with brilliant backgrounds from the Eildon hills to
the Cheviots.
But at Kelso and a little above,
where the majestic liver rolls past the termination
of the broad gay path of the almost rival Teviot
coming down to pay its princel}^ tiibute, a scene of

render

blushing and gorgeous beauty expands around it,
on which the imagination lives as if it were a reminiscence of paradise. From Roxburghshire, or
rather from Kelso, to tlie sea, the Tweed is a magnificent and imposing stream, and uniformly main-

from

tains its characteristic transparency, and winds in
constant bend and tortuosity along its career, and,
in a general view, moves in a gigantic furrow, a
Lowland glen, exuberantly clothed with wood, and
spreading away in a terrace broad as the Merse,
and delicately featured with all the properties of a

it both naturally unfit, and artificially unimYet ferry-boats are staprovable, for navigation.
tioned upon it in many localities, and have very
ample depth of water; and small flat boats used in
salmon-fishing, and provincially called trows, arc
few miles
freely navigated even over the fords.

A

embouchure, too, it loses ite prevailing
character, and becomes capable of admitting sailingcraft.

above
above

its

The

tide flows to Norham-castlc, 10 miles
Berwick; and up to New-water-ford, 6 miles
Berwick, it produces sufficient depth to float,

any time, a vessel of 30 tons burthen. The real
navigation of the Tweed, however, is all confined
to Berwick
and, as to either capaciousness or
depth of sea-i'oom and harbourage afforded for it,
be
quite as well accommodated in many a
might
nameless creek or tiny bay in the raggedly indented
As tlie Tweed, while
parts of the (Scottish coast.
thus undisturbed by traffic, is nearly as much untinctured by the litjuid outpourings of manufactories, and as it hns, in general, a clean, shining,
many-coloured path of gravel and pel)bles, it almost
everywhere possesses a remarkably limpid and
such as, combined with the
fiparkling ftpp<'arance,
at

;

—

great and highly cultivated plain.
The salmon fisheries of the Tweed were formerly
of great value, but, of late years, have suffered a
depreciation to the very great amount of about twothirds.
The protrusion of the pier of Berwick, the
general use of lime in the fields drained into the
and
an undue increase in the number of boats
i-iver,

employed in fishing, have all been assigned as
and severally pronounced by competent
judges to be either irrelevant or so feeble as to correspond in no considerable degree to the eft'cct.
The real cause, or at least the prime and by far the
most powerful one, appears to be the illegal decauses,

struction of fish, during the close season, in the
higher Tweed and its tributaries. The practice has
long existed to an extent greater thaii could be
readily credited, and is carried on with an amount

TWEEDDALE.

and skill and daring wliicli, if the object
were good, and the result not deleterious to the
health of the parties themselves, and the conservation of the fisheries, would be not a little commendIt has, of late years, however, drawn severe
able.
attention from the parties damaged by it, and is in
of system

j

the course of being repressed. The rental of the
whole of the fisheries on the Tweed averaged about
£12,000 a-year for the seven years preceding 1824.
The most valuable fisheries are within 2 miles of
the river's mouth, and tlie rental of those within 7
The produce
miles of it was about £9,000 a-year.
of the fisheries on the Tweed for the twenty-nine
years preceding 1824 averaged about 8,000 boxes
each year. Both the Tweed itself and all its chief
tributaries have been the subjects of every kind of
verse by all kinds of poets.
collectioix^of the

A

poetical pieces

which have been published upon

them would

a volume.

fill

TWEEDDALE, the ancient

and still the popular
The district,
of Peebles-shire: which see.
under this name, gives the title of Marquis to the
noble family of Hay. In 1646 Baron Hay of Tester
was created Earl of Tweeddale; and in 1694 the
Earl was made Marquis of Tweeddale, Earl of GifThe family-seat is
ford, and Viscount of Walden.
Yester-house, in the parish of Yester, Haddington-

name

shire.

TWEEDEN

(The), a rivulet of 5 miles in length
of run, which falls into the Liddel, half-a-mile below

New-Castleton, Roxburghshire.
TWEEDHILL. See Hctton.
TWEEDSMUIR, a parish in the south-western
extremity of Peebles-shire. It has on its northern
margin the post-office station of Crook-Inn. It is

bounded by the counties of Dumfries and Lanark,
and by the parishes of Drummelzier and Megget.
It IS not very far from being a regular circle of
about 8J miles in diameter. The surface is a congeries of mountainous hills, with narrow intervening
flats and morasses.
The hills, in general, are luxuriant in verdure on the sides, and often boggy on
the tops; affording, on the former, rich supplies
of pasture and even crops of hay, and, on the latter,
a large proportion of the local supply of fuel. They
are broad-based, slow of ascent, soft in outline, and
Buramited with table-land. Horses can easily ascend
them, and, even without difficulty, bring down loads
of turf. The highest elevations are Broadlaw on
the north and the culminating point of Hartfell on
the south. See the articles Bkoadlaw and Hartfell. The predominant rocks are greywacke and
The soil in many places is a
greywacke slate.
strong thick mould, formed of earth and moss and
;

that of the arable parts

is

generally a light loam,

incumbent on gravel and sandstone.
The river
Tweed originates and has its first 10 miles' run in
the parish; and, in return, gives its name as the
prenomen of that of both the district itself and several of its localities.
No fewer than about twentyfive indigenous and independent streamlets fall into
it before it departs, and render it, even in this
loftj-^
land of its infancy, not altogether unimportant in
volume. The chief of these streamlets are the Core,
the Fruid, the Mcnzion, the Tala, and the Hare-

Gamesliope-loch, about 600 feet in diameter,
probably the loftiest lochlet in the south of Scotland, and abounds in excellent dark-coloured trout.
peculiarly fine perennial spring, called Geddes'well, sends out a rill near the summit of Broadlaw.
stone.
is

A

The

as eminently pastoral in the richness
parish
of its herbage, and the prime quality of its flocks,
as in the mountainousness of its physical features.
About 16,000 sheep are pastured; more than threefourths of them Cheviots, the rest black-faced. Only
is
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about 280 acres are in tillage; though, but for the
distance and expense of lime and other appliances,
a large aggregate extent of the lower declivities of
the hills might easily be subjected to the plough.
The chief landowners are the Earl of Wemyss and
George Graham Bell, Esq. The estimated value
of raw produce in 1834 was £3,231; assessed property in 1843, £3,991 10s. 4d.; real rental in 1857,
£4,674 9s. The road from Elinburgh to Dumfries,
by way of Moffat, passes up the Tweed, and leaves
the parish at a point 132 feet higher than that rivers
source, or upwards of 1,600 feet above sea-level.
locality at which it takes leave is called
Tweed's-cross, and is supposed to have been first a
station for the Druidical worship of the sun, and
next the site of a cross erected as a road-mark in so
wild and perilous a mountain-pass.
Vestiges of
ancient castles exist at Fruid, Hawkshaw, and Oliver; the first, the property of the Earl of Wemyss,
as Earl of March; the second, the ancient residence
of the family of Porteous, the chief of that name ;
and the third, the paternal seat of the Erasers, now
of Lovat.
Population of the parish in 1831, 288; in
1851, 220.
Houses, 45.
This parish is in the presbytery of Peebles, and
and Tweeddale.
of
Lothian
Patron, St.
synod

The

Mary's college, St. Andrews. Stipend, £275 7s. 6d. ;
glebe, £12 10s.
Unappropriated teinds, £32 18s.
9d.
Schoolmaster's salary, £32, with about £12

and £2 other emoluments. The parish church
and contains 160 sittings. The
parish was constituted in 1643; and it previously
formed part of Drummelzier, and was called Overfees,

was

built in 1648,

Diiimmelzier.

TWEED WOOD.
TWINLAW. See

See Melrose.

Lammermoor-Hills.

TWISLEHOPE-BURN.

See Hermitage-Wa-

ter.

TWYNHOLM,

a parish, containing a post-office
in a stripe
from north to south, in the southern division of
Kirkcudbrightshire. It is bounded on the north by
Balmaghie; on the east by Tongland; on the southeast by the river and estuary of the Dee, which
divide it from Kirkcudbright; on the south by
Borgue and on the west by Borgue and Girthon.
village of its

own name, and extending

;

greatest breadth is 2^
Tarf- water is
IJ.
the boundary-line for nearly 2 miles with Tongland.
The Dee is in contact with the border from the influx of the Tarf to a point a little below St. Mary's
Isle, where it is 1^ mile broad; and it offers the parish all such advantages as it gives to the burgh of
Kirkcudbright, situated on its opposite bank. The
Its

and

length
its

is

9f miles

mean breadth

;

its

is

;

about

rivers and two brooks abound in both variety and
quantity of fish; and the latter possess advantageous water-power for driving machinery. Three
the
lakes,
Whinnion, Trostrie, and Glengap,
first much the largest, and measuring about 2^
miles in circumference, have various sorts of trouts.
The general surface of the parish lies so comparatively high, that, if regarded in the aggregate, or as
seen from a distance, it might be pronounced a
tableland or elevated plain. But the parts of it on
the Dee and the Tarf comprise some haugh-ground;
the southern and the central parts are rolled into
knolls and hillocks, with intervening vales and hollows; and only the northern parts rise into high

—

—

hills, of pastoral character, and incapable of cultivation.
The whole appears to rest upon whinstone.
Granite occurs plentifully in the form of boulders,
but does not appear anywhere in the form of native
rock.
The soil of the arable lands is variously clay,

sand, gravel, moss, and mixtures; but, in general,
dry, friable, and fertile. About 5,500 Scots

is light,

TYNABRUACH.

acres are in tillage; about 2,600 are in pasture; and
about 260 are under wood. The Earl of Selkirk is
of the
proprietor of nearly one-half of the rental
parish ; Mr. Maitland of Dundrennan and Major
Irving of Barwhinnock are also extensive proprietors ; and there are thirteen smaller proprietors.
The value of assessed property in 1843 was £6,259.
The principal residences are Compston-house, the
seat of Mr. Maitland, and Barwhinnock-house, the
The chief antiquities are reseat of Major Irving.
mains of British forts, and the ruins of an old baronial
large
strength, called the castle of Compston.
building was erected about 80 years ago to be used
a
into
as a distillery, and was afterwards converted
cotton factory, but did not succeed in either capaflax-mill also has ceased to be in operacity.
tion but there is still a factory for carding and spin-

A

A

;

ning wool, and

pansh

is

for

traversed

weaving woollen cloth. The
by the road from Dumfries to

Port-Patrick, and will derive benefit from the projected Galloway railways. The village of Twynholm is pleasantly situated in a little glen, a little
south-east of the centre of the parish, 3 miles northnorth-west of Kirkcudbright, 6 east-south-east of
Gatehouse, and 9 south-west of Castle Douglas.
Population of the village, about 250. Population of
the parish, in 1831, 871 ; in 1851, 782. Houses, 123.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcudbright,
and synod of Galloway. Patron, the Earl of Selkirk.
Stipend, £242 15s. Id.; glebe, £45. UnapSchoolmaster's
propriated teinds, £193 6s. 6cl.
salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £20 fees, and £2 other

emoluments. The parish church was built in 1818,
and contains 410 sittings.
There are two non-

The present parish of Twynschools.
Earochial
olm comprehends the ancient parishes of Twynholm and Kirkchrist. See Kirkchrist. The church
of Twynholm was anciently a vicarage under the
When episcopacy was remonks of Holyrood.
established by James VI., the parson was constituted
a member of the chapter of Galloway. In the reign
of Charles I. the barony of Twynholm, or Compston,
with the castle, and manor-lands, and the salmonfishing on the Dee, belonged to Lord Kirkcudbright.
TYNABRUACH, a locality with a pier in the
Kyles of Bute. It is a place of call by the steamer
which

plies to

Loch-Riddan.

TYNDRUM, a

post-office village in the parish of
It stands on the road from
Oban to Stirling, and on that from Dumbarton to
12
miles
east of Dalmally, and 20
Fort-William,
west of the village of Killin. Its site is at the head
Killin,

Perthshire.

of Strathfillan, within a mile of the mountain watershed with Argyleshire, and of the remotest source
of the soutliern great head-stream of the Tay. Pennant supposed, but mistakenly, that it is the highest
The road from it to
inhabited spot in Scotland.
Glencoe is noted for wildness and oppressive dreariThe village itself is remarkable for the surness.
" If no one
passing irksomeness of its position.
would willingly go to Tyndrum a second time, or
remain there an hour so, no one will from choice
take the road from this point to the King's-house
and Glencoe." The vicinity is rich in variety and
lead-mine has been its
rareness of minerals.
main support, but, on account of doubtful produc;

A

tiveness, has been at difFcrent times wrought and
abandoned as the price of the metal fluctuated. At

Dairy, in the neighbourhood. King Robert Bruce,
after a very severe and unsuccessful public engagestrength and courage
ment, displayed his
personal

See the
in single combat with the Lord of Lorn.
articles Ci-ifton and Dalry.
(Thk), a river of the Lotliians. It rises
In Edinburghshire, but soon passes into Hadding-

TYNE

TYNNINGHAME.
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and runs all the rest of its couise in that
county, draining the greater part of its area. It
issues from a lochlet in the extreme east of the
parish of Borthwick, and has a run of 7 miles

tonshire,

northward before entering Haddingtonshire. Over
this distance it divides Borthwick on the west from
Crichton on the east, sweeps past the village of
Foi'd, and cuts Cranston into nearly equal parts.
After entering Haddingtonshire, it describes the
segment of a circle from a northerly to an easterly
direction, over a distance of between 4 and 5 miles,
through the parishes of Ormiston and Pencaitland,
to a confluence ^ a mile east of East Pencaitland
with Keith-water, which comes down to that point 7
miles northward from the confines of Berwickshire,
draining all the parish of Humbie, and part of the
parishes of Soutra, Ormiston, Pencaitland, Bolton,
and Salton. The Tyne now flows north-eastward,
nearly across the centre of the lowlands of Haddingtonshire, to the sea at Tynninghame, 2f miles
north-west of Dunbar, performing a run of 16 miles,
or, if measured from its remotest source, 28 miles.
Till it enters Haddington parish, it moves alternately on and near the boundaries between Pencaitland and Gladsmuir on the left, and Haddington
on the right; and it afterwards moves principally
in the interior of Haddington, Prestonkirk, and
Whitekirk. Its banks are studded with numerous
beautiful mansions, with the capital of the count}'',
and with the villages of Pencaitland, Nisbet,

Samuelston, Abbey, East Linton, Prestonkirk, and
Its current is placid, in many
Tynninghame.
places dull and sluggish; but near the village of
Linton it lias a kind of rapid, or tumbles over some
broken rocks. Its whole course is through a fine
agricultural country, rich in all the embellishments
of culture, but quite devoid of any bold or striking
features of landscape.
Proportionately to its length
of run it is a small stream and viewed intrinsically,
it scarcely claims to be more than a rivulet ; but it
is subject to inundations of such suddenness and
magnitude, as, if not well resisted by improvements
;

along the margins, would make fearful compensation
for its usual littleness.
The tide afi"ects it over a
distance of about 2 miles, and expands at high-water
into an extensive lake, on what are called the SaltGreens, in front of Tynninghame-house, the seat of
the Earl of Haddington. The Greens form a very
fine feature in the grounds around that magnificent
residence, being now a glittering sheet of water,
and now an expanse of verdant sward dotted over
with sheep, and, in summer, tliickly powdered with
The river is of much value for driving
sea-pink.
corn-mills.
Its salmon-fisheries belong to the Earl
of Haddington.

TYNE

(The), a well-known river of England,
Three headits sources in Scotland.
waters rise respectively on the south side of Carlintooth in Southdean, and on the east side of Laurieston- hills, and in Hob's flow in Castlcton; but
they have connexion only from ^ a mile to 1 J milo
with Scotland, and do not unite till 5 miles after
they leave it.
TYNEHEAD, a station on the Hawick branch
of the North British railway, on the mutual border
of the parishes of Borthwick and Crichton, 3 miles
sontli-east of Fushie-bridge, Edinburghshire.
TYNEMOLM-HOUSE. See IlADDiNOTONHHinE.
TYNET-BURN, a rivulet, rising in the southwest corner of the parish of llathven, and running
6 miles north-north-westward to the sea, principally
on the boundary between the parish of Rathvon and
the parish of Bcllie, in Banffsliire.
TYNNINGHAME, an ancient parish, containing
a post-ofKce village of its own name, on the coast

which has

TYISTNINGHA^IE.

It now forms the southern
of Haddingtonshire.
district of the united parish of Whitekirk and Tynninghame. See Whitekiek. The name is the Aa/n,
the iiig, and the Tyyie, of the Anglo-Saxon, collocated in reversed order, and meaning the hamlet of
meadow of the Tyne ; and it graphically debes the position of the village, 300 yards from the
northern margin of the Tyne, on a beautiful piece of

gi-ound which gently slopes to the river's edge. The
original church was founded so early as the 6th century by the celebrated St. Baldred, the Culdee apostle
of East Lothian ; and was one of the three which, in
a subsequent age of superstition, contested the honour of possessing his mortal remains.
creek near
Whitberry-point in the parish, bears the name of
St. Baldred's-cradle ; it is obliquely intersected at
the entrance by an insulated rock wl»ich occasions a
turbid and impetuous influx and efflux of the tide ;
and the Cradle of St. Baldred ' is, in consequence,
poetically said, in popular adage, to be rocked by the
winds and waves. In 941, according to Hoveden

A

'

and the Melrose Chronicle, Anlaf the Dane spoiled
the church of St. Baldred, and burned the village of
Tynninghame. A supposititious charter of Duncan
to St. Cuthbert grants him Tynninghame and five
other places in Haddingtonshire, three of which
Aldham, Scougal, and Knowes, are in the present
united parish. The church of Tynninghame enjoyed of old the privilege of sanctuary. Patrick

—

—

who was rector of it in the reign of
rose to be Bishop of Brechin and chancellor of Scotland.
Koger de Musselburgh, who
succeeded him as rector, obtained in 1366, a safe

de Leuchars,

David

II.,

for himself and 20 horsemen to enter Berwick, and pay an instalment of David II. 's ransom;
and in 1872, lie witnessed in the same town a notarial proceeding with regard to the paying of another
instalment. George Brown, who was rector in the
reign of James III., was raised by the party who
overthrew that monarch to be Bishop of Duukeld,
and joined them in hunting the King to death on the

conduct

field of Stirling.
The manor of Tynninghame, with the patronage
of the church, anciently belonged to the Bishops of
St. Andrew's, and was included in their regality
Ipng on the south side of the Forth. In 1552, it

appears to have been conferred on the college of St.
Mary's in St. Andrew's, at the founding of that institution, by Archbishop Hamilton. In 1565. a complaint was made by the parishioners to the General

Assembly, that though they paid their tithes to the
new college, they had as yet received from it the
benefit neither of preaching nor of administration of
sacraments. The manor was for a time held under
the archbishop by the Earl of Haddington
it was, in
1628, obtained by him in chartered right under the
great seal; and it thence became the home-domain,
;

the beautiful seat, gradually the richly embellished
forest and park-ground of the noble family.
The
estate is famed in the east of Scotland for the extent

and singular beauty of its woods and its holly-hedges.
Upwards of 800 acres of it wave with trees, chiefly
of the various hardwood species, and arranged in
the most tasteful forms of forest. Thomas, the sixth
Earl of Haddington, instigated by his lady, the
sister of the first Earl of Hopetoun, commenced the
planting operations on a great scale about the commencement of the 18th century and he must, in
reference to their date and their influence, and to
the efforts which he used to provoke imitations of
;

his example, be regarded as the originator of the
thousands of fine expanses of modem plantation
His
which now so generally beautify Scotland.
first exploit was to plant Binning-wood, a forest of
300 Scottish acres, over the whole face of what was
II.
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common called Tynninghame-moor.
were arranged in radii or avenues, diverging from three centres, and affording extensive and
beautiful walks and rides. The Earl next drew
sheltering belts along the enclosuies of fields and
then a moorish

The

trees

—

;

then,
boldly putting to the test a received opinion,
that no trees would grow near the shore he planted some expanses of sandy ground upon the beach,
which had been cheerless and barren lor man, and
appreciated only by rabbits. Fijviing that his trees
grew and were thriving, even at the veiy lip of the

—

beach, and fired by the success which had crowned
"

his entei-prise, he determined to
fight no more with
the cultivation of bad land, but to plant it all."
Thus arose a forest which, while the earliest modern one in Scotland, has become excelled by no one
in the Lowlands for the beauty of either its trees
or its arrangements. The hoUy-hedges were plant-

ed by the same nobleman as the forest, and they more
than rival it in fame. They aggregately extend to
about 9,000 feet they have a breadth of 10 or 1 1 feet
at the base, and a height of from 15 to upwards of 20
feet; they are arranged in double rows, flanking very
spacious walks or avenues and they are kept with
great care, and in constant conservation. Numerous
single hollies, each about 50 feet high, and of proportionate circumference, are interspersed with the
;

;

and enliven its aspect.
Tyuninghame-house stands between 2 and 3 furlongs inward from the north bank of the Tyne.
Though a patchwork of pieces added by each of the
forest,

successive Earls,
tirely re-edified

it

has had

its

exterior wall so en-

and remodelled by the present Earl,

as to possess uniquely the appearance of a very
large mansion in the old English stj'le. The interior retains, with little alteration, its original form.
Between the mansion and the river, imbosomed in
a clump of wood, are two fine arches of Angle-Saxon
architecture, the only remains of the ancient church,
and now the family cemetery of the Earls. The
little village of Tynninghame stands a small distance west of the enclosed grounds, 2 miles eastnorth-east of East Linton, and o^ west-north-west
of Dunbar. Population of the village, 271. Houses,

—

72.

TYNRON,

a parish, containing a post-office
station of its own name, in the west side of Upper
Nithsdale. Dumfries- shire. It is bounded on the
west by Kirkcudbrightshire, and on the otlier sides
by the parishes of Penpont, Keir, and Glencaim.
Its length south-eastward is 9J miles; and its
breadth gradually increases over two-thirds southeastward from 6 furlongs to 3^ miles, and diminishes
over the lower third to If mile. The Skarr on the
north-east boundary, and the Shinnel, along the
whole of the interior, drain the entire district. The
surface consists principally of the glen or strath of
the Shinnel. and two ranges of hills which form its
screens. The hills are for the most part green, and
constitute prime sheep-pasture. The highest are

Lamgarroch and Coremiiligan, each having an altitude of about 1,800 feet above sea-level. Very much
land which, in other circumstances, would have remained pastoral and unenclosed, has, in constquence
of the vicinity of lime at Barjarg and Closebum,
been reclaimed and subjected to the plough.
verj- few acres are flat or strictly low-g;onnd,
about 2,500 are in tillage. The soil is rather thin
and sandy and the crops are neither eaily nor
luxuriant.
Upwards of 400 acres are under wood,
chiefly natural.
Greywacke is the prevailing rock
in one small bed at Corfardine, and
occurs
clay-slate
was at one time worked and flinty-slate occurs in
a small bed at Shinnelhead. The most interesting

Though

;

;

;

object in the parish is the

Dun

3f

or

Doon

of Tynron.

TYRIE.

a beautiful pyramidal and steep lull, rising up
of the Skarr and the Shinnel, terminating the north-east hill range of the parish, and
an
extensive
and delightful prospect.
commanding
Its summit, a small piece of table-land, bears marks
of having been the site of a fortified castle, and,
about a century ago, supplied from the rains many

This

is

on the peninsula

building-stones which must have been procured at
4 or 5 miles' distance, and laboriously carried up the
diificult acclivity.
Ditches round the top are still
partially traceable and dense large woods anciently
feathered its sides, and stretched away from its
base.
Robert Bruce was conducted to the fortalice
on the hill by Kirkpatrick of Closeburn, and probably
;

made

it

his retreat

for

A

some period

after

killing

Roman

road leads from the
Doou along the face of the range to near the head of
the parish, and is, in many places, quite uncovered
with grass. One side of the hill has a projection
whose outline considerably resembles that of the
nose on the human face and hence received the
name subsequently given to the parish, of Tin-droyn

Comyn at

Dumfries.

;

Dun-ron
Irish, transmuted into
Tynron, and signifying the fortified hill with a nose.
The principal landowner is the Duke of Buccleuch.
The road from Minniehive to Thornhill crosses the
foot of the parish and two roads go up respecThe village of
tively the Skarr and the Shinnel.
Tynron-kirk, with scarcely 100 inhabitants, stands
on the Minniehive road, 2J miles from Minniehive,
and 3 from Penpont. Population of the parish in
1831, 493; in 1851, 482.
Houses, 91. Assessed

in

British, or

in

;

property in 1843, £3,815 16s. 8d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Penpont, and
synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch.
Stipend, £234 18s. 3d. glebe, £30. Schoolmaster's
salary, £25 13s. 4d., with £4 fees, and 10s. other
emoluments. The parish church is a neat edifice
;

built in 1837, and containing 314 sittings.
The ancient church was a vicarage of the monks of Ho-

lywood.

TYREE.
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See Tiuee.

a parish, containing the post-ofiice staand the town of New Pitsligo, near
It is
the north-east extremity of Aberdeenshire.
bounded on the north by Aberdour and Pitsligo on
the north-east by Fraserburgh on the east by Rathen, the detached districts of Aberdour and Fraserburgh, and by Strichen on the south by New Deer
and on the west by Aberdour. It forms a slender
but much indented oblong, extending from northeast to south-west. Its length is 7 J miles; its

TYRIE,

tion of Tyrie,

;

;

;

;

greatest breadth is about 3J miles and its area is
about 15 square miles. Its surface exhibits hill,
;

dale, and tiny valley, variously dressed in heath,
moss, grass, corn, and wood. Its drainage is partly
south-eastward by headstreams of the Ugie, and
partly east-north-eastwai'd by headstreams of the
Philorth. There are many copious, perennial, salubrious springs; some of them impregnated with
carbonate of iron. Granite, lying deep, and covered

variously with sand, gravel, clay, or mixtures of
the three, is the prevailing rock; a clayish mica,
cemented by ferruginous sand, but easily disintegrated, has furnished material for road metal; and limestone occurs in the east, and was formerly worked, but
has ceased to be in request. The soil on the hills is
comparatively shallow, but in the valleys is generally
deep and, except where mossy or moorish, is, for the
most part, a fertile reddish-coloured loam.
great
extent of land has, in recent times, been reclaimed.
The landowners are Sir Henry Bridges, Bart.,
Lord Saltoun, Sir John Stuart Forbes, Bart., and Mr.
Forbes of Boyndlie. The mansions are BoyndlieThe principal
liouse, Ladysford, and Tillanamolt.
antiquities are vestiges of ancient frays and battles
with the invading Danes. The parisn is traversed
along its north-west side by the road from Fraserburgh to Turriff, and across its south-west end by
the road from Peterhead to BanflT. The kirktown
of Tyrie stands on the Fraserburgh and Turriff road,
near the northern extremity of the parish, 5 miles
south-west of Fraserburgh. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,613; in 1851, 2,830.
Houses, 487.
;

A

Assessed property in 1843, £4,442.
This parish is in the presbytery of Deer, and
synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Lord Saltoun. Stipend,

£158 7s. 7d. glebe, £9 10s. Schoolmaster's salary,
£25 13s. 4d., with £12 fees, a share in the Dick beThe parish
quest, and £8 6s. 8d. other emoluments.
church was built in 1800, and contains 400 sittings.
The former chui'ch was supposed to have been
built about the year 1004, when the Thane of Buchan
routed the Danish army upon the neighbouring
hills
and on one of its pews it bore the date 1596.
The southern district is included in the quoad sacra
;

;

See Pitsligo (New). The
parish of New Pitsligo.
remaining district, or Tyrie quoad sacra, measures
5J miles by 2. There are several non-parochial
The name Tyrie may be derived from two
schools.
Gaelic words signifying the king's house,' and has
been supposed to allude to an ancient public edifice,
of an ecclesiastical kind, which stood near the site
'

of the present parish church.

U
UAIGHMORE.

See Kilmadock.
See Benwyvis.
UCHTERMONSEY. See Moonzie.
UDDINGSTONE, a post-office village in the parIt stands on the
ish of BothwcU, Lanarkshire.
road from Glasgow to Hamilton, near the right
bank of the Clyde, 4 miles north-west of Hamilton;
and it has a station on the Clydesdale junction
branch of the Caledonian railway. It has long been

UAISH.

noted for the manufacture of ploughs and other
The greater number of
agricultural implements.
are connected, directly or
its male inhabitants
Here
indirectly, with its smithies and foundry.
is a large Free church school.
Population, 703.
Houses, 156.
UDDINGTON, a village in the parish of Douglas,
Lanarkshire. Population, 97. Houses, 24.
UDNY, a parish, containing a post-office station

UGIE.

of its own name, in the district of Formartin,
Aberdeensliire. It is bounded on the north-west by
Bourtie and Tarves; on the north by Taives; on
the north-east by Ellon and Logie-Buchan on the
east by Foveran and Belhelvie; on the south by
New Machar; and on the south-west and west by
and by
Fintray, the detached part of New Machar,
It forms a belt of 6J miles by 1^ mile,
Keith-hall.
extending from north to south but expands at the
middle to a maximum breadth of about 6 miles. Its
surface is partly undulated and partly level; the
;

;

inequalities

UIG.
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nowhere amounting

eminences or gentle

hills.

to

more than small

The streams which

drain it are three or four unimportant affluents of
the Ythan ; all mnning eastward, so as to indicate
an easterly inclination of the whole surface. The
soil is, in general, a deep loam
good, where lying
upon rock and naturally marehy, but now drained
and improved, where lying upon clay. Granite and
limestone abound, and the former is worked. Alwut
7,500 acres are in tillage about 400 are pastoral
or waste
The
and about 270 are under wood.
principal landowners are the Earl of Aberdeen,
Sir William C. Seton, Bait., and Lieutenant-colonel
J. R. F. Udny of Udny
and there are eleven
others.
The estimated value of raw produce in
;

;

;

;

;

or 16 miles, and almost contests the
the parent stream. The Ugie is

palm of being

navigable for
about 1^ mile from its mouth and, as its lower
course is slow and smooth, it might easily, and at
a small expense, be rendered navigable for 6 or 8
;

miles.

UI.

See AiFD (The).

UIDH AY, an inhabited islet adjacent to the northOuter Hebrides.
in the south-west of
Lewis, Ross-shire. Its post-town is Stomoway, 30
miles north-east of the manse. The parish comprehends the Flannan-isles, the islands of Bernera
and Pabba, and ten other small islands, but consists
mainly of the district of Uig- Proper and the district
of Carloway or Callemish on the mainland of Lewis.
The chief of the islands have been noticed in the
articles Flannan Isles, Beraera, Pabba, and Uniavore.
east side of Barray, in the

UIG, an Hebridean parish

The

other isles, not noticed in these articles, are all
small and uninhabited. The district of Uig- Proper is
botmded on the north by the ocean and Carloway ; on
the east by Stomoway on the south-east by Lochs ;
on the south by Harris and Loch- Resort; and on
the west by the ocean. Its greatest length, from
north-east to south-west, is 22J miles its greatest
breadth is 17^ miles ; and its area, exclusive of
;

;

1840 was £14,290.
Assessed property in 1856,
£9,631. The principal mansions are Pitmeddenhouse, Pittrichie-house, and Tillygreig. The chief
antiquity is Dumbrake-castle on the Udny estate.
This consists of four stories; the first and second
of which are vaulted, and the third disposed in one
spacious hall and it has enormously thick walls,
and is believed to have been built about the commencement of the 14th century.
process of

225 square
probably between 220
is bounded on the west by LochRoag on the north by the ocean and on the east
It is nearly a square of 7 miles each
b}- Barvas.
way, or 49 square miles in area and it is indented
on the coast by only two small bays, and 6 or 7
The north-western division of Uig- Proper
creeks.
is cut into a labyrinth of islands and peninsulas by

modernizing it was begun about 60 years ago, but
has never been completed. The north-easteni and
eastern extremities of the parish are distant 3 and
4 miles respectively from Ellon and Newhurgh
and the interior is travereed by one turnpike westward from Ne wburgh, and by another northward from
Aberdeen. Fairs are held in Udny on the day in
March before Lenabo, on the Tuesday after the
25th of May, and on the Tuesday after' the 21st of
November. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,309;

Roag.
large and comparatively little indented
peninsula between that sea-loch and Loch-Resort,
forms the south-western division, and sends out
two prominent headlands, the most westerly ground
in the island.
Between these promontories, the
more northerly of which bears the name of Gallan-head, and which are 3 miles asunder, occurs the
bay of Uig, the most important bay in the parish.
This bay penetrates the interior to the extent of 3J
miles, and has a mean breadth of about a mile ; and
while quite exposed, over 2 miles of its extent, to the

;

A

;

in 1851, 1,513.

Houses, 261.
This parish is in the presbytery of Ellon, and synod of Aberdeen. Patron, Udny of Udny. Stipend,
£217 7s. 2d.; glebe, £10. Unappropriated teinds,
£197 7s. 5d. Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with about
£14 fees, and £5 10s. other emoluments. The parish
church was built in 1821, and contains 750 sittings.
There is a Free church, with an attendance of 500
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £214 4s.
There are two non-parochial schools. The
lOJd.
;

parish of Udny was erected in 1597 out of parts of
the parishes of Ellon, Logie-Buchan, Tarves, and
Foveran and the parts which belonged to Ellon
and Logie-Buchan still pay small sums toward the
stipends of these parishes.
UDSTOWN. See HAMiLxoy.
UGIE (The), a river in the north-east of Aberdeenshire.
It issues from a lochlet near Windyheads, in the parish of Aberdour, within 3 miles of
the north coast, and performs a run of about 21
miles, generally in a south-easterly direction, to the
ocean, about a mile north of the town of Peterhead,
on the east coast. It runs, in its upper stretches,
through Aberdour, Tyrie, the detached district of
Aberdour, and Strichen it next divides Strichen and
;

;

its left bank, from New Deer and Longon its right
and it finally passes through
Longside, and between St. Fergus and Peterhead
Its chief tributary is the water of Deer,
to the sea.
which joins it in Longside, has a previous ran of 15

Lonmay, on
side

;

water,
miles.

.ind

is

Carloway

;

;

;

the numerous and intricate ramifications of Loch-

A

tremendous westerly gales and surges of the Atlantic,
afterwards suddenly contracts, and then shoots out
Fresh-water lakes
into a series of sheltered creeks.
are veiy numerous in most parts of the interior, and
reflect from their surface the brown, bleak features
of dismal n:oors, like the images of deformity from
the face of a mirror. The only noticeable one is
Loch-Langavat, a belt of waters 9J miles long, and
chiefly on the boundary with the aptly named con»
terminous parish of Lochs. The lakes, excepting
it

6 miles in circumference;
they abound with small trout and, owing to the
moorishness of the grounds which their feeders
There
drain, their water has a brownish colour.
are four rivulets in which a few salmon are caught.
The seas and bays on the coast abound with cod,
ling, dog-fish, coal-fish, and most kinds of shtU-fish,
and are frequented by English vessels for supplies
of lobsters. The entire parish, though aggregately
loftier ground than any other in Lewis, e,\i:ibits,
throughout the interior, a continuous assemblage of
low hills and flat moors. Its sea-board is, fur the
most part, low, has a sandy soil, and contains nearly
this one, rarely attain

;

all

the cultivated land.

The

soil of the interior is

and mixed with a little clay, and,
farther back, almost wholly moss yet it is extenof
sively capable
improvement, and with the aid of
sea- weed for manure, produces forced crops.
The
proportion which arable grounds and good pastura

first thin, light,

;

UIG.

moors, is little, if any, more than as 1
But the parish, notwithstanding the remoteto 20.
ness of its situation, begins to be strongly affected
beai" to the

by the change of proprietorship and tlie new system
of improvement noticed in our article on Lewis.
The inhabitants, for the most part, reside in hamlets and villages, to the number of from 100 to 250
Population in 1831, 3,041; in 1851, 3,200.
Houses, 583. Assessed property in 1843, £2,542.
In Carloway are very good specimens of a Danish
The fort is circular
fort and a Druidical temple.
and well-constructed, with a double wall of dry
stone, 30 feet high, very broad at the base, and
gradually contracting towards the top, so as to resemble the frustrum of a cone. The body of the
in each.

temple consists of a circle of 12 stones or obelisks,
mutually about 6 feet asunder, and each about 7
feet high, with an obelisk 13 feet high in the cenDue east, south, and west of the circle, radiate
tre.
3 straight lines of obelisks, each consisting of 3
stones and toward the north diverge two straight
lines of 6 obelisks each, forming between them the
avenue or entrance to the temple. At Melista are
remains of a nunnery, still designated by a Gaelic
name, which means the House of the old black
women.' A singular discovery was made here in
;

'

A

peasant of the place, whilst
digging in a sand-bank, found several pieces of
the course of 1840.

bone, most of them representing kings, bishops, and
knights, dismounted and on horseback. The figures
are of excellent workmanship, and, judging from
the costume, certainly of very remote antiquity.
That they were originally carved for the ancient
purpose of chess play seems the most probable conjecture, and had been destined to relieve the sadness of cloistered seclusion. With the other articles
was found a buckle of the same kind of bone or
ivory, beautifully executed, and in perfect preserThe number of these
vation, as are all the rest.
chessmen for such they arc exclusive of the 14
tablemen, or draughtmen, and the fibula found with
of which number 19 are
them, amounts to 67
the rest superior pieces. Of these 6 are
Eawns,
ings, 5 queens, 13 bishops, 14 knights, and 10
pieces, which we may designate by the title of
warders, which here take the place of the rook or
castle, forming altogether the materials of six or
more sets. For the sake of distinction, part of them
were originally stained of a dark red or beet-root
colour; but having been so long subject to the action
of salt water, the colouring matter in most cases
has been discharged. The pieces vary also in size,
according to the sets of which they formed a part
and, although so many remain, it is difficult at present to select even two sets which correspond ex-

—

—

;

;

actly.

The parish of Uig is in the presbytery of Lewis,
and synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Crown. StiSchoolmaster's
pend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £7.
salary, £28, with from £2 to £3 fees, and £3 other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1829,
and contains about 1,000 sittings. There are two
Free churches,
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—the one of Uig, the other of Carlo—

way; and the sum raised in 1856 in connexion with
the former was £113 10s.,
in connexion with the
latter, £45 Is. There are five non-parochial schools,
all supported by public bodies.
UIG, a bay and a post-office village on the west
coast of the parish of Snizort, in the island of Skyo.
" The circular
bay of Uig," say tlie Messrs. Ander" is distant 5 miles from
Kingsburgh; and, in
son,
the words of a late eminent writer, whose works, on
no slight sensation
first
occasioned
their
appearance,
in this and other remote quarters of the Highlands,
'presents one of the most singular spectacles in

—

rural economy that of a city of farms.'
The sloping sides of the bay are crowded with houses and
each cultivable patch of land has found an industrious and successful occupant.
At the head of the
bay the ground rises steeply, and environs about a
couple of hundred arable acres, in which some six
hundred people live in a scattered hamlet." See
SxiZOKT.
UlLEVAY, a small bay, forming a good natural
harbour, on the east side of the island of Barray, in
;

the Outer Hebrides.

UISGAVA

(Loch), an inlet of the sea on the
east side of the island of Benbecula, in the Outer
Hebrides. It is the largest of the intricately ramified sea-lochs which cut that island into a labyrinth
of land and water.
The loch, with the islets which
are powdered all over its bosom, and along its numerous arms, occupies a space of 10 or 12 miles in
circumference, but suffers great diminution of this
space by the intrusion of numerous low-lying littls
" The visitor who
peninsulas.
attempts to explore
" is
Dr.
surit,"

says

Macculloch,

unexpectedly

by the occurrence of new channels and fresh
headlands, when he had imagined himself at the
end of his voyage; and in the multiplicity of islands
and promontories which open and shut upon him at
prised

hands, loses the recollection of his place, and the
clue to his return."
UIST, the central district of the part of the Outer
Hebrides belonging to Inverness-shire. It lies between the sound of Harris on the north and the
Barra group on the south and is divided into North
Uist and South Uist. It gives name to a presbytery, comprising four quoad civilia parishes and
two quoad sacra parishes, in the synod of Glenelg.
The name Uist is simply a variety of the Danish
word Vist, signifying the west.

all

,

UIST (North), a large Hebridean island, nearly
in the centi'e of the Long island chain, and politiIt is bounded
cally belonging to Inverness-shire.
on the north-west by the Atlantic ocean on the
north-east by the sound of Harris on the southeast by the Little Minch and on the south-west by
a narrow, complicated, and shallow strait, which
separates it from Benbecula, but is densely packed
with isles and islets, and, at a place called the north
strand, is fordable between low-water and half-tide.
Its greatest length, from east to west, is 17 miles;
its breadth varies between 3J and 13J miles, but
over the eastern half does not average more than
about 6 miles and its area, in consequence of all
the eastern division being cut into indescribable
labyrinths by intersections of sea and lake, cannot
be very proximately ascertained.
The peninsulas, of all imaginable forms, and the
multitudinously water studded segments of land
;

;

;

;

into
sion

which the eastern half of it are cut, smile deriupon any attempt at cither enumeration or de-

scription.

Much

of the surface of this district

is

a

crowded segregation of islets and most of it is so
boldly and intricately peninstxlated, that the whole
appears, from almost every vantage-ground, a continued range of slenderly separated and curiously
;

A

outlined islands.
large proportion of the singular
dissevcrnients are effected by the manifold ramifications of Loch-Maddy [which see]; another large
proportion are effected by broken, scattered, and
many-armed fresh-water lakes; and a considerable
proportion are effected by the offslioots of Loch-

—

Evort, a marine inlet, whose main branch runs
nearly 7 miles right through the interior westward,
to within 1^ furlong of another slender sea-loch
from the opposite coast. Tlie marine parts of tlie
intersecting waters form many safe and commodious

harbours, which offer a welcome retreat to the

1!

weather-beaten ship; and both classes of waters,
the one with its fuci and its sea-fish, and the other
with its trouts below and its flocks of wild geese,
ducks, and swans above, vie with the land in intrinsic

amount of value.

The whole

of the territoiy

thus cut into fragments is a dreary, flat, marshy
" a
moor,
brown, peaty, and boggy tract," says
Dr. Macculloch, "so interspersed with lakes and
rocks as to be nearly impassable, and producing a
scanty and wretched herbage for a few animals
during the driest months of summer, while in the
winter it is resigned to wild geese, ducks, and swans,
who divide its waste and wateiy region with the
sea-gulls which the ocean can no longer protect or
feed."
Yet the tract is not all so low as its general
character would seem to indicate but presents, in
a frequently broken belt of 2^ miles mean breadth
along the coast, a range of hills, which gradually
rise from the north to the south, and vary in altitude
between 300 and upwards of 700 feet.
The western division of the island is, comparatively speaking, continuous land; and sends up, in
lines from south-east to north-west, three distinct
groups or ranges of heights. One of these ranges
bounds the sound of Harris; and, though lifting its
chief summits of Ben -Breach and Ben -More, to

—

;

nearly 1,000 feet of altitude, is of tame appearance.
The second range extends almost from end to end
of the district along very nearly its middle, and
sends up its principal eminence, Ben-Croghan, to a
The third range is a prolonged
heiglit of 1 ,500 feet.
and irregular group of much less elevation than the
of
a
smooth
and undulating surface, and
others,
with declivities which fall oS" in gentle slopes to the
south-west. A belt of uneven low land between

and the sea is exceedingly beautiful
autumn, produces luxuriant crops of
oats and barley, and forms both the chief and the
most profitable area of arable ground in the island.
Its soil is naturally a mixture of clay and peat, and,
jointly by culture and by the mixation of drift sand
from the coast, it has become a rich and fertile
this last group
in summer and

mould. All its sea-board, with the exception of a
few bold rocky headlands, consists chiefly of various
minutely comminuted shells; and these, in their
finely pulverized condition, are wafted over all the
tract by the powerful western winds, and fertilize
it with all the power of rich lime manure.
Yet
beautiful and productive as this district generally
is, it often in winter suffers such denudation of its
more tender and valuable grasses, by the action of
rain, frost, and storms, that the cattle which feed
upon it can find no sustenance, and must be sustained

by the
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stores of the corn-yards or left to

perish.

A cave,

on the coast near the parish church, enby a regular arch and sports so
sublimely with the assailing surges during a storm,
to
as sometimes
fling them aloft from its month to
a height of 200 feet. Another cave, 3 miles distant,
is more extensive, and displays some very grand
phenomena. Barrows and remains of Danish forts
are numerous.
group of the former exists in
one of the sandy tracts of the north-west shore and
may be but a portion of a much larger group, whose
other parts have been overwhelmed or blown away.
The most remarkable of the forts, though presenting
little else than heaps of ruins, are situated on small
islands in lakes; and at least one of these is connected by a raised causeway with the shore. Gneiss
forms the great bulk of the island argillaceous schist
is the chief constituent of the range of heights on

ters the solid rock

;

A

;

;

the eastern shore ; and trap occurs, among the same
The chief useful minheights, in numerous veins.
eral, apart from the building material of the rocks,

a species of bog-iron accompanied by pyrites,
which, with the assistance of tormentil, galium,
is

and other native plants, Is employed by the
natives for dyeing.
The island has nearly 50 miles of statute-labom
roads, and about 30 miles additional of good roads.
It has, in recent years, experienced a similar great
change to what at an earlier period took place in
the Highlands, by the introduction of carts. It has
at Lochmaddy a seat of local trade, a seat of justice,
lichens,

it maintains regular communication thence with Skye, and through Skye
with the rest of Scotland; but it continues a stranger
to the benefit so extensively conferred on the other
Hebrides by steam-navigation. Its nearest mart,
or that at which any suitable interchange of commodity can be effected, is Greenock or Glasgow, disIts inhabitants have shared
tant about 200 miles.
very largely in the miseries which have resulted so
generally to the Hebrides and to the Highland
shores of the mainland from bad husbandry, defec-

and a packet-station; and

tive harvests, the precariousness of the fisheries,

and the destruction of the kelp trade; and so much
more numerous were they, some 20 years ago, than
the means of subsistence were competent to supon
port, that two witnesses before the Committee
Emigration expressed a conviction that no fewer
than 2,500 ought to be removed. Population in
Houses, 629.
(North), a parish in the part of the Outer
It
Hebrides which belongs to Inverness -shire.
contains the post-ofiice stations of Lochmaddy and
1841, 3,788; in 1851, 3,302.

UIST

Carinish.

It

comprehends the island

of

North Uist,

a number of inhabited islands lying adjacent to
North Uist or near it, and a great many neighbouring isles and islets, some of them covered with
verdure and suitable for pasture, others bare rocks,
valuable only for the seals which frequent them.

The principal islands, additional to North Uist itself,
are Kirkibost, Illeray, Balishear, Grimsay, Vallay,
and Oronsay, all connected with the island of North
Uist by dry sands at low water Rona, less than a
mile to the south-east ; Borreray, about 2 miles to
the north; and Heisker, about 10 miles to the west.
About 12,000 Scots acres in the parish are in tillage,
and about 42,000 are constantly in pasture. Population in 1831, 4.603; in 1851, 3.918.
Houses, 735.
Assessed property in 1843, £4,080 7s. 2d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Uist, and synod
of Glenelg.
Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £158 6s.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s.
ScL; glebe, £40.
;

4jd., with about £16 fees.
built in 1764, and contains

The
400

parish church

sittings.

was

There are

a quoad sacra parish church, with parliamentary
endowment, at Trumisgarry, and a mission under
the committee of the royal bounty at Carinish.

The

mission church was built about the year 1830, and
contains 396 sittings. There is a Free church at

Trumisgarry; and the amount of its receipts in
1856 was £30 16s. 3d. There are ten non-parochial
schools, most of them supported by public bodies.
UIST (South), an island in the Inverness-shire
section of the

Long

Island Hebrides,

in the chain, south of Harris.

It is

—the largest

bounded on the

north by a strait which separates it from Benbecula.
is shallow, packed with rocks and flat
islets, surpassingly intricate, and nearly dry in one
part at low water; on the east by the Little Minch;
on the south by a sound of from 5 to 8^ miles broad,
which has several considerable isles, and is interspersed with sunk rocks and on the west by the
Its greatest length, from northAtlantic ocean.
north-west to south -south -east, is 22 miles; its
greatest breadth is 7f miles; and its area, including
interior and intersecting waters, is about 1 10 square

and which

;

msT.
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miles.

Locli-Skiport, penetrating the east coast,
nearly 7 miles from the northern extremity, runs
north-westward across the island, assumes at the
further end the name of Loch-Gamoslechan, and
cuts off, from the main body of South Uist, a low
flat island which is cut into fragments and shreds
by slender, lonc^, and forking bays, and bears the
designation of lachdar. Loch-Eynort, penetrating
the Siunc coast 7J miles farther to the south, runs
west-north-westward to within three furlongs of the
west coast, and sends off, in its progress, a profusion
of raggedly outlined and forking bays.
Loch-Boisdale, penetrating also the east coast, 3J miles from
the south-eastern extremity of the island, extends
4^ miles westward with several ramifications, and a
mean breadth of about a mile and at its head it
has communication with Loch -Allan,
a narrow
fresh-water lake of 3 miles in length, which ranges
the
west
coast
at
the
mean
distance of 3 or 4
along
furlongs from the beach. These and other sea-lochs
which break the continuity of the east coast, dissever all the eastern division of the island into penin;

—

sulas; and they wend and debouch with singular
irregularity, and are powdered all over with rocky
islets.
Six or seven of them form practicable natural
harbours. Loch-Skiport is roomy and safe Loch;

Eynort is good when entered, but presents danger
from a large sunk rock and Loch-Boisdale is one
of the best and most capacious in the Hebrides, and
offers a favourite retreat in stormy weather to vessels in the Baltic trade.
Three large fresh-water
lakes, and an almost countless number of small ones,
;

are diffused along the western side of this island
and a few occur also on the numerous peninsulas of
the east.
Most are distinguished for either the
quantity or the quality of their fishy produce and
they are generally shallow and impregnated with
peat, and appear to be the mere repositories of a
general drainage which has few outlets to the sea.
With inconsiderable exceptions, perennial streams
are unknown; and the ephemeral torrents, of which
a few can be traced flowing down the declivities
during a heavy fall of rain, vanish as they arose,
because formed solely by surface drainage. Tiie
universal prevalence of hard gneiss rock, or of gneiss
nearly granitic, presents neither subterranean receptacles for water nor fissures to transmit it, and
occasions, throughout the island, an almost total
absence of springs. The climate, however, for an
Hebridean one, is far from being moist; the prevailing clouds from the west generally sweeping
along with rapidity, and encountering no material
obstacle till they arrive at the continent of Scotland.
The western side of South Uist presents an uniform alluvial plain of peat; interspersed, as we have
seen, with numerous lakes; and skirted along the
shore with a white fine sand, composed principally
of comminuted sea-shells.
The eastern division is
;

;

upland but, in consequence of its disseverment by
sea-lochs, its heights have not the character of a
;

range, and may, in a general view, be regarded as
The group
consisting of three separate groups.
between the south-eastern extremity and LochBoisdale comprises three or four somewhat distinct

which is seen far at sea, and declines by a
long slope into Loch-Skiport it presents, in most
of its chief declivities, a profusion of rocky protuberances, rounded and independently scattered and
it sends up, as its chief summit, to an altitude of
between 2,500 and 8,000 feet, a mountain with some
small precipices on its brow, which bears the name
of Hecla, and appears to have received it from the
Danes, but resembles its celebrated namesake only
in appellation.
The only noticeable cave occurs
close by the sea at the foot of this lofty range; but
it derives ifs main interest from
having been one of
the hiding-places of Prince Charles Edward in 1746,
ridge,

;

;

and

called the Prince's cave.
belt along the west shore presents
a most desolate appearance, when stripped of its
autumnal ci'ops, and left in wintry nakedness; but,
in spring, it is enlivened with a rich growth of
is

The low sandy

clover and other wild flowers, exhibiting them in a
gaiety of colour, everywhere unknown except on
kindred soils of fine calcareous sand and it is all
arable, and, with the assistance of the ordinary
manures, produces good crops of oats, barley, and
The middle tract, or the belt of low
potatoes.
country behind the sand, is under cultivation where
the ground is firm and naturally drained by the
lakes and elsewhere it is a gloomy sheet of black
peat, undergoing a gradual amelioration from the
diffusion upon it of the drift calcareous sand.
belt eastward of this, and rising into low subsidiary
hills, which skirt the mountains, is deeply covered
with peat, but, owing to drainage by natural cuts,
is capable of cultivation, and offers inducements to
;

;

A

The mountain
general georgical improvement.
aggregate but poor pasturage
and, though it might probably be more profitably
occupied as sheep-walk, it is principally devoted to
the rearing of black cattle.
Agriculture, though improved in some details, is in general conducted on
district affords in the

;

thriftless principles; but, of late years, great attention has been given to the improvement of the breed

black cattle, and, in some instances, to the
introduction of the Cheviot sheep.
good statutelabour road extends along the whole west coast.
Only four or five decked vessels, and these of small
burden, belong to the island and its dependencies.
of

A

The postal communication is maintained by way of
North Uist, Skye, and Inverness, the last nearly
and market communication is
200 miles distant
Much the
maintained chiefly with the Clyde.

—

;

greater part of the population are Roman Catholics.
witness before the Emigration Committee expressed a belief that, at the time when he gave his
testimony, the island was overpeopled to the amount
of 3,500.
Population in 1841, 5,093 in 1851, 4,006.

A

;

Houses, 755.

UIST (South), a parish in the part of the Outer
It
Hebrides which belongs to Inverncss-shire.
comprehends the islands of South Uist, Benbecula,
Eriska, and Fi.adda, [which see,] and some smaller
its
islands.
Its length southward is 38 miles
greatest breadth is 8 miles and its area is about 137
square miles. About 19,100 acres are arable; and
;

;

the rest of the area is variously mountain, hill,
The landed property is divided into
one principal estate and two smaller estates. The
estimated value of raw produce in 1837 was £27,548.
Assessed property in 1843, £5.862 18s. Id. Population in 1831, 6,890; in 1851, 6,173.
Houses.
all

and rounded eminences, scarcely 1,000 feet high,
and not extending so far west as to the head of the
loch.
The group between Lochs Boisdale and
Eynort rise to a higher altitude, and extend farther
west than the former; and they enclose upon the
ramifications of Eynort, and on other waters, some

and moorland.

beautiful sequestered vales, which, though barren
and deserted, mi^ht possibly be worked into an
aspect of ornate picturesqueneas. The group north
of Jioch-Eynort occupies apparently between a fifth
and a fourth of the island; it forms a conspicuous

This pnrish is in the presbytery of Uist, and sjnod
of Glenclg.
Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £281,
with an allowance of £50 in lieu of manse and

1,146.

glebe.

£4

Schoolmaster's salary, £26 8s. 6d., witli
and £8 other emoluments. Theparisjli

128. fees,

ULBSTER.

church was built in 1838, near the centre of the parand contains 439 sittings. There is a mission
under the conunittee of the royal bounty, bearing
the name of Boisdale. comprehending a territory of
12 miles by nearly 8, and including the island of
Eriska. The church of this mission was built in
There is also a
1836, and contains 230 sittings.
mission under the co;iimittee of the royal bounty, for
the island of Benbecula, and the district of lachdar;
and the church of this mission was built in 1824,
and contains about 270 sittings. There are two
Free church preaching stations, the one in South
Uist, the other in Benbecula; and the sum raised in
1856 in connexion with the former was £17 Is. 6d.,
in connexion with the latter, £8 7s. 2J.
There are
two Roman Catholic charges ; the one in the southem part of the parish, the other in the northern
Two places of worship belong to the southern
part.
charge, the one a thatched house, the other a slated
chapel, and the two containing jointly 706 sittings
and three belong to the northern charge, one of
them a thatched chapel in Benbecula, one a thatched
chapel in Kilvanan, one a neat chapel in lachdar,

oveiTun with misery. It has, in recent years, experienced some revival of prosperity and, having
passed from the proprietorship of the Fishery Society
to that of Sir James Matheson, Bart., the spirited
improver of Lewis and of his other estates, it has
undergone great improvement in its physical condition, and in its appliances for traffic and communications ; yet it continues to give plentiful evidence

and the three containing jointly 1,100 sittings.
There are nine non-parochial schools, one of them
supported bv subscription, and most of the others
maintained by public bodies.
ULBSTER, a post-office station, an estate, a mansion, and a headland, in the south-east of the parish
of Wick, 6 miles south-south-west of the town of

originally erected for the accommodation of the
fishery were far more extensive than the wants of
the place have ever required ; and many a halfbuilt house of considerable outward show is now
but partly occupied as a dwelling, the rest of it either
being in a state of ruin or occupied as a cow-house
or a piggery.
mail gig runs to Dingwall, a mail
packet plies regularly to Stomoway, and a steamer
from Glasgow calls regularly on its way to StornoThe village is well suited to be a noble
way.

isii,

—

—

;

AVick, in Caithness-shire.

ULLADALE.
ULLAHOUSE.
ULXAPOOL, a

See Logie-Easter.
See Deltisg.

quoad sacra parish on the west

coast, partly of Ross-shire, but chiefly of CromartyIt contains a post-office village of its own
shire.
name.
It lies within the quoad civilia parish of

Lochbroom, and comprehends all the portions of that
parish north of the greater Loch-Broom, and west of
a line drawn northward from the point of Conie.
Its length is 25 miles
and its greatest breadth is
12 miles. Its surface will be found described in our
;

articles

Broom (Loch) and Lochbroom.

which drains the southern part of

it,

A

rivulet,

bears the

name

of the Achall.
This has 9 miles' length of course ;
flows westward expands, in its progress, into Lochs
Dainph and Achall, and falls into Loch-Broom, 2J
miles above Ru-Ardichadill, where the loch suddenly
contracts.
There is also a small bay bearing the
name of Ullapool, and opening from Loch-Broom
about f of a mile above the mouth of the rivulet
of Achall.
The parish of Ullapool was constituted
by the General Assembly in 1833, and reconstituted
by the Court of Teinds after the disruption. Its
church is a government one, built in 1829, and containing 600 sittings; and it is under the same patronage, and has the same support, as the other
government churches. There is also a Free church
;

—

with a large attendance.

The Village
side

Ullapool stands on the north
of Loch-Broom, between the bay of Ullapool and
of

the rivulet of Achall, 30 miles north-east of Poll-

Ewe, 45 north-west by west of Dingwall, and 61 in
the same direction from Inverness. Its site is a
pleasant, terraced, gravelly promontory, about halfa-mile square, overhung by a long precipitous face
of rock, which exhibits the transition of the red sandstone of the neighbouring districts into a light and
a pure white crystalline quartz rock. The
village
was built in 1788, by the British Fishery Society,
when the herring fisheries were in a state of high
prosperity, and was intended to be a beautiful and
spacious town on a regular plan. But. in consequence of the great declension which took place in
the fisheries, the place was arrested in progress, and

I
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;

of the utter defeat of the original project, which designed it to be a flourishing town. It looks well
from a distance, and from the sea, but disappoints
It exhibits, over
expectation on a nearer view.
the face of the ten-aced promontory, several lines
of houses, most of them whitewashed, and either
neat harbour, and a breakwater,
slated or tiled.
the harbour safe, excellent, and well kept, are
on the foreground. The principal buildings, both
public and private, are all arranged along the beach,
facing the loch, and extending from end to end of
the village. Three streets of houses behind these,

A

—

—

parallel, spacious, and provided with garden-plots,
were lined off for the poorer fishermen, but have
never been more than half finished. The buildings

A

watering-place, its beach being delightful bathing
ground, its climate pleasant and salubrious, and the
mountain sceneiy in its neighbourhood replete with
fascination for invalids and idlers. Population of the
of the quoad sacra parish, 2,769.
village about 800
ULLINIS^H, an islet, belonging to the parish of
Kilmuir, in Skye, Inverness-shire. Here are the remains of a place of refuge, built in the time of James
VI. by Hugh Macdonald, who was next heir to the
dignity and fortune of his chief, and who suffered for
engaging in an execrable plot against the laird's life.
ULSTA, a post-office station subordinate to Lerwick, in Shetland.
ULSTON, a village in the parish of Jedburgh,
;

Roxburghshire. Population, 97. Houses. 20.
ULVA, an island, containing a post-office station
of its own name, in the Argyleshire Hebrides. It lies
between Loch-Tua and the entrance of Loch-naKeal, off the west coast of Mull. It is separated, on
the west, from Gometra by so narrow a strait that,
except as seen on its very shores, they appear to be
one island on the north and north-east, from Mor;

nish in Mull by Loch-Tua, which decreases eastward from a breadth of If mile to a shallow and
very nan^ow strait on the south-west, from Torosay in Mull by Loch-na-Keal, IJ mile broad ; and,
on the south, from Colonsay by a sound about a
mile broad. Its length from east to west is 4i
miles and its breadth is nearly 2 miles. The islarid
;

;

distinguished for grand basaltic colonnades, and
pictuesqne combinations of these with amorphous masses of trap. Its surface rises from the shore
in successive ranges of terraces to an extreme altitude of 1.300 or 1,400 feet. Its rocks are a dark
bluish trap, now columnar and now amorphous, and
an amygdaloid, abounding in analcirae and racsotype, now above the trap, now below it, and now
interposed between two ranges of its columns.
Some low but well-formed colonnades occur along
the shores.
The upper ranges seldom exceed 20 feet
in height, but are very numerous ; and they presenre Utile or no. continuity, bat exist in detached
is

for

ULVA.

parts which, in numerous places, resemble fragments
of walls and ruined towers.
The ranges, s<iys Dr.
MaccuUoch, "are often as regular as those of Staffa,
although on a much less scale and pass gradually
from that regularity of form into the most shapeless
masses. In many places they afford elegant and

eastward, along a Highland glen, to the head of the
loch called Loch-Lee.
UNICORN ROCK. See Bressay.

UN I MOKE. See Mokven.
UNION CANAL (The), an

;

artificial water-way,
extending from Port-Hopetoun, in the western
suburbs of the city of Edinburgh, to a junction with
the Forth and Clyde canal, at Port-Downie, in the
parish of Falkirk. The success of the Forth and
Clyde canal, which extends from Port-Dundas, at
Glasgow, to Grangemouth, at the head of the Frith

picturesque compositions, which, although passed
every day by the crowds who visit Staffa, appear to
have been unnoticed. If either their numbeis, extent, or picturesque appearance be considered, they
are more deserving of admiration than even those
of the Giant's Causeway and had they been the
only basaltic columns on this coast, they might

of Forth, early directed the attention of the public
to the expediency of forming a canal which
should take the benefit of that already in existence,
and thus form a continuous means of communication between the eastern and western capitals of
Scotland. Earnest desires were felt for it both at
Glasgow and at Edinburgh, at the former, prinat the
cipally for the increase of general trafhc,
latter, principally for the sake of obtaining such
ample supplies oi coal from the exhaustless coalfields of Stirlingshire and Lanarkshire, as should
bring down the high monopoly prices, at which the
coals of the Lothian coalfields had ahvays been
maintained. Several able engineers made surveys
for the desiderated line
and on a certain route for

;

have acquired the fame which they merit. But
Ulva is eclipsed by the superior lustre of Staffa
and, while the mass of mankind is content to follow
the individual who first led the way, its beauties
;

—

will probably be still consigned to neglect."
On
the south side of the island is an assemblage of
columnar masses resembling fortalices and called
the Castles ; and near this, in the face of a perpendicular rock of about 95 feet in height, is a
cavern 58 feet wide, 30 feet high, and 60 feet long,
its entrance presenting the appearance of an arch,
and its roof and walls almost as regular as if they
had been formed by art.

parts of the island near the shores are generally arable ; the parts more inland are disposed in
pasture ; and the parts about the centre are shut in
from the former by an encompassing wall, and disposed in sheep-walk. The soil of the arable land is
sharp but fertile ; and that of the pasture lands is
covered with rich verdure. Calcareous sand abounds
on the shore, and serves as an excellent manure.
Seaweed also is used as a manure. Excellent crops
of both wheat and pease have been obtained. No
plantations were to be seen when the famous Dr.
Johnson visited the island, but plantations have
since been made, and are now in a flourishing condition.
The old mansion-house of the Macquaries,
the ancient proprietors of the island, is still standing;
and the mansion-house of Mr. Clark, the present
stands about 400 yards from it, and is a
f)roprietor,
arge modern edifice, in an extensive park. The
ruins of an ancient castle, supposed to have been
either of Norwegian or of Danish origin, surmount a

being assigned, the well-known Telford recommended that route as highly advantageous at once

it

for the command and disposal of water, for the traversing of the mineral districts, and for affording
a facility for extension of the line at any time to
East Lothian and Berwickshire. A prospectus was
issued and at once met high popular support. But
the Mid-Lothian coal-masters and other parties,
who conceived their interests to be strongly menaced
by the project of the canal, got up a strong opposition 10 it, and carried on their opposition with extraordinary vigour. The bill for the measure, when
introduced to parliament, was more severely assailed
than ever periiaps any private bill had been up to
that time and it did not finally pass till 1817.
The
canal was commenced to be cut in 1818, and was
completed in the early part of 1822. The design of
it was not in
any degree to be a ship canal, but altogether to be a canal of inland communication, for
passenger-traffic and for minerals and merchandise,
;

high steep rock in Glackingdaline-bay. An ancient
Catholic church stood at Kilviceuen, where
there is still the ordinary burying-ground of the
island.
Several large stones, supposed to be Druidical, occur at Crakaig and Achacharra.
Population

between places on its own banks, and principally
between Edinburgh and Glasgow and therefore it
was, for a long time, frequently called the Edinburgh
and Glasgow canal.
The work, as already stated, extends from PortHopetoun to Port-Downie. Its length is 31^ miles,

Roman

;

of the island in 1837, 604.
ULVA, a quoad sacra parish in the Mull distric
of the Argyleshire Hebrides.
It consists of part of
the quoad civilia parish of Kilninian and Kilmore.
It comprehends the islands of Ulva, Gometra, Little
Colonsay, and Staffa, and a portion of the island of
Mull.
Its extent, exclusive of the intersections of
It was constituted
sea, is about 60 square miles.
the
General Assembly in 1833, and reconby
Its parstituted by the Court of Teinds in 1845.

government one,

built in 1827,

—a distance very considerably greater than a straight
line drawn topographically between the two points
and the extra distance is caused, less by any great
;

natural inequalities in the surface of the district
whicli it traverses, than by sinuosities over mer^
undulated surfaces, designed to maintain the dt.
level and to avoid the costs and encumbrances of
lockage. Most of the country traversed is beautiful,
populous, and productive, embracing some of the
finest portions of the counties of Edinburgh, Linlithgow, and Stirling. The parishes in the county
of Edinburgh, through which the line is carried, are
St. Cuthbert's, Colinton, Currie, Ratho, and part of
in Linlithgowshire, those of Uphall,
Kirkliston
part of Kirkliston, Dalmeny, Abercorn, and Linlithand
in
Stirlingshire, those of Muiravonsido,
gow ;
Polmont, and Falkirk. For about 10 miles from
Edinburgh the course of the line is westerly, but it
then makes a long sweep to the north, after which
its direction again changes, and it makes a varied,
'

and

and is under the same
containing 320 sittings
patronage, and enjoys the support, as the other
government churches. There are two schools in
the island of Ulva, and one in the Mull-island
district; and two of the three schools are sub-parochial, and the third is a society's school.
Population of the parish in 1841, 859.
Houses, 169.
ULYSSES-HAVEN. Sec Usan.
UNACFIAN, a post-office station, subordinate to
;

;

Fort- William, in Inverness-shire.

UNICK- WATER, an

alpine rivulet in the parish
It rises close to the watershod with Aberdeenshire, and runs about 6 miles

—

;

The

ish church is a
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of Lochlee, Forfarshire.

,

though, in general, a north-west course, till if
Stu
termination, passing Falkirk on the south.
of the works on the lino are not only beautiful li

UNION CANAL.

majestic in their construction. Near Slateford it is
carried over the ravine of the Water of Leith by a
bridge 65 feet in height, and 500 feet in length. It
is swept over the valley of the Avon, a little above
Linlithgow, by an aqueduct of still more stupendous
proportions, which is beautiful and imposing as a
work of art, and is seen to great advantage from
miles distant, as well as from the line of the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, which is carried by a
splendid viaduct over the same valley. Another
bold effort of masonry occurs at Callendar-house.
in the neighbourhood of Falkirk, within a short
distance of the terminus, where the canal is carried
through a hill by a tunnel of 700 yards in length.
In addition to these are many arduous cuttings,
embankments, and works of masonry, which all
contributed to swell the vast total cost at which the
undertaking was completed. For 30 miles from
Port-Hopetoun the canal is carried on the level, and
the remaining and very short distance till its junction
with the Forth and Clyde is occupied by 1 1 locks,
each 10 feet in depth ; so that the Union, at the
head of the locks, is 110 feet above the adjoining
level of the Forth and Clyde canal.
It is 40 feet
broad at the top of the water-way, 20 feet at the
bottom, and is 5 feet in depth throughout. Altogether it is one of the most beautiful tracts of artificial navigation in the kingdom.
As a property, however, the canal proved a great
failure.
The cost of it was estimated at £235,167,
but actually fell little short of £400,000 at the
time of the opening ; and, by unavoidable expense
in properly completing the work, and in carrying
on the traffic npon it, as also by loss of interest on
the amount of the original expenditure, this cost, so
early as within four j'ears of the opening, was advanced to £600,000. The returns from all departments of the traffic, passengers, coals, parcels, and
miscellaneous goods proved exceedingly less than
had been estimated. The real retui'ns during the
seven years after the opening did not amount to
£17,000 a-year, while the estimated returns had
been set down at £55,000 a-year. Calculations as
to the probable amount of traffic had, in a great degree, been based on data as to the known traffic on
the Forth and Clyde canal ; and these necessarily
proved to be altogether fallacious in as far as regarded the large item of the transit of sea-going
vessels, for which the Union canal had no capacity.
The company worked their business with great
spirit, and with the aid of whatever contrivances
could be suggested for increasing the traffic ; but
they never were able to render it compensating, or

—
—

even to raise

it to a
At
fairly hopeful condition.
the starting of the project for the Edinburgh and
which
to
threaten
them
Glasgow railway,
appeared
with utter ruin, they made great opposition to that
project, and spent large sums in resisting it in parliament, but all without effect; and on the opening
of the railway, they greatly reduced the passenger
fares on the canal, and made every effort in their
power to maintain a brisk competition, but they had
little success, and soon saw that their property was
doomed. The canal still remains as a work, but as
to business is absorbed in the interests of the railway, and has now very little practical value.
UNST, an island, containing the post-office station of Uyea-sound. in the extreme north of Shetland.
It is separated on the south-west from Yell by Blumol-sound, a rapid tideway about a mile broad, and
from Fetlar on the south by a sound between 3 and
5 miles broad and it is washed, on all other sides,
by the open ocean. It forms a slender, though indented oblong, extending from north-north-east to
south-south-west; and it measures 11 J miles in
;
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length, about 3^ miles in mean breadth, and upwards of 36 square miles in area. The coast, over
much the larger part of its extent, is a constant
alternation of headlands, and of indenting bays and
creeks.
The headlands, especially in the west and
the loftiest
north, are precipitous, rocky, and high,
attaining a height of probably 400 feet. The bays,
on the contrarj', are, for the most part, fringed with
The chief are
low, shelving, and sandy shores.
Burra-friih on the north ; Norwick, Haroldswick,
and Sandwick, on the east ; Watswick and Wick
on the south ; and Woodwick on the west
but
though most may often protect a vessel for a tide
or two, none of them are safe harbours. Burrafrith and Norwick have a picturesque aspect, and
are environed with much good land. Balta-sound
on the east, and Uyea-sound on the south, are so
covered by isles of their own name, and screened by
projecting headlands of Unst at their entrances, as
to afford good shelter to sliipping.
The tides on
the coast flow nearly southward, and ebb northward, but are often flung from their direction, and
whirled into eddies, by the projections and recesses
of the coast; they run, at spring, with a velocity of
6 miles an hour ; and off Lamban-ness, the northeast extremity of the island, they form a tumbling
and spouting sea, inferior in its dangers only to that
of Sumburgh-roost, and so impetuous and heaving,
even in calm weather, as to prove dangerous to
fishermen.
Of numerous caves upon the coasts,
one at Sha displays a roof supported by natural
octagonal pillars; several in Burra-frith have the
sea for their pavement, and run backward under
the hills; one at the hill of Saxaforth, 300 feet long
and of considerable height, is entered by a grand
natural arch ; and one a little east of the last resembles it in character, but is inferior to it in mag-

—

;

—

nificence.

The surface of Unst, compared with that of the
other Shetland islands, is reckoned level; yet it has
several extensive and moderately high hills. Vallafield, extending from the north end of the island to
within 1^ mile of its south end, and attaining a
maximum altitude of nearly 700 feet, runs along
the western coast, presenting a powerful rampart
against the tremendous onsets of the Atlantic, yet
often washed over its summit and down to the
skirts of its interior declivities by clouds of foam
and spray. Saxaforth, 938 feet high, and the loftiest
ground on the island, rises boldly up from the sea,
in the centre of the north coast, and forms a landmark to mariners within a range of 14 leagues.
Crossfield, at right angles with Yallafield, but rising apart from it. extends nearly across the middle
of the island, and terminates on the east coast in
two conical peaks. Vordhill extends 3J miles along
the east coast south of Crossfield. Several other
heights occur, but are inconsiderable in magnitude.
The loftier hills are covered, to the depth of some
feet, by such moss as forms good fuel ; and the lower
heights, once similarly covered, but now denuded of
their moss, frequently show the bare rock, yet extensively possess a green dry sward which yields
excellent pasturage. A valley, immediately east of
Vallafield, extends the whole length of the island,
and has, from end to end, a chain of fresh-water
the largest of which. Loch-cliff, is 3 miles
lakes,
Much of the soil
long, and of pleasant appearance.
of the island is excellent; and in spite of bad husbandry, produces good crops. Alwut 2,000 acres
are arable, and nearly an equal number of acres are
excellent meadow and grass-lands, which may easily
be brought into tillage. Five-sixths of the whole
area are in commonage ; and might, to a considerable extent, be improved. Gneiss, serpentine, cblo-

—

UNST.

and diallage rock, are the principal rocks
of the island; and talcose and micaceous schists,
primitive limestone, and quartz and hornblende
rocks, also occur.
Amianthus, asbestos, hydrate of
magnesia, and chromate of iron, are the most noticeable included minerals.
The last occurs in comparatively great quantity, and is now an object of
rite slate,

much commercial

value, on account of its yielding
a fine yellow pigment, and being used in the dyeing
of at once sills, woollen, linen, and cotton.
Limestone is quarried and burnt as a manure. Fishing
forms
as
the
here,
throughout Shetland,
prime employment of the inhabitants. Articles of Shetland
hosiery form a considerable extent of manufacture.
The mansions are Belmont, in the vicinity of Uyeasound, and Buness, near the head of Balta-sound.
At the latter, the French philosophers, Blot and
Kater, in 1817-8, conducted their experiments for
determining, in so high a latitude, the variation in
the length of the seconds' pendulum.
chain of
the Scandinavian towers, called burghs and Picts'
extends
round
the
island
stone
circles
and
houses,
barrows are numerous and on one of the cones of
Crossfield were held the great courts of Shetland,

A

;

;

to their removal to the vale of Tingwall.
frevious
'opulation of the island in 1841, 2,808; in 1851,

2,961.

UPHALL.
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Houses, 550.

a parish in the extreme north of Shetland.
It consists mainly of the island of Unst, but comalso
the isles of Uyea and Balta, the islets
prehends

UNST,

Hafgnina and Hunie, and the holms of Ska,
Burra-fnth, Woodwick, Newgord, Hogoland, and
Weatlierholm. Nearly one-half of the parish belongs to Mrs. Mouat of Garth, and the rest is divided
among 6 principal proprietors and 8 small proprieThe estimated value of raw produce in 1841
tors.
was £5,914 for fish, and about £8.000 for land produce.
Assessed property in 1843, £465 8s. 6d.
of

the parish is boldly undulated, but not in any proper sense of the word hilly. The highest parts of
have an elevation of not more than 400 feet above
the level of the sea; and they command superb
views of the Lothians to North-Berwick-law and
the Lammermoors. The soil is, in many parts, a
rich clay upon till, and, on the lower fields, a fine
black loam, both very fertile. The chief minerals
are workable coal, excellent sandstone, many seams of
valuable ironstone, limestone, marl, reddish-coloured
chalk, clay fit for the uses of the brickmaker and the
potter, and some coarse FuUer's-earth. About 3,532
imperial acres in the parish are under cultivation ;
about 210 are pastoral or waste or occupied by natural wood; and about 178 are under plantation.
Upwards of one-half of the parish, included in the
estate of Strathbrock and in part of that of AmonThe estate of
dell, belongs to the Earl of Buchan.
Strathbrock belonged anciently to the family of
Sutherland, passed successively to the Douglases,
the Earls Marischal, the Earls of Winton, and the
Oliphants, and came by a double step of purchase
and intermarriage into the possession of Henry
Lord Cardross, the ancestor of the present Earl of
Buchan. The property next in extent is the estate
of Houston, belonging to Norman Shairp, Esq.
The other properties are small, and belong to W,
riankey, Esq., J. M. Hog, Esq., and L. P. M'Lagan,
Esq. The average rent is about £1 16s. per imperial
The value of assessed property in 1856 was
acre.
The mansions are Kirkhill -house, and
£7,948.
Amondell-house, seats of the Earl of Buchan, and
it

—

Houston- house, and Middleton-house, seats respecMr. Shairp and Mr. Hankey. The parish
lies within a mile of the Winchburgh station of the
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, and is traversed
by the Union-canal, by the middle road from Edinburgh to Glasgow, and by the Edinburgh and BathPopulation in 1831, 2,909; in 1851, 2,977. Houses, gate railway; and it has stations on this railway at
551.
Broxburn and at Houston, respectively 11 J and 13
This parish is in the presbytery of Burravoe, and miles from Edinburgh.
The village of Uphall
synod of Shetland. Patron, the Earl of Zetland. stands on the Edinburgh and Glasgow road, on the
Stipend, £248 6s. 8d.; glebe, £6. Schoolmaster's right bank of the Broxburn rivulet, IJ mile west of
The the village of Broxburn, and loj miles fiom Edinsalary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with about £12 fees.
parish church a neat structure, arresting the at- burgh. Here is an edifice which was long known
tention of a stranger who enters the harbour of as a first-class stage inn in the times preceding the
Balta-sound was built in 1827, and contains 1,224 railway period. Population of the village, about
There is a Free church and the sum 168. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,254; in
sittings.
raised in connexion with it in 1856 was £72 2s. 6d. 1851,1,331.
Houses, 249.
There are an Independent chapel and a Methodist
This parish is in the presbytery of Linlithgow,
There and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the
chapel, each containing about 200 sittings.
are two General Assembly schools.
There are a Earl of Buchan. Stipend, £269 Is.; glebe, £22.
and
a
total
parochial library
abstinence society. Unappropriated teinds, £322 3s. 9d. Schoolmaster's
Though Unst has, from time immemorial, formed snlary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £36 fees, and about £15
only one charge, the island is naturally divided into other emoluments. The parish church is of unthree districts, which are known as the
North, the known date, but seems in part to have been built in
Middle, and the South parishes. Ruins or vestiges the middle of the 17th century, and it contains about
exist of upwards of 20 ancient
places of worship. 450 sittings. There is a Free church, with an atThree of these were, during part of last
century, tendance of about 200; and the amount of its rein
occupied,
regular rotation, as parish churches; ceipts in 1856 was £106 18s. lOd. There are 3 nonand six are still surrounded by cemeteries.
The parish anciently bore the
parochial schools.
UNTHANK. See Perth.
name which is now borne ny only one of its estates,
UNTHANK-BURN. See Ewes.
the name of Strathbrock, signifying the valley of
UPHALL, a parish, containing the post ofTlce brocks or badgers and it took that name from the
rivulet traversing it, which was called originally the
villages of Uphall and Broxburn, in Linlitligowshire.
It is bounded on the east and soutli
by Hurn of Brotks or Brocks'-burn, and now Broxburn.
Edinburghshire, and on other sides by the parishes The parish church, which preceded the present one,
of Livingston, Ecclesmachan, Linlitligow, and Kirkstood 700 yards north-east of the mansion of Kirkliston.
Its length eastward is 4 miles; and its
hill
and being dedicated to St. Nicholas, had a bell,
breadth
is
about
3
miles.
The river inscribed, Canipanuni Sancti Nicholai de Strathgreatest
Almond runs north-eastward along the eastern broke, 1441.' and still preserved in tlie more modern
boundary; and the rivulet Broxburn rinis eastward ebureh. The parish was in early times a rectory,
ond east-north-eastward, chiefly through the central and was afterwards annexed to the provostry of
A
parts of the interior, but partly on the boundary
Kirkheugh, and formed one of its prebends.
with Kirkliston, to the Almond. The surface of chapel appears to have anciently stood at Bangour.
tively of

—
—

;

;

;

'

UPLA^IOOR.

In the chancel of the paiisli church lie the mortal
remains of the celebrated banister, the Hon. Henry
Erskine, and those of his brother, the Lord-chancellor Erskine.
UPLAMOOR. a villac^e in the southern part of
the parish of Neilston, 3§ miles south of the town of
Neilston, in Renfrewshire.
Population, 166. Houses, 30.

in the parish of Humbie, Haddingtonshire.
It stands in the
vale of Keith-water, 3J miles south of Pencaitland.

See Lakarkshiee

and Res-

:

FREWSHIKE.

UPSETLINGTOX, an ancient parish and a village on the south-east border of Berwicksliire. The
parish is now united to Lady-kirk: which see.
Population of the village, 99.
URCHANY. See Nairn.
(The). See Obchy (The).

URCHAY

URE-BAY.

See Storsowat.
URIE (The), a river of Aberdeenshire. It rises
in the parish of Gartly, in the district of Strathhog^e
flows ijt miles eastward, through that parish, and
between Inch and Culsalmond, on the south, and
Dmmblade and Forgue on the north proceeds 4J
miles southward and south-eastward, through Culsalmond, to a union with the Shervock runs 2f
miles, between Oyne on the south-west and Rayne
and Chapel of Garioch on the north east, to a union
with the Gadie and tlieu moves 8 miles sinuously,
but chiefly sontli-eastward, through Chapel of Garioch, and between that parish and Keith-hall on its
left bank, and the parish of Inverury on its right, to
the Don a little below the royal buigh of Invemry.
Its entire lenjth of course is about 20 miles.
URIE-BAY. See Fetlar.
URIGILL (Loch), a picturesque mountain-lake,
about 2§ miles long, near the south-east extremity
of the parish of Assvnt, in Sutherlandshire.
URISKIX. See Katrixe (Loch).
URQUHART, a parish on the coast of the east
side of Morayshire.
It contains a village of its own
name but its post-town is Elgin, 5 miles to the
;

;

;

;

;

Its outline is nearly that of an equilateral
triangle of 5 miles on each side ; the coast side extending from the Spey to the Lossie, and the interior
sides being bounded by respectively Speymouth and
St. Andrew's Lhanbryd.
The coast is low and
sandy, and has no creek or landing-place. The
north-west corner, to the extent of between 2 and 3
square miles, is nearly a dead level, lying but a few
feet higher than tide-mark ; and the rest of the
surface is undulated, and nowhere presents higher

west.

ground than swells and gentle eminences. Original
expanses of moorland and some waste hillocks have
been covered with plantation the arable grounds
are well dressed and neatly enclosed and the whole
;

;

is trim, pretty, and embellished.
The
though prevailingly light and sandy, is easily

landscape
soil,

and made a cell of the abbey of Dunfermample endowments, consisting of the lordship of Urquhart, the lands of Fochabers, some other
lands in Moray, and a pa: t of the fishing of the Spey,
were distributed araoiig patriots and court-favourites

David

I.,

line.

Its

at the

Reformation,

capable of enrichment, produces luxuriant light
crops, and, with the aid of suitable manures, even
If the pai-ochial area he
yields good crops of wheat.
distributed into 58 parts, 2 are waste, 25 are under
wood, and 31 are arable. The extensive woods consist chiefly of Scottish pines, and were all planted by
the late Earl of Fife. Water, whether in streams or
The Loch of Cotts, formerly a
springs, is scarce.
conspicuous feature on the face of the parish, has
been completely drained. The mineral well of Finfan has some provincial fame as a medicinal spa ;
but its watere have not been analyzed. The Abbey
well, the fountain which supplied the monks with
water, marks the site of an obliterated ancient priThe monastic structure was built in 1125 by
ory.

The

priory

had previously gone into decay
century,

UPPER-FENWICK. See Fenwick.
UPPER-KEITH, a post-offioe village

UPPER AVARD.

UEQUHAET.

82"

;

itself,

for,

however,

in the

14th

was disunited from Dunfermline, and
suppressed by union with Pluscardine.

it

virtually
Nearly the whole parish belongs to the Earl of Fife.
The estimated value of its raw produce in 1835

was £10,960.

Assessed property in 1843. £3,772 Is.
Innes-house, a seat of the Earl of Fife, but formerly and for a long period the residence of the
lairds of Innes, is a large, tall, irregular edifice, of
curious architecture, and was, not very
many years
ago, so repaired and renovated as to be rendered one
of the most elegant and commodious mansions in the
county. Leuchars-honse is another mansion, mo9d.

dem, and comparatively small. There are in tlie
most secluded tracts some doubtful vestiges of the
Druids and the Danes. The parish is traversed by
the road from Elgin to Fochabers, and will derive
benefit from the western extension of the

North of Scotland railway.

Great

The

village of Urquhart stands in the southern part of the parish, and
is inhabited
chiefly by shopkeepers and artificers,
most of whom, at the same time, are crofters.
of
the village, about 220. Population of
Population
the parish in 1831, 1,019: in 1851, 1,331. Houses,
244.
Tliis parish is in the
presbytery of

Elgin,

and

synod of Moray. Patron, the Earl of Fife. "Stipend,
about £270; glebe, £5.
Unappropriated teinds.
£149 15s, ScJioolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with
£30 fees, a .share in the Dick bequest, and about £50
otheremoluments. The parish church is an old building, in good repair, and sufficiently commodious.
There is a Free church, with an attendance of 400
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £160 18s.
7jd. The insurgents of Moray, in 1160, were met
in the moors of Urquhart by the King's army
and,
after an obstinate resistance, were defeated with
" The name
great slaughter.
Urquhart," we are
"
told,
appears to be compounded of three Gaelic
a
an
a
words, aire, coast,
edge, brink, fad, long,
and amkan, a river or water and would seem to have
been imposed to denote the great length of sea-coast
by which the parish is bounded on one of its sides.
That this etymology is the true one, appears highly
probable from two circumstances of which one is,
that the name Urquhart is pronounced by Highlanders, when speaking Gaelic, Urachadan, which
difiers very little in sound from the three Gaelic
words above mentioned, when joined in one and pronounced by a Highlander the other, that the two
Highland parishes of the same name are similarly
bounded on one side, Urquhart in Ross-shire by the
frith of Dingwall, and Urquhart in Inverness-shire
by Loch-Ness, the line of coast in each being of
very considerable length."
URQUHART, a post-office station, a small bay,
an ancient barony, and an ancient castle, in the
united parish of Urquhart and Glenmoriston, in
;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

Invemess-shire. The post-office station is situated
at the foot of Glenurquhart, near the north-west shore
of Loch-Ness, 16 miles south of Inverness. The
bay is a small expansion of Loch-Ness, at the mouth
of Glenurquhart'S draining stream, the Enneric. The
barony will fall to be described as a portion of the
parish of Ui-quhart and Glenmoriston. Castle-Urquhart stands on the south side of Loch-Ness, upon a
rocky promontory which forms the western termination or headland of the bay of Urquhart. The
waters of the lake wa.sh the base of the rocks on

URQUHART.

three sides; and a moat from 20 to 25 feet deep, and
16 feet broad, on the land side, separates the castle
from the adjoining grounds.
drawbridge the
site of which is still to be seen
gave access to the
castle across the moat.
From the bridge a noble
gateway opened into the courtyard. The gateway
was flanked by two projecting towers, and guarded
by a succession of doors, and an enormous portcullis
which, worked by pulleys from above, could be
dropped, so as to exclude intruders. The courtyard is extensive but its surface towards the west
is rough and broken.
On the other side, however,
it is smooth and level ; and a broad walk leads fiom
the gateway to the entrance of the great keep or
For nearly the whole of their exprincipal tower.
tent, the walls which encompass the rock on which
the castle stands are double, having platforms upon
which the soldiers stood while discharging missiles
against the assailants. To the right of the entrance,
there is a small portal, or water-gate, from which a
passage led down to a natural harbour ; and a similar
portal opens upon the lake, from the east side of the
The great tower occupies the
principal building.
north-east comer of the court, and is nearly of a
square form. Its height, to the base of the battlements on the top, is about 50 feet the breadth of
each side from 30 to 40 feet and the walls are 9
feet thick.
The interior of the tower is in a very
dilapidated and ruinous condition; but it appears to
have consisted of three stories, exclusive of tlie
warder's room and the battlements at the top. The
great hall occupied the middle story; and below

—

A

—

;

;

;

appear to have been a guard-room and dungeons,
from which there was a communication with the
upper, by means of spiral staircases, ascending
through the wall at opposite corners of the tower.
Four square turrets occupy the angles at the top of
the tower, each of which forms a small apartment
inside, having its own fire-place and other conveniences complete. The height of the outer walls
varies from 12 to 18 feet, and the thickness fi'om 3
to 6 feet.
They enclose altogether an area of about
five acres of ground.
Nothing whatever is known
of the origin or erection of this castle, and very
little of its early history; but that it must have
been a place of great strength and importance in
ancient times, is apparent from its extensive and
magnificent ruins. Indeed it has obviously been
one of the greatest strongholds of that chain of fortresses, which were erected at different distances
along the line of the Caledonian valley. In all
probability

it

was erected
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for the protection of the

Highlands, and for repressing the invasions of the
turbulent natives of Ross and Moray, by some of
the earlier Scottish monarclis; for Ave find that, in
the time of Edward I., it is styled a King's house,
or royal garrison.
By popular tradition, the building of this fortress is attributed to the Comyns, the
most powerful family in the north, prior to the reign

No authority, however, has been
for this, beyond popular belief; and too many
of the castles in the nortli have liad their origin
fixed on these cliiefs, to cause much faith to be
of Robert IJruce.

found

given to it. In 1 303, Urquhart-castle was taken by
storm, by the troops of Edward I.; and the governor, Alexander Bois, and the garrison were put to
the sword.
In the register of the great seal of
Robert II., there is a grant of the castle and barony
of Urquhart to his son, David Senechalus; failing
whom, to Alexander Sencclialus. In 1509, a grant
of the castle and barony was made to the rising
family of Grant of Grant, now Earls of Seafield, in
whose possession they still remain.
URQUHART, Ross-shire. See Ukquiiart and
Loqik-Westeii.

URQUHART

and GLENMORISTON, an united
parish in the north-west division of Inverness-shire.
It contains the post-oflice stations of Urquhart and
Drumnadrochit, the post-ofliee village of Invermoriston, and the villages of Milntown and East and
West Lewiston. It is bounded on the north by
Kiltarlity, Kirkhill, and Inverness; on the east by
Loch-Ness, which separates it from Dores and Boleskine; on the south by Boleskine and Kilmonivaig;
on the south-west by Ross-shire and on the west
;

and north-west by Kilmorack and

Kiltarlity.

Its

length from east to west is 30 miles; and its breadth
The peopled disis, in general, from 8 to 12 miles.
tricts are the narrow slopes along Loch-Ness, and
the glens of Urquhart and Moriston, the only transverse valleys which branch off from the north-west
side of the Ness part of the Glenmore-nan-Albin.
These glens extend nearly parallel to each other, in
a westerly direction, at a mean mutual distance of
about 7 miles they are respectively about 9 and 12
miles long; they are separated by lofty heath-clad
heights, terminating, on the east, in the vast and
;

soaring mass of Mealfotjrvounie [which see];
and, in combination with their screens, they exhibit
beauty, picturesqueness, and grandeur of scenery,
which is nowhere surpassed in the Northern Highlands, and which presents a rich variety of towering heights and waving declivities, bare rocks and
wooded precipices, lofty crags and level and fertile
See tlie articles Glexurquhart and Glenplains.
MORiSTOx. Two or three miles beyond the head of
Glenurquhart extends the upland plain or table-land
of Corriemony, possessing an elevation of 800 or

900 feet above sea-level, yet adorned with wood,
and, to a considerable extent, passed over by the
plough and, west-south-west of it, or stretching
away from the head of Glenmoriston, is a great expanse of high, flat moorland, imbosoming LocliThe rivulet Enneric, which traverses
Cluany.
Glenurquhart, forms, not far from its source, a small
but singularly picturesque cascade, called the Fall
of Moral.
The Coiltie, though less than 7 miles iii
length of course, has an aggregate fall, from source
to embouchure, probably as great as the Spey; and.
in consequence, possesses all the way a medium
character between a torrent and a cataract, and sucli
vast power that it tears up and tosses along very
large masses of rock, and occasionally wheels up
;

from

its

bed,

and sweeps down house and bridge.

The Divach,

a tributary of this stream, performs,
amidst dense hanging coppices of birch, so mighty
and picturesque a leap that it wants only a suflicient volume of water to be a rival to the celebrated
Two other streams mere buras, howFoyers.
The
ever
display remarkably fine cataracts.
arable soil of Urquhart is in general a rich loam,
which, though not deep, is uncommonly fertile
that of Glenmoriston is sandy, and so comparatively
unproductive as to be, in a great measure, ab.n

—

—

:

doned to pasturage.
While porphyritic grani;
prevails in the uplands west of the two princip.
and
in
the
north-east
corner of Urquhair.
glens,
gneiss prevails in Glenmoriston, gneiss, serpentine.
and granular limestone, jointlj- occupy about
square miles on one side of Glenurquhart, and cor,
glomerate and old red sandstone, in unconformahie
and upheaved position, and snperincumbent on
gneiss, occupy the district bordering on Loch-Ncss
Tlie limestone contains asbestos and tremolite, ai
is burnt for maiuu'e.
The chief landowners arc tl
Earl of Seafield, Grant of Glenmoriston, Grant
Lakefield, and Ogilvie of Corriemony. The prim
pal residences arc Balinacaan, Glemnoriston, ai
The chief antiquity is Urquliar
Corriemony.
Tlie otln
castle, noticed in the preceding article.
1
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a manufactory for linen cloth at Invermoriston
but, after a few years' trial, it was relinquished.
A distillery, erected about the year 1830, had better
success.
Good roads go up the two principal glens
toward Kyle -Rhea, the ferry to Skye; and two
roads connect the glens respectively along LochNess, and 8 or 9 miles to the west. Population in
in 1851. 3.280.
1831, 2,942
Houses, 675. As-

Agricultural improvements have been very extensive and successful.
The soil, though not rich
enough to bear wheat without damage, yields excellent crops of the lighter grains, and of pulse and
esculent roots. About 4,860 acres of the whole
area are in tillage ; 3,960 are in pasture 855 are
under wood; and 1,635 are waste moorland. The old
red sandstone is the prevailing, almost the only
rock and is worked, in several quarries, as a building material. The landowners are Forbes of Culloden. Sir Kenneth S. Mackenzie, Bart., and A. C.
The mansions are
Mackenzie, Esq. of Findon,
The great north
Ferintosh, Conanside, and Findon.
mail-road runs across the south-west comer of the
parish and two roads across the Mullbuy toward

sessed property in 1843, £6,232 7s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Abertarf, and
synod of Glenelg. Patron, the Earl of Seafield.
Unappropriated
Stipend, £262 12s
glebe, £6.

respectively Knockbain and Fortrose.
Population
of the Ross-shire districts in 1831, 1,591; in 1851,
2.109.
Houses. 452. Population of the entire parish in 1831, 2,864; in 1851, 3,153.
Houses, 709.

The parish church, situated
teinds, £633 15s. 9d.
at the foot of Glenurquhart, was built about 18

Assessed property in 1843, £5,618 12s. 5d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dingwall, and
synod of Ross. Patron, Forbes of Cnlloden. Stipend,
£223 10s.
glebe, £15.
Unappropriated teinds,
£201 9s. 8d. Schoolmasters salary, £34 43. 4^d.,
with £12 fees, and £5 other emoluments. The parish church was built in 1795, and contains 1,200
There is a Free church, with an attendsittings.
ance of about 1,400 and the amount of its receipts
in 1856 was £291 lis. 9d.
There are two non-parochial schools, both of them upheld by extraneous
support. The most eminent names which have
been connected with the parish are those of President Forbes, and Dr. Eraser of Kirkhill, the son of
a former minister, and the author of a Key to the
Prophecies of Isaiah. Urquhart forms the northeastern, and Logie-Wester the south-western part
of the united parish. They seem to have been
united so early as the year 1490, but at what pre-

antiquities are a small vitrified fort; sereral cairns;
several Druidical circles; vestiges or memorials,
chiefly in the form of burying-groands, of 6 ancient

chapels; and slight remains near Castle-Urquhart,
of a small religious house which belonged to the
knights of St. John of Jerusalem. An attempt was
made in the latter part of last century to establish
;

;

;

A

years ago, and contains 850 sittings.
sub-parochial church, situated at Meikle, about 6 miles up
in
and
contains
was
built
250
1829,
Glenurquhart,
sittings; and this, as well as the parish church, is
served by the parish minister. Two chapels ^the
one at Invermoriston, at the mouth of Glenmoriston,
the other at Toraghoil, in the upper part of Glenmoriston the former containing 150 sittings, the
latter containing 250— are served by a missionary
under the committee of the royal bounty. There is
a Free church of Urquhart, with an attendance of
1,100; and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was
£231 12s. 5d. There is also a Free church for
Glenmoriston and Fort-Augustus and the amount
of its receipts in 1856 was £81 ISs. 6d. There is

—

—

;

an Episcopalian chapel

at Corriemony.
There are
three parochial schools, respectively at the foot of
Glenurquhart, at Meikle, and at Glenmoriston; and
the amount of salary divided among the three masters is £34 4s. 4id., with about £50 fees.
There are

within the united parish two Society's schools and
three private schools.
The parishes of Urquhart
and Glenmoriston have been united since at least
the time of the Reformation.
Glenmoriston was
previously united to Abertarf; and it probably became united to Urquhart at the same time that
Abertarf became united to Boleskine.
axd LOGIE-WESTER, a parish
chiefly in the south-east of Ross-shire, but comprehending also the detached district of Nairnshire
called Ferintosh.
It contains the post-office villages of Conan-bridge and Culbockie, the post-office
station of Ferintosh, and the village of Newton.
It is bounded on the north-west by the river Conan
and the Cromarty frith, which separate it from
Urray, Fodderty, Dingwall, and Kilteam on the
north and east by Kirkmichael ; on the south-east
by Knockbain ; on the south by Killearnan ; and on
the west by Urray.
It is nearly a regular rectangle,
extending from north -north -east to south-southand
between 9 and 10 miles by
measures
west;
about 3^ miles. Some chief features in the parish
are noticed in the articles Fekixtosh and Mcllbuy.
The eastern boundary-line coincides with the watershed of the MuUbuy ; and from this, which is higher
at the north end than at the south, the surface gradually falls off to the frith and the Conan, so as to
fonn an almost regular inclined plane. Two or three
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;

bums run down

ploughing up ravines, and
flinging over the landscape some mimic features of
romance. All the middle and higher parts of the
slope command a magnificent view of Wester Ross,
skirted with the bold forms of the monarch-height
Ben-Wyvis and the adjacent Highland mountains.
its face,

;

;

;

;

;

cise date is not

known.

The name

in popular use

merely Urquhart; but the name in
records is Urquhart and Logie-Wester.
is

all

church

URR, a parish in the south-east part of KirkcudIt contains the post-office villages of
brightshire.
Dalbeattie, Springholm, and Haugh of Urr, the
village of Hardgate, and part of the post-office vilIt foims a long and very irlage of Crocketford.
regular belt of country, extending from north to
south, and terminating at each end in a slightly
rounded point. The parishes which march with it,
on the east side, are Kirkpatrick-Irongray, Lochrutton, Kirkgunzeon, and Colvend and those which
march with it along the west side, are Buittle,
Crossmichael, and Kirkpatrick-Durham. Its length
;

is

16 miles;

its

mean breadth over 9 miles

at the

extremities, chiefly at the south, is little more than
a mile its greatest breadth is about 4 miles ; and
The
its superficial extent is about 40 square miles.
surface, compared to that of most Galloway parishes,
is pretty level, few of the hills being of considerable
;

The upper districts, though moorish, are,
most part, capable of tillage. The highest
grounds are a range at the head of the paiish,
called the Larg-hills, whose summit has an altitude
of about 600 feet above the level of the sea. About
twelve parts in thirteen of the whole parochial area
height.

for the

are either in tillage, or of a character to be tiUed.
About 800 acres are under wood. The growth of
timber, especially oak, ash, elm, and Scotch pine,
exceedingly rapid and the rearing of it was, at
one time, extensively attended to, simply for its produce in fuel. Urr-water divides the parish from
Crossmichael and Buittle. Dalbeattie or Kirkgunzeon-bum, traces the boundary for some miles on
the east ; and a little before its confluence with the
is

;

Urr, sweeps past the village of Dalbeattie.

These
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streams and some minor ones have valuable water-

name Urr was

power for the propelling of machinery and the Urr
and its main tributary bring up to Dalbeattie vessels
of 60 tons burden.
Auchenreoch and Milton lochs
are situated in the north the former a long and
narrow expansion of a brook on the western boundary and the latter a sheet of water, about 3 miles
in circumference, in the interior. Shell marl abounds,
but ceased long ago to be used as a manure. Limestone occurs, but is very hard and the lime used
by the farmers is imported from Cumberland. Iron
ore is plentiful, but cannot be worked for want of
cheap fuel. Coal is supposed to exist in the Larghills.
Granite is of extensive occurrence, and protrudes in some places at the surface. A portion of
moss land occurs in the south but excepting there,
and in the moorish portion of the Larg-hills, and

Wur or Whur

;

;

;

;

;

at the protrusions of granite rock, the soil of the
parish is, in general, light and fertile. The principal landowners are Maxwell of Munshes, Copland
of Colliston, Sinclair of Redcastle, Maitland of
Achlane, Stothertof Cargen, Herries of Spottes, and
Hyndman of Milton and there are nearly 30 otliers.
On the west bank of Urr-water, a little below the
parish church, is the celebrated Moat of Urr, an artificial mount or table-land, rising from concentric
and successive terraces, and anciently used as a
seat of judicature by the petty chiefs of the feudal
times.
This is probably the largest work of its
kind in Scotland ; and, though anything but Roman
in its own construction, was attended by outworks,
some remains of which existed about 95 years ago,
and seemed to be of Roman origin. Two drawings
of the moat are given by Grose.
ancient
standing-stone, consisting of a rude block of granite,
exists in a field about a mile east of the moat.
The
fanatical sect of Buchanites, after they fled from
Ayrshire into Galloway, first resided in Auchengibbert in the parish of Urr, and then removed to
Crocketford. There are in the parish a paper mill,
;

An

and corn, flax, and saw mills. The parish is traversed by the roads from Dumfries to Port- Patrick
and Kirkcudbright, and will be traversed also by the
railway from Dumfries to Castle-Douglas. Population in 1831, 3,098; in 1851, 3,363.
Assessed property in 1843, £10,457.
This parish is in the presbytery

Houses, 630.

URR

cudbrightshire. Population, 47.
(Loch), a lake on the mutual border of
Dumfries-shire and Kiikcudbrightshire. It lies at
the point where the parishes of Dunscore, Glencairn,
and Balmaclellan meet. It is about 3 miles in cir-

URR

cumference, and 5 fathoms in extreme depth. Its
water appears extremely black, the ground under
and around it being in general a lieathy moss.
Pike, some of which are said to be about 5 feet 10
inches long, and a few very large trouts, are the
The surrounding
only fish which it produces.
sceneiy is a bleak expanse of tame, naked, heathy
hill.
An islet in the lake, partially covered with
brushwood, is the retreat of vast numbers of waterfowls for bringing forth their young, and has been
known to be a breeding-place for eagles. Loch-Urr
seems to be the Loch-Cure of Camden, from which

he erroneously represents the Nith as issuing, and
which he states to have been the site of a town of
the Selgovse, called by the Romans, Corda. The
islet may possibly have borne on its bosom some
Selgovse huts and it certainly was the site, at a
later date, of an important though unstoried castle.
Some ruins which remain show the fortalice to have
had great strength of wall, and a variety of apartments. At the extremity of the lake is a peninsula
;

cut by a deep trench.
UliR (The), a river of Kirkcudbrightshire. It
issues from Loch-Urr, and nins 26 miles to the

Solway frith at the little island of Heston, midway
between the Nith and the Dee. Its prevailing
direction is toward the south.
With the exception
of nearly a mile over a tiny wing of Urr, it is
throughout a boundary - line between parishes
having on the east Kirkpatrick-Durham, Urr, and
Colveud, and on the west Balmaclellan, Parton,
Its tributaries are
Ci'ossmichael, and Buittle.
numerous
but, excepting Dalbeattie-burn, which
;

;

has a run of 10 or 11 miles, they are all individually
inconsiderable. About 4J miles before losing itself
in the Solway, it begins to expand into an estuary
and at its embouchure, between Heston island and
the headland on the east, it has a breadth of very
;

and synod of
Dumfries. Patron, the Crown. Stipend, £255 10s.
3d.
glebe, £30.
Unappropriated teinds, £280 15s.
lOd.
The parish church was built in 1815, and contains 815 sittings. There is an Establishment church
at Dalbeattie, under the patronage of its own
managers and male heads of families. There is a
Free church at Dalbeattie, with an attendance of 370;
and its receipts in 1856 were £112 2s. OJd. There is
an United Presbyterian church at Springholm, built
about the year 1818, and containing about 600
There is a Roman Catholic chapel at
sittings.
;

Dalbeattie, called St Peter's church, containing 252
There are three parochial schools, one
of tliem in the centre of the parish, one at DalThe salary attached
beattie, and one at Milton.
to the first is £22 8s. 9d., with about £21 fees; to
the second, £18 5s. lid., with about £23 fees; to
the third, £10 9s., with about £15 10s. foes. There
are five non-parochial schools. The ancient church
was dedicated to the royal and Culdee Saint Constantine from the ]2tli century till the Reformation,
it was a vicarage under tlie monks of Ilolyrood
and, in 1633, it was given by Charles I. to the
bishops of Edinburgh, to aid the support of their
nascent and evanescent see. Of several chapels
which anciently stood in the parish, and were subordinate to its church, one was situated at a place
which still bears the name of Chapelton.
The

—

sittings.

anciently spelled Vr, and pronounced
and it is now popularly pronounced,
and sometimes written, Orr.
(Bridge of), a hamlet on the western
verge of the parish of Kirkpatrick-Durham, Kirk;

;

;

It is naturally navigable for considerable craft 3 miles above its incipient expansion,
or 7j above its embouchure, and could easily, at

nearly 2 miles.

small expense, be deepened over this distance, and
rendered navigable higher up. Salmon are caught
in considerable quantities in wet summers; but, in
di-y seasons, sea-fish can get but little higher than
the flow of the tide.
The Urr, for a number of
miles after issuing from the lake, holds its course
through a wild country, and over an irregular chan-

—

But

nel.

it

eventually begins to show some stripes

of level and fertile ground upon its banks and from
the point where it begins to run along the margin
of the parish of Urr, it pursues its waj' among inIn its
creasingly level and cultivated grounds.
;

lower course, it is occasionally overshadowed with
patches and small thickets of wood its vales are
now and then blotted with little pendicles of morass,
but in general have a rieli sward of natural grass;
;

and

screens possess no great elevation, and
over arable.
URRALL. See Kikkcowan.
URRARD. See Killikcrankie and Moulin.
URKAY, a parish, partly on the north border of
Inverness-shire, but chiefly in the south end of tlio
district of Wester Ross, in Ross-shire.
It contnins
a post-oiBce station of its own name. It is boundi il
arc

its hill

all
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the west and north by Contin ; on the east by
rjuhart and Killeaman ; and on the south by
ii.iikhill and Kilmorack.
Its length from north to
south is 7 miles; and its breadth, at the north end,
is 6 miles, and at the south end 3.
detached dis'"
a davoch of land," lies in
trict, consisting of
Strathconan, at the distance of 18 miles, embosomed
by the western mountains, and surrounded by Contin.
The main body of the parish skirts the base
of the mountain rampart of the Highlands; and lies
80 low that the great north mail-road, in traversing
1

A

from end to end, nowhere seems to mount higher
than 50 feet above sea-level. The general surface
presents a pleasing view of corn-fields, coppices,
it

patches of moorland, large plantations, rapid streams,
and gentlemen's seats, with a rich perspective
athwart the two beautiful friths of Cromarty and
Beauly. The soil, though various, is, on the whole,

warm,

dry,

and productive.

The

plains abound

with small water-worn boulders, intermixed with
beds of dry sand and gravel, and are, to a considerable extent, barren, heath-clad moor but the slopes
of the gentle rising grounds possess a comparatively
rich soil, and, in a part of the estate of Lovat,
which once belonged to the priory of Beauly, they
are a deep, rich, carse-gronnd.
The river Conan
partly bounds and partly intersects the north end
of the parish
the Orrin traverses
of the inpart
;

;

Conan and the Beatily flows along
the southern boundary.
sulphureous spring exists on the bank of the Conan, of similar character
to the celebrated neighbouring spring of Strathpeffer.
Several small hollows occur on one estate which
seem to have once been occupied by water, but are
now filled with moss. There are thirteen landowners.
The mansions are Brahan-castle, Highfield-house,
The
Ord-house, Muirton -house, and Tarradale.
chief antiquity is Fairbuni-tower. There is a disis
carried
on
in
the
tillery at Ord.
Salmon-fishing
Conan. Good facilities of traffic by land and water
are afforded by the
vicinity of Dingwall, Beauly,
and Inverness. Population of the Koss-shire district of the
parish in 1831, 2,750; in 1851, 2,591.
Houses, 571. Population of the entire parish in
1831, 2,768; in 1851, 2.621. Houses, 577. Assessed property in 1843, £7,012 7s. 7d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dingwall, and
synod of Ross. Patron, the Marchioness of Stafford.
Stipend, £252 6s. 8d.
glebe, £15. Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salarj', £25
teinds, £162 5s. 2d.
15s., with £6 fees, and £7 other emoluments.
The
parish church stands on low ground on the banks
of the Orrin, near its influx to the
Conan, and is
There is a Free church
sufficiently commodious.
of Urray, with an attendance of about 900 and the
terior to the

;

A

;

;

amount

was £204 13s. 7id.
an Episcopalian chapel at Highfield, with
an attendance of about 90. There are a subparochial school, a Society's school, an Episcopal
There
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of its receipts in 1856

is

The preschool, and a female school of industry.
sent parish of UiTay comprehends the ancient parishes of Urray and Kilchrist, the former on the
The name Urray
north, the latter on the south.
'
signifies the new ford,' and is supposed to allude
to an altered form in the bed and passage of the
Orrin in its vicinity. See the article Cu-lizchkist.

URY.
USAX,

See Ukie (The) and Fetteresso.
a fishing village and an estate in the
The village stands
parish of Craig, Forfarshire.
on the coast, 3 miles south-south-east of Montrose.
Its inhabitants are of similar character to those of
Ferryden. The village was anciently called Ulysses-haven, probably from some Danish chief of the
name of Ulysses. Population of the village, 167.
Houses, 25. The estate of Usan comprises nearly
900 acres. The mansion on it was built in 1820.
The ancient Scottish Kings possessed, in connexion
with their seat at Forfar, a right to a cadger-road
of the breadth of a mill wand from Usan shore to
Forfar cross ; and a piece of land of about 30 acres

—

Usan shore, is traditionally pointed
out as the ancient property and residence of the
King's cadger.
USE (The), a small basin, forming a natural
harbour for boats and small sailing craft, at the
head of Tookquoy-bay, in the island of Westray, in
in area, along

Orkney.

USHET ISLE.
USKEVAGH.

See Ixchixsax.
See Uisgava.
USSIE (Loch). See Foddekty.
MONTES. See Ateshiee.
UY. See Aied (The).
UYEA. an island belonging to the parish of Unst,

UXELLUM

in Shetland.
It lies between the island of Yell and
the island of Unst and is separated from the latter
island by Uyea-sound. It measures about 1 J mile
in length, and 1 mile in breadth.
Population in
1841, 23; in 1851, 16.
;

UYEA

(Little), a pasture-isle on the west coast
of Northmaven, 4^ miles south-south-west of the
northern extremity of the mainland of Shetland.
It measures about 2 J miles in circumference, and
so covers a small bay on the mainland as to render
it a safe harbour.
UYEA-SOUND, a narrow, curved belt of marine
water, between the isle of Uyea and the south-west
coast of the island of Unst, in Shetland. It forms a
safe, commodious, natural harbour, and is a grand
rendezvous of the fleet of small sailing craft for the

deep sea-fishing.

UYEASOUND, a post-office village on the southwest coast of the island of Unst, at the head of
Uyea-sound, in Shetland. It is of quite modem
origin, and consists of neat dwelling-houses, some
shops and warehouses, and a few artificers' workshops. It is the entrep6t for goods to the fishing
stations in Unst and the neighbouring islands.

I
VAAKSAY, an islet in the sound of Harris, near
the north-east extremity of North Uist, in the Outer
Hebrides.

YAILA, an

island belonging to the parish of
It lies off the west side of
Mainland, about 3^ miles north-west of Skeldaness.

Walls, in Shetland.

VAILA-SOUND.

it is a
It measures about 4 miles in circumference
comparatively valuable piece of property; and it
contains the residence of Scott of Melby, the princiPopulation
pal proprietor of the parish of Walls.
in 1841, 29; in 1851, 2.
belt
of marine
a
well-sheltered
VAILA-SOUND,
water, forming an excellent natural harbour, between the island of Vaila and the mainland of Shet;

land.

VAIN-CASTLE.

See Fearn.

VALE OF LEVEN RAILWAY.

See Dumbar-

tonshire Railway.

VALLA FIELD.

See Unst.
a small island belonging to the parNorth Uist, in the Outer Hebrides. It is
separated from the north-west side of the island of
North Uist only by a narrow sound, which is dr}^ at
low water. It measures about 2| miles from east
It
to west by a mean breadth of about 3 furlongs.
has a light, sandy, fertile soil. Population in 1841,
59; in 1851, 46." Houses, 7.
VALLEYFIELD. See Cur.ROSs and Penicuick.
VALLEY (Loch). See Mixick (The).

VALLAY,

ish of

VALLY.

See Rowdill (Loch).
Paisley.
a headstream of the river
Don, in the parish of Strathdon, Aberdeenshire.
VARRICH-CASTLE. See Tongue.
VARRIS. See Forres.
VASA (Skerry of). See Shapinshay.
VAT. See Glenmuick.
VATERNISH, the northern division of the parIt
ish of Duirinish, in the north-west of Skye.
forms a large peninsula between Lochs Snizort and
Dunvegan; is indented by several sea-lochs, the
and
chief of which is Loch-bay on its west side
terminates in Vaternish-point, 6^ miles north-north-

VANDUARA. See
VANNICH (The),

;

The district constitutes
east of Dunvegan-head.
the government parish of Halen which see. Population 1,700.
or Watersay, an island belonging
to the parish of Barra, in the Outer Hebrides.
It is separated from Sandera and Fladda on the
south, by the sound of Sandera, which is f of a mile
broad ; and from Barra, on the north, by the sound
of Vatersa, which in one place is so narrow as to
afford passage to only small boats, and which is
:

VATERSA

elsewhere studded with Eorsa, Snoasimil, and one
or two other islets. Vatersa measures, at certain
points, 3 miles from east to west, and 2 J miles in
the opposite direction but is so deeply indented as
not to possess more than half the superficial ex;

figures would seem to indicate.
Two bays, on opposite sides near its middle, almost
and the eastern one of
cut it into two islands
these, the bay of Vatersa, forms a safe and excellent
harbour. The isthmus between the bays is a sandy
bar, whose materials are, in continual alternation,
thrown up by the billows and dispersed by the
winds. Though the rest of the island consists of
two hills, yet the whole surface may be viewed as

tent

which these

;

under constant revolution, from the accumulations
sand-hills of the isthmus and
the western shores- The basis of the land is gneiss.
" an
" I had
liere," says Dr. Macculloch,
opportunity of imagining how life is passed in a remote
island, witliout society or neighbours, and where
people are born and die without ever troubling
themselves to inquire whether the world contains
any other countries than Vatersa and Barra. The
amusement of the evening consisted in catching
scallops for supper, milking the cows, and chasing
rabbits; and this, I presume, is pretty nearly the
The whole group of the
round of occupation.
southern islands is here seen from tlie southern

and dispersions of the
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part of the island, forming a maritime landscape
which is sufficiently picturesque." Population of
Vatersa in 1841, 84; in 1851, 64. Houses, 8.
VEAL-LOCH, a very picturesque but sequestered
and almost unknown lake, on the east side of BenIt is
clybric, in the centre of Sutherlandshire.
about 2 miles long.
VEMENTRY, an island about 5J miles in circumference, on the south side of St. Magnus-bay,
on the coast of the parish of Sandsting, Shetland.
It is separated from the mainland by a narrow strait
called Eye-sound; and lies SJ miles east of Papait is verdant on the east, and heath-clad on
Stour.
the west and is regarded as rich pasture-ground.
(Loch), an expansion of the southern head-stream of the river Teith, in the district of
Monteith, Perthshire. It extends from west to east
along the mutual border of the parish of Callander
on the north, and the parishes of Aberfoyle and Port
of Monteith on the south; and it has a length of
about 5 miles, and an extreme breadth of about IJ
The outline of its shores is beautiful and
mile.
waving and throughout almost its whole extent it
In approaching
is adorned with a skirting of wood.
Loch-Venachoir from Callander, before arriving at
its eastern end, the traveller passes Coillinteogleford, which, as all the readers of poetry know, was
;

VENACHOIR

;

"

Clan- Alpine's outmost guard

"
;

and here the combat took place between the knight
A bridge has
of Snowdon and tlie Highland chief.
now been erected over the river, near the place
where it formerly was forded. A number of years
ago, several stones with rude images engraven on
them, resembling the upper part of the human body,
were found on the farm of Coillinteogle. Proceeding along the shores of the lake, the traveller arrives
at the

wooded bank

Wood

of lamentation.'

called C'oiUehhroine, or

This name owes

'

the

its oi-igin,

to a malignant action of the water-kelpie
or fiend, perpetrated at this place. Most Scotchmen
know the general tradition with regard to this supposed inhabitant of the rivers and lakes of Scotland;
and many will recollect Dr. Jamieson's fine ballad
Ditferent traditions are
of
the Water - Kelpie.'
handed down with regard to the action attributed
Sir
to the malicious fiend of Loch-Venachoir.
Walter Scott, in his notes to the Lady of the Lake,
says, that it caused the destruction of a funeral
party passing along the sliores of the lake. The
minister of Callander who has so well illustrated
this district of Perthshire
gives another version of
the story. " As a number of children," says he,
" were one
day at play on the border of the lake, a
Such was its
beautiful horse issued forth from it.
apparent gentleness that one of the children, after

it is said,

'

—

—

having long admired its beauty, ventured to mount
it; another, and another, followed his example, till
the whole of them had mounted, the creature gradually lengthening his back to admit their numbers
He then instantly plunged into
as they advanced.
the deep, and devoured them all in his watery cave
except one, who, by a singular fortune, escaped to
tell

the tale."

About a mile beyond

'

the

Wood

on the

nortli side of the road, is
'
tlie Fiery cross.'
first stage of

henchman

of lamentation,'

Duncraggan, the
Here Malise, the

of Roderick

showing the

cross,

"The

Dhu, burst into the
and exclaiming,

mnstcr-plnce

is

Lnnrick-mead

hall,

"
;

while the mourners sung the coronach over the
body of Duncan, the late Ijord and from hence hi.s
son was obliged to leave the obsequies of his father,
and taking the cross from the henchman, to carry
;

VENNY.
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•

through an additional portion of the Clan-Alpine
At Diincraggan, the traveller catches a
In passing the
ly fine view of Loch-Achray.
stem extremity of Loch-Venachoir, the farm of
-anrick is seen to the south-west.
This was the
of muster of the Clan-Alpine; and there is
place
nere a level piece of ground, centrically situated
amid a vast surrounding array of mountains, rocks,
and woods, intermingled with lakes, and intersected
-trict.

by rapid stieams.

VENELAW.

See Peebles.

VEJfNY

(The), a ri\-ulet of the southern division
of Forfarshire.
It rises in two head-streams in the
north-east of Inverarity. traverses Dunnichen and
and
falls
into the Lunan, 1^ mile above
Kirkden,
Its prevailing direction is eastKinnell-church.
north-eastward and its length of run is 8 miles.
It is a fine troutiug stream.
(Loch). See Voel (Loch).
VICARLAND, one of the conjoint villages of
Cambuslang. in Lanarkshire.
Population, 123.
:

VEOL

Houses,

15.

VICAR'S BRIDGE.

See Dollar.
(St.). a parish on the coast of Forcontains the villages of St. Vigeans,
Collistonmill, Marvwell, and Gowanbank, the postoffice village of Auchmithie, and part of the posttown of Arbroath. It comprises a large main body
and two small detached districts. The main body
is bounded on the nortli by Carmylie and Inverkeilor on the east by the German ocean ; on the
south by Arbroath and Arbirlot ; and on the west
by Carmylie. Its length from east to west is 8
miles; and its breadth varies between If mile and 4J
miles.
One of the detached portions lies k a-mile
south of the main body; is separated from it by the
burgh roods of Arbroath measures 6 furlongs inward from the beach, and 4 furlongs in breadth;
and, owing to its having been the place where the
hospital for the sick of Arbroath abbey stood, bears
the name of Hospital-field. The other detached
portion is the estate of InverpefFer; lies 3 miles
south of the main body is bounded on the east by
the sea, on the south by Panbride, and on other
sides by Arbirlot; measures 1 J mile by 7 furlongs;
and anciently belonged to the Fletchers, afterwards
of Salton, but was purchased in the 17th century by

VIGEANS

farshire.

It

;

;

;

the family of Panmnre. The town and abbey of
Arbroath belonged to the parish till about the year
1560; and no legal division having ever been made,
the boundary on their side cannot be exactly ascertained.
is

The

superficial extent of the entire parish

about 22 square miles.

The main body

is

divided south- sou th-eastwari

into nearly equal parts by the rivulet Brothock.
Its surface may be described, in a general view, as
comprising three declivities in difi'erent aspects,
with an intervening valley.
ridge of hill, which
commences at the promontory of Red-head, within
the parish of Inverkeilor, about two miles beyond
the boundary of St. Vigeans, with an altitude of
220 feet above the level of the sea, extends 4 miles
south-westward with a gradually increasing elevation to Dichmont-law, which is about 3 miles from
the coast, and has an altitude of about 270 feet
above the level of the sea; and thence the ridge ex-

A

tends southward with regularly descending slopes,
about IJ mile, to the vicinity of the town of Arbroath.

This ridge, with

its

two

declivities

and

its

and western, forms all the parts of
the parish between the left bank of the Brothock
and the sea. An eminence, called Cairn Conan.
having an altitude of 550 feet above the level of
the sea, rises on the western verge of the parish, at
the distance of 5J miles from the coa.st, and comskirts, eastern

11.
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mands a very

beautiful and extensive panoramic
and the ground all to the east of this
eminence declines with equable and easy gradient
The coast, from
to the right bank of the Brothock.
the boundary' with Inverkeilor all southward to
Whitingness. within a mile of Arbroath, is a range
of rocky cliffs, generally precipitous or mural, with
an average altitude of about 100 feet; and, except
at two places, where there occur two small bays, it
so closely overhangs the sea as to be everv-where
washed, at the foot, by the tide. Some parts of the
cliffs, particularly near the line of the waterway,
are remarkably pierced with crevices, arches, and
caverns. One of the caverns, wiiich can be entered

prospect

;

only at low-water, was a favourite retreat of seals
when these animals abounded on the coast, and was
often visited from above by persons let down to it
with ropes, shielded on the limbs with straw rollers
to protect them from the abrasion of the rocks, and
armed with bludgeons to wage deadly war with the
Another, called the Maiden-castle cave,
phocae.
measures about 231 feet in length, and from 12 to
24 in breadth, is entered about 10 feet above highwater mark, and was formerly the scene of an
annual meeting of the mason-lodge of Arbroath, for
the admission of new membei-s. Above this cave,
on the brow of the rock, and about 100 feet above
sea-level, are vestiges of a fort, with its fosse and

A

third and stupendous cavern, of very
rampart.
singular character, has been separately noticed in
our article Gaylet-pot.
fotirth remarkable
cavern is of semicircular form, about 160 feet
along the chord or straight line toward the sea,
with a large rocky pillar in the middle of the entrance, and almost on a line with the rocks on each
side.
So capacious is this cavernous excavation
that a fishing-boat with four oars can sail round the
pillar without being in danger of striking on the rock.
The predominant rock of the parish is sandstone
but this is very diversified, both in its lithological
An excharacter, and in its geognostic relations.
cellent variety of it, not verj' pleasing to the eye,
but admirably suited to all the ordinary purposes of

A

;

is very extensively quarried at Whitingand has been used for building gi-eat part of
the town of Arbroath and the whole of the new
harbour. Another variety of sandstone, much softer,
and containing vegetable fossils, is quairied at Dmmyellow and Brax. The subsoil of the district to the
east of the Brothock is thin, and consists of the debris of the sandstone below it but that of the district to the west of the stream is in general a very
thick bed of diluvial clay or marl, interspersed with
drifted boulders of all sizes from that of a pea to that
of a block of 8 tons weight but the low ground on
both banks of the stream, towards its mouth, con-

masonry,

ness,

;

;

sists largely of stratified swells, of boulders, gravel,

sand, and clay, several of them a mile in length,
and one of them about 40 feet in height. Several

protuberant rocks or rocky heights of sandstone also
occur near the banks of the lower part of the Brothock ; and two of these, of a conical form, about 180
yards distant from each other, and similar in appearance and altitude, are remarkable the one for being
crowned by the parish church, the other for being
the habitat of a fine echo, which replies to a sound
from the east end of the church, and, on a calm
evening, distinctly repeats four syllables or four
musical notes.
In 1744, the parish, with the exception of gardens,
did not contain 40 acres of enclosed ground; but now
it everywhere exhibits a very highly cultivated and
embellished appearance. The soil, though various,
and though encumbered in part of the west with the
on the whole, ferferruginous deposit called pan, is,

—

3g
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and has been very greatly improved. About
12,100 acres are in tillage; about 70 ai-e pastoral
The
or v^aste; and about 840 are under wood.
principal landowners are Lord Panmure, Hay of

tile,

Letham, Strachan of Seaton, and Mudie of Pitmuies;
and there are twelve others. The only mansion of
ancient character is CoUiston, which is said to have
been built by Cardinal Beaton for his son-in-law.
The principal modern mansions are Letham, Seaton, Abbethune, Springfield, Parkhill, Newton, Millbank, Woodlands, Almeriecloss, Beech wood, and
A great amount of manufacture is
Hospitalfield.
carried on in the parts of the parish within the town
and suburbs of Arbroath, but has already been noA spinning-mill
ticed in our article on Ai-broath.
at Inchmill, erected in 1808, was one of the earliest
establishments in Scotland for spinning flax by machinery ; and even it, for some time, was but par-

employed as a spinning-mill, and mainly employed as a stnrch-work; but it is now an extensive
work, with various departments, and all driven by
steam. There are also small spinning-mills at Col-

tially

and North Tarry. Many of the inhabitants
of the villages and country districts are weavers.
fishery of considerable extent is carried on at Auchmithie. The parish is traversed by the Arbroath
and Forfar part of the Scottish North-Eastern railliston

A

way, and well provided
in

witli public roads.

Popu-

in 1851, 9,799.
Houses,
Assessed property in 1843, £16,975.
This parish is in the presbytery of Arbroath, and
synod of Angus and Mearns. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £269 Is. 2d.; glebe, £10.
Unappropriated
Schoolmaster's salaiy, £34
teinds, £1,284 5s. 6d.
4s. 4^d., with £30 fees, and £40 other emoluments.
The parish church is an ancient edifice, in the Saxon
style, with nave and side aisles; and it was enlarged
in 1827, and now contains 825 sittings.
A square
tower, with spire, stands at the end of it and the
shaft of an ancient cross, carved with unintelligible
hieroglyphics, stands in its vicinity. There is a

lation

1831, 7,135;

1,325.

;

quoad sacra parish church, designated Inverbrothock, and serving for the parts of the parish within
the town and suburbs of Arbroath.
See InverBROTHOCK. A small chapel of ease was built in 1834
at Auchmithie.
There are, within the Inverbrothock district, two Free churches and a Methodist
chapel. There are three non-parochial schools in
the country parts of the parish, and three in the
town parts. The ancient church of St. Vigeans
belonged to the abbey of Arbroath, and was usually
served by one of the monks sent out by the abbot.
Two rooms were maintained for the officiating monk
in the steeple, and were traceable, in part of their
floors, so late as 1754.
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The

last

monk who

inha-

bited tliom is traditionally said to have been frightened from them by the devil appearing to him in the
form of a rat, and to have communicated such a panic
to his brethren of the cowl, that none of them could
be induced to succeed him. But the misei'able ministers of superstition, while occasionally duped with
their own devices, flung a far greater amount of wild
deception on the minds of the people whom they
misled, and even entailed it upon generations who
have lived since cowls were happily tossed out of
Scotland.
The foUoAving remarkable example is
"
From the
given in the Old Statistical Account:
year 1699 to 1736, the sacrament of the Lord's supin
this church. A traper had never been dispensed
dition had long prevailed here that the watcr-kclpy,
what Mr. Homo, in his tragedy of Douglas, calls
the angry spirit of the water,' carried the stones
for building the church; that the foundation of it
was supported upon large bars of iron and that
'

;

under the fabric there was a lake of gi'eat depth.
As the administration of the sacrament had been so
long delayed, the people had brought themselves to
believe, that the first time that ordinance should be
dispensed, the church would sink, and the whole
people would be carried down and drowned in the
The belief of this had taken such hold of the
lake.
people's minds, that, on the day the sacrament was
administered, some hundreds of the parishioners sat
on an eminence about 100 yards from the church,
expecting every moment the dreadful catastrophe.
They were happily disappointed and this spirit of
credulity soon vanished, like the baseless fabric of
a vision.' In the present times it would prove a
matter of great difficulty to make the people believe
such absurdities. Perhaps the local situation of St.
Vigeans, in the vicinity of the abbey, might have
disposed the people to imbibe such principles as are
;

'

not easily rooted out." A chapel dedicated to St.
Ninians anciently stood on the sea side, near the
place where the coast begins to lise. St. Ninians'
well, in its vicinity, had long a popish and great
fame for curing several diseases; but has long since
been uniformly estimated at its true value.
Vn.LENS OF URE. See Shetland.
VINAVORE, a small island belonging to the parish of Uig, in the Ross-shire Hebrides.
It lies in
the southern part of Loch-Rong, to the south of
Beniera, about 2 miles from the mouth of Little
Loch-Roag. It had a population of 46 in 1841, but
was not inhabited in 1851.
VINAY, a small island belonging to the pai-ish
of Bracadale, in the Skye district of Inverness-shire.
It is inhabited by one familv.
VINNEY (The). See Vexny (The).
VODRIFFE. See Newburgh.
VOE, a post-office station subordinate to Lerwick,
in Shetland.

VOEL

(Loch), a lake in the parish of Balquhidder,
It extends from east to west, has a
Perthshire.
length of about 3 miles and a breadth of about 1
mile, and is traversed by the northern head-stream
of the river Teith.

VOETER.

See Deltino.
an estate in the parish of Borthwick,
3 miles south-east by south of Dalkeith, in Edin-

VOGRIE,

burghshire. It contains the village of Dewarton
and extensive coal-works. It§ pleasure-grounds are
very picturesque.
VORDHILL. See Unst.
VOTERSAY, an island in the sound of Harris,
1 mile north-north-east of Stroma, and 2 miles
south of Bernera, in the Outer Hebrides. The cir-

cumference of it is less than 2 miles.
VRAE. See Turriff,
VRINE (Loch), a narrow lake, about 2^ miles
The rivulet
long, in the north-west of Ross-shire.
Vrine carries ofl" its superfluent waters, and runs (!
miles northward to the head of Loch-Broom, joined
on its right bank, and at about mid-distance, by
Mashak-water.

—

VROGIE

(The), a streamlet falling precipitously
the side of Buachail-Etive, in tlie parish of
cascade on it about 2
Ardchattan, Argyleshire.
miles beyond the house of Dalness, is very rcnnirkable, both for its accompaniments and for its heiglit.
"At about 300 feet from the bottom of this cascade,
the rock is so formed that there is a natural recess
of at least 50 yards, to which there is a winding
access.
When arrived at the interior of this recess,
one is suiTounded on every side by high and almost
perpendicular rocks, while the light of day can bo
seen only through a narrow vista of more than 600

down

feet high."

A
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WADEHAVEN.

See Elie.
See Innerleithen-.
See Resfeew.
WALLACE-CASTLE. See Gameie.
WALLACE-HALL. See CLosEsuRy.

WALKER'S BURN.
WALKINGSHAW.

WALLACE - MEMORIALS,

associated

objects

with the fame or exploits of Sir William Wallace.
These are exceedingly numerous and very divei-siand the associations of some of them are fanfied
Yet nearly all the memorials
tastic or fabulous.
are more fondly regarded than if they were superb
and undoubted monuments. We can take room to
Such are Wallace's barrel, a
indicate only a few.
cave so called, in the parish of Both well; Wallace's
;

cave, at Hawthomden ; Wallace's cave, in the parish of Lesmahago and the parish of Torphichen;
Wallace's chair, a broad oaken seat, at Bonnitonhouse, in Lanarkshire Wallace's house, at Elderslie, in Renfrewshire; Wallace's larder, at Ardrossan;
Wallace's leap, a rock so called, in the parish of
Roseneath Wallace's knowe, in the parish of Lochwinnoch ; Wallace's oak, at Elderslie and at Torwood Wallace's seat, natural objects so called, in
the parish of Biggar, in the parish of Dumbarton,
and in the parish of Kilbarchan Wallace's stone,
in the parish of Polmont ; Wallace's tower, in the
parish of Auchterhouse, in the parish of Roxburgh,
in the Dumfries-shire parish of Kirkmichael, and in
the town of Ayr ; Wallace's cradle, a cavity on the
hill of Cuckold le Roi,in Linlithgowshire
Wallace's
and Wallace's
trench, at Kincardine, in Perthshire
in
the
of
well,
parish
Biggar.
a modem town in the parish
of St. Quivox, Ayrshire.
It stands within the
parliamentary boundaries of the burgh of Ayr, and
is situated on the east side of
Newton-upon-Ayr,
;

;

;

;

;

;

WALLACETOWN,

forming with it one compact town, and separated
from the royal burgh of Ayr only by the water of
Ayr. About the year 1760, when there were only
eight or ten straggling houses on the site of this
town. Sir Thomas Wallace of Craigie began to feu
at the end of the old bridge.
The incipient town
took its name from him, and speedily acquired considerable bulk and population.
Its increase, owing
to the vicinity of coal-works, the general growth o;
manufactures, the demand for day-labourers, and,
especially, the facility afforded for the cheap lodging of Irish immigrants, has been progressive, and
still continues.
Its inhabitants, in consequence, are
chiefly colliers, artisans, weavers, Irish labourers,
carters, publicans, and small shopkeepers.
Yet,
though the town has so medley and poor a population, and wants the appliances of burghal government which are possessed by both Ayr and Newton,
it does not appear to a stranger to differ very materially in character from its immediate neighbours,
but seems to wear an aspect quite in keeping with
that of the adjacent parts, both of the burgh-of-

barony and the royal burgb. It contains a chapel
of ease, a Free church, an United Presbyterian
church, a Reformed Presbyterian church, an Original
Secession church, an Independent chapel, an Episcopalian chapel, a Roman Catholic chapel, and six
The chapel of ease was built in 1845, by
schools.
Bubscription, and contains nearly 900 sittings. The

Free church was built in 1836, at the cost of ,£1,550,
and contains 865 sittings. The United Presbyterian
church was built in 1799, at the cost of £1,010, and
contains 610 sittings. The Reformed Presbyterian
church was built in 1832, at the cost of about £500,
and contains 480 sittings. The Original Secession
church was built in 1799, at the cost of £740, and
The Independent chapel
contains 605 sittings.
was built in 1805, at the cost of about £1,000, and
contains 550 sittings. The Episcopalian chapel is
part of a building originally used for secular purThe Roman
poses, and contains 182 sittings.
Catholic chapel was built in 1836, at the cost of
and
contains
800
The
trade and
£1,900,
sittings.
the public communications of the town are completely interwoven or identified with those of Avr.
Its population also is returned in the census as part
of the population of Ayr ; but was ascertained by
separate enumeration, in 1836, to amount at that

rime to 4,199.

WALLHOUSE.

See Torphichen.

WALLIFORD, a village on the eastern border
of the parish of Inveresk, 1§ mile east of Musselburgh, in Edinburghshire. It is inhabited chiefly
by

colliers.

WALLNEUK.

See Paisley.
a parish, containing the post-ofSce station of Longhope, in the South Isles district of
Orkney. It consists of the southern part, or considerably more than the half, of the island of Hor,
which see. Its length southward is about 7 J miles
and its greatest breadth is about 6 miles.
But the
part of it to the south of Longhope-bay, being very
that
and
at
times
comdeeply peninsulated by
bay,
insulated by an influx of spring tides to the
Eletely
ead of that bay from the opposite coast, constitutes

WALLS,

;

Walls - proper, and

is

sometimes spoken of as a

Hoy. Its name is popularly
pronounced Waas, and was anciently written Waes
or Valis; and is supposed to be a corruption of the
word Voes, which signifies bays or inlets of the sea.
Buchanan, in his history of Scotland, describes the
exactly as it exists
phenomenon of the peninsulation
"
at present, saying,
Hoy and Valis or Waes,
which some make two and others but one island,
because about both equinoxes, at which time the
sea doth most tempestuously foam and rage, the
tide falling back, and the lands being bared, they
stick together, and are joined by a very narrow
neck of land, and so make one island but upon the
return of the tide, and the sea coming afresh between
separate island from

—

;

them, they again represent the form of two." The
separation at the isthmus, however, even at spring
tides, seldom conrinues more than two hours a-day,
and could be prevented by an embankment. There
are two martello towers and a battery on Longhopeis now (August 1857) being
The estate of Melsetter
erected at Caudick-head.
of the entire parish ; and
two-thirds
comprises fully
the mansion-house of that estate is beautifully situated near the north-west extremity of the Longwest end of the
hope, and commands a view of the
Pentland frith and the northern coasts of CaithnessAbout 800 acres in the
shire and Sutherlandshire.
acres are in cultiparish are in tillage ; about 1,000

bay; and a lighthouse

WALLS.

vated pasture ; and most of the rest of the area is
in a state of undivided common.
The parish of
Walls is united to the parish of Flota, which see.
Population of Walls alone in 1831-, 1,067; in 1851,

Houses, 236.
1,226.
Population of the united
parish in 1831, 1,436 in 1851, 1,667. Houses, 329.
The united parish of Walls and Flota is in the
preshytery of Cairston, and synod of Orkney. Patrons, the Earl of Zetland and Heddle of Melsetter.
There are two
Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.
glehe, £8.
that of Walls, built in 1832, and
parish churches
containing upwards of 500 sittings, and that of
Flota, a much older building, and containing about
180 sittings.
There are two parochial schools,
an Assembly's school, and a Society's school and
the salary of each parochial schoolmaster is £25
;

;

—

:

;

10s.

WALLS, a parish, containing the post-office stations of Walls and Sandness, in Shetland.
It consists of the districts of Walls and Sandness on the
mainland
and of the islands of Fowla, Papa;

Stoue, and Vaila, which see. The mainland districts lie in the most westerly part of the mainland
and are washed, on the north, by St. Magnus-Bay
which see. They are jointly about 7§ miles long,
from north to south
and about 5 miles broad.
They are frequently, though not deeply, indented
by bays and creeks they present, for the most part,
a rocky coast, which often rises to the height of 100
feet
they exhibit a surface much diversified by
numerous small eminences and they are separated
from each other by a hill of considerable altitude.
;

:

;

;

;

;

Upwards

of 1,000 acres are in tillage.

The

inhabi-

tants, as elsewhere in Shetland, all unite the vocations of farming and fishing. The rocks are gneiss,

granitic porphyry, quartz rock, and old red sandstone.
Population in 1831, 2,143; in 1851, 2,442.
Houses, 421. Assessed property in 1843, £755.
This parish is in the presbytery of Olnafirth, and
synod of Shetland. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Schoolmaster's
Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.
glebe, £14.
;

£25

with about £5 fees, and
£2 other emoluments. There are four parochial
churches, all served more or less by the parish
minister, and each having also a reader who conducts public worship in the minister's absence.
The parish church of Walls-proper was built in
1743, and contains 500 sittings; that of Sandness
was built in 1749, and contains 278 sittings; that
of Papa-Stour was built in 1806, and contains 190
and that of Fowla is of unknown date,
sittings
and contains 96 sittings. There is a Free church
of Walls with an attendance of about 100; and the
amount of its receipts in 1856 was £26 4s. 6d.
There is an Independent ministry in the parish,
with two chapels in Walls and in Sandness. There
is also a Methodist ministry in the parish, with
three chapels in Walls, in Sandness, and in PapaStour.
There are three Society schools in respecThe pretively Sandness, Papa-Stour, and Fowla.
sent parish of Walls comprehends the ancient
parishes of Walls, Sandness, Papa-Stour, and Fowla.
WALLSEND. Bee Dunfermline.
salary,

13s.

5Jd.,

;

WALLYFORD.

See Wai.i.ifokd.
(The). See Durisdeer.
a
WALSTON, parish in the upper ward of Lanarkshire.
It contains tlie villages of Walstou and

WALPATH

Ellsrickle, but

has

WAMPHRAY.
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its

postal

communication through

the south-west.
It is bounded at
Biggar, 6 miles to
a point on the south by Pceblcs-shiro, and elsewhere
by the parishes of feiggar, Libberton, Carnwath,
Dunsyre, and Dolphinton. Its length north-westward is 3i miles; and its greatest breadth is 3
miles.
South Medwin-water moves along all the
north-western boundary, with a very sluggish cur-

rent, in a channel which has been so altered by art
as to make the stream look everywhere like a ditcli.

A

considerable extent of flat ground flanks this
stream, forming part of a large level vale, whose
other parts are within Dunsyre and Dolphinton
but even the lowest point of this lies at an elevation
of 660 feet above the level of the sea.
piece of
vale also, narrow at first, but gradually widening in
its progress, and all somewhat higher than the vale
of the Medwin, extends along the south-eastern
border.
The surface of the parish inward from the
vales is variously slope, brae, and hill, ranging in
altitude from 750 to 1,600 feet above the level of
the sea. Trap rocks of various kinds, chiefly fel;

A

spathic porphyry, clinkstone, and greenstone, are
the prevailing rocks. Sandstone, suitable for masonry, and limestone of a kind to have been formerThe soil in the vales is
ly worked, also occur.
either of a sandy character, or a brownish earthy
loam ; and that on the slopes contains some clay,
and is, in some places, of highly fertile quality.
About 2,920 imperial acres are in tillage; about
1
,064 are in permanent pasture and about 38 are
under plantation. There are two principal landowners and four smaller ones. The estimated value
of raw produce in 1840 was £6,067 the value of
assessed property in 1843, £2,137 2s.
The chief
antiquity is the vestige of an ancient circular camp;
but a Roman tripod and some stone coffins have
been found. The parish is traversed by the road
from Biggar to Edinburgh, and by that from Carnwath to Peebles. Population in 1831, 429; in 1851,
497.
Houses, 93.
This parish is in the presbytery of Biggar, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Sir N.
M'D. Lockhart, Bart. Stipend, £157 10s. lOd.;
Schoolmaster's salary, £30, with £1 1
glebe, £12.
;

;

fees.
The parish church was built in 1789, and
contains 170 sittings. There is a Free church at
Ellsrickle; and the amount of its receipts in 185G
was £32 4s. There is a subscription school at
Ellsrickle.
The parish of Walston anciently belonged to the lordship of Bothwell, and followed for
three centuries the fortunes of that lordship and it
constituted a barony, consisting of the two lands or
;

designations of Walston and Elgerith or Ellsrickle.
The name Walston is supposed to have been derived
either from Waldef, an ancient chief, or from one or
more of some copious wells in the neighbourhood,
one of which bears the designation of Siller-well,
while another was anciently in some repute for its
medicinal properties.
WALTON, a hamlet in the parish of Cults,
Fifeshire.

Population, 28. Houses, 6.
a parish, containing a post-office
village of its own name, in the upper part of Annandale.
It is bounded on the north by Moffiat ; on the
east by Hutton and Corrie on the south by Applegarth and on the west by the river Annan, which
divides it from Johnstone and Kirkpatrick-Juxta.
Its length from north to south is 6^ miles
and its
All tlie eastern
greatest breadth is 3^ miles.
boundary-line is the watershed of a mountain-range,
whose summits possess elevations of from upwards
of 2,500 to about 600 feet above sea-level, and
almost regularly diminish in altitude as the ridge
recedes from the north.
Another ridge not very

WAMPHRAY,

;

;

;

much inferior in mean height, and very similar in
progressive diminution, runs parallel to the former
along the centre of the parish but, a little south
of the middle, is cloven quite through by the vale
of Wamphray-water, debouching to the west. The
low grounds are principally a considerable band
along the Annan, and some small belts along the
minor streams; and over most of their breadth.
;

WANLOCK.
they

rise at different gradients to

hills so as to

the skirts of the

form hanging plains.

The heights

are variously conical, elongated, and tahular those
in the north are partly green and partly heathy
and those in the south either are in tillage, or produce rich and plentiful pasturage.
The valleys
have a pleasant appearance, and are in some places
are greyThe
rocks
picturesque.
predominant
wacke and old red sandstone. The soil along the
Annan is a deep alluvium, and that in other districts is for the most part either a light-coloured
On Bellclay, or a light loam of different shades.
craig-linn bum, which runs to the Annan along the
boundary with Moffat, a cascade, whence it derives
;

;

name, has much mimic sublimity and some fine
accompaniments of landscape, and draws numerous
visitors from among "the wallers" at Moffat.
Wamphray-water comes down from the north, flows
6J miles southward between the mountain-ridges,
and then moves west-south-westward for 2 miles to
the Annan. Three cascades upon this stream, not far
distant from one another, and bearing the names of
the Pot, the Washing-pan, and Dab's cauldron, are
justly admired for their mingled picturesqueness and
grandeur. About 4,000 imperial acres are in tillage
about 8,000 are natural pasture; and about 250 are
under wood.
The most extensive landowner is
Rogerson of Wamphray. There are eight other principal landowners and three of them are resident.
The estimated value of raw produce in 1834 was
its

;

;

Assessed property in 1843. £3.573. Wamphray-place is an old mansion, now in ruins, on Wamphray-water, surrounded by some fine large Scotch
The other mansions are Girth-head, Mill£9,067.

Sines.
ouses,

and

WANLOCKHEAD.
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The

WANLOCKHEAD,

a large mining village in the
parish of Sanquhar, Dumfries-shire. It stands at the
head of the Wanlock, on the road from Leadhills to
Dumfries, 1 J mile south of Leadhills, and 8^ miles
east-north-east of Sanquhar. Its site adjoins the
wild boundary with Lanarkshire, about 1,380 feet
above sea-level, in one of the most bleak scenes in
the Southern Highlands. The mines, which alone
maintain the village, or could furnish a motive for
so cheerless and elevated a region being a seat of
population, belong to the Duke of Buccleuch they
are continuous with the mines of Leadhills on the
Lanarkshire side of the frontier, belonging to the
Earl of Hopetoun
and jointly with these, they
shoot out to a circumference whose diameter is
at least 4 miles.
The Wanlockhead mines are
said to have been discovered by a German in the
of
or
James
\'..
reign
during the minority of James
VI. Gold was originally the object of search, and
lias not yet ceased to be found. See the article DumFKiES-SHiKE.
Sir Jamcs Stampfield commenced the
lead mines about the year 1680, and worked them
upon a small scale till the Revolution. Matthew
Wilson obtained, in 1691, a lease for 19 years, and
successfully worked the vein called Margaret's,
quite through Dodhill, from Wliitecleuch to the
;

;

A

Wanlock.
mining company procured, in 1710, a
lease for 31 years, commenced to smelt the ore with
pit-coal, and partially worked the three veins of
Old Glencrieff, Belton, and New Glencrieff, the
last of which they discovered, and was the
only
new and large
compensating one of the three.
company, which took the name of the Friendly
Mining society, formed, in 1721, a co-partnerehip

—

A

antiquities are part of

with the smelting company, and got 15 years added
to the 20 which had yet to run of the latter's lease.
The two companies jointly worked all the then
known four veins for 6 years and then separated and
pursued their object in different localities. But, in
1734, both companies resigned their lease; and
Alexander Telfer became lessee for the next 2 1 years.
He worked the mines vigorously, and made a richly
compensating discovery of a large knot of lead. In
1755, a new company, with Mr. Ronald Crawford at
its head, became lessees of the whole mines.
They
had at first a lease for only 19 years; they afterwards obtained an act of parliament for extending
the lease to 1812, and, previous to that year, they
were granted a new lease for 30 years more to exThe new company were enterprising
pire in 1842.
and eminently successful; they discovered new and
rich ramifications of the veins and, when workable
to the village, and sufliciently commodious.
There ore could no longer be found, they erected a series
is also an United Presbyterian church at the village,
of steam-engines, some on the surface, and some
of neat appearance, and with an attendance of about under ground, to cany off water from their
borings
120.
The parish was anciently a rectoiy. Its beneath level. So successful were the operations
name is the Scoto-Irish, Uamhfri, the den or deep that, in one year, they yielded upwards of 23,000
recess in the forest ;' and alludes to the position of bars, each weighing 9 stones avoirdupois, and
agthe ancient church in a romantic recess on the gregately selling for about £47,000. Since 1842,
banks of Wamphray-water, amid extensive woods, the Duke of Buccleuch has retained the mines under
now represented only by a few large Scotch pines. his own management. They are now worked by
WANDELL. See Lamington.
means of water pressure engines and one small
WAXGIE. See Dallas.
steam engine. All the most recent mining im(The), a streamlet of the parish of provements have been introduced; and the process
Sanquhar, Upper Nithsdale, Dumfries-shire. It rises of refining the bars for the separating of the silver
at the mines to which it gives name, near the water- from the lead is carried on simultaneously with the
shed of the lofty Lowthei's which divide Dumfries- smelting. The present yearly average of the crop is
and runs 4^ miles north- 9,200 bars of lead, and 4,500 ounces of silver. The five
shire from Lanarkshire
enstward, nearly parallel with the boundary-line, and principal veins in tlie mines lie parallel, are distant
never at a greater distance from it than 1 j mile, to a from each other about 120 fathoms, have been worked
the latter meeting to the depth of from 60 to 136 fathoms, and measure
point where it and the Spango
unite to form the Crawick. from a few inches to four feet in thickness.
it quite in a straight line
Along
The streamlet is noticeable chiefly for the wildly with the lead ore or lead glance, are small quantities
mountainous character of its path, and for its con- of manganese, ochre, blende, brown hematite, copper
nexion with the celebrated mines.
pyrites, green lead ore, white lead ore, and lead-vitStenries-hill.

a Roman road, several vestiges of camps, and several
small standing-stones. The parish is traversed by
the road from Glasgow to Carlisle, and by the Caledonian railway and it has a station on the latter,
8i miles from Lockerby, and 65§ from Edinburgh.
The village of Wamphray is a pleasant place, consisting of modem houses, chiefly neat cottages,
standing so far apart from one another as to maintain
perfect airiness and ruralness, in the vicinity of the
railway station. Population of the parish in 1831,
580 in 1851, 523. Houses, 90.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lochmaben,
and synod of Dumfries. Patron, the Earl of Hopetoun.
Stipend, £199 Is. 7d.
glebe, £10.
UnapSchoolmaster's
propriated teinds, £141 3s. 4d.
salary, £34 4s. 4d^., with about £25 fees. The parish
church is a neat edifice, of recent erection, adjacent

;

;

;

;

'

WANLOCK

;

—

—

;

WAKD.

WATTEN.
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The ores are sometimes irregular, and have
mixtures of calcspar, lamellar heavy spar, and other
substances.
Drusy cavities have frequently coarse
incrustations of quartz, carbonate of zinc, and cognate minerals. A chapel with 250 sittings was built
in 1755, by the mining company, and cost not more
than £70 or £80 and this was superseded a few

ham-law, near the sources of Coquet- water and,
after having divided the kingdoms for 1^ mile, enters
Scotland at Blackhall-hill, on the boundary between
Oxnam and Hounam in Roxburghshire. From this
point it runs 12 miles north-westward to the Teviot,
near the mouth of the Jed; forming for a long way
the boundary between Oxnam and Hounam trayears ago by a new church, built and endowed by versing small wings of Oxnam, Jedburgh, and
the Duke of Buccleuch. There is also a Free Crailing, passing some vestiges of a station, just
church for Wanlockhead and Leadhills. There is before reaching the Teviot, and crossing the Kail
a library for the use of the miners. Population in at Towford, the Oxnam a little below Capehope, and
the Jed a little below Bonjedward.
Near the points
1831, 675; in 1851, 872.
Houses, 168.
WARD, a small fishing village in the parish of respectively of its passage beyond the Oxnam and
It stands adjacent to
Cruden, Aberdeenshire.
beyond the Teviot, it seems to have ramified sending
The harbour affords accommodation off from the one point a branch northward into RoxSlains-castle.
to vessels importing lime and coal.
burgh, and from the other point a bi-anch deviatingly
round the north side of Peniel-heugh. The main
WARDEND. See Noran (The).
WARD-HILL. See Hoy.
line, however, leads through the enclosures of MountWARD-HOUSE. See Kennethmont.
Teviot; passes along the south side of Peniel-heugh
WARDIE, a village in the parish of Cramond, forms for 3^ miles the north-east boundary of Ancrum
Edinburghshire. It stands about J of a mile east of
passes over St. Boswell's-green, and crosses
Granton, on the road thence to Newhaven and the Bowden-burn above Newton, where its remains are
line of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway
and thence moves forward to the
distinct
very
passes between it and the shore. The village is a eastern base of the Eildon-hills, and to the Tweed
neat modern place, and may be regarded as a sub- above Melrose and near Gattonside, amidst an unurb of Granton.
usually large aggregation of Roman and British
WARDLAW, an ancient parish, now included in camps and fortifications. See the articles Eildonthat of Kirkhill, in Inverness-shire.
See Kirkuill. HiLES and Roxburghshire.
After passing the
WARDLAW-BANK. See Coldingham.
Tweed, the road bends from its hitherto northWARDLAW-HILL. See Ettrick.
westerly to a northerly direction
proceeds up
Melrose parish and the detached and projecting
WARDYKES. See Oathlaw.
section
of
on
a
line
WAR-RIG. See Mange.
Lauder,
nearly parallel with the
WART-HILL. See Canisbay and Rayke.
Leader, but inward from its vale passes Roman
stations at Chesterlee above Clackmae, and at
WARWICK- HILL. See Dreghorn.
WASHINGTON, a village in the parish of Cupar- Walls near New Blainslee becomes very distinct
and then about half-a-mile
Angus, Perthshire. Population, 119. Houses, 27. throughout 1 J mile
east-north-east of Chieldhelles chapel, enters LauderWA'S LOCH. See Lochwixxoch.
dale.
The road appears to have passed on the west
WATCH-HILL. See Moffat.
WATERBECK, a post-office village in the parish side of Lauder town, and east of Old Lauder, where
of Middlebie, Dumfries-shire. Here is an United there are remains of a military station and about
1 J mile onward it
Presbyterian church, containing 490 sittings. Poagain becomes visible, takes for
a brief way the name of the Ox-road, and leads up
Houses, 27.
pulation, 129.
to a strong station, called Black Chester.
From
WATERFOOT. See Annan and Inch.
this post, it passes on by the west of Oxton, crossi<
WATERHAUGHS. See Galston.
the western head-stream of the Leader, and leadWATERHEAD. See Nith (The).
WATERLOO, a village in the parish of Auchter- in a distinctly marked line to the Roman station
gaven, 1| mile north of Bankfoot and Cairniehill, in Channelkirk tlience it proceeds forward to the farPerthshire.
seeing Soutra-hill, in the small projecting district of
Population, 117. Houses, 31.
MEETINGS. See Annock (The).
Haddingtonshire and descending thence it turns to
the left, pursues a north-westerly direction, and traWATERNISH. See Vaternish.
WATER-OF-LEITH. See Leith (Water of). verses the parishes of Mid-Lothian onward to
WATERSAY. See Vatersa.
Currie, which stands in a bend of the Water of Leiili
WATERSIDE, a post-office village in the parish about 6 miles south-west of Edinburgh, and is asci r
of Fenwick, Ayrshire.
Here are a subscription tained to be the Curia of Ptolemy. Between Sont
hill and Currie, it crossed the South Esk near 1 V
school and a private school.
WATERSIDE, a village, inhabited chiefly by housie-castle, and the North Esk near Mavis-bank,
miners, in the parish of Dalmellington, Ayrshire. where many Roman antiquities have been found
and thence it pursued its course by Loanhead and
It was built in 1847, by the Dalniellington iron
riol.

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

WATER

;

>

;

'

a post-office station in the parish
of Echt, Aberdeenshire.
an estate, a hamlet, and the site
of a paper-mill, in the parish of Newhills, Aber-

Straitoii, wliicb probably owe their names to
neighbourhood, to Bow-bridge, at the east end
the Pentland-hills. Beyond Currie, it proceeded to
the naval station on the Forth at Cramond, the
Alaterva of Roman times and thence it crossed tb-

deensliire.

Almond

company,

for the

acconunodation of their workmen.

WATERTON,
WATERTON,

WATII-BURN.

See Mouswai.d and Torthor-

WALD.

WATLING STREET,

a

Roman

road from
Yorkshire in England to tlio east end of Antoninus'
After crossing the walls of Hawall in Scotland.
drian and of Sevcrus, and passing the stations of
and
Rocchestcr, it arrives through a
Risingham
rugged country, by way of the Golden Pots on
Thirlmoor, at Chcwgreen, the Roman post nearest
to the Borders.
Approaching Scotland in a northIjorth -westerly direction, it first touches it at Brown-

;

Linlitligowsliirc, and passing B.ii
went along Ecklin moor to Carriden.

into

bougie-hill,

The great western Roman road, or that whii h
came up Annandale, crossed into Crawford, ami
went down the valley of the Clyde, is also in soi.
See Dumfri;
localities called Watling-street.
sniuE and Lanarkshire.
Kilmadock.
See
(Loch of).
WATSWICK. See Unst.
WATTEN, a parish nearly in the centre of CaitliIt contains a post-office station of its
ncss-shirc.
own name, 8 miles north by west of Wick. It i:-

WATSTON

WEATHERHOLM.

boanded on the north by Bower ; on the east and
south-east by Wick on the south by Latheroii
and on the west by Halkirk. It is not far from
being a circle of about 8J miles in diameter and
comprehends an area of about 60 square miles. Its
some parts of it
surface is low and undulating
lying little more than 20 feet above sea-level, and
none attaining an altitude which Scottish topography
can call a hill. The soil, in the neighbourhood of
the moors and mosses, is, for the most part, very
light; but elsewhere is of excellent quality, and
consists variously of argillaceous earth, a rich deep
loam, and a stiff and friable clay. The arable
grounds bear the proportion to waste and pasturelands of only 1 1 to 67 and they probably could not,
with the utmost georgical skill yet known, be pro;

;

;

;

;

A

fitably doubled in extent.
large amount of the
untilled lands is deep flow-moss, unfit for sheep-

walk, and unsound

Coppices and planmore than about 13 acres.

for cattle.

tations do not jointly cover

ToFTixGALL-LocH [which see] lies in the south
and Watten-loch in the north. The latter is a fine
sheet of water, extending 3 miles from west to east,
with a breadth of from 3 to 10 furlongs and it is
stocked with eels and trouts, and frequented by seafowl and wild ducks. The river Wick is formed by
confluent streams emitted by the two lakes, and
;

;

then runs nearly 4 miles eastward to the boundary.
The Caithness flagstone is the prevailing rock and
limestone and trap occur. The chief antiquities
are Scandinavian towers or Picts' houses. The prin;

mansion is Strath-house. The chief landowners are Sir R. A. Anstruther, Bart., Sir P. M.

cipal

B. Thriepland, Bart., Home of Stirkoke, Siuclair of
Freswick, and Stewart of Strath. The estimated
value of raw produce in 1840 was £12,979 the value
of assessed property in 1843, £4.038. The parish is
traversed, through its central districts, by the south
road from Thurso to Wick, and across its south-west
wing by the road from Thurso to Dornoch. Pop;

ulation in 1831,
247.

1,234;

in

1851,

1.351.

Houses,

This parish is in the presbytery of Caithness, and
synod of Sutherland and Caithness. Patron, Sir
James Colquhoun, Bart. Stipend, £222 143. lOd.
glebe, £11.
Unappropriated teinds, £129 lOs. 6d.
Schoolmasters salary, £34 43. 4Jd., with £12 fees,
and £3 133. other emoluments. The parish church
is a very old building, and contains about 750 sitThere is a mission church in the Halsary
tings.
district, served by the same missionary who serves
the mission district in Halkirk, and containing 350
There is a Free church of Watten, with
sittings.
an attendance of 500 and the amount of its receipts
in 1856 was £179 lis. ll^d.
There are two non;

;

A

numschools and a parochial library.
Earochial
er of fairs used to be held in the parish ; and one
is still held, on the first Tuesday of December, old

WAUCHOPE. See Hobkirk.
WAUCHOPE-BURN. See Rule (The).
WAUCHOPE- WATER. See Langholm.
WAULKSMILL. See Megget (The).

WEATHERHOLM,
to the parish of Unst,
Unst, in Shetland.

a pastoral

islet

belonging

and lying near the island of

WEATHER-LAW. See Listox and Ltxe (The).
WEATHERNESS, a headland on the south-east
of the island of Westrav, in Orkney.

WED ALE.

See Stow.
See Dusse, Mcrroes, and
LiFF AND BeXVIE.

WEDDERBURN.
WEDDERLIE,

a quondam village, now extinct,
in the parish of Westruther, Berwickshire.
a parish in the north-west of Perthshire.

WEEM,

WEEM.
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contains the villages of Weem, Caolvalloch, BalBalwahanaid, Cragganester, Tombreck,
and Craggantoul. The post-town for the central
part of it is Aberfeldy. The parish lies dispersed
in separate and far distant portions, over nearly a
fourth of Perthshire, from neai- the head of Glenlochy
on the west, to the vicinity of Strathbran on the
east, and from 3 miles south of Loch-Tummel on
the north, to the vicinity of Loch-Earn on the south.
It claims, at 22 miles' distance from its parishchurch, the very nearest farm to the church of Killin ; and it has other farms at a still greater distance,
some of them upwards of 30 miles, both in GlenIts distiicts are eight in
lochy and Glenlyon.
number, all mutually detached, all intermixed with
wings and detachments of Logierait, Dull, Fortingal, Kenmore, Killiu, Comrie, and Little Dunkeld,
and several of them possessing a very irregular or
even fantastic outline ; so that any brief attempt at
a topographical description of them either would be
abortive, or would produce a miniature picture of
Weem-proper,
nearly one-fourth of Perthshire.
or the district in which the church is situated,
lies in Strath-Tay, along the left bank of the river,
opposite the village of Aberfeldy ; and, though of
no great extent, partakes the high brilliance and
the rich sylvan embellishment of that fine retreat of
the beauties of landscape.
Murthly, another district, commences half-a-mile to the east of the most
easterly point of the former, but on the right bank
of the Tay, and stretches southward in a very narrow stripe of 5 miles long to the hill Mealderig, 3
miles north of Loch-Fraochy. Sticks, the third
district, small and wooded, lies to the west of WeemAuchmore or Comrie, the fourth district,
proper.
measures 3^ miles by 1^ mile, extends lengthwise
and southward from the west end of Loch-Tay to
the boundary with the parish of Comrie, and partakes of the wooded and magnificent properties of
the general landscape in the finest part of Perthshire's greatest lake.
Glenqueich, the fifth district,
lies in the glen whose name it bears, 9 or 10 miles
south of Weem-proper. Crannich, the sixth district,
stretches northward in an oblong of 3 miles by ij
mile from about the middle of the north bank of
Loch-Tay. Glenlyon and Glenlochy, the remaining
districts, lie in the glens whose names they assume,
are the farthest removed from Weems church, and
possess a considerable extent of area, but are wildly
upland, and, proportionately to their extent, have
but few inhabitants. The soil is very various in
the different districts, and even in different parts of
each of several of the districts but may be described,
in general, as wet and marshy in a few places, as
light and gravelly in the highest parts, and as a
strong fertile loam throughout much of Weem-proper. The landowners are Sir Robert Menzies, Bart.,
the Marquis of Breadalbane,and Menzies of Culdares.
The ilenzies family are generally supposed to have
come to England with William the Conqueror, to
have had the same root as the Manners of England,
represented by the Dukes of Rutland, and to have
soon come into Scotland, and settled here in the
reign of Malcolm Canmore. Castle-Menzies, the
seat of Sir Robert Menzies, is a splendid, large,
castellated edifice, situated in the district of WeemPart of
proper, amidst very fine pleasure-grounds.
It

nasnin,

;

was built in 1571, and part in 1840. Auchmorebouse, belonging to the Marquis of Breadalbane, is
a small old building, modernized and greatly enthe head
larged, standing in an extensive park near
of Loch-Tay, adjacent to the boundary with Killin.
in
About 1,700 acres in the parish are
tillage; about
300 more were formerly in tillage, but are now in
wood.
under
The great
are
760
and
about
grass ;
it

WEIR.

WELL WOOD.

military road from Crieff to Inverness passes through
Weem-proper, and is joined by several county roads
at Tay-bridge, about J a mile from the church.
Population of the parish in 1831, 1,209; in 1851, 740.
Houses, 145. Assessed property in 1843, £4,282

WELLWOOD-ROW, a village in the paiish
Muirkirk, Ayrshire.
WEMYSS, a parish on the south coast of Fi;
shire. It contains the post-office stations of Wemys
Buckhaven, and Coaltown, the sea-coast villages^
East Wemyss, West Wemyss, Buckhaven,

i

ai

Methill, and the inland villages of Kirkland, Ea,-;
Coaltown, and West Coaltown. It is bounded along;
the south-east and the south by the frith of Forth,
and on other sides by the parishes of Dysart, MarkIts length southinch, Kennoway, and Scoonie.
westward, in a direction nearly parallel to the coast,
is about 5f miles; its greatest breadth is about 2
miles and its area is about 9 square miles. The
whole coast is bold and very rocky; a line of rocks
extends a good way into the sea and some of the
rocks of the coast are pierced with caves, whence
arose the name of the parish, which is formed from

master's salary, £34 4s. 4Jd., with £10 fees, and
£3 5s. other emoluments. The parish church was
built in 1835, and contains 561 sittings. Only three
districts of the parish, Weem-proper, Murthly, and
Sticks, are pastorally superintended by the minister
of Weem.
Glenlyon district is annexed to the
quoad sacra parish of Glenlyon, Glenqueich to the
mission of Amulree, Crannich to that of Lawers,
and Glenlochy and Auchmore are considered to be
under the pastoral care of the minister of Killin.
There are four non- parochial schools, three of

;

;

—

them partly endowed. The presbytery of Weem
was erected by act of the General Assembly in

a Gaelic word signifying 'caves.' The ground, in
some places immediately above the shore, is considerably elevated and that of the interior, in general, rises with a gentle acclivity toward the north
and the west. The appearance of the surface, in

1836, out of part of the presbytery of Dunkeld.

;

formed from the Gaelic word
uamh, signifying 'a cave;' but the cave to which
it refers, though making some figure in tradition as
affording shelter to bandits and to fugitives, is not
is

many parts, is beautiful, and has been greatly ir
proved by planting. The river Leven runs for
short distance on the north-eastern boundary. Tl
rocks of the parish belong nearly all to the coal io
mation. Those of the north-eastern and the centi.
districts are principally dark red sandstones of various hardness, colour, and cohesion
and those of
the south-western district comprise alternations of

known to topography.
The Village of Weem stands

at present

in the district of
Crieff to Inverness,
about a mile north-west of Aberfeldy. It is only a
hamlet in point of population ; but it contains a
good inn, and is a polling-place at county elections,
the triennial meeting-place of the Athole club, a
periodical meeting-place of the commissioners of
supply, and a monthly seat of justice -of- peace
Two fairs for general business used to be
courts.
held in it, but have fallen into disuse. In the east
end of the old church, still standing, is a very curious
ancient monument, to the memory of a member of the

Weem-proper, on the road from

.

;

and argillaceous

coal, shale, sandstone, claystone,

ironstone.

The

coal

presents

twelve workal)!

There is also
seams, aggregately 89^
seam of yellow ochre. But no limestone has bei
nor
is
the
coal
there, among
observed;
strata, any
veining or obtrusion of trap; though masses of trim
are known to exist below the strata, and bouldt
of it lie thickly strewn upon the shore. Vast nun
bers of fossil trees have been found in the beds
shale immediately above some of the beds of coa
all of them silicified in the bole, though sometinn
carbonaceous in the bark, and many of them in pc
The soil is, in some placi
fectly preserved form.
of a sandy nature, only a few feet deep, and in othf.
of a strong, dark-coloured, clayey character, impc
vious to water, and from 30 to 40 feet deep. Ci
is worked in four mines, ironstone in one mine, ai
ochre in one pit; and the working of these gives
distinctive character to the industry of the souti
western part of the parish. About 2,850 Scots acri
are in tillage; about 650 are uncultivated; and abo:
500 are under wood. Fishing is an extensive bram
of industry on the coast, particularly at Buckhavei
and the linen manufacture, in the various depai
ments of flax -dressing, spinning, weaving, an
bleaching, employs a large part of the populati
feet thick.

:

Menzies family, bearing sculptures which challenge
the critical examination of the antiquar)'.
WEEMS, Forfarshire. See Rescobie.

>

WEESDALE. See Tingwall.
WEIR, an island belonging to the parish of Eousay
and Eagleshay, in Orkney. It is separated from the
south side of the island of Rousay by the sound of
Weir, which has a breadth of about § of a mile; and
it approaches, at its west end, within IJ mile of
the nearest part of Pomona.
It extends in the direction of east-north-east, with a length of 2^ miles,
and an extreme breadth of little more than 1 mile.
Its surface is low, and has very good soil.
Tliere
are upon it the ruins of a church, and the vestiges
of a fortification.
in
1831, 93; in 1851,
Population

Houses, 13.
(Bkidge of), a post-office village, and seat
of manufacture, in the parishes of Houston and
Kilbarchan, Renfrewshire. It stands on the river
Gryfe, on the road from Johnstone to Port-Glasgow,
7 miles west by north of Paisley.
It is of modern
origin, and owed its existence to the establishment
in 1792 and 1793 of two large cotton mills in its
It contains a Free church, formerly an
vicinity.
Original Burgher church, and built in 1826.
Pop712.
ulation,
Houses, 43.
IK-HILL. See MKLitoriE.
WELLBURN, a locality, where there is a Roman
Catholic chapel, in the vicinity of Locliee, about 1^
mile north-west of Dundee, in Forfarshire.
WELL-BURN, Dumfries-shire. See Moffat.
WELL-MEADOW. See Mkakns.
WELLPATH. See Dumfiue.s-suihe.
WELLSBURNSPOUT. See Eskdalemuih.
WELL-TREKS' SPOUT. See Mavhole.

See Dunfermline and Fifi

SHIKE.

lis. 3d.
This parish is tlie seat of a presbytery in the synod
of Perth and Stirling,
Patron, Sir Eobert Menzies,
Bart.
Stipend, £149 15s. 8d.; glebe, £11. School-

The name Weem

WEMYSS.

840

62.

WEIR

:

'•

at Kirkland, East

Wemyss, Buckhaven, and tin
neighbourhoods. The sole landowner is J. H.
Wemyss, Esq. of Wemyss. The estimated vain
of raw produce in 1838 was £47,379. Assessr

i

]

property in 1843, £7,802

7s. 6d.

Wemyss-castle, the seat of J. II. E. Wemyss, Es<i
stands on a cliff about 35 feet above the level of tli
sea, a little to the east of the village of West Wemys
It is a large and magnificent building,
part of i;
of considerable antiquity; and while commandint;
an extensive view of the frith of Forth, it is itscJ;
an object of interest, and a fine feature of the lam!
.scape, as seen by persons on the water at some littl
distance from the shore. Cliarles II. spent a day

WE

—

j

-

in it in July, 1G50, and visited it again, and slept
a night in it, in July 1657.
There is preserved in

W^MYSS.

WESTER BURN.

841

it a large silver basin, whicli was given, in 1290 by
the king of Norway to Sir Micbael \Yemyss of
Weniyss, on occasion of that knight and Sir Michael
Scott of Balwearie appearing at the Norwegian
court as ambassador from Scotland to biing home
the Princess Margaret.
More accounts than one
are given of the origin of the family of Wemyss
but all agree as to their being derived from the
family of Macdutf, Maormor of Fife, in the reign of

was £238 3s. 2d. There is an
United Presbyterian church at Buckhaven, with an
attendance of about 600. There is a partially endowed school at Kirkland; and there are in the

The family of Wemyss, thereone of the very few Lowland families which,
through the male line, can claim kindred with
Celtic blood.
The lands now forming the parish of
Wemyss are said to have been part of the estate of
Macduflf. Shakspeare's well-known thane of Fife,

the four commissioners from the Church of Scotland to the Westminster Assembly, was minister of

receipts in 1856

parish five other non-parochial schools. There are
two public libraries at East Wemyss, one at West

Wemyss, and one at Buckhaven. The Rev. George
Gillespie, who figured conspicuously in the ecclesiastical affairs of the 17th century, and was one of

;

Malcolm Canmore.

foi-e, is

Wemyss.

WEMYSS-BAY, a small bay and a post-office
station in the paiish of Innerkip, 2^ miles south by
west of the village of Innerkip, in Renfrewshire.
The bay partly touches Ayrshire, and receives
Kelly-bum, which runs along the boundary between Renfrewshire and Avrehire.
WEMYSS (East), a village in the parish of
Wemyss, Fifeshire. It stands on the shore, about
1 mile west-south-west of Buckhaven, and 1 J mile

daring the reign of Malcolm Canmore. According
to Sibbald, Gillimichael, the third in descent from
Macduff, had a second son named Hugo, who obtained the lands from his father, with lands in
Lochoreshire, and in the parish of Kennoway, with
the patronage of the church of Markinch. He is
mentioned in the chartulary of Dunfermline, as
Hugo, the son of Gillimichael, during the reign of
Malcolm IV. According to a manuscript account
of

It was long distinnorth-east of West Wemyss.
guished for the manufacture of linen, and is still
maintained chiefly by the manufacture of ducks,
dowlas, and sheetuig. Population in 1831, 753; in
1851. 802.
Houses, 143. See Wemts3.

the family, in the possession of the ELarl of

Wemyss, the first of his family is said to have been
Michael Wemyss. second son of Duncan, fifth Earl

WEMYSS-HALL-HILL.

See Cupak-Fife.
(West), a village in the parish of
Wemyss, Fifeshire. It stands on the shore, about
Ij mile south-west of East Wemyss, and 2 miles
north-east of Dysart. It has a good harbour for

WEMYSS

of Fife, who died in 1165 but the account of Sibbald seems to be sanctioned by ancient charters.
The present proprietor of the Wemyss estate, J. H.
E. Wemyss, Esq., is the 26th in direct descent from
Hugo, the son of Gillimichael. This estate gives
the title of Earl of Wemyss to the noble family of
Douglas, who are also Earls of March, and were
created Baron Wemyss in 1628 and Earl of Wemyss
in 1633.
The present bearer of the title is the
eighth Earl of Wemyss and the second Earl of
Wemyss and March ; and his Scottish seats are
;

the accommodation of vessels engaged in the coal
It formerly carried on a large business in
the manufacture of salt. It is a burgh of barony,
under the government of two bailies, a treasurer,
and a number of councillors. Population in 1831,
trade.

858; in 1851, 1.013.

WESTAXDWICK,
nate to Lerwick,

Gosford-house, Seton, and Amisfield, in Haddinglittle
tonshire, and Elcho-castle in Perthshire.
to the east of the village of East Wemyss stand the
ruins of an old castle, popularly called Macduff's
castle, and said to have been built by Macduff, the
thane of Fife. It is situated on an eminence near
the shore, and commands a very extensive view.
Two square towers and part of a wall remain, and
seem from their character to indicate that the castle
was once a place of great strength. Some remains
of an ancient Roman Catholic chapel exist in a
beautifully romantic locality, in the vicinity of
West Wemyss; and have given the name of Chapelgarden to a pleasant residence in their neighbourhood, inhabited by the factor of the Wemyss estate.
There are likewise remains of another Roman
Catholic chapel at Methill-mill. The parish enjoys
abundant facilities of communication by sea, by

A

road,

Bridge.

Population in 1831, 5,001

;

in 1851, 5,647.

See Arthcrlee.
See Barss (West).
See Invertiel.
WEST-BURN. See Cambuslasg.
WEST-BRIDGEND. See Beidoesd, Dumbar-

WEST BARNS.
WEST BRIDGE.
tonshire.

\^"EST

Tills parish is in the

See Bckra.
See Calder (West).
See Carrox (West).
See Abebdeex, Airdrje,

Crieff, Edixbcegh, Glasgow, Gbeexock, Paisley,

Perth, and Rutherglex.
WEST COALTON. See Coalton.
WEST COATS. See Coats.
WESTER ABERDOUR. See Aberdocr, Fifeshire.

WESTER ABERFELDY,

the part of the town
which stands in the parish of LogieSee Aberfeldy.
rait, Perthshire.
WESTER ANSTRUTHER. See Axstrutder
Wester.
of Aberfeldy

;

WESTER

j

BURN, a rivulet rising in the parish
of Bower, and entering the sea at the head of Keissbay, in Caithness-shire. It has an easterly course
of 6 miles in Bower; and a south-south-easterly
course of 4 miles partly on the boundarj', but chiefly
About 1^ mile
through the interior, of Wick.
above its embouchure, it expands into Loch-Wester.
The trouts of this stream are remarkable for their

|

size

j

;

presbytery of Kirkcaldy,
;
'

Schoolmaster's saLiry,
£1,050 lis. lOd.
£34: 43. 4id., with £25 fees, and about £20 other
emoluments. The parish church is an old cruciform
building, situated at East Wemyss, and containing
about 1,000 sittings. There is "at Methill a chapel
of ease, which was built in 1838, and contains 800
There is also a chapel of ease at West
sittings.
Wemyss. There is a Free church at East Wemyss,
with an attendance of 380; and the amount of its

BURRA.

WEST CALDER.
WEST CARRON.
WEST CHURCH.

Hou-ses, 773.

and synod of Fife. Patron, John Angus, Aberdeen.
Stipend, £269 2s. 2d.; glebe, £25.
Unappropriated

Shetland.

WEST-ARTHURLEE.

and by railway; lying midway between Leven

and Dysart, with its ends in the vicinity of these
towns, and having near access to the Edinburgh,
Perth, and Dundee railway at the station of Dysart,
and to the Leven railway at the Station of Cameron-

i;i

Houses, 136. See Wemyss.
a post-oflice station subordi-

teiiids.

and

flavour.

WESTER BURN,

the highest head-stream of
the Water-of-Leith, in the parish of Mid-Calder,

|

|

Edinburghshire.

i

!

j

;

WESTERDALE. See Halkirk.
WESTER-DUDDINGSTONE.

See Duddusg-

^VESTEE ESKADALE.

WESTHEAD.

842

WESTER-ELCHIES.

See Knockando.
a hamlet in the parish
of Kiltarlity, Inverness-sbire, often called simply
EsKADALE, Avhich See.
FOWLIS. See Fowlis-Westek.

the peninsula of the Esk and the Megget.
The
road from Langholm to Ettrick and Selkirk passes
the
vale
of
the
Esk.
of
the
up
Population
parish

NEAX.

Stipend, £153 4s. 7d.

WESTER ESKADALE,

—

WESTER
WESTER GALLATON. See Gaixaton.
WESTER GARTWHINEAN. See GaktwhiWESTERGATE,

Berwick,

a suburb of the town of Noith

in

Haddingtonshire.
See Westerkirk.
See Kilmuir- Wester.
WESTERKIRK, a parish in Eskdale, Dumfriesshire.
Its post-town is Langholm, about 6 miles to
the south-east. It is bounded on the north by Roxburghshire, and on other sides by the parishes of
Ewes, Langholm, Tundergarth, Hut on and Corrie,
and Eskdalemuir.
Its length southward is 10
miles and its greatest breadth is 6| miles. The
Esk, just after being formed by the confluence of
the Black Esk and the White Esk, has a beautifully
sinuous and a long course through the southern

WESTERHALL.

WESTER KIEMUIR.

;

The Megget and the Stennis, aided by a
few independent brooks, drain the northern district
to the Esk.
All the boundary-lines, except at two
gorges, or deep, large, natural cuts, where the Esk
enters and where it departs, are the watersheds of
mountainous or hilly ranges. The line along the
north-east is the summit -ridge of the Southern
Highlands, and the line of division between the
waters of the eastern and of the western seas. The
whole surface, except a narrow belt of valley-ground
along the Esk, is upland and a large part of it is
The heights are in a few inloftily mountainous.
stances heathy; but, in general, they are verdant,
soft in outline, and finely pastoral.
About 600 acres
are wooded; about 1,600 are tilled or productive of
meadow-grass; and all the remainder, amounting
to nearly 14-17ths of the whole, are grazing-ground
and sheep-walk. Tiie soil on the low grounds along
the Esk is a light and very fertile loam on the
rising ground, is a deep strong loam, interspersed
with stones; and, on the tops of many of the hills,
degenerates into moss.
Greywacke and greywacke-slate are the prevailing rocks.
Secondary
trap, generally in the form of caps, occurs on the
summit of some of the mountains. An antimony
mine occurs at Megget-water, and has been noticed
in our article on Jameston.
Game abounds on the
The chief
mountains, and fisli in the streams.
landowners are the Duke of Buccleugh, Sir Frederick J. W. Johnstone, Bart, of Westerhall, and Mr.
Malcolm of Buinfoot. The mansion of Westerhall
is a fine baronial residence,
romantically embosomed
in woods, and overhung by steep, high hills, on the
left bank of the Esk.
The mansion of Burnfoot,
where were born the late Admiral Sir Pulteney Malcolm and the late General Sir John Malcolm, both
famous men in the annals of British warfare, and
both commemorated by recently erected monuments
at the town of Langholm, is also pleasantly situated
on the Esk, about a mile below Westerhall. Dowglen and Ilopcsrigg are likewise good residences.
The mausoleum of the Johnstone family, situated
in the churchyard, presents a handsome circular
colonnade of fluted Doric pillars, surmounted by a
beautifully carved frieze and an elegant dome. The
antiquities are vestiges of old towers at Westerhall
and Glendinning; vestiges of hill-top camps, supposed to have been outposts of the Roman station
of Castle-O'er in Eskdalemuir
traces along the vale
of the Esk of a supposed chain of conmiunication
between Castle-0'cr and Netlierby
a triangulaiand seemingly very ancient fortification on the farm
of lilnzieholm and remains of a Druidical circle on
district.

;

in 1831, 642; in 1851, 658. Houses, 108. Assessed
property in 1843, £4,408 12s. 6d.
I'his parish is in the presbytery of Langholm, and
synod of D'umfries. Patron, the Duke of Buccleuch.

;

;

;

Schoolmaster's

glebe, £30.

4s. 4id.,

brated civil engineer, who

was a native

of the parish,

and commenced active life in it as a common mason.
He bequeathed for the maintenance of this library
the sum of £1,000. The ancient church and half of
the barony of Westerkirk were given, in 1321, by
Robert I., to the monks of Melrose and the church
;

A

till the Reformation, was a vicarage.
chapel subordinate to the church, and dedicated to
St. Martin, stood at Boykin, and was, in 1391, endowed with some lands by Adam de Glendonyng or
Glendinning of Hawick. Another chapel subordinate to the church stood at Carrick, now in Eskdalemuir, In 1703 the district, which now forms

thence,

Eskdalemuir, and which hitherto had belonged to
Westerkirk, was erected into a separate parish;
and, in the same year, part of Staplegordon was annexed to Westerkirk, the other part being annexed
to

Langholm.

WESTER LENZIE. See Kirkintilloch.
WESTER LOCH. See Wester Burx, CaithTlGSS~SillFG

WESTER LOGIE. See Urquhart, Ross-shire.
WESTER LOVAT. See Kirkhill.
WESTER MARKHOUSE. See Tannadice.
WESTER MILLERHILL. See Mili.erhill.
WESTERN ISLANDS. See Hebrides.
WESTER PENCAITLAND. See Pencaitland.
WESTER ROSS. See Ross-shire.
WESTERWOOD, See Kilsyth.
WEST FERRY. See Bkoughty Ferry and

;

;

£34

with £20 fees, and £17 other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1788,
and contains about 400 sittings. A public library
was instituted in 1795 by Mr. Telford, the celesalary,

Erskine.

WESTFIELD,
of

a village in the parish and county

Clackmannan.

WESTFIELD,

a hamlet in the parish of CathRenfrewshire.
WESTFIELD, Elginshire. See Spynie (New).
GORDON, a village in the parish of Gordon, Berwickshire. It stamls 8 miles north-west of
on
the road thence to Edinburgh.
Kelso,
WESTHALL, an estate and a village in the
parish of 0)^0, Aberdeenshire. The estate belongs
to G. E. Dalrymple, Esq., and has recently undergone great improvement. An extensive range of
buildings was erected here since 1854, by Mr. Dalrymple, at great cost, as a suite of flax mills; and
it is lighted with gas, and employs a great number
Mr. Dalrymple also built adjacent to
of hands.
this a number of neat slated cottages for the accommodation of the ^'orkmen.
Tlie mills and fl
dwelling-houses constitute the village; and tli
are beautifully situated, and liave a pleasant, pri ~
cart,

WEST

perons appearance. Adjacent to tliem is the Oyne
station of the Great North of Scotland railway. See

Oyne.

WESTHAVEN,

a fishing village in the parish
of Panbride, Forfarshire.
It stands about a mile
south-west of Easthaven, and 6 miles south-west of
Arbroatli. It is partly a fishing village, maintained

by regular engagement in the fisheries, and partlv
a landward village inhabited in a good degree ))\
agricultural labourers. Population, 301. Houses, 69,
I), a headland in the parish of Fordyco, to the west of Portsoy, in BanfTshirc.

WE8THEA

WESTHOUSES.
WESTHILLS. See Duxsyre.
WESTHOUSES, a quondam

village,

recently

pulled down, in the parish of Newbattle, Edinburghshire.

WEST KILBRIDE. See Kilbride (West).
WEST KILPATRICK. See Kilpatrick (West).
WEST LEWISTON. See Lewiston.
WEST LINTON. See Lixton, Peebles-shire.
WEST LOMOND. See Lomosd-Hills (The).
WEST LOTHIAN. See Linlithgowshire.
WEST MERRYSTONE. See Merrystose
(West).

WESTMILL, a village on the northern verge of
the parish of Cockpen, Edinburghshire
It stands
on the North Esk adjacent to the town of Lasswade,
and forms economically a part of that town. See
La«.<wade.

WESTMOIX.

See Moix, Dcesess, and Toxgue.
See Moxklaxd (West).
a village in the parish of Kirrie-

WEST MONKLAND.
WESTMUIR,

muir, Forfarshire.

WESTMUIR, a colliery district in the parish of
CambuslanET, Lanarkshire.
WESTNESS. See Rousat.
NISBET, a village in the parish of CrailSee Nisbet.
iug, Roxburghshire.
WESTON, a decayed village in the parish of
Dunsyre. Lanarkshire.
WESTON, a village in the parish of Errol, about
3^ miles from the village of Errol, in Perthshire.
Here are the ruins of a small ancient Gothic church,
which continued till a comparatively recent period
to be used as a sub-parochial church.
WESTPANS, a village in the north-east corner,
and on tiie coast, of the parish of Inveresk. Edinburghshire. It is IJ mile east-north-east of Musselburgh, IJ mile south-west of Prestonpans, and 2^
miles west of Tranent.
Its name alludes to the
position of salt-pans relative to those of PrestonIts
inhabitants
are
pans.
principally colliers. Population, about 300.
WESTPORT. See Edinburgh.
WESTQUARTER, a village near the south-east
end of the parish of Glassford, in Lanarkshire. It
stands 2^ miles north-east of Strathaven, on the
road thence to Larkhall, and is also on the proposed
route of railway line from Strathaven to Hamilton.
Here stands the parish church of Glassford and in
the neighbourhood are extensive quarries and mines.
Houses. 92.
Population. 481.
WESTQUARTER-BURN. See Falklek.
WESTRAW. See Pettinaix.
WESTRAY, an island at the north-west extremity of the North Isles of Orkney. It lies 9^
miles north-north-east of Costa-head, the nearest
point of Pomona and 4^ and 6^ miles north of two
headlands in Rousay, from which it is separated by
the Westray frith. Within distances of from ^
a mile to 2 J miles from its east and south-east

WEST

;

;

coasts

holm.

lie

WESTRAY.
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Papa- Westray, Eday, Pharay, and Pharay-

from north-north-west to southand its extreme breadth is
south-east, is 9 miles
4 miles. But it consists of a main body of about 3.^
miles mean measurement each way, and two arms
or peninsulas which have a mean breadth of only
about a mile.
The only safe harbour is that of
Pierwall, on the east coast, at the commencement
the
northern
of
peninsula, and nearly opposite the
south end of Papa- Westray. The chief headlands
are Noup-head on the north-west, Ackeraesson the
north, Sponess on the east, Weatherness on the
south-east, Rapness on the south, and Skea on the
south-west. The coast is. in general, rocky and,
over part of the west, consists of magnificent precipices, frequented by vast flocks of sea-fowl. A ridge
Its length,

;

;

of considerably high hills, called Fitty and
extends along the west of the broader part
island ; and two heights occur respectively
east and in the southern peninsula
but the
the surface is pretty level. The soil of the
;

Gallo,
of the
in the
rest of

arable
lands, which probably do not amount to one-fifth of
the area, is variably pure sand, a mixture of sand
and clay, a black mossy mould, a rich loamy black
mould, and a mixture of black mould and sand. At
the head of the bay of Pienvall, is a village of the
same name with an inn. On an eminence in the
vicinity stands the castle of Nothland, a stately
Gothic ruin. The edifice was, in one part, never
finished ; it is traditionally said to have been built
as a place of retreat for Mary of Scotland and the
Earl of Bothwell, but probably was built much
earlier ; and, after the Queen's dethronement, it
passed, with some adjoining lands, to a gentleman
of the name of Balfour.
In a small cavern, called
the Gentleman's cave, in the bluff rocky coast of
several
Rapness,
Orkney Jacobites lay concealed
for several months in 1745; they were eagerly but

vainly searched for throughout Orkney by a party
of royal troops; and, while in the cave, they depended for their daily food upon the precarious means of
a single person's stealthy visits to their retreat.
Their houses were destroyed by the baffled military;
but afterwards, when the excitement occasioned by
the rebellion passed away, these were replaced, at
the expense of Government, by others of better
structure.
In several places along the shores are
graves or tombs of a very ancient date and in one
place is a high monumental stone. The principal
;

mansion

is

The

Brough.

divided into the parishes of

was anciently
East Westray, West

island

Westray, and North Westray or Ladykirk but all
these, together with the island of Papa- Westray,
now form onlv one parish. Population of the island
in 1831, 1,702; in 1851, 2,088.
Houses, 427.
WESTRAY, a parish, containing a post-office
station of its own name, at the north-west extremiIt comprehends
ty of the North Isles of Orkney.
the islands of Westray and Papa- Westray, together
with some adjacent islets of the kind called holms.
About 3,850 Scots acres are in tillage; about 4,370
are in pasture; and about 11.650 are in a state of
commonage. There are in both Westray and PapaWestray grey and flag-stone quarries. There belong to the parish, engaged in the fisheries, about
8 or 9 sailing craft, from 12 to 35 tons burden each,
and about 30 large herring boats. There are eight
The yearly value of raw
principal landowners.
Assessed property in
produce is about £3,000.
1815, £1,160.
Population in 1831, 2,032; in 1851,
2,459.
Houses, 502.
This parish is in the presbytery of North Isles,
and synod of Orkney. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Stipend, £208 6s. 8d. glebe, £15. Unappropriated
;

;

£86

Schoolmaster's salary, £30,
The parish church stands in
the centre of Westray island, and contains upwards
of 800 sittings. It was built in 1845. There were
previously three
pirish churches, for respecteinds,

7s.

with about £3

5d.

fees.

East Westray, North Westray, and Papa
Westray, containing aggregately 1,770 sittings.
and the
There is a Free church in Papa- Westray
amount of iis receipts in 1856 was £85 8s. 7^d.
in
There is an United Presbyterian church
Westray,
There
built in 1823, and containing 440 sittings.
is a Baptist chapel at Rackwick, built in 1807, and
There are four noncontaining 450 sittings.
parochial schools, all maintained by extraneous
The ruin of an ancient Roman Catholic
support.
chapel, afterwards used for some time as a Presby-

rively

;

terian place of worship,

and called the Cross-kirk,

WESTRUTHER.

stands on the shore of the south-west side of Westray ; and tlie burying-ground connected with it is
still used as the
burying-ground for the surrounding district. The ruins of an ancient chapel dedicated to St. Tredwall, stand on an islet in a small
fresh-water lake in Papa Westray. The ruins of
another ancient cliapel, called the Kirk of How,
surmount a fine rising ground in that island, and
are surrounded by a small, enclosed, disused, bury-

ing-ground.

WESTRUTHER,

a parish, lying debateably be-

tween the Lauderdale and the Lammermoor

dis-

Berwickshire.

It contains the post-office
village of Westruther and the village of Hounslow.
It is bounded on the north by Cranshaw; on the
east by Longformacus and Greenlaw ; on the soutii
by Gordon and Legerwood; and on the west by
tricts of

Legerwood and Lauder. Its length, from north to
south, is 6 miles; its breadth varies from 3 to 5^
miles; and its superficial extent is about 22^ square
miles.
The northern district, comprising between
a third and a half of the whole area, comes slowly
down from an elevation of about 1,260 feet above
sea-level, and is a lumpish and rolling mass of bleak,
barren, cheerless upland, but commands brilliant
and far-stretching prospects of Merse and Teviotdale.
The southern district consists of a broad
vale along the base of the uplands, a narrower
vale along the southern border, and an intermediate
ridgy swell; and has a well-cultivated, pleasant.
and warm appearance. The streams which drain
the parish are chiefly three, which run on the
one of them a head -stream of the
boundaries,
Blackadder, and the other two confluent tributaries
of the Leader. Greywacke is the prevailing rock
in the uplands, often passing into greywacke slate,
and generally covered only by the mere soil. Red
sandstone prevails in the south, and is quarried for
the purposes of masonry.
pavement stone was
for some time worked, to be used for soles of drains,
but was found not to be of a durable quality. The
soil of the arable lands varies much both in
depth
and in quality, comprising clay, loam, gravel, and
moorish mould, but in general is of a light characAbout 11,000
ter, on a rocky or gravelly subsoil.
acres are regularly or occasionally in tillage ; about
850 are under wood; and about 150 are in a state of
moss. The principal landowners are John Spottiswoode, Esq. of Spottiswoode, the Earl of Lauderdale, Lord Blantyre, and General John H. Home of
Bassendean. The estimated value of raw produce
in 1834 was £9,270; assessed
property in 1843,
£5,338 10s. lid.; real rental in 1857, £6,615 3s.
situated
on
the
west border of
Spottiswoode-house,
the parish, is partly a splendid modern house recently finished, and built in the old P^nglish style,
with an encincturing and architecturally ornamented
terrace, and partly the old family-residence repaired,
altered, and woiked into proximate harmony of
character with the new edifice. Basscndean-house,
in the south, the seat of General Home, is a neatly
modernized plain old building, in the midst of tasteWedderlie, once a seat,
fully embellished grounds.
but now a mere sliooting-box, belonging to Lord
Biantyre, stands at the base of the uplands, and is
an ancient edifice in a state of disrepair. Several
peel -houses or border- strengths, with vaults for
protecting cattle, anciently stood within the parish;
but only one of thom, Evclaw-tower, lias not been

—

A

swept away, and

Roman camps

WHALEFIRTH-VOE.
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this is still pretty entire.

Two

are said to have existed on the upOn
lands, but they are now difficult to bo traced.
Twinlaw, one of the summits of the uplands, aie
two huge piles of stones, conspicuous at a great distance, well-known over the circumjacent country

as the Twinlaw-Cairns, and said to be commemorative generally of a great though unrecorded national fight for Scottish independence, and speciaLy
of twin-brothers of the name of Edgar, who led the

opposite hosts, and, ignorant of their mutual relationship, fought out a stiff contest between their
armies by a personal and single combat. The parish is traversed by the roads from Lauder to Dunse,
Greenlaw, and Kelso, the last of these being also
the road from Edinburgh to Kelso. The village of
Westruther stands on the road from Lauder to
Dunse, 7 miles east by north of Lauder. It is a
place of great antiquity, and made some figure in
the old roistering times, but is now inhabited principally by asrricultural labourers.
Population of
the village, about 170.
Population of the parish in
1831, 830; in 1851, 791.
Houses, 147.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lauder, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £158 6s. 8d.; glebe, £27 10s. Schoolmaster's
salary, £25 13s. 3d., with £10 fees, and £10 other

emoluments. The parish church was built in 1649,
and repaired in 1807, and contains 277 sittings.
There are three private schools and a public library.
The parish of Westruther was formed in the 17th
century by uniting to the parish of Bassendean the
lands of Westruther and the ancient territory of
Spottiswoode, which had belonged to the parish of
Gordon. See Bassendean. A new church beinp,
soon after the annexation, built at the village of
Westruther, that site, more central than the old
cliurch of Bassendean, gave its name to the enlarged parish. The word Strotlier or Sti-uther frequently appears in the topographical nomenclature
of the south and east of Scotland, but not in that of
England; and it sufficiently indicates its import by
uniformity of application to swamps and marshes.
An extensive swamp, in the bosom of which stood
the village, was early denominated West-Strother,
in contradistinction to a large marsh at some distance
Two ancient
to the east, now called Dogden-moss.
chapels stood at Wedderlie and Spottiswoode. See
GoHDON.
John Spottiswoode, the superintendent
of Lothian and Merse, in the early period of Presbyterianism, the well-known Archbishop Spottiswoode, who crowned Charles I. at Holyrood, and
afterwards became Lord-bigh-chancellor of Scotland,
Sir Robert Spottiswoode, the Archbishop's son,
and eventually Lord-president of the Court-of-Session and Secretary of State,
and John Spottiswoode,
the first law professor in Edinburgh University, and
the author of several works on jurisprudence,
were all members of the Spottiswoode family of
Westruther. George Home of Bassendean, another
native of the parish, suffered much foi* zealous attachment to the cause of religious and civil liberty
during the persecuting reigns of the later Stuarts;
and he fled to Holland, and was one of the little
band of eleven, who, in 1 685, concocted at Amsterdam the scheme of the Revolution. John Veitch,
the brother of the celebrated Veitch, whose life was
written by M'Crie, and himself a preacher of great

—

—

—

—

eminence, was a landowner in Westruther, and its
first Presbyterian minister.
WESr-SALTON. See Sai.ton.
WESTSIDE. See Don (Thk).
WKST-TARBERT. See 'J'akbkht.
WEST-THIRD. See Smaii.hoi.m.
Wl'^ST VOE. See Dunkosskess.
WEST WATER. See Lanohoi.m, Limo.n, and
Ehk (The North), Forfarshire.
WEST WEMYSS. Sec Wemyss (West).
WEST WESTRAY. See Wksthav.
WHALEFIRTH-VOE, an inlet of the sea penetrating the west side of the island of Yell, in Shet

WHALSAY.

land.
It enters from the north-west witli a width
of about 2 miles, and penetrates the island eastsouth-eastward to the extent of nearly 4 miles. It
forms a good natural harbour.
an island lying 3 miles east of the
Lunasting district of the mainland of Shetland.
Its length from north-east to south-west is about 5
miles; and its breadth is from a few furlongs to
about 2 miles. The coast is rock\'. and has numerous alternations of creek and headland. The surface
is unequal, but has a tolerably fertile soil, and exhibits a dressedness of appearance, and a maturity of
cultural embellishment, which are rarely equalled
in either Shetland, Orcadian, or Hebridean islands.
The mansion of the proprietor is a modern, large,
elegant edifice, built of imported sandstone. Mariners observe that, on approaching this island, the
compass becomes unsteady, indicating a magnetic
influence in the rocks.
Whalsay, together with
some islets in its riciuity, anciently formed a parish,
but is now included in the parish of Nesting. It
has still however a church of its own, which is
sen'ed by a missionary. Population in 1841, 628:
in 1851, 679.
Houses," 111.
See Lauder.
See Sorbie.

WHALSAY,

WHAPLAW-BURN.
WHAPPLE.
WHARE-BURN. See

Oldhamstocks.

WHAUK-BURN",

a small tributary of the river
Lunan, in the parish of Kinnell, Forfarshire.
WHIFLET, a mining locality, for coals and
ironstone, in the parish of Old Monkland, Lanarkshire.
It is a sort of remote suburb of Coatbridge,
and has a station on the Caledonian railway, about
a mile south of the Coatbridge station.
WHIGHOLE. See Dalry, Kirkcudbrightshire.
WHIM. See Newlasds.
WHINES, a hamlet in the parish of Ruthven,
Forfarshire.

WHITBURN.
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Population, 19.

Houses,

4.

WHINION (Loch). See Twyxholm.
WH NN YFOLD,
a village in the parish of Cruden,
1

Aberdeenshire.

WHINNYRIG. See Dcmfbies-shjre.
WHINS OF MILTON, a village in the

parish
of St. Ninians, Stirlingshire.
It stands on the road
from Stirling to Glasgow, about ^ a mile west of
Bannockbum, and less than a mile south of the
town of St. Ninians. The locality around it figured
both in the battle of Bannockburn and in the battle
of Sauchie.
Population, 528. Houses, 115.

WHISTLEBERRY.

See Kincardineshire.
(The), a river whose sources
are in East Lothian, and most of whose course is
It rises near the middle of the
in Berwickshire.
hilly parish of Whittingham, close on the water-shed
or summit-range of the broad-based Lammermoors
and has a course of nearly 7 miles, chiefly south-

WHITADDER

;

south-eastward, and partly eastward to St. Agnes,
where it receives Bothwell-water on its left bank,
and enters Bei-wickshire. During this brief connection with Haddingtonshire, it is a cold, moorland
streamlet, and flows partly along Whittingham, and
partly between that parish and Berwickshire on its
right bank, and detached sections of Stenton and
Spott on its left. After entering Berwickshire it
achieves a distance of 12 miles in five bold sweeps in
very various and even opposite directions and it
then runs prevailingly eastward, over a distance of
about 15 miles, to the Tweed at a point 2^ miles
above Berwick. Its principal tributaries are Dyewater, which enters it on the right side near the
middle of LongfoiTnacus, and the Blackadder, which
Its
enters it at the village of Allanton in Edrom.
From the
entire length of course is about 34 miles.
or over about
point of its debouching into the Merse,
four-fifths of its run, in Berwickshire, it is a stream
;

of m nch gentle beauty. It traverses a country which
is cultivated like a garden; it is overlooked and

highly adorned at frequent intervals by fine mansions and parks it runs almost constantly in the
curving, the ever-sinuous line of beauty; it very
generally has a deeply excavated path through earth
or soft rock, so as to fomi a lowland dell, a gigantic
and sometimes precipitous furrow, tufted up the
sides with wood; and, though prevailingly destitute
of decided picturesqneness or romance, it has a fair
aggregate amount of landscape. It descends from
soTirce to embouchure about 1,100 feet; and as it
achieves little of its fall in races and none in leaps,
;

is nearly throughout a rnpid stream, brisk and
cheery in its movement. Like most of the streams
which descend from either side of the Lammermoors,
it is subject to sudden freshets; and it rises in ordinary maximum about 9 feet above its usual level,
it

and, in extraordinary or rare floods, so high as 15
It is an excellent trou ting-stream.
feet.

WHITBERRY-POINT. See Ttkninghame.
WHITBURN, a parish occupying the south-west

corner of Linlithgowshire. It contains the post-oSice
vilLige of Whitbun, the village of Longridge, and
It -is
part of the post-office village of Blackburn.
bounded on the north by Lanarkshire and Bathgate;
on the east by Livingstone; on the south by the
south-west projection of Edinburghshire; and on the
west by Lanarkshire. Its greatest length from east
to west is 6^ miles; its greatest breadth is a little
upwards of 4 miles its mean breadth is nearly 3
miles; and its supei*ficial extent is about 18 square
miles.
From the west end, where the parish is
broadest, and nearly along the middle, extends 2h
miles in length, and in some places upwards of a
mile in breadth, a high ridge of very deep barren
moss. The surface elsewhere is proximately level,
and has been worked into a fine state of cultivarion,
and sheltered by enclosures and a due proportion of
woods. Almond Water drains the parish along the
whole of the north, partly in the interior and partly
on the boundary; and Briech Water, aftei-wards a
tributary of the Almond, traces all the boundary-line
along the south. The rocks are all of the coal formation, with veins and protrusions of trap. A very
valuable seam of coal has been wrought here since
A black band ironthe early part of last century.
stone, which yields from 27 to 33 per cent, of pigiron, began to be worked about 20 years ago, and
;

has proved a large means of local industry and prosThe working of it made a speedy change
moorland part of the parish, converting a
scene of bleak solitude into a scene of busy industry,
with tall chimneys and clouds of smoke in all directions.
Sandstone of several qualities is extenLimestone has not been found in
sively quarried.
mass, but is believed to lie below the worked coal

perity.
in the

strata; and some water-droppings in the coal-pits
are so strongly charged with calcareous matter as to
form very hard stalactitic pillars. There are several

springs strongly impregnated with iron. The soil
in some pai-ts is a mixture of earth and moss, incumbent on a strong clay or till in some parts, so
stiff a clay as to derive little benefit from draining;
but in most parts, a clayey loam, compensating well
The principal
the labours of the husbandman.
landowners are Sir William Baillie, Bart., Weir of
;

Boghead, Napier of Little Blackburn, and Waddle
The chief mansions are, in the north,
Polkemmet, Culthouse, Berryhill, and Mosshall, and
in the south, Burnhead, Crofthead, Craighead, and
Fauldhouse. The estate of Polkemmet belonged, in
the 16th centuiy, to Mr. Andrew Shaw, who makes
some figure in Spottiswood's history; and it was
of Crofthead.

sold

by him

to the ancestor of the present proprie-

WHITECASTLE-HILL.
tor.

Two Roman

ia Cowhill.

The

gold coins were found in a bog
parish is traversed by the road

from Linlithgow to Wiisonton, and by the south
road from Edinburgh to Glasgow and it has railway connexion on the one hand with the Coltness
branch of the Caledonian system, and on the other
hand with the Bathgate branch of tlie Edinburgh
;

and Glasgow system.

The

village of

WHITEiaRK.
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Whitburn

stands at the intersection of the Edinburgh and
Glasgow road with the Linlithgow and Wiisonton
road, 2'^ miles west by south of Blackburn, 3§
south-v.'est of Bathgate, 21 west -south -west of
Edinburgh, and 23 east of Glasgow. It is regularly

summit is situated about 2J miles north-east of that
of Hartfell, and about the same distance south-west
of the point where the counties of Dumfries, Peebles,
and Selkirk meet. It has an altitude of 2,685 feet
above the level of the sea; and commands a very
extensive prospect from the borders of England ti.
the frontier Grampians, and from the strath o
Clyde to the basin of the Foi th.

WHITE ESK

(The). See Esk (The White).
a village in the parish of Car

WHITEFAUGH,

rington, Edinburghshire.

Population, 49.

Houses,

10.

WHITEFIELD. See Inverkeithing.
WHITEFORD. See Paisley.
WHITEFRIARS. See Dunbar, Haddington,

and has an appearance of more bustle than
might be expected from the amount of its popula-

built,

of its inhabitants are weavers, in the
of the manufacturers of Glasgow and
In
others are miners or agricultural labourers.
1828 it had 150 looms for cotton fabrics; and in
1838 it had 218. Topulation of the village, 798.
Houses, 186. About a mile to the east of it, on the

and Perth.

Edinburgh and Glasgow

WHITEHILL, a village in the south-east of the
parish of Dalkeitb, Edinburghshire. It contains a
number of neat, substantial, modern cottages, which
were erected for the accommodation of tiie workpeople in the neighbouring collieries. Population,

tion.

Many

employment

WHITEHALL,

;

road, stands a small village

called East Whitburn.

Population of the parish in
1831, 2,075; in 1851, 3,792.
Houses, 625. Assessed property in 1843, £7,398 6s. 3d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Linlithgow,
and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Sir

William Baillie of Polkemmet, Bart.
Stipend,
£203 6s. lid.; glebe, £3 10s. The stipend partly
arises from a mortification in the county of Lanark.
Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4§d., with £18 fees,
and about £4 other emoluments. The parish church
is situated at the village of Whitburn, and was built
in 1718
but it was not constituted a parish church
till 1730.
There are two Free churches, respectively at Wliitburn and at Longridge; and the sum
;

raised in 1856 in connexion with the former was
£72 17s. lid., in connexion with the latter, £67
9s. 3d.
There is an United Presbyterian church at
Whitburn, with an attendance of 560. There are
in the parish four non-parochial schools,
two of
them endowed. There are two public libraries, re-

—

—

The
spectively at Whitburn and at Longridge.
parish of Whitburn was erected in 1730 out of part
of the parish of Livingstone but it was a separate
preaching station so early as 1628, and Donald
Cargill is said to have preached in it on the Sabbath
previous to the excommunication at Torwood. The
parish church was erected and partly endowed by
public subscription.
congregation of the Secession early arose in it, and became sti'ong, in conseof
the parish church being subjected to the
quence
law of patronage, in spite of the parishioners having
subscribed for it on the understanding of their having a vote. The Secession here as elsewhere soon
became divided; and the one side of it became distinguished by the ministry of the Kev. Archibald
Bruce, a theologian of high note, while the other
side became distinguished by that of the Rev. John
Brown, the signally pious son of Brown of Haddington. The first parish minister, the Rev. Alexander Wardrope, also made a great figure, both as
a preacher and as a controversialist; and the second
in succession to him, the Rev. Mr. Baron, became
;

A

professor of moral philosophy at St. Andrews, and
figured conspicuously as an author.
WIIITEBURGH. See Humiiie.

WHITE CART

(The). See Cart (The White).
WUITECASTLE. Sec Garvai.d.
WHITECASTLE-HILL, a hill of considerable
elevation in the parish of Carmichael, Lanarkshire.
It consists of old red sandstone.
WHITECOOM, a mountain on the mutual border
It is one of
of Dumfries-shire and Peebies-shirc.
the central group of the Southern Uighlands. Its

trict of

a village in the north-west disthe island of Stronsay, in Orkney. Popula-

tion, 295.

Houses, 57.

WHITEHAUGH. See Tullynessle.
WHITEHAUGH-WATER. See Moirkirk.

178.

Houses, 27.

WHITEHILL,

a village in the parish of St.
Cyrus, Kincardineshire. It stands adjacent to the
village of Lochside.
Population, about 60.
WHITEHILL, Banffshire. See Deer (New).
Lanarkshire.
See Lamington.
WHITEHILL,
WHITEHILLS, a post-office village and fishingIt
station, in the parish of Boyndie, Banffshire.
encircles a small bay, J a mile south-west of Knock
head, 2 J miles west-north-west of Banff, and 4J ea:of Portsoy. About 30 fishing-boats belong to it
and all take an active part in the herring-fishin,!.;
and more than half in the ordinary deep-sea fish
ing. Something is done also, in the neighbourhood,

salmon -fishing and lobster -fishing. There is
likewise, in the neighbourhood, a manufactory of
The harbour at the village has
bricks and tiles.
depth of about 10 or 11 feet of water at spring tidcK,
and accommodates two or three sailing-vessels for
the exportation of fish, and the importation of salt
and coals. Population, 626. Houses, 163.
in

.

WHITEHOLM. See Tundergakth.
WHITEHOPE-BURN. See Heemitage-Wati;r.
WHITEHOUSE, a post-office station in the par-

ish of

Tough, Aberdeenshire.

WHITEHOUSE, a

post-ofiice station on the ea^•
side of the island of Arran, Buteshire.

WHITEINCH.
WHITEKIRK,

See Govan.
a parish on the coast of Ha.i
It contains the village of Whitckii

dingtonshire.
and the post-office village of Tynninghame. It
bounded on the north by North- Berwick; on f!
east by the German ocean; on the south by tli
estuary of the Tyne, and by Dunbar; and on tli.
Its length from north
west by Prestonkirk.
south is 5J miles; and its greatest breadth is 1.
miles.
Whitekirk-hill, on the northern border, aiui
Lawhead, 2 miles to the south, are the highest
1

i

!

ground and, though possessing an altitude of less
than 250 feet above sea-level, they command a
;

thrilling prospect of the frith of Forth, the coast
the
of Fife, the German ocean, and the Lothians,

—

Bass, North-Berwick-Law, Tantallan-castle, Dunbai'-castle, Traprain-Law, and the Garleton-hills
in the picture.
appearing as prominent objects
belt of flat rich liaugh extends south of Lawhead
from nearly the western boundary to the sea. Tin
rest of tiie surface either ascends slowly to the t\N
little master-heights, or is otherwise so diversliii-

A
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as to possess all the lusciousiiess without any of the
monotony of a luxuriant plain. The whole area, as
seen immediately under the eye from Lawhead, is
a landscape singularly opulent in the hcauties of
cultivation, yet uniform in nothing but extreme
luxuriousness, and profusely clad in far-flaunting
robes of rich plantation. About 300 acres at the
mouth of the Tyne are sandy marsh; nearly 2,000
are under wood and in artificial pasture; and about
4,000 are regularly cropped according to the highly
productive system so well understood in East Lothian.
The soil varies in different parts of the parish; but, in general, consists of such ricli gravelly
loams as are highly favourable to the most approved
mode of agriculture. The Tyne and the eastern
Peffer-bum run north-eastward across the parish
to the sea, the former along the belt of haugh in
the southern district, and the latter midway between Lawhead and Whitekirk-hill. Whiteberrypoint, a small promontory or headland, projects J
of a mile beyond the coast-line at the northern entrance of the estuary of the Tyne.
Ravensheughcraig rises abruptly from the beach, but without
forming a promontoiy. f of a mile to the north-west.
These two rocky lumpish protrusions consist of
greenstone, trap-tufa, and red sandstone ; and form
the only exceptions to an uniform stretch of low
and sandy coast between the southern frontier and
the mouth of the Feffer.
rocky and bluff coast
commences a little north of the Pefier, and extends
to the northern boundary, a distance of 2 miles, increasing in ruggedness and precipitousness as it

A

and rising in some places sheer up 100
from the sea. The cliffs of this coast-line, and
the ledges which project from their bases into the
sea, consist chiefly of red and green slaty clays,
red sandstone, clay-ironstone, and trap-tufa; and
they are noted among seamen for their menaces
to navigation, and the number of wrecks which
The landowners are the
they have occasioned.
Earl of Haddington, Sir David Baird, Bart., and
John "W. Laidlay, Esq. Tynninghame-house, the
seat of the Earl of Haddington, has been noticed in
our article on Tynninghame. Newbyth-house, the
seat of Sir David Baird, stands on Peffer-burn, near
the western boundary, amid beautifully wooded
grounds. SeaclifF-hou'se, the seat of Mr. Laidlay,
surmounts the crags a little north of a ruin called
Old Scougal, and commands singularly fine seaviews. The parish is traversed by the road from
proceeds,
feet

Dunbar

to

North Berwick, and impinged upon by

the road from Edinburgh to Berwick and has near
access to the East Linton station of the North
British railway.
The village of Whitekirk stands
on the Dunbar and North Berwick road, in the
north-west district of the parish, 8f miles northeast of Haddington.
Population of the village, 84.
Houses, 17. Population of the parish in 1831, 1,109;
in 1851. 1,131.
Houses, 233. Assessed property in
1857, £11,116 OS.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunbar, and
Patrons, the
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
Crown and the Earl of Haddington.
Stipend,
£337 7s. 3d.; glebe, £28. Unappropriated teinds,
£850 13s. 7d.
The parish church is a venerable
;

supposed to have been built
in the latter part of the loth century, and surmounted by a square tower. There are two parochial
edifice, in

schools.
4id.,

good

repair,

Salary of the Whitekirk master, £34 4s.
fees, and £6 other emoluments; of

with £27

Tynninghame master, £34 43. 4|d., with £32
The present
fees, and£l 7s. 9d. other emoluments.
parish comprehends the ancient parishes of Tynninghame, Aldham, and Hamer, or Whitekirk. Tynninghame is separately noticed. Aldham popularthe
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—

—

—

ly but corruptedly Adam lay on the north, and included the lands of Aldham and of Scougal. Some
desolated vestiges of this hamlet are still traceable
on the coast, a short distance east of Tantallancastle.
The original chui'ch was probably founded
by St. Baldred, and, in consequence, dated back to
the 6th century
and the last church in use was
demolished in 1770, yet may still be partially traced
in the out-houses of a farm-yard adjacent to the
vestiges of the hamlet. At Scougal, about a mile
to the south-east, and overlooking the sea, anciently
stood a chapel, whose ruins are still extant.
Whitekirk had its ancient name of Hamer. or the
greater ham, from contradistinction to Aid-ham ;
and its modem name of Whitekirk, from the whiteness of its church. The parish forms the central
part of the united district, and, of course, lay be;

—

tween Aldham and Tynninghame.

The church was

dedicated to the Virgin Mary; and, from the 12tli
century till the Reformation, belonged to the monks
of Holyrood.
It early became a resort of pilgrims,
a place of reputed supereminent sanctity, a means of
enthralling devotees and enriching monks. Under
pretext of a pilgrimage to it, with the alleged purpose of performing a vow for the safety of her son,
the dowager-queen of James I. outwitted Chancellor
Crichton, and carried off James IL in a chest to
In 1356, when Edward III. invaded East
Stirling.
Lothian, some sailors of his fleet entered the church
and despoiled the image of the Virgin Mary of its
ornaments. Though the canons of Holyrood who
resided on the spot, and probably occupied a large
house situated behind the church, were unable to
prevent the outrage on the image, they were, in
their own style and that of their dark age,
entirely
indemnified by Fordun's coolly relating that the
herself
raised
such
a
storm
as
made
the
sailVirgin
ors deeply regret their having offended her by their
Aldham was united to Whitekirk in the
spoliation.
17th century, and Tvnninghame
in 1761.
"
See Keeshope- Water.
WHITELAW-HILL, one of the Cheviot hills, in
the parish of Morebattle, Roxburghshire.
WHITELETS, a post-ofiice village in the parish
of St. Quivox, Ayrshire.
It stands IJ mile northeast of Ayr, at the point where the road from that
town forks into the two roads toward respectively
Mauchline and Galston. The inhabitants are prinrailway for the conveyance of
cipally colliers.
coal connects the village with the harbour of New-

WHITEKNOW.

A

ton-upon-Ayr.

Population, 754.

Houses, 159.

WHITELOCH. See Cak>"wath and Mochblm.
WHITEMILL-POINT, a headland, at the north-

ern extremity of the Burness district of Sanday
It screens the west side of the
Island, in Orkney.
entrance of Otterswick-bav.
WHITEMIRE, a village in the parish of Dyke
and Mov. Moravshire. Population, 83. Houses,"24.
MO"SS. See Dunxixg.
WHITENESS, an ancient paiish and a postoffice station in the mainland of Shetland.
The
which see.
parish is now united to Tisgwall
The post-ofiice station is subordinate to Lerwick.
a headland, a little east of the
entrance of Loch-Eriboll, on the north coast of
Sutherlandshire.
doubt exists whether it is in
Tongue or in Durness, or on the boundaiy between
them. Its vicinity displays some remarkable caves.

WHITE

:

WHITENHEAD,

A

See ToxGCE.

WHITEN HOUSE.
WHITEVALE,

See Moeebattle.

a suburban and post-office vilIt stands
lage, in the Barony parish of Glasgow.
adjacent to the north-east extremity of the city of
Glasgow, on the road to Airdrie leading out from
Duke-street, and a little north-west of Camlachie.

WHITHORN.
WHITEWATER (The).

See EsK (The Souni).

Forfarshire.

WHITE WELL. See Tannadice.
WHITE WISP (The). See Dollar.
WHITE WOOLLEN HILL. See Dryfesdalk.
WHITHORN,

a
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parish,

containing the post-

town of Whithorn, and the sea-port village of Isleof- Whithorn, in the Machers district of
Wigtonshire.
It is bounded on the north
by Sorbie on the
east by Sorbie and the sea on the south by the sea;
and on the west by Glasserton. Its length from
north to south is 8 miles; and its greatest breadth
;

;

4 miles, but its mean ])readth is only about 2.
In the extreme soutli is Burrowhead, the slowly
rounded headland wliich separates tlie two gulfs
is

or bays of Luce and Wigton, and the most southerThe coast of
ly ground of the district of Machers.

the headland and its vicinity is rocky and precipitous, occasionally perforated with deep caves, and
The
generally rising to a height of 200 feet.
coast-line extends from Burrowhead on the west or

south-west only 1^ mile, and is there an almost
straight line of cliff, but a degree less bold than at
the extremity; but, on the east side of the parish, it
extends 5^ miles, is still, though mitigatedly, rugged
and bold, runs out into the little promontories of
Port-Yarrock-head and Stun-head, and admits the
little bays of Isle-of-Whithorn, Port-Allan, and
Port-Yarrock. See Isle of Whithorn and PortAllan. From Port-Yarrock round Burrowhead the
tide flows close along the shore 3 hours and ebbs 9.

Three

streamlets have sufficient water-power to
drive each a corn-mill a little before passing into the
sea.
The surface of the parish has the broken,
knoUy, tumulated appearance which characterizes so
much of Wigtonshire, an assemblage of hillocks
and little hollows, scratched and freckled with protruding rock, and extensively scurvied with such
briers and other coarse brushwood as form a miserable apology for the general absence of wood.
Forest stretches out to some extent round the mansion of Castlewigg, and a few groups and piles of
trees elsewhere look up from the surface ; but they
are far from relieving the parish from a comparaYet much of the ground which
tively naked aspect.
at a small distance seems barren or moorish, is carpeted with fertile soil, and produces excellent herbage or crops of grain. Excepting the summits and
occasionally the sides of a considerable number of
the knolls, and excepting the planted acres and a
small aggregate extent of little bogs, the whole area
is in tillage.
Some of the bogs produce turf-fuel,
and others contain beds of shell-marl. Near Burrowhead are found what the Old Statistical Account
"
calls
very fine variegated marble and strong slate."
Copper has been found in some large pieces, and
in a small disturbed vein ; but has never been
searched for to an extent which could justify an
opinion as to the probable results of regularly mining it. The prevailing rocks arc transition or Silurian.
Castlewigg, the property of John F. Hathorn,
Esq., 2 miles north-west of the town, is a venerable old castle, looking down to Wigton-bay, and
over a low tumulated tract of country to a fine background of wood and mountain. Tonderghie-house,
the 8!3at of II. I). Stewart, Esq., situated in the extreme south-west, is a handsome modern mansion,
commanding a splendid marine view, screened in the
far distance by the coast of England and the Isle of
Man. An ancient fortification, called Carghidoun,
and enclosing about half an acre, crowns a precipice
on the coast of the estate of Tonderghic; another,
called Castle Feather, and enclosing nearly an acre,
crowns another precipice some distance to the southcast ; a third, less traceable, but seemingly about the

—

extent of the second, occurs on a cliff still further
south-east; and a fourth, whose vestiges lie dispersed over three crowns, surmounts the bold brow
of Burrowhead.
All these look out to the Isle of
Man, and probably were erected to defend the country from the descents of the Scandinavians during
the sea-roving period of their
possessing that island.
Remains of a Roman camp exist about f of a mile
west of the town and tiiough greatly defaced, are
distinct enough to leave no doubt of its
having been
Roman. The chief landowners are the Earl of
Galloway, the Earl of Stair, Hathorn of Castlewigg,
Stewart of Physgill, Stewart of Tonderghie, Murray
of Broughton, and Sir A. Agnew, Bart.
Population
;

in 1831, 2,415; in 1851, 3.001.
Houses, 511. Assessed property in 1843, £10,313 3s. 3d.
This parish is in the presbytery of Wigton, and
synod of Galloway. Patron, the Crown. Stipend,

£265 4s. lOd.; glebe, £15. Unappropriated teinds,
£35 12s. 2d. Tlie parish church was built in 1822,
and contains 800 sittings. There are two Free
churches, respectively at Whithorn and at Isle-ofWhithorn; and the sum raised in 1856 in connexion
with the former was £137 8s. 7d., in connexion
with the latter, £104 5s. 5Jd. There are an United

—

Presbyterian church, with an attendance of 300, and
a Reformed Presbyterian church, with an attendance
of 130.
There was formerly a Roman Catholic chaThere are two parochial schools, and nine other
pel.
schools. The salary of the parochial schoolmasters is

£51

6s. 6fd., divided in the proportion of two-thirds
to the one and one-third to the other; and the amount
of their fees jointly is about £60. The ancient p:
ish church belonged to the prior and canons
•

Whithorn, and was served by a vicar pensioner, in
1606, it was granted to the bishops of Galloway,
with the other property of the priory; in 1641, it
was transferred to the university of Glasgow in
1661, it was restored to the bishops of Galloway;
and, at the abolition of Episcopacy in 1689, it was
vested in the Crown. Besides the ancient chapel
noticed in the article Isle-of-Whithorn, one, called
Octoun Chapel, stood on the lands of Octoun, now
corrupted into Aughton, and has bequeathed to its
site IJ mile north of the town the name of ChapelAughton.
The Town of Whithorn is an ancient seat
population, a market-town, and a royal burgh,
stands nearly in the centre of the pari.sh of Whit;

horn, 11 miles south of Wigton, 18 south of Newton-Stewart, 32 east-south-east of Stranraer, 40 east
by south of Portpatrick, 97 J south of Glasgow, and
115f south-south-west of Edinburgh. It consists
of a principal street f of a mile in length, extendiii
north and south; a cross or transverse street,
the middle of about 400 yards in length; adivergi!
street, at the south end of about 200 yards in lengi
and one or two very brief and unimportant alley
The principal street makes two considerable ben
from the straight line; is very narrow for upwar
of 300 yards at the north end; is split for a briei
way into two thoroughfares toward the south end
and possesses great spaciousness over several hunThe houses are
dred yards toward the middle.
slated, and, according to the notions which prevailed
at the dates of their erection, were originally commodious but they want regularity of plan, and do
not, in the aggregate, produce the most plea.sant or
beautiful little stream,
sprightly impression.
spanned at the place by a good bridge, runs across
the main street, and cuts it into nearly equal parts.
On the west side of the main street, a little south
of the cross-street, stand the town-house and jail,
adorned with a tower and spire, and provided with
a sot of bells. In tho churchyard, on a rising ground

m

i

;

;
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at the west end of the cross-street, are some remains
of the priory of Whithorn, afterwards to he noticed,
sculptured with the arms of Scotland and those of
the bishops of Galloway. These consist of a Saxon
arch, some Gothic arches, and several large vaults.
The Saxon arch is a pure specimen of that ancient
and beautiful style of architecture, continues very
nearly entire, and is greatly admired as probably
the finest object of its class in the kingdom.
Whithorn, laconically say the Burgh-commission" has no trade or
ers,
manufactures, and there is no
prospect of increase." Yet it possesses certain marand
keting
trading appurtenances which indicate a
state of things not quite so bad as this language
might seem to announce. It has branch-offices of
the National bank and the Edinburgh and Glasgow
bank, three insurance agencies, and three principal
the Grapes, the Commercial, and the Red
inns,
Lion.
weekly market is held on Thursday, a
monthly cattle market is held on the Thursday after
the first Friday of every month, and an annual fair
is held on the Thursday after the first Saturday of
considerable seaward trade, chiefly with
July.
England, is carried on through the port of Isle of

—

A

A

Whithorn. Communication is maintained by public
conveyance on the one hand with Stranraer, and on
the other with Newton-Stewart. The town is governed by a provost, two bailies, a treasurer, and
five common councillors.
The old royalty comprehended only the principal street, and a border of
ground behind it on each side; but the present
burgh, both municipal and parliamentary, comprehends the whole town and a considerable tract of
circumjacent ten-itory,

—

all

within the parish of

Whithorn. The corporation revenue, in 1833, was
£153 8s.; in 1840, £230 lis.; in 1856, £179. The
annual value of real property, within the burgh, in
1856,

was

£2,171.

The magistrates

exercise veiy

There is a resident justice of
the peace. The town is lighted with gas. Whithorn unites with Wigton, Stranraer, and New Galloway, in sending a member to parliament. Contrifling jurisdiction.

stituency in 1837, 50; in 1841, 54; in 1856, 72.
Population in 1841, 1,502; in 1851, 1,652. Houses,
291.
Whithorn boasts a very high antiquity, and early
and prolonged importance. As a royal burgh, indeed, it seem? to have had its earliest charter from
King Robert Bruce, and it rests its appeal upon a
confirmatory charter given in 1571 by James IV.;
but as simply a seat of population, and as the scene
of stir and of highlymodellinginfluences amongearly
and successive races of Scotland's colonists, it figure's
among the few places which were prominent many
centuries before most of our present great towns had
even an embryo existence. It was the capital of the
British ti'ibe of Novantes, who possessed all Galloway west of the river Dee ; and, on the influx and
ascendency of the Romans, it was adopted by that
people as a station. Ptolemy mentions it under the
name of Leucophibia, supposed to be a corruption
of the Greek A.iux' oiKilia, the White-house.' Niniau,
a simple Christian missionary, and not improbably
the earliest who made any marked impression upon
Scotland, but a man whose character was transmuted
by the monkish romancing of a subsequent age into
that of a popish saint, and the events of whose life
were all but utterl}- enveloped in a dense mist of
thaumaturgical fable, Ninian is said to have been
born in the vicinity of Leucophibia, about the year
365
and, obtaining a knowledge of the gospel
where or how we know not, though probably among
the nn-Arianised and non-Catholic sects of the continent of Europe, he seems to have spent the vigour
of his life in successful eflbrts to plant Christianity
'

—

;

rr.
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in the region of his natal soil.
He is said to have
commenced his labours in the islet, whence the

modem

village of the Isle of Whithorn has its name,
alleged to have founded there what tradition asserts to have been the firet place of Christian
worship in North Britain and, then removing to
Leucophibia, he is said to have founded there an
edifice which was speedily occupied by a Christian
congregation, and which became, in 432, the burialThis simple
place of his own mortal remains.
building, as much perhaps as any one known to re-

and he

is

;

cord, is usually exhibited to posterity boldly, and
with all multiplicity, through the kaleidoscope of
such historiography as was proper to the cell of

Ninian, we are told, was ordained
the bishop of the Britons, and erected the
edifice at Leucophibia as the cathedral of Caledonia;
yet having taken lessons from Martin of Tours, he
assumed his preceptor to be already canonized, and
dedicated the cathedral to him as its tutelary saint I
This
as every person knows, who has looked
soberly into the ecclesiastical history of the 4th
and 5th centuries stands self-convicted as outrageous fiction. While popery reigned, however, the
fable, like many a clumsier one, was not only believed but venerated, and occasioned the place to
be regarded as the oldest prelatic seat^ and one of
the chief retreats of physical sacredness in Scotland.
Bede emphatically notices the humble edifice of
Ninian as the first church which was built of stone,
and says tliat, on that account, it was called Candida
Casa.
But the name Candida Casa means, in the
Roman language, the same thing which the previously-known designation of the town means in the
Greek, and probably was a Roman translation of
Ait*' oixioix, applied, not to the new Christian edifice,
but to the Roman station, or station of the Roman-

cowled dreamers.

at

Rome

—

—

ized Britons, at which it stood.
Even Candida Casa
in its turn, translated into the Saxon Hwit-oem,
which has been corrupted successively into Whithera and Whithorn, and which, in that form, has
transmitted to the present day the originally used
'
White house,' of the aboriginal
designation, the
Novantes. Keith asserts that Ninian appointed a
person to succeed him in his alleged bishopric, and
refers us for his authority to words or passages in
Bede which have no existence. Ninian, even in his
true character of a plain missionary and Christian
pastor, appears to have had no local successor for
several generations.
The weakness of the civil
power, the irruption of barbarous tribes, and the
infantile condition of the congregation whom the
missionary had formed, prevented, so far as can be
ascertained, any second Christian labourer from settling at Candida Casa till the year 723,
nearly
three centuries after Ninian's death.
The Saxons, on pushing their conquests thither,
adopted the place as a seat of population, and, of
course, as the scene of a Christian ministers labours.
Yet ingenuity will be at a premium to prove either
that the house of worship used was the edifice founded
by Ninian, or that the 'bishops' who officiated were
more than the slightly prelatised ofi"shoot of the
Culdees who took root in the kingdoms of Northumbria and Strathclyde.
succession of Saxon bishops,

was,

—

A

proximately though corruptedly Culdee in character,
seem to have officiated in Candida Casa about threefourths of a century; but seem to have been dislodged

by the anarchy which swept across the Northumbrian territories after the assassination of Ethelred
in 794.
The Scoto-Irish, who now obtained ascendency in Galloway, appear to have known, or at least
recognised, nothing respecting a bishopric of Candida Casa; yet they professed Christianity, and, had
the place been a see in any sense even remotely

o
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akin to that contended for in the usual monkish
style of ecclesiastical history, they could scarcely
have failed to set up their scries of bishops as
formally and distinctly as the Saxons. But about
the year 1124, or from that to 1130, nearly 3^ centuries after the disappearance of the Saxon bishops'
of Candida Casa, forth came David I. warm in the
blush of championship for the pomp of Romanism,
and set up at Whithorn an undoubted episcopal see,
which, under the wide name of the bishopric of
Galloway, held coeval sway with that of popery and
of Stuart prelacy till the final triumph of presbyterianism in 1689. This bishopric comprehended
the whole of Wigtonshire, and by far the greater
part of Kirkcudbrightshire, or all of it lying west
of the river Urr and it was divided into the three
deaneries of the Rhinns, Farines, and Desnes, lying
westward respectively of Luce- bay, of the Cree, and
of the Urr, and corresponding proximately, though
not quite, to the limits of the respective existing
presbyteries of Stranraer, Wigton,a))dKirkcudbright.
Gilla Aldan or Gilaldan, the first bishop, was consecrated by the archbishop of York; and his successors looked to that arch-prelate as their proper
metropolitan till at least the 14th century. The
bishops of Galloway afterwards, like all their Scottish brethren, became suff'ragans of St. Andrews;
but on the erection of Glasgow, in 1491, into an
archbishopric, they, along with the bisliops of
Argyle, Dunkeld, and Dunblane, passed under the
surveillance of that arch-see, and on account of
their being the chief suffragans, they were appointed vicars-general of it during vacancies.
The
canons of Whithorn priory formed the chapter of
the Galloway see, their prior standing next in rank
to the bishop
but they appear to have been sometimes thwarted in their elections, and counterworked
in tlieir power, by the secular clergy and the people
of the country.
The revenues of the bishopric,
which had previously been small, were, in the beof
the
16th
ginning
century, greatly augmented by
the annexation to them of the deanery of the chaof
pel-i'oyal
Stirling, and some years later, by that
of the abbey of Tongland.
In a rental of the bishopric, reported, in 1566, to Sir William Murray, the
'

;

;

queen's comptroller, the annual value, including
both the temporality and the spirituality, was stated
to be £1,357 4s, 2d.
Tliough the revenues were in
a great measui-e dispersed between the date of the
Reformation and that of James VI. 's revival of
episcopacy, and though they again suffered diminution in 1619 by the disseverment of the deanery of
the chapel-royal, in order to its being conferred on
the see" of Dunblane ; yet they were augmented in
1606 by the annexation of the priory of Whitliorn,
and afterwards by that of the abbey of Glenluce
and, in 1637, by the accession of the patronage and
tithes of five parishes in Dumfries-shire, which had
belonged to the monks of Kelso. At the epoch of
the Revolution, the net rent amounted to £5,634 15s.
Scottish
and exceeded that of any other see in
;

;

Scotland, except the archbishoprics of St.

and Glasgow.
During the reign of David

I.,

Andrews

Fergus, Lord of

Galloway, founded at AVhitliorn, a priory for canons
of the Premonstratensian order. The church belonging to it and neither the originfil nor a renovation of the edifice founded by St. Ninian
seems,
from its size, to have been used as the cathedralchurch of tlie bishopric, set up by David I. Adjoining the cathedral stood another church, called the
Outer-kirk, or the Cross-kirk; and at some distance
on the liill stood the chapel. In tlie cathedral and
in the Outer-kirk were various altars, tlic offerings

—

made
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—

at which, during ages of superstition, formed

the principal revenue of the prioiy. Excepting
that of Morice, who swore fealty to Edward I. in
1296, the names of none of the early priors of Whithorn have survived. James Beaton or Bethune,
who was prior during some time before the year
1504, and uncle of the infamous Cardinal Beaton,
wliom he acquired influence to place in his chair
of tyranny at St. Andrews, acted a conspicuous,
and, in some particulars, an inglorious part in the
history of his country, and rose to the highest offices
in both church and state,
becoming successively,
in the one, bishop of Galloway, archbishop of

—

Glasgow, and archbishop of St. Andrews, and in
the other, lord-treasurer and lord-chancellor of the
kingdom. Though he had the honour, such as it
was, of making elegant alterations on the cathedral
of Glasgow, and of founding St. Mary's college in
St. Andrews, he must be ever infamous in Scotland
as the murderer of Patrick Hamilton, and other
early Scottish martyrs, and for setting the bold example of truculent oppression, which was s?o fearfully copied by his sanguinary though ill-fated
nephew. Gavin Dunbar, who succeeded Beaton as
prior of Whithorn, was tutor to James V., and rose
to be archbishop of Glasgow, lord-chancellor of the
kingdom, and, during one period of the King's absence in France, one of the Lords of the Regency.
The last prior, Mancolalyne, was present at the trial
of Sir John Borthwick in St. Andrews for alleged
heresy. At the epoch of the Reformation the rental
of the priory, as reported to Government, amounted
to £1,016 3s. 4d. Scottish, besides upwards of 15
chalders of bear, and 51 chalders of meal. The
property, as we have seen, was given by James VI.
to the bishops of Galloway
and it afterwards followed the same fates as that of the parisb-church
of Whithorn.
The canons of Whithoni, however individually
shrouded from the knowledge of posterity, collectively loom largely in fame as adepts in the art of
monkcraft. Pilgrimages, at all times and by all
classes of persons, from a short period after the
founding of the priory onward, were made from
every part of Scotland to the shrine of St. Ninian at
Whithorn. In 1425, James I. granted a protection
;

coming into Scotland as pilgrims to
the shrine; and in 1506 the Regent Albany granted a
general safe-conduct to all pilgrims hither from England, Ireland, and the Isle of Man. Many of the most
distinguished personages of the kingdom, including
kings, queens, and the highest nobles, visited Whithorn on pilgrimage. In 1473, Margaret, the queen
of James III., made a pilgrimage hithei', accompanied by six ladies of her chamber, who were furnished
on the nonce with new livery gowns. Among other
charges in the treasurer's account, for articles pre"
paratory to her journey, are 8 shillings for panzell
crclis," or panniers, 10 shillings for "a pair of Bnlgis" and 12 shillings for "a cover to the qnecn'.s
cop." James IV. made pilgrimages to Whithorn,
generally once and frequently twice a-year, through
the whole period of his reign. He appears to have
to all strangers

been accompanied by his minstrels, and a numerous
additional retinue; he made off'eringsin the churches, at the altars, and at the reputed saintly relics of

Whithorn he gave donations to priests, to minstrels, and to pilgrims, .and, through his almoiier, to
the poor; and, in his journey both hither and back,
;

he, in addition, made offerings at various churches
on liis way. In 1507, after liis queen had recovered
from a menacing illness, he and slio made a joint
pilgrimage, and occupied 31 days from leaving
Stirling till they returned.
Tliey were accompanied
by a large retinue, and processed in a style of regal
pomp. In 1513, the Old Earl of Angus, Bell-the-

WHITING-BAY

Cat, made a pilgrimage to ^V^litho^n ; engaging before he set out, to reform all disorders on his way.
In 1532 and 1533, James V. appears from the treasurer's accounts to have made several pilgrimages.
So iufatuatedly popular, in fact, was the practice of
travelling to the reputed bones of St. Ninian's in
quest of both physical and spiritual good, that, in

which the preachers could inculcate or
Lyndsay could write, it continued for
some time after the Reformation, and was not

spite of all
Sir David

effectually put down till an act of parliament,
passed, in 1581, rendered it illegjil. The overthrow
of the traffic of monkeiy, and the extinction of the
factitious attractions of St. Ninian's shrine, terminated the social impoitance of Whithorn, and permanentlv consigned it to comparative obscurity.
WHltlNG-BAY, a bay in the southern part of
It is divided
the east coast of the island of Arran.
by the headland of Kingscross from Lamlash-bay
on the north, and is screened by the headland of
Largybeg on the south. Its width between these
headlands is about 3 miles ; but its penetration ot
the land, at the inmost point from the straight line
between them, is only about one mile. The scenery
of it wauts the bold features of that of Lamlash and
Brodick bays, but abounds in spots of soft and
romantic beauty; and the shores present some fine
sites for

marine

\yHITLETS.
village of its

See Whitelets.
See Legeewood.
parish, containing a post-office
in the Merse district of

own name,

It is bounded by Edrom, Hutton,
Ladykirk, and Swinton. Its length eastward is 4^
its
miles;
greatest breadth is 2^ miles; and its
The Leet
superficial extent is 7| square miles.
rises in the interior near the northern boundary,
and runs to the south. Bands of flat ground stretch
along the course of the stream, and along the eastern and the northern frontiers; bnt they give place,
over the rest of the area, to undulations of surface
whose highest ground exceeds 300 feet above sealevel.
The district has eve'ry where the beautifully
enclosed and the richly cultivated appearance which
so generally distinguishes the Merse.
Nearly 200
acres are planted a necessary proportion of ground
is occupied by fences, roads, and houses
and all
the remaining area, amounting to upwards of 4,500
Sandstone of excellent quality
acres, is in tillage.
abounds, and is extensively quamed for the uses of

Berwickshire.

;

;

masonry in distant places. The soil of much of the
low tracts is a deep alluvium, abounding in vegetable remains.
There are nine principal landowners. The estimated value of raw produce in
1834 was £16,748
assessed property in 1843,
£7,638 13s. 2d. real rental in 1857, £7,747 8s. 6d.
Vestiges of a Roman camp exist in a field called
Battle-knowes, on the farm of Frenchlaw. The parish is traversed by the north road from Berwick to
;

;

Kelso, and touched by the road from Berwick to

Dunse and it lies within available distance of tlie
Dunse branch of the North British railway on the
;

one hand, and of the Tweedside branch of the
English North-Eastern railway on the other. The
village of Whitsome stands in the centre of the
parish, 2J miles south of AUanton, and 6J eastsouth-east of Dunse.
It dates back to a considerable antiquity and, in 1482, was,
along with many
other seats of population on the IBorder, burned
by
the Duke of Gloucester, afterwards Richard III. It
is now an
entirely rural place, inhabited chiefly by
agricultural labourers.
Population of the village,
about 210. Population of the parish in 1831, 664;
in 1851, 612.
Houses, 120.
This parish is in the presbytery of Chirnside, and
;

Patron, David
synod of Merse and Teviotdale.
Un
Logan. Stipend, about jE260
glebe, £90.
appropriated teinds, £89 14s. 5d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 4s. 4id., with £26 fees, and £6 other
emoluments. The parish church stands on Hardie's
hill at the west end of the
It
village of "VYhitsome.
was built in 1803, and contains 250 sittings.
The present parish of WTiitsome comprehends the
ancient parishes of Whitsome and Hilton, which
were united in 1735. See the article Hilton. The
ancient Whitsome was a rectory in the deanery of
the Merse. The Rev. Henry Erskine, after his ejection from Cornhill, resided in Whitsome parish at
Ravelaw, and frequently preached in it at Old Newton.
The famous Thomas Boston received his first
serious impressions under Erskine's preaching here;
and on one occasion, when he himself afterwards
preached in Whitsome church, the crowds who could
not obtain access to the small thatched edifice,
climbed to its roof, and tore away part of the straw,
that thev might hear and see him from above.
-

;

WHltSTONE-HILL.

See Tlndergaeth.
a parish, containing a postoiHce village of its own name, in Haddingtonshire.
It is bounded on the south b}' Berwickshire, and on
other sides by the parishes of Garvald, Morham,

WHITTINGHAM,

Stenton, and Dunbar.
Its iengtli
lOJ miles; its breadth at two points
near the extremities is respectively 4^ and 5f miles;
its mean breadth over 6 miles of the central district
is considerably less than IJ mile; and its entire
About
superficial extent is about 44 square miles.
five-eighths of the surface is moorish upland, declining from both sides of the summit-range of the
broad Lammermoors and a still greater proportion

Prestonkirk,

northward

villas.

WHITSLAID.
WHITSOME, a
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is

—

;

unconquerable by the plough, making an aggregate of about 17 parts in 21 of the whole area pastoral.
The sheep pastured amount to about 5,500
and are a prime object of attention, almost to the
exclusion of black cattle. All the southern division, comprehending one-half of the area, is fuiTowed
athwart its upland and heathy bleakness, by the
broadly ramified head-waters of the river Whitadder.
The northern district is cut diagonally, or northeastward, by what is here called Whittinghama stream which wears successively the
water,
is

;

—

names of

all the districts which it traverses, enters
the sea at Belhaven bay, and is the longest in Haddingtonshire except the Tyne. From the foot of
the Lammermoors to this stream, the ground gradually but undiilatingly descends; and from the
stream, westward and northward, it slowly rises to
the top of Blaikie-heugh, an arable and very fertile ridgy height on the
boundary. The path of the
stream is a sinuous and sylvan dell, highly tinctured with beauty and romance. The circumjacent
grounds are the cultivated district of the parish,
and possess that richness of aspect which so eminently characterizes the lowlands of East Lothian.
The predominant rocks are greywacke and red
sandstone, and the latter has been extensively
worked. The soil of the arable lands on the right
side of Whittingham- water is prevailingly light
and sandy, but includes some poor clay and some
good light loam and that of the arable lands on
the left side of the stream is prevailingly of a
superior quality, some of it a
deep rich loam equal to
any in the county. The principal landowners are
Arthur James Balfour, Esq. of Whittingham, the
Earl of Wemyss, the Marquis of Tweeddale, the
Earl of Haddington, and Thomas B. Sydserff, Esq.
of Ruchlaw.
The estimated yearly value of raw
produce in 1835 was £17,275. Assessed property
in 1856-7, £8,547 13s.
Whittingham-house is an
elegant mansion in the Grecian style of architec-

—

;
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and there are three noble approaches to it,
two of them of great length, winding through very
fine scenery.
Euchlaw-house is an ancient edifice.
Whittingham-castle, the place in which the Earl of
Morton and his associates plotted the murder of
Darnley, is still in good repair, and, though showing marks of great antiquity, has been renovated,
and continues to be inhabited. It stands on elevated ground, overlooking Whittingham-water, surrounded by many natural beauties, improved by
the embellishments of art. Kuins of the baronial
strengths of Stoneypath and Penshiel still exist.
An oval camp, in a state of tolerable preservation,
occurs on one of the Lammermoor hills, called
Priest's-law.
It is strongly and regularly fortified,
having four ditches on the north side, and three on
each of the other sides, measuring about 2,000 feet
in circumference.
The parish is traversed by the
road from GifFord to Dunbar, and by that from
Haddington to Dunse and it approaches within 2
miles of the Linton station of tlie North British
railway. The village of Whittingham stands on
the road from GifFord to Dunbar, on the left bank
of Whittingham-water, 6 miles east of Haddington,
and 7 south-west of Dunbar. Its site is a risingground, having an elevation of about 300 feet above

moon. Wick-bay, measuring a mile across the entrance and stretching inland to the extent of
1^
mile, opens 3 miles south of Keiss-bay.
Creeks—
here called goes— -with rocky and
piecipitous sides,
and in some instances accessible only
by winding
in
the
face
of
the
steps
rock, thickl}'" indent other
parts of the coast, and offer curious retreats to
The chief headland is Noss-Head :
fishing-boats.
which see. The shore of the north side of Keissbay is sloping, and of the inner part is a low beach
of siliceous sand. The coast, almost
everywhere else
is a breastwork of clifts, serrated
by the 'goes,'
and perforated with numerous shelving-sided and
hideous caverns. At one of the creeks, called Falligoe, a fine cascade leaps over the face of the cliff,
and, when plaj^ed upon by the sun's rays, makes a
conspicuous and very beautiful appearance, as seen
from even a considerable distance at sea. At various points along the coast many insulated rocky
pyramids of great height rise up from the sea; and,
among a group of these opposite Hempriggs, is a
singular rock 200 or 300 yards long and 24 feet

the level of the sea.

and the cliffs of the coast are frequented by large
flocks and great varieties of sea-gull, some species
of whicli are shot for food, picked up by the fishermen in their boats, and salted as winter store.

tnre

;

;

Population of the parish in

1831,715; in 1851, 671. Houses, 185.
This parish is in the presbytery of Dunbar, and
synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, Balfour
of Whittingham.
Stipend, £308 17s. 4d.; glebe,
£18. Unappropriated teinds, £164 8s. 5d. Schoolmaster's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £27 fees, and £12
other emoluments. The parish church was built
in 1722, and repaired in 1820, and contains about
350 sittings.
Whittingham parish formed of old
two chapelries which were subordinate to the cliurcli
of Dunbar. The chapel of Whittingham served the
lower district, and that of Penshiel the Lammermoor district; and these chapels formed two of the
prebends of Dunbar church after its being made, in
Penshiel chapel
1342, a collegiate establishment.
stood below Penshiel tower, in a glen which is still
called from it Chapel-haugh.
The Earls of March
held their baronial courts at Whittingham.

WHITTUNES.

See LiLLiESLEAF.
WHYTEBANKLEE. See Clovenfords.
WIA, an island of tlie Outer Hebrides. It lies
off the south-east corner of Benbecula; and is separated from it by a narrow strait called the sound of
Wia. Its length, from north-east to south-west, is
2J miles and its breadth is IJ mile. The island,
compared with the large ones in its vicinity, is little
invaded by water; and, like nearly all the group, it
consists wholly of gneiss.
WIA, an islet belonging to the parish of Bracadale, and lying within Loch - Bracadale, opposite
Loch-Scavig, in Skye.
WICK, a parish on the east coast of Caithness;

shire.
It contains the post-town of Wick, tiie suburban towns of Louisburgh and Pulteneytown, the

post-office village of Staxigoe, the post-ofiice station
of Keiss, and the villages of Ackorgill and Sarclet.

bounded on the east and south-east by the
German ocean, and on otlier sides by the parishes
of Latlieron, Watten, Bower, and Canisbay.
Its
It is

length south - south - eastward is 14J miles; its
breadth, over nearly tlie whole northern half, nowhere exceeds 4J miles; its greatest breadth is
about 7 miles; and its superficial extent is about 75
square miles. Keiss-bay, called also Keiss, Ackergill, and Sinclair-bay, penetrates the northern half
of the coast to the extent of 3^ miles, measures SJ
miles across tlie entrance, and has proximately a
form between that of a half and a three-quarter

wide, perforated from top to bottom and from side
to side, affording passage to a boat, and
exhibiting
two huge natural pillars so regularly formed as
almost to appear artificial. These insulated rocks

The

surface of the parish is almost all flat; and,
scenic character, possesses little interest
and is tame or bleak. Across its centime, and even
7 miles into the adjacent parish of Watten, extends
one wide strath, no part of which rises more than
00 feet above sea-level along the northern district,
somewhat parallel with tlie coast-line, extends another strath nearly as low and along the western

as to

its

;

;

wide and long, which
a deep, dreary, impracticable bog.
Exnearly
tensive tracts of moss occur also on the northern
frontier, and near the centre of the soathern division.
The hills of Camster, Yarrow, and Bruan, in the
south-west, are the only high ground but, thongli
possessing considerable altitude, they have no scenic
character, and fail to relieve the prevailing tameness
of the landscape. Yet relief from ennui is afforded
by magnificent sea-views, and, in a degree, by the
embellishments of quick-set enclosure, improved
frontier extends another, both
is

all

;

and some small plantations. Agriculture,
about the commencement of the present century,
was nowliere in Britain in a more degraded condition
than in Wick but for many years past it has walked
abroad with a rapidity of movement, and with an
land,
till

;

energy and a

skill in

practice,

which

liavo

made

very brilliant amends for its former delinquencies.
The most extensive landowner is Sir George Dunbar,
Bart.,

and there are eight

others.

The land

rental

has increased nearly twelvefold since the middle of
last century
and the rental of one estate, as well as
probably the average rental of tlie whole parish, has
;

increased nearly fourfold since 1814. The value of
tlie assessed property in 1843 was £17,028.
Hompriggs-house, the seat of Sir G. Dunbar, though an
old mansion, is large and commodious. Keiss-liouse,
tlie seat of K.Macleay, Esq., is a substantial mansion,

about to be repaired.

Ulbster house, the patrimonial

seat of Sir

George Sinclair, Bart., stands in the south.
Thrumster, Miss Innes; Stirkoke, Ilorne, Esq.; and
llosebank, J. Henderson, are all fine houses. 'ITie
other mansions are Bilbister, Sibster, Tannach, and

—

Harland.
Wick-water, after being formed by head-streams
from Watten and Toftingall lakes in the conterminous parish of Watten, moves sluggishly down
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the great low central strath, which we have noticed,
head of Wick-bav. It performs an entire run
of only 9 or 10 miles, a little upwards of 5 of which
are within the parish ; yet it has a mean breadth of
about 30 feet, and often, in rainy weather, lays a
Kilminsterlarge part of the strath under flood.
loch, nearly a circle of about J a mile in diameter,
and Windless-loch, a stripe of rather more than
a mile in length, are both situated in the western bog; and a streamlet issues from the former,
traverses the latter, and falls into the north side of
the Wick. Dhu-loch, 6 or 7 furlongs in length, is
situated in the southern bog, and sends northward
to the Wick a small affluent.
Yarrow's-loch, in the
south, 2 miles in circumference, sends a streamlet
north-eastward to Hempriggs-loch ; and the latter,
similar in form and size to Kilminster-loch, sends
one stream by a natural channel to the Wick, and
another, by an artificial channel, to drive mills in
Pulteneytown. Wester-water and loch are on the
north but have been already noticed in the article
Wester-Burn. The coarse clay-slate or flagstone, so
characteristic of Caithness-shire, is the prevailing
rock of the low ground of the parish; but greywacke
and greywacke- slate, with some limestone and sandtone, prevail in the hills, and a sandstone, of variously green, brown, and greenish hue, in thin layers, alternating with pyritous shale, prevails in the
cliffs of the coast to the north, of Keiss.
Ores of
iron, lead, and copper occur in some places; and the
copper ore was worked, about a century ago, by a
company of miners, but did not prove sufficiently
compensating. The soil, in some parts of the parin others, rich and loamy;
ish, is light and sandy,
but, in most parts, it is either a stiff hard clay or a

to the

;

—

master's salary, £Si 4s. 4id., with about £S0 fees,
and £50 other emoluments. The parish church was
built in 1830, and contains 1,981 sittings.
There
is a chapel of ease in Pulteneytown, built in 1842,
containing 950 sittings, and under the patronage of
the male heads of families. There is a quoad sacra

church at Keiss, built in 1827, containing
338 sittings, under the patronage of the Crown,
and maintained in the manner of the government
churches. There are Free churches at Wick, at
Pulteneytown, and at Bnian, and a Free church
preaching-station at Keiss the number of sittings
parisli

;

aggregately in these four places of worship is 2,450,
and the attendance at them, about 2,400; and the
receipts of the first in 1856 were £645 Os. 6Jd.,
of the second, £204 17s. 8Jd.,—of the third, £128
12s. 3Jd.,—of the fom-th, £71 16s. lid.
There is an
United Presbyterian church in Pulteneytown, built
in 1815, and containing 638 sittings.
There is a
Reformed Presbyterian church in Pulteneytown,
built in 1839, and containing 380 sittings.
There
is an Independent chapel in Wick, built in 1799,
and containing 716 sittings. There is also a chapel
of the Evangelical Union, containing 524 sittings.
There are a Baptist chapel in Wick containing 150
sittings, and a Baptist place of meeting at Keiss,
contiiniug about 50. A Roman Catholic chapel,
containing 306 sittings, was built in 1836 in Pulteneytown, but was designed chiefly for the use of
strangers frequenting Wick during the fishing season, and has not been regularly in use. The schools

—

in the parish, additional to the parochial school, are

Pulteneytown academy, two General Assembly
schools, two Free church schools, two Society
schools, two schools for young ladies, and several

—

peat earth.
ordinary private schools, the majority of tliem in
On a narrow promontory, at the south side of the Wick and its suburbs, the others distributed through
entrance of Wick-bay, stands the dismal ruin of Old the landward districts.
The parish of Wick, throughout the Roman CaWick-castle, once the seat of the Lords Oliphant,
forming a good land-mark to mariners, and called tholic times, resembled the Orkneys and many parts
by them the Auld Man o' Wick.' Traces exist of of the Hebrides in profuse attention to facilities for
a ditch, a drawbridge, and some attached buildings; public worship. Chapels were sprinkled all over it ;
and a stair, apparently for retreat, descends through and the remains of several of these still exist. One,
the rock to the sea.
On the south side of Keiss-bay, a little below Ackergill tower, has the sanguinary
a mile west of Noss-head, stand in close juxtaposi- fame of having been the scene of a massacre, in cold
tion, Castles Giniigoe and Sinclair, formerly the
blood, by the clan Gun, of many persons who were
The foiTner, assembled in it for religious service. The people
residence of the Earls of Caithness.
though much the older of the two, is in a much of Wick were debasingly attached to popish superhigher state of preservation, and both were agglo- stitions, and made very laggard and reluctant promerated with now nearly extinct buildings, to cover gress in enlightenment after the Reformation.
the entire surface of a peninsulated rock or small "They were accustomed," says the Rev. Charles
"
promontory. A chamber in one of the out-buildings, Thomson, in the new Statistical Account, to visit
situated on the extremity of the rock, and said to the chapels with which the parish abounded, and
have been the bed-chamber of the Earls, communi- pay their devotions to the stone images of their tutecated through a trap-door with the sea, and by a lary saints and saintesses. Dr. Richard Mercheston,
minister of Bower, in 1613, exerted himself to supflight of steps with the court of Castle-Gimigoe.
chasm in the rock, spanned by a drawbridge, press this atrocious and debasing sin ; and procured
separated the two castles. About 1^ mile west of the demolition of the stone images. On his return
these ruins, stands the ancient tower of Ackergill, homewards he was drowned by the blind and infurirectangular, battlemented, 82 feet high, once the ated idolaters. It was given out, however, that it
seat of the Earls Marischal, but now enlarged into was the saints who did it, and that a lapideous sainta fine modem residence, the property of Sir George ess, whom he had cast down and broken to pieces the
Dunbar. Other antiquities are chiefly Picts' houses day before, was seen a-top of him in the water. * *
and two standing stones, the latter associated with Within the memory of persons yet living it was cusvague traditional story. The fisheries and manu- tomaiy for persons to visit the chapel of St. Tears
factories of the parish will fall to be noticed in our
on Innocent's day, and leave in it bread and cheese
account of the town. One road runs along the whole as an offering to the souls of the children slain by
coast ; and two go respectively westward and north- Herod ; but which the dog-keeper of a neighbouring
westward from the town toward Thurso and Castle- gentleman used to take out and give to the hounds.
ton.
Population in 1831, 9,850; in 1851, 11,851. Till within a few years it was customarj' for all the
inhabitants of Mirelandom to visit the kirk of AIoss
Houses, 1,851.
This parish is in the presbytery of Caithness, and every Christmas before sunrise, placing on a, stone
of
Sutherland
and
Caithness.
synod
Patron, Sir bread and cheese and a silver coin, which, as they
George Dunbar, Bart. Stipend, £268 6s. 7d.; glebe, alleged, disappeared in some mysterious way. There
£50. Unappropriated teinds, £256 12s. Id. School- are still several holy lochs, especially one at Dannet,
'

A

—
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to -which people go from Wick, and, indeed, from all
parts of Caithness, to be cured of their diseases.
They cast a penny into the water, walk or are carried withershins around the loch, and return home.
If they recover, their cure is ascribed to the mystic
virtues of 'the Halie-loch;' and if they do not, their
want of faith gets all the blame."

WICK, a post and market town, a seaport, the
principal seat of the northern herring fishery, a royal
burgh, and the political capital of Caithness-shire,
is situated at the hend of Wick-bay, 18^ miles south
of John o' Groat's, 20f south-east by east of Thurso,
54 north-east by north of Golspie, and 119^ or 139J-,
according to the route, north-north-east of In verness.
The town

encompassed by a tame and level
by natural drainage and
swept by sharp breezes as to enjoy some remedy for
the stench of fish and garbage which oppresses it
during the season of the herring-fishery. i3ut notwithstanding the force of that remedy, aided by
artificial appliances, the whole air of the
place is
lies low,

strath, yet so far cleansed

so

offensive
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that a transient visitor ever

after-

wards associates recollections of it with the idea of
vast masses of herrings. " When I entered it,"
says
Miss Sinclair, " I thought of your brother's voyage
in a herring-smack, when the seats were barrels of
herrings, and the staircase from the cabin formed
by piles of casks. One year, many fields in Caithness were manured with herrings but none of the
proprietors find the perfume so oppressive as stran;

gers do, because these fisheries are the chief sources
of their wealth."
Yet, at the fishing-season, when
the town swarms with Ijowlanders,
Highlanders,
Orcadians, Irishmen, and Dutchmen, a view, on a
fine summer's morning, from the seaward cliff's in
the vicinity, is one of the finest scenes of its class
anywhere to be seen, and displays on the bosom of
the ocean 800 or 1,000 herring-boats, with larger
vessels gliding among the small craft " like stately

swans surrounded by a flock of lively sea-gulls."
The town consists of three parts, Wick-Proper,
Louisburgh, and Pulteneytown. Wick-Proper con-

sists principally of one crooked street about 220
yards
long, winged with lanes, and situated on the north
side of the river, immediately above the commencement of the estuary or bay; it is irregularly built,
and, in spite of modern improvements, exhibits
much slovenliness and filth ; and, though giving

name and burgh importance

to its

modern adjuncts,

it
possesses so little comparative consequence as to
contain not one-fourth of the aggregate town population, and to claim neither the harbour, the chief
trade, nor the seat of the herring-curing establishments. Louisburgh, situated quite adjacent to it
on the north, nearly vies with it in bulk, and ex-

cels it in regularity and in freedom from unpleasantness. See Louisburgh.
Pulteneytown, situated on
tlie south side of the river, but
extending eastward
till it lines
part of the coast of the bay, is the di-

vision of prime importance, and contains several
hundreds more than one-half of the population.
See Pulteneytown.
This division is all constructed on a regular plan of street-lines; it lias
in
its
centre
Argyle-square
and, while receiving
;

constant and rapid augmentation, it spreads out its
accessions with the same regularity which characterized its nucleus.
A bridge of three arches, flung
across a narrow part of tlio river, a little above tlic
head of the bay, connects Pulteneytown with tlie

two divisions. The town and county hall is
built of Caitiiness flag, faced with sandstone ; it is
otiier

surmounted by a cupola-shaped belfry and it has
a spacious principal apartment adorned with three
or four good portraits.
The Commercial bankingofficc is built of saiidstonc, and adorned in fiont witli
;

Ionic pillars.
The parish-church is built partly of
it was
Caithness-flag, and partly of sandstone
erected at a cost of nearly £5,000; and it is an im;

modern Gothic, surmounted
school-house, built by the
company, is a neat building. A
temperance hall, capacious enough to accommodate
posing

by a

edifice, in plain

A

spire.

large
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The Sinclairs'
1,000 persons, was erected in 1842.
a part of a very old parochial church, the predecessor of that which preceded the present, has the
form of a small, elegant chapel, and, though roofless,
is undilapidated in the walls.
The present manufactui-es of the town are all of
modern origin; and seem to have sprung up in connection with the fishing-establishments. They consist principally of
rope-making, net-making, boatThere
building, and the work of an iron foundry.
are also in the town a distillery, a breweiy, and some
grain and saw-mills. Though Wick appears to have
had, from an eaily date, a little seaward trade, it possessed no other harbour than the natural one of the
bay, till the erection of Pulteneytown. Two harbours in the immediate vicinity of each other, at
the head of the bay, and on the Pulteneytown side,
were constructed respectively in 1810, in 1831, at
costs of £14,000 and £40,000,
by the British fishery
society, partly at their own expense and partly with
tlie aid of Government.
But though spacious and
skilfully executed, they are so much exposed to the
sea-swell in tlie bay, which, during easterly winds, is
probably the most dangerous sea-ground on the ens!
coast, that they egregiously failed to answer expectation.
Kew measures for the creating of propii
harbourage are at present in progress and thesi
have reference both to shelter and to commodious
ness.
Some of the business of the port is carried on
at Staxigoe, 2 miles north-east of the town ; and
some of the fishing trade likewise is connected
both with that village, and with the village of
Broadhaven, the latter situated to the south of the
A cusformer, and about a mile cast of the town.
tom-house establishment is situated in Wick, and
has jurisdiction from Bonar-bridge at the head oi
the Dornoch frith eastward, northward, westward,
aisle,

;

—

and southward,

It has juto Ku-store in Assynt.
risdiction also over the island of Stroma in the Pentland frith.
The principal harbours within this

jurisdiction are those of Pulteneytown, Staxigoe,
Broadhaven, Helmsdale, Little -Ferry, Lybstei'.
Thurso, Scrabster, Portskerry, and the several natural
harbours of the north and west of Sutherlandshiro.
The amount of local dues levied in 1852 at the Wicl<
harbours was £1,724; within the entire jurisdictio]i
of the custom-house, £2,315.
The amount of cus-

toms' duties, within the Wick district, averaged
in 1840-1844, and X948 in 1845-1849.
registered tonnage of the district, in the average
of 1840-1844, was 1,979; in the average of 184;V
1849, 1,928; and in 185G, 2,442,— the last distributed
among 42 vessels. Communication is maintained,

£257 a-year

The

by regular sailing-smacks, with London and some
other ports; and by steamer, weekly in winter and
twice a-week in summer, with Thurso, Kirkwall.
Inverness, Aberdeen, and Leith. The exports are
chiefly wool, grain, and, above all, the produce o)
the fisheries; and the imports are partly articles
suited to the local trade, and partly miscellaneous
goods suited to general country demand. The trade,
in the year ending 31st December 1855, comprised,
in the foreign and colonial department, a tonnage
of 1,570 inwards in British vessels, 5,818 inwards
1,259 outwards in British vessels,
in foreign vessels
and in the
coasting department, a tonnage of 64,736 inwards
in British vessels, 910 inwards in foreign vessels.
in foreign vessels,

1

and 9,997 outwards

;

i

I
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59,529 outwards in British vessels, and 99 outwaids
in foreign vessels.
The fishery district of Wick comprehends but a
small part of the custom-house district of Wick,
the latter containing also all the fishery district of
Lybster, great part of the fishery district of Helmsdale, and considerable parts of the fishery districts
of Orkney and Lochbroom; yet the fishery distiict
of Wick is much the most productive in Scotland.
So late, however, as 1768, an incipient adventure in
the fishery, encouraged by parliamentary bounty,
proved all but a total failure. In 1782, the produce
amounted to 363 barrels and, in 1790, to upwards
of 13,000. In 1808, the establishment of Pulteneytown was commenced by the British fishery society;
and, since that date, the annual fishings, during
eight or ten weeks succeeding the middle of July,
have been regularly conducted both at Pultenej'town
Not alone do
itself, and at the subordinate stations.
the native fishermen take part in them, but also more
than double their number of strangers, who arrive at
the commencement of the fishing season, and go away
at its close.
In 1829, the number of boats employed
in the fisheries was 955; of fishermen, 3,761
of
gutters, curers, and packers, 4,083; of coopers, 442;
of all sorts of persons, 11,780. In 1840, the number
of boats was 765 of fishermen, 3,828 of gutters,
curers, and packers, 2,266; of coopers, 265; of all
sorts of persons. 7,882. In 1 855, the number of boats
was 860 of fishermen, 3,391 of gutters, curers,
and packers. 2,590; of coopers, 339; of all sorts of
In 1840, the number of barrels of
persons, 8,344.
herrings cured was 63,495 of barrels bung-packed
and branded, 10,333; of barrels exported, 55,711,
of which 51,250 were to Ireland.
In 1855, the
number of barrels of herrings cured was 164,034^;
of barrels caught but not cured, 6,250. The value
of the boats, nets, and lines employed in 1855 was
£69,481.
weekly market is held in Wick on Friday; and
fairs are held on the Tuesday in March or April
after Palm-Sunday, on the Tuesday after the 24th
of June or on the 24th itself if that day be a Tuesday, on the Tuesday after the 29th of July, and on
the 17th of November, old style, or on the Tuesday
after it.
The principal inns are the Caledonian, the
Commercial, and the Wellington. The town has
branch-offices of the Commercial bank, the City of
Glasgow bank, and the Aberdeen Town and County
bank, a number of insurance agencies, a chamber of
commerce, two public news-rooms, a public library,
a scientific museum, a gas light company, a masons'
lodge, an agricultural society, and several benevo-

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

lent and religious institutions. There are resident
in it an agent of the British fishery society, and
vice-consuls of Belgium, of Denmark, of Sweden
and Norway, and of Russia, and the United States.
Two weekly newspapers are published in the town.
One of them is the John o' Groat Journal, wliich
was established in 1836, and is published every
Friday; the other is the Northern Ensign, which
was established in 1850, and is published every

Thursday.

Wick was erected into a royal burgh by a charter
James VI. in 1589. But though invested with
the privileges of a royal burgh, it exhibited the
anomaly of being subjected to the superiority of a
subject somewhat in the manner of a burgh-ofbarony. Yet the superiority which belonged originally to George, Earl of Caithness, and his heirs
and successors, and which afterwards passed to the
families of Ulbster and Sutherland
became virtually annulled at the date of the municipal reform
of

—

—

act.
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The burgh seems never

landed property; and

it

draws

to

have had any

its

chief revenues

from customs, harbour-dues, and rent of curing-stations.
In 1832, the receipts were £424 3s. ll^d.;
the expenditure £523 13s., of which £429 193. 2d.
was classed as extraordinary; the debt due to the
burgh £100; and the debt due by it £1,450. The
corporation-revenue in 1840-1 was £375; in 1855-6,
£131. The annual value of real propertv in 1856
was £14,387 in 1857, £14,662. The town-council
consists of a provost, three bailies, a dean of guild,
The
a treasurer, and nine common councillors.
;

jurisdiction of the magistrates is limited to the royalty, or to Wick-proper; and even within these
narrow limits a preference is given to the justice-ofpeace and sheriff-courts. The British fishery society
The sheriff of
are the superiors of Pulteneytown.
Caithness-shire has held his ordinary courts in Wick
since 1828.
See the article Thceso. The sheriff
ordinary and commissary courts are held on every
Tuesday and Friday during session ; the sheriff

small debt court is held on every Tuesday; the juspeace small debt court is held on every alternate Monday and the court of quarter sessions is
held four times a-year. Though the royal burgh of
Wick includes only Wick-proper, the parliamentaiy
burgh includes all the suburbs, down even to the
village of Broadhaven, together with a considerable
extent of circumjacent countiy. Wick unites with
tice of

;

Kirkwall, Dornoch, Cromarty, Tain, and Dingwall,
member to parliament and is the returning burgh.
Municipal constituency in 1840,
90; in 1857, 82. Parliamentary constituency in 1840,
in
264.
1857,
254;
Population of the roval burgh

in sending a

;

in 1841, 1,333; in 1851, 1,514.

ulation of the parliamentary
Houses. 885.

Houses, 171.

burgh

Pop-

in 1851, 6,722.

WICK, Shetland. See Uxst.
WIDEFORD-HILL. See Kiekwaix.

WIDE-OPEN (The). See Marykikk.
WIDEWALL, a post-office station and

a bay on
the west side of the island of South Ronaldshay, in
Orkney. See Roxaldshay (South).

WIER.

See Weir.

WIESDALE VOE. See Shetland.
WIG (The). See Kirkcolm.
WIGTON,

a parish, containing the post-town of
post-office village of Bladenoch, on
It is bounded on
the east border of Wigtonshire.
the north-west, north, and north-east, by Penningham on the east by Wigton-bay, which divides it
from Kirkcudbrightshire and on the south and
south-west by the river Bladenoch, which divides it
from Kirkinner. Its length eastward is 5 miles;
and its greatest breadth is 4 miles. A streamlet^
called Bishopburn, runs to the bay over a distance
of nearly 4 miles along the boundary with Penningham. The bay of Wigton, or the estuary of the
Cree, while washing the parish, is from IJ to 2|

Wigton and the

;

;

miles broad; yet, at the recess of the tide, it becomes simply an expanse of sand, fnrrowed by the
district in the northchannels of the streams.
east, lying on the bay and measuring 2J miles by
1^, is an almost uninterrupted level, and bears decided marks of having, at a comparatively recent
Both its soil
period, been constantly submarine.
and its subsoil are a kind of indurated silt, intermixed with shells ; and they are stratified, and
The tract, after being forsaken
jointly very deep.
by the sea, appears to have been first forest, and
next bog; and though now very extensively reclaimed and arable, still has a large aggregate of
bog, and exhibits many trunks of its quondam trees,
The district inward from it,
especially of oaks.
and constituting the north-west division, is roughly
tumulated, and, along with some improved lands,
and others which are improvable, contains probably

A
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The
1,000 acres of irreclaimable inoor and moss.
district, though hillocky and broken, has
much good low ground, sends the plough over most
of its rising grounds, and exhibits no small amount
of the happy results of agiicultural improvement.
The soil, both on the heights and on the plains, is
a dry, light, hazel mould, lying in some places on
and being in general
till, and in others on gravel
thin, it agrees well with showeriness of weather.
The prevailing rocks are greywacke and greywacke
slate.
The principal landowners are the Earl of
Galloway, tlie Earl of Stair, Vans Agnew of Slieuclian, M'HafHe of Torhousemoor, and the successors
The value of raw proof M'Culloch of Torhouse.
Assessed property
duce in 1839 was £11,850.
southern

;

The principal landward anThese
tiquity is the standing-stones of Torhouse.
are all of unpolished granite; and form a circle of
19 stones, and a centre of 3. The stones on the
circumference are from 2 to 5 feet long, from 4 to 9
in girth, and from 5 to nearly 12 asunder,
forming
a circle of 218 feet; and the stones in or near the
centre, stand on a line from east to west, the exte
rior ones 5, and the interior one 3 feet high.
Some
single stones, and several cairns the latter originin 1843, £6,183 9s. 3d.

—

—

ally large, but now wasted by having been used as
Some
quarries for fences occur in the vicinity.
writers regard these remains as Druidical ; others,
as an ancient court of justice ; and others, among
whom are Sir Robert Sibbald, Timothy Pont, and
Symson, as monuments of the person, the chief officers, and the common soldiers of Galdus, the Scottish

—

prince,

mans.

who conquered
Four great
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the province from the Ro-

lines of road traverse the parish,

radiating from the burgh in the directions respectively of Newton -Stewart, Ferry -town of Cree,
Whithorn, and Stranraer.
Fopulation in 1831,
2,337; in 1851, 2,824. Houses, 442.
This parish is the seat of a presbytery in the
synod of Galloway. Patron, the Earl of Galloway.
Unappropriated
Stipend, £287 13s. 9d.; glebe, £24.
The parish church was built
teinds, £145 18s. 6d.
in 1853, and is adorned with a handsome spire.
It
Tliere is a Free clurrch,
contains 660 sittings.
containing 400 sittings and tlie amount of its reThere is an United
ceipts in 1856 was £156 6s. 6d.
;

The

friars had in perpetuity a fishery on the sout!.
side of the Bladenoch upwards from its embouchure
"
and, in compensation or purchase of their
singing
daily, after evensang. Salve regina, with a special
;

orison, for the King's father and mother, pred(>cessors and successors," they obtained temporars
grants of the fishery on the north side of the sanv
river from James III., James IV., and James A
The revenues of the convent, never considerable,
were vested in the Crown by the general annexa
tion act.
The friars, compared to kindred communities throughout the country, seem to have beer
obscure.
WIGTON, a post and market town, a seaport,
royal burgh, and the capital of W^igtonshire, standin the south-east corner of the parish of Wigton, 7:,
miles south of Newton-Stewart, 11 north of Whithorn, 20 east of Stranraer, 58 west-south-west of
Dumfi-ies, and 105 south-south-west of Edinburgli.
Its site is a rising-ground or table-land of about 200
acres in extent, and about 200 feet above sea-level,
r.ear the beach of Wigton-bay, and about 3 furlongs
north of the mouth of the IBIadenoch.
As seeu
from some distance, the town has a beautiful appearance; and as seen from within, it presents a
.

'

cleanliness, a neatness, and a general taste, rarely
found in towns of its size. Its principal locality
is a rectangle or parallelogram about 250 yards
long, proportionally broad, and extending from eastThis area, exceptnorth-east to west-south-west.
ing sufficient space around its exterior for carriage
and path ways, is all enclosed. The central part
of the enclosure presents the sniooth, green, level
sward of a public bowling-green. At the lower
end is an intricate and excellent dial. At the upper
end is an artificial circular bank, cut into a series
of terraces, or concentric sward seats. Round the
whole of the enclosure, between the inner o))jects

and the roadways, are umbrageous gravel walks,
planted along the sides with shrubs and trees. So
fine aburghal ornament is quite unique of its kind.
indicates much good taste, and ought to provokv
and while it pleases a stranger simply
imitation
by its intrinsic properties, how much is he delight;

ed, when he learns that it occupies the quondam site
of a huge common dunghill of the burgh, and thustands before him the type of transformation fron;
moral turpitude to the sweets and the odoriferousness
of moral beautj'.
Most of the town, additional to the rectangle, consists of a street, proceeding 230 yards west-southwestward, on a line with the south side of the rectangle a street of nearly the same length, going oil
from the south side of the latter, bending round in
the form of the segment of a circle, and leading out

Presbyterian church, which was built in 1845, and
contains 700 sittings.
The principal schools are
the Wigton Academy, the Wigton Normal school,
and the Wigton charity school, all partly supported by the town council, the first salaried also by the
lieritors.
The ancient church was dedicated to St.
Machute, a saint of British origin who died in 554;
it was given
by Edward Bruce, lord of Galloway,
and brother of the royal Robert, to the canons of
Wliithorn and it afterwards became a free parson- the thoroughfare toward Bladenoch and Whithorn
age, and in tlie feeble reign of James III. had for two streets, each about 130 yards long, and parallel
its rector a younger son of Sir Walter Scott of Bucto each other, going oft' at right angles from the ends
cleuch.
A convent for Dominican or preaching of the north side of the rectangle, one of them leadfriars was founded at Wigton, in 1267, by the -welling out the highway to Newton-Stewart ; and thret
known Lady Dervorgille. This convent stood on other streets, sliort, not fully edificed, but combinthe south-east of the town, and was governed by a ing with the rest of the town ari-angement to
produce a tout-ensemble of beautiful intersections and
prior; but, even in 1684, when Symson wrote, "tlie
very ruins thereof were almost ruined," and now interlacery of plan which could hardly have been
they liave entirely disnppeared. The friars obtained expected out of so small a number of houses, ain;
from Alexander III. a grant of a large portion of which has an agreeableness of eflect seldom equalk li
" firms "
tiic
annually due to him from the town of in neatly constructed towns of even considerable
Wigton; and they gave lodging to Jnines IV., and size. Many of the houses are new; and a sufficient
received frequent giatuities from him on his many number arc neat, entirely to redeem tlie place from
pilgrimages to the shrine of St. Ninian at Whithorn. tlie careworn and tawdry aspect which so generally
" Ronald
Makbretun, clarschawner," or harper, re- belongs to old Scottish towns of its class. On the
ceived from James IV., during life, six marks worth street at the upper extremity of the rectangle stands
of land of Knockan in Wigton, for his fee as one of the market-cross, a structure of great architectural
the King's musicians, on the condition of his annuelegance, and adorned with tasteful sculpturings.
At the opposite extremity, looking up the unedificee
ally paying the friars of Wigton six bolls of meal.

—

;

;

:
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and enclosed area, is tbe town-house, surmounted
by a considerably high tower, and distributed into
court-room, assembly-room, and an apartment for a
subscription library. In a fine retired spot, nearly
100 yards from the east end of the town, stand the
ruins of the old parish church, surrounded by the
public cemetery. The beautiful new parish church
is immediately adjoining, and commands a fine view
of the bay.
The Wigton academy, a new edifice of
pracefnl design, stands on the Newton-Stewart road.
The Wigton Normal scliool, and the new prison,
the latter built in the style of a baronial residence,
stand on the Harbour road. Three monuments in
the public cemetery will suggest to many minds of
the best cast very thrilling and instmctive associations.
They are to the memory of martyrs, ilargaret M'Lauchlan, a woman of advanced years, and
Margaret Wilson, a young woman of 18. were tried
at W^igton by Grierson of Lag, Colonel Graham the
brother of Claverhoase, Major Windram, and Captain

Strachan, commissioners appointed to try nonconformists with power of extreme penalty; and
having been condemned by these brutal tools of
persecution to be staked at low water and drowned
by the flow of the tide, they underwent the mai-tyrdom with the steadiness which resisted all allurement to recant, and a grandeur of moral heroism
which might have put the bull-dog bravery of all the
Two of the montroopers of the King to the blush.
uments commemorate these females, and bear suitable inscriptions, in reference to each ; and that of Margaret Wilson has the following rhyming memorial :
'•

Let earth aiid stone stiil witness bejuo
There lys a virgiiie martyr liere,
Murthered for owning Christ sapreame
Head of his Church, and no more criaie.
But not abjuring Presbytry.

And

her not owning PrL-lncy.

They her condem'd by unjust law
Of Heaven nor Hell they stood no
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av.e;

Within the sea ty'd to a stake.
She suffered for Christ Jesus' sake.

The

actors of this cruel crime
Lagg, Strachan, Winram. and Graen:e;
Neither young years nor yet old age
Could stop tiie fury of their rage."

Was

Three men, William Johnston, John Milroy, and
George Walker, all in humble worldly circumstances,
were interrogated, not tried, by Winram at Wigton;
and failing to please him with their answers about
attending the services of the curate, they were next
day, without even a poor show of justice being done

The other interesting
them, publicly executed.
monument in the churchyard is to the memory of
these men; and it bears an inscription which simply
states that they were, '• without sentence of law,"
"
put to death for their adherence to Scotland's reformation, covenants, and national solemn league."
Wigton has no manufactures except the ordinary
artisan products for local use, and very little trade
beyond the transfer of commodities for the supply
of a limited circumjacent country. Though there
are nominally five annual fairs, they have fallen
into complete neglect.
Considerable" importance is
derived from the transaction of the count)- law business some from the eflfects of the recent invigoration of agricultural enterprise; some also from the
;

inland transit traffic between Whithorn and Stranraer on the one hand, and Newton-Stewart and
Dumfries on the other; and some from the steamship which plies between Liverpool and the ports of
Galloway. The British and Irish Grand Junction
railway will pa's at a distance of about 4 miles.
The town has offices of the British Linen Company's
bank, the City of Glasgow bank, and the Edinburgh
and Glasgow bank. It has also twelve insurance
agencies, a custom-house establishment, an inland

revenue establishment, a gas company, a masonic
and several benevolent and religious institu-

lodge,
tions.

The harbour of Wigton is situated within |^ of a
mile of the town.
creek previously used as a
harbour became inaccessible in 1817 or 1818, in consequence of a change in the current of the river
Bladenoch ; and a new harbour and breastwork were
soon after erected at a considerable expense by the
magistrates. The amount of local dnes levied up to
1833 averaged about £30 10s. ; but in 1852, amounted
to £110. The custom-house jurisdiction of the port
extends from the south side of Gillespie-bum to
Kirkandrew-bum ; and the principal harbours within
it, additional to that of Wigton, are those of Baldoou, Carty, Garlieston, Port- William, Isle of WhitThe total of harbour dues
liom, and Gatehouse.
levied within the entire jurisdiction in 1852 was
£516. The tonnage belonging to the port in the
average of the years 1840-1844 wa= 3,665; in the
average of the years 1845-1849, 3,892 ; in the year
1856, 2,064 in 53 sailing-vessels, and 316 in a
steam-vessel. The trade of the port, throughout
1855, comprised, in the foreign and colonial department, a tonnage of 434 inwards, and in the coasting
department, a tonnage of 33,451 inwards, and of
29,122 oiitwards, all in British vessels. The principal trade is with the ports of the west coast of
England, in the importation of coals, and in the ex-

A

portation of agricultural produce.
Wigton is governed by a provost, two bailies, a
Its
treasurer, and fifteen common councillors.
financial afiairs are in a flourishing condition.
There is no permanent debt. The public property
is of considerable value
and the revenue in ordinary years exceeds the expeiiditure. In 1832, the
revenue was £393 4s. 4d.; and the expenditure
£391 5s. lid. In 1856 the revenue was £594. The
ancient royalty comprehended about 1,200 acres,
almost wholly alienated for trifling feu-duties, nearly
two centuries ago, to the Galloway family. Tl;e
boundaries under the Reform act exclude most of
these grounds, and include the farms of Maitland
;

and Kirklandhill, which formerly were not held
burgage.

The magistrates

in

exercise very trivial

jurisdiction, and have no patronage except to elect
their own officers and the teacher of tiie burgh

The interests of public justice and the pubpeace are maintained mainly on the one hand
the
by
coimty authorities, and on the other by a
local superintendent of police. The sheriff ordinary
court is held on every Tuesday and Friday during
school.

lic

session ; the commissary court, on every Tuesday ;
the sheriff small debt court, also on every Tuesday;
and the court of quarter sessions, on the first Tuesday of March and May, and on the last Tuesday of
October. Thirteen justices of peace are resident in
the town or in its neighbourhood. Wigton unites
with Whitliom, Stranraer, and New Galloway, in
sending a member to parliament; and is the returning burgh. Constituency in 1840, 108; in 1856, 109.
Annual value of real property in 1856, £4,586. Population of the municipal burgh in 1841, 1,972;
Houses, 339. Population of the par1851, 2,232.
liamentary burgh in 1851, 2,121. Houses, 323.
An old castle, which dated back to at latest the
middle of the 13th century, and was built by a body
of successful Saxon invaders, appears to have occasioned the origin of Wigton. It stood on the banks
of the Bladenoch, at a place now abandoned by the
Vesriver, but where anciently it fell into the bay.
tiges of the fosse, and some confused small masses
of stone and mortar, are the only remains. The
castle was sufficiently important to be demanded and
obtained by Edward I. in 1291, to be held by him

m
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the competing claims for the crown should be
While in his possession, it was succesadjusted.
sively under the charge of Walter de Currie, Laird
of Dunskey, and others and it was afterwards delivered up to John Baliol as king of Scotland, and
became for a time a royal residence. The town was
incorporated and recognised as a royal burgh from a

voluminous, it can be regarded as geographical or
naturally distinct only over a small part of the north,
and over the whole of the other sides. The county
lies between 54° 36' 45" and 55° 3' 40" north latitude and between 4° 15' 50" and 5° 7' 10" longitude west of Greenwich. It extends from east to
west between 80 and 31 miles; and from north to

The original grants having been
lost or destroyed, James II., in 1457, of new granted
a charter, confirming the burgh in all its ancient
rights and privileges. In 1661, this charter was

south between 28 and 29. Its form would be proximately square but for the enormous indentation of
Luce-bay on the south, and the smaller though very
considerable indentation of Loch-Ryan on the north.
The superficial extent used to be stated by the best
authors at variously 459, 484, and 485^ square miles,
but is now known to be 511 square miles, or 326,736

till

;

very early period.

by the Scottish parliament. Shortly afterwards, Charles II. granted a new charter, confirming
the former grants and conferring certain rights of
taxation.
Wigton gave the title of Earl to the noble
family of Fleming. The earldom was created, in
1341, jointly with the title of Baron Fleming and
ratified

—

Cumbernauld; and it became dormant, iu 1747, at
the death of Charles, the seventh Earl.
the estuaiy or frith of the Cree,

WIGTON-BAY,

bringing up the sea north-north-westward between
the counties of Wigton and Kirkcudbright. Its extremities or the headlands at which it becomes lost
in the Irish sea, are
parish of Whithorn,

Burrowhead in theWigtonshire
and the slack of the Ross in

the Kirkcudbrightshire parish of Borgue. Its entrance, measured in a straight line between these
Its length, measured from
points, is 12 miles wide.
the middle of this straight line to a point a little
north of Creetown, where the river begins to be
Its breadth over the upper
estuary, is 15 miles.
half slowly expands from 6 furlongs to 4 miles and
over the lower half averages about 7^ miles. Fleetbay opens from about the middle of its Kirkcudbrightshire side and forms of itself a considerable
estuary. See Fleet (The). Of smaller bays which
open from it, the chief on the Wigtonshire side are
Isle of Wliithorn-bay, Port-Yarrock, Rigg-bay, Garlieston-bay, and the little estuary of the Bladenoch,
and on the Kirkcudbrightshire side are Bridge;

;

—

house, Boreness, Kirkandrew, and Knockbrex bays.
Five islets look up from its bosom, but lie near the
shores
the Isle of Whithorn, at the mouth of the
;

—

it gives name
two Murray Isles off
the coast of Girthon and Knockbrex and Barlocco
Isles off the coast of Borgue.
Though a large aggregate extent of the coast is bold, rocky, and precipitous, most of the bays afford good and safe
anchoring-ground. Over between 5 and 6 miles
from the head or begun expansion of the estuary,
broad belts of sandy beach are on both sides left
dry at the efflux of the tide.
WIGTONSHIRE, a county forming the western
division of Galloway, and occupying the south-western extremity, as well as containing the most southIt is bounded on the north
erly land, of Scotland.
the Irish channel or frith of Clyde, prinpartly by
cipally by Ayrshire, and to a small extent by Kirkcudbrightshire on the east by Kirkcudbrightsliire;
on the south by the Irish sea and on the west
by the Irish channel. Tlie whole of the boundary
with Kirkcudbrightshire is formed by the Cree and
its estuary, Wigton-bay ; and the boundary with
Ayrshire is formed for 2 miles by Loch-Dornal and
a brook flowing from it to the Cree, for nearly 4
miles by Loch-Maberry, and a brook which enters
for 1 mile by tlie Cross-water of
it from the west,
Luce, for 3 miles by Craigocli-burn and the Mainwater of Luce, for 1 J mile by an easterly flowing
liead-stream of Drumorawhirn-burn, and for 2J
miles by Loch-Ryan. The boundary in every part,
except between 6 and 7 miles on the north, is tims
formed by water yet as it consists of no fewer than
six separate or uncontinuous lines of water on the
north, and as most of these lines are rilly and un-

bay

to

which

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

acres.

Luce-bay, Loch-Ryan, and Wigton-bay, each of
is fully described in its proper alphabetical
place, must be understood in their outlines, extent,
and relations, in order to a fair conception being
formed of either the configuration of the county, or
the trending of its coasts. The district or double
peninsula west of Luce-bay and Loch-Ryan, and of
the isthmus of 6^ miles which lies between them, is
called the Rhinns of Galloway.
See that article.
The district which forms the broad large peninsula
between Luce-bay and Wigton-bay is called the

which

Machees : which also see. The remaining district,
or all the country north of the Machers and east of
Loch-Ryan, bears the loose general name of the
Moors. Ordinary reckoning, or that of the Rev.
Samuel Smith, restricts the Machers to little more
than one-half of the large peninsula, or to about 64
square miles; and, estimating the Rhinns at 116,
it consequently assigns to the Moors about 331
square miles, or an area not very much less than
double of the joint area of the other districts.
Though the really moorish part of what bears the
name of the Moors is quite extensive enough to
render the name proximately correct, when used in
contrast to the rest of the county, yet it is by no
means either sufiiciently extensive, or of sufficiently
marked character, to make the designation more
descriptive of Wigtonshire than it would be of
many other Scottish counties.

The physical aspect of Wigtonshire is not striking or broadly varied, and offers very few large inWhile almost uniformly
teresting landscapes.
tumulated, a continuous sea of knolls and hillocks
and hills, it aggregately rises less above sea-level
than probably any other county in Scotland. Hillocks rise almost eveiywhere immediately from the
shore to the height of 100 or 200 feet, and occasionally to such additional elevation as to become
Similar heights, aggregated in constrictly hills.
stant congeries, stretch away for several miles into
the interior, nearly at the same elevation, producing
a very unequal surface, everywhere intersected
with innumerable valleys, furrowed out by streams,
or depressed into hollows, containing either lochlets
The face of the heights is
or little arable dingles.

generally broken by abrupt protuberances, and by
steep banks and rocky knolls diversified into every
plain or valley, bearing marks
variety of shape.
of liaviiig at a comparatively recent period lain under
the sea, extends from Luce-bay to Loch-Ryan, and
measures 6J miles in length and about 3 miles in
breadth.
considerable extent of low and level
ground, also at a comparatively late date submarine,
lies likewise along the lower Cree and the upper
The heights, as the county
part of Wigton-bay.
recedes northward, become bolder and of a more decidedly hilly character than near the coast; and, in
the vicinity or along the line of the boundary' with
Ayrshire, they often rise to 1,000, and occasionally
to not very far from 1,500 or 1,600 feet above sea-

A

A

WIGTONSHIRE.
The

level.

loftiest

grounds, iu a general view,

occupy a mere belt of country, and form only the
skirts of the broad range of the southern Highlands,
as it sweeps across the south of Ayrshire, to communicate, along Kirkcudbrightshire and other counAll the Moors and
ties, with the eastern Cheviots.
the Xlachers have thus a southern exposure, coming
down from the northern boundary to the Irish sea.

The

Rhiiins district looks in every direction ; yet
prevailing line of water-shed much nearer
the west than the east, and sends up its highest
ground almost in the middle, around the finely
commanding eminence of Caikxpat wliich see.
In keeping with the configuration, position, and
general declination of the shore, the climate is very

has

its

:

moist, with prevailingly south-western winds, which
are usually laden with rain.
Snow seldom lies long;
and frosts are seldom severe or of long continuance.
Though humidity of atmosphere abounds, it is
rarely injurious to the fruits of the soil, and becomes
mischievous principally when the cultivator has not
bestowed due care upon his lands. And, though
rain falls often and in large aggregate quantity, it
seldom falls without intermission during an entire day.
The prevailing winds are from tlie south and the
south-west. The severest storms of wind and snow,
and the heaviest rains, are from some southerly

between south-west
heavy gale comes sometimes
but it seldom lasts long, and
the evening, insomuch that a
point,

country

is,

" that

an honest

and

south-east.

A

from the north-west,
generally subsides in

common saying in the
man and a north-west

to sleep together."
The climate, on the
favourable to health and longevity. Tywhole,
phus, scarlatina, pleurisy, and consumption occasionally make their appearance, but never prevail to
any alarming extent. Ague also used to be common

wind go

is

previous to the practice of general
but it is now almost unagricultural drainage
in

many
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districts,

;

known.

and CaimPortpatrick, at the cognominai town
ryan on the east side, and Stranraer at the head, of
;

Loch-Ryan.

The streams of Wigtonshire are, for the most part,
small and unsuited to topographical notice; yet, in a
few instances, they aff'ord admission, for a brief way,
to light coasting-vessels, and are ornamental to a
country of no great scenic beauty. The principal
are the Cree and the Bladenoch, southward to
Wigton-bay; the Tarf, a tributary of the Bladenoch and the Luce southward, and Piltantonburn south-eastward, to the head of Luce-bay. The
lakes are very numerous but are all small, "and aggregately cover only 7J square miles. In several
parishes, as in Inch, Moclirum, Kirkcowan, and
Penningham, they occur in clusters, or rapidly spot
the face of the country. The largest are DowaltonSeveral in the
loch, and Castle-Kennedy-loch.
south possess much beauty, and furnish some fine
close landscapes; but the great majorit}", especially
;

;

and cheerless watery expanses,
surrounded by bleak and moorish banks. Chalybeate
in
occur
Whithorn
and Stoneykirk; and
springs
mineral springs, and a sulphureous one, occur in
Inch. Springs of pure water are, in general, many
in tlie north, are cold

and copious.
The most prevalent rocks are primary, transition,
and secondary schists. Greywacke, greywacke slate,
and argillaceous schist, are particularly abundant.
Beds of greywacke occur of all thicknesses, from a
few inches to many feet, of hard compact grain, and
of a blue or greyish-brown colour, for the most part
breaking irregularly, but often splitting into parallel
slices.
These beds are interspersed in all dilFerent
proportions with strata of a soft, shivering, argillaceous stone, which easily yields to the weather, and

name of slate-band. Both the
grej'wacke and the argillaceous strata generally make
a rapid dip, but occur at all angles from an absolutely
vertical position to one nearly horizontal
they are
frequently contorted in a manner not a little curious;
and occasionally they are intersected with veins or
dykes of poi-phyry. Hillocks and hiUs occur of till
locally bears the

;

The

coast of TVigtonshire, except at the head of
the three very large indentations of the sea, and in
a few of the minor bays and creeks, is very generally
indeed, almost continuously bold and rocky.
Though it aggregately extends, including curvatures, to something upwards of 120 miles, it contains
comparatively few recesses where a large ship may
safely ride at anchor or attempt to land a cargo,
and not very many which afford fair landing-places
for even small craft.
Loch-Ryan, all round, indeed,
is one huge, fine harbour, and two or three of the
creeks of Wigton-bay are decidedly hospitable but
with these exceptions, almost the whole coast is a
rampart of stern cliffs bristling defiance to a foe,
and interrupted across the head of Luce-bay with a
stretch of low sands which woos him to ruin.
The
rocky cliff's, very generally, rise sheer up from the
with
are
sea; and,
singular frequency, they
perforated with caves and twisted into curious forms.
The minor bays are, in the great majority of instanand are far too numerous to bear
ces, mere creeks
enumeration. The minor headlands possess a character in keeping with the creeks; and often form,
jointly with them, a slightly waving or serrated
The grand headlands are the Mull of
coast-line.
Galloway, the southern extremity of the Rhinns,
and the most southerly land in Scotland and Burrow-head, the extreme point of the Machers, and
only 2J miles less southerly than the Mull. The
most important harbours are Carty, near the foot of
the Cree; Wigton, at the mouth of the Bladenoch ;
Garlieston, about the middle of Wigton-bay; Isle of
Whithorn, a little north-east of Burrowhead; PortWilliam, al)out the middle of the east side of Lucebay; Port-Logan, on the west coast of Kirkmaiden;

—

—

;

;

;

and gravel, evidently formed by water, and singularly
contrasting in the roundness and smoothness of their
surface to the roughness of the rest of the country.
When one chiefly or wholly of tilly composition is
opened it presents a curious spectacle the general
mass of till being confusedly interspersed with blocks
;

some rounded and some angular, of all sizes
up to the most enormous blocks, and of substances
which indicate their having been wrenched and
carried along from mountains at least 10 or 12 miles
distant.
Slate quarries have been worked in Kirkof stone,

maiden.
Rhinns.

Sandstone occurs on the north of the
Coals have been an object of earnest but
vain search.
Limestone occurs in no great plenty,
and is generally of too poor a quality to be worked
for the uses of the farmer, but assumes, in Whithorn,
the character of what two authorities before us call
"
fine variegated marble."
Copper ore occurs in

Whithorn.

The soil of nearly all the Machers and a considerable part of the Moors is of a hazel colour, and is of
the species sometimes termed dry loam, though it
often inclines to gravel. The bed of schist on which
it lies is
frequently so near the surface as to be
scratched and rutted by the plough and where soft,
it
probably gives off" bv attrition a considerable
though slow accession to the soil-s depth. The low
ground along the Cree and the head of Wigton-bay
seems all alluvial, or formed of substances brought
down by the river, flung back by the tide, and mixed
with clay, shells, and sand. The Carse of Baldoon,
which constitutes the larger part of it, and measures
;
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about 3,000 acres, has all the qualities of carsc or
strong clay soil, and justly possesses the fame of
being the richest and best-cultivated land in Wigtonshire.
Like the luxuriant carses of the Forth,

his farms

this opulent tract, after being left by the sea, became
successively forest and moss, and retains some re-

he thought wrong and what he presumed to be right,
found the inhabitants of the county-town and its
vicinity "a drowsy people," who discerned only
"some symptoms of a dawn" in rational agriculture
and, on proceeding farther into the county,

mains of its morassy condition. In the valley between Luce-bay and Loch-Eyan, the soil consists
chiefly of a deposition of sea-sand, interspersed with
considerable but extensively reclaimed tracts of
shallow flow-moss.
belt of sandy soil occurs
also on the west side of Loch-Ryan.
Tlie lands of

A

the Ehinns, in a general view, possess all the characters of the best soils of Galloway, and are, to a
large extent, arable; and they have subsoils now
absorbent and finely conducive to good tillage, and
now retentive and occasioning the soils to be wet
and spongy. The central and northern sections of
the district of the Moors present a pervading aspect
of extreme barrenness.

Extensive regions appear
covered entirely with a soil of peat earth, large and
deep flows, v.hich chill the air with their humid exhalations, and admit, even amid the genial glow of

—

summer, very little vegetation. Some of these flows
extend, with little interruption, to a length of 8 or
10 miles; and they are perfectly useless for black
cattle, being readier to swallow than to feed them.
From the barbarian character of the original Novantes, and the comparatively superior civilization of
the colonists of the Middle ages, we may easily infer
that the usual progress of agricultural economy, from
rudeness to refinement, took place in Wigtonshire.
Under the mild management of the Baliols, lords of
Galloway, husbandry began to prosper. Even in
1300, tliat year of conflict and of conquest, more
wheat was found in Galloway by the English armies
than the mills of the province could manufacture into flour. But succeeding ages of warfare and waste,
of local tj'rannyandgeneralmisgovernment, deprived
the husbandmen of all spirit and hope. To so monstrous a condition were landed interests progressively
reduced that, in the sad reign of Charles I., lands
were offered for no other rent than payment of the
public taxes, and estates were exposed for sale at
two years' purchase. Agriculture deteriorated from
the beginning of the 14th century onward, till it became all but extinct, or crawled along in combined
slothfulness and absurdity of movement. In 1684,

when Symson

wrote, the routine of crops, so far as
tillage existed, was a constant succession of oats and
JIarshal Lord Stair, the
here, and here and oats.
earliest improver, retired from public life in 1728,
and, till his death, in 1747, divided his time between

Wigtonshire and West Lothian, in establishing upon
arts of husbandry as he had
superior
observed in England or on the Continent. He enclosed his grounds drained marshes and swamps
cultivated potatoes, turnips, cabbages, and carrots,
in the open fields; introduced artificial grasses; prachis lands such

;

;

tised the horse-hocing husbandr}'^; and altogether
displayed a skill and an energy of improvement which
surely, though .slowly, worked a revolution in the

wretched agricultural practices which prevailed. In
17C0, principles and plans of improvement, founded
in reason and experiment, began to be introduced by
an intelligent agent of the Earl of Selkirk, of the
name of Jeffrey, upon his lordship's estate of Baldoon; and they somewhat extensively, though in a
silent way, recommended themselves to the adoption
The Earl of
of intelligent and wealthy landowners.
Galloway, one and a chief imitator, took under his
made
own management farm after farm;
stone-dyke
enclosures; freely used lime and sea-shell manures;
introduced a rotation of fiist oats, next potatoes and
turnips, and next barley with grass-seeds; and, after

were thus enclosed and systematized,

let

them upon a

lease of 19 years, at a considerable adIn the summer of 1777, Wight, who
sent into Wigtonshire to tell the farmers what

vance of

was

rent.

—

;

saw excellent

soil execrably managed
the tenants
poor and torpid, and the rotation an exhausting
of
a
first
of
and
next
three or four
oats,
process
crop
successive crops of here. But impelled principally
the
influence
and
of
the
Earl
of Stair,
by
example
on his lands of Inch, and by the vigorous efforts
of the Agricultural Society of Dumfries- shire, conducted, as these were, by the talents and genius of
Mr. Craik, Wigtonshire had, about the commencement of the present century, moved onward to a
position of very decided and general improvement.
Two agricultural societies have long been at work
in the county; the farmers, as a body, are respectable in both intelligence and practical tact; a few

—

of them in the best districts have, in recent years,
carried out as fine systems of what is called highfarming as any which have been practised in Britain ;
and the methods of agriculture practised generally
throughout the county, though giving it an aspect
decidedly inferior to that of several other Scottish
counties, are, when viewed in connexion with the
difliculties of the soil, highly creditable to the fann-

ing community's discernment and

skill.

Wigtonshire is celebrated, in common with the
eastern and larger section of Galloway, for the excellence of its pastures, the good points of its peculiar
breed of black cattle, and the largeness of its produce in oxen and sheep for the markets of P^ngland.
But in these particulars, and in all others which
belong to its pastoral districts, it has a strict community of character witli Kirkcudbrightshire, and
may be regarded as fairly described in what we have
said respecting that county.
See KikkcudbrightSHiRE.
Though all or most of the area seems anciently to have been covered with forest, the aggregate remaining extent of natural or copsewood does
not exceed 300 acres. Plantations are, on the whole,
very far from being numerous or extensive enough
to give the

aspect.

county a sheltered or well-cultivated
Stair, and his son, the

Yet John, Earl of

celebrated Marshal, planted annually, for a considerable period, at least 20,000 trees," chiefly Scottish
and
firs, with a happy mixtiu'c of larch, ash, beech,
some other forest trees. Though the plantations
on the Earl's large property are aggregately not
extensive, those around Castle -Kennedy are pemany of the
culiarly beautiful and embellishing,
trees being of a most luxuriant growth, and some

—

beech hedges, 70

feet high, excelling,

perhaps,

all

kingdom. The plantations on the estate of
the Earl of Galloway, too, are interesting: they
occur in clumps and belts on the extensive pleasuregrounds around Gallovvay-housc, and are continued
for several miles on tlie rising grounds along the
coast of Wigton-bay, and amount altogether to upwards of 500 acres.
in the

Tlie extent of area, within the county, in a state
of tillage is 120,200 acres; in a state of pasture or
of moorland waste, 192,891 ; and in a state of woodThe produce in flocks and in timber
land, 5,645.
has not been statistically ascertained, but that of

the arable lands, together with the luunbers of live
stock, is exactly known.
According to the statistics of agriculture, obtained in 18r)5 for the Board
of Trade, by the Highland and Agricultural Society
of Scotland, the number of occupiers of land paying

n
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a yearly rent of £10 and upwards, exclusive of county consist of grain, wool, sheep, and black cattenants of woods, owners of villas, feuars, house- tle, which are sent to England and the west of
Scotland and the imports are chiefly lime, coals,
holders, and the like, was 1,140; and the aggregate
number of imperial acres cultivated by them was and all sorts of groceries, and manufactured goods
The distribution of the lands, with from the markets to which the exports are taken,
127,880|.
reference to crops, was 7,343 acres under wheat, and occasionally timber from America, and timber
1,589J under barley, 34,602J under oats, 150 under and iron from the Baltic. Attempts have been
under made to enlarge the commerce by trading on a
rye, 237i under here, 1,098| under beans, 82 J
under turnips, large scale to America and the Baltic, opening a
pease, 183J under vetches, 15,289J
under
3.843i under potatoes, 520|
mangel-wurzel, trade with the West Indies, and embarking in the
j

;

310f under carrots, 44J under cabbage. If under
under other crops,
fla.x, 54J under turnip-seed, 24J
845^ in bare fiillow, and '31,658^ under grass and

hay

The
crops was

in the couree of the rotation of the farm.

estimated gross produce of the chief
173,937 bushels of wheat, 56,617 bushels of barley.
1,042,393 bushels of oats, 6,769 bushels of here,
30,128 bushels of beans and pease, 218,831 tons of
turnips, and 15,710 tons of potatoes. The estimated
average produce per imperial acre was 23 bushels
and 2f pecks of wheat, 35 bushels and 2A pecks of
barley, 30 bushels and ^ a peck of oats, 28 bushels
and 2 pecks of here, 25 bushels and 2 pecks of
beans and pease, 14 tons and 6J cwt. of turnips, and
4 tons and If cwt. of potatoes. The number of live
stock comprised 4,018 farm -horses above three
years of age, 1.393 farm-horses under three years
of age, 668 other liorses, 10,697 milch cows, 8,181
calves, 17,985 other bovine cattle, 42.960 sheep of
all ages for breeding. 1 3,342 sheep of all ages for
In the
feeding, 32,419 lambs, and 6,001 swine.
year 1854, the numl>er of occupiers of land paying
a yearly rent of less than £10 was 246; the aggregate number of imperial acres of arable land held
by them was 1,319; and the aggregate of their live
stock comprised 96 horses, 423 bovine cattle, 53
sheep, and 409 swine.
In 1854, the landed property of Wigtonshire, as
exhibited on the old valuation roll, Liy distributed
among 60 proprietors; 17 of whom had a Scotch
12 not exceeding
valuation not exceeding £50.
5 not exceeding
£100, 7 not exceeding £200,
£500, 3 not exceeding £1,000, 8 not exceeding
£2,000, 6 not exceeding £5,000, one not exceedIn
ing £10,000,— and one upwards of £10,000.
1856, the total number of proprietors of all kinds on
the new valuation rolls was 1,184; and the number
qualified to be commissioners of supply was 46.
The valued rental of the county, according to the
old Scotch valuation in 1674, was £67,641. The
annual value of real property, as assessed in 1815,
was £143,425; in 1849, £139.598. The real rental,
as ascertained under the new valuation act, exclusive of the royal burghs, in 1855, was £153,154;
The value of land rose with
in 1856, £155.850.
almost incredible rapidity under the double stimulus
of the great era of agricultural improvement, and of
the great, prolonged, continental war; but afterwards it reached a maximum, even experienced a
marked fall, and in more recent years has again
risen ; yet, in different tracts, is in a great degree

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

—

—

stationary or progressive, according to the improveMost of the land is under entail.
Farms, compared to those in other parts of Scotland,
are generally of medium size ; and they are usually
let on leases of 19 years.

ability of the soil.

Wigtonshire

is

an agricultural and a grazing

county, to the almost total exclusion both of manufactures and of all such commerce as is unconnected
with the exchange of the produce of the soil for
Excepting
foreign articles of local consumpt.
some trivial manufactures in Stranraer, the only
all
for
and of
of
are
local
use,
artisanship
products
the limited kinds with which no great seat of maiiuThe chief exports from the
factore competes.

heiTing-fisherv ; but they have almost uniformly
failed.
At the close of the 17th century, Wigtonshire
with the exception of four boats which were
employed in 1692 by the people of Stranraer was
In 1788, when the
utterly destitute of shipping.
register of shipping was established, the county had
52 vessels, carrying 2.290 tons ; in 1801 it had 74,
carrying 2,926 tons ; and in 1818 it had 99, carrying
Since the last of these dates steam4,760 tons.
navigation has greatly altered the complexion of
the commerce, and produced a rapidity in the exchange of produce for money, which powerfully
contrasts with the former slow and uncertain methods, and applies a constant stimulus to every department of traffic. Two large steam-vessels regularly ply between the leading ports and Whitehaven
and Liverpool; and others ply between Stranraer

—

—

and Glasgow.

But steam-navigation elsewhere has

the country to an amount which greatly
deducts from the advantages yielded by the increase
of its own facilities. Wigtonshire was formerly the
great highway between the northern counties of
Ireland on the one side, and nearly all Scotland and
the northern counties of England on the other, and
it
enjoyed many advantages from the transit, not
only of numerous travellere, but of large flocks of
Irish cattle in exchange for articles of British
manufacture; but now, it is almost forsaken, and
flung back to the seclusion of an age when little
intercommunication with Ireland existed.
The principal roads in Wi_'tonshire are the old
military road, constructed about 90 years ago be-

damaged

tween Newton-Stewart and Portpatrick, and,

for a

as it was the earliest one,
wheeled vehicles could be drawn with-

time, the only road,

along which
out an extravagant and unmanageable number of
the newer and greatly more level road between the same points
the road from Glasgow

horses

;

;

down
at

the east side of Loch-Ryan to tlie fonner road
Stranraer; a road southward from Kewton-

Stewart through Wigton to Whithorn ; a road
north-westward, along the coast of Luce-bay, from
Whithorn through Glenluce to Stranraer; the east
road, down the vale of the river Luce, from Girvan
and roads from Stranraer to near the
to Glenluce
extremities of the double peninsula of the Bhinns.
mail-coach was introduced so late as the year
1804, to run from Newton-Stewart to Portpatrick,
carrying the Dumfries and West of England mail
to Ireland another was introduced soon afterward
to run from Ayrshire along the side of Loch-Ryan
to Port- Patrick, carrying the Glasgow and Ayrshire
mail to Ireland and a third was started still later
to run circuitously between Newton-Stewart and
Stranraer, by way of Wigton, Whithorn, Glenluce,
;

A

;

;

But the facilities of communication thus produced were soon diminished by the
diverting of the great line of mail-packet conveyance with Ireland from Port-Patrick to the Clyde ;
and kindred facilities by means of stage-coaches
have hitherto been few and limited compared to
those which existed, prior to the railway epoch, in
most other districts of the Scottish Lowlands.
Several railway projects, both at the time of the
railway mania and in the soberer times of the last

and Port-Patrick.
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two

or three years, have contemplated results in
Wigtonshire but even the latest of them, though
full of promise have not yet taken
any effect. See the
articles Port- Patrick, Ryan (LocH,)ancl Stranraer.
The royal burghs in Wigtonshire are Wigton,
Tlie existing burghs-ofStranraer, and Whithorn.
barony are Portpatrick, Glenluce, and Newton-

Inhabited houses in 1851, 6,902; uninhabited, 164;

The extinct burghs-of-barony are Invermessan, on the shore of Loch-Ryan Myreton, in
the parish of Penningham; and Merton, in the

Whithorn priory, Soulseat abbey, Glenluce abbey,
and Wigton Dominican convent, all noticed either

;

Stewart.

;

parish of

Mochrum.

The

principal villages, additional to the existing burghs-of-baiony, are Gar-

Isle-of- Whithorn, Port-Logan, Stewarton,
Bladenoch, Kirkinner, Marchfarm, Slohabert, Sorbie, Monreith, Eldrig, Port- William, Kirk-of-Moclirum, Kirkcowan, New Luce, Drumore, Sandhead,
Stoneykirk, Kirkcolm, Aird, Cairnryan, and Lochans.
The principal seats are Galloway-house, the
Earl of Galloway; Culhorn-house, the Earl of Stair;
Lochnaw-castle, Sir Andrew Agnew, Bart.; Monlieston,

reith-house. Sir William Maxwell, Bart.; Dunraget
and Park-place, Sir James Dalrymple Hay, Bart.;
Isle of Whithorn-castle, Sir Alexander Reid, Bart.
Lochryan-house, General Sir John A. Agnew Wallace, Bart.; Ardwell, Sir John M'Taggart, Bart.;
Glasserton and Physgill, Stair H. Stewart, Esq.;
;

Tor-house, Macculloch, Esq.; Barnbarrach, Robert
Vans Agnew, Esq.; Castlewig, Hugh Hathorne,
Esq.; Tonderghie, H. D. Stewart, Esq.; Dunskey,
Ed. Hunter Blair, Esq.; Penningham-house, E. J.
S. Blair, Esq. Craighlaw-house, W. C. S. Hamilton,
Esq. Logan-house, James Macdouall, Esq. Genoch,
John Adair, Esq.; Freugh, Patrick Maitland, Esq.;
Carsewell-house, James C. Moore, Esq. and Gleu
gyre, the Hon. M. G. J. Stewart.
Wigtonshire sends a member to parliament. Its
;

;

;

;

constituency, in 1840, was 1,038; in 1856, 1,359.
The sheriff court of the county is held at AVigton
on every Tuesday and Friday during session ; the

commissary court, on every Tuesday during session;
and the sheriff small debt court, also on every Tuesday during session. A sheriff small debt court is
likewise held at Stranraer ten times a-year. Quarter sessions are held at Wigton on the first Tuesday
of March and May, and on the last Tuesday of
October ; and at Glenluce, on the first Tuesday of
August. The number of committals for crime, in
the year, within the county, was 51 in the average
of 1836-1840, 45 in the average of 1841-1845, 98 in
the average of 1846-1850, and 121 in the average of
1851-1855. The sums paid for expenses of criminal
prosecutions in the years 1846-1852, ranged from

£1,843 to £3,355. The total number of persons
confined within the year ending 30tli June 1855 in
the jail at Wigton was 88,
and in the jail at

—

The average duration of the conStranraer, 100.
finement of each of the former was 33 days, of
each of the latter, 29 days; and the net cost of the
confinement of each of the former, after deducting
earnings, was £30 9s. 9d., of each of the latter,
£28 5s. 7d. All the parishes of the county are assessed for the poor. The number of registered poor
in the year 1853-4 was 1,858; in 1854-5, 1,786.
The number of casual poor in 1853-4 was 565 in
1854-5, 513. Tlie sum expended on the registered
poor in 1853-4 was £8,272; in 1854-5, £9,830.
The sum expended on the casual poor in 1853-4
was £765; in 1854-5, £675. The assessment for
bridge-money is 4s. 2d. per £100 Scots valuation;
for police, I5s. per £100 Scots valuation; for roguemoney, 6s. per £100 Scots valuation for prisons,
Id. per £1 sterling real rental.
Population of the

—

—

;

;

county in 1801,22,918; in 1811,26,891; in 1821,
33,240; in 1831, 36,258; in 1841, 39,195; in 1851,
Males in 1851, 20,335; females, 23,054.

43,389.

building, 27.
Ecclesiastical notices of Wigtonshire, in reference
to all its early history and to the bishopric of Galloway, are identified" with Whithorn, and will be
found in our article on that town. Tlie only great
religious houses of the Roman Catholic period were

separately or in the articles on their localities. At
the Reformation, there were 21 parish churches, and
several chapels; and seven of the former, and all the
On the other hand, three
latter, were suppressed.
new parishes were erected during the 17th century;
so that the whole number of parishes in the county
is now 17.
In 1581, the parishes of the eastern
district were formed into the presbytery of Whithorn, which, jointly with the large presbytery of
Kirkcudbright, was declared the synod of Galloway; and the parishes of the western district, along
with those of the south of Carrick, were formed into
the presbytery of Colmonell, which was included in
the synod of Ayr. In 1593, all the parishes of the
county were erected into the presbytery of Wigton;
and that body and the presbytery of Kirkcudbright
were constituted the synod of Galloway. In 1638,
eight parishes in the east, along with the Kirkcudbrightshire parishes of Kirkmabreck and Minigaff,
were declared to be the presbytery of Wigton nine
parishes in the west, along with the Carrick parishes of Ballantrae and Colmonell, were erected into
the presbytery of Stranraer and these two presbyteries, jointly with that of Kirkcudbright, were
made to be the synod of Galloway. This last arrangement has ever since continued. In 1851, the
number of places of worship reported by the census
within Wigtonshire was 52 of which 18 belonged
to the Established church, 14 to the Free church,
10 to the Uriited Presbyterian church, 4 to the Reformed Presbyterian church, 1 to the Episcopalians, 1 to the Independents, and 4 to the Roman
Catholics.
The number of sittings in 16 of the
Established places of worship was 10,339; in 13 of
the Free church places of worship, 5,642 in 8 of
the United Presbyterian places of worship, 3,952;
in the 4 Reformed Presbyterian places of worship,
1,524; in the Independent chapel, 300; and in 2 of
The maximum
the Roman Catholic chapels, 536.
attendance, on the census Sabbath, at 14 of the
was
Established places of worship
2,957 at the 14
Free church places of worship, 2.627 at 9 of the
United Presbyterian places of worship, 2,004; at 2
of the Reformed Presbyterian places of worship,
416; at the Episcopalian chapel. 111 ; at the Independent chapel, 59; and at 3 of the Roman Catliolic
There were, in 1851, in Wigtonshire,
chapels, 760.
59 public day schools, attended by 2,507 males and
1,569 females, 42 private day schools, attended by
680 males and 772 females, and 51 Sabbath schools,
attended by 1,542 males and 1,860 females.
In ancient times, and even for ages after the abdication of the Roman government in Britain, the
powerful tribe of the Novantes inhabited the territory which now forms Wigtonshire and the western
half of Kirkcudbrightshire. They had Leucophibia
on the site of the present Whithorn for their chief
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

town, and possessed also another town, called Rerigonium, on the Rerigonius Sinus, the modern LochRyan. Their antiquities, contrary to the rule which
prevails in the territories of other ancient British
tribes, are much more abundant than those of the
Romans, Their descriptive language extensively
survives, and forms a large aggregate of significant

monuments, in the names of rivers and hills, and
numerous other departments of topographical no-

WIGTONSHIRE.
menclature.

Conical tumuli of a green appearance,

and composed entirely of earth, are not infrequent
in occurrence and when opened, are discovered to
have been repositories of the dead, but whether
more or less ancient than caims cannot easily Le
ascertained.
Grey cairns inhuming rude urns which
are enclosed by flat stones, and contain half-bun t
human bones, have been obsei-ved in every parish.
;

^VIGTONSHIRE.
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—

Standing stones, either of worehip or memorial, belonging to Druidism, or connected with warlike
deeds of the aboriginal tribes, occur at Tor-honse in
Caves,
Wigton, and at Ardwell in Stoneykirk.
distinguished by peculiar circumstances from the
multitudes which perforate the rocky coast, and
used by the ancient tribes as houses or hiding-holes,
may be seen in the sea-clifiFs of the parishes ot' Inch,
Port- Patrick, Kirkmaiden, and Glasserton. Of the
larger conical mounds, while some, like the smaller,
were sepulchral, others were moats for seats of the
courts of justice, and others, as is proved by vestiges of intrenchments round their base, and of encampment on their summit, were converted into
places of defence. A noted one of this last class is
the tower of Cragach in Leswalt.
Fortifications and fortalices of a later age, castles
standing, ruinous, or extinct, are very numerous,
and, in some instances, of obscure or quite unknown
history.
Wigton-castle, the nucleus of what is now
the county-town, is entirely extinct.
Crugelton
and Eagerness castles stood on cliffs on the coast of
Sorbie, but are traceable only in their foundations.
Dunskey-castle exhibits interesting remains on a
cliff a little south of Portpatrick.
Garthland-castle
in Stoneykirk, and Lochuaw-castle in Leswalt, are
Crosswell - castle in
surviving baronial keeps.
Kirkcolm. Galdenoch-tower in Leswalt, Claynurdcastle in Kirkmaiden, Carghidown-castle on a precipice of the coast of Glasserton, Castle-Feather and
three other fortifications on cliffs of the coast of
^Vhithom, one of them on Burrowhead, exist only
in slender vestiges.
Synnyness- castle in Old Luce,
is probably of no great antiquity, and was called by
Symson, "a good stone-house"' in 1684. Longcastle, Lochmaberly-castle, and Castle- Domal stood
on islets respectively in Dowalton-loch between
Sorbie, Glasserton, and Kirkinner, in Lochmaberly,

between Penningham, Kirkcowan, and Ayrehire,
and in Loch-Dornal on the northern boundary of
Penningham. Mochrura and Mertin castles stand
on the margin respectively of Mochrum-loch and
White-loch in the parish of Mochrum, and possess
antiquarian interest as to both their structure and
their history.
Castle-Kennedy stands on a remarkable peninsula of the lake in Inch to which it gives
name; and, though comparatively modem, is, as to
picturesqueness and general interest, much the most
attractive of all its class of antiquities.
Though
some of these castles are of ascertained dates,
others, especially the large proportion which sur-

mounted the

cliffs of the coast, and which aggregately have crumbled far toward extinction, are of
very doubtful origin. The local antiquaries, with
great show of reason, suppose that they were constructed as defences against the Scandinavian rovers
of the sea, who had possession of them and the
Hebrides, and scoured the intervening Irish channel and Irish sea; others, looking principally at the
magnitude of the works, and, comparing them with
such comparatively small surviving structures in
the interior as the castles of Physgill and Mochrum,
conjecture them to have been built by the Vikingr

or Sea-kings themselves to give them command of
the shore intervening between sections of their ter" there is
ritory; and one writer asserts that
reason,"
bat without saying what the reason is, " to believe

that these vast works were the elaborate labours of
Magnus, the powerful king of Norway, who came
with a mighty force into these seas during the year
1098, and who compelled the GaUoway men to cot

wood and carry it for him."
The civil histoiy of the county

is nearly all comwith that of Kirkcudbrightshire, and will
be found in our article on Gaixowat which see.
Attempts to erect western Galloway into a shrievalty

mon

to

it

:

or shire, subject to the jurisdiction of a slieriff, seem
to have been made as early as the 12th century.
But the Gaelic people of the district who hated
Saxon forms of administration, and loved their own
laws, doubtless greatly abridged the eflicient power
of the sheriff. Wigton was certainly a sheriffdom
in the 13th century, at the demise of Alexander III.,
while the Baliols were still lords of Galloway. Edward I., in his ordinance for the government of

Scotland, appointed a sheriff for Wigtonshire, and
two justices for Galloway. During four reigns succeeding the accession of Bruce, the appointments
must have been in keeping with a state of things in
which every pretension was decided by the sword.
In 13-li, David II. formed the county into an earldom, with a regality jurisdiction, including even the
four pleas of the Crown, and confen-ed it on his
faithful mentor, Sir ilalcolm Fleming, with Wigton
as the shire town or principal manor-place. The

regality jurisdiction, which was mixed up with the
earldom, greatly abridged the jurisdiction of the
sheriffdom.
In 1372, Thomas, Earl of Wigton, and
grandson of Sir ^lalcolm Fleming, sold his estate
to Sir Ai-chibald Douglas, lord of Galloway.
During
the reign of James I., William Douglas of Leswalt
of
the
castle of
was sheriff of Wigton, and constable

In 1426, Andrew Agnew acquired the
constableship of the castle, and some lauds in Leswalt, and was sectired in the possession of them by
a charter of the superior, Margaret, Duchess of
" dilecto scutifero
Turenne, in which she calls him
meo." Andrew Agnew, the son of this scutifer of
the Duchess, was scutifer to James II., and, in 1451,
obtained from him the office of sheriff of Wigtonshire. Quinten Agnew, the son of the latter Andrew,
was sheriff during a great part of the reign of
James III., and the first half of the reign of James
IV. Three Agnews, all called Patrick, and linked
together as father and son, successively monopolized
the office. Sir Andrew, Sir Patrick, Sir Andrew, and
Sir Andrew Agnew, the first a knight, the others
baronets, and all still connected as father and son,

Lochnaw.

continued, amid all political changes and convulsions,
to hold the oiBce firmly and solely in their family
till the wild bad
reign of James YII. The Agnews

thus kept uninterrupted possession during 230 years,
and they discharged their public duty sometimes
well and sometimes ill. Sir Andrew, the last we have
mentioned, being favourably disposed to the persecuted Covenanters, and inclined rather to shelter
their worthy ministers than to hunt them down,
first the odious Graham of Claverhouse, and afterwards his brother of kindred character, were sent
down by the Scottish privy council to show the
sheriff how a truculent government wished its tools
to cut,

and were appointed conjoint-sheiiff", during
power to nominate deputies. The

pleasure, with

hereditary sheriff, in consequence, was virtually,
and perhaps even formally, superseded. In 1682-3,
a violent conflict arose between Graham of Claverhouse and Sir John Dalrymple of Stair, bailies of the
regality of Glenluce, founded upon a charge by tlie
former that the latter had endeavoured to lessen his
authority as sheriff of Wigton and issued in a decision by the privy council, which praised Claverhouse, and deprived Dalrymple of his bailiery, and
;
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him £500
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Andrew Agnew was

restored to his sheriffship by the Revolution and,
in 1724, was succeeded by Sir James, his son.
The
latter was the last of the hereditary sheriffs ; and,
at the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions in 1747,
j-eceived no less a sum in compensation than £4,000.
The first sheriff-depute under the new regime was
Alexander Boswell of Auchinleck, who afterwards
rose to the bench under the title of Lord Auchinleck.
The office of coroner for the county was
granted by David II. to Patrick M'Culloch, and in
1557, was given hereditarily to Sir John Dunbar of
Mochrum ; but it seems to have fallen into disuse,
before the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions, as it
was not then made a ground of claim. David II.,
when granting a new charter of the earldom of
Wigton, withdrew from it the right of regality, and
the four pleas of the Crown, privileges greater than
ever to have been granted. Jurisdictions of
^ ought
'regality existed over the lands respectively of the
prior of Whithorn, the abbot of Glenluce, the abbot
of Soulseat, and the bishop of Galloway and their
bailieries were obtained in the order in which we
have stated them, by tlie Earl of Galloway, Dnlrymple of Stair, Agnew of Lochnaw, and the Earl
of Cassilis. Compensation for Soulseat seems not
;

;

to have been claimed ; for Whithorn was claimed
at £3,000, and paid with £166 16s. 2d. ; for Glenluce,

at £2,000, and paid with £450; and for Penniiigham or the bishop's lands, at £1,000, and refused
all payment.
A baronial jurisdiction over the lands
of Inch belonged to the Earls of Cassilis, and was
transferred, during the reign of Charles II., to
Dalrymple of Stair and, like the regality of Penningham, it was pronounced valueless at the epoch
of compensation. Several other baronial jurisdictions existed; but they either became extinct, or
were merged in large- jurisdictions, before the gen;

eral abolition.

WILD BOAR'S MOUNTAIN.

See Bare, Ar-

gylesliire.

WILKIESTON, a village in the parish of Kirknewton, Edinburghshire. It stands on the north
side of the road from Edinburgh to Mid-Calder, 9
miles west-south-west of Edinburgh. Population,
about 80.
WILLIAMFIELD. See Symington, Ayrshire.
WILLIAM (Fort), a fortress on the east side of
Loch-Eil, overhung by Ben-Nevis, near the southwest end of the great glen, Inverness-shire. It
stands contiguous to the town of Maryburgh
which see. It was originally built by General
Monk, during the time of Crouiwell took from an
ancient castle in the vicinity tlie name of the gar:

;

rison of Inverlochy
and had accommodations for
about 2,000 men. But the original structure was
chiefly earth-built, and altogether of a temporary
character.
The present fort was built on a smaller
scale, with stone and lime, in tlie reign of William
and
took
its name from that monarch.
It is
III.,
an irregular work of a triangular form, with two
bastions mounting 15 twelve-pounders; and is de;

fended by a ditch, gla'is, and ravelin. It contain.sa bomb-proof magazine, and accommodations for 2
field-officers, 2 captains, 4 subalterns, and 96 privates.
It withstood a siege of 5 weeks in 1745
yet cannot
be regarded as a place of much strength.
WILLIAMSHURGII. See Paisley.
WILLS-BKAES. See Dundee and Perth Rail;

way.

WILSONTON, a post-office village in the parish
of Carnwath, Lanarkshire. It stands on Mousewater, 2 miles below tlie source of that stream, and
on the road from Lanark to West Culder, 3 miles
west of the Auchengray station of the Caledonian

railway, and 6 miles south-eastofShotts Ironworks.
It was founded in 1779 for the
carrying on of the
manufacture of pig-iron, and took its name Wilsonfrom
two brothers of tlie name of Wilson who
ton,
founded it. Tlie manufacture of iron here appeared
to enjoy every desirable facility of native ore, coal,

and

local appliances
and, for a time, it went on
with such prosperity that, against the year 1807, it
employed upwards of 2,000 persons, witli an aggregate of wages amounting to not less than £3,000 anionth; but, about that date, it became embarrassed,
began suddenly to decline, and in 1812 was abandoned. The place had now become a town, but
was suddenly struck with desolation. In 1821,
under new proprietors, the iron manufacture was resumed; and, for a long period, it seemed to go on
with vigour, insomuch that, after the formation of
the Wisliaw and Coltness railway, a branch continuation of it was contemplated to Wilsonton, and on
the projecting of the Caledonian railway, a scheme
was formed for constructing a branch from the
station of Auchengray to Wilsonton
but the place
once more sank under malign influences, and is now
little better than a
memorial
of unsuccrumbling
cessful enterprise.
Its population in 1841 was only
;

—

;

113.

WILTON, a parish in Teviotdale,

Roxburghshire.

Dean and

Appletree-llall,

It contains the villages of

the Wilton suburl) of the post-town of Hawick, and
another small portion of that town. It is bounded
on the north-west by Ashkiik, and a detached part
of Selkirk on the north and north-east by Minto
on the east by Cavers on the south-east and south
by Hawick ; and on the west by Roherton. It is
nearly a parallelogram, extending north-east and
south-west.
Its length is a little upwards of 6
miles its greatest breadth is 4 miles and its suBorthperficial extent is about 17^ square miles.
wick- water traces the boundary on the south. The
Teviot, coming down from the south-west, and receiving the tribute of the Borthwick, traces for 5
miles the south-eastern and eastern boundary, but
cuts olf a tiny wing of edificed territory at the
town of Hawick.
The hauglis and hill-screens
which recede from the river are evei'ywliere beautiful
and part of them, a little south of the middle,
forms the larger section of the fine close hill-locked
landscape of the town of Hawick's environs. Tiiough
the interior is all hilly, the heights are broad-based,
;

;

;

;

;

;

and gentle in the ascent; and they generally admit
the dominion of the plough, and become pastoral
only toward the north-western boundary. About
two-thirds of the area is in tillage; and most of the
other third, though now continually in pastm'e, has
been turned up by the plough. The soil is in general fertile and well-cultivated.
About 100 acres
are covei'ed with plantation. Limestone abounds,
and has been of great advantage in improving the
arable land. Tiie principal landowner is the Duke

The value of assessed property in
1843 was £9,793 12s. 5d.; real rental in 1857, £11,043
16s. Id,
Wilton-lodge, formerly the property of
Lord Napier, is charmingly situated on the Teviot,
about a mile above Hawick. The small wing of
the parish which lies on the right bank of the Teviot, forms part of what is called the Sandbed, and
is the site of Hawick granimar-school, and of a small
Wilton suburb consists prinportion of the town.
cipally of a long street, which commences near the
end of the old bridge across the Teviot, and files
in the segment of a circle behind the town's
away
" common
haugh." It contains about one-half of
of Buccleuch.

the parish's population

neany

;

and, as to

all its social interests, is

its factories

and

completely identified
with Hawick, so as to have been virtually described

WmCHBURGII.
in our notice of that town.

The

by the road from Edinburgh

to Carlisle,

the terminus of the

Hawick

parish

is

traversed

and contains

railwav.

Population
Houses, 285.
in the presbytery of Jedburgh, and

in 1831, 1,866; in 1851, 2,557.

This parish is
synod of Merse and Teviotdale.
of Buccleuch.

Stipend,

£294

Patron, the

23. 9d.;

Duke

glebe, £30.

Unappropriated teinds, £412 2s. 6d. Schoolmaster's
salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £43 fees, and £6 other
emoluments. The parish church was built in 1762,
enlarged in 1801, and repaired in 1829, and contains
460 sittings. Part of it is an aisle built in 1801;
but while the upper portion of this is fitted up as a
gallery, the lower portion is walled off from the
church, and used as a burying-place. The ancient
parish of Wilton was a rectory. The present parish
of Wilton comprehends all the original parish of
Wilton and part of the abrogated parish of Hassendean. Mr. Crawfurd and Dr. Charters, both former
ministers of Wilton, are known, the former by a

work entitled Dying Thoughts,' and
some published sermons.
'

WISHAWTON.
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the latter by

WINCHBURGH.

a post-office village in the parish of Kirkliston, Linlithgowshire.
It stands by
the side of the Union canal, on the road from Edinto
4
south-west
of
miles
Falkirk,
burgh
Queensferry,
6 east of Linlithgow, and 1 1 west of Edinburgh; and
it has a station on the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, llf miles from Edinburgh. Population, 222.

Houses, 38.

WINDBURGH. See Dukian.
WINDFORD. See Forth and Clyde
WINDHEAD. See Castletox.

Caxai..

WINDLESS-LOCH.

of about 8 miles, was commenced in 1838, and finished in 1841. But in addition to its direct length
of about 1 1 miles, it had a branch of 2^ miles. Its
north-western terminus went into junction with the
Monkland and Kirkintilloch railway, by means of
which it was brought into communication with the
Forth and Clyde canal near the town of Kirkintilloch; it also had communication with Glasgow both
by the Gamkii'k and Glasgow railway, and by the
Monkland canal it was likewise designed to communicate with Edinburgh through the Ballochney
;

and Slamannan railways, and by the Union canal;
and its south-eastern terminus was planned into
junction with a projected line of railway to the
mineral fields and ironworks of Shotts and WUson-

The railway, as it now exists, possesses all
original advantages, and a great many more,
througli the amalgamations, the extensions, and t!ie
i-amifications of the two great systems of the Caleton.
its

donian and the Monklands. It was originally formed
with light rails and single lines but it underwent
;

successive improvements in weight of rails and
doubling of the lines, even before its incorporation
with the Caledonian. It was originally worked by
horse-power, but became acquainted in a few yeai-s

with locomotive engines; and it had, for some time,
little passenger trade, but eventually became all astir with passenger trains. It is now by
much the most thronged part of the Caledonian
system, and daily displays, in its thick mixture of
passenger trains and mineral trains, a greater stir
than any other equal length of railway in Scotland.
The works in the forming of it encountered only a

extremely

See Wjck.
medium amount of engineering difficulty, and were
WINDLESTRAW-LAW. See Isxerleithes.
generally of easy arrangement and moderate expense.
WINDMILLHILL, a village in the parish of A tunnel occuis of about J of a mile in length, and
was formed at first for only a single line of rails,
Dalziel, Lanarkshire. Population, 225. Houses, 34.
WINDYEDGE, a hamlet in the parish of San- but afterwards enlarged to admit a double line.
The most remarkable feature on the railway wa.s a
quhar, Dumfries-shire. Population, 57.
WINDYGATE. See Morebattle.
viaduct, upwards of 300 yards in length, over the
WIXDYGATES, a post-office viUage in the par- vale of the South Calder, in the vicinity of Motherish of Markinch, Fifesliire. It stands in the vicinity
well.
The roadway of this viaduct was formed by
of Baxgonie which see.
A cattle fair is held here horizontal beanis resting on pieis, and strongly
on the second Friday of March. Population, 120.
bound and buttressed and the piers supporting it
WINDYGOWLE". See Kixnoul.
were ten in number, at distances of 100 feet from
HILLS (The). See Fyvie.
one another, three of them 110 feet in height, and
WINESOWER. See Fraserburgh.
the others varying in height from 80 to 45 feet.
WINKSTONE. See Peebles.
This viaduct looked for years to be very substantial
WINNOCH (Loch). See Lochwinnoch.
and, when seen in grouping with the vale beneath
WINTBANK. See Andrew's (St.).
and around, it was very picturesque but it was inWINTER-BURN, a small tributary of the South capable of admitting a double line of rails, and therein
the
of
Lanarkshire.
fore occasioned slowering of trains and risks of colMedwin,
Walston,
parish
WINTON. See Pexcaitland.
lision at the approaches to it; and latterly it showed
WISHAW, an estate in the parish of Cambus- such marked symptoms of insecureness as caused it
to be condemned.
A detour of the railway in its
nethan, Lanarkshire. See Caitbusnethan.
COLTNESS RAILWAY, a neighbourhood, or rather a new piece of line about
railway in the parishes of Cambusnetban, Dalziel, a mile long, was completed in 1857 to avoid it; and
Hamilton, Both well, and Old Monkland, in Lanark- this is carried over the vale of the South Calder by
shii-e.
It traverses one of the richest mineral fields
a very substantial viaduct of arched masonry, one of
in Scotland, and was originally constructed for the the largest and finest works of its kind in Scotland.
purpose of giving facility to the transmission of the
WISHAWTON, a post-town and burgh of barony
treasures of that mineral field to Glasgow but it in the parish of Cambusnetban, Lanarkshire.
It
became incorporated with the Caledonian railway stands on the road from Glasgow to Biggar, J a mile
system; and now, throughout the greater part of north of the Caledonian railway, 3 miles south-east
its original length, it forms
part of the Caledonian of Motherwell, 4 east of Hamilton, and 14^ southfork from the north side of Glasgow to Carstairs. east of Glasgow; and it has a station on the CaleThe act of parliament incorporating the company donian railway, 18J miles from the northern termifor it, with a capital of £60,000, was obtained on
nus of t!;at railway in Glasgow. Its site is part of
1st June 1829; and several supplementary acts, for
an extensive gentle slope, declining to the southextending, improving, and completing it, with in- west or toward the Clyde, but situated somewhat
crements of capital to the aggregate amount of further from the course of that river than from the
£240,000, were oDtained at subsequent periods. The course of the South Calder, It consisted originally
north-western part of it, having a length of nearly of two parts, called Wishawton and Stewarton, and
3 miles, was commenced in 1830, and finished in is not very compact, but straggles to the outskirts.
1833; and its south-eastern part, having a length It has a busy, active, struggling population, con:

;

WINDY

;

;

WISHAW AND

;

II.

3i

WISP HILL.
nected largely with the circumjacent mineral

field

;

and it has, in recent years, undergone much increase
and modification from the extension of the mineral
traffic and the operation of the railways. Its general
appearance, as to houses, is as good as that of most
places of its kind, and is undergoing much improvement. Forty-eight model cottages, each containing
four apartments and very ample conveniences, were
erected in it in 1855 and 1856 by Henry Moulds worth,
Esq. of Coltness-house, in order to stimulate genA new school-house,
400 scholars, has just
been erected by Mr. Houldsworth and Lord Belhaven.
The town contains a chapel of ease, a Free church,
an United Presbyterian church, a Reformed Presbyterian church, a Congregational chapel, and a meeting-place of a small isolated congregation. It likewise has offices of the Western bank, and the City of
Glasgow bank, together with a variety of local ineral building improvement.
also, for the accommodation of

It formerly suffered annoyance from
reckless and unruly persons, who took advantage
of the want of sufficient local government, and

stitutions.

much

inconvenience in
water, which often was

summer from

deficiency of

absorbed by the neighrecently was constituted a

all

bouring coal-pits but it
burgh of barony, with powers which will rectify
these evils, with comparatively little cost to the inhabitants.
Population in 1839, 1,700; in 1851,
3,373.
Houses, 363.
WISP HILL, a mountain on the mutual boundary
;

WOODHEAD.

866

of Roxburghshire and Dumfries-shire.
It flanks
the west side of the mountain-pass traversed by the
road from Edinburgh to Carlisle and forms part of
the watershed between the sources of the Teviot
and those of the Esk. It has an altitude of 1,830
feet above sea-level, and commands a noble prospect, extending to both the western and the eastern
;

estimated value of raw produce in 1834 was £11,897.
Assessed property in 1843, £4,052 10s. lid. The
principal residences are Hardington-house and
Eastfield.
The parish is traversed by the road from

Lanark

to Carlisle, and partly skirted along the
south-east by the Caledonian railway
and it has
ready access to the railway at the stations of Sym;

The village of
ington, Lamington, and Abington.
Wiston stands on the Lanark and Carlisle road, at
the junction with it of the road from Biggar to Dumfries, and on the left bank of Garf-water, 7 miles
south-west of Biggar. Population, 141.
Houses,
The village of Roberton stands on the con36.
road
from
Lanark
to
Carlisle
and
from
joint
Biggar
to Dumfries, and on the left bank of Roberton-burn,
immediately above its influx to the Clyde, 2J miles
south-west of Wiston. Population, 235. The village of Newton-Wiston is a small place, with a population of only 56.
Population of the parish in
1831, 940 ; in 1851, 839.
Houses, 164.
This parish is in the presbytery of Lanark, and
of
and
synod
Glasgow
Ayr. Patrons, the Crown
and Lord Douglas. Stipend, £204 9s. glebe, £40.
The parish church is situated at the village of
It is an old building, enlarged in the
Wiston.
latter part of last century, and subsequently repaired
and it contains 355 sittings. There is an United
Presbyterian church, originally Relief, at Roberton.
It was built in 1801, and contains 377 sittings.
There are two parochial schools, for respectively
Wiston and Roberton, a non-parocliial school, and
two public libraries. Salary of the Wiston schoolmaster, £25 13s. 3d. of the Roberton schoolmaster,
£30. The parishes of Wiston and Roberton were
united in 1772.
;

;

;

WITCHES' HOWE. See Forfar.
WITCHES' KNOWE. See Gask and MordisgTOX.

seas.

WISTON

AND ROBERTON, an united parish,
containing the post-office village of Wiston and the
of
and Newton- Wiston, in the
Roberton
villages
upper ward of Lanai'kshire. It is bounded by Carmichael, Symington, Lamington, Crawfordjohn, and
Its length north-eastward is 6 miles
Douglas.
The river
and its greatest breadth is 4 miles.
Clyde runs along its south-eastern boundary and

WITCH-POOL.

See Kirriemuir.
See Cockbuknlaw.
CLEUCH. See Dewar.
WOLFHILL, a village in the parish of Cargill,
Perthsliire.
Population, 122. Houses, 38.

WODEN'S HALL.

WOLF

WOLFLAW\

;

See Forfar.

WOLFLEE. See Hobkirk.
WOLF'S GEO. See Canisbay.

;

and Robeiton-burn,
rise near its north-western boundary, and run parallel to one another, through all its interior, in a

W^OLL-BURN, a brook, rising near the mutual
boundary of Selkirkshire and Roxburghshire, and
running 4 miles south-eastward in the latter county

south-easterly direction, to the Clyde. The summit
and the
of Tinto is on the northern boundaiy
southern slopes of that mountain, of beautiful outline and covered with verdure, occupy the greater
hill with
part of the tract north of Garf-water.
two tops, called Dungavel, and of bold, frowning,
craggy character, occupies most of the central part

to Ale-water.

two

rivulets, called Garf-water

;

A

between Garf-water and Roberton-burn. The rest
of the surface is partly low ground adjacent to the
streams, and partly undulated or tumulated ground
on the flanks of the vales. The rocks are partly
The stratified i-ocks
stratified, and partly eruptive.
comprise greywacke, old red sandstone, limestone,
and shale. Limestone has been extensively worked;
and workable coal has been earnestly searched for,
but in vain. The eruptive rocks partly occur in
dikes through the stratified rocks, and partly exist in
vast amorphous masses, of great variety of character,
Much of the soil is very marshy
in the uplands.
great part is either gravelly earth or black loam
and tlie rest is very various. About 2,200 acres are
constantly in tillage about 1 ,600 are occasionally in
and
about 5,370 are pastoral or waste
tillage
about 200 are under wood. There are seven prinextensive
of
these
cipal landowners and the most
The
are Lord Douglas and Lookhart of Cleghorn.
;

;

;

;

;

;

-

WOODBURN. See Newbattle.
WOODCOCKAIR. See Annan.
WOODCOCKDADE. See Linlithgow.
WOODCOT-HOUSE. See Haddingtonshire
WOODEN. See Kelso.
WOODEN-HILL. See Eckford.

WOODEN D.

See Maddertv.
See Balmaghie and Bothwei.l.
a small seaport village in the
It is situated on the
parish of Forgan, Fifeshire.
road from Ferry-Point-on-Craig to Newhurgh, opposite Dundee, about a mile west-south-west of
Newport, and 9 miles north-north-east of CuparIt formerly shared with Newport the regular
Fife.
Populaferry business across the Tay to Dundee.
92.
tion,
Houses, 18.
a mining village in the parish of
It was founded in
Carsphairn, Kirkcudbrightshire.
1839, and speedily rose to have a population of
about 300. The mineral worked is lead ore. This
was discovered in large workable quantity in 1838,
such as to encourage the speedy erection of furnaces,
smeltinghouses, and all other needful appliances
The tract beneath and around the
for working it.
village was suddenly converted from an upland

WOODllALL.

WOODHAVEN,

WOODHEAD,

WOODHOUSELEE.

'

solitude to a stirring scene of operative industry.

The power employed

in the

works

is

water

;

and the

,

from the fountain-head to the lower
extremity of the works, measures six miles. Of the
different'shafts sunk, the deepest, in 1843, was 52
fathoms ; and, as the under springs became a little
troublesome, accumulation was drawn off by the
beautiful balance-machine first invented by Brindley,
line of troughs,

\

i

j

i

!

|

}

|

i

—

mand.

in brisk dethe piece, genis

!

erally relieve one another night and day, and earn
wages varving from 16s. to 20s. The ores contain
also a considerable quantity of silver.

WOODHEAD.
WOODHEAD,

WOOD-HILL.

i

|

Ayrshire. See Galstos.
Aberdeenshire. See Fyvte.
See Alva, KiRKiucHAEL, and

i

i

|

Makor.

WOODHOUSE.
Flesiixg. and

See Hamiltos, Kikkpateick-

j

Manor.

WOODHOUSELEE, the seat of James Tytler,
Esq. on the southern slope of the Pentland-hills,
surrounded by fine woods. 6J miles south of Edinburgh also the ancient seat. 4 miles from the forSee Glexmer, of Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh.
CROSS.
From Old Woodhouselee, which Regent
Moray boldly bestowed on Sir James Bellenden, one
of his favourites, Lady Bothwellhaugh was turned
out in a cold night, in a state of undress, to the open

j

;

and

\

\

|

j
'

j

I

she, in consequence, became, previous to

'

;

WOODSIDE, Banffshire. See Rathven.
WOODSIDE, Kincardineshire. See Cthus (St.).
WOODSIDE. Roxburghshire. See Morebattle.

WOODWICK. See Evie axd Eesdall and Usar.
WOODYETT. See Dexnt.
WOOLANDSLEE-BURN. See IsxEBLEiTHEir.
WOOLtMET.

See

WORMINGTON.

See Lixtox, Roxburghshire-.
See Crail.
WORMIT-BAY, a small bay in the west of the
parish of Forgan. on the north coast of Fifeshire.

—

WORMY-HILLS.

'

O, change accursed past are those days
False Moray's ruUil<>ss spoilers came,
Mid for the hearth's domestic blaze.
!

WRATH

See Kirkheax.
See Kirkpatrick-Flemixg.
See Newtox, Edinburghshire.
WYNNIE-BURN, a brook issuing from mhyars
land in the barony of Tullybeagles. and running to
the Ordie, near the mill of BalmacoUie, in the pansh
of Auchtergaven, Perthshire.

WYMET.

—

YAIR.

is it

she, the pallid rose?"*

Tweed

See

YARDSIDE.

(The).
See Riccartox.

!

I

YARROW,

a parish in Selkirkshire.

It long

comprehended the three ancient parishes of Duchoire, St. Mary's, and Kirkhope but it was divided,
in 1852, into the two parishes of Yarrow and Kirkhope. We have said in the article Kirkhope [which
see] that we shall here describe the parish of Yarrow
according to the limits which belonged to it before the
;

The parish, thus understood, contains the
post-office station of Yarrow, the hamlet of Yarrowdivision.

See Arblrlot.
See Cafe- Wrath.

WYESBIE.

Wliat sheeted phantom wanden wUd.
^yhere mountain Esk. through woodland flows.
Iter arms enfold a shadowy child
!

(C.AJE^.

WREATHS.

;

Ascends destruction's volumed flame.

Oh

Newtox, Edinburghshire.

WORillSTON.

This occurthe next morning, furiously insane.
rence forms the subject of Sir Walter Scott's first
ballad of Cadzow castle
:

manse, and a very fine Free church school, with
Schoolmasters house and library. Population, 102.
Houses, 18.
WOODSIDE, a small post-town and seat of manufacture, in the parish of Old Machar, Aberdeenshire.
It stands about 2 miles north-west of New Aberdeen,
but is included within the parliamentary burgh of
Aberdeen so that it has properly the character of
a suburb. Here are two places of worship belonging respectively to the Established church and the
Free church. The village and a small tract around
it ranked temporarily as a quoad sacra parish ; and
the population of this in 1841 was 4,839, with 440
houses.

\

;

fields

Population, 70.
village on the northern border rf
the parish of Largo, Fifeshire. It stands adjacent
which see. Population, about 90.
to GiLSTox
WOODSIDE. a village in the parish of Cargill,
Perthshire.
It stands in the vicinity of Burrelton,
about 2^ miles from Cupar-Angus; and has a station
on the Scottish Midland Junction railway, 13^ miles
from Perth. It is one of the most beautiful villages
in Strathmore.
Here are a neat Free church and

WOODSIDE, a
:

:

—

From its great purity it
The miners, who work by

Hamilton, the injured husband of the lady, and the
robbed proprietor of the mansion, became, it will be
remembered, the assassin of the Eegent. S^ Linlithgow.
WOODLANE, a village in the parish of Kincardine. Perthshire.
Population, 102. Houses, 18.
WOODNEUK. See Fai.kirk.
WOODSIDE, a hamlet in the parish of Moaswald,
Dumfries-shire.

and ore raised on the same principle as often as
From top to bottom the miners are ennecessary.
closed between masses of whinstone, compact as
huge, in the centre of which a seam of metal, to all
appearance inexhaustible, dips generally at an angle
whether
of nearly 30 degrees. The ore is conveyed,
to the breakmill or the washing-sieves shaken by
When
overshot wheels, by branches of railway.
smelted, the metal "is conveyed in bars to Ajnr by
way of Dalmellington, and thence shipped to Liverpool, and generally sold either in that port or in
London.
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,

,

!

i

and part of the vilIt is bounded on the north by
lage of Yarrowford.
Traquair and Innerleithen in Peebles-shire, and by
the Selkirkshire parts of Innerleithen and Stow; on
the east by both the Selkirkshire and the Roxburghshire parts of both Selkirk and Ashkirk; on the
south by Robertou and Ettrick ; and on the west by
Megget, Manor, and Peebles in Peebles-shire. Its
length is 18 miles ; its greatest breadth is 16 miles;
and its area is about 1 1 1 square miles. Its outline,
especially on the north, is singularly irregular, and
feus, the village of Ettrick-bridge,

YAEROW.

includes several long and intricate projections which
are nearly insulated by conterminous parishes. The
district comprehends several miles of the south side
of the vale of the Tweed, about four-fiftlis of the

vale of the Yarrow, about 8 miles of the central
parts of the vale of the Ettrick, and a south-easterly
declination or hanging table-land of 8 miles in length
and 2 in breadth, •whence flow the headstreams of
the Roxburghshire Ale-water, and some feeders of
the river Borthwick. These four lines or belts of
vale-ground are separated from one another by three
chains of mountain or lofty hill, two of which pass
at the south-west end respectively into Ettrick and
into Peebles-shire, while the third or central one
becomes lost at the extremity of the parish in the
nucleus of the summit-range of the southern Higlilands.
Tlie hill-chains run nearly parallel to each
other, and extend from west-south-west to eastnorth-east.
Excepting over some space on the
south, they are generally elongated in their outline

and rounded on their summits, and they rarely exceed 2,000, or come short of 1,000, feet of altitude
above sea-level. Tlie vales are generally narrow
and confined, j'et do not want occasional picturesqueness; and when they have a protuberating
hill or an elbow on the one side, tliey usually exhibit a corresponding recess on the other.
Various
appearances along the course of the principal streams
indicate that the vales were formerly chains of lakes,
or that the rivers flowed at a higher level than now,
and formed themselves into lacustrine expansions.
So decidedly is the district upland, and so closely
do its heights press one another's bases, that the

proportion of pasture compared to that of arable
ground is as 24 to 1. The arable soil, though vari-

ous in quality and composition, is generally a light
formation fiom greywucke and clay-slate rocks,
abounding in large stones, and not well-adapted to
culture.
Tlie rearing of sheep is the chief branch
of husbandry, and expends its care upon upwards
of 55,000, most of which are Cheviots crossed with
Leicester rams. About 260 acres of natural underwood I'emain as a stinted memorial of the great royal
forest which once covered the whole area; and about
350 acres additional have been devoted to plantation.
The principal landowners are the Duke of Buccleuch
and the Earl Of Traquair. The estimated value of
raw produce in 1833 was £28,606; assessed property
in 1843, £11,689 19s. lid.; real rental in 1857,
£13,798 13s.,— of which £3,272 19s. was in Yarrow
as at present constituted, and £5,525 14s. was in

Kirkhope.

The principal waters, as well as many of the interesting objects of the parish, will be noticed in
the following article, on tlie river Yarrow. 'J'he
Tweed is touched by a projection of the parish between two sections of Traquair, and by 3J miles of
it in the district of Tweeclside from the vicinity of
Scrogbank to Glenkinnen-burn. The Ettrick, while
connected with tlie parish, has a very similar aspect
to the upper Yarrow, but with more agriculture,

more

life,

and

less solitude

;

and, at NeWhouse,

it

runs between almost perpendicular rocks, which are
tufted with furze, and overhung with copsewood,
and furnish the elements of a romantic picture. Five

two of them called Shaws-ioclis, and the
others Akermoor, Hellmoor, and Clcarburn lochs,
occur in the southern table-land, measure from a
mile to nearly 2 miles in circumference, and have
furnished very large supi)lies of siiell-marl. Calcareous springs are numerous, and, in some instances,
form bulky accumulations of calcareous deposit.
Sulphureous springs occur at Craig and at Catslacknowe; and that at the latter place bears the name
of St. Pliilip's-wcli, and seems to have been in superlochlets,

YARROW.
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stitious request

during the times of popery. Clialy
beate springs occur at Bowerhope.
view of the
geognostic features of the district is given in our
article on Selkiekshike.
The condition and history of its ancient woods are noticed in the article
on Ettrick Foisest.
Elibank-tower, an ancient
peel-house, associated in Border story with deeds of
barbarous bravery, still overlooks the Tweed, 4J
miles below Traquair.
Blackhouse tower, another
peel-house, but small, very ancient, and of peculiar
form, exists in ruin on the farm of Blackhouse in the
wild glen of Douglas-bum. The desolate district
around the tower and along the stream, now a part
of the Traquair estate, was one of the most ancient
possessions of the Black Douglases, having belonged
to them so early as in the reign of Malcolm Can-

A

—

more; and, according to tradition, confirmed by allusions in the document, and by the existence of seven
monumental stones, which are pointed out on the
overshadowing heiglits as marking the spot where
tlie seven brethren fell, it was the scene of "the
iJouglas tragcdie." Among eminent persons born
in the parish, or connected with it, have been Dr.
John Rutherfoid, a pupil of Boerhaave, professor of
the Practice of Piiysic in the University of Edinburgh, and long known as 'the Yarrow doctor;'
Sir Gideon Murray, better known as Lord Elibank,
a title which- belonged to him as a member of the
College-of-justice; Colonel William Eussel of Ashiesteel, celebrated for his military exploits in India,
and especially for the affair of Manilla Russel of
Elibank, the learned and well-known historian of
ancient and of modern Europe; Sir Walter Scott,
who resided 10 years at Ashiesteel subsequently to
his becoming sheriff of the Forest,' and who composed much of his poetry on a sylvan hillock on the
grounds still known as 'the Sherra's knowe;' and,
the Ettrick shepherd,' Avho
finally, James Hogg,
long resided at Mount Benger, and eventually lived
and died at Altrive. One road leads up the Yarrow;
another leads up the Ettrick; two connect them;
one leads from them to Tweedside and all are good
and kept in excellent order. Population in 1831,
1,221; in 1851, 1,294.
Houses, 223.
This parish is in the presbytery of Selkirk, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, the Crown.
Stipend, £270 10s. 6d.; glebe, £34.
Unappropriated teinds, £1,090 13s. 6d. The parish church was
built in 1640, and repaired in 1826, and contains
430 sittings. There is a Free church of Yarrow
and Megget; and the amount of its receipts in 1856
was £105 5s. 5d. There are two parochial schools,
and two non-parochial the former situated at re;

'

'

;

;

spectively Yarrow and Ettrick-bridge.
Salary of
the Yarrow schoolmaster, £31 6s. Ofd., with £12
fees, and £7 other emoluments; of the Ettrick-bridge
The ancient
schoolmaster, £20, with £11 fees.
parish of Duchoire, a name whicli has been corinto
forms
the
north-eastern
Dewchar,
rupted
part
of the united parish of Yarrow.
Its church and
the stronghold of its feudal proprietor stood on a
burn wliich comes down to the Yarrow immediately
east of the present parish church.
The ancient
parish of St. Mary's forms the westein district of
the united parish of Yarrow. Its church stood on
the margin of St. Mary's lake, and gave name to
tiiat lake.
'J'hc church, as its designation implic ".
was dedicated to the Virgin Mary; it was descril
eolioquially as 'St. Mary's kirk of the Lowes'
lochs, and in charters as tiie Church of the Vir^;;!.
Mary in Ettrick Forest;' and it seems to have Ih
come a vicarage under the monks of Drybut}^'
Tlio ancient parish of Kirkhope has been notir
in our article Kiukiioie.
Caithness-shire.
See Wjck.
'

YARROW,

YARROWFOED.
YARROWFEUS.
YARROWFORD,

See Yarrow (The).
a village in the parishes of
Yarrow and Selkirk, in Selkirkshire. It stands on
the left bank of the Yarrow, on the road up the vale
of that stream, 5 miles west-north-west of Selkirk.
Population, about 60.
(The), a river of Selkirkshire, more
celebrated in song than almost any other stream in
The occurrence npon its banks of an
Scotland.
early melancholy event which made a deep impresthe facility with which
sion on the popular mind,
the
its name yields to the adaptation of rhyme,
pervading wildness which, with occasional dashes
of beauty and romance, characterizes irs landscape,
and the disposition of later poets to rival and excel predecessors in the discussion of a favourite

YARROW

—

—

—

— seem

all to have had an influence in rethe stream to so high a place in poetic
favour.
An idea of lugubrious sadness is associated
with much of the river's scenery, and with its
early and chief historical reminiscence. What that
reminiscence precisely is cannot be ascertained
beyond the general tradition of a deadly fend,
which terminated in the death of two antagonist
lords or leaders, and in the rude inhumation of the
bodies of their slain followers in a marshy pool
Yet some have identified it
called the Dead-lake.
with a duel fought between John Scott of Tushielaw and his brother-in-law Walter Scott of Thirla duel whicli was fatal to the latter, but is
stane,
ascertained to have been fought on Deuchar-swire,
at a considerable distance; and others suppose it to
have been a fray at a hunting-match in Ettrickforest, which issued in the slaughter of a son of
Scott of Harden, residing at Kirkhope, by his kinsman Scott of Gilmansclench. Be the event what it
might, the tradition of the country, and, above all,
a well-known ancient ballad entitled the Dowie
Dens of Yarrow,' have imparted to it a high tragic
interest, and have long occasioned the scene of it
to be regarded as classic ground.
more modem
song, by Mr. Hamilton of Bangour, beginning,

theme,

commending

—

'

A

" Busk
ye. busk ye,
Busk ye, busk ye,

my
my

YARROW.
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bonnie bonnie bride!
"
ivinsome marrow!

the same event, and has rivalled
the ancient song in influence. The dejected loneliness of the Yarrow's vale, so well and so succinctly
depicted in the phrase of Dowie Dens,' sadly harmonizes with the wailing tones of the ballads and
the traditions, and powerfully appeals to the lachrj-mose sympathies of poets. The sound of the stream
has not one note of the joyousness which would
seem naturally to belong to the rate of its current;
the aspect of the green hills which come down upon
its margin possesses not one indication of the vocal
and the vegetable animation which might be ex'

from their softness and their seeming fertiwhole landscape, in spite of objects
which, in other circumstances, might arouse and
gladden, looks to be in a condition of appalling ref»ected
ity; and the

of unearthly stillness, of strength and beauty
pose,
the inertion of death.
Hence, of the numerous
poems which describe the stream or allude to it, the
An old fragment,
majority are deeply pathetic.
Willie's drowned in Yarrow,' is entirely plaintive.

m
'

Thy braes were bonnie, Yarrow
The Douglas Tragedie,'
stream,' is also plaintive.
the ' Sang of the Outlaw Murray.' and the oldest
verses of the Yellow-haird Laddie,' are proved by
their allusions to have borrowed both their scenery
and much of their sadness from the Yarrow. Among
numerous pieces either descriptive of the stream or
the Braes of
chiefly devoted to it, the chief are
'

Logan's piece,

'

'

'

'

Yarrow

Vale,'

'

'

'

Yarrow Unvisited,' Yarrow Visited,' and Yarrow
Revisited.'
The first was composed eleven years
before, and the latter immediately after the poet
'

'

'

saw the vale and though they entirely refer to the
poetical charm thrown over the stream by the vari;

ous ballads in its praise, they themselves produce
an interest fully equal to the aggregate of all
" And is
that had been previously accumulated.
this Yarrow?" exclaims the poet in the 'Yarrow
Visited,'

—
"

And U

this

Yarrow ?

Of wliich
So

O

my

faithfully a

An image
that

some

—

This the stream
fancy cherished

waking dream ?

that hath perished!
minstrel's harp were near

To utter tones of gladness.
And chase this silence from the
That fills
Yet why?

my

A

air

heart with sadness I

silvery current flows

With imcontrolled meanderings;
Nor have these eyes, by greener hills,
Been soothed in all my wanderings."
"

The

hills

whence

classic

Yarrow

flows," are the

summit-range of the Southern Highlands, part of
the towering series which divide Dumfries-shire
from the counties of Selkirk and Peebles, and form
a centre to all the great ranges of the south. The
stream rises at a place called YaiTow-cleuch, within
^ a mile of the source of Mofi"at-water, and only IJ
mile east of Loch-Skene. After flowing 3J miles
north-north-eastward it expands into the Loch of
the Lowes, about f of a mile in length; and a very
brief distance lower down becomes lost for 4 miles
in St. Mary's-loch.
See Lowes (Loch of the), and

Mary's Loch

Its course, after leaving St.
(St.).
Mary's-loch, is 1 1 miles north-eastward to Yarrowford and thence 3 miles eastward and east-southeastward to the Ettrick at the head of Philiphaugh,
or IJ mile above Selkirk.
Its length of run, including its lacustrine expansions, is about 25 miles.
Its tributaries are not fewer than, at least, 40; but,
;

was suggested by

Yarrow,' by Allan Ramsay, and

Mr. M'Donald. Two songs in praise of the distinguished female beauty so well-known as 'the
Flower of YaiTOw,' bear the titles of Mary Scott
and the Rose in Yarrow,' and have been not a
little popular.
But the most distinguished verees
which have been written upon the stream, or those,
at least, which have written it most into notice, are
three pieces by Wordswoith, entitled respecrively

by

excepting Megget-water and Douglas-bum, respectively 6^ and 5| miles long, they do not average 2
miles in length.
The vale of the Yarrow may be viewed as com"
mencing at the head of lone St. Mary's silent
lake."
On the right bank of the lake, about a mile
from its east end, is the ancient burying-ground of
St. Mary's.
church which stood in the middle of
it, and continued, in the early part of the 17th
century, to be used as a place of worship, was damaged by the Scotts in a feud with the Cranstons,

A

entirely disappeared. The whole scenery
around this singularly sequestered cemeterj- is very
bold and fine; and a funeral at the place has a
peculiarly striking and solemnly picturesque appearance. About 400 yards to the east is a small
mound, called Binram's cross, surmounted by a few
stones, and supposed to be the burj-ing-place of a
necromantic priest, a sacrilegious ofiiciate at the

and has

ancient altar.

—

" That wiznnt
priest whose bones are thrust,
From company of holy dust"

A little north of the eastern extremity of the lake
stands the lower part of the massive walls of Dry'
hope tower, the paternal home of the Flower of
Yarrow.' This lady, the daughter of John Scott of

YEILSHIELDS.

Dryhope, was married to Walter Scott of Harden,
a man as famous for his freebooting as she was for
her beauty and, by giving her daughter in marGibbie wi' the
riage to Gilbert Elliot of Minto,
gowden hair,' she became the ancestress of the
talented lady who wrote the Flowers of the Forest.'
About 3 miles below the lake stands Mount Benger,
the residence, for some time, of James
Hogg, the
well-known Ettrick shepherd;' and a little fai'ther
down, about 13 miles from Selkirk, are Gordon inn
and the hamlet of Yarrowfeus. A bridge over the
stream at the inn leads the way to Altrive, the
shepherd's' last residence, and the scene of his
death. Three miles farther on, upon the left bank
of the stream, is the church of Yarrow, a neat little
edifice.
piece of ground, a little west of the
church, is pointed out by tradition as the scene of
slaughter and sepulchre, whence the vale had its
prime melancholy association. Till about 45 years
;

'

'

'

'

A

when

it became enclosed, subdivided, and culwas a low waste moor; and, in upwards
of twenty places, it was dotted with large cairns.
The only monuments now remaining are two tall
massive unhewn stones, about 80 yards apart, and
supposed to mark the spots on which the slaughtered
leaders in the conflict respectively fell.
About 4

ago,

it

tivated,

miles below the church stands the little village of
Yarrowford. Near the latter, in a romantic and
solitary situation, are the ruins of the strong ancient
castle of Hangingsliaw, the scene of the old ballad
The Sang of the Outlaw Murray,' and formerly
the property of that outlaw and his descendants.
The hous3 was accidentally burnt down about the
middle of last century. Tradition, in ilkistration of
the hospitality practised at Hangingsliaw, says that
every person who called at the house was treated to
a draught of stout ale, from a large drinking vessel
called
the Hangingshaw-ladle.'
A little east of
Yarrowford is the handsome modern mansion of
Broadmeadows.
mile farther down is the peculiarly interesting ruin of Newaek-castle: which
see.
Farther on are the ducal seat of Bowside, and
other objects which, along with an abundance of
wood, and the occurrence of picturesqueness and
beauty in the configuration of the banks, render the
Yarrow, from Hangingshaw downwards, a stream
of high scenic attractions, and quite wipe away all
or most of the lugubrioasness of its former aspect.
'

'

A

See Selkirk.

YEILSHIELDS, a village in the parish of Carluke, Lanarkshire.
Population, 66.
YELL, one of the Shetland islands, the second
of the group in point of size, and the most nortlierly
in situation excepting Unst.
It is washed, on part
of the west and on the north, by the North sea;
separated from Unst, on the north-east, by Blomel
sound washed on the cast partly by the Atlantic,
;

and partly by Colgrave sound, which separates it
from Fetlar and, washed on the south, on the southwest, and partly on the west, by Yell sound, which
is studded with isles and islets, and separates Yell
;

from the northern part of Mainland.

Its length from
north to south is 19 miles; its greatest breadth is
7i miles and itssuperficial extent is about 94 square
miles.
The tides on both sides of the island are
and, both in Yell and Blomel
very impetuous
;

;

sounds, where they meet with obstructions, and
often run at the rate of 9 or 10 miles, they for
continuous hours defy boat-navigation, and toss the
sea, even during a calm, into foam and tumult. The
chief bays which indent the coast are Cloup-voe on
the north Basta-voe, and Refirth or Midyell voe,
on the east Burra-voc on the south-east; Hamnavoe on the south and Whalcfirth-voo on the west.
All these, and some smaller bays or creeks, form
;

;

;

YELL.
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natural harbours, several of which are
sound, capaand sheltered. Refirth and Whalefirth vocs
are opposite each other, a little north of the centre
of the island, and make such a mutual
approach as
to leave between them
only a low boggy isthmus of
a few hundred yards which could be cut into a canal
communication.
landing can be effected at almost
any point on the east coast but even in calm weait
can
nowhere be effected on the west except
ther,
in Whalefirth-voe and one small creek.
The ends
of the island, though of brief
measurement, have
good harbours. The coast, along the east, is generally low and often sandy but along the west, it is
to a considerable extent
rocky, bold, and even preThe surface of the island presents a heavy
cipitous.
and cheerless aspect. Two nearly parallel
ridges of
gneiss rocks, of almost uniform outline, and only
fi cm 200 to 400 feet in
height, traverse it nearly from
end to end sloping gradually toward the
shores,
in
some
connected
and,
places,
by transverse ridges,
from
east
to
west.
Almost
the
whole
soil
running
is moss;
occasionally vet seldom mixed with clay or
sand.
There is much scope for agricultural improvement; and an extensive trade is carried on in
the exporting of eggs, sheep, cattle, and ponies. " The
island also," say the Messrs. Anderson, "is an excellent fishing-station
and, from the days of George
Buchanan, has been noted for its booths, or small
warerooms, filh'd with all sorts of vendible articles,
cious,

A

;

;

;

;

now
from

chiefly imported from Scotland, but anciently

Hamburgh and Bremen.

of Yell sound,

In the troubled sea

and the vicinity of

its little

holms or

distinguished for their fine succulent pastures,
and as the breeding- places of the tern, parasitic
and
eider duck, herring shoals, and swarms of
gull,
young sillocks, are always to be seen and perhaps
the tourist may witness the pursuit and capture of a
drove of ca'ing whales,' as the Delphinos deductor
islets,

;

'

styled in Shetland, which occasionally appear off
a gregarious assemblage of from 100
to 500 at a time." The catching of these creatures is
is

thfise coasts in

always attended with great excitement and cruelty;
and only the blubber of them was for ages regarded
as valuable, the rest of their carcases being barbarously allowed to lie corrupting in the air, diffusing
pestilence around, till slowly devoured by the gulls
and the crows but now the whole carcase is dealt
with by the captors, and the bones are disposed of
for local use or exportation as bone-manure. Fishing
in the waters round Yell is attended with more risk
of life to the fisherman than in most other seas; sad
disasters occur almost every year; and, in the summer of 1832, so many as 27 men out of 30, who
manned four boats, perished, 23 of them leaving
;

widows and dependant children.
The antiquities
some Picts' houses, or circular burghs, and

are

nearly a score of shapeless ruins, or faint vestiges of
ancient chapels. The island was anciently distributed into the three parishes of North Yell, Mid
North Yell is now united to
Yell, and South Yell.
Fetlar, and has been noticed in our article Fetlar
AND North Yell. Mid Yell and South Yell are
now united to each other, and will be noticed in our
The name Yell was anciently
following article.
written Zcll. Population of the island in 1841, 2,61 1
;

Houses, 550.
(East), a post-office station on the east

in 1851,2,696.

YELL

side of the island of Yell, in Shetland.

YELL (Mid and South), an united parish in the
northern part of Shetland. It comprehends several
pastoral islets, the inhabited isles of Hascussay and
Samphroy, and the middle and southern parts of the
island of Yell and it contains the post-oflice staIts length southtions of East Yell and Burravoe.
ward is 13J miles and its greatest breadth is nearly
;

;

YERROCH.

The principal landowners are Ogilvy of
7 miles.
Gossaburgh and Brace of Burravoe, both resident
and there are two other considerable landowners,
and twenty-fonr small ones. Only about 4.500 acres
are enclosed, and about 33,000 are pastoral or waste.
The estimated value of raw produce in 13-11, inclusive of fish, and of the value of labour in sea-go;ng
;

was £7,575.

Assessed property iu 1843,
£351 lis. 6d. Population in 1831, 1,812; in 1851,
Houses, 336.
1,741.
This parish is in the presbytery of Burravoe, and
synod of Shetland. Patron, the Earl of Zetland.
Schoolmaster's salary, £26, with £5 fees, and £3
other emoluments. There are two parish churches.

vessels,

That of Mid Yell was

and contains

built in 1832,

500 sittings that of South Yell was built in 1841,
and contains 384 sittings and the latter is served
by a missionary under the committee of tlie royal
bounty. There is in South Yell a Methodist chapel,
containing 200 sittings.
YELL (North). See Fetlar asd North Yell.
YERROCH (The), a rivulet traversing a romantic
ravine, tracing for several miles the boundary between the parishes of Kelton and Buittle, and falling
;

;

into the Solwav-frith, in Kirkcudbrightshire.
YESKER. "See Lasgair.

YESTER, a parish, containing the post-office
village of Gifford, and the hamlets of Long-Yester
It is
and Long-Newton, in Haddingtonshire.
bounded on the south by Berwickshire, and on other
sides by the parishes of Humbie, Bolton, Haddington, and Gai-vald. Its length north-north-eastward is 6 miles its greatest breadth is 5 miles and
;

;

its

area

district

is

The southern

about 14 square miles.

comes down from Lammerlaw and other

heights along the water-shed of the Lammermoors,
over a descent of 2 miles to the plain
and is all upland and heathy, yet affords good pasturage for
The southern district consists of a strath
sheep.
in Cambro-British, ystrad or yestred, the radix of its
;

—

expressive name Yester. This strath is watered by
the rivulet Gilford it lies about 400 feet above
and
sea-level, and is richly cultivated and wooded
it has along its sides such soft low ridgy rising
grounds as relieve it from the monotony of a plain,
without drawing round it the limits of a valley.
The rocks of the upland district belong to the greywacke group, and those of the lowland district to
the coal formation but they are of very small economical value. Hard red sandstone was formerly
worked, but abandoned ; limestone also was worked,
but at a heavy expense and there is no coal. The
soil in some places is a light loam, but in most is
clayey, and in nearly all lies on a clay bottom.
;

;

;

;

Agricultural improvement has been very great, in all
its departments, with admirable effect upon both the
quality of the soil and the amount of the produce.
About 5,700 imperial acres are in tillage about
and about 946 are
2,280 are pastoral or waste
under plantation. The estimated value of raw produce in 1835 was £18,814. Assessed property in
1843, £5.841 17s. 5d.
Yester-house, the seat of the
Marquis of Tweeddale, stands amidst extensive and
richly-wooded grounds about a mile east-south-east
of Gifford.
Yester-castle, the ancient residence of
the ancestors of the Marquis, famed for its Hobgoblin Hall,' stands within the adjacent parish of Gar;

;

'

VALD and Bara
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which

see.

The

village of

Long-

Yester stands at the foot of the Lammermoors, 2
miles south-south-east of Gifford.
The parish is
traversed by the road from Haddington to Lauder,
and by that from Tranent to Dunse. Population in
1831, 1,019; in 1851, 1,202. Houses, 211.
This parish is in the presbytery of Haddington, and
Bynod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Patron, the Mar-

quis of Tweeddale.

Stipend, £254 10s.

;

glebe, £25.

The parish
Unappropriated teinds, £1 17s. Id.
church stands in Gifford; and hence the parish,
though known only under the name of Yester in
is almost
legal, historical, or descriptive writings,
always popularly called Gifford. The church was

and repaired in 1830, and contains
560 sittings. There is a Free church of Yester ;
and the amount of its receipts in 1856 was £174 15s.
There are three parochial schools, respectively
6Jd.
at Gifford, at Long- "i ester, and at Long-Newton.
Salary of the Gifford schoolmaster, £34 4s" 4d., with
£40 fees, and £1 7s. lOd. other emoluments; of the
Long-Yester schoolmaster, £25 13s. 3d., with £18
fees
of the Long-Newton schoolmaster, £8 lis. Id.,
with £14 fees. There are two private schools at
The manor of Yester or Y'estred was
Gifford.
granted by William the Lion to Hugh Gifford, the
son of Hugh, an English gentleman who settled in
Lothian under David I. From that early age to
the present, Yestred has remained with his descendants.
Hugli Gifford of Yester, who lived under
David II. and Robert IL, had not a son to inherit
his large estates; and Johanna, the eldest of his
daughters, marrying Sir William Hay of Locherwart, transferred' the manor, with the patronage of
the church, to him and their conjoint posterity.
Thus arose the family of Yester and Locherwart,
who obtained the titles of Lord Yester in 14S8, Earl
of Tweeddale in 1646. and Marquis of Tweeddale and
Earl of Gifford in 1694. The church was originally
called St. Bothan's, and afterwards Yester's ; and,
in 1421, it was restored to its old name, and, at the
same time, converted by Sir William Hay into a
collegiate establishment for a provost, 6 prebendaries,
and 2 singing-boys. The Reformation upset the
collegiate establishment, and placed the church in a
simply parochial position under the revived name of
Yester. A chapel, dedicated to St. Nicholas, and
built' in 1708,

;

subordinate to the parish-church, anciently stood at
Dr. Witherspoon, the well-known
theological writer, and president of New Jersey
college, was the son of a minister of Yester, and
born in its manse. Dr. Charles Nisbet, president
of Carlisle college in America, was the son of a
schoolmaster of Yester. and bom at Long-Yester.
YESTER (Loxg). See Yesteb.
YESTER'S (Lady). See Edinburgh.
YETBYRE. See Eskdalemuib.
YETHOLM, a parish, containing the post-office
station of Yetholm and the villages of Kirk-Yetholm and Town-Yetholm, on the north-east border of
Roxburghshire. It is bounded on the north-east
and east by England, and on the other sides by
the parishes of Morebattle and Linton. Its length
north-westward is 4| miles; and its greatest breadth

Duncanlaw.

Bowmont-water bisects it, nearly
2§ miles.
through the middle, in a direction to the north-northeast.
Yetholm or Primside-loch, situated on the
western boundary, and measuring nearly 1 J mile in
circumference, sends off a little tributary eastward
is

The part of the vale of the Bowparish, is the seat of 9-lOths of
the population, measures 2J miles in length by from
2 to 3^ furlongs in breadth, and, though hill-locked
on all other sides, goes flatly out on the north into
England. Touching the lips of the stream are some
pretty large haughs ; and from the manse to the
north-west there is a piece of flat ground along with
the haughs for about 1} mile. The surface from
the sides of the vales to the boundaries is a congeries
of hills, all soft in feature, and gay in dress, and
nowhere, even in the south where they become
identified with the Cheviots, exceeding 800 feet of
The heights imbosom
altitude above sea-level.
to the Bowmont.
mont within the

YETHOLM.

several sequestered, beautiful, romantic dingles.
The lower hills are arable and the higher are green
;

summit, and form a prime sheep-walk.
About 100 acres are covered with wood about 200
are a wild moor, called Yetholm-common, on the

to their

;

boundary with England, and rather doubtfully belonging to Scotland and the rest of the area is distributed into tillage and pasturage grounds, in the
mutual proportions of 13 to 15. The predominant
rock in the hills is felspar-porpliyry and it contains
numerous nodules of agate and common jasper.
Quartz rock and compact felspar rock, also occur
and the latter is quarried. The new red sandstone
is the prevailing rock of the low grounds.
A fine
sharp sand, suitable for the purposes of the mason,
forms much of the bed of the Bowmont. The soil of
;

;

;

the arable lands

is generally good, occasionally of condepth, and extensively incumbent on
The principal landowners are Wauchope of
gravel.
Niddryand the Marquis of Tweuddale; and there are
three others. The estimated value of raw produce
in 1835 was £12,004; assessed property in 1843,

siderable

£6,789 5s. 7d.

;

only mansion

handsome
grounds.

real rental in 1857, £7,156 9s.
is

Cherrytrees,

—a

The

modern,

small,

amid

edifice,
finely ornate pleasureThe chief antiquities are apparently a

Koman camp on Yetholm-law, and two

British
Castlelaw.

camps respectively on Camp-hill and
The old mansion of Thirlestane, which has now disappeared, had an apartment called The Warlock'sroom
which probably acquired its wizard fame
'

;'

from the alchymical researches of one of the proprietors of Thirlestane, Dr. Scott, a physician of
II.
Jean Gordon, the prototype of Meg
Merrilees, and her grand-daughter Madge, or Marjory, who probably sat to Sir Walter Scott as the
representative of her person, were among the gipsy
inhabitants of Yetholm.
See the article KirkYetholm. The parish is traversed by a road down
the Bowmont, and has a road from its own centre
toward Kelso and it lies within 6 miles of stations
of the English North-Eastern railway. Population
in 1831, 1,289; in 1851, 1,352.
Houses, 231.
This parish is in the presbytery of Kelso, and
synod of Merse and Teviotdale. Patron, Wauchope
of Niddry.
Stipend, £260 Os. lid.; glebe, £25.
SchoolUnappropriated teinds, £122 9s. lid.
master's salary, £34 4s. 4^d., with £30 fees, and £6
other emoluments. The parish church is partly
an erection of the year 1709, and partly an
older erection of unknown date, and contains 400
There is a Free church, with an attendsittings.
ance of about 200 and the amount of its receipts
There is an United
in 1856 was X117 12s. ejd.
Charles

;

;

ZELL.

See Yell.
a variety of the

ZETLAND,

ZETLAND.
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name

Shetland,

originally Hialtlandia, signifying 'the high land.'
Shetland, under the designation of Zetland, gives
the title of Earl in the peerage of the United King-

rULLARTON AND MACNAB,

Presbyterian church, with an attendance of about
There are a private school, a girls' school, a
public library, a horticultural society, a savings'
bank, and an office of the City of Glasgow bank.
The advowson, but not the temporal property, of the
ancient church, belonged to the monks of Kelso.
In 1304, Edward I. visited Yetholm on his return
from his northern expedition. In 1375, Edward
III. issued a writ of presentation to the parish
and,
in the same year, he negotiated an exchange of the
church for that of Minto.
YETTS OF MUCKART. See Muckart.
YIELDSHIELDS. See Yeilshields.
YOKER, a post-ofiice village in the parish of
Old Kilpatrick, Dumbartonshire. It stands on the
south-west verge of the main body of Dumbartonshire, on the road from Dumbarton to Glasgow,
adjacent to the Clyde, nearly opposite the lower part
of the town of Renfrew.
See the article Renfrew.
YOOLFIELD. See Kemback.
(The), a river of Aberdeenshire. It
rises from two springs, called the wells of Ythan, in
the uplands of the parish of Forgue. about a mile
west of the l)oundary of that parish with Auchterand flows through these parishes, through
less
those of Fyvie, Methlick, Tarves, Ellon, and LogieBachan, and between those of Slains on the left
bank, and Foveran on the right, to the sea a little
below the village of Newburgh. It runs in a northeasterly direction till near the point where it first
touches Fyvie, and there it is within about 4 miles
of the Deveron at Turriff", and wheels suddenly on a
new coui'se thence, till it touches Slains, it makes
numerous sweeps, some of which are long, yet runs
prevailingly toward the south-east; and over 2|
miles, above its embouchure, it runs nearly due
It achieves, from its source to the sea, a
south.
distance of about 31 miles; and receives in its progress, besides many smaller tributaries, eight or
nine affluents of each more than 5 miles length of
course.
It has a smooth and slow current; and,
owing to the general construction of drains in the
lands which form its basin, it rises more rapidly in
240.

;

YTHAN

;

;

and occasionally flows far
of the country which it immediately traverses is low and alluvial ; and, previous
to recent improvements for its protection, was, in a
great measure, desolated by the river's floods. The

freshets than formerly,

over

its

banks.

Much

—

stream has two good salmon-fishings, the one at
mouth, and the otlier at Ellon, 6 miles up and
it has some celebrity for having at one time produced valuable pearls. It is navigable for rivercraft to Ellon, and for vessels of 150 tons to the
distance of about a mile from the sea.
its

;

dom to the noble family of Dundas. The earldom
The Scottish scat
of Zetland was created in 1838.
of the Earl is Kerse-liouse in Stirlingshire.

ZUILSIIIELDS.

I'HINTKUS,

KDISBLUCH.

See Lanark.

